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February 14, 2002

Gregg A. Cooke, Regional Administrator (6RA)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- Region VI
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
Subject: Revisions to Oklahoma Air Quality Control Implementation Plan
Dear Mr. Cooke:
In his letter dated October 5, 1999, Governor Frank Keating appointed me as his designee
for the purpose of submitting documents to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
for approval and incorporation into the State Implementation Plan ("SIP") for Oklahoma.

The last revision to Oklahoma's SIP was submitted on May 16, 1994 and included the
entirely recodified OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control rules. It was not our intent to
include all of these rules in our SIP, so Eddie Terrill, Director of DEQ's Air Quality
Division, submitted a letter dated October 4, 1999 requesting certain rules be withdrawn
from inclusion in the SIP. The EPA published in the Federal Register on August 2, 2000
its approval of this revision, excluding the withdrawn sections. However, it has come to
my attention that while the withdrawn sections were not included in the SIP, they were
not formerly withdrawn because the request did not come from Governor Keating or his
designee. As designee, I request withdrawal of the following rules from the 1994 SIP
submittal: OAC 252:100-7 (Permits), 8 (Operating Permits (Part 70)), 11(Alternative
Emissions Reductions Permits), 21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste
Burning Equipment), 41 (Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air
Contaminants) and Appendix D (Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste
Burning Equipment).
In addition, we submit for your review and approval under Section 110 of the federal
Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 51 revisions to the Oklahoma Air Quality Control
Implementation Plan and the associated evidence as required by 40 CFR 51, Appendix V,
2.1. All changes and additions to Oklahoma's plan were accomplished by adopting new
or amended permanent rules of the Department of Environmental Quality. These rules
were promulgated in substantial compliance with the Oklahoma's Administrative
Procedures Act and published in the Oklahoma Register, the official state publication for
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rule making actions. We have included five copies of the submittal as required by 40
CFR 51.103(a).
If you have questions, please contact Eddie Terrill, Director, Air Quality Division,

Department of Environmental Quality at (405) 702-4154.
Sincerely,

~~4~·,...._
Secretary of Environment
Enclosures
cc:

MarkS. Coleman, Executive Director, Department of Environmental Quality
Eddie Terrill, Director, DEQ Air Quality Division
Thomas H. Diggs, Section Chief, Air Planning Section, EPA Region VI (6PD-L)
David W. Neleigh, Section Chief, Air Permits, EPA Region VI (6PD-R)
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FOREWORD
OKLAHOMA STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
SUBJECT:

Oklahoma's 1994 SIP Submittal- Formal Withdrawal of Specific Rules

There is one remaining issue that we would like to resolve regarding Oklahoma's previous SIP
submittal. The last revisions to Oldahoma's SIP were submitted on May 16, 1994 and included
the entirely recodified OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control rules. It was not our intent that all
these rules be included in our SIP so Eddie Terrill, Director of DEQ's Air Quality Division,
submitted a letter dated October 4, 1999, requesting certain rules be withdrawn from inclusion in
the SIP. The EPA published in the Federal Register on August 2, 2000, its approval of these
revisions, excluding the withdrawn sections. However, it has come to the DEQ's attention that
while the withdrawn sections were not included in the SIP, they were not formerly withdrawn
because the request did not come from Governor Keating or his designee. The cover letter for
our new SIP submittal is signed by Brian Griffin, Secretary of the Environment and Governor
Keating's designee, and includes a request for withdrawal of the following portions of the 1994
submittal:
• OAC 252:100-7 (Permits),
• OAC 252:100-8 (Operating Permits (Part 70)),
• OAC 252:100-11(Alternative Emissions Reductions Permits),
• OAC 252:100-21( Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment),
• OAC 252:100-41 (Control of Emission ofHazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants), and
• OAC 252:100, Appendix D (Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste
Burning Equipment).
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Frank Keating
Governor
October 5, 1999

Gregg A. Cooke, Regional Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection' Agency, Region 6
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200_.;~.!:Dallas, Texas 75202-2733
.I

Re: Appointing Brian C. Griffin as designee
for State Implementation Plan purposes
Dear Me. Cooke:
As Governor of the State of Oklahoma, I hereby appoint Secretary of Environment, Brian C.
Griffin, .as my designee for the purpose of submitting documents to the EPA for approval and
incorporation into the State Iniplementation Plan for Oklahoma pursuant to section 110 of the
federal Clean Air Act and EPA's implementing regulations in 40 CFR Part 51. Secretary Griffin
will be my designee until you receive further notification in writing from this office.
incerely,

Governor ·
cc: The Honorable Brian C. Griffin, Secretary of Environment
Mr. MarkS. Coleman, Executive Director, Department of Environmental Quality·
Mr. Eddie Terrill, Director, bEQ Air Quality Division
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INTRODUCTION
Oklahoma State Implementation Plan
SUBJECT:

/,-..

2002 Revisions to Oklahoma State Implementation Plan (SIP)

Background. The DEQ implements most of the control measures and strategies in its portion of
the SIP by promulgating permanent agency rules. The Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act
and state rules require that all notices of public hearings, agency rulemaking and rule adoption
must be published in the Oklahoma Register, the official state publication. There are at least 7
major steps a rule must undergo to become a permanent rule.
1. The DEQ publishes notice of rulemaking intent in the Oklahoma Register at least 30 days
before the Air Quality Council (AQC) hearing. The public comment period begins.
2. The Air Quality Council conducts the public hearing and votes to recommend that the
Environmental Quality Board (EQB) adopt the rule. The public comment period is closed
until the EQB hearing.
3. Notice of the EQB hearing is published in the Oklahoma Register at least 30 days before
the hearing. This is usually included in the notice for the AQC hearing.
4. The EQB conducts the public hearing and votes to adopt the rule. Comments are
accepted during the EQB hearing.
5. The Governor has 45 days to approve or disapprove the rule.
6. After the legislative session begins, the Oklahoma Legislature has 45 days to disapprove
the rule and approves the rule through taking no action. (Note: The Oklahoma
Legislature meets from February through May of each year.)
7. Notice of permanent rule adoption, including the preamble and rule, is published in the
Oklahoma Register. The rule becomes effective 10 days after publication or at some
specified date after those 10 days.

Rules affecting state air programs have undergone many changes in the last 7 years as the result
of an agency, and later, statewide, initiative to simplify and clarify rules. Since we had not
received a response to our 1994 submittal, we decided to reserve any· additional revisions until
EPA had approved or disapproved that submittal so EPA would not be attempting to review
agency rules that were changing. In the interim, EPA was provided copies of any proposed rule
changes that are included in the SIP revisions and had opportunities to comment before the rules
were promulgated. We kept the groups in the EPA Regional office that are responsible for
reviewing SIP revisions apprised of any proposed rule changes that could affect Oklahoma's SIP
and actively solicited their comments.

All the proposed SIP revisions were implemented by promulgating new or amended permanent
agency rules. These rules were considered by the Air Quality Council and the Environmental
Quality Board and approved by the governor and state legislature. The public was provided
opportunities to comment and participate in any· of the public hearings held by the· Air Quality
Council and Environmental Quality Board. With the exception of the statement of legal

authority and the section on the Oklahoma administrative procedures, the submittal includes only
documents from DEQ's permanent rule making records or summaries of these records.

Formal letter of submittal. In his letter dated October 5, 1999, Governor Keating appointed
Brian Griffm, Oklahoma Secretary of the Environment, as his designee for the purpose of
submitting documents to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the approval and
incorporation into the State Implementation Plan (SIP). One original copy of the cover letter and
4 copies are provided.
We enclosed copies of the original letter from Governor Keating
designating Secretary Griffin.
Document organization. The body of the document contains 8,064 pages, excluding the table
of contents and title page. Only odd pages are numbered. The numbers are in the lower righthand comer of each page. The pages have been three-hole punched for easy insertion into
binders. We have provided five copies of the entire SIP which have been packaged in labeled
bankers boxes for easy transport. One complete set of the SIP revisions is contained in two
boxes and will be labeled as Set 1, Box 1; Set 1 Box 2; etc.
Each complete document is divided into 3 major sections.
• Section 1 contains evidence of legal authority, information on DEQ's rulemaking
processes including the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act (AP A), and the letter
certifiying that the public hearings were held in accordance with information in the public
notices and the Oklahoma AP A.
• Section 2 contains copies of the official rules. The first complete Oklahoma
Administrative Code (OAC) was published in 1996. The Office of Administrative Rules,
the state office responsible for preparing the OAC, published supplements of rule
changes in 1997, 1998 and 1999. Copies of the official rules and supplements provided
to the DEQ by the OAR are in this section. The OAC does not include the dates of
adoption or effective dates. These dates are available in Section 3 of this submittal. The
OAR did not publish supplements in 2000 and 2001. The OAR provided copies of pages
from the Oklahoma Register in lieu of the supplements for 2000 and 2001. Copies of
pages of the official notices of permanent rule adoption published in the Oklahoma
Register for 2000 and 2001 are included. The adoption and effective dates for rule
changes during this time period will be found in the preambles published in the
Oklahoma Register.
• Section 3 contains the actual SIP revisions, the associated public notices of rulemaking
intent and permanent adoption, hearing records, and compilations of public comments
and our responses.
Section 3 is divided into 20 parts labeled according to rule. Each part contains the:

•

SIP revisions portion, which is the actual text of the revisions to be made to the
SIP.

•

Oklahoma Register portion, which includes copies of the official notices of
rulemaking intent and permanent adoption published in the Oklahoma Register.
Introduction
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•
•
•

Air Quality Council portion, which includes agendas, text of the proposed rules,
attendance records, meeting minutes, and associated information.
Environmental Quality Board portion, which includes an agenda, the text of
the proposed rules, and attendance records.
Additional comments portion, which includes the hearing transcripts, written
comments received by DEQ, and summaries of public comments and DEQ's
responses. The summary of comments and responses is part of the Executive
Summary document provided to the EQB.

·SIP Revisions portion. There is only one version of the actual rule text submitted for inclusion
in the SIP, except for two rule subchapters- OAC 252:100-5 and OAC 252:100-7. In the case of
these two subchapters, the rules underwent more than one major rulemaking process so
intermediate versions of these rules are included. Appendices to Chapter 100 rules are grouped
with the rules that reference them.
We marked rule text for exclusion from the SIP revisions. The citation for the location of
affected sections and the page number(s) where they are found is as follows:
1. OAC 252:4-7-13 (c), (f)(1), (t)(2) and (f)(3)
pg. 707
2. OAC 252:4-7-32(c)
pg. 710
3. OAC 252:4-9-54
pg. 718
4. OAC 252:100-5-1.1
pg. 1721
5. OAC 252:100-7-1.1 & -2(b)(4)
pg.3399,3865,3867&4059
6. OAC 252:100-7, Part 2
pg.3401,3403,3405,3407,3409,
3867 & 3869
7. OAC 252:100-7-60(b)(2)
pg.3875
8. Appendix H
pg.3465
9. OAC 252:100-8, Part 3
pg. 4112
10. OAC 252:100-8-2
pg. 4114
11. Appendix I
pg.4159
12. Appendix J
pg. 4163 & 4164
13. OAC 252:100-9-2
pg.5045
14. OAC 252:100-23-3(b)(2)
pg.5855
15. OAC 252:100-24-3(b)(2)
pg.5975

Special rules worth mentioning.
OAC 252:4. Rules of Practice and Procedures and Appendices A, B, C & D
This Chapter sets out DEQ's administrative procedures for permit issuance, public notice, and
administrative proceeding. The agency originally promulgated these procedures as two separate
chapters- OAC 252:2 and 3. The provisions of the original chapters were combined to form the
new Chapter 4, and OAC 252:2 and 3 were revoked.
OAC 252:100-8. Permits for Part 70 Sources and Appendices I & J

Introduction
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We are aware that this submission includes rules that are also part of our approved Title V
program. Subchapter 8 contains the provisions for our new source review and construction
permit programs for Part 70 sources. It would be difficult to separate these rules into Title V
and SIP rules without omitting essential requirements, so we have not done so.
OAC 252:100-19 & 27 Control of Emissions of Particulate Matter and Appendices C & D
The current version of Subchapter 19 resulted from combining Subchapter 19,21 and 27 into one
Subchapter. While Subchapter 27 is part of our approved SIP, Subchapter 21 was never added to
our SIP.
OAC 252:100-24 Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain, Feed and Seed Operation and
AppendixL
Additional background information on rule development is provided in the Additional
Comments portion.
Future submissions. The DEQ has permanent rules pending that should become effective by
June 2002. We intend to submit another SIP revision this fall and annually thereafter, as
necessary. The Fall2002 submission will only include the rules adopted during the last year.

If you have questions regarding our submission or future submissions, please contact me, Cheryl
Bradley or Pat Sullivan. Here are the telephone numbers and e-mail addresses to do so.
Scott Thomas
(405) 702-4157
scott.thomas@deq .state.ok. us
Cheryl Bradley
(405) 702-4171
cheryl. bradley@deq .state.ok. us
Pat Sullivan
(405) 702-4212
pat.sullivan@deg .state.ok.us
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Mr. Gregg Cooke, Regional Administrator (6RA)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region VI
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733

Subject: Revisions to the Oklahoma Air Quality Control Implementation Plan
Dear Mr. Cooke:
The proposed revisions to the Oklahoma Air Quality Control Implementation Plan were all
promulgated as new or revised Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) rules. We certify
that these rules were adopted in substantial compliance with the requirements of the Oklahoma
Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. §§ 250.1 through 323 and 40 CFR § 51.102 and submit
this certification to satisfy the evidence requirements for state implementation plans in 40 CFR
51, Appendix V, 2.1(t). The rules to be added or amended in Oklahoma's plan and the dates of
the public rulemaking hearings held by the DEQ's Air Quality Council and Environmental
Quality Board are listed in the tables below:
OAC 252:100-3. Air Quality Standards and Increments
PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE
03/15/95
04/18/95
09/15/95
09/26/95

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air Qualitv Council
Environmental Quality Board

OAC 252:100, Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
OAC 252:100, Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
07/15/98
08/18/98
Air Qualitv Council
07115/98
09/15/98
Environmental Oualitv Board
11/15/99
12114/99
AirQualitv Council
01/18/00
02/25/00
EnvironmentafQuality Board

07/15/97

08119/97
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09/15/97
11117/97
11117/97
01102/98
01102/98
09/15/98
11116/98
01115/99

09115199
11115/99
01118/00

10/21197
12/16/97
01109/98
01127/98
03/20/98
10/20/98
12/15/98
03/05/99
10/19/99
12/14/99
02/25/00

OAC 252:100-7. Permits For Minor Facilities
' . F 8CII
Tties
OAC 252 : 100 A~ppen d'ax H De Mi mmas
'
PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE
03/17/87
02/02/87
05/19/87
04/01187
07/21/87
06/01/87
09/22/87
08/03/87
01128/88
01/04/88
08/11/92
08/03/92
08/17/92
09/15/92
11/05/92
10/15/92
07/15/93
08/17/93
09/14/93
08/02/93
09/15/93
10/19/93
12/01193
12/22/93
09/15/95
10/17/95
09/15/95
11113/95
09115/95
12/19/95
09/15/95
01/16/96
05/15/96
06/11/96
07/15/96
08/13/96
09/16/96
10/15/96
09/16/96
11/26/96
07/15/97
08/19/97
09115/97
10/21/97
09/15/97
12/16/97
09/15/97
01/09/98
01/02/98
01/27/98
01/02/98
03/20/98
07/15/98
08/18/98
09/15/98
10/20/98
11/16/98
12/15/98
01/15/99
03/05/99
09/15/00
10/18/00
09/15/00
11114/00

Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board

.

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality_ Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality_ Council
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality_ Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality CounciJ
Air Quality_ Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board

/03
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OAC 252:100-8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
OAC 252:100, Appendix I. Insignificant Activities (Registration) List
OAC 252:100, Appendix J. Trivial Activities (De Minimis) List
CONDUCTED HEARING
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
Air_Q_ual!!Y_Council
10/21197
09115/97
Air_Q_ual!!Y_Council
11117/97
12/16/97
Environmental
Quality Board
11/17/97
01127/98
Environmental Quality Board
11117/97
03/20/98
Air_Quality Council
11116/98
12/15/98
Environmental Quality Board
11116/98
03/05/99
05/15/00
06/14/00
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
07/17/00
08/16/00
07/17/00
11114/00
Environmental Qual!!Y_Board

-.

. . an d M a Ifunc f Ion R eporf IJ!g_ R~u1remen t s
OAC 252 : 100 9 E xcess E miSSIOn
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
05/17/99
06/15/99
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
08/02/99
08/24/99
Air_Quallli'_ Council
09115/99
10/19/99
11115/99
12114/99
Air_Q_uallli'_ Council
01118/00
Air_Quality Council
02/16/00
03/15/00
04/19/00
Air_Quality Council
03115/00
06/20/00
Environmental QualityBoard

- .

OAC 252 : 100 13 0IJ!en Burnme
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
09/15/99
10/19/99
11115/99
12/14/99
11115/99
02/25/00

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air_Quality Council
Air_Q_uali!Y Council
Environmental_Q_ualili'_ Board

OAC 252:100-17. Incinerators
OAC 252:100, Appendix A. Allowable Emissions for Incinerators with Capacities in Excess of 100
lbs/hr
OAC 252:100, Appendix B. Allowable Emissions for Incinerators with Capacities Less than 100
lbs/hr
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
09/16/96
10/15/96
Air Quality Council
01115/97
02/19/97
Air QualityCouncil
11117/97
12/16/97
Air_Q_uali_ty Council
11/17/97
01127/98
Environmental_Q_uali!Y_Board
11117/97
03/20/98
Environmental Qual!!Y_Board
03/15/00
04/19/00
Air Quality Council
03/15/00
06/20/00
Environmental Quality Board

Page 4

OAC 252:100-19. Control of Emission of Particulate Matter
OAC 252:100-21.
Particulate Matter Emissions From Wood-Waste Burning Equipment
[REVOKED];
Subchapter 252:100-27. Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and
Operations [REVOKED]
OAC 252:100, Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Fuel-Burning Equipment
OAC 252:100, Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning
E~quapmen
.
t
CONDUCTED HEARING
PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE
Air Quality_Council
08/24/99
08/02/99
Air Quality Council
09/15/99
10/19/99
Environmental
Quality Board
11116/99
09/15/99
OAC 252:100-23. Control of Emissions From Cotton Gins
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
08/18/98
07/15/98
10/20/98
09/15/98
09/15/98
11/10/98

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality_Board

OAC 252:100-24. Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain, Feed or Seed Operations
OAC 252 100,, Alppen d.ax L PM 10 E miSSIOn
. . F ac t ors 11or P erma•t bJY R uI e tior G ram
. Elevat ors
CONDUCTED HEARING
PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE
Air Quality Council
03/08/94
02/01194
Air
Quality Council
04112/94
02/01194
Air Quality Council
06/14/94
02/01194
Environmental Quality Board
09/28/94
09/01194
Air Quality Council
02/22/95
02/01195
Environmental Quality Board
06/27/95
06/01195
Air Quality Council
07/18/98
08/18/98
Air Quality Council
10/20/98
09/15/98
09/15/98
11110/98
Environmental Quality Board

.

.

-

OAC 252:100-25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
03/16/98
04/21198
Air Quality Council
05115/98
06/16/98
Air Quality Council
08/03/98
08/18/98
Air Quality Council
09/15/98
10/20/98
Air Quality Council
09115/98
11110/98
Environmental Quality Board

- .

29 C ont roI ofF ugl.fave Dust
OAC 252100
:
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
05/15/00
06/14/00
07/17/00
08/16/00
09/15/00
10/18/00
09/15/00
11114/00

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air Q_uality Council
Air Quality Council
Air Quality Council
Environmental Quality_Board
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. - .

' ' 0 fS u Ifur C ompoun d s
OAC 252 100 31 C ontroI o fE IDISSIOn
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
04/02/94
06114/94
07/01/94
08/09/94
07/01/94
11/30/94

- .

. ' 0 fN't
OAC 252 : 100 33 C ontro I o fE IDISSIOn
1 rogen 0 x1'd es
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
01118/00
02/16/00
03/15/00
04/19/00
03/15/00
06/20/00

.

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air Quali!Y_Council
Air_Quality Council
Environmental Quality Board

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air_Q_uali!Y_Council
Air Quali!Y_Council
Environmental Quality Board

.

OAC 252·100-35 Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
08/02/99
Air_Q_uali!Y_Council
08/24/99
09/15/99
Air Quality Council
10/19/99
09/15/99
11116/99
Environmental Quality Board
OAC 252:100-37. Control of Emission of Volatile O_rg_anic Com_p_oundsJY.OCs)
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
07/15/98
08/18/98
Air Quality Council
09/15/98
10/20/98
Air Quality_Council
11116/98
12/15/98
Air Quality_Council
01115/99
02/17/99
Air Quality_Council
01/15/99
03/05/99
Environmental_Q_uality Board
OAC 252:100-39. Emission of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in Nonattainment Areas and
Former Nonattainment Areas
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
CONDUCTED HEARING
07115/98
08/18/98
Air_Qualj!y Council
09/15/98
10/20/98
Air_Q_ual_!!y Council
11/16/98
12/15/98
Air Quality Council
01/15/99
02/17/99
Air Quality Council
01/15/99
03/05/99
Environmental Quality_Board

.

.

..
OAC 252 100-45 Mom'tor102
' o fE miSSIOnS
NOTICE
PUBLIC HEARING
09/01194
10/11194
11/01/94
11130/94

CONDUCTED HEARING
Air Quali!Y_Council
EnvironmentalQual ttY_ Board
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All notices of DEQ's intent to adopt new or amended rules were published in the Oklahoma Register.
The Oklahoma Register is semi-monthly publication prescribed by the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act in which all rulemaking actions and the associated documents must be published. Notices
of rulemaking intent include the date, time and location of public hearings and information on how the
public may submit written or oral comments on proposed rules. The public comment period for all Air
Quality Council meetings begins on the date of publication of the notice and ends on the date of the
public hearing. The Environmental Quality Board (EQB) accepts comments on the date of the EQB
hearing.
If you have questions or require additional information, please contact Scott Thomas, Environmental
Programs Manager, at (405) 702-4100.
Sincerely,

.

eu___~
Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

Oklahoma Administrative Code, Title 252. Department of Environmental Quality,
Chapter 4. Rules of Practice and Procedure
OAC 252:4 Rules of Practice and Procedure; and Appendices A, B, C and D
Tab
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER4. RULESOFPRACTICEANDPROCEDURE
SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:4-1-1. Purpose and authority
@} Purpose. This Chapter describes the practices and procedures of the Environmental Quality
Board, Advisory Councils, and the Department of Environmental Quality.
@Authority. This Chapter is authorized by the Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302,
and the Environmental Quality Code, 27A O.S. § 2-2-101.
252:4-1-2. Defmitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Chapter, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Administratively complete" means an application that contains the information specified in
the application form and rules in sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
"Administrative hearing" is defined at 27A O.S. § 2-1-102 and is synonymous with
"individual proceeding" as that term is defined in the Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. §
250.1 et seq.
"Administrative Law Judge" is synonymous with "hearing examiner" as that term is defined
in the Administrative Procedures Act.
"Advisory Councils or Council" means any of the following Councils: the Air Quality
Advisory Council, the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council, the Laboratory Services
Advisory Council, the Radiation Management Advisory Council, the Solid Waste Management
Advisory Council, the Water Quality Management Advisory Council, and the Waterworks and
Wastewater Works Operator Certification Advisory Council.
"APA" means the OklahomaAdministrativeProceduresAct, 75 O.S. § 250.1 et seq.
"Application" means "a document or set of documents, filed with the [DEQ], for the purpose
of receiving a permit or the modification, amendment or renewal thereof from the [DEQ] ... any
subsequent additions, revisions or modifications submitted to the [DEQ] which supplement, correct
oramendapendingapplication." [27AO.S. § 2-14-103(1)]
"Board" means the Environmental Quality Board.
"Code" means the OklahomaEnvironmentalQualityCode, 27A O.S. § 2-1-101 et seq.
"Complaint" means any written or oral information submitted to DEQ alleging site-specific
environmental pollution except information gained from facility inspections, or self-reported
incidents.
"Department or DEQ" means the Department of Environmental Quality.
"Enforcement action" means:
(A) a written communication from the DEQ to an alleged violator that identifies the alleged
violations and directs or orders that the violations be corrected and/or their effect remedied;
(B) an administrative action to revoke or suspend a permit or license;
(C) a consent order or proposed consent order;
(D) a civil petition, a complaint in municipal court, or a complaint in federal district court;
(E) a referral by the DEQ to the Oklahoma Attorney General's office, a state District
Attorney's office, a U.S. Attorney's office, or a state or federal law enforcement agency for
investigation.
"Executive Director" means the Executive Director of the Department of Environmental
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Quality.
"False complaint" means any written or oral information submitted to DEQ alleging sitespecific environmental pollution by a person who knowingly and willfully gives false information
or misrepresents material information.
"Individual proceeding" is defined in the APA [75 O.S. § 250.3(7)]. It includes an
administrative evidentiary hearing to resolve issues of law or fact between parties, resulting in an
order.
"Mediation" means a voluntary negotiating process in which parties to a dispute agree to use a
mediator to assist them in jointly exploring and settling their differences, with a goal of resolving
their differences by a formal agreement created by the parties.
"Notice of deficiencies" means a written notice to an applicant, describing with reasonable
specificity the deficiencies in a permit application and requesting supplemental information.
"Off-site", as used in hazardous waste, solid waste and Underground Injection Control (UIC)
tier classifications, means a facility which receives waste from various sources for treatment,
storage, processing, or disposal.
"On-site", as used in hazardous waste, solid waste and UIC tier classifications, means a facility
owned and operated by an industry for the treatment, storage, processing, or disposal of its own
waste exclusively.
"Program" means a regulatory section or division of the DEQ.
"Respondent" means a person or legal entity against whom relief is sought.
"Submittal" means a document or group of documents provided as part of an application.
"Supplement" means a response to a request for additional information following
completeness and technical reviews, and information submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
"Technical review" means the evaluation of an application for compliance with applicable
program rules.
252:4-1-3. Organization
@} Environmental Quality Board. The Environmental Quality Board consists of thirteen (13)
members, appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate, selected from the
environmental profession, general industry, hazardous waste industry, solid waste industry, water
usage, petroleum industries, agriculture industries, conservation districts, local city or town
governments, rural water districts, and statewide nonprofit environmental organizations. (See
further 27 A O.S. § ~2-201.)
(Q2 Advisory Councils. There are seven advisory councils, each consisting of nine (9) members
appointed by the Speaker of the House ofRepresentatives, the President Pro Tempore ofthe Senate
or the Governor. (See further 27 A O.S. § ~2-201 and 59 O.S. § 1101 et seq.)
{9 DEQ. The DEQ consists of the following divisions: Administrative Services, Air Quality,
Land Protection, Water Quality, Environmental Complaints and Local Services, Customer Services
and the State Environmental Laboratory.
252:4-1-4. Office location and hours; communications
@} Office location and hours. The principal office of the DEQ is 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73102. The mailing address is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 731011677. Office hours are from 8:00a.m. to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday except state holidays.
(Q2 Communications. Unless a person is working with a particular person or departmental area,
written communication to the DEQ shall be addressed to the Executive Director.
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ill Board. Communications to the Board may be made through the Executive Director.
ill Council. Communications to a Council may be made through the Division Director of the
program with which the Council works.
252:4-1-5. Availability of a record
.@)_ Availability.. Records of the Board, Advisory Councils, and DEQ, not otherwise confidential
or privileged from disclosure by law, shall be available to the public for inspection and copying at
the DEQ's principal office during normal business hours. Information, data or materials required to
be submitted to the DEQ in a permit application process shall be made available to the public in
accordance with the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act (27A O.S. § 14-101 et
seq.) and the rules in this Chapter. The DEQ may take reasonable precautions in order to ensure the
safety and integrity of records under its care.
{hl Removal. A record may be removed from the DEQ's offices or storage areas only with
permission of the record's custodian.
~ Reproduction.
ill By DEQ. The DEQ may limit the number of copies made and the time and personnel
available for reproduction of records requested by a member of the public.
ill Commercial reproduction. With advance notice to the DEQ, a person may arrange for the
pick-up, reproduction and return of records by a commercial copying service at his/her own
expense.
ill Other. With prior DEQ approval, a person may bring in and use his/her own copy machine.
@ Confidentiality. Any person asserting a claim of confidentiality for any document submitted
to the Board, Council or DEQ must substantiate the claim upon submission. The DEQ will make a
determination on the claim and notify the person asserting the claim within a reasonable time. Each
program may have more specific requirements, as required by state law or federal rule. [See 27A
O.S. § 15-1 05(18) and 40 CFR § 2 Subpart B, particularly§ 2.301 (Clean Air Act) § 2.302 (Clean
Water Act), § 2.304 (Safe Drinking Water Act)§ 2.305 (Solid Waste Disposal Act), as amended by
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act), and § 2.310 (Comp:ehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, as amended by Superfund Amendments and
ReauthorizationAct)].
~ Certification. Copies of official records of the Board, Advisory Councils or DEQ may be
certified by the Executive Director or his/her designees.
ill Charge. The DEQ's administrative fee schedule applies to in-house copying or reproduction of
records for or by members ofthe public.
252:4-1-6. Administrative fees
.@)_ Photocopying. The fee for copying letter or legal sized paper is $0.25 per page.
{hl Certified copy. The fee for a certified copy of a document is $1.00 per document.
~ Search fee. When the request is solely for commercial purpose or clearly would cause
excessive disruption of the DEQ's essential functions, the document search fee is as follows:
(1) 0 - 15 minutes, no charge;
(2) 16- 30 minutes, $5.00;
(3) every subsequent 30-minute increment or portion thereof, $5.00.

252:4-1-7. Fee credits for regulatory fees
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(a) The Executive Director may authorize Divisions of the DEQ which have programs that collect
recurring fees to apply a credit towards certain future invoices for those fees. The credit must be
applied only within the program from which the carryover fees are derived. Only the amount that is
projected to exceed three months of funding beyond the upcoming budget year for that program can
be credited. A summary of any credit applied shall be reported to the Environmental Quality
Board. For a credit to be applied:
(1) there must be a projected balance in the fee account carried over from the previous year;
(2) the credit must be distributable pro rata among the fee payers;
(3) the credit must be large enough to justify its administrative cost; and
(4) the Division must be unaware of a longer-range need, such as match for a superfund cleanup project.
(b) The DEQ shall explain on the invoices that a carryover exists and that an identified one-time
credit is being applied.
252:4-1-8. Board and Councils
Officers. A chair of the Board shall not serve as chair for more than three (3) consecutive
years. Officers of a Council may succeed themselves as officers at the discretion of a Council.
@ Committees. Ad hoc committees may be appointed to assist the Board or a Council for any
lawful purpose.
~

252:4-1-9. Severability
The provisions of OAC 252 are severable, and if any part or provision hereof shall be held void,
the decision of the court so holding shall not affect or impair any of the remaining parts or
provisions of OAC 252.
SUBCHAPTER3. MEETINGS AND PUBLIC FORUMS
252:4-3-1. Meetings
~ Board. The Board shall hold quarterly meetings and may hold other meetings as it deems
necessary.
@ Council. Each council shall hold at least one regularly scheduled meeting per calendar year,
except the Air Quality Advisory Council which shall hold at least two regularly scheduled
meetings.
~ Location. The Board or a Council may meet at any location convenient and open to the public
in this state to encourage public participation in the environmental rulemaking process.
@ Agenda. The proposed agenda of a meeting may be developed with the advice of members and
modified by the Chair. Time permitting, a copy of the proposed agenda shall be sent to each Board
or Council member at least ten ( 10) calendar days before a regularly scheduled meeting. The Board
or Council may, by majority vote during a meeting, continue an agenda item to or specify a new
agenda item for another meeting or forum.
~ Public comment. The agenda shall reserve time during the meeting for public comment on
agenda action items. The DEQ shall provide sign-in sheets at each meeting for persons who wish
to present written or oral comment on an agenda action item. The Chair reserves the right to
rearrange the agenda items during the meeting to accommodate public comment. The Chair may
set reasonable time limits on oral comment and may accept written submittals on behalf of the
Council or the Board.
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252:4-3-2. Public forums
.@}_ Generally. A public forum for receiving public comments and dissemination of information
may be held in conjunction with a Council or Board meeting but shall be a separate meeting.
@ Location. Each forum may be held at a different location in the state.
(f2 Format. The forum shall be conducted by the Chair or the Chair's designee.
@ Public comment. The DEQ shall provide sign-in sheets at each meeting for persons who wish
to present written or oral comments. The Chair may set reasonable time limits on oral comment and
may accept written submittals on behalf ofthe Council or the Board.
SUBCHAPTER5. RULEMAKING
252:4-5-1. Adoption and revocation
The Board has the authority to adopt new or amended emergency or permanent rules and
revoke existing rules within its jurisdiction.
252:4-5-2. Rule development
.@}_ DEQ. The DEQ may begin the development of rules at the request of or on behalf ofthe Board
or a Council or upon petition by an interested person. The DEQ may appoint committees to assist
in the developmentofrules.
@Public. Any person may informally discuss proposed rules with the DEQ or may suggest
proposed rules during a council meeting. Also, any person may file a petition with the DEQ
formally requesting the adoption, amendment, or revocation of one or more rules.
252:4-5-3. Petitions for Rulemaking
.@}_ Form and content of petition. Rulemaking petitions shall be in writing and filed with the
DEQ. The petition shall include the information and follow the format in Appendix A of this
Chapter. The DEQ shall provide a copy of the filed petition to the Board.
@ Referral. The DEQ shall refer a filed petition to the appropriate Council or, if none, to the
appropriate DEQ program for review. A petition referred to a Council shall be set on the agenda of
the next available Council meeting for action.
(f2 Status. The DEQ shall advise the Board of the status of rulemaking petitions.
252:4-5-4. Notice of permanent rulemaking
The DEQ shall submit notices of proposed permanent rulemaking to the Office of
Administrative Rules for publication in accordance with the APA and the Administrative Rules on
Rulemaking(OAC 655:10).
252:4-5-5. Rulemaking hearings
.@}_ Hearing. Hearings before a Council or the Board shall be conducted by the Chair or the Chair's
designee.
@ Public comments. The public may make comments orally at the hearing or submit comments
in writing by the end ofthe specified public comment period, or both. Persons wishing to comment
orally may be required to fill out a written request form. The person conducting the hearing may
set reasonable time limits on oral presentations, may exclude repetitive or irrelevant comments and
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may require that oral presentations be submitted in writing .
.(9 Public comment period. The comment period shall end at the conclusion of the hearing if the
agenda indicates that the Council intends to make a final recommendation on the rules or that the
Board intends to take a final action on the rules. Otherwise, the comment period may be extended
by the person conducting such hearing for no more than thirty (30) calendar days after the hearing
or until the close of the hearing, if continued.
@ Summary of comments. The DEQ shall maintain a summary· of comments received on
proposed rules during written comment periods. The summary shall be provided to the Council or
Board prior to taking final action on the rule.
~ Hearing continuation. A Council or the Board may continue the hearing by majority vote.
Notice of the continuation shall be announced at the hearing and shall not require publication.
252:4-5-6. Council actions
~ Contents of recommendation.
On behalf of a Council, the DEQ shall prepare a
recommendation submittal on proposed permanent rules, which shall include the text of the
pro.posed rules, a summary of pertinent minutes of Council meetings, and a summary of comments
received. Recommendations may also be made for rules with a finding of emergency. The Council
may recommend that any proposed rule be adopted by the Board on a permanent and emergency
basis simultaneously.
fhl On remand. The Council shall reconsider any rulemaking recommendation remanded by the
Board.
252:4-5-7. Presentation to Board
~ Compliance with APA. When proposed rules are presented to the Board, the DEQ shall
indicate the rulemaking procedures which have been followed.
fhl Board packets. The DEQ shall prepare a board packet consisting of the text of proposed rules,
an executive summary, a rule impact statement, an economic impact/environmental benefit
statement (if applicable), a summary of comments received on proposed rules at rulemaking
hearings and during written comment periods, the Council's recommendations and a summary of
pertinent Council meeting minutes (if applicable). The Board packets shall be sent to members
with the proposed agenda of the Board meeting at which rules are to be considered. Board packets
for emergency rules may vary.
252:4-5-8. Board actions
Referral. The Board may refer any rulemaking matter to the DEQ or an appropriate Council
for review, comment or recommendation.
(hl Proposed permanent rules. The Board will not consider proposed permanent rules for
adoption without the appropriate Council's recommendation except those rules for which no council
has jurisdiction.
.(9 Proposed emergency rules. The Board may adopt emergency rules without the advice of a
Council in accordance with 27 A O.S. § 22-101.
@ Final language of rules. The rules adopted or repealed by the Board may vary from the
Council recommendation except for rules recommended by the Air Quality Council. (See further,
Oklahoma Clean Air Act at 27A O.S. § 25-106.)
~ Remand. The Board may remand a Council's rulemaking recommendation for reconsideration.
ffi Notice to Council. The DEQ shall provide each Council with copies of emergency rules
~
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adopted by the Board without the Council's recommendation and of any rules adopted by the Board
which vary from that Council's recommendation.

252:4-5-9. Rulemaking record
The DEQ shall maintain a rulemaking record on all rules adopted or revoked by the Board.
SUBCHAPTER 7. ENVIRONMENTALPERMIT PROCESS
PART 1. THE PROCESS
252:4-7-1. Authority
The rules in this Subchapter implement the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act,
27A O.S. § :J-4-101 et seq., and apply to applicants for and holders of DEQ permits and other
authorizations.
252:4-7-2. Preamble
The Uniform Environmental Permitting Act requires that DEQ licenses, permits, certificates,
approvals and registrations fit into an application category, or Tier, established under the uniform
environmental permitting rules. Tier I is the category for those things that are basically
administrative decisions which can be made by a technical supervisor with no public participation
except for the landowner. Tier II is the category for those permit applications that have some
public participation (notice to the public, the opportunity for a public meeting and public
comment), and the administrative decision is made by the Division Director. Tier III is the category
for those permit applications that have extensive public participation (notice to the public, the
opportunity for a public meeting and public comment, and the opportunity for an administrative
evidentiary hearing), and the administrative decision is made by the Executive Director.
252:4-7-3. Compliance
Applicants and permittees are subject to the laws and rules of the DEQ as they exist on the date
of filing an application and afterwards as changed.
252:4-7-4. Filing an application
_@} Tier I. The applicant shall file (2) copies of a Tier I application unless the application form or
instructions specifies that only one (1) copy is needed. Applicants seeking permits for alternative
individual on-site sewage disposal systems and alternative small public on-site sewage disposal
systems (OAC 252:641) shall file one copy with the local DEQ office for the county in which the
real property is located.
@ Tier II & III. The applicant shall file three (3) copies of Tier II and Tier III applications with
the DEQ and place one (1) copy for public review in the county in which the site, facility or activity
is located.
252:4-7-5. Fees
Fees shall be submitted with the application and, except as herein provided, will not be
refunded.
252:4-7-6. Receipt of applications
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When an application and appropriate fee are received, each program shall:
(1) file stamp the application with the date ofreceipt, the Division and/or program name and an
identification number;
(2) assign the application to a permit reviewer; and
(3) enter this information in a database or log book.

252:4-7-7.
Administrative completeness review
The reviewer shall have 60 calendar days from the file-stamped date of filing to determine if the
application is administratively complete.
ill Not complete. If the reviewer decides that the application is not complete, he/she shall
immediately notify the applicant by mail, describing with reasonable specificity the deficiencies
and requesting supplemental information. The reviewer may continue to ask for specific
information until the application is administratively complete. If the reviewer does not notify
the applicant of deficiencies, the period for technical review shall begin at the close of the
administrative completeness review period.
ill Complete. When the application is administratively complete, the reviewer shall enter the
date in the database or log book and immediately notify the applicant by mail. The period for
technical review begins.
252:4-7-8. Technical review
(a) Each program shall have the time period specified in Parts 3 through 5 of this Subchapter to
review each application for technical compliance with the relevant rules and to reach a final
determination. If the data in the application does not technically comply with the relevant rules or
law, the reviewer may notify the applicant by mail, describing with reasonable specificity the
deficiencies and requesting supplemental information.
(b) Any environmental permit that is not described in this Subchapter shall be reviewed with all
due and reasonable speed.
252:4-7-9. When review times stop
The time period for review stops during:
(1) litigation;
(2) public review and participation, including waiting periods, comment periods, public
meetings, administrative hearings, DEQ preparation of response to comments and/or review by
state or federal agencies;
(3) requests for supplemental information; and
(4) the time in which an applicant amends his/her application of his/her own accord.
252:4-7-10. Supplementaltime
The Notice of Deficiencies and request for supplemental information may state that up to 30
additional calendar days may be added to the application processing time. Requests for
supplemental information may also state that additional days for technical review egual to the
number of days the applicant used to respond may be added to the review time.
252:4-7-11. Extensions
Extensions to the time lines of this Subchapter shall only be made by agreement or when the
Executive Director certifies that circumstances outside the DEQ's control, including acts of God, a
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substantial and unexpected increase in the number of applications filed, or additional review duties
imposed on the D EQ from an outside source, prevent the reviewer from meeting the time periods.

252:4-7-12. Failure to meet deadline
Where failure to meet a deadline is imminent, then:
(1) At least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline the DEQ shall reassign staff and/or
retain outside consultants to meet such deadline; or
(2) The applicant may agree to an extension of time for a specific purpose and period o.f time
with refund of the entire application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by law.
252:4-7-13. Notices
@)_ Statutory requirements for notice. The Uniform Environmental Permitting Act requires an
applicantto give notice in accordance with 27A O.S. § 2-14-301.
@ Notice to landowner. Applicants shall certify by affidavit that they own the real property, have
a current lease or easement which is given to accomplish the permitted purpose or have provided
legal notice to the landowner.
~ Notice content. The applicant shall provide DEQ with a draft notice for approval prior to
publication. All published legal notice(s) shall contain the:
(1) Name and address of the applicant;
(2) Name, address and legal descriptionofthe site, facility and/or activity;
(3) Purpose of notice;
(4) Type of permit or permit action being sought;
(5) Descriptionof activities to be regulated;
(6) Locations where the application may be reviewed;
(7) Names, addresses and telephone numbers of contact persons for the DEQ and for the
applicant;
(8) Description of public participation opportunities and time period for comment and requests;
and
(9) Any other information required by DEQ rules.
@ Proof of publication. Within twenty (20) days after the date of publication, an applicant shall
provide the DEQ with a written affidavit of publication for each notice published. In case of a
mistake in a published notice, the DEQ shall require a legal notice of correction or republication of
the entire notice, whichever is appropriate. Inconsequential errors in spelling, grammar or
punctuation shall not be cause for correction or republication.
~ ti;Jteeptiea te aetiee Fequ.iFemeat. A@@liiaBls ~r selia waste 1raasfer statieB @BRBits ma-y be
exempt ii:om publi~ meetiAB "qwil'eJReBtst::lf1aer J7A 0.8. § 2 10 307.
ill Additional notice.
(1) A19plieaffis for a NPDB8, RCRA or UIC permit ftfe st:tbjeet to additioaal aotiee pro· ·isionseffeaeral reEJairemeBts aaefJtea by refereaee as D.gQ n:Hes.
(2) Applicants f-or a fJF8fJ8Sed wastewater eisefl:arge l'ermit that J'fttt)' affeet tfte '+Vftter t]l181ity ef
a aeig'Aberiag state or a Part 70 permit that may affect the air quality of a neighboring state
must give written notice to the environmental regulatory agency of that state. [27A O.S. § 2-5112(E)]
(3) i\@@liQams iQ; a lanfifill permit shall provide aeti•e 9y Qertifiea mail, "tum r.e~eipt
reqweitefi, to omner~ of mineral interests and to adjaoeBt l~mdovmers wfiose fJfOfJeftY m&y be
s~staRtiaH;y af:Wited \13' iastallatiea ef a lanaiill site. See DaLaney vA)SDI I, 868 P.211 ()76-r·--~
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Okl. 1993).
252:4-7-14. Withdrawing applications
~ By applicant. An applicant may withdraw an application at any time with written notice to the
D EQ and forfeiture of fees.
fhl By DEQ. Except for good cause shown, when an applicant fails to supplement an application
within 180 days after the mailing date of a Notice of Deficiencies, or by an agreed date, the DEQ
shall void the application. The DEQ shall notify the applicant of an opportunity to show cause why
this should not occur.
252:4-7-15. Permit issuance or denial
~ Compliance required. A new, modified or renewed permit or other authorization sought by
the applicant shall not be issued until the DEQ has determined the application is in substantial
compliance with applicable requirements ofthe Code and DEQ rules.
fhl Conditions for issuance. The Department may not issue a new, modified or renewed permit or
other authorization sought by the applicant if:
(1) The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the DEQ or is not in substantial
compliance with the Code, DEQ rules and the terms of any existing DEQ permits and
orders. The DEQ may impose special conditions on the applicant to assure compliance
and/or a separate schedule which the DEQ considers necessary to achieve required
compliance; or
(2) Material facts were misrepresented or omitted from the application and the applicant
knew or should have known of such misrepresentation or omission.
252:4-7-16. Tier II and III modifications
For Tier II and III permit modification actions, only those issues relevant to the modification(s)
shall be reopened for public review and comment.
252:4-7-17. Permit decision-making authority
~ Designated positions. The Executive Director may delegate in writing the power and duty to
issue, renew, amend, modify and deny permits and take other authorization or registration action.
Unless delegated to a Division Director by formal assignment or rule, the authority to act on Tier I
applications shall be delegated to positions within each permitting program having technical
supervisory responsibilities and, for local actions authorized by law, to environmental specialist
positions held by the DEQ's local services representatives. The authority to act on emergency
permits or Tier II applications shall be delegated to the Division Director of the applicable
permitting division.
fhl Revision. The Executive Director may amend any delegation in writing.
252:4-7-18. Pre-issuance permit review and correction
Applicant review. The DEQ may ask an applicant to review its permit for calculation and
clerical errors or mistakes of fact or law before the permit is issued.
fhl Correction. The DEQ may correct any permit before it is issued.
ill Notice of significant corrections. For permits based on Tier II and III applications, an
applicant shall publish legal notice in one newspaper local to the site of any correction or
change proposed by the DEQ which significantly alters a facility's permitted size, capacity or
~
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limits.
ill Comments. The DEQ may open a public comment period and/or reconvene a public
meeting and/or administrative hearing to receive public comments on the proposed
correction( s).

252:4-7-19. Consolidation of permitting process
Discretionary. Whenever an applicant applies for more than one permit for the same site, the
DEQ may authorize, with the consent of the applicant, the review of the applications to be
consolidated so that each required draft permit, draft denial and/or proposed permit is prepared at
the same time and public participation opportunities are combined.
@ Scope. When eonsolidationis authorized by the DEQ:
(1) The procedural requirements for the highest specified tier shall apply to each affected
application.
(2) The DEQ may also authorize the consolidation of public comment periods, process and
public meetings, and/or administrative permit hearings.
(3) Final permits may be issued together.
~ Renewal. The DEQ may coordinate the expiration dates of new permits issued to an applicant
for the same facility or activity so that all the permits are of the same duration.
@ Multiple modifications. Subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall also apply to multiple
Tier II and III applications for permit modifications.
~

PART 3. AIR QUALITY DIVISION TIERS AND TIME LINES
252:4-7-31. Air quality time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be technically reviewed and issued or
denied within the time frames specified below.
(1) Construction permits:
(A) PSD and Part 70 Sources- 365 days.
(B) Minor Facilities- 180 days.
(2) Operating permits:
(A) Part 70 Sources- 540 days.
(B) Minor Facilities- 365 days.
(3) Relocation permits- 30 days.
252:4-7-32. Air quality applications- Tier I
Minor facility permits. The following air quality authorizations for minor facilities require
Tier I applications.
ill New permits. New construction, operating and relocation permits.
.ill Modifications of permits.
(A) Modification of a construction permit for a minor facility that will remain minor after
the modification.
(B) Modification of an operating permit that will not change the facility's classification
from minor to major.
(C) Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
ill Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
@ Part 70 source permits. The following air quality authorizations for Part 70 sources require
~
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Tier I applications.
ill New permits.
(A) New construction permit for an existing Part 70 source for any change considered
minor under 252:1 00-8-7.2(b)(l ).
(B) New operating permit that:
(i) is based on a construction permit that was processed under Tier II or III, and
252: 100-8-8, and
(ii) has conditions which do not differ from the construction permit's operating
conditions in any way considered significant under 252: 100-8-7 .2(b)(2).
ill Modifications of permits.
(A) Modification of any operating permit condition that:
(i) is based on the operating conditions of a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252: 100-8-8, and
(ii) does not differ from those construction permit conditions in any way considered
significant under 252: 100-8-7 .2(b)(2).
(B) A construction or operating permit modification that is minor under 252:100-87.2(b)(l).
(C) Extension of expiration date of a Part 70 source's construction permit with rio or minor
modifications .
.(9 Other authorizations. The following air quality authorizations require Tier I applications.
(1) New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under general operating permits for
which a schedule of compliance is not required by 252:1 00-8-5(c)(8)(B)(i).
(2) Bum approvals.
(3) Plant-wide emission plan approval under252:100-37-25(b) or 252:100-39-46(j).
(4) Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and other authorizations.
(5) Alternative emissions reduction authorizations. ~Be sw&j sst t8 state itnplementatieft rshm
:MHision J?f8iiiiWii ill :1'di}QQ ri.) •
252:4-7-33.
Air quality applications- Tier II
~ Minor facility permit actions. Any minor facility seeking a permit for a modification that
when completed would tum it into a Part 70 source is required to apply under subsection (b) of this
section.
.Cb). Part 70 source permits. The following air quality authorizations for Part 70 sources require
Tier II applications.
ill New permits.
(A) New construction permit for a new Part 70 source not classified under Tier III.
(B) New construction permit for an existing Part 70 source for any change considered
significant under 252: 100-8-7 .2(b)(2) and which is not classified under Tier III.
(C) New operating permit for a Part 70 source that did not have an underlying construction
permit processed under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8.
(D) New operating permit with one or more conditions that differ from the underlying Tier
II or III construction permit's operating conditions in a way considered significant under
252: 100-8-7 .2(b )(2).
(E) New acid rain permit that is independent of a Part 70 permit application.
(F) New temporary source permit under 252:100-8-6.2.
ill Modifications of permits.
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(A) Significant modification, as described in 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2), of an operating permit
that is not based on an underlying construction permit processed under Tier II or III, and
252: 100-8-8.
(B) Modification of an operating permit when the conditions proposed for modification
differ from the underlying construction permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant under 252:100-8-7 .2(b)(2).
(C) A construction permit modification considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2)
and which is not classified under Tier Ill.
ill Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
Other authorizations. The following air quality authorizations require Tier II applications.
(1) New, modified and renewed general operating permits.
(2) Individual authorizations under any general operating permit for which a schedule of
compliance is required by 252:1 00-8-5(c)(8)(B)(i).

252:4-7-34. Air quality applications- Tier III
~ New major stationary sources. A construction permit for any new major stationary source
listed in this subsection requires a Tier III application. For purposes of this section, "Major
stationary source" means:
(1) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100
tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(A) carbon black plants (furnace process),
(B) charcoal production plants,
(C) chemical process plants,
(D) coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(E) coke oven batteries,
(F) fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion thereof), totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour
heat input,
(G) fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU per hour heat
input,
(H) fuel conversion plants,
(I) glass fiber processing plants,
(J) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(K) iron and steel mill plants,
(L) kraft pulp mills,
(M) lime plants,
(N) incinerators, except where used exclusively as air pollution control devices,
(0) petroleumrefmeries,
(P) petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels,
(Q) phosphate rock processing plant,
(R) portland cement plants,
(S) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(T) primary copper smelters,
(U) primary lead smelters,
(V) primary zinc smelters,
(W) secondary metal production plants,
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(X) sintering plants,
(Y) sulfur recovery plants, or
(Z) taconite ore processing plants, and
(2) Any other source not specified in paragraph ( 1) of this definition which emits, or has the
potential to emit, 250 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
@ Existing incinerators. An application for any change in emissions or potential to emit, or any
change in any permit condition, that would have caused an incinerator to be defined as a major
stationary source when originally permitted shall require a Tier III application.
~ Potential to emit. For purposes of this section, "potential to emit" means emissions resulting
from the application of all enforceable permit limitations as defined in OAC 252:100-1-3.
SUBCHAPTER9. ADMINISTRATIVEPROCEEDINGS
PARTl. ENFORCEMENT
252:4-9-1. Notice of Violation ("NOV")
Unless otherwise provided by the particular enabling legislation, administrative enforcement
proceedings shall begin with a written notice of violation (NOV) being served upon the
Respondent. The NOV shall set forth Respondent's action or omission and the specific provision of
the Code, rules, license or permit alleged to be violated. An NOV may be a letter, inspection sheet,
consent order or final order, if it meets the requirementsofthis Section.
252:4-9-2. Administrative compliance orders
When issued. The Executive Director, upon the request of a Division, may issue an
administrative order requiring compliance, assessing penalties for past violations and specifying
penalties for continuing noncompliance.
(hl Contents. An administrative compliance order shall specify the findings of fact and
conclusions of law upon which it is based and shall set a time for the Respondent to comply. The
Order shall specify the penalty, not to exceed the statutory maximum per day of noncompliance, to
be assessed in the event that the Respondent fails to comply with the Order within the prescribed
time, and, if applicable, the penalty assessed for past violations of the Code, rules, or licenses or
permits. The Order shall advise the Respondent that it shall become final unless an administrative
hearing is requested in writing in accordance with 252:4-9-32 within fifteen ( 15) days of service of
the Order.
~ Service. An Order shall be served in accordance with 252:4-9-35.
@ Order following hearing. Based on the hearing and record, a proposed order will be sustained,
modified, or dismissed by the Executive Director. If the hearing process extends beyond any
compliance deadline specified in the Order, fines specified in the Order for violations of the Order
will continue to accrue during the hearing process unless the Administrative Law Judge stays the
penalty upon request for good cause shown.
~

252:4-9-3. Determining penalty
In determining the amount of penalty specified in an administrative penalty order, the DEQ
may consider the following:
(1) the factors specified by 27 A O.S. § 2-3-502(K)(2); and
(2) the extent and severity of environmental degradation or adverse health effects caused by the
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violation.

252:4-9-4. Assessment orders
@} Issuance of assessment order. Any time the DEQ believes the Order has been violated, the
Executive Director may issue an order assessing an administrative penalty pursuant to 27A O.S. §
2-3-502. In determiningan appropriateadministrativepenalty, the Executive Director may consider
Respondent's efforts to comply after being served with the Order.
{hl Content of assessment orders. An assessment order must state the nature and period of the
violation and must determine the amount of the fine. The fine is due and payable immediately
upon issuance of the assessment order, unless a hearing is requested within seven (7) days. See also
27A O.S. § 2-3-502.
~ Continuing violations. If the DEQ believes that violations of the administrative compliance or
penalty order continue after the issuance of an assessment order, the Executive Director may issue
additional assessment orders covering periods of violation since the period covered by the issuance
of a previous assessment order.

252:4-9-5. Considerations for self-reporting of noncompliance
@} Conditions for not seeking administrative and civil penalties. Except in the case of habitual
noncompliance or as otherwise provided in this section, in evaluating an enforcement action for a
regulated entity's failure to comply with DEQ rules, the DEQ will not seek an administrative or
civil penalty when the following circumstances are present:
(1) The regulated entity voluntarily, promptly and fully discloses the apparent failure to comply
with applicable state environmental statutes or rules to the appropriate DEQ Division in writing
before the Division learns of it or is likely to learn of it imminently;
(2) The failure is not deliberate or intentional;
(3) The failure does not indicate a lack or reasonable question of the basic good faith attempt to
understand and comply with applicable state environmental statutes or rules through
environmental management systems appropriate to the size and nature of the activities of the
regulated entity;
(4) The regulated entity, upon discovery, took or began to take immediate and reasonable
action to correct the failure (i.e., to cease any continuing or repeated violation);
(5) The regulated entity has taken, or has agreed in writing with the appropriate Division to
take, remedial action as may be necessary to prevent recurrence of such failure. Any action the
regulated entity agrees to take must be completed;
(6) The regulated entity has addressed, or has agreed in writing with the appropriate Division to
address, any environmental impacts ofthe failure in an acceptable manner;
(7) The regulated entity has not realized and will not realize a demonstrable and significant
economic or competitive advantage as a result ofnon-compliance; and
(8) The regulated entity cooperates with the DEQ as the DEQ performs its duties and provides
such information as the DEQ reasonably requests to confirm the entity's compliance with these
conditions.
{hl Partial qualification. Notwithstanding the failure of a regulated entity to meet all of the
conditions in subsection a of this section, the DEQ will consider the nature and extent of such
actions of the regulated entity in mitigation of any administrative or civil penalty otherwise
appropriate. If the regulated entity meets all conditions in subsection (a) of this section except itern
seven (7) relating to significant economic or competitive advantage, the DEQ will seek an
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administrative or civil penalty only to the extent of the economic or competitive advantage gained.
~ Relationship to federal/state agreements. In the event of any conflict, the elimination or
mitigation of penalties pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) of this section is subject to agreements
between the DEQ and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) relating to
regulatoryprogramdelegationor authorizationfrom the USEPA to the DEQ.
@ Applicability. This section applies to all enforcement cases arising from violations discovered
by or brought to the attention of the DEQ after June 2, 1997.

PART 3. INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS
252:4-9-31. Individual proceedings filed by DEQ
~ Initiation. Individual proceedings may be initiated by DEQ program areas by filing an
administrative compliance or penalty order with the Administrative Law Clerk.
{hl Content. Each order shall name the Respondent(s), contain a brief statement of the facts, refer
to the specific provision of the Code, rules, license or permit alleged to be violated, state the relief
requested and include notice to the Respondent(s) of the opportunity to request an administrative
hearing.
~ Style. The style of the case shall be in accordance with the format in Appendix D.
252:4-9-32. Individual proceedings filed by others
Request for administrative hearing in response to Order. A request for an individual
proceeding initiated by the Respondent named in an Order shall be in writing and shall specifically
set forth the Respondent's objections to the Order.
{hl Administrative hearing on Tier III permits. An individual proceeding on a proposed permit
for a Tier III application may be requested in accordance with 27 A O.S. § 2-14-304(C)(l).
~ Style. The style of the case shall be in accordance with the format in Appendix D.
@ Content. All requests for individual proceedings must be in writing, contain a brief statement
of the basis of the request and the name and address of each requester, and be signed by the
requester or an authorized representative.
~ Declaratory ruling. Any person who alleges that any DEQ rule or order interferes with or
impairs, or threatens to interfere with or impair, his/her legal rights may petition the DEQ, formally
requesting a declaratory ruling on the applicability of the rule or order. After the petition is filed,
the DEQ shall provide a copy to the Board.
ill Form and content of petition. All petitions shall be in writing and filed with the
Administrative Law Clerk. The petition shall include the information and follow the format in
Appendix B.
ill Determination. Petitions for declaratory rulings shall be decided by the DEQ. Rulings shall
state the fmdings of fact and conclusions of law upon which they are based. If the DEQ refuses
to make a ruling or begin an individual proceeding within 30 days, the petition shall be deemed
to have been denied. If the DEQ begins an individual proceeding on the petition, it shall offer
an opportunity for a hearing to the petitioner. After the DEQ issues a ruling or the Executive
Director issues a final order, the DEQ shall provide a copy of the ruling or final order to the
Board at its next available meeting.
Q2 Mailing. The DEQ shall mail a copy of the ruling or final order to the petitioner.
~

252:4-9-33.

Scheduling and notice of hearings
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The DEQ shall schedule an administrative hearing after receipt of a proper and timely request.
The Administrative Law Clerk shall notify the parties of the date, time and place of the hearing.
Notice shall satisfy the requirements of the APA and shall be made at least fifteen (15) days prior to
the hearing unless otherwise provided by law or agreed by the parties.
252:4-9-34. Administrative Law Judges and Clerks
Administrative Law Judge. The E~ecutive Director may designate an Administrative Law
Judge for any administrative hearing in accordance with 27A O.S. § 2-3-103. Administrative Law
Judges shall not have had prior involvement in the matter other than as an Administrative Law
Judge, unless the parties waive this requirement.
@ Administrative Law Clerk. The Executive Director may designate an Administrative Law
Clerk to maintain the administrative hearing dockets and records, and perform such other duties as
described in this Chapter or incidental thereto.
~ Authority.
Administrative Law Judges have complete authority to conduct individual
proceedings and may take any action consistent with the AP A and the rules of this subchapter.
Administrative Law Judges may:
(1) arrange and issue notice ofthe date, time and place of hearings and conferences;
(2) establish the methods and procedures to be used in the presentation ofthe evidence;
(3) hold conferences to settle, simplify, determine, or strike any of the issues in a hearing, or to
consider other matters that may facilitate the expeditious disposition of the hearing;
(4) administer oaths and affirmations;
(5) regulate the course of the hearing and govern the conduct ofparticipants;
(6) examine witnesses;
(7) rule on, admit, exclude and limit evidence, at or before hearings;
(8) establish the time for filing motions, testimony, and other written evidence, briefs, findings,
and other submissions, and hold the record open for such purposes;
(9) rule on motions and pending matters;
(1 0) divide the hearing into stages or join claims of parties whenever the number of parties is
large or the issues are numerous and complex;
(11) restrict attendance by persons not parties to the hearing in appropriate cases;
(12) admit attorneys from other jurisdictions to practice law before the DEQ in accordance
with Rules of the Oklahoma Bar Association, 5 O.S. Chapter 1, Appendix 1, Article II, § 5, and
administer the oath required by 5 O.S. § 2.
(13) require briefs on any relevant issues;
(14) request proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law and a proposed order from all
parties; and
(15) restrict testimony to the facts alleged in an assessment order.
@ Technical assistance. At the request of the Administrative Law Judge, the Executive Director
may designate a DEQ representative, who has had no assigned responsibilities related to the matter
at issue, to serve as technical adviser to the Administrative Law Judge.
~

252:4-9-35. Service
~ Generally. Service shall be made in accordance with the Oklahoma Pleading Code, 12 O.S. §
2001 et seq., and 27A O.S. § 2-3-502 unless otherwise allowed by this section.
@By the DEQ. Where the DEQ is serving notice, personal service may be made by a person
designated by the Executive Director for that purpose.
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By certified mail. Service by certified mail shall be effective on the date of receipt or, if
refused, on the date ofrefusal by the Respondent.

252:4-9-36. Responsive pleading
A Respondent may file, and the Administrative Law Judge may direct a Respondent to file, a
responsive pleading to the initiated action.
252:4-9-37. Prehearingconferences
~ General. The Administrative Law Judge may schedule and conduct prehearing conferences as
necessary. The Administrative Law Clerk shall notify the parties of the scheduling of a prehearing
conference. The Administrative Law Judge may hold a prehearing conference by telephone. On
request, prehearing conferences shall be on the record.
@ Subjects. Prehearingconferencesmay address:
(1) identification and simplification of issues, including the elimination of frivolous claims or
defenses;
(2) amendments to the pleadings;
(3) the plan and schedule of discovery and limitations to be placed thereon;
(4) identification of admissions of fact to avoid unnecessary proof and cumulative evidence;
(5) the identification of witnesses and substance of testimony, exhibits, and documents;
(6) the use of prehearing briefs and pre filed testimony in the form of sworn affidavits;
(7) settlement of all or some of the issues before the hearing;
(8) adoption of special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions that
may involve complex issues, multiple parties, novel or difficult legal questions, or evidence
problems;
(9) scheduling; and
(1 0) such other matters as may aid disposition.
~ Schedules and orders. A prehearing conference may result in a scheduling or other prehearing
order. Subsequent changes to any prehearing or scheduling order may be made by the
Administrative Law Judge by modifying the order upon good cause shown.
252:4-9-38. Discovery
Discovery shall be conducted in accordance with the Oklahoma Discovery Code (12 O.S. §
3224 et seq.) unless otherwise ordered by the Administrative Law Judge for good cause.
252:4-9-39. Subpoenas
~ Issuance. Subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses, the furnishing of information required by
the Administrative Law Judge and the production of evidence shall be issued in accordance with
the AP A and the Oklahoma Pleading Code.
.{hl Failure to obey. The Executive Director may seek an appropriate judicial order to compel
compliance by persons who fail to obey a subpoena, who refuse to be sworn or make an affirmation
at a hearing, or who refuse to answer a proper question during a hearing. The hearing may proceed
despite any such refusal but the Administrative Law Judge may, in his/her discretion at any time,
continue the proceedings as necessary to secure a court ruling.
252:4-9-40. Record
~ To be made. A record of the hearing shall be made, which shall be a tape recording unless
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otherwise agreed by the parties and the Administrative Law Judge. The recording will not be
transcribed as a matter of course. A transcript may be obtained by submitting a written request to
the Administrative Law Clerk and tendering payment in an amount sufficient to pay the cost of
having the recording transcribed.
@ Court reporter. A party may request a court reporter. The requesting party shall pay the costs,
and the original transcript shall be filed in the case file as part of the record in the case. Each person
or party requesting copies shall make arrangements with the reporter and pay the costs.
{£} Maintained. The record of a proceeding and the file containing the notices and the pleadings
will be maintained by the Administrative Law Clerk. All pleadings, motions, orders and other
papers submitted for filing in a proceeding shall be date/file stamped by the Administrative Law
Clerk upon receipt. The burden of showing substantial prejudice by any failure to correctly
file-stamp any submittal shall be upon the asserting party.
@Contents. The administrative record of all individual proceedings shall contain documents
required by the APA, 75 O.S. § 309. An individual proceeding on a proposed permit for a Tier III
application shall also include the following:
(1) the permit application on file with the DEQ, as amended;
(2) all written comments received during the public comment period;
(3) the tape or transcript ofthe public meeting;
(4) documents resulting from the DEQ's review of the permit application and public
comments;
(5) the draft permit, fact sheet and response to comments, if any, issued by the DEQ; and
(6) all published notices.

252:4-9-41. Motions
Filing. All requests for action in a matter already before the DEQ shall be made in a motion,
signed by the party or his/her attorney, and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk.
@ Service. Copies of motions shall be served on other parties in accordance with 252:4-9-3 5.
{£} Response. Within fifteen (15) days after service of any written motion, any party to the
proceedings may file a response to the motion. The time for response may be extended or
shortened by the Administrative Law Judge for good cause shown.
~

252:4-9-42. Continuances
A motion for an extension or continuance shall state the reasons for the request and specify the
length of time requested. Unless made before the Administrative Law Judge in open hearing,
motions for extensions oftime or for a continuance of the hearing to another date or time shall be in
writing and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk. The Administrative Law Judge shall
promptly grant or deny such request at his/her discretion. If the motion is denied, it may be
renewed orally by the party at the hearing.
252:4-9-43. Summary judgment
The Administrative Law Judge may grant a motion for summary judgment, subject to 252:4-946.
252:4-9-44. Default
~ Generally. Any Respondent who fails to appear, after receipt of notice, may be determined to
have waived the right to appear and present a defense. A Final Order may be issued by the
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Executive Director granting the relief requested by default.
fhl Tier III application. The Executive Director may enter a default judgment against any party
who fails to participate in an administrative hearing on a proposed permit for a Tier III application.

252:4-9-45. Withdrawal and dismissal
Parties may withdraw from a case and cases may be dismissed by the Administrative Law
Judge in accordance with the Oklahoma Code of Civil Procedure.
252:4-9-46. Orders in administrative hearings
Proposed and final orders in administrative hearings shall be prepared and issued in accordance
with the APA.
PART 5. AIR QUALITY ADVISORY COUNCIL HEARINGS

252:4-9-51. In general
The Air Quality Advisory Council is authorized to conduct individual proceedings on
enforcement matters and requests for a variance from the Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. § 2-5-101
through 2-5-118, or the Air Pollution Control Rules, OAC 252:100.
252:4-9-52. Individual proceedings
Individual proceedings before the Air Quality Advisory Council will be conducted in
accordance with the requirements in Part 3 of this Subchapter. To be heard by the Council, the
request for hearing in response to an Order must include a request that the Council conduct the
hearing. The Council may designate an Administrative Law Judge for individual proceedings to be
held before the Council. The Council or its designee may perform Administrative Law Judge
functions described in Part 3 of this Subchapter.
252:4-9-53. Variance
It is within the discretion of the Air Quality Advisory Council to decide whether or not an
individual proceeding is necessary in granting a variance.
252:4-9-54. State implementation plan hearings
A state implementation plan (SIP) hearing may be initiated by an applicant for an alternative
emissions reduction authorizationnnair 2)1i1QQ 1~ by filing a request for a SIP hearing with the
Administrative Law Clerk. A request that the hearing be conducted by the Air Quality Advisory
Council must be included in the request for hearing. Additional JiEtlsiir®mi'~i iill' ll SIP lteltr4Rg
nqgf* nr 811R*RiDQj iQ:ift·t~1·
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APPENDIX A. PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTALQUALITYBOARD [NEW]
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF
RULE OAC 252: _ _ _ _ __

Subject area:

()
()
()
()

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
'Laboratory
Radiation

()
()
()
()

MatterNo.
Date filed:

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate program and to any appropriate
Council.

1. Nature ofrequest:
( ) Adoption of new rule( s)
() Amendmentofexistingrule(s)
() Repeal of existing rule(s)
Identifiedas Rule Number(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(OAC number if known)
2. Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s) which cause such a request to be
made, a statement of your personal interest in the ruling, and how the proposed rulemaking
would affect those interests and would affect others.
3. If this request has been discussed with the Department of Environmental Quality, please
indicate the name ofthe Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4. If a Council has considered this matter, please indicate the name of the Council and the
date(s) the matter was considered; otherwise, state "n/a."

5. Attachment(s):() suggested language () furtherexplanation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Business or group
(print name)
(title)
or Name oflndividual ( p r i n t ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:
Phone:
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APPENDIX B. PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY [NEW]
)
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF
RULE OAC 252:
(or Case No.
Subject area:

()
()
()
()

Air Quality
'Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

()
()
()
()

Matter No.
Date filed:

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate program.

1. RuleNumber(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(OAC munber if known)
2. Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s) which cause such a request to be
made and a statement of your personal interest in the ruling.
3. If this request has been discussed with the Department of Environmental Quality, please
indicate the name of the Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "nla."

4. Attachment(s):

( ) List of Exhibits
( ) Further explanation

Name of Business or group

by:- - - - - - (print name)

(title)

or Name oflndividual (print):_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

Phone:
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APPENDIX C. PERMITTING PROCESS SUMMARY [NEW]
Steps

Tier I

Tier II

Tier III

Filing - Applicant files application, pays any required fee, and
provides landowner notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ staff
prior to this.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes notice in one newspaper local
to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting- Notice - 30-day opportunity is published with
notice of filing. DEQ holds meeting if requested and sufficient
interest is shown.

No

No

Yes

Administrative completeness review- DEQ reviews application and
asks applicantto supply any missing information.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Technical review - D EQ reviews application for technical
compliance and requests applicant to cure any deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft permit or draft denial- DEQ prepares this after completing
review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice ofdraft permit, public comment period and public meeting
request opportunity - Applicant publishes this in one newspaper
local to site. (DEQ publishes notice of draft denial.)

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for hazardous waste treatment,
storage or disposal draft permits; 30 days for all others.

No

Yes

Yes

Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ ifheld

No

Yes

Yes

Review of comments- DEQ (written response)

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in response to comments on
draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit- Applicant publishes, in one newspaper
local to site, notice of 20-day opportunity to review permit and
request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrativepermithearing- Conducted by DEQ ifheld. Results
in final order.

No

No

Yes

Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

Yes

Yes

Yes
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APPENDIX D. STYLE OF THE CASE IN AN INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING [NEW]

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
NAME OF DIVISION
IN THE MATTER OF:

)
)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo.

NAME OF DOCUMENT
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
,...IUL MPACT STATEMENT:
The
le impact statement for the proposed rule
·
revocation ·n be on file at the DEQ and may be requested
from the conta person.
CONTACT PER N:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch
@deqmail.state. ok.us
by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax
(405) 702-7101. The DE 's located at 707 N. Robinson,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
02. The mailing address is
P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City,
ahoma, 73101-1677.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Persons with disabilities who de · e to attend the
rulemaking hearing and need an accom dation should
notify the contact person three days in a
hearing, TDD Relay Number 1-800-522-8506.
[OAR Docket #00-233l;filed 9-21-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAFfER 4. RULES OF PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE

,-...

[OAR Docket #00-2332]

,LEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Chapter 4. Rules of Practice and Procedure [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The Administrative Procedures Act requires each
agency to adopt rules describing its organization, methods
of operation and methods by which people may obtain
information from or give information to the agency. These
rules must also specify the requirements of all formal and
informal procedures available, including a description of
forms and instructions. (75 O.S. § 302)
This proposed new Chapter 4 is a combination of three
chapters of administrative rules relating to the DEQ, which
will be revoked when Chapter 4 is adopted, i.e., current
Chapter 1 (Procedures of the Environmental Quality
Board), current Chapter 2 (Procedures of the Department
of Environmental Quality), and current Chapter 3
(Procedures of the Environmental Quality Councils).
Duplicative and redundant rules were eliminated. The
rulemaking process rules were rewritten in chronological
order. The permitting process rules were substantially
rewritten to simplify and clarify them. Three separate
subchapters dealing with administrative proceedings were
~ ,bined into one subchapter that addresses all individual
pu.1ceedings. Statutory language was deleted.
The proposed Chapter 4 rules address general
provisions, board and council meetings and public forums,
Oklahoma Register (Volume 17, Number 24)

rulemaking, the environmental permit process,
administrative proceedings, complaint processing,
environmental education grants and local project funding.
This chapter also includes rules recommended by the Air
Quality Council on June 14, 2000, which address hearings
before that council. Rule numbers were changed to be
consistent with the new proposed Chapter 4. See proposed
Subchapter 4, Part 5.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S. § 2-2-101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. §
302
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS FROM BUSINESS
ENTITIES:
The DEQ requests that business entities affected by this
rule provide the DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar
amounts if possible, the increase in the level of direct costs
such as fees, and the indirect costs such as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
construction,
labor,
professional services, revenue loss, or other costs expected
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance with
the proposed rule.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments to the contact person
from October 16 through November 6, 2000
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Before the Environmental Quality Board at a meeting to
be held at 9:30a.m. on November 14, 2000, in Hooker,
Oklahoma. Written or oral comments will be accepted.
COPY OF PROPOSED RULE:
The proposed rule may be obtained from the contact
person and reviewed at the DEQ.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement for the proposed rule will be
on file at the DEQ and may be requested from the contact
person.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch
@deqmail.state. ok.us or by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax
(405) 702-7101. The DEQ is located at 707 N. Robinson,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102. The mailing address is
P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73101-1677.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Persons with disabilities who desire to attend the
rulemaking hearing and need an accommodation should
notify the contact person three days in advance of the
hearing, TDD Relay Number 1-800-522-8506.
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[OAR Docket #00-2332; filed 9-21-00]

October 16, 2000
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ENDIX A. PETITION FOR RULEMAKING BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY BOARD
[REVOKED]
BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Matter No.

MATTER OF

Date filed: _____________________

RULE
Subject

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

(

(
(
(

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Waterworks operators
Other

Petition
e referred by the Department to its appropriate
program and to a
appropriate Council.
1.

(
(
(

Adoption o new rule (s)·
Amendment o existing rule(s)
Repeal of ex~ ting rule(s)
Identified as

Number (s) :
(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a reque t to be made, a statement of your
personal interest in th
ruling, and how the proposed
rulemaking would affect tl:i se interests and would affect
others.

3.

If this request has been disc sed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please "ndicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; o herwise, state "n/a."

4.

If a Council has considered this matte
please ·indicate the
name of the Council and the date(s) them ter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

5.

Attachment ( s) : ( ) suggested language

( ) furtl:i r explanation

by:
Name of Business or group

(print name)

(title)

or Name of Individual (print):
Signature: ____________________
Phone:
\

[OAR Docket #OJ-874;filed 5-8-01]

June 1, 2001
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
CHAPTER 4. RULES OF PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE

The proposed Chapter 4 rules address general provisions,
Board and council meetings and public forums, rulemaking, the
environmental permit process, administrative proceedings,
complaint processing, environmental education grants and local
project funding.
This chapter also includes rules recommended by the Air
Quality Council on June 14, 2000, which address hearings before
that council. Rule numbers were changed to be consistent with the
new proposed Chapter 4. See proposed Subchapter 4, PartS.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
There are analogous federal rules for permitting. 40 CFR Part
124 contains federal rules entitled "Procedures for
Decisionmaking". Subpart A, "General Program Requirements",
contains EPA procedures for issuing RCRA, VIC, PSD and
NPDES permits. In those programs for which DEQ has received
delegation or authorization from EPA, the DEQ is required by
federal law to follow some EPA procedures in addition to those
required under state law. In those cases, the EPA procedures have
been incorporated by reference by the specific program area either
by rule or by program approval. ·In the current Chapter 2 and the
proposed Chapter 4 rules, additional notice requirements are
acknowledged for NPDES, RCRA, and VIC permits.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch@deqmail.
state.ok.us or by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax (702-7101). The
DEQ is located at 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
73102. The mailing address is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, 73101-1677.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The adoption of this new chapter was frrst considered by the
Environmental Quality Board at their November 14, 2000 meeting,
at which time board members continued it until the February 23,
2001 meeting.

{OAR Docket #01-875]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Chapter 4. Rules of Practice and Procedure [NEW]
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A O.S. §
2-2-101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302
DATES:
Comment period:
October 16,2000, through November 6, 2000
Public hearing:
November 14, 2000 and February 23, 2001
Adoption:
February 23, 2001
Submitted to Governor:
March 2, 2001
Submitted to House:
March 2, 2001
Submitted to Senate:
March 2, 2001
Gubernatorial approval:
April 16, 2001
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on April26, 2001
Final adoption:
April 26, 2001
Effective:
June 11, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The Administrative Procedures Act requires each agency to
adopt rules describing its organization, methods of operation and
methods by which people may obtain information from or give
information to the agency. These rules must also ~pecify the
requirements of all formal and informal procedures available,
including a description of forms and instructions. (75 O.S. §302)
This proposed new Chapter 4 is a combination of three chapters
of administrative rules relating to the DEQ, which will be revoked
when Chapter 4 is adopted, i.e. current Chapter 1 (Procedures of
the Environmental Quality Board), current Chapter 2 (Procedures
of the DEQ), and current Chapter 3 (Procedures of the
Environmental Quality Councils).
Duplicative and redundant rules were eliminated. The
rulemaking process rules were rewritten in chronological order.
The permitting process rules were substantially rewritten to
simplify and clarify them. Three separate subchapters dealing with
administrative proceedings were combined into one subchapter
that addresses all individual proceedings. Statutory language was
deleted.
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PURSUANT TO THE ACTION DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. § 308.l(A), WITH AN
EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 2001.

SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:4-1-1.
Purpose and authority
Purpose. This Chapter describes the practices and
procedures of the Environmental Quality Board Advisory
Councils. and the Department of Environmental Quality.
.Qll Authority. This Chapter is authorized by the
Administrative Procedures Act. 75 O.S, § 302. and the
Environmental Quality Code. 27A Q.S. § 2-2-101.

W

252:4-1-2.
Definitions
The followin2 words and terms. when used in this
Chapter. shall have the following meaning. unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Administratively complete" means an application that
contains the infonnation specified in the application form
and rules in sufficient detail to allow the DEO to be~in
technical review.
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"Administrative bearing" is defined at 27A O.S. §
2-1-102 and is synonymous with "individual proceeding" as
that term is defined in the Administrative Procedures Act 75
O.S. § 250.1 et seq.
"Administrative Law .Judee" is synonymous with
"hearing examiner" as that term is defined in the
Administrative Procedures Act.
"Advisory Councils or Council" means any of the
following Councils: the Air Quality Advisozy Council. the
Hazardous Waste Management Advisozy Council. the
Laboratozy Services Advisory Council. the Radiation
Management AdVisory Council. the Solid Waste
Management Advisory Council. the Water Quality
Management Advisory Council. and the WateiWQrks and
Wastewater Works Operator Certification Advisory Council.
·~8' means the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures
Act. 75 O.S. § 250.1 et seq.
'
'"'pplication" means "a document or set gf documents.
filed with the [DEQ l. for the purpose of receiving a vermit or
the modification. amendment or renewal thereof (rom the
[.DEQL any subsegy.ent additions. revisions or modifications
submitted to the [DEQl which supplement. correct or amend
a pending arwlication." [27A O.S. § 2-14-103(1)]
"Board" means the Environmental Quality Board.
"Code" means the Oklahoma Environmental Quality
Code. 27A O.S. § 2-1-101 et seg,
"Complaint" means any written or oral information
submitted to DEO alleging site-wecific environmental
pollution except information gained from facility
inspections. or self-reported incidents.
"Department or DEO" means the Department of
Environmental Quality.
"Enforcement action" means:
.(A). a written communication from the DEO to an
alleged violator that identifies the alleged violations
and directs or orders that the violations be corrected
and/or their effect remedied:
.(ID an administrative action to revoke or su~end
a permit or license:
.(C) a consent order or proposed consent order:
£m a civil petition. a complaint in municipal
court. or a complaint in federal district court:
.(E). a referral by the DEO to the Oklahoma
Attorney General's office. a state District Attorney's
office. a U.S. Attorney's office. or a state or federal
law enforcement agency for investigation.
"Executive Director'' means the Executive Director of
the Department of Environmental Quality.
"False complaint" means any written or oral
information submitted to DEO alleging site-specific
environmental pollution by a person who knowingly and
willfully gives false information or misr!(presents material
information.
"Individual proceedina" is defined in the APA [75 O.S.
§ 250.3(7)]. It includes an administrative evidentiary hearing

June 1, 2001

to resolve issues of law or fact between parties. resulting in
an order.
"Mediation" means a voluntazy negotiating process in
which parties to a dispute agree to use a mediator to assist
them in jointly exploring and settling their differences. with
a goal of resolving their differences by a formal agreement
created by the parties.
"Notice of deficiencies" means a written notice to an
applicant. describing with reasonable specificity the
deficiencies in a permit application and reg,uesting
supplemental information.
"OtT-site". as used in hazardous waste. solid waste and
Underground Injection Control (UIC,) tier classifications.
means a facility which receives waste from various sources
for treatment. storage. processing. or disposal.
"On-site". as used in hazardous waste. solid waste and
UIC tier classifications. means a facility owned and operated
by an industry for the treatment. storage. processing. or
disposal of its own waste exclusively.
"Program" means a regula tory section or division of the

D.EQ..
"Respondent" means a person or legal entity against
whom relief is sou~t.
"Submittal" means a document or woup of documents
provided as part of an mwlication.
"Supplement" means a response to a reg,uest for
additional information following completeness and
technical reviews. and information submitted voluntarily !zy
the applicant.
"Technical review" means the evaluation of a:n
application for compliance with applicable prowam rules.
252:4-1-3.
Organization
Environmental Quality Board. The Environmental
Quality Board consists of thirteen (13) members. appointed
by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate.
selected from the environmental profession. general
industry. hazardous waste industry. solid waste industry.
water usage. petroleum industries. agriculture industries.
consezyation districts. local city or town governments. rural
water districts. and statewide nonprofit environmental
organizations. (See further 27A O.S. § 2-2-101.)
.(b). Adyisoa Councils. There are seven advisory councils.
each consisting of nine (9) members appointed by the
Speaker of the House of Representatives. the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate or the Governor. (See further 27A
O.S. § 2-2-201 and 59 O.S. § 1101 et seg.)
~ I!EQ. The DEO 'consists of the following divisions:
Administrative Services. Air Quality. Land Protection.
Water Quality. Environmental Complaints and Local
Services. Customer Services and the State Environmental
Laboratocy.

W

Office lo~ti~n and hours;
commumcat10ns
.(a). Office location and hours. The principal office of the
252:+1-4.
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DEO is 707 N. Robinson. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 73102.
The mailing address is P.O. Box 1677. Oklahoma City.
Oklahoma 73101-1677. Office hours are from 8:00a.m. to
4:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday except state holidays.
.(b). Communications. Unless a person is working with a
particular person or departmental area. written
communication to the DEO shall be addressed to the
Executive Director.
ill ~ Communications to the Board may be
made through the Executive Director.
a.l Council. Communications to a Council may be
made through the Division' Director of the projUam with
which the Council works.
252:4-1-5.
AvailabiJity of a record
AvaiJability. Records of the Board. Advisory Councils.
and DEO. not otherwise confidential or privileged from
disClosure by law. shall be available to the public for
inspection and copying at the DEO's principal office during
normal business hours. Information. data or materials
required to be submitted to the DEO in a permit application
process shall be made available to the public in accordance
with the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act
(27A O.S. § 2-14-101 et seQ.) and the rules in this Chapter.
The DEO may take reasonable precautions in order to
ensure the safety and integrity of records under its care.
.(b). Removal. A record may be removed from the DEO's
offices or storage areas only with permission of the record's
custodian.
W. Reproduction.
ill ByDEQ The DEO may limit the number of co_pies
made and the time and personnel available for
reproduction of records reguested by a member of the
~
a.l Commercial reproduction. With advance notice to
the DEO. a person may arrange for the pick-up.
reproduction and return of records by a commercial
copying service at his/her own expense.
ill Other. With prior DEO approval. a person may
bring in and use his/her own comr machine .
.(Q). Confidentiality. Any person asserting a claim of
confidentiality for any document submitted to the Board.
Council or DEO must substantiate the claim upon
submission. The DEO will make a determination on the
claim and notify the person asserting the claim within a
reasonable time. Each program may have more specific
reqyirements. as reqyired by state law or federal rule. [See
27A O.S. § 2-5-105(18) and 40 CFR § 2 Subpart B.
particularly § 2.301 (Oean Air Act). § 2.302 (Oean Water
Act). § 2.304 (Safe Drinking Water Act). § 2.305 (Solid
Waste Disposal Act. as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act). and § 2.310
(Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation.
and Liability Act. as amended by Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act)].
W Certification. Copies of official records of the Board.

W

r

Advisory Councils or DEO may be certified b,y the Executive
Director or his/her designees.
ill Charge. The DEO's administrative fee schedyle
applies to in-house copying or reproduction of records for or
by members of the public .
252:4-1-6.
Administrative fees
Photocopying. The fee for copying letter or legal sized
paper is $0.25 per page.
.(b). Certified copy. The fee for a certified copy of a
document is $1.00 per document.
W Search fee. When the request is solely for commercial
purpose or clearly woyld cause excessive disruption of the
DEO's essential functions. the document search fee is as
follows:
ill 0 - 15 minutes. no charge:
16 - 30 minutes. $5.00:
every subsequent 30-minute increment or portion
thereof. $5.00.

W

m
m

252:4-1-7.
Fee credits for regulatory fees
The Executive Director may authorize Divisions of the
DEO which have programs that collect recurring fees to
apply a credit towards certain future invoices for those fees.
The credit must be applied only within the program from
which the carryover fees are derived. Only the amount that
is projected to exceed three months of funding beyond the
upcoming budget year for that program can be credited. A
summary of any credit applied shall be reported to the
Environmental Quality Board. For a credit to be applied:
ill there must be a projected balance in the fee
account carried over from the previous year:
the credit must be distributable pro rata among the
fee payers:
the credit must be large enough to justify its
administrative cost: and
ill the Division must be unaware of a longer-range
need. such as match fot a syperfund clean-up project.
ill The DEO shall explain on the invoices that a canyover
exists and that an identified one-time credit is being applied.

W

m
m

252:4-1-8.
Board and Councils
Officers. A chair of the Board shall not serve as chair
for more than three (3) consecutive years. Officers of a
Council may succeed themselves as officers at the discretion
of a Coyncil.
ill Committees. Ad hoc committees may be appointed to
assist the Board or a Council for any lawful purpose.

W

252:4-1-9.
SeverabiJity
The provisions of OAC 252 are severable. and if any part
or provision hereof shall be held void. the decision of the
court so holding shall not affect or impair any of the
remaining parts or provisions of OAC 252.
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SUBCHAPTER 3. MEETINGS AND PUBUC FORUMS
Meeti~s
252:4-3-1.
Board. The Board shall hold qyarterly meetings and
may hold other meetings as it deems necessmy.
(.Ql Council. Each council shall hold at least one re~mlarly
scheduled meeting per calendar year. except the Nr Quality
Advisory Council which shall hold at least two regularly
scheduled meetings.
W Location. The Board or a Council may meet at any
location convenient and o.pen to the public in this state to
encourage public participation in the environmental
rulemaking process .
.(d). Agenda. The pro.posed agenda of a meeting may be
developed with the advice of members and modified by the
Chair. Time permitting. a copy of the proposed a~nda shall
be sent to each Board or Council member at least ten (10)
calendar days before a regularly scheduled meeting. The
Board or Council may. b,y majority vote during a meeting.
continue an agenda item to or specify a new agenda item for
another meeting or forum.
W Public comment. The agenda shall reserve time during
the meeting for public comment on agenda action items.
The DEO shall provide sign-in sheets at each meeting for
persons who wish to present written or oral comment on an
agenda action item. The Chair reserves the right to
· rearrange the agenda items during the meeting to
accommodate public comment. The Chair may set
reasonable time limits on oral comment and may ace«pt
written submittals on behalf of the Council or the Board.

W

the request of or on behalf of the Board or a Council or upon
petition by an interested person. The DEO may ap,point
committees to assist in the development of rules.
ill Public. Any person may informally discuss proposed
rules with the DEO or may sug~st proposed rules during a
council meeting. Also. any person may file a petition with the
DEO faunally requesting the adoption. amendment. or
revocation of one or more rules.
252:4-5-3.
Petitions for Rulemaking
Form and content of petition. Rulemaking petitions
shall be in writing and filed with the DEO. The petition shall
include the infonnation and follow the format in Appendix
A of this Chapter. The DEO shall provide a copy of the filed
petition to the Board.
(.Ql Referral. The DEO shall refer a filed petition to the
appropriate Council or. if none. to the appropriate DEO
program for reyiew. A petition referred to a Council shall be
set on the agenda of the next available Council meeting for
action.
W ~ The DEO shall adyise the Board of the status of
rulemaking petitions.

W

252:4-5-4.
Notice of permanent ru]emakine
The DEO shall submit notices of proposed permanent
rulemaking to the Office of Administrative Rules for
publication in accordance with the APA and the
Administrative Rules on Rulemaking (PAC 655:10).
252:4-5-5.
Rulemakine hearines
.
Hearine. Hearings before a Council or the Board shall
be conducted by the Chair or the Chair's designee.
ill Public comments. The public may make comments
orally at the hearing or submit comments in writing by the
end of the specified public comment period. or both.
· Persons wishing to comment orally may be required to fil1
out a written request form. The person conducting the
hearing may set reasonable time limits on oral presentations.
may exclude repetitive or irrelevant comments and may
reQ.Uire that oral presentations be submitted in writing .
W Public comment period. The comrnent period shall end
at the conclusion of the hearing if the agenda indicates that
the Council intends to make a fmaJ recommendation on the
rules or that tbe Board intends to take a fmal action on the
rules. Otherwise. the comment period may be extended by
the person conducting such hearing for no more than thirty
(30) calendar days after the hearing or until the close of the
hearing. if continued .
.(d). Summary of comments. The DEO shall maintain a
summary of comments received on proposed rules during
written comment periods. The summary shall be provided to
the Council or Board prior to taking final action on the rule.
.W, Hearim: continuation. A Council or the Board may
continue the hearing by majority vote. Notice of the
continuation shall be announced at the hearing and shall not
require publication.

W

Public forums
252:4-3-2.
Generally. A public forum for receiving public
comments and dissemination of information may be held in
conjunction with a Council or Board meeting but shall be a
separate meeting.
ill Location. Each forum may be held at a different
location in the state.
W Format. The forum shall be conducted by the Chair or
the Chair's desi!Wee.
.(d). Public commenL The DEO shall provide sign-in sheets
at each meeting for persons who wish to present written or
oral comments. The Cbair may set reasonable time limits on
oral comment and may accept written submittals on behalf
of the Council or the Board.

W

SUBCHAPIER5.

RULE~G

252:4-5-1.
Adoption and revocation
The Board has the authority to adopt new or amended
emergsmcy or peonanent rules and revoke existing rules
within its jurisdiction.
252:4-5-2.

Rule development

.(a). DEQ. The DEO may begin the development of rules at
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252:4-5-6.

Council actions

.(g) Contents of recommendation. On behalf of a Council.
the DEO shall prepare a recommendation submittal on
proposed permanent rules. which shall include the text of the
proposed rules. a surnroacy of pertinent minutes of Council
meetings. and a summary of comments received.
Recommendations may also be made for rules with a finding
of emergency. The Council may recommend that any
proposed rule be adopted !zy the Board on a permanent and
emergency basis simultaneously.
ill On remand. The Council shall reconsider any
rulemaking recommendation temanded by the Board.
252:4-5-7.

Presentation to Board

.(g) Compliance with APA. When proposed rules are
presented to the Board. the DEO shall indicate the
rulemaking procedures which have been followed.
.(h) Board packets. The DEO shall prepare a board packet
consisting of the text of proposed rules. an executive
summary. a rule impact statement. an economic
impact/environmental benefit statement (if applicable). a
summary of comments received on proposed rules at
rulemaking hearings and during written comment periods.
the Council's recommendations and a surumacy of pertinent
Council meeting minutes (if applicable). The Board packets
shall be sent to members with the proposed agenda of the
Board meeting at which rules are to be considered. Board
packets for emergency rules may vacy.
252:4-5-8.

Board actions

.(g) Referral. The Board may refer any rulemaking matter
to the DEO or an appropriate Council for review. comment
or recommendation.
ill Proposed permanent rules. The Board will not
consider proposed peunanent rules for adoption without the
appropriate Council's recommendation except those rules
. for which no council has jurisdiction.
W Proposed emergency rules. The Board may adopt
emergency rules without the advice of a Council in
accordance with ZZA O.S. § 2-2-101 .
.(Q). Final language of rules. The rules adopted or repealed
by the Board may vacy from the Council recommendation
except for rules recommended by the Air Quality Council.
(See further. Oklahoma Clean Air Act at 27A O.S. §
2-5-106.)
W Remand. The Board may remand a Council's
rulemaking recommendation for reconsideration.
(t) Notice to Council. The DEO shall provide each Council
with copies of emergency rules adopted by the Board
without the Council's recommendation and of any rules
adopted by the Board which vary from that Council's
recommendation.

k hom R
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Rulemakin~: record
252:4-5-9.
The DEO shall maintain a rulemaking record on all
rules adopted or revoked by the Board,

SUBCHAPTER7. ENV1RONMENTALPERNQT
PROCESS
PART 1. THE PROCESS
252:4-7-1.
Authority
The rules in this Subchapter implement the Oklahoma
Uniform Environmental Permitting Act. 27A O.S. §
2-14-101 et seq,.. and apply to applicants for and holders of
DEO permits and other authorizations .
252:4-7-2.
Preamble
The Uniform Environmental Permitting Act requires
that DEO licenses. permits. certificates. approvals and
registrations fit into an application category. or Tier.
established under the uniform environmental permitting
rules. Tier I is the categozy for those things that are basically
administrative decisions which can be made by a technical
supervisor with no public participation except for the
landowner. Tier II is the category for those permit
applications that have some public participation (notice to
the public. the opportunity for a public meeting and public
comment). and the administrative decision is made by the
Division Director. Tier III is the category for those permit
applications that have extensive public participation (notice
to the public. the qpportunity for a public meeting and public
comment. and the opportunity for an administrative
evidentiazy hearing). and the administrative decision is made ·
by the Executive Director.
252:4-7-3.
Compliance
Applicants and permittees are subject to the laws and
rules of the DEO as they exist on the date of filing an
application and afterwards as chan~ed.
252:4-7-4.

Filing an application

.(g) Tier I. The applicant shall file (2) copies of a Tier I
application unless the application form or instructions
specifies that only one (1) copy is needed. Applicants
seeking permits for alternative individual on-site sewage
disposal systems and alternative small public on-site sewage
disposal systems (OAC 252:641) shall file one copy with the
local DEO office for the county in which the real property is
located.
DU Tier II & lli. The applicant shall file three (3) copies of
Tier II and Tier III applic~tions with the DEO and place one
(1) copy for public review in the county in which the site.
facility or activity is located.
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252:4-7-5.

252:4-7-10.

~

fees shall be submitted with the application and. except
as herein provided, will not be refunded.

252;4-7-6.

Receipt of gpplications
When an application and appropriate fee are received,
each program shall:
file stamp the application with the date of receipt.
the Division and/or proifam name and an identification
number:··
assign the application to a permit reviewer; and
.Q). enter this information in a database or log book.

m
m

252:4-7-7,

Administrative completeness review

The reviewer shall have 60 calendar days from the
file-stamped date of filing to determine if the application is
administratively complete.
W Not complete. If the reviewer decides that the
. application is not complete. he/she shall immediately
notizy the applicant by maiL describing with reasonable
specificib' the deficiencies and reQ_Uesting supplemental
information. The reviewer may continue to ask for·
specific information until the application is
administratively complete. If the reviewer does not
notify the applicant of deficiencies. the period for
t~chnical review shall begin at the close of the
administrative completeness review period.
£2) Complete. When the application is
administratively complete. the reviewer shall enter the
date in the database or log book and immediately notify
the applicant by mail. The period for technical review
~

252:4-7-8.

Thchnical review
Each pro!mW shall haw the time period specified in
Parts 3 through 5 of this Subchapter to review each
application for technical compliance With the relevant rules
and to reach a final determination. If the data in the
application does not technically comply with the relevant
rules or law. the reviewer may notigy the aoolicant by maiL
describing with reasonable specificity the deficiencies and
reqyesting sup.plemental information.
00 Any environmental permit that is not described in this
Subchapter shall be reyiewed with all due and reasonable
~

W

252:4-7-9.

When review times sto.p
The time period for review sto.ps during:
litigation:
£2) public review and participation, including waiting
periods, comment periods, public meetings,
administrative hearings. DEO preparation of response
to comments and/or review by state or federal a~ncies;
.(J). reQ_UeSts for supplemental information; and
ill the time in which an applicant amends his/her
application of his/her own accord.

m

Supplemental time
The Notice of Deficiencies and request for
supplemental information may state that up to 30 additional
calendar days may be added to the application processing
time. Requests for supplemental information may also state
that additional days for technical review equal to the number
of days the applicant used to respond may be added to the
reyjew time.

252;4-7-li.

Extensions
&tensions to the time lines of this Subchapter shall only
be mage by agreement or when the Executive Director
certifies that circumstances outside the DEO's control.
including acts of Gog, a substantial and unexpected increase
in the number of applications filed. or additional review
duties imposed on the DEO from an outside source. prevent
the reviewer :from meeting the time periods.

252;47-12.

Failure to meet deadline
Wbere failure to meet a deadline is imminent. then:
W At least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the
deadline the DEO shaH reassign staff and/or retain
outside consultants to meet such deadline; or
.(21 The applicant may agree to an extension of time for
a specific purpose and period of time with refund of the
entire application fee. unless a refund is prohibited by

n

252:47-13.

W

Notices

Statutory requirements for notice. The Uniform
Environmental Permitting Act requires an applicant to give
notice in accordance with 27A O.S. § 2-14-301.
00 Notice to landowner. Applicants shall certizyby affidavit
that they own the real properij'. have a current lease or
easement which is given to accomplish the permitted
purpose or have provided legal notice to the landowner.
!&) Notice content. The applicant shall provide DEO with
a draft notice for approval prior to publication. All
published legal notice!)) shaU contain the:
!U Name and address of the applicant:
Name, address and legal description of the site.
facility and/or actiyity;
.Q). Purpose of notice:
ffi we of permit or permit action being sought;
.(5). Description of activities to be regulated:
,(21 Locations where the application may be reviewed:
CD. Names. addresses and telephone numbers of
contact persons for the DEO and for the applicant:
.00 Description of public participation opportunities
and time period for comment and requests: and
.(2) Any other information required by DEO rules.
£d). Proof of publication. Within twenij' (20) days after the
date of publication. an applicant shall provide the DEO with
a written affidavit of publication for each notice published.
In case of a mistake in a published notice. the DEO shall
req,uire a legal notice of correction or republication of the

m
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entire notice. whichever is appropriate. Inconsequential
errors in s.pelling. tuammar or punctuation shall not be cause
for correction or republication.
W Exception to notice requirement. Applicants for solid
waste transfer station pennits may be exempt from public
meeting requirements under 27A O.S. § 2-10-307.
.(f). Additional notice.
ill Applicants for a NPDES. RCRA or UIC permit
are subject to additional notice provisions of federal
requirements adopted b,y reference as DEO rules.
Applicants for a proposed wastewater discharge
permit that may affect the Water quality of a neighboring
state or a Part 70 pennit that may affect the air quality
of a neighboring state must give written notice to the
environmental regulatory agency of that state. [27A
O.S. § 2-5-112(E)]
ill Applicants for a landfill permit shall provide notice
by certified mail. return receipt requested. to owners of
mineral interests and to adjacent landowners whose
property may be substantially affected by installation of
a landfill site. See DuLaney v. OSDH. 868 E2d 676 (Old.

m

1m)..
252;4-7-14.
Withdrawing applications "':.....
.(g) By applicant. An applicant may withdraw an
application at any time with written notice to the DEO and
forfeiture of fees.
.(l;U By DEO. Except for good cause shown. when an
applicant fails to supplement an application within 180 days
after the mailing date of a Notice of Deficiencies. or by an
agreed date. the DEO shall void the application. The DEO
shall notify the applicant of an opportunity to show cause
why this should not occur.
252;4-7-15.
Permit issuance or denial
·.(g) Compliance required. A new, modified or renewed
permit or other authorization sought by the applicant shall
not be issued until the DEO has determined the application
is in substantial compliance with applicable requirements of
the Code and DEO rules.
(h). Conditions for issuance. The Department may not
issue a new, modified or renewed permit or other
authorization sought by the applicant if:
ill The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the
DEO or is not in substantial compliance with the Code.
DEO rules and the terms of any existing DEO permits
and orders. The DEO may impose special conditions on
the applicant to assure compliance and/or a separate
schedule which the DEO considers necessary to achieve
required compliance: or
.(2). Material facts were misrepresented or omitted
from the application and the applicant knew or should
have known of such misrepresentation or omission.
252;4-7-16.
Tier IT and m modifications
For Tier II and III permit modification actions. only
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those issues relevant to the modificatjon(s) shall be
reopened for public review and comment.
252;4-7-17.
Permit decision-making authority
Designated positions. The Executive Director may
delegate in writing the power and duty to issue. renew.
amend, modify and deny permits and take other
authorization or registration action. Unless delegated to a
Division Director b,y formal assignment or rule, the authority
to act on Tier I applications shall be delegated to positions
within each permitting program having technical supervisory
responsibilities and, for local actions authorized 1zy law. to
environmental specialist positions held by the DEO's local
services representatives. The authority to act on emergency
permits or Tier II applications shall be delegated to the
Division Director of the applicable permitting division.
.(!;D. Revision. The Executive Director may amend any
delegation in writing.

W

252:4-7-18.

Pre-issuance pennit review and
correction
.W. Applicant review. The DEO may ask an applicant to
review its permit for calculation and clerical errors or
mistak:es of fact or law before the permit is issued.
.(!;D. Correction. The DEO may correct any permit before it
is issued,
ill Notice of significant corrections. For permits
based on Tier II and III applications. an applicant shall
publish legal notice in one nempaper local to the site of
any correction or change proposed by the DEO which
si!mificantly alters a facility's permitted size. capacity or

limits..

ill

Comments. The DEO may open a public
comment period and/or reconvene a public meeting
and/or administrative hearing to receive public
comments on the proposed correction(s).

252:4-7-19.
Consolidation ofpennitting process
Discretionary. Whenever an applicant applies for more
than one peanit for the same site. the DEO may authorize.
with the consent of the applicant. the review of the
applications to be consolidated so that each reguired draft
permit. draft denial and/or prQposed permit is prepared at
the same time and public participation opportunities are
combined.
.(b). ~ When consolidation is authorized by the DEO:
ill The procedural requirements for the highest
specified tier shall apply to each affected application.
.(2). The DEO may also authorize the consolidation of
public comment periods. process and public meetings.
and/or administrative permit hearings .
Q). Final permits may be issued together.
W Renewal. The DEO may coordinate the expiration
dates of new permits issued to an applicant for the same
facility or activicy so that all the permits are of the same
duration.

.W.
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@ Multiple modifications. Subsections (a) and (b) of this

.(ii) does not differ from those construction

section shall also apply to multiple Tier II and III
am>lications for permit modifications.

permit conditions in any way considered
signjficant under 252: 100-8-7.2(12)(2).
.(ID A construction or operating permit
modification
that
is
minor under
252:100-8-7.2(b)(l).
.(C). Extension of expiration date of a Part 70
source's construction permit with no or minor
modifications.
~ Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
ill New. modified and renewed individual
authorizations under general operating permits for
which a schedule of compliance is not required by
252:100-8-S(c)(B)(B)(i) .
£2) Burn approvals.
m, Plant-wide emission plan approval under
252:100-37-ZS(b) or 252:100-39=46(j).
.(4l Administrative amendments of all air quality
permits and other authorizations.
.(5). Alternative emissions reduction authorizations.
(Also subject to state implementation plan revision
procedures in 252: 100-11.)

PART 3. AIR OUALriY DMSION TIERS AND TIME

LINES
252:4-7-31.
Air qyality time lines
The following air q.uality permits and authorizations
shall be technically reviewed and issued or denied within the
time frames specified below.
(1\
c
•
.~,...~.,~.onstructiOD permits:
(A). PSD and Part 70 Sources - 365 days.
.(B). Minor Facilities - 180 days.
.(2). Operating permits:
.(A) Part 70 Sources - 540 days.
.Qll Minor Facilities - 365 days.
m, Relocation permits - 30 days.
I

'

252:4·7-32.
Air qyality applications- Tier I
Minor facility permits. The following air quality
authorizations for minor facilities require Tier I
applications.
ill New permits. New construction, operating and
relocation permits.
£2) Modifications of permits.
.(A) Modif'J.Cation of a co~tru.ction permit for a
minor facility that will remain minor after the
modification.
.Qll Modification of an operating permit that will
not change the facility's classification from minor to
majw:.
.(C). Extension ofen;piration date of a construction
permit.
Renewals. B~newals of operating permits.
.(b). Part 70 source permits. The following air quality
authorizations for Part 70 sources require Tier I
applications.
New permits.
(A). New construction permit for an existing Part
7Q source for any change considered minor under
252:100=8-72(b)(1).
.(B). New operating permit that:
.(i) is based On a COnstruction permit that Was
processed under Tier II or III. and 252:100-8-8.
and
.(ii). has conditions which do not differ from the
construction pennit's operating conditions in
any way considered significant under
252:100-8-7.2(b)(2).
.(2). Modifications of permits.
(A). Modification of any operating permit
condition that:
.(i) is based on the operating conditions of a
construction permit that was processed under
Tier II or III, and 252: 100-8=8. and

W
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252:4-7-33.
Air qpality applications - Tier II
Minor facility permit actions. Any minor facility
seeking a permit for a modification that when completed
would tum it into a Part 70 source is req.uired to apply under
subsection (b) of this section.
.(b). Part 70 source permits. The following air quality
authorizations for Part 70 sources require Tier II
applications.
ill New permits.
.(A). New construction peunit for a new Part 70
source not classified under Tier III.
.(B). New construction permit for an existing Part
70 source for any change considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2) and which is not classified
under Tier III.
.(C). New operating permit for a Part 70 source
that did not have an underlying construction pennit
processed under Tier II or IlL and 252:100-8-8.
(ill New operating permit with one or more
conditions that differ from the underlying Tier II or
III construction permit's qpemting conditions in a
way
considered
significant
under
252:100-8-7.2(b)(2).
.(E). New acid rain pennit that is independent of a
Part 70 permit application.
.(E) New temporary source permit under
252:100-8-6.2.
£2) Modifications of permits.
.(A). Significant modification. as described in
252:100-8-7.2(b)(2). of an operatin~ permit that is
not based on an underlying construction permit
processed under Tier II or III. and 252:100-8-8.

W
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.(B)

.(2). Any other source not specified in paragraph (1) of

Modification of an operating permit when the
conditions proposed for modification differ from the
underlyin~ construction permit's operating
conditions in a way considered significant under
252:100-8-7.2(_b)(2).
.(0 A construction permit modification
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2)
and which is not classified under Tier III.
ill Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
W Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
·ill New. modified and renewed general operating
permits.
ill Individual authorizations under any general
operating permit for which a schedule of compliance is
required by 252:100-8-5(c)(8)(B)(i).
252:4-7-34.

this definition which emits. or has the potential to emit.
250 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to
re~Iation.

ill

Existing incinerators. An application for any change in
emissions or potential to emit or any change in any permit
condition. that would have caused an incinerator to be
defined as a major stationary source when originally
permitted shall require a Tier III application.
.(&) Potential to emit, For purposes of this section,
"potential to emit" means emissions resulting from the
application of all enforceable permit limitations as defined
in OAC 252:100-1-3.
PART 5. LAND PROTECTION DMSION TIERS AND
TIME LINES

Air guality applications • Tier m

252:4-7-51.
Waste management time lines
The Land Protection Division shall technically review
applications and issue or deny permits within the following
periods of time:
.(1) Hazardous waste applications, including new
RCBA permits or renewals. new state recycling permits.
Class 3 modifications. closure and post-closure plans,
transfer station plans and plan modifications - 300 days:
.(2) Brownfields applications and each submittal or
resubmittal - 60 days:
0). Solid waste applications and each submittal or
resubmittal - 90 days:

(g) New major stationary sources. A construction permit
for any new major stationary source listed in this subsection
requires a Tier III a,p_plication. For purposes of this section.
"Mcijor statiomuy source" means:
ill Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits. or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or
more of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(A) carbon black plants (furnace process).
.(IU charcoal production plants,
.(Q chemical process plants.
.(Q). coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) .
.(El coke oven batteries.
.(E) fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion
thereoQ,totaling more than 250 million BTU per
hour heat input.
LQl fossil fuel-fired steam electric p]ants of more
than 250 million BTU per hour heat input.
fuel conversion plants, .
ill glass fiber processing plants.
ill hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
00 iron and steel mill plants.
kraft pulp mills.
(M) lime plants.
ili). incinerators, except where used exclusively as
air pollution control devices,
.(Q). petroleum refineries,
petroleum storage and transfer units with a
total storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels.
.(Q). phowhate rock processing plant
.(B.). portland cement plants.
.(S). primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters,
D.D. primacy lead smelters,
.00 primacy zinc smelters.
(W) secondazy metal production plants,
00 sintering plants.
00 sulfur recovezy plants, or
.(Z). taconite ore processing plants, and

an
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252:4-7-52.

Hazardous waste management
applications • Tier I
The following hazardous waste management
authorizations require Tier I applications.
.(1) Qass 1 modification of any hazardous waste permit
requiring prior Department approval as specified in 40
CFR. § 270.42,
ill Modification to a recycling permit in accordance
with 27A O.S. § 2-7-118(A).
0). Oass 2 pennit modification as defined in 40 CFR

ru
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§

270.42.

ill

Emergency hazardous waste disposal plan
approvaL
ill Hazardous waste generator disposal plan approval.
ill Technical plan approvaL
(1). Hazardous waste transporter license.
(8). Hazardous waste transfer station plan modification
which is not related to capacity .
.(21 Emergency permit issued in accordance with 40
CFR. § 270.61.
.(1Q) Interim status closure plan approval in accordance
with40 CFR § 265,113(d)(4) .
.U.U Minor administrative modification of all permits
and other authorization~. .
ill). Renewal of disposal plan approval and transporter
license .
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.(.U). New. modified or renewed authorization under a

.(1). New. amended and renewed operating permits for

general permit.
(H) Approval of temporary authorizations in
accordance with 40 CFR § 270.42.

radiation machines:
New. amended and renewed permits for x-ray
fluorescence spectroscopy instruments used to detect
lead in paint:
.Ql New and renewed specific licenses under the state
agreement program not classified under Tiers II or III:
ill Industrial radio~apby certifications:
ill Approvals of license termination plans that reqyire
no decommissioning or remediation:
ill Decommissioning and remediation plans required
for remediation due to the use. storage or disposal of
one or more radioactive materials with a half-life of 120
days or less:
ill DEO approvals of documentation showing
residual radioactivity levels for a site or property are
within acceptable limits as set by Chapter 410:
.(81 Minor amendments of all authorizations classified
under Tiers I. U or III: and
.(2) Major amendments of all authorizations classified
under Tier I.

Hazardous waste management
auplications - Tier II
The followin~ hazardous waste management
authorizations reguire Tier U a,wlications.
.(.U On-site hazardous waste treatment. storage or
di&posal permit.
.(2). Mobile recycling permit.
Ql Research & Development permit.
ill Class 3 modification of any hazardous waste permit
as s_pecified in 40 CER § 270.42.
ill Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility
permit for a fifty percent (.50%) or ifeater increase in
permitted capacity for storage. treatment. and/or
di&posal. including incineration.
.(Q) Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility
permit for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
ffi Modification of on-site hazardous waste facility
permit in which the l!llPlication is for new treatment.
storage. or disposal methods or units which are
significantly different from those pennitted.
.(81 Renewal of a hazardous waste treatment. storage
or disposal permit.
.(2). Hazardous waste transfer station plan approval.
WU Hazardous waste transfer station plan modification
involving increase in approved capacity.
.(11.). variance which is not part of a permit application.
02). Variance which is part of a Tier II permit
application.

ill

252:4-7-53.

252:4-7-54.

Hazardous waste management
applications - Tier m
The following hazardous waste management
authorizations require Tier III applications.
.(.U Off-site hazardous waste treatment. storage.
disposal. incineration and/or recycling permit.
.(2). Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility
permit for a fifty percent (.50%) or ~ater increase in
permitted capacity for storage. treatment. and/or
disposal. including incineration.
Ql Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility
permit for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
ill Modification of off-site hazardous waste facility
permit in which the application is for new treatment.
storage. or disposal methods or units which are
significantly different from those permitted.
ill Variance which is part of a Tier III application.
252:4-7-55.

Radiation management applications-

:nru

The following radiation management authorizations
require Tier I applications:
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252:4-7-56.

Radiation management applications-

IW:..Il
The following radiation management authorizations
require Tier II applications:
.(1). Decommissioning and remediation plans required
for on-site remediation due to the use. storage or
disposal of one or more radioactive materials with a
half-life of more than 120 days. except for those facilities
described in 252:4-7-57(3)(A):
.(2). New or renewed permits for the non-commercial
treatment or disposal of radioactive waste. generated by
the a,wlicant. by incineration or the amendment of the
incinerator permit for a capacity increase or for any
expansion beyond permitted boundaries for the purpose
of expanding operations or storage: and
Ol Major amendments of all authorizations classified
under Tier II.

252:4-7-57.

Radiation management applicationsTier ill
The following radiation management authorizations
reqyire Tier ill applications:
.(1). New or renewed permits for the land disposal of
low-leyel radioactive waste received from others and the
major amendment thereof:
.(2), New or renewed permits for the commercial
treatment or disposal of radioactive waste by
incineration and the major amendment thereof: and
ill Decommissioning and remediation plans and the
major amendment thereof:
.(A} for nuclear fuel cycle facilities or facilities and
sites involved in the manufacturing or processing of
licensed quantities of radioactive materials: and
ill) for sites that require both on- and off-site
remediation due to the use. storage or disposal of
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one or more radioactive materials with a half-life of
more than 120 days.
252:4-7-58.

Solid waste manaeement applications-

(E) Individual authori(?;ations under a general
permit.
.(0,), All other administrative approvals required
by solid waste rules.

11eLl

The followin2 solid waste mana~ment authorizations
reqyire Tier I applications.
ill New permits.
.(A). Locally approved solid waste transfer
stations. Permit for a solid waste transfer station
that. prior to application filin~. received county
commissioner approval according to 27A O.S. §
2-10-307.
Biomedical waste transfer stations using only
!!ealed containers. Biomedical waste transfer
station permit when activities are limited to:
consolidation of sealed containers: and/or
00 transfer of sealed containers from one
vehicle or mode of trans,portation to another.
({;). Disaster relief. Emergency authorization for
waste disposal resulting from a natural disastS<r.
ill Modifications.
.(A). All facilities •
.(U Modification of a solid waste permit to add
methods, units or appurtenances for liquid
bulking processes: yard waste composting:
recyclin~ operations: waste screening: or baling,
chipping, shredding or ~indio~ equipment or
operations .
.Qil Modification to any solid waste permit to
make minor changes.
.(ill). Modification of plans for closure and/or
post-closure.
ful Administrative modification of all permits
and other authorizations.
On-site and otT-site land disposal facilities.
Modification of an existing land disposal pennit for
a lateral expansion within pennitted boundaries.
({;). Capacity increases of less than 25% with
exceptions. The modification of a solid waste
permit excluding incineration permits. involyin~ a
request for less than twenty-five percent (25%)
increase in permitted capacity for stora~e.
processing or disposal when the request is for
equivalent methods. units or appurtenances illi those
permitted and which does not involve expansions of
permitted boundaries.
ill Plans and other authorizations. The approval of
new and when applicable. modified or renewed:
.(A). Plans for composting of yard waste only.
Permit transfers.
.(Q Non-hazardous industrial solid waste disposal
~
LID. Technical plans.
.(E). County solid waste management plans.

au
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252:4-7-59.

Solid waste management applications-

1k!:1l

The following solid waste mana~ment authorizations
require Tier II applications.
.(U New permits.
.(A). On-site solid waste processing facilities with
exception. Permit for an on-site solid waste
processing facility except yard waste composting illi
listed under Tier I.
Solid waSte transfer stations with exce,ptions.
Permit for a solid waste transfer station except:
a transfer station permit with county
conllnissioner approval listed under Tier I, or
.Qil a biomedical waste transfer station permit
listed under Tier I.
.(Q On-site incinerators witb exceptions. :&rmit
for an on-site incinerator except those ext(mpt under
solid waste rules or those that have an approved Air
Quality permit or Solid Waste Management Plan.
.O::U On-site land disposal sites. fermit for an
on-site solid waste disposal site.
.(E). Material Recoyer:y Facility (MRF). .&mni.t
for a Material Recovery Facility if waste is not
.source-separated.·
ill Modifications.
(A). All facilities, Modification of a permit for a
change in waste type.
On-site facilities. Any modification of an
on-site solid waste permit. except as listed under Tier

au

m

as

au

1
({;).

Off-site facilities.

m Modification of any off-site SQlid waste

permit involvin2 a request for more than
twenty-five percent (25%) but less than fifty
percent (50%) increase in permitted capacity
for stor~. processing or disposal (excludin~
incineration) when the request is for equivalent
methods. units or appurtenances as those
penuitted. except thoSe listed under Tier I.
.(.ii). Modification of any off-site processing
facility involyin~;I an expansion of permitted
boundaries.
@
Incinerators.
.(U Modification of an on-site incinerator
permit for any increi\lie in permitted capacity for
storage. processing, or dis,posal.
.Qil Modification of an off-site incinerator
permit involving a reQJJest for increases less than
fifty percent (50%) in permitted capacity for
storage, processing. or disposal when the
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Q.) UIC applications - 300 days.

request is for equivalent methods. units or
appurtenances as those permitted.
Q.) General permit. New. modified or renewed
general permit.

252:4-7-60.

Solid waste management applicationsTier ill
The following solid waste management authorizations
require Tier III applications.
ill Newpennits.
.(A). OfT-site processing facilities with exceptions.
Permit for an off-site processing facility. unless
otherwise s.pecified in Tier I or Tier II.
.(ID Off-site land disposal facility. Permit for an
off-site solid waste land di&po§al site.
(C). OtT-site incinerator. Permit for an off-site
incinerator.
ill Modifications.
.(A). Off-site facilities: significant increase in
capacity. Modification of any off-site solid waste
peunit involving a fifty percent (50%) or greater
increase in permitted capacity for storage.
processing. and/or dis.posal. including incineration.
.(lU Off-site land disposal facility. Modification
of an off-site solid waste land di§posal permit for an
expansion of pennitted boundaries.
(C). Off-site facilities: different methods. units or
appurtenances. Modification of an off-site solid
waste permit in which the request involves different
methods. units or appurtenances than those
permitted. except those listed under Tier I.
Q.) variance approvals. All variances.

252:4-7-72.

A Tier I application shall be required for a new.
modified. amended or renewed laboratory certification.

252:4-7-73.
Water quality applications- Tier I
The following water quality authorizations require Tier
I applications.
ill Permit for flow-throuch impoundment(s) as part of
the pretreatment process.
.(2.) Re-pt<nnittinc of facility with an expiring pennit for
industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic tank
~

ill

Re-perroittim: of expiring permit with minor or no
change(s) for land application of sludge and/or
wastewater for same site.
ill New. modified or renewed authorization under a
general permit. including but not limited to general
permits for storrowater. underjUound storage tanks and
petroleum storage and treatment facilities.
ill Approval of new pretreatment program.
.(Q). Closure plan approval.
ffi Dredge and fill certification.
!81 Approval of exemption for water line extensions.
Approval of exemption for water distribution and
wastewater collection systems.
(lQ). Approval for alternative individual on-site sewage
disposal systems.
illl Approval for alternative small public on-site
sewage disposal systems.
(12). Residential development approval.
{13). Transfer of discharge pennit.
£1.4). Minor modification of discbar:ge permit.
(15). Minor modification of permit for land application
of sludge and/or wastewater:.
£1.6.). Modification of or addition to a municipal
wastewater: treatment system (including sewer line
extensions).
{11). Modification of or addition to a public water: supply
treatment and/or distribution system.
!18). Modification of non-discharging impoundment
and/or: septic tank ~stem permit.
.(l2l Modification of an approved pretreatment
program.
£2Q). Administrative amendment of permits or: other
authorizations for the correction of administrative or
typographical error:s.

m

252:4-7-61.
Brownfields applications- Tier I
A Tier I application shall be required for a
Memorandum of Agreement for site characterization.
252:4-7-62.
Brownfields applications - Tier II
A Tier II application shall be required for all
Certificates.
252:4-7-63.

Brownfields applications - Tier ill

~

PART 7. WATER OUALIJY DIVISION TIERS AND

TIME LINES
252:4-7-71.
Water quality time lines
The Water Quality Division shall technically review
applications and issue or deny permits within the following
,periods of time:
ill. Discharges. 401 Certifications. industrial
wastewater other than discha.rge. pretreatment trust
users. and sludge management plan - 180 days:
Public water supply and water pollution control
construction- 90 days: and

m

Laboratocy certification auulications -

Thi.!

252:4-7-74.
Water quality applications - Tier ll
The following water quality authorizations require Tier
II applications.
.(U Permit for municipal wastewater treatment ~stem.
.(2.) Permit for: public water supply system.
ill Discharge permit for minor: facility.
II))
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ill Class I hazardous waste injection well permit.
.(2). Off-site Qass I nonhazardous waste injection well
pmnit.
ill Class V industrial waste injection well permit.

0). Individual stonn water permit.
Permit for industrial non-discharging
impoundment or septic tank.
.(Q) Permit for land application of sludge and/or
wastewater at new site system.
{J). Re-permitting of a facility with expiring discharge

ill

SUBCHAPTER 9. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS

~

.(81 Re-permitting of facility with expiring individual
storm water discharge permit.
.(2). Re-permitting with major chanf:t!(s) from expiring
permit for land application of sludge and/or wastewater
for the same site.
'
.(1Q). Variance including theonal components of effluent
limitations for an individual discharge permit.
.(11). Major modification of discharge permit.
.(12). Major modification of peonit for land application
of sludge and/or wastewater.
fU). New. modified or renewed general pennit.
252:4-7-75.
Water Q..Uality applications- Tier Ill
A new discharge pennit for a major facility requires a
Tier III application.
252:4-7-76.
VIC applications-Tier I
The following underground injection control
authorizations require Tier I atlPlications.
ill Minor modification of a permit for Class I. III. and
V wells in accordance with 40 CFR § 144.41.
.(2). Modification of an approved closure and/or
post-closure plan for a Class I hazardous waste injection
well.
ill Modification of an approved plugging and
abandonment plan for Class I nonhazardous and Class
III injection wells.
0). Modification of an approved corrective action plan
for a Oass I injection well.
ill Emergency peonit in accordance with 40 CPR §
~

.(Q) New. modified or renewed authorization under a
general permit.
Minor administrative modification of all permits
and other authorizations.

ill

252:4-7-77.
VIC applications- Tier II
The following underground injection control
authorizations require Tier II applications.
.(1). On-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well
permit.
.(2). Class III and V injection well permits except Class
V permits issued under Tier III.
ill Modification and/or renewal of all DEO-issued
underground injection control well peonits.

PARTl. ENFORCEMENT
252:4-9-1.
Notice ofViolation ("NOV")
Unless otherwise provided by the particular enabling
legislation. administrative enforcement proceedings shall
befW1 with a written notice of violation (NOV) being served
upon the Respondent. The NOV shall set forth
Respondent's action or omission and the specific provision
of the Code. rules. license or permit alleged to be violated.
An NOV may be a letter. in5,pection sheet. consent order or
final order. if it meets the requirements of this Section.
252:4-9-2.
Administrative compliance orders
When issued. The Executive Director. upon the request
of a Division. may issue an administrative order requiring
compliance. assessing penalties for past violations and
specifying penalties for continuing noncompliance.
.(hl Contents. An administrative compliance order shall
specify the findings of fact and conclusions of law upon
which it is based and shall set a time for the Respondent to
comply. The Order shall specify the penalty. not to exceed
the statutory maximum per day of noncompliance. to be
assessed in the event that the Respondent fails to comply
with the Order within the prescribed time. and. if applicable.
the penalty assessed for pru;t violations of the Code. rules. or
licenses or permits. The Order shall advise the Rewonctent
that it shall become final unless an administrative hearing is
requested in writing in accordance with 252:4-9-32 within
fifteen (15) days of service of the Order.
W Service. An Order shall be served in accordance with
252:4-9-35.
.,
.
.
@ Order following hearing~ Based on the hearing and
record. a proposed order will be sustained. modified. or
dismissed by the Executive Director. If the hearing process
extends beyond any compliance deadline specified in the
Order. fines specified in the Order for violations of the
Order will continue to accrue during the hearing process
unless the Administrative Law Judge stays the penalty upon
request for good cause shown.

W

252:4-9-3. . Determining penalty
In determining the amount of penalty specified in an
administrative penalty order. the DEO may consider the
following:
ill the factors specified by 27A O.S. § 2-3-502(K)(2):

252:4-7-78.
VIC applications - Tier III
The following underground injection control
authorizations require Tier III applications.
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.and
.(2). the extent and severity of environmental
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degradation or adverse health effects caused by the
violation.

252:4-9-4.
Assessment orders
W Issuance of assessment order. Any time the DEO
believes the Order has been violated. the Executive Director
may issue an order assessing an administrative penalty
pursuant to 27A O.S. § 2-3-502. In determining an
appropriate administrative penalty. the Executive Director
may consider Respondent's efforts to comply after being
served with the Order.
.(1U Content of assessment orders. An assessment order
must state the nature and period of the violation and must
determine the amount of the fme. The fine is due and
payable immediately upon issuance of the assessment order.
unless a hearing js requested within seyen (7) days. See also
27A o.s. § 2-3-502.
.(.Ql Continuing violations. If the DEO believes that
violations of the administrative compliance or penalty order
continue after the issuance of an assessment order. the
Executive Director may issue additional assessment orders
covering periods of violation since the period covered by the
issuance of a previous assessment order.
252:4-9-5.

Considerations for self-reporting of
noncompliance
W Conditions for not seeking administrative and civil
penalties. Except in the case of habitual noncompliance or
as otherwise provided in this section. in evaluating an
enforcement action for a regulated entity's failure to comply
with DEO rules. the DEO will not seek an administrative or
civil penalty when the following circumstances are present:
ill The rejWlated entity voluntarily. promptly and fully
discloses the apparent failure to comply with applicable
state environmental statutes or rules to the appropriate
DEO Division in writing before the Division learns of it
or is likely to learn of it imminently:
The failure is not deliberate or intentional:
ill The failure does not indicate a lack or reasonable
question of the basic good faith attempt to understand
· and comply with applicable state environmental statutes
or rules through environmental management systems
appropriate to the size and nature of the activities of the
refP.!lated entity:
_
ill The regulated entity. upon discovery. took or
began to take immediate and reasonable action to
correct the failure (i.e, to cease any continuing or
re_peated violation):
The regulated entity has taken. or has agreed in
writing with the appropriate Division to take. remedial
action as may be necessru;y to prevent recurrence of such
failure. Any action the re~lated entity agrees to take
must be completed:
0). The refP.!lated entity has addressed. or has agreed
in writing with the appropriate Division to address. any

m

m
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environmental impacts of the failure in an acceptable
manner:
The regulated entity has not realized and will not
realize a demonstrable and significant economic or
competitive advantage as a result of non-compliance:

m
.and

.(81 The regulated entity cooperates with the DEO as
the DEO performs its duties and provides such
information as the DEO reasonably rec;p1ests to confirm
the entity's compliance with tbese conditions.
.(1U Partial qualification. Notwithstanding the failure of a
regulated entity to meet all of the conditions in subsection a
of this section. the DEO will consider the nature and extent
of such actions of the re~lated entity in miti~;:ation of anY
administrative or civil penalty otherwise appropriate. If the
regulated entity meets all conditions in subsection (I!) of this
section exc~t item seven (7) relating to significant economic
or competitive adyantue. the DEO will seek an
administrative or civil penalty only to the extent of the
economic or competitive advantage gained.
·
.(.Ql Relationship to federal/state agreements. In the event
of any conflict. the elimination or mitigation of penalties
pursuant to subsections (a) and (.b) of this section is subject
to agreements between the DEO and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) relating to
regulatory program delegation or authorization from the
USEPA to the DEO.
.(Q). Applicability. This section applies to all enforcement
cases arising from violations discovered by or brought to the
attention of the DEO after June 2. 1997.
PART 3. INDMDUAL PROCEEDINGS

252;4-9-31.
Individual proceedings filed by DEQ
Initiation. Individual proceedings may be initiated by
DEO program areas by filing an administrative compliance
or penalty order with the Administrative Law Clerk.
.O.U Content. Each order shall name the Re&Pondent(s).
contain a brief statement of the facts. refer to the &:pecific
provision of the Code. rules. license or permit alleged to be
violated. state the relief requested and include notice to the
Respondent(s) of the opportunity to request an
administrative hearing.
.(.Ql ~ The style of the case shall be in accordance with
the format in Appendix D.

W

252:4-9-32.
Individual proceedings filed by others
Request for administrative hearing in response to
.Qn:kr.. A request for an individual proceeding initiated by
the Re§pondent named in an Order shall be in writing and
shall specifically set forth the Respondent's objections to the

W

~

.(1U Administrative hearing on Tier III permits. An
individual proceeding on a proposed permit for a Tier III
application may be reQ.Uested in accordance with 27A O.S. §
2-14-304(C)(l).
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.s.nk. The style of the case shall be in accordance with
the format in Appendix D.
.(Q). Content. All requests for individual proceedinis must
be in writing. contain a brief statement of the basis of the
request and the name and address of each reQJlester. and be
signed by the requester or an authorized representative.
W Declaratocy ruling. Any person who alleges that any
DEO rule or order interferes with or impairs. or threatens to
interfere with or impair. his/her legal rights may petition the
DEO. formally requesting a declaratory ruling on the
applicability of the rule or order. After the petition is filed.
the DEO shall provide a copy to the Board.
Lll Form and content of petition. All petitions shall be
in writing and filed with the Administrative Law Qerk.
The petition shall include the information and follow
the format in Appendix B.
ill Determination. Petitions for declaratocy rulings
shall be decided by the DEO. Rulings shall state the
findings of fact and conclusions of law upon which they
are based. If the DEO refuses to make a ruling or begin
an individual proceeding within 30 days. the petition
shall be deemed to have been denied. If the DEO
begins an individual proceeding on the petition. it shall
offer an opportunity for a hearing to the petitioner.
After the DEO issues a ruling or the Executive Director
issues a final order. the DEO shall provide a copy of the
ruling or final order to the Board at its next available
meeting .
.(3). Mailiru:. The DEO shall mail a copy of the ruling
or final order to the petitioner.
~

Schedulin& and notice of hearin&s
The DEO shall schedule an administrative hearing after
receipt of a proper and timely request. The Administrative
Law Qerk shall notify the parties of the date, time and place
of the hearing. Notice shall satisfy the requirements of the
APA and shall be made at least fifteen (15) days prior to the
hearing unless otherwise provided b.y law or agreed by the
parties.
252:4-9-33.

Administrative Law .Judges and Clerks
Administrative Law .Jud~:e. The Executive Director
may designate an Administrative Law Judge for any
administrative hearing in accordance with 27A O.S. §
2-3-103. Administrative Law Judges shall not have had prior
involvement in the matter other than as an Administrative
Law Judge. unless the parties waive this requirement.
.(Q). Administrative Law Clerk. The Executive Director
may designate an Administrative Law Clerk to maintain the
administrative hearing dockets and records, and perform
such other duties as described in this Chapter or incidental
thereto.
W. Authority. Administrative Law Judges have complete
authority to conduct individual proceedings and may take
252:4-9-34.

any action consistent with the APA and the rules of this
subchapter. Administrative Law Judges may:
Lll arrange and issue notice of the date. time and place
of hearings and conferences:
ill establish the methods and procedures to be used in
the presentation of the evidence:
hold conferences to settle, simplify. determine, or
strike any of the issues in a hearing, or to consider other
matters that may facilitate the expeditious disposition of
the hearing:
0.). administer oaths and affirmations:
regulate the course of the hearing and govern the
conduct of participants:
.(Q). examine witnesses:
ill rule on. admit. exclude and limit evidence, at or
before hearings;
QU establish the time for filing motions. testimony, and
other written evidence, briefs, findings, and other
submissions, and hold the record open for such
purposes:
(2). rule on motions and pending: matters:
.(1Q.) divide the hearing into stages or join claims of
parties whenever the number of parties is large or the
issues are numerous and complex:
(.1.1) restrict attendance by persons not parties to the
hearing in appropriate cases:
ill). admit attorneys from other jurisdictions to practice
law before the DEO in accordance with Rules of the
Oklahoma Bar Association, 5 O.S. Chapter 1, Appendix
1. Article IL § 5, and administer the oath required by 5
O.S.§ 2.
(U). require briefs on any relevant issues:
ill). request proposed findings of fact. conclusions of
law and a proposed order from all parties: and
.(.1.5). restrict testimony to the facts alleged in an
assessment order,
.(Q). Technical assistance. At the request of the
Administrative Law Judge, the Executive Director may
designate a DEO representative, who has had no assigned
responsibilities related to the matter at issue, to serve as
technical adviser to the Administrative Law Judge.

m

m
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W

.~

Generally. Service shall be made in accordance with the
Oklahoma Pleading Code, 12 O.S. § 2001 et seq,., and 27A
O.S. § 2-3-502 unless otherwise allowed b.y this section.
ill By the DEO. Where the DEO is serving notice.
personal service may be made by a person designated b.y the
Executive Director for that purpose.
~ By certified mail. Service by certified mail shall be
effective on the date of receipt or. if refused, on the date of
refusal by the Respondent.
Responsive pleadin2
A Respondent may ftle, and the Administrative Law

252;4-9-36.
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Judge may direct a Respondent to file. a responsive pleading
to the initiated action.
252:4-9-37.
Prehearinz: conferences
General. The Administrative Law Judge may schedule
and conduct prehearing conferences as necessary. The
Administrative Law Clerk shall notify the parties of the
scheduling of a preheating conference. The Administrative
Law Judge may hold a preheating conference b.y telephone.
On reqyest. preheating conferences shaH be on the record.
.(h) Subjects. Prehearing conferences may address:
ill identification and simplification of issues. including
the elimination of frivolous claims or defenses:
amendments to the pleadings:
ill the plan and schedule of discovezy and limitations
to be placed thereon:
ill identification of admissions of fact to avoid
unnecessary proof and cumulative evidence:
the identification of witnesses and substance of
testimony. exhibits. and documents:
.(Q). the use of prehearing briefs and prefiled testimony
· in the form of sworn affidavits:
settlement of an or some of the issues before the
hearing:
.(8). adoption of special procedures for managing
potentially difficult or protracted actions that may
involve complex issues. multiple parties. novel or
difficult legal questions. or evidence problems:
.(.2). scheduling: and
.(liD such other matters as may aid disposition.
W Schedules and orders. A preheating conference may
result in a scheduling or otber prehearing order. Subsequent
changes to any preheating or scheduling order may be made
by the Administrative Law Judge by modifying the order
upon good cause shown.

.W.

m

m
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252:4-9-38.
Discoverv
Discoyezy shall be conducted in accordance with the
Oklahoma Discovezy Code (12 O.S. § 3224 et se(J..) unless
otherwise ordered b_y the Administrative Law Judge for
good cause.
252:4-9-39.
Subpoenas
W. Issuance. Subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses.
the furnishing of information required by the Administrative
Law Judge and the production of evidence shall be issued in
accordance with the APA and the Oklahoma Pleading Code.
.(h) Failure to obe;s The Executive Director may seek an
appropriate judicial order to compel compliance by persons
who fail to obey a subpoena. who refuse to be sworn or make
an affirmation at a hearing. or who refuse to answer a proper
question during a hearing. The hearing may proceed despite
any such refusal but the Administrative Law Judge may. in
his/her discretion at any time. continue the proceediru~s as
necessazy to secure a court ruling.
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252:4-9-40.
To be made. A record of the hearing shall be made.
which shall be a tape recording unless otherwise a~eed b.y
the parties and the Administrative Law Judge. The
recording will not be transcribed as a matter of course. A
transcript may be obtained by submitting a written request to
the Administrative Law Clerk and tendering payment in an
amount sufficient to pay the cost of having the recording
transcribed.
.(h) Court reporter. A party may request a court reporter.
The requesting party shall pay the costs. and the original
transcript shall be filed in the case file as part of the record
in the case. Each person or party reqyesting cqpies shall
make arrangements with the reporter and pay the costs.
W Maintained. 'I'he record of a proceeding and the file
containing the notices and the pleadings will be maintained
by the Administrative Law Cler.k. All pleadings. motions.
orders and other papers submitted for filing in a proceeding
shall be date/file stamped by the Administrative Law Oer.k
upon receipt. The burden of showing substantial prejudice
by any failure to correctly file-stamp any submittal shall be
upon the asserting party.
@ Contents. The administrative record of all individual
proceedings shall contain documents required by the APA.
75 O.S. § 309. An individual proceeding on a proposed
permit for a Tier III application shall also include the
following:
ill the permit application on file with the DEO. as
amended:
all written comments received during the public
comment period:
ill the tape or transcript of the public meeting:
ill documents resulting from the DEO's review of the
permit application and public comments:
the draft permit. fact sheet and response to
comments. if any. issued b_y the DEO: and
.(Q). aU published notices.

W

m
m

252;4-9-41.
Motions
Filing. All requests for action in a matter already before
the DEO shall be made in a motion. signed by the party or
his/her attorney. and filed with the Administrative Law

W

Qru..

(h). Service. Copies of motions shall be served on other
parties in accordance with 252:4-9-35.
Response. Within fifteen (15) days after service of any
written motion. any party to the proceedings may file a
response to the motion. The time for response may be
extended or shortened by the Administrative Law Judge for
good cause shown.

W

252;4-9-42.
Continuances
A motion for an extension or continuance shall state the
reasons for the request and specify the length of time
requested. Unless made before the Administrative Law
Judge in open hearing. motions for extensions of time or for

1937
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a continuance of the hearing to another date or time shall be
in writin~ and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk. The
Administrative Law Judge shall promptly 2fant or deny such
request at his/her discretion. If the motion is denied. it may
be renewed orally by the party at the hearing.

252:4-9-54.
State implementation plan hearines
A state implementation plan (SIP) hearin~ may be
initiated by an applicant for an alternative emissions
reduction authorization under 252:100-11 by filing a request
for a SIP hearing with the Administrative Law Clerk. A
reQ.J.!est that the hearin~ be conducted by the Air Quality
Advisory Council must be included in the request for
hearin~. Additional requirements for a SIP hearin~ request
are contained in 252:100-11-6.

252:4-9-43.
Summacy judgment
The Administrative Law Jud(W may ~ant a motion for
summary jud&ment. subject to 252:4-9-46.
252:4-9-44.
Default
Generall:% Any Respondent who fails to appear. after
receipt of notice. may be detennined to have waived the
right to appear and present a defense. A Final Order may be
issued by the Executive Director granting the relief
requested by default.
.(b). Tier ill application. The Executive Director may enter
a default judgment against any party who fails to participate
in an administrative hearing on a proposed permit for a Tier
III application.

SUBCHAPI'ER 11. COMPLAINT PROCESSING

W

252:4-11-1.
Purpose
This Subchapter establishes procedures used to process
environmental complaints received from the public.
252:4-11-2.
Receipt of complaints
Complaints may be made by any of the following:
ill the toll-free hotline:
ill mail. includin~ electronic transmission:
.Q). telephone to any DEO telswhone number: or
ill in person at any office of the DEO.
.(Q.). Complainants may request to be anonymous or to
remain confidential.

W

252:4-9-45.
Withdrawal and dismissal
Parties may withdraw from a case and cases may be
dismissed by the Administrative Law Judge in accordance
with the Oklahoma Code of Ciyi] Procedure.

252;4-11-3.
Investigation
After receipt of a complaint. the DEO mqy assign an
investi~ator to obtain any infonnation which may tend to
prove there has or has not been a violation of the Code or
rules. who the potentially rewonsible persons are. and any
other information which may be needed to resolve the
complaint.

252:4-9-46.
Orders in administrative hearings
Proposed and final orders in administrative hearings
shall be prepared and issued in accordance with the APA.
PART 5. AIR QUALITY ADVISORY COUNCIL
HEARINGS
252:4-9-51.
In general
The Air Quality Advisory Council is authorized to
conduct individual proceedings on enforcement matters and
requests for a variance from the Oean Air Act. 27A O.S. §§
2-5-101 through 2-5-118. or the Air Pollution Control Rules.
OAC 252:100.
252:4-9-52.
Individual proceedings
Individual proceedings before the Air Quality Advisozy
Council will be conducted in accordance with the
reQ.J.!irements in Part 3 of this Subchapter. To be heard by the
Council. the request for hearing in rewonse to an Order
must include a request that the Council conduct the hearing.
The Council may designate an Administrative Law Judge for
individual proceedings to be held before the Council. The
Council or its designee may perfonn Administrative Law
Judge functions described in Part 3 of this Subchapter.
252:4-9-53.
Variance
It is within the discretion of the Air Quality ·Adyisozy
Council to decide whether or not an individual proceeding is
necessary in ~anting a variance.

252:4-11-4.
Notification
Potential actions. Within two (2) working days of
receipt of a complaint. the DEO shall notify the complainant
of the potential actions which may occur to resolve the
complaint.
.(Q.). Course of action. Within seven (7) working days of the
receipt of a complaint. the DEO shall notify the
complainant. in writing. of the action to be tak.en by the

W

IlliQ

W

Final Jetter. Within seven (7) working days of
determining that there is no longer a DEO violation. the
DEO shall notify the complainant in writing.
@ Enforcement. Complainants shall be notified of
enforcement actions taken in response to a complaint in
accordance with 27A O.S. § 2-3-503.

252:4-11-5.
Referral of complaints
To upprqpriate agency. If the DEO receives a complaint
for which DEO has no authority and which clearly falls
within the jurisdiction of another governmental entity. the
complaint shall be referred to that governmental entity.
.(Q.). To mediation. DEO may notify a complainant and

W
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persons named in the complaint (Respondents). by mail. of
the opportunity to mediate the complaint in accordance with
27A O.S. § 2-3-104.
252:4-11-6.
False comPlaint
When the DEO has a reasonable suspicion that a
complainant has· filed a false complaint. the Executive
Director may refer all investi~ation materials. includin~ but
not limited to. reports. notes. initial data collection forms
and letters to the District Attorney's office in the area where
the complainant resi?es.
SUBCHAPTER 13. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
GRAN'fS

other graphic materials. not to exceed five (5) pages double
sided. may be attached to the awlication.
.(£). Document submission. An original and two (2.) cqpies.
double sided. of the application and attachments must be
submitted tq the DEO. date-stamped or postmarked on or
before the published deadline. The DEO will not accept
ap.plicatiqns submitted by teleCQP.Yifacsimile or e-mail.
252;4-13-5.
Coyer page
The cover page must include the fqllowing information:
ill Title of the project:
ill Name of contact person. positiqn held and
relationship to prqject:
ill Name qf school or yquth ifOyP or~anization:
G) Grade level(s) and number of youth targeted:
ill Federal Employer Identification number (tax

IDttt
® Street address:
OJ. Mailing address. if different from street address:
® E-mail address. if any:
·

252:4-13-1.
Authority and eligibility·
Authority. This subchapter is adopted pursuant to 75
O.S. § 302. 27A O.S. § 2-2-101. 47 O.S. § 1104.2 and
Executive Order 98-37.
.(Q). Eligibility. Oklahoma teachers and youth group leaders
are eligible to apply for environmental education grants
provided by the DEO.

W

252:4-13-2.
Amount of grants
The DEO will award the following amounts to
successful awlicants:
Up to and including $ 200.00 for field trips:
ill Up to and includin~ $ 500.00 for environmental
education projects: and
llp to and including $1000.00 for outdoor
classrooms.

m

m

252;4-13-3.
Criteria
The following will be considered by the DEO in
determining grant awards:
ill Project proposed. including how the project
accomplishes the followin~ factors:
.(A} Promotes enthusiasm to learn more about the
environment:
.(H). Fits in the school curriculum or youth group
program:
£0 Involves community partnerships and/or
outreach. if applicable.
.(2) Number of students{youth participating:
Ql Grade level of studentsLyouth: and
.(.4,), Geqgraphic location.
252:4-13-4.
Application
.(a), Complete application. A complete application consists
Qf a cover page. a letter of commitment. a summazy of the
project. a projected timeline. a proposed budget and a
procedure for evaluation of the project.
.(b) Attachments. Photqgraphs. clippings. diagrams and

.(.2) Daytime and evening telephone numbers: and
.(lQ). TelecQPllfacsimile number. if any.
252;4-13-6.
Letter of commitment
The grant application must be accompanied by a letter
from the applicant's principal or supervisor stating the
qrganizatjon's support for the performance of the grant
objectives.
252:4-13-7.
Summacy of project
The applicant must submit a project surnmax:y. with a
maximum length of one page. double sided. The project
summary shall include the following;
Synopsis. Provide qne paragraph summarizing the
project:
ill Description. Give a clear concise description of
the proposed project. indicating how the project
promotes enthusiasm to learn mqre about the
environment. fits in the schqql curriculum or youth
group program and involves community partnerships
and/or qutreach. if applicable:
ill Goals and objectives. Qearly define realistic goals
and objectives. Include inforroatiqn outlining where
these goals address specific needs.
ill Implementation. Describe how the project will be
implemented and whether it emphasizes a hands-on
learning approach. Include the project's potential for
brqad implementatjqn.

m

252;4-13-8.
Timeline
The applicant must present target dates fqr project
Qbjectiyes.

') L../ Vj
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252:4-13-9.
:l!l!d:ru
The applicant must provide an itemized budget with
specific project expenditures of grant funds.
252:4-13-10.
Evaluation procedure
The applicant must provide a description of the
methods to be used to measure project effectiveness.
including how the evaluation method will improve the
project's strength. The applicant must indicate in the
evaluation method how the project will be continued after
grant funds are expended.
252:4-13-11.
Final written report
.Applicants who are awarded environmental education
grants under this subchapter shall submit a final written
report. outlining accomplishments of the grant objectives
and expenditures on or before December 15 followin~ the
award.

Q). Number of persons benefitted; and
Equitable geographic distribution.

ill

252:4-15-3.
Proposals
The applicant must submit a proposal in accordance
with t]re rules implementin& the statutox:y program and/or
forms provided by the DEO.
.(h).· Proposals must demonstrate that the proposed project
will implement and be consistent with relevant statutes and
rules of the specific prowam area.

W

252:4-15-4.
Funding
Within the priority criteria. funds shall be granted on a
first-come first-served basis until funds are depleted.

Shared strategies
252:4-13-12.
Strategies from applicants who are awarded
environmental education wants under this subchapter will
become the property of the Environmental Quality
Education Committee and may be shared with other
interested environmental educators.

SUBCHAPrER 15. LOCAL PRQ.JECT FUNQING
252:4-15-1.
Purpose. authority and applicability
Purpose. The purpose of this Subchapter is to
implement Executive Order 98-3Z mandating state agencies
to establish criteria for local project funding contracts .
.(hl Authority. This subchapter is adopted pursuant to 75
O.S. § 302. 27A O.S. § 2-2-101 and Executive Order 98-37.
W Applicability. The rules in this Subchapter apply to any
private entity. political subdivision. and unit of local
government. including municipal and county governments
and school districts.

W

252:4-15-2.
Criteria
(a) The DEO will consider the following criteria in
determinim~ funding priorities for local projects:
Criteria established by relevant statutory authority:

m

gnQ

.(2) Criteria established by rules adopted for the
specific Division pursuant to relevant statutory
authority.
(b). If relevant statutory authority and program-specific
rules do not establish criteria the DEO will consicter the
following in determining funding priorities for local projects:
.(l). Potential of the project to effectively promote
environmental health and safety or environmental
education and awareness;
Potential to enhance related programs or efforts by
the recipient;

m
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APPENDIX A. PETITION FOR RULEMAKING BEFORE THE ENVJRONMENTAL QUALTIY BOARD
[NEW]

IN

~HE

Matter No.

MATTER OF

RULE OAC 252: _______________
Subject area:

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Date filed:

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
.program and to any appropriate Council.
1.

Nature of request:
( ) Adoption of new rule(s)
( ) Amendment of existing rule(s)
( ) Repeal of existing rule(s)
Identified as Rule Number (s) : --;-;:::-:-::::---....----,--;:-.-----.-(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made, a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling, and how the proposed
rulemaking would affect those interests and would affect
others.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4.

If a Council has considered this matter, please indicate·the
name of the Council and the date(s) the matter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

5.

Attachment (s): ( ) suggested language

) further explanation

by:
Name of Business or group

(print name)

(title)

or Name of Individual (print) :
Signature:
Address:
Phone:

June 1, 2001
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APPENDIX B. PETITION FOR DECIARITORY RULING [NEW]

IN THE MATTER OF

Matter No.

RULE OAC 252: _____________
(or Case No.

Date filed:

Subject area:

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
program.
1.

Rule Number(s):
{OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made and a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the ·Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4.

Attachment(s):

List of Exhibits
Further explanation

Name of Business or group

by:~(p-r-~~·n~t~n-a_m_e_}~----- (title)

or Name of Individual (print}=------------------------------------Signature:
Address:

Phone:
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APPENDIX C. PERMITTING PROCESS SUMMARY [NEW]

Steps

Tier

Tier

Tier

I

II

III

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting - Notice - 30-day
opportunity is published with notice of
filing. DEQ holds meeting if requested and
sufficient interest is shown.

No

No

Yes

Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
supply any missing information.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and requests
applicant to cure any deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft permit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after completing review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice of draft permit, public comment
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
one newspaper local to site. {DEQ publishes
notice of draft denial.}

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft permits; 30 days for all
others.

No

Yes

Yes

Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ if held

No

Yes

Yes

Review of comments - DEQ (written response}

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to sit~,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
permit and request administrative heari~.

No

No

Yes

Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ i f held. Results in final order.
Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Piling - Applicant files application, pays
·any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this.

June 1, 2001
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APPENDIX D. STYLE OF TilE CASE IN AN INDMDUAL PROCEEDING [NEW]

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
NAME OF DIVISION
IN THE MATTER OF:

l

)

l

)

Case No.

)
)

NAME OF DOCUMENT

[OAR Docket #01-875; filed 5-8-01 j

Oklahoma Raoister Noluma 18. Number 15)

1 Q4A.

.lrmA1 :>On1

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Persons with disabilities who desire to attend the
rulemaking hearing and need an accommodation should
notify the contact person three days in advance of the
hearing, TDD Relay Number 1-800-522-8506.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Persons with disabilities who desire to attend the
rulemaking hearing and need an accommodation should
notify the contact person three days. in advance of the
hearing, TDD Relay Number 1-800-522-8506.

[OAR Docket #00-2329; filed 9-21-00]

[OAR Docket #00-2330; filed 9-21-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRQNMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER2.PROCEDURESOFTHE

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAU'IY
CHAPTER3. PROCEDURESOFTHE
E
ONMENTAL QUALTIY COUNCILS

DEPARTMENTOFE~ONMENTAL

QUALI1Y

[OAR Docket #00-2331]

[OAR Docket #00-2330]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Chapter 2.
Procedures of the Department of
Environmental Quality [REVOKED]
SUMMARY:
This Chapter is being revoked as part of the agency's
re-right/de-wrong rules simplification process, subject to
the adoption ofChapter 4, Rules of Practice and Procedure.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S. § 2-2-101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. §
302
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS FROM BUSINESS
ENTITIES:
N/A
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments to the contact person
from October 16 through November 6, 2000
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Before the Environmental Quality Board at a meeting to
be held at 9:30 a.m. on November 14, 2000, in Hooker,
Oklahoma. Written or oral comments will be accepted.
COPY OF PROPOSED RULE:
The proposed rule may be obtained from the contact
person and reviewed at the DEQ.
RULEIMPACTSTATEMENn
The rule impact statement for the proposed rule
revocation will be on file at the DEQ and may be requested
from the contact person.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch
@deqmail.state. ok.us or by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax
(405) 702-7101. The DEQ is located at 707 N. Robinson,
Oklahoma City, Oklahom~3102. The mailing address is
P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73101-1677.

Notice f proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSE RULES:
Subchapt 1. General Provisions [REVOKED]
252:3-1-1 [ YOKED]
252:3-1-1.1 [ EVOKED]
252:3-1-2 [RE OKED]
252:3-1-3 [RE
KED]
252:3-1-4 [REV
D]
252:3-1-5 [REVO D]
252:3-1-6 [REVO D]
Subchapter 3. Rule
· g [REVOKED]
252:3-3-1 [REVOKE
252:3-3-2 [REVOKED
252:3-3-3 [REVOKED]
r Rulemaking before the
Appendix A. Petition
Environmental Quality
ard [REVOKED]
SUMMARY:
This Chapter is being revoke as part of the agency's
re-right/de-wrong rules simplifica "on process, subject to
the adoption ofChapter 4, Rules of actice and Procedure.
AUTHORITY:
and duties, 27A
Environmental Quality Board pow
O.S. § 2-2-101; Administrative Procedu es Act, 75 O.S. §
302
REQUEST
BUSINESS
ENTITIES:
N/A
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments to the cont ct person
from October 16 through November 6, 2000
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Before the Environmental Quality Board at a mee ·ng to
be held at 9:30 a.m. on November 14, 2000, in Ho er,
Oklahoma. Written or oral comments will be accepted.
COPY OF PROPOSED RULE:
The proposed rule may be obtained from the contac
person and reviewed at the DEQ.

I
October 16, 2000
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TilLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
CHAPTER2.PROCEDURESOFTHE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

at which time board members continued it until the February 23,
2001 meeting.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTION DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING . RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. § 308.1(A), WITH AN
EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 2001.

[OAR Docket #01-873}
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final aqoption
RULES:
Chapter 2. Procedures of the pepartment of Environmental
Quality [REVOKED}
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A O.S. §
2-2-101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302
DATES:
Comment period:
October 16, 2000, through November 6, 2000
Public hearing:
November 14, 2000 and February 23, 2001
Adoption:
February 23, 2001
Submitted to Governor:
March 2, 2001
Submitted to House:
March 2, 2001
~mitted to Senate:
.vlarch 2, 2001
Gubernatorial approval:
April 16, 2001
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on April 26, 2001
Final adoption:
April 26, 2001
Effective:
June 11, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The rules in this Chapter were substantially rewritten and
reorganized through the DEQ's re-right/de-wrong rules
simplification process and can be found in proposed Chapter 4.
This Chapter is being revoked in its entirety, subject to the
adoption of Chapter 4.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
Since this is a revocation, there are no analogous federal rules.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch
@deqmail.state. ok.us or by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax
(7JR-7101). The DEQ is located at 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma
r"" Oklahoma, 73102. The mailing address is P.O. Box 1677,
(-"udhoma City, Oklahoma, 73101- 1677.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The revocation of this chapter was first considered by the
Environmental Quality Board at their November 14,2000 meeting,
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SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
[REVOKED]
252:2·1-1.
Purpose [REVOKED]
PHFIJose. This Caaptsr establishes the erganizatioa aad
prosedurss of ths D8f>artmeat of Eavkenmeatal QHality.
M FaiF eonstm£tion. This Cb.apwr is mtsadsd to simplify
·procsdHres, avoid delays, sa>1e sxpeases aad facilitate
impllilmsating the Oklahoma Emriroamsatal QHality Cads
aad any ethsr Ok:lahoma Starutss Hadsr v.<hicll ths DEQ has
jHrisdistiea.
(Gt Soope. Ths rules ia this Chaptsr ars BOt mtsaaea to
limit ths lawful aHthority of th0 DEQ. The DEQ may
addrsss any mattsr Hadsr its jHrisdiGtiea aad caangs any
proceoors for good caHss.
W Se¥erabilitro Ths rspsal or i:w,ralidity of any partirular
rale of this Cb.aptsr or Title shall aot affest other ralss.

W

252:2-1-2.
Definitions [REVOKED]
The follewiag words aad tsrms, whsa Hssd ia this
Chapter, shall havs tas followiag msaaiag, Halsss tas
ooatsxt clearly iadisates otasrwiss:
·~A" msaa.s the Oklahoma Administrative ProcsdHrss
Act, 15:250.1 etseq.
"Beam" msaas the Eaviroamsatal QHality Board.
"Cede" meaas ths Oklahoma Eavireamsatal QHality
Cede, 27A O.S. § 2 1 101 et seq.
"Coua£il" meaas ths Air QHalit~· CoHacil, ths
.HazardoHs Wasts Maaagsmeat Ad>lisory CoHncil, the
Laboratory Ssrvicss Advisory CoHncil, the Radiatioa
Maaagsmsat Advisory CoHacil, ths Solid Waste
.Maaagsmsat AdYisory CoHacil, thlil Water QHality
Maaagemsnt Advisory CoHncil and the Waterworks aad
Wastewatsr Works (Opsrator Csrtification) Advisory
CoHacil.
"l>EQ" 9F "Department" msaas tas Oklahoma
Dspartmsat ef Ew1iroamsntal Ql!ality aad its officers and
smploysss.
"EM!euti,•e l>ire£tor" means ths Eloorutivs Dirsctor of
the Dspartmsat of Eaviroamsatal QHality.
"lndh•idual pFeeeeding" means tas sams as dsfmsd in
75:250.3(7),a part ef which iaclHdes aa administrative
svideatiary hear.ng.
''Respondent" mlilaas a psrsoa or lei:gal satity aamsd ia
a pstitioa for aa imlividHal procliledmg against whom relief is
SOHght.
"PFeposed Fule oF mle dmnges" meaas rulss propossd
for rscoBlffisadatioa and adoptioa or repeal.
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APPENDIX A. PETffiON FOR RULEMAKING BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL QU
[REVOKED]

THE MATTER OF

ITY BOARD

Matter No.

OAC 252:
area:

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Soli
Wat r Quality
W erworks operators
her

Petition wi 1 be refer~ed by the Depart
program and to any appropriate Council.
1.

its appropriate

Nature of re uest:
( ) Adoption f new rule (s)
( ) Amendment f existing rul
( ) Repeal of e isting rule(
Identified as
known)

2.

Attach a brief stateme
the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a re
to be made, a statement of your
ruling, and how the proposed
personal interest in ttl
rulemaking would aff ct t ose interests and would affect
others.

3.

If this request h s been disc ssed with the Department of
Environmental Qu ity, please 'ndicate the name of the
Division and emp oyee consulted; therwise, state "n/a."

4.

If a Council has considered this matte , please indicate the
name of the ouncil and the date(s) them tter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

by:
of Business or group

(print name)

(title)

of Individual (print) :

[OAR Docket #01-872; filed 5-8-01]
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"Rale paekage" B'!Sa:BB a set of miss or ru.le ehangss or
a siagle ru.ls or mh~ ehaags propossd for a spsc.ifie program
or pt:Uposs.
252:2-1-3.

Description of Department of
Environmental Quality [REVOKED]
W History. Ths DEQ was ersatsd JaH1:1ary 1, 1993, as a
resW.t of eaviroameatallegislatioa ia 1992. Oa J1:1ly 1, 1993,
it ass1:1msd jYrisdietioa ovsr air EtYality, h~ardo1:1s wasts,
solid waste, •.vatsr EtYality, ea.WoHm@Btallaboratory ssiVises
aad eertifieatioa, radiatioa maaagemeat aae othsr
prograB'!s aAd fwletioas as speeified ia the Code.
W Orgaasaliaa. The DEQ eoasists of programs ia air
"ll:lality, waste manageB'!eat, watsr "ll::ality, eomplaints and
loeal serv4ees, aBe offiees of e~:~stoG18r assistanee, lmsmess
and iaoostry assistaoos, loeal governmeat assistaaee, aad
admiaistratit.l@ hlilarings. S1:1eh orgaaizatioa may bs re>Ased
by ths Exee1:1tive Dirsetor. Orgaaizatioaal eharts may be
obtaiasd 1:1poa rs"l1:1est to ths Offiee of the E*ee1:1tivlil
Dirsetor.
(G) l)uties.. The DEQ has the follovfiag d1:1ties:
f11 to implemsBt ths Gods aad othsr sta!Ytes ~:~aeer
v,rhidl it has jYrisdietioa;
~ to sep,re as ths official state swfironmeatal ageaey
of Oklahoma to eoopsrate with feesral ageooiss in ths
manageB'!sat of savironmsatal prograB'Is essigaatee by
lawj.

tJ.) to psrform SI:IGh ooties as rs"ll::irse by la>i\'; aae
to provide adllliHi8trativs assistaaee to th0 Boars
aad Col:lacils.

t41

W Rema¥al. Reeores may be rsmo•,red froB'! the DEQ's
of:fiees or storag0 arsas ofl:l.y with permission of th0 record's
Cl:lstodian.
(G) RepFeduelion,
f11 By I>EQ. The DEQ B'!ay limit the Bl:lmber of eopiss
B'!aee aad th0 tim0 aad persoaael availabls for
reproooction of open reeords re"l1:1estee ey a meB'!ber of
the p1:1blis or refer ths re"ll::ester to ths provisions of
paragraphs (2) and (3) of this SI:IBseetioa.
~ CommeFeial r:epFeduelioa. With advanee noties to
ths DEQ, persoas may arraage for the piek Yp,
reprodl:letioa ana retl:lrn of opea ncores by a
eommercial eopf..ag ssrviee at their S*PiilB&e.
tJ.) Q.tkel:. Provieee the approval of the DEQ is
obtainsd ia advane0 ana Sl:litabllil floor spaee is a>1ailable,
a FE!"tl:llilster may briag in and 1:1se his owa ropy B'!aGhinlil.
W Confidentiality. Any p0rsoa sYbmittmg iaformation,
data or matsrials to the DEQ B'!ay assert aad syestantiats a
claiB'! of eonfie0atiality 1:1poa s1:1emission. Abseat s1:1eh
assertioa aad s1:1bstantiation, informatiaa ar matsrials shall
be reeogaized aad treated by ths DEQ as being a>,•ailaels for
diselOSHre.
W Certifieation. Copies of offieial reeores of th0 DEQ
may be eertified ey the &0eHtiv0 Dirsetor or Assistaat
Director or th0ir desiga0es.
00. Charge. The DEQ's admiaistrative fee schedl:lle shall
apply to ia ho1:1se eopyiag or reproooetioa of opea reeords
for or by m81Bbers af the p1:1blie.
252:2-3-3.

Administrative fees [REVOKED]

W Photooopying. The fes fur eopyillg lstter or lsgal sized
paper is $Q.23 per page.

SUBCHAPTER 3. GENERAL OPERATION

W Certified eapy. The f0e far a certifi0d copy of a

[REVOKED]
252:2-3-1.

Office location and hours;
communications [REVOKED]
W .~ Ths prineipal. offie0 of th0 DEQ is lOOQ :N.E.
lOth Strset, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117 1212.
W HooFS af opemtioa. Office hol:lfS are from S:QQ a.m. to
4:3Q p.m., 1:1fl:l.ess otherwiss eesignatse by the Enc1:1tive
Dirsetor, 0ach day E!*OOpt Satl:lrday and SYBday aad state
holidays.
(G) Commuaisatioas, Ualsss a psrsoa is \\'Orking with a
partie1:1lar psrsoa or dspartm0atal ana, writtsa
GOB'Iml:laicatioa to the DEQ shall be aednssed to ths
fulilCI:ItiVIil Dirsetor at the principal offiee.
252:2-3-2.
Availability of records [REVOKED)
(at Availability, Rscon:ls of ths DEQ, aot otherwise
eonfiesatial or privilsgsd froB'! disdoSI:Irs by law, shall bs
a•1ailabls to ths p1:1blie for iaspeetioa and espying at the
DEQ's priaeipal offie0 or othsr officss d1:1riag aormal
b1:1siness ho1:1rs. Ths DEQ B'lay take reasonable preea~:~tioll6
ia order to eesYre the safety ana iategrity ofreeords Yader its

doCI:IG18Bt is $1.QQ per eocYB'!eat.
(G) SeaF£11 fee, l.Vh0a th0 reEtYest is solely for eommlilrcial
pYrpose or elearly "/IOI:lld Cal:lse eKGessivlil GisFI:lptioa of the
DEQ's esseatial fuaetions, the eaoomeat ssareh fee is as
foll9\vs:
f11 Q 15 miautss, ao eharge;
~ Hi 3Q mlBI:ItlilS, $Q5.QQ;
tJ.} 31 e!J miBYteS, $1Q.QQ;
t41 91 9Q mial:ltes, $15.QQ;
t51 91 12Qmffiytes, $2Q.QQ;
(91 evsry 3Q miBI:Ite iBGreB'IIilBt or a porti:GR thereof,
~

252:2-3-4.
Fee credits [REVOKED)
The Exee1:1tive Direetor B'lay a~:~thorize Di-..<isioas af the
DEQ which ha-..•e 13rograms that eolleet reCI:Irrmg fees to
apply a er0dit towards certain futl:lre iavoie0s for thos0 fees.
Ths credit B'll:lst be appli8d aBly vlithia th0 program froB'!
,,.,<hiGQ the canyov0r fees ar0 e0rived. Oaly ths amo1:1at that
is projected to eKG88d thr81il maaths of fuadiag beyoad the
Ypeomiag b1:1dget ysar for that fJFOg£am ean bs sredited. A

63£8...
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symmary of aay credit applied shall bs reportsd to ths
Environmental Quality "Board. For a cn~dit to bs applisd:
t*f There must bs a projected balancs in ths fes
accoYnt carried o>.'sr from ths prsvious year;
(21 Ths credit mYst be distributabls pro rata among
ths fes payers;
~ The srsdit m1:1st be large eno1:1gh to j1:1stify its
administratwe cast;
0) Ths Divi&ien is unaware of a longer range need,
SYch as match for a st~p0rfimd clean t1p projsct; and
f.)j The Department san eKplain on tOO invoiGss that a
carryo•10r eKists and that an·idsntifi@d one tims cn~dit is
bsing applisd.

SUBCHAPTER 5. RULEMAKING [REVOKED]
252:2-5-1.
Petitions for rulemaking [REVOKED]
Rulemahlng reEJuest. An.y person may fil0 a p0tition
with the DEQ formally nqt~esting the adoption,
am0ndm0nt, or repeal of one or more ftllss.
tbf Fann aad e9ntent 9( petiti9n. R1:1lsmaking petitions
shall b0 in writing and fil0d with ths DEQ. A p0titi:on shall
inchlde the infotlJlation and follo•H the format of Q.'\C 252:2.
Apptmdix P.., Ptltition for R1:1lemaking. ,1\Jter tl10 petition is
filed, th0 DEQ shall pro~rids a so~· to ths Board.
tsf Refen-al, The DEQ shall rsfer a fllsd petition to the
appropriats Co1:1ncil or if noas, to ths appropriate program
of the DEQ, for rsvisw. A petition refem~d to a Cot~ncil
shall bs s0t on ths agsnda of ths next a>,railabls Cot~ncil
mssting.
Status.- If fl:llemaking based on th0 pstitioa do0s not
commease V>'ithia 30 calendar days after the am available
Cot~nci,I msetiag ar aftsr rsferral to a pregram of the DEQ,
the petition shall be desmsd dsnied. The DEQ shall adviss
ths Board of ths statl:ls of pstitions ami shall provide ths
pstitioner a copy of any fmal actioa relating to ths pstition.

W

tat

252:2-5-2.
Rule development [REVOKED]
Ths DEQ may commence ths dsvslopment of miss and
Fl:lls changes at ths request of, or on b€lhalf of, the Board or
a Coi:Ulcil or upan petition by aa inter!lsted person. The
DEQ may aflpoint committees to assist iB the ds¥8lepmsnt
of sYCh fl:lles.
252:2-5-3.

Notice of permanent rulemaking
[REVOKED]
The DEQ shall saYss aotiss of proposed perm.ansnt
fl:llemaking and of datss of known hearings to be givsn in
assordance with the AP.."'.. Notise of the sontirniation of any
mlsmaking hearing shall be announced at ths heariag or
mesting from wHish the hearing is to be continYed and shall
aot roquirs p1:1blication.

Oklahoma Register (Volume 18, Number 15)

Rulemaking comment periods & hearings
before the DEQ [REVOKED]
W Cammeats. The DEQ may ask for oral or writtsa
commsnts oa propossd rules or rt~le shanges from aay
person at any tires.
tbf Hearings. Oa bt!half of the Board or a Cot~ncil, the
DEQ may condY.st a rnlsmaking hear.ng separate from a
Board or Couasi! Hleeting to ressive comments oaproposed
permanent ftlle packages,
W HeaFing proeedures for 9ral eomments. Persons
wishing to comment oraYy at a hearing oa psrmansnt fl:lls
packagss may btl asked to Hla.ks a written reqyest. The
hearing offiroer may sst n~asoeabls time limits on oral
presentations, may excl1:1ds repstitive or irrelsvant
comments and may require that the presentations bs
st~brnitted in writing prior to the close of the comment
~
{Qf Commeat period far written eomments. Comments on
propossd pt!rmansnt mle packages may bs s1:1bmitted ia
writing at the hearing or by th€l snd af th€l specified pablic
coaunsntpsriod,orboth.
W Length 9f eommeat period. Th€l comment period shall
snd at ths sonclt~sion of the hear.ng Ynless meaded fer no
more than 30 days.
(t) Summary 9( £9mments, The DEQ shall maintain a
smnmary of commsnts received on prepossd Fl:lle packagss
at fl:llemaking hear.ngs aRd during written camm~mt periods
and provids th0 Sl:lffimaty to the Board or a CoY.ncil prior to
ths Board's er Council's final action OR sush rnlss.
252:2-5-4.

252:2-5-5.

Hearings before the Board or a Council
[REVOKED]
l\..t ths rsquest of the :Board or a Ca~:~asi±, the DEQ may
dssignats a hsaring officer te condYst a rnlemaking hsariag
en proposed petlJlanent fl:lls packages bsfors thoss bodiss.
252:2-5-6.

Preparation of rulemaking record
[REVOKED]
Ths DEQ shall maintain a mlemaking record OR all
Fl:llss adopted or repealed by the Board.

SUBCHAPTER 7. DECLARATORY RUUNGS
[REVOKED]
252:2-7-1.
Declaratory rulings [REVOKED]
Any psrsoa who allsgss that any DEQ mls or ord0r
interferss with or impairs, or threatsns to interfers v.rith or
impair, their lsgal rights may petitian the DEQ, formally
r0qussting a desJaratory mliag OR the applicability af ths
Fl:lle or ordsr.
t*f Farm aad ooateat 9f petition. .AJJ. sl:lch petitions
shall be in ''Kiting and filsa with ths ,'\.<imi:nistrativs Law
asrk. The pstitian shall inrolude ths infurmatioe and
follow ths fotlJlat of QA..C 252:2. Appsndix B, Petition
for Dsslaratocy Ruling. Msr the petition is filea, the
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DEQ shall previee a espy te the JJeanl at its aeK-t
availal:tle Rl@etiag.
~ Determiaatiea. Petitiem fer declaratery ruHBgs
shall be determiBed by the DEQ. Raliags shall state the
fiBdiBgs and seBsll:lsieBs -apea •.vhiGh they are based. If
the DEQ refuses te make a ruling, taeB the petitieB
shall be deemed te have beea denied. If the DEQ
semmeBGes as iadh<idl:lal preseediag SB the petitiea, it
shall offer aa oppertl:I:IHty for a heariag to the petitieBer.
After the DEQ issl:les a ruliBg or the Ext!SY!P.'@ Dirsster
issues a fulal order, the DEQ shall previde a espy ef the
ruling er fiaal ol-der te the JJoard at its Bei'fit a•;ailabls
meeting.
@1 Mailiag. The DEQ shall mail a espy ef the rnliag
er fiaal erder te the petitieBsr.

Sabchapter is te estal:tlish geBeral precedarss fur iadividl:lal
preceediBgs caBducted by the DEQ fer parposes ef
ea:fercemeBt aad admiBistrative permit preceediBgs as
specified by Sl:lbchaptsr 13 of this Chapter.
fbi Applieable law, Ths APA; thlil Cede aad this Chaptsr
govem iBdividl:lal preseediBgs, iBsladiBg admiBistrative
laeariags, aBdertalEea by the DEQ.

252:2·9-2.
Enforcement petitions [REVOKED]
Perseas eatitled. Iadividaal prassediBgs may be
iBitiated by DEQ pregram areas by filiBg a petitieB er an
admiaistrative sempliaace or psBalty order with the
.Admiaistrati•;e Law Qerk.
fbi Petitiea eaateat. Each petitioa shall Bam@ the
RespeBdsBt(s) aBd shall soBtain a refereBse to the starntss
aad mles invol>;ed, and a brief statl!lmeBt ef the facts giv4ag
a right to relisf and of ths relief reqyested. The petitioB shall
be signed by the perseB preseBting the same, or his attemey
(selil ft.PA § 310), and shall iaclude the sigBiilr's addross and
pheBe Mmbl!lr.
~ Petitiea st,rle. The style ef decumeats in a matter shall
appear in substantially the followiag form:

W

SUBCHAPTER 9. INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS IN

GENERAL [REVOKED]
252:2-9-1.

Purpose and applicability (REVOKED]
The parpese ef this

W Purpese aad applieability.

BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
IN RE: [Narure of procell!diBg
aBd Bams ef RespoBdeBt
e.g. R-eEJ:UeSt for

)
)
)
Ne. [Year & Case #1]

[aame ef pregram area er f:lerseB],
PetitieBer.

)
[Nature efReiJ:uest]

252:2-9-3.

Declaratory ruling petitions
[REVOKED]
For iaformatieB OB declaratery ruliBg petitioBs, see
Soochapter 7 ef this Chapter.

252:2-9-4.

Administrative perinit hearing petitions
[REVOKED]
For iBfermatioa eB admiBistrati-ve permit hsariBg
petitiGBs, see Sabchapter 13 ef this Chapter,
252:2-9-5.
Matters tiled by DEQ [REVOKED]
A petitioB or admiBistrati-vs cempliance or peBalty
ordsr filed by a DEQ program arsa shall iBcluds aotice of
th8 opportl:lnity to r8qyest as admiBistrativs hsaring aad
shall be ssp,rsd OB the aamed RespoBdeets.

be fillild with too P...dmiBistratit;e Law Osrk as part of or iB
r0Sf:lellS8 te a fi!@d Petitioa.
fbi Sebeduliug. The DEQ shall schedale an admifl:istrative
heariBg after receipt of a preper and timely reEtYest.
~ Netiee. Whsa the DEQ schedules aB admifl:istrative
heariBg, the ,A..dmiBistrative Law Clerk shall Botify tlts
f:larties of the date, time aad place of the hear.ng. SuGlt
Botice shall satisf;r the aotice re'tUi£emeBts of the AP.A. aad
shall be made at lsast fifteeB (13) days prior te the heariag
ualess otherv1ise provided by lw.•,r er agreed by the partiss.
fa)- Preeedure. The AdmiBistrativ:e Lw.v .Jadge may refer te ·
District Coart Rales aBd Prosedare iB the abseBCI!l of
applieable AFA and DEQ starutes and rnles, iBcmdiBg this
Chapter. Subject te the limitations iB QA.C 25'2:2 9 7(d), the
Admifl:istratPAI La·"' .Jadg0, with ths coaseBt of all parties,
may vary the flFOSedl:Kes of this Chapter.

252:2-9-6.
Administrative hearings [REVOKED]
Re1J:uest. A hea.F..ng reqyest shall ee in writing aBd shall

W
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Administrative Law Judges and Clerks
[REVOKED}
fat Admiaistmtin Law Judge. The fu!llCYtiYe Dinctor
may c:lssignats an Ac:lministrativlll Law Jydgs for any
.ac:lministrative hearing proplllrly and timely reqyested of tb.e
DEQ, "mless precluc:lsc:l by law. ,'\c:lministrativlll L:w1 Jyc:Jges
shall bill familiar with thill rulllls of procedYre anc:l gensrally
familiar 'Nita the sYbstanti•,rs rules go•;srning the mattsr, anc:l
shall aot have hac:l prior im<ol-t.•smsnt in the mattsr other than
as an i\ElmiaistratiY8 Law JYc:lg8. The i\Elministrative Law
Judge so d!llsigaat!llc:l shall have full aYthority to comluct all
aspects of th0 hearing proc08Eliags illXC8pt for th0 isSYanc€! of
a Final Ord0r.
fbf Admiaistrati>~ Law Clerk. Thill fuscYtP/8 Dirsctor
may d0sigaatill an ,'\c:lministrativ€1 Law Oerk to maintain ths
administrative hearing dockets and records, and perform
sYch other dYtiss as describsd in this Chaptsr or incideetal
thersto.
fat RefeFenees to AdministFative Law Judge. +h.&
Exewtivs Director or designeill may perform fynctioes
describsd ie this Ssction for ,A~istrativ0 Law Jyc:lges.
W Authori~ Ac:lministrativ:e Law 1Ydg0s hav0 complete
aYthority to condYct ac:lministrative hsaring procsedings and
may tak8 any action not ieconsist8nt with th0 prc)l,risions of
tb.8 rulss of this Chapter or of thill AW.. for thlll maintsaance
of ordillr at hillariegs and for the sxplllditious, fair, and
impartial eonc:lact of thill proceediags. A<:lministrati•;e Law
Judg8s may, without limitation:
flj arrang8 aed issu8 notic!ll of the dat8, tim8 and plac8
of hilla.F.ngs aac:l eonfur8nees;
~ establish the methods and proeedures to be !*led ie
the prssentation of tas evid8nce;
.
~ hold eonfereeces to settle, simplify, determine, or
strike any of the isSYes in a hearing, or to eonsider otb.er
matters that may facilitat0 the expeditio1,1s disposition of
the hearing;
f41 administsr oaths and affirmations;
.
~ regulate the eourss of the hsaring and go•;em the
eondYct of participants;
~ 0xamim~ witnesses;
(+j ruls on, admit, 0xclude and limit evidsnce, at or
bsfors hearings;
(Sf establish the time for filing motions, testimony, and
other written ev:idsnce, briefs, findings, and other
submissions, and hold the reeord open for sueh
purposes;
f91 rule on motions and pending mattsrs;
fW} divide the hearing into stages or joia elaims of
parties whenever the number of parties is large or the
issu0s ar0 numerous and complex; and
fl-l1 restrict attendaae0 by persons not parti0s to the
hearing in appropriate eases.
W Teehaical assistaaee. At the request of the
Administrative Law Judge, the Exesutive Director may
d0signat0 a DEQ repres~mtativs, •,vho has had no assigm:d

responsibilities related to the matter at issue, to serve as
teehnieal adviser to the Administrative Law Judge.

252:2-9-7.
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252:2-9-8.
Service [REVOKED}
Methods of service, ServiG0 of a p0tition aed initial
notise of h0aring shall b0 by p0rsonal del!'lery served by a
person lic0nsed to make servie0 ofproeess in civil cases, or by
sertit10c:l mail with deliv~ny show~l by retum n~ceipt, or by
publieation if it is shown that serviGe ear.not be made by any
other msans despite the 0xereise of due diligence. '.lfhsre
tb.e DEQ is serving a p0tition or notis0, personal serviGe may
be mads by a person designated by ths Exseutivs DH-setor to
mak0 sueh s0nr.ies for the DEQ. s~m<ice by s0rtified mail
shall be sffestive on the c:late of r!llceipt or, if refused, on the
date of rsfusal by the Rsspondent. Aceeptance or refusal by
any offieer of a busirulss or an aathorized ag8nt for a business
shall eonstitute aeeeptance or refusal by the party addressed.
W PFOof of serv-iee. The person making service shall file
proof of senr.ice thersof with the A,dministrativ€! La\1l Oerk
promptly and in any e•1ent within the time during which tb.e
person served m1:1st £€!&pond to the process. Failure to make
proof of s0rvise does not affest the validity of s0rvice. The
Administrativ:e Law Judgs may refer to the Oklahoma
Pleading Code for guidance regarding ssrviee.
flj .-kkaowledgmeat. Aclrn:owledgment ie writing by
th0 recipient, or app0arancs by tb.e reeipient at a h0aring
without objesting to s0rvice, is equivalent to proof of
senr.ice,
~ Adions oa a lieease, Senr.iee by mail in a matter
s0eking to revoke or s1:1sp0nd any Iieense may be
deemsd somplet0 when there is an affirmation that the
notiee was mailed by sertifi0d mail to the licensee's last
kna>.lfn address, and that he or she may not be founc:l
othsnvise, despite th0 exercise of dY0 diligence. Th0
."'..dministrativ€1 Law Judge shall inquire into and
ci@tsrmine whether due diligence has been exercised.
fat Semee by mail. Except for service of th8 petitioe and
initial notiGe, servise b~· mail is eomplete upon mailing, and
may be showe by the postmark
W Serviee ea FepFeseatative. Sen•iee madill upon an
attom0y of r0cord constitut0s servic0 apon th0 party th0
attorney represents. Sen•iee made upon a persoe authoriud
by Oklahoma law to reseir;s servise oa behalf of a party
constitutes serr.r.iee upon that party.

W

252:2-9-9.
Responsive pleading [REVOKED I
A Respondent may file, and the l\dministrative Law
Juc:lge may dH-eet a Rsspondent to file, a responsive pleac:ling
to the enforcement pstition or orEier that initiated ths action.
252:2-9-10.
Prehearing conferences [REVOKED}
Ceaeml, The ,'\dministrative Law J1:1dge may sGhedule
and eonduct prehearing conferenses as nseessary to identify
parties and issues anc:l to set schedules and agendas for
hearing related aetir;ities. Ths P...dfninistrative Law Clerk

W
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shall aetify tee parties ef tee ssaedaliag of a preaearing
confureace. The A&lministrati¥e Law Jadge may aataori'i!:e a
pnaeariag coafenace by telephone. On UEJ:aest,
preaear.n:g confureaces saallee on the record.
t9j Sabjeets. Preooar.n.g comenmces may address:
f*1 ideatfficatioa and simplification of issues, mcladiag
tee elimiaatiea of frivoloas claims or defeases;
~ ameadHlElats to tee pleadiags;
~ tee plan aad ssaedale of discovecy and limitations
to be placed thereon;
t4j identification of admissions of fact to avoid
amu1cessazy proof aad CI:HB\ilative evidence;
~ the identification of witnesses aad substance of
testimony, ~its, aad dooomeats;
~ tee ass of prehearing briefs and prefiled testimony
in tas form of s>Nom affidavits;
f+t settlemsat of all or some of the issues before ths
. heariHg;
t81 adoption of spscial procedans for managing
poteatiall1' difficalt er protracted actions teat may
involve cemplex issaes, maltiple parties, novel er
difficalt legal qu11stions, or evid11ace problems;
f9j schsOOliag parsaaat to OAC 2$2:2 9 11; and
fW1 sach other matters as may aid disposition.

252:2-9-11.

fat

Prehearing scheduling conference
[REVOKED]

252:2-9-13.

fat

252:2-9-14.

Purpose. A preheariag scheduling confureace may be
held for the ssaedali:Rg of matters to be accomplished. Sash
confureace shall be desigaed to expedite the disposition of
the action and discoarage wasteful prehearing activ-ities,
sstablish early ami coatinaiag control ef the maaagsmeat of
the hearing, and set dates for preheariag activities.
t9j Selleduling. The Administrati1,te Law Jadge may eater
an interim order which establishes, insofar as f@asi9le, the
~

f*1

to amend the pleadings;
to file and hear motions;
~ to eomplete disco~'ery;
t4j of further prehea.F..ng eonfereaees; and
~ for aeeomplishiBg any other matters appropriate in
the circamstances of the ease.
W Changes in selleduling order:. The .<\dmiRistrative Law
Jadge may ehaage dates and time periods set in the
scheduling order i;,y issaiag a modifyiBg order upon good
cause shown.
~

252:2-9-12.

Discovery [REVOKED]
AU parties shall aet iR good faith in the ssaedaling and

eoadaet of diseovery. Failare of a party to provide
reasoaabltl opportanity for the opposing party to dtlpose any
'!Rtaess shall be grounds to tlxdude tee testimony of teat
witntlss at the hearing. Diseovery shall btl condaettld in
acconiaaee with the Oklahoma Discovery Code aaless
othenvise ordered by tee A.emiaistrative La-w Jadge for
good eause.

Prehearing Order [REVOKED]

Purpose and foFm, Follewffig a preaeariB:g conference,
the P...:dministratP;e Law Jadge may issue a I'rehearing Order
whieh recites and schedules the action to be taken and which
sBall control tee coarse of the action anless modified by a
sabseEJ:HtlBt order to pre-vent manifust injastice.
t9j Content, The Prsheari:Rg Order shoald include the
results of the conference a-ad advice to the Admffiistrati?.<e
Lav1 Judge regarding the factual and lsgal issaes, inclueing
summaries of material evidence, to be prsstmted. The
Preaear.ag Orser shoald also present all EJ:aestions of law iB
the case. All SKbibits shall be marked, listed and identified
in the I'rehtlariag Order. If there is objestioa to the
admissioa of aay S*hibits, the gro~:~ad& for the oejectioo mast
be specifically stated. Witnesses shall also be listed aloag
•,vith the aatare of their testimony. No eldlibit or •,¥itaess may
be added to the I'rehear.n:g Ordtlr once the Greer has betla
prepared, signed, and filed by the .<\dministrative Law fudge
withoat a shmving to the Administrati>;e Law Jadge by the
reEJ:aestiag party that injustice woale be created if the
e"'ideactl or testimony were aot allowed. ·
W .-'.·.pplieability. The coattlets of the Prehear.ag Order
shall supersede tee pleadings ana govern thtl h0aring of the
ease aaless amended or allowed by the AdministratPitl Law
Jadge to pre•;eat iajastice.

fat

Subpoenas [REVOKED]

lssuaaee. Sabpoeaas for the attendance of witnesses,
tee furnishing of information reEJ:aired by tee .Ym.inistrati1Je
Law Jadgtl and tee prodaction of e"'id.tlece shall be issued by
tee Ad.miaistrati\'e La\v Oerk upon written reEJ:aest by a
party or on the P..dministrati?;e Lav; Jadge's O>na motioe.
Sabpoenas shall be sefV@d and a return made in the same
maaaer as pro"'ided for state comt proceeaiags.
W Failure te obey. The &ecative ·Director may seek an
appropriate jadicial order to compel compliaac@ by persoes
w:bo fail to obey a subpoena, who refuse to be swom or make
an affirmation at a hear.n:g, or who refuse to ans>Ner a proper
EJ:Uestion dariB:g a hear.n:g. The hearing may proceed despite
any sueh refusal but the .<\dmiaistratWe Law fuEl~ may, in
his discrtltioa at any time, sontiaue the prosetldiags as
aecessary to secare a coart mling.

252:2-9-15.
Record [REVOKED]
Te be made, A reeora of tee hear..ag shall be maae,
which shall be a tape recording aaless otherv.ristl agretld by

fat

the parties and the Administrative Law Jadgtl, The
reeording will aet be transGribed as a matter of coarse. A
transcript may be obtained by submitting a \Vrittea reEJ:aest to
the A4ministratP;e Law Clerk and teaderiag paymeat in an
amoaat saffisieat to pay the eost of having the rtlcordiag
transcribed.
W Court reporter:. A party may reEJ:HtlSt a coart reporter
(C~R or LSR). The reEJ:aestiag party shall pay the sosts, aed
the original transcript shall btl filed in the case file as part of
ths resord ia th€'1 sase. Each person or party reEJ:atlsting

''1?) C)
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copies shall make arraagsmeats for sash with the reporter,
and pay ths costs.
W Maintained. The rtlcord of a proctlc:lding aad thtl flls
containing the notices aad the pleadings will be maintained
in a location designated by the Office of ,A..dmiaistrative
Hearings. AD pleadings, motiol'lS, orders and other papers
sabmittsd for filing in sach a procssdiag shall be
date/fils stamped by thtl Aclministrati¥e Law Clerk l:lpOR
receipt. Ths btudsa of showing sabstaatial prejadics by any
failars to correctly fils stamp any sabmittal shall be upon ths
party asserting saGh.
fd1 Designation on appeal. 'On appeal, the parties may
dssignats and coantsr designate portions of the rscord to
sa>,•s costs, followiag the procedures applicable iH the Coarts
of Oklahoma.

252:2-9-16.
Motions [REVOKED}
Jm.iag. AU rsquests for action in a matter already before
the DEQ shall b0 mads iB the form of a motion or cross

W

petition, sigm:d by the party presenting same or his attomsy,
and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk. A cross
p0tition shall bs s0rvsd iB the manner pnwidsd in Rul0
252:2 9 g, A co~ of aay motion shall be mailed by ths
mo¥aat to all parties of record coacurreatly with ths filing of
the motion, aad a csrtifi€atioa of such mailing shall appear
on the motioa.
{bj Response. Within ttln (10) days afttlr service of aay
written motion, any party to thtl proceedings may fils a
response to the motion. Ths time for response may bs
eJEtsadsd or short1msd by ths Adminiskative Law Judge for
good caase sho'i'm.

252:2-9-17.

Continuances [REVOKED}

A motion for an sJEteasioa or contiB'llance shall state the
n:lasons for the request and specify the length of time
requested. Unless mads bsfors ths P..dministrati:\•s Law
Judge ffi OfHm hsar.ng, motions for sJEtensiOI'lS of tiJ:ns or for
a continuaacs of ths hsaring to anoth@r date or tims shall bs
in writing and filed with the Administrative La>.v Qsrk. The
Afimiaistrati>;e Law Jadgs shall promptly grant or dsny such
request at rns or her discretion. If ths motion is denH!d, it
may be reas.wed orally ~ tits party at the hsaring.

252:2-9-18.

W

Evidentiary hearing procedures
[REVOKED}

Generally that of ei¥il proeeediags. The order of
procsdun:l in hearings in all indP.<idual proce0dings shall
g0a0rally follow that which applies in District Court cMl
proceedings. At ths discretion of the ,_A..dministrativs Law
Jadgs, any party may reopsa his case iB chief, 8'18R after the
ad,;erse party has rested, coasonaat with the reqairements of
jl:lStice. Parties may stipalate to aay lawful matter.
{bj Farther presentation. After pnseatation of all
cases in chief, parties to the action shall b0 confffied to
rebutting e'Jideacs unless the Administrative Law Jadg0, for
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good reasoas in furtherance ofjastice, p0rmits them to otkr
0'.tideace in the original case.
W Raliags. The A.drniDistrative Law Jadge shall rule oa
th0 admissibility ohvideace and Objections to tl'lidsnce, aad
on motions or objections raised during heat.ngs, except for
motions for summary jadgmsats. All objectiol'lS to a rnliBg
shall bs made promptly with statement of basis or thsy will
be d.0emsd v1ai•;ed. Parties shall be deemed to ha>;e taken
eKOOption to aay adverse ruling on an objection.
fd1 Summary judgment. The granting of a motion for
summary judgmEmt shall be subject to the pro¥isions of
2$2:2 9 21 (Proposed order) and 2$2:2 9 22 (Final order).

252:2-9-19.
Default [REVOKED]
Any Respond.eat who fails to appsar as directed, after
receipt of notice as prm•ided by this Chapter, may be
determ.ined to have 'Naived ths right to appear aad pr0seat
a defunse to the allegations contaiHed in the notice and/or
petition. A Final Order iH sach proceeding may bs isSHsd ~
tits Ex:erutive Director granting ~.default no more than the
relief prayed for in tOO petitioa.

252:2-9-20.

Settlement [REVOKED]

,h..dministrati¥s heariags may bs resolved by agreed
settlemeat or consent order vlith the concurrence of the
&ecuti,•e Director. The Administrative Law Judge may
grant continuances to allow the parties to discuss settlement.

252:2-9-21.

W

Proposed orders [REVOKED]

Preparation of prnposed orders. The ,h..Qmiaistrative
Law Judge shall hear all e>,•ideacs and arguments applicable
in a cas0 and shall prepan a proposed order inclading
fiad.iags of facts and conclusions of la:'!v. Prior to sach
prsparatioa, the Administrati'le Law l'lldge may reqasst or
rsquirs brisfs from the parties on any rshwant issue. The
Admiaistrati'le Law Judge shall also have the discretion to
rsqasst or accept from the parties, proposed findings and
coaclusioas.
W Sen•iee aad presentation, Upon finalization of a
proposed order, the Administrati:-\•e Law Judg0 shall:
f1} present the propos0d ord0r and the record of the
matter to the &ecutv;s Director for nwt8'1/ and 0atry of
a fffial order; or
f21 s0rve it on th0 parties, by regHlar mail, otkriag aa
opportaaity for parties to fil0 @:Kcsptioas to the
propos0d ord0r before a fmal OrG@r is sat0rsd, pursaaat
to APA § Jll; and thsa shall prssent the propossd
order, the e:Kceptioas, if aay, and th0 n:cord of ths
mattsr to ths &ecutive Dir0ctor for satry of a final
order. Th0 parties may by written stipulation wai,•e any
of the reqairemsnts for a proposed order.

252:2-9-22.

W

Final orders [REVOKED]

Executive Direetor. For proc00d.iags heard by an
AdministratP.•s Law Judge, the EKecutP.•s Director may
adopt, arn0nd, or rejsct aay fmdiags or oonclasiol'lS of th0
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P.&lmiHistratp,r@ Law Judge or sxssf!tioas of~ flarty, or may
nmami tas flrossEHiiag for ac:lditioaal argamsat or tas
introooctioa of additional e>.cid8BG8 at a aear..ng asld for that
f1arf!OS8. Tffis may l:Je GOBS aftsr:
fl1 tas OflflOrtuBity for s:~rosf!tioas has laf!ssd '>¥ithoat
recePlHlg 81ro8fltioas, or after 8*G8fltiOBS, l:Jriefs aad oral
argameats, if aay, are made; or
~ re•,ciew of the resord.
(e1 Issuaaee. At the soaslasioa of the f!roseeaings aad
f~eflt as f!FO•fidsd ia Rale 252:2 9 19, Defaalt] aftsr relfisw
of the neord aad/or f!roposed fiadiags of fast aad
ooaslasioas of law, the Exesatp;s Direstor shall issas a fiaal
ordsr reflscting ths finamgs of fact mads, the eoaslasioas of
law reached, and &fiSC~ th@ aGtioa to ee takea. Upoa the
nsolatioa of motioas of sammary jadgmeat that an
c:lisf!ositivs of ta8 8atirs eas8 and mliBgs oa staadiag that are
adverse to a P8titioasr(s), tas fussative Director shall issas
a final order.
{G) ~ Parti8s shall es aotified either persoaally or lJy
mail of the issaaass of a final order. A eopy of ths fmal ordsr
shall ee f!rO'Iidsd to aay party and its attoraey.
252:2-9-23.
Reconsideration [REVOKED]
Aay f!arty may flStitioa the DEQ for reaeariag,
rsopeHing or resoasideratioa of any desisioa ia aa iadi~<idaal
proceediBg \Wthin hlR days of its eatry, parsaant to APA §
31'7. Nothiag iB this Chaf!ter shall prsveat recoru;ideratioa
of a matter in assordaace 'lAth other statatory pro'lisioas.
252:2-9-24.
Judicial review [REVOKED]
The provisioas of Sectioa 318 of title 73 of the
Oklahoma Stamtes shall af!ply.
SUBCHAPTER 11. ADMINISTRATIVE PENALlY
PROCEEDINGS [REVOKED]

252:2-11-1.
Applicability [REVOKED]
The reEJ:airemeats of this Sal:lchaf!ter are in additioa to
the presediag F8EJ:U:iremeats of this Chapter aad are
af!plisaele to matters eroaght aader 27A O.S.Sapp. 1993,
Sestions 2 3 3~, 2 3 110, and 2 7 12<i, or any similar statates
prO'Iiding for the ass8S&m8Bt lJy th8 DEQ of admiBistratP;8
peaalti8s.
252:2-11-2.

Notice of Violation ("NOV")
[REVOKED]
Unl8ss othen·'lise pr9vided lJy the partisalar eaal:Jliag
lsgislatioa, admiaistratWs p8aalty proee8diags shall es
presed8d lJy a wriuea eotiee of •Jiolatioa (NOV) informiag
ths ReSflOBGeat of th8 r8galatory reEJ;airemeet at issae. This
NOV mast be s8rvsd apon the Rsspondent and mast state
the fastaal allegatioes and part:i£alar staadards or rules apoa
which ths NOV is eassd. A l8tter, iaspection sheet, petitioa,
eoaseat order or fiaal order may soestitate a NOV for
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parf!oses of iBStitatiag aBministrative peealty procesdiags, if
it meets th8 reEJ:airemeats of this Sestioe.
252:2-11-3.

Administrative compliance and penalty
orders [REVOKED]
(at Wkea issued. The ExtlsatWe Direetor apoa the reEJ:aest
of a DEQ program area may issae an admiaistrative order
reEJ;airiBg complianee, asssssieg p~i!aalties for f)ast violatioas
and speeifyiag penalties for coatimling eoacompliaece. If a
pooeeding Notice of Violatioa is reEJ:aired ey thlil eaaeling
legislatioa, aa administrative eompliaace or peaalty order
shall ee issaea aot less thaa fifteea days after serviee of ths
NOV apoa the Respoadeat, or saeh redaeed period as may
ee aeeessary to render the Order reasoaaely effilstual.
~ Must speei~ Aa administratiw eomplianee or peaalty
order shall sp8eify the fasts aad eoeelasioes apoa which it is
eased aad shall set a time for the :ReSf!OBdeat to eomflly with
the af!plieaele regu.latioas. The Order shall speeify the
fl8Balty, eot to 81Weed the statatory max:iml:lm per day of
BOBeompliaaee, to l:Je aSS8SSed ia the 8V8Bt that the
Respoedeet fails to eomply with the Order withia ths
preseril:Jed time, aad, if apfllieable, the f)Snalty asSSSSSG for
past violations of the Code, rultJs, or lie8nses or permits.
tc). Semee. P~ administrative eomplianse or peaal~· order
shall ee servsd ia ascordaeee with Rale 232:2 9 8. The
Order shall aB\<ise th@ Rsspoadeat that it shall eeeome fulal
anless an administrati'le htJariag is reqatJsted in writiag
withia flfteea (15) days of service of ths Order.
{91 Order followiag heariag. :Based oa the heariag aed
reeorc:l, aa administrative eompliaaee or psaalty orc:ltlr will be
su.stainsd, modified, or dismissed by the ElrGlcu.tivs Direstor.
If the heariag proeess eKteBGS l:J8yead aay sompliaaee
deadliae specified in the Order, fines Sf!Seified in the Ordtlr
for violatioas of tile Order vlill soatinYe to aeem8 during the
hear..ng proetJss aaless the ,A...dministrativ8 Law Jadge stays
the peaalty apOB feEJ:aSSt for good GaYS@ SRoWB.
252:2-11-4.
Detennining penalty [REVOKED]
Ia additioa to fastors speeified by 27A O.S.Sapp. 1993,
Sestioa 2 3 302(K)(2) or other law, the following faetors,
withoat limitatioa, may ee consiasred iB dstermiaing the
amoaat of peaalty Sfllilsifisd iB an administrative peaalty
order.
fl1 the gravi~· of the 'Jiolatioa, irlsladffig the likelihood
of the d8vtdopmeat of adverse health effilets eaassd lJy
the violatiea, aed the i!Kteat aad severity of
ew1iroruneatal degradatioa or ad>;erse health effects
eaased or placed at risk by ths lfiolatioa,
~ the degre11 of variaass from the applieaels
standards,
~ eosts of eorr11ctioe of damagtl, aed
~ good or bad faith of the Rsspoedeet.
252:2-11-5.
Assessment orders [REVOKED]
Failure te eemply with administratiw orders. l\ftsr aa
admiaistrative compliaace or penalty. order is issaed,
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proseeeffigs may be soaEkK;ted to eetenniae whether the
R€lspoadent has fail€ld to somply with the Order for any
period of time.
~ Applieatioa for eomplianee aad peaalt3' beariug. AiJy
time the DEQ belies,'es thii! Order ha.s bees violated, it may
with rt'!asonable promptBsss apply to the Admiaistrative
Law fudge for a somplianss aad psaal~ hsaring, alleg-iag
the psriod ef aonsompliaace and the amoHat of the
administrative penalty that has acGFI:led. The DEQ shall
provide a copy of too applicatioa to the Respondent.
~ Elements ta eoasider. Tlae ExesHtive Director, ia
EI@dding whether aa administrative penalty er complia.nse
erder has bees violatsd and whsther the peealties ars
appropriate, may considsr efforts to comply with applicable
reqHirt'!meat& made by the Respondent after i£sHan<:e of the
~

(Gj Must request hearing within stwen days. The DEQ's
applicatioa shall advise the R8spaadent that the
Rsspoadsat's right to coatest the asten:nination of
nencompliaace aaa the amel:int of tl'le aas is waived if tee
ne~qHest for hearing is eot made 'lfiteiH se•;ea (7) ealeadar
days of receiving aotise. A reqHest for hear.ng is deemea
mass v,reea n!cev.•t!d by the DEQ. If timtlly reqHssted, the
hearing mHst be promptly S@t aaa B@ld.
W I.ssuanee of assessmeat orders. An a.ssessmeat onier
shall b8 issl:ied by thlil E;IH!sutivs Dir0ctor followiag d10
dsterminatioa of the applisatioa. An assessmsat order ffil:iSt
stats ths aaturs and period of ths violatioa, and dstermine
the amoHat of tae fin0. The fiae is dl:ie aad payable
immediately l:ipOH issuaas0 of the a.sssssm.0at erdsr, anless
otb0twis€! provided th€lf@in. A sopy of the a.sssssm0at order
•,viii bs provided to ths Respoaetmt.
ft) Continuiag violations. If ths DEQ b0lic:wes that
violatiens of the administrativ'e complianss or peaalty order
continue after tbs i£suaac0 of an assessmeat erder, th0 DEQ
may apply withia a n;asonabll!l time for the issuaase of
additioaal assessmsnt orders covering periods of vielatioa
siace the p0riod soversd by the issuaactl of a pnwious
assessment ordsr.

252:2-11-6.

W

Penalty-only proceedings [REVOKED]

General, Ia asegnJaace with 27A O.S.Supp. 1993,
Sestioa 2 J 5~(L), the DEQ m~·, withia thr0e (3) years of
diseovsry, issue ae administrative peaalty ordsr preposing
spseifisd admiaistrative penaltiss for noa soatiaHiag
violations of the Gods, rules promulgated thsreuader, or
permits or lk;easss issu0d pursuant thernto.
M Must speeify. Thtl administrative penalty order shall
specify the facts and eoocll:isioos upgn which it is based.
~ Determining Penalty. For information oa detsrminiag
penalty, see 252:2 11 4.
{Gj Serviee, The administrative p0nalty order shall be
seP.'ed in accordaass vfith RHle 252:2 9 K The Order shall
advise the R~spondtlnt that it shall besoms final l:illless a
heariag is n~q\u!stsd ia vJFiting withiR fifte0n (15) days of
ssP,rice of the Order.
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Heariag. :Qased oa th0 beariag aad the recor8., aa
administrati,,e psaalty ordsr vfill be Sl:iStainsd, modifi0d, or
dismissed by th0 ExeG\ltive Director.

252:2-11-7.

Considerations for self-reporting of
noncompliance [REVOKED]

W Purpose. Ths DEQ moaitars th0 lilBvironmental
compliaass of regulated eatiti0s throagh activities sash as
psriodic ffispections and r0s0rd flwl@WS, bl:it dt0 r0gulated
l!lntities have a superior ~~aatage point and gensraJJy greater
resoHrsss to monitor thsir Olllil p0rformanse. The pl:lblis
interest in ell'firoiURsntal prot0ctioa i£ s0rved by positive
incsntiv0s to promote, aehie~<e and maintain compliancs as
well as b;)' the aegativs inctmtive of a unilatt!ral agency
enforssm0nt actioa with aa associated p0nalty. The DEQ
should sncol:irage volaatary discloSl:irs and prompt rtlmedial
actioa. Tht! DEQ belie:vss it is conducivil to improved
environmsntal complians0 to mitigat0 an administrative and
sv1il peaalty whish would otheEWise bs a~propriat0, ia thoss
sases wh@re a regulated entity has disdossd aa appari!nt
violation, aas tak0n prompt aed appropriate astian to
corrsct thi! 'liolatioa aad its sonseqHeaslils, aad has taksn
affirmative astioa to ~ri!•Jeet its recurrencs.
W Conditions for nat seeking administrative and Eivil
peaalties. &s8pt in the sass of habitual nonsom.plianss or
as otherwisl! providsd in this sestioa, ie evalHatiag
eaforsement aetioa for a rBgHlat8d · eatity's actual or
appar0at failun to comply with DEQ rules, the DEQ will
aot s!!sk aa admin~tratP10 or civilpeaaltywhsa the followiag
cirsumsta.nsss are prlilslilnt:
f!1 Ths rBgulatsd entity voluntarily, promptly aad fully
disclosss the appar8at fai:ll:ire ta oomply with applicable
stats 0avironmental statutes or rulss to the appropriate
DEQ rsgulatory program iB writing before ths program
lsarns of it ar is lik@ly to llilam of it immin@ntly;
f2j The faill:ire is aot deliberate or intsntional;
~ Ths failHrs dees sot indisats a lask or rsasonable
qu0stioa of ths ba.sis good faith att8mpt to undsrstaad
and comply \li<ith applicable state· i!H•fironmsntal statutss
or rules through eFWiro:nmeatal managsmeet systems
appropriate to tht! s~s aad aatl:irtl of the asti'lities of the
regulated entity;
{41 Th0 ngHlated eatity, Hpoa dissov0ry, took or
begaa to tak8 immsdiate aad reasonabls action to
cornet tbs failure (i.e., to ssass any sentiauiag ar
£Gpilated •fiolatioa);
~ Ths regulated satity ha.s takes, or has agresd ia
writing with tht! appropriate program to taks, rsmsdial
actiea as may be nseessary to pre•lilnt £GCl:irrsnce ofsach
faill:ire. A,ay actioa tee regulated entity agrsss to taks
mHst be compl0ted;
~ The rsgulated eatity has addr8SS0d, or has agresd
in writi-ng ''fith the appropriate program to address, any
eR'Iiro:nm8ntal impaets of the faill:irs in an asceptable
manner;
f7t Th0 rtlg1:1latsd 8ntity has aot r8ala@d aad will not
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realize a demoastrable ami sigaifisaat esoaomis or
sompstitivs advantags as a rssult of aoa somplianss;
aad
t&t The regalated eatiW sooperates •.vith the DEQ as
ths DEQ performs its datiss aad provides sash
iB:formatioa as the DEQ reasoaaely req_.aests to soaHrm
the eatity's sompliaRGe with these soaditieas.
B>t Partial 'fUalifteatioa. Notwithstanding the failare of a
regu.latsd eatity to meet all of the soaditioas ia saesestioa 9,
ths DEQ vlill ooRSidsr ths aature and s~sat of sash astieas
of the regu.lated eatity in mitigatioa of any admiaistrativs or
Gi¥il fJeealty otherwiss apfJrofJriate. If ths regu.lated 8Rtity
meets all soaditioas ia soossstioa 9 sxcspt item 7 relating to
sigaifisaat sooaomis or sompetiti,;e aEkaatage, the DEQ
will seek an admilmtrative or sh<il peaalty only to the meat
of the eooaomis or sompetitivs advantags gamed.
(41 Relatioaship to federal/state agFeemeats. In the eveat
of any sonflist, the elim:inatioa or mitigatioa of peaalties
parsuaat to saesestioas 9 and e is saBjest to agreemeats
eetweea ths DEQ aad the United Statss Eavironmsatal
Protsstioa Ageaey ulatiag to regalatory program
dslsgatiea or aathorii!iatioa from ths Uaited States
Ea•Aronmeatal Protsstioa Agsasy to ths DEQ.
W Applieabili~ This ssstioo applies to all eaforsemeat
eases arisiag from violatioas dissoversd ey or broaght to the
atteatioa of the DEQ after ths effsstis,rs dats of this ssstioa.

SUBCHAPfER 13. FORMAL PUBLIC MEETINGS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT PROCEEDINGS
[REVOKED]
PART 3. ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT PROCEEDINGS
[REVOKED]

252:2-13-30.

Scope; purpose of proceedings
[REVOKED]
fat Applieability. IR additioa to the rs'iairsmsRts of
Sabehaptsr 9 of this Chapter, ths rsqairemsRts of this Part
shall apply to admiaistratiw hearings oa draft psrmits.
t9} Purpose, Ths parpose of aR admiRistrative ·permit
prosesdiag is to pwAde for an evideatiary prosssdiag for
ehalleages to draft permits aad to determiae thsir
eompliaRss with ths Gods aad rales promalgatsd
thsrsaader.
252:2-13-31.
Definitions [REVOKED]
The followiRg 'llOrds or terms, t,Yhea assd iR this
Subshapter, shall have ths fol:IO'.•Jiag msaBings, anlsss the
soate~ slsarly iadieates othernise:
'Mmiaistrati¥e pei'Blit heariRg" meaas an e•AdeRtiary
heariRg soRdasted by the DEQ as part of an administrativs
psrmit proesediag.
"AIImiRistrative permit proeeediag" msaas all
prsheariag eoRfereases, evideatiary hsariRgs aad other
proseediags soRRested with an iadisAdaal proseediag OR a
draft permit.
June 1, 2001

"JoiaiRg of parties" meaas the groapiag of parties to aa
admiaistrati•;e permit proseeding 'llho assert rights to rslisf
ia respest of or arising eat of the same draft permit.
"Lead Couasel" meaas the attorney astiag as
eoordiaatiag soaasel for all petitioaers or, if oRly oRe
petitioRer, that party's legal represeatative.
"PetitioneF(s)" means a persoa or groap who re'i\lests
aa administrative permit hear.ng aad is determiasd by the
Administrative Law Jadge to have staading as a party to the

aGtieJh
"Respoadeat" meaRS aa applieant whose formally filed
fl8rmit applisatioa aad the draft permit relates thereto are
the sab:jest of an aEiministrative permit proseediag.

252:2-13-32.

Request for administrative permit
hearing [REVOKED]
fat Request. l•.. rsqaest for aa administrative permit
hearing mast be ia writiRg sigRed by ths F8EiHester,
re'iuesters or aathorii!ied reprsseRtatP.•e of a groap of
req_.a8sters aad shall soatain a brief statemeat of the easis of
the re'i\lest aad the aame aad address of sash req_.aester. If
the reqaest is made 9y or oa bshalf of a groap, th8 reqaest
shoald soataia a list of aamss aad aderesses of groap
memeers. A req_.aest shall bs soRSidered aR initial petitioe
and shoald ee persoaally delivered or seat to the address
dsssrieed iB the eoties telling of sash reqaest opportanity or
to the DEQ's Offiss of Administrati';e Hsariags.
W IRitiatioa efpreeeediags, Unl8ss othen'Jise provided by
law, the iaitiatioa of administrative permit proseediags shall
aot osoor uetil a draft permit has eesR prepared by the DEQ
aRd ameRded, as approfJriate, eased oa sommeats reseis;ed
dariag the pablic oommeRt period.
(Gj Jeiader ofDEQ. The DEQ, through the permit drafting
program, shall be a party to the permit proeeediag apoa its
owe petitio&, or may be joined as a party apoa order of the
P...dministrati•;e Law J1:1dge. If th8 DEQ is aot a party to the
proeeediRgs, the Admiaistrative Law Jadge may sall
witaesses, hear tsstimoRy aad reseive evideaee from ths
peimit drafting program:. Sash witnssses shall be sabjeet to
sross EHEamiaatioa by the parties.
(41 Loeatioa for Admiaistrath•e PeFmit Heariags.
Proceediags related te admiaistratiVEl permit heariHgs shall
ee held at the priasipal offiee of the DEQ anleso otherwiss
specified ey ths AdmiaistratP;e La•.v Judge.
252:2-13-33.

Relationship to other rules
[REVOKED]
Ia additioa to the provisions of this Part, ths
reqairemeats and proeedares set forth ia Saeshapter 9 of
this Chapter (Ol\C 2)2:2) for individual proceediags shall
apply to admiRistratlt,•e permit proseediRgs aad heariRgs
aaless specified otherwise or iH conflist. lH eases of sonflist,
specific provisioRS of this Part coRtrol owr Sooshapter 9.
The provisions iBsl\lde:
fl1 OAC 2S2:2 9 7 (Administrative Law Jadges aRd
Clerks);
~ OAC 2S2:2 9 g (Serviss);
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tJj Q.A£ :652:2 9 lQ (Pn~IH!arieg comersecss);
f41 OAC 252:2 9 11 (Pnhsarieg schsdYlieg
cosfursecs);
252:2 9 12 (Discovery);
W 0.-\C :652:2 9 1J (Prshsar.ng Order);
~ OA-C 252:2 9 14 (SYbposeas);
f&j o.o..c 252:2 9 le (Motioes);
t9j 0.<\C 252:2 9 17 (CoetiaYancss);
fW1 0,<\C 252:2 9 18 (&.4dsetiary hsaring procedurss);
f1.!j Q.A£ 252:2 919 (DsfaYlt);
~ 0.<\C 252:2 9 2Q (Ssttlsmset);
f1Jt Q.A£ 252:2 9 21 (Proposed ordsrs);
fl41 0.<\C 252:2 9 22 (Final ordus); aad
fl5t Q.A£ 252:2 9 23 (~coesidsratioa).
~ OP.£

taeir rsprsseetation is by more thae oes Couessl, the
Pstitioesrs shall select oes Lead Couessl to coerdinats
actiee and ceHlm\lnications ee behalf ef all Pstitioners and
their attorneys. The sshlctioa of a bad CoYnssl shall not
prohibit other attorneys fer petitioeers, er uarsprsseatsd
Pstitioesrs, from Eli>.•idiag respoesibilitiss such as direct and
cross 81Eamieation, discovery, aaa opeeiag/closing
argumeats. Desigeation as Lead CoYassl shall eot be
deemed to establish an attoraey clieet rslatioeship not
othsrv.4ss smting. For goad caHss, the Administrati>1e Law
1Ydge may allo"" sYbstimtioe of Lead Couessl and aythems
addi.-tioaal Lead CeYessl when conflicts of ieten:st appear.
252:2-13-37.
Identification of issues [REVOKED]
lategmted petitioa. The Lead Ceunsel, oa behalf of all
jeiesd P0titioasrs, shall flls an intsgratsd pstitien in the
office ef P..dministrativs HeariBgs w4tbin twsnty (20) days
aftsr ths complstiee ef the prshearing Ysrificatioe
confsreacs. The ietegratsd pstitioa shall name the person
agaiBst wham n1lief is rs'f\lested, ooetain a rsf@reace to the
statutes and/or rules iiwe!TI8d, contaia a brief statement ef
the facts giviag a right te rsli0f, aed stat@ clearly and
concissly the actioe er relief seught aed th0 ground thsrsfor.
Ths iatsgratsd pstition shall bs iB the form sst forth ie Rule
252:2 9 2(c). ~lief in the altsrnati'l@ may be pleaded. The
petition shall also centain a preliminary listiag ef topics
which th0 P0titiensr(s) inteeds to put at issys in the hearing.
Upea filing aa ietegratsd pstitiea with the DEQ, Lead
Ceunsel shall serve the Respeadset with a cepy ef the
petitien and shall mail cepies te, or make persoaal delivery
to, all Pstitieeer(s) or thsk reprsssatatives.
~ J.o~~swer. The ~speedsnt shall fils an ansv.•er te ths
iBtsgratsd petition wi-thin twenty (2Q) days after service of
the pstitioe upoe him. An aaswsr may coatain speci-fic
rsspeasss er a general denial aed shall be served ~ the
R~spoedset on all other parties to the actiee.
tc} Cross petition• The Rsspendsnt may fils a cress
petition aea the eamsd parties shall ha-ve the right to file
answers withie 20 days ef service.
tat Amendment of petition and answer. The partiss have
ths right te ameaa pstitiees aed answers Hpea a showing of
geed cause and •.vith leavs of the Administrative Hearing
Judg0.-

fat

252:2-13-35.

Prebearing verification conference
[REVOKED]
W NatWe.- .<\GcordiBg to 75:309(b), ths Admiaistrati\'tl Law
htdgs shall gi¥s eotics to reqYssters aed RE!spoedsets of a
prshearieg verificatioe csefsnmce oa a reqHest for an
administrati,•s permit hsar.ng.
fb1 PuFpose, Tht~ prshsariag V@rification comersncs shall
bs attsndt~d by all rs'f\lsstsrs and R£lspoadt~ets ami/or their
rsprsssatati>les for ths purpose of e11:aminieg eotics aed
idsetiff.ng partit~s and their rsprsssatativss.
tc} ''erifieatioa of aotiee. The P..dlllinistrati.>.•e Law JHdge
shall S:Kamine tY,r4dsece aed receivs tsstimoay oe whsthsr
eotics of tht~ opportmlity to re'fYeSt an administrati-ve permi-t
hearing was gi>1se iB accordaace with applicable law.
tat ~rifieation af relJ:Uest. Ths AdmiBistrati-vt~ Law Jydgs
shall verify wht~ther t~ach rsqusstsr mads a timely aed
proper Hl'fYSst for the heariag.
W Verifieatioa af staadiag. The Admiaistrati-vs Law
Jydge shall•.rerify the standing of all F8'f\lestsrs to be parties
pl:lrsYaet to re~irsmeats sst by applicable la>.v.
ft} Cure of delieieades. Tht~ Admiaistratir;e Law Judge
may allow deficiseciss iB notics or proof of standing te be
cured.
.

(gj Identifieatioa af represeatati\•es. When 'ltlrificatioa is
cemplste, each party shall ideatify its ceuessl. All counsel
and incli•;idHals appt~aring pre ss (F@pF@ssH:ting thsmse!Tiss)
shall ester a writhlR setry of appearaecs with the
,A-..dministrativs Law htdgs. In aaeitioa, each party shall
dssigeats enS individHal to fCCSWS ROtice ana tO take
primary respeesibili.-ty for ths fllmg of documeets 1Nith the
t\dministrativs Law Clerk.
fht Groups. Members of a formally ergaaizsd greup may
rsqyest te be coesiasrsd as one party te the hearieg aed shall
be coesidersd a siagle satity i.-f they meet applicable staeding
requirsmsats for sHch a group or i.-f ten (lQ) members msst
the applicable standing rsqHirsmeats for indi>Aduals. A
greup ~alified to be a siagls party must be reprsseB:tsd by
CoYmsl duriag administratws permit procssdiBgs.
252:2-13-36.
Selection of Lead Counsel [REVOKED]
\Vhsa more thaa one Pstitiensr is verified as a party aad
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252:2-13-38.
Administrative record [REVOKED]
Conteat. Ie additiee te the provisioes of Subchapter 9
of this Chapter, ths administrative permit hearing recerd
shall iBcluds:
fl-1 the permit applicatiee ee fils with the DEQ, as
anl@Bdsd;
~ all •nrittse cemmsB:ts received during the pYblic
cemmeet period;
~ ths taps or traescript ef the formal public meeting;
f41 docYmeats resulting from tb@ DEQ's rsvis>.'l of the
permit applicatiee and pHblic cemmsnts;

fat
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thtl eraft permit, fast sheet aae the response to
sommeats, if any, issued by the DEQ; and
(9f all pualished aotises.
W Admission iota ev:iden~. 'I1le dosumtlRts refereased in
(a) of this Ssstioa may as admitted ana rese~d iR svideass.
The Administrative Law J.adgs may Girest that a witness ae
provides to sponsor a portion or portions of thess
doGUmeats. The l\dministrati>1e L<PN Juege may direst ths
appropriate party to produse the witness for
sross examination. If a sponsoring witness saaaot ae
pro•lidee, the Admiaistrative Lw.v Juege may reeuse the
weight ;wsorded tb@ appropriate portion of the rt~sord.

252:2-13-39.

fat

Withdrawal and dismissal [REVOKED]

Witkdnwal. Any Petitioner may fermally withdr<PJI
from the proceedings at any time by filing a statemeat of
withdrawal with the Administratp,re L<P.v Qerk.
W Dismissal aad Felease,
fl1 By metien of Petitioner(s), PJ: any time during the
proceedings, Petitioner(&) may request Gismissal of ths
astian by filing a motion with the Ht~aring Clerk that is
sigaee ay an Petitioat~r(s) or tl~tli£ represeatativt~(s).
Sush eismissal shall ae with prejueioo unless the wores
"\vithout prejudice" appear iR the Order of Dismissal
issued by too ,l\dministratPI8 Law Judge.
~ By metien ef Respondent. An astioa shaH ae
dismiSS@Q ay the Administrati-ve Law Judge upon
withdrawal of thtl permit applisatioa ay the
P&lspoaeeat. ,"illy sush dismissal shall ae ·.vita prejudice
as to that permit applisatioa aad the draft permit relates
thereto.
~ By AdministFBti¥e l.aw .Judge. Aa astioa may ae
eismissed by the A.dmiaistrative Law Judge if all
PetitioneFS fail to appear or to presesute with Qiligease,
or whee Petitioner(&) are in disoaeeit~ase to an Interim
Order issued by the Aeministrati·ve Law Jtidge. 'A.ny
Petitioaer may ae eismissed from an aagoing astian fer
failure to appear or prosesute with diligease or fer
disaaedieRGe to an Interim Order, only upan motion by
a party to the astiaa. Such Gismissals shall nat ossur
until a Petitioner soo,jest to the Dismissal On:lt~r rsseivss
natiss of ths praspestivs dismissal and is gwsa ths
opportuaity to ae aeare soaseraiag it. The
Aemiaistrative Lw.v Judge ~ release any party from
the ;wtioa upon proper matioa at aay time.

252:2-13-40.

fat

Evidentiary hearing procedures on draft
permits [REVOKED]

Onler ef preeedure. For iafermatioa an order of
prossdure, see OAC 232:2 9 H~.
W Bunlen ef prnef. Ths Respaadeat has the aurdea af
proaf as to isSYss raissd by Petitianer(s).
fl1 Petitiener(s). Petitiooor(s) shall have the aurdea
of gaiRg furward to pressnt an affirmative sass aa tae
issuss idsntifiee ia the pi!titioa.
~ Respendent. Afti!lr tae seaslusiaa ef the sase ef
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thi! PetitioBElr(s), the Rsspoaeeat shall B<P/8 the hHrdea
of pri!SI!lating an affirmatP.'i!l sas0 oa all isSYI!lS rais0d by
th0 Pl!ltitiaai!r(s).
Bot Testimeny and ernss examination. The Aeministrativ0
Law Juegs may provide fer the tsstimen-y of opposing
\vita8SS8S ta ae aeard SORS8SUtiTJ8ly. .N'o srass l!lxaminatioa
shall be allo-wee on etuestioas ef law, on mattl!lFS that are aat
suajest ta shalleage in aa aeministrati\•e Bl!lariag, ar aa
qul!lstioas ef DEQ policy ex€8pt to the eJ«sat sHea policy
m:ust al!l aaalyzsd to dissloss ths aasis fer draft psrmit
re'F:liri!lml!lnts. IsSYI!lS al!ll?.'/eea th0 partil!ls that arl!l ri!ll!l'lant to
ilie hearing aut BOt raisl!lQ at the asarffig shall al!l eismissl!ld
as al!lt\vst~n tas pa..rti@s and may as so re&stl!ld in tal! fiaal
finQings of fast aae coRGlusioas of law.

252:2-13-41.

fat

Orders [REVOKED]

Prepesed and Final Orders. Far iafermatiaa OH
Praposed aad Final Orders, see OAC 252:2 9 21 and
252:2 9 22.
W Final Orders. Fiaal Ordsrs issuiag from aa
administrative psrmit asariag s~all ai!l aassd OB tas
applisal:lls prGVisioas af stat:utss aad rull!ls, and may as
soaditiaaee ia ascardanss with fiaeiags and
resolnl.'BElaeatiaas of the Ac!ministrative Law Juegs.

252:2-13-42.

Issuance or denial of pennit
[REVOKED]

The applisaat aears the aurdea of pi!rsuadiag the
agency that th0 psrmit shauld issue. Title 75 O.S. 1991, § 307
is the appropriate msshanism to address any alli!ged fail:urtl
by th0 DEQ ta sonfurm tae iSSYaasl!l or dsnial of tas pi!rmit
to the rl!l'}Uiri!lmeats of a Final Order.

SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITI'ING
PROCEDURES [REVOKED]
PART 1. UNIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM IN
GENERAL [REVOKED]
252:2-15-1.

fat

Purpose and applicability [REVOKED]

Purpese. Th0 rul0s in this Stil:lshapti!lr impli!mi!lnt the
Oklahoma Uniform ER'Ikenmsatal Permitting Ast, 27A
O.S.Supp.1993, § 2 14 101 etseq., ana apply to applisaats for
aad holders of DEQ permits ana other authamatioas.
W Supersedes ineensistent rules. Exeept as otaerwiss
pre•lieed by statute, tJ.:i@ provisiom of thls Sueshapt0r saall
supsrs8G0 any inconsistent provisioa of othi!r Chapt0rs of
this Title.
Bot Applieability.
fl1 Applisations fll0d wit& tae DEQ on aae after July
1, 199€i, arl!l subjest to too prossdural reetuiremsats af
27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2 14 101 et seq., this Subshapt0r
and other applicaele rules of the Eoard.
~ Applisatioes filed before Jaly 1, 199€i, are s:ubjest to
th0 statutory aae regulatory procl!ldural re'F:liremeats
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8Kisting at th8 tim8 of th8 filiBg HB:l8ss th8 applieant
el8sts to eomply •Nith the statutss and rnlss d8ssribsd iB
paragraph 1 of this sHbssetion.

252:2-15-2.
Definitions [REVOKED]
In addition te tgrms dsfmsd in 252:2 1 2, tha follawing
?lOrds and tsrms, whtm \lssd in this SYbGhaptsr, shall have
ths follmving msanings, ynlsss ths eonts11it clsarly indiGat0s
othsrvfiss:
"Ad" msans ths Oklahoma Uniform En¥ironmsntal
Psrmitting .<\ct, 27A O.S. § 2 15 HH et seq.
'iA.dJministrati·;ely eam.plete" msam an applieation that
contains thlil information spscifigd iB ths application form
and rul8s in sYfficient dstail to allow ths DEQ to bsgin
tsch..'lical nwis'll.
'~plieatioo" Sss 27l•..· O.S.Sllpp. 1995, § 2 14 103(1).
"Major faeility", as yssd in air qyality tier
elassifieations, msaas a soHrce subjset to the psrmitting
rsqYirem0nts of 40 GFR Part 70.
"Minar soHree", as \lS!ilG in air qYality tisr classifications,
msans a soYrcs that is not sybjsct to ths psrmitting
rt~quir!llmsnts of 40 CFR Part 70.
"Oft' site", as Hsed in ha2ardoYs waste, solid waste and
VIC tisr classificatioas, meaas a facility whiGh rgcsivss •.vast!ll
from varioHs souress for trgatmsnt, storags, proGSssmg, or
disposal.
"Oo site", as Hssd in ha2ardeys 'Nasts, solid wast8 and
VIC tisr classifications, mlllans a facility o¥tnsd and epsrat!lld
by an indystry for th8 trsatrnsnt, storage, procsssing, or
c:Hsposal of its ovtn wasts B*Gllls~ly.
"Part" msans a numbt~rt~d Part of thls SYbGhaptt~r.
"Program" msans a rngulatory ssction or di•tisien ef ths
~

"liilYbmittal" msans a docYmsnt or group of docamsnts
providsd as part of an applieation.
"Supplemeat" msans a rssponss to a requsst for
additienal iaformatien following complstsness and
tschnieal r8'1isws, and information submittsd valHntarily by
ths applicant.
"UIC" msans t:moorground injlllction control.

252:2-15-28.

Permit decision-making authority
[REVOKED]
{at Designated pasitioas, Ths &seYtivs Dirsstor may
dslsgats in 'Jlriting ths powsr and d\1!3' to issus, rsn&w,
amgnd, modify and dsny psrmits and taks othsr
aythorization or rsgistration action. Urusss dslsgat0d to a
Division Dirnetor by formal assignmlllnt or ml0, ths allthority
to aet on Tisr I applisations shall ee dslsgatsd to positions
within lilaeh psnnitting program having teek."lical Sllpsrvisory
rssponsibilities and, for local aetions a\lthoricsd by law, to
enwiroomsntal spscialist positions hsld by ths DEQ's local
ssrviess rsprsssntativss. Ths a\lthority to act on sm0rgsn~
psrmits or Tisr II applieations shall bs dslsgatsd to ths
Di'lision Dirlilctor of thlil applicabls psrmJtting division.
W Revisioa. Ths Exscutivs Dirsctor may amsnd any
dslsgatioe in ·,•,'fiting.
252:2-15-29.
Published notices [REVOKED]
Notiee eaoteat, In addition to content reEJ:Hirlilments of
th8 .4ct, all publishsd l0gal noticlil(s) shall contain ths:
fit Name and addrsss of the· applieant;
{?.)- Name, address and l0gal dessription of ths sitlll,
faeility and/or asti·,.:ity;
fJ1 Purposs of notics;
01 1'yps of psrmit er plllrmit aetion bsing sought;
~ Dsscription of actiyitiss to be r8gYlatlild;
f6t Loeations where ths applisation may be rlil"'iswsd;
f+f Nam!lls, addr!ilSS!ils and t!lllsphons numbsrs of
eontaet psrsons for ths DEQ and for ths applieant;
~ Dsseription of pYblis partieipation opportuniti0s
and time p0riod for eomm8nt and rsqy.ests;
t9f :t\ny othsr information required ey DEQ rules; and
fWj L'..ny infonnation ths applicant deems rsl1want.
W Proof of publieatian, t\n applicant, vfithin twenty (20)
days aftsr the dats of pHblieation, shal-l prmids th!il DEQ
with a writtsn affidavit of publieation for CE~aeh noties
publish8d. In sass of a mist:iks in a published aotics, thlil
DEQ may apprm•s ths publication of a legal notie8 of
corrsetion or may rsctYirs that the entirs lsgal noties bs
rlilpublished.

W

252:2-15-30.

PART 3. TIER I, II AND ill PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS [REVOKED]
252:2-15-26.
Tier processes described [REVOKED]
1b implsmlllnt ths thrllllil ti0rnd pgrtnitting proessses of
th0 .4ct, applieations are elassifisd in Fart 5 as Tisr I, II or III.
Thill stsps an applieant myst follow for a Tisr I, II or III
applieation are shm¥n in ,P.,pplllndix C of this Chapter.

Tier I process requirements
[REVOKED]
W Pre applieatioo eoafereaee. Prier to filing aa
application, an applieant may rsq\lest a confersnes w-ith the
~

W

252:2-15-27.
Unclassified applications [REVOKED]
Ths tilllr designation for any typlil of application not
dassifi.gd in this SubGhaptgr shall bs dstsnnia0d aeeording
to 27A O.S.SHpp. 1995, § 201.
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Applieatiaa filiag.
Copies, 'JY;o (2) eopiss of a Tier I application shall
bs filed with ths DEQ S*Gept whsn the application form
or instmctions sp!llcifics that only ons (1) eopy is aesded.
•-\r{!)licaats for rssidsntial systsms (OAC 252:94Q) and
small publie s0'.vags systems (<AA£C 252:955 29) p8rmits
shall flls their two eopics \\i.th ths loeal DEQ effic8 for
the eount3• in whish ths rnal prop0rty is loeatsd.
f2f Fee&. F€lss sstablishsd in DEQ program rul0s shall
bs payabls at thlil tims of applisatioa and ars not
rsfundabls.

fit
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tJt

Netiee te landewneF. Applicants m1c1st
demonstrate to tlu~ DEQ that th~ are aot seeking a
permit for land or for aay operation lipOB land o·.•.<aed by
others \vithout their kaO\•Aedge. Applicants shall certify
by affidavit Bled with the DEQ that; th~ own the real
property; or they ha·;e a ClcliTeBt lease or easemeat which
is gPJ8B to aecomplish the permitted purpose; or if they
do aot own the real property, they a~·e provided legal
notice to those who do. The DEQ may rely oa tee
affida,Jit, and the applicants shall bear the burden of
meeting aay challenges. Legal aotiGe is governed by
Oklahoma law ·Nhich, for ~le, authorizes: serv:ice
by sheriff or p£P;ate proGess set'>'er, serv4ce by certified
mail, restriGted delivery; or service by publi6atioa, if the
person GaBBOt be leGated tbrol:lgh. ooe diligeace. Noti6e
to the person who sigaed a lease or to the administrator
or 8KElrutor of a trust or an estate may be &Yffisieat.
fB- Withdrawal. Aa applicant may withdraw aa
application at aay time with written aoti6e to tht~ DEQ
ami forfsitlclre of fees. ·
(6} AjJplieatiea miew. Unless stated otheniJise ill ae>.v la\v&
or rules, appliGatioB& are subject to the laws aa4 rules of the
DEQ as th~ mast oa the date of filing aad aftelWard as
changed, 1c1p to the date of iss1c1aace or denial. See Part 7 for
r8'iie•.v proced\:H'Ss and time lines.
fdt Issaaaee er deaial.
01 Cemplianee relJ:uired. A ae'i'J, modified or
reae'lled psrmit or other a1c1thomatioa shall not be
iss1:1ed uatil the DEQ has determiaed the application is
in Slclbstantial complianGe with applicable requirements
of the Code and rules of the Hoard.
~ Ceaditieas fer issuaaee. The Department may aot
issue a aew, modified or renewed peFIBit or other
a1:1thorizatioa if:
(A) TM appi:Want has not paid alimonies owed to
the DEQ or is aot in substantial compliance with the
Code, rules. of the Hoard aad the terms of aay
existing DEQ permits and orders, The DEQ may
iiBpose special conditioas oa the appi:Want to asSlclre
compliance aadler a separate scht~dule 'Nhich the
DEQ considers at~cessary to achieve required
compliance; or
fB1 Material facts ·.vere misrepressated or
omitted from the application aad the applicant knew
or sho~:~ld have kaowa of Slclch misreprsseatatioa or
omissioa.
~ IssuaJKe, See 252:2 15 28.
252:2-15-31.

Tier II process requirements
[REVOKED]
W Pre applieatiea eeafereaee, "Tier I" reqYinmsats
apply. See 252:2 15 30,
f91 Applieatiea, "Tier I" requirements apply. See
252:2 15 30, sJrospt the applicant shall file three (3) copies of
tee application with the DEQ aad place oae (1) copy for

June 7, 2007

p1c1blic rs¥isw in the coYBty ia whish the site, facility or
activity is located.
(6} Published aotiee ef filiag. See 27A 0.~. § 2 14 J01 aad
252:2 15 29.
fdt Applieatiea review. "Tier I" reqyiremeats apply. See
252:2 15 JO.
W llraft permit er draft denial. See 27A O.S. § 2 14 302.
ft} Netiee ef draft permi&/deaial. See b/A O.S. § 2 14 302
and 252:2 15 29. fer permit modification actions, only those
iss1c1es relevant to the modificatioa(s) shall be reopened for
public revie>.v and comment.
01 keptiea te aetiee FelJ:Biremeat. Applicants for
solid waste traasfer station permits shall be exempt from
pYelic comment aad publi6 meeting reqYirsmeats if the
board of co1c1aty commissioners of the co1c1aty of the
proposed site, after opport1c1aity for written or oral
public comment, has fo"l:lad the application to be within
the scope of the co1:1aty's solid \Vasts maaagemeat plan.
See b!A O.S. S1c1pp. 1995, § 2 10 307.
~ .A..dditieaal netiee. Ia additioa to Section J02
~

(A)

Applicants for a :NPDES, RCRA or UIC
permit are subject to applicable additional aotiGe
provisioas of federal requirements pro~BYlgated as
rules of the Hoard.
fB1 Applicants for a proposed wastewater
discharge or emissions psrmit which may afftlct the ·
'''ater q:~:~ality or air 'lYality of a aeighboring state
m1c1st give writtea notice to the eaviroameatal
regy}atory ageasy of that state.
fCt .4~pplicaats for a solid waste landfill peFIBit
shall prQJAde aotice by certified mail, retlclm receipt
re'lYested, to ow11ers of miaeral interests aad to
adjaseat laadowaers whose property may be
&Ybstantially affected by iastallation of a landfill site.
See DuLane,•l: OSDH, Okl., 8@ P.2d 979 (1993).
fgt Publie eemmeat aad feARal publie meeting. See 27A
O.S. § 2 14 302 and 27A. O.S. § 2 14 303. The DEQ shall
d@termint~ the location of any foFIBal public meeting to be
held and the designated presiding officer shall establish its
prosed1c1res.
Response te eemmeats. See 27/\, O.S. § 2 14 304.
W Issuaoee er deaial. "Tier I" reEJU:iremt~ats apply. See
252;2 15 30.

tat

Tier ill process requirements
[REVOKED]
tat Pre applieatiea eoaferenee. "Tier I" rsq1c1iremeats
apply. See 252:2 15 30.
fb1 Filing, fees aad witlldmwal. "Tier II" re'l1c1iremeats
apply. See 252:2 15 31.
(6} Netiee ef filiag aad preeess meeting oppertunity. +he
applisaat shall inskide a 3Q day opportl:lnity to request a
process meeting in the published noti£e of filiag. See 27A
O.S. § 2 14 3Ql(H) and 252:2 15 29.
fdt Preeess meetiag. ~ee 27..'\ O.S. § 2 14 301(H). The
252:2-15-32.
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location of and proced1:1res for the process meeting shall be
determined by the DEQ.
W Ajlplieation rev:i~~ "Tier I" req1:1iremsats apply. Sse
652.:2. 15 30.
tt} Draft peFRlit or draft denial. See 2.7A O.S. § 2 14 302,
fgf Notiee of draft peFRlit/denial. "Tier II" req1:1irements
apply. See 252.:2. 15 31.
W Publie eomment period and publie meeting, "Tier II"
req1:1iremeats apply. See 252:2 15 31.
fit Proposed permit and notiee, After the DEQ revi8\'JS
public comments aac) prepares a propose() permit by
am~mdiag the draft p0rmit
rsspons0 to co:mm:sats as
necessary, the applicant shall p1:1blish notice of the proposed
psrmit aad of the opportWlity to request an ac):ministrative
permit hearing. See 27A O.S. § 2 14 304 and 652:2 1$ 29.
B)- Administrative permit hearing. See 27A O.S. §
2 14 304 aac), for procedl:lres, S1:1bchapter 13 of this Chapter,
except refureaces to "()raft permit" ia Subchapter 13 shall
meaa "propose() permit" as 1:1sec) ia 27A O.S. § 2. 14 103 and
2.7l•. O.S. § 2 14 304 (C) aac) (D).
tk} Response to eommeats, See 27A O.S. § 2. 14 304.
W Issuanee or denial. "Tier I" req1:1irsmeats apply. See
252.:2. 15 30.

m

PART 5. TIER CLASSIFICATIONS [REVOKED]

252:2-15-40.

Air quality applications • Tier I
[REVOKED]

fa)- Minor faeility permits, The follmvieg air q1:1ality
authorizatioas for miaor facilities n quire Tier I
applicatioas.
f*1 New permits. New constructioe, operatiag and
relocatioa peffB:its.
~ Modifieations of peFRlits,
W Modification of a coestructioa permit for a
miaor facility that will remaia mieor after the
modifieatioa.
fB} Modificatioe of an operatieg permit that will
eot chaega the facility's classificatioe from minor to
majer..
fCt Exteesioa of expiration date of a coBStructioa
permit.
fJf Ren~•als, ~ae~vals of operating permits.
(b)- Part 70 souree permits. The follo•Niag air quality
authorizatioes for Part 70 sources rsquire Tier I
applications.
f*1 Ne\'l' permits.
W Ne•.v coestructioa peFFB:it for an !Wsting Part
70 source for any chaege contiidersd minor unc)er
652:100 g 7.2.(b)(1).
fB} New operating permit that:
fit is based oa a construction parmit that ~\•as
processed uec)ar Tier II or III, aec) 652;100 g S,
and
fHj has coeditions which do not differ from too
contitrnctioe pefHlit's operatieg coeditioas ie
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any way considered sigaificaat 1:1ader
652:100 g 7.2(b)(2).
~ Modifieations of peFRlits.
tA) Modification of aay operatiag permit
coaditioa that:
fit is based on the operating coaditioas of a
GO!ltitruction permit that was processed 1:1ader
Tier II or III, and 2$2:100 g S, and
fiif does not differ from those construction
psrmit conditions in any way considered
signifisaat 1:1nder 2$2:100 g 7.2(b)(2).
{B) A construction or operating permit
modification
that
is
minor under
652:100 g 7.2(b)(1).
~
Extsnsion of expiratioa date of a Part 70
source's constmctioa permit with no or minor
modifications.
. W Other authorizations. The following air q1:1ality
a1:1thor~ations req1:1ire Tier I applications.
f*1 New, modified and naswed individ1:1al
a1:1thor~atioas 1:1nder general operating psFFB:its for
which a schsd1:1le of compliance is not rsquired by
252:100 g 5(c)(S)(B)(i).
~ Bum approvals.
fJf Plant wide emission plan approval under
652.:100 37 25(b) or 2.52.:100 39 490).
f4j Administrative amendments of all .air quality
permits and other a1:1thomatioas.
f.B Alternative emissions red1:1ctioa a1:1thomations.
(Also s1:1bject to state implemeatatioe plan revision
procedl:lres in 252:100 11.)

252:2-15-41.

Air quality applications - Tier II

[REVOKED]
Minor faeility permit aetiens. Aay minor facility
seekiag a peFFB:it for a modifieatioe that when completad
vlol:llc) tum it iato a Part 70 source is req1:1ired to apply ueder
subsectioa (b) of this sectioa.
(bt Part 70 souree ·permits. The followiag air quality
authorizatioes for Part 70 sources require Tier II
applisatioas.
f*1 New peFRlits.
tA) New coastructioa permit for a new Part 70
source not classifiad under Tier III.
~
New coastructioe peffB:it for aa SK!sting Part
70 sourca for any change coesic)ered sigeificaat
uadar 252: 100 8 7.2.(b)(2.) aed which is not classified
under Tier III.
~
New operating pafHlit for a Part 70 source
that did eot have aa uederlyffig coestructioa pefHlit
processed ueder Tier II or III, and 252: 100 g S.
~ New operatieg permit with one or more
coeditions that differ from the underlying Tier II or
III coestructioe permit's oparating conditions ie a
way
coasidsred
sigaificaat
uac)er
252:100 g 7.2(b)(2).

tat
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fP)-

New acid ram pe:rmit that is indepeadeat of a
Part 70 permit applicatioa.
fF} New temporary SO\Hce permit aader
252:100 8 9.2.
{21 Modifieatioas of pem~its.
W ~igaificaat modificatioa, as described ia
252:100 g 7.2(b)(2), of an operatffig permit that is
aot bassd oa aa aadsrlyiag coastractioa permit
processed \:Iader Tier II or III, and 252:100 g 8.
tR)- Modificatioa of an operating permit wooa the
coaditioas proposed for modificatioa differ from the
aaderlyiag' coastr\:lctioa permit's operatiag
coaditioas ia a way coasidered sigaificaat aader
252:100 g 7.2(b)(2).
fGj A coastmctioa permit modificatioa
coasidered sigaificaat \:Iader 252:100 g 7.2(b)(2)
aad which is aot classified \:Iader Tier III.
~ Reaewals, Reaswals of operating permits.
W OtheF authoFirllatioas. The followiag air EJ:Yality
aathorizations reEJ:liinl Tier II applications.
f!1 Nsw, modified aad resewed geasral operatiag
permits.
{21 Iadivid\:lal authorizatioas uader aay geaeral
opsratiag psrmit for whish a schsdule of compliance is
reEJ:Yired by 252:100 8 5(c)(8)(IJ)(i). ·

flBtroleum storage aad traasfsr tmits with a
total storage capacity s1£Sssdiag JOO,OOO baF£8ls,
~ phosflhate rock flFOcessiag fllant,
~ fl9rtlaad cemeat fllants,
(St flrlmary aluminum ore reductioa plaats,
fB flrlmary coflpBr smelters,
ttJ). flrlmary lead smelters,
M flrlmary ziac sraelters,
fW1 secoadary metal flrodustiaa fllaats,
fX1 siat@riag plaats,
M sulfur reco'I8£Y fllaats, or
(61 tacoaite are processiag fllants, and
{21 Any other source aot specified in paragraph (1) of
this defiaitioa which emits, or has the pot@etial to smit,
250 tons fl@F y@ar ar more of aay pollutant subject ta
rsgulatioa.
fbt Existieg iaeiaemtoFS. An apfllicatioa fur aay change in
smissioas or flOteatial to emit, ar aey chaage ia aay flennit
COaeitioa, that W0\:119 have Ca\l:S@d aa iaciaerator to be
defia@d as a major statioaary so1:1rce whea origieally
flBrmitted shall reEJ:Wrs a Tier III apfllicatioa.
W Peteatial to emit. For pYrflOSBS af this sectioa,
"poteatial to emit" meaas emissioas resultiag from the
applisatioa of all @aforceable flennit limitatioas as definss
in 0.<\C 252:100 1 J.

Air quality applications -Tier ill
[REVOKED]
W New m~oF statioaacy soucees. A coastrnctioa permit
for aay ae>.v major statioaary source listed in this subsectioa
reEJ:Uirss a Tier III applisatioa. For p\:lrposes of this sestioa,
"Major statioaary source" msans:
f!1 P.ny of the followiag sounaes ofair pollutants which
emits, or has the poteatial to emit, 100 tons per year or
more of aay pollataat subject to regulatioa:
W caJ;boa black plants (furnace process),
tR)- charcoal productiaa plaats,
tGj chemical process plants,
fD) coal cleaning plants (with thermal drysrs),
@
coke GVea batteries,
f.Ft fossil f\:lel boilers (or combustioa
thersot),totaling mars than 250 millioa "STU per
hm:IF heat input,
fGt fossil fuel fired steam. electric plants of more
thaa 250 millioa "STU per ho\:lr heat iap\:lt,
flit fuel coavsrsioa plants,
fl)glass fiber pracsssiag plants,
f.J). hydrotl\:loric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
W iroa and steel mill plaats,
fbt kraft pulp mills,
tMf lime plaats,
~
iaciaerators, S*cept vi-here 1:1ssd S*slasively as
air pollatiaa coatral devises,
tG1 pstrols1:1m refiBsries,

252:2-15-43.

252:2-15-42.

June 1, 2001

Hazardous waste management
applications • Tier I [REVOKED]
The follawiag hazarda\:ls waste maaagemeat
a1:1thorizatioas rsEJ:liire Tier I applicatiom.
f!1 aass 1 modificatioa of any hazardous waste flermit
FSEf\:liriag flrior Dsflartmeet appro•;al as Sflecified iH 40
GFR § 270.42.
{21 Modificatioa to a resyclieg permit in accordaace
'llith 2U. o.s. SHflfl· 1994, § 2 7 118(A).
~ Class 2 flermit modificatioa as dElfmee ia 40 CFR
§ 270.42.
f41 Eraergeacy hazardous waste disposal fllaa
apprGVal.
.
f51 Hazardo\:ls waste gElaerator dispasal plan apflroval.
ta1 10shnical plaa appr<>'lal.
f+1 Hazardo1:1s waste transparter liceas@.
(81 Hazardaas waste transfsr statioa plaa madificatioa
•.vhich is aat related to capasi~.
~ Era8rgsasy flE!rmit iss\:lee in accordaace with 40
GFR § 270.91.
(-W)- IRterim statl:ls clasare plaa appro•;al ia accordance
with 40 CFR § 295.11J(d)(4).
fl-11l\4;iaor adm.inistratP/@ raodificatiaa af all psrmits
aaa atasr a\:ltharizatioas.
~ Reeewal of disposal plan approval aad traasporter

1903
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madified or reaswed autharizatioa Hader a
geaeral permit.
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fl41 Approval

of temporary a1:1therizations in
aooordans0 with 4Q GFR § 27Q.42.

252:2-15-44.

Hazardous waste management
applications -Tier II [REVOKED]

The following hazardo1:1s waste management
a1:1thorizations rsquirs Tisr II applications.
fB On sits hazardm:1s waste treatmsnt, storag0 or
disposal permit.
f2j Mobile recycling psrmit.
~ Research & Dsv~lopmsnt permit.
(4-j Qass 3 modifisatioll' of aay hazaraoas waste permit
as spssifisEI in 40 CFR § 270.42.
~ Modification of an on sits hazarde1:1s waste facility
permit for a fifty p0rc0nt (50%) or grsater increase in
permitted capacity for storage, treatment, anEI/or
disposal, inclHEiing incin0ratien.
f9:) MeEiifisation of an os sits hazareo1:1s waste facility
permit for an SKpansies of psrmittsd boasdariss.
f7) MoEiification of on sits hazardo1:1s waste facility
permit in \¥hich th0 application is for a81.v tn~atmsat,
storage, or disposal methods or aaits which ars
significantly diffsnmt from these p8£Hlittsd.
f81 Ren~Y~val of a hazardo1:1s waste trsatment, storage
or disposal permit.
~ HazarEio1:1s wasts transfer statioa plaa approval.
fW1 HazardOl:lS wasta transfer statioa pla1i moeificatioa
invol-ving incF€laSI:l in appr9V-@G capacity.
fl-lf Variaacs ·.vh-ish is aot part of a permit applicatiea.
~ Variaas0 which is part of a Tisr II p0rmit
applicatioa.

252:2-15-45.

252:2-15-46.

Laboratory certification applications •
Tier I [REVOKED]

A Til:lr I application shall bs rs"':Yirl:lEI for a asw,
modified, amsadsd or reaswsd laeoratery csrtificatiea.
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Laboratory certification applications Tier II [REVOKED]

252:2-15-48.

Laboratory certification applications Tier III [REVOKED]

~

252:2-15-50.

Operator certification applications - Tier
II [REVOKED]

Nooo.252:2-15-51.

Operator certification applications -Tier
ill [REVOKED]

252:2-15-52.

Radiation management applicationsTier I [REVOKED] .

Ths fol-le·hing radiatiea maaagsm0nt aHthorizations
Ti0r I applications:
fB Nsw, am0ndsd and rsnswsd operating permits for
radiation machines;
f2j New, amended and nmswsd permits for x ray
flyerssssncs sp0ctrossepy instrnm0sts assd to dstsct
lsad in paint;
~ N0w and rgasw0d spscifw licsnsss 1:1ndsr ths state
agrs0msnt program not classifisd 1:1mlsr Tiers II or III;
(4-j Iadastrial radiography csrtificatieas;
fB Aj>provals of liosas0 termination plaas that rs"':llirs
so decommissioning or F€lmsdiation;
f9:) Dscemmissiening and r0msEiiation plans rlil"':l:lirsd
for rsmsdiation d1:1s to ths 1:1se, steragg or eisposal of
on0 or morl:l radioacti-ve matsrials with a half lifs of 120
days or lsss;
f11 DBQ approYals of doc1:1msntation shov:iag
rssidaal raEiioactiv-ity lsvsls for a sits or j>ropsrty are
within acssptabls limits as sst by Chapter 4Hl;
f81 Miner amendments of all a1:1t~orizations classified
andsr Tisrs I, II or III; and
~ Majer amsndmsats of all 8:\:ltherizations classfisd
1:1ndsr Tier I.

F€lq1:1in~

Hazardous waste management
applications -Tier ill [REVOKED]

Ths following hazardo1:1s wast0 manag0msst
8:\:lthorizatiess rs"':1:1irs Ti0r III applications.
fB Off sit0 hazanio1:1s waste trsatmsst, storage,
Elisposal, incissratiea asEI/er rscycliag psrrnit
f2j MoEiificatioa of as off sits hazaree1:1s waste facility
pl:lrmit for a fifty percl:lnt (50%) or gf€later increase in
permitted capacity for storage, tr0atment, asd/or
disposal, iackiding inciseratien.
~ Modification of an off sits hazardo1:1s waste facility
permit for as S'Kpansien of permitted be1:1ndariss.
(4-j Modification of off sits hazarEie1:1s waste facility
pl:lrmit is 'lihich ths appHcation is for nsw treatment,
storage, or disposal methods or 1:1nits •.vhich ars
significantly diffsf€lnt from thoss permitted.
fB Variance which is part of a Tisr III applicatios.

252:2-15-47.

-is
-~~

i

252:2-15-53.

Radiation management applicationsTier II [REVOKED]

Ths following radiatioa management aHthorizations
rsquirg Tisr II applicatioas:
fB Decommissioning aad rsmsdiatiea plans required
for os sits rsm0diatiea das to the 1:1S€l, sterags or
disposal of one or more radioactive mat0rials \v-ith a
half life of mere than 120 days, sxcspt for thoss facilities
described iR 252:2 15 54(3)(1\);
f2j N81ll or ren81;ved permits for the non commercial
trsatmsat or disposal efraEiioactivs was-t;s, generated b:y
the applicant, by incia0ration or th0 aml:ladmsnt of ths
iRciasrater psrmit for a capacity increase or for any
S'Kpansioa beyoad psnnittsd l:Jo1:1ndari€ls for ths parpos0
of expanding. epsrations or storage; and .
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~

MoGifisatiea of aR e1Gstiag land eisposal psFIHit for
a lateral S*pansioa vfithin peFHlitted boaRdaries.
. ~ Capaeity inereases of less· than U% with
exeeptions. The moeifisatioa sf a selid 'lJaste
psFHlit, @K!slading iBsiaeratioa p0nnits, iavolviag a
reEil:lest for less thaR tweRty five psrs0at (25%)
iRsreass ia permittee sapacity for storage,
.presessiag or disposal when the reEfl:ltlSt is for
eqaivaleat methoes, aaits or appartsaaaces as thoss
p0rmittee and whish doss aot inveP/@ expansions of
permittee boaRaaries.
~ Plans and other autllorimtioas. Th0 appn~val of
a0w ana ,,,.hen applisabh:, modified or renlilwtld:
W Plans fur sompostiag of yard waste only.
t1J1 I'1!£Hlit traHSftlrs.
~
Non hazareoas iaeastrial solid wast0 disposal

Major ameaemeats of all aYthorizatioHS slassifiee
aader Ti0r II.

252:2-15-54.

Radiation management applicationsTier ill [REVOKED]
The follewiRg raeiatiea maRagtlmtlRt aatherizatieRs
F€lquke Ti0r III appliGatieHSi
f11 N0w ar reMwtle p0£Hlits fur th0 lane eispesal of
lew 1&>.~1 raeieactiV€1 wast@ rtlC@MG frem ethtlrS aRe th€1
majer ameadm0at thtlrtlef; .
~ N0w or naewee permits for the sommersial
treatmeRt ar'eisposal sf raeieactive wasts by
insiileratiea ana the majer ameRemeBt thereef; aRe
~ DesommissiooiBg ana rtlmtleiatioB plans ana the
major ameRemtlBt thereof;
W fur Bl:lclear fl:l€11 cyQ@ facilititlS or facilities aBe
sites involves in th0 manafacturiag or processing of
liscmsee Eil:lantities of raeieactit.·e materials; ana
tiJ1 for sites that reEtl:lire BOth OR aRe eff Site
remeeiatioR eae to th@ l:lS@, storage er eispesal sf
sse ar more raeieactive materials with a half life of
more thaR 120 says.
Solid waste management applicationsTier I [REVOKED]
Th0 fol:lewing salie waste managemtlRt aathorizatieRs
require Tier I applicatieHS.
fl1 New peFRlits.
W Loeally approved solid waste transfer
stations. Permit for a solid \Vasts transftlr statioR
that, prior to applicatioR fl..liRg, nceivee coaRty
commissioRer approval accereiag to 27/\ O.S.Sapp.
1995, § 2 10 J07.
t1J1 Biomedieal wast.! transfer stations using only
sealed eontainers. Biomeeical waste traRsfer
statioR peFHlit •,vheR actiYities are limitee to:
tit coRselieatioR of seal0e coRtaiB0rs; andler
(Ht traasfer of Sllialed coRtainers from OR@
vehicle or moee of transpertatioR to anothllir.
~
Disaswr relief. Emergeacy aathorizatien for
waste eisposal resl:llting from a Ratural Gisaster.
~ Modifieations,
W AU faeilities.
tit MoeificatioR of a solie waste permit to aee
m0thods, aRits or apparttlRaRstls fur littUid
ealkiRg prosesses; yare waste compestiRg;
resydiag eperatioHS; \'lo'aste ssreeniag; ar ealing,
chipping, shreeding or grinding eEt1:liflmeat or
opsratioRs.
flit Moeifit:atioR to aay solid wast0 peFIHit to
mak€1 minor shanges.
tiii) MeeifisatioR of plaHS for slosars andler
. pest sloSl:lre.
fi¥1 P...dmiaistrative medifisatioR sf all permits
and other aathorizatioRs.
t1J1 On site and oil site land disposal faeilities.

plans.
~

Thchnical plaRs.

(E1

Geooty solid •.vasts managsment plans.
Ineividaal aathori2atiens ander a gsReral

tB

~

tG) AM othsr aemiaistrati¥€1 app£OI.'als rsElll:iree
by OAG 252:510 or Oi\C 252:520.

252:2-15-55.
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252:2-15-56.

Solid waste management applicationsTier II [REVOKED]
Ths fullewing solie waste manag0ment aathorii!atioas
reqaire Tisr ll applications. .
fl1 New peFRlits.
W Oo site solid waste proeessing faeilities with
exeeption, Permit for an en site selid wast0
pressssiag fasility exc0pt yard waste samposting as
list0e 1:1ader Ti0r I, RYltl 252:2 15 55.
t1J1 Solid waste tFansfeF stations with exeeptions.
PeFIHit fer a solid wast0 transftlr statioa tlXCtlpt:
tit a transfer station p0rmit with ce~:~aty
soHUBissioRer approval as listee 1:1:nder Tier I,
RYltl 252:2 15 55, or
(Ht a biom0eisal wasts traasfer statien peFH!oit
listee ooeer Ti0r I, Rule 252:2 15 55.
~
Ou sit.! iReinemtors with exeeptions. P€lrH1it
fur an on site iRsinerator exclilpt those @K!@Hlpt oodsr
OA.G 252:520 or thos0 that hav0 an approv0e Air
Q~:~:ality ptlFIHit or Solie Wasts Management Plan.
~ On site land disposal sites. PeFHlit fur an
on site solid wast@ disposal sit€!.
(E1 Material Reeovery Faeility (MRF), Pmait
for a Mat0rial Rtlsovtlry Fasility if 'i'lasttl is aot
soi:I:Fce separat0e.
~ Modifieations.
W All faeilities. Modification of a peFHlit fur a
shange in wasts type.
~
Oo site faeilities. Any moeification of an
on site solid waste p0rmit, lil*cspt as listee and0r Ti0r
I, Rale 252:2 15 55.
~
Oil site faeilities.
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Modification of any off site solie waste
permit involving a rsqt:ulst for mors than
twenty five fHlrcsnt (25%) b1:1t lsss than fifty
psrcsnt (50%) i:ncrsass in psrmittsd capacity
for storags, procsssing or disposal (sKCluding
incinsration) 'llhsn the rsq~:~sst is for eqyivalsnt
msthods, l:lHits or apparteaancss as thoss
permitted, s*Cspt thoss listed under Tisr I, R-1:1ls
252:2 15 55.
W Modification of any off sits procsssiag
facility involving an S:lfPansion of psrmittsd
boumlariss.
'
~ Iaeineraters.
W Modification of an on site iaciaerator
permit for any increase in permittsd capacity for
storags, procsssing, or disposal.
W Modificatioa of an off sits incinsrator
psrmit involving a rsq1:1sst for incrsasss lsss than
fifty psrcent (50%) in pllirmitted capacity for
storagl!l, processiag, or disposal whl!la thlli
rsquest is for squivalllint mllithods, units or
app1:1rteaances as those permittllid.
tJ1 General permit. Nlliw, modifisd or £8n€l'H8d
g€lnsral permit.
Solid waste management applications·
Tier ill [REVOKED]
Thl!i follovling solie waste managsment :rnthorizations
req~:~irs Tisr III applications.
f!1 Ne>A' peFmits.
fA} OIJ site precessing facilities mth exceptions.
Permit for an off sits procsssing facility, ualess
otherwise spscifil!ld in Tier I, R-l:lle 2.52:2 15 55, or
Tier II, R-l:lls 252.:2. 15 58. ·
fB1 OIJ site land disposal fadlity. Permit for an
off site solid wasts land disposal site.
fG1 Ott site inciaerataF. Psrmit for an off site
incinl!lrator.
(2.j Modifieations.
fA} Off site facilities: significant iacrease in
capacity. Modification of :H13' off site solid wasts
permit invol•1ing a fifty p8rcent (50%) or grl!latsr
increase in permittee capacity for storags,
procsssing, and/or disposal, including incineration.
fB1 OfJ site land disposal faeilit,~ Modification
of an off site solid waste land disposal permit for an
I!I*Pansion of pllirmitted boundaries.
tq Oft' site facilities: dil:ferent methods, units or
appurteaances. Modification of an off sits solid
waste permit in \Vhich the reqysst itwolves diffsrent
methods, ~:~nits or app~:~rtenances than those
pl!irrnittl!ld, e*cspt those listed tinder Tier I, Rul8
2.52:6 15 55.
tJ1 Varianee appre:vals. All variances.

252:2-15-58.
VIC applications-Tier I [REVOKED]
The following ~:~ndl!irgro~:~nd iajeetioa eontrol
authorizations rsq1:1ir8 Tier I applisatioas.
f1t Minor modification of a psrmit for Class I, III, aad
V wslls in accordance with 4Q CFR § 14 4.41.
flt Modification of an approvl!id clost1re aad/or
post dosurs r>lan fur a Class lha2ardous waste injl!lction
W&lh
tJ1 Modifieation of an approved plugging and
abandonmsnt plan for Class I nonha2ardot1s and Class
III injlliction wslls.
t4j Modification of an appro>/l!id corrective action plan
for a Class I injl!lction well.
~ Emllirgen(o/ permit m. accordanel!l ·wcith 40 CFR §
~

(af N8w, modified or renl!lwed authorieation under a
gl!lnl!lral permit.
f+t Minor administrativ:El modification of all permits
aad othsr :rnthorizations.
252:2-15-59.
VIC applications- Tier II [REVOKED]
Thlli follo'.ving uadl!lrgrotind iajeetioa control
authorizations reqt1irs Tisr II applications.
f!1 On sib~ Class I nonha;z;ardoHs wastl!l inj€lction well
p8fffiih
flt Class III and V injection wsll permits l€ *Cept Class
V psrmits. issHsd 1:1nder Tisr III.
tJ1 Modification aad/or renswal of all DEQ iss1:18d
1:1nderground injectioa control wsll p8rmits.

252:2-15-57.
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UIC applications- Tier ill
[REVOKED]
Thlli following undsrgro1:1nd iajsction control
a1:1thomations rlliquirl!l Til!lr III applications.
f!1 Class I hai!ardol:ls wasts injection v,rell psrmit.
flt Off site Class I nonhai!ardo~:~s waste iajeetion well
perrnih
tJ1 Class V indt1strial wasts injection >,\•ell permit.

252:2-15-60.

252:2-15-61.

Water quality applications • Tier I
[REVOKED]
Thl!i follmving water qyality aMthomations nqyirlli Tier
I applications.
f!1 Permit for flow thraugh irnpoundment(s) as part of
thl!i pretreatm€lnt procl!lss.
flt Re psrmittiag offacility with an S*f>iF.ng p8rmit for
ind1:1strial non discharging impo~:~admllint or s8ptic tank
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tJ1

Re permitting of e*J>iring permit with minor or no
changs(s) for land application of sludgl!i and/or
wastswater for sams sits.
t4j New, modifil!id or rens•nl!id a~:~thorization under a
gllinl!lral pl!irmit, inelHding bt1t not limited to gl!lnsral
permits for stormwatsr, undergroHnd storage tanks and
p8trol8um storagl!l and trl!iatrnsnt facilitiss.
~ Approval of nsw pretnilatml!int program.
(af Cla~rure plan appro'l~.l.
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f71 Dredge and fill sertifisatioa.
A.pproval af S*emptioa for water line e~1msions.
~ .<\jlprO'lal af 8*8mptioa for water distributiaa and
'";astewater colh!stioa systems.
fWt P.ppw.•al for iadiviooal residential sewage disposal

Water quality applications- Tier ill
[REVOKED]
A aew discharge permit for a major facility reEIUires a
Tier III application.

~

252:2-15-64.

252:2-15-63.

t8f

Brownfields applications- Tier I
[REVOKED]
A Tier I application shall be UEt:aired for a
Memorandum of Agnement for site sharasterizatioa.

f±±1 ApprO'Jal of small public S8\vage system:
W with less than 3,QQQ gallons per day v!hish do
aat discharge, land apply wast8\'Jater or sludge, or
have lift stations designed to handle a peak capacity
greater thaa lQ gallons per mi:J.:mte; or ·
tnt whish' setves less thaa tea (lQ) residential
ooitsv
flJ1 Rssideatial de,,•elapmeat appraval.
f1J). Transfer of discharge permit.
f±4j Minor modification of discharge permit.
~ Minar modification of permit for laad application
of sludge aad,tor •.vastewatsr.
(J41 Modification of or additioa to a muaisipal
wastewater trsatmeat system (iasludiag sewsr lias

252:2-15-65.

Browntields applications - Tier ll
[REVOKED]
A Tier II application shall be UEtuired for all

O~rtificates.

252:2-15-66.
~

PART7.

RE~PROCEDURESANDPE~G

TIME LINES [REVOKED]

e~easions).

f1+t Modification of or additioa to a public water supply
tnlatmeat and/or distrib:atiaa system.
fl&t Modification of aoa discharging impo:aadmeat
aad/or septic tack system permit.
tl-91 Modifisatioa of aa approved pretrsatmeat
program.
~ Admiaistrati>,rs ameadmeat of permits or other
a:athorizatioes for the correction of admiaistrati\'0 or
typographical errors.
Water quality applications- Tier ll
[REVOKED]
The following water Ett~ality a:athomatioas reEIUire Tier
II applisatioes.
fB Psrmit for municipal 'i¥astewater treatmeat system.
~ Permit for p:ablic water s:apply system.
tJ1 Discharge permit for minor faWity.
~ lndiv-iooal storm water permit.
~ Permit for iad:astrial aoa discharging
impo:aadmeat or septic taBk.
t9j Permit for land applisatioa of sl:adge aad/or
wastewater at aew site system.
f71 Re permitting of a facility with S*piriBg discharge
permit,.
.
t8f Re permitting of facility with S*pir.ng iadiv-id:aal
storm water discharge permit.
~ Re permitting with major shange(s) from expiring
permit for laad application of sludge and,tor waste~vater
for the same site.
fWt Variance including thermal components of effluent
limitatioas for an individual discharge permit.
f±±1 Major modifisatioa of discharge permit.
f1J1 Major modificatioa of permit for land applicatioa
of sludge and/or 'Nastewater.
f1J). Nevl, modified or renewed geB@ral permit.

252:2-15-62.

Browntields applications -Tier ill
[REVOKED]

252:2-15-70.

Common review procedures and time
lines [REVOKED]
tat Reeeipt of applieations. Unless otherwise pro•Jided in
this ~1::1bchapter, :apon the receipt of an application for flliag
aad the proper fee, sash Program shall;
fB F-il@ stamp the applisatioa with the date of receipt,
the Di,Jisioa aad,tor Program aame and aa ideatification
aumber;
~ &siga the application to a named person who will
do the re>Aew; and
~ Timely log this informatioa.
W Administmti¥e oompleteness Rview. Ualess otherwise
provided in the Code or this ~ubchapter, the re>l-ie>ller shall
ha>Je (iQ calendar days from the logged date of filing mwhieh
to determine whether the application is administratively
complete.
fB Not eomplete.
W Upoa determining that the application is not
complete, the re•Jiswer shall immediately notify the
applieant by mail, dessribiag with reasonable
specificity the inadeEIUasies ami meas:ares necessary
to complete the applisatioa.
tnt This noties shall not reEt:aire or preclude
further revisw of the applisatioa aad further
reEIUests for specific information.
tc)- If th0 rSJ.<iewer does aot notify the applicant of
inadeEIUasies, the period for tec!L-lisal r8'tisw shall
begin at the close of the adm-inistrati\·e completeness
nwiew period.
~ Complete.
'.llhea tl:u applisatioa is
administratively eomplete, the reviewer shall log the
date and immediately aotify thtl applieant by mail. The
period for tesl:misal re>lie>N begins.
(c)- Tedtnieal Fe¥iew. Bash Program involved shall ha>Je a
sertaiB timE! pi!riod to rll~<iew sash application for teshaical

--~ ~'7 (~
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compliaacs with the rill8\'aat rsg1:1lations aad rllach a final
dehHmination.
W Whea times are tolled. The time period for reviilw is
tollile (the clock stops) during litigation, during psriees of
pui:Jiic rtvl-iew and participation [includes public mslltings
and administra.ti11s pennit hsarings (aad ·naitiag periods),
public commeat pilriods, time £1Hll:lirsd for DEQ
prsparation of respoasils to public cormnilnts rt~csh'@d, aad
fil>liilw by other fudsral or Stats ageacies], or when the
Program has askild for sHpplsmental information and
advisild thil applicant that thil time pilriod is tollild peading
rilcilipt, or dming tbil tims in which an applicant amends his
application of his 0\'lfl assord.
W SHfJJJiemental time. 10 compsnsats for tims spsnt in
rsvhnving iaadti!Eruate matsrials, the DEQ's notice of
deficiencies and rsq1:1sst for supplilmental information may
specify that up to 30 additional calilndar days may b!il addsd
to thil application procilssing time. Rsqussts for
SHpplsmsntal informatioa and data may also specifY that
additioaal da;% for teshn:ical rs'.zisw equal to the numi:Jer of
days the applicant ussd to prspars and submit such
supplsmMt may be aadsd to the application rev-isw tims.
fit Failure to resJJond. E:~rospt for good causil shown,
failure by aa applicaat to supplilmsnt an application within
180 days aftsr tlu; mailing dats of a notice of dsficisacies, or
by a date agrssd to by ths DEQ and the applicaat, shall void
ths application and forfeit ths fuss. The DEQ shall notify
the applicant of an opportunity to show cause why this
shoula not occ~:~r. Fail~:~rs to show cause shall result in an
ordilr appealablil according to 75 O.S. § 318.
tg} Extensiaas. Extilnsioas to the timil lines of this
Subchapter may be mads as provides by law.

252:2-15-72.

Air quality permit time lines
[REVOKED]
Thll following air E}l:lality penmts ana aythorizations
shall bs technically rer.zill-wed and issuile or denied within the
time framils specified belOJN.
fB Construction permits:
W PSD and Part 70 Soarces 3&.5 days.
~
Minor Pacilitiss 180 d33rs.
~ Operating permits:
Part '70 Sot:lfces 540 says.
~
Minor Facilities 3e5 elays.
~ Relocation psrmits 30 days.

w

252:2-15-73.

Hazardous waste permit time lines
[REVOKED]
The follorniag hazardous waste pnmits ana
authomations shaJ.l bil tilcbffisally w.zis,,,'@el aaa issued or
dilniild within the timil framss spilcifi6d below.
fB Hazardous waste plilrmits:
W New RCR!\ psrmit or the renewal thereof
300 days.
~
New Stats Rssyeling permit 300 days.
~
Class 3 pilrrnit moaifications 3QO days.
~ Closure plaas, post closure plans and transfer
station plans aad plan modifications 300 days.
252:2-15-74.

Solid waste permit time lines
[REVOKED]
Ths tschnieal reviilw period for solid waste permit
applications and for t~ach submittal ana rssYbmittal shall bil
90 days, subject to OAC 252:2:15 7 70.
252:2-15-75.

252:2-15-71.
Pending failures [REVOKED]
Cireumstaaees outside ageney eantral. Thshaical
rtvlisw times shall be tolled for specifiila times whee, prior to
the deadline, the E100rutive Dirt~ctor csrtifiss that a failure to
meet a deaalinil is immint~nt ana is causes by circl:lmstances
o~:~tsies the control of ths DEQ. SHch circu-mstanses includs,
but are not limitild te, acts of Goa, a substantial and
unsKpsctse incrsasil in ths numbsr of applications fil!~d, ana
adaitional revisw dlltiils impos@d on the DEQ from an
eutside source.
fbi OtheF eireumstaaees. \¥here circumstances that are
aot elsa~' o\:ltside ths contrel of the DEQ may saase a
failure to meet a cieaal:iae, then:
fB P.A h~ast thirty (~0) calilnear days prior to the
dt~aalins the DEQ shall rsassign staff ami/or retain
outsias GORSUltaats to msilt such dsaGHHS.
tJj The applicant may agr0s to an ilKt0nsion of tims for
a spscific pl:lrpose and pt~riod of tims vl-ith refund of the
entire application iss, Wl:less a rsfuna is prohibitsd by
law.-

W

Water quality pennit time lines
[REVOKED]
Applicatioas for new or modifies watilr qYality psnnits,
csrtificatiens ana a~:~thorizations shall be technically
r€l'litw.•sd aad permits shall bs isSHsd or dllnied within the
foUewing time framss:
flt Discharges 180 days.
~ 401 Csrtificatiens 180 days.
~ IaaYstrial Wastewater other than discharg0 180
day&
~ Prstreatmsat Trust Ustilrs 180 days.
(5} Public '.Vater Supply 90 days.
~ Un80rgreund Injection Control 300 days.
t+t \Vater :fulll:ltion Control Construction 90 says.
~ Sludge manag0rnsnt plan 180 says.
252:2-15-76.
Other permits [REVOKED]
Any savironmeatal licsnss or permit that is not
Gilscribsd in this Sybchaptsr shall not be sYbj8ct to tbsss
time framss aut shall bs reviewed with all d1:10 and
reasona81s sps08.
252:2-15-76.1. Brownfields time lines [REVOKED]
Ths tschnical rs¥itwl period for Brownfields
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applicatioas aHd fer e<*Je sabmittal aHd reSYiinnittal shall be
60 days, sYbject to 252:2:15 '7Q.
252:2-15-77.

Pre-issuance permit review and
correction [REVOKED]
W Re\tiew. Ia additioa to its ~"JH rev:iew, the DEQ may, fer
Tier I and II, :md sean, fer Tier III, at any time befere
issYance, ask an applicant to rev-iew a permit fur calcW.atioa
:md clerical errors or mistakes of faGt or law.
W Carreetion. The DEQ may correct ~, plllrmit b€lfuf€l it
is issYed.
fl1 Natiee af sigaifieaot earreetiaos, For peFB'lits
bas€ld oa Tier II aad Ill applications, an appliGaat shall
pYblish legal HOtice ia OM He>.'!Spaper local to the site of
aHY correctioa or c9.aage proposed by the DEQ which
significantly alters a facility's pefB'littllid size, capacity or
limits,.

tJt Cammeats. Tee DEQ may opea a p1:1blic
commeat psriod, aadtor recoaveae a pYblic meetiHg
aad/or admiaistrative hearing to recei'le p1:1blic
commeats oa the proposed correctioa(s).
PART9.

CONSOUDATEDPE~G

[REVOKED]
252:2-15-90.

Consolidation of permitting process
[REVOKED]
W l>iseretiaoary. Whea&ver an applicaat applies fur more
thaa oae permit fer the same site, the DEQ may authome,
with the eoaseat of the applicaat, the review of the
applieatioas to be coaselida.4:Gd so that Gach re'll:lired draft
pi!rlnit, draft denial aml/er proposed pi!FB'lit is prepaf€ld at
the same liirle and pl:lblic partieipatioa opportunities are
eombiHed.
-(9). Soope.- Whea coaselidatioa is authorized by the DEQ:
fl1 The proeedYral EElEJ:I:lirements fer the highest
specified tier shall apply to Gaeh a&cted appliGatioa.
tJt The DEQ may also al!thome tee soasolidatioa of
pYblic sommElnt periods, process and pl:lbliG meetings,
andtor administrati\•e permit hearings.
~ Fiaal pi!rmits may be isSYed together.
~ Renewal. The DEQ may soordiaate the expiratioa
dates of aevl pefB'lits iss1:1ed to aF.I applisaat fer the same
facility or <*lti'lity so tllat all the permits an!l of the same
dllratioa.
~ Multiple medifimtiaos. Sabsestions (a) aad (b) of this
sGctioa shall also apply to mYltiple TiGr II and III
appliGations fur perlnit modificatioas.

252:2-17-2.
Definitions [REVOKED]
The following words or terms, whea 1:1sed ia this
S1:1bchapter, shall has!@ the fellovf.ng meaaiags, wnlGss the
coatma clearly iadicatGs otherw-ise:
"Camplaiat" meaas aay writtea or oral informatioa
swbmitted to ECLS alleging site specific eaviroameatal
pollutioa. lnformatioa rnust be s1:1bmitted by persoas
SKpecting a respoase, aad does not iacll:lde referrals from
federal agencies, iaformatioa gaiaed from facility
inspections Of DEQ employees, or self reported incidents.
"EC:LS" meaas the Ew1iroamental Complaints and
Local Sef'lices Di-v-isioa of the DEQ.
"Eof9reement Adian" means:
tA) aay admiaistrati11e compliaace or penalty
~

tBf

aay admiaistratin petitioa to revoke or
s1:1spead a pi!rmit or liGease;
fC) a coaseat order or proposed coaseat order ia
lieY of aay eaforcemeat actioa defiaed ia
sl:lbparagraph (A) or (B), of this defmitioa; or
~ A ci•,riJ petitioa, or a srimiaal informatioa or
complaiat ia £BYHicipal or district so1:1rt.
"Mediation" means a vol1:1ntary aegotiatiag process in
·.W:Iich parties to a disp1:1te agrse to use a mediator to assist
tllem in jointly ex:ploriag and settling their differeaces, with
a goal of resoh<iag thElir diHereHGes by a fermal agreemeat
created by the parties.
"Resolution" meaas the determiaatioa by the DEQ,
based on analysis aad iavestigatioa of a complaint, that there
has aot beea a violatioa of Oklahoma ewliroameatal
starutes or rules as allegi!d by a complaiat, that the violation
has beea correstea, or that aH Enforcemeat l\...ctioa has beea
filed aad the 14 day somplaiHaat sommeat period has beea
sonsidered.
"Response" meaas the imtiatioa of appropriate action,
inciYding b1:1t not limited to ia,;estigatioa or referral of a
cornplaiat, aad iaforming complaiaaRts regardiag poteatial
actiOHS that may OGC\Ir based OH a complaiat.
252:2-17-3.
Receipt of complaints [REVOKED]
ThU fl't!e hat line. The DEQ shall prov-ide a toll free hot
liBe to rElcl!live eavironmeatal complaints.
-(9). Geaeral mail or ether l>EQ phane numhers.
Cornplaiats may be received 9y mail or by aay of thEl DEQ's
phose HYmbl!lrs during regwlar otfice hoyrs,
~ l>EQ effiees. Complaiats may be rnade in persoa at any
of the DEQ's offisl!s dl:lriag n~g1:1lar offise hoYrs.

W

252:2-17-4.

SUBCHAPTER 17. COMPLAINT PROCESSING
[REVOKED]

252:2-17-1.
Purpose [REVOKED]
The rules ia this S1:1bchapter ideatify the proc€ldl!Fes to
process poll1:1tioa complaiats.

June 1, 2001

Investigation of complaints
[REVOKED]
After receipt of a complaiat, ECLS may assiga aa
iiwestigator to the complaiat. Th@ iH'Iestigator or other
DEQ persoaMl may obtaia any information which rnay tead
to prove there has or has aot beea a \<iolatioa of Oklahoma
eavironmeatal stat1:1tes or fl:lli!s, who the potGatially
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resf1oasible f1Srsons are, and any other information whish
may be needed to r€!soP.'0 th€! complaint.

SUBCHAPTER 19. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
GRANTS [REVOKED]

252:2-17-5.
Notification [REVOKED]
W Peteotial adieas. Within two (2) working days of·
receipt of a somplaiat, the ECLS shall notify the
somplainaBt of the potential actions which may occi:H" to
Illso!I.'0 th:e complaint.
~ Writtea aetifteatieo.
81 \Vitam stwen (7) working days of the receipt of a
complaillt:, the ECLS shall notify the complainam, in
writing, of the determination of the course of action to
be taken bj• the DEQ.
~ Withia se¥en (7) working days of the resolution of
the complaint, the ECLS shall notify th€! complainant of
the resolution. If complainants notil)r the DEQ they a£@
dissatisfieEI with the resolutioa reat;h€!d by the DEQ,
complainants shall be notified in \vriting of their options,
including but not limited to r€!furral on written ret:p.lest
to an outside sours€! trained in mediatioa.
W Eofareement. If as a result of a complaint the DEQ
und@rtakes an Enforceffi@ffi Action, the ECLS shall notify by
mail the person whose complaint caHsed the Enforoement
t\stion to be initiated of aB opportunity to pro'lil!@, within
fuurteea (14) calendar days after the date of the mailing of
the notice, written information pertinent to th€! complaint.
Referral of complaints [REVOKED]
If the DEQ receives a complaint
vlhich clearly falls within th€! jurisdiction of imOther state
erwiroiJfReatal agency, the complaint shall be referred to the
appropriate agency within oae working day of the date of
determ:ii:lation of jurisdiGtion. Complaints referree to other
agencies shall ret:p.lire no further actioa by the DBQ and will
aot be referred by the DEQ to mediation.
~ Th mediatien, Compla-inaae. •nho are not satisfied with
the DBQ's reselution of their complaint may ask the ECLS
in \Vriting to refer their complaiats to aa outside source
trained in mediation. P-articipation in ths mediation proGsss
shall not hinder or interfere with any enforcement action
takE:B by the DBQ. The BCLS shall maintain a roster of
certifi€!d mediators which shall bs a~ailaele to the flUblic.
Complainaats and persons named ia the complaint shall be
ad•,rissd that participatioa in the mE!diation process
coaducted by the outside source is COH1f1letely ¥olantary and
confidsntial and that fuUillment of any agreemsnts readled
in mediation shall bs the respoBsibility af the parties of the
dispats. Tlae DEQ shall aat bs nspansibte for any
mediation eosts.
·

252:2-19-1.
Authority and eligibility [REVOKED]
."..atherity. This subchapter is adopted pursuimt to 75
O.S. § 302, 'I7A O.S. §2 2 101 and Exesuti','@ Order 98 37.
~ Eligibility. Oklahoma teachers imd youth group l€!aders
are eligible to apply for 8BV-iroamsntal sdYcation g£aats
prolfiElsd by the DBQ.
·

W

252:2-19-2.
Amount of grants [REVOKED]
The DEQ will award the following amouats to
successful applicaAe.:
fl1 Up to ana including$ 200.00 for field trips;
~ Up to and incl:t!eing $ 500.00 for acti¥ities; aad
tJ1 Up to aad iacludiag $1000.00 for outdoor
classroom/youth gro~:~p projects.
252:2-19-3.
Criteria [REVOKED]
The followiag will be coasideree by ths DBQ in
deterraining graat awards:
fl1 Project proposed, ineluding how th8 project
accomplishes the fallowing factors:
W Promotss eatlmsiasm. to learn more about the
environmeat;
til} Fits in the school curriculum or youth group
program;
tq Involves commaaity partnerships and/or
outrsMh, if applisaele.
~ Namber of studeats/youth participating;
tJ1 Grads hwel of smdeats/youth; aad
(41 Geographic locatioa.

252:2-17-6.

W Ta appropriate agen~

252:2-19-4.
Application [REVOKED]
Cemplete applieation. A complete application consists
of a cover page, a letter of commitmeat, a summary of thtl
project, a projected timeline, a proposed budget and a
f1£0cedure fur svaluatioa of the project.
fb1 Atlaelunents. Photographs, clippiags, diagrams and
other graphic materials, oot to eJEseea fi\'8 (5) pages eoabls
sieed, may be attachse to the application ..
W Dowment submissieo, P...n origiaal and two (2) copies,
double sided, of the application aae attaGhmsats must be
submitted to ths DEQ, date stamped or postmarked on or
befors the published deadline. The DBQ 'ilfill aot aecept
applisations submitted by telecopy/facsimile.

W

252:2-19-5.
Cover page [REVOKED]
Ths crn·er page m1:1st include the following informatioa:
fl1 Title of the project;
·
~ Name of contact person, position held and
relationship to project;
tJ1 Name of school or youth grollfl organization;
(41 Grade l0'1el(s) and number of youth tafg@tsd;
~ Federal Employer Identification nHmber (tax

m#¥,
101fl
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252:2-19-12.
Shared strategies [REVOKED]
Strategies from applicants who an awardscJ
eR'Ii-ronmeatal education grants under this subchapter will
become the property of the Environmental Qyality
Educatioa Committs0 ana may b0 shared with other
interestse en•Aroamsntal sducators.

t9} Strset aeersss;
fA- Mailing aeersss, if Eiiffersnt from strsst aeersss;
t8j E mail adersss, if any;
f91 Daytims ana @JI8niag tslspaons R\lmfl8FS; ana
fWt'Rllscepy/fassimils FHimbsr, if any.
252:2-19-6.
Letter of commitment [REVOKED]
Ths grant applisation m\lst bs assompanise by a lettsr
from ths applicant's prinsipal er SYperviser stating ths
organization's SYpport for the performanss ef ths grant
ebjsstP;es.

SUBCHAPTER 21. LOCAL PROJECT FUNDING
[REVOKED]
252:2-21-1.

252:2-19-7.
Summary of project [REVOKED]
The applicant m\lst sYbmit a projsst S\lmmary, with a
maxinmm length of ons page, EioYble sidse. The projsst
SYmmaty shall inclYEie ths following:
f.l1 S,yBapsis. Pro•.ries ons paragraph SYmmarizffig ths
project;
~ Deseriptian. Givs a slsar sonciss dessriptioa of
the propesse project, ineisatiag how the prejsct
promotes enthYsiasm to leara mon about the
tmvironment, fits in ths school cYrriculum or youth
group program ana ilwolves community partnsrships
ancJ,Ior outrsach, if applisabls;
~ Goals and objedives. Qearly Eisfiae rsalistis goals
ana objscti';ss. IBGklEis information outliaing whsre
these goals adersss spscific nsscJs.
f41 Implementation•. Describs how the projsst will be
implsmentse ana whsther it smphasizss a hanes OR
lsaraing approadt. Incll:ie@ ths projsct's pot€lntial for
broae implsmsntation.
252:2-19-8.
Timeline [REVOKED]
Th€l applicant must prssent targst Eiatss for prej€lst
objssti:\zss.
252:2-19-9.
Budget [REVOKED]
Ths applicant mYst provies an itemizse bYEiget with
sp€lcific project sx:p€lneimres of grant fu.nEis.
252:2-19-10.
Evaluation procedure [REVOKED]
Th€l applisant must provie@ a e€ l ssription of th@
msthoes to bs usse to measurs projsct effestivsnsss,
including bow ths evalyation m€ltho9 will improve th0
projsst's strength. The applicant must ineisat0 in the
evaluation metaoe how th0 projsct will b0 coatiaued after
grant funes ars ex:p0need.
252:2-19-11.
Final written report [REVOKED]
,4..pplisants WHo ars awaresd eR'IITOBIB@Rtal edYcatiOR
grants unesr this subchapter shall SYbmit a final written
report, O\ltlining assomplishments of the grant objectf.;es
and 8*Jl8Rdit1:lrss on or before December 15 follawing the

Purpose, authority and applicability
[REVOKED]
Purpose. Ths purposs of this Subchaptsr is te
implement EHooti•ie Greer 98 37, mandating state agsnsies
to establish sritsria for losal projsct funeing coatrasts.
tbf .-\utharity. This SYbchapter is adapted purSYant to 75
O.S. §302, 27A O.S. §2 2 101 and Executi';e Order 98 37.
W Applieability. Ths rYles in this S\lbehaptsr apply to any
privats eatity, political sybEiiYisian, and uait of local
govsmmeat, including municipal and eounty gO>lsmments
and schoal districts.

tat

252:2-21-2.
Criteria [REVOKED]
Ths DEQ will coasiesr ths follawing critsria ia
Eietermining funding priaritiss for local projects:
fB Critsria established b~· relSJ,ran:t statutory autharity;
anG
~ Crit0ria sstablishsd by rules aeaptsd for the
specific DEQ program ar0a pYrsuaat to rsl0vant
statutory a\lthority.
tbf If relsvant statutory aYthority ana program specific
£Hies Eia aot sstablish criteria, ths DEQ will consiesr ths
follo>nring in determining fu.ndiag priorities fur losal projects:
f.l1 Pateatial of the projsct to sffectivsly promote
environmental health aad safety ar 0avironmental
sd\lsation an9 awareness;
~ Potsatial to 0nhaooe rslatsd programs or efforts by
the recipient;
~ .NUmber of persons benefittsd; ana
f41 BEJI:litable geographic Eiistributian.

tat

252:2-21-3.
Proposals [REVOKED]
The applicant IBHSt submit a prapasal in :Ksordancs
with th0 miss implsmeating the statutocy program anEi/or
forms provie0Ei by th8 DBQ.
tb1 Proposals mYst dsmonstrats that ths propos0d projsst
will implement and bs sansisteat with rsls•;ant statutss and
rules of ths Sf>esific program arsa.

tat

252:2-21-4.
Funding [REVOKED]
Within th0 priority criteria, funds shall be grantse on a
first coms first served basis uatil funds ars depleted.

awarQ..

111
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APPENDIX A. PETITION FOR RULEMAKING BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUAL11Y BOARD
[REVOKED]

IN THE MATTER OF

)

Matter No.

)

)

RULE OAC 252:
Subject area:

)
(
(
'(
(

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Date filed:
(
(

(
(

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
program and to any appropriate Council.

1.

Nature of request:
( ) Adoption of new rule(s)
( ) Amendment of existing rule(s)
( ) Repeal of existing ruleLs)
Identified as Rule Number (s) : ----=--=-=--=------=---..-=---=----,----(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made, a statement of your
personal interest in th~ ruling, and how the proposed
rulemaking would affect those interests and would affect
.others.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4.

If a Council has considered this matter, please indicate the
name of the Council and the date(s) the matter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

5.

Attachment (s): ( ) suggested language

( ) further explanation

by:
(print name)

Name of Business or group

(title)

or Name of Individual (print) :

Oklahoma Register (Volume 18, Number 15)
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Signature:
Address:
Phone:

June 1, 2001
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APPENDIX B. PETITION FOR DEClARATORY RULING BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIORNMENTAL QUALflY [REVOKED]

IN THE MATTER OF

)
)
)

Matter No.

RULE OAC 252: _____________
(or Case No.

)
)

Date filed:

Subject area:

)
)
)
)

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
program.

1.

Rule Number(s):
(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made and a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4.

Attachment(s}: ( ) List of Exhibits
( } Further explanation

by:
Name of Business or group
or Name of Individual (print}

~~~------~-----

(print name)

(title)

=---------------------------------------

Signature:
Address:

Phone:
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APPENDIX C. PERMITTING PROCESS SUMMARY [REVOKED]

Tier

Tier

Tier

I

II

III

Filing - Applicant files application,. pays
any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting - Notice - 30-day
opportunity is published with notice of
filing.
DEQ holds meeting if requested and
sufficient interest is shown .

No

No

Yes

.Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
supply any missing information.

Yes·

Yes

Yes

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and requests
applicant to cure any deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft permit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after completing review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice of draft permit, public comment
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
one newspaper local to site.
(DEQ publishes
notice of draft denial.)

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft permits; 30 days for all
others.

No

Yes

Yes

Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ if held

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed per.mit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
permit and request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrative per.mit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held. Results in final order.

No

No

Yes

Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

Yes

Yes

Yes

Steps

Review of comments

- DEQ (written response)

[OAR Docket #01-873; filed 5-8-01]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
TER 3. PROCEDURES OF THE
NMENTAL QUALITY COUNCILS

PERMANENT fin adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 1. General ovisions [REVOKED]
252:3-1-1 [REVOKED]
252:3-1-1.1 [REVOKED]
252:3-1-2 [REVOKED]
252:3-1-3 (REVOKED]
252:3-1-4 (REVOKED]
252:3-1-5 [REVOKED]
252:3-1-6 [REVOKED]
Subchapter 3. Rulemaking (REVOKED]
252:3-3-1 [REVOKED]
252:3-3-2 [REVOKED]
252:3-3-3 [REVOKED]
Appendix A.
Petition for Rulemaking
Environmental Quality Board (REVOKED]
AUTHORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A 0 .. §
2-2-101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302
DATES:
Comment period:
October 16, 2000, through November 6, 2000
Public hearing:
November 14, 2000 and February 23,2001
Adoption:
February 23, 2001
Submitted to Governor:
March 2, 2001
Submitted to House:
March 2, 2001
Submitted to Senate:
March 2, 2001
Gubernatorial approval:
April 16, 2001
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on April 26, 2001
Final adoption:
April 26, 2001
Effective:
June 11, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The rules in this Chapter were substantially rewritten and
reorganized through the DEQ's re-right/de-wrong rules
simplification process and can be found in proposed Chapter 4.
This Chapter is being revoked in its entirety, subject to the
adoption of Chapter 4.

Oklahoma Register (Volume 18, Number 15)

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
There are no analogous federal rules
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch
@deqmail.state. ok.us or by phone ( 405) 702-7189 or fax
(702-7101). The DEQ is located at 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, 73102. The mailing address is P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73101- 1677.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The revocation of this chapter was first considered by the
Environmental Quality Board at their November 14,2000 meeting,
at which time board members continued it until the February 23,
2001 meeting.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTION DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLWWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. § 308.1(A), WITH AN
EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 2001.

SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
[REVOKED]

252:3-1-1.
Purpose [REVOKED]
11Hs Chapter d8ssribe1s the practice1s of the GoH:acil, its
organl2iatio:a, meBtings aad rBcorc!s, and its procBd1:1rss to
rllview a:ad recommead the adoptioH, amendmeat aad
r0peal of rules.
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DATES:

UMMARY OF DIFFERENCES
ERALRULES:
re are no federal rules.
CONT.
PERSON:
Conta Jimmy Givens by e-mail address: immy.givens
@deqmail. te.ok.us or (405) 702-7189 (pho
or 702-7101
(fax). The D
is located at 707 N. Robinso Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma7310 The mailing address is P.O. d677, Oklahoma
Oty, Oklahoma
01-1677

Comment period:

November 15, 1999 through December 14,1999
Public hearing:

December 14, 1999 and February 25, 2000
Adoption:

February 25, 2000
Submitted to Governor:

March 3, 2000.
Submitted to House:

PURSUANT TO
FOLLOWING - R
ADOPTED AS SET FO
WITH AN EFFECI'IV.B D

March 3, 2000
Submitted to Senate:

March 3, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:

AprillO, 2000
Legislative approval:

Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on Apri128, 2000
Flnal adoption:

. April28, 2000
Effective:
June 12, 2000
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality
provisions of 252:2-15-40, 41, and 72 to make them consistent with
252:100, Air Pollution Control. The terms "minor source(s)" and
"major facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source(s)", respectively.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
Cheryl Bradley, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 7310i-1677, (405) 702-4100
·

61-90 minutes. $15.00:
91-120mjnutes, $20.00;
evecy 30 minute increment or a portion thereof.

ss.oo.

{OAR Docket #00-852; filed 5-4·00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER2.PROCEDURESOFTHE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALI'IY
.

PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
.ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 12, 2000.

[OAR Docket #00-851]

SUBCHAPI'ER 15. UNIFORM PERMlTI'ING
PROCEDURES'

RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption.
R_yLES:
./. Subchapter 15. Uniform Permitting Procedures
Part 5. Tier aassifications
252:2-15-40 [AMENDED]
252:2·15-41 [AMENDED]
Part 7. Review Procedures and Permitting Time Lines
252:2·15·72 [AMENDED]
AUTHORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1999, §§ 2-2·101,
2·5-101, et seq.

J

PART 5. TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

252:2-15-40.
Air quality applications· Tier I
(a) Minor BGWGe-.f!Wlit! permits. The following air quality
authorizations for minor se~es facilities require Tier I
applications.
(1) New permits. New construction, operating and
relocation permits.
(2) Modifications or permits.
(A) Modification of a construction permit for a

.., ('3
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minor smn=ce ~that will remain minor after the
modification.
(B) Modification of an operating permit that will
not change the som:ss's facility's classification from
'
minor to major.
(C) Extension of expiration date of a
construction permit.
(3) Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
(b) Majer faeility Part 70 source permits. The following air
quality authorizations for major facilities Part 70 sources
require Tier I applications.
{1) Newpermits.
(A) New construction permit for an existing
major facility Part 70 source for any fasilit:y change
considered minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b){1).
(B) New operating permit that:
(i) is based on a construction permit that was
processed under Tier II or Ill, and 252:100-8-8,
and
(ii) has conditions which do not differ from
the construction permit's operating conditions
in any way considered significant under
252:100-8-7.2(b)(2).
{2) Modifications of permits.
(A) Modification of any operating permit
condition that:
· (i) is based on the operating conditions of a
construction permit that was processed under
Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and
(ii) does not differ from those construction
permit conditions in any way considered
significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b){2).(B) A construction or operating permit
modification that is minor under
252:100-8-7.2(b)(1);
(C) Extension of expiration date of a majet:
faGHity's Part 70 source's construction permit with no
or minor modifications.
(c) Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
{1) New, modified and renewed individual
authorizations under general operating permits for
which a schedule of compliance is not required by
252:100-8-5(c)(8)(B)(i).
{2) Bum approvals.
(3) Plant-wide emission plan approval under
252:100-37-25(b) or 252:100-39-460).
(4) Administrative amendments of all air quality
permits and other authorizations.
(5) Alternative emissions reduction authorizations.
(Also subject to state implementation plan revision
procedures in-soo-252:100-11.)
252:2-15-41.
Air quality applications· Tier ll
(a) Minor~~pennitactions. Anyminor!iOOf€6
facility seeking a permit for a facility modification that when

completed woo.J.d tum it into a :major fasility Part 70 source
is required to apply under subsection (b) of this section.
(b) Ma;jaF faeility Part70 source permits. The following air
quality authorizations for major facilities Part 70 sources
require Tier II applications. ·
(1) New permits.
(A) New construction permit for a new ma:jef
facility part 70 source not classified under Tier III.
(B) New construction permit for an existing
major fadlity Part 70 source for any facility change
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2)
and which is not classified under Tier III.
(C) Newoperatingpennit for amajorfaWity£ar,t
70 source that did not have an underlying
construction permit processed under Tier ll or ill,
and 252:100-8-8.
(D) New operating permit with one or more
conditions that differ from the underlying Tier II or
ill construction permit's operating conditions in a
way
considered
significant
under
252:100-8-7.2(b)(2).
(E) New acid rain permit that is independent of
a Title V Part 70 permit application.
(F) New temporary source permit under
252:100-8-6.2.
(2) Modifications of permits.
(A) Significant modification, as described in
252:100-8-7.2(b)(2), of an operating permit that is
not based on an underlying construction permit
processed under Tier II or Ill, and 252:100-8-8.
(B) Modification of an operating permit when
the conditions proposed for modification differ
from the underlying construction permit's
operating conditions in a way considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2).
(C) A construction permit modification
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b )(2)
and which is not classified under Tier III.
(3) Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
(c) Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
(1) New, modified and renewed general operating
permits.
(2) Individual authorizations under.'any general
operating permit for which a schedule ofcompliance is
required by252:100-8-5(c)(8)(B)(i). ·
PART 7. REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING
TIME LINES

252:2-15·72.
Air quality permit time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations
shall be technically reviewed and issued or denied within
the time frames specified below.
(1) Construction permits:

00

Permanent Final Adoptions
(A) PSD (Part 7Q ssarses) $40 and Part 70
Sources - 365 days.
~ Major Soarses (P~rt 70 soarses Sourses
(other than PSD) J€i5 daYf!,
~ Minor So\:l.i'Ces Facilities - 180 days.
(2) Operating permits:
(A) Major-lEt.lQ Sources- 540 days.
(B) Minor Somses Facilities- 365 days.
(3) Relocation permits - 30 days.
[OAR Do~ket #00-851; filed 5-4-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
ER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE
NT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALTIY
Docket #00-853]
RULEMAKING ACI'IO
PERMANENT final ado 'on
RULES:
Subchapter 15. Uniform Permi
Part 5. Tier Oassifications
Z52:2-15-49 [REVOKED]
AUI'HORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and
2-2-101; and the Waterworks and Wastewater
Certification Act, 59 O.S. §1101 et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
November 1-30, 1999
bile hearing:
cember 10, 1999, and February 25, 2000
Adopti •
Febru
Submitted to
March 3, 2000
Submitted to Bouse:
March 3, 2000
Submitted to Senate:
March 3,.2000
Gubernatorial approval:
April10, 2000
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rule
approval on April 28, 2000
Final adoption:
April 28, 2000
Effective:
June 12, iooo
SuPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACfiONS:
None
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE:
None

June 1

""nn

his rule is being revoked as part of the "re-right/de-wron
proc s of simplifying DEQ rules. This revocation does not a ct
the op ator certification program or the proposed rul in
Chapter 0. Although the term "permit" includes certif' ations
and registr tions [27A O.S. §2-14-103(4)), it is the bel' f of the
DEQ that e operator certification program is
personal
licensure progr which does not fall into a Tier cate ry. A Tier I
application is a '~basic process of permitting
'ch includes
application, notice o the landowner, and DeP,
[27A O.S. §2-14-103 )]
Certifications and
'strations issued bY, e DEQ to persons
who complete certain training and uccessfully pass an
examination do not fit int a permitting rocess as envisioned by
the Uniform Environmental ermittin Act and the rules in OAC
252:2-15.

categories. The revocation
situation.
SUMMARY OF DIF
FEDERAL RULES:
There are no corr sponding federal rules
CONTACT PERS
Contact Chri
lSniewski by e-mail address: ris.wisniewski
@deqmail.stat .ok.us or (405) 702-8100 (phone) or 702-8101
(fax). The D Q is located at 707 N. Robinson, Okl oma City,
Oklahoma 102. ThemailingaddressisP.O.Box1677,
ahoma
City, 0
oma 73101-1677
TO TilE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN,
Y:
OWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FIN
PTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A:
TH. AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 12, 2000.

P
FO

SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITI1NG
... PROCEDURES
PART 5, TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

Operator certification applications - Tier
[REVOKED]

uJ

Notices ofRulemaking Intent"
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislatiVe review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency JD.Umpubr h
a Notice of Rulemaklng Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent In the Reg~~
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action.
A Notice of Rutemaklng Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
Information about the Intended rulemaklng action as required by law, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For addltlonallnfonnatlon on Notices ofRulemsklng Intent, see 76 O.S., Seotlon 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALI1Y
'

[OAR Docket #97-1189]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules:
252:2 Procedures of the Department ofEnvironmental
Quality Subchapter 15.
Uniform Permitting

Procedures [AMENDED]
81JJIIDI81T-

.

The proposed amendments of 252:2-15-40 and
252:2-15-41 result from the U.S. Environmental Protection
. Agency's (EPA). review of the Department of .
Environmental Quality's (DEQ) air quality permitting
programforntle V. Per EPA request and other comments
received, the Air Quality ner I and U rules of the uniform
permitting program are being amended. Amendments
include format cl1aDges for pmposes of clarity and
substantive changes to~ certain permits from ner I to
ner n to allow more public participation - e.g., acid rain
permits, tempol'Bl)' permits, some operating permits, and
general permit authorizations required to have compliance
tchedules under OAC 252:100-8.
AUI'HORI'n:
Environmental QualityBoard, '1:1A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Oean Air Act
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or
written comments from 'lbesday,
September15,1997, through Wednesday, October15,1997,
to contact penon. · Also scheduled before the
Environmental Quality Board at their meeting on 'lbesday,
November 18, 1997 - 9:30 a.m., in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma (Location to be detemiined. See contact
penon).
-·
PUBUC HEARINGs:
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday, October 21,
1997, 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at ~e 1\Jlsa
Oty-County Health Department, 4616 East 15th Street,
Thlsa, Oklahoma.

COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Cop}es of the ~es will be available September 15, 1997,
for rev~ew at the Air Quality Division office at the address
listed below or may be obtained from the contact persOn.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
·CONTAcr PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department ofEnvironmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Uncoln Blvd., Suite .
250, .Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)

290-8247
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
None
PERSONS W1TB DISABILlTIES:
Sbouldyoudesircto attend but have a disability andneed
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #97-1189; filed 8-22-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT·o
ENVIRONMENTAL QU.~.IV ..
'"'.....~~ 100. AIRPOLLUTION

and

man

September 15, 1997
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Oklahoma Register (Volume 1-4, Number

·nor facilities, non-part 70 sourt._.. and part 70 sources.
Th roposed amendments to Subchapter 5 are designed to
simp and clarify the rules. The proposed amendments to
Subcha er 1 are necessary to incorporate a new permit
classifica n system into the Air Quality program. The
proposed
ges include: remove any requirements for
Part 70 so
d major facilities (which will be moved to
Subchapter 8); fine and exempt •de minimis• facilities
from the requirem tsofSubchapter7; revise minor permit
application fees;
d introduce two new types of
construction and ope · g permits, permit by rule and
general permiL The pro sed amendments to Subchapter
8 are necessacy to incorpor e a new permit classification
system; move the requiremen orconstruction permits for
Part 70 sources and major fac" ·es from Subchapter 1 to
Subchapter 8; move the req · ment to pay annual
operating fees from Subchapter 8 to bchapter 5; and meet
the federal permitting requirements
final approval of
the Oklahoma Operating Permits Pro
under Title V of
the federal Oean Air Act and 40 CFR
70. The
proposed amendments include: introducti of general
permits for construction of Part 70. sources
d major
facilities not subject to Part 70 and general pe "ts for
operating major sources not subject to Part 70; addi ·on of
the requirements for construction permits for
70
sources and construction.and operating permits for m.aJ r
facilities not subject to Part 70; revision of the permi
application fees; deletion of annual operating fees (which
will be moved to Subchapter 5); and amendments to meet
the requirements for final approval of the Title V pro
including the incorporation by reference of federal
governing case-by-case MAcr determinations ( 40
§§63.40, 63Al, 63.43 and 63.44). The following
were set forth by EPA in the interim appro of the
Oklahoma Program published in the Federal gister at 62
FR4220,Monday,FebruaryS, 1996: (1)
· Subchapter
8 to Include "fransition Schedule; (2) Re • Subchapter 8
definition of "'Major So~"; (3) ·
Subchapter 8
Insignificant Activities Provision; (4)
• Subchapter 8.
PermitContent Language; (S)
· Subchapter 8 Judicial
Review Provision; (6) Revise S
pter 8 Administrative
Amendment Provision; and
Submission of a SIP
Revision for Subchapter 7.
e proposed amendments to
Subchapter 41 include ad ting by reference the existing
Maximum Available
ntrol 'Thchoology ("MA.CI"')
standards for hazardo air pollutants found in 40 CFR Part
63,SubpartsF,G,H, ,L,M,N,O,Q,R, ~U,W,X, Y,~C,
DD, EE, GG, II, , KK, OO;PP, QQ, RR, VV, 111. The
Division is requ ling comn:lents on these issues.
AUI1lOR.ITY:
Enviro ental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
6 2-S-101 et seq., Oklahoma aean Air Act
IMl\iml'IT PERIOD:
D ·vcr or mail written comments from Thesday,
Se ember 15,1997, through Wednesday, October 15,1997,
contact person.
Also scheduled before the
Oklahoma Regist8r (Volume 14, Number 22}

Environmental Quality Board at their me ti
/
November 18, 1997 - 9:30 a.m., in ~~~n ti~e.ay,
Oklahoma (Location to be determined Soma City •
person).
·
ee ntact,.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesd
1997, 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. h
Oty-County Health Department, 4616
1Wsa, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED It
Co~ies of the rules will be av · 1~ September 15 1997
f?r reVIew at the Air Quality D · ·on office at the addr~
listed below or may be ob •
from the contact person.
RULE IMPAcr ST.
•
The rule impact state ents may be obtained from the
Air Quality Division a e address below.
CONTACt PERSO :
, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Joyce D. Sh
Quality, Air Q 'ty Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd. .Suite
250, .Oklaho a City, Oklahoma 73105-3483· '(405)
290-8247.
•
ADDm AL INFORMATION:
The roposed rulemaking activities for Subchapters 5 1
and 4 represent a continuation ofa hearing held on Au~
19 997, in Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma.

ONS WITH DISABILIT.IES:

Shouldyou desire to·a~nd buthave a disability and need
accomDiodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
ee (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247

[OAR Docket #97-1190;filed 8-22-97}

252. DEPARTMENT OF

ONMENTAL QUALI'lY
00. HAZARDOUS WASTE
AGEl\mNT
JJI!<IiY.IAJ~~t\JI A~ON:

Notice of propose
PERMANENT and
EMERGENCY rulem
g
Proposed rules;
252:200-3-1 [AMENDED]
252:200-3-2 [AMENDED]
252:200-9-7(b)(1) [AMENDED]
252:200-19-29 through 252:200-19-34
NDED)
Summary:
The proposed amendment to 2s2:20Q-3-1 anges the
"Reference to 40 CFR" Section of Subchapter to allow
the State of Oklahoma to continue to imple ent a
hazardous waste management program in Oklahoma lieu
of the United States Environmental Protection Agen .
The Section 3-1 amendment will update the reference of 40

3658

September 15, 1997

· ·Notices 9f Rulemaking In.tent
------------~--------

.SUMMARY:

0

The proposed amendment to OAC 60: 10-3-5 deletes a
ob lete p~ovision r~!atil_lg t_o t,he d~truction of dupli . e
reco ds. The prbposed amendments to 60:10-S-1 and'O C
60:1 -1 revoke obsolete rules based on Executive 0 der
89-14 :which is no longer in effect. The pro osed
amen ent to OAC 60:10-7-4 provides for un
ified
microgr hies laboratories to have their micro m and
microfich inspected by any certified labora ry and
requires th t certified laboratories submit copies f quality
evaluation arms and a five percent (5%) ample of
microfilm
microfiche they-create or · ect ·to the
Records M~agement Division of the Oklahoma
Department offlbraries,. OAC 60:10-10 es blishes rules
for state gave
ent records which will be maintained on
video tapeS and a dio tapes.
AurHORITY:
Archives and
67 0. s., § 301
COMMENT PERIO :
Written and oral co
during a public hearing
14, 1998 public hearing
b~ he1d
the South Conference
Room of the Allen Wri f B ding of the Oklahoma
Department of libraries, 2 N E. 18th Street, O~ahoma
City, Oklahoma 73105-3298.
epublic heariiJ.gwill begin
at 10:00 A.¥. Oral comme ts may be made during the
public hearing and written . _ ents may be submitted
during the public hearing . : iri · 'ting prior to the public
hearing. Written comme
on AC 60:10-3-5, 60:10-5-1,
60:10-7-4, 60:10-9-1, an 60:10-1 may be mailed to the
Office of Gave
ent. Ini rmation, Oklahoma
Department of Librari , 200 N. E. 8th Street, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 7310 -3298;c/o Tho as W. Kremm. ·
PUBUC HEARIN •
A public h
egarding the prop d amendments to
the rules will be h d Wednesday Janu
14, 1998, at 10:00
A M. in the Sou Conference Room o e Allen Wright
Building of the klahoma Department of 'braries, 200 N.
E. 18th Street, klahoma City, Oklahoma 3105-3298.
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies o proposed rules may be obtai d from the
Office o
Government
Information, Oklahoma
Departm t of Libraries, 200 N. E. 18th Street, Oklahoma
City, 0
homa 73105-3298.
RULE
~cr SfATEMENT:
Pu uantto 75 0. S., § 303 (D), a Rule ImpactSt tement
will b prepared and will be available by December 1 1997,
at e Office. of Government Information, Okl oma
De artment of Libraries, 200 N. E. 18th Street, Okla
C' , Oklahoma 73105-3298.
ONTACf PERSON: .
Thomas W. Kremm, Office of Government Informatio
(405) 521-2502

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 2)

i>ITIONAL INFORMATION:
11i ublic hearing will be held in conjunction with the
Arc~iv~$. _
~r.ds <?>JI?lD.tssion's regul.arly sched.uled
January 14, 1
eeting. 'The Commission intends.·to
consider adoption o
proposed amendments at the
regularly scheduled January
1998 meeting. Notification
of this intended action will be mai
'thin three days after
publication of this Notice to all person
o have made a
timely request for advanced notice of propose
lemaking
proceedings.
[OAR Docket #97-1284;filed 10-28-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALI'IY
[OAR Docket #97-1271]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 15.
Uniform Permitting Procedures
[AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
The proposed amendments of 252:2-15-40 and
252:2-15-41 result from the U.S. Environmental Protection
· Agency's (EPA) review of the Department of
Environmental Quality's (DEQ) air quality permitting
program for Title V. Per EPA request and other comments
received, the Air Quality Tier I and II rules of the uniform
permitting program are being amended. Amendments
include format changes for purposes of clarity and
substantive changes to move certain permits from Tier I to
Tier II to allow more public participation - e.g., acid rain
permits, temporary permits, some operating permits, and
general permit authorizations required to have compliance
scheduleS under 252:100-8.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 e! seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act
COMMENT PERIOD:
Monday, November 17, 1997, through Tuesday,
December 16, 1997. To be thoroughly considered by staff
prior to the hearing, written comments should be submitted
to the contact person by Wednesday, December 10, 1997.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
their meeting on Thesday, January 27, 1998 - 9:30 a.m.
(LOcation to be determined. See contact person).
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality .Cou~cil on Tuesday, De~mber
16, 1997, 9:30 a:m. briefing and 1:00 p:m. hearing, at the

64··..

November 17. 1997

Notices of Rule making· I~
. SOUI:ceS and major facflities . not. subject to Part 1(
g neral pe~~ for operating ~ajor sources ~<;U.~j
P
70; addition of the reqwremen~ for
J)~
pe 'ts for Part 70 sourceS and construction anu ..,~ 1
pe 'ts for major facilities not subject to Part 70; revisi
the rmit application fees; deletion of annual oper
fees which will be moved to Subchapter 5)·
amen . ents to meet the requirements for final appr~·
the T1 e V program including the incorporatio
referen of federal rules governing case-by-case M
determin tions (40 CFR §§63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 6~
The foUo · g changes were set forth by EPA in the int
approval o the Oklahoma program published in
Federal. Reg ter at 62 FR 4220, Monday, February 5, 1
( 1) ReVIse Su chapter 8 to Include 'fransition Schedult
Revise Subch ter 8 definition of "Major Source" .
Revise Subcha ter 8 Insignificant Activities Provisio~
Revise Subchap r 8 Permit Content Language; (5) Rt
Subchapter 8 1 dicial Review Provision; (6) Rt
Subchapter 8 A inistrative Amendment Provision·
(7) Submission of SIP Revision for Subchapter 7. '
proposed to amend ubchapter 17 by adding a new p,
and a new Appen · K to address Municipal 'W
Combustors (MWC).
· amendment is necessary ton
federal requirements ~ State plans under Section 11
Of the federal Qean Air
applicable tO existing SOUl
Thischangewouldadopt
dards published on Decen
19, 1995, in the Federal re · ter at 40 CFR 60, ~"'1
and amended on August
1997. These stanu.
.
apply to MWC units with the pacityto combust more t
250 tons per dayofmunicip solid waste. In addition,
existing portions of Subch ter 17 are revised
redesignated as Part 1, Gene al Provisions, and Par
Incinerators. Proposed revis ons include deletion
references to Ringelm.ann stan ards and substitutior
relative opacity. RevisiOW! were o made to Append.iC(
and B for reasons of simpli.fica 'on. The Divisioi
requesting comments on these issu .
AurHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27 O.S. Supp. 1993,
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act
COMMENT PERIOD:
Monday, November 17, 1997, t rough Tuesd
December 16, 1997. To bo-thoroughly
sidered by s1
prior to the hearing, written comments sho ld be submit
to the contact person by Wednesday, De
ber 10, 1
Also scheduled before the Environmental Q ality Boar
their meeting on Tuesday, January 27, 19 - 9:30 a
[Location to be determined. See cantact pers n.]
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday,
16, 1997, 9;30 a.m. briefmg and 1:00 p.m. hea
Department of Environmental Quality,
Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Bivd., Burgun1
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

-Department o.f Environmental Quality, Air Quality
DiVision, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma..
COPIES OF PROPOSED .RULES:·
.:
. Copies of the rwes Win be available November 17, 1997,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at the address
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
CONTACf PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Uncoln Blvd., Suite
. 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
i 290-8247.
.
. ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rulemaking activities for 252:2-15-40 and
41 represent a continuation ofa hearing held on OCtober 21,
1997, in Thlsa, Oklahoma.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #97-1271; filed 10-24-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
HAPfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #97-1272]
and

Pollution Control
Subchapter 5.
Registration of Air Contaminant
Sources {
ED]
Subchapter 8.
Operating Permits (Part 70)
{AMENDED)
Subchapter 17. Incine tors [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
In Subchapter 5 at 252:100-5- 2(b)(2), it is proposed to
review the annual operating fees
Part 70 sources. The
proposed amendments to Subchapt 8 are necessary to
incorporate a new permit classificatio system; move the
requirements for construction permits f Part 70 sources
and major facilities from Subchapter 7 to ubchapter 8;
move the requirement to pay annual operat
fees from
Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5; and meet
federal
requirements for final approval ofthe Oklahoma 0 erating
Permits Progt'a;Ill under Title V ofthe federal Cleari · Act
.and 40 CFR Part 70. The proposed amendments incl e:
introduction of. general· permits for 'construction of Part 0
November 17, H/97
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Permanent Final Adoptions

165:59-7-16.

[RESER

1

{OAR Docket #98-793; filed 4-23-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALTIY
[OAR Docket #98-681]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
252:2-15-40. Air quality applications- Tier I [AMENDED]
252:2-15-41. Air quality applications- Tier ll [AMENDED)
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp.1993 §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq. and 2-14-201
DATES:
Comment period:
September 15, 1997 through October 15, 1997
November 17, 1997 through December 16, 1997
January 27, 1998
Public: hearing:
October 21, 1997
December 16, 1997
Adoption:
January 27, 1998

I
May15, 1998

qI

0/dahoma Rsg/Sler (Volume 15, Number 14)

Permanent Final Adoptions
Submitted to Governor:
Februacy 6, 1998
Submitted to House:
Februacy 6, 1998
Submitted to Senate:
Februazy 6, 1998
Gubernatorial approval:
March 23, 1998
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on April1, 1998.
Final adoption:
April 1, 1998
Effective:
June 1, 199S
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
Superseded rules:
252:2-15-40. Air quality applications- Tier I [AMENDED]
252:2-15-41. Air quality applications- Tier IT [AMENDED]
Gubernatorial approval:
March 18, 1997
Register publication:
14 Ok Reg 1129
Docket number:
97-457
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The changes in the pennit tier rules revise the air approvals at
EPXs request for Title V compliance.
Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on December 16, 1997.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
There are no differences. The air approvals are consistent with
EPA Title V guidance.
CONTACT PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of EnVironmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd. Suite 250,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105. (405) 290-8247.
PURSUANT TO
FOLLOWING
ADOPTED AS
308.1(A), WITH

o~rnrise subjest the epet=atiag permit applisatioa to
(mblis wtiew.
t4) Ne\v:, moeified or re~W.v:ed authori:zatioa uaeer a
general permit
~ Moeiiisat!on of a miBor sourse's sonstrustion
aae/<lr eperaeag permit waen tae so:arse remaiBs a
miser soWGe after the B19Gifisation.
(e) Miaor modifisatioa of a major fasility's
seastrustioa aad/er operatiag permit
L"ft A.o.Gl'a ram
' penmts.
·
"'("7
tit Blml appiGVal.
~ Relesatiea permit
1

~ Temperazy penait.
~ Plaat wise emissiaa plaa app£9\tal.
~ .Ymiaistrative ameaement of all

permits aae
other autllerSatioas.
~ Exteasien of a minor sourse's coastrustion permit
~ Ex:teasi~ of a m~jor ~acility's seastructien permit
MtB no or mmor B19emsatron.
~ Renewal af aa opera:tiag permit fer a miner sour-G8.
(!U Minor source permits. The followin~ air quality
authorizations for minor sources req.uire Tier I applications.
!ll New Permits. New construction, operating and
relocation permits.
.(2). Modifications of permits.
.(Al Modification of a construction pennit for a
minor source that will remain minor after the
modification.
Modification of an operating permit that will
not chan~ the source's classification from minor to

.em

maim:.

ill

Renewals. Renewals of operating pennits.

(Ql Major facility permits. The following air quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier I applications.
!ll New permits.

THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. 1997, SECTION
AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1998.

.(A) New construction permit for an existing major
facility for any facility cbange considered minor

under 252:1QQ..8-7.2(b)(l).
.(ID

New operating permit that:

ill

is based on a construction permit that was
processed under Tier II or Ill. and 252:100-8-8.

and

SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITI1NG
PROCEDURES

00

has conditions which do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions in
any way considered significant under

PART 5. TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

252:2-15-40.
Air quality applications· Tier I
The felle•:Jiag air £IUaBty authematioas require Tier I
a.pplisatiens:
~ Censtrustien permit fer a miner sau:rce.
~ Operating psrmit fer a minor soul'Ge.
~ Operating permit fer a major faGility, issued after a
canstruction permit, wBisa sees not differ from the
coastr:action permit in any manaer which we:ala

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 14)

.(Q Extension of expiration date of a construction
pmnit..

1924

252:100-8-7.2(b)(2) .
.(2) Modifications of permits.
.(Al Modification of any operating permit
condition that:
.(i) is based on the o.perating conditions of a
construction permit that was processed under
Tier II or III. and 252:100-8-8. and
.(ID does not differ from those construction

May15, 1998

Permanent Final Adoptions
£0

New operatin~ permit for a major facilicy that
did not have an undedyina construction permit
processed under Tier II or III. and 252:1()()..8-8.
£IU New operatina permit with one or more
conditions that differ from the underlyin& Tier II or
Ill construction permifs operatina conditions in a
way
considered
siinificant
under

· permit conditions in any way considered
si&Jlificant under 252:100-8-7.20>)(2).
A construction or operatina permit
modification that is
minor under

an

252:100-8-7.2(.b)(l).
.(0 Extension of expiration date of a major
facility's construction permit with no or minor
modifications.
U;) Other authorizations. The followina air quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
.(1). New. modified and renewed individual
authorizations under aeneral o,peratina permits for
which a schedule of compliance is not reqyired by

252:100-8-5(i<)(8)(B)(i).

m Bum approvals.

.(Jl Plant-wide emission plan approval under
252:100-37-25(.b) or 252:1()0-39-460).
,00 Administrative amendments of all air quality
permits and other authorizations.
.(5). Alternative emissions reduction authorizations.
(Also subject to state implementation plan revision
procedures In see 252:100-11.)

252:2-15-41.
Air quality applications - Tier n
The feUewmg air 'l:llality ~Wthamatieas R'fHire Tier ll
applisatieas.
~ Opemtiag peHRit fer a major fasility, issues after a
eoaswstiea permit; 'Nmsh diffeR! fifem the soastl.ll6tioa
permit iB a maaser whlsh subjests the operatiBg peHRit
applisatiea to pYBiis wliew.
~ OperatiBg peHRit for a major fasility that does aot
have a soastRJstioa permit.
~ Sigaifisaat modifisatioa, as defiaed ia OAC
252:100 g '7(e)(2), of a major fasility's eonstrl:lstiea or
ope!'atiBg permit.
f4) Ne\¥, moEiified or reaBWed geaeml permit.
~ THBe measiea of a major faQJity's soBBlnletioa
permit 'i114th a modiBsatioa that woYld otherw:i5e l:le
subjeGt to pyl:Jiis review.
(9t ReB81l.ral of aa operatiag permit for a major fasility.
f7t A seastruetioa peHRit fer a aew major faWity or a
major moEiifisatioa to aa Mistisg major fasility.
W Minor source permit actions. Any minor source
seekina a permit for a facility modification that when
completed would tum it into a major faciley is required to
awly under subsection (h) of this section.
.Qll Major facility permits. The followina air quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier II
applications.
.(1). New permits.
.(A). New construction permit for a new major
facility not classified under Tier ill.
£ID New construction permit for an existin& major
facility for anY facilitY chan~ considered si&nificant
under 252:100-8-7.2(.b)(2) and whjcb is Dot classified
under Tier Ul.
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252:1QQ-8-7.2(.b)(2).
.(El New acid rain permit that is independent of a
Title V permit application.
.(E) New temporary source permit under
252:100-8-6.2
.(2). Modifications of permits.
.(A). Sianificant modification. as described in
252:100-8-7.2(1>)(2). of an o.peratina permit that is
not based on an underlyjn~ construction permit
processed under Tier II or Ill. and 252;1()()..8-8.
Modification of an o,peratina permit when the
conditions proposed for modification differ from the
underlyina construction permit's operatina
conditions in a way considered si&nificant under
252:100-8-7.2(.b)(2).
.CO A construction permit modification
considered siiJlificant under 252:100-8-7.2(.b)(2)
and which is not classified under Tier m.
Q) Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
.W Other authorizations. The followini air quality
authorizations require Tier II awlications.
!U New. modified and renewed ~neral operatina

an

permits.
.(2). Individual authorizations under any general
operating permit for which a scbedule of compliance is
reQYired by 252:100-8-S(c)(B)(B)(i).

[OAR Docket #98-681; filed 4-10-98)

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
NVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
'--.ILL<:..r..n 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RULEMAKING ACTI
PERMANENT final a
RULES:
252:100-41-15 [AMENDED
AUI'BORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A
2-5-101, et seq.

DATES:
Comment period:
July 15,1997 through August 13, 1997; and Sept
through October 15, 1997.
Public hearing:
August 19, 1997, October 21, 1997, and November 18, 1 7.

Adoption:
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Permanent Final Adoptions
"tted to Governor:
ember 20, 1997
Submi d to House:
Nove er 20, 1997
Submitted Senate:
November 0, 1997
Gubernatorial a roval:
November 25, 97
Legislative approval!
Failure of the Legis ture to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 25, 1
Final adoption:
March 25, 1998
Effective:
June 1, 1998
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY A:
Snpeneded rules:
252:100-41-15 [AMENDED]
Gubernatorial approval:
November 25, 1997
Register publication:
150kReg859
Docket number:
97-1459
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
Incorporated standards:
The following Subparts of 40 CFR Part 63, unless othe
specified, are incorporated by reference in their entirety:
(1) Subpart A
(2) Subpart F
(3) Subpart G
(4) Subpart H
(5) Subpart I
(6) Subpart L
(7) Subpart M
(8) Subpart N
(9) Subpart 0
(10) Subpart Q
(11) Subpart R
(12) Subpart T
(13) Subpart U
(14) Subpart W
(15) Subpart X
(16) Subpart Y
(17) Subpart CC
(18) Subpart DD
(19) Subpart EE
(20) Subpart GG
(21) Subpart II
(22) Subpart JJ
(23) Subpart KK
(24) Subpart 00
(25) Subpart PP
(26) Subpart QQ
(27) Subpart RR
(28) Subpart VV
(29) Subpart JJJ
The following Subparts of 40 CFR Part 61, unless otherwise
specified, are incorporated by reference in their entirety:
(1) Subpart A

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 14)

(2) Subpart C
(3) Subpart D
(4) SubpartE
(5) Subpart F
(6) Subpart J
(7) Subpart L
· (8) Subpart M
(9) Subpart N
(10) Subpart 0
(11) Subpart P
(12) Subpart V
(13)Subpart Y
(14) Subpart BB
(15) Subpart FF
(16) Appendix A
(17) Appendix B
(18) Appendix C
Incorporating Rnles:
252:100-41-15
Availability:

The standards are available to the public for examination at the
Department of Environmental Quality office at 4545 N. lincoln
Blvd., Suite 250, Oklahoma City, OK.
ANALYSIS:
The changes in Subchapter 41 adopt by reference the General
Provisions as found in 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart A and the
Maximum Available Control Thchnology (MACT) standards for
hazardous air pollutants found in 40 CFR Part 63 as they exist on
July 1, 1997; and update the NESHAP by adopting these standards
with the exceptiOn of Subparts B, H, I, K, Q, R, 'I; and W, and
pendices D and E which address radionuclides) as found in 40
Part 61 as they exist on July 1, 1997.
ARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
RULES:

eedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Q 'ty Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd. Suite 250,
Oklahoma City, 0
oma 73105 (405) 290-8247
PURSUANT TO THE CTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
ARE CONSIDERED
FINALLY
FOU..OWING RULE
ADOPfED AS SET FOR
IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
OF JUNE 1, 1998.
WITH AN EFFECTIVE D~
SUBCBAPI'ER 41. CO
HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC

L OF EMISSION OF
CONTAMINANTS

PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR CO

252:100-41-15.

W.

:AMINANTS

National emission stand
air.pollutants

for

h~oli;S

NESHAP,
,
found in
the CeEiE! ef Feeeml Regalatiens at 40 CFR ParJ; 61, are
hereby adopted by reference as they exist on March 1,
~July 1. 1997. with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, 'I; aB4-Wand Appendices D and E. all ofwhich address
radionuclides. These standards shall apply to both existing
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.INTENDED RULBHAKJ:NQ ACTIOH1
Notice of proposed PERMANENT Rulemaking.
PROPOSED RULBt OAC 252:010 Uniform Environmental Permitting [NEW)
SVHMARYr These proposed rules, with an effective date of July 1,
1996, implement in part the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1994, I 2-14-101 ~ JUW, as last
amended by S.D. 247 (1995). For each individual permitting program
of the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQI, these proposed
rules classify applications for specific types of permits,
certifications, licenses, registrations or other kinds of DEQ
authorization actions as Tier I, II or III.
AUTHORITY: Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1~94,
§§
2-2-101 and 2-14-201.
_
COMMENT PERIOD: Deliver or mail written comments Tuesday, August
1 through Thursday, August 31, 1995 to appropriate contact person.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Friday, August 4, 1995 - Operator Certification Tier Rulesr
Before the Operator Certification Advisory Council 1- Conference
Room 107, Engineering Science Division, Rose State College, 6420
s.E. 15th, Midwest City, Oklahoma; 1:00 p.m.
Tues~Say, August 15, 1995 - Air Quality Tier Rulesr
Before the
Air Quality Council - Lincoln Plaza, Burgundy Room, 4545 N.
Lincoln, Oklahoma City: Briefing - 9:30 a.m.; Hearing 1:00 p.m.
{Contact: Dennis Doughty 405/271-5338).
Tuesday, August 29, 1995 - Solid Waste Management Tier Rulest
Before the Solid Waste Management Advisory Council - Chamber of
Commerce Building, 409 S. Main, Stillwater; 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, August 31, 1995 - Hazardous Waste Management Tier
Rules: Before the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council Cherokee Strip Convention center, 123 w. Main, Enid; 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 5, 1995 - Water Quality and Underground
Injection Control Tier Rulest Before the Water Quality Council Room 1102, Department of Health Building, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma
City; 10:00 a.m.
.
Thursday, September 7, 1995 - Radiation Management Tier Rulesr
Before the Radiation Management Advisory Council - 10:00 a.m.;
Oklahoma City (Location to be determined] .
Tuesday, October 3, 1995 - Water Quality and Underground
Injection Control Tier Rules: Before the Water Quality Council Board Room, State Agriculture Building, 2800 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma
City; 1:00 p.m.
.
Tuesday, October 10, 1995 - Laboratory Certification Tier
Rules 1
Before the Laboratory Services Advisory Council - Room
1102, Health Department Building, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma Cityl
1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 17, 1995 - Air Quality Tier Rules• Before
the Air Quality Council - Tulsa City-County Health Department
Auditorium, 4616 E. 15th, Tulaa1 Briefing- 9:30,a.m., Hearing 1:00
p.m. (Contact: Dennis Doughty 405/271-5338).

Thursday, october ·19, 1995 - Solid Waste
ig&;::nent Tiertr',
•Rulesa Before the Solid Waste Management Advisory
.neil - lO:v~
a.m.; TUlsa (Location t.o be determined).
\1'"
Priday, October 27, 1995 - Operator Certification Tier Rules 1
Before thel Operator Certification Advisory council - Conference
Room 107, Engineering Science Division, Rosa State College, 6420
S.E. 15th, Midwest City; 1:00 p.m.
TUesday, November 7, 1995 - Water Quality and Underground
Xnjection Control Tier Rulest Before the Water Quality Council [Location to be determined] 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 9, 1995 - Hazardous Waste Management Tier
Rulest Before the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council 10:00 a.m. (Location to be determined].
Tuesday, November 28, 1995 - All Tier Rulest
Before the
Environmental Quality Board.
(Location to be determined].
COPXBS 01" PROPOSBD RULBSr Copies may be reviewed in Room 1214 of
the Department of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma
City or may be obtained from contact persona.
RULB IMPACT STATEMENTt See "Copies of Proposed Rules•.
CONTACT PERSONS:
Mailing address for each contact person is
Department of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City,
OK 73117-1212 unless another address is listed.
Air Qualitya Jan Yue, 4545 N. Lincoln, Ste. 250, Oklahoma Ci•
Oklahoma 73105; 405/271-5220.
Hasardous Waste Managementt Don Barrett, 405/271-5338.
Laboratory Certification• Tony Bright, 405/271-5240.
Operator Certification: Laird Hughes 405/271-5205.
Private Sewage Disposal Systems, Residential Plat Plans, and
Waterwellsa Don Maisch, 405-271-7484.
Radiation Management• Mike Broderick, 405/271-7484.
Solid waste Managementt Wee Squyres, 405/745-7100.
Water Quality• Norma Aldridge, 405/271-5205.
Underground Injection Controlt Amil Lyon, 405/271-7128.
General information: Kay York, 405/271-8140.

r

[ADDITXONAL INFORMATION! PERSONS WITH DISABILITIESt
Should you
desire to attend a rulemaking hearing but have a disability and
need an accommodation,
please
notify
the Department of
Environmental Quality three (3) days in advance at 405/271-5220.}

£Okla. Reg. 95-1129;
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TITLE 252• DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 10. UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING RULES
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT Rulemaking.

PROPOSF.D RUJ.E:
01\C 252:010 [Uniform Environmental Permitting];
(NF:W)
SUMMARY: These proposed rules and rule'changes, with an effective
rl;ote of July 1, 1996, implement in part the Oklahoma Uniform
Environmental P~rmitting Act, 271\ O.S.Supp. 1994, § 2-14·101 e..t.
~. as last amended by S.B. 247 (1995), and augment proposed rules
(notice of which was published August 1, 1995) which .classify
applications for permits, certifications, licenses, registrations
or other kinds of Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
authorization actions as Tier I, II and III. Proposed OAC 252:010
contains uniform rules which establish tiered procedures that apply
Lo
all permitting programs, and program-specific rules which·
supplement the uniform rules.
Also included for purposes of
consistency and simplicity are program-specific rules and DEQ
procedural rules which are located in other Chapters of Title 252
and which are to be amended, or revoked because they duplicate
proposed OAC 252:010 rules. Specifically:
DEQ Procedural Rules:
Revocation of Subchapter 15 ("Permitting
Time lines") of OAC 252:002 and its recodification into OAC 252:010.
Air Quality Permitting Rules: Subchapter 21 of [NEW] OAC 252:010;
Subchapters 7 and 8 and (NEW] Subchapter 6 of OAC 252:100.
Laboratory Certification Permitting Rules: Subchapter 41 of [NEW]
OAC 252:010 and Subchapter 5 of OAC 252:300.
Solid Waste Management Permitting Rules:
Subchapter 71 of [NEW}
01\C 252:010; OAC 252:510; and [NEW] OAC 252:520.
Hazardous Waste Management Parmi tting. Rule a:
Subchapter 31 of
[NEW) OAC 252:010; OAC 252:200.
Operator Certification Procedural Rules•
Subchapter 51 of [NEW]
01\C 252:010; OAC 252:700; and OAC 252:645.
Radiation Management Permitting Rules: Subchapter 61 of [NEW] OAC
252:010; subchapters 3 and 5 and proposed [NEW] Subchapter 17 ("XRF
Licenses•) of 01\C 252:400.
Water Quality Permitting Rules:
Subchapters 91 e..t. ~· of (NEW]
OAC 252:010 and OAC 252:605, 252:610, 252:615, 252:620, 252:622,
252:625, 252:630, 252:635, 252:640, 252:647 and 252:655.
Underground Injection Control Permitting Rules: Subchapter 81 of
[NEW] OAC 252:010; OAC 252:650 and [NEW] OAC 252:652.
AUTHORITY: Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1994,
§§ 2-2-101 and 2-14-201.
COMMENT PERIOD•
Deliver or mail written comments to appropriate
contact person Tuesday, August 15 through 'l'hursday, September 7 on
radiation rules.
For all other rules, the comment period ends
rriday, September 15, 1995.
PUBLIC HEARINGS: Hearings scheduled for 1995:
Tuesday, August 15 - Air Quality Permitting Rules: Before the
Air Quality Council - Lincoln Plaza ~urgundy Room, 4545 N. Lincoln,
Oklahoma City; Briefing - 9:30 a.m.; Hearing 1:00 p.m. (Contact:
Dennis Doughty 405/271-522~).
Tuesday, August 29 - Solid Waste Management Permitting Rules:
BPfore Solid Waste Management. Advisory Council - 409 s. Main,
Chamber of Commerce Building, 409 S. Main, Stillwater; 10:00 a.m.

Thursday, August 31 - Hazardous Waste Management Permittingr. Rules:
Before Hazardous Waste Management Advisory ·Council Cherokee Strip Convention Center, 123 W. Maio, Enid; 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 5 - Water Quality & Underground Injection
Control Permitting Rules, Before the Water Quality Council - Room
1102, Department of Health Building, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City;
10:00 a.m.
wednesday, September 6 - Uniform Agency-wide Permitting Rules
(Subchapters 1 through 9 of [NEW] OAC 252:010): Before the DEQ Rm. 314, Health Department Building, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City.
Thursday, September 7 - Radiation Management Permitting Rules:
Before the Radiation Management Advisory Council - 9:00 a.m.;
Oklahoma City [Location to be determined] .
Tuesday, October 3 - Water QUality & Underground Injection
Control Permitting Rules: Before the Water Quality Council - Board
Room, State Agriculture Building, 2800 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City;
1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 10 - Laboratory Certification Permitting
Rules 1
Before the Laboratory Services Advisory Council - Room
1102, Health Department Building, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma cj• ··
1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 17 - Air Quality Permitting Rules:
Bet~4e
the Air Quality Council - Tulsa City-County Health Department
Auditorium, 4616 E. 15th, Tulsa; Briefing-9:30a.m.; Hearing 1:00
p.m. (Contact: Dennis Doughty 405/271-5338).
Thursday, October 19 - Solid Waste Management Permitting
Rules: Before the Solid Waste Management Advisory council - 10:00
a.m.; Tulsa [Location to be determined].
Friday, October 27 - Operator Certification Permitting Rules•
Before Operator Certification Advisory Council - Conference Room
107, Engineering Science Division, Rose State College, 6420 S.E.
15th, Midwest City; 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 7 - Water Quality & Underground Injection
Control Permitting Rules: Before the Water Quality Council - State
Agriculture Building, 2800 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City; 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 9 - Hazardous Waste Management Permitting
Rules•
Before the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory council 10:00 a.m. [Location to be determined].
Tuesday, December 5 - Water Quality & Underground Injection
1 Control Permitting Rules: Before the Water Quality Council - State
Agriculture Building, 2800 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City; 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, December 7 - Radiation Management Permitting Rules:
Before the Radiation Management Advisory Council - St. Francis
Hospital, Classroom 2, Tulsa; 10:00 a.m.
TUesday, December 19 - Air Quality Permitting Rules; Bef~-P.
the Air Quality Council - Burgundy Room, Lincoln Plaza, 454~
Lincoln, Oklahoma City; Briefing-9:30a.m.; Hearing 1:00 ~-··"
(Contact: Dennis Doughty 405/271-5220).
PUBLIC HEARINGS: Hearings scheduled for 1996:
Before
Councils:
(Individual
Permitting
Rules)
Any
continuance announced at 1995 hearings.
Before Environmental Quality Board:
(All Permitting Rules)
(Prior to March 1, 1996)
[Exact date and location to be
determined] .
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: Copies may be reviewed in Room 1214 of
the Department of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma
City or may be obtained from contact p~rsons.
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RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: See "Copies of Proposed Rules•.
CONTACT PERSONS:
Mailing address for each contact person is
D~partment of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City,
OK 73117-1212 unless another address is listed.
Air Quality:
Jan Yue, 4545 N. Lincoln, Ste. 250, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73105; 405/271-5220.
Hazard~ua Wasta Management: Don Barrett, 405/271-5338.
Laboratory Certification: Tony Bright, 405/271-5240.
Operator Certification: Laird Hughes 405/271-5205.
Radiation Management: Mike Broderick, 405/271-5338.
Solid Waste Management: Wes Squyres, 405/745-7100.
Water Quality (Privata Sawaga Disposal Systems, Rasidential Plat
Plana,
Small
Public
Sewage
Systems
&.
Private
Individual
Waterwells): Don Maisch, 405-271-8140.
Water Quality (All other rules): Norma Aldridge, 405/271-5205
Underground Injection Control: Amil Lyon, 405/271-7128.
General information and uniform Rules: Kay York, 405/271-8140.
!ADDITIONAL INFORMATION• PIRSOIIS WITH DISABILITIES• Should you deaire to attend
a rulemaking hearing but have a diaability and need an accommodation, please
notify the Department of Environmental Quality three (31 daya in advance at
405/271-5220.)

[Okla. Re.g. 95-1148; 6ile.d Ju.ty 25, 1995)

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 002. PROCEDQRES OJ' THE DEPARTMBNT OJ' ENVIRONMENTAr. QUALITY
INTENDED ROLEMAKINQ ACTION1
Notice of proposed PERMANENT Rulemaking.
PROPOSED RUt.Ba
OAC 252:002 (Procedures of the _Department of
Environmental Quality); (AMENDED) ~
.
SUHMARYa These proposed rules and rule changes, with an effective
date of July 1, 1996, implement in part the Oklahoma Uniform
Environmental Permitting Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1994, S 2-14-101 ~
~. as last amended by S.B. 247. (1995), and augment proposed rules
(notice of which was published AUgl.lSt 1, 1995) which classify
applications for permits, certifications, licenses, registrations
or othe:r; kinds of Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
authorization actions as Tier I, II and III.
The proposed
amendments and new rules in Subchapter 15 of OAC 252:002 contain
uniform rules which establish tiered procedures that apply to all
permitting programs.
To avoid duplication or conflict with the
proposed uniform permitting procedures, certain changes are
necessary for program-specific rules located in other Chapters of
Title 252. These related actions for which separate notices are
being published include:
Air Quality Permitting Rulesa OAC 252:100 - Subchapters 7, 8 and
11 (AMENDED) and Subchapter 6 [NENJ.
Hazardous Waste Management Permitting Rulesa
OAC 252:200
(AMENDED).
Laboratory Certification Permitting Rulesa
Subchapter 5 of OAC
252:300 (AMENDED).
.
Operator Certification Procedural Rulea·a
OAC 252:700 and OAC
252:645 (AMENDED].
Radiation Management Permitting Rulesa OAC 252:400, Subchapter& 3
and 5 (AMENDED] and 17 (NEN) (AMENDED] .
Solid Waste Management Pe~tting Rulasa OAC 252:510 (AMENDED];
OAC 252a 520 (NEW] (AMENDED).
Underground Injection Control Permitting Rulesa
OAC 252:650
(AMENDED] and OAC 252:652 (NEW].
Water Quali.ty Permitting Rulesa
OAC 252:605, 252:610, 252:615,
252:620, 252:625, 252:640, 252:647 and 252:655 {ALL AMENDED].
AUTHORITYa Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.S.Supp. 1994,
SS 2-2-101 and 2-14-201.
COMMENT PERIODa Deliver or mail written comments to appropriate
contact person beginning Friday, September 15, 1995 and ending in
1995 on:
Uniform permitting rulesa Monday, October 16.
Air Quality permitting ~ulesa Friday, December 15.
Hazardous W~ste permittin~ rulesa Friday, November 3.
Laboratory Certification permitting rules1 Friday, October 6.
Operator Certification permitting rulesa Friday, October 30.
Radiation Management permitting iulesa Friday, December 1.
Solid Waste permitting rulesa Friday, October 13.
Underground Injection Control permitting rules and
Water Quality permitting ru~esa
Friday, December 1.

PUBLIC HEARINGSa Hearings scheduled for 1995:
Tuesday, October 10 - r.aboratory Certification Permitting
,Ruleu
Before the Laboratory Services· Advisory Counc:.il - Room
1102, Health Department Building, 1000 N.B. lOth, Oklahoma City;
1:00 p.m.
Wednesilay, October 11 - Uniform Permitting_ Rules
(OAC
252: 002)
Before the DEQ - Rm. 806, Health Dep~rtment Building,
1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City; 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 17 - Air Quality Permitting Rulesa Before
the Air Quality Council - Tulsa City-County Health Department
Auditorium, 4616 E. 15th, Tulsa; Briefing- 9:30 a.m.J Hearing 1:00
p.m. (Contacts Dennis Doughty 405/271-5338).
Thursday, October 19 • Solid Waste Management Permitting
Rules1 Before the Solid waste Management Advisory Council - 10:00
a.m.; Tulsa [Location to be determined].
·
Friday, October 27 - Operator Certification Permitting Rulesa
Before Operator Certification Advisory Council - Conference Ror
107, Engineering Science Division, Rose State College, 6420 S.;
15th, Midwest City; 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 7 - Water Quality & Underground Injection
Control Parmittin~ Rules: Before the water Quality Council - State
Agriculture Building, 2800 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City; laOO p.m.
Thursday, November 9 - Hazardous Waste Management Permitting
Rulesa Before the Hazardous waste Management Advisory Council 10:00 a.m. (Location to be determined].
TUesday, PeceDber 5 - Nate~ Quality & Underground Injection
Control Permitting Rules: Before the water Quality Council - State
Agriculture Building, 2800 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City1 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, December 7 • Radiation Management Permitting Rulesa
Before the Radiation Management Advisory Council - St. Francis
Hospital, Classroom 2, Tulsa; 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday, December 19 - Air Quality Permitting Rules1 Before
the Air Quality Council - Burgundy Room, Lincoln Plaza, 45t5 N.
Lincoln, Oklahoma City; Briefing - 9:30 a.m.; Hearing 1:00 p.m.
(Contact: Dennis Doughty 405/271-5230).
PUBLIC HEARINGS! Hearings scheduled for 1996:
Before Councils: Any continuances to be announced at 1995
hearings.
Before Environmental Quality Board:
(Uniform and Program
Permitting Rules) (Prior to March 1, 1996) (Exact date and location
to be determined] .
COPIRS OP PROPOSED RULESa Copies may be reviewed in Room 1214 or
the Department of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahon
City or may be obtained from contact persons.
RULE IMPACT BTATBHENT1 See "Copies of Proposed Rules•.
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CONTACT PERSONSa
Mailing address for. each contact person is
Department of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City,
OK 73117-1212 unless another address is listed.
Air QuaU.tya Jan Yue, 4545 N. Lincoln, Ste. 250, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73105; 405/271-5220.
Hazardous Waste NanageJIIenta Don Barrett, 405/271-5338·.
Laboratory Certificatlona Tony Bright, 405/271-5240:
Operator Certificationa Laird Hughes 405/271-52US.
Radiation Nanagamenta Hike Broderick, 4545 N. Lincoln, Ste. 250,
Oklahoma City 73105; 405/271-7484.
Solid Waste Nanagementa Wes Squyres, 405/745-7100.
Water Quality (Residential Sewage Disposal Systems, Residential
DevelopDullnts, SDiall PUblic Sewage Systems & Private Individual
Waterwella)a Don Maisch, 405-271-8140.
Water Quality (All other rules): Norma Aldridge, 405/271-5205.
Underground Injection Controla Amil Lyon, 405/271-7128.
General information and Uniform Rulesa Kay York, 405/271-8140.
(ADDITIONAL IHFORJIATIOHt PBRSOHS WI'J1f DISABILITIES• Should you desire to attend
a rulemaking hearing but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify the contact person for the progra~ area three Ill days in advance at the
number given above.]

[Okta.. Reg. 9.5-1198; 6.Ued Au.gu.6:t 25, 7995]

SUBCHAPTER 13,

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHJ\PTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THB DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
RULEMAKING ACTION• PERMANENT FINAL ADOPTION
RULE:
252:2-13-1 [REVOKED); 252:2-15-1 (AMENDED); 252:2-15-2
[AMENDED); 252:2-15-3 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:2-15-10);
252:2 ·15- 4 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:2 ·15-11) ; 252:2-15-5
(AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:2-15-12); 252:2-15-6 [AMENDED AND
RENW~BERED TO 252:2-15-13); 252:2-15-7 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:2-15-14); 252:2-15-8 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:2-15-15);
252:2-15-9 (RENUMBERED TO 252:2-15-76); 252:2-15·26 [NEW); 252:215-21 [NEW); 252:2-15-28 [RESERVED); 252:2-15-29 [NEW); 252:2-15-30
(NEW): 252:2-15-31 [NE~I); 252:2-15-32 (NEW); 252:2-15-70 through
252:2-15-11 [NEW); 252:2-15-90 (NEW); and APPENDIX C [NEW).
AUTHORITY!
Environmental Quality Board, 21A O.S.Supp. 1993,
section 2-2-101; 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14-201.
DATES I
Comment period:
September 15, 1995 through October 16, 1995.
Public hearing:
October 11, 1995.
Adoption: January 16, 1996.
Submitted to Governor:
January 26, 1996.
Submitted to House: January 26, 1996.
!3ubnlitted to Senate:
January 26, 1996.
c;ube1natorial appt·oval: March 11, 1996.
Lflgislative appz·oval: Failure of the-Legislature to disapprove
the rules resulted in approval on March 27, 1996.
Final adoption:
March 27, 1996.
Effective:
July 1, 1996.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS! None.
INCORPORATION IIY REFERENCE:
None.
ANALYSIS 1 These rules implement in part the Oklahoma Uniform
Environmental Permitting Act ("Act•), 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14101 et seq. as last amended in S.B. 247 (1995).
Proposed as
permanent rules to take effect July 1, 1996, these rules amend
Subchapter 15 of OAC 252:2, Parts 1, 3, 7 & 9. Part 1 rules state
the purpose, scope and applicability of Subchapter 15 and define
terms. The specified rules in Part 3 supplement the Tier process
requirements of the Act. Part 7 consists of existing OAC 252:2-15
ru-les which have been renumbered, and amended and added to as
necessary to update permitting review procedures and time lines.
Part 9 specifies the types of permissive procedural consolidations
available to applicants.
CONTACT PERSON:
Kay York, Attorney, Department of Environmental
Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212. Phone (405)
271-8140.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULE IS
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. 1991, SECTION
30B.1(AI, WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY 1, 1996.

FORMAL PUBLIC MBBTINGS AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT fROCBIDINGS

PART 1.

FORMAL PUBLIC MEETINGS

252:2-13•1. Fo~al pub1ia meetings [RBVO~EDJ
Ia) Leea~leeo The gse shall de~e~Mifte lhe leeatieR aft~
faeility at oJhieh a fer~al p~elie MeetiHg eR a per~it applie~n
afld/er d:nft per111it shall he hell!la
{e) P~rpeseo The desigRated presldiflg effieer ef a fe~m~el~e
~eetift!J shall establish the preeed~~e hy 1>'hieh e~eh ~eetiH!J sha·H,
he eeftd~eted eased 8ft the re~~iPellleBts ef the Cede aRd appli~~le
pregra~ epeeifie rYles.
Agency Note (1): The language of this revoked section has been
amended and can now be found at 252:2-14-3}(g).
SUBCHAPTER 15.

B.PIIR9JIMBH'l'AL PBRHii' PR99E88IHG 'ElffSS!lH!l:ORM

PERMITTING PJOCEDQRES
PUT 1 •

QHIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM IN GENERAL

252•2-15-1. Purpose and applicability
(a)
Purpoea. The· rules in this Subchapter e&tilB14::h ti111e l'er!ed~
fer iesYanee er denial ef eB..,.irertlllerttal pe:r~4i-flli~RseB-that

.j
I:

n;

==~
~tc
~y 27~'~¥
e:nt 1_ __ • Oklahoma
f! !_
___ m_
t ____ t_
_ _ 1 .su_o.
<112-14-101U~1foX!!L..E~'0.f~%'"""t
__ seq., _n __
to
applicants for and holders of DEO permits and other authorizations,
(b)
Pe-l~• lneludecl,
'l'he P"•" laial'la a€ ~hie S>theh&J!'I!Cl!' appl) t9
per~its re.,.iewell h) the felle,oillg Pregrallla artd their s>teeeest.fll-,
Ill the Aob 9\lality eh·ieiSJII
121 the llaaarde~a llaet:e UaRagellleftl! Preg.,a1111
IJI t:he Selill llaate rta11age111eRt: Pregra111, sJid
Ill the
!later
eoualh)
gi..,.laianaSURereedaa
inconsistent,
~ Except as otherwise provided by statute, the provisions
of this Subchaoter shall supersede any inconsistent provision of
other Chapters of this Title,
(c) S~~perselles irteeasistleRb JNles.
Bueept: as ether.,iee pre\ idea
by stst\lte, the pre.,.isierts ef this S>thehapter ehall s~pereeae any
irteeftsistent
p:re.,.isieft
ef
ethel!'
Chapters
ef
tl>L<:t

pfv

~Applicability.

lll Applications filed with the PEP on and after July

1~~

are subiect to the procedural reauirements of 27A o.s.Supp.
1995. 5 2-14-101 et seq,, this Subchapter and other applicable
rules of the Board.
·
lll Apolications filed before JulY 1, 1996. are subiect to th~
statutory and regulatory procedural requirements existing at thg
time of the filing unless the applicant elects to comply with
the statutes and rules described in paragraph 1 of thi~
subsection.
·
252•2-15-2. Definitions
'l'heln addition to terms defined in 252; 2-1-2. the following words
Page 1
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1.90~J

1904
&nd terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
~Act• means the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act.
:nl\.~-101 et seq,
"Administratively complete• means an application that contains
the information specified in the application form and rules in
sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
"Application• means a deeumeftt p!'epa!'ea ift aeee!'aaftee with the
. FtJ~fld the fe!'ms afta iastruetieR J!l!'evided hy the !'eSJ!leetive
PYB!J!'am aaa submitted •..· ith the enJ!leetatieft ef Ill svidia!J that
ifl£e!'matieR Reeessary fe!' re~ieo: aftd determiRatieR sf the J!lermit.
~e
applieatisR eeRsiste ef the iaitial submittal aaa all
supplemeRtsSee 27A O.S.Supp. 1995. § 2-14-103(11.
"Major facility•, as used in air quality tier classifications.
means a source subject to the permitting requirements of 40 CFR
Part 70.
"Minor source•, as used in air quality tier classifications.
l!!~~ns a source that is not subject to the permitting requireiDents
g_LAQ_ CFR Part 70.
"Off-site•. as used in hazardous waste. solid waste and UIC tier
classifications. means a facility which receives waste from various
sources for treatment, storage. processing. or disposal. ·
"On-site•. as used in hazardous waste. solid waste and UlC tier
.dassifications. l!!eans a facility owned and operated by an industry
for the treatment, storage. processing. or disposal of its own
waste exclusively.
~R~" means a numbered Part of this Subchapter.
"Program• means the ser>'iees sF aivieiefts ef the 9SQ that a!'e
e~~e~!ied in Seetien 252.992 15 la regulatory section or division
of t.he DEO.
"Submittal• means eaeh eeparatel::t sul3mitteea document or gi:QYR
QLeeetimeftt paelta!Je that farms adocuments provided as part of an
application.
"Supplement• means a response to a request for additional
information following completeness and technical reviews, and
i ufot·mat ion submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
-~l}IC" means underground injection control,
252:2-15-3.

Common permitting procedures and timelines [AMENDED AND

HEIJ\JI1UEREO TO 252:2- 15 -70)
-lut·-F!~~H-eaMeruto

YRless ether\tise pre•1!elea iR this
the reeeipt ef aft applieatien fe!' filin!J and the
preper fee, eaeh Pre!Jram ehall1
(1)
file stamp the applieatieft ~lith the aate ef !'eeeipt 1 the
Sen•iee name aftd an iaeRtifieatieR Ruee!'l
-~~~~ppl--i-ea-'1:4-en te a named pe!'BBR ~.he .. ill de the

I

:j

r

'I

aamiftiet!'atively eeml'lete 1 the revie·.ter shall immeaiately R~tr,HY
the ap~>~lieaftt 13y !Rail, aeeerihiHg ~tith !'eaeeaahle speeifieit)'
the inaee~aeiee aRa measHrea aeeeeeary te eemplet~e
spplieatisa. This netiee ehall Ret require er preelHae Eurther
!'evie•.t ef the aflplieatieft aRii fHrther requests {er--spee4 He
iflf.ermatien. If the !'evie.,er deee ftet aetify the appHean~-e€
eueh iflaEieqklaeiee 1 ~he pe:ried fer teehftieal ~e·• ie•• shall ~n
at the elese e£ the aamiRistratiwe eempleteRees reoiew pe~,
121 GelftJilete, Ypea a dete!'lftinatieft that the applieation49
admiftistrati Jely eemplete, the re<'ieoter shall le!!' the aate a Ita
immediately Rei: if) the applieaAt ey mail.
The pe!'i ea--f-e¥
teehnieal !'evie"•l ee~iAS •
.
(e) Teehftieal reo!eor.
Baeh Pl!'eg!'am in-.•elted shall ha•#e a eert
time Jlel!'ied te revie~: eaeh applieatieft fe;r teehnieal eemp-l·i·<Ht=
with !:he !'elevaftt regulatieRe afta reaeh a final deteYminati~
!Ell liJheft time• era t;allell.
The time JIB!'isd fer !'B'#iel' is--t:-eHed
(the eleelt steps) duriftg litigatiieR 1 sHrift~ lleriaes sf pu&H~
!'evie..
aad
J!lart;ieipatieft
(inelHdes
puhlie
mectings---amJ
admiftiSt!'ath•e permit heariA!JS (efta •,taitiag perieds thet·efot·l;
puelie esml!leftt perieds 1 t;ime l'eq'tli!'ed lei' EIBQ preparatien-.,f
l!'eepensee tie pk!elie eemmeRte reeehed, aftd !'evie~.t Jsy ethe!' fed~a1
er State a~eReiee], er ••then the Pregralft hae asltea fer eupple•Rettta--1iafermatisR aftd ad-..ised the applieaat that the time pe•·iep--i-s
telled pendiftg reeeipt;, SF during the ti111e ifl •.. hieh aft ap1~Hear~
ameRae hie. applieatieR sf hi a a·.ta aeeerd,
lei SupplHiefttel U•e• Te eempeaaate €e'!' ti111e spent ift re•;ie~liR~
inade~uate lllate!'ials, the EISO'e ftBtiee ef aefieieneiee aRd~ueet
fer e~plemefttal iRfermatieft may epeeify that up te 39 aeditioftal
ealeAdar days ma)' ee aeeea te the BJ!IllieatiSfl pyeeessin!J--'1:-i-ffle.,'Fhis ma~· alee iftelude the n~mher ef aaye the EIEQ speftt iR p~epa!'iH~
the Retiee aad !'BEJk!est. ReqHeste fer eupplemeRtal if1fermati-eft--Bne
data may alee speeif) that adaitieRal da) e fs!' teehRieal review
e~Hal te t:he Rumhe!' ef days tfie applieaftt used te ~a-t·-e--und
submit eueh supplemeat ma) Jse added te the applieatieR ye·.-ie~e~
+H--Withdrawal. Yftleee epeeifiea ether~rise in a ;pregYam' 9 i.'--Ul€9 r
f.&H.tt!'e 13) aft applieaRt te su;pplemeftt aR applieatieR ··•i-thffi--180
aaye after the !'e~uest ehall he deemed te ee a :ithdrawal-~nl
the time ie entenaed h)• a~yeemeftt fer !Jeea eause •
lgl EttHile!efte, Bnteneiefts te the l!:it~~eliftes ef-.t-.hi-&-S..I::>ehnt•''er-tfl"'l'
ee-...ade-aa pre-..iae&-9y--4uw-r

Ytlless ether.dse p!'eviaed
ifl-1=-his Sul3ehapter, the !'evie"er shall ha·.-e 69 ealenear eaye fl!'sRI
the--le!j!Jea date ef filift!J ifl ·,:hie)t te iRitially determine if the
applieatieR is admiftistratively eemplete.
(1)
llet ee111plete, l:lpen aetermiftin~ that the appl ieatien ie net

25212-15-4. Pending failures [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 2S2:2·1~•
71)
.
(a) G!re!BIB~efteea ev.~side ageftey ee~t~rel.
Teel'lftieal ~e..,i-eo.+-+iffie9
ellall he tolled fs!' epeeifiea timea •,•heft, p!'ie!' te the deedl-ifler
the Sneeutive Elil!'eeter eel!'tifiee thai!: a fail'IIYe te meet a deadl-iHe
ie iiRIIIiReRt aRB ie eak!eed 13) eil!'ellmatafteea e11tside tfte--eet+t!'-elc-t.·f
the EISQ. Sk!ell ei!'eklmetaneee iftelude 1 but are Ret limited~et9
ef Gad, a euhstaRtial aRe uftenpeeted iRereaee ifl the numl..le-r·-u~
applieatieae filed, and additieRal re">ieut duties impesed em IO.fte-BBQ
!!'SRI aft e11tside esuree.
(e)
Other eireiiJIIataneee,
llhere ei!'eumstafteee that are Rs!o-e~·-ly
e'lltside the eefttrel ef the BSQ ma) eause a failure te meet;-.,,

Page 2
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&uaeha~~pen

~vi-e~

(3)
timely ls~ this iRfermatien.
-tbl--Admi-n!-s~MYe-eompleteneae re detr,

tltatH-ine, then.
Ill
at least thi~ty (39) ealendar days prier te the deadline
the-BEQ ehall reassign staff and/er retain e~tsiae ee~s~ltants
~a-meet e~eh deadline.
-1-i! l the Af>l'liean~ay agl!'ee te an enteneien ef time fer a
Sfteeifie p~rf"BBe and f"eriea ef time uith l:'ef~nri ef the entire
nppH-eat:-i-eR-f.ee,..-unleee a ~·ef~nd is f"rahibH:·ed-by~

252:2-15-S. Air quality pennit timelines
TO 252:2-15-72)

(AMENDED 111m RENUI~BERED

'flte-~~ifl~i¥' q .. alit) permits ana a~:~therillatiene eha-1-1--be
totelmieaHy---l'"e¥-i-e-..ed-ana~ .. ed e¥' def!ied ~•ith!ft-tlle time frafftee

"I ><:Hi~ i ed--hel-ew-...

H4-

Censtr~:~etieA

-IAl-~SD

l'et·•nite.

5 411 day-.

-1 B}--44aj-e~reee---3-6-5-6ay-.
4Cl Hiner
189 da)Ba
+i!-l
Ope~·at:ill!J pel:·mits fe:r ne•• eertsi!Or~:~etien er ffteelifieatiene
'HQ-tiays.....
-{3!--Re-leeati<:~n per111ite
39 da)'B.

252:2-15-6. Hazardous waste
HF:f/!JI'IBERED TO 252:2-1.5-73)

permit

time1inea

(AI~ENDED

AND

:r-he folle•lif!!J ha~aa~ele~:~s '•Ieete pe~mite af!a a~tthe:rieatiene shall
be-teelm-i-eally revie\oeel artd iee~:~ed er aefliea · ·i-tflin the timef~amee
,,.~~-ied eele••l.
-{ ll- llaearEie~:~e 11aete permits.
-tAl lle•l RCR.~. Opel!'atiene pel'lftit er the rene~•al the!'eef
399
Eiaye-..
-IBl
Ple'•l State Ree) eliA!J permit
3 99 da)'S.
I C) tie•..· State Ceftst:r~:~etiefl per111it
399 da)•a,
-ID)
Claee 3 permit medifieetiefte
399 deye.
-(&1----Underg!'et~~jeetien Centrol :per111H.
399 Elaye.
·f-2)
Class 1 and IHaee 2 l"ermit medifieat:i:ene
399 deye.
Bl
Clee~tre plane 1
peat elee,.re :plene and t:raRefe!' et:al'oien
~ne-ertti plan med-H-i-eet:iene
399 daye.

.91 Qe~tifieatiefiB
189 days
Ifldl:let:rial 11aetel>ateF ethel!' than dieehal'ge
189 da~·s
(61
Pl'et~eatmeftt 'fr~:~sl!o \Jeeps
189 daya
' ' ' P11hlie Water S1:1pply
99 days
(7)
SepUge artd Septie Tanlt CleaReFe
lil9 days
(8)
Yndergre11nd In3eetien Cef!trel (fteAhaeard&lf~~-~ays
191 llater Pell~tien CeRt~el E!enet!'I1Btieft
99 days
(e)
Preliminary and eeeendary applieatiefls ase~~,i~ol..---the
State Re•.•elvirtg F~:~rtd shall he re., ieued artd, if aeeer.t:-abl-e 7
trenemitte!l te t:he 9ltlahema llater Reae~treee Beard fer appt!<:>Ya-1--.-·l f
the DBQ ean flet eefte~r ill the prelimifta!'y er eeeertEia~~"'"f1
apJ!1lieatiene 1 it ,•Ul netify the applieaftt in ·.. ritifi!J. Trattemit#'ul
ef 8J'!plieatian t.e the Qltlahema Uat:er Reee11reee Beard e'!:'--it-·w-.:i ~;teA
Retiee of non epJ!Ireval shall eeettr ••ithin 99 aaye--a-lt:el'--~'eeo> i I•" -of
the Bf"J'lieatiert.
(3)
It I

25212-15-9. Other permits

(RENUMBERED TO 2~2:2-15-76)
ld'ty eJHi!'afllllentel lieenee er perMit that ia net Eleee¥t-eed--it•· tlt:<.o
S~:~behapter shall net be a~:bjeet t:e theee ti111e frarnee a~:~t !o~h.•-l-1--be
re·,·ie•••ed o>U!h all a1:1e &Ad !'eaeefla:ble speed,

PART l.

TIER I. II AND III PROCESS

REOUIREM~

252;2-15-26,
Tier processes described
To implement the three tiered permitting processes of th~.t.L
applications are classified in Part 5 as Tier I, II or IIl~h~
steps an applicant must follow for a Tier I. II or III~l~AtiQn
are shown in Appendix C of this Chapter.
25212-15-27,
Unclassified application•
The tier designation for any type of application not classified
in this Subchapter shall be determined according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995. s 201.
252!2-15-28.

[RESERVED]

TO 252:2-15-75)
-tai-----Applieatiens fer llate!' E!~talit)" permits, eertifieatiens and
a11therieatiene ehall :be teehnieall~ rewie~ed and permits shall be
-iAe~teEI er deflied ~(ithift the felle~tift!J timefl:'emee,
(1)
eair)' llaste
189 d~
(21
Bieehat·gee
189 da)'B

Publiabed potiges
In addition to content reauirements of the
Act, all published legal noticelal shall contain the:
l l l Name and address of the applicant:
J1l Name. address and legal description of the site. faci'
and/or activity;
l l l Purpose of notice:
~
Type of permit or permit action being sought:
121 Description of activities to be regulated:
Jil L9catiooa where the application may be reyiewed:
i l l Names. addresses and telephone nu!Dbers of contact person§.
for the DEQ and for the applicant:
J!l peacription of public participation opportunities and time
period for comment and requests:
1ll AnY other information required by DEO rules; and
llQl AnY information the applicant deems relevant.
lbl Proof of publication. An applicant. within twenty 1201 days
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252:2-15-7. Solid waste permit timelinaa
TO 252:2-15-74)

(AMENDED AND RENUMBERED

Tirnee fer ieettaftee e~ dertial ef applieatiene fer <.all eelid waste
shall :be in aeeerEianee .. ith appliee:ble ehaptel!'a ef Selid
Wa~te Reg11lat:lene 1 9AC 252.599 eE eeiJ.,
er, if net epeeified
therein, the teehnieal l!'ew"iell perieel fex eelid ·naet:e pePmit.
apf"lieatiens aftd fe!' eaeh et~emitt:al and rest~bmittal related therete
el~ll ee 99 days, e~:e;eet te OAC 252.2 15 3.

'

~flllite

25212-15-8. Water quality permit tima_linas

(AMENDED AND RENUMBERED
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252&2-15-ap.

JA1. Notiga coptent.

190:)

190()
is not in substantial compliance with the Code. rules of th~
Board and the terms of anv existing PEO permits and orders~
The pEO may impose special conditions on the applicant;;___j.Q
assure compliance and/or a separate schedule which the DEO
considers necessary to achieve required compliance: or
JRl Material facts were misrepresented or omitted from the
application and the applicant knew or should have kno•t!!_Q.f.
such misrepresentation or omission.
l l l Issuance. See 252:2-15-28.

~ftgr the date of publication. shall provide the DEO with a written
~!figavit of publjcation for each notice published.
In case of a
mi~ke in a published notice. the DEO may approve the publication

Q_f <1 legal notice of correction or may require that the entire
~al notice be republished.
T1gency 1Note (2):
27A O.S. Sections 2-14-301,
requirements for Tier I I and Tier I I I notices.

302 and 304 add

252:2-15-30.
Tier I process requirements
Pre-application conference,
Prior to filing an application.
an applicant may request a conference with the DEO.
1Ql Application filing.
Jll Copies.
Two (2) copies of a Tier I application shall be
fjled with the DEO except when the application form or
instructions specifies that only one Ill copy is needed.
Applicants for residential systems (OAC 252: 640! and small
public sewage systems IOAC 252 ;6M-29l permits shall file their
two copies with the local DEO office for the county in which the
real property is located.
J.il feeL._ Fees established in DEO program rules shall be
P~Y_!lble at the time of application and are not refundable.
J.Jl Notice to landowner. Applicants must demonstrate to the
QruLJ;]lat they are not seeking a permit for land or for any
QJltl.<!t.ion upon land owned by others without their knowledge,
bpplicants shall certify by affidavit filed with the PEO that;
J;IJ~!{__QWD the reaL.nroperty: or they have a current lease or
gj,!~gment which is given to accomplish the permitted purpose: or
if they dQ not own the real property. they have provided legal
n~ice to those who do.
The DEO may rely on the affidavit. and
the applicants shall beer the burden of meeting any challenges.
L~Botice is governed by Oklahoma law which.
for example.
2~Lhorizes:
service by sheriff or private process server;
ggrvice by certified mail. restricted delivery; or service by
publication. if the person cannQt be located through due
giliggnce.
Notice to the person who signed a lease or to the
administrator or executor of a trust or an estate inay be

121

252:2-15-31,
Tier I I procesg requirementp
l.iil. Pre-application conference.
"Tier I" reguirements a£2ly
See 252:2-15-30.
lQl Application,
"Tier l" requirements apply. See 252:2-15~
except the applicant shall file three !31 copies of the application
with the DEO and place one (1) copy for public review in the county
in which the site. facility or activity is-located.
·
.1£1 Published notice of filing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14-301 aud
252;2-15-29.
i l l Application review. "Tier I" requirements apply. See 2_~_2: 2:_
li.:..J.Q..,

I

~ithdrawal, An applicant may withdraw an application at any
time with written notice to the DEO and forfeiture of fees.
1tl Application review. Unless stated otherwise in new laws or
rules. applications are subject to the-laws and rules of the PEO as
th~ exist on the date of filing and afterward as changed. up to
the date of issuance or denial. See Part 7 for review procedures
!!!ld time lines.
1Ql Issuance or denial.
lll ~ompliance required. A new. modified or renewed permit or
other authorization shall nQt be issued until the DEO has
gg_~rmined the application is in substantial compliance with
~QPli~requirements of the Code ahd rules of the Board.
J:?.l Conditions for issuance. The Department may not issue a
D~~Jnodified or renewed permit or other authQrization if:
Jl\l The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the DEO or

Draft permit or draft denial. See 27A O.S. §~1Q~
Jil Notice of draft permit/denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-l~TIQ
252;2-15-29.
For permit modification actions. only those issues
relevant to the modification lsi shall be reopened for publ:i..Q._n~Y.iPJ-1
and cQmment.
Jll Exception to notice reauirement.
Applica1!1JL_..fQI"_~s;-!l l!l
waste transfer station permits shall be exempt f.I-'2!!Ltn!l2Li!:
comment and public meeting requirements if the board of royul~
commissioners of the county of the proposed site. aft~~
Qpportunity for written or oral public comment. has fou11•;LJ;.!~_g
application to be within the scope Qf the county's solid waste
management plan. See 27A O.S. Supp. 1995. 52-10-307.
111 Additional notice. In addition to Section 302 notice:
lAl Applicants for a NPDES. RCBA or UIC permit are sub~t
to applicable additional notice provisions of fed~r.~l
requirements prQmulgated as rules of the Boar~
l.lll. Applicants for a proposed wastewater di schar~-'
emissions permit which may affect the water quality or ai~
quality of a neighboring state must give written notice to
the envirQnmental regulatory agency of that state.
i l l Applicents for a solid waste landfill permit shall_
provide notice by certified mail. return receipt requested~
to owners of mineral interests and to adjacent landowne:t!i
whose
property
may
be
substantially
affectert
l~·
instellation of a landfill site.
See DuLaney v. O.SDII,_
Okl .. 868 P.2d 676 11993).
J.al Public qoJIIIIIent and formal public meeting. See 27AO.S. § 2-H302 and 27A o.s, 5 2-14-303. The PEO shall determine the locatiOIJ
of any .formal public meeting to be held and the designat~\i
presiding officer shall establish its procedures.
lbl Response to comments. See 27A O,S, § 2-14-304.
li1. Issuance or denial. "Tier I" requirments apply. See 2 521 . f~-

Page 6
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.§~~

Hl

~

.I

i l l Adminiatrative completeness reyiew,

Agency Note (31:
Additional federal notice requirements may
jnclude radio announcements and letters to certain entit"ies. See
40 CFR Part 124. For modifications of RCRA permits, also see Part
no, Subpart D.
252•2-15-32.

Tier

III

process requirements
"Tier I" requirements apply.

}~.[~~Ucation conference.

See 252:2-15-30.
Jhl. [iling, fees and withdrawal.

"Tier II" requirements apply.

llg~S2:2-15-31.

l£1.

Notice of filing and process meeting opportunity, .Ib.ll
£Qglicant shall include a 30-day opportunity to reouest a process
mg~ting in the published notice of filing.
See 27A o.s. § 2-14JQllftl and 252:2-15-29.
Jgl_ l'_r0£.!!.88 meillruL, See 27A o.s. § 2-14-301 !Bl. The location of
~~r.ocedures for the process meeting shall be determined bv the

!!f;tL_

j~l_
Application review, "Tier 1" requirements apply. See 252 ;212:l.!L.
Hl. oraft pe:nnit or draft denial. See 27A o.s. § 2-14-302".
Jgl Notice of_draft permit/denial.
"Tier Il" requirements aooly.
5~ ~ 5.2..;.2-=-ll=..ll...
1hl. Publig co111111ent period and PubliC ·meeting, "Tier II •
r~~ments apply.
See 252:2-15-31.
.iil fioposed permit and notice.
After the DEO reviews pyblic
comments and prepares a proposed permit bv amending the draft
germit in response to comments as necessary. the applicant shall
pyQli~h notice of the prooosed permit and of the opportunity to
t!!Ulill§t an admini:;Ua.tive permit hearing. See 27A O.S. 5 2-14-304
~nd 252:2-15-29.
lil Administrative pemit hearing. See 27A o:s. § 2-14-304 and.
for procedyres. Subchapter 13 of this Chapter. except references to
"draft permit• in Subchapter 13 shall mean •prooosed permit• as
y~d in 27A O.S
S 2-14-103 and 27A O.S. § 2-14-304 (CJ and !QI.
.1~1
Response to comments. See 27A O.S. S 2-14-304.
Jli issuance or denial. "Tier I" requirements apply. See 252:2-

·L~.:.J.Q..,.
~.

PART 7.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS [RESERVED]

REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PEBMITTING.TIME LINES

~52:2-15-70,

Common review procedures and time lines
Receipt of applications. unless otherwise provided in this
~apter. upon the receipt of an application for filing and the
nrop<• r fee. each Program sha 11 :
111 File-stamp the application wil;h the date of receipt. the
Division and/or Program name and an identification nu!Dber:
Jll Assign the application to a named person who will do the
review: and
.L!L Timely log this information.

li'!.l.

Page 8
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··.1

Unless otherwise provjd<ed
in the Code or this Subchapter. the reyiewer shall have 60 c;tigrul<~r
days from the logged date of filing in which to determine_~htlh~.r
the application is administratively complete.
i l l Not complete.
JAl Upon determining that the application is not c~~~
the reviewer shall immediately notify the applicant by_~l~
describing with reasonable sPecificity the ipade9.ll.i!!:.i~!Li!nd
measures necessary to complete the application.
Jil This notice shall not require or preclude further revie~
of the application and further requests for specific
information.
•
lCl If the reviewer does not notify the applicant of
inadeauacies. the period for technical review shall begin a~
the cloae pf the administrative completeness review peri·
111 Complete. When the application is admini§trati
l
complete. the reviewer shall lpq the date and immediately not.,y
the applicant by mail. The period fpr technical review ~in§~
.l&l Technical nyiew.
Each Prpgram involved shall have a cert<~in
time period. to review each application for technical COITopl iance
with the relevant regulations and reach a final determination.
j g l Wben times are tolled,
The time period for review is tQll~d
!the clock stops! during litigation, during periods of ~lio;;
review
pnd
participation
!includes
public
meetin~ng
aQminlstratiye permit bearings (and waiting period~_QyQ!l~
comment periods. time required for DEQ preparation of l'elmQ!ll!~LtQ
public comments received. and reyiew by other federal- orl Stat~
agencies). or when the Program has asked for supplemental
information and advised the aonlicant that the time olli.ruL..i§
tolled pending receipt. or during.tbe time in which an applicant
amends his application of his own accord.
j~
Supplemental time. To compensate for time scent in re~ing
inadequate materials, the DEO's notice pf deficiencies ann regy~~t
for supplemental information mav specify that up to 30 additional
calendar days maY be added to the application processing time~
Requests for supplemental information and data may also specify
that additional days for technical review equal to the nymber of
days the ppplicant used to prepare and submit pucb supplement ma~
be added to the application review time,
i l l Failute to re~pond, Except for good cause shown, failure · ~n
applicant tp supplernent an application within 180 days aftf
u~
mailing date of a notice of deficiencies, or by a date agreed ty by
the DEQ and the applicant. shall ypid the application and forfeit
the fees. The DEO shall notify the applicant of an opportunit~Q
show cause why this should not occur. Fpilyre to show cause shall
result in an order appealable according to 75 O.S. § 318,
Jgl Exttntiona. Extensions to the time lines of this subchapt~x
may be made as provided by law.
Pending failure•
Circumetances outside agency control.
Technical review times
shall be tolled for specified times when. prior to the deadline,
the Executive Pirector certifies that a failure to meet a deadliD~

252r2-15·71.

1&
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1907

1908
i.lJ_i!mninent and is caused by circumstances outside the control of
tu~ DEO.
Such circumstances include. but are not limited to. acts
Q~od. _a substantial and unexpected increase in the nu!Dber of
~gJiLi.£2tions filed. and additional review duties imposed on the DEO
!~~-an outside source.
lhl Otijer circwnstanceg. Where circumstances that are not clearly
outside the control of the PEO may cause a failure to meet a
rl~J in~. then;
1ll At least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DEO shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
!Q meet such deadline.
Jll Ihe applicant may aaree to an extension of time for a
~U££!fic purpose and period of time with refund of the entire
~ppJjs~tion fee. unl~s a refund iq prohibit~law~
2~:U~.l:;..:.1A...

~-k..!n!ali ty

penni t tisna lines

:rhe following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
!~£llD~ally reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
§p_ecified below,
J.tl Construction permits:
Jal PSD !Part 70 sources! - 540 days.
JJll_ Ma1or Sources !Part 70 sources other than PSDI' - 365
Q_9¥!L_

l£L

Minor Sources 9perating permits;
J8l Maior Sources Jill. Minor Sources _())_ Reloc<~ti<2.!l...P.ermits

180 days.

(:?)_

540 days.
365 days.
- 30 days.

25~--;~-=J.~__:-_7_;3__.

Hazardous waste pe;nnit time lJ.Jl~.l
J:.lle fqllowing hazardous waste permits and autboriz<~tions shall
l<~_t_~£1m_li;ally reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
!lf2e_G.i.1..L~9 below_
.ilJ. !lg_~_rdous waste permits:
Jl!l. New RCR[Lpermit or the renewal thereof - 300 days.
J!l.l New State RehY£1.ing permit - 300 days_._
iCJ. Class 3 permit modifications - 300 days.
J?l .Closure plans, post-closure plans and transfer station
plans and plan modifications - 300 days.

121

lfl

l2l

lAl

Publi£ water Supply - 90 days.
Underground Injection Control - 300 days.
Water Pollution Control Construction - 90 days.
Sludge management plan - 180 days.

252:2-15-76.

Other permits

AnY environmental license or permit that is not described

jn_thj~

Subchapter shall not be subiect to these time frames but sh"!lLpe.
reviewed with all due and reasonable speed.
Pre-issuance pe;nnit reyiew and correction
Review.
In addition to its own review. the PEO may. for__ J'if
I and II. and shall. for Tier III. at any time before issuanc~~
an applicant to review a permit for calculation and clericaJ.!.'r.:rc;n·,,
or mistakes of fact or law.
Jhl Correction. The PEO may correct anv permit befot·e . .i..!. .. J~•
issued.
i l l Notice of aiqnificant corrections. For permits bas~·~L_W.!
Tier I I and III applications. an aPPlicant shall publish legal
notice in one newspaper local to the site of any correction o1·
change proposed by the pgo which significantly alt~J.:ft.. -~
facility's permitted size. capacity or limits.
Jll Comments. The DEO m<~x open a public comment period. ~ujLQL
reconvene a public meeting and/or administrative hearir!S{_L'1
receive public comments on the proposed correction!sl.
252!2-15-77,

.aJ_

Agency Note (4), For statutory provisions related to administrative
review of permit conditions or actions after issuance, S'!~ 27!1
O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-3041Hl. "Denial of permit"; 75 o.s. § 317,
"Rehearing, reopening or reconsideration of final order"; ""d 7'•
o.s. § 307, "Declaratory rulings".

PART 9.

CONSOLIDATED PERMITTING

pe~it time lines
for new or modified water quality permits.
g;r_tifications and a~thorizations shall be technically reviewed and
P.~J;'!'!.i..l;_!!...§hall be issued or denied within the following time frames,
Jll Discharges - 180 days,
· ··
J11. 101 Certifications - 180 days.
J~l
Industrial Wastewater other than discharge - 180 days .
.L4l P.retreatment Trust Users - 180 days,

Consolidation of permitting process
piscretionary. Whenever an applicant applies for more t hnn_Q!H~
permit for the same site, the OEO may authorize, wi!h-thg_~Qn~r
of the applicant. the review of the applications to be consolj_q~
so that each required draft permit. draft denial and/or_p~QQost~
permit is prepared at the same time and public partici.llilt.iQn
opportunities are combined.
lQi ~ when consolidation is authorized by the DF.O:
i l l The procedural requirements for the highest specified ti~·.!
shall apply to each affected application.
J1l The DEO may also authorize the consolidation of_o1!Ql.i.G
comment
Periods,
process
and
public
meeting!L._____ f!!!tllr;•:
administrative permit hearings.
l1l Final permits may be issued together.
l£1 Renewal, The DEO may coordinate the expiration dates ':?Lng·~
permits. issued tO an applicant for the same facility or activjJ;y___.., ..,
that all the permits are of the same duration.
lQl Multiple modifications. Subsections (a) and lbl Q!__Jbi§
section shall also apply to multiple Tier II and Ill applic<'I_tim.•c;

Page 10
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~S~_;_:t::_t:;_-74.

Solid waste permit time lines
T1Le technical review period for solld waste permit applications
and~r each submittal and resubmittal shall be 90 days, subject to
Pl\C:.2~L;

2; 15-7-70

;2~-~~:~..s~_,_

w.. ter quality

~pp_]ications

252:2-15-90.

lll_

<r
<:)

txJ
for

p~rmit

APPENDIX C.

modifications.

PERMITTINQ PROCESS SUMMARY [NEW]

Steps
Filing - Applicant files application, pays
any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this.
Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one newspaper local to site.
Proceaa meeting - Notice - 30-day
o~lortunity is lublished with notice of
f ing. DEQ ho ds meeting if requested and
sufficient interest is shown.
.
Administrative completeneas review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
supply any- missing information.
Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and re~uests
~licant to cure any deficienc es.
Draft permit or draft denial - DEO prepares
this after completing review.
Notice of draft permit, public coDIDient
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant fublishes this in
one news~aper local to s te. IDEO publishes
notice o draft denial.)
Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, stora~e or
disposal draft permits; 30 days or all
others.
Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ i f held
Review of comments - DEQ (written response)
Propoaed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit
Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
~ermit and request administrative hearinq.
Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held. Results in final order.
Iaauance or denial - DEQ's final decision

[Okla.. Re.g. 96-446; 6ile.d
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SUBCHAPTER 15.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 2 • PROCEDURES OF THE DEPAJtTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
RULEMAKING ACTION: PERMANENT FINAL ADOPTION
RULES:
252:2-15-40 through 15-63. [NEW).
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1993,
Section 2-2-101; 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14-201.
DATES:
Comment period:
August 1 through November 28, 1995.
Public bearings:
August 29 and 31; September 5 &. 7; October
3, 10, 17, 19 and 27; November 7, 9, 13 ~nd 28. Specifically:
August 29 Solid Waste Management Advisory Council,
August 31 Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council,
Sept. 7
Radiation Management Advisory Council,
Oct. 3
Water Quality Advisory Council,
Oct. 10
Laboratory Services Advisory Council,
Oct. 17
Air Quality Council,
Oct. 19
Solid Waste Management Advisory council,
Oct. 27
Operator Certification Advisory Council,
Nov. 7
Water Quality Advisory Council,
Nov. 9
Hazardous Waste Management Advisc.ry Council,
Nov. 13
Air Quality Council (continued from l0/17),
and
Nov 28
Environmental Quality Board.
Adoption: November 28, 1995
·
Submitted to Governor:
December 1, 1995.
Submitted to House: December 1, 1995.
Submitted to Senate:
December 1, 1995.
Gubernatorial approval: December 11, 1995.
Legislative approval:
Failure
of
the Legislature
to
disapprove the rules resulted in approval on March 27, 1996.
Final adoption:
March 27, 1996.
Effective:
July 1, 1996.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS! None.
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE:
None.
ANALYSIS: These proposed rules, with an effective date of July 1,
1996, implement in part the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1994, § 2-14-101 et seq., as last
a~ended by S.B. 247 (1995).
For each individual permitting program
of the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), these proposed
rules classify applications for specific types of permits,
certifications, licenses, registrations and other kinds of DEO
authorization actions as Tier I, II or III.
CONTACT PERSON;
Kay York, Attorney, Department of Environmental
Quality, 1000 IL£. lOth, Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212. Phone (405)
2"11-8140.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULE IS
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. 1991, SECTION
JOB.l(Jl), IUTH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY l, 1996.

SIJYIR9NIIBN'l'AL PSRHl?J' PR9SSSSIIlS TIMES UNIFORM

PERMITTING PRQCBDURBS
PART l,

[RESERVED)

PART 3,

(RESERVED)

PART 5.

I

.

,.

,i

TIER CLASSiFICATIONS

252!2-15-40.
Air gyality application• - Tier I
The following air quality authorizations require Ti~.
applications;
l!L Construction permit for a minor source.
jZi Operating permit for a minor source.
.111 Operating permit for a maier facility, issued after
construction permit. which does not diffftX from the constructi<
permit in any manner which~ould otherwise subiect the operatin~
permit application to public review.
Hi New. modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit .
.ill Modification of a minor source's construction and/or
operating permit when_ the source remains a minor source after
the modification.
Jll Minor modification of a major facility• s construct,i.Qn
and/or ocerating permit.
l1l Acid rain permits.
~
Burn approval.
121 Relocation permit.
Jl]l Temporary permit.
llll Plant-wide emission plan approval,
ll21 Administrative amendment of all permits and other aut~
izations.
llll Extension of a minor source's construction permit.
l11l £xtension of a maier facility's construction permit with no
or minor modification.
ll5l Renewal of an operating permit for a minor source.
Air quality applications - Tier II
The following air gualitv authorizations require Tier II
applications.
l l l Operating permit for a major facility. issued after a cstruction permit, which differs from the construction permit .,,
a manner which subiects the operating permit application to
public reyiew.
ill. Qperatina permit for a major facility that does not have a
construction permit.
i l l Significant modification. as defined in OAC 252;100-8Jiel [21. of a maior facility's construction or operating permit.
l i l Hew. modified or renewed general permit.
121 Time extension of a maior facility's construction permit
with a modification that wquld otherwise be subiect to public
review.
Jjl Renewal of an operating permit for a maior facility,
l1l A construction permit for a new maier facility or a m~jor
modification to an existing maior facility,

252!2•15-41,
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Air quality applications - Tier III
New maior stationary sources. 1\ construction permit for any
new major stationary source listed in this subsection requires a
~r
I I I application.
For purposes of this section, "Major
12.t:ationarv source• means:
l!l Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits.
or has the potential to emit. 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation:
JAl carbon black plants (furnace process!.
~
charcoal production plants
J£l chemical process plants.
JDl coal cleaning plants !with thermal dryers!,
Jgl coke oven batteries.
i l l fossil-fuel boilers lor combustion thereof! .totaling more
than 250 million BTU per hour heat input.
JQl fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input.
1Hl tuel conversion plants.
1ll glass fiber processing plants.
J.U hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric add plants,
lKl iron and steel mill plants.
iLl kraft pulp mills.
lMl lime plants.
ltll incinerators. except where used exclusively as air
pollution control devices.
lQl petroleum refiperies.
.ill petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage
capacity exceeding 300.000 barrels.
lQl phosphate rock processing plant.
lEl portland cement plants.
J.S.L p.rlmary aluminum ore reduction plants.
J I1. o.r.i.mi!l'y____gmQg_r.....rund~
_!Ql p.rlmary lead smelters,
JYl primary zinc smelters.
JNt secondary metal production plants.
JXl sintering plants.
JYl sulfur recovery plants. or
1kl taconite ore processing plants, and
111 Any other source not specified in paragraph Ill of this
definition which emits. or has the potential to emit. 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subiect to regulation.
lQL Existing incinerators.
An application for any change in
emissions or potential to emit. or any change in any permit
condition. that would have caused an incinerator to be defined as
~ajor stationary source when originally permitted shall require
~_Iier III applicatio~
hl Potential to emit. For purposes of this section. "potential
.!;Q emit" means emissions resulting from the application of all
enforceable permit limitations as defined in QAC 252:100-1-3.

270.42.
.ill Modification to a recycling permit in accordance with 2"11>)_
O.S. Supp. 1994. §2-7-1181Al.
l l l Class 2 pgrmit modification as defined in 40 C,LR__._

~2:2-15-42.

.li!l

~~~.2-15-43.
aazardous waste magagement applications - Tier I
Til~_l&llowinq hazardous waste management authorizations require

J.:i,g_r___ I applications.

lll

Class 1 modification of any hazardous waste permit
requiring prior Department approval as specified in 40 C.F.R. §
2

§270.42.

lil

Emergency hazardous waste disposal plan approval.

121 Hazardous waste generator disposal plan approval.

1!1 Technical plan approval.

l1l Hazardous waste transporter license.
i l l Hazardous waste transfgr station plan modification which i
not related to capacity.

i l l Emergency permit issued in accordance with

4 0 C. F. R. ,
270 '61.
l1Ql Interim status closure plan approval in accordance with 40
C.F.R. §265.113 (d) 141.
J.lll Minor administrative modification of all permits and otlier
authorizations.
l11l Renewal of disposal plan approval and transporter license.
Jill New. modified or renewed authorization under a gener.i!.l
permit.
-,
ll!1 Approval of temporary authorizations in accordance with 40
C.F.R. § 270.42.
I

Hazardous waste management applications - Tier II
The following hazardous waste managemgnt authorizations require
Tier I I applications.
i l l On-site hazardous wastg treatment. storage or di~l.
permit.
l l l Mobile recycling permit.
lJl Research & Devglopment permit .
.ill. Class 3 modification of any hazardous waste per·rni t a~
specified in 40 C.F.R. § 270.42.
l!il. Modification of an on-site haurdous wastg faciJ..it:L.p~rmi!;
for a fifty percent ISO'I<) or greater increase in penn.i.J;.t~d
c;apadty .for storage. treatment. and/or disposal. includir"
1ncingrat1on.
~
Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility perm.k
for an excansion of permitted boundaries.
J11 Modification of on-site hazardous waste facility permit in
which the application is for new treatment. storage. or disposal
methods or units· which are significantly different ~th~~~
permitted.
i l l Renewal of a hazardous waste treatment. storage_Qr disposa\
permit,
l i l Hazardous waste transfer station plan approval.
llQl Hazardous waste
transfer station plan modification
involving increase in approvgd capacity .
l l l l Variance which is not part of a permit application.
llll. v_uiance which is part of a Tier II permit aopl icat lorh
252:2-15-44.

'.j
•'

i

Haza~dous waste management applications - Tier III
TI!.!Ltollowing hatardous waste management authorizations requir;::
Tier I I I applications,
l l l Off-site hazardous waste treatment. storage. disposal.
incineration and/or recycling permit.

252r2-1S-4S.

3

'.

,-····

Jll Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for a fifty percent ISO%! or greater increase in permitted
£i!lli!city for storage. treatment. and/or disposal. including
.incineration.
·
lJl Nodifjcation of an off-site hazardous ~e facility permit
fo~~pansion of permitted boundaries.
lil 11odification of off-site hazardous waste facility permit in
which the application is for new treatment. storage. or disposal
methods or units which are significantly different from those
ngrmitted.
J~l.
Variance which is part of a Tier III apolication.

Solid waste management apPlications - Tier I
The following solid waste management authorizations reguir..e_ Ti.f:J"
I applications.
·- l1L New permit&.
lAl Locally approved solid waste transfer stations.
Permit for a solid waste transfer station that . ..nrlor to
application filing, received county commissioner anQrQYal
according to 27A O.S.Supp. 1995. § 2-10-307.
lal Biomedical waste transfer stations using only sealed
containers, Biomedical waste transfer station permit_~
activities are limited to:
111 consolidation of sealed containers; and/or
!iii transfer of sealed containers from one veh~r
mode of transportation to another.
J.Ql Pilaster relief. Emergency authorization fot- •1ast..
disposal resulting from a natural disaster_

252:2-15-55.

~aboratory certification applications - Tier I
I application shall be required for a new. modified.
or renewed laboratory certification.

£~2:~15-46.

b......T~X
~~JQ§d

;2:!2:2-15-47.

Laboratory certification applications - Tier II

HQne.
2S.~1.1::15-48._

111

I..!!!2!:!!.~ory

certification applicill.911S - Tier III

!!mill.,
~rater certification applications - Tier I
following authorizations reauire Tier I applications.
JLL Waterwol'ks operator certification..J..§..t~ndard and temporar~
J.:U Wastewater ~orks operator certification !standard and

t~!.!illQ!:..eaL..

.111
lil

1-laterworks laboratory operator certification.
Wastewater works lab9ratory operator certification.
J~
Septic tank installer certification.
1§1 Septic tank cleaner license.
.LZl Landfill operator and/or manager certification.
1[1 Waterworks helper registration.
1il Wastewater works helper registration.
ilQl Amendments. modifications and renewals of all authoriza.!;.i2lli!_,_

252:2-i5-so.

Ooarator certification applications - Tier I I

252:2-15-51.

Operator certification applications - Tier

III

N9n.L.

Radiation management applications - Tier I
The following radiation management authorizations require Tier
applications.
Jll Industrial X-ray registration and the amendment. modifica~~d/or renewal thereof.
J21 X-ray fluoresc~ce spectroscopy instrument license and the
amendment. modification and/or renewal thereof.

252•2-15-52.
I

252;2-15·53.

Radiation management applications - Tier

~!cations.

JAl

All facilities,

i l l Modification of a solid waste perrni t

Lo

II

t!Qp.JL.

Solid waste management application• - Tier II
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier

252•2-15-56,

5
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acl.J

methods. units or appurtenances for liyuid lli.Jlkln!J
processes:
yard
waste
compost ing;
rea£li1l9
operations; waste ecreening; or baling. chiQI4na,.
shredding or grinding equipment or operati2n§~
l1ll Modification to any solid waste perml t: to m<>b·
minor changes.
~
..illJJ. Modification of plans for closyre and/or Post· .
closure.
.1i.ltl. Administrative modification of all permits ang
other authorizations.
lDl On-site and off-pite land ditpoBal facilities .
Modification of an existina land disposal permit for a
lateral expansion within Permitted bqundaries.
1£1 CapacitY inqreaaea of lest than 25' with exceptions.
The modification of a solid waste permit. excluding incineration permits. involving a reauest for less than twentyfive percent 125\1 increase in permitted capacity for
storaae. processing or disposal when the reauest is for
equivalent methods. units or appurtenances as those pp-·
mitted and wbicb does not involve expansions of permit
boundaries.
.
i l l Plana and other authorizations, The approval of new and
when applicable. modified or renewed:
lAl Plans for compostinq of yard waste only.
1Bl Permit transfers.
J.Ql Non-hazardous industrial solid waste disposal plansL
lDl Technical plans.
1&1 County solid waste manaaement plans.
lf1 Individual authorizations under a general permit.
llll All other administrative approvals required by Ol\C
25Z:510 or QAC 252:520.

/.:!~_;~~5-49.
'L!l~ __

• HmllL.

.

I

19 J<J

19.14
Jhl

Off-site processing facilities with exception~
Permit for an off-site processing facility.
unle_sli
otherwise specified in Tier I. Rule 252;2-15-55. nL.l:irr

;u_a..QPJ._ications.

J.H

H~~e%1!!i t s •
1~1
On-site
~xcmlli!h

solid waste processing facilities with
Permit for an on-site solid waste processing
facility except yard waste composting as listed under Tier

~Rule

252:2-15-55.

lBl Solid waste transfer stations with exceptions.

Jll

~

for a solid waste transfer station except:
J1l a
transfer
station
permit
with
county
commissioner approval as 1 is ted under Tier I. Rule
~:2-15-55. or
lJJll a biomedical waste transfer station permit listed
under Tier I. Rule 252:2-15-55.
lU On-site incinerators with exceptions.
Permit for an
on-site incinerator except those exempt under QAC 252:520
gr those that have an approved Air Quality permit or Sglid
!'fi!.§.t__e Mani!_g~m~nt_rlln_,_
l.!tl_ On-site land disposal sites.
Permit for an on-site
sglid waste disposal site.
.ll;l Material Recovery Facility (HRF), __ Permit
for
a
Material Recovery Facility if waste is ngt sourceseparatgQ_._
!1odification.!!.:.
Jhl All facilities.
Modification of a permit for a chance
in waste type.
J.el on-site facilities. Any modification of an on-sill
solid waste permit, except as listed under Tier I. Rule
;152:2-15-55.

1hl Off-s~te facilities.
Jil Modification of any off-site solid waste permit
.inyolvinq a request for more

tha~nty-five

115\l but less than fifty percent

perc~

increase in
RJ;lrmit.!&.!Lsapacitv for storage. processing or disposal
~eluding
incineration) when the request is for
~uivalent methods.
units or appurtenances as those
p~rmitted. except those listed under Tier I. Rule 252:2(50\1

.12-55~

J..ijj_ Modification of

any off-site processing facility
involving an expansion of permitted boundaries.
1Ql Incinerators.
li.l_ Modification of an on-site incinerator permit for
any__l~rease
in permitted capacity for storage.
processing, or disposal.
l i i l Mgdification of an off-site incinerator permit
involving a request for increases less than fifty
~cent
!50%)
in permitted capacity for storage,
~cessing.
or disposal when the request is for
~~lgnt methods. units or appurtenances as those
perm~!L._

..!1L

General permit.

New. modifia"d. or renewed general permit.

:zs:~..;.JL:.!.!!..~~L._
Solid waste manage~ent applications - Tier III
Ine following solid waste management authorizations require Tier

!_Ll_...illilllications _

.ill

I~e

New penni ts,
6

252:2-15-SGL

JRl Off-site land disposal facility.

l.ll_

lll

:•j

.,

Permit for a1~off
site solid waste land disposal site.
J£1. Off-site incinerator. Permit
for
an
ofL..§j 1;~
incinerator.
Modifications.
Jhl Off-site facilities: significant increase in capaci.ty_,__
Modification of any off-site solid waste permit involvir
a fifty percent ISO%! or greater increase in permitt
capacity for
storage.
Processing.
and/or disposaincluding incineration.
•
~
Off-site land disposal facility,
Modification of an
off-site solid waste land disposal permit for an eXp<\!lli,ir.m
of permitted boundaries.
JU Off-site facilities: different methods, units or
appurtenances. Modification of an off-site solid wast~;
permit in which the request involves different meth!j!dS_,_
units or appurtenances than those permitted. except__ \:ll9_!?~'_
listed under Tier I, Rule 252;2-15-55.
Variance approvals. All variances.

UIC applications-Tier I
The following underground iniection control a!Jt}!Qr.j ~,..!).91";
require Tier I applications.
l1.l Minor modification of a permit for Class I. II L______i!_Qd. ·;
wells in accordance with 40 C.F.R. §144.41.
ln. Modification of an approved closure an!UQr_ __p_~_.:t:;.lQ§'lll~''
plan for a Class I hazardous waste injection well .
Jll Modification Qf an approved plugging and aban<lonm"''l~--Plf.ln
for class I nonhazardous and Class III iniection wells.
i l l Modification of an approved corrective action plan for il
Class I iniection well,
151 Emergency permit in accordance with 40 C.F.R. §144.34.
l.§l. New. modified or renewed authorization und~g~
permit.
l1J.. Minor administrative modification of all permits and ot!!~J:
authorizations.

252:2-15-58.

UIC applications - Tier II
The following underground iniection control authori?.J!t..i,qn:"
require Tier II applications.
l1.l On-site Class I nonhazardous waste iniectiQn we] 1 p<>J:Plil
i l l Class III and V iniection well permits except_ C'l;t_f!~--- _'J
permits issued under Tier III.
i l l Modification and/or renewal of all DEO- issued undergroun<1
iniection control well permits .

252:2-15-59.

UIC applications ~ Tier III
The fgllowing underground inigction control authorizatit::n''
require Tier I I I applications.
l l l Class I hazardous waste injection well permit .
J2L Off-site Class 1 nonhazardous waste iniection well permit.

252:2-15-60.

7

JJL

ill Be-permitting of facility with expiring individual storm

Class V industrial waste injection well permit.

water discharge permit.

l i l Be-permitting with maier change lsi from expiring

Water quality applications -Tier I
The following water gual;ty authorizations require Tier I
applications.
lll. Permit for flow-through impoundment lsi as part of the
pretreatment process.
Jll ~rmitting of facility with an expiring permit for
ln~rial non-discharging impoundment or seotic tank system.
lll Be-permitting of exoiring Permit with minor or no change lsi
for land application of sludge and/or wastewater for same site.
Hl New. modHied or renewed authorization under a general
permit. including but not limited to general permits for
stormwater. underground storage tanks and petroleum storage and
treatment facilities.
J2l Approval of new pretreatment program.
.1~1
Closure plan approval,
l1L Dredge and fill certification.
lftl Approval of exemption for water line extensions.
lil Approval of exemption for water distribution and wastewater
~Qllection systems.
JiQl Approval for individual residential sewage disposal 5ys~
_(lll Approval of small public sewage system_;_
lhl with less than 5. 000 gallons per day which do not
discharge, land apply wastewater or sludge. or have lift
~atiQns designed to handle a peak capacity greater than 10
9Bllons per minute: or
JBl which serves less than ten 1101 residential units.
H.ll Residential development approval .
.il.ll Transfer of discharge permit
llil Minor modification of discharge permit.
Jl21 Minor modification of permit for land application Qf sludge
~nd/or wastewater
Jlll Modification of Qr addition to a municipal wastewater
treatment svstem !including sewer line extensions).
Jl1l Modification of or addition to a public water supply
tr~atment and/or distribution system.
Jlftl Modification of non-discharging impoundment and/or septic
• t2nk system permit.
1!21 Modification of an approyed pretreatment program.
J~Q.l Mroinistrative amendment of permits or other authorizations
[QL!.he corr~ction of administrative or typographical error!L.
252:2-15-61.

permi~~

land application of sludge and/or wastewater for the same s~
llQl Variance including thermal components of effluent limitations for an individual discharge permit.
ll1l Major modification of discharge permit.
l11l Maier modification of permit for land application of sludge
and/or wastewater.
252:2-15-63.
water quality applications - Tier III
A new discharge permit for a maior facility requires a Tier III

application.

[Okla. Reg. 96-534; 6iied

Ap~

25, 7996]

Water quality applications - Tier II
The following water quality au~horizatiQns require Tier II

252:2-15-62.

!!P-l?..li£5!.tiQn.IL.

JU

l~L

Permit for municipal wastewater treatment system.
Permit for public water supply sy~m~

LU

12.il!~harglLI!tlmiL.f.Q~r_facility

HJ.

Indi-...idual storm water permit.
151 Permit for industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic
J;,An)( system.
_(~L
Permit for land application of-sludge and/or wastewater at
!J~!t.~i.tL

Jll

Re·perll)itting of a facility with expiring discharge permit.
8
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TITLE 210. STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
CHAPTER 35, STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION OF
ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE, SECONDARY AND AREA
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL LEVEL SCHOOLS
11\.'TENDE
ULEMAKING ACTION: Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules. Subchapter IS. Expanded Opponunities in Summer Programs, 210:3S-1S-I and
210:3S-IS-2[N
); Subchapter 17. Co-Cunicular and Exn Cunicular Programs, 210:3S-17·1
and 210:3S-17-2[ 'EW); Subchapter 19. Concurrent Enrollment, 210:3S-19-lthrough 3S-19-3
(NEW); Subchapter • Alternative Instructional Delivery Systems, 210:3S-21-I and 210:3S-21-2
(NEW]; Subchapter 2 Student Entrance and Progression Through }he System, 210:35-25-1 and
210:3S-2S-2[NEW[; an ubchapter27. Proficiency Based Promonon, 210:3S-27-1through 3S27-3 (NEWJ
Summary: Rules set fonh
uirements and procedures peninent to the content areas specified in
the various subchapter titles.
Proposed action: New subchapt are si:ning fonh requirements and procedures peninent to the
content mas specified.
.
Need: 70 O.S. § 3-104 and 3-104.
quire the State Board of Educa!ion to pm"'!ulgate.rules for
the accreditation of schools and then nher m:tndate that changes wtll be made m these rules to
facilit:ue the implementatio~ of the new tate curriculum to take effect during the 1993-94 school
year.
E.ffet'l: The intended effect is to reinstat and improve upon the effectiveness or previously
existent rules which wen: originally published the Appendices or the Ac:creditation Standards.
,\UTIIORITY: State Board of Education
70 O.S. § 3·1 04--Expanded
nunities in Summer Programs, CoCunic:ular and Extra Curric:ul Programs and Alternative Instructional
. Delivery Systems
70 O.S. § 628.13--Conc:urn:nt Enro
70 O.S. §§ 1-114 and 24-i 14.1--Stud 1 Entrance and Progression Through
the System
70 O.S. § li-103.6.. Proficienc:y Based
motion
COMME!I.'T PERIOD: All interested persons are invited to ubmit data, views or arguments,
ornlly or in writing, in suppon of or in opposition, to the new bchapters to the ~ffic:e of the
State Roard of Education, Rm. 1-18 Oliver Hodge Memorial Du1 ing, 2500 N. Lmc:oln Dl\'d.,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 7310S-4S99 between the hours or 8 a.m. d 4:30p.m., November 16
through December IS, 1993.
I'UIILIC IIEAIUNG: He:uings begin at 2 p.m., Thursday, Decem r 16, 1993, in Rm. I·
20 of the Oliver Hodge Memorial Building, 2500 N. Lii)Coln Blvd., Oklnho a City, Oklnhonu.
COI'IIi:S OF I'ROI'OSED RULES: Copies an: on file for public: viewin in the office of the
St:ue Hoard of .Education, Rm. 1·18 Oliver Hodge Memorial Building, 2S
. Lincoln Blvd.,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 7310S-4S99.
RULE IMI'ACT STATEMENT: A Rule Impact Statement for the new·sut>c
ters will be
prepared, as required by law, and will he available after No,•ember 19, 1993,:11 the m,·e of the
State Board of Education, Rm. 1-18 Oliver Hodge Education Building, 2SIXI N. Lin In Dlvd.,
Oklahoma City, Oklahom:t.
CONTACT t•F.:ItSON: Garrc:line A. Jurko, State Bo:trd of Education Office, Rm. 1-1
Hodge Education Building, 2SOO N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
405/521-3308

v~ITLE
•
·

252: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER. 002. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT/EMERGENCY Rulemaking.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:002, Procedures of the Department of
Environmental Quality [NEW)
Summary: The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Act directs the
Board to promulgate replacement rules for programs transferred to
the new Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ" I.
(See Laws
1993, c. 324, Section 8.)
These proposed rules are intended to set forth procedures for
the DEQ by renumbering, recodifying, and converting references from
the OSDH (currently codified at 310:002) and implementing 27A:2-l101 et seq. to the DEQ.
They include general provisio.ns and
information about the DEQ, procedures to be followed in ind1vidual
proceedings, administrative penalty proceedings,
and publ~c
meetings and administrative hearings on permit applications; l?e~m1t
processing timelines; and complaint processing.
New prov1s~ons
include procedures for investigation and mediation of comp1a1nts
and ru1emaking.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; Laws 1993, c. 145,
sections 55(H), 58(BJ and 81: and 75 o.s. 1991, S 302.
COMMENT .PERIOD:
Deliver or mail comments November 15 through
December 6, 1993 to contact person listed below.
PUBLIC HEARINGS: oral and written comments will be received:
~1ednesday
December 15, 1993 - !1:00 a.m., Room 1211, Oklahoma
state Dep~rtment of Health Building, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
Wednesday, January 26, 1994 - Environmental Quality Board
meeting.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: May be obtained from the contact person
listed below. ·
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: May be obtained from contact person.
CONTACT PERSON: Office of General counsel, 12th Floor, Department
of Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. lOth, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73117-1212: Mr. Robert Kellogg, 405/271-8060.

[Okla.. Re.g. 93-767 0; 6-ile.d Oc.tobell 25, 799 3]

[Okla.. Re.g. 93-7609; 6-(.le.d Oc;tqbell 22, 7993]
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UI'U 252. DUMD~Dt' or ~ QUALift
CJIU!'D 002. PJIIOCa)VJUI:I or S'BII DU.AMMaft'

or JaiYDtOiaiDDL

QaLZft

JtiJLDGUUJfG .act'%01r:
PERMANENT final adoption.
JUn.ZS: -252: 002, Procedures of the J)epartlllent of. Environmental
Quality [NEW)
AOTBOJUft:
Environ~~ental Quality' Board; Laws 1993, c. 145,
sections 55(8), 58(B) and 81; and 75 o.s. 1991, 5.302.

DADS:

comment period: November 15, 1993 through December 6, 1993.
Public hearing: December 15, 1993 and January 26, 199{.
Adoption: January 26, 1994.
Submitted to Governor: February 7, 1994.
Submitted to House: February 7, 1994.
Submitted to Senate: February 7, 1994.
Gubernatorial approval: March 24, 1994.
Legislative approval: Failure of the Legislature to disapprove
the rules resulted in approval on March 31, 1994.
Final adoption: March 31, 1994.
Effective: May 26, 1994.
SUPKJlSimlm amacua AC'riOJIS: None.
IRCORPOitA.'riOJIS BY JlU'&RPCJl:
None.
ARALYSIS:
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Act 1 directs the
Board to promulgate replacement rules for programs transferred to
the new"Department of Environmental Quality (•DBQ•).
(See Laws
1993, c. 324, section 8.)
These proposed rules are intended to set forth procedures for the
DEQ by renumbering, recodifying, and converting references from the
OSDH (currentlY codified at 310:002) and implementing 27A:2-1-101
et seq. to the DEQ.
They include general prqvisions and
information about the DEQ, procedures .to be ..followed Jln individual
proceedings, administrative penalty proceedings, and public
meetings and administrative hearings on permit applications; permit
processing timelines; and complaint processing. New provisions
include procedures for investigation and mediation of complaints
and rulemaking.
~'r PERSOR:
Mr. Robert,Kellogg, (405) 271-8060.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARB
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION
308.1CA), WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF May 26, 1994:

CIIAP!'D 002.

or

PIIOC&J)UIIZ8 or

~

DUAM'ND'r

·-

DVXIIOIOIDTAL QOALift

SUBCBAP!'D 1.

·.
URERAL PROV1:8:tOR8

252:002-1-1. h,;po••
(a) Pal:'pOse.
This Chapter establishes the organization and
procedures of the Department of Environmental Quality.
(b) rail:' GODst:nctiOD.
This Chapter is intended to simplify
procedures, avoid delays, save expenses and facilitate implementing
the Oklahoma En..,ironmental Quality Code and any other Oklahoma
Statutes under which the DEQ has jurisdiction.
(c) Scope. The rules in this Chapter are not intended to li.tt
the lawful authority of the DEQ. The DEQ may address any matter
under its jurisdiction and change any procedure for good cause.
(d) Se,.l:'&hllltJ'. The repeal or invalidity of any particular rule
of this Chapter or Title shall not affect other rules.
252:002-1-2. Defiaitioas
The following words and terms, when used in this Chapter, shA\1
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indic·
otherwise:
•APA• means the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act, 75:250.1
et seq.
•aoa~• means the
Environmental Quality Board.
•COde• means the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code, 27A:2-l101 et seq.
•coaaail• means the Air Quality Council, the Hazardous Waste
Management Advisory Council, the Laboratory Services Advisory
Council, the Radiation Management Advisory council, the Solid Waste
Management Advisory Council, the Water Quality Management Advisory
Council and the Waterworks and Wastewater Works (Operator
Certification) Advisory Council.
•D&Q• oil:' •Depart.eat• means the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality and its officers and employees.
•&aecati,. Director• means the Executive Director of the
Department of Environmental Quality.
•Iadl..,ichal pJ:Oaeedlag• means the same as defined in
75:250.3(7),a part of which includes an administrative evidentiary
hearing.
•~tespoadeat• means a person or legal entity named in a petition
for an individual proceeding against whom relief is sought.
•PI:'Oposed :nle Oil:' rale cbaages• means rules proposed for
recommendation and adoption or repeal.
•aale package• ~~eans a set of rules or rule changes or a single
rule or rule change proposed for a specific program or purposr
252:002-1-3. Descriptioa of Depart.eat of &a...i~eatal Qaa11-~
(a) Bistory. The DEQ was created January 1, 1993, as a result of
environmental legislation in 1992. On July 1, 1993, it assumed
jurisdiction over air quality, hazardous waste, solid waste, water
quality, environmental laboratory services and certification,
radiation management and other programs and functions as specified
Page 1
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in the Code.
(b) Organization. The DEQ consists of programs in air quality,
waste management, water quality, complaints and local services, and
offices of customer assistance, business and industry assistance,
local government assistance, and administrative hearings.
Such
organization may be revised by the Executive Director.
Organizational charts may be' obtained upon request to the Office of
the Executive Director.
'
(c) Duties. The DEQ has the following duties:
(1) to implement the Code and other statutes under which it has
jurisdiction;
(2) to serve as the official state environmental agency of
Oklahoma to cooperate with federal agencies in the management of
environmental programs designated by law1
(3)
to perform such duties as required by law1 and
(4)
to provide administrative assistance to the Board and
Councils.

confidentiality upon submission.
Absent such assertion and
substantiation, information or materials shall be recognized and
treated by the DEQ as being available for disclosure.
(e) Cel:'titicatioa. Copies of official records of the DBQ -Y be
certified by the Executive Director or Assistant Director or their
designees.
(f) Cbal:9•· The DEQ' s administrative fee schedule shall apply to
in-house copying or reproduction of open records for or by ..ahara
of the public.

SUBCBUftR 3.

CZlURAI.

252:002-3-3.

Availability of recorda
(a) Availability. Records of the DEO, not otherwise confidential
or privileged from disclosure by law, shall be available to the
public for inspection and copying at the CEQ's principal office or
other offices during normal business hours.
The DEQ may take
reasonable precautions in order to ensure the safety and integrity
of records under its care.
(b) Removal.
Records may be removed from the DEQ' s offices or
storage areas only with permission of the record's custodian.
(c) Reproduction.
(1) By DEQ. The DEQ may limit the number of copies made and
the time and personnel available for reproduction of open
records requested by a member of the public or refer the
requester to the provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) of this
subsection.
(2) Commercial reproduction. With advance notice to the DEQ,
persons may arrange for the pick-up, reproduction and return of
open records by a commercial copying service at their expense.
(3) other.
Provided the approval of the DEQ is obtained in
advance and suitable floor apace is available, a requester may
bring in and use his own copy machine.
(d) Confidentiality. Any person submitting information, data or
materials to the DEQ may assert and substantiate a claim of
:rage 2

:retitioaa for zul..akioq
(a) Rul.-Jd.nq request. Any person may file a petition with the
DEQ formally requesting the adoption, amen~nt, or repeal of one
or more rules.
(b) roza ud coatent of petition. Rulemaking petitions shall be
in writing and filed with the DEQ. A petition shall include the
information and follow the foraat of OAC 252: 002 Appendix A,
Fetition for Rulemaking. After the petition is filed, the DBQ
shall provide a copy to the Board.
(c) Referral.
The DEQ shall refer a filed petition to the
appropriate Council or if none, to the appropriate progra• of the
DEQ, for review. A petition referred to a Council shall be set on
the agenda of the next available Council meeting.
(d) Statua. If rulemaking based on the petition does not co-.ence
within 30 calendar days after the next available Council meeting or
after referral to a program of the DEQ, the petition shall be
deemed denied. The DEQ shall advise the Board of the status of
petitions and shall provide the petitioner a copy of any final
action relating to the petition.
252:002-5-1.

252:002-3-1.

252:002-l-2.

[RBSERVEDJ

SOBCIIUDil 5. JtDJ..DialaJIQ

OPZM~IOM

Office location and boars; commuaicat~ons
(a) Office. The principal office of the DEQ is 1000 N.B. lOth
Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117-1212.
(b) Boura of operation. Office hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., unless otherwise designated by the Executive Director, each
day except saturday and Sunday and state holidays.
(c) Commuaicationa. Unless a person is working with a particular
person or departmental area, written communication to the DEQ shall
be addressed to the Executive Director' at the principal office.

AdaiDhtratiY• fe..

:j
I

Rule de'"lopaent
The DBQ may commence the developraent of rules and rule char ,
at the request of, or on behalf of, the Board or a Council or ·
·
petition. by 'an interested person. The DBQ may appoint committees
to assist in the development of such rules.

252:002-5-2.

ICotice of pe:DU.Dent J:Ul-kiag
The DEQ shall cause notice of proposed permanent ruleaaking and
. of dates of known hearings to be given in accordance with the APA.
Notice of the continuation of any rulemaking hearing shall be
announced at the hearing or meeting from which the hearing is to be
continued and shall not require publication.
252:002-5-3.

Rul...Jd.nq coaaent periods I hearings be for. tiM! DKQ
(a) Comments. The DEQ may ask for oral or written comments on
proposed rules or rule changes from any person at any time.
(b) Reariaqa. On behalf of the Board or a Council, the DEQ . .y
conduct a rulemaking hearing separate from a Board or Council
252: 002-5-4 •

(liD)

· .eeting to receive ccnaents on proposed perwanent rule pacltaps.
(c) aear1J19 ~s ror: oral oo-eot.s.
Persona wishing to
c~nt orally at a hearin9 on peraanent rule packages aay be asked
to . .ke a wri~ten request. The hearin9 officer may set. reasonable
t i - Uaits on oral presentations, . .y exclude repetitive or
irrelevant c~nts and aay require that tbe presentations be
subaitted in writinq prior to the ~lose of the c~nt. period.
(d) c-eDt. period for: wd.tt.C~nu on proposed
peraanent rule packaqes aay be subaitted in writinq at the hearin9
or by the end of the specified public comment period, or both.
·
(e) LeDqtll. of - t . pedod. The ~nt period shall end at the
conclusion of the hearinq unless extended for no more than 30 days.
(f) s-1:7 of ~t.s. . The DEQ shall aa!nta!n a suaaary of
c~nts received on proposed rule packages at ruleaakinq bearinqs
and during written. coaaent periodS and provide the sunaary to the
Board or a Council prior to the Board's or Council'• final action
on such rules.

-u.

252:002-5-5. Bearbqs before t u Board or: a c-ou
At the request of the Board or a Council, the DEQ aay desiqnate
a hearinq officer to conduct a rulemaJdng hearin9 on proposed
per.anent rule packaqea before those bodies.
252: 002-5-ll. Pnpantloa of 1:111~9 reoom
The DEQ shall aaintain a ruleaakinq record on all rules adopted
or repealed by the Board.
8VBCUH'D. 1.
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252: 002-'7-1. Declant.OJ:7 J:al.laqa
Any person who alleges that. any DEQ rule or order interferes with
or impairs, or threatens to interfere with or inpair, their leqal
rights . .y petition the D£Q, formally requestinq a declaratory
ruling on the applicability of the rule or order.
(1)
l'oa. a~~d OODtent of pet:lt.ioa. All such petitions shall be
in writing and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk. The
petition shall include the information and follow the for.at of
OAC 252:002 Appendix B, Petition for Declaratory Rulinq. After
the petition is filed, the DEQ shall provide a copy to the Board
at ita next available . .etinq.
.
(2) Detea.!Dat.ioa. Petitions for declaratory rul!nqa shall be
determined by the DEQ. Rulinqa shall state the findinqs and
conclusions upon which they are based. If the DEQ refuses to
make a rulinq, then the petition shall be dee. .d to have been
denied. If the DEQ commences an individual proceeding on the
petition, it shall offer an opportunity for a hearinq to the
petitioner.
After the DEQ issues a rulin9 or the Executive
Director issues a final order, the DEQ shall provide a copy of
the rulinq or final order to the Board at its next aYailable
meeting.
·
(3) Nailinq. the DEQ shall mail a copy of the ruling o~ final
order to the petitioner.

8tJIICBU'.l'KR
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252:002-t-1. Purpose and applicability
(a) Pazpose a~~d appU.cabUit.y. The purpose of thia Subchapter is
to establish general procedures for individual proceedinqs
conducted by the DBQ for purposes of enforce-nt and administrative
permit proceedinqs as specified by Subchapter 13 of this Chapter.
(b) Appl.iaable law. The APA, the Code and this Chapter qovern
individual
proceedinqs,
including administratiYe hearings,
undertaken by the DEQ.
252:002-t-2. &aforo...nt. petitions
(a) Penoas entitled. Individual proceedings aay be initiated by
DEQ proqr- areas by filing a petition or an administrative
compliance or penalty order with the Administrative Law Clerk.
(b) PetitiOD oontent. Each petition shall na- the Respondent (s)
and shall contain a reference to the statutes and rules involved
and a brief statement of the facts qiving a right to relief and t
the relief requested. The petition shall be s19ned by the persora
presenting the same, or his attorney (see APA S 310), and shall
include the ai9ner•s address and phone number.
·
(cJ Petitioa style. The style of documents in a matter shall
appear in substantially the following form:
~ ~

01CLA11CN1L DDAR'ftlllft' 01' DY%ltOIIMD'1'AL QUALI'l'Y

IN RB: (Nature of proceedin9
and name of Respondent
e.g. Request for - - - - -

No. (Year ' Case IJ

[name of proqram area or person),
Petitioner.
(Rature

~f

Request]

252:002-t-3. DeclaratoJ:7 1:11lin9 petitions
ror information on declaratory rulinq petitions, see Subchapter
'7 of this Chapter.
252:002-t-4. ~nistratiYe peEa.lt hearinq pet.it.lons
For information on administrative permit hearing petitions,
Subchapter 13 of this Chapter.

252:002-t-5. Natter• filed ~ DIQ
A petition or administrative cOBPliance or penalty order filed
by a DBQ pro9ram area shall include notice of the opportunity to
request an administrative hearin9 and shall be served on the named
Respondehts.
252:002-t-&.

~nistrative

hearinqa

I
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(a) Raquest. A hearing request shall be in writing abd shall be
filed with the Administrative Law Clerk as part of or in response
to a filed Petition.
(b) SCbeduli~q. The DEQ shall schedule an administrat~ve hearing
after receipt of a proper and timely request.
(c) Hotice. When the DEQ schedules an administrative hearing, the
Administrative Law Clerk shall notify the parties of the date, time
and place of the hearing. Such notice shall satisfy ~he notice
requirements of the APA and shall be made at least fifteen (15)
days prior to the hearing unless otherwise provided by law or
agreed by the parties.
(d) Procedure.
The
Administrative Law Judge may refer to
District Court Rules and Procedure in the absence of applicable APA
and DEQ statutes and rules, including this Chapter. Subject to the
limitations in OAC 252:002-9-7(d), the Administrative Law Judge,
with the consent of all parties, may vary the procedures of this
Chapter.
· f

(7) rule on, admit, exclude and limit evidence, at or before
hearings I
(8) establish the time for filing motions, testimony, and other
written evidence, briefs, findings, and other submissions, and
hold the record open for such purposes1
(9) rule on motions and pending matters1
(10) divide the hearing into stages or join claims of parties
whenever the number of parties is large or the issues are
numerous and complex1 and
(11) restrict attendance by persons not parties to the hearing
in appropriate cases.
·
(e) 'l'ecbDical assiat&Dca. At the request of the Administrative
Judge, the Executive Director may designate a DEQ representati,_,
who has had no assigned responsibilities related to the .atter at
issue, to serve as technical adviser to the Administrative Law
Judge.

Adlaiaistrat1.... Law t7Udges -d Cl.erJts ~
(a) Admioistrative Law JUdge.
The Executive 'Director may
designate an Administrative Law Judge for any administrative
hearing properly and timely requested of the DEQ, unless precluded
by law. Administrative Law Judges shall be familiar with the rules
of procedure and generally familiar with the substantive rules
governing the matter, and shall not have had prior involvement in
the matter other than as an Administrative Law JUdge.
The
Administrative Law Judge so designated shall have full authority to
conduct all aspects of the hearing proceedings except for the
issuance of a Final Order.
(b) AdmiDiatrative Law Clerk.
The Executive Director may
designate
an
Administrative Law Clerk to maintain the
administrative hearing dockets and records, and perform such other
duties as described in this Chapter or incidental thereto.
(c) RafereDcea to AdaiDistrative Law Judge.
The Executive
Director or designee may perform functions described in this
Section for Administrative Law Judges.
(d) Authority. Administrative Law Judges have complete authority
to conduct administrative hearing proceedings and may take any
action not inconsistent with the provisions of the rules of this
Chapter or of the APA for the maintenance of order at hearings and
for the expeditious, fair,
and impartial conduct of the
proceedings. Administrative Law Judges may, without limitation:
(1)
arrange and issue notice .of the date, time and place of
hearings and conferences;
(2)
establish the methods and procedures to be used in the
presentation of the evidence1
(3) hold conferences to settle, simplify, determine, or strike
any of the issues in a hearing, or to consider other matters
that may facilitate the expeditious disposition of the hearing1
(4)
administer oaths and affirmations,
(5)
regulate the course of the hearing and govern the conduct
of participants;
(6) examine witnesses;

Service
(a) Metbod8 or service. Service of a petition and initial notice
of hearing shall be by personal delivery served by a person
licensed to make service of process in civil cases, or by certified
mail with delivery shown by return receipt, or by publication if it
is shown that service cannot be made by any other means despite the
exercise of due diligence. Where the DEQ is serving a petition or
notice, personal service may be made by a person designated by the
Executive Director to make such service for the DEQ. Service by
certified mail shall be effective on the date of receipt or, if
refused, on the date of refusal by the Respondent. Acceptance or
refusal by any officer of a business or an authorized agent for a
business shall constitute acceptance or refusal by the party
addressed.
(b) Proor or service. The person making service shall file proof
of service thereof with the Administrative Law Clerk promptly and
in any event within the time during which the person served must
respond to the process. Failure to make proof of service does not
affect the validity of service. The Administrative Law Judge aay
refer to the Oklahoma Pleading Code for guidance regarding servi-~.
(1)
Aclul-ledv-aant.
Acknowledpent in writin9 by
recipient, or appearance by the recipient at a hearing witl•. ,;
objecting to service, is equivalent to proof of service.
(2) ActioDs oD a liceose. Service by mail in a matter seeking
to revoke or suspend any license may be deemed complete when
there is an affirmation that the notice was mailed by certified
mail to the licensee's last known address, and that he or she
may not be found otherwise, despite the exercise of due
diliqence. The Administrative Law Judge shall inquire into and
determine whether due diligence has been exercised.
(c) Service by aail.
Except for service of the petition and
initial notice, service by mail is complete upon mailing, and aay
be shown by the postmark.
(d) Service oD representative. Service made upon an attorney of
record constitutes service upon the party the attorney represents.
Service made upon a person authorized by Oklahoma law to receive
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252:002-t-12. Dlsoovery
All parties shall act in vood faith in the schedulin9 and conduct
of discovery. Failure of a party to provide reasonable opportunity
tor the opposin9 party to depose any witness shall be 9rounds to
exclude the testimony of that witness at the hearinv. Discovery
s:hall be conducted in accordance with tbe Oklahoma Discovery Code
unless otherwise ordered by the Administrative Law JUd9e for 900d
cause.

. .y

the
252:002-1-10. •~1D9 ooafe~ae•
CaJ a.Deral..
The Adlliniatrative Law Judge . .y schedule and
conduct preheadn9 conferences aa necessary to identify parties and
iaauea and to aet schedules and a9endaa for bead.nfl""related
activities. The Aclainiatrathe Law Clerk a:hall notify the ~rties
of the schedulinv of a prehearin9 coafe~e. !be ~inistrative
Law JUd9e •ay authorize a prehearing conference by telephone. On
request, prehearing conferences shall be on the record.
CbJ 8abjects. rreheadng conferences . .y address&
,
ClJ identification and si.plification of issues, includin9 the
elillination of frivolous claias or defenaes1
(2) a~n~nts to the pleadingst
·
CJJ the plan and schedule of discovery and lt.itations to be
placed thereont
C4J identification of adaiaaiona of fact to avoid unnecessary
proof and cu.ulative evidencet
(5) the identification of witnesses and substance o6 testt.ony,
exhibits, and docu.entat
J
(6) the use of prehearin9 briefs and prefiled teat~ny in the
fora of sworn affidavitsl
(7) aettl-nt of all or SOJDe of the issues before tbe hear1ngl
(8) adoption of special procedures for aanaging potentially
difficult or protracted actions that . .y involve c011plex ianea,
.ultiple ~rties, novel or difficult · 1e9al questions, or
evidence proble. .,
CtJ schedulinv pursuant to OAC 252:002-t-111 and
(10) such other . .tters aa aay aid disposition.

.I

252: 002-t-11. PJ:Uearla9 scbed1alla9 coarereaae
CaJ Par,pose. A prehearing scbedulin9 conference . .Y be.held for
the scheduling of aattera to be acc011pliahed. Such conference
shall be designed to expedite the disposition of the action and
discourave wasteful prehearin9 activities, establish early and
continuinv control of the aanag...nt of the bearing, and set dates
for prehearinv·activities.
(b) 8cbedolia9. The Aclainiatrative Law Judge . .y enter an interia
order which establishes, insofar aa feasible, the time&
(1) to a..nd the pleadings'
(2) to file and hear aotiona1
(3) to coRplete discovery;
(4) of further prehearinv conferencea1 and
(5) for accomplishing any other . .ttera appropriate in tbe
circumstances of tbe case.
(cJ CbaDges ia acbedalla9 oJ:der. -The Administrative Law Jud9e IIAY
chanve dates and t1111e periods set in the scheduling order by
issuin9 a modifyinv order upon vood cause shown.
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252:002-t-13. •J:U•arla9 Order
(aJ Pazpose aDd for~a.
Followinv a prebearing conference, the
Adllinistrative Law Judve IIAY issue a Preheadng OJ:der which recites
.and schedules the action to be taken and which shall control the
course of the action unless 110dified by a subsequent order to
prevent aanifest injustice.
(b) coateat. The Prehearing Order should include the results of
the conference and advice to the Adllinistrative Law JUd9e re9arding
the factual and leval issues, including sUIIIIIaries of material
evidence, to be presented.
The Prehearing Order should al~
present all questions of law in the case. All exhibits shall
. .rked, listed and identified in the Prehearing Order. If there .I.objection to the admission of any exhibits, the grounds f.or the
objection .ust be specifically stated. Witnesses shall also be
listed along with the nature ·of their testimony. No exhibit or
witness aay be added to the Prehearing Order once the Order has
been pre~red, sivned, and filed by the Administrative Law Jud9e
without a showinv to the Administrative Law Judge by the requesting
~rty that injustice would be created if the evidence or testimony
were not allowed.
(c) Appllcabillty. The contents of tl:le Prehearing Order shall
supersede the pleadinva and govern the hearing of the case unless
sMnded or allowed by the Adllliniatrative Law Judge to prevent
injustice.
252:002-t-14. Subpoeaaa
Subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses, the
(a) zasa-ce.
furnishing of information required by the Adllinistrative Law Judve
and the production of evidence shall be issued by the
Administrative Law Clerk upon written request by a party or on the
Adllinistrative Law Judve•s own motion. Subpoenas shall be served
and a return made in the same aanner aa provided for state court
proceedings.
(bJ rai1are to obet·
The Executive Director may seek an
appropriate judicial order to compel compliance by persona who tail
to obey a subpoena, who refuse to be sworn or make an affirmat!
at a hearing, or who refuse to answer a proper question durin~
hearing •. The hearing may proceed despite any auch refusal but the
Adlllinistrative Law JUdge may, in his discretion at any time,
continue the proceedinvs as necessary to secure a court ruling.
252:002rt-15. a.oord
(a) .-o be . .de. A record of the hearinv shall be made, which
shall be a tape recordin9 unless otherwise avreed by ~he parties
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and the Administrative Law Judge. The recordinq will not be transcribed as a matter of course. A transcript •ay be obtained by
submitting a written request to the Administrative Law Clerk and
tendering payment in an amount sufficient to pay the cost of having
the recording· transcribed.
·
(b) Court:: r.porl:ezo. A party may request a court reporter (CSR or
LSRI. The requesting party shall pay the costa, and ~he original
transcript shall be filed in the case file as part of the record in
the case. Each person or party requesting copies shall -ke
arrangements for such with the reporter, and pay the coats.
(c) Mai.Dtained.
The record of a proceedinq and the file
containing the notices and the pleadings will be maintained in a
location designated by the Office of Administrative Hearinqa. All
pleadings, motions, orders and other papers submitted for filing in
such a proceeding shall be datelfile-stamped by the ~iniatrative
Law Clel:'lt upon receipt.
The burden of showing substantial
pl:'ejudice by any failure to correctly file-stamp any sub111ittal
shall be upon the party asserting such.
(d) DeaigDatioD on appeal. On appeal, the parties .ay designate
and counter-designate portions of the record to save costa,
following the procedures applicabl~t. in t)\e courts of Oklah0111a.
252:002-9-16. Motions
(a) riliDg. All requests for action in a matter already before
the DEQ shall be made in the forM of a motion or cross petition,
signed by the party presenting same or his attorney, and filed with
the Administrative Law Clerk. A cross petition shall be served in
the manner provided in Rule 252:002-9-8. A copy of any motion
shall be mailed by the movant to all parties of record concurrently
with the filing of the motion, and a certification of such •ailing
shall appear on the motion.
(b) ~•poaae. Within ten (101 days after service of any written
motion, any pal:'ty to the proceedings may file a response to the
motion. The time for response may be extended or shortened by the
Administrative Law Judge for good cause shown.
252:002-9-17. CoDtinuancea
A motion for an extension or continuance shall state the reasons
for the request and specify the length of time requested. Unless
made before the Administrative Law Judge in open hearing, motions
for extensions of time or for a continuance of the hearing_. to
another date or time shall be _in writing and filed with the
Administrative Law Clerk.
The. Administrative Law Judge shall
promptly grant or deny such request at his or her discretion.. If
the motion is denied, it may be renewed orally by the party at the
hearing.
.
252:002-9-18. &videhtiary heariDg procedures·
(a) GeDerally tbat of civil proceediDgs. The order of procedure
in hearings in all individual proceedings shall generally follow
that which applies in District Court civil proceedings. At the
discretion of the Administrative Law Judge, any party may reopen
his case-in-chief, even after the adverse party has rested,
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consonant with the requirements of justice. Parties may stipulate
to·any lawful matter.
(b) l"'lrt!lezo preaaDtatioa. After presentation of all cases-inchief, parties to the action shall be confined to rebutti119
evidence unless the Administrative Law Judge, for qood reasons in
furtherance of justice, perMits them to offer evidence in the
original case.
(c) Ru11D98.
The Administrative Law Judge shall rule on the
admissibility of evidence and objections to evidence, and on
motions or objections raised during bearings, except for mot
•
for sUIIIIIIary judgments. All objections to a rulinq shall be . .e
promptly with statement of basis or they will be dee.ed waived.
Parties shall be deemed to have taken exception to any adverse
rulinq on an objection.
(d) a - q ~adv-nt.
The ' grantinq of a motion for • - r y
judglllflnt shall be subject to the provisions of 252:002-9-21
(Fropo..d order) and 252:002-9-22 (Final order).
252:002-t-11. Default
Any bspondent who fails to appear as directed, after receipt of
notice as provided by this Chapter, may be determined to have
waived the right to appear and present a defense to the allegations
contained in the notice andlor petition. A Final Order in such
proceedinq may be issued by the Executive Director grantinq by
default no more than the relief prayed for in the petition.

;I

252:002-t-20. Settl..aat
Administrative hearings may be resolved by agreed settlement or
consent order with the concurrence of the Executive Director. The
Administrative Law Judge may grant continuances to allow the
parties to discuss settlement.

I

252:002-t-21. Proposed orders
(a) Frepazoatioa of proposed orders. The Administrative Law Judge
shall hear all evidence and arv(Jments applicable in a case and
shall prepare a proposed order including findings of facta
'i
conclusions of law. Prio.e- to such preparation, the Administr&
a
Law Judge may request or require briefs froa the parties on any
relevant issue. The Administrative Law Judge shall also have the
discretion to request or accept from the parties, proposed findings
and conclusions.
(b) serrice aDd presentation. Upon finalization of a p.e-opoaed
order, the Administrative Law Judge shall:
(1) present the proposed order and the record of the •attar to
the Executive Director for review and entry of a final order; or
(2) serve it on the parties, by regular mail, offeriOCJ an
opportunity for parties to file· exceptions to the p.e-oposed order
before a final o.e-der is entered, pursuant to APA S 311; and then
shall present the proposed order, the exceptions, if any, and
the record of the matter to the Executive Director for entry of
a final order. The parties may by written stipulation waive any
of the requirements for a proposed order.
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r.t.Aal oJ:dan
(a) lb:ecati,. Dlnator.
For proceedings beard by an
Adainiatrative Law Judge, the Executive Director 11ay adopt, a.end,
or reject any findings or conclusions of the Administrative Law
Judge or eJtceptions of any party,· or -y r-nd the proceeding for
additional argument or the introduction of additional evidence at
a bearing beld for that purpose. This . .Y be done·afterz
(1)
the opportunity for exceptions baa lapsed without receiving
exceptions, or after ellceptiona, briefs and oral argu.ent•, if
any, are -del or
·
(2) review of the record.
(b) :raa11aDoe•. At the conclusion of the proceedings and [except as
provided in Rule 2!52:002-9-U, Default) after review of the record
and/or proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, the
Ellecutive Director shall issue a final order reflecting the
findings of fact ••de, the conclusions of law reached, and
specifying the action to be taken. Upon the resolution of .otiona
of summary judgment that are dispositive of the entire case and
J:Ulinga on standing that are adverse to a Petitioner (a), the
Executive Director shall issue a final order.
(c) Kotice. Parties shall be notified either personally or by
..u of the issuance of a final order. A copy of the .;final order
shall be provided to any party and ita attomey.

r

252:002-9-23. RacoDai~n.tlon
Any party . .Y petition the DEQ for rehearing, reopening or
reconsideration of any decision in an individual proceeding within
ten days of ita entry, pursuant to AliA S 317. Kothin9 in this
Chapter shall prevent reconsideration of a . .tter in accordance
with other statutory provisions.
252: 002-9-24 • Judicial rrn.The provisions of Section 311 of title 75 of the Oklabaa
Statutes shall apply.
SUBCIIU'I'D 11.
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252:002-11-1. AppllcabllltJ'
.
The require11ents of this Subchapter are in addition to the
preceding require-nta of this Chapter and are applicable to
11atters brought under 27A o.s.Supp. 1993, Sections 2-3-502, 2-5110, and 2-7-126, or any similar statutes providing for the
assess. .nt by the DEQ of administrative penalties.
252:002-11-2. Kotlce of Violation (•lfOr)
Unless otherwise provided by the particular enabling legislation,
administrative penalty proceedings shall be preceded by a written
notice of violation (NOV) infor~~ing the Respondent of the
regulatory requireJDent at issue. This NOV must be served upon the
Respondent and must state the factual allegations and particular
standards or J:Ulea upon which the NOV is baaed.
A letter,
inspection sheet, petition, consent order or final order may
l'age 12
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constitute a NOV for purposes of instituting administrative penalty
proceedings, if it meets the requirements of this Section.
252:002-11-3. ~latrati,. ~11aace aDd peD&ltJ' orders
(a) 1llaeD laa11ed. The Executive Director upon the request of a DEQ
progr- area may issue an administrative order requiring
compliance, assessing penalties for past violations and specifying
penalties for continuing noncompliance. If a preceding Notice of
Violation ia required by the enabling legislation,
an
adlllinistrative compliance or penalty order shall be issued not less
than fifteen days after service of the NOV upon the Respondent, or
such reduced period as . .Y be necessary to render the Order
reasonably effectual.
.. '(b)
Hast .pealfJ'. An administrative compliance or penalty order
shall specify the facta and conclusions upon which it is baaed and
shall set a time for the Respondent to comply with the applicable
regulations. The Order shall specify the penalty, not to exceed
the statutory . .ximum per day of noncompliance, to be assessed in
the event that the Respondent fails to comply with the Order within
the prescribed time, and, if applicable, the penalty assessed f•
past violations of the Code, rules, or licenses or permits •
(c) le~ce. An administrative COIIIPliance or penalty order shall
be served in accordance with Rule 252:002-9-8. The Order- shall
advise the Respondent that it shall become final unless an
administrative bearing is requested in writing within fifteen (15)
days of service of the Order.
(d) Orde~r foll-illg baariag. Baaed on the bearing and record, an
administrative COIIIPliance or penalty order will be sustained,
.odified, or dismissed by'tbe Executive Director. If the hearing
process extends beyond any compliance deadline specified in the
Order, fines specified in the Order for violations of the Order
will continue to accrue during the hearing process unless the
Administrative Law Judge stays the penalty upon request for good
cause shown.
252:002-11-4. Detezid.n~v pe.aaltJ'
.
In addition to factors specified bY 27A o.s.supp. 1993, section
2-3-502(K)(2) or other law, the following factors, without
limitation, . .Y be considered in deterMining the amount of penalty
specified in an administrative penalty order:
(1) the gravity of the violation, including the likelihood of
the development of adverse health effects caused by the
violation, and the extent and severity of environmental
degradation or adverse health effects caused or placed at risk
by the violation,
(2) 'the degree.of variance frOII the applicable standards,
(3) -costa of correction of damage, and
j4) •good or bad faith of the Respondent.
252:002-11-5. Aaaea..-.at orders
(a) rall111re to· coaply vU:b adld..aiatr•tive ordel:'a.
After an
administrative compliance or penalty order is issued, proceedings
11ay be conducted to determine whether the Respondent h~s failed to
l'age 13
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comply with the Order for any period of time.
(b) Application f!o:r: compliance and penalty laeuiag. Any time the
DEO believes the Order has been violated, it may with reasonable
promptness apply to the Administrative Law Judge for • compliance
and penalty hearing, alleging the period of noncompliance and the
amount of the administrative penalty that has accrued. The DEQ
shall provide a copy of the application to the Respondent ••
The Executive Director, in deciding
(c) Elements to consider.
whether an administrative penalty or compliance order has been
violated and whether the penalties are appropriate[ may consider
efforts to comply with applicable requirements1 made by the
Respondent after issuance of the Order.
V
(d) Must request hearinq witlaia seYen days. The DEb's application
shall advise the Respondent that the Respondent's right to contest
the determination of noncompliance and the amount of the fine is
waived if the request for hearing is not made within seven (7)
calendar days of receiving notice. A request for hearing is deemed
made when received by the DEQ. If timely requested, the hearing
must be promptly set and held.
(e) Issuance or assessment orders. An assessment order shall be
issued by the Executive Director following the determination of the
application. An assessment order must state the nature and period
of the violation, and determine the amount of the fine, The fine
is due and payable immediately upon issuance of the assessment
order, unless otherwise provided therein. A copy of the assessment
order will be provided to the 1\espondeht.
(f) Continuinq 'l'io1ations. If the DEO believes that violations of
the administrative compliance or penalty order continue after the
issuance of an assessment order, the DEO may apply within a
reasonable time for the issuance of additional assessment orders
covering periods of violation since the period covered by the
issuance of a previous assessment order.
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252:002-11-6. •ena1ty-only proceedings
(a) General. In accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1993, Section 2-3502(L), the DEQ may, within ~hree (3) years of discovery, issue an
administrative penalty order proposing specified administrative
penalties for non-continuing violations of the Code, rules
promulgated thereunder, or permits or licenses issued pursuant
thereto.
(b) Must specif!y. The administrative penalty order shall specify
the facts and conclusions upon wbich it is baaed.
(c) Dete:na.ining •enalty. For information on determining penalty,
see 252:002-11-4.
(d) SerYice. The administrative penaity order shall be served in
accordance with Rule 2.52:002-9-8.
The Order shall advise the
Respondent that it shall become final unless a hearing is requested
in writing within fifteen (15) days of service of the Order.
(e) Bearinq.
Based on the hearing and the record, an
administrative penalty order will be sustained, modified, or
dismissed by the Executive Director.
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252:002-13-1, roraal public -etings ·
(a) I.ocatloa,
The DEQ shall determine the location and the
facility at which a formal public meeting on a permit application
and/or draft permit shall be held.
(b) •zoocedure.
The designated presiding officer of a for \
_public meeting shall establish the procedure by which such 111ee\
.
shall be conducted based on the requirements of the Code •••d
applicable program-specific rules.
•M'l' 3.
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252:'oo2-13-30, Se~ope; puEPO•e of proceedings
(a) Applicability. In addition to the requirements of Subchapter
9 of this Chapter, the requirements of this Part shall apply to
administrative hearings on draft permits.
(b) rurpose. The purpose of an administrative permit proceedinq
is to provide for an evidentiary proceeding for challenges to draft
permits and to determine their compliance with the Code and rules
promulgated thereunder.

~I

252:002-13-31, Def!initions
The following words or tenns, when used in this Subchapter, shall
have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Adainistrati'l'e pe:na.it hearing" means an evidentiary hearing
conducted by the DEQ as part of an administrative permit
proceedinq.
"Administrati•e pe:na.it proceeding" means all prehearing
conferences, evidentiary hearings and other proceedings connected
with an individual proceeding on a draft permit.
"Joiaiag of parties" means the grouping of parties to
'
administrative permit proceeding who assert rights to relie1
respect of or arising out of the same draft permit.
"Lead Coanse1" means the attorney acting as coordinating counsel
for all petitioners or, if.only one petitioner, that party's legal
representative.
"•etitioaer(s)" means a person or group who requests an
administrative permit hearing and is determined by the
Administrative Law Judge to have standing as a party to the action.
"bspondeat" means an applicant whose formally filed pellllit
application and the draft permit related thereto are the subject of
an administrative permit proceeding.
252:002-13-32.
Request ror adaiaistrati'l'e pe~t beariaq
· (a) bquest. A request for an administrative permit hearing must
be in writing signed by the requester, requesters or authorized
representative of a group of requesters and shall contain a brief
statement of the basis of the request and the name and address of

...;:....,,.. . .:.·. f{6: . ::~~~~~Jtf-11~Y~Pi <
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t!Ht . request shoald
.
.....,.ra. A request·
be
· an
·
petlUon
nould be perllonallJ' del!Yered or aent to the actc:tnss d. .cdbed in
the notice tellin9 of such request opportunitJ' or to t!Ht DEQ' a
Office of ~iatrative Bearinva.
(b)
Xllltii!Uoa of JIZ'OGeed.lllva. Unless otbe%1fiae provided bJ' law,
the initiation of adlainiatrative perait proceedin9s shall not occur
until a draft perait baa been prepared by the DBQ and ...nded, as
appropriate, baaed on comments received durinv the public comment
period.
(c) JolDMr of DKQ. The DBQ, tbroa9h the pemit clraftinv provr. .,
aball be a party to the perait proceedinv upon ita own petiUon, or
•ay be joined aa a party upon order of the Adlliniatratlve Law
Jud9e.
I f the DEQ ia not a party to the proceedinva, the
Adlainistrative Law Judge •ay call witnesses, bear testt.ony and
receive evidence froa the perait draftinv provr... Such witnesses
shall be subject to croaa-exaaination by the parties •.
(d) I.ocatloa for .adla1Diatntlve Pemi~ a.ariDva. ,roceedinvs
related to adlainistrative pemit hearinvs aball be lield at the
principal office of the DEQ unless otherwise specified by· the
Adainistrative Lav Jud9e.

252:002-13-33. Re1atloaahlp to otber EUles
In addition to the provisions of this Part, the r~i~nts and
procedures set forth in Subchapter t of this Chapter (OAC 252&002)
for individual proceedings shall apply to adlalnistrative permit
proceedings and hearings unless specified othe%1fiae or in conflict.
In cases of conflict, specific provisions o~ this Part control over
Subchapter 9. The provisions include: .
(1) OAC 252:002-9-7 (Adminiatrative.Lav Jud9es and Clerka)l
(2) OAC 252:002-9-8 (Service)l
(3) OAC 252:002-9-10 (Prehearinv conferences)l
(4) OAC 252:002-9-11 (Prehearinv 'chedulin9 confennce)l
(5) OAC 252:002-t-12 (Diacovery)l
(6) OAC 252:002-9-13 CPrebearin9 Order)l
(7) OAC 252:002-9-14 (Subpoenaa)l
(8) OAC 252:002-9-16 (Hotiona)l
(9) OAC 252:002-t-17 (Continuancea)l
(10) OAC 252:002-9-18 (Evidentiary hearin9 procedures)l
(11) OAC 252:002-9-11 (Default)l
(12) OAC 252:002-9-20 (Settlement)l
(13) OAC 252:002-9-21 (Proposed orders)l
(14) OAC 252:002-9-22 (Final orders)l and
(15) OAC 252:002-9-23 (Reconsideration).
252:002-13-34.

(RESERVED]

252: 002-13-35. Pnbear1D9 verlflcatiOD COD~enaoe
(a) Rot.ica. Accordin9 to 75:309(b), the Administrative Law Judge
shall give notice to requesters and Respondents of a prehearinv
verification conference on a request for an administrative permit

bearin9.
(b)
hzpose.
The prehearin9 verification conference shall be
attended · by all requesters and Respondents and/or their
representatives for the purpose of examininv notice and identifyin9
parties and their representatives.
(C)
VerlfloaUOD of aotioe. The Administrative Law Jud9e shall
ex. .ine evidence and receive testimony on whether notice of the
opportunity to request an administrative perait hearin9 vas 9iven
in accordance with applicable law.
(d) Verlfloat.ioa of raqaest. The Administrative Law Judge shall
verify whether each requester made a timely and proper request for
the bearing.
''('e) VerifloatlOD of st:aDdiD9. The Administrative Law Judge shall
verify the standing of all requesters to be parties pursuant to
requir...nts set by applicable law.
(f) ~ of Mfioi-oies. The Administrative Law Jud9e 11ay allow
deficiencies in notice or proof of atandin9 to be cured.
(9) l~tlficatioa of npnseatatlves.
11hen verification i,.
complete, each party shall identify its counsel. All counsel ar
individuals appearing pro se (representing themselves) shall ent6.
a written entry of appearance with the Administrative Lav Judge.
In addition, each party shall designate one individual to receive
notice and to take primary responsibility for the f1Un9 of
do~nta with the Adlainiatrative Law Clerk.
(h) Groapa. Members of a fomally organized 9roup may request to
be considered aa one party to the hearing and shall be considered
a sin9le entity if they meet applicable standin9 requirements for
such a 9roup or if ten (10) ..mbera meet the applicable standin9
r~irements for individuals.
A group qualified to be a single
party .uat be represented by Counsel during administrative permit
proceedings.
252:002-13-3,. leleotioD o~ ~ad CoaDsel
When acre than one Petitioner ia verified as a party and their
representation ia by more than one.Counsel, the Petitioners shall
select one Lead Counsel to coordinate action and communications on
behalf of all Petitioners and their attorneys. The selection of a
Lead Counsel shall not prohibit other attorneys for petitioners, or
unrepresented Petitioners, fro11 dividin9 responsibilities such as
direct and cross examination, discovery, and opening/closing
ar9UJ118nta. Designation aa Lead Counsel shall not be deemed to
establish an attorney-client relationship not otherwise existin9.
For good cause, the Adlliniatrative Lav JUd9e may allow substitution
of Lead Counsel and authorize additional Lead Counsel vhr
conflicts of interest appear.
I

252:00%-13-37. ·xdeDtlficatioa of issues
(a) Iate9nted patlt.loa.
The Lead Counsel, on behalf of all
joined Petitioneu;. shall file an integrated petition in the office
of AdlltniatratiV. Hearings within tventy (20) days after the
completlon of . the prehearin9 verification conference.
The
integrated petition shall name the person against vholl relief is
requested, contain a reference to the statutes aod/or rules

!
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involved, contain a brief statement of the facts giving a right to
relief, and state clearly and concisely the action or relief sought
and the ground therefor. The integrated petition shall be in the
form set forth in Rule 252:002-9-2(c). Relief in thelalternative
may be pleaded.
The petition shall also contain a preliminary
listing of topics which the Petitioner(s) intends to put at issue
in the hearing. Upon filing an integrated petition with the DEQ,
Lead Counsel shall serve the Respondent with a copy of the petition
and shall mail copies to, or make personal delivery to, all
Petitioner(s) or their representatives.
!
•
lb) Anaver. The Respondent shall file an answer to ~he integrated
petition within twenty (20) days after service of the petition upon
him. An answer may contain specific responses or a general denial
and shall be served by the Respondent on all other parties to the
action.
(c) Cro.. petitioa. The Respondent may file a cross petition and
the named parties shall have the right to file answers within 20
days of service.
(d) Ameadaeat o~ petitioll aad aas-r. The parties have the right
to amend petitions and answers upon a showing of good cause and
with leave of the Administrative Hearing Judge.
252:002-13-38. AdmilliatratiYe record
(a) Coateat.
tn addition to the provisions of Subchapter 9 of
this Chapter, the administrative permit hearing record shall
include:
(1) the permit application on file with the D£0, as amended1
12) all written comments received during the public connent
period;
(3) the tape or transcript of the formal public meetingt
(4) documents resulting from the DEQ' s review of the permit
application and public comments;
15) the draft permit, fact sheet and the response to comments,
if any, issued by the DEQ; and
(6) all published notices.
!b) Admissioll iato evideace. The documents referenced in (a) of
this Section may be admitted and received in evidence.
The
Administrative Law Judge may direct that a witness be provided to
sponsor a portion or portions of these documents.
The
Administrative Law Judge may -direct the appropriate party to
produce the witness for cross-examination. If a sponsoring witness
cannot be provided, the Administratfve Law Judge may reduce'the
weight accorded the appropriate portion of the record.
252:002-13-39. Withdrawal and diamiaaal
(a) Withdrawal. Any Petitioner may formally withdraw fr011 the
proceedings at any time by filing a statement of withdrawal with
the Administrative Law Clerk.
(b) Diamisaal and release.
(1)
By motion o:f Petitioner(•).
At any time during the
proceedings, Petitioner(s) may request dismissal of the action
by filing a motion with the Hearing Clerk that is signed by all
Petitioner(s) or their representative(&). Such dismissal shall

..
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be with prejudice unless the words •without prejudice• appear in
the Order of Dismissal issued by the Administrative Law Judge.
(2) ay -.otioo o~ a.apolldellt. An action shall be disaiased by
the Adlllinistrative Law Judqe upon withdrawal of the pez:11it
application by the Respondent. Any such dismissal shall be with
prejudice as to that permit application and the draft pez:11it
related thereto.
(3) ay Adlliaistrati- Law .nadqe. An action aay be dis•issed by
the Administrative Law Judge if all Petitioners fail to appear
or to prosecute with diligence, or when Petitioner(sl &rf'
'
disobedience to an Interim Order issued by the ~iniatra\
'
Law Judge.
Any Petitioner may be disaissed froa an ongo1ng
action for failure to appear or prosecute with diligence or for
disobedience to an Interim Order, only upon motion by a party to
the action. Such dismissals shall not occur until a Petitioner
subject to the Dismissal Order receives notice of the prospective disJDissal and is given the opportunity to be heard
concerning it. The Administrative Law Judge may release any
party froiD the action upon proper motion at any time.
252:002-13-40 •. EYideatiaqo heuiD9 pxoceduea OD draft pezm.u
(a) order o~ procedure. For inforJDation on order of procedure,
see OAC 252:002-9-18.
(b) lhlll:'dea o~ proc~. The Respondent has the burden of proof as to
iaaues raised by Petitioner(s).
(1)
Petitioaer:(s).
Petitioner(s) shall have the burden of
going forward to present an· affirmative case on the issues
identified in the pe~ition.
(2) a.spoadeat.
After the conclusion of the case o:f the
Petitioner(s), the Respondent shall have the burden of
presenting an affirmative case on all issues raised by the
Petitioner(s).
(c) 'l'eatilloay aad cross-xamiDatioa. The Administrative Law Judge
may provide for the testimony of opposing witnesses to be heard
consecutively. No cross-examination shall be allowed on questions
of law, on matters that are not subject to challenge in
'
administrative hearing, or on questions of DEQ policy except to
J
extent such policy must be analy&ed to disclose the basis for draft
perJDit requirements. Issues between the parties that are relevant
to the hearing but not raised at the hearing shall be dis•issed as
between the parties and may be so reflected in the final findinqs
of fact and conclusions of law.
252:002-13-41. Order:s
(a) Pr:oposed aad riaa1 Orders. For inforJDation on Proposed and
Final Orders, see OAC 252:002-9-21 and 252:002-9-22.
(b) riaal Orders. Final Orders issuing frOID an administrative
permit hearing shall be based on the applicable provisions of
statutes and rules, and may be conditioned in accordance with
findings and reconnendationa of the Administrative Law Judge.
252:002-13-42. Iaauaace or denial of pendt
The applicant bears the burden of persuading the agency that the
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perait should issue. Title 75 o.s. Utl, f 307 1a the appropriate
aecbanisa to address any alleged failure by the DEQ to confo~:~~~ the
issuance or denial of the perait to the requirements of a Final

in this Subchapter, the reviewer shall have 60 calendar days from
the logqed date of filing in which to initially determine if the
application ia administratively complete.
(1)
oc.p1ete. Upon dete~:~~~ininq that the application is not
administratively complete, the reviewer shall immediately notify
the applicant by mail, describing vitb reasonable specificity
. the inadequacies and measures necessary to complete the
application. This notice shall not require or preclude further
review of the application and further requests for specific
·info~tion.
If the reviewer does not notify the applicant of
:such inadequacies, the period for technical review shall beqin
at the close of the administrative completeness review period.
(21 ec.plete. Upon a detentination that the application is
· .•. , adndniatratively COIIIPlete, the reviewer shall loq the date and
i.Bnediately notify the applicant by mail.
The period for
technical review begina.
(C) 'l'echaloal review. Each Proqra111 involved shall have a certain
ti. . period to review each application for technical compliance
with the relevant regulations and reach a final deteraination.
(d) WbeD·t~a •~ tolled. The time period for review is toll~
(the clock atopa) durinq Utiqation, durinq periods of publl
reYiew and participation
[includes public meetinqs
and
adndniatrative pe~:~~~it hearinqa (and waitinq periods there~orl,
public coaent periods, time required for DEQ preparation of
responses to public coMments received, and review by other federal
or State aqenciea], or when the Prograa baa asked for supplemental
info~:~~~ation and advised the applicant that the time period is
tolled pendinq receipt, or durinq the time in which an applicant
amends bia application of his own accord.
(e) 8vpp1-eata1 U.... To compensate for time spent in reviewing
inadequate materials, the DEQ'a notice of deficiencies and request
for aupplemental information may specify that up to 30 additional
calendar day a may be added to the application processinq time.
Thia aay also include the number of days the DEQ spent in preparing
the notice and request. Requests for supplemental information and
data aay alao specify that additional days for technical review
equal to the nulllber of days the applicant used to prepare and
subnlit auch au,:,Plement NY be added to the application review time,
(f) Withdrawal. Unless specified otherwise in a proqram's rules,
failure by an applicant to supplement an application within 180
days after the request shall be deemed to be a withdrawal unless
the time ia extended by aqreement for qood cause.
Cql Kxteaaloaa. Bxtenaiona to the timelines of this Subchapter
may be made aa provided by law.

•'*
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252:002-15-1. Pazpoae &Dd appllcab111t7
(a) Pozpose. The :rules in this Subchapter eatabliah t~ periods
for issuance or denial of environaental peralta and licenses that
are required by law.
(b) »ea:at.ta 1Dcl11ded. The provlaiona of t:bla Subchapter apply to
per.its reviewed by the following Progr... and their .ucceaaora:
(1) the Air Quality Diviaion1
(2) the Hazardous Haste Hanaq.-nt PrograaJ
(3) the solid Haste Management Proqraa1 and
(4) the Hater Quality Division.
~
(c) supersedes lacoaalatut J:alea. Except aa otherwtlae provided
by statute,·tbe provisions of this Subchapter ahall supersede any
inconsistent provision of other Chapters of this Title.
252:002-15-2
Def1D1tl-•
The following words or teras, when used in this Subchapter, shall
have the followinq aeanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
·~1atratl9el7 ~lete• aeana an application that contains
the inforaation specified in the application for. and :rules in
sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
"App11cat1oa" aeana a document prepared in accordance with the
rules and the fo:n~s and instructions· provided by the respective
Proqraa and subllitted with the expectation of providin9 that
information necessary for review and detel':lllination of the pen~it.
The application consists of the initial sUbaittal and all
supplements.
"Prograa• aeans the services or divisions of the DBQ that are
specified in Section 252:002-15-1.
"sw.ittal" means each separately aublllitted docu.ent .or dOCUJient
package that forma a part of an application,
•suppl-t" -•ns a response to a request for additional
information followinq completeness and technical reviews, and
information submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
0

..

i
i
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252:002-15-3. c-.. pead.ttia• pJ:OOedans aacl U..liaes
(a) r111a9 of app1icat1oaa, Unlesa otherwise provided in this
Subchapter, upon the receipt of an application for filin9 and the
proper fee, each Program shall:
Cll
file-stamp the application with the date of receipt, the
Service name and an identification number1
assiqn the application to a named person who will do the
(2)
review; and
_
C31 timely loq this information.
(b) AdaJ.Dlatratlve COIIPleteneaa review. Unless otherwise provided
....,. 20
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252: 002-15~. Pe.Ddinq l!ailarea
(a) Cirouaataacea oataide agency coatrol. Technical review tim,
shall be tolled for specified times when, prior to the deadline,
the Bxecutive Director certifies that a failure to meet a deadline
is imminent and ia caused by circumstances outside the control of
the DEQ. Such circumstances include, but are not limited to, acts
of GodJ a aubatantial and unexpected increase in the number of
applications filed, and additional review duties imposed on the DEQ
Page 21
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from an outside source.
(b) other circumstances. Where circumstances that are not clearly
outside the control of the DEQ may cause a failure' to meet a
deadline, then:
(1)
at least thirty (30) calendar days prior t~ the deadline
the DEQ shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet such deadline.
'
(2)
the Applicant may agree to an extension of tiJie for a
specific purpose and period of time with refund of the entire
application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by law.

Industrial wastewater other than discharge - 180 days
Pretreatment Trust Users - 180 days
Public water supply - 90 days
(7) Septage and Septic Tank Cleaners - 120 days
(8) Undergroun~ Injection Control (nonhazardous) - 420 days
(9) water Pollution Control Construction - 90 days
(b)
Prelisainary and secondary applications associated with the
State Revolving Fund shall be reviewed and, if acceptable,
transmitted to the Oklahoma water Resources Board for approval. -.-:
the DEQ can not concur in the prelialinary or secondary :
applications, it will notify the applicant in writing. Transmit.....J.
of application to the Oklaha.a water Resources Board or a written
notice of non-approval shall occur within 90 days after receipt of
the application.
(4)
(5)
(6)

2!52: 002-1!5-!5. Air quality ~Ddt tt.elines
The following air quality permits and authorisations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1) Construction permits:
(A) PSD - 540 days.
(B) Hajor Sources - 365 days.
(C) Minor - 180 days.
(2) Operating permits for new construction or modifications
730 days.
(3) Relocation permits - 30 days.
252:002-15-6. Basardous waste ~rait tiaeliDes
The following hazardous waste permits and authorisations shall
be technically reviewed and issued or denied within the timeframes
specified below.
(1)
Hazardous waste permits:
(A) New RCRA Operations permit or the renewal thereof - 300
days.
(B) New State Recycling permit - 300 days.
(C) New State Construction permit - 300 days.
(D) Class 3 permit modifications - 300 days.
(E) Underground Injection Control permit - 300 days.
(2) Class 1 and Class 2 permit modifications - 300 days.
(3) Closure plans, post-closure plans and transfer station
plans and plan modifications - 300 days.
252:002-15-7. Solid waste peJ:mit tiaelines
Times for issuance or denial of applications for all solid waste
permits shall be in accordance with applicable chapters of Sdlid
Waste Regulations, OAC 252:500 et seq., or, if not specified
therein, the technical review period for soli4 waste perm!~
applications and for each submittal and resubnlittal related thereto
shall be 90 days, subject to OAC 252:002-15-3.
252:002-15-8. Water quality peJ:mit tiaelines .
(a)
Applications for Water Quality permits, certifications and
authorizations shall be technically reviewed and permits shall be
issued or denied within the following timeframes:
(1)
Dairy Waste - 180 days
(2) Discharges - 180 days
(J)
401 Certifications - 180 days

2!52:002-15-f. otll.u ~rmits
Any environmental license or permit that is not described in this
Subchapter shall not be subje~ to these tisae frames but shall be
reviewed with all due and reasonable speed.
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252:002-17-1. PaEPOs•
The rules in this Subchapter identify the procedures to process
pollution complaints.
I!
'I

252:002-17-2. De~initions
The following words or ·terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meanings, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Co-plaint" means any written or oral information submitted to
ECLS alleging site-specific environmental pollution. Information
must be submitted by persons expecting a response, and does not
include referrals from federal agencies, information gained f
•
facility inspections or DEQ employees, or self-reported incide1
· "KCI.S" saeans the Environmental Complaints and Local Services
Division· of the DEQ.
"EDforc. .ent Action" means:
(A) any administrative compliance or penalty order;
(B) any administrative pet.ition to revoke or suspend a penit
or license;
(C) a consent order or proposed consent order in lieu of any
enforcement action defined in subparagraph (A) or (B), of this
definition; or
(D) A civil petition, or a criminal information or complaint
in municipal or district court.
"*diation"
means a voluntary negotiating process in which
parties to a dispute agree to use a mediator to assist them in
jointly exploring and settling their differences, with a goal of
resolving their differences by a formal agreement created by the
parties.
"JWsolutioD" means the
deter11ination by the DEO, based on

·::;i:J!:

'!":f!:!:i~of Oklaboaa endroftiNft:·:t~·al~a·;

by a complaint, that tbe violation bas been corrected, or that an
Enforcement Action baa been filed and the 14-day complainant
c~nt period baa been considered.
•a.aposaae•
means the
initiation of appropriate action,
including but not lillited to in-ati9ation or referral of a
complaint, and inforMing co.plainanta regardift9 potential actions
that may occur baaed on a complaint.

252:002-17-3. a.ceil¢ of cxap1a1Du
(a) ~11 free bo~ liDe. The DEQ shall provide a toll-free hot
line to receive environmental complaints.
(b) a.Denl . .u or other DKQ pboDe 111abera. Complaints . .y be
received by mail or by any of the DEQ' a phone nUIIbera durin9
re91:1lar office hours.
(c) DI:Q offices. Co!llplainta ~~ay be made in person at any of the
DEQ'a offices during re91:1lar office hours.

environmental agency, the complaint shall be referred to the
appropriate a9ency within one working day of the date of
determination of jurisdiction.
Complaints referred to other
a9enciea shall require no further action by the DEQ and will not be
referred by the DEQ to mediation.
(b)
1'o -.dlaUon.
Complainants who are not satisfied with the
DEQ's resolution of their complaint aay ask the ECLS in writing to
refer their complaints to an outside source trained in mediation.
·Participation in the mediation process shall not hinder or
'interfere with any enforcement action taken by the DEQ. The ECLS
shall -intain a roster of certified mediators which shall be
available to the public. Complainants and persona named in the
··cbllplaint shall be advised that participation in the mediation
process conducted by the outside source ia completely voluntary and
confidential and that fulfillment of any agreements reached in.
mediation shall be the responsibility of the parties of the
dispute. The DEQ shall not be responsible for any mediation costs.

252: 002-17-4. J:Dyeati9ation of coeplalA~•
After receipt of a complaint, ECLS . .y aaaip an inveati9ator to
the complaint. The investigator or other DI!:Q peraonnel . .Y obtain
any information which ..y tend to prove there baa or baa not been
a violation of Oklaha.a environmental statutes or rules, who the
potentially responsible persons are, and any other inforaation
which may be needed to resolve the complaint.
252:002-17-5. •otiticatloe
(a) Potential actions. Within two (2) working daya of receipt of
a complaint, the ECLS shall notify the-complainant of the potential
actions which may occur to resolve the complaint.
(b) Written notification.
(1)
Within seven (7) working days of the receipt of a
complaint, the ECLS shall notify the complainant, in writing, of
the determination of the course of action to be taken by the
DEQ.
(2) Within seven (7) worll:ing days of the resolution of the
complaint, the ECLS shall notify the complainant of the
resolution.
If complainants notify the DEQ they are
dissatisfied with the resolution reached by the DEQ,
complainants shall be notified in writing of their options,
including but not limited to referral on written request to an
outside source trained in mediation.
(c) I:Dforc-nt. If aa a result of a complaint the DEQ undertakes
an Enforcement Action, the ECLS shall notify by mail the person
whose complaint caused the Enforcement Action to be initiated-of an
opportunity to provide, within fourteen (14) calendar days after
the date of the mailing of the notice, written inforaation
pertinent to the complaint.
252:002-17-6. Referral of co.plaiita
(a) To appropriate agency. If the DEQ receives a complaint which
clearly falls within the jurisdiction of another state
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P&'l'l'flOlf rOR RIJLIDGUUHCJ

RULE OAC 252:________________
(
( )
( )
( _)

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

2.

3.

4.

5.

DVI~

IN THB HATTER OF

Hatter No.

Date filed: '

RULE OAC 252:

Date filed:

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
other

Subject area:

(or Case teo. - - - - - - - - -

Petition will be referred by the Department to ita appropriate
program and to any appropriate Council.
1.

P&TITIOlf roR D&c:LARATOII.r RUL%•CJ

BD'OJUI TD D:UAR'l'N&lft W

Hatter No.

IN THE HATTER.OF

Subject area:

APP&tmlX B.

'filii KWIRONMEH"U.L QUALift 8oaJm~;

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

(
(
(
(

QOU.Ift

) Solid Waste
) Water Quality
) Operator Certification
) . other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
progr&lll.

Nature of request:
( l Adoption of new rule(s)
( l Amendment of exis~ing rule(s)
( l
Repeal of existing rule (s) ·
Identified as Rule Number (s) : .....,=..--::=:r::=-T'JI-r==~---(OAC number if known)

1.

Rule Number(s):

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made and a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made, a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling, and how the proposed
rulemaking would affect those interests and would affect
others.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state •n/a.•

4.

Attacbment(s): ()List of Exhibits
( ) Further explanation

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state •n/a.•

'•

(OAC number if known)

If a council has considered this matter, please indicate the
name of the Council and the date(s) the matter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

Attachment (s): ( ) suggested language

Name of Business or group

by:

( ) further explanation

(print name)

(title)

or Name of Individual (print): ------------------------------Signature:

by:
~(~p~r~i~n~t~n-ame~~,----(title)
Name of Business or group
or Name of Individual (print):_________________________________

Signature:
Address:
Phone:

Address:
Phone:
Pap 2C

Air Quality Council
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1994
9:30 A.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCO~N BOULEVARD
BROWN ROOM
OlCLAliOMA CITY,, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING
1.

call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQD activities

Director

Title V Status Attainment Status - Legislation
Contract Status - Staffing - Other
Discussion by Council/Public
3.

schedule of Calendar Year 1995 Meetings
Discussion by council/Public

Director

4.

uniform Permit Processing
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1994
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BROWN ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING
1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Resolution - Dr. Michael Hughes

Director

4.

Schedule of Calendar Year 1995 Meetings
Discussion by Council/PUblic

chairman

s.

Approval of Minutes of October 11, 1994

chairman

6.

Grain and Feed (SC 24)
Oklahoma state University study
Discussion by Council/Public

7.

New Business
Chairman
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

a.

ADJOURNMENT
Next Regular Meeting AS DETERMINED
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Brown Room
4545 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK

Chairman
Secretary

Staff/Grain Industry

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Public Hearing and Meeting
Attendance Record
DECEMBER 13, 1994
AFFILIATION

NAME

ADDRESS

ORAL COMMENT
YES/NO
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

TUESDAY, AOGOST 15, 1995
9:30 A.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OJi'Ji'ICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOOLEv.ARD

BURGUNDY. ROOM

OKLAHOMA CITY, i OKLAHOMA'

BRIEFING
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQD activities

Director

Title V Permitting
Fees -- Consumer Price Index
Hiring Freeze
ARACT
Rockwell International
Other
Discussion by Council/Public
3.

Uniform Environmental Permitting Rules
Air Quality Permitting Rules
Subchapter 21 of [NEW] OAC 252:010
and Subchapters 6, 7, and 8 of OAC 252:100
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

4.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:010
Uniform Environmental Permitting {New Chapter}
Tier Classifications of Permit Applications
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8
Sheedy/Thomas
Operating Permits (Part 70)
{AMENDED}
Phased Submittal Operating Permit Applications
Requirements for Final Approval
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1995
1:00 P.M.

I

LINCOLN PLAZA O:&':&'ICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD

BURGUNDY ROOM
OKLAHOMA Cin', OKLAHOMA

HEARING/MEETING
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Minutes I June 20, 1995

4.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:010
Uniform Environmental Permitting {NEW CHAPTER}
Tier Classifications of Permit Applications
Discussion by Council/Public

5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8
Thomas/Sheedy
Operating Permits (Part 70)
{AMENDED}
Phased Submittal Operating Permit Applications
Requirements for Final Approval
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

7.

ADJOURNMENT
Next Regular Meeting - October 17, 1995
Tulsa City-County Health Department
4615 E. 15 AODITORXUM
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Chairman

Secretary
Chairman
Staff

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

FRANK KEATING .
Governor

MARKS. COLEMAN
Executive Director

State of Oklahoma
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
MEMORANDUM

August 1, 1995
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Interested Persons
Kay E. York~/-·
Proposed Rules~or Unifor.m Environmental Per.mitting

Our goal of having a simplified permitting procedure that applies
uniformly to each program is almost here! The *SUPER program has
been established by statute and will become effective on July 1,
1996, for applications filed on or after that date.
Now, implementing rules must be adopted
Quality Board before March 1, 1996.

by the

Environmental

so, we've divided the rulemaking into 3 phases:
A.
"Designation/Delegation rule" (designates the positions to
which the Executive Director may delegate the power and duty to
issue/deny DEQ permits) .
B.
"Tier Rules 11 (classify each type of permit or authorization
the DEQ issues into 3 tiers) .
c.
"Permitting Rules"
(New Chapter 10)
- (unifor.m procedural rules that apply agency-wide) , and
- (program-specific rules to supplement the uniform rules.)
[NOTE: This 3rd phase also includes changes to existing program
rules needed to implement Chapter 10 and *SUPER.]
Phases A and B are included in this packet.
Phase C will be mailed out on August 15.
Attached for your review:
1.
Designation/Delegation rule (text and rulemaking notice).
2.
Tier rules (text and rulemaking notice) .
3.
Tier I, II and III flow charts.
Please note dates of comment periods and public hearings.
received will be appreciated and considered.

Comments

our program is forming the basis of programs under consideration by
the EPA and in other states!
Thanks to each of you for the
assistance and support you have given us during these last 2 years.

* Simplified Uniform Permitting Through Environmental Regulation. .

1000 North•••• Tenth Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73117·1212
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SUPER Rules: Propor
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10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
·19

20

21
22
,23

24
25

26
27
28
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32
33
34

Draft 8/l/95

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 010 • UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
SUBCHAPTER 21.
AIR QUALITY
PART 1.

6
7
8

Tier Classifications

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

Tier I air quality applications
The following air quality authorizations require Tier I
applications:
(1) Construction permit for a minor source.
(2) Operating permit for a minor source.
(3) Operating permit for a major facility*, issued after a
construction permit, which does not differ from the
construction permit in any manner which would otherwise
subject the' operating permit application to public review.
(4)
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(5) Modification of a minor source's construction and/or
operating permit when the source remains a minor source after
the modification.
(6) Minor modification of a major facility's* construction
and/or operating permit.
(7) Applicability determination.
(8) Emergency burn approval.
(9) Asbestos renovation/demolition approval.
(10) Relocation permit.
(11) Temporary permit.
(12) Plant-wide emission plan approval.
(13) Administrative amendment of all permits and other
authorizations.
(14) Extension of a minor source's construction permit.
(15) Extension of a major facility's* construction permit with
no or minor modification.
(16) Renewal of an operating permit for a minor source.
252:010-21-l.

35
36
37
38
39

40

41
42
43
44

45
46

47
48
49

so
51

Tier II air quality applications
The following air quality authorizations require Tier II
:tpplications.
'.1)
Operating permit for a major facility*, issued after a
construction permit, which differs from the construction
permit in a manner which subjects the operating permit
application to public review.
(2) Operating permit for a major facility* that does not have
a construction permit.
(3) Significant modification of a major facility's*
construction or operating permit.
(4) New, modified or renewed general permit.
(5) Extension of a major facility's* construction permit with
significant modification.
(6) Renewal of an operating permit for a major facility*.

252:010-21-2.

52
252:010-21-3.
Tier III air quality applications
53
A construction permit for a new or existing major facility*
54,- requires a Tier III application.

*"Major facilfEy 11 means a source subject to Title V permitting
requirements.

SUPER

Rules:

Propot

Tier Classi£ications

1 Dra:£t 8/1/95

DEPARTMENT OP' ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'l'Y
CHAPTER 010 • UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
SUBCHAPTER 31. HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
.J

PART 1.

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
,.,-..

Tier I hazardous waste management applications
The following hazardous waste management authorizations
require Tier I applications.
(1)
Minor modification of any hazardous waste permit.
(2)' Modification to a recycling permit in accordance with 27A
O.S. Supp. 1994, §2-7-11B(A).
(3) Class II permit modification as defined in 40 CFR
252:010-31-1.

§270.1:2.

Emergency
Hazardous
Technical
Hazardous
Hazardous
is not related
(9) Emergency
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

hazardous waste disposal plan approval.
waste generator disposal plan approval.
plan approval.
waste transporter license.
waste transfer station plan modification which
to capacity.
permit issued in accordance with 40 CFR §

270.61.
(10) Interim status closure plan approval in accordance with
-40 CFR §265.113 (d) (4).
(11) Minor administrative modification of all permits and

other authorizations.
(12) Renewal of disposal plan approval and transporter
license.
(13) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.

4.J..

32

33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53

r.-,.-57

Tier II hazardous waste management applications
The following hazardous waste management authorizations
require Tier II applications.
(1)
On-site hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal
permit.
( 2) :1obile recycling permit.
(3)
~esearch & Development permit.
(4)
Major modification of any hazardous waste permit.
{5) Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility
permit for a fifty percent (50%) or greater increase iri
permitted capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal,
including incineration.
(6) Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility
permit for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
(7) Modification of on-site hazardous waste facility permit
in which the application is for methods, units or
appurtenances that are different from those permitted.
{8)
~enewal of a hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal permit.
(9) Hazardous waste transfer station plan approval.
(10) Hazardous waste transfer station plan modification
involving increase in approved capacity.
(11) Variance which is not part of a permit application.
(12)' Varia~ce which is part of a Tier II permit application.
(13) New, modified or renewed general permit.

252:010-31-2.

2
3"
4-

5
6 7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14

15
16

---T·hwe-wfo_l_l;w·ing he..::- :;d"o:S... ~~st_e_. ~~-;g;me;t--a""utr-'""~riz.i'tions ----require Tier III ap· .cations.
(1)
Off-site haz~rdous waste creatment, sto~_ge, disposal
and/or recycling permit.
(2) Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility
permit for a fifty percent (50%) or greater increase in
permitted capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal,
including incineration.
(3) Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility
permit for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
(4)
Modification of off-site hazardous waste facility permit
in which the application is for methods, units or
appurtenances that are different from those permitted.
(5) Variance which is part of a Tier III application.

SUPER Rules: Propo1
1
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Tjer Classi£jaations
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER. 010. UNIFORM ENVJ:RONMEN'l'AL PERMITTING
SUBCHAPTER 41. LABORATORY CERTIFICATION

J

PART 1.

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVJ:SIONS

6

7
8
9

10
11
12
. 13
14
15
16

Tier I laboratory certification applications
A Tier I application shall be required for a new, modified,
amended or renewed laboratory certification.
252:010-41-1.

252:010-41-2.

Tier II laboratory certification applications

None
252:010-41-3.

None

Tier III laboratory certification applications

1
2
3
4_
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8
9

10
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14
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16
17
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DEPARm::;:: • c., ~~liRt:.::·!ENTAL QUALI'r
CHAPTER OJ
.• ~,l:Fc::.:..:; ENVIRONMENTAL P~ '!=.-·:_-=:rG
OPERATOR CERTIFIC .t:::·
SUBCR. .L'ER 51.
PART 1.

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:10-41-1.

Tier I operator certification applications

The following authorizations require Tier I applications.
{1) Waterworks operator certification (standard and
temporary) .
(2) · Wastewater works operator certification (standard and
temporary) .
{3) Waterworks laboratory operator certification.
(4) Wastewater works laboratory operation certification.
(5} Septic tank installer certification.
{6) Septic tank cleaner license.
(7) Landfi,ll operator and/or manager certification.
(8) Waterworks helper registration.
{9)' Wastewater works helper registration.
(iO) Amendments, modifications and renewals of all
authorizations .

23
24

252:10-41-2.
None.

Tier II operator certification applications

25
26
27
28

252:10-41-1.
None.

Tier III operator certification applications

SUPER Rules: Propos
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PART 1.

10
11

12
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, Draft 8/l/95

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 10 • UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
SUBCHAPTER 61.
RADIATION MANAGEMENT

1
2

6
7
8
9

Tier Classifications

252:10-61-1.

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

Tier I radiation management applications

The following radiation management authorizations require Tier
I applications.
(1) Industrial X-ray registration and the amendment,
modification and/or renewal thereof.
(2) X-ray ·fluorescence spectroscopy instrument lice~se and
the amendment, modification and/or renewal thereof.

. 14

15
16
17
18
19

252:10-61-2. ' Tier II radiation management applications

None.
252:10-61-3.

None.

Tier III radiation management applications

SUPER Rules: Propos' ~ Tier Classifications
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DEPAA.1.'MENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QU'ALJ.'l'Y
CHAPTER 010. UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERM:IT'l':ING
SUBCHAPTER 71. SOLID WAS'l'E MANAGEMENT
PART 1. APPL:ICATION CLASS:IF:ICA'l':IONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:010-71-1. Tier I solid waste management applications
The following solid waste management authorizations require
Tier I applications.
(1)
Processing facility permit for the composting of yard
waste only.
(2) Emergency authorization for waste disposal resulting from
a natural.disaster.
(3) Permit for a solid waste transfer station that, prior to
application filing, received county commissioner approval
according tp 27A O.S. Supp 1995, §2-10-307.
(4) Biomedical waste transfer station permit when activities
are limited to the following:
(A) consolidation of sealed containers, and/or
(B) transfer of sealed containers from one vehicle or
mode of transportation to another.
(5) Modification of a solid waste permit to add methods,
units or appurtenances for liquid bulking processes; yard
waste composting; recycling operations; waste screening; or
baling, chipping, shredding, grinding equipment and/or
operations.
.
(6) Modification of any solid waste permit involving a
request for less than twenty-five percent (25%) increase in
permitted capacity for storage, processing or disposal
(including incineration) when the re~est is for equivalent
methods, units or appurtenances as. those permitted.
(7) Modification to any solid waste permit to make minor
changes that are not subject to Tier II or Tier III processes .
{8) Modification of plans for closure and/or post-closure. ,
(9) Nonhazardous industrial solid waste disposal plan
approval, renewal or amendment.
(10) County solid waste management plan approval.
(11) Technical plan approval .
r12) Permit transfer approval.
~.13) All other administrative approvals required by OAC
:52:510 or OAC 252:520.
(14) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(15) Administrative modification of all permits and other
authorizations.

252:010-71-2. Tier II solid waste management applications
The following solid waste management authorizations require
Tier II applications.
(1)
Permit for a solid waste processing facility except yard
waste composting as listed under Tier r_
(2)
Permit for a solid waste transfer station except:
(A) a transfer station permit with county commissioner
approval as listed under Tier I, or
(B) a biomedical waste transfer station permit listed
-under Tier I.
(3) Permi~ for an on-site incinerator.
(4)
Permit for an on-site solid waste land disposal site.
(5} Permit for a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) if waste is
~ot source-separated.
\6)
Modification of any on-site solid waste permit except as
listed under Tier I.

1
2
:3
45-

6 7

a
9

10
11
12
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14
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(7) Modif:.;:;::c.ion of a.:.. · :::'f-site .{Tie:.:: III) sc.~a 'see
permit involving ' · ·eques for more than twer. · fiv.:: percent
( 25%) but less the....• fifty percent (50%) incre. e in permitted
capacity for storage, processing or.disposal (including
incineration) when the request is for equivalent methods,.
units or appurtenances as those permitted, except those listed
under Tier I, Rule 252:010-71-1(5).
(8)
Modification of a permit for a change in· waste type.
(9)
New, modified or renewed general permit.
252:010-71-3.

Tier III solid waste management applications

The following solid waste management authorizations require
Tier III applications.
(1)
Permit for an off-site processing facility, unless
otherwise specified in Tier I, Rule 252:010-71-1, or Tier II,
Rule 252:010-71-2.
(2) Permit ,for an off-site solid waste land disposal site.
(3) · Permit for an off-site incinerator.
(4)' Modification of any off-site solid waste permit involving
a fifty percent (50%) or greater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, processing, and/or disposal, including
incineration.
{5) Modification of an off-site solid waste land disposal
permit for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
(6) Modification of an off-site solid waste permi~ in which
the request involves different methods, units or appurtenances
than those permitted, except those listed under Tier I Rule
252:010-71-1(5).
( 7)

Variance.

SUPER Rules: Propo1
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 010. UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
SUBCHAPTER 81. UNDERGROUND INJECTION CONTROL
PART 1.

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS
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7
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

252:010-81-1. Tier I underground injection control applications
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier I applications.
(1)
Minor modification of a permit for Class I, III, and v
wells in accordance with 40 CFR §144.41 (1994).
(2) Modification of an approved closure and/or post-closure
plan for a Class I hazardous waste injection well.
(3)
Modification of an approved plugging and abandonment plan
for Class I nonhazardous and Class III injection wells.
(4) Modification of an approved:corrective action plan for a
Class I injection well.
(5)
Emergency permit in accordance with 40 CFR §144.34.
(6)
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(7)
Minor administrative modification of all permits and
other authorizations.
252:010-81-2. Tier II underground injection control applications
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier. II applications.
(1)
On-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well permit.
(2)
Class III and V injection well permits except Class V
permits issued under Tier III.
·
(3)
Modification and/or renewal of all DEQ-issued underground
injection control well permits.
(4)
New, modified or renewed general permits.
252:010-81-3. Tier III underground injection control
applications
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier III applications.
(1)
Class I hazardous waste injection well permit.
(2)
Off-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well
permit.
(3)
Class V industrial waste injection well permit.

SUPER Rules: Propo.
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DEPAR'l'MENT OP' ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 010.
UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
SUBCHAPTER 91. WATER QUALITY
PART 1.

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:010-91-1. Tier I water quality application
The following water quality authorizations require Tier I
applications.
(1)
Permit for flow-through impoundment (s) as part of the
pretreatment process.
(2) Re-permitting of facility with an expiring permit for
industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic tank system.
(3) Re-permitting of expiring permit with minor or no
change(s) for land application of sludge and/or wastewater for
same site.
(4) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(5) Approval of new pretreatment program.
(6) Closure plan approval.
(7) Dredge and fill certification.
(8)
Approval of exemption for water line extensions.
(9) Approval of exemption for water distribution and
wastewater collection systems.
(10) Approval for individual residential sewage disposal
system.
(11) Approval of small public sewage system with less than
5,000 gallons per day which do not discharge, land apply
wastewater or sludge, or have lift stations designed to handle
a peak capacity greater than 10 gallons per minute.
(12) Individual water well construction certification.
(13) Residential development plan or plat approval.
(14) Transfer of discharge permit.
(15) Minor modification of discharge permit.
(16) Minor modification of permit for land application of
sludge and/or wastewater.
il7l Modification of or addition to a municipal wastewater
treatment system (including sewer line extensions).
(18) Modification of or addition to a public water supply
treatment and/or distribution system.
· ···
(19) Modification of non-discharging impoundment and/or septic
tank system permit.
(20) Modification of an approved pretreatment program.
(21) Admininistrative amendment of permits or other
authorizations.
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applicat..:.ons.
(1)
Permit for r L.:_.:?al wastewater trea ..ae
system.
(2)
Permit for i .Jlic water supply system.
(3)
Discharge permit for minor facility.
(4)
Individual storm water permic.
(5)
Permit for industrial non-discharging impoundment or
septic tank system.
(6)
Permit for land application of sludge and/or wastewater
at new site.
(7)
Re-permitting of a facility with expiring discharge
permit.
(8)
Re-permitting of facility with expiring individual storm
water discharge permit.
(9)
Re-permitting with major change(s) from expiring permit
for land application of sludge and/or wastewater· "for the same
site.
(10) Varian~e including thermal components of effluent
limitations for an individual discharge permit.
(11) New, modified and renewed general permits.
(12) Major modification of discharge permit.
(13) Major modification of permit'for land application of
sludge and/or wastewater.
252:010-91-3.

Tier III water quality application

A new discharge permit for a major facility requires a Tier
III application.

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 15, 1995
1:00 p.m.
MINUTES

OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
George Albright
David Branecky
Bill Fishback
Marlin "Ike" Glass
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagel!
Pierre Taren

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Kay York
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present

Council Members Absent

(see attached list)
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the entrance door of the meeting room at the Lincoln
Plaza location, and the entrance to the Air Quality Division
offices.
call to Order was taken: Mr.
aye; Ms. Hinkle
Albright - aye;

Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
Branecky- aye; Dr.·canter- absent; Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mayor Taren - aye; Mr.
Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve
the Minutes of the June 20, 1995 Meeting/Hearing.
Mr. Branecky
questioned page two, the election of vice-chairman.
Subject to
that correction being made to the June 20, 1995 Minutes, Mr.
Albright moved to accept the June 20, 1995 Minutes. Mr. Glass made
a second to the motion. Roll call a$ follows: Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagel! - abstain; Mayor
Taren - aye; Mr. Albright - aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing and called
Mr. Scott Thomas, staff representative.
Mr. Thomas: This hearing is a continuation of the hearing of June
20, 1995 in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The purpose of the proposed rule
revisions are phased submittal of Title V Permit Applications and
to correct deficiencies with Oklahoma's Title V Program. The EPA
required these changes in the March 10, 1995 Federal Register.
Following interim approval, EPA will allow eighteen months for
corrections to be made to the rule for the purpose of obtaining
final approval of the Title V Program.
I

Mr. Thomas entered into the record the written comments from EPA,
the oil and gas industry, the aerospace industry, and Tinker Air
Force Base. Comrnenters supported the proposal to allow for three.year phased submittal of a Title V permit application based on the
source's SIC code. One comrnenter asked why refinery applications
were delayed for twenty eight months. Mr. Thomas replied that
refineries are complex sources. The additional time would allow
for a more comprehensive review by staff, and in a better permit.
The proposed language of OAC 252:100-8-5, pages ten and eleven,
would be consistent with EPA's source category limited approval.
Additional time would allow for staff training and facilitating
industry's preparation of comprehensive, accurate permit
applications. The staff recommended these changes for adoption as
a Permanent and Emergency rule.
Numerous comments were received on other revisions not related to
OAC 252:100-8-5. Comments included nonaggregation of sources
contained in the definition of 'major source' and what constitutes
insignificant or trivial activity. ~ornrnenters had concern about
revisions addressing the permit content providing for standing,
judicial review, and administrative amendment procedures. Mr.
Thomas responded that EPA final interim approval and recommendation
is pending, therefore, for the State to take action at this time
may not be appropriate. Postponing these rule revisions to a later
date will allow Oklahoma's final approval to be consistent with
other states and EPA guidance documents.
Deboran Perry, EnerCon: When a Title V permit for a source is not
due for 28 months, will the source have until then to apply for a
minor source permit.
Dr. Sheedy:

At this time it is my understanding that they do.

Nick Hollinshed, ERM Southwest: Wouid one have to apply for a
synthetic minor permit prior to the due date for that SIC code?

2

Mr. Thomas:

That is the staff's understanding.

Merle Fritz, Sinclair Oil: Does the Council have a position on the
recently issued EPA White Paper for the Title V permit?
Mr. Fishback:

No position by Council has been taken.

Jole Luehrs, EPA, commented at the request of Mr. Byrum: Part 70
states that Oklahoma can receive interim approval with the caveat
that if there were minor changes needed the State would have
eighteen (18) months to correct those deficiencies and get full
approval.
This a very good program and EPA feels final approval
can be issued sometime in 1996. During the interim time, permits
issued are'good permits and will not have to be recalled when final
approval is received. Changes to permits can be made at renewal.
There is a provision in Part 70 that insignificant activities at a
source should not be part of the permit. The EPA has not come out
with a definitive list of insignificant activities because the list
is still being developed by states and EPA. The insignificant
activities list is not part of the regulations, but an
administrative~type list.
The EPA knows during the transition
period this list will increase and decrease as information is
learned about activities that should be on the list.
Mr. Byrum: The staff recommends approval of the phased submittal
portion of OAC 252:100-8-5 for Permanent and Emergency rulemaking.
Mr. Fishback made a motion to adopt OAC 252:100-5-8 as a Permanent
and Emergency rule. Mr. Branecky seconded the motion. Roll call
was as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle
- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taron - aye; Mr. Albright - aye;
Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
This concluded the Hearing portion of the meeting.
OAC 252:100-010

UNIFORM PERMITTING

Mr. Breisch requested that Ms. York's handout describing the rule
changes be made a part of the Minutes record (Attached) .
Kay York, DEQ staff attorney: These rules will appear in a new
.subchapter, Chapter 002 Prodecures of the Department of
Enyiroamental Quality, subchapter 15 Uniform Permitting Procedures.
Examples were given of the types of sources specific to each of the
three Tiers. For the first time grandfathered sources subject to
Title V will be required to apply for a Title v operating permits.
Title V sources with current permits will require Title V operating
permits and currently permitted sources that are modified will
require a construction permit prior to the modification and an
operating permit for start-up after the-modification. New sources
will require both a new construction permit and an operating
permit.

3

Mr. Fishback: It would be helpful to the regulated community to
provide examples within the rule language.
Mr. Byrum: A guidance document would be added to the rule rather
than incorporated into the rule.
Susie King, Conoco: Conoco feels it is a workable, more streamlined
approach, but it comes at a difficult time in conjunction with the
Title V process.
Mr. Fishback: The process of uniform permitting would create
additional paperwork, additional forms, creating delays in the
process or inadvertent delays of other requirements at the source.
In the absence of these things, no problems were foreseen. The
affect on air permits may be very small.
Dennis Doughty, AQD staff attorney: Under the present system, all
of the Title V permits would be in Tier 3. And after the adoption
of the tier system, the Title V operating permits will change to
Tier 2. Our current rules state any Title V operating permit would
be subject to a trial-type hearing at the administrative level.
This is going to move all of these down one Tier. There would be
less public review under the Tier system. Tier 2 complies with the
basic federal requirements for all permitting and Tier 1 will be
the smaller, administrative-type decisions.
Chairman Breisch continued the hearing until the October 17, 1995
meeting.
Ms. York: The Council will have its first hearing regarding the
supplemental rules that affect Air Quality and have the opportunity
to comment on the uniform permitting rules at the October meeting.
New Business - None.
Chairman Breisch adjourned the meeting with a
unanimous vote. The next regular meeting will be held Tuesday,
October 17, 1995 at the Tulsa City-County Health Department
Auditorium.
Adjournment -

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Larry D. Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
4
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALJTY COUNCIL

-

A Public Meeting:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER·17, 1995
9:30A.M.

TULSA CITY-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
AUDITORIUM
4616 EAST 15 STREET
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING
1.

Call to Order

Chaiz:man

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQD activities

Director

.-

Hiring Freeze
Ozone Summary
Tulsa MOA
Fees for 1996 - CPI
Other
Discussion by Council/Public
3.

o'

·

.

~J

~~~

Public Hearing
OAC 252 : Q.1-6Z.
)
Staff
Onifoz:m Environmental Pe:cnitting {New Chapter}~,-J.-fo ~.
Tier Classifications of Per.mit Applications ~J ~
Discussion by Council/Public

7oOO

4.

-

Public Hearing OAC 252:100-7 Per.mits {AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Operating Per.mits (Part 70)
~ 252:100-11 ~ternative Emissions Reductions
Per.mits {AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-6 {NEW}
·Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1995
1:00 P.M.

TULSA CI'l'Y-COUN'.rY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
4616 EAST 15TH STREET
':OLSA, OK

.HEARING/MEETING
1.

call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Minutes I August 15, 1995

Chairman

Secretary
Chairman

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:010 Unifor.m Environmental Per.mitting {New Chapter}
Tier Classifications of Permit Applications
Discussion by Council/Public
.
Action by Council
..-...
5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7 Permits {AMENDED
OAC 252:100-8 Operating Permits (Part 70)
OAC 252:100-11 Alternative Emissions ~ductions
Per.mits {AMENDED}
OAC 252: 100-6 {NEW}
..
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

Staff

.•

6.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

7.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting - December 19, 1995
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
4545 N. Lincoln·Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220~

~

October 4, 1995

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry D. Byrum, Director .::df.::'•.
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECf:

UNIFORM PERMITTING RULES

Please note that rulemaking on the agenda for the Council's October 17, 1995 meeting
involves our implementation of the Oklahoma Uniforrn Environmental Pennitting Act.
Proposed rules OAC 252:002-15-40,41, and 42 ··Air Permitting Tier Classifications
-· are scheduled for final rulemaking hearing and action by the Air Quality Council on
October 17, 1995. The Council held infonnal discussion and initial hearing on these rules
on August 15, 1995.
Proposed air pollution control rules OAC 252:100, Subchapter 6 • Permitting;
OAC 252:100 Subchapter 7- Construction Permits for Major and Minor Sources;
OAC 252:100 Subchapter 8- Operating Permits (Part 70); and OAC 252:100
Subchapter 11- Alternate Emission Reduction are scheduled for their flrst rulernaking
hearing and discussion before the Council on October 17, 1995.
Attached are briefing papers and proposed rules.

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL BRIEFING ON RULEMAKING
PROPOSED PERMITTING RULES - AIR QUALITY TIER CLASSIFICATIONS
OAC 252:002-15-40, 41 & 42
Proposed action

Approval and recommendation of [NEW] air quality tier classifications.

Purpose

Implements in part Uniform Permitting Program for Air Qua:lity.

Type/Effective Date

Permanent

Comparison to Federal
Regulations

Corresponding Air Quality federal regulations exisc.
However, these proposed tier classifications, as authorized by 27~
O.S.Supp . 1995-§ 101 et seq. are not more stringent. Therefore,
no Economic Impact/Environmental Benefit Statement is required.

Notice of .Rulemaking

Published in OK Register on August 1, 1995.

Public Comment Period

Began August 7.

Council Hearing
(Date) (Procedure)

1.

Council Action
(Options)

After hearing and final discussion, the Council may by roll call vote:
Approve and recommend the rule change (as proposed or as amended)
1.
to the Board as a permanent rule.
[Takes minimum of 5 ayes.)
2. Or agree to continue the hearing and/or remand the proposed rule to
[NOTE: Would take a
the DEQ for further study and/or development.
special meeting to be held on or before Wednesday, November 15, 1995.]

.

Recommendation Form
(Attached)

2.

- effective

July 1, 1996 after legislative review.

A comment summary/response will be presented at mtg.

B/15/95. AQ Council held informal discussion and hearing.
10/l%995. Final rulemaking hearing and action by AQ Council.

Other Considerations

Tier rule amendments made in response to comments received to date are
shown by double underline and highlighted strikeover.

Before Board

Scheduled for Tuesday, November 28, 1995, in Muskogee.
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CHAPTER 002.

Proposed Uniform Rules.

9/15/95 Public Review Draft

PROL JURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF E~ 1RONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES

*PART 1. UNIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM IN GENERAL
252:002-15-1.
Purpose and scope [AMENDED]
252:002-15-2.
Definitions [AMENDED]
*PART 3. TIER I, II AND III PROCESS REQUIREMENTS
252:002-15-26. Tier processes described [NEW]
252:002-15-27. Application classifications in general [NEW]
252:002-15-28.
Permit decision-making authority [NEW]
NOTE: 8/1/95: RULBMAICING NO'l'ICB PUBLISHED (EMERGENCY & PBRHANEN'I').
9/6/95:
HBARING HELD & COMMBN'l' l'BRIOD CLOSED.
9/26/95: BOARD CONSIDERS ADOl"l'ION.
252:002-15-29.
Published notice content and verification [NEW]
252:002-15-30. Tier I process requirements [NEW]
252:002-15-31. Tier II process requirements [NEW]
252:002-15-32. Tier III process requirements [NEW]
PART 5.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

NOTE: 8/1/95: RULBMAKING NO'l'ICB l'r:JBLISHBD. COMMBN'l' l':SRIODS/HEARINGS BBJ!ORB COUNCILS NOPI 'l'HROUGH NOV. (DA'l':BS VARY l'.ER COUNCIL).
11/28/95: BOARD CONSIDERS ADOl''l'ION.

252:002-15-40.
252:002-15-41.
252:002-15-42.
252:002-:1.5-43.
252:002-15-44.
252:002-15-45.
252:002-15-46.
252:002-15-47.
252:002-15-48.
252:002-15-49.
252:002-15-50.
252:002-15-51.
252:002-15-52.
252:002-15-53.
252:002-15-54.
252:002-15-55.
252:002-15-56.
252:002-15-57.
252:002-15-58.
252:002-15-59.
252:002-15-60.
252:002-15-61.
252:002-15-62.
252:002-15-63.

Air quality applications - Tier I [AMENDS 8/1/95 DRAFT]
Air quality applications - Tier II [AMENDS 8/1/95 DRAFT]
Air quality applications - Tier III [AMENDS 8/1/95 DRAFT]
Ha~ardous waste applications - Tier I
Hazardous waste applications - Tier II
Hazardous waste applications - Tier III
Laboratory certification applications - Tier I
Laboratory certification applications - Tier II
Laboratory certification applications - Tier III
Operator certification applications - Tier I
Operator certification applications - Tier II
Operator certification applications - Tier III
Radiation management applications - Tier I
Radiation management applications - Tier II
Radiation management applications - Tier III
Solid waste applications - Tier I [AMENDS 8/1/95 DRAFT]
Solid waste applications - Tier II
Solid waste applications - Tier III
UIC applications - Tier I
UIC applications - Tier II
UIC applications - Tier III
Water quality applications - Tier I
Water quality applications ~ Tier II
Water quality applications - Tier III

*PART 7. REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES
252:002-15-70.· Common review procedures and time lines [AMENDED]
252:002-15-71.
Pending failures [AMENDED]
252:002-15-72. Air quality time lines [AMENDED]
252:002-15-73. Hazardous waste time lines [AMENDED]
252:002-15-74. Solid waste time lines [AMENDED]
252:002-15-75. Water quality time lines [AMENDED]
252:002-15-76. Other permits [NO CHANGE]
252:002-15-90.
*9/15/95:
10/11/95:

*PART 9. CONSOLIDATED PERMITTING
Consolidation of permitting processes [NEW]

RULEMAKING NOTICE PUBLISHBD.
9/15
HEARING (10: 00 A.M., OSDH, RM.
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- 10-16/95:
806); 1/96:

PUBLIC COMMENT PBRIOD.
BOARD/ADOl'TION.
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252:002-15-1.
252:002-15-2.

Proposed Uniform Rules.

9/15/95 Public Review Draft

JNIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM

J GENERAL

Purpose and scope
Definitions

252:002-15-1. Purpose and scope
(a)
Purpose. The rules in this Subchapter establish time periods
for issuance or denial of environmental permits and licenses that
are required by law implement the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act, 29A O.S. Supp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seg. and apply to
applicants for and holders of DEO permits and other authorizations.
(b) Supersedes inconsistent rules. Except as otherwise provided
by statute, the provisions of this Subchapter shall supersede any
inconsistent provision of other Chapters of this Title.
252:002-15-2. Definitions
!Fhe-In addition to terms defined in 252·:002-1-2, the following
words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Act" means the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act.
"Administratively complete" means an application that contains
the information specified in the application form and rules in
sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
"Application". means a document prepared in accordance with the
rules and the forms and instruction provided by the respective
Program and submitted with the expectation of providing . that
information necessary for review and determination of .the permit.
The application consists of the initial submittal and all
supplements.
"Major facility", as used in air quality tier classifications,
means a source subject to Title V oermittino reauirements.
11 Major
modifipation",
as
used in hazardous waste
tier
classifications, is one which meets the criteria as a Class III
permit modification as defined in 40 CFR § 270.42.
••Minor modification",
as
used
in hazardous waste
tier
classifications for treatment, storage, disposal and/or recycling
facility permits is one which meets the criteria as a Class I
permit modification as defined in 40 CFR § 270.42.
"Minor source", as used in air auality tier classifications,
means a source that is not subject to Title V permitting
reauirements.
"Off-site••, as used in hazardous waste and solid waste tier
classifications, means a facility which receives waste from various.
sources for treatment, processing, or disposal.
"On-site", as used in hazardous waste and solid waste tier
classifications, means a facility owned and operated by an industry
for the treatment, processing, or disposal of its own waste
exclusively.
"Part" means a numbered Part of this Subchapter ..
"Program" means the sections or divisions of the DEQ.
"Submittal" means each separately submitted document or document
package that forms a part of an application.
"Supplement" means a response to a request for additional
information following completeness and technical reviews, and
information submi"tted voluntarily by the applicant.
"UIC" means underground injection control.

56
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252:002-15-3. Common per.mitting procedures and timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-70.

3
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· sqPBR DEQ Per.mitting.
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252:002-15-4. Pen~ _ng failures
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-71.

3
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252:002-15-5.· Air quality permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-72.

7
8

252:002-15-6. Hazardous waste permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-73.
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10
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252:002-15-7. Solid waste permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to QAC 252:002-15-74
252:002-15-8. Water quality permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-75.
252:002 -15-9'. Other permits
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-76.
PART 3.

Section
252:002-15-26.
252:002-15-27.
252:002-15-28.
252:002-15-29.
252:002-15-30.
252:002-15-31.
252:002-15-32.

TIER I, II AND III PROCESS

REQUI~EMENTS

Tier processes described
Application classifications in general
Permit decision-making authority
Published notice content and verification.
Tier I process requirements
·
Tier II process requirements
Tier III process requirements

L
~2

33
34
35
36
37

252:002-15-26. Tier processes described
To implement the three-tiered permitting processes ·of the Act,
applications for permits and other authorizations are classified. in
Part 5 as Tier I, II or III. The steps an applicant must follow
for a Tier I, II or III application are shown in Table 15A.
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TABLE lSA
Permitting Process Summary
Steps

Tier
I

Tier
II

Tier
III

Filing - Applicant files application and
pays any required fee. Applicant may· meet
with the DEQ prior to this.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

9
10
11
12
13

Notice of opportunity for process meeting Applicant includes this 30-day opportunity
in published notice of filing. Meeting on
permitting,process held by DEQ upon request
and sufficient interest shown.
,

No

No

Yes

14
15
16

Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application; requests applicant to
cure identified administrative deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

17
18
19

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical completeness; requests
applicant to cure identified deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

20
21

Draft permit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after completing review.

No

Yes

Yes

4

5
6
7
8

22

23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30

Notice of draft permit, public comment
No
Yes
Yes
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
one newspaper local to site.
(DEQ publishes
~n_o~t_i_c_e_ _o_f___d_r~a_f_t_ _d_e_n__i_a_l_.~>--------------------------+--------+-------+-----~1
Public comment period - 45 days for
No
Yes
Yes
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft.permits; 30 days for all
others.

31

Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ if held

No

Yes

·.Yes

32

Review of comments received - DEQ

No

Yes

Yes

33

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this from
draft permit in response to comments

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
permit and request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held.
Culminates in final order.

No

No

Yes

40

41

Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

Yes

Yes

Yes

34

35

36
37

38

39

42
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252:002-15-27. Unc.assified applications
The tier designation for any type of application not classified
in this Subchapter shall be determined according to the criteria of
Section 201 of the Act.

5
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8
9
10
11
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13
14
15
16
17
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23
24
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26
27
28
29
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1
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

252:002-15-28. Per.mit decision-making authority
(a) Designated positions. The Executive Director may delegate in
writing the power and duty to issue, renew, amend, modify and deny
permits and take other authorization or registration action.
Unless delegated to a Division Director by formal assignment or
rule, the authority to act on Tier I applications shall be
delegated to positions within each permitting program having
technical supervisory responsibilities and, for local actions
authorized by law, to environmental specialist positions held by
DEQ' s ·local, services representatives.
The authority to act on
. emergency permits and Tier II applications shall be delegated to
the Division Director of the applicable permitting division.
(b). Revision. The Executive Director may amend any delegation in
writing.
252:002-15-29. Published notice content and verification
(a) Notice content.
In addition to content requirements of the
Act, all published notice(s) shall contain the:.
·
(1) Name and address of the applicant;
(2) Name and address or legal description of the site, facility
and/or activity;
(3) Purpose of notice;
(4) Type of permit or permit action being sought;
(5) Description of activities to be regulated;
(6) Locations where the application may be reviewed;
(7) Names, addresses and telephone numbers of contact persons
for the DEQ and for the applicant;
.
(8) Description of public participation opportunities and time
period for comment and requests;
(9) Any other information required by DEQ rules; and
(10) Any information the applicant deems relevant.
(b) Notice publication verification.
An applicant, within ten
(10) days of the qate of publication, shall provide the DEQ with a
written affidavit of publication for each notice published.
In
case of a mistake in a published notice, the DEQ may approve the .
publication of a notice of correction or may require that the ·
entire notice be re-published.
.
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T~-r I process requirements
(a) Pre-application conference. Prior to filing an application,
an applicant may request a conference with the DEQ.
(b) Application filing, fee payment, ~nd application withdrawal.
Two (2) copies of a Tier I application shall be filed with the DEQ
except when the DEQ application form or instructions specifies that
only one (1) copy is needed.
Applicants for permits for
residential systems (OAC 252:640) and small public sewage systems
(OAC 252:655-29) shall file their two copies with the local DEQ
office for the county in which the real property is located. A
nonrefundable fee as established in program-specific rules of the
Board shall be payable at the time of application. An applicant
may withdraw an application at any time with written notice to the
DEQ and forfeiture of fees.
(c) Application review. All applications shall be subject to the
laws and rules of the DEQ as they exist on the date of filing and
afterward as changed up to the date of issuance or denial.
See
Part 7 for review procedures and time lines.
(d) Issuance or denial.
(1) Compliance required.
A new, modified or renewed permit or
other authorization shall not be issued until the DEQ has
determined the application is in substantial compliance with
applicable requirements of the Code and rules of the Board.
(2) Conditions for issuance. The Department may not issue a
new, modified or renewed permit or other authorization if:
(A) The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the DEQ
and/or is not in substantial compliance with the Code, rules
of the Board and the terms of any existing DEQ permits and
orders .
The DEQ may impose special conditions on the
applicant to assure compliance and/or a separate schedule
which the DEQ has determined is necessary to achieve required
compliance; or
lal Material facts were misrepresented or omitted from the
application and the applicant knew or should have known of
such misrepresentation or omission.
(3) Authority to issue. See 252:002-15-28.

252:002-15-30.

37

38
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Tit...c II process requirements ..
(a)
Pre-application conference.
See "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30.
(b)
Filing, fees, withdrawal.
See "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30,
except instead of two (2) copies, the applicant shall file three
(3) copies of the application with the DEQ and place one (1) copy
for public review in the county in which the site, facility or
activity is located.
(c)
Published notice of filing.
See Section 301 of the Act and
252:002-15-29.
(d) Application review. See "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30.
(e) Draft per.mit or draft denial. See Section 302 of the-Act.
(f) Notice of draft permit/denial. See Section 302 of the Act and
252: 002-15-29·. For permit modification actions, only those issues
relevant to the modification (s)· shall be reopened for public review
and comment.
(1) Exception to notice requirement..
Applicants for solid
\Jaste transfer station permits' shall be exempt from public
comment and public meeting requirements if the board of county
commissioners of the· county of the proposed site, after
opportunity for written or oral public comment, has found the
application to be within the scope of the county's solid waste
management plan. See 27A O.S. Supp. 1995, §2-19-307.
(2) Additional notice. In addition to Section 302 notice:·
(A) Applicants for an NPDES, RCRA or UIC permit shall be
subject to applicable provisions of.40 CFR Part 124.
(B) Applicants for a proposed wastewater discharge or
emissions permit which respectively may affect the water
quality or air quality of a neighboring state must give
notice to that state.
(C) Applicants for a solid waste landfill permit shall
provide notice by certified mail, return receipt requested,
to owners of mineral interests and to adjacent landowners
whose
property
may
be
substantially
affected
by
installation of ·a landfill site.
See DuLaney v. OSDH,
Okl., 868 P2d 676 (1993).
(g)
Public comment and for.mal public .meeting. See Sections 302
and 303 of the Act.
The DEQ shall determine the location of any
formal ·public meeting to be held . and the designated presiding
of~icer shall.establish its procedures.
(h) Response to comments. See Section 304 of the Act.
(i)
Issuance or denial. See "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30.
252:002-15-31.
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252:002-15-32. T~ c III process requirements
(a)
Pre-application conference.
See· "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30.
(b)
Filing, fees and withdrawal. See "Tier II" at 252:002-15-31.
(c)
Notice of filing and process meeting opportunity.
The
applicant shall include a 30-day opportunity to request a process
meeting in the published notice of filing.
See Section 301(B) of
the Act and 252:002-15-29.
(d)
Process meeting. See Section 301 (B) of the Act. The location
of and procedures for the process meeting shall be determined by
the DEQ.
(e)
Application review. See "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30.
(f) Draft permit or draft denial. See Section 302 of the Act.
(g)
Notice of draft permit/denial. See "Tier II" at 252:002-1531.
(h)
Public comment period and public meeting. See "Tier II" at
252:002-15-31.
(i)
Proposed permit and _notice. ··After the DEQ reviews public
comments and prepares a proposed permit by amending the. draft
permit in response to comments as,necessary, the applicant shall
publish notice of the proposed permit and of the opportunity to
request an administrative permit hearing. See Section 405 of the
Act and 252:002-15-29.
(j)
Administrative permit hearing.
See· Section 304 of the Act
and, for procedures, Subchapter 13 of this Chapter.
(k)
Response to comments. See Section 304 of the Act.
(1)
Issuance or denial. See "Tier I" at 252:002-15-30.
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TIER CLASSIFICATI\.. .d

Air quality applications: Tier I
Air quality applications: Tier II
Air quality applications: Tier III
Hazardous waste applications: Tier I
Hazardous waste applications: Tier II
Hazardous waste applications: Tier III
Laboratory certification applications: Tier I
Laboratory certification applications: Tier II
Laboratory certification applications: Tier III
Operator certification applications: Tier I
Operator certification applications: Tier II
Operator certification applications: Tier III
Radiation management applications: Tier I
Radiation management applications: Tier II
Radiation management applications: Tier III
Solid waste applications: Tier I
Solid waste applications: Tier.II
Solid waste applications: Tier III
UIC applications: Tier I
UIC applications: Tier II
UIC applications: Tier III
Water quality applications: Tier I
Water quality applications: Tier II
Water quality applications: Tier III

252:002-15-40. Air qtiality applications - Tier I
The following air quality authorizations require Tier I
applications:
(1)
Construction permit for a minor source.
(2)
Operating permit for a minor source.
(3)
Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, which does not differ from the construction
permit in any manner which would otherwise subject the operating
permit application to public review.
(4) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(5)
Modification of a minor source's construction and/or.
operating permit when the source remains a minor source ~fter
the modification.
(6)
Minor modification of a major facility's construction
and/or operating permit.
(7) Applicability determinations Acid rain permits.
(8)
Emergency burn approval.
(9) Asbestos renovation/demolition approval.
(10) Relocation permit.
(11) Temporary permit.
(12) Plant-wide emission plan approval.
(13) Administrative
amendment
of
all
permits
and other
authorizations.
(14) Extension of a minor source's construction permit.
(15) Extension of a major facility's construction permit with no
or minor modi£ication.
(16) Renewal of an operating permit for a minor source.

57
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252:002-15-41. Ai quality applications - Ti ; I I
The following air quality authorizations require Tier I I
applications.
(1)
Operating permit for a major facility or commercial
incinerator, issued after a construction permit, which differs
from the construction permit in a manner which subjects the
operating permit application to public review.
(2)
Operating permit for a major facility that does not have a
construction permit.
(3)
Significant modification of a major facility's construction
or operating permit.
(4) New, modified or renewed general permit.
(5)
Extension of a major facility's construction permit with
significant modification.
(6)
Renewal of an operating permit for a major facility.
(7) Major mo.dification of
a
construction or · operating
incinerator permit. for a commercial incinerator.
252.:002-15-42. Air quality applica~ions -Tier I I I
A construction permit for a new or existing major facility or
commercial incinerator requires a Tier III application.
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252:002-15-43. Hazardous w~ste management applications - Tier I
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier I applications.
(1) Minor modification of any hazardous waste permit.
(2)
Modification to a recycling permit in accordance with 27A
O.S. Supp. 1994, §2-7-118(A).
(3)
Class II permit modification as defined in 40 CFR §270.42.
(4) Emergency hazardous waste disposal plan approval.
(5)
Hazardous waste generator disposal plan approval.
(6)
Technical plan approval.
(7) Hazardous waste· transporter license.
(8) Hazardous waste transfer station plan modification which is
not related to capacity.
,
(9)
Emergency permit issued in accordance with 40 CFR § 270.61.
(10) Interim status closure plan approval in accordance with 40
CFR §265.113(d) (4).
(11) Minor administrative modification of all permits and other
authorizations.
(12) Renewal of disposal plan approval and transporter. license.
(13) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
252:002-15-44. Hazardous waste'.management applications - Tier I I
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier II applications. ·
(1)
On-site hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal
permit.
(2) Mobile recycling permit.
(3)
Research & Development permit.
(4)
Major modification of any hazardous waste permit.
(5) Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility permit
for a fifty percent (SO%) or greater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal, including
incineration.
(6)
Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility permit
for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
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(7)
Modificatl.....,.£i of on-site hazardous was·L facility permit in
which the application is for methods, units or appurtenances
that are different from those permitted.
(8)
Renewal of a hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal
permit.
·
(9)
Hazardous waste transfer station plan approval.
(10) Hazardous
waste
transfer
station
plan
modification
involving increase in approved capacity.
(11) Variance which is not part of a permit application.
(12) Variance which is part of a Tier II permit application.
(13) New, modified or renewed general permit.

252:002-15-45. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier III
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier III applications.
(1)
Off~site
hazardous waste treatment, storage, disposal
and/or recycling permit.
(2)
Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for a fifty percent (50%) o:r; greater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal, including
incineration.
(3)
Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
(4) Modification of off-site hazardous waste facility permit in
which the application is for methods, units or appurtenances
that are different from those permitted.
(5)
Variance which is part of a Tier III application.
252:002-15-46. Laboratory certification applications - Tier I
A Tier I application shall be required for a new, modified,
amended or renewed laboratory certification.
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252:002-15-47. Laboratory certification applications - Tier II
None
252:002-15-48. Laboratory certification applications - Tier III
None
252:002-15-49. Operator certification applications - Tier ·I
The following authorizations require Tier I applications.
(1)
Waterworks operator certification (standard and temporary) ~
(2)
Wastewater works operator certification (standard and
temporary) .
(3)
Waterworks laboratory'operator certification.
(4)
Wastewater works laboratory operation certification.
(5)
Septic tank installer certification.
(6)
Septic tank cleaner license.
(7)
Landfill operator and/or manager certification.
(8)
Waterworks helper registration.
(9) Wastewater works helper registration.
(10) Amendments,
modifications
and
renewals
of
all
authorizations.

-s5

252:002-15-50.
None.

Operator certification applications - Tier II

252:002-15-51.
None.

Operator certification applications - Tier III
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252:002-15-52. Ra~-ation management applicati~ ~S - Tier I
The following radiation management authorizations require Tier
I applications.
(1)
Industrial
X-ray
registration
and
the
amendment,
modification and/or renewal thereof.
(2)
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy instrument license and the
amendment, modification and/or renewal thereof.
252:002-15-53. Radiation management applications - Tier II
None.
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252:002-15-54. Radiation management applications - Tier III
None.
252:002-15-55. Solid waste management applications - Tier I
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
I applications.
(1)
Processing facility permit Plan approval for the composting
of yard waste only.
(2)
Emergency authorization for waste disposal resulting from
a natural disaster.
(3)
Permit for a solid waste transfer station that, prior to
application filing,
received county commissioner approval
according to 27A o.s. Supp 1995, §2-10-307.
(4)
Biomedical waste transfer station permit when activities
are limited to the following:
(A)
consolidation of sealed containers, and/or
(B)
transfer of sealed containers from one vehicle or mode
of transportation to another.
(5)
Modification of a solid waste permit to add methods, units
or appurtenances for liquid bulking processes; yard waste
composting; recycling operations; waste screening; or baling,
chipping, shredding, grinding equipment and/or operations.
(6)
Excluding applications for expansion of existing permitted
boundaries, the modification of any solid waste permit involving
a request for ·less than twenty-five percent (25%) increase in
permitted
capacity for
storage,
processing
or · disposal
(including incineration) when the request .is for equivalent
methods, units or appurtenances as those permitted.
(7)
Modification to any solid waste permit to make minor
changes that are .not ~ubject to Tier II or Tier III processes.
(8)
Modification of plans for closure and/or post-closure.
( 9)
Nonhazardous industrial solid waste disposal plan approval,
renewal or amendment .
,,
(10) County solid waste management plan approval.
(11) Technical plan approval .
(12) Permit transfer approval.
(13) All other administrative approvals required·· by OAC 252:510
or OAC 252:520.
(14) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(15) Administrative modification of all permits and other
authorizations.
(16) Modification for a lateral expansion under of an existing
permit for a lateral expansion within permitted boundaries.
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252:002-15-56. SoL _ waste management applicat. .JnS - Tier II
The following solid w~ste management authorizations require Tier
II applications.
(1)
Permit for a solid waste processing facility except yard
waste composting as listed under Tier I.
(2)
Permit for a solid waste transfer station except:
(A)
a transfer .station permit with county commissioner
approval as listed under Tier I, or
(B) a biomedical waste transfer station permit listed
under Tier I.
(3)
Permit for an on-site incinerator except those exempt under
OAC 252:520.
(4)
Permit for an on-site solid waste land disposal site.
(5)
Permit for a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) if waste is
not source-separated.
(6)
Modification of any on-site solid waste permit except as
listed under Tier I.
(7) Modification of any off-site (Tier III) solid waste permit
involving a request for more than twenty-five percent (25%) but
less than fifty percent (50%) increase in permitted capacity for
storage, processing or disposal (including incineration) when
the request is for equivalent methods, units.or appurtenances as
those permitted, except those listed under Tier I, Rule 252:00215-55 {5).
(8). Modification of a permit for a change in waste type.
(9) New, modified or renewed general permit.
252:002-15-57. Solid waste management applications - Tier III
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
III applications.
(1)
Permit for an off-site processing facility,
unless
otherwise specified in Tier I, Rule 252:002-15-55, or Tier II,
Rule 252:002-15-56.
(2)
Permit for an off-site solid waste land disposal. site.
(3)
Permit for an off-site incinerator.
(4) Modification of any off-site solid waste permit involving
a fifty percent (SO%) or greater increase in permitted capacity
for
storage,
processing,
and/or
disposal,
including
incineration.
(5) Modification of an off-site solid waste land disposal
permit for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
(6) Modification of an off-site solid waste permit in which the·:.
request involves different methods, units or appurtenances than
those permitted, except those listed under Tier I, Rule 252:00215-55 (5).
.
(7) Variance.
252:002-15-58. UIC applications-Tier I
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier I applications.
{1) Minor modification of a permit for Class I, III, and V
wells in accordance with 40 CFR §144.41 (1994).
(2) Modification of an approved closure and/or post-closure
plan for a Class I hazardous waste injection well.
(3) Modification of an approved plugging and abandonment plan
for Class I nonhazardous and Class III injection wells.
(4) Modification of an approved corrective action plan for a
Class I injection well.
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(5)
Emergency ~crmit in accordance with 40 .~FR §144.34.
(6}
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(7)
Minor administrative modification of all permits and other
authorizations.
252:002-15-59. UIC applications ~ Tier II
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier II applications.
(1}
On-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well permit.
(2}
Class III and V injection well permits except Class v
permits issued under Tier III.
(3)
Modification and/or renewal of all DEQ-issued underground
injection control well permits.
(4)
New, modified or renewed general permits.
252{002-15-60. UIC applications - 'l'ier III
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier III applications·.
(1)
Class I hazardous waste injection well permit.
(2)
Off-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well permit.
(3)
Class V industrial waste injection well permit.
252:002-15-61. Water quality applications - 'l'ier I
The following water quality authorizations require Tier I
applications.
{1)
Permit for flow-through impoundment (s) as part of the
pretreatment process.
{2)
Re-permitting of facility with an expiring permit for
industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic tank system.
{3)
Re-permitting of expiring permit with minor or no
change{s) for land application of sludge and/or wastewater for
same site.
{4) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
{5) Approval of new pretreatment program.
{6)
Closure plan approval.
{7)
Dredge and fill certification ..
{8) Approval of exemption for water line extensions.
( 9)
Approval of· exemption for water distribution and wastewater
collection systems.
{10) Approval for individual residential sewage disposal system.-··
{11) Approval of small public sewage system:
·
(A)
with less than 5, 000 gallons per day which do not
discharge,, land apply wastewater or sludge, or have lift
stations designed to handle a peak capacity greater than·1o
gallons per minute; or
(B) which serves less than ten {10) residential units.
(12) Individual water well construction certification.
{13} Residential development approval.
(14) Transfer of discharge permit.
(15) Minor modification of discharge permit.
{16) Minor modification of permit for land application of sludge
and/or wastewater.
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of or addition to a m\. ..cipal wastewater
{17) ModificatiL
treatment system {including sewer line extensions).
{18) Modification of or addition to .a public water supply
treatment and/or distribution system.
{19) Modification of non-discharging impoundment and/or septic
tank system permit .
{20) Modification of an approved pretreatment program.
{21) Administrative
amendment
of
permits
or
other
authorizations.
252:002-15-62. Water quality applications - Tier II
The following water quality authorizations require Tier II
applications.
{1)
Permit for municipal wastewater treatment system.
{2)
Permit for public water supply system.
{3)
Discharge permit for minor facility.
{4)
Individual storm water permit.
{5)
Permit for industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic
tank system.
{6)
Permit for land application of s~udge and/or wastewater at
new site.
{7) Re-permitting of a facility with expiring discharge permit.
{8) Re-permitting of facility with expiring individual storm
water discharge permit.
.
{9) Re-permitting with major change{s) from expiring permit for
land application of sludge and/or wastewater for the same site.
{10)
Variance
including thermal
components
of
effluent
limitations for an individual discharge permit.
{11) New, modified and renewed general permits.
{12} Major modification of discharge permit.
{13} Major modification of permit for land application of sludge
and/or wastewater .
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252:002-15-63. Water quality applications - Tier III
A new discharge permit for a major facility requires a Tier III
application.
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Pending failures
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252:002-15~74. Solid waste time lines
252:002-15-75. Water quality time lines
252:002-15-76. Other permits
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252:002-15-70. Common review procedures and time lines
{a) Filing Receipt of applications. Unless otherwise provided in
this Subchapter, upon the receipt of an application for.filing and
the proper fee, each Program shall:
{1)
fil'e stamp File-stamp the application with the date of
receipt, the Division and/or Program name and an identification
number;
{2)
assign Assign the application to a named person who will
do the review; and
{3)
timely Timely log this information.
{b) Administrative completeness review. Unless otherwise provided
in the Code or this Subchapter, the reviewer shall have 60 calendar
days from·the logged date of filing in which to initially determine
if the application is administratively complete.
{1) Not complete.
l8l Upon determining that
the
application
is
not
administratively complete, the reviewer shall immediately
notify the applicant by mail, describing with reasonable
specificity the inadequacies and measures necessary to
complete the application.
~
This notice shall not require or preclude further review
of the application and further requests for specific
information.
lQl If the reviewer does not notify the applicant of such
inadequacies, the period for technical review shall begin at
the close of the administrative completeness review period.
{2) Complete.
Upon a determination that the application is
administratively complete, the reviewer shall log the date and
immediately notify the applicant by mail.
The period for
technical review begins.
Using the procedures described in·
{c) Technical review.
subsection (b) (1) (A) and (B) of this section, Each each Program
involved shall have a certain time period to review each
application for technical compliance with the·· relevant regulations
and reach a final determination.
{d) When times are tolled. The time period for review is tolled
{the clock stops) during litigation, during periods of public
review
and
participation
[includes
public
_meetings
and
administrative permit hearings {and waiting periods therefor) ,
public comment periods, time required for DEQ preparation of
responses to public comments received, and review by other federal
or State agencies] , or when the Program has asked for supplemental
information and advised the applicant that the time period is
tolled pending receipt, or during the time in which an applicant
amends his application of his own accord.
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(e) Supplemental _me. To compensate ·for tim~ spent in reviewing
inadequate materials, the DEQ's notice of deficiencies and request
for supplemental information may specify that up to 30 additional
calendar days may be added to the application processing time.
!fhis may also include the number of days the DEQ spent in preparing
the notice and request.
Requests for supplemental information and
data may also specify that additional days for technical review
equal to the number of days the applicant used to prepare and
submit such supplement may be added to the application review time.
(f) Failure to respond. Unless specified other\iise in a program's
rules Except for good cause shown, failure by an applicant to
supplement an application within 180 days after the request shall
be deemed to be a uithdra\ial unless the time is extended by
agreement for good cause mailing date of a notice of deficiencies,
or by a date agreed to by the DEO and the applicant, shall void the
application' and forfeit the fees.
The DEO shall notify the
applicant of an opportunity to show cause why this should not
occur. Failure to show cause shall result in an order appealable
according to Section 318 of Title 75.
(g) Extensions. Extensions to the time lines of this Subchapter
may be made as provided by law.
252:002-15-71. Pending failures
(a) Circumstances outside agency control. Technical review times
shall be tolled for specified times when, prior to the deadline,
the Executive Director certifies that a failure to meet a deadline
is imminent and is caused by circumstances outside the 'control of
the DEQ. Such circumstances include, but are not limited to, acts
of God, a substantial and unexpected increase in the number of
applications filed, and additional review duties imposed on the DEQ
from an outside source .
(b) Other circumstances. Where circumstances that are not clearly
outside ~he . control of the DEQ may cause a failure to meet a
deadline, then:
(1) At le.ast thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DEQ shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet such deadline.
(2) The applicant may agree to an extension of time for a
specific purpose and period of time with refund of the entire
application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by law.
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252:002-15-72. AiL quality permit time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1)
Construction permits:
(A)
PSD (Title V) - 540 days.
(B)
Major Sources {Title V other than PSD) - 365 days.
(C)
Minor Sources - 180 days.
(2)
Operating permits for ne·..,,. construction or modifications
minor sources
365 days ~
181 Maior Sources - 540 days.
~
Minor Sources - 365 days.
(3)
Relocation permits - 30 days.
252:002:15-73. Hazardous waste per.mit time lines
The following hazardous waste permits and authorizations shall
be technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1) Hazardous waste permits:
;
(A)
New RCRA Operations permit or the renewal thereof - 300
days.
(B)
New State Recycling permit - 300 days.
(C) Nmt State Construction permit
300 days.
(D)
Class 3 permit modifications - 300 days.
(E)
Underground Injection Control permit
300 days.
(2)
Class 1 and Class 2 permit modifications
300 days.
(3)
Closure plans, post-closure plans and transfer station
plans and plan modifications - 300 days.
252:002:15-74. Solid waste permit time lines
Times for issuance or denial of applications for all solid waste
permits shall be in accordance with applicable chapters of Solid
Waste Regulations, OAC 252:520 . et seg., Municipal Solid Waste
Landfill Rules, OAC 252:510 et seg., or if not specified therein,
the technical review period for solid waste permit applications and
for each submittal and resubmittal related thereto shall be 90
days, subject to OAC 252:002:15-7-70.
252:002:15-75. Water quality per.mit time lines
Applications for water quality permits, certifications and
authorizations shall be technically reviewed and permits shall be ·
issued or denied within the following time frames:
(1)
Dairy Waste
180 days
(2)
D'ischarges - 180 days~
-(-3+~ 401 Certifications - 180 days~
~ldl Industrial Wastewater other than discharge - 180 days~
~~ Pretreatment Trust Users - 180 days~
~J2l Public Water Supply - 90 days~
(7)
Septage and Septic 'rank Cleaners
120 days
+&tlQl Underground Injection Control - ~300 days~
+s+l2l Water Pollution Control Construction - 90 days~
~
Sludge management plan - 180 days.
252:002:15-76. Other permits
Any environmental license or permit that is not described in this
Subchapter shall not be subject to these time frames but shall be
reviewed with all due and reasonable speed.
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Section
252:002-15-90.

252:002-15-90. Consolidation of per.mitting process
(a) Discretionary. Whenever an applicant applies for more than one
permit for the same site, the DEQ may require the review of the
applications to be consolidated so that each required draft permit,
draft denial and/or proposed permit is prepared at the same time
and public participation opportunities are combined.
(b) Scope. When consolidation is required by the DEQ:
(1) The procedural requirements for the highest specified tier
shall apply to each affected application.
(2) The DEQ may also require the consolidation of public
comment
periods,
process
and
public
meetings,
and/or
administrative permit hearings.
(3) Final permits may be issued together.
(c) Renewal. The DEQ may coordinate the expiration dates of new
permits issued to an applicant for the same facility or activity so
that all the permits are of the same duration ..
(d) Multiple major modifications. Subsection (a) of this section
shall also apply to multiple applications for major modifications.
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252:002-13-1. For.mal public meetings
(a) Loeatioft. The DBQ shall aete~ine the location ana the
facility at \.~ich a formal public meeting on a permit application
ana/or draft permit shall be held.
(b) Pe~ese. The aesignatea presiding officer of a formal public
meeting shall establish the procedure by \.~ich such meeting shall
be conducted based on the requirements of the Coae and applicable
program specific rules.
·
Amended and renumbered to 252.:002-15-31 (g) .
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AIR QUALITY TIER CLASSIFICATIONS
AMENDMENTS FROM 10/17/95 AQ COUNCIL MEETING.
*252:002-15-40. Air quality applications - Tier I
The following air quality authorizations require Tier I
applications:
(1)
Construction permit for a minor source.
(2)
Operating permit for a minor source.
(3)
Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit,
which does not differ from the
construction permit in any manner which would otherwise
subject the operating permit application to public review.
(4) New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
. permit. '
~ (5)
Modification of a minor source's construction and/or
operating permit when the source remains a minor source after
the modification.
(6) Minor modification of a major facility's construction
and/or operat
permit.
(7)
( 8)
(9)

-

Temporary permit.
Plant-wide emission plan approval.
Administrative amendment of all permits and other
ations.
Extension of a minor so~rce's construction permit.
Extension of a major facility's construction permit
w
no or minor modification.
~ljj~(15)
Renewal of an operating permit for a minor source.
Air quality applications - Tier I I
*252:002-15-41.
The following air quality authorizations require Tier II
applications.
ting permit for a major facili
(1)
, issued after a construction pe
,
truction permit in a manner which
operating permit application to public review.
(2) Operating permit for a major facility that does not have
a construction permit.
(3)
Significant modification, as defined in OAC 252:100-87 (e) (2) of a major facility's construction or operating
permit.
(4) New
permit.
(5)
major
facility's
~~~~~~~;mc,a1.fication t:hat would

•

**252:002-15-42.
Air quality applications - Tier I I I
A construction
rmit
jor facility I®
cat ion.
.,. ,.,.,,.,

*Tiers I and II amendments approved by roll call vote.
**Tier III amendments pending.

AIR QUALITY TIER CLASSIFICATIONS
AMENDMENTS FROM 10/17/95 AQ COUNCIL MEETING.
*252:002-15-40. Air quality applications - Tier I
The following air quality authorizations require Tier I
applications:
(1}
Construction permit for a minor source.
(2} Operating permit for a minor source.
(3}
Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit,
which does not differ
from the
construction permit in any manner which would otherwise
subject the operating permit application to public review.
(4)
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
perml.t.
· (5)
Modification of a minor: source's construction and/or
operating permit when the source remains a minor source after
the modification.
(6)
Minor modification of a major facility's construction
and/or operati
permit.
(7}
(8}
(9}
pe
Temporary permit.
Plant-wide emission plan approval.
Administrative amendment of all permits and other
ations.
Extension of a minor so~rce's construction permit.
Extension of a major facility's construction permit
or minor modification.
Ullu!15)
Renewal of an operating permit for a minor source.
'

I

*252:002-15-41.
Air quality applications - Tier II
The following air quality authorizations require Tier I I
applications.
ting permit for a major facilir:v.-.l;t!'
(1}
, issued after a construction
,
truction permit in a manner which subjects
operating permit application to public review.
(2)
Operating permit for a major facility that does not have
a construction permit.
(3)
Significant modification. as defined in OAC 252:100-87 (e) (2)
of a major facility's construction or operating
permit.
(4)
New
( 5)

:

Air quality applications - Tier III
**252:002-15-42.
A construction errnit for a new
?r facility ~
@rAm ires a Tier
at1.on.
*Tiers I and II amendments approved by roll call vote.

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 17, 1995 -- 1:00 P.M.·-- TULSA
NOVEMBER 13, 1995 -- 9:30 A.M. -- OKC
MINUTES

LINCOLN PLAZA OJTICE CCIG'LEX
BURGOHDY ROOK
4545 N. LDTCOUt BOCLI:VARD
omsaa ern, cna..uc»a 74105-3483

~

17, 1995

CoUDcil !!a-heJ:"a Pnaeot

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Marlin "Ike" Glass
Kathryn Hinkle
Pierre Taron

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Linn Wainner
Ray Bishop
Kay York
Myrna Bruce

Larry Canter, Vice-chairman
George Albriqht
Meribeth Slagell

Qlaat:a Pnaant
(see attached list)

NOVEMBER 13, 1995
Staff Praaant

William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle.
Meribeth Slaqell
Larry Canter, Vice-chairman
Pierre Taron

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Kay York
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Abseot

Guests Present ·

Marlin "Ike" Glass
George Albright

(see attached list)

POBLIC MEE'l'ING

Notice gt Public Meeting for October 17, 1995 was forwarded to the

Secretary of State's Office giving the time, date, and place of the
meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door of the meeting
~oom a~ :~e Tulsa City-County Health Department location.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the October 17 meetina to order
and roll ~as taken: Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - absent: Mr.
Fishback -aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagel! - absent; Mayor Taren
- aye; ~1r. Albright - absent; Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
I

Approval of ~utaa - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve
the ~inutes of the August 15, 1995, Meeting/Hearing.
Mr. Branecky
made motion to approve with a second to the motion made by Mr.
Glass.
Roll call as follows:
Mayor Taren - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Mr. Fish back - aye; Mr. Bre isch - aye; Mr.
Glass had stepped out.
POBLIC HEAIUNG
OAC 252: 010 OND'ORM ERVIRONNEHTAL PERMI'l"l'ING (NEW

TIER

CLASSIFI~IONS

or

PERMIT

CHAP~)

APPLI~IONS

Larry Byrum convened the hearing as protocol officer. Ms. Kay
York, DEQ Staff Attorney, made statement that the purpose of the
Tier Classifications for Air Quality was to be a part of the
permitting program implementation that was authorized during the
past year by the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act.
MS. York presented rules OAC 252:002-15-40 "Air Quality
Applications Tier 1"; OAC 252:002-15-41 "Air Quality Applications
Tier II", and OAC 252:002-15-42 "Air Quality Applications Tier
III".

Numerous discussions concerning the proposed tier rules were held
by the Council, staff, and public. A detailed transcript of these
discussions, including motions and roll call votes of the Council
are included as ATTACHMENT A of the minutes.
Mr. Breisch then entertained a motion to continue this hearing to a
date agreed upon by Council.
Mr. B~anecky moved that the meeting be continued to Monday,
November 13, 1995 in Oklahoma City at a location to be determined.
With no further discussion on the motion, Mr. Breisch continued the
hearing to 9:30 a.m. at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N.
Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City on November 13, 1995. Mr. Fishback
made the second.
Roll Call as follows: Mayor Taren - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Fishback - aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Discussions were also held to continue the hearing scheduled for
revisions to subchapcers 7, 8, 11 and 6 to the November meeting.

CONTINUED HEARING

NOVEMBER 13, 1995

Hearing held on October 17, 1995 in Tulsa, Oklahoma was
reconvened in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on November 13, 1995 in the
Brown Room o,f the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln
Bouleva-rd. Council members present were Mr. Bill Breisch, Mr.
David Branecky, Mr. Bill Fishback,· Ms. Kathryn Hinkle, Ms.
Meribeth Slagell, Dr. Larry Canter, Mayor Pierre Taren. Members
absent were Mr. Ike Glass and Mr. 'George Albright.
Continuing as protocol officer, Mr. Byrum stated that at the last
meeting, Council had recommendations to the Environmental Quality
Board on Tier I and Tier II along with extensive discussion on
Tier III. Numerous discussions concerning the Tier III
classifications were held by the Council, staff~ and public. A
transcript of these proceedings is included as ATTACHMENT B to
these minutes.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion for rev~s1on of the Tier rules
with everything else remaining as previously discussed. Mayor
Taren made the motion with second by Mr. Fishback to recommend
the revised language. A copy of the motion is included as
ATTACHMENT C of these Minutes.
With no further discussion, roll call vote was taken as follows:
Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms.
Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taren - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
BEARING - OAC 252:100-7, 8- 11- 6
As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened hearing on OAC252:100-7
Permits; OAC252:100-8 Operating Permits, part 70; OAC 252:100-11
Alternative Emissions Reductions; and OAC 252:100-6 NEW and
.called upon Ms. Kay York to give the staff recommendations. Ms.
York reiterated discussions had in Tulsa at the October meeting
and accepted comments. A transcript of these proceedings is
continued in ATTACHMENT D of these Minutes.
With discussion by Council and public Mr. Breisch advised that
the hearing for all these rules will be continued to the December
19 meeting with comment period being extended to December 11,
1995.
2

NEW BUSINESS: Mr. 3yrum made note of the fact that the Meeting
schedule for 1996 is due to the Secretary of State and proposed
possible dates to be voted on by Council in next meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
Mr. Breisch adjourned meeting announcing that the
next meecing would be held at the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex,
4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, with briefing beginning
at 9:30 a.m. and Hearing at 1:00 p.m.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

LARRY D. BYRUM, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY D!V!SION
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CONTINUED MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

HEARING/MEETING
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1995
9:30 A.M.
4545 N. LINCOLN BLVD.
BROWN ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
(Continued from the regularly scheduled Meeting/Hearing on Tuesday,
October 17, 1995 in Tulsa, Oklahoma.)
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:010 Unifo~ Environmental Pe~tting {New Chapter}
Tier Classifications of Pe~it Applications
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

4.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7 Permits {AMENDED
OAC 252:100-8 Operating Permits (Part 70)
OAC 252:100-11 Alternative Emissions Reductions
Permits {AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-6 {NEW}
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

6.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

1.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting - December 19, 1995
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483

Chairman

Secretary

Staff

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 17, 1995 -- 1:00 P.M. -- TULSA
NOVEMBER 13, 1995 -- 9:30 A.M. -- OKC
MINUTES

LIHCOLH PLAZA OJTICB: ca«PLEX
BORGCNDY ROOM

4545 H. LINCOLH BO'CLEVARD
OKLAB~ CITY, OKLAB~
74105-3483

OCTOBER 17, 1995
COuncil Mambars Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Marlin "Ike" Glass
Kathryn Hinkle
Pierre Taren

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Linn Wainner
Ray Bishop
Kay York
Myrna Bruce

COuncil Members Absent

Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
George Albright
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present

(see attached list)

NOVEMBEa 13, 1995
COuncil Members Present

Staf:f Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Pierre Taren

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Kay York
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

COuncil Members Absent

Guests Present

Marlin "Ike" Glass
George Albright

(see attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting for October 17, 1995 was forwarded to the

Secretary of State's Office giving the time, date, and place of the
meeting.
Agendas were posted at the entrance door of the meeting
room at the Tulsa City-County Health Department location.

call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the October 17 meeting to order
and roll was taken:
~r. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - absent; Mr.
Fishback -aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagell - absent; Mayor Taren
- aye; Mr. Albright - absent; Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
~utaa - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve
the Minutes of the August 15, 1995 Meeting/Hearing.
Mr. Branecky
made motion ,to approve with a second to the motion made by Mr.
Glass.
Roll call as follows: ·Mayor Taren - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr.
Glass had stepped out.

Approval of

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:010 UNIFORM ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT'l'ING (NEW CHAPTER)
TIER CLASSIFICATIONS OF P~T APPLI~IONS

Larry Byrum convened the hearing as protocol officer. Ms. Kay
York, DEQ Staff Attorney, made statement that the purpose of the
Tier Classifications for Air Quality was to be a part of the
permitting program implementation that was authorized during the
past year by the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act.
Ms. York presented rules OAC 252:002-15-40 "Air Quality
Applications Tier 1"; OAC 252:002-15-41 "Air Quality Applications
Tier II", and OAC 252:002-15-42 "Air Quality Applications Tier
III".
Numerous discussions concerning the proposed tier rules were held
by the Council, staff, and public. A detailed transcript of these
discussions, including motions and roll call votes of the Council
are included as ATTACHMENT A of the minutes.
Mr. Breisch then entertained a motion to continue this hearing to a
date agreed upon by Council.
Mr. Branecky moved that the meeting be continued to Monday,
November 13, 1995 in Oklahoma City at a location to be determined.
With no further discussion on the motion, Mr. Breisch continued the
hearing to 9:30 a.m. at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N.
Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City on November 13, 1995. Mr. Fishback
made the second.
Roll Call as follows: Mayor Taren - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Fishback - aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Discussions were also held to continue the hearing scheduled for
revisions to subchapters 7, 8, 11 and 6 to the November meeting.

CONT:INUED HEAlUNG

NOVEMBER 13, 1995

Hearing held on October 17, 1995 in Tulsa, Oklahoma was
reconvened in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on November 13, 1995 in the
Brown Room of the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln
Boulevard. 'Council members present were Mr. Bill Breisch, Mr.
David Branecky, Mr. Bill Fishback,' Ms. Kathryn Hinkle, Ms.
Meribeth Slagell, Dr. Larry Canter, Mayor Pierre Taren. Members
absent were Mr. Ike Glass and Mr. :George Albright.
Continuing as protocol officer, Mr. Byrum stated that at the last
meeting, Council had recommendations to the Environmental Quality
Board on Tier I and Tier II along with extensive discussion on
Tier III. Numerous discussions concerning the Tier III
classifications were held by the Council, staff, and public. A
transcript of these proceedings is included as ATTACHMENT B to
these minutes.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion for rev1.s1.on of the Tier rules
with everything else remaining as previously discussed. Mayor
Taren made the motion with second by Mr. Fishback to recommend
the revised language. A copy of the motion is included as
ATTACHMENT C of these Minutes.
With no further discussion, roll call vote was taken as follows:
Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms.
Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taren - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
BEARING - OAC 252:100-7, 8- 11- 6

As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened hearing on OAC252:100-7
Permits; OAC252:100-8 Operating Permits, part 70; OAC 252:100-11
Alternative Emissions Reductions; and OAC 252:100-6 NEW and
called upon Ms. Kay York to give the staff recommendations. Ms.
York reiterated discussions had in Tulsa at the october meeting
and accepted comments. A transcript of these proceedings is
continued in ATTACHMENT D of these Minutes.
With discussion by Council and public Mr. Breisch advised that
the hearing for all these rules will be continued to the December
19 meeting with comment period being extended to December 11,
1995.
2

Mr. Byrum made note of the fact that the Meeting
schedule for 1996 is due to. the Secretary of State and proposed
possible dates to be voted on by Council in next meeting.

NEW BUSINESS:

Mr. Breisch adjourned meeting announcing that the
next meecing would be held at the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex,
4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, with briefing beginning
at 9:30 a.m. and Hearing at 1:00 p.m.

ADJOURNMENT:

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

LARRY D. BYRUM, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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~52:002-15-42.

Air quality applications

Tier I I I

A construction permit for a new Major Stationary Source, as
defined below, requires a Tier I I I application. "Major stationary
source" means any source which meets any of the following
conditions:
(A)
Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more
of an~· -- llutant subject to regulation:
t
carbon black plants (furnace process.)
(.
charcoal production plants,
(i~i)
chemical process plants,
(i~)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(v)
coke oven batteries,
(vi)
fossil-fuel
, boilers
(or
combustion
thereof), totaling more than 250 million BTU
per hour heat input,
(vii)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(viii)
fuel conversion plants,
(ix)
glass fiber processing plants,
(X)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(xi)
iron and steel mill plants,
(xii)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii)
lime plants,
(xiv)
incinerators, except where used exclusively as
air pollution control devices,
(XV)
petroleum refineries,
(xvi)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a
total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels,
(xvii)
phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
(xix)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx)
primary copper smelters,
(xxi)
primary lead smelters,
(xxii)
primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii)
secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv)
sintering plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi)
taconite ore processing plants.
(B) Any other source not on the list in (A) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
(C) Any change in emissions, or potential to emit, or any
change in any permit condition, that would have caused an
incinerator to be defined as a Major Stationary Source when
originally permitted.
(D)
"Potential to emit" in 252:002-15-42 means emissions
resulting from the application of all enforceable permit
limitations as defined in 252:100-1-3.

0'1·,
·---- ..
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1997

9:30 A.M.
Tuls~ ..~ity-County

Health Depar_tment Auditorium

TULSA, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Divisiqn Director•s Report - Informational
An update of current events and AQD activities
• §.126 Issues
• Final Ozone and PM Standards,
• Other
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

3.

1998 Meeting Schedule
Discussion by Council

4.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR
SOURCES; OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR
MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

6.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

Byrum

[AMENDED]

7.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND
TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15. NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

8.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:2-40 and 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please noti£y our
Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

Dl:.iJ?ARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL

~ ....ALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
1:00 P.M.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1997

Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

HEARING /
1.
2.

3.

4.

MEETING AGENDA

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes (August 19, 1997)
1998 Meeting Schedule
Discussion and Approval by Council

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

5 •.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

7.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC
AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR
POLLUTANTS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

9.

Staff
Public Hearing
OAC 252:2-40 and 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising
within the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting
DATE: December 16 1997
PLACE: Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City OK

Should you desi•e to attendbu: have • dasabLlaly."'lrlJ need :tn
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Staff

Chairman
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CHAPTER 2.

PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15.
UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
PART 5.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

252:2-15-40.Air quality applications - Tier I
'!'fie following air quality a1:1tfi:oriimtions rcq1:1irc Tier I
ap;plications:
(1)Constr1:lction permit for a minor so1:1rcc.
(2)0;pcrating permit for a minor so1:1rce
(3)0pcrating permit for a major facility, iss1:1cd after a
constr1:1ction permit, ~ib:icfi: docs not differ from the
constr1:1ction permit in any manner ~ib:iefi: r.ve1:1ld otfi:endse
slihj eet the operating permit application to p1:1blic rc¥imi.
: (4) Nm>', modified or renmted a1:lthorii5ation 1:1nder a general
:permit .
. ( 5) ~4odification of a minor so1:1rec' s constr1:1ction and/or
'operating permit ~.~en the so1:1rce remains a minor so1:1rce after
the modification.
(6) ~Unor modification of a major facility's constr1:1etion
and/or operating permit.
(7) Acid rain permits.
(8) B1:1rn appro¥al.
(9) Relocation permit.
(10) 'l'empora~r permit.
(11) Plant ~dde emission plan approval.
(12) Administrati¥e amendment of all permits and other
a1:ltfi:orii5ations.
(13) EJetension of a minor so1:1rcc' s .constr1:1ctien permit.
(14) EJetension of a major facility's constr1:1ction ;permit ~dtfi:
no or minor modification.
(15) Renewal of an operating permit. for a minor so1:1rce.
Jsl Minor source per.mits.· The following air quality
authorizations for minor sources require Tier I applications.
l1l New per.mits.
New construction, operating and relocation
permits.
~
Modifications of per.mits.
1Al Modification of a construction permit.for a minor
source that will remain minor after the modification.
~ Modification of an operating permit that will not
change the source's classification from minor to maior.
lQl Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
ldl Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
lQl Maior facility per.mits.
The following air quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier I applications.
l1l New per.mits.
1& New construction permit for an existing major "facility
for any facility change considered minor under 252:100-8. 7(e) (1).
~
New

operating permit that:
is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and

lil

wp51\docs\2-15\15(10-7) .WP
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lijJ_ has conditions which do not differ from the

construction permit's operating conditions in any way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7 (e) (2) (A).
.-.....
i l l Modifications of per.mits.
·
lhl Modification of any operating permit condition that:
l i l is based on the operating conditions of a
construction permit that was processed under Tier II or
III, and 252:100-8-8, and
liil does not differ from those construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under
252:100-8-7 (e) (2) (A).
~
A construction or operating permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7 (e) (1) (A).
lQl Extension of expiration date of a major facility's
construction permit with no or minor modifications.
l£1_ Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
· l1l New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general operating permits for which a schedule of compliance
is ·not required by 252:100-8-5(d) (8) (C) (iii).
i l l Burn approvals.
lJl Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b)
or 252:100-39-46 (j).
l!l Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and
other authorizations.
121 Alternative emissions reduction authorizations. [Also
subject to state implementation plan revision procedures in
see 252:100-11.]
~
252:2-15-41.
Air quality applications - Tier II
!!'he follmdng air quality authoril;:mtions require !I'ier II
applications.
.
(1)
Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, ~ffiich differs ~rom the construction
permit in a manner which subjects the operating permit
application to public revieu.
(2)
Operating permit for a major facility that does not have
a construction permit.
(3)
Significant modification, as defined in OAC 252.~00 B
?(e) (2), of a major facility's construction or operat~ng
permit.
(4)
Nmt, modified or rene~.-ed general permit.
(5)
ll'ime extension of a major facility's construction permit
with a modification that "muld othendse be subject to public
·revimt.
.
(6)
Renmval of an operating permit for a major facility·
.
(7)
A construction permit for a ne"' major facility or a maJor
modification to an existing major facility.
1s1 .Minor source permit actions. Any minor source seeking a
permit for a facility modification that when completed woul~ turn
it into a major facility is required·to apply under subsect1on
(b) of this section.
wpSl\docs\2-15\15(10-7) .WP
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~

Major facility permits. The following air quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier II applications.
l1l New per.mits.
181 New construction permit for a new major facility not
classified under Tier III.
lRl New construction permit for an existing major facility
for any facility change considered significant under
252:100-8-7(e) (2) (A) and which is not classified under Tier
III.
·
(C)
New operating permit for a major facility that did not
have an underlying construction permit processed ·under Tier
II or III, and 252:100-8-8.
lQl New operating permit with one or more conditions that
differ from the underlying Tier II or III construction
permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant under 252:100-8:...7 (e) (2) (A) .
JEl New acid rain permit that is independent of a Title v
permit application.
J...El. New temporary source·permit under 252:100-8-6(e).
i l l Modifications of per.mits.
181 Significant modification, as described in 252:100-87(e) (2) (A), of an operating permit that is not based on an
underlying construction permit processed under Tier II or
III. and 252:100-8-8.
lRl Modification of an operating permit when the conditions
proposed for modification differ from the underlying
construction permit's operating conditions in a way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7 (e) (2) (A) . ·
lQl A construction permit modification considered
significant under 252:100-8-7(e) (2) (A) and which is not
classified under Tier III.
lJl Renewals.
Renewals of operating permits.
l£l Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
l!l New. modified and renewed general operating permits.
i l l Individual authorizations under any general operating
permit for which a schedule of compliance is required by
252:100-8-5 (d) (8) (C) (iii) .
lQl

wp51\docs\2-15\15(10-7) .WP
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
October 21, 1997
Tulsa City County Health Department Auditorium
4616 East 15th Tulsa, Oklahoma

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chainnan
Meribeth Slagell
Gary Kilpatrick ·
J. William "Bill'Fishback
David Branecky
Sharon ·Myers

Staff Present
Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Scott Thomas
,Linn Wainner
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Morris Moffett
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter, Vice-Chainnan
Marilyn Andrews

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 21, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chainnan, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Ms. Andrews and Dr. Canter were absent.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Branecky to approve the Minutes
and second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call-as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms.
Slagell - abstain; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Meeting Schedule- Mr. Breisch entertained motion to approve the 1998 Meeting Schedule as
proposed. Ms. Myers made the motion with the second being made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call
as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. (Note: Dates proposed were February 18, April 21, June 16,
August 18, October 20, December 15).

After discussion and comments from Council and audience, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to
continue the hearing to the December 16 Air Quality Council meeting to be voted on along with
SC 8 and SC 5. Ms. Slagell made that motion and second was by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council irt compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staff position on the
proposed rule.
Dr. Sheedy stated that it was staff's objective to correct deficiencies listed in the approval of the
interim Title V Program to incorporate case-by-case MACT requirements; to incorporate permit
continuum; as well as to clarify, simplify, and streamline the rule. Dr. Sheedy advised that staff
recommendation was that the hearing on the revisions be continued to Council's December 16
meeting.
Mr. Byrum opened the floor for discussion and comments. Ms. Barton complimented
staff on the monumental task accomplished making these changes.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this item to the next meeting on December 16 and
that the comment period would remain open. Ms. Myers made this motion with second being
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick -aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:10041-15 CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC
AIR CONTAMMANTS PART 3: HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to
give staff recommendations.
Dr. Sheedy pointed out that the hearing on the proposed revisions to 252: 100-41-15 was
continued from the August 19, 1997 AQC meeting. She noted that revisions were made based
on comments received. Dr. Sheedy outlined proposed changes to 252:100-41-15(a) as follows:
3

NEW BUSINESS - Mr. Byrum advised that a fax had been received from EnerCon Services
dealing with a problem anticipated by those who worked on the Aerospace/ARACT rules. In the
fax, EnerCon pointed out that at that time EPA had rules under NESHAP provision which could
be in conflict with the State rules. He added that now industry petitioned to revisit these rules so
that industry is not covered by two different rules that say two different things. Mr. Byrum
suggested that a committee be formed with four people from the aerospace industry and four staff
to handle most of the items administratively; then to bring any changes to the Council. He also
pointed out that no action was required from Council at this time.
Nadine Barton recognized Mr. Byrum's years of service saying 'good luck'.
I

ADJOURNMENT: With no further business, meeting was adjourned with next meeting being
held on December 16, 1997 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545 North
Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. ·

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID DYKE, INTERIM DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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Attendance Record
October 21, 1997
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AFFILIATION
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY DECEMBER 16 199.7
I

. 0: '• .

I

·. 9:.3o·.A .. M •

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA
1

BRIEFING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report - Informational
•
An update of current events and AQD activities
• Upcoming Activities
• Other

Director

3.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff
[AMENDED]

Staff

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

7.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Staff

8.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Staff

Should you desire to attend but .have a disability and need an acconunodatio'n,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1997
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
1.

2.
3 •.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of OCTOBER 21, 1997 Minutes

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2)PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

7.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

Staff

9.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

Staff

10.

NEW BUSINESS
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within
the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1998
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM, 4545 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

Chairman

December 2, 1997
.MEMORANDUM··
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Assistant D~r
Air Quality Division q.~

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Chapter 2

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed modifications to Chapter 2, Procedures of the
Department of Environmental Quality, Subchapter 15, Uniform Permitting Procedures,
which will be brought to public hearing on December 16, 1997. The rules proposed for
revision are OAC 252:2-15-40, Air Quality applications- Tier I, and OAC 252:2-15-41,
Air Quality applications - Tier II. This rulemaking arises from EPA requirements for the
Title V permitting program. At EPA's request, Title V acid rain permits, temporary
permits, and general permit authorizations required to have compliance schedules under
OAC 252: 100-8 are reclassified from Tier I to Tier II. In addition, a reorganization of the
rules' format is also proposed due to general com..nients received from the public. Under
the proposed format, Tier I and II classifications are reorganized by facility size and type
of permit for simplification purposes. References in OAC 252:2-15-40 and OAC 252:215-41 to Air Quality regulations have been changed to reflect the proposed amendments
to those regulations that will also be before the Council on December 16, 1997. The
proposed modifications will aid the Air Quality Division in obtaining final EPA approval
of the Title V permitting program.
Enclosure: 1

CHAPTER 2.

.. .

~

PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
· .PART 5 ~ · TIER CLASSIF.ICATIONS

252:2-15-40.Air quality applications - Tier I
T~e f~llowing air quality authorisations require Tier I
appl1cat1ons.
(1)Construction permit for a minor source ..
(2)0perating permit for a minor source
(3)0perating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, which does not differ from the
construction permit in any manner ,.,·hich ·.veuld other..·ise
subject the operating permit application to public review.
( 4) Ncr..·,. modified or renmwd authorisation under a general
permit.
·
(§)Modification of a minor source's construction and/or
operating permit ~vhen the source remains a minor source after
the modification.
(6}
Minor modification of a major f~cility's construction
and/or operating permit.
(7)
Acid rain permits.
(8) Burn approval.
·
(9)
Relocation permit.
(10) Temporary permit.
(11) Plant wide emission plan approval.
{12) Administrative amendment of all permits and other
authorisations.
(13) Extension of a minor source's construction permit.
(14) Bx~ension ~f.a m~jo~ facility's construction permit ~vith
no or m1nor mod1f1cat1on.
(15) Rene·..·al of an operating permit for a minor uource.
l£l Minor source permits. The following air quality
authorizations for minor sources require Tier I applicalions.
lll New permits.
New construction, operating and relocation
permits.
J1l Modifications of permits.
lAl Modification of a construction permit for a minor
source that will remain minor after the modification.
~
Modification of an operating permit that will not
change the source's classification from minor to major.
lQl Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
l1l Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
lQl Major facility permits.
The following air guaiity
authorizations for major facilities require Tier I applications.
lll New permits.
lAl New construction permit for an existing mai~r facility
for any facility change considered minor under 252:100-87.2(b)(l).
~
New operating permit that:
lil is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and
· wp5l \doca\2- i5\l5 (ll-17) . wi?
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l.iil has conditions which do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions in any way
considered significant under 2 52: 100-8-7. 2 (b) ( 2) .
J....il_ . Modifications of permits. ...
.
.
· ~ Modifica·tion of any operating permit condition that:
lil is based on the operating conditions of a
construction permit that was processed under Tier II or
III, and 252:100-8-8, and
liil does not differ from those construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under
252:100-8-7.2 (b) (2).
lal A construction or operating permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1).
~
Extension of expiration date of a major facility's
construction permit with no or minor modifications.
Other authorizations. The following air guality
authorizations reguire Tier I .applications.
ldl New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general operating permits for which a schedule of compliance
is not reguired by 252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) {i) .
~
Burn approvals.
ldl Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b)
or 252:100-39-46 (j}.
~
Administrative amendments·of all air guality permits and
other authorizations .
.ill Alternative .emissions reduction. authorizations ... [Also
subject to state implementation plan revision procedures in
see 252:100-11.]
252:2-15-41.
Air quality-applications - Tier I I
The follo~ving air.quality authorizations require Tier II
applications.
(1)
Operating permit for_a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, which differs from the construction
permit in a manner ·•.-.hich subjects the operating permit
application to' public rcvicr.i.
(2)
Operating permit for a major facility that docs not have
a construction permit.
(3)
Significant modification, as defined in OAC 252.100 8
?(e) [2), of a major facility's construction or opertiting
permit.
B)
Nc~..· , modified or renewed general permit.
(5)
Time extension of a major facilit~'s construction permit
w-ith a modification that 'n'ould otheniisc be subjr;ct to public
rc"ie~·

~G;

;~ncwal of an operating permit for a major facility. .
(7)
A construction permit for a new major facility or a maJor
modification to an existing major facility.
.
l£1 Minor source permit actions. Any minor source seek1no a
permit for a facility modification that when completed waul~ turn
it into a malar facility is reguired to apply under subsect1on
(b) of this section.
wp51\docs\2-15\15(11 17) .WP
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Major facility permits. The following air quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier II applicaLio·.1 ~
l l l New permits.
J& New con·struct.ion permit· for a new major facility .not
class~fied u~der Tier III.
lal New construction permit for an existing major facility
for any facility change considered significant under
252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under Tier

~.

.ill....,_
~

New operating permit for a major facility that did not
have an underlying construction permit processed under Tier
II or III, and 252:100-8-8.
J.Ql New operating permit with one or more conditions that
differ from the underlying Tier II or III construction
permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant under 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (2).
l&l New acid rain permit that is independent of a Title v
permit application.
lEl New temoorarv source oermit under 252:100-8-6.2.
121 Modifications of permits.
J& Significant modification, as described in 252:100-87.2 (b) (2), of an operating permit that is not based on an
underlying construction permit processed under Tier I I or
III, and 252:100-8-8.
lal Modification of an ooeratino oermit ~hgn_~h~_conditions
proposed for modification differ from the underlying
construction permit's operating conditions in a way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) 12).
~
A construction permit modification considered
significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not
classified under Tier III.
ill Renewals.
Renewals of operating permits.
j_£l Other authorizations. The following air quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
lll New, modified and renewed general operating permits.
ill Individual authorizations under any general operating
permit for which a schedule of compliance is required by
252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).

wp51\docs\2-15\15(ll-17) .WP
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252:2-15-42. Air quality applications - Tier I I I
(a) New major stationary sources. A construction permit for any
new major stationary source listed in this subsection requires a
Tier III. application.
For purposes of this section, "Major
stationary source 11 means:
(1) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more
of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(A)
carbon black plants (furnace process),
(B)
charcoal production plants,
(C)
c~emical process· plants,
(D)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers} ,
(E)
coke oven batteries,
·
(F)
fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion thereof),totaling
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(G)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(H)
fuel conversion plants,
(I)
glass fiber processing plants,
{J)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(K}
iron and steel mill plants,·
(L) ·kraft pulp mills,
·
(M)
lime plants,
{N)
incinerators, except where used exclusively as air
pollution control devices,
(0)
petroleum refineries,
(P)
petroleum storage and tra"nsfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q}
phosphate rock processing plant,
(R} .Portland cement plants,
(S)
primary aluminum ore reduCtion plants,
(Tj primary copper smelters,
(U)
primary lead smelters,
(V)
primary zinc smelters,
(W)
secondary metal production plants,
(X)
sintering plants,
(Y)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(Z)
taconite ore processing plants, and
(2) Any other source not specified in paragraph (1) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
(b)
Existing incinerators. An applfcation for any change in
emissions or potential to emit, or any change in any permit
condition, that would have caused an incinerator to be defined as
a major stationary source when originally permitted shall require
a Tier III application.
{c)
Potential to emit.
For purposes of this section, "potential
to emit" means emissions resulting from the application of all
enforceable permit limitations as defined in OAC 252:100 1-3.

·,

MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
December 16, 1997
Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
J. William "Bill' Fishback
Meribeth Slagell
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Sharon Myers
David Branecky

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Larry Trent
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley · ·
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Marilyn Andrews

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for December 16, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Ms. Andrews was absent during the hearing
sesston.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes ofthe October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes
as presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
·
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:1Q0-5-2.2(B)(2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through 2-5-118.. Mr. Dyke called upon
Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule.
Ms. Buttram advised that staffs recommendation was that the annual operating fee billed in
1998 for Part 70 sources be adjusted by the Consumer Price Index as specified in the existing
rule which would render a 2.2% increase from $16.03 to $16.39 per ton. She also pointed out
staffs intention to bring before the Council any proposed adjustments to the fee on an annual
basis.

-..,.

Dr. Canter introduced the committee's report Title V Fee Committee Findings and
~ecommenddtions dated December 15, 1997 into the record. Members ofthis committee were
Dr. Canter, Mr. Fishback, and Mr. Branecky. The full report is made an official part of these
Minutes. Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to accept the committee's report and second was made by
Mr. Fishback. With discussion thatperhaps Mr. Fishback should not make the secondsince he
was on the committee, Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
Ms. Myers made additional motion to leave the fees as stated for 1998 witli only the Consumer
Price Index increase from $16.03 to $16.39. Mr. Fishback made the second. Mr. Doughty, staff
attorney, mentioned that Council is recommentling no action; therefore, this portion of the rule
would not go before the Environmental Quality Board specifically. Roll call was as follows: Mr. .-..,,
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback .. aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky .. aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED] .
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke stated that since there
was extensive discussion in the briefmg session regarding continuation of this subchapter to a
later date, Dr. Joyce Sheedy would stand ready to discuss staff proposal for the rule.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue the hearing to January 9, 1998 at 1:00. Mr. Branecky
made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick .. aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
. OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51

......_"
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and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-10 I through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke called
upon Michelle Martinez to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule. Staffs
recommendation was for approval as both emergency and permanent adoption.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue this hearing until January 9, 1998 at 1:00 p.m. Second
was made by Ms. Slagell. During discussion, it was noted that continuing this hearing to
February would cause the rule to be adopted by the Board as an emergency rule only, which
could possibly put the State Plan at risk. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell
-aye; Mr. Fishback- no; Dr. Canter- no; Ms. Myers - no; Mr. Branecky -no; Mr. Breischno.
After this discussion, Mr. Bran~cky made motion that Council accept Subchapter 17 as amended
and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for both emergency and permanent
adoption. Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. Slagellno; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye;. Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breischaye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-40 and OAC 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part
51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
called upon Ms. Barbara Hoffinan to give staff recommendations.

Staff requested that the Council recommend the revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for
adoption as a permanent rule. After discussion, Ms. Myers made motion to approve the rule as
amended and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Mr.
Branecky made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
OLD BUSINESS
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to this
rule. After summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated staff's recommendation was that
Subchapter 5 be approved by Council and forwarded to the Environmental Quality Board at the
same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
Mr. Branecky moved that Council continue this hearing to January 9, 1998; and Ms. Myers made
the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback- aye;
Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
3

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]

~

-

Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed rule. After
summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 7 be
approved by Council at the same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.

Mr. Kilpatrick moved that Council continue the hearing on to the January 9, 1998 meeting.
Second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Breisch - ay~.
i

.NEW BUSINESS Dr. Canter stated that no.one member of the public could claim to represent
all of the public, and that he believes Council hearings provide the proper forum to hear
comments from the public on proposed rules. While it is sometimes difficult to decide what rule
changes requested at hearings by AQD staff or the public are substantive, Dr. Canter said he
resented the implication that the public was not given adequate opportunity to comment on
Sub~hapter 17, since it had been presented at two Council meetings. ·
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and an additional
meeting scheduled for January 9, 1998 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545
North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
·

~

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID DYKE, INTERIM DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
HEARING/MEETING

*9:00A.M.
Tuesday, December 14, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
707 North Robinson
OkJahoma City OkJahoma

1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- M~~ Bruce (t..LL o H

2.

:rr-t,\1.? o r;>'.'C' ~·)h - !l.t.:.l' l!lE.f.fVI'AN
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CY 2000 M~eting Schedule - Ar>~>. tzu~\ b't ~~'R."•-' '"\' 1 {'~~, u:o I
A. Discussion by Council A.MEJJ D £ D

3.

B. Roll call vote
4.

Resolution for Meribeth Slagell

5.

Approval of Minutes of the October 19, 1999 Regular Meeting

6.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A. OAC 252:100 Appendices E and F [AMENDED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Proposal would restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards for ozone and particulate matter to
what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour
standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be revoked along with the revised form of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 standard-*~IIL.E.t'f i<-rTz.- r11rv1o:L .::1.•1''';;.:.:.·· Yn·:rr:
1
. .
I.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
·~ l-ee flac(. itJ _
·
/1
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
e
cJ"-,.t fJJv. Ov.~f~ ,zr.tn-~1
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption ,
..
..,...

·~·

(2(1·. ''"?-·'"'"[

B. OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill annual opgJting fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; to require an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
emissions on their annual emission inventory; to require inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required; to allow fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and to reduce the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the facility
owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
~ r
:
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
• /( .. .. , ,. · tt;J';..o ~ •i:G ~.f!A) d3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
!_,,

~
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C. OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Proposal ~ould simplify ~e language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion ofredundant language. Substantive changes include establishing
a time limit on excess emissions caused by properly reported malfunctions, startup/shutdowns, and m~Pntenance
procedures. The burden o~ proving that excess emissions occurring more than eight hours or 1.5 percent of the
process's operation time in a 3-month period are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shutdowns or maintenance
procedures rather than negligent, marginal. or improper operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
Language was added to explain that compliance with this Subchapter will not exempt sources from complying with
any applicable federal requirement; and additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions, maintenance, and
startup/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:100-9-3.2, Demonstration ofcause.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram

2.
3.
4.

Questions and discussion by Council I Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D. OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substantive changes would
add definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation" along with a section on disaster relief
procedures. In some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for authorization to·
burn was added. In addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements were expanded and moved to a new section. Also
the rule would only allow material from a land clearing operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possibl~ action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E. OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation - Max Price
1
/
2.
Questions and discussion by Co~cil I Public
/
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
'·.,
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-23-3(a) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be revoked
'·""',, effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.

I

F. OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
....-_.,
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-24-3(a)(l) and (2) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be .·
revoked effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
G. OAC 252:2-15 Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]
The proposal would change the terms used in 252:2-15-40,41 and 72 to be consistent with those used in 252:100, Air
Pollution Control. The terms "minor source(s)" and "major facility(ies)"would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part70 source(s)",respectively.l. Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3,
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
7.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

8.

matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the time
New Business of posting the agenda.

9.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: To Be Announced
Place: DEQ Multi-Purpose Room - OKC

*
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Council decided at its October 19 meeting to begin at 9:00a.m. due to the number ofagenda items.

Lunch Break, if necessary
Should you desire to attend but have a dbabilily and need an ac.comnwdation,
please notifY our Department three days in advance at (405) 720-4100.

,,

December 1, 1999
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Counci)

(,

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director(.\·
Air Quality Division

Re:

Modifications to Chap~ 2

Enclosed is a copy ofthe proposed amendments to OAC 252:2-15, Environmental Permit
Processing Times. The Department is proposing to amend Sections 40, 41 and 72 to make them
consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control. The references to "minor source(s)" and "major
facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and "Part 70 source(s)", respectively.
At the hearing, staff will suggest that the Council vote to recommend to the Environmental
Quality.Board adoption ofthe amendment as a permanent rule.

Enclosures:

,-
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CHAPTER 2 • PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15. ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES
PART 5. TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

~

252:2-15-40. Air quality applications - Tier I
(a)
Minor seu£ee facility permits.. The following air quality
authorizations for minor sources facilities require Tier I
·applications.
.
(1)
New per.mits.
New construction, operating and relocation
permits.
(2) Modifications of permits.
(A) Modification of a construction permit for a minor source
facility that will remain minor after the modification.
(B) Modification of an operating permit that will not change
the source's facility's classification from minor to major.
(C) Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
(3) Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
(b)
J~jer faeilier
Part 70 source per.mits.
The following air
quality authorizations for major facilities Part 70 sources require
Tier I applications.
(1) New per.mits.
-"'(A)
New construction permit for· an existing major facility
Part 70 source- for any facility change considered minor under
252:100-8-7.2 (b) (1) .
(B) New operating permit that:
(i)
is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
has conditions which do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions in any way
'considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(2) Modifications of per.mits.
(A) Modification of any operating permit condition that:
(i) is based on the operating conditions of a construction
permit that was processed under Tier II or III, and
252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
does not differ from those construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under 252:1008-7.2(b)(2).
(B) A construction or operating permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1).
(C) Extension of expiration date of a ~ajor facility's Part
70
source's
construction
permit
with
no
or
minor
modifications.
(c)
Other
authorizations.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
.
(1)
New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general operating permits for which a schedule of compliance is
not required by 252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
(2) Burn ·approvals.
(3) Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b) or
252:100-39-46 (j) .
(4)
Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and
Draft:

November 15, 1999
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PART 7 •

252:2-15•72.

REVIEW PROCEDUR.ES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES

Air quality permit time lines

The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1) Construction permits:
(A) PSD (Pare 70 sources) - 540 days.
(B) P4ajor Sources (Part 70 sources Sources (other than PSD) 365 days.
{C) Minor Sources Facilities - 180 days.
(2) Operating permits:
{A) P4aj or Part 7 0 Sources ,;. 54 0 days.
(B) Minor Sources Facilites - 365 days.
(3} Relocation permits - 30 days.

Draft:

November 15, 1999
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:MINUTES

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 14, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
MultiPurpose Room - 707 North Robinson, OKC
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
. Rick TreemaD.
:Leo Fallon
. Fred Grosz

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
S.haron Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

•"·:·•w

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter ·
Linn Wainner
RayBishop ·
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price
LanyTrent
Myrna Bruce

..

·.

Notice of Public ·Meeting for December 14, 1999 was forwarded to the Office ·of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place of.the meeting. Agendas were posted at
the entrance doors.
Call to Order • Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called· the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon "':" aye;
Dr. Orosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Dr. Canter, Ms. Myers, and Mr. Kilpatrick ~d not
attend. Mr. Breisch and Mr. Terrill presented Meribeth' Slagell a Resolution from .the
Council and Certificate of Appreciation from Mr. Coleman and thanked her for her years of
dedicated service on the Council. Mr. Breisch introduced new Council member, Rick
Treeman. who was appointed by the Governor to replace the. position vacated by Mrs.
Slagell.
·
·
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to· approve the Minutes of the
August 24, 1999 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon ·to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson
-aye; Mr..Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz -·aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
·
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule- Staff suggested the following Year 2000 meeting dates:
Wednesday, February 16 at Tulsa
Wednesday, April19 at Lawton
Wednesday, June 14 at Tulsa
Wednesday, August 16 at Ponca City
Wednesday, October 18 at Oklahoma City
Wednesday. December 14 at Oklahoma City

...-

I' I

Motion to accept the schedule was made by Mr. Fallon with second by Mr. Branecky with
following vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye
Protocol Statement -. As protocol officer, Mr.· Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council 'in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5.,101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.

PUBLIC HE~RING
OAC 252:100- Appendices E & F
.
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED
Ms. Michelle Martinez made the staff presentation stating that the proposed amendments to
Appendice~ ~and F would rest<?~ the primal-y and secondary ambient air quality standards
for ozon~ to what they were ·prior to June 1, 1999. She advised that .the 8-hour ozone
standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoke4 and the 1-hour standard of O.l~'pj>m restored; and
that the PM-2.5 standards· would be revoked along with the revised.fqp,n of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 standard.
Ms. Martinez entered into the record a fax received from EPA Region 6 dated December 10,
1999 which stated that updating these appendices wa,s timely. and appropriate. Ms. Martinez
·then asked that Council recommend proposed Appendices E and F to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent adoption.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule for adoption.
Mr. Branecky made motion to recommend to the Board for permanent/emergency adoption.
· Second was made by Mr. Fallon.. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; ~- Breisch- aye.

A copy of the bea~g transcript is attached and made an official part of these minut~s.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram presented the staff presentation and advised that the proposed clianges·
to Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency the ability to bill annual operating fees on
a flexible schedule, and that these changes would also allow the fees to be based on the most
recent emission data possible. Ms. Buttram pointed out that the proposed rule. clarified that
an owner or operator of .a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. She stated that substantive changes included the requirement that all
inventories be submitted prior to· March 1, and the Agency would provide up to a 30-day
extension upon request. Council made a recommendation that the language be changed to
allow an additional 30-day extension for good cause shown. Also, the rule will allow fee
payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive

~

credit for such overpayment. Also, new language was proposed to reduce to six months after
inventories are due or submitted, the period of time in which either the facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can challenge the methods used to calculate the
facility's emissions for "fee calculation purposes."
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Central and Southwest Services
and she entered them into the record. She stated that it was staffs reconunendation that
Council forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent
rule.
Following comments from Council members, and the audience, changes were made in the
wording and Mr. Wilson :inade a motion ·to forward this rule, with changes, · to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption. $econd was made by.Mr. Branecky. The roll
call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr..
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing trans~flpt is attached and made an official p~ of these minutes.
.

~.

PvBLIC HEARING

.

·-.. •:.

OAC 252:100-9

Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to make the staff recommendation for this rule. She
stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and
~atical errors ~d deletion of redundant language; and that the rule was simplified and
clarified according to ·the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong _fnitiative.
Substantive changes include the addition of new definitions and the addition of a new
subsection for certification of the information submitted.
Also, language was added under 100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause. which states excess
emissions caused by malfunction and maintenance. start-up/shutdown. can. be exempt from
compliance which air emission limitations established in pennits. rules. orders of the DEQ if
the owner/operator properly complies with the requirements in 252:100-9-3.1 and 252:1009-3.2, respectively; and meets the demonstrations listed in those subsections. Then
additional subsections added to 100-9-3.3 were discussed.

Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and from Central
and Southwest Services and entered them into the record.. She stated.that staff suggested that
the rule be recommended for adoption by the Environmental Quality Boaid. ·
After much discussion with staff, Council, and audience members, Mr. Breisch called for a
motion. Mr. Fallon made motion to continue this. rule to the next· regular meeting..Mr.
Branecky made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

~···.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-13
Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]
.

.

Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to give the staff recommendation concerning this rule ..
She stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the
Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She added that such
chapges included consolidating the general conditions and requirements for allowed open
burning into a new section. She pointed out that a few substantive changes were made such
as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "landclearirtg operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures; and that in some instances·, the requirement to notify the DEQ or
other appropriate official for aufAQrization to burn was added. Ms. Buttram stated that new
language was added under "lail(:f management and land clearing operations" requiring those
who clear land in areas that are or have been designated nonattainth,~nt to bum their
vegetation in . open-pit incinerators. She stated that existing laQ.guage on open-pit
incinerators was expanded it would now prohibit accepting any material owned by other
persons and from transporting any material.to. be burned to the property where the open-pit
incinerator is located. She advised that it was staffs recommendation that Council forward
this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent' rule.
Ms. Buttram entered written comments from Central and Southwest Services into the record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, changes were made in the wording after
which Mr. Breisch entertained motion to accept the changes made and forward the rule to
the Board for adoption as a permanent rule. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the bearing transcript is attached. and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions f~m Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-24. Control of Eniissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price who advised Council that the proposed changes to
100-23-3 and 100-24-3, would substitute references to 252:100-19-12 for references to
Subchapter 27. He :added th~t these .revisions were necessary because the substantive
requirements of Subchapter 27 would be moved to 100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 would be
revoked in June of 2000. He added that the references to Subchapter 27 would become
meaningless unless they are replaced by references to 100-19-12. Mr. Price stated that it was
staffs recommendation that Council refer these rules to the Environmental Quality Board for
emergency adoption effective June 1, 2000.

Mr. Breisch stated that these two rules would be voted on separately and called for a motion
on Subchapter 23. Mr. Wilson made the motion to forward to the Board as recommended

·~.

by staff. The second made by Mr. Branecky. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz -aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Mr. Breisch then called for the same motion for Subchapter 24. Mr. Branecky made the
motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC ~ARING
OAC 252:2-15
Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated 'that the proposed amendments to
Sections 40, 41, and 72 would make them consistent with·252:100, Air Pollution Control;
and that the references to "mj,11.or source(s)" and "major facility(ies)" would be changed to
"minor facility(ies)" and Part ?osource(s)", respectively. She added that changes were also
made at the Council meeting to section 2-15-72(1)(A) such· that the ~thrase "and part 70
sources" was added along with changing the number of days from 540 t-o·365. Ms. Bradley
stated that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and she entered them into the
record. Following discussion Ms. Bradley advised that it was staffs recommendation that
Council refer this rule to the Board for permanent adoption of the proposed amendments.
Mr. Breisch called for a motion. Mr. Branecky made motion to accept the changes as stated
and forward the rule to the Board for adoption. Mr. Fallon made the second. The roll call
vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT • Mr. Terrill advised that he and Mr. Dyke would be
attending a meeting with Central States Air Resources Board (CenSARA) to discuss, among
other things, the status of the Regional Planning Body activities. He statec;i that he would
like to take a few minutes at the next regular meeting for an update on these activities.
NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be February 16,. 2000 at 9:00 a.m. in the
Aud:itorium at OSU-Tulsa (formerly UCAT).
NOTE: The sign-in sheet Is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
· Air Quality Council

David R. Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

9:30a.m., Tuesday, September 26, 1995
Elk City Civic Center, 1016 Airport Blvd.
Elk City, Oklahoma

A Public Meeting:

1.

Call to Order - Frank Condon

2.

Roll Call - lynda Finch

3.

Approval of Minutes of the January 24, 1995 Regular Meeting

4.

Consideration of New Rule 252:002-15-5 regarding signatory delegation of permits

I

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
5.

Consideration of amendments to 252:100-3 regarding prevention of significant deterioration (PSD)
increments for particulate matter
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

6.

Presentation of Proposed Rules- _larry Byrum
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration of amendments to 252:200-11-4 (c) regarding hazardous waste facilities in the 100year floodplain.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

8.

Presentation of Proposed Rules - larry Byrum
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration of amendments to 252:100-8-5 regarding the phased submittal of Title V air
pollution operating permits
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

7.

Presentation of Proposed Rule - Kay York
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Presentation of Proposed Rules- Scott Nicholson
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration of reformatting 252:500 into new series 252:520
A.
B.
C.

Presentation of Proposed Rules - Steve Mason
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public

D.
E.
9.

Consideration of amendments to 252:510 regarding stormwater discharge at municipal landfills
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

10.

Presentation of Proposed Rules - Steve Mason
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration'of finding of emergency for agenda items 4 through 9.
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
11.

Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Presentation of Proposed Finding - Bob Kellogg
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration of the Department's FY97 Operational Budget Request
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation - Mark Coleman
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

12.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting of agenda)

13.

Executive Director's Report
A.
B.

Update on hazardous waste transportation registration issues
Progress on Uniform Permitting

14.

Calendar of Events

15.

Adjournment

Attachments (rulemaking preamble pages)
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our Department three days in
advance at 271-8056. TDD number 232-0591.

SUBCHAPTER 15.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES

252:2-15-28.
Permit decision-making authority.
Designated positions. The Executive Director may delegate in
wrti.ting the power and duty to issue, renew, amend, modify and deny
permits and take other authorization or registration action. Unless
delegated to a Division Director by formal assignment or rule, the
authority to act on Tier I applications shall be delegated to
po~itions within each permitting program having technical supervisory responsibilities and. for local actions authorized by law,
to environmental specialist positions held by the DEO' s local
services rep;r-esentatives.
The authority to act on emergency
permits or Tier II applications shall be delegated to the Division
Director of the applicable permitting division.
lQl Revision. The Executive Director may amend any delegation in
writing.

l£1

ENVIRONMENTAL QUAL/. I BOARD MEETING

September 26, 1995

Sign-In Sheet
Representing

Name

ftc.t

CC. :

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

!Jf r1 YJ J j

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

A Public Meeting:

9:30am, November 28, 1995
Muskogee Civic Center, RoomE
425 Boston -Muskogee. Oklahoma

1.

Call to Order- Frank Condon

2.

Roll.Call- Lynda Finch

S.

11 Approval ofMinutes ofthe September 26,:1995 Regular Meeting

4.

· , SUPER Innovations-Permitting- Mark C.oleman

5.

Presentation of Proposed Rules -Kay York
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:300, Laboratory Certification;
252:300-7-9 relating to recordkeeping and r~porting.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

7.

.,-./·

"J ;m }11 I

Consideration of changes to Chapte:r;-.252:002, Procedures ofthe DEQ;
New rules that classify permit applications into the three tiers under the Uniform
Permitting system:
15-40 thru 42 (air quality applications)
15-43 thru 45 (hazardous Waste applications)
15-46 thru 48 (laboratory certification applications)
15~9 thru 51 (operator certification applications)
15-52 thru 54 (radiation management applications)
15-55 thru 57 (solid waste applications)
15-58 thru 60 (UIC applications)
15-61 thru 63 (water quality applications)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

6.

{)cllj

Presentation of Proposed Rules- Judy Duncan
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Consideration .of biomedical waste CertifiCo\ltes of Need
A.
B.
C.

Discussion oflssue -B.A. Cave~
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public

D.
E.
F.

Presentation ofApplication ofAmerican Medical.Disposal
Questions and Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote
continued on reverse

G.
H.
I.
8.

Presentation ofApplication of Browning Ferris Industries
Questions and Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote

Oklahoma Environmental Quality Report
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of Report- Steve Thompson
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote
I

9.

New Business (any matter not known aboU,t, or which could not have been'
reasonably foreseen _prior to the time of posting of agenda)

10.

Executive Director's Report

11.

1996 Environmental Quality Board Meeting Dates

12.

Calendar of Events

13.

Adjournment

Attachments: (rulemaking preamble pages)
Certificate of Need law
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our Department
three days in advance at 271-8056. TDD number 232-0591.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 002. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
PART 5. TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

Section
252:002-15-40. Air quality applications: Tier·I
252:002-15-41. Air quality applications: Tier II.
252:002-15-42. Air- quality· applications: Tier· ·III ··· ··'- ·
252: o·o2-15-43. Hazardous waste· applications: Tier ·I .
252:002-15-44; Hazardous waste· applications: ·Tier· II
.252:002-15-45. Hazardous waste applications: Tier III
· -·- :·
252:002-15-46. Laboratory··certification appiications; 'Tier ·I···
252 ': 002·-15..;.47. ·Laboratory ·certification· applications: ·Tier- II.
252:002-15-48. Laboratory certification applicat·ions :··-Tier- ...III
252:002-15-49. Operator certification applicatl.qns: Tier I- ·
252:002-15-50. Operator certification·appl~cations: Tier·II
252:002-15-51. Operator certification applications:· Tier III..
252:002-15-52.,Radiation management applications: Tier·I
252:002-15-53 .. Radiation m~agement applications: Tier-, II · ·
252:0Q2-15-54. Radiation management ·applications: Tier III·
252:002-15-55. Solid waste applications: Tier I
252:002-15-56. Solid waste. applications: Tier· II
252:002-15-57. Solid waste applications: Tier III
252:002-15-58. UIC applications: Tier I
252:002-15-59. UIC applications: Tier II
252:002-15-60. UIC applications: Tier III
252:002-15-61. Water quality_applications: Tier I
252:002-15-62. Water quality applications: Tier II
::;
252:002-15-63. Water quality applications: Tier .'III
..
_......

..

. .•

l

'.

252:002-15-40. Air quality applications - Tier I

The following air quality authorizations require Tier I
applications:
1ll Construction permit for a minor source.
l1l Operating permit for a minor source .
.ill. Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, which does not differ from the construction
permit in any manner.which would otherwise subject the operating
permit application to ·Public review.
· .'
,_
·
.
~ New, modified or renew~d authorization "'under. a .general
.permit.
. , ...;.· : · ..
...
121.: · Modification of a minor . source's construction and/or
operatinq'permit when the·source'remains a minor so':lrce after
the modification.
. . . , ~,-_-·: ·.~ . -~--L~ · · ... ..
··
ill. Minor modification of·.·a. · maj·or facili'tv' s construction
and/or operating permit.
l1l Acid rain permits.
~
Burn approval.
.· ·.·
liL Relocation permit.
illl. Temporary permit. ·
·. ···, · -~· ·::::- .: ·
l1!l Plant-wide emission'plan approval.
Jl.ll Administrative amendment. of all ·permits and other
authorizations.
.
.
J.!.ll Extension of a minor sourCe's construction permit.
l!il Extension of a major facility's construction permit with no
or minor modification.
·
...lJ..2l Renewc:tl of an operating ':Pern\'it for a minor source.

Tier

252~oo2-1s-41_ Air aualitY,'avolic~tions·:c:t
·The following air quality ·.authOrizations require Tier II
applications.
1ll Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, which differs from the construction permit
in a manner which subjects the operating permit application to
public review.
ill Operating permit for a major facility that does not have a
construction permit.
i l l Significant modification. as defined in OAC 252:100-87(e) (2), of a major facility's construction or operating permit.
l!l New, modified or renewed general permit.
121. Time extension of a major facility's construction permit
with a ·modification that would otherwise be subject t~ Public
review.
i l l Renewal of an operating permit for a major facility.
l1l A construction permit for a major modification to an
existing major facility.

252:002-15-42. Air quality applications - Tier III

lsi New maior stationary sources. A construction permit for any

new major stationary source listed in this subsection requires a
Tier I I I application.
For purposes of this section. 11 Major
stationary source" means:
l l l Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits,
or has the potential to emit. 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation:...
.
1Al carbon black plants · (furnace process) .
Jl!l charcoal production plants,
., ..
~
chemical progess plants, .;·..,,.:.
, · ,.. . . .
.. ·,
J!tl. coal cl·eaning· plants (with· thermal dryers)~ . .
.
i l l coke oven batteries, . . ~ :~· . ..
. ;·
i l l fossil-fuel boilers Cor combustion thereof) , totaling more
than 250 million BTU per· hour·heat input,
·
jgl fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants. of more than 250
million BTU per hour hea·t input,
J.!ll. fuel . conversion plants, ...'·· _:,
l ! l glass fiber proce·ssing plants,
J..!ll. hydrofluoric.· sulfuric 'or· nitric acid plants;
lKl iron and steel mill plants,
l1J. kraft pulp mills,·
lMl lime plants,
·
lNl incinerators, except where used exclusively ·as air
pollution control devices.
lQl petroleum refineries .
.ill petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage
capacity· exceedina· 300.000 barrels .... · ... · .
'JQ.}_ · phosPhate· rock·"proce·ssinq· plant,
')
lRl .portland cement plants, . .
l§l primary aluminum "bre redu<;:"tion plants,
l i l primary copper smelters.
lYl primary lead smelters,
lYl primary zinc smelters.
.
J.lil.. secondary metal production ·plants-;
J.& sintering .plants, .
. '· ._;_·
lXl sulfur recovery plants. or
JZl taconite ore processing plants. and
J..al Any other source. not specified· in paraaraph· (1) .. :··of· this
definition which emits.·or·has the potential to emit,· 25"0 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
lQl Existing incinerators.
An application for any change in
emissions or potential· to emit. or .any change in any· permit
condition. that would have caused an incinerator to be defined as
a major stationary source ·when originally permitted shall require
a Tier I I I application.
·
1£1 Potential to emit .. For puroos·es. of this section. "potential
to emit 11 means emissions resulting from the application of all
enforceable permit limitations as defined in OAC 252:100-1-3.

3.

252:002-15-43. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier I
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier I applications.
l1l Class I modification of any hazardous waste permit
recruirinq Department approval as specified in 40 C.F.R. §
270.42.
.
lZl Modification to a recycling permit in accordance with 27A
O.S. Supp. 1994, §2-7-118 (A). . . .
l.ll. Class 2. permit modification· as defined· in · 40 C. F. R.
§270.42.
i l l Emergency hazardous waste -disposal plan .aPProval ...
l.2l Hazardous waste generator disposal ·rilan-'aPProval.;
l£1 Technical plan approval.
i l l Hazardous waste transporter license • ·'·:.. .. . . :
.·. ·.
· i l l Hazardous waste transfer. station··plan modification which is
not related to capacity. . , .
·
·
.
·.
~
Emergency permit issued in accordance with 40 C.F.R. §
270.61.
.
.
.
J.l.Ql Interim status closure plan approval· ·in· accordance with 40
C.F.R. §265.113(d}(4l.... .
.
.. ... .
,
__
·--· _
ill.l Minor administrative-modification of all permits and other
authorizations.
·l.ill Renewal of disposal plan aPProval and·· transporter license .
.11ll New, modified or renewed authorization under a ·general
permit.
·llil Approval of temporary authorizations in accordance with 40
C.F.R. § 270.42.
.
252:002-15-·44. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier I I ...
The following hazardous~wastemanagement·authorizations·reauire
Tier II applications.
..
·
i l l On-site hazardous·· waste· treatment, -storage·. or·· disposal
permit.
·
121 Mobile recycling permit.
l1l Research & Development permit.
i l l Class 3 modification of any hazardous waste permit as
specified in 40 C.F.R. § 270~42.
.
_
c
J.2l Modification of an on-site hazardous waste faCility permit
for a fift
ercent 50% or reater increase · n
e itted
ca acit
f r
treatment and or · dis osal
includin
.:. incineration.
· ,.. . . ··.. ,..· · ·· ·; ·
. .
. . . ·· -.-.
..
. l£1 Modification of. an.on-sit·e hazardous waste .facility permit
for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
l1l Modification of on-site hazardous waste facility permit in
which the application is for new treatment. storage. or disposal
methods or units which are significantly different from those
permitted.
~
Renewal of a hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal
permit.
~
Hazardous waste transfer·station plan approval.
llQl Hazardous waste
transfer station plan modification
involving increase in approved capacity.
l!1l Variance which is not part of a permit application.
l.ill Variance which is part of a Tier II permit application.
4

~

252:002-15-45. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier III

The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier III applications .
..ill Off-site hazardous waste treatment storage disposal,
incineration and/or recycling permit.
111 Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for a fifty percent {SO%) or greater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, treatment and/or disposal. including
incineration.
.
l.3J.. Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
..
l ! l Modification of o£f-site hazardous waste facility permit.in
which the application is for' new treatment stOrage; or disposal
methods or units which are significantly different· from those
permitted.
121 Variance which is part of a Tier III application.
I

I

I

I

252:002-15-46. Laboratory certi-fication applications - Tier l:

A Tier I application shall be required . for a new. modified,
amended or renewed laboratory certificat~on. ·: · '- . ·
252:002-15-47. Laboratory certification applications - Tier II

None
252:002-15-48. Laboratory· certification applications - Tier III

None
252:002-15-49. ·Operator certification applications - Tier I

The following authorizations require Tiet·I-applications.

ll1. Waterworks operator certificatiOn (standard and- temporary) .
111 Wastewater works operator certification <standard and
temporary) .

.

l.3J.. Waterworks laboratory operator-certification.
l ! l Wastewater works laboratory operation ·certification.

121 Septic tank installer certification.
l§J_

Septic tank cleaner license.

~

Waterworks helper registration.

. . . ..

l1l Landfill operator and/or manager certification.

l!li. Wastewater works helper registration...
l1Ql Amendments,

authorizations:

modifications

and

.
renewals

· of

252:002-15-50. Operator certification applications - Tier II

None.

252:002-15-51. Operator certification applications - Tier III

None.
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252:002-15-52. Radiation management applications - Tier I
The following radiation management authorizations require Tier
I applications.
l1l Industrial
X-ray
registration
and
the
amendment,
modification and/or renewal thereof.
~
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy instrument license and the
amendment, modification and/or renewal thereof.
252:002-15-53. Ra.diation management applications ,.. Tier II
None.
252:002-15-54. Radiation ·management ··applications·.-- Tier ··III
None.
.'
....

252:002-15-55. Solid waste management applications - Tier I ·. ·
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
I applications.
,
J.1l New permits.
. .::,.,.:. · · ·::· ·
··
.
· '·
JA1 Locally approved solid~·-waste transfer ·stations •.
Permit for a· solid waste transfer·· ·station that·;· prior' to
application filing. received county commissioner approval
according to 27A o. s·.supp. · 'i-995, § 2.;.10-307. ·~
··
..!.Jil.. Biomedical waste transfer stations using only sealed
containers. Biomedical waste transfer station permit when
activities are limited· to:
- •·
l i l consolidation of sealed containers; and/or
{ii) transfer of sealed containers from one vehicle or
.mode of transportationc.to another. : · ; .. : ... ... ..
Disaster relief. · .Emergency ciuthori'zat·iori ~ · for waste
disposal result'inq,;from' a natural disaster·~·. . ..
~
Modifications. ·
lAl All facilities:
l i l Modification· of. a· solid waste' permit to add
methods, units or appurtenances for liauid bulking
processes;
yard · waste
composting:
· recycling
operations; waste.·· screening; or· balincf, ··chipping,
shredding or grinding eg1iipment or· operations. ·
liiL Modification to any solid waste permit to make
minor changes .
·· ·
..
·
'· .. ·
(iii)
Modification of plans for closure and/or postclosure.·
Jiyl Administrative modification of all permits and
other authorizations.
~
On-site and off-site land·disposal facilities.
Modification of an existing land disposal permit fcir a.
lateral expansion within permitted boundaries.

m .

6

Capacity increases of less than 25% with exceptions.
The modification of a solid waste permit. excluding
incineration permits, involving a request for less than
twenty-five percent (25%) increase in permitted capacity
for storage. processing or disposal when the. request is for
equivalent methods, units or appurtenances. as those
permitted and which does not involve expansions of
permitted boundaries. .
. . .. . .
'·
nJ_ Plans and other authorizations. The approval ·of new and
when applicable« modified or.. renewed: .. .;,__ ,,.::..:~..,:,. ... .. .
JAL · :Plans · for' composting of: yard· waste only .. ·
.illi. Permit transfers
c:··.~ ..
~ . Non-hazardous industrial solid ·waste disposal plans.
Jill. ..... Techriical plans. . .... · · _ · ·;.=.,; _••••.> .·
·lEl County solid waste management plans.
lEl Individual authorizations under a· general permit.
1m.. .All other · administrative approvals.· required by OAC
252.:510 or OAC 252:520. ...
. .
lQl

I

0

.• •

.:.·-••

252: 002--15-·5'6·~· .-:s~)lid w;J.'ste' Dum.'agement· apPlications. - Tier

I:I

The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
II applications.
·
111. New parmits.
~. On-site
solid waste processing. facilities with
exception.
Permit for an ·on-site solid waste processing
facility except yard waste composting as listed under Tier
I. Rule 252:002-15-55.
.
.
Jill. . :, .;·Solid: waste transfer stations .with·· exceptions • Pe:tmi.t
for a·solid waste·transfer station·except:
.
ill' a ··transfer ' station .permit
with·
county
commissioner approval as listed under Tier I, Rule
252:002-15-55. or
. _
l i l l a biomedical: waste transfer station permit listed
under Tier I. Rule 252:002-15-55.
~
On-site incinerators with exceptions •..·. Permit for an
on-site incinerator except those exemptunder OAC 252:520
or those that have an approved Air Ouality permit or Solid
Waste Management Plan. .
., . . .
. •!. :
Jill. · On-site land. disposal sites. Permit, for an on-site
solid waste disposal site.
lEl Material Recovery Facility CMRP) • Permit
for
a
Material Recovery Facility if waste. ·is not sourceseparated.
121 Modifications.
1Al. All facilities. Modification of a permit for a change
in waste tYPe·.
.illi. On-site facilities. Any modification of· an on-site
solid waste permit. except as listed under Tier I. Rule
252:002-15-55.

7

Off-site facilities.
ill Modification of any off-site solid waste permit
involving a request for more than twenty-five percent
(25%) but less than fifty percent (50%) increase in
permitted capacity for storage. processing or disposal
{excluding incineration)
when the :request is for
equivalent methods. units or aPPurtenances as those
permitted. except those listed under. ·Tier I~ Rule
252:002-15-55.·
. .
..
J..ill Modification of any off-site processing~"· facility
involving. an expansion of 'permitted' boundaries:... ·
.illl. ':Incinerators.
·
. ~-· . :··
i l l Modification of an..on,-site·iricinerator.permit for
any increase in permitted capacity. for•· storage,
processing or disposal.
..
. ...
(ii) Modification of an off-site ·incinerator permit
involving a request for increases less than fifty
percent (50%) in permitted capacity for·:· storage,
processing,· or disposal when the regyest is for
equivalent methods. units or appurtenances· as those
permitted .
General permit.
New. modified or renewed.general ·permit.
lQL

r

.ul

252:002-15-57 •. Solid waste management applications.- Tier :r:r:r
The following solid waste management authorizations· require Tier
III applications.
\
· i l l New permits.
.
..
...
. ...
J&·. Off-site processing facilities ·with :exceptions.
Permit for an· off,-site processing facility-.
unless
otherwise specified in· Tier I. ·Rule 252:002:...15-55, ·or Tier
II, Rule 252:002-15-56 . .1§1 Off-site land disposal facility.
Permit for an offsite.solid waste land disposal site.
lQ Off-site incinerator. Permit
for . an
off-site
incinerator.
121 Modifications •
.1& · Off-site facilities: significant increase in capacity.
Modification of any off-site· solid waste permit. involving
a fifty percent (50%) or greater · increase in:.·permitted
capacity for
storage.
processing.
and/or
disposal.
including incineration.
1§1 Off-site land disposal facility.
Modification of an
off-site solid waste land disposal permit for an expansion
of permitted boundaries.
lQ Off-site facilities: different methods. ·Units or
appurtenances. Modification of an off-site solid waste
permit. in which the request involves different ·methods.
units or appurtenances than those permitted. except those
listed under Tier I. Rule 252:002-15-55 .
.ul Variance approvals.. All variances.

8

252:002-15-58. UIC applications-Tier I

The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier I applications.
i l l Minor modification of a permit for Class I. III. and V
wells in accordance with 40 C.F.R. §144.41.
Jl.l. Modification of an approved closure and/or post-closure
plan for a Class I hazardous waste injection well.
111 MOdification of an approved plugging and abandonment plan
for Class I nonhazardous and Class III ·injection: ·.wel.J.s.
. ·
J.il _Modification of an aPProved corrective action. plan ·for a
Class I injection well;._· · . . . :· ;' ·..,· ·.-· . ..:·.... ~, ..-.; >. .. >:!;;:_· .._. .. ·.~L~·. · ....~.[
J.2.l. Emergency permit in accordance with 40 C.F.)R. ,§144.34·-,
Lf.ll:..:New; modified· or renewed· authorizat-ion ·under .:.a •Creneral

lifmi~:inor administ~at·i.~e- mo~i"ficati~n -·of'...all ;;~~its~;~a~d.:other
authorizations.
-·

252:002-15-59.

me

applications - Tier II

me

applications - Tier III

__ ._,·:·. ... :.: :·i,.>·.:.:.'-..'... ~: .: ~--~

The following·. underground·. iniection ·control authorizations
require Tier II· -applications.
.
:·:-"· · ·. ·_:·
i l l On-site Class I nonhazardous ·waste injection well permit.
l2.l. Class III and V injection well permits except Class V
permits issued under Tier I·II.
..
...
111 Modification and/or renewal-of all DEC-issued underground
injection control well permits.
.

252:002-15-60.

.

The following· underground injection controi. authorizations
require Tier III applications.
,;·
Jll . Class I hazardous waste -injection well permit ......
lal Off-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well permit.
l1l Class V industrial waste injection well perroit.
252 :002-1.5·-61. Water auality applications - Tier I

The following· water quality· authorizations· require Tier I
aPPlications.
.
i l l Permit for flow-through impoundment (s) as part of the
pretreatment process. ·
.
. · ... .
.
.
ill'. Re-perroittiM ·of·" faci-lity with .. an expiring -permit for ·
industrial hon~discharging·impoundment-or·septie tank system.
Jll Re-permitting of expiring permit with minor or no change(s)
for land application of sludge and/or wastewater for same site.
l i l New. modified or renewed authorization under a· general
permit, including but not limited to general permits for
stormwater. underground storage tanks and petroleum storage and
treatment facilities .
.iS.l.. Approval of new pretreatment program.
121 Closure plan approval.
11l Dredge and fill certification.
lftl Approval of exemption for water line extensions.
l.il. Approval. of exemption for water distribution and wastewater
collection systems.

illl Approval for. individual residential sewage disposal system.

l11l

Approval of small public sewage system:

.iA1. with less than 5, 000 gallons per day which do not

discharge, land apply wastewater or sludge, or have lift
stations designed to handle a peak capacity greater than 10
gallons per minute: or
. .
lRl which·serves less than ten ·(10) residential units .
.. Jill Residential development approval.
.... .. · ·
11.ll Transfer of· di.scharqe .permit.
.
. ....
{"fA\
M'
.mod'f'
. 't'·• , .·, . ·..;.-.....:.:....;-.;~'.: . .
...l...o!::.1L.1.nor
1. 1.ca tion..,o f· ~ 'd'l.SCh arqe perm1.
ill.l. Minor modification of permit for land. ·application of·'sludge
and/or wast;ewater. · . · ;·:. ·-.:.~-!.:: ·.. .- :. • ·: ...... · . .;'•.2..':~::_•;,;;.: .. <1;:· . ·.
J.i.2l ,Modification ·of·· or· addition to a·· :municipal· ~·owastewater
treatment system (including sewer line extensions). ;;:.:::".."!..: .
1111 Modification of· ·Or . addition to a public ·water· supply
treatment and/or distribution system.
..
.
l1ftl Modification of non-discharging impoundment and/or septic
tank system permit.
·· ·.
··..'
. . ,....... ~~'.
J.J.ll· Modification of an·ap_proved pretreatment .procri;:am-;; ...., ...... ·
l2.Ql Administrative amendment of permits or:·other ·authorizations
for the· correction of administrative or typographical errors.
252:002-15-62. Water. guality applications -·Tier I:I:,-. ··-~-·., .
. The following water gy.ality ·authorizations require. Tier II
applications.
l ! l Permit for municipal wastewater treatment system.
nl Permit for public water suppbj· svstem. , .·-. ·· .
n.l .. Discharge. permit ·fOr ·minor facility. '.
~ .:.:,.... hi~.·-·
l.!l Individual storm water permit.
:· . ·..•·, ...;•. : . . -::: .
1.21. Permit .for industrial non-discharging impouridnient:or ··septic
tank system.
. · ·.
.·
.
· .
-,
J&.l Permit for land aPPlication of sludge and/or. ·wastewater at
new site.
.
J.1l Re-permitting of a facility with expiring ·discharge· permit.
1§1. Re-perroitting of facility with expiring individual storm
water discharge permit.
·
J..2l Re-permitting with major change (s) from· exoiring·permit for
land application of sludge and/or wastewater for·the·same site .
. J.lQl. Variance
including ··thermal
components.·::· •>qf·~:~,, effluent
limitations for an individual discharge permit; .. :·'
....
ll!l Major modification of discharge permit.
.
Jill Mai or modification of permit for land application of sludge
and/or wastewater.
·.. · ·
w

.

.

252:002-15-63. Water quality applications - 'l'ier III.
A new discharge permit for a maier facility requires a Tier III
application.
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Revised ·1-3-96
A Public Meeting:

9:00am, Tuesday, January 16, 1996
University Center at Tulsa, 700 N. Greenwood
Administration Building, Board Room

1. Call to Order - Frank Condon
2. Roll
3.

Call-L~daFinch ~ c(;}:{kle'J M,~f* .fi AdLh.
j

~pro~al of Miriu:es of the November 28, 1995 Regular Meeting

4. Election of Officers

~

af2o.kt.-.Js.

5. Executive Director's Report ti(

,1.1~~ ~

~Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:002, Proced~res of the DEQ. The propos~d
changes in Subchapter 15 contain uniform rules which establish tiered procedures
that apply to all permitting programs. To avoid duplication or conflict with the
proposed uniform permitting procedures, changes needed in the program-specific
rules are found in agenda items 7-24.
/1 ~,?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of proposed amendments -Kay York
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by,
blic
Discussion by Board
· ·
Roll Call Vote 1}-

fo

7./Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:100, amendments to Air Quality permitting
V rules for consistency with the uilif'orm procedures and which would reduce time limits
for minor source operating permits and extend time for unpermitted minor sources to
operate.
·,.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of proposed amendments -Larry Byrum
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
·
Roll Call Vote l l

-jZf .

~.

8. Consideration of emergency changes to Chapter 252:100-10 (new), related to ;enere
operating permits for the a.atural gas industry. .
A
A
fJ t)-t.J(,

.--

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Presentation of proposed amen~ntsByrum
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
·
Discussion by Board
]
J
Roll Call Vote to adopt Nol ll¢ ~t:/0/)T/Lt/
Roll Call Vote on Finding of Emergency ·

Larey

1

11

J0 Jl.vJ

Jr_

~":~.(
~·
~

/'h4'"
. •·

·

··

Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:200, amendments to Hazardous
Management permitting rules for consistency with the uniform procedures.
A. Presentation of proposed amendments- SQPU NicholsQJl
B. Questions and Discussion by Board

A'·~~

rfVY)

G{ ~tt.J

J)
(/dl
'

•-:. --~

c.

Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
D. Discussion by Board
E. Roll Call Vote
j/
1n~nsideration of changes to Chapter 252:300, Laboratory Certification permitting
V ;~les, for consistency with the uniform procedures.

:Rf'

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of proposed amendments- Judy Duncan
Questions and Discussion by Board
·
·
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
·
RollCallVot~ j)-p

.

~- Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:400, Radiation Management permitt~g rules,
for consistency with the uniform procedures.

· A.
B.
C.
· D.
.· E.

·

Presentation of proposed amendments- Dr. David Gooden ·
Questions and Discussion by Board
.
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Ro~l Call Vote
•'J'; ~. ~~':

~Consideration

J) fl.

-\·.:~:

:. , ,

.,

,_.:.

of changes to Chapter 252:510, SoUd Waste 'ManageiDent p~nmttlng
rules, for consistency with the uniform procedures. · ·:- ·~ .: ·.: ·· :~ ·. · ·
'.·.. ...:~.'
'·
~·.::;"'~~

A.
B.
C.
D
E.
•

•.:.

J~,J'\.rr:7::~··r

:.

~"j•'":~;·

. •

. •

Presentation of proposed amendments -B.A. Caves.
Questions and Discussion by Board
-~--·~ :! -~ -~•· ·· _.~..,~-:~FJ.:···~~: ...~..
- '.,:. · · ·
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public · ..-, i ;1 -: :~ ~3.~ · >. ~ · ·.: • · "'"· '· .; · 'h .
Discussion by Board
_,,;:.· ·· · ='- ~,;_'1 -d.tb:l't'-:.;t;·c. · :: -~·. '·-;..t • :·:
R ll Call Vote f} . //7{
~'!:.c:.P "' 1: .:-·....:.,.: · · ··_;.-.
0

-

y

.:.·,-.-:· :•

-

.·.? ;!(· {

.

~Consideration

of changes to Chapter 252:520, Solid W~ ..'!•~•~e~nt permitting
rules, for consistency with the uniform rules,~--d .!.~opti~~-~~en~__:r;e. unpromulgated
Ch t as it was adopted on 9/26/95 · -· · :;· ·. ~ --V··--·-· ,,.... • 1;~""' '-'!"- c -~-."~·"' ·
ap er
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of proposed rules and rule amendments -B.A. Caves
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public - · :""<:. ·:: - 't ': • ::. -; ·• •• · •· : •·
Discussion by Board
,
' ··· .· .,_.r:.~c.-~·<;: .. :_: ..·• · _,. ::
RollCallVote f} _/)
·
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Agenda Items 14 through 23 are from the Water Quality Management Advisory Council

~ Considerati~n of changes to Chapter 252:605;· ~ischarges ·oPDES,' iOr ~nsirrtency with
the uniform rules, to simplify procedural te:rt and renew general penmt~.

.A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentationofchanges-CraigKennamer
. ·_I_. ·•-\'-. t\.·_ ::_
Questions and Discussion by Board
~. ·•.~
,...,
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Pu: lie·
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote ._ /}-- ~
_ .
.. -'-. ..
0_

.

~Consideration

; ·

.

~. o.J -~~
~

1

I

of changes to Chapter 252:610, General Water Quality rules, for
consistency witJ:t the uniform rules and to simplify procedural ~:r;t.
. ·.
.
A. Presentation of changes - Craig Kennamer
B. Questions and Discussion by Board
.

).

D. Discussion by Board
E. Roll Call Vote . )

!;.»'

. .

vlconslderation o£ changes to Chapter 202:616, IDduatriai Wastewater Systems, for
consistency with the uniform rules and to simplify procedural text.
A. Presentation of changes - Jon Craig
B. Questions and Discussion by Board
C. Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
D. Discussion by Board
·

E. Roll Call Vo~e

11--~

.

.

.

~ 7. Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:620, Non-fndustrial Impoundments, for
consistency with the uniform rules and to simplify procedural text.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of changes -Jon Craig
.
Questions and Discussion by Board
~Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public .
Discussion by Board_,d
.
.
Roll Call Vote
J) ~
~·: :
.
~ .

'-.,is. Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:625, P~bllc Wate~ .Supply Construction, for
consistency with the uniform rules and to simplify procedural'text.
..

A.
B.
C.
D.
. E.

....,

.. _;,

Presentation of changes -Jon Craig
·
·.
. ~
.
Questions and Discussion by Board
~--·
Questions, Comments and DiscussiC)n by Public_
Discussion by Board
.
Roll Call Vote \\ ~
·
. ···~: -::~. ;":~·~·· · FD
1 ·

vfi consistency
Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:640~ Residential Sewage Disposal, for
with the uniform rules and simplifY. procedural tezt.
to

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of changes -Jon Craig
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote
,(9
I
.
; ' ·:

n-

:. ....

.

~

.

~- Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:646, Septa.ge Tank Cleanen, for consistency
with the uniform rules and to simplify proced'Ural text;

·
..

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of changes -Jon Craig
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Bofdn
Roll Call Vote l ~

~-Consideration
of changes
Chapter 252:647, Sludge Management, for consistency
with the uniform rules and to
procedural text.
to

~

simp~fy

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of changes -Jon Craig
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote _)l _ iPf

"'

22~

~

. ,.

Consideration of changes to Chapter 2o2:652, Underground Injection Control, for

.., I consistency with the uniform rules and to simplify procedural text, adopting an entire
V new chapter to replace the current Chapter GoO and the UIC provisions of Chapter
200.

. A.
B.
C.
D.
. E.

L-

-

..

Presentation of changes -Jon Craig
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll C_all Vote
j)

. . ... /.

-f ~?Le

d ' · t>/ {;

A
IJ

;0

~~Consideration of 9hanges to Chapter 252:6o5, Water Pollution Control, for consistency
with the uniform rules and to simplify procedural ten
A.
B.
C.
D.

/

Presentation of change -Jon Craig
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board

. E. Roll Call Vote

));pi

.

.

.24. Consideration of changes to Chapter 252:700, Operator Certification procedures, for
consistency with the uniform rules and to simplify procedural text.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation of proposed amendments -Jon Craig
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote J) ~ .
·
.

.. .

.

. .

25. Consideration of Certificate of Need applications from American Medical Disposal and
Brown-Ferris Industries.
·~ ~-..:....__

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation ofWorkgroup Report/Recommendation
Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions, Comments and Discussion by Public
Discussion by Board
Roll Call Vote(s)

~~ \) \--

10

_

,?5

r

26. Consideration of a legislative recommendation for Certificate ofNeed.

reco~ndation-

j~'~

~

Presentation of proposed
H.A. Caves ().
..£ SLv (&e..w'l
.
,
Questions, Comments and ,J?~fussion by tublic
I ~~ l. " .,, ~d-.
Discussion by Board
~ ~ i'l·~ \}g.
~ ~
,__;____
RollCallVote
r\N....R ~~·~,~f)·
.n~~-A~
U"
\;~ 0..
tf-Y'v-:-(~
l - J?O
27. New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been. reasonably
/ foreseen prior to the time of posting of agenda)

j

v.

B.
C.
D.
E.

v

\

\/2s. Adjournment
Attachments: (rulemaking preamble pages)
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our Department
three days in advance at (405) 271-8056. TDD number 232-0o91.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 13.

FORMAL PUBLIC MEETINGS AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PERMIT PROCEEDINGS

PART 1.

FORMAL PUBLIC MEETINGS

252:2-13-1. For.mal public meetings [REVOKED]
(a)
Leeaeien. The DBQ shall determine the location and the
facility at which a formal public meeting on a permit application
and/or draft,permit shall be held.
(b)
Purpose. The designated presiding officer of a formal public
meeting shall establish the procedure by which such meeting shall
be conducted based on the requirements of the Code and applicable
program specific rules.
Agency Note (1) : The language of this revoked section has been
amended and can now be found at 252:2-14-31(g).
SUBCHAPTER 15. EN\riRO!a!ENTAL PER!UT PROCESSI!lG TI!!BSUNIFORM
PERMITTING PROCEDURES
PART 1.

~

UNIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM IN GENERAL

252:2-15-1. Purpose and applicability
(a)
Purpose. The rules in this Subchapter establish time periods
for issuance or denial of environmental permits and licenses that
are required by lmdmplement the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, §2-14-101 ct seq., and apply to
applicants for and holders of DEQ permits and other authorizations.
(b)
Permits included.
The provisions of this Subchapter apply to
permits revier.md by the follmdng Prograffis and their successors.
(1)
the Air Quality Division;
(2)
the Hazardous Waste P4anagement Program,
(3)
the Solid Waste P4anagement Program, ahd
(4)
the
Water
Quality
Division.Supersedes
inconsistent
rules. Except as otherwise provided by statute, the provisions
of this Subchapter shall supersede any inconsistent provision of
other Chapters of this Title.
(c)· Supersedes ineensiseent rules.
BJecept as other.dse provided
by statute, the provisions of this Subchapter shall supersede any
inconsistent
provision
of
other
Chapters
of
this
Title.Applicability.
l1l Applications filed with the DEQ on and after July 1. 1996,
are subject to the procedural requirements of 27A o. s . Supp.
1995, § 2-14-101 et seq., this Subchapter and other applicable
rules of the Board.
Jll Applications filed before July 1, 1996, are subject to the
statutory and regulatory procedural requirements existing at the
time of the filing unless the applicant elects to comply with
the statutes and rules described in paragraph 1 of this
subsection.
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252:2-15-2. Definitions
.!fftein addition to terms defined in 252:2-1-2, the following words
and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Act" means the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act,
27A o.s. § 2-15-101 et seq.
11 Administratively
complete" means an application that contains
the information specified in the application form and rules in
sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
"Application" ffieans a document prepared in accordance vvith the
rules and the forffis and instruction provided by the respective
Program and , s'ubffiitted vdth the mepectation of providing that
information necessary for revimv and determination of the permit.
The application consists of the initial submittal and all
supplementsSee 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-103(1).
.
"Maier facility", as used in air quality tier classifications,
means a source subject to the permitting requirements of 40 CFR
Part 70.
"Minor source", as used in air quality tier classifications,
means a source that is not subject to the permitting requirements
of 40 CFR Part 70.
"Off-site", as used in hazardous waste, solid waste and UIC tier
classifications, means a facility which receives waste from various
sources for treatment, storage, processing, or disposal.
"On-site", as used in hazardous waste, solid waste and UIC tier
classifications, means a facility owned and operated by an industry
for the treatment, storage, processing, or disposal of its own
waste exclusively.
·
••Part" means a numbered Part of this Subchapter.
"Program•• means the services or divisions of the DBQ that are
specified in Section 252.002 15 1a regulatory section or division
of the DEO.
"Submittal" means each separately submitted§. document or group
of document package that forms adocuments provided as part of an
application.
"Supplement" means a response to a request for additional
information following completeness and technical reviews, and
information submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
"UIC" means underground injection control.
252:2-15-3. Common permitting procedures and timelines
(a)
Filing of applications. Unless other.dse provided in this
Subchapter, upon the receipt of an application for filing and the
proper fee, each Program shall.
(1)
file stamp the application ·,,rith the date of receipt, the
Service name and an identification nuffiberi
(2)
assign the application to a naffied person ·.:he ·,rill do the
revim,r, and
(3)
timely log this information.
(b)
AamiB:istratiYe eompleteB:coo reYim'l.
Unless othendse prry1ided
in this Subchapter, the reviewer shall have 60 calendar days from
the logged date of filing in which to initially determine if the
application is adffiinistratively coffiplete.
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(1)
Net; eemplet;e. Upon determining that the application is not
administratively complete, the revimver shall immediately notify
the applicant by mail, describing ~dth reasonable specificity
the inadequacies and measures necessary to complete the
application. This notice shall not require or preclude further
review of the application and further requests for specific
information. If the revimwr does not notify the applicant of
ouch inadequacies, the period for technical revie~,. shall begin
at the close of the administrative completeness revie;v period.
(2)
Cemplet;e. Upon a determination that the application is
administratively complete, the revim;rer shall log the date and
immediately notify the applicant by mail.
The period · for
technical revim.· begins.
(c)
Teebnieal re·.·iew.
Each Program involved shall have a certain
time period to review each application ·for technical compliance
·.dth the relevant regulations and reach a final determination.
(d)
Whe;a eimes are telleEi.
The time period for review is tolled
(the clock stops) during litigation, during periods of public
review
and
participation
[includes
public
meetings
and
administrative permit hearings (and ~.miting periods therefor) ,
public co!'f\ffient periods, time required for. DEQ preparation of
responses to public coffiffiento received, and revim.· by other federal
or State agencies] , or ~.·hen the Program has asked for supplemental
information and advised the applicant that the time period is
tolled pending ·receipt, or during the time in ~vhich an applicant
amends his application of his o~ffl accord.
.
f
t'
.
.
.
(e)
Suppleme;atal t1me.
To compensateor1:me
spent 1:n
rev1:mang
inadequate materials, the DEQ'o notice of deficiencies and request
for supplemental information may specify that up to 30 additional
calendar days may be added to the application processing time.
This may also include the number of days the DEQ spent in preparing
the notice and request. Requests for supplemental information and
data may also specify that additional days for technical review
equal to the number of days the applicant used to prepare and
submit ouch supplement may be added to the application revim11 time.
(f)
Witb.drawal. Unless specified othendoe in a progrma' o rules,
failure by an applicant to supplement an application ~dthin 180
days after the request shall be deemed to be a ;dthdrm.ml unless
the time is extended by agreement for good cause.
(g)
Exte;asie;as. EJctenoions to the timelineo of this Subchapter may
be made as provided by lm11. [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:2-15 70]
252:2-15-4. Pending failures
(a)
Cireumsta;aees euesiEie age;aey eentrel.
Technical revim.· times
shall be tolled for specified times ~vhen, prior to the deadline,
the EJCecutive Director certifies that a failure to meet a deadline
is imminent and is caused by circumstances outside the control of
the DEQ. Such circumstances include, but are not limited to, acto
of God, a substantial and unexpected increase in the number of
applications filed, and additional revimv duties imposed on the DEQ
from an outside source.
(b)
Otb.er eireumsta;aees.
Where circumstances that are not clearly
outside the control of the DEQ may cause a failure to meet a
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deadl inc, then:
(1)
at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DBQ shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet ouch deadline.
(2)
the Applicant may agree to an mctenoion of time for a
specific purpose and period of time "tdth refund of the entire
application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by la...· . [AMENDED
AND RENUMBERED TO 252:2-15-71]
252:2-15-5. Air guality permit timelines
The follo·.dng air quality permits and authorisations shall be
technically revim.·ed and issued or denied ·.dthin the tiffie frames
specified belm.·.
(1)
Construction permits.
(A)
PSD
540 days.
(B)
P4ajor Sources
365 days.
(C)
P4inor
180 days.
(2)
Operating permits for nevi construction or ffiodifications
730 days.
(3)
Relocation perffiito
3 0 days. [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO OAC
252:2-15-72]
252:2-15-6. Hazardous waste permit timelines
The follmdng hasardous 'vmote permits and authorisations shall
be technically revimJed and issued or denied ·.rithin the timeframeo
specified belm:.
( 1)
Hasardouo v:aote perffiito.
(A)
~lC"tJ RCRA Operations permit or the renmml thereof
300
days.
(B)
Nm: State Recycling permit
3 0 0 days.
(C)
New State Construction permit
300 days.
(D)
Class 3 permit modifications
300 days.
(B)
Underground Injection Control permit
300 days.
(2)
Class 1 and Class 2 permit modifications
300 days.
( 3)
Closure plano, post closure plano and transfer station
plano and plan modifications
300 days. [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED
TO OAC 252:2-15-73]
252:2-15-7. Solid waste permit timelines
Times for issuance or denial of applications for all solid ·.vaote
permits shall be in accordance r,;ith applicable chapters of Solid
Waste Regulations, OAC 252.500 et eeq., or, if not specified
therein, the technical revim; period for solid r,:aote permit
applications and for each submittal and reoubmittal related thereto
shall be 90 days, subject to OAC 252.2 15 3. [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED
TO OAC 252:2-15-74]
252:2-15-8. Water guality permit timelines
(a)
.~plicationo for Water Quality permits,
certifications and
authorizations shall be technically reviewed and permits shall be
issued or denied vJithin the follmdng timeframeo.
(1)
Dairy Waste
180 days
(2)
Discharges
180 days
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(3)

401 Certifications
180 days
Industrial Waste·..· ater other than discharge
18 0 days
(5)
Pretreatment Trust Users
180 days
(6)
Public Water Supply
90 days
(7)
Septage and Septic Ta~E Cleaners
120 days
(8)
Underground Injection Control (nonhazardous)
420 days
(9)
Water Pollution Control Construction
90 days
(b)
Preliminary and secondary applications associated '<vith the
State Revolving Fund shall be revim1ed and, if acceptable,
transmitted to the Oklahoma Water Resources Board for approval. If
th:e DBQ can not concur in the preliminary or secondary loan
applications 1 it. \dll notify the applicant in "•vriting. Transmittal
of application to the Oklahoma Water Resources Board or a ·.vritten
notice of non approval shall occur '<vithin 90 days after receipt of
the application. [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO OAC 252:2 15 75]
(4)

252:2-15-9. Other per.mits
Any environmental 1 icense or permit that is not described in this
Subch:apter shall not be subject to these time frames but shall be
revim:ed ·.dth: all due and reasonable speed. [RENUMBERED TO OAC
252:2-15-76]
PART 3.

TIER I, II AND III PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

252:2-15-26.
Tier processes described
To implement the three tiered permitting processes of the Act,
applications are classified in Part 5 as Tier I, II or III.
The
steps an applicant must follow for a Tier I, II or III application
are shown in Appendix C of this Chapter.
252:2-15-27.
Unclassified applications
The tier designation for any type of application not classified
in this Subchapter shall be determined according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995,.§ 201.
252:2-15-28.

[RESERVED}

252:2-15-29.
Published notices
~
Notice content.
In addition to content requirements of the
Act, all published legal notice(s) shall contain the:
l1l Name and address of the applicant;
ill Name, address and legal description of the site, facility
and/or activity;
Jll Purpose of notice;
l!l Type of permit or permit action being sought;
121 Description of activities to be regulated;
l£1 Locations where the application may be reviewed;
i l l Names, addresses and telephone numbers of contact persons
for the DEO and for the applicant;
~
Description of public participation opportunities and time
period for comment and requests;
~
Any other information required by DEO rules; and
l1Ql Any information the applicant deems relevant.
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Proof of publication. An applicant, within twenty (20) days
after the date of publication, shall provide the DEQ with a written
affidavit of publication for each notice published.
In case of a
mistake in a published notice, the DEQ may approve the publication
of a legal notice of correction or may require that the entire
legal notice be republished.

Agency Note (2):
27A O.S. Sections 2-14-301,
requirements for Tier II and Tier III notices.

302 and 304 add

252:2-lS-30.
Tier I orocess reauirements
Pre-application conference.
Prior to filing an application,
an applicant may request a conference with the DEQ.
JQl Application filing.
l l l Copies.
Two (2) copies of a Tier I application shall be
filed with the DEQ exceot when the application form or
instructions specifies that only one (1) copy is needed.
Applicants for residential systems (OAC 252: 640) and small
public sewage systems (OAC 252:655-29) permits shall file their
two copies with the local DEQ office for the county in which the
real property is located.
i l l Fees.
Fees established in DEO program rules shall be
payable at the time of application and are not refundable.
J1l Notice to landowner.
Applicants must demonstrate to the
DEO that they are not seeking a permit for land or for any
operation upon land owned by others without their knowledge.
Applicants shall certify by affidavit filed with the DEQ that:
they own the real property; or they have a current lease or
easement which is given to accomplish the permitted purpose; or
if they do not own the real property, they have provided legal
notice to those who do. The DEO may rely on the affidavit, and
the applicants shall bear the burden of meeting any challenges.
Legal notice is governed by Oklahoma law which, for example,
authorizes: service by sheriff or private process server;
service by certified mail, restricted delivery; or service by
publication, if the oerson cannot be located through due
diligence.
Notice to the person who signed a lease or to the
administrator or executor of a trust or an estate may be
sufficient.
J..il Withdrawal. An applicant may withdraw an application at any
time with written notice to the DEO and forfeiture of fees.
l£l Application review. Unless stated otherwise in new laws or
rules, applications are subject to the laws and rules of the DEO as
they exist on the date of filing and afterward as changed, up to
the date of issuance or denial. See Part 7 for review procedures
and time lines.
lQl Issuance or denial.
l l l Compliance required. A new, modified or renewed permit or
other authorization shall not be issued until the DEO has
determined the application is in substantial comoliance with
applicable requirements of the Code and rules of the Board.
i l l Conditions for issuance. The Department may not issue a
new, modified or renewed permit or other authorization if:

l£1
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The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the DEO or
is not in substantial compliance with the Code, rules of the
Board and the terms of any existing DEO permits and orders.
The DEO may impose special conditions on the applicant to
assure compliance and/or a separate schedule which the DEO
considers necessary to achieve required compliance; or
lal Material facts were misrepresented or omitted from the
application and the applicant knew or should have known of
such misrepresentation or omission.
i l l Issuance. See 252:2-15-28.
252:2-15-31.,
Tier II process requirements
11
Pre-application conference. .
Tier I 11 requirements apply.
See 252:2-15-30.
11
J.hl Application.
Tier I" requirements aoolv. See 252:2-15-30,
except the applicant shall file three (3) copies of the application
with the DEQ and place one (1) copy for public review in the county
in which the site, facility or activity is located.
lcl Published notice of filing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14-301 and
252:2-15-29.
lQl_ Application review. "Tier I" requirements apply.
See 252:215-30.
~
Draft per.mit or draft denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-302.
Jil Notice of draft per.mit/denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-302 and
252:2-15-29.
For permit modification actions, only those issues
relevant to the modification(s) shall be reopened for public review
and comment.
l1l. Exception to notic_e requirement.· Aoolicants for solid
waste transfer station permits shall be exempt from ·public
comment and public meeting requirements if the board of county
commissioners of the county of the proposed site, after
opportunity for written or oral public comment, has found the
application to be within the scope of the county's solid waste
management plan. See 27A O.S. Supp. 1995, §2-10-307,
~
Additional notice.
In addition to Section 302 notice:
l8l Applicants for a NPDES, RCRA or UIC permit are subject
to applicable additional notice provisions of federal
requirements promulgated as rules of the Board.
lal Applicants for a proposed wastewater discharge or
emissions permit which may affect the water quality or air
quality of a neighboring state must give written notice to
the environmental regulatory agency of that state.
J..Ql. Applicants for a solid waste landfill permit shall
provide notice by certified mail, return receipt requested,
to owners of mineral interests and to adjacent landowners
whose
property
may
be
substantially
affected
by
installation of a landfill site.
See DuLaney v. OSDH,
Okl.
868 P.2d 676 (1993).
J..sU. Public comment and for.mal public meeting. See 27A O.S. § 2-14302 and 27A O.S. § 2-14-303. The DEQ shall determine the location
of any formal public meeting to be .held and the designated
presiding officer shall establish its procedures.
lhl Response to comments. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304.
.J..gJ_

·"'*"'"'

I
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Issuance or denial. "Tier I" requirments apply.

See 252:2-15-

l.Q_,_

Agency Note (3):
Additional federal notice requirements may
include radio announcements and letters to certain entities. See
40 CFR Part 124. For modifications of RCRA permits, also see Part
270, Subpart D.
252:2-15-32.
Tier I I I process requirements
Pre ... application conference.
"Tier rn requirements apply.
See 252:2-15-30.
lQl_ Filing, •fees and withdrawal.
"Tier IP requirements apply.
See 252:2-15-31.
lQl Notice of filing and process meeting opportunity. The
applicant shall include a 30-day opportunity to request a process
meeting in the published notice of filing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14301(B) and 252:2-15-29.
lQl Process meeting. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-301(B). The location of
and procedures for the process meeting shall be determined by the
...@.2_

!200.:..

Application review. "Tier I" requirements apply.
See 252:215-30.
lfl Draft permit or draft denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-302.
J.gl Notice of draft permit/denial.
"Tier II" requirements apply.
See 252:2-15-31.
Jhl Public comment period and public meeting. "Tier II"
requirements apply.
See 252:2-15-31.
l.i2.. Proposed permit and notice.
After the DEC reviews public
comments and prepares a proposed permit by amending the draft
permit in response to comments as necessary, the applicant shall
publish notice of the proposed permit and of the opportunity to
request an administrative permit hearing. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304
and 252:2-15-29.
_lil Administrative permit hearing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304 and,
for procedures, Subchapter 13 of this Chapter, except references to
"draft permit" in Subchapter 13 shall mean "proposed permit" as
used in 27A O.S. § 2-14-103 and 27A O.S. § 2-14-304 (C) and (D).
lkl Response to comments. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304.
J]j_ Issuance or denial. "Tier I" requirements apply.
See 252:215-30.
k2_

PART 5.
PART 7.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS [RESERVED]

REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES

252:2-15-70.
Common review procedures and time lines
Receipt of applications. Unless otherwise provided in this
Subchapter. upon the receipt of an application for filing and the
proper fee. each Program shall:
~
File-stamp the application with the date of receipt, the
Division and/or Program name and an identification number;
121 Assign the application to a named person who will do the
review; and

...@.2_
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lJl Timely log this information.
J.hl Administrative completeness review.

Unless otherwise provided
in the Code or this Subchapter, the reviewer shall have 60 calendar
days from the logged date of filing in which to determine whether
the application is administratively complete.
J1l Not complete.
i8l Upon determining that the application is not complete,
the reviewer shall immediately notify the applicant by mail,
describing with reasonable specificity the inadequacies and
measures necessary to complete the application.
~
This notice shall not require or preclude further review
of the• application and further requests for specific
information.
lQl If the reviewer does not notify the applicant of
inadequacies, the oeriod for technical review shall beoin at
the close of the administrative completeness review period.
1£1 Complete. When
the
application
is
administratively
complete, the reviewer shall log the date and immediately notify
the applicant by mail. The period for technical review begins.
l£L Technical review.
Each Program involved shall have a certain
time period to review each application for technical compliance
with the relevant regulations and reach a final determination.
lQl When times are tolled.
The time period for review is tolled
(the clock stops) during litigation, during periods of public
review
and
participation
[includes
public
meetings
and
administrative permit hearings (and waiting periods) , public
comment periods, time required for DEO preparation of responses to
public comments received, and review by other federal or State
agencies] , or when the Program has asked for supplemental
information and advised the applicant that the time period is
tolled pending receipt, or during the time in which an applicant
amends his application of his own accord.
i§l Supplemental time.
To compensate for time spent in reviewing
inadequate materials, the DEO's notice of deficiencies and request
for supplemental information may specify that up to 30 additional
calendar days may be added to the application processing time.
Requests for supplemental information and data may also specify
that additional days for technical review equal to the number of
days the applicant used to prepare and submit such supplement may
be added to the application review time.
l t l Failure to respond. Except for good cause shown, failure by an
applicant to supplement an application within 180 days after the
mailing date of a notice of deficiencies, or by a date agreed to by
the DEO and the applicant, shall void the application and forfeit
the fees. The DEO shall notify the applicant of an opportunity to
show cause why this should not occur. Failure to show cause shall
result in an order appealable according to 75 0.8. § 318.
jgl Extensions. Extensions to the time lines of this Subchapter
may be made as provided by law.
252:2-15-71.
Pending failures
l g l Circumstances outside agency control.
Technical review times
shall be tolled for specified times when, prior to the deadline,
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the Executive Director certifies that a failure to meet a deadline
is imminent and is caused by circumstances outside the control of
the DEQ. Such circumstances include; but are not limited to, acts
of God, a substantial and unexpected increase in the number of
applications filed, and additional review duties imposed on the DEQ
from an outside source.
J.Ql Other circumstances.
Where circumstances that are not clearly
outside the control of the DEQ may cause a failure to meet a
deadline. then:
l1l At -least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DEO shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet such' deadline.
i l l The applicant may agree to an extension of time for a
specific purpose and period of time with refund of the entire
application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by law.
252:2-15-72.
Air quality permit time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
l1l Construction permits:
Jhl PSD (Part 70 sources) - 540 days.
jJll. Major Sources (Part 70 sources other than PSD) - 365
days.
lQl Minor Sources - 180 days.
i l l Operating permits:
Jhl Major Sources - 540 days .
.Jal Minor Sources - 365 davs.
lJl Relocation permits - 30 days.
252:2:15-73.
Hazardous waste oer.mit time lines
The following hazardous waste permits and authorizations shall
be technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
l1l Hazardous waste oermits:
Jhl New RCRA permit or the renewal thereof - 300 days.
jJll. New State Recycling permit - 300 days.
lQl Class 3 permit modifications - 300 days.
i l l Closure plans, post-closure plans and transfer station
plans and plan modifications - 300 days.
252:2:15-74.
Solid waste permit time lines
The technical review period for solid waste· permit applications
and for each submittal and resubmittal shall be 90 days, subject to
OAC 252:2:15-7-70.
252:2:15-75.
Water quality permit time lines
Applications for new or modified water quality oermits,
certifications and authorizations shall be technically reviewed and
permits shall be issued or denied within the following time frames:
J1l Discharges - 180 days.
l£L 401 Certifications - 180 days.
i l l Industrial Wastewater other than discharge - 180 days.
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Pretreatment Trust Users - 180 days.
Public Water Supply - 90 days.
Underground Injection Control - 300 days.
Water Pollution Control Construction - 90 days.
Sludge management plan - 180 days.
252:2:15-76.
Other permits
Any environmental license or permit that is not described in this
subchapter shall not be subject to these time frames but shall be
reviewed-with all due and reasonable speed.
252:2-15-77.' Pre-issuance permit review and correction
Review.
In addition to its own review, the DEQ may. for Tier
I and II. and shall, for Tier III, at any time before issuance. ask
an applicant to review a permit for calculation and clerical errors
or mistakes of fact or law.
Jhl Correction. The DEQ may correct any permit before it is
issued.
J1l Notice of significant corrections. For permits based on
Tier II and III applications, an applicant shall publish legal
notice in one newspaper local to the site of any correction or
change proposed by the DEO which significantly alters a
facility's permitted size. capacity or limits.
~
Comments. The DEQ may open a public comment period, and/or
reconvene a public meeting and/or administrative hearing to
receive public comments on the proposed correction(s).
~

Agency Note {4) : For statutory provisions related to administrative
review of permit conditions or actions after issuance, see 27A
o.s.supp. 1995, § 2-14-304{H), "Denial of permit"; 75 O.S. § 317,
"Rehearing, reopening or reconsideration of final order"; and 75
o.s. § 307, "Declaratory rulings".
PART 9.

CONSOLIDATED PERMITTING

252:2-15-90.
Consolidation of permitting process
~ Discretionary. Whenever an applicant applles for more than one
permit for the same site. the DEO may authorize, with the consent
of the applicant. the review of the applications to be consolidated
so that each reguired draft permit. draft denial and/or proposed
permit is prepared at the same time and public participation
opportunities are combined.
lQl Scope. When consolidation is authorized by the DEO:
i l l The procedural reguirements for the highest specified tier
shall apply to each affected application.
J..£1.. The DEO may also authorize the consolidation of public
comment
periods,
process
and
public
meetings.
and/or
administrative permit hearings.
i l l Final permits may be issued together.
l£l Renewal. The DEO may coordinate the expiration dates of new
permits issued to an applicant for the same facility or activity so
that all the permits are of the same duration.
lQl Multiple modifications. Subsections (a) and (b) of this
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section shall also apply to multiple Tier II and III applications
for permit modifications.

-
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APPENDIX C.

PERMITTING PROCESS SUMMARY [NEW]

Steps

Tier

Tier

Tier

I

II

III

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one,newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting - Notice - 30-day
opportunity is published with notice of
filing.
DEQ holds meeting if requested and
sufficient interest is shown.

No

No

Yes

Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
supply any missing information. ·

Yes

Yes

Yes

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and requests
applicant to cure any deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft permit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after completing review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice of draft per.mit, public comment
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
one newspaper local to site.
(DEQ publishes
notice of draft denial.)

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft permits; 30 days for all
others.

No

Yes

Yes

Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ if held

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
Qermit and request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held. Results in final order.

No

No

Yes

Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

Yes

Yes

Yes

Filing - Applicant files application, pays
any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this .
...

Review of comments

- DEQ (written response)
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 002. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15.
PART 1.

UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES

UNIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM IN GENERAL

252:002-15-1. Purpose and scope
(a)
Purpose. The rules in this Subchapter establish time periods
for issuance or denial of ewJironmental permits and licenses that
are required by la\fimplement the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act,' 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seq., and apply to
applicants for and holders of DEQ permits and other authorizations.
(b)
Supersedes inconsistent rules.
Except as otherwise provided
by statute, the provisions of this Subchapter shall supersede any
inconsistent provision of other Chapters of this Title.
l£l Applicability.
l1l Applications filed with the DEO on and after July 1. 1996,
are subject to the procedural requirements of 27A O.S.Supp.
1995. § 2-14-101 et seq., this Subchapter and other applicable
rules of the Board.
Jll Applications filed before July 1, 1996, are subject to the
statutory and regulatory procedural requirements existing at the
time of the filing unless the applicant elects to comply with
the statutes and rules described in paragraph 1 of this
subsection.
252:002-15-2. Definitions
~In addition to terms defined in 252:002-1-2, the following
words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
nAct 11 means the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act,
27A o.s. § 2-15-101 et seq .
.. Administratively complete 11 means an application that contains
the information specified in the application form and rules in
sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
"Application" means a document prepared in accordance -.lith the
rules and the forms and instruction provided by the respective
Program and submitted ·.,;rith the mrpectation of providing that
information necessary for revimi and detenainatien of the permit.
The application consists of the initial submittal and all
supplementsSee 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-103(1).
"Major facility••, as used in air quality tier classifications,
means a source subject to the permitting requirements of 40 CFR
Part 70.
"Minor source", as used in air quality tier classifications,
means a source that is not subject to the permitting requirements
of 40 CFR Part 70.
noff-site". as used in hazardous waste, solid waste and UIC tier
classifications, means a facility which receives waste from various
sources for treatment, storage. processing, or disposal.
"On-site". as used in hazardous waste. solid waste and UIC tier
classifications, means a facility owned and operated by an industry
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for the treatment, storage, processing, or disposal of its own
waste exclusively.
11 Part 11
means a numbered Part of this Subchapter.
••program 11 means the sections or divisionsa regulatory section or
division of the DEQ.
11 Submittal••
means each separately submitteda document or group
of document package that forms adocuments provided as part of an
application.
nsupplement•• means a response to a request for additional
informati_on following completeness and technical reviews, and
information submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
nuiC 11 means underground injection control.
252:002-15-3. Common permitting procedures and timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-70.
252:002-15-4. Pending failures
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-71.
252:002-15-5. Air quality permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-72.
252:002-15-6. Hazardous waste permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-73.
252:002-15-7. Solid waste permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-74
252:002-15-8. Water quality permit timelines
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-75.
252:002-15-9. Other permits
Amended and renumbered to OAC 252:002-15-76.
PART 3.

TIER I , I I AND I I I PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

252:002-15-26. Tier processes described
To implement the three tiered permitting processes of the Act,
applications are classified in Part 5 as Tier I. II or III.
The
steps an applicant must follow for a Tier I. II or III application
are shown in Table 15A.
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[NEW]
TABLE lSA
Permitting Process Summary
Steps

Tier

Tier

Tier

I

II

III

Filing - Applicant files application, pays
any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of fil:J,ng - Applicant publishes
notice in orie newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting - Notice - 30-day
opportunity is published with notice of
DEQ holds meeting if requested and
filing.
sufficient interest is shown.

No

No

Yes

Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
supply any missing information.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and requests
applicant to cure any deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft permit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after completing review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice of draft permit, public comment
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
(DEQ publishes
one newspaper local to site.
notice·of draft denial . )

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft permits; 30 days for all
others.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
permit and request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held. Results in final order.

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public meeting

-

Conducted by DEQ if held

-

Review of comments

Issuance or denial

-

DEQ (written response)

DEQ's final decision
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252:002-15-27. Unclassified applications
The tier designation for any type of application not classified
in this Subchapter shall be determined according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995. § 201.
252:002-15-29. Published notices

Jgl Notice content.
In addition to content requirements of the
Act, all published legal notice(s) shall contain the:
111 Name and address of the applicant;
111 Name, address and legal description of the site, facility
and/or activity;
i l l Purpose of notice;
J..il TYPe of permit or permit action being sought;
121 Description of activities to be regulated;
J2l Locations where the application mav be reviewed;
J1l Names, addresses and telephone numbers of contact persons
for the DEO and for the applicant;
~
Description of public participation opportunities and time
period for comment and requests;
J2l Any other information required by DEO rules; and
l1Ql Any information the applicant deems relevant.
J..!2.l. Proof of publication. An applicant, within twenty (20) days
after the date of publication, shall provide the DEO with a written
affidavit of publication for each notice published.
In case of a
mistake in a published notice, the DEO may approve the publication
of a legal notice of correction or may require that the entire
legal notice be re-published.
Agency Note (1):
27A O.S. Sections 2-14-301.
requirements for Tier II and Tier III notices.

302 and 304 add

252:002-15-30. Tier I process requirements

Jgl Pre-application conference.
Prior to filing an application,
an applicant may request a conference with the DEO.

J..!2.l.

Application filing·.
Copies.
Two (2) copies of a Tier I application shall be
filed with the DEO except when the application form or
instructions soecifies that only one (1) copy is needed.
Applicants for residential systems (QAC 252: 640) and small
public sewage systems (OAC 252:655-29) permits shall file their
two copies with the local DEO office for the county in which the
real property is located.
111 Fees.
Fees established in DEO program rules shall be
payable at the time of application and are not refundable.
i l l Notice to landowner. Applicants must demonstrate to the
DEO that they are not seeking a permit for land or for any
operation upon land owned by others without their knowledge-.
Applicants shall certify by affidavit filed with the DEO that:
they own the real property; or they have a current lease or
easement which is given to accomplish the permitted purpose; or
if they do not own the real property, they have provided legal
notice to those who do. The DEO may rely on the affidavit, and
the applicants shall bear the burden of meeting any challenges.

111
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Legal notice is 9overned by Oklahoma law which, for example,
authorizes: serv1ce bv sheriff or orivate process server;
service by certified mail, restricted delivery; or service by
publication, if the person cannot be located through due
diligence.
Notice to the person who signed a lease or to the
administrator or executor of a trust or an estate may be
sufficient.
l i l Withdrawal. An applicant maywithdraw an application at any
time with written notice to the DEQ and forfeiture of fees.
l£l Application review. Unless stated otherwise in new laws or
rules, applications are subject to the laws and rules of the DEO as
they exist ou the date of filing and afterward as changed, up to
the date of issuance or denial. See Part 7 for review procedures
and time lines.
lQl Issuance or denial.
l.Jj_ Compliance reauired.
A new, modified or renewed permit or
other authorization shall not be issued until the DEO has
determined the application is in substantial compliance with
applicable requirements of the Code and rules of the Board.
ill_ Conditions for issuance. The Department may not issue a
new, modified or renewed permit or other authorization if:
lAl The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the DEO or
is not in substantial compliance with the Code, rules of the
Board and the terms of any existing DEQ permits and orders.
The DEO may impose special conditions on the applicant to
assure compliance and/or a separate schedule which the DEO
considers necessary to achieve required compliance; or
lal Material facts were misrepresented or omitted from the
application and the applicant knew or should have known of
such misrepresentation or omission.
ffi. Issuance. See 252:002-15-28.
·
252:002-15-31. Tier II process requirements
11
Pre-application· conference.
Tier I" requirements apply.
See 252:002-15-30.
Jhl Application.
"Tier ! 11 requirements apply. See 252:002-1530, except the applicant shall file three (3) conies of the
application with the DEQ and place one (1) copy for public review
in the county in which the site, facility or activity is located.
l£l Published notice of filing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14-301 and
252:002-15-29.
lQl Application review. "Tier I 11 requirements apply. See 252:00215-30.
1§1 Draft permit or draft denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-302.
lfl Notice of draft permit/denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-302 and
252:002-15-29. For permit modification actions, only those issues
relevant to the modification(s) shall be reopened for public review
and comment.
l1l Exception to notice requirement. Applicants for solid
waste transfer station permits shall be exempt from public
comment and public meeting requirements if the board of county
commissioners of the county of the proposed site,
after
opportunity for written or oral public comment, has found the
l.ru_
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application to be within the scope of the county's solid waste
management plan. See 27A O.S. Supp. 1995, §2-10-307.
lal Additional notice. In addition to Section 302 notice:
..!Al_ Applicants for an NPDES, RCRA or UIC permit are
subject to applicable additional notice provisions of
federal requirements promulgated as rules of the Board.
JlU. Applicants for a proposed wastewater discharge or
emissions permit which may affect the water quality or air
quality of a neighboring state must give written notice to
the environmental regulatory agency of that state.
~
Applicants for a solid waste landfill permit shall
provi~e notice by certified mail, return receipt requested,
to owners of mineral interests and to adjacent landowners
whose
property
may
be
substantially
affected
by
installation of a landfill site.
See DuLaney v. OSDH,
Okl., 868 P2d 676 (1993).
l.gJ_ Public comment and formal public meeting. See 27A O.S. § 2-14302 and 27A O.S. § 2-14-303. The DEO shall determine the location
of any formal public meeting to be held and the designated
presiding officer shall establish its procedures.
lhl Response to comments. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304.
Ji.l Issuance or denial. "Tier I" requirments apply. See 252:00215-30.
Agency Note (2): Additional federal notice requirements include
radio announcements and letters to certain entities. For example
see 40 CFR Part 124.
252:002-15-32. Tier I I I process requirements
Pre-application conference.
"Tier I" requirements apply.
See 252:002-15-30 .
..!J2l. Filing, fees and withdrawal. "Tier II" requirements apply.
See 252:002-15-31.
l£l Notice of filing and process meeting opportunity. The
applicant shall include a 30-day opportunity to request a process
meeting in the published notice of filing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14301(B) and 252:002-15-29.
J..gl Process meeting. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-301 {B). The location of
and procedures for the process meeting shall be determined by the
DEQ.
kl_ Application review. 11 Tier I" requirements apply. See 252:00215-30.
lfl Draft permit or draft denial. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-302.
l.gJ_ Notice of draft permit/denial.
"Tier II n requirements apply.
See 252:002-15-31.
lhl Public comment period and public meeting. "Tier II"
requirements apply. See 252:002-15-31.
Ji.l Proposed permit and notice.
After the DEO reviews public
comments and prepares a proposed permit by amending the draft
permit in response to comments as necessary, the applicant shall
publish notice of the proposed permit and of the opportunity to
request an administrative permit hearing. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304
and 252:002-15-29.
...@.1.
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lil

Administrative per.mit hearing.
See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304 and,
for procedures, Subchapter 13 of this Chapter, except references to
11 draft
permit 11 in Subchapter 13 shall mean 11 proposed permit., as
used in 27A O.S. § 2-14-103 and 27A O.S. § 2-14-304 {C) and (D).
lkl Response to comments. See 27A O.S. § 2-14-304.
l1l Issuance or denial. 11 Tier I 11 requirements apply. See 252:00215-30.
PART 7.

REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES

252:002-15-~-70.

Common
pe~ieeiagreview
procedures
and
eimeliaes time lines
(a)
FiliagReceipt of applications.
Unless otherwise provided in
this Subchapter, upon the receipt of an application for filing and
the proper fee, each Program shall:
(1)
file stampFile-stamp the application with the date of
receipt, the Division and/or Program name and an identification
number;
(2)
aosignAssign the application to a named person who will do
the review; and
(3)
timelyTimely log this information.
(b)
Administrative completeness review.
Unless otherwise provided
in the Code or this Subchapter, the reviewer shall have 60 calendar
days from the logged date of filing in which to initiallydetermine
~whether the application is administratively complete.
(1) Not complete.
is
not
lAl Upon determining that the application
administrativelycomplete, the reviewer shall immediately
notify. the applicant by mail, describing with reasonable
specificity the inadequacies and measures necessary to
complete the application.
~
This notice shall not require or preclude further review
of the application and further requests for specific
information.
lQl If the reviewer does not notify the applicant of ~
inadequacies, the period for technical review shall begin at
the close of the administrative completeness review period.
(2)
Complete. Upon a determination thatWhen the application is
administratively complete, the reviewer shall log the date and
immediately notify the applicant by mail.
The period for
technical review begins.
(c) Technical review.
Each Program involved shall have a certain
time period to review each application for technical compliance
with the relevant regulations and reach a final determination.
(d) When times are tolled.
The time period for review is tolled
(the clock stops) during litigation, during periods of public
review
and
participation
[includes
public
meetings
and
administrative permit hearings (and. waiting periods therefor),
public comment periods, time required for DEQ preparation of
responses to public comments received, and review by other federal
or State agencies] , or when the Program has asked for supplemental
information and advised the applicant that the time period is
tolled pending receipt, or during the time in which an applicant
I
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amends his application of his own accord.
(e)
Supplemental time. To compensate for time spent in reviewing
inadequate materials, the DEQ's notice of deficiencies and request
for supplemental information may specify that up to 30 additional
calendar days may be added to the application processing time. ~
may also include the number of days the DBQ spent_in preparing the
notice and request.Requests for supplemental information and data
may also specify that additional days for technical review equal to
the number of days the applicant used to prepare and submit such
supplement may be added to the application review time.
(f)
Failure to respond. Unless specified othendse in a program's
rulesExcept for good cause shown. failure by an applicant to
supplement an application within 180 days after the request shall
be deemed to be a ·.dthdrmml unless the time is metended by
agreement for good causemailing date ·of a notice of deficiencies.
or by a date agreed to by the DEO and the applicant, shall void the
application and forfeit the fees.
The DEO shall notify the
applicant of an opportunity to show cause why this should not
occur. Failure to show cause shall result in an order appealable
according to 75 O.S. § 318.
(g)
Extensions. Extensions to the timelinestime lines of this
Subchapter may be made as provided by law.

252:002-15-4--71.
Pending failures
(a)
Circumstances outside agency control.
Technical review times
shall be tolled for specified times when, prior to the deadline,
the Executive Director certifies that a failure to meet a deadline
is imminent and is caused by circumstances outside the control of
the DEQ. Such circumstances include, but are not limited to, acts
of God, a substantial and unexpected increase in the number of
applications filed, and additional review duties imposed on the DEQ
from an outside source.
(b)
Other circumstances.
Where circumstances that are not clearly
outside the control of the DEQ may cause a failure to meet a
deadline, then:
(1) At least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DEQ shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet such deadline.
(2)
The applicant may agree to an extension of time for a
specific purpose and period of time with refund of the entire
application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by law.

_,-..

252:002-15-5--72.
Air quality per.mit eimeliBeatime lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1)
Construction permits:
(A)
PSD (Part 70 sources) - 540 days.
(B) Major Sources (Part 70 sources other than PSD) - 365
days.
(C) Minor Sources - 180 days.
(2)
Operating permits for ncr.: construction or modifications
minor sources
365 days ~
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lSl Major Sources lal Minor Sources (3)

540 days.
365 days.
Relocation permits - 30 days.

252:002:15~-73.

Hazardous waste permit timelinestime lines
The following hazardous waste permits and authorizations shall
be technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1) Hazardous waste permits:
(A) _ New RCRA Operationspermit or the renewal thereof - 300
days.
(B)
Ne~ State Recycling permit - 300 days.
(C)
Nm;r State Construction permit
300 days.
(D)
Class 3 permit modifications - 300 days.
(E)
Underground Injection Control permit
300 days.
(2)
Class 1 and Class 2 permit modifications
300 days.
(3)
Closure plans, post -closure plans 'and transfer station
plans and plan modifications - 300 days.
252:002:15~-74.

Solid waste per.mit tlmelinestime lines
Times for issuance or denial of applications for all solid ·,;raste
permits shall be in accordance uith applicable chapters of Solid
Waste Regulations, O:A:C 252.520 et :Q:Q:g., Hunicipal Solid ¥1aste
Landfill Rules, OAC 252.510 et QQQ., or if not specified therein,
theThe technical review period for solid waste permit applications
and for each submittal and resubmittal related thereto shall be 90
days, subject to OAC 252:002:15-7-70.·
252:002:15-3--75.
Water quality permit timelinestime lines
Applications for new or modified water quality permits,
certifications and authorizations shall be technically reviewed and
permits shall be issued or denied within the following time frames:
(1} Dairy Waste
1'80 days
(2)
Discharges - 180 days~
-f3+12.l 401 Certifications - 180 days~
~lJl Industrial Wastewater other than discharge - 180 days~
~l!l Pretreatment Trust Users - 180 days~
-f-6+l.2l Public Water Supply - 90 days~
(7)
Septage and Septic Tanh: Cleaners
120 days
+&}l£1 Underground Injection Control - ~300 days~
+&}Jll Water Pollution Control Construction - 90 days~
~
Sludge management plan - 180 days.
252:00~:15-9--76.

Other permits
Any environmental license or permit that is not described in this
Subchapter shall not be subject to these time frames but shall be
reviewed with all due and reasonable speed.
252:002-15-77. Pre-issuance permit review and correction
Review.
In addition to its own review, the DEQ may, for Tier
I and II. and shall, for Tier III. at any time before issuance. ask
an applicant to review a permit for calculation and clerical errors
or mistakes of fact or law.

J..Ej_
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Correction. The DEO may correct any permit before it is
issued.
l l l Notice of significant corrections. For permits based on
Tier II and III applications, an applicant shall publish legal
notice in one newspaper local to the site of any correction or
change proposed by the DEO which significantly alters a
facility's permitted size, capacity or limits.
i l l Comments. The DEO may open a public comment period, and/or
reconvene a public meeting and/or administrative hearing to
receive public comments on the proposed correction(s).

Agency Note (,3) : For statutory provisions related to administrative
review of permit conditions or actions after issuance, see 27A
O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-304(H), "Denial of permit"; 75 O.S. § 317,
"Rehearing, reopening or reconsideration of final order"; and 75
O.S. § 307, "Declaratory rulings".
PART 9.

CONSOLIDATED PERMITTING

252:002-15-90. Consolidation of per.mitting process
Discretionary. Whenever an applicant applies for more than one
permit for the same site, the DEO may authorize, with the consent
of the applicant, the review of the applications to be consolidated
so that each required draft permit, draft denial and/or proposed
permit is prepared at the same time and public participation
opportunities are combined.
Jhl Scope. When consolidation is authorized by the DEO:
l l l The procedural requirements forthe highest specified tier
shall apply to each affected application.
i l l The DEQ may also authorize the consolidation of public
comment
periods,
orocess
and
public
meetings,
and/or
administrative permit hearings.
lJl Final permits may be issued together.
l£l Renewal. The DEQ may coordinate the expiration dates of new
permits issued to an applicant for the same facility or activity so
that all the permits are of the same duration.
lQl Multiple modifications. Subsections (a) and (b) of 'this
section shall also apply to multiple Tier II and III applications
for permit modifications.

ill.

SUBCHAPTER 13.

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT PROCEEDINGS

252:002-13-1. For.mal public meetings
(a)
Leeatiea. The DBQ shall determine the location and the
facility at ..:hich a formal public meeting on a permit application
and/or draft permit shall be held.
(b)
Purpese. The designated presiding officer of a formal public
meeting shall establish the procedure by ..:hich such meeting shall
be conducted based on the requirements of the Code and applicable
program specific rules.
Amended and renumbered to 252:002-15-31(g).
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALrTY BOARD MEETING

January·16, 1996
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

_-.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

9:30 a.m., Tuesday, January 28, ·1997
Guest House Inn and Dome
810 East Trudgeon
Henryetta, Oklahoma

A Public Meeting:

Call to Order - Frank Condon

1.
2.

Roll Call - Lynda Finch
I

3.

.'Approval of Minutes of the November 26, 1996 Regular Meeting

4.

Election of Officers

S.

OAC 252:220 Brownfields:
.
Consideration of permanent and emergency adoption of a·new chapter. The new chapter implem~nts
the 1996 Oklahoma Brownfields Act and establishes standard procedures for the voluntary
redevelopment of contaminated property needed for liability protection under the new law. There
are no analogous federal rules. Recommended by the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory
Council, October 3, 1996.
A.

B.

c.

D.
E.

6.

Ca.~~

Presentation - Scott Nicholson
£ll/\
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent and emergency adoption

OAC 252:002 DEQ Procedures:
Four rules are involved. The first is a new rule 252:2-3-4 (fee credits). This new rule is a permanent
rule identical to the emergency rule adopted on November 28, 1996. The fee credit rule will allow
balances of recurring fees that are carried over from a previous year to be applied as a. credit on
future invoices. There is no anatogous federal rule. ·
·
·
The other three permanent and emergency rules involve the Uniform permitting program:
• Air Quality. Amendments to rules 252:2-15-40 and 41 mers I and II). These amendments
change some Title V clas~ifications ·at EPA's request and revise the format to improve clarity.
Title V-based amendments are consistent with federal rules.
• Brownfields. Adoption of new rules 252:2-15-64, 65 and 66 mers I, II & Ill) and 252:2-15-76.1
(Permitting timeline, 60 days). These new rules establish Brownfield permit procedures, for
which there are no analogous federal rules.
• Water Quality. Amendment of rule 252:2-15-62 mer II). This amendment adds general permits
as in other programs, and is consistent with federal rules.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation - Sob Kellogg
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent and emergency adoption

.,
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7.

OAC 252:400 Radiation Management:
Consideration of the permanent adoption of new Subchapter 17, 252:400-17 (X-Ray Fluorescence
[XRF] instruments). The Board remanded this issue to the Council on August 20, 1996. The Radiation
Council has revised the August version by limiting it to mobile instruments used to detect lead in
paint, to improve readability and refine requirements through general permit format. There are no
analogous federal rules. Recommended by the Radiation Management Advisory Council on
December 5, 1996.

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

8.

Presentation - Steve Woods
QU'estions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:510 Municipal Solid Waste Landfills:
Three permanent and emergency amendments are proposed. The first amendment being considered
is to rule 252:51D-21-6 (Financial assurances). This amendment limits the pay-in period for Trust
Fund financial assurance to 15 years or to the life of the site; whichever is less. The Office of
Administrative Rules requires that we also incorporate the emergency amendments now in effect
(adopted on June ~8 and approved by the Governor on August 1, 1996). The proposed trust fund
pay-in period is more stringent than the federal rule. This amendment was recommended by Solid
Waste Management Advisory Council on January 14, 1997.
The other two amendments are to rules 252:51D-1-5 (Definitions) and 252:51D-17-9 (Reporting
requirements). These two amendments define large industrial waste generators for fee exemption,
and add three and delete three reports. These amendments are not more stringent than federal rules.
Recommended by Solid Waste Management Advisory Council on October 17, 1996.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

9.

Presentation • Steve Mason
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for p~rmanent and emergency adoption

.
OAC 252:605 Discharges - OPDES (NPDES):
Consideration of permanent amendments to 252:605 Appendices G, H & ·1, by revising the criteria
and procedures for calculating fees. There are no analogous federal rules. Recommended by the
Water Quality Management Advisory Council on January 7, 1997.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation • Jon L. Craig
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

january 28, 1997, Agenda
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10.

OAC 252:615 Industrial Wastewater Systems:
Consideration of permanent amendments to rule 252:615-3-4 (Fees for industrial surface
impoundments). The fee changes for industrial surface impoundments are tied to existing wastewater
classifications. There are no analogous federal rules. Recommended by the Water Quality
Management Advisory Council on January 7, 1997.
A.
B.
C. D.
E.

Presentation - Jon L. Craig
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption
,•

11.

OAC 252:620 Non-Industrial Impoundments:
Consideration of permanent amendments to rule 252:62U-13-1 (Annual permit fees for non-industrial
surface impoundments). The fee changes are tied to new population range categories. There are no
analogous federal rules. Recommended by the Water Quality Management Advisory Council on
January 7, 1997.
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
12.

OAC 252:633 Drinking Water State Revolving Fund:
Consideration of permanent and en:'ergency adoption of a new chapter. The new chapter enables
Oklahoma to use EPA capitalization grant monies to provide low cost ·loans to state water supply
systems under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. There are no analogous federal rules.
Recommended by Water Quality Management Advisory Council on January 7, 1997~
A.
B.
· C.
D.
E.

13.

Presentation - Jon L. Craig ·
and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption
Que~tions

Presentation - Jon L. Craig
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Qiscussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent a~d emergency adoption

OAC 252:647 Sludge and Land Application of Wastewater:
Consideration of permanent amendments to rule 252:647-3-7 (Fees for non-industrial land
application). The fee changes are tied to new population range categories. There are no analogous
federal rules. Recommended by Water Quality Management Advisory Council on January 7, 1997.
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Presentation - Jon L. Craig
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions; comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
.
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

January 28, 1997, Agenda
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14.

Consideration of Finding of Emergency for agenda items 5, 8, 12 and the permit tier amendments in
item 6 (252:2-3-4, Fee credit, is already in effect by emergency).
The Environmental Quality Board finds that a compelling extraordinary circumstance necessitates the
seeking of emergency certification of the rules and regulations adopted today. These actions provide
modern tools for the protection of environmental health in their respective fields of regulation.
Without an emergency, these amendments would not take effect until the spring of 1997 and
Oklahomans should not have to wait that long.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

15.

..-...,.

Presentation - Bob Kellogg
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote

Addendum to the 1997 Environmental Quality Report.
The statutorily-mandated Environmental Quality Report requires the Department to, among other
thing, report to the Governor and to the Legislature any new federal mandates and their cost. The
report was approved by the Board at its meeting on November 28,1996 and was s.ubmitted on the
January 1, 1997 deadline. Since the submittal, a potential new federal mandate related to changes
in the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and particulate matter has been proposed
by EPA. This new mandate is of such import that an amendment to' the report is being proposed.
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Presentation • Steve Thompson
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote

16.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen prior
to the time of posting of agenda)

17.

Executive Director's Report

18;

Adjournment

Public Forum

Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our department three days in
advance at 271-8056. TDD number 232-0591.
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SUBCHAPTER 15.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES

PART 5.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

252:2-15-40. Air quality applications - Tier I
(a)
Minor ee\lree facility permits.
The following air quality
authorizations for minor sources facilities require Tier I
applications.
(1) New permits.
New construction, operating and relocation
permits.
(2)
Modifications of permits.
(A) Modification of a construction permit for a minor source
facility that will remain minor after the modification.
(B) Modification of an operating permit that will not change
the source's facility's classification from minor to major.
(C)
Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
(3)
Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
.
(b)
)!ajer facility Part 70 source permits.
The following air
quality authorizations for major facilities Part 70 sources require
Tier I applications.
(1) New permits.
(A)
New construction permit for an existing major facility
Part 70 source for any facility change considered minor under
252:100-8-7.2 (b) (1) .
(B)
New operating permit that:
(i)
is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
has conditions which do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions in any way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(2)
Modifications of permits.
(A)
Modification of any operating permit condition that:
(i) is based on the operating conditions of a construction
permit that was processed under Tier·. II or III, and
252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
does not differ from those ·construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under 252:1008-7.2(b)(2).
(B)
A construction or operating permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1).
(C)
Extension of expiration date of a major facility's Part
70
source's
construction
permit
with
no
or
minor
modifications.
(c)
Other
authorizations.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
(1)
New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general operating permits for which a schedule of compliance is
not required by 252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
(2)
Burn approvals.
(3) Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b) or
252:100-39-46(j).
(4)
Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and
other authorizations.
(5)
Alternative emissions reduction authorizations.
(Also
subject to state implementation plan revision procedures in-eee
1

qqq

252:100-11.)
252:2-15-41.
Air quality applications - Tier II
(a)
Minor seuree facility permit actions.
Any minor source
facility seeking a permit for a facility modification that when
completed would turn it into a major facility Part 70 source is
required to apply under subsection (b) of this section.
(b)
!lajer faeilit:y Part 70 source permits.
The following air
quality authorizations for major facilities Part 70 sources require
Tier II applications.
(1) New permits.
(A) Ne~ construction permit for a new major facility Part 70
source not classified under Tier III.
(B)
New construction permit for an existing major facility
Part 70 source for any facility change considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under
Tier III.
(C) New operating permit for a major facility Part 70 source
that did not have an underlying construction permit processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8.
(D)
New operating permit with one or more conditions that
differ from the underlying Tier II or III construction
permit's operating conditions in a way considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(E)
New acid rain permit that is independent of a Title V
Part 70 permit application.
(F)
New temporary source permit under 252:100-8-6.2.
(2)
Modifications of per.mits.
(A)
Significant modification, as described in 252:100-87.2 (b) (2) , of an operating permit that is not based on an
underlying construction permit processed under Tier II or III,
and 252:100-8-8.
(B) Modification of an operating permit when the conditions
proposed
for
modification differ
from
the underlying
construction permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant .under 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (2) .
(C) A construction permit modification considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under
Tier III.
(3) Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
(c)
Other
authorizations.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
(1) New, modified and renewed general operating permits.
(2)
Individual authorizations under any general operating
permit for which a schedule of compliance is required by
252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i) .
PART 7.

REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES

252:2-15-72.
Air quality permit time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1)
Construction permits:
(A)
PSD (Part 70 sources)
540 and Part 70 Sources
365
2

~

days.
(B) Hajor Sources (Part 70 sources Sources (other than PSD)
365 days.
+e+-~
Minor Sources Facilities - 180 days.
(2)
Operating permits:
(A)
Major Part 70 Sources - 540 days.
(B) Minor Sources Facilities - 365 days.
(3)
Relocation permits - 30 days.
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD MEETING

. January 28, 1997
Henryetta, Oklahoma

Sign-In Sheet
Representing

ENVIRONMENTAL QL....i-ITY BOARD MEETING

January 28, 1997
·Henryetta, Oklahoma

Sign-In Sheet
Name
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

~

9:30a.m., Tuesday, January_27, 1998
Canadian Valley Vo Tech
1401 Michigan A venue
Chickasha, Oklahoma

A Public Meeting:

Call to Order - Herschel Roberts
Roll Call- Lynda Finch

"~
.)
t)/)
/jll
,z~uZJIJrtiJ lfb~>/' f~R.A

V3.

Approval ofMinutes ofthe November 18, 1997 Regular Meeting·

v

Election of Officers

4.

~"nU 4-.e,_:[{.- ~~·n-~ ~.azu:lv
.

5.

f.

.

,, B.
v C.
v D.
L/ E.

·ff&k'-"" t"'

Prese~tation- D~vid ~ranecky, Air Quality Council;nember _ .~
Que5t!ons and discussion b~ the ~oard 'j.!~, (,1./~k~~··tfl ~! · JlX..#U-·f •

'7

1

;... o

Q~estio!ls, comments and..~lspussJon by i~Jy pu61ic ~1 c C/.tw,P-Iiff..lt(te
D1scuss1on by the Board /17 ~N~ J ~ .
. r1
'

tA

iA
~~~;~ ft~J
1

1 ':4'1

1/1./~ /l.t.J! c~

.Jl;{
JJ,i. 17;j·Jj

(.C}J!'i·t;t&n

r dtlf;v_!![.if./i.J.·
u2 :~ ~~.f/tt"! -1a.[t
. c
.--rvr ·""' 7 ;, 1

1/.IL.-. ; L.

Roll call vote for permanent adoption 6- S ;1.(1...4-~
,f ltJ.e /l.LrA tJtcit {fltt1 IJ.tfw
·
J.!c CCk'!l4j;,.J '~-·l\1-~+,.n, ~lv1\k 1 Pu.JM 1 ~V<!.'"t'!d.?dL !Jeirk 4ult.JOAC 252:100 Air Pollution (..;OnU"Ol!' '
Title V permitting criteria in four subchapters are addressed for consistency with EPA criteria, and
they are simplified and clarified. Some provisions are also relocated among the subchapters.
Approved by the Air Quality Council on December 16, 1997 and January 9, 1998. The major
substantive changes in • Subchapter 5 (currently Registration of Air Contaminant Sources), would change the annual
operating fees for minor facilities from a tiered system to a set figure per ton of pollutant
emitted.
,
• Subchapter 7 (currently Construction Permits for Major and Minor Sources ...}, would incorporate
a new permit classification system according to impact, emissions levels and source categories,
and introduce two new types of permits, permit by rule and general permit. This is part of the
agency's "permit continuum" initiative.
• Subchapter 8 (currently Operating Permits), would adopt the federal case-by-case procedures in
40 CFR Part ~3 for ~etermining a MACT s~dard for a particular facility. These changes are
..·· (.
needed to obtain E~A s final approval ofour Title p~~·
J
t?A1Jrt.f..d1 l
• Subchapter 17 (Incmerators), would address large mun1c1pal waste combustors.
(#"" l/1 /11JrL<>1 , t• . , ,l
,/A.
/B.
L/ C.
v' D.
ND E.

t

A

v

7.

t~·
· .:e~t1
.'

.·

!rt.

OAC 252:2 DEQ Procedures:
. .. .
.
~4t:/ri1! r;Y;V;~ i"'.
Changes to 252:2-15-40 .and 41 are proposed to the atr quality uniform permit tiers. This IS m p~ at a4 c.~t.v1 a<:'Q
EPA's request for the Title 5 permit program, and to make the material more clear. Some permits, tJ.;J,.zUk"~0 D
such as acid rain permits, are being moved from Tier 1 to Tier 2 to allow for more public input. tu fi.t't;Jv
Approved by the Air Quality Council on December 16, 1997.
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Prese~tation - D~vid ~ranecky, Air Quali~ Council

member ·"'-1!~.. .

Quest~ons and discussion b~ the ~oard d'_.t.;f£-1 ( /;tl-c~~J lf'-·'f!

Q~est10~s, comments and dtscuss1on by the pubhc Nt"'~rlf

-
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<S ".Jcu..r~ t tS~S On h.li'(t',') s.
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DISCUSSIOn by the Board
S"JI \J lc'.{ '
Roll call vote for permanent and emergency adoption
~.W--t ~

!U~Lw...··t,_ "2 o
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OAC 252:200 Hazardous Waste Management:
Three revisions, approved by the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council on January 8,
1998, are proposed:
,,
.
• The first would amend 252:200-3-1 and 3-2 to update the incorporation by reference of federal
hazardous waste rules to the current, 7-1-97, edition ofthe CFR.
·
• The second would amend rule 9-7 (additional waste analysis requirements) to change the
terminology used in paragraph (bXl) to establish the waste characteristic.
• Third, the drum recycling provisions of Subchapter 19 would be deleted.
·7~
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Presentation- ~~ott Ni olson, Hazardous Waste Council Chair f)~dt·N. -~
Questions and discussia by the Board
I ,J , .
Q~estio~s, comments d discus~ion by the public da.i-..~ 1 r;r.~/~'·<,t.M: ~~~4:' [.~'/; vVPn, \J ~l':~,·~;,,
vp. D1scusswn by the Boar ,J,tt(w""~ . .tJ!uf4'i?:<l. J.r.a:t'! ·1),•t1,t'-1 a.r_-[_;1 (Jck1 ll.th,tv n .tv1~t. c.,.,,.,,·· •
v'E. Rol) call vote for_perm ent and emergency adoption
.
.
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lf. A.
/ B.
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8.

OAC 252:520 Solid Waste Management:

This proposal would add a new subchapter to process disposal plans for the off-site disposal of non@.·
..
hazardous industrial solid waste. These rules streamline the process across a "continuum" of
::1-t
1
industrial solid waste. Recommended by the Solid Waste Management Advisory Council on October
~f
16, 1997.
}j<:,; k \·7 -~
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Prese~tatton- S~eve ~ason, Solid Waste Council Chair ~c
~- ~~~~

Quest~qns and discussion b~ the ~oard
.
QuestiOns, comments and discussion by the.pubhc
Discussionbythe.Board
~{}.._,~
~oll call vote for permanent adoption If!-~
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The rules ru-rarfo· simplifi~5·

Presentation- Jeffrey Short, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for pennanent and emergency adoption

The Environmental Quality Board finds that a compelling extraordinary;~c
· cum stance necessitates the
seeking of emergency certification of the rule changes of agenda items 7 and 9 adopted today. The
changes provide modem tools to protect environmental health. Wit ou an emergency the changes
could not take effect until June 1998, and Oklahomans should not have to wait that long.

\~:--0

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation - Bob Kellogg, DEQ General Counsel.
Questions and discussion by the Board.
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote
·

I I. New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen prior to
thetimeofpostingofagenda) {L~ulv..hav-.. ~'M~,;,·"'j P..DY...., hri!( /q"'Jv..~i!.. f, ~ J,..fi.#eJ.._

12. Executive Director's Report .:MJi 1ia
I' , D ~
Jr.
G Ic. r-11-.
~·I /JW. !J
13. Adjournment
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This proposal would reform the Chapter to meet federal guidelines.
clarified according to the agency's rules review process. Recommended by the Water Quality
Management Advisory Council on January 6, 1998.
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CHAPTER 2.

PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15. UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
PART 5.

252:2-15-40.
Air quality applications - Tier I
!±'he fo±±mling air qua±ity authorizations require Tier I
app±ications.
(1)
Construction permit for a minor source.
(2)
Operating permit for a minor source.
(3)
Operating permit for a major faci±ity, issued after a
construct~on permit, ·,.·hich does not differ from the construction
permit in any manner ,.,.hich .•,.ou±d othenl'ise susj ect the operating
.
,
...... ,
.
perm~t app:dcat~on to puxJ:I:~c rmnml'.
( 4)
~le····,
modified or renm.·ed authoriaation under a genera±
permit.
(5) l4odification of a minor source's construction and/or
operating permit .,,.hen the source remains a minor source after
the modification.
(G)
P4inor modification of a major faci±ity's construction
and/or operating permit.
(7)
Acid rain permits.
(8)
Burn approva±.
(9)
Re±ocation permit.
(10) !±'emporary permit.
(11) P±ant wide emission p±an approva±.
(12) Administrative
amendment
of
a±± permits
and
other
authoriZ?lations.
(13) EJctension of a minor source's construction permit.
(14) . EJctensic;m. of 0: major faci±ity' s construction permit ~lith no
or m~nor mod~f~cat~on.
(15) Rene,.,.a± of an operating permit for a minor source.
J...gl_ Minor source permits. The following air quality authorizations
for minor sources require Tier I applications.
~
New permits.
New construction. operating and relocation
permits.
l2l Modifications of per.mits.
l8l Modification of a construction permit for a minor source
that will remain minor after the modification.
lal Modification of an operating permit that will not change
the source's classification from minor to major.
lQl Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
ill Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
lQl Major facility permits. The
following
air
quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier I applications.
~
New permits.
l8l New construction permit for an ·existing major facility
for any facility change considered minor under 252:100-87.2(b)(1).
lal New operating permit that:
lil is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III. and 252:100-8-8, and
liil has conditions which do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions in any way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
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Modifications of permits.

181 Modification of any operating permit condition that:
l i l is based on the operating conditions of a construction
permit that was processed under Tier II or III. and
252:100-8-8, and
liil does not differ from those construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under 252:1008-7.2(b)(2).
laL A construction or ooeratinq permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (1).
lQL Extension of expiration date of a major facility's
constru.cbion permit with no or minor modifications.
J...£1. Other authorizations. The following air quality authorizations
require Tier I applications.
~
New. modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general operating permits for which a schedule of compliance is
not required by 252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
~
Burn approvals.
lJl Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b) or
252:100-39-46(j).
l i l Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and
other authorizations.
l2l Alternative emissions reduction authorizations.
(Also
subject to state implementation plan revision procedures in see
252:100-11.)
252:2-15-41.
Air quality applications - Tier I I
The follmdng air quality authorizations require Tier II
applications.
(1) . Operating permit for a major facility, issued after a
construction permit, ~:hich differs from the construction permit
in a manner ~:hich subjects the operating permit application to
public review.
·
(2)
Operating permit for a major facility that does not have a
construction permit.
(3)
Significant modification, as defined in O."..C 252 .100 8
7 (e) (2) , of a major facility's construction or operating permit.
(4)
Ne'•i, modified or renmved general permit.
(5)
Time met ens ion of a major facility's construction permit
with a modification that 'l;;ould othendse be subject to public
revie~.·.

(6)
Renmml of an operating permit for a major facility.
(7) A construction permit for a new major facility or a major
modification to an existing major facility.
l£1 Minor source permit actions. Any minor source seeking a
permit for a facility modification that when completed would turn
it into a major facility is required to apply under subsection (b)
of this section.
lQl Major facility permits. The
following
air
quality
authorizations for major facilities require Tier II applications.
l1l New permits.
181 New construction permit for a new major facility not
classified under Tier III.
lal New construction permit for an existing major facility
for any facility change considered significant under 252:1002

8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under Tier III.
New operating permit for a major facility that did not
have an underlying construction permit processed under Tier II
or III, and 252:100-8-8.
lQl New operating permit with one or more conditions that
differ from the underlying Tier II or III construction
permit's operating conditions in a way considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
JEl New acid rain permit that is independent of a Title V
permit application.
lEl New temporary source permit under 252:100-8-6.2.
J2l Modifications of per.mits.
J& Significant modifi.cation, as described in 252:100-87.2(b) (2), of an operating permit that is not based on an
underlying construction permit processed under Tier II or III,
and 252:100-8-8.
~
Modification of an ooeratino oermit when the conditions
proposed
for
modification differ
from
the
underlying
construction permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant under 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (2).
lQl A construction permit modification considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under
Tier III.
ldl Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
l£l Other authorizations. The following air auality authorizations
require Tier II applications.
i l l New, modified and renewed general operating permits.
l2l Individual authorizations under any general operating
permit for which a schedule of compliance is required by
252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
lQl

-~
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALTIY
OKLAHOMAENVIRONMENTALQUALITYBOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30 a.m., Friday, February 25, 2000
DepartmentofEnvironmental Quality
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

NOTE: The business meeting of the Board will be preceded at 8:30 a.m. by a continental breakfast No
business will be conducted, but there will be opportunity for an. informal interchange among attendees,
particularlyon matlters ofinterest raised by individual Board members. Board members and DEQ staff will
be present. and the public may attend.
1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
2. ·Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. Approval ofMinutes ofthe November 16, 1999 Regular Meeting

4. Election of Officers
Election ofChair and Vice-Chair for 2000
· 5. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures ofthe DEQ (AdministrativeFees)
The proposed rule relates to administrativefees. The Oklahoma Open Records Act allows an agency to ·
charge a doc\nnent copying fee, a fee for certified copies, and a reasonable fee for document searches
when the search request is solely for a commercial purpose or clearly would cause an excessive
disruption of the agency's essential functions. Fees must be promulgated as rules under the
Administrative Procedures Act (1999 Okl.Op.Atty.Gen. 55, August 17, 1999). The proposed rule
establishes a photocopy fee of $0.25 per page, a certified copy fee of $1.00 per document, and a
document search fee of$5.00 per one-half(1/2) hour (with the first 15 minutes free).
·
A
B.
C.
.D.
E.

6.

Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and di~cussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

Rulema~g- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
Four sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 5: The proposed amendments are designed to allow the agency to bill on a flexible
schedule those owners and operators with sources that produce emissions. The changes also allow
the fees to be based on the most recent e~ission data possible. The proposal clarifies that an
owner or operator of a facility must report· quantifiable excess emissions on the annual emission
inventory, which must be submitted prior to March 1 unle8s an extension is granted. The propOsal
also establishes time frames for request~ for credit based on overpayment and for challenges to the
method used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculationpurposes.
• Subchapter 13: The proposed amendments simplify and clarify the rule as part ofthe agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. Such changes include consolidating the general conditions and
requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Some substantive changes were made,

I

'

including adding a section on disaster relief procedures; requiring notification to the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to burn in some circumstances; requiring those who clear land
in areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to burn their vegetation in open-pit
incinerators; and prohibiting burning of off-site material in open-pit incinerators.
• Subchapters 23 and 24: The changes replace references to Subchapter 27 with references to
252:100-19-12. These changes are necessary because, based on Board action last November, the
substantive requirements of Subchapter27 will be moved to section 252:100-19-12 and.Subchapter
27 will be revoked, effective June of2000.
• Appendices E and F: The proposed amendments restore the primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm
would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be ·
revoked along.with the revised form of the PM-1 0 standard and rep]aced with the previous fonn of
.the PM-1 0 standard.
·
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

..

-....

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on pennanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 13, on
emergency adoption" (only) of amendments to Subchapters 23 and 24, and on both
permanent and emergency adoptions ofamended Appendices E and 1: .

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (Air Quality-Related)
The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality provisions of OAC 252:2-15,
EnvironmentalPermitProcessingTimes, to make them consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control.
The terms "minor source(s)" and major "facility(ies)" would be changed to. "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source(s)",respective1y.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
.
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

8. Rulemaking- OAC 252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
Two sets of changes are proposed:
• Subchapter 3: The proposed amendment to OAC 252:205-3-1 updates the adoption by reference of
federal hazardous waste regulations to July 1, 1999. Proposed revisions to 252:205-3-3 incorporate
new or superseding amendments to 40 CFR contained in 64 FR 36465-36490, published July 6,
1999, which add hazardous waste lamps as a universal waste at the federal level. Corresponding
changes are made in other sections.
• Subchapters 5 and 9: The proposed revisions to 252:205-5 move language from 252:205-5-5(b) to
252:205-5-3(b)(5). Jb.e amendment to 252:~05-9-6 provides alternative waste characterization
mechanisms for off-site hazardous waste facilities.
A
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Bo8rd
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 3, and
on permanent adoption ofamendments to Subchapters 5 and 9 .
2

~.
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9. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:220 Brownfields
The proposed language is the result of recent legislation. It states the criteria by which the DEQ will
verify loan application eligibility of Brownfields sites for loans from the Wastewater Facility
Construction Revolving Loan Account and other state funding sources.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation-lady Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s)on emergency* and permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking- OAC 252:615 and 616 lndustrialWastewaterSystems
Chapter 615 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifYing DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 615 be revoked and a new Chapter
616 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and rules deemed unenforceable
have been removed.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
,_

Presentation-,. Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public ·
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

11. Rulemaking- OAC 252:630 and 631 Public Water Supply Operation
Chapter 63 0 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 630 be revoked and a new Chapter
631 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and unenforceable rules have been
· removed. The most recent federal requirements for maintaining primacy over the Safe Drinking Water
Act program have been included.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discu.ssion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

12. Rulemaldng- OAC 252:641 On-SiteSewageDisposaJSystems
The proposed rule amendments eliminate the document search fee, combination fee (soil percolation
test and final inspection or existing system evaluation report) and residential plat review fees, and
reduce the soil percolation/soil profile fee, final inspection fee, existing system evaluation fee and the
certified installer final inspection fee.

A. Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, DEQ Environmental Complaints and Local Services
Division
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
.
E. Roll call vote dn permanent adoption

3

13. Rulemaking- OAC 252:700 and 710 Waterworks/WastewaterWorks Operator Certification
Chapter 700 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 700 be revoked and a new chapter 710
created to replace it. New subchapters have been created; many rules have been simplified and/or
broken into several shorter rules for clarity; and statutory citations have been updated. The rules for
landfill operator certification are being revoked as inappropriate to these chapters.
A.
B.
C.
D.
·E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and WastewaterWorks Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussioo by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

14. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures ofthe DEQ (Operator Certification-Related)
.The DEQ proposes tliat Section 252:2-15-49 be revoked as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" rules
simplification process., This revocation does not affect the operator certification program or the
'· 710. The basic Tier I permitting process was designed _for environmental
proposed rules in Chapter
permits where notice was given'to landowners. The DEQ believes that per5onallicensure should not
have been included in the Tier categories.
A
B.
C.
D.
E.

..

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent.adoption

15. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time ofposting of agenda)
16. Executive Director's Report
17. Adjournment
Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to ~peak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" (impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
·
·
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation,please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 7fYl-71 00.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a finding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until on or about June 1st.
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SUBCHAPTER 15.

ENVJ:RONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES

PART 5.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS

252:2-15-40. Air quality applications - Tier I
(a)
Minor sel:I;E'ee facility permits.
The following air quality
authorizations for minor sources facilities require Tier I
applications.
(1) New per.mits.
New construction, operating and relocation
permits.
(2) Modifications of permits.
(A) Modification of a construction permit for a minor source
facility that will remain minor after the modification.
(B) Modification of an operating permit that will not change
the source's facility's classification from minor to major.
(C) Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
(3)
Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
(b) Ma~ e;E' faeilit.y Part 70 source per.mits.
The following air
quality authorizations for major faciliEies Part 70 sources require
Tier I applications.
(1) New per.mits.
(A)
New construction permit for an existing major faciliEy
Part 70 source for any facility change considered minor under
252:100-8-7.2 (b) (1) .
(B) New operating permit that:
(i)
is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
has conditions which do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions in any . way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(2) Modifications of per.mits.
(A)
Modification of any operating permit condition that:
(i) is based on the operating conditions of a construction
permit that was processed under Tier·. II or III, and
252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
does not differ from those ·construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under 252:1008-7.2(b)(2).
(B) A construction or operating permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1).
(C)
Extension of expiration date of a major faciliEy's Part
70
source's
construction
permit
with
no
or
minor
modifications.
(c)
Other
authorizations.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
(1)
New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general operating permits for which a schedule of compliance is
not required by 252:100-8-S(c) (8) (B) (i).
(2)
Burn approvals.
(3) Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b) or
252:100-3 9-46 (j) .
(4)
Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and
other authorizations.
(5)
Alternative emissions reduction authorizations.
(Also
subject to state implementation plan revision procedures in-see
1

I C}

252:100-11.)
252:2-15-41.
Air quality applications - Tier I I
(a) Minor se'Uree facility permit actions.
Any minor source
facility seeking a permit for a facility modification that when
completed would turn it into a major facility Part 70 source is
required to apply under subsection (b) of this section.
(b) Jla~ er faeility Part 70 source permits.
The following air
quality authorizations for major facilities Part 70 sources require
Tier II applications.
(1) New permits.
(A) New construction permit for a new major facility Part 70
source not classified under Tier III.
(B)
New construction permit for an existing major facility
Part 70 source for any facility change considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under
Tier III.
(C) New operating permit for a major facility Part 70 source
that did not have an underlying construction permit processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8.
(D)
New operating permit with one or more conditions that
differ from the · underlying Tier II or III construction
permit's operating conditions in a way considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(E)
New acid rain permit that is independent of a Title V
Part 70 permit application.
(F)
New temporary source permit under 252:100-8-6.2.
(2) Modifications of permits.
(A)
Significant modification, as described in 252: 100-87.2 (b) (2), of an operating permit that is not based on an
underlying construction permit processed under Tier II or III,
and 252:100-8-8.
(B) Modification of an operating permit when the conditions
proposed for
modification differ from
the underlying
construction permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(C) A construction permit modification considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under
Tier III.
(3)
Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
(c)
Other
authorizations.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
(1)
New, modified and renewed general operating permits.
(2)
Individual authorizations under any general operating
permit for which a schedule of compliance is required by
252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
PART 7 .

REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES

252:2-15-72.
Air quality permit time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1)
Construction permits:
(A)
PSD (Part 70 sources)
540 and Part 70 Sources - 365
2

days.
(B) ~l!aj or Sources (Part ?0 sources Sources (other than PSD)
365 days.
~lal
Minor Sources Facilities - 180 days.
(2) Operating permits:
(A) Pl!ajor Part 70 Sources - 540 days.
(B) Minor Sources Facilities - 365 days.
(3) Relocation permits - 30 days.
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, February23, 2001
Room 3, The Commons
University of Oklahoma
1620 Asp Avenue
Norman, Oklahoma

1.

Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair

2.

Roll Call- Lynda Finch

3.

Approval of Minutes ofthe November 14, 2000 Regular Meeting

4.

Election of Officers
Election of Chair and Vice-Chair for 2001

5.

Rulemaking-- OAC 252:1,2,3 and 4 Rules of Practice and Procedure
The proposed new Chapter 4 (Rules of Practice and Procedure) is a product of DEQ's "re-right/dewrong" rules simplification process. It represents a comprehensive and integrated rewrite of
existing Chapter 1 (Procedures of the Environmental Quality Board), Chapter 2 (Procedures of the
DEQ) and Chapter 3 (Procedures of the Environmental Quality Councils), in an effort to make the
procedures· easier to follow.
Among the changes are: reorganization into more logical
arrangements; language simplification; elimination of duplicative rules; updating of statutory
citations; and deletion of statutory language. Chapter 4 also includes rules recommended by the Air
Quality Council, which address hearings before that council. Chapters 1, 2 and 3 are proposed for
revocation, subject to the adoption of proposed Chapter 4. This agenda item was initially discussed
at the November 14, 2000 Board meeting. The Board voted to continue the item to the current
meeting.
A. Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of Chapter 4 and permanent revocation of Chapters
1, 2 and 3

6.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
The proposed amendment to 252:205-3-1 updates the adoption by reference of the federal
hazardous waste regulations from July 1, 1999 to July 1, 2000. In general, the proposed
amendments to 252:205-3-2 delineate hazardous waste regulatory duties that remain with the U.S.
EPA. The proposed amendment to 252:205-3-2(b) provides for the operation of a state hazardous
waste delisting program in lieu of the federal program. Section 252:205-3-3 is revoked because it
is no longer necessary after the update of the adoption by reference.
A. Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

7.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:305 Laboratory Services
In connection with the statutory requirement that the analytical fee rates for the DEQ's State
Environmental Laboratory be based on actual cost of performing the analyses and providing the
services, the proposed changes include both increases and decreases of those fees. Language is
added to clarify the associated services that are provided. An option for a price discount for largevolume prescheduled sam pies is included. A provision is added regarding handling of analyses and
services not listed in the rule, specifying how fees for such special services will be determined.
A. Presentation- Bill Janacek, Laboratory Services Advisory Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board ·
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

8.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:410 Radiation Management
The proposed amendments establish a $90.00 fee to take the radiography certification examination,
and a $20.00 fee for the issuance of a replacement certification card. This allows the DEQ to
recover the cost of purchasing and administering the certification examination and issuing cards to
those individuals who pass it. Currently, individuals must take the examination and pay the fee in
another state, then become authorized under reciprocity recognition to perform industrial
radiography in Oklahoma.
A. Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Chair, Radiation Management Advisory Council
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

9.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:605 Discharge(OPDES) Standards
Proposed revisions correct typographical errors, update the adoption by reference of federal rules
from July 1, I 999 to July 1, 2000, update references to other DEQ rules, remove outdated language,
and remove requirements for which the DEQ no longer has jurisdiction.
A. Presentation- Jeffrey Short, Water Quality Management Advisory Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

10.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:616 Industrial Wastewater Systems
Proposed revisions correct typographical errors, add a definition ("engineer"), and include language
that was mistakenly omitted during the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" rules simplification process.
A. Presentation- Jeffrey Short, Water Quality Management Advisory Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption
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11.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:631 Public Water Supply Operation
Proposed revisions correct typographical errors, update the adoption by reference of federal rules
from July 1, 1999 to July 1, 2000, and include language that was mistakenly omitted during the
DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" rules simplification process.
A. .Presentation- Jeffrey Short, Water Quality Management Advisory Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on penn anent adoption

12.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:656 Water Pollution Control Facility Construction
Proposed revisions correct typographical errors, update citations of other DEQ rules and clarify
confusing language.
A. Presentation- Jeffrey Short, Water Quality ManagementAdvisoryCouncil Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

13. ·

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting ofthe agenda)

14.

Executive Director's Report

15.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Chapter 2. Procedures of the Department of Environmental Quality
[REVOKED]
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A O.S. § 2-2101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302
DATES:
Comment period:
October 16, 2000, through November 6, 2000
'
Public hearing:
November 14, '2000 and February 23, 2001
Adoption:
February 23, 2001 (proposed)
Submitted to Governor:
S~bmitted to House:
Submitted to Senate:
Gubernatorial approval:
Legislative approval:
Final adoption:
Effective:
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The rules in this Chapter were substantially rewritten and
reorganized
through
the · DEQ' s
re-right/de-wrong
rules
simplification process and can be found in proposed Chapter 4. This
Chapter is being revoked in its entirety, subject to the adoption
of Chapter 4.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
Since this is a revocation, there are no analogous federal rules.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara.rauch ®deqmail.state.
ok.us or by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax (702-7101}.
The DEQ is
located at 707 N .. Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102.
The
mailing address is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,. 731011677.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The revocation of this chapter was first considered by the
Environmental Quality Board at their November 14, 2000 meeting, at
which time board members continued it until the February 23, 2001
meeting.
,-..

PURSUANT TO THE ACTION DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. § 308.1(A), WITH
AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 2001.

i
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'"'h ....,.
.
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SUBCHAPTER 1.
252:2-1-1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS [REVOKED]

Purpose [REVOKED]

(a)
Purpose.
'l'his Chapter establishes the organieation and
procedures of the Department of Environmental Quality.
(b)
Fair eoB:struetioR.
This Cfiapter is intended to siffi!?lify
procedures, avoid delays, save CJepenses and facilitate implementing
the Oldahoma Env.ironmental Quality Cod:e and any other Olclafioma
Statutes under ,.,:aich tfie DEQ has jurisdiction.
(c)
Scope.
'l'he rules in this Chapter arc not intended to limit
the la'i;rful authority of tfie DEQ.
The DBQ may address any ffiattcr
under its jurisdiction and cfiangc any procedure for good cause.
(d)
Se...-erability. '!'he repeal or invalidity of any particular rule
of this Chapter or Title shall not affect other rules.
252:2-1-2.

Definitions [REVOKED]

The follm;ring ;;rords and terms, 'ivficn used in this Chapter, shall
have the follmdng meaning, unless the contCJet cl,early indicates
othendse.
"APA" means the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act, 75. 250 .1
ct seq.
"Beard" means the Environmental Quality Board.
"Cede" means the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code, 27A o.s.
S 2 1 101 ct acq.
"Council" ffieans the Air Quality Council, tfie Haeardous Waste
Hanagement 1'£dvisory Council, the Laboratory Services ..' lchrisory
Council, the Radiation Hanagement Ac;lvisory Council, the Solid Waste
Hanagemcnt Advisory Council, the Nater Quality ~4anagement Advisory
Council and the Water.verks and Wastmmter Works
(Operator
Certification) }'xd-.risory Council.
"DEQ" or
"Department" means
the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality and its officers and employees.
"Enecutive Director" · means the EKecutive Director of the
Department of Environme~tal Quality.
"I:adi;widual . preceediag"
means
the
same
as
defined
in
75.250.3(7) ,a part of 'iffiich includes an administrative evidentiary
hearing.
"Respo:adeB:t" means a person or legal entity named in a petition
for an individual proceeding against \ihom relief is sought.
"Proposed rule or rule changes" means rules proposed for
recommendation and adoption or repeal.
"Rule pacltage" means a set of rules or rule changes or a single
rule or rule change proposed for a specific program or purpose.
252:2-1-3.

Description of
[REVOKED]

Department

of

Environmental

Quality

(a) History. The DEQ ..ras created January 1, 1993, as a result of
environmental legislation in 1992.
On July 1, 1993, it assumed
jurisdiction over air quality, ha~mrdous ,..·aste, solid ;mete, •..·ater
quality, environmental laboratory services and certification,
radiation management and other programs and functions as specified
in the Code.
(b)
Orgafti21atien.
The DEQ consists of programs in air quality,
'imste management, ·.mter quality, complaints and local services, and
offices of customer assistance, business and industry assistance,
1
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local ~overnmene asoiseance, anei aeiminiseraeive hearin~s.
Such
or~a:ai:aaeio:a
may
be
reviseei
h:r ehe :SJeecueive Direceor.
or~a:ai:aaeio:aal chares may be obeaineei upo:a request: eo ehe Office of
ehe :SJrecueive Direceor.
(c)
Duties. The DEQ has the follory;i:a~ eiueies.
(1) eo impleme:ae the Coeie anei oeher seaeuees uneier

.
~.·hich

it: has

•
•
...J.
.... •
jUr~ScdCe~on;

(2)
to serve as ehe official seaee environmeneal age:acy of
Oklahoma to cooperate ·.lith feeieral agencies in the ma:aagelftene of
e:avironm.e:atal programs eiesig:aateei by la~.·,
(3)
to perform such eiueies as requireei by la'Yt, anei
( 4)
eo provieie aeimi:aiseraeive asoiota:ace to ehe Boarei a:aei
Councils.
SUBCHAPTER 3.

GENERAL OPERATION [REVOKED]

252:2-3-1.
Office location and hours; communications [REVOKED]
(a)
Offieea
The pri:acipal office of the DEQ is 1000 N.B. lOeb

Street, Oklahoma City~ Oklahoma 73117 1212.
(b) Heure ef eperatiea. Office hours are from 8.00 a.m. eo 4:30
p.m. , u:aleos othendse eieoignaeeei by the EJeecutive Director, each
eiay eJecept Saeureiay a:aei Suneiay anei state holieiayo.
(c)
Cemmunieatiefte. U:aleoo a person is 'Yo1'orkin~ uieh a particular
person or eiepartme:aeal area, .•,.ritte:a coffiffiunication to the DEQ shall
be aeieiresseei to ehe Executive Director at the pri:acipal office.
252:2-3-2.
Availability of records [REVOKED]
(a) Availaeility. Recoreis of the DBQ, :aot oehen,.ioe confieiential

or privilegeei frolft eiisclosure by lao.;, shall be available to ehe
public for i:aspectio:a anei copyin~ at the DBQ's principal office or
other offices eiuri:ag normal business hours.
'rho DBQ ffiay take
reasonable precaueio:ao in oreier to ensure the safety anei i:ategrity
of recoreis uneier ieo care.
(b) Reme·:al.
Recoreis may be removeei from the· DEQ' s offices or
otora~e areas o:aly ~;ith permission of the recorei'o custoeiian.
(c)
Repreeuetiea,
(1) By DEQa
'fhe DBQ may limit the number of copies made anei
ehe time anei perso:anel available for reproeiuction of open
recoreio requeoteei by a member of the public or refer ehe
requester to the provisions of para~raphs (2) a:aei (3) of this
subsectio:a.
(2) Cemmereial repreduetiea. With aeivance notice to the DBQ,
persons may arra:age for the picle up, reproeiuceion a:ad :return of
ope:a recoreis by a commercial copying service at their mepe:ase.
(3) Other.
Provieieei the approval of the DBQ is obtaineei in
aeivance and suitable floor space is available, a requester may
bri:a~ in anei use his mvn copy machine.
·
(ei)
Ceafideatiality. Any person submitti:a~ i:aformaeion, data or
materials to the DEQ may assert anei substantiate a claim of
confieieneialiey upo:a sublftiosion.
Absent ouch assertion and
substantiation, information or materials shall be reco~ni:aed and
treaeeei by the DBQ as being available for eiioclosure.
(e)
Certifieatiea.
Copies of official recoreis of the DBQ may be
certifieei by the EJeecutive Director or Assistant Direceor or their
eiesignees.
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(f)
Charge. The DEQ's administrative fcc schedule shall apply to
in house copying or reproduction of open records for or by members
.of the public.
252:2-3-3.
Administrative fees [REVOKED]
(a)
l?heeeeepying·, The fee for copying letter or legal sised paper
is $0.25 per page.
(b)
C!crt:ifiea eei'Y• The fcc for a certified copy of a docufficnt is
$1.00 per dOCUffiCnt.
(c)
Search fee. When the request is solely for coffimercial purpose
or clearly '•oJould cause CJtcessive disruption of the DBQ' s essential
functions, the document search fee is as follows.
(1)
0
15 minutes, no charge;
(2)
16
30 minutes, $05.00,
(3)
31
60 minutes, $10.00;
Hl 61
90 minutes, $15.00;
(5)
91
120minutes, $20.00,
(6)
every 30 minute increment or a portion thereof, $5.00.
252:2-3-4.
Fee credits [REVOKED]
The :SJeecutive Director may authorise Di·:isions of the DBQ. 'iJh:ich
have programs that collect recurring fees to apply a credit tm.'ards
certain future invoices for those fees. The credit ffiUst be applied
only ·,fithin the program from '•ihich the carryover fees are derived.
Only the amount that is pro) ectad to meceed three months of funding
beyond the upcoming budget year for that program can be credited.
A suffiffiary of any credit applied shall be reported to the
Ewvironmental Quality Board. For a credit to be applied.
(1)
There must be a proj ectad balance in the fcc account
carried over from the previous year,
(2) · The credit must be distributable pro rata among the fee
payers,
(3)
The credit ffiUSt be large enough to justify its
administrative cost;
(4)
The Division is unaware of a longer range need, such as
match: for a superfund clean up project, and
(5) The Department can meplain on the invoices that a carryover
eJeists and that an identified one time credit is being applied.

SUBCHAPTER 5. RULEMAKING [REVOKED]
252:2-5-l.
Petitions for rulemaking [REVOKED]
(a)
Rulemaldng refJUese. Any person may file a petition 'ivith the
DEQ formally requesting the adoption, amendment, or repeal of one
or more rules.
(b)
Perm and eeneent ef petieien. Rulemaking petitions shall be
in writing and filed with the DEQ.
A petition shall include the
information and follm; the format of GAG 252. Z1 AppendiJe A, Petition
for RulemaJt:ing. After the petition is filed, the DBQ shall provide
a copy to the Board.
(c)
Referral.
The DEQ shall refer a filed petition to the
appropriate Council or if none, to the appropriate program of the
DEQ, for rcvimv. A petition referred to a Council shall be set on
the agenda of the nmet available Council meeting.
(d)
Status, If rulcmaking based on the petition does not coffim.cnee
3

'<iitfiin 3 0 calendar days after tfie nmet available Council meeting or
after referral to a prog:ram of tfie DBQ, tfie petition shall be
deemed denied.
The DBQ shall advise the Board of tfie status of
petitions and sfiall provide tfie petitioner a copy of any final
action relating to the petition.
252:2-5-2.
Rule development [REVOKED]
· Tfie DBQ may eoffiffienee tfie development of rules and :rule changes
at the request of, or on befialf of, the Board or.a Council or upon
petition by an interested person. Tfie DBQ may appoint eoffiffiittees
to assist in' tfie development of such rules.
252:2-5-3.
Notice of permanent rulemaking [REVOKED]
The DBQ shall cause notice of proposed permanent rulemaJeing and
of dates of lmo·.m fiearings to be given in accordance ,,.itfi the APA.
notice of the continuation of any rulemaldng hearing shall be
announced at the hearing or meeting from \ihich the hearing is to be
continued and shall not require publication.
Rulemaking comment periods & hearings before the DEQ
[REVOKED]
(a)
Cemme:ats,
Tfie DBQ may aslt for oral or written coffiffients on
p:roposed rules or rule changes from any person at any time.
(b) Ueari:ags.
On behalf of the Board or a Council, the DEQ may
conduct a rulemalting hearing sepa:rate from a Board or Council
meeting to receive coffiffients on proposed permanent rule packages.
(e) Hearing preeeaures fer oral eemmeftts.
Persons ·,.;rishing to
coffiffient orally at a hearing on permanent rule packages may be asked
to malte a 'IJv:ritten request. The hearing officer may set reasonable
time limits on oral presentations, may meclude repetitive or
i:rrelevant comments and may require tfiat tfie presentations be
subffiitted ia '<v:riting prior to tfie close of the comment period.
(d)
Cemme:at periea fer '"ritteR eemmeftts,
Coffiffients on proposed
permaneat rule packages may be submitted ia. ,,.riting at the hearing
or by tfie cad of· the specified public commeat period, or both.
(e) LeRgth: ef eemmeftt periea. The eoffiffient period shall end at tfie
eonelusioa of the hearing unless e1etended for no more than 3 0 days.
(f)
Summary ef ~emmeBts •
The DBQ shall maintain a suffiffiary of
eoffiffients received on proposed rule packages at rulemalting hearings
and during '*iritten comment periods and provide tfie suffiffiary to tfie
Boa:rd or a Couaeil prio:r to the Board's or Council's final action
on sucfi rules.
252:2-5-4.

252:2-5-5.
Hearings before the Board or a Council [REVOKED]
At the request of the Board or a Council, the DBQ may designate
a hearing officer to conduct a rulemalting fiearing on proposed
permanent rule packages before those bodies.
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252:2-5-6.
Preparation of rulemaking record [REVOKED]
The DBQ shall maintain a :rulemalting record on all rules adopted
or repealed by the Board.
SUBCHAPTER 7.
252:2-7-1.

DECLARATORY RULINGS [REVOKED]

Declaratory rulings [REVOKED]
4

21ny person ;ffio alleges that any DBQ rule or order interferes ;:ith
or impairs, or threatens to interfere ;:ith or impair, their legal
rights may petition the DBQ, formally requesting a declaratory
ruling on the applicability of the rule or order.
(1)
Form aad eoateat of petition. All such petitions shall be
in ·.,·riting and filed ~:ita the Adm:inistrative La;: Clerk.
The
petition shall include the information and follow the format of
OAC 252.2 AppendiJE B, Petition for Declaratory Ruling.
After
the petition is filed, the DBQ shall provide a copy to the Board
at its nmet available meeting.
(2)
Determiaation. Petitions for declaratory rulings shall be
determined by the DEQ.
Rulings shall state the findings and
conclusions upon .•,.hich they are based.
If the DEQ refuses to
make a ruling, then the petition shall be deemed to have been
denied.
If the DEQ commences an individual proceeding on the
petition, it shall offer an opportunity for a hearing to the
petitioner.
After the DBQ issues a ruliag or the Enecutive
Director iqsues a final order, the DEQ shall provide a copy of
the rulin~ or final order to the Board at its next available
meetia~.

(3) Mailing. The DEQ shall mail a copy of the
order to the petitioner.
SUBCHAPTER 9.

rulin~

or final

INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS IN GENERAL [REVOKED]

252:2-9-1.
Purpose and applicability [REVOKED]
(a) Purpose and applieaeility. The purpose of this Subchapter is

to establish general procedures for · individual proceedings
·coaducted by the DEQ for purposes of enforcement and administrative
permit proceedings as specified by Subchapter 13 of this Chapter.
(b) Applicable law.
The APA, the Code and this Chapter govern
iadividual
proceedings,
iacluding
administrative
hearings,
uadertaleen by the DEQ.
252:2-9-2.
Enforcement petitions [REVOKED]
(a) Persons entitled. I;r;d~vidual pro.ce.edings may be

i?i~iated. by
DEQ program areas by f1l1ag a pet1t1on or an adm1n1strat1ve
compliance or penalty order 'ildth the Administrative La;: Clerk.
(b) Petitieft eeateRt. Bach petition shall name the Respondcnt(s)
and shall contain a reference to the statutes and rules ia.,.,.olved,
aad a brief statement of the facts giving a righ.t to relief and of
the relief requested. The petition shall be sigaed by the person
preseatiag the same, or his attorney (see APA § 310) , aad shall
iaclude the signer's address and phone number.
(c) PetitioB style.
The style of documents ia a matter shall
appear in substaatially the follo;,·ing form:
..

BEFORE 'l'HE OKLAHO!Q DEP:ART!mN'l' OF ENVIRON!!ENTAL QUALITY

IN RE.
[Nature of proceeding
aad name of Respondent
e.g. Request for

He. [Year

[name of program area or person] ,
Petitioner.
5

&

Case #]

[Nature of

Re~est]

252:2-9-3.
Declaratory ruling petitions [REVOKED]
Fer i:a:Eortllatie:a e:a declaratory ruli:ag petitions, see Subcaapter
7 e:E this Chapter.
·
252:2-9-4.
Administrative per.mit hearing petitions [REVOKED]
•
./:
•
.:I
••
'-'
'f.oc'L.
•
l-'.
Fer ~nzermat~en
en auffi1n1strae1ve
perm1e
near~n§' pee1t1ens, sec
Subchapter 13 ef this Caapter.
·
252:2-9-5. •Matters filed by DEQ [REVOKED]
1'i petition er administrat:iv·c ce!llpliance or penalt:y order :Eiled
by a DBQ program area saall incluae notice e:E tae eppert:unity te
request a:a admini~?Jtratbre aearing and shall be served on tac E:amed
Respondents.
252:2-9-6.
Administrative hearings [REVOKED]
(a)
Re~est..
A hcarin§' request saall be in 'il~·riting aad shall be
:Eiled r.,;ith the AaministraEive Lar.,: Clerlt as part ef er ia rcspeasc
te a filed Petit:ie:a.
(b)
Seheaulisg. The DEQ saall scaedule aa aElffiifiist:rat:ive ficaring
a:Et:cr receipt: ef a proper aaa t:imely request:.
(c) Netiee. When the DEQ schedules aa ad:ffiiaistrativc hearing, tae
Adffiiaistrative La·,i Clcrlt shall aetify tae part:ics e:E Ehe date, time
aad place e:E the fiearing.
Such :aetice shall satis:Ey the notice
rcquircmeats e:E t:he APA ana shall be made at: least fifteen (15)
days prier te tfie ficaring unless ethcr.dsc provided by lmi er
agreed by t:he parties.
(d)
Proeeaure. The Administrat:ive La.,, Judge may refer te District
Court Rules and Procedure ia the absence e:E applicable APA and DEQ
stat:utes ana rules, iacluding this Chapter.
Subject te the
limitatioas ia OAC 252.2 9 7 (a) , t:he Ad:ffii:aistrat:ive Lar.,i Judge, uith
t:hc ceasent o:E all part:ies, may vary Ehc procedures ef this
Chapter.
252:2-9-7.
Administrative Law Judges and Clerks [REVOKED]
(a) AEimieistrative Law Judge.
'!'he EJeecuEive Director may
desi§'nat:e aa ,.'\d:ffiinistraEive Lar.,t Juage :Eor aay administ:rative
heariag properly and t:imely request:ea ef the DBQ, unless precluded
by lar.J. Admiaistrat:ive La'ilt Judges shall be :Eamiliar 'iliith t:he rules
o:E procedure and geaerally familiar uith the substantive rules
geveraing the mat:t:er, aad shall not have had prior involvement in
the matter ether than as an Ad:ffiiaistrat:ive La·,i Judge.
The
Administrative Law Judge so aesignat:ea shall have full aut:hori1::y te
conauct all aspecEs of t:hc hearing proceediags eJeccpE fer the
issuance o:E a Final Order.
(b) Aamieist:r:ati-..-e LEHw' Clerlt.
Tfie Executive Direc1::er may
designat:e
an
:AdffiiaisErative
La\i
Clcrlt
te
maiatain
the
administrative heariag dockets and records, aad perform ouch ether
duties as described in this Chapter or iaciden1::al t:hereto.
(e)
References t.o Administrative Law J'uage.
Tfic BJeceut:ivc
Director or designee may perforfft functio:as described in this
Section :Eer ~~iaiot:raEive La"V;r Judges.
·~
(d) Aut.herit.y. Ad:ffiiaisErative Lar..· Judges aave COffiplete authority
to coaduct admiaistrative heari:ag preceediags aad fftay tah:e any
6

action not inconsistent ~lith the prov~s~ons of the rules of this
Chapter or of the APA for the maintenance of oreler at hearings anel
for the
eJ~editious,
fair,
anel impartial eoneluet of the
...:1.
'!\...:!
•
•
•
proceeu~ngs.
nuffi~n~strat~ve La·.,.· Juelges ffiay, ~dthout limitation.
(1)
arrange anel issue notice of the date, time anel place of
hearings anel conferences;
( 2)
establish the methods and procedures to be used in the
presentation of the evidence,
(3) hold conferences to settle, simplify, determine, or striJee
any of the issues in a hearing, or to consider other matters
that ffiay facilitate the eJ~editious disposition of the hearing;
(4) administer oaths and affirmations;
.
regulate fhe course of the.hearing and govern the conduct
(5)
of participants;
.
(6) meamine ;:itnesses;
(7)
rule on, admit, exclude and limit evidence, at or before
hearings;
(8) establish the time for filing motions, testimony, and other
'iiritten evidence, briefs, finelings, and other submissions, and
hold the record open for such purposes,
(9) rule on motions anel pending matters,
(10)
diviele the hearing into stages or join claiffis of parties
r,1henever th:e number of parties is large or th:e issues are
numerous and eomplme, and
~11)
rest~iet attenelanee by persons not parties to the hearing
~n apprepr~ate eases.
(e) Teehnieal assiataaee. At th:e request of th:e Administrative
La·n· Judge,
th:e
BJeecutive Director may elesignate
a
DBQ
representative, ·,1ho h:as hael no assigneel responsibilities related to
th:e matter at issue, to serve as tech:nieal adviser to th:e
Aelministrative Law Juelge.
252:2-9-8.
Service [REVOKED]
(a) !!etheda ef aer?iee. Service of a petition anel initial notice

of hearing shall be by personal elelivery served by a person
licenseel to make senrice of process in ciYil eases, or by certified
mail ·.1ith delivery shmm by return receipt, or by publication if it
is shmm that service cannot be maele by any other means despite the
eJeereise of due diligence. Where the DBQ is serving a petition or
notice, personal service may be maele by a person.designated by the
BJeeeutive Director to make such service for the' DBQ. Sendee by
certified mail shall be effective on the elate of receipt or, if
refuseel, on the elate of refusal by the Responelent. Acceptance or
refusal by any officer of a business or an authori2ed agent for a
business sh:all constitute acceptance or refusal by the party
aeldresseel.
(b) l?reef of aer...,.ice. Th:e person making service. shall file proof
of senriee th:ere.of ;dth the Aelministrative La\/ Clerk promptly and
in any event ;iithin th:e time during 'i•·hich th:e person served must
respond to th:e process. Failure to make proof of service does not
affect the valielity of service. The .." 'Ldministrative Lar,.· Judge may
refer to th:e Oklah:oma Pleaeling Code for guielance regarding service.
(1)
Aeltaewledgmeat ~
Acknmiledgment
in ·..· riting by the
recipient, or appearance by the recipient at a hearing with:out
objecting to service, is equivalent to proof of service.
7

(:a) Aeeiefts eft a lieeftee. Service by mail iR a matter seeking
te revoke er suspeRd aRy liaeRse may be deemed complete 'VvheR
there is aR affirmation that the Rotiae ;me mailed by certified
mail to the liaeRsee' s last Jenm.·R address, aRd that he or she
may not . be found othendse, despite the . meeraise of due
diligence. The AdmiRistrative La\i Judge shall iRquire iRto aRd
determiRe ~.-bother due diligence has beeR e:tceraised.
(a) Sel'rviee :By mail,
EJEOept fer service ef the petitioR aRd
iRitial Retiae, service by mail is complete upo~ mailiRg, and may
be shmffi by the postmarJe.
(d) Serviee' eft represefttati.....e. Service made upoR an attorney of
record aoRstitutes service upoR the party the. attorRey represents.
Ser.dae made upon a persoR authorised by OJtlahema la~.- to receive
service oR. behalf of a party coRstitutes service upon that party.
252:2-9-9.

Responsive pleading [REVOKED]

A RespeRdeRt may file, aRd the AdmiRistrative La-.i Judge may
direct a RespoRdent to file, a respoRsive pleadiRg to the
eRforcemeRt petition or order that iRitiated the aatioR.
252:2-9-10.

..-...

Prehearing conferences [REVOKED]

(a) Gefteral.
The Administrative La·..· Judge may schedule aRd
aeRduet preheariRg eoRfereRaes as Recessary to identify parties aRd
issues aRd to set schedules aRd ageRdas for heariRg related
activities. 'Phe AdmiRistrative La·.v ClerJe shall. Ratify the parties
of the scheduling ef a preheariRg eoRfereRae. 'Phe AdmiRistrative
La~,. Judge may autheri2e a prehearing coRfereRae by telephone.
OR
request, preheariRg aenfereRaes shall be OR the ·record.
(b) S'l:ll9jeets. PreheariRg confereRces may address.
(1) identification and simplificatioR of issues, iRcluding the
eliminatioR of frivolous claims or defenses,
(ia)
ameRdmeRts to the pleadiRgs,
(3)
the plaR aRd schedule of disCO"•tery aRd limitatioRs to be
placed thereoR;
(4) ideRtificatioR of admissioRs of fact to avoid URReeessary
proof aRd cumulative evideRce;
(S) the ideRtificatioR of ·,vitResses aRd substaRae of testimoRy,
mehibits, aRd documeRts;
(6) the use of preheariRg briefs aRd profiled testimoRy in the
for'ffi of m.-orR affidavits,
(7) settlement of all or some of the issues before the heariRg;
(8)
adoption of special procedures for managing potentially
difficult or protracted actions that may involve cemplme issues,
multiple parties, novel or difficult legal questions, or
evidence problems,
(9) scheduling pursuant to OAC :as:a.:a 9 11, and
(10) such other matters as may aid disposition.
252:2-9-11.

Prehearing scheduling conference [REVOKED]

(a) Purpese. A prehearing scheduling conference may be held fer
the scheduling of matters te be accomplished.
Such coRference
shall be designed to expedite the dispositioR ef the action and
discourage ·.msteful prehearing activities, establish early and
continuing ceRtrol of the management of the hearing, and set dates
for prehearing activities.
8

(b)
Scheduling. ·The ..""tEiministrativ·e Lmi Juege may enter an interim
oreer weich establishes, insoEar as feasible, tee time.
(1)
to amene the pleaeings;
{2)
to file ane hear motions;
(3)
to complete discovery;
(4)
of further prehearing conferences, ane
( s)
for acoompliseing any other matters appropriate in tee
circumstances of the case.
(a)
Caa·ngee ie: eeheElulie:g order. Tee Administrative La·..· Juage may
change eates ane time periods set in the scheciuling order by
•
•
<= •
..:1
.....
.
1:ssu1:ng
a mou1:x:y1:ng
oruer upon goou
cause suo·.,"fi.
~.

~

252:2-9-12. Discovery [REVOKED]
All parties seall act in good faite in the sceeduling and aonauat
of discovery. Failure of a party to provide reasonable opportunity
for tee opposing party to depose any r.,ritness shall be grounds to
exclude tee testimony of teat witness at the hdaring.
Discovery
seall be aonauated in aacoraanae r.dth tee Oklahoma Discovery Coae
unless oteen,rise oraerea by the Administrative La~.· Judge for good
cause.
252:2-9-13. Prehearing Order [REVOKED]
(a)
Purpose and form.
Follmdng a prehearing conference, the
Administrati·l'e Lm,r Judge may issue a Prehearing Oraer 'iihice recites
and schedules the action to be taken and ·,,rhiae shall control the
course of ~ee ac~i:m ~nless modifiea by a subsequent order to
prevent man1:fest l:nJUStl:ae.
(b)
Coe:tent. The Prehearing Order should include the results of
the conference and advice to the Administrative Lar..· Juage regarding
tee factual and legal issues, including suffiffiaries of material
evidence, to be presented.
The . Prehearing Order should also
present all questions of lar.J in the case.
All CJeeibits shall be
marked, listed and identified in the Preeearing Oraer. If there is
obj cation to the admission of any mehibits, the grounds for the
objection must be specifically statea.
Witnesses shall also be
listed along with the nature of their testimony.
No exhibit or
~itness may be added to the Prehearing Order once the Order has
been prepared, signed, and filed by the Administrative Latoi Judge
"<iithout a sho·,,ring to the Administrative La·.,· Judge by tee requesting
party that injustice 'iJould be created if the evidence or testimony
'<Jere not allm..ad.
·
(c) Applicaailiey.' The contents of the Prehearing Order shall
supersede the pleadings and govern the hearing of the case unless
amended or allo;,·ed by the Administrative La;1 Juage to prevent
injustice.
252:2-9-14. Subpoenas [REVOKED]
(a)
Issuance.
Subpoenas for tee attendance of ·.dtnesses, the
furnishing of information required by the Administrative Lav.· Judge
and the
production of
evidence shall be
issued by
the
Administrative La·.~ Clerk upon 'ivritten request by a party or on the
Administrative La·.; Judge's mm motion. Subpoenas seall be served
and a return made in tee same manner as provided for state court
proceedings.
(b)
Failure to obey.
The EJeeeutive Director lftay seek an
9
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appropriate judicial order to compel compliance hy persons "wiho fail
to ohey a subpoena, ~,rho refuse to be m"orn or malte an affirmation
at a hearing, or ...· he refuse to ans~.·er a proper question during a
hearing. The hearing may proceed despite any such refusal hut the
Administrative La~,r Judge may, in his discretion at any time,
continue the proceedings as.necessary to secure a court ruling.
252:2-9-15. Record [REVOKED]
.·
(a) · 'l'e ·:ee maEie.
A record of the heariag shall he made, which
shall be a tape recording unless otherwise agreed hy the parties
and the ."'<:dministrative La·.,r Judge.
'!'he recording ~<'ill not he
transcribed as a matter of course. A transcript may he ohtaiaed hy
submitting a ·.:ritten request to the Administrative La~,r Cler~t and
tendering payment in an amount sufficient to pay the cost of having
the recording transcribed.
(h)
Ce~re repereer.
A party may request a court reporter (CSR or
LSR) . The requesting party shall pa~t the costs, and the original
transcript shall be filed in the case file as part of the record in
the case. Bach person or party requesting copies shall ft\a~m
arrangements for such "wdth the reporter, and pay the costs.
(c) Maieeaieea.
The record of a proceeding and the file
containing the notices and the pleadings ~<'ill he maintained in a
location designated by the Office of Administrative Hearings. All
pleadings, motions, orders and other papers submitted for filing in
such a proceeding shall he date/file stamped hy the Administrative
La\i Clerk upon receipt.
The burden of shm:ing substantial
prejudice hy any failure to correctly file stamp any submittal
shall be upon the party asserting such.
(d) Desigeaeiee ee appeal. On appeal, the parties may designate
and counter designate portions of the :record to save costs,
follm:ing the procedures applicable in the Courts_ of Oklahoma.
252:2-9-16. Motions [REVOKED]
(a)
Filieg. All requests for action in a matter already before
the DBQ shall he made in the form of a motion or cross petition,
signed by the party presenting same or his attorney, and filed uith
the }\:dminist:rative La~.- Clerlt. A cross petition shall he served in
the manaer provided in Rule asa.a 9 8. A copy of any motion shall
be mailed by the movant to all parties of record coacu:r:rently "w:ith
the filiag of the motion, aad a certification of such mailing shall
appear on the motion.
·
(h)
RespeBse. Within ten (10) days after servrice of any "wt'ritten
motipn, any party· to the p:roceediags may file a response to the
metieR. The time for response may he met ended or shortened by the
Admiaistrative La"wi Judge for good cause shmffi.
252:2-9-17. Continuances [REVOKED]
A motion for an eJetension or eoatinuance shall state the reasons
for the :request and specify the length of time ;r·equested. Unless
made before the Administrative La"w: Judge ia open heariag, met ions
for exteasioas of time or for a coatinuance of the hearing to
another date or time shall he in ~.·riting and filed ..dth the
Administrative La"w: Clerk.
The Administrative:. La·..· Judge shall
promptly grant or deny such request at his or her discretion.
If
the motion is denied, it may he rene·.md orally hy the party at the
10

hearing.
252:2-9-18. Evidentiary hearing procedures [REVOKED]
(a)
Geaerally that: of eivil proceedings. · The order of procedure
in hearings in all individual proceedings shall generally fellm..
that which applies in District Court civil proceedings.
.''..t the
discretion of the Administrative Lalit Judge, any party may reopen
his case in chief, even after the adverse party has rested,
consonant ·.dth the requirements of justice. Parties may sF:ipulatc
to any lav,.ful matter.
(b)
Furt:her' preseat:at:ioa.
After presentation of all cases in
chief, parties to the action shall be confined to rebutting
evidence unless the ~dmiaistrative Lavi Judge, fer geed reasons in
furtherance of j usticc, permits them to offer; evidence in the
original case.
·
(c)
Rulings.
The Administrative La\,. Judge shall rule on the
adfflissibility of evidence and ebj cations to evidence, and on
.
.
d d
.
h
.
fflotl:ens
or e b'J ec t '1:ons raJ:seur1:ngear1:ngs,
.mecept fer motions
fer summary judgments. All objections to a ruling shall be made
promptly 'Vdth statement of basis or they 'Vdll be deemed \taived.
Parties shall be deemed to have taken elEceptien to any adverse
ruling en an objection.
(d) ·Summary judsment:.
The granting of a motion fer suffiffiary
judgment shall be subject to the previsions of as2; a 9 21 (Proposed
order) and 252.2 9 22 (Final order).
252:2-9-19. Default [REVOKED]
Any RespendeBt ·..·he fails to appear as directed, after receipt of
notice as provided by this Chapter, may be deterfflined to have
\vaived the right to appear and present a defense to the allegations
contained in the notice and/or petition.
A Final Order in such
proceeding fflay be issued by the Executive Director granting by
default no more than the relief prayed fer in the petition.
252:2-9-20. Settlement [REVOKED]
Administrative hearings may be resolved by agreed settlement or
consent order ·,f'ith the concurrence of the EJeecutivc Director. The
Adfflinistrative Lar,,· Judge may grant continuances to alle.,,. the
parties to discuss settlement.
252:2-9-21. Proposed orders [REVOKED]
(a)
Preparation ef proposed erders. The Administrative La\v Judge
shall hear all evidence and arguments applicable in a case and
shall prepare a proposed e~der including findings of facts and
conclusions of la·,;r. Prier to such preparation, the Administrative
Lav.· Judge may request or require briefs from the parties on any
relevant issue. The Adfflinistrative Lar,;r Judge shall also have the
discretion to request or accept from the parties, proposed findings
and conclusions.
(b)
Service aad presentation.
Upon finalization of a proposed
order, the Administrative Lav,· Judge shall:
(1)
present the proposed order and the record of the matter to
the EJEecutive Director for revim1 and entry of a final order; or
(2)
serve it on the parties, by regular fflail, offering an
opportunity for parties to file cJCccptions to the proposed order
11
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before a final order is entered, pursuant to ADA S 311, and then
shall present the proposed order, the elcceptions, if aey, and
the record of the ffiatter to the BJcecutivc Director for entry of
a final order. The parties fRay by ·.;ritten stipulation ;.·aive any
of the requirements fo.r a proposed order.
252:2-9-22. Final orders [REVOKED]
.
(a)
E:Keel:ltive
Direeter •
. For
proceedings
heard
by
an
Administrative Law Judge, the Executive Director may adopt, amend,
or reject any findings or conclusions of the }'.,dfftinistrative La'ii
Judge or eJEceptions of any party, or may remand the proceeding for
additional argument or the introduction of additional evidence at
a hearing held for that purpose. This may be done after.
(1) the opportunity for eJEceptions has lapsed uithout receiving
eJcceptions, or after exceptions, briefs and oral arguffients, i f
any, are made, or
(2)
review of the record.
(h)
IssuaRee. At the conclusion of the proceedings and [CJccept as
provided in Rule 252. 2 9 19, Default] after revim.· of the record ·
and/or proposed findings of fact and conclusions of la;.·, the
:SJEecutive Director shall · issue a final order reflecting the
findings of fact made, the conclusions of lm; reached, and
specifying the action to he taken. Upon the resolution of motions
of suffiffiary judgment that are dispositive of the entire case and
rulings on standing that are adverse. to a Petitioner (s) , the
:Slrecutive Director shall issue a final order.
·
(c)
Netiee.
Parties shall be notified eith~r personally or hy
mail of the issuance of a final order. A copy of the final order
shall be provided to any party and its attorney.
252:2-9-23. Reconsideration [REVOKED]
Any party may petition the DBQ for rehearing, reopening or
reconsideration of any decision in an individual proceeding -.dthin
ten days of its entry, pursuant to AI\".. S 317.
!lothing in this
Chapter shall prevent reconsideration of a matter in accordance
;;ith other statutory provisions.
252:2-9-24. Judicial review [REVOKED]
The provisions of Section 318 of
Statutes shall apply.
SUBCHAPTER 11.

title

75

of

the

Oklahoma

ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY PROCEEDINGS [REVOKED]

252:2-11-1. Applicability [REVOKED]
The requirements of this Subchapter are in addition to the
preceding requirements of this Chapter and are applicable to
ffiatters brought under A7A O.S.Supp. 1993, Sections A 3 502, 2 5
110 1 and A 7 1261 · or any similar statutes providing for the
assessment hy the DEQ of administrative penalties.
252:2-11-2. Notice of Violation {"NOV 11 ) [REVOKED]
Unless othendse provided by the particular enabling legislation,
administrative penalty proceedings shall be preceded by a 'iotritten
notice of violation
(NOV)
informiag the Respondent of the
regulatory requirement at issue. This !lOV ffillst be served upon the
12
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Respondent and must state the factual allegations ana particular
standards or rules upon ,..-hich the NOV is eased.
A letter,
inspection sheet, petition, consent order or final order may
constitute a nOV for purposes Of instituting adminiotratiYe penalty
proceedings, if it meets the requirements of this Section.
252:2-11-3. Administrative compliance and penalty orders [REVOKED]
(a)
When iss1:1ed. 'Phe EJeecutive Director upon the request of a DEQ
program area may issue
an administrative
order requiring
compliance, assessing penalties· for past violations ana specifying
penalties for continuing noncompliance.
If a preceding Notice of
Violation
is
required
ey
the
enabling ·legislation,
an
administrative compliance or penalty order shall he issued not less
than fifteen days after service of .the ~lOV upon the Respondent, or
such reduced period as may he aecesoary to reader the Order
reasonably effectual.
·
(b) !rust specify. An admiaistrative compliaace or penalty order
shall specify the. facts aad conclusions upon ~;hich it is based and
shall oct a time for the Respondeat to comply \dth the applicable
regulatioas.
'Phe Order shall specify the penalty, aot to meceed
the statutory mmeimum per day of noacompliance, to be assessed in
the event that the Respondeat fails to comply ·.dth the Order ,.;ithin
the prescribed time, and, if applicable, the penalty assessed for
past violatioas of the Code, rules, or licenses or permits.
·
(c)
Service. An administrative compliance or penalty order shall
be served in accordance ·.dth Rule 252.2 9 8.
'Phe Order shall
advise the Respoadent that it shall become fiaal unless an
administrative hearing is requested in \;riting ~dthin fifteen (15)
days of service of the Order.
(d)
Order fellewia§ b:earin§. Based on the hearing and record, an
administrative compliance o·r peaalty order ·.dll be sustained,
modified, or dismissed by the EJeecutive Director.
If the hearing
process eJetendo beyond any COmpliance deadliae specified ia the
Order, fines specified in the Order for violatioas of the Order
,...ill continue to accrue during the hearing process unless the
Adffiiaiotrative La;.· Judge stays the penalty upoa request for good
cause shmm.
·
252:2-11-4. Deter.mining penalty [REVOKED]
In addition to factors specified by 27A O.S.Supp. 1993, Section
.,.;ithout
2 3 502(K) (2)
or other la·.;,
the follm;ing factors,
limitation, ma;· be considered in determining the amount of penalty
specified ia an admiaiotrative penalty order.
(1)
the gravity of the violation, including the liJeelihood of
the developmeat of adverse health effects caused by the
violation,
and the metent and severity of enviromaental
degradation or adverse health effects caused or placed at risk.
by the violation,
(2)
the degree of variaace from the applicable standards,
(3)
coots of correction of damage, and
(4)
good or bad faith of the Respondent.
252:2-11-5. Assessment orders [REVOKED]
(a)
Failure te comply ,..itb: administrative orders.
After an
administrative compliance or penalty order is issued, proceedings
13

may be coHducted to deterffiiHe ""hetlier· tlie RespoHdeHt lias failed to
comply 'll>'itli tlie Order for aHy period of time.
(b) Applieatiea fer eempliaBee aaa peaalty heariag. Any time the
DEQ believes the Order has beeH violated, it may "iitli reasoHable
proffiPtHess apply to tlie AdmiHistrative La'll>' Judge for a compliaHce
aHd peHalty lieariHg, allegiHg the period of HOHCOffiPliaHee aHd the
amouHt of the ad~iRistrative peRalty that lias accrued.
'Phe DEQ
sliall provide a copy of tlie applieatiofi to the Respondent.
(e) Elemeats te eeBsiaer,
'Plie Executive Director, iH decidiRg
.,.,.liether afi administrative peHalty or eompliaRee order has beeH
violated aHd'whether the peRalties are appropriate, may consider
efforts to comply ""ith applicable requiremeHts made by the
RespoRdent after issuance of tlie Order.
(d) Hl:!st reEfUest heariag withia ee·¥eft aaye. The DEQ' s application
shall a~;ise the RespoHdent that the RespoHdent's riglit to coHtest
the determinatiofi of Roneompliance aRd the amount of tlie fiHe is
.•.,.aived if the request fer hearing is not made 'll>'itliin seveH (7)
calendar days of reee~viHg notice. A request fer hearing is deemed
made '•ihefi reeeb1ed by the DEQ.
If timely requested, the hearing
must be promptly set and lield.
(e) Iss~aaee e£ aseessmeat eraers. A'fl: assessment order shall be
issued by the B;,eeeutive Director fellmdng the determination of tlie
applieatioH. An asoesomeHt order must state the nature aHd period
of the vielatioH, and determiHe the amount of the fiHe. 'Phe fine
is due aHd payable immediately upon issuance of th:e assessment
order, unless othendse provided tliereiH. A copy of the assessment
order will be provided to the RespoHdeHt.
(f) Geatia~iag vielatieas. If the .DEQ believes tliat violatioHs of
the administrative compliance or penalty order eentiHue after the
iosuaHee of an aooessmeHt order, the DEQ may apply ·.dthin a
reasoHable time for the issuance of additional assessmeHt orders
coveriHg periods of "v·ielation since the period covered by the
issuance of a previous asoessmeHt order.
252:2-11-6.

Penalty-only proceedings [REVOKED]

(a) Geaeral. In accordance 'll>'ith 27A O.S.Supp. 1993, Section 2 3
502 (L), the DEQ may, "dthin three (3) years of discovery, issue an
administrative penalty order proposing specified administrative
penalties for non eontiHuiHg violations of the Code,
rules
promulgated thereuHder, or pez:mits or lieeHses issued pursuant
thereto.
(b) !Net speeify. 'Phe administrative penalty order shall specify
the facto aHd conclusions upon '~~•'hieh it is based.
(e) Deter.miaiag Peaalty. For iHformation on determining penalty,
see 252.2 11 4.
•
(d) Serviee. The admiHiotrative penalty order shall be served iH
accordance 'idth Rule 252.2 9 8.
'Phe Order shall advise the
Respondent that it shall become final unless a hearing is requested
in ·,;riting \dthin fifteen (15) days of service of the Order.
(e) Heariag.
Based on the hearing and the record,
an
admiHistrative peHalty order 'lliill be sustaiHed, modified, or
dismissed by the EJeeeutive Director.
252:2-11-7.

Considerations
[REVOKED]

for

self-reporting
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of

noncompJ.iance

(a)
Perpese.
The DBQ monitors the environmental compliance of
regulated entities through activities such as periodic inspections
and record revier,m, hut the regulated entities have a superior
vantage point and generally greater resources to monitor their mm
performance.
The public interest in environmental protection is
served hy positive incentives to promote, achieve and maintain
compliance as \lilell as by the negative incentive of a unilateral
agency enforcement action r,dth an associated penalty.
The DBQ
should encourage voluntary disclosure and prompt· remedial action.
The DBQ believes it is conduci re. to improved environmental
compliance tb mitigate an administrative and civil penalty .•,..hich
·.muld otheniise be appropriate, in those cases ;,·here a regulated
entity has disclosed an apparent violation, has talwn prompt and
appropriate action to correct the violation and its consequences,
a.nd has taken affirmative action to prevent its recurrence.
(h)
Condit.iens fer nee seeJdng administ.rat.ive and eivil penalties.
BJecept in the case of habitual noncompliance or as otheniise
provided in this section, in evaluating enforcement action fer a
regulated entity's actual or apparent failure to comply ;!lith DBQ
rules, the DEQ 'f:ill not seek an administrative or civil penalty
;..·hen the fellmdng circumstances are present.
(1)
The regulated entity voluntarily, promptly and fully
discloses the apparent failure to comply ·..·ith applicable state
environmental statutes or rules to the appropriate DEQ
regulatory pregraffi in ;wrriting before the pregraffi learns of it or
is likely to learn of it iffiffiinently,
·
(2)
The failure is net deliberate or intentional,
(3) The failure does net indicate a lacle or reasonable question
of the; hasic good faith attempt to understand and coffiply '.rllith
applicable state environffiental statutes or rules through
environmental management systems appropriate .. to the sise and
nature of the activities of the regulated entity,
H) The regulated entity, upon discmrery, took or hagan to take
immediate and reasonable action to correct the failure (i.e., to
cease any continuing or repeated violation) ; .
The regulated entity has taleen, or has agreed in ·.,rriting
(5)
·.:ith the appropriate program to take, remedial action as ffiay be
necessary to prevent recurrence of such failure. Any action the
regulated entity agrees to take must he coffipleted,
(6)
The regulated entity has addressed, or has agreed in
·.rriting
·.vith
the
appropriate
program
to
address,
any
environmental impacts of the failure in an acceptable manner;
(7)
The regulated entity has not realili!ied and '4dll not realili!ie
a demonstrable and significant economic or competitive ad;rantage
as a result of non compliance, and
(B)
The regulated entity cooperates with the DBQ as the DBQ
performs its duties and provides such information as the DEQ
reasonably requests to confirm the entity's compliance ;dth
these conditions.
(c)
Partial quali£ieat.ien.
~lotr,dthstanding the · failure
of a
regulated entity to meet all.of the conditions in subsection b, the
DEQ will consider the nature and extent of such actions of the
.
.
. .
.
. .
.
. '1
regulated ent~ty
J:n
mJ:tJ:gat~on
o f any a d mJ:nJ:stratJ:ve
or CJ:VJ:
penalty othendse appropriate.
If the regulated entity ffieets all
conditions in subsection b except item 7 relating to significant
7
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economic or competitive advantage,
the DEQ ~fill seele an
administrative or eiv·il penalty only to the eJetent of the economic
or eempetiti·Je advantage gained.
(d) Relatie:aahi~ te federal/state agreemeata. In the event of any
conflict, the elimination or mitigation of penalties pursuant to
subsections b and c is .subj cat to agrccftlcnts bct~iccn the DEQ and
the United States Envirenftlental Protection Agency rclatiag to
reg:ulatery program delegation or autheri:aatien from the Uaited
States EavireE:fRcntal Protection Agency to the DEQ.
(c) Applieability. This section applies to all cnferecH;~:ent eases
arising from'vielatiens discovered by or brought to the attention
of the DEQ after the effective date of this seetioa.
SUBCHAPTER 13. FORMAL :PUBLIC MEETINGS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT PROCEEDINGS [REVOKED]
PART 3.

ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT PROCEEDINGS [REVOKED]

Scope; purpose of proceedings [REVOKED]
(a) Applieability. Ia addition to the requiremeats of Subchapter
9 of this Chapter, the requirements of this Part shall apply to
administrative heariags en draft perftlits.
(b) Purpeee. The purpose of an adftlinistrative permit proeeediag
is to provide fer an evidentiary proceeding fer efialleagcs to draft
permits and to determine their compliance ~dth the Cede and rules
promulgated thereunder.
252:2-13-30.

Definitions [REVOKED]
The fellmdng '•verde or tcrftls, ....hen used in this Subchapter, shall
have the fellml'ing meanings, unless the centmet clearly indicates
ethcnvise.
"AEimi:aiatrative permit hearing" ftleans an e_vi.dentia;ry hcari:r;g
conducted by the DEQ as part of an adftl1n1strat1ve perm1t
proceeding.
.
"AEimi:aietrati·Je permit ;preeeeai:ag" means
all
prchearing
conferences, evidentiary hearings and ether proceedings connected
vvith aa individual proceeding en a draft perftlit.
"Jeiai:ag ef parties" means the grouping of parties to an
administrative perftlit proceeding ~die assert rights to relief in
respect of or arising out of the same draft permit.
"Leaa Ceu:aeel" ftleans the attorney acting as coordinating counsel
for all petitioners or, if only one petitioner, that party's legal
representative.
"Petitieaer (e) 11 means a person or group ~vhe requests an
adftlinistrativc
perftlit
hearing
and
is
determined by
the
}\:dminiotrative Lat,,· Judge to have standing as a party to the action.
"Rcspeaaeat" means an applicant ~vhese formally filed permit
application and the draft perftlit related thereto arc the subject of
an administrative perftlit proceeding.
252:2-13-31.

--

Request for administrative permit hearing [REVOKED]
(a) Request. A request for an adftlinistrativc permit hearing must
be in ~.·riting signed by the requester, requesters or authori:aed
representative of a group of requesters and shall contain a brief
stateftlent of the basis of the request and the name and address of
252:2-13-32.
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each requester. If the request is made by or on behalf of a group,
the request should contain a list of names and addresses of group
members.
A request shall be considered an initial petition and
should be personally delivered or sent to the address described in
the notice telling of sucfi request opportunity or to the DBQ' s
Office of Administrative Ikarings.
(b)
IBitiat::ieB ef preeeetiiBg=s. Unless othendse provided by la·.,..,
the initiation of administrative permit proceedings ofiall net occur
until a draft permit has been prepared by tfie DEQ and amended, as
appropriate, based on comments received during the public coffiffient
period. ·
'
(c) JeiBEier ef DEQ. The DBQ, througfi the permit '·drafting program,
shall be a party to the permit proceeding upon its mm petition, or
may be joined as a party upon order of the Administrative Larvi'
Judge.
If the DEQ is not a party to the proceedings, the
Administrative La"',. Judge may call ;dtnesses, hear testimony and
receive evidence from the permit drafting program. Such ;dtnesses
shall be subject to cross eJEamination by the parties.
(d) LeeaeieB fer AtimiBiseraei"J"e Permits HeariB:g=s.
Proceedings
related to administrative permit hearings shall be held at the
principal office of the DEQ unless ethendse specified by the
Z\dministrative La;i Judge.
Relationship to other rules [REVOKED]
In addition to the provisions of this Part, the requirements and
procedures set forth in Subchapter 9 of this Chapter (GAG 252.2)
for individual proceedings shall apply to administrative permit
proceedings and hearings unless specified othendse or in conflict.
In cases of conflict, specific provisions of this Part control ever
Subchapter 9. The provisions include.
(1)
01'1C 252.2 9 7
(.".tdministrative Lmv Judges and Clerks),
(2)
GAG 252.2 9 8 (Service);
(3)
GAG 252.2 9 10 (Prehearing conferences);.
(4)
GAG 252:2 9 11 (Prehearing scheduling conference),
(5)
OAC 252.2 9 12 (Discovery);
·
(6)
GAG 252.2 9 13 (Prehearing Order),
(7)
OAC 252.2 9 14 (Subpoenas);
(8)
OAC 252.2 9 16 (Hotions),
(9)
OAC 252.2 9 17 (Continuances),
(10)
GAG 252.2 9 18
(Evidentiary hearing procedures);
(11)
OAC 252:2 9 19
(Default) ,
(12)
OAC 252.2 9 20
(Settlement);
(13)
OAC 252.2 9 21
(Proposed orders);
(14)
GAG 252:2 9 22
(Final orders), and
(15)
OAC 252:2 9 23
(Reconsideration).
252:2-13-33.

252:2-13-34.

[RESERVED]

[REVOKED]

Prehearing verification conference [REVOKED]
(a) Netiee. According to 75.309 (b), the Administrative Lavtl Judge
shall give notice to requesters and Respondents of a prenearing
verification conference en a request for an administrative permit
hearing.
The prehearing verification conference shall be
(b)
Pllrpese.
requesters
and Respondents
and/or
their
attended by all
252:2-13-35.
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l?Cpresent:at:ives for t:he purpose of meamining not:ice ana iaentifying
part:ies ana E:heir representat:ives.
(c) "le~ifieat:iea ef aet:iee. The Aeminist:rative La;.. Judge shall
examine evidence
ana receive
test:imony
on whet:her
notice
of • E:he
•
..:I
•
•
•
•
,_
•
opport:un~ty E:o request an acxmBnstratrre perm~c near~ng ;..as g~ven
in accordance ·.dth applicable lav...
(e) Yerifieatiea ef ~equest, The Administ:rat:ive La·... Judge shall
verify ·.thether each ·request:er made a E:imely and proper request for
E:he hearing.
(e) Yerifieatie;a ef staaeii;ag. '!'he Adffiinist:rative La·..,. Judge shall
verify the s'E:anding of all requesters E:o be parties pursuant: to
requirements set: by applicable la~i.
(f) C'l:lre ef tiefieieneies. The Adffiinist:rat:ive La·... Judge may allm>'
deficiencies in notice or proof of staneing E:o be cured.
(g) Itientifieatien ef ~e;p~eseatati..,,es.
When verification is
complete, each party shall identify its counsel. All counsel and
indiviaualo appearing pro se (represent:ing themselves) shall enter
a ;,·ritten entry of appearance 'tdth E:he Aaminist:rative Lav•' Judge. In
addition, each part:y shall aesignate one indi·.•idual to receive
not:ice and to talte primary responsibilit:y for the filing of
documents 'wlith the Administ:rat:ive Lm.. Clerlt.
(h) Gre'l:lps. Hemhers of a formally organiZ!led group may request to
be considered as one part:y to t:he hearing and shall be consieered
a single ent:ity if E:hey meet: applicable staneing requirements for
such a group or if E:en (10) members meet t:he applicable st:anding
requirement:s for individuals.
A group qualified to be a single
party ftlllst be represented hy Counsel during administ:rative permit:
proceedings.
~

252:2-13-36.

Selection of ·Lead Counsel [REVOKED]

When more E:han one Petitioner is verified as a party and their
representat:ion is by more than one Counsel, E:he Pet:itioners shall
select one Lead Counsel to coordinate action and coft\'ffiunications on
behalf of all Petitioners and their att:orneys. '!'he selection of a
Lead Counsel shall not prohibit other attorneys for pet:itioners, or
unrepresent:ed Petitioners, from diviaing responsibilities such as
direct and cross enamination, discovery, and opening/closing
arguments.
Designation as Lead Counsel shall not: he deemed E:o
est:ahlish an at:torney client relationship not: othendse mdsting.
For gooa cause, the Administrative Lm1 Judge may ~11m>' substitution
of Lead Counsel and authorii!le additional Lead Counsel ~then
conflicts of int:erest appear.
252:2-13-37.

-

Identification of issues [REVOKED]

(a) Ieteg~ateEi petitiee •
'!'he Lead Counsel, on behalf of all
joined Petitioners, shall file an int:egrated pet:ition in E:he office
of Administrative Hearings ;lithin t;.·ent:y (20) days after the
completion of the prehearing verification conference.
'!'he
int:egrated pet:it:ion shall name the person against ~..hom relief is
requestea, contain a reference to the statutes ana/or rules
involvea, contain a brief statement of the facts giving a right to
relief, ana state clearly ana concisely the action or relief sought
and the ground E:herefor. The int:egrat:ed pet:it:ion shall be in E:he
form set forth in Rule 252:2 9 2 (c) . Relief in E:he alt:ernative may
be pleaded. The petition shall also cont:ain a preliminary listing
. 18
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of topics v:hich the Petitioner(s) inte~ds to put at issue in the
hearing.
Upon filing an integrated petition ·..· ith the DEQ, Lead
Counsel shall serve the Respondent 'idth: a copy of the petition and
sh:all mail copies to,
or make personal delivery to,
all
Petitioner(s) or th:eir representatives;
(b}
ABs·~;.•er.
The Respondent shall file an anm,rer· to the integrated
petition vdthin t·.:enty (20) days after service of th:e petition upon
him. An ans'i:er may contain specific responses or a general denial
and shall be served by the Respondent on all other parties to the
action.
·
(c)
Cress petition. The Respondent may file a cross petition and
the named parties shall have the right to file ans·.:ers "Vdthin 20
days of service.
(d) Amenament ef petition and answer. The parties have the right
to amend petitions and anm1ers upon a shm:ing of good cause and
'i:ith leave of the Administrative Hearing Judge.

Administrative record [REVOKED]
252:2-13-38.
(a)
Content.
In addition to the provisions of Subchapter 9 of
this Chapter, the administrative permit hearing record shall
include:
( 1)
the permit application on file 'iiith the DEQ, as amended,
(2)
all ~.-ritten coffiffients received during the public coffiffient
period;
(3)
the tape or transcript of the formal public meeting,
( 4)
documents resulting from the DEQ' s revim.- of the permit
application and public coffiffients;
(5)
the draft permit, fact sheet and the response to comments,
if any, issued by the DEQ, and
...
(G)
all published notices.
(b) Admission inte evidence. The documents referenced in (a) of
this Section may be admitted and received in evidence.
The
.".. dministrative La;: Judge may direct that a \dtness be provided to
sponsor a
portion or portions of these documents.
The
Administrative La;: Judge may direct the appropriate party to
produce the ·.ritness for cross CJeamination. If a sponsoring ·.dtness
cannot be provided, the Administrative Lav: Judge may reduce the
~.-eight accorded th~ appropriate portion of the record.
252:2-13-39.
Withdrawal and dismissal [REVOKED]
(a) Witheirawal.
Any Petitioner may formally ·•.-ithdra·.., from the
proceedings at any time by filing a statement of r.dthdra',.·al ·.dth
the Administrative La'i.- Clerk.
(b)
Dismissal and release.
(1)
By metien ef Petitiener(s).
At any time during the
proceedings, Petitioner(s) may request dismissal of the action
by filing a motion ·.lith the Hearing Clerk that is signed by all
Petitioner(s) or their representative(s). Such dismissal shall
be ·,;rithprejudice unless th:e 'a'ords "',dthout prejudicen appear in
the Order of Dismissal issued by the Administrative La\i Judge.
(2)
By metien ef Respondent.
An action shall be dismissed by
th:e Administrative La',; Judge upon ·,dthdra·..·al of the permit
application by the Respondent. Any such dist'Rissal shall be vdth
prejudice as to that permit application and the draft permit
related thereto.
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(3) By Aami;aieerati-.-=e Law Jtiage. An action may l9e dismissed l9y
the Administrati¥e La~; Jud§e i:E qll Petitioners :Eail to appear
or to prosecute ·.iith eili§ence, ·or ~ifien Petitioner (s) are in
disol9edience to an Interim Order issued l9y the Administrative
'
'
,_
...:l'
'
...:l
+=
'
La...- Judge.
Any PetJ:tJ:oner
may 1Je
uJ:SmJ:sseu
:x:rom
an ongoJ:ng
action for :Eailure to appear or prosecute ~dth diligence or for
disobedience to an Interim Order, only upon motion by a party to
the action. Such dismissals shall not occur until a Petitioner
subject to the Dismissal Order reeei¥es notice o:E the
prospecti¥e dismissal and is gi¥en the opportunity to he heard
concerning it.
The Administrative La~.· Judge may release any
party :Erom the action upon proper motion at any time.

252:2-13-40.

Evidentiary hearing procedures on draft permits
[REVOKED]
(a)
Orser e£ preeeaure.
For information on order o:E procedure,
sec GAG 252.2 9 18.
(b)
Bll:rae;a e£ pree£, The Respondent has the burden o:E proof as to
issues raised by Pctitioner(s).
(1)
Petitie;aer (e) ,
Petitioner (s) shall have the burden of
§Oin§ for.mrd to present an af:Eil?fftative ease on the issues
identified in the petition.
.
(2)
Reepe;aae;at.
After the conclusion of the case of the
Petitioner(s),
the Respondent shall have the burden of
presenting an affirmative ease on all issues raised by the
Petitioncr(s).
(e)
Testime:ay a;aa cress exami;aatie;a. 'l'hc.Administrative Lmi Judge
may prmridc for the testiffiony of opposing -.dtness9s to he heard
consecutively. No erose meamination shall he allm.-ed on questions
of la·.,.., on matters that arc not subject to challenge in an
administrative hearing, or on questions of DEQ policy cJeeept to the
metent ·such policy 'ffiUBt l9e analyzed to disclose the basis for draft
permit requirements. Issues het~teen the parties that are relevant
to the hearing hut not raised at the hearing shall he dismissed as
bet...-een the parties and may he so reflected in the final :Eindings
of fact and conclusions of law.
252:2-13-41.
Orders [REVOKED]
(a)
Prepesea aaa Fi;aal Greers.
For information on Proposed and
Final Orders, see GAG 252.2 9 21 and 252.2 9 22.
(b)
Fi;aal Greers.
Final Orders issuin§ from an administrative
permit hearing shall be based on the applicable provisions of
statutes and rules, and may he conditioned in accordance -.iith
findings and recommendations of the Administrative La-.i Judge.
252:2-13-42.
Issuance or denial of permit [REVOKED]
'l'hc applicant bears the burden o:E persuading the agency that the
permit should issue. 'l'itle 75 O.S. 1991, S 307 is the appropriate
mechanism: to address any alleged failure by the DEQ to eonforffi the
issuance or denial of the permit to the requirements of a Final
Order.
SUBCHAPTER 15.
PART 1.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES [REVOKED]

UNIFORM PERMITTING PROGRAM IN GENERAL [REVOKED]
20
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252:2-15-1. Purpose and applicability [REVOKED]
(a)
Purpose. The rules in this Subchapter implement the Oklahoma
Uniform Environmental Permitting Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2 14
101 ct acq., and applj" to.applicants for and fielders of DEQ permits
and other authori5ations.
·
(b) ·Supersedes ineensistent rules. Eucept as othendse provided
by statute, the provisions of this Subchapter shall supersede any
inconsistent provision of other Chapters of this.Title.
(c)
Applieasility.
(1) Applications filed tJw'ith the DEQ on and after July 1, 1996,
are subj eat to the procedural requirements of 271\: 0. S. Supp.
1995, § 2 14 101 et acq., this Subchapter and other applicable
rules of the Board.
(2) Applications filed before July 1, 1996, are subject to the
statutory and regulatory procedural requirements meisting at the
time of the filing unless the applicant elects to comply ~iith
the statutes and rules described in paragraph 1 of this
subsection.
252:2-15-2. Definitions [REVOKED]
In addition to terms defined in 252.2 1 2, the following words
and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the follmiing
meanings, unless the contmrt clearly indicates othendse:
"Aet" means the Olelahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act,
27A o.s. § 2 15 101 ct eoq.
"Aamiaistratively complete" means an applicat-ion that contains
the information specified in the application form and rules in
sufficient detail to all a·..· the DEQ to begin technical reviev;.
"Applieatie:a" See 27}'., 0. S. Supp. 1995, § 2 14 103 (1) '.
"!!aj er faeiliey", as used in air quality tie:t: classifications,
means a source subject to the permitting requirements of 40 CFR
Part 70.
"!U:aer seuree"; as used in air quality tier classifications,
means a source that is not subject to the permitting requirements
of 40 CFR Part 70.
"Off site", as used in hazmrdous 1mste, solid waste and UIG tier
classifications, means a facility \t'hich receives 1mste froffi various
sources for treatment, storage, processing, or disposal.
"On site", as used ia ha5ardous 1..aste, solid \Jaste and UIC tier
classificatioas, meaas a facility mmed aad operated by an industry
for the treatment, storage, processiag, or disposal of its mm
viaste mcclusively.
"Pare" means a numbered Part of this Subchapter.
"Preg-ram" means a regulatory ciectioa or divisioa of the DEQ.
"SuBmittal" means a document or group of documents provided as
part of aa application.
"Supplement" FFteans a respoase to a request for additional
information follmdng completeaess and technical reviervm, and
information submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
"UIC" means underground injection control.
PART 3. TIER I, II AND III PROCESS REQUIREMENTS [REVOKED]
252:2-15-26.
Tier processes described [REVOKED]
To implement the three tiered permitting processes of the Act,
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,..applications are classified in Part 5 as Tier I, II or III. The
steps an applicant must follo~~ for a Tier I, II or III application
are shm~n in AppendiJe C of this Chapter.
252:2-15-27.

Unclassified applications [REVOKED]

The tier designation for any type of application not classified
in this Subchapter shall be determined according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995, § 201.
252:2-15-28.,

Permit decision-making authority [REVOKED]
Desi!!Jftafsea pesitie&s, 'Phe Executive Director may delegate in
"~riting the pmmr aad duty to issue, ream~, amend, modify and deay
permits and take other authorisation: or registration action. Unless
delegated to a Division Director by formal assignment or rule, the
authority to act on 'Pier I applications shall be delegated to
positions 'fvithin each permitting program having techaical
supervisory responsibilities and, for local actions authorised by
la"1, to enviroamental specialist positions held by the DEQ' s local
services representatives.
'Phe authority to act on emergency
permits or 'Pier II applications shall be delegated to the Division
Director of the applicable permittiag division.
(b) Re~isie&. 'Phe Executive Director may amead aay delegation in:

(a)

~.·riting.

~

252:2-15-29.

Published notices [REVOKED]

(a) Netiee ee&te&t.
In: addition to conteat requiremeats of the
Act, all published legal notice(s) shall contain the:
(1)
Name and address of the applicaat;
(2) !iame, address and legal description of the site, facility
and/or activity;
(3) Purpose of aotice,
.
(4) Type of permit or permit action being sought;
(5) Description of activities to be regulated,
(6) Locations ~ihere the application: ftlay be reviewed;
(7) !iaftles, addresses aad telephone nuftlbers of contact persons
for the DEQ and for the applicant,
<
(8) ·Description of public participation opportunities aad time
period for comment aad requests,
(9) Any other inforftlation required by DEQ rules, and
(10)
Awy iaformation the applicant deems relevant.
(b) Preef ef pl:lBlieatie&. An: applicant, ~dthin t~~enty (20) days
after the date of publication, shall provide the DBQ ,,·ith a ·..·ritten
affidavit of publication for each notice published. In case of a
mistake in a published notice, the DEQ may approve the publication:
of a legal notice of correction or may require that the entire
legal notice be republished.
252:2-15-30.

Tier I process requirements [REVOKED]

(a) Pre applieatien eenferenee. Prior to filing an application,
an applicant may request a conference ~,rith the DBQ.
(b) Applieatien fili&g.
(1) Cepies.
'Pwo (2) copies of a 'Pier I application shall be
filed '1dth the DBQ mecept ~i'hen the application form or
instructions specifies that only one (1) copy is . needed.
Applicants for residential systeftls (OAC 252 .640) and small
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public ser..·age systeR-18 (OAC 252:655 29) permits shall file their
tr,m copies ·.dth the local DEQ office for the county in which the
real property is located.
( 2)
Fees.
Fees established in DEQ program rules shall be
payable at the time of application and are not refundable.
(3) !lotiee to landowner.
Applicants must demonstrate to the
DEQ that they are not seeking a permit for land or for any
operation upoa. land ouned by others "vdthout their knmiledge.
Applicants shall certify by affidavit filed ·.;ith the DEQ that.
they mm the real property, or they have a current lease or
easement \;hich is gi'vren to accomplish the permitted purpose, or
if tfiey do not m;n the real property, they fiave provided legal
aotice to those who do. The DEQ.may rely on the affidavit, and
the applicants sfiall bear tfie burden of meeti:ag any challenges.
Legal :aotice is gov·er:aed by Oklahoma· law ·.;hich, for meample,
authori2es. service by sheriff or private process server;
service by certified mail, restricted delivery, or service by
publication, .if the person can:aot be located through due
diligence.
Notice to the person 'iiho signed a lease or to the
administrator or meecutor of a trust or an estate ffiay be
sufficient.
( 4)
Withdral..,al.
An applicaat may Hithdrar,; a:a application at
any time "vdth ·•.;ritten notice to the DBQ and forfeiture of fees.
(c) Applieatiea re·...ielt.
Unless stated othendse i:a neH la"Wm or
rules, applications are subj oct to the la"vi'S and rules of the DBQ as
they meist on the date of fili:ag and aftenmrd as changed, up to
the date of issuance or de:aial. See Part 7 for review procedures
a:ad time lines.
(d)
Isauaaee or deaial.
(1) Compliance required. A nm.;, modified or renmmd permit or
other authorisation shall not be issued until the DEQ has
determi:aed the application is in substantial compliance .,,.itfi
applicable requirements of the Code and rules of the Board.
(2)
Conditions for issuance.
The Department may :aot issue a
:am.·, modified or renewed permit. or other authori2ation if':
(A) '!'he applica:at has :aot paid all mo:aies mmd to the DBQ or
is Rot iR substantial compliance "vdth the Code, rules of the
Board aRd the terms of a;a-y meisting DBQ permits and orders.
'!'he DBQ may impose special co:aditio:as on the applicant to
assure compliance a:ad/or a separate schedule ....hich · the DBQ
considers necessary to achieve required compliance, or
(B)
~4aterial facts were misrepresented or omitted from the
application and the applicaRt Jmmi or should have Jmmm of
such misrepresentation or omission.
(3)
Issuance. See 252.2 15 28.

252:2-15-31.
Tier II process requirements [REVOKED]
(a)
Pre application conference. urpier I" requirements apply. See
252:2 15 30.

(b) Application.
"'Pier I u requiremeRts apply. · See 252. 2 3:5 3 0,
except the applicant shall file three (3) copies of the application
r,dth the DBQ and place one (1) copy for public rmrim; in the county
in which the site, facility or activity is located.
(c)
Publiahea notice of filing.
See 27A 0. S. S · 2 14 3 01 and
252:2 15 29.
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(d)
AJ!:lplieatie;a re·..,..ielto "Tier I" requirements apply. See 252.2
15 30.
{e) :eraft permit er araft ae;aial. See 27A O.S. S 2 14 302.
(f)
Netiee ef draft permit/Eie:aial.
See 27A O.S. S 2 14 302 and
252:2 15 29.
For permit modification actioRs, only those issues
relevant to the modification {s) shall be reopened for public rev·im;
and comment.
(1)
EKeeptie:a te :aetie.e re~ireme:a~..
Applicants for solid
,.-aste transfer station permits shall be meempt from public
coffiffient an~ public meeting requireme;ats if the board of county
commissioners of the county of the proposed site,
after
oppertu;aity fer uritten or oral·public ~offiffient, has found the
application to be ~;ithin the scope of the county's solid ~;aste
managemeRt plan. See 27A O.S. Supp. 1995, S 2 10 307.
(2) AEiEiitie:aal ;aetiee. In addition to Section 302 notice.
(A) Applicants for a NPDBS, RCR~ or UIC permit arc subject to
applicable
additional
notice
provisions
of
federal
requirements promulgated as rules of· the Beard.
(B)
Applicants fer a proposed ,;astmvater discharge o:r::
emissions permit which may affect the '•'ater quality or air
quality of a neighboring state ffiUSt give ·..·ritten notice to the
envirOI:=tlfteRtal regulatory age;acy of that state.
(C)
Applicants fer a solid 'fvaste landfill permit shall
provide notice by certifieS: mail, return receipt ·requested, to
mmers of lftineral interests and to adj aceat landmmers ,..hose
property may be substantially affected by installation of a
lanefill site.
See DuLaney v. OSDII, Olel., 868 P. i3d 676
(1993).
(g)
Peelie eemment a:aEi fermal publie.meeti:a~. See 27A O.S. S 2
1~ 302 and 27A O.S.
S 2 14 303.
The DEQ shall determine the
location of any fo:r::mal public meeting to be held and the desigaated
presiding office:r:: shall establish its procedures.
{h)
Response te eemme:ats. See 27A O.S. S 2 14 30i.
(i)
Issuance er ae;aial. UTier I" requiremeRts apply. See 252.2
15 30.

252:2-15-32.
Tier III process requirements [REVOKED]
(a)
Pre apJ!:)lieatie:a eenfere:aee. "Tier I" requirements apply. See
252:2 15 30.
(b)
Filin~, fees ana ldthdrawa.l.
"Tier II" re'quirements apply.
See 252.2 15 31.
(c)
Netiee ef fili:a~ a:ad precess meeti:a~ eppertunity. The
applicant shall include a 30 day opportunity to request a process
meeting in the published notice of filing.
See 27A O.S. § 2 14
301(B) and 252.2 15 29.
(d)
Precess meeti:a~. See 27A O.S. S 2 14 30l(B). The location of
and procedures for the precess meeting shall be determined by the
BEe.
(e)
ApJ!:)lieatie:a revielt. "Tier I" requirements apply. See 252; 2
15 30.
(f) :eraft permit er draft de:aial. See 27A O.S. S 2 14 302.
(g)
Netiee ef araft Ji:ler:mit/denial. "Tier II" requirements apply.
See 252:2 15 31.
(h)
Publie ee:mme:at peried and publie meeti:a~.
"Tier II"
requirements apply. See 252.2 15 31.
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(i)
Pl!'opeeed permit a:ad :aet:iee.
After the DBQ revim;s public
coffift\ents and prepares a proposed perRtit by amendin~ · the draft
permit in response to comffients as necessary, the applicant shall
publish notice of the proposed permit and of the opportunity to
request an administrative permit hearin~. See 27A O.S. § 2 14 304
and 252:2 15 29.
(j) ~"'..dmi:aistrative permit heariag. See 27A O.So S 2 14 304 and,
for procedures, Subchapter 13 of this Chapter, CJecept references to
"draft permit" in Subchapter 13 shall ffiean "proposed permit" as
used in 27A O.So § 2 14 103 and 27A O.So § 2 14 304 (C) and (D).
(lE)
Respoase' to eomment:s. See 27A O.S. S 2 14 304o
(1)
Issua:aee or de:aial. "Tier I" requirements apply. See 252.2
15 30o
.

PART 5.

TIER CLASSIFICATIONS [REVOKED]

252:2-15-40. Air quality applications -Tier I [REVOKED]
(a) !H:aor
faeility
pel!'mit:s.
The
follmdn~
air
quality
authori3ations for minor facilities require Tier I applications.
(1) New permits.
Ne;,· construction, operatin~ and relocation
permits.
(2) !lodifieations of permits.
(A)
Hodification of a construction pel':"ffiit for a minor
facility that ~ill reffiain ffiinor after the Rtodification.
(B) Hodification of an operatin~ permit that tJdll not chan~e
the facility's classification froffi minor to major;
(C)
EJetension of CJepiration date of a cono,truction permit
(3) Renewals. Rener.vals of operatin~ perffiits ~
(b) ·Part 70
eouree permits.
The follmdng
air quality
authori3ations fer Part 70 sources require Tier I applications.
(1) New per-mits.
(l'L)
Her.: construction permit for an eJdotin~ Part 70 source
for any chan~e considered minor under 252:100 8 7. 2 (b) (1)
(B)
He·-.· operating permit that:
(i)
is based on a construction permit that -.ms processed
under Tier II or III, and 252.100 B 8, and
(ii)
has conditions ·,;hich do not differ from the
construction permit's operating conditions" in any ~.·ay
considered significant under 252.100 8 7.2(b) (2).
( :2)
!4odifieatiens of pel!'mit:e.
(A)
Hodification of any operating permit condition that:
(i) is based on the operating conditions of a construction
perffiit that ;ms processed under Tier II or III, and
252.1:00 8 B, and
(ii)
does not differ from those construction permit
conditions in any Hay considered significant under 252 .100
0

0

8 7. 2 (b) ( 2) .

(B) A construction or operating permit Rtodification that is
minor under 252:100 8 7.2(b) (1).
(C)
EJetension of CJepiration date of a ··part 70 source's
construction permit 'wvith no or ffiinor ffiodifications.
(c)
Othel!'
aut:horisatie:as.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
(1)
Nevi, Rtodified and renewed individual authorizations under
. general operating permits for ...· hich a schedule of coffipliance is
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not required by 252:100 B 5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
(2)
Burn approvals.
(3) Plant '9ddc effiission plan approval under 252.100 37 25 (b) or
252:100 39 46 (j).
.
Adffiinistrative affiend:FRents of all air quality perERits and
( 4)
other autfiori2ations.
(5)
Alternative effiissions reduction authorieations.
(Also
subject to state iHtplementation plan reYisioa procedures in
252.100 11.)

252:2-15-41.' Ai~ quality applications- Tier II [REVOKED]
(a)
Miner facility permit aetiens. Any ffiinor facility seeJEiag a
perffiit for ~ modification. that 'IJihen completed \:ould turn. it iato a
Part 70 source is required to apply under subsection (b) of this
section.
(b)
Pare 7Q
se'tlree permits.
The follm,ring air quality
authorieations for Part 70 sources require Tier II applications.
(1)
New permits.
(A)
New construction. permit for a new Part 70 source not
classified under Tier III.
(B)
~lev.· construction permit for an meisting
Part 70 source
for aay change considered significaat under 252.100 8
7. 2 (b) (2) and \ihich is ·not classi·fied under Tier III.
(C)
Nm,r operatiag permit for a Part 70 source that did not
have an underlying construction permit processed uader Tier II
or III, and 252.100 8 8.
(D)
New operating perffiit \dth oae or more conditions that
differ from the uaderlying Tier II or III construction.
perffiit' s operating coaditions in a romy considered sigaificant
uade r 2 52 : 10 0 8 7 . 2 (b) ( 2 ) .
Nm.· acid rain permit that is indepeadent of a Part 70
(B)
permit application.
(F)
Ne1..• teHtporary source permit under 252.100 8 6.2.
(2) !leEii:fieatiens e:f permits.
·
(A)
Sigaificant modification, as described in 252.3:00 B
7.2(b)(2), of an operating permit that is not based on. an
underlying construction permit processed under Tier I I or I I I,
and 252.100 8 8.
(B)
P4odification of an operating perffiit ····hen the conditions
proposed
for
ffiodification differ
froffi
the underlying
construction perffiit' s operating conditions in. a r,,ray considered
significant under 252.100 8 7.2(b) (2).
(C) A coastruction perERit modification coasidered significant
uader 252:100 8 7.2(b) (2) and 1ffiich is not classified under
Tier III.
(3)
Re:aeltals. Rener,mls of operating permits.
(c)
Other
a'tltheri!!atiena.
The
follor,dng
air
quality
authorieations require Tier II applications.
(1) Umv, ERodified and renmmd general operating permits.
(2)
Individual authorieations under any general operating
perffiit for ·.;rhich a schedule of coHtpliance is required by
252.100 8 5 (c) (B) (B) (i).
252:2-15-42.
Air quality applications - Tier III [REVOKED]
(a) Ne"l•" maj er stationary so'tlrees. A constructipa permit for any
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new major 'stationary source listed in this subsection requires a
Tier III application.
For purposes of this, section, "P4ajor
stationary source" means:
(1) Any of the follmdng sources of air pollutants which emits,
or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation:
(A)
carbon black plants (furnace process),
(B)
charcoal production plants,
(G)
chemical process plants,
(D)
coal cleaning plants (r,;ith thermal dryers) ,
(B)
coke oven batteries,
.
(F) fossil fuel boilers (or coffibustion thereof) , totaling more
than ~so million BTU per hour heat input,
(G) fossil fuel fired steam electric plants of more than ~so
million BTU per hour heat input,
(II)
fuel conversion plants,
(I) glass fiber processing plants,
{J) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(K)
iron and steel mill plants,
(L) kraft pulp mills,
(M)
lime plants,
(N)
incinerators, mecept \ilhere usee meclusiv·ely as air
pollution control devices,
(0) petroleum refineries,
(P)
petroleum storage and transfer units ·.dth a total storage
capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q)
phosphate rocle processing plant,
(R) portland cement plants,
(8) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(T) primary copper smelters,
(U) primary lead smelters,
(V) primary zinc smelters,
(W) secondary metal production plants,
(X) sintering plants,
(¥) sulfur recovery plants, or
(Z) taconite ore processing plants, and
(2)
Any other source not specified in paragraph (1) of this
definition \vhich emits, o~ has the potential to emit, ~so tons
per year or more of any pollutant'subject to regulation.
(b) Exiaeiag iaeiaeraters.
An application for any change in
emissions or potential to emit, or any change in any permit
condition, that r,;ould have caused an incinerator to be defined as
a major stationary source r,;hen originally perffiit.ted shall require
a Tier III application.
(c) Peeential te emit. For purposes of this section, "potential
to emit" means emissions resulting from the application of all
enforceable permit limitations as defined in oAq ~S~.100 1 3.
252:2-15-43.

Hazardous waste management applications -

Tier I

[REVOKED]

The follo'n'ing hazardous '<vasto management authorizations require
Tier I applications.
(1)
Glass 1 modification of any hazardous \ilaste permit
requiring prior Department approval as specified in 4 0 CFR §
~70.4~.
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(2)
Hodification to a recycling permit in accordaace 1:ith 27A
0.8. Supp. 1994 1 S 2 7 118(A).
(3) Class 2 permit modification as defined in 40 CFR S 270.42.
(4)
Emergency fiaz.mrdous ·.mete disposal plaa approval.
( s)
Ha2ardous ·..· aste geaerator disposal plan approval.
(G)
Tecfinical plan approval.
(7)
IIa2ardous 'ivaste transporter license.
(a)
IIa2aJ:"dous \vasto tJ:"ansfer station plan modification 'i>'hich is
not =elated to capacity.
·
(9)
EFRergeacy permit issued in accordance 1:itfi 40 CFR S 270.61.
(10)
Interim status closure plan approval ia accordance vdth 40
CFR § 2 6 S • 113 (d) ( 4 ) .
(11) Hiaor admiaistrative modification of all ~permits and other
authori2ations.
(12) Renmml o.f disposal plaR approval and transporter license.
(13)
Nmv 1 modified or renmiCd authori2ation URder a general
permit.
(14) Approval of temporary autl10ri2ations in accordance 1dtfi 4 0
CFR S 270.42.

252:2-15-44.

Hazardous waste management applications - Tier II
[REVOKED]

The follmviRg fia2ardous ·.vasto management authori2ations require
Tier II applicatioRS.
( 1)
OR site ha2ardous 1.-aste treatment 1 storage or disposal
permit.
(2) Hobile recycliRg permit.
(3)
Research & Development permit.
( 4)
Class 3 modificatioR of aay fia2ardous ·.mete permit as
specified in 40 CFR S 270.42.
·(5) P4odification of an on site ha2ardous waste facility permit
for a fifty peJ:"cent (SO\') or greater iRcrease iR permitted
capacity for stoJ:"agc I treatment 1 and/or disposal 1 iRcluding
inciRcration.
(c)
HodificatioR of aR oa site ha2ardous ro.-aste facility permit
for an mepansion of pcrFRitted boundaries ..
(7) P4odificatioR of OR site ha2aJ:"dous waste facility permit iR
which the appli~ation is fo= new trcatmcRt, storage, or disposal
methods or units ·.vhich arc sigaificaRtly different from: those
permitted.
.
.
( 8)
Reami'al of a ha2ardous ·.mete treatFReRt, storage or disposal
permit.
( 9)
IIa2aJ:"dous ·.mete transfer station plaa approval.
( 10)
IIa2ardous ·.mete transfer statioR plaR· modification
iRvolviRg iRcrease iR apprmred capacity.
(11)
VariaRce v•·hich is Rot part of a permit applicatioR.
(12)
VariaRce \ihich is part of a Tier II permit application.
252:2-15-45.

Hazardous waste management applications - Tier I I I
[REVOKED]

The follm:iRg ha2ardous ;.-aste maRagemcRt authori2atioRs require
Tier III applicatioRs.
( 1)
Off site ha~mrdous ·.mote treatment, storage, disposal,
iRciReration and/or recycling permit.
.
.
( 2)
HodificatioR of an off site ha2ardous ·,;astc facility perFRit
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for a fifty percent (SO\) or g-reater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal, including
incineration.
(3) Hodification of an off site ha2ardous r.vaste facility permit
for an eJ~ansion of permitted boundaries.
( 4)
Hodification of off site ha2ardous ~iaste facility permit in
.,.·hich the application is for ne·..· treatment, storage, or disposal
methods or units ....hich are significantly different from those
permitted.
(5) Variance which is part of a Tier III application.
I

.

252:2-15-46.

Laboratory certification applications
[REVOKED]
A Tier I application shall be required for a ne·... ,
amended or renevved laboratory certification.
252:2-15-47.

Laboratory certification applications
[REVOKED]

Tier

I

modified,
-

Tier

II

None.
252:2-15-48.

Laboratory certification applications
[REVOKED]

-

Tier I I I

None.
252:2-15-50.

Operator certification
[REVOKED]

applications

Operator certification
[REVOKED]

applications

Tier

II

None.
252:2-15-51.

Tier

III

None.
252:2-15-52.
Radiation management applications - Tier I [REVOKED]
The follo\iing radiation management authori2ations require Tier
I app±ications:
·
(1)
Nm:, amended and renmved operating permits for radiation
machines;
(2)
Umr, amended and renmved permits for Je ray fluorescence
spectroscopy instruments used to detect lead in paint;
( 3)
Nm; and renmiCd specific ±icenses under the state agreement
program not classified under Tiers II or III,
(4)
Industrial radiography certifications;
(5)
l'.s:pprovals of license termination plans that require no
decoffiffiissioning or remediation,
(6)
Decoffiffiissioning and remediation plans required for
remediation due to the use, storage or disposal of one or more
radioactive materials with a half life of 120 days or less;
( 7)
DBQ
a.pprovals
of
documentation
shmdng
residual
.
' '
,zeve±sor
,
f
'
radloactlvlty
a Slte
or property are Wl' th'ln
acceptable limits as set by Chapter 410;
(8)
Hiner amendments of all authori2ations classified under
Tiers I, II or III; and
(9) Haj or amendments of all authori2ations classfied under Tier
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252:2-15-53.

Radiation

management

applications

Tier

II

[REVOKED]

The follmoring- radiation FRanagcFRcnt authoriimtions require Tier
II applications.
(1) Decommissioning and rcFRcdiation plans required for on site
remediation due to the usc, storage or disposal of one or more
radioactive materials with a half life of more than 120 days,
except for those facilities described in 252.2 15 54(3) (A);
(2) Nm,r or rcnmmd permits for the non co'ffifficrcial treatment or
disposal qf radioactive waste, generated by the applicant, by
incineration or the amendment of the incinerator permit for a
capacity increase or for any mrpansion ·beyond permitted
boundaries for the purpose of eJcpanding operations or storage;
e:ftd

i

(3)
Haj or amendments of all authori21ations classified under
Tier II.
252.:2-15-54.

Radiation

management

applications

Tier

III

[REVOKED]

,-....

The follmoring radiation management authori21ations require Tier
III applications.
(1) Nm.· .or renmmd perFRits for the land disposal of lmor level
radioactive ljf'aste received from others and the major amendment
thereof,
·
(2)
Ne·..· or renmved permits for the co'lftfflercial treatment or
disposal of radioactive ·..· astc by incineration and the major
amendment thereof; and
(3)
Decommissioning and reFRcdiation plans and the major
amendment thereof.
(A) for nuclear fuel cycle facilities or facilities and sites
involved in the manufacturing or processing of licensed
quantities of radioactive materials, and
(B) for sites that require both on and off site remediation
due to the use, storage or disposal of one or more radioactive
materials with a half life of more than 120 days.
252:2-15-55.

Solid

waste

management

applications

Tier

I

[REVOKED]

I

The

~oll?vdng

solid 'imste management authori21ations require Tier

appl~cat~ons.

(1)

New ;permits.

(A) Leeally a;p;preved solid waste traftsfer statiefts. Permit
for a solid ·.vaste transfer station that, prior to application
filing, received county commissioner approval according to 27A
O.S.Supp. 1995, S 2 10 307.
(B)
Biemedieal waste traBsfer statiofts usift§ eftly sealed
eoBtaiRers.
Biomedical ~mete transfer station permit vihen

activities arti limited to.
.
(i) consolidation of sealed containers; and/or
(ii)
transfer of sealed containers from one vehicle or
mode of transportation to another.
(C) Disaster !f:'elief,
Emergency authori?.:Oation for \vastc
disposal resulting from a natural disaster.
(2)

Medifieatiofts.
(A)
All faeilities.
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(i)
Hodification of a solid ~mote permit to add ffiCthods
units or appurtenances for liquid bulleing=. processes; yard
\mote coffipooting recycling operations; ;,raste screening, or
baling,
chipping, shredding or grinding equipl'flent or
operations.
(ii) P4odification to any solid ;;astc perffiit to make minor
changes.
(iii)
Hodification of plans for closure and/or post
closure.
(iv) , ~d!'fli~istrativc ffiodifieation of all perffiits and other
1

1

author~21at~ons.

(B)
On siee
and
eff siee
land
disposal
facilities.
P4odification of an mdsting land disposal perl'flit for a lateral
mtpansion vdthin perHdtted boundaries.
(C)
Capaeiey in:ereasea ef lese ehan: 25% 'ill7ith exceptions. The
ffiodification of a solid vrastc pcrffiit excluding incineration
permits, involving a request for less than t;ll'enty five percent
(25~) increase in permitted capacity for storage, processing
or disposal '•ihen the request is for equivalent fficthods, units
or appurtenances as those permitted and ;;hich docs not involve
expansions of permitted boundaries.
(3)
Plana and oeher autheri Baeions.
The approval of nm1 and
when applicable, modified or rcnc~ed.
(A)
Plans for COffiPosting of yard ·,vasto only.
(B)
Perffiit transfers.
(G)
Non has:mrdous industrial solid ·.rastc disposal plans.
(D)
Technical plans.
(E)
County solid \vasto managcffient plans.
(F)
Individual authorizations under a general permit.
(G)
All other administrative approv=als required by OAC
252:510 or OAC 252:520.
1

252:2-15-56.

Solid

waste management applications
Tier II
[REVOKED]
The follmiing solid 'ivaste managcffient authorizations require Tier
II applications.
(1) Ne'ilv pennies.
(A)
On siee solid waste precessin!J facilities with exception.
Permit for an on site solid waste processing facility except
yard r,mste COffiPOSting as listed under Tier ..I 1 Rule 252.2 15
5-5.(B)
Solid lvasee transfer stations 'ffieh eltceptiens.
Per!'flit
for a solid v:aste transfer station mecept:
(i)
a transfer station perffiit ·.dth county commissioner
approval as listed under Tier I, Rule 252.2 15 55, or
(ii)
a bioffiedical \.-astc transfer station permit listed
under Tie~ I, Rule 252:2 15 55.
(C)
On site incinerators with exceptions. Permit for an on
site incinerator except those mceffipt under OAC 252.520 or
those that have an approved Air Quality permit or Solid Waste
Hanagcment Plan.
(D)
On: site lan:d disposal sites. Permit for an on site solid
waste disposal site.
(E)
Material Reco"very Facility (!!RF) . Permit for a P4aterial
Recovery Facility if waste is not source separated.
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(2)

,_.._

Modifieatio:as.
(A)
All faeilities. ~4odification of a permit for a change in
waste type.
(B)
O:a site faeilities. Any modificatio;a of a;a o;a site solid
...raste permit, except as listed u;ader Tier I, Rule 252. 2 15 55.
(C)
Off site faeilities.
,
(i)
Hodificatio;a of any off site solid \>'aste permit
involvi;ag a request for more than t ..m:aty fiYe perce:at (25°1!')
but less tha:a fifty percent (50'lf) increase i;a permitted
capac,ity for storage, processing or disposal (mecludi:ag
i:aci:aeratio;a) \ihen the request is for eqhivale:at methods,
u:aits or appurte:aa:aces as those permitted, CJecept those
listed under Tier I, Rule 252.2 15 55.
(ii)
P4odificatio:a of a:ay off site processi:ag facility
iwrolvi:ag a:a •eJ~a:asio:a of permitted boundaries.
(D)
I:aei:aerators.
(i) ~4odificatio;a of an o:a site inci:aerator permit for a:ay
i:acrease in permitted capacity for storage, processing, or
'disposal.
(ii)
Hodification of an off site i:acinerator permit
i:rwolvi;ag a request for i;acreases less than fifty percent
(50°6) in permit,ted capacity for storage, processing, or
disposal .•,.he;a the request is for equb;calent methods, uaits
or appurtenances as those permitted.
{3)
Ge:ae:ral permit. !le-.,., modified or re;ammd general permit.
252:2-15-57.

Sol;id waste

management

applications

Tier

:r:r:r

[REVOKED]

The follmving solid \vaste management authorii!iations require Tier
III applications.
(1)
New· permits.
(A)
Off site p:roeessi:ag faeilities with exeeptio:as.
Permit
for an off site processing facility,
unless otherwise
specified in Tier I, Rule 252:2 15 55, or Tier II, Rule 252.2
15 56.
(B)
O:f:f site la:aEi disposal :facility. Permit for an off si-t:e
solid ..mate land disposal site. ·
(C)
Off site
i:aei:aerato:r.
Permit
for
an
off site
incinerator.
(2) !loEiifieatio:as.
(A)
Off site :faeilities: sig:ai:fiea:at i:ae:rease i:a eapaeity.
~~edification of a;ay off site solid .•,.aste permit involvi;ag a
fifty percent (SO'lf) or greater increase i;a permitted capacity
~or.
sto;r;age,
processi:ag,
and/or
disposal,
including
J:ncJ:neratJ:on.
(B)
O:f:f site la:aEi disposal :faeility. Hodificatio;a of an off
site solid ·.mete land disposal permit for an eJepansio;a of
permitted boundaries.
.
(C)
O:f:f site
:faeilities e
Eiiffereat methods 1
'l;lfti'ts
or
appurteaa:aees • P4odifiaatio;a of a:a off site solid ·v.·aste perffiit
in ·.d'l:ich the request i;avolves different 'fflethods, un:its or
appurtenances than those permitted, eJecept those listed under
Tier I, Rule 252.2 15 55.
(3)
Varia:aee approvals, All variances.
:..
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252:2-15-58.
UIC applications-Tier I [REVOKED]
Tfie follo~:ing underground injection control authoriBations
require Tier I applications.
(1)
~4inor modification of a permit for Class I,
III, and v
wells in accordance with 40 CFR S 144.41.
( 2) . Hodification of an approved closure and/or post closure
plan for a Class I haBardous waste injection well.
(3)
P~odification of an approved plugging and abandonment plan
for Class I nonha!Cardous and Class III inj cation \fells.
(4)
Hodification of an approved corrective actio:n pla;a for a
Class I idjection well.
(5)
Emergency permit in accordance with 40 CFR S 144.34.
( 6)
Ne·..·, modified or re;amved authori!i!latio;a under a general
permit.
(7) P4inor administrative modification of all permits and other
authoriBations.
252:2-15-59.
UIC applications - Tier II [REVOKED]
Tfie follo\:ing underground injection control authorizations
require Tier II applications.
( 1)
On site Class I nonhazardous ~mote inj cation ·.vell perffiit.
(2)
Class III and V inj cation \vell permits eJecept Class V
permits issued under Tier III.
(3)
Hodification and/or renmral of all DEQ issued underground
injection control well permits.
252:2-15-60.
UIC applications - Tier III [REVOKED]
Tfie follov1ing underground injection control authoriBations
require Tier III applications.
( 1)
Class I ha!i!lardous ;11aste inj cation ·.vell permit.
(2) Off site Class I nonhazardous waste inj cation .•,.ell perm.it·.
(3)
Class V industrial 'Jmste inj cation ·.iell permit.
252.:2-15-61.
Water quality applications - Tier I [REVOKED]
The follmdng \later quality authorizations require. Tier I
applications.
.
( 1)
Perffiit for flmv through im.poundm.ent ( s) as part of the
pretreatment process.
(2)
Re perm.itting of facility with an eJ~iring permit for
industrial non discharging impoundment or septic tank system..
(3) Re permitting of expiring permit ;dth ftlinor or no change(s)
for land application of sludge and/or ....astm;rater for same site.
(4)
Nm.·, modified or renmved authorizmtion.,. under a gerwral
permit, including but not limited to general perm.its for
storffi\•'ater, underground storage tanks and ·petroleum. storage and
treatment facilities.
(5) Approval of nm.· pretreatment program..
(6)
Closure plan approval.
(7)
Dredge and fill certification.
(8) Approval of eJeemption for ·.mter line metensions.
(9) Approval of meemption for ·.mter distribution and 'llmstmvater
collection systems.
(10)
Approval for individual residential smmge disposal
system.
( 11)
Approval of small public se·..·age system:·
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(A)
"•iith less than 5, o0 0 gallons per day ~.·aich do not
discharge, land apply .•.,.astmt'ater or sludge, or have lift
stations designed to handle a peale capaeity greater th:an 10
gallons per minute, or
(B)
~t'h:ich serves less than ten (10) residential units.
(12)
Residential develo~ment approval.
(13) Transfer of discharge permit.
(14) Minor modification of discharge permit.
(15)
Hiner modification of permit for land application of
sludge and/or ~+'astm>'ater.
.
(16)
~qodification of or addition to a municipal ~;aste,.tiater
treatment system (including smorer line eJetensions) .
(17) Uodification of or addition to a public ,.,rater supply
treatment and/or distribution system.
(1S) 114odification of non discharging impoundment and/or se~tic
tanJe system permit.
(19) Modification of an approved pretreatment program.
(20)
Administrative
amendment
of
permits
or
other
authori21ations
for
the
correction of
administrativ·e
or
typographical errors.

252:2-15-62.
Water quality applications - Tier II [REVOKED]
The follor.ling uater quality authori21ations require Tier II
applications.
(1) Permit for municipal ·.mstml"ater treatment system.
(2)
Permit for public ·..· ater supply system.
(3) Discharge permit for minor facility.
( 4)
Indi=r.ridual storm 'Tiater permit.
··
(5) Permit for industrial non discharging impoundment or septic
tanJe.
(6) Permit for land application of sludge and/or .•,.aste·•..ater at
nm.· site system.
(7) Re permittiE:g of a facility ..,.ita mepiring discharge permit.
(8)
Re permitting of facility ~dth eJepiring individual storm
r,mter discharge permit.
( 9) Re permitting 'ivith major change (s) from ClEpiring permit for
land applieation of sludge and/or ·.mste·•..ater for the same site.
(10)
Variance including thermal components of effluent
limitations for an individual discharge permit.
(11) Hajor modification of discharge permit.
(12)
Hajor modification of permit for land a~plieation. of
sludge and/or \•'astm.·ater.
(13) Nm.-, modified or renC\ved general permit.
252:2-15-63.
Water quality applications - Tier III [REVOKED]
A ne·..• discharge permit for a major facility requires a Tier III
applieation.

.-

252:2-15-64.
Brownfields applications - Tier I [REVOKED]
A Tier I a~plication shall be required for. a Hemoranclum of
Agreement for site characteri21ation.
252:2-15-65.
Brownfields applications - Tier .II [REVOKED]
A Tier II applieation shall be required for all-certificates.
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252:2-15-66.
None.
PART 7.

Brownfields applications - Tier III [REVOKED]

REVIEW PROCEDURES AND PERMITTING TIME LINES [REVOKED]

252:2-15-70.
Common review procedures and time lines [REVOKED]
(a)
Receipt e:f applicatiens.
Unless otfier~dse proviaea in tfiis
Subchapeer, upon tfie receipt of .an application for :Eiling and the
proper fee, each Program sfiall.
( 1)
File ,staffip tfie application ;dth tfie date of receipt, the
Division and/or Program naffie and an identification number;
(il)
.''tssign tfie application to a named person ,.·fie ~dli de ehe
revie·"·, and
(3)
Timely log this information~
(b)
AEimi:e.istrati..,..e eemplete:e.ess revie.....,, Unless otfiendse provided
in ehe Code or tfiis Subefiapter, tfie revie..ver sfiall fiave 60 calendar
days from the logged· date of filing in 'iifiicfi to determine ·h·fieeher
tfie application is administratively complete.
(1)
Not complete.
(A)
Upon determining tfiat the application is not complete,
tfie revie'ii'er shall immediately notify the applicant by mail,
describing ;;rith reasonable qpecificity tfie inadequacies and
measures necessary to complete the application.
(B) Tfiis notice sfiall not require or preclude furtfier review
o:E the app±ication and furtfier requests for specific
information.
(C)
I:E ehe revim.·er does not notify the applicant of
inadequacies, the period :Eor tecfinieal review sfiall begin at
tfie close of the administrative completeness revier..· period.
(il)
Cemplete.
· Wfien E:he application is administratively
complete, the revimmr sfiall log tfie date and immediately notify
the applicant by mail. The period for technical revimv begins.
(e)
'!'eehnieal review. Each Program involvea shall have a certain
time period to revie·..· eacfi application for technical coffip±ianee
with tfie relevant regulations and reach a :Einal determination.
(d) When times are tellea. The time period for revievi is tolled
(tfie clock stops) during litigation, during periods of public
revie'i>'
and
participation
[includes
public
meetings
and
administrative permit hearings (and 'i..aieing "periods), public
comment periods, time required for DBQ preparation of responses to
public comments received, and revim.· by other federal or State
agencies] , or ;;hen the Program has aslted for supplemental
in:Eormation and advised the applicant tfiat the time period is
•
•
..:I
•
t..
•
•
t.. •
t..
, •
...
tolled pend~ng
rece~pt, or uur~ng tne t~me ~n 'i>'n~cn an app~~eanc
amends his application o:E his ovffi accord.
.t=
(e)
Suppleme:atal t1me. To compensate :cor
tJ:me spent J:n rev~mang
inadequate materials, tfie DBQ's notice of deficiencies and request
for supplementa± information may specify that up to 30 aaditional
calendar days may be added to the application processing time.
Requests for supplemental information and data may also specify
that additional days for tecfinical revim>' equal to the number o:E
days tfie applicant u';led ~o prep;;re az:d submit such supplement may
be added to tfie appl~catJ:on rev~ew tJ:me.
(f)
Failure te respe:ad. Except :Eor good cause shown, failure by
an applicant to supplement an application v:itfiin 180 days after the
I

I
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mailing date of a notice of deficiencies, or by a date agreed to by
the DBQ and the applicant, shall void the application and forfeit
the fees. The DBQ shall notify the applicant of an opportunity to
shml' cause ·..· hy this should not occur. Failure t~ she·,,. cause shall
result in an order appealable according to 75 O.S. S 318.
(g) Exeensiens. Blttensions to the time lines of this Subchapter
may be made as provided by la~.·.
252:2-15-71.

Pending failures [REVOKED]

(a) Cireumst;anees eueside aSJeney eentrel. Technical revimi times
shall be tolled for specified times ~..hen, prior. to the deadline,
the BJceeutive Director certifies that a failure to meet a deadline
is imminent and is caused by circumstances outside the control of
the DBQ. Such circumstances include, but are not limited to, acts
of God, a substantial and unexpected increase in the number of
applications filed, and additional revim.· duties imposed on the DBQ
from an outside source.
(b) Other eireumstaeees. Where eircuffistanees that are net clearly
outside the control of the DBQ may cause a failure to meet a
deadline, then:
(1) A~ least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DBQ shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet such deadline.
(2)
The applicant may agree to an metension of time for a
specific purpose and period of tiffie ~..ith refund of the eatire
application fee, unless a refund is prohibited by la~,r.
·'

252:2-15-72.

Air quality permit time lines [REVOKED]

The following air quality permits and authori2ations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified belo'<v.
(1)
Construetioa permits:
(A)
PSD and Part 70 Sources
365 days.
(B)
Miaer Facilities
180 days.
(2)
Operating permits.
(A)
Part 70 Sources
540 days.
(B)
Minor Facilities
365 days.
(3)
Relocation permits
30 days.
252:2-15-73 . .

Hazardous waste permit time lines [REVOKED]

The follm,ring ha2ardous \o'aSte permits and authori2ations shall
be teehaieally revim.·ed and issued or denied ~dthin the time f.rames
specified belmi.
(1)
IIa2ardous 't..aste permits.
(A)
!tmv RCRA permit or tfie renmml thereof
3 0 0 days .
(B)
Nm.· State Recycling permit
3 0 0 days.
(C) Class 3 permit modifications
300 days.
(2)
Closure plano, post closure plans aad transfer statioa
plans and plan modifications
300 days.
252:2-15-74.

Solid waste permit time lines ·[REVOKED]

The technical revim,r period fer solid r,mste perffiit applieatioas
and for each submittal and reoubfRittal shall be 90 days, subject to
OAC 252.2.15 7 70.
.
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252:2-15-75.
Water quality permit time lines [REVOKED]
Applications for nm1 or ffiodified ·..·ater quality permits,
certifications and authoriZ'latioas shall be technically revimved and
permits shall be issued or denied '•Jithia the follmdng time frames.
(1)
Discharges
180 days.
(2)
401 Certifications
180 days.
(3)
Industrial Wastm.·ater other than discharge
180 days.
(4)
Pretreatment Trust Users
180 days.
(5)
Public 'i¥ater Supply
90 days.
(6)
Underground Injection Control
300 days.
(7)
Wate~ Pollution Control Construction
90 days.
(8)
Sludge ffianagement plan
180 days.
252:2-15-76.
Other permits [REVOKED]
Any environffiental license or permit that is not described in this
Subchapter shall not be subject to these time frames but shall be
revie·..,.ed '4dth all due and reasonable speed.
252:2:15-76.1. Brownfields time lines [REVOKED]
The technical revimv period for Brmmfields applications and for
each submittal and resubmittal shall be 60 days, subject to
252.2.15 70.
252:2-15-77.
Pre-issuance permit review and correction [REVOKED]
(a)
ReYiew. In addition to its mm review, the DEQ may, for Tier
I and II, and shall, for Tier III, at any tiffie before issuance, ask
an applicant to revim1 a permit for calculation and clerical errors
or mistakes of fact or la'<J.
(b)
Correetio:e:.
The DEQ may correct any permit before it is
issued.
(1) Notice of sig:e:ifiea:e:t eorreetio:e:s.
For permits based on
Tier II and III applications, an applicant shall publish legal
notice in one newspaper local to the site of any correction or
change proposed by the DBQ ··1hich significantly alters a
facility's permitted sizse, capacity or limits.
(2)
Comments. The DEQ may open a public coffiffient period, and/or
reconvene a public meeting and/or administrative hearing to
receive public comments on the proposed correction(s).
PART 9. CONSOLIDATED PERMITTING [REVOKED]
252:2-15-90.
Consolidation of permitting process [REVOKED]
(a)
Discretionary.
Whenever an applicant applies for more than
one perffiit for the same site, the DBQ may authorizse, with the
consent of the applicant, the revie'•i of the applications to be
consolidated so that each required draft permit, draft denial
and/or proposed permit is prepared at the same time and public
participation opportunities are combined.
(b)
Scope. When consolidation is authorizsed by the DBQ:
(1) The procedural requirements for the highest specified tier
shall apply to each affected application.
(2)
The DBQ may also authorizse the consolidation of public
comment
periods,
process
and
public
ffieetings,
and/or
administrative permit hearings.
(3)
Final permits may be issued together.
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(e) Reeewal. The DEQ may coordinate the e:tepiration dates of nm;r
permits issued to an applicant for the same facility or activity so
that all the permits are of the same duration.
(d) !lulti:ple metiifieatieas.
Subsections (a) and (b) of this
section shall also applj" to ffiUltiple Tier II and III applications
for permit modifications.
SUBCHAPTER 17.
252:2-17-1.

COMPLAINT PROCESSING [REVOKED]

Purpose [REVOKED]

The rules in this Subchapter identify the procedures to process
pollution complaints.
252:2-17-2.

Definitions [REVOKED] ,

The follm;ring r;;rords or terms, r;,·hen usee in this Subchapter, shall
have the follmdng meanings, unless the contmtt clearly indicates
othendse :
"Complaiet" means any r..·ritten or oral information submitted to
ECLS alleging site specific environmental pollution. Information
must be submitted by persons elepecting a response, and does not
include referrals from federal agencies, information gained from
facility inspections or DBQ employees, or self reported incidents.
"ECLS" means the Environmental Complaints and Local Services
Division of the DBQ.
"Eafereemeat Aetioa 11 means:
(A) any administrative
compliance
or penalty
order,
..:3
•
•
•
•
•
,
•
( B)
any aum~n~strat~ve
pet~t~on to revo1te or suspenei a perm~t
or license;
(C) a consent order or proposed consent order in lieu of any
enforcement action defined in subparagraph (~) or (B) , of this
definition; or
(D) A civil petition, or a criminal information or complaint
.
. . 1' or u~s
..:J'
t r~et
.
~n ffiUn~e~pa
court.
"!letiiatiea" means a voluntary negotiating process in \vhich
parties to a dispute agree to use a mediator to assist them in
jointly e:teploring ana settling their differences, with a goal of
resolving their differences by a formal agreement created by the
parties.
PReselutie;a" means the determination by the DBQ, based on
analysis ana investigation of a complaint, that there has not been
a violation of Oklahoma environmental statutes or rules as alleged
by a complaint, that the violation has been corrected, or that an
Enforcement Action has been fileei and the 14 ·day complainant
comment period has been considered.
11 Reepease" means the initiation of appropriate action, including
but not limited to investigation or referral of a complaint, ana
informing complainants regarding potential actions that may occur
baseei on a complaint.
252:2-17-3.

Receipt of complaints [REVOKED]

(a) Tell free hot liae.
The DEQ shall provide a toll free hot
line to receive environmental complaints.
..
(b) General mail er ether DEQ :pheae ~ere. 'Complaints may be
received by mail or by any of the DBQ' s phone numbers during
regular office hours.
·
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(c)
DEQ effiees.
Complaints may be made in person at any of the
DBQ's offices during regular office fiours.

252:2-17-4. Investigation of complaints [REVOKED]
·After receipt of a complaint, ECLS may assign an investigator to
tfie complaint. The investigator or other DBQ personnel may obtain
any information ·••"hicfi may tend to prove tfiere has or has not beeR
a violation of OklafimRa environmental statutes or rules, vvho tfie
poteRtially responsible persons are, and any otfier information
··vhicfi may be Reeded to resolve the complaint.

'
252:2-17-5. Notification [REVOKED]
(a)
Pete:atial aetie:as. WithiR t~m. (Z!) ~10rldng days of receipt of
a complaint, the BCLS shall notify the complaiRant of tfie potential
actions 'ivhich may occur to resolve tfie complaint.
(b)
Written BetifieatioB.
(1)
Within smren (7) ·.mrking days of the receipt of a
complaint, tfie ECLS shall notify tfie complainant, in ....riting, of
tfie determination of the course of action to be talten by the
BET.
( Z!)
Within seven ( 7) ·..·orldng days of the resolution of the
complaint,
the BCLS shall notify the complainant of the
resolution.
If
complainants notify the DBQ tfiey are
dissatisfied
·.dth
the
resolution
reached
by
tfie
DBQ,
complainants shall be notified in ·..·riting of tfieir options,
inclt;rding but not ~imit?d to ~ef?rral. on ·..· ritten request to an
outs~de source tra~ned 1n med1at1on.
(c)
Enforcement. If as a result of a complaint the DBQ undertaltes
an Enforcement Action, the ECLS shall notify by mail the person
\lhose complaint caused the Enforcement Action to be initiated of an
opportunity to provide, within fourteen (14) calendar days after
the date of the mailing of the notice, ·..·ritten information
pertinent to the complaint.
252:2-17-6. Referral of complaints [REVOKED]
(a)
To appropriate ageney. If the DBQ receives a complaint vvhich
clearly
falls
'•vithin
the
jurisdiction
ot another
state
environmental agency, the complaint sfiall be referred to the
appropriate agency \dtfiin one \•'orking day of the date of ·
determination of jurisdiction.
Complaints referred to other
agencies shall require no further action by the DEQ and ·.dll not be
referred by the.DEQ to mediation.
·
(b)
Te mediatieft.
Complainants '•iho are not satisfied 'ivith the ·
DEQ' s resolution of their complaint may ask the ECLS in r,,·riting to
refer their complaints to an outside source trained in mediation.
Participation in the mediation process shall not hinder or
interfere ·.dth any enforcement action taken by the DBQ. The BCLS
shall maintain a roster of certified 'ff!ediators r,,·hich shall be
available to the public.
Complainants and persons named in the
complaint shall be advised that participation in the mediation
process conducted by the outside source is completely voluntary and
confidential and that fulfillment of any agreements reached in
mediation shall be the responsibility of the parties of the
dispute. The DBQ shall not be responsible for any mediation costs.
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SUBCHAPTER 19.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

G~S

[REVOKED]

252:2-19-1. Authority and eligibility [REVOKED]
(a) A~eherity. This subchapter is adopted pursuant to 75 o.s. §
302, 27A 0.8. §2 2 101 and EJEeeutive Order 98 37.
(h) Eligihility.
Oklahoma teachers and youth 'group leaders are
eligible to apply for e:evirenmental education grants provided hy
the DEQ.
252:2-19-2. Amount of grants [REVOKED]
The DEQ ~dll a'mrd the follmwting ameu:ets to . successful
applicants:
(1) Up to and i:eeluding $ 200.00 for fiela trips,
(2) Up to ana i:eeluai:eg $ 500.00 fer activities, ana
(3)
Up to and including $1000.00 fer outdoor classroom/youth
group projects.
252:2-19-3. Criteria [REVOKED]
The follevwting vdll be considered hy the DBQ in determining grant
a·...ards:
(1)
Project proposea, ineluaing he,,. the p;r:ojeet aeeoffiplishes
the follmdng factors :
·
(A) Promotes enthusiasfft to learn more asout the environment,
(B) Fits in the school curriculum or youth group program,
(C)
Involves eofftfftllnity partnerships and/or outreach, if
applicable.
(2) Pruffiher of students/youth participating;
(3} Grade level of students/youth; a:ed
(4) Geographic location.
252:2-19-4. Application [REVOKED]
(a) Complete applieaeien. A complete application consists of a
cover page, a letter of eomfftitfftent, a summary of the project, a
projeetea timeline, a proposed budget and a procedure for
evaluation of the project.
(h) Ateaehmenes.
Photographs, clippings, diagraffts and other
graphic fftaterials, not to exceed five (5) pages double sided, may
he attached to the application.
(e) Deeumene s~missien. An original and t·.vo (2) copies, double
sided, of the application and attaehfftents must he submitted to the
DEQ, date stamped or postffiarlt;ed on or before the published
deadli:ae.
The DEQ ·,,rill Rot accept applications subffiitted .by
teleeopy/faesiffiile.
252:2-19-5. Cover page [REVOKED]
The cover page must iRclude the follov..i:ag information.
(1) Title of the project;
(2) Naffie of eo:atact person, position hela aRe relationship to
project,
·
(3) Name of school or youth group· organization;
(4)
Grade level(s) aRd Rumber of youth target~
(5) Federal Employer IdeRtification Rumber (tax ID#) ,
(6) Street address,
(7) Mailing address, if different from street addreps;
(8)
B mail address, if any,
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(9) Daytime and evening telephone numbers; and
(10)
Te±ecopy/facsimile number, if any.
252:2-19-6. Le'tter of.commitment [REVOKED]
The grant app±ication must be accompanied by a letter from the
"1
"1
'
•
1..
•
app:c~cant' s
prHw~pa:c
or superv~sor
stat~ng
tne
organ~rz!lation' s
support for the performance of the grant objectives.
·
0

0

0

252:2-19~7.

Summary of project [REVOKED]
The applicant ffiUSt submit a project summary, with a mmfimum
length of one page
doub±e sided. . The proj eat summary shall
include the following:
·
(1)
Synapsis. Provide one paragraph summarising the project,
( 2)
Deseriptiea.
Give a c±ear concise description of the
proposed proj eat, indicating ho\1 the proj eat promotes enthusiasm
to ±earn more about the environment, fits in the sehoo±
curriculum or youth group program and involves community
partnersaips and/or outreach, if applicable;
(3)
Geals aad ebjeetives.
Clearly define realistic goals and
obj actives.
Include information outlining ~ihere taese goals
address specific needs.
(4)
Implemeatatiea.
Describe how tao project \dll be
implemented and '<i'hether it cmphasi2es a aands on learning
approach.
Inc±ude
tee
proj act's
potential
fer
broad
implcment.atioJ;J:.
I

252:2-19-8. Timeline [REVOKED]
The app±icant must present target dates for project objectives.
252:2-19-9. Budget (REVOKED]
The applicant must pro;.Tide an itemized budget ·.dth specific
proj eat eJcpenditures of grant funds.
252:2-19-10.
Evaluation procedure (REVOKED]
The applicant must provide a description of the methods to be
used to measure proj eat effectiveness, including hm;r the evaluation
method vdll improve the proj eet' s strengta.
The applicant must
indicate in the evaluation method how the project .·.dll be continued
after grant funds are OJ~ended.
252:2-19-11.
Final written report [REVOKED]
App±icants vffio are a·.varded environmenta± education grants under
this subcaapter saall submit a final ····ritten report, outlining
accomplishments of the grant obj actives and mipenditures on or
before December 15 follmiing the a\vard.
252:2-19-12.
Shared strategies [REVOKED]
Strategies from applicants ~iao are mvarded envirenmenta±
education grants under this subchapter r,vill become the property of
the Environmental Quality Education Committee and may be shared
'<vith other interested environmental educators.
SUBCHAPTER 21.

LOCAL PROJECT FUNDING (REVOKED]

252:2-21-1 •. Purpose, authority and applicability (REVOKED]
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(a) Per!'ese,
The purpose of this Sus chapter is to i'lt1plmaent
B1eeeutive Oraer 9 8 3 7, mandating state agencies to esta:Sl ish
criteria for local project funding contracts.
(b) Aetherity . . This su:Sehapter is aaoptea pursuant to 75 o.s.
§302, 27A O.S. §2 2 101 ana ~eecutive Oraer 98 37.
(e) A!'!'lieahilit.y.
The rules in this Subchapter apply to any
private entity,
political subdivision,
ana unit of local
government, including municipal ana county governments ana school
aistriets.
.
252:2-21-2.

,__.

'Criteria [REVOKED]

.

(a)
The DEQ 'iiill consider the follmdng criteria in aeterffiining
funding priorities for local projects:
.
(1)
Criteria established :Sy relevaat statutory authority, ana
(2) Criteria established b~f rules aaoptea for the specific DEQ
program area pursuant to relevant statutory authority.
·
(b) If relevant statutory authority ana program specific rules ao
not establish criteria, the DEQ 'iw'ill consider the follo·..,.ing in
determining funding priorities for local projects:
(1)
Potential of the project to effectively promote
environmeatal health and safety or environmental education and
a'fmreness;
(2)
Potential to enhance related programs or efforts by the
recipient,
(3) ~lumber of persoas beaefitted, and
(4) Equita:Sle geographic distribution.
252:2-21-3.

Proposals [REVOKED]

(a) Whe applicant must su:Smit a proposal in accordance ~1ith the
rules implementing the statutory program aad/or forms provided :Sy
the DEQ.
(b)
Proposals must demonstrate that the proposed proj eat will
implement and be consistent 'idth relevant statutes and rules of the
specific program area.
252:2-21-4.

Funding [REVOKED]

Within the priority criteria, funds shall be graated on a first
come first served :Sasis until funds are depleted.
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APPENDIX A.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
BEFORE 'l'HE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD [REVOKEDl

IN THE MATTER OF

Matter No.

RULE OAC 252: ________________

Date filed:

Subject area:

(
(

(
(

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

(
(
(

(

Solid.Waste
Water Quality
. Operator Certification.
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
program and to any appropriate Council.
1.

Nature of request:
( ) Adoption of new rule (s)
( ) Amendment of existing rule(s)
( ) Repeal of existing rule(s)
Identified as Rule Number (s) :

--·(~O~A~C~n-u-mb~e--r-.i~f~k-n_o_w_n~).----

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made, a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling, and how . the proposed
rulemaking would affect those interests and would affect
others.
·

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
. Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a. 11

4.

If a Council has considered this matter, please indicate the
name of the Council and the date {s) the matter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

5.

Attachment (s) : ( ) suggested language

) further explanation

by:
(print name)

Name of Business or group
or Name of Individual (print) :
Signature:
Address:
Phone:
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(title)

APPENDIX B.
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY [REVOKED]

IN THE MATTER OF

Matter No.

RULE OAC 252 : _ _ _ _ _ __
(or Case No.

Date filed:

Subject area:

)
)
)
)

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
program.
1.

Rule Number(s):
(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made and a·statement of your
personal interest in the ruling.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4.

Attachment(s):

List of Exhibits
Further explanation

Name of Business or group
or Name of Individual (print) :

by:~~~--~--
(p.rint name)

(title)

-------------------------------------

Signature:
Address:

Phone:
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APPENDIX C.

PERMITTING PROCESS SUMMARY [REVOKED]
Steps

Tier
I

Tier
II

Tier
III

Filing - Applicant files application, pays
any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting - Notice - 30-day
opportunity is published with notice of
filing. · DEQ holds meeting if requested and
sufficient interest is shown.
·

No

No

Yes

Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
supply any missing information.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and requests
applicant to cure any deficiencies;

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft permit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after completing review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice of draft permit, public comment
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
one newspaper local to site.
(DEQ publishes
notice of draft denial.)

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft permits; 30 days for all
others.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
permit and request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held. Results in final order.

No

No

Yes

Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public meeting

-

Conducted by DEQ if held

Review of comments

-

DEQ (written response)
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 4. RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Chapter 4. Rules of Practice and Procedure [NEW]
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A O.S. § 2-2101; Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302
DATES:
Comment peri?d:
October 16, 2000, through November 6, 2000
Public hearing:
November 14, 2000 and February 23, 2001
Adoption:
February 23, 2001
Submitted to Governor:
Submitted to House:
Submitted to Senate:
Gubernatorial approval:
Legislative approval:
Final adoption:
Effective:
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The Administrative Procedures Act requires each agency to adopt
rules describing its organization, methods of operation and methods
by which people may obtain information from or give information to
the agency. These rules must also specify the requirements of all
formal and informal procedures available, including a description
of forms and instructions. (75 o.s. §302)
This proposed new Chapter 4 is a combination of three chapters
of administrative rules relating to the DEQ, which will.be revoked
when Chapter 4 is adopted, i.e. current Chapter 1 (Procedures of
the Environmental Quality Board), current Chapter 2 (Procedures of
the DEQ), and current Chapter 3 (Procedures of the Environmental
Quality Councils) .
Duplicative and redundant rules were eliminated. The rulemaking
process rules were rewritten in chronological order.
. The
permitting process rules were substantially rewritten to simplify
and clarify them.
Three separate subchapters dealing with
administrative proceedings were combined into one subchapter that
addresses all individual proceedings.
Statutory language was
deleted.
·
The proposed Chapter 4 rules address general provisions, Board
and
council
meetings
and public
forums,
rulemaking,
the
environmental permit process, administrative proceedings, complaint
processing, environmental education grants and local project
funding.
This chapter also includes rules recommended by the Air Quality
Council on June 14, 2000, which address hearings ·before that
i

council. Rule numbers were changed to be consistent with the new
proposed Chapter 4. ·see proposed Subchapter 4, Part 5.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
There are analogous federal rules for permitting.
40 CFR Part
124
contains
federal
rules
entitled
"Procedures
for
Decisionmaking".
Subpart A, "General Program Requirements",
contains EPA procedures for issuing RCRA, UIC, PSD and NPDES
permits.
In those programs for which DEQ has received delegation
or authorization from EPA, the DEQ is required by federal law to
follow some EPA procedures in addition to those required under
state law.
In those cases, the EPA procedures have been
incorporated, by reference by the specific program area either by
rule or by program approval.
In the current Chapter 2 and the
proposed Chapter 4 rules, additional notice requirements are
acknowledged for NPDEs; RCRA, and UIC permits.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Barbara Rauch by e-mail barbara. rauch®deqmail. state. ok. us
or by phone (405) 702-7189 or fax (702-7101). The DEQ is located
at 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102.
The mailing
address is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73101-1677.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The adoption of this new chapter was first considered by the
Environmental Quality Board at their November 14, 2000 meeting, at
which time board members continued it until the February 23, 2001
meeting.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTION DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S. § 308.1(A}, WITH
AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 2001.
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SUBCHAPTER 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:4-1-1.
Purpose and authority
Purpose. This Chapter describes the practices and procedures
of the Environmental Quality Board. Advisory Councils, and the
Department of Environmental Quality.
lQl Authority. This Chapter is authorized by the Administrative
Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302, and the Environmental Quality Code,
27A O.S. § 2-2-101.
~
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252:4-1-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Chapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
.. Administratively complete 11 means an application that contains
the information specified in the· application form and rules in
sufficient detail to allow the DEQ to begin technical review.
••Administrative hearing 11 is defined at 27A 0. S. § 2-1-102 and is
synonymous with "individual proceeding 11 as that term is defined in
the Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 250.1 et seq. ·
11 Administrative Law Judge 11 is synonymous with "hearing examiner 11
as that term is defined in the Administrative Procedures Act.
11 Advisory
Councils or Council 11 means any of the following
Councils: the Air Quality Advisory Council, the Hazardous Waste
Management Advisory Council. the Laboratory Services Advisory
Council, the Radiation Management Advisory Council, the Solid Waste
Management Advisory Council, the Water Quality Management Advisory
Council,
and the Waterworks and Wastewater Works Operator
Certification Advisory Council.
11 APA 11 means the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act,
75 O.S.
§ 250. 1 et seq.
11 Application 11 means
"a document or set of documents, filed with
the
[DEOl,
for the purpose of receiving a permit or the
modification, amendment or renewal thereof from the [DEQ] ... any
subsequent additions, revisions or modifications submitted to the
[DEOl which supplement, correct or amend a pending application."
[27A O.S. § 2-14-103(1)]
11 Board 11 means the Environmental Quality Board.
11 Code 11
means the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code, 27A O.S.
§ 2-1-101 et seq.
11 Complaint 11
means any written or oral information submitted to
DEO
alleging
site-specific
environmental
pollution
except
information gained from facility inspections, or self-reported
incidents.
11
Department or DE0 11 means the Department ·of Environmental
Quality.
11
Enforcement action 11 means:
(A)
a written communication from the DEQ to an alleged
violator that identifies the alleged violations and directs or
orders that the violations be corrected and/or their effect
remedied;
{B) an administrative action to revoke or suspend a permit or
license:
·
(C)
a consent order or proposed consent order;
(D)
a civil petition, a complaint in municipal court, or a
1

complaint in federal district court;
(E) a referral by the DEO to the Oklahoma Attorney General's
office, a state District Attorney's office, a U.S. Attornev's
office, or a state or federal law enforcement agency for
investigation.
"Executive Director" means the Executive Director of the.
Department of Environmental Quality.
"False complaint" means any written or oral information submitted
to DEO alleging site-specific environmental pollution by a person
who
knowingly
and
willfully
gives
false
information
or
misrepr~sents material information.
"Individual proceeding" is defined in the APA [75 0. S. §
250.3(7)]. 'rt includes an administrative evidentiary hearing to
resolve issues of law or fact between parties, resulting in an
order.
"Mediation" means a voluntary· negotiating process in which
parties to a dispute agree to use a mediator to assist them in
jointly exploring and settling their differences, with a goal of
resolving their differences by a formal agreement created by the
parties.
.
"Notice of deficiencies" means a written notice to an applicant,
describing with reasonable specificity the deficiencies in a permit
application and requesting supplemental information.
"Off-site", as used in hazardous waste, solid waste and
Underground Injection Control (UIC) tier classifications, means a
facility which receives waste from various sources for treatment,
storage, processing, or disposal.
"On-site", as used in hazardous waste; solid waste and UIC tier
classifications, means a facility owned and operated by an industrv
for the treatment, storage, processing, or disposal of its own
waste exclusively.
"Program" means a regulatory section or division of the DEO.
"Respondent 11 means a person or legal entity against whom relief
is sought.
"Submittal" means a document or group of documents provided as
part of an application.
"Supplement" means a resoonse to a recruest for additional
information following completeness and technical reviews, and
information submitted voluntarily by the applicant.
"Technical review" means the evaluation of an application for
compliance with applicable program rules.
252:4-l-3.
Organization
Environmental Quality Board. The Environmental Quality Board
consists of thirteen (13) members, appointed by the Governor with
the advice and consent of the Senate,
selected from the
environmental profession,
general industry,
hazardous waste
industry, solid waste industry, water usage, petroleum industries,
agriculture industries, conservation districts, local city or town
governments,
rural water districts, and statewide nonprofit
environmental organizations.
(See further 27A O.S. § 2-2-101.)
lQl Advisory Councils. There are seven advisory councils, each
consisting of nine (9) members appointed by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, the President Pro Tempore of the Senate
or the Governor. (See further 27A O.S. § 2-2-201 and 59 O.S. § 1101

~
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et seq.)

l£l

DEO.
The DEO consists of the following divisions:
Administrative Services, Air Quality, Land Protection, Water
Quality, Environmental Complaints and Local Services, Customer
Services and the State Environmental Laboratory.
252:4-1-4.
Office location and hours; communications
Office location and hours. The principal office of the DEO is

J.ll

707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102.
The mailing
address is P .0. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677.
Office hours are from 8:00a.m. to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday
except state holidays.
.
JQl Communications. Unless a person is working with a particular
person or departmental area, written communication to the DEO shall
be addressed to the Executive Director.
J1l Board. Communications to the Board may be made through the
Executive Director.
lal Council. Communications to a Council may be made through
the Division Director of the program with which the Council
works.
252:4-1-5.
Availability of a record
Availability.
Records of the Board. Advisory Councils,

JBl

and
DEQ, not otherwise confidential or privileged from disclosure by
law, shall be available to the public for inspection and copying at
the DEO's
principal office during normal
business hours.
Information. data or materials required to be submitted to the DEO
in a permit application process shall be made available to the
public in accordance with the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act (27A O.S. § 2-14-101 et seq.) and the rules in this
Chapter.
The DEO may take reasonable precautions in order to
ensure the safety and integrity of records under its care.
lQl Removal. A record may be removed from the DEQ's offices or
storage areas only with permission of the record's custodian.

l£l Reproduction.
l1l By DEQ. The DEQ may limit the number of copies made and
the time and personnel available for reproduction of records
requested by a member of the public.
i l l Commercial reproduction. With advance notice to the DEO.
a person may arrange for the pick-up, reproduction and return of
records by a commercial copying service at his/her own expense.
i l l Other. With prior DEQ approval. a person may bring in and
use his/her own copy machine.
l.Ql Confidentiality.
Any
person
asserting
a
claim
of
confidentiality for any document submitted to the Board, Council or
DEO must substantiate the claim upon submission. The DEO will make
a determination on the claim and notify the person asserting the
claim within a reasonable time.
Each program may have more
specific requirements. as required by state law or federal rule.
[See 27A O.S. § 2-5-105(18) and 40 CFR § 2 Subpart B. particularly
§ 2.301 {Clean Air Act). § 2.302 (Clean Water Act), § 2.304 (Safe
Drinking Water Act), § 2.305 (Solid Waste Disposal Act. as amended
by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) , and § 2. 310 ·
{Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act. as amended by Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act)].
3
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Certification.
Copies of official records of the Board,
Advisory Councils or DEQ may be certified by the Executive Director
or his/her designees.
lfl Charge. The DEO's administrative fee schedule applies to inhouse copying or reproduction of records for or by members of the
public.
i.§l.

252:4-1-6.
Administrative fees
Photocopying. The fee for copying letter or legal sized paper
is $0.25 per page.
lQl Certified copy. The fee for a certified copy of a document is
$1.00 per document .
.i£1. Search fee. When the request is solely for commercial purpose
or clearly would cause excessive disruption of the DEO's essential
functions, the document search fee is as follows:
( 1)
0 - 15 minut·es, no charge;
(2)
16 - 30 minutes, $5.00;
(3)
everv subsequent 30-minute increment or portion thereof.
$5.00.

.iE.l.

252:4-1-7.
Fee credits for regulatory fees
(a)
The Executive Director may authorize Divisions of the DEO
which have programs that collect recurring fees to apply a credit
towards certain future invoices for those fees. The credit must be
applied only within the program from which the carryover fees are
derived. Only the amount that is projected to exceed three months
of funding beyond the upcoming budget year for that program can be
credited. A summary of any credit applied shall be reported to the
Environmental Quality Board. For a credit to be applied:
{1)
there must be a projected balance in the fee account
carried over from the previous year;
(2)
the credit must be distributable pro rata among the fee
payers;
(3)
the credit must be large enough to justify its
administrative cost; and
(4)
the Division must be unaware of a longer-range need, such
as match for a superfund clean-up project.
(b) The DEO shall explain on the invoices that a carryover exists
and that an identified one-time credit is being applied.
252:4-1-8.
Board and Councils
Officers. A chair of the Board shall not serve as chair for
more than three {3) consecutive years. Officers of a Council may
succeed themselves as officers at the discretion of a Council.
lQl Committees. Ad hoc committees may be appointed to assist the
Board or a Council for any lawful purpose.

lE.l.

252:4-1-9.
Severability
The provisions of OAC 252 are severable. and if any part or
provision hereof shall be held void, the decision of the court so
holding shall not affect or impair any of the remaining parts or
provisions of OAC 252.
SUBCHAPTER 3.

MEETINGS AND PUBLIC FORUMS
4

252:4-3-1.
Meetings
Board. The Board shall hold quarterly meetings and may hold
other meetings as it deems necessary.
Jhl.. Council.
Each council shall hold at least one regularly
scheduled meeting per calendar year, except the Air Quality
Advisory Council which shall hold at least two regularly scheduled
meetings.
jgl Location.
The Board or a Council may meet at any location
convenient and open to the public in this state to encourage public
participation in the environmental rulemaking process.
lQl Agenda.
The proposed agenda of a meeting may be developed
with the advice of members and modified by the Chair.
Time
permitting, 'a copy of the proposed agenda shall be sent to each
Board or Council member at least ten (10) calendar days before a
regularly scheduled meeting. The Board or Council may, by majority
vote during a meeting, continue anagenda item to or specify a new
agenda item for another meeting or forum.
i.§l_ Public comment.
The agenda shall reserve time during the
meeting for public comment· on agenda action items. The DEQ shall
provide sign-in sheets at each meeting for persons who wish to
present written or oral comment on an agenda action item.
The
Chair reserves the right to rearrange the agenda items during the
meeting to accommodate public comment.
The Chair may set
reasonable time limits on oral comment and may accept written
submittals on behalf of the Council or the Board.

l.9l.

252:4-3-2.
Public forums
Generally. A public forum for rece1v1ng public comments and
dissemination of information may be held in conjunction with a
Council or Board meeting but shall be a separate meeting.
Jhl.. Location. Each forum may be held at a different location in
the state.
jgl For.mat.
The forum shall be conducted bv the Chair or the
Chair's designee.
lQl Public comment. The DEO shall provide sign-in sheets at each
meeting for persons who wish to present written or oral comments.
The Chair may set reasonable time limits on oral comment and may
accept written submittals on behalf of the Council or the Board.

l.9l.

SUBCHAPTER 5.

RULEMAK:ING

252:4-5-1.
Adoption and revocation
The Board has the authority to adopt new or amended emergency or
permanent rules and revoke existing rules within its jurisdiction.

Rule development
The DEQ may begin the development of rules at the
request of or on behalf of the Board or a Council or upon petition
by an interested person. The DEQ may appoint committees to assist
in the development of rules.
Jhl.. Public. Any person may informally discuss proposed niles with
the DEO or may suggest proposed rules during a council meeting.
Also, any person may file a petition with the DEO formally
requesting the adoption, amendment, or revocation of one or more
252:4-5-2.

J...gl_

DEQ.
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rules.
252:4-5-3.
Petitions for Rulemakinq
1£1 Form and content of petition. Rulemaking petitions shall be
in writing and filed with the DEO. The petition shall include the
information and follow the format in Appendix A of this Chapter.
The DEQ shall provide a copy of the filed petition to the Board.
lhl Referral.
The DEO shall refer a filed petition to the
appropriate Council or, if none, to the appropriate DEO program for
review.
A petition referred to a Council shall be set on the
agenda of the next available Council meeting for action.
l£1.. Status.
The DEQ shall advise the Board of the status of
rulemaking petitions.
252:4-5-4.
Notice of per.manent rulemaking
The DEO shall submit notices of proposed permanent rulemaking to
the Office of Administrative Rules for publication in accordance
with the APA and the Administrative Rules on Rulemaking (OAC
655:10).

252:4-5-5.
Rulemakinq hearings
Hearing.
Hearings before a Council or the Board shall be
conducted by the Chair or the Chair's designee.
lQl Public comments. The public may make comments orally at the
hearing or submit comments in writing by the end of the specified
public comment period, or both. Persons wishing to comment orally
may be required to fill out a written request form.
The person
conducting the hearing may set reasonable time limits on oral
presentations, may exclude repetitive or irrelevant comments and
may require that oral presentations be submitted in writing.
l£l Public comment period. The comment period shall end at the
conclusion of the hearing if the agenda indicates that the Council
intends to make a final recommendation on the rules or that the
Board intends to take a final action on the rules. Otherwise, the
comment period may be extended by the person conducting such
hearing for no more than thirty (30) calendar days after the
hearing or until the close of the hearing, if continued.
lQl Summary of comments.
The DEO shall maintain a summary of
comments received on proposed rules during written comment periods.
The summary shall be provided to the Council or Board prior to
taking final action on the rule.
1§1 Hearing continuation. A Council or the Board may continue the
hearing by majority vote.
Notice of the continuation shall be
announced at the hearing and shall not require publication.

1£1

252:4-5-6.
Council actions
Contents of recommendation. On behalf of a Council, the DEQ
shall prepare a recommendation submittal on proposed permanent
rules, which shall include the text of the proposed rules, a
summary of pertinent minutes of Council meetings, and a summary of
comments received. Recommendations may also be made for rules with
a finding of emergency.
The Council may recommend that anv
proposed rule be adopted by the Board on a permanent and emergency
basis simultaneously.
lhl On remand.
The Council shall reconsider any rulemaking

1£1
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recommendation remanded by the Board.
252:4-5-7.
Presentation to Board
Compliance with APA. When proposed rules are presented to .the
Board, the DEO shall indicate the rulemaking procedures which have
been followed.
J.Ql. Board packets.
The DEO shall prepare a board packet
consisting of the text of proposed rules, an executive summary, a
rule impact statement. an economic impact/environmental benefit
statement (if applicable), a summary of comments received on
proposed rules at rulemaking hearings and during written comment
periods, the Council's recommendations and a summary of pertinent
Council meeting minutes (if applicable) . The Board packets shall
be sent to members with the proposed agenda of the Board meeting at
which rules are to be considered.
Board packets for emergency
rules may vary.
_igJ_

252:4-5-8.
Board actions
_lgJ_ Referral.
The Board mav refer any rulemaking matter to the

DEO
or
an
appropriate
Council
for
review,
comment
or
recommendation.
J.Ql. Proposed permanent rules.
The Board will not consider
proposed permanent rules for adoption without the appropriate
Council's recommendation except those rules for which no council
has jurisdiction.
jQl Proposed emergency rules. The Board may· adopt emergency rules
without the advice of a Council in accordance with 27A O.S. § 2-2101.
lQl Final lanauaae of rules. The rules adopted or repealed by the
Board may vary from the Council recommendation except for rules
recommended by the Air Quality Council.
(See further, Oklahoma
Clean Air Act at 27A O.S. § 2-5-106.) ·
1§1 Remand.
The Board mav remand a Council's rulemaking
recommendation for reconsideration.
l f l Notice to Council. The DEO shall provide each Council with
copies of emergency rules adopted by the Board without the
Council's recommendation and of any rules adopted by the Board
which vary from that Council's recommendation.
252:4-5-9.
Rulemakinq record
The DEO shall maintain a rulemaking record on all rules adopted
or revoked by the Board.
SUBCHAPTER 7 .

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESS

PART l.

THE PROCESS

252:4-7-l.
Authority
The rules in this Subchapter implement the Oklahoma Uniform
Environmental Permitting Act, 27A O.S. § 2-14-101 et seq., and
apply to applicants for and holders of DEO permits and o ther
authorizations.
252:4-7-2.
Preamble
The Uniform Environmental

Permitting
7

Act

requires

that

DEO

licenses, permits, certificates, approvals and registrations fit
into an application category, or Tier, established under the
uniform environmental permitting rules. Tier I is the category for
those things that are basically administrative decisions which can
be made by a technical supervisor with no public participation
. except for the landowner. Tier II is the category for those permit
applications that have some public participation (notice to the
public, the opportunity for a public meeting and public comment),
and the administrative decision is made by the Division Director.
Tier III is the category for those permit applications that have
extensive public participation
(notice to the public,
the
opportunity , for a public meeting and public comment, and the
opportunity for an administrative evidentiary hearing) , and the
administrative decision is made by the Executive Director.
252:4-7-3.
Compliance
Applicants and permittees are subject to the laws and rules of
the DEQ as they exist on the date of filing an application and
afterwards as changed.
252:4-7-4.
Filing an application
Tier I.
The applicant shall file ( 2) copies of a Tier I
application unless the application form or instructions specifies
that only one (1) copy is needed. Applicants seeking permits for
alternative individual on-site sewage disposal systems and
alternative small public on-site sewage disposal systems (OAC
252:641) shall file one copy with the local DEO office for the
county in which the real property is located.
lQl Tier II & III. The applicant shall file three (3) copies of
Tier II and Tier III applications with the DEQ and place one (1)
copy for public review in the county in which the site, facility or
activity is located.
lE.l_

252:4-7-5.
Fees
Fees shall be submitted with the application and,
herein provided, will not be refunded.

except as

252:4-7-6.
Receipt of applications
When an application and appropriate fee are received, each
program shall:
(1)
file stamp the application with the date of receipt, the
Division and/or program name and an identification number;
(2)
assign the application to a permit reviewer; and
(3)
enter this information in a database or log book.
252:4-7-7.
Administrative completeness review
The reviewer shall have 60 calendar days from the file-stamped
date of filing to determine if the application is administratively
complete.
111 Not complete. If the reviewer decides that the application
is not complete, he/she shall immediately notify the applicant
by mail, describing with reasonable specificity the deficiencies
and requesting supplemental information.
The reviewer may
continue to ask for specific information until the application
is administratively complete. If the reviewer does not notify
8
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the applicant of deficiencies, the period for technical review
shall begin at the close of the administrative completeness
review period.
Jll Complete.
When the application is administratively
complete, the reviewer shall enter the date in the database or
log book and immediately notify the applicant by mail.
The
period for technical review begins.
252:4-7-8.
Technical review
(a)
Each program shall have the time period specified in Parts 3
through· 5 of this Subchapter to review each application for
technical compliance with the relevant rules and to reach a final
determinatio'n. If the data in the application does not technically
comply with the relevant rules or law, the reviewer may notify the
applicant by mail, describing with reasonable specificity the
deficiencies and requesting supplemental information.
(b)
Any environmental permit that is not described in this
Subchapter shall be reviewed with all due and reasonable speed.

~

252:4-7-9.
When review times stop
The time period for review stops during:
(1)
litigation;
(2) public review and participation, including waiting periods,
comment periods, public meetings, administrative hearings, DEO
preparation of response to comments and/or review by state or
federal agencies;
·
(3)
requests for supplemental information; and
(4)
the time in which an applicant amends his/her application
of his/her own accord.
252:4-7-10. Supplemental time
The Notice of Deficiencies and request for supplemental
information may state that up to 30 additional calendar days may be
added to the application processing time.
Requests for
supplemental information may also state that additional days for
technical review equal to the number of days the applicant used to
respond may be added to the review time.
252:4-7-11. Extensions
Extensions to the time lines of this Subchapter shall only be
made by agreement or when the Executive Director certifie~ that
circumstances outside the DEO's control, including acts of God, a
substantial and unexpected increase in the number of applications
filed, or additional review duties imposed on the DEO from an
outside source, prevent the reviewer from meeting the time periods.

-

252:4-7-12. Failure to meet deadline
Where failure to meet a deadline is imminent, then:
(1)
At least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the deadline
the DEO shall reassign staff and/or retain outside consultants
to meet such deadline; or
(2)
The applicant may agree to an extension of time for a
specific purpose and period of time with refund of the entire
application fee,· unless a refund is prohibited by law.
9

252:4-7-13.

Notices

lgl Statutory requirements for notice. The Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act requires an applicant to give notice in accordance
with 27A O.S. § 2-14-301.
lQl Notice to landowner. Applicants shall certify by affidavit
that they own the real property, have a current lease or easement
which is given to accomplish the permitted purpose or have provided
legal notice to the landowner.
l£l Notice content. The applicant shall provide DEQ with a draft
notice for approval prior to publication.
All published legal
notice(s) shall contain the:
(1)
Name and address of the applicant;
(2)
Name; address and legal description of the site. facility
and/or activity;
(3}
Purpose of notice;
(4)
Type of permit or permit action being sought;
(5)
Description of activities to be regulated;
(6}
Locations where the application mav be reviewed;
(7)
Names, addresses and telephone numbers of contact persons
for the DEQ and for the applicant;
(8) Description of public participation opportunities and time
period for comment and requests; and
(9) Any other information required by DEQ rules.
lQl Proof of publication. Within twenty (20) days after the date
of publication, an applicant shall provide the DEQ with a written
affidavit of publication for each notice published.
In case of a
.mistake in a published notice, the DEO shall require a legal notice
of correction or republication of the entire notice, whichever is
appropriate.
Inconsequential errors in spelling, grammar or
punctuation shall not be cause for correction or republication.
1§1 Exception to notice requirement. Applicants for solid waste
transfer station permits may be exempt from public meeting
requirements under 27A O.S. § 2-10-307.

Jil

Additional notice.
(1)
Applicants for a NPDES, RCRA or UIC permit are subject to
additional notice provisions of federal requirements adopted by
reference as DEO rules.
(2) Applicants for a proposed wastewater discharge permit that
may affect the water quality of a neighboring state or a Part 70
permit that may affect the air quality of a neighboring state
must give written notice to the environmental regulatory agency
of that state . [ 2 7A 0 . S . § 2 - 5 - 112 (E) J
(3)
Applicants for a landfill permit shall provide notice by
certified mail, return receipt requested, to owners of mineral
interests and to adjacent landowners whose property may be
substantially affected by installation of a landfill site. See
DuLaney v. OSDH, 868 P.2d 676 ( Okl. 1993).

252:4-7-14.

Withdrawing applications

lgl By applicant. An applicant may withdraw an application at any
time with written notice to the DEQ and forfeiture of fees.
JQl By DEQ. Except for good cause shown, when an applicant fails
to supplement an application within 180 days after the mailing date
of a Notice of Deficiencies, or by an agreed date, the DEO shall
void the application.
The DEQ shall notify the applicant of an
10

opportunity to show cause why this should not occur.
252:4-7-15. Permit issuance or denial
Compliance required.
A new. modified or renewed permit or
other authorization sought by the applicant shall not be issued
until the DEQ has determined the application is in. substantial
compliance with applicable requirements of the Code and DEO rules.
lQl Conditions for issuance. The Department may not issue a new,
modified or renewed permit or other authorization sought by the
applicant if:
(1) The applicant has not paid all monies owed to the DEO or
is not in substantial compliance with the Code, DEO rules and
the terms of any existing DEO permits and orders. The DEO may
impose special conditions on the applicant to assure
compliance and/or a separate schedule which the DEO considers
necessary to achieve required compliance; or
(2)
Material facts were misrepresented or omitted from the
application and the applicant knew or should have known of
such misrepresentation or omission.

1£1

252:4-7-16. Tier II and I I I modifications
For Tier II and III permit modification actions, onlv those
issues relevant to the modification(s) shall be reopened for public
review and comment.
252:4-7-17. Permit decision-making authority
Designated positions. The Executive Director may delegate in
writing the power and duty to issue. renew. amend, modify and deny
permits and take other authorization or registration action. Unless
delegated to a Division Director by formal assignment or rule, the
authority to act on Tier I applications shall be delegated to
positions
within each permitting program having technical
supervisory responsibilities and, for local actions authorized by
law, to environmental specialist positions held by the DEO's local
·services representatives.
The authority to act on emergency
permits or Tier II applications shall be delegated to the Division
Director of the applicable permitting division.
lQl Revision. The Executive Director may amend any delegat-ion in
writing.

1£1

252:4-7-18. Pre-issuance permit review and correction
Applicant review. The DEO may ask an applicant to review its
permit for calculation and clerical errors or mistakes of fact or
law before the permit is issued.
lQl Correction.
The DEO may correct any permit before it is
issued.
i l l Notice of significant corrections. For permits based on
Tier II and III applications. an applicant shall publish legal
notice in one newspaper local to the site of any correction or
change proposed by the DEO which significantly alters a
facility's permitted size, capacity or limits.
121 Comments. The DEO may open a public comment period and/or
reconvene a public meeting and/or administrative hearing to
receive public comments on the proposed correction(s).

1£1
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252:4-7-19. Consolidation of permitting process
Discretionary.
Whenever an applicant applies for more than
one permit for the same site, the DEQ may authorize, with the
consent of the applicant, the review of the applications to be
consolidated so that each required draft permit, draft denial
and/or proposed permit is prepared at the same time and public
participation opportunities are combined.
JQl Scope. When consolidation is authorized by the DEO:
(1) The procedural requirements for the highest specified tier
shall apply to each affected application.
(2)
The DEO may also authorize the consolidation of public
comment
periods,
process
and
public
meetings,
and/or
administrative permit hearings.
(3)
Final permits may be issued together.
l£l Renewal. The DEO may coordinate the expiration dates of new
permits issued to an applicant for the same facility or activity so
that all the permits are of the same duration.
jg_L Multiple modifications.
Subsections (a) and (b) of this
section shall also apply to multiple Tier II and III applications
for permit modifications.
~

PART 3.

AIR QUALITY DIVISION TIERS AND TIME LINES

252:4-7-31. Air quality time lines
The following air quality permits and authorizations shall be
technically reviewed and issued or denied within the time frames
specified below.
(1} Construction permits:
(A)
PSD and Part 70 Sources - 365 days.
(B)
Minor Facilities - 180 days.
(2) Operating permits:
(A)
Part 70 Sources - 540 days.
(B)
Minor Facilities - 365 days.
(3)
Relocation permits - 30 days.
252:4-7-32. Air quality applications - Tier I
Minor
facility
permits.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations for minor facilities reguire Tier I applications.
l1l New permits. New construction, operating and relocation
permits.
~
Modifications of per.mits.
(A)
Modification of a construction Permit for a minor
facility that will remain minor after the modific~tion.
(B) Modification of an operating permit that will not change
the facility's classification from minor to major.
(C)
Extension of expiration date of a construction permit.
lJl Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
lQl Part 70 source permits.
The following air quality
authorizations for Part 70 sources require Tier I applications.
~
New permits.
(A}
New construction permit for an existing Part 70 source
for any change considered minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b) {1).
(B)
New operating permit that:
{i)
is based on a construction permit that was processed
under Tier II or III, and 252:100-8-8, and
~
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(ii}
has conditions which do not differ from the
construction · permit's operating conditions in any way
considered significant under 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (2}.
111 Modifications of per.mits.
(A)
Modification of any operating permit condition that:
(i) is based on the operating conditions of a construction
permit that was processed under Tier II or III, and
252:100-8-8, and
(ii)
does not differ from those construction permit
conditions in any way considered significant under 252:1008-7.2(b}(2).
(B) ·A construction or operating permit modification that is
minor under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1).
(C)
Extension of expiration date of a Part 70 source's
construction permit with no or minor modifications.
l£l Other authorizations.
The
following
air
quality
authorizations require Tier I applications.
(1)
New, modified and renewed individual authorizations under
general· operating permits for which a schedule of compliance is
not reauired by 252:100-8-5 (c) (8} (B) (i).
(2)
Burn approvals.
(3) Plant-wide emission plan approval under 252:100-37-25(b) or
252:100-39-46 (j} •
(4)
Administrative amendments of all air quality permits and
other authorizations.
· (5)
Alternative emissions reduction au-thorizations.
(Also
subject to state implementation plan revision procedures in
252:100-11.}
252:4-7-33.
Air quality applications - Tier I I
Minor facility per.mit actions. Any minor facility seeking a
permit for a modification that when completed would turn it into a
Part 70 source is required to apply under subsection (b) of this
section.
lQl Part 70 source permits.
The
followina air quality
authorizations for Part 70 sources require Tier II applications.
l1l New permits.
(A)
New construction permit for a new Part 70 source not
classified under Tier III.
(B)
New construction permit for an existing Part 70 source
for anv change considered significant under 252:100-87.2(b} (2) and which is not classified under Tier III.
(C)
New operating permit for a Part 70 source that did not
have an underlying construction permit processed under Tier I I
or III, and 252:100-8-8.
(D)
New operating permit with one or more conditions that
differ from the underlying Tier II or III construction
permit's operating conditions in a way considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (2).
(E)
New acid rain permit that is independent of a Part 70
permit application.
(F)
New temporary source permit under 252:100-8-6.2.
111 Modifications of per.mits.
(A)
Significant modification, as described in 252:100-87.2 (b) ( 2) , of an operating permit that is not based on an
~

--
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underlying construction permit processed under Tier II or III,
and 252:100-8-8.
(B)
Modification of an operating permit when the conditions
proposed
for
modification differ from
the
underlying
construction permit's operating conditions in a way considered
significant under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
(C) A construction permit modification considered significant
under 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2) and which is not classified under
Tier III.
lJl Renewals. Renewals of operating permits.
l£l Other
authorizations.
The
followino
air
quality
authorizations require Tier II applications.
(1)
New, 'modified and renewed general operating oermits.
(2)
Individual authorizations under any general operatino
permit for which a schedule of compliance is required by
252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B) (i).
252:4-7-34. Air quality applications - Tier I I I
New major stationary sources. A construction permit for any
new major stationary source listed in this subsection requires a
Tier III application.
For purposes of this section, "Major
stationary source" means:
(1) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits,
or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation:
(A)
carbon black plants (furnace process) ,
(B)
charcoal production plants,
(C)
chemical process plants,
(D)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ,
(E)
coke oven batteries,
(F) fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion thereof), totaling more
than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(G) fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
(H)
fuel conversion plants,
(I}
glass fiber processing plants,
(J}
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(K}
iron and steel mill plants,
(L}
kraft pulp mills,
(M)
lime plants,
(N)
incinerators, exceot where used exclusively as air
pollution control devices,
(0)
petroleum refineries,
(P) petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage
capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(0)
phosphate rock processing plant,
(R)
portland cement plants,
(S)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(T) primary copper smelters,
(U)
primary lead smelters,
(V) primary zinc smelters,
(W}
secondary metal production plants,
(X}
sintering plants,
(Y)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(Z)
taconite ore processing plants, and

JBl
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(2)
Any other source not specified in paragraph (1) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
JQl Existing incinerators.
An application for any change in
emissions or potential to emit, or any change in any permit
condition, that would have caused an incinerator to be defined as
a major stationary source when originally permitted shall require
a Tier III application.
l£1.. Potential to emit. For purooses of this section, "potential
to emit" means emissions resulting from the application of all
enforceable permit limitations as defined in OAC 252:100-1-3.
PART 5.'

LAND PROTECTION DIVISION TIERS AND TIME LINES

252:4-7-51. Waste management time lines
The
Land
Protection
Division
shall
technically
review
applications and issue or deny permits within the following periods
of time:
(1) Hazardous waste applications, including new RCRA permits or
renewals, new state recycling permits, Class 3 modifications,
closure and post-closure plans, transfer station plans and plan
modifications - 300 days;
(2) Brownfields applications and each submittal or resubmittal
- 60 days;
(3) Solid waste applications and each submittal or resubmittal
- 90 days;
252:4-7-52. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier I
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier I applications.
(1)
Class 1 modification of any hazardous waste permit
requiring prior Department approval as specified in 40 CFR §
270.42.
(2)
Modification to a recycling permit in accordance with 27A
O.S. § 2-7-118(A).
(3) Class 2 permit modification as defined in 40 CFR § 270.42.
(4)
Emergency hazardous waste disposal plan approval.
(5) Hazardous waste generator disposal plan approval.
(6) Technical plan approval.
(7) Hazardous waste transporter license.
(8) Hazardous waste transfer station plan modification which is
not related to capacity.
(9) Emergency permit issued in accordance with 40 CFR § 270.61.
(10) Interim status closure plan approval in accordance with 40
CFR § 265.113 (d) (4).
(11) Minor administrative modification of all permits and other
authorizations.
(12) Renewal of disposal plan approval and transporter license.
(13)
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(14) Approval of temporary authorizations in accordance with 40
CFR § 270.42.
252:4-7-53. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier I I
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
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Tier II applications.
(1)
On-site hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal
permit.
(2) Mobile recycling permit.
(3) Research & Development permit.
(4)
Class 3 modification of any hazardous waste permit as
specified in 40 CFR § 270.42.
(5) Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility permit
for a fifty percent (50%) or greater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal, including
incineration.
(6) Modification of an on-site hazardous waste facility permit
for an ex¢ansion of permitted boundaries.
(7) Modificatio~ of on-site hazardous waste facility permit in
which the application is for new treatment, storage, or disposal
methods or units which are significantly different from those
permitted.
(8) Renewal of a hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal
permit.
(9) Hazardous waste transfer station plan approval.
(10)
Hazardous waste transfer station plan modification
involving increase in approved capacity.
(11) Variance which is not part of a permit application.
(12) Variance which is part of a Tier II permit application.
252:4-7-54. Hazardous waste management applications - Tier I I I
The following hazardous waste management authorizations require
Tier III applications.
(1)
Off-site hazardous waste treatment, storage, disposal.
incineration and/or recycling permit.
(2) Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for a fifty percent (50%) or greater increase in permitted
capacity for storage, treatment, and/or disposal, including
incineration.
(3} Modification of an off-site hazardous waste facility permit
for an expansion of permitted boundaries.
(4) Modification of off-site hazardous waste facility permit in
which the application is for new treatment, storage, or disposal
methods or units which are significantly different from those
permitted.
(5) Variance which is part of a Tier III application.
252:4-7-55. Radiation management applications - Tier I
The following radiation management authorizations require Tier
I applications:
(1)
New, amended and renewed operating permits for radiation
machines;
(2)
New, amended and renewed permits for x-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy instruments used to detect lead in paint;
(3) New and renewed specific licenses under the state agreement
program not classified under Tiers II or III;
(4)
Industrial radiography certificationsi
(5)
Approvals of license termination plans that require no
decommissioning or remediation;
(6)
Decommissioning and remediation plans required for
16
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remediation due to the use, storage or disposal of one or more
radioactive materials with a half-life of 120 days or less;
(7)
DEO
approvals
of
documentation
showing
residual
radioactivity levels for a site or property are within
acceptable limits as set by Chapter 410;
(8)
Minor amendments of all authorizations classified under
Tiers I, II or III; and
(9)
Major amendments of all authorizations classified under
Tier I.
252:4-7-56. Radiation management applications - Tier II
The following radiation management authorizations reauire Tier
II applications:
(1) Decommissioning and remediation plans required for on-site
remediation due to the use, storage or disposal of one or more
radioactive materials with a half-life of more than 120 days,·
except for those facilities described in 252:4-7-57(3) (A);
(2) New or renewed permits for the non-commercial treatment or
disposal of radioactive waste, generated by the applicant, by
incineration or the amendment of the incinerator permit for a
capacity increase or for any expansion beyond permitted
boundaries for the purpose of expanding operations or storage;
and
(3)
·Major amendments of all authorizations classified under
Tier II.
-

252:4-7-57. Radiation management applications - Tier I I I
The following radiation management authorizations require Tier
III applications:
(1)
New or renewed permits for the land disoosal of low-level
radioactive waste received from others and the major amendment
thereof;
(2)
New or renewed permits for the commercial treatment or
disposal of radioactive waste by incineration and the major
amendment thereof; and
(3)
Decommissioning and remediation plans and the major
amendment thereof:
(A) for nuclear fuel cycle facilities or facilities and sites
involved in the manufacturing or processing of licensed
quantities of radioactive materials; and
(B) for sites that require both on- and off-site remediation
due to the use, storage or disposal of one or more radioactive
materials with a half-life of more than 120 days.
252:4-7-58. Solid waste management applications - Tier I
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
I applications.
11L New permits.
J8l Locally approved solid waste transfer stations. Permit
for a solid waste transfer station that, prior to application
filing, received county commissioner approval according to 27A
o.s. § 2-10-307.
J..1ll. Biomedical waste transfer stations usinq only sealed
containers.
Biomedical waste transfer station permit when
activities are limited to:
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(i)
consolidation of sealed containers; and/or
(ii)
transfer of sealed containers from one vehicle or
mode of transportation to another.
l.Ql Disaster relief.
Emergency authorization for waste
disposal resulting from a natural disaster.
i l l Modifications.
lhl All facilities.
(i)
Modification of a solid waste permit to add methods.
units or appurtenances for liquid bulking processes; yard
waste composting; recycling operations; waste screening; or
baling. chipping. shredding or grinding equipment or
operations.
(ii) ' Modification to any solid waste permit to make minor
changes.
(iii)
Modification of plans for closure and/or postclosure.
(iv) Administrative modification of all permits and other
authorizations.
lal On-site
and
off-site
land
disposal
facilities.
Modification of an existing land disposal permit for a lateral
expansion within permitted boundaries.
l.Ql Capacity increases of less than 25% with·exceptions. The
modification of a solid waste permit, excluding incineration
permits, involving a request for less than twenty-five percent
(25%) increase in permitted capacity for storage, processing
or disposal when the request is for equivalent methods, units
or appurtenances as those permitted and which does not involve
expansions of permitted boundaries.
i l l Plans and other authorizations. The approval of new and
when applicable, modified or renewed:
(A)
Plans for composting of yard waste only.
(B)
Permit transfers.
(C)
Non-hazardous industrial solid waste disposal plans.
(D)
Technical plans.
(E)
County solid waste management plans.
(F)
Individual authorizations under a general permit.
(G)
All other administrative approvals required by solid
waste rules.
252:4-7-59. Solid waste management applications - Tier I I
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
II applications.
i l l New permits.
JAL On-site solid waste processing facilities with exception.
Permit for an on-site solid waste processing facility except
yard waste composting as listed under Tier I.
lal Solid waste transfer stations with exceptions. Permit
for a solid waste transfer station except:
(i)
a transfer station permit with county commissioner
approval as listed under Tier I, or
(ii)
a biomedical waste transfer station permit 1 is ted
under Tier I.
l£l On-site incinerators with exceptions. Permit for an onsite incinerator except those exempt under solid waste rules
or those that have an approved Air Quality permit or Solid
18
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Waste Management Plan.
On-site land disposal sites. Permit for an on-site solid
waste disposal site.
lEl Material Recovery Facility (MRF). Permit for a Material
Recovery Facility if waste is not source-separated.
i l l Modifications.
l& ·All facilities. Modification of a permit for a change in
waste tYPe.
_rnl_ On-site facilities. Any modification of an on-site solid
waste permit, except as listed under Tier I.
iQL Off-site facilities.
(i)
Modification of anv off-site solid waste permit
involving a request for more than twenty-five percent (25%)
but less than fifty percent (50%) increase in oermitted
capacity for storage, processing or disposal (excluding
incineration) when the request is for equivalent methods,
units or appurtenances as. those permitted, except those
listed under Tier I.
(ii)
Modification of any off-site processing facility
involving an expansion of permitted boundaries.
l.Ql Incinerators.
(i) Modification of an on-site incinerator permit for any
increase in permitted capacity for storage, processing, or
disposal.
(ii)
Modification of an off-site incinerator permit
involving a request for increases less than fifty percent
(50%) in permitted capacity for storage, processing, or
disposal when the request is for equivalent methods, units
or appurtenances as those permitted.
l l l General per.mit. New, modified or renewed general permit.
l.Ql

252:4-7-60. Solid waste management applications - Tier I I I
The following solid waste management authorizations require Tier
III applications.
i1l New per.mits.
l& Off-site processing facilities with exceptions. Permit
for an off-site processing facility,
unless otherwise
specified in Tier I or Tier II.
_rnl_ Off-site land disposal facility. Permit for an off-site
solid waste land disposal site.
iQL Off-site
incinerator.
Permit
for
an
off-site
incinerator.
i l l Modifications.
l& Off-site facilities: significant increase in capacity.
Modification of any off-site solid waste permit involving a
fifty percent (50%) or greater increase in permitted capacity
for
storage,
processing, · and/or
disposal,
including
incineration.
_rnl_ Off-site land disposal facility. Modification of an offsite solid waste land disposal permit for an expansion of
permitted boundaries.
iQL Off-site
facilities:
different
methods,
units
or
appurtenances. Modification of an off-site solid waste permit
in which the request involves different methods, units or
appurtenances than those permitted, except those listed under
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Tier I.

i l l Variance approvals.

All variances.

252:4-7-61. Brownfields applications - Tier I
A Tier I application shall be required for a
Agreement for site characterization.

Memorandum of

252:4-7-62. Brownfields applications - Tier II
A Tier II application shall be required for all Certificates.
252:4-7-63.
None.

Brownfields applications - Tier I I I

PART 7.

WATER QUALITY

DIVISI~N

TIERS AND TIME LINES

252:4-7-71. Water quality time lines
The Water Quality Division shall technically review applications
and issue or deny permits within the following periods of time:
Jl) Discharges. 401 Certifications. industrial wastewater other
than discharge. pretreatment trust users. and sludge management
plan - 180 days;
(2)
Public water supply and water pollution control
construction - 90 days; and
(3) UIC applications - 300 days.
252:4-7-72. Laboratory certification applications -Tier I
A Tier I application shall be required for a new. modified,
amended or renewed laboratory certification.
252:4-7-73. Water quality applications - Tier I
The following water quality authorizations require Tier I
applications.
(1)
Permit for flow-through impoundment (s) as part of the
pretreatment process.
(2) Re-permitting of facility with an expiring permit for
industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic tank system.
(3) Re-permitting of expiring permit with minor or no change(s)
for land application of sludge and/or wastewater for same site.
(4)
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit. including but not limited to general permits for
stormwater. underground storage tanks and petroleum storage and
treatment facilities.
(5) Approval of new pretreatment program.
(6)
Closure plan approval.
(7) Dredge and fill certification.
(8) Approval of exemption for water line extensions.
(9) Approval of exemption for water distribution and wastewater
collection systems.
(10)
Approval for alternative individual on-site sewage
disposal systems.
(11)
Approval for alternative small public on-site sewage
disposal systems.
(12) Residential development approval.
(13) Transfer of discharge permit.
(14) Minor modification of discharge permit.
20
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(15)
Minor modification of permit for land application of
sludge and/or wastewater.
(16)
Modification of or addition to a municipal wastewater
treatment system (including sewer line extensions) .
(17) Modification of or addition to a public water supply
treatment and/or distribution system.
(18) Modification of non-discharging impoundment and/or septic
tank system permit.
(19) Modification of an approved pretreatment program.
(20)
Administrative
amendment
of
permits
or
other
authorizations
for
the
correction of
administrative
or
typographical errors.

~

252:4-7-74. Water aualitv applications - Tier II
The following water quality authorizations · require Tier II
applications.
·
(1)
Permit for municipal wastewater treatment system.
(2)
Permit for public water supply system.
(3) Discharge permit for minor facility.
(4)
Individual storm water permit.
(5) Permit for industrial non-discharging impoundment or septic
tank.
(6) Permit for land application of sludge and/or wastewater at
new site system.
(7) Re-permitting of a facility with expiring discharge permit.
(8)
Re-permitting of facility with expiring individual storm
water discharge permit.
(9) Re-permitting with maier change(s) from expiring permit for
land application of sludge and/or wastewater for the same site.
(10)
Variance including thermal components of effluent
limitations for an individual discharge permit.
(11)
Major modification of discharge permit.
(12)
Major modification of permit for land application of
sludge and/or wastewater.
(13)
New, modified or renewed general permit.
252:4-7-75. Water quality applications - Tier I I I
A new discharge permit for a major facility requires a Tier III
application.
252:4-7-76. UIC applications-Tier I
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier I applications.
(1)
Minor modification of a permit for Class I, III, and V
wells in accordance with 40 CFR § 144.41.
(2)
Modification of an approved closure and/or post-closure
plan for a Class I hazardous waste injection well.
(3)
Modification of an approved plugging and abandonment plan
for Class I nonhazardous and Class III injection wells.
(4)
Modification of an approved corrective. action plan for a
Class I injection well.
(5) Emergency permit in accordance with 40 CFR § 144.34.
(6)
New, modified or renewed authorization under a general
permit.
(7) Minor administrative modification of all permits and other
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authorizations.
252:4-7-77. UIC applications - Tier II
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier II applications.
(1)
On-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well permit.
(2)
Class III and V injection well permits except Class v
permits issued under Tier III.
(3)
Modification and/or renewal of all DEO-issued underground
injection control well permits.
252:4-7-78. UIC applications - Tier I I I
The following underground injection control authorizations
require Tier III applications.
(1}
Class I hazardous waste injection well permit.
(2) Off-site Class I nonhazardous waste injection well permit.
(3)
Class V industrial waste injection well permit.
SUBCHAPTER 9.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS

PART 1.

ENFORCEMENT

252:4-9-1.
Notice of Violation ( 11 NOV")
Unless otherwise provided by the particular enabling legislation,
administrative enforcement proceedings shall begin with a written
notice of violation (NOV) being served upon· the Respondent.
The
NOV shall set forth Respondent's action or omission and the
specific provision of the Code, rules, license or permit alleged to
be violated.
An NOV may be a letter, inspection sheet, consent
order or final order, if it meets the requirements of this Section.
252:4-9-2.
Administrative compliance orders
When issued.
The Executive Director, upon the reauest of a
Division, may issue an administrative order requiring compliance,
assessing penalties for past violations and specifying penalties
for continuing noncompliance.
lQl Contents. An administrative compliance order shall specify
the findings of fact and conclusions of law upon which it is based
and shall set a time for the Respondent to comply. The Order shall
specify the penalty, not to exceed the statutory maximum per day of
noncompliance, to be assessed in the event that the Respondent
fails to comply with the Order within the prescribed time, and, if
applicable. the penalty assessed for past violations of the Code,
rules, or licenses or permits.
The Order shall advise the
Respondent that it shall become final unless an administrative
hearing is requested in writing in accordance with 252:4-9-32
within fifteen (15) days of service of the Order.
l£l Service. An Order shall be served in accordance with 252:4-935.
(d)
Order following hearing. Based on the hearing and record, a
proposed order will be sustained, modified, or dismissed by the
Executive Director.
If the hearing process extends beyond any
compliance deadline specified in the Order, fines specified in the
Order for violations of the Order will continue to accrue during
the hearing process unless the Administrative Law Judge stays the
~
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penalty upon request for good cause shown.
252:4-9-3.
Deter.mining penalty
In determining the amount
of penalty specified in an
administrative penalty order. the DEO may consider the following:
(1) the factors specified by 27A O.S. § 2-3-502(K) (2); and
(2)
the extent and severity of environmental degradation or
adverse health effects caused by the violation.
252:4-9-4.
Assessment orders
Issuance of assessment order. Any time the DEO believes the
Order has been violated. the Executive Director may issue an order
assessing an'administrative penalty pursuant to 27A o.s. § 2-3-502.
In determining an appropriate administrative penalty, the Executive
Director may consider Respondent's efforts to comply after being
served with the Order.
lQl Content of assessment orders. An assessment order must state
the nature and period of the violation and must determine the
amount of the fine.
The fine is due and payable immediately upon
issuance of the assessment order. unless a hearing is requested
within seven (7) days. See also 27A O.S. § 2-3-502.
Jgl Continuing violations. If the DEO believes that viola.tions of
the administrative compliance or penalty order continue after the
issuance of an assessment order, the Executive Director may issue
additional assessment orders covering periods of violation since
the period covered by the issuance of a previous assessment order.
~

252:4-9-5.
Considerations for self-reporting of noncompliance
Condi tiona for not seeking administrative and civil penal ties.
Except in the case of habitual noncompliance or as otherwise
provided in this section, in evaluating an enforcement action for
a regulated entity's failure to comply with DEO rules. the DEO will
not seek an administrative or civil penalty when the following
circumstances are present:
(1)
The regulated entity voluntarily. promptly and fully
discloses the apparent failure to comply with applicable state
environmental statutes or rules to the appropriate DEO Division
in writing before the Division learns of it or is likely to
learn of it imminently;
(2) The failure is not deliberate or intentional;
(3) The failure does not indicate a lack or reasonable question
of the basic good faith attempt to understand and comply with
applicable state environmental statutes or rules through
environmental management systems appropriate to the size and
nature of the activities of the regulated entity;
(4) The regulated entity, upon discovery. took or began to take
immediate and reasonable action to correct the failure (i.e., to
cease any continuing or repeated violation) ;
(5)
The regulated entity has taken. or has agreed in writing
with the appropriate Division to take, remedial action as may be
necessary to prevent recurrence of such failure. Any action the
regulated entity agrees to take must be completed;
(6)
The regulated entity has addressed, or has agreed in
writing with
the
appropriate
Division
to
address,
any
environmental impacts of the failure in an acceptable manner;

~
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(7) The regulated entity has not realized and will not realize
a demonstrable and significant economic or competitive advantage
as a result of non-compliance; and
(8)
The regulated entity cooperates with the DEO as the DEO
performs its duties and provides such information as the DEO
reasonably requests to confirm the entity's compliance with
these conditions.
Jhl. Partial qualification.
Notwithstandino the failure of a
regulated entity to meet all of the conditions in subsection a of
this section, the DEO will consider the nature and extent of such
actions of the regulated entity in mitigation of any administrative
or civil penalty otherwise appropriate.
If the regulated entity.
meets all conditions in subsection (a) of this section except item
seven
(7)
relating to significant economic or competitive
advantage, the DEO will seek an administrative or civil penalty
only to the extent of the economic or competitive advantage gained.
J£1. Relationship to federal/state agreements. In the event of any
conflict, the elimination or mitigation of penalties pursuant to
subsections (a) and (b) of this section is subject to agreements
between the DEO and the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) relating to regulatory program delegation or
authorization from the USEPA to the DEO.
lQl Applicability. This section applies to all enforcement cases
arising from violations discovered by or brought to the attention
of the DEO after June 2, 1997.
PART 3.

INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS

252:4-9-31. Individual proceedings filed by DEQ
Initiation.
Individual proceedings may be initiated by DEO
program areas by filing an administrative compliance or penalty
order with the Administrative Law Clerk.
Jhl. Content. Each order shall name the Respondent(s), contain a
brief statement of the facts, refer to the specific provision of
the Code, rules, license or permit alleged to be violated, state
the relief requested and include notice to the Respondent(s) of the
opportunity to request an administrative hearing.
J£1. Style. The style of the case shall be in accordance with the
format in Appendix D.

JBl

252:4-9-32. Individual proceedings filed by others
Request for administrative hearing in response to Order.
A
request for an individual proceeding initiated by the Respondent
named in an Order shall be in writing and shall specifically set
forth the Respondent's objections to the Order.
Jhl. Administrative hearing on Tier I I I per.mits. An individual
proceeding on a proposed permit 'for a Tier III application may be
requested in accordance with 27A 0.8. § 2-14-304(C) (1}.
J£1. Style. The style of the case shall be in accordance with the
format in Appendix D.
lQl Content. All requests for individual proceedings must be in
writing, contain a brief statement of the basis of the request and
the name and address of each requester, and be signed by the
requester or an authorized representative.
Jgl Declaratory ruling. Any person who alleges that any DEO rule

JBl
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or order interferes with or impairs, or threatens to interfere with
or impair. his/her legal rights may petition the DEQ, formally
reguesting a declaratory ruling on the applicability of the rule or
order. After the petition is filed, the DEO shall provide a copy
to the Board.
i l l For.m and content of petition. All petitions shall be in
writing and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk.
The
petition shall include the information and follow the format in
Appendix B.
121 Deter.mination. Petitions for declaratory rulings shall be
decided by the DEO.
Rulings shall state the findings of fact
and conclusions of law upon which they are based.
If the DEO
refuses to make a ruling or begin· an individual proceeding
within 3 0 days, the petition shall be deemed to have been
denied.
If the DEQ begins an ·individual proceeding on the
petition, it shall offer an opportunity for a hearing to the
petitioner.
After the DEO issues a ruling or the Executive
Director issues a final order, the DEO shall provide a copy of
the ruling or final order to the Board at its next available
meeting.
ldl Mailing. The DEO shall mail a copy of the ruling or final
order to the petitioner.

-

252:4-9-33. Scheduling and notice of hearings
The DEO shall schedule an administrative hearing after receipt
of a proper and timely request. The Administrative Law Clerk shall
notify the parties of the date, time and place of the hearing.
Notice shall satisfy the requirements of the APA and shall be made
at least fifteen (15) days prior to the hearing unless otherwise
provided by law or agreed by the parties.
252:4-9-34. Administrative Law Judges and Clerks
Administrative Law Judge.
The Executive Director may
designate an Administrative Law Judge for any administrative
hearing in accordance with 27A O.S. § 2-3-103. Administrative Law
Judges shall not have had prior involvement in the matter other
than as an Administrative Law Judge, unless the parties waive this
requirement.
lQl Administrative Law Clerk.
The Executive Director may
designate
an
Administrative
Law
Clerk
to
maintain
the
administrative hearing dockets and records, and perform such other
duties as described in this Chapter or incidental thereto.
l£l Authority. Administrative Law Judges have complete authority
to conduct individual proceedings and may take anv action
consistent with the APA and the rules of this subchapter.
Administrative Law Judges may:
(1)
arrange and issue notice of the date, time and place of
hearings and conferences;
(2)
establish the methods and procedures to be used in the
presentation of the evidence;
(3) hold conferences to settle, simplify, determine, or strike
any of the issues in a hearing. or to consider other matters
that may facilitate the expeditious disposition of the hearing;
(4)
administer oaths and affirmations;
(5)
regulate the course of the hearing and govern the conduct
~
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of participants;
(6)
examine witnesses;
(7)
rule on, admit, exclude and limit evidence. at or before
hearings;
(8} establish the time for filing motions, testimony, and other
written evidence. briefs, findings, and other submissions, and
hold the record open for such purposes;
(9)
rule on motions and pending matters;
(10)
divide the hearing into stages or join claims of parties
whenever the number of parties is large or the issues are
numerous and complex;
(11) restrict attendance by persons not parties to the hearing
in appropriate cases;
(12}
admit attorneys from other jurisdictions to practice law
before the DEO in accordance with Rules of the Oklahoma Bar
Association, 5 O.S. Chapter 1, Appendix 1, Article II, § 5, and
administer the oath required by 5 O.S. § 2.
(13}
require briefs on any relevant issues;
(14) request proposed findings of fact. conclusions of law and
a proposed order from all parties; and
(15}
restrict testimony to the facts alleged in an assessment
order.
lQl Technical assistance. At the request of the Administrative
Law
Judge,
the
Executive
Director may
designate
a
DEO
representative, who has had no assigned responsibilities related to
the matter at issue, to serve as technical adviser to the
Administrative Law Judge.
252:4-9-35. Service
Generally.
Service shall be made in accordance with the
Oklahoma Pleading Code, 12 O.S. § 2001 et sea .. and 27A O.S. § 2-3502 unless otherwise allowed by this section.
Jhl By the DEQ. Where the DEO is serving notice, personal service
may be made by a person designated by the Executive Director for
that purpose.
JgJ_ By certified mail.
Service bv certified mail shall be
effective on the date of receipt or, if refused, on the date of
refusal by the Respondent.
_@_}_

252:4-9-36. Responsive pleading
A Respondent may file, and the Administrative Law Judge may
direct a Respondent to file, a responsive pleading to the initiated
action.
252:4-9-37. Prehearing conferences
General.
The Administrative Law Judge may schedule and
conduct prehearing conferences as necessary.
The Administrative
Law Clerk shall notify the parties of the scheduling of a
prehearing conference.
The Administrative Law Judge may hold a
prehearing conference by telephone.
On request, prehearing
conferences shall be on the record.
Jhl Subjects. Prehearing conferences mav address:
(1) identification and simplification of issues, including the
elimination of frivolous claims or defenses;
(2)
amendments to the pleadings;

_@_}_
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(3)
the plan and schedule of discovery and limitations to be
placed thereon;
(4)
identification of admissions of fact to avoid unnecessary
proof and cumulative evidence;
(5) the identification of witnesses and substance of testimony,
exhibits, and documents;
(6) the use of prehearing briefs and prefiled testimony in the
form of sworn affidavits;
(7) settlement of all or some of the issues before the hearing;
(8)
adoption of special procedures for managing potentially
difficult or protracted actions that may involve complex issues,
multiple ,parties, novel or difficult legal questions, or
evidence problems;
(9)
scheduling; and
(10)
such other matters as may aid disposition.
J.Ql Schedules and orders. A prehearing conference may result in
a scheduling or other prehearing order. Subsequent changes to any
prehearing or scheduling order may be made by the Administrative
Law Judge by modifying the order upon good cause shown.
252:4-9-38. Discovery
Discovery shall be conducted in accordance with the Oklahoma
Discovery Code (12 0. S. § 3224 et seq.) unless otherwise ordered by
the Administrative Law Judge for good cause.
252:4-9-39. Subpoenas
Issuance.
Subooenas for the attendance of witnesses, the
furnishing of information required by the Administrative Law Judge
and the production of evidence shall be issued in accordance with
the APA and the Oklahoma Pleading Code.
J.Ql Failure to obey.
The Executive Director may seek an
appropriate judicial order to compel compliance by persons who fail
to obey a subpoena, who refuse to be sworn or make an affirmation
at a hearing, or who refuse to answer a proper question during a
hearing. The hearing may proceed despite any such refusal but the
Administrative Law Judge may, in his/her discretion at any time,
continue the proceedings as necessary to secure a court ruling.
J.gJ_

252:4-9-40. Record
To be made.
A record of the hearing shall be made, which
shall be a tape recording unless otherwise agreed by the parties
and the Administrative Law Judge.
The recording will not be
transcribed as a matter of course. A transcript may be obtained by
submitting a written request to the Administrative Law Clerk and
tendering payment in an amount sufficient to pay the cost of having
the recording transcribed.
J.Ql Court reporter. A party may request a court reporter.
The
requesting party shall pay the costs, and the original transcript
shall be filed in the case file as part of the record in the case.
Each person or party requesting copies shall make arrangements with
the reporter and pay the costs.
J.Ql Maintained.
The record of a proceeding and the file
.containing the notices and the pleadings will be maintained by the
Adminis-trative Law Clerk. All pleadings, motions, orders and other
papers submitted for filing in a proceeding shall be date/file
J.gJ_
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stamoed by the Administrative Law Clerk upon receipt.
The burden
of showing substantial prejudice by any failure to correctlv
file-stamp any submittal shall be upon the asserting party.
lQl Contents.
The administrative record of all individual
proceedings shall contain documents required by the APA, 75 0.8. §
309. An individual proceeding on a proposed permit for a Tier III
application shall also include the following:
(1) the permit application on file with the DEQ, as amended;
(2)
all written comments received during the public comment
period;
(3)
the taoe or transcriot of the oublic meeting;
(4)
documents resulting from the DEO's review of the permit
application and public comments;
(5) the draft permit, fact sheet and response to comments, if
any, issued by the DEO; and
(6}
all published notices.
252:4-9-41. ·Motions
Filing.
All requests for action in a matter already before
the DEO shall be made in a motion, signed by the party or his/her
attorney, and filed with the Administrative Law Clerk.
J.!:2l Service. Copies of motions shall be served on other parties
in accordance with 252:4-9-35.
_iil Response.
Within fifteen (15) days after service of anv
written motion, any party to the proceedings may file a response to
the motion. The time for response may be extended or shortened by
the Administrative Law Judge for good cause shown.

lsl

252:4-9-42. Continuances
A motion for an extension or continuance shall state the reasons
for the request and specify the length of time requested. Unless
made before the Administrative Law Judge in open hearing, motions
for extensions of time or for a continuance of the hearing to
another date or time shall be in writing and filed with the
Administrative Law Clerk.
The Administrative Law Judge shall
promptly grant or deny such request at his/her discretion. If the
motion is denied, it may be renewed orally by the party at the
hearing.
252:4-9-43. Summary judgment
The Administrative Law Judge may grant a motion for
judgment. subject to 252:4-9-~6.

summary

252:4-9-44. Default
Generally. Any Respondent who fails to appear, after receipt
of notice. may be determined to have waived the right to appear and
present a defense.
A Final Order may be issued 'by the Executive
Director granting the relief requested by default.
J.!:2l Tier III application.
The Executive Director may enter a
default judgment against any party who fails to participate in an
administrative hearing on a proposed permit for a Tier III
application.

Jsl

252:4-9-45. Withdrawal and dismissal
Parties may withdraw from a case and cases may be dismissed by
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the Administrative Law Judge in accordance with the Oklahoma Code
of Civil Procedure.
252:4-9-46. Orders in administrative hearings
Prooosed and final orders in administrative hearings shall be
prepared and issued in accordance with the APA.
PART 5.

AIR QUALITY ADVISORY COUNCIL HEARINGS

252:4-9-51. In general
The Air Quality Advisory Council is authorized to conduct
individual proceedings on enforcement matters and reauests for a
variance from the Clean Air Act, 27A o.s. §§ 2-5-101 through 2-5118, or the Air Pollution Control Rules, OAC 252:100.
252:4-9-52. Individual proceedings
Individual proceedings before the Air Quality Advisory Council
will be conducted in accordance with the reauirements in Part 3 of
this Subchapter.
To be heard by the Council, the request for
hearing in response to an Order must ·include a reauest that the
Council conduct the hearing.
The Council may designate an
Administrative Law Judge for individual proceedings to be held
before the Council.
The Council or its designee may oerform
Administrative Law Judge functions described in Part 3 of this
Subchapter.
252:4~9-53.

Variance
It is within the discretion of the Air Quality Advisory Council
to decide whether or not an individual proceeding is necessary in
granting a variance.
252:4-9-54. State implementation plan hearings
A state implementation plan (SIP) hearing may be initiated by an
applicant for an alternative emissions reduction authorization
under 252:100-11 by filing a request for a SIP hearing with the
Administrative Law Clerk. A request that the hearing be conducted
by the Air Quality Advisory Council must be included in the request
for hearing. Additional requirements for a SIP hearing request are
contained in 252:100-11-6.
SUBCHAPTER ll.

COMPLAINT PROCESSING

252:4-11-l. Purpose
This
Subchapter establishes
procedures used
environmental complaints received from the public.
252:4-11-2. Receipt of complaints
(a)
Complaints may be made by any of the following:
{1)
the toll-free hotline;
(2)
mail, including electronic transmission;
(3) telephone to any DEO telephone number; or
(4)
in person at any office of the DEO.
(b)
Complainants may request to be anonymous or
confidential.

to

to

process

remain
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252:4-11-3. Investigation
After receipt of a complaint, the DEO may assign an investigator
to obtain any information which may tend to prove there has or has
not been a violation of the Code or rules, who the potentially
responsible persons are, and any other information which may be
needed to resolve the complaint.
252:4-11-4. Notification
Potential actions. Within two (2) working days of receipt of
a complaint, the DEO shall notify the complainant of the potential
actions which may occur to resolve the complaint.
Jhl Course of action.
Within seven (7) working days of the
receipt of a' complaint, the DEO shall notify the complainant, in
writing, of the action to be taken by the DEQ.
JQl Final letter. Within seven (7) working days of determining
that there is no longer a DEQ violation, the DEO shall notify the
complainant in writing.
lQl Enforcement.
Complainants shall be notified of enforcement
actions taken in response to a complaint in accordance with 27A
o.s. § 2-3-503.
~

252:4-11-5. Referral of complaints
To appropriate agency.
If the DEO receives a complaint for
which DEO has no authority and which clearly .falls within the
jurisdiction of another governmental entity, the complaint shall be
referred to that governmental entity.
·
Jhl To mediation. DEO may notify a complainant and persons named
in the complaint (Respondents)., by mail, of the opportunity to
mediate the complaint in accordance with 27A 0.8. § 2-3-104.
~

252:4-11-6.

False complaint

When the DEO has a reasonable suspicion that a complainant has
filed a false complaint, the Executive Director mav refer all
investigation materials, including but not limited to, reports,
notes, initial data collection forms and letters to the District
Attorney's office in the area where the complainant resides.
SUBCHAPTER 13.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION GRANTS

252:4-13-1. Authority and eligibility
Authority. This subchapter is adopted oursuant to 75 O.S. §
302, 27A O.S. § 2-2-101, 47 0.8. § 1104.2 and Executive Order 9837.
(b)
Eligibility.
Oklahoma teachers and youth group leaders are
eligible. to apply for environmental education grants provided by
the DEQ.

~

252:4-13-2. Amount of grants
The DEO will award the following amounts to successful
applicants:
(1) Up to and including$ 200.00 for field trips;
{2)
Up to and including $ 500.00 for environmental education
projects; and
{3)
Up to and including $1000.00 for outdoor classrooms.
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252:4-13-3. Criteria
The following will be considered by the DEO in determining grant
awards:
(1)
Project proposed, including how the project accomplishes
the following factors:
{A) Promotes enthusiasm to learn more about the environment;
(B)
Fits in the school curriculum or youth group program;
{C)
Involves community partnerships and/or outreach, if
applicable.
{2) Number of students/youth participating;
{3) Grade level of students/youth; and
(4) Geographic location.
I

252:4-13-4. Application
Complete application.
A complete application consists of a
cover page, a letter of commitment, a summary of the project, a
projected timeline, a proposed budget and a procedure for
evaluation of the project.
_llil Attachments.
Photographs, clippings, diaarams and other
graphic materials, not to exceed five (5) pages double sided, may
be attached to the application.
jgl Document submission.
An original and two (2) copies, double
sided, of' the application and attachments must be submitted to the
DEQ, date-stamped or postmarked on or before the published
deadline.
The DEO will not accept applications submitted by
telecopy/facsimile or e-mail.

~

252:4-13-5. Cover page
The cover page must include the following information:
(1) Title of the project;
(2)
Name of contact person, position held and relationship to
project;
{3) Name of school or youth group organization;
(4) Grade level(s) and number of youth targeted;
(5)
Federal Employer Identification number {tax ID#) ;
{6) Street address;
{7) Mailing address, if different from street address;
{8) E-mail address, if any;
{9) Daytime and evening telephone numbers; and
{10) Telecopy/facsimile number, if any.
252:4-13~6.

Letter of commitment
The grant application must be accompanied by a letter from the
applicant 1 s principal or supervisor stating the organization 1 s
support for the performance of the grant objectives.
252:4-13-7. Summary of project
The applicant must submit a project summarv, with a maximum
length of one page, double sided.
The project summary shall
include the following:
l1l Svnopsis. Provide one paragraph summarizing the project;
l2l. Description. · Give a clear concise description of the
proposed project, indicating how the project promotes enthusiasm
to learn more about the environment, fits in. the school
curricultlm or youth group program and involves community
31
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partnerships and/or outreach, if applicable;
Goals and objectives.
Clearly define realistic goals and
obi ectives.
Include information outlining where these goals
address specific needs.
l i l Implementation.
Describe how the •· project will be
implemented and whether it emphasizes a hands-on learning
approach.
Include
the
project's
potential
for
broad
implementation.

ill

252:4-13-8. Timeline
The applicant must present target dates for project objectives.
252:4-13-9. Budget
The applicant must provide an itemized budget with specific
project expenditures of grant funds.
252:4-13-10.
Evaluation procedure
The applicant must provide a description of the methods to be
used to measure project effectiveness, including how the evaluation
method will improve the project's strength.
The applicant must
indicate in the evaluation method how the project will be continued
after grant funds are expended.
252:4-13-11.
Final written.report
Applicants who are awarded environmental education grants under
this subchapter shall submit a final writien report, outlininq
accomplishments of the grant objectives and expenditures on or
before December 15 following the award.
252:4-13-12.
Shared strategies
Strategies from applicants who are awarded environmental
education grants under this subchapter will become the property of
the Environmental Quality Education Committee and may be shared
with other interested environmental educators.
SUBCHAPTER 15.

LOCAL PROJECT FUNDING

252:4-15-1. Purpose, authority and applicability
Purpose.
The puroose of this Subchapter is to implement
Executive Order 98-37, mandating state agencies to establish
criteria for local project funding contracts.
lQl Authority. This subchapter is adopted pursuant to 75 0.8. §
302, 27A 0.8. § 2-2-101 and Executive Order 98-37.
jQl Applicability.
The rules in this Subchapter apply to any
private entity,
political subdivision,
and unit of
local
government, including municipal and county governments and school
districts.
l.ru_

252:4-15-2. Criteria
(a)
The DEO will consider the following criteria in determining
funding priorities for local projects:
(1)
Criteria established by relevant statutory authority; and
(2)
Criteria established by rules adopted for the specific
Division pursuant to relevant statutory authority.
(b) If relevant statutory authority and program-specific rules do
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not establish criteria, the DEO will consider the following in
determining funding priorities for local projects:
( 1)
Potential of
the project
to effectively promote
environmental health and safety or environmental education and
awareness;
(2)
Potential to enhance related programs or efforts by the
recipient;
(3) Number of persons benefitted; and
(4)
Equitable geographic distribution.
252:4-15-3. Proposals
(a)
The apRlicant must submit a proposal in accordance with the
rules implementing the statutory program and/or forms provided by
the DEQ.
(b)
Proposals must demonstrate that the proposed project will
implement and be consistent with relevant statutes and rules of the
specific program area.
252:4-15-4. Funding
Within the priority criteria, funds shall be granted on a firstcome first-served basis until funds are depleted.
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APPENDIX A.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD [NEW]

IN THE MATTER OF

Matter No.

RULE OAC 252: ________________

Date filed:

Subject area:

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification
Other

Petition will be referred by the Department to its appropriate
program and to any appropriate Cou~cil.
1.

Nature of request:
( ) Adoption of new rule(s)
( ) Amendment of existing rule(s)
( ) Repeal of existing rule(s)
Identified as Rule Number ( s ) : ---,;:::-;-:::::------.----:--;::"---;-----.---(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which .cause such a request to be made, a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling, arid how the proposed
rulemaking would affect those interests and would affect
others.

3~

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a. 11

4.

If a Council has considered this matter, please indicate the
name of the Council and the date(s) the matter was considered;
otherwise, state "n/a."

5.

Attachment (s) : ( ) suggested language

( ) further explanation

by:
(print name)

Name of Business or group
or Name of Individual (print) :
Signature:
Address:
Phone:
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(title)

APPENDIX B.

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING [NEW]

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

IN THE MATTER OF

Matter No.

RULE OAC 252: ______________
(or Case No.

Date filed:

Subject area:

Air Quality
Hazardous Waste
Laboratory
Radiation

Solid Waste
Water Quality
Operator Certification.
Other

Petition will be referred by the. Department to its appropriate
program.
1.

Rule Number(s):
(OAC number if known)

2.

Attach a brief statement of the issues raised by the rule(s)
which cause such a request to be made and a statement of your
personal interest in the ruling.

3.

If this request has been discussed with the Department of
Environmental Quality, please indicate the name of the
Division and employee consulted; otherwise, state "n/a."

4.

Attachment(s):

List of Exhibits
Further explanation

Name of Business or group
or Name of Individual (print) :

by:~--~----~-----
(print name)

(title)

---------------------------------------

Signature:
Address:

Phone:
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APPENDIX C.

PERMITTING PROCESS SUMMARY [NEW]

Steps

Tier

Tier

Tier

I

II

III

Filing - Applicant files application, pays
any required fee, and provides landowner
notice. Applicant may meet with the DEQ
staff prior to this.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notice of filing - Applicant publishes
notice in one newspaper local to site.

No

Yes

Yes

Process meeting - Notice - 30-day
opportunity is published with notice of
filing. DEQ holds meeting if requested and
sufficient interest is shown.

No

No

Yes

Administrative completeness review - DEQ
reviews application and asks applicant to
sup_2_ly any missing information.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Technical review - DEQ reviews application
for technical compliance and requests
applicant to cure any deficiencies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Draft per.mit or draft denial - DEQ prepares
this after com~leting review.

No

Yes

Yes

Notice of draft per.mit, public comment
period and public meeting request
opportunity - Applicant publishes this in
one newspaper local to site.
(DEQ publishes
notice of draft denial.)

No

Yes

Yes

Public comment period - 45 days for
hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal draft permits; 30 days for all
others.

No

Yes

Yes

Public meeting - Conducted by DEQ if held

No

Yes

Yes

Review of comments - DEQ {written response)

No

Yes

Yes

Proposed permit - DEQ prepares this in
response to comments on draft permit

No

No

Yes

Notice of proposed permit - Applicant
publishes, in one newspaper local to site,
notice of 20-day opportunity to review
~ermit and request administrative hearing.

No

No

Yes

Administrative permit hearing - Conducted by
DEQ if held. Results in final order.

No

No

Yes

Issuance or denial - DEQ's final decision

Yes

Yes

Yes
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APPENDIX D.

STYLE OF THE CASE IN AN INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING [NEW]

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
NAME OF DIVISION
IN THE MATTER OF:
Case No.

NAME OF DOCUMENT
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BOARD BRIEFING PAPER
TITLE 252: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 002. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
EMERGENCY AND PERMANENT RULEMAKING

~

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This rule implements Section 2-1-201(C) ('4) of the
Uniform Environmental Permitting Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-101 et
seg. It is proposed as OAC 252:002-15-28, the Subchapter in which all
the uniform permitting rules will be codified after promulgation. This
rule specifies the positions to which the Executive Director may
delegate the power and authority to issue, renew, amend, modify and deny
permits, certifications, licenses and take other authorization or
registration action based on Tier I and Tier II applications.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY:
1995, § 2-14-201.

27A O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-1-101 and 27A O.S.Supp.

COMPARISON WITH FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS.
No
corresponding
federal
requirements exist; therefore, no economic impact/environmental benefit
statement is required.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION. Notice of opportunity to submit written comments
was published on August 1, 1995 for the period from August 1, 1995
through September 6·, 1995, with a rulemaking hearing on September 6.
Persons who requested notices of rulemaking were mailed notices on
August 1, 1995.
COMMENTS:
No comments were received during the public comment period
and no one attended the hearing.
SUMMARY OF MAJOR AMENDMENTS IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS RECEIVED:

None

CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY STAFF:
1.
The effective date has been struck; as an emergency rule it will
become effective on the date the Governor signs it.

(a) De signa ted positions. BegizmiBg NoT.,.,Cffiber 15
Executive Director may delegate in writing ....
2.

1

1995

I

the The

The Chapter and rule number for codification has been ._corrected.
252.19 3 79.

252:002-15-28.

II

JI

SUBCHAPTER 15.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES

252:2-15-28.
Permit decision-making authority.
Designated positions. The Executive Director may delegate in
wri:Lting the power and duty to issue, renew, amend, modify and deny
permits and take other authorization or registration action. Unless
del.egated to a Division Director by formal assignment or rule, · the
aut.hority to act on Tier I applications shall be delegated to
pos'itions within each permitting program having technical supervisory responsibilities and, for local actions authorized by law,
to environmental specialist positions held by the DEO' s local
services representatives.
The authority to act on emergency
permits or Tier II applications shall be delegated to the Division
Director of the applicable permitting d~vision.
lQl Revision. The Executive Director may amend any delegation in
writing.
kl_

-·

..

COMMENT SO'MMARY AND RESPONSE
AIR QUALITY TIER CLASSIFICATIONS
OAC 252:002-15-40, 41 and 42
Comments regarding the air quality tiered permitting system were
considered by ·the Air Quality Council at its meetings on October 17
and November 13, 1995.
Burn approval clarified in Tier I. A commenter pointed out that
there are permissible open burning events for. which approvals may
be sought that are not considered emergencies.
The Council
concurred and !n the October 17th hearing chose to remove the word
"emerg~ncy" from the proposed listing.
Makes ~lear that existing facilities fall under Tier J:J: when making
major modifications to their facilities. Written as well as oral
comments. were received on whether to classify construction permits
~iled by existing facilities in Tier II or III.
The Council
elrcted to put them in Tier II.
Alternate emissions reduction as a per.mit omitted. A commenter
pointed out that alternate emission reduction permits required by
OAC 252:100-11 were not included in the tier classifications.
·These were intentionally left out.
Proposed amendments pending
before the Council makes these "authorizations" rather than
"permits". The DEQ will thus handle them as modifications of the.
applicant's permit rather than.as a separate permit.
J:Dcinerators with potential to emit 100 tons per year classified as
Tier ZJ:J:. Comments regarding the high degree of public concern
about incinerators caused the Council·to place these incinerators
in Tier III regardless of whether they are proposed (new) or are
existing facilities requesting to increase net emissions to 100
tons or more per year.
PSD sources placed in Tier J:J:Z. After much discussion and many
comments as to the advisability of Tier III processes, the Council
elected to include in Tier III the 26 sources classified as PSD
(Prevention of Significant Deterioration) facilities.
·Actions involving only filing of plans or notice removed from
classifications.
Commenters pointed out that applicability
determinations and asbestos renovation/demolition notifications do
not require applications or DEQ approval .
Consequently, the
Council struck these from the Tier I rule.
Meaning of nsignificant [permit] modificationn clarified.
In
response to questions about what a "significant modification" was,
Council added a cross-reference to the existing definition in
Subchapter 8 of the air quality rules.

COMMENT SUMMARY AND RESPONSE
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT TIER CLASSIFICATIONS
OAC 252:002-15-43, 44 and 45
Comments regarding the hazardous waste tiered permitting system
were considered by the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory Council
at its meetings on August 31 and November 9, 1995.
Modification descriptions clarified.
One commenter suggested
removing the terms "minor permit modification 11 and "major permit
modification" and replacing these terms with" the appropriate
classification term, consistent with the federal hazardous.waste
rules (i.e., Class 1, 2 and 3). This was discussed during the
Council meetin$J and the terms "minor permit modification" and
"major; permit modification" were recommended to be removed. As a
result, the Council also recommends that these terms be removed
from the definition section of the .tiered rules which will come
before the Board in January, 1996. · ·
Requested increase in storage, treatment, disposal (including
incineration) as permit modification category maintained at 50% or
more level. Some commenters suggested that the levels of requested
increases set at SO% or more in the Tier categories be lowered to
10% or 25%. Since the SO% action level is prescribed for Tier III
by statute (Hazardous Waste Management Act), the Council made no
change in the Tier III category for off-site facilities.
The
Council also elected to maintain the modification action ·level in
Tier II at SO%· for on-site facilities in the interest of
consistency.
Expansion of administrative hearing opportunity declined.
One
commenter suggested that adjacent property owners and mineral
interest owners should have the right to an administrative hearing
prior to issuance of any facility permit.
The Council did not
elect to.expand the administrative hearing opportunity beyond the
grounds imposed by the Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting
Act.
Changing certain applications to higher tier classifications not
recommended.
Several commenters requested that some of the
applications classified as Tier II be moved into Tier III. The
Council chose to not move any application types from one Tier to
another.

-..,

COM:MENT SUMMARY AND RESPONSE
RULEMAKING HEARING ON PROPOSED SOLID WASTE TIER RULES
Comments regarding the solid waste tiered pennitting system were consideroo by the Solid
Waste Management Advisory Council at its meetings on August 29, and October 19, 1995.

Comment: There was concern yard waste composting facilities would require a permit under
the Tiered system, yet they were exempted from permitting in the OAC 252:520 rules recently
passed.
Response:
OAC 252:002-15-55(3)(A) was modified to clarify that composting of yard waste
would be done under a Tier I plan approval process.
Comment: There was concern that a new Transfer Station should not be permitted within a
Tier I process.
·
Response:
The Solid Waste Management Act currently allows Transfer Stations that are
included within the County Commissioners' approved County Solid Waste Management Plan
to-be permitted without the typical public notification process required for other transfer station
permits. This is because an approved County Solid Waste Management Plan is subject to public
participation requirements at the local level. It is consistent with the statute to include such
facilities under a Tier I approval process.
Comment:
OAC 252:002-15-56(l)(C) only exempts on-site incinerators operated by hospitals,
clinics, or laboratories or other similar facilities for inc~ration of infectious or pathological
waste generated on-site. Does the Department intend to. start regulating other facilities that bum
solid waste on-site, such as groCery stores that burn cardboard?
Response:
Neither the rules or statutes previously exempted such facilities from having to
obtain a solid waste permit. However, the Waste Management Division has not historically
permitted such facilities and concurs that there would be limited value added by issuing a second
permit for on-site facilities permitted by Air Quality to burn their own nonhazardous wastes.
Therefore, the Council elected to modify the language of OAC 252:002-15-56(1)(C) to exclude
hospitals, clinics, laboratories or other similar facilities for incineration of infectious or
pathological waste generated· on-site and also other facilities that either operate under an Air
Quality permit or an approved Solid Waste Management Plan.
Comment:
OAC 252:002-15-55(2)(C) is unclear as to whether it allows a landfill to increase
its permit boundary in increments less than 25% without public participation.
Response:
The language of OAC 252:002-15-55(2)(C) has been modified to specifically
prohibit expansion of permitted boundaries. Any expansion of a landfill permitted boundary will
be handled within a Tier II process for on-site facilities ·or a Tier
process for off-site
facilities.

m

,--

Comment: There was concern that biomedical waste transfer stations which transfer closed
containers of waste should not be permitted within a Tier I process.
Response: Within the normal course of transportation there may be a need for a facility, which
may in fact be only a truck or trailer, that receives sealed containers of biomedical waste from
smaller collection vehicles. Although this meets the technical defmition of a transfer facility,
it poses minimum risks and was determined appropriate by the Council as a Tier I permit.

COMMENT SUMMARY AND RESPONSE
RULEMAKING HEARING ON PROPOSED WATER QUALITY TIER RULES
Comment 1.

-

In looking at 252.:002-70 (b) and (c), I see a sequential procedure
with a maximum period of 60 days for an administrative review plus
a technical review period. Later, 252:002-15-75 (1) and (3). define
the technical review period as 180 days for discharge permits and
industrial wastewater construction permits. Collectively, it
appears to me ,that the process could take up to 240 days to complete;, however 252:615-3-31 (e) (1)· reguires a submittal of plans at
least :120 days prior to "' •• . initiating on-site construction or
modification of any new or existing surface impoundment. . . ,
Accordingly, a project manager. could be four ( 4) months into
construction before a permit is issued. Similar language is found
in 252:605-3-43(a). This section recommends constrUction plans be
submitted 120 days "'prior to initiating on-site construction of any
new [industrial] wastewater disposal system. . . " Yet again,
252:655-3-31(f) states, "'An application for a construction per.mit
sb.ould be filed with sufficient lead time before the proposed
cozmnencement of a construction requiring a permit. Usually, sixty
(60) days should be considered sufficient lead time" (emphasis
mine). A review of 252:002-15-75 (7) shows a water pollution control·
permit technical review could take 90 days, for a total review
period of 180 days.
I suggest some agreement between the documents would be helpful to
project managers applying for permits under the new rule. The
timing recommendations and requirements need to reflect the timing
as given in either the specific rules or the SUPER DEQ Permitting
Proposed Rules. If.the timing is only a recommendation as indicated
by the nonmandatory language of some of the rules, I would suggest
these sections be omitted and let the Proposed Rule set the
standard.
Response 1·.

The timelines you referenced in 252:002-70(b)&(c) and 252:002-15.75(1)&(3) are time burdens placed on the DEQ for maximum review
periods. The timelines referenced in 252:615-3-31(e) (1), 252:605-343 (a) , and 252:655-3-31 {f) are time constraints or recommended lead
times for the applicant's submitt~l of an application. The applicant timelines do not expand the total time for an application
review but merely require or suggest a certain lead time for
submittal of the application by the applicant. The DEQ' s time
review period begins to run when the applicant submits it application and the two time periods, DEQ.' s and the applicant's, run
concurrently. However, the DEQ does agree there may be some confu,-... sion and· will provide a cross reference in the program rules to· the
sections in Uniform Permitting Rules that set out the timelin:es for
the DEQ.

IIQI

Comment 2.
I noticed in 252:002-15-61 that an individual water well construction certification is considered a Tier I application and subject
to the requirements of the act . This does not appear to be an
"Issuance or denial" situation as shown on TABLE 15A of the act
since 252:625-19-5 (a) states the DEQ will only issue a report "that
the private individual water well appears to comply with the
construction guidelines set forth in the Standards for Individual
Water Wells, State of Oklahoma Department of. Health, Bulletin
#0585, May, 1984." The table and the Tier I procedures imply that
an approval is given when actually only an opinion is given via a
report.
1

:

•

I suggest omitting this and other similar actions from the Tier .I
applications found in 252:002-15-61. In my opinion, it appears the
DEQ does not actually approve actions or future conduct as implied
by the act.

Response 2.
The DEQ agrees that an individual water well construction certification is not subject to DEQ approval and is not subject to the
requirements of the Uniform Permitting Act. Therefore, we will
recommend the Water Quality Council omit line 49 item (12) from the
list of Tier 1 applications at 252:002-15-61.

)

)
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COURT REPORTER:

Tulsa, OK
October 17,

.. .. ... .
THE SECRETARY:

HR. BRAIIECKY:

HR BRANECKY:

Tier l.

Here.

HR. FISHBACK:
THE SECRETARY:

TilE SECRETARY:

And after the adoption of the tier system in

I guess that statement

HR. BYRUH:

recall what we were discussing there either.

11r. Fishback?
Here.

THE SECRETARY:
HR. BYRUM:

Here.

I don • t.

Okay.
Go back to the tapes and see

what it said exactly.
HR. BRANECKY:

I need a -otion for the

I have a question on that.

tlo, sir,

We'll take that under advisement:.

HR. BRANECKY:

And for the record, absent ., re

Well, with that I move that the

•inutes be approved.
HAYOR TAROtl:

Page

HR. CHAIRMAN:

It says under the present system all

MAYOR TAROII:

Title 5 permits to be in Tier 3 and after the adoption

THE CHAIRMAN:

of the tier system, Title 5 operating permits to be

)

I'd have

Hyrna, do you remember?

Hr. Glass is on the phone.

approval of the -inutes of the August 15th •eeting.

changed to Tier l --

·ts that

to go back and look at: it.

Ms. Slagell, and Hr. Albright.

4 under comments.

kno~o~.

I really don't -- I really don't

HR. CHAIRHAII:

HR. BRANECKY:

I don't

what Dennis said or not?

Hs. H"lnkle?

Okay.

tt didn't make

tiers.

Or. canter,

THE CHAIRMAN:

Under the

Under the present system, we don't have any

Hr. Breisch?
HR. BREISCH:

l'm sorry.

sense.

Here.

THE SECRETARY:

Oh,

Title 5, all permits change to Tier 2.

Hr. Branecky?

THE SECRETARY:

I cannot hear

present system. all of the Title 5 permits will be in

Hayer Taren?

THE SECRETARY:

HS. HINKLE:

1995

3:40 o'clock p.m.

llere.

HAYOR TAROII:

I'm sorry, sir.

you.

under advisement,

)

That's a second.
Second?
Yes, second.
Okay.

With the one 1 am taking

we'll call the roll for the approval

)

)

)
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to the proposed rev1sions of the Oklahoma Administrative

of the minutes.
THE SECRETARY:
HAY OR TARON:

BRANECKY:

HS, HINKLE:

FISHBACK:

THE SECRETARi:
THE CHAIRMAN:
Okay.

appropriate time.
At this time

Hs. llinkle?

Hr.

these proposed changes.

Fishback?

Hrs. York.

Aye

HS. YORK:

Hr. Breisch?

for this hearing.

~as

Ladies and gentlemen:

Hy name

I would like to present the Rule 252:001-15-40

is

I will act as the protocol officer

Tier 1 classification.

Rule 252:002-15-41, air quality applications,

This hearing is convened by the Air
Tier 2.

Administrative Procedures Act,

applications, Tier 3.

Title 4D of the Code of

Federal Regulations, Part 51, as well as the authority
of Title 63 of Oklahoma Statutes Sections l,

1801 and

following.
This hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma
Register for purposes of receiving comments pertaining

-

This is on page 9 and 10 of your

uniform rules.

Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma

·v--.::.

authorized by the Oklahoma

this past year.

I •m the Director of the Air Quality

As such,

Division.

implementation that

environmental -- uniform environmental permitting act

Larry.

Larry Byrum.

On the tier classifications for Air

Quality that is part of the overall permitting program

Aye.

We'll move on to Item 4 on the public

HR. BYRUM:

would like to call upon Hrs. Kay

York of our legal staff to give the staff position on

Larry Byrum will act as protocol officer.

hearing.

·t the

registration table, and you will b• called upon at the

Hr. Branecky?

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

If you wish to make a statement on this

particular issue, please complete the form with

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

HR.

Code 252:010.

Mayor Taren?
Aye.

THE SECRETARY:
HR.

6

And rule 252:002--15-42,

air quality

Based on comments that have been received by
this department, and on behalf of the council,

I would

like to propose that the council consider approving and
recommending to the Board for adoption Rule 002-15-40,
Tier 1 applications. wit~~th~·foli~wing changes.

,
on line 46, "umber 8,

and capitalize the "8" on "burn.•
read Humber 8,

Hedley, Nadene Barton,

which now reads

Strike through "Qmergency•

•emergency burn approval."

As ilmended,

it •..tnuld

speak to these issues.

Do any one of

HR. TRUELOVE:

or to change the word

"approval" to "notification• and leave it as Humber

And

we support the removal of the word "emergency• to make

asbestos renovation, slash, demolition approval and

q_

line 46 read "burn approval."
deleting line 47,

And we support completely

which will be Number 9,

renovation and demolition approval.

Kay, do you want us to take

. action item for item as you read them?

Hy name is Ron Truelove.

represent the Environmental Federation of Oklahoma.

one is to re111ove Item Number 9, which is

Tll£ CIIAIRHAN:

three of you

Ron.

Two choices of two

renumber accordingly thereafter.

~he

wish to speak to these particular issues -- this

amend111ents.

would that he

asbestos

And then

renumbering the remaining list of applications .

This

would be consistent with current requirements under

better?

HS. YORK:

Yes.

And it would be best if you

state rules and federal
HR. BYRUH:

allow time for public comments before you took action on

HR.

BYRUM:

We have before us the language. that

York has proposed at 252:15 -- 252:002-15-41,

Item

Number 8, changing -- adopting the word •emergency"

~nd

capitalizing the word •burn," and then the two opt1ons
that were for

or the change of the approval to notification.

in lin~ 46 to remove the word •emergency• and the
deletion of item 9 and renumberinq of the remaining
ite111s.
HR.

)

8YRUH:

Ms. Hedley, you have indicated you

may wish to speak to this.
HS. HEDLEY:

Is there anyone who wishes to comment on those
I have an indication that B.J.

Based on our previously

submitted written comments, we would support the change

Item Number 9, either the total deletion

particular issues?

I'm Nancy Coleman representing

Tinker Air Force Base.

And also for comments tram the counctl.

rules •.

Hs. Coleman.

HS. COLEHA":

each rule.

Ms.

and Ron Truelove may wish to

particular issue?

"'burn approval."

Line 47, "umber 9.

8

Hy name is B.J. Hedley with Earth

concerns. and we are accepting of the changes on line 46

)

)

)

)
10

9

THE CHAIRMAN:

and 47.
HR.

BYRUH~

don't believe that --

l

1

Any further discussion?

don't

Hyrne, will you call the roll on that item.

see Hs. Barton present.

HR. BYRUH:

THE SECRETARY:

She has left.

HS. HEDLEY:

HAYOR TAROII:

Is there anyone else who

Okay.

HR.

(No audible response. I
Chair~an,

Hr.

those

ite~s

l

no one Rise wtshes to

would like to take the
ite~s

~ate

you.

Aye.

ite~

Yes.

llu~ber

THE SECRETARY:

9?

THE CHAIRMAN:

What is the motton?

HR. BYRUH:

Well, your motion would be up to

So I

~ave

252:002-15-40 be amended by line 46,

striking

the word "emergency• and capping or capitalizing "8" in
the word "burn• and striking line 47,

Item

asbestos rennovation/demolltion approval,

Nu~ber

and

renumbering the subsequent items.
I second -that motion.

9,

YORK:

Bill,

that Sectton

!ten B,

Hr. Breisch?
Aye.

Continuing on,

I

would again call

on Kay.
HS.

Okay.

Hr. Glass?

Aye.

HR. GLASS:

Do we need to make a motion

by the audience.

··MAYOR TARON:

Hr. Fishback?

THE SECRETARY:

would suggest that the motion is as recoMmended

HR. BRANECKY:

Aye.

HR. FISHBACK:

in Tier I that you deem

since you gave us two options on the

THE CHAIRMAN:

Hs. Hinkle?

THE SECRETARY:

on

necessary.

HAYOR TARON:

Hr. Branecky?
Aye.

BRAIIECKY:

HS. HINKLE:

now or other

HR. BRANECKY:

Yes.

THE SECRETARY:

speak to this issue.
THE CHA IRHAN:

Mayor Taron?

THE SECRETARY:

wishes to speak to this issue?

HR. BYRUM:

We've got a motion and a second.

On Rule 002-15-41.

I believe that we should probably take

these one at a time.

And I will begin with Number J, on

line 10:

~edification

significant

construction or operating

of a major facilities

per~it.

Based on comments received by the department
and on behalf of the council!

the_depart~ent

that you consider the following amendment:

recommends
On line 10,

12

11

after the word dmoditication• and before the ~ord •nt•
insert as defined in OAC-252:l00-8-8(ell21.

AlSo that

a major facilities construction permit with a
modification that would otherwise be subject to public
review. •·

the words "construction or• be marked through so that

Based on a recommendation that we have tor

lines 10 and 11 read "Number l, significant modificat1on

Tier 3, a corresponding amendment of Tier 2 would be

as defined in OAC 2S2:100-8-8te)l21 of a major

necessary.

facilities operating permit.•

Bill, if you want to have me read all of them,

1 would like to go through all

Those are the issues, 81 ll, that do not

Yes, sir, we do.

I ' l l save those

And i f there

--

MS. YORK:
of lS-41.

THE CHAUHAN:

This is on line ll and 14

HR. YORK:

Rather than starting the phrase w1th the wo~d

•extension" add the word •time• before it.
reads •time extension.•

So that

it

The small "e" on extension of a

major facilities construction permit with -- add the
word ua," strike through "significant• modification, and
add these words:
public review."

"That would otherwise be subject to
I will read that as it is recommendert.

Number 5 on 1 ines 13,

will do my best to reflect

what has been suggested.

Okay.

Number S.

that

i f you want me to go on then to the

Okay?

HR. FISHBACK:

--

are not related to the comml\lrcial. incinerator question.

commercial incinerator,
for the last.

"A construction

"A construction permit for a major modification

If that be the case, we have a

proposed change in Number 1.

MS. YORK:

and it would read:

to an existing major facility.•

Okay.

HR. FISHBACK:

a,

facility."

the Tier 2 changes, if it's all right with the counc11.

MS. YORK:

Nu~ber

tt would be

permit tor a major modific•tion
to an ex i sting major
~

or if you want to act on one at a ti~e?
TilE CIIAlRHAN:

a new

This would be added on line ta.

14 would read:

"Time extension of

Please do.

Humber 1.

Sased on comments

received from the public and from the council. council
has indicated lt will consider amendinq Number 1 without
the underlined words. accepting it without the
underlined words.

"Or commercial incinerator• would be

taken out, so that it reads:
major facility issued atter the construction permit
vhich differs from the construction permit in a manner

)

)

)

)

)

I4

t3

was bringing out commercial incinerators and making them

which subjects the operating permit application to
public review.•

Corresponding change to Number

"The

I·

subject to Tier·~ for their major modifications,
regardless of whether they were minor or major.

major modification of construction for operating

Where is it

That's not right.
HR. BYRUM:
HS.

YORK:

That's not

right.

Hay I ask you to

YORK:

HR. DOUGIITY:

HR. BYRUB:

HS.

YORK:

HR.

Agreed.

to remove the words •or commerctal

incinerator• on lines 4 and S,

strike through Number

totally-- which woul<.f .,.., lines 16 and
renumber on line

17

~

--and

Questions for Kay from council?

HR. FISHBACK:

Where is the item in llne

[ f

Kay,

believe is where

sure.

FJSIIBACK:

I was looking for

HS.

YORK:

HR.

FJSIIBACK:

HR.

BYRUM:

identical

That's cause we're using
in another.

okay.
Okay.

That was Dennis Doughty over here

on the staff.
Please be sure to identify yourselves for the

7

record.

otherwise covered?
If we delete "for the commercial

HS.

incinerator•

YORK:

So it would be covered ln Number 3

under Tier 2.

on 1 ine I 7?
HS. YORK:

Item 3,

"significant• in one case~~d ~major•

LB our new section as 7.

HR. BYRUH:

in Tier 2.

it would be in Tier 1.

wording and didn't find it.

So the references to incinerators

number one,

it would he

that is covered.

totally.
BYRUH:

that wasn't my question.

If it's in part 70,

it is a nonpart of 70,

then we will need to remove Number 7

HR.

Well,
covered?

covered in the significant modification,

If we remove the references to commercial
incinerator,

other~ise

HR.

Excuse me?

hold off on Number 7.

would be,

FISHBACK:

HR.

permit."

We would remove all of 7,

the modification of a construction or operating perm 1 t
is otherwise covered for all other facilities.

HS.

because

tlumher

Tier 1.

IIJNKLE:

Could you -- as in Number 5 on

Whether it be Kay or someone else, could you

someone -- restate for me,

briefly,

two arguments here,

16

15

No~

which l think l unders~and.

trea~inq

its source category.

inc~nera~ors

but then tnere w~s a
Ana so -reason why it was pot here to begin with.

any ditferently than anything else,

Basically -- if

HS. BYRUM:
you,

I could do that

for

preferential treatment or the reverse of that,
nonpreferential treatment,

typically are an jssue that
of public interest.

Incinerators

is highly visible,

to one source category and

not all.
HR.

the reason is because commercial

So you don't want to give

BYRUM:

Other questions for Kay from the

council?

has a

lot
Since I don't know -- the way we're doing this,

And we did that to cause them to go

I don't know if you want to talk to each one of these
through the public scrut1ny that we believe the public
was -- is asking for in that area-

However,

I

--

and we

added that as a -- simply because of experiences we·~~

issues.

I'm just going to call on you;

qo ahead,

and then the rest can raise their hands.

B.J.?
had with

incinera~ors.

HS. lllNI<LE:
perhaps,

hnd the reason we're deciding,

No comment.

Ron?

HR. TRUELOVE:

today to }eave tl'"'-

and if you do,

Again Ron Truelove,

is we•ve decided that :;ome
representing the Environmental Federation of Oklahoma.

of the thinking is that
HR.

think that -- 1 think the maJor

BYRUM:

proble~ was defining all tbe incinerators that are out

And without going through each one of theses
individually, we would support all of the changes that
were identified.

The only other change that we would

there, whether it be the backyard incinerators, whether
add to this list of sources under Section 41 is the
it be the medical waste incinerator, whether

co~mercial

hazardous waste incinerator, or

waste incinerator.
incinerators,

it be a

bio~edical

All the issues and all the various

source that's currently listed as a T i er 3 source,

which

we haven't addressed yet, but that's listed as 15- 4 2.
That particular source,

t h e construction permit

couldn't cover them with the word

WP.

for a new major facility,
"commercial. •
HR. FISHBACK:

under current rules would only

go through the kind of public review that's outlined in
The other aspect,

too,

believe, was tbat it is more i~portant to characterl~e

the Tier 2 procedures.

And therefore we think lt more

appropriately fits as an addition to the Tier 2 source
the source ln terms of its emissions than in terms of

)

)

)

)

)
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list.

And that air quality permitting should not have

Tier l applications.
th·•~

Plus,

HR.

But EFO does not believe that air

quality permitting should fall
permitti~g

deletion.

if you desire to incorporate a change

that was also asked for,

Some other media permitting may warrant
Tier 3 approach.

18

then,

under-- any air qual1ty

should fall under Tier J.

And all other

BRANECKY:

then you can do so.
guess it's my understanding,

not having the Tier J category as additional

requirements that currently do not exist for air quality
permits.

requirements as they currently are should be fit into

Am 1 right?
HS.

YORK:

That's what the legislature intended

Tier 1 and Tier 2, because those two sets of tiers

that to apply to the most complex and complicated

adequately cover everything that's currently required.

applications.

And I'll readdress that r.omment when we gP.t to
Tier l,

also.

·rhank you.

HR. BYRUM:

Anyone else?

HR. tiiCHOLSON:
of Enid.

HR.

BRANECKY:

HS.

YORK:

Even though

The legislature has asked the

councils and the Board to consider the following

Scott Nicholson with ECCI out

I'd like to concur with EFO's position on

determinations,

the following criteria, when making

these decisions:

the significance of potential

impact

changing the Tier 3 up to Tier 2 and making the other

of the type of activity on the environment; the amounts

changes that were discussed, dropping the commercial

of volume and types of waste proposed to be accepted,

incinerators and making the other changes.

stored,

HR.

BYRUM:

Anyone else?

One more time.

S,

let's see,

made item 7.

We have language on items I,

l,

and 8, which we have

We have had a comment from the audience

also to consider.

the

the type of activity; the federal classification,
any,

7, which was deleted,

emitted;

degree of public concern traditionally connected uith

Anyone else wish to speak?

Hr. Chairman.
THE CIIAIRHAH:

treated, disposed, discharged,

1 would entertain a motion on all

the ones that we have defined in new language or

if

for such proposed activity, operation, .or type of

site or facility;

and any other relevant factors.

If the legislature, when creating this process,
created it with the intention that the Tier J process

of

would be reserved for the most complex,
complicated,

the most

and the most difficult permitting issues

I9

that this department taces.
the

fed~ral

70 sources,

Based on the emphasas that

government is putting on the Title 5,

Pdrt

the department believes that this falls

that category and should fall
classification,

20

an

On the other hand,

the advantage to the public

is that this allows them at less cost and

in a more

timely manner to litigate the issues that they truly
believe need to be taken into consideration that the

into Tier 3

for new sites that have never been

permitted.

department did not take into consideration when the
decision was made to prepare the proposed permit.

For existing sites, you have already talked
about amending that to be in Tier 2.

But for new sJtes

which the public has not dealt with before,

the

that's a
said.

THE CHAIRHAN:

I understand completely.

joke, because

don't understand a word you

Kay,

And

in simple terms, are you saying that the

department is proposing to put those into Tier 3, which

items which we discussed before Ron made his comment are

(1) gives the public the right to meet with the

in concert with the legislative action that we're

department to find out where they can have meaningful

supposed to take?

input in the permitting process, and (2) that gives any

HS. YORK:

member of the public who has environmental interest that

THE CHAIRHAN:

may be detrimental

HS. YORK:

-- detrimentally affected by the

construction of the site to ask for or participate in an

out of Tier 3,

administrative hearing at the administrative level,

legislature.

that's presided over by the -- by an independent

of the Board.

administrative law

Change is before --

The advantage to applicants for having th1s

To leave all air quality permitting

And I don't believe it's within the intent

Okay.

legislation and the Board,

if the permit is issued and the public file an appeal,

with Tier l does not?

the record is limited to the issues that were in the
~nly.

where everything is opened.

so these changes involving

Tier 2 you believe are to follow the intent of the

proceeding available at the administrative level is that

administrative proceeding

How about Ron•s comment?

that is not within the intent of the

HS. HINKLE:

judge.

Okay.

HS. YOilK:

It is not a new trial

but what we just discussed

That's right.

HR. FISHBACK:

Do I make a motion that we

consider them separately?

)

)

)

)

)

22
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HR. BYRUI1:

l~e

have a couple of people that

wish to comment maybe before we get there.
B • .J .•

B . .J. Hedley,

I appreciate what Kay

with the new permit and administrative hearing is held
and then we qet ruled against .and we go on to court,

the

But the biggest thing she said Is the fact

that

in this state is

lawsuits.

We don't have a bunch of big groups

So it qives the ability to at least have a way.

step.

1\nd

And I

But it gives that one more

think for Okl~ho~i to make use of this,

knowing that that's there if they need it.
And whether we'll use it or not,

so

an independent -- and 1 put that

in quotes -- person to review both sides and make a

feel

don• t

know.

But

really think the public will

better about

and

think it's -- we•ve just seen too often where

And I

think we've seen many people 1n this

you know, spend an awful

lot money dealing with,

it

we•ve not had any other place to go except to court, and
it's awfully expensive to do that.

And I

know some of

these companies love that because there's times we
wanted to sue and we can't because we don't have the

decision.

state,

mean, we don't have a bunch of people and

funds to do that.

And we

the administrative hearing process is our only potential
way to get, you know,

it's very expensive, and no one pays for this

but me.

think you'll get a better benefit from the public

don't have a big, you know, money pot somewhere where
we•re able to draw from to do a lot of

it's a tough

situation;

if we can get the money.

we can go into an administrative hearing with minimal

none of us environmentalists have any noney.

but what I mean,

Then if we lose there, then we've got to make a decision

position, and that's opening the door in other areas.

and the biggest problem we have

say this not to go cry and moan and help me get my

kid through college,

that somewhat o·tamps

our style but at least puts you in the administrative

funds,

lawsuits going

with money.

only thing we can deal with are the items in the
•lbv1ously,

I've got a couple of

And I

had to say, and 1 think

the advantage to you is that if we are unhappy

administrative hnar1ng.

You know,

losing everything.

mean -- and I don't make the kind of money to do that.

Earth Concerns.

if the corporate people take a note of one of things she
said,

fighting a big company and

personally, and I •m in debt for $25,000 so far.

raised your hand first.

HS. 11EDLEY:

you know,

ability to.
HS. YORK:

Hay I also bring up something.

24
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their hearings -- where their appeal was on the record,

think Dennis Doughty would be Jn better position to
describe this.

The Title 5 requtres a permit to

there was very little change or no change by the

b~

district courts.

appealable.
HR. DOUGIITY:

Subject to

judicial review

1~

deter~inations

So that --well.

I was going to add this,

under the Clean Air Act, before it was

a~ended

that

recently,

all Title 5 permits would have been a Tier 3 review.

environmental issues may think you know what the
result's going to be, but I guarantee you, you really
don't know how the Judge t"s go1ng
·
t o see th i ngs.
So

And strange as it may seem, there was a lot of
concurrence by both industry and the public that this
was the way that it could best be facilitated because
in the first place, most of your controversy is

going to be settled at the public meeting forum.

you in an administrative forum,

where it's a

lot cheaper

and where people like 8. J. can come in and have it
heard before an ALJ that's used to hearing these sort of
things,

3 as opposed to everything under Title 5, previously.

~nd

then the appeal is on the record.

And when

you go to district court as opposed to having a whole
brand new trial.

and the way they run their program down there, any

)

BYRUM:

l believe Hs.

And where they had

Perry wanted to

HS.

PERRY:

Yeah. -Debbie Perry from Enterprise

speak.

Services.

What

I was going to say is if the true

intention of the statute is to address the most
environmentallY significant courses under Tier J,

it

seems like the direction that we had earlier today with
incinerators, although it's very

difficult in defining those,

those really are the most

significant sources that we deal with in the state.
Uazardous waste incinerators,

And having talked to people in Texas

permit was subject to a hearing.

HR.

the commercial

familiar with the issues.

And so

you only have one instance now where you can have a Tier

issues, except those that we're just at loggerheads
And then you go to administrative hearing where

just thought I'd add that bit.

actually as opposed to what the old Clean Air Act was,

hnd

they bring everything at "that forum and settle most

about.

at the department level were upheld.

And any of you that's evir been in court on

what it says, Kay.

well,

fiost of the -- most 'of the

incinerators,

commercial

and possibly commercial biomedical

incinerators seem to me the ones that cou ld possibly be

J

)

)

)

)
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in Tier 3, much more than necessarily

just a TitiQ

~

t

think,

source of any kind.

too big.
HR. flSHBACK:

HR. BYRUH:

would disagree with Debbie's

statement that incinerators or commercial incinerators

Ron, did you -- okay.

HR. TRUELOVE:

I

want to make sure that

are the most environmentally

signi~icant.

They may be

understand this "major• --kind of like the same line

the most controversial and they may have the highest

Bill was talking about -- "major" can still be mighty

public visibility, but there are many ather major

small.

sources that I

The HESHAPs for the chrome platers,

instance, makes all of them,
Title S permitting.

believe,

for this

subject to the

impact than incinerators.
earlier,

And those can be mighty small

facilities.

Because as Hr. Doughty said

they're very tightly regulated and the

emissions from incinerators are very small.
So I

The state has been dealing With some ot the
foundry associations.

Let me tell you,

few people

1

n

So major facility doesn't mean it's a very

compiex facility at all.
can strike, somehow,

just all of the Title s

facilities, cause that can get mighty small;

HR. BYRUM:

Are there people who wish to

HS. HEDLEY:

Are we moved down now to 42?

speak?

And maybe the balance that you

is not

think we have to distinguish between

environmentally significant and controversial.

those are --

those aren't too much bigger than just a
some cases.

can think of that have a more significant

Because I do have comments.

if you

THE CHAIRMAN:

realize it.

HS. HEDLEY:

So maybe some balance above that.

Ho.
Okay.

No.
Well,

I'm just trying--

I'm just saying 1 don't think 42 should go into 41.

The

commercial hazardous waste incinerators is obviously,

I'm assuming that's what you're getting ready to vote

think, one that might be a controversial -- those are

on.

going to be caught under Tier l under the hazardous

there,

waste tier permitting anyways.
other factors as t

mean,

you can assume

understood Kay to say.

making it open to all Title s

But

just

facilities is going to be,

And

And 1 would like to comment on 42 once we get
after you not approve moving 42 to 41.
HR.

BYRUH:

With that,

So noted.
hear no one else wishing to speak

on this particular issue.
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Hr. Chairman.

THE SECRETT.RY:

TilE CIIAIRHAIJ:

I'll entertain a motion.

HR.

HR. FISHBACK:

I would make a motion that

MS. HINKLE:

YORK:

HR.

FISHBACK:

Aye.

Section 41.

HR.

would make. a

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

you want to read all that again -- as we've discussed

HR. CLASS:

here, with the exception of moving 42 -- Section 42

THE SECRETARY:

statement into 41.

THE CHAIRMAN:

In other words, all

the other things

Kay.

that.

THE CIIAIRHAN:

Number 3,

s.
MS.

YORK:

HR.

FISHBACK:

MS.

YORK:

HR.

FISHBACK:

..

Delete 7.

HR BYRUH:
HS.

Delete 7.

And add in a new 7.

Aye.

43.

oh,

l'm sorry; you're

And add in a new 7 and leave 42

fur~her

Okay.

HAYOR TAROII:

Mayor Taron?
Aye.

existing."

I have a motion and a

not, Myrna, will you call the roll?

Based on comments received by the

[f

the

department recommends that council consider the

of this document,

discussion or comments on this?

THE SECRETARY:

YORK:

following amendment:

Second.

THE CHAIRMAN:

42.

public and the council and on behalf of the council,

In my current motion.

HR. GLASS:

Any

Breisch?

right

alone for now •

second.

Section 41 !lumber 1, Section 41

Hr.

Hoving on to Section 252:002-15-42.

those recomaendations that you read separately from
In other words,

Hr. Class?

Aye.

HR. BYRUH:

[ make a motion that we adopt

lir. Fishback?

FISHBACK:

aotion that Section 41 be modified, and I don't know if

that we talked about:

Ms. Hinkle?

THE SECRETARY:

Section 41.

Branecky?

Aye.

TilE SECRETARY:

is

it subchapter or subsection 41?
MS.

Hr.

BRAIIECKY:

To 252:002-15-42,

lines 20 and 21

to strike through the words "or

So that it reads:

a new aajor facility.

A construction permit for

To strike through the words •or

commercial incinerator.•

So that it reads:

A

construction permit for a new major facility requires a
Tier 3 application.

)

for a new -- did I say new?

~ew

'
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reading this as a layman --and 1 don't consider myself

major facility.
HR.

BYRUM:

HS. HINKLE:
HS.

YORK:

YORK:

~ut

Questions for the councll?

2

quite a layman --

Would you read that again.

3

this and had an incineration situation occurring

4

potentially near me and saw there was nothing in there

s

about that,

6

evan covered.

Yes,

HS. HINKLE:
MS.

)

)

ma•am ..

The whole sentence.
The way it would be amended:

"A

if

I subsist and had

might think it was never,

7

Tier 3 application.•

8

is a hot issue when it comes to the public.

9

can't tell you all the calls I get.

10

sources.
HR.

Additional questions from the

BYRUM:

council?
Questions from the audience?
HS. HEDLEY:
HR.

BYRUM:

tiS.

~IEDLEY:

Discussion?

Comments.
B.J.

B.J. Hedley, ECO.

I

approve

copy or

you know,

construction permit for a new major facility requ1res a
And that ls defined as part

d

So 1 would like to see it in there.

not

I think it
mean,

I'm right in the

10

middle of, you know,

11

now, because people, you know,

12

incineration of even nonhazardous waste, much less the

ll

potential for biomed or hazardous.

14

to consider those situations again.

15

the blue circle permit thing right

You now, one of-the

are preparing for

So I think we've got

~hings

I keep preaching to

l6

some of the corporate people that

I appreciate what Hr. Oxford was

17

you know,

understand the problem there; and

18

advantages we can give the public to at

think for the benefit of our discussions earlier,

19

the easier it's going to be to communicate when.we go to

would at least say leave in •or commercial incinerator.•

20

p~blic meetings and deal with these things.

You are

21

that's such a hot issue that if we're going to put it

correct, the problem on incineration is not strictly the

22

in,

air emissions which really,

23

comfortable doing that

leaving this in Tier l,
the incinerator.
trying to do.

but I disapprove of taking out

I state this for two reasons.

all say they are.

Okay.

One is:

think, are higher than we

But is the major public

concern regards incineration.

And I think if

I was

24
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talk to a

lot

is,

the more open we can be and the more

I think we're

just better off,

HR. IIICIIOLSON:

least review,

And I think

and I would feel more

Scott Uicholson with ECCI

just want to make the comment one

~ore

time.

I

I think

31

the definition of major facility in some cases
small that we•re going

~o

our businesses who are

~ryinq

Out there in the

stree~s.

detrimen~ally

cleaner,

••f

to meet market demands.

And l strongly recommend the councjl weigh all

that are growing in response

and the thresholds for these major

facilities -- the ten tons per year,

for

they would be potentially subject to the Tier 3

requirements, which appear to be pretty onerous and
definitely are in addition to existing requirements.

we have r.ertain segments,

certain industry segments,
to demand,

is so

impact some

]2

things very heavily and even consider tabling this
particular approval

~S

the HAP and

item until

potentially a special

meeting could be called and would give ~he ca~~cil,

combined is not a significant enough threshold to

specific council members.

warrant a Tier 3 approach to these fac1lities.

from the environmental community,

The wood industry right now in some segments is
growing very fast

1n turniture manufacturing;

they'll cross the

10-ton,

BYRUH:

to -- without restating all the words

As Kay read the intent of the legislature,

things,
~auld

And 1
~-

a permit have to be forced

just want

say that the

into a particular

And I think there are things that potentially

may, may fit this particular category;

but the

all-inclusive term •major facility• can mean such small

comment with respect to the Tier 2 list what

l suggested

npera~ions

moving Tier 3 up to Tier 2.

want that for

the record

new industries who are located in Oklahoma.

under this Tier l

And as an example to

discussion.

~hat

a dry cleaning operation would be a najor

that could really hamper a new company and

THE CHAIRiiAtl:

HR.

}

I would

Ron, when do you believe your

fears would be realized?

facility.
That if mom and pop wanted to build a dry

And

like that stated for the record.

the gentleman just talked about regarding relatively
small sources,

it

not that necessarily would an application or

category.

Ron Truelove again, with the

Environmental federation of Oklahoma.

representatives from

seemed to me the intent was to consider all of those

Other comments?

HR. TRUELOVE:

representatives

industry a chance to meet and discuss specifically what

25-ton threshold real quick.

We need to consider a higher threshold.
HR.

staff members,

ought to be in Tier ].

and

And we're going to hurt that segment of Oklahoma
industry.

those

TRUELOVE:

When do I believe that would be

reallzed?

)

)

)

)

)4

ll

THE CHAIRMAN:

Uh-huh.

HR. TRULOVE:

HR. TRUELOVE:

If you•ve got -- if you·re

THE CHAIRMAN:

~here

wanting to locate ro a community

you -- I

kno~

of

from now, a year from now?

HR. TRUELOVE:

fashion more in the area of wanting to fight

anything regardless of the logic,

regardless of science.

And

com~unication

is vital,

vital to any of the permit processes.

THE CHAIRMAN:

And you have 1n

wor~ing

THE CHAIRMAN:
HR. BYRUH:

wtth a

But I've had personal experience-- and I can't

experience where good science and logic is

thro~n

Do you believe then that people

HR. TRUELOVE:

Sure.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

then let the people come.

And that -- and they use the process

reason to.

is asking what time frame?

Really my question

Six months from now,

from now, or when certain permit applications are

a

~ould

like

We•ll modify it,

if there's

And I think all the council -- we've done i t

before -- I think all the council agrees to this.
HR. BRANECKY:

abnormally hamper things beyond what should be done.
Okay.

That's what I

I would like to get this rule on the books and

buck, basically.

And I don't want to see a process which can

~

Do you believe

Sir?

to see.

When?

the construction of

ask for modification of this rule?

out

to their advantage.

.(

Okay.

and the particular citizenry were looking to make a

submitted?

it·~

It would be after TitleS approval.

THE CHAIRMAN:

reveal particular people-- but I've had personal

-~-

Oh,

that would be affected could come to this council and

econo~y.

HR. CHAIRIHAH:

when do you think these

approv~l.

company to achieve what's best for the environment as
well as the

Six months

It would be after Title 5

HR. BYRUH:

tremendously

many cases people who will absorb that good science.
understand it, and move forward wtth

What time?

new •ajor facilities.

And it gives the opportunity -- I appreciate what B.J.
had tD say.

When?

things would come about?

a couple instances where people are concerned in an
abnormal

wh~t?

When

Well,

think there's sufficient

~lso

concern from the public that we do need to look at this.

r~ar

If there's-- if we don't have -- we do have a choice,
though.

We don't have to act on this today.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I would like to hear some

16

lS

reason that's really a good reason not to have it on the

month.

table.
HR.

FISHBACK:

Well,

l

mean -- can

anybod~·

on

the amount of additional

time that a Tier

last more than three hours.
do allow discovery,

conjunction with the administrative completeness ceview.
The putting

in application -- turning a draft permit into a proposed
permit and putting it out for public review takes

hearing is not requested,

the permit would issue as

and we

HR.

by the way.

lf

it is,

you call

for it;

FISHBACK:

And the important t1me frame

is

F[SHBACK:

HS. YORK:

lind we

HR.

FISHBACK:

MS.

YORK:

through the rules.

-- getting the source.

And I -- and when [ managed the
give deadlines even though

there are no deadlines.

deadline that's there is In the statute.

have had a few of the administrative hearings.
had -- we have had them range all the

way from one day to two months, with regard to how fast

The

The only

and it requires

that the first hearing be set within 60 days of having
received the request.
I might point out that under the current

the attorneys work getting information back and getting
it rescheduled before the administrative law judge.

The delay that's incurred by the

The attorneys.

proceeding themselves,

waste· area to date.
law has required that since 1990.

Yes.

applicant --

few administrative hearings in the solid

}

a discovery has never been taken

HR. YORK:

is.

manage that office of administrative hearings,

hav~

Getting to that, where we

occurred.

if an administrative

am -- 1

We

hearin~.

not the actual deliberation time but the elapsed time?

into the administrative hearing procedures.

Their

·
e vid ent1ary

but there has never been any discovery that has

HR.

If an administrative hearing is requested, we would qo

have had a

advantage of,

~8

additional days for public review.
At the end of that time,

during his time

We schedule the proceedings and take additional

I've never had a hear1"nn,
7

The process meeting is done 1n

So that does not take any additional time.

and we schedule things during,

l

application would take versus a Tier 2?
MS. YORK:

there.

judge comes -t-o the department once a

days if we need to.

the staff or anyone give an estimate of the amount nf
time,

administrative law

law,

the air quality -- the contested case hearing that is

)

)

)

)
]7

available to Title 5 permits are limited -- are
limited to new science,

~ut

they

~re

uubjec~

to

38

n~t

Title 5 permit,

thos~

would fall under

HS. 11ART!tl:

And that the department has the right to

stay issuance of any permit based on contested
proceeding request.

And that

con~ested

Assistance Program.

c~sP.

case also

So we're

just talking new

construction.

This would not include renewals nor

modifications.

an existing site and

rier 2 with the requirements.

HR. DOUGHTY:

under -- for existing science and modifications as well
and renewals.

they are still

and I

IS

Kathy Hartin,

DEO Customer

I worked on the dry cleaner IIESHAP

would just like to reiterate what Ron Truelove

before the department and would go under the same

said and probably what Scott llicholson was bringing up

procedure as the administrative hearing.

is that IIESHAPs bring in a

So in a way,

the air quality applicants

the customer assistance program,

~re

we deal with a

that pertains to renewals and modifications of existing

UESHAP just because they use perchloroethylene.

permits,

is hardly -- there is minimum- amount.

not

just to new unpermitted sites.
RVRUH:

r think Dennis may have sornetllinq

per year.

And if you take this times

gallon as the density,

to say.
HR. UOUGIITY:

impression was that this Tier l

I/ ow,

1

f

with ~500 pounds per year emissions,

This is for new nonexisting n1tas.
and they have to have a

as

just HAPS, which is

Okay.
A tremendously different

Kay, do you know?

So if they are a minor facility,

you have 2500 pounds per year

compared to a majnr facility due to
10 tons.

I'm wrong, somebody tell me.

'/ORK:

qallons

what you have is you have a major facility because of
the UESHAP,

constructions where there was a siting issue not a

HS.

lBO

pounds per

Let's assume on a 100 percent volatilization,

My

was to apply only to new

source that was once minor and became a major.

It's
14

There

perc., okay.

Just for the sake of

clarification based on some of the comments.

lot of

For instance, a dry cleaner is triggered into a

under the current air quality law

HR.

In

small businesses that have never been regulated before.

actually having less possibility of administr3tive
proceedings than more,

lot of small businesses.

there's a wide

disparage between 2500 pounds and 10 tons,
So like Ron says,

we're going to have a

obviously.

lot of small

40

facilities Wlth very small emissions of hazardous a1r
pollutonts,

~ranted;

hut they are operatinq as a

m~jnr

major source, and they wouldn't necessarily fall under a
Tler J rule.
HR. 11ART111:

But they are because uf the unique

facility.
definition.

HS.

HR.

Because they're there as a »ESHAP.
PERRY:

But they·rc st.ill

also have

--

-- but they're still considered

counc i 1.
l'm sorry,

we

in the Oklahoma Act and the federal

dispensation on any issue through the air quality

area sources
THE COURT REPORTER:

l'd like to add something here.

small business ~an go through that proqram and request a

NESHJI.P.

HS. PERRY:

prov1s1~ns

that is not clear.

Act for the small Business Assistance Program, where the

because they're there as a

HS. 11ART1N:

BYRUH:

Well.

but I ,can't

For these businesses that are adversely
particula~

affected by this

rule,

think that's

probably the best avenue for them to use.

write -HS. HARTIN:

so

I

They can petition the council for special

have a solution.
But 1. think you may add to

I'm sorry. Debbie.

The solutlon may be r.hat it's a major tactlir.y,
unless major solely because of a »£SHAP

~ould

be

d

assistance proqram.
Kathy,

rler
but I

HR. BYRUM:

Debbie.

HS. PERRY:

Debbie Perry.

1 was

just qoinq to

NESHAP that are not truly major are really not
They are area sources, and

let's look at the Title 5 permit.
subject for NESHli.P rules.

helped write the
It's not that

lanquaqe.
I

I'm sorry.

disaqree with

think that would be hundreds -- I'm sorry --

hundreds and hundreds of facilities that would be

Those sources that are covered in the

considered major sources.

I

HS. HART(II:

And that would qet rid of all the amall

businesses.

respond to that.

and those can be granted by the air quality

council upon recommendation of the small business

my solution.

3 application.

exemptions,

required to come in and get a special variance,
could just eliminate them from Tier 3,
2 or Tier

keep them in Tier

where they rightfully belong.

By just

making one -HR.

And they're also

But they are not considered a

1,

when you

BYRUH:

I think the council probably has

the ability, as does the small business panel,

)

to

,

)

)

)
41

tha~

recognize

for one-cima

a class of industry is affected and

that back to you in December.

dSk

Okay.

But once again,

it would

purpose.

require them to get organized enough to come and ask for
that; and I don't believe that's fair,

~han

all of us

HR. FISHBACK:
MS. YORK:

Hay r suggest something?

Bi 11. hack

to your original question as to what point in time 1s
this going to make a difference.
pending.

That would have no bearing on Title 3 as it

was amended and read to you a few minutes ago.

here recognize that problem.
HS. YORK:

And the issue can be then

focused on the definition of major facility for that

exemp~ion.

HS. MARTIN:

42

The Title 5 program

Then we have a staggered submittal

perio~

HR.

Tier 3, not Title 3.

Tier 3.

fJSIIBACK:

of the argument here.

I think Kay has hit the essence
The two sides of the issue is,

lS

I see it, are adequate public participation in the

over

process of permitting facilities that affect them.

a five-year period of time.

The

other aspect of it is sufficiently short time per1ods

This particular rule applies

~o

ap~licat1ons

for those facilities to get built, and that's the

that would be filed by new app'llcants for new sites that

essence of the job here is balancing.

Environmental

have never been permitted or not in existence, and they

protection with economic development.

I mean,

would apply the applications like those that were filed

almost buzz words but that is tact.

after July I,

And one way to do that,

1996.

So the essence of this is that it is not qo1nq
to take place immediately.
~·

t~

as

But we are under a statutory

•dline to make these approval

approve and recommend

the Board and for the Board to make its adoption.
lt would be my suggestion that perhaps some

as Kay suggested,

this require•ent in Tier 3 and adjust

th~

leave

definition of

•major facility,• or provide enough exemptions to it
that we don't penalize the small business.
definition •major facility•
this intact.

In Section 42.

1 think that

is way too broad to leave
However,

thought be given to modify the definition for major

differences between Tier 2 and Tier 3,

facility.

~f

That would eliminate the applicability of

those are

as I look at the
I see that both

them offer notice of draft permit; both of them offer

this to the small folks that there's still time to do

public comment period: both of then offer public

that.

meetings; both of them require a review of comments by

That is in the uniform rule,

and we can bring
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the DEO.

And so,

my feeling here is t:hat:

HR. fiS"BACK:

Interest ot

the affected public are adequat:ely protected by Tier :

Section 42 into l'ier 3,

And 1 really am primarily concerned about the
believe this,

does -- Hr. Truelove said earlier -- and my experience

HS. YORK:

I'm about to

like they also have had.

I

feel

like

In fact,

HR.

MS.

And I have one question,

if we get

commercial incinerator, because I don't think any

rhat's what I

DOUGHTY:

I

HINKLE:

1

think so.

think entered into this.

understood.

1 think so.

I don't

If you•re qoinq to have a

brand new anything that's a major next door to you,
although siting is not really our thing;

other, but delete that term and move what•s in Section

say?

)

here~

So this is a mistake this "or

jurisdiction to determine siting.

it's not our

Then -- what should

The opinions and emotions run pretty high

oftentimes on something like that.
Section 41.

heard

think there was some changes

source category deserves special consideration above the

THE CHA IRHAH:

1

think it was included because siting was an issue that

is to move the sentence --well, delete

42 into Section 41.

But

There was mistake.

HR. DOUGHTY:

opportunity to participate.
so any recommendation and any motion,

Dennis.

exi.stinq"?

opposition to facilities and always have the

\

The Department is in agreement with

made in the meantime.

the

public can be a very vocal and very effective in

to that point,

YORK:

What is y011r reaction to that?

Dapartment was not the way it was printed

felt the public didn't have an opportunity

feel

HS.

HR. DOUGIITY:

to adequately participate in the process.
I

BRAII£CKY:

As this was printed. we had "or existing."

new requirements.

they do.

Into t:he secti'on 41 under l'ler- 2

you say that your understanding of the intention of the

And so that if we're

permitting some of into a Tier 3, we really are impos1nq

suggesL if I

HR.

HS. HlNKL£:

'uirements of the permitting process in Oklahoma fit

would not even suggest what

in

that.

would agree with it -- that all of the existing

into either t:he Tier I or 2.

the sentence

after deleting the reference to commercial incinerators.

application for all facLlities.

imposition of new requirements which I

Hove Section 42.

And I think t:he

Depart•ent felt that certainly a sufficiently large new

)

)

)

)
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HR.

non5ited source go through the Tier 3.
HR. BRAHECI\Y:

BRAIIECKY:

thing as Bill moved into 41.

I think -- I quess there's

sufficient concern on part of the public and, you know,

HR. BYRUM:

we•ve had air quality rules in effect for years,

HR.

lived with·them.

and we
changing

They seemed to have worked,

d

there and then we'll change it.

Let's put it

I'd rather pull

it

out and go back to work on it and put it back in 1f we
needed to.

Because

~o

me,

FISHBACK:

would be to delete it from 42 and put "it nowhere today?
THE CHAIRHAII:

say again,

HR.

Are we covered if we do that?

BRANECKY:

Does that fall

Bill.

llo,

VORK:

HR.

llYRUH:

HR.

BRAH£CKY:

110.

it doesn't,

It doesn't.

there's enough doubt,

enough concern,

enough controversy that we need to look at that before

David,

That covers both of them.

It's advice

HR.

Yeah.

flSIIBACK:

BRAIIECKY:

Cood point.

rwo

ttems

So it would be the same as

Rut I think there's enough concern and
and I'd hate

to leave something in there that -- there's so much
concern,

uncertainty.
THE CIIA I RHAII:

Back on page 9,

HR.

BRAtiECKY:

have the section.

Well,

part 5.

What

are you saying delete 42?

guess you could still

just don't have anything 1n it.

HR. FI SIIBACK:

Would you say again where that

is. Bill?
HR.

BYRUH::

rt•s line 6.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Line 6,

previous page.

THE BRAllECKY:

Can you

just have the section

and nothing in it?

we leave it in Tier J.
HR. CHAIRMAN:

Yeah.

enough doubt that we need to look at that,

would say to do that and also

consensus, and if we have to, move that back into rier
I think,

FISIIBACK:

HR. TRUELOVE:

HR.

no.

·k on this with the public and come to the same

J.

Or there_was some suggestion

can we do to reference 42 there on line 6?

under 41 anywhere?

HS.

BRAIIECKY:

a.

to a new or existing.

Bill's then.

So your recommendation, oavtd,

Create an Iten

are easier to deal with later.

it's always hard to chanqe

something wrong once it's there.
HR.

1

HR.

This adds new rules. new procedures; and 1
quess 1 would have to be hesitant to say:

Delete 42, and I guess the same

HR.

FISHBACK:

Sure.
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HR.

BRAIIECKY:

section -- it
HS.

b~

JUSt

HEDLEY:

calling on me;

And

s~1ll

meeting on the permlttinq process held by OEQ before

the reference to

empty.

they begin the rev1ew of permitting

1'111 not s1gn1ng that you're not

sorry,

you, Cathy.

I'm signing there's people up there

publ1c

discussing this.
HR.
D"t: to you,

B'tRUH:
B. J.,

B.J.
HS.

I was signaling to you that

I w1ll

discuss, Bill,

But you made a

commen~

protected because of the

the public comments,

I'm

the gentleman's name next to

you know,

that things have gone well

is wishing to address us again.
B.J.· Hedley,

15

~emember

And.

in regards to the

fac~

that,

~ou

know,

the ability to make

public comments and the filing and these problems and

in just a second.

HEDLEY:

I don't

pro~ess.

ECO.

what you mentioned about

And

that's not correct.

I want to
~he

in air quality so far.

don't know how long you've been on board,

fact that on

and

the permitting process is the citizens involved 10 Tier

I'm not sure how many air quality public meetings you•ve

2 is Tier l and that's absolutely false.

been to,

HR.
HS.

FISHBACK:
HEDLE't:

You said until you get done uJth

FISHBACK:

tlo.

specifically listed four

ng, of course,

wonderful people.

I will Say,

like Kay, who runs these

Let me go through these.

sob.

But

we know when ue•re going in that permit is bas1cally
approved,

and we're

just there to make the final

comments before they sign off.

Well, uhich most of those are

administrative with DEQ.

after the permit

air meetinqs for us and does just a beautiful

items that were in common with both processes.
HS. HEDLEY:

those meetings occur,

1s basically approved and then we go -- luckily we are

rhat•s not what l sa1d.

the administrative hearing -HR.

but all

And so the advantage of Tier

rhe

the filing has nothing to do wtth the

is the fact that

you have the ability to actually have a meeting before

public, per se, other than eventually they w1ll have

the DEQ reviews and completes review of the permitting

opportunity to see that and notice in the paper, which

process, and I think that is really an important step

are appropriate.

beyond the administrative hearing down at the bottom in

But in regard to the notice of

opportunity for process meeting,

there is not

the-- on Tier 2 there is only on Tier 3.

)

under

And that·~ a

that process.

So there are some -- those are some two

real major items.

)

besides the public comment period,

)

)

)

)
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which if you notice on the time line
processes occurs after

Qur perm1t

ability to comment before DEQ begins their process of_
review.

repedt -- dfter the .Jt.llt

permit or draft denial is done.
one more step.

_here~

50

And so this gives you

and I think it's important.

I have a real problem with us ignoring T1er 1,
by allowing -- and if you want to adjust wording then

have a public meeting, and

and then I get to

also might very well

careful.

putting potentially

I appreciate you all's thoughts about we can't

come to a decision and it's 5:00 o'clock, and I want to

smaller facilities in there, even though based on the

go home

word major,

up to Tier 2, because it makes life easier for us.

thoy fit 1n that major category but dteu·t

really major emitters or whatever.

I

w~nt

and appeal and so J think we have got to be real

:tainly accept the fact this has obviously some
problem in the wording of that

The permit as 1 would at the very end after
they have already reviewed the permit,

understand your

just to literally put this aside and say move it

have a real difficult time with that.

concern about that.

it's going to affect the economics.

But let me go back to the fact that the purpose

And

don't think

Kay has already

given you the rundown of where she thinks it is going to

of the law written by the legislative body was to say if

extend, a potential of, what,

you have a major potential source and it wasn't done by

vicinity, potentially, and then a maximum of 60 days.

pound;

it wasn't -- it was saying, you know,

you pick how you want it.

But let's have a Tier 1 tor

complete review for public benefit, not
~nvironmental
~

.era,

you p1ck --

just

degradation but concern by the public,

that was listed, that Hs.

I mean,
in solid waste.

this is the longest hearing she has had
And we all know this permit can take

forever to be done anyway.
et

York read to us.

And I'm saying that Tier 3 is there for a

25 days, somewhere in that

So I mean,

is not going to be a major problem,

another 20 days

if that occurs.

And

she said that's the longest; many have been two or three
days.

We're not talking an extension of time or major

reason and there are -- and 1 can list you right now

cost to industry to come in and do this, other than the

probably three or four facilities that if I was aware

smaller facility,

of,

I would say:

Tier 3 not Tier 2.

Boy,

I sure as hell would want them in

I'd want as much information and

which I accept;

and I think there

needs to be that discussed,

thought out, and done with.

But do not eliminate Tler l

because you guys can't
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citizens in the state who don't even know what a permit

decide how to put aside the NESHAP qroup.
$ean, we•re all tired and we want to go home,

is, who are the ones that are qoinq to be affected by

but 1 reallY think that's what we•re prepared to do here

it, and eventually they will be the ones we will be

today, to either delete it totally or move it up to

working with to help in the process of doing this.
HR.

Tier 2, and I do not think that is the road to go.
HR.
o~q
L .... t

thing,

Two

FISHBACK:

co~ments,

that may be neglected in your analysis 1s

once this permit application 1s filed wtth

agency,

think

if I may.

it is a public document.

an

going to get

involved in a public meeting to review

it?
HS. 11EDLEY:

you I get five calls a week,
this state who go:

issued by DEQ.
Bill,

1 understand,

but there are

citizens out there who don't know the process like we
do, and that's where we run into the problems.

we may

not know that that permit has been filed, and we may
HR. FISHBACK:

Is there, ... hat,

a yearly, a

Bill, how often do you think I

money to have the ability to take a publication
such as that?
f I SU8ACK:

HS. HEDLEY:

We have people that call us and
But, Bill,

you are talking about a 200 -- you are talking about

)

Bill,

I

can guarantee

from people around

So and so, you know,

the biomed

got a call because the lady remembered

my name from the state tair this previous September, and
she picked up the phone and called me,
and worked with her.

and we went down

And that's how we were able to get

the biomed incinerator stopped and the lau passed on
We wouldn't have done this if she

wouldn't remembered to call me, and she didn't know
where to go before she called me.

And I'm say1ng every

citizen has no idea.

I live it.

You live it;

know what department to 90 to and who to call,

It's a freebie now.

let you know sometimes when it's going on.

incinerators.

certificate of need.

monthly, or weekly permit?
HS. HEDLEY:

They are certainly going to get

involved as soon as they know about it.

vou don't have to wait till the draft per~1t is

HS. HEDLEY:

And those are the same ones that

they don't even know what a permit is,. and they are

vou can get involved

in the process as early as you want.

t\ll.

FISHBACK:

average person has no concept.

I mean,
but the

And that's why we're

here to hopefully help them and tell them who to call
and work with them.

)

)

)
)

)
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giving people who have the prospect of
we take our t1•e and effort to s1t here

and

facility,

~ake sure that those people who ~now nothing about rhe

the administrative level,

any of the agencies that we have to deal with on an
environmental

level,

tber two,

number one,

they don't even know that you extst.

YORK:

when the

HR.

lfltiKLE:

HS.

is

and decided their two-tier approach wasn't sophisticated

lis. Hinkle.
Do we have a motion on the floor

What we have on Tier l

BYRUI-I:

tf

thlS

but __

ls that proper?

Is there anyone else who wishes to

speak to the issue?
Then I

The Tier 3 process, uxcept tor that

process meeting up front they can ask the departlllent

lor

process is already in place and haS been for
and water quality.

was to also apply it to air quality.

Then we can make a motion.

Kathy.
HS. HINKLE:

l would move the lanquaqe here

in

existing."
THE CIIAIRHAN:

and if the

in that category,

But I

THE CHAlRHAN:

lt was reserl'ed

the most complicated,

NESHAPS applications don't fall

turn it to you.

42 be as printed with th e exception of deleting •or

One of the intentions of making this uniform

this· needs to be modified.

would like to make one.

They created the Tier 2

permit that they started with.

sn\id waste, hazardous waste,

llliiKIE:

then we can still h ave further discussion,

HR.

is pretty 111uch the major

No.

THE CHAlRHAN:

enough, so they went to three tiers.

for the 111ost complex,

BYRUH:

HR. BYRIII·I:

the first

year they did it major/minor permtts and modificattuns

the Tier l

HR.

yet?

Hay l make a com111ent?

legislature took two years to do this Act,

as a middle ground.

urge

rhey

do not know what you do.
HS.

really

the

council -- you to consider that.

~nd,

most ot them;

them and have

rather than waiting until

permit is issued and then going to court.

that we 111ake sure they're protected

because they can't come,

havlng a 111ajor
t~
w

an opportunity to have an admlnistrative proceeding at

0r

process of the Environmental Quality Board or Act,

large facility come in next

then

CA discussion was held off
HS •

in

understand that you're

leaving

in the language •commercial incinerator."

would reallY urge you

to consider your obligations to the public at large.

I

YORK:

the record. 1

That's a ha%ardous waste program.
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THE CIIAIRHAII:

incinerators.

Do I hear a second to thts

It may not be the best word,

that was included.

tnotion?

Again, do

I

HR. GLASS:

We know that that's an issue with many citizens

hear a second to this motton?

ot the state.

I'll second it.

THE CIIAIRHAN:

Okay.

The motton has been made

and seconded.

understand what Blll is saying about

singularly looking at a specific class of industry.

But

if we do indeed look back in our records on a single

Any further discussion, comments?

class of industry,

HS. PERRY:

generated more public input and more public outcry than

Debbie Perry.

would like to

that single class of industry has

suggest that if you're going to leave the words

any other one in this industry.

"commercial incinerator," that you include -- that you

suggested that.

waste incinerator" to specifically those
noncontroversial

incinerators,

..• .

.

··-

and not include all

the

little small ones that may not be of concern.

HS. HINKLE:

Well,

1 guess

l

about

these small incinerators and that sort of

thing

I

earlier,

going into the other rules and further defining

think there is a possibility,

what we mean here.

have lelt some

So that's the reason we

How do -- how to handle what we've talked

add the words •commercial hazardous waste lor btomedtcal

I

as we said

think that is a possibility that

we can do.

level of assurance from some of the statements t•ve
heard from Larry and Bill about how these things can be

HS. YORK:

handled, whether it is down the road defining somethtng

THE CHAlRHAN:

or treating things as a class with an application.
t

that's why

r:an

or l1mit1ng it here.
I

believe from what 1 hear that

we have to consider the option of continuing this,
because I'm not comfortable with doing anything other

also be dealt with in the -- with commercial

incinerators or is this sonething we really do have to

than what we discussed as far as eliminating

hash out here in the language?

incinerators, and what was the other thing?

HR. BYRUM:

As 1 said earlier, we included the

commercial -- the word •commercial

incinerators."

There

we were looking at those that are very controversial

)

what-- •or existing.•
any more than that,

Language of

I'm not comfortable with doing

until 1 understand more about the

various incinerators.

And plus 1 am not -- t am not

)

)

)

)
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convinced that there isn't a better way to solve the
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you have to withdraw it.
If you•re not withdrawing it and there's no

small facilities coming under this.
So, you know, my feeling is, we pass it wLth

more comments, call a roll, Hyrna.

the changes that Kay talked about or we just postpone

MR. BYRUH:

and continue it, and that is to a special meeting for

HR. TRUELOVE:

next December and get hand slapped by D£0.

I

mean,

I want to respond a little bit

to what B.J. was saying about the public sometimes not
having all the adequate resources to research the rules.

t want to tell you how 1 feel about it.
HR. BRANECKY:

One more comment, Ron.

don't feel comfortable wLth

the •major facility" definition, and so 1 would prefer

Believe it or not, we have plenty of major sources who
don't have all the major resources either.
As it stands, as I understand your is motion to

some postponement of action.
But we've got the motion on --

leave in •new major facilities• without -- is that

THE CHAIRMAN:

We're still discussing

correct?

HR. FISHBACK:

We have already made a motion,

I respect your position that they can always come back

seconded, and passed the other changes.

Why are we

required to recommend this tier classification in total

and ask for the change in this rule.
But I think David had it probably more
adequately.

or not at all?
MS. YORK:

So it would just be all new major facilities.

waul~

say in total.

Because I

Until we've identified a source category or

an area that needs that type of Tier l

regulation,

I'd

would hate for the Board to adopt something that you

certainly look for you to consider leaving it aside or

then come back·and want to amend.

putting it in Tier 2 than coming back once one is
identified.

That makes it very difficult.
HR. CHAIRMAN:

Again,

I have no problem other

than you realize what we are mandated to do.
this in our possession for quite sometime.

We've had
And I

Because I guarantee you the small business
operators out there don't look at these rules and, say:
We can go to the council to change the rule.

They see

believe that we should have had this conversation

the government rule as a very complex organization and

before.

unapproachable through normal procedures.

But with that, either we vote on this motion or

So
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approaching it from let'S have a rule until
says let's chanqe

it isn't very prac~ical

fH£ SlCIH.IARY:

someb<ul~·

tor a s~all

rhat motion failed.

IJo

hear

1

another motion?
HR. FISHBACK:

I'll make a motion I was going

business owner.
MR. BYRUH:

to make earlier.

Other comments?
lf no further comments,

THE CHAt RMAtl:

call

•new~

Delete lines 20 and 21 and the word

to our newly created line 7 in section 41 so that

that would read:

ronstruct1on permit for a major

roll.
MR. GLASS:

Restate your proposition please,

modification to the new or existing major facility.
THE CHA I RMAII:

._ _hryn.

MR. FISHBACK:

would read a construction perm1t

HS. HINKLE:

that new major facility or commercial incinerator
requires a Tier 3 application.
Again, that's the motion.

HR. C\IAlRHAtl:

Hayer. Taron?

sorry,

Hr. Branecky?

THE SECRETARY:

Ms. Hinkle?

the motion I

HR. FISHBACK:
THE SECRETARY:

Mr. Fishback?
tlo.
Hr. Glass?

tlo.

THE SECRETARY:
THE CIIAIRHAtl:

~.ept

separate.

Okay.

l •m

So I '" 1 thdraw

just made.

lines 20 and 21 two step process, okay?

change

Change lines 20

•A construction permit for the new

major facility requ1res a Tier J application.•

•or commercial
"A construction

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

Wlthdraw

That

deletes the words •or eKist1ng• and it deletes the word

!lo.

THE SECRETARY:

HR. GLASS:

it's better

and 21 to read:

Aye.

MS. HINKLE:

beg your pardon.

Instead of deleting lines 20 and 21,

THE SECRETARY:

HR. BRAtiECKY:

Bill.

that because we decided to do as to separate.

Would you call the ro 11.

HAY OR TAROH:

Say it again,

Hr. Breisch?
tlo.

incinerator.•
per~it

requires a Tier l

So once again that read:

for the new major facility

application.•

That's step one.

delete it from Section 42 and put it as Item 8,

Then

Section

41•

HR. CHAIRHAU:

What?

HR. fiSIIBACK:

Havtng modified as 1 5ald,

delete it from Section 42 and insert it as Item 8

in

)

)

)
)
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year or something.
Section 41.
HS.

HR.
YORK:

Hay I make a comment.

BYRUH:

call on Ron.

Based on my
HR. TRUELOVE:

understanding of what the Title S requirements,

that

Ron Truelove, EFO again.

point of clarification:

Subchapter B to Title

As a

s

would end up reinstating into the statute the contested
provision apply to operatiVe permits after the source
case hearing language that is there now,

rather than
has already been constructed and is already operated?

that being repealed and it would continue in effect.

HS.

YORK:

The issue that we're trying to deal with is one

What are you sayipg, Kay?

HR. CHAIRMAN:

ot trying to keep construction from being delayed

I'm saying that if this

extensively.

administrative proceeding is not -- not in the process,
then the contested case hearing would continue in the
process as it is in the statute now.
HR. DOUGHTY:

Was that repealed in oklahoma?

something,

So 1! I'm personally having to give up
would rather be giving up the debate around

the operating perm1t while I've already started
construction and I'm moving my source forward.

Then 1

would have to extend the permitting process while 1 •m
Wasn't that repealed, Kay?
HS.

YORK:

yes.

awaiting to start construction.
Wasn't it required by Title S
So if I've got to give up something and it

to have some type of administrative proceeding?

Isn't
reverts back to what Subchapter

that what -HR. DOUGHTY:

No.

What it actually required

accept that

a

says,

I'm willing to

judicial review, because of the fact that

the source is already constructed under the construction

was a public review with the opportunity for

judicial
permit and then you're in the middle of whatever public

review.

The administrative hearing was actually

process is necessary under Title s,

that's fine;

the

thing that was -- that was decided on to keep the
source is already operatinq.
hearings and proceedings within the department rather

So I -- as we keep talkinq about Title 5

than having them qo to district court.
So

don't know.

1 don't know

if it did,

and

reverting back in;

dS

a point of clarification,

applies to operating permit only.

that

Title 5 is not --

don't know if it would make that come back in, but it
Subchapter 8 are not construction permitted programs.
couldn't last until it's repealed in that July of next
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HR. BRANECKY:
Hr.

1 guess

1 would

Fishback to consider in his motion

the parties that are affected here.
it seems to me
And it's probably an oversight on our part,

we got a lot of controversy and I hate to
despite somebody•s opinion,
to go home.

1 hate to

with some language that would be acceptable to all of

like maybe

I'm not ~-at 5:00 I'm ready

way.
I would prefer that we table action on 42,

~ether

oversimplification that the legislature pass that major
source be adopted and

throw something together here

tonight.

.

and have it

and

~ry

an

mean,

get

and hash this out and

have another special meeting before the November 15

And with all

just went rtght along our merry

the things that we've looked at,

and

you can tell from today•s d 1scuss
.
i o n • we probably didn•t
adequately consider the impact of small sources.

And 1

think that•s probably something that could be worked out
in a matter of very few days.

deadline.

The language that's acceptable.

think we would come out with a better product
that everybody can live with it.

I

just don't think we

Right.

l'm just uncomfortable.
the Council

1 concur with that.

1 don't like to see members of

that makes a big difference; but, we know,

tlot that
think that

what I've seen this council in the past do is agree,
work on things,

and I

just don't see this happening

But I would hope that we maybe limlt

that to the issue that we're dealing with here.
can have a fairly short meeting.

HR. CHAIRMAN:

HR.

BYRUM:

that between

the staff and some of the public that's here and some of
the industry that's here. we should be able to come up

)

we•re very busy doing

Okay.

Bill.

would you -- would

you withdraw your motion?
MR. FISHBACK:

would comment that so you

give to you that if you choose that route,

so we

a lot of things at this time.

,.. "'ht now.
think you've got a good idea but --

getting a

and all those issues are necessary to have a

special meeting.

in disagreement with each other.

We would be.

more than happy to work on scheduling a date,
room,

to

And that's the option

that the Council should choose to take.

can do that right here tonight.
THE CIIAIRHAN:

every party that's concerned.

I think,

would, except the question or

the answer to the question was asked earlier was whether
or not we had to refer this to the DEO Board either
intact or with excepting

J

~-

)

)

)
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MR. BRAHECKY:

The special meeting would be

HS. YORK:

establish in that meeting,

By November 15.

HR. BRANECKY:

We have to have it resolved by

THE CIIAI RHAN:

Okay.

How do we -- can we work

if you choose to do

~ettle

so those here know

We'll reiterate that

this issue and get a record.

We can have the court reporter where you can
get a record on the other items that were discussed if

c an you set a meeting, Larry?

you chose to do that.

(A discussion was held off the record.)
HR. DOUGHTY:

today,

what we're going to be doing.
perhaps you want to

November 15th.

Ten days I beli·ave ·,;,;, have to

file in the Secretary of State's Office for the special

So we'll be working on some of

those whatever your options are.
HR. DOUGIITY:

In addition,

Larry,

suggest that they continue this meeting.

meeting.
THE CHAIRMAN:
HS. HEDLEY:

So today -Why?

If you don't adjourn, can't

THE CIIAIRMAN:

Excuse me -- I cannot --

We'll let Larry call on people

redo and republish and everything.

This is a

I'd asked Dennis about a special

He said we could have ten days.

something that's doable.

have -- and correct me if I'm wrong, Dennis -- is that

you can continue this meeting at another time to be

a mass mailout on that.

determined at this meeting, so --

informatio~

out.

HR. YORK:

At the meeting today?
Yes.

HR. BYRUM:

That's

I believe another option you

announced, that we can get this

time to be determined, the time and place should be

HR. BYRUH:

that want to speak from now on.

available to you.

That way we

continuation of this hearing and this meeting to another

THE COURT REPORTER:

HR. BRYUH:

let me

don't have any notice requirements that we•ve got to

you continue?

meeting.

~-

this -- in your motion set out what we're going to

held before that.

in that t1'metable,.

I would like for you to

we do

That's an option that you have

THE CH AI RHAN:

Everybody's got -Just a second.

Are you saying

that we don't have to define the subject or the agenda
of a special meeting?
HR. DOUGHTY:

we just continue this one?
A special meeting can only be

held lor that particular special purpose.

l'm saying if

you continue this meeting to another time,

then all of
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our public notifications on

rule-~aking

hearings and all

It's not a special

~eeting;

it

And we should establish now.
HR. DOUGIITY:

6,

7,

8 and 11 and that we really have not

You've taken action on

tho~e

Well, Kay, that's what I asked.

If we just continue this one, it takes care if we want
to discuss this at that time.
But if you want to continue th1s

rule-making hearing and this meeting and not get into

Oh,

I wouldn't want to limit it

Hay I ask a question?

We have a withdrawal of
1 would entertain a

HR. BYRUH:

Thursday,

That's a sunday,

HR.

FISHBACK:

HR.

BYI!UH:

no.

That will keep it short.
That is a Thursday.

Sure a

a golf rlay.

Kay will be gone the 1th, 8th,

THE CIIAIIlHAN:

What's wronq with Honday?

and 9th.

HS.

HINKLE:

Yeah, Monday the 6th.
There is a conference

HR. BRYUI-1:

Oh,

HR.

BYI!Uii:

that's right.

-- that some of us are involved

here in Tulsa.

to not getting into the other, if we have time.
HR. FISHBACK:

I'll withdraw my

suggested it be November 9th.

THE CHAIRMAN:

the other, you can do that too.
THE CIIAIRHAN:

Okay.

Fishback made.

could be agreed upon,

That would be up to you.

THE CHAIRMAN:

All right.

motion that we continue this hearing at the date that

your department meeting or include that in your

Do the

discussions of record made today stand if the meeting is

HS. YOilK:

The Board meeting mailing has to be

prepared by that friday,

Larry, and so that Thursday

would even be a possibility.

continued?
HR. BYRUM:

FISHBACK:

the motion Hr.

you probably should specifically either postpone that to

HS. YORK:

HR.

Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:

May I also point out that the

gotten to this, because ot time considerations, and that

continuation.

BYRUH:

~otion.

Yes.

agenda called for a rule-making hearing on chapter
Subchapter

HR.

We don't have to revote on all

ite~s.

' continuation.

HS. YORK:

FISHBACK:

that?

that sort of thing will still be good.
ThE CIIAIRHAN:

HR.

Yes.

HR. BYRUM:

You're taking off --

)

)

)

)
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MS. YORK:

Clear through the 16th would be a

out if we have to.
HR. Fl SHBACK:

possibility, yes.
MR. CHAIRMAN:
MR. BYRUM:

How about Monday the 13th?
That's a possibility.

consensus?

Could

I

MAYOR TARON:

have a consensus where

But one thing we can do, we

Will we receive notice of the

HR. BYRUM:
on this.

I

You will receive a mailout package

suggest that you -- do you want a briefing,

or do you feel that we can have another meeting and

there.

start at 1:00 o'clock?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Are you saying the 13th?

HR. FISHBACK:

That was the date that everybody was in

THE CHA.IRHAN:

agreement to come to.
HR. CHAI RHAN:

The only thing that

I

have to

In a briefing
We're still on the hearing.
Let's just continue to start at

9:00 and 9:30 in the morning.

question you about is availability of a room in Oklahoma

(A discussion was held off the record.)

City, where it wouldn't be available here.

HR. BYRUM:

HR. BYRUM:
~his

room on a Monday.
OTIS:

9:30 on the 13th.

don't know the availability of

it will be at the 4545 North Lincoln.

Do you, Otis?

the room at this time.

It's not going to be a good day;

THE CHAIRMAN:
HR. BYRUM:

I do know that I control the

conference room in our area, and we'll throw somebody

It will be at -I cannot tell you

(A discussion was held off the record.)

I can

tell you.

-.. .5~

that

can kick anyone out of our conference room and have it

KS. HARTIII:

"'

then,

time?

is in probably Oklahoma City in the Burgundy or Brown
don't know that.

I move,

Oklahoma City at a location and time to be determined.

the 13th is that a

think our best possibility of getting a room

Room.

Well,

meeting be continued on Monday, November 13th, in

pull staff out if we have to.
Larry,

Rather large --

HR. BRANECKY:

We'll

There is a one-room outhouse in

if you want.
HR. BYRUM:

That's an

agency-wide staff meeting, but I can miss that.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Stroud,

9:30.

Okay.

Do I here a second

to this?
HR. BRANECKY:

Any further discussion on the
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hearing anyone.

Will you call the roll?
11ayor Taren?

THE SECRETARY:
HAY OR TAROH:

Aye.
Hr. Branecky?

THE SECRETARY:
MR.

BRAHECIIY:

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

Hr. Fishback?

HR. FISHBACJI:

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

Mr. Glass?

HR. GLASS:

TilE CHAIRHAH:

Hr. Breisch?
Aye.

(Court adjourned.)

. .... . .

DAWN C.

FLICK,

CSR,

having been duly

appointed as Official Court Reporter herein, do hereby
certify that the foregoing pages
inclusive,

Aye.

THE SECRETARY:

I.

constitute a full,

n~~ber

from I to 70,

true, 'and accurate

transcript of all the proceedings had in the above
rnatter,

all done to the best of my skill and ability.
DATED the lst day of november,

DAWN C.

FLICK,

1995.

CSR

<! '5K # r·J~.:-19
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X
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.......

Motion by Mayor raron

120

Second by Hr. fishback

120

Roll call

122

ING BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUIICIL
HELD ON NOV£H8ER 13, 1995
AT OKLAHOMA CtTY, OKLAHOMA

.......

COUNCIL
Hr.
Mr.
Hs.

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Bill Breisch, Chairaan
David Branecky
Heribeth Slagel!
Dr. Canter
Mayor Pierre Taren
Hr. Bill Fishback
Hs. Kathryn Hinkle

Also Present:
Hr. Larry Byruft, Protocol Ottlcer
· •s. Hyrna Bruce, Secretary ot counctl

By:
ltHOilrll\11;

~Ill\

Gayla Chron1c. CSR,

RPR

1•. ['

'u"'
...,............"....
-,.,:!

:1..tll ' " l ,,,..... ~. "

I•• U

\ooooc- ,.,·,:ttllol•"'

AlTACIIMENT B

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

(

tlR.

Oklahoma C!ty,

oJtternoon.
~3.

llovernber

We rnet

IIRAIIECt:"i:

last Thursday,

Thursday

vK
lt

:.Jrr;· and ne,

·.,.Jr1~

.!nd Bill

Fishback uas

199S
:ted

1~

~~

~ledley

had B . ..:.

!cott llicnolson

phone.

ana :1ad1.ne Barton.

present.

~as

and we

:lal.re llewsom and

Sylvta.
~e·

THE CIIAIRHAII:

ll call the neettng tnto

session.

If you remember. thiS 1s a

con~tnued

hear1nq
tl

that
thtnk

heartnq on what 1s published as ::!52:010

and 42.

We're also

~ould

~ontlnutnq

We met for about an hour and a

be acceptable,

!0

And I don•:

know 1:

I l

the env1ronmental

Into OAC ~52:002-\S throuqh ;\

and

~roup

13

ro refresh your ~ecollection:

"e

At the close of

~he

voted on

tier I .tnd Tier

session.

the counsel asked that,

Branecky and Bill

II.

fishbac~ and

At

I

l

guess

They felt they
III.

tndustry was concerned about

IS

catching all the \lttle mom and pops and havinq them in

16

Tier ! I I .

had
lo1st
wtll

~eaa

comprom1se language.

think Mr. Glass,

you what we came up Wlth on the
I

guess we can

What we came up with

19

indicated he was interested in meeting with

JUSt go from there.

a constructlon permit

:o

fer a new maJOr factltty subJect to PSD requtrements and

:1

any commerctal 1nc1nerator that em1ts 100 tons per year

:2

or more of any pollutant requires a Tier III

items

should be included 1n Tier Ill.
That meetinq did occur,

details.

1nc1nerators.

On the other hand,

I4

Dave

~entatl.ves -- or interested· parttes on what

~nto

would like to see that included in Tier

I 7

1 believe,

think we came to that.

1s concerned about the exclusion

or 1nclus1on of commerc1al

Larry nyrum,

I

: need to qo

the hearings on

the last rneetinq we were discussing Tier III.

re,

BRANEC~:y:

and the purpose was to come u P w1 t h some 1 anguage

Larry Byrum will r.ontinue to act as protocol

believe,

11R.

rhat

252: 100-ll-8-6.

officer.

BYRUM:

We're here to conttnue

from our October 17th hearing.

~ha~ has been renu~bered

half.

Rtght.

HR.

and I'm going to ask
l

Hr.

Branecky to r.apsulizc the events of that meetlng for

us,

and we'll discuss that at any

application.
Is that

4

length that anyone
5

we have

he~e

~lqht?

and what

~as

So the difference between what
o~1q1nally

1n the

language for

chooses to do so.

PRIDE rEPORTING SERVICES
PRID~

REFORTIIIG SERVICES

)

)

)

)

)
s

HR. BRAIIECKY:
</hat PSD does lS,

Tler III was a addition of PSO.
you're famtliar ·,nth

rs·o.

;f

:15.

~·ou

have

•

J50-ton

proolem
IS

and pop operations trom hav1nq Tier III.

but catches the
6

big ones.

:~

inctnerators.

that commerctal

so we

included that.

inctnerator to the

guess that''- has1cally

I

that

reaa

·~r

commerctal

per~ltt~ng

~hls

Tier I I I .
And so

that are not butlt.

100

lt.

8

of

.•n the a1r qua 1 .L::y area

ton.

for

:hlS oe1ng new factllttes
1

~-

th1nk what

w1t h a permltted =apacity

Because

~e

don't know what

It's qolnq

1ou use those l:tnds ot ·,.,ords.

10

.:.nd

11

br1nq1ng :n tnctnerators that perhaps would not

1~

~mtt.

then you .:::>uld be
-- would

~ome

concerns-- and

~-guess

1 can go

little bit --by ~dding commercial

I

think

~hat

you need to talk about,

14

you're talklnQ about new facilities here,

15

talk about potenttal

I6

capac1ty.

1ndustry

!.ilOCe

you need to

to emlt or are asking for permitted

And so that was a point of discussion

throughout

the meettnq,

part of the meeting.

HR. F'I SHBACt::

11

THE CIIAIRHAtl:

Dave

HR. BRAIIECKY:

11aybe

TH£ CIIAlRHAtl:

first of all, ~hich paraqraphs

can Let Bill expla1n.

HR. BYRI!H:

HS.

YOR~:

1a

Page 10.
nave,

I

don•t have any problem wtth

that.
The PSD potentlal to em1t clearly

19

are we on?

have a real

=ontrol equ1pment.

:!1

understood here.

22

the absence of control equipment.

2J

to emit after cons1dering control equipment.

~nd

that neeas to be clear!y

That 1s not the potentlal to emit

tn

That's no potential

practical
and 1 am

So we need to malntaln the PSD provtstons 1n

24

wondering if it would be possible to maybe change some

25

this.

of that lanquaqe.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

PRIDE REPORTitiG SERVICES

tncludes

.-=o

okay.

problem with the language as you read it,

.J

~ 0

Anythtnq •dse 1

incinerator, we were singling out spec1fic

.

have to talk

~e

100 tons or more.

ll

~-~

The

not be 1n that category.

Bill had
into'that a

--

100 tons =r mora per 1 ear.•

~m1ts

tne

~•th

~noer

addinq

Sill?

groups.

lou had

aoout is the potenttal
And then B.J. ~as concerned about the

commerc1al

can word It

3o that removes all of the small mom

is subject to PSO.

need,

iORI!:

1nc1nerator that

unless you•re one of the listed sources ~hich

threshold,

~e

I think

1f

1.

7

HR. BRAIIECXY:

Uh-huh.

HR. FISIIBACX:
•will emit• or

·~111

!I

more to it,

incinera~ors,

commerc1al

and it's r.rear.ed

the same.

But you could st1ck the word

have the potential to emit• of 100

HR. BYRUM:

tons per year.

The thought occurs to me that we

could adopt that r.ech as defined and like in

HR. BRANECKY:

I think that's the way it's

section lA),

I don't believe-- I think it's

6

section (A),

it talks about,

7

including this list.

everyone to identify themselves, because the court

8

qualifications.

reporter will have difficulty if we don't.

9

stated in PSD.
HR. BYRUM:

I was just going to caution

MR. BRAIIECKY:

So maybe what

we•ra not treat1ng it as a

don't

to read it as a separate source

separate.

is a construction permtt for a new major facility

11

category.

subject to PSD requirements and any commercial

I2

say:

incinerator that emits or has the potential to emit 100

ll

singling it out?

tons per year.

14

Do we need to define •potential" to make sure
that's PSD potential?

HR. FISHBACK:

We may be word smithing here,

but lawsuits are won and lost on the basis of
interpretation.
t.

~ommercial

And I'm not sure that that implies that
incinerator undergoes the same criteria

incinerators as a separate entity.
intended was, as you said earlier,
sources that's

we really

in that list of 26

in ·15 C.f.ll. CA)(2) point I.

____________

.._

--··

I'HJill

Because I think it invites a

Well, why not something else?

We add one

Why are you

it's appropriate that it be considered

16

other 26 source cateqories.

think

I

just like the

I7

MS. SHEEDY:

l8

with the Air Quality Service.

19

Hr. Fishback and Hr. Branecky both hit upon this, but we

20

need to be careful by using potential to

and potential to emit.

23

use it to define it.
HR.

25

po~ential

am

t think David and

em1~.

because

there is potential to emit for Title A

22

:?4

Hy name is Joyce Sheedy.

BRAII£n; V:

So we need to be careful when we

Do we need to say that is the

to emjt as defined hy ~hatever that site would

--------·IIEI"l11!1"l!lr. !:ERVICES

lot of people to

So if we're going to do it this way,

this is one --

Wha~

~ant

15

that any other PSD facility does.
It sounds like it's PSO and commercial

But it talks about the

FISHBACK:

10

1~

can read then

HR.

and then the list,

PRinE REPORTING 5ERVICES

)

)
9

be?

somewhere

HR.
A.

This

PSO.

IS

rhis

1s not

And that's always a source ot contus1on too.

nat effect
since

is we're adding one

~ore

BYRUH:

fltle

inq was a possible definition

HR.

BRAilECt: Y:

HR.

BYRUU:

comll\erclal

waste material
consideration.
to,

I'm sorry.

municipal,

I

torqot

this.

The staff would offer that

inc111erator means any
for a

Incinerator "Jhich hurns

fee or other valuable

The term includes,
ldomedical,

but

is not

limited

and hazardous waste

incinerators.
Would you

like for me to read

HR.

FISHBACK:

HR.

BYRUM:

HS.

IIIIIKLE:

HR.

UYRUU:

Somebody.
I'm writing as fast as
commercial

but 1s not

I can.

incinerator means any
for a

fee or

The term incinerator

limited to,

municipal,

biomedical,

6

Uo we have

1n prlut·

1n pr1nt?

lhis was done at the

~veryone

If

FISIIBACK:
~nd

ll

one step backwards,

9

w1th the counc1l betore.

was qone when we were through

I may,

I would

1 believe Kay

like to take

has rllscussed this

But the question

I

have

related to the

I1

the un1form permittlnq requirements and also the

12

of the perm1ts.

13

[equlrements ot

wanted

to be clear and

15

mandated or

16

what

requested or suqqested.

this was

In other words,

what's the driving force

Could you

JUSt summarize that

behind this?
for

does the statute 5ay,

19

requirement of these

20

language where 1t says the legislature has asked

21

councils to consider,

22

mandate.

HS.

25

department,

say that

And what

~s.

18

Bu~

and does it

tiering

I wanted everybody

else to be clear on the extent to which

1s the

IS

the statutes that created

14

23

we

last hour.

10

this is a

rules or --because I've seen some

and that

doesn~t

~he

sound like a

could you refresh my recollection on that.
'fORK:

that each permittlnq
rhat

!-lay we have _It

with our meet1nq.
HR.

and hazardous waste 1nc1nerators.
MAYOR TI\ROII:

:lo.

BYRUI-1:

"Jere actually --

I7

incinerator which burns waste material

includes,

it one more time?

·tes.

other valuable consideration.

UR.

for the commercial

incinerator.

BYRUU:

11AYOR TAROII:

the same.

think also discussed during our

th1~:

111

11R.

So the

source category,

1977, and we're treatlng them all
HR.

n

FISHBACK:

The 1ntent of the legislature was
a~ea,

maJor permitting area

"Joutd have dpplications that

-----·------·PiliiER'EPrnliiG SERVICES

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

fell

in,

in the
I,

II,

I1

and

12

Depart~ent

l I I.

HR.

!low, ·;ou say Intent.

fiSIIBACK:

actually spectfy

tiers?

Oo they

HS.

~hat?

HS. 10RK:

Does It spec1fy that?
~nd

not say that outriqht
some certifications.

could not,

Jlo,

it does

that are Tier

III..

f'ISIIBACK:

created not by the
MS.

i'ORK:

the legislature.

Does

MS.

'iORK:

HS. YORK:
HR.

11R. FISHBACK:

that as you go to a higher tier,

nor '-'OUld it make

')

of publiC participatiOn.

the tiering approach YdS

:o

Is that

11

MS.

~

~orrect

·,·QRK:

'les,

recommendation.

the concept here is

~·ou

increase the

level

statement?

sir.

The nottce and public

ll

chanqe any technical

rhe first year they had that they had

I4

Lt requ1re any chanqes in the review procedure that

I5

in place at this time.

in place the
•~hat

do the statutes say about

it spectfy that that's a requirement?
'ies, sir.

'tes.

I

wanted to be very clear on

HR.

I6

okay.

'les, sir.

It does not

requirements whatsoever,

fiSIJBACK:

nor does

Is that a true statement for all

18

that would be subJect to Tier III that would have

l9

additional

:?0

the past?

requirements that they wouldn't have had in

2)

'iORK;

Review requirements?

HR. FISHBACK:

22

is

r would assume that there were some sources

sources?

HS.

The statute says that the

this.

17

s1r.

into three tiers.

FISHBACK:

llo,

sir.

By review do you mean public

rev1ew or?

24

And was 1r left up to the

PRIDE REPORTIIIG SERVICES

)

In general,

And then

rhe tierinq approach was· created by

FISIIBACK:

permit shall fall

they were to go through the councils for

8

tt-

HR.

and the pepartment was charged

participation is the purpose of

HR. rtSili!ACK:

HS. 'iORK:

Jeglslature qave the

12

FI SIIBACK:

the tier1nq?

rhe

~e

teq1slature but by the OEQ.

major permits aud l·•ft
HR.

~o

6
1

sense to have.
HR.

Uo.

by the aaard to develop their recommendations.

I necessarily.

So 1n our certification permitting program,
II uor Tier

'lORK:

factors to be considered,

because Ye have

like waste water certifications and

solid waste landfill,

do not have any Tier

as to what were the requirements cf the

11S.

'lORK:

HR.

rtSIIBACt::

llo.

I mean Department rev1ew.
Department.

Ok"'Y,

I

·...rou ld agree

PRIDE REPORTIIIG SERVICES

)

)

I-

)

)

)

I!

13

wil:h that.

The public does become

you want

say 1t.

t~

HS.
example,

'/ORK:

:his 1s a

an advantage --

involved or howevP.r

advantage
Actually,

1n a1.r quality,

11S.
public,

The evidentiary
6

hearing that was available to the public under the old
s

ute applied to all Title v applications,

modification,

well has stayed the same.
a

In •.tater quality,

1t

IS

lesser requ1rement than what exlsted under the

sl:al:utes for
HR.

russ

discharge permit.

BRAIIECKY:

requirements are

Lesser 1n what

~ay?

Imposed on r.he applicant?

That fewer
or how rlo

you mean that it's lesser?
11S.

'fORK:

HR.

FISIIBACK:

fewer applications wtll be

subject to it?
YORK:

HR.

fiSIIBACK:

process it has

rhat·:; correct.

Iasser,

llot thai: once you're
tewer,

requiremenl:s,

in the
just

fewer

people will go through the process.
What:

no

; think there

thin~

1s an advantage to the

there's also an advanl:aqe to the

never--

9

who live-- who w1ll be

just proposed,

unbuilt

is that

facilities,

liv1ng around that

should 1t be permitted and constructed.

I1

opportunity to have a

I2

for their concerns.

13

or to have demonstrated to them that this

14

to pose a threat

I5

health.

I7

HR.

to their quality of

Is that

1n your

19

HR. fiSIIBACK:

life or their

somethlnq they do not

judgment?

~nd

That opportunity,

20

thai: public forum

21

something that they currently do not have?
'/ORK:

forum under the

ot the uniform perm1tt1ng rules -- because I believe we

24

understand that un1form1ty .1nd consistenc~· is probabl~-

25

get that

yeah,

information?

to have

Is that

In air quality they would have a

law as it exists now.

for applications for
Title V and

is not going

Is that something they do not have?

'/ORK:

l-IS.

HS.

have an

And to demonstrate and to have --

I8

22

facility,

forum other than a public meet1nq

t'ISIIB/,Cf::

presently have,

for new,
the people

~111

10

you think is the ma1.n advanl:age -- not:

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

'/ORK:
I

8

16

fewer applications.

HS.

spec1tically?

The advantage to the public

pretty

lt aga1n

~nd

Tier II

applicant.

their

.:1nd their renewal.

In solid waste and hazardous waste,

for the public of a T1er !II versus a

1n air quality,

for

lesser evtdenttary hearlng

requirement than eXlsted before.

i:ut .•hat do you see as the ma 1 n

renewal~

of Title

filing a modification of
~-

So they are giving up

PRIDE REPORTIIIG SERVICES

15

some of their -- some uf
relates to new,

that advantage

in that

it

all

Just

!'his 1:> " uarrower .3pproach.

never-bullt sites.
~n

The applicant,
to the applicant

1s that

the other hand,

1-!R.

the advantage
:>ay1nq,

lf you have people who live in

~re

a surrounding drea who

opposed to the

they w1ll challenge it at the

j'ou do not have a

tr1al that

starts brand new at the district court level.
HR.

flSIUi"-CK~

t

apprecia~e ~hat

e~planatlon.

I guess I'm still -- I'm still puzzled by-- and I
believe I understand what you said,
puzzled by what
through the
MS.

Tie~

is ~chicved by facilities that go
Ill

'fORK:

legislature is qlving a due

process rJght to people to have a say and to actually

.2
J

5

HS.

f 1 SHB"-CK:

But they do have that

opportunity and that right now?

MS.

YORK:

!lot now,

program when it goes in,

no.

or not?

federal government has allowed for -- or required for
solid -- hazardous waste.

dit

quality,

and wate~ quality

operating

they do have for

'lORK:

In the lnterest of un1form1ty,
JUst said makes a

which

lot of sense and you
the legislature has

llow 1o1e hav., ·• uniform -- a

un1 form set of

rights.
11R.

flSKBACK:

Do you think this would have

been lesser desirable ar implemented if there had been
no Title V program?
MS.

fall

YORK:

Would this have happened anyway?
llh-huh.

1n this po1nt 1n time.

the fact

that the

perm1ttinq process

L----------------------------------~~~----------------~
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)

But

chosen ~o put a un1form procedure that appl 1'-es
equ"' lly
to a1r, water, hazardous waste, and water.
So we have
had differing opportun1t1es f~r aach one of
those areas.

For the Title v

that is something that the

this rule;

can understand why we're doing that,

1

8

for the new Title \'

:~plementing

you yourself have

tPview evidence and to present evidence.
MIL

11

1ts subchapter '.

11

6

p~ocess.

rhe

10

I'm still

but

i

the public always had the opportun 1 ty to
comment on that and have input 1nto the process.

perm1ts Wlthout

dealt at the admlntstratlve level that the court then
<~nd

the permlts rhat have been is~ued by the DEO and

they do not have a r1qht

level, you have the administrative level, being

limits ltself to,

If I understand what you're

oklahoma,

7

inistrative level,

flSHB"-CK:

1ts predecessor ~gency for a number of years

fac1lity to

the point that they w1ll not only challenge lt at the

court

along.

Title V just happens to
The Title V has to do with

leg1slature has chosen

to do a

uniform

for the agenC\'·

PRIC[ ~[PORTIIIG ~ERVICES

)

)

)
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)
I 7

MR.

FISIIBACI\:

repetltive here.

But

the mandate that

we·~e

:.qa~n.

l'r.l

I'm sorry 1f

try1nq

to

I 'l

flow,

cl<!arly understand

nnd not

the ndvantaqes are this record of

adminlstrative

7

hearings day after day after day.

8

l·lassachuse t ts.

because

the

it applies to only the new

they dre currently able to do,

HR.
HS.

~

Is that
"{OR I\:

Issues.

full-t.ime

law ••ffice that does nothinq hut hold
The state of

talked with them last week_

Three

llo,

"iORK:

10

I1

State of •H:Iahoma has chosen not to do that.

process rtght to people wtth regard to application

14

the big,

I5

built,

that•:; not true at dll.

16

~aste

fhen

I7

are subject to this.

18

because It's too complicated.

level

perrn1 ts

I mlsunderst.ood.
carr~es

The contested case has never

I see where you're confustng

the two.
the leq1slature has chosen to do a

and

~ol1d

waste have existlng facilities that also
But I'm not going to qo into those

dod the legislature chose to give due process

21

rights to certain people for certain types of

22

facilities.
And they have dqain the criterta under which

uniform permit process that applies equally to

24

the councils

everybody.

25

Board -- are to c:onsuler in •livtdinq those up.

i nvoh·<?s qivinq certain

people <lue

Hazardous

But atr and water are part of the environmental
scheme,

23

tor

complex facilities that are proposed nnd not

as far as a1r and water are concerned.

19

a possibility for a1r •Juality perm1ts until the

Number one,

to.

13

rhe ritle v is the one that

Title V proqram carne in.

they couldn't qet

The State of Oklahoma has chosen to g1ve that due

It

dl true?

rtSIIBACt::

That

~hich

12

operat1nq permits Lnto the uame

the contested case here.
bl

and more,

dod the advantage of this IS that

of public participatiOn as the subchapter

115.

The state •.f Texas has a

like the

years aqo they had uYer a hundred hearinqs pendinq that

up to this po1nt;

already have?

have been

the state cf Massachusetts,

6

But evQrythlnq that they dre dble to do under

brinqs the Titlu

~ould

but

renewals.

this proqrarn,

ldqlsiature

allows a hear1nq ~n everythlnq the ~apartment

ence is created; the public does g1ve up some of

rignts that it has,

reqard to certain applications.

5

this -- not the •1111 for"' perm1tt1nq process 1 tsel f,

e·

~he

state ot Texas or

heen qtven.

The advantaqes that you have nent1oned tor

the tiering process,

~1th

process • tqhts

I'm

the nepartment,

--------------

the counctls nnd the

------- ·-·----··--·--·
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20

19

HR.

FISHBACK:

administrative

What would a member that wanted

to stop the construction of something,

~hat

would they

have done five years ago?
HS.

YORK:

~hat

would they have done five years

ago?
HR.
t.

FISHBACK:

What options were available to

6

HS.

'/ORK:

They would have gone to the Court

fiSUBACK:

And that was basically their

I don•t

recollect their options in

FISHBACK:

'IORK:

rhe court wtll require they appeal
And that will

the order of an administrative order.

tem~orary

FISHBACK:

They could still

tile a

injunction after this becomes effective?
MS.

YORK:

rnat•s true;

they could.

facts will turn on the administrative case.

aut the
rather than

FISHBACK:

:.nd the hope,

1 guess, of the

proponents of this is that you can resolve it at the

FISHBACK:

:·es,

And those remedies for temporary

lawsuits are still available,
ge~

"fORK:

·les,

s

1

r.

Kay,

have the other councils

"iORK:

·,.es,

s1r.

You are the only council

THE Clll'.lRHI'.N:
.point,

would like to aqa1n hear the final

HR.

17

t~is point.

If we could move on at this

crux of these.
BYRUii:

reading of

that really is the

.\nd c1tation here;

1 don't nave my

rules ;-ith me.
HR.

19

BRAIIECKY:

I can read that,

but 1 don't

have the C!tatioo.
HR.

2l

24

but you

to that potnt.

16

22

new piece.

3:1 r.

the paragraph on dash 15, dash ~2;

20

~he

that has not made recommendations at

BYRUM:

Dennis, do you have your

rules with

you?
HR. DOUGIITY:

rhe only thing I've got is the

old counc1l packet.
Scott, don·t

25

you have

it?

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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HR.

115.

23

starting over.
HR.

·,·oRK:

So that's

IS

18

become part of the court proceeding.
HR.

I2

14

And after this becomes

effective?
HS.

liS.

.s1r.

acted on this uniform perm1tt1ng?

ll

air and water.
HR.

10

I I
YORK:

fiSHBI'.CI\:

TilE CIIAIRNAII:

only option?
HR.

HR.

HS.

and asked for an lnjunctton.
MR.

"/ORK:

injunctions and

8

·;es,

l-IS.

hope you don't

five years aqo?

l~vel.

)

)

)

)

)
21
HR.

BYRUI1:

if someone has a copy,

1 would

l1ke
you would want to use.

to borrow tt.
TJf£ CIIA1RHAII:
HR.

f

I SIIBACK:

TilE CIIAIRiiAII:
5221.

What is lett is to

here.
;

BRANECKY:

-:-and Tier 11.

Tier III.

incinerator come

in?

f l SHBACK:

THE CIIAIRHAN:
that.
HR.

llRAIIECKY:

HR.

f1 SIIBACY.:

Added 1n 42?
rhis is not current as of

So we would add --

HR. fiSIIBACK:

From a

'/ORK:

uniform rules,

Excuse me.

from a clar1ty standpoint -- and

9

clar1ty standpoint,

would sure

1

But from a

like to see

~ome

10

parenthetical Jef1n1t1ons.

11

official,

12

referenced,

ll

C. f. R.,

14

loosely and so interchangeably and with so much

l!i

confusion.

16

"as defined in 5221."

17

r1ght in parenthesis,

18

111,

maybe.

They don't have to be

Maybe the definition could be

as we're about ready to do,

but where

right

--

to a part of the

because the terms are used so

Where we say •major,

"

1 would

like it to say

1 would like it to say that
right

in the definition of Tier

That can be couched in it as it applies to the tier

in section 42.

And when it says •potential to emit,•

19

There are defin1t1ons to

and that·s where that rightfully belonqs.

classifications of air quality.

fiSIIBACK:

str ..

format standpoint, do we

want to mix definitions?
HS.

HR.

'/es,

last

Thursday's meeting.
HR. BRANECKY:

'lORY.:

I • m not sure people would agree with this.

It's qot to be part of ~2.
That has to be_adde~ as part of

liS.

8

Where does say that definition -HR.

it on.

6

Where does the paragraph on the

commercial -- of the commercial

Because we have got to finish this today and pass

We've already rtecided

Just 'rier I I I.

THE CIIAIR11All:

I was qett1ng at.

rather get that done r1ght now and go on from

WOL: • •

establish the criteria what goes into tier.
HR.

That's what

What are you look1ng for?

like 1 t

21

consider 1 nq the effect of control equipment.•

22

that's the first quest i on tha t

23

they see this.

24

front of you then to have to flip to something else.

to say •considering the PSD lanquaqe,

And that does not have

to be -- that does not have to be a

formal

recommendation hy you for the definitions,

as the words

I would

20

HR.

Because

somebody will ask when

tt's a whole lot easier to have it in

IIRAIIf.Ct:Y:

lou•ve qot a definition of major

PRIDE ll.EPIIRTIIIG SERVICES
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facility,

and in clarify1ng that,

majors that are subject
clear.

to PSD.

252:100-7-31,

you•re saying only

HR.

So to me that's pretty

FISHBACK:

it's almost as

if

0/ell,

1t would be except that
5

that's a two-level definition.

We're not saying that it's Title V major and if
~appens

stationary source.

FISHBACK:

to be PSD maJor,

BYRUH:

HR.

BRANECK"/:

BYRUM:

1ou•re

HR.

Correct?

9

the federal.

10

HR.

f I SHBACl::

definition to get to this one; you go -- we•re talking

II

HR.

BYRUM:

just about PSD major.

12

at only one document;

Now,

1J

it

~

you don't go through Title

It would be nice if those had the same

tonnage threshold,
YORK:

You could arrive at that by taking

the word major •Hit at Tier III and

just say "facility

HR.

FISHBACK:

facility subject to PSD

1irements per 40 C.F.R.
HR.

BYRUM:

5221.

We've got several people that have

indicated they wish to speak,

HR.

and we•re going to be

That's where potential

I

think that's word

Usually it

~nd

lS.

I was suggesting we do

major,

16

stationary source

Tf when elim1nate the word

then we can't use the definition of major
from this citation.

But we could say major stationary source as

IS

defined in and then give this cltlltion.

19

PSD language.

20

they exceed 100 tons a year,

21

major when it exceeds 250 tons a year.

And this is the

There's 26 sources that are major when
and everything else is

22

No.

talking with Kay.

23

regulations,

but generally those are criteria

24

pollutants.

Because you wouldn't have

25

hazardous <1ir poll••tant.

BRIINECKY:

HR.

IIYRUI1:

Do we have a c1tationl

rhe closest

I can get for you

is

It's any pollutants subject to

250 tons of a

That'5 a separate.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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1s

for word out of

calling on them -just as soon as the council gets through

HR.

Oklahoma

r -- you were speaking to look

that's why

FISHBACK:

I5

I7

subject to PSD requ1rements.•

~ith

in this particular manner.

I4

but they don't.

just

defined.

8

In other words,

dealin~

rules.

6

7

something else happens.

HR.

We're saying it only applies to PSD major facilities.

HS.

You are qoinq to do it on the

Oklahoma regulations?

I mean -HR.

maJor

)

J

)

)

)
25

~at

HR.

BYRUM:

Are there any additional quest1ons

for Kay from the council?
Then I would ask:

Are there questions from the

Yes, sir.
OXFORD:

This is Rod Oxford.

If you make it a PSD permit,

and we go into

nonattainment, where does that put the source?

Are they

exempt from Tier III because it happens to be in a
region that is
HR.

~ow

nonattainment?

BYRUM:

1f you had a parallel detinltlon Wlth an "and" in

there that sa1d PSD maJor -- 1 guess

3

audience for Kay?

HR.

2

1 had dlfficulty

hearing part of

HR. llXFORD:

the definltion of na]or stationary

PSD requirements are applicable to

facilities thAt are in attainment areas.
to have a definition of Tier III,

If we're going

it ought to

in

subchapter 7.

6

the reference co PSD and use the definition for 26

7

source category as major, major irrespective of whether

8

they are attainment or nonattalnment area.
HR.

9

What I think you need to do is take out

f l SHBACK:

I think that's where we were

10

headed wlth that c1tat1on.

11

nonattainment area those thresholds of significance are

I2

lower.

13

HR.

OXFORD:

14

HR.

FISHBACK:

HR.

OXFORD:

15

17

But your potnt is that

in a

Is that correct?
That wasn't my primary potnt.
Oh,

~hat's

not your primary

point.

16

accommodate facilities that are in nonattainment areas

~ource

5

that.
HR. OXFORD:

it would be.

I'm looklng at subchapter 7 and

I was

just saying if you don't

want to embrace.PSD --the only point I was making:

If

as well.
That's -MR. FISHBACK:

we

thDc's not a bad thought.
MR.

BYRUM:

don't have any now,

but

We might have.

you want to use 100 tons per a particular source

19

category,

20

how the rest of the area is doing under the federal

21

That's not something spaciflcally

we discussed in the meeting thai we had the other day.
So.
MR. FISHBACK:
asked that question.

l8

Let me ask the gentleman that

use 100 tons.

HR.
that.

But don't make it dependent on

don't have any objection to

FISHBACK:

What we were after is the thresholds,

23

the thresholds in them.

24

thresholds without using PSD.

25

HR.

OXFORD:

and PSD had

But you're saying use the

Rlqht.

Would that -- would your idea he

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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act.
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27
areas.
HR.
that.

FISHBACK:

I don•t have a problem with

Do you?
HR.

BYRUH:

lladine?

Ms.

BARTON:

A~

do concur with that, because we are right
.he brink of going over,

address that.

as you know.

We do have to

All of our discussions we've never

discussed that.

So this

is a

~hat

FISHBACK:

HR.

OXFORD:

For cr1teria pollutants,

there are

But those are for Title v

permitting requirements;

they don't have anything to

le

As an example,

of nonattainment,

~o

in a certain

your major source threshold

becomes 25 tons i~stead at 100.

Are you proposing that

Tier III apply to a SO-ton source if it's in a
nonattainment area?

Is that what you•re proposing?

HR. OXFORD:

No.

was

just proposing that you

If there's a need for a public hearing

100 tons of VOCs and the area

8

in that area than rou do 1n an area that is attalnment.
HR.
IS

that:

u•

BYRUH:

OXFORD:

change the tonnage

\3

11R. BYRUH:

14

liR.

think

1

••u

do not

!·IlL

I I

you need the hear1ng more so

~hat

his idea is basically

It to PSO.
That's right.

r

wasn't

tryinq to

levels.

OXFORD:

Uot change the tonnaqe.
tn fact,

1 think you could pick

15

this definition,

add commercial incineration to it,

16

you would have

~or~able

d

defin1tion.

HR.

I8

Are there dny other questions specifically of

I 9

Kay

BYRUM:

~nd

l 1

Let me br1ng us back JUSt a second.

r

20

(llo respon5e.r

2I

HR.

BYRUH:

Okay.

Then I'm going to move on,

22

and I'm sure we dCe qoing to discuss

23

we're talking about:.

24

anyone indicating .that they wish to speak at this time

25

is from Ron Truelove.

get out of what appeared to be a ridiculous rule that
would say the Tier

so 1n

is nonattalnment for ozone,

with PSD requirements.
FISIIBACK:

~ore

7

12

The Title V

reduced tonnage levels.

HR.

It should apply

on a fac1lity that nakes

significance thresholds?
HR. OXFORD:

: think ·.:hat --

6

I0

would you propose the

thresholds be in nonattainment areas?

tryinq to say.

9

really important issue

that he hrings up t:hat "e should cover 1n doinq thi!l ..
HR.

B'iRUII:

nonattalnDent: areas than atta1nment areas is what I'm

a member of the environmental

community and a member ot the Tulsa Air Quality

Oh

:IR.

just exactly what

The only slip that

r have from

III applied only in nonattainment

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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They might
And, Ron,

l

will call on you

HR. TRUELOVE:
am

wi~h

a~

~his

~ime.

review, but

My name is Ron Truelove, and

Rober~stSchornick

'

Associa~es.

l

And I •m

a•

And,

first of all,

would like to express an

-eciacion for the council for the environmental

co.munity and for others to meet and try to work

wholehear~edly

in general,

ou~

think EFO supports

the concepts of Tier III permitting

PSD permitting or nonattainment new source review

other concept of things that would be major as defined

like

~o

And l would

I can't support

So l

think it'S better to treat those as

8

separately designated as opposed to adding them to the

9

source definition in the 26

Jls~ed

categories.

And

r

10

think to overcome the problem of the nonattainment new

11

source review versus the PSD,

12

Tier 111 list were crafted such that it would say

13

something like •new major stationary source as defined

if the definition in

in," and list the OAC cite in subchapter
15

1

and "subject

to permitting under• and then list the cite for PSD
permitting in subchapter

1

and nonattainment new source

11

review, you would accomplish what you intend to

18

accomplish.

get that on the record.
Secondly,

adding that and

that's not invoked across the country.

But because of the designation of PSD in

attainment areas and nonattainment, new source review in

~ith

6

permitting, which is what we•re referring to with this

nonattainment areas should all be captured.

ca~egory.

invoking a new PSD requirement on a new type of source

1

a

applying to the new type of sources that would undergo

by PSD rules.

the 250-ton source

5

reasonable solution.
And,

not undergo PSD, because they are in

so I have a real problem

representing ~he Environmental Federation of Oklahoma
today.

~ould

go through Tier Ill public

s~1ll

I also cannot support putting federal citations
wha~

Mr. Fishback has

offered as adding commercial incinera~ors to the list of
26 majors sources under the PSD rules, because by doing
so, some commercial incinerators would be subjected to
new and additional substantive requirements under BACT
and under max modeling that they may not have to go

20

in the rule, because Oklahoma has completely delegated

21

authority under PSD.

22

definitions and federal citations in, we begin to dilute

23

what Oklahoma intended to do with creating completely

24

delegated authority.

25

When we start bringing federal

Thank you.

through if they were a 105-ton commercial incinerator.
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37.

~ut

I-IR.

BYRUM:

HR.

FISHBACK:

that view,

Quest1ons for Hr.

Ron:

because that's exactly what

we·~e

and 1 agree w 1 th

It's better

use the

t~

~klahoma

of

~ers1on

it;

It's interest1ng that you take

do prior to our ~iscuss1ons
compromise

have the list Jf :6,

~e

:-ruelove?

reached

lt's 1dent1cal to

rederal

We have this list of

~ers1on.

.. ,as trying to

last Thursday,

.:&

been around tor,

that·~

:8- years

.Jhat,

now 7

And

and the
:.~e•re

is the one that's been

.,

,-.,sented.

qo1ng to add "nother -- <>r

another one to

~e·re

propOsing to add

it.

I also agree Wlth thls discussion

7

lt's not

don't have any -- the whole thrust of this as
far as

d

was concerned

~as

necessary to tie

should be called out specifically.

needs to oe t1ed to
10

~xactly

I I

not,

:.~hether

12

not,

the thing that puts it

I3

P.mlssions.

is

[ t

~hat

~e

would do.

source category that's not listed in this list with more
Incinerator that is listed.

that's the discriminatory part.
public response to

~ource

new

And we -- the

I~

is very likely that you can have a

emissions than dn

~m1ss1on

So that's

threshold.

~hether

atta1nment

revLew or not,

~rea

:.~hether

or

PSD or

in a tier 1s the amount of

because our

conversation last Thursday was not on the record.
it

1t

because my view is that

list it separately.

I want to put this on the record,

my view that

to PSD,

It's discrlminatory.

The incinerator category was af such concern to people
that we agreed to

It

that no source category

IS

1nc1nerators on the

I &

dOY

probl~ms

compro~1se

list at

100

~e

reached

tons.

So

With the 5uggest1ons that he

~as

to put

I don't have
~ade.

And
lladine.

17

liR.

BYRU!-1:

I8

HS.

BARTOli:

But we r.an't deny the

Incinerators.

lou know,

:.~e

worked very hard

19

about this 1ncine1ator bus1ness here.

.:o

along :.11th

~

public -- the public.

And

I cannot qo

So the comprom1se that we reached was to add
incinerators to the list but give them a threshold.
far as I am concerned,

:.~hat

he

~ays

about the inclnerators .

The

As

th e t ec h n1ca
·
11 y correct way to do

1

:.~hich

all are represented,

that means major corporations,

and

too -- have the right to

this is to base it on the amount o f the emissions,
period, without

regard to an y source category.

have incinerators
incinerator

the emissions are determines what the level of revl.ew
25

is.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

1n there.

In the original

rules,

Whatever
">~as

incorporated 1n here.

We are not citing anyone out,

and the PSD,

it
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33

Please help us and protect us as the cttizens.

states municipal inctnerators which have

~he

capacity as commerc1al

all know that

same
~e

incinerators.

~e

have q1ven up a

lot.

!·IR. BYRUI-I:
1:he incinerator in Stroud,
shut down.

the medical

inctnerator,

There 1s a company that is looking at

:IR.

~hat

TRUEI.O'JE:

Ron Truelove "lth EfO.

ny statement.

;ust like

6

have been taken out of context.

~o

clartf~

I think

I would

It miqht

that
stated that we supported,

~hen

7
a~r

Truelove.

~

facility right now.
And as Larry stated in a previous meeting,

:·lr.

has

~ha1:

I was

company that is coming into this state is going to
8

supporttng is what Hr. Branecky had highlighted earlier

?

1n the meetlnq,

expect !:he same type of scrutiny as any other state
would have, where incineration is concerned.

commerc1al

~here

incinerators were

The
10

.11rectly listed 1n the fier

Ill at

100 t6ns.

environmental community -- and l am getting emotional
~hat

11

here,

and

don't support 1S addinq 1t to the PSD

~e

l usually do not get emotional -- has given up
12

list speclfically

13

that's a

14

are delegated.

15

Tier III.

16

100 tons direct 1\' Ill rier Ill.

a lot on this one po1nt.

federal

~t

26 major source cateqor1es,

because

list that all states have adopted and

1 am not talking about Title V here; we are
talking about just this:

t

citizens and to our future generation of citizens to
have this put in here.
17

It is not too much,

don't think

not think we're discriminating -- to leave it
d

~imination

I •n not supporting pulling them out of

We have an obligation to

HR.

support listing commercial

BRANECKY:

inc1nerator~

at

Are you opposed to )USt pulling

and l do
o~t

lB

1:he list out wlthout any reference.t;o PSD and using that

19

list as a list and including that?

as

against the othe~ companies that are

20

listed.

11R.

rRUELO'Jt:

That

list could lle referenced as

21

a definition of new major stationary source 1n

22

subchapter 7, whal:ever,

23

100 tons and then the remaining definition of 250.

24

qoes in Tier

25

commercial

But the citizens of this state have the right
to that third tier under incineration.
what the future brings.

to be that list of 26 majors at

We did not know
That

And this body is held with a

responsibility to be foresighted.

ttl,

and then in addition to that,

You were specificalLy

chosen for this.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

incinerators at 100 tons as negotiated last
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]5

JART:II:

'IS.

Thursday.

:·ou.

We're not subjecting those commerc1al

Eve r-:one r l:3nt;s

:perat~r

tncinerator

We're

!veryone but

~hanks

till. Blli'.NECKY:
•ng to do is pull the

list out,

forget

PSO and

!ill. BYRUII:

just
~e

use the list.

HR. TRUELOVE:

Just use the list.

HR. BRAIIECKY:

~nd

commercial

add to that

~6.

incinerators, which has no reference to at

all the PSDs:

it's

just a

HR. TRUELOVE:

list.

rf you want to make that .list in

through
to

HR. BRANECKY:

Yes,

HR. TRUELOVE:

rhat•s fine.

that's what

I'm thinking.

cpecLfically Tier

12

~ources

n a r '/

11

HR. TRUELOVE:

18

HR. FISHBACK:

agree with that.

In fact,

the

reason we referenced PSD was that the list was

already prepared for us.

But we can consider this as a

list we found on the street.

It just happens to be a

19

dS

21

r

!

:II.

listed <it

r basically have that we're

here

is that d maJOr

he p u r

r0 ses

~eans

the ma)or stationary

I)

f

~

he

r i e r ,. u I e 5

•

~52:100-7-31.

If that capsulizes.

HR.

!IRA!IfO:\':

fiR.

UYRUII:

It doesn't

hav~

dny

r~ference

to

PSD.

·loor,

and

haven·~

I

HR.

he

just

To

list

I·IR.

fhe page

JUSt went I)Ut

had a chance to

BRAIIE Cl: Y:

look at.

the back
~hat.

guess the other option would

Them.

BYIWJ.I:

~e

can pull

that out and take some

thlngs out of that.
And then we need to add language to that that

22

would also include •·ommercial

HR. BRANECKY:

And add incinerators.

potential

HR. FISHBACK:

ue was not asking to delete

we•re at on that?

to emit ·>f

100

incinerators having the

tons per year.

rs that where

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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I ~

don't Lnow

~0

23

list we lik.e to use.

; 0 u r c"

ll

But don't put it back. in the PSD rules.

list nf what we're qotnq to

what

~f

~ccompl1shed

I1

t l 0

16

Ito.

)et

,; t a

IS

~untctpal

I've been trytnq to take notes as

t~l~

I :1

I4

Tier III

0

went

~rytng

list of

the

think we need to see that.

use,

I guess what I think. we're

thank

you.

The

just subjecting them to Tier III permlttinq.

~lartty;

;-Jd thanl-:s •:au.

":"I'JU •

f I SHBACK:

!·IR.

incinerators to any provisions of PSD that they
otherwise would not have already gone through.

; dpprectatc that

)

)

__

)

)
3P
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your own '-'aste
We are go1nq to get copies made nf this and

do that.

move forward.

acceptable with everyone,

would like to do.

tf thlS

the commercial

your

BYRUH:

6

HR.

fiSIIBACI\:

So this does not cover

7

HR.

BRAti£CKY:

What i f it's cheaper: for: me to

8

build my o-..n

rather than send my waste off and have

9

it incinerated,

to build my own,

hopefully we•ve got enough copies if you look over

someone•s shoulders, you may be able to see one of
those.
Aga1n commercial incinerator means any

other valuable consideration.

1n and you charge for it,

As soon as

liR.

While we•re waiting on that language to come

incinerator which burns waste material.... for .. a

~ater1al

It's yours.

tnclnerator becomes commerc1al.

incinerator definition.

back,

you·re not pay1nq dnybody to

IS

is to defer on that and look

at what we passed out a few moments ago,

~nd

lt"s not commerclal;

~o

you br1nq

We have -- what l

lt.

111

savtnq money.

from that.

I1

doing that for a valuable cons1deration?

ll

because 1t's cheaper,

liR.

BYRUH:

it.

--

and I have a net gain

10

12

fee or

That would be my reading of

Other discussion?

llm ·!

We'll have to

Look at that.

The term incinerator
14

HR. DOUCIITY:

My name is Dennis Doughty.

means, but is not limited to, municipal, biomedical, and
hazardous waste incinerators.

1 believe if we put the

term commercial incinerator in, we probably need to
define what we were talking about.
So what I

cr

~cil

m1ght add this.

incinerator and you contracted with the

17

municipality to burn part of their solid waste tor some

18

sort of consideration, sewage or some sort of something

19

that you miqht get from the Clty.

would like to do is hear from the

any discussion on this particular issue.
20

HR. f i SHBACK:

Let's say that you put in an

15
16

In other words, you don't have to get money,

Does this imply then that the

location of thi3 commercial incinerator, whether on

21

but you have to get something that is valuable.

22

get an easement or a right-of-way,

23

consideration.

someone•s property who uses it or remote from somebody's
property that uses it, does not matter?

24

tn other words, you could operate an
25

incinerator that you built on your own property,

HR.

BYRUM:

\..,?-'

rf you

that's valuable

1 will get to you 1n just a second.

think the idea of what we were trying to

put

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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t)·~q

local

4(\

]9

fiR.

capture there is ln your particular situation if you
contracted with anyone else,
commercial incinerator.

then it would become a

As lonq as it's internal to the

intent that we had

in mind.

We may need to clarify

that.
HR. FISHBACK:

HR.

BYRUH:

else could

Riqht.

That's what I

think we were

FISHBACK:

you can have an incinerator on your own property that
bas hiqher emissions than a commercial incinerator
that's next door.
through Tier III,
HR,

The commercial incinerator goes
and the one you own does not.

BYRUH:

That's the essence of the
I

we had the other day.

HR.

FISHBACK:

I

HR.

BYRUH:

6

definltion.

Say you've qot a company that has an

permitted.
HR.

FISHBACK:

No.

It would be permitted;

it

just wouldn't go through Tier III.
HR.

BYRUH:

Other discussion from the council?

We'll qo to the l'"bllc.

And I think Jlm.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

consideration included in the

incinerator and they have a neighbor that has a one-time

8

need to qet rid of something.

9

nelqhbor policy,

they say:

And as part of a good

1ou can go over and

1ncLnerate 1n our deal and we won't charqe you anything.
The truth

IS

there's good will der1ved from

12

that actlon.

ll

would be valuable consideration.

14

no

~oney

Under my interpretation of the

chanqed hands,
Ft SHBACK:

lS

HR.

I6

11R. BARIIETT:

I7

even thouqh

law,

that

the~e

was

nothing.
It's avoided cost.
Do we really want to deter people

neiqhbo~s?

from being good

My concern is maybe the definition goes a
little far.

20

It doesn't mean it wouldn't be

~aluable

little bit

this

19

ev· ·vbody is clear on that; that possibility exists.

me out.

troublesome,

18

just want to make sure

Maybe Oennls or someone

think It could be potentlally a

11

So the situation ex1sts where

stra~qhten

just had one

5

10

MR.

Okay.

l

So ownership is not the key

lookinq at.

~iscussion

questlon on the definltLon.

.,

issue; it's fee for service or valuable consideration.

Jim Barnett.

2

4

t don't think that's the

ownership of the incinerator;

BARNETT:

MR.

ri SHBACK:

There's one other thing.

2I

a very good point.

22

consider.

2l

major facllity."

24

or valuable conSideration changes hands

25

application.

That's

There's one other thing we need to

We're talking about this as being a
So if it is not commerciaL.

•new
no money

in the proposed

and it's permitted without be1nq Tier III.

PRIPE REPORTJUG SERVICES
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Then olt 30me pOint :n tlme

l.!lter,

public there.

lf econor.ncs

change and neighbor~ ~ro~ "P around you that need t~ use
your services,
already

~

t~rough

Tier

.1nd :·ou start ::harqinq for them,

built
I

fac1l1ty.

: ~ exempt,

guess 1 t
Ill.

rhen

Jon•: know how to remedy that to make

everybody happy.

JOuld hate

t~

for unscrupulous r~ople that ~ould want

It's

~hat?

.;

~f

burni.nq that

lladine,

There would be a permit;

negat1ve repercuSSions !rom being defined as a

8

have to be met;

commercial

i

permit to hr1ng 1n uew, different

~o

incinerator

I'm ask1ng that question.
you're sayinq there

IS no

•f ·,·ou•t·e already •JOt 'fOUr

llllllt!

ltiCJIIP.Ct..ltOr

10

If that•:; the, ··.1se,

then

I don't

think

It makes

any difference.
HR.

RYRUH:

HR.

I"!SIIBACK:

trash could be

don't nee .tny retroactivity.
~o~.

~modification

brinq1ng In your
that

~ould

neighbor·~

subject you to

permitting.

commercial
a·

BARtlETT:

iou're sayinq being defined dS a

incinerator doesn't have any ill effects on

iing else you may be doing as a company,

have <lny spillover other than
HR.

BY~UH:

~e

doesn't

just the tier.

don't see lt as havlng any,

Nad1ue.
HS.

BARTOli:

It doesn't sound real qood for

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

the

.1nd presumably any modifications of that

~hat

BA RTOII:

trash would be subject

kind of opportunity would the

I2

public have to know about that,
that?

14

HR.

t"ISIIBt.CI::

I5

HS.

BARTOli:

What

if someone dec1ded to do

~e·ve

1~

5ald

--

Would we have notification and any

kind of public hearing about 1t?
HR.

I7

:ladine,

BYRUI1:

18

that it would fall

19

likely fall

~0

But

111 Tier II,

in Tier

II,

I don't know that
HS.

BARTOli:

this state that

23

Jim,

24

11R.

25

so to speak.

there would be conditions that

I l

22

tier.

IS quite correct,

It ·-•auld not be 1n secret,

11S.

2l

because the definition would be tied directly to the

to do some kind

to rev1ew.

I1

16

HR.

that

Larry

\~ell,

7

I mean,

111\RIIETT:

loophole

not be caught someplace .

f I SHBACI'::

I·IR.

¥ou don't qo back

~ould

6

HR.

see that "s a

~ould

can't categorically nay
but

it will

probably most

if there's any major change.

in every Instance.
How many instances do we have

in

apply to that?

•lo yo" know the answer to that <JUeStlon?
BYRUI1:

l don't know that

any.

PRIDE REPORTIIIG SERVICES

I can think of

43

Do

115.

BARTOli:

I·IR.

TRUELOVE:

11S. BARTOtl:
TRUELOVE:

HR.

BYRUH:

HR.

OXFORD:
you

tnsistent

know of any?

~ules

r • m Ron.
'Jkay.

11R.

.ed about,

~'OU

llo,

·tes,

think what you

It's

JUSt

just revealed that your definition

would encourage an application for a construction

rhis only applies to operator --

TRUEl.OVE:

-- and to switch over after they

have obtained the permtt to become commerc1al
leqally,

legitimately.
You•v,., wr·itt(!ll

.t

reason.
types ot

public health,

~he

>I

·.that comes ·"lilt

>!

detin1t10n Whlch would

I

!::·~orne

11

~undaltlentally

I;!

a hot button wtth

ll

it .

factlitles,

l t • ~

.3n

1 ncJ.nerat.cr

the public,

IS well

taken.

just be taking advantage of the definition as written.

17

factlity.

We're building an incinerator; we don't

18

the definltlons.

in outside waste right now; we may change

19

Say:
pi

'

to take

being devtous;

they would

ou. plans.
mean, what
accept that that

I

guess I'm suggesting:

Either

loophole is there and that people will

use it, or change the definition so it doesn't hinge on
whether this incinerator is out for
HR.

FISHBACK:

hire or not.

This very reason

PRIDE REPORTING SERIJICES

is why I was so

lou

liR.

Jr

:~ot.

tnc1nerator;

Jnvltc all

OXfORD:

And,

r·m

kind ryf

,\s

you

Just a

that'<> "hY

that an

22

and that this loophole -- the council knew of

23

loophole

24

feel

25

P.nd.

let

It

dS

}'OU

Well.

refuse-burning

21

~as

include

1nv1te:

the public it they
incinerator

to

It'<>

funny business with

further,

found out

But

soon

~0

~nd

protect

is em1ssions,

dnd so we tried

I'm not really dn

~s

~o

nat.es .obsolutely no difference.

\6

characterize the applicant

of

·.thether

>t

fundamentally

become r;pec1fic on ::ource categories.

And I don•t think you need to

~ctlVIty.

~eqardless

reqardl..-ss

I5

encourage that

3pplies

stack and in . ..,hat concentration is

llut ·:our I'Uint

I4

the

~nc.JJ\•Jdua!.

,.., nd "..-Jhethcr

Q

~t

cnly thing that counts
~he

that

dnd not source

Because

rn your backyard or not,

~ece1ved

HR.

to ail

1

permit
BYRUM:

~~ry

~m1ss1ons

.;n

.tnether :::.•::; comrnP.rctal •H not.

s1r.

Rod oxford.

HR.

:hts

~nlversaily

don't.

t.•s~<l

snould be

:ategory;

Ron.

:n the 11eqottat1ons up to this potnt

1

th1nk

three years down the line

burn1ng in their neighborhood

run free.

1 think

this

the public would

it was not l;elii<J rtealt witll candidly at
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the

front

-------------41\

I mean,

:he

~hoice

incineration out or make

it

should be:
~n

Take

a tonnaqe bas 1 s

so 1 t

FISHBACK:

HAYOR

-1

Cha1nnan,

3nybody

qo from

JUSt a source dOd an

Can we sit here and draft a perfect
everybody at thiS Sitting?

-..ants

r~at

=~

r~

commerc1al,

:row.

"Jtll -..e not have

the authortty to amend this regulation as IS needed?

6

that,

1f

language.

law to suit

t think we might better nove

8

just put

let's have -- let's have

it

Larry,

staff "-'lll have to come up Wlt1 1

It's sultable,
But,

use category,

have to come up with that

you know,

and

rou're going

1nto a different

do think the public needs to be

alerted to that.

along.
THE CIIAIRHAII:

thtnk 1f we can qat to

language that's acceptable,
I

t

would

10

~

11

like to today.

don't see why we can't call

I don't
I'IS.

like the

TilE •:llJ\IRMAtl:

ought to exist,
just call

I

because

like

"-'Ill

say that.

it either.

don't thlnk that

loopholu

1t does tnvlte --so 1 think we

for -HS.

BARTOli:

TilE CIIAIRI-\Atl:

rhe tonnage?
Another rev1ew,

another rev1ew

if it goes from an industrial source which uses for
themselves into a commercial,

assuming that

it

is over

the tonnage.
I

di.-ect

just don't see why we're arguing about

1 t,

first of all, we all agree we want something in

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

&t

o:o Hr.

want

to

Branecky.

tiS.

"lORK:

If lt was limited to all

I 4

1nc1nerators that

15

permitted •:apactt;• •lf

16

would that have on ¥Our understanding

I 1

trytng to dccomplluh here?

h.Jd

BRAtiECKY:

18

HR.

19

I·IS. 'lORK:

20

I

Yes.

ll

loophole;

don't

BARTOtl:

Let me ask a quest1on.

12

for another

review if it goes rommercial.

because,

And so let's

tr1gqer the revtew aqa1n.

agree.

Hr.

TAROtl:

r1ght?

Industry

stands with the others.
HR.

there for -:ommerCl3l.

the pot-ential or were
100 tons or more,
~t

<~sk 1 nq

ror

.. ,hat ••ftect
what ¥OU

w~re

Run that past me agatn.

If you took the word

·~ommercial"

out.

21

HR.

BRAtiEO:Y:

22

HS.

'lORK:

Uh-huh.

Would that have any

impact on what

23

you were trying to dccomplish on this Tier

24

classification?

25

potential or was asking for a permitted capacity of

So that any

ttl

incinerator that had the

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

100

r

(

(

40

tons or

that called,

r.~ore.

~IR.

BRAUECKY:

rhat InCinerator

the1r cardboard boxes

be

~auld

HS.

/ORK:

~auld

HR.

~ould

What

not be defined.

Is that ~ne ~ind that you

happen is that incinerators

~auld

~so

would he

subject to Tier 111.

BRAIIECKY:

~nyth1ng

over

:o

is go1nq to qet

..:aught.
HS. '/ORK:

1 unaerstand that.

~

neqative effect on what you're trying

sJqnlficantly

I believe you would

~ddJtlOn41

HS. "iORl<:

Include 4

number ot pr1vate Incinerators.

Remember,

we're talking about

BYRUM:

Joyce,

we don't have a

lot of

permits that come in for private 1ncineration; there are

9

wasn't that less than 100 tons?

HS.

SHEEDY:

HR.

FISHBACK:

And they are usually minor.
Could you give us a feel

Are we talking about the old --

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

The Stroud incinerator,

1-\R. BYRUH:

11

HS. SIIEEDY:

for

even

instance,

It was r1ght around 100 tons.
So I'm not sure that that would

greatly Increase the number of incinerators --

HR. FISHBACK:

13
14

16

MS. SHEEDY:
are used

for

what·~

~s

FISJIBACK:

MR.

18

HS . . SHEEDY:
waste as a fuel

20

HR.

A lot of times those wood waste

a boiler.

I7

21

How about wood waste

1nc1nerators in the pulp and paper industry?

But It's a permltted
Yeah,

~ource.

because they are using wood

in a boiler.

BYRUtl:

1 believe Hr.

Truelove has a

statement.

HR. TRUELOVE:

22

probable a handful of them.

Joyce?

commercial ones.

19

proposed new; we're not talking about exist1ng.
HR.

have seen

8

10

We

if any.

have generally been less than 100 tons per year,

15

RYRUH:

of those anymore,

7

12

to accomplish?
HR.

have done so 1n the past.

l · m 1 ust

wondering what that does to the concept that you have.
Would that have

r.~any

~e

Host of these Incinerators that

1 think 1 understand your

other than commercial between 100 and

HR.

don't get

6

FISHBACK:

Okay.

HS. SHEEDY:

not be defined.
5

HR. BRAriECJO':

that,

in it?

pernut?

defined?

question.

the TT 1nc1nerator where Wal-Hart throws

Ron Truelove again with EFO.

It

23

see~s

24

or incinerators as a new incinerator gets permitted and

25

it'S greater than

like what we're arguing about is if a commercial

100 tons per year potential
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to emit,

51)

49

permit change to take this additional waste
and for some

r~ason

opposed to a

rier

commercial,

puts that

Ill,

~nd

1n as a

then later

it would seem to me that

rier
~ants

II,

·•s

to become

resulting overall change

if it were new construction would have caused that
commercial

incinerator to have gone through Tier

III

in this specifics case it should have to -- and maybe
we•ve got Group A that we've already been talking about

ot the list and the
250.

100 and

the commercial

modification for a commercial incinerator that would
Ill

3

through Tier III
a commercial

5

the

Intent

But

is 1!

III,

it uhould have gone through Tier

that person is requesting a change to the

method of operation or a permit change for emission and
the resulting change would create the source in a way
that ie should have undergone Tier III,
everyone,

to satisfy

it seems to me like they should have to go

what

9

TRUELOVE:

I was getting at.
HR.

fRUELOVE:

If It's gone through Tier III

already and there

11

be subjected to whatever review that

12

fall under.

ll

through rier Itt already.

1s a change,

then that change should
it would naturally

That source as a new source has gone

But if 1 t

hasn • t

~nds

gon·e through Tier I I I and as a

15

resulting change

16

III, 'then let's put 1t through Tier III.
HR.

f'I SHBACK:

up causing the source to be a Tier

But how about all

sources that are going to go through the same process?

19

They were Tier II.

2D

something that wo~ld have made them Tier III.

21

away from the whole intent of Tier III,

22

major facilities.

2S

Again,

now five years down the road they do
We get

which IS new

come back to the same concern about

being so specific

in taking care of one source category.

HR. TRUELOVE:

so the other option is:

If you've got to go into a

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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the other

18

24
HR.

but there again that's

1D

23
If it's a modification.

I think we ought tu support

8

Is that the kind of intent that -BARTON:

Ron,

that.

through Tier III.

HS.

rev1ew already.

7

17

after ie•s

incinerator and lt didn't go through fier

TilE CIIAIRMAII:

14

don't know how to phrase all of that.

1f it now causes that iOClnerator to be

don't know the<ilanguage,

requirements and did not because

ot some condition that existed at construction.

III

then that cnanqe cuqht to go

6

incinerators,

Maybe a Group B IS an operation permit or some

have undergone Tier

stte and qet patd !or 1t,

if an operating

permit modification ur operating permit needs to be
issued for this change dOd the

2

trom oif

If you

r

(

52

51

pulled the commerctal 1nc1nerator out.
under the 250 threshold 1n general.
option.

And I don't

:.:r no\·::trl 1:-::>n

.:r1ter:...1

tt would fall

·ommer~:

That's the other

... ,

:nc1::~~..

JOlnq ·.att.

think that's supportive necessarily

HR.

SRANECKY:

was to remove commerctal and

just have

it apply to all

incinerators.
And that gets to the point of

just looking at

IIR.

0

.,

going to

HIIIKLE:

I guess I don't understand.

BARTON:

It's the tonnage.

HS.

HINKLE:

The 100 tonnage.

It looks to me

like that is a good thing to do.
so if there w~s a new private
in,

that they would be .:overed.
HR.

Fl SHBACK:

Right.

incinerator qoinq

Right?
And what you're doing is

HR.

SRANECKY:

Does the industry have a

state or •Jielahona

HR.

NICIIOLSOII:

Scott llicholson with ECCI.

~uqgested,

another Tier I l l
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~tner

t~

tix.

~uite

un1verse as.
people are

~010

•as 1nc1nerators.

IIIC!IOI~OII:

:IR.

IIARBEPGER:

It

:G

~

publtc concern drea;

Grant llarberqer.

;e have that

.11read~·

15

never been constructed and they start the perm1t

Ib

·• p p I 1 cat 1•.; n · ,., "' r .
~o

17

we have

regulatlon that
!1R.
I '1'1

(3ctltty r.hanqes hy

If

-,rttten ~hat

~hen

cond1~1on

to where

in our requJat1on it's

1t ·-nil be tr.eated ,Js If they had

lanquaqe dlready

~hat

fit

~ould

fiSH SAC!\:

not :;ure

~:fllow

tn the

th1s.

Grant.

3re

~·ou

referr1nq to --

~hat.

Are you referr1ng to modiflcatlons under PSD

~1

r:~odificatJon

I-IR.

would rather try to fix the problem, which was to add
maybe another -- as Ron

in the year

:IR.

that applf there.

on that?

uitf1cul~

the

I4

.:o
feeling

FISIIBACI\:

'~at

~here

'hey become subJect to PSD,

19

will go for that.

:~·~

I J

to 100,

BARTON:

..:,Jn w.•a

preccdenca.

18

HS.

t..:

·..~her\.,·

I:!

you•re moving the threshold for covering them from 250
by doing that.

~tatu!:i

hdt ·:;

!ook 3t •hts and thank the only tndustry in the

! 1

tiS.

..

tqre~.

IS

there a problem with that?

t h 1111-:.

·.no~tnq

:athout

emissions rather than what type.
HS.

-~an~

4on··

think Kay York's suggest1on

:£

I:er

.:~

1.

~t.

from all of the people 1n the room.
:ran~ly,

t 'r

I,

II.

or

~r

are you referring to how a

•ptalafit:s for
f·IAJIBEP.Gf.R:

Ill.

!t'~

It

raer

II?

has nothlnq to do wtth Tier

rhe fact rnat

tf a

PRIPF PEPORTIIIG SERVICES

facility wants

d

..
; 3

modification to their
Into the PSD
HR.

requirement~

flSHBACK:

:nich pulls rhom

--

rhen

~lth

I'ISitBACK:

~1ght

permit application,

)kay.

dOrk.

~hat.

dverybody's information.
what you're retcrriiHJ ro

even

What

requirements,

bel1~ve
d

6

llow.

he's reterr1nq to,

ts 1f the
~XCUSe

fac~lity

me;

J•m

not

for

:ust the rnodificat.Ion permit . .;r the

and not the whole plant that
!

~as

there before.

think •.Jhat •;ou•:-e talking about

HR.

i.>OliGIIf'[:

fhis

IS Uennls Oouqht•(.

l ·.·li'lS

I3

~ould

I4

r.he case .,f Stroud

IS

rebullt 1t, and used 1t. for P.nt.irely different. purpose,

16

it wouldn't be recDnstrucr.ed or new construction, but

17

would be reaut.horrzed or newly authorized.

It

~e·re

take .. n "Xl!.:tlnq iacllity and shift

It

·_,rhich

>ver; or in

1here they took an old InCinerator,

19

because there may he some grandfat.hered sources that

20

will be newly permitted but not. newly authorized.
HR.

riSIIBACK:

options here.

So the

23

please correct. ne.

modifl~atlon.

24

111

t.

And I'm not sure you want to say permitted,

22

And

·~ml

l8

21

it would have to be a
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what qoes back r.hrouqh

111Sldr.

talking about. nPw tacllit.y or perm1t.

rhis 1s Joyce Sheedy.

~~

thinking ·.,.! r.11qht. l"' .sble to itdd !anquaqe that :.ays

t.hen we would have t.o be concerned about. wher.her

HS. SIIEEDY:

1n the

newly construcr.e<l .. , newly .sut.hor 1zerl to

And if that new perm1t. -- and

modification would trigger a PSD

:evel.

s1qn1f~cant

.rhat. ·.1e look at

PSD' maJor

I 2

riqht.

PSD maJor facilir.y in t.he first place.

'

1 bel1eve

had never been permitted 1n the first place.

But for r.hat to be true,

:r. nas t.o occur .it.

I l

It qoes hack through a process i'lS If

HR. FISHBACK:

f!lther has r.::>

I B).

10

rou are referring to 1s 1f •

rhat·~

.Jt

c:-:Jqer I'SD . . t

permit. for the nodification

:s

·.rhat he•s reter: 1ng

~o

.nd be above a

1-!R. BYRUI·I:

modificat.1on that subJect.s it to PSD

HR. HARBERGER:

.~::•dt.

modificat 10n 1s

the PSD,

rnur head hero.

facility makes

~te

1n our ,.resent regulat.1ons.

Thar.·~

to -- this

t:e a PSD

In any .;'.'Oflt,

though It's Sitting there operating.

11R.

·,od1f1:1r:~n

requ1ation reads rhey

~he

1f they had never been constructed.

and you start all over

·')rder !::>r

.<XlSt.lnq r.3c1l1t.y

!llght..

MR. «ARBERGER:
Will be treated dS

permlt

··XI~t1nq

-: l

25

Option

~nd

Let. me try to summarize the

anybody that. t.hinks

numtH!('"

i~

lS

the

I'm ott track,

ldnquaqe

11ven from the •lefiu1tion of co111mercial

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

thac

....,e•vc heen

incinerator.

(

(

55
"'lne?

We're concerned about,

Froperly so.

~nd

about
:JR.

incinerators t.IJth

iiVRlHI:

IJe 11 eve

l.1rq".- -•mJsslons that 1on'! happen tc
. .,e".'e been :JlSCUSSIIo:J.

be commerc1al.
·:~~ms

Everyone
So opt1on number

~

IS to

~elete

the

to ce :nd1cat1ng those are the

~ord

three.
"coJQmerclal."

Qkay?

privately-owned,

rhat means all

pubJlcly-owned,

InCinerators

,,
1

taking fee

rHE

for serv1ce -- would be subject to Tier

Isn't the

latter--

1sn't the

third one s1mpler?

!II

11R.
100 ~r

if they exceeded either

CIIAliHIAII;

priVately-owned and

~50;

~hatever

rJSIIBl.Ct::

ro rne.

B1ll,

1t

Illustrates the

::1

tr~·1nq

to ·.•r1te rules for

:nee

;·ou'•:e

Ldentlfiea

~e·ve

pr-oblo!m that ·.,e ha•N;
.decided.
But

thlnk what we're

since we're talkinq about that

talkin~

list of

nothing whatsoever to do with PSD;

It's

Ill

~pec1fic

II

you·~e

12

source.

~6.

That's option number

~ne

then

qot to wr1te

1 spec1fic

~r1ter13

f~r

the spec1fic

just thai list
So I

have

1 problem Wlth do1nq

that:

t:he

111

at 100 tons.
but

r.hat. ·s not the l·:i'sue here.

I4

flrst place,

15

necessarily think

It's s1mpler,

16

language .1nd r.>ore

of:;,

17

~erta~nly

l

don't

~-

So we delete the word
that's all

to it

lt.

which has
ll

of 26 we're addinq another

~ources.

about here,

·~ommerc1al,"

because

It

lnvolves more

and maybe
·•nds,

~rs,

1nd buts.

Rut

it:

IS

that ·.•o11ld 1o.1vr to be done for nption
~n

optluh.

number -·
THE

18

option number

J

19

differentiate between commercial

And then if somebody

~as

ge~

that

language

close that

in there.

the process

IS simpler.

1-IR.

flSIJBACK:

~nd

some of the attorneys

to take advantage
::!1

of the loophole,

But once you

incinerators and all
~0

other kinds.

CJIA 1 RI·IAII:

is to try to distinguish or

present mlqht spread some light on this.

loophole by requir1ng them
do that for a specific source,

~hat

As soon as you

kind of

:to go through a Tier I I I process for any modifications
that would have subjected them to Tier Ill

23

inconsistency have you created for other sources to be

::~

sued because they made a modificat1on that would .. ave

initially.

,;re those rht!

Are there any nther nptions?

:;ubiccJ:cd them to
three that we•-.•p

h•~Pn

•fl:;,·u!:StJHJ,

,r

ss

therr. .1

!___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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11ur

Ill hut.

they're

tourrh

--··

--
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hO~

n•quire~

r.o

58

dl~dfS

=hat·:;

a poss1bjlity,

:111

~lways

qo throuqh It?
::lntlnue :J a.e .• !oss1bJ.lJty.

:t

has :1ever

:currea Jn

rhat:.':; ny ·.tool•! prcolcm.
ny experl&nce

,'ORK:

US.

perr.~lttluq

•ur

~tth

:t·~

llepartrneut has

'"":"ss.ttll~·

'he

Oepart~ent.

prc'}ram 111 the

:u..-olv~><l

tl:at rype •>t

~

~Jttcr

ot

lact that

treat

~e

~orne

:ptlon.
~ac1l1ti6S

~lffcrentl~

because ot

the na]or

:oncern

.1nd has placed one ··:pe llete .1nd ••ne t·:pe there.
o
historically.

rhere•s

110

associated With their JCtlVItles.

way dround

liR.

7

r.nd '.le'•:e never had d leqal

fJSIIBI'tCK:

llo.

understand that.

;!"'allenqe to thllt.
d

Perception

90

lS

percent

~f

reality 111 some cases.

think that the public .ond .1pplicants understand that
liS.

there

<~re

certain r·,-pes .,t

<OR!>:

~ould

think the court

have to take

facilities :hat present

more inplicatlans :or .. he •:nv1ronment

\ool<. •• ~ •he ··onpl,xu;y .•nd the deqree ot concern Js

10

"

11

·.-ell.

ond public health.
12

HR.

BYRUH:

I3

11S.

1\l'tRTOII:

lladine?

We have never had a problem w1th that
In

DepC'Irtment,

rha:.;

14
I~

rhe

fJr:;t

tamer··:~

·~VP.r

··ven

ISSUe

th~nk.

I

"Jould .. ver :::ay

this,

Bill.

hHatd

IS

the

didn't

1.1ct, .,,. lonq .ss I"Je a.een with the

whatsoever.

SIIBl.Ct;:

11R.

~I

11S.

Bl'tRTOII:

What .1re ::ou qo1nq to •lo,

.1qree

l<li::>ed.
16
HR.

tlSIIB:..o::

;,nd • • t •:curse.

·.-1th me!

'he chall"1141!
17

"ell.

"JOUld have to

QO

back wJth

would come tram,, •:!tlzens qroup next :o ·• retinerr .,ho
did somethinq that

~hey

18

.,.hat 1\ay said.

19

~edified

;nythlnq that

talJs under 100 tons or a

felt should have been subJeCt to

Tier III and It ·.,asn•t because they weren't specifically

:o

thereof 5hould be put

into Tier III.

And "JouiJ that catch everybody,

Kay?

brouqht 1nto It hy thls tule.
UR.
115.

~ny

'lORK:

HS.
subject to that type of

BRUIEC~:Y:

Under?

Bl'tRTOII:

mean,

necessar~ly

(lUt

,,ne

~ateqory

--

w~

Biomedical?

treat

one ratnqory

thi5

that wanted to modify to do that,

llazardous?

Would

.-llether they

l'tnybody

c>r

pClVdtC!!

·..:auld that

':at.ch

~~ver't"Onn.

one •:.lteqot\' I h.lt '-'•1\'.

PRIUE REPORTING SERVICES
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

<~rc

~~y

(JUblic
olliC1

tons ur over.

limited to the fact that

:4
we

100

~ction.

that catch everybooy?
It's not

over.

rule this Department has 15

t\ay!

(
(

6(1
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.")urces

HS.

'/ORK:

HS.

Bll RTOII:

11R.

FISHBACK:

BARTOli:

Anyone emitt1ng
~auld

so

r1ght?

rhat's optton number 2.

oelete

~ould

It's all

be

a riez-

::I

sources from

rule

~SO

~own

ro

rtght atter

100.
lot

~

;'o11're

1 worked

tor

15 minutes

matter of where you set that.
1 don't

but philosophically that's
make any difference what

agree

it's

just a

mean,
~1th

~onderful,

you on the

it

is,

premu:oe,

BARTOli:

right?

HS.

BARTOli:

there a problem With the
HR.

so.

·;eah,

flSIIBACK:

: 7

have to do PSD Llut

18

But

':''lur

::·~

:;ub]ect to PSO.

III

lt says

In the PSO.

to

~·au•re

If

do~n

have

100
Isn't

tBI

to

not

•nd you •lon•t

>n that
l:tcl':

list.

:n untll

rhat

list

the

t::

then
~50.

Jou•ve qat

CUll [ RHAII:

I9

dUd any other industry,

:o

P.ducate,

~atter

that

~I

you're

:!2

you need to

~1v1nq

1f

~

p~1n1t

the

for

now

1n

Just a minute.
could you

take d moment

just rne.

ro private

Dave dnd Bill

l.et •:;

It

'JOt

.'t

What do

1ncjnerator.

Industry .tnd

It':>

uew

part

perr.'llt?

'r'PS.

PRIDf HEPORTING SERVICES

to

:;ay that

process?
IIRidlfCr'i:

even

I I I.

1nclude 1n the application to get
you·r~

got

175-ton guy :.tho doesn't

1 r;

MR.

~ou•ve

~ren•t.

he has to do Tier

:'laybe other than

ton oc

is :?50 nr nore.

idea.. i:> w.onderful

Just d

no~

!00

~onnage?

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

t~

IBI.

requirement:: on sources that

fHE

permttted
am in agreement.

here.

Go on

.tnd then .,,•rr;·thlnq P.l:;e

That's right.
So

01.

16

we•re qo1nq hack to your ar1q1nal

HR. FISHBACK:

All Ect:v :

Ttez-

only what

it emits and how much.
HS.

1At

qo on LIO\oln

.:6,

IS

level,

because it doesn't

kind of source

'leah.

: ISIIBACJ(:

slmplific3tlon;
It's not a bad 1dea;

FISHBACK:

philosophically

more .

ll

thinking up that.
HR.

not

~ore

I:!

And

·..· ,•ult.J

referring to?

•=>

::uL>)~ct

:n

And that'S

t SIIBACJ(:

~R

~·IR.

BARTOli:

-~ell.

~ore.

Ro~an

:·IR.
; J

that's clean and s1mple dnd a

•r

7~ar

11R.

you've brought a bunch ut

stringent.
MS.

that

;)o.

1t

SARTOII:

that :.that ·:e• re

Itt.
Ho~

FISHBACK:

Yeah.

tons per

inc1nerator.

100 tons or over or modified thereof

be subject to rier
HR.

incinerators?

)lot even mentton

llo.

PSD

;ou•re now sub]eCt!nq them
simple~

And that

:·!S.

the word commerctal
HS.

under

!Jh-huh.

that
:->t

your

61

·ruE CIIA 1 RMAII:

ilight.

·'hat

·...rood Yasce.

Ln your

.~

application to do that?
HR.

flSIIBACK:

Equlpment discretton.

:;ur

:~

·!,ey

n1r~

ion•t. .. .,ant
t~

·.·Ju

~o

::;, OuliJ dn

:t.

the

3o

tnclnerator:

~n1y

change 1s

that you·~e h1r1nq ~nd you're burn1ng ~ore ~ood waste.

Emtsstons

nnd that :;,uld he spec1fic for others.

profiles.
What you're qo1ng to

THE L:ll A 1 RI1AII :

Now,

okay,

~ou

think that that permit
going to commercial?

get a permit.
~auld

;ou•ve got

~n

been considered 1n your or1g1nal
HR.

FISHBACK:

:tow,

be the same

that could come out ot a commerctal

~hat

bu~n?
·o~ould

6

you

Lf you Yere

10

applicatiOn.

It could he the same nr

I2
.J

lot

SIIBACK:

TilE CIIAIRMAII:
HR.

IIYRUI·l:

IH.e -ll'iRUI·I:

MR.

But Btll

there·~

says

uome narrow

things where maybe 1t would be an 1ncrease in emlssions.

ll

CIIAIRHAII:

THE

Well,

aq.atn,

that's why [

like

pr1vate to <'ommen:lal and qo1nq to drier

And that

~asn•t

os probably <Jolng to

limitS you to what you
Is saying.

If you•re

I 7

wood

know of anybody that does that,

okay.

but we will

don't
use that

fine example.

And you have another company that wants to buy

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

~nd

f~r

1n the or1ginal

that'j

~eem1ngly

-- dlthouqh

it's pretty evident ~f Yhere we're headed.
BARTOli:

11R.

BRANECKY:

Say 1 t

aga1n,

If you had

t

it

It mlght be

19

115.

1

dppltcation.

more complicated to get this wording in,

~0

wast~,

"~lled

III

18

Wood waste.

Well,

example because i t ' s a

fhat•:. my •:oncern . .>nd that•n

16

understand what Bill

HR. BYRUM:

Rl1J.ll:

Sure.

fhe permit

fiSIIBACK:

I

Cllld

Ron Truelove's descr1pc1on of where ..,e are on going from

running an incinerator to burn -HR.

to

and that would

I5

have special conditions that
But

•hlnK you dre looking 5t 1s those that

I4

different.
t· I

..,h\'

I I

But it could be different,

HR.

filE

not have

~auld

J

be burntnq wood waste today but =omorrow want

requ1re a permlt change.

array of @mlSSions
that

~auld

include the hospotal medical ~aste,

different.

have.

~ant

chey

that
JUst

once

it's in,

.; .
the original

22

Wlth the second that satd modification to the existing

21

permit that would

24

commercial -- change it to a commerc1al

25

that what you're saying?

~hange

1t

from priVate to
incinerator;

is

PRIDE REPORTING 5ERVlt£5

(

(

(

(
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rUE CIIAIR11Atl:
~~an

llttle bit different
application

thlnk Ron descr1bed 1t
that.

that they're askinq ro ll5e

1t

tn,

and that would have been called

then

it qoes

that

1t didn't •let that

because it didn't

tor a

rier

111

neeo

tt

.\nd that's all

I'm

tor one

reason or the other.

And then we run

tnto the

hav1nq to consider whether we're talking

the net 111crease would trlqger this or the

total

~tter

mod1fic~tion.

incinerator that·~ prtvAte.
commercial.

new

llere sit5 an eo-ron
lie wants

to become

1~0

so.

TilE CIIAJRHAN:

l'hat•·;

HR.

FISHBACK:

Is he .JO or IS he

HS.

BARTOli:

right.

TilE CIIAIRHAll:

rhat's right.

HR.

Well,

fiSIIBACK:

I

That's rlght.

~pproach

just about P.verything we've talked about,

leave commerctal

it?

dldn't

IIFI'•li~TIIIC:

!;ER\'ICF.!O

HR.

flSIIBACI\:

I·IR.

fRUELO'JE:

~an

repeat

~t.

:-he staff

had a good
Can you push the rew1nd button

JUSt trled to disclose 1ntent.

try to dratt spec1fic

'iORK:

12

HR.

BRAIIECI\Y:

.I 4

:lose to be1ng sold here.

language.

·rau may want

to take A five-minute recess.
I'm working on 1t.
Does 1tem tC) on the handout

from the PSO definition of major source start us in the
right direction on that?

MS. SLAGELL:

I5
I6

because r1qht now

I 1

1t:seJ f."
HR.

I9

thlnk,

~0

fuel

tt.

BYRUI1:

[ f we

)Ust take out "!)y itself,"

says 1t's

~o.

If we take out "by

'iou don • t

-..ant

to

l~ave.

the word "physical change," because

~ay

not be a
HR.

I

don • t

~hanging

the

phys1cal change.

fJSHBACK:

Yeah.

That's usually written

physical change or the change in method of operation.

HS. SLAGELL:

23

1n there,

HR.
We're

l'lllllF

·;r:~u

HS.

covers

qets

lion.

Let's hear what

said 1t :-..o or three t1mes.

~e·~e

I 1

I3

Ron

it.

just

that one was easy.

I think that

definitions out of the way,

and

18

120?

one hundred twenty.

TilE CIIAIRHAII:

hut rloP.s

7

e

review or1qinall~·

about

the

Let's hear

CIIA 1 RI1AII:

lt.

But.

111.

10

fiSIIBACK:

complication of

:an repeat

,t

but now it does.
HR.

fHE

l"ter !II.

That's what he's sayinq.
saying,

t:

>ther than -..hat

was,

Into a

BARTOli:

I'm getting real

fcrun that you·~e going to use

1n the

115.

~

Just take out "by ltselt.•

flSHBACI\:

lookinq dt

·~l

- - - - - - - ·----·I'PI!F

-.Jell,

now

if you at

1C)

under •xLsting OAC regulations.

PEPOIIT!IIG

~EPV!CES

.......•.. .•-o~·•-•
. ..-··••-.... _

~W.IPII•••r•a~mm:lllt•••••••lloiJ•
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f h a~ • :;

1 us~ ·-• h a~

c:ons~1tute
~0-ton

I ·m

~a

I k 1 n q abo u ~ .

I!

a ma1or :.;ource hy Itself,

~he

my .;xample.

~nly

the

~e·re

IIIIIKLE:

HR.

f"ISIIBACK:

Oh,

qoing

~o

t~ke

you're qo1na to w1pe

We're goinq to take "by

SLAGELL:

5

tha~

Itself"

this

~as

HR.
11R.

~xist

rier classificatiOn didn't

t:JIAIRtiAN:

have subjec~ed

HR.

BYRUI-1:

Item l

FlSIIBACK:

II

back,

12

that.

Since we've referred back to the

handout on maJnr 5tatlonary source.

:t•:; ·Ill

•• makes a chanqe that would
~~ qoes

throlli.JO Tier I I I .

Does item ] cons1der the list?

That's the thing I

was rryinq to

If we -- ~e can e1ther 1iscuss

considers the
We can

HR.

don't

I

think

list above.

~•ther

discuss the below,

Jiscuss na J'lr ~aurce and the

13

would like to

I

or

Tler ! I I .

r.:>

BRAIIECKY:

10

RVRIIH:

1::

~~e

MR.

wrltten.
fhat•s true.

=~r

1

q

thln~.

;nd t~en 1f •• becomes :ommerc1al by

waste

define.
I"IIE

--no.:

.!

6

OUt.

~hen

tnd rhen

accep~1ng

out.

~ha~

one.
MS.

·-

1nc1nerators.

1ncrease would not.
~IS.

:nc1nerat~r~.

'lr all

chanqe -,oulcl

f'ISIIBACK:

1ou know

1r

~e

can move

I ist and .lispose of

wha~

~e

really need is

say -- I would like to conduct the discuss1on on that

I4

an overhead proJector and a grease penc1l or ve need a

portion at this r.lml! .uul :;ay that

15

flip <:hart.

to the

Items ••nder 1AI there.

number

~6

I 'Ill IJOlllg

to I im1t

It

Anythinq down throuqh

and :;ee 1f we've qat any discuss1on on those

particular

Items betore we go to tBI,

And

it

11R.

BRANECKY:

.CJ.

looks like a numbering problem.
need

~o

HR.
lfltHl~ l ot~cd

to write

••clr l \cr .
d

of the

19

TilE CIIAIRI1AII:

What do you intend to do with

HR.

Write on there what we're

mean.

:..that's --

21

.,..,,.. ·

1 t!

specific rule

PRIU£

~~onn l

tha~

de r 11\f.l

op~1ons
nuP\b~ t

includes

REPORTIUG SERVICES

~ha~

J•

~~~her

this?
FISHBACK:

inqu1ring so that ~verybody is looking a~ the same
thinq.

I

....,h 1 c h

•re no~ dll see1nq the same thing

Could we procure such?

20

~hree

~e

18

22
flSIIBACK:

~ecau~e

qet there,

at the same t1me.

What are

are we still

thlnk that'::; the only ·-•ay we .1re go1ng to

I1

step back.

we consider1nq now as the proposal?

I

16

1 ~

commercial

MR.

yes,

.,.,e

r; ..11n

IIYIIIIII:

procure

I'RlDE

rhc

such.

riiiDWI~f

t.u

ynur

The other

•JUO:itlOII

~uestion:

IIEPORTliiG SERVICES

l!1,

Do you

(

(

(

611
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then perhaps .1.u:o;

• •JeCl:ilOn on

,,t

..,ne

·o~hlch

,he

hrce

t

really want to?
poslt:ions ·.:e···P.
HR.

It's

ri SHBACK:

pret~y

~e

<A discussion ~as
HR.

~e

BYRUM:

·.:.umera~ed

on the

~ommerctal

IC~estlqate

and QO

torward

lnCJ.nerlJtor

hard to do 1t

held ott the

may

~an~

=~

that.

~lth

record. 1

need to do some

3o !

ot action.

~ind

jo before

~e

Lel1~~e
~o

:~

have a couple

Ae

things we can

~f

lunch that will give us progress

We're in the middle ot the public hear1nq and have about
6

So we need to

SO discussions going on simultaneously.

during the break.
Does dnycne have a problem or 5uqgcst 1 on with

do this in an open forum.
..ny of that:?
HR.

DRANECKY:

HR.

BVRUI1:

need somebody to

~hrow

ou~

·o~an

move us.

We·v~

t

to

qot "hat appears

to me -- Rlll

throuqh 1tem

I0

.AI

! 1

tha~.

12

suggested?

I3

P.verybody

has

1nc1nera~or.

""d

could then open

·o~e

l1d you wane

~:~ove

Let me suqqest sonethinq that n1ght

enumerated three nption5 on the commerc1al
I

Perhaps

--

then
Is

.. nd

.-&

see

1t

to move through
1f there·,; <\n)'

the

that something we can uo?

1 tems

<ll~cusslan

at vhat the three uptions

l~o~

if I'OU

:~p,

nr

tha~

on

were

15

think the other rhinq that we've got to consider 1s:
lost?

What do we do with the •lther :!6 cateqories we'•1e
I~

filE Cllt. I RitA II:

IS

HR.

rna~ "uounds "11

r 1qht.

identified?
What the pleasure ut the council may be on how
to move forward on this.

the particular scenarios,

handout

I7

the

18

Cor any discuss1cn that may be pertinent.

19

Members at the council?

20

11R.

fJSHBACK:

tiS.

SLAGELL:

MR.

OYRI!If:

HS.

BARTOli:

Items

then,

under the

you have under Dajor stationary 50 urce on

tha~

are

listed in item

IAI

through

1

t:em

~6

look at

perhaps get some language

drafted that can be either seen or passed around.
can that be done during a

16

The suggestion has Dade that

we possibly could go through portions of this,

~hat

am opening it up,

BYJHHI:

lunch break,

~o

And

we can move

21

I

think it:'s a good

list.

Let'S

use it.

forward?

1 think that we have at
issues

see,

leas~

22

a couple ot

and one of thea may be to look

d~

Yes.
Any

~iscussions

rrom members of the

the
public?

handout that we passed out under major stationary source
down through item numbe~ 26,

the •liscussion point.

And

l

am in "qreement With Bill.

PRIDl REPORTIIIG SERVICES
PRIDE

RE~nRTING

SERVICES

70

69
through?
HR.

understanding

that .,P. Will

I=>

·.·/l~h

u we ···e dispensed

U"/Rllll:

passed out down throuqh

use

' ; s t that has Leen

3o we have progress.

~6.

Item

the

-- ny

little earlier.

of commercial
states:

Incinerator,

commercial

1 nc1neration means any
for a

consideration-

limited to municipal.

hiomedical.

rhat's opt100

incinerators.

Option ~ would be,

word commerciill

.1nd !;er

Option number

3 would

noncommercial

changes to thelr permit
commercial

Tier I I I

""d hazardous :..~aste

lf

generally

be to send

if someone were

~o

be

IOClnerator and they made

that would cause

incinerator,

o~nother

no~

limit.

to send any changes

permitted as "

1s

would be to delete the

il tons

l

HS. BARTOH:

I

synopsis uf

think we have

it

what was said.

if we put 2 and

together and make 1t one deal.
MR.
commercial.

BVRUM:
set

.1

What you're sayinq

~ons

limit,

IS

It

throw something

I

delete

,t

:.ec~1on

tha~

~e

1t

~

leave

1f you

ou~

maybe,

.,e c:ould say a

.

and then add
construction

::>r .1 new ""J<lr

II

below,

.ind.

12

commerc1al

I3

to emit as det i ne

14

more of any pollutant 5Ubject to regulations

IS

I II appl i cat 1on.

~>tattonary

,;ource <IS

·.<hJch .1ould JOclude the

list,

incinerator that emits or has
1

n,

whatever,

llext sentence:

16

If

~ny

l7

!ncinerator 1s to he converted

18

nhall

be subJect
MR.

~o

rler

fiSIIBACK~

III

100

.Jf·

I isted

ilny new

the potential

tons per year or
in the Tier

eXISting noncommercial
~o

commercial

use,

it

perm1tting process.

Reqardless of

its

level

of

emissions?

MR. llRAilECKY:

21

think that'S a

~an

I!RAIIECt:Y:

permit

them to

review.
And

think you have

and~.

I0

them to become

that "'ould subject

~

"/es.
·,·es.

like /lad! ne said,

~aluable

correct me

31.AGEll:

I-IR.

incinerator

for

fiS.

starting po1nt?

I.

~

6

which

Includes but

and you all

option

I'm wrong on these.

a

fee or

The rerm Incinerator

.-:ombine

the definition

lS

~hich was passed,

which burns waste ma~erial

stating lt

The one

1! 1111.: t.l:

:·IS. ilARTOII:

Looking at the three opt1ons that we have
enumerated a

res.

liS.

22

Well,

:.te could

tie some

level

to

it.
HS.

23

BARTOli:

24

already stated the

25

into -- if they -- If

The

level

level was already -- he
because of

they change it

the changes to go
from where they are

and then send any changes

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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1

argu1ng over .. .,hether :t lets ,. perr.ut :r tt .toesn•t qat

right now to go 1nto che definitions ot the tonnage that

1

you just precededly

l

automatically throw 1t 1nto Tier III,

4

not a commercial

I~ICI

descrtbed,

I~

.f

a permit;

"'0Uld

:t':> ·1st ,.,heroher

Jt.

:,;~s

.:>ne nore

1-~vel

.:>t

revtew.

:t ·..ras "r ..., as

thinY.

Incinerator.

til •Jeneratcrs 100 tons and go "'lth

that.
lie's capturecl .111 that was In there.

1

f he says
6

MS. BARTOU:

1t again.
HS.

commercial.

HINKLE:

Could 1 have hin read it again.

8

more ro1me.

We were thinking about not having

IIItlKLE:

~ommerctal

)liSt purely 100 tons.

.;re "'e

JUSt

Drop the

word

JOlnq to ,lrop

then~

barrier.
t'ISIIBACK:

~oe,

option

~

tiS.

It breaks that

I'"
HR.

you read it one

there's no switching from one to
I1

It's

RRAIIF:n:;·:

f-IR.

rhat would capture
10

the other.

~auld

JUSt put 1nc1nerator.

HS. BARTOli:
HS.

It sounded good what you said.

7

the whole th&ng
HR.

14

new Da]or ntat1onary

15

could list incinerator in that list.

before as if you delete the word commerc1al from that
then you
16

BRAIIECI\V:

Any construction permlt for a

sourc~

as fisted below -- and we

f-IR.

riSIIBt,CI\:

'leah,

11R.

BRAIIECI\V:

Requ1res a Tier 111 application,

don't need ••ny furtheJ •liscussion.
I7

.:onmer::Jiil .1nd read

see how at sounds.

dUd

13

as we descr1bed it

definition and you apply tt to any Incinerator,

BAlll'OII:

because :t::. not,, list

based on

The question becomes at "'hat level do you set
18

that threshold?
at 250?

Do you set it at 100 or do you set it

and then has your list.
And

I

don't know that there are other options

;:o

·that we would want to consider, because those are

that you added to 1t?

22

about the nodification?

~o.

23

So if you -HS. IIINKLE:
HR.

nRl\tlr.n:v:

w~

might have it.
ro me ,

1t

• !1 not

I i ke

we ' t' e

And then what was the other part

21

established for many years in that other body of
regulation that we're not referring

MS. BARTon:

HR.

BRAIIECF:Y:

24

if we were going to

::s

were tryinq

tn

Didn't you add something else

\~ell,

1f we were go1ng -- tohat's

leave commercial 1n there and you

··cn·,r the noncor.tmercials thar; .:ent

rR ll•f' HE PORT ItlG !iERVI CES

7-1

73

already pointed

:ut -- and

1~

nay have ceen

~ad1ne

commerc1al.
alreaay Includes nunt=:pal
2

3

HR.

There's no sw1tching if

fiSHBACK:

say1ng

•any incinerator.•
liS.

It sounds qood to me.

BARTOli:

captured everybody,

1nd

it's simple.

;m I

r i qht

6

when this unnamed regulation was passed

in 1977 was to

And you can look at those and you

if you•ve ever been around coke oven

hatteries.
I don•t know that we have any coke oven

batteries in Oklahoma,

but they sure do in Pennsylvania.

And that concept continued because one of
standards,

~he

first

max standards, was for coke oven batteries,

because they put
very hazardous

in a

lot of cyclic aromatics.

~1tuat1on

if

rt~s

a

i t ' s not properly

controlled.
So what we•re really doing by using this list
is saying, yeah,

~e

incir•erators with

tha~;

list,

as

so~ebody

that

3nd leave

Th1s

flSIIBACt::
now;

-h•s

IS our

BARTOli:

I~

HS.

II!UKI.I:.:

At

13

HR.

t"ISHBAC!>:

I4

MR. DYRU,.,:

I I

15

1nc1nerators.

list out of some

J is~.

~ounds

:!50

~ood.

I ··•auld

qo tor

llo,

~11

tons?

no,

no.

the Janguaqe

11R.

~ith

the exception

feed

:so

IS not

~miSSions;

rhac's coming

in the

front end.

t'1SIIBACt::
rate.

That

17

that'~

lB

That's not qoinq out the stack.
we•re taking everythlnq out,

HS.

SLAGELL:

Zl

HR.

BYRUI·I:

22

HR. rtSHBACK:

19

except

word munlctpal,
MR.

25

a

of.

16

::!0

not

JS

that.

excep~

tn

The word inc1nerator.

H.

BY RIII-I:

llo.

We're

just taking out the

Roman 14.

~an•t

you

leave

~verythtnq

out

tnctneratcr!

PRID~

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

:r.ctnerators.

That would capture everything.

liS.

and we're lumping in

and this

1nstead of municipal

rhat

aqree with Congress that these are

worthy of greater scrutiny,

JUSt

MR.

8

10

can see that you would probably aqree with that,

mean,

I~

requlatlon,

w1th the highest probability of hav1nq the greatest

particularly

lnc(nerators.

5o what you cculd do on the list

HS. BARTOli:

identify these .'6 <>ourco catoqor 1es as lletnq the ones

impact on the public.

all

BRAIIECf.'/:

scratch all of

I think the intent of Congress

flSHBACK:

~:

nak1nq

on

that?
HR.

JUSt

Then you've
IS Item

5

~e·re

11R.

4

sa ·.1e · re

:nctnerators.

1t'G

REPORTl~G

SERVICES

(

(

(

(

75

HS. HINKLE;

76

lust the word inc!nerator.

HR. BRANECt:Y:

!"liE CIIAIRII.Idl:

I would hike to hear from the

UR.
Let me JUSt say what's be1ng

thing that has r::
At item 14 they would

through the

be deleting the word •municipal," keeping the word

the proposal.

would read;

11S.
·I

RRANECKY:

;,nd the lanquaqe for a Tier

III

•a construction permit for a new major

application."
I

a• then the only one

to do w1th

rannaqe

.~

!t does.

:Ia,

:•m sorry.

lo "'lth this.

inc1ner~tor.

the only

It's not .,hat qoes

If everybody 1s happy with

that·~

BART'"lll:

..IP.ll. thls I!> what

rhe J"itle ".' •JCtlnlll::lllS

15

the :;tuff

·..:e

:hat·~

•JdVP. np.
•'Omlllg

OUt

10

II

stationary source as listed below requires a Tier III

THE CIIAIRHAN;

~othing

that --

incinerators, and deletinq the remainder that's there as

HR.

fiSHBi.t:K:

filE CIIAIRHAII:

proposed with the idea.
If you have your list.

has

thl.S.

audience.
HR. BYRUM:

~onnage

IIR.

t ISIIBtd:t::

12

because the Tltle

13

1ncinerators ..ne

14

through r1er III.

~

:.lell. ;·ou

threshold is

l'lO,

concerned about the difference between a commercial

IS

HS. BARTOli;

incinerator and a private incinerator.

I6

TilE CIIAIIII·IAII;

just
100.

jOt : t
so

1

l>dCI:,

t a 11

it's .sll Title'/ ma1or :oources go

Well.

is that good or bad?

I'm Simply saying In the initial

HR. FISHBACK:

In this it makes no discussion.

I7

applicatlon that ·jave a permit for tnclnerators to be

THE CHAIRHAtl:

riot talking about tonnage;

18

used pr1vately -- rykay.

19

commercial.

talking about what qoes through.

I'm

And you're wiping that

out.

d1dn't that

What 1oes through that Incinerator now that
·.•a~

•:'>n!ildcrcd iu the application.

HR. FISHBACK:

l!ight.

21

TilE CHAIRMAN:

And so that's FO concern of

22

HR. BRAtiECI\Y:

23

1111.

anybody•s.

Right, nadine?

HS. BARTON:
that wants to

increa~e

llo.

Are we capturing the guide

from --

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

~4
~5

All of a sudden it goes

!lot

speaking tonnage --

r I SIIRAC:K:

That would be a modificat1on.
It would

just qo throuqh Tier

II.

TilE cnr. ll'llhll:

rhat

just qoes

PIII!·f REPORTIUG SERVICES

t

hrouqh

T

ler II,

7f
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:ts. :!ARTOII:

not Tier I I I.
Is that all
HR.
correct me if

~~ncern~nq

right~

FISHBACK:

~nd

let's keep !n m1nd.

I'm wrong.

out under Tier III.

~ut

under Tier !I that can't

·JOlng to
~orne

And that's not the case at all.
establish~d

The emissions limits that are

Tier I l l does

public participation in the process.
HS.

YORK:

If

!S

g1ve more

Correct?

it's an existing and what It

wants to increase is the emissions to be over 100 tons
per year,
existing.

then it

~auld

fall

under Tier

And the people have more

going on and '<hat

7

~1nd

.,t

II,

not~ce

because 1 t•s
as to what's

~omes

cons1Jcred
that·~

~he

other :ules,
~IR.

10

or

SYRUI1:

It depends

~n

~~empt

one.

I2

they maintain the permit.
And

13

this

LS

t.lCil~ty,

•Clr

~ould

if

it's

is that
and

they be exempt under

under these

rules~

I don't know the answer to that;

I4

don't know whether they

I5

But

main~ained

if

rea 11 y

the permit or not.

if they maintained the permit and it's a

transfer of

permit

under Tier II w1th the opportunity for public comment,

18

BYRU!-1:

notice up front that they filed the application,

19

HR.

FISIIBhl:K:

1t falls

and an

Is the permit

transterable!

"les.

Change 1n ownership almost never

subjects a facility to requirement for new permit,

opportunity for a public meeting.
If it's a new facility,· it would go under Tier
i~

would go under

Tier III.

21

That's consistent with the conceptual table
year ago.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

change in ownership by itself.
HS.

22
23

A

3re they --

how the tacility is shut down,

IIARTOJI:

that was developed

1n,

rhere•s not an easy answer to that

HR.

III -- if it's a new, big facility,

Or

l I

Increase there is.

an existing facility,

facility.

going to be considered a new permit. a new facility,

HS.

it·~

~troud

going to be taking It over,

17

And if

:~e

eXISting

dO

fall under these rules?
·I

th~ng

~.e

a new company

are qoinq to

be exactly the same.
The only

tac1lity.

and It's

:s now shut jown.

If a company

think in discuss1ng this

that we believe that there's some secret allowable
emission that can come

a speci!IC

The Stroud facllltY

Please

have a questLon,

II;

IS that

BARTOli:

So it would only fall

under Tier

r:orrect~

:!4

HR.

BYRUU:

25

HS.

BARTOli:

rhat would be a Tier I.
We have to address that

PRIDE REPORTIUG SERVICES

issue,

(

(

(

81)

79

·.,e • re done.

folks.
DR.

CAUTER:

But presumably che permlt would

scay the same 1n the sense of

the

rcqu1remencs of

the

permit.
liS.

'fORK:

rhey•re calking about the transfer

only.
HS.

BARTOit:

HR.

BYRUH:

DR.

CANTER:

If

they are going to make chanqes,

that's a different hall game.
HR.

BYRUH:

Then they would have

permitted and go through,
know.

probably,

to be

Tier It;

looking at is an existinq facility.

(A discussion was held off the
HR.

BYRUH:

three options.

I

record.)

We're going back on the record.

Welcome hack.

think one of the discussions was
I

guess

to

I would throw it open

for a discussion co the council aqain.

HR. FISIIBACK:
up,

if I

Yeah.

understand correctly,

that's printed on your handout,
went a
Roman

seep beyond that.
14,

Where we

those .:6

finally ended

you

Well,

the list of

in thac

but

f'R I llt: Rt:l'niiTIIII; ::t:RV I Ct:r.

:tR.

f 1 Sll BACt::

:,re you happy ··11th that.

liS.

DARTOII:

am nappy

~o

incinerator.

it h :nat.

HS.

IIIIIKLE:

f·IS.

BARTOli:

fiR.

f l SIIBl,Ct::

~e·re

thlnk

. n1t ld I

~omments

1·,•.-el

.:.:~tegorli:S

.ond

BRAIIECt:'l:'

from
11R.

~hat

~e·re

.Jt

·•m1 ss1ons ·>f

~0

:~r

more

tor

What about

to

industry?

~e·re

What

t'ISHBACI::

~:~

read

1nc1nerator~.

fiR.
proposal

19

another ISsue now,

as you're

11R.

BRAtiECt:·,·:

21

11R.

111CIIOLSOU:

trading types ot
HR.

you

That

~all

And t~en

this

Item Roman

1~

f1SIIBF.Cr:

to take even

ancrement

issue.

addressed.

be

1 guess ·in

the

Just had to fix noncommercial to

~1mplified

fi~es.

IRII r

1s --

take

~hanqe

qo1nq to have

.1nd that'9 the

an very

proposing

1 th1nk the problem \lith thdt

~t1ll

~0

commercial,

r.ny

per1od.

II 1 CIIOt.!>OII:

IB

tor

Jnyone ·dse.

propos1ng to

~e·re

r1qht

:00 or more

Industry?

16

:!5

q~t

qo1nq to

talk1nq about

!1St from :his other regulatlon and

to

flad1ne?

Did that

rhat's our next step?

I5

23

)nd

'·I

mod 1 f 1 cat 1on!

approach number 3,

we even

26,

~1gnt.

HR.

I4

from die definition

We took

strike everythinq

I I

IS an

I7

We are st1ll cliscuss1nq the

kind of comingle 2 and 3.

now

ll

It depends on the amount of chanqe.
What you're

10

1:!

1 don't

BRAIIECf:·;:

that.

they are doing --

If

:nere ·.:e are.

'IR.

also Include a

.,
7

But --

That·:;

~ay,

perhaps,

but you're

1 think.

•1kay.

Pt:rORTIIIG

fhat'9

the

~;ER\'I'T!.

~olut1on

on

82

'11

permit

the table.
HR.
Commen~s

!lYRUI1:

from dllyone

to you one more

HR.
DR.
this

>ther

!verybody

Lt :ead

11R.

FISHBACK:

Right.

O:AIITER:

HR.

BRAIIECKY:

CB)

BYRUH:

thought

~e

~ere

qo1nq to qet

7

lunch.
'.4e

can do that.

I

was

Just

mean the whole
I think --

ic::t

~he

list of

~h1nq

,.,hole
~6

·,Jrltlraq,

and everythlnq else.

I'm not sure-- it's hard to keep up

as to what we've been talking about.
read again --

1n

I mean,

To

JUSt have tt

I ·.rould prefer to see somethtng in

HR.
on

8YRUtl:

·lon't think

~e·re

qo1ng to

~nte

HR.

FISHBACK:

rhat. s why

l thought the

overhead would be nice.
DR.

o'I\NTER:

\.;hy do we need more •liscusston.

guess?
HR.
it,

FISHBACK:

and that's the
HR.

And now we need to decide what

I2

We've only solved one piece of

but

Let me throw out
It':; a start.

1\

some languaqe.
constructi~n

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·- ··--

PRIUE HErORTIIIC 5ERV1CES

FISIIBACK:

That's fine w1th me.
to do with

modificatiOn.
HR.

I I

(C)

BRANECKY:

Which could be addressed with

under that.

I3

HS.

SLAGELL:

I4

HR.

BRAIIECKY:

physical,

I6

With changes.
With some changes.

Striking

I mean?
HS.

SLAGELL:

HR.

BYRUH:

And also "by ltself.•
Then my understanding is you would

IS

like for the staff to take the language that you have

I9

and --

20

HR .. BRAIIECKY:

21

HR.

22

1nit1al application piece.

BRI\NECKY:

It's not compir,te.

9

I7

it until we clo that.

covers everything else

11R.

IO

this

list.

8

IS

writing at this potnt.

that's not on the

li~t.

!B).

6

DR • . :AliTER:

because

I guess !AI and

BYRUH:
I

III application.

And that clefinltion would be this A

list of 26;

looks hlank.

try 1 nq

and

]

s

in writinq after
HR.

new maJor stat1onary source as defined

below -- ~r wherever -- requires a Tier

Lndustry~

Po you need to have

~lse?

tlme?

from

r.~rnments

for a

24
25

(BI

BYRUH:

I want to sea lt all

Right.

1n one --

And draft that down through

at this time.
HS.

IIIIIKLE:

HR.

BYRUH:

qet there.

BUt

Haybe (C).
Haybe

I C).

Well,

'-'C're going to

I 'rn just making sure they've got what

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

(

83

we•re talking about JUt
for

there so we can qet

It prepared

you over the break.
MS.

YORK:

HR.

BYRUH:

HS.

YORK:

May

I ask a s1mpJe questton?

Going back :o number

would be some modification

HR.

·I

Sure.

BRAIIECKY:

in those

14.

Tier

There

of

lines?

IB).

11R.

BRAIIECK"{:

oA)

and

IBl

HR.

F

a maJor

lnctnerator

)ust one ot

IS

HS.

YORK:

HR.

FISHBACK:

HS.

"fORK:

HR.

rJSIIBACK:

usaqe,

Which means all kinds.

Okay.

fee

tor service;

locattun,

anything.

All

incinerators.
YORK:

All

HR. BYRUM:

The staff wtll qo that

tar,

and we'll work on anything else that you have.

DR. CANTER:
HR. BYNUH:

Can•t you work the

(C)

in?

We're waiting to get the language

from you.
BRANECKY:

another sentence,
would occur to

,~

what
!';OUCC"'P

we could put
just read,
IIOt

!C)

just as

as any change r hat

"the no~ 1 s e 'I u a 1 i f y i nq "s

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

~e

thls rlefinltton.

have to keep 1n m1nd that

in

II.

"!ready

"Ol.EIIAII:

~one

rhat.

If you make the change you
an~·

10

talked dbout,

I1

that goes through :hose oodlfications subJect

12

Ill,

ll

meeting and deter1:11ned that had should be

I4

Tier 11.

lt ·nil 1:1ake

ex1st1ng maJor

which we had this discussion at the

IS

HR.

FISIIIIACI\:

16

us.

c:oi.HIAII:

115.

JORK:

11

right.

Okay.

liS.

the

Just 1ncinerators pertod.

Regardless of

I SIIBACK:

o[

facility under certain conditions as

we·~e

categories.

HR.

)nd

quaJify1nq for Tier

Strike everything except

THE CIIAIRHAII:

HS.

oA)

II we've already defined a significant nodtfication

incinerator.

ownership,

-:-HE Clii.IR11AII:

that's what

to

source
r1er

last council
ln.fact

llot nnly should ue,
But

rso

JUSt

llut

in

IS.

you voted on

last

time.

18

Is 1t the

Incinerator you're

I9

concerned about with the modification,

20

comes through dnd permits an incinerator for

:!1

then comes back and wants to increase that by 20 or 30

22

that it would be

23

perhaps there should be a due process right that accrued
s1nce

in Tier

II.

it was not present when
Is that

~hat

~ou•rc

that

if somebody

BO tons and

And you're thinking that

it was a new tacility?
talking about?

PR!LE FEPORTIIIG SERVICES
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HS.
11S.

nh-huh.

.:ol.EHAII:

paraqrapn

:hen you could very eas1ly use words

:"ORK:

to the effect that

any Incinerator that's ask1ng

increase in emissions.
been subject to Tier

that

III

if

item (C)
at an

TRUELOVE:

and you

incinerator

source under

I~R.

f!SUBAct::

Ron Truelove aga1n.

If you took

th1s definition,

1f that

change would constitute a major source by itself.

HR.

1 think

that .,hanqe.

into that

increment question.
TRUELOVE;

not

it should say it

the chanqe,

What

statement

7

you went

8

originally was 1f

9

originally,

I0
i I

the change itself be1nq major.

if you

13

hecause rhat •Jets

I4

remember,

15

street.

Bill.

when

meaning the change has to

And I

~our

thought

original

to

110,

It

then

thouqht your statement

I

have qualified as Tier Ill

~auld

Rather than hav1ng to qo

100.
r!WELO'.'E:

1nvok., ,r.J.

HR.

rhat

that's not
realize

flSIIBACK:

this

1:;

·.~as

111st a p1ece of

ny 0IIglnal
the
1t

I7

If you want net

~~creases

:;tatement.

Intent ot
ISn't.

paper ""e

And that•:; what the council

16

.;nd that • s not

think.

Interpreted that to be.

<t should now.

11R.

But

1 .:lon't

:! it would have been subject -- 1f

that
~o

from

from 90 to

the net

1t's requiring,

~as

6

I:!

result of

HR.

.,r

Ill."

t I SIIBACt\:

c=uncil,

have

:~e

not otherwise qualifying as a maJor

a --would bed Tier

the Intent of the

rRUELO'.'E:

process.

realize that.

fiSHBACE:

HR.

per~itt1ng

1Bl of

C:.

it were ne1.1 would have

JUSt sa1d •any change that would occur

i.\l and

o

11R.

for an

done that in our other programs as well.
HR.

86

CCI

But
tCiund on the

needs to dec1de.

dbove thresholds to trlqqer

18

Tier Ill, or do we want postconstruction emissions after

paragraph with respect to that other regulation ycu•ve

19

the change to trigger Tier III?

been referring to

:o

be

100 tons.

We were talking about thls particular

is a change of 250 tons or a change of

100 tons if you·re on the

list.
i t it's one on

And the source could exist
the

list,

coulLI t>Xist •lt 90

a 90-ton incrc;tse

<~nd

nt>ver

tons.

And in
from 90 to

You could experience

PRIDE REPORTIUG SERVICES

~y

oxample,

Jr

~o

you want something going

191 to tr1gger Tier III?

That':; rhe •Juestion we h11ve r.o dnswer.

:!3

11S.

:s

~o

you want something goinq from

90 --does it have to go to

tr1ggcr pa1aqraph cr.J.

Yon wonld have rn experience 100-ton increase to rr11qer

110,

·o~ere

·roiiK;

.. new f3clllt\".

think

the answl!r

to that

1:;

1f

it

-'hatc\'er ··:miSSions they .ne dSking

PRIDE Rt:PORTIIIG SERVICES

(

(

(

tHI

for

now would deternlne ~here

new fac1lity and :': ·:.1s ·11

It

r:ons,

fell.
-:hey

If
".IOUJ<.I

::e

say1ng?

·.·ere a

t~ey

<1

:·IR.

!"lflr

~an

IJ.

Whether

Jr

~ot

they 3re permitted at

wouldn't make .1ny ·llf!crence.
increase to 90,

for the

ur

,;ub]ect

~0

tl.

they would

l f they• re

fall

~nder

6

Tier

II,

Tier

·>r they may ll..tve

But with the emiSSiuns that they are askinq ~or,
permitted c:apac1ty :or rhe ·•missions.
Tier II,

they're a

rier

1f

It !allo:; under·

II.

If is falls under 100 or more.

HR.

FISIIBACI\:

existed in PSD since 1?11 and has

rea 11 y never been

addressed.
You can be a 99-ton source 1f you're on
list;

and if you add 99 tons of emissions,

~his

HS- SHEEDY:
HS.
~o,

YORK:

If you've ddded to.

If you've added

you don't trigger it.
But you're over 100.

Is that what

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

~ou•re

FISHBACK:

~ou•re

au

say1nq Wlth Incinerators

11R.

SVRll11:

!·IS •

."OR I\:

I •m not sayinq,

·,'es ..

3ecause of the hiqh deqree of public
tt's benet:1.c:1.al to g1ve that due

ll

thouqh they are
HR.

but,

There are those who are.

1n as if they '-'P.re new,

3nyt1~e

an InCinerator

~auld

they would he"

want to kick

Tier

TI,

P.ven

~a1st1ng.

fiSI!BACK:

That's th·e question for

the

r.ouncil's consideration.

16

And you can construe all k1nds of scenarios.

I7

But you•ve 90t the case where someone qoes from 99 to

18

101, and now they're

19

as if they

~ere

101

Tier III,

because

lt

~as

the same

five years ago when they were first

built.
:: 1

llo.

HR.

1:!

you're going

to trigger it because you've exceeded 100.

~nd

process r1qht

I5

This same discrepancy has

iORI\:

I I

there dre ..

as if they ·.·•ere a new fac:1.lity.

til,

'f

I'SD.

:oncern you think

even been a m1nor ~ource vhen they first were permitted.

that's the po1nt.

because at the hlgn ctegree of public concern.

modifi~ation.

They may have he6n .,

~c

'leah,

"he EIZE •f your facility Without be1ng

11S.

they're want1nq to

:hey ~auld be a Tier

wanting to increase to 101,
III

If

~0

doubl~

fiSHBACI\:

ur do you '-'ant to require -- that's where the

22

wording came from 1n this other regulation

23

Significant Increase.

24

s:1.qn1ficant

25

to Tier III?

Do you want them to have a

increase above a certain

level

PRIDE REPORTIUG SERVICES

to be subject

89

~:r

And thls regulation prov1des
2

what

~nd

1S s1gn1ficant.

lt

~ar1es

by

jefinlt1~ns

two tons and goes through T1er

at

E•Jerybo<ly underst.:tnd

~ollutant.

1-\S.
HS.

think that probacly the most

'iORK:

.;

4

way to do

lt

5

were new,

they would be a Tier

IS to say 1f they had done this when they

6

it after they're built,

1

Tier I I I .

ttl.

·•

the basis of

they still would be subJect

they take

the em1Ss1ons

in waste

for

~

level,

approach,
for

And

FISIIBACK:

we have

takes that

Are we doing that only

incinerators.
HS.

'iORK:

HS.

HARTO!I:

'lr~a.h,

understand

,Js

rhat'~

II.

nur major

1 t.

you .• rc.

=oncern 1s the

don't

I

'iORK:

think that's a

problem at

10

everybody

I1

·1eclding.

12

examples.

l'm not concerned about

ot singling that out.
say they are

Ti~r

the

legal

ram1ficat1ons

We s1ngle out other things and
tor modifications of other th1ngs

III

FISHBACK:

So you

99-ton sulfur recovery plant gets
Tier TII

review.

The

PRIDE

~9-ton

list and the

~ets

to

~dd

~nat

~hey

-..auld want

ItS a compror.use,

fiSIIBACK:

It's

to talk

HR.
llke

tor t11c :a at f

IS

would

16

t.hat "'oulcl ·•ccur

17

:.omewhere.
liS.

•t ·•n

to <:raft

19

that would have subJeCted it

~0

applicatiOn requltaments as
That's consistent

~l

23

And

:f what we're

1n terms ot

1 Cl

LLLCiner;:aor"

Let's use

/ORK:

in Tler

to nake sure

my understanding

~o

1<: rhat you

to say

--

•JO

"11ny change

fro1n t.herc

language that has
to Tier

1f
~ith

I think that

Ill

1t were
~hat

~ou1d

a

to do

perm1t
new

facility.

some of the other
be the most simple

way to approach 1t.
Dr.

Canter,

did you have an alternative

that?

PRIDE REPORTlliG SERVICES

REPORTING SERVICES

(

in

regardless of

to stay

1mpl1cat10ns

:err useful

!IVRIIH:

t

tons

Bill.

JUSt want

IS clear nn the

1

they want,
100

1ndustr1es would want,

I4

:!4

99 tons w1th not

incinerators

think

sections do.

look at this

lf

lot

That•:; -dtay With me.

in Tier 111 in some of the other programs.
HR.

cornprom1se.

Jroups had

ll

18

all.

think that's a

~nVItonmental

Increase,

HR.

inc1nerators.

HS.

A

So

they process

1f the Councll

to consider:

1i the

what they

r1ght on

their nwn.

HR.

thlnk

Tier I I I .

to

rather than whether

fee or whether

:

that?

they would have .,verythlng that gets over

they want to do

Because you give that due process

·;oRK:

ta1r

~ev 1 ew.

!II

to

-

(

(

(

92

91

dbout.

OR. CAUTER:

llo.

HR. FISHBACK:
DR. CANTER:

go a buncn ot

~e·ve

Sut you have

so~e

:IS.

br~ght

wording tn

roo~.

matters ts the

We've got a bunch of bright
can anybody think of another

public,

beco~e

particularly any of

~hese

other

~6

I

Is there an

can't think of one.

don't think you do that

~1th

exa~ple

I

mean,

llow,

like that?
:,·ou don't--

other source cateqories,

are you yoing tc

11

this?

I :!

I·IR.

you?
All the rest at these are
They don't -- r mean,

a re fi n ery ,

crude oil wherever it is the
make them a commercial
refinery;

that

~11

privately owned.

f or example,

ch~apest,

but that doesn't

how we procedurally
and come back With

I5

recommendat

I7

hearing?

HR. FISHBACK:

Yeah,

they are not commercial

they are not commercial

the incinerator being commercial.
THE CIIAIRMAH:
MIL

somebody on your staff to do

I
d

think we can close the hearing

recommendation.
After you come back w1th thls

Jhere are we going from there on this

18

tiR.

19

the hearing.

20

language back that you can look at; somebody can take

t"ISIIBACK:

a different definition

BYRUtl;

Just a quick look of these says

they are all commercial anyway.

well,

10 n,

.:>r

rnay need to talk Wtth Uenn1s on

THE CIIAlRHAN:

I 6

but we'll go wtth it.

Just means they're doing business.

THE CIIAIRMAN:

anyway.

BYRUH:

ll

refinery as opposed to a private

l st1ll have a problem singling

~nnotnt

I~

buys

What

is qoing to be

lo ;ou need :.ornebody to stay .around,

:o
.lo

of emiss1ons that

nut one source C3teqory,

·I

source categories?

a~ount

liR. FI SIIBACK:

facility is built and has the potential
9

to

:t doesn't

put into the air.

1

facility where a

JUSt bolls down to what

really rnatter ~hether It's private or com~erc1al.

6

people in this

: think :t

you started out zayinq 1n the first place.

~lnd

·that you could put there.

HR. FISHBACK:

/ORK:

in the sense of

They are private.

•>t

Dut that'::;

commercial than we're talking

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

our1nq the inter1m,

we will brinq some

21

that language and make a motion.

22

and vote en it,

23

which will be the next set of rules.

But they are sellinq.
nperated for profit.

Hopefully what we will do IS close

24
25

We can take the motion

and we can go on to the next hearing,

TilE CHA IRMA II:
on this one rule?

When ynu say r:Jose the hea<Jnq,

iou want to close 1t before we go or

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

9!

94

Before ~ur

JUst go ahead -f"ISIIBACt;:

HR.

THE CIIAIRMAII:
FISHBACK:

HR.

It's adjournea for
'leah,
Just

jus~

it's

a

adopting ~he ~a)Gr

cont111ua~1on.
cont1nua~1on.

Including 1tem ,91.

like 1t was a month ago.

durtnq the

'/ORK:

·1es.

We Will

need a

lunch.

We're

I need some direction.

Do you

Continue it for

'/ORK:

lunch.

Take ,, lunch

so we have something 1n writing before us.

HR.

BYRUM:

We can do either one.

TilE Cll A I RMAII:

we Will continue this hearing

after lunch.
lunch

(A

recess was taken.)

THE Cll A I RHAII:

We will call this hearing back

into session.

BYRUH:

We are continuing what we were
and that is to come up with a

definition that will allow us to
th~

Doughty for spend1ng his

We have those here '•n front

12

passed those out a

have a cop~.·,

I3

Tier

Ill

look at stationary

rules.

PRIDE REPORTIIIG SERVICES

ot you.

If anyone
have Severa 1 coples
·
.:p here.

o~e

few minutes ago.

•:ouncll.

these poss1ble solutions as listed here.
HR.

""OUld the

BRAIIECI:";:

Jio:t

On solution

( 8)

I8

tncluding the list nf :?6

?

It says

oJS

I of our 1 ist..

IIIC!uded In SOJUtlcn

he

17

•leflned below,

I9

HR.

BYRUI-1:

:!O

HR.

DOUGIIT't:

22

for us.

So I would ~pen that to discussion by the

I5

I6

putting

thanks to

lunch rJoinq that

! •

oJS

(A I

and

and 1 assume we're

Through 1 B).
The list would have to tallow

that With the word 1nc1nerator only

working on prior to lunch,

in

Hr.

doesn • t

Larry.
HR.

a~

language that ~e mlght consider

The Dtalf has dCComplished that,

I I

I4

break and continue 1t.

sources

1

10

want this body to close this hearing or not?
HS.

the counc11 ~sked that

together some additLonal

9

We mean clos1nq 1t now to qo to

Just go1ng to lunch.

THE CIIAIRHAtl:

~ur1ng --

lunch breav. that the staff l~ok

6

8

wording.
HSHBACK:

~52: 100, down ::hrough and

J

we are.

definite recommendation from you when you have the

HR.

~1scussed

:tationary source r~le that's on page

:ul~;s,

::1 of our current

You are not clos1ng 1t.
HS.

.~nch break we had

included

tn the

list.

23

HR.

BRAIIECI:'i:

24

MR.

BYRUU:

:?5

HR.

1\Rr.IIF.C'I:'o':

Sec~ions

(A)

and (81,

right?

Right.
!.ike

I said,

they <He hath

PRlVf ~tPORTIIIG SERVICES

How

(

(

(
95

offer1ng the s4me snlut1ons.

stmple.
list.

JUSt

o~fferent

IIR.

believe that's :orrect.

BYRUII:

HR.

f!SIIBACK:

like soluticn 2 better.

NR.

URAIIECKY:

rhat•s more strdtghttorward

That needs to
I guess

on the list

in

tO

allowabl-e.

ways.

MR.

""ith the addit1on ot

potential

:n

Item (81

:IR.

~nd

from the othet

"f

tHRlt

~50

.,

::~uch

DR.

potenttal

th1s •letinition ·.•hich P.mits nr has

Because that !.iect1on

emits or ha$ potential

it he

For example,

it'S actual or allowable.

~-•ctual

l)r

I think

•t

the other regulat 1ons that

~lth

we've got on the books.
payment;

:;ays

to emit.

That's an actual or an allowable.
would be conststcnt

IB)

herr~

·•llowtttJic!

:he basis for tee
would like to see

. . '\nd

JHltOrltloll

to ··mit

think has the same meaning as allowable.
tn other ''"'Ords,
their choice.

tactlity

And 1f you make this an •or,• any change

in actual or allowable,
would

would like to give a

you know,

bring it above

100 and the

bring it above

100,

If you use

then
tl1P

: l

change

nr --

"~r"

And

I

:~at

don't

there's any
there's

thin~

HR.

! !SIIBACK:

MR.

SVRUH:

potential to emlt."

IBI

IAJ have which emits or

has the same wording.

to he the same wordinq 1 n

~uqnt

ll

reah,

1

lt

c1.

probably so.

So what you·re sayinq 15 change the
to reflect

Any

14

DR.

CAIITER:

l5

MR.

llRAIIfCI:V:

HR.

(,OUGII'I '/:

the same wordlng •or has

ch~nge

in em1ss1ons.

In actual emiss1ons;

that

IS

16
i 1

~now

I dtdn•t

19

talking about emlUslons,

.:o

what

ieah,

18

22

:5

!hat ,.robably •Jnuld get

the counctl was thinking

~hen

1 t.

we were

so I put eithertor 1n there.

o\nd al ;·ou go back to the definltion,
you could probably

1n actual would not to

~ctual

It

wording 1n 1tem •CJ

it would still be Tier 111.
~ord

ern1t.

I2

then whichever 15 the highest

if the change in al!owable were to

Jon't tnow

Doesn't

CAIITF.R:

to

seems tc ne

cons per year or nore of any

fl SIIBACI\:

i

difference.

pollutant."
HR.

: lSIIBt.ct::

11fference between those two.

ltem •Rl would be •any other source not

I;.)

:ou·re say1nq 3llowable Instead

=f potenc1al?

Included.

~e

3RAI1Eet:·;:

( think

JUSt scratch both of those out and

come to the same place.
Any change in emissions?

liR.

BYRUtl:

MR.

f!SIIBACK:

potential to em1t.

1-------------·

I'PII f

Any change in emissions or

0r any change

in a

I'EPORTJIIG ::ER\'ICE5

permit

~ondition.

,._.,_

·--

t::0

-

ge

97

And I --

I Jidn't think,

last three lines det1n1t1on

rCl

I

permit teo.

now?

didn't think it was quite
concern.

defined as a maJor stationary source wh en or1qinally

and ·:e•re r:alling thls

r~flectlve

of

The

~ur

lir.

HR.

7

built-- or when initially bu1lt,

or

h~wever

you

~ant

to

"ay that.
yeah.

In other -...ords,

we're doing something -- a change down :he road subJects
it to the same Tier ! I I review as would have had
occurred initially or originally,

HR.

BRANECKY:

Read it to me.

HR.

fiSIIBACK:

Any change

in emissions or

in a permit condit1on

that would have caused an incinerator to be defined as a
major stationary source when originally built -- or
permitted may be better,

perfect.

9

originally permitted.

10

large

because we•re really talking

about the permit process and not the construction
process.
I will read that one more time.

Any change in

emissions or potential to emit or any change in a permit
condition that would have caused an incinerator to be

!f

"Would have caused"

flSIIBACK:

8

The fact

that

it

dur1ng 1ts l1let1me 1s
~aused

NOUld have

12

HR.

BYRUI·I:

1]

HR.

fl SIJBACt::

The thought

sure would

like to Include

the

racr:4

when or1ginally perm 1 tted.

Other discussion by the council?
I

was getting to

I-I

there

15

reference or

16

emit does take Into ·:onsideration pollution control

17

equipment.

someho~

in he[e or

describe that that potential to

18

And we could just say that.

I 9

HS.

SHEEDY:

This is Joyce Sheedy.

Oo you

:!0

want to limlt 1t to pollution control equipment,

21

things

22

limitation?

like hours of operations,

23

liR.

24

enforceable.

25

fiSIIBACK:

just

or also

production rates,

Any limitation that

IS

And we got away from referring to PSD.

..

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

becomes chat

JUSt

11

is:

1s past

1t would have been this large when 1t was

sor-~et1ne

or however you want to

say that.

~hange

you

Fishback and Hs. Slaqell. 1

defined as a maJor stationary source when originally

potential to emit or any

t~at

oA d1scuss1on was held o[f the record between
6

it's •would have caused• an Incinerator to be

Or ln1t1ally permitted,

!hlng I would add to that 1s

need to

modified It slightly.

It's not would cause an incinerator to be
defined;

cnl~

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

federally

(

(

(

10:1

~ell,

HS. :iUEEOY:
HR.

2

:hat 3ther reguldtlon.

you will have that discussion.
emissions

~re

500;

~mlt

Because you Wtll guarantee that

FISIIBI\CI\:

to emit.

I

t·IR.

"

Since we have more than one

definition of potenttal

I A I and

(C),

Nhy don't you

JUSt

tnsert that

II\

We need

what you meanf
HR.

you

Fine.

~!ways

run 1nto thiS problem ul

cross-referencing definitions.

at.

everything is repeated.

because

It,

But 1 thlnk It's short enough

that it would be worthy to repeat
BYRUM:

potcnt.l.Jl

1t here.

The rationale for that

IS

you

~ade

a specific requirement for one specific thing right here
and it all needs to be contained there.
HR. FISHBACK:

Yeah.

MR.

BRANECKY:

Read that again.

HR.

FISHBACK:

okay.

BRANECKY:

MR.

fl

SIIBI\CK:

a definttlon

16

sect1on?

Keep it in

(C).

Keep it in !C)?

So naybe that

t~

~tatf

~ome

10

1 thlnk

18

MS. 311EEDY:

I9

1-fR. UYRUt-1:
but 1 thint that

them;

~t:.at~:~

true.

~t"tement

have

~ny

probleD

~tth

really cr1t1cal th"t

Jt's

1

that

~catterlnq

~e

do thts.

,

think there are some problems.

r think

;~u·re

~e

have a problem with it,

carv1ng out something spec1al
but

for clartty --

FISHBACK:

It certa1nly can't make 1t more

CIIA IIH1AII:

Why not read "3ny change 1n

confus1nq.
24

filE

to

emtt with controls

dght.

I'Pll·f".

PRill£ RF:I'IlRTIIIG !;ERVICES

rP.tc1ences

place another than the rlefinition

emlSSlOns nr potentiJ)
1111

•l

have a problem with 1t,
HR.

thr.

It out to

he back _up before 1A).

17

22

.111

1 1\ l ,

Does the
IS

·~verythinq,

,\11

JUSt made needs

1 A I,

to

i I SIIB.I..et::

I J

here.

in

··r~lt.

!"r•

8ec"u:se

we can either do it as

we don·: need to leave

~uess

nake sure -- We separate

t~

.tppllO.:::t

I~

:o

section (0) or as a second sentence on section !C).
HR.

!IR.

It's always clearer 1f

you put it where you dre qo1ng to use

HR.

t:>

I I

FISHBACK:

1 mean,

I ,,

!

I B l.

r.Jake sure

BYRUM:

HRAIIEO;i':

that 1n !C) because we referenced potential to emit

think it is important

to know.
HR.

•Dtss1ons atter taking into

~eans

ltmltatJon."
~hat

:he controlled em1ss1ons are dO;

SHEEDY:

:~ntext

account any federally enforceable means of 4mlssion

The uncontrolled

is it?
HS.

;n thls

REl'ORTitiG

~ER\'ICES

1n

place•?

..
102

101
HR.
HR.

Fl SHBACK:

t"ISIIBACK:

Let's be

But it's not only contcols.
~ould

There are othec thlnqs that

~e

!low about

limlt the emissions.

what's the proper -- Kay,
3

THE CHAlRHAII:

4

HR.

spect~ic

about that.

say potential to emtt 1n -- and
lf you're talking about

Okay.
Section 42,

flSHBACK:

IS

1

t

subsection or "'hat?

That's my in1t1al thought

5

because usually that ts how you limit your emissions.

6

But as Joyce pointed out,

1

operation or

8

HR.

Potential
6

you can do

that 1n there,

t~

emit

tn OAC --well, oaybe not put

because you're in the document.

It with hours of
Potential to emtt in 252:002-15-42 means emissions

BYRUH:

Why don't you use enforceable permit condittons

9

8

resulting from the application tor consideration of all

9

enforceable limitatiOns.

Even forceable conditions.

rather than the federal.

10

~nd

we took out the word federal.

11

HR.

BRAIIECKY:

Enforceable permit

12

HR.

FISHBACK:

Fine.

13

So PTE

Because we may have

limiting hours can be a state conditiOn.
HR.

fiSHBACK:

Well, and there was a maJor

decision by EPA in a lawsuit in the D.C. Circuit
recently about

JUst this issue,

that state only

limitations in permits particularly for synthetic minor
Title v sources were sufficient to make them minor.

tn this Section 42 means emissions

14

resulting from the application of all enforceable

15

limitations.

16

MS.

SLAGELL:

I7

HR.

FISHBACK:

18

OR. CANTER:

doesn't have to be

BRANECKY:

HR. Fl SHBACK:

20

pollutlon control equipment and/or any other operational

21

measures.

Where are we putting this,
23

No.
(D)

is fine.
25

Potential

HR.

flSHBACK:

That was the intent to make it

all-inclusive.

!D).

!4

HR. IIRAIIECKY:

would try

Do it again.

Are we putting it above tA)?
DR. CANTER:

ls that understood?

to put 1n for clar1ty here, whether r put it in after

22

firstl

Perm1t limitations.

19

federally enforceable -- has to be enforceable.
HR.

Perm1r..

so

that's a done deal now.
A state permit is a

limitations?

OR. t:AUTF.ll:

!low we•re putting

referr1ng to another Jefinit1on someplace.

ro nmit.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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111

d

detiultion
I thought

,,.,

(

r
104

103

d1r pollutJun
the whole ldea was r~ ~ake ~his specit::.
HR.

entorceable

'J•!ll.

f l SliBACf::

~o~e

hour~

1ncludlOQ but not

llm1tcd ra and
part

rhat '"Ill •.rork.

Potential

t~

uMlt

tn thiS SeCtiOn 42 means

a

:ncludinq but not limlted to.

include tn our not inclusiVP.

list.
And the ma1n thinq

IS

pollution control

equipment.
Who had -- ~ld you have a 251 ~ith you?
SIIEEDY:

MR.

fiSHBAC~:

processed shall be treated as a

~Dount

of material

its des1qn 1t the l1mitation or the effect it
enforceable.

IS
1n d

·
eterm1n1nq

Secondary

the potential

to

HR.

F I SIIBACI\:

And that'S the same

jefinttlcn.

don't

10

that 1n there.

I1

limttattons,

12

~ant

I3

equipment?

1-1

~

15

11lL

FI SHB 1\Cl{:

16

HS.

:ilfEEO'i:

I7

MS. COLEMAU:

lf

say

~e

~e

know that

~he

dS

want all ot

permtt

~ntorceable

Yes,

it's identical.

to plck from that list?

Jlmlted to.
Pollution control

Hours nt operation?
VOJC£:

Other operat1onq liDitatlons?
Feed stock?

I

don't know.

Production.
Rather than creatinq

new

~

~mit,

18

definition of potential to

19

definition

20

the definition rules of our air

atter~ards,

*hY not reference the

because that same definition is
q~ality

rules.

lt says maximum capacity source
:!1

to emit under its phys1cal and operational design.

The

potential to emit means the maximum capacity of a sou~ce

22

Any physical n~ nperational l1m1tations an the
tt>

otmit a po}}Utilnt,

---·--------PRIDE ---RErnRTlNG

HR.

The only reason we wouldn't

rlSHBACI\:

because it'S not riqht here.

:!3

Well,

24

reference that

~s

the citat>on '"'

to emit a pollutant unde~ its physical and operat1ona

SOIIICC

•ncludlnq but not

Does 1t have the comparable

the federal language?

Capacity nf the

~r

the type or

emit of a source.

I've qat the stat:e definit1on.

MS.

MS. COLEHAH:

design.

~n

~torad.

reed st:ock.

Whatever <>lse we ·.utnce<i co

BYRUM:

0r

emiss1ons do not count

federal

Hit. ftSIII'IACf.:

MR.

~t

8

~quipment.

~anguage to

ion on

rhen you could put the pollutton

OR. •:At{TER:
control

r::t

~perat:.n

would have on fmlSS1ons

em1ssions resultinq from the applicatlan of enforceable
permit limitations,

~est:r 1

can 11Se then: oltl t.lCt:lC
combusted.

limttatl~ns

then list a few.

Jt

·--,nt rei •;qutpment . .on-d

~P.

•nd

~an

have it both ways.

tlso

·.:111t

Same problem.

rou

we

is

Yeah.
·~an

include tins statement.

What's

just read?

IOC}Udinq

SERVICES -------··

'---------------;:;;-;~:;:-;-:;~::::-::::::-:::::-=-------__j
PRIDE REPORTlHO SERVICES

-ro
\

\OS

I·IS. C:OLEHAII:
2
3

DR.

6

11R.

252: 100-1-L
~an

that's the easiest thing,

4
5

CAI~TER:

KS. COLEI1AII:

you read that aga1n?
just to use

fhe potentlal

maximum capacity of a source to emit
its physical and operationa des1gn . .

~hat

~

pollutant

~ny

emit a pollutant.

9

equipment, and restr1ction on hours of operatlon ur on
the type or amount of

.:~aterlal

combusted,

processed shall be treated as a part

!I

~t

stored.

>r

tts rtes1qn tf

the limitation or the P.ffect it would have on emiss1ons

3

is enforceable.

secondary emiss1ons do not count tn

DR. CANTER:

rome that's satlsfactory.

so if

you don't need to even put in the definition here;
that's presumed.
Or you could say potent1al to emit as defined

HS. BARTOli:
DR. CANTER:
me,

I

consistent here.

MS. BARTON:

just want something defined

about about the secondary source.

What does that

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

'111

does.

lfS.

Does It define 1t?

.":0 l.EMAtl:

tt

state rules already,

I2

defin1t1on of secondary.

I l

~nd

HR. FISHBACK:
potential to em1t

equally defined 1n the

lS

this is a very prec 1 se

Okay.

So now we have said

1n ~52:002-15-42 means emissions

IS

resulting from an application of all enforceable permit

16

limitations, as defined in 252:100-1-3.

17

HS. SHEED'i:

18

HR. ftSIIBACK:

That's okay.
And you give the applicant

credit for being able t o fl'lP to that reference and
check it out. ~h1ch l don't think is too much of a

21

stretch.

22

HR.

23

Discussion from the audience?

:!4

25

pertain to?

And t

not sure that secondary means temporary, but 1 think it

I I

have one questlon.

fhat wording seems reasonable to

for example.

HS. BARTOli:

I9

in whatever that other section is.

actually

like dust

So they ~re of much less s1gn1ficance.

\0

I4

determining the potential to emit of a source.

5

1

including dlr pollution control

2

4

6

physical or

8

~ay

:t•s not processed emission trom the maln

inclnerator ".'ent.

~nder

operational limitations on the capacity of the source to

1

ott the road.

the

~eans

Secondary emiss1ons are usually

Or 1 thl. n k secon d ary

be result1ng froc the constructlon process,

def1n1tion.

em1t

t~

tlSHBACJ<:

tugltive em1ssLcns.

Maybe

7

~0

106

BYRU!1:

Other discussions from the council?

HR. III CIIOLSOII:
to what 1s now ICI,

Just an ad~inistrative change

~ chanqe

tn emissions or ~o!ential

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

(
(

ICS

I0 7
be
~ou

to emit.

hav~

•

:omma after

2

any permlt condltlon.-

3

there,

4

as a statlonary

"that would

Shouldn't

~ause

~n

tha~

any

"~r

~nanqe

In

the

there be a comma

:..rhat

1~

ceam to

pollutan~

..

Imply to all

~ou•re

cr naJor

1et1nltl~n

rtoesn·t under

ntqht

:t

•:lear.

tiR.

1n a nonattalnnent

~ource

~ar1es.

1ependinq upon

it does u noe r

;

1

t 1 e ·:.

t"l

It's r.hree subJect clauses;

SIIBACI-::

that'n correct..
BYRU!-1:

l·IR.

li[CIJOLSOII:

HR.

w1ll

~e

HR.

Lnsert a

It we're

rtSIIBACI::

BYRUM:

Iou will

BA RTotl:

asking this question,

at that polnt,

probably

Just

but

~ant

>-lhat :.e'•!e basically <lone

~o

~hoot

~e

found on

th.e

1t came from this p1ece of paper that
there's no problem w1th

attainment or nunattainment.

OR.

CAtiTF:fl:

from the audience?

•:.,n

~nd

the

tier

~llqlblllty

III

whether

I3

The PSD ellqlblllty of source

14

Independent of attainment or nonattalnment.

15

Title~

che ·-:<i\'

ue .. ,e•rc •loinq lt

15

ot

Independent of

It's

~n

1n

3ttain~ent

or nonattalnment area.
~~ntinues

to be
But

the

eliq1b111ty

~ar1es.

16

DR.

Okay.

I7

HR.

18

From the public?

I9

Hr.

;:a

TilE CIIAIRUAII:

6Y RUff:

·Jther quest 1ons tram thP <:ouncil?

Cha ••·man.

find

no

turther

'l""st1ons.

21

At this point :..re're to accept

these changes and

Z2

and action.

tecommend to DEQ Board for acceptance

tt applies equally

Everybody gets washed.

Any questions

!ar thiS particular purpose.

HR . . ISliBACf::

I2

23
BYRUM:

It

it OeLnq

everywhere.
HR.

or nonattalnmcnt.

a sourcn.

There's no -- because this did

~at.reet,

~ppl1es

~~talnment

haven't

make sure that

problem.

not come from PSD,

JUSt

It'~

II

lor

going to be valid ~nd ~pplied dnd there won't he any

FlSllBI\CK:

It to whether

1s pull

~e·re

if we go into nonatta1nment that these rules are st1ll

HR.

tled

Ill

home free.
HS.

t

~omma.

Thank ·:ou.

<lkay.

1

rso.

thiS definltl.>n ··n this piece of paper and ·.. e
HR.

area,

abou~.

rou•re talking

HR. !'lSHBACK:

permits.

we

~ ·~

1nc1nerator to be permitted

sourceu~

Otherwise

sure

1 ""k

a •luest 10n on that.

HR.

BYRUII:

·.-es.

To capitalize,

has already '.'<Hcd .JcceptJnq

r1er

·:ate :..re ·-·auld J,,,

lS

l.10~.1nq

.H

rand Tier

to accept

'O
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the rouncll

the

11.

So the

·hanqes

•lS

llJ
109

any changes
we've lisced those tar Tier 111.
HS. "fORK:

2
3

Til£ CHAIRHAII:

4

our packet.

5

Is that the
·.·es,

6

HS.

7

THE CHAIRMAN:

8

HS.

9

YORK:

YORK:

typograpnt:ai,

Hr. Chairman, may ! read the

recommendation for the council's

on,

Yeah.

~ounctl,

Jrammattcal .

formatt:lng them

sa~e?

This
6

sir ..

~~rrect:nq

.!Od reference .:rrors and

:-equtrad hy the o)ff:ce •Jt

.\5

IS

ce oone

:~

•Lth the unaerstandtng that

such changes shall netther alter the sense ot ..,hat: this
council recommends

Okay.

n~r

Invalidate this recommendation.

Respectfully Lt would be signed by rour
tlovember 13,

1995.

the

members of this council by authority vested in them by

10

the Oklahoma Envtronment Quality C~de,

11

cite,

12

Quality Board that the rulemakinq described in

13

Attachment A of this

l4

permanent.

.5

legislative review .

~ith the correct

by roll call vote recommended to the Environmental

reco~mendation

chairman.
ill

This will take effect July

I,

1:!

~ttentton

1996, after

~otes

discussed at the earlier meet1nq on

I5

on this one-page nheet.

I7

7

41, and 4 2.

You have already voted on 40 and 41.

So

18

a

chis recommendation would be to recommend 40,

9

as you have amended it.

number

~o

dOd

And I believe that -~hat

you voted ·'" for

I know
r~les

~nd

I

19

believe that you have a measure before you that appears

::o

to represent your best effort of that.
THE CIIAIRHAII:

rulemaking and comments about lt and determined to the

there -- or have

2

best of its knowledge that all applicalbe Oklahoma

from the

~

Before we vote on thts,

motton made,

LS

is there any quest1ons

~ounctl?

OR.

CAtiTE:R;

recommending then

•=

~hat

~hat

~e·re

talking about

is on this sheet as poss1ble

prepare this recommended rulemaking to the Board, Daking

PRJDl HEPORTliiG SERVICES
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and 4\ are shown

~1.

1

This councll auchorizes the Department to

~0

The only thtnq hangtng was rule 42,

This council has considered the proposed

Administracive Act requirements have been followed.

.•as there "'ny ·:>ther

I4

What will be attached are the techs from 40,

and 42

be recoroed as q1ven.

The changes that you had

YORK:

these changes represent

41,

~ould

1\ay,

t:IIAIRtiAII:

needed to be called to?
HS.

13

be adopted as

and the
fHE

Lnctdent3ls Ln th1s rule that we needea to -- nur

6

0

by the

~nfornation?

We had that already 1n

I guess,

~pprcved

(

(

112

I ll
o;xceptl:>n :hat :r.
solution 2.
again,

wha~

which -_, 0111

j

w~·~~

t1ere

understanding
out

JO:

to ~hat

dS

J'n not

understanding before
~as

example,

!S

--

skelecon ~lth some

3

.:cr 1c~en.

qolng co be changed.

IS

1 thought

It's not

included;

is what
It

it

: want to be

is on that

includes the

~ure

page which
~6

Items:

includes paraqraph

changing,

Included

~rafted

1CI

that

1tem tAl

as suggested word
which is the potential

to P.mit.

we are going to be uot1ng on here,

ll VRIIII:

1t

is

at all.
And

that.

un<Jer~tand

DR.
HR.

BYRUH:

an item (D)
that,

tlo,
I

JUSt

--

would point out

to you there

on this page chat we're looking at.

to my understanding,

is not

our own CD I.

it would be

on the possible solution
that are on this paqe,

~;

~s on

those

items

this page.

lA)

•: ny

1: c

1nd the

item

1D1

1 t ern

1C 1

that's been

fhac •:: -..,nat the staff

LS

And

language

through 18!

•n ,;.::::ntused

;.;P.•re •:lccll

I J

7

~ay

lSIIB/•rt:;

«•'I 3nd (B).

rhanqe

•n "missions

anr

:hanqe 1n any Ferrnit cond1tion.

have .:3used .1n : nc uaerator

16

::t:>tlonar;·

.our::c

·IJI

16

rimlsSlons

19

~nforccabl~

~0

~52:100-J-J.

:1

HR.

.tac11

;otcntiJI

~c

to ·•f'llt

11R.

thought ot

fhat's

Jor

r.~eans

uf .'Ill

LS detined '"

~hat

I

would propose that

type up and prepare as what you've

;·r SHBAn::

~o~eth1ug

We all

r.~a

.:S2::.>o~-15-·12

'"

~pplicat1on

llnltatlons

3VRUH:

~auld

he det i ned -as .a

that would

•>rlqln-"llr pern1ctcd.

resu1t111q from the
pern1c

·~r

potent 1 a 1 co

-~ny

15

:s

:losest version.

, C1

•!mit,

:.

have the

on

1·1

)r

._,n . tem . u 1.

And,

that

~e

aqrr•d that

unfortunately,
haven't
~~wanted

JUSt

~ons1dered.

to nake

·..,ith the

PRIDE REPORTIUG SERVICES
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~.h1s

·111

't

l an qua qe

anderstall<ll nq.

I~

the staff

the

.au d :

taere,

!IR.

included.

inclusive of

: .) " I <I

:I

What we're doing is striking that and inserting
so

: r.

:!1011115:

I 7

dpoloqize.
CAUTER:

per --

here.

: •.1

Includes paraqr~ph

we don't have a complete version of what

;~s

1n

includes the three
Lt

and also paragraph (Dl.

HR.

.:;cr1keoucs •:t :1tHIICipal.

Jnuld :....

''a

=~attc<l

that'::> t>een

~hat

lines.
c8 I ;

-llr::uqll

: hen
tor

here.

tact

t~e

partl::ular rage.

there was an

lunch that paragraph 181,

qoinq ta be

so 1 guess

I~

::em

have stipulaceo the <=nt1recy

t.hls

11 4

Ill

category of 1nc1nerator as broad as poss1ble to
~unLclpaL

and

co~merc1al

~nd

hazardous

~aste

and you Kant to combust some gaseous •aste,

Include

:ohn Sin~ :n Tulsa.

and

And ~lthout

biomedical and all the rest of these.
And I

think-- anyone correct oe 1f

~auld

t·~

;

m1sstat1ng this -- but I
~n

that regard,

think everybody's understanding

a device in which you stick something 1nto a
~aterial,

flame,

~hether

cardboard boxes at Wal-Mart or 1t's old needles at
hospital, or
thinking.

~hatever

It 1s; that's what

That's what

~e

and

It's
~

were

was thinking.

There is another classification of incinerator
which has not been discussed,
-the oil and gas

and it's very common 1n

industry at petroleum refiner1es and a

lot of other places, and that'5 basically a hydrocarbon
incinerator.

Usually they are called a

can also be called an incinerator.
is not a solid;

flare.

but they

And their feed stock

it'S not needles and boxes of stuff;

And 1 think the concept

~e·ve

been dealing with

here is entirely different than that.
So I'm not sure that ..,e want.. to make the
incinerator category include all kinds of incinerators,
because we•re talking about more than a semantic
argument here.

That's the name.

If you have a refinery

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

but at

an d

d on•t thlnk that's

I

thought of that

I

SIIEED\':

This

IS Joyce Sheedy.

\'OU're USing 1nc1nerat1on as a control
~

I I

ox1dizer

methoa ai dispos1nq ot
IS

HR.

FISHBACK:

13

HS.

SHEEDY:

I4

InCinerator.

some~hing,

What

But we don't

16

MS. C:OLEHAII:

·o~aste.

It can,

MS.

jevJce and not as

as a thermal

per~it

1s our d~tinition of

Would that rule this out?

18

So when

·res.

15

Base.

tn the

an 1nc1nerator.

12

17

late

least 1 thougttt of it.

11S.

l0

19

it's combustible gasses.

game,

d

9

10 c 1 nerator.

our intentlan.
So I'm sorry.

7

~ou an

jetinltion here. :hat :nclnerator

be sUb]·ect :o rter '11,
•

the1r mental plcture of 1nc1nerator was

that something is usually solid

ond they sell

·:ou go to

Nancy Coleman,

it as an

Incinerator?

Tinker Alr force

because it includes gaseous combustible

SHEED'i:

And in some cases maybe gaseous

20

combustible wastes .1re goinq through what ve call an

21

incinerator and not

22

HR.

d

FISHBACK:

control.
Vou don•t want to get in the

23

pos1t:1on ot

24

review to reduce em1ssiahs.

25

talking about.

forc1nq a

Is

lacility t:o go throuqh a tier tli
And that's what we're

Lt a piece of control

PRIDF. REPORTING

SERVICES

equip~ent,

or

(

(

(

I 1S
115

IS 1t

~he

pr1mary proc&ss functlOn of :he fac1lity!
At the Stroud 1nc1nerator ano

that

[ believe are mental

~t

the othet

imaqe reflected,

about the primary tndustrlal

process

~e·re

.i

~nes

-:.:tlkinq

tDOut.

;.:.:.r-:aJ•

.Jsea as

· ::.nt. rc

l

:;ounds . : l:e ·;nu :;

IS 1nc1nerat1on,

:llrrlcd

,oout

aow.

IU~F-r:~ent

:nc1neraccrs .;;.;cept ·.Jflere

.

don•:

iiAii!: tl:

t·IS.

~

t~lking

. i

tno~

~cout

.<ernpttnq 1nc1neratcr:;.

1 ~r!:u:~

1;,s,

.<hy don't

you

r r.

:bat.
·f

·,•au · re

jUst ..>lnqle out

not control of waste qas.
refiner1es?
HR.

BRANECKY:

!f

for~

.::.·:;

c::mtrol

process i::>r

rsn•t the definltlon lt has to

be 100 tons as a result of that piece of equipment?
Does that piece ot equipment cause em~ss1ons of

tiR.

f [ 5 H!! ;.cK:

It

!IR.

HYFI'!I:

;

lot

~~n

be a nurnoer ot different

100 tons
Flaces.

or more?
HR.

flSIIBACK:

usually not,

because,

of
I I

course -- of criteria pollutant subject
usually not,
HR.

t!missions,

BRAIIECKY:

so if

~hat

~e·:e

t~ltinq

dbout

1:!

here is

I3

.:all

is to destroy it.

~hern

it doesn't add to any

~e

~emantlc=.

call

them thermal

~x1d1zers;

we

r tares.
t1S.

c:o L E llfdl:

If you qo wJth :nat .xemption,

it wouldn't he --

HR.

qas

because Its purpose

~t

to regulation,

f"l SIIBACK:

incineration,
OR.

15

~ould

16

fOllutlon contrcc

But It can 1n the case of sour

prefer

~hat

'U

qu1pment."

where your emissions are S02.

CAUTER:

riouldn't

I 1

US.

!lARTOII:

18

US.

:HIEEO'i:

19

HR.

FISIIBACK:

that be covered In

,;}early ':pecify util1zed .ts "air

think that•:; better.
rhat·:; true.

petroleum refiner1esl
HR.

refinery,

flSHBACK:

yes,

lf

it would.

it occurred in a petroleum
But there is a

::o

~ant

:!1

arque that a rnunl=lpal waste

lot of cases

where that occurs outside of a petroleum refinery.
HS.

SHEEDY:

can you

Because bas1cally dnythlnq you

to

~et

r1d :t that you stlck

in 1t --

pollution

control device 1f rnu elirnated pollution to a

landfill.

"iou could.

~J

devices?
HR.

fiSJIBACK:

That's what

l

would propose,
:!5

yes.

11R.

FISHBACK:

HS.

SLAGEl.!.:

Abso 1 ute l \'.
·1ou could.

We stick with the same general -- and we•re

PRIDE REPORTlliG SERVICES
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could

3

just exempt control

1ncinerator is

~ou

I 1J

117

back.
HR.

fiSHBACR:

Roman 14 says now incineracors,

HR.

except where used as air pollution control devices.
Is that what you meant,
MS.

BARTON:

;
6

Not if the primary -- I mean,

8

incinerator is an air pollution control device,

9

because

it creates air pollucion.

incinerator on che end of a municipal
control device,

was~e

tricinerator

~s

1·1S.

lou can,

I understand that.

BARTOli:

~ole'

TH£ CHAIRMAN:

re

doinq away :.rith :oo permits

14

That 1s added to Roman numeral

in (A).
HR. f i Sit BACK:

Roman numeral

10

reads:

I l

pollut1on control device.

a

12
Il

but the process 1s so

--

gas

to burn off the waste gaa that's

back.

a year lf "'e lived ln Texas.

7

you can't say chat the installation of a municipal waste

Now ironically enough, you can have a

~orne

FIS"BACK:

11R. BYRUI1:

Thac can't be interprec co lee

FISHBACK:

al~ays

lengthy that it's precty

Nancy?

incineracors off the hook?
MR.

can

~e

lnc~nerators

e~cept

i-l

in

1 AI

now

where used as an air

(A discuss1on was held off che record. 1
MR.

FISHBACK:

And

just to be completely

produced by the primary process function, which is

14

forthrlghc abouc th1s:

incineration.

15

earlier this mornlnq the idea that somebody would build

16

an incinerator- and say:

17

don•c have to go through Tier

The primary process incinerator would be

18

after it was built somebody cane to me with chis

devi~e

19

goldmine worth of waste stream and suddenly r•m

so you could have both kinds of incinerators at
one location.
definition.

And that wouldn't be a problem with chis

subject to Tier III, and its pollution control

would be pare of chac Tier III review when it was
originally built.

And if it was built separately,

:!0

it

would not be.

This is

21

·.commercial.

You- !(now; we talked .1bouc

Well,

it's not commercial,
III and,

gosh,

so

the day

That c1rcuavention issue.

And, believe me whenever you write a rule,

22

there's always somebody that will figure out how to get

So that should be fine.

23

around it.

HR. FtSHBACK:

24

familiar Wlth 1t

What else haven't we thought of?

acary~

25

HR. BYRUM:

and usually the guy that is the most
~ill

fiqure out how to qet around it.

So the thought

just occurred

~o

The point is you can always come
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me thac you

(

(

(
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119

was~e

could have a

1nc1nera~or

~anted

and if 50mebody
also combust It,

like we are

to ptpe some

~~ste

~hink1nq

gas to

IIR. r JSIIBAO::

ot,

!IR.

It and

~hat

~·m

I

agree.

Anybody have a problem wtth

that?
liS . .>IIEED"i:

regula~1on.

But

I CI!OLSOJI:

liR. fiSHBACY.:

they m1qht try to class1ty 1t as an

incinerator used tor atr pollutlon control and qet
around the

!I

"leah.

okay.

countlng on here IS that the

rs

~hat

tha~

qo1ng

~o

be -- okay.

about some kind of incinerator

circumvention rules that are already on the books

where you m1qht te -- not an incinerator but pollution

would -- something like that would be blatantly obvious.

control dev1ce

~here

It.

ru·ttll

~ee

But

you

HS.

111\RTOII:

~hat

1 mea11.

r~yce,

~hat

10

are you say1nq uver

there?
HS. SliEEOY:

I don't think you could do 1t,

because we would be looking at
just a control

~ev1ce,

it as an inc1nerator.

not

because it's 1nc1nerating nther

things.
HR.

F I SliBACI\:

And I would --

that.

duv1ce

any .. ore?

!1

HS.

I:!

A VOICE:

I l

not ·• pollutt:Jn cont.z·ol

lt.':;,

from

same thinq;

BARTnll:

!

!lo.

Heat recovery.

oJon · t

And it's -- not the

think so.

14

HS. SHEEDY:

I5

MAYOR TI\ROII:

16

filE t:IIA I RI·IAtl:

So obviousiy don·t m1x that.
Ready for a motion,
llav1nq rev1sed the

Mr. Chairman.
1

tem 14 under

I would be willing to offer a

I7

(A), everythlng else rema1ns as previously read.

You could say where used exclus1vely as an

18

entertaln a motton dnd that motion is in the form that

19

1\ay qave.

brought up the problem,
solution.

now that

Does

you might be recovering heat

air control device,

to get rid of that problem.

See,

there's always another permeation.

~0

So

wouldn't have any problem --wouldn't have

21

any problem doing that.
argument

I've done it,
HS.

before that.

BARTON:

Because, beLieve me,

that

you know.

Let's put the word

R~rORTING

SERVICES

Has been presented.

22

THE CHAIRHAII:

Do I hear a second?

23

HR.

I ' l 1 second it .

FISIIBAO::

THE CIIAIRHAII:
25

'/es.

[ so

move.

e~clusive

That would iust shut them off right there.

PRID~

HAYOR T:.ROII:

I ' 1l

seconded.

Please

n::tte

The motion has been made and
that Bill Fishback is reading the

rRIDE R£rORTIIIC SERVICES
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121
kind of subterfuge.
motion.

1

Hy only question is:

Where does

intent1on,

what we've decided on go in this?

3

5

HR. FISHBACK:

6

Okay.

handle those details,

8
9

10

1 think we can let the staff
probably, Bill.

HR. FISHBACK:

Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:

I've got a motion and a second.

Any other discussion or questions?

tl

6

HR.

7

WordPerfect?

~e

If not --

f"I

SHBACK:

liR. DOUGII TY:

9

liR.

11
12
13

lO minutes,

Denn1s,

flSHBACK:
~e·11

If you want to adjourn for 15 or

go fix it.

THE ClfAIRHAN:
got a second.

No.

.4
.5

maybe somehow through or computer wizardry we can have a

.6

computer here that

.7

printed copy Wh ere we can look at exactly what we're

18

THE SECRETARY:

B

voting on.

19

HR. BRANECKY:

9

I

:!0

THE SECRETARY:

C an

want to be sure what I'm voting on.

HR. FISHBACK:

0

14

Dave, your comment is tine;

15

after this.

16

draft it as we go and spit out a

I agree, and I know that Larry

has expressed that concern.

21

DR. CANTER:

23

HR. FISHBACK:

3

24

THE SECRETARY:

4

do it.

25

HS. HINKLE:

5

Dr. Canter?

Aye.

that to the council in 15 or 20 minutes if you want to

OR. CANTER:

Hr . Branecky.
Ayes.

22

2

Hr. Fishback?
Aye.
HS. Hinkle?

Aye.

My point is not to suqge~t any

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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motion; we've

and,

Haybe we can discuss that

you call the roll.

don't have any problem with -- we can bring

I

~

tf there are no further comments,

THE SECRETARY:

1

qot

I've asked if there are any more comments,

to understand tully when

And

~e've

Everybody understands.

l3

have it peacemeal.

you've qot this on

It'S on WordPerfect.

·
-- It'S difficult for us
suggestion that maybe next t1me

~e

That's why -- are

can have this in complete form in 15

8

10

I would like to offer a

HR. BRANECKY:

L2

sit hear

minutes?

It's an attachment.

THE CHAIRMAN:

1

somethlng gets left out.

you sayxng that

It'S attached.

MIL BYRUM:

4

~e

and we talk and talk and talk and In everybody's best
HR. FISHBACK:

2

It's just a fact that

Uyrna W1}}

(

(

123

l l ·.

THE SECRETARY:
HS.
3

SLAGELL:

RPR,

having been

THE SECRETARY:

hereby certify rhat the
123,

inclusive,

.:onstttur.e a full,

transcript ot all
matter,

loreqoing pages number from
true.

2 to

and accurate

the proceedings had in the above

all done to the best of my skill and ability.
DATED the 8th day of December,

1995.

Mayor Taron?
Aye.

5

THE SECRETARY:

6

THE CHAIRMAN:

7

duly appointed as Official Court Reporter herein. do

Slagell?

Aye.

MAYOR TARotl:

I, GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR,

115.

Hr.

Breisch?

Aye.

.• ..

a
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

I

,.I

/

.~

!t fmt c

GAYLA CH!WNIC, CSR,

RPR

18

19

20

............,

21

22
23
24

25
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Oklahoma C1ty,

BEFORE TUE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL

llovember 13,

2

..... . ..
MAYOR TAROII:

5
6

. . .... .

HELD ON IOVEMBER 13, 1995
AT OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

problem with this,

for the motion: the majority side can always make a·

8
9

dead yet,

tn·, ~f.! hl 111

if

if it's necessary.

You're not

there •s a problem.

THE CHAIRMAN:

11

one standpoint.

12

don't get this to D£Q.

Well.

~e

might not be dead trom

but we could be dead from another if we

13

Now, t hat takes care of this pa rtic ular rule.

14

Larry, rou are still con·t-inuinq as protocol

15

officer on these other hearings.

16

whether we need to take these up now, or

17

orlginallr advertised, continue them until the December

I8

111eeting?

Cayla Chronic, CSR,

AITACJIME~T

RPR

Can you advise us
dS

it was

-~
HR. BYRUH:

19

RErOil fiNll Sf llVILI ~

I ..,

our next meeting we have all voted

motion to reconsider,

think that's probably at the

20

pleasure of the council.

Zl

these other items at the meeting in Tulsa.

!2

~,.01 ' ' ' I '-IUOM-.1' '-uu· IIIII
t Ulahum-1 t II\ t ~~ ';:111'".!

if there isn't any

~

Also Present:
Hr. Larry Byrum, Protocol Officer
Ms. Myrna Bruce, secretary of Council

By:

~t

Mr. Chairman,

7

10

COUNCIL HEHBERS PRESENT:
Hr. Bill Breisch, Chairman
Hr. David Branecky
Hs. Heribeth Slagel!
Dr. Canter
Hayor Pierre Taron
Hr. Bill Fishback
Hs. Kathryn Hinkle

1995

9:30 o'clock a.m.

3

• * • • * • •
HEARING BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL

OK

We did have a discussion of

It would be beneficial,

I think.

possibly to

!l

let Kay go briefly through these and get whatever

!4

comments we could to move us down the road for the

:s

December

lft~ting.

D

I 141111 Hitltt'lll.,.
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4

l

THE CIIAIRI1Atl:

And we can take those particular comments that
we might hear -- and I know there were several that

~ere

2

MR. 8YRUH:
larry Byrum.

those could be heard in the public forum here today,
perhaps the staff could take some action on those and
have a clearer picture, dt

least of what you would be

5

Division.

6

this hearing.

I

Lad1es and gentlemen:

Hy name

is

am the Director of the Air Quality

As such.

I

w1ll act s protocol officer for

This hearing is convened by the Air Quality

voting on.
I'm not sure we would have all the comments,
but it would give

u~

the opportunity to have someth1ng

in your packet that's rloser to what

~e

might want to

vote on.
That's again,

the option of the council.

THE CnAIRHAN:

Do you have these in your

And we did hear from Kay at our last meet1ng on
the 11th of October.

What's your pleasure?

Do you

~ant

her to review these aga1n today?
·I'm not sure after you reviewed these with us,
if we even got to the point of asking any questions

of them last October.

MS. YORK:

Uo.

8
9

Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act,

And since it's been advertised,

I would feel more comfortable with the Administrative
Procedures Act requirements that we go ahead and give
people who are here an opportunity to ask questions or
make comments, as well as council members, of course.

10
I I

63 of the Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 1,

Part 51, as well as the authority of Title
1801, et seq.

This hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma

13

Register for the purpose of receiving comments

I4

pertaining to the proposed revisions of OAC 25:!: 100-7,

15

permits; OAC 252:100-8, operating permits, Part 10; OAC

16

252:100-11, alternative emissions permits; and OAC

I7

:!52:100-6, which is a new section.
If you wish to make a statement concerning

18
19

these rules,

20

registration table,

21

appropriate time.

22
23

and I will call upon you at the

Kay York to give the

staff position on these proposed changes.

MS. YORK:

24
25

please complete the form at the

I would call upon Hs.

this meeting,

As discussed in the previous part of

these rule changes are made necessary by
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)

Title 40 of the Code of federal

Regulations.

12

packet, 252:100-7-8-11-6?

Kay,

.. ,ill rou continue as

protocol officer.

l f

generated in the Tulsa meet1ng that I have notes of.

Larry,

J

)

)

)

6

lines is ex1st1ng law, with some updates and

the adoption of the Board of uniform permitting rules

clarifications.

that apply across the board to the different tiers and
l

the applicatlons filed under them.

Consolidated permitting in this instance says that

Those uniform rules appear in your handout.
They begin With-- and I'm not sure that they're colored
in what you're looking at.
what you qot today;

Some of you are

some of you are

had in the last session with the

look1ng at

looking at

~hat

you

where we did the

briefing in the morning on these rules.
It's
the table ot
part 1,

l,

Beg1ns •nth

chapte~;

002,

subchapter

content~

that

looks like this; goes throuqh

S,

7,

and 9.

IS.

These are the uniform rules.

All of the changes that have been made

All of the

changes that have been made in the air quality rules
have been made in response to avoiding duplication and
clarifyinq and

elimin~ting

conflicts u1th these unaform

rules.
Tier I,
part 3.

II,

dOd

IJJ processes are described 111

The tier classifications which you have

been through for air quality appear in part S.
are

on~

different t1me schedule.

looking at part S,

just
Those

The Roard w1ll

he

recommendations from each council,

and will be reviewing those and considering them for
adoption at

3

Part 7 review procedures and permitting time

applicant applies for,

for example,

permit and an air quality permit at the same point

7

time,

8

discretion of the Department -- to have the public

9

meeting and public comment run concurrently; and if

10

a Tier

then the Department can choose --

IJJ

1I
I2

uniform rules,

~ny

parts

After a

questions about

I,

l,

7,

in

is the

it's

and 9?

the

rol~

of

the

Okay.

team put together these uniform rules,

14

based on the statute;

15

is self-explanatory,

16

references in here as to what

17

controls.

18

it

to have to administrative hearing on both.

Are there

I3

if an

hazardous waste

6

and the statute for the most part
so you will

find a

lot of

section of the statute

After the team did that,

then each division

19

went through their rules and made the changes that they

20

felt were needed to be able to put this uniform

:!1

permitting program 1nto effect.

22
23

In air quality,

25

that meant taking a

look at

subchapter 7, which dealt with minor source,
construction permlts,

its November 28th meeting.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

Part 9 1s consolidated perm1tt1ng.

and minor source and major

source -- no, minor source operating permits;
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major

8

Rule 11-4,
source construction permitS,

relocation permitS -- and

there's something else, and I can't remember ~hat 1t is.
We

looked at

~ubchapter

~.

\~e

::

is not

l

The

reorqan1 zed

a permit anymore,
...

idea is that

permit,

it

b ut It .1s called a plan.

it's a permitted facility that comes in

and asks for this.

everything that had t~ do w1th those specific types of
permits that were not ::ammon to everything else,

~~lied

the name has been changed so that

Therefore,

they don • t

need a not her

but they need approval of a plan.

and we
Subsect1on

6

(B)

makes clarifications as to what

left them in subchapter 7 With amendment.
7

needs to be in the application form,

8

authorization.

a as to Title v operating permit.

Subchapter

We made sure that we eliminated all duplications.
ones that requ1rements of subchapter

The

e that were also

Subchapter tCI

9

for the

subsection

(C);

I'm sorry.

10

Again clarifies that ""loere there is more than one

1I

facility involved.

subject to ather perm\tR, we've removed and put
someplace else.

uhtch

I

will talk about

Section 11-5.

I2

Subchapter
cross-references.

~as

b

additional

information is given.

1n a minutce.
Again takes it from a permit

created to contain
13

petition to an application for alternative emissions

I4

reduction approval.

15

that is approved in this area requires a corresponding

16

revision in the SIP plan.

It uas created to contain the

provisions that apply to all permits,
it's a major nource,

ol

m1nor source,

And it.makes clear that anything

regardless whether
,, PSD. .tn

incinerator, .•r reloC.ltlon.

Rule 11-6.

I7

Instead of

issuance of permit;

it

And subchapter 11 was amended to clarify the
18

IS termed author1zat1on procedures.

19

procedures that existed are taken out,

20

through; and in their place on the very last page it

21

makes clear that

22

that SIP approval consideration has to be approved by

23

this Council through a hearing on a change to the SIP.

All of the

role of the council in alternative emissions reductions
authorizations <Hld how it fits

are marked

Into the permitting

scheme.
I would l1ke to beqln with subchapter 11,

it requires a SIP approval and that

tf

may.
I very qu1ckly will go over this section by
It also makes clear that the notice of that

24

section,

so that you have a basic understanding of what
25

it

hearing before this council needs to be given in a

is we have •lone .uorl what we•rc recommending.
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10
9

newspaper local to the site with 30 days•
Now,

2

notice.

understand that there has been 1n the

3

history of the council one alternative reduction,

4

emissions reduction,

5

SIP plan.

6

what I

1

approved that also went through a

have no details about that,

approval comes about ever again,

I don't know . . But what

9

it does is clarify that rather than the public meet1ng

0

and the administrative hearing on the T1er

1

application,

2

process involves review by the Department and that a

3

hearing on this proposed SIP revision before this

4

council.

Ill

that this process is ditterent.

5

Are there any questions?

6

OR. r.ANTER:

can 1 ask a question.

HS.

8

YORK:

Ves,

Item 1, hearing.

OR. CANTER:
HS.

J

YORK:

Yes,

OR. C'NTER:
permits.

sir.

sir.

The first word after that is

t'm assuming that ought to be authorization.

You stressed it's not a permit.
MS. YORK:

Dennis?

HR. DOUGHTY:

you

It

th1nk it's a matter of
to change it to authorization,

~ant

Then at

MAYOR TAROII:

~111

be authorizations

Authorizations assued pursuant to

this subchapter?
MS.

10

YORK:

Approved pursuant.

HR. BYRUM:

Other questions from Kay trom

HR. BYRUM:

Questions from key from the

council?

12
13

'fORK:

approved pursuant to this subchapter.

9

audience?

14

HS. COLEHAII:

15

Kay,

16

on the very

last page.

7

8

11

This

OOUGIITY:

~IS.

5

7

8

HR.

What did you want to do on that?

don't have any preference one way or the other.

6

Whether or not this process or this type of

7

'fORK:

semantics.

but that's'

understand.

HS.

!laney Co 1 em an.

believe this is ..a typographical error on

1

page 1(8) and 9(0)

17

HS.

YORK:

What

18

MS. COLEHAII:

line 1s it?

Line

so.

It should end a

19

complete sentence, dnd 1 think the semicolon and the and

20

needs to be stricken.

21

HS.

'fORK:

HR.

BYRUM:

22
23
24

25

rhank you.
Other comments or questions for Kay

by the audience?
HS.

BARTOli:

lladine Barton.

1 would

like some clarification.

Some clarifications on 252:100-1-15,

Yeah.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

·-.

11

I2

general provisions.

Is that your understanding,

Must conform to the followlng requirements,

I.

11R.

Kay,

OOIJGIITY:

the way that ... as Intended to

and em1ssion to reduction is defined and it gives the

l

~ork

list of numbers.

.;

of these plans or these permits

Hust be shown as a result of the

control strategies proposed in the application.

1 of

this subsection

6

In addition to the requirements in
~nd

is lf you have -- if you want to qualify under one
a~

they were originally,

what you had to do was to make a reduction equal to or

Number 2, ma1or sources located in
nonattainment areas.

Dennis?

more than what It took for you to meet the emissions
standards.

8

lllast commit to install reasonably

9

equ1pment that's not meeting an applicable standard,

available control technology as defined by applicable

10

order for you to not have to put on $10,000 worth of

rules or such other control measures which demonstrate

I I

equipment on this thinq, which probably couldn't be

~ncl

I:!

required anyway,

13

effect, where you would reduce emissions in one part of

umissions reduction below the level required for

I~

the factlity that you weren't

compliance with any applicable regulation or standard

15

and a corresponding revision to the state implementation

16

plan.

I7

that was the number.

achieve C<JUivalent reductions.
Then,

number l.

The DEQ may require a

net

In other words,

if you have a piece ot

the limitations provided in --

they would allow you sort of a public

r~quired

to.

So even the one that was issued,
a

I .5 to

I

in

they required

emissions reduction.

So 1n ordur to quality,

you had to reduce core

18

emissions 1 1/2 times what they would have been if you

DEQ may require net P.missions below the level required

19

had been in compliance.

for compliance?

20

Is that clear?

:!1

okay.

What does that mean,

HS.

YORK:

that last part?

That the

S1nce number 4 is new language.

The other thing is that this is the

HS. BARTON:

Yes.

22

effect of a bubble.

HS. YORK:

believe that number 4 should make

23

requirements for a bubble.

clear that an approval for the reduction must be
accompanied by a revision to the SIP.

the federal enforceable,
25

So in order for us to make

to keep them tram coming in and

enforcing the older rule, the old standard, we have to

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

)

And it does not meet EPA

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

)

)

)

)
14

13

submit

it as a SIP provision.
HR.

BYRUI1:

HR. DOUGJITY:
HS.
that,

BARTOli:

o:ase by case.
Case by case,

yes.

IS that

approval for this type of emissions reductions.
understood?

Is it core?

HR.
HR.

BYRUH:
OOUGIITY:

part of our SIP,
this rule if
bec~mes

each individual determination under

it's not submitted as a SIP revision,

federally enforceable.

it

We may tie the state up.

The state might be unable to enforce the old
:.;tarada1d.

But the EPA could still l!ntorcc it,

revision.
Actually what you do, you submlt your rule as a
SIP revision, and then everything that's enforced under

e~cepted

by the rule by offsetting their emission.

So

they are still subject to the old rule unless we take a
case-by-case scenario and submit it.
HR.

8YRUI1:

I think that's what

totally underlined is trying to say.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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'IORK:

understand your confus1on on this,

~rltten

correctly.

it to the next meeting,
confusion.
DR.

CAIITER:

If you will allow

for a while and bring

I think 1 can take care of the

Kay, on page 2,

line 42,

HS.

'IORK:

11

HS.

BARTOli:

Thank you,

s1r.

I'm looking at this,

I2

down here under the limitation that we were

I3

at.
Particulate matter_l!qual

just looking
just looking

to or greater than 10

IS

microns in diameter may be treated for other

I6

particulates equal or greeter than 10 microns.

I7

Can we do that?

18

HR.

21

BYRU~I:

HS.
the federal

BARTOli:
level

TSP you cannot trade for.

That's allowed for in EPA -- at

too.

HR.

BYRUH:

23

HS.

BARTOli:

HR.

BYRUI·I:

HS.

BARTOli:

25

We trade greater than?

The idea there is that PH-10 you

can trade for anything.

22

line 4 that's

I think

the word permit should be authorizations.

10

20

In this case these people are asking to be

HS.

7

19

that one is federally enforced.

les.

6

if this

permit or application was not submitted an a SIP

BARTOli:

me to go back and work with that

9

It's a fact of life if i t ' s a

HS.

lladine.

5

8

The core restriction

·;aRK:

because it's not

I don't see anywhere where 1t says

that this has to be approved on a case-by-case

HS.

EPA does not

regulate TSP today.

Do we want to do that?
Yeah.

I think

Are we going to benefit?

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

Is air

16

lS
that was up for a change,

quality going to benefit Wlth particulate matter?
HIL

BYRU11:

want to try to

1

think so.

I

reguldte pollutant that

1s nonregulated

pollutant and one that has a greater health risk
that has a

lesser health rtsk,

HR.

DOUGHtY:

t.arry,

for one

think we gain.
lf

This is Dennts Doughty.

1 may.

I think the way this

was intended -- although it's not real

clear from the

techs here,

I think the way lt was originally intended

was that

you

i I

'-'fHe

if you were having

meeting an em1ss1ons level

for TSP,

d

ptobl~m

you could control

particulate matter In the 10 micron range,

and I

think

that was the way it was intended to -- in other words,
it's going to he stringent on the person making this

if they hdVR a process we1ght problem w1th

TSP, they could control an equivalent or greater amount
of THP which would be a greeter benefit; although,
not it particularly clear from the way
But

in any case,

it

it's

is written.

it's going to cost them more

in terms of emissions limitations that they would have
had under the old standard, whatever that happened to
be.
HR.

BYRUH:

MR. DOUGHTY:

Additional questtons for Kay?
I believe this is old language

Then lt's my unde~standlng that

will make the correcttons that Dr. Canter and "ancy

4

Coleman so pointed out.

5

I I- 5,

6

rewrite,

1

will

And to make it clear:

take the subsections of

reform it,
DR.

(Al

on rule

and clarify and

so that lt does make sense.

CAIITE!t:

And,

Dennis, were you also

8

suggesting that the line ;1 on page 2 be wrttten in some

9

fashion?

10

Js that what you were saytng?
~lit.

IIOUCIITY:

I'm saying that

I believe this

11

was Intended to say 1f you are -- tf you should be

12

controlling TSP that you may control emissions of -- you

13

may control

14

in lieu of TSP.

particulate matter of

think

CAilTER:

Somehow that doesn't c

Dlt.

I1

HR. DOUGHTY:

18

DR.

CANTER:

IAI

20

there.

21

HS. '{ORK:

22

DR. CANTER:

23

MS.

YORK:

24

DR.

CAUTER:

25

It's a

~u

across.

little difficult.

It's a difference between capital

on line 48 and (B) on 51.

19

Jess than 10 microns

that's what that was lntendecl todlly.

I6

Maybe some rewording

A I 1 right.
don't think
See if we can clarify that.
don•t think the idea of Pm-10

crellting in terms of PH-10 requires TSP.

rf you're

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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)

·,-o~tK:

]

I5

application.
So

HS.

think anytime you

anyway.

)

)

)

)
18

17

1

saying that you would allow-- let me see if I'm saying

2

that right:.

l

You don't want to reduce TSP and let more

That language is standard language that is
2

found 1n every set of rules that the Board

l

be looking at.

in January.

1S

going to

the cross-references in

4

emissions of PH-10 out, because those are the ones that

4

tiered application requirements and the other permitting

5

are a health concern anyway.

5

processes.

6

this -- the renumbering is not done, but under part 3,

7

which is rule 100-6-10, the 30 is not correct; it should

8

change to 31.

6

MR. DOUGHTY:

7

Normally,

It's the other way around.

in the rest of the subchapters,

if

8

there's a problem with understanding what the technical

9

requirements are -- that is not the purpose

0

2

l

o~

this

Here again, on your sheet we had to renumber

Part 3, which includes rules 30,

9

31.

and 32,

hearing or this rulemaking; that we are concerned with

10

then says that the Department has the right to have dual

the process requirements only.

11

permitting construction and operation.

1 think in a sense we•re

12

from subchapter 7.

clarifying the fact that this is a process that always

ll

ellisting law.

goes through the process, that the technical aspect of

14

clarification.

that are important, and should probably be clarified.

15

So we will look at (AI and (8( of that rule.

16

authorizations relocation permits.

17

permits and modifications of sources becomes,

18

see by the highlighted line on the bottom of the page,

19

line 57,

However, Dr. Canter,

MS. YORK:

Okay.

If I could have you look now

at subchapter 6.
HR. BRANECKY:
MS.

YORK:

Which is on pink.

Subchapter 6 is a new subchapter

20

That is taken

There is no change there to what is

1t is merely a cross-reference and a

Rule J2 cross

refiren6~s

the other
Modifications of
as you can

and then it comes from subchapter 7.
And the top of page 3 is a cross-reference to

that is proposed for purposes of cross-reference within

21

the other types of authorization and where the rules

the air quality rules and outside them.

22

regarding them can be found in the air quality.

As required for subchapters, we have purposed
definitions.

We then on 63 do a cross-reference to

uniform permitting process.

PRIDE REPOaTING SERVICES

23

24
25

HR.

BRANECKY:

Do we on item 6, we track

asbestos and Tier 1 in subchapter 15.
HR. fiSIIBACK:

Correct.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

19

HS.

YORK:

But this

IS

a r.ross-reference

relo~te

find the rules to

o~nd

~o

that to that.

into this p.srticular thing.
other things

modification?

Th.st's correct.

It's

where they can

I·IS.

•JI:ay.

"lllfll<.:

·.- 1 I J

r.~a

ke

a

note of

Part :i.

just a listing of the

actions.

process1ng.

kpplication and application

Here aga1n,

rule 6-ls is cross referencing,

Any questions about part 3?

6

except for three things.

Any com111ents?

7

applications have to be signed by the applicant,

Okay.

8

regardless of what kind it is.

Yes, sir.

9

DR. CANTER:
HS.

YORK:

DR.

CANTER:

that .

Thank you.

This is not tied

Number rwo,

Number one,

lt says 1t it

15

1t says that

~11

tor a construction

10

permlt that

implies that the .spplicant is going to be

11

responsible

for following the permit terms.

is there someplace of defining what constitutes a

12

there's a minor and major source.

modification?

I3

page 2.

on,

I guess it would be line 46 on

This may be answered in some other place,

Because

major issue.

but

-- it seems to me that's a

You have .s permit.

What constitutes a

modification to the operation?
HS.

YORK:

Would you make a note of that

question and as we go through subchapter 7 and
subchapter II,

Jet's look for that.

I believe it's

there.
DR. CANTER:
HS. YORK:

Okay.
But let's look for it as we're going

through those.

And (F) applies to all applicants,

14

ot whether It's a major or m1nor source.

IS

find out anything Yas incorrect,

16

r.orrect

It says if you

Lt.
Any comments about part 5?

18

Any questions?

19

Okay.

20

HR.
permit?

regardless

you have a duty to

I7

21

Thdt's why

Going on into subchapter

BRANECKY:

1

then.

Is there anything about grain

I'm sorry.

22

HS.

Any comments?

23

Subchapter 7.

HR. BYRUH:

24

sets out the requirements for minor and major source

25

construction permits.

Kay, do you intend to modify

perhaps put a see •such and such" there, on that

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

J

YORK:

That's in subchapter 8.
7-1 says that this subchapter

part 70 source construction

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

)

)

)

)

)
21

22

permits. and tor minor sources also the r$locatton at

defined elsewhere.

the operating permits.

ninor sources,

We've merely spelled it out,

moved into the next section

and that will

be

6-31 and 6-32.

(BJ

6

percent of what

7

have.

modeling,

always been there.
Here's where it talks about operating

permit modifications, Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER:
HS.

YORK:

Yes.
< c I I 21 •

It talks about transfer of

permit, which is also set up by the statutes.

The

statute is cross referenced.

applications,

I1

subchapter

12

Information

It

it talks about the

for all applicactons,

cross references the provtsions

lS

required.

The reason we've had to do is that,
opera~~ng

subchapter 8 is the

I ;;

feds don't differentiate between construction and

permit requirements,

operation.

and these lines are not numbered -- after the word "in

18

had to cross reference.

effect" in subparagraph (CJ,

19

At the time of
think,

there should be a period.

issuance when it was decided by you,

in your previous discussion,

it did not make

sense.
Okay.

Part l

talks about· the construction

permit requirements tor minor and major sources.
takes out the source group requirements.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

'50

That's why we•ve

The review procedure that is 1n the uniform
rules.

21

public review depends on what tier it falls

22

is in the uniform rules.

23

the

everything that is in subchapter 8

20

The Time lines is in the uniform rules.
in,

The
and that

ConstruCtion permit conditions and provisions
gives the Deparcment the right to estaolish -- at first

It

Those are

even though

14

applies to the construction as well.

except I believe that after the word

in

a that also talk about what kind of

I7

previous law,

BACT and

and for Part 10

16

And the exceptions are as they existed in

be~n

permit applications have to

and your sampling point,

l0

13

~here

~onstruct1on

first nr all,

is just the requirement for a permit that's

( C I.

that ·..ras obsolete

Modeling and sampling polnts have both

whereas

it was not that clear in previous language.
7-2(AJ was moved to rule 6,

1s no longer used;

language.

That is what the chapter has always covered;
that is no change.

~hat

nnd for group I and group 2 under

:!5

it said limitations.

We have changed it to conditions

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

23

and limitations, because conditions JS a word that

24

what 1 don't recall

~e·re

is 1t

agreed that

~1th

1t

~as

covered someplace else adequately, or if we were going

applying uniformly.
cancellation of authority.

to insert a sect1on here for relocation permits for

That's not chanqed

major sources.

at all.
Rule

7-17 on relocation

per~lt

I~S.

tor m1nor

SIIEED\':

We have -- we have not been

6

relocating major sources at this point.

yo·ur discussion I ast time there was some word change

7

Title V has got something on temporary sources, which

here.

B

may or may not be relocatton;

sources.

I

believe,

if

remember correctly,

that

in

I will have that available tor you in December.
believe there was some word change in subsection !AI.
Subsection (8)

is no r.hanqe.

It's just a clarification

and a consolidation.
Rule 7-18 operating permit for minor

sourc~s.

proble~s

I2

missed if you had a maJOr existing PSD source and you

13

brought compressor engines into it.

15

consistent with exiSting federal
MR.

FlSHBI\CK:

MS.

YORK:

MIL

flSIIBACK:

"tes,

Kay,

is

law.

excuse me.

relocated major sources because of the

with PSD that mtght come into play and get

ju~t

We

have not gone through relocation on

that for that reason.
So I don't know if it's-covered anywhere else,

16
17

other than Jn subchapter 8 under temporary permits,

1B

·.rhi ch is a

little unclear exactly what .those are.

MS.

19

sir.

and I'm sure you have,

I1

you,

to 180 days without a permit, and I understand that

looked at 9,

but we had not

14

It extends the 60-day operating period

it's kind of vague.

10

There is a new provision there I want to point out to
in (A(l).

If you•ve

9

Subchapter

'iORK:

Hy understanding of the discussion

::o

was that

21

were not available for the reasons in which she has just

permits for minor sources, how we were handling

22

given,

relocation permits for major sources.

23

recommendation at this time,

covered section 17.

I made a note when we last

Since this reference to relocation

And the note I made to myself is,

25

FISHBACK:

for the reasons that

Although some major sources

would qualify as temporary and therefore could be

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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)

and the staff did not intend to make that

MR.

•see page 15

for the definition of temporary sources under (E)," and

Ln the past, major source relocation permits

)

)

)

)
26

25

They r.tUst t.e.

relocated.
HS. SHEEDY:
find

HS.

If they tit under temporary --

8 for Title

I don't totally understand what EPA was wantinq

under temporary,

HR.

Bill.
5

HR. FISHBACK:

You would almost never be

happens,

mean,

that

but it's so rare that it's not worthy talkinq
8

about.

But there are temporary sources that qualify as
9

"oOR~:

1t?

Temporary sources are

1u subchapter

v.
FISHBACK:

Okay.

So 1 t was not our

intention to put it in here?

6

relocating a major stationary source.

Is that how we left

HS.

YORK:

HR.

FISHBACK:

Okay.

HS.

COLEHAN:

Hay I ask a question,

llo,

sir.

.Joyce?

major that will need robe relocated.
HS. SIIEEDY:
subchapter 8.

10

HS. SIIEEDY:

l 1

HS. COLEMAN:

I'm lookinq at that sect1on 1n

It almost appears that you -- you might

read it that when you get your permit,

you would have

advance,

you could.

Well,

concrete as a temporary project,

14

covered source pursuant to part 70,

15

allowing those to relocate.·

if you knew them 1n
16

HS. SJIEEDY:

17

HS. COLEMAN:

Rut a lot of times yqu won't.

too; drilling riqs is a qood example of a major

HS. SHEEDY:

If it meant you had to list all ot

your sites at the time you qot your permit,

then it

HR.

FISHBACK:

That's right.

I guess my question is:

Are we saying that

major temporary sources are covered someplace else?

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

-.0

subject to NSPS,
HS.

Yes,

it could qualify as a
and you have been

think -- wait.

Or an asphalt batch plant that's

it is covered under subchapter e.

SHEEDY:

The only ones we have allowed to

20

relocate has been the compressor enqines of the main

21

portable sources.

22

would be practically useless.

u'::).

18
19

source.

a rock

ll

I think we discussed this at the last council
meeting,

for example,

cruncher that's sub]"ect t o t r1p
· 1 e 1 oad that's crushing

located at, which is my source of confusion.
FISUBAC~:

If you have,

12

listed all the temporary sites you're going to have it

HR.

Uh-huh.

So asphalt plants are quite often a major

23

source,

24

be too.

25

as a matter of fact.

And rock crushers may well

And they do relocate.
HS.

YORK:

So we need to look at 7-17.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

28

HS.
not

SHEEDY:

What

('~

talkinq aboUt

ls

~o

Dr1ll1nq rtqs are a

~ave

located ma1or.
HR.

1 think lt's covered

f"tSHIUCt::

3

by the

defined in subchapter

~.

as Kay said.

there's nothinq lett.

11S.

Temporary means

1

So the term of the permit is five years

with repetitJVe permit

applications.
SIIEEDV:

reloc."tt.tnq som,..thiniJ,

plant.

When you're talking about
then it's entirr.ly like

.til

9

because

the only issue on relocation is whether or not you can

<~Sphalt

That's why we

~ade

HR.

the difference

And the PSD thing is tricky.

it wasn't PSD.

an asphalt plant,

it's still PSD.

If

then 1t's probably not qoinq to be helped

The ISSUe there is whether

there's multiple emissions points at a single source or

8YRUN:

the last paqe.

It

That's a new requirement.

The genesis of that was the public

public hearings --We had numerous public hearings and

ll

we had numerous romments that were going to subject

14

ma)or sources to havinq a new p~rmit ~very tive years;

16

lie had numerous

frequency.
Staff put in 10 years.

18

HR.

FISHBACK:

19

HR.

BYRUM:

:o

HR.

f"ISJIBAC:It:

21

HR. BYRUM:

.23

Some frequency other than never.

Other than never.
Oka,v.

It wasn't clear from the public

what frequency they wanted.

we just felt

the

work load was RUch that perhaps a ten-year cycle would
be appropr1ate.
HS.

just one emission point.

8A.RTOII:

¥ou may want to review that after

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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J

There is one new item on that.

12

com~ent

flSUBACR:

11111.

hear1nqs on the a1r quality permit.

by moving it.

MR.

look into that.

that mtnor sources should be looked at at some

have some compressors sitting and you may bring in

Whereas,

they leave,

I I

between that and the r·ompressor station, because you may

another.

We'll

puts thelr term at 10 years.

10

often " rock crushing plant will move, not

always, but usually.

:~h.en

think they would be covered

It's on the second paqe,

And that would -- r think 1t's covered,

~verybody

And

1-18 qoes into the operating permit

require~ents.

and you have one relocation, you•re temporary.

do it without hurdeniuq

'WRK:

R~le

that it involves at least one location during the term

HS.

like asphalt plants.

under temporary sources.

if the major source IS also temporary and temporary ts

of the permits.

lot

Orlllinq rtqs mova tn their ~ntlrety.

)

)

)

)

30

you got settled someplace and have more staff,
DR. CANTER:

~here

"lit the time of

it says it is

consideration.

Is it not just automatic renewable;

.;

renewable; it

BYRUH:
~auld

be reviewed.

going to be looking lnto

change

9

HS.

YORK:

10

DR.

CAIITER:

I I

HS.

YORK:

12

DR. CAliTER:

•is renewable• seems a

~ording

little bit too short there or something.
HS. BARTON:

I

rule 7-17, we're

permits for major

think we were ail taking into

consideration the fact of a reorganization and lack of

I3

suggestions

quest1ons?

8

The

relocat~on

Are there any other comments,

But if there's

specifically if you look at something that didn't

DR. CANTER:

to be corrected.

in that area.

It's not automatic

Right.

IS

i.s to he taken out.

sources and see 1f anything different needs to be done

it's a waste of time.

HR.

the word1ng

tssuance•

On the next-to-the-last page,

I'm assuming renewable suggests some

rene~able.

otherwise,

on that point,

the top of the page,

Yes, sir.
Just one.

On page I?

'fes, sir.
It's the paragraph that's near the

bottom or the line near the hottom of the page where it
says net increase emissions.

people to lnok at this, right now.

YORK:

'(es,

sir.

I5

HS.

better organized and have better staff to address

I6

DR. CAIITER:

everything.

I7

sentence, and maybe it's defined later in subchapter 8,

I8

but that -- it

19

and it doesn't say is that a modification or not.

20

one pound per year?

So we may want to revisit that after we are

Ten years is a long time.

HR. fJSHBACJ<:

It had been 15 for everything up

in Texas until Title v came along.
HS. BARTON:

How what are they doing?

HR. FISHBACK:

Five.

don't know about minor

source.
HS. YORK:

Okay.

So to recap subchapter 7,

there are some rule numbers that need to be corrected.
On page 2, subparagraph (C).

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

Of paragraph 3 at

21

It seems to me the end of that

]ust says a net increase in emissions,

So maybe -- and maybe this needs to be tied

22

into something subsequent.

:!3

the modification.

24
25

Is it

HS. YORK:

llgain,

'ies, sir.

quite sure I understand.

it's the issue about

I'm with you.

1 • m not

The original language read

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

l1

"The
reads:

d1rec~or

deter~tnes

appropr1ate.•

"The DEQ determ1nes approprlate,"

change we•re rnak1nq

~hich

32
~ould

that here

uaw 1t

OR.

is a

~id

HS.

you have any clarification on that?

I would assume our exemption,

hour.

BYRUM:

HS.

YORK:

taxies,

if you're

13

five.

It also goes than af you're atr

qr~ater

than the de

~inimus

for the

air taxies.
KS.

YORK:

HS.

SIIEEDY:

llo.

HS.

YORK:

~e

cross reterence that

then as you all chanqe that section
Actually,

it. s on the top of the

Is 1t?

IS

DR. CAIITER:

Under ''Xcept ions.

16

HIL

17

DR. CANTER:
manner.

flSHBIICK:

Yeah,

it

is.

Just wrltten in the reverse

written as a exception.

HS. YORK:

Let's work on this then and see if

we can clarify that language.

It's somewhere else in 7.

tlancy?
so you're proposing that rulemaklnq

to come later?

HS. SHEEDY;

So It

next page.

don't recollect.

MS. YORK:

I'ORK:

DR. CAUTER:

19

this particular rule then.

!1S.

the one pound an

Yeah, but we plan to make some

HS. SIIEEUY:

18

nut that's not being down throuqh

Slf£EDY:

~

I

tive tons a year?

MS. SHEEDY:

section,

I :!

four tons a year?

KS.

right now,

changes.

I1

believe we change that five t.on a year.

The net increase as the DEQ

determines appropriate is,

10

HR.

like the 1dea of a number.

I

Okay.

7

greater than a pound an hour of criterta pollutants then
you need a permit.

'lORI':

6

a

wherever that is now, where at the moment it's if you•re

Hs. YORK:

'ies.

HR. flSHBACK:

Joyce, do you?

MS. SHEEDY:

CAUTER:

Makes sense to ne.

~hroughout.

I'm not sure that 1 understand what that means.
Scott,

be sufficient.

we

already have one vers1on ot

So pe:haps che cross

~eference

to

it.

22

HS. COLEHAil:

:!3

15CA)I2), pennit requirement.

On paqe of the part J under
rt

is different to exceed

a work practices standard, or are you sayinq the
lanquage could be intended to say that

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

if a source
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ll

subject to a NESIIAP wants to put on more stringent

MR.

f

I SIIBACK:

11S.

·fORK:

JIR.

f

t1S.

"fORK:

controls than the NESHAP allows, they can exceed the
l

requirements of the NESHAP?
1 think

And I don't think that's the intent.

But

wor~

1?

I SIIBACK:

Okay.

Then let's move on to chapter 9.

I'm golng to do a real quick overview of the entire

the "exceeds• is meant to· apply to ambient air quality
standards or emissions limitations.

Just on chapter

•tes, sir.

6

subchapter and then we will come back section by

7

section.

practice

and other operational. requirements of NSPS and NESHAP,
8

All of rule 4 is new,

you're going to comply with those.
HS. YORK:

ntay,

requtrements or new words;

here again
10

It's kind of written in reverse

MS. COLEHAII:

I I

YORK:

The reason is that ln all our other subchapters

1:!

we have the permlt requirement up front.

13

do the same thing there,

I 4

it, which is close to the back.

Here again, this is old language.

And if there is a fix for this, what appears to be an
inconsistency,

15

HS. SHEEDY:

I

There also was a discussion 1n your last

16

meeting about if the application deadlines are staggered

I 7

according

18

meetings ago,

19

Department havinq to get in and review it and do the

:!0

administrative completeness review and when does the

think Nancy is saying, when

we're talking about work practices, those exceeds the

to

work practices l· s a violation,· it doesn't make sense.
So we need to clarify that you can -- you must
at least meet the work practices,

~ut

you could probably

clock begin?

do better than the work practices without being

YORK:

Okay.

Anything else?

will point out,

l~

the clock begins when the Department

begins its administrative completeness review.
25

..c

And we have tried to make clear here that

the clock beqins -- here and in another section that I

Any other comments or

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

then what does that mean about the

23

We will work on that.

questions?

the rule change that you all made two

22
penalized for it.

.R.)

We wanted to

rather than where Title V put

Joyce, we could propose it for this.

Do you understand what she is commenting on?

HS.

it was taken from two other

rules in subsectlon B and put here.

order.
HS.

but it's not new

It can have an application filed that is not

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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35

That language is removed because lt appears in the
due until two years from now and thac permit shteld wtll
untfC>rm rules.
go into effect,

It states as three.

so that

is no change

but the Department does not actually
for the a1r program.

begin its administratiVe review until

it comes to 1t
8-6, permit content.

with regard to the time line.

unt~l

-r"hcre is no change,

We have used a un~fo~m set of words that we're

page 1 L
We changed from a three-year to a five-year

using across the programs,

time line, and it's necessary to have those kind~ of

and that is that instead of

coverage under a general permit, we•re using the words

safeguards.

individual authorizations under a general

per~it.

8-5 are words that you have already approved.

If you will remember,
There's no change there from the rules as you had
approved them two meetings ago.

10

Tier Is.

I1

Tier l I.

I J

Who was

those are classified as

The qeneral permit itself

IS

classified as a

The changes start

taking place with regard to this rulemakinq on paragraph
The only other substant1ve changes dcid rain.
8,

application completeness, which appears on the third

aqe of

~his

document.

lt

-- Dave,

was

it you that asked for acid rain?

Tllat appears at the bottom of page 1 1 and then

I~

Here's the review procedure that now appears 1n
the uniform rules and has been taken out of here.

The

I5

page lB.

We have clar1fied acid rain provisions,

16

have improved the

17

provisions from the federal

and

~e

language where we adopt the acid rain

next part, application content for renewal of an
That won't, of course, occur for

existing permit.

Okay.

18

quess.

years or more,

rul~s

here.

Rule 8-7.

Rule B-7, a

lot of it

~a~e

so that is talking about after

it's issued what do they have to do to renew it.
Duty tn supplo.c::ot,Ut and correct application is
Rememher,

aoatked through.

regs as tile

t1ve
unifor~

19

out because it is in the

rules.

Host of the

::o

words that you see marked through are relatnd to that.

21

A lot of cross reterenc1ng.

that we noved that wnrd for
On page 23 where it talks about EPA and

word into subchapter 6 and had it apply to all
23
applications,

notification and timetable for issuance,

that has been

instead of just Title V.
moved to be rule B, part of 8.

Here again the federal

The rest of the rule stays the same, except the
2S

very last part of

rules has this EPA review spread from the beginning to

it. number of application copies.
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1

the end of these federal regulations,

2

together,

the~

figured

out,

~hich

put them in one rule by themselves.

4

that In a minute.

6

which I

So we have changed the words in here.

cannot read.

7

beginning on page 26.

8

notice requirements comes out,

And we Wlll qet to

in that rule is that on

on a Tier I I I application on whl"ch an administrative

It would be 28 --

hearing is pending,

21,

The public process of review and
because it

the statutes and by the uniform rules.
10

Uniform

l"m sorry

judicial

rev1ew.

We

1

clarified that it rlid not apply to those under general

2

permits.

you is the section that we went through and tried to

5

figure nut what the process was_and procedure and timing

6
7

8

9

for EPA review,
"Tier

and ror the filing of

~ood

From the public?

like we have pretty well

through on what their requirements were,
for two instances.

1

when they talk about what we•re going to review.

Humber I,

3

to Tier 111 applications, and I've already undergone the

4

public review and public comment,

5

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

On 8-4 an the one,

"lOIIK:

;.!here?

Rule a~~

two,

third page

Go down t.o
Rule 8-4.

only half a page long.

IS

Any

co~ments

about B-4?

18

HS.

BARTO":

Okay.

19

HS.· YORK:

8-5?

Council has already approved

dll of the chanqes. up to the application acceptability.
r said I would point this aut to you.
This is on the

22

third page,

23

for purposes of counting days.

subparagraph 4, application acceptability
T hat says the 60-day

4pplication adm1n1strative rev 1 ew as set forth in the

and they have been

amended to be subject to the administrative hearing

Any

Uadine.

252:100.

11

21

8-~.

Cross references.

of S:!,

16

they used proposed permit

our statutes used proposed permit to only apply

II

BARTOli:

HS.

followed
except on

HS.
over under

I5

objections on

0

2

I4

Rule

::omments?
Any questions?

Ill permit.
We feel

Let's qo back.

tor a permit.

r::

And then rule 8-8, which is the last one before

4

requirement

right.

I I

I3
3

All

is covered by
9

0

that the hearing will be postponed

until the objeCtlon has been taken care of.
8

9

EPA has

lndicated they wtll have no trouble ~lth that.
We have also sa1d that 1f an objection is filed

The biggest change i
page --

opportuni t}··

and we put them

is no small chore, and

3

5

38

25

administrative rules will not begin until the Department
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confidentlal
begins its review.

MS.

This has nothing to do with the permit shield

OR.
this?

Can I

CANTER:

ask a general question on

I'm all through here, and maybe

calendar days,
HS.

YORK:

rhose are not work

d~ys.

Those rules exist and can be found

ago.

us.

It's after application of

HS.

VORK:

HS.

BARTOli:

•, P.S,

Down where

confidential

information.

HS.

BARTON:

Ves,

just almost

If it's a trade

they have to keep confidential.

they

Also the statutes specify that they cannot keep
emissions data a trade secret.
So,

1f

they • re emitting something

(n the air,

they cannot claim that as a trade secret.
"/ORK:

It's authprized by state statute and

18

as 1 remember the statutes,

I9

confidential.

::o

Confidential information.

1f

HR.

1t's fairly limited as to

DOUGHTY:

Ves.

It's

just trade secret.

2I

There's some procedural aspects about how they will

22

~reat

a

the source shall

administrator if the DEQ requests the source to rio so.

the material and how they will keep it

confidential and so on and so forth.

also submit a copy of sue h l·nformation directly to the

just -- what

Actually it·s under the Clean Air

can claim that.

13

include?

But it's

ma•am.

source submits informat i on t o the DEO,

IJOUGIITY:

12

~IS.

unreadable.

YORK:

What kind of material does that

secret thing that

16

mine is

Dennis, on the Title V confidential

11

ma 4 am ..

1 can•t -- what the number is.

HS.

YORK:

Act and Trade Secret lnforcation.

I5

It's on the next page.

completeness?

HS.

I th1nk Dennis.

10

I4

RARTON:

SIIEEDY:

MR.

Right.

looked at a while
in part 7 of the uniform rules that we

HS.

HS.

information that may make a claim to when they submit to

Those are

correct?

OR. CAtiTER:
HS.

just for

Reference made to 60 days.

YORK:

and 1 believe

that better than 1.

tladine.

clarification.

rhat IS exist1ng law,

"lOP. I(:

it -- Denn1s or Scott or Joyce may be able to answer

or the time filed.
Okay,

tnformation?

HS.

VORK:

Other comments?

Questions?

Maney.

25

is the definition of
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problem on Thursday,
1

HS. COLEMAN:

on line 49 on page 4, we had

2

discussed at the last meeting changing the word

3

•provides• to •make available.•

there was no definltion.

permitG did not P.XlSt

~hen

General

they were makinq rules for

things that did not exlst.

Is that the same case with

air, or not the same case with air?
HS. YORK:

4
5

right.

6

where that is.

7

page.

Yes, ma'am.

You•re absolutely

HS. 'iORK:

Can you give me a little more of a clue as to
6

authorize qeneral permits in certain situations.

7

Department, of course. does not have the Title V.

8

they have never dealt with this at this point.

It's in my notes, but it's not on this

8

HR.

BIIANECKY:

9

HS. COLEMAN:

Line 49.

1

HR. BYRUM:

It's line 49.

what types of authorizations can be done through general

11

permit.

12

of the same things --

3

HR.
four,

BYRIIH:

Section 9(0).

And it is the one,

two,

13

HS. BARTON:

14

HS.

three,

fifth line down.
15

5

HS.

YORK:

Hakes available.

6

Thank you.

7

Any more comments on 8-5?

8

8-6,

1 got

it.

permit content.

8-6 changes go to the

9

changing and the description of what an individual

0

authorization to

1

called.

0per~re

under a

g~neral

-- that are not big emitters. and

they will do a set of rules that apply

just to those.

So we don't have a problem here in

HS. BARTOli:

18

addressing general permits, even though we don't have

19

anything to go by.

:!0

Do we have to come

.:!1

HS. '/ORK:

permit is

~ack

and do this?

It's in the rule now.

There is no

But council and Board has already adopted the

22

change.

2)

Title v program

And it also includes the clarifications and the
acid rain.

'/ORK:

Right.

And there will be public participation involved.
17

3

The general permit is basically where of a lot

information.
HR. FISHBACK:

2

So

10

Standard application form required

2

4

The

But they will be working with EPA and deciding

9

cO

The Title v as you see here does

~hich

does authorize general permits.

l.nd that's all.
Is there anything that needs to be added to

4

HS. BARTON:

Under general permits, we have a
25

5

definition under air for air permits.

that?

Because we had a

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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HR. flSUBACK:

The authorization exists to

issue a general permit.

There had been none

issued

because there had been no Title v permits of any ~ind.

11R.

URAIIE<:KY:

I·IS.

·.-aRK:

HR.

BRAIIECKY:

On l1ne so.

"/es,

secr:ion.

(H).

s1r.

l'he agency,

DEQ.

Agency is not

crossed out.
ln certain cases source categories have developed
l-IS.

'fORK:

general permits that will probably be adopted.
6

~ould

But l don't think the reference to a general
permit here is a problem.

8

general permit
categories,

is still not resolved for most source

but some have come ;olong.

Some have been

lot of months in anticipation of being

riSHBACK:

Invite them to the next:

rulemaking thlng.
HS. "lORK:

9
10

worked on for a

Department of Libraries

return this to us just over that.
HR.

The specific context of the

fhank you.

along )liSt: tine,

We get

You don't want them.

llo.

thank you.

I I

11R.

FISIIBACK:

12

HR.

8YRUU:

I3

HS.

'fORK:

Arms's length.

available when Title U is authorized.
HS.

YORK:

At least three arms'

length.

Thank you.
Or. Canter,

did have any kind of

Any other comments?
Okay.
reopenings,

Rule tl-7, permit issuance.

quest1ons?

renewaL,
15

DR.

CAUTER:

16

HS.

YORK:

I7

Okay.

Uo.

and revisions.

Of all of the rules in subchapter 8,

this one

aligns itself most closely with the uniform procedure
that's set out

in the statutes and explains in more

Any comments?

Questions?

fhat brings us to rule 8-8.

It is our

18

understanding that the EPA is not planning on reviewing

19

everything 1n the category.

20

3nd Hr. Coleman is visiting with them about the

21

permitting process that we go through and the fact

22

this adds another step.

rhey hold this option open,

detail any rules,
The things that were struck from this on page
2,

agency priorities.

In lieu of that,

changes that changed it from a three- l

there were the
to five-year

program and the time line for application under those.
HR.

BRANECKY:

HS.

YORK:

Yes,

sir.

I don•t anticipate any change to what we have

23

put down here.

On page 21.
25

:t there is a change,

it will come in

some type of an agreement with the EPA, and it requires
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nonacceptance and explainin9 why.
a rule chan9e, of course.

It will be brouqht to you

HR. BRANECKY:

2

They are only sent to adjacent

with recommendations.
3

states within so miles.

This is required part of the Title v pro9raa,
4

HS. YORK:

or may be affected.

5

HR. BRANECKY:

6

HS. YORK:

1

Well,

and 1 would imaqine that we would be leavinq it pretty
Adversely affected.

much the same.
Are there any questions or anything that you
want clarified?

The basic -- the basic idea is that
8

would.

I

will find them.

If EPA feels an objection, or if a citizens

9
10

group or a mem ber of the public files an objection with

11

EPA, they can stay the issuance of the permit until that

12

objection is worked out, and that basically is the Title

13

V

But when a draft permit is -- an application
a copy of the application will be sent to EPA if they
want them; they request thea.

process.

•f,ter we rev 1·ew, have public comments, public
..

HS.

14
15

clarification.

16

32 up at

17

ad•inistrator.

18

of the EPA?

draft permit, that draft permit -- no, am 1 wron9?

And also sent to nei9hborin9 states for

HS.

19

under that section where it -- on pa9e

the top wh ere i t

After we review the application, we prepare a
draft permit and that is sent to EPA for their review

I just ha·ve a point of

BARTON:

meeting, and review those comments and have approved a

and comment.

I said

They are the words that are in your statutes.

when the application is filed that notice will be 9iven
the adjacent state that maybe affected by it.

will look up the words for you.

says pu blic P etition to the

for clarification, is that administrator

YORK:

Yes, ma•am.

It's defined.

It is a

their comments.
20

defined term in the rules.

The Department then reviews all of those

HR.

21

BYRUH:

Other questions for Kay by the

comments; and if the Department feels like the chan9es

22

council?

that are suq9ested or requested by the EPA or adjacent
23

HR. flSHBACK:

Yes.

think this is just a

states can be made and can be justified, they will do
that with notice to the comaentin9 folks.
If it can't be, then they have a way of 9ivin9

Can we look for a moment at

24

clerical omission.

25

subchapter 15, that tier rules in section 41, which is
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41
MR.
Tier II.

clerical
llid you have a page?

HR.

BY Rill~:

HR.

FISHBACK:

q1ven and

0

subsection 41

1 tem 7,

there,

,

And under

I

HS.

:J

under 41.

~

because

belng any construction permit at

II

already defined as being 1n Tier 11 • .
YORK·:

and

1 missed

that.

rlid not have that

remember 1t

in my notes.

remember that.
~ould

HR.
Look at number --

~ou

r~read

lt to me.

Now,

HS.
that's conslstent.

17th.

in the

modification if.

::

permit

HR.

A construction permit from a

HR.

BYRUM:

als~~woul~

have a construct1on

we II.

"fORK:

19

HR.

f'ISIIBACK:

:o

TilE Cll AI RHAN:

~

HR.

1

BYRUII:

UOT fot" existing,

~

will be a

I I I .

remember?

for a new one.
Just a modification.

A major facility

is either qoing to

so you're not going to have a total

construction permit for an eKistinq ma]or

:

C"ight?

the oC"iginal construction

permtt tor a ma)or fac1lity would be Tier

be new or existing.

Okay.

A construction permit

FISIIBIICK:

HS.

Uh-huh.

FISHBACK:

~e

:a

Do yot• have that same note?

HR.

"iORK:

facility ..

tor an e1<1St1nq facility as well,

major modification to an existing major facility.

COLEMAN:

tor a

uumber

: 7

HS.

A constructlon perm1t

I'IA)Or modification to an existing major

ro lead a construction permit

FISHBACK:

fiSIIBACK:

Look at number l

;6

facility;

it

~edification.

for a maJor
MR.

:?5

FISHBACK:

I think that was the

modification to a major facility.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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)

if you're

then you've included things that are

I

Rut we also modified number 7 at the same time.

HR.

1 s uecessa-cy,

in conflict with the tter definition.

~lSltBACK:

YORK:

just

because

is as we modified it at the meeting on October

HS.

1t

any facility,

Does that help?
HR.

3

YORK:

1 think
rier

totally,

believe we aqreed a constructlon perm1t

it. s

that was

\f

~ons1dnration

talking about

HS.

tor a major moditicatlon to a ma l or facility,
without that,

dtdn"t know

was sone further

it says a construction

permit form an existing major facility.
And

th~re

It was decided it wasn't necessary.
But

was compar1ng the sheet handed .out today to

the one identified at the last meeting.

fiSHBACK:
tf

but

It's page 10 in the yellow,

it • s also the single handout sheet today.
I

~r

)

reason we

)

)
so
49

was included in what we voted today.

did it that way.

1
2

I will read it that way.

3

HS. YORK:

4

HR. FISHBACK:

s

HS. "iORK:
l

Number 4-17.

And Larry's comment is the reason why we did

7

it.

8

construction; you can only a have a construction permit

g

to modify a construction facility.

D

YORK:

Joyce,

HS. SIIEEDY:
MS. YORK:

is that acceptable?

t

What that wouid take, Hr. Chairman,

that version in the

recommendation that they voted on earlier.

And it would

need to be done by role call vote.
THE CHAIRMAN:

That's --

me see this it reflects what your want.

8

A construction permit for a major modification
to an existing major facility.

10

THE CIIAIRHAJI:

I I

HS.

12

OR. CANTER:

13

HS.

'/ORK:

That'S right.
remember the discussion.

14

YORK:

That doesn't need a vote.
You don't need a vote, because ·his

was an error that needs to be corrected.

IS

HR. FISHBACK:

It's a clerical omission.

16

THE CIIAIRHAN:

Because we voted on that change.

17

HR. Fl SHBACK:

In October.

18

HS.

YORK:

Got it.

Yes.

Thank you, Bill.

HR. FtSHBACK:

We agreed to it.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Ive got that in my notes.

HR. BRANECKY:

So we need to revote if we voted

THE CHAIRMAN:

20

We didn't vote that, but that

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

I also notice that the emissions reduction

21

alternative emissions reduction is not listed as a

22

Tier I, at least that I could see.

23
24

on it in October?

-

7

I remember it; my notes did not

reflect it, and I am the one who typed it up.

-

putting these together, and let me read number 7 and let

and that is the

modification of what we
YORK:

I am the one that's going to be

I think so.

Tier II rule and t~ include that,

MS.

HS. "/ORK:

We voted-Tier I and II.

6

9

would be a motion and second to that effect to amend .the
I

5

You cannot have a construction permit for a major

HS.

then.
THE CHAIRMAN:

A construction permit for a

major modification to an existing major facility.

6

It probably was what you voted on

A construction --

25

Does it come under modification or amendment
there, Joyce.

Is it covered someplace else?

HS. SHEEDY:

Generally I think the ones that we

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

52
51

HS.
done an alternative emission,

it's maybe resulted -- it

change.

dS

may have resulted in a mo d 1·t·1ca tio n to an existing

HS.

YORK:

so i~ would be covered under this,

even though not by specific.
HS.

And it's grandfathered.

SHEEDY:

We won't have grandfathered --

be covered.
HS.
yes, well,

never mind.

VORK:

Well,

it's in a per111it;

it's a plan

authorization as a SIP revision.

HR. BYRUM:

we have them,

5

the past.

YORK:
~nd

That would be up to you.
obviously we have done at

not go1ng to change the process at all,

8

Department is still going to review the application

9

that's been flied by the applicant.
THE CIIAIRHAN:

hearing w1ll be continued.

12

comments on them?
HS.

14

Hr.

Chairman,

YORK:

flSIIBACK:

16

HS.

YORK:

I7

THE CJIAIRHAN:

in that there are alternative emission limits

under two other air quality subchapters,
subchapter 2 5 • that were not

23 and

included as authorizations

anywhere.

Which is December 19th.
19th.

And at that time the

council will again be graced with the responsibility of

19

either making a recommendation on 6,

20

continuing the rulemaking hearing to a date that

21

or bpfore January the lrd.

If

council rather
they are handled as a hearing before the
and they
than the permit, is there the effect of a plan

Okay,

18

THE CJIAIRHAN:

22
And they also are grandfathered facilities.

and how long are we open for

through the next meeting.

HR.

comments,

because the

rhe comment period can be extended,

15

Tinker Air Force Base raisad in their original written

is

"ow, all of these rules -- this

I1

revision.
This does bring up a point tha~

least one in

They come before this body.

handled when it says it will be handled by a SIP

H9. COLEMAN:

Obviously

1

13

think it's probably sufficiently

require a SIP

So whether or not 1t's listed as a Tier I

10

It may be covered under the grandfathered.
HS.

.;

6

It won't

COLEMAN:

Knd they don't

this one does.

HS.

permit if it was a permitted facility.

SHEEDY:

23

I

7,

and -- and 11 or

imagine we will

is on

take action

on-- I think we will handle it in December.

24

(A discussion was held off the record. l

25

THE CHAIRMAN:

I've been advised to limit

the

are not included in the tier rules either.
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54

COMment period to some number of days before our next

which was,

meeting, or the concinuation of this hearing.

7,
1

I think that's wise.

BYRUM:

HR.

We're meeting the 19th.

Does anyone know

~hat

day the

YORK:

In the rulemaking,

1 would cut

HR. BYRUM:

Which is what?

HR. BYRUM:

HS. YORK:

HR.

The 15th?

That doesn't give us many days to

Let's cut it off at least the

11th.
BYRUM:

That's fine.

all the ability to have a

That will give you

little better product to look

at.
MAYOR TARON:

When are we going to do this?

~e

HR.
continued,

BYRUM:

The meeting is not going to be

THE CHAIRMAN:

14

HR.

riSHBACK:

Those are going forward.

We

MS.

YORK:

Okay.

On behalf 01 Hark Coleman,

l

would

15

like to thank you all, and you all,

16

participating in and resolving what was a very difficult

17

set of issues, and quite a challenge to undertake.

18

This .is

ne~

to air quality,

too,

and,

for

as opposed to

19

some of the other programs that are in the Department

20

that are used to this type of approach to permitting,

21

just want to congratulate you and say from the bottom of

debating and the

Just a continuation of the hearing

24

.issue.

just recently brought forward,

25

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

(s a done

made the motion.

my heart,

~hich

Tier clarification.

just the hearing.

22

This is our next meeting,

is a continuation of this public hearing.
BYRUM:

12

Tier clarification.

FISHBACK:

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

And our recommendations to the

even though this meeting is continued.

13

Of course, we will have the comments

THE CHAIRMAN:

deal,

11

that have been made today.

on the rules that

1

10

get the comments analyzed for them.

HR.

HR. BYRUM:

9

it

off the rriday before your meeting.

HR.

6

8

19th of December.

HS.

FISHBACK:

DEO Board for the --

1 would

suggest that we have comments probably in by the -- I
don't have a calendar.

just been going

through since noon, basically.

Larry, what would you suggest?
HR.

let me find it here, ~hich would be 252-1,

8, and 11, and 6, ~hich is what we•ve

thank yQu very much for all of the true
~ay

in which you all resolved the

THE CHAIRMAN:

That

~as

made a matter of

PRlDE REPORTING SERVICES
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55

record,

I

see.

If '-'€
now,

.
h ear 1·nq , ~e
will so do~
can close thlS
-

Larry.
HR.

BYRUH:

Ukay.

~
Take that bac ...

We are going to continue this

with that, we can close the comments t6day.
•

1111

I,

6

hearing until our regular meetinq on December 19th.

•

•

•

•

But

GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR,

RPR,

having been

7

duly appointed as Official Court Reporter herein,

do

8

hereby certify that the foregoing pages number from 2

9

55,

~o

•

inclusive,

.:onstitute a

10

transcript ot all

11

matter,

full,

true,

And accurate

the proceedings had in the above

all done ro the best of my skill and ability.
DATED the 8th day December,

12

I 995.

13
I4

15

17

.I

- ( : .. //'I.

18

r

GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR,

I9

RPR

20

21
22

23

24
25
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BOARD BRIEFING PAPER
TITLE 252:
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 002. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15, PARTS 1, 3, 7 & 9.
II UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES II

PERMANENT RULEMAKING
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting
Act ("Act"), 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-101 et seq. as last amended
in s .B. - 247 (1995) establishes the basic permitting processes
common to all DEQ permitting programs.
These proposed rules
implement those uniform procedures in Subchapter 15 of the
Department's Rules of Procedures, OAC 252:002 as follows:
Part 1.
States the purpose,
scope and applicability of
Subchapter 15. Contains definitions.
Part 3.
Supplements the tiered process requirements of the
Act.
Part 7.
Amends
existing
(renumbered)
rules
to
update
permitting review procedures and time lines.
Part 9.
Specifies types of permissive consolidations available
to applicants (e.g., the ti~ing of certain reviews and public
participation opportunities for applications pending at the same
time for the same site) .
This proposed rulemaking follows the previous adoption of Rule
252:002-15-28 ("Permit Decision-making Authority) on September 26,
1995, and Part 5 ("Tier Classifications") on November 28, 1995.

27A O.S.Supp.
2-14-201.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY:

O.S.Supp. 1995,

§

1993,

§

2-1-101

S om e
DEQ
applications subject to federal permitting procedures
subject to additional state requirements.
However, no
impact/environmental benefit statement is required since
requirements are authorized by state statute.

COMPARISON WITH FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS.

and

27A

p e r mi t
are also
economic
the state

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION. Notice was published on September 15, 1995,
of a public comment period beginning September 15, 1995, and a
rulemaking hearing on October 11, 1995. These notices were mailed
to each program's mailing lists by September 18, 1995.
COMMENTS: A rulemaking hearing was held October 11, 1995 and was
attended by five (5) persons. Written comments were also received.
See attached "Responses to Comments".
SUMMARY OF MAJOR AMENDMENTS IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS RECEIVED:

attached Summary of Comments & Responses.
CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY STAFF:

None

See

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
PROPOSED UNIFORM PERMITTING RULES
OAC 252:002-15, Parts 1, 3, 7 & 9.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-1.
"Purpose and scope"
Comment: Subchapter 15 is not clear about what laws apply to
applications filed before Permitting Act goes into effect.
Response: The DEQ has amended Rule 15-1 to add a new subsection
(c) . Beginning on the effective date of 252:002-15, applicants who
file applications prior to July 1, 1996, may choose to follow the
new process or the law as it existed on their filing date.
Rule:

OAC 252:002-15-26.
"Permitting process summary"
[Table
15A]
Comment: Shouldn't the "No 11 in Table 15A, Tier II column, under
11
proposed permit" be a "Yes"?
Why review or receive public
comments on a Tier II application if the proposed permit is not an
outgrowth of public comments?
Response: 11 No" is correct.
The Tier II process does not include
the step of preparing a proposed permit. A proposed permit is for
use in a possible administrative permit hearing under Tier III and
is an outgrowth of public comments on the draft permit.
Rule:
None
Comment: What distinguishes a
permit?

"draft 11 permit from a

"proposed"

Response: After receiving comments on a draft permit and making a
final review, the DEQ may change it to correct mistakes and respond
to comments.
In Tier II, the finalized draft permit is issued as
In Tier III, the finalized draft permit is
a 11 final" permit.
11
called a proposed permit" and is made available for administrative
hearing requests.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-28. "Permit decision-making authority 11
Comment: This rule, which was adopted by the Board as a permanent
and emergency rule on September 26, 1995, should not go into effect
until July 1, 1996. Without the protection of the tiered process
requirements which will apply after July 1, 1996, doesn't this
create a window of opportunity for the DEQ to issue permits without
the Board's approval.
Response: No window of opportunity has been created. Until July 1,
1996, applicants continue to be subject to the permitting processes
now required by statute and rules.
This designation/delegation
rule is NOT intended to circumvent any existing law.
The
1

,~

delegation is of signature power only. The rule does not change
any existing permitting requirements or procedures. The purpose of
the rule is to shorten current issuance time by allowing the
Executive Director to delegate the signing of all but the most
complex permits to program administrators and supervisors. The DEQ
believes it is in the best interest of the public and the regulated
community to put this rule into effect as soon as possible to
increase the speed and efficiency by which permits are issued. Any
delegation from the Executive Director between now and July 1,
1996, will be done through formal assignment.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-29 (b) . 11 Published notice . .. n
Comment:
The rule allows the DEQ to have a notice republished or

a correction notice published if there is a mistake in the original
publication. Whose mistake? Who will determine which action is
taken? Is this a legal notice? Would notice of correction be in
the "Legal Notices"? This should be spelled out in the rules since
many normal corrections are lost in other parts of the paper.
Response: This rule merely codifies current procedures. It doesn't
matter whose mistake it was. When one has occurred, the DEQ will
determine then (as it does now) whether an error can be corrected
or if a new notice should be published. To keep the corrections
from being "lost", the DEQ has added "legal" ·in rule 29 to clarify
that all correcting notices are to be legal notices.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-29(b). "Published notice .. . ••
Comment: Ten days is not a realistic turn-around time for getting

a proof of publication from some newspapers. We suggest 30 days.
[Note:
A comment was also received from the Oklahoma Press
Association stating that "Ten days may be too short for ... some
small, understaffed newspapers .... 11 and recommending 20 days.]
Response: Ten (10) days has been changed to 20.
Rule:
None
Comment: Environmental groups will not be informed via published

notice of permit application filings and actions.
Response: The notice provisions of the Act have been mandated by

the Legislature.
In addition to published notices, interested
persons may review the Oklahoma Energy/Environment Report which
regularly publishes information about permit applications filed
with the DEQ.
Also, making telephone inquiries to the Customer
Service Division or specific program of the DEQ is another way to
find out what applications have been filed and the status of each.
Rule:

OAC 252:002-15-70.

11

Common

review

procedures

and

time

2

1~6/

1 i nes "
Comment: Subsection (f), "Failure to respond", gives applicants a
maximum of 180 days to respond to identified deficiencies of their
applications and then allows time extensions for good cause shown.
That is too much time.
The public never gets 180 days or
extensions to their comment periods for their reviews.
Response: The 180 days applies to the time allowed an applicant to
cure deficiencies the DEQ has identified in an application.
The
180 days is not a public review period. The 180 days response time
with a good cause exception is currently in the rule. The rule is
now working well for the DEQ and diligent applicants. No different
response time is recommended.
OAC 252:002-15-70.
"Common review procedures and time
lines"
Comment: A reader of program rules confronted by a recommendation
of when to submit a [water quality discharge] permit application
may be confused by the uniform rules which establish other time
lines for DEQ personnel to issue the permit. These timing issues
could lead to misunderstanding about the time required to submit
and receive a permit.
A cross-reference in the program rules to
the uniform rules that set out the time lines for the DEQ would
prevent this possible confusion.
Rule:

Response: A cross-reference has been added to OAC 252:605.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-90. "Consolidation of permitting process"
Comment: 1. Applicants should have input on which application
review times are coordinated and which meetings and/or hearings are
consolidated.
2. The public should have input on consolidation.
3. Consolidating reviews and the meetings and/or hearings on
complex applications_ and draft permits should be weighed carefully
against the strain on resources and preparation/response time.
Response: The DEQ recognizes that such strains can burden the
process rather than making it more efficient.
Consolidation was
never intended to be mandatory. To clarify that it is permissive
only, DEQ has amended the rule to provide that consolidation will
occur only after the DEQ has authorized it with applicant consent.
Rule:

None

Comment: Permittees should be entitled to an administrative appeal
of any adverse permit decision by the Department.
Response: Permittees are presently entitled to administrative
review by the Department of any adverse permit decision.
Permit
decisions and conditions are based upon applicability of rules. A
3

"""'

permittee who alleges that any DEQ rule interferes with or impairs
or threatens to interfere with or impair his/her legal rights may
petition the DEQ, formally requesting a declaratory ruling on the
applicability of the rule.
(See 75 O.S. §304 and 252:002-7-1}
Rule:
None
comment: All permits should be subject to correction for good
cause until such time as they are final under both state and
federal law, whichever comes last.
In this way, staff errors can
be corrected without the necessity of further notice and hearing .
. Response: The DEQ agrees that permit documents should be reviewed
for errors. Accordingly, the DEQ has added new section 252:002-1577 to clarify that the DEQ may ask an applicant at any time to
review a permit document and to authorize corrections.
However, the DEQ is not willing to go as far as saying that all
corrections can be routinely made without notice or hearing.
Hence, 77(b} calls for public notice to be published prior to
"significant" corrections and gives options for public comments in
writing, verbally and/or as evidence in an reconvened Tier III
administrative permit hearing.
A "significant" correction means
any proposed change which significantly alters a facility's
permitted size, capacity or other limits.
Rule:

OAC 252:002-15-31(f) (2) (C) nNotice of draft per.mit/denial - Additional noticen
(C) Applicants for a solid waste landfill permit shall
provide notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, to
owners of mineral interests and to adjacent landowners whose
property may be substantially affected by installation of a
landfill site. See DuLaney v. OSDH, Okl., 868 P2d 676 (1993}.
Comment: We believe DuLaney vs. OSDH determined property owners
and mineral interest owners have a right to a hearing before a
facility permit is issued. We believe it is the obligation of the
Department of Environmental Quality to hold a hearing which
affected property owners and mineral owners would attend, not hold
one if one is requested. The DuLaney case should apply to all Tier
III hazardous waste disposal permits and Tier III underground
injection well permits and, instead of saying "Opportunity for
Administrative Hearing" should say "Administrative Hearing". Would
you please explain what "Opportunity for Administrative Hearing"
means in this context and explain why or why not the Dulaney case
should not apply to Tier III hazardous waste permits and Tier III
underground injection well permits.
Response: The Oklahoma Supreme Court's decision in Dulaney granted
due process rights to owners of mineral interests that underlie
proposed solid waste landfills and to property owners adjacent to
proposed landfills.
4

Although the Court's reasoning might appear to apply to many types
of disposal sites, the actual holding of the case only addressed
solid waste landfills. The Oklahoma Supreme Court, uniquely among
the several states, created a property right where the Oklahoma
statutes had not, at least not at the time the OSDH issued the
solid waste permit. Current solid waste statutes do create a due
process right, such as the Court in DuLaney recognized.
Other
state and federal courts say that legislation creates the property
rights which are protected by due process.
As to whether a hearing must be held, or just an opportunity for
one, the constitutional right to due process is an opportunity to
appear before an impartial tribunal to state one's case. Notice of
the opportunity is the critical point, as DuLaney itself makes
clear.

5
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BOARD BRIEFING PAPER
TITLE 252 :
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 002 .
PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15, PARTS 1, 3, 7 & 9.
"UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES"

PERMANENT RULEMAKING
The Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting
Act ("Act"), 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14-101 et seq. as last amended
in s .B. 247 (1995) establishes the basic permitting processes
common to all DEQ permitting programs.
These proposed rules
implement those uniform procedures in Subchapter 15 of the
Department•s'Rules of Procedures, OAC 252:002 as follows:
Part 1.
States the purpose, , scope and applicability of
Subchapter 15. Contains definitions.
Part 3.
Supplements the tiered process requirements of the
Act.
Part 7.
Amends
existing
(renumbered)
rules
to
update
permitting review procedures and time lines.
Part 9.
Specifies types of permissive consolidations available
to applicants (e.g., the timing of certain reviews and public
participation opportunities for applications pending at the same
time for the same site) .
This proposed rulemaking follows the previous adoption of Rule
252:002-15-28 ("Permit Decision-making Authority) on September 26,
1995, and Part 5 ("Tier Classifications") on November 28, 1995.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

27A O.S.Supp.
2-14-201.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY:

O.S.Supp. 1995,

§

1993,

§

2-1-101

and

27A

S orne
DEQ
permit
applications subject to federal permitting procedures are also
subject to additional state requirements.
However, no economic
impact/environmental benefit statement is required since the state
requirements are authorized by state statute.

COMPARISON WITH FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS.

Notice was published on September 15, 1995,
of a public comment period beginning September 15, 1995, and a
rulemaking hearing on October 11, 1995. These notices were mailed
to each program's mailing .lists by September 18, 1995.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION.

COMMENTS: A rulemaking hearing was held October 11,

1995 ·and was
attended by five (5) persons. Written comments were also received.
See attached "Responses to Comments".

SUMMARY OF MAJOR AMENDMENTS IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS RECEIVED :

attached Summary of Comments & Responses.
CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY STAFF:

None

See

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
PROPOSED UNIFORM PERMITTING RULES
OAC 252:002-15, Parts 1, 3, 7 & 9.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-1.
"Purpose and scope"
Comment:
Subchapter 15 is not clear about what laws apply to
applications filed before Permitting Act goes into effect.
Response: The DEQ has amended Rule 15-1 to add a new subsection
(c). Beginning on the effective date of 252:002-15, applicants who
file applications prior to July 1, 1996, may choose to follow the
new process 9r the law as it existed on their filing date.
Rule:

OAC 252:002-15-26.
"Permitting process summary"
15A]
Comment:
Shouldn't the "No" in Table 15A, Tier II column,
"proposed permit" be a "Yes"?
Why review or receive
comments on a Tier II application if the proposed permit is
outgrowth of public comments?

[Table

under
public
not an

Response: "No" is correct.
The Tier II process does not include
the step of preparing a proposed permit. A proposed permit is for
use in a possible administrative permit hearing under Tier III and
is an outgrowth of public comments on the draft permit.
Rule:
None
Comment: What distinguishes a
permit?

"draft" permit from a

"proposed"

Response: After receiving comments on a draft permit and making a
final review, the DEQ may change it to correct mistakes and respond
to comments.
In Tier II, the finalized draft permit is issued as
a "final" permit.
In Tier III, the finalized draft permit is
called a "proposed permit" and is made available for administrative
hearing requests.
·
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-28.
"Permit decision-making authority"
Comment: This rule, which was adopted by the Board as a permanent
and emergency rule on September 26, 1995, should not go into effect
until July 1, 1996. Without the protection of the tiered process
requirements which will apply after July 1, 1996, doesn't this
create a window of opportunity for the DEQ to issue permits without
the Board's approval.
Response: No window of opportunity has been created. Until July 1,
1996, applicants continue to be subject to the permitting processes
now required by statute and rules.
This designation/delegation
1

.~

rule is NOT intended to circumvent any existing law.
The
delegation is of signature power only.
The rule does not change
any existing permitting requirements or procedures. The purpose of
the rule is to shorten current issuance time by allowing the
Executive Director to delegate the signing of all but the most
complex permits to program administrators and supervisors. The DEQ
believes it is in the best interest of the public and the regulated
community to put this rule into effect as soon as possible to
increase the speed and efficiency by which permits are issued. Any
delegation from the Executive Director between now and July 1,
1996, will be done through formal assignment.
I

Rul~:
OAC 252:002-15-29 (b) . "Published notice . .. "
Comment: The rule allows the DEQ to have a notice republished or
a correction notice published if there is a mistake in the original
publication.
Whose mistake? Who will determine which action is
taken? Is this a legal notice? Would notice of correction be in
the "Legal Notices"? This should be spelled out in the rules since
many normal corrections are lost in other parts of the paper.
Response: This rule merely codifies current procedures. It doesn't
matter whose mistake it was. When one has occurred, the DEQ will
determine then (as it does now) whether an error can be corrected
or if a new notice should be published.
To keep the corrections
from being "lost", the DEQ has added "legal" in rule 29 to clarify
. that all correcting notices are to be legal notices.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-29 (b) . "Published notice . .. "
Comment: Ten days is not a realistic turn-around time for getting
a proof of publication from some newspapers. We suggest 30 days.
[Note:
A comment was also received from the Oklahoma Press
Association stating that "Ten days may be too short for ... some
small, understaffed newspapers .... " and recommending 20 days.]
Response: Ten (10) days has been changed to 20.
Rule:
None
Comment: Environmental groups will not be informed via published
notice of permit application filings and actions.
Response: The notice provisions of the Act have been mandated by
the Legislature.
In addition to published notices, interested
persons may review the Oklahoma Energy/Environment Report which
regularly publishes information about permit applications filed
with the DEQ.
Also, making telephone inquiries to the Customer
Service Division or specific program of the DEQ is another way to
find out what applications have been filed and the status of each.

2

Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-70. "Common review procedures and time
lines"
Comment: Subsection (f), "Failure to respond", gives applicants a
maximum of 180 days to respond to identified deficiencies of their
applications and then allows time extensions for good cause shown.
That is too much time.
The public never gets 180 days or
extensions to their comment periods for their reviews.
Response: The 180 days applies to the time allowed an applicant to
cure deficiencies the DEQ has identified i~ an application.
The
180 days is not a public review period. The 180 days response time
with a good qause exception is currently in the rule.
The rule is
now ~orking well for the DEQ and diligent applicants. No different
response time is recommended.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-70. "Common review procedures and time
lines"
Comment: A reader of program rules confronted by a recommendation
of when to submit a [water quality discharge] permit application
may be confused by the uniform rules which establish other time
lines for DEQ personnel to issue the permit. These timing issues
could lead to misunderstanding about the time required to submit
and receive a permit.
A cross-reference in the program rules to
the uniform rules that set out the time lines for the DEQ would
prevent this possible confusion.
Response: A cross-reference has been added to OAC 252:605.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-90.
"Consolidation of permitting process"
Comment: 1. Applicants should have input on which application
review times are coordinated and which meetings and/or hearings are
consolidated.
2. The public should have input on consolidation.
3. Consolidating reviews and the meetings and/ or hearings on
complex applications and draft permits should be weighed carefully
against the strain on resources and preparation/response time.
Response: The DEQ recognizes that such strains can burden the
process rather than making it more efficient.
Consolidation was
never intended to be mandatory. To clarify that it is permissive
only, DEQ has amended the rule to provide that consolidation will
occur only after the DEQ has authorized ~t with applicant consent.
Rule:

None

Comment: Permittees should be entitled to an administrative appeal
of any adverse permit decision by the Department.
Response: Permittees

are

presently
3

entitled

to

administrative

review by the Department of any adverse permit decision.
Permit
decisions and conditions are based upon applicability of rules. A
permittee who alleges that any DEQ rule interferes with or impairs
or threatens to interfere with or impair his/her legal rights may
petition the DEQ, formally requesting a declaratory ruling on the
applicability of the rule.
(See 75 O.S. §304 and 252:002-7-1)
Rule:
None
Comment: All permits should be subject to correction for good
cause until such time as they are final under both state and
federal law, ,whichever comes last.
In this way, staff errors can
be corrected without the necessity of further notice and hearing.
i

'

Response: The DEQ agrees that permit documents should be reviewed
for errors. Accordingly, the DEQ has added new section 252:002-1577 to clarify that the DEQ may ask an applicant at any· time to
review a permit document and to authorize corrections.
However, the DEQ is not willing to go as far as saying that all
corrections can be routinely made without notice or hearing.
Hence, 77 (b) calls for public notice to be published prior to
"significant" corrections and gives options for public comments in
writing, verbally and/or as evidence in an reconvened Tier III
administrative permit hearing.
A "significant" correction means
any proposed change which significantly alters a facility's
permitted size, capacity or other limits.
Rule:
OAC 252:002-15-31 (f) (2) (C) "Notice of draft permit/denial
Additional notice"
(C) Applicants for a solid waste landfill permit shall provide
notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, to owners of
mineral interests and to adjacent landowners whose property may
be substantially affected by installation of a landfill site.
See DuLaney v. OSDH, Okl., 868 P2d 676 (1993).
Comment: We believe DuLaney ys. OSDH determined property owners
and mineral interest: owners have a right to a hearing before a
facility permit is issued. We believe it is the obligation of the
Department of Environmental Quality to hold a hearing which
affected property owners and mineral owners would attend, not hold
one if one is requested. The DuLaney case should apply to all Tier
III hazardous waste disposal permits and Tier III underground
injection well permits and, instead of saying "Opportunity for
Administrative Hearing" should say "Administrative Hearing". Would
you please explain what "Opportunity for Administrative Hearing"
means in this context and explain why or why not the Dulaney case
should not apply to Tier III hazardous waste permits and Tier III
underground injection well permits.
Response: The Oklahoma Supreme Court's decision in Dulaney granted
due process rights to owners of mineral interests that underlie
4

proposed solid waste landfills and to property owners adjacent to
proposed landfills.

5

Although the Court's reasoning might appear to apply to many types
of disposal sites, the actual holding of the case only addressed
solid waste landfills. The Oklahoma Supreme Court, uniquely among
the several states, created a property right where the Oklahoma
statutes had not, at least not at the time the OSDH issued the
solid waste permit. Current solid waste statutes do create a due
process right, such as the Court in DuLaney recognized.
Other
state and federal courts say that legislation creates the property
rights which are protected by due process.
As to whether a hearing must be held, or just an opportunity for
one,; the constitutional right to due process is an opportunity to
appear before an impartial tribunal to state one's case. Notice of
the ,opportunity is the critical point, as DuLaney itself makes
clear.
·

-
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TITLE 252 o
OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 2 o
PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 15 o
ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT PROCESSING TIMES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality
provisions of 252:2-15-40, 41 and 72 to make them consistent with
252:100, Air Pollution Control.
The terms "minor source(s)" and
major "facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source(s)", respectively.
DIFFERENCES F,ROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:

Not required because these rules are not more stringent than
corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

US EPA Region VI, Permits Section (received 12/10/99 via email)
The
proposed revision
to
252:2-15-72 (1) (A)
is
inconsistent with Section 165(c) of the CAA and 40 CFR
51.166(q) (2) of the Federal Regulations that require the
reviewing authority to issue or deny a PSD permit within one
year (365)
days ·following receipt of a complete permit
application.
COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Staff agrees with the commenter and revised Section

252:2-15-72(1) (A) to specify that any PSD construction permit
would be issued or denied within 365 days following receipt of
a complete permit application.
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POBLIC HEARING:

1

2

HR. BYRUM:

3

For the record, ladies and

4

ventlemen, my name is Larry Byrum.

5

Quality Division.

6

Officer tor this hearin9.

7

1

substantive chan9es were made at the ur9in9 o! EPA

2

because of concerns about Title 5 permits not bein9

3

subject to all the necessary public participation
requirements.

am director ot Air

As such, I will act ae Protocol

Thia hearin9 is convened by the Air Quality Council

8

iD compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative

9

Procedures Act, Title 40 ot the Code of Federal

5

For example, Temporary Permits are now a type of

6

Title 5 authorization, so they were moved from Tier I" to

7

Tier II, as were acid rain permits.

8

authorizations under a 9eneral permit have always been

In addition,

!I

considered Tier I.

But EPA poiDted out that all Title 5

10

Revulations, Part 51, as well as the authority ot

10

compliance schedules must have public review.

11

Title 27 A of the Oklahoma statutes, Section 2-1-lOl and

11

while simple authorizations remain in Tier I,

12

tollowinv.

Thus,

12

authorizations tor which a schedule of compliance is

13

This hearin9 was advertised in the Oklahoma

13

required have been added to Tier II.

14

Re9ister tor purposes of receivin9 comments pertaininq

14

15

to the proposed revisions ot the Uniform Permitin9

15

that's 2-15-41 A.

16

Procedures portions ot OAC 252, 240, and 241.

16

sources which cause them to become major facilities.•

17

Since major facilities need public participation that

18

was moved to Tier II, or added to Tier II.

20

2-15-40 C 5, which provides tor alternative emissions

21

reduction authori~ations.

22

that are authorized under Sub Chapter 11 of our rules.

23

And they've never been included in the ~ni!orm permiting

24

tiers before.

25

to be classified under the tier format.

17

At this time, I'd like to call Hs. Barbara Hottman

18

to present the Staff's position.

1!1

KS. HOFFMAN:

20

proposin9

to~t

Staff is

and substantive chan9es to

OAC 252:2-15-40, and 2-15-41, wh>ch are Tiers I and II
!or Air Quality
24
25

author1~ations.

Basically, the format has been chanqed to try to
make lt easier to understand.

In addition,

the most

"When modifications are made to minor

And then our final substantive chan9e was in

Members o! the Council, ladies

and 9entlemen, my name is Barbara Hottman.

There's been another addition to Tier II, and

And these are authorizations

And since all authorizations are supposed

- - - · -----·-··- ·-

they were added

HS. HOFFMAN:
HR.

2

3

difficulty,

Riqht.

FISHBACK:

FISHBACK:
If th~. s the

Okay.

lookinq just at one piece of it.

this

Okay.

All

3

reft.

beinq revised,

ri~:~ht.

s

So,

MS.

the question this way.

Upon final rule

s

let's ~ ask

really there's no way to -- well,

passa~:~e,

would

6

If you just note it on here,

.o T1er l and Tier 11.

Tier I 11 is not

so it's not here.
HOF~:

Okay.

HR. FISHBACK:

That avoids the question.

you are not revisinq somethinQ -- in tact, maybe a

7

i t be appropriate to look at the entire packa~:~e?

7

complete listinq of the rules, and then hi9hliqht or

B

Because I think we are all qoin9 to have questions like

B

bold face just the ones that are bein9 proposed for

9

revision, so you can tell automatically that you

9

I did in this case.

~ell,

it looks like somethin~:~'s

10

missinq.

Nell, it's really not missin9, it's just not

ll

beinq revised, so it's not in the

12
13

MR. BYROM:

packa~:~e

today.

HR. FISHBACK:
BY~UM:

lS

HR.

16

HR. FISHBACK:

17

MS. HOFFMAN:

revision.

12

in this, but there aren't really.

13

Okay.
~:~et

~era

18

the procedural rules tor each of the

19

Council, i t that's what you would like.

MR.

B~RUH:

Okay.
Other questions !or Hs. Hoffman?

Questions from the audience?

MS. BARTON:
18
19

Maybe alonq the lines of what

B~RUH:

(No response.)

copies of
of the

HR.
15

16

We can certainly

•cau8e my perception ia that there are holes

HS. HOFFMAN:

More reflective of?

What we advertised !or a hearinq.

HR. FISHBACK:

shouldn't find {t here 'cause it's not on the a~:~enda for

11

I think it's more reflective of

what we advertised for a hearinq,

20

10

I just have a question for

Mr. Kilpatrick.

Do you want to share what your concern is?

20

MR. KILPATRICK:

I don't know what my concern

21

was suqqested earlier about references.

It would be

21

is, except that when this was passed by the DEO as an

22

sut!icient !or my purposes to just note on here, and

22

emerqency rule, some members of industry called me and

23

quess, you have to anticipate the question, which may be

23

had some problems.

24

difficult.

24

problem extended beyond the fact that DEO passed it, or

25

whether they had some concerns with the words.

(Lau~:~hter.)

25

Dlcl(s

Transcription SeM:e (405} 525-4111

And I don't know whether their

And I

Dick's Transcriprion Setvloo (405} 525-4111

12

11 .
1

haven't had a chance to call any of them back and talk

2

to them.

3

MR. BREISCH:
2

If there's no reason to pass it until next meetin9,

3

reqular meetin9 on December 16th.

4

I would just as soon deter and make those

here, and make it aqree with Sub Chapter B to pass it at

6

that time.

and

6

HR. BREISCH:

7

that would just qive me a chance to call and find out if

7

HS. SLAGELL:

they had any other concerns that need to be addressed in

8

HR. BREISCH:

8
11

10

I think it would still becoma

in

pe~nent,

the rule.
I will just share with you, I was

HR. KILPATRICK:

5

9
MS. BARTON:

s"cond it.
A second.

(No response.)

10

HR. BREISCH:

Myrna.

11

12

procedure that they did it.

12

MS. BRUCE:

13

HR. FISHBACK:

14

MS. BRUCE:

13
14

I want to know if there is any further issues with,

lS

actually, the wordin9 of it.
don't know,

MS. BARTON:
17
18

MR. BI\ANECKr:

u

HR. BYRUM:

HR.
.l

B~RUH:

Thank you,

Barbara.

Anyone wishino to speak on this particular
re~:~ulation?

(No Response. )

24
2S

(Shook head.)

Other questions for Hs. Hoffman?
(No response.)

20

23

David.

Did you all address that?

MR. BYRUM:

Hr. Chai:man.

Any further

discussion or questions?

at that meetin9 and raised that question, and .it was the

Well, I understand that, but

I would so move.

A motion.

11

MR. KILPATRICK:

If so, do I hear a

motion?

5

chan~:~es

It appears to me that we mi9ht

want to consider cont1nuin9 this item until the next

Hr. Fishback?
Aye.

Hs. Slagell?

lS

MS. SLAGELL:

16

HS. BRUCE:

Aye.

17

MR. KILPATRICK:

lB

HS. BRUCE:

Hr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.

Hs. Hyers?

u

HS. MYERS:

Yes.

20

HS. BRUCE:

Hr. Branecky?

21

HR.

22

HS. BRUCE:

BRANECK~:

Yes.

Hr. Breisch?

23

HR. BREISCH:

Aye.

24

HR. BREISCH:

That concludes the public

-;~,

h'•·111fiQ

p?rtion of the meetinq.

cconr:lusion.)
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RB:

Comments on Draft Permittinq Regulations Reviaiona: Chapter
100 - Subchapter• 5, 7, a; and Chapter 2 - Subchapter• 40, 41.

Dear Mr. Dyke: ·

Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide the
follovin9 co••ents on the propoeed changes to the Oklahoma
penittin9 regulations.
The proposed rule chan9ea are to the
Oklahou Air Quality annual operatinq fe. ., pel'llittinq requlatione,
and tier classifications, as pt'oposed on Deceaber 1, 1997. Listed
below ia a copent troa the Air Peralta Section:
The followinq specific co...nt addresses the inteqration of
Oklaha.a Adainistretive Code (OAC) l5l:lOO subChapter• 7 ~ a, nev
source review (HSR) and Pert 70 peraittinq proqrau; end l5l:l
aubchapter 15, tier claaaiticationa:
Tier
as proposed does not meet the federal perwittinq
requirements. Tier I doea not meet 40 CFR Part 51, Subpart I,
551. Ul Public availability of infor,.,.tion, which requires the
state or local eqency to provide opportunity for a 30 dey public
co-nt period tor all new aoureea and modification• of aourcea of
air pollutants.
HotN:ver, 40 CFR Parts 51, 70, and 71 are expected to be amended in
the Fall of 1998. FUrther, the revisions to co CPR Parts 51, 70,·
end 71 will clarify the scope of State discretion in affordinq
public proc. .a for ainor NSR actions. ~ia proposed revision will
nquire the State to revise their ainor NSR proqraa and Part 70
proqraa to address ainor HSR public notice.

In keepinq with the cooperative partnership shared by the
Oklahou Department of Environmental Quality end Reqion 6, I really

,

you have ctny .., .:itic:ms CCCJ<tni.tr1yo these.'" ,:;,~;u<.•s., picasc ...:ontdt:t me .tt
(214) 665-7250 or Richard A. Barrett or my stat! at { 2 1 )
_
,
4 665 7227

OEC 15 1997

Mr. oavid R. Dyke
Actinq Director
Air Quality Division
Ok lahoaa Department of
Environmental Quality
4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 250
Okleho,.,. City, OK 73105-3483

,,-.,

•II'( II t.•\:

d~u~hrs ~
Chie(
Air Permits Section

CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
SUBCHAPTER 2 . UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Both substantive and formatting amendments are
proposed and designed to aid the Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) in gaining EPA final approval of its Title V program.
The substantive changes have been requested by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) after their review of the DEQ air
quality permitting program for Title V.
For example, some
substantive changes move some Title V permits from Tier I to Tier
II: i.e., acid rain permits that stand alone, temporary permits,
and general, permit authorizations required to have compliance
schedules under 252:100-8. Second, a reorganization of the rules'
format is also proposed due to general comments received from the
EPA and others.
Under the new proposed format, Tier I and II
classifications are clarified and reorganized by facility size and
type of permit for simplification purposes.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp.
1993, §§ 2-2-101, 2-5-106, and 2-14-201.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES: The
Title
V-based
provisions are
consistent with analogous federal Title V
requirements. No incorporation by reference is possible since the
federal requirements are in the form of state guidance rather than
regulations.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
These amendments are not more
stringent than federal requirements. Therefore, no environmental
benefit/ economic impact statement is required ..
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comments made at the Public Hearing on October 21, 1997:
Comment: Gary Kilpatrick noted that the citations were based on
the current rules and asked that the citations from the proposed
new format be used instead.
Response: Staff concurred.
Comment: Bill Fishback asked where the requirements for the
various tiers were spelled out and why Tier III was not addressed.
Response: The requirements for the various tiers are included in
252:2-15-26 through 32. Tier III was not included in the proposed
revision because no revisions are proposed to Tier III.
Comment: Bill Fishback asked that the Tier Rules in their entirety
be included in the Council packets for the continued hearing.
,,-.

Response: Staff concurred.

Comments made at the Public Hearing on December 16, 1997:

Comment: Rick Barrett of EPA Region 6 indicated that 252:2-15-40
would be unacceptable as a State Implementation Plan (SIP) revision
because
minor
source permits
are not
subject
to public
participation requirements.
Response: Permits for minor sources of air emissions have never
been subjcet to public participation requirements in Oklahoma, and
the revisions proposed for 252:2-15-40 do not change that.
The
proposed changes move certain authorizations from Tier I to Tier
II, thus making more permits subject to public participation
requirements. These changes are required for EPA final approval of
the State's,Title V permitting program and will be submitted for
that purpose, not as a SIP revision.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:

Attachedl
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Page 4
proposed revision to 252:2-15-72(l)(A) was
inconsistent with Section 165(c) of the
Clean Air Act and 40 CFR 51.166(q)(2) of
the Federal Regulations that require the
5 reviewing authority to issue or deny a PSD
6 permit within one year or 365 days
7 following receipt of the complete permit
8 application. Staff agrees with the
9 commenter and recommends a change to. page
10 three of the. proposed rule. Section 252:211 15-72(l)(A), which specifies the time .
12 allowed for issuance of a PSD construction
13 permit would be changed from 540 days to
14 365 days.
15
MR. BRANECKY: Why was it set at
16 540?
17
MS. BRADLEY: Before there was a
18 mixing of PSD and Part 70 Sources, you'll
19 notice in some of the struck-out language.
20 And I think because Part·70 was in there,
21 it was· an oversight tfiafm·aybe we shouldn't
22 mix those two time lines together.
23
MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
24
MS. BRADLEY: Although for Part
25 70 sources we now have a time line of 365

1
2
3

1
2
3
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Page 3
PROCEEDINGS
:MR. DYKE: The next item on the
agenda is Item Number 6G, OAC 252:2-15,
Environmental Pennit Processing Times.
5 I'll call on Cheryl Bradley.
6
MS. BRADLEY: Good afternoon, Mr.
.7 Chainnan, Members of the Council, ladies
8 and gentlemen. Staff is proposing
9 modification to OAC 252:2-15, Environmental
10 Permit Processing Times. Sections 40,41
11 and 72 would be amended to make them
12 consistent with Chapter 100, Air Pollution
13 Control Regulations by changing references
14 to minor source or sources, and major .
15 facility or facilities, and changing those
16 to minor facilities and or minor facility
17 and Part 70 Source or Sources,
18 respectively.
19 ·
Notice for today' s hearing was
20 published in the Oklahoma Register on
21 November 15, 1999. This is the first time
22 the Council will consider this amendment.
23
Last Friday, staff received a
24 comment from the Air Permits Section of EPA
25 Region 6. The commenter stated that the
1
2
3
4

Myers Reporting Service
405-721-2882

~..

1 days under the regulations.

We could have
allowed up to 540 days for issuance of the
Part 70 construction permit.
Staff suggests that the Council
recommend permanent adoption of proposed
amendments, including the change in the
number of days allowed to issue a PSD
Construction permit.
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
10· of Ms. Bradley from the Council?
11
MR. TREEMAN: I've got one. You
12. said complete permit. Is that
·
13 administratively complete or a complete
14 permit under EPA's comments?
15
MS. BRADLEY: I'll defer to
16 Barbara, since she is much more -17
MR. TREEMAN: Technically
18 complete or administratively complete.
19
MS. BRADLEY: No. It wasn't an
20 issue in the comment. Dawson, would you
21 like to comment on what you do in practice?
22
MR. LASITER: We have always
23 considered that a complete pennit, which
24 would be technically completed, as well,
25 something that we could evaluate to take to
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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public review.
MR. TREEMAN: Thank you.
MS. HOFFMAN: HI can make a
suggestion. Since both the PSD -- if we
make that change, then both PSD sources and
the Part 70 sources construction permits
would both be 365 days. So I would suggest
that we just go ahead and combine them and
say PSD and Part 70 sources, dash, 365
days. That would be A and B would be minor
facilities, 180 days. Do you see what I'm
saying?
Jvm.. DYKE: Additional questions.
from the Council?
MR. WILSON: You know, David, in
the P.ast there has been a lot of ·discussion
and concern about how.the word. source and
facilities are used in these regulations.
Is this step to make Chapter 2 consistent?
Is that what we're trying to do here?
.MS. BRADLEY: Yes, it is. ·With
the revisions Barbara and Joyce -- she
worked so diligently on, we conformed the
descriptors in Subchapter 7 and 8. And
this is to make Chapter 2 consistent with

Page 8
1
MR. DYKE: Is there anyone
2 wishing to comment on this rule from the
3 public? Additional questions from the
4 Council?
5
MR. BREISCH: I'll entertain a

6 motion that the changes as noted for 252:27

8
9
10

11

I

:

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

15-72, combined A andB.
MR. BRANECKY: So moved, and
changing 540 days in A, to 365. So moved.
MR. FALLON: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and a second. Any other questions or
comments? Myrna, call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE~ Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALL6N: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.

Page7
1

those.

Jvm.. WILSON: With those?
MS. BRADLEY: Yes.
MR. WILSON: You could have a
5 minor source within a major facility, could
6 you not? And anything we're doing here by
7 changing this wording does not effect that?
8
MS. BRADLEY: No. Because it
9 would ultimately be the determination of
10 whether the facility. was subject to Part 70
11 regulations and thereby subject to ~
·
12 requirements of Subchapter 8 would be
13 CI~ly listed. It would be a major source
14 or a listed source of some type, and
15 ·subject to Part 70 pennit Because we do
16 have minor sources that are subject to Part
17 70 permitting.
18
MR. WILSON: Right. And you can
19 have Tier I permitting processes for minor
20 sources within a major source facility.
21 Okay. I see heads nodding.
22
MS. BRADLEY: I don't work-- I
23 must admit, I don't work with the Tier
24 Process on a regular basis.
25
Jvm.. WILSON: Thank you.
2
3
4

./""'
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IS!

COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA )
. I, CHRISTY A. MYERS, Certified
Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of
Oklahoma, do hereby certify that the above
proceedings is the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth; that the
foregoing proceedings were taken by me in
shorthand and thereafter transcribed under
roy direction; that said proceedings were
taken on the 14th day of December, 1999, at
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, pursuant to
agreement and the stipulations hereinbefore.
set forth; and that I am neither attorney
for nor relative of any of said parties,
nor otherwise interested in said action.
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set roy hand and official seal on this, the
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 2 • PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The rules in this Chapter were substantially rewritten and
reorganized
through
the
DEQ's
re-right/de-wrong
rules
simplification process and can be found in proposed Chapter 4.
This chapter is being revoked, subject to the adoption of proposed
Chapter 4.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
Since this is a revocation, there are no
rules.

~nalogous

federal

ECONOMIC IMPACT/ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Since this is a revocation, there are no analogous federal
rules; therefore, there is no need for an EIEB Statement.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
None.

TITLE 252 o DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 4o RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The proposed new Chapter 4 is a comprehensive rewrite of Chapter
1 (Procedures of the Environmental Quality Board), Chapter 2
(Procedures of the DEQ)
and Chapter 3 (Procedures of the
Environmental Quality Councils) existing rules
As part of the reright/de-wrong process, the format has changed significantly. New
subchapters were created. Many rules were simplified and/or broken
into several shorter rules for clarity. Statutory citations were
updated, and,statutory language was deleted.
Duplicative and redundant rules were eliminated. The rulemaking
process rules were rewritten in chronological order.
The
permitting process rules were substantially rewritten to simplify
and clarify them.
Three separate subchapters dealing with
administrative proceedings were combined into one subchapter that
addresses all individual proceedings.
The proposed new Chapter 4 rules address general provisions,
Board and council meetings ·and public forums, rulemaking, the
environmental permit process, administrative proceedings, complaint
processing, environmental education grants and local project
funding.
This chapter also includes rules recommended by the Air Quality
Council on June 14, 2000, which address hearings before that
council. Rule numbers were changed to be consistent with the new
proposed Chapter 4. See proposed Subchapter 4, Part 5.
o

DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
There are analogous federal rules for permitting.
40 CFR Part
124
contains
federal
rules
entitled
"Procedures
for
Decisionmaking".
Subpart A, "General Program Requirements",
contains EPA procedures for issuing RCRA, UIC, PSD and NPDES
permits. In those programs for which DEQ has received delegation
or authorization from EPA, the DEQ' is required by federal law to
follow some EPA procedures in addition to those required under
state law.
In those cases, the EPA procedures have been
incorporated by reference by the specific program area either by
rule or by program approval. 1
In the current Chapter 2 and the
proposed Chapter 4 rules, a dditional notice require me nts are
acknowle dged for NPDES, RCRA, and UIC permits. 2
ECONOMIC IMPACT/ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
The Environmental Quality Act, 27A O.S. § 1-1-106(A), requires
state environmental agencies to determine the economic impact and
the environmental benefit of any proposed state rule that is more

.-

1
252:205-3-2(a) RCRA; 252:652-1-3(b) UIC; 605-1-S(b) NPDES; SIP Approval, 48 Federal Register
166 (1983) PSD.

2
current: 252:2-15-31(f) (2) (A) Applicants for a NPDES, RCRA or UIC permit are subject to
applicable additional notice provisions of federal requirements promulgated as rules of the Board.
proposed: 252:4-7-13(f) (1) Applicants for a NPDES, RCRA or UIC permit are subject to additional
notice provisions of federal requirements adopted by reference as DEQ rules.

stringent than a corresponding federal rule unless the stringency
is specifically authorized by state law. This determination is to
be made before submitting the state rule to public comment and
review.
While EPA and DEQ rules on permitting procedures vary in some
respects, it is difficult to say which is more stringent. To the
extent the DEQ rules might be deemed more stringent in some ways,
the DEQ believes that the highly prescriptive Oklahoma Uniform
Environmental Permitting Act, 27A O.S. § 2-14-101 through 401,
specifically authorizes the Board to promulgate permitting rules
that may be more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
The Oklahoma Uniform Environmental Permitting Act, 27A O.S. § 214-101 through 401, mandates uniform permitting provisions for
notices and public participation that apply consistently and
uniformly to applications for perm~ts issued by the DEQ. It takes
into consideration federal rules governing delegated programs and
provides that applications subject to the Uniform Environmental
Permitting Act 11 continue to be subject to additional or more
comprehensive notice and public participation opportunities in
rules of the Board promulgated pursuant to federal requirements for
individual state permitting programs 11 • (§ 2-14-104) Further, the
Board was given authority to promulgate rules,
including a
consistent
application
process,
opportunities
for
public
participation,
uniformity of notices, procedural application
requirements, and the designation of applications as Tier I, II and
III (§ 2-14-201[A]).
The law mandates that tne Board, in
determining
the
Tier
classification,
consider
the
federal
classification, if any, for a proposed activity, operation or type
of site or facility.
(§ 2-14-201[B])
The uniform permitting act
provides that the rules for each tier shall contain specific
uniform requirements for each type of notice required by the law.
However, notice and public participation requirements shall not
exceed those set forth for each tier unless required otherwise by
applicable federal rule adopted by the Board or a holding of the
Oklahoma Supreme Court (§ 2-14-201[C]).
While an EIEB Statement is not required, the DEQ notes that,
because
these
rules
are
procedural
and
because
of
the
simplification and clarification nature of the rule changes, there
is unlikely to be any measurable economic impact or environmental
benefit associated with them.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
See attached.

Comments from David Braneeky
Comment 1: The definition of "Application" in 4-1-2 is contained
in quotes and appears to be italicized.
I am not sure of the
reason for this.
In addition the word "DEQ" is contained within
brackets. Again I don't understand. Finally, there are three (3)
periods ( ... ) between the word 11 [DEQ] 11 and 11 any 11 in the third line
of the definition. Does this mean that some wording was left out?
Response 1: The Administrative Rules on Rulemaking (OAC 655:10-512) control the way this definition is formatted.
Italics are
required beca;use the term 11 application 11 is defined by statute. The
word 11 DEQ" is in brackets because we use DEQ in the rules, but not
in the statutory language and three dots ( ... ) follow because the
quotation is incomplete.
Repetitiye language was excluded; only
the relevant portion was quoted.

27A

o.s.

·§

2-14-103(1) in its entirety, reads as follows:

"Application" means a document or set of documents, filed with
the Department of Environmental Quality for the purpose of
receiving a permit or the modification, amendment or renewal
thereof from the Department.
"Application" includes any
subsequent additions, revisions or modifications submitted to
the Department which supplement, correct or amend a pending
application ...
Our proposed rule quotes applicable provisions of the law, as
follows:
"Application" means 11 a document or set of documents, filed with
the [DEQ], for the purpose of receiving a permit or the
modification, amendment or renewal thereof from the [DEQ] ... any
subsequent additions, revisions or modifications submitted to
the
[DEQ]
which supplement,
correct or amend a pending
application. 11 ·.[27A O.S. § 2-14-103 (1)]
Comment 2: The definitions of both 11 0ff-site 11 and 11 0n-site 11 in 41-2 contain the abbreviation 11 UIC 11 •
I suggest that in the first
occurrence the abbreviation be spelled out to remove any possible
confusion as to its meaning.
Response 2:

-

We agree.

We will recommend this change.

Comment 3:
Section 4-1-3(c) lists the various divisions of the
DEQ. However, in other parts of the rule there are references to
11
11 DEQ program area 11 ,
DEQ regulatory program" and 11 the program 11 of
the DEQ.
While the word "program 11 is defined as a 11 regulatory
section or division of the DEQ 11 , would it not be simpler and more
consistent to just use the word Division throughout?
If this is
done then the definition of program area can be deleted.
References to 11 program area 11 are located in 4-9-2 (a), 4-9-5 (a) (1),
4- 9- 5 (a) ( 6) and 4 -15-2 (a) ( 2) .

I

qn

Response 3: We agree.
locations noted.

We will recommend using

11

Division" in the

Comment 4:
Why do the address and operating hours of the DEQ
listed in 4-1-4(a) have to be codified in regulation?
Response 4: The Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. § 302, and
the Administrative Rules on Rulemaking, OAC 655:10-5-7, require all
state agencies to adopt organizational and procedural rules.
Specifically,
75 O.S.
§
302(A) (1)
requires each agency to
"[p]romulgate as a rule a description of the organization of the
agency, stat~ng the general course and method of the operations of
the agency and the methods whereby the public may obtain
information or make submissions or requests".
Comment 5:
Section 4-1-5(a) Availability states, "Records of the
Board, Council, and DEQ, not otherwise confidential ... ".
Since
there is more than one Council and you are talking about them as a
whole, I feel it would be clearer if the text read, 11 Records of the
Board, Advisory Councils, and DEQ ... 11 •
This also applies to
wording found in 4-1~5(e).
Response 5:

We agree.

We will recommend this change.

Comment 6: Section 4-1-5 (c) (2) Commercial Reproduction states 11
by a commercial copying service at his own expense".
I would
suggest to be more correct the text read " ... by a commercial
copying service at his/her own expense 11 •
This same suggestion
applies to wording in 4-1-5(c) (3), 4-9-39(b) and 4-9-41(a).
Response 6:
We agree. We will recommend this change throughout
this chapter.
Comment 7:
Section 4-1-6 (c) Search Fees lists the fees to be
charged by the DEQ. Since (3), (4) and (5) all charge $5.00 for 30
minutes of labor I suggest it would be simpler if the Section read
as follows:

(1) 0 - 15 minutes, no charge;
(2) 16 - 30 minutes, $5.00:
(3) every subsequent 30 minute increment or portion thereof,
$5.00.
Response
change.

7:

The DEQ agrees

and will

recommend the suggested

Comment
8:
Section 4-9-5 (a)
Conditions for not
seeking
administrative and civil penalties states in part 11 Except in the
case of habitual noncompliance or as otherwise provided in this
section, in evaluating an enforcement action for a regulated
entity's actual or apparent failure to comply ... ".
I do not
understand the need to further describe a failure to comply.
I
.suggest that the words "actual or apparent 11 be stricken so that the
language reads 11 Except in the case of habitual noncompliance or as

otherwise provided in this section, in evaluating an enforcement
action for a regulated entity's failure to comply ... ".
Response 8:

We agree, and will recommend this change.

Comment 9: Sect1on 4-9-5(d) Applicability states that the section
will apply only to those enforcement cases arising from violations
discovered or brought to the attention of the DEQ after June 2,
1997. What is the significance of this date?
Response 9:
June 2, 1997, was the effective date of the "selfreporting" rt~-le which is the precursor to Section 4-9-5. A similar
policy statement preceded the rule.
Comment 10:
Sections 4-9-34(c) Reference to administrative law
judge.and 4-9-52 Individual proceedings seem to indicate that the
Executive Director or the Air Quality Advisory Council can act as
an Administrative Law Judge in individual proceedings. For example
4-9-52
states,
"The Council or its designee may perform
Administrative Law Judge functions described in Part 3 of this
Subchapter".
Is this the intent of these sections?

·-

Response 10: Thank you for pointing out this issue. The proposed
language seems to conflict with 27A O.S. §2-3-103(2) which provides
inter alia that ALJs must be attorneys c1.1rrently licensed to
practice law in Oklahoma and shall not be an owner, stockholder,
employee or officer of, nor have any other business relationship
with, any corporation, partnership, or other business or entity
that is subject to regulation by the DEQ.

We propose that Section 4-9-34(c) be deleted. Although the APA
permits the agency head personally to hear a case rather than to
appoint an ALJ, this will rarely (if ever) be employed.
We would also recommend that Section 4-9-34 (a)
include a statutory reference, as follows:

be amended to

252:4-9-34. Administrative Law Judges and Clerks
Administrative Law Judge.
The Executive Director may
designate an Administrative Law Judge for any administrative
hearing, unless precluded bv lm.· in accordance with 27A 0. S. 2
3-103.
Administrative Law Judges
shall not have had prior
involvement in the matter other than as an Administrative Law
Judge, unless the parties waive this requirement.

_igJ_

However, the Air Quality Advisory Council's membership is
mandated by 27A O.S. §2-2-201(H), and members may have a business
relationship with an entity that is regulated by the DEQ. Further,
27A O.S. §2-5-107(7) gives the Air Quality Council the authority to
conduct individual proceedings itself as well as to appoint an ALJ
to do so. Therefore, Section 4-9-52 is correct. When the Council
hears an· individual proceeding itself, it needs to be able to
effectively govern the conduct of the individual proceeding in the
same manner as would an ALJ.

Comment 11: Section 4-11-3 Investigation states, "After receipt of
a complaint, the DEQ may assign an investigator ... 11 • This seems to
indicate that it is optional for the DEQ to assign an investigator.
If no one is assigned to the complaint how will it be resolved? I
would suggest the word "may" be changed to "shall".
Response 11:
Not all complaints. received by the DEQ will be
investigated by DEQ personnel.
Approximately ten percent of all
complaints received are clearly outside our jurisdiction and are
referred to other agencies. There may be an investigator already
assigned to the same situation under another complaint or other
circumstance~
which would preclude DEQ from assigning an
investigator, e.g., complainant withdrawing complaint, etc.
Comment 12:
Section 4-13-11 Final written report states,
"Applicants who are awarded environmental education grants under
this subchapter shall submit a final written report, outlining
accomplishments of the grant objectives and expenditures on or
before December 15 following the award."
I am assuming that the
awards are granted early in the year.
If not, and an award is
granted December 1, this may not give enough time for the applicant
to respond.
I suggest that the wording be changed to "Applicants
who are awarded environmental education grants under this
subchapter shall submit a
final written report,
outlining
accomplishments of the grant objectives and expenditures within 6
months following the award."
Response 12: You are correct in that grant recipients are usually
notified of their award in January/February. The final report is
due in December of the following school year.
Comment 13: Section 4-13-12 Shared strategies makes reference to
an Environmental Quality Education Committee, yet nothing is said
of the make-up and purpose of the committee.
I suggest that this
committee be further described in the rule so that the applicants
know with whom they are dealing.
Response 13:
Currently there are eleven members on the committee,
five from state agencies (including the Office of the Secretary of
the Environment) .
Of the remaining six, one is a member of the
Environmental
Quality Board;
one
represents
Keep Oklahoma
Beautiful; two are teachers; one represents industry and one
represents the general public.
Comment 14:
I feel Subchapter 13 Environmental Education Grants
should contain a section that states the following, "The applicant
shall be notified in writing by the DEQ of either rejection or
acceptance of a grant".
This would provide the applicant with
written confirmation of the decision of the DEQ and eliminate any
unnecessary confusion.
Response 14: Since the beginning of the program, we have sent all
applicants a letter notifying them of acceptance or rejection.

~,

Oklahoma Administrative Code, Title 252. Department of Environmental Quality,
Chapter 100. Air Pollution Control
OAC 252:100-3 Air Quality Standards and Increments
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 3. AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND INCREMENTS
252:100-3-4. Significant deterioration increments
(b) The allowable increments are as follows:
Pollutant

Class I Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10 2 .~al geemetfisannual arithmetic mean
PM-10 2 +we~~ femtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean
Class II Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10 2 :Anmlal geemetfisannual arithmetic mean
PM-10 2 +l,~,~eaty femtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean
Class III Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10 2 .~al geemetfisannual arithmetic mean
PM-10 2 +:wemy femtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

Maximum allowable
mcrease
(micrograms per cubic
meter)

M
W8

2
5
25
2.5

-l-917
J-130
20
91
512
25

J-134
~60

40
182
700

50

DEQ- Oklahoma
OAC 252:100-3

Draft: December 12,2000
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TITLE 243• OKLAHO~~ ENERGY RESOURCES BOARD
CHAPTER 10. REFUND PROCEDURES
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT
rulemaking.
Proposed rules• Chapter 101 Refund Procedures [NEW]
Su111111ary:
The Oklahoma Energy Resources Board ("OERB") is
adopting its Chapter 10:
Refund Procedures Rules (the
"Rules").
OERB is authorized to administer the Oklahoma
Energy Resources Revolving Fund established by Section 288.7
of the Oklahoma Energy Education and Marketing Act (52 o.s.,
Sections :ZBB.l through :ZSB.U) (the "Act"), which Fund is
Cunded by assessments authorized by section 288.8A of the Act.
Refunds of such assessments are to be administered by OERB.
This Chapter is intended to provide affected parties a means
to request the refund and set forth guidelines to be followed
by OERB in reviewing requests Cor refunds.
AUTHORITY: The Rules are authorized by Title 5:1 Oklahoma Statutes,
Section 288.5.71 Oklahoma Energy Resources Board
COMMENT PERIOD: Written comments will be accepted March 15, 1995,
through April 15, 19!15. Written co111111ents should be .sent to
Mike Terry, Director, Oklahoma Energy Resources Board, :1601
N.W. Expressway, Suite 107W, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112.
PUBLIC HEARING: A public hearing will be. held on April 18, 1995,
at 10:00 a.m. in the offices of OERD, :1601 N.W. Expressway,
Suite 107W, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. All interested person
are invited to attend and present their comments.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: Copies of the Rules may be obtained by
contacting Miko Terry, Director, at the Oklahoma Energy
Resources Board, 2601 N.W. Expressway, Suite l07W, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73112, (405) 842-9500.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be issued and
will be available at the offices of OERB upon approval of
OERB.
CONTACT PERSON: Hike Terry, Director, (405) 84:1-9500.

[Okla.

~

c

.. )\

R~g.

95-256;

6~~d F~broua4y

23, 1995]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
INTENDED RULEHAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT and EMERGENCY rulemaking.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:100-3-4, Air Quality Standards and
Increaents, Significant Deterioration Increments [AMENDED).
su..ary: The intent of changes to Subchapter 3 is to r
e
the maximu• allowable increases (increments) for particulate m;.. ... r
under the requirements for Prevention of Significant Deterioration
of air quality. The revised increments are based upon particles
with an aerodynamic diameter of less than or equal to 10
micrometers (PM-10) which replace the original increments tor PM
which ware baaed upon total suspended particulates (TSP).
AUTHORITY• Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.s. supp. 1993, SS 25-106.
COKKENT PERIODs
Written comments will be accepted prior to and
during the regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma Air Quality
council. The meeting will be held Tuesday, April 18, 1995, in the
Lincoln Boulevard Plaza office complex, Burgundy Room, 4545 N.
Lincoln Blvd, Oklahoma city, Oklahoma. Briefing is scheduled tor
9:30 AMl meeting and hearing, for 1:00 PH. oral comments will be
accepted during the hearing1 written co111ments on the proposed
change 11ay be mailed to Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln
Blvd., Suite 250, Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483 %Hr. scott Thomas.
PUBLIC H~INCSJ Tuesday, April 18, 1995, in the Burgundy Room,
Lincoln Plaza office colllplex, 4545 H. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City,
oklahoma.
COPIES OP PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Program, 4545 North Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma city, Oklahoma.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be prepared
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may bo obtained from the Air Quality Divl-•on
at the above address.
CONTACT PERSON:
Mr. Scott Thomas (405) 271-5220.

[Okla.

R~g.

95-252; 6~ed F~b~y 22, 1995]

)
TITLB

AIR POLLUTIQM CONTROL

Reg. 95-ll95; 6ited

Aug~t

)

TITLZ 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QU~LlTY
CRA!TEa 100, AIR POLLUTION ~ONTROL

DE!~aTHENT 0~ EHVIROHHENT~L QU~LITX

CBA,TER 100.

DED RULEHAKINO ACTIOHI
a.of proposed PERMANENT and EHERGENCX rulenakin9.
!SED RUL!S:
OAC 252:100-3-4 Air Quality Standards and
1ments, Significant Deterioration Incre•ents (AMENDED).
.ttYt
'l'hese chan9es to SUbchapte~ 3 would revise the Air
cty Prevention of Siqnificant Deterioration (PSD) increments
•articulata matter for Class I, II, and Ill areas. The revised
aments are expressed in terms of particles with an aerodynamic
ater of lesa than or equal to 10 microaeters (PK-10) and
tee ~he equivalent, oriqinal incrementa for PK which were based
total suspended particulates (TSP).
OJI.tTYI Envlrom•antal Quality Boardr 27A o. s. Supp. 199:1, SS
10Gf at seq.
·
&NT l'ERIODI
Intereated persons 111ay informally discuss the
osed rules vith the Air Quality Division or may, before
ember 26, 1195, submit written comments to the Department of
ronmenta1 Quality, cfo Robert Kellogg, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
ho•a City, OK 73117-1212. Co••enta will be accepted durinq
Environ•ental Quality Board·neeting scheduled for 9&30 •·•·•
1day 1 September 26 1 1195, in Elk City, Oklahoma. The location
:he meeting •ay be changed.
,xc HEARlNG81 Tuesday, September 26, at 9t~O a ••. in Elk City,
abo••·
.
:t:a OF l'ROI'OSZD JIULES:
Copies of l:he propoaod rules 111ay be
1ined fro• the Depart111ent of tnvironaental QUality, Air Quality
Jralll, 4545 North Lincoln, suite 250, Oklahoma city, OK.
~ IKPAC~ STA~EKENTI
A rule i111pact statement vlll be prepared
,r to the !inal action by the Environmental Quality Board, The
1 impact statenent.may be obtained from the Air Quality Division
:he above address.
rACT PERSON: Hr. Raridy Ward {405) 271-5220.
[TIONAL INFORMATION: These rules ware reco-.ended by the Air
Lity council pursuant to the public hearing on April 18, 1995.

(0~.

34.

)

INTENDED aULEKAKINO ACTION!
Notice of prqposed PERMANENT and EMERGENCX rulemaklnq.
l'ROI'OSED RULtsa OAC 252:100-8 1 Operating Permits (part 70)
[AMENDED). I
.
SUMMJ\RYI
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 8 establish a
schedule for the phased submittal o! the Part 70 Operating Permit
Applications baaed on the affected facility's Standard Industrial
Classification Code. This will allow so~e facilities a period of
up to 36 months after approval of Oklahoma's intaria prograM to
submit their peralt applications. Previously, all Title V permit
applications ware required within 12 months of approval.
AUTHOaiTYt tnvironaental Quality aoardr 27A o. s. supp; 1993 1 55
2-5-106f at seq,
·
COKKEIIT l'ERIODI
Interested persons 111ay infor•aUy discuss the
proposed rules with the Air Quality Division or JDay, before
sep~ember 26, 1995, aubn1t written comments to the Department of
Environmental Quality, cfo Robart Kellogg, 1000 H. E. lOth Street,
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212. comments will be accepted durinq
the Environmental Quality Board·•eetinq scheduled for 9t30 a.m.,
Tuesday, September 26, 1995, in Elk City, Oklahoma. The location
of the meeting .ay be changed.
.
l'UBLIC HEARlNOII Tuesday, SepteBbar 26, at 9t~O a.m. in Elk City,
Oklahoma·.
COPIES OP .PRO'i'OSED JI.(JLESI
Copies of the proposed rules NY be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Program, 4545 North Lincoln, suite 250, Oklahoaa City, OK.
RULB XHPACT ST~T~ENTI A rule impact statement will be prepared
prio~ to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board.
The
rule iapact statement JDay be obtained froa the Air Quality Division
at the above address,
CONT~CT P~RSON:
Hr. Scott Thomas (405) 271-5220.
ADDITIONAL lNFOJUUTIOMI These rules were reCOIIIllended by the Air
Quality Council pursuant to the public hearings on June 20, 19?5,
and August 15, 1995.

25, 1995]

{Okla. Reg. 95-1194; 6iled AugU6t 25, 7995]

....

.:..........~·

)

)

)
TITLI: :115:1 DI:PARTHBNT OP I:NVIRONMI:NTAL QUAL:ETY
CHAPTBR 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RULIMAXING ACTIONt PERMANENT FINAL ADOPTION.
RULIS a OAC 252: 100·3 -• Significant deterioration increments
[AMENDED)
AUTHORITY!
Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.s. Supp. 1993, SS
2-2-101, 2-5-101 et seq.
DATBSJ
comment period:
September 15, 1995 to September 26, 1995.
Public hearing:
September 26, 1995.
Adoption: September 26, 1995
Submitted to Governor:
October 6, 1995.
Submitted to House: October 6, 1995.
Submitted Senate:
October 6, 1995.
Gubernatorial approval: November f, 1995.
Legislative approval: Failure of the Legislature to disapprove
the rules resulted in approval on March 27, 1996.
Final adoption1 March 27, 1996.
Effective:
July 1, 1996.
SUPI:RSEDID BMBRGEHCY ACTIONS&
Superseded rules:
252:100-3-f
Significant
deterioration
incrementa (AMENDED) .
Gubernatorial approval: November f, 1995.
Register publication: 13 Ok Reg 859.
Docket number: 96-134.
INCORPORATIONS BY R.EFIREHClh None.
ANALYSIS& This revision to Subchapter 3 changes Air Quality
Prevention of Significant Deterioration IPSD) increments for
particulate matter for Class I, II, and III areas.
The revised
increments will be based upon particles with an aerodynamic
diameter of less than or equal to 10 micrometers IPM, 0 ) instead of
total suspended particulates ITSP). The Air Quality Council
recommended the permanent adoption of this revision at their
meeting on April 18, 1995.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL R.ULBS1
There are no differences since this rule adopts the new increments
as revised by EPA.
The Air Quality Council began receiving
comments on this new rule on March 15, 1995.
CONTACT PERSOH1
Mr. Randall Ward, DEQ Air Quality Division, Suite
250, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd. Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73105. (4051 271-5220
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THB FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSiDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 0. S. , SECTION
308.1(A), WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY 1, 1996.

SUBCHAPTER 3.

I

.I

l52s100·3-4. Significant deterioration increment•
Ia) Significant deterioration, as used in the phrase Prevention of
~ignificant Deterioration IPSO), means an increase in ambient air
pollution above a baseline plus a specific increment allowed for
one of three classes of areas. see OAC 252:100-7, Part 5.
(b) . The allowable increments are as follows:

--c_,..
.

.....

Maximum allowable increase
(micrograms per cubic meter)

Pollutant
Class

j

·II

I

Areas

Particulate matter•
PM-10, annual arithmetic mean
PM-10, twenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide&
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

4

8

2
5

25
2.5

Class II Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10, annual arithmetic mean
PM-10, twenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide,
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
N~trogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

17
30
20
91
512
25

Class· 1I"t Areas
Particulate matter•
PM-10, annual arithmetic mean
PM-10, twenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

[0~.
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Reg. 96-536;

6~ed

34
60
40
182
700
50

Ap4Lt 25, 7996]
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1995
1:00 P.M.

A Public Meeting:

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD

BURGUNDY ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

HEARING/MEETING
Call to Order

-'

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Minutes of February 22, 1995

4.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-3-4
Air Quality standards and Increments,
Significant Deterioration Increments {AMENDED}

Chairman
secretary
Chairman
Ward

Discussion by Council/Public

-

5.

New Business
Chairman
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

6.

ADJOURNMENT
Next Regular Meeting - June 20, 1995
Tulsa City County Health Department
4616 East 15th
Tulsa, OK

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

-

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
APRIL 18, 1995
1:00 p.m.
MINUTES
-

, 'oltLAHow.. S'.rA'rE DEPAR'rMEH'.r 01" ENVl:ltONMEN'l'AL QUALITY
Aill QUALITY DIVISION
.
4545 NOll'.rH LINCOLH, SUI~ 250
OlCLAHOMA CI'n', OKLAHOMA

Council Members Present

Staff Present

Mary Tillman, Vice-C hairman
Larry Canter
David Branecky
Bill Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagel!
Pierre Taren
Mary Tillman

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Ray Bishop
Joyce Sheedy
Randy Ward
Myrna Bruce

~ouncil

Members Absent

Guests Present
(see attached list)

William B. Breisch, Chairman
PtJBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meetina was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and piace of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the entrance door of the meeting room at the Lincoln
l?laza location, and the entrance to the Air Quality Division
offices.
Call to Order - Ms. Tillman called the meeting to order and roll
was taken:
Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye;
Mayor Taren - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - absent.

-

Approval of ~nutes - Ms. Tillman entertained a motion to approve
the Minutes of the February 22, 1995 Meeting/Hearing. Motion was
made to approve the Minutes as presented by Mayor Taren with a
second by Ms. Hinkle. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky - aye;
Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - ay~; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mayor Taron - aye; ; Ms ·
Tillman - aye.

1

PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-3-4

AXR QUALITY

S~ARDS

AND INCREMENTS

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing on OAC
252:100-3 Air Qualitv Standards and Increments . The hearing was
advertised in the Oklahoma Reaister for the purpose of receiving
comments.
Mr. Randall Ward, Supervisor of the Analysis and Planning Unit,
presented staff position stating that on August 8, 1994 the Air
Quality Division received a letter from Jole C. Luehrs, Chief of
the New Source Review Section, Region VI of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) which advised that the EPA Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) increments for particulate matter
(TSP) had been revised.
The new increments were based upon
particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 10 microns (PM10) .
The new increments are designed to be equivalent to the statutory
TSP increments and did not increase the stringency of the
standards.
The EPA requires states with approved PSD State
Implementation Plans (SIPs) to adopt the new increments or face
sanctions and federal implementation of that portion of the State's
PSD permitting plan. Through consultation and correspondence with
the EPA, staff developed a schedule for revision of affected
regulations. Staff proposed to revise the language in the rule as
indicated in OAC 252:100-3-4.
Mr. Ward pointed out that the packet also included a letter from
EPA Region VI approving proposed rule language and addressing other
needed changes in regulations. He added that through negotiations
with Region VI, action was postponed on those issues until changes
are made to OAC 252:100-7 Permits as part of the Title V permit
plan revisions. Mr. Ward entered a copy of the EPA comments into
the record.
Staff recommended that the Council take action to recommend this
rule change to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as an
Emergency and Permanent rule due to the importance that the revised
PSD SIP be approved by EPA and that no substantive comments had
been received.
Mr. Kilpatrick inquired whether the proposed changes would be
submitted to the DEQ Board in conjunction with the plan changes to
Subchapter 7.
Mr. Byrum advised that the entire package will go
forward at the same time in order to alleviate any problems. Most
likely these will go to the Board on the next meeting after the
June meeting which is September 27.
Mr. Fishback asked if these standards were not im:ended to t;>e
retroactive and affect any sources that had submit-:.ed a pe::rnl.t
under the old higher limits. Mr. Ward pointed out that there l.S a
grandfathering provision in the Federal Register Notice and federal
regulations.
With

no

further

discussion,

Mr.
2

Kilpatrick moved that

the Air

-...,

Quality Council approve adoption of the OAC 252:100-3 ~r Quality
Standards and Increments rule changes as an Emergency and Permanent
Rule.
The second was made by Mr. Fishback and roll call was as
follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye;
Ms. Hinkle - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor
Taren - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye ..

-

Ms. Tillman presented a letter drafted by a Council sub-committee
consisting of Gary Kilpatrick, Bill Fishback, Meribeth Slagell and
Mary T1ilman.
The letter was drafted to make Governor Keating
aware of the Council's position with regards the hiring freeze.
The letter respectfully requested that Governor Keating offer an
exemption for the personnel to operate the Title V program because
the funding is not state appropriated monies.
The letter was
endorsed by all members present and would be mailed to Mr. Breisch
for his signature.
Adjournment - The next regular meeting will be Tuesday, June 20,
1995 at the Tulsa City-Coun~y Health Department, 4616 East 15th
Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll
call vote.

-

3

April 5, 1995

1\.fEMORANDUM

-

TO:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

FROM:

Larry D. Byrum, Director~
AIR QUALITY DIVISION. ·

SUBJECT:

REVISIONS TO OAC 252:100-3
AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND INCREMENTS

Please find enclosed the staff's suggested revisions to Oklahoma
Air Pollution Rule OAC 252-100-3. These revisions are in response
to an EPA letter dated August 2, 1994 (enclosed).
Also enclosed are copies of the Air Quality Division workplan to
implement these revisions and EPA's response to our suggested
revisions.

I~ 19

SUBCHAPTER 3 •

AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND INCREMENTS

252:100-3-4. Significant deterioration increments.
(a)
Significant deterioration, as used in the phrase Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) , means an increase in ambient air
pollution above a baseline plus a specific increment allowed for
one of three classes of areas. See OAC 252:100-7, Part 5.
(b)
The allowable increments are as follows:
Maximum allowable increase
(micrograms per cubic meter)

Pollutant
Class I Areas

Particulate matter:
PM-10~ Annual geemetrieannual arithmetic mean
PM-10~ Twenty feurtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

5-.i
H.§.
2

5

25
2.5

Class II Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10~ Anfiual geemetrieannual arithmetic mean
PM-10 T·.venty feurtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
. Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean
I

20
91
512
25

Class III Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10~ Annual geemetrieannual arithmetic mean
PM-10 T·.venty feurtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean
I

-

40
182
700

so

-
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RECOMMENDATION
'TO 'l'HE

-

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
FROM THE

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
The members of this Council, acting pursuant to the authority
vested in them by the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 o.s.
supp. 1993, section 2-2-201, by roll call vote, make formal
recommendation to the Environmental Quality Board the rule(s)
specified below be adopted as (a) permanent rule(s) and by
emergency and that the Board find that adoption of the rule(s) by
emergency is warranted by the compelling extraordinary circumstance
of
the need to preclude possible federal ·implementation and/or
sanction of a portion of the State's Prevention of Significant
Deterioration permitting plan.
OAC 252:100-3
AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND INCREMENTS
Prior to making this recommendation, this council considered the
rules and comments received thereon and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act applicable to this rulemaking have been followed.
With the understanding that such changes shall not invalidate this
recommendation, this council authorizes the Department staff to
make any amendments approved by the Council,
appropriate
corrections of. typographical errors, additions and deletions
indicated by strikeout/underline, and formatting as required by the
Office of Administrative Rules.
Respectfully,

~

clU[~r

9-~
Designee

Signed this

-

/

~~

day of

O.fUL ,

199

5.

VOTING TO APPROVED:

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

TO BB USED FOR PEltMANENT AND EMERGENCY RULES

.r

--.c:..

) ,.... ~tr)
'

~
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Chapter 100, Air Pollution control Rules
SUBCHAPTER 3. Air Quality Standards and Increments
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The intent of changes to Subchapter 3 is to revise the Air Quality
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) increments for
particulate matter for Class I, II, and III areas.
The revised
increments are based upon particles with an aerodynamic diameter of
less than or equal to 10 micrometers (PM10 ) which replace the
original increments for particulate matter which were based upon
total suspended particulates (TSP) . Adoption of this revision will
result in the PSD increments and the National Ambient Air Quality
standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter being measured by the same
indicator, PM10 •
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
There are no differences since this rule adopts the new increments
as revised by EPA.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because this rule is not more stringent than the
corresponding federal rule.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
comment: A letter from EPA addressed concern that proposed
revisions did not include changes to other related sections of our
rules. This l~tter also included an approval of the proposed rule
language.
Response: The staff has negotiated with EPA to postpone action on
changes to the related sections of our rules until such time as
changes are made to OAC 252:100-7 Permits, as part of our Title V
permit plan revisions.
comment: A member of the council questioned if these standards
were intended to be retroactive and how they would affect sources
that had submitted a permit under the old higher limits.
Response: These sources will not be affected and are covered by a
grandfathering provision in the federal regulations.

-

RULE IMPACT STATEMENT
Amendments to the Air Pollution control Rules
before the Environmental Quality Board September 26, 1995

1.
DESCRIPTION:
This action revises Subchapter 3 and changes
the Air Quality Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
increments for particulate matter for Class I, II, and III areas.
The revised increments will be based upon particles with an
aerodynamic diameter of less than or equal to 10 micrometers (PM10 )
instead of total suspended particulates (TSP) .
2.
CLASSES OF PERSONS AFFECTED:
permitting.

Sources

subject

to

PSD

3.
CLASSES OF PERSONS BENEFITTED:
The general public will enjoy
improved air quality and better visibility due to continued
regulation of PSD areas. Industry and the regulatory agency will
benefit from streamlined regulations resulting as a result of
simplification of this rule.

4.
ECONOMIC IMPACT: The state of Oklahoma remains in compliance
with EPA requirements.
The revisions to the PSD Program must be
adopted to avoid sanctions and federal implementation of this
portion of the State's PSD permitting plan.

s.

COST:
Agency costs will be negligible since PM,p equipment is
already in place. Industry costs will also be neglig~ble since the
new increments are essentially equivalent to the old TSP standards.
6.
ARE THERE LESS COSTLY METHODS:
No, this rule revision
required by the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
7.

is

This Rule Impact statement was prepared on September s, 1995.

r/

\,.-

-

SUBCHAPTER 3 •

252:100-3-4.

AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND INCREMENTS

Significant deterioration increments.

(a) Significant deterioration, as used in the phrase Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD), means an increase in ambient air
pollution above a baseline plus a specific increment allowed for
one of three classes of areas. See OAC 252:100-7, Part 5.
(b) The allowable increments are as follows:
Pollutant

Maximum allowable increase
(micrograms per cubic meter)

Class I Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10. Anaual geoffietricannual arithmetic mean
PM-10, T'WJeaty fourtwenty four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean
.-

2
5

25
2.5

Class I I Areas
Particulate matter:
PM-10. Anaual geoffietricannual arithmetic mean
PM-10. T'imaty fourtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

20
91
512
25

Class I I I Areas

-

Particulate matter:
PM-10. Anaual geoffietricannual arithmetic mean
PM-10. T'iJeaty fourtwenty-four hour maximum
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
Twenty-four hour maximum
Three-hour maximum
Nitrogen dioxide:
(effective May 11, 1991)
Annual arithmetic mean

40

182
700

so
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BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL
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HEARING BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL
HELD ON APRIL 18, 1995
AT OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

* * * * * * *

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT:
Ms. Tillman, Chairman
Mr. Branecky
Mayor Taren
Dr. Canter
Ms. Slagel!
Mr. Fishback
Ms. Hinkle
Ms. Tillman

18
19
20

Also Present:
Mr. Larry Byrum, Protocol Officer
Ms. Myrna Bruce, Secretary of Council

21
22

Reported by:
23
24
·25

Gayla Chronic, CSR, RPR
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
2601 N.W. Expressway, suite 103E
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
(405) 843-6498
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1

Oklahoma City, OK

2

April 18, 1995

3

1:00 o'clock p.m.

* * * * * * *

4
5

6
7
8

9

THE CHAIRMAN:

We're going to bring the hearing

meeting to order.
And we'll begin with the roll call, if Myrna
would, please.
THE SECRETARY:

Mr. Branecky?

10

MR. BRANECKY:

11

THE SECRETARY:

12

DR. CANTER:

13

THE SECRETARY:

14

MR. FISHBACK:

15

THE SECRETARY:

16

MS. HINKLE:

17

THE SECRETARY:

18

MR. KILPATRICK:

19

THE SECRETARY:

20

MS. SLAGELL:

21

THE SECRETARY:

22

MAYOR TARON:

23

THE SECRETARY:

24

MS. TILLMAN:

25

Our first item on the agenda is the approval of

Here.
Dr. Canter?

Here.
Mr. Fishback?
Here.
Ms. Hinkle?

Here.
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Here.
Ms. Slagel!?
Here.
Mayor Taren?
Here.
Ms. Tillman?
Here.

4

1

minutes.

I'll ask for a motion.

2

DR. CANTER:

3

THE CHAIRMAN:

4

DR. CANTER:

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

6

MS. HINKLE:

7

(A discussion was held off the record.)

8

THE CHAIRMAN:

9

I make a motion.
Second?
Second.
I believe you made the motion.
Second.

Okay.

We have a motion and a

second now.

10

Discussion?

11

(No response.)

12

Myrna, would you call for the vote.

13

THE SECRETARY:

14

MR. BRANECKY:

15

THE SECRETARY:

16

DR. CANTER:

17

THE SECRETARY:

18

MR. FISHBACK:

19

THE SECRETARY:

20

MS. HINKLE:

21

THE SECRETARY:

22

MR. KILPATRICK:

23

THE SECRETARY:

24

MS. SLAGELL:

25

THE SECRETARY:

Mr. Branecky?
Aye.
Dr. Canter?

Aye.
Mr. Fishback?
Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.
Ms. Slagell?
Aye.
Mayor Taron?

5

1

MAYOR TARON:

2

THE SECRETARY:

3

MS. TILLMAN:

4

(A discussion was held off the record.)

5

MS. TILLMAN:

6

Ms. Tillman?
Aye.

For the public portion of this

meeting, Larry Byrum will act as hearing officer.

7

Larry?

8

MR. BYRUM:

9

Aye.

Larry Byrum.

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is

I am the Director of the Air Quality

10

Division, and as such I will act as protocol officer for

11

the hearing.

12

Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma

13

Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 of the Code

14

of Federal Regulations, part 51, as well as the

15

authority of Title 63 of the Oklahoma Statutes, Sections

16

1, 1801, et seq.

17

This hearing is convened by the Air

This hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma

18

Register for purpose of receiving comments pertaining to

19

proposed revisions of 252:100-3-1, which is the air:

20

quality standards and increments.

21

statement, if you would please complete the form at the

22

registrations table at the back of the room, you will be

23

called upon at the appropriate time to make your

24

comments.

25

I

If you wish to make a

At this point I would like the call upon

6
~

1

Mr. Randall Ward to give the staff presentation of the

2

proposed rules.

3

Mr. Ward?

4

MR. WARD:

Madam chairman, members of the

5

Council, ladies and gentlemen:

My name is Randall Ward,

6

representing the staff of the air quality division of

7

the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality.

8

currently the supervisor of the analysis and planning

9

unit.

I am

10

On August 8, 1994, the air quality division

11

received a letter from Jole Luehrs, Chief of the New

12

Source Review Section, Region 6, of the Environmental

13

Protection Agency.

14

increments for particulate matter ESP had been revised.

15

We were notified that the EPA PSD

~

The new increments are based upon particles

16

with a aerodynamic diameter less than 10 microns, PM-10.

17

The new increments are designed to be equivalent to the

18

statutory TSD increments and do not increase the

19

stringency of the standard.

20

The EPA is requiring states with approved PSD

21

SIPs to adopt the new increments or face sanctions and

22

federal implementation of that portion of the state's

23

PSD permitting plan.

24
25

Through consultation and correspondence with
the EPA, the staff has developed a schedule for revision
~

7

1

of our affected regulations.

2

schedule are part of the Council packets.

3

The letter and our

Staff is proposing to revise the language in

4

OAC 252:100-3, air quality standards and increments.

5

Revised language is in Section OAC 252:100-3-4,

6

significant deterioration increments and is indicated by

7

striking out and underlining.

8
9

Copies of the rule are in the Council packet

and available to the audience today.

Also included in

10

the packet is a letter from Region 6 EPA approving our

11

proposed rule language and addressing other needed

12

changes in our regulations.

13

Through negotiation with Region 6 EPA, we have

14

postponed action on those issues until such time as we

15

make changes to OAC 252:100-7 permits, as part of our

16

Title 5 permit revisions.

17
18
19

I will now officially enter a copy of the EPA ,
comments into the record.
Because it is important that the SIP be

20

approved as soon as possible and we have received no

21

substantive comments to the rule, the staff recommends

22

that the Council takes action to recommend this rule to·

23

the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as an

24

emergency and permanent rule.

25

I and the rest of the staff will now answer any

8

1

'

questions.

9

MR. KILPATRICK:

2

Randall, my understanding

--

3

correct me if I'm wrong

4

submitted to DEQ in conjunction with the plan changes to

5

Section 7'?

6

MR. WARD:

7

MR. BYRUM:

this will actually be

I believe that's

right.

Basically what will occur is the

8

next board meeting, as you know, is in June.

9

will time these to where the whole package goes forward

And we

10

at the same time so it won't be a problem with the

11

overlapping rules.

12

MR. KILPATRICK:

13

it to the Board in June'?

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

MR. KILPATRICK:

16

No.

Are you saying we will submit
·~

But we will -Next meeting after the June

meeting.

17

MR. BYRUM:

Most likely.

18

MR. FISHBACK:

Is it true that these standards

19

are equivalent to the federal standards and no more

20

stringent than the federal standards'?

21

MR. WARD:

That is covered in the Federal

22

Register notice.

23

language "roughly equivalent."

24

be consistent to the SIP standards.

25

Is that correct'?

They are meant to be.

MR. BYRUM:

They use the

So they were designed to

Other questions of Council'?

9

1

Questions from the audience for Mr. Ward?

2

MR. FISHBACK:

3

MR. BYRUM:

4

MR. FISHBACK:

One additional question.

Yes.
We brought this out in our

5

discussions this morning.

6

intended to be retroactive and affect any sources that.

7

had submitted a permit under the old higher limits.

8

that correct?

9

MR. WARD:

These standards were not

Right.

And we did find -- in the

10

Federal Register notice, there is a grandfathering

11

provision which covers that.

12

MR. FISHBACK:

13

MR. BYRUM:

14

(No response.)

15

MR. BYRUM:

Is

Very good.

Thank you.

Other questions for Mr. Ward?

Thank you.

I have no indications

16

that anyone else wishes to address this particular rule.

17

Is there anyone who wishes to address the rule?

18

more time.

19

before us?

One

Anyone who wishes to address this rule

20

(No response.)

21

Madam Chairman, I find no one else.

So the

22

recommendation of the staff was that the Council approve

23

these rules and send them forward to the Environmental

24

Quality Board for their consideration.

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

Madam Chairman, I would move'

10

1

that the Air Quality Council approve the rules as

2

proposed by staff and for adoption as emergency and

3

permanent rules.

4

THE CHAIRMAN:

I have a motion.

5

MR. FISHBACK:

I will second that.

6

THE CHAIRMAN:

Discussion?

7

Myrna, would you call the roll?

8

THE SECRETARY:

9

MR. BRANECKY:

Mr. Branecky?
Aye.
Dr. Canter?

10

THE SECRETARY:

11

DR. CANTER:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

MR. FISHBACK:

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

MS. HINKLE:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

MR. KILPATRICK:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. SLAGELL:

20

THE SECRETARY:

21

MAYOR TARON:

22

THE SECRETARY:

23

MS. TILLMAN:

24

THE CHAIRMAN:

25

Aye.
Mr. Fishback?
Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.
Ms. Slagel!?
Aye.
Mayor Taron?
Aye.
Ms. Tillman?
Aye.
This will conclude the public

hearing section of this meeting.

11

1

2

(The hearing was concluded.)
* * * * * * *

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

J /!')

C./?j
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1

2
3
4
5

6

I, GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR, RPR, having been

7

duly appointed as Official Court Reporter herein, do

8

hereby certify that the foregoing pages number from 3 to

9

6,

inclusive, constitute a full,

true, and accurate

10

transcript of all the proceedings had in the above

11

matter, all done to the best of my skill and ability.

12

DATED

the 12th day of May, 1995.

13

14
15
16
17
18
>

19
20
21
22

23
24

25

,-(

GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR, RPR
...-----·------·~'"·-

·"··

Gayla Chronic
Oklahoma Certified Shorthand Report(.;'
Certificate No. 01127
'-----~--·-···-----~·~·~·---·-·
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

PM-10

Ozone

Lead

235 ug/m"
<4>0.12 ppm

1-hr. max

150 ug/m3

<s> 1.5 ug/m"

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K.
(4) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix
H.
(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

BOARD
02/25/00

Jfj

L/9

OAC 252:100 Appendix F SIP Revision
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

Lead

Ozone

PM-10

235 ug/m"
ppm

<4 >0.12

-

150 ug/m

3

(Sl

1.5 ug/m"

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K.
(4) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix

H.

(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter

OAC 252: I 00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

BOARD
02/25/00
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency lDJ.I.S.t publish
a Notice of Rulemaking lntP.nt in the Register. In addition, an agency ma¥ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.

.·~

For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1216}

·-

-

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 7·. Permits for Minor Sources (AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25, Smoke.
Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapt~r 37.
Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Summary:
·
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primacy (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (ugtm3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 uglm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ug/m3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08 ~ ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxunum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
com~liance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
preVIous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter? will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for
July 15, 1998

Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow those
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which are
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) and
national emissions standards for hazardous airpollutants
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain
an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify
for PBR Each Subchapter containing a PBR for specific
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also: The
proposed revisions to Subchapteis 23 and 24 would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section to
both subcbapters. The PBR will streamline the permitting
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an
individual air quality permit.. Also, a new Appendix L is
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PBR
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
2S would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the
Department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil
fuel-f'lred steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit. catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, the
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix P
requirements those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and sources scheduled for
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for
approval of alternative monitoring requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visible emissions during short-term
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain methods for determining
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 37
and 39are primarilyintended to clarify, simplify and correct
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone and
methylated siloxanes from the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapters
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction of
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
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Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2and 252:100-39-2has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from. the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
·request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
· volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second-substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the ftrSt sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-buming and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUI'HORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:·
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be ·submitted to the
contact person byTuesday,August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998 - 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Room 101, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
COPiES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air QualityDivision office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE I:MPACf STATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 18)

ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the-.,_
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a publL
hearing on June 16, 1998.
··
PERSONS WI1H DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

{OAR Docket #98-1216,· filed 6-25-98]

C

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1217]
ED RULEMAIONG ACTION:
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
rulemaking.

Proposed

and

Ies:

252:100, · Pollution Control: Subchapter 47, Control
ofEmissions om Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

[NEW]
Summary:
A new Sub apter 47 is proposed to establish state -..
standards to con rol emissions from municipal solid waste
·
(MSW)
landfi
that commenced
construction,
modification, or r
nstruction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste aft November 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be include in Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enfo ceable mechanism for implementing
the provisions of the mission Guidelines (EG) for MSW
landfills (40 CFR 6 Subpart Cc).
Subchapter 4 7
incorporates by refere ce sections of the New Source
Performance Standards or MSW landfills ( 40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The pro sed rules would affect privately
and publicly owned MS
landfills that are actively
accepting or are capable of a pting municipal solid waste
as well as those that are close . Landfill gas collection and·
control systems will be req ed for landfills that have
design capacities greater th
or equal to 2.5 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cubic eters and have estimated
emissions of at least 50 megagrams eryear ofnon-methane
organic compounds. The Dep
ent is requesting
comments on this proposed rule.
AUTHORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A .S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
CO:MMENI' PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tue ay, August 18,
prior to the
1998. To be thoroughly considered by st
'tted
to the
hearing, written comments should be. sub
scheduled
contact person byThesday, August 11, 1998.
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_________ Notices of J.<..ulemaking Inter
.Prior to adopti?n and gu?ernatoria!/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency lilUS1 pub
a Not1ce ~f Rulemaktng Intent 1n the Reg1ster. In addition, an agency ~publish a Notice of Rule making Intent in the Register p
to adopt1on of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides at
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtain
For addmonal information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1259]
INfENDED RULE.MAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Subchapter 25.
Smoke.
VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]. ·
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
SUMMARY:

The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per rubic meter (uglm3) and a new 24-hr
PM-25 standard set at 65 ug/m3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ug/m3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondaly
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with anew 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxunum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to

Subchapter? will delete the lower limit of 5 tons peryear 1
Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow tho
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which a
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) aJ
national emissions standards for hazardous air polluta.n
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obta
an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that w
outline the requirements necessary ~or a facility to quali
for PER. Each Subchapter ccintaining a PBR for specif
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. TI
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simpli:
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wren
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section t
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permittin
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate th
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain a
individual air quality permit Also, a new Appendix L i
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PBI
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapte
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement conceminl
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, tht
Department proposes to incorporate by reference tht
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossi
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic crackini
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries a:
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, tht
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix I
requirements those sources already subject to a new 'source
performance standard and sources scheduled fo1
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule take~
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria f01
approval of alternative monitoring requirements
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visible emissions during short-term
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any conserutive 60 minutes, not tc
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain methods for determining
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 37
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correct
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone and
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapters
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction of
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and

) /~ h(i
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reformatting. Two substantive changes arc proposed for
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-Zand 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from. the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) bas been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUfHORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Tuesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 am. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998- 9:30am. briefmg and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEl\fENf:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONfACI' PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24 ), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters37 and 39}. Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oklahoma Register rJolume 15, Number 19)
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made tc.
:,
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a pu-0 .,~·
hearing on June 16, 1998.
AN IDENTICAL NOTICE WAS PUBLISHED IN
Tiffi OKlAHOMA REGIS~R ON JULY 15, 1998.
AFTER PUBLICATION, THE COUNCIL MEETING
LOCATION WAS CHANGED TO 4545 N. LINCOLN
BLVD., BURGUNDY ROOM, OKlAHOMA CITY
OKLAHOMA. NO OTIIER CHANGES WERE
TO TillS NOTICE.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

MADE

[OAR Docket #98-1259;filed 7-9-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1260]
D RULEMAKING ACTION:
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
~T""h-~~rulemaking.

PROPOSED RULES:
252:100.
Subchapter 7. Control of Emissions from Existing
Municipal olid Waste Landfills [NEW]
SUMMARY:
A new Subcha er 47 is proposed to establish state
standards to control missions from municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfills
at commenced construction, ·
modification, or recon
ction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after No ember 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be included in 0 ahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enforceabl mechanism for implementing
the provisions of the Emissi Guidelines (EG) for MSW
landfills (40 CFR 60 Su art Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by reference se ·ons of the New Source
Performance Standards for M W landfills (40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The proposed ru swould affect privately
and publicly owned MSW land
that are actively
accepting or are capable of accepting unicipal solid waste
as well as those that are closed. Lan
gas collection and
control systems will be required for
dfii1s that have
design capacities greater than or equ to 2.5 million
megagrams and 25 million cubic meters an have estimated
emissions ofat least 50 megagrams peryear dfnon-methane
organic compounds. The Department ~ requesting
comments on this proposed rule.
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l'ermanent Final Adoptions
Submitted to House:
September 24, 1998
Submitted to Senate:
September 24, 1998
Gubernatorial approval:
November 2, 1998
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval '.'n March24, 1999 ..
Final adoption:
March 24, 1999

Effective:
June 1,1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACITONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None

ANALYSIS:

252:100-47-14.

[OAR Docket #99-648; filed 4-13-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #~647]
RULEMAKING ACITON:
PERMANENT final adoption ,·
RULES:
Appendix E.
Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
·Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
(REVOKED)
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[NEW]
AUTHORI1Y:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1994, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
July 15, 1998 through August 18, 1998
PubUc bearing:
August 18, 1998; and September 15, 1998
Adoption:
September 15, 1998
Submitted to Governor:
September 24, 1998

May 17,1999

The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the
revised federal national ambient air quality standards for
particulate matter (PM) and ozone announced by EPA in the July
18, 1997, Federal Register. The EPA revised the primary
(health-based) ~M standards by adding a new annual PM-2.5
standards set at 15 micrograms per cubic meter uglm3 and a new
24-brPM-2.5 standardset at 65 uglm3. EPA is retaining the current
annual PM-10 standard of 50 uglm3 and changing the form of the
PM-10 24-br standard. The secondary (welfare-based) standards
are also being adjusted to make them identical to the primary
standards. Also, the previous 1-br primary ozone standard is being
phased out and replaced with a new 8-hr concentration based
standard of 0.08 ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maximum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the previous
secondary standards with a standard identical to the new primary
standard.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
MicheUe Martinez. Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson. P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPfED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1999:

\ 3ls?l
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Permanent Final Adoptions
APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY
STANDARDS · [REVOKED]
.
.
APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS (NEW}
.

-

.

'

'

.

-

Nitrogen
Dioxide
1-hr. max

3-hr. max

8-hr. max
2.4-hr.

max

Calendar
Qtr

Annual

-

I 1l Annual arithmetic mean
121 Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the numeri
· standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
14) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration In a year (averaged over
3 years)
.151 The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year (averaged over
3 years!
161 The standard is attained when the computed 3·hear average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr average does
not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
181 Based on the 3-hr average of annual arithmetic mean PM2.5 concentrations

Oklahoma Register (Volume 16, Number 14)
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Permanent Final Adopti1
APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALI1Y STANDARDS [REVOKED]
APPENDIX F. SECONDARYAMBIENT AIR QUALI1Y STANDARDS [NEW]

Carbon
Monoxida
1-hr. max

Nitrogen
Dioxide

40 mgtm 3
121 35

ppm

3-hr. max

10 mg/m 3
8-hr. max

, 2 ,9

ppm

24-hr.

max

Calendar
Otr
100pg/m3

Annual

,.,0.053ppm

t1) Annual arithmetic mean
{2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
13) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the numerical
standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
14) The form of the standard is based Qn the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM 10 concentration in a year (averaged over
3 years)
{5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year (averaged over
3 years)
16) The standard is attained when the computed 3-hear average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr average does
not exceed 0.08 ppm
17) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
181 Based on the 3-hr average of annual arithmetic mean PM 2. 5 concentrations

[OAR Docket #99-647; filed 4-1 3-99]

May 17, 1999
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of this intended action and the rule impact statement, if
:vailable, will be mailed within three days after publication
o this Notice to all persons who have made a timely request
fa advanced notice of proposed rulemaking proceedings.

· Thesday, December 14, 1999 ~ 9:00 a.m. hearing, at tb1
partment of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 70'
N
Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
eduled before the Environmental Quality Board (th1
. date, · e and location to be determined).
[OAR Docket #99-1403;filed 10-29-99]
Co act Myrna Broce at (405) 702-41TI for exac
location
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
COPmS F PROPOSED RULES:
The pr osed rules are available for review at the Ai
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Quality
D · ion office at 7rJ7 North RObinson, Suite 410C
2. PROCEDURES OF THE
OldahomaCi
,Okiahoma, ~102,andontheDEQwebsitJ
NT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
(www.deq.stat .ok.us), Air Quality Division Curren
QUALITY
Events and Iss s, or copies may be obtained from Mym
Bruce by calling
5) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT 'ATEMENT:
ACIION:
Copies of the . e impact statement may be obtaine,
Notice of pr osed PERMANENT rulemaking ~
from the Air Quali Division.
PROPOSED R
S:
.
CONTAcr PERSO
Subchapter 15. Uniform Permitting Procedures
Please send writt
to Cheryl Bradl~
Part 5. 'Iier Cl sifications [AMENDED]
Department of '~En:· · nmental Quality, Air Qualit
252:2~1540 [
NDED] ;
Division, P.O. Box 16 , Oklahoma City, Oklahom
252:2-15-41
ED] .
Part 7. Review Pr edures and Permitting Tune Lines .: 73101-16TI; (405) 702-41 •
PERSONS WITH DISAB
ED]
..
.
252:2-15-72 [
.Should you desire to atten but have a disability and nee
SUMMARY:
an
accommodation, please n tify the Air Quality Divisio
The Department is oposing _amendments to the air
three
(3) days in advance at ( ) 702-4100.
quality provisions· of
2:2-15, Environmental Permit
Processing Tunes, to mak them consistent with 252:100,
'
[OARDocket#99-139,
ledl0-26-99]
Air Pollution Control Th terms "~or source(s)" and·
major "facility(ies)" wo
be changed to "minor
facility(ies)" and "Part 70 so e(s)", respectively.
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ents on the proposed rule
The· DEQ is r~questing co
changes.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALrrv
AUTHORI'f¥.
CHAPfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTRO:
Environmental Quality Boar 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
[OAR Doclcet #99-13,98]
2-2-101· and 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
RULEMAKING ACTION:
The DEQ requests that busin
entities or any other
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
members of the public affe~ed by_ . ese rules provide the
PROPOSED RULES:·
D::eQ, within the comment period,
dollar amounts if
Subchapter 5~ Registration, Emission Inventory ar
· possible, the irierease in the level ofdir costs such as fees
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
.
'
and tlie indirect costs such as repo · g, recor<;lkeeping,
SubChapter 9. Excess Emission and Malfunctic
equipment, construction, labor, pro sional services,
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
revenue loss, or other costs expected ~
incurred by a
SubChapter 13.
Prohibition of Open Bumb
[AMENDED]
I
particular entity due to compliance with th roposed rules.
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Mr Quality Standar
COMMENT PERIOD:
[REVOKED]
Written comments will be accepted prio to and at the
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standar
hearing on December 14, 1999. 1b · b thoroughly
. considered by staff prior to the hearing, writte comments
Ambient Air Quality Standai
cember 7,
should be submitted to the contact person by
1999. Oral comments may be made at the De mber 14
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standar
1999 hearing and at the Environmental Qual
Board'
[NEW]
hearing (date, time and location to be determined).

r

~ndary
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Notices of Rulemaking. Intent
-,.
The proposed amendments to Appendices E and..
would restore .the primacy and secondaxy ambient ·
The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
quality standards to what they were prior to July 18, 1997.
schedule. The changes should alsp allow the fees to be
The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked
based on the most recent emission data possible. The . and the 1-hour standard of0.12 ppt;n restored. The PM-2.5
standard would be revoked along the revised form of the
proposed rule language also requires an owner or operator
PM-10 standard and replaced with the previous form of the
of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual
expission inventoxy. Substantive changes include requiring
PM-10 standard.
inventories to be submitted one month earlier than
The DEQ is requesting comments on all of these
presently required, allowing fee payers five years after
proposed rule changes.
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
AUTHORITY:
to receive credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
facility owner or operator can challenge the methods used
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calcul~tion
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
purposes.
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
The proposed changes· to Subchapter .9 include
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
correction of typographical and grammatical errors and
possible, the increase in the level ofdirect costs such as fees,
deletion of re4undant language. Also, : the. ·rule was
and the indirect costs s~~ as reporting, recordkeeping,
simplified and clarified according to ·the agency-wide
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
re:.right/de-wronginitiative" Substantive changes to the rule
revenue loss, or other cpsts ~ected to be incurred by a
include establishing a time limit on excess emissions caused
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
by properly reported malfunction, startup/shutdowns, and
COMMENT PERIOD:
.
maintenance procedures. The burden of proving that
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
excess emissions occurring more than eight ho~ or 15
hearing on December 14, 1999. 'lb be thorough.-..,
percent of the process's operation time in a 3-month period
considered by staff prior to the hearing, written commer
· are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shutdowns or
should be submitted to the contact person by December . ..
maintenance procedures rather than negligent, marginal, or
1999. Oral comments may be made at the December 14,
improper operation is on the owner or operator. of the
1999 hearing and at the Environmental Quality Board
process. Language was added to explain that compliance
hearing (date, time and location t'? be determined).
with this Subchapter will. not exempt sources . from
PUBUC HEARINGS:
complying with any applicable federal requirement, and
'1\.iesday, December 14, 1999 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
.additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions,
Department of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
maintenance, and startup/shutdowns were added under
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
proposed section 252:100-9-32, Demonstration of cause.
Sclieduled before the Environmental Quality Board (the
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
date, time and location to be determined).
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
location.
·
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for .
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
'· ·· allowed open burning into a new section. A few substantive
The proposed rules are available for revi~ at the Air
changes were made, such as adding definitions for
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
· "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
.. ·with a section on disaster relief procedures. In some
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
. · ·; instances,· the requirement to notify the DEQ or other
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
·· ·appropriate official for authorization to burnwas added. 1n
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
,
addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements . were
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
I
moved to a new section. The rule is proposed to be
· amended to require owners or operators to registex: with
Copies of the rule unpact statement may be obtained
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner _or operator
from the Air Quality Division.
·anticipates operating an open-pit incinerator in the same pit
CONTACf PERSON:
-.
for more than 30 days in a 365-day period, they would be
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttr<
required to obtain a permit and pay the required permit fee.
(252:100-5, 252:100-9 and 252:100-13) and Micht
Also, the rule would only allow material from a land clearing
Martinez (Appendices E. and F), Department o~
operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box

SUMMARY:

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapters 5, 9, and 13 were brought to public hearing
on October 19, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1398;filed 10-26-99]

c

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
R 615. INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER
SYSTEMS [REVOKED] .
[OAR Docket #99-1399]

RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement is available from the contact
p rson.
C NTACT PERSON:
ellie Chard, Water Quality Division, Department of
En onmental Quality, 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City;
P.O. ox 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73101-1677
(phon : (405) 702-8100)
PERS NS WITH DISABlLITIES:
Sho you desire to attendbut have a disability and need
an acco
odation, please notify the contact person three
(3) days in advance.

Docket #99-1399;filed 10-26-99]

252. DEPARTMENT OF
E
ONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAFfER 61 • lfiDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER
[NEW]
...STEMS
' ....
Docket #99-1400]

Industrial

Wastewater

S~tems

This rule
· g action revokes Chapter 615 ofTitle 252
of the Oklah a Administrative Code, Industrial
• The revocation of Chapter 615,
Industrial Waste ter Systems is part of the agency's
re-right/de-wrong p ocess. This chapter is being replaced
by a new chapter, lAC 252:616, Industrial Wastewater
Systems.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quali Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101, 2-2-201, 2-6-402, d 2-6-501
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments may e submitted to the contact
person listed below from No mber 15 through December
7, 1999. Oral and written co
ents will be accepted by the
Water Quality Management dviso:ry Council at its
. December 7, 1999, meeting.
o scheduled before the
· Environmental Quality Board (th date, time and location
to be determined).
PUBUC HEARING:
Before the Water Quality M agement Advisory
Council at its December 7, 1999, meetin at 1:00 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose room of the Department f EnVironmental
Quality, located at 7(!] N. Robinson, klahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
(the date, time and location to be determined).
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be obtained from the
con tact person.

RULEMAKINGA
ON:
Notice of proposed ERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Wastewater Systems [NEW]
Chapter 616. Indus
SUMMARY:
This rulemaking acti n is part of the agency's
re-right/de-wrong process. hanges were made to simplify
and clarify requirements, re ave unenforceable language
and add requirements for Ian application associated with
industrial wastewater systems om a separate chapter to
provide a consolidated sourc for industrial wastewater
changes, Chapter 615 is
system requirements. Due to
being revoked and replaced with hapter 616.
AUI'HO:Rl're
Environmental Quality Board; A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101,2-2-201, 2-~. and 2-6-5 .
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business en ·es affected by this
· rule provide the DEQ, within the comme t period, in dollar
amounts if possible, the increase in the le el of direct ~osts
such as fees, and the indirect costs .su
as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
co~tru "on,
labor,
professional services, revenue·Ioss, or otper sts expected
to be incurred by a particular entity due to co liance with
the proposed rule.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments may be submitted to th contact
person listed below from November 15 through D ember
7, 1999. Oral and written comments will be accepte by the
Water Quality Management Advisory Council at its
December 7, 1999, meeting. Also scheduled before the

\~~~~

j.

Notices of Rulemaking Intent

Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
Q ity, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, klahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDI
NAL INFORMATION:
On D · ember 14, 1999, the Air Quality Council
recommende the proposed amendments to Subchapters 5
and 13 be reco
ended for adoption by the Environmental
Quality Board at t ir meeting on February 25, 2000.
PERSONS WITH D
ILITIES:
Should you desire to a end but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please otify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at ( ~02-4100.
[OAR Docket #99-1638;filed 12-30-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1639]

----

RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
and
PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
'Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[NEW]
.
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[NEW]
.
SUMMARY:

·The proposed amendments to Appendices E and F
would restore the primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they were prior to July 18, 1997.
The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked
and the 1-hour standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5
standard would be revoked along with the revised form of
the PM-10 standard and replaced with the previous form of
the PM-10 standard.
AUTHORil'Y:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, Section 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air
Act Section 2-5-101, et. seq.
·
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
~EQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, theincrease in the level ofdirect costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
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revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The comment period for the proposed amendments to
Appendices E and F was November 15 through December
14, 1999.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Previously held before the Air Quality Council on
December 14, 1999. However, additional oral comments
may be made at the meeting of the Environmental Quality
Board, Friday, February 25, 2000 - 9:30 a.m., at the
Department of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for additional
informatio~
·
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies m.ay be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-41]7.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; {405) 702-4100.
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
On December 14, 1999, the Air Quality Council
recommended the proposed amendments to Appendices E
and F be recommended for adoption by the Environmental
Quality Board at their meeting on February 25, 2000.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance. at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #99-1639;filed 12-30-99]

TITLE 265. STATE FIRE MARSHAL
COMMISSION
ER 25. ADOPTED NATIONAL
CODES AND STANDARDS
ON:
Notice of propose ERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULE:
265:25-1-3. Incorporate ational Codes and Standards
[AMENDED]

January 18, 2000

Permanent Final Adoptions

fO.AR Docket #00-854; filed 5-4-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-859]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption

\~l

\

-,

-'}{;~

Permanent Final Adoptions
RULES:
Appendix E.

~
/

v

revised form ofthe PM-10 standard and replaced with the previous - .
form of the PM-10 standard.
.
'
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS . ,
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACf PERSON:
.....
Michelle Martinez, Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 16n, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100

.
.
.
Primary Amb1ent Air Quality Standards

[REVOKED]
.
.
.
Appendix E. Primary Amb1ent Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards

[NEW]
AUI'HORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties; 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, §§ 2-2-101, 2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
.
Comment period:
November 15, 1999 through l)ecember 14, 1999
Publlc hearing:
D~mber 14, 1999
February 25, 2000
Adoption:
February 25, 2000
Submitted to Governor:

PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINAU.Y
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 12,. 2000.

March 3, 2000
Submitted to House:
March 3, 2000
Submitted to Senate:
March 3, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:
Apri110, 2000
.·
Legislatl?e approYal:
Failure of the Legislature tCl disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on Apnl28, 2000
· Final adoption:
April 28, 2000

Effective:
June 12, 2000
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
Superseded rules:
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
.
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [1':lEW]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
·~W]
.
.
Gubernatorial approVJl:
Apn110, 2000
Register pubUcatlon:
17 Ok Reg 1471
Docket number:
00-814
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:

n/a
ANALYSIS:
The propoSed amendments to Appendices E and F would
restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards to
what they were prior to June 1, 1999. These revisions will allow the
state standards to remain consistent with recently reinstated
federal standards. New federal air quality standards were
overturned by federal court decision. The 8-hour ozone standard
of0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm
restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be revoked along with the

.~,)~0"0""0
.lrtn~a 1

?nnn

1

on,
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APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALTIY STANDARDS [REVOKED]
APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

/

.

..

. ...
. :.·. ···:· :\·-.
: .-~~ ":.. -~. ·,. ;
.

1-hr, max

. ~~r~:~,pn
.;I'Aorio~lde

PM-10
:.

~

.....
•. -.

. Nitr~9~~
Ozone

.>

..P!9~lde ,,: ,

Lead

~·!

:> ·. 4~ oi~/ni 3
:_·· ~~~5 ppm
.

~

235 ug/m 3
1• 10.12 ppm

..

·:·"10 mg/m3
8-hr. max

1219

:- ~ss usl~3

,I

24-hr. max

..

: ~ 21 0.1.4.ppm ·
4

•

•

Calendar Qtr.

~.::

.,

..

~

••

150 ug/m3

:·

!!I! 1.5 ug/m

. .

~·.ao ~~).~~:
Annual

11 j

ppm

0.0;30 pPrT)

100 ug/m3
1, 1 0.053 ppm

3

131

3

50 ugfm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard Is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration Is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K.
(4) The standard Is attained when the expected number of days per calendar y~ar wittimaximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appen.dlx H.
(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter

\ &9Lf-

Permanent Final Adoptions
APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]
APPENDIX E SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

PM-10

1-hr-. max

•.t;~:w,~·Y·
=·

3-hr. max

d~o GJ)n:,~ ·.
J

.·

8-hr. max

,·

••

'

~- .::! '·

..

'.

··..<2> .ppm .

(~

-~;:r-~7;~

•• .;><.:·:·...

150 ug/m3

i4-hr. max

235 ug/m 3
1..10.12 ppm

,:~f~A~;~,

••

I:

. ~~ ,.~"':)_·{
......
. . ..... . .

.

Lead

~-'

, ·--~O.mg~m .
:·. · t21 3,~ ppm
... ;·r;:L:~;.... ~

· (2;<:J.S.ppni ./.
..

Ozona

::·:~-~- -.-~. :':.? ··>

. ;·.

.~: ..~-~.:~~ ~: ~
...a . . . .
. .~-:·:,_ .: .~
.. , ..

..

:'•

Calendar Qtr.

.:

·

<•> 1.5 ug/m 3

...
. ·.

. . .·
Annual

~·

. ·. ~ .

<3! so ug/m 3

100 i.lgim3

1,,.o.os3 ppm

-~·.

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than one& per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is'equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The standard Is attained when the expected number or days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equarto or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix H.
(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
··
··· ·

...

[OAR Docket #00-859; filed 5-4-00]
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BRIEFING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 9:30A.M.
4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

.

1.

Call to Order

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities

Chairman
Dyke

PUBLIC HEARINGS
3.

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste landfills that commenced construction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed State 111(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts·B and
Cc) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required.

5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
Buttram
Proposed revisions wilr delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public

7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for appro'{al of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for detennining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by Council/Public
8.

Mainord
. OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins-{AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de7wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

10.

Sheedy
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal wouid simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALTIY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 1:00 P.M.

4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEYARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

..

-

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of June 16,1998 Minutes
Resolutions -Bill Fishback- Marilyn Andrews

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

PUBLIC HEARJNGS

~'

5.

OAC 252:100-4.7 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste.landft~ls that commenced construction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted wa.Ste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State_l.ll(dJ Plan provi~e the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed Stat~ lll(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emtsston
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts Band
Cc) require that a public !J.earing be hel~ t~·receive comments.from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
·
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required. · ·-

7.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED}
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

9.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

11.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain ElevatorS [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

12.

OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
,
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

13.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED}
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

..

14.

15.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours
· Possible action by Council
Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 129111 East Tulsa OK

Chairman

Chairman

.,

'·

.... - }.

.

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4 tOO.

July 24, 1998

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David R. Dyke, Interim~ector
Air Quality Division~~

RE:

.

Proposed modifications to 252:100, Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air
Quality Standards, and Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality
Standards

On July 17, 1997, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced new standards
for particulate matter (PM) and ozone under the national ambient air quality standards
(NAAQS). The Air Quality Division is proposing the following revisions .to Appendices
E and F to mirror the new federal NAAQS.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards by adding a new annual PM2.5 standard set at 15 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3 ) and a new 24-hr PM-2.5
standard set at 65 ug/m3 • EPA is retaining the current annual PM-10 standards of 50
ug/m3 and changing the form of the PM-10 24-hour standard. The secondary (welfarebased) standards are also being adjusted to make them identical to the primary standards.
EPA believes that the PM-2.5 and the PM-10 standards, combined with the federal
regional haze program, will provide protection against the major PM-related welfare
effects, including visibility impairment, soiling and materials damage.
The previous 1-hour primary ozone standard is being phased out and replaced with a new
8-hour standar~ to protect against longer exposure periods. The new 8-hour standard is
set at 0.08 ppm. The 3-year average of the annual 4th-highest daily maximum 8-hour
ozone concentrations is used to determine compliance with the standard. EPA also
replaced the previous secondary standards with a standard identical to the new primary
standard. The 0.12 ppm 1-hour standards will not be revoked in a given area until that
area has achieved 3 consecutive years of air quality data meeting the 1-hour standard.
Oklahoma has demonstrated compliance with the 1-hour standard and EPA has revoked
the 1-hour standard for Oklahoma. This is not the case for some metropolitan areas like
Dallas, Los Angeles or Houston, where the 1-hour standard remains in effect.
The revised standards were adopted over a year ago. They were controversial when
issued, but they have survived a great deal of public debate and legislative scrutiny.
Congress didn't veto them and they are now in effect. In order for Oklahoma to maintain
an approved State Implementation Plan (SIP), DEQ must incorporate the new revised

standards into our rules. If Oklahoma fails to do so then the State's approved air quality
program could be jeopardized.
Enclosed are a copy of the draft revisions to Appendices E and F, the Rule Impact
Statement, and EPA fact sheets on the revised standards for your review. The AQD plans
to take Appendices E and F to public hearing on August 18, 1998. Staff will suggest the
proposed revisions to Appendices E and F be recommended to the Board for permanent
approval.
Enclosures: 4

..

.-..,-

APPENDIX E.

PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

[REVOKED]

.~

Primary
Standards

Annual

Sulfur
(Sulfur
Dioxide)

(1)
80 ug/m3

PM-10
SO

.

1 Hour
Max.

(3)
ug/m3
(2)

Photochemical
Oxidants

(5)
235 ug/m3
(0 .12 ppm}

Non-methane
Hydrocarbons

24 Hour
Max.

c:ai..en::ar
Q.larter

150 ug/m1
40 mg/m1

Lead

8 Hour
Max.

(2)
365 ug/m3
(O .14 ppm)

Carbon
Monoxide

Nitrogen
Oxides
(Nitrogen
Dioxide)

3 Hour
Max.

l.O

(2)
mg/m3

(2) (4) (6)
160 ug/m3
(0. 24 ppm}
(1)
ug/m3
(0.05 ppm)

l.OO

(7}
1.5 ug/m3

(1) Annual arithmetic mean.
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year.
(3) The standard is a~tained when the expected arithmetic mean
concentration is equal to or less than the numerical standard as
determined by Appendix K Part SO CFR 40.
(4) Measured between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.
(S) The standard is attained when the expected number of days
per calendar year with maximum hourly average concentrations
above 0.12 parts per million is equal to or less than 1, as
determined by Appendix H for Part SO of Chapter I, CFR 40.
(6) Guide only value to EPA, to be used in planning, not a
Federal standard.
(7) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter.

APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEWJ

PM-10

VOCs

1-hr. max

0.24 ppm

3-hr. max

(2)(8)(9)

..
max

(41

3

150 ug/m

Calendar
Qtr.

Annual

(3J

3

50 ug/m

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than
the numerical standard as detennined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The fonn of the standard i~ based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
{5) The fonn of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
{averaged over 3 years)
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8hr average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Measured between 6 am and 9 am
(9) EPA guidance value, only to be used in planning, not a federal standard

DRAFT

APPENDIX F.

'-

Secondary
Standards

SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]
1 Hour
Max.

Annual

Sulfur
Oxides
(Sulfur
Dioxide)
PM-10

Chle:xl3r
Q.Jarter

3

Photochemical
Oxidants
(Ozone)

(2)

(2)

40 mg/m3
(35 ppm)

10 mg/m3
(9 ppm)

(5)

235 ug/m1
(0 .12 ppm)

Non-methane
Hydrocarbons

Lead

24 Hour
Max.

150 ug/m3

(3)

Carbon
Monoxide

Nitrogen
Oxides
(Nitrogen
Dioxide)

8 Hour
Max.

1300
ug/m3
(O. 5 ppm)

so ug/m

..

3 Hour
Max.

(2) (4) (6)

160 ug/m3
(0. 24 ppm)

(1)
100 ug/m3
(0. OS ppm)
(7)
1.5 u;:¢t?

(1) Annual arithmetic mean.
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year.
(3)
The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean
concentration is equal to or less than the numerical standard as
determined by Appendix K Part SO CFR 40.
(4) Measured between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.
(S) The standard is attained when the expected number of days
per calendar year with maximum hourly average concentrations
above 0.12 parts per million is equal to or less than 1, as
determined by Appendix H for Part SO of Chapter I, CFR 40.
(6)
Guide only value to EPA, to be used in planning, not a
Federal standard.
(7) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter.

APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

PM-10

VOCs

0.24 ppm
(2)(8)(9)

..
<41

1~0 ug/m

3

3

<31 50 ug/m

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than
the numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
·
(5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8hr average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Measured between 6 am and 9 am
(9) EPA guidance value, only to be used in planning, not a federal standard

DRAFT
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 1998
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter

Staff Present ·
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffinan
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Becky Mainord
Joyce Sheedy
Eddie Terrill
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for August 18, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
ofthe meeting room and also at the DEQ Tower.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye. Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained amotion to approve the Minutes ofthe June 16,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell
-aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

~.

[NEW}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley to give staff recommendations on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that the rule was first
considered by the Council on June 16, 1998 at which time the hearing was continued because
EPA was in the process of amending the federal standards that are the basis for the draft rule.
These amendments became effective August 17, 1998. Ms. Bradley stated that staff had made
the revisions consistent with the amended federal regulations and addressed all comments
received.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption of this rule as
emergency and permanent to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 15, 1998
meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, ,Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley for staff position regarding this State Plan. Ms. Bradley pointed out the criteria for
approval of a state plan and advised that Oklahoma's mechanism to implement this Plan is
OAC252:100-47. Ms. Bradley related that although no Council action was necessary, the staff
requests to hear comments from the Council members and the public regarding the State Plan.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who stated that the revisions to these appendices would be identical to the revised
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and ozone
2

announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997 Federal Register. Ms. Martinez pointed out that
according to the Secretary of State's Rules on Rulemaking, an appendix cannot be amended;
therefore, staff recommended that Council vote to revoke the old appendices and pass the new
appendices as permanent.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board as a permanent rule at its September 15, 1998 meeting. Mr.
Kilpatrick moved that Council revoke the existing rule and replace them with the new rules as
presented. Second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out revisions made to date
and advised that staff was recommending that the comment period be left open until August 24
after :wliich staff would revise the rule based upon co~ents received from Council and public;
and would bring again to the Council's October 20 m~ting.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule' to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made ;
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Gro_:.;z- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convenec;l the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised that the· rule was presented to
Council's June 16 meeting where changes to simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfill an EPA
State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring
(CEM) were proposed. Ms. Buttram advised that comments received have been addressed and
incorporated into the current draft rule. Following discussion with new comments, staff
3

recommended that the hearing be continued on this rule to the October 20 meeting to allow time
for further comments.

~

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to continue the hearing. Mr. Wilson made the motion and Ms.
Slagell made the second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Becky
Mainord who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out the changes made and stated that it was staff's recommendation to continue the
hearing until Council's next meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Dr. Grosz made
that motion with second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call ~_follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act. and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
· Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that revisions were made to simplify the language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative, the addition of a Permit By Rule section, and to add a new
Appendix L which would include PM 10 emission factors for the Permit By Rule. Ms. Martinez
pointed out that comments had been received and considered, and that staff's recommendation
was to continue the hearing to the next meeting.
After discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October
20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call
4

as follows: Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell -aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]'
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the revisions are part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and
respond to industry requests to exempt acetone, perchloroethylene, and methylated siloxanes
from being considered VOCs. She advised that staff held a workshop on July 7 requesting
public input. and comments. She said there are numerous changes to be made in language, format
and with the three substantive changes, staff recommended that the rule be continued to the next
meeting.

-

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Mr. Branecky made motion with second
made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Mr: Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that there were numerous revisions as part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong
"initiative and also five substantive changes to be considered; therefore, staff would recommend
that the hearing be continued.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October 20 meeting. Dr.
Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

-

NEW BUSINESS -None
5

ADJOURNMENT

With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being October 20, 1998 at Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium,
5051 South 129th East, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R D ~SISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and TitleOAC 252:100
Subchaptersor Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]

On AUGUST 20, 1998
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

_x_

..

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]

'\

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.

-

This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

Date signed: _...,8--=2=0-.....:::9'-><8_ _ __

Chair or Designee

-

VOTING TO APPROVE:
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell
William Breisch

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:
Larry Canter

AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

HEARING/MEETING

• 9:00A.M.
Tuesday, December 14, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
· 707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City ·Oklahoma
1.

2.

-

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna B~ce.

3.

CY 2000 Meeting Schedule A. Discussion by Council
B. RoD call vote

4.

Resolution for Meribeth Slagell

5.

Approval ofMinutes of the October 19, 1999 Regular Meeting

6.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A. OAC 252:100 Appendices E and F (AMENDED]
ApPendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards. [NEW]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKEDJ
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Proposal would restore the primary and secondmy ambient air quality standards for ozone and particulate matter to
what· they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour
standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be revoked along with the revised fon;n of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form ofthe PM-10 standard
1.
Presentation - Michelle Martinez
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
B. OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Embsion Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Proposal is designed· to allow the Agency to bill annual opg:Jtin.g fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; to require an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
emissions on their annual emission inventory; to require inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required; to allow fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and to reduce the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the facility
owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
11
C. OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
·. Proposal would simplifY the language under the agency-wide re-rightlde-wrong initiative, including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion ofredundant language. Substantive changes include establishing
a time limit on .excess emissions caused by properly reported malfunctions, startup/shutdowns, and m$tenance
procedures. The burden o! proving that excess emissions occurring more than eight hours or 1.5 percent of the
process's operation time in a 3-month period are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shutdowns or maintenance
procedures rather than negligent, marginal, or improper operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
Language was added to ~xplain that compliance with this Subchapter will not exempt sources from complying with
any applicable federal requirement; and additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions, maintenance, and
startup/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:100-9-3.2, Demonstration ofcause.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram

2.
3.
4.

Questions and discussion by Council I Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D. OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED}
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Subst~tive changes would
add defmitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation" along with a section on disaster relief
procedures. In some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for authorization to·
burn was added. In addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements were expanded and moved to a new section. Also
the rule would only allow material from a land clearing operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E. OAC 252:100- 23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED}
1.
Presentation -Max Price
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Coup.cil I Public
3.
Possible action ~y Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-23-3(a) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be revoked
effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
F. OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED}
1.
Presentation -Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
. ~4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-24-3(a)(1) and (2) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be •
revoked effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100.:.19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
G. OAC 252:2-15 Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]
The proposal would change the terms used in 252:2-15-40,41 and 72 to be consistent with those used in 252:100, Air
Pollution Control. The terms "minor source(s)" and "major facility(ies)"would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source(s)", respectively.!. Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
7.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

8.

New Business matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the time
of posting the agenda.

9.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: To Be Announced
Place: DEQ Multi-Purpose Room - OKC

Any

I I

* Council decided at its October 19 meeting to begin at 9:00 a.m. due to the number of agenda items.
Lunch Break, if necessary
Shouldyou desire to attend but htWe a dl3abillty and need an accommodation,
please nodh our Depannumt three dajs In advance at (405) 710-4100.

December 1, 1999 ·

.-·--

.. ,.
•.-

>

MEMORANDUM

,
1
Eddie Terrill, Director(;
Air Quality Council

TO:
FROM:

Air Quality Division
SUBJECT:

NAAQS: Appendices E & F

On July 18, 1997, the EPA announced new national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for
particulate matter (PM) and ozone. The EPA revised the primary PM standards by adding a new
annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15 ug/m3 and a new 24-hr PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ug/m3. EPA
retained the annual PM-1 0 standard of 50 ug/m3 and changed the form of the PM-1 0 24-hr
standard. Also, EPA decided to phase out the previous 1-hr primary ozone standard and replace it
with a new 8-hr standard of0.08 ppm to protect against longer exposure periods. Oklahoma had
demonstrated compliance with the 1-hr standard, so EPA revoked the 1-hr standard for the entire
state. The secondary standards were also adjusted to make them identical to the new and revised
primary standards.
Th_~ Environmental Quality Board approved adoption of new Appendices E and F containing the
new standards on September 15, 1998. The new standards for ozone and PM became effective on
June 1, 1999.

-

A recent court decision has called the new revised standards into question. In a response to
challenges filed by industry and others, a 3-judge panel ofthe United States Court ofAppeals for
the District of Columbia issued a split decision on May 14, 1999. The Court held that the Clean
Air Act, as applied in setting the new NAAQS for ozone and PM, is unconstitutional because it
was an improper delegation of legislative authority to the EPA. Specifically, the Court's
decision:
•
•
•

Remanded but did not vacate the 8-hr ozone standard, holding that it "cannot be enforced."
Remanded but did not vacate the PM-2.5 standards.
Remanded and vacated the revised form ofthe PM-1 0 standards.

The Court ofAppeals recently announced that it will not reconsider the panel's decision.
Appendices E and F will be brought to public hearing on December 14, 1999. Staff will propose
that the ozone and particulate matter standards be restored to what they were prior to June 1,
1999. The 8-hr ozone standard would be revoked and the 1-hr standard restored. The PM-2.5
standard would be revoked along with the revised form of the PM-I 0 standard and replaced with
the previous form of the PM-10 standard. Staff will suggest that the proposed Appendices E and
F be recommended for permanent adoption by the Board.

Enclosures: 5
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APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]

··:;--.

Sulfur ·
PM-10

Carbon
Monoxide ·. .
40 mg/m

3

ozo·ne
...... .
~.-

Nitrogen
Dioxide

>: __ ,; .· ·.

12> 35 ppm

..

3-hr.

,__·

max
10 mg/m

8-hr.

:

max

<2> 9 ppm

3

.'''t

:

'

1a,: 9.A8 ppm
:1'''

24-hr.

max
··.-.

Calendar
Qtr.

100 ug/m

Annual

3

!1> 0.053 ppm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2} Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM 10 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr
average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Based on the 3-yr average of annual arithmetic mean PM-2.5 concentrations

APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

Lead

Ozone

PM-10

3

235 ug/m
<4>0.12 ppm

1-hr. max

8-hr. max

24-hr. max

150 ug/m

3

,/

(s> 1.5 ug/m

3

....

Annual

(3l

50 ug/m

3

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K.
(4) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix H.
(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter

~·.
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APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]

;,.

Nitrogen
Dioxide

PM-10

... . :.
~

< ';

"

.. ,,, ' .....,.. .. . ..,.., ·: .

,:il~~~~~ :i'

40 mg/m 3
<2> 35

ppm

10 mg/m 3
(2J

24-hr.
max

<4 > 150

·

9 ppm

3

ug/m

.

Calendar
Qtr.
100 ug/m 3

Annual

<3 > 50

ug/m

3

<1> 0.053

ppm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3} The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr
average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Based on the 3-yr average of annual arithmetic mean PM-2.5 concentrations
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APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

·.., · Carbon ._,. . . .
· . . ~~~;~~i~·e_ •.·.·.

:.· ·' · Sulfur ··:····

:•·.l:i'ib~i~~·: · ·.

PM-10

><· Nitrogen ....
235 ug/m

1-hr. max

.,.2··:;t.>iij~ide·.

Ozone

<4 >0.12

·'· ·

Lead

3

ppm

3-hr. max

8-hr. max

,I

24-hr. max

150 ug/m

3

Calendar Qtr.

Annual

(SJ

13l 50 ug/m

1.5 ug/m

3

3

{1) Annual arithmetic mean
{2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
{3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K.
{4) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix H.
{5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter ·
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MINUTES
AIR QUAUrY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 14, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
MultiPwpose Room - 707 North Robinson, OKC
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Joel Wilson
-David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
RayBishop Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Guests Present
••see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price
Larry Trent
Myrna Bruce

.,

·.

.'\ ·:.

Notice of Public Meeting for December 14, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. Agendas were posted at
the entrance doors.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was takenas follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye;
Dr. Grosz~ aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Dr. Canter, Ms. Myers, and Mr. Kilpatrick ~d not
attend. Mr. Breisch and Mr. Terrill presented Meribeth Slagell a Resolution from the
Council and Certificate of Appreciation from Mr. Coleman and thanked her for her years of
dedicated service on the Council. Mr. Breisch introduced new Council member, Rick
Treeman, who was appointed by the Governor to replace the_ position vacated by Mrs.
Slagell.
·
·
Approval of Minutes ~ Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 24, 1999 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson
- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr~ Treeman - aye; Mr. FalJon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
·
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule • Staff suggested the following Year 2000 meeting dates:
Wednesday, February 16 at Tulsa
Wednesday, April19 at Lawton
Wednesday, June 14 at Tulsa
Wednesday, August 16 at Ponca City
Wednesday, October 18 at Oklahoma City
Wednesday. December 14 at Oklahoma City

l .•
J '--I

ll.._
Il )

Motion to accept the schedule was made by Mr. Fallon with second by Mr. Branecky with
following vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye

Protocol Statement ~ As protocol officer, Mr.· Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
PUBLIC HEARING
.
OAC 252:100- Appendices E & F
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED
Ms. Michelle Martinez made the staff presentation stating that the proposed amendments to
Appendices E and F would restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards
for ozone to what they were prior to June 1, 1999. She advised that the 8-hour ozone
standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.1~'ppm restored; and
that the PM-2.5 standards would be revoked along with the revised.fqQII of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 standard.
Ms. Martinez entered into the record a fax received from EPA Region 6 dated December 10,
1999 which stated that updating these appendices w~ timely and appropriate. Ms. Martinez
·then asked that Council recommend proposed Appendices E and F to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent adoption.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule for adoption.
Mr. Branecky made motion to recommend to the Board for permanent/emergency adoption.
Second was made by Mr. Fallon.,. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram presented the staff presentation and advised that the proposed changes
to Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency the ability to bill annual operating fees on
a flexible schedule, and that these changes would also allow the fees to be based on the most
recent emission data possible. Ms. Buttram pointed out that the proposed rule clarified that
an owner or operator of .a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. She stated that substantive changes included the requirement that all
inventories be submitted prior to. March 1, and the Agency would provide up to a 30-day
extension upon request. Council made a recommendation that the language be changed to
allow an additional 30-day extension for good cause shown. Also, the rule will allow fee
payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive

credit for such overpayment. Also, new language was proposed to reduce to six months after
inventories are due or submitted, the period of time in which either the facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can challenge the methods used to calculate the
facility's emissions for "fee calculation purposes."
....

Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Central and Southwest Services
and she entered them into the record. She stated that it was staffs recommendation that
Council forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent
rule.
Following comments from Council members and the audience, changes were made in the
wording and Mr. Wilson made a motion to ·forward this rule, with changes, · to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption. Second was made by Mr. Branecky. The roll
call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon·- aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official pa~. of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

. :.

,':

·"' ·:.

Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to make the staff recommendation for this rule. She
stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and
grammatical errors and deletion of redundant language; and that the·rule was simplified and
clarified according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Substantive changes include the addition of new definitions and the addition of a new
subsection for certification of the information submitted.
Also, language was .added under 100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause, which states excess
emissions caused by malfunction and maintenance, start-up/shutdown, can be exempt from
· compliance which air emission limitations established in permits, rules, orders of the DEQ if
the owner/operator properly complies with the requirements in 252:100-9-3.1 and 252:1009-3.2, respectively; and meets the demonstrations listed in those subsections. Then
additional subsections added to 100-9-3.3 were discussed.
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and from Central
and Southwest Services and entered them into the record.. She stated that staff suggested that
the rule be recommended for adoption by the Environmental Quality Boaid.
After much discussion with staff, Council, and audience members, Mr. Breisch called for a
motion. Mr. Fallon made motion to continue this rule to the next' regular meeting. Mr.
Branecky made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-13
Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to give the staff recommendation concerning this rule.
She stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the
Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She added that such
changes included consolidating the general conditions and requirements for allowed open
burning into a new section. She pointed out that a few substantive changes were made such
as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "landclearirtg operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures; and that in some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or
other appropriate official for authorization to burn was added. Ms. Buttram stated that new
language was added under "land management and land clearing operations" requiring those
who clear land in areas that are or have been designated nonattainlh~nt to bum their
vegetation in . open-pit incinerators. She stated that existing la.Qguage on open-pit
incinerators was expanded it would now prohibit accepting any material owned by other
persons and from transporting any material. to be burned to the property where the open-pit
incinerator is located. She advised that it was staffs recommendation that Council forward
this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent rule.
·· . _.,:-.:

Ms. Buttram entered written comments from Central and Southwest Services into the record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, changes were made in the wording after
which Mr. Breisch entertained motion to accept the changes made and forward the rule to
the Board for adoption as a permanent rule. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price who advised Council that the proposed changes to
100-23-3 and 100-24-3, would substitute references to 252:100-19-12 for references to
Subchapter 27. He added that these revisions were necessary because the substantive
requirements of Subchapter 27 would be moved to 100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 would be
revoked in June of 2000. He added that the references to Subchapter 27 would become
meaningless unless they are replaced by references to 100-19-12. Mr. Price stated that it was
staffs recommendation that Council refer these rules to the Environmental Quality Board for
emergency adoption effective June 1, 2000.

Mr. Breisch stated that these two rules would be voted on separately and called for a motion
on Subchapter 23. Mr. Wilson made the motion to fotward to the Board as recommended

by staff. The second made by Mr. Branecky. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

!'::.

Mr. Breisch then called for the same motion for Subchapter 24. Mr. Branecky made the .
motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
.
OAC 252:2-15
Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated ·that the proposed amendments to .

-

Sections 40, 41, and 72 would make them consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control;
and that the references to "minor source(s)" and "major facility(ies)" would be changed to
"minor facility(ies)" and Part 70 source(s)", respectively. She added tha~ changes were also
made at the Council meeting to section 2-15-72(1)(A) such. that the Flhrase "and part 70
sources" was added along with changing the number of days from 540 to·-365. Ms. Bradley
stated that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and she entered them into the
record. Following discussion Ms. Bradley advised that it was staffs recommendation that
Council refer this rule to the Board for permanent adoption of the proposed amendments.
Mr. Breisch called for a motion. Mr. Branecky made motion to accept the changes as stated
and forward the rule to the Board for adoption. Mr. Fallon made the second. The roll call
vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT - Mr. Terrill advised that he and Mr. Dyke would be
attending a meeting with Central States Air Resources Board (CenSARA) to discuss, among
other things, the status of the Regional Planning Body activities. He stated that he would
like to take a few minutes at the next regular meeting for an update on these activities.

NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be February 16,.2000 at 9:00 a.m. in the
Auditorium at OSU-Tulsa (formerly UCAT).

NOTE: The sign~in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council
·,~

David R. Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKINGRECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTALQUALITYBOARD

IdentificationofProposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and TitleOAC 252:100
Subchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
Appendices E and F
On December 14. 1999
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-20 1), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

_x_

"'·

pennartent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because oftime; and/or
special reason:
·
]

Thi$ Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and detennined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be. done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

,_,""'-£-~7'd"---".
"-""'""""'"""'dK"""-:L"'"--''--- Date signed:

~fi;e

. VOTING TO APPROVE:

December 14, 1999

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Bill Breisch
ABSTAINING:

-

ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMf\ ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

1.

DRAFT

9:30am., Tuesday, September 15, 1998
Northwestern Oklahoma State University
Student Center, Ranger Room
709 Oklahoma Boulevard
Alva, Oklahoma

Call to Order - Herschel Roberts
•

•

I

• • •

.
,

2.

Roll Call- Lynda Fin~h

3.

Approval ofMinutes ofthe June 9, 1998 Regular Meeting
.
.
OAC 252:200 and 205 Hazardous Waste Management Rules:
This proposal primarily involves the revocation of current chapter 200 and its replacement with
new chapter 205. This rewrite of the state hazardous waste management rules- is part of the
DEQ's effort to .simplify and streamline its rules. The rewrite is not intended to change the
requirements of the rules, but to make them clearer and more concise. Due to extensive
reworking of the language and rearrangement of the text, the DEQ believes it is more
understandable and straightforward to revoke Chapter 200 in its entirety and replace it with a
new chapter, Chapter 205, than to amend Chapter 200'.

4.

,--.
'

Additionally, the federal Land Disposal Restrictions Phase IV rule, published May 26, 1998;
would be'added to the list offederal hazardous waste rules which the DEQ adopts by reference.
These changes were recommended by the Hazardous Waste Management Advisory
their meeting on August 11'-, 1998.

C'~cil at

A Presentation""" Mary Jo Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Vice-Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. · Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote for emergency adoption•
5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control Rules:
1. A new Subchapter4, New Source Performance Standards, is proposed for the purpose of

establishing state standards for certain new or modified facilities in accordance with the authority
delegated by the EPA under section 111 (c) ofthe federal Clean Air Act.

,.-..

The addition of Subchapter:.47,·co~trol of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste
Landfills, is proposed to establish state standards for certain defined "existing" municipal solid
waste (MSW) landfills. These proposed rules will be included in Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan
and will provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the provisions of the Emissions
Guidelines for MSW landfills (40 CFR 60 Subpart Cc). Subchapter 47 incorporates by
reference sections of the New Source Performance Standards for MSW landfills (40 ·CFR 60
Subpart WWW).

The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F mirror' the revised federal ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter and ozone announced in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The Air Quality Advisory Council reconunended the adoption of new Subchapter 4 at their
meeting on June 16, 1998, and reconunended the adoption of new Subchapter 47 and the
revisions to Appendices E and F at their meeting on August 18, 1998.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

6.

Presentation - David Branecky, Air Quality Council member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board t J. ti•" q"J.
Roll call vote fo~~~g~cy ~option of 100-4", permanent adoption and emergency
adoption" of 100-47, and permanent adoption of amendments to Appendices E ~d F

Budget Request- Budget requests of the Department of Environmental Quality to the Governor
require approval of the Board. The budget request of the DEQ for State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2000
(beginning July 1, 1999) must be submitted to the Office of State Finance by October 1, 1998.
The DEQ seeks the approval ofthe Board for its SFY 2000 budget request.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Mark Coleman, Executive Director
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote

7.

New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen
prior to the time ofposting ofagenda)

8.

Executive Director's Report

9.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four-times a year at different locations across the State to hear the
views and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and
we invite you to sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in
advance at 702-7100 .. IDD ntunber 232-0591.
• Specification ofproposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by
both, is based on the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment
of rules as emergency rulernaking requires a finding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary
circumstance warrants the seeking of emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect
immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a finding and certification of emergency, rules
adopted today would not become effective until May or June of 1999.

APPENDIX E.

PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

24 Hour

Cllen:Br

Max.

()larter

Annual

Sulfur
(Sulfur
Dioxide)

{1)
80 ug/m3

(2)
365 ug/m3
(0 .14 ppm)

PM-10

(3)
50 ug/m3

150 ug/m3

Carbon·
Monoxide

(2)
40 mg/m3

Photochemical
Oxidants

(5)
235 ug/m3
(O .12 ppm)

Nitrogen
Oxides
(Nitrogen
Dioxide)
Lead

3 Hour

8 Hour
Max.

Pn.mary
Standards

Max.

i• j ..

(2)
10 mg/m3

...

(2) (4) (6)
160 ug/m3
(0.24 ppm)

Non-methane
Hydrocarbons

-

1 Hour
Max.

[REVOKED]

(1)
100 ug/m3
(0. OS ppm)

(7)
1.5 ug/m3

(1) Annual arithmetic mean.
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year.
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean
concentration i~ equal to or less than the numerical !3tanda..rd .as
determined by Appendix K Part 50 CFR 4 0 .
''"'-'
(4) Measured be~ween 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.
(5) The standard is attained when the expected number of days
per calendar year with maximum hourly average concentrations
above 0.12 parts per million is equal to or less than 1, as
determined by Appendix H for Part SO of Chapter I, CFR 40.
( 6) Guide only value to EPA, to be used in planning, not a
Federal standard.
· ·.
· (7)
Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter.

' i ·1
J.-JCi,.

-

APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

PM-10

3

<4> 150 uglm

3

100 ug/m
(3)

3

50 ug/m

<1> 0.053 ppm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
{2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
{3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
nu!llerical standard as detennined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
{4) The fonn of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration in a year
{averaged over 3 years)
(5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
{averaged over 3 years)
{~) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr
average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Based on the 3-yr average of annual arithmetic mean PM-2.5 concentrations

-·

APPENDIX F.
Secondary
Standards

SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]
1 Hour

Annual

Max.

Sulfur
Oxides
(Sulfur
Dioxide)
PM-10

(3)
so ug/m1

~r

.i."

(2)
40 mg/m3
(35 ppm)

Photochemical
OXidants
(Ozone)

(5)
235 ug/m1
(0.12 ppm)

Non-methane
Hydrocarbons

J..ead

8 Hour
Max.

24 Hour
Max.·

Clla'x:l:lr
Q.Jarter

1300
ug/m3
(0. 5 ppm)

Carbon
Monoxide

Nitrogen
Oxides
(Nitrogen
Dioxide)

3 Hour
Max.

150 ug/m3
(2)
10 mg/m1
(9 ppm)

(2) (4) (6)
160 ug/m3
(0.24 ppm)
(1)
100 ug/m3
(0. OS ppm)
(7)
1.5~

(1) Annual arithmetic mean.
(2) Nbt to' ~.be exceeded more than once per year.
' '~'
(3) The standarq is attained when the expected arithmetic mean
concentration is equal to or less than the numerical standard as
determined by Appendix K Part SO CFR 40.
(4) Measured between 6 a.m.: and 9 ·a.m.
(S) The standard is attained when the expected number of days
per calendar year with maximum hourly average concentrations
above 0.12 parts per million is equal to or less than 1, as
'determined by Appendix H for Part SO of Chapter I, CFR 40.
( 6) Guide only value to EPA, to be used in planning, not a
Federal standard.
(7) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a ca1endar quarter .

-

.

I
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APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

PM-10

..

3

<•> 150 ug/m

-

3

100 ug/m
(3>

3

50 ug/m

<1>0.053

ppm

··~
(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM1 0 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(5) The torn1 of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr
average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7} The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Based on the 3-yr average of annual arithmetic mean PM-2.5 concentrations

,.
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMAENVIRONMENTALQUALI1YBOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, February 25, 2000
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

NOTE: The business meeting of the Board will be preceded at 8:30 a.m. by a continental breakfast. No
business will be conducted, but there will be opportunity for an infonnal interchange among attendees,
particularly on matters of interest raised by individual Board members. Board members and DEQ staff will
be present. and the public may attend.

1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. ApprovalofMinutesofthe November 16, 1999 Regular Meeting

4. Election of Officers
Election of Chair and V1ce-Chair for 2000
5. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (AdministrativeFees)
The proposed rule relates to administrative fees. The Oklahoma Open Records Act allows an agency to
charge a document copying fee, a fee for certified copies, and a reasonable fee for document searches
when the search request is solely for a commercial purpose or clearly would cause an excessive
disruption of the agency's essential functions. Fees must be promulgated as rules under the
Administrative Procedures Act (1999 Okl.Op.Atty.Gen. 55, August 17, 1999). The proposed rule
establishes a photocopy fee of $0.25 per page, a certified copy fee of $1.00 per document, and a
document search fee of $5.00 per one-half( 112) hour (with the first 15 minutes free).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on pennanentadoption

6. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
Four sets of changes are proposed:
• Subchapter 5: The proposed amendments are designed to allow the agency to bill on a flexible
schedule those owners and operators with sources that produce emissions. The changes also allow
the fees to be based on the most recent emission data possible. The proposal clarifies that an
owner or operator of a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on the annual emission
inventory. which must be submitted prior to March 1 unless an extension is granted. The proposal
also establishes time frames for requests for credit based on overpayment and for challenges to the
method used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculation purposes.
• Subchapter 13: The proposed amendments simplify and clarify the rule as part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. Such changes include consolidating the general conditions and
requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Some substantive changes were made,
1

•

•

including adding a section on disaster relief procedures; requiring notification to the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to bum in some circumstances; requiring those who clear land
in areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to bum their vegetation in open-pit
incinerators; and prohibiting burning ofoff-site material in open-pit incinerators.
Subchapters 23 and 24: The changes replace references to Subchapter 27 with references to
252:100-19-12. These changes are necessary because, based on Board action last November, the
substantiverequirementsofSubchapter27 will be moved to section252:100-19-12and Subchapter
27 will be revoked, effective June of2000.
Appendices E and F: The proposed amendments restore the primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hourozone standard of0.08 ppm
would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be
revoked along with the revised form of the PM-1 0 standard and replaced with the previous form of
the PM-1 0 standard.

A.

B.

c.

D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board.Roll call vote(s) on· permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 13, on
emergency adoption· (only) of amendments to Subchapters 23 and 24, and on both
permanent and emergency adoptions ofamended Appendices E and F

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (Air Quality-Related)
The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality provisions of OAC 252:2-15,
Environmental Permit Processing Times, to make them consistent with 252: 100, Air Pollution Control.
The terms "minor source(s)" and major "facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part70 source(s)",respectively.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption
!,

8. Rulemaking- OAC 252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
Two sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 3: The proposed amendment to OAC 252:205-3-1 updates the adoption by reference of
federal hazardous waste regulations to July 1, 1999. Proposed revisions to 252:205-3-3 incorporate
new or superseding amendments to 40 CFR contained in 64 FR 36465-36490, published July 6,
1999, which add hazardous waste lamps as a universal waste at the federal level. Corresponding
changes are made in other sections.
• Subchapters 5 and 9: The proposed revisions to 252:205-5 move language from 252:205-5-5(b) to
252:205-5-3(bX5). The amendment to 252:205-9-6 provides alternative waste characterization
mechanisms for off-site hazardous waste facilities.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 3, and
on permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 9
2

-

9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:220 Brownfields
The proposed language is the result of recent legislation. It states the criteria by which the DEQ will
verify loan application eligibility of Brownfields sites for loans from the Wastewater Facility
Construction Revolving Loan Account and other state funding sources.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the pub lie
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking- OAC 252:615and 616 lndustriaiWastewaterSystems
Chapter 615 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong"process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 615 be revoked and a new Chapter
616 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and rules deemed unenforceable
have been removed.
A.
B.
_.C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

11. Rulemaking- OAC 252:630 and 631 Public Water Supply Operation
Chapter 630 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 630 be revoked and a new Chapter
631 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and unenforceable rules have been
removed. The most recent federal requirements for maintaining primacy over the Safe Drinking Water
Act program have been included.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

12. Rulemaking- OAC 252:641 On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems
The proposed rule amendments eliminate the document search fee, combination fee (soil percolation
test and fmal inspection or existing system evaluation report) and residential plat review fees, and
reduce the soil percolation/soil profile fee, final inspection fee, existing system evaluation fee and the
certified installer fmal inspection fee .
.. -

-

A. Presentation --Gary Collins, Director, DEQ Environmental Complaints and Local Services
Division
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

3

13. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:700 and 710 Waterworks/WastewaterWorks Operator Certification
Chapter 700 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 700 be revoked and a new chapter 710
created to replace it. New subchapters have been created; many rules have been simplified and/or
broken into several shorter rules for clarity; and statutory citations have been updated. The rules for
landfill operator certification are being revoked as inappropriate to these chapters.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

14. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedores of the DEQ (Operator Certification-Related)
The DEQ proposes that Section 252:2-15-49 be revoked as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" rules
simplification process. This revocation does not affect the operator certification program or the
proposed rules in Chapter 710. T1te basic Tier I permitting process was designed for environmental
permits where notice was given to landowners. The DEQ believes that personal licensure should not
have been included in the Tier categories.
,i

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

15. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time ofposting of agenda)

16. ExecutiveDirector'sReport
17. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" {impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a fmding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
fmding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until on or about June I st.

4
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APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]

Carbon
Monoxide

PM-2.5

PM-10

Dioxide

Nitrogen
Dioxide

Ozone·

.·Lead

40 mg/m3
1-hr. max

12> 35 ppm

3-hr. max
.

3

10 mg/m
(2) 9 ppm

8-hr. max
···:

24-hr.
max

-

..

-·..

.

J':;::::..:~-"d?::

•.

1&> 0:08 ppm

. :·.,;, __ :::''':''

• · 365 ·ugl~3 )
···..

. .. ' ...·'

. .

3

12>0: 14ppm: 14>150 ug/m

3'

<S> 65 !Jg/m ·

Calendar
Qtr.

·.

.17> 1.5 ug/m
..

.,.

· ·•· ao~g/~

3

Annual

11 > 0.030

,. ~-- ~

3

:··

ppm

(3>

3

50 ug/m

18> 15

3

ug/m

100 ug/m
11 > 0.053 ppm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained
when the expected
arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
.
.
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
{4) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration in a year
{averaged over 3 years)
(5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
{averaged over 3 years)
.
·
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr
average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
{8) Based on the 3-yr average of annual arithmetic mean PM-2.5 concentrations

-
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APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

<'Carbon
: Monoxide

Sulfur.

PM-10

.

.Ozone
.

3

. 40 mg/m .
121 35 ppm

1-hr. max

Lead

235 ug/m3
14!0.12 ppm

1o mglm .);i
3

8-hr. max

. , 1219 ppm ('.·
... . .
. . .·

~; ··'·:~.

150 ug/m3
·,

.

Calendar Qtr.

-

(51

::,-_,so: ug/m3 ·.
Annual

(1l

0.030 ppm

3

131

50 ug/m

1.5 ug/m3

100 ug/m3 .
(1) o.o53 ppm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
n1,1merical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix H.
(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
·

-

-

APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [REVOKED]

Sulfur
Dioxide

Carbon
Monoxide · Ozone ·

PM-10

40 mg/m3
1-hr. max

·

· <2> 35 ppm
._,'

...

1300~g/m
3-hr. max

. ·...·.·.. · . :,

Nitrogen
Dioxide

.

3

:

.•

(2)0.5 ppm .
10 mg/m3 .

8-hr. max

12> 9 ppm

(&J

0.08 ppm

24-hr.

max

-

: . 14> 150

3

ug/m

Calendar
Qtr.

Annual

100 ug/m3
11 > 0.053 ppm

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The form of the standard is based on the 99th percentile of the 24-hr PM10 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 years)
(5) The form of the standard is based on the 98th percentile of the 24-hr PM2.5 concentration in a year
(averaged over 3 ye~rs)
(6) The standard is attained when the computed 3-year average of the annual 4th highest daily max 8-hr
average does not exceed 0.08 ppm
(7) The maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter
(8) Based on the 3-yr average of annual arithmetic mean PM-2.5 concentrations

-

APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS [NEW]

Su ur
Dioxide ·.•·

PM-10

1-hr. max

Carbon·.·.·
··Monoxide·

Ozone

40 mg/m3
· <2>35 ppm ·

235 ug/m3
(4)0.12 ppm·

Nitrogen·
.<Dioxide

Lead

3-hr. max
' !..:.,

24-hr. max

-

150 ug/m3

Calendar Qtr.

Annual

-, .. ···.. ,_...

(Sl

_ (3l

3

1.5 ug/m

50 ug/m3

(1) Annual arithmetic mean
(2) Not to be exceeded more than once per year
(3) The standard is attained when the expected arithmetic mean concentration is ·equal to or less than the
numerical standard as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix K
(4) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly
average concentrations above 0.12 ppm is equal to or less than 1, as determined by 40 CFR 50, Appendix H.
(5) Maximum arithmetic mean averaged over a calendar quarter

I:.;
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Additional Comments

Page 1447

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
APPENDIX E PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
APPENDIX F SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and
F will mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone announced by EPA in
the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary
(health-based) PM standards by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standards
set at 15 micrograms per cubic meter ug/m 3 and a new 24-hr PM-2.5
standard set at 65 ug/m 3 • EPA is retaining the current annual PM10 standard of SO ug/m3 and changing the form of the PM-10 24-hr
standard. The secondary (welfare-based) standards are also being
adjusted to make them identical to the primary standards.
Also,
the previous 1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr concentration based standard of 0.08 ppm.
The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily maximum 8-hr ozone
concentrations is used to determine compliance with the standard.
The EPA also replaced the previous secondary standards with a
standard identical to the new primary standard.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
COMMENT: A Council member suggested removing VOC' s from both
'Appendices E and F, since the value was only a guide and not a
standard.
RESPONSE: Staff agreed and deleted the VOC's.
COMMENT: EPA commented that the primary PM-2. 5 annual standard was
incorrectly identified.
They noted it was not necessary to take
the 98th percentile for the three years (averaged) monitored data
and that a separate footnote was needed to be provided for the
annual PM-2.5 standard.
· RESPONSE: Staff agreed and made the correction.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
APPENDIX E. PRIMARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
APPENDIX F. SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Appendices E and F
would restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality
standards to what they were prior to June 1, 1999.
The 8-hour
ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour standard
of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be revoked· along
with the revised form of the PM-10 standard and replaced with the
previous form of the PM-10 s_tandard.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

Written comments were received from ..EPA Region
supporting the proposed amendments to Appendices E-· and F .

COMMENT:

6

...

A comment was made by the Chairman of the Environmental
Quality Board, Lee Paden, during the Council ·meeting in support of
the proposed amendments to Appendices E and F .
COMMENT:

.~

Hillary Kitz, assistant to Mayor Susan Savage of Tulsa,
also commented_in support of the amendments.

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Staff Concurs.
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1 a resolution to Mary Beth.

2
3
4

5
6
7
·8
9

JO
J1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

BOARD MEMBERS

Ms. Slagell was appointed to the
3 Oklahoma Air Quality Council in June of
4 1993 and Ms. Maribeth Slagell was a
5 dedicated Member to the Air Quality
6 Council. And Ms. Maribeth Slagell played
7 an active part to the development of the
8 rules and regulations that were passed by
9 the Air Quality Council to promote clean
10 air in Oklahoma. And during her tenure, as
11 a Member of the Council, this Body has met
12 with legislative charter-- met the
13 legislative charter, to obtain and preserve
14 the clean air in Oklahoma. Now, be it
· 15 resolved, that the Members of the Oklahoma
16 Air Quility Council recognize and thank Ms.
11 Maribeth Slagell for her years of service
18 toward making Oklahoma a better place.
19
(Whereupon, there w.as ,applaud from the
20 audience for Ms. Slagell.)·
21
MR. BREISEH1 · That being done,
22 one more thing before we go to the next
23 item. We do have a new Member of the
24 Council, Mr. Rick Treeman. He is a
25 graduate of Oklahoma State University and
2

Joel Wilson - Member
DaVid Branecky - Member
Rick Treeman - Member
Leo Fallon - Member
Dr. Fred Grosz - Member
Bill Breisch - Chairman
David Dyke- Protocal Officer
Eddie Terrill -Director
Myrna Bruce - Secretary

22
23

24
25

Page 3
. PROCEEDINGS
2
MR. BREISCH: We'll call our
3 meeting to order. First of all, Myrna,
4 will you call the roll?
5
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
6
MR. WILSON: Here.
7
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
8
MR. BRANECKY: Here.
9
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
10
MR. TREEMAN: Here.
11
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
12
MR. FALLON: Here.
13
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
14
DR. GROSZ: · Here.
15
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
16
MR. BREISCH: Here.
11
MS. BRUCE: For the record,
18 absent are Mr. Kilpatrick, Dr. Canter, and
19 Ms. Myers.
20
MR. BREISCH: Well, there is
21 times that everybody, I guess, gets fed up
22 with our Council and just wants to leave
23 us. I don't think this is necessarily the
24 case and we'll miss this one very much.
25 Maribeth, where are you? I'd like to read
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1o
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

has worked in the safety of the
environmental field for almost 20 years,
both as a field consultant and as an
employee of Johnson Enterprise Inc. He
currently serves as Safety and Loss
Prevention and Environmental Manager for
Johnson Enterprises Inc. He resides in
Enid, Oklahoma. I believe his background
and experience in the grain and feed
industry should make him a valued member of
the Council. And of course, not only is he
recognized in that field but he has worked
in other environmental issues. And we
welcome you, Rick, and we look forward to
you helping us here on the Council.
MR. TREEMAN: Thank you.
MR. BREISCH: Now we will go to
the Minutes. I need a motion to approve
the Minutes.
MR. FALLON: So moved.
DR. GROSZ: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and second. Any corrections, comments?
Myrna, call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
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MR. WILSON: Aye.
2
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
3
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
4
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
5
MR. TREEMAN~ Aye.
6
MS. BRUCE: · Mr. Fallon.
1
·MR. FALLON: Yes.
8
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
9
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
10
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
11
MR. BREISCH: Aye. At the last
12 meeting we talked a: little bit about next
13 year's meeting schedule arid that was to be
14 brought up again because we want to change
15 the day of the week.
16
MR. TERRILL:. Yes. What we did
17 was, starting next year, we're going to
18 move our meeting date from Tuesday to
19 Wednesday. And so the dates we have
20 proposed -- let me talk a little bit about
21 the dates we've proposed. The consensus
22 was that we wanted to have some of these
23 meetings in places other than Oklahoma City
24 and Tulsa. So what we proposed was to have
25 a meeting on April the 19th in Lawton, and
1

.··;;--

... ·.·

........ ,

1 then a meeting on August the ~6th in Ponca
2 City.

·----

Page 8
1 twice, because they are one of the two big
2

metropolitan areas in Oklahoma. They do
unique issues. And this
would just be -- if we decide to do that,
it would just be for next year alone and it
would be through the rewrite/dewrong
process. But I'm not objectionable at all
if the Council would prefer to change one
of the out of town meetings, either Lawton
or Ponca City- althOugh I wouldn't
recommend changing Lawton, because 1 think
we need to go down there and have a meeting
where we talk about their ozone situation..·
We can change ooe of the Oklahoma City
meetings back to Tulsa or we can leave it
as it is.
· The only other change that
I do need to make, we've got a meeting
scheduled on Wednesday, June 21st in Tulsa.
We need to move that to the 14th, June the
14th, because we've gdt an Environmental
Qua:lity Board meetiD.g'on the 20th, I
believe it is, and we may want to take some
of o'lir rules to be passed to the Board
meeting then. So we would like to move
that back so we can do that. So it's just

3 have some very
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

Page 9

Page7

·-..._::, .. ·

But we're going through this
3 rewrite/dewrong, which really is-- we're
4 under the gun. We've got to get it done
5 before December of 2000 -- yes, December of
6 2000.. So what I did, and this was just me
1, doing it, so we may want to change one of
8 these dates, ·but I've got us meeting the
9 last tWo meetings in Oklahoma City as
10 opposed to goirig baCk to Tulsa. So we only
11 go to Tulsa one time next year. And the
12 reason I've got us in Oklahoma City the
13 last two times is because I figure that
14 towards the end of the year, we're going to
15 have a lot of rules that we're going to try
16 to get through this rewrite/dewrong
17 process, and we may need to make some
18 changes here in the building to get these
19 things through. So it's kind of the
20 pleasure of the Council on what we want to
21 do here. We may end up having to have some
22 extra meetings anyway. So if we want to
23 change one of those meetings from Oklahoma
24 City back to Tulsa -- because I'm a little
25 bit concerned that we're not going to Tulsa

Myers Reporting Service
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1 kind of tip to you all what we want to do,
2 but this is kind of my first cut on when

j

3 we're meeting next year.
4

5

MR. BREISCH: The June meeting?

MR. TERRILL: Yes. The June
meeting would need to be moved from June

6
1 21st to June the 14th. Yes, that's a
8 Wednesday, as well.. All these meeting
9 dates are on Wednesday.
10
MR. BREISCH:

Eddie, I think

11 we've got enough issues in Tulsa and
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

interests in Tulsa to have a couple of
meetings there. And I'm spealQng for
myself, being from the area, I think we
ought to have at least two meetings.
MR. TERRILL: We can change the
October 18th meeting to Tulsa. That was
the one that was Tulsa, origimilly, and
that's not a problem. But the only thing
that I wanted the Council to be aware of is
that we may have to have some extra
meetings in order to get this
rewrite/dewrong thing done. I think we'll
know by the April; and certainly the June
meeting, if we're on schedule or not, and

Page 6 - Page 9
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whether or not we're going to have to
2 schedule these things. But that's fine, we
3 can move the October 18th meeting back to
4 Tulsa and that would be just fine with us.
5
MR. BREISCH: Well, I'm not
6 suggesting that necessarily. And although
7 I think it's important to meet in Ponca
8 City, I would opt to change -- either
9 change Ponca City with Tulsa -- maybe not
10 two consecutive meetings, but the next
11 meeting with the Oklahoma City meetings.
12
MR. FALLON: What about moving
13 the February meeting to Tulsa, since we're
14 having this one in Oklahoma City? Normally
15 they've been staggered.
16
MR. TERRILL: That's fine, too.
17
MR. BREISCH: Yes, that's all
18 right.
19
MR. TERRILL: If doesn't make any
20 difference to us. That would be fine.
21
MR. BREISCH: Keep Ponca City on
22 the agenda.
23
MR. FALLON: I certainly would be
24 in favor of it. First of all, I'm in favor
25 of Wednesdays, and I'm in favor of the
1

Page 12
MR. FALLON: If we take the
2 February meeting in Tulsa -- and they
3 normally have been staggered anyway, that
4 keeps the rotation much the same and still
5 accomplishes your point of having the last
6 two here where the records are. i .
7
MR. TERRILL: That's a good
8 point. We can do that. What that would
9 mean is, we would meet February the 16th on
10 a Wednesday in Tulsa, April the 19th on a
11 Wednesday in Lawton, June the 14th on a
12 Wednesday in Tulsa, August 16th on a
13 Wednesday in Ponca City, and then October
14 18th and December 20th, both on Wednesday,
15 are here in Oklahoma City.
16
MR. FALLON: Do you have a
17 location in Tulsa ~ yet? You were
18 seeking a new one?
19
MR. TERRILL: . We are trying to
20 work out a deal with the law school. Their
21 new court building --·or their new
22 courtroom is being redone and we would like
23 to do it there and maybe they could host
24 it. We don't have to have those exact
25 locations decided, but that's kind of what
1

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
11

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

remote area meetings, Ponca City and
Lawton. I probably drive as far as anybody
and I certainly have no objection to going .
to either Ponca City or Tulsa.
MR. TERRILL: One thing we do
want to -- we were asked to mention was
that for the year 2001, that Ada is already
on the docket for one of the out of town
meetings. They have requested one. They
have a real good environmental science
program there at the university and we're
going to try to do something in conjunction
with them in2001. So we need to keep that
in mind, if we want to try to bump anybody,
we've already got one of those dates-- one
of the two dates for 2001 taken. So we can
move the 18th -- we can switch the 18th
meeting. Meet in Tulsa on the 16th and
that would give us the last two meetings
here in Oklahoma City. That would
a~complish the same thing.
MR. FALLON: It would accomplish
the same thing.
MR. TERRILL: That's a good
suggestion.
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weire looking at.
2
MR. FALLON: I have confidence
3 you'11 cover it.
4
MR. DYKE: I suggest that we look
5 at that last meeting very closely. That's
6 pretty late in December. I just throw that
7 out because we had a little bit of a
8 problem getting a quorum.
9
MR. FALLON: The 13th would
10 probably be a better date.
11
MR. DYKE: It's available.
12
MR. FALLON: It's ahead of
13 Christmas by more than five days.
14
MR. TERRILL: So we would move
15 our December meeting to December 13th.
16 That would give us 28 days notice in the -17 for our publication. We've done that in
18 the past. Barbara, do you see a problem
19 with that?
20
MS. HOFFMAN: No, we just don't
21 want to get -22
MR. TERRILL: Much farther -23 yes.
24
MS. HOFFMAN: -- too short of
25 time.
1
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MR. BREISCH: How it will read
is: Wednesday, February 16th, in Tulsa;
Wednesday, April 19th in Lawton; Wednesday,
June 14th, in Tulsa; Wednesday August 16th,
in Ponca City; Wednesday, October 18th,
Oklahoma City; Wednesday, December 13th,
Oklahoma City. Is that right? I need a
motion.
MR. FALLON: I so move.
MR. BRANECKY: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and a second. Any further discussion?
Myrna, call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Aye.
MS. BRUGE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
. MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes. At this time,

-~

called on at the appropriate time.
We will begin by calling on Ms.
3 Michelle Martinez to address the matter
4 marked as Agenda Item Number 6A, OAC ·
5 252:100, Appendices E and F. Michelle.
6
MS. MARTINEZ: Members of the
7 Council, ladies and gentlemen, on July
8 18th, 1997, the EPA annoUnced new National
9 Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
1o particulate matter and ozone. The EPA
11 revised the primary PM standards by adding
12 a new animal PM-2.5 standard set at 15
13 micrograms per cubic meter arid a new 2414 hour PM-2.5 standard set at 65 micrograms
15 per cubic meter. EPA retained the annual
16 PM-10 standard of 50 micrograms per cubic
17 meter and ch~ged the fonn of the PM-1 0 2418 hour standard.
19
Also, the EPA decided to phase out
20 the previous 1-hour primary ozone standard
21 and replace it with a
8-hour standard
22 of .08 parts per million, to protect
23 against longer exposure periods.
24
· Oklahoma had demonstrated compliance
25 with the 1-hour standard, so EPA revoked
1

2·

new

Page 17

Page 15
we will go into the Public Rulemaking
Hearings. Eddie Terrill will act as our
Protocol Officer.
4
MR. TERRILL: David is going to
5 do that.
6
MR. BREISCH: I'm sorry. David.
7
MR. DYKE: Good morning. My name
8 is David Dyke. I'm the Assistant Director
9 of the Air Quality Division. And as such,
10 I will act as Protocol Officer for today's
11 hearings.
12
These hearings will be convened by
13 the Air Quality Council in compliance with
14 the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act,
15 in Title 40 of the Code of Federal
16 Regulations, Part 51, as well as the
11 Authority of Title 27 of the Oklahoma
18 Statutes, Section 2-2-201 through 2-5~ 118.
19
These hearings were advertised in
20 the Oklahoma Register for the purpose of
21 receiving comments pertaining to the
22 proposed OAC Title 252, Chapter 100 Rules
23 as listed.on the Agenda. If you wish to
24 make a statement, please complete the form
25 at the registration table. You will be
1
2
3

.

Page 16
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the 1-hour standard for the entire state.
The secondary standards were also adjusted
3 to make them identical to the new and
4 revised primary st~dards.
5 ·
The Environmental Quality Board
6 approved adoption of new Appendices E and F
7 containing the new revised standards on
8 September 15,.1998. The new revised.
9 standards for ozone and PM became effective
10 on June 1, 1999.
11
A recent court decision has called
12 the new revised standards into question.
13 In response to challenges filed by industry
14 and others, a three judge panel of the
·
15 United States Court of Appeals for the
16 District of Columbia issued a split
17 decision on May 14, 1999. The Court held
18 that the Clean Air Act, as applied in
19 setting the new NAAQS for ozone and PM, is
20 unconstitutional because it was an improper
21 delegation of legislative authority to the
22 EPA. Specifically, the Court's decision
23 remanded but did not vacate the 8-hour
24 ozone standard, holding that it cannot be
25 enforced; remanded but did not vacate the
Page 14- Page 17
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PM-2.5 standards; remanded and vacated the
2 revised form of the PM-1 0 standards.
3
The Court of Appeals recently
4 announced that it will not reconsider the
5 panel's decision, and so the EPA has taken
6 the request for the rehearing to the
7 Supreme Court and are still waiting to
8 hear.
9
The proposed amendments to E and F
10 would restore the primary and secondary
11 ambient air quality standards to what they
12 were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour
13 ozone standard of .08 parts per million
14 would be revoked, and the 1-hour standard
IS of .12 parts per million restored. The PM16 2.5 standard would be revoked along with
17 the revised form of the PM-10 standard and
18. replaced with the previous form of the PM19 10 standard.
20
Although the 8-hour ozone standard
21 and the PM-2.5 standard were remanded and
22 not. vacated, the DEQ bas determined that it
23 is best to revoke them along with the form
24 of the PM -1 0 standard because the federal
25 court decision rendered them unenforceable.
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Is there any danger for us
2 having this on the books for six months
3 with Oklahoma City and Tulsa being above
4 this standard?
S
MS. MARTINEZ: So you are asking
6 why we're not doing an emergency?
7
MR. BRANECKY: Yes. Is there any
8 benefit to getting it done quickly? What
9 I'm saying, this could be-- until June,
10 we'll be held against this standard. Even
II though the federal standard has been
12 remanded, this is an Oklahoma rule. So to
13 me, this is in effect. So it's.going to be
14 in effect until.June I st. IS there any
15 danger for us, since Oklahoma City and
16 Tulsa are above that .08, of having that. on
17 the books until June and not getting it on
18 sooner?
19
MS. MARTINEZ: If we tried to do
20 an emergency -- well, if we did an
21 emergency along wiili•the permanent, it
22 really would only be in effect maybe a
23 month sooner.
24
MR, BRANECKY: Okay.
25
MS. MARTINEZ: So I don't think
I is that right?

1

-.,.

Page 2.
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1
The only comment received was from
2 the EPA by fax on December 10, 1999, which

l would like to enter into the record. The
4 comment stated, quote, "Your diligence in
5 keeping regulations current with regard to
6 the air quality standards is commendable.
7 Updating Appendices E and F is timely and
8 appropriate."
9
Even though this is the first time
1o these amendments have been brought to
11 public hearing, staff suggests that the
12 proposed Appendices E and F be recommended
13 for permanent adoption by the Board.
14
MR. DYKE: Questions from the
IS Council of Ms. Martinez.
16
MR. BRANECKY: I've got a
17 question. Is there any danger, if you ask
18 for a permanent-- be adopted as permanent,
19 it's not effective until June 1, 2000.
20 Since these are -- this is an Oklahoma
21 standard, we're not tied in any way to the
22 federal standards. Even though the federal
23 standards have been remanded, since we're
24 not referencing that federal standard in
2S this rule -- this is in effect in Oklahoma;
3
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1 the time -- I think basically that was our
2 reasoning behind it, was the time was
3
4

S
6
7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

basically going to be the same.
MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
MR. THOMAS: I'm Scott Thomas of
staff and also, these standards will be -EPA has said they are unenforceable, so I
don't see any danger. It would be very
unlikely in that one month period of time
difference, with it being unenforceable.
MR. BRANECKY: I guess maybe this
is a legal question. If you can answer it
--maybe it's Barbara's question. Since we
adopted this as .08 parts per million as
the Oklahoma standard, and we in no way
referenced the federal standard, they are
not tied to each other, are they?
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
MR. BRANECKY: So we're standing
alone on the .08?
MS. HOFFMAN: Right
MR. BRANECKY: So in Oklahoma,
the .08 is still in effect until next June?
MS. HOFFMAN: That's true.
MR. BRANECKY: So is there any

-..,_
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risk that someone could try and force some
type of action in Tulsa and Oklahoma City
3 for being above .08 during that time
4 period?
5
MS. HOFFMAN: Well,l don't know
6 what you mean by action. I think that the
7 two main things that come out of the
8 ambient air quality standard are permits
9 issued and designations by EPA. Obviously,
10 when we issue permits, we have to ensure
11 that they are going to meet whatever
12 standards~ in effect, so that would
13 continue to be the case that we would look
14 at those standards until June 1st until,
15 you know, if they are changed then.
16
And with respect to the designation
17 of the nonattaitiinent area, EPA has
18 indicated they are going to go ahead with
19 that anyway. It daesn't matter. It's tied
20 to their standard, not ours. And so since
21 they promulgated the 8-hour standard for
22 ozone, they feel compelled to go ahead and
23 designate areas next July. But that's not
24 even tied to our standard.
25
MR. BREISCH: Barbara, what is

Page 24
signed very quickly, just a week or two
after the Board passed it. You never know.
MR. BREISCH: Well, I agree with
4 the fact that David asked that question,
5 and I feel that we probably want to hurry
6 it up as much as possible, even- though it
7 just saves a month or so. I don't see that
8 it costs anybody any more to do that.
9
MS. HOFFMAN: Okay.
10
MR. BREISCH: That is if there is
11 no legal reason.
12
MS. HOFFMAN: No: There is no
13 legal reason. It's just that, as you know,
14 we have been trying to keep our emergency
15 rules to a minimum because of feedback that
16 we had gotten from the Governor's Office.
17 But this is certainly a rule that would
18 command that type of attention.
19
MR BREISCH: Well, I'm just one
20 vote on the Com1cil, bUt I would sure
21 recommend that we ~peed it up as quick as
22 we can. -I'm very Wlcomfortable with it as
23 it is.
24
MR. DYKE: We have two other
25 persons wishing to speak on this matter, if

1
2

1
2
3
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the exact date difference betWeen having an
emergency versus not?
3
MS. HOFFMAN: The emergency rule
4 -- well, both emergency and permanent rules
5 would go to the February, I believe, Board
6 meeting. And after the February meeting
7 then, becaUse that's when Legislature is in
8 session, the Legislature and -- or not the
9 --I'm sorry, forget that for a second.
10 The Governor would have 45 days, I believe,
11 to sign it. And I can't remember exactly
12 what the February date is of the Board
13 meeting-- I think it's the 25th, though.
14 And so when we added the 45 days to 15 Febnuuy 25th, we came up with some date
l6 late in April. And so the difference 17 between late April and JW1e 1st,-we just
18 didn't see that there would be much
19 benefit.
20
MR. BREISCH: Well, if for any
21 reason somebody wanted and requested the
22 Governor to sign it before the 45 days, he
23 could.
24
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes. Our hospital
25 and medical waste incinerator rule, he
1
2

_
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1 we would like to call them at this tllne.
2 If there is not objection, we can call them
3 at this time. Let's call Mr. Lee Paden.
4
MR. PADEN: Thank you, Mr. Dyke.
5 My name is Lee Paden. I'm the Chairman of
6 the Oklahoma Envifonmental Quality Board·

Mr.
8 Dyke and Mr. Chairman, before I talk about
9 this, I would like to take one minute to
10 thank the Council for the contribution that
11 each member of the Council makes to
12 preserving the environment in Oklahoma.
13
I think one of the things that
14 happens with people who agree to volunteer
15 to serve on councils or boards in this
16 state is that they are appointed and they
17 are sort of like the general in the Beatie
18. Bailey comic. They never hear from the
19 home office after they receive their
20 appointment. One of the things that I have
21 noticed in my five years as a member of the
22 Environmental Quality Board and in my
23 previous service on the Health Board were
24 the com1tless hours -- and Rick, you are
25 going to find that this is going to be the
7 and an attorney in Tulsa. ·If I could,

Page 22 - Page 25
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You signed on for some work that you
2 didn't realize you were going to be doing,
3 because each of you spends a tremendous
4 amount of time and effort that is
5 unrecognized and uncompensated. And the
6 members of the Board who reap the benefits
7 of all the work that you guys do in
8 preparing rules to submit to us, are
9 eternally grateful for the efforts that you
10 put in. So on behalf of the Environmental
11 Quality Board, I wanted to take the
12 opportunity to tell you that we appreciate
13 the time that you spend, the efforts that
14 you put in to preserve and to improve
15 Oklahoma's environment.
16
Now, if I could, I woJJ]d like to
17 spend a minute or two talking about the
18 rule that the -- the proposed change that r s
19 reported this morning; In· my opinion, this
20 is an extremely important item. I'm
21 pleased to hear Mr. Branecky and Mr.
22 Breisch encotirage that this be placed into
23 effect as quickly as possible.
24
We are operating now in really a
25 situation where we don't have a rule." The

Page 2S

1 case.

1 very, very good success with volunteer
2 efforts in Tulsa and also

in Oklahoma City.

3 I'm more familiar with the Tulsa programs
4 because I've worked more closely with
5 those. But we've done things like free bus
6 rides. And you think, well, free bus ride,
7 nobody will take advantage of that. It's
8 amazing. When we have an ozone situation,
9 we have an ozone ·alert call, the bus
10 ridership will go up 20, 30 percent or
11 above on days when that event happens to
12 occur. I think-it demonstrates the fact
13 that people want the air_ to be clean.
14 We've done other things. People have
15 voluntarily agreed to fuel their cars at
16 hours that are acceptable in the evening
17 rather than during the day to help reduce
18 the possibility of additional NOx
19 emissions. Weive done car-pooling.
20 Lawnmowing has ceased on ozone alert days.
21 We've had companies•¢h6 have taken the
22 initiative and encouraged their employees
23 to do things like bringing their lunch or
24 bringing group lunches on days when there
25 is a possibility of an exceedance of the
Page.2~
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1 federal rule, be it our standard, it has
2 been declared to be unenforceable; And

2

3 consequently, if we try to enforce the
4 standard that is in· place in Oklahoma which

3 that is compatible with the voluntary
4 program. Unfortunately, when EPA put the

5 is the 8-hour standard, we would be in real

5 8-hour standard into effect,.they didn't do
6 some of the things that! felt would help

1 ozone standards.

And so we need to have a program

6 difficulty. We have a number ofpermits.
7 Eddie, I think at one time I cbimted in the

7 in preparing areas like Tulsa and Oklahoma

8 last two or three months that we had, on
9 PSD permits, something like 30 that were

8 City to adapt their volunteer programs to
9 the new standard. And I would hope that as

EPA continues to work with this problem,
they will look at issues like how we
adapt voluntary programs to whatever
standard they might adopt in the future.
So I would encourage the Council to
adopt the changes that are presented here
today. I would hope that we could do it as
quickly as we can so that Oklahoma has a
standard that we can enforce. I would be
happy to answer questions.
MR. DYKE: Questions of Mr. Paden
from the Council? Thank you.
MR. PADEN: Thank you, very much.
MR. DYKE: I would like. to call
on Ms. Hilary Kitz.
MS. KITZ: Good morning. Thank

1o pending in this state. . Something in that

10

11 neighborhood.

11 that

12

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

That may be a little bit
high. Either original permits or changes
to existing permits, around 30. And each
one of those is directly or indirectly
impacted by what standards we have in
place. So I would encourage you to follow
the recommendation of the staff and
favorably consider this.
One of the things I did want to
mention is that one _of the problems that
we've had in trying to work with the 8-hour
standard versus the 1-hour standard, is the
voluntary programs that exist in Tulsa and
Oklahoma City to try to help keep our air
clean. We have had what I consider to be
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you for the opportunity to speak. Mayor
2 Savage of Tulsa would have liked to come
3 today to present these comments, but
4 unfortunately she had to be in Washington.
5 She 1 s meeting with Secretary Promo
6 (phonetic spelling) today and asked me to
7 come and speak about the revocation of the
8 8-hour standard on her behalf. These are
9 her comments and I have copies of them,
10 which I would be happy. to leave for the
11 record.
12
On behalf of the Tulsa conununity, I
13 am pleased to respond to the proposed rule
14 from EPA to reinstate the 1-hour/8-hour Air
15 Quality Standard. As a Member of the
16 National Committee convened by EPA to make
17 recommendations concex:ning the
18 implementation of a new Air Quality
19 Standard, I am deeply aware of the
· 20 controversy surrounding the selection of .8
21 parts per million over 8-hours, as the
22 basis for the ozone standard announced in
23 August of 1997. Tulsa is proud of its
24 comprehensive program to improve air
25 quality. Since the passage of the Reyised
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1 hour standard, in hopes that

1

2

the hiatus to

allow for a review of the best possible way

3 to implement a more rigorous standard will

be enforced. Tulsa appn;:ciates the
5 respiratory health research which underlies
6 the idea of an 8-hour standard and agrees
7 with the EPA that it is a better measure of
8 air quality. An 8-hour average reduces the
9 spikes in monitor readings which are
1o difficult to prevent and to predict.
11 However, there is general agreement in our
12 conununity that a stricter standard should
13 be phased in gradually.
14
One strategy suggested by Eddie
15 Terrill, the Division Director for Air
16 Quality of the Oklahoma Department of
17 Environmental Quality, includes a Glide
18 Path Program. Under that plan, an area
19 begins at .095 parts per.,million over 8
20 hours, ·and works to im'prove air quality as
21 the standard becomes··smcter, reaching .8
22 parts per million in about 15 years. As
23 the standard becomes more stringent,
24 vehicles are built with more efficient
25 pollution controls, MACT standards are
4
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1 Clean

Air Act nearly ten years ago, Tulsans

have participated every summer in the Ozone
. 3 Alert Program. As Mr. Paden mentioned,
4 citizens have ridden the city buses at no
5 cost, car-pooled, and telecommuneted to
6 reduce the pollution produced by cars.
1
7 Tulsa is also the site of the nation s
8 ftrst flexible attainment region agreement,
9 a partnership with EPA, the state, and
10 local business and environmental leaders,
11 which encourages proactive local solutions
12 to air quality problems in return for
13 keeping the compliance designation.
14
In the summer of 1997, Tulsa had one
15 exceedance of the old standard, and seven
16 of the new 8-hour standard. In 1998, there
17 were two exceedances of the old standard
18 and nine of the new standard. This year,
19 Tulsa exceeded the new standard 20 times
20 and recorded none, none, no exceedances at
21 all, of the old standard. Clearly we are
,-. 22 having trouble meeting the 8-hour standard.
23
The committee is pleased that the
24 EPA has chosen -- the community is pleased
25 that the EPA has chosen to reinstate the 12
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iffiposed on industry and citizens gradually
2 change their behaviors. The standard is
3 reduced until it reaches the .8 parts per
4 million for optimum respiratory health.
•5 This removes the abrupt and drastic change
6 which allows localities no time to plan or
7 implement prevention strategies to guard
8 against violations of a significantly more
9 severe standard. The glide path
10 acknowledges that effective plans to
11 mitigate pollution require time. for
12 planning, implementation,· and evaluation.
13
Asking citizens to change deeply
14 ingrained driving habits is challenging
15 when a suitable alternative is not yet
16 present. However, having to explain that
17 the standard Tulsa has reached has now been
18 removed and replaced by a more severe one,
19 has been extremely difficult and has made
20 little sense to our citizens. The net
21 effect of the new standard has been to
2~ discourage participation in a long standing
23 voluntary program, because the rules have
24 changed arbitrarily.
25
As always, Tulsa is ready to be a
1
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I test site for innovation and research for

1

2 new ideas and solutions.

2

Uniquely suited

3 for initiatives like this, Tulsans

MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.

3
4

recognize the need to work closely with
5 local industry and ODEQ to learn more about
6 the sources of our precursor pollutants,
7 and to devise effective strategies to
8 improve air quality. Thank you.
9
THE REPORTER: Hilary, could you
10 spell your last name, please?
11
MS. KITZ: Yes. It's K-I-T~Z.
12
THE REPORTER: Thank you.
13
MS. KITZ: And it's Hilary with
14 one "L".
15
THE REPORTER: Thank you.
16
MR. DYKE: Are there any
17 question~ from the Council of Ms. Kitz?
18 Thank you. ·Are there any additional ·
19 questions from the Council of the staff?
20 Is there anyone from the public wishing to
21 comment on this rule or anyone with any
22 questions? Anything else from the Co~cil?.
23 Mr. Chainnan.
24
MR. BREISCH: We have to have a
25 motion. A couple of us. -- at least myself
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)

11

12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1 feels we ought to put the emergency clause
2 on this, but that's up to you.

So I will
3 entertain a motion to put this just on a
4 permanent adoption or both permanent and
5 emergency.
6
MR. FALLON: Mr. Chairman, does
7 the lack of having advertised the emergency
8 clause have an effect on us -- the
···
9 ·acceptability?
10
MS. HOFFMAN: No, it doesn't.. An
11 emergency rule can be adopted or voted on
12 by the Council without notice in the
13 Oklahoma Register.
14
MR. FALLON: Thank you.
15
MR. BRANECKY: I will move that
16 we adopt the proposal from the st~with
17 'the addition of the emergency clause.
18
MR. FALLON: I'll second that.
19
MR. BREISCH: I have a motiori and
20 a second. Any further discussion or
21 questions from the Council? Myrna, call
22 the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
23
MR. WILSON: Yes.
24
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
25
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 13. PROHIBITION OF OPEN BURNING
Section
252:100-13-1. Purpose [AMENDED]
252:100-13-2. Definitions [AMENDED]
252:100-13-3. Scope [REVOKED]
252:100-13-4. Effective date [REVOKED]
252:100-13-5. Open burning prohibited [AMENDED]
252:100-13-6. Salvage operations utilizing open burning prohibited [REVOKED]
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252:100-13-9. General conditions and requirements for allowed open burning [NEW]
252:100-13-10. Disaster relief [NEW]
252: 100-13-11. Responsibility for consequences of open burning [NEW]

-
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252:100-13-1. Purpose
This Subchapter is for the purpose of preventing, abating, and controlling air pollution resulting
from air contaminants released in the open burning of refuse and other combustible materials.
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the open burning of refuse and other combustible
materials.
252:100-13-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Combustible materials" means any substance which will readily bum and shall include those
substances which, although generally considered incombustible, are or may be included in the
mass of the material burned or to be burned.
"Domestic refuse" means combustible materials or refuse that normally result from the function
of life at a residence, such as kitchen garbage, untreated lumber, cardboard boxes, packaging,
clothing, grass, leaves, and branch trimmings. It does riot include such things as tires, non-wood
construction debris, furniture, carpet, electrical wire, and appliances.
"Land clearing operation" means the uprooting, cutting, or clearing of vegetation in
preparation for the construction of buildings, the development of residential, commercial,
agricultural, or industrial properties, and for the construction and maintenance of right-of-ways.
It does not include the clearing of vegetation such as trimmings, fallen limbs, branches, or
leaves, or other wastes from routine property maintenance activities.
"Open burning" means the burning of combustible materials in such a manner that the products
of combustion are emitted directly to the outside atmosphere.
"Open-pit incinerator" means a device consisting of a pit (into which the material to be
combusted is placed) and nozzles, pipes, and other appurtenances designed and arranged in a
manner to deliver additional air and/or auxiliary fuel to, or near, the zone of combustion so that
theoretically complete combustion is accomplished or approached.

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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"Products of combustion" means all particulate and gaseous air contaminants emitted as a
result of the burning of refuse and combustible materials.
"Refuse" means garbage, rubbish, domestic refuse, and all other wastes generated by a trade,
business, industry, building operation, or household.
252:100-13-3. Scope [REVOKED]
This Subchapter shall apply to all operations involving open burning except those specifically
e:Kempted by 252:100 13 7.
252:100-13-4. Effective date [REVOKED]
The effective date of this Subchapter shall be January 1, 1971.
252:100-13-5. Open burning prohibited
No person shall cause, suffur, allow, or permit open burning of refuse and other combustible
material t:lKcept as may be allowed in complianc0 with OAC 252:100 13 7. The open burning of
refuse and combustible materials is prohibited unless conducted in strict accordance with the
conditions and requirements contained in 252:100-13-7 and 252:100-13-9.
Under no
circumstances shall the open burning of tires be allowed.

-

·-

252:100-13-6. Salvage operations utilizing open burning prohibited [REVOKED]
No person shall cause, suffur, allow, or permit op0n burning of combustible material in
connection with th0 salvage of motor vehicles, tires, oil and similar substances, containers,
coated or painted wire and metals, and otoor mat0rials.
252:100-13-7. Permissible Allowed open burning
Too open burning of refuse and other combustible material may b0 conductsd as spscifisd in ths
paragraphs set forth below if no public nuisance is or will bs creatsd and if the burning is not
prohibited by, and is conducted in compliance with, other applicable laws and the ordinances,
rulss, and orders of governmental entities having jurisdiction, including air pollm:ion control
ordinances, rules, and orders. TOO authority to conduct open burning und0r th0 provisions of this
Section do0s not ex0mpt or 0xcuss a person from ths conssquencss, damag0s, or injuries v,r-hich
may r0sult from such conduct nor does it 0:Kcus0 or sxempt any person from complying with all
applicable laws, ordinancss, rules, and orders of the govsrnmsntal entitiss having jurisdiction,
sven though the opsn burning is conductsd in compliancs with this Ssction.
(1) Firss (a) Fire training.
Open burning is allowed for fires purposely set for the
instruction and training of public and industrial fire-fighting personnel~ \v-hsn authori.zsd by
ths appropriats govsrnmsntal entity provided that authorization has been requested from the
local fire chief at least ten working days prior to any burning or that written authorization has
been received prior to such burning. The DEQ may require written verification of the
authorization from the local fire chief or fire training officer..
~ (b) Elimination of hazards. Fires sst for ths elimination of a fire hazard which cannot
be abated by any other means when authorized by the appropriate governmental entity.
Provided prior authorization is obtained from the local fire chief, open burning is allowed for
the elimination of:
(1) A fire hazard that cannot be abated by any other means.
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(2) A dangerous or hazardous material when there is no other practical or lawful method of
abatement or disposal if authorization is also received from the DEQ prior to such
burning.
(3) Fires set for the f@moval of dangerous or h~ardous material where there is no other
practical or lB:J.vful method of disposal upon approval of the Director of Air Quality
Division.
(4) Camp (c) Recreational and ceremonial fires. Open burning is allowed for camp fires
and other fires used solely for recreational purposes, fer-ceremonial occasions, or for outdoor
non-commercial preparation of food.
~ (d) Land management and land clearing operations. Open burning is allowed for the
following land management and land clearing operations.
(!L Fires purposely set to forest, crop or range lands for a specific reason in the
management of forests, crops or gameJ. in accordance with practices recommended by the
Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation, the Oklahoma State Department of
Agriculture, and the United States Forest Service.
~_GLThe burning of trees, brush, grass, and other vegetable matter in the clearing of land,
right of way maintenance operations, and agricultural crop burning if the following
conditions are met: Fires purposely set for land clearing operations if conducted at least 500
feet upwind of any occupied residence other than those located on the property on which the
burning is conducted, except that such burning must be conducted in open-pit incinerators in
counties or areas that are or have been designated nonattainment.
_(A) prevailing vlinds at the time of the burning must be a'Nay from any city or town,
the ambient air of which may be affected by air contaminants from the burning;
(B) the location of the burning must not be adjacent (500 ft. upwind) to an occupisd
residence other than those located on the property on v.rhich the burning is conducted;
(C) Cal'@ must be used to minimize the amount of dirt on the material being burned;
(D) oils, rubber, and other similar materials which produce unreasonable amounts of air
contaminants may not be burned;
(E) the imtial burning may begin only between three hours after sunrise and three heurs
before sunset and additional fuel may not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside the limits stated above; and,
(F) the burning must be controlled so that a traffic h~ard is not created as·a result of the
air contaminants being emitted.
~(e)
Burning of domestic refuse. Where no collection and disposal service is
reasonably available, the burning of refuse and other combustible materials generated in the
operation of a domestic household if the following conditions are met: domestic refuse may
be burned on the property where the waste is generated.
_(A) the material to be harned must not be the combined waste from a building
designed to accommodate more than three such households;
(B) the burning must be conducted on the property on vlhich the waste is generated; and,
(C) the initial burning may begin only between three hours after sunrise and three hours
before sunset and additional fuel many not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside the limits stated.
t&} (Q Hydrocarbon burning. Open burning of hydrocarbons is allowed for:
ill The burning of hydrocarbons which af@ spilled or lost as a result of pipeline breaks or
other accidents involving the transportation of such materials or vlhich are generated as
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wastes as the result of oil exploration, development, refining, or processing operations if the
following conditions are met: The disposal of spilled hydrocarbons or the waste products of
oil exploration, development, refining or processing operations which cannot be feasibly
recovered or otherwise disposed of in a legal manner. Notice must be given to the DEQ prior
to such burning.
(A) the material car.not be practicably recov&ed or otherwise lawfully disposed of in
some other manner;
(B) the burning must not be conducted within a city or town or in such proximity thereto
that the ambient air of such city or tovm may be affected by. the air contaminants being
emitted;
(C) the initial burning may begin only between three hours after sur.rise and three hours
before sunset and additional fuel may not be intentionally added to the fire at times
o~tside the limits stated above; and,
(D) the burning must be controlled so that a traffic hazard is not created as the result of
the air contaminants being emitted.
(2) The disposal of waste hydrocarbons through a flare. The owner or operator shall be
required to use a smokeless flare if a condition of air pollution is determined to exist by the
DEQ.
(9)- (g) Open-pit incinerator. The burning of any combustible material in an open pit
incinerator which has been properly designed and which is properly op&ated for the control
of smoke and particulate matter. Except for hazardous material, any combustible material or
refuse that is allowed to be burned under this Subchapter may be burned in an open-pit
incinerator that is properly designed and operated for the control of smoke and particulate
matter. The owner or operator of the open-pit incinerator shall not accept any material
owned by other persons and shall not transport any material to the property where the openpit incinerator is located in order to burn the material.
(10) The burning of hydrocarbons, v,rhich must be wasted, through the use of smokeless
atmospheric flares if after investigation a condition of air pollution exists.

252:100-13-8. [RESERVED]
252:100-13-9.
General conditions and requirements for allowed open burning
The open burning of refuse and other combustible material may be conducted as allowed in
this Subchapter only if the following conditions and requirements are met:
(1) No public nuisance is or will be created.
(2) The burning is controlled so that a traffic hazard is not created as a result of the air
contaminates being emitted.
(3) The burning is conducted so that the contaminants do not adversely affect the ambient
air quality of a city or town.
(4) The initial burning shall begin only between three hours after sunrise and three hours
before sunset and additional fuel shall not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside these limits. This requirement does not apply to the open burning allowed under
252:100-13-7 (a), (b), (c), and (d) (1).
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252:100-13-10. Disaster relief
Notwithstanding the prohibition in 252:100-13-5, the Executive Director of the DEQ may
allow the open burning of debris resulting from a disaster if the Director determines such burning
is necessary to protect public health and safety. Such approval, if granted, shall be accompanied
by appropriate guidelines for burning the debris.
252:100-13-11. Responsibility for consequences of open burning
Persons who conduct open burning in accordance with the provisions of this Subchapter are
not exempt or excused from the consequences, damages, or injuries that may result from such
conduct, nor are they exempt or excused from complying with all applicable laws, ordinances,
rules, and orders.

-
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
r.v

ts and Issues, or copies may be obtained fro91 Myrna
by calling (405) 702-4177.
/'
.t<ULE
'ACT STATEMENT:
/
Copie of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the
Quality Division.
/·
/
CONTACf
RSON:
/
'tten comments ,to Michelle Martinez
(252:100-4, 252:1 35),Joyce Sheedy(252:100-41), Cheryl
Bradley (252:100Dep~ent of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality ivision~ P.O. Box 16n, Oklahoma
(405) 702-4100.
City, Oklahoma 73101ADDmONAL INFO~TION:
Subchapter 35 wasJ{rought to public hearing on August
.· 11C

Tl.

~ ~
24,1999.
.
PERSONS WIT , DISAB
S:
Should you esire to attend but
e a disability and need
an accomm ation, please notify the~ Quality Division
three (3) ays in advance at (405) 702-41.00.
.

\

[OAR Docket #99-1302; filed 8-26:99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALfiY
r""'lAP'fER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1303]
RULEMAKING AcriON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED] .
Subchapter 9. Excess Emission and Malfunction
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13.
Prohibition of Open Burning
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 19. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Fuel-Burning Equipment [AMENDED]
Subchapter 21. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Subchapter 27. .Particulate Matter Exillssions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations
[REVOKED]
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
~.ppendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]

JMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible

- J

schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible. The
proposed rule language also requires an owner or operator
of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. Substantive changes include requiring
inventories to be submitted one month earlier than
presently required, allowing fee payers five years after
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
to receive credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the
facility owner or operator can challenge the data or
methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 iriclude
correction of typographical and grammatical errors and
deletion of redundant language. Also, the rule was
simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide
re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes to the rule
include narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities
only. A new condition was added to explain when excess
emissions from a process are due to a malfunction and when
they are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation.
The new language establishes a rebuttable presumption
that the combined time of all excess emissions from a
process due to a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or
1.5 percent of the process's operation tim~, whichever is
greater, in a 3 month period. The burden of proving that
excess emissions occurring more often are due to a
malfunction rather than negligent, marginal, or unsafe
operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for
allowed open burning into a neW section. A few substantive
changes were made such as adding definitiop.s for "domestic
refuse" and "landclearing operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures.
In some instances, the
requirementto notify the DEQ or other appropriate official
for authorization to bum was added. In addition, the
open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to a new
section. The rule is proposed to be amended to require
owners or operators to register with their local DEQ office;
however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an
open-pit incinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in
a 365-day period, they would be required to obtain a permit
and pay the required permit fee. Also, hazardous materials
may not be burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior
written approval has been obtained from both the local fire
chief and the DEQ.
Subchapters 19, 21 and 27 all deal with particulate matter
(PM) emissions. The proposed changes will merge the
requirements of Subchapter 21 and Subchapter 27 into
Subchapter 19. Subchapters 21 and 27 will then be revoked.
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Subchapter 19 as proposed will be simplified and clarified
according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
In addition, a Permit by Rule for particulate matter facilities
is being proposed for Subchapter 19. It is also being
proposed that both Appendix C and Appendix D be
revoked in favor of two new tabular appendices.
The DEQ is requesting comments on all of these
proposed rule changes.
AUTHO~

........

_

Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma . ·
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapters 9, 19, 21, 27, and Appendices C and D were ·
brought to public hearing on August 24, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABiliTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at ( 405) 702-4100.

Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101. and 2-5-101, et seq.
[OAR Docket #99-1303; filed 8-26-99]
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
· The DEQ requests that business entities affected by
these rules provide the DEQ, within the comment period, in
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT 0~/
dollar amounts if possible, the increase in the level of direct
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
costs such as fees, and the indirect costs such as reporting,
R 510. MUNICIPAL SOLID; 1\STE
recordkeeping,
equipment,
construction,
labor,
LANDFILLS [REVOKEDY
professional services, revenue loss, or other costs expected
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance with
[OAR Docket #99-1304]/
the proposed rules.
R
G ACTION:
COMMENT PERIOD:
Notice o proposed PERMANENTjRulemaking
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
PROPOSED ULES:
hearing on October 19, 1999. 1b be thoroughly considered
Chapter 5 0.
Municipal Soli<} Waste Landfills
by staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
[REVO D]
I
submitted to the contact person by October 12, 1999. Oral
SUMMARY: .
.
/
.
.
comments may be made at the October 19, 1999, hearing
Chapter 510 IS emg revoked suj'Ject to the adoption of
and at the November 16, 1999, hearing.
Chapter 530 as part f the re-right/,Pe-wrong process. Some
PUBUC BEARINGS:
rules which were in
apter 510were deleted. Others were
Thesday, October 19, 1999 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
amended and renum ered in qlapter 530. A conversion
Thlsa City-County Health Department, 5051 South 129th
table is available from e DE¢ upon request.
East (Northeast comer of 51st and 129th), Thlsa,
AUTHORITY:
/
Oklahoma.
Environmental Quali ~bard powers and duties, 27A
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board on
e Oklahoma Solid Waste
O.S. § 2-2-101; and
Thesday, November 16, 1999, 9:30 a.m., McAlester,
Management Act, 27A
2-10-101 et seq.
Oklahoma.
·
· REQUEST FOR COMME S:
The DEQ requests o/,at bu ess entities affected by this
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
rule provide the DEQ, ;within th comment period, in dollar
location.
amounts if possible,~~e increase·, the level of direct costs
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
such as fees, and ~e indirect sts such as reporting,
The proposed rules are available for review at :the Air
onstruction,
labor,
recordkeeping, jequipment,
Quality Division office at 7f17 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
other
costs
expected
professional
services,
revenue
loss,
o
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
to be incurred by'a particular entity du to compliance with
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
the
proposed r?Ie.
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
COMMENT PERIOD:
Bruce by calling ( 405) 702-4177.
Deliver m/mail
written comments to t1l
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
I
from September 15 through October 15, 1
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
I
PUBUC HEARINGS:
from the Air Quality Division.
Before'the Solid Waste Management Advi ry Council ,....,,
CONTACT PERSON:
at 9:00 a~m. on October 21, 1999, at the Stillw\ter Public
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
Library; 1107 S. Duck, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 74074. Before
(252:100-5, 252:100-9 and 252:100-13), Max Price
the E9~ronmental Quality Board at 9:30 on No~e~ber 16,
(252:100-19, 252:100-21,252:100-27 and Appendices C and
1999,·
m McAlester, Oklahoma, at a locatiOn \to be
D). Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
announced.

L
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· of this intended action and the rule impact statement, if
wilable, will be mailed within three days after publication
fthis Notice to all persons who have made a tiniely request
~ advanced notice of proposed rulemaking proceedings.

[OAR Docket #99-1403;/iled 10-29-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
2.PROCEDURESOFTHE

TMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
[OAR Docket #99-1397]
RULEMAKIN ACTION:
Notice of pro sed PERMANENTrulemakirig '?
PROPOSEDR:
S:.
:·s11~apterlS. _niform P~nriittirig Procedure5 ·
~S.TierClaS.

.. '' l

.

(

.

r...

'!;

1.

252:2~1~~1

tioris[AMENDED]

,.
';Thesday,:December 14, 1999 ~-9:00a.m. hearing, at tl
De artment of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 7,
No
Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Sell duled before the Environmental Quality Board (ti
date, ·
and location to be determined).
· Conta Myrna Bruce at (405) 7024177 for ~
location.
·
COPIES OF
The propos rules are available for review at the J
Quality Division ffice at 7CY7 North RObinson, Suite 41<
Oklahoma City, 0 .ahQma, n102,andoil the DEQwebsi
(www.deq.state.ok. , Air Quality Division · cllrre
Events and Issues, or pies may be obtained from Myr
Bruce by calling (405) 7 4117.
RULE IMPACT ST:ATI~:NT:
Copies of the rule impa statement may be obtam
from the Air Quality Division
CONTACT PERsON:
Please send written co:QllDe ts to Cheryl Bracllt
Department of '&wf:)nmental
uality, Air Qual
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Ok:laho a City, Oklahor
73101-1677; (405) 7024100.
PERSONS WITH DISAJIWTIES:
.Should you desire to attend but have a diS bility andne
an accommodation; please notify the Air Q ity Divisi
three (3) days in advance at (405) 7024100.

ED] ,
. 252:2-1541 [
ED] .
Part 7~ ·Review Proc d~ ~d Permitting Tune Lines _,
252:2;.15.,72 [
ED]..
.
SUMMAim
The Department is pr
sing amendments to the air
quality p~ions of 25 -15, Environmental Permit
Processing Thnes, to· make em. consistent with 252:100,
[OAR Docket #99-1397,· filed 10-26~99]
Air Pollution ControL The rms "tni:Qor source(s)" and·
major "facility(ies)" would be changed . to . "minor
(s)",respectively.
facility(ies)" and "Part 70 so
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
nts on the proposed rule ·
The· DEQ is r~questing co
changes.
.
ENVIRONMENfAL QUALITY
AUTHORin:
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTRC
Environmental Quality Board, 'A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
[OAR Docket #99-13_98]
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
RULEMAKINGACllON:
The DEQ requests that business e tities or any other ·
Notice of proposed"PERMANENT rulem8.k:ing
members of the public aff~ed by. ~e rules provide the
PROPOSED RULES:·
DEQ, within the comment period, in ollar amounts if
Subchapter 5~. · Registration, Emission Inventory a
· possible, the bicrease in the level ofdirect sts such as feeS,
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
and tlie indiiect costs such as reporting, recorQkeeping,
Subcha ter 9. Excess ·Emission and Malfunctl
· · ements [AMENDED]
equipment, construction, labor, profe
nal services,
Prohibition of Open Bum
revenue loss, or other costs expected ~ be · curred by a
~~iffi~~~
,
particular entity due to compliance with the pr posed rules.
Appendix
E.
Primary
Ambient
.Aiir
Quality Standa
COMMENT PERIOD:
[REVOKED]·
Written comments will be accepted prior to
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standa
hearing on December 14, 1999. .1b · be
[NEW] .
. considered by staff prior to the bearing, written
ents
Appendix
F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standa
should be submitted to the contact person by December 7,
[REVOKED].
1999. Oral comments may be made at the December 14,
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standa
1999 hearing and at· the Environmental Quality Board
[NEW]
hearing (date, time and location to be determined).
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SUMMARY:

The proposed amendments to Appendices E an ~'\
The proposed changes to Sul;lchapter 5 are designed to
would restore the primary and secondary ambient··
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
quality standards to what they were prior to July 18, 1997.
schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be·revciked
based on the most recent emission data possible. The .and the ~-hour standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5
proposed rule language also requires an owner or operator
standard would be revoked along the revised form.of the
of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual
PM-10 standard and replaced witli the previous form of the
emission inventory. Substantive changes include requiring
PM-10 standat:d.
inventories to be submitted one month earlier than
The DEQ is requesting comments on all of these
presently required, allowing fee payers five years after
proposed rule changes.
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
AUTHORITY:
to receive credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
period oftime to six months in which either the DEQ or the
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
facility owner or operator can challenge-the methods used
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
to cal~ate the facility's emissions for. fee caiC?Wation
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
purposes.
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
· The proposed changes to Subchapter ,9 include
DEQ, Within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
correction of typographical and grammatical_ err()rs and
possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as fees,
deletion of redundant language. Also~ . the rule was
and the indirect costs SU,fh as reporting, recordkeeping,
simplified and ·clarified according to :the · agency-Wide
equipment, coristruction, labor, professional services,
re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes to the rule
revenue loss, or other Q.>S~ ~ected to be incurred by a
include establishing a time limit on excess emissions caused
particular entity due to complianceWith the proposed rules.
by properly reported malfunction, startup/shutdowns, and
COMMENT PERIOD:
.
maintenance procedures. The burden of proving that
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
excess emissions occurring more than eight ho~ or 15
hearing on December 14, 1999. 'lb be thorou~
percent of the process's operation time in a 3-month period
considered by staff prior to the hearing, written comm ·
··
are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shut~owns or
should be submitted to the contact person by Decembe1
maintenanCe procedures rather thannegligent, margina,4 or
1999. Oral comments may be made at the December 14,
improper operation is on the owner or operator·. of the
1999 hearing and at the Environmental Quality Board
process. Language was added to explain· that compliance
hearing (date, time and location tc? be determined).
· ·With this Subchapter will not exempt source~ . from ·
PUBUC HEARINGS:
complying With any applicable federal requirement, and
'Ib.esday,Decerilber 14, 1999- 9:00a.m. hearing, at the
.additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions,
Department of Environmental QUality, Room 101, 707
'maintenance, and startup/shutdowns were added tinder
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
proposed section 252:100-9-32, Demonstration of cause.
Sclieduledbefore the Environmental Quality Board (the
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplifyand
date, time and location to be determined).
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-Wide
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
re~right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
location.
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for .
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
'· -':alloWed open b'iuning into a new section. A few substantive
· The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
changes were made, such as adding definitions for
QUality
Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
. ;:"domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along
Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
· 'With a section on disaster r~ef procedures. In some
(www.deq.state.ok.us),
Air Quality Division Current
· · · instances; the requirement to no?fY the DEQ or other
Events
and
Issues,
or
copies
may be obtained from Mytna
·.· :aPi>ropriate official for authorization to burnwas added. In
Bruce
by
calling
(
405)
702-4177.
'. · addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements · were
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
I
moved to a new section. The rule is proposed to be
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
· . amended to require owners or operators to reg~stex: with
from the Air Quality Division.
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner .or operator
·anticipates operating an open-pit incinerator in the same pit
CONTACT PERSON:
for more than 30 days in a 365-day period, they would be
Please send written comments to Jeanette Butt..-.,
required to obtain a permit and pay the required permit fee.
(252:100-5, 252:100-9 and 252:100-13) and Micl
Also, the rule would only allow material from a land clearing
Martinez (Appendices E and F), Department o. ·
operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box

. . •..

.
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1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapters 5, 9, and 13 were brought to public hearing
on October 19, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1398; filed 10-26-99]

The rule impact statement is available from the contact
pe n.
CO :Acr PERSON:
S llie Chard, Water Quality Division, Department of
En ·
ental Quality, 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City;
P.O. B 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, '73101-1677
· (phone:
) 702-8100)
PERSON WITH DISABUJTIES:
Should u desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accomm dation, please notify the contact person three
(3) days in a

cket #99-1399; filed 10-26-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HAPfER 615. INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER
SYSTEMS [REVOKED].
[OAR Docket #99-1399)
v.Ldl!l,l.l'JJ~u..,G ACIION:

No e of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPO ED RULES:
Chapt
615.
Industrial WasteWater S~tems

[RE

KED]

SUMMAR~

This rulem · g action revokes Chapter 615 ofTitle 252
of the Old
ma Administrative Code, Industrial
Wastewater Syst
. The revocation of Chapter 615,
Industrial Waste ter Systems· is part of the agency's
re-right/de-wrong p ocess. This chapter is being replaced
by a new chapter,
C 252:616, Industrial Wastewater
Systems.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quali Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§

2-2-101,2-2-201,2-6-402,

.I

~i
,-,,

d 2-6-501

COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments may
submitted to the contact
person listed below from Nove ber 15 through December
7, 1999. Oral and written comm ts will pe accepted by the
Water Quality Management
:visory Council at its
·December 7, 1999, meeting.
scheduled before the
' Environinental Quality Board (the .te, time and location
to be deterinined).
PUBLIC HEARING: ·
Before the Water Quality Mana ement Advisory
Council at its December 7, 1999, meeting a 1:00 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose room of the Department of . wonmental
Quality, located at 707 N. Robinson, 0
oma City,
Oklahoma 73101.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Qu ity Board
{the date, time and location to be detennined).
COPffiS OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be obtained from the
con tact person.

RULEMAKING ACTI
Notice of proposed P
PROPOSED RULES:
Chapter 616. Industri

Wastewater Systems [NEW]

SUMMAR~

is part of the agency's
re-rigbt/de-wrong process.
anges were made to simplify
and clarify requirements, rem ve unenforceable language
and add requirements for land pplication associated with
industrial wastewater systems
m a sepax-ate chapter to
provide a consolidated source . r industrial wastewater
system requirements. Due to the anges, Chapter 615 is
being revoked and replaced with
pter 616.
·
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27 O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101, 2-2-201, 2-~-~m2, and 2-6-501.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entiti s affected by t1ili
· rule provide the DEQ, within the commen
riod, in dollaJ
amounts if possible, the increase in the lev of direct!=ost!
such as fees, and the indirect costs such as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment, . conftructi n, · labor
professional services, revenue loss, orotper co ts e:xpectec
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance witl:
the proposed rule.
\
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments may be submitted to the 'fontac·
person listed below from November 15 through Dec~mbe1
7, 1999. Oral and written comments will be accepted Qy the
Water Quality Management Advisory Council
it
December 7, 1999, meeting. Also scheduled before the

at
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Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
ce by calling (405) 702-4177.
R E IMPACT STATEMENT:
C ies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from th · Quality Division.
CONTAC ERSON:
Please se
written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-9) and yce Sheedy (252:100-33), Department of
Environmental
ity, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma
, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDffiONALINFO~ ON:
Subchapter 9 was brought public hearing on June 15,
August 24, October 19 and De
ber 14, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but hav
an accommodation, please notify the
Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-41

[OAR Docket #99-1631; filed 12-27-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1638]
RULEMAKING ACTION:

Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Prohibition of Open Burning
Subchapter 13.
[AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible. The
proposed rule language clarifies that an owner/operator ofa
facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on their
annual emission inventory. Substantive changes include
requiring all inventories to be submitted prior to March 1
and providing up to a 60-day extension upon request and
good cause shown. It allows fee payers five years after
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
receive credit for such overpayment, and reduces to six
months after inventories are due or submitted the period of
timeinwhicheitherthefacilityowner/operatorortheDEQ,
respectively, can challenge the method used to calculate the
facility's emissions for fee calculation purposes.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for
JanUBIY 18, 2000

allowed open burning into a new section. A few substantive
changes were made, such as adding definitions for
"domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along
with a section on disaster relief procedures. In some
instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to bum was added.
New language was added under "land management and
land clearing operations" requiring those who clear land in
areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to
burn their vegetation in open-pit incinerators. Existing
language on open-pit incinerators was expanded and now
prohibits accepting any material owned by other persons
and from transporting any material to the property where
the open-pit incinerator is located in order to bum the
material.
AUI'HORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, Section 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air
Act Section 2-5-101, et. seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The comment period for the proposed amendments to
Subchapters 5 and 13 were September 15 through October
19, 1999, and November 15 through December 14, 1999.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Previously held before the Air Quality Council on
October 19 and December 14, 1999. However, additional
oral comments may be made at the meeting of the
Environmental Quality Board, Friday, February 25, 2000 9:30 a.m., at the Department of Environmental Quality,
Room 101, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
·
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for additional
information.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 7fJ7 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.okus), Air Quality Division CUrrent
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
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CONTACT PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
On December 14, 1999, the Air Quality Council
recommended the proposed amendments to Subchapters 5
and 13 be recommended for adoption by the Environmental
Quality Board at their meeting on February 25, 2000.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at ( 405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1638;filed 12-30-99]

\
\
C

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1639]
of

proposed
EMERGENCY
and
PE
rulemaking
PROPOSED ULES:
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVO
]
Appendix E.
· ary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[NEW]
Appendix E Seco dary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[REVOKED]
Appendix F. Second
Ambient Air Quality Standards
[NEW]
SUMMARY:
The proposed amendme ts to Appendices E and F
would restore the primary
d secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they ere prior to July 18, 1997.
The 8-hour ozone standard of 0. 8 ppm would be revoked
and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 pp restored. The PM-2.5
standard would be revoked along
h the revised form of
the PM-10 standard and replaced wi the previous form of
the PM-10 standard.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers d duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, Section 2-2-101; and Oklah a Clean Air
Act Section 2-5-101, et. seq.
·
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or y other
members of the public affected by these rules pro ·de the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amo ~ts if
possible, the increase in the level ofdirect costs such as .£:5s,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeep" g,
equipment, construction, labor, professional service ,
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revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
articular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
MMENT PERIOD:
J'he comment period for the proposed amendments to
Ap endices E and F was November 15 through December
14, r 99.
PUB C HEARINGS:
Pre "ously held before the Air Quality Council on
Decem r 14, 1999. However, additional oral comments
may be
de at the meeting of the Environmental Quality
Board, F "day, February 25, 2000 - 9:30 a.m., at the
Departmen of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North Robi on, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Contact
a Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for additional
information.
·
COPIESOFP
The proposed les are available for review at the Air
Quality Division o ce at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
OklahomaCity,O
oma, 73102,andontheDEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.u ), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or opies m.ay be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 02-41]7.
RULE IMPACT STA:.a.A¥Y.u:n."
Copies of the rule · act statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality DiVI ion.
CONTACT PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, D artment of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Divisio , P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; 05) 702-4100.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATI
On December 14, 1999,
e Air Quality Council
recommended the proposed arne dments to Appendices E
and F be recommended for adopti n by the Environmental
Quality Board at their meeting on ebruary 25, 2000.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but hav · a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the · Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702- 00.

TITLE 265. STATE FIRE ,.,01"'1,.~
COMMISSION
CHAPTER 25. ADOPTED NATI 'NAL
CODESANDSTANDARDS
[OAR Docket #99-1608]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULE:
265:25-1-3. Incorporated National Codes and Standal\ds
[AMENDED]

January 18, 2000

Pennanent Final Adoptions
(C) Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating
fees shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation).
(2) Part 70 Sources.
(A) From January 1, 1995, until January 1, 1999,
the annual operatfug fee for Part 70 sources shall be
$15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee
calculation).
(B) Beginning January 1, 1999, the annual
operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $17.12 per
n of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
( ) The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
au omatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
wh1 h the Consumer Price Index for the most
rece t calendaryear ending before the beginning of
such y ar differs from the Consumer Price Index for
the cal dar year 1994. The Consumer Price Index
for an calendar year is the average of the
Consum · ·Price Index for all-urban consumers
published y the Department of Labor, as of the
close of the elve month period ending on August
31 of each endar year.

(2) Regulated pollutants (for fee cal
tion) in excess
of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a·
shall not be considered in the calculation o
fee.

252:100-5-3.

Confidentiality of proprietary
information
[Refer to 27A O.S. Supp. 19931 § 2-5-105.18.]

[OAR Docket #00-855; filed 5-4-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
~~O~NTAL QUALTIY
CHAYI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-854]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
R~S:

v Subchapter
13. l\:ehlbiti9R: ef Open Burning
252:100-13-1 [AMENDED]
,,.i

252:1()()..13-2 [AMENDED)
252:100-13-3 [REVOKED]
. 252:100-13-4 [REVOKED]
252:100-13-5 [AMENDED]
252:100-13-6 (REVOKED]
252:100-13-7 (AMENDED]
252:100-13-8 (RESERVED]
252:100-13-9 [NEW]
252:100-13-10 [NEW]
252:100-13-11 [NEW]
AUTHORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1999, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.

June 1, 2000
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DATES:
Comment period:
September 15, 1999 through October 19, 1999; and November
15, 1999 through December 14, 1999
PubUe hearing:
October 19, 1999, December 14, 1999 and February 25, 2000
Adoption:
February 25, 2000
Submitted to Governor:
March 3, 2000
Submitted to House:
March 3, 2000
Submitted to Senate:
March 3, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:
April10, 2000
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on April28, 2000
Final adoption:
··
- · -··
April 28, 2000
Effective:
June 12, 2000
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and clarify the
Subchapter as part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include consolidating the general conditions and
requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. A few
substantive changes were made, such as adding definitions for
"domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along with a
section on disaster relief procedures. In some instances, the
requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for
authorization to burn was added. New language was added under
"land management and land clearing operations" requiring those
who clear land in areas that are or have been designated
nonattainment to burn their vegetation in open-pit incinerators.
Existing language on open-pit incinerators was expanded and now
prohibits accepting any material owned by other persons and from
transporting any material to the property where the open-pit
incinerator is located in order to burn the material.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on December 14, 1999.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACf PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-1677. (405) 702-4100

of

PURSUANT TO THE ACfiONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 12, 2000.

SUBCHAPTER 13. PROHIBffiON OF OPEN

BURNING

~\
/

252:100-13-1.

Purpose
This Subchapter is for the p1:1rpose of prevtmting,
abatiag, and controlling air pollution resulting from. air
coatamiaants r~easse in the open b1:1rning of rsfuss and
other combustible materials, The purpose of this
Subchapter is to contrOl the npen burning of refuse and
other combustible materials.

252:100-13-2.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Combustible materials" means any substance which
. will readily bum and shall. include those substances which,
although generally considered incombustible, are or may be
included in the mass of the material burned or to be burned.
"Domestic refuse" means combustible materials or
refuse that normally result from the function. of life at a
residence. such as kitchen garbage. untreated lumber.
cardboard boxes. packaging. clothing. grass. leaves. and
branch trimmings. It does not include such things as tires,
non-wood construction debris, furniture, carpet, electrical
wire, and appliances.
"Land clearint: operation" means the uprooting,
cutting, or clearing of vegetation in preparation for the
construction of buildings, the development of residential.
commercial. agricultural. or industrial properties, and for
the construction and maintenance of right-of-ways. It does
not include the clearing of vegetation such as trimmings,
fallen limbs, branches, or leaves, or other wastes from
routine property maintenance activities.
"Open burning'' means the burning of combustible
materials in SU:ch a manner that the products of combustion
are emitted directly to the outside atmosphere.
"Open-pit incinerator'' means a device consisting of a
pit (into which the material to be combusted is placed) and
nozzles, pipes, and other appurtenances designed and
arranged in a manner to deliver additional air and/or
auxiliary fuel to, or near, the zone of combustion so that
theoretically complete combustion is accomplished or
approached.
.·,'
"Products of combustion" means ali particulate and
gaseous air containinants emitted as a result of the burning
of refuse and combustible materials.
"Refuse" means garbage, rubbish, domestic refuse and
all other wastes generated by a trade, business, industry,
building operation, or household.

252:100-13-3.

Scope [REVOKED]
This Subchapter shall apply to all operations invehz:ffig
opsn burning except those specifically snmpted by

252:100 13 7.
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252:100-13-4.

Effective date [REVOKED]

'TJ.:le effustive date of this Saeshapter sh.aU ee .Janaary 1,

±m:r
252:100-13-5.

disposal if authorization is also received from the DEO
prior to such burning.
~

Open burning prohibited

No f!SFSOB sh.all saase, saffer, aUow, or J~ermit opeB
eamiag of refuse aad other semeastiele material exGept as
may at~ allowed iB sompliaase ·.v:ith OAC 252;100 13 7. Iillt,
open burning of refuse and combustible materials js
- prohibited unless conducted in strict accordance with the
g:>nditions and requirements contained in 252:100-13-7 and
252:100-13-9. Under no circumstances shall the open
burning of tires be allowed.
252:100-13-6.

Salvage operations utilizing open burning
prohibited [REVOKED]

No persoB sh.all saase, mftSr, allaw, or permit opeB
eamiag of semeastiele material iB 601lll86HOB •.vith the
salvage of motor vehisles, tires; oil aad similar sahstaases,
seatainers, seated or painted \'Me and metals, aad ether
materials,
Penaissible Allowed open burning
The Of!C!B eamirlg of refuse aBd ether semeastible
material may ee seBdHGted as SfJesified iB the J~aragraJ~hs set
forth eelaw if BO J!abliG Baisanse is or Will ee G£eated aad if
the earBiBg is BOt J~rohil:Jited ey, aad is SOBdasted iB
semplianst~ with, ether applisaele }a>;~,q; aad the er4iaanses,
rales, aBd orders of goverBmeBtal eBtities haviag
jarisdistioB, iBsludiBg air pelkltioB soBtrol erdinaases, rales,
aad orders. The authority to soadust Of!eB barBing aader
the JlrO'lisiOBS of this SestioB aoes BOt &I(_8mf)t ~r 8*SHS8 a
f!SFSOB B.:om the soase'laeBSes, aamages, or iajaries whish
may resalt from sash soadast Bor does it e.wase or eBmpt
aBy persoB from semplyiag with all aJ~plisaele la?llS,
orainaases, rales, and oraez:s of the g0'18mmeatal eBtities
haviag jarisdistioB, eveB theagh the opeB earBiBg is
sel'Mhlsted iB sompliaBSe '!lith ·this SestioB,
W ~a) Fire trainina:. Qpen burning is allowed
252:100-'13-7.

for fires purposely set for the instruction and training of
public and industrial fire-fighting personnel,. whea
aathomea by the apJ!ropriate govemmeBtal eBtity
provided that authorization has been reqyested from
the local fire chief at least ten workim: days prior to any
humin& or that written authorization has been received
prior to such burning. The DEO may reqyire written ..
verification of the authorization from the local fire chief
or fire training officer.
~Elimination of hazards. Fires set for the
eliminatioB of a fire h~ard •lflHGh Gal'lB.Qt ee aeat8d by
any other meaas whea authorized by the appropriate
gov8rBmeBtal eBtity. Provided prior authorization is
obtained from the local fire chief. open burning js
.allowed for the elimination of:
ill A fire hazard that cannot be abated ey any other
~

June 1, 2000

.(21 A dangerous or hazardous material wben there is
no other practical or lawful method of abatement or
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Fires set for the nmoval of daBgeroas or
ha;m=aoas material where the£€! is BO other prastisal or
lw.vful methoel ofai&fJosal apoB approval of the Direstor
of Air Quality Div:.isioB,
~ Camp (c) Recreational and ceremonial fires.
Open burning is allowed for camp fires and other fires
used solely for recreational purposes, for-ceremonial
occasions, or fur oatdoer non-commercial preparation
of food.
~Land manuement and land clearing
gperations. Open burning is allowed for the followin2
land mana~ent and land clearing Qperations.
ill Fires purposely set to forest~ or range lands for
a specific reason in the management of forests~ or
ganie.. in accordance With practices recommended by
the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation,
the Oklahoma State Department of Agriculture, and
the United States Forest Service.

f9t(2). The earBiBg of trees, brush., grass, aBe other
vegetaele matter iB the sl8ariB:g of laael, right Of way
maiBteBaB:Ge eperatioDB, aad agrisaltaral 6l'Ofl e\:U'lliag
if the fullewing seBaitioDB are met; Fires pllJl!OSely set
for land clearing Qperations if Conducted at least 500
feet upwind of any occupied residence other than those
located on the property on which the burning is
conducted. except that such burning must be conducted
in Qpen-pit incinerators in counties or areas that are or
have been desi~ated nonattainment.

· W

pF&Ylailiag wiBas at the time of the bamiBg
:mast ee away B.:om any sity or te>.¥B; the ameieat air
of whish may ee affestea by air soBtamiBaats from
thebamiag;
~
the losatiqB of the ean:liBg mast BOt ee
adjasoot (SQO ft. apwiad) to aa ossapiea resideBse
ether than those lesated OB the property OB whish
the eamiag is SOBdasted;
(C) care mast ee as1:1d to mini.mile the amoant of
Girt OB the material eeiag eamea;
~ oils, mbl:>er, aad other similar materials whish
proaase ameasoBaele amewits of air soBtamiB:mts
may BOt ee eamed;
.
~ the iBitial e\lming may begiB only eetweeB
three heuz:s after saarise aad three hears eefure
saaset aad adaitieBal fuel may BOt ee mteatioBally
added to the fire at times oatsiae the limits states
aemr.e; aaa,
~
the burniag mast ee soBtrolled so that a traffis
hazard is Bot sreatea as a resalt of the air
OOBtamiBaBt& eeing emitted,
~W Bumine gfdgmestic refuse. Where no collection
and disposal service is reasonably available, the earni:ng
of refuse and other someastiele materials geBerated in
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the operation of a domestic household if the following
conditiee5 are met: domestic refuse may be burned on
the property wbere the waste is ~enerated.
{At tl:ul material to be burned must not be the
combined waste be from a building designed to
aGG9fiUflodate HlOre than three sush househelds·
~ the burning must be conducted on the
property on which the 'l'lraste is generated; an~
fG1 the initial lnmiiag may eegia o:ely betweea
three ho\H's after su.nrise and three boors b~ore
S\lllset and additional fuel many not be inteBtienally
added to the fire at times outside the limits stated,
f81.(t) Hydrocarbon burnina:. Open burning of
hydrocarbons is allowed for:
.(11 'I'm burning of hydrocarbons •.vhiGh are spilled or
lost as a reswt of pipeline breaks or other aoGidents
in'lol>Ang the kansportatioo of sueh materials or which
- --are--geoora.tod as-wastes as tb:s JiB&l;llt·of <:~il exploration,
d&Velopmeat, refining, or processing operat_ions if the
follovfing oonctitions are met: The disposal.of spilled
hydrocarbons or the waste products of oil exploration,
development, refming or processin~:. operations wbich
cannot be feasibly recovered or otherwise disposed of in
a le~:al manner. Notice must be iiven to the DEO prior
to sucb burning.
{At the material oaBBot be praGtioably reo9'1rered
or othenvise la·,.lfully disposed of ia some other
mam~er;

~

the b\H'Ili:ng must aot be soaduoted within a
city or town or ia such prmGmity thereto that the
ambient air of sucli city or tOWJl may be affeoted by
th0 air oontaminants being emitted;
fG1 the initial burning may begin only between
tme hoW'S after sunrise and three hours befon~
sumet and additioHal fuel may not be iHteatioaa:lly
added te the fire at times outside the limits stated
above; and,
~ the bumiag mYSt be seHtrollee so that a traffic
hai!jard is aot created as the result of the air
COHtamina:ats being emittee.
.(2). Th~ disposal of waste hydrocarbons through a
flare. The owner or operator shall be reqyired to use a
smokeless flare if a condition of air pollution is
determined to exist by the DEO.
(9j.(g) Open-pit incinerator. The buraiag of any .
combustible material in an open pit incinerator whiGh
has beea properly Elesigaed aad which is properly
operates fer the sontrel of smoke aad partioulate
matter. f,xcept for hazardous material, any combustible
material or refuse that is allowed to be burned under
this Subchapter may be burned in an open-pit
incinerator that is properly designed and operated for
the control ofsmoke and particulate matter. The owner
or operator of the open-pit incinerator shall not accept
any material owned by other persons and shall not
transport any material to the property where the

Oklahoma Register (Volume 17, Number 15)

Qpen-pit incinerator is located in order to burn the
material,
~+he b1:1raing of hydrocarbons, which must be
wasted, threugh the use ofsmokeless atmospheric flares
if after iwrestigatioa a ooaditien of air poll1:1tion BKists.

252:100-13-8.

[RESERVED]

252:100-13-9.

General conditions and requirements for
allowed uen burnina:
The open burnin2 of refuse and other combustible
material may be conducted as allowed in this Subchapter
only if the following conditions and reQ.!Jirements are met:
.(11 No public nuisance is or will be created.
The burning is controlled so that a traffic hazard is
not created as a result of the air contaminants being
emitted.
_.Q). The burning is conducted so that the contaminants
do not adversely affect the ambient air quality of a city
or town,
.(.4) The initial burning shall b~gin only between three
hours after sunrise and three hours before sunset and
additional fuel shall not be intentionally added to the
fire at times outside these limits. This requirement does
not apply to the open burning allowed under
252:100-13-?(a), (b). (.c). and (d)(l).

m

252:100-13-10.

Disaster relief
Notwithstanding the prohibition in 252:100-13 5, the
Executive Director of the DEO may allow the open burning
of debris resulting from a disaster if the Director determines
such burning-is necessazy to protect public health and safety.
Such approval; if granted, shall be accompanied by
appropriate 1n1idelines for burning the debris.

252;100-13-11.

Responsibility for consequences of open

bumine
Persons who conduct open burning in accordance with
the provisions of this Subchapter are not exempt or excused
from the consequences, damages, or injuries that may result
from such conduct. nor are they exempt or excused from
complying with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules. and
~

..;'
~
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING
*9:00A.M.
Tuesday, October 19, 1999
Tulsa City-County AudJtorium
5051 South 129 Street East Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma

1.
2.
3.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll CaD- Mylna Bruce
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
Approval ofMinutes of the August 24, 1999 Regular Meeting
Public: Rulemaldng Hearings

4.
5.
A.

OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Staadards
Proposal would update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from 7':'1-97 to 7.;.1-99. Previously,
incorporated NSPS subp~ that have been amended by tho USEPA since 7-1-97 arc:. AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, and
WWW. A new SubpartEc.has been added to theNSPS. SubpartCe was addedto252:100-4-5 as an exception.
. 1.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
2.
·Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
~Roll c:a1l vote(s) fur emergency and permanent~

B.

OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill ammal operating fees on a flcoo"ble schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; requires an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
.emissions on their .annual emission invc:n.tory; requires inve11tories to bo submitted one month earlier than presently
required allowing fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and reducing the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the fa~ity
owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calc:olate 1he facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram .
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council ·
·
4.
Roll c:a1l vote(s) for permanent adoption

C.

OAC 252:100-9 Exeess EmJssion and ~D. RePOrtlag [AMENDEDI
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide .re-rigbt/de-wrong initiative including correction of
typographkal and grammatical errors and deletion f!l Mdnncfal¢ language. Substantive changes include narrowing
the scope ofthe rule to minor. facilities only. A new condition was added to explain when excess emissions from a
pro~ess are due to a malfunction and when they are. duo to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation. The new
language establishes a rebuttable presumption that the combined time ofall excess emissions from a process due to a
malfimction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5% of'tbe process's operation time, whichever is greater, in a 3-month
period. The buideu of proving that excess cminioas oc:c:urring more often are due to a malfimction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the Owner or operator of the process.
1.
Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D.

OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Burn~1 .
Proposal would simplify the language under tho agency-wide .re-right/de-wrong initiative including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open bummg into a new section. Substantive changes would
add certain definitions and notification requirements.
1.
Prese11tation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption

.~

-
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E.

COMBINED
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment [AMENDED}
. ...-,
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
,.
OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operation
[REVOKED}
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]
Proposal would merge requirements into SC 19 and revoke SC 21and SC 27. SC 19, as proposed, would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. Also a Permit by Rule for particulate matter
· fac~ties is being proposed for SC 19. The graphics in Appendices C and D would be replaced by two new tabular
appendices.
1.
Presentation -Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

~.

OAC 252:100-35 Control ofEmission of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED}
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-WI'ong initiative; and narrow the
scope to specific sources that are the primary emitters of carbon monoxide. Otber changes include addition of
definitions "existing source" and "new source" and the replacement of. "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola".
Also, Section 35-3 would be revoked because performance testing requirements are already provided for in SC 8
andSC43.
;
.
1.
Presentation- Michelle
2~
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council.
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption

Martinez

H.

OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 16, Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language lDlder the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. The proposed
changes to section 1.5 would ·incorporate by reference the MACT standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR
63 promulgated by EPA ftom7-l-98 through 7-1-99. The proposed.changes to section 16 would update to 7-1-99
the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by ColDlcil I Public
3.
Possible action by Councfi
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emcigency and permanent adoption

from

L

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emission
Existing Municipal Solid Waste Land.fills [AMENDED]
Proposal would amend to update the incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to 7-1 ~99.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
:
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
·
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adopti~n

6.
1.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill
.
.
New Business -Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the ome
of posting the agenda.
·
·
Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
DEQ Mu1ti-~~e Room .
Tuesday, December 14, 1999

8.

• Council decided at its August 24 meeting to begin early due to the number of agenda items
Lunch Break, If necessary

!lhauld 7ft dooiN 18 attead built...• dlulJWIJ' ud ued u _,.,.,odadoa,
plcul aodl'y DID' Dop•rtmeallhne d•11la •.twa.. •• (4115) '12G-4100.

""""'
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October 1, 1999
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division Director
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 13

C.

J

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 13, Prohibition of
Open Burning. The rule will be brought to public hearing o~ October 19, 1999. Many of
. the proposed changes to the rule are intended to simplify and clarify the rule as part of the
·agency wide re--right/de-wrong initiative and include consolidating the genera!' conditions
and, requirements for allowed open buming into a new section. A few substantive
changes were made, such as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing
operation" and a new section on disaster relief procedures. In some instances, the
requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for authorization to burn was
added. Information regarding open-pit incinerators was moved into a new section and
amended. Owners or operators with an open-pit incinerator would be required to register
with the local DEQ office and, if they locate an open-pit incinerator in the same pit for a
period exceeding 90 days in a 365-day period, they would be required to obtain a permit
from the Division.
Staff will recommend the rule be considered again at the next Air Quality Council
meeting on December 14, 1999.
Enclosures: 1

-

SUBCHAPTER 13.

PROHIBITION OF OPEN BURNING

Section
252:100-13-1.
252:100-13-2.
252:100-13-3.
252:100-13-4.
252:100-13-5.
252:100-13-6.

Purpose
Definitions
Scope [REVOKED]
Effective date [REVOKED]
Open burning prohibited
Salvage
operations
utilizing
open
burning
prohibited [REVOKED].
252:100-13-7. PermissibleAllowed open burning
252:100-13-8. Open-pit incinerators
252:100-13-9. General conditions and requirements for allowed
open burning·
252:100-13-10. Disaster relief
252:100-13-11. Responsibility for consequences of open burning

-
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SUBCHAPTER 13.

PROHIBITION OF OPEN BURNING

252:100-13-1. Purpose
This Subchapter is for the purpose of preventing, abating, and
controlling air pollution resulting from air contaminants released
in the open burning of refuse and other combustible materials. The
purpose of this Subchapter is to control the open burning of refuse
and other combustible materials.
252:100-13-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Combustible materials" means any substance which will readily
burn and shall include those substances which, although generally
considered incombustible, are or may be included in the mass of the
material burned or to be burned.
"Domestic refuse" means combustible materials or refuse that
normally result from the function of life at a residence, such as
kitchen garbage, untreated lumber, cardboard boxes, packaging,
clothing, grass, leaves, and branch trimmings. It does not include
such things as tires, non-wood construction debris, furniture,
carpet, electrical wire, and appliances.
"Land clearing operation"
means the uprooting, cutting, or
clearing of vegetation in preparation for the construction of
buildings,
the
development
of
residential,
commercial,
agricultural, or industrial properties, and for the construction
and maintenance of right-of-ways. It does not include the clearing
of vegetation such as trimmings, fallen limbs, branches, or leaves,
or other wastes from routine property maintenance activities.
.
"Open burning'' means the burning of combustible materials in such
a manner that the products of combustion are emitted directly to
the outside atmosphere.
·
"Open-pit incinerator•• means a device consisting of a pit (into
which the material to be combusted is placed) and nozzles, pipes,
and other appurtenances designed and arranged in a manner to
deliver additional air and/or aux1liary fuel to, or near, the zone
of combustion so that theoretically complete combustion is
accomplished ·or approached.
"Products of combustion" means all particulate and gaseous air
contaminants emitted as a result of the burning of refuse and
combustibl~ materials.
11 Refuse" means garbage,
rubbish, and all other wastes generated
by a trade, business, industry, building operation, or household.
252:100-13-3. Scope [REVOKED]
This Subchapter shall apply to all operations involving open
burning eJecept those specifically exempted by 252.100 13 7.
252:100-13-4. Effective date [REVOKED]
· The effective date of this Subchapter shall be January 1, 1971.
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Open burning prohibited
person sea±l cause, suffer, allo~t, or permit open burning of
refuse ana ot:eer combustibl:e materia± except as may be allmma in
compliance uith O:AC 2S:ZL100 13 ?.The open burning of refuse and
combustible materials is prohibited unless conducted in strict
accordance with the conditions and requirements contained in
252:100-13-7,
252:100-13-8
and· 252:100-13-9.
Under
no
circumstances shall the open bur,ninq of tires ··be· allowed.
252:100-13-5.
~io

Salvage
operations
utilizing
open
burning
prohibited [REVOKED]
No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit open burning of
combustible material in c·onnectio:a uite the sah"age of motor
veeicles, tires, oil ana simi±ar substa:aces, contai:aers, coated or
paintea 'tire a:ad metals, a:ad other materials.
252:100-13-6.

Per.missiBleAllowed open burning
Tee open burni:ag of refuse ana oteer combustible material may be
conductea as specified in tee paragraphs set forte belo•.,.. if no
public nuisance is .or will be created a:ad if the burning is not
proeibited by, and is conductea in compliance with, other
applicable lmvs ana the erai:aa:aces, rules, ana oraers of
• ""'.
..:1.
"".
•
'1
..:1.
•
, ,
•
governmentax'1 e:at~~~es
naV~fig JUr~Sa~C~~on, ~nexUa~ng a~r pexxUt~en
centro± ordi:aa:aces, rules, ana orders. The authority to conauct
open bur:ai:ag u:aaer the proYisions of this Section aoes net mcempt
or eJtcuse a perso:a from the consequences, damages, or injuries
lihich may resu±t from such conduct nor does it eJccuse or e:uempt a:ay
perso:a from complying with a±l applicable lmts, erdi:aa:aces, rul:es,
and orders of the governme:atal: entities h~Ji:ag jurisdiction, even
though the open burning is conducted in compliance lvith this
Section.
-f:l:+-J..el Fire training. Fires Open burning is allowed for fires
purposely set for the instruction and training of public and
industrial fire-fighting personnel~ 'ffien authorised by the
appropriate gmf"ernmenta± entityprovided that authorization from the
·local fire chief has been issued prior to any burning. The DEO may
require written verification of the authorization from the local
fire chief or fire training officer.
~lQl Elimination of hazards.
Fires set for tae elimination of
a fire easard whica cannot be abatea by any ether mea:as ·.then
authorised by the appropriate governmental entity.Provided prior
authorization is obtained from the local fire chief, open burning
is allowed for th~ elimination of:
l1l A fire hazard that cannot be abated by any other means.
nl. A dangerous or hazardous material when there is no other
practical or lawful method of abatement or disposal if
authorization is also received from the DEO prior to such
burning ..
(3) Fires set for the removal of dangerous or hasardous
material 1ffiere there is no other practical or la,.·f1::1l method of
disposal upon approval of the Director of Air Quality Division.
-f4+..{Ql Recreational and ceremonial fires. Open burning is allowed
for ~camp fires and other fires used solely for.recreational
purposes, £er-ceremonial occasions, or for o1::1taoor non-commercial
252:100-13-7.

'1..

-

·-
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preparation of food.

-f5-t-JQL Land management and land clearing operations.

Open burning
is allowed for the following land management and land clearing
operations.
·
l1l Fires purposely set to forest, crop or range lands for a
specific reason in the management of forests, crops or game~ in
accordance with practices recommended by the Oklahoma Department
of Wildlife Conservation, the Oklahoma State Department of
Agriculture, and the United States Forest Service.
.
~lll The burning of trees, brush, grass, and other vegetable
matter in the clearing of land, · right of limy maintenance
operations, and agricultural crop burning if the following
conditions are met:Fires purposely set for land clearing
operations if conducted at least 500 ·feet upwind of any occupied
residence other than those located on the property on which the
burning is conducted.
(A)
prevailing ·.dnds at the time of the burning must be ar.vay
from any city or to·..·n, the ambient air of ryvhich may be
affected by air contaminants from the burning;
(B)
the location of the burning must not be adjacent (500 ft.
up·.dnd) to an occupied residence other than those located on
the property on ·.vhich the burning is conducted;·
·
(C)
care must be used to minimi2e the amount of dirt on the
material being burned,
·
(D)
oils, rubber, and other similar materials ryvhich produce
unreasonable amounts of air contaminants may not be burned;
(E)
the initial burning may begin only betllmen three hours
after sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional
fuel may not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside the limits stated above, and,
. (F)
the burning must be controlled so that a traffic ha2ard
is not created as a result of the air contatBinants being
emitted.
-f!7+kL Burning of domestic refuse.
Where
no
collection
and
disposal service is reasonably available, the burning of refuse and
other combustible materials generated in the operation of a
domestic household if the following conditions are met:domestic
refuse may be burned on the property where the waste is generated.·
U't)
the material to be burned must not be the combined ·.mate be
from a building designed to accommodate more than three such
households;
(B)
the burning must be conducted on the property on livhich the
llmste is generated; and,
(C)
the initial burning may begin only bet'licen three hours
after sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional fuel
many not be intentionally added to the ·fire at times outside the
limits stated.
-fa-t-i l l Hydrocarbon burning.
Open burning of hydrocarbons is
allowed for:
.
l1l The burning of hydrocarbons ry,·hich are spilled or lost as a
result of pipeline brealrs or other accidents involving the
transportation of such materials or \•'hich are generated as
r,,rastes as the result of oil meploration, development 1 refining,
or processing operations if the following conditions are met:The
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disposal of spilled hydrocarbons or the waste products of oil
exploration, development, refining or processing operations
which cannot be feasibly recovered or otherwise disposed of in
a legal manner.
Authorization must be obtained from the DEO
prior to such burning.
.
(A) the material cannot be practicably recm;rered or othen;isc
lawfully disposed of in some ether manner;
(B)
the burning ffiUSt not be conducted ····ithin a city or town
or in such pro1eimity t:hereto that the ambient air of such city
or tO'<ffi may be affected by tfie air contaminants being emitted;
(C)
the initial burning may begin only bet:'o't'een three hours.
after sunrise and tfirec hours before sunset and additional
fuel may not be inte:etienally added to the fire at times
outside the limite stated above, and,
(D)
the burning must be controlled eo that a traffic ha2ard
is not created as the result of the air contaminants being
emitted.
·
nl_ The disposal of waste hydrocarbons through a flare.
The
owner or operator shall be required to use a smokeless flare if
a condition of air pollution is determined to exist by the DEO.
( 9)
The burning of any combustible material in an open pit
incinerator ·,t'fiich fias been properly designed and '<ihicfi is properly
operated for the control of smolee and particulate matter.
( 10) The burning of hydrocarbons, '<ifiich must be ;msted, through the
use of smokeless atmospheric flares if after investigation a
condition of air pollution eJdsts.
252:100-13-8.

1a1 Open

Open-pit incinerators

burning of combustible material in an open-pit
incinerator, without an AOD permit, is allowed if the incinerator
is registe.red and properly designed and operated for the control of
smoke and particulate matter.
Jhl Hazardous materials may not be burned in an open-pit
incinerator unless there is no other practical or lawful method of
abatement or disposal and such burning has been approved in writing
by both the local fire chief and the DEO.
lgl Before an open-pit incinerator may begin operation. the owner
or operator must register the open-pit incinerator with the local
DEO office. An open-pit incinerator shall not be located in the
same pit for a period exceeding 90 days in a 365 day period unless
the owner or operator has obtained a permit from the Division.
252:100-13-9.

,,-...

General conditions
open burning

and

requirements

for

allowed

The open burning of refuse and other combustible material may be
conducted as allowed in this Subchapter only if the following
conditions and requirements are met:
l1l No public nuisance is or will be created.
nl_ The burning is controlled so that a traffic hazard is not
created as a r€ s ult of the air contaminants being emitted.
lJl The burning is conducted so that the contaminants do not
adversely affect the ambient air quality of a city or town.
l i t The initial burning shall begin only between three hours
after sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional
DRAFT
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fuel shall not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside these limits. This requirement does not apply to the
open burning allowed under 252:100-13-7 (a) , (b) , (c) , and
(d) (1) .

252:106-13-10. Disaster relief
Notwithstanding the prohibition in 252:100-13-5, the Executive
Director of the DEO may allow the open burning·of debris resulting
from a disaster if the Director determines such burning is
necessary to protect public health and safety. Such approval. if
granted, shall be accompanied by appropriate guidelines for burning
the debris.
252:100-13-11. Responsibility for consequences of open burning
Persons who conduct open burning in accordance with the
provisions of this Subchapter are not exempt or excused from the
consequences, damages, or injuries that may result from such
conduct, nor are they exempt or excused from complying with all
applicable laws, ordinances, rules, and orders.
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MINUTES
AIR QUALTIY COUNCIT..
OCTOBER 19, 1999
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
Tulsa City-;County Health Department
Council Members Present
William B.··Breisch, Chairman
.David Branecky
Leo Fallon
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter .
Fred Grosz
. Menbeth Slagell

-

Staff Present · ·
DavidDyke ·

Deimis Dougho/ ··
Barbara liofiinan
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
Ray Bishop
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price·
Larry Trent·.
Eric Milligan
Myrna Bruce

Notice of Public Meeting for Octobf?r 19, 1999 was foxwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving ~e time, date~ and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
doors at the Tulsa City-County Health Dep~e~t
. Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman,. called the m~eting to oJ:der and roll call wa~ taken as
.fC?Ilows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; · Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch ·- aye. Dr. Canter, and Dr. Grosz did not attend. · Mr. Breisch
.announced that Ms. Slagell had offered her resignation to the Governor.
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule - Council was presented with dates emulating the past years of the
third Tuesday in Febiuary, April, June, August, October, and December. There was discussion
to change the day of week to Wednesday of these months which would accommodate both staff
and Council. Council voted to continue this item to the Decemqer 14 meeting. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. ·
· Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
·· ·
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the August
24, 1999' Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Brariecky to approve the Minutes
as presented and second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wi~on - aye;
Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick -:- aye; ·Mr. Breisch aye.
' '' ·
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR
Part 51, ~d Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record:

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4
New Source Performance Standards [AMENDED]
Ms. Michelle Martinez made staff presentation advising Council that the proposed amendments
to Subchapter 4 would update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from July 1,
1997 to July 1, 1999. She pointed out that previously incorporated NSPS subparts that had been
amended by the EPA since July 1, 1997 were: AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, arid WWW. She advised
that a new Subpart Ec had been added to the NSPS and that Subpart Ce was added to 252:100- ·
4-5. She advised that this was the first time for the proposal to be considered, but staffs
recommendation would be to request that the rule be sent to the Environmental Quality Boairl
for permanent and emergency ·adoption. She pointed. out that. since the amendments update the
incorporation by reference of new federal rules, adoption as. an emergency would allow the
amended ·rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and make state. rules consistent with
federal rules.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to forward th~s rule to the Environmental Quality .Board for both
emergency and perma.ilent adoption. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick and second to the
motion was by Ms. . Myers. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon·- aye; Ms. Myers
.
- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;. Mr. Breisch- aye.
~

A copy of the hearing transcript is

attache~ 'and

made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
. OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram made the staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
Subcbapter 5 'Yere designed to allow the agency to bill annUal operating fees on a flexible
schedule, an~ that the changes should also allow the fees to be based on the most recent
.emission data possible. Ms. Buttram advised that the proposed rule language ~ould also require
an owner or operator of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual emission inventory.
. Ms. Buttram pointed out that substantive changes included the requirement. that inventories
were to be submitted one month earlier than presently required which would allow fee payers
five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive credit for
such overpayment. That change would also reduce the period of time to six months in which
either the DEQ or the facility owner or operator could challenge the data or methods used to
calculate the facility's emissions.
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Fort James and EPA. which ptere
included in this proposal and that comments from Weyerhaeuser received the day before would
be considered in the next draft of the rule; therefore, staff recommended that the rule be
continued to. the December
meeting.
.
.

Comments and questions were discussed from Council members and the audience. Comments
were heard from Stephen Landers of Ft James; Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser; Howard Ground,
Central and Southwest; Bill Fishback; Mid-Continent Oil and Gas; Tom Bauckham, Reliant
Energy; Gary Collins, Terra. Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue
2

the rule to Council's December 14 meeting per staff recommendation. Motion to continue was
made by Ms. Myers with the second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr.
Breisch-· aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBUC BEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Exc~s Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

Ms. Jeanette Buttram gave the staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
.Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and grammatical .errors and deletion of
redundant language and was simplified and c;larified according to the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative. Ms. Buttram pointed. out sUbstantive changes to the rule which included
narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities only. She advised that a new condition was
added to explain when excess emissions from a process are due to a malfunction and when they ·
are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation advising that the new language would
establish
a rebuttable presumption that the combined. time of all excess ...emissions .from a
"
process due to a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5 % of the process's operation
time,_ whichever is greater, in a three-mo:qt;Jl period. ·Ms. Buttram added that the bw;den of
proving that excess emissions occurring ~ore often are due to a malfunction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the owner or operator ofthe process.
.

.

.{

Ms. Buttram entered into the record coininents received from Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
Association and from EPA. She further advised that the EPA comments indicated that further
changes might need to be made to the rule due to their recent review of: Oklahoma's SIP. Ms.
Buttram adVised that due to these comments, staff recommendation would be to conti.D.ue this
rule to the December meeting to allow staff more time to review the EPA guidance document.
Mr. Tom DiggS, EPA, was asked to explained that document in. detail and accepted comments
· ·
. regarding same~ Additional comments_were made by Bill Fishback.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this rule to the December meeting. Motion was
made by Mr. Branecky with the second by Mr. Fallon: Roll call as follows: Mr. WilsQn - aye;

Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBUC HEARING
OAC 252:100-13
Prohibition of Open sm:nmg {AMENi>ED]

,

Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Jean~tte Buttram who advised that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter. as a part of the agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative. She pointed out that such changes include consolidating the general
conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section; and that a few
substantive changes were made such as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land
clearing operation" and a section on disaster relief procedures. Ms. Buttram continued stating

that in some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for
authorization to bum was added and that the open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to a
new section. She pointed out the proposal would require owners or operators to register with
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an open-pit
incinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in a 365-day period, they would be required to
obtain· a permit and pay the required permit fee adding that hazardous materials may not be
burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior written approval has been obtained from both the
local fire chief and the DEQ.
·

:; i

Ms. Buttram entered written comments from EPA and a letter from the City of Hobart into the ·
record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this
rule to the December meeting. Motion was made by Ms. Myers with the second by Mr. Fa.llon.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky ·aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; ·Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part or"these minutes •.

PUBLIC HEARINGS (COMBINED HEARINGS ON SC 19, SC 2l,.and SC 21)

,.

OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment (A:MENDED]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions fr.om Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
OAC 252:100-27 Matter Emissions from lndustrial and Other Processes and Operation (REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED] .
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment {NEW]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for _Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]
.
.
Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price to make the staff presentation regarding these qom'bined
I'ules. Mr. Price advised that Subchapters 19, 21, and 27 all deal with particulate matter (PM)
emissions and that the proposed· changes merged the requirements· of Subchapter 21 and
·Subchapter 27 into Subchapter 19; then Subchapters 21 and 27 would be revokeQ.. Mr. Price
pointed out that Subchapter 19 as proposed would be simplified and clarified according to the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. He advised that a permit by rule for particulate matter
facilities is being proposed for Subchapter 19. Mr. Price also advised that the proposal included
that Append~ C and Appendix D would be revoked in favor oftvio new tabular appendices.

Mr. Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser, commented regarding the definition of ''wood fuel" .. After.
much discussion, motion was made to by Mr. Wilson to amend Subchapter 19 to include the
wording "for any wood derived fuel as approved by the Division"; to revoke subchapters 21 and
27; to revoke both Appendix C and Appendix Din favor of tabular aJ'Pend.ices; and to send the
rules to the Environmental Quality Board in one package for adoption as a permanent rule. r Mr.
Kilpatrick seconded that motion. Roll call as follows: Mr. ·Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilp_atrick- aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.

.A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made a~ official part of these minutes.

~-
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-35
Control Of Emission Of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Michelle Martinez to make staff presentation. Ms. Martinez stated
that the proposed changes to Subchapter 35 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part
of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and that the scope of the Subchapter would be
nariowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors-of carbon monoxide emissions.
Ms. Martinez add~d that other changes included the addition ofthe definitions "existing source"
and ''new source" and the replacement of "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola". . She
further advised that Section 35-3, Performance Testing, would be revoked because performance
testing requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43.
Ms. Martinez advised that staff's recommendation was to send the rule to the Environmental
Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which
was made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll cal~ as follows: Mr.
Wilson - aye;

Mr. Fallon- aye;

Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;

Mr. J;3reisch -. aye.
A copy of the healing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

.-

PUBLIC HEARING . .
OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 16
Control Of Emission Of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that ·changes are being proposed for
·section 15 would incorporate by reference the Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MAC1) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR 63 that have been promulgated by the
EPA from ~uly 1, 1998, through July1, 199.9. These ar~ subparts ffii, SS, TI, UU, WW, YY,
CCC, DDD, EEE, GGG, HHH, ill, LLL, MMM, NNN, PPP, TIT, and XXX. Ms. Bradley
continued that .the DEQ is also proposing to update to July1, 1999 the incorporation by
reference in 252:100-41-16 of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61. She added that other minor revisions are proposed to Section
15 and 1~ to clarify, simplify arid correct th~se sectio~ as required by s~tute.

-

Ms. Bradley advised that staff's recommendation would be to send to the rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency rule. She advised that
since the amendments update the incorporation by reference of new federal ru)es, adoption as .
an emergency rule would allow the amended rules ~ take effect earlier and minimize the lag
time in inaking the state program consistent with the .federal program. Mr. Breisch entertained
motion which was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. The second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll ~An as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Kiipatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47
Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [AMENDED]

~

Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that the modifications to
Subchapter47 would update the incorporation by reference of40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to
July 1, 1999. She advised that one comment had been received from the EPA in support of the
proposed amendments. She continued that it would be staff's recommendation to send to the
rule to the EnvirOnmental Quality ·Board for permanent and emergency adoption as adoption as
an emergency rule would allow the amended rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and
thereby minimize confusion for regulated landfills. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which was
made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- ay~; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr.·
Breisch- aye:

A copy of the hearing transcript is attac.hed ·and made .an official part of these. minutes

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT
.
.
Mr.. Dyke announced that the Council representative for agriculture, Meribeth Slagell, had
her letter of resignation from the Council. Also, Scott Thomas stated that due to a
turned
recent remand of the revised ozone, PM-2.5 and PM-10, staff plans on bringing this matter to
public hearing at the Dece:rnber Council.
· ·.
.

m

NEW BUSINESS- It was decided that the next meeting would again begin at 9:00a.m. due
to the number of agenda items and would follow the same format.
ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be·. December .14, 1999 in the Multipurpose
Room ofthe DEQ in Oklahoma City beginning at 9:00a.m.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet is· attached as an official part of these Minutes•

. William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council ·

David R. Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
.·
.
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVJRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING

*9:00A.M.
Tuesday, December 14,1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, Fint Floor
· 707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City Oklahoma
1.
-- 2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll CaD- Myrna Bruce

3.

CY 2000 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
B. Roll call vote

4.

Resolution for Meribeth SlageU

5. ·· __:_Approval of Minutes of the October 19, 1999 Regula:r:Meeting
6.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A. OAC 252:100 Appendices E and F [AMENDED]
--._
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
AppendiX F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Proposal would restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards for ozone and particulate matter to
what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour
standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard woUld be revoked along with the revised form of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 standard.
I.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

B. OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; to require an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
emissions on their annual emission inventory; to require inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required; to allow fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such ove~ayment; and to reduce the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the facility
owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
C. OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
''
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion ofredundant language. Substantive changes include establishing
a time limit on excess emissions caused by properly reported malfunctions, startup/shutdowns, and m~tenance
procedures. The burden of proving that excess emissions occurring more than eight hours or 1.5 percent of the
process's operation time in a 3-month period are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shutdowns or maintenance
procedures rather than negligent, marginal, or improper operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
Language was added to explaiD that compliance with this Subchapter will not exempt sources from complying with
any applicable federal requirement; and additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions, maintenance, and
startup/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:100-9-3.2, Demonstration ofcause.
1.
Presentation - Jeanette Buttram

S311

2.
3.

4.

Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

..-...

..

D. OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substantive changes would
add definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation" along with a section on disaster relief
procedures. In some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for authorization to·
bum was added. In addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements were e~panded and moved to a new section. Also
the rule would only allow material from a land clearing operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
·
2.
Questions and discussion hy Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E. OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Coup.cil/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
~.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-23-3(a) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be revoked
effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:1 00-19-12·, to take effect June 1, 2000.
F. OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
~
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-24-3(aXl) and (2) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be
revoked effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
G. OAC 252:2-15 Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]
The proposal would change the terms used in 252:2-15-40, 41 and 72 to be consistent with those used in 252:100, Air
Pollution Control. The terms "minor source(s)" and "major facility(ies)"would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part70 source(s)",respectively.l. Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and disc1,1ssion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
7.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

8.

New Business matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the time
of posting the agenda.

9.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: To Be Announced
Place: DEQ Multi-Purpose Room- OKC

Any

I I

* Council decided at its October 19 meeting to begin at 9:00a.m. due to the number ofagenda items.
Lunch Break, if necessary
Should you desire to attend but h1111e a dbtlbUity tliJd need tl1J accommodtltion,
please notifY our Department three days In advance at (405) 720-4100.

November 30, 1999

MEMORANDUM

~

TO:

Air QUallty Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, DirectorG
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modific~tions

'

to Subchapter 13

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 13, Prohibition of
Open Burning. The rule was presented at the October 19, 1999, Council meeting and will
be brought to public hearing again on December 14, 1999. Changes to the rule since the
last council meeting include a new condition for land management and land dearing
. operations that will require the use of open-pit incinerators· in counties or areas that are or
have been designated nonattainment. We will also recommend that the proposed section
for open-pit incinerators not be included in the final.rule. Instead, the existing language
on open-pit incinerators was clarified and expande~.
-

Staff will suggest that the proposed rule as amended be recommended for adoption by the
Board as a permanent rule.
Enclosures: 1

,.
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SUBCHAPTER

~3.

PROHIBITION OF OPEN BURNING

Section
Purpose
252:100-13-2. Definitions
252:100-13-3. · 'Scope [REVOKED]
252:100-13-4~
Effective date [REVOKED]
252:100-13-5 .. Open burning prohibited
operations ·utilizing
open
burning
252:f00-13-6. Salvage
prohibited [REVOKED].
252:100-13-7." PermieeibleAllowed open burning
252:100-13-8. Open-pit incinerators [REMOVE]
252:100-13-9. General conditions and reguirements for allowed
open burning
252:100-13-10. Disaster relief
252:100-13-11. Responsibility for conseguences of open burning
252:1"00-~3-~.

1
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SUBCHAPTER 13.

PROHIBITION OF OPEN BURNING
. .. ·.

·:

252:100-13-1. Purpose
This Subchapter is for the purpose of preventing, abating, and
controlling air pollution resulting from air contaminants
released in the open burning of refuse and other combustible
materials. The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the open
burning of refuse and other combustible materials.
252:100-13-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the. ~allowing .meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
11
Combustible materials 11 means any substance which will readily
burn and shall include those substances which, although generally
considered incombustible, are or may be included in the mass of
the material burned or to be burned.
11
D6me·stic refuse• means combustible materials or refuse that
normally result from the function of life at a residence, such as
kitchen garbage, untreated 1umber. .cardboard boxes, packaging,
clothing, grass, leaves, and branch trimmings.
It does not
include such things as tires, non-wood construction· debris.
furniture, carpet, electrical wire, and appliances.
•Land clearing operation"
means the uprooting, cutting. or
clearing of vegetation in preparation for the construction of
buildings.
the
development
of
residential.
commercial,
agricultural. or industrial properties, and for the construction
and maintenance of right-of-ways.
It does not include the
clearing of vegeta.tion such as trimmings. fallen limbs, branches,
or leaves. or other wastes from routine property maintenance
activities.
"Open burning• means the burning of combustible materials in
such a manner that the products of combustion are emitted
directly to the outside atmosphere.
n.open-pit incinerator 11 means a device consisting of a pit
.(into which the material to be combusted is placed) and nozzles,
pipes, and other appurtenances designed and arranged in a manner
to deliver additional air and/or auxiliary fuel to, or near, the
zone of combustion so that theoretic~lly complete combustion is
accomplished or approached.

2
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"Products of combustion•• means all particulate and gaseous air
contaminants emitted as a result of the burning of refuse and
combustible materials.
"Refuse" means garbage, rubbish, domestic refuse and all other
wastes generated by a · trade, business, industry, building
operation, or household.
252:100-13-3. Scope [REVOKED]
'!'his Sl:lf:Jchap~er shall apply to· all eperatie;as i:Wv"olving epe;a
hurRiRg exeep't those. specifically. eJee'fftpted by 252:100 13 7.
252:100-13-4. Effective date [REVOKED]
'!'he effective date of 'this S1:1bchapter shall be January 1 1
1971 ..

.-

252:100-13-5. Open burning prohibited·
Ne persoR shall .ca1:1s e, suffer, allmv, or permi't epea buF:Bi;ag
of· Ft;fuse aB:d other coffihus'tible ma'terial mecept as may be ·allm~ed
ia c~ffipliaace "•ii'th ~C :25:2:100 13 7 .The open burning of refuse
and combustible materials is· prohibited unless conducted in
strict accordance with the conditions and requirements contained
in ~52:100-13-7, 252:100-13-8 and 252:100-13-9.
Under. no
circumstances shall the open burning of tires be allowed.
[Agency Note:
Staff will propose reference to 252:100-13-8 not
be included in the final rule recommende~ to the Environmental
Quality Board if section 100-13-8 is not include.d ·in the final
rule]
252:100-13-6. Salvage
operations·
utilizing
open
burning
.
prohibited [REVOKED]
No persoa shall cause, suffer, alle~.·, or permit opeR burB:iRg
of combustible material i;a cenaectiea ~vith the salvage of ffieter
YehicleS tireS oil aftd Sifftilar SubS'eaftCeS COfitai:fterS COated
er paiated 'lldre aRd me'tals, ·and ether materials.
1

.

1

I

1

252:100-13-7. Pe:eaieel:SleAllowed open burning
The open :Burning of refuse and ether combustible material 1may
be conduc'ted as specified in the paragraphs set forth belo'll•' if no
public nuisance is er will be created and if·tae burRing is not
prohib;i:ted by, and is conducted ia ceffipliance with, ether
applicable la'll.-s aad the erdinaaees, rules, and orders of
governmental
entities
having
jurisdictioR,
including
air
3
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pollutio:e control ordi:eances, rules, and orders.
The authority
to co:eduet open bur:ei:eg u:eder the provisio:es of§ this Sectio:e dots
not eJcempt or eJecuse a person f§rom the consequences, damages, or
•
•
•
t... t..
,
•
~n]ur~es ·•vn~Cn may resuxt rrom such conduct :eor does ~t eJecuse or
meempt any person f§rom comp±yi:eg ·.iith a±± applicable ±a•,;s,
ordina:eces, .rules, · and orders of ·the goverfiffiental entities· having
jurisdietio:e, even though the open burning is conducted in·
comp±ia:ece _,.iith this Sectio:e.
-fa:+J.gJ_ Fire training. Fires Open burning is allowed for fires
purposely set for the instru.ction and training of . public and
industrial fire-fighting personnel..&.. .__.hen authorixmd by the
appropriate governme:eta~ entityprovided that authorization from
the local fire chief has been issued prior to any burning.
The
DEO may require written. verification of the authorizati.on from
the local fire chief or fire training officer.
~lQl Elimination of hazards.
Fires set for the e±imi:eatio:e of§
a f§ire ha21ard '•ihich cannot be abated by any other means ;;hen
a~th~~i21ed by the appropriate governmental e:etity.Provided prior
authorization is obtained from the local fire chief, open burning
is allowed for the elimination of.:
·
lll A fire hazard that cannot be abated by any other means.
J2l A dangerous or hazardous material when there is no other
practical or lawful method of abatement or disposal if
authorization is also received from the DEO prior to such
burning.
(3)
Pires set f§or .the removal of§ dangerous or ha21ardous
materia± ·,ihere there is :eo other practica± or ±a,.vful method of
disposa± upon approval of the Director of Air Qua±ity
DiYision.
-f4i-l.gl Recreational and ceremonial fires. Open
burning
is
allowed for :9affil?.camp fires and other fires used solely for
recreational purposes, for ceremonial occasions, or for outdoor
non-commercial preparation of food.
-t-51-jgl Land management and land clearing operations. Open
burning is allowed for the following land management and land
clearing operations.
lll Fires purposely set to forest. crop or range lands for a
specific reason in the management of forests, crops or gamr..L.
in accordance with practices recommended by the Oklahoma
Department of Wildlife Conservation,
the Oklahoma State
Department of· Agriculture,
and the United States Forest.
Service.
~
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The b~rning of trees, brush, grass, and other vegetable
matter in th.e clearing of land, right of ..,tay mai:atenanee
operations, and agricultural crop burning i'f the folleuing
conditions are met.Fires purposely set for land clearing
operations if conducted at least 500 feet upwind of any
occupied residence other than those locate~ ori the property on
which the burning is conducted, except that such burning must
be conducted in open-pit incinerators in counties or areas
that are or have been designated nonattainment.
(A)
preyailing ~w-i:ads at the time ef the burning ffi'Ust be
a·.tay from any city or tmm, the ambie:at air of ~ffiieh. may be
affected by .. air cie:ataminants from the burning,
.
(B)
the location of the burning must net be adjacent (500
ft.. . ·up,tind) to an occupied residence ether than those
located en the property en which the burning is cendl:l:cted;
(C) care must be used to minimi2e the amount of dirt on t:he
material being burned,
..)D)
oils, rubber, and other similar materials ..,thieh produce
unreasonable amounts of air contaminants may net be burned;
(B) the i.nitial burRing may begin only bet'l\'een three hours
after sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional
fuel ftlay aot be i:at:e:ationally added to the fire at times
outside the limits stated above; a:ad,
(F) the burni:ag must be controlled so that a traffic hasard
is :aet: created as a result: of t:he air co:at:aminants being
emitted.
-f!1-}-i l l Burning of domestic refuse. Where
no
collection
and
disposal service is reasonably available, the bur:aing of refuse.
and other combustible materials generated in the operation ~f a
deftlestie household if the following coaditions are met: domestic
refuse may be ·burned on the property where the waste is
generated.
U'x)
the material to be :bur:eed must not be t:ae combined uaste
be from a building desigaed to accommodate more than tfiree
such households;
(B) tfie burning must be conducted en tae property ea 'lffii ch
the ,~aste is generated; and,
(C) the i:aitial burning may begin only 'Set·.woeen three a.,urs
after sun:rise and three hours before sunset and additioaal
fuel maey not be iatentionally added to the fire at times
outside the limits stated.
+a+..Lf.i' Hydrocarbon burning.
Open burning of hydrocarbons is
allowed for:
5
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ill

'!'he burning of hydrocarbons \v"hich arc spilled or lost as
a result of pipeline brcalts or other accidents involving the
transportation of such materials or ,,-fiich. are generated as
wastes
as
the
result
of
oil
CJEploration,
development I
.
refining, or processing operations if the follo•,..,ing conditions
arc met. The disposal of spilled hydrocarbons . or the waste
products
of
oil
exploration,
development,
refininq
or
processing operations which cannot be feasibly recovered or
otherwise disposed of in a legal manner. Notice·. must be given
to the DEO prior to such burning.
(A)
the material
cannot be practicably recovered or
other\dse la\ifully disposed of in some other manner,
(B)
the burning FftUst not be conducted ·.iithin a city. or tmffi
or in such prmdmity thereto that .the ambient air of such
city or tmr.n: may be affected by the air contaminants being
emitted;
.
(G)
the initial burning may begin only bet\v"een three hours
,after
sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional
,/
fuel may not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside the.limits stated above; and,
(D)
the burning must be controlled so that a traffic ha2ard
is not created as the result of the air contaminants being
emitted.
111 The disposal of waste hydrocarbons through a flare. The
owner or operator shall be required to use a smokeless "flare
if a condition of air pollution is determined to exist· by the
DEO.
-(-9-t-J.ql Open-pit incinerator. '!'he
burning· of any coftlbustible
material in an open pit incinerator lihich has been properly
designed and '•ihich is properly operated fer the control of smoke
and particulate mattcr.Except
for
hazardous material.
anv
combustible material or refuse that is allowed to be burned under
this Subchapter may be burned in an open-pit incinerator that is
properly designed and operated for the control of smoke and
particulate matter.
The owner or operator of. the open-pit
incinerator shali not accept any material owned by other persons
and shall not transport any material to the property where the
open-pit incinerator is located in order to burn the material. 1
(10) '!'he burning. of hydrocarbons, \ihich must be uastea, through
the use of sffio~eeless atmospheric flares if· after investigation a
condition of air pollution eJdsts.

6
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252:100-13-8. Open-pit incinerators
~
Vegetation generated during a land clearing operation may be
burned ·in an open-pit· incinerator. without an AOD permit, if the
incinerator is registered and properly designed and operated for
the control of smoke and particulate matter.
i l l Before an open-pit incine·rator may begin operation, the
owner or operator must register the open-pit incinerator with the
local DEO office.
J.Ql
An open-pit incinerator shall not be located in the same
pit for a period ··exceeding 30 days in a 365 day period unless the
owner or operator has obtained a permit from the Division.

-

[Agency Note:
Staff will propose .·this new section not be
included in the final rule recommended to the Environmental
Quality Board]
252:100-13-9.

General conditions and requirements for allowed
open burning
The open burning of refuse and other combustible material may
be conducted as ;;~.llowed in this Subchapter only if the following
conditions and requirements are met:
.
11l No public nuisance is or will be created.
111 The burning is controlled so that a traffic hazard is not
created as a result of the air contaminants being emitted.
l1l The burning is conducted so that the contaminants do not
adversely affect the ambient air ·quality of a city or :town.
lil The initial burning shall begin only between three hours
after sunrise and three hours before · sunset and additional
fuel shall not be intentionally added to the fire at times
outside these limits. This requirement does not apply to the
open burning allowed under 252:100-l3-7{a), (b), (c), and
~

·-

(d) (1) .

252:100-13-10, Disaster relief
Notwithstanding the prohibition ·in 252:100-13-5. the Executive
~irector
of the DEO may allow the open burning of debris
resulting from a disaster if the Director determines such burning
is necessary to protect public health and safety. Such approyal,
if granted. shall be accompanied by appropriate guidelines for
burning the debris.
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252:100-13-11. Responsibility for consequences of open burning
Persons who conduct ooen burning in accordance with the
provisions of this Subchapter are not exempt or excused from the
consequences, damages, or injuries that may result from such
conduct, nor are they exempt or excused from complying with all
applicable laws, ordinances, rules, and orders.
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:MINUTES
AIR QUAllTY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 14, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
MultiPurpose Room - 707 North Robinson, OKC
Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas ·
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
RayBishop
Shawna McWaters-Khalotlsi

Council.Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chainnan
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price
Larry Trent
Myrna Bruce

0

P,l.· •

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
S,haron Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

0

Guests Present·
••see attached list

·: •

.,

·.

·.-.. ·:.

Notice of Public ·Meeting for December 14, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. Agendas were posted at
the entrance doors.
·
Call to Order • Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon ~ aye;
Dr. Orosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Dr. Canter, Ms. Myers, and Mr. Kilpatrick ~d ·not
attend~ Mr. ~reisch and Mr. Terrill presented Meribeth Slagell a Resolution from .the
Council and Certificate of Appreciation from Mr. Coieman and thanked her for her years of
dedicated service on the Council. Mr. Breisch introduced new Council member, Rick
Treeman, who was appointed by the Governor to replace the. position vaeated by Mrs.
Slagell.
0

Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 24, 1999 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon .to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson
-aye; Mr. Branecky- ·aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz -aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
·
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule • Staff suggested the following Year 2000 meeting dates:
Wednesday, February 16 at Tulsa
Wednesday, April19 at Lawton
Wednesday, June 14 at Tulsa
Wednesday, August 16 at Ponca City
Wednesday, October 18 at Oklahoma City
Wednesday. December 14 at Oklahoma City

Motion to accept the schedule was made by Mr. Fallon with second by Mr. Branecky with
following vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye
Protocol Statement ~ As protocol officer, Mr.· Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council "in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5.,101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
·
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- Appendices E & F
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [~NDED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED
Ms. Miche~le Martinez made the staff presentation stating that the proposed amendments to
Appendices E and F would resto~ the prima!y and secondary ambient air quality standards
for ozon~ to. what they were ·pri"or to June 1, 1999. She advised that .the 8-hour ozone
standard of. 0.08 ppm would be revoke4 and the 1-hour standard of o.q'ppm restored; and .
that the PM-2.5 standards would be revoked along with the revised.fqp;n of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 standard.
Ms. Martinez entered into the record a fax received from EPA Region 6 dated December 10,
1999 which stated that updating these appendices wa,s timely and appropriate. Ms. Martinez
·then asked that Council ~commend proposed Appendices E and F to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent adoption.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule for adoption.
Mr. Branecky made motion to recommend to the Board for pennanent/emergency adoption.
· Second was made by Mr. Fallon~. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye;· Dr. Grosz - aye; ~· Breisch - aye.
·

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of thes~ minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING.
OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram presented the staff presentation and advised that the proposed changes
to Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency the ability to bill annual operating fees on
a flexible schedule, and that these changes would also allow the fees to be based on the most
recent emission data possible. Ms. Buttram pointed out that the proposed rule. clarified that
an owner or operator ofa facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. She stated that substantive changes included the requirement that all
inventories be submitted prior to.March 1, and the Agency would provide up to a 30-day
extension upon request. Council made a recommendation that the language be changed to
allow an additional 30-day extension for good cause Shown. Also, the rule will allow fee
payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive

.-...-,~~:·,

...):. .

credit for such overpayment. Also, new language was proposed to reduce to six months after
inventories are due or submitted, the period of time in which either the facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can challenge the methods used to calculate the
facility's emissions for "fee calculation purposes."
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Central and Southwest Services
and she entered them into the record. She stated that it was staff's recommendation that
Council forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent
rule.
Following comments from Council members and the audience, changes were made in the
wording and Mr. Wilson imide a motion to ·forward this rule, with changes, · to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption. Second was made by Mr. Branecky. The roll
call vote: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon·- aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy or the hearing

transcrtpt Is attached and made an official p~ or these minutes.

P\}BLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9

'"

•;.

Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to make the staff recommendation for this rule. She
stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and
grammatical errors ;;md deletion of redundant language; and that the rule was simplified and
clarified according to ·the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong_initiative.
. Substantive changes include the addition of new definitions and the addition of a new
subsection for certification of the information submitted.
Also. language was added under 100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause, which states excess
emissions caused by malfunction and maintenance, stait...:up/shutdown, can be exempt from
compliance which air emission limitations established in permits, rules, orders of the DEQ if
the owner/operator properly complies with the requirements in 252:100-9-3.1 and 252:1009-3.2, respectively; and meets the demonstrations listed in those subsections. Then
additional subsections added to 100-9-3.3 were discussed.
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and from Central
and Southwest Services and entered them into the record.. She stated. that staff suggested that
the rule be recommended for adoption by the Environmental Quality Board.
After much discussion with staff, Council, and audience members, Mr. Breisch called for a
motion. Mr. Fallon made motion to continue this· rule to the next" regular meeting. Mr.
Branec~ made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr.
Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100~13
Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]

Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to give the staff recommendation concerning this rule.
She stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the
Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She added that such
c.hanges included consolidating the general conditions and requirements for allowed open
burning into a new section. She· pointed out that a few substantive changes were made such
as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "landclearirtg operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures; and that in some instances·, the requirement to notify the DEQ or
other appropriate official for auf:l;lQri~ation to burn was added. Ms. Buttram stated that new
language was added under ''land: management and land clearing operations" requiring those
who clear land in areas that are or have been designated nonattainV1c:;nt to bum their
vegetation in . open-pit incinerators. She stated that existing language on open-pit
incinerators was expanded it would now prohibit accepting any material owned by other
persons and from transporting any material.to. be burned to the property where the open-pit
incinerator is located. She advised that it was staffs recommendation that Council forward
this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent rule.

Ms. Buttram entered written comments from Central and Southwest Services into the record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, changes were made in the wording after
which Mr. Breisch entertained motion to accept the changes made and forward the rule to
the Board for adoption as a permanent rule. The roll call vote: ·Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
.
.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions fr~m Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price who advised Council that the proposed changes ·to
100-23-3 and 100-24-3, would substitute references to 252:100-19-12 for references to
Subchapter 27. He :added th~t these .revisions were necessary because the substantive
requirements of Subchapter 27 would be moved to 100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 would be
revoked in June of 2000. He added that the references to Subchapter 27 would become
meaningless unless they are replaced by references to 100-19-12. Mr. Price stated that it was
staffs recommendation that Council refer these rules to the Environmental Quality Board for
·
emergency adoption effective June 1, 2000.

Mr. Breisch stated that these two rules would be voted on separately and called for a motion
on Subchapter 23. Mr. Wilson made the motion to forward to the Board as recommended

-..,

by staff. The second made by Mr. Branecky. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

Mr. Breisch then called for the same motion for Subchapter 24. Mr. Branecky made the
motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz -·aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an offici8I part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-15 .
Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated 'that the proposed amendments to .
Sections 40, 4·1, and 72 would make them consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control;
and that the references to "mj~or source(s)" and "major facility(ies)" would be changed to
"minor facility(ies)" and Part 7o source(s)", respectively. She added that changes were also
made at the Council meeting to section 2-15-72{l)(A) such· that the ~hrase "and part 70
sources" was added along with changing the number of days from 540 to·365. Ms. Bradley
stated that comments had been received frOm EPA Region 6 and she entered them into the
record. Following discussion Ms. Bradley advised that it was staffs recommendation that
Council refer this rule to the Board for permanent adoption of the proposed amendments.
Mr. Breisch called for a motion. Mr. Branecky made motion to accept the. changes as stated
and forward the rule to the Board for adoption. Mr. Fallon made the second. The roll call
vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT • Mr. Terrill advised that he and Mr. Dyke would be
attending a meeting with Ceritral States Air R~sources Board (CenSARA) to discuss, among
other things, the status of the Regional Planning Body activities. He stated that he would
like to take a fe~ minutes at the next regular meeting for~ update on these activities.

NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be February 16,.2000 .at 9:00 a.m. in the
Aud:itorium at O.SU-Tulsa (formerlyUCAT)..
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
· Air Quality Council

David R. Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
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AIR QUALITY COUNCll.,
RULE~GRECO~NDATIONTOTBEENVIRONMENTALQUALrrYBOARD

IdentificationofProposed Rulemaking:
OAC 252:100-13
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Burning
On December 14, 1999
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp.1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

_X_

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]

has

Thi~ Council
consid.ered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been·
followed.
-

This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Offiee of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recomniends nor
invalidate this reconunendation.
Respectfully,

~&:/2.-A
Chair or Designee
VOTING TO APPROVE:

Date signed:

Decemberl3, 1999

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Bill Breisch
ABSTAINlNG:

ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick
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REGULARl\ffiETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALQUALI1Y
OKLAHOMAENN1RONN.rnNTALQUAUTYBOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, February 25, 2000
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

NOTE: The business meeting of the Board will be preceded at 8:30 a.m. by a continental breakfast. No
business will be conducted, but there will be opportunity for an informal interchange among attendees,
particularly on matters of interest raised by individual Board members. Board members and DEQ staffwill
be present. and the public may attend.

1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. Approval ofMinutes of the November 16, 1999 Regular Meeting
J

4. Election of Officers
Election ofChair and Vice-Chair for 2000

5. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (AdministrativeFees)
The proposed rule relates to administrative fees. The Oklahoma Open Records Act allows an agency to
charge a document copying fee, a fee for certified copies, and a reasonable fee for document searches
when the search request is solely for a commercial purpose or clearly would cause an excessive
disruption of the agency's essential functions. Fees must be promulgated as rules under the
Administrative Procedures Act (1999 Okl.Op.Atty.Gen. 55, August 17, 1999). The proposed rule
establishes a photocopy fee of $0.25 per page, a certified copy fee of $1.00 per document, and a
document search fee of $5.00 per one-half( 1/2) hour (with the first 15 minutes free).

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- ,Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

6. Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control

-·

Four sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 5: The proposed amendments are designed to allow the agency to bill on a flexible
schedule those owners and operators with sources that produce emissions. The changes also allow
the fees to be based on the most recent emission data possible. The proposal clarifies that an
owner or operator of a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on the annual emission
inventory, which must be submitted prior to March 1 unless an extension is granted. The proposal
also establishes time frames for requests for credit based on overpayment and for challenges to the
method used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculation purposes.
• Subchapter 13: The proposed amendments simplify and clarify the rule as part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. Such changes include consolidating the general conditions and
requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Some substantive changes were made,

1

. including adding a section on disaster relief procedures; requiring notification to the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to burn in some circumstances; requiring those who clear land
in areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to burn their vegetation in open-pit
incinerators; and prohibiting burning ofoff-site material in open-pit incinerators.
• Subchapters 23 and 24: The changes replace references to Subchapter 27 with references to
252:100-19-12. These changes are necessary because, based on Board action last November, the
substantiverequirementsofSubchapter27 will be moved to section252:100-19-12and Subchapter
27 will be revoked, effective June of2000.
• Appendices E and F: The proposed amendments restore the primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of0.08 ppm
would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be
revoked along with the revised form of the PM-I 0 standard and replaced with the previous form of
the PM-10 standard:
A. Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. . Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Bo~.E. Roll call vote(s) on· permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 13, on
emergency adoption" (only) of· amendments to Subchapters 23 and 24, and on both
permanent and emergency adoptions of amended Appendices E and F

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Proceduresofthe DEQ (Air Quality-Related)
The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality provisions of OAC 252:2-15,
Environmental Permit Processing Times, to make them consistent with 252: 100, Air Pollution Control.
The terms "minor source(s)" and major "facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source(s)",respectively.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

~

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption
1:

8. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
Two sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 3: The proposed amendment to OAC 252:205-3-1 updates the adoption by reference of
federal hazardous waste regulations to July 1, 1999. Proposed revisions to 252:205-3-3 incorporate
new or superseding amendments to 40 CFR contained in 64 FR 36465-36490, published July 6,
1999, which add hazardous waste lamps as a universal waste at the federal level. Corresponding
changes are made in other sections.
• Subchapters 5 and 9: The proposed revisions to 252:205-5 move language from 252:205-5-5(b) to
252:205-5-3(b)(5). The amendment to 252:205-9-6 provides alternative waste characterization
mechanisms for off-site hazardous waste facilities.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- J ody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discu&sion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 3, and
·
on permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 9
2
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9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:220 Brownfields
The proposed language is the result of recent legislation. It states the criteria by which the DEQ will
verify loan application eligibility of Brownfields sites for loans from the Wastewater Facility
Construction Revolving Loan Account and other state funding sources.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:615and 616 Industrial Wastewater Systems
Chapter 615 has been reviewed as part of the "re-rightlde-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 615 be revoked and a new Chapter
616 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and rules deemed unenforceable
have been removed.
·

A. Presentation- Robert Johiiston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
,C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
permanent adoption
E. Roll call vote

on

11. Rulemaking- OAC 252:630 and 631 Public Water Supply Operation
Chapter 630 has been reviewed as part of the "re-rightlde-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 630 be revoked and a new Chapter
631 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and unenforceable rules have been
removed. The most recent federal requirements for maintaining primacy over the Safe Drinking Water
Act program have been included.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair

B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discUssion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

12. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:641 On-SiteSewageDisposalSystems
The proposed rule amendments eliminate the document search fee, combination fee (soil percolation
test and final inspection or existing system evaluation report) and residential plat review fees, and
reduce the soil percolation/soil profile fee, fmal inspection fee, existing system evaluation fee and the
certified installer final inspection fee.

A. Presentation -'Gary Collins, Director, DEQ Environmental Complaints and Local Services
Division
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

3

13. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:700 and 710 Waterworks/WastewaterWorks Operator Certification
Chapter 700 has been reviewed ~ part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 700 be revoked and a new chapter 710
created to replace it. New subchapters have been created; many rules have been simplified and/or
broken into several shorter rules for clarity; and statutory citations have been updated. The rules for
landfill operator certification are being revoked as inappropriate to these chapters.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

14. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (Operator Certification-Related)
The DEQ proposes that Section 252:2-15-49 be revoked as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" rules
simplification process. This revocation does not affect the operator certification program or the
proposed rules in Chapter 710. !Jle basic Tier I permitting process was designed for environmental
permits where notice was given to landowners. The DEQ believes that personal licensure should not
have been included in the Tier categories.
,i

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

15. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda)

16. ExecutiveDirecto:r'sReport
17. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" (impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a fmding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until on or about June 1st.

4
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SUBCHAPTER 13 •

PROBIBI'l'ION OF OPEN BURNING

Purpose
This Subchapter is fer the purpose of preventing, abating, and
. centrelling air pollution resulting from air contaminants released
in the open burning of refuse and ether combustible materials. The
puroose of this Subchapter is to control the open burning of refuse
and other combustible materials.
252:100-13-1.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the· context clearly
indicates otherWise:
''Combustible materials• means any substance which will readily
burn and shall include those substances which, although generally
considered incombustible, are or may be included in the mass of the
material burned or to be burned.
•Domestic refuse• means combustible materials or refuse that
normally result from the function of life at a residence, such as
kitchen. garbage, untreated lumber. carciboard boxes, packaging,
clothing, grass. leaves. and branch trimmings. It does not include
such Jthings as tires, non-wood construction debris, furniture,
carpet. electrical wire. and appliances.
•Land clearing operation•
means the uprooting, cutting, or
clearing. of vegetation in preparation ·for the constructi0n of
buildings,
the
development
of
residential,
commercial.
agricultural. or industrial properties. and for the construction
and maintenance of right-of-ways. It does not include the ·clearing
of vegetation such as trimmings, fallen limbs, branches, or leaves.
or other wastes from routine property maintenance activities.
•open burning" means the burning of combustible materials in such
a manner that the products of combustion are emitted directly to
the outside atmosphere.
•Open-pit incinerator• means a devic·e consisting of a pit (into
which the material to be combusted is placed) arid nozzles, pipes,
and other appurtenances designed and arranged in a manner to
deliver additional air and/or auxiliary fuel to, or near, the zone
of combustion so that theoretically complete combustion is
accomplished or approached.
•Products of combustion• means all particulate and gaseous air·
contaminants emitted as a result of the burning of refuse and
combustible materials.
"Refuse• ·means garbage, rubbish, domestic refuse and all other
wastes generated by a trade, business, industry, building
operation, or household.
252:100-13-2.

Scope [REVOKED]
This Subchapter shall apply to all operations invo:J:ving epen
burning meeept these specifically meempted by 25Z!: ~99 ~3 7.
252:100-13-3.

-

Effective date [REVOKED]
The effective date of this Subchapter shali be January

252:100-13-4.

~'

~97~.

Open burning prohibited
Ne person shall cause, suffer, allo~;, or permit open burning of

252:100-13-5.

1

refuse and other combustible material mecept as may be allo·.ied in
compliance ;dth OAC 252:100 13 7. The open burning of refuse and
combustible materials is prohibited unless conducted in strict
accordance with the conditions and requirements contained in
252:100-13-7 and 252:100-13-9.
Under no circumstances shall the
open burning of tires be allowed.
252:100-13-6.

Salvage
operations
utilizing
open
burning
prohibited [REVOKED]
No person shall cause, suffer, allo;i, or permit open burning of
combustible material in connection wita the salvage of motor
vehicles, tires, oil and similar substances, containers, coated or
painted ;;rire and metals, and other materials.
252:100-13-7. · Per.mieeihle Allowed open burning.
The open burning of refuse and other combustible material may be
conducted as specified in the paragraphs set forth below if no
public nuisance is or ~;rill be created and if the burning is not
prohibited by,
and is conducted in compliance ·.dth, other
applicable laws and the ordinances,
rules,
and orders of
governmental entities having jurisdiction, including air pollution
cont~ol ordinances, rules, and orders.
The author~ty to conduct
epeE: burning uader the provisions of this Section does not eJee'ffipt
or eJecuse a person from the conseEfUences, damages, or injuries
;;rhich may result from such conduct nor does it mecuse or meeffipt any
person from complying ·.dth all applicable l~m, ordinances, rules,
and orders of the governmental entities having jurisdiction, even
though the open burning is conducted in compliance with this
Section.
(1)
Fires l9l_ Fire training. Open burning is allowed for fires
purposely set for the instruction and training of public and
industrial fire-fighting personnel..~- when authori2ed · by the
appropriate governmental entity provided that authorization has
been requested from the local fire chief at least ten working
days prior to any burning or that written authorization has been
received prior to such burning.
The DEO may require written
verification of the authorization from the local fire chief or
fire training officer.
~lhl..
Elimination of hazards. Fires set for the eliffiination
of a fire ha2ard ;ffiich cannot be abated by any other means ;ffien
authori2ed by the appropriate governmental entity. Provided
prior authorization is obtained from the local fire chief, open
burning is allowed for the elimination of:
(1)
A fire hazard that cannot be abated by any other means.
(2)
A dangerous or hazardous material when there is no other
practical or lawful method of abatement or disposal if
authorization is also received from the DEO prior to such
burning.
(3)
Fires set for the reffioval of dangerous or ha2ardous
material ;,·here there is no other practical or la·,iful method. of
disposal upon approval of the Director of Air Quality Division.
(4)
Camp 1£1 Recreational and ceremonial fires. Open burning
is allowed for camp fires and other fires used solely for
recreational purposes, ~ceremonial occasions, or fer outdoor
non-commercial preparation of food.
2

~

~jgl

--

Land management and land clearing operations.
Open
burning is allowed for the following land management and land
clearing operations.
,
l1l Fires purposely set to forest, crop or range lands for a
specific reason in the management of forests, crops or game..L. in
accordance with practices recommended by the Oklahoma Department
of Wildlife Conservation, the Oklahoma · State Department of
Agriculture, and the United States Forest Service.
~111
The bur.eiR~ of trees, brush, grass, aRe ether vegetable
matter iR the cleariRg of laae, right of ·.li'ay maiRteRance
epeiratieRs, and agricultural crop burRing if the follmli'ing
eoRditions -are met: Fires pu:r::posely set for land clearing
operations if conducted at least 500 feet upwind of any occupied
residence other than those located on the property on which the
burning is conducted, except that such burning must be conducted
in open-pit incinerators in counties or areas that are or have
been designated nonattainment.
·(A) prevailiRg ~iiade at the time of the burning must be a-...ay
from any city er te-.m, the ambieRt · air of ~ffiich may be
affected by air ceataminante from the burning,.
(B) the location of the burniRg must Ret he adjacent (590 ft.
~up~li'ine) to an ecc1:1J!3ied residence other than'·tfl:eee located en
the property en lffiich the burning is coREiucted;
(C)
care HlUSt be used to miRimise the ameuRt of dirt OR the
material beiRg burRed;
(D)
oils, rubber, aRe ether similar materials ~ffiich produce
URrease~able amounts of air ceataminaRts may Ret be burRed,
(E)
the iRitial burRiRg may hegiR only bet~w'eeR three hours
. after sunrise aRe three hours before SURSet aRd aeditieRal
fuel may ROt be iRteRtieRally aeece to the fire at times
.outside the limit.s stated above; aREi,
(F)
the burniRg must be eeRtrelled se that a traffic ha:aard
is Ret created as a result of the air ceRtamiRaRts bciRg
emitted.
.
~lgl
Burning of domestic refuse. Where no collection and
disposal service is reasonably available, the burRiRg ef refuse
aRe ether combustible materials geRerated iR the eperatieR ef a
domestic household if the felle-.w'iRg ceReit::ieRs are met. domestic
refuse may be burned on the property where the waste is
generated.
(A) the material to be buraee must Ret be the cembiRee ~li'aste be
from a buileiRg EiesigRcd to accommodate mere thaa three such
heueeheles,
(B) the buraing must be ceREiuetce oR the property oR ~.-hich the
waste is geReratee, aRe,.
(C)
the iRitial huraiRg may begiR eRly het~li'eeR tfi:rcc hours
after sunrise aRe three hours before sunset aRe additioaal fuel
maay Ret be iateRtieRally added to the fire at times outside the
limite stated.
+s+-lll Hydrocarbon burning. Open burning of hydrocarbons is
allowed for:
.lll The burniRg of hyEirocarbeRs -..·b:ich. arc spilled or lest as a
result of pipeliRe brealte or ether aceiEieRts iavelviRg the
traaspertatiea ef such materials er ~ffiich arc generated as
-.mstes as the result of oil cJcpleratieR, development, refiaing,
3

or· processin!j operations if the follolldng conditions are met :
The disposal of spilled hydrocarbons or the waste products of
oil exploration, development, refining or processing operations
which cannot be feasibly recovered or otherwise disposed of in
a legal manner. Notice must be given to the DEQ prior to such
burning.
(A) the material canfl:ot be practicably recovered or othe~dse
lawfully disposed of ifl some other manner;
(Bl the burfl:ing must ROt be coRducted with:in a city or to,in
or in such proJEimity thereto that th:e ambient air of such: city
or town may be affected by the air contamiRanto beiRg emitted;
(C)
the iRitial· burRiRg may begin only bet,ieen three hours
after sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional
fuel may not be inteRtionally added to the fire at times
outside the limits stated above; aRd,
fD)
the burRing must be controlled so th:at a traffic h:aeard
is not created as th:e result of the air contaminants being
emitted.
(2)
The disposal of waste hydrocarbons through a flare.
The
owner-or operator shall be required to use a smokeless flare if
a condition of air pollution is determined to·exist by the DEQ.
-f91-..{gl
Open-pit incinerator.
q>h:e burning of any combustible
material in an opeR pit incinerator ,,,.hieh has. been properly
designed and llihich is properly operated for the eoRtrol of smoke
and particulate matter. Except for hazardous material. any
combustible material or refuse that is allowed to be burned under
this Subchapter may be burned in an open-pit incinerator that is
properly designed and operated for the control of smoke and
particulate matter.
The owner or operator of the open-pit
incinerator shall not accept any material owned by other persons
and shall not transport any material· to the property where the
open-pit incinerator is located in order to burn. the material.
(10) Tae burniRg of hydrocarbons, ,.-.aich must be \111asted, tarough
tae use of emoleelees atmospheric flares if after ifl:vestigation
a condition .of air pollution CJdote.
252:100-13-9.

General conditions
open burning

and requirements

for

allowed

The open burning of refuse and other combustible material may be
conducted as allowed in this Subchapter only if the following
conditions and requirements are met:
(1) No public nuisance is or will be created.
{2)
The burning is controlled so that a traffic hazard is not
created as a result of the air contaminants being emitted.
(3) The burning is conducted so that the contaminants do not
adversely affect the ambient air quality of a city or town.
{4)
The initial burning shall begin only between three hours
after sunrise and three hours before sunset and additional fuel
shall not be intentionally added to the fire at times outside
'these limits.
This requirement docs not apply to the open
burning allowed under 252:100-13-7 (a), (b)
(c) and (d) (1}.
I

I

252:100-13-10. Disaster relief

Notwithstanding the prohibition in 252:100-13-5, the Executive
Director of the DEQ may allow the open burning of· debris resulting
4

-,

from a disas.ter if the Director determines such burning is
necessary to protect public health and safety. Such approval, if
granted, shall be accompanied by appropriate guidelines for burning
the debris.
252:100-13-11. Responsibility for consequences of open burning
Persons who conduct open burning in accordance with the
provisions of this Subchapter are not exempt -or excused from the
consequences, damages, or iniuries that may result from such
conduct, nor are they exempt or excused from complying with all
applicable laws, ordinances, rules, and orders.

,i

-
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Additional Comments

Page 5407

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 13. PROHIBITION OF OPEN BURNING
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 13 will
simplify and clarify the rule as part of the agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative. Such changes include consolidating the
general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into
a new section. A few substantive changes were made, such as adding
definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation,"·
along with a section on disaster relief procedures.
In some
instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate
official for authorization to burn was added.
New language was
added under "land management and land clearing operations"
reqUiring those who clear land in areas that are or have been
designated nonattainment to burn their vegetation in open-pit
incinerators.
Existing language on open-pit incinerators was
expanded and·now prohibits accepting any material owned by other
persons and from transporting any material to the property where
the open-pit incinerator is located in order to burn the material.
DIFF~ENCES

,-·

FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:· None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required
federal rule corresponds to these rules.

because

no

one

materials

and

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comment:
What is the definition
shouldn't it be in the rule?

of

hazardous

Response: Staff doesn't believe it is necessary to define
"hazardous materials" in this rule since authorization must be
received from the · DEQ prior to such burning of dangerous or
hazardous material.
Therefore, it can be determined or answered
during that time. · Staff believes that this flexibility is
necessary since the universe of hazardous ma'terials is still
growing.
Comment:
"Authorizati.on" must be obtained from DEQ prior to such
burning. What authorization specifically are we talking about? An
ODEQ permit or letter or some form?
Response: "Authorization" means approval by the DEQ. In emergency
situations, approval may be verbal. In non-emergency situations,
approval may be in writing.

-

Comment: 252:100-13-7(a) Fire training.
We suggest that the
phrase "provided that authorization from the local fire chief has
been issued prior to any burning" be changed to read "provided that
authorization has been requested from the local fire chief."
Response: After discussion during the Council meeting, Council
agreed to reword the proposed language to read "provided that

authorization has been requested from the local fire chief at least
ten working days prior to any burning or that written authorization
has been received prior to such burning. 11
·•
Comment: The addition of definitions· for 11 Domestic Refuse" and
"Land Clearing Operations" strengthens the SIP by clarifying what
is included in these situations.
Comment: 252:100-13-8 Open-pit 'incinerators. The addition of this
subsection addresses an area not adequately addressed in the
approved SIP and could be seen as strengthening the SIP. However,
we question the time limit (90 days) for burning in the same pit.
In order for an open pit incinerator (trench burner) to operate
with minimum emissions, the pit or trench must have vertical walls
that act to deflect the forced air back and forth to the bottom of
the pit for a more complete burn of the material with minimum
emissions. A trench burner pit that is in use for more than a day
or two (depending on the soil type) will lose the integrity of its
vertical walls due to normal wear, and pits must be dredged out to
maintain optimum depth as ash builds up. Freque~tly,, new pits at
the same site must. be dug to compensate for this degradation if
ther~ is a large land clearing project.
If the pit w~re lined with
something to mairitain the integrity of the shape, we may be able to
consider the 90 day time frame.
We recommended you consult with
your field investigators with regard to the practicality of this
rule change as you have proposed it.
The rule does not prohibit
bringing in material from off the site to be burned.
This
circumstance may encourage burning material that might not
otherwise be burned.
We find this practice to be a weak~ning of
the SIP.
Response: Staff has removed the proposed section, 100-13-8, from
the rule and has added language for open-pit incinerators that are
properly designed and operated for the control of smoke and
particulate matter. Also, language was added which prohibits the
. owner or operator of the open-pit. incinerator from accepting any
material owned by other persons and the transport of any material
to the property where the open-pit incinerator is located in order
to burn the material.
Comment: The addition of section 252:100-13-10, Disaster relief,
strengthens the SIP by addressing an area of activity that raises
questions whenever a disaster occurs.

'·
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will show two changes not currently in the

draft rule that I will be proposing today.
And also, copies are on the table.
A proposed change not cunently in
5 the draft rule is proposed for the .
6 definition for refuse. Staff recommends
7 changing the def'mition to...means garbage,
8 rubbish, "domestic refuse"~ and all other
9 waste. So adding the word "domestic
10 refuse" to ~ definition.
ll
Section 252:100-13-7, Allowed Open
12 Burning, page 3. Original language
13 addressing the responsibility for
14 consequences of open burning was moved from
15 this section to a new section, 252:100-1316 11, page 6. Throughout this s~on, the
17 .requirement to notify the DEQ or other
18 appropriate official for authorization to
19 burn was added.
20
· Section 252:100-13-8, Open-Pit
21 Incinerators, page 5. Information
22 describing open-pit incinerators was moved
23 into this new section and amended to
24 require owners or operators to register
25 with their local DEQ office. The proposed .
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1
2
3
4
5
6

PROCEED~GS

MR. DYKE: The next item on the .
agenda, Item Number 50, OAC 252:100-13,
Prohibition of Open Burning.. I'll call on
Ms. Jeanette Buttram.
Just a moment. .
7
(Whereupon, a short recess was taken
8 after which the following took place)
9
MR. DYKE: If we could, let's go
10 back on the record on Agenda Item 50, OAC
11 252:100-13. Ms. Buttram.
·
12
MS. BUTIRAM: Members of the
13 Council, ladies and gentlemen, the
14 follOwing revisions to Subchapter 13,
15 Prohibition of Open Burning, are being
16 proposed for the first time to the Council.
17
Many of the proposed revisions to
18 this subchapter simplify and clarify the
19 rule. HoWeve:r, a few substantive changes
20 were made also.
21
Section 252:100-13-2, Definitions,
22 page 2. Definitions are proposed for
23 "domestic refuse" and "land clearing
24 operation". Also, earlier today I left a
25 sheet of paper by your Com1cil packet which

M

Re orting Service

1 rule would also require owners or operators

to obtain a pennit if tbcy locate an openpit incinerator in the same pit for a
period exceeding 90 days in a 3 65 day
Period
Recently comment were received from
EPA questioning the time limlt of 90 days
8 for burning in the same pit. We have
9 discussed this time period among staff and
10 decided on the 90 days. However, we
11 recognize there are different opinions
12 regarding what is appropriate. Therefore,
13 we are asking for input from the Council
14 and the public on this and will incorporate
15 · whatever time period Com1cil decides is
2

3
4
5
6
7

16

best.

"'

17
Also, EPA mentioned the rule does
18 not prohibit bringing in material from off
19 the site to be burned and find the

potential for this practice to be a
weakening of the SIP. Staff agrees and
22 suggests the following change not currently
23 in the draft rule. Again, this is on the
24 extra sheet of paper and will show the
25 draft proposal that I am about to make.

20
. 21

S' L//3
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Tulsa, Oklahoma

Page 6
Page 5, Section 100-13-8, the proposed
2 subsection (c) should be changed to a new
3 (d) and a new proposed subsection (c)
4 should be added which states, material
5 generated off site shall not be burned in
6 an open-pit incinerator.
7
· Section 252:100-13-9, General
8 Con.ditions and Requirements For Allowed
9 ·open Burning, page 5. The general
10 conditions and requirements for allowed.
11 open burning found throughout the rule were
I2 consolidated into this new section.
I3
Section 252:100-13-10, Disaster
I4 Relief, page 6. This new section was added
IS to address disaster relief.
I6 ·
Recently a letter from the City of
17 Hobart was received by our Enforcement Unit
I8 requesting approval for bUrning of
19 dilapidated houses. The City Manager
20 requeste<j the letter be considered in our
21 rewrite/dewrong process of Subchapter 13.
22 Allowing the requested burning would be a
23 relaxation of our rule. Staff believes the
24 proposed changes to the rule will help
2S clarify allowed open burning.
·
I

Page 8
money, that would be commercial.
2
MS. BUTTRAM: The beginning 3 well, if you are including that in the non4 commercial preparation of food, it is
5 allowed. But if it is outside of that, it
6 needs to be 7
MS. MYERS: You're saying· they
8 need to have a permit for a group of people ·
9 that are paying for (inaudible). That's my
IO question.
II
MS. BUTfRAM: I'm saying if it
I2 falls under non-commercial preparation of
13 food, then it would be allowed open
I4 burning.
IS
MS. HOFFMAN: This is Barbara
I6 Hoffman. The campfires are allowed. So if
I7 they are cooking food over campfires,
18 :that's okay. But again, if it's a
19· situation where they have some sort of open
20 ·burning deal going on for the commercial
21 preparation of food, then that would be
22 prohibited.
23
MS. MYERS: Okay.
24
'MR. DYKE: I think what you are
2S descnoing is allowed. lthink what
I

.. ·

Page.

Page7
The written comments from EPA and
the letter from the City of Hobart will be
entered into the record.
Staff suggests the proposed rule as
s amended be recommended for ~doption by the.
6 Board as a permanent rule.
7
MR. DYKE: Questions from the
8 Council?
9
MS. MYERS: Jeanette, on 13-8(d)' ·
10 the open-pit incinerators are not to be
II located in the same.pit for a period of 90
12 diys. Aie those continuous consecutive
13 days or are those 90 total? days.
I4
MS. BUTIRAM: It should be 90
IS consecutive days.
16
Ms: MYERS: Under 13-7(c),
17 ceremonial fires.· Is that a person that's
I8 non-commercial for preparation of food and
19 the (inaudible) and (inaudible) ranges and
20 that kind of thing where they cook-out and ·
2I whatever as part of their activity, is that
22 not allowed?
23
MS. BUTTRAM: No, it's allowed.
24
MS. MYERS: Okay. It says for
25 non-cmmnercial - if they're doing it for
1
.2
3
4

Myers Reporting Service

1 wouldn't be acceptable would be if they put
2 a sign out on the road and had someone
3 coming in every day.
4·
MR. FAtLON: Could you clarify
. S 252:100-l~-2(C), bringing material on-site
6

cannot be burned in an open-pit

7 4lcinerator.
8
MS. BUITRAM:
9
10
1I
I2

I3
I4
15
I6
17

I8
19
20
21
22
23
24

2S

13-2?
MR. FALLON: Yes. Under new
performance.
MS. BUITRAM: 13-8?
'MR. FALLON: Dash 8,. I'm sorry.
.
MS. BUITRAM: Your question
again, please?
MR. FALLON: According to the
letter we received from the city managelj tj>f ·
mayor of Hobart, they are going to clean-u:p.
an older area-- I'm gathering that's what
he's saying. And if you were to take down
six dilapidated structures on the same
block, would that be considered - if you
brought more than one open-pit incinerator,
would that be considered on site?
MS. BUTTRAM: I'm not really sure
that would even fit under being allowed

Page 6 - Page 9
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under an open-pit incinerator. So if you
2 dig your pit and you have a block area and
3 then you bring in all the homes that you
4 are trying to tear down from that one block
5 to that open-pit incinerator, then that's
6 bringing material off-site. So that would
7 not be an allowed open-pit incinerator
8 burn.
9
:MR. FALLON: Thank you.
10
:MR. WILSON: What you are
11 suggesting is that if someone wanting to
12 tear down a house and constructed an open13 pit incinerator, they need to do it on the
14 location that the house is sitting; is that ·
15 correct?
16
MS. BUTTRAM: That's correct.
17
MR. WILSON: So ifthere is a
18 house next-door that also needs to be torn
19 down, then the pit would have ·to be dug on
20 that PJoperty. as _well?
21
. MS. BUITRAM: Well, actually, I
22 think you have to look at the whole rule,
23 too. I'm not sure that-- my
24 interpretation of the rule is that that
25 type of activity isn't an allowed open burn
1

·
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1 burning. Fire training, el:b.nination of
2 hazards, recreational and ceremonial fires,
3 land management and land clearing
4 operations. Those have defmitions that
5 describe what that falls under. Removal of
6 a house does not fall under that Burning
7 of domestic refuse, hydrocarbon burning,
8 and then a new section of open-pit
9 incinerators. So what the rule states it
10 shows what is allowed, and so if you have
11 an activity that is outside what is
12 allowed, then it would not fall under one
13 of those in that section. We're not making.
14 any changes to the rule that - tbc rule
15 never allowed it and we're not ~aking any
16 changes that disallow it, because it was·
17 never allowed.
18
MR. FALLON: The letter from
19 Hobart indicates it is his belief that your
20 change would allow it He is believing in
21 error; is that correct?
22
MS. BUITRAM: That is correct.
23 Apparently, our enforcement unit receives·a
24 lot of letters requesting open burning,
25. that they were under the impre_ssion that it
Page 11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

11
18

-

19

20
21
22
23

24

25

anyway.· And so you have to look at each
individual case to deterniin.e whether or not
it would be allowed for an open-pit
incinerator blJ!D. But in the scenario you
just alluded to, that's correct. You
wouldn't be able·to use one open-pit
incinerator for five or six different
homes.
:MR. KILPATRICK.: I would like to
clarify, is this Hobart thing allowed or
·
not allowed?
MS. BUITRAM: It is not iillowed
MR. KILPATRICK.: What
specifically wouldn't be allowed?
MS. BUTI'RAM: Excuse me?
:MR. KILPATRICK: Why is it not
allowed? You are saying it has nothing to
do with whether it's on-site or off-site,
you are saying it's not allowed. Point me
to the right provision that says it's not
allowed.
MS. BUTI'RAM: Okay. The rule ·
states items that are 'allowed under open
burning. 13-7 goes through a list of
things that would be allowed under open

Mvers Renortine: Service

Page 13
·1

was allowed in the past It was never

allowed before or now.
3
MR. FALLON: Okay. Thank you.
4
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
5 for Ms. Buttram at this time? Is there
6 anyone wishing to speak on this rule? .
7 Hearing no one, additional comments from
8 the Council?
9
MR. BREISCH: What's the
1o recommendation to the Board?
11
·MS. BUTIRAM: A permanent rule.
12
MR. BREISCH: No emergency? I'll
13 entertain a motion -14
MS. BUITR.AM: Before you make a
15 motion, I would like to bring up in my
· 16 presentation that I had mentioned the ~A
11 days for an open-pit incinerator. So I am
18 assuming then that would be an okay time
19 frame?
20
MS. MYERS: That's an awful lot
. 21 of open burning.
22 ·
MS. BU1TRAM: Excuse rne?
23
MS. MYERS: I said that's an
24 awful lot of open burning.
25
· MS. HOFFMAN: EPA has recommenaed
2

Sl/.1
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days. So that's why Jeanette is asking -

2 3

MS. MYERS: What is the purpose
of establishing a 90 day period? That is
5 an awful long time for open burning.
6
MS. BU1TRAM: It depends on who
7 you talk to. I've talked to staff and
8 received 30 days and then I went with 30
9 days, and I was told no, that's not enough
10 time.· Then I went with 60 days, was told
11 that's not enough time, then we went to 90
12 days. So we received a variety of time
13 limits, and then we thought 90 days would
14 be a good day to go with. I think 3 days
15 is not ~ough time, actually,. but that's
16 why we went with 90 days thinking that
11 would be a good tilne limit to try to start
18 with. We do have- staff has developed an
19 open-pit incinerator air curtain design and
20 operating instructions that was developed
21 because of the recent tornado. Describes
22 how an open-pit incinerator should be
23 designed and the operating instructions
24 that go with it and information like that,
25 but it doesn't have a time frame.
4

PagelS
1 .
MR. KlLPATRICK: So you.recommend
2 90 days on the basis of the amount of time· -·
3 you thought was needed to cover the
4 majority of projectS -- the length of time
•s the majority of the project would take?
6
MS: BU1TRAM: Right. .
7
MR. KILPATRICK: EPA seems to be
8 coming from the other -- when looking at
9 the customer, they are looking at the
1o potential aspects of whether or not the
11 open-pit would still be functional at the
12 end of the 90 days.
13
MS. BUTTRAM: Right
14
MR. KILPATRICK: Did you get any
15 comments from staff on their experience ·
16 with pits that have been used for up to 90
17 days?
18
MS. BUTI'RAM: I did not get any
19 information on ones that were used up to 90
20 days, but I did reeeive infonnation again
21 that said it could vary.
22
MS. MYERS: Wouldn't we want to
23 put in something that said if you have an
24 open-pit incinerator that there would be a
25 time limit set by DEQ as appropriate for

Myers Reporting Service

Page 16
the project at hand rather than giving a
blanket 90 days.
3
MS. BUTTRAM: That could work,
4 too. That's why I said we 5
MS. MYERS: I know on something
6·like that you're not going to have a
7 catastrophic event like the May·3 tornado.
8
MS. BUTTRAM: That's right.
9
MS. MYERS: 90 days is an: awful
10 long time for a pit to be burning and
11 sometimes those facilities get a lot of
12 erillssions. We had a facility acros~ the
13 road from us, they started doing operi
14 burning, of a bunch of trash and debris and
15 we had an. kinds of problems because of the
16 cloud-- black smoke. ·
11
MS. BUTTRAM: Was that an open18 pit incinerator or just some type of land·1
2

19 -

MS. MYERS: It was open burning.
MS. BUTTRAM: Open burning.
22
MS. HOFFMAN: Can I make a
23 comment? One of the reasons that we came
24· up with a time limit, a specific time·
25 Iimi~ was so that we could encourage
20
21

Page

1.

people that knew they wanted to burn longer
than that to come in and actually get a .
3 permit from us. We don't want unpermitted
4 burning of this type to go on. The air
s curtain incinerator isn't going to be
6 viable after a certain point in time. So
7 we would like to have a specific time limit
8 so that everybody will be able to look at
9 the rule and know, okay, I should go in and
10 get a permit because I want to burn longer
11 than 90 days or whatever day we end up
12 putting in there. We thought that 90 days
13 would be the maximum amount of time that
14 someone could actually operate one of. these
15 open-pit incinerators without the sides
16 caving in and making it useless.· But ~'1ve
17 heard since then that it's very possible,
18 like you said, there are some that are
19 going to deteriorate a lot sooner than
20 that. So I don't know, I donit know if
21 there is a midpoint here but I'm hoping we
22 can find something that we'll all agree on
23 would be a good amount of time to allow
24 these people to operate, and yet still give
25 us sort of definite time period in the rule
Page 14- Page 17
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Page 18
so that people will know whether they need
2 to just register with us or whether they
3 need to actually come in and get a permit.
4
MR. KILPATRICK: I would like to
5. make another comment. I think we proposed
6 adding 90 consecutive days. I don't think
7. we dropped anything else. If I read that
8 right, I don't think that would work.
9 Because then it would say you are allowed
10 to burn as long as it's not in there 90
11 consecutive days. They can burn ~9 and
12 stop one day and now they've got an open
13 pit they can run another 89 days.
14
.
MS. BUTI'RAM: And you are
15 correct. I was incorrect earlier by saying
16 it should have been consecutive. And that
17 was part of the argwnent that we had
18 earlier when we were discussing on whether
19 or not it should be 90 days. The reason we
20 did n13t put consecutive was for that exact
2I reason. And that's why we want it to be 90
22 days in a 365 day period. ·
.
23
MS. MYERS: I think 90 days is an
24 awful long time unless there is some
25 specific reasOn for it.

types of open burning, we're talking about
this particular open-pit incinerator.
MR. BREISCH: David, I need to be
more specific on my comment I'm talking ·
about a location of 90 days. Because the
pit can deteriorate, a lot of things can
happen. I think at the end of a 90 day
period, regardless of how many days during
9 that 90 days it burned, I think either a
10 permit has to be issued or it has to be
11 relocated.
12
MS. BUTTRAM: That is the way the
13 rule is-written. They can be .at the same
14 location, but they cannot use the same pit
15 for mare. than 90 days. And if they have to
16 stay at the same location, and they know
17 they are going to have to burn longer than
18 90 days, then they should have to come in
19 and get a permit
20
. MR. kn..PATRICK: Now you've got
21 me confused. If you stay at the location
22 for more than 90 days, you have to get a
23 permit?
24
MS. BUTTRAM: No, if you are
25 going to use your open-pit incinerator.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
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2

MR. BREISCH: Well, I've seen

this operation take place in lazge

landfills, but they are not consecutive
4 days. · 'They set the operation up and they
5 might burn for a week and shut it down for
6 a week, and come back and burn some other
7 debris, trees, etcetera. So I don't think
8 the 90 day length in that one location is
9 too bad. 90 consecutive days, I haven't
10 seen it happen.
11
MS. HOFFMAN: It's really not the
12 consecutive-ness of it that counts, it's
13 how many days you are actually in that pit
14 burriing.
15
MR. BREISCH: Tha~'s right. Or
16 do you mean in $at location? Are you
17 talking about a specific location for 90 .
18 days?
19
MS. HOFFMAN: A specific' pit.
20
MR. BREISCH: I don't think
21 that's too long.
22
MR. DYKE: If they operate more
23 than 90 days, they are required to get a
24 permit and this only applies to open-pit
25 incinerators. We're not talking about all
3

M ers R ortin Service

MR. KILPATRICK: If you have to
90 days is
to have a

I

2 use a central pit for more than
3. what you are saying, you have
4
5
6.

permit?

MS. BUTTRAM: You should come in
and get a permit, yes.
7
MR. BREISCH: Is that understood
8 by the Council?
9
MR. WILSON: I have one last
I 0 clarification on this issue with the ·
11 burning of dilapidated houses. Jeanette,
12 you suggest the regulations explicitly
13 disallow that in open-pit incinerators?
14
MS. BUITRAM: That bas been my
15 own question with homes being burned in an
I6 open:-pit incinerator.
111
I7
MR. WILSON: I don't see anything
18 in the regulations that prohibit you from
19 burning a dilapidated house and putting it:.
20 into an open-pit incinerator.
21
MS. BUITRAM: Well, for one ·
22 thing, if you have to move any hazardous
2J material, anything like that, and you would
24 have to remove the roof -- there is a lot
.
25 of things that you cannot burn in an open-

f'q./7
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pit incinerator as far as with the
2 hazardous materials. I don't see how it
. 3 would be feasible to dig an open-pit
4 incinerator in one lot to burn a house.
5
MR. WILSON: I don't either. But
6 you are prohibiting that multiple houses
7 being taken to one location to be
8 inciner11ted?
9
MS. BUTIRAM: Right We're
10 saying material generated off-site shall
11 not be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
12 We're trying to prevent an open-pit
· 13 incinerator from being developed, dug in
14 one site, and then someone going off to
15 various other sites and bringing in all
16 1heir material to be burned in that open17 pit incinerator.
18
MR. WILSON: But you do allow
19 them to put pits in multiple places? ·
20
)viS. BUTIRAM: Could you be mo~
21· specific, please?
22
. MR. WILSON: Your regulation
23 would allow a pit to be dug and used as an
24 open-pit incinerator at each location where
25 the waste is generated.

rule is to prohibit open burning. It
2 prohibits open burning, because we don't
3 think that's an acceptable practice in this
4 state. And we offer several very limited
S exceptions to that And we do not favor
6 open-pit :ipcinerators. That's not
7 something we want to encourag~ at all. We.
8 don't want people to be out there open
9 burning. We want them to --.if they've got
10 houses to demolish, we think they would be
11 better off demolishing· those houses and
12 taking them to ·construction demolition
13 dumps. There are lots of ways to dispose
14 of waste without burning it. And we really
·15 don't want to encourage people to just burn
16 whatever they have. So that's why we have
17 very limited exceptions here. And we're
18 trying to limit the open-pit inCinerator
19 exception even more by requiring that it ·
20 only be limited to the material that's on
21 the site. We don't want somebody to get
22 into a commercial operation of running an
23 open-pit incinerator.
24
MR. WILSON: You want to make it
25 tough on municipality to burn multiple

1

1
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16
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MS. BUTTRAM:· Right
MR. WILSON: As opposed to one
pit for burning all the waste?
MS. BUITRAM: Well, if the waste
is brought in from off-site;theh that's
correct, you cannot burn in. that open-pit
incinerator. .One pit for one locatjon.
MR. FALLON: This is not a change
from what it has been in the past.
MS. BUTIRAM: No, the open-pit
incinerator part isn't changed. It was in
the old rule on page 5. It use~ to be in
the middle, right above where it says 10013-8, Open-Pit Incinerators~ the new
section. Above. that used to be a number 9
that's been struck out, and so we took that ·
information and made a new section and ·
broadened the requirements of an open-pit
incinerator.
MR. WILSON: Environmentally,
what is the difference between burning 10
houses in 10 pits as opposed to ·1 0 houses
in one pit?
MS. BU1TRAM: I don't see any.
MS. HOFFMAN: The purpose of this

Myers Reporting Service
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1
2
3
4

Pa~41,

1
2

houses?
MS. HOFFMAN: Well, if you want

3 to say it that way, that's fme. But I'm
4

not trying to make things tough on

5 municipalities, I just think we have a rule
6 that does not allow them to do that to

begin with, and we hayen't changed that
substantive part. ·
MR. WILSON: I don't see in the
rule that we can prohibit them from ·
11 building an open-pit and operating it
12· according to the open-pit incinerator rules
13 for the burning of a dilapidated house.
14
MS. HOFFMAN: Well, I'm not sure
15 where I see in the rule that it allows the
16 burning of dilapidated houses. As Jeanette
17 pointed out, we allow open burning for fue
18 training, elimination of hazards,
19 recreational and ceremonial fires, land .
20 management, land clearing operations 21 which is, by the way, mo~ of them are used
22 for is for that exception right there,
23 burning of domestic refuse, hydrocarbon
24 burning. Those are the exceptions.
25
MR. WILSON: In your definition,
7
8
9
10
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combustible material means any substance
2 which will readily bum and shall include
3 substances which although generally
4 considered incombustible are or may be
5 included in the mass of material burned or
6 to be burned. ·And then over here in _13-8,
7 you have open burning of combustible
8 material in an open-pit incinerator without
9 a permit being allowed, and then under .
10 these circumstances, it seems to me like
11 any combustible material that would meet
12 that definition of combustible materials is
13 allowed to be burned in an open"J)it 1
I4 incinerator.
15
MS. HOFFMAN: Okay. Probably
"16 what we need to do then is under 13-5 where
I7 it says open burning prohibited, what we
18 probably need to do is to make it clear..
19 we· probably need to delete 13-8 --we
20 probab.ly need to put open-pit incinerators
21 back i~ 13-7. Because the point of the
22 matter is we have no intention of expanding
23 this rule to allow anything to be burned in
24 an open-pit incinerator.
25
MR. WILSON: And as it's written,
1

Page2
1
2
3
4

do it.

MS. BUITRAM: That's true.
MR. FALLON: But I think what
Joel points out is that if you take the
s definition of a combustible material on one
6 band, you are theoretically -- well, not

7 encour~ng,notcondoning,butsotnebody
8 could make· a pretty good argument for it.
9 I think that's what it needs to be.
10
MS. BU1TRAM: So work on the
11
I2
13

14
IS
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
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open-pit incinerator section.
MR. DYKE: Additional comments
and questions froni the Council? Anyone
else? Identify yo~elf. "S''fJ..,
. MR. serft\: I'm Ron Soda? I had a
question for Jeanette if I could j1:l5t ask
her?
MR. DYKE: Go ahead.
MR. ~Back in the rule we
talked about hazardous materials -- it
doesn't appear to be defined in the rule.
Could Jeanette direct me to somewhere else
it would be?
MS. BUITRAM: Well, I don't have
Subchapter 1 with me, but it may be in
Page 29

Page 27
1 I think it does. The proposed action of
2 the Council is to revisit this in December;
3 is that correct? There are houses out
4 there that need to be burned.

MR. KILPATRICK: · Is there any
reason why we have to pass it today?
7
MS. BUITRAM: I was just thinking
8 of the Council.
9.
MR. KILPATRICK: Ithinkhe's
10 right. We need to adjust this wording.
II
MR. DYKE: For clarification, we
12 had originally proposed to cany this over
13 and then we felt that in light of the
I4 agenda and things we were Blready carrying
15 over that we would pursue it today. If the
16 Council wishes, we can sure do that.
I7
MS. MYERS: I think with some of
18 the comments that have been made and
19 qUestions asked, it will be better to cany
20 it over.
21
MR. FALLON: In my original
22 question, which I asked you is the official
23 attitude toward bum:ing dilapidated
24 structures, does it seem under this
25 proposal as it has been in the past, don't
5
6

!-there.

MR. sotflt. Also, off-site and on3 site is lacking a definition in these
4 rules, as well.
5
MS. BUITRAM: A definition for
6 off-site and on-site?
7
MR. SODA: On-site and off-site
8 for the sake of clarity. If we're going to
9 exclude something, we need to be clear OIJ
10 what's exCluded.
11
MS. BUITRAM: I'll consider that
I2 in the next draft. A.£J
·
13
MR~ SO~ One other
14 clarification I would like to see is under
IS authorization under Paragraph for
16 hydrocarbon burning. . Authorization IIUlSt be
17 obtained from ODEQ prior to such burning.
18 What authorization. specifically are we
19 talking about? Is this an ODEQ permit or
20 letter or some form?·
21
MS. BUTfRAM: Right, I see.
22
MR. DYKE: I know in the past
23 it's been by-- I have authorized it by
24 telephone if the conditions were such.
. r 1 'I a
25
MR. sotf'd;, That's great. it's
.,:) 7 -,
2
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1 just a matter of clarif~cation.
2
MR. BREISCH: I'll entertain a

.-_,,_..
.· ·.··

3 motion on this item and ask whether we need
4 to continue it or whatever your desire is.
5
MS. MYERS: I'll make a motion.

6
MR. FALLON: Second
7
:MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
8 and a second to continue this item to the
9 next regular Council meeting. Any other
10 ·questions? Myrna, c.all the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
11
12
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
13
14
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
15

16 ·
17
18
19
20
21
22 ·
23

MS. MYERS: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
:MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR. KILPATRICK: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
(End of Proceedings)
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1

1 and expanded.

The new language allows only
2 those materials that may be burned under .
3 Subchapter 13, with the exception of
4 ·hazardous material, to be burned in an
5 open-pit incinerator. Also, the owner or
6 operator of the open-pit incinerator would
7 be prohibited from accepting any material
8 owned by other persons and from
9 transporting any material to the property
1o where the open-pit incinerator is located
11 in order to burn the material. If these
12 limitations are approved, staff sees no
13. reason to require registration or
14 permitting of open-pit incinerators as was
15 proposed in Section 8.
16
Section 252:100-13-8, Open-Pit
17 Incinerators, page 7. Staff is proposing
.18 that this new section presented to the
19 Council at the October Council meeting, not
20 be included in the final role recorrunended
21 to the Environmenta1~'0:ality Board, since
22 its subject will be covered in 252:100-1323 .7(g). If the Council agrees and deletes
24 this section, the reference to this section
25 in 100-13-5 should also be deleted.

2
3
4

5
6
7
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PROCEEDINGS
2
MR. DYKE: The next item on the
3 agenda, Item 6D, OAC 252:100-13,
4 Prohibition of Open Burning. Once again,
5 I'll call on Ms. Jeanette Buttram.
6
MS. BUTTRAM: Mr. Chairman,
1 Members· of the Council, ladies and
8 gentlemen, revisions to Subchapter 13~
9 Prohibition of Open Burning, were drafted
10 as part of the rewrite/dewrong process and
11 presented to the Council in October.
12 Additional changes to the draft rule since
13 that time include the following:
14
Section 252:100-13-7(d)(2), Land
15 Management and Land Clearing Operations,
16 page 5. New language was added to require
17 those who clear land in areas that are or
18 have been designated nonattainment to burn
19 their vegetation in open-pit incinerators.
20 This should help to reduce pollution in
21 counties that have the worst air quality.
22
Section 252:100-13-7(g), Open-Pit
23 Incinerators, page 6. Existing language
24 for open-pit incinerators was returned to
25 Section 7, placed in a new subsection (g),
1

1
Corrunents were received yesterday
2 from Central anc;l South West Services and
3 will be entered into the record and also, a
4 representative is here today to address the

5 Council..
6

Staff suggests that the proposed
be recommended for adoption
by the Board as a Pennanent rule.
MR. DYKE: Questions of Ms.
Buttram frOm the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: Jeanette, on page
5, ·number two, you talk about being
conducted in open-pit incinerators in
counties or areas that are or have been
designated nonattainment. Does it need to
be-- is that nonattainment for anything,·
lead or anything? Or is it any specific
pollutant for nonattainment.
MS. BUTIRAM: Any specific-~ any
of them. That's the way it's written in
the rule.
MR. TERRILL: I can address that
because I'm the one that suggested putting
that in there that way. What we were
really driving at there is, most of the

7 rule as amended
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1 complaints that we get relative to open

burning in the.situations such as land
3 clearing and what have you are related to
4 metropolitan areaS. And it's not a-- not
5 everyone does it, but a significant portion
6 of the developers that develop in the
7 metropolitan areas already use air curtain
8 structures anyway.· So this was a way to
9 get at that so we can limit that. Give
10 that as an option, but limit it in some WlfY
11. so if you are out in the panhandle or some
12 like-place where it really doesn't make
13 that much difference, we can handle it on a
14 complaint basis at that point, then they
15 can go ahead and burn without using the
16 open-pit incinerator. But realistically we
17 were probably looking only at ozone or
18 possibly CO, but really ozone formation is
19 what we were really looking at for ·
·
20 nonattainment.
21
MR. BRANECKY: Is there any
22 advantage to being specific as opposed to ·
23 open-ended for anything -- any of the
24 pollutants?
25
MS~ HOFFMAN: Well, we don't

Pag.
barbecue. And these people are preparing
2 their barbecue in smokers, things that are
3 designed to burn wood or hickory, pecan.
4 Are these things going to be prohibited by
5 this rule?
6
MS. BUTTRAM: I don't see that
7 they were prohibited before, so no, I don't
8 see anything that we've entered into the
9 rule that would do that.
10
MR. WILSON: That's ceremonial
11 here? I don't see anything in the rule ·
12 that would allow them to continue doing
13 that myself. But I didn't think that it
14 was the intent to regulate those sources.
15
MS. BUTIRAM: So you are saying
16 there is something in _the rule that does?
17
.1\tfR. WILSON:· Yes. I think that's
18 going on there meets the definition of open
19 burning, and I don't see where that's
20 allowed.
·
21
MR. BRANECKY: Are you saying
22 these facilities have a pi~e of wood out
23 back that's open, not in a smoker. A
24 smoker is not open burning.
25
MS. BUTIRAM: Yes, that's
1

2

.

Pa~7

really expect to go nonattainment for lead
or S02. We do have a couple of instance~ 3 - we do have former ozone nonattainment, we
4 do haVe fo~r CO nonattainment, and those
5 are really the -- I think the pollutants of .
6 concern when you're burning. So we feel
1 like when we talk about former
8 nonattainment areas, then we are catching
9 those. And when we tai:ic about ones in the
10 future, we really think that-- we don't
11 see that we're anywhere close to having a
12 CO problem anywhere else. And really, I
13 think ozone is- maybe particulate matter,
14 and again that's related to burning. So we
15 think that those are the likely
16 possibilities and we don't- and rather
17 than make the rule longer than it needs to
18 be by mentioning specific pollutants and
19 specific circumstances, we thought that
2Q this would cover the situation and not be
too restrictive.
·
"2
MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
23
MR. WILSON: Jeanette, I guess my
24 mind is on lunch right now. But I think
1

2

Page 9-

contained.
2
MR. WILSON: That•s contained?
3
· .1\tfR. TERRILL: That's how we
4 interpret it, too, because I don't think
5 that was ever a thought. That never even
6 came up in our thought pattern that that
7 would be prohibited. Obviously, if we got
8 a complaint against -- it was a commercial
9 operation and we got a complaint, we might
· 10 investigate it, but that wouldn't be
11 prohibited under this.
12
· .1\tfR. Wii:..sON: So something that's
13 containerized -- contained, even though the
14 emissions are emitted into the atmOsphere,
IS would be exempted from this rule?
16
MR. BREISCH: Well, it could give
17 visible emissions.
18
MS. BUTfRAM: If we're talking
19 about-- are you talking about in the
20 barbecue situation? ·
21
MR. BREISCH: Right.
22
MS. BUTIRAM: Well, there is
23 nothing in the rule that prohibits it and
24 we haven't written anything in the rule to
1

5' tj~ ~
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1

problem.

rather you make this that we make ·
2 notification, that we can prove that we've
3 made notification, and not require that we
4 have written proof of the authorization.
5
MR. BRANECKY: Do you think there .
6 needs to be some time frame in there that
7 you are ~uggesting that would allow the
8 fire chief to respond? If we take your
9 suggestion, you coUld notify one day and
16 burn the ~ext, not giving them a chance to
11 respond back.
12
MR. GROUND: Yeah. And we have
13 internal policies trying to give them
14 enough time, and we also have internai
15 policies that we require the facility to
16 call them that day and s~y, we sent you a
17 notice, did you receive it? And they
18 usuallysay, oh, well, it's probably on my
19 desk somewhere,.but gQ ahead with your
20 burn. But I would rather see some type of
21 a pre-notice-- pre-notification given so
22 many days before to make sure that they
23 have adequate time to look at it. The.se
24 are things we do plan.
25
MR. FALLON: Theoreticilly, under
1

MR. TERRILL: We like to think
3 that we implement these rules with some
4 common sense approach, even if it doesn't
5 specifically think of everything. And if
6 we didn't, I suspect you would have someone
7 here complaining that we were not
8 (inaudible). We have no intention-- I ·
9 mean, it's fairly straightforward is what
10 we're driving at. I don't think we can
11 ever think of all the possibilities. So if
12 it doesn't make sense to you, we ought to
13 regulate them. I guess we're not. That's
14 just the way we would operate.
So I
15 guess ?
16
MR. D'YKP: Additional questions?
17
MR. WILSON: Thanks.
18
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
- 19 from the Council? Mr. Ground, did you.wish 20 to speak on this rule?
21
MR. GROUND: I'm Howard Ground,
22 representing Public Service Company of 23 Oklahoma. And at Public Service Company,
24 we do conduct industrial fuefighter
25 training, periodically. At some of our
2

Pagel;,-,.
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1 facilities, it's every year. And I only
2 get up and mention this because I've dealt

3 with this very routinely.
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25

And my comment is on 100-13-?(a). ·
And it gets down to the main area where it
says, provided the authorization from the
local fire chief has been issued prior to
any burning. Then it says, the DEQ may
require written verification or
authorization from the local f'ue chief or
fire training officer. My experience in
the State of Oklahoma is it's almost
impossible to get written verification from
a fue chief that we can conduct
firefighter training, except from the City
of Tulsa. Every other facility we have, we
make notification and we never receive
anything back. And if we're required by
the DEQ to have some form of verification
or authorization, then I'm just afraid
we're going to be in violation, if you ever
come out and look for any kind of
authorization to conduct our open burning - or our firefighter training. It's a lot
to question, but it's also-- I would

Mvers Renortin!! Service

1 this, you could drop a letter in

the

2 mailbox requesting, and then burn before
3 the letter arrived. And I realize that's
4 a technical point, but could still happen.

5
MR. GROUND: Right.
6
MR. BRANECKY: Would something.
7 like that be acceptable? Three days?
8
MR. TERRILL: . Correct me if I'm
9 wrong here, but I think our whole purpose
10 was to ensure that the frre chief or frre
11 marshall or whatever got notified. Because
12 we get a lot of complaints from them saying
13 you guys apparently gave them authority to

us
anything about it and we made a run and
they didn't know. So our purpose here is
to make sure that that fire chief or fire
marshall, or whoever the responsible person
is in these localities is notified well in
advance. And whether or not they choose to
respond or not, that's up to them. But
that's all we're driving at, is to make .
sure that there is some notification made
so that we can't be accused of not letting
them know.

14 burn and you didn't- nobody told

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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MR. FALLON: But there should be
a time period, three to five days.
MR. BRANECKY: These schools are
well planned well in advance, so that
shouldn't be a problem, should it?·
MR. GROUND: No. We would be -yes, that would be very easy to work with.
If we just have a notification requirement
and not something requiring that we have
the authorization --written authorization.
MR. BREISCH: Will you still get
authorization?
..MR. GROUND; We 4o, but they
won't write us-- the City of Tulsa is the
only one who will actually write us a
permit. The other areas, a lot of them-are
rural and they are volunteer frre
departments, anyway. A lot of them, they
depend on the local DEQ office, wherever·
that is, and they'll tell us, did you
notify them and we'll say, yes. And a lot
of it, we want to make sure they do know
about it in case they see something that
they know that they are not supposed to
respond. We actually invite them out to

Page 16
authorization been requested within 10 days
or given shorter term. And the reason I
3 . say that is our company is running the same
4 type of thing. And a lot of times the
5 training is done by the guy that's doing
6 our fire extinguisher maintenance. I might
7 not have a 10 day notice before he's there.
8 We notify and then get the authorization
9 and we can go ahead and proceed if 10 days
10 hasn't elapsed.
11
MR. BRANECKY: If you get
12 authorization?
13
MR. TREEMAN: Ifyouget
14 authorization.
,.
15
MR. BREISCI!: Yes. That negates
16 any waiting period.
17
MR. DYKE: Did you get that,
18 Barbara?
19
MS. HOFFMAN: No.
20
MR. BRANECKY: Provided that
21 authorization has b~~ 'requested from the
22 local ftre chief at least 10 working days
23 prior to conducting the training or -24
MR. TREEMAN: Well, authorization
25 has been requested or reC?Cived, I guess you
1
2

Page 17

Page 15
take frre training with us, if they want to
be involved with that.
3
MR. TERRILL: But he's right,
4 they don't-- it's very seldom that they'll
5 get a· reply back. They just note it and go '
6 on and never do reply back.
7
MR. BRANECKY: How about if we
. 8 say, provided that authorization has been
9 requested from the local fire chief at
10 least 10 working days prior to the
11 conducting of the training? I think 10 ·
12 would be a reasonable amount, 10 working
13 days.
14
MR. GROUND: I think so.
15
.MR. FALLON: I think there should
16· be some specified time, whatever it is.
11
MR. GROUND: That's all I have.
~8
MR. DYKE: Thank you. Barbara,
19 di4 you get that? Is there any additional
20 questions from the Council? Is there
21 anyone else wishing to speak on this rule?
22 I'll turn it over to you.
23
MR. BREISCH: Is there any -24
MR. TREEMAN: I was going to add
25 one thing possibly to that, has provided
1

2

r-

Myers Reporting Service
..... ,..

_,...,.

rt.nnrt.

could say, within 10 days.
MR. BRANECKY: . What we're trying
3 to say is if he gets authorization before
4 the 10 days-5
MR. GROUND: I can do it eight
6 days after notification.
7
MR. FALLON: just add a comma,
8 and sooner if authorized in writing.
9
MR. BREISCH: You might not need,
10 "in writing".
11
MS. HOFFMAN: . David, would you
12 repeat what you wanted, again?
13
MR. BRANECKY: Provided that
14 authorization has been requested from the
15 local fire chief at least 10 working days
16 prior to conducting the training -- help me
17 Rick, I can't remember.
18
MR. TERRILL: Orwritten
19 authorization that's received prior to
20 burning - authorization is received prior
21 to burning.
22
MS. BRADLEY: The absence of that
23 - if authorization has been received, or
24 in absence of that authorization requested
25 within 10 days or something like that.
~1/rJ..:;·
1

2
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MR. BREISCH: I think what Eddie
2 added to it was -3
MR. TERRILL: Let's not make this
4 any more complicated.
5
MR. DYKE: Okay, let's try it.
6
MS. HOFFMAN: Okay, how does this
7 sound? Provided that authorization has
8 been requested from the local fire chief at
9 least 10 working days prior to any burning
10 or that written authorization has been
11 received prior to such burning..
12
MR. DYKE: Is that okay?
13
MR. FALLON: That's.good.
14
MR. BREI.SCH: With that change,
15 are we ready to make a motion on this?
16 I!ll entertain a motion.
17
DR. GROSZ: I'll move that we
18 accept this change.
19
MR. FALLON: Second.
20
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
21 and a second to reconunend this to the. Board
22 for permanent adoption. Myrna, call the
23 roll.
._
MS.
BRUCE:
Mr.
Wilson.
24
MR. WILSON: Aye.
25
1
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MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: . Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 17. INCINERATORS

Section
252:100-17-1.
252:100-17-1.1
252:100-17-1.2
252:100-17-2.
252:100-17-2.1
252:100-17-2.2
252:100-17-3.
252:100-17-4.
252:100-17-5.
252: 100-17-5.1
252:100-17-6.
252:100-17-7.

Purpose [AMENDED]
Reference to 40 CFR [NEW]
Terminology related to 40 CFR [NEW]
Applicability [AMENDED]
Exemptions [NEW]
Definitions [NEW]
Opacity [AMENDED]
Particulate Matter [AMENDED]
Incinerator design requirements [AMENDED]
Alternative incinerator design requirements [NEW]
Allowable emission of particulates [REVOKED]
Test methods [NEW]

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-17-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to deem it unla'.llful to bwn refuse in any incinerator
eKcept in a multiple chambered incinerator or in equipment determined by the Director to
be equally effecth'e for the purpose of air pollution control specify design and operating
requirements and emission limitations for incinerators and municipal waste combustors
(MWC).
252: 100-17-1.1. Reference to 40 CFR
When a provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR) is
incorporated by reference, all citations contained therein are also incorporated by
reference.
252:100-17-1.2. Terminology related to 40 CFR
When these terms are used in rules incorporated by reference, the following definitions
shall apply.
(1) "EPA Administrator" is synonymous with "Executive Director".
(2) "Affected facility" is synonymous with "large MWC unit"
(3) "State" is synonymous with "Department of Environmental Quality" or "DEQ".
(4) "State plan" is a program that the State is responsible for developing and
implementing to achieve compliance with the emission guidelines in Subpart Cb
of 40 CFR Part 60.

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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PART 3. INCINERATOR

252:100-17-2. EffeGtive date; appliGabili'3' Applicability
This Subchapter shall become operative one year from and after fuly 21, 1970. It will
apply to any and all incinerators utilized within the State of Oklahoma.-This Part applies
to incinerators not subject to New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) or any other
Parts in this Subchapter.
252:100-17-2.1. Exemptions
Thermal oxidizers, flares and any other air pollution control devices are exempt from the
requirements of this Part.

-

-

252:200-17-2.2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall have the following
meaning unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Capacity" means amount of specified wastes a unit is designed to bum. Capacity
may be expressed as pounds per hour or tons per day.
"Primary combustion chamber: means the initial incinerator chamber where waste is
charged, ignited and burned.
"Secondary burner" means a supplemental burner in the secondary chamber for the
purpose of maintaining a minimum temperature and to insure the complete combustion of
volatile gases and smoke.
252:100-17-3. Prohibition on densi'3' of emissions Opacity
(a) Prohibition. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the discharge of smoke
from an incinet=ator of a density darker than rnunber one ( 1) on the Ringelmann Chart or a
visible emission of such an eq-uhcalent opacity as to obscure a certified visible emission
evaluator's view to a degree greater than number one ( 1) on the Ringelmann Chart.
(b) Exemptions. Subsection 252:100 17 3(a) shall not apply to:
(1) visible emissions consisting of uncombined v;ater droplets; or,
(2) smoke, the density of which is not darker than number three (3) of the
Ringelmann Chart for a period aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any sixty
(60) consecutive minutes or more than twenty (20) minutes in any twenty four (24)
hour period. See 252:100-25-3.
252:100-17-4. Prohibition on pounds per hour of emissions Particulate matter
No person shall cause or allow to be emitted into the open air from any incinerator
eq-uipment, fly ash or other particulate matter in quantities greater than shown in 252:100
17 6. Solid fuels charged will be considered as part of the refuse weight, but No. 1 and
No.2 fuel oil and gaseous fuels and combustion air will not be so considered.-Fly ash or
other particulate matter shall not exceed quantities greater than the allowable emission
rate. The allowable emissions for incinerators with capacities of 100 lblhr or greater are
set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter. The allowable emissions for incinerators with
capacities less than 100 lblhr are set forth in Appendix B of this Chapter. Solid fuels
charged will be considered part of the refuse weight. No.1 and No.2 fuel oils (distillate

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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oils), liquefied petroleum gases, gaseous fuels and combustion air will not be considered
as part of the refuse weight.
252:100-17-5. Incinerator design requirements
Hereafter no person shall operate an ineinerator unless-An incinerator subject to this Part
must have:
(1) It is provided vlith an auxiliary burner for the pYrpose of maintaining-A primary
burner that maintains a temperature of at least 8000F in the primary combustion
chamber.
(2) It has A secondary burner for use-that shall be used when necessary to eliminate
smoke.
(3) It is a type of ineinerator design that ean be demonstrated to the Direetor to be
effective in aeeordanee with the provisions of this Subehapter. The burden of proof
shall rest upon the mvner of the proposed ineinerator.
(4-j_It complies with generally reeognized good praetiees and all applieable provisions
of this Subehapter.
(5) Full and proper use is made of all eomponents and appurtenanees thereof.-

-

252:100-17-5.1. Alternative incinerator design requirements
The Director may approve an incinerator design that does not meet the design
requirements in 252:100-17-5 if the owner of the proposed incinerator demonstrates to
the DEQ that the incinerator can comply with all other applicable requirements.
252:100-17-6. Allowable emission of particulates_[REVOKED]
(a) Allowable emissions for ineinerators with eapacities in e:x:eess of 100 lb/hr are set
forth in .'\ppendi:x: A of this Chapter.
(b) Allmv-able emissions for ineinerators with eapaeities less than 100 lbs!hr are set forth
in Appendi:x: B of this Chapter.:
AGENCY NOTE: The provisions of 252:100-17-6 have been incorporated into 252:100-17-4 to clarify and simplify
language.

252:100-17-7. Test methods
(a)Opacity. Opacity shall be measured utilizing Method 9- Visual Determination of the
Opacity of Emissions from Stationary Sources found in the Code of Federal Regulations
at 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A. This method is hereby incorporated by reference as it
exists on July 1, 1997.
(b)Particulate matter. Particulate matter shall be measured utilizing the appropriate DEQapproved Method 5 found in the Code of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix A. This method is hereby incorporated by reference as it exists on July 1, 1997.

OAC 252: 100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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APPENDIX A.
[NEW]
ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES IN EXCESS
OF 100 LB/HR
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Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the following
formula:
Y = 0.01221X 0 ·7577

Where:
X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
Y = allowable particulate matter emission
rate, lb/hr.
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APPENDIX B.
[NEW]
ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES LESS THAN
100 LB/HR
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Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the following
formulae:
Incinerators with capacities greater than 75, but less than
or equal to 100 lb/hr

Y = 9.213 x 10-ll xuls
Incinerators with capacities of 75 lb/hr or less

y = 0.1
Where:
X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
Y = allowable particulate matter emission
rate, lb/hr.
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
CONTACT PERSON:
Joyce Sheedy, Air Quality Divisio , Department of
Environmental Quality, 4545 N. Lin n Blvd., Oldahoma
City, Oklahoma 705; ( 405/290-824
ADOmONAL INFORMATI
PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to atte but have a disability and need
an accommodation, pie
notify the DEQ three (3) days in
at
405/271-14
.
advance

meeting (date and location to be determined. See contact
person.)
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available November 15, 1996,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at the address
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
A rule impact statement has been prepared. The rule
impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality
Division at the address below.
CONTACf PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483, (405)290-8247
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rulemaking activities for Subchapters 15
and 17 represent a continuation of a hearing held on
October 15, 1996, in Thlsa, Oklahoma.

cket #96-1197,· filed 10-25-96]

252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #96-1175)

.-

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed Rules:
Subchapter 17. Incinerators [AMENDED]
Part 3. Municipal Waste Combustors [NEW]
Subchapter 15. Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
Devices 1REVOKED]
Summary:
Subchapter 17 is amended by adding a new Part 3 to
include municipal waste combustors. This amendment is
necessary to meet Federal requirements under Section
111(d) of the Federal Oean Air Act applicable to existing
sources. This change would adopt standards published in
final EPA guidelines pl.iblished in the Federal Register at 60
FR, page 65382, Thesday, December 19, 1995. These
federal standards, to 'be codified at 40 CFR 60, Subpart Cb,
would apply to municipal waste combustors that have a
plant capacity of >35 Megagrams/day (approximately 39
tons/day). In addition, the existing portions of Subchapter
17 are to be revised and redesignated as Part 1. Proposed
revisions include deletion of references to Ringleman
standards and substitution of relative opacity. The agency
also solicits comments concerning other revisions needed to
update and clarify the rule. It is also proposed that
Subchapter 15 be revoked in its entirety because it is
presently unenforceable by the Department.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101, 2-5-1-1 et seq.
COMMENi PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments on or before close of
business Monday, December 9, 1996, to contact person.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, December 17, 1996-9:30 a.m. briefmgand 1:00
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln Blvd., Brown Room,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Environmental Quality Board
November 1,1998

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) daY$· in advance of the meeting at ( 405)290-8247.

[OAR Docket #96-1175;filed 10-23-96}

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 400. RADIATION MANAGEl\1ENT

I
f

[OAR Docket #96-1197A]

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI10N:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT/E. , RGENCY
Rulemaking
,
Proposed rules:
)
Subchapter 9.
Standards for ~otection Against
Radiation (AMENDED]
;j
Subchapter 21. Decommissio~i'g and Remediation

[NEW]

/

Summary:
These rules implement
e Oklahoma Radiation
Management Act, 27A:2-9 01 sU ~- in part. The
proposed amendments reo , anize and upgrade Subchapter
9's existing safety reCJ, trements for radiation source
handling, for exposur~/ limits and the monitoring and
reporting thereof,
, ·for the limits for radiation releases
into water and air. , e Subchapter 9 amendments revoke
many existing ;ate standards and replace them by
incorporating ;'i reference the most recent federal
standards of , 'rt 20, Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulatio dio C.F.R. 20). A few existing state standards
are~einr9fuined, clarified and simplified in Subchapter 9.
In addi ofl, two existing Subchapter 9 rules are proposed to
be
nded and moved to a new Subchapter 21 dealing with
decommissioning and remediation. The new Subchapter 21

137
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:Notices of Rulemaking Intent
CONTACf PERSON:
Robin Daily-Walls, 405-521-4906

CONTACf PERSON:
Robin Daily-Walls, 405-521-4906

l

I

[OAR Docket #96-1381;filed 12-20-96]

[OAR Docket #96-1382;filed 12-20-96]

TITLE 210. STATE DEPARTME
EDUCATION
CHAPI'ER 40. GRANTS
PROGRAMS-IN-AID

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #96-1421]

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rut making
Proposed rules:
Subchapter 52.
Incentives
Program
210:40-52-1 through 210:40-52-7
Summary:
The purpose of the Oklahoma
anced Placement
Incentive Program is to improve e course offerings
available to high school students
oughout the state.
·· • These rules will guide the expen · e of funds provided
under this program.
AUTHOR11Y:
State Board of Education; S.
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
All interested persons are in ted to submit data, views or
· · , in support of or in
arguments, orally or in
opposition to the newsubcha eiS, to the Oftjce of the State
Board of Education, Room -18 Oliver HQdge Memorial
Boulevard, Oklahoma City,
Building, 2500 North Lin
Oklahoma, 73105-4599,
een the hours of 8 a.m. and
4:30p.m., January 16, 1 , through February 19, 1997.
PUBUC HEARING:
Hearings begin at 1· p.m., Thursday, February 20,
1997, in the library at estern Heights High School, 8201
Southwest 44th Street, klahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPmS OF PROPO ED RULES:
Copies are on file or public viewing in the office of the
cation, Room 1-18 Oliver Hodge
State Board of
Memorial Buildin , 2500 North lincoln Boulevard,
Oklahoma City, 0 ahoma.
RULE IMPACf S :A.TEMENT:
A Rule lmpa Statement for the new subchapteiS has
been prepared, required by law, and is available at the
Office of the St te Board of Education, Room 1-18 Oliver
Hodge Educat' n Building, 2500 North Lincoln Boulevard,
Oklahoma Ci , Oklahoma.
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INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed EMERGENCY and
PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules:
Subchapter 17
Part 1. General Purpose [AMENDED]
Part 3. Incinerators [AMENDED]
Part 7. Municipal Waste Combustors [NEW]
Subchapter 15. Motor Vehicle Pollution Control
Devices [REVOKED]
Summary:
I
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 17 include the
designations of Part 1, General Purpose, and Part 3,
Incinerators. Also, the deletion of references to the
Ringleman standards, the substitution of relative opacity,
along with incorporation of the permit contiiiuum,
language simplification and clarification are included. The
proposed addition of a new Part 7 was originally considered
necessary to meet Federal requirements set forth by EPA in
40 CFR Part 60 which sets the air pollution emission
standards for Municipal Waste Combustors that have a
plant capacity of >35 Megagrams/day (approximately 39
tons/day). There arc at least two facilities in the state that
will be affected by this rulemaking. Since· the initial
proposal of the amendments to Subchapter 17, a Federal
court has vacated the Federal Municipal Waste Combustor
rules. It is the intent of the Agency to postpone adoption of
at least those portions of the rule affected by the litigation.
Comments are requested on the propriety and the extent of
such an action. It is also proposed that Subchapter 15 be
revoked in its entirety in concert with an effort to eliminate
unnecessary or unenforceable rules. The substance of the
motor vehicle anti-tampering provisions are currently
addressed by federal law and Department of Public Safety
inspection provisions.
AUTIIORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §
2-2-101; 2-5-101, et seq, Oklahoma Oean Air Act
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments from Thursday,
January 16, through Wednesday, February 12, 1997, to
contact person: Also scheduled before the Environmental
Quality Board at their meeting on Tuesday, June 24, 1997-

January 15, 1997

Notices of Rulemaking Intent

-

9:30 a.m., in Guymon, Oklahoma (Location to be
determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, February 19, 1997- 9:30a.m. briefing and
1:00 p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality,
Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy
Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available January 15, 1997, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
-below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI SfATEMENT:
A rule impact statement has been prepared. The rule
impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality

...

-

Division at the address below.
CONTACI' PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln Bl'{d., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
290-8247
ADDIDONAL INFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #96-1421; filed 12-24-96]

TITLE 31(». OKLAHOMA STATE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALm
CHAPTER4. C~~ OFNEED
HEARINGS
INTENDED RULEMAKING A
Notice of proposed PE,n..~.YJUU'IIn

construction in the rule text. The pr~~ ed changes are
prompted by recent amendments to tr,e , ng Term Care
Certificate of Need Act (63 O.S. Supp, 1 6, Section 1-850
etseq.). The changes are intended toni e the certificate of
need review process conform to statuto provisions and to
make the process less complex for ali articipants.
AUI'HOIUTY:
.
Oklahoma State Board of Health 63 O.S. Supp. 1996,
Sections 1-104, 1-851.2, and 1-880A
COMMENT PERIOD:
January 15, ~997 ~ough Febru~ 20,1997. Interested
persons may discuss informally the proposed rule with
Special Health Services staff; or b,kfore February 20, 1997
may submit written comments tb Henry F. Hartsell Jr.,
Director, Certificate of Need q'ivision, Oklahoma State
Department of Health Buildillg, 1000 NE lOth Street,
Oklahoma Oty, OK 73117-1299; or may ask to present
written or oral views at the he~g.
PUBUC HEARING:

/

Part of the regular meetingof the State Board of Health,
February20, 1997, which begins at 1:00 p.m. in Room 307 of
the OldahoJ;Da State Depa.rtlnent of Health Building.
COPIES O:F. PROPOSEDJtULES:
The proposed rules ma¥be obtained for review from the
Certificate of Need D{V:Ision, Special Health Services,
Room 409, Oklahoma/ State Department of Health
Building,1000 NE lOth Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
RULE IMPACI STATEMENT:
A rule impact statetttent will be prepared and may be
obtained for review atihe Oklahoma State Depa.rtiilent of
Health Building, Room 409, 1000 NE lOth Street,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Henry F. HartSell Jr., Director, Certificate of Need
Division, Oklahoma State Department of Health, 1000 NE
lOth Street, Okl~oma City, OK 73117-1299, telephone
(405) 271 ~68.'
' i

[OAR.Docket #96-1406;jiled 12-23-96]

Proposed rules:

; I

.I

310:4 [AMENDED]
SU11111l81T-

This rule sets out proce es for filing applications and
making final decisioos o certificate of need proposals for
long term care, psyc · tric, and chemical dependency
treatment facilities.
The amendments provide for
consideration of
·nen materials instead of oral
presentations prior a decision by the Commissioner on
any type of proje Requirements relating to application
filing fees and · e deadlines are modified. The
amendments SP. city conditions under which the review
must be exten d to persons with controlling interests, and
they s:t the criterion for history of noncompliance.
Application orms are described, and the amendments
correct
ors of spelling, grammar, format and

TITJiE 310.

OKLAHOMA STATE

Diu»ARTMENT OF HEALm

C~R 215. BEDDING REGUlATIONS
'j

[OAR Docket #96-1407]

INTENn D RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Noti / of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
Propos .' rules:
310:, 5 (AMENDED]

rule outlines the regulations to manufacture,
renovate, and germicidally treat both new and used
mattresses and bedding materials. The types of materials to

~·ytt~
Januuy 15. 1997
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Notices of Rulemaking ·l.
sources and major facilities not subject to Part 70
general permits for operating major sources not subject
Part 70; addition of the requirements for const
permits for Part 70 sources and construction and op't.J. .....ug
permits for major facilities not subject to Part 70; revision of
the permit application fees; deletion of annual operating
fees (which will be moved to Subchapter 5); and
amendments to meet the requirements for final approval of
the Title V program including the incorporation by
reference of federal rules governing case-by-case MACf
determinations (40 CFR §§63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.44).
The following changes were set forth by EPA in the interim
approval of the Oklahoma program published in the
Federal Register at 62 FR 4220, Monday, February 5, 1996:
(1) Revise Subchapter 8 to Include 'fransition Schedule; (2)
Revise Subchapter 8 definition of "Major Source"; (3)
Revise Subchapter 8 Insignificant Activities Provision; (4)
Revise Subchapter 8 Permit Content Language; (5) Revise
Subchapter 8 Judicial Review Provision; (6) Revise
Subchapter 8 Administrative Amendment Provision; and
(7) Submission of a SIP Revision for Subchapter 7. It is
proposed to amend Subchapter 17 by adding a new Part 5
and a new Appendix K: to address Municipal Waste
Combustors (MWC). This amendment is necessary to meet
federal requirements for State plans under Section 111{d)
of the federal aean Air Act applicable to existing sources.
This change would adopt standards published on December
19, 1995, in the Federal register at 40 CFR 60, Subpart Cb
and amended on August 25, 1997. These standards
) :1
apply to MWCunits with the capacityto combust more man
250 tons per day of municipal solid waste. In addition, the
existing portions of Subchapter 17 are revised and
redesignated as Part 1, General Provisions, and Part 3,
Incinerators. Proposed revisions include deletion of
references to Ringelmann standards and substitution of
relative opacity. Revisions were also made to Appendices A
and B for reasons of simplification. The Division is
requesting comments on these issues.
AUTIIORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act
COMMENT PERIOD:
Monday, November 17, 1997, through Tuesday,
December 16, 1997. 1b be thoroughly considered by staff
prior to the hearing, written comments should be submitted
to the contact person by Wednesday, December 10, 1997.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
their meeting on Thesday, January 27, 1998 - 9:30 a.m.
[Location to be determined. See contact person.]
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday, December
16, 1997, 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at the
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy ·
n,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Depa ment of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Divisio
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,
Oklahom City, Oklahoma.
COPIES 0 PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of
rules will be available November 17, 1997,
for review at the · Quality Division office at the address
listed below or ma be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACf S TEMENT:
The rule impact stat ent may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the a
ess below.
CONTACf PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., D artment of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4 5 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklaho a 73105-3483; (405)
290-8247.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rulemaking activities fo 252:2-15-40 and
41 represent a continuation ofa hearing bel
1997, in Th1sa, Oklahoma.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability dneed
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #97-1271; fikd 10-24-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
C~RlOO.AmPOLLUTIONCONTROL

[OAR Docket #97-1272]
INrENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed EMERGENCY and
PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 5.
Registration of Air Contaminant
Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter · 8.
Operating Permits (Part 70)

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 17. Incinerators [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:

-

In Subchapter 5 at 252:100-S-2.2(b){2), it is proposed to
review the annual operating fees for Part 70 sources. The
proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 are necessary to
mcorporate a new permit classification system; move the
requirements for construction permits for Part 70 sources
and major facilities from Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8;
rnove the requirement to pay annual operating fees from
Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5; and meet the federal
requirements for final approval ofthe Oklahoma Operating
Permits Program under Title V of the federal Clean Air Act
~nd 40 CFR Part 70. The proposed amendments include:
mtroduction of general permits for construction of Part 70
November 17, 1997
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re · ions are needed to allow for a process to reschedule a
he · g on the basis ofgood cause. When an individual has
duly' xercised their rights and a hearing set, current rules
don address situations when the· person does not appear
for th hearing but later shows the absence was clearly
beyon the person's control. Revised rules will allow the
Admii~ra1tive Law Judge to reschedule the hearing when
good ca. e does exist.
AUI'HO
Oklaho a Health Care Authority Board; The
Oklahoma ealth Care Authority Act, Section 5003
through 501 of Title 63 of Oklahoma Statutes
COMMENT ERIOD:
Written an oral comments will be accepted through
December 8, 997 during regular business hours by
contacting Jo
e 'Thrlizzi, Oklahoma Health Care
Authoricy, 4545 N. · coinBlvd, Suite 124, OklahomaCicy,
Oklahoma, 73105, lephone 405-530-3272
PUBUC HEARIN :
No public hearin is scheduled at this time but will be
scheduled if a writte request is submitted to the contact
person listed above by ) at least twenty-five persons, 2) a
political subdivision, 3 ~ agency, or 4) an association
having not less than twe~ty-five members.
COPIES OF PROPOS~ RULES:
Copies of proposed rul may be obtained for review by
contacting the above listed ntact person.
RULE IMPAcr STA:J..IliD~
Copies of the Rule lmpa Statement may be obtained
for review by contacting the a ve listed person.
CONTACI' PERSON:
.
· For information regarding ~recessing of proposed
rulemaking contact Joanne Thr!im at 405-530-3272

COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available November 17, 1997,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at the address
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI STATEMENT:
The rule impact statements may be obtained from the
Air Quality Division at the address below.
CONTACI' PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality ~ivision, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma Cicy, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)

290-8247.

.

ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rulemaking acpvities for Subchapters 5
and 8 represent a continuation of hearings held on October
21, 1997,. in 'IW.sa, Oklahoma.
PERSONS wri11 DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Qualley Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-82~7.

[OAR Docket #97-1272; filed 10-24-97]

TITLE317. OKLAHOMAHEALmCARE
AUTHORITY
2. GRIEVANCE PROCESS AND
PROCEDURES
[OAR Docket #97-1278]
INTENDED
Notice of

oposed PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules
OAC 317:2-1- 1 through 317:2-1-22 [AMENDED]
(RefeRnce APA: WF II 97·13)

\

[OAR Docket #97-1278; ~ 10-24-97] ·

SUMMARY:

'r
.

l.

Grievance Proced
and Process rules are revised to
more accurately reflect e intent of the agency's grievance
rules. The agency adopte rules on 2-19-97 which provide a
wage and salary adjustme t to long term care faCilities.
However, current rules do ot specify the process for a
facility to appeal an agency d • ion to recoup monies paid
when the monies have not
n used for the purpose
intended. as allowed by agency
. Revisions are needed
to include the appeal process in th
es. Other revisions
are needed to revise the process for n n-payment or denial
of provider claims. Current ·rul
allow complaints
to be heard by
regarding non-payment or denial of cl
the agency's Reimbursement Appeals
mmittee. This
committee assures that payments are mad ~uitably and
within federal and state guidelines. Revised es delete the
requirement for a formal Level I proceeding earing for
.-mplaints regarding claims payments to roviders.
,derallaw does not require the formal hearing.\Further
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TITLE317. OKLAHOMA
-:m CARE
AUTHORI'IY
CHAPrER 25. SOONERCARE
\

T

.

.

[OAR DoCket #97-1279\

INTENDED. RULEMAKING ACTION:

\
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rul making

Proposed rules:
Chapter 25. Maaaged Care Soonereare \
B'

Requirements
·
\
OAC 317:25-l-1 through 317:25-1~2 [AME
Subchapter 3. Health Maintenance Org
OAC 317:25-3-2.1 [REVOKED]
OAC 317:25-3-3 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 5. Soonerr:are Plus
Part 1. General Provisions

66
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-

mini "s" facilities from the requirements of Subchapter 7; revising
minor nnit application fees; and introducing two new types of
constru ·on and operating pennits, permit by rule and general
permit.
The
anges in Subchapter 8 incorporate a new permit
classificati
system, move the requirement to pay annual
operating es from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, move the
requiremen for construction permits for Title V sources from
Subchapter to Subchapter 8, make corrections to meet the
federal requ· ments for final approval of the Oklahoma
Operating Pe 't Program under Title V of the Federal aean Air
Act and 40
Part 70, adopt by reference the federal rules
MACf determinations found in 40 CFR
governing case
§§63.41, 63.43 an 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1997, and update
the adoption of40
72 by adopting the provisions published in
the Federal Registe on October 24, 1997.
The Air Quali Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adop "on at their meeting on Januazy 9, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DI f'ERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None.
CONrACf PERSON:
For Subchapters 5 and : Jeanette Buttram, Department of
Environmental Quality, Air ualityDivision, 7f!7N. Robinson, 4th
floor, Oklahoma Oty, Oklah ma 73102. (405) 702-4100.
For Subchapter 8: Joyce · • Sheedy, PhD., Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Q "ty Division, 707 N. Robinson, 4th
floor, Oklahoma Oty, Oklaho~ 73102. (405) 702-4100.

previous permit catego ·es and must, therefore, apply for individual
permits. In addition,
permit application fees were revised to
reflect the new pennit ca gories. The purpose of revising the fees
was not to increase them, ut to reapportion them according to the
new permit categories.
The construction permit les now in Subchapter 8 contain one
new requirement: Federal re lations (40 CFR §§ 63.41, 63.43 and
63.44) concerning case-by
determinations of maximum
("MACI"') standards were
achievable control technolo
incorporated by reference. In p mulgating these rules, the State
has adopted a program to implem nt section 112(g) of the Federal
aean Air AJ:;t with respect to co truction or reconstruction of
major sources of hazardous air poll
ts. The permit fee rules in
Subchapter 8 establish a new fee o $900.00 for authorizations
under general permits. Other new ad "tions to the Part 70 permit
rules include definitions for "insignifi t activities" and "trivial
rmits. The latter rules
activities" and additional rules for gene
explain how authorizations are obtaine revised, and renewed.
Subchapter 8 rules were also revised to m e changes required by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency order for Oklahoma
to obtain final approval of its Part 70 opera · g permit program.
The full text of the rule may be obtained m Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, 7 N. Robinson, 4th
Floor, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma 73102.

[OAR Docket #98-1049; filed 5-22-98]

DUE TO THE EXCESSIVE ~Gl'H OF THESE RULES (AS
DEFINED IN OAC 655:10-7-Ua,
.
FULL TEXT OF THESE
RULES WilL NOT BE PUBU HED. THE RULES ARE
ON AT DEPARI'MENT
AVAILABLE FOR PUBUC INSP
OF ENVIRONMENTAL Q
707 N. ROBINSON,

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
{OAR Docket #98-1047]

FOURm FLOOR, OKI..AHOMA~·
·. OKLAHOMA 73102
AND AT THE OFFICE OF AD
l'IVE RULES,
ERS BUILDING, 2ND
SECRETARY OF STATE, WILL R
FLOOR NORTH, OKUHOMA
OKLAHOMA 73105.
THE FOU.OWING SUMMARY
BEEN PREPARED
PURSUANT TO 75 O.S., § 255(8):
.

·-

Subchapters 5, 7, and 8 of the Air Pollu
been simplified and clarified. "lb assist in
effort, certain rul~
were moved from one subchapter to ano er. For example,
requirements to file emission inventory repo . were moved from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter S. 1be annual
· g fees, wbich
are calculated based on the emission inven
reports, were
moved from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. e construction
permit requirements and application fee rules for
70 sources
have been moved from Subchapter 7 to Subchap 8.
Other revisions to Subchapter 5 involve chan •
non-Part 70 sources from a stepped schedule to a flat
per ton.
Subchapter 7 was aJso amended to inco
Department's permit continuum. The continuum pro~~:~ for 1)
th minimis facilities, wbic:h emit less than five tons per JCltU' of any
regulated poUutant and which are not required to obtain a rmit; 2)
permit-by-rule facilities, which emit less than 40 tons per
of any
regulated pollutant and which belong to an industry group t :which
a rule has been promulgated; 3) general permit facilities, whi emit
40tonsperyearormoreofanyregulatedpollutantandwbich ong
to an industry group forwbicb a general permit bas been issued; d
4) individual permit fadlities, which are not eligl"blc for any of e
June 15, 1998

RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
252:100-17-1 [AMENDED].
252:100-17-1.1 and 252:100-17-1.2 [NEW]
252:100-17-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-2.1 and 252:100-17-2.2 [NEW]
252:100-17-3 throu&h 252:100-17-S [AMENDED]
252:100-17-6 [REVOKED] I
252:100-17-7 [NEW)
,...-252:100-17-14 [NEW]
252:100-17~14.1 [NEW]
252:100-17-15 through 252:100-17-27 (NEW]
Appendix A [REVOKED AND REENACI'ED}
Appendix B [REVOKED AND REENACI'ED}
Appendix K (NEW]
AUTBORin\
Enviroamental Quality Board; riA O.S. Supp. 1994, §f
2-2-101, 2-S-101, et letl·
DATES:Commeat period:
September 16, 1996, through October 8, 1996
January 16, 1997, through February 12, 1997
November 17,1997, through December 16,1997
January 27, 1998
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Public hearing:
October 15, 1996; February 19, 1997 and December 16, 1997
Adoption:
March 20, 1998
Submitted to Governor:
March 26, 1998
Submitted to House:
March 26, 1998
Submitted to Senate:
March 26, 1998
Gubernatorial approval:
MayS.1998
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 21, 1998.
Final adoption:
May21, 1998
EJrective:
June 25, 1998
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
Incorporated standards:
40 CFR 60.51b, Definitions
40 CFR 60.53(b) and (c), Standards for municipal waste
combustor operating practices
40 C~ 60.55b, Standards for municipal waste combustors
fugitive ash emissions
40 CFR 60.58b, Compliance and performance testing
40 CFR 60.59b, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements,
except for 60.59b(a), b(5) and d{ll)

Incorporating rules:
252:100-17-14.1
252:100-17-20
252:100-17-21
252:100-17-22
252:100-17-25
252:100-17-26
Availability:
The standards are available to the public for examination at the
Department of Environmental Quality office at 4545 N. lincoln,
Suite 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
ANALYSIS:
It is proposCd to amend Subchapter 17 by adding a new Part 5
and a new Appendix K to addRss Municipal Waste Combustors
(MWC).
This amendment is nec:essary to meet federal
requirements for State plans under Section 111(d) of the Federal
Oean Air Aa applicable to existing sources. This change would
adopt standards published on December 19, 1995, in the Federal
Register and amended on August 25,1997. These standards would
apply to MWC units with the capacity to combust more than 250
tons per day of municipal solid waste and for which construction
commenced on the unit on or before September 20, 1994. In
addition, the existing portions of Subchapter 17 are revised and
redesignated as Part 1, General Provisions, and Part 3,
Incinerators. Proposed revisions include deletion of references to
Ringelmann standards and substitution of relative opacity.
Revisions were also made to Appendices A and B for reasons of
simplification.
Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on December 16, 1997.
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SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACf PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Fourth floor, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73102. (405) 702-4100
EDITOR'S NOTE: 1 The agency's proposed rules identified this Section as

being •[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:10lJ-17-4]. n
However, because a Section cannot be "renumbered" to a Section that
alreadyaists, 252:100-17-6isnowidentifiedas being "[REVOKED}"
and the agency has added an Agency Note to explain that the provisions
of the revoked Section have been incorporated into 252:100-17-4. See
Agency Note following Section 252:100-17-6 below.

PURSUANT TO THE ACI'IONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPI'ED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECI'ION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECI1VE DATE OF JUNE 25, 1998.

SUBCHAPTER 17. INCINERATORS

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-17-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to deem it ualawful

to tnlFa refyse ia aay iasiaerater exsept ia a
mYltiple shambered iasiaerator er ia eEIYipmeat
dllltermin111d by th111 Directer te be e'lually efftlstive for th111
pwpese of aJr poll\:ltioa seatl'ol:ipecify desi~ and Qperatin~

reqyirements and emission limitations for incinerators and
municipal waste combustors (MWC).
252:100-17-1.1. Reference to 40 CFR
Wben a provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Re~lations (40 CFR) is incorporated b.y reference. all
citations contained therein are also incorporated by
reference.
252;100-17-1.2. 'Thrminol~ related to 40 CFR
When these tenus are used jn rules jncoxporated b.y
reference. the foUowiot: definitions shall ap.ply:
ill "EPA Administrator" is synonymous with
"Executive Director".
ill "Affected facility" is §Yllonymous with "lar~e MWC
~

U) "State" is synonymous with "Department of

Environmental Oua]jty" or "DEO".

00 "State plan" js a prog:ram that the State js
respoDSJble for deyelo.pina: and implementint: to achieve
compliance with the emission ""delines in Subpart Cb
of 40 CFR Part 60.

PART 3. INCINERATORS
252:100-17·2.
FJfedive date; applicability
'IlHs &WGhapter shall heGeBH epeFativG eae yGa£ from
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and after Jyly 21, 1970. It will apply te aay aad all
iacineratofS Y~ed within the State of Oklahoma.This Part
became effective on July 21. 1971 and applies to incinerators
not subject to New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
or any other Parts in this Subchapter.
252:100-17-2.1. Exemptions
Thermal oxidizers. flares and any other air pollution
control devices are exempt from the reqyirements of this
Part.

-

252:100-17-2.2. Definitions
The followin2 words and terms when used in this
Subchapter shall have the followin2 meanin2 unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Capacity" means amount of specified wastes a unit is
desi~ed to burn. Capacity may be expressed as pounds per
hour or tons per day.
"Primary combustion chamber" means the initial
incinerator chamber where waste is char:ed. i211ited and
burned.
"Secondacy burner" means a sup,plemental burner in
the secondaey chamber for the purpose of maintainin2 a
minimum temperature and to insure the complete
combustion of volatile 285es and smoke.

Pl'ellihitiea oa deasity efemissieas
Opacity
W Pi=ohibitioa. No pel'Son shall same, suffer, allow, or
pcanit the disGha£gc of smoke from an inGincrator of a
density da£ker than mHBber one (1) on the Ringelmana
Chart or a •Jisible t!Tissi9a of
an e~nt opaQty as
te obsGUH a seftified ·Rsible emission cwlaator's 'liew to a
degree greater thaB number one (1) on the Rmgelmana

emissions for incinerators with capacities of 100 lb/hr or
~eater are set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter. The

allowable emissiona for incinerators with capacities less than
100 lbLhr are set forth in Appendix B of this Chapter. Solid
fuels cha.T$d will be considered part of the refw!e wei~ht.
No. 1 and No. 2 fuel oils (.distillate oils). Uquified petroleum
2asea, ,aseoua fuela and combustion air will not be
considered as part of the refuse wei~ht.
252:100-17-5.
Incinerator design requirements
Hereafter ao person shall operate an iasinerator
unles&An incinerator under this Part must have:
(1) It is pro'fided with an a1:13Ciliary burner for the
pYrpose ofmaintaiaingA primacy burner that maintain:t
a temperature of at least 800"F in the primary
combustion chamber.
(2) It.ha&A secondary burner fer.usetbat ahall be used
when necessazy to eliminate smoke.
(3) It is a type efinarator desigaA desitW that can be
demonstrated to the DireGtorDEQ to be effective in
accordance with the provisions of this Subchapter. The
burden of proof shall rest upon the owner of the
proposed incinerator.
(4) It Gompliu with generally resegnized goad
prastiGes and all appliGable provisiens ef this
~abGhapter.

~ Fall and proper me is made of all Gompoaents and

252:100-17-3.

saGa

GhaR.
~ smpBoBSo ~ahfieGtioB 2$2.;100 17 3(a) shall not apply

appwteaanses thereof.
252:100-17-6.

Allowable emission of particulates

~0~]!
W Alle\vable esus&Jons
for IBGI:Beratom With. sapaaties m
I

I ! !

HGess of 100 lblhr are set forth in Appeadix A of this
Chapter.
W Allowable emissions fer i&Giaerators with sapaGities less
than 100 lb&JIH' are set forth ia AfJpenea B ef this Chaflter.

te;.

(1-) ·Jisible emissioas Gaasisting of 1H1001Bbincd water
~let&i or,

A.GENCY NOTE: The provisiotu of 252:100-17-6 /rave been incorporflled
into 252:100-17-lto cllllify ~simplify llurguage.

~

smo&, the density of whieh is aot dark;er than
aumber tine (3) of the PJagelmara Chart for a peried
aggregatiag B9 more than five(~ minutes ia aay smty
(CiQ) GonseGY.ti'J8 minutes or more than twenty (2Q)
min\ltes in any twenty four (24) hour period~
252:100-25-3.

Prellihitiea ea peuads pel' hew ef
ealiasleiY Particulate matter
)1e pel'SOa shall ;ause or allew to be emitted into the
opea air fl:em aay i&Giaerator e'IUifJment, fly a&ll or other
partiGulate matter in EfY.aatities greater than shown in
252:100 17 '· ~olid fuels sharged ·Nill be eoasidered as part
efthe refuse weight. 1M No.1 and N9. 2 fuel oil and gaseom
fuels and Gam&ustien air will not be so eoasMierea Ftv ash
or other particulate matter shall not exceed quantitiea
p-eater than the allowable emission rate. The allowable .
252:100.17-4.
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252;1QQ.17-7.
'Jest methods
(a). ~acity. Opacity shaJI be measured utt1izjn' Method 9
- Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from
Stationary Sourcea found in the Code of Federal
&~ations at 40 CFR Part 60. Appendix A This method is
~ incm:porated by reference as it exists on July 1. 1997.
.(h) Particulate matter. Particulate matter ahall be
measured upljzina the awmpriate DEO-approyed Method
S found in the Code of federal ~ations at 40 CFR Part
6(). Appendix A Thjs method js hereby incotporated by
reference as it exists on July 1. 1997.
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PART S. MlJNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS
252:100-17-14. Effective date; applicability
This Part js effective as of March 23. 1997 and applies to
Jaw MWC units.
252:100-17-14.1. Definitions
The definitions in 40 CPR 60.51b are hereby
incorporated by reference as they exist on October 24. 1997.
252:100-17-15.

.W

Exemptions

Any MWC unit that is capable of combustina- more than
250 tons per day of MSW and is subject to a federally

enforceable pennit limitin2 the maximum amount of MSW
that may be combusted in the unit to less than or eqyal to 11
tons per day is not subject to this Part if the ownerlo,perator;
ill Notifies the DEC of an exemption claim.
ill Provides the DEC with a copy of the federally
enforceable permit that limits the firin& of MSW to less
than or equal to 11 tons per day.
ill Keeps records of the amount of MSW fired per
~
.(hl A qualifi'ing small power production facility, (as defined
in section 3(17)(C) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. §
796(17)(C)). that produces electric energy from
homogeneous waste js not subject to this Part if the
owuer/Qperator:
(1}. Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
.(2). Provides the DEO data documenting that the
facility q,ualifies for this exemption.
~ A qualizying aw;neration facilitt, (as defined in section
3(18)(B) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S,C. § 796(18.)(ID),
that bums homoseneous waste to produce electric ener:Yo
steam. or other useful enet&)' used for industrial.
commercial. heating-, or cooling puxposes, is not subject to
this Part if the ownerloperatoc
·
(U Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
.(2). Provides the DEO data documentina that the
facility qualifies for this exemption.
.(d) Any unjt combustini a single-item waste stream of tires
is not subject to this Part if the owner/operator:
(U Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
(2) Provides the DEO with data documenting that the
unit qyalifies for this exemption.
W Aey unit reqyired to have a baz;arrlous waste permit is
not subject to this Part.
.CO. Any materials recovecy facility (inclydin~ primaxy or
seconduy smelten) that combusts waste for the primary
puxpose of reawerina metaJs is not subject to this Part.
£&). Any cofired combustor that meets the capacity
specifications in parn~Uaph (a) of this section is not subject to
this Part if the owner/operator:
ill Notifies the DEO of an exemption daim.
.(2). Provides the DEO with a copy of the federally
enforceable pennit.
Keeps separate records. on a calendar qyarter

m
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basis. of the weight of MSW and the weight of all other
fuels combusted at the cofired combustor.
-..~-- .
£hl Air curtain incinerators that meet the capa~; .
specifications in 252:100-17-23 of this Subchapter arid
combust a 100 percent yard waste fuel stream are not subject
to this Part except:
ill The opacity limit under section 252:100-17-23 of
this Subchapter.
(2l The testing procedures under section
252:100-17-25 of this Subchapter.
Q) The reporting and recordkee,pjng provisions under
section 252:100-17-26 of this Subchapter.
ill Pyrolysis/combustion ynits that are an inte~ part of
a plastics/rubber recycli~ unit are not subject to this Part if
the owner/operator of the unit maintains records of:
The wei&}lt of plastics, rubber, and/or rubber tires
processed on a ca.lendgr quarter basis.
The weia-ht of chemical plant feedstocks and
petroleum refinecy feedstocks produced and marketed
on a calendar quarter basis.
01 The name and address of the purchaser of the
feedstocks.
ill The OOmbustion of gasoline, diesel fueL jet fueL fuel
oils, residyal oil. refinexy gas, petroleum coke. liquefied
petroleum ~ pmpane. or butane produced by chemical
plants or petroleum refineries that use feedstocks produced
by plastics/rubber recycling units are not subject to this Part.
00 Cement kilns firing MSW are not subject to this Part-.

m

m

252:100-17-16.

Standards for particu1ate matter and
opacity
00 Particulate matter, The concentration of particylate
matter contained in the
dischat"ied to the atmosphere
{rom a MWC unit shall not exceed 27 millifWUPS per dry
standard cubic meter, COrrected to 7 percent oxnen.
Opacib Opacity of pses dischaued to the atmosphere
{rom a MWC unit shall not exceed 10 percent (6-minute

e-ases

au

avemee.).
Standards for municl),lll waste
c;ombustor metals
00 Cadmium. The concentration of cadmium contained in
the gases discharged to the atmo!iPhere from a, MWC ynit
shall not exceed 0.040 miUiifiiDS per dty standard cubic
ureter. corrected to 7 percent ~n.
~.&ada
B.Y December 19, 2000. the ooncentration of lead
captained in the gases discharzed to the atmosphere
from a MWC unit shall not c:'J""(( OA9 mmiamns per
dcy standard rubicmeter, COrrected to 7 percent o~en.
£2). By Aygust 26, 2002, or three years after EPA
approval of the State plan. whjcbeyer js fjrst. the
concentration of lead contained in the eases dischwed
to the atmos.phere !rom a MWC ynit shall not excee,.-..,
0.44 milliwms per dcy standard cubjc meter, couecte>
to 7 percent oaen.
!c). Mertw:y. The concentration of mercury rontained in
252;100-17-17.

au

2594
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the 2ases dischar2ed to the atmos.phere from a MWC unit
shall not exceed 0.080 milli~ams per dzy standard cubic
meter or 15 percent of the potential mercuzy emission
concentration (85-percent reduction b.y weiibt). corrected to
7 percent
whichever is less strin~nt.

omen.

Standards for municipal waste
combustor acid pses expressed as sulfur
dioxide and bydroWJ chloride
(a). Sulfur dioxide.
(U By December 19. 200Q. the concentration of sulfur
dioxide contained in the &ases discharged to the
atmO§Phere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 31 parts
per million b,y volume (ppmv) or 25 percent of the
potential sulfur dioxide emission concentration (75
percent recluction by weidrt or volum~. COrrected to 7
percent OXY~n (.dzy basis). wbjcheyer is less strin~nt
Compliance with this emission limit is based on a
24-hour daily &eometric mean.
.(2) By August 26. 2002. or three years after EPA
approval of the State plan. which ever is first. the
concentration of sulfur dioxide contained in the &ases
disch!Uied to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall
pot exceed 29 ppmv or 25 percent of the potential sulfur
dioxide emission concentration (75 percent reduction b,y
weidrt or yolume). corrected to 7 percent oxygen (.dzy
basis). whichever is less stringent Compliance with this
emission limit is based on a 24-hour daily geometric

252;100-17-18.

-

~

(b). Hydr.uen chloride.

£ll

per dzy standard cubic meter (total mass). corrected to
7 percent oxy2en.
.(b). Lar2e MWC units that achieve a dioxinlfuran emission
level less than or equal to 15 nano~ams per dty standard
cubic meter total mass. corrected to 7 percent ~ep. may
elect the alternative performance testin2 schedule for
dioxinslfuraos as specified in 40 CFR 60.58b(i)(S)(iii).
252:100-17-20. Standards for pitroeen oxides
Nitroeen oxides emission limits. The concentration of
nitro2en oxides contained in the gases discharged into the
atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed the
following:

W

NITROGEN OXIDES LIMITS
Municipal Waste
Combustor Technoloex

Nitnu:en oxides
emission limit
Cppm by volume)•

Mass bum waterwall
Mass bum mtazy waterwall
Re!use-deriyed fuel combustor
Eujdized bed combustor
O'l' December 19. 2000)
Fluidized bed combustor
O'l' Au~st 26. 2002. or three
years after EPA approval of the
State plan. whicb eyer js first)

By December 19. 2000. the concentration of
chloride contained in the pses dischaued to
• Corrected to 7 percent oxy~en. dzy basis. 24 br daily aritbmetic
the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 31
~
parts per mHUop by volume (ppmy) or 5 percent of the
potential bydroiM chloride emission concentration (95
.(b), Njtropn oxides emissions ayera&dng. The owner or
percent reduction by weidrt or yolume). corrected to 7
o,perator of a MWC plant may elect to implement a nitro&en
percent ~n (dly basis). whichever is less strin~t.
oxides
emissions averagio& plan for the MWC units that are
(2). By AuiJ1st 26. 2002. or three years after EPA
located
at that plant
ill)l)roval of the State plap. wbich eyer is first. the
£ll
The foiiO)Ying units cannot be included in the
coocentration of ~n chloride coptaioed in the
emissions
averaging plan:
pses dischaued to the atm,mpbere from a MWC unit ..
CAl
MWC
units subject to Subpart Ea or Eb of40
shall pot exceed 29 p,pmy or 5 percent of the potential.
CFR
Part
bydro&en chloride emission concentration (95 percent
(B). Mass bum refractox:y MWC units and other
reduction by weiibt or volume). COrrected to 7 percent
MWC tecbnolo&ies pot listed in para,ua,ph (b)(3) of
'"G'$0 (dxy basis). whichever is leSs strin&eot.
this section may pot be included in the emissions
hYdm~n

oo:

avera&ini plan.

Standards for municipal waste
comlmstor omnics expressed 85 total
mus djmdns/fqrans
.
(a). The conceptratiop of mppjcs. expressed 85 total mass
dioxinslfuraus. contained in tbe pses dischar~d to the
atm~bere from a MWC unit shall not exceed:
.(l). With electrostatic precipitator: 60 nauop-ams per
dzy standard cubic meter (total mass). corrected to 7
percent oxnen.
.(2) Wjthout electrostatic precipitator: 30 nanograms
252;100-17-12.

June 15, 1998

.(2) Prior to implementing the nitro&en oxides

emissions avera&ine plan. the units to be inc1uded must
be identified in the jpitial perfonnauce test report
specified in 40 CFR 6059b(0 or in tbe annual repgrt
specified in 40 CFR 6Q.59b(&)· 85 applicable. The units
which are included in the averaging plan may be
redesis;oated each calendar year. Partial year
redesignatiop is allowable with DEO approyal.
(3J To implement the emissions averaein2 plan. the
ayera&e daily (24-hour) nitrogen oxides emission
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concentration level discbaq~ed from the units included
in the emission avera~n, plan shall be no weater than
the levels specified in this section. Emission limits for
the nitro~n oxides concentration level for each type of
unit are as follows:

NITROGEN QXIDES LIMITS FOR EXISTING
DESIGNATED FACILITIES INCLUDED IN AN
EMISSIONS AVERAGING PLAN AT A MUNICIPAL
WASTE COMBUSTOR PLA.NJ:R

Municipal waste
combustor technoloe,y

Nitruen oxides
emission limit
(Dpm by volume)b

Mass burn waterwall
Mass bum rotax:y waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
a Mass burn reCractozy municipal waste rombustors and other
MWC tecbnolo~es not listed above may not be included in an
emissions ayera~n2 plan.
b Corrected to 7 percent m;nen. dzy basis. 24 hr daily arithmetic
~

W

Under the emissions avera2fu~ plan, the avera&e
daily nitrogen oxides emissions specified in paraaraph
(b)(3) of this section shall be calculated usin~ the
~ation in Awendix K of thjs Cbapter. MWC units
that are off-line shall not be included in calculatin~ the
averaie daily nitro~n oxides emission Ievei.
(S) For any day a unit inclyded jn tbe emissions
averali~ plan is off-line. the owner or operator of the
MWC plant must demonstrate compliance accordin2 to
,;itber para&raph (b)(S)(A) or both para:raphs
(b)(S)(B) and (b,)(S)(C) of this section.
(A) Compliance wjth the applicable Jimjts
~ed in (b)(3) of this Part shall be demonstrated
usin2 the avera:in~ procedure specified in
paraJraph (.b)(4) of this section, The ayera2ing
procedure will jnclude the MWC units in the plan
that are on-line,
(B) For each of the units included in the emissions
aveJ"fl&ing plan. the nitro&en oxides emissions shall
be calculated on a dJibt ayerue basis. The nit:rQ~en
oxjdes emissions level shall be equal to or I= than
the maximum daily njtro2Cn oxides emjssjon levels
achieved by that ynit on anyoftbe di)'S durin& which
the emissions avera=~ plan was achieved with all
units on-line durin& the most recent calendar
~uarter. The requirements of tbjs paragraph do not
apply durin: the first quarter of operation under the
emissions averaging plan.
Oktahoma Register (Volume 15, Humbet 16)
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!C?- · The average nitro~:en oxides emis~'\
(k1lo~rams per day) calculated accordi
,·
para~raph (.b)(5)(C)(ii) of this section shah ,,Jt
exceed the averaae njtro&en oxides emissions
(kilograms per day) calculated according to
para~ (h)(S)(C.)(i) of this section.
£U The average nitrogen oxides emissions
shall be calculated for all days during which the
emissions averaging plan was implemented and
achieved and during which all MWC units were
on-line. The avera~ nitrogen oxides emissions
(kilograms per day) shall be ca!culate<l. on a
calendar year basis. according to para~aphs
(b)(S)(C)(i)(I) thrOugh (b)(S)(C)(i)QID of this
section.
ID The daily amount of nitro~n oxides
emitted (kilograms per day) shall be
calculated for eacb MWC unit inclucied in
the emissions averaging plan. The
calculation shall be based on the hourly
nitrogen oxides data required under 40 CFR
60.58b(h) and specified under 40 CFR
60.58b(h)(S). The flue gas flow rate is
determined usin& the hourly average steam
orfeedwa!er flow rate and Thble 19-1 ofEPA
Reference Method 19. which is hereby
incorporated by reference as it exists on J ,.._,,

1. 1997.
.(II). The daily total nitro&en oxjdt.,
emissions shall lx( calgtlgted as the sum of
the daily nitro~D. oxides emissions from
each unit calculated under paragraph
(.b)(S)(C)(i)(l) of this section.
alD. On a ca.lendar year basis. the avera2e
nitro~n oxides emissions (lcilo&rnms per
da).'). shall be calculated as the sum of all
daily total nitrogen oxides emissions
calculated under paragraph (l>.)(S)(C)(i)(Il)
of tbjs·sectjon divided by the number of
calendar dan for which a dailY total was

au

calculated.

.

The average nitro~n oxides emissions
shall be ca1culated for all days durin2 which one
or more of the MWC unjts under the emissions
avera~ine plan was off-Hoe. The avera&e
nitro~en oxides emissions (kilQ&DUDS per day)
shall be calculated accordine to paragraphs
(b)(S)(.C)(ii)(l) tbroudl (b)(S)(C)(ii)WD of this
section on a calendar year basjs.
(1). For each MWC unit included in the
Mlissions ayera~i plan. the daily amount
of nitmien oxides emitted (ldlowams per
du} shall be calculated based on the houri~
nitm2en oxides data required yoder 40 CFl
60.58b(h) and specified under 40 CfR
60.58b(h)(S). the flue
flow rate

us
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determined usin2 Table 19-1 of the EPA
Reference Method 19. which is hereby
incorporated by reference as it exists on July
1. 1997. and the hourly avera2e steam or
feedwater flow rate.
.(II) The daily total nitro~en oxides
emissions shall be calculated as the sum of
the daily nitro~en oxides emissions from
each MWC unit as calculated under
paragraph (b)(S)(C)(ji)(l) of this section.
The avera2e nitro~n oxides emissions
(kilo~ms per day) on a calendar year basis

shall be calculated as the sum of all daily
total nitro2en oxides emissions calculated
under paragraph (b)(S)(C)(ii)(II) of this
section divided by the number of calendar
days for which a daily total was calculated.

252;100-17-21.

Standards for municipal waste
combustor gperatine practices
W The concentration of carbon monoxide contained in the
gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall
not exceed the followin~ limits for each cype of affected
equipment:

am

MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTOR OPERATING LIMITS
Muni~ipal wa§te
s:ombustgr techn2Im

Carbog m2noxide

Avera~ne 1imeb

~mj§Si!;!n§ lev~l

(hours)

(ppm b,y volume'l 8
Mass bum waterwall
Mass bYm refragQQ::
Mm lmm ml~ refragc(Y
M~ lmm :mtazy watetwall
Mcdular statx~d air
ModuiRI ~cess air
B,efu~e-deriveg fuel §!Qk~r
Bubblin& fluidized bed
Circulatin& flyjdized bed
Pulverized coal/refuse-derived
fu~l mixed fuel-fired ~mbustor
Spread~ stoker mallmfuse-d~riv~d
fu~ mixed fuel-fired ~mbustor

100
100
100

4
4
24

250

24

so
so

4
4

200

24

100
100

4
4

150

~

zoo

24

a Measured atthe oombustcr cutlet in oonjunctionwith a measurement Qfoxygen concegtratiQn. correcreci tQ ?percent oxygen.
dxy basis. Calculated as an arithmetic averaiC.
b Avm&in& times are +hour or 24-hcrur block avern&e5•

.(b). An owner or cweratcr cf a MWC shall oomply with all
proyisicos ~ed in 4() CFR 60.53bQ>.) and (.«). which is
hereby incorporated reference as it exists on October 24.

.1.221.

w

252:100-17-22.

Standards for munidpal !!DSte
c;ombustor fgitjye ash emjssigns
An owner cr operator of a MWC shall comply with all
pmvisicns specified jn 40 CFR 6Q.55b. which is hereby
incorporated In' reference as it exists on October 24. 1997.

252;100-17-23. Standards for air c;urtain incinerators
An owner or o~ratQr of an air curtain jncinerat()r with
tbe capacity to bum p-eater than 250 tens per day of MSW

June 15, 1998

and for which constmction commenced on or before
&;ptember 20. 1994. and that combusts a fuel feed stream cf
100 percent yvd waste. shall not cause to be dischar~d into
the atmosphere from that incinerator any e;ases that exhibit
ueater than 10 percent m'acilY (6-minute ayera~~- An
opacity )eyel of up to 35 percent (6-minute avera&e) is
permitted durin& startup periods wjthin the fint 30 minutes
of unit o.perat:jon.

Standards for municipal waste
combustor operator trainine and
certification
W Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor shall
cbtain and maintain a current prcvisicnal cperatcr
certification from either the American Society of
252;1QQ..l7-24.
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Mechanical Eni!ineers (ASME) [OR0-1-1994 Standard for
the Oualifi~tion and Certification of Resource Recovery
Facility Operators] or a State certification pro2J1lm no later
than the date 6 months after the startup of a MWC unit or 12
months after the date of State plan approval. whichever js
later,
(h) Each chief facility o.perator and shift syPervisor shall
have completed full certification or submitted an
application. that has been accepted by the appropriate
certification prowm. for a full certification exam with either
the ASME [OR0-1-1994 Standard for the Qualification and
Certification of Resource RecoveO' Facility Operators] or a
State certification proe:ram no later than the date 6 months
after the start:yp of a MWC unit or 12 months after the date
of State plan approvaL whichever is later.

full certification from the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers on or before the date of State plan approvaL ~
.(1) The owner or operator may request that the DEO wai~. . )
the reqyirementspecified in para~a.ph@ of this section for . ,.·
cbief facility operators. shift supervisors, and control room
operators who have obtained provisional certification from
tbe American SQciet;y of Mechanical En~neers on or before
the date of State plan approval.
~ The owner oroperator of a MWC unit shall develo.p and
update on an annual basis, a site-specific operating manual.
The operating manual shall, at a minimum, address the
elements of MWC unit operation specified in paragraphs
(e)(l) through (&)(11) of tbis section.
.(1) A suromaxy of the CWPlicable standards under this
~

w .(.U

No owuer or operator of a MWC unit shall allow
the unit to be operated at any time unless one of the
followine persons is on duty:
(i). A fully certified chief facility operator.
.(ill A provisionally certified chief facility
operator who has met the qualification
requirements s.pecified in AS:ME [QR0-1-1994
section 2.22,) and has made an application for a
full certification exam followine the ASME
(OR0-1-1994 section 4.3.1] application process
accordine to the schedule s_pecified in para~ph
(b) of this section.
(iii) A fully certified shift supervisor.
(iY). A provisionally certified shift supervisor
wbo has met tbe qyalification requirements
specified in ASME [QR0-1-1994 section 2.22J
and bas made an application for a full
certification ex:am followin& the ASME
[OR0-1-1994 section 4.3.1] application process.
accordine to the schedule~ inparawwh
(b) of this section.
The reqyirement specified in p~ph (c) of this
section shall take effect no later than the date 6 montbs
after the startup of a M\VC unit or 12 months after the
date of State plan aPJ)IOYill. wbicbeyer is later.
If one of the persons listed in paGIWlPh (c) of this
section must leave the unit durine their operatine shift
a provisionally certified control room operator who is
on-site at the MWC may fulfiJl the teQ.Diremeot in
para&Jllph ~) of tbjs section.
(d). All chief facility o.perators. shift supervisors, and control
room operators at MWC units must oomplete the EPA or
State MWC gperator trnigigg course no later thag the date
6 mgntbs after the date of startyp of the MWC or by 12
months after the date of State plan approval. whichever is

m
m

.(2). A description of basic combustion theory
applicable to a MWC unit.
Q) Procedures for receiving, haodlio~ and fekding

MSN

«) MWC unit start-up. shutdown, and malfunction
procedures.

{S) Procedures for maintaining proper COmbustion air
supply levels.
.(6). Procedures foroperating the MWC unit within the
standards established under this Part.
Procedures for re&pondin~ to periodic upset or
off-specification conditions.
00 Procedures for minimizing particulate matter.-.,
carcyover.
.(21 Prgcedures for handlizl2 ash.
.(lQl Procedures for monitorio& MWC tmit emissions,
O.U Reporting and recordkeeping procedures,
(b). The owner or operator of a MWC UDit shall establish a
trainin& pro&IJUll to review the operating manual accordini!
tQ the schedule specified in p~bs (b)(l) and (h)(2) of
this section. The tri!.inin& shall be provided to each person
who bas responsibilities affecting the o.peration of the \lDit
includin&, but not Umited to. chief fac;ilitv gperators. shift
supervisors, control fi)om operators. ash handlers.
maintenance personnel apd crane/load handlers.
£1). Eacb person specified in paruraph (h) of this
section shall llUdemcf initial trainine no later than the
date specified in paragraph (h)(l)(A). (h)(1)(B). or
(h)(l)(C). whichever is lateL
fA) The date 6 months after the date of startup of
tbeunit,
£lU De date prior to the day the person assumes
responsibilities affectine MWC unit operation,
.(Q l\velve months after d_ate of State plan

~at«..

W

The requirement specified in para&rnili (d) of this
section does not apply to chief facility operators. shift
supervisors. and control room operators who have obtained
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m

ro awrovat.
Annually. followin& the initial reyiew required by

para&raPh (h)(l) ofthjs section. eacb person specified in
parnwph (h) of this section shall review the operating
manual updates. any operational lessons .-...
learned/experiences of the past year, and proyide for
review of any section which an employee requests.

June 15, 1998
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(i) The operating manual required by para~aph (h) of this
section shall be kept in a readily accessible location for all
per:;ons required to unden~o trainine under para2J11Ph (h) of
this section no later than 6 months after start-up or 12
months after the date of State plan approval. The operatine
manual and records of trainine shall be ayailable for
impection by the DEO upon request.
252:100-17-25. Compliance and performance testine
An owner or qperator of a MWC shall comply with all
provisions specified in 40 CFR 60.58b. which is hereby
incorporated ey reference as it exists on October 24. 1997.

same fuel. have the same operating parameters. and are
expected to have similar emission levels. the results of~
dioxin/furan test from one unit may be provided a,
representative of all such units. The performance test results
shall have been conducted during or after 1990; The
performance test shall be conducted according to the
procedures in 252:100-17-25.
.(d) All MWC units inteodine 10 close in more than 1 year
but less than 3 years after State plan a,pproval shall enter into
a consent order to close. The closure order must include the
date of plant closure.

Reportin~: and record.keepine
requirements
Except for the provisions of subsection 6059b(.a). b(S). ·
and d(11). 40 CFR 60.59b is hereby incorporated by
reference as it exists on October 24. 1997.

252:100-17-26.

252;100-17-27.

W

Compliance schedules

All MWC units must close or be in compliance with all
req.uirements contained in this Part within 3 years followine

approval of the State plan. However. all MWC units for
which construction. modification. or reconstruction is
commenced after June 26. 1987 shall COllijlly with the
emission limit for mercmy specified in 252:100-17-17(c;) and
the emission Umit for djoxjn/furans specified in
252:100-17-19 within 1 year followine issuance of a revised
construction or QPeratine pennit. if a permit modification is
required. or within 1 year followini approval of the State
plan. whichever is later.
.(b)_ All MWC units choosin2 to comply with all
requirements contained in this Part in more than 1 year but
less than 3 years followine tile date of issuance of a reyised
construction or o,peration permi1 if a permit modification is
req_ujred. or more than 1 year but less than 3 years followini
approval of the State plan if a permit modification is not
reqyired. shall enter into a consent order that includes
measurable and enforceable incremental steps of proeress
toward com.pliaoce. These ste_ps are specified below:
-!ll Date for submittal of the final control plan to the
DE.Q..
!21 Date for obtaining services of an architectural and
engineerine firm reearding the air pollution control
device(s).
0). Date for initiation of iostalladon of the air
pollution control device(s).
ID Date for completion of installation of the ajr
pollution control device(li).
£Sl Date for final compliance·
(g) All MWC units with a compliance schedule of more
than 1 year after approval of the State plan in acoorclance
with para1U3:Ph (b) of this section. shall provide performance
test results for dioxinlfuran emissions for each unit.
However. where the MWC owner/operator can demonstrate
that myltiple units have the same desieD· operate with the

June 15, 1996
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APPENDIX A. ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITII CAPACITIES IN EXCESS OF
100 LB/HR [REVOKED]
APPENDIX A. ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITII CAPACITIES OF 100 LBIHR o.·
GREATER [REENACfED]
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REFUSE CHARGED, LB/HR

Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the following
formula:
Y = 0.01221X0•7m

Where:
X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
Y = allowable particulate matter emission
rate,. lb/hr.
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APPENDIX B. ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES LESS THAN 100
LBS/HR [REVOKED]
APPENDIX B. AlLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES LESS THAN 100
LBSniR[REENACTED]

.,

---

-~

100

10
REP'tJSB CHARGED, LB/HR

Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the
following formulae:
Incinerators with capacities greater than 75, but less
than or equal to 100 lb/hr

y

=9.213 X to-ll xu••

... ·-.

Incinerators with capacities of 75 lb/hr or less
Y=O.l

Where,
X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
Y
allowable particulate matter emission
rate,

June 15, 1998
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APPENDIX K. AVERAGE DAILY NITROGEN OXIDES EMISSIONS [NEW]

·

-..

b

E [(NOx) (S)]
j •1

NOx24 -hr:: ..::....;;;,.__~h----E (S1 )
i =1

where:
NOx24 _u= 24 -hour daily average
nitrogen· oxides emission
concentration level for the emissions averaging plan (parts
per million by volume corrected to 7 percent oxygen) .
NOxJ.=
24-hour daily average nitrogen oxides emission
concentration level for unit i (parts per million by volume,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen), calculated according to the
procedures in 40 CFR 60.58b(h).
SJ.= max~ demonstrated municipal waste combustor unit load
for affected facility i (pounds per hour steam or feedwater
flow as determined in the most recent dioxin/furan performance
test) .
h= total number of units being included in the daily emissions
average.
[OAR Docket #98-1047; filed 5-22-98]
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments to the !=Ontact person
from March 15, 2000, through April 18, 2000. Oral or
written comments will be accepted by the Water Quality
Management Advisory Council at its April 18, 2000,
meeting.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Before the Water Quality Management Advisory
Council on April18, 2000, in the multi-purpose Room {1st
floor), DEQ Building, 707 N. Robinson, Oklaholl)a City,
Oklahoma 73101. Before the Environmental Quality
Board on June 20, 2000, at University Center at Thlsa, 700
N. Greenw~od Avenue, Thlsa, Oklahoma.
COPY OF PROPOSED RULE:
The .proposed rule may be may be obtained froin the
contact person.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
· The rule impact statement for the proposed rule may be
requested from the contact person...··: · ·
.
CONTACT PERSONS:
Contact David Freede at david.freede@deqmail.
state.ok.us (e-mail) or (405) 702-6222 (phone). The DEQ is
located at 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73li)2. The mailing addre'ss is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
Cit}', Oklahoma 73101-1677.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Persons with disabilities who desire to attend the
rulemaking hearing and need an accommodation should
notify the contact person three days in advance of the
hearing, TDD Relay Number 1-800-522-8506.
[OAR Docket #00-343;jiled 2-24-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
{OAR Docket #00-340]
RULEMAKINGACTION:
Noti.ce of proposed PERMANENT and
EMERGENCY rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Facilities
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 17. Incinerators [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 7 consist of the
addition of sections 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5. Proposed section
60.3 references the permit by rule for VOC storage and
loading facilities which is located in 100-37-41 and 42, and
proposed section 60.4 references the permit by rule for
particulate matter facilities, which is located in 100-19-13.
The addition of these two sections to Subchapter 7 is not a

substantive change. Section 60.5 is the proposed permit by
rule for natural gas compression facilities. This section
contains eligibility requirements, standards, testing and
monitoring requirements, and recordkeeping requirements
for natural gas compression facilities that qualify for permit
by rule. The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-17, Part 3, Incinerators. Section 2 of the Part would
be amended to remove references to an effective date, and
Section 5(3) would be deleted. A new Section 5.1,
Alternative incinerator design requirements, would be
added to clarify that the Division Director may approve
incinerator designs that do not meet the requirements
specified in 252:100-17-5.
AUTHO~

Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, §§ 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act,
§§ 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEO requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level ofdirect costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on April19, 2000. To be thoroughly considered by
staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by April 12, 2000. Oral
comments may be made at the April19, 2000 hearing and at
the Environmental Quality Board hearing on June 20, 2000,
in Thlsa, Oklahoma.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, April19, 2000-9:00 a.m. hearing, 4500 W.
Lee Blvd, Room 301, Lawton Great Plains Thchnology
Center, Lawton, OK.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9-~30 a.m. on June 20, 2000 at the University Center at Thlsa,
700 N. Greenwood Ave., 1Wsa, OK 74106.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling ( 405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
COpies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Joyce Sheedy
(Subchapter 7), Cheryl Bradley (Subchapter 17).
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality

s;
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Limitation. The following limitations shall apply to
emative emissiea emissions reduction authorizations

all

SIP.
(2) At le 30 days prior to a hearing before the Air
Quality Co cil on the petitipn, the applicant shall
notify the p lie by prominent advertisement in a
newspaper of neral circulation in the county in which
the source is lo ted:
(A) that a IP petition has been filedt
(B) that th application, petition and the DEQ
analysis thereo e available, for 30 calendar days in
at least one loca ·on in the county where the source
is located for pub 'c reviewta and
(C) of the time' date and place of the hearing
before the Air Q lity Council and of a 30-day
opportunity to sub it written comments to the
DEQ and/or the op ortunity to comment at the
hearing.
(3)
The public notice, as
specified, will be sufficient t notify all sub-state entities
and their representatives· f the proposed~
IP

~:

(1

DEO shall issue the plan authorization and e applicant
shall publish public notice of that fact in a n . paper of
general circulation in the county in which the source is
located.
[OAR Docket #01-776;filed 4-23-01]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #01-751]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 17. Incinerators
Part 3. Incinerators
252:100-17-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-5 (AMENDED]
252:100-17-5.1 [NEW]

May 15,2001
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PURSUAl'IT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, TIIE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECI'IVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2001:

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, § 2-2-101;
and Oklahoma Clean Air Act §§ 2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
March 15,2000 through April19, 2000
Public hearing:
April 19, 2000
June 20, 2000
Adoption:
June 20,2000
Submitted to Governor:
June 29, 2000
Submitted to House:
June 29, 2000
Submitted to Senate:
June 29, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:
July 24, 2000
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 27,2001
Final adoption:
March 27,2001
Effective:
June 1, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
Superseded rules:
Subchapter 17. Incinerators
Part 3. Incinerators
252:100-17-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-5 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-5.1 [NEW]
Gubernatorial approval:
July 24, 2000
Register publication:
17 Ok Reg 3353
Docket number:

SUBCHAPTER17. INCINERATORS
PART 3. INCINERATORS
252:100-17-2.
Effe£tive date; applieability AppJicability
This Part bscams sffssti¥s OR Jyly 2.1, 1971 aad applies
to incinerators not subject to New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS) or any other Parts in this Subchapter.
252:100-17-5. Incinerator design requirements
An incinerator~ this Part must have:
(1) A primary burner that maintains a temperature of
at least SOO"F in the primary combustion chamber.
(2) A secondary burner that shall be used when
necessary to eliminate smoke.
~ l'.. dssiga that san be demonstratsd to the DEQ to
be effscti>;s ia assordaass yJ.ith ths provisioos of this
~Ybshaptsr. The bardea of proof shall rest apoo the
0\'ffier of the proposes iRciRerator.
252:100-17-5.1. Alternative incinerator design
requirements
The Director may approve an incinerator design that
does not meet the design reqyirements in 252:100-17-5 if the
owner of the proposed incinerator demonstrates to the DEO
that the incinerator can comply with all other applicable
reQYirements.

[OAR Docket #01-751; filed 4-23-01]

00-?~~(.'1

INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The DEQ is proposing amendments to 252:100-17, Part 3,
Incinerators. Section 2 of the Part would be amended to remove
references to an effective date, and Section 252:100-5(3) would be
deleted. A new Section 252:100-17-5.1, Alternative incinerator
design requirements, would be added to authorize the Division
Director to approve incinerator designs that do not meet the
requirements specified in 252:100-17-5 if those incinerators can
meet all other applicable requirements.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
Cheryl Bradley, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100

Oklahoma Register (Volume 18, Number 14)
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ONMENTAL QUALI1Y
• AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
Docket #01-747]
PERMANENT final ado ion
RULES:
Subchapter 29. Control of Fu "tive Dust
252:100-29-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-29-3 [AMENDED]
252:100-29-5 [REVOKED]
AUTHORI1Y:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.S
2-2"201 and 2-5-101 et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
May 15, 2000, through June 14, 2000
July 17,2000, through August 16,2000
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BRIEFING AGENDA

-

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
9:30A.M.
OCTOBER 15, 1996
TULSA CITY-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT AUDITORIUM
4616 EAST 15 STREET, TULSA OKLAHOMA

·-

1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director•s Report - Informational
An update of current events and AQD activities
• Title V Status
• OTAG
• Other
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

3.

BRIEFING ON PUBLIC HEARINGS
a.

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR
AND MINOR SOURCES: OPERATING AND RELOCATION
PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Sheedy

b.

OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS(PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Sheedy

c.

OAC-252:100-17 INCINERATORS, PART 3,
MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS [NEW]
Discussion by Council/Public

d.

OAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION
CONTROL DEVICES [REVOKED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

Thomas

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodetion, please notify our Department three
days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

~11

" .!ETING/HEARING AGE JA
OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
1:00 P.M.
OCTOBER 15, 1996
TULSA CITY-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT AUDITORIUM
4616 EAST 15 STREET, TULSA OKLAHOMA

1.

Call to Order

2.

·Roll Call

3.

Approval of Minutes -- August 13, 1996

4.

PUBLJ:C HEARJ:NGS

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

a.

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR
AND MINOR SOURCES 1 OPERATING AND RELOCATION
PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

Sheedy

b.

OAC 252:100-B OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

Sheedy

c.

OAC-252:100-17 INCINERATORS, PART 3,
MUNICIPAL WASn COMBOSTORS [NEW]
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

d.

OAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION
CONTROL DEVJ:CES [REVOltED]
Discussion by Council/Public
Action by Council

Staff

Thomas

s.

New Business
Discussion/considerationof subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

6.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting
DECEMBER 17, 1996 (9:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.)
Lincoln Plaza Office Par~ Brown Room
·4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City, OK 73iOS

Chairman

Sbould you deBire to •ttead bl.lt ha.ve • diBability •ad need .a. •ccaamodation, please notify our Department three
days in advance •t (405) 290·1247.

-

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

October 1, 1996

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry Byrum, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

RE:

Proposed new Part 3, Municipal Waste Combustors
to Subchapter 17.

c?'#

Enclosed is the draft of the proposed, new, Part 3, Municipal Waste Combustors,
to Subchapter 17, Incinerators, that will be brought to public hearing on October
15, 1996.

-

The proposed amendment to Subchapter 17 is necessary to meet the federal
requirements set forth by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart Cb, Emission Guidelines (EG) for Municipal Waste
Combustors (MWC). The EG apply to existing MWC with an aggregate plant
combustion capacities of 35 megagrams per day (approximately 39 tons) or
greater of municipal solid waste (MSW) and that commenced construction on or
before September 20, 1994.
The proposed Subchapter 17, Part 3, MWC, rules were developed under the
requirements of the EG and through a cooperative effort between
representatives of the public, industry and state and federal government. The
proposed Part 3, drafted by Air Quality Division and MWC Workgroup, sets forth
rules for·MWC which meet all applicable requirements, without being more or
less stringent than federal standards.
Enclosed is a copy of 40 C.F.R. 60, Subparts Cb & Eb for your review.

Enclosures: 1

~473
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SUBCHAPTER 17 •
INCINERATORS
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-17-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is .to deem it unlawful to burn
refuse in any incinerator except in a multiple-chambered
incinerator or in equipment determined by the Director to be
equally effective for the purpose of air pollution control; and to
set forth operating requirements and emission limitations for
Municipa.l· Waste Combustors.
'
252:100-17-2. Effective date; applicability
This Subchapter.shall become operative one year from and after
July 21, 1970. It will apply to any and all incinerators utilized
within the State of Oklahoma.

.--

252:100-17-3. Prohibition on density of emissions
(a) Prohibition. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit
the discharge of smoke from an incinerator of a density darker than
number one. (1) . on the Ringelmann Chart or a visible emission of
such an equivalent. opacity as to obscure a certified visible
emission evaluator's view to a degree greater than number one (1)
on the Ringelmann Chart.
(b) Exemptions. Subsection 252:100-l7-3(a) shall not apply to:
(1) visible emissions consisting of uncombined water droplets;
or,
(2) smoke, the density of which is not darker than number three
(3) of the Ringelmann Chart for a period aggregating no more than
five (5) minutes in any sixty (60) consecutive minutes or more
than twenty (20) minutes in any twenty-four (24) hour period.
252:100-17-4. Prohibition on pounds per hour of emissions
No person shall cause or allow to be emitted into the open air
from any incinerator equipment, fly ash or other particulate matter
in quantities greater than shown in 252:100-17-6.
Solid fuels
charged will be considered as part of the refuse weight, but No. l
and No. 2 fuel oil and gaseous fuels and combustion air will not be
so considered.
252:100-17-5. ~ncinerator design·requirements
Hereafter no person shall operate an incinerator unless:
(1) It is.provided with an aUxiliary burner for the purpose of
maintaining a temperature of at least 800°F in the primary
.combustion chamber.
(2)
It has a secondary burner for use .when necessary. to
eliminate smoke.·
.
type of incinerator design that can be demonstrated
(3) It 'is
to the Director to be effective in accordance with the provis'ions
of this ~ubc~apter.
The ·burden .of proof .. shall rest .upon ·the
·~\liner of. the proposed incineratqr·;_
· ~ .,.
· --,: · ·,. · · ·
'· '·
·
(~)
It co~plies with ·g.enex:al;J..y recc:;>gn;ized good practices and all

a
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applicable provisions of this Subchapter.
(5)
Full and proper use is made of
appurtenances thereof.

all

components

-

and

.

252:100-17-6. Allowable emission of particulates
(a) Allowable emissions for incinerators with capacities in excess
of 100 lb/hr are set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter.
(b)
Allowable emissions for incinerators with capacities less than
100 lbs/hr are set forth in Appendix B of this Chapter.
PART 3 •

MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS

[NEW]

252:100-17-15. Applicability [NEW]
Part 3 of this subchapter applies to each municipal waste
combustor unit for which construction commenced on or before
September 20. 1994, which is located at a municipal waste combustor
plant with an aggregate plant combustion capacity greater than 35
rnegagrams of municipal solid waste per day.
lQl Any waste combustion unit located at a medical, industrial or
other type of waste combustor plant that meets the capacity
specifications in paragraph (a} of this section and is subject to
a federally enforceable permit is not subiect to this part. The
federally enforceable permit must limit the maximum amount of
municipal solid waste combusted at the plant to less than or equal
to 10 megagrams per day.
To obtain this exemption the owner or
operator must:
lli notify the Department of Environmental Quality {DEQ) of an
exemption claim;
in provide the DEQ with a copy of the federally enforceable....-,
permit that limits the firing of municipal solid waste to less
than 10 megagrams per day, and;
l l l keep records of the amount of municipal solid waste fired
on a daily basis.
l£l Physical or operational changes made to an existing municipal
waste combustor unit primarily for complying with this rule are not
considered a modification or reconstruction. Therefore, they do not
result in the unit becoming subject to Eb of 40 C.F.R. part 60 [or
a State rule implementing subpart Eb of 40 C.F.R. Part 60].
lQl A qualifying small power production facility, (as defined in
section 3(17} (C) of the Federal Power Act (16 u.s.c. 796(17) (C)},
that produces electric energy from homogeneous waste is not subject
to this part if the owner/operator of the facility:
. Jll notif.ies ·the DEQ.of an exemption c·laim, and
in provides the · DEO data documenting that the facility
qualifies for this exemption.
.
...{_§1 A qualifying cogeneration facility, (as defined in sectJ.on
3 (18) {B) of . the· Federal Power Act (16 U.s. c. 796 (18) (B)} . that
burns homogeneous waste to produce electric energy, steam; or ot~er
useful energy used for industrial. commercial, heating. or coolJ.ng
.purposes, is not subject to this part if the owner or.operator·of
the facility: ·
·
· · · ·
..
·
. ·
.J..1l, ... rioti.fies the DEO ·of an e~emption claim, ·and
lsJ_
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ill

provides the DEO data documenting that the facility
aualifies for this exemption.
lfl Any unit combusting a single-item waste stream of tires is not
subiect to this part if the owner or operator of the unit:
l.lL_ notifies the DEO of an exemption claim, and
i l l provides the DEQ with' data, documenting that the unit
qualifies for this exemption.
lgl Any unit required to have a permit under section 3005 of the
Solid Waste Disposal Act is not subject to this part.
lhl Any materials recoverv facility (including primary or
seconda~ smelters) that combusts waste for the primary purpose of
recovering metals is not subject to this part .
..ill Any cofired combustor located at a plant that meets the
capacity specifications in paragraph (a) of this section is not
subject to this part if the owner or operator:
l1l notifies the DEO of an exemption claim;
111 provides the DEO with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit, and;
lJl keeps separate records, on a calendar quarter basis, of the
weight of municipal solid waste and the weight of all other fuels
combusted at. the cofired combustor.
ill Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in paragraph (a) of this section and combust a 100 percent yard
waste fuel stream are exempt from all provisions of this part,
except:
l.ll the opacity limit under Section 17 of this Subchapter;
111 the testing procedures under Section 26 or this Subchapter,
and;
lJl the reporting and recordkeeping provisions under Section 27
of this Subchapter.
J..kl_ Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in paragraph {a) of this section and combust municipal solid waste,
other than yard waste. are subject to all provisions of this part.
lll Pyrolysis/combustion units that are an integrated part of a
plastics/rubber recycling unit are not subject to this part if the
owner or operator of the unit maintains records of:
l.ll the weight of plastics, rubber. and/or rubber tires
processed on a calendar quarter basis;
Jll the weight of chemical plant feedstocks and petroleum
refinery feedstocks produced and marketed on a calendar quarter
basis, and;
.
lJl the name and address of the purchaser of the feedstocks . .
The combustion of gasoline, diesel fuel. jet .fuel, fuel oils·
residual oil. refinery gas, petroleum coke. liquefied petroleum
gas, propane, or butane produced by chemical plants or petroleum
refineries that use feedstocks produced · by plastics/rubber
recycling units are not subject to this part.·
·
lml Part 3 shall become effective [date to be· inserted later] ·
252:100-17-16. Definitions [NEW]
.
Terms ·used but not defined:· in this· "part have· the meaning giv~;m
to them in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act· and OAC 252·: 10·0-1-3 of. th1s
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title and subpart A and Eb of 40 C.F.R. part 60.
"Administrator" for the purpose of this rule will me
h
.
an t. e.-..
'ExecutJ.ve DJ.rector of the Department o f EnvJ.ronmental
0_ua 1 J.t'
{DEO) .
.
"Affected facility" means ea~h municipal waste combustor
.
located within a municipal waste combustor plant with an aqgreun~t
. .
1 was t e co mb ustor p 1 ant capacJ.ty
.
-- ga e
mun1c1pa
greater than 35 megagra
per day of municipal solid waste for which construction commenc~~
on or before September 20. 1994.
"Air Curtain Incinerator" means an incinerator that operates b
forcefully proiecting air across an open chamber or pit in whic~
burning occurs. Incinerators of this type can be·constructed above
or below ground and with or without refractory walls and floors.
"Cofired combustor" means a unit combusting municipal solid waste
with non-municipal solid waste fuel (e.g. coal, industrial process
waste) and subject to a federally enforceable permit which limits
the unit to combusting a fuel feed stream that contains 30 percent
or less (by weight of total fuel feed stream) , of municipal solid
weight as measured on a calendar quarter basis.
•Homogeneous waste• means wastes that consist of a single
substance .such as automotive tires or used oil, but does not
include
refuse-derived fuel.
"Large municipal waste combustor plant• means a municipal waste
combustor plant with a municipal waste combustor aggregate capacity
for affected facilities that is greater than 225 megagrams per day
of municipal solid waste.
"Municipal waste combustor plant" means one or more municipal -..
waste combustor units at the same location for which construction
was commenced on or before September 20, 1994.
"Municipal waste combustor plant capacit~ means the aggregate
municipal waste combustor unit capacity of all municipal waste
combustor· units at a municipal waste combustor plant for which
construction commenced on or ·before September 20. 1994.
•Pyrolysis/combustion unit• means a unit that produces gases,_
liquids or solids through the heaeing of ·municipal solid waste.
The gases, liquids or solids produced are combusted and emissions
are vented to the atmosphere.
.
· •small municipal waste combustor plant• means a municipal waste
combustor plant .with a municipal waste combustor capacity for
affected facilities that is greater than 35 megagrams per· day. but .
egual to or less than 225 megagrams per day of municipal solid
waste~
··
·
•

•

I

I

252:100-1'1-17. Standai:-ds for .particulate. matter an<i opaci~y [NEW]
§m:f ssion· limits for particulate matter.
No owne_r or op7rc:tor
of an af·fected facility located within a large. or small ~unJ.cJ.p~l
waste combustor plant shall cause to be dJ.scharged J.nto t . e
. atmosphere .from· that affected facility, ·any gases that contaJ.n
. particulate matter ..in excess .of;· · · · .. ,
·
.. Jll. 'Large MWC P.lants;. 27·. milligrams· p~~: ·dry st~ndard ·cubic
. . nieter, correc~ed '=:O 7 percent·. oxygen j .
· ·

..f.s!l
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Small MWC plants: 70 milligrams ner dry standa r d cubic
meter, corrected to 7 ,gercent oxygen.
lQl_ Emission limits for opacity.
No owner or o,gerator of
affected facility located within a large or small munici,gal wa ~n
.combustor ,glant shall cause to .be discharged into the atmosph: e
· from that affected facility, any gases that exhibit greater than ~~
percent o,gacity (6-minute average). ·
1 2'

~

-

-

1;<.

-

252:100-17-18. Standards for municipal waste combustor metals [NEW]
Emission limits for cadmium.
No owner or operator of an
affected ··facility located within a large or small munici,gal waste
combusto'r ,glant shall cause to be discharged into the atmos,ghere
from that affected facility. any gases that contain cadmium in
excess of:
l1l Large MWC plants: 0.040 milligrams ,ger dry standard cubic
meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
_ill_ Small MWC plants: 0.10 milligrams ,ger dry standard cubic
meter. corrected·to 7 percent oxygen.
lQl_ Emission limits for lead. No owner or operator of an affected
facility located within a large or small munici,gal waste combustor
plant shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from that
affected facility, any gases that contain lead in excess of:
l1l Large MWC plants: 0.49 milligrams ,ger dry standard cubic
meter. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
_ill_ Small MWC plants: 1. 6 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
l£l Emission limits for mercurv.
No owner or operator of an
affected facility located within a large or small municipal waste
combustor plant shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere
from that affected facility. any gases that contain mercury in
excess of 0. 080 milligrams per dry standard cubic meter or 15
percent of the potential mercury emission concentration (an aspercent reduction by weight), corrected to 7 percent oxygen,
whichever is less stringent.
l.gJ_

-

252:100-17-19. Standards. for municipal .waste combustor: acid gas.es
expressed as sulfur dioxide. ·and hydrogen chloride [NEW]
l.gJ_ Emission limits for sulfur dioxide.
No owner or operator of
an affected facility lo·cated within a large dr small municipal
waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged to the
atmosphere from that affected facility, any gases that contain
sulfur dioxide in excess of:
l1l Large MWC plants: 31 parts per million by voiume or 25
percent of the potential sulfur dioxide emission concentration
(75 percent reduction by weight or volume), corrected to 7
percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less stringent.
Compliance.with this emission limit is based on a 24-hour daily
geometric mean.
J1.l Small MWC plants: 80 parts per million by volume or 50
percent of the potential sul.fur dioxide ·emission concentration
"(SO percent reduction· by ·weight · 0r volume) , ·:corrected to 7
percent oxY$en (dry basis), whichever .is less stringent.
DRAFT-September 1.7, 1.996
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Compliance with this emission limit is based on a
24-hour
geometric mean.
lQl Emission limits for hydrogen chloride. No owner or operate·~
of an affected facility located within a large or small muni .
.
.
h
.waste com b ustor p 1 ant shall cause to b e d 1sc
arged intoClpaJ.
the
atmosphere from that affected facility, any gases that contain
hydrogen chloride in excess of:
l1l Large MWC plants: 31 parts per million by volume or 5
percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission concentratio
(95 percent reduction by weight or volume), corrected to ~
percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less stringent~
l2l Small MWC plants: 250 parts per million by volume or 50
percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission concentration
(50 percent reduction by weight or volume), corrected to 7
percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less stringent.
252:100-17-20. Standards for municipal waste combustor organics
expressed as total mass dioxins/furans [NEW]
lgl No owner or operator of an affected facility located within a
large municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from that affected facility, any gases that
contain dioxins/furans in excess of the limits specified in·either
paragraph {a) (1) or (a} (2) of this section, as applicable.
lll The emission limit for affected facilities that employ an
electrostatic precipitator-based emission control system is 60
nanograms per dry standard cubic meter (total mass) , corrected
to 7 percent oxygen.
l2l The emission limit for affected facilities that do not - .
employ an electrostatic precipitator-based emission control
'
system is 30 nanograms per dry standard cubic meter {total
mass), corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
1Ql No owner or operator of an affected facility located within a
small municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from that affected facility any gases that
contain dioxins/furans in excess of 125 nanograms per dry standard
cubic· meter· {total mass) , corr-ected to 7 percent oxygen.
·
252:100-17-21. Standards for nitrogen oxides [NEW]
No owner or operator of affected facilities located within a
large municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from those affected facilities, any gases that
contain nitrogen· oxides in excess of the limits specified in t~is
paragraph.
Emission ·limits for the nitrogen oxides·concentrat1on
level for each type of affected facility are as follows:

1£1

Nitrogen Oxides Guidelines
Municipal Waste Combustor Technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
{ppm by volume) a
Mass bu·rn. waterwall
DRAFT-September 17, 1996
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Mass burn rotary waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
Mass burn refractory combustor
Otherb

250
250
240
no limit
200

acorrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry·basis.
bExcludes mass burn refractory municipal waste combustors.

lQl

~

Nitrogen oxides emissions averaging is allowed as specified
in paragraphs (b) (1) through (b) (5) of this section.
·
l1l An owner or operator of a large municipal waste combustor
plant may elect to implement a nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan for the affected facilities that are located at
that plant and that are subject to this part. except as
specified in paragraphs (b) (1) (A) and (b) (1) (B) of this
section.
l8l Municipal waste combustor units subject to subpart Ea
or Eb of 40 C.F.R. part 60 cannot be included in the
emissions averaging plan.
lRl Mass burn refractory municipal waste combustor units
cannot be included in the emissions averaging plan.
i l l Prior to implementing the nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan, the affected facilities to be included must be
identified in the initial performance test report specified in
40 C.F.R. 60.59b(f) or in the annual report specified in 40
C.F.R. 60.59b(g), as applicable. The affected facilities which
comprise the averaging plan may be redesignated each calendar
year.
Partial year redesignation is allowable with state
approval.
111 To implement the emissions averaging plan, the average
daily (24-hour) nitrogen oxides emission concentration level
discharged from the affected facilities to be included in the
averaging plan must be no greater than the levels specified in
this part. Emission limits for the nitrogen oxides
concentration level for each type of affected.. facility are· as
follows:

Nitrogen Oxides Limits
Municipal waste combustor technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by volume) a
Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn rotary waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor·
Otherb
··corrected to 7 percent oxygen, dri basis.

-
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180
220
230
220
180

bExcludes mass burn refractory municipal waste combustors.
Mass burn refractory municipal waste combustors may not be
included in an emissions averaging plan.

~-··

lil

Under the emissions averaging plan, the average daily
nitrogen oxides emissions specified in paragraph (b) (3) of
this section shall be calculated using the following equation.
Affected facilities that are off-line shall not be included in
calculating the average daily nitrogen oxides emission level.
NOX 24 _hr

=

h

E

(NOxi} ( Si}

i=l

where:
NOx2C-hr= 24-hour daily average nitrogen oxides emission
concentration level for the emissions averaging plan (parts
per million by volume corrected to 7 percent oxygen) .
NOx1 _hr= 24-hour daily average nitrogen oxides emission
concentration level for affected facility i (parts per
million by volume, corrected to 7 percent oxygen),
calculated according to the procedures in 40 C.F.R.
60.58b(h).
~= maximum demonstrated municipal waste combustor unit load
for affected facility i (pounds per hour steam or feedwater
flow as determined in the most recent dioxin/furan
performance test) .
h= total number of affected facilities being included in the~.
daily emissions average.
l2l For any day an affected facility included in the
emissions averaging plan is off-line, the owner or operator of
the municipal waste combustor plant must demonstrate compliance
according to either paragraph (b) (5) (A) or both paragraphs
(b) (5) (B) and (b) {5) (C) of this section.
JAl Compliance with the applicable limi-ts speci.fied in
{b) {3) of this part shall be demonstrated using the
averaging procedure specified in paragraph (b) (4) of this
section .. The averaging procedure will include the affected
facilities in the plan that are on-line.
JHl For each of the affected facilities included in the
emissions averaging plan, the nitrogen oxides emissions
shall be calculated on a daily basis. The nitrogen oxides
emissions level. shall be ·e.g:ua·l ·to or· less than· the maximum
daily nitrogen oxides emission levels achieved by that
affected facility on any of the days during which the
emissions averaging plan was achieved with all affected
facilities on-line during the most recent calendar quarter.
The requirements of this paragraph do not aPply durin9 the
first quarter of operation under the emissions averag~ng
_plan.
·
.
·
·
. l.Ql. The average nitrogen oxides emissions ·(kilograms ·per.
DRAFT-September 17, 19.96
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day) calculated according to paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii) of this
section shall not exceed the average nitrogen oxides
emissions (kilograms per day) calculated according to
paragraph (b) (5) (C) (i) of this section.
·
l i l The average nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days' during which the emissions
averaging plan was implement·ed and achieved and during
which all affected facilities were on-line. The average
nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms per day) shall be
calculated, on a calendar year basis, according to
paragraphs (b) (5) (C) (i) (I) through (b) (5) (C) (i) (III) of
'this section.
l i l The daily amount of nitrogen oxides emitted
(kilograms per day) shall be calculated for each
affected facility included in the emissions averaging
plan. The calculation shall be based on the hourly
nitrogen oxides data required under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(a)
through (m) and specified under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(h) (5),
the flue gas flow rate is determined using table 19-1
of EPA Reference Method 19 [or a State approved
method] , and the hourly average steam or feedwater flow
'rate.
liiL The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the daily nitrogen oxides
emissions from each affected facility calculated under
paragraph (b) (5) (C) (i) (I) of this section.
(III)
On a calendar year basis, the average nitrogen
oxides emissions (kilograms per day) , shall be
calculated as the sum of all daily total nitrogen
oxides emissions calculated under paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (i) (II) of this section divided by the number
of calendar days for which a daily total was
calculated.
liil The average nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days during which one or more of the
affected facilities under the emissions averaging plan
was off-line.· The average nitrogen oxides emissions
(kilograms per day}· shall be calculated according to
paragraphs Cbl (5) (C) (ii) (I) through (b) (5) (C) Cii) (III) of
this section on a calendar year basis.
ilL The daily amount of nitrogen oxides emitted
(kilograms per day) , for each affected facilitY
included in .the emissions averaging plan, shall be
calculated based on the hourly nitrogen oxides data
required under 40. C.F.R.- 60.58b(a) through (m) and
specified under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(h) (5), the flue gas
flow rate is determined using table 19-1 of EPA .
.
Reference Method 19 [or a state approved method] , and
the hourly average steam or feedwater flow rate. ·
lill The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum·of the- daily nitrogen oxides
~~issions ·from eaeh affect~d facility a~ cafculated·
DRAFT-September 17, 1996

under paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii) (I) of this section
(III)
The average nitrogen oxides emissions
·
(kilograms per day) on a calendar year basis shall be .-.;,;,.·'.
calculated as the sum of all daily total nitrogen
oxides emissions calculated under paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (ii) {II) of this section divided by the number
of calendar days for whicn a daily total was
calculated.
252:100-17-22. Standards for municipal-waste combustor operating
practices [NEW]
lsl No owner or operator of an affected facility located'within
a small or large municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from that affected facility any
gases that contain carbon monoxide in excess of the ~mission
limits specified in this part. Carbon monoxide emission limits for
each type of affected facility are as follows:
Municipal Waste Combustor Operating Guidelines
Municipal waste
combustor technology
•

Carbon monoxide
emissions level
(ppm by volume) a

0

Averaging Time

Mass burn waterwall
4 hour
Mass burn refractory
4 hour
Mass burn rotary refractory
24 hour
Mass burn rotary waterwall
24 hour
Modular starved air
4 hour
Modular excess air
4 hour
Refuse-derived fuel stoker
24 hour
Bubbling fluidized bed
4 hour
4 hour
Circulating fluidized bed
Pulverized coal/refuse-derived
4 hour
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor ~
Spreader stoker coal/refuse-derived
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor ~
24 hour
•Measured at the combustor outlet in conjunction with· a
measurement of oxygen concentration, corrected to 7 percent
oxygen. dry basis. Calculated as an arithmetic average.

J.Ql

An. owner. or Qperator of an existing municipal waste
combustor shall comply with all provisions specified in 40 C.F.R.
60:53b(b)
and (c) .
0

252:100-17-23. Standards for municipal waste cqmbustor operator
training and certification (NEW]
.
. .
J..gJ_
Each chief facility operator and shift· ·supervisor. of ~.ac.h
.
affected facility, shall obtain and maintain ·a current prov1s1onal
operator certification from either the American Socie·ty of
Mechanical Engineers [OR0-1-1994 (incorporated by reference -- see
40 C.F.. R. ·-60~17· of subpart A; of 40 C.F·.R.- par-t 60U or a S'tate
cert:ific~tion .program by the appropriate·· date specifi_ed in
DRAFT-September ],7, 1996 .·
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paragraph (a) (1) or (a) (2) of this section.
l1l For affected facilities located within small municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 18 months after [date 0 f
State plan approval], whichev.er is later.
l.2.l For affected facilities· located within large municipal
waste combustor plants, no later ·than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 12 months after (date of
State plan approval], whichever is later.
lQl Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor of each
affected .. facility, shall have completed full certification or
scheduled a full certification exam with either the American
society of Mechanical Engineers [QRO-I1994 (incorporated by
reference-- see§ 60.17 of subpart A of 40 C.F.R. part 60)] or :a
State certification program by the appropriate date specified in
paragraph (b) (1) or (b) (2) of this section.
l1l For affected facilities located within small municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 18 months after [date of
state plan approval], whichever is later.
l.2.l For affected facilities located within large municipal
waste Combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 12 months after [date of
State plan approval], whichever is later.
l£l No owner or operator of an affected facility shall allow the
facility to be operated at any time unless one of the following
pe'rsons is on duty at the affected facility: A fully certified
chief facility operator, a provisionally certified chief facility
operator who is scheduled to take the full certification exam
according to the schedule specified in paragraph (b) of this
section, a fully certified shift supervisor, or a provisionally
certified shift supervisor who is scheduled to take the full
certification exam according to the schedule specified in
paragraph (b) of this section.
l1l The requirement specified in paragraph (c) of this
section shall take effect by the appropriate date specified in
paragraph (c) (1) (A) or (c) (1) (B) of this section.
JAl For affected facilities located within small municipal
waste combustor plants. no later than the date 6 months
after the startup of an affected facility or 18 months after
[date of State plan approval] , ·whichever is later.
lBl For affected facilities located within large municipal
waste combustor plants no 1ater than the date 6 months
..
after the startup of an affected facility or 12 months after
[date·of State plan approval], whichever is later.
JlL If one of the persons listed in paragraph (c) of this .
section must leave the affected facility during their opera~1ng
shift. a provisionally certified control room operator who 1s.
on-site at the affected facility may fuifill the requirement 1 n
paragraph (cJ of this section.
J...gl
All chie·f facility operators, shift supervisors, and control
room operators.at affected'facilities ldcated within~ small or
r

-
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large municipal waste combustor plant must complete the EPA 0
State municipal waste combustor operator training course no l~ter
than t~e date 6 months after the date of startup of the affect d~
fa9ility Of by 12 months after ~date of State Plan approvals} ,e
. wh1chever 1 s later.
.·
lgl The requirement specified in paragraph (d) of this sect'10
does not apply to chief facility operators, shift supervisor
n d
.
f 1
contra 1 room operators wh o h ave obta1ned
u 1 certification
fs , an
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers on or before (da~~mof
State plan approval} .
1iJ.. The,· owner or operator may request that the Department of
Environmental Quality waive the requirement specified in paragra h
0
(d) of this section for chief facility operators. shift
supervisors, and control room operators who have obtained
provisional certification from the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers on or before [date of State plan approval} .
igl
The owner or operator of an affected facility located within
a small or large municipal waste combustor plant shall develop and
update on an annual basis, a site-specific operating manual. The
operating manual shall, at a minimum, address the elements of
municipal ~aste combustor unit operation specified in paragraphs
(g) (1) through (g) (11) of this section.
ill A summary of the applicable standards under this part;
1£1 A description of basic combustion theory applicable to a
municipal waste combustor unit;
lJl Procedures for receiving, handling, and feeding municipal
solid waste;
l!l Municipal waste combustor unit start-up, shutdown, and
malfunction procedures;
~
l2l Procedures for maintaining proper combustion air supply
levels;
l£1 Procedures for operating the municipal waste combustor
unit within the standards established under this part;
l1l Procedures for responding to periodic upset or offspecification conditions;
.i!U. . Procedures for minimizing particulate mat'ter carryover;
121 Procedures for handling ash;
~ Procedures for monitoring municipal waste combustor unit
emissions; and
ll1l·Reporting and recordkeeping procedures.
lhl The owner or operator of an affected facility located within
a small or large municipal waste combustor plant shall establish a
training program to review the operating manual according to the
schedule· specified in paragraphs (h) (1) arid (h)·(2) o'f t·his
section.
The training shall be provided to each person who has
responsibilities affecting the operation of an affected fac~lity
including, but not limited to, chief facility operators, sh1ft
supervisors, control room operators, ash handlers, maintenance
personnel, and crane/load handlers.
·.
.
ill Each person specified in paragraph (b) of this sect1o~ .
shall undergo initial training no later than the date- spec1f1ed
in paragraph (h) {1) (A), (h)_(l) (B), or (h) (l)'('C) which~ver is
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later.

lAl

The date 6 months after the date of startup of the
affected facility.
~
The date prior to the day the person assumes
responsibilities affecting .. municipal waste combustor unit
operation; or
·
.
·
lQL Twelve months after [date .of State plan approval] .
1£1 Annually, following the initial review required by
paragraph (h) (1) of this section.
lAl The operating manual required by paragraph (h) of this
sec~ion shall be kept in a readily accessible location for
al~ persons required to undergo training under paragraph Ch)
of this section no later than 6 months after start-up or 12
months after [date of State plan approval] . The operating
manual and records of training shall be available for
inspection by the Department of Environmental Quality upon
request.
252:100-17-24. Standards for municipal waste combustor fugitive
ash emissions [NEW]
An owner or operator of an existing municipal waste combustor
shall comply with all prpvisions specified in 40 C.F.R. 60.55b.
252:100-17-25. Standards for air curtain incinerators [NEW]
An owner or operator of an air curtain incinerator located at a
plant which meets the plant capacity specified in paragraph (a) of
252:100-17-15 and that combusts a fuel feed stream of 100 percent
yard waste, shall not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere
from that incinerator, any gases that exhibit greater than 10
percent opacity (6 minute average). An opacity level of up to 35
percent (6 minute average) is permitted during startup periods
within the first 30 minutes of unit operation~
252:100-17-26. Compliance and perfor.mance testing [NEW]
An owner or operator of an existing municipal waste
combustor shall comply with all provisions specified in 40 C.F.R.
60.58b, except· for- the provisions specified in 40 C.F.R.
60, 58b (g) (5) (iii) ,
lQl Performance testing and monitoring may be accomplished bv
using methods other than those specified in 40 C.F.R. 60.58b
provided they haye prior approval from the Executive Director.

1sl

252il00-17-27. Reporting and recordkeeping ·requirements·[~]
An owner or operator o·f an. existing municipal wa.ste COmbUStOr
shall .comply with all provisions specified in 40 C.F.R. 60.59b,
except the provisions for siting requirements as specified in 40
C.F.R. 60.59b(a), b(5), and d(11).
·
252:100-17-28.

Compliance schedules ·(under development)

[NEW]

1sl .All affected facilities must comply with all requirements of
this part (except the performance'teeit) or close within 3 years
-following .the date 'of· issuance of a revised· con·etruction.·or.

·-
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operating perm1t, if a permit modification is required, or b
[date 3 years after approval of the state plan] if a permit y
modification is not required.
lQl
All affected facilities for which construction
modification, or reconstruction ~ommenced after June 26, 1 987
that are located within a large municipal waste combustor pla~t
shall comply with the emission limit'for mercury and the emission
limit for dioxans/furans specified in 252:100-17-20.
Compliance
shall be obtained within 1 year following issuance of a revised
construction or operating permit, if a permit modification is
rec:ruired,.. <?r by [date 1 year following approval of state p1an],
wh1chever 1s later.
l£l All affected facilities located within large municipal waste
combustor plants that comply with all the requirements of this
part (except the performance test) or close in more than 1 year
but less than 3 years following the date of issuance of a revised
construction or operation permit, if a permit modification is
required, or after [date 1 year after approval of the State plan]
and before [date 3 years after approval of the State plan] , shall
comply with the requirements in paragraphs (c) (1) through (c) (2}
of this section.
·
111 If' the ·affected facility will close, the owner or
operator of the affected facility shall submit a closure
agreement that includes the date of plant closure.
~
If the affected facility will continue to operate, the
owner or operator of the affected facility shall comply with
the compliance schedule in paragraphs (c) (2} (A) through
(c) (2) (D).

.

lAl

The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
~
submit a final control plan for the affected facility to the
DEQ by [state to provide date] .
lRL The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
award all contracts for emission control systems or process
modifications as necessary to comply with the requirements
of this part, by [State to provide date].
lQl The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
initiate on-site construction or installation of emission
control equipment or process change, as necessary to comply
with the requirements of this part, by [State to provide
date] .
·
·
lQl The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
ensure the completion of on-site construction or
installation of emission control equipment or process
change, as necessary to comply with the requirements of this
part, by [State to provide date]~
[The State has the option of including the following addition~!
increments bf Progress in the rule with enforceable dates or 1n
the State plan as unenforceable increments of progress.
.
.
Date for obtaining services of an architectural and eng1neer1ng
firm regarding the· air Pollution control device (s) ; · ·
.
.
.nate for obtaining design drawings of the air pollution ·control
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device(s);
Date for submittal of permit modifications, if necessary·
Date for obtainina the major components of the air pollution
control device(s);
_
Date for initiation of site preparation for installation of the
~ir pollution control devices);·
.
Date for initial startup of the air pollution control
device(s); and
Date for initial performance test(s) of the air pollution
control device(s).
All' affected facilities located within large municip~l wast~
combustor plants that comply with all the requirements of this
part (except the performance test) in more than 1 year but less
than 3 years following the date of issuance of a revised
construction or operation permit, if a permit modification is
required, or after [date 1 year after approval of the State planl
and before [date 3 years after approval of the State plan] , shall
submit performance test results for dioxin/furan emissions that
have been conducted during or after 1990 by [State to provide
date] . The performance test shall be conducted in accordance with
·the provisions.specified in 252:100-17-26 (compliance and
performance testing) .

JQl

-
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 15, 1996
MINUTES
Auditorium
Tulsa City-County Health Department
4616 East 15 Street
Tulsa Oklahoma

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
J. ·William •sill" Fishback
George Albright
D~vid Branecky
council Members Absent
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell
Marlin •rke" Glass

Staff Present
Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Joyce. Sheedy
Ann Alltizer
·Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see. attached list

PUBLI:C MEETING
Notice of Public:: Meeting for October 15, 1996 was forwarded to the
Secretary of State • s Office giving the time, 'date, and· place' of
the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door of the
meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr·. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order
and roll call was taken: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr. Albright - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Absent
were: Mr. Glass, Ms. Hinkle and Ms. Slagell.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve
the Minutes of the August 13, 1996 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion
was made by Mr. Branecky to approve the Minutes and sec.ond to the
motion was made by Dr. Canter. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr. Albright - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.

S¥-91

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES:
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51.
Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staff position on
the proposed changes to subchapters 7 and 8. Dr. Sheedy advised
the Council that the rule changes brought forward were a
continuation from the June 11, 1996 and August 13, 1996 hearings
and summarized the changes and comments received since last
hearing.
After further discussion, staff suggested that Council recommend
to the Environmental Quality Board portions of subchapters 7 and
8 regarding changes allowing for reduction of fees ·assessed to
Title V and minor source~ of total suspended particulates in
accordance with federal gUidance. Mr. Fishback made motion to
adopt staff's reoommE;!ndation based on proposed changes ·to
OAC:272 :100-7-.4, OAC 252.:.~00-7-18, and OAC 252 :100-:-8:-2; and that
these go forward .to. t{J.e..J?EQ Board as. emergency .and . pe~ent · .
rules. ·second was made by Mr. Albright. Roll call. as follows:
Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr.
Albright - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS, PART 3, MON'l:CIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS
[NEW]

protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51.

As

Ms. Ann Alltizer, AQD staff, gave slide presentation and Scott
Thomas then gave staff position on the proposed rule. · After
discussion Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this
hearing to the next regularly scheduled meeting. Mr. Albright
made the motion with second by Mr. Branecky. Roll call was taken
as follows: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Mr. Albright - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
2

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES [REVOKED]
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51.
Mr. Scott Thomas gave staff recommendations stating that
revocation of this rule is recommended as it is unenforceable and
it satisfies efforts being made by the Agency to streamline its
rules.
NEW BUSINESS - Ms. Nadine Barton requested a breakdown of the
Title V fee structure for the next meeting.
ADJOORNMENT:
Mr. Breisch adjourned the meeting and announced
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be held on
December 17, 1996, at the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Brown Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The hearing records along with the sign-in sheets are
attached as an official part of these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

LARRY D. BYRUM, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Public Hearing and Meeting
Attendance Record
DATE OCTOBER 15, 1996
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Executive Director

FRANK KEATING
Governor

State of Oklahoma
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

NOTICE

DECEMBER 17, 1996
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
MEETING CANCELLED
AND
HEARINGS POSTPONED
To Whom It May Concern:
The Air Quality Council meeting scheduled for December 17, 1996 has been cancelled. In
addition, the hearings that were continued to December 17, 1996 on proposed amendments to
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS, PART 3 MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS and on the
proposedrepeal ofOAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES,
have been postponed until the next Air Quality Council meeting.
The next meeting of the Air Quality Council is scheduled to be held on FEBRUARY 19, 1997
in the Burgundy Room, 4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahom• City. Tentative agenda items
will include·the resumption of the hearings noted above, as well as election of officers for 1997.
The official agenda will be issued in late January, 1997. Please accept our apologies for any
inconvenience caused by this cancellation/postponement.
Sincerely,

d-?'/.o.4Larry D. »5'rum, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

1000 !'lortheast Tenth Street, Oklnhoma City, OklahomH 73117-1212

...
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING

'-

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1997
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK
BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 N. LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING/HEARING
1.
2

0

3.

-

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes
October 15, 1996

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

4

1997 MEETING SCHEDULE
Discussion and approval by Council

5

ELECTION OF OFFICERS CALENDAR YEAR 1997
Nominations and election by Council

6.

OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS, MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS
PART 1 [AMENDED] and PART 3 [NEW]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

7.

OAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION
CONTROL DEVICES [REVOKED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

New Business
Chair.man
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

9.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting
DATE: TO BE ANNOUNCED
PLACE: BURGUNDY ROOM

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

Chair.man

please notify our

AGENDA
·.

·:

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING

.·

:,·:··

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1997
9:30 A.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK
BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 N. LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report - Informational
An update of current events and AQD activities
• Title V Status
• Fee Structure
• OTAG
• Other
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

3.

1997 MEETING SCHEDULE
Discussion and Approval by Council

4.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS CALENDAR YEAR 1997
Nominations and Election by Council

5.

OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS, MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS
PART 1 [AMENDED] and PART 3 [NEW]
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

OAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION
CONTROL DEVICES [REVOKED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

please notify our

--

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

·TO:

~·;·

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry Byrum, Director ~
AIR QUALITY DIVISION?'.....-

RE:

Proposed new Part 3, Municipal Waste Combustors, to Subchapter 17.

On December 6, 1996 the U.S. Court of Appeals .for the District of Columbia Circuit
handed down a decision vacating, in their entirety, the EPA's 1995 standards for
municipal waste combustors (MWC) contained in 40 CFR 60, Subpart Cb. An industry
group petitione4-the Court on the basis that the 1995-standards exceeded the EPA's
statutory authority under the Clean Air Act. The standards were based on the aggregate
municipal solid waste (MSW) combustion capacity of the plant, rather than on the MSW
capacity of each MWC unit. The court found that section 129 of the Act established two
size categories ofMWC units based on unit, rather than facility, capacity. Thus, the
Court vacated, in their entirety, the 1995 standards and agreed with the petitioners that
EPA did not have the authority to ignore the categories Congress had established.

In August, the Air Quality Division (AQD) proposed MWC rules based on the 1995
standards. You, as a Council, held a hearing on the proposed rules on October 15, 1996
and decided to continue the hearing until your next regularly scheduled meeting, which
will be on February 19, 1997. At that time, it is anticipated, AQD staff will advise the
Council on the status of the 1995 standards and recommend no action be taken, on the
proposed State rule revision, until EPA has revised and reissued the federal rules.
Enclosed is a copy of the Couri:'s=December 6, 1996 decision.

Enclosures

.-

February 5, 1997

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 17 • INCINERATORS
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-17-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to deem it unlawful to burn
refuse
in any incinerator except
in a multiple-chambered
incinerator or in equipment determined by the Director to be
equally effective for the purpose of air pollution control; and to
set forth operating requirements and emission limitations for
Municipal Waste Combustors.
252:100-17-2. Effective date; applicability
This Subchapter shall become operative one year from and after
July 21, 1970. It will apply to any and all incinerators utilized
within the State of Oklahoma.
252:100-17-3. Prohibition on density of emissions
(a) Prohibition. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit
the discharge of smoke from an incinerator of a density darker than
number one (1) on the Ringelmann Chart or a visible emission of
such an equivalent opacity as to obscure a certified visible
emission evaluator's view to a degree greater than number one (1)
on -the Ringelmann Chart.
(b) Exemptions. Subsection 252:100-17-3(a) shall not apply to:
(1) visible emissions consisting of uncombined water droplets;
or,
(2)
smoke, the density of which is not darker than number three
(3) of the Ringelmann Chart for a period aggregating no more than
five (5) minutes in any sixty (60) consecutive minutes or more
than twenty (20) minutes in any twenty-four (24) hour period.

.

.

252:100-17-4. Prohibition on pounds per hour of emissions
.No person shall cause or ~llew~to be emitted into the open air
from any' incinerator equipment,. fly ash or· ether particulate matter
in quantities greater than shown in 252:100-17-6.
Solid fuels
charged will be considered as part of the refuse weight, but No. 1
and No. 2 fuel oil and gaseous fuels and combustion air will not be
so considered.
252:100-17-5. ~cinerator design requirements
Hereafter no person shall operate an incinerator unless:
(1)
It is provided with an auxiliary burner for the purpose of
maintaining a temperature of at least 800°F in the primary
combustion chamber.
(2)
It has a secondary burner for use when necessary to
eliminate smoke.
{3)
It is a type of incinerator design that can be demonstrated
to the Director to be effective in accordance with the provisions
of this Subchapter.
The burden of proof shall rest upon the
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owner of the proposed incinerator.
(4)
It complies with generally recognized good practices and all
applicable provisions of this Subchapter.
(5)
Full and proper use is made of all components and
appurtenances thereof.
252:100-17-6. Allowable emission of particulates
(a)
Allowable emissions for incinerators with capacities in excess
of 100 lb/hr are set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter.
(b)
Allowable emissions for incinerators with capacities less than
100 lbs/hr are set forth in App.endix B of this Chapter.
PART 3.

MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS

[NEW]

252:100-17-15. Applicability [NEW]
Part 3 of this subchapter applies to each municipal waste
combustor unit for which construction commenced on or before
September 20, 1994, which is located at .a municipal waste combus.tor
plant with an aggregate plant combustion capacity greater than 35
megagrams (38.58 tons) of municipal solid waste per day.
lQl Any waste combustion unit located at a medical, industrial or
other type of waste combustor plant that meets the capacity
specifications in paragraph (a) of this section and is subject to
a federally enforceable permit is not subject to this part. The
federally enforceable permit must limit the maximum amount of
municipal solid waste combusted at the plant to less than or equal
to 10 megagrams (11. 02 tons) per day. To obtain this exemption the
owner or operator must:
~
notify the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) of an
exemption claim;
121 provide the DEO with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit that limits the firing of municipal solid waste to less
than 10 megagrams (11.02 tons) per day, and;
111 keep records of the amount of municipal solid waste fired
on a daily basis.
l g l Physical or operational changes made to an-existing municipal
waste combustor unit primarily for complying with this rule a~e not
considered a modification or reconstruction. Therefore, they do not
result in the unit becoming subject to Eb of 40 C.F.R. part 60 [or
a State rule implementing subpart Eb of 40 C.F.R. Part 60] .
lQl A qualifying small power production facility, (as defined in
section 3(17) (C) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. 796(17) (C)),
that produces electric energy from homogeneous waste is not subject
to this part if the owner/operator of the facility:
~
notifies the DEO of an exemption claim, and
121 provides the DEO data documenting that the facility
qualifies for this exemption.
l.§l_ A qualifying cogeneration facility.
(as defined in section
3 (18) (B) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. 796 (18) (B)), that
burns homogeneous waste to produce electric energy, steam, or other
useful energy used for industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling
purposes. is not subject to this part if the owner or operator of

J...s.l
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the facility:
l1l notifies the DEO of an exemption claim. and
111 provides the DEO data documenting that the facility
qualifies for this exemption.
l f l Any unit combusting a single-item waste stream of tires is not
subject to this part if the owner or operator of the unit:
ill_ notifies the DEO of an exemption claim. and
111 provides the DEO with data documenting that the unit
gyalifies for this exemption.
Jgl Any unit required to have a permit under section 3005 of the
Solid Waste Disposal Act is not' subject to this part.
lhl Any materials recovery facility (including primary or
secondary smelters) that combusts waste for the primary purpose of
recovering metals is not subject to this part.
l.il Any cofired combustor located at a plant that meets the
capacity specifications- in paragraph (a) of this section is not
subject to this part if the owner or operator:
l1l notifies the-DEO of an exemption claim;
111 provides the DEO with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit, and;
lJl keeps separate records, on a calendar quarter basis, of the
weight of municipal solid waste and the weight of all other fuels
combusted at the cofired combustor.
l i l Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in paragraph (a) of this section and combust a 100 percent yard
waste fuel stream are exempt from all provisions of this part,
except:
l1l the opacity limit under Section 17 of this Subchapter;
i l l the testing procedures under Section 26 or this Subchapter,
and;
ldl the reporting and recordkeeping provisions under Section 27
of this Subchapter.
lkl Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in paragraph (a) of this section and combust municipal solid waste,
other than yard waste. are subject to all provisions of this part.
JlL. Pyrolysis/combustion units that are an integrated part of a
plastics/rubber recycling unit are not subject to this part if the
owner or operator of the unit maintains records of:
l1l the weight of plastics, rubber. and/or rubber tires
processed on a calendar quarter basis;
i l l the weight of chemical plant feedstocks and petroleum
refinery feedstocks produced and marketed on a calendar quarter
basis. and;
ldl the name and address of the purchaser of the feedstocks.
The combustion of gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, fuel oils,
residual oil, refinery gas, petroleum coke, liquefied petroleum
gas, propane, or butane produced by chemical plants or petroleum
refineries that use feedstocks produced by plastics/rubber
recycling units are not subject to this part.
lml Part 3 shall become effective [date to be inserted later] .
252:100-17-16. Definitions [NEW]
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Terms used but not defined in this part have the meaning given
to them in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and OAC 252:100-1-3 of this
title and subpart A and Eb of 40 C.F.R. part 60.
"Administrator" for the purpose of this rule will mean the · ·
'Executive Director' of the Department of Environmental Quality
(DEO) .
"Affected facility" means each municipal waste combustor unit
located within a municipal waste combustor plant with an aggregate
municipal waste combustor plant capacity greater than 35 megagrams
per day of municipal solid waste for which construction commenced
on or before September 20, 1994·.
"Air Curtain Incinerator" means an incinerator that operates by
forcefully projecting air across an open chamber or pit in which
burning occurs. Incinerators of this type can be constructed above
or below ground and with or without refractory walls and floors.
"Cofired combustor" means a unit combusting municipal solid waste
with non-municipal solid waste fuel (e.g., coal, industrial process
waste) and subject to a federally enforceable permit which limits
the unit to combusting a fuel feed stream that contains 30 percent
or less (by weight of total fuel feed stream) , of municipal solid
weight as measured on a calendar gyarter basis.
"Homogeneous waste• means wastes that consist of a single
substance such as automotive tires or used oil, but does not
include
refuse-derived fuel.
"Large municipal waste combustor plant" means a municipal waste
combustor plant with a municipal waste combustor aggregate capacity
for affected facilities that is greater than 225 megagrams (248.02
tons) per day of municipal solid waste.
"Municipal waste combustor plant" means one· or more municipal
waste combustor units at the same location for which construction
was commenced on or before September 20. 1994.
"Municipal waste combustor plant capacity" means the aggregate
municipal waste combustor unit capacity of all municipal waste
combustor units at a municipal waste combustor plant for which
construction commenced on or_Jctefore September 20, 1994.
•Pyrolysis/combustion unit•- means a unit that produces gases,
ligyids or solids through the heating of municipal solid waste.
The gases. liquids or solids produced are combusted and emissions
are vented to the atmosphere.
•small municipal waste combustor plant" means a municipal waste
combustor plant with a municipal waste combustor capacity for
affected facilities that is greater than 35 megagrams (38.58 tons)
per day. but equal to or less than 225 megagrams (248.02 tons) per
day of municipal solid waste.
252:100-17-17. Standards for particulate matter and opacity [NEW]
Emission limits for particulate matter. No owner or op7rc;ttor
of an affected facility located within a large or small mun1c1pal
waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged into the
atmosphere from that affected facility, any gases that contain
particulate matter in excess of:

J..sl
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Large MWC plants: 27 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
l..al. Small MWC plants: 70 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
l.!2l. Emission limits for opacity.
No owner or operator of an
affected facility located within a large or small municipal waste
combustor plant shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere
from that affected facility, any gases that exhibit greater than 10
percent opacity (6-minute average) .
l.ll_

252:100-17-18. Standards for muriicipal waste combustor metals [NEW]
Emission limits for cadmium.
No owner or operator of an
affected facility located within a large or small municipal waste
combustor plant shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere
from that affected facility, any gases that contain cadmium in
excess of:
lll· Large MWC plants: 0.040 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
J1l Small MWC plants: 0.10 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
l.!2l. Emission limits for lead. No owner or operator of an affected
facility located within a large or small municipal waste COmbUStor
plant shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from that
affected facility, any gases that contain lead in excess of:
l1l. Large MWC plants: 0.49 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
l..al. Small MWC plants: 1.6 milligrams per dry standard cubic
meter. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
l£1. Emission limits for mercury.
No owner or operator of an
affected facility located within a large or small municipal waste
combustor plant shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere
from that affected facility, any gases that contain mercury in
excess of 0. 080 milligrams per dry standard cubic meter or 15
percent of the potential mer.cury emission concentration (an aspercent reduction by weight) , corrected to 7 percent oxygen,
whichever is less stringent.
~

ill

·-

252:100-17-19. Standards for municipal waste combustor acid gases
expressed as sulfur dioxide and hydrogen chloride [NEW]
121 Emission limits for sulfur dioxide. No owner or operator of
an affected facility located within a large or small municipal
waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged to the
atmosphere from that affected facility. any gases that contain
sulfur dioxide in excess of:
l1.l Large MWC plants: 31 parts per million by volume or 25
percent of the potential sulfur dioxide emission concentration
(75 percent reduction by weight or volume), corrected to 7
percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less stringent.
Compliance with this emission limit is based on a 24-hour daily
geometric mean.
l..al. Small MWC plants: 80 parts per million by volume or 50
percent of the potential sulfur dioxide emission concentration
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(50 percent reduction by weight or volume), correct d to 7
percent oxygen (dry basis) , whichever is less st~ingent ~"i"
Compliax:ce with this emission limit is based on a 24 hou~ ·
geometr1c mean.
lQl Emission limits for hydrogen chloride. No owner or operator
of an affected facility located within a large or small municipal
waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged into the
atmosphere from that affected facility, any gases that contain
hydrogen chloride in excess of:
l1.l_ Large MWC plants: 31 parts per million by volume or 5
percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission concentration
(95 percent reduction by weight or volume) , corrected to 7
percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less stringent; ·
J1l Small MWC plants: 250 parts per million by volume or 50
percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission concentration
{50 percent reduction by weight or volume) , corrected to 7
percent oxygen {dry basis), whichever is less stringent.

252:100-17-20. Standards for municipal waste combustor organics
expressed as total mass dioxins/furans [NEW]
lsl No owner or operator of an affected facility located within a
large municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from that affecte~ facility, any gases that
contain dioxins/furans iri excess of the limits specified in either
paragraph {a) (1) or (a) (2) of this section. as applicable.
l1.l_ The emission limit for affected facilities that employ an
electrostatic precipitator-based emission control system is 60
nanograms per dry standard cubic meter (total mass) , corrected
to 7 percent oxygen.
J1l The emission limit for affected facilities that do not
employ an electrostatic precipitator-based emission control
system is 30 nanograms per dry standard cubic meter (total
mass), corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
lQl No owner or operator of an affected facility located within a
small municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosohere from that affected facility any gases that
--contain dioxins/furans in excess of. 125 nanograms per dry standard
cubic meter {total mass), corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
252:100-17-21. Standards for nitrogen oxides [NEW]
No owner or operator of affected facilities located within a
large municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from those affected facilities, any gases that
contain nitrogen oxides in excess of the limits specified in this
paragraph.
Emission limits for the nitrogen oxides concentration
level for each type of affected facility are as follows:

Jsl
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Nitrogen Oxides Guidelines
Municipal Waste Combustor Technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by valume) a
Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn rotary waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
Mass burn refractory combustor
Otherb

200
250
250
240
no limit
200

a Corrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis.
b Excludes mass burn refractory municipal waste combustors.

JQl

Nitrogen oxides emissions averaging is allowed as specified
in paragraphs (b) (1) through (b) (5) of.thia section.
lll An owner or operator of a large municipal waste combustor
plant may elect to implement a nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan for the affected facilities that are located at
that plant and that are subject to this part, except as
specified in paragraphs (b) (1) (A) and (b) (1) (B) of this
section.
JAl Municipal waste combustor units subject to subpart Ea
or Eb of 40 C.F.R. part 60 cannot be included in the
emissions averaging plan.
JRl Mass burn refractory municipal waste combustor units
cannot be included in the emissions averaging plan.
Jal Prior to implementing the nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan, the affected facilities to be included must be
identified in the initial performance test report specified in
40 C.F.R. 60.59b(f) or in the annual report specified in 40
C.F.R. 60.59b(g), as applicable. The affected facilities which.
comprise the averaging plan may be redesignated each calendar
year. Partial year redesignation is allowable with state
approval.
·
J1L To implement the emissions averaging plan, the average
daily (24-hour) nitrogen oxides emission concentration level
discharged from the affected facilities to be included in the
averaging plan must be no greater than the levels specified in
this part.
Emission limits for the nitrogen oxides
concentration level for each type of affected facility are as
follows:
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Nitrogen Oxides Limits
Municipal waste combustor technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by volume) a
Mass burn waterwall
180
Mass burn rotary waterwall
220
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
230
Fluidized bed combustor
220
Otherb
180
acorrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis.
bExcludes mass burn refractory municipal waste combustors.
Mass burn refractory municipal waste COmbUStors may not be
included in an emissions averaging plan.
M1_ Under the.emissions averaging plan, the average daily
nitrogen oxides emissions specified in paragraph (b) (3) of
this section shall be calculated using the following equation.
Affected facilities that are off-line shall not be included in
calculating the average daily nitrogen oxides emission level.
.

h

NOX2 4 -hr

=

I:

(NOx1 ) (S 1 )

i=l

where:
NOx2 ,_== 24-hour daily average nitrogen oxides emission
concentration level for the emissions averaging plan (parts
per million by volume corrected to 7 percent oxygen) .
NOx 1 _u= 24-hour daily average nitrogen oxides emission
concentration level for affected facility i (parts per
million by volume, corrected to 7 percent oxygen),
calculated according to the procedures in 40 C.F.R.
-..,
60.58b(h).
.
~= maximum demonstrated municipal waste combustor unit load
for affected facility i (pounds per hour steam or feedwater
flow as determined in the most recent dioxin/furan
performance test) .
h= total number of affected facilities being included in the
daily emissions average.
l2l For any day an affected facility included in the
emissions averaging plan is off-line, the owner or operator of
the municipal waste combustor plant must demonstrate compliance
according to either paragraph (b) (5) (A) or both paragraphs
(b) ( 5) (B) and (b) ( 5) {C) of this section.
JAl Compliance with the applicable limits specified in
(b) (3) of this part shall be demonstrated using the
averaging procedure specified in paragraph (b) (4) of this
section. The averaging procedure will include the affected
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facilities in the plan that are on-line.
For each of the affected facilities included in the
emissions averaging plan, the nitrogen oxides emissions
shall be calculated on a daily basis. The nitrogen oxides
emissions level shall be egual to or less than the maximum
daily nitrogen oxides emission levels achieved by that
affected facility on any of the days during which the
emissions averaging plan was achieved with all affected
facilities on-line during the most recent .calendar quarter.
The requirements of this paragraph do not apply during the
first quarter of operation under the emissions averaging
plan.
lbl The average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms per
day) calculated according to paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii) of this
section shall not exceed the average nitrogen oxides
emissions (kilograms per day) calculated according to
paragraph (b) (5) {C) (i) of this section.
l1l The average nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days during which the emissions
averaging plan was implemented and achieved and during
which all affected facilities were on-line. The average
nitrogen oxides emissions {kilograms per day) shall be
calculated, on a calendar year basis, according to
paragraphs (b) {5) {C) (i) {I) through (b) (5) (C) {i) {III) of
this section.
lil The daily amount of nitrogen oxides emitted
(kilograms per day) shall be calculated for each
affected facility included in the emissions averaging
plan. The calculation shall be based on the hourly
nitrogen oxides data required under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(a)
through {m) and specified under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(h) (5),
the flue gas flow rate is determined using table 19-1
of EPA Reference Method 19 [or a State approved
method] , and the hourly average steam or feedwater flow
rate.
·
·
·
liil The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the-daily nitrogen oxides
'·~~'
emissions from each affected facility calculated under
paragraph (b) (5) {C) {i) (I) of this section.
{III)
On a calendar year basis, the average nitrogen
oxides emissions (kilograms per day), shall be
calculated as the sum of all daily total nitrogen
oxides emissions calculated under paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (i) (II) of this section divided by the number
of calendar days for which a daily total was
calculated.
l i i l The average nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days during which one or more of the
affected facilities under the emissions averaging plan
was off-line. The average nitrogen oxides emissions
(kilograms per day) shall be calculated according to
paragraphs (b) (5} (C) Cii) (I) through (b) (5) (C) (ii) (III) of
~

-
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this section on a calendar year basis.
~
The daily amount of nitrogen oxides emitted
(kilograms per day) , for each affected facility
included in the emissions averaging plan, shall be
calculated based on the hourly nitrogen oxides data
required under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(a) through (m) and
specified under 40 C.F.R. 60.58b(h) (5), the flue gas
flow rate is determined using table 19-1 of EPA
Reference Method 19 [or a state approved method] , and
the hourly average steam or feedwater flow rate .
.il..ll The daily total. ·nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the daily nitrogen oxides
emissions from each affected facility as calculated
under paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii} {I) of this section.
{III} · The average nitrogen oxides emissions
(kilograms per day) on a calendar year basis shall be
calculated as the sum of all daily total nitrogen
oxides emissions calculated under paragraph
_
(b) (5) (C) (ii) {II) of this section divided by the number
of calendar days for which a daily total was
calculated.
·
252:100-17-22. Standards for municipal-waste combustor operating
practices [NEW]
~
No owner or operator of an affected facility located within
a small or large municipal waste combustor plant shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from that affected facility any
gases that contain carbon monoxide in excess of the emission
limits specified in this part. Carbon monoxide emission limits for-...
each type of affected facility are as follows:
Municipal Waste Combustor Operating Guidelines
Municipal waste
combustor technology

Carbon monoxide
emissions level
{ppm by volume)a

Averaging Time

4 hour
Mass burn waterwall
4 h0ur
Mass burn refractory
24
hour
Mass burn rotary refractory
24 hour
Mass burn rotary waterwall
4 hour
Modular starved air
4 hour
Modular excess air
24 hour
Refuse-derived fuel stoker
4 hour
Bubbling fluidized bed
4 hour
Circulating fluidized bed
Pulverized coal/refuse-derived
4 hour
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor 150
Spreader stoker coal/refuse-deriv~
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor 200
24 hour
aMeasured at the combustor outlet in conjunction with a
measurement of oxygen concentration, corrected to 7 percent
oxygen, dry basis. Calculated as an arithmetic average.
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lQl

An owner or operator of an existing municipal waste
combustor shall comply with all provisions specified in 40 c.F.R.
60.53b(b)
and (c).

252:100-17-23. Standards for municipal waste combustor operator
training and certification [NEW]
Jgl
Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor of each
affected facility, shall obtain and maintain a current provisional
operator certification from either the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers [QR0-1-199.4 (incoroorated by reference -- see
40 C.F.R. 60.17 of subpart A of 40 C.F.R. part 60)] or a State
certification program by the appropriate date specified in
paragraph (a) (1) or (a) (2) of this section.
l1L For affected facilities located within small municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 18 months after [date of
State plan approval] , whichever is later.
. .
i l l For affected facilitiea->·located within large municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 12 months after [date of
State plan approval], whichever is later.
lQl Each chief facility operator and shift .supervisor of each
affected facility, shall have completed full certification or
scheduled a full certification exam with either the American
society of Mechanical Engineers [OR0-!1994 (incorporated by
reference -- see § 60.17 of subpart A of 40 C.F.R. part 60)] or a
State certification program by the appropriate date specified in
paragraph (b) (1) or Cb) (2) of this section.
l1L For affected facilities located within small municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 18 months after [date of
state plan approval], whichever is later.
i l l For affected facilities located within large municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of an affected facility or 12 months after [date of
State plan~approvall, whichever=j·s later.
JQl
No owner or operator of an affected facility shall allow the
facility to be operated at any time unless one of the following
persons is on duty at the affected facility: A fully certified
chief facility operator, a provisionally certified chief facility
operator who is scheduled to take the full certification exam
according to the schedule specified in paragraph Cbl of this
section, a fully certified shift supervisor, or a provisionally
certified shift supervisor who is scheduled to take the full
certification exam according to the schedule specified in
paragraph (b) of this section.
l1L The requirement specified in paragraph (c) of this
section shall take effect by the appropriate date specified in
paragraph (c) (1) (A) o~ (c) (1) (B) of this section.
lAl For affected facilities located within small municipal
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months

,.-..
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after the startup of an affected facility or 18 months after
[date of State plan a~p7o~all, whichev~r ~s later.
~~
.ilU_ For affected fac1ll.t1es located w1th1n large municipal . ,~~
waste combustor plants, no later than the date 6 months
'-"~··
after the startup of an affected facility or 12 months after
[date of State plan approval], whichever is later.
l£1 If one of the persons listed in paragraph (c) of this
sect.ion must leave the affected facility during their operating
shift, a provisionally certified control room operator who is
on-site at the affected facility may fulfill the requirement in
paragraph (c) of this section.
lQL All chief facility operators, shift supervisors, and control
room operators at affected facilities located within a small or
large municipal waste combustor plant must complete the EPA or
State municipal waste combustor operator training course no later
than the date 6 months after the date of startup of the affected
facility or by 12 months after [date of State Plan approvals] ,
whichever is later.
~
Tne requirement specified in paragraph (d) of this section
does not apply to chief facility operators, shift supervisors, and
control room operators who have obtained full certification from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers on or before [date of
State plan approval] .
Jil The owner or operator may request that the Department of
Environmental Quality waive the requirement specified in paragraph
(d) of this section for chief facility operators, shift
supervisors, and control room operators who have obtained
~
provisional certification from the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers on or before [date of State plan a·pprovall .
lgl
The owner or operator of an affected facility located within
a small or large municipal waste combustor plant shall develop and
update on an annual basis, a site-specific operating manual. The
operating manual shall, at a minimum, address the elements of
municipal waste combustor unit operation specified in paragraphs
(g) (1) through (g) (11) of this section.
·
l£L A summary of the applicable standards under this part;
l2.l A description of basic combustion-theory appli~ble to a
municipal waste combustor unit;
~
Procedures for receiving, handling, and feeding municipal
solid waste;
~
Municipal waste combustor unit start-up, shutdown, and
malfunction procedures;
~
Procedures for maintaining proper combustion air supply
levels;
~
Procedures for operating the municipal waste combustor
unit within the standards established under this part;
121 Procedures for responding to periodic upset or offspecification conditions;
~
Procedures for minimizing particulate matter carryover;
121 Procedures for handling ash;
~ Procedures for monitoring municipal waste combustor unit
emissions; and
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l11l Reporting and recordkeeping procedures.
Jhl The owner or operator of an affected facility located within
a small or large municipal waste combustor plant shall establish a
training program to review the operating manual according to the
schedule specified in paragraphs (h) (1) and (h) (2) of this
section. The training shall be provided to each person who has
responsibilities affecting the operation of an affected facility
including, but not limited to, chief facility operators, shift
supervisors, control room operators, ash handlers, maintenance
personnel, and crane/load handlers.
l1l Each person specified in paragraph (h) of this section
shall undergo initial training no later than the date specified
in paragraph (h) (1) (A), (h) (1) (B), or (h) (1) (C) whichever is
later.
JAl The date 6 months after the date of startup of the
affected facility.
~
The date prior to the day the person assumes
responsibilities affecting municipal waste combustor unit_
operation; or
·
~ · Twelve months after [date of State plan approval] .
111 Annually, following the initial review required by
paragraph (h) (1) of this section.
JAl The Qperating manual required by paragraph (h) of this
§ection shall be kept in a readily accessible location for
all persons required to undergo-· training under paragraph (h)
of this section no later than 6 months after start-up or 12
months after [date of State plan approval] . The operating
manual and records of training shall be available for
inspection by the Department Qf Environmental Quality upon
request.

252:100-17-24. Standards for municipal waste combustor fugitive
ash emissions [NEW]
An owner or operator of an existing municipal waste combustor
shall comply with all provisions·specified in 40 C.F.R. 60.55b.
252:100-17•25. ·-Standards for::·a:ir curtain i:Ae:Lnerators [NBW]
An owner or operator of an air curtain incinerator located at a
plant which meets the plant capacity specified in paragraph (a} of
252: 100-17·-15 and that combusts a fuel feed stream of 100 percent
yard waste, shall not cause to be discharged into the ·atmosphere
from that incinerator, any gases that exhibit greater than 10
··percent opacity (6 minute. average). An opacity level of up to 35
percent (6 minute average) is permitted during startup periods
within the first 30 minutes of unit operation.
252:100-17-26. Compliance and performance testing [NEW]
An owner or operator of an existing municipal waste
combustor shall comply with all provisions specified in 40 C.F.R.
60.58b, except for the provisions specified in 40 C.F.R.
60.58b(g) (5) (iii).
1Ql
Performance testing and monitoring may be accomplished by

lAl

-
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usino methods other than those specified in 40 C.F.R. 60.58b
provided they have prior approval from the Executive Director.
252:100-17-27. Reporting and recordkeeping requirements [NEW]
An owner or operator of an existing municipal waste combustor
shall comply with all provisions specified in 40 C.F.R. 60.59b,
except the provisions for siting requirements as specified in 40
C.F.R. 60.59b(a), b(S), and d(11).
252:100-17-28. Compliance schedules (under development) [NEW]
All affected facilities must comply with all requirements of
this part (except the performance test) or close within 3 years
following the date of issuance of a revised construction or
operating permit, if a permit modification is required, or by
[date 3 years after approval of the state plan] if a permit
modification is not required.
lQl All affected facilities for which construction,
modification, or reconstruction commenced after June 26, 1987,
that are located within a large municipal·· waste combustor plant
shall comply with the emission limit for mercury and the emission
limit for dioxans/furans specified in 252:100-17-20. Compliance
shall be obtained within 1 year following issuance of a revised
construction or operating permit, if a permit modification is
required, or by [date 1 year following approval of state plan] ,
whichever is later.
lgl
All affected facilities located within large municipal waste
combustor plants that comply with all the requirements of this
part (except the performance .test) or close in more than 1 year
but less than 3 years following the date of issuance of a revised
construction or operation permit, if a permit modification is
required, or after [date 1 year after approval of the State plan]
and before (date 3 years after approval of the State plan] , shall
comply with the requirements in paragraphs (c) (1) through (c) {2)
of this section.
ill If the affected facility will close, the owner or
operator of the affected facility shall submit a closure
agreement.that includes ..the date of plant closure.
JZl If the affected facility will continue to operate, the
owner or operator of the affected facility shall comply with
the compliance schedule in paragraphs {c) (2) (A) through
~

(c) (2) (D).

lhl

The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
submit a final control plan for the affected facility to the
DEO by [state to provide date] .
~
The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
award all contracts for emission control systems or process
modifications as necessary to comply with the requirements
of this part, by [State to provide date].
~
The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
initiate on-site construction or installation of emission
control equipment or process change, as necessary to comply
with the requirements of this part, by [State to provide
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date] .
The owner or operator of the affected facility shall
ensure the completion of on-site construction or
installation of emission control equipment or process
change, as necessary to comply with the requirements of this
part, by [State to provide date].

lQl

[The State has the option of including the following additional
increments of Progress in the rule with enforceable dates or in
the State plan as unenforceable increments of progress.
Date for obtaining services ..of an architectural and engineering
firm regarding the air Pollution control device(s);
Date for obtaining design drawings of the air pollution control
device(s);
Date for submittal of permit modifications, if necessary;
Date for obtaining the major components of the air pollution
control device(s);
Date for initiation of site preparation for installation of the
air pollution control devices) ;
·
Date for initial startup of the air pollution control
device(s); and
Date for initial performance test(s) of the air pollution
control device(s).

lQL

All affected facilities located within large municipal waste
combustor plants that comply with all the requirements of this
part (except the performance test) in more than 1 year but less
than 3 years following the date of issuance of a revised
construction or operation permit, if a permit modification is
required, or after [date 1 year after approval of the State plan]
and before [date 3 years after approval of the-State plan], shall
submit performance test results for dioxin/furan emissions that
have been conducted during or after 1990 by [State to provide
date] . The performance test shall be conducted in accordance with
the provisions specified in 252;100-17-26 (compliance and
performance testing) .
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 19, 1997
BURGUNDY ROOM LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD, OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Meribeth Slagel!
.. -Marlin "Ike" Glass
·David Branecky
Council Members Absent
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
George Albright

Staff Present
Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
~

Notice of Public Meeting for February 19, 1997 was forwarded to the
Secretary of State's Office giving the time, date, and place of the
meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and
roll call was taken: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Glass aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Absent were: Mr. Fishback,
Ms. Hinkle, Mr. Albright.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the
Minutes of the October 15, 1996 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made
by Mr.· Branecky to approve the Minutes and second to the motion was made
by Mr. Glass. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Braneckyaye; Mr. Glass - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
1997 Meeting Schedule - Mr. Breisch pointed out that the meeting
schedule had been discussed in the morning briefing session. The
proposed dates were: February 19 I OKC; April 15 I OKC; June 17 I
Tulsa; August 19 I OKC; October 21 I Tulsa; December 15 I OKC. No
additional comments were mentioned. Motion was made by Ms. Slagel! to
accept the meeting schedule as presented in the packet and second was
made by Dr. Canter. Roll was taken as follows: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Election of Officers CY 97 - Floor was opened for election of

Chairman for CY 97. Nomination was made by Dr. Canter to elect Mr.
Breisch as Chairman with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as
follows: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Ms.
Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch - abstain.
Mr. Branecky then nominated Dr. Canter as Vice-Chairman with second made
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- abstain; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
··oAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS, PART 3, MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS [NEW]

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act
and Title 40 CFR Part 51. Mr. Byrum then called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy
to give the staff's position on the proposed changes.
Dr. Sheedy stated that the proposed modification incorporated the EPA
guidelines contained in 40 CFR 50, Subpart C(b) for existing municipal
waste combustors. However, on December 6, 1996, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit vacated the EPA's 1995
standards in their entirety. Dr. Sheedy also stated that the
modification proposed at the October hearing were a direct result of the
requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act and mirrored the standard; and
that staff recommends that the modifications be held in abeyance until
such time as the issue addressed by the Court is resolved.
Mr. Byrum opened the floor for discussion and Mr. Frank Erwin, City of
Tulsa, stated that the City of Tulsa supported the staff's
recommendation. Also Mr. Don Shandy, attorney for McKinney, Stringer &
Webster, spoke on behalf of Holnam, Inc. stating that he had extensive
involvement with the EPA regarding the applicability of the.proposed
rule and said that Holnam is in agreement with staff's recommendation.
With no further comments from audience or Council, Mr. Breisch asked for
motion. Mr. Branecky made the motion to continue the hearing with the
second made by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Glass - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-15 MOTOR VEHICLE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES [REVOKED]

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act
and Title 40 CFR Part 51. Mr. Byrum call upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give
staff's recommendations.
2

~

Dr. Sheedy stated that since the rule is unenforceable, revocation is
recommended to satisfy efforts being made by the Agency to streamline
its rules.
Mr. Breisch asked what impact the revocation of this rule would have and
what advantage could be seen for keeping it. Mr. Dennis Doughty, staff
attorney, advised that the Department of Public Safety has been given
legislative authority to enforce this rule, not the DEQ.
Dr. Canter stated that keeping the rule within Air Quality could keep a
bridge between the Federal Clean Air Act· requirements and the Department
.. 9f Public Safety. Ms. Slagell remarked that keeping the rule would
maintain clarification of Air Quality's commitment to maintaining clean
air in Oklahoma. Mr. Branecky added that keeping the rule might
continue to prove as a deterrent to tampering.
With no further discussion, Mr. Breisch stated that it appeared that
Council might want to leave the rule as status quo and asked for a
motion. Ms. Slagell made that motion and Dr. Canter made the second.
Roll call as follows: Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Glass aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
NEW BUSINESS - Council brought one new business item to the staff
relating to Title V Fees and Revenue. Council requested staff to
develop recommendations concerning these matters and obtain related
materials prior to their next meeting.
Dr. Canter stated that the Clean Air Act indicates that the Title V
permit fee is to be based on a demonstrated reasonable cost for
operating the permit program and that the TBA study recommended fee of
$15.19/ton to be adjusted for Consumer Price Index. Dr. Canter stated
that this fee amount has been used and that this fee was based on
assumptions prior to experience now gained. Dr. Canter related there
.have been changes in overall program such as feed and grain
requirements, synthetic minors, and others that have resulted in a
reduced number of Title V sources. He stated the types of information
that would be helpful to the Council would be:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

·-

•

Estimate the number of Title V permits to be processed,
Comparison of this estimate to TB&A report,
Amount of personnel expenses attributable to Title V,
Title V expenses associated to the Tulsa office,
Amount of budget carried over to FY97,
Listing of all sources of the Division's revenue,
Estimates of future Title V fees, and
Projected staffing needs .

3

Mr. Branecky added that he felt he should be able to affirm the
expenditures: as a Council member, to the permittees paying the fees;
and to his company, the largest fee payer in the State.

~

'.•,,-.'•

A sub-committee consisting of Larry Canter, Bill Fishback, and David
Branecky was enacted to help staff put the requested information
together.

ADJOURNMENT: With no further business, Mr. Breisch adjourned the
meeting and announced that the next regularly scheduled meeting would
be held on April 15, 1997, 1996, at the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
··Brown Room 4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The hearing records along with the sign-in sheets are attached
as an official part of these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

LARRY D. BYRUM, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY R8GULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 199.7
.. 9:.30. A.M .
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA

-

-

1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report - Informational
• An update of current events and AQD activities
• Upcoming Activities
•
Other

Director

3.

PUBLIC HEARING
.Staff
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEES .[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff
[AMENDED]

Staff

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

7.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Staff

8.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Staff

Should you desire to attend but .have a disability and need an accommodatio'n,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1997
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
l..
2.
3.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of OCTOBER 21., 1.997 Minutes

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:l.00-5-2.2(b) (2)PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

7.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES
[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

Staff

9.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCBS[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

Staff

10.

NEW BUSINESS
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within
the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1998
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM, 4545 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

Chairman

MEM.ORA·NDUM .

DATE:

Decemher 1, 1997

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Assistant Directo~
AIR QUALITY DIVISIONQ.~

RE:

Proposed Revisions to Subchapter 17

PROPOSED REVISIONS TO SUBCHAPTER 17, PARTS 1 & 3

-

The existing Subchapter 17 has been revised and redesignated as Part 1, Ge~eral
Provisions, and Part 3, Incinerators. Part l was added to include general information
such as purpose, terminology related to 40 CFR, and definitions, which would apply to
all incinerators subject to the Subchapter. Part 3 covers general incinerators not subject
to Part 5, Municipal Waste Combustors. The revisions in Part 3 include the replacement
of references to the obsolete "Ringelmann chart" with ''relative opacity". Revisions were
also made to Appendices A and B for reasons of clarification and simplification.

PROPOSED ADDITION OF PART 5 & APPENDIX K TO
SUBCHAPTER17
.
The proposed addition to Subchapter 17 of Part 5 and new Appendix K are necessary to
meet the federal requirements set forth by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
at 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Cb, Emission Guidelines (EG) for Municipal Waste
Combustors (MWC). The EG apply to existing MWC units with the capacity to combust
more than 250 tons per day ofmunicipal solid waste (MSW) and for which construction
commenced on the unit on or before September 20, 1994.

ffiSTORYOFEG
On December 19, 1995, the EPA promulgated the EG and New Source P~rformance
Standards (NSPS) for Municipal Waste Combustors in the Federal Register. Following
the promulgation, an industry group petitioned the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia on the basis that the 1995 standards exceeded the EPA's statutory authority
under the Clean Air Act (Act). The standards were based on the aggregate combustion
capacity of the plant, rather than on the combustion capacitY of each MWC unit. The
court found that section 129 of the Act establish~d two size categories ofMWCs based on

unit, rather ·than facility, capacity: Thus, on December 6, 1996, the Court vacated in their
entirety, the 1995 standards and agreed with the petitioners that EPA did not hav; the
authority to ignore the categories Congress had established. Subsequently, on March 21,
1997, the court amended its initial opinion leaving in place the NSPS and the EG lines for
large MWC units other than cement kilns and on August 25, 1997, a revised final rule
was published in the Federal Register.
-

EG STANDARDS
Existing MWCs that are subject to the EG must meet emission limitations for the
following pollutants:.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metals.,.cadmium (Cd), lead (Ph) and mercury (Hg)
Particulate matter (PM)
Acid gases-expressed as sulfur dioxide (S0 2) and hydrogen chloride (HCl)
Organic compounds-expressed as dioxins and furans
Nitrogen oxides (NOx)
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Visible Emissions (opacity)

In addition, the EG require provisional or full ASME or state operator certification of the
MWC chief facility operator and shift s~pervisors within six months after start-up or one
year after state plan approval. A certified individual is required to be on-site at all times
during operation of the MWC. Site-specific training is also required for all employees
involved in the operation ofthe MWC. Testing and monitoring requirements for
emissions, operating parameters and visible emissions are also specified. All MWC are
to be in full compliance by December 19, 2000.

STATE lll(d) PLAN
The EG were developed under Section 111(d) and Section 129 ofthe Act. Section 111(d)
requires EPA to establish procedures for submitting State Plans for implementing the EG.
Section 129 was added to specifically address solid waste combustion. Subpart Cb
differs from other EG adopted in the past because it addresses both Sections .111(d) and
129. Section 129 requirements override the States flexibility to consider the ~emaining
useful life of the source, whereas 111(d) requires State Plans to be 'at least as protective
as the guidel-ines'.
Oklahoma anticipates taking its State 111(d) Plan for MWC to the Air Quality Council
meeting on February 18, 1998. This plan will include a minimum of the following:
•

A demonstration of the state's legal authority to carry out the Section 11l(d)/129
State Plan as submitted

--

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of enforceable state mechanisms selected by the state for implementing
the EG
An inventory of MWC plants/units in the state affected by the EG, including MWC
units that have ceased operation and are not partially or totally dismantled
An inventory of emissions from MWC units in the state
Emission limitations for MWC units that are at least as protective as those in the EG
Compliance schedules, extending no later than December 19, 2000
Testing, monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements
A record of public hearing(s) on the State Plan
Provision for annual state progress reports to EPA on implementation of the State
Plan

Oklahoma i).as only one facility subject to the EO--Ogden Martin Systems ofTulsa, Inc.,
(OMST). According to the 1995 emission inventory, OMST has three units, with each
unit combusting approximately 336 tons per day ofMSW and a permit
limiting each unit
\
to 375 tons per day. The City of Miami MWC is rated at 36 tons per day ofMSW and
thus, is not subject to the EG.

-

This rule was presented to the Council on October 15, 1996 and February 19, 1997. At
that time, staff recommendation was that no action be taken on Subchapter 17 until the
revised federal rules had been promulgated. If Oklahoma doesn't submit an acceptable
State Plan implementing the EG, ofwhich the state rule is an integral part, the EPA will
develop, implement and enforce a Federal Plan that is applicable to MWC units in the
state.
Enclosed please find a copy of the following:
• Subparts Cb and Eb*, promulgated in the December 19, 1995, Federal Register
• The August 25, 1997, amendments to Subparts Cb and Eb
• A MWC fact sheet
• A draft of the proposed revisions to Subchapter 17, Incinerators
The proposed revisions to. Subchapter 17 will be brought to public hearing at the Air
Quality Council meeting on December 16, 1997.

Enclosures
*Subpart Eb, containing the NSPS for MWC, is included here because it is referenced
several times in Subpart Cb.

-

CHAPTER 100.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

SUBCHAPTER 17.

INCINERATORS

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-17-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to deem it unlmJful to burn
refuse
in any
incinerator mwept
in a
multiple ch:ambered
incinerator or in equipfflent determined by th:e Director to be
equally effective for th:e purpose of air pollution controlset
design and operating requirements and emission limitations for
incinerators and municipal waste combustors (MWC) .
252:100-17-1.1.
Reference to 40 CFR
When a provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR) is incorporated by reference, all citations contained
therein are also incorporated by reference.
252:100-17-1.2.
Terminology related to 40 CFR
When these terms are used in rules incorporated by reference the
following definitions shall apply:
"EPA Administrator" is synonymous with 11 Executive Director 11 •
"Affected facility 11 is synonymous with "large MWC unit".
"State" is synonymous with "Department of Environmental Quality 11
or "DEO".
"State ·plan" is a program that the State is . responsible for
developing and implementing to achieve compliance with the emission
guidelines in Subpart Cb of 40 CFR Part 60.
I

252:100-17-1.3.
Definitions
The followino words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall
have the following meaning unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Air curtain incinerator" means an incinerator that operates by
forcefully projecting air across an open chamber or pit in which
burning occurs. · Incinerators of this type can be constructed above
or below ground and with or without refractory walls and floors.
"Capacity" means amou~t of specified wastes a unit is designed
to burn. Capacity may be expressed as pounds per hour or tons per
day.
11
Cofired combustor" means a unit combusting municipal solid waste
with non-municipal solid waste fuel (e.g. coal, industrial process
waste) and subject to a federally enforceable permit which limits
the unit to combusting a fuel feed stream that contains 30 percent
or less (by weight of total fuel feed stream) of municipal solid
waste as measured on a calendar quarter basis.
"Fly Ash 11 means particulate matter capable of being gasborne or
airborne consisting essentially of fused ash and/or burned or
unburned material.
"Homogeneous waste" means wastes that consist ·of a single
I
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substance such as automotive tires or used oil, but does not
include refuse-derived fuel.
~
"Incinerator" means a combustion device specifically designed for·
the destruction of
solid,
semi-solid,
liquid,
or gaseous
combustible wastes by high-temperature burning, and from which the
solid residues contain little or no combustible material.
"Large municipal waste combustor unit" or "Large MWC unit" or
••MWC" means any equipment that has the capacity to combust more

than 250 tons per day of solid, liquid or gasified municipal solid
waste for which construction commenced on or before September 20,
11
1994.
Equipment 11 includes field-erected incinerators, modular
incinerators, boilers, furnaces, and pyrolysis/combustion units but
does not include internal combustion engines, gas turbines or other
combustion devices that combust landfill gases collected by
landfill gas collection systems.
"Municipal solid waste" or "Municipal-type solid waste" or "MSW"

means household, commercial/retail, and/or institutional· waste.
Household waste includes material discarded by single and multiple
residential dwellings, hotels, motels, and other similar permanent
or
temporary
housing
establishments
or
facilities.
Commercial/retail waste includes material discarded by stores,
offices, restaurants, warehouses, nonmanufacturing activities at
industrial facilities,
and other similar establishments or
facilities.
Institutional waste includes material discarded bv
schools,
nonmedical waste ·discarded by hospitals,
material
discarded by nonmanufacturing activities at prisons and government
facilities, ·arid material· discarded b'( other similar ·establishments·
or facilities.
Household, commercial/retail, and institutional
waste does not include used oil; sewage sludge; wood pallets;
construction, renovation, and demolition wastes (which includes but
is not limited to railroad ties and telephone poles); clean wood;
industrial process or manufacturing wastes; medical waste; or motor
vehicles
(including motor vehicle parts or vehicle fluff) .
Household, commercial/retail, and institutional wastes include yard
waste, refuse-derived fuel and motor vehicle maintenance materials
limited to vehicle batteries and tires except as specified in
section 17-15 (d) of this Part.
"Opacity" means the degree to which emissions reduce the
transmission of light and obscure the view of an object in the
background.
"Particulate matter" means any material that exists in a finely
divided form as a liquid or solid.
"Primarv combustion chamber" means the initial incinerator
chamber where waste is charged, ignited and burned.
"Pyrolysis/combustion unit" means a unit that produces gases'
liquids or solids through the heating of MSW. The gases, liquids or
solids produced are combusted and emissions a_re vented to the
atmosphere.
"Refuse-derived fuel" means a type of MSW produced by processing
MSW through shredding and size classification.
"Secondary burner" means a supplemental burner in the secondary
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chamber for the purpose of maintaining a minimum,temperature and to
insure the complete combustion of volatile gases and smoke.
"Smoke" means small gas or airborne particles resulting from
incomplete combustion. Such particles consist of carbon, ash, and
other matter present in sufficient quantities to be observable.
"Visible emissions" means any air contaminant, vapor, or gas
stream which contains or may contain an air contaminant which is
passed into the atmosphere and which is perceptible to the human
~

"Yard waste" means grass, grass clippings, bushes, shrubs. and
clippings from bushes and shrubs that are generated as part of
maintenance activities associated with yards or other private or
public lands.
Yard waste does not include clean wood or
construction, renovation. and demolition wastes, which are exempt
from the definition of MSW in this section.
PART 3 • INCINERATORS

252:100-17-2. Effective date; applicability
This subchapter shall become operative one year from and after
July 21, 1970. It 'ldll apply to any and all incinerators utilized
\dthin the State of Oklahoma. This Part became effective on July 21.
1971 and applies to incinerators not subject to New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) or any other Parts in this Subchapter.

--

252:100-17-2.1.
Exemptions
Thermal oxidizers, flares and any other air pollution control
devices are exempt from the requirements of this Part.
252:100-17-3. Prehibieien en deneiey e£ emieeieneOpacity
·(a)
Prohibition.
:No person shall cause, suffer, allm>', or permit
the discharge of smoke from an incinerator of a density darker than
number one (1) on the Ringelmann Chart or a visible emission of
such an equivalent opacity as to obscure a certified visible
emission evaluator's vie~i to a degree greater than number one (1)
on the Ringelmann Chart.
(b)
B:>cemptions. Bupsection 252 .100 17 ~(a) shall not apply to:
(1)
visible emissions consisting of uncombined water droplets,
er,

(2)
smoke, the density of ·..·hich is
(3) of the Ringelmann Chart for a
than five (sr minutes in any si:>ety
more than t~ienty ( 2 0) minutes in
period.See 252:100 25-3.

not darker than number three
period aggregating no more
(60) consecutive minutes or
any t'lmnty fou:r; ( 2 4) . hour

252:100-17-4.

Prehibieien en pounds per hour e£ emissions
Particulate matter
:No person shall cause or allow to be emitted into the open air
from any incinerator equipment, fly ash or other particulate matter
in quantities greater than shmm in 25Z! .100 17 6.
Solid fuels
charged .•,ill be considered as part of the refuse ~veight, but :No. 1

-
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and No. 2 fuel oil and gaseous fuels and combustion air will not be
so considered.Fly ash or other particulate matter shall not exceed~
quantities greater than the allowable emission rate. The allowable
emissions for incinerators with capacities of 100 lb/hr or greater
are set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter.
The allowable
emissions for incinerators with capacities less than 100 lb/hr are
set forth in Appendix B of this Chapter. Solid fuels charged will
be considered part of the refuse weight. No. 1 and No. 2 fuel oils
(distillate oils). liguified petroleum gases, gaseous fuels and
combustion air will not be considered as part of the refuse weight.
252:100-17-5.
Incinerator design requirements
Hereafter no person shall operate an incinerator unless. An
incinerator under this Part must have:
(1)
It is provided ·,Jith an amciliary burner for the purpose of
·maintainingA primary. burner that maintains a temperature of at
·least 800°F in the primary combustion chamber.
(2)
It hasA secondary burner for usethat shall be used when
necessary to eliminate smoke.
(3)
It is a type of incinerator designA design that can be
demonstrated to the DirectorDEQ to be effective in accordance
with the provisions of this Subchapter. The burden of proof.
shall rest upon the owner of the proposed incinerator.
( 4)
It complies ·,Jith generally recognized good practices and
all applicable provisions of this Subchapter.
(5)
Full and proper use is made of all components and
appurteni:mccs ·thereof.
Allowable emission of particulates [AMENDED AND
RENUMBERED TO 252:100-17-4]
(a) Allowable emissions for incinerators \dth capacities in eJccess
of 100 lb/hr are set ·forth in }'.rppendiJc A of this Chapter.
(b) Allmmble emissions for incinerators r,,rith capacities less than
100 lbs/hr are set forth in ~".ppendiJc B of this Chapter.
252:100-17-6.

252:100-17-7.
Test methods
,
.
Opacity shall be measured utilizing Method 9
Visual
Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from Stationary Sources
found in the Code of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR Part 60.
Appendix A. This method is hereby incorporated by reference as it
exists on July 1, 1997.
.
l.Ql Particulate matter shall be measured utilizing the appr'?pr1ate
DEQ-approved Method 5 found in the Code of Federal Regulat1ons at
40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A. This method is hereby incorporated by
reference as it exists on July 1. 1997.
~

PART 5.

MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS

252:100-17-14. Effective date; applicability
This Part is effective as of March 23. 1997 and applies to large
MWC units.

December 3,
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252:100-17-15. Exemotions

1£1
-

Any MWC unit that is capable of combusting more than 250 tons
per day of MSW and is subject to a. federally enforceable permit
limiting the maximum amount of MSW that may be combusted in the
unit to less than or equal to 11 tons per day is not subject to
this Part if the owner/operator:
i l l Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
~
Provides the DEQ with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit that limits the firing of MSW to less than 11 tons per

9E.v.:.
lJl Keeps records of the amount of MSW fired per day.

--

JQl A qualifying small power production facility, (as defined in
section 3(17) (C) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 796(17) (C)),
that produces electric energy from homogeneous waste is not subject
to this Part if the owner/operator:
i l l Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
~
Provides the DEO data· documenting that the facility
qualifies for this exemption.
.
l.£l A qualifying cogeneration facility, (as defined in section
3(18) (B) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 796(18) (B)), that
burns homogeneous waste to produce electric energy, steam, or other
useful energy used for industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling
purposes, is not subject to this Part if the owner/operator:
ill Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
~
Provides the DEO data documenting that the facility
qualifies for this exemption.
·jgl Any unit combusting a single-item waste stream of. tires is not
subject to this Part if the owner/operator:
ill Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
~- . Provides
the DEO with data documenting that the unit
qualifies for this exemption.
kl. Any unit required to have a hazardous waste permit- is not
subject to this Part.
lil Any materials recovery facility {including primary or
secondary smelters) that combusts waste for the primary purpose of
recovering metals is not subject to this Part.
lgl Any cofired combustor that meets the capacity specifications
·in paragraph (a) of this section is not subject to this Part if the
owner/operator:
i l l Notifies the DEQ of an exemption claim.
~
Provides the DEO with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit.
lJl Keeps separate records, on a calendar quarter basis, of the
weight of MSW and the weight of all other fuels combusted at the
cofired combustor.
lhl.. Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in 252:100-17-23 of this Subchapter and combust a 100 percent yard
waste fuel stream are not subject to this Part, except:
i l l The opacity limit under section 252:100-17-16 of this
Subchapter.
~ The testing procedures under section 252:100-17-25 of this
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Subchapter.
The reporting and recordkeeoino provisions under section
252:100-17-26 of this Subchapter.
l i l Pyrolysis/combustion units that are an integrated part of a
plastics/rubber recycling unit are not subject to this Part if the
owner/operator of the unit maintains records of:
l1l The weight of plastics, rubber, and/or rubber tires
processed on a calendar quarter basis.
l2.l The weight of chemical plant feedstocks and petroleum
refinery feedstocks produced and marketed on a calendar quarter
basis.
lJl The name and address of the purchaser of the feedstocks.
l i l The combustion of gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, fuel oils,
residual oil, refinery gas, petroleum coke, liquefied petroleum
gas, propane, or butane produced by chemical plants or petroleum
refineries that use feedstocks produced by plastics/rubber
r~cycling units are not subject to this Part.
Jkl Cement kilns firing MSW are not subject to this Part.

lJl

252:100-17-16. Standards for particulate matter and opacity
~
Particulate matter. The concentration of particulate matter
contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit
shall not exceed 27 milligrams per dry standard cubic meter,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
.
lQl Opacity. Opacity of gases discharged to the atmosphere from
a MWC unit shall not exceed 10 percent (6-minute average).
252:100-17-17. Standards for municipal waste combustor metals
~
Cadmium. The concentration of cadmium contained in the gases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 0.040
milligrams per dry standard cubic meter, corrected to 7 percent
oxygen.
lQl Lead.
l1l By December 19, 2000. the concentration of lead contained
in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall
not exceed 0.49 milligrams per dry standard cubic meter,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
·
l2.l By December 19, 2002, the concentration of lead contained
in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall
not exceed 0.44 milligrams oer dry standard cubic meter,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
l£L Mercury. The concentration of mercury contained in the gases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 0.080
milligrams per dry standard cubic meter or 15 percent o.f the
potential mercury emission concentration (85-percent reduct1on by
weight),
corrected to 7 percent oxygen, whichever is less
stringent.
252:100-17-18. Standards for.municipal waste combustor acid gases
expressed as sulfur dioxide and hydrogen chloride
~
Sulfur dioxide.
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By December 19, 2000, the concentration of sulfur dioxide
contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC
unit shall not exceed 31 parts per million by volume (ppmv) or
25
percent
of
the
potential
sulfur
dioxide
emission
concentration (75 oercent reduction by weight or volume) ,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less
stringent.
Compliance with this emission limit is based on a
24-hour daily geometric mean.
~
By December 19, 2002, the concentration of sulfur dioxide
contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC
unit shall not exceed 29 ppmv or 25 percent of the potential
sulfur dioxide emission concentration (75 percent reduction by
weight or volume), corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis),
whichever is less stringent.
Compliance with this emission
limit is based on a 24-hour daily geometric mean.
lQl Hydrogen chloride.
~
By December 19, 2000, the concentration of hydrogen
chloride contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere
from a MWC unit shall not exceed 31 parts per million by volume
(ppmv) or 5 percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission
concentration (95 percent reduction by· weight or volume),
corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less
stringent.
l1l By December 19, 2002. the concentration of hvdrooen
chloride contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere
from a MWC unit shall not exceed 29 ppmv or 5 percent of the
potential hydrogen chloride emission concentration (95 percent
reduction by weight or volume) , corrected to 7 percent oxygen
(dry basis), whichever is less stringent.
252:100-17-19. Standards for municipal waste combustor organics
expressed as total mass dioxins/furans
~
Dioxins/Furans.
The concentration of organics, expressed as
total mass dioxins/furans, contained in the gases discharged to the
atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed:
l1.l With electrostatic precipitator:
60 nanograms per dry
standard cubic meter (total mass) , corrected to 7 percent
oxygen.
i l l Without electrostatic precipitator: 30 nanograms per dry
standard cubic meter (total mass) , corrected to 7 percent
oxygen.
252:100-17-20. Standards for nitrogen oxides
~ Nitrogen oxides emission 1 imi t s .
-"'Tc!.h~e::__~c:::;o~n~c:..se=..!:n~t!::..r~a~t:.:i!::.:o::!;n~-~o<-=.f
nitrogen oxides contained in the oases discharged into the
atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed the following:
NITROGEN OXIDES LIMITS

Municipal Waste Combustor
Technology
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Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
7

rr.37

(ppm by volume)a
Mass· burn waterwall
Mass burn rotary waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
(by December 19, 2000)
Fluidized bed combustor
(by December 19, 2002)
acorrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis .

..lQl

Nitrogen oxides emissions averaging. The owner or opera tor of
a MWC plant may elect to implement a nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan for the MWC units that are located at that plant .
...lU The following units cannot be included in the emissions
averaging plan:
181 MWC units subject to Subpart Ea or Eb of 40 CFR Part 60 .
.ilU. Mass burn refractory MWC units and other MWC technologies
not listed in paragraph (b) (3) of this section may·· not be
included in the emissions averaging plan.
1£1 Prior to implementing the nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan, the units to be included must be identified in
the initial performance. test report specified in 40 CFR
60.59b(f) or in the annual report specified in 40 CFR 60.59b(g),
as applicable.
The units which are included in the averaging
plan may be redesignated each calendar year.
· Partial year
.redesignation is allowab"le with DEO approval..
.
. n l To implement the emissions averaging plan, the averaae
daily (24 -hour) nitrogen oxides emission concentration level
discharged from the units included in the emission averaging
plan shall be no greater ·than the levels specified in this
section. Emission limits for the nitrogen oxides concentration
level for each type·of unit are as follows:
NITROGEN OXIDES LIMITS FOR EXISTING DESIGNATED FACILITIES
INCLUDED IN AN EMISSIONS AVERAGING PLAN AT A MUNICIPAL WASTE
COMBUSTOR PLANTa
Municipal waste combustor technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by volume)b
Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn rotary waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
aMass burn refractory municipal waste combustors and other MWC
technologies not listed above may not be included in an
emissions averaging plan.
bCorrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis.
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Under the emissions averaging plan, the average daily
nitrogen oxides emissions specified in paragraph (b) (3) of thig
section shall be calculated using the equation in Appendix K of
this Chapter. MWC units that are off-line shall not be included
in calculating the average daily nitrogen oxides emission level.
121 For any day a unit included in the emissions averaging plan
is off -line, the owner or operator of the MWC plant must
demonstrate compliance according to either paragraph (b) (5) (A)
or both paragraphs (b) (5) (B) and (b) (5) (C) of this section.
l& Compliance with the applicable limits specified in (b) (3)
of this Part shall be demonstrated using the averaging
procedure specified in paragraph (b) (4) of this section. The
averaging procedure will include the MWC units in the plan
that are on-line.
J..!iL For each of the units included in the emissions averaging
plan.· the nitrogen oxides emissions shall be calculated on a
daily basis.
The nitrogen oxides emissions level shall be
equal to or less than the maximum daily nitrogen oxides
emission levels achieved by that unit on any of the days
during which the emissions averaging plan was achieved with
all units on-line during the most recent calendar quarter. The
requirements of this paragraph do not apply during the first
quarter of operation under the emissions averaging plan.
J£1_ The average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms per day)
calculated according to paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii) of this
section shall not exceed the average nitrogen oxides emissions
(kilograms oer day)
calculated according to--paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (i) of this section.
l i l The average nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days durino which the emissions
averaging plan was implemented and achieved and during
which all MWC units were on-line.
The average nitrogen
oxides emissions (kilograms per day) shall be calculated,
on a
calendar year basis.
according to paragraphs
(b) (5) (C) (i) (I) through (b) (5) (C) (i) (III) of this section.
l l l The daily amount of nitrogen oxides emitted
(kilograms per day) shall be calculated for each MWC unit
included in the
emissions averaging plan.
The
calculation shall be based on the hourly nitrogen oxides
data reouired under 40 CFR 60. 58b (a) through (m) and
specified under 40 CFR 60.58b(h) (5). The flue gas flow
rate is determined using the hourly average steam or
feedwater flow rate and Table 19-1 of EPA Reference
Method 19, which is hereby incorporated by reference as
it exists on July 1, 1997.
ll.ll The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the daily nitrogen oxides
emissions from each unit calculated under paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (i) (I) of this section.
(III)
On a calendar year basis, the average nitrogen
oxides emissions (kilograms per day) , shall be calculated
l..i.l_
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as the sum of all daily total nitrogen oxides emissions
calculated under paragraph (b) (5) (C) (i) (II) of this --...
section divided by the number of calendar days for which
a daily total was calculated.
l i i l The average nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days during which one or more of the MWC
units under the emissions averaging plan was off-line. The
average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms per day) shall
be calculated according to paragraphs (b) {5) (C) (ii) (I)
through {b) {5) (C) (ii) (III) of this section on a calendar
year basis.
ill For each MWC unit included in the emissions
averaging plan, the daily amount of nitrogen oxides
emitted (kilograms per day) shall be calculated based on
the hourly nitrogen oxides data required under 40 CFR
60.58b(a)
through
(m)
and specified under 40 CFR
60. 58b (h) (5), the flue gas flow rate determined using
Table 19-1 of the EPA Reference Method 19, which is
hereby incorporated by reference as it exists on July~.
1997, and the hourly average steam or feedwater flow
rate.
lllL The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the daily nitrogen oxides
emissions from each MWC unit as calculated under
paragraph (b) (5) {C) (ii) (I) of this section.
(III)
The average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms
. per day) on a.· calendar year ba"sis shall" be calculated as -,
the sum of all daily total nitrogen oxides emissions
calculated under paragraph {b) {5) (C) (ii) (II) of this
section divided by the number of calendar days for which
a daily total was calculated.
252:100-17-21. Standards for municipal waste combustor operating
practices

l£1

The concentration of carbon monoxide contained in the gases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed the
following limits for each type of a~fected eduipment:
MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTOR OPERATING LIMITS

Municipal waste
combustor technology

Carbon monoxide
emissions level
(ppm by volume) a

Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn refractory
Mass burn rotary refractory
Mass burn rotary waterwall
Modular starved air
Modular excess air
Refuse-derived fuel stoker
Bubbling fluidized bed
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T'1me b
Averag1ng
(hours)

100
100
100
250

_i
4

_2Q
_2Q

4
4

200
100

24

10

£1.
£1.

4

-

Circulating fluidized bed
100
Pulverized coal/refuse-derived
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor 150
Spreader stoker coal/refuse-derived
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor 200
aMeasured at the combustor outlet in conjunction with a measurement
of oxygen concentration, corrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis.
Calculated as an arithmetic average.
bAveraging times are 4-hour or 24-hour block averages.
An owner or operator of a MWC shall comply with all provisions
specified in 40 CFR 60. 53b {b) and (c) , which is hereby incorporated
by reference as it exists on October 24, 1997.

lQl

252:100-17-22. Standards for municipal waste combustor fugitive ash
emissions

An owner or operator of a MWC shall comply with all provisions
specified in 40 CFR 60. 55b, which is herebv incorporated by
reference as it exists ori October 24, 1997.
252:100-17-23. Standards for air curtain incinerators
An owner or operator of an air curtain incinerator that meets the
capacity specified in 252:100-17-14 and that combusts a fuel feed
stream of 100 percent yard waste, shall not cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from that incinerator any gases that exhibit
greater than 10 percent opacity (6-minute average).
An opacity
level of up to 35 percent (6-minute average) is permitted during
startup periods within the first 30 minutes of unit operation.

252:100-17-24. Standards for municipal waste combustor operator
training and certification
~

Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor of each MWC
unit shall obtain and maintain a current provisional ooerator
certification from either the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
[OR0-1-1994
Standard
for
the
Qualification
and
Certification of Resource Recovery Facility Operators] or a State
certification program no later than the date. £ months after the
startup of a MWC unit or 12 months after the date of State plan
approval, whichever is later.
lQl Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor of each MWC
unit shall have completed full certification or scheduled a full
certification exam with either the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
[QR0-!1994
Standard
for
the
Qualification
and
Certification of Resource Recovery Facility Operators] or a State
certification program no later than the date 6 months after the
startup of a MWC unit or 12 months after the date of State plan
approval, whichever is later.
l£l No owner or operator of a MWC unit shall allow the unit to be
operated at any time unless one of the following persons is on
duty: a fully certified chief facility operator, a provisionallY
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certified chief facility operator who is scheduled to take the full
certification exam according to the schedule specified in paragraph -.
(b) of this section r a fully certified shift supervisor r or a .•
provisionally certified shift supervisor who is scheduled to take
the full certification exam according to the schedule specified in
paragraph (b) of this section.
l l l The requirement specified in paragraph {c) of this section
shall take effect no later than the date 6 months after the
startup of a MWC unit or 12 months after the date of State plan ...
approval, whichever is later.
_ill If one of the persons listed in paragraph (c) of this
section must leave the unit during their operating shift, a
provisionally certified control room operator who is on-site at
the MWC may fulfill the requirement in paragraph (c) of this
section.
lQl All chief facility operators, shift supervisors, and control
room operators at MWC units must complete the EPA or State MWC
operator training course no later than the date 6 months after the
date of startup of the MWC or by 12 months after the date of State
plan approval, whichever is later.
~
The requirement specified in paragraph (d) of this section
does not apply to chief facility operators, shift supervisors, and
control room operators who have obtained full certification from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers on or before the date
of State plan approval.
lil_ The owner or operator may request that the DEO · waive the
reqUirement specified in paragraph (d) of this· sectiOn for· 'chief .-_·
facility operators, shift supervisors. and control room operators
who have obtained provisional certification from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers on or before the date of State plan
approval.
lol The owner or operator of a MWC unit shall develop and update
on an annual basis a site-specific operating manual. The operating
manual shall, at a minimum, address the elements of MWC unit
operation specified in paragraphs (g) (1) through (g) (11) of this
section.
l l l A summary of the applicable standards under this Part.
_lll A description of basic combustion theory applicable to a
MWC unit.
Jil Procedures for receiving, handling, and feeding MSW.
111 MWC unit start-up, shutdown, and malfunction procedures.
l2.l_ Procedures for maintaining proper combustion air supply
levels.
_
l§l Procedures for operating the MWC unit within the standards
established under this Part.
l1l Procedures for responding to periodic upset or offspecification conditions.
~
Procedures for minimizing particulate matter carryover.
J2l Procedures for handling ash.
~Procedures for monitoring MWC unit emissions.
~ Reporting and recordkeeping procedures.
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Jhl

The owner or operator of a MWC unit shall establish a training
program to review the operating manual according to the schedule
specified in paragraphs (h) (1) and (h) (2) of this section. The
training shall be provided to each person who has responsibilities
affecting the operation of the unit including, but not limited toL
chief
facility operators,
shift
supervisors,
control
room
operators, ash handlers, maintenance personnel, and crane/load
handlers.
lll Each person specified in paragraph (h) of this section
shall undergo initial training no later than the date specified
in paragraph (h) (1) (A), (h) (1) (B), or (h) (1) (C), whichever is
later.
J8l The date 6 months after the date of startup of the unit.
llll_ The
date
prior
to
the
dav
the
person
assumes
responsibilities affecting MWC unit operation.
JQl Twelve months after date of State plan approval.
121 Annually, following the initial review required by
paragraph (h) (1) of this section.
Jil The operating manual required by paragraph (h) of this section
shall be kept in a readily accessible location for all persons
required to undergo training under paragraph (h) of this section no
later than 6 months after start-up or 12 months after the date of
State plan approval. The operating manual and records of training
shall be available for inspection by the DEO upon request.

-

252:100-17-25. Compliance and performance testing

Except for the provisions of subsection 60.58b(g) (5) (iii) ,40 CFR
60.58b is hereby incorporated by reference as it exists on October
24, 1997.
252:100-17-26. Reporting and recordkeeping reauirements

Except for the provisions of subsection 60.59b(a), b(S), and
d (11), 40 CFR 60. 59b is hereby incorporated by reference as it
exists on October 24, 1997.
252:100-17-27. Compliance schedules

All MWC units must clo·se or be in ·compliance with all
requirements contained in this Part within 3 years following
approval of the State plan.
However, all MWC units for which
construction, modification, or reconstruction is commenced after
June 26, 1987 shall comply with the emission limit for mercury
specified in 252:100-17-17 (c)
and the emission
limit
for
dioxin/furans specified in 252:100-17-19 within 1 year following
issuance of a revised construction or operating permit, if a permit
modification is required, or within 1 year following approval of
the State plan, whichever is later.
lQl All large MWC units choosing to comply with all requirements
contained in this Part in more than 1 year but less than 3 years
following the date of issuance of a revised construction or
operation permit if a permit modification is required, or more than
1 year but less than 3 years following approval of the State plan
_igJ_
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if a permit modification is not required, shall enter into a
consent agreement that includes measurable and enforceable
incremental steps of progress toward compliance. These steps are
specified below:
l1l Date for submittal of the final control plan to the DEO.
i l l Date for obtaining services of an architectural and
engineering firm regarding the air pollution control device{s).
lll. Date for initiation of installation of the air pollution
control device(s).
1±1 Date for completion of installation of the air pollution
control device(s).
~
Date for final compliance.
l£l All large MWC units with a compliance schedule of more than 1
year after approval of the State plan in accordance with paragraph
(b) of this section, shall provide performance test results for
dioxin/furan emissions for each unit. The performance test results
shall have_been conducted during or after 1990.
The performance
test shall be conducted according to the procedures in 252:100-1725.
JQL All large MWC units intending to close in more than 1 year but
less than 3 years after State plan approval shall enter into a
consent agreement to close. The closure agreement must include the
date of plant closure.
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[REVOKED]
APPENDIX A. ALLOWABLE EMMI~ ..,QNS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITI£:::. IN EXCESS OF 100 LB/HR
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REFUSE CHARGED, LB/HR
Allowable emiss'ion rate may be calculated using the following formula:
Y "" (0.01221 )(x • 0 •7577 ); for values of x 1OOibslhr,
where: x = refuse charged. lb/hr, and
Y = allowable emission, lblhr.
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APPENDIX B. ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES LESS THAN 100 LBS/HR
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APPENDIX B.
[NEW]
ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES LESS THAN
100 LB/HR

I
10

1

100

REFUSE CHARGED, LB/HR

Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the following
formulae:
Incinerators with capacities greater than 75, but less than
or equal to 100 lb/hr
Y = 9.213 x w-n

xu•s

Incinerators with capacities of 75 lb/hr or less -

y = 0.1
Where:
X ~ refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
Y = allowable particulate matter emission
rate, lb/hr.

APPENDIX A.
[NEW]
ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES OF 100
LB/HR OR GREATER
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REFUSE CHARGED, LB/HR

Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the following
formula:
Y = 0.01221X 0 ·7577

Where:
X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
Y = allowable particulate matter emission
rate, lb/hr.
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APPENDIX K. [NEW]
AVERAGE DAILY NITROGEN OXIDES EMISSIONS

·..... ·:

h

I: [ ( NOxi

) ( Si ) ]
i=l
NOx24 -hx =___
h _ _ _ __

I: (SJ
i=l

where:
NOx24 _hr= 24-hour daily average nitrogen oxides emission
concentration level for the emissions averaging plan (parts
per million by volume corrected to 7 percent oxygen) .
NOx1 = 24-hour
daily average
nitrogen
oxides
emission
concentration level for unit i (parts per million by volume,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen), calculated according to the
procedures in 40 CFR 60.58b(h).
S1 = maximum demonstrated municipal waste combustor unit load
for affected facility i (pounds per hour steam or feedwater
flow as determined in the most recent dioxin/furan performance
test) .
h= total number of units being included in the daily emissions
average.

:·,."·

RECENT RULE REVISIONS MADE IN
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
PLEASE ADD TO. ·
DECEMBER16AGENDAPACKET

CHAPTER 100.

-

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

SUBCHAPTER 17.

INCINERATORS

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-17-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to deem it unla$J..ful to burn
refuse
in any incinerator except ia a
multiple chambered
iaciaerator or · i:n equipmeat deter.mi:ned by the Director to be
equally
effective
for
the
purpose
of
air
pollutioa
coatrolSpeci fy design and operating reauirements and emission
limitations for incinerators and municipal waste combustors (MWC) .
252:100-17~1.1.

Reference to 40 CFR
When a provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(40 CFR) is inco:r:porated by reference. all citations contained
therein are also incorporated by reference.
252:100-17-1.2.
Ter.minoloqy related to 40 CFR
When these terms are used in rules incorporated by reference the
following definitions shall apply:
•EPA Administrator• is synonymous with "Executive-Director".
•Affected facility• is synonymous with "large MWC unit".
•state• is synonvmous with "Department of Environmental Quality"
or "DEO"..
.
•state plann is a program that the State is responsible · for
developing and implementing to achieve compliance with the emission
guidelines in Subpart Cb of 40 CFR Part 60.
I·

-

PART 3 • INCINERATORS

252:100-17-2. Effective date; applicability
This subchapter shall become operaOtive one year from a:nd after
July 21,· 1970. ·It ltill apply to any and all incinerators utiliBed
,..ithin the State of OlElahoma. This Part became effective on July 21
1971 and applies to incinerators not subject- to· ·New source
Performance Standards (NSPS) or any other Parts in this Subchapter.
I

252:100-17-2.1.
Exemptions
.
Thermal oxidizers. flares and any other air pollution control
devices are exempt from the requirements of this P~rt.

Definitions
252:100-17-2.2.
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall
have the following meaning unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
ncapacity" means amount of specified wastes a unit is designed
to burn. Capacity may be expressed as pounds per hour or tons per
December 15, 1997--DRAFT
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"Primary combustion chamber'• means the initial incinerator
chamber where waste is charged. ignited and burned.
~
"Secondary burner" means a supplemental burner in the secondar:r
chamber for the purpose of maintaining a minimum temperature and to
insure the complete combustion of volatile gases and smoke.
252:100-17-3. Prohibition en density ef emissiensOpacity
(a)
Prohibition.
No :person shall cause, suffer, allO\v, or :peXfl'tit
the discharge of sffto~te frofft an incinerator of a density darlter than
nufftber one (l) on the Ringelmann Chart or a visible efftission of
su<;=h .an equivalent o~acity as to ohscure a certified visihle
efft~ss~on evaluator's Y~e'Wi to a degree greater than numher one (1)
ofi the Ringelfftann Chart.
(h)
BJEeHl:ptions. Subsection :25:2:100 17 3 (a) shall not apply to.
(l) vi~ible efftissions eonsioting of. uncoffibined 'Wiater droplets;

err

(Zl) · · sffto~te, the density of 'Wvhich is
(3) of the Ringelfftann Chart for a
than five (5) minutes in any silety
more than t·.ienty (:20) minutes in
:period.See 252:100-25-3.

aot darker than nufftber three
:period aggregatiag no fftore
(60) consecutive fftinutes or
any t'Ww'enty four (:24) hour

252:100-17-4.

Prohibition en pounds per hour ef emissions
Particulate matter
No :person shall cause or allm: to be emitted into the open air
from any incinerator equipment, fly ash or other :particulate matter ·
in quantities greater than shor,m in :25:2:100 17 6.
Solid fuels.-.._
charged 'Wdll be considered as part of the ~efuse r,,·eight, but No. 1
and No. :a fuel oil and gaseous fuels and combustion air ·..:ill not be
so considered.Fly ash or other particulate matter shall not exceed
quantities greater than the allowable emission rate. The allowable
emissions for incinerators with capacities of 100 lb/hr or greater
are set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter.
The allowable
emissions for incinerators with capacities less than 100 lb/hr are
set forth in Appendix·B of this Chapter. Solid fuels charged will
be considered part of the refuse weight. No~ 1 and No. 2 fuel oils
(distillate oils), liquified petroleum gases·. gaseous fuels and
combustion air will not be considered as part of the refuse weight.
252:100-17-5. Incinerator design requirements
Hereafter no person shall operate an incinerator unless :An
incinerator· under this Part must have:
·
(1)
It is provide.d uith an aweiliary burner for the purpose of
HlaintainingA primary burner that maintains a temperature of at
' least 800°F in the primary combustion chamber.
·
(2) · It hasA secondary burner for usethat shall be used when
necessary to eliminate smoke.
(3)
It is a type of incinerator designA design that can be
demonstrated to the DirectorDEQ to be effective in accordance
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with the provisions of this Subchapter. The burden of proof
shall rest upon the owner of the proposed incinerator.
(4)
It complies with generally recognized good practices and
all applicable provisions of this Subchapter.
(5)
Full and proper use is made of all components and
appurtenances thereof.
252:100-17-6.

Allowable emission of particulates [AMENDED AND
RENUMBERED TO 252:100-17-4]
(a)
Allmvable emissions for incinerators ~dth capacities in mecess
of 100 lb/hr are set forth in AppendiJe A of this Chapter.
(b)
J'.llmvable emissions for incinerators ~Jdth capacities less than
100 lbs/hr are set forth in AppendiJe B of this Chapter.

252:100-17.-7. Test methods
Opacity.
Opacity shall be measured utilizing Method 9
Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from Stationary
Sources found in the Code of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix A. This method is hereby incorporated by reference as it
exists on July 1,. 1997.
.
lQl Particulate ·Matter. ·Particulate matter shall be measured
utilizing the appropriate DEQ-approved Method 5 found in the Code
of Federal Regulations at 40'CFR Part 60, Appendix A. This method
is hereby incorporated by reference as it exists on July 1, 1997.
.1..§J_

-

PART 5.

MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTORS

252:100-17-14. Effective date; applicability
This Part is effective as of March 23, 1997 and applies to large
MWC units.
252:100-17-14.1. Definitions
The definitions in 40 CFR 60. 51b are herebv incorporated by
reference as they exist on October 24, 1997.
252:100-17-15. Exemptions
Any MWC unit that is capable of combusting more than 250 tons
per day of MSW and is subject to a federally enforceable permit
limiting the maximum amount of MSW that may be combusted in the
unit to less than or equal to 11 tons per day is not subject to
this Part if the owner/operator:
l l l Notifies the DEQ of an exemption claim.
121 Provides the DEO with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit that limits the firing of MSW to less than or equal to 11
tons per day.
ldl Keeps records of the amount of MSW fired per day.
lQl A qualifying small power production facility, (as defined in
section 3(17) (C) of the Federal Power Act (16 u.s.c. § 796(17) (C)),
that produces electric energy from homogeneous waste is not subject
to this Part if the owner/operator:
.1..§J_
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Notifies the DEQ of an exemption claim.
Provides the DEO data documenting that the facility~
qualifies for this exemption.
l£..L A qualifying cogeneration facility, (as defined in section
3(18) (B) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 796(18) (B)), that
burns homogeneous waste to produce electric energy, steam, or other
useful energy used for industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling
purposes, is not subject to this Part if the owner/operator:
i l l Notifies the DEQ of an exemption claim.
l2l Provides the DEO data documenting that the facility
qualifies for this exemption.
JQl Any unit combusting a single-item waste stream of tires is not
subject to this Part if the owner/operator:
i l l Notifies the DEQ of an exemption claim.
l2l Provides the DEO with data documenting· that the unit
qualifies for this exemption.
.
~
Any unit required to have a hazardous waste permit is not
subject to this Part.
Jfl Any materials recovery facility (including primary or
secondary smelters) that combusts waste for the primary purpose of
recovering metals is not subject to this Part.
l9l Any cofired combustor that meets the capacity specifications
in paragraph (a) of this section is not subject to this Part if the
owner/operator:
ilL Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
l2l Provides the DEO with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit.
lJl Keeps separate records, on a calendar quarter basis, of the~
weight of MSW and the weight of all other fuels combusted at the
cofired combustor.
lhl Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in 252:100-17-23 of this Subchapter and combust a 100 percent yard
waste fuel stream are not subject to this Part, except:
i l l The opacity limit under section 252:100-17-23 of this
Subchapter.
l2l The testing procedures under section 252:100-17-25 of this
Subchapter.
lJl The reporting and recordkeeping provisions under section
252:100-17-26 of this Subchapter.
l i l Pyrolysis/combustion units that are an integrated part of a
plastics/rubber recycling unit are not subject to this Part if the
owner/operator of the unit maintains records of:
i l l The weight of plastics, rubber, and/or rubber tires
processed on a calendar quarter basis.
l2l The weight of chemical plant feedstocks and petroleum
refinery feedstocks produced and marketed on a calendar quarter
basis.
lJl The name and address of the purchaser of the feedstocks.
Jil The combustion of gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, fuel oils,
residual oil, refinery gas, petroleum coke, liquefied petroleum
gas, propane, or butane produced by chemical plants or petroleum
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refineries that use feedstocks produced by plastics/rubber
recycling units are not subject to this Part.
lkl Cement kilns firing MSW are not subject to this Part.
252:100-17-16. Standards for particulate matter and opacity
Particulate matter. The concentration of particulate matter
contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit
shall not exceed 27 milligrams per dry standard cubic meter,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
lQl Opacity.
Opacity of gases discharged to the atmosphere from
a.MWC unit shall not exceed 10 percent {6-minute average).
~

252:100-17-17. Standards for municipal waste combustor metals
Cadmium. The concentration of cadmium contained in the gases
discharged- to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 0. 040
milligrams per dry standard cubic meter, corrected to 7 percent
oxygen.
lQl Lead.
l1l By December 19. 2000, the concentration of lead contained
in the gases discharged to the atmosphere fr0m a MWC unit shall
not exceed 0.49 milligrams per dry standard cubic .meter,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
~ By August
2 6 , · 2 0 0 2, or three years after EPA
approval
of
the
State
plan,
whichever
is
first,
the
concentration of lead contained in the qases discharqed to the
atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 0.44 milligrams per
dry standard cubic meter, corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
l£l Mercury. The concentration of mercury contained in the gases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 0.080
milligrams per dry standard cubic meter or 15 percent of the
potential mercury emission concentration {85-percent reduction by
weight), corrected to 7 percent oxygen, whichever is less
stringent.
~

252:100-17-18. Standards for municipal waste combustor acid gases
expressed as sulfur dioxide and hydrogen chloride
~
Sulfur dioxide.
l1l By December 19, 2000, the concentration of sulfur dioxide
contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC
unit shall not exceed 31 parts per million by volume {ppmv) or
25
percent
of
the
potential
sulfur
dioxide
emission
concentration (75 percent reduction by weight or volume) ,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen {dry basis), whichever is less
stringent.
Compliance with this emission limit is based on a
24-hour daily geometric mean.
~ By August
2 6 , 2 0 0 2 , or three years after EPA
approval of the State plan,
which ever is first,
the
concentration of sulfur dioxide contained in the qases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 29
ppmv or 25 percent of the potential sulfur dioxide emission
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concentration {75 oercent reduction by weight or volume) ,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis) , whichever is less
stringent.
Compliance with this emission limit is based on a~
24-hour daily geometric mean.
JQl Hydrogen chloride.
l l l By December 19, 2000, the concentration of hydrogen
chloride contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere
from a MWC unit shall not exceed 31 parts per million by volume
(ppmv) or 5 percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission
concentration (95 percent reduction by weight or volume),
corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis) , whichever is less
stringent.
J.ll By August
26,
2 0 0 2, or three years after EPA
approval of the State plan,
which ever is first,
the
concentration of hydrogen chloride contained in the gases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed 29
ppmv or 5 percent of the potential hydrogen chloride emission
concentration (95 percent reduction by weight or volume),
corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis), whichever is less
stringent.
252:100-17-19. Standards for· municipal waste combustor organics
expressed as total mass dioxins/furans
lBl Dioxins/Furans. The concentration of organics. expressed as
total mass dioxins/furans, contained in the gases discharged to the
atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed:
l l l With electrostatic precipitator:
60 nanograms per dry --.,
standard cubic meter (total · mass), corrected to 7 percent
oxygen.
J.ll Without electrostatic precipitator: 30 nanoarams per dry
standard cubic meter (total mass) , corrected to 7 percent
oxygen.
252:100-17-20. Standards for nitrogen oxides
Nitrogen oxides emission limits.
~T~h~e~--~c~o~n~c~e~n~t~r~a~t~i~o~n~___o==f
nitrogen oxides contained in the qases discharged into the
atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed the following:

JBl

NITROGEN OXIDES LIMITS
Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by volume)a

Municipal Waste Combustor
Technology
Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn rotary waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
(by December 19. 2000)
Fluidized bed combustor
(by August 26, 2002, or three
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years after EPA approval of the
State plan, which ever is first)
acorrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry

180
basis,

24

hr

daily

arithmetic average
lhl

~

Nitrogen oxides emissions averaaina. The owner or operator of
a MWC plant may elect to implement a nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan for the MWC units that are located at that plant.
l1l The following units cannot be included in the emissions
averaging plan:
l8l MWC units subject to Subpart Ea or Eb of 40 CFR Part 60.
_ilU_ Mass burn refractory MWC units and other MWC technologies
not listed in paragraph (b) (3) of this section may not be
included in the emissions averaging plan.
111 Prior to implementing the nitrogen oxides emissions
averaging plan, the units to be included must be identified in
the initial performance test report specified in 40 CFR
60.59b(f) or in the annual report specified in 40 CFR 60.59b(g},
as applicable.
The units which are included in the averaging
plan may be redesignated each calendar year.
Partial year
redesignation is allowable. with DEO approval.
JJ.l To implement the emissions averaging plan, the averaoe
daily (24-hour) nitrogen oxides emission concentration level
discharged from the units included in the emission averaging
plan shall be no greater than the levels specified in this
section. Emission limits for the nitrogen oxides concentration
level for each type of unit are as follows:
NITROGEN OXIDES LIMITS FOR EXISTING DESIGNATED FACILITIES
INCLUDED IN AN EMISSIONS AVERAGING PLAN AT A MUNICIPAL WASTE
COMBUSTOR PLANTa
Municipal waste combustor technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by volume) b
Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn rotarv waterwall
Refuse-derived fuel combustor
Fluidized bed combustor
aMass burn refractory municipal waste combustors and other MWC
technologies not listed above- may not be included in an
emissions averaging plan.
bcorrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis, 24 hr daily

arithmetic average
l.!l

Under the emissions averaging plan, the average daily
nitrogen oxides emissions specified in paragraph (b) (3) of this
section shall be calculated using the equation in Appendix K of
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this Chapter. MWC units that are off-line shall not be included
in calculating the average daily nitrogen oxides emission level.
l2l_ For any day a unit included in the emissions averaging plan..-,..
is off -line, the owner or operator of the MWC plant must
demonstrate compliance according to either paragraph (b) (5) (A)
or both paragraphs (b) (5) (B) and (b) (5) (C) of this section.
lAl Compliance with the applicable limits specified in (b) (3)
of this Part shall be demonstrated usina the averaging
procedure specified in paragraph (b) (4) of this section. The
averaging procedure will include the MWC units in the plan
that are on-line.
_DU_ For each of the units included in the emissions averaging
plan, the nitrogen oxides emissions shall be calculated on a
daily average basis. The nitrogen oxides emissions level
shall be equal to or less than the maximum daily nitrogen
oxides emission levels achieved by that unit on any of the
days during which the emissions averaging plan was achieved
with all units on-line during the most recent calendar
quarter. The requirements of this paragraph do not apply
during the first quarter of operation under the emissions
averaging plan.
lQl_ The average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms per day)
calculated according to paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii) of this
section shall not exceed the average nitrogen oxides emissions
(kilograms oer day}
calculated according to paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (i) of this section.·
lil The averaae nitrogen oxides emissions shall be ~
calculated for all days during which the emissions
averaging plan was implemented and achieved and during
which all MWC units were on-line.
The average nitrogen
oxides emissions (kilograms per day) shall be calculated,
on a
calendar year basis,
according to paragraphs
(b) (5) (C) (i} {I} through (b) (5} (C) (i} (III) of this section.
ill The daily amount of nitrogen oxides emitted
(kilograms per day} shall be calculated for each MWC unit
included in the emissions averaging plan.
The

calculation shall be based on the
hourly nitrogen oxides data required
under 40 CFR 60.58b(h) and specified
under 40 CFR 60.58b(h) (5). The flue gas flow
rate is determined using the hourly average steam or
feedwater flow rate and Table 19-1 of EPA Reference
Method 19, which is hereby incorporated by reference as
it exists on July 1, 1997.
~ The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the daily nitrogen oxides
emissions from each unit calculated under paragraph
(b) (5) (C) (i) (I} of this section.
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(III)
On a calendar year basis, the average nitrogen
oxides emissions (kilograms per day) , shall be calculated
as the sum of all daily total nitrogen oxides emissions
calculated under paragraph (b) (5) (C) (i) (II) of this
section divided by the number of calendar days for which
a daily total was calculated.
l i i l The averaoe nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated for all days during which one or more of the MWC
units under the emissions averaging plan was off-line. The
average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms per day) shall
be calculated according to paragraphs (b) (5) (C) (ii) (I)
through (b) (5) (C) (ii) (III) of this section on a calendar
year basis.
lll For each MWC unit included in the emissions
averaging plan, the daily amount of nitrogen oxides
emitted (kilograms per day) shall be calculated based on
the hourly nitrogen oxides data reguired under 4 0 CFR

60.58b(h) and specified under 40 CFR
60. 58b (h) (5), the flue gas flow rate determined
using Table 19-1 of the EPA. Reference Method 19, which is
hereby incorporated by reference as it exists on July 1,
1997, and the hourly average steam or feedwater flow
rate.
l l l l The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum of the daily nitrogen oxides
emissions from each MWC unit as calculated under
paragraph (b) (5) (C) (ii) (I) of this section.
(III)
The average nitrogen oxides emissions (kilograms
per day) on a-calendar year basis shall be calculated as
the sum of all daily total nitrogen oxides emissions
calculated· under paragraph (b) (5} (C) (ii) (II} of this
section divided by the number of calendar days for which
a daily total was calculated.
252:100-17-21. Standards for municipal waste combustor operating
practices
l g l The concentration of carbon monoxide contained in the gases
discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC unit shall not exceed the
following limits for each type of affected equipment:
MUNICIPAL WASTE COMBUSTOR
Municipal waste
combustor technology

·.-

OPERA~ING

Carbon monoxide
emissions level
(ppm by volume} a
Mass burn waterwall
100
Mass burn refractory
100
Mass burn rotary refractory
100
Mass burn rotary waterwall
250
Modular starved air
_2Q
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LIMITS

Averaging Timeb
(hours)

Modular excess air
Refuse-derived fuel stoker
Bubbling fluidized bed
Circulating fluidized bed
Pulverized coal/refuse-derived
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor 150
Spreader stoker coal/refuse-derived
fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor 200
aMeasured at the combustor outlet in conjunction with a measurement
of oxygen concentration, corrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis.
Calculated as an arithmetic average.
bAveraging times are 4-hour or 24-hour block averages.

J.hl

An owner or operator of a MWC shall comply with all prov1s1ons
specified in 40 CFR 60.53b(b) and (c), which is hereby incorporated
by reference as it exists on October 24, 1997.

252:100-17-22. Standards for municipal waste combustor fugitive ash
emissions
An owner or operator of a MWC shall comply with all provisions
specified in 4 0 CFR 60. 55b., which is hereby incorporated by
reference as it exists on October 24, 1997.
252:100-17-23. Standards for air curtain incinerators
An owner or operator of an air curtain incinerator with the
capacity to burn greater than 250 tons per day of MSW and for which·
construction commenced on or before September 20, 1994, and that ~
combusts a fuel feed stream of 100 percent yard waste, shall not
cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from that incinerator
any gases that exhibit greater than 10 percent opacity (6-minute
average) . An opacity level of up to 35 percent (6-minute average)
is permitted during startup periods within the first 30 minutes of
unit operation.
252:100-17-24. Standards for· municipal waste combustor operator
training and certification

Each chief facility operator and shift
supervisor shall obtain and maintain a current

_w_

provisional operator certification from either the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
[QR0-1-1994 Standard for the
Qualification and Certification of Resource Recovery Facility
Operators] or a State certification program no later than the date
6 months after the startup of a MWC unit or 12 months after the
date of State plan approval, whichever is later.

Each chief facility operator and shift
supervisor shall have completed full certification
or submitted an application,
that has been

J.hl
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accepted by the
program, for a full

appropriate

certification

certification exam with either the ASME
[QR0-1-1994 Standard for the Qualification and Certification of
Resource Recovery Facility Operators] or a State certification
program no later than the date 6 months after the startup of a MWC
unit or 12 months after the date of State plan approval, whichever
is later.
(c) (1) No owner or operator of a MWC unit shall allow the unit to
be operated at any time unless one of the following persons is on
duty:

(i)
A fully certified chief facility
operator.
(ii). A provisionally certified chief·
facility
operator who
has
met
the
qualification requirements specified in
ASME [QR0-1-1994 section 2.2.2] and has
made
an
application
for·
a
full
certification exam following the ASME
[QR0-1-1994 section 4.3.1] application
process,
according
to
the
schedule
specified in paragraph
(b)
of
this
section.
(iii) A
fully
certified
shift
superv1sor.
(iv) A provisionally certified
shift
supervisor who has met the qualification
requirements spec·ified in ASME [QR0-11994 section 2.2.2] and has made an
application for a full certification exam
following the ASME [QR0-1-1994 section
4.3.1] application process, according to
the schedule specified in paragraph (b)
of this section.
I

The requirement specified in paragraph (c) (1) of this
section shall take effect no later than the date 6 months after
the startup of a MWC unit or 12 months after the date of State
plan approval, whichever is later.
J1l If one of the persons listed in paragraph (c) (1} of this
section must leave the unit during their operating shift, a
nl_
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provisionally certified control room operator who is on-site at
the MWC may fulfill the requirement in paragraph (c) (1) of this-.,
section.
lQl All chief facility operators, shift supervisors, and control
room operators at MWC units must complete the EPA or State MWC
operator training course no later than the date 6 months after the
date of startup of the MWC or by 12 months after the date of State
plan approval, whichever is later.
l§l The requirement specified in paragraph (d) of this section
does not apply t~ chief facility operators, shift supervisors, and
control room operators who have obtained full certification from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers on or before the date
of State plan approval.
·
ltl The owner or operator may request that the DEO waive the
requirement specified in paragraph (d) of this section for chief
facility operators, shift supervisors, and control room operators
who have obtained provisional certification from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers on or before the date of State plan
approval.
jgl The owner or operator of a MWC unit shall develop and update
on an annual basis, a site-specific operating manual.
The
operating manual shall, at a .minimum, address the elements of MWC
unit operation specified in paragraphs (g) (1) through (g) (11) of
this section.
l1l A summary of the applicable standards under this Part.
l2l A description of basic combustion theory applicable to a
MWC unit.
lJl Procedures for receiving, handling, and feeding MSW.
111 MWC unit start-up, shutdown, and malfunction procedures.
l.2.l_ Procedures for maintaining proper combustion air. supply
levels.
l§l Procedures for operating the MWC unit within the standards
established under this Part.
l1l Procedures for responding to periodic upset or offspecification conditions.
~
Procedures for minimizing particulate matter carryover.
l2l Procedures for handling ash.
llQl Procedures for monitoring MWC unit emissions.
Jlll Reporting and recordkeeping procedures.
lhl The owner or operator of a MWC unit shall establish a training
program to review the operating manual according to the schedule
specified in paragraphs (h) (1} ·and (h) (2) of this section. The
training shall be provided to each person who has responsibilities
affecting the operation of the unit including, but not limited to,
chief
facility
operators,
shift
supervisors,
control
room
operators, ash handlers, maintenance personnel, and crane/load
handlers.
l1l Each person specified in paragraph (h) of this section
shall undergo initial training no later than the date specified
in paragraph (h) (1) (A); (h) (1} (B), or (h) (1) (C) , whichever is
later.
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The date 6 months after the date of startup of the unit.
The
date
prior
to
the
day
the
person assumes
responsibilities affecting MWC unit operation.
lQl Twelve months after date of State plan approval.
~ Annually, following the initial review

required by paragraph
(h) {1)
of this
section, each person specified in paragraph
(h)
of this section shall review the
operating manual updates, any operational
lessons learned/experiences of the past
year, and provide for review of any section
which an employee requests.
lil

The operating manual required by paragraph (h) of this section
shall be kept.in a readily accessible location for all persons
required to undergo training under paragraph (h) of this section no
later than 6 months after start-up or 12.months after the date of
State plan approval. The operating manual and records of training
shall be available for inspection by the DEO upon request.
252:100-17-25. Compliance and perfor.mance testing
An owner or operator of a MWC shall comply with all provisions
specified in 40 CFR 60. SBb. wbich is hereby incorporated by
reference as it exists on October 24, 1997.

252:100-17-26. Reporting and recordkeepinq requirements
Except for the provisions of subsection 60.59b(a), b(S), and
d (11) , 40CFR 60. 59b is hereby incorporated by reference as it
exists on October 24, 1997.
252:100-17-27. Compliance schedules
All MWC units must close or be in compliance with all
requirements contained in this Part within 3 years following
approval of the State plan.
However, all MWC units for which
construction, modification, or reconstruction is commenced after
June 26, 1987 shall comply with the emission limit for mercury
specified in 252:100-17-17(c)
and the emission
limit
for
dioxin/furans specified in 252:100-17-19 within 1 year following
issuance of a revised construction or operating permit, if a permit
modification is required, or within 1 year following approval of
the State plan, whichever is later.
lhl All MWC units choosing to comply with all requirements
contained in this Part in more than 1 year but less than 3 years
following the date of issuance of a revised construction or
operation permit if a permit modification is required, or more than
1 year but less than 3 years following approval of the State plan
if a permit modification is not required, shall enter into a
consent order that includes measurable and enforceable incremental

1M

(··..·;-..
IV.-.....:,..~ ~··
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steps of progress toward compliance. These steps are specified
below:
l l l Date for submittal of the final control plan to the DEQ.
ill Date for obtaining services of an architectural and
engineering firm regarding the air pollution control device(s).
l l l Date for initiation of installation of the air pollution
control device(s).
111 Date for completion of installation of the air pollution
control device(s).
l2l Date for final compliance.
kl All MWC units with a compliance schedule of more than 1 vear
after approval of the State plan in accordance with paragraph (b)
of this section, shall provide performance test results for
dioxin/furan emissions for each unit. However, where the

MWC owner or operator can demonstrate that
multiple units have the same design, operate
with the same fuel, have the same-operating
parameters, and are expected to have similar
emission
levels,
the
results
of
a
dioxin/furan test from one unit may be
provided as representative of all such units~
The performance test results shall have been conducted during or
after 1990. The performance test shall be conducted according to
the procedures in 252:100-17-25.
JQl. All MWC units intending to close in more than 1 year but less
than 3 years after State plan approval shall enter into a consent
order to close. The closure order must include the date of plant
closure.

December 15, 1997--DRAFT
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
December 16, 1997
Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK

-·

-

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
J. William "Bill' Fishback
Meribeth Slagell
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Sharon Myers
David Branecky

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Larry Trent
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Marilyn Andrews

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting. for December 16, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers
-aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Ms. Andrews was absent during the hearing
sess10n.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes
as presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(B)(2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through 2-5-118 .. Mr. Dyke called upon
Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule.
Ms. Buttram advised that staffs recommendation was that the annual operating fee billed in
1998 for Part 70 sources be adjusted by the Consumer Price Index as specified in the existing
rule which would render a 2.2% increase from $16.03 to $16.39 per ton. She also pointed out
staff's intention to bring before the Council any proposed adjustments to the fee on an annual
basis.
Dr. Canter introduced the committee's report Title V Fee Committee Findings and
Recommendations dated December 15, 1997 into the record. Members ofthis committee were
Dr. Canter, Mr. Fishback, and Mr. Branecky. The full report is made an official part of these
Minutes. Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to accept the committee's report and second was made by
Mr. Fishback. With discussion that perhaps Mr. Fishback should not make the second since he
was on the committee, Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
Ms. Myers made additional motion to leave the fees as stated for 1998 with only the Consumer
Price Index increase from $16.03 to $16.39. Mr. Fishback made the second. Mr. Doughty, staff
attorney, mentioned that Council is recommending no action; therefore, this portion of the rule
would not go before the Environmental Quality Boru:d specifically. Roll call was as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

~.

PUBLIC HEARING .
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke stated that since there
was extensive discussion in the briefing session regarding continuation of this subchapter to a
later date, Dr. Joyce Sheedy would stand ready to discuss staff proposal for the rule.
· Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue the hearing to January 9, 1998 at 1:00. Mr. Branecky
made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishbackaye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
. OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51

~
2

-

and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke called
upon Michelle Martinez to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule. Staffs
recommendation was for approval as both emergency and permanent adoption.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue this hearing until January 9, 1998 at 1:00 p.m. Second
was made by Ms. Slagell. During discussion, it was noted that continuing this hearing to
February would cause the rule to be adopted by the Board as an emergency rule only, which
could possibly put the State Plan at risk. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell
-aye; Mr. Fishback- no; Dr. Canter- no; Ms. Myers - no; Mr. Branecky - no; Mr. Breisch no.
After this discussion, Mr. Branecky inade motion that Council accept Subchapter 17 as amended
and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for both emergency and permanent
adoption. Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. ~lagell no; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-40 and OAC 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITIING PRO.CEDURES
[AMENDED]

-·

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code ofFederal Regulations Part
51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
called upon Ms. Barbara Hoffman to give staff recommendations.
Staff requested that the Council recommend the revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for
adoption as a permanent rule. After discussion, Ms. Myers made motion to approve the rule as
amended and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Mr.
Branecky made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
OLD BUSINESS
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to this
rule. After summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated staff's recommendation was that
Subchapter 5 be approved by Council and forwarded to the Environmental Quality Board at the
same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
Mr. Branecky moved that Council continue this hearing to January 9, 1998; and Ms. Myers made
the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick -aye; Ms. Slagell -aye; Mr. Fishback- aye;
Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
3

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]

-.,

Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed rule. After
summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 7 be
approved by Council at the same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
Mr. Kilpatrick moved that Council continue the hearing on to the January 9, 1998 meeting.
Second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.

NEW BUSINESS Dr. Canter stated that no one member of the public could claim to represent
all of the public, and that he believes Council hearings provide the proper forum to hear
comments from the public on proposed rules. While it is sometimes difficult to decide what rule
changes requested at hearings by AQD staff or the public are substantive, Dr. Canter said he
resented the implication that the public was not. given adequate opportunity to comment on
Subchapter 17~ since it had been presented at two Council meetings. ·

ADJOURNMENT

With no further business, meeting was adjourned and an additional
meeting scheduled for January 9, 1998 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545
North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

..-.,

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

~/3/LI
WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID DYKE, ERlM DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and Title- -~O~A~C~2.:::.52!:..::~10~0!::-..!..17.!........._ _ _ _ _ _ __
INCINERATORS
Subchaptersor Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

On December 16, 1997
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
OklahomaEnviri>nmentalQualityCode (27 O.S.Supp.1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

_2

permanent [take effect after legislative review]

~

emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]
(mark as appropriate)

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and detennined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, pmatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with. the
understanding that. such changes shall neither alter the sense of· what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~--~--Pi--=:........;..c...;;;:;_.-£zc...·~-- ~atesi~ed: !t./a/t?
Chair or Designee

-

VOTING TO APPROVE:
William B. Breisch
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Larry Canter
Sharon Myers
David Branecky

VOTING AGAINST:
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

ABSTAINiNG:

ABSENT:
Marilyn Andrews

AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONl\1ENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING
9:00A.M.
Wednesday, Apri119, 2000
Lawton Great Plains Technology Center
4500 West Lee Blvd., Room 301
Lawton, Oklahoma

........ '

1.
2.
3•
. 4.

Call to Order- David Branecky
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce
.
Approval of MinuteS of the February 16, ~000 Regular Meeting
PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS

c.~-k ~d.

A. OAC252:i00-7PERMITSFORMINORFACn..ITIES [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC7 consist of the addition of section·s 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5. Proposed sections.
60.3 and 60A. reference the existing permits by rule for VOC storage and loading facilities and
parti.culate· matter facilities, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed permit by rule for natural gas
compre~sion facilities. This section contains eligibility requirements, standards, testing and monitoring
requirements, and recordkeeping requirements for natural gas compression facilities that qualify for
permit by rule. .
1.
Presentation- Dr. Joyce Sheedy
• 2.
Questions and discuSsion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption
B. OAC252:100-9 EXCESS EMISSION AND MALFUNCTION REPORTING [AMENDED]
~endments to SC 9 include substantive changes such as adding new and amending
existing definitions and requiring that a .certification of truth, accuracy and completeness be submitted
with · any written report. ·. Additiorui.I demonstration requirements for ~alfunctions and
startups/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause. New
language sets forth the-Division's interpretation tha:t excess emissions occurring more than 1.5 percent of
the time that process op~rated in a calendar quarter may be indicative of inadequate design, operation,
or maintenance~· and the DEQ may initiate further investigation to determine if that is so. Prior notice to
·
the DEQ by facilities ofmainteiumce activities has been proposed to be deleted from the rule.
.1.
· Presentation -Jeanette Buttiam
·
.
·
·
2. · :Questions and discussion by Council/ Public.
.
.
3;
Possible action by Council
· 4~
Rollcall v~te(s}for permanent adoption · ·~d_

The proposed

a

.

(

C. OAC 252:100-11 ~TERNATIVE EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS PERMITS [AMENDED]
The proposed amendnients to SC 11 ~11 clarify and simplify the language as a part of the ·agency-w~de
re-right/de-wrong initiative. No substantive changes are being made to the. Subchapter. This subchapter
allows sources an alternative means for reducing the total burden of pollutants released into· the
atmosphere.
1.
Presentation - Michelle Martinez
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption ~~

l

D. OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
The Department is proposing amendments to 252:100-17, Part 3, Incinerators. Section 2 of the Part
would be amended to remove references to an effective date, and Section 5(3) would be deleted; A new
Section 5.1, Alternative incinerator design requirements, would be added to clarify that the Division
Director may approve incinerator designs that do not me~t the requirements specified in 252:1 00-1 7-5.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public .
3..
Possible action by Council
1
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent and emergency adoption ~?/J--~ ~
E~ OAC 252:100-33 CONTROL OF E:MISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES [Al\1END~D]
The proposed changes to Subchapter 33 are to primarily simplify and clarify requirements and to
remove redundant requirements as part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
1.
Presentation- Dr. Joyce Sheedy
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Ptiblic
3.
Possible actio11 by Council
4.
Roll call vote(~) for pennanent adoption

- Divi.sion Director's Report~ ~d~i2Terril~ .

5.

.- p-~}/1/ C,\._ d

0."3. c\~~ .

.

..:_

o-0

'·

·

· ·

· · ·

. . ..

·

.

New Business ~ Any matter not
own .about, or which could not have been reasonably
foreseen, prior to the time ofposting the agenda.

6.

I

7.

. Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
•

Date and Time: June 14,2000 @ 9:00a.m.
Place: OSU@ TuJSa North Hall Room 150

.
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Sho~ld you desire to attend but luZPe a dlsabUity tmd need an accomnwdadon,
please noti.JY our Depart~Mnt three day1 In advance at (405) 702-4100.
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April 3, 2000

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill; Director
Air Quality Division

Re:

Modifications to Subchapter 17

}

Enclosed is a copy ofthe proposed amendments to OAC 252:100-17, Part 3, Incinerators. A new
Section 5.1 will be added .to authorize the Division Director to approve the construction and
operation of incinerators that do not meet the design requirements specified in 252:100-17-5 if
those incinerators can meet all other applicable requirements. Section 2 of the Part would ·be
amended to remove the reference to an effective date as prescribed by the Administrative Rules of
Rulemaking (OAC 655:10:5-18).

"
At the hearing, staff will suggest that the Council vote to recommend to the Environmental
Quality Board adoption of the amendment as a permanent rule.

Enclosures:

2
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SUBCBAP'l'ER 17 • INCINERATORS
PAR'l' 3 • INCINERATORS
252:100-17-2.----~B~f~f~eeett~i~v€e~~d~a~t€C7;--~a~~~p~l~ieeaasb~i±l~i~tyy~--~A~p~p~l~i£c~a~b~i~l~i~tyy

[AMENDED}
252:100-17-2.1. Exemptions
252:100-17-2.2. Definitions
252:100-17-3. Opacity
252:100-17-4. Particulate matter
252:100-17-5. Incinerator design requirements
252:100-17-5.1 Alternative incinerator design requirements [NEW]
252:100-17-6. Allowable emission of particulates [REVOKED]
252:100-17-7. Test methods

.. ~~.

-

Draft: March 15, 2000
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SUBCHAPTER 17. INCINERATORS
PART 3 • INCINERATORS
252:100-17-2. Effective date; applieaeility Applicability
This Part became effective on July 21, 1971 and applies to
incinerators not subject to New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
or any other Parts in this Subchapter.
252:100-17-2.1.Exemptions
Thermal oxidizers, flares and any other air pollution control
devices are exempt from the requirements··· of this Part.
252:100-17-2.2.
Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
.
"Capacity'' means amount of specified wastes a unit is designed
to burn. Capacity may be expressed as pounds per hour or tons per
day.
· ;~:··
"Primary combu.stion chamber" means the initial incinerator
chamber where .waste is charged, ignited and burned .
..;"Secondary ·burner" means a supplemental burner in the
secondary chamber for the purpose of maintaining a minimum
temperature and to insure the complete combustion·of volatile gases
and smoke.
252:100-17-3. Opacity
See 252:100-25-3.
252:100-17-4. Particulate matter
Fly ash or other particulate matter shall not exceed
quantities greater than the allowable emission rate. The allowable
emissions for incinerators with capacities of 100 lb/hr or greater
are set forth in Appendix A of this Chapter.
The . allowable
emissions for incinerators with capacities less than 100 lb/hr.are
set forth in Appendix B of this Chapter. Solid fuels charged will
be considered part of the refuse weight. No. 1 and No. 2 fuel oils
(distillate oils), liquified petroleum gases, gaseous fuels and
combustion air will not be considered as part of the refuse weight.
252:100-17-5. Incinerator design requirements
An incinerator under subiect to this Part must have:
(1) A pri~ary burner that maintains a temperature of at least
800°F in the primary combustion chamber.
(2) A secondary burner that shall be used when necessary to
eliminate smoke.
(3) A design that can be demonstrated to the DEQ to be
effective
in accordance with the provisions of
this
Subchapter. The burden of proof shall rest upon the o~.~er of
the proposed incinerator.
252:100-17-5.1.
Draft:

March 15, 2000

Alternative

incinerator

design

requirements
2

-

The Director may approve an incinerator design that does not
meet the design requirements in 252:100-17-5 if the owner of the
proposed incinerator demonstrates to the PEO that the incinerator
can comply with all other applicable reguirements.
252:100-17-6.

Allowable emission of particulates [REVOKED]

252:100-17-7. Test methods
(a) Opacity. Opacity shall be measured utilizing Method 9
Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from Stationary
Sources found in the Code of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix A. This method is hereby incorporated by reference as it
exists on July l, 1997.
(b) Particulate matter. Particulate matter shall be measured
utilizing the appropriate DEQ-approved Method 5 found in the Code
of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A. This method
is hereby incorporated by reference as it exists on July 1, 1997.

-

Draft:

March 15, 2000
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l\11NUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
APRIL 19,2000
Great Plains Technical Center
Lawto~ Oklahoma
Council Members Present
David Branecky, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
Leo Fallon
Rick Treeman
Joel Wilson
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Connell Members Absent ..
William B. Breisch
Larry Canter

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
PamDizikes

Staff Present
Jeanette Buttram
Joyce Sheedy
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
MymaBruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

Notice of Public Meeting for April 19, 2000 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of ~e meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
doors to the Great Plains Technical Center and on the entrance doors of the DEQ Central Office
in· Oklahoma City.
Call to Order- Mr. Branecky,'·Chainnan, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Kilpatrick ~ aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon
.-aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye. Mr. Breisch and Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr.. Branecky entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
February 16, 2000 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon to approve.the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr~.
. ·Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- !lye;. Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr:
. Branecky- aye.·
·
·
, Protocol Stateme~t- A3 protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the ·bearings by the Air Quality
.Council in. complian(?e. with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 •CFR
Part 51, and Title 27A. Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-S-201. through 2-5-101 - 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered·the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
·pUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100- 7
Permits
for Minor Facilities
.
. .
,

Mr. Terrill advised that it had been agreed to form workgroups for rules that would be modifi~
extensively or that would affect a large group of industrial sources so as to allow.input into the
process from those effected sources. He added that there seemed to be a misunderstanding
regarding how and. when workgroups would be formed. Mr. Terrill stated that it was never
intended to form these workgroups without first having a formal public hearing. He invited

those who wanted to participate in the workgroup process to contact our office and watch our
website for meeting information.
Dr. Joyce Sheedy stated that the proposed changes consist of the addition of sections 60.3 and
60.4, which are not substantive changes. .Additionally, section 60.5 is the proposed permit by
rule for n~tural gas compression facilities. This section contains eligibility requirements,
standards, testing and monitoring requirements, and recordkeeping requirements for natural gas
compression facilities that quality for pennit by ·rule.
··
Dr. Sheedy advised that comments had been receiv.ed from Tom Blachley which she entered
into the record. She stated that the staff recomme~dC?d that this rule be continued to the next
regula_r meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Branecky asked for volunteers from the Council to participate in the
·workgroup sessions. Mr. Wilson and :f\41'. Kilpatrick volunteered. Then Mr. Branecky
entertained a motion to continue the hearing on this rule to the next regular meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and the &econd was made by Mr; Fallon. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr.
Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Tr~eman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky -aye.
·
·
·
·

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9 ·
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

Ms; Jeanette Buttram presented the staff recommendation advising that earlier versions of SC 9
were brought beforethe Council on June 15, August24, October 19, December 14, 1999 and on
February 16, 2000. She stated that there had been several meetings between staff and regulated.
community which produced the current version. She entered into the record comments received
from Michael Graves of Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson; Michael Bernard,
President of Mid Continent ·on & Gas Association of Oklahoma; Tom Blachley; and from EPA
. Region VI. After describing proposed changes that had beenmade in response to the cominents
·received, Ms. Buttrani advised that it was 'staffs recommendation that this·rule be fon.Varded to
the Environmental Quality Board. for permanent· adoption.
·

Mr. Branecky called for moti<?n for approval as discussed. Mr. Fallon make the motion with
Mr. Kilpatrick seconding. ·Roll call: Mr.. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Wilson --aye; Dr. Grosz - aye;
Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye. ·
·

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING. '
OAC 252:100-11
.
Alternative Emissions ·Reductions Permits

2

.-.,

-

·:.

Ms. Michelle Martinez was called to make the staff presentation for Subchapter 11. Ms.
Martinez stated that the proposed changes followed the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
to simplify and clarify the language with no substantive changes proposed. She pointed out the
changes and related that comments had been received from EPA and from Mr. Tom Blachley
which she entered into the record.
Following discussion, Mr. Branecky called for a motion to approve the rule with the changes as
discussed and forward to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick .: aye; Mr.
Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - ay~; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye.
~copy

of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part ofthese'minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17.

Incinerators

-

Ms. Cheryl Bradley advised that proposed ,modifications to Part 3 would allow the Air Quality
Division to issue permits for the construction and operation of incinerators that meet all
applicable requirements except multiple chamber design; and to remove the references to an
effective date per the Admini~trative Rules on Rulemaking. Ms. Bradley further advised that
proposal would clarify that the Division Director may approve incinerator designs that do no
meet the requirements specified in Part 5.
Ms. Bradley entered a letter of comment from EPA Region VI into the record and
recommended that the rule go forward to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent and
emergency adoption.·

Follo~ng discussion, Mr. Branecky called for a motion to forward the rule to the Board. Mr:·
Kilpatrick made the motion and Mr. Treeman made the secona. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye.
A copy of the hearing ~script is attach~ and made an official part ofthese minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-33

Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides

-

Dr. Joyce Sheedy provided Council with staff recommendations pointing out revisions made
since the February meeting. She remarked that written comments had been received from
Michael Graves of H;all, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson; Tom Blachley; Gary
Collins of Terra Nitrogen; and EPA Region VI. She entered these comments into the record.
Dr. Sheedy advised that staff's suggestion was for Council to forward this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for pennanent adoption.

Mr. Branecky called for a motion to forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board with
the changes suggested with the understanding that the DEQ would address the turbine issue not
later than June, 2001 Council meeting. Mr. Fallon made the motion and the second was made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Treemanaye; Mr. Fallon~ aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.

,-..

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT - Scott Thomas discussed the TexAQS 2000 air
pollution research project stating that the study is b.eing designed to improve understanding of
the chemiqal and physical processes that control air pollutant formation in the greater Houston
. area and transport along the Gulf Coast of southeastern Texas and perhaps into neighboring
states as well. He noted that measurements of gaseous, particulate and ha.Zardous· air pollutants
will be made this summer throughout the eastern half of Texas and possibly portions of
Oklahoma using both ground stations and aircraft.
stated that the Air Quality Division plans
to· participate in this study by sharing air quality data with the Texas NatUral Resource
Conservation Commission, and by supporting aircraft sampling activities in our State. . Mr.
Terrill added that $50,000 has been set aside·· for collection of Oklahoma air quality data and
remarked that the results of this study could prove to be invaluable in allowing us to better
understand how ozone is formed and transported as well as what control strategies may be
effective in the future.
·
·

He

Additionally, Mr. Terrill provid~d a brief summary of EPA's efforts to reinstate the 8-hour
ozone standard by filing a petition with the U.S. Supreme Court over the D.C Circuit decision.
He stated that while the enforceability of the standard is in question, EPA is going forward with
the designation of areas that have not attained co~pliance with the 8-hour standard. He noted
that Oklahoma may not submit to EPA any' designations for our state as the final decision has
yet to be made.
Ms. Myers presented the financial committee's update stating that she was pleased to report that
the DEQ can now provide current financial information for planning activities.
·
NEW BUSINESS- None

ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, ~peeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would, be June 14, 2000 at 9:00a.m. in Room 150 of
the OSU Tulsa Campus located at 700 North Greenwood.
NOTE: The sign-in ~beet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

David Branecky, Chairman
Air Quality Council

J. Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division .
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THE AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATION
TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
Identification ofProposed Rulemaking:

Chapter Number and Title:
OAC: 252:100-17
.
INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
On _Apri119, 2000
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S. Sec. 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to the
Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

X
--·_X:,____

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency· [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor be'cause of
time]

This Cm'uncil has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best
of its knowledge, that all applicable requirements ofthe Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have
been followed .
.

,-.

This council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for .the Board, making
any changes approved by the· Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office ofAdministrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense ofwhat this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

Chair or Designee:

I

VOTING TO APPROVE:
Sharon Myers
·Gary Kilpatrick
David Branecky
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
ABSTA1N1NG:

Date Signed:._ _t~L-i!:._/9,~:.....!0~0~-
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VOTING AGAINST:
None

ABSENT:
William Breisch
Larry Canter

Environmental Quality Board
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SUBCHAPTER 17 •

INCINERATORS

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252il00-17-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is·to deem it unl~ffal te earn
refase ift any ifteifterater eueept ift. a maltiple ebamaereEi
iReifterater _er ift eeftiipmeat Eletermiftea ay the Gireeter te he
e~ally effective fer the pa~eae ef air pell~tiea eeatrelspecify
design and operating requirements and emission limitations for
incinera~ors and municipal waste cqmbustors <MNC) .
252tl00-17-1.1.
Reference to 40 CFR
When a provision. of Title 40 of the Code of Federal -Regulations
· (40 CfR) is incorporated by reference. all citations contained
therein are also incorporated by reference.
.
.

·.

.

.

era

252t100-17-1.2.
%erm~nology related to 40
fthen tbese terms· ·are· Used in .rules incorporated· by reference.· the
following definitions shall apply:
·
.
..
•IPA Administrator• is synonymoUs with •~xecytiye·nirector•.
•A£fegted ~agility• is QPOPytnOUS with •large MWC unit•,
•state• is synonymous with· •Department of Environmental oy.ality•
·or •PEQ•. . · .-~. ·
. .-. . ·. . ·
. . · .. .:" . .·
. ·.. .
•state plan•·· iS a -·program· ·that the: State:·::ig ·responsible· £or
develoning apd implementing to achieve compliance with the emission
suidelines in Subpart Cb _of· 40 CFR Part. 60. ·
·
PART 3 ~INCINERATORS

. -.
· · · 2~2a1C!C!:11~~f ....B.ffea~ve..·~tt!IJ.~8wl#.a~il_iq··:.! ~~:I··\ . .·,·......·.. --.:'··-~,~.., ..
·. :· ~S. !':'~~pt:~r. _sllall .~ee~ epe~t;ir."e. eae ye~ .:.lll'elll.. ~ alter.
·Jtiy .21 1 1979, lt: will apply t:e ~y Elf!. ~1~. ~S::ei&erateJ!'~ ...~ilieeti
witB!B t:ke Stat;e ef .OJElafiema.'l'his ·Part beCame ·effective AA July 21 •
1971 and · appiies ·to incinerators not subject · to · New · Source
Performance Standards (NSPs>· or any other P.~rts in this subghapter.

252 ~l.oo-;,.2·~·2 .1.
Bx.,g;tions . .
·. ·.
.
.. '
iiierma.Y oxidizers. -iiai.is and any other air pollution control
devices are . exempt from 'the reQUirementS of this Part
I

•

·.··.. ·..

2521100-12-2.2. ·De£izdtions
...· . . · .
... · · · · ·
. .
The following words andtei;ns when used in this SUbghapter shall
haye the following meaning unless the context clearly indicates
othgrwise:
.
.
·
•capaaitv• means amount of specified wastes-a unit is designed
to bum. capacity may be excressed as poypds per hour or tong per

.dsL..

.

.

.

•Primary a9mbustion ob8mber• means the initial incinerator
chamber wbere waste is charged« ignited and burned'
.
•seaondarv burner• means .a smmlemental burner in the secopdarv:
chamber for the purpose of maiptrlnina a minimum temperature a¢ to
insure the complete Combustion of yolatile gases apd smoke.

-

3

.'
252:100-17-3. Prehisitioft eft deftsity of emie ·
't
~a~
p a·e·t·
s1oneQeac~ y
:ro 1 1 10 R.
No person shall cause, suffer aiim: ~r permit
the dJ:seharge of Slftolte fr;>fa aa incinerator of a a.e:neity darlter ·~
.. ~
. · '· .
. number one <;L) on th:e RJ:ngelmaan Chart or a visisle emiseio._ .·~

eu7h an CEftuv·alent opacity as eo obscure a eereifieti -...ieihl
e&u:seiea. ez.-call!ater' s view t:o a Eiegrea greater t:haa number oa:e {l:)
on th:e Ra:ngelR\EHifi Ghe.rt.
. .
.
(b)
B:tee~:pt:.ions. S~eeetion :252:100 l:7 3 (a) shall net apply to:(1) v~s~ble emissions eeasiet:ing.ef l!fteembined water er~lete,
M7

'

(2~
(3)

emelee1 tile aeaeit:y of uh:ieh is
of. tee Ri&gelman& eaart fer a
th:aa fr;·e (5} minutes in any sixty
mere tl!a:a tWCft:t:y. (20) miautee ia

perioas~~

252; 100-25-3.

.

..

.

:aot ,tiarleer th:a:a ft1::1:1ftlser th:ree
perioa aggregat:iag ao more
(60) eon:eeellt:iT;.e mi:aueee or
aB:Y tlfeety fo't!r (iU) aeur
·

·

·

· ·

·,.2.521100-17-4. ·J?t:eltlhlt!lea · · •& · pelHtd:e
'pes '·llo\lr
e:€ .
... ·
.. ealaa.ieaaPa•t:iou;Lat@ matter .. . . . _ ·. 5:.:,.~ ~ ~;...
Ne :pe!!!eoa sball ea'ttSe or allow t:e l:Je etftitt:eEi !tate .t:ae ·8f'CB ail!'
_ . fl!IORl
il'leinera:tor Ofl':l~pmeftt j • fly aeft .er etlier partieulat:e tla:t:t:e£
.. ·· ""ift fltlaBi;iit:ies !f!!'CB:t:er &.aes; almwn !B: 2&3: 3:.09 3:7 6. · · . ·Selia. f11ela
eh:fH'geEi will ~ ee:n.eiaeree as ·p~t: e~ tfte ref:use · weigat£ 1 ..el:le He. J:
aaE1 Ne. 9 filE)l ail aaEi ,aeeeu'e .fllele a:B:'Ei eembl!etien air 'Will' iaee Jae
ee censieered:f'ly ash or pther particulate mattgx; sha11~=-notf=:exc§ed.
·s.nmntities greater than the allowab~e emis~ion:·rat;g ~ ':&e·lJ.l1owable
·. _,.issions £or i.Da·inerstPrs. with ·capacitJ;gs of 'l.OO ·lbthj:==-or'·'mat:er
are set fortb in Appendix : A of ·:this"' "Chapter;· .. ·, · The "':all.owabl.g
emissions ;or incinerators with capacities less than 100 1blbr ~
set fortb 1n Appendix B of this Chapter. Solid fuels charged w.
,
be considered part of the refuse weight, No. l
No. 2 fuel Pi.,
(distillate oilsl , 1ismified ·netroieum :.smsea,. ·gaseouS ·Delet· ·ppd :
· , 'QOIIibUSt;i6n·:·a~r wi-ll not))e.,qQnsicieRd'aS i{Ut:.-:p£·1£bEf~'~Y.tiSht;· ;·

aar

and

.. ';t,.:···.:

.,;.~,;:;~:·~:-:-

:,: :'-' ••..·

.•.•

...:.

·:< . ·:i·,. >.. ::5..

~-:::

:·: .·~. . ..:"·\:_- -:., ..-.:~:."!·~~~:'t::~~~-.?:'(!i"~J.f!~.- :: ·. .

<•

.252a1.00·17-s. ·..;: ~!.nerator ~~s:lsn ·requ:lrem.eD.ta ....>· ·. ~. . · -:· -~ ..~;~. 7'~ . . .
· · Bereafeer .ae· · pe!o*SOB shall · eperalae · aft iB:eiBerat:el!' : 'l:l:lll:eee-An
!ncinetator.under this Part mY.It have: .
.
. . . . .
.
·:· U.) 1tis pm"±EieEf Wltil &ft;;;tJEliiey barner ·eer t:lie JMU.'POSC ef
ma:iat:a!n:ia!JA primary by.rn.er tb.at ··maintains a: temJ?erature ,~of at : ·
:·,. ~east 800°F·in t;he primary combustion,~!:"· .. · . ·..··,:.
·
."·.-·. (2) a:e· haeA secondary.."bUrner fer.:a:eetliat shall be ·umesi ..w~: :(,
:, necessary to eliminate S'llldke · · .... -. · · .. • · · .~ · .. · .. :,-.·:.;. · _..,.... ~=-· >~r:~~:;
(3)
It: is a 5ype ef iae!:a~ater .aeed:iBA cieSigj{.' tluit ("'i::im 1:ie
·demonstrated to· the DirecterDBQ to be effective in accordance
with the provisions of this c··subchapter. The burden of proof
shall rest upon the owner of the proposed incinerator •.
(4) · It cOIRpliee wit:ll gefterally :t!'eeegeiaed: g:eeti pJ:&etsieee a:Bd

{~t ~=::i:e:;:
ap~eftafteae

252:100-17-6.
·

;;:!ea:t3!f : : : : : e a : r e : i l
t:llereef.

8:ftfi

eempeaCBts
·
·
'·

Ailawab1e .em.is.s:lon of partlaUl.ates

[AMENDED AND

RENtlMBBRED TO 252:100-17-4]

·'

. · ·

.

(a). AlleW&ble emiaeiees ier ine::ifteratsers witsll capacities ia eneesa
e£ 109 18/hr are set ferth ift :Appead:ix A e£ tllie Cft.apeer.
(b) Allewaele emissioas ior iaeieeratere with eat?aeit:ies lees thr
4

100 lbs/hr arc set forth in AppendiJe B of this Chapter.

252:100-17-7. Test methods
Opacity. Qp'city shall be . measured. ut.ilizing Method 9 _
V1sual Determinat1on of the Opac1ty of Ern1ss1ons from Stationary
Sources found·in the Qode of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR Part 60.
Appendix A. This method is hereby incomorate<;l by reference as it
exists on· July 1. 1997.
.
lQl Particulate M&tter. Particulate ·matter shall be measured
utilizing the appropriate DEC-approved Method 5 found in the Code
of Federal Regulations at 40 CFB Part 60. Appendix A. This method
is herebY incorporated by reference as it exists on July 1. 1997.
~-

PART · 5 •

MQN];CJ:PAL WAS'l'B CQMBUSTORS ·

.252:100-.1l-14.- Bffeatiye cbltez aPP1iqabi1ity . .
,
. '!'his Patt ·is effectiye as of March 23 « 1997 and· Applies to large
HWC unit:s. ·
·
252a100-17-1j.1, Definitions·
'!'he "definitions· in 40 CFR :6·o.51b are hereby incorporated by
reference as they exist on Ogtober 24. 1997.
.

.

.

.

252a100-17-15. ·Bx-mtions · -~
. . .
.·
... .
. . .... .....
.
1A}_· AnY HWC unit·that ·is Capable of ·gombusting ·.mo;e thpp -250 tons
per daY· of ·:)JSW ·and· is &Ubiect· to· a federally· ·enforceable ·permit ·
limiting the ·maximum amount· of MSW that MY be combusted in the
unit to less than or equal to 11 tons'per day is not subdect to
this Part if ·the owner-/operator;
. .
.
.
.uL. fiotifies the DEO ·of an exemption claim.
.. ·...
. ....: :~:~:t-ProV;ides the DEO ·with ·'a . copy. 0(:· the ·fesietally ·enfoi;Qeable
·. .:.;.' ·..:·:pmgit:'th@t :limits Ue1£irinq ·:o£·4fSW·:to ·lOSS··.ttum .·or-§gual· :to 11
a..

-

.~:·.~·tmul':jler:&v.

·.:.-.·. ~ -.~· ~- >:·· :--::.-:-.;·::· :···.;:;~--·_··~~ .· ,:.::,. :· _: . \~: ~ t~:.:::-:1·.~:. ·....·· ,\,;. ~-.~"1

:~ -~.::-~-::?~~f!1~51..:~.

·.

.

· ·· -~ :Ul-r,:::·tceeps -records· of· the --am6Wit-jof·;MSw ,fired··W.d§y::~~::,±.- . :·
·Jl2l ··A ·:qualifying "small power pi;oduct:ion ~facility. ·<as ·defined "in
section 3 (17l' CCl of'the Federal ..Fower Act ·(16 U.s.c. ·§ 796(17) (C) l •
that· produces electric energy from -homogeneous ·waste ·is not Subi ect
to tbis Part if the OWllU'/operator..;
·
jlJ. ··Notifies the DEO ·of an Epcemption claim . . .: . .. . . , ,
. ; J.al. · Prpyides the ,.. ·DEO ,..data . documenting· ·that·· the··· £ac1l1ty
·.. :;q·-gpalifies ·;for this ·eXemption; L·' . .::,:,_ . ~--: :.:.~~·::....... -·:·.: ·' .·.-.__ '> ~:B:::.~;·"::~~.::·.:c~·.J.gl· ;>A :qgaltM;ng qoqeueration £aCUity; Cas ·de£ined in ·-section
3(181 CBl ·of the Federal Rower Act (16 u~s.c. § 796(181 CBll. that
burns· homogeneous waste· to prOduce electric ene;[gy, steam. or other
useful epergy used·for industrial. commercial. )U!ating. or cooling
purpo·ses. is ndt Subject to this Part if the owner/operator;
. 1ll Notifies the PEO of an exemption claim.
.
1.al. Proyicies the DEO 4ata documenting that ·the fac~l1ty
gp.alifies for this exemption, . . . :
.
..· .._.. .. . . -.
.
.{g}_ .Any unit ·combusting a single-item waste stream·of tires is not
Subiect to this Part· if the owner/operator;
. jlJ. Notifies the PEO of an exemption claim.
1.al. Proyides the l>EO with data documenting that the unit
qualifies for this exmuption,
1J:.1. AnY unit reauired to h&ye a hazardous waste permit . is not
5

subject to this Part.
An
materials recove
facilit
includin~
~rimar
secondary smelters) that combusts waste for the primary_puroos
_recovering metals is not subject to this Part.
l9l AnY cofired combustor that meets the capacity specifications
in paragraph (a) of this section is not Subject to this Part if the
owuer/qperator;
.
lll Notifies the DEO of an exemption claim.
lal Provides the DEC with a copy of the federally enforceable
permit.
·
.
111 Kegps separate records. on a calendar quarter basis. of the
weight of M8W and the weight of all other fuels combusted at the
cofired combustor.
· .
.1hl. Air curtain incinerators that meet the capacity specifications
in 252:100-17-23 of this 8ubchapter and COmbUSt a 100 percent yard
·waste· fuel stream are . not subject to this . Part. exce;gt: -~·:,. -~ (; ~; .
. f:·_,llJ_:· The ·opacity limit ·un4er- · sectipn '"··252·:100-lf-23·· of this ·
. :::- Subchapter.
·
·
'"" · · · · · · · . ·
.·. ~-. · ~ ~;-;_.:,·:,:~·:~,,: <· . .
..•·r· • .1a1.
The testing procedures under section 252:100.;17-25 ·of this
' ·· Subchapter,
·
·.
.
. . .·
.
: .. . ·
_
. -- ~- The r§pOrting and rec9rdkeepinq provisions under'section.
~-- 252:100-li-26 of this SUbchapter. . ·
.· . . · . · ···"·-~,·::·.:... . .
1ll. Pyrolysis/combustion·ypits that are -an integrated part ·of a
· plastics/rubber recyclina unit are not subject to this ·:~art _l;f the
, owner{operator of the ··unit ·maintains ·records.;.<>£:;-'~;..::::'·; ~;::t;!' ·:~--~~~} -~ '·.: :- .
. lll. :·.:.:The weight of.: plastics ..·..rubber,'"":-and/or ... rubber~·tires
prQC¢SSed on a calendar ~gp.arter:basis;·· _'1 ~· .- ~·· . - ...... ~~- "'~-~-~:::-;. --~ :
n1. . Tbe weight of chemical plant feedstocks and petrole~ ·
refinery feedstocks produced and marketed on a ca~endar auart
·..
basis.
.
... . .
. . ·.
~·.:~-- :~.
.'~:. ~-;·_
; ·... ·..{ll·,.. -.ce
·arui" ·addres·s -Of.-··the -p~hase:r_:~p£. ~':he :·-f~~sto_~ks; :- , ·
Jil. ·,.)j'he ·. Combtistioi) .·()£ :ejasoline·;· "di~sel(·_k,uel.~c~~t ~el; t~ oi~~ « ·.
· . residUal oil,· refinery ·ggs .. :R§troleum ---coke; ···:11:gyt!!£±ea;:pet):'Qleum .
gas, 'l!roparie, ·,·or =·by.tane ;:)rod,uced=,·by chemiga~~·_p_l~W'--;petmleum
refinertes that· use· ·feedstocks·. m;oduces:l- ·by~lastics/rubber
.recycling units are not s@ject ·to thJ.~ Pf1rt. . .. ~ .- ·:··· -'-· .:-;-;·.- .
.!kl. .Cement ·-kilns firing ·HSW ·are not ]IUbject to ·th1.s · ~~·- ':

lil

-name

H

•

2~2:1oo-11-16.

-stan4ards

25~:100-17-17.

Standards for . muniaipa1

;~·... '

ti--" t

t:t ·

·...

...

.. ••

··:

:;:

;

••

-£~~ ;.rti~tt.~--.~te~ ~_d 2P~~iti:

· "1'h

•

•

tt·.

concentration ·of · narticulate ma__ er .
· ~tai!e4=r::til:c:;esedfs~;jitijO;j)biW£mmta:M!c unit··· ...:
.::.~{liill · 119t · ··exceed 27 :-10iiii9iijii.. per ·-dry ·stm@arcf;;tbic ~.meter.
corrected to 7 percent oxygen. . .
from
Jhl.. Opagity. OPacity of gases discharged to the atmosphere
a MNC unit shall not exceed 10 percept· (6-minute overage)L

.lsl

P

cr:n!f'b·

waste·a~ustoz: m~~:1:ases

.040 .

~==¥~c;!~d= -~~~ ~!~ceed o

. ~iii~J>~£1cyx•st;;a~;id~;;t;;r.~o;;;;;:;;a~to7·'perpent.
oxygen.
J1;U. Lead. ·

·

.

·

·

_pJ-·· ~L~e~r 1~2£~ t~ =~tr;;t~;

d contained

unit shal~
:;_n t~~'£s disih<! _e=iiJ th"L a...;·=~er~ A"~rd ~i
met§Z
_otxc_e_ 0.4_ mllli__jims pe_ d_
tand
c
6

.t:fc

corrected to 7 percent oxygen:
By August 26. 2002, or three years after EPA approval of
the State plan, whichever is first. the concentration of lead
contained in the gases discharged to the atmosphere from a MWC
Unit shall not exceed 0.44 ·milligrams per·dry standard ctibic
meter. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
.
...{Ql Meraury.
The concentration of mercury contained in the gases
discharged to the atmos.phere from a MWC unit shall not exceed o; 080
milligrams per dry standard Cubic meter or 1.5 percent of the
potential mercury emission concentration (85-percent reduction by
weight), corrected to 7 percent oxygen. whichever is less
stringent.

lZl

......

252;100-17-18, .StandardS for municipal waste combustor agid gases
.. expressed as sulfur dimd,de and hydrogen ahloride
·.lal · 8ulfur cHoxide.
.
·· · · ·
. _
_
.1il By December 19, 2000·. the concentration of sulfur dioxide
contained ··.in ·the ·:gases discharged to the atmosphere from a HWC
unit shall not exceed 31 parts per million ·by volume Cppmyl or
. 25
percept.-: :pf
the
pOtential
sulfur dioxide, emission
concentration (75 percent. ·r§duction · l?v weight or volume>.
corrected to 7 percent oxygen (dry basis). 'WhiChever is less
stringent.
Compliance with tbis emission ltmft is b&sed·on a
"24-hour daily geometric mean.· ··. •-=- · · . · ···.-'... : · .. >: __ :~.-~ · · . -lal . By August 26. 2002, or .three years·· atter EPA ~approval of
the State plan, ·.which ever is first, the ·copeentr.ation ·of .sulfur
dioxide contained in the gases discharged -to the atmosphere from
a MWC unit shall not exceed 29 ppmy or 2-5 perCent of the
potential sulfur dioxide emission copeentsration (75 percent
reduction by weight or yo1ume> , - corr~cted to 7 · perce_pt oxvs;ren
.- (dry -basis) -,' whicbever ·is . -·leSs 'stringent ;·-~··-"Compliance ·ifi~h •tpis
·emission limit is ·based on a 24-hour daily geoptetd,c··ean; ::::
ill itydroqen Ohloride,
· . ..
_ . . .. . . ., .
·· ·:.. · . . · , _

·:·.. ·-~o~!ae·~c:ti':it~
·m·_ tt~~-:o;;;e::ear::::!at~nth:f~t=:
'rom a ·MWC unit shall not exceed ·31 parts ·per__
yolume
1

·ilYdZiXIen

· · _, ·{ppmy)- ··-or

-~illion by

S ·per¢ent Of the potential·
-.phloride emission
-concentration . (95 percent reduction ·by· weight , 'or volume> ,
····corrected· to 7 .percent oxygen Cdry:,basisl ,, .whichever is less
.. · -~stringent; ·:2···.::~.: : · ; · _ ~--.. · -· . _· .._:-. ·; . 7 · :· ·,-- .· ~::. · ·: :· :·..
'· ; ·.: "
· •.·: ·
•
· ··,·:.:in'".: BV:Augttst=·.~-2fhii':2002 ~--:or tlri:ee :-.years.: .afterc.:.BPA .;approyal of
the ·State· plan.· which ever ·1:8; first. :the -··.qgncentra~ion of
hycjrmen chloride contained fij the gases discharsed tQ the
atiROSi)here from a MWC unit. shall not exceed 2 9 ppmv or 5 percent
of tbe·potential hydrogen chior(de emission cgncentrat~on (95
percent reduction by weight or·yolume). corrected to 7 percent
oxygen (dry basis) , whi9hever is less stringent.
252;100-17-19 •.Stand&pds for mpnigipal yaste ggmbustor orqanias
. . ..... - . expressed as total m•ss ·cUm;;'-ns/furps
~ The. concentration of ··organics,
exoressed as total mass
dioxins/furans. contained in ·the gases discharged to the atmosphere
from a MWC uuit·sh!ll not exceed:
.
.ill With e·lectrostatic Precipitator:
60 nanggrams per dry
standard cubic meter <total mass>, corrected to 7 percent
7

4

..
oxygen.
~ Without electrostatic reci itator:
30 nano rams er d~
standard cubic meter (total mass), corrected
;;er
\~
oxygen.
·
.'
lQl Large MWC units that achieve a dioxin/furan emission level
less than or eaual to. l.S nanograms per d~ standard. cubic meter
total mass .. corrected to 7 percent o:Kiaen,
elect the
alternative performance testing schedule for dioxins/furans as
specified-in 40 CFR 6o;sabCgl Csl Ciiil.

i@v

252:100-17-20. Standards for nitroaen oxides .
Nitrogen oxides emission limits.
The
concentration
nitrogen oxides contained in the . gases discharged into
atmosphere from a MNC unit Shall not exceed the following:

.!.a}_

of
the

NJ:TROGEN ·ox:mBS LIMJ:tS ·
Combu~tor

Municipal Waste
._+.A.~:.
;··

........

'

··· ·~ .. Nitrooen oxides
.emission limit .
(ppm by· volume)•

......

~:~;TechnOlogy

•4

. ·-Mass by.rrl watei:wall
Mass burn rotary ·watetwall
.
Refuse-dertyed fuel combustor
Fluidized ·bed c9tnbustor
. . ...
. . . (by 12eeember·19:;·2ooo>
FluidiZed bed COmbuStor
.
Cb¥ August 26, 2002,
three·
years after EPA approval of the
State plan·, which. ever is· first) . ··.
.:·:180 ..
. _ . •
· .=c9rre¢teq·. to ·7 .perQent ·oxygen·;":dry I?asis·.-~·"24 hr ·-p.aity:-ar1thmetic

or.

:average~·::·.~::~\·~ ~~.-J~_:__:~. .-~_;_. :.-~:-

: :· ··::· ~ _
4

.... :

· : _..-

~. ~.:·_>~

··. ~- _: ·..'- ~ · ~:::;;_ ~~; . . :-:-.--~:;- :. ·..:·:. ~·i·~; ~a:.::_.~~~ ·- . ·... : _,_..~

.

ill
. Hi~~· :xid~s
. eDd.;s!~ aye~aq~~~~ :· ·.;,ie\;~~~~0~~-Pp~ritto~ of
a · MWC ·'plant·
elect to · imglement a n1trogen OX1deS

~miss1ons

mal!:

averaging plan fo:t' the .MWC Uiiits that are located at that yrcm.t •
:~~ 1ll ,.: The · following units cannot be included in the . em ss 1 ons
· :~,-~·: averaging plan;.. . · ··~ ·. ·' ..
· · .·. ·
·
·· · · :.. ,
rt 60
·.. ·..· · ·. JAl.·· Mic units subject ·toifw~~ Ea ~~ 40 Wt!atoaies

.

r:=v
•"Pet:O:c; r:

·;·~~~·::'.''~;·;l=u,g
~f~~~~t;tav
~not~
.
... ... . · inclUded. "in the emistdons ayeraqinq plan.
. .. •
·.
·ens
· Jal friar

to implementinq the nitrogen ox1d~s e~f~s~ in ·
averaging plan. the units to be included muslbe~1d~nt 1 ~e CFR
t:he mivial
r;o~] (fjC
.J.nQ Sgb(g) 1
60.59 __ £_ or·1n _he ---'ual re_~t "L_CJ._ie__ n __ CFR 6 ·
ging
as ap~lic8ble. . The units which are included in the a.ve{a ear
~lan py be redesignated each ·Calendar year.
· PartJ.a_ Y
redesignation ·is allowable with DEQ ~oroyal. .
... ·,j~rage

.U+

To .

ite

4

f~nt ~~00: ~ngc~~lo:level
1

~~S~a~"£:.0~ fE;~sxr;~i;d;r r~-ihe-emiSSIOn

ayerattii

nlan shail be no en-eater than the levels specified. in
iort
;;JectiPn: imissfon limits for theJlitroqen 9Xides1!oncentrat_ -....
level for.each type of·unit are as follows:

NITROGEN OXIDES LIMITS FOR EXISTING DESIGNATED FACILITIES
INCLUDED IN AN EMISSIONS AVERAGING PLAN AT A MUNICIPAL WASTE
COMBUSTOR PLANTa

._,.-

.Municipal waste combustor technology Nitrogen oxides
emission limit
(ppm by yolume)b

...

Mass burn waterwall
.l.§.a
Mass burn rotacy watel;yall .
~
Befuse-deriyed ftiel.combustor
2JQ
Fluidized bed CombUStor
1&2
~ass burn refractory municipal waste combustors and other
teclmolooies · not. listed above may not be ingluded in

f&"r:tg::dt~3a:!:t:t~.
...
. .
average

..

dry basis ..
~

..

.

24.

MWC
an

hr. daily arithmet'i¢.

emissions ~ayeraginq .·~pian .. ·the· ·averase daily
nitrogen oxides emissiOns specified in ·paragraph (b) (3) of this
...section shall· be calculated using the equation in Appendix K of
this Cbapter. :HWC units that are Off-line shall not be ·included
,·in calculatipq ·the ayerage daily nitrogen ox@es· emission leyel.
·:ill ·;.For·~ami' day a·ypit iriCluded in the-emissions ayeraging plan
. · is Off-line, ·the .owner .
9Petator . of · the .. ·MWC . plant must
demonstrate ·Compliance according to either ·:paragraph (b) (5) (A)
or both ·pal:;agtaphs (b) (5) (B) and .. Cbl (S) (C) 0 f this section. ·
· jA}_ · Compliance with the applicable limfts SJ)ecified in Cbl (3)
of· this Part shall be demonstrated· p.sing the averaging
. proce<iure specified in· ·paraaraph (b) (4) of this section. ·The
··=-.· :.-.:•ver..s;inq_ :1?roced.yre . Jrl,:l~ .. -~ludEf.~hE(:·Mtl;£ :-'?.J?:tts in th• pl~ .
.:·.-:- ..... ·~that· -are---~-on-lige .·~ r:~:.i· :.!·-··· ~ _·. ~- ·, .· _~"i<-~~1-~:."r~:.·:~-;.~,··;~.~~i·e,··:-f::·?~:: ·-··:~:.·.·
. ..
4: ~ ~ •
.·: ~ ._., ..:dal. ~: ·rw- -e89h -of ftlie·:ypi tS. ""iiiclUded :m.·..t llg :-emiSsions ay&raging
......plmi". 'tlie tiittocJen OXides· emiSSionS ·shall:/be :calculate$l on a
1
ayetage. ~baSiS',·-· :.The- :.jlitroqelf ·oxidijs .emissions leyel
• daily
· .8hall · be egyal to or less than .the maximum daily nitrogen
9xi4es emission leyels aqhieyed .by that unit on anY of ·the
·.. ·davs. duririq which . the emissionS ayeraginq plan wa.s aghieyed
with .all units on-line during. the mOSt recent· calenQslr
quarter. The requirements .·Of· this . paragraph do not apply .
ciurinq the···first quarter of operation. under· the emissipns
- Ayeraqing glan.· · ..... ~_.:-:: ..... ~ .. .... '· .·.. >.·::
.J.Q_. The average ilJ.tmcteri OXides. emissfoils ·<kilograms per day)
calculated agqor4ing to paragraph (b) (5) (C) Ciil ot ~~is
segtion shall not exceed the average· nitrooen oxides emJ.ss1ons
(kilograms per day>
calcUlated according to paragraph
(b) (S)·(C) Cil of this section.
·
1il -The ayerage nitrogen oxides emissions ghall be
.calculated .for . all .davs · during which .the emissions
ayeraginq plan
impleiiiented Vld . ac;Iiieyed and. during
whigh ··all HWC units were on-line. · The ·averaae nitrogen
oxides emissions Jklloqrami:e;r·div> ~11 be calculated.
on· a
calendar vear basiS,
aqcording to· paraaraphs
(b) (5) (C) (i) (t) through Cbl (5) (C) Cil (tttl of.this section .
.ill Tbe daily amount of ;nrtrOC;;ji oXi<':es emitted
.;{ll. -Under· .the

or

.

'···.
·· .· , .

>.-:· .·,

wa;· .

-

9

· ·

_..

...

·..r...·'

{kilograms per day) shall be calculated for each MWC unit
included. in the emissions averaging plan.
~e
calculat1.~:m shall be based on the hourly nitroaen 01 ~.,~
data requ1.red under 40 CFR 60. 58b (h) and specified u11(.,~:r
40 CFR 60. 58b (h) (5) . The flue gas flow rate is ~termined
using the hourly average steam or feedwater flQ;;iate ;nd
Table 19-1 of EPA Reference Method 19. Which 1s hereby
incorporated by reference as it exists on July 1. 1997.
l i l l The daily total nitrogen oxides emissions shall be
calculated as the sum · of the daily nitrosen oxides
emissions from each unit calculated under paragraph
(b) (S) (C) Ci> (I) of this section.
··
.
(III) ...Qn a calendar year basis. the average nitrogen
oxides emis.sions (kilograms per day) . shall be calculated
as the sum of all 4aily total nitrogen oxides-emissions
·.calculated und~r paragraph · Cbl·<s.> '(C) (i)'(II) ··of thi;s
section divided by tb~- numper of ·calendar· days for which
a daily total was calgylated. . . . ·
.· . . :..,-_:· ~ · '~,_ ~,~·J'·/~Y·"; : · ·
.!ill 1}1e · average nitrogen ·oxides· ·emissions ".shall ·. be
.calculated for all daYB gurinq which one·. or mort of the pc
units und.er the emi·ssions avetaginq Plan ·was .off~line. The
average nitrogen ·oxideS emissions· (kilograms per; 'day)· shall
. be Calctilate<i according to ·paragtap}ls:.~.'(bl (SlJCl <ip iil
. ·thr9ugh ... Cbl (S).(Cl (iil (III) .of ·thiS 'section:~®: a calendar
year 'basis.
. .:~·:-. :.:'-. ~. .;.... ~:,_ ·,··:;,·:~...:.~· ,:- . :. . :.. · :!!';{. ·.: -~:...J.¥.i4~-:'=:~:-.-~~. . :.·:~-;· '·
· . 1ll ·.For· . each. .' MWC. .]mit ·-. l.ncludeci ·
the·........ssions
averaging plan,·· the daily ·amount >:of ~--nitrogen oxides
emitted (kilograms per <iayl shall be calculated based,.Q{l
the hourly nitrogen oxides data regyir~d under 40_t
.60.58bChl and sggcified.ypde%'.40 :Q'R ·69 1 58b(~) (5) • ·t&.,
..
_.,flue gas·.flow·rate-:determined gins:.rru~:Sl.97).'o£ the -~A

·-in ·:.

. .· ·.:·::i::g:.. ::~rtt~l:ti!!itt~~itit£4~Wt:i$i
·..
:or
. .ayeraae Steam
feegyatet..flO!CrAte.~f:~:::..:.r ~f:SJ.;,'•: ~:..
.. ·. ·:
(II) The dailytotal nitrogen·· oxides emissions shall be

'~~

.;;,........
.r

.{,.,

.......
·~ ::

~!i:H~~f~tiifa~t~\J<f ._·-U!ft -~t:?C:t~w::a o;.;~

paragrcmh Cbl (5) (C) Ciil Cil .of. this ·section;.•y· ,- .
· -.~~ ·
· (III)
Tile a ~age nitroaen oxides emissions (kilograms
-~ Ck 'nrx._·=i'f== -=;=
iii 8 shall-be -calculated as .

=

t~ ;>~~teal= Yc;a;;~·~oxid@E(-emiesions

. i:iiiittii·i!fei~L-'ij)[[Sr'i@ <lll

(IIl

of

th~h

section divided by the number of calendar days for whi
a daily total was calculated.
·

.
i
252t100-17-21. Standards for mun

~aci~ces

a.ipa1

.

t
wa~~e

.

combustor operat.ing

the gases
exceed the
eguiment:. ·
.

afs~ed ~;~J?afmosi)lfei!rfr0m m~=t;rr=e~or
0

following limits for each _type of

;af_f_e~ted

MtJNl:Cl:PAL WA§TE COMBUSTOR OP8RA'l'ING Lml:TS

Municipal waste
combustor technology

carbon monoxide
emissions leyel
10

•
T" eb
AveragJ.na+m
Choursl

(ppm by volume) a
Mass burn waterwall
Mass burn refractory
Mass burn rotary refractory
Mas·s burn rotary waterwall
ModUlar starved air
M9dular excess air
Refuse-deriyed fuel stoker
Bubbling fluidized b§d
Circulating fluidiz§d b§d
pylyeriz§d coal/refuse-derived
fU§l mix§d fuel-fired combustor lSO
Spr§ad§r stoker coal/refUse-deriyed
fu§l mix§d fu§l-fired COmbustor 200

,..-..,..

___i
_i

24

ll
_i
_i

24'
_i
_i
_i

. · -Measured at the ~COmbuStor outl§t ·in· conjunction with ·a measurement '·
of·oxygen Concentn,tion. Corrected .to ·7 perCent oxy<H!nt ·dry basis.·
.f:.lculated. as an arithmetic ayeiaqe
:Averaging time§_·are 4-hour or 24-hour block ayeraqes~·
.
I

· •

. ·

•

.

•

·

•

•

•

•

•

.ilu_ An owner· or ocei:ator of a. MWC shall comply wi;th all provisions .
fll)eCified in 40· CPR 60 S~b {bl and Ccl • which is hereby- incomgrated
by reference as it exi§ts on· -october 24. ·1997
I

I

•

.

.

252t100~1"i-22. ·=standards formYniaipal

waste combuator-fuqitiye ash.

n1 ssions. · · ·. · ~- · · ~ · :·. . . . .
. ·: . . , .. . .
;. : . . ·. . . · __ .. ~ . ::
An 9wner·
oPerator Of a HWC sball comply.._.·with ·all provisions
specified in 40 CFR 60~5Sb. ·which is hereby incorporated by.

or

·

.

reference as it exists ·gn October 24. 1997.
.
. ... :... .. :
-·

.

.

.

~-~tt~~~~-'== j~::~~~~tra~~at:-~=-~i:·i·

.

. ·.::,•.-,_.:_ _r-__ ..~. _ _
---=iii· .
. @:_~. c:_ ___ ~;l.With·-=. .-the:··
.. _··'Cgcity to.. burp, ·sm&tei;th'P --a5ftoilSi.ir·"da£0f··M$Jf_ f_and·~ =;hich :
construction ·commenced on. or.·befOiie sept:etllber -ao.-;;J994.s-"'"W\si·~
CombustS a fuel feed atream of 100 ·percent yard waste ,"··=·shall. not
cause to be-discharged ·into the atmosphere ·from tbat -incinerator
any ga§e§ that ·exhibit-~ater 1:hp 10 percent Q_Raaity ·(6-minute ·
· ayeragel ; . An onagity leEl of yp ·t.o 35 percent .. <f-illinute ·ayerage)
i§ ·permitted during Startup periods within- the fipt 30 minutes of
ypit operation.
·.
.. ·-· ·· ·.•..••.
· -· · ~-·.
: · ..
..
· ·· •
~ .. .
·
·
-· "'. .. t
; ••
~

'

!>,•.

••

••

··:--·

-·

· · - - . : · · ..

·~-·-···

••

,.

,•

•·

••

: •

•

-~:

~

-.

·•

·.:::-=-··.;~·-.
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252 I 100-17.:;24 •· :staiidlu:da . for--: 'immiaipal" a s tie. ooDibU,Stor: -aperator
trainina and oertifiaation . ·
.
· · ·
·. · .; .; · ·
~
.liU_· Each chief facility operator and §hift supervisor shall obtain
and maintain a current provisional operator certif;Lcation from
either the American Society of M§Chanical Engipe§rs CASMEl lOR0-11994 Standard for tbe Qualification and certification of Resource
Recoyea Facility Qperatorsl or. a State certification prggram no
·later
the dilte 6 montbs after the startUP Of a HWC vni;-or 12
months after the 4ate of state plan approval. whicheyer is later.
1Ql Each chief facility operator and shift §Uperyi§Or §ball baye
completed full_ certification or submitted an application. that has
been accepted by tbe appro9riate~ificatign proar§m· fo~ a full
C§rtification exam with etther the ASME [QR0-1-1994 Standard ~or
the Qualification and Certification of ReSQUrce-ReCoyery Facil+tv

than

l.l.

~b(J7

or a State certification ro ram no later th
h
6 months after the startup of a MWC unit or 12 ffionth:n :t e d~e
date of State plan approval, whicheyer is later.
. a er ~~
. (c) (1) No owner or operator of a MWC \Wit shall allow the unit
be operated at any time unless one of the followrQg ~z:on: is
duty:
·
·
.
liL A tully certified chief facility Qeerator.
.
J.ill.. A proyisionally certified chief facflit~ oaerator' who hAS
met the gualification requirements specified inASMlf iORo-i.1994 section 2. 2. 21 and ha§ made an applicationfOr ~ ·fu~*
certiticatio~ ex!lm follow~ng the MMi £OR0-1:J:9i4 ~*r
4.3.1]
appl1cat1on prpcess. according to the p_~e ___e
speci(ied in paraqrapl} (b)·· of this gection.
.
· .
(iii)
A fully certified ph;L(t puperyisor. .
. .
.
(iy) A proyisioually certif;Led shift superyisgr who bas met
the qualification regy;Lrements speg;ifieci·in ASME fOR0-1:..1994
sectign 2.2. 2l and:· has . mad.e an · aP»ligation for. i:v· full
,. . , ·certi(ication· exam fo}lowing -·the·· '·ASp·"""iOR0-1-19~4'-.11egtion
4. 3 .11
aJ)Rli;gation Procesg. agcording · to ·the · scheClule
·· . · gpeci(ied ~n ·paragraph (b) of· thip pection. r'·
.h.
•
.· 1ll The requirement. spec;Lfied ·in paragraph (c) of thip pect;Lon
_.phall· take effect no later :tllan the date 6 months after -the
startup 21: a HWC unit Ot'12 ·months :after the date ·of State "Q].an
approval. whicheyer is later. · . .
· · . · · ·..
· · .. ·
\ t::·) . ·
:ill-. Jf .one of ·the persOns lipted 1n ~Ph (c). of ·this
section must leaye the unit duriM their o.pel='¢1'+~ · &hift. a
proyisiopally cert;Lfied control :mom operator yho is·on-s;Lte at
the MWC may fulfill the regptrewent in paragraph Col of th~
section.
·
,
.
. ·
ill. All qhie£ faqil;ity operators.· phift supervJ:aop~. · ~d cgnsrym...
room qperaJcO$:S. :--at::. MWC ·1mtta mu§t . gompl~t.e ·J:Jle ~ ~·o;:,.,J.i.~tate· Mft'C
~to ~.tJiii)iri ~-riO ·.late£ tbap ;:the·.aat;e ~§·mont,_ ..,~·t~e.
'1.2
'plan ~rovali whighey;er' 'il . late~::·· ·:- ~~·"-;...,~ · · .·-:.-::: :t:T -·::,,.. ,,.. ~:~i;,J·'~~~··. · ·
.uu_ ·~tremenS: specified Tn ·~aph (d) gf thi.g sectign
does not a};it)'ii to chief faciip:i og;;:at;OrS , shift fillPeryisrrs r-fand
control iiQQliiOii§ators who have Obtained full certiftqat;:._Qn :-rom
. :iiiiAmer!Ciii S09;t.ety0£ iieciiWiicaiiiiiilieers gn orbefore.. t~e 'date
of·-state;·:glan:~~~ · · ·,-.·
·.
·· ·
~-- poo waiye the
· Jfl
~i___mELt;
c __ i _
.
£ __ g _ __g!;...2n . for· cJP.ef
tOrs .,
~acl1ity oiliiifOra·; shffi~gors, and qcmt:rol ;room opera
;hQ.::~ve~~~
~~ertifi~;fo~ from t~est:~r!1:·
SC>cieti Qf _e h __i_alJm 1n__ rs Qn orbe o __ t_~. date o_
§pproyal·.
.
·
·
end update.
1
1gl
gn ann:e~
a . %i~ra;or
_s
s ~£
te-s eoi~t ~~teg'eJ!:
ner=t I!_ _nual,
f NWC

tk
;n

I

·me ·otstflrl:im~£-~t;he ~MWC•pr'.by

~montbs"·a.fter~sa~.:~~~-~t_J'te

~~~ :ci=I!t~aiLL
~eT-=o
__ t'ttj. ts~i

iL:ZC

·=a==aS!ffiJtJ:~~Mll

The

of
. this pection. ·
· ...
··.
· ·
rt
1.11. . A gummaa gf t~ agpligpble standards uruier this Pa--'- to
...W. A· desgrjpt!,gil gf bBiijiC COiilb\ist;ion theory appl?-c~le
a
KWC un;Lt.
J..ll Proqedures for recel.ying, hand.linq, and feeding MSW,_
...-...,.
J!l MNC unit start-up. shutdown. and maltynction procedures.
1.2

--

J..2.l Procedures for maintaining proper combustion air supply
levels.
~
Procedures for operating the MWC unit within the standards
established under this Part.
l1l Procedures for responding to periodic upset or offspecification con4itions.
.
~ Procedures for minimizing.particulate matter carryoyer.
~
Procedures for bandling ash.
.
1!Ql Procedures for monitoring HWC ypit emissions.
Jlll Reporting and reC0rdkeeping procedures.
1hl. ·The owner or operator of a MWC unit shall establish a training
program to review the operating manual according to the schedule
specified in paragraphs (h)(1) and <hl(2l of this section. The
training shall be proyided to each perSon who has responsibilities
affecting the operation of the unit including, but not limited:to.
chief - ., facility operators;· · shift · :supervisorS • · Control .room
cmerators. ·: agh · han41ers; · ·ma.interiance · personue~. ·and C:~ane/lpad
handlers .. : . .· . . - ~· <··.: ~ :: . . .
·
. . . ·· · . . . · .
.111. · Each :person specified in paragraph (h) of · this section·
shall ypd.erqo initial training no later than the 4ate specified
in paragraph (h) (1) JA) , (b) ·c11 (B) . or (h) (1) (C) . ·whichever is
latS!r .
·
,
..
..
. ._ .
· ·. JAl. .·Tbe date 6 months ··after the date of startup of· the un·it .
. .': ·J.Bl :'The ·-·date·· prior -to the · daY ·the.'· person assumes
··· . ~responsibilities ·affecting··HWC unit operation. :.:::>:-.:<~b'··:· .
~~· · 'fWelye ..months ·after date ·of State Plan· ·aprirOyal.)" :" .
.ttl.·:•]tnnllilly;
following. the ·initial·: review: ···reauired . by
paragraph (h) (1) ·of this section. each person specified in
paragraph (h) of this section shaJ.l review tbe Ooerating manual
. _ ' updates.· ·any operational less'ons learned/~eriences -of th§ '9ast
....•'.~ ~ --iyeart·-=pd ;Provide·· £br ~·review '"Of'~ any ··sect;on-.. whi~.-~. :~loyeS?

,,::.·11me::~~hi~ ~~~~-i~~;;i~~~·~t~~~l1'\~):,::~~tit~~:t:;i:iori

shall be kept · in a readily accessible location for · &1~ ~persons
reauired to und,erqo training under paraaraph (h) of. this section no
. later than. 6 months after start-up or 12i1lontbs after the date of
. 'state plan approyal.· The ·operating manual·-and. record,s of training
shall be available for inm:)ectioh by the DEO uoon ·request.··· .;
252a100~17-25. Compliance and perferDIJ!nae.. ~e~t~g

.

· . ..

·

· An owner or ..operatqr of · a MWC · shall comply.. w1.th~.;al.l :.proyisions ·

specified in 40 CFR. 60. 58b. which ·is· ..hereby incorporated
reference as it exists on Oct·ober 24, 1997.

by

252;100-17-26. Reporting and recordkeeping requirements ·
Except for· the provisions of Subsection 60. 59b {a). b {5) · a~d
d{ll), 40 CFR 60.59b is hereby incoroorated by reference as 1t
exists on October 24. 1~97.
252;100-17-27. Compliance schedules

1.sl. All MWC unitg must close or be in compliance with ~11
requirements contained in this. Part within 3 years follow7w
approval of the State plan.
Howeyer. all MWC units for wh1ch
construction. modification. or reconstruction is commenced after
June 26, 1987 shall comply with the emission limit for mercurY:
13

specified in 252:100-17-17(c)
and the emission limit for
dioxin furans s ecified in 252:100 17-19 within 1 ear follo ~g
issuance of a revised construction or operating permit, if a pe .";;_,
modification is required, or within 1 year following aPProval of
the State plan. whichever is later .
.1!ll. All MWC units choosing . to comply with all reQUirements
contained in this Part in more than 1 year but less than 3 years
following · the date of issuance of a revised construction or
operation permit if a permit mOdification is recmired, or .more than
1 year but less than 3 years following approval of the ·state plan
if a permit modification is not· reauired.. shall enter into a
consent order that includes measurable and enforceable incremental
steps of progress . toward compliance. These steps are specified
~1~:

.

.

.

.

_Jll Date for submittal ot the final control plan tq the DEO.
ill . pate ·for ol}taining · services · of · an architeCtural ·and

. ·-:~.-·-~ngineering firm reg§rding tbe ·air pollution·control !;ieYice(sl.
: ·~J.ll Date for initiation of installation -·of the· air ·-ppllution
.. s;:ontrol deyice <s> .
.
•
.~- ·
. ;, ,"jjL Date for completion of installatJ.on of the air oollution
· · .· ·control deyice ( s l .
·
· ·
·
.
·
"
i l l .Date tor final compliance.
. . . ·
...{Q)_ All MWC units with a compliance schedule '"Of more than 1 year·
after approyal ·of the State plan in accordance_ with paragraph <bl .
of this · ·section, ·shall proyide performance ··test ,~;esults £or
dioxin/furan emiSsions ··for ·each unit.· ·-·However. wbere · the HWC
Owner/Qperator- can demonstrate that myltipl;-e units-~haye··the same
design. operate with the same fuel. ~ave the !'lame operati~ ,.
parameters. and are expected to have sim1lar emissJ.on levels .. t
results of a dioxin/furan test from-one ~it maY. ~-~ided aa
· .repregentatiye · of ·-all such ·\inits,·.- · "'!'he perfo~ee teetyresu1ts .
shall haye been cOnd.ucteg ·during or 'fter 1.990 .·- ·"The ···~O!"'!"~. .tegt ·shall- be con4uoted acc;ording .·to tbe ·-pro9edure_s -in·~~~}-=~~ __17
p

·.

.-1~; ··.zii· ~c ~i;i~~-:~itlt~nd~ng

to 'clb~~·-. in mor~ th~~-1. i;ar);~t- les~
than 3 years after State Dlan aDDroval shall enter 1nto ~ conrent
grder to clOse. · · Tbe closureoraerntiist inclUde the. ,~ate .o~ p_an

glosure.

·
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Allowable emission rate may be calculated using the followi.ng formula:
Y .. (0.01221t(x•0 •7171): for values of x 1001bs/hr,
where: x .., refuse charged, lb/hr, and
Y .. allowable emission, lb/hr.
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APPENDIX A.
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. Allowable. etirl;ssion rate 'may' be .calcuiated ~ing· th~ f~llaw~g
i;o:i:litula:

· ·,.

·

·

· ·

~ · .·

·Y =0.0122l.Xum
Where :
.._.=
X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
basis.
y .:-= allowable particulate matter emission
rate, lb/hr.
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APPENDIX B. ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH CAPACITIES LESS THAN 100 LBS/HR
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1\.I:'P~NDIX B.
{NEW]
ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS FOR INCINERATORS WITH
CAPACITIES LESS THAN
100 LB/HR
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..All~le emission" rate
. following formulae·: . . ·

may be -calculated us"ing

tb~.

i .•. .

~- · · ·. <

.·

c;.:

Incinerators with capacities greater than 75, but less
than or equal to 100 lb/hr

Y=9213 x 10-u x•.ala
.Incinerators with capacities of 75 lb/hr or less
Y= 0.1
Where,

X = refuse charged, lb/hr on an as-loaded
Y

=

basis.
allowable particulate matter emission
rate, lb/hr.

\

APPENDIX K. (~]
AVERAGE DAILY NITROGEN OXIDES EMISSIONS

where:

-== 24-hour daily
concentration level for

NO~ ..

average nitrogen· oxides emissioJ
the emissions averaging plan (part1
per million by volume corrected to 7 percent oxygen).
NOxt= 24-hour daily ·average nitrogen ~xides ·emissiol
conce~tration level for unit i (parts per million by volume,
~orrected to 7 percent oxygen), calculate~ according.to th~
procedures in ·40 CFR 60. 58b (h) •
·
s,. maximum demonstrated municipal waste·combustor unit loac
for affected facility ~ (pounds ·per hour steam or feedwate1
flow as determined in the ·most recent dioxin/furan performancE
test).
· ·
.
h= total number of units being included in.·the daily emission~
. average.
·
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALQUALI1Y
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTALQUALI1Y BOARD

A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Tuesday,June 20,2000
Oklahoma State University at Tulsa
700 N Greenwood
Tulsa, Oklahoma 731 02

1. Call to Order- Chery I Cohenour, Vice-Chair
2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. Approval of Minutes of the February 25, 2000 Regular Meeting

4. Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
Four sets of changes are proposed:
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 9 (Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting
Requirements) include changes made as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" effort to simplify its
rules. The subchapter has been re9rganized, typographical and grammatical errors have been
corrected, and redundant language has been deleted. Additionally, some substantive changes were
made. Among these are amendments. relating to: definitions of malfunction, bypass, regulated air
pollutant, technological limitation and working day; report certifications; demonstration
requirements for emission limit exemptions; timing of excess emission reports; indicators of
possible inadequate design, operation, or maintenance; and notice of maintenance activities.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 11 (Alternative Emissions Plans and Authorizations) are
intended to clarify and simplify the language as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong"initiative.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 17 (Incinerators) include deletion of an outdated reference to
an effective date. Language on design requirements is revised to authorize the Division Director to
approve an incinerator design that does not meet the specific temperature and secondary burner
requirements if the incinerator can meet all other applicable requirements.
·
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 33 (Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides) are intended to
clarify and simplify the language as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong"initiative.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky,Air Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency" and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 17, and
on permanent adoption ofamendments to Subchapters 9, 11 and 33

5. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:610 and 611 General Water Quality

--

Chapter 610 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. Language has been simplified and clarified, and rules deemed unenforceable have been removed.
Because so many changes were identified, it is proposed that Chapter 61 0 be revoked and a new
Chapter 611 created to replace it.
-

S617

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board·
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption/revocation

6. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:620and 621 Non-lndustriallmpoundmentsand Land Application
Chapter 620 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. Language has been simplified and clarified, and rules deemed unenforceable have been removed.
Because so many changes were identified, it is proposed that Chapter 620 be revoked and a new
Chapter 621 created to replace it. Also, the requirements for the land application of non-industrial
wastewater are moved from Chapter 64 7 to Chapter 621 because that activity is more closely related to
impoundmentsthan to biosolids.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption/revocation

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:635 Reservoir Sanitation·
Chapter 635 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. The DEQ has determined that all provisions contained in Chapter 635 appear in state statutes or
other DEQ rules, so the DEQ is proposing that the chapter be revoked.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair

R Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent revocation

8. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:641 Individual and Small Public On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems
The proposed amendments authorize general permits for on-site sewage disposal systems, except for
alternative systems, which will require individual permits subject to the Tier 1 permitting process.
Certification for septic system installers will be a permit-by-rule process. Minor typographical
corrections are also made.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Proceduresofthe D;EQ
This proposed rulemaking removes on-site sewage disposal systems, except for alternative systems,
from Tier I permitting requirements. This corresponds to changes concurrently proposed for Chapter
641, Individual and Small Public On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems, to establish permits for on-site
sewage disposal systems as general permits.
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-

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking -- OAC 252:647 and 648 Sludge and Land Application of Wastewater (Chapter
647), Land Application ofBiosolids (Chapter 648)
Chapter 647 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. Proposed changes include the deletion from Chapter 647 of rules for the land application of
industrial wastewater and sludge because they were incorporated into Chapter 616 (Industrial
Impoundments and Land Application) by Board action in February, and the deletion from Chapter 647
of rules for the land application of non-industrial wastewater because they are proposed for
incorporation into Chapter 621 (Non-Industrial Impoundments and Land Application) (see agenda item
6). For the remaining rules on biosolids, Chapter 647 is revoked and replaced by Chapter 648.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption/revocation

1.1.. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda)
12. Executive Director's Report (including disclosure of employee financial interests as required by statute,
and notification to the Board that no capital budget needs have been identified for State Fiscal Year
2002)

13. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from Judy Duncan, giving
an overview ofthe DEQ's State Environmental Laboratory.
·Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a finding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until May or June of 2001.
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SUBCHAPTER 17. INCINERATORS
PART 3 • INCINERATORS
252:100-17-2.

BffeetiYe date; applieability Applicability

This Part became effective en July 21, 1971 ·a:ad applies to
incinerators not subject to New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
·
0 r.any other Parts in this Subchapter.
252:100-17-5. Incinerator design requirements·
An incineratorunder subject to this-Part must have:

(1) · A primary burner that maintains a temperature of at least
800°F in the primary combustion chamber.
(2)
A secondary burner that shall be used when. necessary to
eliminate smoke.
.
(3)
A desi§'B that can be demonstrated ~o the DEQ to be
effeetb.~e in accordance 'idth the prmrisie:as of this Subchapter.
The burden of proof shall rest upea the elmer of the proposed
iaciaerater.
252:100-17-5.1.

Alternative incinerator design reauirements

The Director may approve an incinerator· design that does not meet
the .design. requirements in 252; 100-17-5 if the owner of the
proposed incinerator d~monstrates to the DEO that the incinerator
can ·comply with all other applicable requirements.

-

1

Additional Comments

Page 5623
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TITLE 252.

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 17. INCINERATORS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Department is proposing amendments to 252:100-17, Part 3,· ·
Incinerators.
Section 2 of the Part would be amended to remove
references to an effective date; and Section 5(3) would be deleted~
·A new Section 5.1, Alternative incinerator design requirements,
would be added to authorize the Division Director to· approve
incinerator designs that do not meet the requirements specified in
252:100-17-5 if those incinerators can meet all other applicable
requirements.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL ROLES:
None.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules are not more stringent than
corresponding federal·rules.
SUMMARY. OF COMMENTS AND. RESPONSES:
Frank Condon, Environmental Quality Board, commented during the
April 19, 2000, Air Q~ality Council hearing.
Comment 1:

"Define Director".

Response: Director,· as defined in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act,
means Air Quality Division Director.
Comment 2:
Does the Director have the authority to approve an
alternative incineratqr design?
Response: Yes.· The amendment does not change who is authorized
to sign a· permit for the construction or operation of an
incinerator.

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 17 . INCINERATORS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The existing Subchapter 17 has been revised and redesignated as
Part 1, General Provisions, and Part 3, Incinerators. Appendices
A and B were also revised for reasons of clarification and
simplification. The proposed addition of Part 5, Municipal Waste
Combustors (MWC), and a new appendix K were necessary to meet the
federal requirements published in the Federal Register on December
19, 1995 and amended on August 25, 1997.
These standards ·would
.apply to MWC units with the capacity to combust more than 250 tons
per day of municipal solid waste and for which construction
commenced on the unit on or before September 20, 1994.
DJ:PPBRBNCBS FROM ANALOGOUS ·PBDBRAL RULBS:

None.

ENVJ:RONMBN'l"AL BBNBPJ:T STATEMBN'l': · Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF
Comment:

CO~S

AND RESPONSES:

Replace the woz:d "set" with "specify" under252:100-17-1.

Response: Agreed.
Comment: Change the definition of "capacity" to be consistent with
40 CFR 60.51b.
. Add "calculated according to the procedures under 40 CFR
60. 58b (j)" to definition of" municipal· waste combustor': unit
capacity."
Add "as measured by EPA Reference Method 5" to the definition of
matter."

"particula~e

Revise the definition of "yard waste" to exempt "clean wood".
Add the following· definitions to Subchapter 17:
batch MWC,
bubbling fluidized be combustor,
chief
facility operator,
circulating fluidized bed combustor, clean wood, dioxin/furan, four
hour block average, mass burn refracto·ry MWC, mass· burn. rotary
waterwall MWC, mass burn water.wall MWC, maximum demonstrated MWC
unit load, maximum demonstrated particulate matter control device
temperature, modular excess air MWC, modular starved air MWC, MWC
acid gases, MWC metals, MWC plant, MWC unit load, MWC unit refuse
derived fuel stoker, shift supervisor, spreader stoker coal/refuse
derived fuel mixed ~uel fired combustor, total mass dioxin/furan,
24 hour daily average, untreated lumber, waterwall furnace.

~

Response: Staff incorporated by reference all the definitions under
40 CFR 60.51b, which include the additional requested language and
definitions.
1

Comment: Add the ~ord "average" to the f_irst sentence of 2S 2 :l00'17-20(b) (5) (B) so·lt would read "on a da1ly average basis."
Response: Staff added "average."
Comment : U n d e r
2 5 2 : 1 00 - 1 7 - 2 0 (b ) (5 ) (C) (i ) (1 )
and
20 (b) (5) (C) (ii) (1) 1 the citation "40 CFR 60.58 (a) through· (m) n was
said to be overly inclusive and it was requested that "60.58b(a)
through (m)" be struck from the l~nguage and replaced by 60.38b.
Response: Staff agreed the language
changed "(a) through (m)" to "(h)."

was

overly

inclusive

and

Comment: Request the date under 252:100-17-17 (b) 1 17-18 (a) and 1718 (b} be changed to August 26 1 20021 to conform to federal
reqll,;irements .
Response: Staff changed the date.
Comment: Under 252:100-17-24 (a) and (b)
phrase "of each MWC unit".be deleted.

1

it was requested that the

Response: Staff removed the wording to clarify that multiple unit
facilities are not required to have separate chief facility
operators and shift supervisors for each unit.
Comment: Add "24 hour daily arithmetic average" to footnotes of
the table in 252:100-17-20.
Response: Staff added the footnote.
Comment: In 252:l.00-17-~4(b)
"has made application for".

1

replace "scheduled" with the
·

ph~ase

In 252:100-17-24 (c) 1 ·replace the phrase "who is scheduled to take
the full certification exam" with "who has made an application for
a full certification exam."
In 252: 100-l.7-24 (c) 1 replace "or a provisionally ·certified shift
who.is scheduled to take the full certification exam"
with "a fully certified shift supervisor· or a provisionally
certified shift supervisor who has met the qualifications in
..... and has made an application for a full certification exam. · . "·
sup~zyisor

Response: Staff made the revision to avoid penalizing those who
make timely applications but are not immediately scheduled to take
the exam.
Comment: Under 252:100-17-24 (c) (2) request that the phrase ".·.of
this section .... on an emergency/temporary basis" be added.
Re.sponse: Staff did not add the requested wording because no
justification was provided and no benefit could be seen.
Comment:

Under

252:100-17-24(f)
2

request

the

Department

of

Environmental Quality seek confirmation from the EPA that waiver
authority will be granted to the State.
Response: Authority will remain with the EPA until the State plan
is approved.
Comment: Add the following language to the end of 252:100-1711
24 (h) (2) :
• • • each
person specified in paragraph (h) of this
section shall review the operating manual updates, any operational
lessons learned/experiences of the past year, and provide for
review of any sections which an employee requests ...
Response: Staff added the language to clarify that initial training
is not required annually.
Comment: One comment was made as to why air curtain incinerators
are subject to testing procedures under the exemptions of
Subchapter 17.

.

Response: The provisions for air curtain incinerators included
under 17-1.5
were
incorporated · directly
from
the
federal
requirements because there is no flexibility under Section 1.29 of
the federal Clean Air Act.
·
Comment: Request to incorporate language from 40 CFR 60.38b(b) to
propose
an
alternative
performance
testing
schedule
f.or
dioxins/furans as specified.
Response: Staff added the language to allow the alternative
performance testing schedule for MWC units that achieve a
dioxin/furan emission level less than or equal to 1.5 ng/dscm,
corrected to 7% oxygen. .
Comment: A representative from the City of Tulsa commented that
they agreed on the adoption of the rule ~nd felt it would be in the
best interest of the City to have the DEQ implement the regulations
as opposed to the EPA implementing a federal plan·.
The·EPA, Region 6, representative stated that the changes made
to Subchapter 17 were basically clarifi~ations and they were
satisfied with the rule.
Ogden Martin also made it clear that they were satisfied with the
rule and requested it be passed.
Response: Staff recommended that Subchapter 17 be passed as an
emergency/permanent rule.
Comment: It was requested that the rule be carried over until the
next council meeting for further public comme~t.

·-

Response: A vote of the Council to.defer action failed and a second
vote was taken which passed Subchapter 17.
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December 10, 1997

Ogden Energy Group. Inc
40 Lane Road
Fairfreld. NJ 07001-2675
973 882 9000
Fax 973 882 4167

Ms. Michelle Martinez
Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
Re: Comments Concerning Proposed Revisions to OAC 252:100-17.
Dear Ms. Martinez:
As -you are aware, Ogdef! Martin Systems of Tulsa, Inc. (OMST) operates a municipal waste
combustor plant subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 60, Subpart Cb. As such, OMST will be
substantially affected by the proposed revisions to OAC 252:100-17 as they incorporate the
provisions of Subpart Cb into Oklahoma air quality regulations. OMST has appreciated the efforts
of the Division staff in their consideration and development of these Important revisions. OMST has
performed a aitical review of the proposed revisions and would offer the attached comments which
reflect our understanding of the Division's goals and the requirements of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency for state plans/rules developed pursuant to Subpart Cb.
OMST appreciates the opportunity to comment on these proposed rules. If you have any questions
regarding our comments, please feel free to contact me at (973} 882-7058 or Bonnie McGilbra,
OMST, at (918) 583-3925.

Sin~

?-Lc

Andrew T. Lehman
Assistant Vice President
Ogden Energy Group
cc:

Barbara Hoffman, Esq, ODEQ Environmental Attorney
Bonnie Me Gilbra, OMST
Joe Conover, OEG

~·
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t
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COMMENTS REGARDING PROPOSED REVISIONS TO OAC 252:100-17
Submitted to the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
December 10, 1997
Ogden Martin Systems of Tulsa, Inc. (OMSD appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
proposed revisions to OAC 252:100-17 pertaining to municipal waste combustors and
incinerators and incorporating the requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Cb into the state air
quality regulations. These comments were developed based on the draft rule revisions dated
December 3, 1997.
1.

252:10Q-17-1 Please replace the word "set" with " ... specify design and operating
requirements" to better reflect USEPA's performance standard approach to these
regulations.

2.

OAC 252:10D-17-1.3. Definitions:
a.
Definition of Capacity. The proposed definition of capacity is inconsistent with
the definition of Municipal Waste Combustor (MWC) Unit Capacity contained in 40 CFR
60.51b which refers to calculation methods in 40 CFR 6Cl.'5Bb0). This calculation method
allows the use of maximum design heat input capacity and heating value as the basis for
determining capacity for combustors that are designed on heat capacity. The OMST
units are heat capacity limited units; therefore, this provision Is appropriate for use at the
OMST facility. However, the term of Capacity or its plural form is utilized in OAC
252:10D-17, Part 3 which is not applicable to the OMST Facility; therefore, OMST
recommends addition of a definition of Municipal Waste Combustor Unit Capacity to OA~
252:10D-17-1.3. The suggested wording for the definition is as follows:
•Municipal Waste Combustor Unit capacity"" means the maximum charging rate of a
municipal waste combustor 4nit expressed in tons per day of municipal solid waste
combusted,- calculated according to the procedures under 40 CFR 60.58b0).
b.
Definition of Particulate Matter. The proposed definition does not cite the
reference method for determining particulate matter. OMST recommends that the phrase
"as measured by EPA Reference Method 5" be added to the definition.
c.
Definition of Yard Waste. The term "clean wood", addressed in both the second
and third sentences of the definition, should read: "Yard Waste does not include clean
wood or construction, renovation ... ". The definition also refers to "section" in sentences
two and three which should be "subchapter''.
d.
Additional Definitions. There are several technical terms utilized in OAC
252:100-17 which are not defined in the text of the rule. OMST would recommend
inclusion of USEPA's definitions for the following terms as presented in 40 CFR 60.31b or
60.51b:
Batch municipal waste combustor
Bubbling fluidiz.ed bed combustor

(Comment 252:100-17-1.3- cont'd)
Chief facility operator
Circulating fluidized bed combustor
Clean wood
Dioxin/Furan
Four hour block average
Mass bum refractory municipal waste combustor
Mass bum rotary waterwall municipal waste combustor
Mass bum waterwall municiparwaste combustor
Maximum demonstrated municipal waste combustor unit load
Maximum demonstrated particulate matter control device temperature
Modular excess air municipal waste combustor
Modular starved air municipal waste combustor
Municipal waste combustor acid gases
Municipal waste combustor metals
Municipal waste combustor plant
Municipal waste combustor plant capacity
Municipal waste combustor unH load
Municipal waste combustor unH
Refuse derived fuel stoker
Shift supervisor
Spreader stoker coal/refuse- derived .fuel mixed fuel fired combustor
Total mass dioxin/furan ·
·
Twenty four hour daily average
Untreated lumber
Waterwall furnace

-

3.

252:100-17-20(b)(5)(8). For consistency with the 40 CFR Subpart Cb regulation, OMST
would recommend that the first sentence of (B) be amended as follows:
(B)
For each of the units Included in the emission averaging plan, the nitrogen oxides
emissions shall be calculated on a daily average ba.sis.

4.

252:100-17-20 (b)(5)(C)(i)(l), Second Sentence. The federal rule citation, "40 CFR
60.58(a) through (m)", appears to be overly inclusive; 60.58b is already incorporated by
reference at 252:100-17-25 (Compliance and Performance Testing). Nitrogen oxides are
addressed in 40 CFR 60.58b(h). OMST would recommend the following language as an
alternative:

(1)... The calculation shall be based on the hourly nitrogen oxides data required under 40
CFR 60.58b(a) through (m) 60.38b(a) and specified under 40 CFR 60.58b(h)(5):
5.

252:100-17-20(b)(5)(C)(ii)(l). The federal rule citation, "40 CFR 60.58b(a) through (m)",
again appears to be overly inclusive. Nitrogen oxides are addressed in 40 CFR
60.58b(h). OMST would suggest the following language as an alternative:
(I) For each large MWC unit included in the emissions averaging plan, the daily amount of
nitrogen oxides emitted (kilograms per day) shall be calculated based on the hourly
nitrogen oxides data required under 40 GFR 60.58b(a} through (m} 40 CFR 60.38b(a)
and specified ...

-

2
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6.

252:100-17-17(b), 252:100-17-18(a), and 252:100-17-18(b). The December 19, 2002
date ~ould appear to be· inconsistent with the final compliance date of August 26, 2002
contatned in 40 CFR 60.39(f). OMST would recommend that clarification be sought
regarding the final compliance date and that the most appropriate date be included in thr~
proposed revisions.

7.

252:100-17-24(a) and (b). These provisions appear to require a shift supervisor for each
MWC unit within a MWC plant, which is not intended by USEPA nor is it industry practice.
OMST utilizes a shift supervisor for each shift for the entire plant. OMST would suggest
the following amendments to the proposed language:
(a} Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor of eaeh large MWC unit shall obtain ...
(b} Each chief facility operator and shift supervisor of eaeh large MWC unit shall have
been completed ...

.

8.

252:100-17-20 Relative to NOx emissions limits, request addition of"24 hour daily
arithmetic average" to the footnote ... Corrected to 7 percent oxygen, dry basis" to clarify
consistency of the NOx averaging time with USEPA regulation.

9.

252:100-17-24 The following requested changes to this section of the regulations are
offered to ensure that Oklahoma requirements are consistent with ASME standards and
USEPA's certification model. ·
··

10.

252:100-17-24(b) Please delete the word "scheduled" and insert the phrase "bas made
application for" in this section of the regulation.

11.

252:100-17(c) 17~24(c) Please delete the following phrases in this section and substitute
the rephrasing as noted:
~
"wne is sehedtlled te take the ftdl certification exam": " ... chief facility operator... who has
met the qualification requirements specified in ASME QRQ-1-1994 sections 2.2.2; and
has made an application for a full certification exam following the ASME QRQ-1-1994
section 4.3.1 application process".
·
In the second instance, further on in this section, please delete " or a provisionelly
certified shift supervisor vmo is.seheduled to take tne ftJII certification exam" and replace
it with the following phrase " ... a fully certified shift supervisor or a provisionally certified
chief facility operator who has '!let the qualification requirements specified in ASME
QRQ-1-1994 sections 2.2.2; and bas made an application for a full certification exam
following the ASME QRQ-1-1994 section 4.3.1 application process."

12.

252:100-.17-24(c)(2} At the end of this section, please add the following note of
clarification: " ... of this section ... on an emergency/temporary basis."

13.

252:100-17-24(f) OMST recommends that ODEQ seek confirmation from USEPA that
waiver authority will be granted to the State.

14.

252:100-17-24(h}(2) To clarify that this section of the rule does not require comp_lete
employee retraining on ttie entire manual annually, it is requested that the followtng
language be inserted as follows: "... paragraph (h)(1) of this section .... each person

3

·-

14.

(cont'd) specified in paragraph (h)(1) of this section shall review the operating manual
updates, any operational lessons learned/experiences of the past year, and provide for
review of any sections which an employee requests"

15.

252:100-17-25 Please be advised that the effect of this rule section is under engineering
evaluation by OMST, and further comment is reserved.

-

--
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I know it io an ~rtant ioOQO and
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there io a lot of aide• to ozaaino, eud I can underotand
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beift'l ollbjeot to federal •fon:r-t, and tb• fine• eud
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pen&ltiu aao1 piclaU.Da•
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alonq what io that iooue for th. . ao pertaininq to the
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opportunity to review the•• rule• •• you ju•t •tated befo.-

Hr. Bardt, con•iderinq I do believe Hr. Branecky'• comment.
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I would like to applaud the
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Okay, any t:urt~er comment• or

KR. BREISCH:
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Beiaq the public repreoentativa on that work force that

10

iaforaatJ.oa waa not diatri.butad widely to the poplllation of

11

the City of !Ulea ao that they know what the rule contain•
ia that.

aqre-t at all at the only 1.-1 that ..Us aay

U

that the publio wa• gi,.a

14

difference •

14

the paat and I applaud that decidon.

15

MR. BRBISCBI
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MR. I'IBIIBACJ;I
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Okay.

Do you have a probl- with that?
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Thank you, Nadine.
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(No reoponae.)
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Any further

1& aa..eata froa the council?

Doe& that an....r really your

20

So I

- . r with the ohairaaa•e rac.,...lldation
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in •nd can •t •ay that

ftaalt you.

Myrna, call for the

roll,
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2
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CBRTIFICATB

4

I, KBMA L. HICKS, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
6

Notary Public within and for tbe State of Oklahoma,

DO

BBRBBY CBRTIFY that aa oucb reporter, I reported in machine
Shorthand on the 15th day of October, 1996, all the
t

proceeding• had upon the above-entitled cauoe1 and that tbe

10

foregoing pageo of typewriting conotitute a full, true,

11

correct and complete tranocript of all .y -.ahine oborthand

12

not•• aDd of all the eddence introduced upon aaid bearing.

13
14

WI~BSS

MY BAND and aeal of office tbia ____ day of
• 1996.
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Certified Shorthand Reporter
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We'll go head and
call the Meeting/Hearing to order. Roll call.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: Present.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
MR. GLASS: Present.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.
MS. SLAGELL: Present.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Present.
MS. BRUCE: For the record, absent
are Mr. Fishbeck, Mr. Albright, and Ms. Hinkle.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. I need a
motion on the minutes.
MR. BRANECKY: I move that the
minutes be approved.
MR. GLASS: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I got a motion and a
second to the minutes, any discussion, comments?
If not, Myrna call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: Approved.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
~.L.::L BREISCH:

STATE OF OKLAHOMA

-

/'[':-\
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2

Mr. Bill Breioch, Chairman

3

3

4
5

6

8

Dr. Larry Canter

Mr.
Mr.
Mo.
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Br&necky
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Meribeth Slaqell
Larry By~, Hearing Officer
Director of Air Quality Divtsion
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9. M•. Myrna Bruce, Secret&ry

10
AIR QUALITY DIVISION STAFF PRESENT:
11

12

Dr. Joyce Sheedy
Ray Bhhop
Linn Mainner

13

Dennio Douqhty
B&rbar& Hottman

14

ATTORNEYS PRESENT:
15

Donald K. Shandy
16

Attorney at Law

ll

B&ncFir•t Building
lQl K. aro&Gvay

Oklahoma City, OklAhOMA 73102
19

tc•thy PuC'sley
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Fr4nk Er"Win
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MR. BRANECKY: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
MR. GLASS: I.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.
MS. SLAGELL: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes. Meeting

schedule. We've discussed this a little bit this
morning, any comments on that? Does it meet with
you all's approval? Do we need a motion on this?
(Council indicating in agreement in
discussion among themselves.)
MR. BREISCH: Okay. We got a
motion.
DR. CANTER: Second.
MR. BREISCH: Larry, did you
second?
DR. CANTER: Yes.
MR. BREISCH: If there's no
discussion, Myrna call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
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MR. GLASS: I.
MS. BRUCE: M::. Slagell.
MS. SLAGELL: I.

2
3
4

2
3
4

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: I.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

'

1R. GLASS: Yes.

5

of offices. We need to elect a chairman,
vice chairman, and that's it isn't it?
MR. BYRUM: Uh-huh.
DR. CANTER: I would like to place
a nomination for Chairman of the Council,
Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Can we do them
~.(·separately, or should we do them together,
15 chairman and vice chairman?
(Council talking over each other.)
16
17
MR. DOUGIITY: I would probably do
18 them separately. If you only had one nomination
19 it probably won't matter.
MR. BRANECKY: I second that
20
21 ·motion.
MR. BREISCH: The motions been
22
23 made, and seconded. Any other nominations, on
24 the floor? Okay. How do we vote on that, call
25 roll, or--

8 Hearing Officer, Mr. Byrum.
MR. BYRUM: Ladies and gentlemen,
9
10 my name is Larry Byrum. I'm the director of the
11 Air Quality Division, as such I will act as the
12 personal officer for this hearing. Tills hearing
13 is convened by the Air Quality Councilmen in
14 compliance with the Oklahoma Administration
15 Procedures Act, Title 40 of the code of Federal
16 Regulations, Part 51, as well as the authority of
17 Title 27A of the Oklahoma Statutes, Sections
18 25101 and following.
19

3
4

MR. BREISCH: Call roll, Myrna..
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.

5

DR. CANTER: I.

6

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.

23 Subchapter 17. If you wish to make a statement,
24 please complete the forms at the registration
25 table and I will call upon you at the· appropriate

2

7

MR. BRANBCKY: L

8

Ms. BRUCE:

9

Mr. Glass.

MR. GLASS: I.

10

MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.

11

MS. SLAGELL: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.

12

MR. BREISCH: Sustained. Okay.
13
Let's
elect
vice chairman.
14
MR. BRANECKY: I'll nominate Dr.
15
16 Canter as vice chairman.
MR. SLAGELL: I second it.
17
MR. BREISCH: Nomination been made
19 and seconded. Any further nominations, or any
20 further discussion? If not, Myrna call roll.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
21
DR. CANTER: Sustained.
22
18

23

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.

24

MR. BRANECKY:

25

MS. BRUCE:

I.

Mr. Glass.

Gena C. Belcher, CSR (405) 579-0242

This hearing was advertised in the

20 Oklahoma Register for purposes of receiving
21 comments pertaining to purposed revisions to a
22 new Part 3, Municipal Waste Combustors to our

Page 6
1
2 call roll.

-

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes. All right.

6 Item 6, is the continued hearing on Municipal .·. ·. /
7 Waste Combustion. And I'll turn this over to our

MR. BREISCH: Okay. Next, election

MR. OOUGIITY: Yes, we would need to

MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.
MS. SLAGELL: I.

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Pag<
time. At this time I would like to call on
Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give the staff position on
these proposed changes.
DR. SHEEDY: Mr. Chairman, members
of the Council, Ladies and Gentleman, my name is
Joyce Sheedy, and I work in the Rules and
Planning Unit of the Air Quality Division. In
October 1996, the staff presented a draft
modification to OAC 252:100-17 entitled
"Incinerators".
Tiris proposed modification incorporated
the EPA guidelines contained in 40 CFR 60.
Subpart Cb for existing Municipal Waste
.
Combustors at plants with an aggregate combustion
capacity of 38.58 tons per day of municipal solid
waste. The hearing for this proposed rule was
continued to the December, 1996 Air Quality
Council Meeting which was canceled. The notice
for the February 1997 council meeting listed the
proposed modification to Subchapter 17.
However, on December 6, 1996 in first
opinion, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit vacated the EPA'S
1995 standards for existing municipal waste ~
combustors contained in 40 CFR 60. Subpart C
Page 5- Pag•
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1 their entirety and remandt.u to EPA without

-

2 reaching the additional challenges raised by

2

3 petitioners.

3
4

'The Court held that EPA's use of
5 aggregate plant municipal solid waste capacity
6 rather than unit municipal solid waste capacity
1 in the 1995 standards to create categories of
8 municipal waste combustor units for MACI'
9 purposes, violates the plain meaning of Section
10 129 of the Clean Air Act and exceeds the EPA's
11 statutory authority.
12
'The modification proposed to our
13 .Subchapter 17 at the October, 1996 meeting were a
' 14 -... direct result of the requirements of the Federal
15 Clean Air Act and mirrored the standards and
16 limits contained in 40 CPR 60 Subpart Cb.
17
'Therefore, the staff recommends that the
18 modifications to Subchapter 17 be held in
19 abeyance until such time as the issue addressed
20 by the Court is resolved.
4

21
22
MR. BYRUM: Questions from
23 Council for Dr. Sheedy?
24

MR.

5

6
7

8
9
10

11
12
13
14

15

16
17
18
19
20

21

the

22
23

BREISCH: Do you expect these

24

25 to be resolved, or in one-way or the other hear

25

Page 10
from the Court or EPA concerning the actions to
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

25

be taken?

2

DR. SHEEDY: I'm sorry,
Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: But when do you
expect to hear something on this?
DR. SHEEDY: Well, I believe that
there might be some news by Friday, I think,
regarding what the Court is going to do. Now,
it's also-- they just acted on the first issue.
And if this issue was resolved, then according to
their opinion there are other issues that may
well be taken into account after that unless
they're addressed by EPA at the same time. So it
could be sometime before it's all resolved.
MR. BYRUM: Other questions from
the Council?
(No response.)
MR. BYRUM: Questions from the
audience of Dr. Sheedy?
(No response.)
MR. BYRUM: Thank you. Frank
Erwin.
MR. ERWIN: My name is Frank Erwin,
I'm with the City of Tulsa. And basically, I

Gena C. Belcher, CSR
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6
1
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just wanu.d to state that we are in support of
the staffs recommendation that deferral of action
on this matter at this council level today occur,
and for the same reasons that she cited.
MR. BYRUM: Thank you. Questions
for Mr. Erwin?
(Council shakes heads.)
MR. BYRUM: Questi9ns from the
audience for Mr. Erwin?
(Audience shakes heads.)
MR. BYRUM: Thank you, sir. Don
Shandy.
MR. SHANDY: Council members,·my
name is Don Shandy. I'm an attorney with
McKinney, Stringer & Webster, here in Oklahoma
City. And I'm here on behalf of Homand Inc.,
which is a cement company, the largest cement
manufacturer in the United States with 13
facilities. And they also have a plant located
here in the state in Ada, Oklahoma.
Basically without belaboring the point,
we have reviewed on behalf of this particular
company, the Municipal Waste Combustion Rule ovc
the past year or so, and have had extensive
involvement with the Environmental Protection
Page
Agency regarding applicability of the rule.
And one of the fundamental problems that
this particular industry sees with the rule that
EPA proposes, is that no one really is sure who,
and how broad it applies, and who it applies to.
So for that reason the Cement Recycling Coalition
joined as a party in a litigation in
Washington DC. And as has been discussed by
Dr. Sheedy previously, the Court in that
particular case has decided that the· rule didn't
meet certain requirements and basically tossed
the rule out and remanded it for further action.
1be issues of concern to CKRC were not
addressed in the litigation. And when EPA
appealed this case on February the 4th, even
though the Court may make a ruling the case will
still have to be heard by the Court to address
CKRC's issues.
For that reason Homand is in agreement
with the staff's recommendation that this rule
making not go forward, because quite honestly the
staff could spend a lot of time adopting and
preparing a rule. But the bottom line is the
rule could ultimately be tossed out, and it could
be a lot of wasted motion. So from a threshold

Page 9- Page
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:st that's reason enough

standpoint we would s
not go forward.
3
Again there's a big question regarding
4 the applicability of the rule, and some of these
5 issues need to be resolved with EPA. And as the
6 rules proposed here in Oklahoma, currently as I
7 understand it, there's only two facilities that
8 it applies to.
9
But Homand is concerned that it could be
10 broader, at least in EPA's mind and in the way
11 the State proceeds it So those issues need to
12 be worked out. And, again we would encourage the
13 Council to forego any further action in
1-i- 'accordance with Ms. Sheedy's recommendation.
15
MR. BYRUM: Questions for
16 Mr. Shandy?
17
DR. CANTER: Yes. Don, the cement
18 kennel, that would potential come into play,
19 because.these companies burn municipal waste for
20 energy supply. I don't know what the connection
21 is there.
22
MR. SHANDY: Dr. Canter, the
23 problem is, when you. look at the rules - firSt
24 of all kennels are enormous pieces of equipment,
25 so from the standpoint of capacities they easily
2

\

response.)
2
MR. BREISCH: I believe we've got a
3 couple of. altern~tes here. Number one, to just
4 revoke this heanng and readvertise it, or
-.
5 continue it. Personally my feelings are it
. :.
6 would be easier right now to continue
Ana >
7 I would entertain a motion to do that, if there •s
8 no objection from our Council.
9
MR. DOUGHTY: I think that that
10 would be my recommendation because we could
11 continue indefinitely. I have no reason to
12 believe there's any time limit.
13
DR. CANTER: So if, for example,
14 something might come out as early as Friday of
15 this week, that would -- that might make us want
16 to have a continuance in our April meeting, then
11 this would let us do that. If we discontinue the
18 hearing now, then we can't have a hearing in
19 April because of the time we advertised it,
20 'right?
21
MR. BYRUM: With the possible
22 exception of this advertising Friday for a
23 hearing.
24
DR. CANTER: Oh, that's right.
MR. BYRUM: Fridays our cutoff
25
1

tlus.

Page
Page 14
.-.....
date, after that we could not do that.
meet or exceed the capacity requirements of the
DR. CANTER: Okay.
2
2 rule. So you've got arguable applicability on
MR. BRANECKY: Looking for a
3 the capacity side.
3
4 motion.
4
'The next question that you ask yourself
5
MR. BREISCH: I'm looking for a
5 then is, what fuel supplies go into the kennel.
6 motion.
6 And to directly address your question, for
7
MR. BRANECKY: I motion that we
1 instanoe, there is a permit that Ada has right
8 continue this hearing.
8 now, they're operating under construction permit.
MS. SLAGELL: I second it.
9 And it appears to me that arguably some of the
9
MR. BREISCH: I have a motion, and
10
1o nonhazardous fuels that they could burn at that
11 a second to continue the hearing. Any further
11 facility would arguably fall under municipal
12 discussion, questions? If not, Myrna calJ the
12 waste by definition. So there is some problems
13 roll.
13 related to definitions, and regulation, and how
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
14
14 those are interpreted.
DR. CANTER: I.
15
15
DR. CANTER: Okay.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
16
16
MR. BYRUM: Other questions for
MR.
BRANECKY: L
17
17 Mr. Shandy in this case?
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
18
18
(Council shakes head.)
MR. GLASS: L
19
MR. BYRUM: Questions from the
19
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.
20
20 audience?
MS. SLAGELL: L
21
21
(Audience shakes head.)
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
22
22
MR. BYRUM: Thank you. I have no
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
23 indications that anyone else wishes to speak on
23
(Meeting/Hearing concluded)
24
24 this issue. Is there anyone else in the audience
25 that wishes to speak? Mr. Chairman.
25
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I, GENA C. BELCHER, Certified Shorthand
Reporter for the State of Oklahoma, certify that
7 the Meeting/Hearing was taken by me in stenotype
8 and thereafter transcribed and is a true and
9 correct transcript of the testimony of the
10 witnesses; that the Meeting/Hearing was taken on
11 the 19th day of February, 1997, at 1:00 P.M., at
12 Lincoln Plaza Office Park, Burgundy Room,
13 . Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; that I am not an
14 ., attorney for or a relative of any party, or
15 otherwise interested in this action.
16
Witness my hand and seal of office on
17 this the 3rd day of March, 1997.
5

6

,
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4

by

5

a

6

then

these

7

made

well

8

Council

9

at

the

14th

Friday,

the

so

And

Ogden

time

and

the
a

DEQ

representative

in

we

11

am

a

slow

12

go

through

13

step,

given

can

14

well

to

If

advance

these ·very

that

every

and

the

case,

have

public

been

and
to

I,

as

cannot

a

sit

that

the

the

look
so

citizen,

down

recommendation .step

sure

was

recommendations

comment.

learner

there

should

the

last

earlier

opportunity

important

make

make

and

made

was

was

this

that

that

ample

12th

citizens

and
by
are

represented.

15

I,

thank

you,

for

the

opportunity

and

I

16

make

this

recommendation

17

plea

that

you

18

the

19

rules,

20

present

whatever

21

actions

at

22

17th.

23

Barton.

9th

as
as

you
that

the

do

defer

have
would

MR.
anything

else

action

with

until

other

still

January

recommended

give

us

time
these

outcome

is

on

Board

meeting

on

January

thank

you,

DYKE:

Mick,

do

to

on

say

this

to

respectfully

the

Respectfully,

24
25

was

recommendations

be

the

received

comment

imperative.

10

13th,

to

the

Nadine

you

have

matter?

Christy :a.. rtn;rs
Certified Sbqrt;hand Rc:pQrter
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1

MR.

COTE:

No,

2

MR.

DYKE:

Is

3

wishing

to

MS.

4

5

speak

her

last

on

7

MS.

MCGI LBRA:

8

McGilbra,

9

T u 1 sa.···

from

And

for

those

11

they

were

12

lOth

and

13

11th.

So

14

the

within

20

25

then

on

r e c e i v e d

o n

closed

on

Can

I

comment

on

I'm

to

Bonnie
Systems

comment

was

period

December

staff. by
them

there

by
on

of

lOth

and

December

De.cember
time

within

reason.
DYKE:
too,

That's
that

BRANECKY:

is

correct.

They

were

They

were

10 t h .

BRANECKY:
on

our

lOth?

MCGI LBRA:

t he

MR.
speak

matter?

Martin

the

were

the

MR.
period

to

sent

they

MS.

23

24

faxed

MR.

21
22

Ogden

understanding,

19

else

Please.

regulations

MR.

received

anyone

the: p·u b 1 is h·e d

10

18

there

statement?
DYKE:

17

you.

MCGI LBRA:

MR.

16

Thank

this

6

15

sir.

the

DYKE:

this

matter?

DR.

CANTER:

And

the

lOth.

Okay.

Anyone

else

Could

I

comment

wishing

I

Qgisty A

to

would

lfv:X11

Certified Sborthapd Repono-.,
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1

like

to

have

that

2

Mr.

Cote,

3

has

seen

these

4

the

ones

from

today,

5

like

for

tfi~t

~o

6

as

7

you're

8

and

they're

9

I ' m

a

from

opposed

EPA,

here

11

months

12

(38)

comments

13

just

appreciate

14

record

from

here

already

18

19

already

done

20

morning

but

21

afternoon .

I'm

with

I

24

Agency

25

the

the

in

record

by

if

EPA

has

COTE:

I

it

COTE:

My

t h·a t

the

I

would

into

I

the

think
do

it

Has

okay.

you

name

you

he

this

this

is

Mick

Cote.

Protection

like

r u 1e ,

three

I'll

heard

Environmental
I'd

t o

So

will.
but

I

hear

Dallas.

r u s h

state

Well,

didn't

guess,

thirty-eight

sure

once?

I

these

earlier.

one~,

CANTER:

record

around

would

said

would

that

and

we

turn

I

seen

document.

you

you

is

have

he

presuming

this

is

t ha t

that

And

of

you

EPA

this

that

MR.

23

on

done

DR.

22

and

what

MR.

again.

concern

then

record.

I'm

well.

my

and

now

and

part

that

the

indicated

a

c o n c-.e· r n e d

judgement

17

as

approvable

10

I've

has

of

be

indicating

15

part

revisions

to

l i t t 1 e

16

as

as

to

state

i t ' s

for

w r i t ten

Christy 1., tlyers
Shorthnpd Reporter
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1

now

is

2

don't

3

I've

seen

written

4

that

have

been

appears
foresee

6

that

7

presentation;

8

all

9

wh e r e

10

any

f•(R.

5

Ogden

approvable
problems
today

shown

me

BRANECKY:

Martin
is

understand,

made
that

the

the

on

what

-

comments

a

suggestion
formal

acceptable?

DEQ

I

today.

One
in

me.

based

and

to

to

and

EPA,

Did

you

understand

0 g d e n · M a r t ±-n-·· i s · c o m i n g . f r o m · o n

t ha t

comment?
MR.

11

12

where

they ' r e

13

regulation.

14

agree

with

Mick

coming

from, in ·the

I'm
that

MR.

15

COTE:

that

not
at

prepared

this

16

explore

17

w i t h·

18

understand

you

19

sixty

nanograms,

20

( 30 )

21

bas i c a 1 1 y

22

f i f t e e n

23

o f

24

option

25

d e mo n s t r a t i o n

t he

0gde n

( 60)

n a n o g r a ms

t ho s e

a

correctly,

in

time

like

to

bit

a n

ES P ,

n a n o g r a ms ,

wh i c h

y o u

i f

that

I

-·

further
If

I

standard

an

say i n g ,

alternate

the

with

wi t h o u t

s t a nda r d s ,

for

little

see

say

r e p r e s e nt a t i ve .

you ' r e

( 1 5 )

I'd

I

to

point

FISHBACK:
point

Cote.

ESP

of

is

thirty

a nd

you ' r e

we 1 1

be 1ow

wa n t

t o

at
e i t he r

i n v o ke

t h i s

compliance
i s

t e s t

o ne ,

a nd

Christy A
tfyer§
certiff ed Shorthand Repo~
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1

assume

it's

2

correct?

If

3

below

standards,

4

flexibility?

the

similar
you're

MS.

5

basically

correct,

7

say

that

8

but

thatts

in

the

9

therefore,

we

wo~~d

the

10

r e g u1 a t i o n s ,

11

comes

up

DR.

13

1 e v e 1 s

14

( 1 5 ) ,

s i x t y
i s

( 60 ) ,

to

t h e

16

DR.

CANTER:

18

that's

in?

19
20

indicate
We've
MS.

b •

I

have

21

a

what

DR.

CANTER:

23

MR.

DYKE:

24

MS.

HOFFMAN:

22

25

state
i t

plant.
same

thos~

you

a nd

f i f t e e n

don't

mind,

section

copies

here

so

Yes.

MCGI LBRA:
copy

and

CFR ?

If

got

it

wa y

the

( 3 0 )

do

the

t he

test

Are

MCGI LBRA:

you

doesn't

to

have

t h a t ' s

MS.

could

to

t h i r t y
i n

that

going

like

want

a 1 1

that's

regulations

CANTER:

t h a t

Yes,
And

that

percent
some

we're

EPA

is

want

yeah.

15

17

(50)

you

c a s e

we

others;

fifty

way

i n

that

12

the

MCGI LBRA:

6

is

to

of

here.

60.38b,
I

can
I

CFR

paragraph

show

think

you.

we've

got

it

here .

also

state

for

the

Barbara.
If

record.

I

could
I'd

just

like

to

Christy A. Hyers
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1

state

something,

2

Hoffman,

3

Martin

4

lunch.

5

change.

6

no

DEQ

did

It

that

we

9

public· has

11

proposed

12

That's

13

the

14

appropriate,

15

public

16

I'd

17

public,

18

t h e y

a r e

19

this

public

io

this

is

did

in

the

EPA

to

to
no

over
to

and

this

we

have

a

is

in

is

for.

that's

matter

that

which

can

this

somehow

sure

of

the

exactly ·what-

Anybody

suppose

sure

member

rule

forum
that

t he

do

make

I

form.
object

that's
exactly

to

do.

we

bring

not
what

And

allow
the

oppor t u n i t y

t o

c o mme n t

that's

.-.

the

of

because

a

so

side

hearing,

to

issue
i n

what

for.

a t

take

DYKE:

t hi s
MR.

23

can

to

make

MR.
ma t t e r

rule,

every

to

because

on ,

us

Let's

forum.

this

implication

like

that

right

hearing

by

Ogden

objection

FISHBACK:

this

what

And

it.

changes

21

25

is

the

they

change
no

recognize

10

24

this

in

Barbara

attorney.

has

MR.

8

I'm

staff

objection

7

22

staff

run

And

please.

else

Okay.

The

on

this

t i me ?
BREISCH:

action
MR.

Anything

at

this

Council

time.

KILPATRICK:

I'd

like

to

move

:a. Jlrers
CertJ.fied. Shorthand Repo.-..:-
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1

that

we

2

the

3

Room,

continue

9th,

at

this

1:00

Oklahoma

hearing

P.M.,

in

the

MS.

SLAGELL:

I'll

5

J.'.fR.

BREISCH:

A

made

7

hearing

8

designated

January

9th

9

Any

furthe~

comments

10

Burgundy

seconded

that

the

second

motion

6

until

January

City.

4

and

until

we

has

continue

proposed

or

it.

this

the,

hearing

been

I

guess,

or

from

date.

the

Co unci 1?

11

MR.

12

said

13

position

14

J a n u a r y

ear 1 i e r,
if

what

we

do

MR.
pass

17

regular

meeting

18

EPA

hope

this

on

19

MS.
sure

21

not

that
that

we
the

22

MR.

23

don't

24

comment

25

that

know

the

not

our

Branecky

fa 11- back

have

BREISCH:

16

20

is

M·r.

a

quorum

on

9 t h ?

15

and

As

FISHBACK:

on

an

We

emergency
in

can

go

basis

February.

ahead

at

and

our

Pass

it

on

to

they
MYERS:
get

it

State

I

this

want

processed
has

BREISCH:

whether

just

the

but

probability

I

think

make

quickly

and

jurisdiction.

Well,

anybody

to

Sharon,

wants
I've

we're

to

make

been

pretty

I
a

told
well

Cbristy 1.. l!'fe"
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1

assured

that

2

rule

and

3

they

care

let
to

4

believe

EPA
us

would

take

operate

comment

MR.

COTE:

we,

in

on

I

6

think

it

was

an

Air

7

Meeting,

but

in

previous

8

issue

has

come

9

well,

and

Mr.

10

me

verify

11

emergency

12

Perhaps

or

a

up,

rules

in

that.

this,

then

Cote,

per-haps
we

have

rule

making

Along

14

MR.

COTE:

Mobile

for

instance .

16

MR.

DYKE:

Yes,

17

MR.

COTE:

And

at

this

19

would

20

the

meeting,

accept

state

23

24
25

plan.
MR.

21
22

the

back

at

in

the

past.

-

have.
our

rule
we

And

correct

lines.

hearing

yes,

as

Source

you

emergency

BREISCH:

this

accepted

those

it's

this

So,

don' t

you· can

that

DYKE:

18

And

conversations

MR.

Programs ,

fine.

d i s c u.s s i o n s ,

phone

i

Council

Quality

13

15

And

again.
I

previous

Dyke,·
this,

emergency

under

Mick

5

an

do

position
that

as

we

part

accept

that's

a

of
it.

fall-

p o s i t i on .
An y

·f u r t h e r

c o mme n t

f r om t he

Co unci 1?
MR.

FISHBACK:

Does

the

Q>ristt A. Mv:Di
Certified 5borthapd Rep<!~
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1

emergency

2

parties

3

shaking.

rule

represented

4

you

MS.

COLEMAN:

representing

6

potentially

7

that

8

as

9

significant

it

puts

how

place.

11

compliance

12

into

13

in

14

schedule

15

that

retrofit

a

need

to

January,

under

17

we

18

the

19

between

20

chance

21

to

that

and

16

would

MR.

BRANECKY:
this

other

can

pass

23

to

continue

24

need

to

25

make

another

vote

on

and

position

take
on

to

with

a

enter

the

a

state

compliance
doing

I

would
I

hope

think

all

satisfied.

here

that
of

In

I've

had

a

and

I'm

ready

it.

BREISCH:

it

it

rule.

are

through

that

the

to

place

discussions,

read

of

have

today.

involved

risky

uncomfortable

emergency

MR.

22

in

an

parties

we

puts

not?

risk

proceeding

They

heads

Coleman,

at

agreement

they're

pass

to

be

why

plan

has

the

some

feel

very

that

of

We

because

schedule.

compliance

us

Nancy

a

all

see

with

state

in

proceed

They

I

Martin.

the

Ogden

to

10

share

Ogden
puts

satisfy

here?

Can

5

to

concept

right
that.

motion.

We've

now.
If
Any

So
that

got
I

a

motion

guess
fails

further

we
we

can

comment?

cbristr a.. tm:rs
Certified

Sborthand
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1

MR.
emergency

FISHBACK:

2

the

rule

3

legal

4

acceptable

5

legal. standpoint,

6

creates

standpoint,

a

as

risk
MS.

7

8

risk

in

9

pa s s

t he

the

fails

to

11

r u1e ,

t he n

12

will

13

place.

14

have

die

for

Ogden

HOFFMAN:

sense

a n

next

year

and

so

in

federal
MR.

16

use

the

17

it's

the

18

rule

would

19

legislative

if

rule

it

you

a

think

it

then

the

sense,

come

fail

a
to

permanent

So

r u1e
to

we

into

in

possibility

that

the
at

t ha t

take
will

its
then

play.

it's

rule

passed

creates

t ·h e · 1 e g i s 1 a t u r e

emergency

be

you

nothing

FISHBACK:

not

From

e m e r g e. n c y

that

a

Martin?

later,

have

And

do

From

as

rule.

· r u 1 e·- o r

it

explore

again.

Well,

that

to

it's

Barbara,

we

15
of

said

permanent

approve

need

concept,
EPA

p e r ma n e n t

10

a

a

I

not

the

the

interim,

permanent

the

next

session?

20

MS.

HOFFMAN:

Right.

21

MR.

DOUGHTY:

I

also.

This

is

22

comment,

23

s o me t i me s ,

e ve n

t hough

24

assumption

that

an

25

permanent

rule

is

might

Dennis
y ou

ma y

emergency
going

to

be

one
Doughty.
ma k e

rule
the

t he

and

a

same,

Christy A. rtters
Certified Sbqrtlumd Repor"""""\
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1

they

don't

2

I've

seen

3

emergency

rule

4

rule

differs

5

emergency

6

happen

it

that

here,

you

9

with- your

have

that

then

way.

we've

we

passed

have

a

significantly
not

that

BREISCH:
do

saying

is

a

an

permanent

from

the

that

would

possibility.

Gary,

you

And

still

hearing
want

to

what

stand

motion?
MR.

I'll

MR.

13

comments

or

14

All

15

to

continue

16

at

a

right.

It's

KILPATRICK:

seconded.

12

17

up

where

I'm

heard,

10

and

and

but

MR.

8

end

happen

rule.

7

11

always

stand

on-

Any

BREISCH:

from

We

motion

this

spec i a 1
Myrna,

a

hearing

made

~t.

further

questions
have

been

the

Council?

and

until

a

second

January

9th

meet i n g .
call

the

roll.

18

MS.

BRUCE:

19

MR.

KILPATRICK:

20

MS.

BRUCE:

21

MS.

SLAGELL:

22

MS.

BRUCE:

23

MR.

FISHBACK:

24

MS.

BRUCE:

25

DR.

CANTER:

Mr.

Kilpatrick.
Aye.

Ms.

Slagel!.

Aye.

.Mr.

Fishback.
No.

Dr.

Canter.

No.

Christy A. llyerJI
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1

MS.

BRUCE:

Ms.

2

MS.

MYERS:

No.

3

MS.

BRUCE:

Mr.

4

MR.

BRANECKY:

5

l•{S •

BRUC E :

6

MR.

BREISCH:

Okay.

7

8

that

that

9

motion?

10

That

motion

MR.

Mr.

we

accept

12

presented

to

us

13

in

14

Martin

in

the
the

·BREISCH:

17

and

a

18

Any

questions

second

to

December

MR.

I'll

adopt

or

comments

CANTER:

22

MR.

FISHBACK:

23

DR.

CANTER:

25

it.

Hang
MR.

from
Dr.

to
as
draft,

Ogden

it.
a

motion

as

amended.

the

Council?

Canter,

did

60.38b?

DR.

lost

got

rule

17

15th

second

this

21

24

another

like

that

We've

FISHBACK:

CFR

hear

Subchapter

afternoon.

MR.

being

would

this

16

40

I

I

comment

MYERS:

find

do

the

MS.

you

being

with

15

20

Breisch.

No.

BRANECKY:

that

19

No.

failed,

move

made

Branecky.

motion

11

addition

Myers.

on

a

Yes,

I

Where
Just

a

did.
is

that?

minute,

I've

second.

BREISCH:

Again,

any
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1

questions

2

the

from

the

Council

or

comments

Council?

3

MR.

FISHBACK:
to

4

Branecky,

was

5

by

i~at- lett~r

adding

amend

Your
that

b

as

motion,

section
a

MR.

BRANECKY:

Yes.

7

MR.

FISHBACK:

Okay.

8

identical

to

9

citation,

Sharon?
MS.

10

under

MR.

c a 1 1

CFR

and

17-19

then

Which
what's

is
the

.·

MYERS:

60.38b

of

Part

b,

that .

12
13

the

Mr.

proposed

6

11

from

t h e

.

BREISCH:

All

rigbt.

Myrna,

r o1 1 .

14

MS.

BRUCE:

15

MR.

KILPATRICK:

16

MS.

BRUCE:

17

MS.

SLAGELL:

18

MS.

BRUCE:

19

MR.

FISHBACK:

20

MS.

BRUCE:

21

DR.

CANTER:

22

MS.

BRUCE:

Ms.

23

MS.

MYERS:

Aye.

24

MS.

BRUCE:

Mr.

25

MR.

BRANECKY:

Mr.

Kilpatrick.
No.

Ms.

Slagell.

No.
Mr.

Fishback.
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Mr.

1

MS.

BRUCE:

2

MR.

BREISCH:

3

MS.

BARTON:

I

the

public,

to

make

an

additional

v'ote.

My

name

is

Nadine

4

member

5

comment

on

6

Barton,

with

7

Safe

8

to

9

s e rio u s n e s s

of

the

CASE,

that

appears

o f

I

due
w h·a t

10

it

11

their

negotiations

12

to

go

ahead

13

it

is

sad

14

have

15

and

16

than

17

I

18

and

it ' s

not

19

But

I

feel

20

seriousness

21

in

22

And

23

come

24

realize

25

for

an
to

that

that

do

Tulsa
I

the

the

find
down

it
to

record

vote

and

the

~

has

of

I

little
the

Tulsa

feel

public
at

that

completed

City

look

efforts

e f 1 e c t s ,

And

into

a

that

does

not

rules

bit

furthe1

public

view.

the

Council,

disrespect f u 1 ,

the

comments .

that

because

what
the

it

means

remarks

wire

that

they

can

whatever

they

want

to

all

of

industry

although
this,

and

us

appropriate.

that

and
do

the

are

unfortunate
the

of

-.

these

of

of

that

out

for

a

the

the

a

as

like

Martin

general
to

like,

Action

the· vote

them

them

appreciate

the

retrofit.

scrutinize
have

to

with

opportunity

to

would

would

Ogden

and

~.

Aye.
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Environment.

reflect

Breisch.

just
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can

I

to

ask

they
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CHRISTY
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MYERS,

Certified

5

Shorthand
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Oklahoma,
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in

and

for

the

State

of

6

hereby

certify

that

is

the

truth,

the

but

the

truth,

in

the

above-

whole

truth,

7

proceedings,
8

and

nothing

the

9

proceedings

aforesaid;

proceedings

was

that

the

foregoing

10

taken

by

me

in

shorthand

11

and

thereafter

transcribed

under

my

12

direction;

that

said

proceedings

was

taken

13

on

the

16th

day

of

December,

1997

at

that

I

14

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma;

and

am

15

neither

attorney

for

nor

relative

of

any

of

16
said

parties,

nor

said

proceedings.

otherwise

interested

in

17
18

IN

WITNESS

WHEREOF,

I

have

hereunto

19
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20

21
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hand

day

0
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,

seal
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MR.

DYKE:

Item

4D,

3

agenda

4

Incinerators.

5

Cheryl

I'll

MS.

7

Chairman,

8

and

9

modifications

10

Incinerators~

the

OAC

next

item

on

the

252:100-17,

call

on

staff

member,

Bradley.

6

11

The

BRADLEY:

Members

gentlemen.

of

the

Staff
to

OAC

The

Good

i~

Quality

the

construction

Council,

changes

Divisio~

Mr.

ladies

proposing

252:100-17,

rul~

Air

morning

to

Part
will

issue

3,
allow

permits

,I

12

for

13

incinerators

that

14

requirements

except

15

design.
Section

16
17

amended

to

18

effective

19

Administrative

20

655:10-5-18.

date

and

its

23

new

Section

25

of

as

authorize

all

of

applicable

multiple

chamber

the

will

the

part

references

prescribed

Rules

provisions

The

operation

on

by

be
to

modified

will
and

an

the

Rulemaking,

252:100-17-5(3)

22

24

meet

remove

OAC

21

2

and

be

OAC

deleted

mov~a

to

a

5.1.
new

the

Section
Di~ision

5.1

will

be

added

Director

to

approve

darist:r .a. """

to

4

1

the

construction

and

2

incinerators

that

3

requirements

specified

4

those

5

applicable

do

incinerators

7

published

8

15th,

9

Council

in

for
the

can

meet .all

is

the

first

Staff

received

on

f r o m EPA Re g i o n

12

Section,

deferring

13

agency's

comments

14

to

Permit

15

enter

16

comments

17

the

the

into

Ai r

17th

been

I

a

P1 a nn i ng

proposed

the

the

amendments.

responsibility
on

March

would

for

changes
like

to

No

record.

received,

their

however,

from

Section.

St~ff

19

recommend

20

En~ironmental

21

and

suggests

the

permanent

22

6 ,

on

time

April

Section.

letter

have

Permit

if

was

Register

these

this

design

other

hearing

consider

their

the

252:100-17-5

will

} e t t e r

23

in

Oklahoma

11

18

meet

today's

This

2000.

10

not

of

requirements.

Notice

6

operation

that

propo~~d
Oualit~

the

rules
Board

to
for

Council
the
emergency

adoption.

MR.

DYKE:

MR.

WILSON:

Questions

the

from

Council?

24

Why

we

wouldn't

have

.r

25

NESHAPS

in

the

applicability

section

c:brlsty

a..

as

tlyera

eertified Shqp:Jpmd ll!part:er

5

;

l

well

as

2

NESHAPS

is

4

no

NESHAPS

5

There

6

adopted

7

Standards,

8

methodology

9

standards

are

there

omitted
MS.

3

.

Is

NSPS?

appl~

NSPS

previously,
not
for

ll

similar

to

the

12

located

in

another

13

Performance

14

NESHAPS.

15

continue

16

129

17

Amendments

18

promulgated

and
as

MR.

19

public

of

Ms.
MR.

21

yourself,

has

of

Part

as

60

The

those

is

they

the

New

they

standards
Air

standards

So

very

opposed

Clean

are

Source

to
will
under

the

Act
will

also

Standards.

60

DYKE:

Part

However,

indicated

those

been

protocol.

under

the

have
are

standards

promulgate

Provision

that
they

NESHAP.

have

incinerators.

MACT

Standards

EPA
to

the

we

Standards.

63

the

the

22

6f

to

promulgating

follows

why

Currently,

but

Part

reason

that?

standards

10

20

from

BRADLEY:

that

con~ent

any

Questions

from

the

Br~dley?

BRANECKY:

Identify

Frank.

23

MR.

CONDON:

24

Environmental

Quality

25

MS.

BRADLEY:

Frank

Condon,

Board.
Could

you

repeat

Christ:T A. l!!!tr1!

be

6

1

your

question,

Mr.

Condon?

2

MR.

CONDON:

3

MS.

BRADLEY:

4

Division

5

Clean

6

titles

7

program

8

9
10
11
12

Director

Air

Act,

to

be

15

Director
within

reference
in

us~d

is

the

to

Oklahoma

specific

reference

to

the

they

reference

the

Director

as

such

Executive

Director.

Division

Director

Director.

We

definitions
Chapter

have

100,

the

MR.
have

referred

adopted
our

Air

to

Executive

to

have

only

Subchapter

as

1

of

Regulations.

Doesn't
an

But

those

Pollution

CONDON:

authority

·approva1

is

within

,I

director

alternate

under the statutes?
I wi11
MS. BRADLEY:

16

17

and

Director.

and

13

14

a

Define

defer

to

our

counse1.
MS.

18

19

if

this

20

does.

rule
If

grants

it

22

be1i eve ,

23

authority

24

memory

25

regulation,

that

doesn't,

MR.

21

s ay

CONDON:
t he

would

I'm

not

I

think

an

then
In

you
the

but

a

that

then

he

don't·.
statutes,

Di r e c t o r · h a s
I'm

attorney.

it's

think

authority,

Ex e c u t i v e

to delegate,

and

I

HOFFMAN:

going
It's

statute.

I
t he

by
not

a

7

MS.

1

(

2

add

this

may

3

not

have

a

4

the

question,

5

remedy

6

recodification

7

rules

8

requirements

9

previously,

had

statement.

Legal

10
11

a

hearing

have

a

direct

Condon,

however,
that

of

listed
to

records

.A-n d

in

to

the

wi t h

we-have

linked

counsel

and

to

t h

e

individual

here,
be

may

attempting

created

rule.
the

would

relevance

are

was

the

rulemaking,

we

I

relevance

completely-direct

problem

on

Mr.

BRADLEY:

the

with

three

an

and

researched

the

determined

it

was

the

,I

12

intent

13

incinerators· all

had

14

meet

that

were

15

and

have

a

16

still

17

operation.

18

stipulate

19

wpich

20

question

21

Council

22

Subchapter

23

those

24
25

of

the

the
did

not

be

The
who

still

had

it

upon

the

design

and

was

that

rule

on

not

direct

of
in

to

could

authority,

your

hope

chambers

for

did

intent

early

didn't

burner,

approval

the

we

that

approved

address

guess

I

m~ltiple

not

that

passage

17,

a

previous

doesn't

but

that

secondary

considered

the
passing

cons~·aer

incinerators.
MR.

this

Council

change

DYKE:

the

,;

Cheryl,

protocol

of

Barbara,

does

signs

what

who

8

..

1

type

of

permits

2

permitting

3

rule

4

to

who

signs

5

on

our

permits?

under

process

modify

any

at

of

our

uniform

the

DEQ?

our

who

the

MS.

HOFFMAN:

No.

7

MR.

DYKE:

that

effect

as

it
MS.

9
10
11

is

So

this

processes

final

6

8

Does

cur·rent

is

.-...

as

signature

stays

in

today?

MYERS:

have

to

go

through

This

is

an

approval

Would

the

they

permitting

for

a

not

still

process?

design.

,I

12

MR.

DYKE:

13

MS.

MYERS:

14

separate

is~ue

15

would

not'?

it

MR.

16
17

permitting

18

authority

19

the

20

signs

21

of

So

the

permits,

and

the

would
I

would

permitting

my

a

itself,

The

point.

process .stays

not

guess

be

ultimate

permitting

this

yes.

that

That's

DYKE:

the

would,

So

the

process
on

same.

on

It

change

on

these

who
types

things.
MR.

22
23

a

reason

24

Council.

25

now'?

for

Th e r e

WILSON:
this

What

is

thing
the

h a s

coming

purpose

g o. t'·

t o

before
of

b e

the

doing

this
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9

MS.

1

i

-

2

incinerator

3

approve.

4

conjunction

5

sites.

designs

6

a

7

of

8

incinerators,

9

be· a

source

10

very

efficiently

11

dealing

12

eliminating

13

Oily

14

these

15

filters,

16

approving

17

be

18

these

single

with

oil

that

and

well

we

would

DR.

20

s~pport

21

know

22

way

23

days,

24

exceptions

25

incinerator,

what

that
I

that

or

for

Cheryl
rule

was
we

were

for

a

single

and

waste.
at

paper

continue

or

would
permits

like

to

for

units.

One

like

to

time,

I

in

revisions
to

such

do
a

in. ~arlier

make

chamber

could

at

to

written

allowed

can

work

problems

would

said.

i f ~hey

the

filters,

I

writing

just

better

main

these

which

volume

issue

was

the

those

they

the

like

and

in

with

as

SHEEDY:

the

type

type. of

to ·approve

facility

restrict

much

the

as

these

19

are

of

production
have

and

problem

one

in

plastics,

reducing

the

are

and

to

incinerators

burned

dioxines

or

sites,

be

excluding

of

with

rags

may

like

used

gas

do

some

would

those

and

we

have

we

particular

chamber.

waste

when

that

Specifically

Those

able

We

BRADLEY:

of

demonstrate

that

g,rlsty 1.. " " ' "
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'

1

they

could

use

2

pollution

control

3

That

used

to

4

when

that

disappeared.

be

MS.

5
6

resulted

when

7

the

rule

and

8

the

effect

9

by

the

although

11

manner

12

later

13

linking

14

have

15

rule;.

16

happened

17

statement.

18

have

19

the

20

been

date

in

of

And

third

the

work

25

clarify

don't

I

of

not

had

a

that

We

linked

as

on.e

the

changed,

could
add

two

an,

of

be

series

of

may

what

an,

a

the
has

"or"

conditions

"and"

at

way

provisions,

the

would

statement

should

and

have

condition.
We

DYKE:

have

a

comment

row.

tg~~TE-:

Reliant

this.

Also,

interpreted

didn't

first

in

have

interpretation

think

of

Rules,

fine-line

individual
the

changes

interpretation

Administrative
may

know

stream~ining

and

we

The

the

recodification.

when

r

I

think

some

be

back

for

rule.

can

MR.
I

chamber.

it

"or"

23
24

did

of

multiple

which

MR.
from

the

the

hera.

been

a

standards

rulemaking

effected

21
22

in

we

those

an,

as

ou~·rule

in

same

BRADlEY:

Office

10

the

w~

I'm

Energy.
have

I

Tom

Blach1ey,

just

incinerators

want

to

that
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11
1

you

described

as

ash

(inaudible)

2

lot

of

oily

rags

and

so

3

we

want

to

4

are

~

hearing

6

would

7

personally

8

our

keep

permi.tted
is,

think

landfills

subject
.I

MR.

12

are

is

be
a

a

at

any

control

facility.

single

to

with

What

chamber

lot

idea

of

oily

Those,

because

there

them or
~~~..~khcun

I'm

units~

fill

I
up

waste.

Tom,
is

That's

ACIILEY:

we

which

to

a

point

and

continued,

good

WILSON:

NSPS

governs

that

11

to

under

that

those

MR.

10

13

for

they

allow

9

those

forth,

generate

are

no

a

not

NSPS

good

q u e s t i o n •

MS.

14
15

particular

16

an

17

Also,

units

incinerator
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MR. BREISCH: Wc'Jl o-n hc;ln

STATF' OF OKI.J\ItOHA

.L.

3

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

IN THE MATTER OF THE FIRST MEETING/HEARING

TAREN ON BEHALF OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

ON FEBRUARY 19, 1997 AT 1:00 P.M.,

<.:au

u~C .,,~ ..··oi••--...ulng

·,, ... -..~...:r.

:>nrl

.k.ou call.

MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.

4

DR. CANTER: Present.

5

MS. BRUCE:

6

MR. BRANECKY: Here.

7
8

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
MR. GLASS: Present.

Mr. Branecky.

9
10

MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.
MS. SLAGELL: Present.

Mr. Breisch.

11

MS. BRUCE:

12

MR. BREISCH: Present.

13

MS. BRUCE: For

the record, absent

17
MR. BRANECKY: I move that the
18 minutes be approved.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

19
20

MR. GLASS: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I got a motion and a

21 second to the minutes, any discussion, comments?
22 If not, Myrna call the roll.

GENA BELCHER, CSR

MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.

23
24

DR. CANTER: Approved.

25

MS. BRUCE:

Mr. Branecky.
Pa!

Paqe 2
APPEARANCES
COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT:
J

Mr. Bill Breiach,
4

5
'

Dr. Larry

Chai~n

Can~er

Mr. David Braaecky
Mr. Ike Gla11
Mo. Meribath Slaqell
Mr. Larry Byrua, Hearinq Officer
and Direc~or ot Air Quali~y Divioion

l

8

ALSO PRESENT:

9

M•. Myrna aruce,

13

K.otl\y Puroley

18

16

17

Attorney at LAw

Oqden '

Har~in

20
21

MR. BREISCH: Yes. Meeting

15

lB
19

7

~- Sh.ondy
A~~orney •t Law
B.oncFirot Buildinq
101 N. Broadway
Oki.ohom& Ci~y, Okl.&hOfta 73102

Oon.old

17

MS. BRUCE:

14

14

16

MS. SLAGELL: I.

6

ATTORNEYS PRESENT:

AIR QUALITY DIVISION STAFF PRESENT:
11

Frank Erwin

Tul•a, Okl•h011.•

22
23

24

Gena C. Belcher, CSR (405) 579-0242

MR. BRANECKY: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
MR. GLASS: I.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.

5

or. ~oyce Sheedy
R.oy Bhhop
Linn WAlnner
Dennil oouqh~y
B•rbar• Hoffrlld.n

10

12

2
3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13

secre~Ary

Pa

14 · are Mr. Fishbeck, Mr. Albright, and Ms. Hinkle.
15
MR. BREISCH: Okay. I need a
16 motion on the minutes.

AT LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK, BURGUNDY ROOM,

REPORTED BY:

FEBRUARY 19, 1

19
20
21

Mr. Breisch.

schedule. We've discussed this a little bit this
morning, any comments on that? Does it meet with
you all's approval? Do we need a motion on this?
(Council indicating in agreement in
discussion among themselves.)
MR. BREISCH: Okay. We got a
motion.
DR. CANTER: Second.
MR. BREISCH: Larry, did you
second?
DR. CANTER: Yes.
MR. BREISCH: If there's no
discussion, Myrna call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.

22
23

DR. CANTER: I. .
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.

24
25

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.

MR. BRANECKY: I.
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p

MR. GLASS: L

Ms. Slagcll.

2

MS. DRUCE:

3

MS. SLAGELL: I.

4

MS. BRUCE:

5

MR. BREISCH: I.

6

7
8

9
IO
II
I2

I3
I4.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Mr. Breisch.

2

.1-~S.

3

MS. SLAGELL: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr.

4

5

Okay. Next, election
of offices. We need to elect a chairman,
vice chairman, and that's it isn't it?
MR. BYRUM: Uh-huh.
DR. CANTER: I would like to place
a nomination for Chairman of the Council,
Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Can we do them
separately, or should we do them together,
chairman and vice chairman?
(Council talking over each other.)
MR. DOUGHTY: I would probably do
them separately. If you only had one nomination
it probably won't matter.
MR. BRANECKY: I second that
motion.
MR. BREISCH: 1be motions been
made, and seconded. Any other nominations, on
the floor? Okay. How do we vote on that, call
roll, or -MR. BREISCH:

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Page 6
Yes, we would need to

1
2 call roll.

MR. DOUGHTY:

3

Call roll, Myrna..
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.

4

5
6

2

3

MR. BREISCH:

4

5

DR. CANTER: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: I.

7
8

M:s. BRUCE:

9

MR. GLASS: I.

6

Mr. Glass.
~

.

Ms. Slagell.

10

MS. BRUCE:

11

MS. SLAGELL: I.

Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Sustained. Okay.
13
14 Let's elect vice chairman.
15
MR. BRANECKY: I'll nominate Dr.
16 Canter as vice chairman.
17
MR. SLAGELL: I second it.
18
MR. BREISCH: Nomination been made
19 and seconded. Any further nominations, or any
20 further discussion? If not, Myrna call roll.
21
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
22
DR. CANTER: Sustained.
23
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
12

MS. BRUCE:

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23

I.

24

Mr. Glass.

25

24

MR. BRANECKY:

25

MS. BRUCE:

Yes.
G!ZUCE: M:-;. Slagel!.

MR. GLASS:

Gena C. Belcher, CSR (405) 579-0242

-

Breisch.
Yes. All right.
Item 6, is the continued hearing on Municipal
Waste Combustion. And I'll turn this· over to our
Hearing Officer, Mr. Byrum.
MR. BYRUM: Ladies and gentlemen,
my name is Larry Byrum. I'm the director of the
Air Quality Division, as such I will act as the
personal officer for this hearing. 1bis hearing
is convened by the Air Quality Councilmen in
compliance with the Oklahoma A.dministration
Procedures Act, Title 40 of the code of Federal
Regulations, Part 51, as well as the authority of
Title 27A of the Oklahoma Statutes, Sections
2510 1 and following.
Tills hearing was advertised in the
Oklahoma Register for purposes of receiving
comments pertaining to purposed revisions to a
new Part 3, Municipal Waste Combustors to our
Subchapter 17. If you wish to make a statement,
please complete the forms at the registration
table and I will call upon you at the appropriate
MR. BREISCH:

..-., Pa
time. At this time I woUld like to call on
Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give the staff position on
these proposed changes.
DR. SHEEDY: Mr. Chairman, members
of the Council, Ladies and Gentleman, my name is
Joyce Sheedy, and I work in the Rules and
Planning Unit of the Air Quality Division. In
October 1996, the staff presented a draft
modification to OAC 252:100-17 entitled
"Incinerators".
Tills proposed modification incorporated
the EPA guidelines contained in 40 CFR 60,
Subpart Cb for existing Municipal Waste
Combustors at plants with an aggregate combustion
capacity of 38.58 tons per day of municipal solid
waste. The hearing for this proposed rule was
continued to the December, 1996 Air Quality
Council Meeting which was canceled. The notice
for the February 1997 council meeting listed the
proposed modification to Subchapter 17.
However, on December 6, 1996 in first
opinion, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Colwnbia Circuit vacated the EPA..:.:i..,
1995 standards for existing municipal wast(
combustors contained in 40 CFR 60. Subpart C ..n
Page 5- Pa1
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1

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

their entirety and remanded to

EPA

without

1 just wanted to state that

petitioners.
1be Court held that EPA's use of
aggregate plant municipal solid waste capacity
rather than unit municipal solid waste capacity
in the 1995 standards to create categories of
municipal waste combustor units for MACf
purposes, violates the plain meaning of Section
129 of the Clean Air Act and exceeds the EPA's
statutory authority.
1be modification proposed to our
. Subchapter 17 at the October, 1996 meeting were a
direct result of the requirements of the Federal
Clean Air Act and mirrored the standards and
limits contained in 40 CFR 60 Subpart Cb.
'Therefore, the staff recommends that the
modifications to Subchapter 17 be held in
abeyance until such time as the issue addressed
by the Court is resolved.

21

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
22

23
24

25

Page 10

5
MR. BREISCH: But when do you
6 expect to hear something on this?
7
DR. SHEEDY: Well, I believe that
8 there might be some news by Friday, I think,
9 ·regarding what the Court is going to do. Now,.

they just acted on the first issue.
And if this issue was resolved, then according to

2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9

10 it's also--

10

11

11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

their opinion there are other issues that may
well be taken into account after that unless
they're addressed by EPA at the same time. So it
could be sometime before it's all resolved.
MR. BYRUM: Other questions from
the Council?
(No response.)
MR. BYRUM: Questions from the
audience of Dr. Sheedy?
(No response.)
MR. BYRUM: Thank you. Frank
Erwin.
MR. ERWIN: My name is Frank Erwin,
I'm with the City of Tulsa. And basically, I

Gena C. Belcher, CSR (405) 579-0242

....... 01 CJ~llu

Page

1 from the Court or EPA concerning the actions to

Mr. Breisch.

~~

... ·-

on this matter at this council level today oc
..
and for the same reasons that she cited.
cur,
MR. BYRUM: Thank you. Questions
for Mr. Erwin?
(Council shakes heads.)
MR. BYRUM: Questions from the
audience for Mr. Erwin?
(Audience shakes heads.)
MR. BYRUM: Thank you, sir. Don
Shandy.
MR. SHANDY: Council members· my
name is Don Shandy. rm an attorney with
McKinney, Stringer & Webster, here in Oklahoma
City. And I'm here on behalf of Homand Inc.
which is a cement company, the largest cemen~
manufacturer in the United States with 13
facilities. And they also have a plant located
here in the state in Ada, Oklahoma.
Basically without belaboring the point,
we have reviewed on behalf of this particular
company, the Municipal Waste Combustion Rule ov,
~ past year or so, and.have had extensive
involvement with the Environmental Protection

23

4
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22

2 be taken?
3
DR. SHEEDY: I'm sorry,

..~ .. ._ .... .. ~ - ...... v .............. ~. • ......._"""'"··h•

are in ~l!T'T"lOrt of

-

21

MR. BYRUM: Questions from the
Council for Dr. Sheedy?
24
MR. BREISCH: Do you expect these
25 to be resolved, or in one-way or the other hear

WC"

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

Agency regarding applicability of the rule.
And one of the fundamental problems that
this particular industry sees with the rule that
EPA proposes, is that no one really is sure who,
and how broad it applies, and who it applies to.
So for that reason the Cement Recycling Coalition
joined as a party in a litigation in
Washington DC. And as has been discussed by
Dr. Sheedy previously, the Court in that
particular case has decided that the rule didn't
meet certain requirements and basically tossed
the rule out and remanded it for further action.
1be issues of concern to CK.RC were not
addressed in the litigation. And when ~PA
appealed this case on February the 4th, even
though the Court may make a ruling the case will
still have to be heard by the Court to address
CKRC's issues.
For that reason Homand is in agreement
with the stafrs recommendation that this rule
making not go forward, because quite honestly the
staff could spend a lot of time adopting and
preparing a rule. But the bottom line is the
rule could ultimately be tossed out, and it could
be a lot of wasted motion. So from a threshold
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1 standpoint we would suggest that's reason enough
· 1
2 not go forward.
2
3
Again there's a big question regarding
3
4 the applicability of the rule, and some of these
4
5 issues need to be resolved with EPA. And as the
5
6 rules proposed here in Oklahoma, currently as I
6
7 understand it, there's only two facilities that
7
8 it applies to.
8
9
But Homand is concerned that it could be
9
10 broader, at least in EPA'S mind and in the way
10
11 the State proceeds it. So those issues need to
11
12 be worked out. And, again we would encourage the
12
13 Council to forego any further action in
13
14 ··accordance with Ms. Sheedy's recommendation.
14
15
MR. BYRUM: Questions for
15
16 Mr. Shandy?
16
17
DR. CANTER: Yes. Don, the cement
17
18 kennel, that would potential come into play,
18
19 because these companies bum municipal waste for
19
20 energy supply. I don't know what the connection
20
21
21 is there.
22
MR. SHANDY: Dr. Canter, the
22
23
23 problem is, when you look at the rules -- first
24
24 of all kennels are enormous pieces of equipment,
25 so from the standpoint of capacities they easily
25

Pa
(No response.)
MR. uH.EJ:iU!: I
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1

meet or exceed the capacity requirements of the
2

3 the capacity side.

3

The next question that you ask yourself

4

5 then is, what fuel supplies go into the kennel.

5

6 And to directly address your question, for

6
7

7 instance, there is a permit that Ada has right

8 now, they're operating under construction permit.
9 And it appears to me that arguably some of the
10 nonhazardous fuels that they could bum at that

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

25

facility would arguably fall under municipal
waste by definition. So there is some problems
related to definitions, and regulation, and how
those are interpreted.
DR. CANTER: Okay.
MR. BYRUM: Other questions for
Mr. Shandy in this case?
(Council shakes head.)
MR. BYRUM: Questions from the
audience?
(Audience shakes head.)
MR. BYRUM: Thank you. I have no
indications that anyone else wishes to speak on
this issue. Is there anyone else in the audience
that wishes to speak? Mr. Chairman.
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2 rule. So you've got arguable applicability on
4

gut

couple of alternates here. Number one, to just
revoke this hearing and readvertise it, or --.
continue it. Personally my feelings are, it
would be easier right now to continue this. And
I would entertain a motion to do that, if there's
no objection from our Council.
MR. DOUGHTY: I think that that
would be my recommendation because we could
continue indefinitely. I have no reason to
believe there's any time limit.
DR. CANTER: So if, for example,
something might come out as early as Friday of
this week. that would -- that might make us want
to have a continuance in our April meeting, then
this would let us do that. If we discontinue the
hearing now, then we can't have a hearing in
April because of the time we advertised it,
right?
MR. B.YRUM: With the possible
exception of this advertising Friday for a
hearing.
DR. CANTER: Oh, that's right.
MR. BYRUM: Fridays our cutoff

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

date, after that we could not do that.
DR. CANTER: Okay.
MR. BRANECKY: Looking for a
motion.
MR. BREISCH: I'm looking for a
motion.
MR. BRANECKY: I motion that we
continue this hearing.
MS. SLAGELL: I second it.
MR. BREISCH: I have a motion, and
a second to continue the hearing. ·Any further
discussion, questions? If not, Myrna call the
roll.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.

15
16
17

DR. CANTER: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY:. I.

18

22

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Glass.
MR. GLASS: I.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Slagell.
MS. SLAGELL: I.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.

23

MR. BREISCH: Yes.

19

20
21

24

(Meeting/Hearing concluded)
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I, GENA C. BELCHER, Certified Shorthand
_Rep<?rter for the State of Oklahoma, certify that
the Meeting/Hearing was taken by me in stenotype
and thereafter transcribed and is a true and
correct transcript of the testimony of the
witnesses; that the Meeting/Hearing was taken on
the 19th day of February, 1997, at 1:00 P.M., at
Lincoln Plaza Office Park, Burgundy Room,
.Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; that I am not an
attorney for or a relative of any party, or
otherwise interested in this action.
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 19. CONTROL EMISSIONS OF PARTICULATE MATTER
EMISSIONS FROM FUEL BURNING EQUIPMENT
Section
252:100-19-1. Purpose [AMENDED]
252: 100-19-1.1. Definitions [NEW]
252:100-19-2. Emission of particulate matter prohibited [REVOKED]
252:100-19-3. Existing equipment [REVOKED]
252:100-19-4. New equipment [AMENDED]
252:100-19-5. Refuse burning prohibited [REVOKED]
252:100-19-6. Allowable emission of particulate matter [REVOKED]
252:100-19-7. Particulate matter emission limits [REVOKED]
252:100-19-10. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from indirectly fired wood
fuel-burning units [NEW]
252:100-19-11. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from combined wood fuel
and fossil fuel fired steam generating units [NEW]
252:100-19-12. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from directly fired fuelburning units and industrial processes [NEW]
252:100-19-13. Permit by rule [NEW]

-

-

252:100-19-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amoWlt of particulat0s r0leas0d into
th0 air by th0 use of fuel burning equipment. emission of particulate matter.
252:100-19-1.1. Definitions [NEW]
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the
following meaning unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Directly fired" means that the hot gasses produced by the flame or heat source come
into direct contact with the material being processed or heated.
"Fuel-Burning unit" means any internal combustion engines or gas turbine, or other
combustion device used to convert the combustion of fuel into usable energy.
"Fossil fuel" means coal, petroleum, natural gas, or any fuel derived from coal,
petroleum, or natural gas.
"Haul road" means a road on private property used to transport material or equipment
by motorized vehicles.
"Indirectly fired" means that the hot gasses produced by the flame or heat source do not
come into direct contact with the material, excluding air, being processed or heated.
"Industrial processes" means any source, activity or equipment, excluding fuel-burning
units, which can reasonably be expected to emit particulate matter. The term includes,
but is not limited to crushing, milling, screening, mixing and conveying. The term does
not include maintenance activities unless maintenance is the primary activity of the
facility.
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"Particulate matter facility" means a facility from which particulate matter is the
predominant emission, excluding fugitive emissions and emissions resulting from control
equipment malfunctions.
"Wood fuel" means any fuel which, excluding air and water, is at least 80 percent by
weight cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, and has a heat value of less than 9,500 BTU
per pound; or any wood derived fuel as approved by the Division.
252:100-19-2. Emission of particulate matter prohibited [REVOKED]
The emission or escape into the opM air of particulates resulting from the combustion
of fuel in aRY fuel bllffiing equipment or from any stack connected thereto in quantities in
excess of that indicated in 2.52.: 100 19 6 or 2.52.: 100 19 7 is hereby prohibited.
252:100-19-3. Existing equipment [REVOKED]
Any fuel burning eqllipment in operation prior to the effecthze date of this Subchapter
shall not emit particulate matter in excess of 0.6 pounds per million B.T.U. heat input
provided that all such existing equipment shall comply •.vith 2.52.:100 19 2. vlithin
eighteen ( 18) months from and after .fuly 2.1, 1970.

-

252:100-19-4. New equipment Allowable particulate matter emission rates from
fuel-burning units
The- Except as provided in 252:100-19-10, 252:100-19-11 and 252:100-19-12 the
emission or escape into the open air _of particulate matter resulting from the combustion
of fuel in any new or existing fuel-burning equipment in quantities exceeding unit shall
not exceed the limits specified in 2.52.:100 19 6 for the si~ of equipment inYolved, is
prohibited. These limitations shall apply 'Nlum the fuel b1ll11ing equipment is operating at
the maximum design heat input rating .. The heat input rating of any unit discharging to a
single stack shall be the maximum design input rating, including both heat a:\<ailable from
bl:lfl1ing of fuel and any sensible heat from materials introduced into the combustion zone
of a standard temperature of 600F. For a heat input between any t'.vo (2.) consecuthze heat
inputs stated in 2.52.:100 19 6, maximum allowable emissions of particulate matter are
shown in 2.52.:100 19 7. WhM one fuel burning unit is connected to hw or more stacks,
the heat input of the equipment shall be the criterion for the maximum allowable total
emission from all stacks combined Appendix C ..
252:100-19-5. Refuse burning prohibited [REVOKED]
The bllllling of refuse in fuel b1ll11ing equipment is prohibited except in equipment
specifically designed to bmn refuse.
252:100-19-6. Allowable emission of particulate matter [REVOKED]
The emission limits described in 2.52.:100 19 2. and 2.52.:100 19 4 are as follows:
Heat Input in Million
British Thermal Unit
Per HoY£

Maximum A..llmvable Emissions
of Particulate Matter in
Pounds Per Million
British Thermal Units

OAC 252: l 00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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Up to and inclHding 10
100
1,000
10,000 and above

0.60
0.35
0.20
0.10

252:100-19-7. Particulate matter emission limits [REVOKED]
ParticHlats matter emission limits for fuel burning sqHipmsnt are sst forth m
Appendix C ofthis Chapter.

252:100-19-10. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from indirectly fired
wood fuel-burning units [NEW]
The emission of particulate matter resulting from the combustion of wood fuel in any
new or existing indirectly fired fuel-burning unit shall not exceed the limits specified in
Appendix D.
252:100-19-11. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from combined wood
fuel and fossil fuel fired steam generating units [NEW]
Any combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam generating unit with a maximum
design heat input of more than 250 million BTUs per hour which commenced
construction after March 4, 1978, shall not emit particulate matter in excess of 0.1 pound
per million BTUs.

-

252:100-19-12. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from directly fired fuelburning units and industrial processes [NEW]
The emission of particulate matter from any new or existing directly fired fuelburning unit or from any emission point in an industrial process shall not exceed the
limits specified in Appendix G.
252:100-19-13. Permit by rule [NEW]
(a) Applicability. Any particulate matter facility may be constructed or operated under
this section if:
(1) it meets the requirements in 252: 100-7-60, and
(2) it is not subject to any New Source Performance Standard (NSPS), National
Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standard or other Permit by Rule
(PBR).
(b) Requirements. In addition to the requirements of 252:100, the owner or operator
of a particulate matter facility permitted under this section shall comply with the
following requirements.
(1) All water sprays, bag houses, cyclones, or other particulate matter control
equipment shall be properly maintained and operated.
(2) Haul roads and material piles shall be watered or treated as necessary to
minimize emissions of fugitive dust.
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 27. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER PROCESSES
AND OPERATIONS

Section
252:100-27-1. Purpose [REVOKED]
252:100-27-2. Process emission limitations [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED]
252:100-27-3. Exception to emission limits [REVOKED]
252:100-27-4. Sampling and testing [REVOKED]
252:100-27-5. Allowable rate of emission [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED]

252:100-27-1. Purpose [REVOKED]
The purpose of this Sllhchapter is to control the emission of particalate matter from any
operation, process or activity except fuel bmning e~pment or refuse bllflling
eEtllipment.
252:100-27-2. Process emission limitations [ANIENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-19-12]
(a) Existing installations. Eighteen (18) months from and after the ef:fuctive date of this
Sllhchapter all existing installations mast comply with the rates of emissions as specified
in 252:100 27 5.
(b) New .installatioas. From and after the effective date of this Soochapter, all new
installations ffillst comply ·Nith the rates of emission as specified in 252:100 27 5.
(c) G eaeral pro:visioa. No person shall caase, let, permit, sllfier, or allow the emission
from any general operation or general combastion operation of particalate matter from
atl1' emission point at a rate in excess of that specified in 252: 100 27 5 for the process
·~ight rate allocated to sach emission point.
252:100-27-3. Exception to emission limits [REVOKED]
Emission of particalate matter dllfing periods of cleaning or adjasting process eqaipment
shall not exceed 150 percent of the limits as set forth in the 252:100 27 2 for a period or
periods aggregating not more than six (6) miootes in any si~' (60) conseclltive minates.
In those operations lltilizing control devices which reEtllire reglliar intermittent cleaning,
compliance ·with this Soochapter vlill be determined on the basis of the average hoarly
emission.
252:100-27-4. Sampling and testing [REVOKED]
(a) Testing. /'•.. person responsible for the emission of particalates from any somce shall,
apon written reqaest of the Director, make or have made at his own expense, tests to
determine the qaantity or qaality or both. Alternatively, sa-id person shall be reasonably
cooperative •.vith the Director in seeming sach tests.
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(b) Methods. Emission tests relating to this Subchapter shall be undertaken by generally
recogni2ed standards or methods of measurements. Methods found in the current ASME
Test Code for Dust Separating t\pparatus, the ASME Povl@r Test Code, the Code for
Determining Dust Concentrations in Gas Streams and the Los Angeles County Source
Testing Manual may be used, but these may be modified or adjusted by the Director, in
cooperation with the operator of the source, to suit specific sampling conditions or needs
based upon good judgment and experience. Other methods found to produce reliable
results and approved by the Director may be used.
(c) Monitoring. A.ll tests shall b0 conducted, supervised or approv0d by a regist0red
profussional0ngineer.
252:100-27-5. Allowable rate of emission [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-19-12]
Allowable rat0 of emissions bas0d on actual proc0ss weight rat0 shall be as tabulated in
f..pp0ndix G ofthis Chapter.
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APPENDIX C. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR FUEL-BURNING
EQUIP:MENT [REVOKED]
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
APPENDIX C. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR FUEL-BURNING
UNITS [NEW]
Maximum Heat Input In Million
British Thermal Units (MMBTU)
Per Hour (X)
10 or less
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
130
150
170
190
220
270
310
360
430
510
610
740
910
1,080
1,290
1,550
1,890
2,330
2,910
3,690
4,760
6,280
8,500
I 0,000 or more

Allowable Particulate Matter
Emissions In Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units (E)
0.60
0.51
0.46
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.10

Allowable emissions may be calculated by use of the following formulas:
E = 1.042808X"0.238s61 (for values for X greater than 10 MMBTU but less than 1,000 MMBTU) or
E = 1.6X"0·30103 (for values for X greater than or equal to 1,000 MMBTU but less than 10,000 MMBTU).
Where:
E =the particulate matter emission limit in pounds per MMBTU input and
X =the maximum heat input in MMBTU per hour.
OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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/ _.APPENDIX D. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR WOOD-WASTE BURNING

EQUIP:MENT [REVOKED]

o.ts
o.
10

EQti'Il'!fE!IT CAPACin !AmiG, 106 'BTU/liB.

8
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
APPENDIX D. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR WOOD FUEL
BURNING UNITS [NEW]

Maximum Heat Input In
Million British Thermal
Units Per Hour

Allowable Particulate
Matter Emissions In Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units

Less than 10
10 to less than 1,000
1,000 to less than 10,000
10,000 or more

0.60
0.50
0.35
0.15

-
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent

to

Prior adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .!!1!.§1 publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
·
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99~1259}
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 9. Excess Emission and Malfunction
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 19. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Fuel-Burning Equipment [AMENDED]
Subcha'pter 21. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Subchapter 27. Particulate Matt.er Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 35. Control of Emission of Carbon
Monoxide [AMENDED]
.
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emissiohs Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment· fREVOKED]·
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for

Wood-Waste Burning Equipment l REVOKED I

--

AppendixD. Particulate Matt~r Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 include
correction of typographical and grammatical errors and
deletion of redundant language. Also, the rule was
simplified and clarified· according to the agency-wide
re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes to the rule
include narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities
only. New language is proposed for252: 100-9-4(b ).to insure
that any excess emissions occurring during maintenance
procedures which were not accounted for in the report
submitted pursuant to 252: I00-9-4(a) will be reported
according to the provisions of252: 100-9-5. A new condition
was added to explain when excess emissions from a process
are due to a malfunction and when they are due to negligent,
· marginal, or un.safe operation.
The new language
establishes a rebuttable presumption that the combined
time of all excess emissions from a process due to a
mal function tlues not exceed eight hours or 1.5 percent of
the process's operation time. whichever is greater, in a

Auaust 2. 1999

rolling quarter. The burden of proving that excess
emissions occurring more often are due to a malfunction
rather than negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on
the owner or operator of the process.
Subchapters 19, 21, and 27 are being revised at the same
time because they are interrelated and deal with Particulate
Matter .(PM) emissions. 252:100-19, Particulate Matter
Emissions Fro'm Fuel-Burning Equipment, complements
Subchapter 27, Particulate Matter Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes, and both are being revised
as part of the re-right/de-wrong process. In addition, a
Permit by Rule for particulate matter sources is being
proposed for Subchapter 27. The proposed changes will
also merge the requirements of Subchapter 21, Particulate
Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment,
into Subchapter 19 and revoke Subchapter 21. It is also
being proposed that both Appendix C, Particulate Matter
Emission Limits for Fuel-Burning Equipment, and
Appendix D, Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment, be revoked in favor of
two new non-graphical appendices.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 35 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. The scope of the Subchapter
was narrowed to specific sources that are the primary
contributors of carbon monoxide emissions. It is often
impossible for small sources to achieve a 93% reduction in
carbon monoxide emissions as required by the rule without
increasing other emissions. Specific changes include the
addition of the definitions "existing source" and "new
source," along with the addition of the effective date of the
rule. Also, Section 35-3, Performance Thsting, was revoked
because the Air Quality Division is given the authority to
request this testing in the Oklahoma' Clean Air Act and
performance testing requirements 'are already provided for
in Subchapters 8 and 43.
AliTHORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and2-5-101,etseq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
·hearing on August 24, 1999. Oral comments may be made at
the August 24, 1999, hearing, and at the September 28, 1999
hearing.
PURLIC HEARINGS:
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
·.·.
Thesday, August 24, 1999 - 9:30 a.m. hearing, at the
··. Department of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board on
Thesday, September 28, 1999, 9:30 a.m., Braman,
Oklahoma.
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
location.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division· Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by caJJing (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: .
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-9), ·' Max Price (252:100-19, · 252:100-21,
252:100-27, and Appendices C and D), Michelle Martinez
(252:100-35), Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapter 9 was heard for the first time at the June 15,
1999, Council meeting.
PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1259;fi/ed 7-20-99}

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1260]
EMERGENCY
and
Notice
of
proposed
PERMANENT rule aking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 17. Incin ators
Part 7. Hospital, Me ·cal and Infectious ...Waste
Incinerators [NEW]
Appendix M. Emission L its for Hospital, Medical
and Infectious Waste Inct erators rNEW]

-.
The addition of 252:100-17, Part 7, Hospital, Medical
a Infectious Waste Incinerators (HMIWJ), is proposed to
· est btish state emission standards and other enforceable
req irements for existing HMIWI. Also, a new Appendix
M is roposed which contains emission limits for HMIWI.
Thes rules, together with an emission inventory, schedule
of com liance, emission data, record of public hearings and
legal an lysis, will comprise Oklahoma's State 111 (d)/129
Plan, wH"ch is .also available for public inspection and
comment. An HMIWI is defined as any device ·that
combusts ny amount of medical/infectious waste or
hospital wa te. Any HMIWI for which construction
commenced n or before J 1,1ne 20, 1996, wiil be subject to
the new rule. hese proposed rules will be the enforceable
mechanism fo implementing the provisions of the
Emission Guide ·nes (EG) for HMIWI (40CFR60Subpart
Ce). Th~ new Pa t 7 incorporates by reference sections of
the New Source erformance Standards for HMIWI (40
CFR 60 Subpart E ). In addition to establishing emission
standards for certai~regulated pollutants, the new rule will
establish requirements for HMIWI operator training and
· qualifications, waste ~anagement plans, and testing and
monitoring of pollutan~ and operating parameters.
AUTHORITY:
\
Environmental Qualit\: Boa.rd, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-10 I, et sec"
.
COMMENT PERIOD: \
Written comments on t~e proposed rules and State
111(d)/129 Plan will be acceprrd prior to and at the hearing
on August 24, 1999. Oral co~ments may be made at the
August 24; ·1999, hearing and ~ the September 28, 1999,
hearing.
\
\
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Thesday, August 24, 1999 - 9:~0 a.m. hearing, at the
Department of Environmental Q ality, Room 101, 707
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, 0 lahoma.
Also scheduled before the Environ ental Quality Board
on Tuesday, September 28, 1999, :30 a.m., Braman,
Oklahoma.
Contact Myrna Bruce at ( 405)
for exact
location.
COPIES OF PRONlSim RULES:
Copies of the rules and the State lll(q)/129 Plan for
HMIWI are available for review at the Air Qllality Division
office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100, O~~ahoma City,
Oklahoma, 73102, or may be obtained from Myk;na Bruce by
calling (405)702-4177.
· \
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
\
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
\
\
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Cheryl Br~\tlley,
Dcparlmt:nl of 1:nvironmenL1I ()uality, Air QL;'l~lity

Notices of Rulemaking Intent

~.vents and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
.·· :uce by calling (405) 702-4177.
J:(

IMPACT STATEMENT:

Co ies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from th
· Quality Division.

CONTA

PERSON:

Please se written comments to Michelle Martinez
(252:100-4, 252. 00-35), Joyce Sheedy {252:100-41), Cheryl
Bradley (252:10 7). Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quali Division, P.O. Box 1671, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 7310 677; (405) 702-4100.

ADDmONAL INFO
TION:
Subchapter 35 was broti~topublic hearing on August
24, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISAB
S:
Should you desire to attend bu \lave a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify ih_~ Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 70~100.

[OAR Docket #99-1302; filed 8-26-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

~.~~~~~~Jb~~%NTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1303}
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter 9. Excess Emission and Malfunction ·
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13.
Prohibition Qf Open Burning
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 19. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Fuel-Burning Equipment [AMENDED]
Subchapter 21. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Subchapter 27. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations
[REVOKED]
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
- Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]

JMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible

schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to. be
based on the most recent emission data possible. The
proposed rule language also requires an owner or operator
of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. Substantive changes include requiring
inventories to be submitted one month earlier than
presently required, allowing fee payers five years after
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
to receive credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the
facility owner or operator can challenge the data or
methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 include
correction of typographical and grammatical errors and
deletion of redundant language. Also, the rule was
simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide
re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes to the rule
include narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities
only. A new condition was added to explain when excess
emissions from a process are due to a malfunction and when
they are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation.
The new language establishes a rebuttable presumption
that the combined time of all excess emissions from .a
process due to a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or
15 percent of the process's operation time, whichever is
greater, in a 3 month period. The burden of proving that
excess emissions occurring more often are due to a
malfunction rather than negligent, marginal, or unsafe
operation is on the owner or opet1ltor of the process.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency~wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for
allowed open burning into a new section. A few substantive
changes were made such as adding definitio~ for "domestic
refuse" and "landclearing operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures.
In some instances, the
requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official.
for authorization to bum was added. In addition, the
open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to a new
section. The rule is proposed to be amended to require
owners or operators to register with their local DEQ office;
however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an
open-pitincinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in
a 365-day period, they would be required to obtain a permit
and pay the required permit fee. Also, hazardous materials
may not be burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior
written approval has been obtained from both the local fire
chief and the DEQ.
Subchapters 19, 21 and 27 all deal with particulate matter
(PM) emissions. The proposed changes will merge the
requirements of Subchapter 21 and Subchapter 27 into
Subchapter 19. Subchapters 21 and 27will then be revoked.
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Subchapter 19 as proposed will be simplified and clarified
according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
In addition, a Permit by Rule for particulate matter facilities
is being proposed for Subchapter 19. It is also being
proposed that both Appendix C and Appendix D be
revoked in favor of two new tabular appendices.
The DEQ is requesting comments on all of these
proposed rule changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
' The DEQ requests that business entities affected by
these rules provide the DEQ, within the comment period, in
dollar amounts if possible, the increase in the level of direct
costs such as fees, and the indirect C08ts such as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
construction,
labor,
professional services, revenue loss, or other costs eXpected
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance with
the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on October 19, 1999. 1b be thoroughly considered
by staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by October 12, 1999. Oral
comments may be made at the October 19, 1999, hearing
and at the November 16, 1999, hearing.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, October 19, 1999 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
Thlsa City-County Health Department, 5051 South 129th
East (Northeast comer of 51st and 129th), Thlsa,
Oklahoma.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board on
Thesday, November 16, 1999, 9:30 a.m., McAlester,
Oklahoma.
·
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
location.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-5, 252:100-9 and 252:100-13), Max Price
(252:100-19, 252:100-21,252:100-27 and Appendices Cand
D). Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality

Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. -.,
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapters 9, 19, 21, 27, and Appendices C and D were
brought to public hearing on August 24, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #99-1303; filed 8-26-99]

\

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
\ ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CILW'J:'ER 510. MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
\ LANDFILLS [REVOKED]
\

[OAR Docket #99-1304]

R...........I!UUJ1Do..I.J.,G ACTION:
Notice of p oposed PERMANENT Rulemaking
PROPOSED R 'LES:
Chapter 510.
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[REVO
]
SUMMARY:

\

Chapter 510 is be~g revoked subject to the adoption of
Chapter 530 as part of~re-right/de-wrong process. Some
rules which were in Cha ter 510 were deleted. Others were
amended and renumber .d in Chapter 530. A conversion
table is available from th~pEQ upon request.

~
·
·
AUTHORITY:
ard powers and duties, 27A
Environmental Quality
O.S. § 2-2-101; and the Oklahoma Solid Waste
Management Act, 27A O.S. § \10-101 et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENT~
The DEQ requests that busine~ entities affected by this
rule provide the DEQ, within the co'mment period, in dollar
amounts if possible, the increase in hte level of direct costs
such as fees, and the indirect cos~ such as reporting,
co~truction,
labor,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
professional services, revenue loss, or ohher costs expected
to be incurred by a particular entity due tb_ compliance with
the proposed rule.
\
COMMENT PERIOD:
\
Deliver or mail written comments to the CC?ntact person
from September 15 through October 15, 1999\
PUBUC HEARINGS:
\
Before the Solid Waste Management AdvisOfl' Council
at 9:00 a.m. on October 21, 1999, at the Stillwate~ Public
Library, 1107 S. Duck, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 74074. ·{Jefore
the Environmental Quality Board at 9:30 on November 16,
1999, in McAlester, Oklahoma, at a location to. be
announced.
nl</ahnma RAnl...,..r Nn/umA fR Mumber
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Permanent Final Adoptions
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRO~IENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
I

[OAR Docket #00-636]

RULEMAKING ACI10N:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
'S~bchapter 19. Control of Emjssjon of ParticUlate Matter

. EmisaiGBs Fiem Ji\lsl B'IH'Biag :E'fUipmsm
lS2:100-19-1 [AMENDED]
252:100-19-1.1 [NEW]
252:100-19-2 [REVOKED]
252:100-19-3 [REVOKED]
252:100-19-4 [AMENDED]
..252:100-19-5 [REVOKED]
252:100-19-6 [REVOKED]
252:100-19-7 [REVOKED]
252:100-19-10 [NEW]
... ,..-: ..
252:100-19-11 [NEW]
252:100-19-12 [NEW]
j52:100-19-13 [NEW]
Subchapter ·'.21.
Particulate Matter Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
252:100-21-1 [REVOKED] .
252:100-21-2 [REVOKED]
252:100-21-3 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-19-11]
252:100-21-4 [REVOKED]
252:100-21-5 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-19-10]
Subchapter 27. Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial
and Other Processes and 9perations [REVOKED]
252:100-27-1 [REVOKED]
.
252:100-27-2 (AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-19-12]
252:100-27-3 (REVOKED]
252:100-27-4 [REVOKED]
252:100-27-5 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
. 252:100-19-12]
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-Burning
Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C. Allowable Rate of Emissions from Indirectly
Fired Fuel-Burning Units [NEW]
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D. Allowable Rate of Emissions for Indirectly F"t.red
Wood Fuel-Burning Units [NEW]
AUI'HO~

-

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
August 2. 1999 -August 24, 1999
September 15, 1999 - October 19, 1999
Public hearing:
August 24, 1999
October 19, 1999
November 16, 1999

Adoption:
November 16, 1999
Submitted to Governor:
November 29, 1999
Submitted to House:
November 29, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
November 29, 1999
Guberuatorial approval:
Januaxy 7, 2000
Legislative approval:
Fat1ure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 29, 2000
Final adoption:
March 29, 2000
. Effective:
June 1,2000
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
.
.
The changes to Subchapters 19, 21 and 27 simplify and clarify
the requirements appli~ble to stationary sources that emit
· particulate matter. The title of Subchapter 19 is being amended to
"Control ofEmission ofParticulate Matter'' and the requirements
of Subchapter 21, Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste
Burning Equipment, and Subchapter 27, Particulate Matter
Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operations,
are being moved to Subchapter 19. A Permit By Rule for facilities
that emit particulate matter as their primary emission is being
added to Subchapter 19. Subchapters 21 and 27 are being revoked,
and the formats ofAppendices C and D are also being changed for
easier reading.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
There are no corresponding federal rules
CONTACf PERSON:
Max Price, Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma
73101-1677. (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACI'IONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECITON 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2000.

SUBCHAPTER 19. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF
PARTICULATE MATIER EMISSIONS FR()M
FUEL BlJR..~G EQlJIPl\IIENT

252:100-19-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the
ameaat of paEtiGUlates released into the air by the use of
fuel bwniBg S'fuipment emission of particulate matter.

252:100-19-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms. when used in this.
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Subchapter, shall have the following meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Directly tired" means that the hot ~asses produced by
the flame or heat source come into direct contact with the
material being processed or heated.
"FUel-Burning unit" means any internal combustion
engine or ias turbine, or other combustion device used to
convert the combustion of fuel into usable euer~.
"Fossil fuel" means coal, petroleum, natural gas, or any
fuel derived from coal, petroleum. or natural gas,
"Haul road" means a road on private pro_percy used to
transport material or equipment ey motorized vehicles.
"Indirectly tired" means that the hot gasses produced by
the flame or heat source do not come into direct contact with
the material, excluding air, being processed or heated,
"Industrial process" means any source, activity or
equipment, excluding fuel-burning units. which can
reasonably be expected to emit particulate matter. The term
includes, but is not limited to crushin~ milling, screenin~
mixing and conveying. The term'·does not include
maintenance activities unless maintenance is the primacy
activicy of the facilicy,
''Particulate matter facility" means a facility from which
particulate matter is the predominant emission. excluding
fugitive emissions and emissions resultim~ from control
.equipment malfunctions,
.
''Wood fuel" means any fuel which, excluding air and
water, is at least 80 percent by weight cellulose,
hemicellulose and Iii]lin. and has a heat value of less than
9.500 BTU per pound: or any wood derived fuel as anwoved
by the Division.
Emission of particulate matter prohibited
[REVOKED]
The emission or eSC3f!B iBto the open air of partisalates
resalting ffom the someYStion of fuel in any fuel9W11ing
e'lllipment ar from any staGk eonnesteEI thereto iB 'lHantities
in G*cess of that indicated in 232;100 19 €i ar 2.52;100 19 7 is
hsreby prohl'bited,

· 252:100-19-2.

252:100-19-3.
Existing equipment [REVOKED] ·
/'.ny fusl tmmiBg e'll:Hpmeut in operation prior to the
effestive date of this Sabshaptsr shall not emit particulate
Blatter in 811<CSSS of O.(i poYRds per million B.'I:U. heat input
pravided that all SYsh ei'Gsting eqyipBWnt shall comply with
a52:1QO 19 2 within eighteen (lg) menth& from and after
July 21, 1970.
252:100-19-4.

.New equipment Allowable particulate
matter emission rates from fuel-burning
units
+8&-Except as provided in 252:100-19-10,252:100-19-11
and 252:100-19-12 the emission·or escape into the open air
of particulate matter resulting from the combustion offuel in
any new or existing fuel-burning eqyipment in quantities
0X"C!H~ding unit shall not exceed the limits specified. in

252:100 19 €i for the size of s'luipment involved,· .. >".
prohibited. These limitations shall apply 'i'Then tl . }
fuel burning equipment is operatiag at the maximum desigil ··
hut input rating. The heat input rating of any unit
discharging to a single stack shall be the maximum design
input rating, insluding both heat a•;ailable from burnlilg of
fuel and any sensible heat from materiaJs introduced into the
Qombustion :liOns of a standara temperatl:li'e of @·F. For a
heat input between any two (2) consecutive heat inputs
stated iB 232: HJO 19 i€ , max:imam allowable emissions of
partiwlate m~.er are show:a in 252:100 19 7. When one
fuel burning unit is connli!cted to two or more stacks,-the
heat input of the equipment shall be the Gri-tsrion for the
maximum allowable total smission from all stacks combined
Appendix C.
252:100-19-5.

Refuse burning prohibited
[REVOKED]
The burning of refuse in fuel burning equipment is
prohibited &;roept in equipment specifically aesignli!d to burn
~

252:100-19-6.

Allowable emission of particulate matter
[REVOKED].
The emission limits described in 252;100 19 2 an.-._
~2:100 19 4 are as folla>.vs;

Heat Iaput mMillian
IJritish Thermal Unit
Per Hour

Up ta and insludiag
~gg

252:100-19-7.

Mrudmam Allo¥Jable smissions.
of Partislllata Matter in

PoURds'FerMillian
IJritish Thermal Units
g,€)0

,.

(),J$

Particulate matter emission limits

[REVOKED]
Particulate matter emission limits for fuel bumiag
eqllipment are set forth in Appendix C of this Chapter.
252:100-19-10.

Allowable particulate matter emission
rates from indirectly fired woOd
fuel-burning unjts
. The emission of particulate matter resulting from the
combustion of wood fuel in a~ new or existing indirectly
fired fuel-burning unit shall not exceed the limits specified in
Appendix D.
252:100-19-11.

A]lowable particulate matter emission ·
rates from combined wood fuel and fossr
fuel fired steam generating units
Any combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam
generating unit with a maximum design heat input of more
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than 250 million BTUs per hour which commenced
construction after March 4, 1978. shall not emit particulate
matter in excess of 0.1 pound per million BTIJs,
Allowable p~rticuJate matter emis~ion
rates from directlY fired fuel-burnm~:
·
units and industrial processes
J'he emission of particulate matter from any new or
existing directly fired fuel-burning unit or from any emission
point in an industri.al process shall not exceed the limits
specified in Appendtx G.
252;100-19-12.

Permit by ~e
.
.
ARPJicabilltl'J A1zy particula~e ma;tter. faciltty mey be
constructed or o.perated under this section if:
.(ll it meets the reqyirements in 252:100-7-60. and
.(2). it is not subject to any New Source Perfonnauce
Standard (NSPS). National Emissio~ §tal)da;d for
Hazardous Air Pollutants ·(NESHAP). MaXImum
Acbieyable Control Technology (MACO' standard or
other Permit by Rule cPBR) .
.(b). Reqyjrements. In addition to the requirements of
252:100. the- owuer or operator of a particulate matter
facility permitted under this. section shall comply with the
following requirements.
·.
·
.(ll AU water sprays. bag houses. cyclones, or other
particulate matter control equipment shall be PIQperly
maintained and operated .
.(2) Haul roads and material piles sha11 be watered or
treated as necessaxy to minimize emissions of fu&iJ:iye
252;100-19-13.

.W

-

.dust.
SUBCHAPI'ER 21. PAliTICULATE MATTER
EMITS~ONSFROMWOOD·W~B~G

EQUIPMENT [REVOKED]

252:100-ll-5.
\

I:Jumiag &'faipmeat :H"e set ferth ia Appeadix D Of,thi&
Ch8flter.
·
',

SUBCHAPTER27. PARTICULATE MATTER
EMISSIONS FROM INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER
PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS [REVOKED]
252:100-27-1. Purpose [REVOKED]
+Be purpose of this Sal:lshapter is to soatrol the
emissieB of partisalate matter from ~ op81'atioa, PfO~Ss
or aGtivity UGept fuel bamiBg S'fuipmeat or refase b1:lmmg
eEfuipmeat
252:100-27-2.

Process emission limitations
[~DED

AND RENUMBERED TO

252:100-1.9-12]
W · Ems&iag iastallatieBB. Eighteen (18) moatlls fr~ ~d
after the eft8ati·;e date of this SaeGhapter all existing
iBstaYatioBS mast somply •.vitll the rates of emissieas as
spesified iB 252;100 1.7 5.
~ New iastallatieas. Fram ami aftor the effestive ~ate ef
this St:Wcllapter, all new installatiem fRl:lSt semply with the
rates of emission as spesmed iB 2S2:Hl0 27 5.
.
(G) General previsiaa. No persoa shall sal:lSe, let, p~nmt,
Sllffer, er aJlow the emissioa fram aay general aperaaoa ar
general combastion eperation of p:H'ticulate matter from

.

~7ti7
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any emissioa point at a rate in e;mess of that sp@Gified ia
ZSJ:1QQ Zl 5 fer the prosess weight rate allocated to Sl:IM
emissiaB: pemt.
/

252:10()..27-3.
.

Exception to emission Jimits
[REVOKED]

lim:issioa ef partisalate matter daring periods of
Gleaaiag or adjustiBgprosess eqaipmeat shal!Reti ~ed 15Q
pereeB:t ef the limits as set ferth mthe milgg 1:7 l fer a
period or periods aggFegati:Bg oot mere thaa siX (ti) mmmes
1n ~~ silty (eG~ ao:eseGative minutes, IB these operatiees
~ seatrol de•lices "thiGh re'fl:J:k:e r:egWm= inmnaitteat
Gleaaiag, eampliaaae with this Sallahapter will be
det&.m.liaea ea the llasis ef the awrage kearly 8HHsskla.
252:100-27-4. Sampling and testing [REVOKED]
Te&tiBg. A peESoa respoasihle for tae emissiea of
pa.rtimlates from a:ay ScmrG@ shall, upaa writtea Hl'fl*eBt of
the DiHGto£1make or haw made at his aw5 lixp8BS8, tests tG
determiM the 'fi:HH'iUty o,: quality ar botli:J·..1\lt:ematively, saiQ
peESaB: shall be reaseaably GeGpmm'e with the DireGter ia

W

seGtKiag SliM tests.

~ Meiheds.r ~missioa tests relatiag te this Sabchaptel!
shatl be ~akea geaerally NGGgai:zed stamlar.ds or

ey

metbeds ef mea8l:l£8SMB:ta. Methods foBaa mthe GBrr!Hlt

ASME Test Coee fer Dust Separating Apparatus, the
l\SMij PGWSl" Test CGde; the Cede fer Determiaiag Dust
CeaeeatmS:a:es ia Gas Streams aa.Q the Los Angeles Coooty
Soarse Testiag Mamlal may be used; eat these may be
mosmed ar adjasted ey the DireGter; ia ooaperatiea with the
epeFater of the sow.=oo, to suit spesi& samplisg sooditions or
needs based upoo good jBdgaleat aad experiease, Other
metheds feuml te produse reliable results and approved by
the I)irester m~~¥ be ased,
~ Meai&oriug. AU tests shall be ooadu:sted., Sl:l:pervised 01

approved by a registered professioaal eagiaeer.
252:100-27·5.

Allowable rate of emission [AMENDED
AND RENUMBERED TO
.

252:100-19-12]
Allowable ram of emissioas based aa astual prosess
weight rate shall be as tabwated ia :o'\ppeadix G of this
Chapt&r.

Permanent Final Adoptions
APPENDIX C. PARTICULATE 1\IIATTER El\USSION LIMITS FOR FUEL-BURNING EQlJIPlVlENT
[REVOKED]

APPENDIX C. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR INDIRECTLY FIRED FUEL-BURNING UNITS
[NEW]

system

l.OO mR/hr

5 em from surface

l. R in l. hr

l. m from source

(Manufactured on or after
0-150 kVp
.... ,.
March 1, 1989)

l.OO mR in .1 hr

l. m from source

l.Sl.-500 kVp

1 R :..n l. hr

l. m from source

0.1 percent of

1 m from source

thera~

500-999 kVp
I

-

Maaaur-ant
l.oc:at:Lon

(Manufactured prior to
0-l.SO kVp
March 1, 1989)

Contact

-

Leakage Limit

I

tube housing

""'! ~ •

useful beam or
1 R :inl. hr

Permanent Final Adop~
APPENDIX D. PARTICULATE lVIATTER EMISSION Lil\1ITS FOR WOOD-WASTE BURi'UNG
EQUIPMENT [REVOKED]
APPENDIX D. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EI\fiSSIONS FOR INDIRECTLY FIRED WOOD FUEL-BURNING
UNITS [NEW]

Kax:l.mwn Snergy o:l! El.ectro:a. Beam :l.n
MeV

x-ray Absorbed Doae a a a
Absorbed Doae

Max~um

1

0.03

15

0.05

35

0.10

50

:•.

0.20

,I

/

[OAR Docket #00-636; filed 4-5-00]

l'raction of

-

_____________ Editor's Notices
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-636}

The Office of Administrative Rules has discovered that two Appendices in the May 1, 2000 issue of the Register
were published with the wrong contents. Although the Appendices were cited correctly, the wrong graphics
were pasted into the Appendices when published in the Register. The OAR apologizes for this error and for any
inconvenience it may cause.

· The revoked and reenacted Chapter 100 Appendices C and D published for the Department ofEnvirnomental
Quality on pages 1124 and 1125 of the May 1, 2000 issue should read as they now appear on the followi~g two
. pageS:

-

S7~1
June 15, 2000
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~·~niX C.

PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR FUEL-BURNING EQUIPMENT
[REVOKED]

.PPENDIX C. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR INDIRECTLY FIRED FUEL-BURNING UNITS
[NEW]

Maximum Heat Input In Million
British Thermal Units (MMBTU)
Per Hour (X)
10 or less
20
30
40
50
60
70

Allowable Particulate Matter
Emissions :n Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units (E)
0.60
0.51
0.46
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38

80
90

0.37

0.36
0.35
0.34

100
110

130

0. 33

150

0.32

170

0. '31

190
220

0.30
0.29

0.28

270
310

0.27

360
430
510
610
740

0.26

0.25
0.24

0.23
0.22

0.21

910
1,080

0.20

1,290

0.19

1,550

o.:8

1,890
2,330

0.17
0.16

2, 91:

3.690
4,76J

0.:!.5
0.14
0.13

6,28J

O.l2

8,500

0.:"..1
0.10

10,GO: or more

:: = :. O-t2BC8X
!., CJJ

~137:~~

:::a:1 ::.

:~c

':"'"

• for •ta~ues fnt· ;: '3t·e.,;~~r than ·: ~ MMB':':: b·..;t :ess than

....:r
:~I'.R'l'·.:

.
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Editor's Notices
APPENDIX D. PARTICULATE :MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR WOOD-WASTE BURNING ~
'
EQUIPMENT [REVOKED]
'
.
APPENDIX D. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR INDIRECTLY FIRED WOOD
UNITS [NEW]

Maximum Heat Input In
Million British Thermal
Units Per Hour

FUEL-BURNL~G

Allowable Particulate Million
Matter Emissions In Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units

Less than 10
10 to less than 1,000
1,000 to less than 10,000
10,000 or more

0.60
0.50
0.35
0.15

: . ~.
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
"' HEARING/MEETING
*9:30A.M.
** Tuesday, August 24, 1999
Multipurpose Room ·
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK

1.
2.
3.
4.

_ Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce
Approval of Minutes of the April20, 1999 Regular Meeting
PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS
A.
OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Substantive changes include narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities only. A new
condition was added to explain when excess emissions from a process are due to a malfunction
and when they are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

B.

OAC 252:100-17 Part 7 Hospital, Medical, and· Infectious Waste Incinerators
Appendix M Emission Limits for BM1WI [NEW]
Proposal would establish state emission standards and other enforceable requirements for existing
HMIWI. A new Appendix.M contains emissions limits for HMIWI. Continued from June 15,
1999 Air Quality Council meeting.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
.4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption
C.

OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment
[AMENDED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment
[REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment
[NEW]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative and add
provisions from Subchapter 21. In addition, the graphic in Appendix C has been replaced by a
table.
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

Should you desire: to attc:nd but have: a disability and nc:ed an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in a~vance at (405) 720-4100.

D.

OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning
Equipment [REVOKED]
.
.
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning
Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning
Equipment [NEW] ·
Proposal would merge requirements into Subchapter 19 and revoke Subchapter 21. In: addition,
the graphic in Appendix D has been replaced by a table.
I.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes
and Operations [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and
add a Permit by Rule for particulate matter sources.
·
·
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E.

F.
OAC 252:100-~5 Control ofEmission of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and
narrow the scope to specific sources that are the primary emitters of carbon monoxide.
1.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for perm.~ent adoption
5.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen,
prior to the time of posting the agenda)

6.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

7.

Adjournment-Next Regular Meeting
Tuesday, October 19, 1999
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 129 Street East Avenue
Tulsa, OK

• Council decided at its June 15 meeting to change the format structure for future meetings.
HEARINGS WILL BEGIN AT 9:30 WITH NO BRIEFING SESSION IN THE MORNING.
••An error was made in publication of our Notice in the July 15 Oklahoma Register. This error
necessitated the rescheduling of the August 17 meeting in order to stay on track in getting rules to
the Environmental Boa·rd.
Lunch Break, if necessary

2

-

AMENDED AGENDA
AIR QUALI'IY COUNCll.
DEPARTMENI' OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

"'HEARING/MEETING
*9:30A.M.
** Tuesday, August 24, 1999
Multipurpose Room
.
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK ..

1.
l.

3.
4.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce
Approval ofMinutes ot:tbe June 15, 1999 Regular Meeting
PUBUC RULEMAKING BEARINGS
.

OAC252:10Q..9 Exceu Emission and Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]Proposill would simplify the language mtdcr the agency-wide re-right/dc-wrong initiative.
Substantive changes include narrowing the-scc;Jpe of the rule to minor facilities only. A new
condition was added to cxplainwhen excess emissions from a process are due to a malfunction
and whei:J. they are due to negligent, marginal, or umafe operation.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
·
2
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
.
4.
Roll
can
votc(s)
for
permanent
adoption
· .... ,
.. '
.
.

B.

OAC 252:10()..17 Part 7 Hospital, Medical, and Infectious Waste lndnerators (HMIWI)
Appendix M Emission Limits for BMIWI [NEW)
.
Proposal would establish state emission Standards and _other enforceable requirements for existing
HMlWL A new Appendix M contains emissions limits for HMIWI. Continued from June 15,
1999 Air QoaJity Comtcil meeting.
1.
Presentation -Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

c.

.D.

-

.

A.

s•

State ll1(d) /129 Plan for Bospitai/MedicaJJinfectfous Waste lncineraton (HMIWI)
The proposed
1ll(d) /129 Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emissions
gUidelines for hospitallmedicallinfcctious waste incinerators. Federal regul8tions (40 CFR 60
· Subparts B and Cc) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments from the Council
and public on tho proposed plan.
1. ·
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Council approvBl is not required.
OAC 252:100.1' ParticuJate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burnln1 Equipment [AMENDED)
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Lbilits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
Proposal would simplify tho lmguage under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative and add
provisions from Subchapter 21. In addition, the graphic in Appendix C would be replaced by a
table.
Presentation- Max Price
1.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
2.
Possible action by Council
3.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
4.

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
plcue notify our Department three days ba advance at (405) 720-4100.

E.

-

OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment

[REVOKED}

.

Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment

[REVOKED}

..

.

Appendix D Particulate Matter Em!ssion Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment
~~

.

Proposal would merge requirements into Subchapter 19 and revoke Subchapter 21. In addition,
the graphic in Appendix D would be replaced by a table.
·
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
F.

OAC l5l:100.27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Proc~es and
Operations [AMENDED] . .
.
.
.
Proposal would simplify the language under
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong biitiative; and add
a Permit by Rule for particulate matter sources.
.
·

the

1.·
· 2.
3.
4.
G.

Presentation- Max Price
·
QUestions and discussion by Council/ Public ·
Possible action by Council
··
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adOption · ·

OAC 252:100-35 Control ofEmission of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]

Proposal w~Uld simplifY the language wider the. agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and
narrow the scope to specific sources that arc the primary emitters ofcarbon monoxide.
1.
Presentation -Michelle Martinez·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council .
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pcrmailent adoption.

5.

Division Director's ~eport·- Eddie Terrill

6.

New Business (any matter not kno~ about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the
time ofposting the agenda)
· ·

7.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting .

. Tuesday, October 19, 1999

.

I

Tulsa City-County Auditorium
· 5051 South 129 Street East Avenue·
Tulsa, OK

• CouncD decided at Ia June 15 meeting to ~ange the format strudure for future meetings. BEARlNGS ·
WILL BEGIN AT 9:30 WITH NO BRIEFIN~ SESSION IN THE MORNING.
**An error was made in publlcation of our Notice In the July 15 Oklahoma Register. This error necessitated
the rescheduling of the August 17 meetilig in order to stay on track in getting rules to the Environmental
Board.
.·
Lunch Break, If necessary

-

August 9, 1999
MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

'f
Eddie Terrill, Director 0
~
Air Quality Council

Air Quality Division
SUBJECT:

Proposed Revisions to 252:100-19, Particulate Matter Emissions from FuelBuining Equipment

The changes being proposed for Subchapter 19, Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-Burning
Equipment, would incorporate the requirements of Subchapter 21, Particulate Matter Emissions
from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment. Subchapter 21 would then be revoked. Subchapter 19 is
also being modified as part of the re-right/de-wrong process to clarify the language. As part of
the re-right/de-wrong process, revocation of the Appendix C graphic, Particulate Matter
Emission Limits for Fuel-Burning Equipment, and the Appendix D ~phic, Particulate Matter
Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment, and adoption of two new tabular
appendices are being proposed. These rules and appendices are being addressed at the same time
because they all contain standards for particulate matter emissions. We are proposing that the
requirements in the two subchapters that address fuel-burning equipment (19 and 21) be
consolidated into one s~bchapter, and we are clarifying that a ·facility with particulate matter
emissions (other than an incinerator subject to SC 17) must meet the standards· in either SC 19 or
SC 27, but not both.

-

Staff will be recommending ·that this Subchapter be held over until the October 19, 1999 Air
Quality Council meeting to allow for further comment

-

-

SUBCHAPTER 19. PARTICULATE MATTER EMJ:SSJ:ONS FROM
FUEL-BURNING EQUIPMENT
Section
252:100-19-1. Purpose
252:100-19-1.1. Definitions
252:100-19-2. Emission of particulate matter
prohibited[REVOKED]
252:100-19-3. Existing equipment[REVOKED]
252:100-19-4. Nmi equipm~:atAllowable particulate matter
emission rates
252:100~19-5.
Refusewaste burning prohibited
252:100-19-~.
Allowable emission o~ particulate
matter [REVOKED]
252:100-19-7. Particulate matter emission limits[REVOKED]
252:100-19-10. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
for wood-waste fuel
252:100-19-11. Combined wood-waste fuel and fossil fuelfired steam generating units

-

-

252:100-19-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amou:at
of particulates ~eleased i:ate the ai~. by the use. efemission
of particulate matter from fuel-burning equipment.
252:100-19-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this
Subchapter shall have the following meaning :unless the
context·clearly indicates otherwise.
nFuel-burninq eguipment••·means any intern~l combustion
engine or gas turbine; or indirectly fired combustion device
used to convert the combustion of fuel or wast€ into usable
energy.
11 Possil fuel•• means coal.
petroleum, natural gas, or
any fuel derived from coal. petroleum. or natural gas.
":Indirectly fired". means that the hot gasses nroduced
by the flame or heat source do not come into direct contact
.with the material, excluding air, being processed or
heated.
"Wood-waste fuel• means whole or chipped untreated wood
or clean untreated lumber. tree stumps or tree limbs used
as fuel in any fuel-bu~ning equipment. This definition

252:100-19-6. Allowable emission of particulate
matter[REVOKED]
·~he emission limits described in 252.100 19. 2 and
252.100 19 4 are as follows:

Heat Input in P4illion
P4aJcimum Allmmble
Emissio:as
British Thermal Unit
of Particulate Matter in
Per Hour
Pounds Per P4illion
British Thermal Units
Up to and'including 10
100
1,000
10,000 and above

0.60
0.35
0.20

0.10

-P~rticulate

matter emission limits[REVOKED]
Particulate matter emission limits for fuel burning
equipment are set forth in Appendile c of this Chapter.
252:100-19-7.

252:100-19-10. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
.for wood-waste fuel
The emission of particulate matter resulting from the
combustion of wood-waste fuel in any new or existing fuelburning unit shall not exceed the limits specified in
Appendix D.

Combined wood-waste fuel and fossll fuel
fired steam generating units
Any combined wood-waste fuel and fossil fuel ·fired
steam generating unit with a maximum design heat input of·
more than 250 million BTUs per hour which commenced
construction aft~r March 4, 1978, shall not emit·particulate
matter in excess of 0.1 pound per hour-million BTUs.
252:100-19-11.

(draft 5/25/99}

APPENDIX C. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR FUEL-BURNING
EQUIPMENT [REVOKED]
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APPENDIX C. PARTICULATE MATTER El\tDSSION LIMITS FOR FUELBURNING EQUIPMENT [NEW]
Maximum Design Heat Input In
Million British Thennal Units Per
Hour
10 orless
11-20
21-30
31 -40
41-50
51-60
61 -70
71-80
81-90
91-100
101- 110
111- 130
131-150
151- 170
171- 190
191-220
221-260
271-310
311-360
361-430
431-510
511- 610
6ll·-740
741 - 9JO
911- 1,120
1,121 - 1,400
1,401- 1,770
1,771 -2,270
2,271 - 2,950
2,951-3,900
3,901 - 5,260
5,261 - 7,270
7;2.71- 9,999
10,000 or more

-

\::

Allowable Particulate Matter
Emissions in Pounds Per Hour
0.60
0.51
0.46
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
.0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
O.l3
0.12
0.10

These values were calculated by the fonnula:
E = 1.042808X-4.23as61 •

Where:
E = the particulate matter emission limit in pounds per hour and
X =the maximum design heat input in million BlUs per hour.

51~7

/ ~PENDIX D. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR WOOD..WASTE BURNING
...·
EQUIP:MENT [REVOKED]
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APPENDIX D.

PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR WOODWASTE FUEL-BURNING EQUIPMENT [NEW]

Maximum Design Heat Input in
Million British Thermal Units
per Hour
Less than 10
10 to less than 1,000
1,000 to less than 10,000
10,000 or more

· Maximum Allowable Particulate
Matter Emissions in Pounds per
Hour
O.EiO

o.so
0.35
0.15

5"77 I
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August 9, 1999

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Tem'll , o·rrector
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

cr

Status of Proposed 252:100-27, Particulate Matter Emissions :From Industrial And
Other Processes And Operations

On April 20, 1999 the Air Quality Council voted to send revised rule 252:100-27, Particulate
Matter E!pissions From Industrial And Other Processes .Aitd OperationS, to the Environmental
Quality Board for approval. However, several additional·pertinent comments were rec~ived by
staff following the recommendation by the Air Quality Council. Several commentors mistakenly
believed that the Permit By Rule (PBR) relieved permitted sources of the responsibility of
adhering to all applicable regulations. Legal staff also expressed concern that inclusion of the
PBR as a separate subpart would make referencing it difficult in Subchapter 7. For these
reasons, it was decided to not forward the proposed rule to the Board and to resubmit it to the Air
Quality Council after the needed changes were made.
Subchapter 27 has been rescheduled again for·public hearing at the August 24, 1999 Air Quality
Council meeting. Staff. also plans to offer revisions to Subchapter 19, Particulate Matter
Emissions From Fuel-Burning Equipment, at the same meeting because modifications being
proposed for Subchapter 19 reference changes proposed in Subchapter 27 and vice versa. Thus,
staff believes both rules should be considered by the Council simultaneously. We regret any
inconvenience in having to rehear the proposed rule.
Staff will be recommending the Air Quality Council vote to submit the revised Subchapter to the
DEQ Board for approval.

~773

..

·

·

....

SUBCHAPTER 27. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM
INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS
Section
252:100-27-1.
252:100-27-1.1
252:100-27-2.
252:100-27-3.
252:100-27-4.
252:100-27-5.
252:100-27-10.

·Draft, March 15, 1999

Purpose
Definitions
Process weight rate emission limitations
Exception to emission limits
Sampling andEmission testing
Allowable rate of emission[REVOKED]
Permit by rule

252:100-27-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the
emission of particulate matter from any operation, process
or activity e>ccept fuel burning equipment or refuse burning
equipmentthat is not regulated in Subchapter 19.
252:100-27-1.1.
Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this
Subchapter shall have the following meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise.
"Clay plant" means any facility used to process ball
clay. bentonite or common ciay.
11
Concrete plant" means any facility used to bulk mix or
truck mix aggregate and Portland cement· to form concrete for
use in construction.
Plants engaged in the production of
preformed concrete products are not included in this
definition.
"Haul road" means a road on private property-used to
transport material or equipment by motorized vehicles.
••Particulate matter source" means any source of air
pollution in which particulate matter is the predominant
emission.

252:100-27-2. Process weight rate emission limitations
(a)
Existing installatiens. Eighteen (18) months from and
after the effective date of this Subchapter all mdoting
installations must comply 'liith the rates of emissions as
specified in 252.100 27 5 .
(b)
New installations. From and after the effective date
of this Subchapter, all nevwr installations must comply ~iith
the rates of emission as specified in 252.100 27 5 ..
(c)
General provision. No person shall cause, let, permit,
suffer, or allow the emission of particulate matter in
excess of the process weight rate emission limits specified
in Appendix G from any general operation or general
combustion operation of particulate matter from any emission
point located at a rate in meceso of that specified in
252.100 27 5 for the process vveight rate allocated to ouch
emisoioa pointnew or existing facility subject to this
Subchapter.
252:100-27-3.

Draft, March 15, 1999

Exception to emission limits

2

Emission of particulate matter during periods of
cleaning or adjusting process equipment shall not exceed 150
percent of the limits as set.forth in the 252.100 27 2
Appendix G for a period or periedsmore than six minutes (6)
·aggregating not mere than siJE (6) minutes in any sixty {60)
consecutive minutes. ±fiFor those operations utilizing
control devices ~ihichthat require regular intermittent
cleaning, compliance with this Subch.apter will be determined
on the basis of the average hourly emission.

-

252:100-27-4.
{a) Testing.

S~lieg

252:100-27-5.

Allowable rate of emission[REVOKEDJ

andEmission testing

A person responsible for the emission of
particulates from any source shall, uyPon written request
&E-.Qy: the Divisio~ Direct_or, ~he owner or operator of a
facility subiect to this Subchapter shall conduct emission
testing,maJee· or have made at fti.s.the owner or operators own
expense, tests to determine the quantity or quality or
betfirate of particulate matter emissions per process weight
rate. Alternatively, said person shall be reasonably
cooperative ~lith the Director in securing such teets.
{b) !lethedsTest methods. Emission tests relating to this
Subchapter shall be undertaleen performed in compliance with
by generally recognized standards or methods of
measurements. Methods found in the current ASME Test Code
for Dust Separat~ng Apparatus, the ASME Power Test Code, the
Code for Determining Dust Concentrations in Gas Streams and
the Los Angeles County Source Testing Manual may be used, or
applicable test methods contained in 40 CFR 60 Appendix A
may be used. but theseThese test methods may be modified or
adjusted by the Division Director, in cooperation with the
owner or operator of the source, to suit specific sampling
conditions or needssource-specific conditions.· based upon
-good judgment and el~erience. Other methods found to
produce reliable results and approved by the Director may be
used.
{c) !!eniteringTest monitoring. All emission tests shall be
conducted, supervised or approved by· a registered
professional engineer or other personnel acceptable to the
Division Director.
Allm.-able rate of emissions based on actual process
..might rate shall be as tabulated ia AppendiJE a of this
Chapter.

Draft, March 15, 1999
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252:100-27-10. Permit by rule
(a) Applicability. Any new or existing particulate matter

facility may be constructed or operated under this section if
it meets the requirements in 252:100-7-60 and is one of the
facilities described below.
(1) Any stand-alone screening operation that does not
have associated crushing and/or grinding facilities.
(2) Any fixed sand and gravel plant or fixed crushed
· stone plant with a capacity of 25 tons (23 megagrams) per
hour or less.
(3) Any portable sand and gravel plant or portable
crushed stone plant with a capacity of 150 tons (136
megagrams) per hour or less.
{4) Any clay plant with capacity of 10 tons (9
megagrams) per hour or less.
{5) Any concrete plant.
(6) Any other particulate matter source to which no
other specific PBR, NSPS, NESHAP or MACT standard applies.
{b) Requirements. In addition to the requirements of
252:100, the owner or operator of a particulate matter
facility permitted under this section shall comply with the
following requirements.
{1) Installed water sprays, bag houses, cyclones, or
other particulate matter control equipment shall be properly
maintained and operated.
·{2) Haul roads and material piles shall be watered or
treated as necessary to minimize emissions of fugitive dust.
(draft 5/50/99}

Draft, March 15, 1999
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIT.
AUGUST 24, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
Multi-Purpose Room
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Bra.necky
·
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers
Joel W"tlson

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
Ray Bishop
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

Notice ofPublic Meeting for August 17, 1999 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary of State giving
the time, date, and place of the meeting. An error was made in publication of our Notice in the July 15
Oklahoma Register. This error necessitated the rescheduling ofthe meeting to August 24, 1999 in order to
stay on track in getting rules to the Environmental Quality Board.
Agendas were posted at the entrance doors at DEQ.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as follows: Mr.
Wilson- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick...:. aye; Dr. Groszaye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Dr. Canter, and ~· Slagell did not attend.
·
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the June 15, 1999
Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mi. Branecky to approve the Minutes as presented and
second was made by Mr. Fallon·. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Mr. Fallon -aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 throUgh 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke entered into the hearing record the
Hearing Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice.

PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram who advised that this rule had been presented to Council on
June 15, 1999. She stated that additional clarification of the rule was suggested due to verbal comments
received from the public. Also, section 252:100-9-4 was amended and renumbered to 252:100-9-3.2.
Section 252:100-9-5 was amended and renumbered to 252:100-9-3.1; and 252:100-9-6 was amended an
renumbered to 252:100-0-3.2.

Written comments were received the day before the Council meeting from Mid-continent Oil and Gas
Association of Oklahoma. Due to the time frame, staff did not have adequate time to review the comments
in depth but some appeared to be directed towards changes proposed in the draft rule presented to the June
Council meeting. After accepting comments and concerns from Council and audience, Ms. Buttram
advised that it was staff's suggestion that Council recommend this rule as amended to the Environmental
Quality Board as a permanent rule.
Due to discussion and further amendments to be made, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue the
hearing to Council's October 19 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion and the second was made by Mr.
Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Mr. Fallon - aye;
Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch-aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17, Part 7
Hospital, Medical and Infectious Waste Incinerators
Appendix M Emission Limits for HMIWI [NEW]
.
.
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated that the proposed nile had been presented to Council
at its April 20 and June 15, 1999 meetings. She advised that staff was proposing an addition of a new Part
7 to the existing SC 17 which would establish state emission standards and other enforceable requirements
for existing HMIWI; and a new Appendix M which contains emission liinits for HMIWI. Ms. Bradley
· defined HMIWI as any device that com busts any amount of medical/infectious/hospital waste. She stated
that any HMIWI for which construction commenced on or before June 20, 1996, would be subject to the
new rule. Ms. Bradley added that that these proposed rules would be included in Oklahoma's State
111(d)/129 Plan and would be the enforceable mechanism for implementing the proVisions ofthe Emission
Guidelines (EG) for HMIWI (40 CFR 60 Subpart Ce). She further stated that the new Part 7 incorporates
by reference sections of the New Source Performance Standards for HMIWI (40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec). She
noted that in addition to establishing emission standards for certain regulated pollutants, the new rule
would establish requirements for HMIWI operator training and qualifications, waste management plans,
and testing and monitoring of pollutants and operating parameters.

Mr. Wilson made a motion that Council conmiue the hearing until after lunch in order_to incorporate some
changes in wording to 252:100-17-48. Mr. Branecky seconded that motion and all members agreed.
Following the recess, Ms. Bradley proposed the addition of a new paragraph (c) and (d) in 252:100-17-48,
and set forth the proposed language. With no further comments from Council or audience on the proposed
language, Ms. Bradley advised that it was staffs suggestion that Council recommend adoption of this rule
to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 28, 1999 meeting as both emergency and permanent
rule. That motion was made by Mr. Wilson and the second by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Wilson- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
State lll(d) /129 Plan For Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators (HMIWI)

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley for staff presentation regarding the State Plan. Ms. Bradley
advised that although Council approval ofthe Plan was not required because it is not a rulemaking action in
2
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-

and of itself, staff wanted to hear comments that the Council or public might have on the proposal. Ms.
Bradley advised that the State Plan would be the mechanism to implement the Emission Guidelines for
hospital/medica1fmfectious waste incinerators. She pointed out the necessary steps that were required to
develop the State Plan.
Due to the fact that the hearing on Subchapter 17 was continued to after lunch. Council moved to continue
the hearing on the Plan also. Mr. Kilpatrick made the motion tc? continue the hearing until after the
hearing on SC 17 and the second was made by Mr. Branecky. All members agreed. After reconvening,
Council voted to forward the proposed State Plan to EPA Region 6. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Ms. Myers • aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING (COMBINED HEARINGS ON SC 19 AND SC 21)
OAC 252:100-19
Particulate Matter Emissions From Fuel-Burning Equipment [AMENDED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Em~ions Limits For Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Append.i:s: C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits For Fuel Burning Equipment (NEW]
OAC 252:100-21
Particulate Matter Emissions From Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits For Wood-Waste Burning Equlpment
[REVOKED}
.
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits For Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]

Mr. Dyke opened the hearing advising that both SC 19 and SC 21 would be heard together as they are
related items and called upon Mr. Max Price for the staff presentation. Mr. Price stated that these revisions
would satisfy the Agency's re-right/de-wrong initiative and clarify and simplify the language of SC 19 and
incorporate the requirements ofSC 21. Mr. Price explained that staff would ask that SC 21 be revoked and
that the graphical Appendices C and D be revoked in favor of two new tabular appendices. Mr. Price
pointed out that comments bad been received and that it was staffs recommendation that these proposals be
continued until Council's next meeting in October. After further discussion by Council and members of the
audience, Mr. Breis9h entertained a motion to continue this item to the next regular meeting on October 19.
Dr. Grosz made the motion and the second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Fallon ..... aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-27
Particulate Matter Emissions From Industrial And Other Processes And Operations [AMENDED}

.r --·

Mr. Dyke opened the next item and called upon Mr. Max Price to make staff presentation. Mr. Price
advised that SC 27 compliments SC 19 and SC 21 and that these proposed changes would clarify and
simplify language according to the Agency's re-right/de-wrong initiative. He reminded that Council had
originally voted to send this subchapter to the Environmental Quality Board on April20, 1999, however,
some late comments prompted the withdrawal by the staff to make further refinements. He then pointed
latest proposed changes .
out

the

Due to additional questions and comments from Council and members of the audience regarding the
definition of wood-waste fuel, Mr. Breisch called for a motion to continue the hearing to the Council's
October 19 meeting. Mr. Fallon made the motion and the second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call

S731
1

was taken as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-35
Control Of Emission Of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke opened this item for consideration and called upon Ms. Michelle Martinez to make the staff
presentation. Ms. Martinez discussed the proposed revisions stating that they would simplify and clarify
the rule as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. Ms. Martinez added that the scope ofthe
Subchapter was narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide
emissions. She related that it is often impossible for small sources to achieve a 93% reduction in carbon
monoxide emissions as required by the rule without increaSing other emissions. She pointed out that
specific changes include the addition of the definitions "existing source" and "new source" along with the
addition of :the effective date of the rule. Ms. Martinez added that Section 35-3, Performance Testing, was
revoked because the Air Quality Division has been given the authority to request this testing in the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act and performance testing requirements have already been provided for in SC 8 and
in SC43. Ms. Martinez advised of comments that had been received stating that staff had not had sufficient
time to consider these comments; and suggested that Council continue the hearing to its October meeting to
allow further time. Ms. Myers made the motion to continue and Mr. Branecky made the second with roll
call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

NEW BUSINESS- It was decided that the October 19 regular meeting would begin at 9:00a.m. due to
the number of agenda items and would follow the same format of eliminating the briefing session and
would start immediately with the hearings on record.
ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement ~t the
next regularly scheduled meeting would be October 19, 1999 in the Auditorium of the Tulsa City-County
Health Department at 9:00 a.m.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an omcial part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING

·-

• 9:00A.M.

Tuesday, October 19, 1999
TuJsa City-County Auditorium
5051 Sou1h 129 Street East Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Call to Qrder- Bill Breisch
RoD CaU-M~ Bruce
CY 2000 MeetiDg Schedule
A. Discussion by Coundl
Approval ofMinutes of the August 24, 1999 Regular Meeting
Public Rulemakbtg Hearings' ·

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
A.

OAC 252:100-4 NeW Source Performance Standard.t
Proposal would update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from 7~1-97 to 7:.1-.99. Previously,
incorporated NSPS subp~ that have been amended by the USEPA since 7·1-97 are:. AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, and
WWW. A new Subpart ~.hu been added to the NSPS. Subpart Ce was added to 252:100-4-5 as an exception.
. 1.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
2.
·Questions and discUssion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
~·
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption

B.

OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; requires an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
.emissions on their ~ual emission inventory; requires inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required allowing fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and reducing the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the .fa!:ility
·owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council ·
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

c.

OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and ~lfunction Rep~rtfng [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion of redundan~ language. Substantive changes include nauowing
the scope of the rule to millor. facilities only. A neW condition was added to explain when excess emissions from a
process are due to a malfunction and when they are. due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation. The new
language establishes a rebuttable presumption that the combined time of all excess ~ions from a process due to a
malfunction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5% ofthe process's operation time, whichever is greater, in a 3-month
period. The bu:iden of proving that excess emissions occurring more often arc due to a malfunction rather than
negligelit, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Qucstioils and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Councfi
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D.

OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Bum.ng .
Proposal would shnplify the language under the agency-wide re-rightlde-wrong initiative including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substantive changes would
add certain definitions and notification requirements.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption

-

-

E.

COMBINED
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment {AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operation
[REVOKED]
·
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment (REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]
Proposal would merge requirements into SC 19 and revoke SC 21and SC 27. SC 19, as proposed. would simplifY
the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. Also a Permit by Rule for particulate .matter
facfi:ities is being proposed for SC 19. The graphics in Appendices C and D would be replaced by two new tabular
appendices.
1.
Presentation -Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Rol1 call vote(s) for pennanent adoption

F.

OAC 252:100-35 Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide {AMENDED]
Proposal would simplifY and clarifY the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-WI'ong initiative; and ll8Il'OW the
scope to specific sources that are the primary emitters of carbon monoxide. Other changes include addition of
definitions "existing source" and ''new source" and the replacement of."foundry cupola" with "gray iron CUJlOla".
Also, Se~on 35-3 would be revoked because performance testing requirements are already provided for in SC 8
1
and SC43.
.
1.
Presentation- Michelle
2~
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption

Martinez

H.

OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 16, Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants
[AMENDED}
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. The proposed
changes to section 15 would ·incorporate by reference the MACT standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR
63 promulgated by EPA from. 7-1-98 through 7-1-99. The proposed .changes to section 16 would update to 7-l-99
the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption

L

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emission from' Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [AMENDED]
Proposal would amend· to update the incorporation by reference of40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to 7-l-99.
1.
Presentation .....: Cheryl Bradley
.·
:
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adopti90

6.
7.

Division Director's Report -Eddie Terrill
New Business -Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the time
ofposting the agenda.
·
·
Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Tuesday, December 14, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purp~~e Room

.

.

8.

• Council decided at its August 24 meeting to begin early due to the number of agenda items
Lunch Break, It necessary

r••

Should
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October 1, 1999
MEMORANDUM

~

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapters 19, 21, and 27

G.

Please find enclosed proposed revisions to OAC 252:100-19, Particulate Matter Emissions from
Fuel-Burning Equipment; OAC 252:100-21, Particulate Matter Emissions From Wood-Waste
Burning Equipment; and OAC 252:100-27, Particulate Matter Emissions From Industrial And
Other Processes And Operations.

-

On August 24, 1999 the staff proposed to the Council that the requirements contained in
Subchapters 19 and 21 be merged into a single subchapter (19) and that Appendices C and D be
revoked in favor of new non-graphic appendices. The staff also recommended that the changes
. to subchapter 27 be approved and that the subchapter be sent to the Environmental Quality Board
for final approval. Council voted to hold over all these proposals until·its October meeting.
Since the last Council meeting, staff continued to revise the three subchapters and recommends
the following changes:

1.

merge the applicable requirements of Subchapter 27 into Subchapter 19 (the staff will ask
·
that Subchapter 27 be revoked);

2.

replace the definition of"wood-waste" with a definition for the term ''wood fuel";

3.

simplify section 252:100-19-13, Permit by Rule, by deleting some redundant language;
and

4.

refine Appendix C by the addition of a formula for calculating allowable emissions for
BTU values between 1,000 and 10,000 MMBTU/hr.

At the October 19 Air Quality Council meeting, staff will suggest that Co1lncil approve
revocation of Subchapters 21 and 27 and approve the changes to Subchapter 19, including the
addition of the PBR, section 252: 100-19-13, for small particulate matter facilities. In addition,
staff will request that the Appendices C and D be revoked and replaced with new non-graphic
Appendices C and D. Staff will then recommend that the Air Quality Council vote to submit all
these revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for approval as a permanent rule.
Enclosures: 7

SUBCHAPTER 19.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF PARTICULATE MATTER
FRO!f FUEL BURNING EQUIPUENT

Section
252:100-19-1. Purpose
252:100-19-1.1. Definitions
252:100-19-2." Emission of particulate matter
prohibited[REVOKED]
252:100-19-3. Existing equipment[REVOKED]
252:100-19-4; ~leu equipmentAllowable particulate matter
emission rates
252:100-19-5. Refuse burning prohibited[REVOKED]
252:100-19-6. Allowable emission of particulate
matter[REVOKED]
.
252:100-19-7. Particulate matter emission limits[REVOKED]
252:100-19-10. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
from indirectly fired wood fuel-burning units
252:100-19-11. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
from combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam
generating units
.252:100-19-12. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
from directly fired fuel-burning units and industrial
processes
252:100-19-13. Permit by rule
252:100-19-1.

·Purpose

The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount
of particulates. released into the air by the use ef fuel.
burning equipment.emission of particulate matter.
252:100-19-1.1.

-

Definitions

The following words and terms, when used in this
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Directly fired" means that the hot gasses produced by
the flame or heat source come into direct contact with the
materi.al being processed or heated.
"Fuel-burning unit" means any internal combustion
engine or gas turbine, or other combustion device used .to
convert the combustion of fuel into usable energy.
"Fossil fuel" means coal, petroleum, natural gas, or
any fuel derived from coal, petroleum, or natural gas.
"Haul road" means a road on private property used to
transport material or equipment by motorized vehicles.
"Indirectly fired" means that the hot gasses produced
by the flame or heat source do not come into direct contact
with the material, excluding air, being processed or heated.
"Industrial process" means any source, activity or
equipment, excluding fuel-burning units, which can
DRAFT 10/04/99
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reasonably be expected to emit particulate matter.
The term
includes, but is not limited to crushing, milling,
screening, mixing and conveying. The term does not include
maintenance activities unless maintenance is the primary
activity of the facility.
"Particul.ate matter facil.ity" means a facility from
which particulate matter is the predominant emission,
excluding fugitive emissions and emissions resulting from
control equipment malfunctions.
· "Wood fuel." means any fuel which, excluding air and
water, is at least 95 percent by weight cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin, and has a heat value of less than
10,000 BTU per pound.
252:100-19-2. Emission of particu1ate matter
prohibited[REVOKED]
The emission or escape into the open air of
particulates· resulting from the combustion of fuel in any
fuel burning equipment or from any stack connected thereto
in quantities in encess of that indicated in 252:100 19 6 or
252:100 19 7 is hereby prohibited.
252:100-19-3. Existing equipment[REVOKED]
Any fuel burning equipment in operation prior to the
effective date of this Subchapter shall not emit particulate
matter in encess of 0.6 pounds per million B.T.U. heat input
provided that all such enisting equipment shall comply 1dth
252:100 19 2 Hithin eighteen (18) months from and after
July 21, 1970.
252:100-19-4. Neu e~ipme:at:Al.l.owab1e particul.ate matter
emission rates from fuel.-burninq units
Except as provided in 252:100-19-10i 252:100-19-11 and
252:100-19-12 ~the emission or escape into the open air of
particulate matter resulting from the combustion of fuel in
any new or existing fuel-burning unitequipment in quantities
euceedingshall not exceed the limits specified in 252:100
19 6 for the size of equipment involved, is
prohibitedAppendix C.able to that fuel burning unit. These
limitations shall apply when the fuel burning equipment is
operating at the mauimum design heat input rating.
The heat
input rating of any unit discharging to a single stack shall
be the mauimum design input rating, including both heat·
available from burning of fuel and any sensible heat from
materials introduced into the combustion zone of a standard
temperature of 60 F.
For a heat input beth·een any t'flve (2)
consecutive heat inputs stated in 252:100 19 6, mauimum
allm1able emissions of particulate matter are shmm in
252:100 19 6. Wfteft one fuel burning unit is connected to
DRAFT I 0/04/99
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tr,;o or ffiore stacksequipffient shall be the criterion for the
mauimum allmmble total effiission from all staelts eoffibined....:..
252:100-19-5.

Refuse burning prohibited[REVOKED]

The burninq of refuse in fuelburning equipffient is
prohibited eltcept in equipffient specifically designed to burn
refuse.
252:100-19-6. A1lowable emission of particulate
matter[REVOKED]

The emission liffiits described in 252:100 19 2 and
252:100 19 4 are as follows:
Heat Input in Million
Hauimuffi AlloHable
Effiissions
of Particulate Matter in
British Therffial Unit
Pounds Per Million
Per Hour
British Therffial Units
Up to and including 10
100
1,000
10,000 and above
252:100-19-7.

0.60
0.35
0.20
0.10

Particulate matter emission limits[REVOKED]

Particulate ffiatter effiission liffiits for fuel burning
equipment are set forth in Appendin C of this Chapter.
252:100-19-10. ~lowable particulate matter emission rates
from indirectly fired wood fuel-burning units
The emission of particulate matter resulting from the
combustion of wood fuel in any new or existing indirectly
fired fuel-burning unit shall not exceed the limits
specified in.Appendix D.
252:100-19-11. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
from combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam
qeneratinq units
Any combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam
generating unit with a maximum design heat input of more
than 250 million BTUs per hour which commenced construction
after March 4, 1978, shall not emit particulate matter in
excess of 0.1 pound per million BTUs.

-·

252:100-19-12. Allowable particulate matter emission rates
from directly fired fuel-burninq units and industrial
processes
(a) Allowable particulate matter emission rates. The
emission of particulate matter from any new or existing
DRAFT I 0/04/99
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directly fired fuel-burning unit or from any emission point
in an industrial process shall not exceed the limits
specified in Appendix G.
(b) Exception to the allowable particulate matter emission
rates for industrial processes. Emission of particulate
matter from an emission point during periods of cleaning or
adjusting ~ndustrial process equipment shall not exceed 150
percent of the limits as set forth in Appendix G for more ·
than six (6) minutes in any sixty (60) consecutive minutes.
For those operations utilizing control devices that require
regular intermittent cleaning~ compliance with this Section
will be determined on the basis of the average hourly
emission.

252:100-19-13. Per.mit by rule
(a) Applicability. Any particulate matter facility may be
constructed or operated under this section if:
(1)
it meets the requirements in 252:100-7-60, and
(2)
it is not subject to any New Source Performance
Standard (NSPS), National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP), Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MACT) standard or other Permit by Rule (PBR) .
(b) Requirements.
In addition to the requirements of
252:100, the owner or operator of a particulate matter
facility permitted under this section shall comply with the
following requirements.
(1). All water sprays, bag houses, cyclones, or other
particulate matter control equipment shall be properly
maintained and operated.
·
(2)
Haul roads and material piles shall be watered or
trea~ed as necessary to minimize emissions of fugitive dust.

DRAFT I 0/04/99
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APPENDIX C. PARTICULATE MATTER E:MISSION LIMITS FOR FUEL-BURNING
EQU!Pl\1ENT (REVOKED]
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APPENDIX C. ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS [NEW]
Maximum Heat Input In Million
British Thermal Units (MMBTU)
Per Hour (X)
10 or less
20
30
40

so

60
70
80
90
100
110
130
150
170
190
220

270
310
360
430
510
610
740
910
1,080
1,290
1,550
1,890
2,330
2,910
3,690
4,760
6,280
8,500
10,000 or more

Allowable Particulate Matter
Emissions In Pounds Per
MiJlion British Thennal Units (E)
0.60
0.51
0.46
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.10

Allowable emissions may be calculated by use of the following formulas:
E = 1.042808X..o.23U6J (for values for X greater _than 10 MMBTIJ but less than 1,000 MMBTU) or
E = 1.6X..o.30JOJ (for values for X greater than or equal to 1,000 MMBTIJ but less than 10,000 MMBTU).
Where:
E =the particulate matter emission limit in pounds per MMBTIJ input and
X= the maximum heat input in MMBTIJ per hour.

'

/ -\PPENDIX D. PARTICUlATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR WOOD-WASTE BURNING
·
EQUIPMENT [REVOKED]
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APPENDIX D.

ALLOWABLE RA'l'E OF EMISSIONS [NEW]

Maximum Heat Input In
Million British Thermal
Units Per Hour
Less than 10
10 to less than 1,000
1,000 to less than 10,000
10,000 or more

Allowable Particulate
Matter Emissions In Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units
0.60
0.50
0.35
0.15

SUBCHAPTER. 27. PARTICULATE MATTER. EMISSIONS FROM
INDOSTRZAL AND OTHER. PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS [REVOKED]
Section
252:100-27-1.
252:100-27-2.
252:100-27-3.
252:100-27-4.
252:100~27-5.

Purpose
Process emission limitations
Exception to emission limits
Sampling and testing
Allowable rate of emission

252:100-27-1. Purpose [REVOKED]
~fie paFpooe of tfiis SaeeaapteF is to eontFol tfie
emission of paFtiealate matte£ fFom any opeFation 1 pFoeess
o;r acti·:i'Ey encept fl:lel baFninq eq:aipment o:£ Fefl:lse buFni.ng
eql:lipmen'E.

~

252:100-27-2.· Process emission l.i.mi.tations [REVOKED]
(a) Bsis'fsiftg :tas'M.llaisie:ns. Eigh'Eeen (18) months fFomand
af'Ee:£ "the ~ffee'Eive date of tfiis Sabeaapter all euioting
inst~llations ml:lst comply \>Vita tfie rates of emissions as
specified in 2§2:100 27 § .
(b) New i:nsealla'fsiefts. F:£om and after tae effecti·:e date
of tfiis Sl:lbcaapte:£ 1 all nmi installations must comply 'flith
tfie rates of emission as specified in 2§2:100 27 § ..
(e) Geae~al p~e7isiea. No peFson saall eaase 1 let, peFmit,
saffe:£ 1 or allou tfie emission from any gene:£al ope;ration or
qeneral combl:lstion operation of partiel:llate matte:£ fFom any
emission point at a rate in excess of tfiat specified in
2§2:100 27 § fo:£ tfie process \ieigfit rate allocated to sl:lefi
emissioa poiat.
252:100-27-3. Exception to emission l.i.mi.ts [REVOKED]
Emissioa of partiealate matter daring peFiods of
eleaniag or adjl:lstiag pFoeess eql:lipmeat saalJ,. aot eueeed 150
peFeent of the limits as set foFtfi in the 2§2:100 27 2 for
a period OF peFiods aggregating not more than sin (6)
minates ia aay sinty ( 60) consecuti•ve minutes. Ia tfiose
operatioas .atili2iag control devices uhica :£eql:li:£e regl:llar
iatermi'Eteat cleaning, compliance ·,lith this Subchapter \.-ill
be determined on the basis of the average hol:lrly emission.
252:100-27-4 . . sampl.ing and testing [REVOKED]
(a) maseing. 'iA peFsoa responsible fo:£ the emissioa of
par'Eieulateo from aay souree shall, apon writtea reqaest of
the Director, ma1ee o:£ ha=r,;e made at his O\m enpense, tests to
determiae the quantity or EJl:lality or both. Al'Eeraati=r,;ely 1
said persoa shall be reasonably cooperative 'ilita tae
Director ia see~ring sl:leh tests.
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(b) ••~eaa. Emission tests relating to .this Subchapter
shall be undertakea by generally recogniBed standards or
methods of measurements. Uethods found in the current ASHE
Test Code for Dust Separatiaq Apparatus, the ASP~E Po;.;er Test
Code 1 the Code for Determiainq Dust Concentrations in Gas
Streams and the Los Angeles County Source Testin§' Uanual may
be used, but thesemay be modified or adjusted by the
Director, in cooperation with the operator of the source, to
suit specific sampling conditions or aeeds based upon good
judgment and euperience. Other methods found to produce
reliable results and approved by the Director may be used.
(c) Yea1ee~iag. All tests shall be conducted, supervised
. or appro".led by a ~egistered professional engineer.
252:100-27-S.

A1lowable rate of emission [REVOKED]

Allouablc rate of emissions based on actual process
\Ieight rate shall be as tabulated i:n Appe:ndiu C of this
Chapter.

·~
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 19, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
Tulsa City-:-County Health Department
Council Members Present
.· William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Leo Fallon
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson

Council Members Absent

Larry Canter .

Staff Present' · ·
. DavidDyke
Dehnis Dough~ ··
Barbara Hoffinan
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner ·
Ray Bishop
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Guests Present
·
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
MaxPrice· ·
Larry Trent :
· Eric Milligan·
Myrna Bruce

.Fred Grosz
Menoeth Slage.ll

-

Notice of Public Meeting for Octobt?r 19, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving ~e time, date~ and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
doors at the Tulsa City-County Health Depar:tme?t
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chainnan,· called the m~eting to order and roll call was taken as
f<;>llows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Bran~ky -·aye; Mr..
Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch ·-. aye. Dr. Canter, and Dr. Grosz did not attend. Mr. Breisch
.announced that Ms. Slagell had offered her resignation to the Governor.
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule - Council was presented with dates emulating the past years ofthe
third Tuesday in February, April, June, August, October, and December. There was discussion
to change the day ofweek to Wednesday of these months which would ~ccommodate both staff
. and Council. , Council voted to continue this item to the Deceml:!er 14 meeting. Roll call as
follows: Mr~ Wilson - aye;· Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. ··
Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the August
24, 1999' Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Brariecky to approve ·the Minutes
as presented and second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wil~on- aye;
Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; ·Mr. Breischaye.··
· _, ·
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR
Part 51, ~d Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4
New Source Performance Standards [AMENDED]
Ms. Michelle Martinez made staff presentation advising Council that the proposed amendments
to Subchapter 4 would update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from July 1,
1997 to July 1, 1999. She pointed out that previously incorporated NSPS subparts that hac;t been
amended by the EPA since July 1, 1997 were: AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, arid WWW. She advised
that a new Subpart Ec had been added to the NSPS and that Subpart Ce was added to 252:100- ·
4-5. She advised that this was the first time for the proposal to be considered, but staffs
recommendation would be to request that the rule be sent to the Environmental Quality" Board
for permanent and emergency ·adoption. She pointed. out that since the amendments _update the
incorporation by reference of new federal rules, adoption as an emergency would allow the
effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and make state. rules consistent with
amended ·rule to
federal rules.

take

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to forward t:l#s .rule to the Environmental Quality .Board for both
emergency and permanent adoption. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick and second to the
mo~on was by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon·- aye; Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

-.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attache~ ·and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
. OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram made the ·staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 5 \yere designed to allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
schedule, an!f that the changes should also allow the fees to be b~ed OJ?. the most recent
.emission data possible. Ms. Buttram advised that the proposed rule language would also require
an owner or operator of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual emission inventory.
. Ms. Buttram pointed out tha~ substantive changes included the requirement that inventories
were to be submitted one month earlier than presently required which would allow fee payers
five years after payment is made to notify the ·nEQ that they overpaid and to receive credit for
. such overpayment That change would also reduce the period of time to six months in which
either the DEQ or the facility owner or operator could challenge the data or methods used to
calculate the facility's emissions.
·

from

Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received
Fort James and EPA which 7Nere
included in this proposal and that comments from Weyerhaeuser received the day before would
be considered in the next draft of the rule; therefore, staff recommended that the rule be
continued to the December meeting.
Comments and questions were discussed from Council members and the audience. Comments
were heard from Stephen Landers of Ft. James; Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser; Howard Ground,
Central and Southwest; Bill Fishback; Mid-Continent Oil and Gas; Tom Bauckham, Reliant
Energy; Gary Collins, Terra. Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue
2

the rule to Council's December 14 meeting per staff recommendation. Motion to continue was
made by Ms. Myers with the second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
A 'copy of the hearing transcript is attached and m~de an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC BEARING

OAC 252:100-9
Exc~ss

Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

Ms. Jeanette Buttram gave the staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to

.- ·

.Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and gralnmatical .errors and deletion of
redundant language and was simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative. Ms. Buttram pointed. out. substantive changes to the rule which included
narrowing the scope ofthe rule to minor facilities only. She advised that a new condition was
added to explain when excess emission$ from a im>cess are due to a malfunction and when they ·
are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation advising that the new language would
establish a rebuttable .presumption that the combined time of all excess emissions from a
· ph>cess due to· a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5 % of the process's operation
time~ whichever is greater, in a three-mol!:t)l period. ·Ms. Buttram added that the burden of
proving that excess emissions occurring more often aie due to a malfunction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the owner or operator of the process. .' . ·
.

-:-

Ms. Buttram entered into the record coininents received from Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
Association and from EPA. She further advised that the EPA comments indicated that further
changes might need to be m~de to the rule due to their recent review o(Oklahoma's SIP. Ms.
Buttram adVised that due to these comments, staff recommendation would be to continue this
rule to the December meeting to allow staff more time to review the EPA guidance document.
Mr. Tom Diggs, EPA, was asked to explained that document in. detail and accepted comments
· · ··
. regarding same~ Additional comments_were made by Bill Fishback.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this rule. to the December meeting. Motion was
made by Mr. Branecky with the second by Mr. Fallon. Roll call as follows: Mr. WilsQn - aye;
Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mi. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these ~utes.

,,

PUBLIC BEARING ·

OAC 252:100-13
Prohibition of Open Bm:nmg [AMENDED]

.

.

Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Jean~tte Buttram who advised that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter_ as a part of the agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative. She pointed out that such changes include consolidating the general
conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section; and that a few
substantive changes were made such as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land
clearing operation" and a section on disaster relief procedures. Ms. Buttram continued stating

that in some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for
authorization to bum was added and that the open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to a
new section. She pointed out the proposal would require owners or operators to register with
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an open-pit
incinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in a 365-day period, they would be required to
obtain ·a permit and pay the required permit fee adding that hazardous materials may not be
burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior written approval has been obtained from both the
local fire chief and the DEQ.
·

.-;.:····
J.

Ms. Buttram entered written comments from EPA and a letter from the City of Hobart into the ·
record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this
rule to the December meeting. Motion was made by Ms. Myers with the second by Mr. Fallon.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson -·aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky ·aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing trans.cript is attached
and n~ade an official part of.these minutes..
.
.
PuBLIC HEARINGS (COMBINED HEARINGS ON SC 19, SC 21,.and SC 27)

..

OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emission$ from Fuel-burning Equipment [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions fr.om Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED}
OAC 252:100-27 Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operation [REVOKED}
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Umits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for .wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]
.

-"'· ...

.

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price to make the staff presentation regarding these Gombined
· I'u.les.. Mr. Price advised that Subchapters 19, 21, and 27 all deal with particulate matter (PM)
emissions and that the proposed chariges merged the requirements of Subchapter 21 and
Subchapter 27 into Subchapter 19; then Subchapters 21 and 27 would be revoke<;\. Mr. Price
pointed out that Subchapter 19 as proposed would be simplified and clarified according to the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. He advised that a permit by rule for particulate matter
facilities is being proposed for Subchapter 19. Mr. Price also advised that the proposal included
that Appendix C and Appendix D would be revoked in favor oftwo new tabular appendices.

Mr. Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser, commented regarding the definition of ''wood fuel" .. After
much discussion, motion was made to by Mr. Wilson to amend Subchapter 19 to include the
wording "for any wood derived fuel as approved by the Division"; to revoke subchapters 21 and
27; to revoke both Appendix C and Appendix Din favor of tabular appendices; and to send the
rules to the Environmental Quality Board in one package for adoption as a permanent rule. r Mr.
Kilpatrick seconded that motion. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; Mr. B~ecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;. Mr. Breisch- aye.

A. copy ofthe hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-35
Control Of Emission Of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Michelle Martinez to make staff presentation. Ms. Martinez stated
that the proposed changes to Subchapter 35 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part
of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and that the scope of the Subchapter would be
narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors· of carbon monoxide emissions.'
Ms. Martinez add~d that other changes included the addition of the definitions "existing source"
and. "new source" and the replacement of "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola".. She
further advised that Section 35-3, Performance Testing, would be revoked because performance
testing requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43.
Ms. Martinez advised that .staff's reco~endation was to send the rule to the Environmental
Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which
was made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Mr. Breischaye.
.

.

A copy of the healing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 16
Control OfE~ission Of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that changes are being proposed for
·section 15 would incorporate by reference the Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR 63 that have been promulgated by the
EPA from July 1, 1998, through July1, 1999. These are subparts HH, SS, TT, UU, WW, YY,
CCC, DDD, EEE, GGG, HHH, ill, LLL, MMM:, NNN, PPP, TIT, and XXX.· Ms. Bradley
continued that the DEQ is also proposing to update to July1, 1999 the incorporation by
reference in 252:100-41-16 of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61. She added that other minor revisions are proposed to Section
15 and 16 to clarify; simplify arid correct these
. sections
. as required by statute.

.

Ms. Bradley advised that staff's recommendation would be to send to the rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency rule. She advised that
since the amendments update the incoipOration by reference of new federal ru~es, adoption as ·
an emergency rule would allow the amended rules t9 take· effect earlier and minimize the lag
time in making the state program consistent with the .federal program. Mr. Breisch entertained
motion which was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. The second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll ~all as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47
Control of Emissions froni Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that the modifications to
Subchapter47 would update the incorporation by reference of40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to
July 1, 1999. She advised that one comment had been received from the EPA in support of the
proposed amendments. She continued that it would be staff's recommendation to send to the
rule to the Environmental Quality ·Board for permanent and emergency adoption as adoption as
an emergency rule would allow the amended rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and
thereby minimize confusion for regulated landfills. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which was
made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. ·
Breisch- aye."
A copy of th~ .hearing transcript is attached ~d made .an official part of these.minutes

DMSION DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Mr,.r Dyke announced tlult the Council representative for agriculture, Meribeth Slagell, had
turned hi her letter of resignation from the Council. Also, Scott Thomas stated that due to a
recent remand of the revised ozone, PM-2.5 and PM-10, staff plans on bringing this matter to
· ··
· public hearing at the Dece~ber Council.
NEW BUSINESS -- It was decided that the next meeting would again begin at 9:00 a.m. due
to the number of agenda items and would follow the same format.
ADJOURNMENT .With no further business, meeting was adjourned with annoUiicement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be December .14, 1999 in the Multipurpose
Room ofthe DEQ in Oklahoma City beginning at 9:00a.m.
NOTE: The sign-in she~t is attached as an official part of these Minutes•

. William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council ·

David R Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
·

.
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULE~GRECO~NDATIONTOTHEENV1RONMENTALQUALITYBOARD

Identification ofProposed Rulemaking:
ChapterNumberandTitleOAC252:100-19 OAC252:100-21 OAC252:100-27
Appendix C and AppendixD
Subchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked1
COMBINED
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED}
OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operation .
[REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Bu.rning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]

Orr October 19, 1999
the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp.1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

-

_X_

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approvalby the Governor because oftime; and/or
special reason:
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemakingand comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.

This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidatethis recommehd.ation.
.

Respectfull:,.

d ,. "'

46"'ii~~.:..J,....,.~c;...c_~=~'----- Date signed:
'Ch:~

-

VOTING TO APPROVE:
Joel Wilson
Leo Fallon
Sharon Myers
David Branecky.
Gary Kilpatrick
William Breisch

October19. 1999

VOTING AGAINST:
ABSTA1N1NG:
ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Fred Grosz

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 16,)..991( I '11'1
Southeast Oklahoma Expo Complex
4500 West Highway 270
McAlester, Oklahoma

1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
2. Roll Call - Lynda Finch
3. Approval ofMinutes of the September 28, 1999 Regular Meeting

4. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Several sets of changes are proposed:
• Subchapter 4 (New Source Performance Standards) is amended to update the incorporation by
reference ofthe federal NSPS to July 1, 1999.
• Subchapters 19, 21 and 27 all deal with particulate matter (PM) emissions. The changes merge the
requirementsofSubchapter21 and Subchapter27 into Subchapter 19. Subchapters21 and 27 will
be revoked. Subchapter 19 as proposed is simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide
"re-right/de-wrong" initiative. Also, a Permit by Rule for particulate matter facilities is being
proposed for Subchapter 19. Both Appendix C and Appendix D are revoked in favor of two new
tabular appendices.
• The changes to Subchapter 35 (Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide) simplify and clarify the
subchapter as a part of the agency-wide "re-right/de-wrong"initiative. The scope of the subchapter
is narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide emissions.
Other changes include definitional revisions and the revocation of redundant performance testing
requirements.
• The revisions to Subchapter 41 (Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants)
update the adoption by reference of federal rules to include Maximum Achievable Control
Technology (MACT) standards promulgated or amended between July 1, 1998 and July 1, 1999.
The revisions also update the adoption by reference of the federal National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to July I, 1999, with certain exceptions. Minor revisions are
proposed to Sections 15 and 16 to clarify, simplify and correct those sections as required by statute.
• Subchapter47 (Control of Emission from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills) is amended to
update the incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to July 1, 1999.

-

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

5.

-

Presentation- David Branecky, Vice Chair, Air Quality Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of all proposed amendments and on emergency
adoption· of amendments to Subchapters4, 35,41 and 47

Rulemaking- OAC 252:400and 410 Radiation Management:
This rulemaking proposal is part ofthe DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong"simplificationand clarification of its
existing rules. The changes are extensive enough that the DEQ believes it is simpler and more
straightforward to revoke existing Chapter 400 and replace it with a new Chapter 410 than to amend
Chapter 400. The rulemaking also supports Oklahoma's application to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for "State Agreement" status to shift regulation of source, byproduct and special
nuclear material from the NRC to the DEQ. Additionally, the proposed rules include National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for radionuclides.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Chair, Radiation Management Advisory Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

6.

Rulemaking-- OAC 252:002 Proceduresofthe DepartmentofEnvironmentalQuality:
This rulemaking pmposal' supports Oklahoma's application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for State Agreement status. It adds State Agreement licenses to DEQ tier classifications for
radiation management permit applications and reflects changes corresponding to those made in
connection with the DEQ's review and revision of Chapters 400/410, Radiation Management(see Item
7 above).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

7.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Chair, Radiation Management Advisory Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board·
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

Consideration of the Environmental Quality Report:
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare an "Oklahoma Environmental
Quality Report" and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate President Pro Tern
by January 151 of each year. Despite the statutory title, the statutorily designated purpose of this report is
to outline the DEQ 's two-year needs for providing environmental services within its jurisdiction, reflect
any new federal mandates, and recommended statutory changes, The Environmental Quality Board is
to review, amend (as necessary) and approve the report.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Steve Thompson, DEQ Deputy Executive Director
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on approval

·~.

'

8. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda)
9.

Executive Director's Report, including response to request from the Board at their last meeting for
additional DEQ budget information

10. Discussion of and vote on 2000 Environmental Quality Board regular meeting dates
11. Adjournment
Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" (impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a fmding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until May or June of2000.

2
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SUBCHAPTER 19.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF PARTICULATE MATTER

EUJ:SSIONS FROM FUEL BURNING EQUIP!!EN'I'

252:100-19-1.

Purpose

The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the aff\ount of
particulates released into the air by the use of fuel burning
equipment emission of particulate matter.
252:100-19-1.1.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
.
. "Directly fired• means that the hot gasses produced by the flame
or heat source come into direct contact with the material being
processed or heated.
•Fuel-Burning unit• means any internal combustion engine or gas
turbine, or other combustion device used to convert the combustion
of fuel into usable energy.
"Fossil fuel• means coal, petroleum, natural gas, or any fuel
derived from coal. petroleum, or natural gas.
••Haul road" means a road on private property used to transport
material or ecruipment by motorized vehicles.
"Indirectly fired" means that the hot gasses produced by the
flame or heat source do not come into direct contact with the
material, excluding air. being processed or heated.
••Industrial process" means any source, activity or equipment,
excluding fuel-burning units, which can reasonably be expected to
emit particulate matter. The term includes, but is not limited to
crushing, milling, screening. mixing and conveying. The term does
not include maintenance activities unless maintenance is the
primary activity of the facility.
.
"Particulate matter facility" means a facility from which
particulate matter is the predominant emission, excluding fugitive
emissions and emissions resulting from control equipment
malfunctions.
.
"Wood fuel•• means any ·fuel which, excluding air and· water, is at
least a 0 percent by weight· cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin and
has a heat value of less than 9, 500 BTU per pound; or any wood
derived fuel as approved by the Division.
I

I

I

252:100-19-2.

Emission of particulate matter prohibited [REVOKED]

The emission or escape into the open air of particulates
resulting from the combustion of fuel in any fuel burning equipment
or from any staclE connected thereto in quantities in excess of that
indicated in 252.100 19 G or 252:100 19 7 is hereby prohibited.
252:100-19-3.

,-..

Existing equipment [REVOKED]

Any fuel burning equipment in operation prior to the effective
date of this Subchapter shall not emit particulate matter in eJccess
of 0.6 pounds per million B.T.U. heat input provided that all such
CJdsting equipment shall comply ~dth 252 ;100 19 2 ·.dthin eighteeF.t
(18) months from aF.td after July 21, 1970.
252:100-19-4.

New equipment Allowable particulate matter emission
rates from fuel-burning units
1

5"HJ1

The

Except

as provided in 252:100-19-10, 252:100-19-11 and
the emission or escape into the open air of
particulate matter resulting from the combustion of fuel in any ~
or existing fuel-burning equipment ·in quantities eJrceeding unit
shall not exceed the limits specified in 252.100 19 6 for the si~e
of equipment involved, is prohibited.
These limitations shall
apply ~··hen the fuel burning equipment is operating at the manimum
design heat input rating.
The heat input rating of any unit
discharging to a single stac1e shall he the maJEi'lftUm design input
rating, including both heat available from burning of fuel and any
sensible heat from materials introduced into the combustion ~one of
a standard temperature of 60°F. For a heat input het;ieen any two
(2) consecutive heat inputs stated in 252.100.19 6, maJdmum
allmvahle emissions of particulate matter are shmm in 252: 10 0 19
7. 'i'1hen one fuel burning unit is connected to t;m or more stacles,
the heat input of the equipment shall be the criterion for the
masdmum allo;mble total emission from all stacks combined Appendix
252:100-19-12

c.

252:100-19-5. Refuse burning prohibited [REVOKED]
The burning of refuse in fuel burning equipment is prohibited
mc:cept in equipment specifically designed to burn refuse.
252:100-19-6. Allowable emission of particulate matter [REVOKED]
The emission limits described in 252.100 19 2 and 252.100 19 4
are as follo·.is :

Heat Input in ~4illion
P4aJdmum Allmvable Emissions
British Thermal Unit
of Particulate Hatter in
Per Hour
Pounds Per P4illion
British Thermal Units
Up to and including 10
0.60
100
0.35
1,000
0.20
10,000 and above
0.10
252:100-19-7. Particulate matter emission limits [REVOKED]
Particulate matter emission limits for fuel burning equipment are
set forth in AppendiJE C of this Chapter.
252:100-19-10. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from
.
indirectly fired wood fuel-burning units
The emission of particulate matter resulting from the combustion
of wood fuel in any new or existing indirectly fired fuel-burning
unit shall not exceed the limits specified in Appendix D.
252:100-19-11. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from
combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam
generating units
Any combined wood fuel and fossil fuel fired steam generating
unit with a maximum design heat input of more than 250 million BTUs
per hour which commenced construction after March 4, 1978. shall
not emit particulate matter in excess of 0.1 pound per million
BTUs.
2
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-

252:100-19-12. Allowable particulate matter emission rates from
directly fired fuel-burning units and industrial
processes
The emission of particulate matter from any new or existing
directly fired fuel-burning unit or from any emission point in an
industrial process shall not exceed the limits specified in
Appendix G.
252:100-19-13. Permit by rule
Applicability.
Any particulate matter facility may be
constructed or operated under this section if:
i l l it meets the reguirements in 252:100-7-60. and
~
it is not subject to any New Source Performance Standard
(NSPS) , National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) , Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standard
or other Permit by Rule (PBR) .
·
lQl Reqyirements. In addition to the reguirements of 252:100, the
owner or operator of a particulate matter facility permitted under
this section shall comply with· the following requirements.
i l l All water sprays, bag houses. cyclones. or other
particulate
matter control
eguipment
shall
be properly
maintained and operated.
·
~
Haul roads and material piles shall be watered or treated
as necessary to minimize emissions of fugitive dust.
~

SUBCHAPTER 21.
PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM
WOOD-WASTE BURNING EQUIPMENT [REVOKED]

3

~

.

Less than 10 ·,
0.60
10 to less than~,,ooo
0.50
1, 0 0 0 to 1 e s s t han""-.1 0 , 0 0 0
0 . 35
10,000 or more
0.15

252:100-21-5.

s [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO 252:100-

SUBCHAPTER 27. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM
,INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS [REVOKED].
252:100-27-1. Purpose [REVOKED]
The purpose o:E this Subchapter is to control the emission o:E
. 1 ate matter :t::rom
~
.
.
part1:cu
any operat1:on,
process or ac t '1:v1:ty
mecept
fuel burning equipment or refuse burning equipment.
252:100-27-2.

Process
emission
limitations
[AMENDED
AND,
RENUMBERED TO 252:100-19-12]
(a)
Eleietiag iaetallatieae. Eighteen (18) months from and after
the effective date of this Subchapter all meisting installations
must comply ~dth the rates of emissions as specified in 252 .100 27
5-.-

(b) New iastallatieae. From and after the effective date of this
Subchapter, all ner,v installations must comply 'rfvith the rates of
emissio'n as specified in 252.100 27 5.
·
(c)
Geaeral pre",:-isiea.
No person shall cause, let, permit,
suffer, or allO\•" the emission from any general operation or general
,,_
'
.
.
,
.
.
. t
comuust1:on
operat1:on
or part1:cu1ate
matter :t::rom any em1:Ss1:on
po1:n
at a rate in excess of that specified in 252 .100 27 5 for the
process r,veight rate allocated to such emission point.
~

~

252:100-27-3. Exception to emission limits [REVOKED]
Emission of particulate matter during periods of cleaning or
adjusting process equipment shall not meceed 150 percent of the
limits as set forth in the 252.100 27 2 for a period or periods
aggregating. net more. than silt (G) minutes in any siJety (60)
consecutive minutes. In those operations utilisdng control devices
;vhich require regular intermittent cleaning, cem:pliance with this
Subchapter ~dll be determined on the basis of the average hourly
emission.
·
252:100-27-4.
(a)
Testing.

Sampling-and testing [REVOKED]
A person responsible for
4

the

emission

of

particulates from any source shall, upon 1:rittcn request of the
Director, malEc or ha;rc made at his mm mepcnsc, tests to determine
the quantity or quality or both. Alternatively, said person shall
be reasonably cooperative with the Director in securing such tests.
(b) !!etheds. EmissioB tests rclatiB:g to this Subchapter shall be
undcrtalEcB: by generally rccogBiflcd staB:dards or methods of
mcasurcmcB:ts. Picthods fouB:d iB the curreB:t ASHE Test Code for Dust
Separati:ag Apparatus, the ASHE Pm11er Test ·Code, the Code for
DeterminiBg Dust CoBcentrations in Gas Streams aBd the Los Angeles
CouB:ty Source 'l'estiB:g HaB:ual may be used, but these may be modified
or adjusted by the Director, iB cooperatioB: with the operator of
the source, to suit specific sampliBg coB:ditioB:s or Reeds based
upoB: good j udg=ffiCB:t aB:d CJEpcricB:cc. Other methods fouB:d to produce
reliable results aB:d approved by the Director may be used.
(c) !!e:aiteri:ag.
All tests shall be coB:ductcd, supervised or
approved by a registered professional engineer.
252:100-27-5.

Allowable rate of emission [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED
TO 252:100-19-12]
Allmmblc rate of emissions based on actual process 111eight rate
shall be as tabulated iB: Appendhc G of this Chapter.
I

5

APPENDIX C. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR FUEL..BURNING
EQUIP'MENT [REVOKED]
1.0
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APPENDIX C.

ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR INDIRECTLY FIRED
FUEL-BURNING UNITS [NEW]

Maximum Heat Input In Million
British Thermal Units (MMBTU)
Per Hour (X)
10 or less
"20
30
40
50
60
.70
80
90
100
·110
130
150
170
",I 190
220
270
310
360
430
510
610
740
910
1,080
1,290
1,550
1,890
2,330
2,910
3,690
4,760
6,280
8,500
10,000 or more

Allowable Particulate Matter
Emissions In Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units (E)
0~60

0.51
0.46
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.10

Allowable emissions may be calculated by use of the following formulas:
E = 1. 042808X" 0 • 2385 u
1,000 MMBTU) or

(for values for X greater than 10 MMBTU but less than

E = 1. 6X" 0 • 30103 (for values for X greater than or equal to 1, 000 MMBTU but less
than 10,000 MMBTU)".
Where:
E

=

the particulate matter emission limit in pounds per MMBTU

X

=

the maximum heat input in MMBTU per hour.

input and

7

_APPENDIX D. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSION LIMITS FOR WOOD-WASTE BURNING
EQU[p~NT [REVOKED]
.

1.0
0.8
0.6

o.s

- o.

'10
Cl

cQ

~

0.15

o.
10
!Q1lil'!IDt'! CAPACI'l:Y RATING, 106 'B'I'O'/lm

8

APPENDIX D.

ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSIONS FOR INDIRECTLY FIRED
WOOD FUEL-BURNING UNITS [NEW]

Maximum Heat Input In
Million British Thermal
Units Per Hour

Allowable Particulate Million
Matter Emissions In Pounds Per
Million British Thermal Units

Less than 10
10 to less than 1,000
1,000 to less than 10,000
10,000 or more

0~60

0.50
0.35
0.15

.I ,l
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Additional Comments
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TITLE 252.

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

SUBCHAPTER 19.

PARTICULATE MATTER E~ISSION FROM FUEL-BURNING
EQUIPMENT

SUBCHAPTER 21.

PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM WOOD-WASTE
BURNING EQUIPMENT
.

SUBCHAPTER 27. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM INDUSTRIAL
AND OTHER PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS
APPENDICES C AND D

-

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of the changes to these rules is to simplify and
clarify them in acco~dance with the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong.
process. The title of Subchapter ~9 is being amended to, "Control
of Emission of Particulate Matter" and the requirements of
Subchapter 2~, Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning
Equipment, and Subchapter 27, Particulate Matter Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations, are being moved to
Subchapter ~9.
A Permit By Rule for facilities that emit
particulate matter as their primary emission is being added to
Subchapter ~9.
Subchapters 21 and 27 are being revoked, and
Appendix C and D are also to be revoked in favor of new non-graphic
appendices.

-

DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:·
None.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules are not more stringent than·
corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Attached.

-

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Please note that some of the following comments were received
prior to the proposal to merge the requirements of Subchapter 27
with Subchapter 19. Because of this, the commentators references
to Subchapter 27 have been addressed as if they concern Subchapter
19.
Comment 1:
Why is the . definition of "fuel-burning equipment
Subchapter 19 different that in 252:100-1-3?

[unit]"

in

Response 1:
The definition in 252:100-1-3 includes directly and indirectly
fired fuel-burning equipment.
Directly fired fuel-burning
equipment typically can not meet the particulate emission limits of
Appendix C because the material being processed becomes entrained
in the exhaust stream from the heat source. Such sources have been
handled under Appendix G. The change in the definition in
Subchapter 19 was necessary to eliminate this confusion.
Comment 2:
The definition of "fuel-burning unit" needs to specify stationary
sources because it can be interpreted to refer to mobile sources.
Response 2:
Staff disagrees because, with the exception of Subchapter 15,
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Devices,_all our regulations are
applicable to stationary sources only. The federal government has
preempted the states from regulating the emissions of new motor
vehicles under Section 209 of the federal Clean Air Act.
Comment 3:
The definition of "particulate matter source" is inconsistent
with the term,· "particulate matter facility" in the Permit by Rule.
section.
Response 3:
The term was changed in the definition section, 252:100-19-1.1,
from "particulate matter source" to "particulate matter facility".
Comment 4:
.
The emission limits in Appendix C should be labeled ·"pounds per
million BTU" instead of "pounds per hour".
Response 4:
The label was changed to "pounds per million BTU".
Comment 5: .
A definition of "wood fuel" is unnecessary because the
owners/operators of wood burning boilers know what "wood fuel" is.
Response 5:
The definition of "wood fuel" is necessary because any term used

-

,-

in a regulation that specifies an emission standard must be clearly
understood by regulated entities, the regulatory agency, and the
public.
Comment 6:
For a waste-to-energy facility,
Subchapter 17 or Subchapter 19?

which

rule

would

apply;

Response 6:
Subchapter 19 would apply because a waste-to-energy facility
meets the definition of a "fuel-burning unit" in Subchapter 19, and
Subchapter 17 would apply unless the facility qualified for one of
the exemptions listed in that subchapter.
If the particulate
matter standards in both subchapters apply, the facility would be
required to meet the more stringent of the two.
Comment 7:
The Permit By Rule requirement that all control equipment must
be properly maintained and operated is not adequate to assure
compliance and should specify specific operation and maintenance
procedures.
,1,1

·Response 7:
Inclusion of specific operational and maintenance procedures for
·control equipment in the rule is impossible because of the wide
range of covered sources.
However, facilities wishing to be
covered under the PBR must specify operational and maintenance
procedures on their registration form, sp these requirements are
enforceable under the PBR.
SUMMARY OF VERBAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comment 8:
Abrasive blasting for maintenance purposes is an
process under subchapter 19 and thus can not be
"trivial 11 for Title V permitting purposes.·
Response 8:
Staff agreed and defined "Industrial
processes used for maintenance only.

p:J;"ocesses 11

applicable
considered

to

exclude

Comment 9:
There. is no need for a definition of "wood fuel 11 in the
regulation because the owners/operators of wood fueled boilers know
what wood fuel is and the proposed definition would exclude many
types of wood waste currently in use.
·

-

Response 9:
Staff disagreed.
The definition of "wood fuel" was changed to
include other types of wood fuel, such as pine bark .. The commentor
agreed with the changes, was agreeable to the commentator.
Comment 10:
The revocation of Subchapter 27 removes all emission standards

for industrial processes.
Response 10:

No, Section 252:100-19-12 includes directly fired fuel-burning
units and industrial processes.

-

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC AND INDUSTRY
SUBCHAPTER 19
SUBCHAPTER 27
APPENDIX C
Below is a summation of written comments along with staff
responses regarding the proposed revisions to Subchapters 19 and 27, and
Appendix C. This includes only.those comments received prior to the
mail-out of the Air Quality Council packets for the October 20, 1999,
meeting.
·
McKinney & Stringer Letter (For Terra Nitrogen) dated August 18, 1999,
and signed by Mr. Michael Peters
1.
COMMENT: Why is the proposed definition of "fuel-burning
equipment" in Subchapter 19 different from that in 252:100-1-3? The
term "indirectly fired combustion device" is not defined in Subchapter
19.
•
RESPONSE:
The definition in 252:100-1-3 includes directly and
indirectly fired fuel-burning equipment. Directly fired equipment can't
generally meet th~ particulate emission standards under Subchapter 19
because the material being processed becomes entrained in the exhaust
stream from the heat source. Such sources have been handled as a matter
of policy under Subchapter 27. The change to the definition in
Subchapter 19 was designed to eliminate this confusion.
The term "indirectly fired combustion device" is indeed not
defined in Section 100-19~1.1, but the term "indirectly fired" is
defined. The staff also believes that the term "combustion device" is
self-evident and need not be defined. An example of an indirectly fired
combustion device would be a boiler as opposed to a "directly fired"
aggregate drying kiln.
2.
COMMENT: The definition of a "Particulate matter source" is
inconsistent with the use of the term "Particulate matter facility' in
the Permit By Rule section of Subchapter 27.
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and will propose to change the terminology
in 252:100-1.1 from "Particulate matter source" to "Particulate matter
facility".
3.
COMMENT: The-emission limits in Appendix C should be labeled
"pounds per million BTU" instead of "pounds per hour".
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and will propose such a change.
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regulate PM emissions resulting from the

5 burning of fuet.in fuel-burning equipment.
6 They

are being revised as part of the

7 rewrite/dewrong process.

These proposed

8 changes will clarify and simplify the
9 language of Subchapter 19 and incorporate
10

the requirements of Subchapter 21. We will

11 then ask that Subchapter 21 be revoked. We
12 are also recommending that the graphical
13 appendices C and D be revoked in favor of
14 new tabular appendices.

14

15

15

16

16 page 1, is being proposed to clarify

17

17 terms used in the subchapter.

18
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Page 3
PROCEEDINGS
2
MR. DYKE: The next hearing will
3 be on Items D and E on the hearing agenda.
4 We'll take those items together. It will
5 be OAC 252:100-19, Particulate Matter
6 Emissions from Fuel-Burning Equipment,
7 Appendix C, OAC 252:100-21, Particulate
8 Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning
9 Equipment, Appendix D. I call on Max Price
1o from the staff for the presentation.
11
MR. PRICE: Good morning. Mr.
12 Chairman, Members of the Council, and
13 ladies and gentlemen, my name is Max Price,
14 I am with the Rules group of the Air
15 Quality Division.
16
First off, I have to make a little
17 correction here and I apologize. On
18 Subchapter 19, I neglected to put the page
19 numbers on it. It is only three pages, so
20 I don't think it's too much of a problem.
21 I hope not.
22
Subchapter 19, Particulate Matter
23 Emissions Limits for Fuel-Burning Equipment
24 and Subchapter 21, Particulate Matter
25 Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning

Myers Reporting Service
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A new definition section, 19-1.1, on

the

Two
definitions are of particular importance.
The term "fuel-burning equipment" was
redefined for the purposes of this
subchapter to eliminate confusion
concerning direct and indirectly fired
fuel-burning equipment. Directly fired
equipment generally can't meet the
standards specified under Subchapter 19

..

Page:>

because the particulate matter from the
2 material being processed is generally
3 entrained in the exhaust gas stream. Of
4 course, we generally use Subchapter 27. to ·
5 permit or to regulate these types of
6 facilities.
7
We propose to revoke Section 19-2,
8 Emission of Particulate Matter Prohibited,
9 on page 2, because the section refers to
10 Sections 19-6 and 19-7, both of which are
. 11 also being proposed to be revoked.
12
Section 19-3, Existing Equipment, on
13 page 2, is being proposed to be revoked
14 because the section refers to Section 19-2,
15 which is also being revoked. This is a bit
16 complicated, so let me explain what's going
17 on here. This Section 19-3 states, in
18 effect, that fuel-burning equipment which
19 existed prior to the effective date of this
20 subchapter, which is July 21, 1970, must
21 comply with a .6 pound per million BTU
22 emission limit. Okay. This same section
23 also states that these very same facilities
24 must come into compliance with Section 19-2
25 within eighteen months. Section 19-2
1
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states that particulate emissions from
combustion of fuel shall not exceed the
standards specified in Section 19-6 or
Section 19-7. Section 19-6 is a table of
emission limits which are, for all intents
and purposes, identical to those found in
Appendix C referenced by Section 19-7.
It's kind of a bouncing, following
regulation type of thing. So we propose to
eliminate all of that and go directly to
Appendix C.
We are requesting that Section 19-4,
on page 2, New Equipment, be re-titled to
"Allowable Particulate Matter Emission
Rates" and that the section be reworded to
indicate that new and existing fuel-burning
equipment are subject to these new PM
standards in Appendix C.
We are proposing to revoke Section
19-6, Allowable Emissions of Particulate
Matter and Section 19-7, Particulate Matter
Emission Limits on page 3, because both
have been made redundant .bY the new wording
in Section 19-4.
252:100-19-10, Allowable Particulate
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the comments. We recommend that the
definition of "wood-waste fuel" in Section
19-1.1, on page 1, be changed by the
substitution of the word "utility" in the
place of "telephone". Telephone poles will
now be \ltility poles.
The second one, we also recommended
the tenn "hour-milliem" be replaced by the
word "million" in Section 19-11, that's on
page 3. That was a typo that should have
been corrected.
We recommended that the labels in
proposed Appendix D be changed. We're
recommending that the word "design" be
removed from the label in the first column
and that the term "Million British Thermal
Units" be substituted for the word "hour"
in the second. They were mislabeled.
These units are pounds per million BTU not
per hour.
MS. MYER:S: Pounds per MMBTU?
MR. PRICE: MMBTU, yes, ma'am.
We're also recommending the same ch~ges
for Appendix C and we're recommending that
the term "Million British Thermal Units" be
Page 9
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Matter Emission Rates for Wood-Waste Fuel
and 252:100-19-11, Combined Wood-Waste Fuel
and Fossil Fuel Fired Steam Generating
Units, on page 3, are the two new sections
being proposed that incorporate ~
requirements in Subchapter 21. No changes
were being made to the standards sp~ified
in Subchapter 21.
You probably noticed that the new
Appendix D appears in the section of the
Council packet concerning Subchapter 19,
and the current Appendix D appears in the
section describing Subchapter 21. This
conflicts somewhat with the agenda and we
apologize for the confusion. Since the
contents of 21 are being incorporated into
19, this is why the Appendix Dis appearing
in 19 because it is being referenced
therein that subchapter.
We've had several comments, verbal
and otherwise, that have come in pretty
quickly and I want to run through those
pretty quickly on this.
.
Number 1, we recommended that the
definition -~ I'm just going to respond to
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substituted for the word "hour'' in the
defmition of variable "E" in the text of
that Appendix.
MS. MYERS: That's MMBTU?
MR. PRICE: Yes, ma'am.
MS. MYERS: I mean into the label
process?
MR. PRICE: Yes, right. A
million BTU into it.
MS. MYERS: Okay.
MR. PRICE: Finally,. in response
to verbal comments, we are proposing that
Subsection 19-5, Refuse Burning Prohibited,
page 2, be deleted and that all references
to "waste" and "refuse", with the exception
of "wood-waste", be stricken from the
subchapter. We believe these terms are
unnecessary because the subchapter only
concerns particulate emissions from
combustion of fuel. The actual nature of
the fuel is not relevant except in the case
of wood-waste fuel which has a slightly
different standard. Concerns about waste
.derived fuels, homogenous waste fuels and
hazardous waste fuels are addressed by
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other rules and it isn't necessary to
include them. It confuses the issue.
We received written conunents on
August 16th from representatives of Terra
Nitrogen. Most of their concerns we have
already addressed in our presentation,
however, one minor co~nt remains to be
addressed. Terra has pointed out that the
term "indirectly fired combustion device"
is not defined. We would like to point out
the term "indirectly fired" is indeed
defined in Section 19-1.1, page 1, and we
believe that the term "combustion device"
is self-evident.and really doesn't need to
be defined.
We also received comments from EPA
on August 20, and we're going to try to
reply to these comments now. EPA would
like the phrase "particulate emissions
limit~ in this subchapter are not intended
to replace any limit established under the
federal program." fB'ut in Section 19-4, on
page z.ttaff doesn't think this is
necessary because. EPA didn't supply us with
a reason why we should do this; and we
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there?

MR. PRICE:

No, they'll be gone.
MR. BRANECKY: Why are they
staying there?
MS. BUTTRAM: Because according
to the rules on rulemaking and also for the
future record, you can go back and you can
see which sections-- you can't use a
section over so you just say revoked and
the title will remain in the table of
contents.
MR. BRANECKY: You can't renumber
and use two over again?
MS. BUTTRAM: Right.
MR. BRANECKY: The question then,
on page 3 it jumps from 7 to 10, are there
not an 8 and 9 at one time?
MR. PRICE: No, sir. I did that
to allow. in case there was a new section,
people. want to put those in there and I
won't have to renumber anything.
MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
MR. DYKE: Any other questions
from the Council? Are there any questions
or comments from the audience?
PageLs
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can't think of a good reason why we ought
to, either. First guess, no, I don't think
it ought to be. All right. Because of
these suggested changes and to allow time
for further consideration and comment, the
staff requests that action on these
proposals be continued until the next Air
Quality Council Meeting.
MR. DYKE: Questions of Mr. Price
from the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: Yeah, I had a
question on your-- this is probably more
of a syntax type question.
MR. PRICE: Sure.
MR. BRANECKY: You've got 19-2
and 19-3 as being revoked. Is that
language·-- is that still going to be the
new regs, those titles?
MR. PRICE: The sections
themselves?
MR. BRANECKY: Yes. You've got
the titles, they're not crossed out.
MR. PRICE: No, sir, they'll be
gone; too, as well.
MR. BRANECKY: Will they be
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MR. WOOD: Mike Wood with
Weyerhauser Company. I have, I guess, one
concern about adding the definition for
wood-waste fuel. . There is a significant ·
debate now at the federal level over that
definition, with respect to the development
of MACT rules for industrial combustion
units. And it seems premature to put a
definition in the state regs now that may
conflict with a federal definition at some
later point. I'm not sure it's important
to the rule. I guess I have a question
about the need for a definition for woodwaste. Another question I have is
replacing the word refuse with the word
waste. Refuse .is a defined term in the
regulations where waste is not
MR. PRICE: To address your last
question first, we're proposing to take
both of those terms completely out of this
rule. It simply deals with particulate
emissions.
MR. WOOD: I would certainly -- I
would endorse that.
MR. PRICE: As for wood-waste, we
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1 use that terminology in

the rule and I

Page 16
1 these under advisement, the comments, since

2 would think that we need some type of

2 we're going to continue it anyway.

3 definition that would incorporate what we

3 have an opportunity to look at this and

4 mean by that. Like creosote soaked fence
5 post, that could be considered wood-waste.

4 revise

We'll

it some and then get you a different

5 version.
6
MS. MYERS:

MR. WOOD: Sure, but the creosote
7 is a fossil fuel, as well. So I don't-8 that particular point, 1 wouldn't see the
9 problem of doing that. And that's part of
1o the issue there, there certainly are some
11 contaminants in wood-- we don't even like
12 to refer to them as wood-waste fire, we
13 just say there are wood-fired, because
14 those residuals have a value and they are
15 marketed. There are -- this definition
16 excludes a lot of waste, for example, that
17 we burn in our boiler at Wright City.
18 .
MR. PRICE: What material do you
19 use, for example?
20
MR. WOOD: One of our best fuels
21 there, wood derived fuel, is the trim from
22 making plywood. There is glue in there
23 that's burned along with the wood. But
24 it's-- you know, formaldehyde glue, which
25 is one of those compounds that are in the
6

Mike, you would go
7 with something like a wood derived fuel
8 rather than a wood waste fuel that would be
9 more comprehensive, that would take in
10 other products as well, if it was wood
11 derived?
12
MR. WOOD: That would be my'
13 preference, yes.
14
MS. MYERS: Okay.
15
MR. WOOD: We already have a
16 regulation for wood-waste. I mean, the
17 tenD wood-waste is already used in the
18 regulation.
19
MR. PRICE: Right, correct.
20
MR. WOOD: If we wanted to go to
21 wood derived fuels, that would be
22 preferable. I could offer some -- an
23 expanded definition if it's going to be
24 continued. . I would be happy to do that.
25
MR. PRICE: We would appreciate
Page 15
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MR. WOOD: We just changed the
concentrations a little bit. So that would
be excluded in this defmition and there
might be other things from other types of
wood processing facilities that would cause
concerns. Something else that we burn
would be bark that's knocked off the logs
during the handling on a log yard. We
refer to those as yard waste. I'm not sure
if that fits in this definition or·not, I
don't know if it's included or not. And I
don't know it makes a difference whether
it's in there or not. 'But my concern is
that there will be different definitions at
some later point in the not too distant
future in the Federal MACT Regulations that
would be different than a precedent that
was set here in the state.
MR. PRICE: Sure. I can see your
point there. Barbara, do you want to help
me out here?
MR. TERRILL: I think we can take
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1 that.

2
MR. WOOD: Okay. Thank you.
3
Mit DYKE: Thank you. Any
4 additional questions or comments from the
5 Council? Is there anyone else who has any

6 coniments on these two items'?
1
MR. BREISCH: If there are no
8 other comments or questions, I'll entertain
9 a motion that this item be continued to our
10

11
12
13
14

15
16
11
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

next regular meeting on October 19th.
DR. GROSZ: So moved.
MR. BRANECKY: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and a second. Any other comments or
questions? If not, Myrna, call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR; KILPATRICK: Aye.
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MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch~
MR. BREISCH: Aye.
Not knowing whether the Hearing
Officer calls for recess or the Chainnan,
I'm going to call for recess until after
lunch.

...
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clarification will address the· problem
2 raised by Ms. Perry with respect to the
3 subchapter's effect on Title V trivial
4 activities.
5
The second was to eliminate the
6 proposed defmition for "wood-waste" and
7 substitute a more general definition for
8 "wood fuel" based on chemical composition
9 and heat value. This change should have
10 addiessed the concerns expressed by Mr.
11 Wood of Weyerhaeuser at the August meeting.
12 But as we'll see later, it didn't.
13
The staff also took the opportunity
14 to make three additional changes to the
IS subchapter as it was proposed at the August
.
·16 hearing.
First, the staff eliminated some
17
18 redundant language in the Permit by Rule
19 section, 252:100-19-13, on page 4, to
20 improve readability. ·
21
Second, the staff is proposing to
22 incorporate the applicable requirements of
23 Subchapter 27, Particulate Matter Emissions
24 From Industrial and Other Processes and
25 Operations, into Subchapter 19 and then
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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8.
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PROCEEDn{GS
2
MR. DYKE: We will begin this
3 afternoon with Item Number 5E on the
4 agenda, OAC 252:100-19, 21, 27, Appendix C,
5 D, New, and C, D, Revoked. I'll call on
·
6 .Max.Price.
7
MR. WILSON: Is there any way for
8 us to turn up the sound system in here?. Do
9 you have it maxed-out?
.
.
10
MR. DYKE·: I'm not ·using a sound
11 system. I think that this is wrirking. .
12 Speak right into the microphone. GQ ahead.
13
MR:. PRICE: Members of the
14 Council and ladies and gentlemen, on August
15 24th the Air Quality Council voted to hold
16 Subchapters 19 and 27 over until this
17 meeting to allow time for the staff to make
18 the changes suggested at the August
19 hearing.
20
The staff is proposing two
21 additional changes to the defmition
22 section, 252:100-1~1, on page 1. ~first
23 of these is the addition of a definition
24 for "industrial process" to clarify the
25 meaning of the tenn. We believe this
1
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3

- ·
1 revoke Subchapter 27.
2
The new section, 252: 100-19-12,
3 Allowable Particulate Matter Emission Rates
4 for Directly Fired Fuel-Burning Units and .
5 Industrial Processes, on page 3, contains
6 the applicable requirements of Subchapter
7 27." The new section will also make
8 directly fired fuel-burning units subject
9 to the emission limits specified under
10 Appendix G. 1bis change will create a
11 single subchapter for particulate matter
12 emissions instead of the current three.
13
Finally, at the urging of
14 engineering staff, the proposed Appendix C
15 was modified by; one, eliminating of heat
16 input ranges in favor of distinct beat
I 11
17 input values; two, the addition of a
18 fonnula for calculating acceptable emission
19 rates from 1,000 to 10,000 MMBTIJ per hour;
20 and three, rewording the text to indicate
21 that the fonnulas may be used to calculate
22 the acceptable emission rates.
23
We received written comments on our
24 proposed changes to this rule from EPA on
25 October 15, and Ogden Martin Systems of
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Tulsa on October 14, and Weyerhaeuser
Corporation on October 19, which we haven't
had a chance to incorporate them but
4 they'll be put into the record. I'm going
s to go ahead and summarize these comments
6 right now for the Council.
7
The EPA Air, Pesticides and Toxic's
8 Division seemed to be satisfied with the
9 wording of Subchapter 19: EPA's Air Permit
10 Section expressed the·san;te concerns ·they
11 brought up at the August meeting concerning
12 the enforceability of Section 252:10Q-19-3,
13 on page 4. This is the operation and·'
14 maintenance of control equipment.
15
EPA wants us to revise the
16 registration fonn to include specific
17 operational and maintenance procedures to
18 be followed by owners/operators seeking
19 coVe:rage under this Permit by Rule. Staff
20 bas agreed to do this and we're in the
21 process bf preparing those fol1llS now. ·
22
Ogden Martin of Tulsa submitted ·
23 three comments. They commented that the
24 definition of "fuel-burning equipment" in · ·
25 Subchapter 19 should specify "stationary

its waste energy, it's fuel burning
equipment. That's the definition of it.
So that might cause some controversy. I
4 hope not.
5
Weyerhaeuser believes, at least in
6 their gist of. their. comments. I can
7 summarize it as there is no definition
8 necessary for wood fuel in this subchapter.
9 They think that the people who operate
10 boilers that are wood f:tred and this kind
11 of thing, know innately what we mean by
12 wood fuel and the definition isn't
13 ·necessary.
.
14
Staff disagrees with this because we
15 believe that any tenn used in the
.
16 regulation, especially one that designates
17 ·a standard, needs to be defin.ed if it's not
18 universally understood in our regulation.
19 We came up with that definition by using
20 some data, I'm going to go ahead and read
21 it into the record. ·
22
The heat value of wood from the
23 sources we have ranges from 8,560 to 9,130
24 or 9,500 B1U per pound if it's pine bark.
25 The cellulose content of wood ranges from

1
2
3

-·
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1 sources" because the rule cauld be applied .

to.mobile sources like automobiles, and
3 they pointed out that the units in Appendix
4 C were mislabeled It was pretty obvious
5 to us that they had an older copy of the
6 rule. The units in Appendix C have already
7 been oorrected and-there is no definition ·
8 for "fuel-burning equipment" now. · "Puel9 burning unit" has·been suJ?stituted f(){ ··
10 thal
·· ·
11
As for their concern about
12 Subchapter 19 being applied to mobile
13 sources, the ~>nly thing I can say is with
14 the exception of Subchapter 15, that's the
15 only thing that we regulate, so we don't
16 think that it's necessary to ch_ange the ·
17 definition to accommodate that.
18
Ogden Martin's last comment had -to
19 do with whether or not a waste to energy
20 facility would be covered under Subchapter
· 21 17 or Subchapter 19. As is currently
22 configured, at least with the PM emissions,
23 Subchapter 19 would be the controlling
24 subchapter because it deals with fuel
25 burning equipment. If you mix steam and
2
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1 40 to 50 percent for an average of45 ·
2 percenl This is by weight. Hemicellulose
3 20 to 35 perceDt, or 27.5 percent as an
4 average. Lignin 15-35 perc;ent or25

5 percent for an average. And this is pretty
6

typical of most- it's a wide range

7 diff~t species of wood, of course, as- it ·
8 ranges. So the range that they are dealing
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
11
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

·

with for a mixture of all different types
of species ran~ from 75 to 120 percent of
these three particular compounds, and for
an average of 97.5 percent of total
constitute of the material.
Based on this data and our phone
conversation we've had with Weyerhaeuser,
we believe that this definition was
fI
acceptable and would fly. But they, as I
said, were unhappy with il So in the
spirit of compromise what I propose to do
is to change the percentages in ~ B11J
values on that definition. We would like
to put it as the same as pine bark, which
is the lowest cellulose, hemicellulose and
lignin material they use, and the highest
· I"TT'tl ~
B1U because of all the resins. So what we .;) () 7 '
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want to do is change the definition instead
2 of 95 percent constitute of these three
3 compounds, change it to 80 percent and then
4 lower the BTU.value to 9,500 BTUs per
s pound. We kind of hope that this will
6 satisfy and give them enough to work with
7 in wood waste and forest materi3.1..
8
:MR. DYKE: Max, pleaSe repeat ..
9 those figures.
10
MR. PRICE: stire, w~~ .ones?
11
:MR. DYKE: The .percent of the
12 BTU.
...
13
:MR. PRICE: . It will change :frmtl.
14 95 percent to 80 percent cellulose,
15 hemicellulose and lignin, and lower the BTU
16 value from the curren~y proposed 10,000
17 BTUs per pound to 9,500 BTUs per pound,
18 which is basically, as I said, what.pine ,
19 bark is made of. This the characteristics
20 of that and has the highest BTU and lowest .
21 percenta'ge of these elements. I got c;>ff my
22 notes and I don't know where I am. Okay.
23 Yes, one more change to recommend.
24
Finally, in a conference we had this
25 morning, we are also going to recommend one
.

I

•

,

Page 12
1
In summary, what we are asking for
2 is -- the staff is requesting that the Air
3 Quality Council recommend to the Board,

1

one, that Subchapter 21 and 27 and
s Appendices C and D be revoked.
6
Two, the proposed Subchapter 19 as
7 we revised it, Appendix C, the new Appendix
8 C and the new Appendix D be adopted as a
9 permanent rule.
10
MR. DYKE: I have notice here
11 that Mike Wood from Weyerhaeuser wishes to
12 speak. Does the Council wish to bear from
13 him before we ask questions, or do we want
14 to go on?
15
MR. WILSON: I don't have any
16 copies or-- or any copy of Weyerhaeuser's
17 coininent.
.. ..
IS
MR. PRICE:. Well, it arrived as
19 we were going out the door, sir. ·
20 Literally, it was the last thing I picked
21 up on the way out the door to come to this .
22 meeting. So we haven't had a chance to
23 give any comments. We'll put it in the
24 record and if you would like, I'll send you
25 a copy.
4

•

·· ·
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1 more change to the' rule. We are .:• ,
2 recommending to the Council that the strike .
3 paragraph 19-9(b), exception to the

allowable particulate matter emission rates
on industrial processes, that's on page 4.
And that they remove the line from .
7 paragraph (a), allow particulate inat:ter .
8 ernis~on rates, and that's paragraph 199 9(a).
.
. . ..
..
10
And the reason for this is that
11 during these discussions this morning. we
12 found out that this is part of the standard
13 and is brought over witbout_much
14 forethought as to what it really said.. And
15 it turns out that the technique that we're .
16 using would be used to determine the extra
17 - this part of the standard is basica1ly a
18 technique where you go out and measure the .
19 opacity and then you estimate the
20 particulate measurements from that
21 measurement. And of course we all beard
22 this morning that that is scientifically
23 insupportable. So to simplify the rule and
24 make it really a lot easier to read, we
25 prefer to take that out.
4
5
6

Myers Reporting Service
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1
:MR. WILSON; We have a
2 representative from Weyerhaeuser that wants
3 to speak?

MR. DYKE: Yes. I thought it
would be a good idea to go ahead and let
him speak imd then we. could ask questions
7 of all, if that is acceptable.
8
.
·. MR. WOOD: Mike Wood with
9 Weyerhaeuser Company. Thank you, Council,
1o for. allowing us this opportunity to
11 comment. And I apologize for the ll:lteness
12 of our comments. They were sent at the
13 last minute yesterday.
.
14
This. defmiti.on for wood fuel really
15 is, in my mind, doesn't add much to this
16 particular rule and really don't think it's'"
17 necessary. And with the changes -- well,
18 let me back up. Wood is an incredibly
19 variable material and its composition
20 varies greatly within a species and then
21 among species even mo~, and then among
22 different classes of wood, whether it's
23 hard woods or soft woods, the composition
24 varies tremendously.
25
The way this definition was last
4
5
6
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proposed with the 95 percent composition
based on a water-free basis or a dry basis,
it would exclude, according to my reference
materials, most of the woods that are
5 commercially available. And if we had left
6 the rule that way, what it would mean was
7 we were subject to a less stringent
8 standard. Wood burning fuels in boilers
9 over 250 million BTU per hour· heat input
10 are subject to a more stringent particulate
11 matter standard. For our facilities it ·
12 didn't make much difference, because there
13 are other limitations that are applicable
14 ·either by permit or by New Source
15 Perfonnance Standards. But just for the.
16 sake of accuracy, we would like to see an
17 accurate definition for wood fuel if there
18 is to be one.
19
And using 80 percent and the lower
20 BTU_per pound value, the BTU per po~d
21 value d&:sn't give much heartburn. ·But the·
22 80 percent -- the only reference I had for .
23 bark was for pine bark. There is very
24 little research on the cellulose, ·
25 hcmicelluiose and lignin content of bark
1
2
3
4
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1
MR. WOOD: I don't know. I don't
2 know if anyone else is using wood as a fuel
3 or not.
.
4
MS. MYERS: Let's say what if the
5 cement plant starts burning broken pallets
6 and other wood waste. How is that going to
7 impact this?
8
MR:WOOD: Again, I don't know
.9 how you are limited now, but you would be
10 subject to a different emission standard
11 rather than if you are greater than 250
12 million BTU per hour heat input. Rather.
13 than be limited by Appendix C~ you would be
14 limited by252:too-I9.:n.
'
15 ·
MR. WILSON: You are recommending
16 that the definition for wood fuel be
17 stricken by the regulations?
18
MR. WOOD: That's right. I guess
1.9 another issue I woul~ have just as an issue
20 would any type of limitation in. a ·
21 definition, there should be a method
22 specified for determining percent
23 coniposition. · And I don't know that there
2.4 are - there are plenty of published
25 methods. I don't know if there are very
Page IS

1 I don't know if 80 percent is acceptable or

not. It may very well be. And tbe·numbcrs
3 I used - I took averages like you did to
4 put the numbers in my comments and I don't
5 -- which means some of the values
6 lower than 80 percent. But I don't recall
7 what they were, so I'm not.certain where
8 that would fall. To be truthful to·.
.9 Weyerhaeuser, right nOVOf it doesn't make any
10 difference where the definition is, our
11 permits will regulate our particulate
12 emissions. So I don't know how the Council
13 would like tQ address that. We would still ·
14 prefer that no definition be offered.
15 · Thank you.
16
MR. WTI.SON: I have a question
11 for Mr. Woods.
18
MR. WOOD: Sure.
19
MR. WILSON: If I understand this
20 right, you are not too happy with the
21 definition of wood fuel in this regulation?
22
MR. WOOD: That's correct.
23
MR. WILSON: Are you the only
24 entity in this state that is regulated by
25 this regulation?
2

were

-
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Page l'i
1 many standardized ~ads for measUring

these components.·
· MR. WILSON: Now, that definition
. 4 was newly added to this regulation.
5
MR. WOOD: Right.
6
MR. WILSON: What is the state's
7 reasoning for including that in the ·
8 definition?
.9
. MR. PRICE: ·There are several
10 reasons, one I've already stated. I thinlc
11 it's bad practice to have a term that's
12 used to set' a standard that isn't defined
13 in the regulation. But there are other ·
14 reasons as well. When we crimbined these
1S different particulate matter roles, it soon
16 became obvious that we were actually H1
11 dealing with particulate matter emissions
18 based on the kind of fuel that a facnity
1.9 was using. Appendix C conditions includes
20 everything that isn't wood as a different
21 fuel. And so we need a definition for
22 fossil fuel and wood fuel. And we have
23 fossil fuel defmed. We need a definition
24 for wood fuel so people will know what we L!'t'JIIt25 are talking about. If you don't have a
.;;; t! Y ~
2
3
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defmition then frankly, you can call
2 anything wood fuel. And this is one of the
3 things we were trying to get around.
4 Originally it was wood waste. If you look,
5 there is no really good definition for .
6 that, it's what's left over after forestry
7 operations. · That can be anything. . So we
8 thought that. the chemical composition of
9 BTU value would preve.nt :-:- I've lost the
10 word I'm searchi~g for, but limited to
11 forestry waste and other things as well.
12 ·Because there II?ight be somebody o~t h~e
13 that wants to run a boiler on his farm or ..
14 he has a boiler OUt here
the WOOdS, he IS
15 got 50 acres and he wants to ilse trees,
16 fine,· that's no probl~ as iong·~ he has
11 a different standard that he has to meet. ·
18 That's why we did it.
19
MR. WOOD: _I might point out
20 there is no definition for coal or .
21 petroleuin or na~al gas or any of the
22 things that are considered fossil fuels.
23
¥R. WILSON': You can probably
24 have an appreciation for the need to create
25 some definition there.
...
1

in.

··

Page 19
1
MR. WOOD: . There may be a need.
2 In my opinion, it's intuitively obvious
3 what is wood and it's a derivative of a
4 tree. And I think trying to be so specific
5 with the composition is going to create

6 enforcement problems.
1
. MR. WILSON: If yo~ bum wood .
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
. 16
11
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

that's covered with soil ...,. creosote, I
..
think that's the right term. . .
MR. WOOD: EPA doesn't bother to
defme wood in the New Source Performance
Standards for wood-fired boilers. There
will be defip.jtiorui for wood w~t.e in the
MACT standards for boilers that are·.
currently being developed. Or at least
that's my understanding tha~ there ~ll be.
And it will try to not so much define wood
as define the things that are not wood,
such as treatnient chemicals or glues or
other things that might be associated with
wood in burnilig wood waste.
MR. WILSON: You would support
the definition more in line with the
definition of wood waste in the NESHAP.
MR. WOOD: I would probably want

Myers Reporting Service
AI\.C: ..'7,1 '100,

to debate that definition pre~ty hard. But
yeah, I think that's-- you know, trying to
define wood precisely is just going to be
4 difficult.
5
MR. WILSON: Is there any portion
6 of yoirr operation that could be impacted by
1 this definition adversely? Or could it
8 potentially be: adversely impacted?
9
. · MR. WOOD: I'm not absolutely
10 certain.. I don't believe there is. I
11 don't think so.
12
MR. WILSON: Where did the
13 restriction here for wood come from?.
14
MR. PRICE: I got this
15 information from Mark Standard Handbook for
16 Mechanical Engineers, the Eighth Edition.
11
MR. WILSON; Can you offer up any
18 language for this definition that you would
19 like to see, that would create less
20 ~eartburn but still keep the defmition of
21 wood fuel? For e~ample, wood waste derived
22 from wood products or something of that.
23 sort? The reason why I'm saymg this is I ··
24 haven't had a chance to re~d your comments.
25 And although they were sent in late, I want
1
2
3

Page 20
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·to give some credibility :to them before we
2 pass this thing on~
3
.MR. KILPATRICK:· Is there
4 anything in this rule where it says you
5 can't burn wood that's been say, coated
6 with creosote? Is that not a 1
· · MR. PRICE: Are you asking me,
8 sir?
9
MR. KILPATRICK: Yes.
10
MR. PRICE: No, sll'. There is
11 nothing in this rule that covers that.
12 This rule only deals with particulate
13 emissi~ns and any toxic emissions and
14 things like that are handled by different
15 rules anyway.
16
MR. KILPATRICK: So creosofl:l
1i covered wood would be, as long as it met
18 the technical definition, say the 80
19 percent? .
20
MR. PRICE: Right.
21
MR. KILPATRICK: And 9,500 BTUs? ~22
MR. PRICE: Yes, sir.
23
:MR. KILPATRICK: Then it
24 qualifies for- so it's the 9,500 that
25 might knock out the creosote.

1
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MR. PRICE: Right. The reason·
2 it's put in is to make sure - say he's got
3 a whole bunch of old tires and wants to get
"4 rid of them and he- (inaudible) he can't
S do that because the inix would bring the BTU
6 up too high.
1
MR. WILSON: What about more
8 reasonable types of fuels like cardboard or
9 particle board?
10
MR. PRICE: There shouldn't be
11 any problem with that.
·
12
MR. 'WOOD: · I don't recall seeing
13 anything in here that would limit ..:.. if you
14 bum those other things miXed with wood, · ·
IS you would just have a more lenient
'16 particulate standard. As I interpret the ·
17 rule, if you bum things - if your wood
··
18 doesn't meet the definition of wood and you
19 had other materials in there, you would
20 simpJy have· a more lenient particular
21 standard. ·
·
··
·
22
MR. PRICE: Wood fuel- there is
23 actually two different sections hcie that · ·
24 we're dealing with and I don't have my rule
25 with me, of course. Can I borrow that?
1

--

·
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anymore.
2
MR. KILPATRICK: Are you saying
3 that it falls under 19-11 ?
4
MR. PRICE: No, sir. It would
5 fall under Appendix C. It would kick out
6 of all wood, it's not wood fuel anymore,
7 and then Appendix C limits .would apply to
8 it.
.
9
MR. KILPATRICK: Which paragraph
10 sends us to Appendix C?
11
MR. PRICE: Okay. I9-4, sir, on
12 page 2, Allowable Particulate Emission ·
13 Rates From Fuel-Burning Units, and that's ·
14 the catch-all. If it's not wood fuel or
15 combined wood fuel and fossil :fuel burning
16 unit, then it automatically falls under .
17 Appendix C.
18
MR. WILSON: I just got a copy of
19 the comments from Mike Wood. Mike, you
20 state that this definition would exclude .
21 much of the material currently considered.
22 wood fuel by owners and operators of wood
23 fire boilers in Oklahoma. So this
24 defmition does impact?
25
MR. WOOD: At the 95 perCent, it.
1

Page 2;
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1
2

Thank you, very ·much.

.,·

The section that yeu are talking

3 about is 19-I1, Allowable Particulate
4 Matter Emissions Rates From Combined Wood

s Fuel and Fossil Fuel Fired Steam Generating
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

-

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

Units; is that correct? .
·
MR. WOOD: Rigpt. · . .
MR. PRICE: That has a 0.1 pound
cinission standard, and that's the same as
it was in 21. But we also have a wood Appendix D also refers to the equipment
that burns wood. ·
:MR. WOOD: Right. .
MR. PRICE: And it's more
generous than Appendix C.
MR. WOOD: The_ indirectly fired.
MR. PRICE: Right, indirectly
fired wood fuel burning units. That's 19_.
10 and that refers to Appendix D which is
more generous than Appendix C.
MR. KILPATRICK: Are you saying
that if I had wood coated with creosote and
say it's over 9,500 B1Us, so that throws it
out as not a wood fuel.
MR. PRICE: It's not a wood fuel

excludes those from tha~ definition.· It
doesn't exclude anybody from burning it.
3 You cati still bum it, it's still wood.
4
MS. MYERS: Does it need to be
· s defined as wood derived wood instead of
· 6 wood derived fuel? Wouldn-'t a wood derived·
7 fuel include other portions and parts?
8
MR. KlLPATRICK: I think what
9 will happen is if they
burning
10 something, it turned out to be less than 80
11 percent, if somebody went off and ·did a.
12 test on particular fuel and we all agreed
13 on the tcst,.as you pointed out there is no
14 test method specified here, you would then
15 fall back to Appendix C.
16
MR. PRICE: That's exactlyrright. ·
11
MR. KILPATRICK: Which would mean
18 that you have a much higher standard. So
19 you would have thought you were burning
20 wood, but. because it was 79 percent instead
21 of 80, it would have a much higher
22 particulate source.
23
MR. PRICE: Right. That's
24 correct.
.
m~ J
25 .
MR. WOOD: I dqn 't think it woulct-'IJ ¥
1

2

were

7
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be tighter?
2
MR. PRlCE: C is much tighter a
3 standard than D.
4
MR. KILPATRICK: It starts out
5 the same, but as soon as from there it
6 starts deviating. It gets tighter when you
7 get over 10,000 million BTUs. So it
8 appears to me what· you are trying to do in .
9 the defmition of wood fuel is add some
10- specificity to it. But what you are trying .
11 to say is it is supposed to be some~ng
12 derived from wood, why don't we.set the
13 percent, 5 or 10 percent lower than .
.
14 whatever the lowest number in the table is?
15
:MR. PRICE:· You lost me on that
16 one, sir, I'm sorry. Are you talkingal>out .
17 the composition?
·
18
:MR. KILPATRICK: Uh-huh.
19
MR. PRICE: The lowest number 20 that would be agreeable as long as we kept
21 the BTU value down to 9,500..
.'·
22
MR KILPATRICK: .The intent is
23 just to make sure that people burn wood. .
24
MR. PRICE: Right, exactly.. :And
25 the lowest number that niy calculations show ·
1

Page 28
1 content.
.
2
MR. WILSON: Now, your concern,
3 Mike, is that this is going to be somehow
4

6

for those three elements combined is 75
percent.
.
MR. KILPATRICK: The other
4 approach is why don't we just stick with
5 the other route and say anything derived
6 from wood, and thei:J. pave the maximum. BTU ·
7 requirement, which added something to ~t,
8 like creosote or something else.
9
MR PRICE: That works as long as
10 we'~ not talking about any ~cohols or. ·. .
11 anything, but "BTU value should work for .
12 that, tOo. When you say derived, I'm going
13 to have to think of a fermentation process
14 for cellulose.
15
MR KILPATRICK: ·What was the
16 pine. bark? Was it 80 percent in the table?
17
. MR. PRICE: 80 percent, yes, sir. .
18
MR. K.ILPA~CK: And you took
19 that number right there?
20
MR. PRICE: Yes, sir. That's. :
21 from Weyerhaeuser da~ that they sent. And
22 pine bark happened to be listed in my
23 remarks as 9,500 BTU per pound, because of
24 the high resin content. I remember the
25 discussion. It had such a high resin
MvP.r~
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MR. WOOD: Right. I'm concerned

7 for the precedent that .I_night be set for
8 future rulemaking.
.
9
MR. WILSON: Why dOn't we just
10 add the words, or any wood derived fuel as
11 approved by the director or ~ Division?
12
MR. PRICE: To the definition?
13
MR. WILSON: Under wood fuel.
14 And what this would do is allow any future
15 disputes to be settled with the Air Quality
16 Division as opposed to trying to understand
17 what the definition means ..
18
MS. HOFFMAN: Well, it's always a
19 good. idea, in my opinion~ to put some sort
20 of a limit in the rule so that everybody
21 knows what they are shooting at. But you
22 can also do that and then give the director
23 the discretion if it turns out there ~ . .
24 some situation that really would benefit or
25 really needs to be within that standard.
Page2~
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1
2
3

limiting or could be limiting in the

5 future?

So perhaps you could d9 it that way, and
2 come up with something that we all think is
3 a pretty good definition of wood fu~ but ·
4 then provide.the director, discretion to· . •·
.5 deViate from that if necessazy.
6
MR. WTI.;SON: The way that I see
7 this is that neither the DEQ wants tq limit
8 necessarily' and the industry d~ 't want
9 to be limited necessarily. So really both
1o interested parties agree we just need to
11 come up with the language that would .
J2 facilitate that. And I would recommend
13 that it be put in the words of, for any
14 wood derived fuel as approved by the Air
15 Quality Division or the Division, I think
16 that's how it's being addressed.
'''
17
MR. BRANECKY: Changing the 95 to
18 80, wouldn't you come up with 9,500?
19
MR. WILSON: And recommend that
20 the 95 be changed to 80 percent and the
.-..
21 10,000 BTU be changed to 9,500 BTU.
22
MS. MYERS: I'll make a 23
MR. WOOD: Can I hear it read the
24 way it's go!ng to read?
25
MR. WILSON: The new definition
1
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would be wood fuel, means any fuel which.
2 excluding air and water is at least 80
3 percent or less cellulose, hemicellulose ·
4 and lignin, and has a heat value of less
5 than 9,500 BTUs per pound, or any fuel6 exeuse me - or any wood derived fuel as
7 approved by the Division.
8
. MR. WOOD: Yes. We could live
- 9 With that.
10
:MR. WILSON: Barbara? .
11
:MR. PRICE: That's fine with us, .
12 too. That sounds good.
13
MR. DYKE: Division,· Division
14 Director?
15
. MR. PRICE: . Is that the proper
16 wording. Division?
1

17

MR. PRICE: They arc..
MR. FISHBACK: Okay. That's my
s question. How arc they covered?
6
MR. PRICE: In the definition

section where we defme industrial process.
Industrial process includes any - here we
go, industrial process means any source,
10 activity or equipment ~eluding fuel
11. burning equipment Ullits, which can be
12 reaSonably expected to emit particulate
13 matter. The term excludes but is not."
14 limited "'- includes but is nof limited to
is crushing, milling, screening, mixing or
16 conveying. 'I1!c tcr.m does nat· include
17 maintenance activities, unless main~ance ·
18 is the pr:hnary activity of the facility. .
19 That takes in your rock Crushers and all ··
20 that stuff.
.
21 ·
MR. FISHBACK: That's in the
22 definition, but where does the rule refer
23 to that defmition and impose so~ kind of
24 limitation? Because all the limitations
25 are based on fuel firing regs.
7
8
9

MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.

MR. DYKE: Bill ·
MR. FISHBACK.: I have a question,
I ttmyC, for Max. Just a clarification
21 "related lo the revocation of Subchapter 27
22 and its replacement with Subchapter I 9.
23 Subchapter_27 included particulate
24 emissions from all industrial processes
2S including fuel burning equipment and things

Page"31
like cement kilns and rock crushers and
2 things like that. So if I understand this
3. proposal correctly, Subchapter 27 is going·
4 to be revoked in its entirety and replaced
5 with Subchapter 19. And Sub¢lapter 19
6 relates just to fuel burning equipment, not
7 the whole range of particulate emission
8 equipment, with the exception of this last
9 section in Subchapter 19, 19-13, which is
10 Permit by Rule.
··
11
·sa my question is, if we revoke
12 Subchapter 27, ~hich basi.cally was this
13 process weight table from antiquity, I mean
14 i1 was there forever, and replace it With
15 Subch!JPter 19, arc the other particulate
16 emission sources from equipment other than
17 fuel burning all going to be covered - in
18 effect, do they all have their own Permit
19 by Rule? I know that some do, but my
20 question is, do all of them?
21
MR. PRICE: If I Wlderstand your
22 question correctly, you are saying that the
23 sources covered under Subchapter 27 that
24 were originally the process regulated
25 sources are not covered under 19?

that tbey are.

3
4

18
19
.20

1

MR. FISHBACK.: It doesn't appear

1
2

.All
4/e.
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MR. PRICE: ~~C'particulate
matter emission rates £:rOm directly firec;l .
fuel burning units and industrial
·
processes. Allowable particulate matter
5 emissian rates, and it refers to Appendix
6 G, which is the same appendix that 27 just
7 :referred to.
8
MR. FISHBACK: Okay. So t1iat
9 same- all right, that's the thing I
10 missed.
11
tdR. PRICE: That's the same
12 thing.
13
MR. FISHBACK: So Appendix Gin
14 Subchapter 19. replaces Appendix C in.
lS Subchapter 27?
.
·
16
Mlt PRICE: No. Appendifq C, ·
11 Appen~Appendix D m:e all part of 19
.
18 now. We revoked Appendix C and D, but we
19 left Appendix G alone, we didn't even mess
20 with it. It's okay. It's still the same
· 21 Appendix G it's always been.
22
:MR. FISHBACK: Okay, I've got it.
23 Good. Thank you.
24
MR. KILPATRICK: Max, I have ~LJt)
25 more question.
.,:) «" 'C>7L
.•

1
2
3
4

1
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MR. PRICE: Yes, sir?
1
MR. BREISCH: I have a motion and --.,,
2
MR. KILPATRICK: You were
2 a second. The motion that I am a little
r·-,
3 discussing, I think, taking out one
3 bit afraid to repeat. I'm sure the court ·
4 sentence in 252:100-19-9?
4 reporter has it. Any other comments?
5
MR. PRICE: No, sir. I made a
5
MR. WILSON: These are not three
6 mistake on that. I'm glad you brought that
6 votes; is that comet? We are going to
7 up, it slipped my mind completely. I made
7 take one vote?
8 a boo-boo. I picked the wrong one. It's
8
Mll·DYKE: Yes.
9 12.
9
MR. BREISCH: Myrna, call the
10
MR. KILPATRICK: Which. one. was
10 roll.
. .
11 corohlg out?
. .
.
. MS.BRUCE: Mr..Wilson.
ll
12
~PRICE: On 252:100-19-12(b),
:MR. WILSON: Aye.
12
13 Paragraph B was - we were going to I'evoke ·
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
13
MR. FALLON: Aye.
14
14 that becaUse it was . . . -.. .. .
. ·"·' .· .
15
MR. KILPATRICK: .You are revoking
.. MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
15
16 the cxc:ePtion part? ..
· . . '
· : ...
MS. MYERS: Yes.
16
11
.... ,.MR. .PRICE:. Y~ .We're revok!ng
MS. BRUCE:. Mr. Branecky.
17
18 the exception.._. Then o~_Paragraph A 'We're
MR. BRAN_ECKY: Aye.
18
19 going to remove .the (a) allowabl~ . . ·' .
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
19
. MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
20 particul~te matter einission rates, take .'·
20
21 that senlence _out, so that the paragraph
MS. BRUCE: .Mr. Breisch•.
21
22 remains directly under the heading. . ... ~-.·...
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
22
23
. MR. DYKE:. Okay. ·~·As a point ~f.
23
-..,
24 clarification, we need to do three things .: . . .
(End c,>f Proceedings)
24
25 on this rule. We need to revoke Subchapter
25
..
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1 21 and 27, Appehdix.e and D,

amend Subchapter 19 and then ~ need to _add
new Appendix - approved new App~dix C and
4 D?
5
MR. PRICE: That's comet . ·
6
MR. DYKE: . And i-ecommcnd ~t it
7 all go to the Board in one package
a . ._
8 peimanent.
9
MR. PRICE: That would be all ~
10 chang~ made at this meeting, sir. Yes, ., _
11 sir. ··
12
MR. BREISCH: Are we through with
13 comments?
MR_ DYKE: Any Other c~ts?
14
15 Thank you.
16 ·
- MR. WILSON: I would like to make
17 a motion that we revoke Chapter 21 and 27
18 and amend Subchapter 19 and adopt new
19 Sections C and D. along with the word
20 changes.
21
MR. BREISCH: AJJ a permanent
22 rule?'
23
MR. WILSON: As a: pennanent rule.
24 I make that motion.
25
MR. KILPATRICK: I'-ll secorid.
2
3

as

... 1 ....-

..

»--.-..!-- !(.'_..:,..
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we need to ·
2
3

...

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

,,,

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
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SUBCHAPTER 23. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM
COTTON GINS
252:100-23-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from cotton gins! in order to
pnwent the Oklahoma air quality standards from being exceeded and ensure that
degradation ofthe present level of air quality in Oklahoma does not occur.

-

252:100-23-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Cotton gin" means any facility or plant •.vhich that removes seed, lint, and trash from
raw cotton and bales of lint cotton for further processing. Each equipment exhaust,
including the trash and burr hopper, located at a cotton gin shall be considered as being
an individual process emission source.
"Catton gin site" means the land upon •.vhich a cotton gin is located and all contiguous
land having common ovmership or use.
"Existing gin" means a gin which was in existence and has- had submitted a-current
emission inventory inventories to the Air Quality Program Division for the most recent
two ginning seasons and is- was in possession of a valid annual renewable fee receipt
preceding the effective date of this ruleprior to May 1, 1993. All other gins shall be
considered "new".
"Gin site" means the land upon which a cotton gin is located and all contiguous land
having common ownership or use.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the 2D-2D or 1D-3D
configuration, These designations referring refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length,
where D is the diameter of the cylinder portion. A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a
cylinder length of 2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D (90 percent collection efficiency for
TSP). A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 X D and a cone length of3
x D (95 percent collection efficiency for TSP).
"High pressure exhausts" means the exhaust cotton handling air systems located at a
cotton gin which are not defined as "low pressure exhausts".
"Low pressure exhausts" means the exhaust air systems at a cotton gin which handles
handle air from the cotton lint handling system and battery condenser.
252:100-23-3. _General provisions; applieabilityAppplicability, general requirements
{&_fat-Applicability. --+he- Effective May 1, 1993, the provisions of this Subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing cotton gins operating in the State of
Oklahoma. Cotton gins in compliance with this Subchapter are exempt from the
requirements ofQA.G.-252:100-25, 252:100-27, and 252:100-29.
(b) General requirements.
tb1ill Permits required. In addition to the requirements of this Subchapter, each new
or modified cotton gin shall comply with the permitting requirements ofOAC 252:100-7.

=
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The owner or operator of a cotton gin shall maintain a log
documenting the daily process weight and hours of operation and a-ir . Air emission
control equipment replacement/repair costs shall also be recorded. These records shall be
maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available for inspection by the Air
QU:ality Program DEQ personnel or its rsprsssntativs during normal business hours.
tsiill Test methods.
_fBi& Visible emissions testing shall be conducted using EPA reference method
9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A and-. Testing shall be performed by-an
individual possessing cWTent csrtificationa Certified Visible Emissions Evaluator.
_f2j@l_ Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be performed using an EPA
approved modeling method.
(f) Effeeti-ve date. This SU:bchapter shall become sffsctive May 1, 1993.

8lj_Q} Recordkeeping.

252:100-23-4. Smoke, ''isible emissions, and parti£U:IatesVisible emissions (opacity)
and particulates
(a) Visible emissions limit.
(1) Emissions (a) Opacity limit. No person shall caU:ss, sU:fThr, allow or psrmit the
discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any
combination thereof a shade or dsnsity exhibiting greater than tv.'enty (2.0) percent
20% sqU:ivalsnt opacity.· This requirement shall not apply to smoks or visible
emissions exhibiting greater than 20% opacity
emitted during short-term
occurrences, the shade or density of ·which is not grsater than sixty (60) percent
opacity for an psriod aggregating no more than fivs (5) minutes in any sixty (60)
consecY:tive minutes and/or no more than h\r.snty (2.0) minutes in any consecU:tive 2.4
hom period. which consist of not more than one six-minute period in any consecutive
60 minutes, not ot exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours, during
which the average of any six-minute period shall not exceed 60% opacity.
f2jlhl_ Alternative emissions opacity limit. The mr.snty (20) percent 20% opacity
limit as required under 252:100-23-4(a) may be increased for particulates only
provided that the 0\vner/operator owner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that those requirements listed in
252:100-25-4(a) through (c) have been met.
(bjifl PM-10 emissions limit. No cotton gin shall impact the ambient a-ir qU:ality in
sU:ch a mam1sr as to violate be operated so as to cause or contribute to a violation of the
primary PM 10 standard of 50 ug/mJ annU:al arithmetic mean or 150 U:g/mJ 2.4 hom
average or any other ambient air standard quality standards or any other ambient air
quality standard established by OAC in 252:100-3.

,-

252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
(a) Low pressure exhausts. For emissions emission control from low pressure exhausts,
the use of screens with a mesh size of 70 by 70 or finer (U.S. Sieve), or the use of
perforated condenser drums with holes not exceeding 0.045 inches in diameter or
equipment of equivalent design efficiency as determined by the Executive Director shall
be required.
(b) High pressure exhausts. For emission control from high pressure exhausts, the use
of 2D-2D cyclones shall be required for existing gins. Existing gins shall install and use
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1D-3D cyclone collectors or equivalent when the capital cost of repair or replacement of
the existing 2D-2D cyclone exceeds fifty (50) p@rctmt 50%of the capital cost of a new
1D-3D cyclone. New or modified cotton gins shall utilize a 1D-3D cyclone collector or
equipment of equivalent collection efficiency upon commencement of operation.
(c) Fugitwe emissioosBurr hoppers. For emission control of fugitiY@ @missions from
burr hopp@rs during dumping, the US@ of total enclosure burr hoppers at existing gin sites
located within the corporate city limits of any city or within 300 feet of two or more
occupied establishments is rnqairedmust be totally enclosed. All new gin sites shall
install and use a total enclosure on the burr hopper.
252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a) For control of fugitive dust, no person shall caus@ or permit allow the handling,
transporting, or disposition of any substance or material \Vhich that is likely to be
scattered by the air or wind, or is susceptible to being airborne, or windborne, or to and
no person shall operate or maintain or cause to be operated or maintaim~d, any gin
pr@misesite, open area, right-of-way, storage pile or materials, vehicle, or construction, or
any other enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be scattered by the
wind or air, or susc@ptible to being windborn@ or airborne that would be classified as air
pollution without taking reasonable precautions or measures to minimize atmospheric
pollution.
(b) No person shall cause or permit allow the discharge of any visible fugitive dust
emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions originate.
252:100-23-7. Permit by rule
(a) Applicability. Any new or existing facility may be constructed or operated under
this section if it meets the requirements of 252:100-7-60 (a), (b), (c) and has the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 0724 Cotton Ginning.
(b) Requirements.
(1) In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-60 (a), (b), and (c), an owner or
operator of a facility subject to this section shall comply with al of te requirements
ofthis Subchapter.
(2) Maximum production rate of a facility subject to this section shall be 36,000 bales
per year.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
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Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency~ publish
a Notice of Rulemaking lntl3nt in the Register. In addition, an agency ~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Ruleinaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONrROL
[OAR Docket #98-1216]

-

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACflON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix R Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 1. Permits for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25, Smoke.
Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Summary:
.
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national am~ient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary {health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
'micrograms per cubic meter (ugtml) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 uglm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ugtm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being pha.Sed out and
replaced with a new 8-hr"concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxxm.um 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
com~liance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter7willdelete the lower limitof5 tons per year for
Juty 15, 1998

Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow those
facilities with less than 5 tonS per year emissions, which are
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) and
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain
an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify
for PBR Each Subchapter containing a PBR for specific
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. The
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section to
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permitting
pr~ss by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an
individual air quality permit. Also, a new Appendix L is
proposed which contains PM·lO emission factors for PBR
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the
Department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, the
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix P
requirements those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and sources scheduled for
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for
approval of alternative monitoring . requirements.
Addi tiona! changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visible emissions during short-term
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain methods for determining
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 37
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correct
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone and
methylated siloxanes from the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapters
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction of
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
Additional proposed revisions have been made to th,--..·
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a public
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
hearing on June 16, 1998.
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
[OAR Docket #98-1216; filed 6-25-98]
definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition ofVOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
definition. The second-substantive change for Subchapter
CHAPTER 100. AIR POU..UTION CONTROL
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
. [OAR Docket #98-1217]
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
comments on these proposed changes.
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
and
Notice
AUTHORITY:
PERMANENT rulemaking.
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
Proposed rules:
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
252:100, Air Pollution Control: Subchapter47, Control
COMMENT PERIOD:· .
ofEmissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, thiough Thesday, August 18,
[NEW]
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
Summary:
hearing, written comments should be ·submitted to the
A new Subchapter 47 is proposed to establish state - .
contact person byThesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
standards to control emissions from municipal solid waste
· before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
(MSW) landfills ·that commenced construction,
on Thesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
modification, or reconstruction before May 30, 1991, and
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
accepted waste after November 8, 1987. These proposed
PUBUC HEARINGS:
rules will be included in Oklahoma's State lll(d) Plan and
will provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing
Tuesday, August 18, 1998- 9:30a.m. briefmg and 1:00
the provisions of the Emission Guidelines (EG) for MSW
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
landfills ( 40 CFR 60 Subpart Cc). Subchapter 47
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Room 101, Oklahoma
incorporates by reference sections of the New Source
City, Oklahoma.
Performance
Standards for MSW landfills ( 40 CFR 60
COPiES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Subpart
WWW).
The proposed rules would affect privately
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
and
publicly
owned
MSW landfills that are actively
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
or
are
capable
of accepting municipal solid waste
accepting
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
as
well
as
those
that
are
closed.
Landfill gas collection and·
·
405-702-4177.
control
systems
will
be
required
for landfills that have
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
design
capacities
greater
than
or
equal to 2.5 million
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained·
megagrams
and
2.5
million
cubic
meters
and have estimated
from the Air Quality Division.
·
emissions ofat least 50 megagrams per year of non-methane
CONTACT PERSON:
organic compounds. The Department is requesting
Please send written comments to ~chelle Martinez
comments on this proposed rule.
(Appendices E, F, L and Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
AUTHORITY:
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
2-2-101
and 2-5-101 et seq.
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
COMMENT PERIOD:
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-16n; (405)
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18, ,-.
702-4100.
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
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~Jete the lower limit of5 tons per yea

TITLE 252. DEPARTiviENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CO.
[OAR Docket #98-1259]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemakin~
PROPOSED RULES:
· 252:100. Air Pollution Control
Permits for Minor Sour ....
Subchapter 7.

[AMENDED}
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED}
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
VISible Emissions and
Subchapter 25. Smoke.
Particulates [AMENDED}
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions. of Organic
Materials [AMENDED}
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]. ·
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
(AMENDED]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators (NEW]
SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter · (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter ( ug/m3) and a new 24-hr
PM-25 standard set at 65 ug!m3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ugjm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primacy ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08 ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maximum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to detennine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primacy standard. The proposed revisions to
Augu$13, 1998

BR) facilities. This will allow tl
'n 5 tons per year emissions, which
performance standards (NSPS)
'ldards for hazardous air pollut
taPER instead of having to ob
o, a new Part 9 is proposed that
_ ... <::m~nts necessary ~or a facility to que:
- each Subchapter containing a PER for spec
...cilities will be referenced under this new Part also. 1
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simp
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrc
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PER section
both subchapters. The PER will streamline the pennitt
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate 1
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain
individual air quality permit. Also, a new Appendix l
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PI
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchap1
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerni
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, t
Department proposes to incorporate by reference t
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fos
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracki.J
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, t1
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix
requirements those sources already subject to a new'sour~
performance standard and sources scheduled f1
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule taJc,
effect. The amended rule would also provide critena fi
approval of alternative monitoring requiremenl
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing tl
time allowed for visible emissions during short-ter:
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to oz
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not 1
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. .
new subsection would contain ~ethods for detetminii
compliance with the opacity limits. Other propose
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify a11
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters ~
and39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and cono
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone u
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organ
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapte
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction c
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, u
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reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantiJe changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
· been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
CO.MMENf PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contactperson byThesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENI':
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACI' PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24}, Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23},
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
16n, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-16n; (405)
702-4100.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
,.,.~
Additional proposed revisions have been mad(,
.c
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a public
hearing on June 16, 1998.
AN IDENTICAL NOTICE WAS PUBLISHED IN
TilE OKLAHOMA REGISTER ON JULY 15, 1998.
AFTER PUBLICATION, TilE COUNCIL MEETING
LOCATION WAS CHANGED TO 4545 N. LINCOLN
BLVD., BURGUNDY ROOM, OKlAHOMA CITY
OKLAHOMA. NO OTIIER CHANGES WERE
TO THIS NOTICE.
PERSONS WITII DISABILITIES:
Shouldyou desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

MADE

[OAR Docket #98-1259; filed 7-9-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARThfENT OF
ENVIRONM:ENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1260]
INIENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
PERMANENT rulemaking. ·
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 47. Control of Emissions from Existing
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [NEWJ
SUMMARY:
A new Subchapter 47 is proposed to establish state
standards to control emissions from municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfills that commenced construction, ·
modification, or reconstruction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after November 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be included in Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing
the provisions of the Emission Guidelines (EG) for MSW
landfills (40 CFR 60 Subpart Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by reference sections of the New Source
Performance Standards for MSW landfills ( 40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The proposed rules would affect privately
and publicly owned MSW landfills that are actively
accepting or are capable of accepting municipal solid waste
as well as those that are closed. Landfill gas collection and
control systems will be required for landfills that have
design capacities greater than or equal to 2.5 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cubic meters and have estimated
emissions ofat least 50 megagrams peryearofnon-methan,-..
organic compounds. The Department is requestint.
comments on this proposed rule.
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Prior to adoption and gubematorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency Jll.USt publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intentin the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register prior
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
~EDR~GACOO~

-

Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaldng
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter S. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter7. Permits for Minor Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25. Smoke, . Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
.
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Contr~l of Emission of Hazardous and
1bxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
In Subch~pter S, the Department is considering possible
increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis faCilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First. actual emissions of1btal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons per year for PBR facilities. This will
allow those facilities with less than 5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Partalso. Third, the proposedrevisionswill delete the lower
limit for general permits. 'Ibis will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons peryear ofemissions, but for which no
PBR has beenwritten, the opportunityto applyfor coverage
under an applicable general permit The Department also
proposes to delete the definition for "Volatile Organic
Solvents (VOS)," because the proposed changes to
Subchapters 37 and 39 would exclude that term from the
rules.
The Department is conSidering increases in the permit
application fees in both Subchapters 7 and 8.
The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. It is also proposed to add a new
PBR section to both subcbapters. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminatethe necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to
obtain an individual air quality permit Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBRgrain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapters follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
during one siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 Q'R
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Oean Air
Act. along with a clarification of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it.
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other

~~,7
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter. One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic
compounds (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25,
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing. and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; a request dated Apri121, 1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industxy Alliance, requesting that
perchloroethylenebe excluded from the definition ofVOC;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxaJ:~.es be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, that methyl acetate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permits and best available control technology (BACI')
for.new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the fust anc;l second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter39
is the correction ofthe placement o~ "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of VOS Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include (1) retain the present (ARACI') rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or (3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industry controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACI') standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July1, 1997, through July 1,1998. TheseareSubpartsS and
LL. The Department is also updating in Subchapter 41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40
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CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTIIORITY:
Enviromnental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD: .
Thesday, September 15, 1998, through Tuesday, October
20, 1998. 1b be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Thesday, November 10, 1998- 9:30a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined See contact person)
PUBUC HEARINGS: ·
Thesday, October 20,1998-9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the 'IW.sa City-County Health Department,
5051 South 129thEast (Northeastcorrierof51st and 129th),
'IWsa, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: .
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~~ber 15, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.
RULE IMPAcr STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written commentS to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. (Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1617; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters 7, 23, 24, 25, 37 and 39 that were the
subject of a public hearing on Allgust 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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--------------------------the Newton Power ·station of Central Illinois Public
Service.

SVBCHAPTER4.N@WSOURCEPERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

[OAR Docket #99-646; filed 4-13-99]

252:100-4-1.

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to establish state
standards for certain new or modified facilities in
accordance with the authority delegated by the EPA under
Secdon 111(12) of the federal Oean Air Act.

252:100-4-2.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y

CHAPrER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

[RESERVED]

[OAR Docket #99-649]
252:100-4-3.
Reference to 40 CFR
.(a) Inclusion of CFR citations and definitions. When a
provision of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
CFR) is incorporated by reference. all citations contained

RULEMAKING AcriON:

PERMANENT final adoption
RULES;

.

Subchapter 23.. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
252:100-23-1 through 252:100-23-6 (AMENDED]
252:100-23-7 (NEW]

therein are alsO incorporated by reference.
.(b). Inconsistencies or duplications. In the event that there
are inconsistencies or duplications in the requirements of
those provisions incorporated by reference in OAC
252:100-4-5 and the regulations in this Chapter. the
provisions incox:porated by reference shall prevail. eXCCQ:lt
where the re&Ulations in this Chapter are more stringent.
W. Terminolou related to 40 CFR. For purposes .of
intertacina with 40 CFR. the following terms apply:
.(1). "Administrator" is synonymous with Executive

AurHORITY:

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1997, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:

July 15,1998 through August 18, 1998; and September 15, 1998
through October 20, 1998
Public hearing:

August 18, 1998; October 20, 1998; and November 10, 1998

Director.

Adoption:

.(2,) "EPA'' is synonymous with Department of
Environmental Quality (DEO).

·

November 10, 1998
Submitted to Governor:

November 18, 1998

252:100-4-4.

[RESERVED]

Submitted to House:

November 18, 1998
Submitted to Senate:

252:100-4-S.
Incorporation by reference
40 CFR Part 60 is hereby incorporated by reference. as
it exists on July 1. 1997. except for the following:
.(1). Sections 6Q, 4, 60.9, 60.10 and 6Q.16 of Subpart A.
General Provisions:
.(2) Subpart B. Adoption and Submittal of State Plans

November 18, 1998
Gubernatorial approval:

December 15, 1998
Legislative approval;

Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 24, 1999

for Desiif1ated Facilities.

Final adoption:

.(3). Subpart C. Emission Guidelines and Compliance
~
~ Subpart Ca. Emissions Guidelines and
Compliance Times for Municipal Waste Combustors.
.(Sl Subpart Cb. Emissions Guidelines and
Compliance Times for Municipal Waste Combustors
That Are Constructed on or Before Sctptember 20, 1994.
.(6) Subpart Cc. Emission Guidelines and Compliance
Times for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills.
OJ Subpart Cd. Emissions Guidelines and
Compliance Thnes for Sulfuric Acid Production Units.
(Sl Subpart AAA· Standards of Performance for New
Residential Wood Heaters.
(21 Appendix G. Provisions for an Alternative Method
of Demonstratina Compliance with 40 CFR 60.43 for
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March 24, 1999
Effective:

Jurie 1, 1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACIIONS:

None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:

None
ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-23, Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins, will simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. It
is also proposed to add a new Permit by Rule section to the
subchapter that will streamline the permitting process by creating a
mechanism that will eliminate the necessity for some cotton gins to
obtain an individual air quality permit. Additional changes to the
subchapter follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25
concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity standard. The
revised rules would allow exceedances of not more than one
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six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed
three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
SUMMARY,. OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None.
CONTACf PERSON:
Becky Mainord, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robins(jn, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
Oty, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO TilE ACI'IONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECITVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1999.

SUBCHA.Pl'ER 23. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM
CO'ITON GINS
252:100-23-1.
Purpose
· The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions
from cotton gins in order to pre;r.reat the Oklahoma air
qaality standards from being exceeded and ensure that
degradation of the present ltwel of air quality in Oklahoma
docs not ocGll£.
252:100-23-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Cotton gin" means any facility or plant •,vhiGhthat
removes seed, lint, and trash from raw cotton and bales of
lint cotton for further processing. Each equipment exhaust,
including the trash and burr hopper, located at a cotton gin
shall be considered as being an individual process emission
source.
"Cotton gill site" means the land apon which a cotton
gin is located aad all coatiguous laad having commoa
oo~nership or use.
"Existing ginn means a gin which was in existence and
hashad submitted a current emission iaveatoryinventories to
the Air Quality ProgramDivision for the most recent two
ginning seasons and iswas. in possession of a valid annual
renewable fee receipt preceding the effective date of this
ruleprior to May 1. 1293. All other gins shall be considered
"new".
"Gin site" means the land upon which a cotton gin is
located and all contiguous land having common ownership
or use.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type
collector of the 2D-2D or 10-30 configuration,. These
designation~to the ratio of cylinder to cone
length, where 0 is the diameter of the cylinder portion. A
20-20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 x 0 and
a cone length of 2 x 0 (90 percent collection efficiency for
TSP). A 10-30 cyclone would c;xhibit a cylinder length of 1
X 0 and a cone length of 3 x 0 (95 percent collection
efficiency for TSP).

May17, 1999

"High pressure exhausts" means the exhaust cott1
handling air systems located at a cotton gin which are n
defined as "low pressure exhausts".
.-..,...\
"Low pressure exhausts" means the exhaust ail ~,;~tet
at a cotton gin which haadleshandle air from the cotton li
handling system and battery condenser.
252:100-23-3.

General previsions;
applieabilityApplicabilib:. &eneral
requirements
(a) Applicability. +lwEffectiye May 1, 1993, the provisio
of this Subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, ru
existing cotton gins operating in the State of Oklahom
Cotton gins in compliance with this Subchapter are exem
from the requirements of QAG-252:100-25, 252:100-27, at
252:100-29.
.(b) General requirements.
W.(l)Permits required. In addition to tt
requirements of this Subchapter, each new or modifi€
cotton gin shall comply with the permittit
requirements of OAC 252:100-7.
(c)£2). Air toxics emissions. The requirements of th
Subchapter are in addition to any which may t
required under GAC 252:100-41.
.
WQ).Recordkeeping. The owner or operator of
cotton gin shall maintain a log documenting the dai
process weight and hours of operation and air..___.A
emission control equipment replacement/rep~cos
shall also be recorded. These records
~. t
maintained for a period of two years and shall b-. ••1ac
available for inspection by the Air 01:!ali1
ProgramDEQ personnel or its representati•;e durir
normal business hours.
W«). Thst methods.
fij(A). Visible emissions testing shall b
· conducted using EPA reference method 9 containe
in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A-aad. Thstin~ shall t
performed by an indi"lidual possessing currc1
certificationa Certified Visible Emissions Eva1uato
(J)(IDOispersion modeling for PM-10 shall.t
performed using an EPA approved modehn
method.
({} Effeetive date. This Subchapter shall become effecti~
May 1,1993.
252:100-23-4.

Smeke, visible emissions, ami
partielllatesYisible emissions (opacity)
and particulates
W Visible emissions limit.
W Emissions(a) Opacity limit. No person shall caUS<
suffer, allow or permitthe discharge of any fumes, aerosc
mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or a11
combination thereof a shade or densityexhibitin~ greatc
than PNenty (20) perGent equivaleat~ opaci-.., Th
requirement shall not apply to smoke or visi!'le ~
?1
exhibiting greater than 20% opacity em1tt~d ounn
short-tenn occurrences, the shade or density of which is a'
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greater than sixty (60) percent opacity for an period
matenal or substance ljkely to be scattered by the wind or air,
or sysooptible to being windbome or airborne that would be
aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any sixty (60}
consecYti•;a ~inYtes and/or flO more than tv1enty (20)
classified as air pollution without taking reasonable
minutes in any consecutive 24 hoYF period.which consist of
precautions or measYres to minimize atmospheric pollution.
not more than. one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 . · (b) No person shall cayse or permit~ the discharge of
minutes. not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive · any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line
24 hours, during which the average of any six-minute period
on which the emissions originate.
shall not exceed 60% opacity.
(2}00 Alternative emissioDBopacity Umit. The t\venty (20)
252:100-23-7.
Pennit by rule
~opacity limit as required under 252:100-23-4(a)
(a) Applicability. Any new or existing facility may be
may be increased for particulates only provided that the
constructed or operated under this section if it meets the
OWfler/operatorowner or operator demonstrates to the
reqyirernents of 252:100-7-60(a), QJ), and (c) and has the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 0724 Cotton
hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4(a)
Ginning.
through (c) have been met
(b) Requirements.
(e},W PM-10 emissions Umit. No cotton gin shall impaGt
In addition to the req.uirements in 252:100-7-60(a),
the ambient air quality in 8\JGA a manner as to ·liolate~
0>), and (_(;), an owner or operator of a facili!y subject to
operated so as to cause or contnbute to a violation of the
thjs section shall comply with all of the reqyirements of
primary PM-10 standard of SO U:!Ym3 annYal arithmeti<l
this Subcllapter.
mean Gr lSO \lf}m3 24 Bou:r aor.•erage or any other ambient air
.(2)_ Maximum production rate of a facility subject to
standardq_uality standards or any other ambient air quality
this section shall be 36,000 bales per year.
standard established by QA,Cin 252:100-3.

m

[OAR Docket #99-649; filed 4-13-99]
252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
(a) Low pressure exhausts. For emissionsemission control
from low pressure exhausts, the use of screens with a mesh
size of 70 by 70 or finer (U.S. Sieve), or the use of perforated
condenser drums with holes not exceeding 0.045 inches in
diameter or equipment of equivalent design efficiency as
determined by the Executive Director shall be required.
(b) High pressure exhausts. For emission control from
high presstire exhausts, the use of 20-20 cyclones shall be
required for existing gins. Existing gins shall mstall and use
10-30 cyclone collectors or equivalent when the capital
cost of repair or replacement ofthe existing 20-20 cyclone
exceeds fifty (50) perce~ of the capital cost of a new
lD-30 cyclone. New or modified cotton gins shall utilize a
10-30 cyclone collector or equipment of equivalent
collection efficiency upon commencement of operation.
(c) Fugitive emissioasBurr hoppers. For emission control
ef fugitive emi&siom from bU:rr hoppers during dumping, the
Y&e of total enclo8areburr hoppers at existing gin sites
located within the corporate city limits of any city or within
300 feet of two or more occupied establishments--is
requiredmust be totally enclosed. All new gin sites shall
install and use a total enclosure on the burr hopper.
252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a) For control of fugitive dust, no person shall cause or
permit~ the handling, transporting, or disposition of any
substance or material whiGhthat is likely to be scattered by
the air or wind, or is 8\Jsceptible to being airbarne, or
\'Jiudbome, or toand no person shall operate or maintain er
Gaa&e to be operated er maintamed, any gin ~.
open area, right-of-way, storage pile or materials, vehicle, or
construction, or any other enterprise which involves any
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPrER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-652]
RULEMAKING AC110N:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 24, Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators
252:100-24-1 through 252:100-24·6 [AMENDED)
252:100-24-7 [NEW]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors from Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
AUTIIORflY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27 A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
July 15, 1998 through August 18, 1998; and September 15, 1998
through October 20, 1998
Public hearing:
August 18, 1998; October 20, 1998; and November 10, 1998
Adoption:
November 10,1998
Submitted to Governor:
November 18, 1998
Submitted to House:
November 18, 1998
Submitted to Senate:
November 18,1998
Gubernatorial approval:
December 15,1998
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May 17, 1999
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Emergency Adoptions
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-813]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
EMERGENCY adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
252:100-23-3. Applicability, General Requirements
[~ED]
.
Subchapter 24. Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain,
Feed or Seed Operations
252:100-24-3. Applicability, General Requirements
[~ED]

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1999, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Adoption:
Febrwuy 25, 2000
Approv5d by Governor:
Apnt10, 2000
Effective:
June 1, 2000
Expiration:
Effective through July 14, 2001, unless superseded by another
rule or disapproved by the legislature
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
FINDING OF EMERGENCY:
The Environmental Quality Board finds that a compelling
public interest necessitates the seeking of emergency certification
of the rules and regulations adopted today. Sections 252:100-23-3
and 252:100-24-3 exempt affected facilities from the provisions of
Subchapter 27. Subcbapter·27 will be revoked and its substantive
provisions moved to 252:100-19-12, effective June·1, 2000. These
changes exempt affected facilities from the specific provisions of
252:100-19-12; otherwise, they would become subject to these
provisions by default on June 1, 2000.
·
ANALYSIS:
The proposed changes replace referene;es to Subchapter 27 in
sections 252:100-23-3 and 252:100-24-3 with references to
252:100-19-12.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACI' PERSON:
Max Price, Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
D~vision, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 16n, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOllOWING EMERGENCY RULES ARE CONSIDERED
PROMULGATED UPON APPROVAL BY THE GOVERNOR
AS SET FOIUH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 253(D), WITH A LATER
EFFECTIVE DAT£ OF JUNE 1, 2000.

SUBCHAPTER 23. CONTROL OF EIVDSSIONS FROM
COTTON GINS
252:100-23-3.

Applicability, general requirements
(a) Applicability. Effective May 1, 1993, the provisions of
this Subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and
existing cotton gins operating in the State of Oklahoma.
Cotton gins in compliance with this Subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of 252:100-25, l32:HJQ 27
252:100-19-12, and 252:100-29.
(b) General requirements.
· (1) Permits required. In addition to the
requirements of this Subchapter, each new or modified
cotton gin sha.ll comply with the permitting
requirements of GAG-252:100-7.
(2) Air toxics emissions. The requirements of this·
Subchapter are in addition to any which may be
required under 252:100-41.
(3) Recordkeeping. The owner or operator of a
cotton gin shall maintain a log documenting the daily
process weight and hours of operation. Air emission
control equipment replacement/repair costs shall also
be recorded. These records shall be maintained for a
period of tWo years and shall be made available for
inspection by DEQ personnel during normal business
hours.
(4) Thst methods.
(A) VIsible emissions testing shall be conducted
using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40 CPR
Part 60, Appendix A Testing shall be performed by
a Certified Visible Emissions Evaluator.
(B) Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be
performed using an EPA approved modeling
method.

SUBCHAPTER24. PARTICULATE MA'ITER
EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN, FEED OR SEED
OPERATIONS
252:100-24-3.

Applicability, general requirements
(a) Applicability. The provisions pf this subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, ~a existing grain, feed, or
seed facilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1) Facilities in compliance with 252:100-25,
l3l;lQQ 27 252:100-19-12. and 252:100-29 are not
required to comply with this subchapter.
(2) Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are
exempt from the requirements of 252:100-25 (visible
emissions), a52.:10Q 27252:100-19-12 (proc~ weight),
and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b) General requirements. .
·(1) Permits required. In addition to the
requirements of this subchapter, each new, modified or
existing grain, feed, or seed facility shall comply with
the permitting requirements of 252: 100-7 or 252: 100-8.
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALTIY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 1:00 P.M.

4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEYARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
l·

1.
2.
3.

..

·

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval ofJune 16, 1998 Minutes
Resolutions -Bill Fishback- Marilyn Andrews

4.

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

PUBLIC HEARINGS

--·

5.

OAC 252:100-4.7 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste_land.(iJls that co~enced construction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waSte after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State. U 1(dJ Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

State lll(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed State 111(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts Band
Cc) require that a public ~earing be held tc)receive comments.from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
·
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required. · ·-

7.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

)g'77

9.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement -.,, ..
CQnceming Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
'
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing ruJe include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by CounciJ/Public; possible action by Council

10.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

11.

OAC 252:100-24 Control ofEmissions from Grain ElevatorS [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
· Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

12.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
,
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

13.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
·
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

14.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hourS
· Possible action by Council

..

15.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 129* East Tulsa OK

.-..,

Chairman

Chairman

_)
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

July 27, 1998

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Interim D~ Director
Air Quality DivisioiQ.\t~

SUBJECT:

Proposed modifications to Subchapter 23, Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 23, Control of
Emissions from Cotton Gins. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 23 .will simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative. Additionally, the
Department proposes to add a new Permit by Rule (PBR) section.
The PBR will streamline the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some cotton gins to obtain an individual air quality permit.
Facilities that qualify for coverage under the PBR will simply register with AQD and
certify their compliance with the rule. In order to qualify, a cotton gin:
•
•
•

Must emit less than 40 tons per year of each regulated pollutant;
Cannot be subject to Part 70 permitting; and
Cannot be operated in conjunction with another facility that is subject to air quality
permitting.

The proposed Subchapter 23, Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins, will be brought to
public hearing on August 18, 1998. Staffwill recommend the rule be considered again at
the next Air Quality Council meeting on October 20, 1998.
Enclosure: 1

SUBCHAPTER 23.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS

Section
252:100-23-1. Purpose
252:100-23-2. Definitions
252:100-23-3. General provisions, applicability Applicability,
general requirements
252:100-23-4. Smoke, visible emissions, and particulates Visible
emissions (opacity) limit
252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
252:100-23-7. Permit by rule

DRAFT

252:100-23-1. Purpose
: The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
cotton gins.
in order to prevent the Oklahoma air quality
standards from being meceeded and ensure that degradation of the ·
present level of air quality in Oklahoma does not occur.
252:100-23-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Cotton gin" . means any facility or plant 'i>'hichthat removes
seed, lint, and trash from raw cotton and bales of lint cotton for
further processing.
Each equipment exhaust, including the trash
and burr hopper, located at a cotton gin shall be considered a-e
being an individual process emission source.
"Cotton gin siten means the land upon '•ihich a cotton gin is
located and all contiguous land having common o'imership or use.
"Existing gin" means a gin which was in existence and fta.s. had
submitted a- current emission inventory inventories to the Air
Quality Program Division for the most recent two ginning seasons
and 45 was in possession of a valid annual renewable fee receipt
preceding the effective date of this rule.prior to May 1. 1993.
All other gins shall be considered "new".
"Gin site" means t:he land upon which a cotton gin is located
and all contiguous land having common ownership or use.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of
the 2D-2D or 1D-3D configuration7 .
These designations referring
refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the
diameter of the cylinder portion. A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a·
cylinder length of 2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D (90 percent
collection efficiency for TSP) . A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a
cylinder length of 1 X D and a cone length of 3 x D (95 percent
collection efficiency for TSP) .
"High pressure exhausts" means the exhaust cotton handling air
systems located at a cotton gin which are not defined as ".low
pressure exhausts".
"Low pressure exhausts" means the exhaust air systems at a
cotton gin which handleshandle air from the cotton lint handling
system and battery condenser.
252:100-2.3-3. General
prO'I'isions;
~plicability,
general
requirements
(a) Applicability.~ Effective May 1. 1993, the provisions of
this Subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and existing
cotton gins operating in the State of Oklahoma.
Cotton gins in
compliance with this Subchapter are exempt from the requirements of
eAe 252:100-25, 252:100-27, and 252:100-29.
lQl General requirements.
-fB+-lll
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements
of this Subchapter, each new or modified cotton gin shall
comply with the permitting requirements of OAC 252:100-7.
-fe+J2l_
Air toxics emissions.
The requirements of this
Subchapter are in addition to any which may be required under
GAB 252:100-41.

DRAFT

fdt-lll

Recordkeeping. The owner or operator of a cotton gin
shall maintain a log documenting the daily process weight and
hours of operation-=- and airAir emission control equipment
replacement/repair costs shall also be recorded.
These
records shall be maintained for a period of two years and
shall be made available for inspection by the Air Quality
PrograffiDEO personnel or its representative during normal
business hours.
~l!l
Test methods.
-f-3:+-JAl.
Visible
emissions
testing
shall
be
conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in
40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A_.__-anfiTesting shall be
performed by an individual possessing current
certification.a
Certified
Visible
Emissions
Evaluator.
~_ffil
Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be
performed using an EPA approved modeling method.
(f)
Effective aat.e •
'!'his Subchapter shall become effectiv·e Hay
1, 1993.
252:100-23-4. Smolte 1 "risible emissio:a:s, a:a:d particulates Visible
emissions (opacity) limit
(a) Visible emissions Opacity limit.
(1)
Emissions limit.
No person shall cause, suffer, allow
or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas,
smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof a
shade or densityexhibiting greater than tr.venty (20) percent
20% equivalent opacity. This requirement shall not apply to
smoke or visible emissions exhibiting greater than 20% opacity
emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of
'<ffiich is not greater than silcty (GO) percent opacity for an
period aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any silcty
(GO) consecutive minutes and/or no more than t ..mnty (20)
minutes in any consecutive 24 hour period. which may consist of
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes not to
exceed three ·such periods in any consecutive 24 hours during
which the average opacity of emissions may not exceed 60%.
(2) Alternative emissions limit. The t,.renty (20) percent 20%
opacity limit as required under 252:100-23-4 (a) (1) may be
increased
for
particulates
only
provided
that
the
o,.tner/operatorowner
or
operator
demonstrates
to
the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public
hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a)
through (c) have been met.
(b)
PM-10 emissions limit.
No cotton gin shall impact the
ambient air quality in such a manner as to violatebe operated so as
to cause or contribute to the violation of the primary PM-10
standard of SO ug/m3 annual arithmetic mean or 150 ug/m3 24-hour
average or any other ambient air standard established by OAC in
252:100-3.
252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
(a)
Low pressure exhausts.
For emissionsemission control from
low pressure exhausts, the use of screens with a mesh size of 70 by

DRAFT

70 or finer (U.S. Sieve), or the use of perforated condenser drums
with:ho!es not exceeding 0.045 inches in diameter or equipment of
equivalent design efficiency as determined by the Executive
Director shall be required.
(b) High pressure exhausts. For emission control
from high
pressure exhausts, the use of 2D-2D cyclones shall be required for
existing gins. Existing gins shall install and use 1D-3D cyclone
coll·ectors or equivalent when the capital cost of repair or
replacement of the existing 2D-2D cyclone exceeds fifty (SO)
percent 50% of the capital cost of a new 1D-3D cyclone.
New or
modified cotton gins shall utilize a 1D-3D cyclone collector or
equipment of equivalent collection efficiency upon commencement of
operation.
(c)
Fugiti"+"e emieeiene .Burr hoppers.
For emission control---e-f
fugitive emissions from burr hoppers during dumping, the use of
total enclosure burr hoppers at existing gin sites located within
the corporate city limits of any city or within 300 feet of two or
more occupied establishments is requiredmust be totally enclosed.
All new gin sites shall install and use a total enclosure on the
burr hopper.
252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a)
For control of fugitive dust, no person shall cause or
permitallow the handling, transporting, or disposition of any
substance or material \•·hichthat is likely to be scattered by the
air or wind, or is susceptible to being airborne, or windborne, or
€eand no person shall operate or maintain or cause to be operated
or maintained, any gin premisesite, open area, right-of-way,
storage pile or materials, vehicle, or construction, or any other
enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to being \~indborne or
airborne that would be classified as air pollution without taking
reasonable precautions or measures to minimize atmospheric
pollution.
·
(b) .. No person shall cause or permitallow the discharge of any
visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which
the emissions originate.
252:100-23-7.

Permit by Rule
Any new or existing facility may be
constructed or operated under this section if it meets the
requirements of 252:100-7-60(a), (b), and (c) and has the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code 072 Crop Services.
lQl Requirements.
(1) In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-60(a), (b),
and (c) , an owner or operator of a facility subject to this
section shall comply with all of the requirements of this
Subchapter.
(2)
Maximum production rate of a facility subject to this
section shall be 36,000 bales per year.

lsi Applicability.

DRAFT

~
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 1998
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chainnan
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel W"llson
David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter

Staff Present ·
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty .
Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Becky Mainord
Joyce Sheedy
Eddie Terrill
MymaBruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for August 18, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room and also at the DEQ Tower.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye. Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the June 16,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings . Motion was niade by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell
-aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[NEW]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley to give staff recommendations on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that the rule was first
considered by the Council on June 16, 1998 at which time the hearing was continued because
EPA was in the process of amending the federal standards that are the basis for the draft rule.
These amendments became effective August 17, 1998. Ms. Bradley stated that staffhad made
the revisions consistent with the amended federal regulations and addressed all comments
received.

~~

After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption ofthis rule as
emergency and permanent to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 15, 1998
meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
· Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
·
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC1IEARING
State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFRPart 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, ,Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley for staff position regarding this State Plan. Ms. Bradley pointed out the criteria for
approval of a state plan and advised that Oklahoma's mechanism to implement this Plan is
OAC252:100-47. Ms. Bradley related that although no Council action was necessary, the staff
requests to hear comments from the Council members and the public regarding the State Plan.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
•
Martinez
who stated that the revisions to these appendices would be identical to the revised
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and ozone
2

announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997 Federal Register. Ms. Martinez pointed out that
according to the Secretary of State's Rules on Rulemaking, an appendix cannot be amended;
therefore, staff recommended that Council vote to revoke the old appendices and pass the new
appendices as permanent.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board as a permanent rule at its September 15, 1998 meeting. Mr.
Kilpatrick moved that Council revoke the existing rule and replace them with the new rules as
presented. Second to the motion was made by Mr. Braneck.y. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma-Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram fqr staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out revisions made to date
and advised that staff was recommending that the comment period be left open until August 24
after :w1iich staff would revise the rule based. upon co~ents received from Council and public;
and would bring again to the Council's October 20 mC&ting.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule; to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made ;
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Oro~- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Braneck.y- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised thatthe-rule was presented to
Council's June 16 meeting where changes to simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfill an EPA
State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring
(CEM) were proposed. Ms. Buttram advised that comments received have been addressed and
incorporated into the current draft rule. Following discussion with new comments, staff
3

recommended that the hearing be continued on this rule to the October 20 meeting to allow time
for further comments.
·

..-......,

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to continue the hearing. Mr. Wilson made the motion and Ms.
Slagell made the second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFRPart 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Becky
Mainord who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out the changes made and stated that it was staff's recommendation to continue the
hearing until Council's next meeting.
;

Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Dr. Grosz made
that motion with second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call ~-follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act.and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that revisions were made to simplify the language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative, the addition of a Pennit By Rule section, and to add a new
Appendix L which would include PM 10 emission factors for the Permit By Rule. Ms. Martinez
pointed out that comments had been received and considered, and that staff's recommendation
was to continue the hearing to the next meeting.
Aft~r discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October

20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call
4

-

as follows: Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the he¢ng by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the revisions are part ofthe Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and
respond to industry requests to exempt acetone, perchloroethylene, and methylated siloxanes
from being considered VOCs. She advised that staffheld a workshop on July 7 requesting
public input and comments. She said there are numerous changes to be made in language, format
and with the three substantive changes, staff recommended that the rule be continued to the next
meeting.

-

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to eontinue this rule. Mr. Branecky made motion with second
made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFRPart 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that there were numerous revisions as part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong
initiative and also five substantive changes to be considered; therefore, staff would recommend
that the hearing be continued.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October 20 meeting. Dr.
Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye .

.

See attached transcript.

NEW BUSINESS- None
5

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being October 20, 1998 at Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium,
5051 South I 29th East, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, IN1ERIM DIRECTORAIR QUALITY DMSION
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BRIEFING AGENDA

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
9:30A.M.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129 East - Tulsa, Oklahoma
1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities
A. Discussion by Council/ Public

3.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council

4.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED)
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

5.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

6.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED)
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Section Ill of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would containmethods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

7.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Becky Mainord
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

8.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

9.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

10.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

11.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACl) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Departm,ent is also
updating in Subch.apter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 6 i to July 1.
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at {405) 702-4100.

October 6, 1998

MEMORANDUM
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TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division Director{'
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Proposed modifications to Subchapter 23, Control of Emissions from
Cotton Gins

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 23, Control of
Emissions from Cotton Gins. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 23 will simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative. Also proposed are
changes to the subchapter that follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25
concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity standard. The revised rules would
allow exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Additionally, the Department proposes to add a new Permit by Rule (PBR) section. The
PBR will streamline the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate
the necessity for some cotton gins to obtain an individual air quality permit. Facilities
that qualify for coverage under the PBR will simply register with AQD and certify their
compliance with the rule. In order to qualify~ a cotton gin:
•
•
•

Must emit less than 40 tons per year of each regulated pollutant;
Cannot be subject to Part 70 permitting; and
Cannot be operated in conjunction with another facility that is subject to air quality
permitting.

The proposed Subchapter 23, Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins, will be brought to
public hearing on October 20, 1998. Staff will recommend the rule be approved and sent
to the Environmental Quality Board meeting on November 10, 1998.
Enclosures: 2

SUBCHAPTER 23.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS

Section
252:100-23-1.
252:100-23-2.
252:100-23-3.

Purpose
Definitions
General

applieability Applicability,

provisions,

_general requirements
252:100-23-4.

SH\O}Ee, visible emissions, and partieulates Visible

emissions (opacity) limit
252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
252:100-23-7. Permit by rule

-
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252:100-23-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
cotton gins.
in order to prev=ent the Oklahoma air quality
standards from being eJEeeeded and ensure that degradatioR of the
present lev=el of air quality iR OJtlahoma does Rot occur.
252:100-23-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
•cotton gin• means any facility or plant uhichthat removes
seed, lint, and trash from raw cotton and bales of lint cotton for
further processing.
Each equipment exhaust, including the trash
and burr hopper, located at a cotton gin shall be considered ae
beiRg an individual process emission source.
"Cebbe& gia site• meaRs the land upon vffiich a cotteR gin is
located and all contiguous land hav=ing common e"imership or use.
•Existing gin• means a gin which was in existence and fta& had
submitted a current emission inv=eRtory inventories to the Air
Quality Program Division for the most recent two ginning seasons
and 4:-s was in possession of a valid annual renewable fee receipt
preceding the effectiv=c date of this rulc.prior to May 1, 1993.
All other gins shall be considered 11 new 11 •
11
Gin site• means the land upon which a cotton gin is located
and all contiguous land having common ownership or usc.
•High efficiency cyclone• means any cyclone type collector of
the 2D-2D or 1D-3D configuration,.
These designations referring
refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the
diameter of the cylinder portion. A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a
cylinder length of 2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D {90 percent
collection efficiency for TSP) .
A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a
cylinder length of 1 X D and a cone length of 3 x D {95 percent
collection efficienqy for TSP) .
''High pressure exhausts• means the exhaust cotton handling air
systems located at a cotton gin which are not defined as 11 low
pressure exhausts 11 •
•Low pressure exhausts• means the exhaust air systems at a
cotton gin which handleshandle air from the cotton lint handling
system and battery condenser.
general
2 52 : 10 0 - 2 3 - 3 . t:G;Ee~&~e~r~a:t:lr---t:pHr~o~:r..r:.·il:-1sEJcJ::t:-'eennes-t-;--aAPpl icabil i ty,
requirements
{a) Applicability.~ Effective May 1, 1993, the provisions of
this Subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and existing
cotton gins operating in the State of Oklahoma.
Cotton gins in
compliance with this Subchapter are exempt from the requirements of
eAe 252:100-25, 252:100-27, and 252:100-29.
lQl General requirements.
~lll
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements
of this Subchapter, each new or modified cotton gin shall
comply with the permitting requirements of OAC 252:100-7.
-fei-n.l
Air toxics emissions.
The requirements of this
DRAFT - October 20, 1998
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Subchapter are in addition to any which may be required under
eAe 252:100-41.
-f&t-lJ.}_
Recordk.eeping. The owner or operator of a cotton gin

shall maintain a log documenting the daily process weight and
hours of operation~ and airAir emission control equipment
replacement/repair ·costs shall also be recorded.
These
records shall be maintained for a period of two years and
shall be made available for inspection by the Air Quality
PregramDEO personnel or its re~resentative during normal
business hours.
~l!l
Test methods.
~JAl
Visible
emissions
testing
shall
be
conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in
40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A_.__-andTesting shall be
performed by an individual ~assessing current
certificatien.a
Certified
Visible
Emissions
Evaluator .
..f2!+l!U_
Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be
performed using an EPA approved modeling method.
(f) Effective date.
This S'Ubcha~ter shall become effective !4ay
1, 1993.
252:100-23-4. SmeJte, v!siele em!es!ens, aBti part!eulates Visible
emissions (opacity) and particulates
(a) Vie!ele emissions l~!t,
(1) Bmiee!ene lsL Opacity limit. No person shall cause,
suffer, allow or ~ermit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol,
mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination
thereof a shade or densityexhibiting greater than t'iwrenty (20)
~ercent 20% equivalent opacity.
This requirement shall not
apply to smo]te or visible emissions exhibiting greater than
20% opacity emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade
or density of ~.." hieh is net greater than sixty (GO) ~ercent
e~acity fer an ~cried aggregating no more than fi.,,.e
(5)
minutes in any sixty (GO) consecutive minutes and/or no mere
than twenty
(20)
minutes
in any consecutive 24 hour
~cried. which consist of not more than one six-minute period in
any consecutive 60 minutes. not to exceed three such periods
in any consecutive 24 hours. during which the average of any
six-minute period shall not exceed 60% opacity .
..f;!+...{Ql
Alternative emies!eae opacity limit.
The t'imnty
(20) percent 20% opacity limit as required under 252:100-234(a) (1) may be increased for particulates only provided that
the euner/operatorowner or operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the 01tlahoma Air Quality Council at public
hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a)
through (c) have been met.
~l£1
PM-10 emissions limit.
No cotton gin shall impact the
ambient air quality in such a manner as to violatebe operated so as
to cause or contribute to a violation of the primary PM-10 standard
of SO ug/~ ammal arithmetic mean or 150 ug/~ 2 4 hour average or
any other ambient air standard quality standards or any other
DRAFT - October 20, 1998
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ambient air quality standard established by OhC in 252:100-3.
252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
(a) Low pressure exhausts.
For emissionsemission control from
low pressure exhausts, the use of screens with a mesh size of 70 by
70 or finer (U.S. Sieve), or the use of perforated condenser drums
with holes not exceeding 0.045 inches in diameter or equipment of
equivalent design efficiency as determined by the Executive
Director shall be required.
(b) High pressure exhausts. For emission control from high
pressure exhausts, the use of 2D-2D cyclones shall be required for
existing gins. Existing gins shall install and use 1D-3D cyclone
collectors or equivalent when the capital cost of repair or
replacement of the existing 2D- 2D cyclone exceeds fifty (so)
percent SO% of the capital cost of a new 1D-3D cyclone.
New or
modified cotton gins shall utilize a 1D-3D cyclone collector or
equipment of equivalent collection efficiency upon commencement of
operation.
(c)
Fugi~ive emissieas.Burr hoppers.
For emission control~
fugitive emissions from burr hoppers during dumping, the use of
total enclosure burr hoppers at existing gin sites located within
the corporate city limits of any city or within 300 feet of two or
more occupied establishments is requiredmust be totally enclosed.
All new gin sites shall install and use a total enclosure on the
burr hopper.

-

252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a)
For control of fugitive dust, no person shall cause or
permitallow the handling, transporting, or disposition of any
substance or material whichthat is likely to be scattered by the
air or wind, or is susceptible to being airborf.l:e, or 'ildnd:borf.l:e, or
;~and no person shall operate or maintain or eause'to be operated
or maif.l:taif.l:ed, any gin premisesite, open area, right-of-way,
storage pile or materials, vehicle, or construction, or any other
enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to beif.l:g 'iliindborne or
airborne that would be classified as air pollution without taking
reasonable precautions or measures to minimize atmospheric
pollution.
(b) No person shall cause or permitallow the discharge of any
visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which
the emissions originate.
252:100-23-7. Per.mit by Rule
Applicability;
Any new or existing facility may be
constructed or operated under this section if it meets the
requirements of 252:100-7-60(a}, (b), and (c) and has the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code 0724 Cotton Ginning.
lQl Requirements.
(1) In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-GO(a), (b),
and (c), an owner or operator of a facility subject to this
section shall comply with all of the requirements of this
ill_
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Subchapter.
(2)
Maximum production rate of a facility subject to this
section shall be 36,000 bales per year. This production rate,
using, 1996 revised emission factors in AP-42 Section 9. 7
Cotton Gins, should result in less than 40 tons per year of
PM-10 emissions.

-

-·
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MINUTES

.
i

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129111 Street East
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
Larr-y Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 20, 1998 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye. Mr.
Kilpatrick, Ms. Slagell and Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 18, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve the
Minutes as presented and second to the motion was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz---"'aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
1999 Meeting Schedule - Mr. Dyke presented Council with proposed scheduled for 1999
meetings with the suggestion that the December 21 date mentioned in the packet memo be
changed to December 14. Ms. Myers made motion to accept the schedule as proposed:
Wednesday, February 17, Tuesday, April20, Tuesday, August 17, and Tuesday, December 14
at OKC, DEQ Multi-Purpose Room; with Tuesday, June 15 and October 19 at Tulsa,
TCCHD Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

\

Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A
:·
'
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out proposed revisions would
modify language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits
stating that actual emissions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will nolonger be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of"de minimis facility." Also, she stated that
proposed revision would delete the lower limit of five tons per year for PBR facilities allowing
those fac,ilities with less then five tons per year emissions which are subje~t to NSPS or
NESHAP to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Ms. Buttram
advised that staff proposed that a new Part 9 be added that would outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for a PBR. A third point she brought out was the proposed
. revision to delete the lower limit for general permits allowing facilities that may have less than
40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR had been written, the opportunity to apply
for coverage under an applicable general permit. Lastly, she added that the Department proposed
to amend 252-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations, relocation
permits, and applications for individual permits.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staffs position on this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out that th&oproposed
amendments would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions Monitoring
proposing to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. She noted that the Department proposed to
exempt from Appendix P requirements for those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and for sources scheduled for retirement within five years after the
2
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amendeq rul~ takes effect. Ms. Buttram added that the amended rule would also provide criteria
, for approval of alternative monitoring requirements with additional changes that would clarify
· how the opacity standard is determined.

:

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule as proposed to the Environmental-Quality
Board for permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made the motion with David Branecky making the
second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- ay~; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing tr~scripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes
I

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC.252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out that the proposed revisions add a new Permit by Rule section that would streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that eliminates the necessity for some cotton
gins to obtain an ·individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that additional changes
would allow exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any-consecutive 60 minutes,·-not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
F<?llowing discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers made the motion with second
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then callechlpon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who advised that the proposed revisions would simplify the language under t4e agencywide re-rightlde-wrong initiative and would add a new Permit by Rule section to streamline the
permitting process by creating a mechanism that would eliminate the necessity for some grain
elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that a new Appendix L
proposed would contain PM-I 0 emission factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes
follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the
3

\

opacity standard allowing exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any
.· consecutive'60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.

:!

;

' Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption at its November 10 meeting. Mr. Wilson made that motion with second
made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows·: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch .. aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED)
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She then pointed out four substantive changes that were proposed for
Subchapter 37 as well as Subchapter ~9:
1)
to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds (VOC)" per Council's direction.
and requests from industry to exclude acetone. perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
2)
to remove of the requirement for permits and best available control technology (BACT)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a);
3) · a change regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second sentences; and
to add a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage and Loading
4)
Facilities.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's December meeting. Ms.
Myers made motion with second made by Dr; Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

--
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED)
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118, Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She stated that one substantive change affects both Subchapters 39 and 37

4
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which is to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds" per Council's direction and
requests: from industry to exclude acetone, perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
··acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
In Subchapter 39, Dr. Sheedy pointed out the need for correction of the. placement of 11 prior to
lease custody transfer.. in 252:100-39-30(b)(2) which would be a substantive change along with
the addition of a minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of2,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of subsection (c).
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
December 15 meeting. Mr.. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Mr. Wilson.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Conta~inants
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the proposed revisions would update the adoption by reference of 40
CFR Part 63 to include Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards
promulgated or amended between July 1, 1997 and July 1, 1998. She pointed out that the new
standards are Subpart S - NESHAP for Pulp and Paper Production and Subpart LL - NESHAP
for Aluminum Production Plants. The proposed revisions will also update the adoption by
reference of the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 (with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, T, and W. and Appendices D and E which address radionuclides) to July 1, 1998. Dr.
Sheedy advised the Council that these modifications were necessary to obtain EPA's delegation
of authority to implement the federal hazardous airpollutantprogram in Oklahoma.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made that motion with the second made by Mr. Branecky.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

-
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
[AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]

~~~--~~

:\

. -~

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, ~d Title 27A,
Oklahoma: Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi for staff recommendation. Ms. Khalousi advised that the Department is
proposing· to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to increase annual operating fees assessed to minor facilities;
amend 252:100-7-3 to increase fees for miri.or facilities for applicability determinations,
relocation permits, and applications for individual permits; and amend 252:100-8-1.7 to increase
applicability determination fees for Part 70 Sources. Ms. Khalousi stated that if was staffs
recommendation that this rule be continued to Council's December 15 meeting.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue these rules to the December meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneckyaye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes.

NEW BUSINESS -None

-,,

ADJOURNMENT

With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being December 15, 1998 at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Burgundy Room,
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
ChapterNumberand TitleOAC252:100-23
Subchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]

On OCTOBER20, 1998
the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp.1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended·
to the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
_X_

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
]

~~~oo:

-

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

Date signed: _,!..:10~-~20~-~9~8_ _ __
Chair or Designee

-

VOTING TO APPROVE:
William B. Breisch
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING

*9:00A.M.
Tuesday, December 14, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
· 707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City Oklahoma

1.
2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call -Myrna Bruce

3.

CY 2000 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
B. Roll call vote

4•.

Resolution for Meribeth Slagell

·s.

Approval of Minutes of the October 19,1999 Regular Meeting

6.

Public Rulemaking Hearings

A. OAC 252:100 Appendices E and F [AMENDED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Proposal would restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards for ozone and particulate matter to
what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour
standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be revoked along with the revised form of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-1 0 standard.
1.
Presentation - Michelle Martinez
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
B. OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; to require an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
emissions on their annual emission inventory; to require inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required; to allow fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and to reduce the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the facility
owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram ·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
C. OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting (AMENDED]
''
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion ofredundant language. Substantive changes include establishing
a time limit on excess emissions caused by properly reported malfunctions, startup/shutdowns, and m!Pntenance
procedures. The burden of proving that excess emissions occurring more than eight hours or 1.5 percent of the
process's operation time in· a 3-month period are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shutdowns or maintenance
procedures rather than negligent, marginal, or improper operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
Language was added to explain that compliance with this Subchapter will not exempt sources from complying with
any applicable federal requirement; and additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions, maintenance, and
startup/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:100-9-3.2, Demonstration of cause.
1.
Presentation - Jeanette Buttram

S"Cj/3

2.
3.
4.

Questions and discussion by Council I Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption

D. OAC 252:100~13. Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substantive changes would
add definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation" along with a section on disaster relief
procedures. In some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for authorization to·
burn was added. In addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements were expanded and moved to a new section. Also
the rule would only allow material from a land clearing operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption
E. OAC 252:100~ 23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation -Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Coupcil I Public
..
3. .
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-23-J(a) to remove references to OAC 252:100~27, which will be revoked
effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
F. OAC 252:100~24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
.-....
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-2~3(a)(1) and (2) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be
revoked effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
G. OAC 252:2-15 Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]
The proposal would change the tenns used in 252:2-15-40, 41 and 72 to be consistent with those used in 252:100, Air
Pollution Control. The terms "minor source(s)" and "major facility(ies)"would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part70 source(s)",respectively.l. Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption .
7.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

8.

New Business - Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the time
ofposting the agenda.

9.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: To Be Announced
Place: DEQ Multi-Purpose Room - OKC
I I

• Council decided at its October 19 meeting to begin at 9:00 a.m. due to the number of agenda items.
Lunch Break, if necessary
Should you desire to llltend but hflVe a disability and need an accommodadon,
please nodfY our Department three daj11in advance at (405) 720-4100.

·-
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November 30, 1999

11EMORANDUM
To:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Proposed modifications 62JOo-23-3?amtrol of Emissions from
Cotton Gins 11 and 252:100-24-3 11 Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain,
11
Fe~d or Seed Operations

{

V

Enclosed are copies of the proposed changes to 252:100-23-3 and 252:100-24-3, which
will substitute references to 252:100-19-12 for references to Subchapter 27. These
revisions are necessary because the substantive requirements of Subcl;u!.p,t~ 27 will be
moved to 252:100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 will be revoked in Jwie of 2000
(recommended by the Council on October .19, 1999 and adopted by the Environmental .
Quality Board on November 16, 1999). Thus, the references to Subchapter 27 will
become meaningless unless they are replaced by references to 252:100;.19-12. Staff will
recommend that the Air Quality Council vote to submit these revisions to the
Environmental Quality Board for approval as an emergency rule effective June 1, 2000.
. Also enclosed is the Rule Impact Statement
Enclosures: 3

-

SUBCHAPTER 23.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS

252:100-23-3. Applicability, general requirements

(a) Applicability. Effective May 1, 1993, the provisions of
this Subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and
existing cotton gins operating in the State of Oklahoma.
Cotton gins in compliance with this Subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of 252:100-25, 252:100 27252:100-19-12,
and 252:100-29!
(b) General requirements.
(1) Per.mits required. In addition to the requirements
of this Subchapter, each new or modified cotton gin shall
comply with the permitting requirements of ~252:100-7.
(2) Air toxics emissions. The requirements of this
Subchapter are in addition to any which may be required under
252:100-41.
(3) Recordkeeping.. The owner or operator of• a cotton
gin shall maintain a log documenting the daily p;-c:?,c,.ess weight
·-r. ·- "'
and hours of operation . Air emission control equipment
replacement/repair costs shall also be recorded. These
records shall be.~aintained for a period of two years and
shall be made available for inspection by DEQ personnel
during normal business hours.
(4) Test methods.
(A) Visible emissions testing shall be conducted
using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix A . Testing shall be performed by a Certified
Visible Emissions Evaluator.
(B) Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be
performed using an EPA approved modeling method.
\
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 14, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
MultiPurpose Room - 707 North Robinson, OKC

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman.
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
.David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Unn Wainner
RayBishop ·
Shawna McWaters-Khalotisi

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price
Larry Trent
Myrna Bruce

.;...! ...

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
~baron Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

Guests Present
**see attached list

..

·.
..... ·:.

Notice of Public 'Meeting for December 14, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place of'the meeting. Agendas were posted at
the entrance doors.
Call to Order • Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye;
Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Dr. Canter, Ms. Myers, and Mr. Kilpatrick ~d not
attend. Mr. Breisch and Mr. Terrill presented Meribeth Slagell a Resolution from the
Council and Certificate of Appreciation from Mr. Coleman and thanked her for her years of
dedicated service on the Council. Mr. Breisch introduced new Council memb~r, Rick
Treeman, who was appointed by the Governor to replace the. position vacated by Mrs.
Slagell.
·
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 24, 1999 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson
• aye; Mr. Braneeky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr~
Breisch - aye.

-

CY 2000 Meeting Schedule - Staff suggested the following Year 2000 meeting dates:
Wednesday, February 16 at Tulsa
Wednesday, April19 at Lawton
Wednesday, June 14 at Tulsa
Wednesday, August 16 at Ponca City
Wednesday, October 18 at Oklahoma City
Wednesday. December 14 at Okl$oma City

Motion: to a9cept the schedule was made by Mr. Fallon with second by Mr. Branecky with
following vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye
Protocol Statement -. As protocol officer, Mr.· Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council "in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5.,101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
PUBLICHE~G

OAC 252:100- Appendices E & F
.
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED
Ms. Miche~le Martinez made the staff presentation stating that the proposed amendments to
Appendices E and F would resto~ the prima!y and secondary ambient air quality standards
for ozon~ to. what they were ·prior to June 1, 1999. She advised that .the 8-hour ozone
standard of. 0.08 ppm would be revoke4 and the 1-hour standard of 0.1~'ppm restored; and.
that the PM-2.5 standards would be revoked along with the revised.fppn of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 st.andard.
Ms. Martinez entered into the record a fax received from EPA Region 6 dated December 10,
1999 which state~ that updating these appendices w~ timely and appropriate. Ms. Martinez
·then asked that Council recommend proposed Appendices E and F to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent adoption.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule for adoption.
Mr. Branecky made motion to recommend to the Board for permanent/emergency adoption.
·.Second was made by Mr. Fallon~. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hea~g transcript is attached and made an official part of thes~ min~~·

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram presented the staff presentation and advised that the proposed changes
to Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency the ability to bill annual operating fees on
a flexible schedule, and that these changes would also allow the fees to be based on the most
recent emission data possible. Ms. Buttram pointed out that the proposed rule clarified that
an owner or operator of .a facility must report quantifiahle excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. She stated that substantive changes included the requirement that all
inventories be submitted prior to'March 1, and the Agency would provide up to a 30-day
extension upon request. Council inade a recommendation that the language be changed to
allow an additional 30-day extension for good cause shown. Also, the rule will allow fee
payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive

-.

.-....

.

credit for such overpayment. Also, new languagewas proposed to reduce to six months after
inventories are due or submitted, the period of time in which either the facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can challenge the methods used to calculate the
facility's emissions for "fee calculation purposes."
·
·
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Central and Southwest Services
and she entered them into the record. She stated that it was staffs reconunendation that
Council forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent
rule.
Following comments from Council members and the audience, changes were made in the
wording and Mr. Wilson inade a motion to ·forward this rule, with changes, · to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption. Second was made by Mr. Branecky. The roll
call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
•,

PvBLIC HEARING

..... •;.

OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to make the staff recommeridation for this rule. She
stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and
grammatical errors E.llld deletion of redundant language; and that the rule was simplified and
clarified according to ·the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong .initiative.
Substantive changes include the addition of new definitions and the addition of a new
subsection for certification of the information submitted.
Also, language was added under 100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause, which states excess
emissions caused by malfunction and maintenance, start-up/shutdown, can be exempt from
compliance which air emission limitations established in permits, rules, orders of the DEQ if
the owner/operator properly complies with the requirements in 252:100-9-3.1 and 252:1009-3.2, respectively; and meets the demonstrations listed in those subsections. Then
additional subsections added to 100-9-3.3 were discussed.
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and from Central
and Southwest Services and entered them into the record.. She stated. that staff suggested that
the rule be recommended for adoption by the Environmental Quality Boaid.

-

Mter much discussion with staff, Council, and audience members, Mr. Breisch called for a
motion. Mr. Fallon made motion to continue this. rule to the next" regular meeting. Mr.
Branecky made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

.-_,.,~,:·.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

:-. "}

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-13
Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]

Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to give the staff recommendation concerning this rule.
She stated that .the proposed changes to Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the
Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She added that such
~hanges included consolidating the general conditions and requirements for allowed open
burning into a new section. She pointed out that a few substantive changes were made such
as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "landclearirtg operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures; and that in some instances~ the requirement to notify the DEQ or
other appropriate official for au~AQnzation to burn was added. Ms. Buttram stated that new
language was added under "lailcf management and land clearing operations" requiring those
who clear land in areas. that are or have been designated nonattain~~nt to burn their
vegetation in . open-pit incinerators. She stated that existing laQguage on open-pit
incinerators was expanded it would now prohibit accepting any material owned by other
persons and from transporting any material. to. be burned to the property where the open-pit
incinerator is located. She advised that it was staffs recommendation that Council forward
this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent" rule.

Ms. Buttram entered written comments from Central and Southwest Services into the record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, changes were made in the wording after
which Mr. Breisch entertained motion to accept the changes made and forward the rule to
the Board for adoption as a permanent rule. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and· made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions fr~m Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions froin Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price who advised Council that the proposed changes to
100-23-3 and 100-24-3, would substitute references to 252:100-19-12 for references to
Subchapter 27. He added that these .revisions were necessary because the substantive
requirements of Subchapter 27 would be moved to 100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 would be
revoked in June of 2000. He added that the references to Subchapter 27 would become
meaningless unless they are replaced by references to 100-19-12. Mr. Price stated that it was
staffs recommendation that Council refer these rules to the Environmental Quality Board for
emergency adoption effective June 1, 2000.
·

Mr. Breisch stated that these two rules would be voted on separately and called for a motion
on Subchapter 23. Mr. Wilson made the motion to forward to the Board as recommended

_

_:

by staff.· The second made by Mr. Branecky. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treenian - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Mr. Breisch then called for the same motion for Subchapter 24. Mr. Branecky made the
motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-15
.
Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]

,-.

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated ·that the proposed amendments to
Sections 40, 41, and 72 would make them consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control;
and that the references to "mJil.or source(s)" and "major facility(ies)" would be changed to
"minor facility(ies)" and Part 7o source(s)", respectively. She added that changes were also
made at the Council meeting to section 2-15-72(1)(A) such· that the Filirase "and part 70
sources" was added along with changing the number of days from 540 to·365. Ms. Bradley
stated that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and she entered them. into the
record. Following discussion Ms. Bradley·advised that it was staff's recommendation that
Council refer this rule to the Board for permanent adoption of the proposed amendments.
Mr. Breisch called for a motion. Mr. Braneck.y made motion to accept the changes as stated
and forward the rule to the Board for adoption. Mr. Fallon made the second. The roll call
vote: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Treernan- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT • Mr. Terrill advised that he and Mr. Dyke would be
attending a meeting with Central States Air Resources Board (CenSARA) to discuss, among
other things, the status of the Regional Planning Body activities. He stated that he would
like to take a few minutes at the next regular meeting for an update on these activities.

NEW BUSINESS- None

ADJOURNMENT

With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regu1arly scheduled meeting would be February 16, 2000 .at 9:00a.m. in the
Auditorium at OSU-Tulsa (fonnerly UCAT).
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

-

William B. Breisch, Chairman
· Air Quality Council

. David R. Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
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RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYBOARD

Identification ofProposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and TitleOAC252:100-23
Subchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

OAC 252:100-23_- Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins

On December 14, 1999
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
_ _ permanent [take effect after legislative review]

_X

emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because oftime; and/or
special reason:
]

,J
,I

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements ofthe Oklahoma Administrative Procedures.Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
·understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
·
·
Respectfully,

~-~-~q;~~~-:;-r-Z....z~~~~~~~t"..::;./('_
1

...L..--,-._

Date signed:

December 14. 1999

Chair orf5eSignee

VOTING TO APPROVE:

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Bill Breisch
ABSTA1NING:

ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR :MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 10, 1998
Kerr Country Mansion and Conference Center
1507 South McKenna
Poteau, Oklahoma

1. Call to Order- Herschel Roberts
2. Roll Call - Lynda Finch
3. Approval ofMinutes ofthe September 15, 1998 Regular Meeting

4. OAC 252:002 Procedures of the Department ofEnvironmental Quality:

-

Subchapter 17 of OAC 252:002 deals with the processing of citizen complaints received by the DEQ.
The proposed amendment to Section 17-2 expands the definition of "enforcement action" to include a
referral by a DEQ division to the Oklahoma Attorney General's Office, a districtattorney's office, a
state or federal law enforcement agency, or the DEQ' s Environmental Crimes Investigation Team for
investigation of possibly criminal environmental violations. Because criminal referral processes and
criminal investigations typically are relatively involved and lengthy, this amendment is proposed to
allow the DEQ to pursue possible criminal enforcement actions while still meeting agency complaint
procedures and timelines.
Because this is an amendment to the procedural rules of the DEQ, it is not within the jurisdiction of an
advisory council. Thus, the opportunity for public comment on this agenda item constitutes the
rulemaking hearing on the proposal.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation -Jimmy Givens, DEQ G"eneral Counsel
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

5. OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:

Three sets of changes are proposed:
•

-

The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 (Cotton Gins) and 24 (Grain Elevators) simplify the
language under the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" rules simplification initiative. It is also
proposed to add a new Permit by Rule section to both subchapters. The Permit by Rule will
streamline the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate ~e need for
some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains Particulate Matter (PM)-10 emission factors for Pennit
by Rule grain elevators. Additional changes to both subchapters track proposed amendments of
Subchapter 25 concerning opacity.

S'/31

•

•

In addition to "re-right/de-wrong" simplification changes, the proposed revisions to Subchapter
25 (Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates) incorporate by reference the federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries, subject to certain exceptions. Additional
changes include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under the Federal
Clean Air Act from the state opacity standard, and clarifying how the opacity standard will be
determined at sources that have Continuous Opacity Monitors and those that do not.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 41 (Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air
Contaminants) update the adoption by reference of federal rules to include Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards promulgated or amended between July 1,
1997 and July 1, 1998. The new standards relate to pulp and paper production and to aluminum
production plants. The proposed revisions also update the adoption by reference of the federal
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to July 1, 1998, with
certain exceptions.

These changes were recommended by the Air Quality Council at their meeting on October 20, 1998.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation - David Branecky, Air Quality Council member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

6. Consideration of the Environmental Quality Report:
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare an Environmental Quality
Report and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate President Pro Tern by
January 1st of each year. Contrary to the statutory title, the purpose of this report for a fairly small
targeted audience is to outline the DEQ's two-year needs for providing environmental services within
its jurisdiction, and to reflect any new federal mandates and recommended statutory changes. The
Environmental Quality Board is to review, amend and approve the report.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Mark Coleman, DEQ Executive Director
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote

7. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time ofposting of agenda)
8.

Executive Director's Report

9. Vote on 1999 Environmental Quality Board meeting dates
10. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.
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SUBCHAPTER 23.
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252:100-23-2.
252:100-23-3.
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SUBCHAPTER 23.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS

252:100-23-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
cotton gins in order to prevent the Oklahoma air quality standards
from being exceeded and ensure that degradation of the present
lC?~·el of air quality in Oklahoma does not occur.
252:100-23-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
•cotton gin" means any facility or plant ;-:hichthat removes seed,
lint, and trash from raw cotton and bales of lint cotton for
further processing.
Each equipment exhaust, including the trash
and burr hopper, located at a cotton gin shall be considered ae
being an individual process emission source.
•cotton goin site" means the land upon which a cotton gin is
located and all contiguous land having common ownership or use.
"Existing ginn means a gin which was in existence and fiae.had
submitted a current emission inventoryinventories to the ~
Quality ProgramDivision for the most recent two ginning seasons and
4;-ewas in possession of a valid annual renewable fee receipt
precedi~g the effective date of this ruleprior to May 1, 1993.
All
·other ~ins shall be considered 11 new".
"Gin siten means the land upon which a cotton gin is located and
all contiguous land having common ownership or use.
"High efficiency cyclone• means any cyclone type collector of the
2D-2D or 1D-3D configuration,. These designations referringrefer
to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of
the cylinder portion.
A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder
length of 2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D {90 percent collection
efficiency for TSP) .
A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder
length of 1 X D and a cone length of 3 x D (95 percent collection
efficiency for TSP) .
••High press:ure. exhausts" means the exhaust cotton handling air
systems located at a cotton gin which are not defined as 11 low
pressure exhausts".
"Low pressure exhausts" means the exhaust air systems at a cotton
gin which handleshandle air from the cotton lint handling system
and battery condenser.

applieabilityApplicability,
General
pro•risions;
general requirements
(a) Applicability. !f!he.Effective May L
1993, the provisions of
this Subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and existing
cotton gins operating in the State of Oklahoma.
Cotton gins in
compliance with this Subchapter are exempt from the requirements of
SAe-252:100-25, 252:100-27, and 252:100-29.
lQl General requirements.
~lll Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of
this Subchapter, each new or modified cotton gin shall comply
252:100-23-3.

1

--

with the permitting requirements of OAC 252:100-7.
-fe+l2..l Air toxics emissions. The
requirements
of
this
Subchapter are in addition to any which may be required under
eAe 252:100-41.
-ta+l.J.l Recordkeeping. The owner or operator of a cotton gin
shall maintain a log documenting the daily process weight and
hours of operation and air.
Air emission control equipment
replacement/repair costs shall also be recorded. These records
shall be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made
available for inspection by the Air Quality Progra'ffiDEO personnel
or its representative during normal business hours.
-+e+-ill. Test methods.
~lAl Visible emissions testing shall be conducted using
EPA reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix A and.
Testing shall be p~rformed by an
individual possessing current certificationa Certified
Visible Emissions Evaluator.
-f;»-J1li_ Dispersion· modeling for PM-10 shall be performed
using an EPA approved modeling method.
(f)
Effee~ive Ela~e.
'i'his Subchapter shall become effective Hay
1, 1993.
Smolte, -:isil31e emissions, and partieelatesVisible
emissions (opacity) and particulates
-(a) V!Dible emissions limi~.
(1)
Emissionsjgl
Opacity limit. No
person
shall
cause,
suffer, allow or permitthe discharge of any fumes, aerosol,
mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination
thereof a shade or densityexhibiting greater than twenty (20)
percent equivalent20% opacity. This requirement shall not apply
to smoke or visible emissions exhibiting greater than 20%
opacity emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or
density of 'i•"hich is not greater than sixty (60) percent opacity
for an period aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any
silcty (60) consecutive minutes and/or no more than t·.mnty (20)
minutes in any consecutive 24 hour period.which consist of not
more than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours,
during which the average of any six-minute period shall not
exceed 60% opacity.
-f;»-J..Ql. Alternative emissionsopacity limit.
The t·..· enty
(20)
percent20% opacity limit as required under 252:100-23-4(a) (1)
may be increased for particulates only' provided that the
mvner/operatorowner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Oltlahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that those
requirements listed in 252:100-25-4(a) through (c) have been
met.
-fbt-l£l PM-10 emissions limit.
No cotton gin shall impact the
a~ient air quality in such a manner as to violatebe operated so as
to cause or contribute to a violation of the primary PM-10 standard
of 50 ug/m! annual arithffietic mean or 150 ug/m! 24 hour average or
any other ambient air standardguality standards or any other
252:100-23-4.

-
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ambient air quality standard

~stablished

by OACin 252:100-3.

252:100-23-5. Emission control equipment
{a) Low pressure exhausts.
For emissionsemission control from
low pressure exhausts, the use of screens with a mesh size of 70 by
70 or finer {U.S. Sieve), or the use of perforated condenser drums
with holes not exceeding 0.045 inches in diameter or eqliipment of
equivalent design efficiency as determined by the Executive
Director shall be.required.
{b) High pressure exhausts. For emission control from high
pressure exhausts, the use of 2D-2D cyclones shall be required for
existing gins. Existing gins shall install and use 1D-3D cyclone
collectors or equivalent when the capital cost of repair or
replacement of the existing 2D-2D cyclone exceeds fifty {SO)
percent50% of the capital cost of a new 1D-3D cyclone.
New or
modified cotton gins shall utilize a 1D-3D cyclone collector or
equipment of equivalent collection efficiency upon commencement of
operation.
{c)
Fugiti•."e emiseie:a.eBurr hoppers. For
emission
control
of
. fugitive emissions from burr hoppers during dumping, the usc of
total cnclesureburr hoppers at existing gin sites located within
the corporate city limits of any city or within 300 feet of two or
more occupied establishments is rcquiredmust be totally enclosed.
All new.gin ..sites shall install and usc a total enclosure on the
burr hctppcr.
252:100-23-6. Fugitive dust controls
{a) For control of fugitive dust, no person shall cause or
pcrmitallow the handling, transporting, or disposition of any
substance or material "Vihichthat is likely to be scattered by the
air or w:i:.nd '· or is susceptible to being airborne, or ·.wrindbornc, or
wand no person shall operate or maintain or.causc to be operated
or maintained, any gin prcmiscsite, open area, right-of-way,
storage pile or materials, vehicle, or construction, or any other
enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to being "Vvindborne or
airborne that would be classified as air pollution without taking
reasonable precautions or measures to minimize atmospheric
pollution.
{b) No person shall cause or pcrmitallow the discharge of any
visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which
the emissions originate.
252:100-23-7. Per.mit by Rule
Applicability. Any new or existing facility may be constructed
or operated under this section if it meets the requirements of
252:100-7-60 (a)
(b)
and (c) and has the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC). code 0724 Cotton Ginning.
JQr Requirements.
ill.. In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-60 (a). (b),
and (c), an owner or operator of a facility subject to this
section shall comply with all of the requirements of ·this

_@l_
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Subchapter.
Maximum production rate of a facility
section shall be 36,000 bales per year .

1£]_
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALI1Y
OKLAHOMAENVIRONMENTALQUALITYBOARD

A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, February25, 2000
DepartmentofEnvironmentalQuality
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

NOTE: The business meeting of the Board will be preceded at 8:30 a.m. by a continental breakfast. No
business will be conducted, but there will be opportunity for an informal interchange among attendees,
particularlyon matters of interest raised by individual Board members. Board members and DEQ staff will
be present and the public may attend.
1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
.2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. Approval ofMinutes ofthe November 16, 1999 RegularMeeting
4. Election of Officers

Election ofChair and Vice-Chairfor 2000
· 5. Rulemaldng- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (AdministrativeFees)
The proposed rule relates to administrative fees. The OklahomaOpen Records Act allows an agency to
charge a dociunent copying fee, a fee for certified copies, and a reasonable fee for document searches
when the search request is solely for a commercial purpose or clearly would cause an excessive
disruption of the agency's essential functions. Fees must be promulgated as rules under the
Administrative Procedures Act (1999 Okl.Op.Atty.Gen. 55, August 17, 1999). The proposed rule
establishes a photocopy fee of $0.25 per page, a certified copy fee of $1.00 per document, and a
document search fee of$5.00 per one-half(l/2) hour (with the first 15 minutes free).
A.
B.
C.
.D.
E.

Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
Questions and discossion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanentadoption

6. Rulemaldng- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control

Four sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 5: The proposed amendments are designed to allow the agency to bill on a flexible.
schedule those owners and operators with sources that produce emissions. The changes also allow
the fees to be based on the most recent emission data possible. The proposal clarifies that an
owner or operator of a facility must report· quantifiable excess emissions on the annual emission
inventory, which must be submitted prior to March 1 unless an extension is granted. The proposal
also establishes time :frames for requests for credit based on overpayment and for challenges to the
method used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculationpurposes.
• Subchapter 13: The proposed amendments simplify and clarify the rule as part ofthe agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. Such changes include consolidating the general conditions and
requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Some substantive changes were made,
1

•

•

including adding a section on disaster relief procedures; requiring notification to the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to bum in some circumstances; requiring those who clear land
in areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to bum their vegetation in open-pit
incinerators; and prohibiting burning ofoff-site material in open-pit incinerators.
Subchapters 23 and 24: The changes replace references to Subchapter 27 with references to
252:100-19-12. These changes are necessary because, based on Board action last November, the
substantive requirements of Subchapter 27 will be moved to section 252:100-19-12 and.Subchapter
27 will be revoked, effective June of2000.
Appendices E and F: The proposed amendments restore the primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of0.08 ppm
would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be ·
revoked along with the revised fonn ofthe PM-1 0 standard and replaced with the previous fonn of
the PM-1 0 standard.
·

A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

-

Presentation- David Branecky,Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
·
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 13, on
emergency adoption• (only) of amendments to Subchapters 23 and 24, and on both
permanent and emergency adoptions ofamended Appendices E and E

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (Air Quality-Related)
The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality provisions of OAC 252:2-15,
Environmental. Permit Processing Times, to make them consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control.
The terms "minor source(s)" and major "facility(ies)" would be changed to ...minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source(s)",respectively.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

8. Rulemaking- OAC 252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
Two sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 3: The proposed amendment to OAC 252:205-3-1 updates the adoption by reference of
federal hazardous waste regulations to July 1, 1999. Proposed revisions to 252:205-3-3 incorporate
new or superseding amendments to 40 CFR contained in 64 FR 36465-36490, published July 6,
1999, which add hazardous waste lamps as a universal waste at the federal level. Corresponding
changes are made in other sections.
• Subchapters 5 and 9: The proposed revisions to 252:205-5 move language from 252:205-5-5(b) to
252:205-5-3(bX5). J'he amendment to 252:~05-9-6 provides alternative waste characterization
mechanisms for off-site hazardous waste facilities.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 3, and
on permanentadoptionofamendmentsto Subchapters5 and 9 .
2
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9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:220 Brownfields
The proposed language is the result of recent legislation. It states the criteria by which the DEQ will
verify loan application eligibility of Brownfields sites for loans from the Wastewater Facility
Construction Revolving Loan Account and other state funding sources.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- ~ody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking- OAC 252:615 and 616 Industrial Wastewater Systems
.
Chapter 615 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 615 be revoked and a new Chapter
616 created to replace it. ~guage has been simplified and clarified and rules deemed unenforceable
have been removed.
A. Presentation....,. Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair

B.
C.
D.
E.

Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public ·
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

'•

11. Rulemaking- OAC 252:630 and 631 Public Water Supply Operation
Chapter 630 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 630 be revoked and a new Chapter
631 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and unenforceable rules have been
· removed. The most recent federal requirements for maintaining primacy over the Safe Drinking Water
Act program have been included.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair

B.
C.
D.
E.

Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

12. Rulemaking- OAC 252:641 On-Site Sewage Disposal Syste~
The proposed rule amendments eliminate the document search fee, combination fee (soil percolation
test and final inspection or existing system evaluation report) and residential plat review fees, and
reduce the soil percolation/soil profile fee, fmal inspection fee, existing system evaluation fee and the
certified installer final inspection fee.
A. Presentation - Gary Collins, Director, DEQ Environmental Complaints and Local Services

B.
C.
D.
E.

Division
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
.
Roll call vote dn permanent adoption

3

13. Rulemaking- OAC 252:700 and 710 Waterworks/WastewaterWorks Operator Certification
Chapter 700 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 700 be revoked and a new chapter 710
created to replace it. New subchapters have been created; many rules have been simplified and/or
broken into several shorter rules for clarity; and statutory citations have been updated. The rules for
landfill operator certification are being revoked as inappropriate to these chapters.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussioQ. by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

14. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (Operator Certification-Related)
.The DEQ proposes tliat Section 252:2-15-49 be revoked as part of the "re-right!de-wrong" rules
simplification process., This revocation does not affect the operator certification.program or the
proposed rules in Chapter 710. The basic Tier I permitting process was designed for environmental
permits where notice was given"to landowners. The DEQ believes that personal licensure should not
have been included in the Tier categories.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

..

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent.adoption

15. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time ofposting of agenda)
16. Executive Director's Report
17. Adjournment
Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to ~peak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" (impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
·
·
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by pennanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a finding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until on or about June 1st.

4
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SUBCHAPTER 23.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS

252:100-23-3. Applicability, general requirements
(a) Applicability •. Effective May 1; 1993, the provisions of this
subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and existing cotton
gins operating in the State of Oklahoma. Cotton gins in compliance
with this Subchapter are exempt from the requirements of 252:10025, 252.108 27 252:100-19-12, and 252:100-29. ·
(b) General requirements.
(1) Per.mits required. In addition. to the requirements of this
Subchapter, each new or modified cotton gin shall comply with
the permitting requirements of ~252:100-7.
(2} Air toxics emissions. The requirements of this Subchapter
are in addition to any which may be required under 252:100-41.
(3)
Recordkeeping. The owner or operator· of a cotton gin shall
maintain a log documenting the daily process weight and hours of
operation.
Air emission control equipment replacement/repair
costs shall also be recorded. These records shall be maintained
for a period of two years and shall .be made available for
inspection by DEQ personnel during normal business hours.
(4} Test methods.
.
:' 1
(A) Visible emissions testing shall be conducted using EPA
reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A.
Testing shall be performed by a Certified Visible Emissions
Evaluator.
·
(B)
Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be performed using
an EPA approved modeling method.
SUBCHAPTER 24.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

25.2:100-24-3. Applicability, general requi~ements
(a) Applicability..
The provisions of this subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
facilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with 252:100-25, 252:108 27
252:100-19-12, and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with
this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of 252:100-25
(visible emissions),
252:108 27 252:100-19-12
(process weight),
and 252:100-29
(fugitive dust) .
(b) General requirements.
(1) · Per.mits required. In addition to the requirements of this
subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain, feed, or seed
facility shall comply with the permitting requiremen~s of
252:100-7 or 252:100-8.
(2) Air toxics emissions. Grain, feed, or seed facilities that
emit toxic air pollutants above the deminimis levels specified
in· 252:100-41 are subject to all applicable requirements
contained therein.
(3) Record-keeping. .The owner or operator of a facility shall
maintain a daily log documenting commodity receipts and loadouts and hours of operation for each.
These records shall be
maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available
for inspection by the DEQ during normal business hours.
1

(4) Visible emissions test.
Visible emissions (opacity)
testing shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9
contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed
by a Certified Visible Emission Evaluator.
·
(5) Determination of emissions. Emissions from grain, feed, or
seed facilities shall be determined by the best available data.
This may include actual em~ssions as determined by stack
testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using
approved published emissions factors, or any other reasonably
accurate method approved in advance by the DEQ.

'"

-..,., .
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Additional Comments
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 23. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The
proposed
revisions
to
Oklahoma
Administrative Code 252:100-23, Control of Emissions from Cotton
Gins, will simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative. It is also proposed to add a new Permit by Rule
section to the subchapter that will streamline the permitting
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the necessity
for some cotton gins to obtain an individual air quality permit.
Additional changes to the subchapter follow a proposed amendment of
Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard.
The revised rules would allow exceedances of not more
than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

-

Commen~:.
During the first comment period, EPA suggested the AP-42
Section. 9.7, Cotton Ginning, be referenced in the rule to
demonstrate how the maximum production rate was derived.

Response: Staff agreed and the following sentence was added to 237 (b) (2):
"This production rate, using 1996 revised emission
factors in AP-42 Section 9.7, Cotton Gins, should result in less
than 40 tons per year of PM-10 emissions. 11
At the October 20,
1998, hearing on the proposed rule, Council thought the language
should be more definite, and decided to delete the sentence after
concluding that the reference did not need to be in the rule since
the hearing record will indicate how the production rate was
derived.
Comment: Council suggested the title of 23-4 (a) , "emission limit",
be changed to "opacity limit n to be consistent with the same
section in SC24, Grain Elevators.
Response: Staff agreed and the reference was added. ·
COMMENT: A comment was received that section 23-4(b) states that
"no cotton gin shall be operated so as to cause or contribute to a
violation of a primary PM-10 standard," but makes no mention of the
secondary standard.

-

Redponse: Staff agreed and section 23-4(b) was changed to read "No
cotton gin shall be operated so as to cause or contribute to a
violation of the PM-10 ambient air quality standards or any other
ambient air quality standard established in 252:100-3."
Comment: EPA commented that 252:100-23-7(b) (2} must specify a
practically enforceable method or procedure to verify compliance
with the 36,000 bales per year limitation.

Response: No changes were necessary since section 23-7(b) (1)
requires compliance with "all of the requirements of this
Subchapter. 11
Thus, the cotton gin is already required to keep
records in accordance with 23-3(b) (3) .

........

••

TITLE 252.

OK:LAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

SUBCHAPTER 23.
SUBCHAPTER 24.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM COTTON GINS
SECTION 252: 100-23-3·
PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN,
FEED OR SEED OPERATIONS .
SECTION 252:100-24-3

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of these changes is to replace ·references to
Subchapter 27 in sections 252:100-23-3 and 252:100-24-3 with
references to 252:100-19-12. These changes are necessary because
the substantive requirements of Subchapter 27 will be moved to
section 252:100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 will be revoked, effective
June of 2000. (Adopted by the Environmental Quality Board on
November 16·, 1999)
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None.
ENV!RONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
· Not required because these rules are not more stringent than
corresponding federal rules.
~

SUMMARY OF WRITTEN COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
·comment: Environmental Protection Agency, December 10, 1999.
"Subchapter 23 is part of the approved SIP.
By removing
references to Subchapter 27 now, how will the provisions of
Subchapter 27 be covered in the interim period?"
Response:
The proposed ~hanges to Subchapters 23 and ~4 will not take
effect until the adopted changes to Subchapter 19 and the
revocation of Subchapter 27 take effect, which will be on June 1,
2000. The references in question actually exempt cotton gins from
the requirements of Subchapter 27, thus there would be no impact to
the enforceability of Subchapter 27.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONS
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

MAY 11\ 1997

MAY 2 0 1991

Mr. Larry Byrum,
Director
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Blvd. suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
Dear Mr. Byrum:
We are pleased to announce to you that the enclosed
Federal Register notice adopting the Oklahoma cotton gin rule and
revising the Particulate Matter state Implementation Plan (SIP)
was signed by the Regional Administrator on April 24, 1997, and
published on May 14 1 1997. The final rule action will become
effective on July 14, 1997, if no comments are.received by
June 13, 1997 •
.~

This action serves to strengthen the SIP and provides source
specific rules that help protect air quality in Oklahoma. We
appreciate your efforts and those from your staff during the
development and approval of this action. tf you have any
questions or comments on this action you may call me directly, or
have your staff contact Ms. Petra Sanchez at (214) 665-6686.
Sincerely y~~

~%1o
Thomas H. Diggs
Chief
Air Planning Section
Enclosure
cc:

Mr. J. Scott Thomas
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Mr. Brian Manning
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Mr. Max Price
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality

Recycled/Recyclable • Printed with Vegetable 01 Based Inks on 100% Recycled Paper (40% Postconaumer)
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Federal Register I ·.... 62, No. 93 I Wednesday, May 14,
.. DATE: Submit any comments by june 13,

-

,,, 1997.
Address all comments to
··· · Patricia E. Neely, Program Analyst, '
Information Management and Security
Staff, justice Management Division,
Department of justice, Washington, DC.
20530 (Room 850, WCTR Building).

•.. •· ·ADDRESSES:

FOR FURTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
Patricia E. Neely-202-616-0~ 78.

In the
notice section of today's Federal
Register, the Department of Justice
provides a description of the "Law
Enforcement Support Center (LESC)
Database, JUSTICE/INS-023."
This order relates to individuals
rather than small business entities.
Nevertheless, pursuant to the
requirements of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 601-612, it is
hereby stated that the order will not
have "a slgnlflcant economic Impact on
a substantial number of small entities."
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAnoN:

Ust of Subjects In 28 CFR Part 16
Administrative Practices and
Procedures, Courts, Freedom of
Information Act, Government In the
Sunshine Act, and the Privacy Act.
,-.

Dated: Apdl28, 1997.

Stephen R. Colgate,
··. ·· ~ A.ss1stant Attomey General for
Administradon.

Pursuant to the authority vested In the
Attorney General by 5 U.S.C. 552a and
delegated to me by Attorney General
Order No. 793-78, it is pr~posed to
amend part 16 of Title 28 of the Code
of Federal Regulations as follows:
1. The authority for part 16 continues
to read as follows:
Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301. 552. 552a, 552b(g),
553: 18 u.s.c. 4203(a)(l); 28 u.s.c. 509, 510,
534, 31 u.s.c. 3717. 9701.
· 2. It is proposed to amend 28 CFR

16.99 by adding paragraphs (l) and
read follows: t

0) to

11••11 Exemption ofthelnwnlgraUon and
Naturalization Service Systema-llmlted
access.

*

•

•

•

•

(i) The Law Enforcement Support
Center Database (LESC) Oustice/INS023) system of records Is exempt under
the provisions of 5 U.S. C. 552a 0> (2)
from subsections (c) (3) and (4); (d); (e)
(1), (2), (5). (8) and (g); but only to the
extent that this system contains records
within the scope of subsection 0)(2),
and to the extent that records In the
system are subject to exemption
I Proposed paragrapha (g) and (h) we111 published
In the Federal ReaJstl!ll' on Marc:h 7, 1997.(62 FR
10495).

therefrom. rn addition, this system of
records is also exempt In part under the
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a (k) (2) from
subsections (c)(3); (d); (e)(l), but only to
the extent that this system contains
records within the scope of subsection
(k) (2). and to the extent that records in
the system are subject to exemption
therefrom.
0) The followingjustificatlons apply
ta. the exemptions from particular
siJbsections:
(1) From subsection (c)(3) for reasons
stated in paragraph (h)(l) of this section.
(2) From subsection (c)(4) from
reasons stated In paragraph (h)(2) of this
section.
(3) From the access and amendment
provisions of subsection (d) because
access to the records contained In this
system of records could Inform the
subject of a criminal or civil
investigation of the existence of that
investigation; of the nature and scope of
the Information and evidence obtained
as to their activities; and of Information
that may enable the subject to avoid
detection or apprehension. Such
disclosures would present a serious
Impediment to effective law
enforcement where they prevent the
successful completion of the
Investigation or other law enforcement
operation such as deportation or
exclusion. In addition, granting access
to these records could result In a
disclosure that would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of the privacy
third parties. Amendment of the records
would interfere with ongoing
investigations and law enforcement
activities and impose an impossible
administrative burden by requiring
investigations to be continuously
reinvestigated.
(4) From subsection (e)(l) for reasons
stated in paragraph (h)(4) of this section.
(5) From subsection (e) (2) for reasons
stated In paragraph (h) (5) of this section.
(6) From subsection (e)(3) because the
requirement that Individuals supplying
information be provided with a form
stating the requirements of subsection
(e)(3) would constitute a serious
impediment to criminal law
enforcement Jn that it could
compromise the existence of a
confidential investigation.
(7) From subsection (e)(5) for reasons
stated In paragraph (h)(7) of this section.
(8) From subsection (e)(8) for reasons
stated In paragraph (h) (8) of this section.
(9) From subsection (g) to the extent
that this system is exempt from the
access and amendment provisions of
subsection (d).
(FR Doc. 97-12570 Flied 5-13 -97; 8:45 ami
BILLING COOl! 441U-10-M
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
40 CFR Part 52
[OK-13-1-7080b; FRL-U22-4]

State of Oklahoma; Approval of State
Implementation Plan (SIP) Revision;
Oklahoma Cotton Gin Emissions
Control SIP Revision

Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
AcnoN: Proposed rule.
AGENCY:

This action proposes to
approve the SlP revisions submJtted by
the State of Oklahoma on May 16, 1994,
to satisfy the Federal Clean Air Act
requirements of section 11 0. The May
16, 1994, submittal adopts opacity rules
for cotton gin operations in Oklahoma to
control particulate matter and visible
emissions. In the Rules and Regulation
section of this Federal Register, the EPA
is approving the State's request as a
direct final rule without prior proposal
because the EPA views this action as
noncontroversial and anticipates no
adverse comments. The.rationale for the
approval Is set forth In the direct final
rule. If no adverse comments are
received in response to that direct final
rule, ·no further activity is contemplated
in relation to this proposed rule. Ifthe
EPA receives adverse comments, the
direct final rule wlll be withdrawn and
all public comments received will be
addressed in a su~~quent final rule
based on the proposed rule. The EPA
wfll not Institute a second comment
period on this action. Any parties
Interested in conunenting on this action
should do so at this time.
DATES: Comments on this proposed-rule
must be received on or before june 13,
1997.
ADDRESSES: Conunents should be
mailed to Thomas H. Diggs. Chief, Air
Planning Section (6PD-L).
Environmental Protection Agency
Region 6, 1445 Ross Avenue, Dallas,
Texas 75202-2733. Caples of the State's
petition and other information relevant
to this action are available for
inspection during normal hours at the
above location and at the following
locations:
Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 6. Air Planning Section (6PDL), 1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200,
Dallas, TX 75202-2733.
.
Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quallty, Air Quality Division, 4545 N.
Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73105-5220.
Anyone wishing to review this
petition at the EPA office Is asked to
SUMMARY:

'26460
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contact the person below to schedule an Development Branch, 726 Minnesota
appointment 2~ hours in advance.
Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66101.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Petra Sanchez, Air Planning Section
Christopher D. Hess at (913) 5.51-7213.
(6PD-L), Environmental Protection
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: See the
Agency, Region 6, 1445 Ross Avenue,
Information provided In the direct final
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733, telephone
rule which is located in the rules
section of the Federal Register.
(214) 665-6686.
SUPPlEMENTARY INFORMATION: For
Dared: April9 1997
Michael Sander~n ·
addltlonalinformatlon, see the direct
final rule published in the rules section . ; . Acting Regional Adminl5trator.
of this Federal Register.
..
(FR Doc. 91- 12554 Filed 5-13-97; 8:45 amI
Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401-767lq.
SILUNG CODE BN0-40-P
Dared: April 24, 1997.
jerry Clifford,
ActingRegional Adm.lnlstrator.
[FR Doc. 97-12552 Filed 5-13-97; 8:45am)
BILLING CODE et0-G0-P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR Part 52
[CA 12-2-41039; FRL-11825-8)

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
40 CFR Part 52
[M0-423-1023(b): FRL-1823-1)

Approval and Promulgation of
Implementation Plans; State of
Missouri

Approval and Promulgation of
Implementation Plana; California State
Implementation Plan Revision; San
Joaquin Valley Unified Air Pollution
District and South Coast Air Quality
Management District State
Implementation Plan Revisions

Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
AcnoN: Proposed rule.
AGENCY:

'97 I Proposed Rules
Office [AIR-4], Air Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
--..
Region IX, 75 Hawthorne Street, San
Francisco, CA 94105-3901.
Copies of the rules and EPA's
evaluation report of the rules are
available for public inspection at EPA's
Region 9 office during normal business
hours. Copies of the submitted rules are
also avallable for inspection at the
following locations:
California Air Resources Board,
Stationary Source Division, Rule
Evaluation Section, 2020 "L" Street,
Sacramento, CA 95812.
San joaquin Valley Unified Air
Pollution Control District, 1999
Tuolumne Street, Fresno, CA 93721.
·South Coast Air Quallty Management
District, 21865 E. Copley Drive,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4182.
FOR FURTHER INFORMAllON CONTACT:

Christine VIneyard, RulemakJng Office,
[AIR-4). Air Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Region IX, 75 Hawthorne Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-3901, Telephone:
(415) 744-1197.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Appllcablllty
The rules being proposed for approval
AGENCY: Environmental Protection
into the California SIP Include: San
--._
Agency (EPA).
Joaquin Valley Unlfled Air Pollution
SUMMARY:
EPA
is
proposing
a
limited
ACTION: Proposed rule.
Control District (SJVUAPCD) Rule
approval and limited disapproval of
463.3, Organic Liquid Loading, and
SUMMARY: The EPA proposes to approve
revisions to the California State
South
Coast Air Quality Management
the State Implementation Plan (SIP)
Implementation Plan (SIP) which
District (SCAQMD) Rule 462, Organic
revision submitted by the state of
concern the control of volatile organic
Uquid Loading. These rules were
Missouri for the purpose of meeting the compound (VOC) emissions from
requirements of the EPA's general
faclllties that load organic liquids into · submitted by the California Air
conformity rule. In the final rules ·
tank trucks, trailers, or railroad tank cars Resources Board (CARB) to EPA on
January 28, 1992 and October 13, 1995,
· •section of the Federal Register, the EPA and the control of emissions during the
respectively.
Is approving the state's SIP revision as
transfer of organic UquJds between
a direct final rule without prior proposal storage units and delivery vessels.
II. Background
because the Agency views this as a
The Intended effect of proposing
On March 3, 1978, EPA promulgated
limited approval and limited
noncontroversial revision amendment
a llst of ozone noilattalnment areas
and anticipates no adverse comments.
disapproval of these rules Is to regulate
under the provisions of the 1977 Clean
An explanation for the approval is set
emissions of VOCs ln accordance with
Air Act (1977 CAA or pre-amended
the requirements of the Clean Alr Act,
forth ln the direct final rule. If no
Act), that included the Los Angelesadverse comments are received ln
as amended in 1990 (CAA or the Act).
South Coast Air Basin (LA Basin) and
response to this propos~d rule, no
EPA's final action on this proposed
the San joaquin Area that encompassed
further activity ls contemplated ln
rulemaking document will incorporate
the following eight air pollution control
relation to thls rule.lf the EPA receives
these rules into the federally approved
districts (APCDs): Fresno County APCD,
adverse commentS, the direct final rule
SIP. EPA has evaluated the rules and is
Kern County APCD,I King County
wlll be withdrawn and all publlc
proposing a simultaneous limited
APCD. Madera County APCD, Merced
comments received wUI be addressed in approval and llmited disapproval under
County APCD, San joaquin County
a subsequent final rule based on this
provisions of the CAA regarding EPA
APCD, Stanislaus County APCD, and
proposed rule. The EPA will not
action on SIP submittals and general
Tulare County APCD. 43 FR 8964; 40
instltut~ a second comment period on
rulemaking authority because these
CFR 81.305. The San joaquin Valley Alr
this document. Any parties Interested in revisions, while strengthening the SIP,
Basin which includes all the above eight
commenting on this document should
also do not fully meet the CAA
do so at this time.
provisions regarding plan submissions
• At that time, Kem Counry tncJuded port10ns of
and requirements for nonattalnment
DATES: Comments on this proposed rule
two-air basins: The San joaquin Valley Air Basin
,..-.,.
areas.
and the Southeast Desert Air Basin. The San
must be received In ·writing by june 13,
Joaquin Valley Air Basin portion of Kem Counly
DATES: Comments must be received on
1997.
was designated as nonattalnment, and the Southeast
june
13,
1997.
or
before
ADORESSES: Comments may be mailed to
Desert Air Basin portion of Kem Counl}' was
designated as unc1ass1fied, see 40 CFR 81.305
ADORESSES: Comments may be maUed
Christopher D. Hess, Environmental
(1991).
to: Christine Vineyard, Rulemaking
Protection Agency, Air Planning and

-
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me~s including use of an existing
facsimile notification 'network.
Dated: Aprtl29, 1997.

M.W.Brown,

.

Captain, U.S. Coast Guard, Captainofthe

Port. Chlcago.

[FR Doc. 97-12645 Filed 5-13-97: 8:45 ami
BILLING CODE .c81G-14-M

contact the person below to schedule an
appointment 24 hours in advance.
FOR FURTHER INFORMAllON CONTACT: Ms.
Petra Sanchez. Air Planning Section
(6PD-L), Environmental Protection
Agency, Region 6, 1445 Ross Avenue,
Suite 700, Dallas, Texas 75202-2733,
telephone {214) 665-6686.

26393

Included the use of an opacity
regulation to assist in meeting or
maintaining the particulate matter air
quality standard.
II. Analysis of State SubmJttal

Emission Limit

Fugitive emissions from the cotton gin
burr hopper dumping area have been a
major source of complaints from
..
·J. Background
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
inhabited areas. Amendments to the
• The revisions to this SIP action
AGENCY
.
State rules update the control
respond to the requirements of Section
requirements for cotton gins throughout
110 ofthe Federal Clean Air Act (the
40 CFR Part 52
Oklahoma by specifying the emissions
Act),
as amended in 1990. Section 11 0
limitations and specific control
(OK-13-1-7080a, FRL-8822-3)
requires States to adopt and submit to
measures to be utilized by new,
the Administrator a plan which
Appraval of a. Revision to a State
modified, or existing cotton gins. To
provides for implementation.
Implementation Plan; Oklahoma:
control fugitive emissions from burr
maintenance, and enforcement of the
Revision to Particulate Matter
hoppers during dumping. the use of
primary and secondary standards for the total enclosure at existing gin sites
Regulations ·
State. Code of Federal Regulations
located within the corporate city limits
AGENCY: Environmental Protection
(CFR), 40 Part 50.6 defines the level of
ofany city or within'JOO feet of two or
Agency (EPA).
the National primary and secondary 24more occupied establishments is
ACTlON: Direct final rule.
hour ambient air quality standards
required. All new gin sites are required
(NAAQS) for particulate matter as 150
to Install and use a total enclosure on
SUMMARY: The EPA is approving
micrograms per cubic meter {J!glml), 24- the burr hopper. Action must also be
revisions to the Oklahoma State
hour average concentration and 50 }lgl
taken to minimize fugitive dust
Implementation Plan (SIP) submitted by
m3 , annual arithmetic mean. Although
emissions during transportation and
the Governor on May 16, 1994. This
Oklahoma is in attainment of the
other operations. An opacity limit of 20
action approves revisions to the
standards for particulate matter,
percent is set for discharges. This
Oklahoma SIP by adopting new rules
submission and approval of this
opacity llmtt. however, may be
and opacity requirements to control
revision serves to strengthen the SIP in
increased for particulates but only after
particulate matter emissions from new,
Oklahoma by making it federally
the owner/operator can demonstrate to
modllled, and existing cotton gin
enforceable.
the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air
operations. Approval of this revision
This SIP action approves the new
Quality Council at a public hearing· that
will strengthen the SIP by making It
cotton gin requirements and opacity
their controls meet State requirements
Federally enforceable. In addition, the
rules developed by the State of
and do not violate the National Ambient
new rules will simplify the process
Oklahoma in consultation with EPA and Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
weight regulations ln the State.
the affected Industry. The new rules
DA~s: This action Is effective on July
Emission Control Equipment
require cotton gins to install specific
14, 1997, unless critical or adverse
control equipment and to meet a 20
The Oklahoma cotton gin rule
· ·conunents are received by june 13,
percent visible emtssions'limlt. The
specifies
the ID/3D cyclone as the
1997. If the effective date is delayed,
affected sources from this action are
approved control equipment on hightimely notice wUI be published in the
located thcoughout the State, but
pressure exhausts. This gives higher
Federal Register.
predominately in rural areas.
control efficiencies than the 2D/2D
ADDRESSES: Comments should be
Previously, Oklahoma did not have
cyclone which is commonly used in
mailed to Mr. Thomas Diggs. Chief, Air
specific rules for cotton gin operations.
cotton gin operations and has a .
Planning Section (6PD-L), EPA Region
Instead, this category of source was
comparable cost. Some facilities in
6, 1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 700, Dallas, · regulated under existing general
Oklahoma have voluntarily installed
Texas 75202-2733. Copies of the State's particulate matter rules. These rules
10/30 cyclones prior to the adoption of
submittal and other information
serve to strengthen the existing SIP by
this
State regulation. However, to
relevant to this action are available for
superseding the general requirements
minimize the adverse economic impact,
inspection during normal business
and by making them federally
a phased-In approach is taken on
hours at the following locations:
enforceable. In addition, they are
existing facilities allowing continued
Environmental Protection Agency.
applicable to new, existing, and
use of 2D/2D cyclones until repair costs
Region 6, Air Planning Section (6PDmodified gins.
are no longer cost effective. Facilities
L), 1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 700,
During the development of the State
will then be required to replace the
rules. Oklahoma referenced various
Dallas. Texas 75202-2733.
older equipment with 1D/3D
Air and Radiation Docket and
other State requirements and the EPA
equipment.
Information Center, Environmental
Visible Emissions (VE) performance
~
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW., testing methods In 40 CFR Part 60,
For low-pressure exhausts, the use of
70 mesh or finer screens (or approved
Washington, DC 20460.
Appendix A. The approved method for
Oklahoma Department of Environmental determining VE is Reference Method 9
equivalent) is required. Thls is the most
Quality, Air Quality Division. 4545 N. (Method 9 or RM 9). Method 9 discusses effective of the sizes considered (70, 80,
Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma City,
and 100 mesh). The new rules provide
how to make visual determinations of
Oklahoma 73105-5220.
equal or superior control of emlsslons
opacity for emissions from stationary
compared with that provided for the
Anyone wishing to review these
sources. The mechanism for
documents at the EPA office is asked to
determining VE by States has often
~'J.).S
cotton gin industry by the existing
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAllON:
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g~neral particulate
~d guidelines.

matter control rules

·.. ·•· . .>cardkeeping
All new, modified, or existing cotton
gins are required to comply with the
State rules and are required to maintain
a log documenting the daily process
weight, hours of operation, and air
emission control equipment
replacement schedule or repair costs.

environmental factors and in relation to
relevant statutory and regulatory
requirements.
IV. Administrative Requkements

is consistent with statutory
requirements. Section 203 requires the
EPA to establish a plan for informing
and advising any small governments
that may be significantly or uniquely
impacted by the rule.
The EPA has determined that the
approval action promulgated does not
include a Federal mandate that may
result in estimated costs of $100 milllon
or more to either State, local, or tribal
governments in the aggregate, or to the
private sector. The Federal action
approves preexisting requirements
under State or local law, and imposes
no new Federal requirements.
Accordingly, no additional costs to the
State, local, or tribal governments, or to
the private sector, result from this
action.

A. Executive Order (E.O.) 12866
This action has been classified as a
Table 3 action for signature by the
Regional Administrator under the
procedures published in the Federal
RegJster 011 january 19, 1989 (54 FR
III: Final Action
2214-2225), as revised by a july 10.
These rules have been developed with 1995, memorandum from Mary Nichols,
the cooperation of the affected industry, Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation. The Office of Management
and use a control technology basis for
determination of complfance. The rules and Budget has exempted this
regulatory action from Executive Order
are needed because the industry
12866 review.
represents a significant source of
particulate matter emissions and
B. Regulatory Flexlblllty Act
fugitive dust previously controlled by
Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act,
general particulate matter control rules
D. Submission to Congress and the
5 U.S.f:. 600 et seq., EPA must prepare
and guidelines.
General Accounting Office
a regulatory flexibllity analysis
The EPA is approving the State's SIP
assessing the impact of any proposed or
revision and the adopted new rules
Under 5 U.S.C. 801 (a)(I)(A) as added
final rule on small entities. See 5 U.S. C.
pertaining to opacity requirements for
by the Small Business Regulatory
cotton gin operations in Oklahoma. The 603 and 604. Altematividy, the EPA
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, the
may certify that the rule wlU not have
EPA has reviewed the submittal for
EPA submitted a report containing this
a significant impact on a substantial
consistency with the Act. EPA
rule and other required information to
number of small entitles. Small entitles
regulations, and EPA pollcy. The EPA
the U.S. Senate, the U.S. House of
Jnclude small businesses, small not-forhas determined that the rules meet the
Representatives
and the Comptroller
. profit enterprises, and government
Act's requirements for revision to the
General of the General Accounting
entities with jurisdiction over
SIP and today is approving under
Office prior to publlcation of this rule in
a.ctlon 11 0 the above mentioned cotton population of less than 50,000.
today's Federal Register. This rule is
The SIP approvals under section 110
.;in rules.
not
a "major rule" as defined by 5
and subchapter I. part D of the Act do
The EPA is publishing this action
u.s.c. 804(2).
without prior proposal because the
not create any new requirements but
Agency views this as a noncontroversial simply approve requirements that the
E. Petitions for judicial Review
State Is already imposing. Therefore,
amendment and antlci pates no adverse
Under section 307(b)(1) of the Act,
comments. However, in a separate
because the Federal SIP approval does
petitions for judicial review of this
document in this FR publication, the
not impose any new requirements, I
certify that it does not have a significant action must be filed in the United States
EPA is proposing to approve these SIP
Court of Appeals for the appropriate
impact on any small entities affected.
revisions should adverse or critical
circuit by July 14. 1997. FlUng a petition
Moreover, due to the nature of the
comments be received. This action will
for reconsideration by the Administrator
Federal-State relationship under the
be effective july 14, 1997, unless
Act, preparation of a regulatory
of this final rule does not affect the
adverse or critical comments are
flexibility analysis would constitute
received by june 13, 1997.
finalitY of this rule for the purposes of
·
If the EPA receives such comments,
Fed~alinqulry into the economic
judicial review nor does it extend the
this action wili be withdrawn before the reasonableness ofState action. The Act
time within which a petition for judicial
effective date by publishing a
forbids EPA to base its actions
review may be filed, and shall not
subsequent action that will withdraw
concerning SIPs on such grounds. See
postpone the effectiveness of such rule
the final action. All public comments
Union Electric Co. v. U.S. EPA, 427 U.S. or action.
received will be addressed in a ,
246. 256-B6 (1976); 42 u.s.c.
This action may not be challenged
subsequent final rule based on this
741 O(a) (2)).
later in proceedings to enforce its
action serving as a proposed rule. The
requirements. See section 307(b)(2).
C. Unfunded Mandates
EPA will not institute a second
Under section 202 of the Unfunded
comment period on this action. Any
Ust of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 52
parties interested in commenting on this Mandates Reform Act of 1995. signed
EnvlroAmental protection, Air
into law on March 22, 1995, EPA must
action should do so at this time. Jf no
such adverse comments are received,
prepare a budgetary impact statement to ·pollution control. Incorporation by
reference, Particulate matter. Reporting
accompany any proposed or final rule
the public Is advised that this action
and recordkeeping requirements.
that includes a Federal mandate that
wlil be effective on july 14. 1997. ·
Nothing in this action should be
may result in estimated costs to State,
Dated: Aprtl24, 1997.
construed as permitting or allowing or
local, or tribal governments In the
Jerry Clifford,
~stablishlng a precedent for any future
aggregate; or to private sector. of $1 00
request for revision to any SIP. Each
million or more. Under section 205, the Acdng Regional Administrator.
request for revision to the SIP shall be
Part 52, Chapter I, title 40 of the Code
EPA must select the most cost-effective
considered separately in Ught of specific and least burdensome alternative that
of Federal Regulations is amended as
technical, economical. and
achieves the objectives of the rule and
follows:

i

r
I

-....1

Federal Register I Vol..
-

?ART 52~[AMENDED]
.. · I. The authority Citation for P~ 52
· :::.. ~ntinues to read as follows:
Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401-767lq.

Subpart ll-Oklahoma
2. Section 52.1920 Is amended by
adding paragraph (c)(44) to read as
follows:

t 52.1820

*

(c)

Identification of plan.

*

*

** *

*

•

.(44) A revision to the Oklahoma SIP
to Include Oklahoma Administrative
Code, Chapter 310:200, Subchapter 23,
entitled, "Control of Emissions From
Cotton Gins." submitted by the
Governor on May 16. 1994.
(I)· Incorporation by reference. .
(A) Addition of Oklahoma
Administrative Code, Chapter 310:200,
Subchapter 23, entitled, "Control of
Emissions From Cotton Gins," as
adopted by the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council on April 30, 1992, and effective
June I. 1993.
(U) Additional material-None.
[FR Doc. 97-12551 Filed 5-13-97; 8:45am]
BILLING CODE

80~

~---------------------------· ENVIRONMENTALPROTE~TION
AGENCY
40 CFR Part 52
[MO 023-102~(a); FRL-1822-8)

Approval and Promulgation of
Implementation Plans; Stata of

·.Miaaourl
AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Direct final rule.
By this action the EPA grants
final fulJ approval to the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) submitted by
the state of Missouri for the purpose of
meeting the requirements of the EPA's
general conformity rule. This fulfills the
conditions of the approval granted on
March II, 1996, which became effective
May I 0, 1996.
DATES: This action Is effective July 14,
1997 unless by june 13, 1997 adverse or
critical comments are received.
AOORESSES: Caples of the documents
relevant to this action are available for
public Inspection during normal
·
,.-business hours at the: Environmental
1rotectton Agency, Air Planning and
. Development Branch, 726 Minnesota
Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas 66101; and
the EPA Air & Radiation Docket and
Information Center, 401 M Street, SW.,
Washington, DC 20460.
·
. SUMMARY:
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Ifthe EPA receives such comments.
this ac~lon will be withdrawn before the
effective date by publishing a
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:·
subsequent document that will
I. Baclqp'ound
withdraw the final action. All public
The EPA granted conditional approval comments received will then be
addressed in a subsequent final rule
to Missouri's SIP revision (containing
based on this action serving as a
rule 10 CSR 10-6.300), regarding
proposed rule. The EPA will not
Conformity of General Federal Actions
Institute a second comment period on
to State Implementation Plans, in a
this action. Any parties Interested In
rulemaklng dated March II, 1996 (61
commenting on this action should do so
FR 9642-9644). This conditional
at this time. If no such comments are
approval was necessary because the
received, the public Is advised that this
state used a model rule developed by
action Is effective July 14, 1997.
the State and Territorial Air Pollution
Nothing In this action should be
Program Administrators/ Association of
construed as permitting or allowing or
Local Air Pollution Control Officials
establishing a precedent for any future
(STAPPA/ALAPCO) that made two
request for revision to any SIP. Each
provisions of the Missouri rule more
request for revision to the SIP shall be
stringent than the Federal general
considered separately In light of specific
conformity rule. The rationale for the
technical, economic, and environmental
conditlonai approval and for the EPNs
factors, and in relation to relevant
determination regarding these
statutory and regulatory requirements.
provisions Is explained In detail in the
Under the Regulatory FlexibiUty Act,
Technical Support Document which
5 U.S.C. 600 et seq., the EPA must
accompanied the March II, 1996,
prepare a regulatory flexibility analysts
conditional approval.
Under section II O(k) (4) of the Act, the assessing the Impact of any proposed or
final rule on small entitles (5 U.S.C. 603
EPA granted a conditional approval
and 604). Alternatively, the EPA may
based on Missouri's commitment to
certify that the rule will not have a
correct the noted deficiencies not later
significant impact on a substantial
than one year after the date of approval
number of small entities. Small entities
of the plan revision. Missouri
Include small businesses, small not-forcommitted to correct these deficiencies
within one year from December 7, 1995. profit enterprises, and government
On November 20, 1996, Missouri
entitles with jurisdiction over
submitted a revision to the SIP that
populations of less than 50,000.
corrects the deficiencies and meets the
SIP approvals under section 110 and
requirements of the conditional
subchapter I, Part D of the Clean Air Act
approval.
(CAA) do not create any new
As requested by the EPA, this revised requirements but simply approve
SIP specifically amends sections (3) (C) 4 requirements that the state is already
and (9) (B) of I 0 CSR 10-6.300 regarding Imposing. Therefore. because the
conformity analyses tlmeframes. Prior to Federal SIP approval does not Impose
the amendment. these cited sections
any new requirements, the
contained sentences regarded as
Administrator certifies that It does not
clarifying language In the STAPP AI
have a significant impact on any small
ALAPCO model rule.
entitles affected. Moreover. due to the
nature of the Federal-state relationship
II. Final Action
under the CAA. preparation of a
The EPA is taking final action to
regulatory fiexlblllty analysis would
approve revisions submitted on
constitute Federal inquiry Into the
November 20, 1996, which fulfills the
economic reasonableness of state action.
conditional approval effective May 10,
The CAA forbids the EPA to base Its
1996. This meets the Federal
actions concerning SIPs on such
requirements set forth in 40 CFR 51.851 grounds (Union Electric Co. v. U.S.
and 93.151.
E.P.A.. 427 U.S. 246, 256-66 (S.Ct.
The EPA Is publishing thls action
1976); 42U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)).
without prior proposal because the
Agency views this as a noncontroversial III. Administrative Requirements
amendment and anticipates no adverse
A Executive Order 12866
comments. However. in a separate
This action has been classll1ed as a
.document in this Federal Register
Table 3 action for signature by the
publlcatlon, the EPA is proposing to
approve the SIP revision should adverse Regional Administrator under the
procedures published In the Federal
or critical comments be flied. This
Register on january 19, 1989 (54 FR
action Is effective july 14, 1997 unless,
2214-2225), as revised by a July 10,
by june 13, 1997, adverse or critical
1995, memorandum from Mary Nichols.
comments are received.
FOR FUR11iER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Christopher D. Hess at (913) 551-7213.
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DEPAR'I'MENT OF ENVIROHMEN"]

\

AIR. QUALITY

'ALITY

ME!IlEIIS..CF..nau:llUIICII.

DIVISIC..~

STATE OF OJCI...AHaotA

TRAKSCIUPI' OF PROCEEDDGS
OF PUBLIC IIDIUIIO CW: 252:100•21
caf'1'ROL

or

EMISSIC!tiS 11101 carroN

MR. XILPATRICJt • MEMBER
MS. SlJIDSLL • MEMBER

J.

MR. WILSOK ... H91BE:R

c.

MS. MYERS • MEMBER

5.

MR. Blll\NECICY • MDIBER

'·

DR. CIIRtD • VICII CIAIRMIIH
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ems

DR. GROSZ • MIIMBER

7.

11BLD ClH OCTOBER 20, lJJI, AT 1:00 P.M.

7

l.

2.

7

'·

AT TllLSA CITY .c:omrry

10.

IIEALTII DEPJ.Il'l1CEN'l' lWDITORIDI

MR. BIIIIISal • aiiUIUWf
MR. 11Y1<11 - PRal'OCOL OFFICSR
MS. BIU1CB • SIICRBTMY

1
2

1
5
1

'

1
llBPOiri'ED BY: Olrioty A.

~ro.

'

CSR

1
7
laDS .UJIO&Z'DIU IIDVICII
(4D5} 721·31/U

ftQCEEPDJ:S

MR. IIYl<ll:

i• Ita. lbaber 1.

nuo

D8Xt item on the hearing ogenda

tile JWguot Utb, UJ&, Calmcil meeting. the folloodng cbangeo

b&ve

I will act •• tM Protocol Officer far thi•

been-· o n -

3 • ...-r section 23-C(a), Opacity

Llalit. tile languoga c:bonge reflecto tile propooed cbangeo in the
nsio be&rill!r 1o COIIV'elled by the Air Quality CGw>cil

1a

CC~~~JliaDCII

opAcity liolit r e - 4 by .Jeanette Buttra• in Subchapter 25·

witb the Oklabaaa lodaliniotrative Procedureo A<:t..

3 (a) (1).

on -

s • ...-r Section 21•7 (b) (2). a

applicable to State Statuteo and Title 40 of the COde of

referenoa to tM AP-42 sectic:m t. 7. COtton Oin. ,..... added in

Federal bgulationo.

reapcaae to c::onlllClt.a &en tM BPA.

nuo

Zn additiOD. after receiving a CDn~a~BDt fJ:OR the

hearing wo aclvertioed 1a the Oklabaoa Ragiotar

for the puz]IC>Oe of receiving ..,._,.to po:rtoilling to the

camcil ngarding 21·4!bl. -

propooed.,.., ltule. CW: 252:100-23. COntrol of lllldooiCIDII frao

wo:rdiag in tM .ubaection

COt t.OD. Gina •

•hall be operated. ao a• to cau•e or contribute to a violation

If you wi•h to 1a.1.ke a •tatement. plu•e c:at;Jlete the
f0E111 at the ngiotration table.

air qualit.y •t&Ddard e•t&bli•hed. in 2521100•1. •

M•. Mic:belle Martine•, to give tM •taft: poaitiCX\ oa. the

Abo. on 1
0

MS. MARTIHBZ:

Member• of tM Council, ladie•

and g.ntlttmeD, the prcpo•ed· nv:l.•iODa to SUl:lcbapter 2J, Control

of lllli••:l.cma from COtton G1n•4 which were pr•••nted at tJ.

•Mo cottCX\ gin

of tM PM•lD Ulbieat air quality •tandard• or any other alllbient

At tbio tiM. I will call upon

propooed rule.

1. I'M·lO .:iooion liadta. tile

w• cbi.Dged to read,

3. folloodng a COIIIIIeDt froo the Council

ngarding tile title of 23·4 (a). tile title weo cbanged fxao

etd.••iODII U.11it to cpacity limit, to be

CX~n~~i•tent

with the

• .._ aectiCX\ in SUbchapter 24, Grain Elevator•.
Finally, 011

.,-ge .4, .!..he

SIP c::ode Wider tM PBR

.IWguot lltb. Uti. COuncil -eting include oi"''lification of

•ectiOD va• changed fJ:OR 072, crop service•, to 0724. COtton

.tile language. tile additic:a of a Per11it by Rule Section. tile

OiDIIJ.Dg. to -

deletioa. of tM definition •cot too gin •ite•, which 1• not u•ed

it ...,... opectfic.

Staff aloo re-nds one o441tionol cbonge not ohoom

in the: rule, the eddit.:l.on of the effect:l.v. date of thi• rule to

in the rule.

tile applicability requi.--nto in Section aJ -3 (a) • the deletion

Quality Divi•iOD to Divi•ion.

On page 2, Wider •exi•ting gin•. c:bange Air

A cc.aMmt wu .... actually, two c:cnnent• were re01ived

of Section 23-J(fl.

---

Aa a re•ult of connent• made prev:l.ou. to or during

........,. ... ._,._

_,.~-

._.,._

__

frora RPA ye•terday afternoon, which I WICIUlct like to enter into
...

....,...,. _.,..,.
...........

..

._.,.

nte

\ the raccrd.

f

ir•t CCIIKI'ent atatea,

• Pennit. 'By Rule

un4.

tho industry t.

able to loolt at the tigurea that we have

aec:tion, 2!5::Z·l00-::Z3•7(bl (lJ, mu•t specify a practically

CO'MI

entorceabl411 method. or procedure to verify

tell if they Ut in the Permit by Rule aection.

l,, 000 bale• per year limitation.
rec~dkeepi~

using the

whfch

~~~&y

be accompliahed by

i..

operation, along with tbe replacement/repair C'08tl of air

aulx:hapter.

o~

&

by Rule,

(b)

in

~-t::z

u•iJ19 1 ' " reviaed. emission factor•

in<11cate leaa than tO torut per year PM-10 emiaaions.

Queatiorw and diacu••ion by the

Ian•t AP·tl an equation where you.

MR. WILSON:
1

2

MR.. WILSON:

Queation.

(::Z), wbat ia tbe

·pu.rpo••

In section. 21-1, Pemit

aultiply the number of balea you have time a an etl1iaaion fact.or,
and you ecme up with aomething le•• then tO tons per year.

of the la•t aen.tence that

I think, •will re•ult• ia appropriate.
MS. BllADLEY:

aeaten~ent

Well, I could make a atatement

that --

In 8\Jbcbaptel:'l 21 UICl 2t, W. put

MS • MAit'l"'NBI1

And

t.h.e only-- the only vay it wouldn't il if you miscalculated.

to tona per year of IM-10 eaiaaioaal

thll!l same type of

perhapa yau need to

Perhapa --

produc~ion x-a~e

factors. in AP-t2, section ' . 7, Cotton Gina, lhould. reault in
~

But I

auppoae ve could. •ay,

I

Maybe that would be a li ttl• bit cleaner.

atatea, th1a produc::tic::a. .rate, uaiDg' lJJ' r.viaed. emiaaica

1•••

we're aasuming that it will be.

MS. MYERS:

pJ:1r••• it,

At thia tiiMI, ataff suggeata the proposed. rule be

It aeems

thia ia not a g-iven, but we're

•will reault•.

'!'he aec:oad caraant received fraa

reCOiftM:nded. to the Board. for pennarumt adoption.

i

t..hat we•re ·-

doo't know that we c:an at.ate that ·-

t.he propoaed. c:b&ngea.

MR. DrxB:

--

hoping that it doe• --

of thie

The cotton gin will be required t.o keep nscorda in

BPA wea in support

Well, I gueaa we could.

MS. HOFFMAN:
~o 111e ~h&~ i~··

,.. a response .to that, under Section 23-7 (b) (l), that

accordance witb ll•l (b) (l],

Barbara, are you okay "'ith that,

KS. MARTINEZ:

to take the •ahould• out?

HU.aai<Xl control equipwent, for a periocl of tliiiiD yeara.

requi~•

tho••· end to be ilble to

word should result and replace it with reaults?

log documenting the daily p~•• weight and hours

dou already comply with all of the

go~

Would it be cleaner to remove the

MR. WILSONs

requirements in lS::Z:lOO-::Zl·l(bJ (lJ.

requires the owner .or operator o! a c:ottca. gin to

malnt&in
~

Tbia

compliance with the

up with, to know wher• we

in the Penlit by Rule aection, for

Excwle me.

MR.. DYJI:B:

Oleryl~

"WOUld. you. identify

1

7

MS. BRADLKY:

O>uyl Br..Uey.

•ahould.• wlth •will•. I want to be definite on that.

Tbe production

rate 1• baled upoa AP•t::Z, Sec:tic::a. J. 7. for COttoD Gina, and.

1llind. the clarity and J: underata.nd

reiiUlta in -- I think we need. to aomehow atate that it ia

But •ahould• Hana may or may not.

(inaudible) wbich I thiak io tobat llarbora - • ptting' at.

Yeah, tbio io Joy<:e Sheedy.

Dll. SRiiBDY:

aball be 3,,000 M.lea per year.

ICIM

It :l.a nec::.aaary.

and.

que•tion.~

and then we '11

MR.. WILSON:

the p.1rpoae for requiring' --

I know --

~ake

cu-e ot tbia in

IDOtiOil1

Jayoa, .,.. did that ao

Yeah, I know.

<:auld we go "" with additional

MR. DYD::

I
c:aM~ente

Dll. SIIEBilr:

I UDCI of like tha ideo of otriking .

MS. MYZIS,

""'"" tha rule is that tlw INXi- pi:Oduction rote of a facility

MS. MARTXNBZ:

l don't

you're crying to cSo.

it.

I

we dan"~ :.;eally need to have thAt aenteace in there at &11.

wha~

I have another queation.,

I'm oorry.

What ia

In ll-) (I>) (l), what io

7

SO, industry will have the

MS. MARTINEZ:

a

numbera thAt ve
those.

CAlM

tM puxpo•e of requiring the documentation of the hour• of
Dp4!1ration.?

up wit.h .o they'll know Were we got

'J'bat•a the J:"eaaon we put tho8e in there.

really needed u

thll!l houra ot

!te.ah. I aee the reason.. but i• it

DR. SIIBSDY:

part of the rule1

put directly in tbe rule, itaelt:.

MR. DYJCI:

to p>;VIfide c:larificatloa.
aect ion to their - •

~o

So, eY'UJ'CIG8 know -

their !Dduat.ry.

liOnS

clear

MR. WILSON:

MS. HOFftolAN:

~o

1

would help clarify thingo?
HR. WILSON:

Bithll!lr t..hat,

01:'

...,.., .........
,.....u,..

replace t.ha word.
_~..,.,..,

-

'

ot

Yea.
I think t.ha reason. ..... l don't know

for SUI'e why it val in there to begin with.

Does Ccwlc:il believe that that

1

Barbara, under SUbc:hapter ::Zt we

You are apecitically ••king about the hours

aperation.l

to apply thh

Wculd it b.-. • inc. i ~

baa been diac:uaeed and diacuaaed, would it be

'

But

what ia t.ha purpose of the

II there .a reason ,.,. Jcept it· in ll under ehe

recordJc.eepin!r on page l .

No.

'It VCI ary UDderat&Dding it 'W&I put in

le&ve that laat atatement out.

what --

HS. HNtTINBZ:

•t.ruck t.hat.

Ia t.bat poaaible1

1
MS, HOFfMAN:

opera~ ion,

requirement 1

Maybo it ne:ecl• to be a f'ootncte not

MS. MYDS:

2

'I underatand the daily prooe•• veight for keepicg

rec:ord.l to demonstrate canpliance vith thll!l :H, 000 M.lea.

However, th.ia rule

was written in conjunction with ownera and ope:.;atorl ot CQtt.on
gin• at the time.

And none ot t.hem have asked tor any lanqt.1ag-e

10

\to

i:.ha

!)a

•truek. eo..,. ju•t left it in.

C'Cftlnent?

Like I aaid, J. think thia

time.

ckln't -- I really vould heait.ate at thi• point to delete thia
It appear& toM like it•a a

language without ue doing "'""" background cbeckill!l on the

Cf"'Plianca with -- with the EUle.

think -- I dUnk that ebere wea a rea•an for it at the time but

exactly ritht.
quite a bit,

Bill l"iebback.

I

Bill Fiebback.

MR. BREI SOl t

DOt.

41d, too.

I'w worked

And the

1

re~aOG

I "'3Uld auggeat, N.ybe. that aane

7

nuCGiag vu: l:hey wanted • record W.n it was operati.ng in

an the Cotten Qin rule, but oa the Grain
ADd I

Becauee I

dCD't know off tbe top of ooy head what it wee.

Mr. Wilean ia

Tbat'• a auperfluoua requirement.

Rlevator EUle about 3 or 4 yeara ago.

caae of caaplaint• •

think Debbie Parry

MR. FISHDC1t1

t.blae boun of operaticn are in there

that'•

Y8.X')'

That'• poaaible, Mr. Brlliach. but

often· ..... it'• very aeldc:a dane to

111)1"

'knowledge.

ia Mcaue the intent waa to try to aay whicb hourly

11ec:auee you dOll' t report thet you operated fnn midnight to 3

hour• .... that you operated a certain JlUIIIbe:r of

a.111.

hour• per week or hour• per day.

ridiculouely bigb -laeiCIDII.

Wicb you eoigbt uae thet, but thet' • ueually not the way tboee

Alld whether thet wee negotiated

at the time witb the iDduatry involwd or not, I agree with Mr.

nperfluoua.

You

~

ii.Daudiblel it wee naltiplied by 17'0· and """"' up witb "'"""
ridiculoue - r of .IIMWll (inaudible) t<>rW and tb8refore.

Wile<D """'Pletely thet it obould be reiiiCIY1Id..

1
4

If you

long a• it ...... it i• •erving" a uaeful purpose.

on. cot tea giu that are

Xt vu: bued

MS. MYBRS:

We NY need tMt

larger tbaD Perait by Rule facilitiee.

So, I agree with

bia """'Pletoly.

Otherwiae, it

reqW.re• an operator to record •c.nething that baa no purpoae.

~· 3,,000 bela• in one llour, or i f it ~· you ell year,

· it•a irr.l.vant t.r:w t.be p.lZ'POIIe of thia rule.

X'• okay with tha requirement, aa

MR. taLSCih

..caue you haw - .. you bave aa. anaual liad.t oa.

I under•tand the: purpo•e for

record• are kept •

It' • abeolutely

DUIBber of balea, eo tbA hou.ra of operatioa ia uaeleaa.

1
7

So, I

origin of thio language and that type of thing.

7

1
4

And it might be u•eful for determining that.

recju.irement tlwt no laoger !a u.Mful in ctemon.trating the

MR. PISIIIW:IC:

1
3

'nli• particular requiretMnt applie• to all COtton

gin•.

MR. DYJCII:

1

The 36,000 bale• i• only for the Pemit by Rule

facilities.

ia language that waa arrived at through negotiat1Qil.8: at the

MR. WILSON1

0

Could I jwtt tNI.ke one quick.

MS. IIOFFMNI:

tiM that thia rule waa prOftllgated, •o I can • t tell you

exactly vhy they came up with tha.t.

--

. wasn't around. at

1
7

i.Dfo.rmation too u

• aourc. for eUttiD!J.

12

11

MR. DYUa

Tree~~~~~n.

Rick

MR. 1'AEDUUf1

addz'eaaed, regarding the ••bould• and •will RIIUlt • language on

%'a Rick TreetNID.

in the teatll oa the grain elevator zule.

Xf I

100-23-7 (l)?

:I waa iuvolved
1

11.

not llli•taken.
it. u

timee your (inaudible) rate and ..,... up witb a llUIIIber

3,, 000 bale• per y..r

(iDaudiblel •

fraa AP-42, Section 9.7.
MR. DYDt

Okay.

Ye•, M'-.?

then wee e

pu<poM

Debra Parry..

I do beli...,. tMt

on 199' reviaed 411DiaaiOD factor•

"nlat 1o e euggeetion- you could

TbeDk you.
X'a aorry, what wa• your laat

'!HI: UI'ORTBR1

But

7

aame?

7

it IMY M helpful, too, an a ind.ivicN•l pendt ba•i• where it••

MS. RE:ttNIB: Rennie, .R-e-n-n·i-e.

,.eded.

Tllll Rlll'ORTER:

Deeded or

It'a definitely ·- (inaudible) looked into i f it'a

MR. DYD:

not. •

MR. DYD:
frcn

~

MS. IUiHfiB:

1

Additional contMtnt• or

0

X juat wn.t to atate --

MS. MEDLEY:

0

MR. DY1CII;
I'• Sandra Rennie, BPA.

Thal1k you

Any additional CCl'IIMilt•. from the

public, or anyane wi•b.iog to apeak OD thia particular rule?

Additional que•tiana and CCDiftent•

COuncil at eh!• tiM?

diocu.,.ioa fnn the public?
DA WOLLld

Go ahead.

-

-- let•• continue with the l ' boura

MS. MEDLEY:

prefer that you leave thia in until yau can do fureber

-- I mean. t.ba baur• of operatiCD.

re•earch, for the rea•on for it being in there.

kDC:N. tM facilitiu that X•w bad to deal with there ia,

One r•••on I

Cllll . . . ie tMt the . . - r e of celculated (inaudible) IIUIIIber of
1
4

byacl

MR. DYXII•

of putting it in then for calculating

.-i••iona, but I •• not sure that it i• a till applicable.

1
0

to t.be fir•t •ea.teace ...... thi• i• juat • auggeation.

put it in and you eoight wnt to COAeider that.

5

MS. PAltllYo

x would •une•t azaotber way to do

MS. REMH%1: 1

the lloure an put in there for (iDaudible) you can toke thet

wbat...,.r it

haur• tbat you op.r•ted, yau Deed to have a record of when yau

operated.

SO, whether it'• uaed for othe:r c•lc:ulaticna later,

that r . . .ina: to be •een.
MR. DYD:

M•.

or dee• BPA have auyc.hing to •aY about the ot.ber i••ue that we
.....qo .......
-~...,.

•G~Mtilfte•

the bo.&n: or operat~oa per day can

-llllke a clifference oa wb&t you're trying to find. out Wen you
1
5

bave a probleoo.
MR. DYJCII:

ftlank you.

MR. SPRUILL:

Reanie, do you haw au opinion.

-u•...

t•,

....,

At tiJMa, it variea, you

Stanley?

Stanley Spruill, EnYirorwnental

Protection Agency, Region Six.

I jWit went to -- to kind. of

ll

";=l&rify our comnent that we Made.

:ecordkeepinq

We 8Ug'9e

facility eubject..

of l-'• ooo bale• per year "WOUld qualify for a. Permit by Rule.

year.

Our comnent wa• baled upon -- we're not sure a mecha.ni•m.

faetarsr in AP-42, Section ,.7,

Mlereby. you. know, you can verify that it •CNrca 1• actually

l•ss than 40 ton• per y-ear of PM-10 enaisaiona.

meeting that Um..itatic:a.

we •ugge•ted the exL•ting

'

Ul

with compliance?

Ciins, lhould r•sult in

we recorrmend. it a• it •tanda, subject to any change• that the

clear on, ia there nothing in the Permit by Rule that eaid
recordl are being used to help

Co~ton

It' a my under1ta.nding that we•ll

Kit. O'i'XE:

I gue11 ar.e thing I '111 •till not.

recordkeeping reciuJ,rement•.

t~•e

nti• pro:fuction rate, uaing 1996 revhed emiaeion

council mignt wi•h to, in any fa•hion, amend it.

So .. with that

can

you nooPQIId to that?

MS. MYERS •

When do you want it amended. right

!Ill. WILSOK1

I -.ld -- I -.ld Nke a motion

Barbara, would you like to

MS. IIIUlTIHEZ'

7

rupand?

•·

If the ncordl are available, t.hen

MS. HOF'!1QN:

tbat • a what our entorce:ment people will loalc. at

~

that we approve it •• it atanda. vith the amend:me:nt as follOWB.

remove the la1t senteDCe of 252-100-23·7 {b)

determine

(2).

I

canplillnce.

I doD • t ~nt.nd wbat the probl""' io.

1

0
1

MR.. BltANECXY :
1
0

we don't feel there ia any need

MR. "1'11.Ea:MAN:

for more explicit re~d•

J&nd you. 'n recannending number l ,

io that right?

Permit by Rule recorda being ued

Leaving that in.

MR. BRBISCI:

1

to abOv complimce:.
1

MS.

2

~

MR. BRANEOCY:

ao'Fi'I'4AN:

Aa it realk.

MR. DYD:

2

I. wanted to get that in the

MR.. nEE:HAN;

Leaving that in.

1

I don't ebinlt that'• oeceaeary.

tcS. MARTINEZ.:

record.

I believe that there -wae a

eoftllllltnt fr0111 EPA the laat tima, wanting .ua to put in a

MR. Dnll•

1

•

Would you repeat our

Tbanl< you.

rec:amwtndatioa, pleaae?
MS ~ ICNlTtNEZ 1

EPA' •

or

5

s

DuriO •

'r!l8 IIIOXinr.ua production rate ot a

MS. MARriNBZ;

Well, i f we•re goiag to put that in

MS. MYERS•

l!:lt.IEW?

1

MR. IMal '

reference to the AP-tl, ao I feel like we do •ed to put that

1

there, I'll atill go with ·the atatBmtt earlier that
calculation• baaed on AP-tl indicate tbia production rate vill

15

reault ia le•• than tO t01111 per year PM-10 etniasiona.
Nltea it 1110re clear to

tM,

anyway.

~t

THE REPORTER:

That

Ha, WI.IBOlf;

MR. DYXI:o
liS. MYERS•

MR. DYXE:

I. "11 rellli:J'Ve .., nK:Jtioa..
'Zb&t. --

wu

sure I heve thh .• a~aight.

SO, caa I read it, juat to M&lte
'thia productica rate, u.aiDg 199-'

3,,000 balea per year.

Calculatiooa baaed on AP-tl, Section

,. •7, eottoa Ginl .... let

r111

su.rt that sentence over.

reviaed elftiaa ion factoca in AP-tl, section 9. 7. Cotton Gina,

C.lculations baled on AP-4l emiaaion f•ctora, Section 9.7.

indicate· leaa than tO tons per year of PM-10 enU.aaiOM.

COtton Gina:, indicate le11 than 40 toru per year of PM-10

MR. WI.LSON:

I would 'ID&ke a 1110tion to uae

emiaaions.
MR.. WILSON:

Sharon." a, and add t.he final words and will be uaed to detel'llline

canpliance with thio otaodud.
1
0

MS. twtriNEZ'

I make a motion to •ccept the

change a• read.

KR. BREISOI:

Will you read the whole thing for

We c:ou.ld accept or make a motion

to adopt the rule aa changed, without voting on thia change•

.... Sharon?
MS. KYEitS:

beca\lae there might be another change before we• re through. or

Olriaty, can you read tbat back to

1

aomebody el•e Might "Want to cxxnnent.

ua on what I ••id or notl
Till: REPOilTEito

MS. MYERS1
• bowevar I said it a while

KR. DY'D:

0.. wbat part?

CAlcu.lat.icm~~

1

~-

baaed on AP-tl, wbare -

oka~ Ray, identify yourself,

pleaae.

'

!Ill. BISIIOPo

X thought I aaid it right t.be

My .,._ io Ray Biabop with the DIIQ.

Leaving out the firat part of t.he aentence, thia production

first time.
THR

REPCIR~:

rate, we do not ha-w that in there, we do not have thll l ' , COD

I'• not JNr• where you're talking

..-.e.
7

Moxi""'"

production rate of a facility aubject t.o thia section ahell be

7

1

recam~endaticm..

Staff would like to reCCOIMnd a

cl>onge to 2Slo100-23-?fbi(2L to road ao fall"'"''

'l'llat wo.o -- yuh, I'll Nke that

ICS. MARTINEZ:

'·

Staff ba a

MS. MARTINEZ'

that your ..,ticm?

motion.

2

Let me look.

requ.eat vaa r••d back., after whicb the following took place! •

reference, too.

'

:x•m aorry.

{Whereupon, a abort break waa taken where Ml. Myar• •

would give you. yvur

~lea

1
7.

to CAlculate the prod.uctic:a rate on by uai119 AP-t 2

factor•.

If you jWit say calculationa, you 1 re leaving out one

18

\part of that calculation that h

the H,

balea.

Without

'rbey 4on't b&ve to --

the

that, you can't do the calculation• to ahcw you're le•• than 40

how we arri'\.

cotton gin folk• don't have to know how we arrived at it.

But

tcna.

we know how we arrived at it.

You juat aaid calculations
MS. MYZRS:

Jtigbt, right, I u.nderatand.

we can include tb4t on tM tcanage • • I

the ...antima.

Okay,

the balea.

IM'&n

vculd you like to He that worded, Ray?

that.
MR4 BISHOPt That would work, yea.

reached.

I think to ••Y

wrong.

It • • in t.he bearing record.

MS. HOFI'MM 2

MR.. OYJCB:

Calculetiona far l,, DOD balea, ba•ed
e~liaaion

U-t2

wa•

facility doe•n't need to know how thi• i• figured i•

fectora,

Dal:lbie, did you baw a coanent 7
Well, the CCIIIIMIDt I Wi8 going to

MS. PAIUlY1

Section I. 7, Cotton Gina, indicate 1••• then 40 ton• per year

lake i• the •ame thing you ..id.

I'M-10.

requiring c:ottCOl gino to do, other then (inaudible!
MS ,

1
0

•ome

Say that again.

on AP-t2, Sectioa 1. 7, eot.tan G1D8.

I think the cotton gin operator•

probably ought to know how thi•

1

MS. MYERS:

We've got it in the record in

So, let'• ju•t delete tb&t •entence.
MS. MEDLEY:

How

Cl.lculatiorw for

lC.;OOO balea?

MS. IWITIHRI•

...t the 1,.000 bale•.

..are tiM.

w.pnmz'

calculation87

Okay, I 'a going to read thh one

Seetioo 252•100•2J-7(b}(21 will read,

thay hav. to do auy type of calculatioo.•, or

1

.....

-.c~.

0

production rate of a ;·facility aubject to thia eect.ion ahall be
JC, 000 bale• per yea:.

Do

What en we actually

do t.hey ju.t baWl to deaa1at.rate their prodllctioo. rate•.

If

all they bav. to do i• demon.st.rate the production rate, then

C&lculati0118 for l', 000 balea, baaed oa.

Can you get ell the inforaation

wily do we oeed to amend AP-42?

I

J-11·42 ..taaicn factora, &ect.ioa. I. 7, cot too Gina, iadicate 1eaa

frca the agency or it•• in tba recom.

than 40 tan. per year of Hf-10 e.iaaiOI\8.

to knoV how

Barbara Hoffman?

MR. DYD:

MS. JIIOPftWII,

••1'11

calculate, ell they havw to do io - t r e t e production

I think tbe oant....,. baoically

the • - thing INt it •o a little II'On c:aafuaing.

n:::Jre

than l', 000 be lea.

MS. MYERS:

I '11 withdraw lilY motioo. and

1

a

V. know

................

IDOYe

to

otrilao it.

Let'•

The ,..in thing io -- bavw to -- there h

111AXiiiUM pro4uct.ioo rate be :ao

liadto.

I wculd

- t juot deleti.D!J it, i f yaa really cbl't lilao it,
juot delete it.

- · i f they want

to calculate it, tl:Mty really don't need to

'

1
7

Staff recamwndll, then, that 23-7

MS. IWl'l'INIIZ•

Cbl (2), juat reed

....u-

production rete of a facility oubject

......... ..........

e.u,.- ....... ..,.,_.

hft.l:,... _.......,......,...

.
20

to t.hi• •eetion •ball be 1,,000 bale• per year. and ju•t •trike

applicant can clemon8trate by wbatever factor i• in effect at

the l.a•t •eateoce.

t.b&t time, t.b&t they a.it le•• thal1 40 tone, then the
productioo. rate i• irr.lev&Dt.

Mot.ioo. or • Mcca4?

MR.. DYD 2

MR.. BI.BISOl2

.JUI:.t • aiaute.

then ia .uy other c:oonento tbat ere going to effect the

tCIOJI 1n pareatbe•i• after tbe 1,,000 balee?

warding of thio rule.

oarry.

MR. DYXII•

Myere -

MR.. FlSIIBAOta

Bill?

MR. nSIIIIACX•

Bill J'i-ck.

accouat far future

'l1>e point Mo.

c:baD!Je•

Well, you could, but it doe•n• t

in the factor t..Ut n1n1l ted in tbo•e

two,_ being equivalent.

thio IIDmiD!J, I beli- it .... Sbaran, % beliavw·WO

40 tona, I'm

J.ll the eadooiCOl foetor goeo dawn,

written before the deletion that tie• into thi• .-pecific

the tonnage can go up .. ... the IIIIOUJlt of proce•• can go up

editioo of AP-42 Wich heo the factor cbange, the calculation

without the ami••ion• goiag

with cbaDge.

Contrary to what • • been •aid. the real intent. 1•

that a.it le•• than tO toM.

We haw bad

•ome

!4'· .And that'•

ary point.· The real

intent hen i• to keep the e.i••iCIOJI under 40 tone UDder Pendt

to hava thi• particular Perlllit. by Rule be available to eource•

1
2

Bill, why couldn't you put 40,000

MR. BIIEl:SCR•

Y waat to He if

by RUle.

•ignificant

So, ju•t •ay that.

%D

the future, it could be

100,000 bale•. it factor•

are bale• t..Ut show thoae emi••iona
'l'be oaly thing .... remember, w're

experi....,. with, not the Cotton Gino, INt with the Peed end

are •till under tO tCIOJI.

Grain ind.u•t.ry aeveral year• ago. where the U-t2 fact.onl

here not to control prodUction., we're here to regulate

publi•hed. at that ti. . .,..re extremely bigh.

eRli•aiOI'&IJ.

~i•ed,

tl:Mty caM wey down.

a brake line and •and at l,, 000 bale•.

taet.m:, i• equivalent to
--'••ion factor•

40 tona.

caM dawn,

When they were

I would hate to •ee t.hi• tied to

Which ba•ed. on. thi•

....ny more bale• CQJ.ld be proce•••d

and •till a.it le•• than 40 ton8.

so. what I would propo•e you

do i• tie t.hi• to • tO tan etld••ion rate &Ad not a l', 000 bale

praduc:t.ion rate.
you

..c:au•• that•• nally the

di••••ociate it

fra~

inte~

any particular fact.

Aa

here.

MR.. DYJCBz
1

l

Yf iD the future the

'rben

long •• the

1
4.

-

So the focua ought to be an e.i••ioo.•.

Ba:rbara?

MS. BOPnwf:

I wculd otrOD!JlY urge you to bavw

a produetioo liait in th18 rule.

Alld the ree:on wily io thet

the· Perlllit by Rule i• for •mall facilitie• a• w
aRlit• le•• than 40 ton8 per year.

•aid t.hat

ADd what we•re trying to do

i• IUlte a rule •i"'')le enough for 8111&11 facilitie• to be able to
reecl end i-dietely Jtnaw ..t>et they need to do to

~ly with

tbell.. not looking to them for how to know AP-t2 or VOJ:k. up

21

\ emisdon tactora and multiply thi• tiMe:• \

We want t.hetll

t.o

by Rule, all I have to do is go and get registere.d.

MS. MYERS:

That's the

t4S. NOF"FMAN:

Lesa than 10, I think.

MR. BREISOI:

I think we •re back askinq tor a

rnotioa.

k. .p thia rule aa it ia, and. the fact -- tM eadaaion factor•

make a motion on thia, and. I believe it •a striking that. one

~· and. ~Y

sentence at thia point.

could act.ually produce mora cottCD balea

<:cma

~·

MR. DYI<E:

ond quickly, ond ycur:have a lot of

CUL'

t~

t be c:haAged ea•ily

ia difficult.

The calculation ia simple.

Mil. BREISCh

If

an~y

caa

Do we have any corwnenta or tf.le•tion.?

If not, Mynla, call the

Wait, I'm aarry, for my clarification, are we voting

You doa • t have

to be •ophhticate4 at all to be able to do i_t.

lind. if you tie

3

on the :rule •• c:ha.nged, to be recorrmended to the DEQ 1 i• that
1

yew: ftiOt.ion?

)

it. t.o .f.O tcma, than you. haV'I!II fixed th.ia forever.

You

n~~ver

MS • MYERS :

MR.. BJtBISCE:

have to revisit it.
. Mit. IIIWIECICY:

1

s

Second.
Motion ha.a b&en 1Mde and aecon4ed.

roll.

.It'a.A times B

cio that calcu.latioa..

And

Do I have a second?

MR. BRANEOCY:

!IO by ..t>ere people are

baaic:.ally incorrectly CCMired or not covered by thia rule.

I believe you did.

foiR. BRBISCH:

you. ..... &nd. I diaagret. with Barbara that -- that the calculation

equala c.

I 111ade that MOtion a Wile ago,

Bill.

The only problem with that io

in • ::nr.le, it

So, •omebody

Do I have that motion?

ti~S. MYERS~

lill,

Mit. FUJIBACI(:

that once you put

And it you don't think we are. we are.

b&ck ond""' will

it aDd. to raiae it each year.

~

Mit. DYJal:

1
4

many cotton g"ins have we got. in

Oklahcma7

thoae who have leas end•aiana and more atringeat and harder for
:
....
~•e who emit more.
And .... and I would •trongly urge you t.o

aak to

1

How

whola point ot ou.t permit continuum, is to ru.ke it easier for

'tinaudible) 40 tC<UO per yaar, then - · l l

1
0

Not one .

tiOFftQN:

pick up this rule, to look at it and say, that•• tne, I'm Permit

llu there any illput frcn tha

MS. KrBRS:
MR.. MBJ:SOI:

cotton !liD iadu.ltry an thi•?
MS. MIIM:INKZ:

were .any

CC~n~Mnta?

Barbara, do yau lm<N i f there

reCC~~~N~n4iD!I

~

........

With tbia one
With thia cme aentence atriked.
So the IIIOtian actually ta

thi• for perliiiUient adoption by the DBQ.
MS. MYERS:

Ycu didn't receive any c:onmeoca, did you?

Yea .

With the chongoe• that have been

...,..,.._.,.._

_.,.,...,.......,..........,.r

l!lorUIJ.........,_, ...........

2l

transcribed under Tlll'f direction, t.hat. •aid proceed.iniJ• waa t.ak;en

diacuaad, ~icb. include atriking that laat aent.ence.

BV11rybo4y• • clear,

HR. BREISCH:

on the 40th day

Myrna, call

I

tba :roll.
MS, 1IRIICII:

s

'

.IN

Aye.

Ma. Myers.

MS. IIYEilS:

Aya .

MS, 1IRIICII:

Mr. IIi hOD.
Aya •

MS. BJlUCR:

Dr. Croaa .

D11.. CJUlSZ:

Aya ,

MR. BRBISOI:

wrnmss

TUlt~a,

okl•hau.J and that

WHBRBOJ', I have hereunt.o set "'lfrJ hand and

official aeal on thil, tbe

MS. B1ltJCI.:

MR< . IIILSON:

ot october, 1998, at

neither attorney for nor relative of any of a aid parties.

nor otluR"wi•e intere•ted in aaid proceeding-•.

Mr. llranec:ky.

MR.~:

an~

'

.f.th day of :November, 19_91.

CHRISTY A. Mrlii!S, C.S .J..

certi!ic:ate No. DOllD

Aya.

1
0
1
1

CIR.TIJ'.ICATR

.....
1

•

I, OIRISTY A. MYERS, Certified Short:haDd. R.eporter in

and for the State of Okl&hOOM, 4o hereby certify that the above
1

1

•

proceedinsJ• ar• the truth, t.h8

~ole

tNth, and nothing but the

•

truth, in the proceedings afore•aidt that the foregoing
proceeding waa taken by

1ne

in ahort.hand and thereafter
-...~ ..q.

... ......

,.... ............ ...,.,....
.~u

ca;,-.c.ep .......
~rau.tM~~"r

..

~-
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Page 2882
1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Page 4
252: 100-23-3 actually exempts cottol} gins
2 from the provisions of Subchapter 27. Thus
3 ·EPA's comments on the enforceability of
4 Subchapter 27 in context of Subchapter 23
5 is a null proposition. It makes no
. 6 difference.
7
We recommend that the Council vote
8 to submit these revisions to the
9 Envi!onmental Quality Board for approval as
10 emergency rules, effective June 1, 2000.
11
MR. DYKE: Questions of Mr: Price
12 from the Council? Is there anyone wishing
13 to speak on this rule?
14
MR. BREISCH: I think we're ready
15 to make a motion. Do we take these
16 separately, 23 and 24?
17
MR. DYKE: Yes.
18
MR. BREISCH: I entertain a
19 motion on 23.
,
20
MR. WILSON: · So moved.
21
MR. BRANEOKY: Second.
22
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion ·
23 and a second that we recommend this for the
24 permanent adqption.
25
MR. PRICE: For emergency.

1

BOARD MEMBERS
Joel Wilson - Member .
David Branecky - Member
Rick Treeman - Member
Leo Fallon ,- Member
Dr. Fred Grosz - Member
Bill Breisch - Chairman
David Dyke - Protocol Officer
Eddie Terrill - Director
Myrna Bruce - Secretary

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

~------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------~---~------------

Page.

Page 3

1
2

PROCEED~GS

MR. DYKE: We would like to take
3 the next two items together. . Items 6E and
4 6F, OAC 252:100-23, Control ofEmissions
5 from Cotton Gins, and OAC 252:100-24,
6 Control of Emissions from drain Elevators.
7 I'll call on Max Price.
8
MR. PRICE: Mr. Chairman, Members
9 of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, the
1o purpose of the proposed changeS ·to Sections
11 252:100-23-3 and 252:100-24-3 is to
·
12 substitute references to Seetion 252:10013 19-12 for references to Subchapter 27,
14 because Subchapter 27 will be revoked and
15 its substantive requirements·moved to·
16 Section 252:100-19~12, in June of 2000.
17
We received one comment concerning
18 these revisions from EPA on December 10,
19 1999, quoting "Subchapter 23 is part of the
20 ·approved SIP. By removing references to
21 Subchapter 27, now, how will the provisions
22 to Subchapter 27 be covered in the interim
23 period?"
24
Our response is that the Section
25

Myers Reporting Service
405-721-2882

..-._. ,

1
MR. BREISCH: You've got ari.
2 emergency, I'm sorry.
3
MR. PRICE: Emergency effective
4 June 1, 2000.
5
MR. BREISCH: You're right.
6

Effective J')llle 1·. Do we have a motion.

7 This is on 23.
8
MR. WILSON: So moved.
9
. MR. BRANECKY: Second.

MR. BREISCH: Any more
discussion? If not, Myrna, call the roll
12
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
13
MR. WILSON: Yes.
14
MS. BRUCE: .Mr. Branecky.
15
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
16
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
17
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
18
MS. BRUCE:· Mr. Fallon.
19
MR. FALLON: Yes.
20
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
21
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
22..
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
23
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
24
We need a motion on 24.
25
MR. BRANECKY: So moved.
10

11
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Page 6
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
l(i

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

DR. GROSZ: Second.
MR. BREISCH: . I've got a motion
and a second. This is the same -emergency?
MR. PRICE: Yes.
MR. BREISCH: Myrna, call the
roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)

;

.

-

...

~

•'

Page 7
1

2
3

'

CKil'l'II!'ICA'l'B

5

'

7

S'l'A'l'K 01!' OIILIIHClMA

I

CXJUII'l'X 01!' ~

I

••:

I

I, CIIIUS'l'Y A. IIXBRSr CerUfied

8
9

llborthluld R8porter ill ILDd for the state of

10

Oklahoaa, do lutreby cerUfy tbat the above

11

procooecllJuJ• 1•

12

ILDd DOt:hiJiq I:Nt the truthJ tbat the

the truth, the vi>D1• truth,

pracae<l1JuJ•

ware l:llken by

13

foreqoiJI.q

u

si>Drthluld ILDd thereafter triUUicr~ Wider

15

18J c11J:ecUoa1 tbat said proc:eeci:1Dqs vera

Dec-.,,

118

1&

talum on tha Hth day of

17

Okl.m- City, OklllhOIIIAr ponouant to

iJI.

1999, at

18

agreemeat ILDd tha sUpul.aUo:ns bereiJI.before

19

sat forth1 ILDd tbat I aa neither attDraey

20

for Dar relaUve of aay of tiaid parUes,

21

nor otbervi- iJI.terasted iJI. •aid acUon.

22

Ill MI'l'IIBSS MBBRI!OF, I have berauatD

23

••t my biLDd ILDd official seal on this, the

24

24th day of January, 2000.

25

.,

Myers Reporting Service
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 24. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS
PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN, FEED OR SEED OPERATIONS
Section:
252:100-24-1. Purpose [AMENDED]
252:100-24-2. Defmitions [AMENDED]
252:100-24-3. General provisions: applicability, determination of emissions Applicability,
general requirements [AMENDED]
252:100-24-4. Visible emissions (opacity) limit Visible emissions (opacity) limit
[AMENDED]
252:100-24-5. Emission control e~ipffi@nt and certificationCertification [AMENDED]
252:100-24-6. Fugitive dust controls [AMENDED]
252:100-24-7. Permit by rule [NEW]

252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from facilities that handle, store or
process grains..., feeds or seeds. All facilities handling bWk agriculrure commodities through grain
handling e~ipment can apply this subchapter to emission sol:ll'ces at the facilities.

·-

252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is totally self-contained or
is enclosed within a structure at a grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized vents/openings, and shall not be
considered a source subject to emission calculations.
"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other functionally e~valent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Facility" means the contiguous or adjacent area under common
control upon which a grain elevator, feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures
are located, and all contiguous sites having common control, which haY-e SIC codes \vith the first
tw{) digits that are identical to the fust t\w digits of the SIC code for grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing e~pment.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or installation at which grain, feed,
or seed is loaded, handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the manufacturer designs the
elevating portion of a grain, feed, or seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hours calculated by dividing the cumulative
total quantity loaded out for a given time period by 75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to process the material loaded out. Actual
leg capacity may be adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if documentation
supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by the Director of the Air
QualityDivision Director.
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"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which allows the
emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure
without the use of mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which allows the emissions of
air and/or contaminants at pressures greater than atmospheric pressure indicating the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Proeess Emission" means emissions from a process equipment point source.
"Receiving hours of operation" means hours calculated by dividing the cumulative total
quantity received for a given time period by 75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to process the material received. Actual
leg capacity may be adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if documentation
supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by the Director of the Air
QualityDivision Director.
"Total hours of operation" means the sum of the receiving hours of operation and the
loading out hours of operation. Actual hours may be less since receiving and loading-out operations
may occur simultaneously.
252:100-24-3. General proYisions: applieahility, determination of
emissionsApplicability, general requirements
(a) Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and
existing grain, feed, or seed facilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1) Facilities in compliance with QAG 252:100-25, 252:100-27, and 252:100-29 are not
required to comply with this subchapter.
(2) Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt from the requirements of
QAG252:100-25 (visible emissions), 252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive
dust).
(b) General requirements.
AAill Permits required. In addition to the requirements of this subchapter, each new,
modified or existing grain, feed, or seed facility shall comply with the permitting
requirements of QAG252: 100-7 andor 252:100-8.
~~ 11\ir t&§:ies CWiSSiflft!ft -GraHl; feeS; 8F Seed faeilitfes I i mehtbat emit toxie Mf

1'811\MBts a9e¥e ~ ee etiftifflis 18ltels ~eeifiee m252:100-41 are mhjast *a aU ?Fpliet~hle
~eq.uiremeA.tll seffiftincd tltetein...
Will Record-keeping. The owner or operator of a facility shall maintain a daily log

documenting thecommodity receipts and load-outs and hours of operation for each. These
records shall be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available for
inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel or its representative DEQ during normal
business hours.
Wffi Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing shall be conducted using
EPA reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed
by individual(s) possessing Cl:liTent certiHcationa Certified Visible Emission Evaluator.
OOill Determination of emissions. Emissions from grain, feed, or seed facilities shall be
determined by the best available data. This may include actual emissions as determined by
stack testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using approved published
emissions factors, or any other reasonably accurate method v.rbich can be shown to be
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reasonably accurate when SQpportsd by enginsering data and calculations, andapproved in
advance by the Air Quality DivisionDEQ.

-

252:100-24-4. Smoke, Visible Emissions and Parti£ulatesVisible emissions (opacity)
limit
(a) Visible emissions limitsOpacity limit. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permitthe
discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination
thereof with a shade densityexhibiting greater than tv;:enty percent (20%) equivalent20% opacity.
This requirement shall not apply to smoke orvisible emissions exhibiting greater than 20% opacity
emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of which is not greater than sixty
percent (60%) opacity for a period aggregating no more than fiNe minutes in any sixty consecative
minutes and/or no more than twenty minutes in any consecative tv1enty four hour period which
consist of not more than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three
such periods in any consecutive 24 hours, during which the average of any six-minute period shall
not exceed 60% opacity.
(b) Alternate emissionsopacity limit. The 20% opacity limits, as limit required under 252:10024-4 (a) may be increased for particulates only provided that the o·.vner,loperator owner or operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the OklahomaAir Quality Council at public hearing that those
requirements listed in 252:1 00-25-4(a) through (c) have been met.
(c) Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described in 252:100-24-4(a)fl-) are provided as
follows:
(1) Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping) shall be no more than 65%
e"lll:hzalentopacity, and visible emissions from unloading (receiving) shall be no more than
55% e(IUhralentopacity.
(2) Emissions from pressarized or non pressarized 'f8nts or openings 'ilfi-th control devices
shall be limited to no greater than twenty percent (20%) opacity at any time.
~ill Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without control devices shall either be
enclosed, exhausted through a control device, or shall be limited to no greater than l 0%
opacity at any time.
{4)Q2 Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without control devices shall be
limited to no greater than 10%.opacity at any time.
252:100-24-5. Emission eontrol equipment and eertitieationCertification
(a) Standards, Emission control equipment where re"lllired by (40 CFR 60.300) mast meet the
standards set Wlder the· Federal Ne\'l Source Performance Standards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as
mandated by other Federal reqmrernents for major soarces. A.dditional controls may be required to
reduce naisance emissions.
(b) ~A..JTeeted faeilities ..". .ffected facilities shall make best efforts to reduce dust emissions during
load out by minimi.zing the distance from the load out spoat to the top of the receiving vessel.
(c) Certitieation, Each new, modified, or existing grain, feed or seed facility in the state of
Oklahoma shall provide written certification of compliance vlith this sabchapter vlithin ons year of
the adoption of this Subchapter by the DEQ Board. P.. .nnual certification of receiving, loading out,
and total annaal hours of operation, quantity received and loaded out, visible emissions, and the
operation and proper maintenance of any required control equipment shall be completed by the
owner, operator or other designated responsible party and submitted as part of the annual emissions
inventory reporting form.
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(a) Initial certification. Any grain, feedor seed facility in existence on September 28, 1994, shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter by September 28, 1995, or within
six months of receiving an initial certification form from DEQ.
(b) Annual certification. The owner, operator or other designated responsible party of a grain,
feed or seed facility shall submit along with the annual emissions inventory, an annual certification
of quantities received and loaded-out.

252:100-24-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of any Yisiblefugitive dust
emissions beyond the property line from which the emissions originate.
(b) No persons shall allow Yisiblefugitive dust emissions beyond the property line in such a manner
as to damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties.
(c) All facilities shall make best efforts to reduce fugitive dust emissions during load-out by
minimizing the distance from the load-out spout to the top of the receiving vessel.
252:100-24-7. Permit by Rule [NEW]
(a) Applicability. Any new or existing source may be constructed or operated under this section if
it meets the requirements of 252:100-7-60(a), (b), and (c) and has the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) code 5153, Grain and Field Beans.
(b) Requirements.
(1) In addition to the requirements in 252:10-7-60(a), (b), and (c), an owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall comply with all of the requirements of this Subchapter,
with the exception of252:100-24-5(a) and (b).
(2) The total annual emissions of PM-1 0 shall be calculated using the equation provided in
Appendix L, which was derived from AP-42 9.9 .1, Grain Elevators and Processes.
(3) For grain storage elevators located at any wheat flour mill, wet corn mill, dry corn mill,
rice mill or soybean oil extraction plant, with a permanent grain storage capacity of 35,200
3
3
m , or grain terminal elevators with a permanent storage capacity of more than 88,100 m ,
which have commenced construction, modification, or reconstruction after August 3, 1978,
the requirements of 40 CFR, Part 60, Subpart DD are also applicable.
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule for Grain Elevators

+ _§__] x 40 = Combined Emissions (TPY) •
[ _!i_
45 92

[NOTE: THE FORMULA BELOW IS A TEXT VERSION OF THE GRAPHIC FORMULA
ABOVE]
Combined Emissions (TPY) = 40 x (RJ45 + S/92)
Where,

R =Annual Grain Received (millions of bushels)
S =Annual Grain Shipped (millions of bushels)

*To qualify for Permit by Rule, the total annual combined emissions must be less than 40 TPY.

-
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TITLE 252.
DEPARTMENT OF £NVlRONHENTAL QUALITY
CKAPTER 100. AlR POLLUTION CONTROL

-

•
JNTEtiDED RULEHAJ<JNO ACTION:
t:ot lee of pr ope sed PEFJ.~N£NT rulemak lng.
Proposed Rule!: OAC 2~2:100-24, Control of £missions from Grai~r
~lftvators.

{NEwf

Summary: This II('W subchaptt1r would subjoct all new and existing
feed,
seed,
and
gr!ln
!!clli:les
to
state ·permitting
require~e~ts,
and establish ind~stry-specific emissi6n and
control standards.
.
AUTHORITY: Environ~ental Cuality Board; 21A O.S.Supp. 1993, ·s 2-5106 Cl.aws 1993, c. 14~, S 43).
COMMENT PERIOD:
l~ritt•n c~~r.m•r.ts will be accepted prior to and
durirag the requl~trly scheduled rr.eeting of the Oki~~& ,A·tr·oualit)
Ccun¢i
The mP.et i ng will be l'.eld Tuesday, Harch 8, 19!4, ln the
erown Room, Lincoln Plaza Office Co~Flex, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd,,
Oklahoma City, Okl~thcft)a 73105.
Briefing at 9:30 AM; meeting and
hearin9 at 1:00 P!-t..
Or!l corr:JT.ents will be accepted during the
~.earin1: writt~n cc:nments ::n t~.e perw.it pt·o..,lsions may be malled to
the above-listed address, c/o Hr. Doyle McWhirter.
PUDI41C IIF.ARJNGS:
Tuesday, r.,an:h 8, in tha Brown Room of the
l.iur.oln Pl~at<• 0t fjt.e Cc.rr.plto:·:, 15 notf:d ~above.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Ccples of tt.e proposed rules may be
~btalned fr~m the D~partment cf £nvlr~nment3l Ouality, Air Quality
~ivislon, Suite 250 of tte Lincoln Plaza Office Comple~, 4545 N.
l.lnt:'>ln Blvd., OklAhoma City, ·c:< 13105.
·
IWJ,£ IMPACT STI\TF.HENT:
A rul•l · hnpAct stnt'!mcnt will h•! proparod,
pdor to the final action by the Environ"''!ntal Quality Boaa·d. The
t ule lw.pact statement tr.ay be obta'ined from the 1\l r Quality
»lvision, at the above address.
CONTACT PERSON: f-tr. Doyle Mctlhlrt~r (405) 211-5220.

t:

(Okla. Reg.

~4-47;

6lled

Janu~y

14, 1994)
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'l'I'l'LE 252, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL OOALIT~
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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INTENDED ROLEHAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:10:0-24, Control of Em iss ions from Grain
E1'eV"at'o'rs • tNEW 1

.

Summary: This new subchapter would subject all new and existing
feed,
seed,
and
grain
facilities
to state
permitting
requirements, and establish industry-specific emission and
control standards.
AOTBORITr: Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.s.supp. 1993, S 2-5106 (Laws 1993, e. 145, S 43).
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and
during the regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council. The meeting will be held Tuesday, April 12, 1994, in tht
Auditorium of the Tulsa City-County Health Department, 4616 E. 15th
St., Tulsa 74112. Briefing -at 9:30AM; meeting and hearing at 1:00
PM.
Oral comments will be accepted during the hearing; written
comments on the permit provisions rriay be mailed to the contact
person listed below.
PUBLIC HEARINGS: Tuesday, April 12, in the Auditorium of the Tulsa
City-County Health Department, as noted above.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained· from the contact person listed below.
ROLE IMPACT STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be prepared,
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained from the contact person
listed below.
CONTACT PERSON: Mr. Doyle Mc\·lhirter, Department of Environmental
Quality, . Air Quality Division, Suite 250, Lincoln Plaza Office
Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City, OK 7 3105.
(405)
271-5220.

(Okla. Reg. 94-250; 6iied

-

Febhu~y

14, 7994]

'l'l'l'LZ 252.
DEPARTMENT OJ' ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER. 100. AIR. POLLUTION CONTROL
INTENDED R.O~ING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [NEW); OAC 252:100-31, Control of Emissions of Sulfur
Compounds [AMENDED].
Swmu.xy:
Subchaptter 252:100-24 would subject all new and
existing grain facilities to state permitting requirements, and
establish industry-specific emission and control standards.
Industry proposals would include seed, feed, and milling
operations.
The intent of the revision in 252:100-31 is to resolve any
discrepancies and inequities as applied to all sulfur recovery
units in the state, and to provide that emissions standards are
consistent with~ and not more stringent than the New Source
Performance Standards.
AOTBOR.Ift: Environmental Quality Board; 27A o. S. Supp. 1993, S 2-5106 (Laws 1993, c. 145, S 43).
COHHEN't PERIOD: Written comments will be accepted prior to and
during the regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma Air Qual! ty
Council. The meeting will be held Tuesday, June 14, 1994, in the
Brown Room, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lin9oln Blvd,
Oklahoma City 73105. Briefing at 9:30 AH; meeting and hearing at
1:00 PM.
Oral comments will be accepted during the hearing;
written comments on the permit provisions may be mailed to the
contact person listed below.
POBLIC JD:AJUNGS:
Tuesday, June 14, in the Brown Room of the
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, as above.
COPIES OJ' PROPOSED ROLES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, Suite 250 of the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N.
Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City, OK 73105.
R.OLB IMPAC't STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be prepared,
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality·
Division, at the above address.
CONTACT PERSON: (405) 271-5220, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545
N. Lincoln Blvd, Oklahoma City 73105. · ·Contact person for Subchapter 252:100-24 - Mr. Doyle McWhirter.
Contact person for Subchapter 252:100-31 - Dr. Joyce Sheedy.

l Okla. Re,g. 94-6 01;

6ll_e,~ Apf1J1 \8, 19 94]

'l'ITLE 252. DEPARTHEJ-"'1' OP EHVIROHKEHTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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XMTENDED ROLEKAXXNG ACTION&
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemakin9.
Propos•d Rules& OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators [NEW].
summary: This rule would subject all new and existing grain
facilities to state peBitting requirements and establish
industry-specific emission and control standards. Includes
facilities that handle, store, or process grain.
AUTBORXTYI Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 55 22-101; 2-5-1-1 et seq.
COKMEHT PERIOD:
Interested persons may informally discuss the
proposed rules with the Air QUality Program or . may, before
September 28, 1994, submit written comments to the Department of
Environmental Quality, C/O Robert Kellogg, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212. Comment:.s will be accepted durlnq the
Environr~ental Quality Board meetincj scheduled for 9:3·o a.m.,
Wednesday, September 28, 1994, in Broken Bow, Oklahoma, at a
location to be announ~~,,:l~ter. __ ....... :'~
. PUBLIC BEARINGS I . Wf!dn·!l~~yi:~::sep~e!~r 2 8; 19 9 4 , at 9: 3 0 a .11. , in
Broken Bow, Oklahoma, ·as no-ted abc)v,e~:t~''
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the .Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Program, 4545 North Lincoln, suite 250, Oklahoma City, ox 731053483.
.
.
RULZ XKPACT STATEKE~I
A rule impact statement will be prepared
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality Service
at. the above address.
CO~A~ PERSOHI
Mr. Doyle Mc~~irter, (405) 271-5220.
ADDX~%ONAL INFORKA~XOHI
These rules were recommended by the Air
Quality council pursuant to public hearinq on June 14, 1994.

(Okla. Reg. 94-1284; ~iled Aug~t 8, 19941

-

)

)

)

(NEW)

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OP EHVI~ONHEHTAL QUALITT
CHAPTER 100, AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RUL~ING

RULQa

ACTIONs PERMANENT final adoption.
.
OAC 252:100·24, control of Emissions from Grain Elevators
(NEH)

AUTHORITY• Environmental Quality Board1 27A O.S.Supp. 1993, II 2·
2·101, 2-5-101 et seq.
DATJ!!SI
Comment period: September 1, 1994 through September 28, 1994 .
Public hearing: september 28, 1994.
Adoption: September 28, 1994
Submitted to Governors October 7, 1994
submitted to Houses October 7, 1994
Submitted to Senate: October 7, 1994
Gubernatorial approvals November 17, 1994.
Legislative approvals
Failure of the Legislature to
disapprove the rules resulted in approval on March 29, 1995.
Final adoptions March 29, 1995.
Effe~tive:
July 1, 1995.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS&
Superseded rules: OAC 252:100·24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators (NEW].
Gubernatorial appro1(al: November 17, 1994.
Register publication: 12 Ok Reg 353.
Docket number: 94-1535.
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCB1
None.
AHALTSISs This new subchapter would subject all new and existing
grain facilities to state permitting requirements and establish
industry-specific emission and control standards.
Included are
·faciUties that handle, store or process grain.
The Air Quality Council recommended the permanent adoption of. this
new subchapter at their meeting on June 14, 1994. The Air Quality
Council b'!gan receiving c0111111ents on these new rules on February 1,
1994, and also considered these rules in public meetings on Harch
3, March 8, and hpril 12, 1994.
CONTACT PERSON1
Hr. Doyle ~cNhirter, DEO Air Quality Division,
Suite 250, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. J.incoln Bldv .•
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105. 405 271·5220.
PURSUANT TO THE hCTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, ntE FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSIDERED FINhLJ,Y ADOPTED AS SET I'OR111 JN 75 O.S., SECTION
lOB. 1 (1\), WITH 1\N EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY 1, 1995.

I I
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24.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

252rl00-2t•l. Purpoae
·The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
facilities that handle, store or process grains. All facilities
hancning bulk agricultural co1111110dities through grain handling
equip11ent can apply this subchapter to emission sources at the
facilities.
This Subchapter is an interim rule effective until
July 1, 1995 or until the date l~hichever is earlier) that measured
particulate e111laaion .rates from grain handling are developed under
protocols approved or accepted by the Air Quality Division to
replace the facto~d emission rates in this interim rule.
2S2l100·2t·2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, aha·
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicat
otherwise:
~Dust Suppreaaion Aclditivea• means FOil. or FGIS-approved additives
applied commercially for dust suppression. The dust suppression
efficiencies of these additives is accepted to be 90' when applied
at a proper application rate per manufacturer's recommendations or
as approvP.d by the director of the Air Quality Division.
•Enclosed Grain Handling EquipDient• means equipment that is
totally self-contained .or ·is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, fe~d, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
"Existing Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation• means a facility ~hich
was in existence in 1993 and has submitted a current emission
inventory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993 reporting period
year.
All other grain, feed, and seed operations shall be
conaiderP.d ne~.
"Fabric Filter• means any control device or system in which
particulate matter is collected on a dust cake supported on either
a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate
collection r.fficiency of not less than 95 percent.
•Fugitive Emiaaion• means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through a stack •. chimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening.
•orain, Feed, or Seed Operation• means any facility .
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled.
cl"aned, dried, stor~d. treated, or otherwise processed.
•GrMln, Feed, or Seed Operation• Facl1ltr• means the contiguous
or adjacrnt area under connan control upon which a grain elo:vator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having common control, which have
SIC codes with the first two digits that are identical to the first
two digits of the SIC ·code for grain elevators, feed mills. or.
grain and s~e~ processing equi~ent.
"Jiigh Efficiency Cyclone• mP.ans .. ny cyclone type col lector t)f the
2D-2D or 1D·3D configuration.
These designations refer to the
ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of the
Page 1
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lNEW)

(NEHJ

meintain a daily log documenting the commodity throughput and hours
of operation. These records shall be maintained for a period of
two re-ars and shall b!! made available for inspection by the Air
Qua·l ty Division personnel or its representative during normal
business houra.
(e) Visible emiee!ona teat. Visible emissions lopacityl testing
shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40
CFR, Part &0, Appendix A and must be performed by individualls)
possessing current certification.
(f)
Dete~inat!on of emieelona.
Emissions from grain, feed, or
seed operations shall be baaed on the best available data.
This
may include actual emissions as determined by stack testing, mass
balance
calculations,
emission
calculations
uuing
afpxoved
published emissions ~actors, or other methods approved by the Air
Quality Division. The following factored emissions are allowed by
this interim rule only until July 1, 1995 or until the date
(whichever is earlier) that measured particulate emission rate!
from grain handling are developed under protocols approved ot
accepted by the Air Quality Division.
For this interim rule,
emissions shall be calculated as follows for three classes of
emissions:
(11 Class 1:
(AI
Unloading (Receiving) - 0,6 lbs/ton.
IBI I..oading (Shipping).- 0.3 lbs/ton.
ICI. Opacity limits - Refer to 01\C 252:100-24-4.
121 Cla!'IS 11 - Emlssion Sources with Cont1·ol Devices'
(AI AP-42 factor X 11-EFF). IEFF means fractional efficiency
of control device.)
(B)
Opacity limits
Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity
limitn.
131 Clans I II - Uncontrolled Vents:
IAI
Pt·essuriz~d - opacity limit only !Refer to 01\C 252:10024-4 for opacity limits).
IBI
Non-pressurized
opacity limit only !Refer to 01\C
252:100-24-4 for opacity limits).

cylinder portion. A 20-20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length
of 2 x D end a cone length of 2 x D (90\ collection efficiency for
TSPI. A 10-30 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 x D and
a cone length of 3 x 0 195\ collection efficiency for TSP).
"Hours of Operation• is calculated by dividing the cumulative
throughput total for a given time period by ~5\ of th-. rated leg
capacity. This quotient is equivalent hours lnot actual hours) of
operation required to process the throughput. Actual leg capacity
may be adjusted to more or less than 75\ by individual facilities
i f document at ion supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.
"Leg Capacity• means the maximu111 process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
·
"HediUJS Efficiency Cyclone• means any cyclone type collector less
than 20-20 configuration. These designations refer to the ratio of
cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of the cylinder
portion. A 10-10 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder of 1 x D and a
cone length of 1 x D.
These cyclones shall be capable of
demonstrating a collection efficiency of 75' for particulate
m;\tter.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or conta111inants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"PreeeuriEed Vent or' Opening• means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating
the
use
of
mechanicnlly-in~uced air flow.
"Process E~niaaion• means emissions from a process equipment point
source.
"Throughput• means the pounds, tons, or bushels received hy a
facility addad to the pounds, tons, or buFhels loaded-out from the
f<~d lity during any time period of interest divided by two.
252 '100-24 -l.

General provisional applicability, detennina tJ.on of
emissions
lal
Applicability.
Thl! provisions of this subchapter are
applicable to all n~w. modified, and existing grain, fr.ed, or ~eed
"l'"r.~t \nnn in th, ~tate of OklRhoma.
Ill
Facilities in compliance with 01\C 252:100-2'.>, 252:100-2'7,
and 252:100-29 nr~ not required to co111ply with Lhis subchapter.
12)
Fad lit i'!n in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
ft?•n Lhe •·pqrJI x-~rncnts of OAC 252:\00-25 (visible flmiasions),
252:100-2'7 !process weiqhtl. and 252:100-29 (fugitive riustl.
Ill)
Per111ita required.
In addition to the requirements of this
:;ubcha!='tcr, each n~w. modified or t!xisting <Jrain, feed, or seed
•TCI<Jtion shall ct')rnply with the permitting rr.qulrP.m!!nt:s t')f O/\C
A~':I00-7 and 2S2:IOO·B.
(··) llir taxies e~niaa!ona. Grain, feed, or seed operations which
P.mir toxic air pollutants above the deminlmis l~vela sp~cified in
01\C 2';2:100 ·~1 "re subjP.c:t to, all applicable rP.q•Jirements rontalnPd
t. h'!' r "'In.
1
•
ldl
P.otcord-keeplng.
The owner or operator of a facility ohall

J

252slDD·24-4. Smoke, viaibla emissions and particulates
lal Vidble ea~ieeione limit. No person shall cauoe, suffer, allow
or permit the discharge of any fumes, a-erosol. mist, gas, s"'ol<e,
vapot·, paltirulatc m111tter or any con•binat.ion thr.J't>of with a shade
denoity gre~ter t.han twenty pet·cent 120\l equivalent opl'lci.t.y. This
requirement !'hall not apply to:> 'lhr<~koe or visible emission"J emitted
during short ·t'!r•n occurrences, the shade or density of which is. not
greater than sixty percent (60\l opacity for a period aggregating
no mot:e th<tn five minutes in any sixty consr.cutive minutes and/or
no more than twenty minutes in any consecutive twenty-four hour
period.
lbl Alteor~tate emfaa!ona limit.
The I:!0\1 opar:lty 1 imit:s, iiS
requin:d un<Jer 01\C ~52' 100-24-4
Ia)
may be inca·eased fer
part io:ull'lt:P.r. nnly provido!d that the owner/opeJ·ator dernonst.rates to
the satisfaction of the Oklaho111a llir Quality Ccum:il at public
hearing thnt thnse requirements listed in OIIC 252:100-:!5·1 Ill
through ll) have heen met.
lei
Exce-ptions. F.xceptinun to th•• requirP.rnP.nt·3 describe<! in OTW

)

)

)

)
(HEN)

252:100-24-4 lal are provided aa followa1
{1) Visible emissions ~r~ loading (ahipping) shall be no ~re
than sixty-five percent ('Stl equivalent opacity. and visible
emlaaiona from unloading (receiving) shall be no more than
fifty-five percent tss•t equivalent opacity.
12)
Eraiaaiona fro111 praaauriseci or non-preaaurlzed vents or
openinga with control devices ahall be limited to no greater
than twenty percent (20') opacity at any time.
(3)
Emiaaiona from preaauri&ed vente or openings without.
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhauated through a
control device, or ahall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (lOt) opacity at any time.
(4)
Emissions fr~ non-preaauri&ed vente or openlnga without
control devices shall be limited to no greater than ten percent
(10') opacity at any time.
2521100·24·5. Emiadon control equlpent: ancl certiflcafion
(a) 8tandarda.
Emiaaion control equipMnt where required by (40
CFR '0 .300) must 111eet the atandarda aet under the Federal New
Source Performance Standards (HSPS Subpart DD), or aa mandated by
other Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls
may be required to reduce nuiaance emissions.
(b) Certification. Each existing grain elevator in the state of
Oklahoma shall provide written .certification of cocnpliance with
this aubchapter within one year of the adoption of this Subchapter
by the Air Quality co.uncil.
Annual certification of hours of
operation and throughput and the operation and proper maintenance
of required control equipnent shall be completed by the owner,
operator or other designated reaponaible party and sublllitted as
part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.
2521100-24-6. Fugitive duat controla
(a) All facilities will take reaaonable precautions. to prevent the
discharge of ""Y visible fugitive duat· e111issions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
lb)
No persona shall allow visible e111iesiona b<tyond the property
line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere with the use of
adjacent properties.

(Oizla. Re.g. 95-6f6i 6-{l.ed Ap-'LU '1.6, 1995)

••
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TITLE 2 52 •

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONKEtlTJ\L QU1\LITY
100. ~IR POLLUTION CONTROL

C~PTER

INTr.HDED RULEMJ\XING J\CTION:
'•
Uotice of proposed PERMANENT and EMERGENCY rulema~inc;r.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators [HEW)
·
.
SWIUIIaryl
This rule would amend the existing rule that
subjects all new and existinq grain facilities to state permitting
requirements and establishes industry-specific emission ¥'d control
standards.
~U'l'HORI'rYI
Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.s. supp. 1993,
SS2-2-101; 2-s-1-1 et seq.
.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and
during the regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council. The meeting will be held 1ofednesday, February 22, 1995, in·
tho Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, Bro\.m Room, 4545 If. Lincoln
Blvd., Oklahoma city, OK. Briefing is scheduled for 9:30 AH;
meeting and hearing, for 1:00 PH. oral comments will be accepted
during the hearing; written comments on the proposed .. chanqe may be
mailed to Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250,
Oklahoma city, OX 7J105-3483 1 cfo Mr. scott Thomas
POBLIC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, February 22, 1995, in the Lincoln
Plaza Office Complex, Brown Room, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma
City, OK.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250, Oklahoma City, OK.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be prepared
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rulo impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality Division
~t the above address •
.DNTACT PERSONI Mr. Scott Thomas or Deborah Perry (405) 271-5220
_

f.9kta.. Reg.

94-1'689; 6iled Vec.embeJL 21, 1994]

.• vT/CES OF RULE.MAKING INTENT

,,
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TlTLB 252. DEPARTMENT OP EHV%RONHENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTIONs
Notice ot proposed PERMANENT and EMERGENCY rulemaking.
Proposed Ruleaa
OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators (AMENDED].
SWIUIIary:
The revision to Subchapter 24 would amend the
existing rule that subjects all new and existing grain facilities
to state permitting requirements and establishes industry-specific
emission and control standards.
AUTHORITY1 Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.s. supp. 1993,,SS 25-106.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Interested persons may informally discuss th-e
proposed rules with the Air Quality Program or may, before June 27,
1995, submit written comments to the Department of Environmental
Quality, c/o Robert Kellogg, 1000 N.E. lOth Street, Oklahoma City,
OK 73117-1212. Comments will be accepted during the Environmental
Quality Board meeting scheduled for 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 27,
1995, at 1000 NE lOth Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The location
ot the meeting may be changed.
·
PUBLIC HEARINGS: Tuesday, June 27, 1995, at 9:30a.m. in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, as noted above.
COPIES OP PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Program, 4545 North Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
A rule impact statement will be prepared
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality Division
at the above address.
CONTACT PERSON:
Mr. Scott Thomas {405) 271-5220.
,_ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
These rules were recommended by the Air
Quality Council pursuant to the public hearing on February 22,
1995.

[Okla. Reg. 95-650; 6iled May 4, 7995]
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SUBCHAPTER 24.

TITLE 252 DEPARTMBNT OP ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100, AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RULBNAXING ACTIOHa PERMANENT nNAL ADOPTION.
RULESa OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators
[AMENDED).
AUTHORITY•
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, _II
2-2-101, 2-5-101 et seq.
DATES a
June 1, 1995 through June 27, 1995
comment period:
Public hearing:
June 27, 1995
Adoption: June 27, 1995
Submitted to Governor:
July 7, 1995.
Submitted to House: July 7, 1995.
Submitted Senate:
July 7, 1995.
Gubernatorial approval: August 21, 1995.
Legislative approval: Failure of the Legislature to disapprove
the rules resulted in approval on March 27, 1996.
Final adoption:
March 27, 1996.
Effective:
July 1, 1996.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS!
Superseded rules:
252:100-24-1 through 24-5 [AMENDED).
Gubernatorial approval: August 21, 1995.
Register publication: 13 Ok Reg 815.
Docket number: 96-25.
INCORPORATIONS BY REPERENCB1 None.
ANALYSIS1 The revision to Subchapter 24 would amend the existing
rule that subjects all new and existing grain facilities to state
permitting requirements and establishes industry-specific emission
and control standards.
The Air Quality Council recommended the permanent adoption of this
revision at their meeting on February 22, 1995. The Air Quality
Council began receiving comments on this new rule on February 1,
1995, and also considered this rule in a public meeting on February
22, 1995.
.
CONTACT PERSONa
Mr. Scott Thomas, DEQ Air Quality Division, Suite
250, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73105. (405) 271-5220
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION
308.1(A), WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY 1, 1996.
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CONTROL OF EMISSIONS PROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

252a100-24-1. Purpoae
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions froro
facilities that handle, store or process grains. All facilities
handling bulk agricultural cODUIIodities through grain handling
equipment can apply this subchapter to emission sources at the
facilities. ~is ~wle is an inEe~im ~wle eiieeEi~e wnlil Jwl) ~
1995 e~ wnEi:l Ehe dale (o1hi:e:tle • e~ is eal!'lier) Efia~ meaeon ed
parEie~la~e emi:eei:en ra~ee irem grain handling are deweleped ~nder
p~al!eeela app1eoed ~~~ aeeepEed e)'
Ehe loi:~ iwali:t)' lili:~ieian -Ee
replaee ~he faetered emiseien raEes in ~hi:e in~e~im rwle,

j

.j

252a100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the co~text clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Dilsll B~t~~pl!'assiea A.Wi~h ea• meafte Fe.•, e~ FGIS appll!'eveli aliditi, ee
applieli ee-ell!'eially fer dws& s~:~ppreeei:en. 'i'he liwe~ ewpp~eeeien
effi:eieftaiea ef ~hese adlii~i:.ee is aeeep~e~ ~e ee 99\ dheft applied
a~ a preper appliea~ieft rate per manwfae~~:~rer'e r~eemmenlia~iefts er
as app~e Jed e:w ~1\e lli~ee~er ei the :.ir e~:~al i:~y Bh ieien,
•bc1osed Grain Handling Bquip111ent• means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-preasurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
"BHisllia• araift, Peeli, er Saeli 9pal!'atiea• means a faeilit) whieh
was ift eniateftee "" 1993 aftll ftas ewemitteli a ew~ll!'eftE emi:seiefl
ift.. efttlloll!') ~e ~1\e Air iWaliEy 9i•d.sieft fey the 1993 repe~&iftg peried
)lear.
hll e~her graiB 1 feeli 1 aali seed epe1atie~ta sfiall ee
ea~teiliel!'ecl ftewo
"Pabl!'ill Pilllel!'" IIIEIIofts arty eerttll!'el lie•·iee ell!' system "" ·ahieh
pall!'tie~:~late matte!!!' i:e eelleeteli ert a liwet ealte swpperl!ed ert eiEher
a ~.e..,ert •~ fel~ell laell!'ie ~1\al! ean liemeft&tll!'aEe a pa~tiewlate
eelleetieft effieie~tey sf ftBt lese tftaft 9& pe1eeftto
··.i' '"'"Fugi~ive Emisaion• means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening.
•Grain, Peed, or Seed Operation• means any facility or
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded. handled,
cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
•Grain, Peed, or Seed Gpereliefta Facility• means the contiguous
or adjacent area under common control upon which a grain elevator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having common control, which have
SIC codes with the first two digits that are identical to the first
two digi_ts of the SIC code for grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing equipment.
"llip Bffieieaey Syeleaa' meafts afty eyelette t::ype eelleeEel!' ef t::he
iill:l iill:l e~ 19 39 eenfigll~aEieft.
'i'hese deeigttat::iene refel!' Ee t;he
Page 1

1951

)

)

1952
l'a~ie

ef eyliruiel!' ~a eefte lel'lgtk, ~~he:l!'e 9 ie tl\e •lia111eter ef tl\e
eylii'IEier pel!'tiefta h 29 29 eyelefte ~~e~~ola euhieit a B)lii'IEieJ!' lei'I!Jlft
ef 2 H 9 al'lli a eefte lel'lg~h ef 2 H 9 (99\ eelleetiel'l effieieftey fe:l!'
'I'SPI , ' 19 39 e)•elefte .. e.la euhiah: a e) li:ftde• lel'lgt:h ef 1 11 9 aflel
a eel'le length ef 3 " 9 (95~ eelleedel'l effieiel'ley fer 'PSP),
•ae...rs e£ 9pe•••isn" ie eale~tlaua e) EiiYiliiflg the e\111111ola&h e
t;bre~tghp~tt: t:et:al fer a gi'e" t:i111e peried &y 75\ ef t:he •a&ed le!l
eapaeit,, Thie qwetieftt ie e•~~oi~alel'lt ka••• (net aet•al he'ttral ef
epel'atieft req•ired t:e preeeaa the th!e'ttgkplita Aet~~oal leg eapaeity
_ , lse ae;~tstea te ........ leee theft 15\ ey i:ftdi·a"idlial faei:liti:ea
U deeltlllefttat:iel'l elfllparti:l'lg the prepeeell ad!i\letMe.. t i.e eltalllh:t;ed t;e
&l'ld appl'eaed by the 9il'eeter ef the Air Q~~oali:ty 9i~iaiel'la
•Lag Capacity• means the maximum process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, fee~, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
1

di;iLd tnda ~ttC:~m~1~i, v~c t::!'!!:g; ir;ar:aJ!S !otuif'~rc~;~~!~c~ t~
0

period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours !not actual hours) of operation required to
process the material loaded out,
Actual leg capacity may be
adiusted to more or leas than 75\ by indiyidual facilities i f
documentation supPorting the proposed adiustment is submitted to
and approyed by the pirector of the Air Quality Diyiaion,
•Uedi- BUieien:e)' G)'elen:e" 111eol'ls OI'IY e)'elel'le type eelleeeer lees
titan: 29 29 eenfig~~oraderh 1'heae deeigl'lat:i:al'la :refel' te the l'atie ef
e) lil'llie:r te eefte lel'lgth, ~chere 9 is I! he dia111etel! ef t:fte eyliftder
pertisth h 19 19 eyele!!e ~•e~tld e11hisit a eyliftder ef 1 H 9 &ftd a
eel'le leRgth ef 1 " 9,
1'heee e~ elel'lea ehall IIIIa eapalllle ef
delllel'letrating a eelleetieft effieiefte) ef 75~ fer parti:e~late
111atte••
•Non-preaauril:ed Vent or Opening• means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
·
•Pressurized Vent or Opening• means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
greater than · atmospheric
pressure
indicating
the
use
of
mechanically-induced air flow.
•Process Emission• means emissions from a process equipment point
source.

•Receiying houn of operation• means hours calculated by diyiding
the cumulative total quantity receiyed for a giyen time period by
75\ of the rated lea capacity. Ibis gyotient is egyiyalent hours
!not actyal hqurs! of operation regyired to process the material
receiyed. Actual leg caPacity may he adjysted to more or le11 than
75\ by individual facilities if documentation auPPorting the
proposed adiustmem: is submitted to and approyed by the Director of
the Air Oyalitv Division,
•Total boura of operation• means the sum of the receiving hours
of operation and the loading out hours of operation. Actual bours
may be less since receiving and loading-oyt operations may occyr
simultaneously.
Page 2

•!'Jure~..,. ... ~~. 111eafts the pe~truis, '6ft& 1 er e~tehels reeei.. eli 8~ '*
faeility added ae Ehe peltl'lda, tefta, er s~tehele leaded e~~ot f~e111 the
faeilhy lll•ri.l'l!l &1'1)' t1i111e pel'ielll ef iRte•eet di~i.ded lily t·.. e,

252•100-24-3. General provisions• applicability, determination of
emiasions
tar Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
eperatie~tsfocilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1) Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100·27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions).
252;100·27 (process weight!, and 252:100-29 (fugitive dus~).
(b) Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
subchapter, each new, modified or existin.g grain, feed, or seed
epel'atial'lfacility shall comply with the permitting requirements of
OAC 252:100-7 and 252:100-8.
(c) Air toxics emissions. G r a i n ,
f e e d ,
or
s e e d
eperati.el'lefacilities which emit toxic air pollutants above the
deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are .subject to all
applicable requirements contained therein.
(d) Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a facility shall
maintain a daily log documenting the commodity t:hre~~oghp~tt; receipts
and load-oyts and hours of operation for each. These records shall
be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available
for inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel or its
representative during normal business hours.
(e) Viaible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing
shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by individual(&)
possessing current certification.
(f) Deteraination of emissions.
Emissions from grain, feed. or
seed epel'ati.aftsfacilities shall be eased eftdetermined by the best
available data. This may include actual emissions as ~etermined by
staclt testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations
using approved published emissions factors, or ether 111etheae
app!i!O'elianv other method which can be shown to be reasonablY
accurate when sypported by engineering data and calculations. and
approyed in adyance by the Air Quality Division.
The fellewiA!J
fr:u:tered e111ieai:eRa are alleued lily thia i.11teri111 ••le enl) \ll'll!:il J .. ly
1 1 1995 er ~l'lti:l the date (whie'hevel' ie earlieaol that llleae .. HEi
partie~~olate e111iaaieft !!!&tea frem gll!ail'l haRIIIling are dewelepea ~tREie~
preteeala appre, ell er aeeepted b)' the .-.ir e~~oali.ty Bh iaiel'l.
FeJ!'
.~hie i8tel'illl r~tle 1 e111iaaiene shall be eale~~olatell ae fellewe fer
thr~ elaaaes ef eMiaaiefta•

elaee I I
Yl'llaallil'l!l (R:eeeiYil'lgl
9, 6 lbe/tel'la
(B) · Leadift!l I Skipping)
9, 3 lllla/1!6n,
191 epaeit) li111ita
Refer ~e 252•199 2l t.
121 Slaea II
B111i:aeieR Se~tl'eee ·..· ith eentrel Be Jieea s
(1)

IAI
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(B)
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fe~
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.1.£1.

ce~tification. Each
vew,
modified,
or existing grain~
elewatoerfeed or seed facility in the state of Oklahoma shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter
within one year of the adoption of this Subchapter by the II+!'
Q'llalhy 9e'llneilDEO Board.
Annual certification of receiving.
loading-qyt, and total annual hours of operation. guantity received
and loaded-out,yisible emissiovs, ana Eftr8'1l!hp'll& and the operation
and proper maintenance of avv_required control equipment shall be
completed by the owner, operator or other designated responsible
party and submitted as part of the annual emissions inventory
reporting form.

epaeity

elaaa I I I
Yfteefttrelleli Venl!e
Preea'llrheli
epaehy H111b eftl) (Refer te 2Sihl99 ~~ •
fer epaeity li~t~il!ea)
(BJ Hen preee~ri•eli
epaeity li~t~ie eftl) (Refer ee 252al&9
a• • fer epaeil!) lilftil!ea)
(:1\J

Smoke, Vieible Emieeions and Pa~ticulatae
(a) Visible emissions limits.
No person shall cause, suffer,
allow or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas,
smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination the~eof with a
shade density greater than twenty percent (20%) equivalent opacity.
This requirement shall not apply to smoke or vieible emissions
emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of
which is not greater than sixty percent (60%) opacity for a period
aggregating no more than five minutee in any sixty coneecutive
minutes and/or no more than twenty minutes in any consecutive
twenty-four hour period.
(bl Alternate emissions limit. The (20\) opacity limits, as
required under 252:100-24-4 (a) may be increased for particulate&
only provided that the owner/operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing·
that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a) through (c) have
been met.
(c) Exceptions. Exception• to the requirement• deecribed in
252:100-24-4 (a) (1) are provided as followe:
(1) Visible emissions from loading~ (shipping) shall be no
more than sixty-five percent (65\) equivalent opacity, and
visible emissions from unloading (receiving) shall be no more
than fifty-five percent (55\) equivalent opacity.
(2) Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or
openings with control devices shall be limited to no greater
than twenty percent (20\) opacity at any time.
(3) Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, or shall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (10\J opacity at any time.
(4) Emissions from non-preesurized vente or openings without
control devices shall be limited to no greater than ten percent
(10\) opacity at any time.
·

I.

distance from the load-out spout to the too of the receiving

hael!iel'lal effieiel'le)

li~t~iea.
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2521100-24-4.
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Emieeion control equipment and certification
tal .standarde.
Emission control equipment where required by (40
CFR 60. 300) must meet the standards eet under the Federal New
Source Performance Standards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as mandated by
other Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls
may be required to reduce nuisance emissions.
(b) Affected hciliti11. Affected facilities shall make best
efforts to reduce dust emissions ¢uring load-out by minimizing the
2521100-24-5
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Prior ~o ad~ption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rule making action, an agency Jill.I.S1 publish
a Notice of Rulemaking lntant in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For addftiona/ information on Notices of Ru/emaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow those
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which are
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) and
national emissions standards for hazardous air _pollutants
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain
an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify
for PBR. Each Subchapter containing a PBR for specific
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. The
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section to
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permitting
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an
individual air quality permit.. Also, a new Appendix L is
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PBR
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the
Department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR. 51, Appendix P. Additionally, the
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix P
requirements those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and sources scheduled for
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for
approval of alternative monitoring requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visible emissions during short-term
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain methods for determining
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 37
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correct
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone and
methylated siloxanes from the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapters
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction of
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for

[OAR Docket #98-1216]
INTENDED RULEMAKING AcriON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rule making.
. Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Permits for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25, Smoke.
VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapt~r 37.
Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]

Summuy:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (ugtm3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ugtm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ugtm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them id~ntical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr prlDlary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxunum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
com~liance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
preVIous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter 7 will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for
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Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and39. The
definition o( volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second-substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:·
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Thesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be ·submitted to the
contact person by Tuesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
{Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998 - 9:30 a~m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Room 101, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
COPiES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACr SfATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained ·
from the Air Quality Division.
CONfACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 18)

ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to t~ .
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a pub;,
.·. )
' .-.._: ·-·
hearing on June 16, 1998.
PERSONS WITII DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405} 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1216; filed 6-25-98]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
R 100. AIR PO~UTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1217]
D RULEMAKING ACDON:
EMERGENCY

and

Proposed
252:100,
Pollution Control: Subchapter47, Control
ofEmissions fr m Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[NEW]
Summary:
A new Subcha ter 47 is proposed to establish stat~
standards to centro emissions from municipal solid wast
·
(MSW) landfills that commenced construction,
modification, or reco truction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after ovember 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be included in Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enforce ble mechanism for implementing
the provisions of the E.mi sian Guidelines (EG) for MSW
landfills (40 CFR 60
bpart Cc).
Subchapter 47
incorporates by reference sections of the New Source
Performance Standards for MSW landfills ( 40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The propos d rules would affect privately
and publicly owned MSW andfills that are actively
ac:Cepting or are capable of a
ting municipal solid waste
as well as those that are closed.
dfill gas collection and ·
control systems will be require for landfills that have
design capacities .greater than
equal to 2.5 million
megagra.ms and 2.5 million cubic m ers and have estimated
emissions of at least 50 megagrams
year ofnon-methane
organic compounds. The Depa
ent is requesting
comments on this proposed rule.
AUTIIORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A .S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tues ay, August 18~
1998. To be thoroughly considered by st
prior to th
·
hearing, written comments should be sub ·ued to the
contact person byThesday, August 11, 1998.
o scheduled
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Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rule making action, an agency lllUS1 p·Jt
a Notice of Rule making Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency lllilt publish a Notice of Rule making Intent in the Register;:
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides o1
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtain
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENfAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1259)
INTENDED RULEMAKING AcnON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Sources

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Subchapter 25.
Smoke.
VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]·
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions. of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. En:Ussion of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMEND~D]. ·
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
.
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18,1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (uglm3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ugtm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ugtm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 ~hr standard. The secondacy
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
o.os. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxunum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondazy standards with a standard identical to
. the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
August 3, 1998

Subchapter 7 will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year.
Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow th<
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which <
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) a
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutru
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obt<
an individual permit. Also, a newPart 9 is proposed that VI
outline the requireme.nts necessary ~or a facility to qual
for PBR Each Subchapter ccintaining a PBR for speci
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. 11
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simpli
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wro1
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section ·
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permittiJ:
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate tl
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain a
individual air quality permit. Also, a new Appendix L
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PB:
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchaptc
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concernin
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, tb
Department proposes to incorporate by reference tb
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for foss
fuel-frred steam generators and fluid bed catalytic crackin
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries a
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, th.
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix J
requirements those sources already subject to a newsourcl
performance standard and sources scheduled fo
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule take
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria fa:
approval of alternative monitoring requirements
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visible emissions during short-tern
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not tc
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain ~ethods for determinin~
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 31
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correc1
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone anc
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organic
compound (VOq. The proposed changes to Subchapten
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction oJ
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
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reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contactpersonbyThesday,August 11,1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998- 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPffiS OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
{Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oklahoma ReglsterNo/U1116 15, Number 19}

ADDITIONAL lNFORMATION:

.-..

Additional proposed revisions have been made
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a po..Juc
hearing on June 16, 1998.
AN IDENTICAL NOTICE WAS PUBLISHED IN
TIIE OKLAHOMA REGISTER ON JULY 15, 1998.
AFTER PUBLICATION, THE COUNCIL MEETING
LOCATION WAS CHANGED TO 4545 N. LINCOLN
BLVD., BURGUNDY ROOM, OKLAHOMA CITY,
OKlAHOMA. NO OTIIER CHANGES WERE MADE
TO TillS NOTICE.
PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1259; filed 7-9-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1260]
ED RULEMAKING ACI10N:

of
proposed
E:MERGENCY
ar--.,·
NT rulemaking.
PROPO ED RULES:
252:1 . Air Pollution Control
Subcha ter 47. Control of Emissions from Existing
Muni 'pal Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
SUMMAR.
A new Su hapter 47 is proposed to establish state
standards to ntrol emissions from municipal solid waste
(MSW) Ian lis that commenced construction, ·
modification, or econstruction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste er November 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be inclu din Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the e rceable mechanism for implementing
the provisions of th Emission Guidelines (EG) for MSW
landfills (40 CFR 60 Subpart Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by refe nee sectio~ of the New Source
Performance Standar for MSW landfills (40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The p posed rules would affect privately
and publicly owned
W landfills that are actively
accepting or are capable o accepting municipal solid waste
as well as those that are clo ed. Landfill gas collection and
control systems will be re · ed for landfills that have
design capacities greater
or equal to 25 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cuo cmeters and have estimated
peryearofnon-methane emissions ofat least 50 mega
organic compounds. The
partm.ent is requesting
comments on this proposed rule.
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TITLE 252. DEPART.MENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking

PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventocy and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter7. Permits for Minor Sources

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits

for

Part

70

Sources

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
.
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from . Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
·
Subchapter 25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic

Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39•.Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Contr~l of Emission of Hazardous and
Th:xic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
SUMMAR¥.
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible
increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions ofTotal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons peryear for PBR faciliti~. This will
allow those facilities with less thanS tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessacy for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapte~ containing a

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons peryear ofemissions, but for which no
PBRhas beenwritten, the opportunityto apply for coverage
under an applicable general permit The Department also
proposes to delete the definition for ''Volatile Organic
Solvents (VOS)," because the proposed changes to
Subchapters 37 and 39 would exclude that term from the
rules.
The Department is conSidering increases in the permit
application fees in both Subchapters 7 and 8.
The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. It is also proposed to add a new
PBR section to both subchapters. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to
obtain an individual air quality permit. Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBRgrain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapters follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
during one siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for · fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic.. cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Oean Air
Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it~·
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter. One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic
compounds (VOC) .. in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25, ·
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
datedJanuaxy 19,1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; a request dated April21,1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance, requesting that
perchloroethylenebe excluded from the definition ofVOC;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxanes be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, that methyl acf:tate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permits and best available control technology (BACI')
for new sotirces ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the ·contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter 39
is the correction ofthe phicement of"prior to lease custody
.transfer.. in 252:100-39-30{b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
·gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of VOS Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include (1). retain the present (ARACI') rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or (3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industry controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41··..
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control 'Thchnology {MAC!') standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July 1,1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts Sand
LL The Department is also updating in Subchapter 41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 22)

CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Thesday, September 15, 1998, through Tuesday, October
20, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing. written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Thesday, November 10, 1998 -9:30a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined. See contact person)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
.
Thesday, October 20, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefmg and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Thlsa City-County Health Department,
5051 South 129thEast {Northeastcomerof51st and 129th),
Thlsa, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~~ber 15,1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACI STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACI PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. {Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; {405)
702-4100.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters 7, 23, 24, 25,37 and 39 thatwere the
subject of a public hearing on August 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Q1;1allty Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

4174

[OAR Docket #98-1358;filed 8-26-98]
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----------------------------ma)enal or substance liKely to be scattered by the wind or air,
be
classi ·ed as air pollution without taking reasonable
precauti ns or measures to minimize atmospheric pollution.
(b) No p on shall cause or permit~ the discharge of
any visible gitive dust emissions beyond the property line
on which the
'ssions originate;
~~~>tibl~~Mnj~mabel:ae--Gf-;mtxmoo-that would

[OAR Docket #99-649; filed 4-13-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPI'ER 100! AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-652]
RULEMAKING ACI10N:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators
252:100-24-1 through 252:100-24-6 [AMENDED]
252:100-24-7 [NEW]
Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors from Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
AUl'HORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-S-101, et seq.

DATES:
Comment period:
July 1S, 1998 through August 18, 1998; and September 15, 1998
through October 20, 1998
Public hearing:
August 18, 1998; October 20, 1998; and November 10, 1998
Adoption:
November 10, 1998
Submitted to Governor:
November 18, 1998
Submitted to House:
November 18, 1998
Submitted to Senate:
November 18, 1998
Gubernatorial approval:
December 1S, 1998
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Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 24, 1999
·
Final adoption:
March 24, 1999

Effective:
June 1, 1999
SI.JPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
···None··::
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-24, Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators, will
simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new Permit by Rule section to
the subchapter that will streamline the permitting process by
creating a mechanism that. will eliminate the necessity for some
grain elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Also, a
new Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes to the
subchapter follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25
concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity standard. The
revised rules would allow exceedances of not more than one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed
three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACf PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100

PURSUANT TO TilE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORm IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITI1 AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1999.

SUBCHAPTER 24. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM

GRAIN ELIWATORSP~TICVLATE MA'ITER
EMISSIONS FRQM GRAIN, FEED OR SEED
OPERATIONS

252:100-24-1.

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions
from facilities that handle, store or process grains., feeds or
~ All faGilities handling bulk agricultul'al commodities

through grain handliHg equipment can apply this subcllapter
to emission sources at the facilities.
252:100-24-2.

Detinitions
The following words and terms when used in this
subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means
equipment that is totally self-contained or is enclosed within
a structure at a grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from
this equipment shall not be exhausted to the atmosphere
May 17, 1999

except through non-pressurized vents/openings, and s
not be considered a source subject to emission ~.ati<
"Fugitive Emission" means those emission:
.· :~

not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, ~lot
functionally equivalent openffig.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Facility" means the contiguou.
adjacent area under common control upon which a gt
elevator, feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipm
or structures are located, and all contiguous sites hav
common control, which have SIC codes with the first t
digits that are ide:atical to the fll"St two digits of the SIC C<

for grain elEwators, feed mills, or gram and seed process
equipmtmt.

"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handl
cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate •
which the manufacturer designs the elevating portion o
grain, feed, or seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hOt
calculated by dividing the cumulative total quant!ty load
out for a given time period by 75% of the rated leg capaci
This quotient is equivalent hours (not actual hours)
operation required to process the material loaded 01
Actual leg capacity may be adjusted to more or less than 75
by individual facilities if documentation. supporting t
proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by t
Director of the Air QualityDivision Director.
-.,.,. ,
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening'' means ru...
t
opening which allows the emissions of air and/4
contaminants at pressures substaptially equival:ent
atmospheric pressure without the use 4
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent 1
opening which allows the emissions of air and/<
contaminants at pressures greater than atmospher
pressure indicating the use of mechanically-induced air flo~
"Prncess Emission" m0aas 0missions from a procs

equipment pomt source.
"Receiving hours of operation" means hours calculate

by dividing the cumulative total quantity received for a give
time period by 75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotie1
is equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation require
to process the material received. Actual leg capacity may t
adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities
documentation supporting the proposed adjustment
submitted to and approved by the Director of the A:ir Ouali
Division Director.
.
"Total hours of operation" means the sum of tl
receiving hours of operation and the loading out hours 1
operation. Actual hours may be less since receiving ar
loading-out operations may occur simultaneously.

.-....
252:100·24·3.

Ge&el'al pr&Wlieas: applieabUit..
detenaiaatiaa af emissiaasAimlicatJ,;
uneral reqpi.rements
(a) Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter a
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applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or
seed facilities in the .State of Oklahoma.
(1) Facilities in compliance with-GAG 252:100-25,
252:100-27, and 252:100-29 are not required to comply
with this subchapter.
(2) Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are
exempt from the requirements of~ 252:100-25
(visible emissions), 252:100-27 (process weight), and
252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
.(b) General requirements.
~Permits required. In addition to the
requirements of this subchapter, each new, modified or
existing grain, feed, or seed facility shall comply with
the permitting requirements of QAG 252:100-7 andQr

252:100-8.
(6).(2) Air toxics emissions. Grain, feed, or seed
facilities whiGhth.at emit toxic air pollutants above the
deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to
all applicable requirements contained therein.
(d)(J). Record-keeping. The owner or operator of a
facility shall maintain a daily log documenting-the
commodity receipts and load-outs and hours of
operation for each. These records shall be maintained
for a period of two years and shall be made available for
inspection by the Air Qllality Divisiea ptn:semu~l or its
represcmtativellliQ during normal business hours.
~Visible emissions test. Visible emissions
(opacity) testing shall be conducted using EPA
reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60,
Appendix A and must be performed by iadividual(s)
possessing cummt certificatioaa Certified Visible
Emission Evaluator.
.(t)(5l Determination of emissions. Emissions from
grain, feed, or seed facilities shall be determined by the
best available data. This may include actual emissions
as determined by stack testing, mass balance
calculations, emission calculations using approved
published emissions factors, or any other reasonably
accurate method which GaB be shovm to be reasonably
acc'luate whea supported by eagineeriag data and
calculatioas, aRd approved in advance by the Ail:
Qaality DMsienDEQ.

252:100-:2.4-4.

Smeke, Visible Emissieas and
PartieulatesVisible emissions (opacity)

limU

(a) 1TJ&ible emissiees limitsOpaclty limit. No person shall
cause, suffer, allow or permit the discharge of any fumes,
aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any
combination thereof '.\4th a shade densityexhibiting greater
than tweRty perceRt (20%) eqaivaleRt20PQ. opacity. This
requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible emissions
exhibiting areater than 20% opacity emitted during
short-term occurrences, the shade or deRsity of whiGh is Rot
greater than sixty perceRt (tiO%) opacity for a period
aggregatiRg Ro more thaR five miRates iR any sixty
. COR&ecative miRates and/or RO more than tweRty miRutes in

any ooaseootive tv1eaty foap hour periodwhich consist of not
more than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60
minutes. not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive
24 hours. during which the average of any six-minute period
shall not exceed 60% o.pacity.
(b) Alternate emissienso.pacity limit. The 20% opacity
limits, aslimit required under 252:100-24-4 (a) may be
increased for particulates only provided that the
owner/operatorowuer or operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public
hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a)
through (c) have been met.
(c) Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described
in 252:100-24-4 (a)-(-11 are provided as follows:
(1) Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping)
shall be no more than sixty-five percent (65%)
eqaivaleRt opacity, and visible emissions from
unloading (receiving) shall be no more than fifty-five
percent (55%) equivakmt opacity.
(2} EmissioRs from pressurized or noa preswrized ·
veRts or opeRings '.'lith control d&'Ases shall be limited to.
no greater than twenty percent (2Q%) opacity at any
~
~Emissions

from pressurized vents or openings
without control devices shall either be enclosed,
exhausted through a control device, or shall be limited
to no greater than ten percent (10%) opacity at any
time.
~(3). Emissions from non-pressurized vents or
openings without control devices shall be limited to no
greater than 10% opacity at any time.

252:100-:2.4-5.

Emissien eentNI equipmeat aad
£ertifieatienCertification
W StandaFds. EmissioR control e'luipmcmt where
required by (40 CFR ti0.300) must meet the staRdatds set
aRder the Federal New Soarce PerformaRce Stasdards
(NSPS Sabpart DD), or as mandated by other ~deral
reEfuiremeRts for major sources. AdditioRal controls may be
reEf~:iired to redace auisanse emissions~
(b) .~ed faeilities, Affested facilities shall make best
efforts to reduse dust emissioRs duriRg load oat by
mimmizing the distanGe from the load oat spoat to the top of
the resew.ag \•essel.
(&) Certifieatiea. Each R8'.V, modified, or existiRg graiR,
feed or seed faGility in the state of Oklahoma shall provide
written certiflcation of sompliaRce with this subGhapter
within one year of the adeption of this Suaehapter By the
DEQ Doard. Ammal sertification of resei•r.ng, loadiRg out,
and total annual hours of operatioR, quantity received aad
loaded out,'!Jisible emissions, and the operation and pl'Oper
mainteRanse of any reqaired comrol eqaipmmt shall be
sompleted ay tht~ owner, operator or other desigaated
responsible party and submitted as part of the asnual
emissioRs in'leRtory reportiag form. ·
(.al Initial certification. Any ~ain. feed or seed facility in
existence on September 28. 1994, shaH provide written

.
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certification of compliance with this subchapter by
September 28, 1995. or within six months of receiving an
initial certification form from DEO.
·
(b) Annual certification. The owner. operator or other
desi~ated responsible party of a &J.1rln. feed or seed facility ·
shall submit along with the annual emissions inventoty. an
annual certification of QJlantitieS received and loaded-out.
252:100..24-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to
prevent the discharge of any-'Yisibl& fugitive dust ·emissions
beyond the property line from which the emissions originate.
·(b) No persons shall allow ¥isibl&fugitive dust emissions
beyond the property line in such a manner as to damage or
to interfere with the use of adjacent properties.
W. AJl facilities shall make best efforts to reduce fu&itive
dust emissions during load::Qut by minimizing the distanCQ
from the load-out spout to the top of the receivin&yessel.
252:1()()..24-7. Permit by rule
£a) Applicability. Any new or existing source may be
constructed or operated under this section if it meets the
requirements of 252:100-7-60(a). (b). and (c) and has the
Standard Industrial Oassification (SIC) code 5153. Grain
and Field Beans.
Beqg.irements•
.(l). In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-60(a),
(b), and (.c). an owner or operator of a facility subject to
this section shall comply with all of the requirements of
this Subchapter. with the exception of 252:100-24-S(a)
and (b).
(2) The total annual emissions of PM-10 shall be
calculated using the equation provided in Appendix L.
wbicb was derived from AP-42 9.9.1. Grain Elevators
and Processes.
(31 For grain storage elevators located at any wheat
flour milL wet coin mill. dcy com mill, rice mill or
soybean oil extraction plant, with a permanent grain
storage capacity of 35.200 m3, or grain terminal
elevators with a peunanent stora~ capacity of more
than 88,100 m3, wbich have commenced construction,
modification. or reconstruction after AUJUst 3, 1978, the
requirements of 40 CFR. Part 60, Subpart DD are also
aru>licable.

ru
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APPENDIX L. PM-10 E:MISSION FACfORS FOR PERMIT BY RULE FOR GRAIN ELEVATORS [NEW]

+ ~] x 40 =Combined Emissions (TPY i ·
[ .!!._
45 92

Where,

R = Annual Grain Received (millions of bushels)
S =Annual Grain Shipped (millions of bushels)

'*To qualify for Permit by Rule, the total annual combined emissions must be less
than 40 TPY.

[OAR Docket #99-652; filed4-13-99]
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR lVIEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meetinq:

January 11, 1994, 1:00 p.m.
Lincoln Plaza Office complex
Suite 250
4545 North Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK

MEETING

.-...

1.

call to order

Chairman

2.

Roll Call

Secretary

3.

Approval of Minutes of
october 19, 1993

Chairman

4.

Approval of 1994 Meetinq Aqenda

Chairman

s.

Election of Officers
Nominations and discussion
A.
Election/Vote
B.

council

6.

Resolutions - Roll Call Vote
Green Lights program
B.
Uniform public participation (permit review)
c.
Inspection/Maintenance program
D.
Residential lead-based paint reduction program

A.

7.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of
subjects/business arising within
the past 24 hours.

Chairman

a.

ADJOURNMENT
Next meeting - Time and place
to be announced.

Chairman

,-.
-.nould you desire to attend but have a disability and need an
accommodation, please notify our Department three days in advance at
(405) 271-5220.

..

······""

AGENDA
D~P~TMENT OF ENVffiONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

January 11, 1994, 9:30 a.m.
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
Suite 250
4545 North Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma city, OK

BRIEFING
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQS activities

Director-

A.
B.

c.

'

o.

Title V status - contractor, etc.
Feed and Grain Rule Update
Discussion by Council/Public
Other

3.

Schedule of Calendar Year 1994 Meetings
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

4.

Election of Officers
Discussion by Council/Public

Chairman

5.

Resolutions
A.
Green Lights program
B.
Uniform public participation (permit review)
C.
Inspection/Maintenance program
D.
Residential lead-based paint reduction program

6.

Adjournment
The meeting reconvenes at 1:00 P.M.

Staff

-

January 3, 1993
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:~ .•

Larry D. Byrum, Director
Quality Division

~Air

SUBJECT:

Feed and Grain Rule Update

During the public hearing to adopt revised subchapter 7 and new
subchapter a, the Oklahoma Feed and Grain Association made comments
concerning the need for rules specific to their industry.
In
response to these comments, the staff indicated it would update the
Council of the status of efforts to draft grain storage and
handling technology specific rules.
The staff has been working with the grain industry for over two
years to assure they were aware of the potential impacts of the
forthcoming major source operating permit program requirements
under 40 CFR Part 70 and to minimize these impacts as much as
possible.
And to draft a technology based rule specific to the
grain storage and handling industry similar to what has been
developed for the cotton ginning industry via subchapter 23.
Several discussion meetings have been held and some progress has
been made in enlightening the industry of the impacts of Part 70
permitting, but we have experienced difficulties in drafting a
proposed rule for grain storage and handling sources.
These
difficulties include the determination of reliable emission
factors, central equipment collection efficiencies, and reasonable
economically available control methodology.
In the spring of 1993, the staff proposed a draft rule {attached)
to the Grain Industry for their consideration and comments. Their
response {attached) was received December 7, 1993. As you can see,
there is considerable differences between the two proposals;
however, both the grain industry and AQD have contacted Dr. Bill
Barfield and his staff of the Oklahoma State University
Agricultural Economics Section for assistance and advice in
developing a grain storage and handling technology specific rule
that is appropriate for the state of Oklahoma.

-·

-

DRAFT
SUBCHAPTER 24. control of Emissions from Grain Elevators

Section

,-

310:200-24-1

Purpose

310:200-24-2

Definitions

310:200-24~3

General provisions: applicability

310:200-24-4

Smoke,

310:200-24-5

Emissions control equipment

310:200-24-6

Fugitive dust controls

310:200-24-1.

Purpose

visi~le

emissions, and particulate

The purpose of this rule is to control particulate emissions from
grain elevators.

310:200-24-2.

Definitions

The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, shall
have

the

following

meaning,

unless

the

context

clearly

indicates

otherwise:

"Elevator site 11 means

the area upon which a

grain elevator is

located and all contiguous land having common ownership or control.

"Existing elevator" means a grain elevator which was in existence
and has submitted a current accurate emission inventory to the Air

-·

'I

Quality service for the years 1990 and 199f.
shall be considered "new".

All other grain elevators

"Fabric

.

part~culate

filter 11

means

any

control

device

or

system

in

which

.

~

matter is collected within a dust cake supported on either

a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate collection
efficiency of not less than 95 percent.

11

High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the

20-20 or 10-30 configuration,

cylinder to
portion.

cone length,

designations referring to the ratio of

where D is

the diameter of

the cylinder

A 20-20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 X D and

a cone length of 2 X 0 (90 percent collection efficiency for TSP).
10-30 cyclone would

exhibit a cylinder length of 1 X 0 and a

A

cone

length of 3 X 0 (95 percent collection efficiency for TSP).

"Grain elevator" means any plant or installation at which grain is
loaded,

unloaded,

handled,

cleaned,

dried,

stored,

or

treated

-...

for

commercial purposes.

310:200-23-3.

(a)

General Provisions; applicability

Applicability.

The provisions of this Subchapter are applicable

to all new, modified, and existing grain elevators operating in the
state of Oklahoma.

Grain Elevators in compliance with this Subchapter

are exempt from the requirements of OAC 310:200-25,310:200-27,

and

310:200-29.

(b)

Permits required.

In addition to the requirements of this

Subchapter, each new or modified Grain elevator shall comply with th ~,
permitting requirements of OAC 310:200-7.

·

-

(c) Air Toxics emissions.

The requirements of this Subchapter are in

addition to any which may be required under OAC 310:200-41.

(d) Record-keeping.
maintain a

The owner or operator of a grain elevator shall

log documenting the daily process

weight

and

hours

of

operation and air emissions control equipment replacement/repair cost.
These records shall be maintained for a period of· two years and shall
be made available for inspection by the Air Quality Service personnel
or its representative during normal business hours.

(e) Test methods.

-

(1) Visible emissions testing shall be conducted using EPA reference
method 9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A and be performed by
an individual possessing current certification.

(2) Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be performed using an EPA
approved modeling method.

(f) Effective date.

... ...

This subchapter shall become effective ?.. ? ? ? ? ?

300:200-24-4. Smoke, visible emissions, and particulates

(a) Visible Emissions limit.

(1) Emissions limit.

No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit

discharge of any fume, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate

b027

matter or any combination thereof a

shade or density greater than

twenty

(20) percent equivalent opacity.

This requirement shall ~ot ..-..

apply

to

emitted

smoke

or

visible

emissions

during

short-term

occurrences, the shade or density of which is not greater that sixty
(60) percent opacity for an period aggregating no more than five (5)
minutes in any sixty

( 60)

consecutive minutes and/or no more than

twenty (20) minutes in any consecutive 24-hour period.

(2) Alternative emissions limit.
limit

as

required

under

The twenty (20) percent opacity

310:200-23-4(a)

may

be

increased

for

particulates only provided that the owner/operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality council at public hearing that
those requirements listed in 310:200-25-4(a) through (c) will be met.

(b) PM-10 emissions limit.

No grain elevator shall impact the ambient

air quality in such a manner as to violate the primary PM-10 standard
of so ugfm3 annual arithmetic mean or 150 ugfm3 24-hour average or any
other ambient air standard established by OAC 310:200-3.

310:200-24-S.

Emissions control Equipment

(a) Grain turning and Conditioning.

(1)
10, ooo

Elevators with a rated turning rate equal to or greater than
bushels

minimum,

a

per hour shal.l

for

emission control utilize,

at a

fabric filter or other control equipment of equivalent

collection efficiency.

.-..,

(2) Elevators with a rated turning rate of less than 10,000 bushels
per hour shall for emission control utilize, at a minimum, an A.E.c.
long

cone

high

efficiency

cyclone

or

other

control

equipment

of

equivalent efficiency.

(b) Grain loading and unloading.

(1) Elevators located within the corporate city limits of any city
or within 300 feet of two or more occupied establishments shall for the
control of fugitive emissions utilize the following: wind screening/
enclosure

on

at

least

three

sides

(without

truck

lift)

or

wind

screening/enclosure on two sides (with a truck lift); and negative air
pressure (suction)

-

on the dumping area or pit created by a properly

sized suction fan which will be exhausted through a ·properly sized

A.E.C. long cone high efficiency cyclone or other control equipment of
equivalent

collection

efficiency;

or

other

control

equipment

of

equivalent collection efficiency.

(2) Elevators located outside the corporate city limits of any city
and .greater than 300 feet from two or more occupied establishments
shall for the control of fugitive emissions, at a minimum, utilize wind
screening on at least two sides of the dumping area or pit, or control
equipment of equivalent collection efficiency.

310:200-24-6.

-

Fugitive dust controls

(a) For control of fugitive dust; except as provided in OAC 310:20024-S(b)

(1)

and

(4); no person shall cause or permit the handling,

transporting,

or disposition of any substance or material

which is

likely to be scattered by the air or wind, or is susceptible to being~
airborne,

or wind-borne,

or to operate or maintain or cause to be

operated or maintained, any grain elevator premise, open area, rightof-way,

storage pile or materials, vehicle,

or construction, or any

other enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to being wind-born or airborn

that

would

be

classified

as

reasonable precautions or measures to

(b)

No

air

pollution

without

taking

minimize atmospheric pollution.

person shall cause or permit the

discharge of

any visible

fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions
originate.

rev. # 3 (9/11/92)
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

Minutes
January 11, 1994
1:00 p.m.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Ph.D., Vice Chairman
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Pierre Taron
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell
Bill Fishback
Michael Hughes

Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirter
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Mary Tillman

Guests Present
(See attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the basement entrance, first floor entrance at the
Oklahoma State Department of Health building and the entrance door
of the meeting room at the Lincoln Plaza location.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken. All members were present except Ms. Tillman. Mr.
Breisch stated that the items on the Meeting portion of the Agenda
would be discussed along with continuation of discussion of the
resolutions from the morning briefing.
Approval of Minutes -Mr. Kilpatrick made detailed suggestions for
corrections to the October 19, 1993 Minutes.
Ms. Hinkle made
motion to accept the Minutes as amended with second by Mayor Taron.
Roll call was taken as follows: Mayor Taron - aye; Dr. Canter aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Fishbqck - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Approval of 1994 Meeting Schedule - Discussion was held regarding
having a regularly scheduled meeting in Stillwater or at places
other than Oklahoma city or Tulsa.
If a new location became an
option, Council would be notified and scheduling would be made. A
motion was made by Mayor Taron to accept the meeting dates as
presented:

1

March 8 in OKC
June 14 in OKC
October 11 in OKC

April 12 in Tulsa
August 9 in Tulsa
December 13 in OKC.

Second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick.
Roll call taken as follows:
Mayor Taren - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Election of Officers Mr.· Breisch entertained a motion that a
chairman and a vice chairman be elected in accordance with the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
Dr. Hughes moved that Mr. Breisch be
elected as Chairman and that Dr. Canter be elected as ViceChairman. Motion seconded by Mr. Kilpatrick. With no discussion
or other nominations; roll call was taken as follows: Mayor Taren
- aye - Dr. Canter - aye - Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr.
Fishback - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
RESOLUTIONS
GREEN LIGHTS PROGRAM

Mr. Breisch reiterated statements from the morning briefing. With
discussion, Mr. Kilpatrick moved that the Council pass a resolution
substantially like the draft presented by the Staff except that it
would apply to the Green Lights Program only and the fourth
paragraph should be in the singular not the plural. Second made by
Mr. Fishback.
Roll call was taken on this resolution as follows:
Mayor Taren - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the Resolution is attached as an
addendum to the Minutes.
UNIFORM PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE PERMITTING PROCESS

-Mr. Breisch stated that according to discussion held in the
Briefing Session that the Council has insufficient information to
approve this resolution.
Mr. Byrum pointed out that the issue concerns statutory language to
define uniform public participation in the permit review; that the
Council would be supporting the Department in developing statutory
language that would require this public participation process, and
the major change in this process requires major sources to
advertise the opportunity for a meeting when they file an
application.
Mr. Kilpatrick felt one of the key issues was the lack of ability
for the Air Quality Council or any of the other Councils to get
involved in the drafting of language.
Ms. Hinkle felt that a reasonable legislation needs to be pursued.
2
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Mr. steve Thompson addressed the Council stating that the Agency
would like to go to the legislature with a united front. He stated
that it is the position of the Executive Director's office to make
the processes under the DEQ as open to all the citizens as
resources and capabilities allow.
Mr. Thompson pointed out that
the statutes reflected the specific permitting process for
Hazardous Waste, Solid Waste, Air Quality, and Water Quality and
that changes were needed to bring them into conformity with the
single permitting process. He stated the issue concerned refining
the public participation process by statute in each one of these
areas, and that it was logical outgrowth that the DEQ be a one-stop
shop.
Dr. Hughes commented that he was personally not opposed and would
encourage public participation,
but would not support any
resolution without sufficient information.
Mr. Thompson stated it was very important for DEQ to go to the
legislature with support of the councils and that the process would
probably go forward, but it certainly would be in the best interest
of the uniform process to have all the Councils' support.
Mr. Fishback asked the Council to craft a resolution that could be
supported.
Mr. Breisch felt the Council was being asked to support legislation
that would allow for tracking of permits and he expressed he could
support a uniform application, as there was a need for it.
Ms. Slagell stated that she could not support this
without sufficient information.

resolution

Ms. Hinkle agreed that more information should have been made
available but she could support the concept with details being
filled in later.
Dr. Hughes remarked he would not vote to endorse
legislation at this time; but could support a concept.

specific

Mr. Breisch stated that industry needs something like this concept
and felt that progress should not be stopped.
Mr. Kilpatrick read his suggestion for wording of the resolution:
starting with the second paragraph and say "WHEREAS, the DEQ Board
is evaluating the need for amendments or additions to Oklahoma
Statutes regarding uniform public participation in the permitting
process, and; WHEREAS, the implementation of such legislation
should provide the citizens of Oklahoma with a more healthful
environment through effective, efficient measures; NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLED BY THE AQC that the Council supports and endorses
Board's efforts in this legislative initiative and encourages the
AQD staff to assist in it's development."
3

Dr. Hughes stated he was in favor of participation, but was
concerned that the Council's strength was being dwindled away and
that the Council was having less input.
He remarked he did not
feel comfortable with the situation.
Mayor Taren stated that he would strongly support the concept of
uniform public participation but it should be made clear that the
Council is supporting a concept and not some unseen statute.
Ms. Hinkle felt that the Council should encourage development of
the legislation.
Mr. Fishback endorsed the concept, but remarked that he wanted to
encourage the Board to solicit advice from the Councils.
Mr. Kilpatrick made a new proposal to the beginning of the original
draft resolution by adding, "We do not believe that we have
received sufficient facts or information about the details of the
Board's deliberations for a legislative initiative regarding
uniform public participation in the permitting process in order to
pass the proposed resolution."
Dr. Canter suggested that this paragraph be put at the bottom
because that is the conclusion.
Mr. Kilpatrick suggested adding the wording "We encourage the Board
to solicit input from the Air Quality Council in the development of
such legislation."
A motion made by Mr. Kilpatrick to accept a resolution on uniform
public participation as read and amended.
Second was made by Ms.
Slagell with roll call as follows: Mayor Taren - aye; Dr. Canter aye; Ms. Hinkle - no; Dr. Hughes -aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. A copy of
the Resolution is attached as an addendum to the Minutes.
INSPECTION-MAINTENANCE RESOLUTION (I&M)

Mr. Breisch pointed out how close Tulsa has come to nonattainment
and what a nonattainment classification would mean to the State.
He acknowledged that he wanted this legislation and for several
years had hoped to get something underway in the form of I&M.
He
stated that I&M is supported by the numerous communities within
several states that they have had it in place for several years.
He suggested that the Council support this legislation.
Mr. Byrum added that the author of the House Bill is Representative
Larry Rice and that his skeleton bill directs the Agency and Air
Quality Council to develop rules and regulations that will cover
details of the program including model years of cars covered, cutpoints, failure rates, repair costs, and fee structure. Mr. Byrum
stated that all of these things will be discussed and decided in
this forum.
4

Mr. Fishback related that he definitely supported an I&M program to
maintain attainment in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties subject to the
results of comparative cost benefit analysis for available VOC
control options.
Mr. Kilpatrick
legislation.

agreed

with

the

analysis

and

supported

the

The staff pointed out to the Council that I&M has benefits not
obtained through the fuels program in that I&M offers control on
both hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and NOX.
It was stated that
Oklahoma City has had a problem with co, and that Tulsa CO levels
appear to be climbing, and that the I&M Program is about the only
technology available other than oxygenated fuels for co controls.
It was pointed out that in Tulsa, the best control strategy might
involve a mix of fuel control and I&M. It was pointed out that the
oxygenated fuels program is receiving criticism because of possible
health effects and that there are not any negative health effects
from the I&M Program.
Mr. Fishback wanted to see in any legislation the Council endorses
or proposes that antique vehicles (like '57 T-Bird) are certified
legal prior to the implementation of the program and would get a
waiver to continue.
Mr. Byrum pointed out that this program would involve passenger
cars and one-ton and smaller trucks and that the fee is a cap
derived from number of things.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to support legislation on the
Inspection and Maintenance Program.
Mr. Kilpatrick moved the same motion that was passed for Green
Lights except to substitute "Automobile Inspection & Maintenance"
for "Green Lights".
Dr. Canter made the suggestion to
Inspection/Maintenance.

add

the word

"and"

between

With second made by Ms. Hinkle, roll call taken as follows: Mayor
Taron - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes -aye;
Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
A copy of this Resolut ion is attac hed as an
addendum to the Minutes.
LEAD-BASED PAINT RESOLUTION

In discussion, Mr. Byrum advised that this bill will address the
risks associated with children subjected to lead-based paint in
pre-1978 homes. He said that the focus of the legislation would be
to license and train contractors to do the removal or the capsuling
of the hazard, and set up a certification process for laboratories
that test to ascertain the presence of lead. He related that this
is a retry of what was attempted in last year's legislation.
5

Mr. Kilpatrick offered to write a specific resolution stating that
the Council supports legislation to protect contractor's involved
in lead remediation projects and is concerned about contractors who
are removing lead; but that the Council has not been given
sufficient information.
He recommended a resolution like the
uniform public participation but changing the wording to involve
lead-based paint only.
Motion was made by Ms. Slagell to adopt a
resolution using Mr. Kilpatrick's wording. Second was made by Dr.
Canter with roll call as follows: Mayor Taren - aye; Dr. Canter aye; Ms. Hinkle -no; Dr. Hughes -aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. A copy of
the Resolution is attached as an addendum to the Minutes.
Since the Resolutions were not immediately redone showing the new
wording for each, blank signature pages were signed by the Council
members.
Other Business

- None.

Next Meeting - The next regular meeting will be held March 8 at
the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex BROWN ROOM, Oklahoma City.
Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll call vote.

~4~ .;-//Z-/y~
William ~ch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

rry . Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division

~
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

SPECIAL MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

March 3, 1994, 1:00 p.m.
WHEELER BROTHERS GRAIN COMPANY
WATONGA, OKLAHOMA
KINGFISHER, OKLAHOMA

MEETING
Chairman

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

TOUR OF GRAIN HANDLING AND STORAGE FACILITY
Wheeler Brothers Grain
501 Russworrn Drive
Watonga, OK

secretary

then time permitting, to:
Wheeler Brothers Grain
13th & Robberts
Kingfisher, OK
4.

ADJOURNMENT
Next meeting - March a, 1994
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard
BROWN ROOM

..-·

,.-

Chairman

SUBCHAPTER 24. Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain
Elevators, Feedmills and Grain or Seed
Operations.
252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to modify existing state air
quality rules and to control the amount of particulates from
facilities that handle, store or process grains, feed, or
seed, as required by the 1990 Federal Clean Air Act. This
subchapter supersedes other rules and regulations which are
more stringent than Federal requirements, or which may be
demonstrated to not adversely affect the environment.
252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this
subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:

,......

..

"Grain, Feed, and Seed Operation" means any commercial
plant or installation at which grain, feed, or seed is
loaded, handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or
otherwise processed.
"Grain Feed and Seed Operations Site" means the area upon
which a grain elevator, feedmill, or grain and seed
processing equipment or structures are located, and all
contiguous sites having common ownership or control, which
have the same two digits of their SIC code.
"Existing.Grain Feed and Seed operation" means a facility
which is in existence and has submitted a current, accurate
emission inventory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993
reporting period year. All other Grain Feed and Seed
operations shall be considered new.
"Fabric filter" means any other control device or system
in which particulate matter is collected within a dust cake
supported on either a woven or· felted fabric that can
demonstrate a particulate collection efficiency of not less
than 95 percent.
"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type
collector of the 2D-2D or 1D-3D configuration, designations
referring to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is
the diameter of the cylinder portion. A 2D-2D cyclone would

exhibit a cylinder length of 2 x D and a cone length of 2 x
D. A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 x D
and a cone length of 3 x D. The efficiencies of these
cyclones are 90% and 95% respectively.
"Dust suppression additives" means FDA or FGIS approved
additives applied commercially for dust suppression. The
efficiencies of these additives are 90%.
"Process Emission" means particulate matter that is
emitted from a point source that can cross property
boundries.
"Throughput" Shall mean the pounds, tons, or bushels
recieved added to the pounds, tons, or bushels loaded out
divided by two.
252:100-24-3. General Provisions; applicability, calculations
(a) Applicability. The provisions of this Subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing Grain, Feed,
and Seed operations in the State of Oklahoma.
Facilities in
compliance with this subchapter are exempt from the
requirements of OAC 310:200-25, 310:200-27
and 310:200-29.
(b) Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of
this subchapter, each new or modified facility shall comply
with the permitting requirements of OAC 310:200-7,
(1) Except when the following exemptions for commercial
facilities apply:
(A) The total storage capacity of the new and any existing
facility or facilities does not exceed 1,500,000
bushels..
.
(B) The facility shall be located at least 1/2 mile from
any recreational area or residence or other structure
not occupied or used solely by the owner or operator of
the facility or the owner of the property upon which
the facility is located.
(C) Before construction of the facility begins, written
site approval shall be received from the Director of
the Air Quality Division.
(2) The installation of additional grain storage capacity
which satisfies the following conditions:
(A) There shall be no increase in hourly grain handling
capacity.
(B) Existing grain recieving and loadout facilities are
utilized.
C) Grain shall be conveyed by closed conveying systems and
air suction shall not be pulled on any conveying unit.
(3) The minor source facilities subject to this subchapter
shall be exempt from annual operating fees as required in
OAC 252:100-7-4 (b).

(c) Record-keeping. The owner or operator of a facility
shall maintain (daily) log documenting the commodity
throughput or hours of operations required by the permit.
These records shall be maintained for a period of two years
and shall be made available for inspection by the Air Quality
Division personnel or its representative during normal
business hours.

or

(d) Visible emissions (opacity) will not be monitored ~
enforced except as required on facilities subject to the
Federal New Source Performance Standards, the required
testing will be performed using criteria as established by
EPA reference Method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix
(e) Process Weight Rate; Maximum process weight rate
emissions shall be calculated as follows:
ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSION
BASED ON PROCESS WEIGHT RATE

-

PROCESS WEIGHT RATE
pounds/hour
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000
150,000
200,000
250,000
500,000

RATE OF EMISSIONS
pounds/hour
1.6
2.4
3.1
3.9
4.7
5.4
6.2
7.7
9.2
10.7
12.2
13.7
15.2
18.2
21.2
24.2
27.2
30.1
44.9
59.7
64.0
67.4
70.5
73.2
75.7
78.1
87.7
95.2
101.5
123.9

Interpolation of the data in this table for process weights

--.,,..,
.}

up to 40,000 pounds per hour (lb/hr) shall be accomplished by
the use of the equation E = 3.12 (p 0.985), and interpolation
and extrapolation of the data for process weight rates in
excess of 40,000 lb/hr shall be accomplished by use of the
equation E= 25.4 (p 0.287) where E= rate of emission in lb/hr
and P= process weight rate in tons ·per hour.
(f) Emission Calculations for uncontrolled emissions points;
Appropriate emission factors shall be obtained using the PM10 factors found in the AIRS facility subsystem source
classification codes (SCCs) and emission factor listing
criteria pollutants (EPA-450/4-90-003), or a 70% reduction
adjustment from the appropriate AP-42 table factors.
Reduction Sources; [Sieve analysis, Table 16, Midwest
Research Institute Report "Potential Dust Emissions From
Grain Elevators", Kansas City, MO.·May, 1974.·· •..•. AP-42
Appendices 11-2 .... Chapter 3, Estimates of Atmospheric
Dispersion, Bruce Turner, EPA Research, Triangle Park, NC
...... "Prevention of Dust Explosions In Grain Elevators- An
Achievable Goal" United States Department of Agriculture,
Task Force Report ...•... "Impact Study of Prohibiting
Recombining Recirculation Dust at Export Elevators"
Department of Agricultural Engineering, Texas A&M
University.
(g) Emission calculations for controlled emission points;
shall be calculated as above, times the efficiency of the
control equipment.
Emissions shall be calculated from the following facility
sources:
i] receiving
ii] load-out
iii] exhausts from pneumatic dust control
iiii] any non- enclosed transition that not entirely
enclosed within the facility, or transitions that are
exposed directly to the atmosphere.

Enclosed grain handling equipment that is without pneumatic
dust control equipment shall not be considered a point
subject to emission calculations.
252:100-24-4.

Emission Control Equipment

Emission Control Equipment must meet the standards set
under the Federal New Source Performance Standards, or as
mandated by other Federal requirements for major sources.
Additionally controls may be required to circumvent nuisance
emissions which effect surrounding people or establishments.
252:100-24-5. Fugitive Dust Controls.
All facilities will take reasonable precautions to

··.~

prevent the discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions
beyond the property line from which the emissions originate.

-

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Minutes
Special Meeting March 3, 1994
Wheeler Brothers Grain Facilities
Watonga and Kingfisher, Oklahoma
1:00 p.m.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell
Bill Fishback
Michael Hughes

Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirt er
Larry Trent
Deborah Perry
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Abs ent
Mary Tillman
Pierre Taren
Larry canter

Guests Present
(See attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the Wheeler Brothers Facility in Watonga, OK and at
their Facility in Kingfisher, Ok.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken. All members were present except Ms. Tillman, Dr.
Canter, and Mayor Taren.
Mr. Breisch stated that after the
presentations, the Council would tour the facility, then go to
Kingfisher and would automatically adjourn in Kingfisher.
Rick Treman, Safety Director, W. B. Johnston company, introduced
Ronald
T.
Noyes,
P.E.,
Extension
Agricultural
Engineer,
Agricultural Engineering and Biosystems, Oklahoma State University,
who presented slides of the Watonga facility and explained what
would be seen during the tour. Phil Kenkel, Extension Economist,
Agricultural Economist, Oklahoma State University, presented a
handout written in "layman's" terms and answered questions from the
council. Then Mr. Treman presented diagrams of the structure. The
Council and guests were taken on the tour of the facility.
1

Individual questions were answered by guides furnished by the Grain
and Feed Association.
The Tour then left Watonga and visited the Wheeler Brothers Grain
Company in Kingfisher where demonstrations of the processes were
witnessed.
Next Meeting - The next regular meeting will be held March 8 at
the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex BROWN ROOM, Oklahoma City.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality council

.
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D~yrum,·

Director
A r Quality Division
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUA.LIT\'
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COlTNCIL
A Public Meeting:

March a, 1994, 1:00 p.m.
Lincoln Plaza Office complex
BROWN ROOM
4545 North Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK

MEETIN<;
Chairman

Call to Order
2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings

secretary

A.

OAC 252:003
Procedures of the Environmental Councils
[PERMANENT RULES]

B.

Discussion by Council/Public

c.

Possible action by Council to recommend
to DEQ Board for Adoption

D.

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain
Handling and Processing Industry

E.

Discussion oy the Council/Public

F.

Possible accion by council to recommend
to DEQ Board for Adoption

Doughty

McWhirter

4.

Approval of Minutes of January 11, 1994

Chairman

s.

New Business
Chairman
Discussion/consideration of
subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours.

6.

ADJOURNMENT
Next meeting - April 12, 1994
Tulsa City-county Health Dept.
AUDITIORIUM

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

b()5(

AGENDA
DEPART:MENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

March a, 1994, 9:30 a.m.
Lincoln Plaza Office ~omplex
BROWN ROOM.

4545 North Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK

BIUEFING
1.

call to order

2.

Division Director's Report -

Chairman
(Briefing)

Director

Informational - An update of current events
and AQS activities
A.
Title V status - contractor, etc.
B.
ODEQ Update
c.
Other
D.
Discussion by Council/Public
3.

4.

Public Rulemaking Hearings -

(Briefing)

A.

OAC 252:003
Doughty
Procedures of the Environmental Councils

B.

Discussion by council/Public

c.

OAC 252:100""'24
control of Emissions From the Grain
Handling and Processing Industry

D.

Discussion by the Council/Public

McWhirter

Adjournment
The meeting reconvenes at 1:00 P.M.

should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

February 23, 1994
'
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

~JnGPoyle McWhirter
Proposed Subchapter 24,
Elevators

Control of Emissions From Grain

To understand the intent of proposed Subchapter 24 it should be
understood that existing Subchapters 25, 27 and 29 have been applicable
to the grain elevator industry since January 1973 and are now part of
the SIP. Application of these rules has been slow due to limited AQD
staff, except for complaint investigations. Historically, determination
of compliance for grain elevators has been difficult because of emission
factors reliability, expense of stack test, etc.
However, with the
recent passage of CAAA 90 and 40 CFR Part 70 permitting requirements,
many of the Oklahoma grain elevators will be defined as Part 70 major
sources. The intent of the proposed Subchapter 24 is to allow for:
1.
Easier and less expensive determination of compliance status by
elevator managers and AQD staff;
2.
Establishment of enforceable limitations for grain elevators to
avoid Part 70 permitting requirements;
3.
Increasing VE allowable from 20% to 30% opacity for loading and
unloading processes.
Attached is a copy of proposed OAC 252 100-24, entitled
Control of
Emissions from Grain Elevators.
Subchapter 24 has been drafted to be
very similar to the recently adopted Subchapter 23
Control of
Emissions
from
Cotton
Gins.
Proposed
Subchapter
24
is
a
technology/performance standard-based and industry-specific rule. One
of the major advantages of this rule is that grain elevator operators
who are VE certified can make self determinations of their own
compliance status. This should result in more facilities being able to
maintain compliance status.
Compliance with proposed Subchapter 24
exempts grain elevators from Subchapters 25, 27 and 29. However, it is
not a relaxation of any compliance requirement except that section 244(a) (3) (A) increases allowable VEs from 20% to 30% opacity for loading
and unloading processes.
This change was made as a result of grain
elevator industry representatives having indicated that the 20% opacity
limitation for these processes was too restrictive and often could not
be complied with.
The AQD staff has participated in several meetings and discussions with
grain elevator representatives, as depicted in the attached chronology,
in drafting proposed Subchapter 24. -Since the January 1994 Council
meeting it has been concluded that the v~rious feed manufacturing, seed
~cleaning and milling facilities proposed in previous drafts submitted
by the Grain and Feed Association should not be included in this rule.
1
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~

Most feed manufacturing and flour milling operations are well controlled
since particulate emissions equate to valuable product and Part 70
permitting requirements to these facilities is probable. These types
of facilities utilize various processes which are designed for specific
products. Therefore, developing a generic rule which would encompass
all possible variations of these facilities would be far more complex
than time allows. Also, nearly all discussions with the Feed and Grain
Industry regarding proposed Subchapter 24 have centered around issues
associated with the grain elevation and storage processes.
Section 24-5 Emission Control Equipment establishes enforceable
limitations and requires certification of these limitations.
This
procedure provides the grain industry the opportunity to avoid Part 70
permitting requirements without the necessity of obtaining a permit.
The certification is necessary to allow for review to assure that Part
70 permitting requirements have been avoided.
There are situations
where Part 70 permitting cannot or may not have been avoided, For
instance, a 100 ton/yr emitted (controlled) will be a Part 70 source.
In conclusion, copies of materials which are pertinent to consideration
of Subchapter 24 are included for your review. It is appropriate also
to point out that proposed Subchapter 24 does not involve permit fees.
The topic of fee is addressed in Subchapter 7 which is now an emergency
rule. The only way that Subchapter 24 can affect fees is by changing
an elevator from a Part 70 major source to State minor source.
The AQD staff while drafting this rule has received input from the
affected industry, neighboring states and EPA has accomplished literature
research. The staff feels that an appropriate draft proposal is being
provided which does not result in a relaxation except for 24-4 (a) (3}
(A) of currently existing applicable state and SIP rules. This proposal
contains several advantages for the affected industry, one of which is
the potential to avoid Part 70 permitting requirement.

2
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SUBCHAPTER

2~.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

··~

252:100-24-1
Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to control
elevators, which elevate and store grains.

-

-

emissions

from

grain

252:100-24-2
Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Grain elevator" means any commercial plant or installation at
which grain is loaded, handled, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Grain elevator site" means the area upon which a grain elevator is
located, and all contiguous or adjacent properties having common
ownership or control, which have the same first two digits of their SIC
code.
"Fabric filter" means any control device or system in .which
particulate matter is collected within a dust cake supported on either
a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate collection
efficiency of not less than 99%.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the
2D-2D or 1D-3D configuration (refers to the ratio of cylinder to cone
length, where D is the diameter of the cylinder portion). A 2D-2D
cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 X D and a cone length of 2
X D. A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 X D and a cone
length of 3 X D. These cyclones shall be capable of demonstrating
collection efficiencies of 90% (2D-20) and 95% (lD-30) for particulate
matter.
"Leg capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the
elevating portion of a grain elevator is designed. When multiple legs
~re
present only those which could operate simultaneously would
contribute to the overall maximum leg capacity.
"Medium efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the
lD-10 configuration (refers to the ratio of cylinder to cone length,
where D is the diameter of the cylinder portion) . A 10-1D cyclone would
exhibit a cylinder of 1 X D and a cone length of 1 X D. These cyclones
shall be capable of demonstrating a collection efficiency of 75% for
particulate matter.
"Non-pressurized vents or emission points" means any vent or
opening which allows the flow of air and/or contaminants at atmospheric
pressure without the use of mechanically-induced air flow.
252:100-24-3
General provisions; applicability
(a) Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable to
ull new, modified and existing grain elevators in the state of Oklahoma.
(1) Grain elevators in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2) Grain elevators in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27 and 252:100-29.
(b) Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
Subchapter, each new or modified grain elevator shall comply with the
permitting requirements of OAC 252:100-7 and 252:100-8.
(c) Air toxics emissions.
Grain elevators which emit toxic air
pollutants above the de minimus levels specified in 252:100-41 are

:
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subject t'o all applicable requirements contained therein.
(d) Recordkeeping.
The owner or operator of a grain elevator shall
maintain a daily log documenting the commodity throughput and hours of
operation. These records shall be maintained for at least two years and
shall be made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division
personnel or its representative during normal business hours.
(e)
Test methods.
Visible emissions (opacity) testing shall be
conducted using EPA reference Method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60,
Appendix A and be performed by an individual possessing current
certification.
(f)
Determination of emissions. Emissions from grain elevators shall
be based on the best available da~a. This may include actual emissions
as determined by stack testing, mass balance calculations, emissions
calculations using approved published emissions factors or other methods
approved by the Air Quality Division.
2 52: 100·-2 4-4

smoke, visible emissions and particulates
Visible emissions limit.
(1)
Emissions limit. No person shall cause, suffer, allow
or permit discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke,
vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof with a
shade or density greater than twenty (20) percent equivalent
opacity. This requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible
emissions emitted during short-term ocurrences, the shade or
density of which is not greater than sixty ( 60) percent
opacity for a period aggregating no more than five (5) minutes
in any sixty (60) consecutive minutes andjor no more than
twenty (20) minutes in any consecutive 24-hour period.
(2)
Alternative emissions limit.
The opacity limits, as
required
under
252:100-24-4 (a)
may
be
increased
for
particulates
only
provided
that
the
owner/operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council at public hearing that those requirements listed in
252:100-25-4(a) through (c) have been met.
(3)
Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4(a) (1) are provided as follows:
(A)
emissions from loading (shipping) and unloading
(receiving) shall be limited to no greater than thirty
(30) percent opacity. This requirement shall not apply
to smoke or visible emissions emitted during short-term
ocurrences, the shade or density of which is not greater
than sixty (60) percent opacity for a period aggregating
no more than five
(5) minutes in any sixty (60)
consecutive minutes andjor no more than twenty (20)
minutes in any consecutive 24-hour period.
(B)
emissions from non-pressurized vents or emission
points shall either be exhausted through the required
control equipment described in 252:100-24-5 or shall be
limited to no greater than ten (10) percent opacity at
any time.
(b)
PM-10 emissions limit. No grain elevator shall impact the ambient
uir quality in such a manner as to violate the primary PM-10 standard of
50 ugjm3 annual arithmetic mean or 150 ug/mJ 24-hour average or any
(a)

-

other ambient air standard established by OAC 252:100-3.
252:100-24-5
Emission control equipment
(a}
Minimum requirements.
Grain elevators shall achieve a minimum
collection efficiency and not exceed the maximum daily throughput or
annual hours of operation based upon the maximum leg capacity as
stipulated in Table I.
TABLE I:

REQUIRED CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR GRAIN ELEVATORS

Maximum Leg
Capacity
(bushels/hour)

1600

10,000

90%
high efficency
cyclone ( 2D-2D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

240,000

2000

10,000

95%
high efficiency
cyclone ( 1D-3D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

240,000

4000

15,000

90%
high efficency
cyclone (2D-2D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

360,000

1300

15,000

95%
high efficency
cyclone (1D-3D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

360,000

2600

15,000

99%
fabric filter or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

360,000

8760

'I

!!

,;

,.

Hours of
Operation

120,000

!:,.

l

.Maximum
Annual

75%
medium efficiency
cyclone or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

i
i

Maximum
Daily
Throughput
(bushels)

5,000

I

I!

Minimum Collection
Efficiency

'

-

(b)
certification.
Each existing .grain elevator in the state of
Oklahoma shall provide written certification of compliance with Table I
by September 1, 1994. Annual certification of hours of operation and the
operation and proper maintenance of required control equipment shall be
completed by the owner, operator or other designated responsible party
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submi~ted

as part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.

(c)
Minor source.
Except for nonattainment areas, facilities
certifying compliance with this subchapter and having no greater than
1,750,000 bushels per year throughput shall not be considered a major
source for a regulated pollutant for purposes of Title v.
Fugitive dust controls
(a)
For control of fugitive dust, no person shall cause or permit the
handling, transporting or disposition of any" substance or material which
is likely to be scattered by the air or wind, or is susceptible to being
3irborne, or windborne, or to operate or maintain or to cause to be
operated or maintained, any grain elevator site, open area, right-ofway, storage pile or materials, vehicle, or construction, or any other
enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to being windborne or
.1irborne that would be classified as air pollution without taking
reasonable precautions or measures to minimize atmospheric pollution.
(b) No person shall cause or permit the discharge of any visible
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions
xiginate.
252:100-24-6
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

BRIEFING NOTES
March 8, 1994
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
Brown Room
1:00 p.m.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

staff Present
Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirter
Dennis Doughty
Joyce Sheedy
Scott Thomas
Deborah Perry
Don lvh i tney
Myrna Bruce

council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Bill Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagel!
council Members Absent
Gary Kilpatrick
Larry canter
Michael Hughes
Mary Tillman
Mayor 'J;'aron

Guests Present
(see attached list)

Due to extreme weather conditions, a quorum was not present to hold
the Public Hearing and Meeting.
After waiting for others to
arrive, the Briefing began at 10:15 a.m. with those present.
council members absent were:
Mr. Kilpatrick, Dr. Canter, Dr.
Hughes, Ms. Tillman, and Mayor Taren.
Mr. Byrum gave an update of Title V status, a report on the
workload analysis contractor, I and M activities, and current
legislation.
He presented the Council with a handout entitled
"Cost Effectiveness of voc Control Strategies 11 •
Item 3 (A) on the Briefing Agenda (OAC 252:003 Procedures of the
Environmental Councils, was not discussed or acted upon due to the
lack of a quorum.
The absence of a quorum presented a significant dilemma for those
persons who had come prepared to speak on behalf of the grain
industry. Indications were that several had traveled considerable
distance and some had flown from out of state in spite of the
adverse weather conditions.
It was made clear that the council
could take no action, and in fact the gathering could not even be
considered a meeting.
The visitors were further instructed that
they would need to repeat their presentations when the public
1

rulemaking hearing was held.
However, in deference to their
obvious desire to speak, they were allowed to make their
presentations to the audience.
The presentations were recorded,
and will be available for distribution to the Council for future
reference.
Copies of all handouts were mailed to those Council.
members who were not present.
Mr. Doyle McWhirter discussed the staff recommendations for
regulating emissions from grain elevators; Mr. Byrum then called
upon Joe N. Hampton, Executive Vice-President, Oklahoma Grain &
Feed Association.
Mr. Hampton recognized audience members Phil
Kenkel, Extension Economist, Agricultural Economist, Oklahoma State
University; and Ronald T. Noyes, P.E., Extension Agricultural
Engineer,
Biosystems & Agricultural
Engineering Department,
Oklahoma State University.
Handouts entitled "A Review and
Critique of MRI Final Report, Potential Dust Emissions from a Grain
Elevator in Kansas City, Missouri by Dr. Noyes and "Grain Elevators
and Grain Dust Management Options" by Phil Kenkel and Ronald
T.Noyes were distributed to the Staff and Council.
Thomas c. O'Connor, Director of Technical Services, National Grain
and Feed Association spoke and. distributed a handout entitled
"Worker Exposure to Dust in the Grain Industry"; a research project
sponsored by the National Grain and Feed Association, Washington,
DC.
Mr. O'Connor also left copies of his letter to Mr. Dallas
Safriet, Environmental Protection Agency, Emissions Inventory
Branch, Research Triangle Park, North carolina.
Dr. Calvin B. Parnell, Jr., P.E., Professor, Department of
Agricultural Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station,
Texas, and former member of the Texas Air Control Board, made a
presentation on the subject of dust emissions from grain elevators
and distributed a handout entitled "Testimony 11 •
Mr. Rick Treeman, Safety Director, W.B. Johnston Company, thanked
the Council for touring the Watonga and Kingfisher facilities and
for hearing the presentations from the grain and feed industry. He
referred to a handout entitled 11 Sieve Analysis of Collected Dust
from a Terminal Grain Elevator 11 •
He also referred to three
handouts too large to reproduce for each of the Council members:
"Prevention of oust Explosion in Grain Elevators--an Achievable
Goal from the united States Department of Agriculture, office of
the Special Coordinator for Grain Elevator Safety and Security.. ;
"Potential Dust Emissions from a Grain Eleva tor in Kansas city,
Missouri, Final Report prepared for EPA by Midwest Research
Institute";
and
"Impact
Study
of
Prohibiting
Recombining
Recirculation Dust at Export Elevators" provided by Department of
Agricultural Engineering, Texas A & M University. These are filed
at the Air Quality Division for viewing upon request.
Copies of
the Grain and Feed Industries' recommendation for subchapter 24
were also handed out.
Next Meeting
- The next regular meeting will be held April 12,
1994, at the Tulsa City-county Health Department Auditorium.
2
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March 8, 1994
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

April 12, 1994, 9:30 a.m.
Tulsa City-County Health Department
AUDITORIUM
4616 East 15th Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma

BRillFING
1.

call to order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQS activities

Director

A.

Title V status - Contractor Legislation - Staffing - Other
1.

3.

PUblic Rulemaking Hearings -

A.

B.

Doughty

Qiscussion by Council/Public

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From the Grain
Handling and Processing Industry
1.

-·

(Briefing)

OAC 252:003
Procedures of the Environmental Councils
1.

6.

Discussion by Council/Public

McWhirter

Discussion by the Council/Public

Adjournment
The meeting reconvenes at 1:00 P.M.

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

April 12, 1994, 1:00 p.m.
Tulsa City-County Health Department
AUDITORIUM
4616 East 15th Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma

HEARING/MEETING
1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A.

B.

Chairman
secretary

OAC 252:003
Procedures of the Environmental Councils
[PERMANENT RULES]
1.-

Discussion by Council/Public

2.

Possible action by Council to recommend
to DEQ Board for Adoption

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain
Handling and Processing Industry
1.

Discussion by the Council/Public

2.

Possible action by Council to recommend
to DEQ Board for Adoption

Doughty

McWhirter

4.

Approval of Minutes of January 11, 1994
Approval of Minutes of March 3, 1994

Chairman

s.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

6.

ADJOURNMENT
Next meeting - June 14,
1994
Lincoln Plaha Office Complex
BROWN ROOM

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Minutes
April12, 1994, 1:00 P.M.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTl\1ENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
TULSA CITY-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTl\:IENT AUDITORllJM
4616 EAST 15th STREET
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
council Members Present

staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Michael Hughes
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Pierre Taron
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell
Bill Fishback
Mary Tillman

Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirter
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Deborah Perry
Myrna Bruce

council Members Absent
Larry Canter

Guests Present
(see attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas
were posted at the entrance to the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken as follows: Dr. Canter - absent; Mr. Fishback - aye;
Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick ~ aye; Ms.
Slagell - aye; Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
Approyal of Minutes
- Minutes to the January 11, 1994 and the
March 3, 1994 meeting were presented. Motion to approve was made by
Dr. Hughes and second made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call vote as
follows: or. Canter - absent; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye;
Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell -absent for
this vote; Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

-

Procedures of the Environmental Councils - OAC 252:003
- As
protocol officer, Mr. Larry Byrum convened the Hearing and called
upon Mr. Dennis Doughty to give th~_staff position on this rule . .
Mr. Doughty noted that this Procedural rule had previously been
before the Council and that the Council had passed it once as an
1
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Emergency Rule. Mr. Doughty clarified some points brought up during
the Br~ef~ng including a concern regarding the passing of nonbinding resolutions by other Councils. Mr. Doughty suggested new
language "This paragraph shall not be construed to limit the
authority of the Air Quality Council to pass binding resolutions
under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act".
Concerning rulemaking hearings before the Council, Mr. Doughty
suggested that language be added to the second sentence as follows:
"Hearings before the Council shall be conducted by the Chair or the
Chair's designee or at the request of the Council by Hearing
Officer recommended by the Department". The Council shall also have
the option to appoint Hearing Officers on their own motion." This
language is in conformance with authority under the Oklahoma Clean
Air Act.
The staff recommended that the council recommend these changes to
the Department of Environmental Quality Board.
Mr. Kilpatrick moved that the Council pass the resolution as
proposed and amended by Mr. Doughty. Second by Dr. Hughes.
Discussion was had and the Council voted as follows: Mr. Fishback aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms.
Slagell - aye; Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
Mr. Breisch pointed out that there was currently a motion on the
table to adopt these procedures as corrected. Gary Kilpatrick
amended his motion to agree with the second correction with a
second by Michael Hughes. Roll was called as follows: Mr. Fishback
- aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; or. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
Mr. Kilpatrick advised that the prior vote was to amend the
original motion and made motion to vote on the original motion with
second by Michael Hughes. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye;
Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms.
Slagell - aye; Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
OAC 252: 100-24
CONTROL OF
PROCESSING INDUSTRY

EMISSIONS

FROM GRAIN HANDLING AND

As protocol officer Larry Byrum convened the Hearing and called on
Mr. Doyle McWhirter to give staff position.
Mr. McWhirter stated that the Department and the Oklahoma Grain and
Feed Association had several meetings but were unable to agree upon
a mutually acceptable rule; therefore, the Department withdrew the
proposed subchapter 24 and requested that the Air Quality council
take no action concerning this matter.
2
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With no questions of Mr. McWhirter from the council or the
audience,. Mr. Byrum called upon those wishing to comment.
Mr. Steve Poag, Poag Grain, Inc., declined comment.
Mr. curt Roggow, Oklahoma Ag Co-op Council also declined.
Mr. Dan Kent, Triangle cooperative Service Company, declined.
Mr. Lew Meibergen, Johnston Enterprises, requested that in lieu of
the Department's recommendation to withdraw, that the council
exempt the grain industry from these standards until such time of
a mutual agreement. With the rules that are currently in place, he
was concerned about what would to happen to the grain dealers the
day harvest starts.
Gary Kilpatrick questioned the immediate concern for the Council to
pass a regulation which would affect this harvest and pointed out
to Mr. Meibergen that nothing the Council does today will change
what happens this harvest. Mr. Kilpatrick pointed out that an
exemption does not take effect immediately because of all the
regulatory processes it must go through.

-

Mr. Meiburgen was concerned that if the current rule was enforced,
the grain handlers could not comply without spending in excess of
one million dollars.
Mr. Fishback asked Mr. McWhirter whether fugitive emissions and
point source emissions through a stack or functional equivalent
opening are subject to different opacity rules or the same opacity
rules. Mr. McWhirter answered this inquiry stating that fugitive
dust is not subject to opacity, but fugitive process emissions are
subject to an opacity rule. Mr. McWhirter explained that the
position taken by DEQ and EPA is that the dust from grain loading
and unloading is considered a fugitive process emission. Mr.
McWhirter stated that an example of fugitive dust would be dust
that was generated by a vehicle or the wind blowing dust on the
yard; and process emissions would be emissions that can be
reasonably passed through a stack chimney or other functional means
attributable to processing.
Mr. Meiburgen was hopeful that an exemption could be in effect
until such time that a committee could meet with the industry and
the Department and a mutual agreement could be reached.
Mr. Fishback pointed out that except for Title V regulations, the
industry would not have a specific concern at this time because
the inability to meet opacity and the inability to meet process
weight limitations goes back many years. Mr. Hasselwander added
that the basis of the urgency in resolving this now was having to
file the Title V application and th&re was no advantage in waiting.
He expressed that Oklahoma could be a leader in filing a plan that
was in the best interest to all.
3

Mr. Mike Mahoney, Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association, commented
that t~e ~ommittee has worked on the proposal at least two days per
week for many weeks and was drained; therefore, he would like to
get something decided. He wanted to know how the DEQ staff could be
sure that Region VI was going to kick this plan out when no other
state's plan had been kicked out or accepted. Mr. Byrum pointed out
that DEQ has sent copies of both proposals to EPA for comment. He
expressed that EPA has stated in telephone conversations that
neither proposal is approvable; but had Friday's agreement with the
grain industry stood, staff was going to try to send that package
to EPA. Mr. Byrum stated that staff has sent a copy of the rule
that is in this packet to EPA for comment and has received their
comments. Mr. Byrum pointed out that EPA was present at a previous
meeting and has commented on the rule in public session, and will
continue to make comments on the revisions.
Mr. Mahoney stated that industry would appreciate it if the council
would submit this plan to EPA for their decision as Texas did in
March, 1993, and that the Texas plan has not been approved or
disapproved. Mr. Mahoney advised that the reason industry turned
down Friday's proposal was that Mr. Byrum told them that every
elevator in the state of Oklahoma would have to file a Title V
permit; and that industry has been working since December of 1991
to stay out of Title v. He expressed that in industry's proposal,
there is a certification program to keep all out Title V if their
emissions are below 100 tons.
Mr. Byrum stated that the objections are that EPA sees both rules
as a relaxation of the SIP relative to opacity process weight and
other problems and that if EPA adopts the 70/30 split, a precedent
would be set nationwide.
Dr. Parnell said that the process of using .3 lbs for unloading and
loadout is not in the SIP, therefore, EPA does not have the option
to disallow or disapprove. Dr. Parnell stated that he believes that
EPA sees this as only a Title V issue; but from his perspective it
is also a grain dust explosion issue. Dr. Parnell stated he felt
that the council can win this with EPA Region VI because of the
grain dust explosion problem.
Mr. Fishback asked the staff if the council has to force this rule
to be part of our SIP or can it be a work practice like Texas where
EPA does not have the right to disapprove.
Mr. Byrum pointed out that each state controls air pollution
differently and that Texas uses the nuisance rule per Dr. Parnell's
statement.
He also said that every grain elevator in Texas is
permitted and that if all of Oklahoma's grain elevators we~e
permitted, we probably would not be here today.
Dr. Parnell remarked that there were- a number of elevators in Texas
that are grandfathered.
·
Mr.

Byrum noted that there is a different way that· things are
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handled from state to state and that there are at least 5 or 6
types of rules that are applicable to grain elevators.
:

..

Mr. Fishback stated that Mr. Kilpatrick was correct in stating that
the reason Oklahoma cannot do what Texas is doing is because the
rules currently applicable to the grain industry are in the
approved SIP.
Mr. Byrum remarked that at the point the DEQ Board adopts the rule
and it becomes effective, the State is bound by the rule, EPA is
not and that EPA will continue to enforce the approved SIP. Mr.
Byrum pointed out that the SIP will be different than the new rule
the State has in place.
·
Butch Meiburgen with Johnston Grain stated that for three years the
grain industry has been told to present a grain specific subchapter
for acceptance as a change to the SIP and now it is not going to be
presented as a change to the SIP. He related that industry has been
asked to provide the best available technology and in lieu of no
other technology available he did not know why this is not
debatable with EPA or why industry can't prove its point with EPA.
Council reminded industry that Mr. Byrum said he was willing to
present this to EPA as a SIP revision, but that he had indicated
the chances.were high that it would be disapproved. Once it was
disapproved, the possibility of enforcement action exists and that
if the industry were willing to accept that risk, it would be
reasonable to pursue it directly with EPA.
Mr. Kilpatrick expressed that there were other issues that still
have not been worked out such as whether the rule applies to or
does not apply to just grain elevators. He stated that we can't
arbitrarily take an industry and not apply our opacity rule to that
industry. Mr. Kilpatrick stated that he would not vote to accept
what the grain industry has put on the table without straightening
out all the issues and understanding the ramifications. He stressed
that Council relies upon industry and staff together to come up
with a proposal that jointly can be justified and submitted to EPA
and whether we think EPA is going to pass the rule or not, the
Council must be sure it is the best thing for all.
Mr. Byrum mentioned that if opacity requirements were relaxed for
one industry without justification, then every other industry in
the State will ask for their opacity requirements to be relaxed.
Mr. Mahoney stated that the grain industry had no problem with the
National Clean Air Act and the regulations, but does have a problem
with the existing State code. He stated that if there is any
fairness left in this world, we should not be held to something
that was done in the early 70's that we are all out of compliance
with every day and that we ought t~-be able to change the SIP plan
and bring things up to the 90's.
·
Mr. Kilpatrick stated he did not think just passing what was on the
5

table was the right way for this to be handled because it will get
disapp:r;-oved by EPA. He_ pointed out that Council has gone all the
way to the National EPA and won with industry in the past but it
was done because we had our facts together and knew it was the best
thing for the industry and for the people of Oklahoma. He expressed
that we were not anywhere near that on this regulation.
Mr. Mahoney said that the way the process has been explained to
industry by Mr. Byrum and Mr. McWhirter was that if EPA kicks it
back we have a time period to come to the Council and get the plan
back up to specs. He stated that they are just asking for that
chance. Mr. Byrum said that EPA generally gives a period of time
to work on a rule, but if you are in noncompliance, there is no
grace period.
Ms. Tillman stated that the Council does not have enough
information to make a decision and as the Chair suggested, maybe we
. should start a committee to assist staff and industry in coming to
a conclusion.
Dr. Hughes added that the Council was sympathetic to the industry's
plight and has tried to listen and understand all sides of the
issue. He entertained an idea of establishing a working committee
within the Council, grain industry and staff.
Mr. Phil Kenkel, Department of Ag Economics OSU commented about the
osu Shrink study or the Mass Balance study. He stated that there
was not enough time for a study before the last Council meeting, as
near full bins were needed but that osu is still interested in
providing unbiased information. Mr. Byrum advised that the staff is
still interested in seeing this study performed.
Mr. Rick Treeman asked for the presentation made by Tom O'Connors
at the March 8 meeting be entered into the record. This was agreed
to by Mr. Doughty. Mr. Treeman also questioned if the SIP could be
changed to a 20% opacity or on a process weight to which Mr. Byrum
said that we can't just unilaterally relax the SIP. Mr. Treeman
said he understood the need for justification for other industries,
but wanted the Council to understand that other industries such as
coal, rock, wood, etc. can add water for control; but the grain
industry cannot because of Federal Grain Inspection Service rules
as water adds weight to the grain.
Dr. Parnell, OGFA, stated that EPA is
Oklahoma could take them on and win. He
on the idea of having Council become
process to come up with something that
citizens and the industry of the state.

not all powerful and felt
also commended the Council
invol.ved in the mediatory
will be beneficial to the

Joe Neal Hampton thanked the Chairman for the idea of the
council working with staff and industry._

Mr.

Ms. Lisa Rodgers, Program Director of the American Lung Association
of Green Country, Oklahoma read testimonials from Martin H. Welch,
6
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M.D., Professor of Medicine, Pulmonary Disease and Critical Care
Section, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center; and from
Mrs. Anna Clapper. Both were presented for the record.
There was much discussion with Dr. Kenneth R. Hart, OU College of
Medicine, regarding safety in the workplace vs. exposure to the
general public.
With no other comments, Mr. Breisch pointed out several possible
actions that could be taken. He indicated that the information
should be in presentable form for the next meeting and requested a
Council committee to work with industry and staff. Those from the
Council volunteering for this committee were Mr. Fishback, Ms.
Slagel!, Dr. Hughes, Mr. Kilpatrick with Mr. Byrum to monitor the
meetings. Mr. Breisch invited all Council members to attend these
meetings but asked for coordination as to not have a quorum .
. Ms. Tillman made a motion to continue the hearing until the next
regular meeting which is June 14. Second was made by Dr. Hughes and
roll call was taken as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle aye; Dr.· Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye;
Mayor Taren - aye; Ms. Tillman ~ aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Other Business

- None.

Next Meeting - The next regular meeting will be held June 14 at
the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex BROWN ROOM, Oklahoma City.
Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll call vote.

~-"'/'3~~AH¢
William B. BreiSCh; Chairman
Air Quality Council

Lar
D. Byrfun, Director
Air Quality Division
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

June 14, 1994, 9:30 A.M.
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
BROWN ROOM
4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard

Oklahoma City, OK

BRIEFING

1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report

Director

Informational - An update of current events
and AQS activities
A.

Title V status - Contractor Legislation - Staffing - Other
1.

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings A.

B.

(Briefing)

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators
1.

McWhirter

Discussion by Council/Public

OAC 252:100-31
ThomasfSheedy
Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
1.

4.

Discussion by Council/Public

Discussion by council/Public

Adjournment

The meeting reconvenes at 1:00 P.M.

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

June 14, 1994, 1:00 P.M.
Lincoln Plaza Office complex
BROWN ROOM
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK

HEARING/1\.fEETING

1.

Call to order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A.

B.

Chairman
secretary

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators
1.

Discussion by the Council/Public

2.

Possible action by council to recommend
to DEQ Board for Adoption

McWhirter

OAC 252:100-31
Thomas/Sheedy
Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
1.

Discussion by Council/Public

4.

Approval of Minutes of April 12, 1994

Chairman

s.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

6.

ADJOURNMENT
Chairman
Next meeting - August 9, 1994
Tulsa City county Health Department
AUDITORIUM

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and aeed an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

~h~L~~
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SUBCHAPTER 24.

PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN,
FEED OR SEED OPERATIONS.

252: 100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.
252:200-24-4.
252:100-24-5.
252:100-24-6.
252:100-24-7.

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability, calculations
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls
Applicability to other Agriculture Sources.

252:100-24-1.

Purpose

The purpose of this rule is to control emissions -from facilities that handle, store or
process grains. All facilities handling bulk agricultural commodities through grain handling
equipment can apply this subchapter to emission sources at the facilities. This rule is an interim
rule effective until July 1. 1995 or until the date (whichever is earlier) that

measur~

particulate

emission rates from grain handling are developed under protocols approved or accepted by the ·
Air Quality Division to replace the factored emission rates in this interim rule.

252:100-24-2.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

"Dust Suppression Additives" means FDA . or FGIS-approved additives applied
commercially for dust suppression.

The dust suppression efficiencies of these additives is

accepted to be 90% when applied at a proper application rate per manufacturer's
recommendations or as approved by the director of the Air Quality Division.

"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is totally self-contained or
is enclosed within a structure at a grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment
shall not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized vents/openings, and
1

I/J77

shall not be considered a peiffi source subject to·emission calculations.

"Existing Grain. Feed. or Seed Operation" means a facility which i5 was in existence in
1993 and has submitted a current emission inventory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993
reporting period year. All other grain, feed, and seed operations shall be considered new.

"Fabric Filter"· means any control device or system in which particulate matter is
collected on a dust cake supported on eith~r a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a
particulate collection efficiency of not less than 95 percent.

"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not reasonably pass through a
stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening.

••Grain. Feed. or Seed Operation" means any facility or installation at which grain, feed,
or seed is loaded, handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.

"Grain. Feed. or Seed Operations Facility" means the contiguous or adjacent area under
common control upon which a grain elevator, feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment
or structures are located, and all contiguous sites having common O'vVflCfship of control, which
have SIC codes with idefltieel the first two digits that are identical to the first two digits of the
SIC code for grain elevators. feed mills. or grain and seed processing equipment.

"High Efficiency Cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the 2D-2D or 1D-3D
configuration. These designations refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the
diameter of the cylinder portion. A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 x D and
a cone length of 2 x D (90% collection efficiency for TSP). A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit
a cylinder length of 1 x D and a cone length of 3 x D (95% collection efficiency for TSP).

"Hours of Operation" is calculated by dividing the cumulative throughput total for a given
time period by 75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotient is equivalent hours (not actual

2

r

hours) ofoperation required to process th_e throughput.. Actual leg capacity may be adjusted to
. more or less than 75% by individual facilities. if documentation supporting the proposed

.

.

.

adjustment is submitted to and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.

"Leg Capacity .. means the maximum process rate for which the manufacturer designs _the
elevating portion of a grain, feed, or seed facility on a per leg basis.

11

Medium Efficiency Cyclone .. means any cyclone type collector less than 2D-2D

configuration. These designations refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where Dis the
. diameter of the cylinder portion. A 1D-lD cyclone would exhibit a cylinder of 1 x D and a
cone length of 1 x D. These cyclones shall be capable of demonstrating a collection efficiency
of 75% for particulate matter .

.. Non-pressurized Vent or Opening.. means any vent or opening which allows the
.

.

emissions ofair and/or contaminants at pressures substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure
without the use of mechanically-induced air flow .

.. Pressurized Vent or Qpening" means any vent or opening which allows the emissions
of air and/or contaminants at pressures greater than atmospheric pressure indicating the use of
mechanically-induced air flow .

.. Process Emission .. means emissions .from a process equipment point source.

"Throughput.. means the pounds, tons, or bushels received by a facility added to the
pounds, tons, or bushels loaded-out from the facility during any time period of interest divided
by two.

252:100-24-3.

General Provisions: Applicability, Determination of Emissions
3

(a)

Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and

existing grain, feed, or seed operations in the State of Oklahoma.

(1) ·

Facilities in compliance with OAC.252:100-25; 252:100-27, and 252:100-29 are
not required to comply with this

(2)

subchap~er.

Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt from the requirements
of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions), 252:100-27 (process weight), and
252:100-29 (fugitive dust).

(b)

Permits required. In addition to the requirements of this subchapter, each new, modified

or existing grain, feed, or seed operation shall comply with the permitting requirements of OAC
252:100-7 and 252:100-8.

(c)

Air toxics emissions. Grain, feed, or seed operations which emit toxic air pollutants

above the deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all applicable requirements
contained therein.
(d)

Record-keepin~.

The owner or operator of a facility shall maintain a daily log

documenting. the commodity throughput and hours of operation.

These records shall be

maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available for inspection by the Air
Quality Division personnel or its representative during normal business hours.

(e)

Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing shall be conducted using EPA

reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by
individual(s) possessing current certification.

(f)

Determination of emissions. Emissions from grain, feed, or seed operations shall be

based on the best available data. This may include actual emissions as determined by stack
testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using approved published emissions
4
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factors, or other methods approved by the Air Quality Division.

The following factored

emissions are allowed by this interim rule only until July 1, 1995 or until the date (whichever
is earlier) that measured particulate emission rates from grain handling are developed under
protocols approved or accepted by the Air Quality Division.

For this interim rule, emissions shall be calculated as follows for three classes of emissioa ·
emissions poiflts:

Class I:

Unloading (Receiving)

0.6 lbs/ton

Loading (Shipping)

0.3 lbs/ton

Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.

Class II:

¥ems Emission Sources with Control Devices

AP-42 factor X (1-EFF)
Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.
EFF means fractional efficiency of control device.

Class III:

Uncontrolled Vents
A.

Pressurized - opacity limit only

B.

Non-pressurized - opacity limit only

Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.

252:100-24-4.

(a)

Smoke. Visible Emissions and Particulates

Visible emissions limit.

(1)

Visible emissions limits.

No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the.

discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or.
any combination thereof with a shade density greater than twenty percent (20%)
equivalent opacity.

This requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible

5

emissions emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of which
is not greater than sixty percent (60%) opacity for a period aggregating no more
than five minutes in any sixty consecutive minutes and/or no more than twenty
minutes in any consecutive twenty-four hour period.

(2)

Alternate emissions limit. The (20%) opacity limits, as required under 252:10024-4 (a) may be increased for particulates only provided that the owner/operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality .Council at public
hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a) through (c) have been
met.

(3)

Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described in 252:100-24-4 (a) (1) are
provided as follows:

(a)

Visible emissions from loading (shipping) shall be no more than sixty-five
percent (65%) equivalent opacity, and visible emissions from unloading
(receiving) shall be no more than fifty-five percent (55%) equivalent
opacity.

(b)

Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or openings with
control devices shall be limited to no greater than twenty

percent~

(20%) opacity at any time.

(c)

Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without control devices
shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a control device, or shall be
limited to no greater than ten percent (10%) opacity at any time.

(d)

Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without control devices
shall be limited to no greater than ten percent (10%) opacity at any time.

6

252:100-24-5·

Emission Control Equipment and Certification

:.'

(a)

Emission control equipment where required by (40 CPR 60.300) must meet the standards

set under the Federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as mandated
by other Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls may be required to reduce
nuisance emissions.

(b)

Certification. Each existing grain elevator in the state of Oklahoma shall provide written

certification of compliance with this subchapter within one year of the adoption of this rule by
. the Air Quality Council. Annual certification of hours of operation and throughput and the
operation and proper maintenance of required control equipment shall be completed by the
owner, operator or other designated responsible party and submitted as part of the annual
emissions inventory reporting form.

252:100-24-6

(a)

Fue;itive Dust Controls

All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of any visible

fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line from which the emissions originate.

(b)

No persons shall allow visible emissions beyond the property line in such a manner as

to damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties.
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Minutes
June 14, 1994
1:00 p.m.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

staff Present

council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Ph.D., Vice Chairman
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman
J.W.(Bill) Fishback
·Michael Hughes

Guests Present
(See attached list)

council Members Absent
Pierre Taron
Meribeth Slagell
Kathryn Hinkle

-

Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirter
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Myrna Bruce

PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of state's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the basement entrance, first floor entrance at the
Oklahoma state Department of Health building, the entrance door of
the meeting room at the Lincoln Plaza location, and the entrance to
the Air Quality Division.
Call to order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken.
Members not in attendance were Ms. Slagell, Ms.
Hinkle, and Mayor Taron.
Mr. Breisch turned the meeting over to
Mr. Byrum, who acted as protocol officer for Public Rulemaking
Hearing OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators.
Mr. Doyle McWhirter presented the staff comments concerning this
rule entitled "Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain, Feed, or
Seed Operations." Mr. McWhirter advised that a committee made up
of Air Quality Division staff members, Air Quality council members,
and Oklahoma grain and feed representatives reached an agreement
after having met on three occasions to discuss and draft proposed
subchapter 24 ·•

,-

Mr. McWhirter suggested that certain changes discussed in the
briefing be added to the rule. The recommended changes are shown
as underlined and deleted language in-the copy of the rule attached
as part of these Minutes. The recommended changes are denoted on
pages 2, 5 and 6.
With the inclusion of these changes, Mr.
1

McWhirter recommended the Council forward this rule
Department of Environmental Quality Board for adoption.
-:

to

the

"'·

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption of this rule
to the Department of Environmental Quality Board.
Mr. Fishback
made the motion as stated by Mr. Breisch· with second by Ms.
Tillman. Roll call as follows:
Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Ms. Hinkle - absent; Dr. Hughes -aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Ms. Slagel! - absent; Mayor Taren - absent; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
Mr. Gary Kilpatrick asked to place in the record a thank you to the
industry, to the staff, and to the Council members, particularly
Bill Fishback who chaired the committee, for the hard work done to
resolve this issue.
Dr. Hughes added an appreciation to Doyle
McWhirter and Debbie Perry for the amount of emphasis and time
devoted to this issue and to all the members of industry who
participated and endured Council questioning and for allowing.
coun~il members to see the grain operations.
on behalf of the industry, Mr. Joe Hampton, Oklahoma Grain and Feed
Association, gave a special thank you to the members of the Council
who served on the committee, especially Mr. Fishback, and to
members of the staff, especially Doyle and Debbie, for all the work
put into this effort.
The next item on the agenda was public rulemaking hearing for OAC
252:100-31 Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds.
Mr. Byrum
acted as protocol officer and called up Mr. Scott Thomas and Dr.
Joyce Sheedy to give the staff proposal on a suggested revision to
this rule. Mr. Thomas recommended that the hearing be continued to
the council's August 9, 1994 meeting in Tulsa for the purpose of
receiving as many comments as possible from all interested parties
and from EPA.
Dr. Sheedy provided technical information and
answered questions from the audience and Council.
Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue the hearing until
the next regular Council meeting as per the recommendation from
staff. Mr. Kilpatrick made the motion as stated with second by Dr.
Hughes.
Roll call as follows:
Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback abstain; Ms. Hinkle - absent; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick aye; Ms. Slagel! - absent; Mayor Taron - absent; Ms. Tillman - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
Approval of Minutes - Chairman Breisch reconvened the meeting and
requested a motion for the approval of the Minutes of the April 12
meeting.
In discussion, it was found on page 3, the words "of
fugitive dust" needed to be added; and on ·page 2 change 'Dr.'
Kilpatrick to "Mr."
Ms. Tillman made the motion to approve the
minutes as corrected with second b_y or. Hughes.
Roll call as
follows: Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Fishback -aye; Ms. Hinkle - absent;
Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagel! - absent; Mayor
Taren - absent; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
2

~

~

Other Business - No new business from staff.
Mr. Tom Lay from
audience discussed his interest in the TB&A contract stating that
he was making an appearance on behalf of the Environmental
Federation of Oklahoma in support of the draft study and pointed
out that it was evidenced that the staff put a lot of hard work
into the report.
Next Meeting - The next regular meeting will be held August 9,
1994 at the Auditorium, City-County Health Department, Tulsa, OK.
Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll call vote.

----4~""-----"""~>aC=-~-.J:..-&-=-,IC-A~~·...._.:-4~!7----P-4 h-t
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

LarryU_). Byrun?, Director
Air Quality Division
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RECOMMENDA'rJ:ON
TO~

DVIRONMEH'ml. QUALin BOARD
PROM THE

AIR

QUALI~

COUNCIL

!rhe mamllers of thi.s Council, acting pursuant to the authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, Section 2-2-201, by
roll call vote, make formal recommendation to the Environmental Quality Board
that the rules specified below be adopted as permanent rules.

Prior to making this recommendation, this Council considered the rules and
comments received thereon and determined, to the hast of its knowledge, that all
requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act applicable to this
rulemaking have been followed.
With the understanding that such changes shall not invalidate this
recommendation, this council authorizes the Department staff to "make any
amendments approved by the Council, appropriate corrections of typographical
.errors, additions and deletions indicated by strikeout/underline, and formatting
' as required by the Office of Administrative Rules.
Respectfully,

~»~!·.~A

Chair or Designee

Signed this_....._}..
";£
_ _ day of

I

k,

199.L.
~

AJllllCJVB

1.

Michael Hughes

2.

Mary Tillman

3.

Larry Canter

~-

5.

-

Gary Kilpatrick
Bill Fishback

1---------------------------2--------------------------------
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'· William B. Breisch
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** Grain and Feed Industry the protection
they desire under this rule from
the provisions of the Federal
permitting requirments.
ltJ~.

VOTXNG ACJ.UIIST &

J.W.(Bill) Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Michael Hughes
Gary Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman
William B. Breisch
ABSTADI:tltGI

Meribeth Slagel!

Larry Canter
Pierre Taron
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1994
9:30 A.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BROWN ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING
1.

Call to order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQD activities

Director

Title V Status Attainment Status - Legislation
Contract Status - staffing - Other
Discussion by Council/Public

-

3.

Schedule of Calendar Year 1995 Meetings
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

4.

uniform Permit Processing
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

_
AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY C.OUNCIL
A Public Meeting: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1994
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BROWN ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING
1.

Call to order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Resolution - Dr. Michael Hughes

Director

4.

Schedule of Calendar Year 1995 Meetings

Chairman

Chairman
Secretary

Discussion by Council/Public
5.

Approval of Minutes of October 11, 1994

6.

Grain and Feed (SC 24)
Oklahoma state university study

Chairman

staff/Grain Industry

Discussion by Council/Public
7.

New Business

Chairman

Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

a.

ADJOURNMENT

Chairman

Next Regular Meeting AS DETERMINED
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Brown Room
4545 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 27~-5220.

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 13, 1994
1:00 p.m.
MINUTES

OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY 1 OKLAHOMA

council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry canter, Ph.D., Vice Chairman
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Pierre Taren
Meribeth Slagell
Bill Fishback
David Branecky

David Dyke
Michael Peters
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Doyle McWhirter
Deborah Perry
Ray Bishop
Rita Buetcher

council Members Absent

Guests Present

Mary Tillman
Kathryn Hinkle

(see attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the entrance door of the meeting room at the Lincoln
Plaza location, and the entrance to the Air Quality Division.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken as follows:
Mr. Kilpatrick - here; Mayor Taren here; Ms. Slagell - here; Dr. canter - here; Mr. Fishback - here,
Mr. Branecky - here; Mr. Breisch - here.
Ms. Tillman and Ms.
Hinkle were absent.
Resolution was read by Mr. Breisch accommodating Dr. Michael Hughes
for his years of service to the Council.
Dr. Hughes was not
present. Motion to approve made by Mayor Taren with second by Mr.
Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Fishback
- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taren - aye;
Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Mr. Breisch noted the next item on the Agenda was the Schedule of
Calendar Year 1995 Meetings and pointed out that the two alternate
1

schedules had been discussed in the Briefing Session and that the
second ;alt;ernate was selected. With no further discussion, Mayor
Taren made the motion to approve the following dates:
February
22, Lincoln Plaza Brown Room; April 18, Lincoln Plaza Brown Room;
June 20, Tulsa City-county Auditorium; August 15, Lincoln Plaza
Brown Room; October 17, Tulsa City-County Auditorium; December 19,
Lincoln Plaza Brown Room. Second was made by Dr. canter and roll
call taken as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr.
Fishback - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor
Taren - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Mr. Breisch requested a motion to approve the Minutes of the
October 11, 1994 Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made to approve the
Minutes as presented by Mr. Kilpatrick with second by Dr. canter.
Roll call vote as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye;
Mr. Fishback - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor
Taren - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Deborah Perry gave staff position (outline attached) regarding the
OSU Grain study and Chairman Breisch opened the floor for
discussion.
Representing the Grain and Feed Industry,
responded to staff position in these areas:

Mr.

Rick

Treeman

1.

He was concerned that much effort had already gone into
writing subchapter 24 to this point and regression is not
wanted by anyone. He pointed out that through the efforts of
Dr. Hughes, Mr. Fishback, Ms. Slagell, and Mr. Kilpatrick, an
interim rule was prepared based upon the osu study proposed by
Mr. Fishback. He stressed that industry fulfilled completion
of the study and felt it necessary to get subchapter 24 made
permanent because the emission factors used there are
imperative to the grain industry for permitting purposes. He
noted that with the permitting process beginning, the current
factors were needed to make it possible to know whether
permits are to be for a true minor, synthetic minor, or Title
v source. He related that the protocol for.the study was
accepted and followed explicitly. He pointed out that there
are variables, but that the osu study was probably more
appropriate than the MRI Study because the MRI Study pulled
dust out of the air, not dust out of the grain stream.

2.

To clarify the staff's comment that the grain was not directly
from the field, Mr. Treeman pointed out that the grain coming
from the field comes from combines with sophisticated fan
systems which blow the dust and the weeds out of the wheat
before it comes to the elevator. He stated that the more it
is handled within the elevator, the more dust is generated.

3.

He related that the fans that_were used in the protocol were
not creating a steady stream through the dump shed but the
intent of those fans was to keep as much dust as possible
suspended in the air so that it could be filtered out.
2
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4.

He said that the protocol did not actually direct sweeping the
flpor.. every time; its purpose was to get an upper limit on the
total amount of dust in grain that would be subject to
becoming airborne.

5.

He pointed out that industry is not disputing visible
emissions, but is disputing the quantity of those emissions,
and that the intent in writing subchapter 24 was not
necessarily for emission factors, but was to modify the state
rules to be more appropriate for the grain and feed industry.

6.

He stated that Ms. Perry had also mentioned record keeping and
general permits similar to a Title V permit. He stressed that
if recordkeeping is going to be an option, that the grain
industry needs to know what recordkeeping will be needed in
order that necessary records be kept.

Mike Mahoney, also from the grain industry, commented that at the
. June 1994 Air Quality Council Hearing the interim rule was passed.
He said that in preparation for that meeting, the DEQ did some
modeling that showed that the grain industry exceeded the limits,
(NAAQS) and put monitors at the Weatherford co-op. He stated that
the emissions were less than what the model showed. He said that
since the June meeting, industry has tried to get a synthetic minor
permit approved by DEQ and that since the deadline is November 15,
1995, there is an urgency to get this rule passed. He pointed out
that the first meeting between DEQ and grain and feed industry was
in November, 1990; that there have been to a lot of meetings, the
staff approved the protocol, and the study was done in September.
Mr. Joe Hampton echoed what Mr. Mahoney and Mr. Treeman said in
pointing out that this battle has been fought for a long time; we
have data from an unbiased third-party and had hoped that we go
forward with this data from an unbiased third party.

-

Mr. Fishback commented that the intent as expressed by the industry
representatives was to create a rule based on emission factors that
reflected true emissions as accurately as possible.
He
acknowledged the fact that the 1972 MRI study gave numbers that
were extremely high and pushed a number of sources into Title V
status that would not normally be there. Mr. Fishback stated that
he was very impressed with the thoroughness of the protocol
development and the actual testing itself on the part of osu. He
also wanted to make sure that the audience and the Council
understood that the intent of that study was to drive a truck into
the building, close the doors, pull suction on that building, dump
the grain from the truck, pull everything that is airbor.ne out of
the building, weigh it, divide what is collected by what is dumped,
and come up with factors.
He stressed that concerns about wind
velocity through that building, what is the aerodynamic mean
diameter of the· particle, and wh~ther the floor sweepings are
included, really did not matter because the purpose was to
establish a maximum limit.
He stated that based on some very
conservative modeling, concern was that grain elevators would have
3

a problem with the National Ambient Air Quality standards, but the
actual data shows there is not any problem at all. He said that a
very careful distinction between what is emitted by the process and
what is emitted off property or from the entire facility has to be
shown.
As a professional engineer he felt a maximum had been
established. As a Council, and as an industry, and as a state, he
felt we would be much better served to go forward, rather than to
postpone because the deadlines are coming.
He stated he had no
doubt the date is the best for that set of circumstances. He shared
the frustration that the industry expressed about the length of
time taken writing this rule and that giant strides have been made
toward getting good representative, repeatable data.
He then
proposed to adopt a rule with an agreeable emission factor, whether
that number is EPA's proposed number or the osu study number, as
action is better than inaction. He stated that he wanted to convey
that there is now a very well conducted, well thought out,
scientifically founded, accurately performed, defendable test.

-.,.

Ms. Slagell stated that she also observed this study and felt the
osu study was more than adequate and suggested that it is time to
take a stand.
Mr. Kilpatrick questioned whether other emission factors besides
loadout and receiving applied to this rule.
Ms. Perry answered
that in the study there was nothing else addressed because an
agreement was made in subchapter 24 that elevator legs, headhouse
handling, etc. would be considered totally enclosed.
Ms. Perry
stated that this is an issue still under consideration because the
proposed AP42 did say there was an emission factor that should be
attributable to headhouse handling.
Mr. Kilpatrick added that he felt this was a good set of data, that
it was reasonably in the area of proposed AP42, and he would have
no problem with proceeding ahead. He stated that he was a little
concerned whether there would be some benefit in looking at a
generic general permit.
Mr. Fishback related that if appropriate emission limits based on
this test data were established, then a facility could know whether
or not it was a synthetic minor.
He pointed out that then the
issue of whether it is permitted under a separate synthetic minor
permit or a general permit could be decided separately. He added
that it would be very convenient for all concerned to have 500
elevator facilities that were synthetic minors be handled as a
general permit; but the determination of applicability is the
issue.
Are they subject, or not, based on the emission factors
used and the amount of grain handled.
Dr. Sheedy, Program Director in the Permit Section stated the
Permit section was looking into doing a number of synthetic minors
by another process once EPA accept~ a federally enforceable rule.
Some other federally enforceable type· of rule may be very
worthwhile, but that is a separate issue from the determination of
what this emission factor should be.
She added that knowing the
4
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emission factor will allow people to determine whether or not they
will be a ~itle V source.
Mr. Breisch asked the Council subcommittee, staff, and members of
the grain and feed industry to consider all approaches to this
matter,
list them, comment upon them either negatively or
positively and bring them before the next Council meeting. He felt
that in this manner when and if EPA challenges, all issues will
have been addressed.
Mr. Kilpatrick felt that the test which the staff and Council has
to consider is whether this data is ~easonably representative of
the conditions we have here in the Oklahoma industry; document
that, and proceed ahead with a common recommendation at the
February meeting.
DEQ Permit Section staff member, Rita Buetcher, voiced her concern
.regarding staff's efforts in writing a permit based on this interim
rule, with emissions factors as a part of a rule. She related that
this had never been done in the past and EPA readily admits that
AP42 is guidance, not a rule. She said that in the past, staff has
been able to accept other sources of data when considering a permit
application, and making a factor into a rule eliminates the
opportunity for engineering judgements.

-

Mr. Breisch asked for a volunteer from Council to replace Dr.
Hughes as the fourth member of the subcommittee.
Dr. Canter
volunteered to serve.
Since members of the grain and feed
industry, staff, and Council members were present, the subcommittee
arranged for a meeting after the Council Meeting to discuss issues.
With no new business Mr.Breisch adjourned the meeting with
unanimous roll call vote.

a

Next Meeting - The next regular meeting will be held Wednesday,
February 22, 1995 at 4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Brown Room,
Oklahoma City.
....--?

··~/~
zh~h~Will~m B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality council
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O'OTLZNE: FOR.. GRAIN DUST STUDY DISCUSSION

Members of the Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association, OSU Division of Agricultural
Sciences and Natural Resources and the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality met on September 26th and 27th in Alva, Oklahoma to observe and/or take
part in the Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study.
-no surprises, AP-42 overstated
-purpose was to try to accurately quantify emissions
-to gain an understanding of what emission factors should be used to represent
true emissions from grain elevators
-general agreement that the data produced from this study is quite valuable for
this purpose
-preliminary review by the Air Quality staff, review continuing
-several issues to consider:
l-tests performed according to the protocol?
2-issues which may not have been accounted for in the study?
3-other data available which should also be considered?
-some initial answers to these questions and some additional questions and
concerns
-staff's op1n1on that the test procedures in accordance with the protocol, with
exception of particle sizing of collected dust

__

te•ts performed according to the protocol?
-protocol stated dust collected from floor sweepings and filter bags would be
separated through a sonic sifter
-very lengthy process
-~buld not provide aerodynamic mean diameter
-o~u will retain samples
i••ue• which may not have been accounted for in the study?
-we know that dust emissions vary from different grain elevators, and over time
at an individual elevator
-many variables which can effect air emissions
-difficult to develop set of emission factors that will represent the
industry as a whole
-cannot account for all possible scenarios
-observations did reveal some ~ssues that had not been identified or considered
adequately when the protocol was being developed
·1-grain u••d wa• not directly from the fi•ld
-grain was loaded out from bin at the elevator
-grain went through the receiving, elevating, and load out processes and
possibly additional transfer or turning processes before study

.-·

• -two schools of thought regarding this issue
-no data to support either
-first says dust is generated through the movement of grain
-previous handling would not be a significant factor
-second, says larger amount of dust will be generated from foreign material
carried with grain from field
-effects of both occuring simultaneously
-tend to generate more emissions
-test would not be representative

(,/(}}

2 -draft: AP.:42 states "wind-tunnel effect" created when receiving operations
located inside drive-through receiving shed
-air blows through receiving area at speeds greater than surrounding wind
speeds
-protocol specified fans would be used to simulate typical air flows and keep
smaller particles airborne
-far:s were positioned such that air flow was circulating in a
. converging pattern, creating area of turbulence, rather than directional
flow (as with winds)
-"wind-tunnel effect"obse:r-·-~d during the testing procedures
-after sweeping flc
doors were opened and large gust of wind blew
through receiving~.
carrying visible dust with it
-perhaps some of dust swept from floor would have become airborne if doors were
open
-some dust which settled on trucks and equipment not accounted for
-further supported by test data showing half the amount of dust was collected
when doors were open
-particle size analysis of the test samples could possibly provide some insight
observed during testing from top of headhouse
-three emission points on the headhouse
-Two cyclone exhausts, other some type of vent
-visible emissions from two points

3-emissio~s

-uncertain the origin of these emissions
-must be considered in evaluation of data
4-inconsistency was observed in the emissions from the truck loading (load out)
-visible emissions from truck loading from bin via outside spout much greater
than load out from inside spout
-height of outside spout 5-7 feet above the truck
-inside spout only l-2 feet above truck
-seems other factors such as drop height, wind exposure, and grain speed may have
greater effect on quantity of emissions generated during load out
other data available which should also be considered?
-EPA sent Air Quality a draft copy of proposed revisions to AP-42
·
-indicated would be finalized in approximately 30 days
-EPA has withdrawn June draft
-working with National Grain and Feed Assoc. and states to obtain
additional data to support new AP-42 section
-results of study sent to EPA contractor (MR.I)
available data when revising new AP-42 section

to be considered with other

-Air Quality will continue to review the study data, as well as any data which
becomes available
-review of the June AP-42 draft revealed additional issues which are also being
considered:
-data indicated there should be distinction between country and terminal
elevators
-based on test data that demonstrates much higher emission rates from
terminal elevators
-no clear definition of "country" vs" terminal"
-explanation states country elevator receives grain directly from

~

farmer, terminal elevator will receive large portion from other
elevators
-terminal elevator has capacity to move grain faster
-draft AP-42 contains emission factors for "headhouse and internal handling
operations"
-test results from controlled {cyclones) and uncontrolled operations
-some emissions may be attributable to operations we are now
considering totally enclosed {not emission points)
Other AQD concerns
-concerned that our actions are not in conflict with final actions taken by EPA
in AP-42
-if ODEO adopts emission factors which are lower than those approved by EPA, and
these are used to permit synthetic minors, EPA will have strong reason to
question the permits
-EPA wants to review our synthetic minor permits
-they have interest in grain elevators and will likely look at some of
these permits
-EPA can reject or rewrite these permits
-emission factors in Subchapter 24 will draw EPA attention to issue

--

-AOD's ability to write federally enforceable synthetic minor permits based on
Subchapter 24 depends on getting EPA approval
-important to be consistent with EPA's direction in new AP-42
-considering other ways to create synthetic minor sources
1-facility can obtain a permit under existing rules
2-possibly some type of generic "umbrella" permit
-would involve setting criteria for inclusion and
documentation or registration process
-would streamline process for the industry
-would lighten the permit load on staff
3~possibly revise Subchapter 24 to sets up criteria for synthetic minors
· {"permit-by rule" concept)
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1995
1:00 P.M.

A Public Meeting:

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD

BURGUNDY ROOM
OltLAJIOMA CITY, OltLAJIOMA

HEARING/MEETING

-

-

Chairman

1.

call to order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Minutes of December 13, 1994

4.

Public Hearing - OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators
Discussion by Council/Public

5.

Election of Officers calendar Year 1995
Nominations and Discuss_.ion
Election/Vote

6.

New Business
Chairman
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours •.

7.

ADJOURNMENT
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting Lincoln Plaza Office Complex BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK

Secretary
Chairman
Staff

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

.·

. February 8, 1995

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry Byrum, Director _
AIR QUALITY DIVISION :..:.J~

SUBJECT:

GRAIN RULES

Please find attached proposed language for revisions to Subchapter
24 "Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain, Feed, or Seed
Operationsn. These proposed revisions have been arrived at through
discussions held by the Council's subcommittee and Air Quality
staff with representatives from the grain industry.

-

The staff is also interested in pursuing a npermit by rule" concept
which will allow certain grain facilities to certify that they are
not a major source and consequently could be exempted from the
Title V process. This will be discussed at the hearing.
Also attached is a summary of the. proposed emission factors
resulting from the OSU study.
This summary was requested at the
January 4, 1995 grain industry task force meeting.
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SUBCHAPTER 24.
?ARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED OPERATIONS
252:100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.
252:200-24-4.
252:100-24-5.
252:100-24-6.

252.100 21 7.

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability, calculations
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls
Applicability to ether .~riculture Sources

252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities
that handle, store or process grains. All facilities handling bulk
agricultural commodities through grain handling equipment can apply
this subchapter to emission sources at the facilities. This rule
is an interim rule effective uru::il July 1, 1995 or until the date
(whichever is earlier) that measured particulate Sffiieeien rates
from graiE. handling are de•."elopea under f:3rotoeels . approved er
accepted by the 2''.ir Quality Division to replace the factored
··emiseiea rates ia this interifft rule.
252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Bv.se SuppZ"essieft A:Eiaiti"Jes" meaae F:ElA or FCIS appro•reEi additives
applied comffiercially fer duet suppression.
The duct suppreeeioa
efficiencies of these additives is accepted to be 90~ \#hen applied
at a proper applicacioa rate per manufacturer's recoffiffiendatiens or
as approved by the director of the Air Quality Division.
11
Enclosed Grain Handling Equipmenti' means equipment that is
.totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
"Suist:.ie!!J Grai:a, Feea, er Seee OpeZ"atiee" means a facility ufiich
·.me in euistence ifl: 1993 a:nd aas submittea a current emission
inYefl:tery to the Air Quality Divieiea for the 1993 reporting' period
year.
All other grain, feed, a:nd seed operations shall be
eeasidereei nm.._
"Faerie FilteZ"" ffieane aftY central device or s:ystem ia ··d':l:ieh
particulate matter ie collected oR a dust: ealte supported en either
a \vaven or feltea :aerie taat za:n deffionstrate a particulate
collection efficiency of net lese than 95 perce:nt.
"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or

LtfJ

installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled,
cleaned, 'dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operatiens Facility" means the contiguous
or adjacent area under common control upon which a grain elevator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having com~0n·control, which have
SIC cedes with the first two diqits that are identical to the f~~st
two digits of the SIC code f;r grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing equipment.
"High Bffieieney Cyelene" !'f!eans any cyclone type collector of the
:o
:D .3D. configurat~on.
These designations refer to the
rat~o :: cyllnaer to cone :::.eng:eh, ·.:here D is the diameter of the
cylinder portion. .\ 2D 2D cyclone ·.muld e::ehibit a cylinder length
of :: :: D and a cone length of :: JE D (90°6 collection efficiency for
TSP) . .~. lD 3D cyclone .•,auld mehibit a cylinder 1 ength of 1 :e D and
a cene ::..:ngth of : :c D (95"6 collection efficiency for ':'SP: .
. "Heurs ef Operatien" is calculated by dividing the cumulative
throughput ':otal :or a given cime period by 75"6 of ':he rated leg
capacit:j". :'his quotient is equivalent hours (not actual hours) of
:pera=~on required to process the chroughpue.
Actual 1 2g capacit)'
may be adjusted to more or lsss ':han 75"6 by individual :acilities
i£ documentation suppor:eing the proposed adjustmene ~s submitted to
and a·pproYed by the Director of the .'\:ir Quality Division.
"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the
··manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hours calculated by
dividinq the cumulative total quantity loaded out for a given time
period bv 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This auotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to
orocess the material loaded out.
Actual leg capacity may be
adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if
documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and aooroved by the Director of the A±r Quality Division.
"Uedium :Sffieieney Cyelene" means any cyclone tyPe colleceor less
than ::: :D configuration. :'hese designations refer to the ratio of
cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of the cylinder
portion. t'• lD lD cyclone ·;~auld exhibit a cylinder of 1 JE D and a
cone :. ::ngtfi of 1 JE D.
Tfiese cyclones shall be capable of
dcmonserating a collection .:fficieney of 75"6 fer particulate
FRattcr.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating
the
use
of
mechanically-induced air flow.
.
"Process Emission" means emissions from a process equipment po~nt
source.
1'Receiving hours of operation" means hours calculated by dividing

7:: ::::
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the c·..1mulative total auancitv received for a given time period bv
75% of the Yated lea caoacitv.
This auotient: is eauivalent: hours
,:not e.ct:ual hours i of ooeration reauired to orocess the mate~ial
received. .:4..ctual lea capacitv may be adjusted to more or. less than
75% bv individual :acilities if documentation suoportina the
oronosed adiustment: is submitted to and aooroved bv the Direccor of
the Air Qualitv Division.
"Total hours of operation" means the sum of the receivina hours
of ooeration and the loading out hours of ooeration. Actual hours
may be less since receiving and loading-out ooerations may occur
simultaneously.
"Thre'l::lghp'l::lt" means the pou;aas, ::o;as, or busfiels reeeivea by a
=aeilit}" aaaea to tfie !JOUE:as, tORS, or busfiels loaaea OUt from the
faeil.:.. ::y during= a;ay time peri sa of .:..nterest e:Hviaed by tr.t'o .

.-..-

.252:100-24-3.
General Provisions: Applicability, Determination of
Emissions
(a)
Applicability.
The provisions of this subchapter are
. applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
sperazio;asfacilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions),
252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b)
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain, feed, or seed
operatiemfacility shall comply with the permitting requirements of
OAC 252:100-7 and 25t:100-8.
(c)
Air
toxics
emissions.
Grain,
feed,
or
seed
operatio;asfacilities which emit toxic air pollutants above the
deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all
applicable requirements contained therein.
(d)
Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a facility shall
:naintain a daily log documenting the commodity tfiroug=hput receipt:s
and load-oucs and hours of operation for each. These records shall
be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available
for inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel or its
representative during normal business hours.
·
(e)
Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing
shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by individual(sl
possessing current certification.
(f)
Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain, feed, or
seed speratio;asfacilities shall be based on the best available
data.
This may include actual emissions as determined by stack
testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using
approved published emissions factors, or other methods developed
under orotocols approved by the Air Quality Division.
~
follo·ati;ag= factored emissio;as are allmved by tfiis i;aterim rule only
Ufitil July :, 1995 or u;atil the date (;Jhiefiever is earlier) that
measured particulate emissio;a rates from g=raiH ha;aali;ag= are

0tf5

deve 1 snod under prezocels approved or accepted by the Air Quality

Di·visicn.

?or :his interim rule, Zffiissions shall be calculated as folle\IS for
three s:aases of emissions:

-a--

c1-cn

Unloading (~eceiving) 3 . 6 ::.1 b s 1't on
Loading (Shipping)
9.3 lbs/ton
Refer to 252.100 :1 1 far opacity limits.

!.

Glasa II. Emission Sources ·.:ith Control Dmrices
AP 12 factor X (1 EFF)
Refer to 252.100 2~ 1 for opacity limits.
EFF means fractional efficiency of control device.
Class I:I.
TJncontrolled Vents
A.
Pressurized
opacity limit only
B.
Non pressurized
opacity limit only
Refer to 252.190 21 1 for opacity limits.
252:100-24-4.
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
(a)
Visible emissions limit.
(1)
Visible emissions limits.
No person shall cause, suffer,
allow or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas,
smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof with
a shade density greater than twenty percent (20%) equivalent
opacity.
This requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible
emissions emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or
density of which is not greater than sixty percent (60%) opacity
for a period aggregating no more than five minutes in any sixty
consecutive minutes and/or no more than twenty minutes in any
consecutive twenty-four hour period.
(2)
Alternate emissions limit.
The (20%) opacity limits, as
required
under
252:100-24-4
(a)·
may
be
increased
for
particulates only provided that the owner/operator demonstrates
to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at
public hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4
(a) through (c) have been met.
(3)
Exceptions.
Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4 (a) (1) are provided as follows:
(a) Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping) shall be no
more than sixty-five percent (65%) equivalent opacity, and
visible emissions from unloading (receiving) shall be no more
than fifty-five percent (55%) equivalent opacity.
(b)
Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or
openings with control devices shall be limited to no greater
than twenty percent (20%) opacity at any time.
(c)
Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, or shall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (10%) opacity at any time.
(d) Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without

,.--

control devices shall be limited
percent (10%) opacity at any cime.

to

no

greater

than

ten

252:100-24-5 Emission Control Equipment and Certification
(a)
Emission control equipment where required by (40 CFR 60.300)
must meec the standards set under the Federal New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS Subparc DD) , or as mandated by other
Federal requiremencs for major sources. Additional controls may be
required to reduce nuisance emissions.
(b) Affected facilities shall make best efforts to reduce dust
emissions durina load-out by minimizing the distance from the loadout spout to the too of the receiving vessel. ,
l£l Certification.
Each new. modified, or existing grainL
elevaterfeed or seed facility in the state of Oklahoma shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter
within one year of the adoption of this rule by the Air Quality
CeuncilDEO Board. Annual certification of receiving, loading-out,
and total annual hours of operation, auancity received and loadedouc.visible emissions, and tfireughpue and the operation and proper
maincenance of ~required control equipment shall be completed by
the owner, operacor or other designated responsible party and
submitted as part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.

-

252:100-24-6 Fugitive Dust Controls
-4a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
(b)
No.persons shall allow visible emissions beyond the property
line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere with the use of
adjacent properties.
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 22, 1995
1:00 p.m.

MINUTES

OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Council Members Present

staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Vice-C hairman
David Branecky
Bill Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell
Pierre Taron
Mary Tillman

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Ray Bishop
Joyce Sheedy
Rita Buetcher
Myrna Bruce

council Members Absent

Guests Present

Gary Kilpatrick

(see attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the entrance door of the meeting room at the Lincoln
Plaza location, and the entrance to the Air Quality Division
offices.
Call to order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
was taken: Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - absent; Ms. Slagell - aye;
Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

-

Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve
the Minutes of the_ December 13, 1994 Meeting/Hearing. Motion was
made to approve the Minutes as presented by Mayor Taron with a
second by Ms._ Tillman. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye;
Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagell
- aye; Mayor Taron - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
1

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing on OAC
252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators. The hearing
was advertised in the Oklahoma Register for the purpose of
receiving comments.
Mr. Ray Bishop presented the staff position on the rule, designed
specifically to control emissions from facilities that handle,
store, or process grains.
Mr. Bishop stated this rule is the
result of several years and hundreds of hours of cooperative
efforts of council members, the feed and grain industry, and the
Air Quality staff. The agreement reached included specific changes
listed below. Staff recommended that Council consider adoption of
proposed Subchapter 24 rule and that a recommendation be forwarded
~o the Department of Environmental Quality Board for consideration
as an emergency and permanent rule.
Specific changes to OAC 252:100-24:
• The emissions factors for grain handling were removed from the
rule with emission factors being included in a background
information document (guidance document). --Mr. Bishop stated that
removal of emissions factors precludes the need for EPA to verify
the accuracy of emissions factors when approving the rule and will.
allow for flexibility in permitting facilities which may not be
accurately represented by AP-42 emission factors.
• OAC 252:100-24-3(f) Determination of Emissions was changed to
make the language identical to that found in 252:100-7-4 (e) C9l
Method of calculation.
• In the same subchapter, "based on" was changed to "determined
by" for clarification. A few items were deleted because they were
unnecessary andfor had no relevance to this subchapter.
• The citing of 252-100-24-7 Applicability to Other Agricultural
Sources was deleted because this section of the rule no longer
exists.
• Definitions of terms not referenced in the text of the rule
were deleted to be included in the guidance document.
• Since the proposed rule is to be permanent and final, the
language regarding interim status was removed from 252: 100-24-1 and
252:100-24-3(f).
Existing rules and interim measures are to be
effective until July 1, 1995 or ~ntil particulate emissions rates
of grain handling are developed.
Dr. Canter felt that the "Guidance Document" should reference the
study as the fundamental study done to develop the emissions
factors (.053).
The OSU study provides scientific rational for

osu

2

~.
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those emissions standards. He added that the importance was the
osu study emissions factors are less than the EPA AP-42 factors.
Mr. Byrum advised that there was a need for other additions to the
document and the staff would soon be meeting with the grain
industry to discuss these items.
Robert Poppe, C.H. Guernsey & company, questioned the definition of
fugitive emissions.
This definition now reads "those emissions
which coyld not reasonably pass through a stack chimney, vent, or
other functionally equivalent opening". Mr. Poppe's opinion was
that the wording should read "do not pass thru ••. 11
Ms. Tillman
felt it incredibly important that the word "reasonably" be used.
Mr. Poppe mentioned the wording "visible" and "adjacent" contained
in 252:100-24-6
be stricken.
His rationale ·was the rule as
currently written indicates if dust emissions gets on properties
beyond adjacent properties the rule would not apply. The wording
needed to be corrected to reflect that property beyond adjacent
properties is furthermore subject to damage. He suggested adding
the definition for "fugitive dust" to the guideline document. His
rationale was this change would better reflect the health aspects
of the emissions.
Mr. Byrum advised that the definition for "fugitive dust" is
exactly the same as the definition in other portions of our rules.
Mr. Doughty commented that the definition was designed to include
facilities that may not have a stack and implies possible controls
could be placed on the stack.
Mr. Fishback stated that health effects were not considered in the
OSU Study because it was an emissions quantification study.
With no further comments, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to
recommend this proposed rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
approval as an emergency and permanent rule.
Mr. Fishback made motion to adopt OAC 252:100-24 Control of
Emissions from Grain Elevators with the specific changes.
Dr.
Canter made the second.
Ms. Tillman felt that Mr. Poppe's changes should be added to the
motion. Ms. Tillman's rationale was that if there is a parking lot
adjacent to the facility and a home next to the parking lot, the
home might be affected but the parking lot would not be affected.

-

Mr. Fishback thought Ms. Tillman's reasoning was valid, therefore,
the word 'visible' should be retained and presented no problem in
emissions modeling. Often, the adjacent property is not impacted,
however, the impact could be downwind. Ms. Tillman was not opposed
to changing the word ''visible", but she thought the wording should
be "to interfere with the use of other prope+ties".
Ms. Hinkle suggested the wording "or to interfere with other
properties".
3
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Ms. Tillman's proposal was to have the wording read "no person
shall a:llow visible emissions beyond the property line in such a
manner as to damage or interfere with the use of other property".
Mr. Fishback affirmed the motion and a second made to leave the
language with the minor changes as proposed.
With no further discussion, roll call vote was taken: Mr. Branec;:ky
- aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Ms.
Slagell - aye; Mayor Taren - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
Election of Officers for the Calendar Year 1995 - Mayor Taren made
a motion to nominate Bill Breisch as Chairman for 1995 to be made
by unanimous acclamation. A second was made by Dr. Canter. Roll
call was as follows:
Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. canter - aye; Mr.
Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taren .aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - abstain.
A motion was made by Ms. Hinkle to elect Mary Tillman as ViceChairman for Calendar Year 1995.
Mayor Taren made the second
requesting unanimous acclamation.
Roll call as follows:
Mr.
Branecky - aye; Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mayor Taren - aye; Ms. Tillman - abstain;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
New Business

Joint Resolution for approval of:

Mr. Paden, Environmental Quality Board (EQB) member addressed the
Council ·regarding the approving signature on the following four
rules:
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70);
OAC 252:100-8-6 ACJ:D RAJ:N;
OAC 252:100-31 CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS;
OAC 252:100-·5 MONITORING OF EMISSIONS
Mr. Paden advised that these rules were sent to Governor Walters
after consideration and adoption by the EQB.
Governor Walters
signed these rules on November 30, 1994, as Permanent rules , but
not as Emergency rules. The Legislature is working to correct this
procedural oversight.
Mr. Paden complimented the council on an excellent job when working
closely with Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A) on the management
study.
Mr. Paden acknowledged the amount of work performed when
readying rules for the EQB's consideration and adoption.
As specified by the Administrative Procedures Act, rules are sent
to the Governor, the President Pro Tempore, and the Speaker of the
House. Rules have to go to the Ga.vernor in ten days. The· Governor
has 45 days to accept or reject the rule.
Mr. Paden explained a
mandate of the Federal Clean Air Act and the Oklahoma Clean Air Act
to enforce the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Because of verbal
assurance from the Governor's office that the rules had been
signed, the Air Quality Division billed $16.19 per ton for
4

emissions pursuant to the TB&A study.
• ... -;·

The solution would be a Joint Resolution asking the Legislature to
approve the actions of both the Air Quality council and the
Environmental Quality Board, avoiding notification requirements and
the council's reinvolvement.
The Permanent rule takes effect on
March 23, 1995. The Joint Resolution should be the same date.
Ms. Tillman thanked Mr. Paden for informing the Council.
Mr.
Breisch extended the appreciation of the Council and thanked Mr.
Paden.

Adjournment Chairman Breisch adjourned the meeting with a
unanimous roll call vote announcing that the next regular meeting
will be held Tuesday, April 18, 1995 at 4545 North Lincoln
Boulevard, Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City.
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RECOMMENDATION
TO THE
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
FROM THE

-

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
The members of this Council, acting pursuant to the authority
vested in them by the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 o.s.
Supp. 1993, Section 2-2-201, by roll call vote, make formal
recommendation to the Environmental Quality Board the rule(s)
specified below be adopted as (a) permanent rule(s) and by
emergency and that the Board find that adoption of the rule(s) by
emergency is warranted by the compelling extraordinary circumstance
of the Federal Clean Air Act possibly becoming effective prior to
this rule going into effect through normal channels. therefore. not
affording the Grain and Feed Industry the protection they desire
under this rule from the provisions of the Federal permitting
requirements.
OAC 252:100-24
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS
Pr~or to mak~ng th~s recommendat~on, th~s counc~l cons~dered the
rules and comments received thereon and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act applicable to this rulemaking have been followed.
With the understanding that such changes shall not invalidate this
recommendation, this council authorizes the Department staff to
make any amendments approved by the council,
appropriate
corrections of typographical errors, additions and deletions
indicated by strikeout/underline, and formatting as required by the
Office of Administrative Rules.
Respectfully,

Chair or Designee
Signed this

-
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day of

VOTING TO APPROVED:
William B. Breisch
Larry Canter
David Branecky
Bill Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Meribeth Slagell

.~ _ ,
_.:...=;....;;;.__

,c:199~.

VOTING AGAINST:

Pierre Taren
Mary Tillman

ABSTAINING:

-

ABSENT:
Gary Kilpatrick

TO BE! USED FOR PERMANENT AND EMERGENCY RULES
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BRIEFING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998,9:30 A.M.
4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEYARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

1.

..

2.

Call to Order
· Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities

Chairman
Dyke

PUBLIC HEARINGS

-

3.

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste landfills that commenced construction,· modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed State 111(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts B and
Cc) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required.

5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Buttram
Proposed revisions wilr delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public

/p /29

7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
'The ·proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-tenn occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three stich periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for detennining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by Council/Public
8.

. OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins-[AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public

.

11.

...-.·--

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public

·-~

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notifY our Department three days in advance at (405) 102-4100.
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALTIY COUNCIL REGULAR :MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 1:00 P.M.
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
1.
2.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval ofJune 16, 1998 Minutes
Resolutions- Bill Fishback- Marilyn Andrews

3.

4.

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

PUBLIC HEARINGS

5.

OAC 252:100-4.7 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW)
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste.land~Jls that com~~nced construction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waSte after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State.l.ll(d.) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subPart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed Stat~ lll(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations ( 40 CFR 60 Subparts B and
Cc) require that a public !J.earing be bel~ tO.receive com~ents.from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required. · ·-

7.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED)
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
. 1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of S tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than S tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

9.

..

OAC 2.52.:100-2.5 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED}
Buttram
· The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement.--.
'"·~
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
incorporate by reference Ule Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam· . . · /
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
aJlowed for visible emissions during short-tenn occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for detennining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

OAC 2.52.:100-2.3 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

11.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain ElevatorS [AMENDED]
Martinez Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

12..

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED}
,
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

13.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

.

14.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours
Possible action by Council

Chairman

15.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting TIJESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 129111 East Tulsa OK

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Dcputmcnt three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

July ,24, !998

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David R. Dyke, Interim~tor
Air Quality Divisio~ - -

RE:

Proposed modifications to Subchapter 24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 24, Control of
Emissions from Grain Elevators. The revisions to this Subchapter include simplification
ofthe language, the addition of a new Permit by Rule (PBR) section and the addition of a
new Appendix L, which contains PM-10 emission factors. Also, staff proposes to change
the title of the Subchapter to Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain, Feed, or Seed
Operations. It was not our intent to make substantive changes to the existing standards
and their related requirements.
The PBR will streamline the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit.
Facilities that qualify for coverage under the PBR will simply register with AQD and
certify their compliance with the rule. In order to qualify, an elevator:
•
•
•

Must emit less than 40 tons per year of each regulated pollutant;
Cannot be subject to Part 70 permitting; and
Cannot be operated in conjunction with another facility that is subject to air
quality permitting.

According to the AQD 1996 Emissions Report for Grain Elevators, there are
approximately seven facilities in the state that will qualify for coverage under PBR
because they emit over 5 tons per year of a regulated pollutant. The remaining grain
elevators will likely be considered de minimis and not subject to air quality permitting.
A workgroup comprised of AQD staff and industry representatives met on June 30, 1998.
Input from both parties resulted in a better proposal by facilitating the exchange of
information and ideas among those affected.
The proposed Subchapter 24, Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators, will be brought
to public hearing on August 18, 1998. Staff will recommend the rule be considered again
at the next Air Quality Council meeting on October 20, 1998.
Enclosure: 1
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.. SUBCHAPTER 24. CONTROL OF E!!ISSIONS FRO!! GR.."J:IN
MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN, FEED OR SEED
OPERATIONS

ELE1lA'l'O~SPARTICULATE

Section
252:100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.

Purpose
Definitions
General provisions. a8Pplicability, determination
of emissionsgeneral reauirements
252:100-24-4. Smoke, visible emissions and particulatesVisible
emissions (opacity) limit
252:100-24-5. Emission control equipment and certification
252:100-24-6.
Fugitive dust controls
252:100-24-7.
Permit by rule

-

-·
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Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
facilities that handle, store or process grains., feeds or seeds.
All facilities handling bulk agricultural commodities through grain
handling equipment can apply this subchapter to cmissioa sources at
the facilities.
252 q.00:24-1.

Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
11
Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could aot
reasoaably pass through a stack,
chimney,
v=ent,
or other
functioaally equivalent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled,
cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Facility" means the contiguous or
adjacent area under common control upon which a grain elevator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having common control, ,...,hich have
SIC codes \dth the first t·.ve digits that arc identical to the first
t·..·o digits of the SIC code for grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing equipment.
••Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hours calculated by
dividing the cumulative total quantity loaded out for a given time
period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours} of operation required to
process the material loaded out.
Actual leg capacity may be
adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if
documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening 11 means any vent or opening
which allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the usc of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening•• means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
the
usc
of
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating
mechanically-induced air flow.
11
Proeess Emission•• means emissions from a process equipment
point source.
252:100-24-2.
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!'Receiving hours of operation 11 means hours calculated by
dividing the cumulative total quantity received for a given time
period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to
process the material received. Actual leg capacity may be adjusted
to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if documentation
supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by
the Director of the Air Quality Division.
•Total hours of operation• means the sum of the receiving
hours of operation and the loading out hours of operation. Actual
hours may be less since receiving and loading-out operations may
occur simultaneously.
Gefteral pre•·.;·ieie:ae: a:bPplicabili ty, determiRatieft
of em!esie:aeqeneral requirements
(a) Applicability. The
provisions
of
this
subchapter
are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
facilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions),
252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 . (fugitive dust) . ·
(b)
General requirements.
-fb1:-lll
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements
of this subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain,
feed, or seed facility shall comply with the permitting
requirements of OAC 252: 10{)·'-7 aaeor 252:100-8 .
.fei-l2.1.
Air toxics emissions.
Grain,
feed,
or
seed
facilities lffiiehthat emit toxic air pollutants above the de
minimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all
applicable requirements contained therein.
-f.el.}-n l
Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a
facility shall maintain a daily log documenting ~ commodity ·receipts and load-outs and hours of operation for each. These
records shall be maintained for a period of two years and
shall be made available for inspection by the Air Quality
Division personnel or its representativeDEO during normal
business hours.
~lil
Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity)
testing shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9
contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed
by individual(s) possessing current eertifieation.a Certified
Visible Emission Evaluator.
#j-~
Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain,
feed, or seed facilities shall b~ determined by the best
available data.
This may include actual emissions as
determined by stack testing, mass balance calculations,
emission calculations using approved published emissions
factors, or any other reasonably accurate method ~vhieh ean be
shown to be reasonably aeeurate ~.·hen supported by engineering
252:100-24-3.

-

·-
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in advance by the Ai-r

:Quality Division.DEO.
252:100-24-4.
Smo]te, \Tisible Emissions ana ParticulatesVisible
emissions (opacity) limit
(a) Visible emissionsOpacity limite.
No person shall cause,
suffer, allow or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist,
gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof
·.dth a shade density exhibiting greater than twenty (20) percent
20% equivalent opacity. This requirement shall not apply to smoke
er-visible emissions exhibiting greater than 20% opacity emitted
during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of which is not
greater than sixty percent (GOt) opacity for a period aggregating
no more than five minutes in any sixty consecutiv·c minutes and/or
no more than t~l'enty minutes in any consecutive t"tw'enty four hour
period.which may· consist of one six-minute period in anv
consecutive sixty (60) minutes not to exceed three such periods in
any consecutive · 24 hours during which the average opacity of
emissions may not exceed 60%.
(b) Alternate ~issiensopacity limit. The 20% opacity limits, as
required under 252:100-24-4 (a) may be increased for particulates
only provided that the ownerf or operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing
that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a) through (c) have
been met.
(c) Exceptions.
Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4 (a)~ are provided as follows:
(1)
Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping) shall be no
_more than 65% equivalent opacity, and visible emissions from
- unloading··· (receiving) shall be no more than 55% equivalent
opacity.
(2)
Emissions from pressuri2ed or non pressuri2ed vents or
openings \lith control devices shall be limited to no greater
than t't•'enty percent (20t) opacity at any time.
-f3+i l l
Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, or shall be limited to no greater than 10%
opacity at any time.
-f4+l11.
Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings
without control devices shall be limited to no greater than
10% opacity at any time.

Emission control equipment ana cCertification
(a) Standards. ·
Emission control equipment •,,rhere required by
(40 CFR 60.300) must meet the standards set under the Federal New
Source Performance Standards ('NSPS Subpart DD) , or as mandated by
other Feder~! requirements f~r major s~ur?es. Additional controls
may be requ1red to reduce nu1sance em1ss1ons.
(b) A:f:fectea :facilities.
Affected facilities shall make best
efforts to reduce dust emissions during load out by minimi2iag the
distance from the load out spout to the top of the receiving
vessel.
252:100-24-5.
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· Initial certification.
Each acw, modified, or mcistin~
feed or seed facility ia the state of OlElahomaAny grain,
feed or seed facility in existence on September 28. 1994. shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter
'dthin one year of the adoptioa of this Subchapter by the DBQ
Board.by September 28, 1995., or within six months of receiving an
initial certification form from DEO.
Ai'laual ccrtificatioa of
rccc~v~ag,
loading out, and total annual hours of operation:,
quantity received and loaded out,visiblc emissions,
and the
operation: and proper maintcaaacc of any required coatrol equipment
shall be completed by the mmcr, operator or other dcsigaated
rcspoasiblc party and submitted as part of the annual emissions
invcatory rcportiag form.
Jhl Annual certification.
The
owner,
operator
or
other
designated responsible party of a grain, feed or seed facility
shall submit along with the annual emissions inventory, an annual
certification of receiving, loading out, and total annual hours of
operation; quantity received and loaded-out; visible emissions; and
the operation and proper maintenance of any reauired control
equipment.
~raia,

252:100-24-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a} All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
(b) No persons shall allow visiblcfugitive dust emissions beyond
the property line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere
with the usc of adjacent properties.
l£l All facilities shall make best efforts to reduce fugitive dust
emissions during load-out by minimizing the distance from the loadout spout to the top of the receiving vessel.
252:100-24-7. Per.mit bv Rule
J..gJ_ Applicability. Any new or existing source may be constructed
or operated urider this section if it meets the requirements of
252:100-7-60 (a) , (b), and (c) and
has the Standard Industrial
Classifi~ation (SIC) codc,5153, Grain and Field Beans.
Jhl Requirements.
l1l In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-60(a), (b),
and (c) , an owner or operator of a facility subject to this
section shall comply with all of the requirements of this
Subchapter, with the exception of 252:100-24-5(a) and (b).
ill The total annual emissions of PM-10 shall be calculated
using the equation provided in Appendix L.
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Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule for Grain Elevators
[NEW] . .
.

+ .§_] x 40 =Combined Emissions (TPY)•
[~·
45 92
. .

Where,

R =Annual Grain Received (millions of bushels)
S =Annual Gra.in Shipped (millions of bushels)

*To qualify for Permit by Rule, the total annual combined emissions must be less
than 40 TPY.
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 1998
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell

David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Becky Mainord
Joyce Sheedy
Eddie Terrill
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent

Guests Present

Larry Canter

**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for August 18, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room and also at the DEQ Tower.

Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz -aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell- aye. Dr. Canter did not attend.

Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained amotion to approve the Minutes of the June 16,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings . Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers
- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell
-aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[NEW]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley to give staff recommendations on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that the rule was first
considered by the Council on June 16, 1998 at which time the hearing was continued because
EPA was in the process of amending the federal standards that are the basis for the draft rule.
These amendments became effective August 17, 1998. Ms. Bradley stated that staff had made
the revisions consistent with the amended federal regulations and addressed all comments
received.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption of this rule as
emergency and permanent to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 15, 1998
meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
·
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
State Ill(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, ,Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley for staff position regarding this State Plan. Ms. Bradley pointed out the criteria for
approval of a state plan and advised that Oklahoma's mechanism to implement this Plan is
OAC252:100-47. Ms. Bradley related that although no Council action was necessary, the staff
requests to hear comments from the Council members and the public regarding the State Plan.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who stated that the revisions to these appendices would be identical to the revised
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and ozone
2

.·~

announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997 Federal Register. Ms. Martinez pointed out that
according to the Secretary of State's Rules on Rulemaking, an appendix cannot be amended;
therefore, staff recommended that Council vote to revoke the old appendices and pass the new
appendices as permanent.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board as a permanent rule at its September 15, 1998 meeting. Mr.
Kilpatrick moved that Council revoke the existing rule and replace them with the new rules as
presented. Second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out revisions made to date
and advised that staff was recommending that the comment period be left open until August 24
after ~liich staff would revise the rule based upon COil]lllents received from Council and public;
and would bring again to the Council's October 20 m~eting.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule. to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made ;
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised thattherule was presented to
Council's June 16 meeting where changes to simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfill an EPA
State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring
(CEM) were proposed. Ms. Buttram advised that comments received have been addressed and
incorporated into the current draft rule. Following discussion with new comments, staff
3

recommended that the hearing be continued on this rule to the October 20 meeting to allow time
for further comments.
·

.-...

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to continue the hearing. Mr. Wilson made the motion and Ms.
Slagell made the second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Wilson -aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Becky
Mainord who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out the changes made and stated that it was staffs recommendation to continue the
hearing until Council's next meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Dr. Grosz made
that motion with second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as_ follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-24 ControlofEmissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act. and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that revisions were made to simplify the language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative, the addition of a Permit By Rule section, and to add a new
Appendix L which would include PM 10 emission factors for the Permit By Rule. Ms. Martinez
pointed out that comments had been received and considered, and that staff's recommendation
was to continue the hearing to the next meeting.
After discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October
20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call
4
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as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the revisions are part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and
respond to industry requests to exempt acetone, perchloroethylene, and methylated siloxanes
from being considered VOCs. She advised that staff held a workshop on July 7 requesting
public input and comments. She said there are numerous changes to be made in language, format
and with the three substantive changes, staff recommended that the rule be continued to the next
meeting.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Mr. Branecky made motion with second
made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that there were numerous revisions as part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong
initiative and also five substantive changes to be considered; therefore, staff would recommend
that the hearing be continued.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October 20 meeting. Dr.
Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
See attached transcript.
NEW BUSINESS -None
5
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ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being October 20, 1998 at Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium,
5051 South I 29th East, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the bearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.
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WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

REGUI.A.R.:MEETING
A1R QUALITY COUNCll..
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
9:30 A.M.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
SOS 1 South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma

-

-

1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities
A. Discussion by Council/ Public

3.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. DiScussion by Council

4.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-8 Permits Cor Part 70 Sources [AMENDED)
In Subchapter S, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A .. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
· ·
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

5.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits (AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of S tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less thari S tons per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individ~l permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

6.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fll'ed steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refmeries as specified in 40 CFR S1, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Section 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

.
7.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Con'tinued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Beeky 'Maincrd.. '\~riLe
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

8.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators {AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

9.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials {AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the tanguage under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A subs~tive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from. August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

10.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Are~aAMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de- ong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continue from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council m:eeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

11.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission ofHazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants {AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MAC1) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Department is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61 to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
.
B. Questions and discussion,by Council/ Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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AGENDA

DEPAR1MENTOF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALriY
REGULAR MEETING/HEARING

AIR QUALriY COUNCIL
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
1:00 p.m.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
SOSI South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma
1.
2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the August 18, 1998 Regular Meeting

4.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
B. Possible action by Council
C. Roll call vote

5.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:106-7 Permits [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED
In Subchapter S, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation - Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public ·
C. Roll call vote

6.

OAC 272:106-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of S tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than S to~ per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Eaclt subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. QueStions and discussion by Council/ Public
Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

c:

7.

OAC 252:106-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 2S are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR S I, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Sectidll 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subcltapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

8.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency·wide re·write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Becky Mainord
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Propos,al would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse.burning eq!Jipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote
·

11..

OAC 151:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Department is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61 to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

13.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I business arising within the past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

14.

ADJOURNMENT -Next Regular Meeting
Lincoln Plaza Office Park · Burgundy Room

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1998
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
plcate notify our Department three days In advance at (405) 702-4100.

-,.

October 6, 1998

MEMORANDUM

Air Quality Council

FROM:

"11 .
.
Eddte Tern , Dtrector
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

RE:

-

.
1
c;_,

TO:

Proposed modifications to Subchapter 24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators

Enclosed are copies of the proposed draft of Subchapter 24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators, and the rule impact statement. Subchapter 24 was brought to public
hearing before the Air Quality Council on August 18, 1998, and it was recommended that
the rule be continued until the October 20, 1998, Council meeting. The revisions to
Subchapter 24 are a result of comments received during or before the August 18, 1998,
hearing.
The first revision involves adding a reference to AP-42 9.9.1, Grain Elevators and
Processes, under the new Permit by Rule section. Secondly, visible emissions and
control equipment were deleted from the list of items requiring certification in the annual
certification section. Finally, the language dealing with short-term exceedances ofthe
opacity limits was changed under the opacity limits section to reflect the proposed
changes to Subchapter 25.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption.
Enclosure: 2

~ISJ
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SUBCHAPTER 24.
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GR:.,...IN
ELEVMORSPARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN, FEED
OPERATIONS

Section
252:100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.

OR SEED

Purpose
Definitions
General ~revisions. aAPplicability, determination
of emissionsgeneral requirements
252:100-24-4. Smo~ce, visisle emissions and ~articulatesVisible
emissions (opacity) limit
252:100-24-5. Emission control equipment and certification
252:100-24-6. Fugitive dust controls
252:100-24-7. Permit by rule

-
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252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
facilities that handle, store or process grains~, feeds or seeds.
All facilities handling bullE agricultural commodities through grain
handling equipment can apply this subchapter to emission sources at
the facilities.
252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
"Fu~iti..,·e Emissioft
means those emissions . that could not
reasonably pass through a stacle,
chimney,
vent,
er other
functionally equivalent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled,
cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Facility 11 means the contiguous or
adjacent area under common control upon which a grain elevator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having common control, ..." hich have
SIC codes ·.dth the first t"<>'O digits that arc identical to the first
two digits of the SIC code for grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing equipment.
11 Leg Capacity"
means the maximum process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hours calculated by
dividing the cumulative total quantity loaded out for a given time
period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to
process the material loaded out.
Actual leg capacity may be
adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if
documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening.
which allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating the
use
of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Process Emissiea" means emissions from a process equipment
point source.

·""""'
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11
Receiving hours of operation" means hours calculated by
dividing the cumulative total quantity received for a given time
period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to
process the material received. Actual leg capacity may be adjusted
to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if documentation
supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by
the Director of the Air Quality Division.
"Total hours of operation" means the sum of the receiving
hours of operation and the loading out hours of operation. Actual
hours may be less since receiving and loading-out operations may
occur simultaneously.

Gefteral preYisieftSI ~plicability, aeter.miftatieft
e£ emissie&sgeneral requirements
(a) Applicability. The
provisions
of
this
subchapter
are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
facilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply ·with this subchapter.
(2) Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions),
252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b) General requirements.
-tet-.ill
P~rmits required.
In addition to the requirements
of this subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain,
feed, or seed facility shall comply with the permitting
requirements of OAC 252:100-7 aaeor 252:100-8.
-f.e+-.ill
Air toxics emissions.
Grain,
feed,
or
seed
facilities ~ffiiehthat emit toxic air pollutants above the de
minimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all
applicable re~irements contained therein.
~~
Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a
facility shall maintain a daily log documenting ~ commodity
receipts and load-outs and hours of operation for each. These
records shall be maintained for a period of two years and
shall be made available for inspection by the Air· Quality
Division personnel or its representativ'eDEO during normal
business hours.
4e+lil
Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity)
testing shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9
contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed
by individual(s) possessing eurrent eertifieation.a Certified
Visible Emission Evaluator.
+£+J.ll
Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain,
feed, or seed facilities shall be determined by the best
available data.
This may include actual emissions as
determined by stack testing, mass balance calculations,
emission calculations using approved published emissions
factors, or any other reasonably accurate method ~Aiieh ean be
sho·..· n to be reasonably aeeurate ·,;hen supported by engineering
252:100-24-3.

-
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data and calculations,
Quality Division.DEO.

and approved in advance by the Air

252:100-24-4. Smolte, 'lisible Emissions and PartieulatesVisible
emissions (opacity) limit
(a) Visible emissionsOpacity limite.
No person shall cause,
suffer, allow or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist,
gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof
with a shade density exhibiting greater than twenty (20) percent
20% equivalent opacity. This requirement shall not apply to smoke
er-visible emissions exhibiting greater than 20% opacity emitted
during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of ·.rhich is not
greater than sixty percent (60~) opacity € o r a period aggregating
& '
'
'
'
'
'
I
no moreuan
t \..
rl:Ve
mJ:nutes
J:n
any s1xty
consecutJ:ve
m1nutes
an d ror
no mere than t~.-enty minutes in any consecutive t'tienty four hour
period.which consist of not more than one six-minute period in any
consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. during which the average of any six-minute
period shall not exceed 60% opacity.
(b) Alternate emissionsopacity limit. The 20% opacity limits, as
required under 252:100-24-4 (a) may be increased for particulates
only prov-ided that the ownerl-. or operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing
that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a) through (c) have
been met.
(c)
Exceptions.
Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4 (a)~ are provided as follows:
(1)
Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping) shall be no
more than 65% equivalent opacity, and visible emissions from
unloading (receiving) shall be no more than 55% equivalent
opacity.
(2)
Emissions from preseuri~ed or non pressuri~ed vents or
openings ~tith control devices shall be limited to no greater
tha:a b.·enty percent (20';r) opacity at any time.
-f3-t-ln
Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without
·control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, ·or shall be limited to no greater than 10%
opacity at any time.
-f-4+Jll
Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings
without control devices shall be limited to no greater than
10% opacity at any time.
252:100-24-5. Emission control equipme:at and eCertification
(a)
Standards.
Emission co:atrol equipment v•~ere required by
(40 CFR 60 .300) must meet the standards set under the Federal Nm.•
Source Performance Standards (NSPS Subpart DD) , or as mandated by
other Federal requirements for major sources. Additional cpntrols
may be required to reduce :auisance emissions.
(b)
Affected facilities.
A€ € e cted
facilities shall malc:e best
efforts to reduce duet emissions during load out by minimi~ing the
distance from the load out spout to the top of the receiving
vessel.
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Initial certification.
Each ae'wi, modified, or meistiag
graia, feed or seed facility ia the state of OlelahomaAny grain,
feed or seed facility in existence on September 28. 1994. shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter
'orithia oae year of the adoptioa of this Subchapter by the DElQ
Board.by September 28, 1995.... or within six months of receiving an
initial certification form from· DEO.
Anaual certificatioa of
receiviag, loadiag out, aad total aaaual hours of operatioa,
quaatity received aad loaded out,visible emissioas, aad the
operatioa aad proper maiateaaace of aay required coatrol equipmeat
shall be completed by the mmer, operator or other designated
respoasible party aad submitted as part of the annual emissioas
iaveatory reportiag form.
lQl Annual certification.
The
owner.
operator
or
other
designated responsible party of a grain. feed or seed facility
shall submit along with the annual emissions inventory, an annual
certification of quantities received and loaded-out.
252:100-24-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
(b) No persons shall allow visiblefugitive dust emissions beyond
the property line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere
with the use of adjacent properties.
l£1 All facilities shall make best efforts to reduce fugitive dust
emissions during load-out by minimizing the distance from the loadout spout to the top of the receiving vessel.
252:100-24-7. Permit by Rule
Applicability. Any new or existing source may be constructed
or operated under this section if it meets the requirements of
252:100-7-60 (a) , (b) , and (c) and
has the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC>" code 5153. Grain and Field Beans.
lQl Requirements.
l1l In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-GO{a), (b),
and {c), an owner or operator of a facility subject to this
section shall comply with all of the requirements of this
Subchapter. with the exception of 252:100-24-5{a) and {b).
111 The total annual emissions of PM-10 shall be calculated
using the equation provided in Appendix L. which was derived
from AP-42 9.9.1, Grain Elevators and Processes.
·
111 For grain storage elevators located at any wheat flour
mill, wet corn mill. dry corn mill. rice mill or soybean oil
extraction plant. with a permanent grain storage capacity of
35. 200 m3 • or grain terminal elevators with a permanent
storage capacity of more than 88.100 m3 , which have commenced
construction, modification, or reconstruction after August 3,
1978, the requirements of 40 CFR. Part 60, Subpart DD are also
applicable.

121
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Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule for Grain Elevators
[NEW]

+ _§_] x 40 =Combined Emissions (TPY) •
[ _!!_
45 92

Where,

R =Annual Grain Received (millions of bushels)
S =Annual Grain Shipped (millions of bushels)

*To qualify for Permit by Rule, the total annual combined emissions must be less
than 40 TPY.

-c
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129th Street East
Tulsa, Oklahoma·

-

Codncil Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent

Guests Present
**see attached list

La.n;r Canter

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell
PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 20, 1998 was foxwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Mr. Breis.ch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye. Mr.
Kilpatrick, Ms. Slagell and Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 18, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve the
Minutes as presented and second to the motion was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz· -"aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

-

1999 Meeting Schedule- Mr. Dyke presented Council with proposed scheduled for 1999
meetings with the suggestion that the December 21 date mentioned in the packet memo be
changed to December 14. Ms. Myers made motion to accept the schedule as proposed:
Wednesday, February 17, Tuesday, April20, Tuesday, August 17, and Tuesday, December 14
at OKC, DEQ Multi-Purpose Room; with Tuesday, June 15 and October 19 at Tulsa,
TCCHD Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr .
. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out proposed revisions would
modify language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits
stating that actual emi.ssions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of"de minimis facility." Also, she stated that
proposed revision would delete the lower limit of five tons per year for PBR facilities allowing
those fa~ilities with less then five tons per year emissions which are subje~t to NSPS or
NESHAP to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Ms. Buttram
advised that staff proposed that a new Part 9 be added that would outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for a PBR. A third point she brought out was the proposed
. revision to delete the lower limit for general permits allowing facilities that may have less than
40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR had been written, the opportunity to apply
for coverage under an applicable general permit. Lastly, she added that the Department proposed
to amend 252-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations, relocation
permits, and applications for individual permits.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out that th5il!oposed
amendments would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions Monitoring
proposing to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. She noted that the Department proposed to
exempt from Appendix P requirements for those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and for sources scheduled for retirement within five years after the
2

\

amende4 rule takes effect. Ms. Buttram added that the amended rule would also provide criteria
. for approval of alternative monitoring requirements with additional changes that would clarify
· ; how the opacity standard is determined.
;
Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule as proposed to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made the motion with David Braneck.y making the
second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Braneck.y - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will· be attached and made an official part of these minutes
i

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality CQuncil in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
· Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Ru1e section. She then
pointed out that the proposed revisions add a new Permit by Rule section that would streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that eliminates the necessity for some cotton
gins to obtain an 'individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that additional changes
would allow exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any·consecutive 60 minutes, -not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
F~llowing

discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers made the motion with second
made by Mr. Braneck.y. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]·
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then callech:lpon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who advised that the proposed revisions would simplify the· language under the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative and would add a new Permit by Rule section to streamline the
permitting process by creating a mechanism that would eliminate the necessity for some grain
elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that a new Appendix L
proposed would contain PM-10 emission factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes
follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the
3

opacity standard allowing exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any
consecutive'60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption at its November 10 meeting; Mr. Wilson made that motion with second
made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows·: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch ~ aye. ·
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She then pointed out four substantive changes that were proposed for
Subchapter 37 as well as Subchapter 39:
1)
to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds (VOC)" per Council's direction .
and requests from industry to exclude acetone. perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
2)
to remove of the requirement for permits and best available control technology (BACT)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a);
3) · a change regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second sentences; and
4)
to add a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage and Loading
Facilities.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's December meeting. Ms.
Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

--

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with there-right/dewrong initiative. She stated that one substantive change affects both Subchapters 39 and 37
4
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which is to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds" per Council's direction and
. requests: from industry to exclude acetone, perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
.: acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
In Subchapter 39, Dr. Sheedy pointed out the need for correction of the placement of "prior to
lease custody transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2) which would be a substantive change along with
the additio~ of a minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of2,000 gallons to 252:100-39-4l(c) to determine applicability of subsection (c).
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
December 15 meeting. Mr.. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Mr. Wilson.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Conta~inants
[AMENDED)
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the proposed revisions would update the adoption by reference of 40
CFR Part 63 to include Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards
.promulgated or amended between July I, 1997 and July I, 1998. She pointed out that the new
standards are Subpart S - NESHAP for Pulp and Paper Production and Subpart LL- NESHAP
for Aluminum Production Plants. The proposed revisions will also update the adoption by
reference of the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 (with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, T, and W. and Appendices D and E which address radionuclides) to July I, 1998. Dr.
Sheedy advised the Council that these modifications were necessary to obtain EPA's delegation
of authority to implement the federal hazardous air·pollutantprogram in Oklahoma.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made that motion with the second made by Mr. Branecky.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

5
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
[AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources (AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahom~: Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi for staff recommendation. Ms. Khalousi advised that the Department is
proposing: to amend 252: 100-5-2.2 to increase annual operating fees assessed to minor facilities;
amend 252:100-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations,
relocation permits, and applications for individual permits; and amend 252:100-8-1.7 to increase
applicability determination fees for Part 70 Sources. Ms. Khalousi stated that if was staffs
recommendation that this rule be continued to Council's December 15 meeting.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue these rules to the December meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneckyaye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part ofthese minutes .

.

NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being December 15, 1998 at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Burgundy Room,
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMEND ATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identificationof Proposed Rulemaking:
OAC 252:100
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
24- Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators
.
PM -10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Appendix L

On OCTOBER20. 1998
the members of this Council, by authority vested in themby
the OklahomaEnvironmentalQualityCode(27 O.S.Supp.1993, § 2-2-20l),by roll call vote, recommended
to the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
·

_x_

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knoWledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
· ,-..

This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
·· · ·
Respectfully,

~~Datesigned:_-=-10=---=2
Chair or Designee

......
0-"""9-=8_ _ __

VOTING TO APPROVE:

VOTING AGAINST:

William B. Breisch
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz .
ABSTAINING:

-

ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Environmental Quality Board
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
BOARD MEETING

SEPTEMBER 28, 1994
BROKEN BOW, OKLAHOMA
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[NEW]
SUBCHAPTER 24. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED-oPERATIONS
252:100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.
252:200-24-4.
252:100-24-5.
252:100-24-6.
252:100-24-7.

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability, calculations
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls
Applicability to other Agriculture Sources

252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities
that handle, store or process grains. All facilities handling bulk
agricultural commodities through grain handling equipment can apply
this subchapter to emission sources at the facilities.
This rule
is an interim rule effective until July 1, 1995 or until the date
(whichever is earlier) th~t measured particulate emission rates
from grain handling are developed under protocols approved or
accepted by the Air Quality Division to replace the factored
emission rates in this interim rule.
-

252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall
· ·. have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Dust suppression Additives" means FDA or FGIS-approved additives
applied commercially for dust suppression.
The dust suppression
efficiencies of these additives is accepted to be 90% when applied
at a proper application rate per manufacturer's recommendations or
as approved by the director of the Air Quality Division.
"Enclosed Grain Handlinq Equipment" means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enciosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
ventsjopenings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
"Existinq Grain, Feed, or Seed operation" means a facility which
was in existence in 1993 and has submitted a current emission
inventory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993 reporting period
year.
All other grain, feed, and seed operations shall be
considered new.
"Fabric Filter" means any control device or system in which
particulate matter is collected on a dust cake supported on either
a ·woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate
collection efficiency of not less than 95 percent.
"!'uqitive Emission" means those emissions that could not
.-reasonably pass through a
stack,
chimney,
vent,
or other
:unctionally equivalent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or seed Operation" mea.z:ts any facility or
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled,.:·
cleaned, dried, stored, treated,· or otherwise processed.
Page 1

[NEW]
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operations Facility" means the contiguous
or adjacent area under common control upon which a grain elevator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having common control, which have
SIC codes with the first two digits that are identical to the first
two digits of the SIC code for grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing equipment.
"High Efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the
20-20 or 10-30 configuration.
These designations refer to the
ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of the
cylinder portion. A 20-20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length
of 2 x 0 and a cone length of 2 x o (90% collection efficiency for
TSP) • A 10-30 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 x 0 and
a cone length of 3 x 0 (95% collection efficiency for TSP) .
"Hours of Operation" is calculated by dividing the cumulative
throughput total for a given time period by 75% of the rated leg
capacity. This quotient is equivalent hours (not actual hours) of
operation required to process the throughput. Actual leg capacity
may be adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities
if documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.
"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Medium Efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector less
than 20-20 configuration. These designations refer to the ratio of
cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of the cylinder
portion. A 10-10 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder of 1 x 0 and a
cone length of 1 x 0.
These cyclones shall be capable of
demonstrating a collection efficiency of 75% for particulate
matter.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
the
use
of.
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Process Emission" means emissions from a process equipment point
source.
"Throughput" means the pounds, tons, or bushels received by a
facility added to the pounds, tons, or bushels loaded-out from the
facility during any time period of interest divided by two.
252:100-24-3.

General Provisions: Applicability, Determination of

Emissions
(a)
Applicability.
The prov1.s1.ons of this subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
operations in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not requir~d to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this .subchapter are exempt
Page 2
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[NEW]
from the requirements of OAC 252: 100-25 (visible emissions),
252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b)
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain, feed, or seed
operation shall comply with the permitting requirements of OAC
252:100-7 and 252:100-8.
(c)
Air toxics emissions. Grain, feed, or seed operations which
emit toxic air pollutants above the deminimis levels specified in
252:100-41 are subject to all applicable requirements contained
therein.
(d)
Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a facility shall
maintain a daily log documenting the commodity throughput and hours
of operation.
These records shall be maintained for a period of
two years and shall be made available for inspection by the Air
Quality Division personnel or its representative during normal
business hours.
(e) VisiDle emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing
shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by individual(s)
possessing current certification.

.~

(f)
Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain, feed, or
seed operations shall be based on the best available data.
This
may include actual emissions as determined by stack testing, mass
balance
calculations,
emission
calculations
using
approved
published emissions factors, or other methods approved by the Air
Quality Division. The following factored emissions are allowed by
this interim rule only until July 1, 1995 or until the date
(whichever is earlier) that measured particulate emission rates
from grain handling are developed under protocols approved or
accepted by the Air Quality Division.
For this interim rule, emissions shall be calculated as follows for
three classes of emissions:
Class I: Unloading (Receiving) 0.6 lbsfton
Loading (Shipping)
0.3 lbs/ton
Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.
Class II: Emission Sources with Control Devices
AP-42 factor X (1-EFF)
Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.
EFF means fractional efficiency of control device.

·-

Class III:
Uncontrolled Vents
A.
Pressurized - opacity limit only
B.
Non-pressurized - opacity limit only
Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.
252:100-24-4. Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
(a)
Visible emissions limit.
.
(1)
Visible emissions limits .. · No person shall cause, suffer,.·
allow or permit the discharge.of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas,
Page 3
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smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof with
a shade density greater than twenty percent (20%) equivalent
opacity.
This requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible
emissions emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or
density of which is not greater than sixty percent (60%) opacity
for a period aggregating no more than five minutes in any sixty
consecutive minutes and/or no more than twenty minutes in any
consecutive twenty-four hour period.
(2)
Alternate emissions limit.
The (20%) opacity limits, as
required
under
252:100-24-4
(a)
may
be
increased. for
particulates only provided that the owner/operator demonstrates
to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at
public hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4
(a) through (c) have been met.
(3)
Exceptions.
Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4 (a) (1) are provided as follows:
(a)
Visible emissions from loading (shipping) shall be no
more than sixty-five percent (65%) equivalent opacity, and
visible emissions from unloading (receiving) shall be no more
than fifty-five percent (55%) equivalent opacity.
(b)
Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or
openings with control devices shall be limited to no greater
than twenty percent (20%) opacity at any time.
(c)
Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, or shall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (10%) opacity at any time.
(d) Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (10%) opacity at any time.

252:100-24-S Emission control Equipment and certification
(a)
Emission control equipment where required by (40 CFR 60.300)
must meet the standards set under the Federal New Source
Performance standards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as mandated by other
Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls may be
required to reduce nuisance emissions.
(b)
certification.
Each existing grain elevator in the state of
Oklahoma shall provide written certification of compliance with
this subchapter within one year of the adoption of this rule by the
Air Quality council.
Annual certification of hours of operation
and throughput and the operation and proper maintenance of required
control equipment shall be completed by the owner, operator or
other designated responsible party and submitted as part of the
annual emissions inventory reporting form.
252:100-24-6 Fuqitive Dust controls
(a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
(b)
No persons shall allow visible emissions beyond the property
line in such a manner as to damaqe or to int~rfere with the use of
adjacent properties.
Page 4
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
BOARD MEETING

]liNE 27, 1995
OKLAHOMA CI1Y, OKLAHOMA
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SUBCHAPTER 24. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED OPERATIONS
252:100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.
252:200 ..-24-4.
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 2 4 _.5 .
252:100-24-6.
252.100 24 7.

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability, calculations
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls
Applicability to other A~riculture Sources

252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities
that handle, store or process grains. All facilities handling bulk
agricultural commodities through grain handling equipment can apply
this subchapter to emission sources at the facilities. This rule
is an interim rule effective until July 1, 1995 or until the date
('lihichever is earlier) that measured particulate emission rates
from grain handlin~ are developed under protocols approved or
accepted by the Air Quality Division to replace the factored
emission rates in this interim rule.

-

252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
.
"Dust S'\il'pressieB Additi"Y"es" means FDA or FGIS appro·v""ed additives
applied cofRfftercially for dust suppressiofl. The dust suppression
efficiencies of these additiv=es is accepted to be 90'tf 'lihefl applied
at a proper application rate per manufacturer's recommendations or
as approved by the director of the Air Quality Division.
"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
"Existi:a:g Grai&, Feed, er Seed Operatie:a:" 'ffieans a facility 'lihich
"'ms in eJ£istence in 1993 aRd has submitted a currcflt emission
imrentory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993 reportifl§ period
year.
All other ~rain, feed, and seed operations shall be
cons idered nm.·.
"Faerie Filter" means any control device or syste'ffi in uhich
particulate matter is collected on a dust calte supported on either
a \Ioven or felted fabric that can de'ffionstrate a particulate
collection efficiency of not less than 95 perceRt.
"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or

installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled,
cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operations Facility" means the contiguous
or adjacent area under common control upon which a grain elevator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are
located, and all contiguous sites having common control, which have
SIC codes with the first two digits that are identical to the first
two digits of the SIC code for grain elevators, feed mills, or
grain and seed processing equipment.
"High Efficiency Cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the
2D 2D or 1D 3D coa:figuration.
These designatioas refer to the
ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the diameter of the
cylinder portioa. A 2D 2D cyclone ;muld euhibit a cylinder length
of 2 x D and a cone leagth of 2 x D (90~ collection efficiency for
TSP) . A 1D 3D eycloae uould e1ehibit a cyliader leagth of 1 x D aad
a cone length of 3 R D (95~ eolleetioa efficiency for TSP) .
"Hours of Operation" is calculated by dividiag the cumulative
throughput total for a given time period by 75~ of the rated leg
capacity. This quoticat is equivalea~ hours (aot actual hours) of
operation required to process the throughput. Actual leg capacity
may be adjusted to more or less thaa 75~ by ia:dividual facilities
if documeatation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Divisioa.
"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hours calculated by
dividing the cumulative total quantity loaded out for a given time
period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours) of operation required to
process the material loaded out.
Actual leg capacity may be
adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if
documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.
"!!edium Efficiency Cyclone" meaas any cyclone type collector less
than 2D 2D configuratioa. These designatioas refer to the ratio of
eyliader to cone length, 'lihere D is the diameter of the cyliader
portion. A 1D 1D cyclone '<iOUld mehibit a cylinder of 1 JE D and a
cone length of 1 x D.
These cyclones shall be capable of
demonstrating a collection efficiency of 75~ for particulate
matter.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating
the
use
of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Process Emission" means emissions from a process equipment point
source.
"Receiving hours of operation" means hours calculated by dividing

-

-

the cumulative total quantity received for a given time period by
75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotient is equivalent hours
(not actual hours) of operation required to process the material
received. Actual leg capacity may be adjusted to more or less than
75% by individual facilities if documentation supporting the
proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by the Director of
the Air Quality Division.
"Total hours of operationn means the sum of the receiving hours
of operation and the loading out hours of operation. Actual hours
may be less since receiving and loading-out operations may occur
simultaneously.
"Throughput" meaas the pouads, teas, or 'Bushels received 'By a
facility added to the pounds, teas, or bushels loaded out from the
facility during any time period of interest divided 'By tllO.

-
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252:1.00-24-3. General Provisions: Applicability, Determination of
Emissions
(a)
Applicability.
The provisions of this subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
operationsfacilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:1.00-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions),
252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b)
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain, feed, or seed
operationfacility shall comply with the permitting requirements of
OAC 252:100-7 and 252:100-8.
(c)
Air
taxies
emissions.
Grain,
feed,
or
seed
operationsfacilities which emit toxic air pollutants above the
deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all
applicable requirements contained therein.
(d)
Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a facility shall
maintain a daily log documenting the commodity throughput receipts
and load-outs and hours of operation for each. These records shall
be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available
for inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel or its
representative during normal business hours.
(e)
Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing
shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by individual(s)
possessing current certification.
(f)
Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain,. feed, or
seed operationsfacilities shall be based ondetermined by the best
available data. This may include actual emissions as determined by
stack testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations
using approved published emissions factors, or other md:hods
approvedany other method which can be shown to be reasonably
accurate when supported by engineering data and calculations. and
approved in advance by the Air Quality Division.
Tfie follmiiag
factored emissions are allowed by this interim rule only until July

. .

(;rh:ich:ever
is earlier)
t::h:at:: FReasured
. h:andl~ng
. are dmreloped
rat::es rrom gra~n
under
prot::ocols approved or accept::ed by t::h:e Air Qualit::y Division.
1,

1995 or unt::il t::h:e dat::e

~.

,

~

parc~cuxace

em~ss~on

./:

For ellis int::eri'ffi rule, emissions shall be calculat::ed as follm.-s for
t::h:ree classes of emissions.
Class I. Unloading (Receiving) 0.6 lbs/t::on
Loading (Shipping)
0.3 lbs/t::on
Refer eo 252.100 2~ ~ for opacit::y limit::s.
Class II. Emission Sources wit::h: Cont::rol Devices
AP 42 fact::or X (1 BFF)
Refer eo 252.100 2~ ~ fer opacit::y limits.
EFF FRCans fract::ional efficiency ef§ control device.
Class III.
Uncont::rolled Vent::s
A.
Pressuri2ed
opacity liFRit:: only
B.
Non pressuri2ed
opacity limit:: only
Ref§er eo 252.100 2~ ~ for opacity limits.
252:100-24-4.

(a)

Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates

Visible emissions limit.
(1) Visible emissions limits. No person shall cause, suffer,
allow or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas,
smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof with
a shade density greater than twenty percent (20%) equivalent
opacity. This requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible
emissions emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or
density of which is not greater than sixty percent (60%) opacity
for a period aggregating no more than five minutes in any sixty
consecutive minutes and/or no more than twenty minutes in any
consecutive twenty-four hour period.
(2)
Alternate emissions limit.
The (20%) opacity limits, as
required under
252:100-24-4
(a)
may be. increased for
particulates only provided that the owner/operator demonstrates
to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at
public hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4
(a) through (c) have been met.
(3)
Exceptions.
Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4 (a) (1) are provided as follows:
(a) Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping) shall be no
more than sixty-five percent (65%) equivalent opacity, and
visible emissions from unloading (receiving) shall be no more
than fifty-five percent (55%) equivalent opacity.
(b)
Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or
openings with control devices shall be limited to no greater
than twenty percent (20%) opacity at any time.
(c)
Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, or shall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (10%) opacity at any time.

·-

(d) Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall be limited to no greater than ten
percent (10%) opacity at any time.
252:100-24-5

Emission Control Equipment and Certification

(a) Emission control equipment where required by (40 CFR 60.300)
must meet the standards set under the Federal New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as mandated by other
Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls may be
required to reduce nuisance emissions.
(b) Affected facilities shall make best efforts to reduce dust
emissions during load-out by minimizing the distance from the loadout spout to the top of the receiving vessel.
lQl Certification.
Each new. modified. or existing grain~
elevatorfeed or seed facility in the state of Oklahoma shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter
within one year of the adoption of this rule by the Air Quality
CouncilDEO Board. Annual certification of receiving, loading-out.
and total annual hours of operation, quantity received and loadedout.visible emissions. and throughput and the operation and proper
maintenance of IDlY,_required control equipment shall be completed by
the owner, operator or other designated responsible party and
submitted as part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.

--

·-

252:100-24-6

Fugitive Dust Controls

(a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line fr9m which the emissions originate.
(b) No persons shall allow visible emissions beyond the property
line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere with the use of
adjacent properties.

·-

REGULAR :MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUAU1Y BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 10, 1998
Kerr Country Mansion and Conference Center
1507 South McKenna
Poteau, Oklahoma

1. Call to Order - Herschel Roberts
2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. Approval of Minutes ofthe September 15, 1998 Regular Meeting

4. OAC 252:002 Procedures ofthe Department ofEnvironmental Quality:

-

Subchapter 17 of OAC 252:002 deals with the processing of citizen complaints received by the DEQ.
The proposed amendment to Section 17-2 expands the defmition of "enforcement action" to include a
referral by a DEQ division to the Oklahoma Attorney General's Office, a district attorney's office, a
state or federal law enforcement agency, or the DEQ's Environmental Crimes Investigation Team for
investigation of possibly criminal environmental violations. Because criminal referral processes and
criminal investigations typically are relatively involved and lengthy, this amendment is proposed to
allow the DEQ to pursue possible criminal enforcement actions while still meeting agency complaint
procedures and timelines.
Because this is an amendment to the procedural rules of the DEQ, it is not within the jurisdiction of an
advisory council. Thus, the opportunity for public comment on this agenda item constitutes the
rulemaking hearing on the proposal.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation -Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for pennanent adoption

5. OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Three sets of changes are proposed:
\

•
'

-

~-,'~

The proposed revisions to Subchapter$ ~ (Cotton Gins) and 24(Grain Elevators) simplify the
language under the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" rules simplification initiative. It is also
proposed to add a new Pennit by Rule section to both subchapters. The Pennit by Rule will
streamline the pennitting process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate ~e need for
some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an individual air quality pennit Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains Particulate Matter (PM)-10 emission factors for Permit
by Rule grain elevators. Additional changes to both subchapters track proposed amendments of
Subchapter 25 concerning opacity.

•

•

In addition to "re-right/de-wrong" simplification -changes, the proposed revisions to Subchapter
25 (Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates) incorporate by reference the federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries, subject to certain exceptions. Additional
changes include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under the Federal
Clean Air Act from the state opacity standard, and clarifying how the opacity standard will be
determined at sources that have Continu,~us Opacity Monitors and those that do not.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 41 (Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air
Contaminants) update the adoption by reference of federal rules to include Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MAC1) standards promulgated or amended between July 1,
1997 and July 1, 1998. The new standards relate to pulp and paper production and to aluminum
production plants. The proposed revisions also update the adoption by reference of the federal
National Emission Standards for HaZardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to July 1, 1998, with
certain exceptions.

These changes were recommended by the Air Quality Council at their meeting on October 20, 1998.

A
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation -.David Branecky, Air Quality Council member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption

6. Conside,ration of the Environmental Quality Report:
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare an Environmental Quality
Report and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate President Pro Tern by
January 1st of each year. Contrary to the statutory title, the purpose of this report for a fairly small
targeted audience is to outline the DEQ's two-year needs for providing environmental services within
its jurisdiction, and to reflect any new federal mandates and recommended statutory changes. The
Environmental Quality Board is to review, amend and approve the report.

A Presentation -Mark Coleman, DEQ Executive Director
B.
C.
D.
E.

Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote

7. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda)
8. Executive Director's Report
9. Vote on 1999 Environmental Quality Board meeting dates
10. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is infonnal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.
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SUBCHAPTER 24. CONTROL OF E!!ISSIONS FROM GRAIN
ELEVATORSPARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN,
FEED OR SEED OPERATIONS

Section
252:100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.
252:100-24-4.
252:100-24-5.
252:100-24-6.
252:100-24-7 .

Purpose
Definitions
Geaeral pro";isioas: applicability, aeterminatioa of
emissioasApplicability. general requirements
Smolee I visible emissioas aaa partieulatesVisible
emissions (opacity) limit
Emission control equipment and certification
Fugitive dust controls
Permit by rule

.·
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SUBCHAPTER 24. CONTROL OF- EMISSIONS FRO!~ GR..\:Ul
ELEVATORSPARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN,
FEED OR SEED OPERATIONS
252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions from
facilities that handle, store or process grains~, feeds or seeds.
All facilities handling bulk agricultural. commodities thriough grain
handling equipment can apply this subchapter to emission sources at
the facilities.
252:100-24-2. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
. "Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment'' means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except throug~ non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
·
DFu~itive
Emission" means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through. a stack,
chimney,
vent,
or other
f~nctief?:ally equivalent opening.
"Grat.n,
Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or
installation at which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled,
cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.
•Grain, Feed, or Seed Facility" means the contiguous or adjacent
area under common control upon which a grain elevator, feed mill,
or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are located,
and all contiguous sites having common control, wfiich have SIC
codes 'iiith the first t·.m digits that are identical to the first t-;,•o
digits of the ?IC code for grain eievators, feed mills, or grain
and seed processing equipment.
.
"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the
manufacturer designs the elevating portion of a grain, feed, or
seed facility on a per leg basis.
.·
"Loading-out hours of operation" means the hours calcu~ated by
dividing the cumulative total quantity loaded out for a given time
period by 75% of the rated leg capacity.
This quotient is
equivalent hours (not actual hours} of operation required to
proc·ess the material loaded out.
Actual leg capacity may be
adjusted to more or less than 75% by individual facilities if
documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is submitted to
and approved by the Director of the Air QualityDivision Director.
"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the . emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure without the use of
mephanically-induced air flow.
"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which
allows the emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures
greater
than
atmospheric
pressure
indicating
the
use
of
mechanically-induced air flow.
"Process Emission" means emissions from a process equipment point
source.
1

-

-

"Receiving hours of operation" means hours calculated by dividing
the cumulative total quantity received for a given time period by
75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotient is equivalent hours
(not actual hours) of operation required to process the material
received. Actual leg capacity may be adjusted to more or less than
75% by individual facilities if documentation supporting the
proposed adjustment is submitted to and approved by the Di.rector of
the Air Quality Division Director.
··
•Total hours of operation• means the sum of the receiving hours
of operation and the loading out hours of operation. Actual hours
may be less since receiving and loading-out operations may occur
simultaneously.
252:100-24-3.

-

,-

Geaeral pro"+·isieas: applicability, tieterm.inatien of
emissieasApplicability, general requirements
(a) Applicability. The
provisions
of
this
subchapter
are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
facilities in the State of Oklahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with-GAe 252:100-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with thi~ subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of C»\:0 252:100-25 (visible emissions),
25~:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b)
G~neral requirements.
-fl*.ill Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of
this subchapter, each new, modified or existing grain, feed, or
seed facility shall comply with the permitting requirements of
~ 252:100-7 aaeor 252:100-8.
~111 Air toxics-emissions. Grain, feed, or seed facilities
whichthat emit toxic air pollutants above the de minimis levels
specified in 252:100-41
are
subject
to all applicable
requirements contained therein.
-fE»-lll Record-keeping. The owner or operator of a facility
shall. maintain a daily log documenting the commodity receipts
and load-outs and hours of operation for each.
These records
shall be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made
available for inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel
or its representativeugQ during normal business hours.
-fe.}-..l.!.l. Visible emissions test;.
Visible
emissions
(opacity)
testing shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9
contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed
by individ\:lal (e) possessing current certifieationa Certified
Visible Emission Evaluator.
-f#l l l Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain, feed,
or seed facilities shall be determined by the best available
data. Thi~ may include actual emissions as determined by stack
testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using
approved published emissions factors, or any other reasonably
"accurate method uhieh can be sho~m to be reasonably accurate
when sapperted by engineering data and calculations, and
approved in advance by the Air Quality DivisionDEO.
252:1.00-24-4.
(a)

Smolee, 'lisibl:e Emissions aad PartieulatesVisible
emissions (opacity) limit
Visible emissions limitsOpacity limit. No person shall eause,
2

suffer, allow or permit the discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, ~
gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or any combination thereof
~dth a shaae densityexhibiting greater than t~o'enty (20) percent·
equivalent20% opacity. This requirement shall not apply to smoke or
visible emissions exhibiting greater than 20% opacity emitted
during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of ~ffiich is not
greater than sixty percent (60\) opacity for a perioa aggregating
no more than five minutes in any sixty eonseeutbre minutes and/or
no more than t'io'enty minutes in any consecutive twenty four hour
periodwhich consist of not more than one six-minute period in any
consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours, during which the average of any six-minute
period shall not exceed 60% opacity.
{b) Alternate emissionsopacity limit. The 20% opacity limits,
aelimit required under 252:100-24-4 {a) may be increased for
particulates only provided that the owner/operatorowner or operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council at public hearing that those requirements listed in
252:100-25-4 (a) through (c) have been met.
(c) Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-4 (a)~ are provided as follows:
(1) Visible emissions from loading-out (shipping) shall be no
more than 65% equivalent opacity, and visible emissions from
unloading (receiving) shall be no more than 55% equivalent
opa~ity.

(2)
Emissions from pressuri21ed or non pressuri21ed vents or
openings uith control acviees shall be limitea to no greater .-,
than twenty percent (20"6} opacity at any time.
+3+ill. Emissions from pressurized .vents or openings without
control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted through a
control device, or shall be limited to no greater than 10%
opacity at any time.
-{-4+ill. Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without
control devices shall be limited to no greater than 10% opacity
at any time.
252:100-24-5.

Emission
eon t r o 1
e q; u i p men t
and
eertifieationCertification
(a·)
Standards~
Emission control equipment '1ihere required by ( 40
CFR 60 .300) must meet the stanaaras set unaer the Feaeral Ne·..·
Source Performance Stanaards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as mandated by
other Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls
may ve requ~reu to reuuce nu~sance em~es~ons.
(b) Affected facilities,
Affected facilities shall make best
efforts to reduce dust emissions during load out sy minimi21ing the
distaaee from the load out spout to the top of tbe receiving
vessel.
(e)
Certification. Bach new, modified, or mdsting grain, feea or
sood facility in the state of Olelaboma shall provide uritten
certification of compliance ~··ith this subchapter '•iithin one year of
the adoption of this Subchapter sy the DBQ Board.
l'..nrrual
certification of receiving, loading out, and total annual hours of
operation, quantity receivea and loaded out,visible emissions, and
the operation and proper maintenance of any required control
equipment shall be completed sy the o·.mer, operator or other
,_

•
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designaeed responsible parey and submieeed as pare of ehe annua~
•
•
•
•
&
em1ss1ons
1nveneory
repore1ng
rorm.
~
Initial certification.
Any grain, feed or seed facility in
existence
on
September
28,
1994,
shall
provide
written
certification of compliance with this subchapter by September 28,
1995, or within six months of receiving an initial certification
form from DEO.
J..Ql Annual certification. The owner, operator or other designated
responsible party of a grain, feed or seed facility shall submit
along with the annual emissions inventory, an annual certification
of quantities received and loaded-out.
~

252:100-24-6. Fugitive dust controls
(a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
(b) No persons shall allow visiblefugitive dust emissions beyond
the property line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere
with the use of adjacent properties.
ID.. All facilities ·shall make best efforts to reduce fugitive dust
emissions during load-out by minimizing the distance from the loadout spout to the top of the receiving vessel.
252 :loo·-24-7. Permit by Rule
Applicability. Any new or existing source may be constructed
or operated under this section if it meets the requirements of
252:100-7-60 (a), (b), and (c) and
has the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) code 5153, Grain and Field Beans.
lQl Requirements.
~
In addition to the requirements in 252:100-7-60(a), (b),
and (c), an owner or operator of a facility subject to this
section shall comply with all of the requirements of this
Subchapter, with the exception of 252:100-24-,5(a) and (b).
12.1. The total annual emissions of PM-10 shall be calculated
using the equation provided in Appendix L, which was derived
from AP-42 9.9.1, Grain Elevators and Processes.
~
For grain storage elevators located at any wheat flour
mill, wet corn mill, dry corn mill, rice mill or soybean oil
extraction plant, with a permanent grain storage capacity of
35,200 · m3 , or grain terminal elevators with a permanent storage
capacity of more than 88,100 m3 ,
which have commenced
construction, modification, or reconstruction after August 3,
1978, the requirements of 40 CFR, Part 60, Subpart DD are also
applicable.

Jgl

-
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Appendix L. PM-1 0 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule for Grain Elevators
[NEW]

+ _§__] x 40 =Combined Emissions (TPY) •
[ _!i_
45 92

Where,

R =Annual Grain Received (millions of bushels)
S =Annual Grain Shipped (millions of bushels)

*To qualify for Permit by Rule, the total annual combined emissions must be less
than 40 TPY.

'

Additional Comments
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SUBCHAPTER 24. PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED OPERATIONS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Under the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, sources with
the potential to emit in excess of 100 T/Y of any regulated air
pollutant would be subject to the permitting requirements of Title
v of the Act. Facilities which handle seed, feed, and grain have
high "potentials"; but are largely seasonal and, therefore,
actually emit substantially less than their potential. These rules
would subject all new and existing grain facilities to state
permitting requirements; set limitations upon air emissions; and,
for a majority of sources, bypass the more onerous Title V
permitting requirements.
This rule also attempts to establish
industry-wide emission standards and bring them together in a
single rule.
The rule is effective only until actual test
protocols are approved and empirical emissions standards are
established by the industry, or until July 1, 1995, whichever is
earlier.
In the case empirical emission standards are not
· established, current AP-42 engineering factors will be utilized to
determine emissions. Accurate emission factors are also important
since they will provide the basis for annual operating fees under
the permitting rules.

-·

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL ROLES:
There are no analogous rules. These rules are an aid to compliance
with Part 70 permitting requirements meant to assist industry.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Applica~le federal rules allow for state permits which in effect
restrict · emissions and remove certain facilities from the
applicability of Title V. This takes advantage of this situation
by setting emission standards and operational parameters which
would limit the potential to emit of affected facilities, and
therefore applicability of Title V.
The state rule is actually
less stringent than the federal rule; therefore the Environmental
Benefit statement requirement does not apply.

1.

Comments and Response

Comment: EPA indicated that they could not approve a new rule
which
resulted
in a
relaxation
of
an
existing
State
Implementation Plan without adequate technical and/or scientific
data to justify such action.
Response: Staff agrees. Proposed Subchapter 24 provides for an
opportunity for the affected industry to demonstrate any area of
the existing applicable rules and provide data for making any
appropriate changes to these rules.

2.

3.

Comment: What is the specific calculation process currently used
to determine "potential to emit" under AP-42 guidelines?
Response:
A source's emissions are to calculated using its
maximum capacity. Maximum emission capacity would then be the
designed capacity times the total hours per year, times an
emission factor, equals a source's potential to emit.
Control
equipment and restrictions of the hours of operations or other
items which would reduce the potential to emit can be used in the
calculations only if these limitations are enforceable by the
Administrator, i.e., an enforceable permit.
Comment: Are there other allowable calculation procedures and,
if so, would they result a lower determination of "potential to
emit"?
Response: Staff recommends using material balance, stack testing
on identical equipment, mfg. guaranteed specifications, or any
any other method approved by AQS as equivalent. The probability
of lowering the determination of "potential to emit" is difficult
to answer because any one of these methods may depend upon
several variables. However, it would be appropriate to indicate
that stack testing would be most accurate followed by mfg.
specifications, material balance, etc.

4·.
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Comment: What are the necessary requirements of grain elevators
which are determined to emit less than 100 tons of dust per year.
Response: Applicability to the Title v, Major Source Operating
Permit, will be determined based upon potential to emit 100 tons
per year or more, but has actual annual emissions of less than
100 tons per year (i.e., does not have enforceable limitations
for less than 100 tons per year), then Title V permitting
requirements will be applicable and the.source will be required
to submit a Title v permit ~plicatiori.when Title v, Operating

Permit Program is implemented. If a source has the potential tp
emit 100 tpy or more but has enforceable limitations (i.e., a·
permit) for less than 100 tpy, A Title V permit will not be··
applicable and an application will not be required to be
submitted when the Title V,
Operating Permit Program is
implemented.
A grain elevator which has the potential to emit
less than 100 tpy will not be applicable to the Title V Operating
Permit Program, but will remain applicable to appropriate state
air quality rules.
Facilities which are applicable to a New
Source Performance Standard such as Subpart DD - Standards of
Performance for Grain Elevators are defined as major sources and
will be applicable to Title V operating permit requirements.

~

~((:kd
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5.

Comment:
How will the use of mineral oil additives· to
grainstream be incorporated into the calculation process?

the

Response: Upon receipt of acceptable documentation (mfg specs.,
stack test results,etc.) of demonstration that introduction of
mineral oil additives have an established effect on ambient air
emissions reductions and a quantification of such reduction, the
AQS will be in a position to accept the mineral oil additive as
an equivalent method of control for grain processing and handling
emissions.
6.

Comment:
How will ODEQ-AQD classify and make determination of
fugitive dust?
Response:
Staff considers
fugitive emissions" as emissions
which could not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent,
or other functionally-equivalent opening.
This would include
fugitive dust.
Process Fugitives mean any emissions which are
the result of any process such as receiving, turning, and
handling, but are not classified as fugitive emissions because
the could reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or
other functionally-equivalent opening.
II
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7.

11

Comment: Will all grain elevators have the "potential to emit"
over 100 tons of dust if operated 24 hpd/365 days per year?
Response:
AQS has not calculated the potential to emit of all
grain processing facilities in the state.
Applicability would
depend upon the maximum capacity of all the process equipment,
the number and type of all processes at a facility.
In other
words, it must be determined on a case by case basis.

8.

Comment: Does ODEQ_AQD make no distinction as to the portion of '
dust emissions which is considered PM-10?
Response:
Staff references CFR Part 70.2 Definition, "Major
Source" (2) states: A major stationary source of air pollutants,
as defined in section 302 of the Act, t~at directly emits or.has
''•

'·

-

the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any air pollutant
(including any major source fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator) .
The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be considered
in determining whether it is a major stationary source for the
purpose of section 302(j) of the Act, unless the source belongs
to one of the following categories of stationary source.
The list of source categories has not been included because grain
elevators are not on the list.
This definition includes,
"as determined by rule by the
Administrator"; this includes state rules which have been adopted
as part of the state implementation plan. OAC 310:200-25, Smoke,
Visible Emissions and Particulates,
and OAC 310:200-27,
Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes
and Operations, have been adopted as part of the Oklahoma SIP.
These two rules establish the allowable visible emissions and TSP
emissions are considered to be a regulated pollutant. PM-10 is
considered separately for purposes of compliance with NAAQS.

9.

Comment: What
requirements?

are

the

upcoming

deadlines

as

to

permitting

Response: Each state is required to submit a Title V Operating
Permit Plan to EPA by Nov. 15, 1993.
EPA must approve or
disapprove a state's plan by Nov. 15, 1994.
Major Sources must submit an application for a Title V permit
within 12 months of EPA's approval of a state's plan. Therefore,
if EPA approves Oklahoma's plan by November 15, 1994, major source
Title V permit applications will be required to be submitted on
or before November 15, 1995.
10.

Comment: What is the process· involved of the Council changing
the state's SIP as it pertains to the grain industry in a manner
that will be approved by EPA. Is this what we are attempting to
do via our subchapter?
Response:
Staff concur, proposed subchapter 24, Control of
Emissions from Grain Elevators,
upon fulfillment of the
Administrative Procedures Requirement imposed by Oklahoma State
Statutes, will be submitted to EPA as a SIP revision as a state
air quality rule specific to the grain elevators, and therefore
removing grain elevators from the requirements of existing
applicable subchapters 25-27-29. EPA reviews SIP submittal for
their appropriateness. Some of the things which are considered
in EPA review include:
is the need for the proposed changes
documented; does this documentation demonstrate the need for the
change;
and can the changes be defen~ed from any challenges
which may be presented.
··
·.

EPA has the final authority whether to accept the proposed SIP
revision, ask for additional information or changes from the
state or to deny the proposal as a SIP revision. The state has
always worked closely with EPA when preparing a proposed SIP
revision in an effort to minimizing EPA's concerns and therefore
improve the likelihood of submitting an approvable rule as a SIP
revision.
11.

Comment: The industry committee does not have a problem with the
55%-65% opacity levels tied to a study so long as we have some
idea of the study parameters. Could staff possibly have their
proposed study parameters available for industry's consideration
prior to the first meeting?
Response:
Staff presented the proposal for a study to your
organization on Friday, April 8
1994 and your group later
declined that opportunity to go forward with such a study,
therefore a detailed protocol for the study was not developed.
The staff is certainly willing to develop a study protocol
however it would better serve the grain eleva tor indus try ·and AQD
alike to jointly develop the study protocol.
I

I

12.

Comment:
Could we have further explanation on what would be
involved with the Title V permit process if we opt for the two
year delay? We are confused between staff comments on April 8
and April 12 on this issue.
How does staff anticipate this
process will occur? How many elevators will be involved? Does
staff have an idea of what a generic permit will look like?
Response:
ll The staff has said and will continue to take the
position that any source which has the potential to emit 100 tpy
of a regulated pollutant or any level of emission which makes
that source applicable to Part 70 permitting requirement, will
be expected to comply with the Part 70 permit application.
However the staff has indicated that due to recent clarification
of emission points at grain elevators, there is a likelihood that
fewer elevators than originally estimated would have a 100 tpy
actual or potential to emit.
2) During conversations with EPA on April 5 1994 about the Part
70 Permitting Program, we became aware of new information which
will allow for the staggering of applicability reviews and
issuance of Part 70 permit applications. EPA indicated that a
state has the option to clarify their Part 70 Permit Plan
Submittal by providing a schedule for review and issuance of Part
70 permits.
If it is determined at the time of the Part 70
permit reviews that a source or categories of source are not
applicable to the Part 70 Permitting requirement, based upon·
newly developed emission data or any ot~er information which may
not have been available at the time when required to submit the
application,
a
Permit 7Q . permit will not be required.
I

~.

Preparation of the Part 70 permitting plan clarification could
be utilized to allow those source categories that do not
currently have reliable emission data time to research and
develop representative emission data for their respective
industry to be used as the basis of determining applicability to
Part 70 permitting requirement.
3)
AQD cannot at this time quantified the number of grain
elevators which will be applicable to submitting a Part 70 permit
application. However, we feel that the number will be relatively
small.
4)
The staff has a basic idea of what a "generic" permit for
grain elevators would look like. That is, it would include all
the appropriate items necessary to establish all the federally
enforceable limitations to avoid applicability to the Part 70
permitting requirements. We believe that it would basically be
a simplified version of the presently issued permit.
13.

Comment: We believe that feed mills and seed processors need to
be included in Subchapter 24.
Response: AQD staff does not believe sufficient review has been
given to this issue to know all the ramifications which could
result from inclusion of this segment of industry in proposed
subchapter 24. Therefore, we do not feel it would be appropriate
to take the action your organization is requesting until
appropriate review has been accomplished.
We proposed that
subchapter should be applicable to only the grain elevating
processes at this time and could be revised later to include feed
mills and seed processor if determineq appropriate to do so.

14.

Comment: We believe that sufficient data has been submitted to
support the 70% reduction of AP-42 emission factors.
Response:
AQD staff has determined several issues that need
resolution before staff can concur with this position.
These
issues were presented in a report dated April 1, 1994.

15.

Comment: Which emission points will be considered in determining
annual emission estimates?
Response:
Staff has included section 24-3(f), which addresses
the emission points and factors in Subchapter 24.

16.

Comment: Industry is concerned that fees assessed from following
current AP-42 factors will force country elevators out of
business.

_

Response: Staff state that Subchapter 24 does not address fees.
However, realizing that fees are a result of emission estimates,
methods of calculating emissions are i~cluded in Subchapter 2~.

-

·· OAC 252:100-24 PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED OPERATIONS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, sources with the
potential to emit in excess of 100 tons per year of any regulated
air pollutant would be subject to the permitting requirements of
Title v of the Act. Facilities which handle seed, feed, and grain
have high "potentials" but are largely seasonal and, therefore,
actually emit substantially less than their potential. The intent
of the revision to OAC 252:100-24 is to simplify and clarify the
existing rule by: omitting the rule expiration date, removing many
unnecessary definitions, and removing emission factors for grain
- handling. New language is added concerning Loading operations,
Hours of operation, and Determination of emissions.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

-.~

Comment: A member of the Air Quality Council felt the "Guidance
Document" accompanying this rule should reference the OSU Study as
the fundamental study done to develop the emissions factors. This
study provides a scientific rationale that is of importance since
the OSU emission factors are less than the EPA AP-42 factors.
Response:
The staff has met with representatives of the grain
industry to discuss this· and other additions to the document.
Comment:
A representative from a local environmental firm
questioned wording of the definition of fugitive emissions. Concern
was expressed that as currently worded, the rule indicates if the
dust emissions get on properties beyond adjacent properties, the
rule would not apply. It was requested that the definition for
"fugitive dust" be added to the guidance document to better reflect
the health effects of the emissions.
Response: The staff stated the definition for "fugitive dust" is
exactly the same as in other portions of Oklahoma Air Quality rules
and that the definition was designed to include facilities that may
not have a stack and-implies possible controls could be placed on
the stack. Further, health effects were not part of the OSU Study
as it was an emissions quantification study. After discussion, it
was agreed minor changes in wording be made.

.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 24. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed revisions to Oklahoma Administrative Code 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators,
will simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative.
It is also proposed to add a new Permit. by Rule
section to the subchapter that will streamline the pe·rmitting
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the necessity
for some grain elevators to obtain an individual air quality
permit. Also, a new Appendix L is proposed which contains PM-10
emission factors for PBR grain elevators.
Additional changes to
the subchapter follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25
concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity standard.
The
revised rules would allow exceedances of not more than one sixminute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three
such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comment: EPA suggested the AP-42 Section 9.9.1, Grain Elevators
and Processes, be referenced in the rule.
Response: Staff agreed and the reference was added.
Comment: Staff and Public requested the certification of visible
emissions and operation and proper maintenance, of any required
control equipment be taken out of section 24-5(b), Annual
certification.
Response: Staff agreed and the deletion was made.
Comment: EPA commented that 252:100-24-7 should include a
practically enforceable method or procedure to verify compliance
through recordkeeping and maintenance.
Response: No changes were necessary since section 24-7(b) (1)
requires compliance with all of the requirements of the Subchapter,
except 24-5(a) and (b).
Thus, the recordkeeping requirements of
24-3(b) (3) are already applicable to Permit by Rule facilities.
Comment: Council recommended the word "equivalent" in section 244(c) (1) be deleted for reasons of consistency.
Response: Staff agreed and the two deletions were made
section.
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* * * * * * *
HEARING BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL
HELD ON APRIL 12, 1994
AT 4616 E. 15TH
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
* * * * * * *

COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT:
Mr. Bill Breisch, Chairman
Dr. Michael Hughes
Ms. Meribeth Slagel!
Ms. Kathryn Hinkle
Mr. Bill Fishback
Mr. Gary Kilpatrick
Ms. Mary Tillman
Mayor Pierre Taron
Also Present:
Mr. Larry Byrum, Protocol Officer
Ms. Myrna Bruce, Secretary of Council

Reported by:

Gayla Chronic, CSR, RPR
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
2601 N.W. Expressway, Suite 103E
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
(405) 843-6498

INCIDENTS OF TRIAL:
Page
Motion to approve minutes

4

Second by Dr. Hughes

4

Roll call

4

Motion to pass resolution

9

Second

9

Amendment to motion

15

Second by Mr. Taren

15

Roll call on

15

ame~dment

Roll call on motion

16

Motion to continue hearing

109

Second

109

Roll call

109

3

1

Tulsa, OK

2

April 12, 1994

3

1:00 o'clock p.m.

* * * * * * *

4

5
6

(The following public meeting was held before
the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality.)
THE CHAIRMAN:

7

8

officially to order.

9

call.

We'll have to call our meeting
That's done.

10

THE SECRETARY:

11

MR. TARON:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

(No response.)

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

MS. TILLMAN:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

DR. HUGHES:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. HINKLE:

20

THE SECRETARY:

21

MS. SLAGELL:

22

THE SECRETARY:

23

MR. FISHBACK:

24

THE SECRETARY:

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

We'll have roll·

Mayor Taron?

Here.
Dr. Tanner?

Ms. Tillman?
Here.
Dr. Hughes?

Here.
Ms. Hinkle?

Here.
Ms. Slagel!?
Here.
Mr. Fishback?
Here.
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Here.

~2((

4

.-,.
1

THE SECRETARY:

2

THE CHAIRMAN:

3

Okay.

Mr. Breisch?
Here.

If it's all right with you all,

I want

4

to take care of the approval of the minutes of the

5

January 11th meeting and March 3rd meeting.

6

MR. TARON:

7

DR. HUGHES:

8

THE CHAIRMAN:

9

Move to be approved.
Second.
Moved and seconded.

questions, comments?

10

(No response.)

11

THE CHAIRMAN:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

MR. TARON:

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

MS. TILLMAN:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

DR. HUGHES:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. HINKLE:

20

THE SECRETARY:

21

(No response.)

22

THE SECRETARY:

23

MR. FISHBACK:

24

THE SECRETARY:

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

Call the roll.
Mayor Taren?

Aye.
Ms. Tillman?
Aye.
Dr. Hughes?

Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Ms. Slagel!?

Mr. Fishback?
Aye.
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.

Any

5

1

THE SECRETARY:

2

MR. BREISCH:

3

THE CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Breisch?
Aye.
Okay.

At this time then we'll

4

go ahead and proceed with our rule making.

5

will act as protocol officer for this portion of the

6

meeting.
MR. BYRUM:

7

Larry, you

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is

8

Larry Byrum; I am the director of the Air Quality

9

Division.

As such, I will act as protocol officer for

10

the hearing.

11

Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative

12

Procedures Act in Title 40 of the Code of Federal

13

Regulations, Part 51, as well as the authority of Title

14

63 of the Oklahoma Statutes, Section 11801 and

15

following.

16

The hearing is convened by the Air Quality

This hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma

17

Register for the purposes of receiving comments

18

pertaining to the procedures of the Environmental

19

Council, and if you wish to make a statement, please

20

complete the form that's back at the registration

21

and I will call upon you at the appropriate time.

22

At this time I will call upon Mr. Dennis

23
24
25

t~ble,

Doughty to give the staff position on this rule.
MR. DOUGHTY:

Thank you, Larry.

My name is

Dennis Doughty, staff attorney for the Air Quality

6

-..
1

Service.

2

been before the Council a time or two before.

3

rule which the Council has passed once as an emergency.

4

We had some discussion this morning.

5

retrieve the first page of the rule, and I hope each and

6

every one of you has a copy of the first page of the

7

rule.

8
9

And we have a procedural rule here which has
It's a

I was able to

In response to the comments this morning, I
would say that the very first -- the very first page,

10

the cover page, is extraneous and not meant to be part

11

of the rule.

12

administrative procedures requirement that particular

13

information be included with the rule when it's sent

14

through the system.

15

It's meant to be part of the

On page 3, I was requested to look at the

16

jurisdiction issue.

17

that the jurisdiction, although not necessarily limited

18

to specific articles, are generally set forth as

19

follows, and it says Article 5 of the Oklahoma

20

Environmental Quality Code.

21

Oklahoma Clean Air Act, which I think was what the

22

concern was.

23

Air Act, which should cover that particular problem.

24
25

It says the Air Quality Council,

Article 5 happens to be the

So that refers specifically to the Clean

There was a change that was requested in
duties, and what I did was come up with some new

)

7

1

language to add at the very end of (E) under Duties.

2

The language I have drafted says that this paragraph

3

shall not be construed to limit the authority of the Air

4

Quality Council to pass binding resolutions under the

5

Oklahoma Clean Air Act.

6

voiced this morning concerning the passing of nonbinding

7

resolutions for other councils.

And that was a concern that was

8

MR. KILPATRICK:

9

MR. DOUGHTY:

10
11

Which page is that on, Dennis?

That's on page 3 under (E),

Duties.
Mr. Peyton had expressed some concern that the

12

Air Quality Council in a sense has authority to pass

13

binding resolutions, which I assume he was speaking of

14

the rule-making capacity and also the authority under

15

individual proceedings.

16

MR. HUGHES:

17

MR. DOUGHTY:

Would you repeat that, please.
What I added was:

"This

18

paragraph shall not be construed to limit the authority

19

of the Air Quality Council to pass binding resolutions

20

under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act."

21

That doesn't grant any more authority.

22

says that it won't detract from what authority we

23

already have.

24

25

It just

And I hope that would be satisfactory.

There was one more comment this morning
concerning rule-making hearings before the Council, that

b2.15

8

-..
1

language be added to say that the Council has the -- of

2

at least to confirm the authority that the Council has

3

the authority to appoint hearing officers.

4

was change the second sentence to read as follows:

5

"Hearings before the Council shall be conducted by the

6

chair or the chair's designee or at the request of the

7

Council by a hearing officer," and I changed the word

8

"appointed" to "recommended" by the department.

9

I added the following sentence:

What I did

"The Council

10

shall also have the option to appoint hearing officers

11

on their own motion," which is in conformance with the

12

authority under the Clean Air Act.

13

14

THE CHAIRMAN:

Now, you didn't change the

original paragraph any?
I changed the word

15

MR. DOUGHTY:

Yeah.

16

"appointed" to "recommended."

17

effect referring to a hearing officer "appointed" by the

18

department; it says a hearing officer "recommended" by

19

the department.

20

THE CHAIRMAN:

21

MR. DOUGHTY:

22

THE COURT:

23
24
25

It says that language in

Okay.
That's what I changed.

Okay.

I didn't hear recommended.

In other words "appointed" is out.
MR. DOUGHTY:

The language that I'm suggesting

would take out the word "appointed" and insert the word

-"\

9

1

"recommended," and then adding the language that says

2

that under their own authority they can by motion

3

appoint a hearing officer.
I believe that addresses the concerns of the

4
5

Council, as I recall.

6

if the Council sees fit to go ahead and recommend this

7

to the Board, these changes to the Board.
THE CHAIRMAN:

8
9

I think we would recommend that

Okay.

ahead and pass this with these changes if we want to?

10

MR. DOUGHTY:

11

MR. KILPATRICK:

12

Dennis, then can we go

Yes, of course.
I so move that we pass the

resolution as proposed and amended by Mr. Doughty.

13

MR. HUGHES:

14

MR. DOUGHTY:

Second.
May I

excuse me.

May I

15

interrupt?

16

before you actually vote on, you might ask for comments

17

or questions.

18
19

We might want to ask for any comments

MR. BYRUM:

Any more questions from the Council

for Mr. Doughty?

20

MS. HINKLE:

I've got one question.

Did I

21

understand you to say that page 1 that had been left

22

out --

23

MR. DOUGHTY:

24

MS. HINKLE:

25

Yeah.
-- was not intended -- it was

something that would be transferred with it, that it was

b217

10

1

not a necessary part -MR. DOUGHTY:

2

I'm sorry, but the copy I

3

received just didn't have the first page in it, and it

4

went into the packet, and it just wasn't there.

5

MS. HINKLE:

But it is definitely --

6

MR. DOUGHTY:

Oh, absolutely.

7

packet and part of the rule as passed previously.
MR. BYRUM:

8

9

DR. HUGHES:

11

MR. BYRUM:

que~tions

of the Council

Call for the question.
Should we hear from the audience,

perhaps?
Is there anyone in the audience who wishes to

13
14

Any other

for Mr. Doughty?

10

12

It's part of the

address this subject?
MR. FOGDEN:

15

I'm Frank Fogden representing

16

the DEQ.

17

recommendation if in fact any of the other councils

18

except the Air Quality Council has the authority to

19

appoint a hearing officer.

20

Dennis?

21

22

I guess I had a question on the last

MR. DOUGHTY:

Do you know if that's true,

I haven't read all of their --

their implementing legislation, I certainly don't know.

23

You mean under the statutes?

24

MR. FOGDEN:

Uh-huh.

25

MR. DOUGHTY:

I'm not aware.

We have some

~

11

1

other issues that come in here with the Council, too,

2

and that is the Council's authority to conduct

3

individual proceedings, which none of the other councils

4

do.

5

here.

And I think that issue is part of what's involved

6

(A discussion was held off the record.)

7

MR. DOUGHTY:

8

that he asked me was:

9

have the authority to appoint hearing examiners, and I

10

Okay.

But I think the question

Did any of the other councils

have to admit that I don't know the answer to that.

11

I'm not sure that they do.

12

FRANK FOGDEN:

My recommendation is that it be

13

changed to specify Air Quality Council, because if it

14

goes to the Board and it does become issues that other

15

councils can't appoint, we can't change it, basically, I

16

don't believe.

17

MR. BYRUM:

18

MR. FOGDEN:

19

MR. TARON:

20

That's correct.
And then -If they want to change, it.

Whether or not --

21

MR. FOGDEN:

22

MR. BYRUM:

-- emergency involved.
What I believe he's saying is if

23

you make it specific that the Air Quality Council has

24

this authority and we pass it that way, it becomes

25

negative whether the other councils have that authority

12

1

or not.

Is that correct?

2

MR. FOGDEN:

3

MR. BYRUM:

Yes.
And I think that's what he's asking

4

is if you make it specific for the Air Quality Council,

5

then if the other councils don't have that authority,

6

it's negative, the Board does not have to send it back

7

to us to put that wording back in.

8

councils aren't granted by the law that authority, then

9

if we leave the language the way it is now, their choice

If the other

10

would be to grant that authority by passing what you

11

send forward or send it back to us to be modified.

12

MR TARON:

I have a question.

13

authority?

14

Environmental Quality?

15

the legislature --

Who is the authority?

MR. BYRUM:

17

MR. KILPATRICK:

18

MR. BYRUM:

MR. FOGDEN:

21

MR. BYRUM:

23

Sure.

Didn't

And he's agreeing with that.
Gave us the authority.

But what he's saying is they may

not have given the other councils this authority.

20

22

~.

The legislature or the Department of

16

19

Who is the

I understood they didn't.
Yeah, that's what he's saying.

Go

ahead and say just the Air Quality Council here.
MR. DOUGHTY:

Is the very last change that you

24

find exception to that we need to do something with?

25

we added where we say council, if we say specifically

If

13

1

Air Quality Council, do you think that would be

2

satisfactory?

3

MR. FOGDEN:

4

MR. KILPATRICK:

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

I think you need another

sentence.

8
9

I think you'd want to go back

and change the recommended back to appointed.

6
7

Yeah, I think so.

MR. KILPATRICK:
down here.

Yeah.

You have this sentence

But you change the Council to the Air

10

Quality Council shall have the authority to point their

11

own.

12

I think -- I don't disagree with that, and it

13

may be a fact of law.

I think it's unfortunate if the

14

other councils don't have the authority.

15

it's a point that's not spoken to, they ought to pass

16

this rule so they have the authority rather than the

17

department.

18

But

19

MR. DOUGHTY:

20

MR. KILPATRICK:

21

I think if

If we change -That's not our problem; it's .

their problem.

22

MR TARON:

No.

23

MR. DOUGHTY:

It's their problem.
Well, if we change it back to

24

appointed and then in the last sentence say the Air

25

Quality Council shall have the sole option to appoint

14
~

1

its own hearing officers on their own motion, do you

2

think that would be satisfactory?

3

MS. HINKLE:

4

MR. DOUGHTY:

What?
If we change the word appointed

5

back to

6

change the last sentence to something to the effect of

7

saying:

8

the sole option of appointing its own hearing officers."

"However, the Air Quality Council shall have

MR. KILPATRICK:

9
10

or recommended back to appointed, we can

Yeah.

That will straighten it

out for us.
MR. DOUGHTY:

11

Okay.

The amended language will

12

read as follows, the very last sentence:

13

Air Quality Council shall also have the sole option to

14

appoint their own hearing officers."

15

Is that satisfactory?

16

(No response.)

17

MR. BYRUM:

18

"However, the

Are there questions for Dennis?

THE CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

We had a motion on the

20

floor, or the table, to adopt this as corrected.

21

that motion still stand?

22

MR. KILPATRICK:

24

25

I

see no further questions.

19

23

~,

Does

Do I need to amend my motion

to -DR. HUGHES:

I would say that you would have to

amend the motion and vote on the amendment and vote on

15

1
2

3

the motion.
MR. KILPATRICK:

agree with the second -- last correction.

4

MR TARON:

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

6

I will amend my motion to

Second.
Any other comments or questions

from the Council?

7

(No response.)

8

THE CHAIRMAN:

9

THE SECRETARY:

Okay, Merna, call the roll.
Mayor Taron?

10

MR. TARON:

11

THE SECRETARY:

12

MS. TILLMAN:

13

THE SECRETARY:

14

DR. HUGHES:

15

THE SECRETARY:

16

MS. HINKLE:

17

THE SECRETARY:

18

MS. SLAGELL:

19

THE SECRETARY:

20

MR. FISHBACK:

21

THE SECRETARY:

22

MR. KILPATRICK:

23

THE SECRETARY:

24

THE CHAIRMAN:

25

(A discussion was held off the record.)

Aye.
Ms. Tillman?
Aye.
Dr. Hughes?

Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Ms. Slagel!?
Aye.
Mr. Fishback?
Aye
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.
Mr. Breisch?
Aye.
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DR. HUGHES:

1

2

You voted on the amendment.

we're voting on the motion itself.

3

MR. BYRUM:

4

THE CHAIRMAN:

5

motion.

6

Original motion.
Okay.

Now, we'll entertain a

We'll entertain a motion on the motion.
MR. KILPATRICK:

We're just voting again on the

7

motion.

8

Now, we are going to vote on the original motion.

9

voted to amend the original motion.

14

15
16
17

Now we need to vote on the original

MR. KILPATRICK:

Now we're going to vote on the

.-.,

motion.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

Well, what was the

original motion?
MR. FISHBACK:

That was the one I made, and

then we changed it.

18

THE CHAIRMAN:

19

All right.

20

We

motion.

12
13

We just voted on the amendment that passed.

MR. BYRUM:

10

11

Now(

Okay.

Okay.

All right.

We'll vote on the original

motion, and it has been made and seconded.

21

DR. HUGHES:

As amended.

22

THE CHAIRMAN:

23

THE SECRETARY:

24

MR. TARON:

25

THE SECRETARY:

Okay, Myrna, call the roll.
Mayor Taron?

Aye.
Ms. Tillman?

17

1

MS. TILLMAN:

Aye.

2

THE SECRETARY:

3

DR. HUGHES:

4

THE SECRETARY:

5

MS. HINKLE:

6

THE SECRETARY:

7

MS. SLAGELL:

8

THE SECRETARY:

9

MR. FISHBACK:

Dr. Hughes?

Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Ms. Slagel!?
Aye.

10

THE SECRETARY:

11

MR. KILPATRICK:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

THE CHAIRMAN:

14

MR. BYRUM:

Mr. Fishback?
Aye.
Mr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.
Mr. Breisch?
Aye.

In acting as protocol officer, I

15

would say that this hearing is a continuation of the

16

previous hearing that was advertised in the Oklahoma

17

Register for purposes of receiving comments on Oklahoma

18

air pollution control rules, 252:100-24, Control of

19

Emissions from Grain Industry, Handling and Processing

20

Industry.

21

If you wish to make statements, please complete

22

the forms at the registration table, and I will call

23

upon you at the appropriate time.

24
25

At this time, I would like to call upon
Mr. Doyle McWhirter to give the staff position on these

18

1

changes.

2

MR. McWHIRTER:

Mr. Chairman, members of the

3

counsel and the audience:

4

and I am the Director of the Enforcement and Compliance

5

Section for the Air Quality Division in the Department

6

of Environmental Quality.

7

position concerning proposed Subchapter 24.

8
9

My name is Doyle McWhirter,

I will give the Department's

The Department and the Oklahoma Feed and Grain
Association have had several meetings, as indicated in

10

your packets, plus a meeting was held on last Friday.

11

However, the Department and the Oklahoma Feed and Grain

12

Association have been unable to agree upon a mutually

13

acceptable rule.

14

~,

Therefore, the Department withdraws its

15

proposed Subchapter 24 and requests that the Air Quality

16

Council take no action concerning this matter.
MR. BYRUM:

17

18

Any questions for Doyle from the

Council?

19

(No response.)-

20

Any questions from the audience?

21

(No response.)

22

Thank you, Doyle.

23

As I call -- I have received several slips up

24

here.

As I call your name, if you choose -- if you

25

choose not to speak, say so.

If you do choose to speak,
~.
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1

please come to the podium; and we would appreciate it if

2

you have prepared copies of your statement that you

3

would submit those to our recorder that we might be able

4

to include them as part of the transcript.

5

Mr. Steve Poag.

6

MR. POAG:

7

MR. BYRUM:

8

Mr. Curt Roggow.

9

MR. ROGGOW:

I decline at this time.
Okay.

I will also decline.

10

MR. BYRUM:

11

Ray Hasselwander.

12

(No response.)

13

A VOICE:

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

names wrong.

Okay.

He's not here.

I apologize if I get some of these

Dan Kent?

16

MR. KENT:

17

MR. BYRUM:

18

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN·:

19

He left.

I will pass at this point.
Lew Meiburgen.
Ray came in.

Do you want

to hear from him first?

20

MR. BYRUM:

We can.

21

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

I'll be real brief, because

22

I wasn't going to say anything; I promised my son I

23

would keep quiet.

24
25

I am Lew Meiburgen.
Enterprises in Enid, Oklahoma.

I'm president of Johnston
We operate approximately

b221
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1

18 country elevators, 3 terminal elevators and 3 port

2

facilities, and we've been in business well over 100

3

years.

4

what I am hearing and what's going on, but it is, and we

5

have to face it.

6

And to be truthful with you, I can't believe

The only thing I would have to say is that we

7

do service several customers, farm customers, as well as

8

nonag customers.

9

position that Doyle had just stated, I would like to ask

10

the Council to exempt us from these standards until such

11

time that we can come to a mutual agreement.

12

That in lieu of the Department's

The thing that concerns me is what's going to

13

happen to me the day before harvest starts or the day

14

after harvest, with the rules and regs that we have

15

already in place.

16
17
18
19

With that I will be glad to try to answer any
questions that anyone may have.
MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Mr. Meiburgen

from the Council?

20

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

21

MR. KILPATRICK:

Yes, sir.

I get the impression your

22

immediate concern is for us to pass a regulation which

23

you think is going to affect you during this harvest.

24

25

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

No.

The way I understand

it, there is already a law and regulations on the books
~.
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1

for us to comply with today.

2

MR. McWHIRTER:

3

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

4

MR. KILPATRICK:

5

And I cannot comply.

Okay.

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

But nothing we do today

Not unless you all would

exempt us until something
MR. KILPATRICK:

8

9

That's correct.

is going to change what you do this harvest.

6

7

Is that right?

Even if we exempt you, all of·

the regulatory processes have to go through.

That

10

exemption does not take effect immediately, does it?

11

Even if we do that, there's no legal way, I don't think,

12

that you would be exempted in time for this harvest,

13

just because of the way the process works.

14

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

15

MR. KILPATRICK:

16

Governor.

You've got to go to the

You've got to do all sorts of things.

17

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

18

happened to our livelihood.

19

MR. KILPATRICK:

20

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

21

I'm not an attorney.

I am concerned of what

What happened last year?
Nothing.

We paid the

emission fee or whatever fee it is that we pay.

22

MR. McWHIRTER:

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

24

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

25

THE CHAIRMAN:

Annual renewal.
And the year before?
The same thing.

I don't know where you're big

22

1

concern is this year.

2

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

Well, my concern is, to be

3

truthful with you, that if they were to enforce what's

4

on the books today, we can't comply without spending in

5

excess of over a million bucks that's

6

nonrevenue-producing, and we couldn't be ready by

7

harvest time.

8

That's my concern.

9

MR. FISHBACK:

10

But that's not a new issue.

That's a long-standing issue.

11

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

That's right.

But even

12

back after '72 when we built new facilities, we came to

13

the Department and made applications, and we were

14

to comply and this and that.

15

act threw all of that out.

And then I guess the 1990

We have tried our best to comply with

16

17

the best of my knowledge always have.

18

future and will.

19

is something.

21

What regulation specifically

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

I would have to ask Rick.

What is it?
MR. TREEMAN:

24

25

We want to in the

can't you comply with and in what operation does that --

22

23

and to

But that's one thing that concerns me

MR. KILPATRICK:

20

told~

areas.

Subchapter 25 and 27 are two

23

1

MR. BYRUM:

2

MR. TREEMAN:

3

MR. KILPATRICK:

4

That's opacity.
Opacity.
Opacity.

And opacity is what?

on the fugitive emissions of loading and unloading?

5

MR. TREEMAN:

That's kind of a gray area as far

6

as how that is defined.

7

can reasonably pass through a functional vent, chimney,

8

stack, or other opening.

9

Through the rule, whether it

But opacity is one area that we cannot attain

10

20 percent on at this time and process with the

11

restrictions on process weight.

12

MR. McWHIRTER:

More specifically, Rick, you

13

are talking about opacity on the unloading and the

14

load-out?

15

MR. TREEMAN:

16

MR. BYRUM:

That's correct.
I need to caution everybody to

17

identify yourselves, please, for the court reporter

18

as we speak.

19

MR. FISHBACK:

Mr. Fishback.

Is it true

20

that

this is a question for Mr. McWhirter.

Is it

21

true that fugitive emissions and point source emissions

22

through a stack or functionally equivalent opening are

23

subject to different opacity rules?

24

emissions and point source emissions subject to the same

25

opacity rules?

or are fugitive

24

1

MR. McWHIRTER:

The fugitive dust is not

2

subject to opacity rules.

3

subject to an opacity ruling.
MR. FISHBACK:

4
5

Fugitive process emission is

Is the dust from grain loading

and unloading considered fugitive dust?

6

MR. McWHIRTER:

7

MR. FISHBACK:

8

it subject to opacity.

Fugitive process.
Fugitive process.

MR. McWHIRTER:

9

So that makes

That is the position that we

10

have taken, and that is the position we have had

11

reconfirmed by the, I believe, March 16th letter from

12

EPA, the letter we received from EPA.

13

the date.
MR. FISHBACK:

14

I don't remember

Can you give us an example of

15

fugitive dust as opposed to fugitive processed dust?

16

What~s

17

an example?

Grain loading and --

MR. McWHIRTER:

Fugitive dust would be dust

18

that was generated by a vehicle or even the wind

19

blowing dust on the yard.

20

would be emissions that can't be reasonably passed

21

through stack, chimney, or other functional vents.

Where the process emissions

22

MR. FISHBACK:

23

MR. McWHIRTER:

24

I would point out to Mr. Meiburgen at this

25

And attributable to a process?
Yes, sir.

time, that we have not -- that we have not and do not

25

1

anticipate bargaining the grain industry in the state of

2

Oklahoma anything above normal than what we've done for

3

the last several years, and that is basically respond to

4

citizens' complaints, which they are a high priority.

5

And other than that, Lord only knows we've got enough

6

work to do.

7

grain industry, or any other industry as far as that

8

goes.

9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16

We're not going to purposely target the

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

I appreciate that very

much, and I'm sure the rest of the grain people do also.
MR. BYRUM:

Any other questions for

Mr. Meiburgen?
MR. TAYLOR:

How long would you ask them for on

that temporary extension?
MR. BYRUM:

One year?

Two years?

would you identify yourself,

please, sir.

17

MR. TAYLOR:

Steve Taylor with Port 33.

18

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

I was just asking until

19

I'm hopeful that they will have a committee to meet with

20

the industry and the Department and come to something

21

that's mutually agreeable and works for everybody and

22

meets all of the concerns with everyone.

23

I'm asking for until such time as it can be

24

agreed on.

That's my request.

But Doyle has relieved

25

me considerably over his statement.

26
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1

MR. FISHBACK:

Is it safe to say, sir, that

2

except for Title V regulations, the industry would not

3

have a specific concern at this time because your

4

inability to meet opacity and your inability to meet

5

process weight limitations goes back many years?

6

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

7

MR. FISHBACK:

8

So this is really brought to

focus now because of Title V?
MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

9

10

MR. FISHBACK:

11

MR. BYRUM:

12

That's right.

Yes, sir.

Okay.

Any other questions for

Mr. Meiburgen?

13

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

Ray Hasselwander.

16

MR. HASSELWANDER:

Thank you very much.

Thank you, sir.

I am Ray Hasselwander, the

17

General Manager of the Farmers Quality Association in

18

Tonkawa and Ponca City, Oklahoma.

19

I would like the committee to expedite this

20

matter as quick as possible in whatever means is

21

necessary to do so.
We've spent a lot of time on this in the grain

22
23

industry.

I think we're real close to an agreement that

24

will work for all of us.

25

as possible.

This needs to be done as quick

27

MR. BYRUM:

1

2

Any questions for this gentleman?

Any questions from the audience?

3

Thank you, sir.

4

MR. FISHBACK:

5

I am sorry.

I did have a

question.

6

MR. BYRUM:

7

MR. FISHBACK:

8

What is the basis for the sense of urgency in

9

resolving this now, as opposed to at some point in the

10

past?

11

most concerned about?

12

Go ahead.
I need to raise my hand higher.

What deadline do you see approaching that you're

MR. HASSELWANDER:

Well, I think one of the

13

main reasons that we have here is the Title V

14

application.

15

I don't want to go through that nor do that.

16

In the grain industry you're not under it.

I think that's one of our main concerns, and I

17

don't think there's any advantage to wait.

18

why Oklahoma cannot be a leader in this industry to be

19

one of the first to file a plan that is good and the

20

best interest to be looked at for someone to follow us,·

21

rather than we follow someone else.

22
23
24

25

I don't know

I think we ought to be a leader in this great
nation of ours.
MR. FISHBACK:

If the Title V permit process

could be standardized so that it would not be a burden

28
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so that it was

almosf~"

1

to the individual grain facility,

2

a standardized form with prearranged conditions, if it

3

didn't take hours and hours of someone's time that you

4

had to pay, obviously.

5

that it was less of an administrative or paper work

6

burden, would that lessen your concern?

If that could be arranged so

7

MR. HASSELWANDER:

8

MR. FISHBACK:

9

MR. BYRUM:

It would be very helpful.

Okay.

Thank you, sir.

10

Mr. Mike Mahoney.

11

MR. MAHONEY:

My name is Mike Mahoney.

I'm the

12

Executive Vice-president of White Brothers Grain

13

Company.

14

involved with our committee on working on our proposal

15

that we have for you today.

16

least two days per week working on this proposal.

I would just like to say that I've been

We're drained.

17

We've been spending at

We're -- we would like to get

18

something decided.

19

staff can be 100 percent sure that Region 6 is going to

20

kick our plan out, when no plan has been kicked out or

21

accepted.

22

And I would like to know how the DEQ

I would like to ask Mr. Byrum a question.

Are

23

you batting a thousand percent whenever you speculate as

24

to what EPA is going to approve or regulate on?

25

MR. BYRUM:

I would say that I'm not batting a
~
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1

thousand percent, but we have sent copies of your

2

proposal, as well as our proposals, to EPA for comment,

3

which is typical; we do that on every rule we pass.

4

We've been told in phone conversations that neither one

5

of those are approvable by EPA.

6

I don't speak from my judgment as to whether or

7

not your plan is approvable; I speak from the comments

8

that we've received from their staff that have looked at

9

it in depth.

We have several other rules that are down·

10

there now that they are providing comments to us on, and

11

that's a typical process that we go through.

12

When we look at doing regs, whether it's for

13

aerospace in Tulsa or feed and grain in the remainder of

14

the state, we try to -- we try not to send something

15

down that we know they've already told us is not

16

approvable.

17

to the Council, to the Board, through the Governor and

18

down to EPA.

19

disapproval back.

20

back through the front door of the process again.

21

That's a long-term exercise.

The rule goes

They send comments back or send a
At that point in time, then we start

I think what we agreed with you the other day

22

on Friday was that had that agreement stood, we were

23

going to try to go forward and send that package down

24

whether or not we thought EPA would approve it.

25

MR. MAHONEY:

I heard you say this morning that
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1

you got a surprise from EPA on this deferment.

2

MR. BYRUM:

3

MR. MAHONEY:

4

MR. BYRUM:

5

MR. MAHONEY:

On What?
On the deferment process.
That's true.
You misinterpreted their intent.

6

My point is you are not batting a thousand percent when

7

you're trying to read EPA's every move.
MR. BYRUM:

8

9

I would not say -- this is not

similar to that, in that what we were doing is looking

10

at an interpretation of a new program that's coming

11

down.

12

What we have done in your specific instance in

13

the grain industry's instances, we have sent a copy of -...

14

the rule that's in the packet to them for comments, and

15

they have given us their comments back.

16

So it's a little different.

If you will recall

17

we had a gentleman from EPA at either the last meeting

18

or the meeting previous to that, and they made comments

19

on that rule in the public session, and they continued

20

to make comments on the revisions to that rule that

21

we've sent forward.

22

So, no, I don't bat a thousand on trying to
I probably

less than 10 percent on

23

interpret EPA.

24

trying to interpret EPA.

25

interpreting EPA; I'm just telling you what EPA has told

b~t

In this instance, I am not

-..,
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1

us.
MR. MAHONEY:

2

Our group would very much

3

appreciate the Council at least submitting our plan to

4

EPA and let them decide on it.

5

should we be different than the state of Texas?

6

are in EPA Region 6.

That is our goal.

Why
They

What we are asking you for is exactly what

7
8

Texas submitted in March of '93 to EPA.

9

approved; it hasn't been disapproved.

It has not been
We are just

10

asking this Council for the same shot.

If EPA kicks it

11

out, we will come back to you; they will tell us why it

12

was kicked out, and we will work it out.

13

we will work it out with you.

I assure you

The reason we turned down the proposal from

14
15

Friday is Mr. Larry Byrum told us that every elevator in

16

the state of Oklahoma would have to file a Title V

17

permit.

18

We have been working since

19

MR. BYRUM:

20

MR. MAHONEY:

v.

Objection.
-- December of 1991 to stay out

21

of Title

22

program to keep us all out of Title V if our emissions

23

are below 100 tons.

24

25

In our proposal there's a certification

So that's what we couldn't understand from
Friday's meeting.

32
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1
2

MR. FISHBACK:

tons based on 70 percent -MR. MAHONEY:

3

4

If your emissions are under 100 >

want to.

5

No.

We can do that however you

In our proposal, yes, 70 percent.
MR. FISHBACK:

One thing that hasn't been

6

shared with the Council, I don't believe, and again

7

because we haven't been part of the ongoing process

8

between the industry and the staff, what has been EPA's

9

objections?

If I understood you right, Larry, you said

10

the staff's proposal and the industry's proposal had

11

been rejected by EPA.

12

MR. BYRUM:

13

MR. FISHBACK:

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

Yes.
What are their objections?

EPA says both rules -- their rule,

our rule -- as a relaxation of the SIP.

16

MR. FISHBACK:

17

MR. BYRUM:

Relative to opacity?

Relative to opacity and processed

18

weight.

19

they -- if they adopt the 70/30 split that we're

20

proposing in a rule, then their setting a precedent

21

nationwide.

22

practice of the Texas Air Control Board.

23

some problems.

24
25

They have some other problems, also.

It's not adopted in Texas; it's a rule of

I don't wish to speak for EPA.
letters.

If

So they have

We have

We can get EPA to come, et cetera, et cetera.
~\
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1

If I try to predict EPA, I fail.

But what I'm speaking

2

to is the things they have told us in phone

3

conversations in regards to this rule.
What we are trying to do is negotiate in good

4
5

faith with the industry and tell them the pitfalls that

6

lie ahead.

7

that we know EPA is not going to agree to.

8

simply not going to do any of us any good.

We're not opposed to sending something down

MR. FISHBACK:

9

But it is

Did I hear Dr. Parnell this

10

morning say that the gentleman he had talked to at

11

EPA -- I was looking for you; I see you there now.

12

gentleman he was talking to at EPA had indicated that

13

Region 6 did not have a problem with this identical

14

rule.

The

Is that correct?
DR. PARNELL:

15

Larry is telling you correct.

16

There's a difference in Texas in that we don't submit

17

our rule to be approved by EPA Region 6 -- pardon me, I

18

mean the practice.

19

unloading and load-out is not in the SIP.

20

our SIP.

21

disapprove that.

22

The process of using .3 pounds for
It's not in

They don't have the option to disallow or

What I said this morning was in talking with

23

TNRCC, there is no anticipated problem with EPA in terms

24

of how they permit grain elevators in the state of

25

Texas.
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1

MR. TARON:

And that's not.

2

DR. PARNELL:

Stan Meiburg is working on a

3

lawsuit that he lost out here on some kind of IMA

4

program someplace.

5

in EPA Region 6; he's Gerald's boss -- he's thinking

6

that this is only a Title V issue.

7

these people are talking Title

And I know most of

v.

But from my perspective it is also a grain dust

8

9

And he -- my concern with Stan is

explosion issue.

If you poor people put controls on and

10

they blow up, we're in trouble here.

We've got people

11

that are going to lose their lives in this issue.

12

it's a nuisance dust issue, and I'm concerned.
Now, I really think -- to correspond with

13

And

what~

14

Mike is saying here, I really think this is a unique

15

situation in regard to grain dust and grain elevators

16

in EPA Region 6.

17

can win that battle -- because of the grain dust

18

explosion problem.

I think this is one where this Council

If you're talking raw pressure, you're not

19
20

worried about grain dust explosion.

Most of these

21

industries you are not worried about it.

22

is going to increase the number of dust explosions, and

23

you're forced to put controls on, and you're going to do

24

it.

25

comply with the process weight limit.

This industry

Point six pounds per ton on unloading.

You cannot

It's absolutely
~
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1

impossible without controls.
You are forcing them to handle dust.

2

You are

3

going to increase the number of dust explosions.

4

is unique.

5

Region 6.

I think this one you can win with EPA

MR. FISHBACK:

6

This

Then a question for the staff

7

-- thank you.

8

have to force this rule to be part of our SIP, or can we

9

have a work practice standard like the state of Texas

10

does, where EPA does not have the right to disapprove

11

it?

12
13

14

The question for the staff is:

MR. KILPATRICK:

Do we

It will change the SIP.

We've

already got rules that are in the SIP.
MR. BYRUM:

Let me go back to the fact that

15

each state did how they did differently.

16

nuisance rule, for example.

17

that if the little lady in tennis shoes gets dust on her

18

porch, they go out.

19

elevator in Texas is permitted.

20
21
22

You heard Dr. Parnell say

He also said that every grain

If all of our elevators were permitted, we
probably wouldn't be here today.
DR. PARNELL:

Let me correct that, Larry.

23

all of grain elevators are permitted.

24

that are grandfathered in Texas.

25

Texas uses the

MR. BYRUM:

Okay.

Not

we have a number

But you have a number that
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1

are permitted,

2

But, anyway, there's a different way that

3

things are handled from state to state to state to

4

state.

5

We make a change here in a small portion, we

6

have to look at what it does in another portion, of our

7

total plan.

8

make a change here, they look at it in toto.

9

these folks are regulated by more than one rule.

And it's the same way with Texas:

10

are, what, at least five or six rules that are

11

applicable or maybe applicable to them.

12

MR. FISHBACK:

And Gary is correct.

If they
That's why
There

The reason

13

we can't do what Texas is doing is because the rules

14

currently applicable to the grain industry are in the

15

SIP --

16

MR. BYRUM:

And approved.

17

MR. FISHBACK:

And we know that for sure,

18

because you made the comment this morning that it is

19

difficult to tell what's in the SIP and what's approved.

20

We know for sure that those are part of the approved

21

SIPs.

22

MR. BYRUM:

23

MR. FISHBACK:

24

MR. BYRUM:

25

Yes.

These we happen to know.

All right.

The other thing that we have is ·

-

that if we choose to -- you all choose to pass the rule,
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1

okay?

You pass the rule:

The Board passes the rule.

2

The Governor signs the rule, and we send the package to

3

EPA.

4

becomes effective, then we are bound by the rule.

5

is not.

At the point the Board passes the rule and it
EPA

EPA will be enforcing under the approved SIP.

6
7

The approved SIP will be different than the rule we have

8

in place.
If we take that action, then there is a

9

chance~

10

a possibility -- they haven't done it; I don't know what

11

the possibilities are -- but there is a chance that they

12

may choose to take enforcement action if they disapprove

13

the rule.

14

that.

And I know some of you are familiar with

MS. SLAGELL:

15

Is this not where he's talking

16

about OSHA coming in and our chances of -- by changing

17

our SIP because of this?
MR. BYRUM:

18

OSHA -- really the only thing OSHA

19

has to do with this, as far as I can tell, is the

20

workers' safety, and that's why the controls --

21

basically the controls you have in place now, Mike, are

22

in place; is that not right?

23

OSHA?

24

MR. MAHONEY:

25

MR. FISHBACK:

For worker's safety and

That's the primary concern.
If the grain industry is willing
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1

to accept the possibility of enforcement because the

2

state rule violates an approved SIP -- let me rephrase

3

that.

4

possibility of enforcement because a state rule that we

5

would pass today violates an approved SIP?

6

industry willing to accept· that?

Is the grain industry willing to accept the

7

MR. MAHONEY:

8

MR. FISHBACK:

9

10

Is the

Yes, sir, we are.
Is that unanimous among all of

your representatives?
MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

I am Butch Meiburgen with

11

Johnston Grain.

12

question, and the reason being is that for three years

13

now we've been told that:

14

subchapter and present it and get our -- get it accepted

15

as our SIP or changed to the SIP.

16

I am sure I don't understand the

Let's write grain specific

Now I think what I'm hearing is:

Okay.

You

17

guys go ahead and pass it, but now we're not going to

18

present it as a change to our SIP.

19

~

Also, all along we have been told to present

20

you with the best available technology.

21

we're trying to do.

22

technology available, I don't know why that is not

23

debatable with the EPA or, you know, why we can't prove

24

our point with the EPA.

25

That's what

And in lieu of not being any other

MR. FISHBACK:

I think Mr. Byrum said he is
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1

willing to present this to EPA as a SIP revision, but

2

the chances are fairly high that they would disapprove

3

it.

4

operating under that rule, the probability of

5

enforcement exists.

6

MR. BYRUM:

7

offer on the table.

8
9
10
11

And once it's disapproved, if their are facilities

I think we've already had that

MR. FISHBACK:

And if the industry is willing

to accept that risk, then I think it's reasonable to, as
this gentleman suggested, pursue it directly with EPA.
MR. KILPATRICK:

I don't agree with that.

12

There's a lot of other issues.

13

proposal and compare it to the staff's proposal, there

14

is a lot of issues that still -- as Council members have

15

not been worked out.

16

just applies to grain elevators or not applies.

17

If you take their

There's the issue of whether it

They basically want -- they propose going all

18

the way back to NSPS, dropping out opacity.

19

rule-making procedure is based on opacity.

20

like Texas.

21

just arbitrarily now take an industry and say:

22

not going to apply opacity to this industry.

23

We have done things different.

Our whole
It is not
We can't
We're

There's a lot of issues that to me that no

24

way I would at all vote to accept what the grain

25

industry has put on the table, without probably a week's
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1

worth of hearings to straight out all of these issues

2

and understand what the ramifications are.

3

What we've relied on, I think, is a council

4

that's for the industry and for the staff to get

5

together and hopefully to come up with an agreement and

6

proposal that they can make to us that jointly they can

7

justify to us why we ought to accept it and submit it to

8

EPA.
I don't care whether we think EPA is going to

9
10

pass it or not.

But I want to be sure when I pass it

11

that I know that I think it's the best thing to be

12

doing.

13

and no way agree that we ought to,

14

industry wants to propose we pass their thing and run it

15

down to EPA and give it a whirl.

16

regulatory action at all.

And I don't think we're anywhere near that stage
just because the

~.

That's not good

17

There is a lot of things in there I agree with.

18

I think there's a strong case for reducing some of these

19

things.

20

language.

21

work out language we think might be acceptable.

22

But that doesn't mean we just pass that
We would have to sit here for a long time to

I'm strongly in favor that there needs to be
I certainly have heard or heard earlier this

23

more work.

24

morning, Larry mentioned that one of the reasons we

25

asked for a study on opacity -- I realize it wasn't a
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1

protocol and from a practical standpoint you don't know

2

what to do -- but I can certainly understand if we're

3

going to relax opacity standards for this industry,

4

we've got to have some basis when we do that on why

5

we've done that.

6

It can't just be:

Well, we thought it was a

7

good idea.

8

in the state of Oklahoma tramping in here wanting us to

9

relax opacity standards just because they think it would

10
11

Because we are going to have every industry

be great for them too.
So I can certainly understand why the staff and

12

Mark Coleman were suggesting that there had to be

13

opacity studies.

14

I can understand that it's hard for the

15

industry to accept:

16

that just says you've got to sit down and talk some

17

more -- that's all that says -- and figure out what

18

you're going to do, what the study is going to do.

19

We don't know what to do.

Well,

No, I guess I would have to say I am not in

20

favor at all of passing any regulation just because we

21

think we ought to send it down there.

22

MR. MAHONEY:

Please understand, we have no

23

problem with the national Clean Air Act.

24

problem with all of those regulations.

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

Well, I do.

We have no
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1

MR. MAHONEY:

Our problem is the existing

stat~

2

code.

3

we shouldn't be held to something that was done back in

4

the early '70s that we are all out of compliance with

5

every day.

6

to change that SIP plan.

7

And if there's any fairness left iri this world,

If there's any fairness, we ought to be able

I don't care if it is EPA Region 1 through 6,

8

whatever, this is still the United States of America,

9

and there ought to be a process of bringing things up to

10

the 1990s.

11

MR. KILPATRICK:

I agree with you, but I don't

12

think the process you're suggesting, that we just pass

13

what you've got on the table, is the right one, becausf~

14

I will guarantee you it will get disapproved.
What I'm suggesting is if we want -- and we've

15
16

gone all the way to national EPA and won on industry.

17

And one of the few states that I know of that's done

18

that.

19

knew every issue why we were going to do that and why we

20

thought that was the best thing for the industry and the

21

best thing for the people of Oklahoma.

22

have our facts down.

23

near that on this piece of regulation.

24
25

But we did it because we had our facts, and we

MS. TILLMAN:

But we had to

And I don't think we are anywhere

I don't know that that's even

true, because taking everything we've heard here today
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1

and reading the literature, I'm not so sure it's not all

2

there:

We just haven't seen it pulled together yet.
And that's one of the sad things.

3

I think this

4

came to us way before its time.

5

already.

6

it -- when you are calling in -- when you're daring EPA

7

to come enforce on you, I have seen that fail.

8
9

I agree that it's been too long.

But passing

MR. MAHONEY:

We're not worried about that at

MS. TILLMAN:

Well, I am glad you're not, but

all.

10

11

there is a reality.

12

upon when it did happen.

13
14

It's been two years

I was one of the people enforced

They are absolutely right.

When you go to EPA

with something, you need your facts.

15

MR. MAHONEY:

But, ma'am, the way the process

16

has been explained to us, if EPA kicks it back, we have

17

a time period to come to the Council and get the plan

18

back up to specs.

19

told us.

20

That's what Mr. Byrum and Doyle have

We are just asking for the chance -MS. TILLMAN:

If you're in noncompliance,

21

you're in noncompliance.

22

Larry can extend to you.

23

MR. BYRUM:

There's no grace period that

EPA generally on a rule can

24

retroactively give a period of time to work on it, but

25

if you're in noncompliance, again, she's got a point.
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2

MR. MAHONEY:

MR. BYRUM:

Any other questions for

Mr. Mahoney?
MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

5
6

Ms. Tillman.

7

suggest the industry do --

second.

10
11

I have one for

Butch Meiburgen again.

MR. BYRUM:

8
9

Than~

you.

3

4

I guess I will stop there.

What would you

Butch, would you hold just a

They've got to change the tape.
(A short interruption was had in the

proceeding.)

12

MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

What would you suggest

13

that the industry do?

14

Council with our documentation.

15

the March meeting.

16

staff has read all of the documentation.

17

we're still apart on one of the issues.

18

percent issue where, you know, we're willing to live

19

with the 70 percent adjustment, even though the

20

information we have indicates maybe a 98 percent

21

adjustment.

22

We were told to present the
we did that prior to

we still do not believe that the
That is why
That's this 70

You keep making the comment that we've come to

23

you too early.

Well, how do you pull teeth, you know?

24

How do you get them to read the information or all of

25

it?
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1

Another question, also, is on method 9.

I

2

don't think, you know -- now this is what I've been told

3

on opacity.

4

to be six consecutive minutes.

5

emission for six consecutive minutes.

6

So DEQ has told us:

We have been told to read opacity, it has
we don't have an

Okay.

We will stop at the

7

stop watch, and then we will start it, and then we'll

8

stop it, and then we'll start it.

9

You know, that's something we don't know about either on

10
11

Is this accurate?

opacity.
Also, there's a point of your double plumes.

12

on the points that we can't live with opacity, it's the

13

point of the double plume and the fugitive versus

14

process emissions.

15
16
17

MS. TILLMAN:

Okay.

To answer your first

question first.
For the Council to make a decision on these

18

items, it is here to soon.

19

to decide except for the fact,

20

we start a committee to maybe help you guys come to a

21

conclusion and be a part of that as it develops into one

22

presentation, instead of two.

23

MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

24
25

There's nothing here for us
like our Chair said, that

That's been our goal all

along to come with one.
MS. TILLMAN:

If we can assist in that process
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1

2

that's great.
MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

3

would appreciate it.

4

DR. HUGHES:

I believe our industry

I don't -- I've just tried to sit

5

here and be quiet, which is unusual for me, but I don't

6

think there's a person on the Council that's not

7

sympathetic to your plight.

8

person on the Council that hasn't tried to listen and

9

understand all sides of the issue.

10
11

I don't think there is a

And I can understand

why everybody may be a little frustrated at this point.
But I think Mr. Kilpatrick has a good point.

12

When we get through with whatever it is that we're

13

getting ready to do, we want to be sure that your

14

industry is served well; we can turn around to other

15

industries and feel like we can face them with the same

16

kinds of approaches that we've afforded you, not to

17

mention the private citizens that might come in and

18

maybe want some of the changes to go in the reverse

19

direction.

20

if you want to look at it that way.

21

We have to sit here and balance both causes,

But I don't think that there's a person up here

22

that is not sympathetic to your plight, and I don't

23

think that any of us are unwilling to try to help you

24

find some ground.

25

I guess my words to you is:

At this point is

-..,
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1

not a good time to back off and throw rocks at one

2

another, because we've got a very, very difficult

3

situation, and I can understand that harvest is getting

4

ready to start and people are going to have 19,000 other

5

things to be worrying about.
I would suggest,

6

just from my standpoint, that

7

it might be wise to just back off from this thing a

8

little while.

9

gets personal.

Sometimes we get too close to it, and it
When you spend the amount of hours that

10

everybody has spent here, whether you be a member of the

11

industry or member of the staff, and you're not getting

12

anywhere, maybe a cooling-off period would not be too

13

bad.

14

And I would like to entertain the thought that

15

we do have a working committee within the Council and

16

the grain industry and the staff to sit down and try to.

17

work through some rather rigorous calculations and

18

technical issues, and let's see if we can't create

19

something that all of us feel like we can support that

20

we can go home and go to bed at night and feel like

21

we've done what we think is correct.

22
23

MR TARON:

You make that in the form of a

motion, Mike?

24

DR. HUGHES:

25

MR.

BY~UM:

I think we have
You have several more to hear from.
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1

MS. TILLMAN:

2

second question?

3

comment and question?

Would that take care of your

Would that take care of your second

4

MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

5

MR. BYRUM:

That will suffice.

We didn't offer an opportunity for

6

the Council or the audience to ask questions of

7

Mr. Mahoney.

8

Anyone wish to ask questions of Mr. Mahoney?

9

Thank you.

Phil Kenkel.

10

We have several more to go.

11

MR. KENKEL:

o.s.u.

Phil Kenkel, Department of Ag

12

Economics

13

clarification on what's been called the

14

Study or the Mass Balance Study, and I guess in

15

reference to the fact why that wasn't done.

16

Just want a couple points of

o.s.u. Strict

Just to kind of go back through the chronology:

17

We submitted that on January 25th and heard back on

18

February 14th from DEQ.

19

total strength of handling process of grain, and we

20

tried to identify the moisture and tried to identify

21

what was swept up -- in other words, what was

22

accountable

23

left was an upper limit.

24

determined it of the amount of grain dust that could be.

25

It was designed to measure the

and assume that would be whatever was
And that's the way we

DEQ indicated they had about four concerns,
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1

that is, what they would look at when they were doing

2

their results.

Two of them I guess would seem to be

3

philosophical.

One was that they wanted to consider the

4

results, whether they were higher or lower than the

5

AP-42 estimate.

6

the 8.6 pounds per ton.

7

course, that that would only be a facilitywide estimate.

8

There would be no way to determine what was coming from

9

each process.

And at this time we are working with
And they also point out, of

10

And then they had two concerns that really

11

related to the timing of it, that wondered how much

12

variation we could get in grades of grain and the fact

13

of how much it affected the bins.

14

full.

15

near full bins.

The bins would not be

We were working with near empty bins rather than

16

Those last two, of course, were a problem

17

because there's not very much grain left in any of the

18

elevators at this point.
As I said, that happened on February 14th.

19

And

20

it was just decided that -- again, our position was that

21

we didn't want to conduct the study until both sides

22

were in agreement how it was going to be used, and

23

February 14th was not enough time before the Council

24

meeting.

25

So that's why the study did not take place.
It is kind of a crude study in that you could
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1

possibly have as much as 40 pounds of moisture lost in

2

that handling of grain that we would be trying to

3

account for.

4

limit on 8.6 pounds, it still seemed like maybe

5

something could provide some information.

So when we are trying to put an upper

And so we get down to now if we were thinking

6
7

about one pound of grain and trying to put an upper

8

limit on it, it would be more difficult, I guess, to get

9

that kind of accuracy.
But

10

o.s.u.

still would be glad in any way we

11

can to assist in providing unbiased information in any

12

way this process goes by.

13

what the proposed study did and why it didn't happen.

14

And basically it was because, I guess, from the

15

combination of the grain left in the industry and the

16

short time that we would have had to conduct that before

17

the March 8th meeting.
MR. BYRUM:

18
19

I

just did want to comment on

Excuse me.

~

Questions for

Mr. Kenkel?
MR. FISHBACK:

20

Is it the consensus now of the

21

staff and the industry that this study would have value

22

and would be useful or not?

23

MR. BYRUM:

24
25

staff.

I don't see many people from the

Debbie, do have a comment on that?
MS. PERRY:

I think we would still be
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1

interested in seeing the results of it.
MR. BYRUM:

2

I believe we would still be

3

interested in your participating.

I believe that there

4

is information that can be gained that is indicative of

5

Oklahoma industry.
What we would like to do is sit down and talk

6
7

with the industry and with

8

set up.

o.s.u.

about how that can be

We did provide comments back to them.
We understand the timing with the harvest

9
10

season coming up, this is something that we would have

11

to look at and might have to occur after the harvest

12

season.

13

the harvest season, because they are going probably --

14

don't know what speed you go on -- but full tilt I would

15

think.

16

I understand it would be very difficult during

But it's still something I think that could

17

produce some useful information.

18

Oklahoma-specific.

19

can utilize to go to Dallas to plead their case, once

20

again.

21

I

MR. KENKEL:

And it would be

We believe that that's something we

Again, let me reiterate.

The

22

essential point to work out would be that it would

23

function as an upper limit.

24

was not clear that that was their concern, I guess, when

25

the industry looked at the response.

And so the fact -- and that
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MR. BYRUM:

Correct.

We would want -- we woulu'

o.s.u.,

2

like to sit down with the industry and with

3

considering them to be to experts in this, and look at

4

setting the parameters for the study to be done.

5

6

7

And we sent comments back preparatory to doing
that type of thing, I would think.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Well, it seemed to me, though,

8

in one statement you made, you're dealing with such a

9

wide range of moisture that when you start reducing down

10

to what we're considering now a pound, the accuracy

11

might not be any good.

12

You know.

And I just want the staff or anybody

13

that might have to spend any time or money on this

14

thing, is what would you use it for?

15

is it at all?

16

17
18

.........

I mean, what good

Because, you know, the accuracy of it wouldn't
get to any point that we're after.
MR. FISHBACK:

Well, it depends on how

19

accurately the moisture content can be measured.

20

concern is:

21

a shrink of 40, that easily masks it.

22

loss due to moisture loss alone can be accurately

23

measured, then you can be pretty precise about what's

24

left over.

25

His

If you're looking for one pound and you've

MR. KENKEL:

But if the weight

We would attempt to account for
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1

that 40, but we would be less confident accounting for

2

the 40 when we were worrying about one versus -MR. BYRUM:

3

And we understand those realities.

4

And I would say probably before a study such as this

5

would be even -- would move forward very far, we would

6

have lengthy discussions on what they believe their

7

ability to measure the moisture, et cetera, et cetera,

8

would be.

9

Other questions?

10
11

MS. HINKLE:

I don't remember.

Who's incurring

the expense of this study?

12

MR. KENKEL:

The industry agreed to incur the

13

major expense, and then we would just provide personnel

14

from

15

the industry would actually support, which a substantial

16

amount of money could move that much grain.

o.s.u.

17
18

so it's an unfunded study from

MR. BYRUM:

o.s.u.

that

Any other questions from the

Council?
MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

19

Butch Meiburgen again.

20

don't know if you heard what Phil said.

This was -- we

21

are trying to do this study prior to the March 8th

22

meeting.

23

number.

24

doesn't even equal the 8.6 pounds, let alone your dust

25

emissions.

This is in dispute of the 8.6 pounds per ton
Because industrywide shrink, the total shrink

I
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1

That's what we had proposed that study for

2

before we pursued other avenues, as in having the

3

Council come out and tour the elevator; those types of

4

things.

5

Also, you know, the industry would like to see
~-

6

the study

7

the air quality standpoint now -- just to show the

8

managers in the industry the importance of shrink in a

9

country elevator.

10
11

I don't think it has anything to do with

MR. BYRUM:
you.

B.J. Medley.

Other comments or questions?

Thank

I believe B.J. is no longer here.

12

Rick Treeman.

13

MR. TREEMAN:

I'm Rick Treeman with Johnston

14

Grain Company.

15

is not going to be in any orderly fashion.

16

would like the Council to do is permit us to have Tom

17

O'Connors presentation from last time, the March 8th

18

meeting, be allowed to be entered into the record.

19

that possible?

20
21
22
23

~

I been taking notes all along, so this

MR. BYRUM:

One thing I

Is

I believe it was entered in the

record as part of the last meeting.
MR. TREEMAN:

That meeting, from what I

understand, never occurred because of lack of a quorum.

24

MR. BYRUM:

25

MR. DOUGHTY:

Dennis?
Larry, I think it would be okay
~
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1

if it were referenced in the record and copies were made

2

available to anybody in the public that wanted to look

3

at it and comment on it and hear that particular

4

commentary.

5

MR. TREEMAN:

One other thing before I go a

6

little further:

7

so if there are any other questions that might be

8

addressed to

9

10
11

Dr. Parnell has to leave real shortly,

MR. BYRUM:

Dr. Parnell will be called on next,

so you're dependent on how long.
MR. TREEMAN:

Okay.

I'll be quick.

12

I'll be quick.

13

couple of questions to ask you.

I promise

Just a couple of people have asked me a

14

One of the things that you all said concerned

15

you about our rule and EPA's lack of okaying our rules

16

is going to be a relaxation of our existing SIP.

17

it possible to change our SIP on a 20 percent opacity or

18

on a process weight, or have we just be doing this for

19

the last 2 1/2 or three years for nothing?

20

possible to do?

21
22
23
24
25

MR. BYRUM:

So is

Is that even

What you're attempting to do right

now is make a change in the SIP.
MR. TREEMAN:

Correct.

But any change that we

do in order -MR. BYRUM:

If we scientifically change the
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1

SIP, for example, we had mentioned earlier that you ha6

2

in your load-out facility there are concerns for

3

explosions; there are concerns for health; there:s

4

concerns for this, that, and the other.
As I mentioned to you Friday, I believe it was,

5
6

if we come up with that kind of information, then EPA

7

can, has a justification -- much the same as we've done

8

in other rules -- to relax the SIP in this one specific

9

area and hold it firm in other areas.

10

If we just unilaterally relax it, then we have

11

a problem with everyone in the world wanting a

12

relaxation in their specific case.

13

justification for it.

We need

14

To answer your question simply:

15

MR. TREEMAN:

Okay.

It's possible.

That answered my question.

16

I have been working real close with the staff, and I

17

wanted to let you know that.

18

adversarial role at all.

19

each other and have gotten a lot accomplished.

20

say that.

We have not been in an

We have worked real close with
I will

Doyle and Debbie are both to be commended.

21

Basically, back in October, Debbie Perry and I

22

got together to see what it would be like to permit one

23

of our facilities and found out due to existing state

24

rules, we cannot be granted a permit to operate.

25

that really expedited what we're trying to do at this

And
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1

point, because every day since then and every day we

2

operate we are -- a lot of us are in violation of state

3

rules and that's under process weight and that's under

4

opacity.
And that's one of the reasons we've had an

5
6

urgency on this, and we've tried to work toward that

7

same goal.

8
9

Second thing, we tried to address some of these
issues with a parallel document, you know, the things

10

that we provided were things as far as directives,

11

calculations of emissions, and things like that that

12

were not intended to be a part of the rule nor a portion

13

of the SIP.

14

our portion, in our rule where we defined emissions

15

points, the emission adjustments and things like that;

16

the protocol, the

17

Similar to what Texas has done.

o.s.u.

That's in

protocol.

The one thing that I have a concern about, and

18

I think Ms. Perry did a good job in critiquing the stuff

19

that we had, but she keeps referring to aerodynamic mean

20

particulate or something like that.

21

And the fact is -- and the bottom says we

22

wished we had that protocol.

That protocol is not going

23

to give us any of that information.

24

something that we were looking at to fund as an

25

industry.

And that is

But as time goes on, the less and less
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1

applicable I think that protocol is going to be to this

2

cause, as far as air emissions go.
Another area of concern of mine is the feed

3
4

mills and the seed processors are once again out of the

5

picture in their draft, the draft you got this morning.
They've been a very integral portion of going

6
7

through this, and I apologize -- excuse me -- because I

8

just recently got some particulate sizes done of various

9

feed ingredients.

Feed ingredients are unique in one

10

thing.

11

are going to be in.

12

any more, for the most part.

13

sizes on the products that will be ground.

14

Normally they come in the smallest state they
You don't grind a feed ingredient
We've got the particulate
~

The process weight table that Texas uses is

15

about half as stringent as ours.

16

it's been modeled from California and Arizona.

17

back up there.

18

some type of an adjustment to AP-42, because the process

19

weight table uses bad numbers to calculate those process

20

weights, or emissions from those processors.

21

the AP-42 numbers.

If I'm not mistaken
We're

That's one of the reasons we do need

And that's

22

One other thing, and the last thing I guess I'm

23

going to talk about, some of the other industries -- and

24

I understand your concern if you relax it to us you're

25

going to have to justify it to others.

Some of the
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1

other industries on opacity, whether it be coal, rock,

2

things like that, wood, you can use water on a lot of

3

those.

We can't use water.

4

amount,

just a very minor amount.

5

away with water.

6

weight to the grain.

7

I mean, a very minor
But FGIS is doing

That's altering the grain, adding

So we're really tied as far as some of the

8

controls we can utilize without increasing these dust

9

levels to the minimum explosive concentration.

10

That's all I've got.

11

MR. BYRUM:

12

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

13

MR. TREEMAN:

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

Mr. Treeman?

I appreciate your time.

Questions for Mr. Treeman?
What's FGIS?

Federal Grain Inspection Service.
Questions from the Council for

Any other questions from the audience?

16

Thank you, sir.

17

MR. TREEMAN:

18

MR. BYRUM:

19

DR. PARNELL:

Thank you.
Dr. Parnell.
Just a few comments.

We do use

20

our process weight limit in Texas very extensively on

21

cotton ginning and grain elevators, etc.

22

process weight limit is about twice what you have in the

23

state of Oklahoma.

24
25

But that

I think that's a problem you have in this state
with regard to agricultural industries.

I would like to
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1

say that EPA is not above that and not all-powerful.

2

We've taken them on and we've won some battles.

3

battles we took on when I was on the Texas Air Control

4

Board were taken on because we were looking out for the

5

best interest of not only the industry but the citizens

6

of the state of Texas, and we were successful.

7

think you can be in Oklahoma.

And I

Let me stop right there and see if there's any

8
9

Those

question.

10

MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Dr. Parnell?

11

MR. KILPATRICK:

This is the only question I

12

have.

13

calculation, but it seems to be a big impediment here.

14

What in your opinion -- obviously we have to look at our

15

system that we have here in Oklahoma.

16

in essence, say, increase our process weight limits,

17

what is the trade off from EPA's standpoint?

18

the other control factors that it ties in with?

19

I am not up to speed on this process weight

DR. PARNELL:

~

But if we were to

What is

Process weight is an alternative

20

control measure for regulatory agency to use.

If you

21

take in so many tons of product and you take out so many

22

tons of product, whatever is the difference between

23

those two, there's a certain limit of what you can be in

24

compliance or noncompliance with that.

25

method a regulatory agency can use to control the

And it's a
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And it's used extensively in what we call

1

industry.

2

Reg 1 in Texas on ag industries.

3

It helps develop emissions factors.

We don't

4

disuse EPA's AP-42, as you well know after my discussion

5

this morning, emission factors.

6

emission factors on some industries that are half of

7

what AP-42 states.

8

They are allowed.

In fact, we use

That's a two-way story, I

9

might add; because if you come back and look at a low

10

emission factor it also limits the concentration that

11

can come out of that system in terms of dust control.

12

And so if you get into a situation where you say you

13

have a permitted allowable here of, say, one pound per

14

ton, and they're emitting more than one pound per ton,

15

they are in violation of that.

16

be subject to fines.

17

Texas.

18

And they can in effect

And we have had this situation in

So it's not a simple process.
Let me commend the Chairman here and the

19

Council.

20

in some mediatory process to come up with something

21

that's going to benefit the citizens in the state of

22

Texas (sic) I think is an excellent idea.

23

you can be successful in that regard.

24
25

I think the idea of having Council be involved

And I think

I think there's a little bit of concern on my
part -- I hope I don't have to see you folks anymore --
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1

about being defensive on the part of your staff, and I

2

think you have an excellent staff, but the tendency to

3

try to defend EPA's numbers, which are absolutely

4

horrendous.

5

those numbers.

There's no possible way that you can defend
And wanting to defend EPA.

I see EPA as one tier that you have to work

6
7

with, by law, and yet they make mistakes, and if they

8

have in AP-42 in grain elevators, they need to be called

9

to the carpet and they need to find a way to correct

10

that.

11

MR. BYRUM:

12

MS. TILLMAN:

Other questions for Dr. Parnell?
I hope you didn't take it that

13

we were defending EPA.

14

when we go to present these to EPA that we want the

15

principal measures to be accurate.

I think what we are saying is

16

DR. PARNELL:

I think the difference --

17

Ms. Tillman; is that correct?

18

MS. TILLMAN:

Yes.

19

DR. PARNELL:

-- in -- when I was on the Board

20

in Texas, we had much less contact with Region 6 in

21

terms of would you approve this or would you approve

22

that.

23

You very seldom ever heard that.
We went on several situations practically.

24

have a dual permitting system in Texas:

25

permitting system and federal permitting systems.

We

The state
And

-._
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1

EPA says you can't do it, and we did it anyway.

Because

2

that was the only way we can get it to work in Texas.
We have some 4,000 fellow operators of this

3
4

kind.

5

on that topic and since I am on the record, I would like

6

to make this comment.

7

Lois, Mike, Kathryn, Thomas, and David, which are all

8

agricultural engineers I had the opportunity to teach

9

that now are on the permit engineering staff at TNRCC.

10

11

We have some additional 200 engineers.

I want to mention Anna, Richard,

And, so, Mr. Byrum, when you go to looking for
engineers, we have some real good engineers in Texas.

12

(Laughter from the audience.)

13

MR. BYRUM:

I think probably a couple of the

o.s.u. want to put a pitch in too.

14

fellows from

15

we're going to have to give them equal time.

16

While I'm

DR. PARNELL:

So

One of those young fellows is a

17

graduate of Texas A&M too.

18

you at Jim?

Stand up, Jim.

Where are

He is standing up.

19

(Laughter from the audience.)

20

But, Ms. Tillman, I wasn't saying that the

21
22
23
24
25

Council was defending EPA.
MS. TILLMAN:

We don't really have a problem

with going up against them.
DR. PARNELL:

Sure.

Exactly.

Some discussion

between the staff and the Oklahoma Grain and Feed.

My

627(
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1

perception is that there's a tendency of your staff to

2

want to be defending EPA, and that's a perception I

3

have.

4

And maybe it's incorrect.
So I think that the goal here is to come up

5

with something that is going to benefit the system of

6

the state of Oklahoma, whether it be the industry.

7

the same time there is an obligation to protect the

8

public.

9

that's going to be workable from the standpoint of your

At

So you've got to come up with something here

10

staff, and you don't want to impose something on your

11

staff, because that's the worst thing to possibly do.

12

I've been there before; you don't want to do that.

13

Yet at the same time you want to do something

14

that's going to be beneficial to the citizens and the

15

industry in the state.

16

important part of your state.

17

MR. BYRUM:

18

~

And the grain industry is an

Any other questions for

Dr. Parnell?

19

(No response.)

20

Thank you, sir.

21

Joe Neal Hampton.

22

MR. HAMPTON:

Thank you.

I am Joe Neal Hampton

23

with the Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association.

I will be

24

very brief and just say that, Mr. Chairman, I think your

25

idea of the committee and the Council working with our
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1

committee and with the staff, we believe, is an

2

excellent idea.

3

mind and while I've still got some industry people

4

available the next month, we would like to go ahead, if

5

we could, and pursue this further and see what we could

6

end up on this.

7

But while it's fresh on everybody's

And also we would like to know from the staff

8

that on the delay process, about how many Oklahoma

9

elevators possibly would have to fill out a Title V

10

permit, or is there possibly some way if we were in one

11

of that industry that was delayed could there be one

12

application for everybody?

13

MR. BYRUM:

14

MR. HAMPTON:

15

There could not be -Simplify the application at the

same time.
MR. BYRUM:

16

I think, as we told you Friday,

17

that we would work with you in every means possible to

18

simplify the application.

19

but -- I'm talking to my staff -- but you do not get the

20

protection of the permit shield and some of the other

21

advantages unless you do individual applications.

22

I'm not sure that a generic application is allowed at

23

all.

24

of an application as possible.

25

Correct me if I'm wrong,

And

However, we would work with you to make as simple

I think there has been a misstatement in the
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1

fact that it has been said that you have to obtain a

2

permit.

3

permit, and it be deemed administratively complete.
MR. HAMPTON:

4
5

That's not the case.

MR. BYRUM:

7

MR. HAMPTON:

No.

Not that I'm aware of.

Could you check?

We'd appreciate

it.

9
10

Is there any way to do one permit

for the whole works?

6

8

You have to apply for a

MR. BYRUM:
Doyle?

11

We'll sure check.

Anybody--

Dennis?
MR. McWHIRTER:

The only thing that comes to my

12

mind.

13

that. comes to my mind is a general permit, and that's

14

basically where you develop a permit that is applicable

15

to a general category of sources such as grain elevators

16

and then you go before a public hearing and in turn as

17

part of the public hearing, you know, to meet all of the

18

requirements of the part 7.

19

Doyle McWhirter for the staff.

MR. BYRUM:

The only thing
·~

I don't believe that we would be

20

able to cover all of your industry under that because

21

you have some that are going to pop out of that.

22

on a second --

Hang

I'm trying to recall the language

23

MR. DOUGHTY:

24

of the Clean Air Act.

25

individual or owner-operator to submit these

I think the burden is on the
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1

applications.

2

all -- unless it's under a general permit.

3

I don't think you can do it in mass at

MR. BYRUM:

That's my recollection of it, and

4

I'm not sure we could do every one of your industries

5

under that.

We could do a large portion of it.

6

Questions from the Council for Mr. Hampton?

7

MR. HAMPTON:

8

MR. BYRUM:

9

Thank you for your time.
Any questions from the audience for

Mr. Hampton?

10

MR. CASSIDY:

11

Company in Frederick.

12

way our staff deals with EPA.

13

it to an IRS audit.

14

you don't volunteer all the information that you've got.

15

You give them what they need to know and do your best.

16

Mike Cassidy, .Cassidy Grain
Joe Calvin just related to the
I kind of like to compare

When you're dealing with the IRS,

What I would like to do is ask the staff to

17

take more of a defensive when dealing with this industry

18

and back us up when dealing with the EPA.

19
20

21

MR. BYRUM:

Any further questions for

Mr. Hampton?
MS. PERRY:

Debbie Perry.

I was just going to

22

ask if you have any idea how many elevators might be

23

over that 6 1/2 million.

24
25

MR. HAMPTON:

I don't recall really.

we could probably work on that.

I'm sure

I'm sure we would be
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1

willing to work with you to find out, but I can't answer...:

2

that.
MR. TREEMAN:

3

4

many -- what's your emission factor?
MS. PERRY:

5

6

It's based on approximately a

pound.

7

MR. TREEMAN:

8

MR. BYRUM:

9

Was that 6 1/2 based on how

One pound.

Okay.

We would also -- Joe, to any extent

that you are able to effect this, we would also like to

10

know how many grain elevators are in Oklahoma.

11

of them are members of your association, and there's a

12

lot of them that I think are going to have problems that

13

are totally unaware.
MR. HAMPTON:

14

Not all

I would say between us and the

15

co-ops, Triangle Co-op Service and Co-op Council, there

16

would be 98 percent.

17

MR. BYRUM:

18

MR. HAMPTON:

Okay.
And those -- and I could --

19

between Dan and I, we have a list of every facility,

20

whether a member of ours or not.

21

the word to them one way or the other.
MR. BYRUM:

22
23
24

25

Okay.

I'm sure we would get

You have one other question

here.
MR. FISHBACK:
of general permits.

I think I can clarify the issue

This is Section 504(0).

It is very
.-.,,
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1

short, so I will read it into the record:

2

permitting authority may, after notice and opportunity

3

for public hearing, issue a general

4

numerous similar sources.

5

comply with all requirements applicable to permits under

6

this Title" -- meaning Title V

7

a general permit shall thereby be relieved from the

8

obligation to file an application under Section 503,"

9

which means a Title V application.

perrni~

"The

covering

Any general permit shall

"no source covered by

"The general permit

10

is a paper work expedition -- expediting method for

11

issuing the permits, not for applying for the

12

application."

13

MR. HAMPTON:

So if we were on this delayed

14

list, every elevator that carne in would have to apply

15

for a Title V permit.

16

MR. FISHBACK:

17

hundred ton threshold.

18
19

MR. HAMPTON:

That's right.

Based on potential to emit, and

that's every elevator in the state.

20

MR. FISHBACK:

21

MR. BYRUM:

Even with the one pound limit?

We don't believe that's the case

22

with the one pound limit, Joe.

23

MR. HAMPTON:

24
25

That was over the

There are would be a lot of them

based on 365 days a year.
MR. BYRUM:

Debbie, you said it's over --

b27/
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MS. PERRY:

1

That's where I was getting the

2

6 1/2 million per year.

3

approximate.

That would be kind of

4

MR. TREEMAN:

We would have to look it up.

5

MR. HAMPTON:

Yes, we would have to take a look

6
7

at it.
MR. FISHBACK:

Let me offer a suggestion in

8

responding to potential to emit issue.

9

obvious that they are not operating 8760 hours a year

10

and I think this has been discussed before -- you can

11

write into your permit application an enforceable

12

condition to restrict yourselves to a certain number of

13

hours of operation that will thereby reduce your

14

potential to emit.

15

Since it is

~

And I don't know what the permitting authority

16

would think, but if you were to -- you don't want to

17

pick 12 hours a day, because there might be days when

18

you need to run 24; and you don't want to pick 168 hours

19

a week, because there might be periods of time when you

20

need to exceed that.

21

or 5500 hours a year or 7200 hours a year, it might give

22

you the flexibility to do what you need to do and still

23

bring your potential to emit down.

But if you pick 6000 hours a year

24

That's an approach you need to --

25

MR. HAMPTON:

We looked at that as well as
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1

three foot, but we felt like two foot was probably --

2

MR. FISHBACK:

3

MR. HAMPTON:

4

That's mainly what most other

states are doing, is 3 foot.

5

MR. FISHBACK:

6

MR. BYRUM:

7

Okay.

Mr. Hampton?

Okay.

Any other questions for

Thank you.

8

Lisa Rodgers.

9

MS. RODGERS:

I'm Lisa Rodgers, Program

10

Director of the American Lung Association of Green

11

Country, Oklahoma.

12

here today to make a specific recommendation for policy

13

action.

14

testimonials concerning the lung health effects

15

associated with inhaling grain dust.

16

copies.

The American Lung Association is not

I would however like to present two

And I do have

17

(Passing out copies.)

18

The first one is by Martin H. Welch, M.D.,

19

Professor of Medicine, Pulmonary Disease and Critical

20

Care Section, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences

21

Center.

22

"The effects of silica dust exposure on the

23

lungs are well characterized.

This dust causes a

24

distinctive disease called silicosis, which can be

25

recognized by the changes it produces in the chest
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1

radiograph and the pulmonary function tests.

2

measures are likewise well understood and defined.
11

3

Preventit .... "

Grain dust, in contrast, contains a number of

4

injurious substances which produce an increase in the

5

presence of a variety of symptoms which are nonspecific

6

and which also occur in people who are not grain dust

7

workers.

8

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and allergic

9

alveolitis.

10

These include chronic bronchitis, asthma,

11

In addition to these lung diseases, grain

11

workers are subject to rhinitis, conjunctivitis, and

12

dermatitis, and to a febrile flulike illness known as

13

grain fever.

14
15
16

11

.-...

..

In most cases, the chest radiograph is not

abnormal in these conditions.
11

Grain dust contains a number of substances

17

which may produce these disorders by way of an allergic

18

reaction, but the mechanisms are incompletely

19

understood.

20

particles and bacteria, may be involved.

21

silicosis, there appears to be a great deal of variation

22

in the sensitivity of individual workers to the

23

components of grain dust.

24
25

11

The grain itself, as well as fungus
In contrast to

Because of these major differences between the

health effects of silica and grain dust exposure, there
~
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1

has been a great deal of interest over the past two

2

decades in developing environmental control practices

3

specific to grain dust.

4

"In Canada where the problem has been well

5

recognized, control measures involving bag filter

6

systems have been designed with a goal of reducing dust

7

levels to 10 milligrams per cubic meter.

8
9

"Because of unique characteristics of grain
dust and its well recognized effects on health of grain

10

workers, it is recommended that the environmental

11

control regulations affecting grain workers be written

12

in a manner specific to this form of air pollution."

13

His reference was "Occupational Pulmonary

14

Disease:

15

James A. Doseman and David J. Cotton, New York: Academic

16

Press, 1980.

17
18
19
20
21

Focus on Grain Dust and Health," edited by

And the second one I would like to present is
from Mrs. Anna Clapper.
"Mr. Chairman, members of the Air Quality
Council, ladies and gentlemen:
"My name is Anna Clapper.

I live at 12104

22

Camelot Place, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73120.

I am a

23

former teacher, and now I am a homemaker, mother of

24

three children, and a grandmother of four.

25

in Maine, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Idaho, Salt Lake

I have lived
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1

City, Utah; Boulder City, Nevada; and Whittier,

2

California before coming to Oklahoma 25 years ago.

3

Hence,

4

quality, both good and polluted.

5

I have personally experienced a vast range of air

"For over 20 years I have been on the board of

6

the American Lung Association of Oklahoma and have

7

studied the health effects of air pollution.

8

charter member of the Oklahoma Coalition for Clean Air

9

and have attended and participated in workshops and

I am a

10

seminars on the Clean Air Act in Denver, Colorado; Estes

11

Park, Colorado; Dallas, Texas; Houston, Texas; San

20

to obtain and maintain air quality that is consistent

21

with good health and a wholesome environment for those

22

who live in our state.

23

24
25

"Kindly visualize this pastoral scene as
exemplified by the words of this song:
'0, beautiful for spacious skies
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1
2

'For amber waves of grain .
"What a vivid picture this is our plains where

3

grain is grown, harvested, and stored.

4

something happens when the golden grains are harvested

5

and then stored in the grain elevators.

6

organic and inorganic composition of the stored product

7

complement each other.

8

reality begins.

9

that 'grain sifters had asthma due to wheat, grain smut,

10

grain molds, grain mites, durum wheat, durum wheat dust,

11

and grain insects.'

12

However,

There both

This is where illusion ends and

As far back as 1713 it was documented ·

"In the publication Occupational Lung Disease,

13

edited by J. Bernard L. Gee, M.D., of Yale University

14

School of Medicine, 1984, page 154, it states that

15

'Grain dust is a complex mixture of materials derived

16

from cereal grains as well as natural contaminants, for

17

example, silica, fungi, bacteria, endotoxin, insects,

18

mites, rat hair, pollens, and human additives

19

(pesticides and their residues).

20

of the dust is likely to vary with the grain and the

21

type of concentration of the contaminants .

22

The biologic potency

. Cross-sectional epidemiologic surveys indicate a

23

high prevalence of chronic bronchitis and asthma as well

24

as conjunctival, laryngeal, nasal and systemic (grain

25

fever) symptoms in grain handlers.

In addition,
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1

exposure to pesticides may provide acute neurologic,

2

gastrointestinal, hepatic and pulmonary symptoms and can

3

cause chronic neurobehavioral effects.'

4

"Disease statistics of grain elevator operators

5

may not apply to the farmers since the patterns of

6

exposure, and composition of the dust may be different

7

in the various types of grain elevators and farm

8

operations, but the respiratory problems resulting in

9

exposure to grain dust appear to be identical ... The

10

grain elevator operator and longshoremen are exposed

11

during loading and unloading of trucks, railroad cars,

12

and ships, during grain distribution and transport

13

within the elevator components, weighing, cleaning

14

operations, equipment maintenance, and grain

15

inspection .... '

16

11

To give some idea of the scope of the

17

situation in Oklahoma, I quote from Dr. Calvin B.

18

Parnell of Texas A&M University's testimony to the Air

19

Quality Council on March

1994, page 2.

'Oklahoma has

20

a total of 354 grain handling facilities.

Each of these

21

operations will typically handle 6,000 to 12,000 bushels

22

per hour unloading and loading grain.

23

determined by leg capacity).

24

60 pounds.

25

will handle 360 tons per hour.'

a,

(This is usually

One bushel of wheat weighs

Hence, a 12,000 bushel per hour elevator
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1

"According to reports in 1993, the total amount

2

was about 5 million tons; therefore, this regulation can

3

have a marked impact on Oklahoma's occupational health.

4

"To clarify the possibilities of air

5

contamination, I quote from an Iowa study, Unit 3, page

6

2.

7

ton of grain handled, resulting in 1.7 million tons of

8

grain dust produced every year.

9

particles varies widely but may reach very high levels.

'Twenty-seven pounds of dust are emitted for every

The concentration of

10

Measurements in elevators have ranged from .18 to 781

11

milligrams per cubic meter of total dust with the

12

respirable range extending up to 76.3 milligrams per

13

cubic meter.

14

often exceed one million spores per cubic meter.'

Airborne concentrations of fungal spores

15

"If one is bewildered why there may not be too

16

many health complaints from workers in grain elevators,

17

it is documented on page 156 of the previous article

18

that,

19

likely leave the industry early in their employment.'

20

on page 4 of the Iowa study,

21

allergies either do not seek employment as grain

22

handlers or leave this employment rapidly because of an

23

increase of asthmatic symptoms.

24

of occupational asthma has been reported to be five

25

times that of workers in other professions (50% grain

'allergic workers who develop severe asthma will

'persons with asthma

However, the prevalence
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1

handlers, rather then 11% others, who are nonsmokers.)

2

11

0n page 157 of the Yale study, it states that,

3

'Labor Canada adopted a TLV of 10 milligrams per cubic

4

meter of total grain dust to protect workers.

5

have been replaced by bag filters which are

6

theoretically 99.9% efficient.

7

in the United States where nuisance dust standard of 15

8

milligrams per cubic meter is used.

9

however, that the respiratory effects can be found in

Cyclones

No such standard exists

Studies show,

10

workers exposed to dust levels below the current TLV.'

11

Reduction in exposure levels can be accomplished by

12

following procedures listed in the article.

13

11

Further documentation on t~e health effects c~·

14

grain dust may be found in the following:

15

Pulmonary Disease by James Dosman and David Cotton,

16

analysis of grain dust and effects on the respiratory

17

system; Occupational Lung Disease,

18

w.

19

as the publications

20

Unit 3--Grain Dusts, by the American Lung Association of

21

Iowa in collaboration with The Institute of Agricultural

22

Medicine and Occupational Health, The University of

23

Iowa.

24
25

11

Occupational

2nd Edition by

Keith'Morgan, M.D., and Anthony Seaton, M.D., as well

11

11

Agricultural Respiratory Hazards,

Since the American Lung Association of

Oklahoma is vitally concerned with lung health, it is

11
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1

urged that the members of the Air Quality Council be

2

cognizant of the adverse health effects of grain dust

3

and take these into consideration in your deliberations

4

on this regulation.

5

"Thank you for this opportunity to express the

6

concerns of a citizen who is dedicated to clean air for

7

Oklahoma as a necessity for a good quality of life.

8

Respectfully, Anna Clapper."

9

MR. BYRUM:

10

Questions for Ms. Rodgers?

Questions from the audience for Ms. Rodgers?

11

MR. TREEMAN:

It seems to me that all of the

12

studies you did -- Rick Treeman, Johnston Grain.

13

studies you did and all the reference material was in

14

reference to employees and worker exposures.

15
16

The

This deal is not dealing with worker exposure.
That's OSHA's ballpark, not EPA's.

17

MS. RODGERS!

I will tell Ms. Clapper that.

18

MR. TREEMAN:

Well, even the first one you

19

read.

You referred to the candidate study bag houses 10

20

milligrams per cubic meter of air.

21

for airborne dust in the work environment.

22

nothing to do with the public.

23

MR. KENT:

That's the OSHA PEL
That has

Dan Kent, Triangle Co-op Service

24

Company.

I would just like to ask if you knew that you

25

had a bad back, would you work at a job where you're
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1

required lifting continually throughout the day?
MS. RODGERS:

2

I did not write these.

3

Obviously, I wouldn't.

4

the Lung Association, maybe this did address employees,

5

but they are just as important as the little old lady

6

across the street.

7

they apply to employees as well as the person who lives

8

across the street.
MR. BYRUM:

9

10

But I think the main concern for

So if these are statements, even if

Any other questions for

Ms. Rodgers?
MR. FISHBACK:

11

Well, I think the point is that

12

there's a key difference between the employees and the

13

people who live across the street, and it's the

14

concentration level they are exposed to.

15

And the standard is written for protection of

16

the general public under EPA has previous discussion has

17

said today, are usually PELs divided by a hundred or a

18

thousand.

19

The reason for that, the premise for that, is

20

always that the public is continuously exposed; the

21

worker is only exposed 40 hours a week.

22

MR. BYRUM:

23

MR. FISHBACK:

The other way around.
Okay.

The public is exposed 168

24

hours a week if they live within the impact zone of the

25

emitter.
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this data that you presented

So I think it's

1

2

is correct, but it's not an EPA jurisdictional question;

3

it's an OSHA jurisdictional question.

4

You can't translate workplace exposure and

5

health effects to what would occur in the general

6

population, because the exposure levels are much, much

7

different.

8
9
10

DR. HUGHES:

Would you thank Ms. Clapper for

her usual diligence in bringing information to us.
appreciate that.

11

MR. BYRUM:

12

MR. McWHIRTER:

13

I

Thank you, Lisa.
I've got a question.

Perhaps

I'll wait until after --

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

DR. HART:

Okay.

Dr. Hart.

I am not going to bring my testimony

16

up, and I am going to somewhat defend Lisa's comments up

17

here.

18

appropriate for the group.

19

fact were facts taken from the appropriate authors and

20

studies.

21

prepare testimony based on our impression of the adverse

22

health effects associated with workers in the workplace

23

in the grain industries, and that is precisely what she

24

reported on.

25

She in fact presented what she thought was
And what she did present in

And what we were advised was that we would

I looked at other areas in my review of the
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ha~~-

1

studies, and essentially there are none.

2

no good studies at all that would address adverse health

3

effects of the general public exposed to grain dust.
We have some pretty good data on the adverse

4
5

effects associated with farmers in general.

And as a

6

result of these exposures in farmers in general -- and

7

I'm not sure we could really consider them general

8

public -- they in fact have surpassed the problems

9

associated with health, surpassed the incidents in the

10

prevalence of miners today.

11

highest occupational ill-health rate o-f all workers in

12

the United States, all farmers and agricultural, which

13

would suggest to me, certainly, by any means, that we

14

indeed have a problem relative to that.

15

is:

16

problem?

17

In fact, they are the

The question

What concentration is really going to create the
And we have to deal with that.
Even in the workplace today, it's very

18

difficult for us to actually measure or to quantify the

19

actual concentrations that are going to create the

20

problems that we are seeing.

21

know that.

22

problems are.

23

problems, but we're working on it.

24

25

There are problems; we

We have a pretty good idea of what those
We're not quite certain what causes those

So I think it's appropriate relative to my
testimony, which in fact concentrates on the workplace

-.
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1

and that's where my expertise lies, as a matter of fact,

2

is in the workplace.

3

and any information that I have I might offer it to the

4

staff to support them in the future.

5

But perhaps I could withhold that

And, Lisa, I know how it feels to be in a

6

circumstance like that.

7

facts as you were advised to present, and that was

8

entirely correct.

9

Dr. Welch and from Anna Clapper were right on track.

10

12

And the testimony that she had from

They were perfect.

11

You did present the appropriate

Thank you.

MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Dr. Hart from the

Council?

13

Okay.

Questions.

14

MR. HAMPTON:

Sir, are you aware of the

15

independent study done by the National Grain Feed

16

Association to show there was no adverse effect on

17

workers other than those who smoked?

18

DR. HART:

I have the results of that.

I

19

haven't reviewed that yet.

20

single only on the workplace, and so I didn't review

21

that in detail.

22

Again, we were told to

The cursory review that I did, I can track

23

pretty much with what was found in the workplace

24

relative to smoking.

25

were done that found that the level of disease

There were several studies that
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1

associated with smoking was equivalent to that of

2

exposed to grain dust in the workplace, that is,

3

nonsmokers.

4

to look into it, and I will.

So I was curious about that, and I do want

MR. HAMPTON:

5

peopl~·

I would like to respectfully

6

request that the copy to be presented at the March 8th

7

meeting would be entered as part of the record, that

8

study that I

just referred to.

MR. BYRUM:

9

Other questions for Dr. Hart?

MR. FISHBACK:

10

Do I understand your comment

11

correctly that farmers as a group have more severe

12

health effects than any other occupational group?
DR. HART:

13

That has finally arrived at that.

14

Now that's relative to -- we looked at miners as being

15

the worst.

16

rate in farmers due to occupational illnesses is now

17

greater than any other occupation in the United States.

Now, what we are saying is the mortality

MR. FISHBACK:

18

But are you trying to say that

19

that is related to grain dust exposure or everything

20

else?

21

DR. HART:

22

MS. SLAGELL:

23
24
25

-..

Everything.
Everything.

Because of the

machinery we drive; everything.
DR. HART:

The incidents of death in teenagers

in the farms is greater than what we see in other

-..
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1

occupations.
MR. FISHBACK:

2
3

usually accidents.

4

DR. HART:

And you would agree that that's

That is.

However with the pulmonary

5

diseases that we are seeing, the grain dust is a factor,

6

but there are many other factors.

7

pesticides.

8
9

There is fertilizers,

All of these factors were --

MR. FISHBACK:

That was the question I was

going to ask, because it came across differently.

You

10

didn't intend to apply that their health risk is because

11

of grain dust only.

12

DR. HART:

13

MR. FISHBACK:

14

Absolutely no way.
Does their respiratory disease

frequency exceed that of other occupational groups?

15

DR. HART:

There are several kinds of pulmonary

16

diseases.

But if we look at the chronic obstructive

17

lung disease, it does.

18

of the diseases.

19

MR. FISHBACK:

20

DR. HART:

It exceeds that.

It's only one

With nonsmokers in both groups?

Absolutely, that's been mixed.

We

21

have had mixed studies in which that is done.

22

seems to be an additive effect, but it's still higher in

23

nonsmoking farmers than it is who are exposed.

24
25

MR. FISHBACK:

Smoking

But again the respiratory

disease could be from the inhalation of grain dust or
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1

the inhalation of pesticides or

2

DR. HART:

3

every one of these factors.
MR. FISHBACK:

4

5

Pesticides, fertilizers; absolutely

So we can't pin it on grain

dust.

6

DR. HART:

7

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

8

No at all.

Not at all.

Isn't the farmer, though,

the largest work force in the nation?
DR. HART:

9

It is indeed.

May I just add to

10

that.

11

done that in another industry covered fairly recently,

12

and I was very curious.

13

An interesting thing I read the other day having

The mining industry had the highest level of

14

occupational illnesses and diseases at one time.

15

the mining industry has had a lot more standards and

16

regulations now enforced upon them.

17

What is really happening here?

18

need to look at.

19

can pin anything on it.

20

What

The question is:

That's what we really

It's a curiosity, and I'm not sure I

DR. HUGHES:

Your numbers, are you talking

21

about gross numbers or incident rates, in other words,

22

the number of cases per thousand workers?

23

24
25

~

DR. HART:

These are what we call the

proportioned mortality ratios.
DR. HUGHES:

Right.

And the mortality that you
~
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1

were talking about earlier was not only diseases; it

2

also included injuries?

3

DR. HART:

4

MS. SLAGELL:

5

DR. HART:

6

MS. SLAGELL:

7

Also bankruptcies.

I am sure that could do it.
Well, really.

Western Oklahoma's

farmers are.

8
9

Injuries, that's correct, yes.

DR. HART:

It's just a curiosity.

all need to take that into consideration.

And that we
I was really

10

surprised.

I have been involved in other industries,

11

and I was really surprised to find that that was a

12

problem.

13

considered.

Grain dust is one of these; it has to be

MR. KILPATRICK:

14

In the study that was brought

15

up, they say that -- there are some health effects of

16

grain workers usually show that rates of chronic

17

bronchitis and abnormal pulmonary function were not

18

higher than usually encountered in other populations.

19

Later on it says that it was found that long-term grain

20

dust exposure may result in mild chest symptoms

21

especially tightness and a mild decline of pulmonary

22

function.

23

I know you haven't seen the data, what they

24

meant, but in your opinion, what's the difference

25

between an abnormal pulmonary function and a mild
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1

decline in pulmonary function.

2

of numbers.

thiri~

I don't know what he --

DR. HART:

3

I'm an engineer; I

I would do, and I'd have to look at

4

that.

5

seen that used.

6

is that if you take a photo -- just a frame at that

7

particular time or a photograph at that particular time

8

or do a pulmonary function study, that you may find a

9

decline when exposed.

10
11

But in reading some of the other studies, I have
And I think what they're referring to

But take them out of the exposure

and it returns to normal.
The other is where you have a reduction in

12

pulmonary function studies, and it remains that way and

13

continues to decline.

14

referring to, but I would have to look at those details.

15

Because we found in the grain dust workers in the

16

workplace that we can do pulmonary function studies on

17

individuals and find that there is a decline while they

18

are working.

19

of the diseases -- not all of them, but some of those --

20

it is reversible, and they can come back to normal.

21

it may be what they're referring to.

22

~

I think that's what they're

Take them out of the environment, in some

MR. KILPATRICK:

And

I am glad to hear it's

23

reversible, because I'm the only Council member that

24

entered the grain elevator on our tour when we turned

25

off the vacuum system, and for three days afterwards I

........

,
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1

can testify that I suffered from mild pulmonary function

2

disorder.
DR. HART:

3

And that's entirely possible.

4

reversible, but we're talking about those that are

5

irreversible in the grain process which occur after

6

about six years' exposure.

7

Sorry to take so long.

8

MR. BYRUM:

9

MR. McWHIRTER:

10

DR. HART:

No.

MR. McWHIRTER:
standard.

15

DR. HART:
per cubic meter.

17

about?

The TLV.

Threshold limit value

Is that the parameter you are talking

MR. McWHIRTER:

19

MS. TILLMAN:
thing.

I thought there was an OSHA

We're talking about ten milligrams

18

21

No.

What is --

PELs and TLVs are often the same

They mean the same thing.
MR. McWHIRTER:

We can probably relate that to

22

our occupational exposure level that is contained in

23

Subchapter 41.

24

level established for this material.

25

Is

A standard in millimeters.

16

20

This -- what was the PEL?

is what we were talking about.

13
14

Other questions for Dr. Hart?

that the exposure limit?

11
12

It is

See if there's an occupational exposure

MR. BYRUM:

Other questions for Dr. Hart?
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1

Thank you, sir.

2

I find no one else wishing to speak.

Is there

3

anyone else who wishes to speak to the Council?

4

called some names previously that had indicated they did

5

not wish the speak at that time.

6

speak to the Council?

Does anyone wish to

7

I find no one wishing to speak.

8

THE CHAIRMAN:

9
10

We had

Is there any further discussion

or questions from the Council on this matter?
Okay.

There's, I guess, several possible

11

actions that we could take.

One I would like to at

12

lease ask some questions about.

13

industry has no fear if the state takes an action that

14

is not either sent to EPA or is sent to EPA and might

15

not get approved.

16

shield that puts up for them.

17

an action that due to the rarity of an industry that

18

functions six weeks out of the year or something like

19

that that we shield them from having to make an

20

application under Title V at this time?

It appears that the
~

And I don't know what kind of a
But would there be such

21

Don't everybody speak at once, staff.

22

MR. BYRUM:

23

I think that we -- it will not -- if they meet

Okay.

I will try that one for you.

24

the qualifications for being a major source under

25

Title V, it would not shield them from having to have a

.-.,
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1

permit.

Whatever we do, we cannot take action such as

2

just to ignore this class, in my opinion.

3

Dennis, put you on the .spot.

4

MR. DOUGHTY:

I think I missed something there.

5

I thought I heard you say what's the scenario that we

6

can anticipate -THE CHAIRMAN:

7

My question is:

Realizing that

8

EPA would not recognize a state rule if we passed one to

9

shield them from having to make an application under --

10

for a Title V permit.

11

a federal -- on a federal level or hope to get EPA

12

approval.

13

We know that; we can't do that on

But if we justified it and found that we could,

14

based on their type of operations, a very few weeks out

15

of the year, and for some reason it's justified in our

16

opinion, shielding them on the state level, regardless

17

of what the feds might want to do, and if the industry

18

says that's acceptable to them

19

have said such a thing

is that possible to do?

20

MR. KILPATRICK:

21

MR. DOUGHTY:

22

what your question is.

23

shield them.

24
25

and they evidently

You're asking --

Bill, I'm still struggling with
There's a couple of ways we can

I'm not sure that I particularly like that
term, but what we can do is issue them permits as

•
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1

synthetic miners, which will shield them, and you

2

understand that.

3

THE CHAIRMAN:

4

MR. DOUGHTY:

I understand that.
We can write a standard that we

5

send to EPA that they approve that is federally

6

enforceable that will shield them.

7

If we write something that is arbitrary or if

8

it's unapprovable by EPA, what we have is a situation

9

where the state is unable to act because they are in

10

compliance.

11

neighbor complains to EPA and EPA goes out and inspects

12

them-- generally, they will refer it to us and we'll

13

say:

14

what could happen is EPA would come out and do an

15

inspection, and say:

16

what are you doing to do about it?

17

They're in compliance with our rules.

18

If it is not approved by EPA and their

They are in compliance.

Then more than likely

You're not in compliance; state,
And they will say:

Then EPA would take an enforcement action

19

against them based on the SIP, which they can enforce,

20

which happens to be our own rules of opacity, process

21

weight grain, and so on and so forth.

22
23
24
25

I don't know if that answers your question, but
in my mind that's the way I see the situation.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Well, right now we have a

concern about us enforcing the regs that are on the book
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1

now, the rules that are on the books now.

2

concern about that.
If we -- if we in Oklahoma reversed that rule

3
4

We had a

as a state rule --

5

MR. DOUGHTY:

6

THE CHAIRMAN:

7

MR. DOUGHTY:

8

THE CHAIRMAN:

9

MR. DOUGHTY:
THE CHAIRMAN:

10

You mean just exempt them?
Right.
Will that shield them from EPA?
Uh-huh.
No way.
No, I'm sorry ..

Not shield them

11

from EPA.

12

right now, and in time to stop them from having to make

13

application under Title V, as of today.

14

to prevent -- there's nothing

15

says --

16

helpless.

17

application.

18

19
20

There is no way we can shield them from EPA

There's nothir~

there's nothing that

or shields them from having to do it.

We're

They've got to submit, as it stands now, an

MR. DOUGHTY:

Unless there's some other

enforceable limit that reduces their potential to emit.
One thing that Doyle and I talked about, that

21

we might think about, and it's just sort of a

22

preliminary thought, that we might be able to -- and we

23

might be able to use the present standards and pass

24

something that would limit hours of operation and so

25

forth that would exempt maybe a large portion of the
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1

industry just simply based on the standards that we

2

have.

3

As far as potential to emit and Title V, it

4

would not exempt opacity and some of the other things.

5

But at least it would eliminate them from the burden of

6

having to submit a Title V application.

7

take care of some of the top facilities, but at least

8

it's a thought, and it's a starting place.

9

MS. TILLMAN:

That wouldn't

I think that was the major

10

concern we heard here today from the industry was that

11

they didn't want everyone one of their people to have to

12

submit Title V applications.

13

MR. DOUGHTY:

I think we have two issues:

v.

14

Opacity process weight rate versus Title

15

can for some purposes perhaps separate the two and maybe

16

get us part way where we're going.

17

MR. BYRUM:

18

ways.

19

again?

I think we

I think we have already gone a long

If we don't know -- what is it, how many bushels

20

MS. PERRY:

Six and a half million.

21

MR. BYRUM:

-- six and a half million bushels

22

will do for the industry.

23

those -- how many facilities are at that level or below.

24

I don't know the answer to that.

25

there on that.

I just don't know how many of

But we're already

So that's part of what Dennis is saying.
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1

MS. TILLMAN:

2

that.

3

correct?

And that's -- the rush issue is

The opacity thing is not so hot on the burner,

MR. DOUGHTY:

4

I think so.

This is a reg we've

5

had around for a long time.

I keep hearing the

6

arguments, and what I fail to hear is that traditionally

7

if we've gone to EPA with a relaxation, we needed some

8

real hard facts or data, something that says:

9

opacity is way too stringent, or this process weight

This

10

rate is way too stringent and there's no way they can

11

meet it.

12

to meet this.

There are other ways that they might be able

13

Am I responding to your questions, Bill?

14

THE CHAIRMAN:

15
16

Well, no, I guess really not.

Let's refer back to something that happened years ago.
We passed a rule that would have protected

17

Sheffield, and it didn't because EPA didn't accept that

18

rule, didn't put it on the books.

19

they didn't.

20

around and did it; we didn't.

We didn't realize

But where they got fined was EPA came

21

We tried to defend our position.

22

MR. DOUGHTY:

It was a little bit different

23

situation.

24

recall, to one of our rules.

25

sent to them as a SIP revision; therefore, it was not

What we had was they had a variance, as I
The variance was never

.··
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1

it was not -- EPA was not obligated to comply with that

2

variance, because it was never approved.
THE CHAIRMAN:

3

4

I think it was a bubble deal

that we passed or something like that, wasn't it?
MR. DOUGHTY:

5

That was part of it.

That was

6

part of their permit, but in order for them to get their

7

equipment on and get the opacity down, it seems like

8

they spent like $3 million or something.

9

referred it to us, and we said, "We can't do anything

10

about it; they've got a variance."

11

"Okay, we will."

And they said,

And they went in, and I don't know what the

12

13

And EPA

fine was, but it was pretty heavy.

14

MR. BYRUM:

15

MR. DOUGHTY:

Several million dollars.
And it didn't do much for the

16

EPA-state relationship; I will say that.

17

certainly proved their point.
THE CHAIRMAN:

18

But they

Yeah, but from the time that we

19

passed that rule or variance to the time EPA did

20

anything about it, how long was that?
MR. DOUGHTY:

21
22

frame.

23

Somebody complained.

24

25

I don't know the exact time

I know it was precipitated by complaint.

I think they had -- at that time we could only
do a variance for one year.

So the variance could not
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1

have

--

I mean

--

2

MR. BYRUM:

3

MR. DOUGHTY:

4

But the catch in that was that somewhere in the

It occurred within a year.
It may have been a year or more.

5

interim they approved our opacity rate which has never

6

been part of the SIP.

7

used it against them because of the variance.

8

we've got -- what we would have here is a similar

9

situation.

10

And then they turned around and
I think

I do know that once we submit a SIP revision,

11

EPA has cause to take a look at it.

12

they would jump right out and do an enforcement action,

13

but I have no idea how long it would slow them up,

14

either.

15

MR TARON:

So I don't know if

Mr. Chairman, did I misunderstand

16

Larry awhile ago?

Did he not say that we might be

17

better not even to address this at this time?

18

Did you make that statement awhile ago?

19

MR. BYRUM:

20

Address the whole

rule?

21

MR TARON:

22

MR. BYRUM:

23

In what context?

The whole rule.
That's a possibility that you have

is to not address it.

24

MR. TARON:

That's what I think.

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

I'm a little confused, because
~
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1

I think Mr. Hampton at the end seemed to agree with the

2

committee approach.

3

the industry suggesting that they were recommending that

4

we pass their rules.

5

Earlier we had heard testimony from

I'm not quite sure where industry stands.

6

know where I stand, but I don't know what they're

7

recommending.

8
9
10

MR TARON:

I

What about our suggestion to work

with them?
MR. KILPATRICK:

That's what I'm saying.

I

11

think Mr. Hampton -- I thought the last thing he said

12

was in agreement with that.

13

MR TARON:

Should we have a motion here,

14

Mr. Chairman, to agree with that and go on with it?

15

so I move.

16

THE CHAIRMAN:

If

I think that would be fine.

17

I just --you know, in item 2, under 3(B), we're to

18

explore any possible action that we might want to take.

19

And rather than to just jump in and do one thing, I

20

wanted to see if there were some other things that we

21

haven't discussed at this time.

22

So that's why I brought this one subject up.

23

MR. FISHBACK:

24
25

Let me ask what I think is a

fundamental question.
We have subchapters, whatever they are, Doyle,
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1

25, 27?

2

MR. McWHIRTER:

3

MR. FISHBACK:

Twenty-nine.
-- 29 on the books right now,

4

and I've heard several things today.

5

acknowledges they can't meet the opacity and process

6

weight requirements of the existing rules which have

7

been on the books for 20 years.

8

DEQ and the air quality program is not taking an

9

aggressive enforcement stance against those affected

10

Industry

You also said that the

facilities and has not.

11

But the fundamental question I see here is:

12

What is the difference between having a rule that's been

13

on the books for 20 years that the industry can't meet~

14

and could -- EPA could have overfiled on; I mean, these

15

subchapters are part of the SIP, and if EPA wanted to

16

come to a grain elevator and say:

17

whether your state agency enforces on you or not, your

18

opacity is too high.

19

haven't.

20

Your opacity is

They could have done it and they

So what is the difference between having a 20

21

year old rule you can't meet and having a brand new rule

22

that you can't meet?

23

I don't see the difference.

24

MS. SLAGELL:

25

MR. FISHBACK:

Common sense and logic.
And so --
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1

MR. DOUGHTY:

Bill, are you convinced -- is the

2

Council convinced that there's been enough evidence that

3

says they can't meet the opacity rule?

4

I'm not sure the staff is convinced that they

5

can't meet any of the standards; there's not some

6

alternative way.

7

least at this point.

8
9
10
11

MR TARON:

I would question that assumption, at

That's the reason for my suggestion

to go ahead and pave the committee work with them.

I

thought that's what we wanted.
MR. FISHBACK:

I think there's a consensus to

12

do that, but I'm trying to understand here, because we

13

heard testimony from the industry that they didn't see

14

any risk in us -- even though Gary is uncomfortable with

15

it, they didn't see any risk in us proposing this rule

16

to EPA because it may or may not pass.

17

already got a rule on the books they can't meet, so

18

what -- to me there is no difference.

19

MR. KILPATRICK:

Well, we've

Well, there's a big

20

difference.

21

saying, yes, I think this is a good rule for the state

22

of Oklahoma and the industry.

23

We're passing the rule.

MR. FISHBACK:

I'm voting on it

There ain't no way.

If that's what's true, we ought

24

to revoke the existing rule right now.

25

that rule off the books.

We ought to wipe
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MR. KILPATRICK:

1

2
3

basis for doing that.

No.

You've got to have some

What are you going to replace it

.with?
MR. FISHBACK:

4

If you have an industry group

5

that can't meet an existing rule, then it might as well

6

not be on the books.

7

impossible to meet?

8

MR. BYRUM:

9

MR. KILPATRICK:

How can you defend a rule that is

If you take that action -See those green marks, all of

10

those green marks?

Those are the things that industry

11

has in that aren't in the proposal.

12

talked about the green marks on here.

13

talked about is one or two major issues.

14

am going to read every word.

15

before I am going to vote on it.
MR. FISHBACK:

16

We haven't even
All we have
You know me,

~

I want to know every word

All I am saying is if we have an

17

unattainable situation here, then we have to rectify it.

18

And if we can't rectify it by supporting any rule today,

19

then we better rectify it by getting rid of an existing

20

rule.

21

MR. KILPATRICK:

The existing rule applies to

So are you going to draft out a new

22

all industries.

23

rule that says just for the agricultural industry, we

24

exempt them from --

25

MR. FISHBACK:

That's one of the --
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1
2

THE CHAIRMAN:
saying.

If you're going to do a

exemption, you better have the basis for the exemptions.
MS. SLAGELL:

5
6

And I just wanted to explore that.
MR. KILPATRICK:

3
4

That's kind of what I was

That's right, but we can discuss

that.
THE CHAIRMAN:

7

That's right.

Our only basis

8

would have been because of the peculiarity of the

9

operations of the mills.

10

MR. KILPATRICK:

Oh, the basis for you right

11

now is because the industry says they can't meet the

12

rule.

13

That's not a valid reason for an exemption.
MR. FISHBACK:

And because -- if you accept the

14

testimony we've heard and because decreasing emissions

15

to the atmosphere increase concentrations inside the

16

equipment and increase the probability of grain

17

explosions.

18

making over and over again.

19
20

That is the key point that Dr. Parnell was

MS. TILLMAN:

But that's not in a presentable

form at this time.

21

MR. FISHBACK:

22

MS. TILLMAN:

Well, maybe not.
From what I think I am hearing

23

here today, what we're trying to do is help get the

24

industry to where they are not into immediate trouble

25

with the regs.

,~,,

Okay.

1

The air quality staff has already said

2

they are not going to go in and try to enforce the

3

opacity rule until they have time to work it out.

4

next hot item is obviously the applications.

The

5

And we've already heard a good possibility that

6

most of them are going to be knocked out of having to do

7

the Title

permits.

I think those are the things we need to be

8

9

v

working on with them now is get those application

10

situations solved and at the same time have the

11

committee go in to take care of the opacity items and

12

the rest of the things that are in question.
That way when we do, we can get -- I agree

13

14

with you.

I think most of the stuff is here; it's just

15

not in a presentable form.

16

stuff moving and go with it.
THE CHAIRMAN:

17

So let's get all of this

Okay.

Let me ask a question,

If we continue this hearing, do we have to

18

then.

19

continue it to a known date, or can we continue it until

20

either the next regular meeting or special meeting?

21
22
23

MR. DOUGHTY:

Well, our next regular meeting is

a known date; is it not?
THE CHAIRMAN:

That's right.

But what if we

24

wanted a meeting -- what if we could expedite this thing

25

and we wanted it before that time?
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I think you would need to tell

MR. DOUGHTY:

1

2

them what that date is today.

3

to go through our promulgation and rigmarole and

4

advertise and set a date, unless we wanted to do it as

5

an emergency or such.

6
7

MR. BYRUM:

Next regular scheduled meeting is

June 14th.

8
9

SCOTT THOMAS:

We have already taken the

liberty of advertising the June 14th meeting.

10

THE CHAIRMAN:

Well, if we continued it, would

11

you have to readvertise it?

12

MR. BYRUM:

13

DR. HUGHES:

14

Otherwise, we would have

No.

It's currently advertised.

I am confused.

Could we meet next

week?

15

MR. BYRUM:

You can call a special meeting.

16

would have to go through some special advertising

17

problems, but, yes.

18
19

THE CHAIRMAN:

22

Do we have a time frame that

would necessitate a special meeting on this?

20
21

We

MR TARON:

Forty-eight hours is what the state

law says.
THE CHAIRMAN:

No, I don't mean that.

But I

23

mean -- is there some action we need to take, if we can,

24

prior to the next regular meeting?

25

MS. TILLMAN:

Get your committee together
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1

that's going to work with the other two groups.

2

could do that.

3

MR.

4

MR. DOUGHTY:

5

the staff level, I would think.

6

FISHBACK:

You

That's not even a meeting.
We could work most of this out at

I don't see -- if the Council ultimately

7

decides to pass a rule; I think it can be done on an

8

emergency basis and also on a regular basis.

9

Larry, I don't know; I haven't heard from EPA,

10

but if we get it in before November 15th -- have you

11

gotten anything from EPA on that?

12
13

MR. BYRUM:

No.

They won't be able to even

I don't see their being able to react to it.
I don't think that getting the rule in or not

14
15

getting the rule in will have any effect until the

16

date -- well, unless we were trying to shield them from

17

applying for a permit.

18

THE CHAIRMAN:

19

20

That's what I'm attempting to

do.
MR. BYRUM:

I don't know the number, and I

21

think feed and grain will need to provide us the number

22

that Debbie's comment exempts -- or not exempts but

23

takes care of.

24

numbers are.

25

closer and closer.

And I don't know what the remaining
But the application for a permit is coming
I know of no way to do that.
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1

And to answer Dennis's question:

Do we know if

2

we get a proposed rule in to EPA prior to that date,

3

will they -- would that exempt them from doing a permit?

4

And I don't know the answer to that question.

5
6

Again, I am not going to try to say what EPA
would say on that.

7

We'll ask them.

THE CHAIRMAN:

The chances are we're going to

8

submit a rule to EPA that on the surface they're not

9

going to accept.

I don't have a problem with that, but

10

I would expect that that's what is going to happen.

11

Even with the committee working with the Council and the

12

industry.

13

And I say that simply because I'm not convinced

14

that we want to cost the industry what it would cost to

15

meet

16

meet the opacity that I'm afraid that EPA is going to

17

want.

18

or to put in the emission control devices to

MR. BYRUM:

Again, EPA would look at the cost,

19

the relative cost and all of that, and I don't know

20

we've seen data on that.

21

THE CHAIRMAN:

We sure haven't seen any data

22

that says that at their property line there's a health

23

hazard because of any of these emissions, have we?

24
25

MS. TILLMAN:

Not only that, they had a very

good argument as to why the control mechanisms are not
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1

always a good thing to have.

2

good place for backing a stand if we can just get it

3

together in a presentable form.

4

with EPA accepting it if we can back what we've been

5

saying here.
THE CHAIRMAN:

6

I think we have a very

Okay.

Is the Council willing to

7

go along with the committee?

8

worthwhile and worth your time?

9

Do you believe that that's
Bill?

(Mr. Fishback Nods yes.)

10
11

I don't see a problem

THE CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

First of all, who would

volunteer for the committee?

12

MR. FISHBACK:

13

MS. SLAGELL:

14

(Dr. Hughes raising his hand.)

15

THE COURT:

16
17

more.

I will.
I will too.

One, two, three.

I would like one

Mary?
Okay.

We have four.

Now, I would like anybody

18

that wants to come to these to be able to come, but I

19

want Larry to monitor and not put the burden of a

20

meeting on us.

21
22

MR. FISHBACK:
quorum, don't we?

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

24

MR. BYRUM:

25

We need to be careful of a

That's right.

If you have four, you're going to

have to be basically the four.
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THE CHAIRMAN:

1

That's right.

I'm just saying I

2

would like anybody on the Council to come to these

3

meetings, except for one reason:

4

burdened with a formal meeting.

I don't want to be

So I would like Larry to monitor when you're

5
6

getting together that there are only four of you.

First

7

of all, the four volunteers; next, if one of the

8

volunteers can't, somebody else can come along.

9

somebody wants to come to the meeting, they've got to

And if·

10

talk with Larry to assure that tney won't make a meeting

11

of it.
Is that understood?

12

Okay.

Now, can we just

13

continue this meeting until next time with this type of

14

activity going on?
MR. DOUGHTY:

15

I think that's a good idea, Bill,

16

and I think we can do that.

17

until the next regularly scheduled meeting.

18

to give you enough time to resolve some of these issues

19

and draft some language and so on and so forth.
THE CHAIRMAN:

20

Okay.

We can continue the hearing
That ought

Do we need a motion to

21

form a committee, or do we just simply need a motion to

22

continue the hearing?

23

MR. DOUGHTY:

I would say a motion to continue

24

the hearing, but we've already got scheduled for a

25

hearing.

So at this point, I don't think it really

£lfl
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1
2
3

matters.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Then we don't have to concern

ourselves about continuing the hearing.

4

SCOTT THOMAS:

5

MR. DOUGHTY:

That's set.

It's in the Gazette.
If you believe that the Register

6

will publish it the first of the month, then you're in

7

good shape.

8

continue the meeting until the next -- or the hearing

9

until the next meeting to be sure.

10

You may want to go ahead and vote to

THE CHAIRMAN:

First of all, I would like a

11

motion to continue this hearing until the next regular

12

meeting, which is June 14th.

13

MS. TILLMAN:

So moved.

14

DR. HUGHES:

15

THE CHAIRMAN:

Second.
We've got a motion and a second

16

to continue the hearing until our next regular meeting,

17

which is June 14th.

18

MR. DOUGHTY:

Is that here or in Oklahoma City?

19

THE CHAIRMAN:

20

MR. BYRUM:

21

THE CHAIRMAN:

Call the roll.

22

THE SECRETARY:

Mayor Taren?

23

MR TARON:

24

THE SECRETARY:

25

MS.

I think it's in Oklahoma City.

Yeah.

Aye.

TILLMAN:

Ms. Tillman?
Aye.
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1

THE SECRETARY:

2

DR. HUGHES:

3

THE SECRETARY:

4

MS. HINKLE:

5

THE SECRETARY:

6

MS. SLAGELL:

7

THE SECRETARY:

8

MR. FISHBACK:

9

THE SECRETARY:

Dr. Hughes?

Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Ms. Slagell?
Aye.
Mr. Fishback?
Aye.

10

MR. KILPATRICK:

11

THE SECRETARY:

12

MR. BREICH:

13

THE CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.
Mr. Breisch?

Aye.
Okay.

Now we have had

14

volunteers for the committee to work with the staff and

15

industry.

16

appoint that, but I would like to put it on the record

17

that, let's see, it was Mike, Mary Beth, Bill, and Gary;

18

is that right?

19

anybody or anybody on the Council to be at that meeting

20

subject to clearing it through Larry.

21

I don't think we need a motion to formally

And again I extend an invitation to

MR. FISHBACK:

And who from the staff and who

22

from the industry will be working with us?

23

that on the record too?

24

25

MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

Can we get

I'm Butch Meiburgen, and

I believe the industry would probably like to have the

61l'!
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1

same two individuals that have -- doing the small

2

concentrated meeting:

3

Larry doesn't have any objection to that.

Mike Mahoney and Rick Treeman, if

4

MR. BYRUM:

5

MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

6

THE CHAIRMAN:

I don't care who you all have.

I'd like to limit it to some reasonable number.
MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

9

10

Would the two be

reasonable?

11

THE CHAIRMAN:

Four, five, or six; you know,

12

that number is reasonable.

13

each meeting.

But have the same ones at

How many?

~

MR. BUTCH MEIBURGEN:

14
15

And work with Doyle and

Debbie.

7
8

I don't have any objection.

Normally I would say no

more than four.
THE CHAIRMAN:

16

No more than four.

Okay.

One

17

more thing.

These will have the power, or the authority

18

I should say, to make a binding agreement between the

19

staff and themselves that can be brought to the Council.

20

No last minute mind changes is what I'm getting at.

21

MR. LEW MEIBURGEN:

22

THE CHAIRMAN:

It's a two-way street.

That's right.

The Council is

23

going to be there to make sure the staff doesn't do

24

that.

25

MR. BYRUM:

And we'll have no more than 40

112

1

people.

2

MR. FISHBACK:

3

MR. BYRUM:

And who from the staff?

I would say that we'll probably

4

have Doyle and Debbie, and we have a couple of others.

5

I want to reserve the right to bounce in and out,

6

because I have to go to meetings all the time.

7

would like to sure know what is going on.

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

But I

We'll have no more than four, except for me
bouncing in and out.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Well, Larry that will conclude

the Council's part of this hearing.
{The hearing concluded.)

* * * * * * *
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9
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1
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2
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3

1:30 o'clock p.m.

* * * * * * * *

4

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

6

want to call the roll.

7

MS. BRUCE:

8

DR. CANTER:

9

MS. BRUCE:

I'll call this hearing to order.

Dr. Canter.
Here.
Mr. Fishback.

10

MR. FISHBACK:

11

MS. BRUCE:

12

(No response.)

13

MS. BRUCE:

14

DR. HUGHES:

15

MS. BRUCE:

16

MR. KILPATRICK:

17

MS. BRUCE:

18

(No response.)

19

MS. BRUCE:

20

Do you

Here.

Ms. Hinkle.

Dr. Hughes.
Here.
Mr. Kilpatrick.
Here.

Ms. Slagell.

Mayor Taren.

(No response.)

21

MS. BRUCE:

Ms. Tillman.

22

MS. TILLMAN:

23

MS. BRUCE:

24

MR. BREISCH:

25

THE CHAIRMAN:

Here.
Mr. Breisch.
Here.
Okay.

At this time, I'll turn the

4

1

meeting over to Larry Byrum, who will act as our protocol

2

officer.
MR. BYRUM:

3

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Larry

4

Byrum.

I'm the director of the air quality division of the DEQ.

5

As such, I will act as the protocol officer for this hearing.

6

This hearing is convened by the air quality council in

7

compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and

8

Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, part 51, as well as

9

the authority of Title 63 of the Oklahoma Statutes, section

10

1-1801 and following.

This hearing was advertised in the

11

Oklahoma Register for the purposes of receiving comments

12

pertaining to the proposed revision of a rule for the feed and

13

grain industry.

14

to make a statement concerning this issue, please complete the

15

form which is located at the registration table.

16

upon you at the appropriate time.

The Rule Number is 252:100-24-4.

If you wist~

I will call

At this time, I would like to call upon Mr. Doyle

17
18

McWhirter of the staff to propose the staff position on these

19

changes.

20

Mr. McWhirter.
MR. MCWHIRTER:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of

21

the council and guests in the audience.

22

I'm the director of enforcement and compliance section for the

23

air quality division.

24

concerning proposed Rule 252:100-24, commonly referred to as

25

subchapter 24, entitled, "Particulate Matter Emmissions from

I'm Doyle McWhirter.

I will give the staff's comments

5

1

Grain, Feed or Seed Operations."
A committee made up of four council members, Oklahoma :

2
3

grain and feed industry representatives, and air quality

4

division staff, with Mr. -- with Dr. Fishback as the chair was •

5

established by the air quality council meeting on April 12,

6

1994.

7

draft proposed subchapter 24.

8

agendas, and the notes of these meetings was provided in the

9

council packets.

10

The.committee has met on three occasions to discuss and.
The list of attendees,

th~

I'm happy to report that members of the committee have

11

reached agreement upon proposed subchapter 24, which is included

12

in the packets.

13

copies available at the table at the entrance.

14

And there is also copies available -- were

I won't read all of the proposed subchapter 24 to this

15

group.

16

language that was contained in what was in the -- been included

17

in the packet.

18

rule, and then give the staff's recommendation.

19

There has been some suggested changes be made to the

I will read those suggested changes into the

On page 1, the definition included in 252:100-24-2

20

definitions, the definition for "Enclosed Grain Handling

21

Equipment," it·has.been suggested that the last sentence be

22

changed to read as follows:

23

not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through

24

non-pressurized vents/openings, and shall not be considered a

25

source subject to emissions calculations.

Emissions from this equipment shall

,

And that language --

6

1

what it does is it removes "point," the word "point," in that

2

sentence and changes it with "source."

3

In the next definition, which is on page 2, the

4

definition for "Existing Grain, Feed and Seed Operations"

5

suggested that the first sentence read as follows:

6 :

facility which was

7

"was" -- in existence in 1993 and has submitted a current

8

emission inventory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993

9

reporting period year.

10

Means a

remove the word "is" and replace it with

There is no other changes on that page until you get to

11

the definition of "Grain, Feed or Seed Operations Facilities."

12

And it's recommended that that be reworded to read as follows:

13

Means the contiguous or adjacent area under common control upc

14

which a grain elevator, feed mill, or grain and seed processing

15

equipment or structure are located, and all contiguous sites

16

having common control, which have a SIC code with the first two

17

digits that are identical to the first two digits in the SIC

18

code for grain elevators, feed mills, or grain and seed

19

processing equipment.

20

~

The next suggested change would then be on page 5,

21

which page 5 is under section 24-3 in the middle of the page

22

where it is referring to the classes of emissions.

23

recommended that that sentence be changed to read as follows:

24

For this interim rule, emissions shall be calculated as follows

25

for three classes of emissions, colon.

It is

That is adding the

·

7

1

letter "S" to emission and removing the word "points.

2

11

The next recommended change is under Class II.

Change

3

the word -- remove the word "vents 11 and replace it with the

4

words

5

Emission sources with control devices.

11

emission sources 11 so that that line reads:

6

Class II:

The next recommended change is the last line in the

7

Class II portion.

8

capital E.capital F F means-- insert the word

9

efficiency of control device.

10

Suggested that it be reworded to read as
11

fractional 11

The next recommended changes is on page 6 in paragraph

11

{3) {b).

It is recommended to submit or -- not submit, but to

12

include the word -- the written words twenty percent in front of

13

the numerical 20%, so that paragraph B reads as follows:

14

Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or openings

15

with control devices shall be limited to no greater than

16

percent,

17

20% opacity --

11

twenty

written words, followed by the numerical writing of

18

MR. BYRUM:

19

MR. MCWHIRTER:

20

11

Place that in parenthesis.
Placed in parenthesis, yes.

I'm sorry.

-- at any time.

21

It is also suggested in paragraph c be changed to read

22

as follows:

23

without control devices shall either be enclosed, exhausted

24

through a control device, or shall be limited to no greater than

25

11

ten percent 11

Emissions from pressurized vents or openings

--

written, two words -- ten percent written and ·

8

1

insert in parenthesis the numerical figures of 10 with percent

2

sign, end of parenthesis, before opacity at any time.

3

In paragraph d, it is recommended that it be changed to

4

read as follows:

Emissions from non-pressurized vents or

5

openings without control devices shall be limited to no greater

6 '

than ten percent and insert, open parenthesis, the numerical

7

10%, close parenthesis, followed by opacity at any time.

8

I believe that includes all of the recommended changes

9

that have been -- or changes that have been recommended be made

10

to this rule.

11

rule, it would be the staff's recommendation that the council

12

consider adoption of the proposed subchapter 24 with the

13

recommendation to foward it to the Department of Environmental~

14

Quality Board for their consideration.

15

to answer any questions.

16

17

With the inclusion of those changes into this

MR. BYRUM:

Any questions from council of

Mr. McWhirter?

18

(No response.)

19

MR. BYRUM:

20

Any questions from the audience of

Mr. McWhirter?

21

(No response.)

22

MR. BYRUM:

23

MR. MCWHIRTER:

24

MR. BYRUM:

25

I would be happy to try

speak on the subject.

Thank you.
Thank you.

I have a notice that Mr. Lay would like to
Is he here?

Is this the subject you want

-,

9

1

to speak to?

2

MR. LAY:

Actually, it was the contractor issue I

3

thought we were going to come back to this afternoon.

4

from this morning.

5
6 '

Is that --

MR. BYRUM:

Not right at.this time.

meet with you and address your concerns.

We'll be happy to

Okay.

7

Anyone else who wishes to speak to this issue?

8

MR. KYLE:

9

Let me ask a question, please.

with the Oklahoma Railroad Association.

John Kyle

These rules apply only

10

to the feed and seed operations and not really the

11

transportation type company.

12

MR. BYRUM:

13

It was

Is that true or not true?

I believe that's true.

It would not apply

to transportation companies per se unless they handled --

14

MR. KYLE:

15

MR. BYRUM:

16

Mr. Chairman, I see no further discussion of this

17
18

-- except for those kind of operations.
Right.

Right.

Other questions?

issue.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Is there any discussion or questions

19

from council at this time?

20

recommend adoption of this rule to the DEQ.

21

MR. FISHBACK:

22

MS. TILLMAN:

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

If not, I will entertain a motion to

So moved.
Second.
I've got a motion and a second.

24

further discussion or questions?

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

Question.

That motion includes

Any

10

-...
1

adoption of the rule as Doyle read it in the amendments?

2

THE CHAIRMAN:

3

changed, or is that understood?

All right.

4

MR. KILPATRICK:

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

6 :

MS. BRUCE:

7

DR. HUGHES:

8

MS. BRUCE:

9

MS. TILLMAN:

Does the motion need to be

It's understood.
Okay.

Call the roll.

Dr. Hughes.
Yes.
Ms. Tillman.
Yes.

10

MS. BRUCE:

11

DR. CANTER:

12

MS·. BRUCE:

13

MR. KILPATRICK:

14

MS. BRUCE:

15

MR. FISHBACK:

16

MS. BRUCE:

17

MR. BREISCH:

18

THE CHAIRMAN:

19

MR. KILPATRICK:

Dr. Canter.
Yes.
Mr. Kilpatrick.
Yes.

Mr. Fishback.
Yes.

Mr. Breisch.
Yes.
That ends that item -Can I put one thing in the record,

20

Mr. Chairman?

I would like to just place in the record -- I

21

think we ought to place in the record a thank-you to the

22

industry, to the service, and to the council members, and

23

particularly to Bill Fishback as the chair of the committee, who

24

has worked on this.

25

couple of months to bring this rule to fruition.

I think they did a lot of work in the last
I think we owe

.-..,

..

11

1

them a debt of gratitude or something to get it resolved.
DR. HUGHES:

2

I guess I would like to add to that.

Both

3

Doyle and Debbie both placed a lot of emphasis and a lot of time

4

on this, and I appreciate that.

5

industry that has participated and endured everybody's

6

questioning and.even allowed to us see their operations was most

7

helpful.

8

come to this point.

9

And all of the members of the

So I appreciate your willingness to work with us to

MR. HAMPTON:

Mr. Chairman, I'm Joe Hampton.

I'm

10

Executive Vice-President of the Oklahoma Grain and Feed

11

Association.

12

give a special thank-you to the members of the council who

13

served on this committee, especially Mr. Fishback, and to

14

members of the staff, especially Doyle and Debbie, for all the

15

work we put into this effort.

16

this accomplished.

17

we hope it was a two-way street.

18

And on behalf of the industry, we, too, want to

It took well over a year to get

It was definitely a learning process for us;

And, again, we appreciated the opportunity to be able

19

to work together and come to the conclusion that benefits both ·

20

the industry and the people of Oklahoma.

21
22
23
24

25

THE CHAIRMAN:
into the record.

Thank you.

I have observed that is getting written

We appreciate your comments.

(The meeting concluded at 1:50 o'clock p.m.)

* * * * * * *
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3

1

Oklahoma City, OK

2

February 22, 1995

3

1:00 o'clock p.m.

* * * * * * * *

4

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

6

We'll go ahead and call the

7

meeting to order.

It's our regular meeting of the Air

8

Quality Council of the DEQ.

9

the roll.

10

THE SECRETARY:

11

MR. BRANECKY:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

DR. CANTER:

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

MR. FISHBACK:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

MS. HINKLE:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. SLAGELL:

20

THE SECRETARY:

21

MAYOR TARON:

22

THE SECRETARY:

23

MS. TILLMAN:

24

THE SECRETARY:

25

MR. BREISCH:

First of all, we'll call

Mr. Branecky?
Here.
Dr. Canter?

Here.
Mr. Fishback?
Here.
Ms. Hinkle?

Here.
Ms. Slagel!?
Here.
Mayor Taron?
Here.
Ms. Tillman?
Here.
Mr. Breisch?
Here.

4

1

THE CHAIRMAN:

2

MAYOR TARON:

I move the minutes be approved.

3

MS. TILLMAN:

Second.

4

THE CHAIRMAN:

5

Approval of the minutes?

I've got a motion and second.

Any questions or corrections?

6

THE SECRETARY:

7

MR. BRANECKY:

8

THE SECRETARY:

9

DR. CANTER:

If not, call the roll.

Mr. Branecky?
Aye.
Dr. Canter?

Aye.

10

THE SECRETARY:

11

MS. FISHBACK:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

MS. HINKLE:

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

MS. SLAGELL:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

MAYOR TARON:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. TILLMAN:

20

THE CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Fishback?
Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Ms. Slagel!?
Aye.
Mayor Taron?
Aye.
Ms. Tillman?
Aye.
Next on the agenda is public

21

hearing for the feed and grain facilities.

22

will act as protocol officer, and I'll turn it over to

23

Larry.

24

25

MR. BYRUM:
the Council:

Larry Byrum

Ladies and gentlemen, members of

My name is Larry Byrum; I am the director

.-.,

5

1

of the air quality division; and as such, I will act as

2

protocol officer for the hearing.

3

convened by the Oklahoma Air Quality Council in

4

compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures

5

Act, Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part

6

51, as well as the authority of Title 63 of the Oklahoma

7

Statutes, Sections 11101 et seq.

8
9

This hearing was

This hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma
Register for the ~urpose ~f receiving comments for the

10

proposed revisions to the OAC 252:100-24, control of

11

emissions from grain elevators.

12

If you wish to make a statement pertinent to

13

this rule, please complete the form at the registration

14

table at the back of the room.

15

the appropriate time.

16

I will call upon you at

At this time I would like to call upon Mr. Ray

17

Bishop of the staff to give the staff's position on

18

these proposed changes.

19

Mr. Bishop.

20

MR. BISHOP:

Mr. Chairman, members of. the

21

Council, ladies. and gentlemen:

My name is Ray Bishop.

22

Today I am representing the staff bf the air quality

23

division of the Oklahoma Department of Environmental

24

Quality and as such will give the staff's position

25

concerning proposed Rule 252:100-24, commonly referred

6

1

to as Subchapter 24, entitled Particulate Matter

2

Emissions from Grain, Feed, or Seed Operations.

3

Many years have passed since we first began

4

drafting the rule designed specifically to control

5

emissions from facilities that handle, store, or process

6.

grains.

7

hundreds of hours of cooperative effort by Council

8

members, the feed and grain industry, and members of the

9

air quality staff.

The rule before you today is the result of

10

I'm happy to report that the Council's

11

subcommittee, members of the grain, feed, and seed

12

community, and air quality staff have reached an

13

agreement on the proposed Subchapter 24 rule.

14

Changes made to the rule since the last

........
Counci~

15

meeting reflect agreements made regarding emission

16

factors to be used for this industry and a few minor

·17

changes for clarification.

18

follows:

19

The specific changes are as

References to the emission factors for grain

20

handling have been removed from the rule.

21

factors are addressed in a background information

22

document which is separate from the rule.

23

Emission

Removal of emission factors precludes the need

24

for EPA to verify their accuracy when approving the

25

rule.

This will also allow more flexibility in

'

7

1

permitting of facilities which may not be accurately

2

represented by the standard emission factors.

3

A portion of 252:100-24-3-(f), determination of

4

emissions, was changed.

5

the fifth line down, beginning with "or other methods"

6

and ending with "Air Quality Division" was changed to

7

make the language identical to that found in subchapter

8

252:100-7-4(e)(9), method of calculation.

9

On page 3, the last paragraph,

A second change in the same paragraph on the

10

second line, "based on" has been changed to "determined

11

by" for clarification.

12

A few items were deleted simply because they

13

were unnecessary or had no relevance to this subchapter.

14

The citing of 252:100-24-7, applicability to other

15

agricultural sources, has been deleted, since this

16

section of the rule no longer exists.

17

terms which are not referenced anywhere in the text of

18

the rule have also been removed.

19

been included in the background information document

20

which is not a part of the rule.

21

Definition of

These definitions have

The existing rule is an interim measure which

22

was to be effective until July 1, 1995, or until the

23

date that measured particulate emissions rates are

24

developed.

25

to be permanent and final; therefore, the language

The rule you bring before you today is meant

8

1

regarding interim status has been removed from

2

252:100-24-1 and 252:100-24-3-(f).

3

With the inclusion of these changes, it is the

4

staff's recommendation that the Council consider

5

adoption of the proposed Subchapter 24 rules with the

6:

recommendation to forward them to the Department of

7

Environmental Quality Board for their consideration as

8

emergency and permanent rules.
I would be happy to try to answer any

9

10

questions.

11
12

MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Mr. Bishop from

the Council?

13

DR. CANTER:

I am a little confused in one

14

sense.

There was a sheet of paper on the back table

15

called a guidance document.

16

referring to when you say a background document?

Is that what you're

17

MR. BISHOP:

Yes, sir.

18

DR. CANTER:

It is?

Okay.

And the guidance

19

document -- I realize it's a draft; at least that's my

20

understanding at this point.

21

o.s.u.

22

is a fundamental study that was done to come up with the

23

emission factors that are included in the document.

24
25

It does not refer to the

study, and it seems to me that the

o.s.u.

study

What I'm concerned about is what happens five
years down the road when no one that was a part of this

-.._

9

1

scenario is here and then somebody comes and says:

2

Well, where did that .053 come from?

3

is no one knows.

4

And the next thing

And it seems to me the guidance document in

5

some fashion ought to refer to that study and refer to

6

the rationale that was used to develop .053.

That was

r

7

time and effort.

8

there is a solid scientific rationale for those

9

emissions standards.

10

Bill Fishback led that effort, and

And I think that's particularly important in

11

light of the fact that these standards are -- these are

12

not emission standards; these factors are lower than

13

what is currently in the EPA 1842.

14

that needs to be documented either in this, the guidance

15

document, or by referring to the

16

guidance document so that information doesn't get lost

17

along the way.

18

long and we will be trying to figure out where those

19

numbers came from.

20
21
22

And I just feel like

o.s.u.

study in the

Because I suspect that it won't be too

And right now we know, but it's got to be put
down for a paper trail.
MR. BYRUM:

We had a discussion yesterday

23

afternoon with the folks from feed and grain.

24

they called yesterday morning, and I told them I had not

25

read the document that you're referring to.

In fact,.

We had a

10
~.\

1

discussion with them yesterday afternoon and told them

2

that we believed it needed some things added to it, and

3

we will be meeting with them, hopefully, within the next

4

week or so to do that sort of thing.

5

And I concur to that totally.

6

to the o.s.u. study.

7

that need to be included in that.

8
9

And there are several other items

MR. FISHBACK:

MR. BYRUM:

11

THE CHAIRMAN:

I would assume they do.

MR. BYRUM:

14

MR. FISHBACK:

16
17
18

19

Including it in the guidance

document.

13

15

And does the industry agree with

including that reference?

10

12

We should refer

Yes.
I think that's a good point, and

I would agree with that, too.
MR. BYRUM:

I think that's something that we

intend to do.
other questions for Mr. Bishop?

Of Council?

Of the audience?

20

(No response.)

21

Thank you, Ray.

22

I have one person who's indicated that they

23

wish to speak.

24

the subject?

25

we'll have someone bring them up here to me.

Are there others that wish to speak to
Please fill out the form at the back, and

·

11

1

Mr.

-- I believe it's Robert Poppe.

2

MR. POPPE:

3

Ladies and gentlemen of the Council, and the

Right.

4

public:

5

Guernsey & Company, for architects 1 engineers, and

6

consultants.

7

employee, and I have coordinated a few little comments

8

with him.

9

My name is Robert Poppe, and I'm with C.H.

What

We have on our staff one ex-Air Quality

~

want to go over is on the first page

10

under 252:100-24-2, under definitions, down under where

11

it calls out fugitive emissions reads:

12

emissions that could not reasonably pass through a stack

13

chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent

14

openings."

15

"Means those

We would propose that that reads "fugitive

16

emissions, which means those emissions that do not pass

17

through a stack, chimney, or a vent or other

18

functionally equivalent and openings."

19

words "could not reasonably."

20

interpretation.

21

Take out the

We feel reasonably is an

Okay?

The other major point is back on the last page;

22

page 5.

Under 252:100-24-6.

We feel that the words

23

"visible" and the words "adjacent" need to be stricken.

24

And where that paragraph (a) reads "all facilities will

25

take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of

12

1

any fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line

2

from which the emissions originate," and (b) "no person

3

shall allow emissions beyond the property line in such a

4

manner to damage or to interfere with other properties."

5

The way it reads now, is -- the way I read it,

6

anyway, is if this dust gets on properties beyond the

7

adjacent properties, then I would say legally that

8

that -- that that portion of the rule wouldn't apply.

9

think something needs to be added to where properties

10

beyond the adjacent properties is also subject to the

11

capabilities of damages.

12

And also from that -- I have not found; it

13

probably is somewhere, but I haven't found where

14

fugitive dust itself is defined.

15

guideline document, I put down there at the bottom that

16

"fugitive dust means."

So over on the

17

MR. BYRUM:

Okay.

18

MR. POPPE:

And it looks to me like it is --

19

that this will really be able to help and control not

20

only the emissions but help in some health aspects of

21

various locations.
MR. BYRUM:

22
23

Mr. Poppe?

24
25

Any questions from the Council for

MR. FISHBACK:
emission?

on your definition of fugitive

I

13

1

MR. POPPE:

2

Oh, okay.

3

MR. FISHBACK:

4

No.

MR. POPPE:

6

MR. FISHBACK:

10

MR. BYRUM:

Yes.
What do you see as the impact in

Bill, before you go into that, I

would say that this definition, I think, is identical to
the definitions we have in other portions of our regs.
MR. FISHBACK:

11
12

The first point you made

changing the verb from "could" to "do"?

8
9

No.

about the change in the definition of fugitive emission.

5

7

Definition for fugitive dust.

I think it is.

I just wanted to

know what you expected to gain by that change.
MR. POPPE:

13

I don't -- it appears to me that

14

when it says "that could not reasonably pass," it

15

appears to me that something either does or it doesn't.

16

I mean, it either can or it can't.

17

where reasonably is an adjective there that -- you

18

it says it reasonably can or it reasonably can't.
MS. TILLMAN:

19
20

MR. FISHBACK:

I think it's a very important

I misunderstood, then.

I didn't

understand you were striking the word "reasonably."

23

MS. TILLMAN:

24

MR. FISHBACK:

25

know~

thing, too?

21
22

And I don't see

the verb.

I didn't either until just now.
I thought you were just changing

14

MS. TILLMAN:

1

2

I think that word reasonably is

incredibly important to be left there.
MR. BYRUM:

3

I think when we originally passed

4

this rule, if my memory serves me

5

now and probably had hair when we originally did it

6

but I think the discussions centered around could

7

reasonably -- it might not reasonably pass through it if

8

you didn't build a stack.

9

of discussion that went on in the terms of art that went

i

10

I don't have hair

And I think there was a lot

into this.

11

So we would have to look at that change.

12

MR. POPPE:

Could that be defined, then, back

13

under the guidance document what reasonably is

14

as for this -- for these rules?
MR. BYRUM:

15

16

defined~..

I think -- as I said, I think this

particular definition appears other places in our rules.

17

MR. POPPE:

Okay.

18

MR. BYRUM:

I don't know that through the

19

history of this rule being in place we've had any

20

problem with anyone defining what reasonably meant.

21

Dennis, are you aware of any?

22

MR .. DOUGHTY:

For the record, my name is Dennis

I would make this comment, that the way this

23

Doughty.

24

definition is designed, it's meant to include those

25

facilities that may not have a stack, but they could

15

1

reasonably run the emissions through a stack, which also

2

implies that there is a possible control that you can

3

put on that particular stack.

4

if you have -- let's say you have a, I don't know,

5

right-of-way where traffic and it's not reasonable to

6

put a stack on a right-of-way, and there may be some

7

pieces of equipment, but it's not reasonable to put a

8

stack on and therefore
not reasonable to put control
.

9

equipment on.

10

If you have something

.

But -- there are a lot of things that go into
Is it technically

11

whether or not it's reasonable:

12

feasible to design a piece of control equipment or a

13

stack to go on this piece of equipment?

14

economically feasible to spend thousands or millions of

15

dollars to run emissions through a stack?

16

Is it

So, granted, it is subject to interpretation,

17

but it's not an insurmountable problem.

18

that we can handle, and I believe it is a good

19

definition that we've worked with and used.

20

MR. BYRUM:

21

MR. POPPE:

22

MR. BYRUM:

23

MR. FISHBACK:

It's something.

For a number of years.
Okay.
Other questions of Mr. Poppe?
On your comment on the very last

24

section of the Rule 24-6, I believe I understand you to

25

say that you wanted to strike the word visible where it

16

-..,I
1

appears in both subsection (a) and (b); is that

2

MR. POPPE:

3

MR. FISHBACK:

correc~.

Yes.
I believe I understand your

4

intent there, and don't let me put words in your mouth;

5

but let me ask the question.

6i
7

Is your concern that dust that is not visible
can be harmful?

8

MR. POPPE:

9

MR. FISHBACK:

10

Yes.
In other words,

just because you

can't see it doesn't mean it's not there.

11

MR. POPPE:

12

MR. FISHBACK:

That's correct.
I understand that concern, and

13

yet these are really opacity based rules, which in t ur:r-...,.

14

are based on the dust being visible.

15

would have a real enforcement problem without that word

16

visible there, because that is the detection method.

17

The method nonopacity determination method is really

18

what it is, visible method.

And I think we

19

The presumption there is that the emissions are

20

inconsequential if they pass the opacity stability test.

21

If you strike the word visible here, then you would

22

actually have to substitute some other test method for

23

the determination of whether the emission was present or

24

not, and I don't know of any measurement method that's

25

approved in that case.

17

1

I mean, you could presumably have some kind of

2

collection device.

3

deleting -- please understand, I understand your

4

concern.

5

emission -- requiring any fugitive emission to be

~

preventable, I think you've got an impossible detection:

7

and enforcement situation.

8
9

But you make enforcement --

By

But by deleting that and calling any fugitive

That would be my

concern~

So, I would -- as

much as I -- you know, there is a lot of things that are

10

very harmful to human health that are impossible to

11

detect visibly, like carbon monoxide or benzene or other

12

things that obviously are gasses and have no visibility~

13

The intent here was that if you really can't

14

see it, then it's not present in a concentration high

15

enough to be harmful.

16

epidemiologist or toxicologist, but I think that

17

presumption is probably true in the case of grain

18

And I think that -- I am not a

dust~

So I understand your concern, but I think if we

19

struck that word, what enforcement tool is left?

20

So that's my concern about that change.

21

MR. POPPE:

My only comment on that would be it

22

would be a collection system, you know, a collection pan

23

or something that you could collect that material in, in

24

different locations on different properties.

25

MR. FISHBACK:

But then would you require every

18

1

source to have perimeter monitoring?

2

pretty significant -- see, that's the beauty of Method

3

9:

4

source to have perimeter monitoring to prove --

5

see, there's another word in here that's very

6

significant, the word "any," prevent the discharge of

7

"any" fugitive dust.

It's cheap and it's fast.

And if you required every
You

Now, if we strike the word "visible," we've got

8

9

I mean, that's a

"any dust."

It's very difficult to prove a negative.

You know, so, I

10

just -- I just think that the

11

compliance demonstration aspect of this and the

12

enforcement aspect of it, from a practical matter, is

13

very difficult.

14

monitoring, I mean --

19

I'm not talking about perimeter

monitoring.
MR. FISHBACK:

17

18

And the cost of doing perimeter

MR. POPPE:

15
16

.--,.'i

Oh, you -- what was your

thought?
MR. POPPE:

Just making a sample pan or

20

something on adjacent property or a sample pan on other

21

properties.

22
23

MR. FISHBACK:

Then how do you determine from

what point of origin that material came?
Just by comparison.

24

MR. POPPE:

25

MR. FISHBACK:

So you have to have upwind and

19

1

downwind.

2
3

And what are you trying to

MR. BRANECKY:

What's a violation or what's an

excessive number?

8
9

MS. TILLMAN:
achieve?

6
7

And what standard do you compare

them to?

4

5

MR. BRANECKY:

MR. FISHBACK:

It's a good idea, but I think

the en£orceability --in fact, maybe we should ask some.

10

of the enforcement people.

11

fugitive.emissions limits was the fact that if there was

12

a complaint, the agency could be called, an enforcement

13

officer could come out and do a visible emission -- you

14

know, they're certified; they're called smoke readers,

15

you know, the certified visible emission readers.

16

then they could determine if there was a violation based

17

on that.

18

The whole idea of visible

And

And it was quick and easy and inexpensive.
I just think this would create a lot of

19

additional problems.

20

Everybody would like to have no dust.

21

practical standpoint, I don't think it's enforceable.

22

MR. POPPE:

I don't disagree with your intent.
But from a

What I'm talking about would be

23

that dust which has the capability of damaging or

24

interfering with other properties.

25

wouldn't necessarily be it all is, but that which can

Not all dust.

It

20

1
2

damage or interfere with other properties.
MS. TILLMAN:

Well, for someone that doesn't

3

understand this, and I don't quite understand what your

4

point is, give me an example of what that would be.

5

That's totally out of a lack of understanding.

6.

MR. POPPE:

7

MS. TILLMAN:

8
9

Okay.
What would be an instance where

nonvisible dust would be?
MR. POPPE:

Well, I don't know that -- I take

10

not visible as not being able to see it but visible as a

11

possibility of interpretation as to whether someone can

12

see it or not.

13

particles carry molds on them, and I'm concerned about..-., ..

14

the fact in some situations that these emissions are

15

carrying molds and causing allergies.

And my concern is that some of these

16

And that's my concern.

17

MS. TILLMAN:

18

MR. POPPE:

Can we ask
I'm asking for an interpretation

19

of whether you can visibly see it or not maybe that it

20

still is causing a problem and doing damage, but you're

21

not able to see it coming out of the stack or something.

22

Anyway, that's just my concern and why I marked

23
24
25

these in this language.
MS. TILLMAN:

Bill, did you guys cover that

aspect of what the dust carries with it when you did a

21

1

study?

2

MR. FISHBACK:

3

MS. TILLMAN:

4

MR. FISHBACK:

5

6
7
8
9

with

--

no, we did not.

The

o.s.u. study?

Right.
Did we address molds carried
We did not.

In fact, it was not a health effect study at
all; it was an emissions and quantification study.
I don't think the intent originally was
anything other than to develop emission factors and not,

10

try to speciate., if you want to use that word, what

11

might be emitted.

12

I think the health effects concern is valid;

13

and, in fact, if you will remember the previous Council.

14

meetings, we had testimony from -- I don't remember the

15

gentleman's name, but we had testimony about the health

16

·effects of inhaled grain dust.

And I think our

17

conclusion at that time was that the level of

18

concentration and exposure of property was low enough

19

that it was not of fundamental concern.

20

The testimony that we heard, and I don't know

21

if you attended that Council meeting, had to do with

22

health effects on grain industry workers where obviously

23

the exposure levels are a lot higher; the exposure is a

24

great deal more frequent, more continuous.

25

-

And that was -- the health effects was a

'

22

.-.,
1

completely separate issue that we did not address in

2

o.s.u.

study.

3

MR. POPPE:

Okay.

4

MR. BYRUM:

Other questions for Mr. Poppe?

5

(No response.)

Q

MR. BYRUM:

7

MR. POPPE:

8

MR. BYRUM:

9

10

Thank you, sir.
Thank you.
I have no one else that's

indicating a desire to speak to this subject.

Is there

anyone else that wishes to speak to the subject?

11
12

Mr. Chairman, I would find no one else is
wishing to speak on this subject.
THE CHAIRMAN:

13

Okay.

At this time we

14

a motion to recommend this to the DEQ Board for

15

approval.

enterta~

16

(A discussion was held off the record.)

17

THE CHAIRMAN:

18

t!!~

Larry reminds me it should be

permanent and emergency.
MR. FISHBACK:

19

I would make a motion that we

20

adopt the Subchapter 24 rule as presented by Mr. Bishop

21

with the minor changes proposed or recommended by

22

Mr. Bishop.
THE CHAIRMAN:

23

24
25

I've got a motion.

second.
DR. CANTER:

Second.

I need a

·

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

1
2

I've got a motion and second.

Any further discussion or questions?
MS. TILLMAN:

3

Yes.

The last change that was

4

proposed by the last speaker of other properties instead

5

of adjacent properties.
THE CHAIRMAN:

6

7

A motion wasn't made to approve;

those changes.

8

MS. TILLMAN:

9

shouldn't be added in, though.
THE CHAIRMAN:

10

Right.

I'm not so sure that one

Well, it seems to me if they

11

would affect the adjacent properties, that would be done

12

prior to adjacent -- affecting other properties.
MR. BRANECKY:

13

14
15

Why would you leave the word

visible?
MS. TILLMAN:

Well, I don't know.

If you had

Ci

16

cleared-off parking lot adjacent and you had a home next

17

to the cleared-off parking lot, it might affect the home

18

where it wouldn't affect the parking lot.

19

MR. FISHBACK:

20

very last section of the rule?

21

MS. TILLMAN:

22

MR. FISHBACK:

23

What you're referring to is the

Yes.
And of the gentleman's concern,,

Mr. Popper, was it?

24

THE CHAIRMAN:

Poppe.

25

MR. FISHBACK:

I'm sorry.

His concern there

24

1

was that properties other than those immediately

2

adjacent might be affected?

3

MS. TILLMAN:

4

MR. BRANECKY:

5

MS. TILLMAN:

Yes.
But those adjacent wouldn't be.
No, that's not saying that they

~

wouldn't.

But maybe -- maybe not, you know.

7

wouldn't be that they would definitely; the one next

8

door would be affected.
MR. FISHBACK:

9

Every case

I think your point is well

10

taken, and I think if we retain the word visible in

11

there that we don't have a problem with that.
It is many times true in emissions modeling

12
13

that the adjacent property -- it's a skip effect.

14

adjacent property is not necessarily affected; the

15

impact can be downwind.

16

MS. TILLMAN:

17

MR. FISHBACK:

The~,

Yes.
So I guess really substituting

18

any off-property receptors or any off-property locations

19

for just adjacent properties, that would be acceptable

20

to me.
MS. HINKLE:

21

22

he recommended.

23

MR. FISHBACK:

24

MS. TILLMAN:

25

There was another change in what

that.

The word visible.
No.

We opposed the change in

25

MS. HINKLE:

1
2

for adjacent; it was deleting the use of.
MR. BRANECKY:

3

4

MS. TILLMAN:

It should be the use of other

properties, I would think.
MR. BRANECKY:

7

8

To interfere with other

properties.

5

6

It wasn't just substituting other

He was suggesting with other

properties.
MS. HINKLE:

9

So rather than just saying

11

or to

10

interfere with the use of adjacent properties"; it would

11

be "or to interfere with other properties."
MS. TILLMAN:

12
13

all of that, but I like

14

other properties."
MR. FISHBACK:

15

And I don't like the deletion of
11

to interfere with the use of

Your proposal, Mary, is to have.

16

it read "no person shall allow visible emissions beyond

17

the property line in such a manner as to damage or

18

interfere with use of other properties."

19

MS. TILLMAN:

20

Just because of the fact that you could have a

21
22

23

Right.

skip.
MR. FISHBACK:

We leave the word visible; we

leave the word use; we change adjacent to other.

24

Dennis is standing up.

25

MR. DOUGHTY:

I did want to make -- for the

26

1

record again:

My name is Dennis Doughty.

I did want to make a comment.

2

If I'm not

3

mistaken, this language was taken directly out of our

4

fugitive dust rule and just transferred over to this

5

particular rule.
I think there's another paragraph in that

6
7

fugitive dust rule that. says that you shall not handle

8

materials in a manner that will cause them to be

9

dispersed and blown.
So if it goes over into the other properties,

10
11

we've never had a problem.

12

interpreted these wording adjacent to mean those

13

properties in that area that are affected by these

14

particular emissions.
So, if they're skipping one house and getting

15

16

another, we'll get them under this rule.
MR. FISHBACK:

17
18

We've always liberally

It doesn't say immediately

adjacent.
It doesn't say immediately

MR. DOUGHTY:

Yeah.

21

MS. TILLMAN:

Okay.

22

MR. DOUGHTY:

We've never had a problem with

19
20

23

adjacent.

that.
The other issue about -- let's see, what was

24

25

it?

27

1

MS. HINKLE:

2

MR. DOUGHTY:

3

other?

4

my mind.

Use of?
No.

It had to do -- what was the

There's been a comment on that, and it slipped
Had to be visible.
I believe that if the emissions were visible

5

6

that would -- I mean, we could still use visibility as a

7

criteria for concluding that the emissions were coming

8

from this facility and going on adjacent properties.

9

you limit it to visible, it makes it a lot easier to

10

If

enforce, as Mr. Fishback was saying.
The problem we have that we run into is if you.

11

12

get out there somewhere distant from a particular

13

source, you don't know where those emissions are coming

14

from.

15

be coming from one somewhere else, or they may be coming

16

from Texas.

They may be coming from their facility, they may

We don't know.

So without the visible aspect in there, you do.

17

18

have a proof problem.

19

MS. TILLMAN:

If adjacent means in the vicinity

MR. DOUGHTY:

We have always interpreted that.

20

21

or --

22

if it's in the immediate area and it's coming visible

23

from a particular facility.

24

MS. TILLMAN:

25

MR. FISHBACK:

Then I agree.
Also, to address the gentleman's

28

1

concern about nonvisible emissions having potentially

2

adverse health effects.

3

called the National Ambient Air Quality Standard For

4

Particulate Matter, and this is an enforceable standard

5

that's been on the books for a long time.

6

was a situation where an off-property receptor, somebody

7

living on an adjacent property, felt that nonvisible

8

emissions were impacting them, testing could be done;

9

and it's basically ambient air sampling to find out what

There is a standard in place

And if there

10

the concentration is; and if in fact that standard is

11

being violated, then additional controls may be

12

required.

13

So there's protection in the existing law

14

somebody being impacted by nonvisibility emissions.

15

I think we're okay.

16

MR. BYRUM:

for~.

So

And I would add to what Bill said.

17

we did do a study as part of this rule-making to measure

18

the PM-10 days in and around operating grain elevators.

19

And they were not significantly different than they were

20

in other areas of the state.

21

I don't remember the numbers, so don't --

22

MS. TILLMAN:

23

MR. BYRUM:

24
25

Oh, come on.
I can get you that data, but I

don't have that off the top of my head.
MR. FISHBACK:

So procedurally we have a motion

29

1

on the table without a second --

2
3
4

THE CHAIRMAN:

The motion stands as made and

MR. FISHBACK:

And the motion was to leave the

seconded.

5

language as proposed by Mr. Bishop with the minor

6

changed proposed by Mr. Bishop.

7

THE CHAIRMAN:

8

MS. TILLMAN:

9

THE CHAIRMAN:

And that was seconded.
Yes.
Now, any more discussion?

10

(No response.)

11

THE CHAIRMAN:

12

THE SECRETARY:

13

MR. BRANECKY:

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

DR. CANTER:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

MR. FISHBACK:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. HINKLE:

20

THE SECRETARY:

21

MS. SLAGELL:

22

THE SECRETARY:

23

MAYOR TARON:

24

THE SECRETARY:

25

MS. TILLMAN:

Okay.

Ready for the vote.

Mr. Branecky.
Aye.
Dr. Canter?

Aye.
Mr. Fishback?
Aye.
Ms. Hinkle?

Aye.
Ms. Slagel!?
Aye.
Mayor Taron?
Aye.
Ms. Tillman.
Aye.

30

1

THE SECRETARY:

Mr. Breisch?

2

THE CHAIRMAN:

3

That concludes our hearing.

Aye.
We will take a

4

short break while the court recorder puts her equipment

5

away.

6
7

(The hearing concluded.)

*******

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25

-..
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1

2
3
4

5

6

I, GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR, RPR, having been

7

duly appointed as Official Court Reporter herein, do

8

hereby certify that the foregoing pages number from 3 to

9

30, inclusive, constitute a full, true, and accurate

10

transcript of all the proceedings had in the above

11

matter, all done to the best of my skill and ability.

12

DATED

the 2nd day of March, 1995.

13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25

~HRONIC,

GAYLA

CSR, RPR

Gayla Chronic
~
Oklahoma Certified Shorthand Reporter
Certificate No. 01127
~~~~ .
.

24. ?ARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS
FROM GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED OPERATIONS

SUBC~~PTER

252:2.00-24-1.
252:2.00-24-2.
252:2.00-24-3.
252:200-24-4.
252:100-24-5.
252:100-24-6.

z:sil.:eo ::

7.

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability, calculations
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls
Applicability to other Agriculture Sources

252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities
that handle, store or process grains. All facilities handling bulk
agricultural commodities through grain handling equipment can apply
this subchapter to emission sources at the facilities. This rule
is an interiffi rule effeczive until July 1, 1995 or until the date
('.t'hicfiever is earlier) that measured particulate efftission rates
frofft grain h.andling are developed under protocols approved or
accepted by the l'.ir Quality Division to replace the :actored
-efftission rates in this interifft rule.
252:100-24-2. Definitions
The fallowing words and terms when used in this subchapter shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
PJ:h:J:se S\:ll':~tressieft :AaEiiei'lt·es" ffteans FDA or FGIS approved additives
applied cofftfftercially for dust suppression.
The duet suppression
efficiencies of these additives is accepted to be 90' when applied
at a proper application rate per fftaaufacturer's recofftfftendatioas or
as approved by the director of the Air Quality Division.
"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is
totally self-contained or is enclosed within a structure at a
grain, feed, or seed facility. Emissions from this equipment shall
not be exhausted to the atmosphere except througH non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a source subject to
emission calculations.
0 EKistsiftg Graift, FeeEi, er Seea Operaeieft" ffteaas a facility vl'fiieh
·•..as in enisteace ia 1993 and has stiSfftitteei a c'l:l:rrent effiioeion
iaventery to the Air Quality Division fer the 1993 reporting period
year.
All otfier grain, :eed, and seed operations sfiall be
considered ae\v.
0 Perie
Filter" FReaas arty control device or systefft in vl'fiich
particulate !Ratter is collected en a dust calee supported on eitfier
a ·..·oven or felted fabric that ean demonstrate a particulate
collection effieiency of not less than 95 percent.
"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not
reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening.
"Grain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any facility or
I

-

.;

the c~mulative ectal auancicv received fer a aiven c~me ceriod bv
75% of t~e raced lea caoacicv. This auot~enc ~s eauivalenc hours
1noc acc~al ~ours)
sf coeraticn reauired to orocess c~e material
received. Actual lea caoacitv mav be adiusced to more or less than
75% bv :~dividual :aciiities
_ documentation suooortina the
orccosed adiuscmenc ~s submitted tc and aooroved bv the Director of
the Air Qualitv Division.
"Total hours of operation" ~cans the sum of the receivina hours
of ooeration and the loading out hours of ooeracion. Actual hours
mav be less since receiving and loadina-out ooeracions may occur
simultaneously.
"T~roughput" !'!'leans ':.he pouneis,
:ens, ar busfiels receiveei by a
facility adeied to tfie pounds, tons, or bushels loaded out from the
facil.:.:.y during any t~me period of .:.nterest divided by tMo.
252:100-24-3.
General Provisions: Applicability, Determination of
Emissions
(a)
Applicability.
The provisions of this subchapter are
applicable to all new, modified, and existing grain, feed, or seed
operaeiensfacilities in the State of Oklahoma.
{1)
~acilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27,
and 252:100-29 are not required to comply wich this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions) ,
252:100-27 (process weight), and 252:100-29 (fugitive dust).
(b)
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
subchapt~r, each new, modified or existing grain, feed, or seed
operatibnfacility shall comply with the permitting requirements of
OAC 252:100-7 and 252:100-8.
(c)
Air
taxies
emissions.
Grain,
feed,
or
seed
operationsfacilities which emit toxic air pollutants above the
deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all
applicable requirements contained t_herein.
{d)
Record-keeping.
The owner or operator of a facility shall
maintain a daily log documenting the commodity throughput receipts
and load-out:s and hours of operation for ea-ch. These records shall
be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made availa~le
for inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel or J.ts
representative during normal business hours.
(e)
Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity} testing
shall be conducted using EPA reference method 9 contained in 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by individual(s)
possessing current certification.
(f) ·Determination of emissions.
Emissions from grain, feed, or
seed operationsfacilities shall be based on the best available
data.
This may include actual emissions as determined by stack
testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using
approved published emissions factors, or other methods developed
under orotocols approved by the Air Quality Division.
~
fellm,ring- factored emissions are allo·..·ed by this interim rule only
until Zuly 1, 1995 or until the date (whichever is earlier) that
measured particulate emission rates from grain handling- are

..-..,

-

concrol devices shall be limited
percent. (10%) opacicy at. any cime.

to

no

greacer

than

ten

252:100-24-5 Emission Control Equipment and Certification
(a)
Emission concrol equipment. where required by {40 CFR 60.300)
must meet. the scandards set under the Federal New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS Suboarc DD) , or as mandated by other
Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls may be
required to reduce nuisance emissions.
(b) Affected facilities shall make best efforts' to reduce dust
emissions during load-out bv minimizing the distance from the loadout soout to the too of the receiving vessel.
l£l Certification.
Each new. modified. or existing grainL
elevatorfeed or seed facility in the state of Oklahoma shall
provide written certification of compliance with this subchapter
within one year of the adoption of this rule by the Air Quality
CouncilDEO Board. Annual certification of receiving. loading-out.
and total annual hours of operation. auantity received and loadedour.. visible emissions, and through:pue and the operation and proper
maincenance of .smv...required control equipment shall be completed by
the owner, operator or other designated responsible party and
submitted as part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.

-

252:100-24-6 Fugitive Dust Controls
·-\a) All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the
discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line from which the emissions originate.
(b)
No.persons shall allow visible emissions beyond the property
line in such a manner as to damage or to interfere with the use of
adjacent properties.

.
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TO~

Air Quality Council
Tulsa City-County Health Dept.
'l'ulsa, Oklahoma

FROM:

Anna A. Clapper
12104 Camelot Place
Oklahoma City, OKlahom 7)120

Date:

April 12, 1994

RE:

OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions From Grain
Handling and Processing_ Industry_- Health Aspects

Mr. Chairman, members of the Air Quality Council, ladies and
_gentlemen:

-

My name is Anna Clapper. I live at 12104 Camelot Place, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73120. I am a former teacher, and nov. I am a
homemaker, mother of three children and grandmother of four. I
have lived in Maine, Pennsylvania, Nev. Jersey, Idaho, Salt Lake
City, Utah; Boulder City, Nevada; and Whittier, California before
coming to Oklahoma twenty-five years ago. Hence, I have
personally experienced a vast range of air quality, both good
and polluted.
For over 20 years I have been on the board of the American Lung
Association of Oklahoma and have studied the health effects of
air pollution. I am a charter member of the Oklahoma Coalition
for Clean Air and have attended and participated in v.orkshops and
seminars on the Clean Air Act in Denver, Colorado; Estes Park,
Colorado; Dallas, Texas; Houston, Texas; San Antonio, Texas;
Chicago, Illinois; Airlie, Virginia; Washington, D.C. and
Antigonish,·Nova Scotia, so have a v.orking familiarity of the
Clean Air Act.
I have attended meetings of the Air Quality Council since the
first regulation was adopted in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act over
tv.·enty years ago, and have given testimony v.hen appropriate, and
have taken part in seminars in various areas of Oklahoma. My
objective is to obtain and maintain air quality that is
consistent v.ith good health and a v.holesome environment for
those ~he live in our state.
Kindly visualize this pastoral scene as exemplified by the v.ords of
this song:
"0, beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber v.aves of grain ..•
What a vivid picture this is of ou;plains where grain is grov.n,
h~rvested and stored:
Hov.ever, something happens v.hen the golden
grains are harvested an~., then stored in the grain el·evators •
..,;: ....
~

There both organic and inorganic composition of the stored
product complement each other. This is ~here illusion ends and
reality begins. As far back as 1713 it ~as documented that
"grain sifters had asthma due to ~heat, grain smut, grain molds,
grain mites, dururn ~heat, durum ~heat dust and grain insects."
In the publication, Occupational Lung Disease,edited by J. Bernard
L. Gee, M.D. of Yale University ~chool of Medicine, 1984,
page 154, it states that " Grain dust is a complex mixture of
materials derived from cereal grains as ~ell as natural
contaminants, for example, silica, fungi, bacteria, endotoxin,
insects, mites, rat hair, pollens, and human additives
{pesticides and their residues). The biologic potency of the
dust is likely to vary with the grain and the type of
concentration of the contaminants .•.. Cross-sectional
epidemiologic surveys indicate a high prevalence of chronic
bronchitis and asthma as ~ell as conjunctival, ~aryngeal, nasal
and systemic (grain fever) symptoms in grain handlers. In addition
exposure to pesticides may provide acute neurologic, gastrointestinal, hepatic, and pulmonary symptoms and can cause chronic
neurobehavioral effects".
"Disease statistics of grain elevator operators may not apply to
farmers since the patterns of exposure, and composition of the
dust may be different in the various types of grain elevators and
farm operations, but the respiratory problems resulting in
exposure to grain dust appear to be identical ••• The grain elevator
operator and longshoremen are exposed during loading and unloading
of trucks, railroad cars and ships, during grain distribution,
and transport ~ithin the elevator components, ~eighing, cleaning
operations, equipment maintenance, and grain inspection ..•• "
To give some idea of the scope of the situation in Oklahoma, I
quote from Dr. Calvin B. Parnell of ~xas A&MUniversity's testimony
to the Air Quality Council on March 8, 1994, page 2," Oklahoma
has a total of 354 grain handling facilities. Each of these
operations ~ill typically handle 6,000 to 12,000 bushels per hour
(bu/hr) unloading and loading grain. (This is usually determined
by leg capacity). One bushel of ~heat ~eighs 60 pounds. Hence,
a 12,000 bu/hr elevator ~ill handle 3~0 tons per hour."
According to reports, in 1993 the total amount ~as about 5.0
million tons. Therefore, this regulation can have a marked impact
on Oklahoma·~ occupational health.
To clarify the possibilities of air· contamination I quote from
an Io~a study, Unit J, page 2 "27 pounds of dust are emitted for
every ton of grain handled, resulting in 1.7 million tons of
grain dust produced·per year. The concentration of particles
varies ~idely, ~ut may reach very high levels; Measurements

-

in elevators have ranged from 0.18 to 781 mg/mJ of jotal dust
the respirable range extending up to 76.J mg/m . Airborne
concentrations of fungal spores often exceed one million spores
per cubic meter."

~ith

If one is be~ildered ~hy there may not be too many health complaints
from ~orkers in grain elevators, it is documented on page 156 of
the previous article that" ••. allergic ~orkers ~ho develop severe
asthma ~ill likely leave the industry early in their employment."
on p~ge 4 of the Io~a study," .•. persons ....&h asthma allergies
either do not seek employment as grain handlers or leave this
employment rapidly because of an increase of asthmatic symptoms.
Ho~e ver, the prevalence of occupational asthma has been reported
to be five times that of ~orkers in other professions (50% grain
handlers, rather than 11% others, ~ho are non-smokers.) 11
On page 157 of the Yale jtudy, it states that" Labor Canada
adopted a TLV of 10 mg/m of total grain dust to protect ~orkers.
Cyclones have been replaced by bag filters ~hich are theoretically
99. 9%. efficient. No such standard exis:ts in the United States
~here nuisance dust standard of 15 mg/mJ is used.
Studies sho~
ho~ever, that the respiratory effects can be found in ~orkers
exposed to dust levels bela~ the current TLV." Riutuction in
exposure levels can be accomplished by follo~ing procedures listed
in the article.
Further documentation on the health effects of grain dust may be
found in the follo~ing: Occupational Pulmonary Disease by James
Dosman and David Cotton; analysis of grain dust and effects on the
respiratory system, Occupational Lung Disease, 2nd edition by
W. Keith Morgan, M.D. and Anthony Seaton, M.D. as ~ell as the
publications" Agricultural Respiratory Hazards", Unit J- Grain
Dusts by the American Lung Association of Io~a in collaboration
~ith The Institute of Agricultural Medicine and Occupational
Health, The University of Io~a.
Since the American Lung Association of Oklahoma is vitally concerned
Vwith lung health, it is urged that the members of the Air Quality
Council be cognizant of the adverse health effects of grain dust
and take these into consideration in your deliberations on this
regulation.
Thank you for this opportunity to express the concerns of a ci tiz.en
is dedicated to clean air for Oklahoma as a necessity for
a good quality of life.

~ho

Respec-tfully,

-

Cl~

a. t?f?t~·--t./

Anna A. Clapper /7.,..._..

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY MEDICINE
College of Medicine
Division of Occupational and Environmental Medicine
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TO

Air Quality Council
Tulsa City-County Health Dept
Tulsa, Oklahoma

FROM

Kenneth R. Hart, DO, MPH
University of Oklahoma College of Medicine
Division of Occupational and Environmental Medicine
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73104

SUBJECT:

Health Aspects of Grain Handling

DATE

April 12, 1994

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Air Quality Council, Ladies and Gentlemen:
My name is Dr. Kenneth R. Hart. I am an Associate Professor
Environmental Medicine at the University of Oklahoma College
request of Mr. Terry Carlton of the Oklahoma Lung Association,
you testimony regarding the medical aspects of grain handling
adverse health effects associated with exposure to grain dust.

of Occupational and
of Medicine. At the
I am here to provide
and the potential of

I am Board Certified by the American Board of Preventive Medicine, a specialist in
Aerospace Medicine and Occupational and Environmental Medicine. I received my premedical training from Kansas State College, my medical training from the University of
Health Sciences - Kansas City and a Masters Degree in Public Health ·from the
University of Texas- Houston. My specialty training was received from the University of
Texas - Houston, Johnson Space Center and the United States Air Force School of
Aerospace Medicine. I recently joined the faculty at the University of Oklahoma College
of Medicine after a long career in the United States Air Force as an Air Force Physician.

,-

My remarks today will focus strictly on the health aspects of exposures to grain dust as
provided through several studies that have been conducted over the past several years.
In response to the health concerns of exposure to grain dust in the grain industry, I will
provide you with my understanding of the results and conclusions of studies that were
conducted because of concerns with the potential of risks associated with grain dust
exposure. I would like to approach this in thr,ee parts. First, a review of the general
hazards of grain dust, general health effects of grain dust exposure addressing acute
diseases, chronic diseases, then discuss the findings and conclusions of the principle
investigators who published the several papers that I have reviewed.

It is generally accepted by most of the investigators in the field of which we are
discussing that several 11azards exist in association with exposure to grain dust. One
must consider first, the particles from the grain which can consist of protein and starch
granules, husks and other particles from the grain itself. Fungi that grow on the grain
must be considered with the insects and mites that live in the grain. Rodents may infest
grain and leave their spore. Bacteria are also a consideration, as well as, bacterial
waste products which consist of endotoxins, pesticide residues, and of course, silica. All
of these factors present a certain hazard when coming in contact with very sensitive
areas of the human body. Some of the symptoms one would expect from this would be
conjunctivitis, rhinitis, and perhaps even dermatitis. Our major concern, however, is the
ill effects associated with the inhalation of these particulates and the reaction within the
lungs, as well as, reactions within the body, generally. The vast majority of the studies
that have been conducted would suggest that there is a relatively t1igh prevalence in
association with skin disease, eye and nasal problems, as well as, other pulmonary
.problems such as bronchitis, pneumonitis, pulmonary fibrosis and asthma.
This brings me to the second point, which is general health effects of grain dust
exposure. The health effects can be divided into two distinct areas with the first being
acute disease. Acute diseases could consist of organic dust syndrome or an entity
termed grain fever or farmers lung. This disorder is characterized by fever and general
maliase that occurs following re-exposure to grain dust after one or two weeks outside
the environment. This disorder would be more suggestive of a hypersensitivity reaction
created by the initial exposure with symptoms developing to subsequent exposures.
Another acute disorder would be occupational asthma. Based on the studies that we
have seen, however, this is extremely rare when associated with grain dust exposure,
but never the less a consideration. Mucous membrane irritation is relatively common
and prevelant in workers exposed to grain dust. Allergic reations are another
consideration, but relatively rare in the grain dust environment. Microbial infections are
infections by bacteria. This is another consideration, but not a serious one.
The next aspect associated with general health effects of grain dust exposure is that of
chronic diseases. The first that has been demonstrated in animal studies is that of
hypersensitivity pneumonitis. Chronic bronchitis appears to be another one of the major
concerns based on the studies that I have reviewed. Finally, chronic obstructive lung
disease is a condition that is seen relatively commonly within the grain dust industry.
The majority of the acute symptoms, thus far discussed, were usually relieved within
one or more hours after cessation of exposure. Some persons, however, continue to
have symptoms throughout the day, night and sometimes into the next morning and
working day. Symptoms of the chronic disorders occured daily, weekly or monthly
depending on the grain handled and the concentration of the dust. Job location, time of
the year and atmospheric conditions also appeared to be factors.
The vast majority of the studies that were conducted included pulmonary function
studies to measure the level of pulmonary function or the loss of function relative to the
duration or concentration of exposure. The !llajority of the studies that are in the
literature today, focused on several aspects of problems associated with grain dust
exposure. Initially, these studies focused on adverse pulmonary effects of grain dust.
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The latest studies have focused on the dose-response relationship with an attempt to
establish a threshold limit value that would in fact eliminate or nearly eliminate the
majority of symptoms or adverse effects. Concern was expressed throughout the
majority of the studies with the potential of bias due to the healthy worker effect. This
situation would occur when the only workers that would be reviewed or studied would be
those who were healthy enough to tolerate the symptoms or not develop the disease for
a long period of time. There were no studies that reviewed adequately the health effects
in those individuals who may not have continued their work in the grain industry as a
result of symptoms of exposure to grain dust or other reasons.

,..-

Finally, the studies in general, indicated the magnitude of the problems to be only
modest. Here, however, the healthy worker effect must be considered. The pulmonary
function changes which result from grain dust exposure are both acute and chronic meaning the effects could become apparent within minutes of initial exposure to grain
· dust and could be reversible over hours or days while the chronic effects are at least
.partially reversible over a period of months. Most investigators generally agreed that the
conditions were consistent with the presence of a pulmonary restrictive defect and that
grain handlers showed an increased non-specific bronchial reactivity that is experienced
from continuing exposure to grain dust. It is generally agreed that the adverse
pulmonary effects of grain dust are most likely due to an irritant effect. While these are
conclusions of the investigators, most still feel that further investigation is required to
delineate conclusivly the adverse health effects of grain dust exposure. Because of a
probable strong dose-response relationship between grain dust exposure and
respiratory symptoms and lung function studies, the allowable exposure level is
probably too high.
I conclude my testimony with these comments and will be available to answer questions
relative to the factors that led to these conclusions. I will plan to offer a more detailed
explanation in any of those areas I have discussed. I want to thank you for the
opportunity to meet with all of you today and to offer my assistance in this very
interesting area of environmental concern .

. Hart, 0, MPH
Associate Professor
Occupational and Environmental Medicine
KRH/Ic
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Background
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Contractor:
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Department of Agricultural Engineering
Texas A&M University
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Graduate Research Assistant
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6. OBJECTIVE U: WHAT IS THE EFFECT ON GRAIN QUALITY OF
PROHIBITING THE RECOI\ffiiNING OF RECIRCULATION DUST TO THE GRAIN
STREAM AT EXPORT ELEVATORS?
The issue of prohibiting R/R partly focuses on foreign discontent with U.S grain
quality. Because of the implication that grain dust is related to quality, it is important to
quantify the amount of dust in the grain and its relation to grain quality.

6.1 PROCEDURES
1. Approximately 454 grams (1 pound) of grain from each sample was used in the
tumbler-airwash procedure developed in the Department of Agricultural Engineering
at Texas A&M University to determine the amount of dust concentration in the grain.
The grain was tumbled using the tumbler box covered with flne mesh (opening size of
178 microns) for three minutes to determine the amount of free fine dust in the grain.
The grain sample was then transferred to the tumbler with 2 mm holes and tumbled
for three minutes to determine the amount of material with sizes between 178 microns
and 2 mm. For wheat samples, the grain was not tumbled in the 2 mm tumbler box
because some wheat kernels were smaller than 2 mm and passed through the holes.
2. FGIS standard grading was performed on a portion of each grain sample. A
standard FGIS grade includes test weight, moisture, heat damaged kernels, broken
kernels, and foreign material.

6.1RESULTS
Table 3 shows the average dust contents of inbound and outbound com from
Elevators 3, 4, and 7. At every elevator, there was an increase in total dust content between
the time grain entered an elevator and when it left, but the fine dust contents and coarse dust
contents did not necessarily increase at every elevator. Most likely, the changes in dust
contents were the result of blending. Coincidentally, Elevator 3, which used 100% RIR
dust, showed a much higher dust content than the other two elevators. In fact, both the
inbound and outbound com from Elevator 3 showed higher dust contents. However, at most
elevators, it is common to have RIR dust systems on inbound conveying equipment to reduce
losses due to shrinkage, and this was the case at these three elevators. Likely, the inbound
com at Elevator 3 had deteriorated during storage at another elevator, causing the high dust
content. If the presence of R/R dust systems had caused the high dust content in Elevator
3's com, then the other two elevators would have shown high dust contents in their inbound
com samples also. This was not the case, and the data from soybean dust extraction helps to
further demonstrate this point.

-
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TABLE 3. AVERAGE DUST CONTENrS FOR
CORN SAMPLES.
Corn

Dust

Inbound

Outbound

Elevator 3

Fine

0.256% ±0.151

0.183%±0.049

Coarse

0.323% ±0.229

0.409% ±0.328

Total

0.579%±0.339

0.592% ±0.367

Fine

0.136% ±0.041

0.177%±0.021

Coarse

0.175% ±0.087

0.160% ±0.041

Total

0.312% ±0.123

0.337% ±0.047

Fine

0.103% ±0.039

0.134%±0.031

Coarse

0.142%±0.106

0.173% ±0.098

Total

0.245%±0.132

0.307%±0.118

Elevator 4

Elevator 7

Table 4 shows the average dust contents of inbound and outbound soybeans for three
elevators. Like the corn, soybeans generally showed an increase in total dust content from
inbound to outbound. In all cases, the increase in total dust content can be attributed largely
to the dramatic increase in coarse dust ( > 2mm). By inspection of the dust sieving data in
Objective IV, it can be seen that the soybean dust captured by dust control systems is
composed largely of particles smaller than 1mm. Thus recombination of dust should not be
responsible for the increase in total dust for soybeans.
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Table 5 shows the average fine dust contents of the wheat samples. Results for the
wheat samples also show the same increase in dust content from inbound to outbound as the
other grains. Elevator 5, which had the highest percentage of bin dust systems, had the
largest increase in fine dust content for wheat samples.
TABLE S. AVERAGE DUST CONTENTS FOR
WHEAT SAMPLES.
Wheat

Dust

Inbound

Outbound

Elevator 2 (SRW)

Fine

0.029% ±0.005

0.029% ±0.008

Elevator 5 (HRW)

Fine

0.028% ±0.004

0.056%±0.036

Elevator 6 (HRW)

Fine

0.025% ±0.004

0.029% ±0.004

Grain samples were sent to FGIS in an attempt to find a linear correlation between
FGIS grade factors and the amount of fine dust extracted with the tumbler device. In this
regression, each FGIS grade factor was the independent variable, and fine dust content was
the dependent variable. Results of the regression analysis are in Table 6.
Every grain had one instance where dust content was found to be correlated to a
grade factor with a probability of 90% or higher. In three of the four grains, fine dust
content was correlated with the grade factor referred to as Total Damaged Kernels (DKn. It
is reasonable to expect that dust content be correlated to this factor, since damaged kernels
would likely produce more dust after repeated handling. However, only in the case of
soybeans did a grade factor account for more than 50% of the correlation. This indicates
that while grade somewhat influences the dust content of the grain, there are still factors
other than grade that affect the amount of dust in the grain:

·::.. ·
\.,·.··
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9. OBJECTIVE V: WHAT ARE TilE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF mE DUST IN QUESTION?

Prohibition of RIR will likely result in the removal of approximately 3.2 pounds of
dust per ton of grain. In order to provide a reasonable justification for disallowing RIR, it
will be important to know the characteristics of the dust removed to: (1) estimate the impacts
on the grain of removing the dust, and (2) suggest alternative uses for the dust.
9.1 PROCEDURES

1. A proximate analysis was performed on a small portion of com, soybeans, wheat,
RIR dust, and bin dust to compare the nutrient values of the grain and the dust
samples.
2. Dust samples collected from elevators were divided into smaller lots of about 454
grams (1 pound). From each lot approximately 100 grams were placed in a shaker
sieve to find the distribution of large particles in the dust. The screens used in the
sieve had opening sizes of 1000, 500, 250, and 106 microns.

-

3. A few grams of each dust was used in the wet sieving procedure described by
Jones (1986) to determine the fraction of dust smaller than 100 microns in each dust
type.

4. A few grams of dust from each lot were analyzed with the Coulter Counter Model
TA-Il in the Processing Laboratory in the Department of Agricultural Engineering at
Texas A&M University. The Coulter Counter determines particle size distribution
(PSD) of particles with a diameter of less than 100 microns.

5. Dust filters used in the fine dust tumbler Y'ere also analyzed with the Coulter
Counter to determine the particle size distribution of the dust extracted with the
tumbler.
6. 250 grams from each grain sample were allocated for determination of mycotoxin
levels. Along with the grain samples, 250 grams of RIR dust and/or bin dust from
each facility were allocated for the same tests. Aflatoxin Bl was the principle
mycotoxin studied.
7. 100 grams of com, RIR corn dust, and bin com dust were tested for activity
levels of three commonly used pesticides. The three pesticides were Malathion,
Actellic (Pirimiphos-Methyl), and Reldan (Chlorpyrisos-Methyl).
,.-

8. A procedure and equipment developed by Lesikar (1991) was used to determine the
minimum explosive concentration (MEC) of three types of grain dust. In the
procedure, the explosion chamber was fitted with a paper diaphragm, and the dust
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TABLE 22. RESULTS OF DRY SIEVING FOR HARD RED
WINTER WHEAT DUSTS.
Sample

<106

106<250

250<500

500<1000

>1000

Elev 5 Bin Dust
(10 samples)

0.306

0.346

0.176

0.065

0.107

Elev 6 Bin Dust
(15 samples)

0.353

0.297

.0.083

0.063

0.204

Elev 6 R/R Wheat
Dust (10 samples)

0.493

0.332

0.070

0.031

0.074

Table 23 shows the results of the wet sieving for hard red winter wheat dusts.
Typically, wheat dust contains a higher amount of chaff, hulls, and other large particles
which tend to flake. The additional vibrations from the ultrasonic bath likely caused the
large difference between the dry sieving and wet sieving data. Similarly, there is some
natural cohesiveness between the dust particles which was destroyed by the action of the
dispersant and vibration of the procedure.
TABLE 23. RESULTS OF WET SIEVING FOR
HARD RED WINTER WHEAT DUSTS.
Sample

% less than 100 microns

EJev 5 Bin Dust

54.5±0.8

Elev 6 Bin Dust

58.1±1.6

Elev 6 R/R Dust

73.7±5.6

SOYBEANS
Results of the dry sieving tests for soybean dust samples are shown in Table 24.
Particle sizes are in microns. Both of the R1R soybean dust samples had an extremely high
amount of fme dust. Like the wheat dust samples, the bin soybean dusts contained higher
amounts of large particles compared to the RJR dust samples. This indicates that bin dust
contains more hulls, trash, and dirt than RIR dust. The bin dust samples also contained
significantly less fine dust since they were ·mixtures of different g·rain dusts and floor
sweepings.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FEDERAL CLEAN AIR ACT
ITS Th1PACT ON THE GRAIN INDUSTRY IN OKLAHOMA

INTRODUCTION

Let me introduce myself. I am a professor in the Department of Agricultural
Engineering at Texas A&M University. In that capacity I teach and conduct research. I
served as a member of the nine member citizen board that function as the governing body of
our state air pollution regulatory agency (SAPRA) - The Texas Air Control Board from
January, 1990 until September, 1993. I teach 2 to 3 courses during the fall and spring
semesters. They include: AGEN 365 - Unit Operations, AGEN 360 - Systems Engineering,
AGEN - 300 Management Science, MEEN/AGEN 477 Air Pollution Engineering. My
research has included the following: (1) Dispersion Modeling of S~ from coal fired power
plants, (2) Cyclone Design. The 1D3D cyclone design was developed in my Jab. This
cyclone is BACT in California and Arizona and we are currently conducting research on new
cyclone and abatement system designs, (3) Grain Dust Explosions., (4) Biomass conversion
One of my colleagues is developing a correction to the AP-42 cattle feed lot emission factor.
I have conducted particulate matter source and area· sampling. In 1972, I was responsible for
conducting a study that involved isokinetically sampling 10 exhausts from a cotton gin,
simultaneously. The results of this were that particulate emission rates from cotton gins will
range from less than 1 to over 4 pounds per bale. The current AP-42 emission factor for
cotton gins is 2.24 Jbs/bale. Throughout my career, I have been involved with air pollution
and air pollution abatement.
What is air poUution?
"Air pollution is the presence in the outdoor atmosphere of any one or more
substances or poJlutants in quantities which are or may be harmful or injurious to
human health or welfare, animal or plant life, or unreasonably interfere with the
enjoyment of life or property, including outdoor recreation." (Cooper and Alley ,1990)
Grain elevators can only pollute air by violating the "nuisance• aspect of the
definition. "Nuisance• is in reference to the part of the definition that refers to unreasonable
interference with "enjoyment ... " It is the responsibility of a SAPRA to regulate nuisance
violators and it is in this context that your state DEQ is regulating grain elevators. The
regulation of grain elevators is different than regulating industries emitting toxics or
hazardous waste incinerators, etc .. Concerns for public health are a higher priority.
The implementation of the Federal Clean Air Act (FCAA) amendments is difficult for
most states. With the exception of California, most states must expand their staffs so that
they can implement this act. The Texas Air ContrOi Board· was fated with hiring 700 plus
personnel in less than 4 years, establishing a Title V Federal Operating Permit (FOP)
program and collecting fees to fund the work as required by the FCAA. We were faced with
losing one billion dollars of federal highway funds if we were unsuccessful. I suspect that

Oklahoma is· faced with a similar situation. The state funding for the expanded mission
mandated by the FCAA is supposed to be derived from fees imposed on polluters. Any
industry that emits 100 tons of a criteria pollutant must be classified as a Title V "major
source" and must pay annual emission fees at a minimum rate of $25 per ton. One method
for determining which industries are major sources is to use the document published by EPA
that lists emission factors for industries that emit pollutants - AP-42. Table 1 is the AP-42
listing of the uncontrolled emission factors from grain elevators in the U.S .. I've added
another column to show emission factors in units of pounds per ton. Note that for country
elevators, the emission factor is 8.6 lbs/ton.
The U.S. Grain handling and marketing system is the envy of the world. We have
7,000 country elevators, 300 inland tenninals and 60 export facilities. Grain elevators are
basically simple systems. Grain is transported to the elevator, unloaded, elevated, conveyed
to bins and stored. In many country elevators, the grain passes through a dryer prior to being
conveyed to storage. When it is time for the grain to progress in the marketing system, it
moves from the storage bin through a spout to a belt conveyor, elevated and conveyed to a
rail car or ship.
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Oklahoma has a total of 345 grain handling facilities. Each of these operations will
typically handle 6,000 to 12,000 bushels per hour (bu/hr) unloading and loading grain. (This
is usually determined by the leg capacity.) One bushel of wheat weighs 60 pounds. Hence, a
12,000 bu/hr elevator will handle 360 tons per hour. Based upon the AP-42 emission factor
of 8.6 lbs/ton, the estimate of particulate matter emission rate would be over 3000 oounds
per hol!.I'. This is· not happening. This is a weight loss (shrink) as a consequence of emissions
of particulate matter of 0.43%. For some elevators, a shrink exceeding 0.3% is an
indication of theft.
It is my understanding that the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality ·
(DEQ) is attempting to use this factor (8.6 lbs/ton) to determine whether an elevator can be
. classified as a Title V "major source" i.e. emitted over 100 tons of particulate per year. A
country elevator would be a "major source if it handled 775,000 bushels per year and emitted
8.6 lbs per ton. Many of the country elevators in Oklahoma have receipts exceeding one
million bushels. It is not uncommon for a country elevator to handle 10 to 20 million bu/yr.
Using this emission factor, a 10 million bu/yr facility would emit 1290 tons and would be
required to pay $32,250 per year at $25 per ton of emissions. This same elevator would have
an estimated emission rate of 45 tons per year in Texas and would not be required to pay
annual fees because it would not be a Title V "major source" (less than 100 tons of
particulate emitted). The difference is that the pennit engineers with the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) use a 0.3 lb/ton emission factor for grain
elevators. I believe that 0.3 lbs/to is too high.

Oklahoma produced 171 million bushels of wheat in 1992 and approximately 5
million bushels of grain sorghum. Disregarding grain handled by an elevator that crossed into
Oklahoma from another state, the 8.6 lb/ton emission factor could result in a bill for

$576,000 annually for emission fees as Title V "major source" fees at $25 per ton. Many of
the 345 grain elevators in Oklahoma will be inappropriately classified as a "major source•
The cost of installed controls to reduce hypothetical emissions listed in AP-42 could be
devastating to this industry.
Serious problems can result from unfair or inappropriate implementation of the 1990
FCAA amendments relative to grain handling. This will occur if the state Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) were to characterize emissions from grain handling facilities
using emission factors published by EPA. If the Oklahoma DEQ were to use AP-42 emission
factors, a large number of the Oklahoma country elevators will be classified as "major.
sources" and will be required to pay annual emission fees. This is improper, inappropriate
and wrong. They are not "major sources"! Hence, they should not be required to pay annual
emission fees. Regulating air pollution is required but unfair and inappropriate application of
rules and regulations do not serve the public.

The AP-42 emission factors for grain elevators are totally wrong and should not
be used by state air pollution regulatory agencies (SAPRAs) to characterize air pollution
emissions from grain handling operations.

PROBLEMS

wrm THE MRI STVDY

How could the EPA publish data in AP-42 that totally misrepresents the emission of
particulate from grain elevators? The answer is that they were using the results. of a study
performed by Midwest Research Institute (MRI) completed in 1974. The MRI scientists
performed their study at a terminal grain elevator in Kansas City. They collected data on the
mass of dust collected by each of the seven bag filters and the mass of grain moving through
the elevator during the same time period and reported the ratio as "uncontrolled • emission
factors. The protocol of the study was flawed. The MRI investigators assumed that the dust
control systems with associated dust collection systems (filters) would be required at any
grain elevator for normal operations and that if the bag filters were not present the dust
captured by these systems would be emitted. Both of these assumptions were wrong!

The reasons for having dust control systems at grain elevators are as follows: (1) to
prevent dust explosions, (2) housekeeping (reduce the amount o"r grain dust settling on floors
that must be periodically swept up) and (3) compliance with air pollution regulations at the
unloading pit and the rail car or truck load-out area. The emissions from this facility that
could have impacted the public were the "fugitive• emissions from the incoming and exiting
grain functions and the emissions from the filter collectors. The grain dust captured by the
filters was not emitted.

I am going to attempt to illustrate how serious this error was with the following
example: The emission factor for "Headhouse Oegs)" is 5 lbs/ton. (See Table 1.) A leg at a
grain elevator is a bucket elevator designed to elevate grain so that it can be dropped into a
bin. No dust control is required to perform the elevation function. In other words, an ·
enclosed leg, without dust control has zero emissions. The elevator used in the MRI study
was pulling suction from the "boot" and "head" of the leg to lower the concentration of dust
entrained in the air at the grain transfer points to prevent grain dust explosions. The dust
captured by the "leg" dust control system was captured by the bag filter, weighed and
returned to the grain stream. Because this dust was returned to the grain stream, it
potentially was captured by other dust control systems downstream. Dust captured by six of
the bag filters in this study was returned to the grain stream. (This is a common practice.)
Yet, the MRI scientists used the mass of dust captured by the bag filters divided by the grain
stream mass as their estimate of grain elevator emission factors. This was WRONG! This
dust was not emitted!
Can you comprehend the frustration of a grain elevator manager when he attempts to
explain to a regulator that his elevator leg is enclosed and he is not pulling any suction from
the leg but he is told that according to EPA, the leg is emitting 5 lbslton. The regulator is
looking for the air pollution abatement system (controls) and if the leg has no cyclone or bag
fllter, it must be emitting 5 lbs/ton according to AP-42. The manager tries to get the
regulator to show him where his enclosed leg is emitting dust but the regulator points to the
AP-42 emission factors and says that he must be emitting 5 lbs/ton because he has no
controls. In other words, the regulator has received "guidance" from EPA to use the
emission factor in "the book" (AP-42) even though it is obvious that the enclosed leg is not
emitting dust. This is wrong!
Many country elevators have no suction on their legs. I've been told that the regulator
has suggested that the manager should install suction and dust control on the leg to lower the
legs emission rate. This is ludicrous. If the manager were to install suction on the boot and
head pulley with associated bag filters, negative consequences can result: (1) The emissions
of the bag filter will in effect increase the emission rate of the leg. Prior to the dust control
system being installed, the enclosed leg was emitting "zero" particulate. Assuming the bag
filter emission rate is 0.01 grains per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf), a 10,000 cfm dust
collector will be emitting 6.5 grams per minute. (2) The elevator manager will spend
$50,000 to $100,000 for the system that will not improve his productivity. (3) Thereintroduction of the captured dust will increase the chances of a dust explosion. This is
especially true if the dust control system were to re-introduce the captured dust to the boot of
the leg.

-

Another problem with the protocol of the MRI study was the lack of consideration of
the particle size distribution of the material captured by the 7 bag filters. Dust control
systems capture large particles such as broken kernels, etc ..These large dust particles are not
an air pollution problem in that they settle out very close to the source. Turner (1970)
indicated that only particles less than 20 microns in diameter should be included in dispersion
modeling. In AP-42 under "Fugitive Dust Sources• the following statement is made:

"Smaller particles, particularly those less than 10 to 15 micrometers in diameter, have much
slower gravitational settling velocities and are much more likely to have their settling rate
retarded by atmospheric turbulence. Thus, based on the presently available data, it appears
appropriate to report only those particles smaller than 30 micrometers. • In other words, dust
particles larger than 30 microns should not be an air pollution problem since they settle out
close to the source and are not transported across the property line.
Wallin et.al (1992) published sieve analyses of samples collected by MRI during their
1974 study. (See Table 2.) Mr. Wallin obtained this information from MRI to establish a
more realistic emission factor.for Texas grain elevators. Note that the fraction less than 44
microns was 2% and 0.57% for truck receiving and railcar loading, respectively. Com
cleaning, gallery belt, tunnel belt and head house (legs) will have no emissions unless a dust
control system has been installed. If we were to take the AP-42 uncontrolled emission factors
for receiving and loadout, 0.6 and 0.4 lbs per ton, respectively; multiplied times the fraction
less than 45 microns, it would result in an emission factor of 0.035 lbs per ton of dust that
can be transported across the property line affecting the public. The TNRCC uses 0.3
lbs/ton.

WHAT IS TIIE EMISSION FACTOR FOR AN ELEVATOR HANDLING WHEAT?
I have been involved with numerous studies relative to grain dust explosions. One
measurement that I have routinely made is the fine dust (dust less than 100 microns) content
of grain. Typically, wheat will contain less than 0.03% or 0.6 lbs per ton fine dust. Of this
0.6 lbs/ton, 50% is larger than 15 microns. This is the total fine dust content of wheat. In
the process of moving through the elevator, only a fraction of this fine dust is entrained in
the air and transported across property lines (air pollution). There is no way that a grain
elevator handling wheat can emit 8.6 lbs/ton.

In my work with wheat dust (Parnell et.al, 1986), I have found that approximately
34% of the wheat dust captured by a bag filter is fine dust (less than 100 microns). (See
Table 3.) Approximately 50 % of the fine dust is less than 15 microns. (See Table 4.) In
other words, approximately 17% of wheat dust captured by a bag filter is less than 15
microns. This is a very conservative number because the methodology used to determine the
fraction of fine dust was wet sieving using alcohol. Dry sieving results in a much lower fine
dust fraction. Approximately 30 % of the dust captured by a bag fllter of a dust control
system in an elevator handling wheat is less than 30 microns. This means that the total
amount of dust in grain that has the possibility of being emitted is 0.18 lbs per ton. This can
only occur if 100 % of this dust is extracted from the grain and emitted. It is likely that less
than 50 % of this total will be emitted. Hence, I estimate that an uncontrolled emission factor
from a grain elevator should be less than 0.1 lb/ton.
If one were to assume that 20% of the total trash and fine dust emitted by the elevator
were less than 30 microns and that the 1 lb per ton emission factor for unloading and loadout emission factors (Table 1) were accurate, a measure of the amount of dust transported
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across property lines in an uncontrolled situation would be equivalent to an emission factor of
0.2 lbs/ton.
·

GRAIN DUST EXPLOSIONS

A grain dust explosion at an elevator or feed mill can be devastating. Schoeff (1994)
reported that 13 explosions occurred in 1993 up from a record low of 6 in 1992. Property
damage was $3.5 million. How could implementing air pollution regulations impact grain
dust explosions? You must understand the mechanism .of grain dust explosions.

In order to have a grain dust explosion 4 ingredients are required: (1) fuel - Grain
dust suspended in air at or above the minimum explosive concentration (MEC). The value of
50 grams per cubic meter (g/m3) is the accepted MEC for grain dust. If the concentration of
grain dust is less than this, an explosion will not occur. (2) Ignition source. (3) Oxygen. (4)
Containment - Most assume that containment is needed so that rupture of the rapidly burning
grain dust can occur (explosion). Containment is needed, in the case of primary explosions,
to achieve an MEC. Elevator legs are the leading location of primary explosions.
A grain dust explosion is usually a series of explosion. The first is usually small ( < 2psi).
It usually referred as the "primary". The primary propagates a pressure wave and a fire
front. The pressure wave moves away from the primary location at 1000 feet per second
(fps) followed by a relatively slow moving fire front (10 fps). This pressure wave entrains
layered dust into another MEC that is ignited by the fire front resulting in secondary
explosions. The multiple secondary explosions result in numerous fatalities and devastating
property loss. Secondary explosions generate pressures in excess of 80 psi and can result in
10 ton segment of concrete being moved 100 yards. The primary method for preventing
grain dust explosions is to prevent MECs from occurring. There are only three methods that
can be used to lower the dust concentration at a grain transfer point: {1) dust control systems
- These are in reality "dust management systems• in that only a fraction of the dust in grain
is captured. Properly designed and maintained dust control systems can effectively lower the
dust concentration at a grain transfer point to below 50 g/m3 • (2) mineral oil application
systems - A small amount of food grade mineral oil is applied to the grain surface. Fine dust
particles "stick" to the grain surface and are not entrained in air at the grain transfer points.
FDA limits the amount of oil that can be applied to less than 200 ppm ( 1.5 gallons per 1000
bushels). (3) Water sprays - This is controversial and FGIS is attempting to ban this method.
Any requirement by EPA or a SAPRA that results in increasing the number of MECs
in a grain handling facility will increase the probability of a dust explosion. MECs are
present in bag filters when the dust layer on the surface of bags is removed and settles to the
bottom to be collected. MECs can occur as dust is conveyed.
The implementation of the FCAA for grain handling facilities can and in my opinion

will have:aJ! impact on the number of grain dust explosions at grain handling facilities in the
U.S .. I believe that if EPA were to insist that all states use their AP-42 emission factors, the
number of Minimum Explosive Concentrations (MECs) will increase. As a consequence, the
probability of a dust explosion at grain handling facilities will increase.

Sm~fARY

I believe that the published AP-42 emission factors for grain elevators are wrong and
over-estimate particulate matter emissions from grain elevators by a factor of at least 20. I've
attempted to illustrate how bad these numbers are in this testimony and I have been critical
of the MRI study that served as the basis for the erroneous emission factors. This is an
important issue. The regulation of air pollution will impact the economics of the grain
industry in your state and could result in relatively small elevators being forced to cease
· operations .This can impact producers who were customers of that elevator. Another major
factor is that improper imposition of air pollution regulations on grain elevators can result in
an increase in grain dust explosions. I believe that the emission factor of a grain elevator
handling wheat should be less than 0.3 lbs per ton (total) and I presented data to support this
position.
The decision you make will impact the grain industry. I hope that I have been able to
•shed some light• on this controversial issue.
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Table 1. Total Particulate Emissi Factors for Orain Elevators, Based or.
(EPA. 1988, AP-42 Emission Factor.)
Emission Factor Rating: C
J.l

Type of Openition

•·

..

Emission
factor,
kg!Mg
handledb

X

Typical
ratio of
grain
received or
shippedc

nount of Grain Received or Shipped•

X

Emission
factor,
kg!Mg
received or
shipped

Emission
factor,
lb/ton
received or
shipped

0.3
0.2
1.0
0.1
0.2
2.5

0.6
0.4
2.0
0.2
0.4
5.0

Country Elevators
Unloading (receiving)
Loading (shipping)
Removal from bins (tunnel belt)
Dryingd
CleaningHeadhouse (legs)

0.3
0.2
0.5
0.4
1.5
0.8

1.0
1.0
2.1
0.3
0.1
3.1

TOTAL

Inland Terminal Elevators

""'

Unloading (receiving)
Loading (shipping)
Removal from bins (tunnel belt)
Dryingd
CleaningHeadhouse (legs)
Tripper (gallery belt)

-

0.5
0.2
0.7
0.6
1.5
0.8
0.5

1.0
1.0
2.0
0.1
0.2
3.0
1.7

0.5
0.2
1.4
0.1
0.3
2.3
0.8

1.0
0.4
2.8
0.2
0.6
4.6
1.6

Export Elevators
Unloading (receiving)
Loading (shipping)
Removal from bins (tunnel belt)
Dryingd
CleaningHeadhouse (legs)
Tripper (gallery belt)

8.6

TOTAL
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.5
1.5
0.8
0.5

1.0
1.0
1.2
0.01
0.2
2.2
1.1

0.5
0.5
0.8
0.01
0.3
1.7
0.6
TOTAL

11.2
1.0
1.0
1.6
0.02
0.6
3.4
1.2
8.82

a Assumes amount received is approximately equal to the amount shipped.
· b To obtain units of lb/ton, multiply factors by 2.0
,-.'teference 6. Average values from a survey of elevators across the U.S. Can be considerably different
for any individual elevator or group of elevators in the same locale.
d See Note b in Table 1.
e See Note c in Table 1.
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Table 2. Sieve analysis of collected grain dust from bag filter catches of a well controlled grain elevator (Midwest
Research~ 1974).
Size Range (x)

Truck Rec.

PR car
Load out

Corn
Cleaner

Gallery
Belt·

Tunnel
Belt

Head
House

(Microns)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

X

<44

2.00

0.57

0.57

31.94

0.52

11.71

X

<63

15.69

3.25

5.40

55.06

4.83

56.45

X

<177

80.92

54.43

57.65

77.93

58.75

89.48

X

<710

97.52

98.38

98.17

98.48

96.10

99.52

X

<i410

99.24

99.69

99.49

99.06

99.23

99.89

Table 3. Percent by weight of grain dust less than 100 JJin by wet sieving. Environmental Health Perspectives Vol
66, pp. 183-188, 1986.

Table 4.

Dust

%<100 JJlTI

SD,%

CV,%

Soybean
Rice
Corn
Wheat
Sorghum

50.6
44.2
54.1
34.3
34.3

1.53
2.20
3.30
1.68
1.30

2.95
4.99
6.10
4.88
3.79

Particle size distributions of soybean~ rice, corn, wheat, and sorghum dust~ < 100 JJlTI using the Coulter
Counter, Model TAli. Environmental Health Perspectives Vol66, pp. 183-188, 1986.

Mean, JJin
Median, JJin
Mode, JJlTI
SD,JJin
Skewness
Kurtosis

Soybean

Rice

Corn

Wheat

Sorghum

13.6
14.8
16.1
1.87
-0.810
1.90

10.7
12.1
18.0
2.24
-0.830
2.58

13.2
13.6
13.7
1.80
-0.860
1.69

13.4
14.7
15.8
2.08
-0.790
234

14.0
15.1
18.1
2.16
-0.720
2.96

....
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GRAIN ELEVATOR EMISSION FACTORS
I testified to this council on March 8, 1994 with a specific purpose of discrediting the
EPA AP-42 Emission Factors that specify that an uncontrolled grain elevator would have an
emission factor of 8.6 pounds of dust per ton. It is my understanding that the DEQ staff does
not dispute that these factors are in error. If these numbers are in error then what should be
the emission factor for grain elevators? I have read the memorandum prepared for you by
Deborah Perry in reference to "Analysis of Documents Submitted by Oklahoma Grain and
Feed Association to Support a 70% Reduction of AP-42 when Calculating Emissions from
Grain Elevators". I believe that some issues are unclear and I hope to "add some light" to
these issues with this testimony.
A state air pollution regulatory agency (SAPRA) must have an emission factor for a
source of pollution. I outlined in my testimony the "Texas Model" which is being used by
.the permit engineers with the TNRCC. They have had the experience of permitting grain
elevators for over 20 years. The Texas Model for an elevator with no drying or dust control
is as follows:
(1) Only the unloading and loading AP-42 emission factors are used. It is assumed
that only these two operations will entrain dust in the air to be moved by air currents across
property lines to affect the public (air pollution). The sum of these two AP-42 emission
factors is 1 lb/ton.
(2) The sieve analysis performed by MRI on the dust captured during the study
indicated that only 2% of the dust captured during the unloading operation was less than 44
microns and only 0.57% of the dust captured during rail car loading was less than 44
microns. This same sieve analysis showed that only 16% and 4% of the dust captured during
unloading and loading, respectively were less than 63 microns. The TNRCC chose to use
30% of the 1 lb/ton was dust of the size that would be entrained in the air at the loading and
unloading points of an elevator. In effect, this 30% used by the TNRCC is an assumption
that 70% of the dust emitted at these points will settle out near the source.
The subject of Ms. Perry's memo is addressing this 70% reduction of the AP-42
emission factors associated with unloading and loading operations at a grain elevator
which sums to 1 lb/ton. In effect the original AP-42 emission factor of 8.6 lbs/ton has
been reduced to llb/ton. Now the question is how much of that 1 lb/ton would
contribute to air pollution or be transported across the property line.
Ms. Perry has indicated that she does not feel that I "provided accurate and
appropriate documentation to support reducing AP-42 factors by 70%" I described the
"Texas Model" in my recommendation for the Oklahoma DEQ staff which reduces the 8.6
lbs/ton to 0.3 lbs/ton. Ms. Perry suggests that the sieve analysis performed by MRI was
insufficient data and based upon her conversation with Dr. Lundgren, sieve analyses will not
provide a good measure of the aerodynamic particle diameter. She is correct with regard to
sieve analyses and aerodynamic particle size. However, the only data available for the dust
captured by the bag filter is their sieve analyses. ,..What will the Oklahoma DEQ use for an emission factor for grain elevators? I believe
that if Oklahoma were to use the 1 lb/ton for uncontrolled elevators, this decision would be
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inappropriate. ·It is obvious that MRI captured broken kernels and trash particles when their
sieve analyses indicated that less than 2% was less than 44 microns. In addition, their data
was based upon the capture of material at a grain transfer point with a dust control system.
There was no attempt at sampling dust concentrations at the emitting points with high volume
samplers. It is likely that the actual concentration of dust entrained in air at the loading and
unloading points was much less than the 1 lb/ton total. Even sampling with a high volume air
sampler would have eliminated the broken kernels and trash that was captured ·and weighed
in their study. A 70% reduction from 1 lb/ton to 0.3 lb/ton is in my opinion a conservative
approach for the Oklahoma OEQ. It is a much higher emission factor than the factor that
would be associated with the 98% reduction that is indicated by the reported sieve analysis.
The actual emission rate should be less than 0.1 lb/ton for wheat.
Ms. Perry stated that all tJ:le data I referenced was based upon particle size
distributions using sieve analyses. This was incorrect. I routinely use a Coulter Counter to
·obtain particle size distributions for particulate less than 100 microns in ·my research. (I've
provided the staff with some of my publications describing this process.)
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Dr. Dale Lundgren Ph.D., P.E. has excellent credentials. I also have spent a number
of years conducting research on topics related to air pollution. My graduate students and I
· developed the 1030 cyclone that is BACT in California and Arizona. I have directed
research projects that included sampling downwind from emitting sources with PMlO and
TSP samplers. I directed the graduate student whose research resulted in a new PMIO cotton
dust sampler (McFarland et al., 1987). I have spent a number of years conducting research
directed at preventing dust explosions ( Lesikar et al., 1991 and Wardlaw et al., 1989). In
1972, I conducted the "sampling" study where the emission concentrations from control
devices from a gin processing stripped cotton were measured (Parnell and Baker, 1973).
These data were used to develop emission factors from cotton gins and are currently being
used by the TNRCC in their permitting process. I also teach the only undergraduate
engineering class on air pollution engineering at Texas A&M University.
Ms. Perry stated that I did not provide accurate and appropriate documentation to
support reducing AP-42 by 70%.1 believe what she meant was she does not believe that there
is sufficient documentation to reduce the 1 lb/ton emission factor (the sum of loading and
unloading emission factors from AP-42) to 0.3 lb/ton. AP-42 lists a total of 8.6 lbs/ton. I
submit that reducing the 8.6 lbs/ton to 1 lb/ton is merely common sense. The legs, gallery
and tunnel do not emit dust. The MRI sieve analysis was sufficient documentation for the
TNRCC to reduce the 1 lb/ton to 0.3 lbs/ton.
In an attempt to provide an alternative justification, I presented recent data on the
quantity of fine wheat dust per ton of grain obtained by an air wash procedure and the
fraction of fine dust of the total dust captured by a filter using a wet sieving procedure. (See
the enclosed excerpts from the Final Report of the~'Impact Study of Prohibiting Dust at
Export Elevators" (1992)). Both of these procedures incorporate a screen to separate trash
from fine dust. However, the air wash and wet sieving procedures are far different that the
sieve analyses used by MRl in their study. The average fine dust ( < 178 I-'m) content of
wheat using tumbler-air wash procedure for "inbound" wheat in my most recent research

indicates that wheat will contain 0.029%, 0.028% and 0.025% (0.6 lbs of fine dust per
ton). "Inbound refers to grain entering the terminal elevator in a condition similar to its
condition leaving a country elevator. This is the most accurate data that I have on the dust
content of wheat. In my opinion, less than 5% of the dust in grain will be entrained in air at
the unloading or loading operation of an elevator. I suggested that if 10% of the dust in grain
were to be entrained in air and transported across property lines, the resulting emission
factor would be less than 0.1 lb/ton.
It would be ideal to have the results of a well planned study that demonstrates that the
emission factor for the combined unloading and loading operations of an uncontrolled grain
elevator handling wheat is 0.1 lb/ton. However, these results do not exist. It is my opinion
that a 0.3 lb/ton emission factor is too high but appropriate until these data are produced. My
major concern is that states will attempt to force country elevators into installing dust control
·
systems based on the inaccurate AP-42 emission factors and the result will be a dramatic
· increase in grain dust explosions with associated loss of life of employees.

Ms. Perry made the point that sieve analysis results are not equivalent to
"aerodynamic diameter" of grain dust. She is correct. She used the example of a cylindrical
particle with a diameter of 5 microns and a length of 80 microns. In my experience, this
physical description is not typical of grain dust particles. Enclosed is a reprint of one of my
papers published in the Environmental Health Perspectives entitled "Physical Properties of
Five Grain Dusts". The particle size distributions (PSD) of the different grain dusts reported
were obtained with the Coulter Counter Model T A II. With the exception of soybeans, grain
dust will have a particle density (pP) of 1.5 g/cm 3• We routinely utilize a Coulter Counter to
obtain particle size distributions of particulate less than 100 microns. This sizing process
yields data for the equivalent spherical diameter of particulate. The definition of aerodynamic
diameter is the diameter of a unit density sphere that has the same settling velocity as the
particle in question. It can be calculated with the following equation: (Cooper and Alley)

where
d. = aerodynamic diameter,
J.l. = gas viscosity,
v, = settling velocity,
Pw = density of water, and
g = gravitational acceleration.
To convert a PSD obtained with a Coulter Counter which is a function of equivalent
spherical diameter of unit density particles, we use the following equation:
da

= (p p)In d

I

where
d. = aerodynamic diameter,
Pp = particle density (g/cm3) or specific gravity, and
d. = spherical diameter.

-.,

McFarlan'd
samplers.

ana Ortiz (1982) used this same procedure in their research evaluating PMlO.

The issue is that the .MRI screen analyses do not provide a measure of
aerodynamic diameter. I submit that the TNRCC considered this in their decision to use
70% instead of 98% or the dust settling out near the source in their estimation of
emission factors from unloading and loading. I also submit that the 1 lb/ton AP·42
emission factor is too high in that MRI used the mass of dust, broken kernels and trash
captured by a dust control system to obtain the 1 lb/ton factor. Hence a 0.3 lb/ton
factor for unloading and loading is "conservative" from a regulatory perspective.

Ms. Perry did not accept the assumption made by the TNRCC staff that particles
larger than 30 microns would settle out near the source and suggested that "particulate matter
measured by the high-volume method ... describes the acceptable method ... " See enclosed
·paper by McFarland and Ortiz (1983) where they tested High Volume samplers and state "At
wind speeds of 2 and 8 km/h, the Hi-Vol has a cutpoint of = 45 #Lm (aerodynamic particle
diameter for which the penetration is 50 percent) whereas at 24 km/h the cutpoint is reduced
to = 30 #Lm". EPA states the following in AP-42:

-

"Thus high volume samplers do not provide definitive particle size information for emission
factors. However, an effective cutpoint of 30 micrometers aerodynamic diameter is
frequently assigned to the standard high volume sampler."
I believe that there is sufficient documentation in the literature to assume that
particulate matter larger than 45 microns (AD) will settle near the source and should not be
considered in the emission factor calculations. In other words, these larger particles will not
cause air pollution off the property.
SUMMARY

-

The Oklahoma Air Quality Council and DEQ staff have some difficult decisions to
make. My testimony on March 8, 1994 and April 12, 1994 were an attempt provide a
scientific basis for your decision process. Hopefully, I have made the following points:
(1) The AP-42 emission factors indicating an emission factor of 8.6 lbs/ton for an
uncontrolled grain elevator are wrong and should not be used.
(2) The "Texas Model" uses a 1 lb/ton total emission factor for unloading and loading
and assumes that 70% will settle out near the source. The resultis that the total emission
factor for the unloading and loading operations of an uncontrolled grain elevator is 0.3
lb/ton.
(3) I am of the opinion that 0.3 lbs/ton for these two operations is too high. However,
I understand why the TNRCC uses this number. It can be corrected with results from a
credible study.
(4) Inappropriate application of air pollution-regulations can increase the number of
grain dust explosions.
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STATEMENT coNCERNING HEALTH EFFECTS OF GRAIN DUST FOR
SUBMISSION TO l'vtEMBERS OF OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

-

April 12, 1994
by
Martin H. Welch, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Pulmonary Disease and Critical Care Section
University of Oklahoma Health Sciencs Center
The effects of silica dust exposure on the lungs are well characterized. This dust causes
a distinctive disease called silicosis, which can be recognized by the changes it produces
in the chest radiograph and in pulmonary function tests. Preventive measures are
likewise well understood and defined.
Grain dust, in contrast, contains a number of injurious substances which produce an
increase in the presence of a variety of symptoms which are non-specific, and which also
occur in people who are not grain dust workers. These include chronic bronchitis,
asthma. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and allergic alveolitis.
,-

In addition to these lung diseases, grain workers are subject to rhinitis, conjunctivitis, and
dermatitis, and to a febrile flu-like illness known as grain fever.
In most cases. the .chest radiograph is not abnormal in these conditions.
Grain dust contains a number of substances which may produce these disorders by way
of an allergic reaction. but the mechanisms are incompletely understood. The grain itself,
as well as fungus particles and bacteria may be involved. In contrast to silicosis, there
appears to h(! a great deal of variation in the sensitivity of individual workers to the
components of grain dust.
Because of these major differences between the health effects of silica and grain dust
exposure. there has been a great ueal of interest over the past two decades in developing
environmental control practices specific to grain uust.
In Canada where the problem has been well recognized, control measures involving bag
filter systems have been designed with a goal of reducing dust levels to 10 mgm/m 3.
Because of unique characteristics of grain dust and its well recognized effects on health
of grain workers, it is recommended that environmental control regulations affecting grain
workers he written in a manner specific to this form of air pollution.
Referen<;e:
Occllpational Pulmonary Disease: Focus on Grain Dust and Health. Edited by James
A. Oosman and David J. Cotton. New York: Academic Press, 1980.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:~d

Larry D. Byrum, Di;ector
Quality Division
.

~Air

SUBJECT:

Feed and Grain Rule Update

DUring the public hearing to adopt revised subchapter 7 and new
subchapter 8, the Oklahoma Feed and Grain Association made comments
concerning the need for rules specific to their . industry.
In.
response to these comments, the staff. indicated it would update the
council of the status o.f efforts to draft grain storage and
handling technology specific rules.
The staff has been working with the grain industry for over two
years to assure they were aware of the· potential impacts of the
forthcoming major source operating permit program requirements
under 40 CFR Part 70 and to minimize these impacts as much as
possible.
And to draft a technology based rule specific to the
grain storage and handling industry similar to what has been
developed for the cotton ginning industry via subchapter 23.
several discussion meetings have been held and some progress has
been made in enlightening the industry of the impacts of Part 70
permitting, but we have. experienced difficulties in drafting a
proposed rule for grain storage and handling sources.
These
difficulties include the determination of reliable emission
factors, central equipment collection efficiencies, and reasonable
economically available control methodology.
In the spring of 1993, the staff proposed a draft rule (attached)
to the Grain Industry for their consideration and comments. Their
response (attached) was received December 7, 1993. As you can see,
there is considerable differences between the two proposals;
however, both the grain industry and AQD have contacted Dr. Bill
Barfield and his staff of the Oklahoma state University
Agricultural Economics Section for assistance and advice in
developing a grain storage and handling technology specific rule
that is appropriate .for the State of Oklahoma.
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December 6, 1993

· Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Air Quality Service
4545 N. Uncoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
Dear Mr. Byrum:
Enclosed is our draft of Subchapter 24 to the Oklahoma Clean Air
Ad dealing with grain, feed mill, ~d grain or seed processors. Our
commtttee looks forward to the meeting with you and your staff on
Monday, December 13, 1993, at 1:30 p.m. at your office.
If possible, the commtttee would like to know the amount of the 5
year permit fee as· proposed. They are aware of the proposed
amount of the annual minor source fee, but are not aware of the level
. of the 5 year permit fee.
Since I will be recovering from back surgery, I will not be in
attendance at this meeting. 1trust you will have a productive one.
Until I return to the office, Rick Treeman serve as our "point person".
Most sincerely, ·

~·
Joe N. Hampton
Executive Vice President
JNH/gw

SUBCHAPTER 24. Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators,
Feedmills and Grain or Seed Processors.
'.:
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SECTIONS
310:200-24-1
310:200-24-1
310:200-24-3
310:200-24-4
310:200-24-5
310:200-24-6

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions: applicability
Smoke, visible emissions, and particulates
Emissions Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls

310:200-24-1.

Purpose

The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities that handle, store or
process grains, feed or seed.
310:200-24-2.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

..-....,
•Facility" means any plant or installation at which grain feed or seed is loaot. .
unloaded,
handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed for
commercial purposes.
- . ~ . .. ·r:, . •
··~
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•Facility Site" means the land upon which a grain elevator, feedmill, or grain
elevator, feedmill, or grain or seed processing equipment or structures are located.
"Existing facility" means a facility which is in existence and has previously been
grandfathered or exempt. All facilities constructed after January 1, 1993 shall be
considered new.
•Fabric filter" means any other control device or system in which particulate matter
is collected within a dust cake supported on either a woven or felted fabric that can
demonstrate a particulate collection efficiency of not less than 95 percent.
•High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of 20-20 or 10-30
configuration, designations refereeing to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is
the diameter of the cylinder portion. A 20-20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of
2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D. A 1D-30 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1
x D and a cone length of 3 x D. The efficienci~s of these cyclones are 90% and 95%
respectively. FI.A' -r:,P- "? 1 11\~ u 7
~
'
.-..

.
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''Dust suppression additives" means FDA or FGIS approved additives applied
commercially for dust suppression. The efficiencies of these additives are 90%.
•Air Baffles.. means a series of inverted V baffles installed under the dump pit
grating which diverts or restricts the air flow from escaping receiving pit, these baffles
reduce free air at grating by approximately 85%, with a net reduction of emissions by 50%.

310:200-24-3. General Provisions: Applicability, Calculations
(a) Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable to all new,
modified, and existing facilities operating in the State of Oklahoma. Facilities _in
compliance with this subchapter are exempt from the.requirements of OAC 310:200-25,
310:200-27, 310:200-29, and 310:200-40. ·.··/0" ··•· ·· · ...::~:..:...-.~ ~·

In

(b) Permits required.
addition to the requirements of this subchapter, each new
or modified facility (unless modification doesn't increase net emissions) shall comply with
the permitting requirements of OAC 310:200-7. An agricultural specific, industry adaptable
.....,..~ .................::t.:-..:.... .. ·.~.• ~,.· ... ·· ,. :-. .r:- :.:.~=--~ l ..'~ :-~· .:·.
permit shall be adopted.
I

..

'

•

. -·
(c) Record-keeping. The owner or operator of a facility shall maintain a log
documenting the annual commodity throughput. These records shall be maintained for
a period of two years and shall be made available for inspection by the Air Quality Service
personnel or its representative during normal business hours.
(d) Test methods.
(1) Visible emissions (opacity) testing shall be conducted using EPA
reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A and be performed by an
individual possessing· current certification.
(2) Dispersion modeling for PM-:10 shall be performed using an EPA
approved modeling method. .
.
.

~
.(SfEffective date. inis subchapter shall become effective upon approval by
the Air Quality Division of the Oklahoma Department Qf Environmental Quality.
·.;(e) Calculations. Appropriate emission factorS shall be obtained using the PM10Jr;cremetilS;found in the AIRS facility sum;ystemsource classification codes (SCCs) and
--9mission factor listing criteria pollutants (EPA-450/4-90-003), with allowances for control
efficiency. AP-42 could be substituted with allowances for control efficiencies in lieu of
factors.
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31 0:_200-24-4. Smoke, visual emissions, and particulates
)

(1) Emissions limit. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit discharge
of any fume, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter of any combination
thereof a shade or density greater than thirty (30) percent opacity.

.

~.' .·r» -)'::-4Co/ tl, t)

-~~
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(2) Alternate emissions limit•. The thirty (30) percent opacity limit as required
under 310:200-24-4 (a) may be increased, for particulates only,. to (50) percent in the
receiving areas and to (60) percent at the loadout areas of the facilities. An average of ~
no more th~n {30) percent ·opacity for the entir6 facilily wiil be rnaintaine~ ~- ~ P.
-

~

(3) PM-1 0 emissions limit. No facility shall impact the ambient air quality in
such a manner as to violate the primary PM-10 standard of 50 ug/m3 annual arithmetic
mean or 150 ug/m3 24-hour average or any other ambient air standard established by
OAC 310:200-3.
. .. -)./.. }. ·",;'·
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310:200-24-5. Emission Control Equipment
lA..."~.~).J ~~:,.J.t.
. .
~ CfP ~ ~- . . pv- ~1!t.~
EmiSSions that do not exceed the standards for amb1ent aJr, do not Interfere v · ,:~
the use of adjacent properties, as well as do not make a facility become classified as .- .,._
major source should be controlled at the operators discretion.
,~
,
r.-:....:.~,_,

wP..o. ~..._.;.,,....u..e. ~-!£."~....

310:200-24-6.

Fugitive Dust Controls

All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of visible
emissions of fugitive dust beyond the property Une from which the emissions originate .
._,
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DRAFT
SUBCHAPTER 24. control of Emissions from Grain Elevators

Section
310:200-24-l

Purpose

310:200-24-2

Definitions

310:200-24-3

General provisions: applic:ability

310:200-24-4

smoke, visible emissions, and particulate

310:200-24-5

Emissions control equipment

310:200-24-6

Fugitive dust controls

3 1 o : 2 oo- 2 4 -1 •

Purpose .

The purpose of this rule is to control particulate emissions from
grain elevators.

310:200-24-2.

Definitions

The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall
have

the

following

meaning,

unless

the

context

clearly

indicates

otherwise:

"Elevator

site" · means

the area . upon. which a

grain elevator is

located and all contiguous land having common ownership or control.

"Existing elevatol;"" means a grain elevator which was in existence
and has sl1Dmitted a current acctirate ·emission inventory to the Air
'I

QUality service for the years ·1990 and 199..
shall be considered "new".

All other grain elevators

11

Fabric

filter"

:neans

any

control

device

or

system

in

which

particu-late matter is collected within a dust cake supported on eith,...-,.;>,,
a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate collection
efficiency of not less than 95 percent.

"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the
20-20 or lD-30 configuration, designations referring to the ratio of

cylinc:ler to
portion.

cone length,

where

o is the diameter of the cylinder

A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 X D and

a cone length of 2 X D (90 percent collection efficiency for TSPJ.
lD-30 cyclone would exhibit a

cylinder length of

l

A

X D and a cone

length of 3 X D (95 percent collection efficiency for TSP).

"Grain elevator" means any plant or installation at which grain is

~.-.

loaded,

unloaded,

hanc:lled,

cleaned,

dried,

stored,

or

treated

fv~

commercial purposes.

310:200-23-3.

(a)

General Provisions; applicability

Applicability.

The provisions of this subchapter are applicable

to all new, modified, and existing grain elevators operating in the
state of Oklahoma.

Grain Elevators in compliance with this subchapter

are exempt from the requirements of OAC 310:200-25,310:200-27,

and

310:200-29.

..,...
(b)

Parmits required.

In addition.. to the requirements of this

SUbchapter, each new or modified Grain elevator shall comply with
permitting requirements of OAC 310:200-7 •

.

..

~

(c) Air Toxics emissions.

The requirements of this Subchapter are in

addition to any which may be required

(d) Record-keeping.
maintain a

und~r

OAC 310:200-41.

The owner or operator of a grain elevator shall

log documenting the daily process

weight

and

hours

of

operation and air emissions control equipment replacement/repair cost.
These records shall. be maintained for a period of two years and shall
be made available for inspection by the Air Quality Service personnel
or its representative during normal business hours.

(e) Test methods.

-

(1) Visible emissions testing shall be conducted using EPA reference
method 9 contained in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A and be performed by
an individual possessing current certification.

(2) Dispersion modeling for PM-10 shall be performed using an EPA
approved modeling method.

(f) Effective date.

This Subchapter shall become effective

?.,.,.,.,.,
.......

300:200-24-4. smoke, visible emissions, and particulates

(a) Visible Emissions. limit.

(1) Emissions limit. · No person shall cause, sutter, allow or permit
discharge of any fume, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate

:na-cter ':lr any combination thereof

shade or density greater than
.
-..,,
percent equivalent opacity.
This requ1.rement shall n
';\

twen-cy (20)

a

...... '

apply

to

smoke

or

visible

emissions

emitted

during

short-term

occurrences, the shade or density of which is not greater that sixty
(60) percent opacity for an period agqregating no more than five (5)
minutes

in any sixty

(60)

consecutive minutes

and/or no more than

twenty (20) minutes in any consecutive 24-hour period.
I

(2) Alternative emissions limit.
limit

as

required

under

The twenty (20)

3l0:200-23-4(a)

may

be

percent opacity
increased

for

par-ciculates only provided that the owner/operator demonstrates to the
satisfaction of tne Oklahoma Air Quality council at public hearing that
those requirements listed in 310:200-25-4(a) through (c) will be met.

(b) PM-10 emissions limit.

No grain elevator shall impact the

ambien~

air quality in such a manner as to violate the primary PM-10 standard
of 50 ugjmJ annual arithmetic mean or lSO ugjmJ 24-hour average or any
other ambient air standard established by OAC 310:200-3.

310:200-24-5.

Emissions control Equipment

(a) Grain turning and Conditioninq.

(l)
10, ooo

Elevators with a rated turning rate equal to or greater than
bushels

minimum,

a

per

hour sball

for

emission

control

utilize,

at

a

fabric filter or other control equipment of equivalent

collection efficiency.

(2), El_evators with a rated turninq rate of less than 10,000 bushels
per hour shall for emission control utilize, at a minimum, an A.E.C.
lonq

cone

high

efficiency

cyclone

or

other

control

equipment

of

equivalent efficiency.

(b) Grain loadinq and unloadinq.

(l) Elevators located within the corporate city limits of any city
or within 300 feet of two or more occupied establishments shall for the
control of fugitive emissions utilize the following: wind screening/
enclosure

on

at

least

three

sides

(without

truck

lift)

or

wind

screening/enclosure on two sides (with a truck lif·t) ; and negative air
pressure (suction)

on the dumping area or pit created by a properly

sized suction fan which will be exhausted through a

properly sized

A.E.c. long cone high efficiency cyclone or other control equipment of
equivalent

collection

efficiency;

or

other

control

equipment

of

equivalent collectio·n efficiency.

(2) Elevators located outside the corporate city limits of any city
and greater than 300 feet

from two or more occupied estalllishments

shall for the control of fugitive emissions, at a minimum, utilize w.ind
screening on at.least two sides of the'dumping area or pit, or control
equipment of equivalent collection efficiency.

310:200-24-6.

Fugitive dust controls
r-·

(a) For control of fuqitive dust; except as provided in OAC 310:20024-5 (b)

(1)

and

(4); no person shal~ cause or permit the hand~inq, ·

transporting,

or disposition of any substance or material

which is

likely to lie scattered. by the air or wind, or is susceptible to baina.....,..,..
\\

:

airborne,

or wind-borne,

or to operate or maintain or cause to be

operated. or maintained., any grain elevator premise, open area, rightof-way,

storage pile or materials,

vehicle,

or construction,

or any

other enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered. by the wind or air, or susceptible to being wind-born or airI

born:

that

would

be

classified.

as

reasonable precautions or measures to

(b)

No

person shall cause or permit

air

pollution

without

taking

minimize atmospheric pollution.

the

discharge

of any visible

fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions
originate.

rev. # 3 (9/11/92)
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DAVID WALTERS
Governor

MARKS! COLEMAN
Executive Director

State ofOklahoma

DEPARTMENI' OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

February 18, 1994
M E M0 R A N D U M
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TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry D.
Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECT:

MARCH 8 COUNCIL PACKET

Byr~

Please find enclosed additional information regarding agenda item
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions From the Grain Handling and
Processing Industry.

DAVID WALTERS
Governor

.MARKS. COLEMAN
Executive Director

State of Oklahoma

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

January 7, 199i4
Ms. Jole C. Luehrs, Chief
New Source Review Section
EPA Region VI (6T-AN)
1445 Ross Avenue
.Dallas, TX 75202-2733
RE: CLARIFICATION OF ISSUES REGARDING GRAIN ELEVATORS

Dear Ms. Luehrs:
I want to express our appreciation for the opportunity to have Nick
Stone attend our January 5 meeting with the Oklahoma Feed and Grain
Committee. His participation was very helpful for all involved in
this somewhat difficult issue. We are moving forward in our efforts
to develop a mutually acceptable rule which will be specific to the
feed and grain industry. However, there are two key issues which
were discussed in our meeting which need further clarification
before we can proceed:
1. Definition of fugitive source.
Emissions from receiving (dump) pits and unloading stations,
including railcar loadouts at grain elevators are a significant
percentage of the total particulate emissions. Emissions from these
points are typically difficult to effectively control. How we
address these emissions will depend on whether they are considered
fugitive emissions, process fugitives or point sources.

Our latest draft included opacity limits for these points which
would be very difficult for the facilities to meet. In addition,
our experience with site investigations at grain elevators has
demonstrated the difficulty in making visual emissions readings at
receiving and loadout points. Please provide us guidance in
addressing these emissions. Does EPA consider these point source,
process fugitive or fugitive emissions?
2. Regulated air pollutant for Part 70.
The Oklahoma Feed and Grain Committee has requested that emissions
calculations and determinations of applicability to Part 70
operating permits be based on PM-10 rather than PM (TSP) . Please
provide EPA's position regarding the use of PM-10 emissions instead
of PM (TSP) when calculating source emissions for Part 70
determinations.

Ms. Jole C. Luehrs
January 7, 1993
Page 2 ·
We need to resolve these questions before we can decide the
direction to proceed with this new rule. Your attention to this
matter will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your continued help and cooperation,

Larry Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
cc:

Doyle McWhirter, Director, Permits and Enforcement
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Acting Supervisor, Permits
Deborah Perry, Engineer, Permits
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DAVID WALTERS
Governor

MARKS. COLEMAN
Executive Director

State of Oklahoma
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
February 14, 1994
Mr. Phil Kenkel, Ph.D.
Extension Agricultural Economist
Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service
109 Agricultural Hall
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078
'RE:

Protocol for Field Study of Grain Dust Emissions

Dear Drs. Kenkel and Noyes:
I have reviewed the proposed protocol for the grain dust emissions
field study and have discussed it with other members of our staff.
I believe the proposal will provide us some valuable data for
comparison with the emission factors provided in AP-42. The mass
balance approach seems to be the best method available to us in
this short time frame. The results of this study should provide us
with scientifically sound, unbiased data that can be used to make
acceptable adjustments to the AP-42 factors if warranted.
We do have some concerns that will have to be considered when we
are examining the results. Due to financial and time constraints
certain issues cannot be addressed in this study, however, they
must be considered in our final analysis of the data produced from
this study. For this reason we would like to clearly voice these
concerns now so that they will be known to everyone involved and
any possible revisions of the protocol can be made at this time to
address these concerns where possible.
We must look carefully at the results of
the implications regarding grain dust
involved accepts the study as unbiased and
consider the results regardless of whether
than the AP-42 calculated emissions.

this study and consider
emissions. If everyone
scientific, then we will
they are lower or higher

In addition, we need to take into account the quality or grade of
the grain used in each test run. I think we would prefer that more
than one test be performed using different grades of grain in each.
However, I realize this may not be possible due to time limitations
and availability of grain. At a minimum the grade of the grain used
must be well documented.

11wv.
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Drs. Kenkel and Noyes
February 14, 1994
Page 2 :
There are many situations at grain elevators which can cause
variations in dust emissions and we will not be able to account for
each of these in this study. However, certain situations must at
least be considered when analyzing the results. We will want to
consider possible differences in the emissions from elevators which
are very near capacity versus those which are nearly empty. In
addition, we must consider if the results are representative of
emissions from grain which has been turned/handled several times
as well as for freshly harvested grain.
We feel the biggest drawback of this method is the fact that the
results will be facility-wide. Thus, we will not have results which
can be compared with AP-42 factors for each point/process at the
facility. We will only be able to compare the results with the sum
·of the AP-42 calculated emissions for each point. However, we feel
this is the best method available at this time considering the
economic and time limitations. We will make appropriate adjustments
to AP~42 emission factors (if the study warrants) with this and any
other considerations in mind.
A response to these comments is not necessary unless certain
changes to the protocol will be implemented to account for these
concerns. Otherwise, we will discuss any concerns when analyzing
the results.
Please contact our office as soon as possible testing facilities
have been identified. We are anxious to get the project underway
and would like to have the opportunity to be present during the
testing. Please feel free to contact me at 271-5220 ext.116 if you
have any questions. Thank you for your continued cooperation.
Sincerely,

!J;Jm~

Deborah Perry
Environmental Engineer
Air Quality Division
cc: Ron Noyes, P.E., Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering, OSU
Doyle McWhirter, Director, Enforcement and Compliance, AQD

C.,lahoma Cooperativt.· fxtension Service

-

Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Oklahoma State University
Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
Department of Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
RE;

January 24, 1994

---....

..~--~.

Request for Assistance on Fugitive Dust Emissions by the Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality and the Oklahoma Grain Elevator Industry

· Dear Mr. Byrum;
On January 3, we met with representatives of the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality. During that meeting, they indicated the need for technical
assistance in working with the grain elevator fugitive dust issue. In our discussion,
they indicated a concern with the accuracy of emission data in Table AP-42, but felt
that there was not suitable data available to support alternative emission factors. While
they were sympathetic with the grain industries concern over the economic impact of ·
the proposed grain dust regulations, they emphasized their need to base emission
factors on realistic, scientifically based estimates of grain elevator dust emissions.
Shortly after our meeting with DEQ representatives, the Oklahoma Grain Elevator
Task Force involved in developing Sub-Chapter 24 of Oklahoma Air Quality
Regulations contacted us with similar concerns over basing the fugitive dust emission
calculations on the EPA Table AP-42, and asked for technical assistance from OSU.
During the past week, we reviewed the Final Report, Contract No. 68-02-0228,
Task No. 24 prepared by Midwestern Research Institute for EPA where the AP-42 data
was developed. From this review, a number of concerns are raised about this research,
including the weighing systems and the reintroduction of the dust to the grain stream ,
where it appears that the researchers may have recovered and measured part of the
same dust more than once. The measurement process we propose in this study
·
eliminates that type of problem.
In recognition of the importance of this issue and in response to these requests
for fugitive dust emission information, wear~ proposing that OSU conduct a study
of overall grain dust emissions. We have developed the protocol for a model field
study of three categories of elevators. Given the time and budgetary constraints,
we feel that this study represents the best avenue of providing scientifically sound,
unbiased data on this important issue.

-
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We understand from our discussions with the DEQ representatives that the draft
regulations need to be finalized during the next two months. This time frame works
best within our regular university work schedules, as we have heavy time
commitments from mid-March through mid-May. If you and the Air Quality
Council concur with the need for this research, the protocol and field study
preparations should be quickly finalized.
Our objective is to serve as an unbiased third party in conducting research which
addresses the concerns of DEQ and the grain elevator industry. If all of the
concerned parties agree with this important study, we would hope to work closely
with the council and DEQ in finalizing the research protocol. In light of the time
pressures involved it would be helpful if you could review this proposal and let us
know your response within the next week. If needed, we will meet with you, your
staff, and representatives of DEQ to discuss this proposed study.
We look forward to your response.
Sincerely

~J71E
Noye'(,~

Ronald T.
., Professor
Extension Agric tural Engineer
Stored Grain Management

c: Bill Barfield, Biosystems & Agr. Engr.
Jim Osborn. Agr. Econ.
Ray Campbell, Interim Dir., CES
Elevator Task Force
Enclosure

Phil Kenkel, Ph. D., Assistant Professor
Extension Agricultural Economist
Agribusiness

-

January 24, 1994

Proposed Grain Dust Emission Values Study
for
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
submitted by
Ronald T. Noyes, P.E.
Professor, Extension Agricultural Engineer
Biosystems & Agricultural Engineering Department
and
Phil A. Kenkel, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Extension Agricultural Economist
Department of Agricultural Economics
Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Oklahoma State University
SITUATION

The 1990 Federal Clean Air Act amendments (FCAA) require states to regulate
industries and facilities that emit air pollutants. The EPA must approve state plans
to enforce the FCAA within the set standards of the amendments. The interpretation
and definition of the amendments have not been completed or specified in some commercial agricultural areas in Oklahoma, including grain elevators and feed mills.
An EPA document entitled AP-42 contains tables of emission factors for various
air pollutants from different sources, including agriculture and the grain ind~stry.
The emission factors for commercial grain handling facilities are based on EPA
sponsored research reported by Midwest Research Institute in "Potential Dust
Emissions from. a Grain Elevator in Kansas City, Missouri", the Final Report,
Contract No. 68-02-0228, Task No. 24 prepared by Midwestern Research Institute
for EPA where the AP-42 data was developed.
Our review of the Midwest Research document indicates several serious research
problems. Three significant problems were: 1] the grain dust weighing system, which
did not operate accurately part of the time; 2] the grain dust routing system where the
dust was discharged back into the grain, where in some cases, the same dust may have
been recovered more than once; and 3] the fact that their tests involved extracting data
from a high velocity negative air aspiration filtering system, which collected grain
dust, fine grain particles, and foreign material, some of which did not have the
potential to become airborne, this was not a true fugitive dust collection study.
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Graih elevator industry managers and university stored grain research and
extension scientists in several states, including Oklahoma, are concerned about the
accuracy of AP-42 table values because of biased research techniques, they believe
the AP-42 table contains unrealistically high grain handling emission factors.
PROPOSED STUDY

If AP-42 emission data are biased and do not represent a valid and reasonable
representation of dust emissions from grain transfer systems in elevators, the use of
this data imposes an unrealistic loss penalty to Oklahoma grain handlers. Government
and industry personnel agree that research is needed to validate or refute AP-42
emission factors. The appropriateness of AP-42 emission factors for Oklahoma
elevators is extremely important since controlling grain dust will have a large
economic impact on the Oklahoma grain industry. Resources and time are not
available to conduct the complex engineering and economic studies needed to
reconstruct and validate all emission source data points listed by AP-42.
The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality has expressed intention to
work with the grain industry to develop a plan which complies with the 1990 .
Federal Clean Air Act requirements but minimizes the adverse economic impact on
the industry. If the AP-42 emission factors are inappropriate for Oklahoma grain
elevators, any alternative measures or adjustments to the AP-42 estimates must be
based on sound, unbiased research.
Requests have been made by DEQ leaders and the Oklahoma elevator task force
that OSU specialists develop a study to document levels of emissions from representative grain elevators. In keeping with it's public service role, it is proposed that
faculty specialists and technicians from the Division of Agricultural Sciences and
Natural Resources, Oklahoma State University assist in providing additional information on this important issue. OSU has a strong, multidiciplinary team of specialists
working in stored grain who are qualified, unbiased (as evidenced by national publications, receipts of unsolicited federal grants, and invitations to present at national
and international stored grain conferences) and are willing to assist in this effort.
Based on these requests, the following model research project is developed to
determine overall levels of grain dust emitted during grain handling operations,
typical in both country and terminal elevators.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Within the existing time and budget constraints, resources are not available to
replicate and validate the original research on which AP-42 is based. The following
study has been designed to document general composite estimates of potential
fugitive grain dust emissions for typical Oklahoma grain elevator facility operations.
2

Specific objectives include:
1. Determine the total weight loss (shrinkage) from complete and partial
handling cycles in typical types of grain elevator facilities (concrete silos in
country elevators, steel tanks at country elevators, and concrete facility at
terminal elevators).
2. Determine the proportion of the previously identified weight loss that can be
accounted for by measured moisture loss and recovered grain (sweepings)
within the elevator facility and premises.
3. Based on the results of objectives 1 and 2, determine upper limits of dust
which could be emitted by each type of elevator facility. If these upper limits
are lower than the amounts implied by the AP-42, procedures for adjusting
the AP-42 estimates will be proposed.
RESEARCH BASIS

-

Grain dust emissions are measured on the basis of units weight of dust per weight
of product (i.e. pounds dust/ton of grain). If a specified lot [weight] of grain is
brought into a grain facility, unloaded, moved through specific processes, held in
storage until the entire lot is received, then loaded out and weighed again immediately during load out, the difference in the original weight of the incoming grain and
the outgoing weight of grain will be the maximum potential amount of dust
emitted by the sum of the processes involved.
At that point, total weight in minus total weight out= gross weight differential.
The gross weight differential does not account for other losses which may occur
during normal handling that do not constitute fugitive dust emissions. For example,
recovered grain materials like grain dust, kemel_particles and foreign material
(sweepings) that were part of the total weight in that are released from the grain but
fall or settle to the floor, ground, driveway or other parts of the elevator facility and
are retained within the facility premises. The net difference between the gross
weight differential determined by scale weights minus the recovered grain materials
that are weighed and moisture loss is the net fugitive grain dust that is emitted to
atmosphere, or gross weight differential - recovered grain material - moisture loss sweepings= fugitive grain dust emitted.
STUDY DESIGN

Several elevator locations identified by the OSU research team will be reviewed
to select the three locations to be used as test sites. Testing is estimated at one day
per elevator site, or three days totaL
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Hard'red.winter wheat will be brought into the elevator by truck, weighed on the
truck scale, unloaded at the grain pit, elevated through the leg, discharged through
the distributor and down spouts directly into a steel bin or concrete silo, or discharged onto a conveyor belt, conveyed down a belt and discharged through a
tripper into a concrete silo. All grain in each test will be accumulated in the storage
tank or silo before any unloading begins. Unloading will be continuous until the
storage structure is empty.
A steel bin will be unloaded either by auger, by side draw gravity spout or
elevated through the leg and loaded onto trucks, then weighed. A country elevator
concrete silo will be unloaded via a belt, leg and down spout into trucks, then
weighed. A terminal elevator concrete silo will be unloaded via a belt and leg and
down spouts to trucks, theq weighed. Each storage structure and the remainder of
"the elevator whe~e dust settled from conveyors or spouts will be cleaned and the
sweepings weighed.
A minimum volume of at least 25,000 bushels (1,500,000 lbs.) of Oklahoma hard
red winter wheat will be unloaded, handled, and outloaded through three different
representative elevators within the state. The actual volume may be higher, based on
the elevator selected for the test ~The incoming and outgoing grain will be weighed
on certified scales checked by a state licensed inspector. Scales with weight increments of 20 lbs. that are accurate to within 0.10% of the maximum capacity of the
scale will be used. Thus, if the weight loss of 7,816 is off by 0.10% or 0.001, that
·
would be 7.8 lbs.
All areas of the elevator involved in these grain handling tests will be cleaned
immediately before the test at each elevator, be inspected by OSU representatives
and sealed off during the test. Cleanup of dust, trash and grain particles will be conducted under the supervision of OSU specialists immediately after the last grain is
weighed, to allow for adjustment of the weight differential.
In order to test both country and terminal elevators using steel and concrete storage facilities, three types of facilities are proposed for testing:
1. A country elevator using steel bin storage and a leg capacity of 7,000-12,000

bu/hr with a direct unload auger, tank side draw unload spout, or leg and down
spout loadout to trucks for weighing out.
2. A country elevator with concrete silo storage and leg capacity of 7,000-12,000
bu/hr. Leg can dump directly into the silo from down spout, and grain can
return to leg for down spout load out to trucks for weighing out.
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3. A teiininal elevator with concrete silo storage and leg capacity of 10,000-20,000
bu/hr. Leg to dump on gallery belt with tripper discharge into concrete silo; silo
unloads onto tunnel belt to leg for down spout load out to trucks for weighing out.
Note: It is not necessary to evaluate steel tanks at terminal elevators since each bin
size at terminal facilities are similar in size to tanks at country elevators.
Both accountable (moisture loss and floor sweepings) and unaccountable
(potential fugitive dust) grain handling weight loss will be measured in three typical
elevator facilities. Each facility will be cleaned before the test lot of grain is
transferred through the facility and loaded back out; dust, trash and grain kernel
particles accumulated on the floors and equipment will be collected and weighed.
These sweepings will be combined with computed moisture loss, and will be
· subtracted from the test lot weight loss differential to determine the actual product
weight loss emitted as fugitive dust - - dust which actually leaves the premises.
Grain handling at many country elevators often does not involve head house or
tunnel belt conveying operations. Grain is typically unloaded directly out of steel
grain bins and silos by down spout or inclined auger conveyors, without returning to
the main leg. In the test model for country elevators, we propose to use a modified
handling path that elevates the grain one time through the main elevator leg, with
unloading coming from the storage unit directly back into the truck for weighing.
Moisture is a potential component that can be accounted for by accurately
measuring grain moisture content and weight before and after each complete
transfer process. Example: 25,000 bushels of HRW wheat weighed in at 1,500,000
lbs. and weighed out at I ,494,340 lbs., with a gross weight loss of 5,660 lbs.
Assume the housekeeping cleanup operation sweepings weighed 1,880 lbs. and that
the average moisture level of incoming wheat was 11.23% [wet basis] and outgoing
wheat averaged 11.18% [wet basis].
The weight loss of the original grain lot due to moisture loss is computed by the
formula:
FGW

= IGW x [1 - IMCJ

[Equation 1]

MWL

=IGW- FGW:

[Equation 2]

I [1 - FMC] ;
100
100

Substituting Equation 1 for FGW in Equation 2,
MWL = IGW- IGW x [1 - IMCJ I [1 - FMC] .
100
100
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[Equation 3]

-.
where:
MWL
IGW
FGW
IMC
FMC
Then, MWL

=
=
=
=

Moisture Weight Loss
Initial Grain Weight
Final Grain Weight
Initial Moisture Content
- Final Moisture Content

= 1,500,000- 1,500,000 x [1- 0.1123] = 1,500,000- 1,499,155.6;
[1- 0.1118]

MWL

= 844.40 lbs. of water lost during the handling process.

Thus, the total loss of fugitive grain dust would be 1,500,000- 1,494,340- 1,880
- 844 = 2,9361bs. Dividing 2,936lbs. by 1,500,000 Ibs. = 0.0019573, or 0.196%
fugitive emission dust loss.
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES

Procedural guidelines proposed by OSU grain handling specialists are:
1. OSU specialists and technicians will act as third party representatives to monitor all test functions and activities, certifying that truck or elevator batch scales used
in the test have been inspected within the nonnal allotted time specified by state law
for weights and measures.
2. Tests will be conducted at three Oklahoma grain elevators with facilities that
are representative of operations typical of Oklahoma grain elevator operations.
3. Test lots of about 25,000 bushels [approximately 1,500,000 lbs.] of hard red
winter wheat will be transferred at each of three selected elevator facilities, with
OSU specialists selecting typical grain lots to be transferred.
4. Grain facilities will be swept clean immediately prior to the test so that test
grain lot fractions, foreign material and dust that falls or settles on the premises can
be recovered for weighing to compute the fugitive grain dust component of the test.
All areas involved in handling the test lot of grain will be inspected and sealed off or
monitored by OSU specialists or technicians.
5. Since AP-42 is based on a grain elevator with no dust control, all dust control
devices in the elevator system will be shut off during the entire test and controls to
these devices will be sealed off by OSU specialists.
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6. Grain bins or silos that receive, accumulate and hold the test lot of grain will
be cleaned, inspected by OSU specialists, and sealed off prior to and during the tests.
Cleanup of the bins or silos will be under the supervision of OSU specialists.
7. Trucks used for transporting will be inspected, fuel tanks topped off, and fuel
will be added at periodic intervals to maintain the truck tare weight at the initial test
weight for weighing operations, or each empty truck will be re-weighed after five
loads to see if the tare weight has changed significantly.
8. Each truck load of wheat going in and coming out will be sampled for moisture and a composite moisture will be established for the total initial lot weight and
final lot weight so that the grain lot moisture differential weight can be computed
for each test.
9. Fugitive dust emissions for each elevator test will be computed by taking the
initial lot weight minus final lot weight, minus sweepings, minus moisture loss
differential.

-
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10. Fugitive dust emissions weight for each of the three elevator tests will be
computed as a percentage of grain handled, and this value will be used as a ratio
factor multiplier for a given type of elevator to adjust the total emission value for
each type of elevator grain handling operation. ·

'

I

'

11. Department of Environmental Quality and Elevator Industry representatives
are invited to be on hand during the tests to observe the test operations, so each
group fully understands and is in agreement with test procedures.
12. Test result modifiers of AP-42 table values can be included in Sub-Chapter 24
language as relates to fugitive dust emissions [in place of original AP-42 data only].
These can then be submitted for approval by the Air Quality Council and Region 6
EPA administrators.
IMPLICATIONS

The results of this experiment are expected to demonstrate the relative maximum
amounts of dust emitted by handling grain through complete processes at facilities
which are typical of dust emission processes that nonnally occur in country and
terminal elevators.
The sum of the emission factors from AP-42 for the cumulative processes by
which the grain is handled can be compared to the losses that actually occur during
each composite handling experiment. If the actual emissions are significantly less,- .
then a correction factor can be applied to AP-42 values to provide more reasonable
emission factors for the Oklahoma grain industry.
.
.
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MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Definition of Regulated Air Pollutant for Purposes of
Title V

FROM:

Lydia N. Wegman, Deputy Director
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards

TO:

(MD-10)

Air Division Director, Regions I-X

In response to requests for guidance on ·the definition of
"regulated air pollutant," this memorandum clarifies the approach
set forth by the definition in the 40 CFR part 70 regulations and
indicates the ways in which the class of regulated air pollutants
can change.
The attachment provides a compilation of the lists
of pollutants which are considered "regulated air pollutants" for
purposes of the operating permits programs under title V of the
Clean Air Act (Act). This memorandum alsq provides guidance on
the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA} definition of "air
pollutant," as that term is used in determining major source
status pursuant to section 302 of the Act. Finally, this
memorandum emphasizes the ability of permitting authorities to
designate certain quantities of emissions of regulated air
pollutants as "insignificant" with respect to the obligation to
report emissions of those pollutants in permit applications. The
policies set out in this memorandum and attachment are intended
solely as guidance, not final agency action, and cannot be relied
upon to create any rights enforceable by any party.
I. Regulated Ai_r Pollutant
The definition of regulated air pollutant, found at 40
CFR 70.2 is important because it determines which pollutants and
emissions units must be addressed in a source's title V permit
application.
In addition, this definition can affect whether a
state's fee revenue is presumed adequate to fund its title V
program and in some cases, the amount of permit fees a source
must pay.
Each of these roles is discussed below.
once a source is subject to a title V permitting program,
its emissions of all regulated air-pollutants (except those which
meet the permitting authority's criteria for "insignificant"
emissions) must be described in the permit application along with
all emissions of pollutants for which the source is considered
major. similarly, applications must describe all emissions units

-.....

which emit regulated air pollutants (except those deemed
insignificant) .
In addition, the concept of regulated air pollutant plays an
important role in the area of permit fees. First, regulated air
pollutants are the starting point for determining which
pollutants must be included when relying on the $25 ton per year
(as adjusted by the consumer price index) presumptive minimum
program cost as a basis for demonstrating the adequacy of a
State's projected fee revenue. As part of this demonstration,
the State projects its revenue using a subset of regulated air
pollutants [i.e., regulated pollutant (for presumptive fee
calculation)]. Second, many States are developing fee schedules
which impose fees based on emissions of regulated air
pollutants."
The population of regulated air pollutants is composed of
the following categories of pollutants:

~

(1) Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOC's).
The definition of regulated air pollutant specifically includes
these two significant precursors to ozone formation. This
approach is consistent with the Act's treatment of VOC's and NOx
pursuant to part D of title I of the Act.
(These ozone
precursors are combined with the criteria pollutants for purposes
of the attached list of regulated pollutants);
(2) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated [i.e., particulate matter (measured
as PM-10: particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than or
equal to a nominal 10 micrometers), sulfur dioxide, ozone,
nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, and lead};
(3) Any pollutant that is subject to a new source performance
standard promulgated under section 111 of the Act [including
section 111(d)], which require new and modified sources to
satisfy emissions standards, work practice standards, and other
requirements;
(4) Any of the ozone depleting substances specified as a Class I
(primarily chlorofluorocarbons) or Class II substance
(hydrochlorofluorocarbons) under title VI of the Act [all of
which became regulated pollutants when they became subject to
standards and requirements for (1) servicing of motor vehicle air
conditioners and (2) restrictions on the sale of ozone-depleting
substances promulgated into 40 CFR part 82 (57 FR 31242, July 14,
1992) ]; and

~

(5) Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under section
112 or other requirements establisned under section 112 of the
Act, including sections 112(g) (2), (j), and (r) of the Act.
It is important to note that, if a pollutant is regulated
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for one source category by a standard or other requirement, then
the pollutant is _considered a regulated air pollutants for all
source·categories. This rule is relevant to all the pollutants
listed under items {3),{4), and {5) above with one exception:
those which are the subject of case-by-case MACT determinations
under section 112{g) {2).
The issue of when a substance regulated under section 112
becomes a regulated air pollutants merits further discussion:
•

When a permitting authority makes a case-by-case MACT
determination under section 112{g) {2), then the pollutant
for which the determination is made is regulated even though
.EPA has not issued a standard for that pollutant. However,
the pollutant is considered regulated only with respect to
the individual source for which the MACT determination was
made.

•

A pollutant will become regulated under section 112{j) of
the Act {the "MACT hammer") if the Administrator fails to
promulgate a standard by the date established pursuant to
section 112{e) of the Act. Pursuant to section 112{j),
permitting authorities will be required to make case-by-case
MACT equivalent determinations. The pollutants become
regulated nationwide upon the date this provision takes
effect for the pollutant {i.e., 18 months after the missed
deadline for the standard but not prior to 42 months after
the enactment of the Act Amendments of 1990). Pollutants so
regulated are considered regulated air pollutants for all
sources that emit the pollutant because the hammer provision
is a broadly applicable surrogate for the promulgation of a
MACT standard. This is in contrast to the section 112{g) {2)
determinations which are triggered only for the single
source subject to the requirement, rather than nationwide.

•

The EPA's proposed rule required by section 112{r) {3), lists
substances which could cause or may reasonably be
anticipated to cause death, injury, or serious adverse
effects to human health or the environment if accidentally
released, was published in the Federal Register on January
19, 1993 {58 FR 5102). All of the listed pollutants will
become regulated air pollutants upon promulgation of the
list.

The attachment to this memorandum contains a list of
pollutants which are regulated as well as a list of pollutants
which are subject to regulation under section 112 in the future,
as discussed above.
It is also important to note that the
attached lists are dynamic and subject to change. For example,
the EPA is required to review periodically the statutory list of
pollutants in section 112{b) and is authorized to delete and add
substances if the scientific data demonstrate that such a change

-
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is appropriate.
We have attempted to note the likely near-term changes in
the regulations that determine which pollutants are "regulated
air pollutants," and we will provide updates to this guidance
periodically.
The definition of regulated air pollutants does not limit
the air pollutants which a State may choose to regulate nor does
it limit the information (such as for permit applications) which
a State may require of a source. States are free to adopt more
expansive approaches to the regulation of toxic air pollutants
than is required by part 70.
II. Definition of "Air Pollutant" Pursuant to Section 302
Considerable interest has been expressed in a related, but
distinct, area: the definition of "air pollutant" contained in
section 302(g) of the Act. This definition governs which
pollutants are to be considered in determining whether a source
is "major" pursuant to section 302(j) of the Act. This is
important to the operating permit program because all major
sources must obtain a title V permit. Although section 302 (g)
can be read quite broadly, so as to encompass virtually any
substance emitted into the atmosphere, EPA believes that it is
more consistent with the intent of Congress to interpret this
provision more narrowly. Were this not done, a variety of
sources that have no known prospect for future regulation under
the Act would nonetheless be classified as major sources and be
required to apply for title V permits. Of particular concern
would be sources of carbon dioxide or methane.

-
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As a result, EPA is interpreting "air pollutant" for section
302(g) purposes as limited to all pollutants subject to
regulation under the Act. This would include, of course, all
regulated air pollutants plus others specified by the Act or by
EPA rulemaking. This approach results in the inclusion of the
pollutants on the list of hazardous air pollutants in section
112(b) that are not otherwise regulated. It should be noted that
the 1990 Amendments to the Act did include provisions with
respect to carbon dioxide (section 821) and methane (section
603), but these requirements involve actions such as reporting
and study, not actual control of emissions. Therefore, these
provisions do not preempt EPA's discretion to exclude these
pollutants in determining whether a source is major.
If the
results of the studies required by the 1990 Amendments to the Act
suggest the need for regulation, tnese pollutants could be
reconsidered at that time for classification as pollutants
subject to regulation under the Act.
This approach to interpreting section 302(g) is similar to

(/{SS
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the traditional practice of the prevention of significant
deterioration (PSD) program under part c of title I of the Act
[see, e.g., Implementation of North County Resource Recovery PSD
Remand, Gerald Emison, Director, OAQPS, dated September 22,
1987].
III. De Minimis Thresholds
With the 1990 Amendments, the Act expressly addresses a
significantly broader range of pollutants. The EPA believes that
this will confer real benefits to air quality management and that
the title V permit program offers the flexibility for efficient
implementation of these requirements. This function includes
providing information. about emissions of these pollutants,
through the permit application process, even if the particular
pollutant is not currently required to be controlled at the
individual source. The EPA also realizes, though, that in many
cases these pollutants are emitted in amounts of no significance
to air quality management.
It would be unduly burdensome to
require permit applicants to quantify all emissions of these
pollutants, especially given their considerable number and, in
some cases, difficulty in quantification.
The part 70 promulgation recognized this fact but gave only
very general guidance as to the approvable options for States in
developing their part 70 programs. Section 70.5(c) provides that
"[T]he Administrator may approve as part of a State program a
list of insignificant activities and emissions levels which need
not be included in permit applications."
The regulation further
provides that "[T)he permitting authority shall require
additional information related to the emissions of air pollutants
sufficient to verify which requirements are applicable to the
source, and other information needed to collect any permit fees
owed under the fee schedule approved pursuant to §70.9(b) of this
part. " § 7 0. 5 (c) ( 3) ( i) .
The EPA understands the need for States to establish de
minimis thresholds for emissions reporting purposes in permit
applications and recognizes that the particular thresholds
selected by individual states can vary based on their air quality .
management needs and professional judgement. The EPA will work
with states to develop part 70 programs that will best meet their
program needs.
For further information, call Kirt Cox at (919) 541-5399 or
candace Carraway at (919) 541-3189:
Attachment
cc:

Air Branch Chiefs, Regions I - X

·-
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Regional Office Permit Program Contacts
OAQPS Division Directors

LIST OF REGULATED AIR POLLUTANTS
(As of April 1993)
I. Pollutants for Which an NAAOS Has Been Established
lead
sulfur dioxide
nitrogen dioxide
carbon monoxide
·particulate matter (PM10)
ozone, including precursors:
nitrogen oxides (NO, N0 2 , N0 31 N20, N20 3 , N20 4 , N20 5 )
volatile organic compounds (VOC's)
As defined in 40 CFR 51.100(s), the term VOC includes any
compound of carbon (excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate) which participates in atmospheric photochemical
reactions. The EPA has developed a list of substances (which is
subject to change) which are excluded from the VOC definition
because of their negligible reactivity. The EPA's proposal to
exclude perchloroethylene from the definition was published in 57
FR 48490 (October 26, 1992}.

-

The following organic compounds are excluded from the
definition of VOC because of they have been determined to have
negligible photochemical reactivity:

-

methane
ethane
methylene chloride (dichloromethane)
1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform)
1,1,1-trichloro-2,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113)
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11)
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12)
chlorodifluoromethane (CFC-22)
trifluoromethane (FC-23)
1,2-dichloro 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114)
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115)
1,1,1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123)
1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a)
1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b)
1-chloro 1,1-difluoroethane (HCFC-i42b)
2-chloro-1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124)
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125)
1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134)
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1,1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a)
1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a)
perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i)
(ii)
{iii)

{iv)

Cyclic, branched, or
fluorinated alkanes;

linear~

completely

Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely
fluorinated ethers with no unsaturations;
Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely
fluorinated tertiary amines with no
unsaturations; and
Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no
unsaturations and with sulfur bonds only to
carbon and fluorine.

II. Pollutants Regulated Under New Source Performance Standards
Criteria pollutants {including VOC's and NOx) plus:
dioxin/furan (defined in 40 CFR 60.53a to mean total tetra
through octachlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans)*
fluorides
hydrogen chloride*
hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
sulfuric acid mist
total reduced sulfur
reduced sulfur compounds
total suspended particulate
The new source performance standard (NSPS) for municipal waste
combustors (MWC) controls emissions of dioxin/furans and hydrogen
chloride gas {40 CFR 60.53a and 60.54a) as surrogates for
controlling emissions of organic compounds and acid gases which
are emitted in the exhaust gases from MWC units. Thus, the
indicated dioxinffuran compounds and hydrogen chloride are
regulated pollutants.
Note that the EPA has drafted a proposed revision to the
NSPS for MWC's which will regulate substances like cadmium which
are not currently regulated air po~lutants. As this revised NSPS
and other standards are developed, there may be additions to the
list of regulated pollutants.

~,
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III. Class I and Class II Substances Under Title VI
Class I Substances
carbon tetrachloride
chlorofluorocarbon-11 (CFC-11)
chlorofluorocarbon-12 (CFC-12)
chlorofluorocarbon-13 (CFC-13)
chlorofluorocarbon-111 (CFC-111)
chlorofluorocarbon-112 (CFC-112)
chlorofluorocarbon-113 (CFC-113)
chlorofluorocarbon-114 (CFC-114)
chlorofluorocarbon-115 (CFC-115)
·chlorofluorocarbon-211 (CFC-211)
chlorofluorocarbon-212 (CFC-212)
chlorofluorocarbon-213 (CFC-213)
chlorofluorocarbon-214 (CFC-214)
chlorofluorocarbon-215 (CFC-215)
chlorofluorocarbon-216 (CFC-216)
chlorofluorocarbon-217 (CFC-217)
halon-1211
halon-1301
halon-2402
methyl chloroform

Class II Substances
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-21 (HCFC-21)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-22 (HCFC-22)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-31 (HCFC-31)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-121 (HCFC-121)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-122 (HCFC-122)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-123 (HCFC-123)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-124 (HCFC-124)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-131 (HCFC-131)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-132 (HCFC-132)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-133 (HCFC-133)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-141 (HCFC-141)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-142 (HCFC-14~)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-221 (HCFC-221)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-222 (HCFC-222)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-223 (HCFC-223)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-224 (HCFC-224)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-225 (HCFC-225)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-226 (HCFC-226)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-231 (HCFC-231)
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-232 (HCFC-232)
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hydrochlorofluorocarbon-233
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-234
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-235
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-241
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-242
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-243
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-244
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-251
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-252
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-253
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-261
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-262
hydrochlorofluorocarbon-271

(HCFC-233)
(HCFC-234)
(HCFC-235)
(HCFC-241)
(HCFC-242)
(HCFC-243)
(HCFC-244)
(HCFC-251)
(HCFC-252)
(HCFC-253)
(HCFC-261)
(HCFC-262)
(HCFC-271)

IV. Pollutants Regulated Under Section 112
pollutants for which national emission standards for hazardous
air pollutants (NESHAP's) have been established:
arsenic
asbestos
beryllium
benzene
mercury
radionuclides
vinyl chloride

-
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POLLUTANTS SUBJECT TO REGULATION UNDER SECTION 112
I.

-

Pollutants listed in Section 112(b):

The 189 pollutants listed in section 112(b) are not
considered regulated air pollutants until addressed in a
requirement that it be controlled by a source. None of the
listed pollutants meets the definition except: asbestos, benzene,
and vinyl chloride (for which NESHAP's have been established);
and hydrogen chloride (gas), dibenzofurans, and 2,3,7,8Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (regulated under the municipal waste
combustor NSPS). Most of the listed pollutants will become
regulated when EPA promulgates the Hazardous Organic NESHAP (HON)
which is discussed below. The remaining pollutants will become
regulated: (1) when EPA promulgates a Maximum Achievable Control
Technology (MACT) standard for the pollutant under section
112(d), (2) for a particular source, when case-by-case MACT
determinations are made under section 112(g) for the source, or
(3) the later of June 15, 1994 or 18 months after EPA fails to
issue emissions standards for categories of sources in compliance
with the timetable promulgated pursuant to section 112(e) as
mandated by Section 112(j).
The section 112(b) list contains some technical errors which
will be corrected in subsequent rulemaking. The majority of the
technical corrections likely to be made are noted below. Also,
the pollutants from the 112(b) list which are addressed in the
proposed HON are followed by an asterisk.
CAS number

-

75070
60355
75058
98862
53963
107028
79061
79107
107131
107051
92671
62533
90040
1332214
71432
92875

Chemical name

Acetaldehyde•
Acetamide·
Acetonitrile·
Acetophenone•
2-Acetylaminofluorene·
Acrolein·
Acrylamide·
Acrylic acid•
Acrylonitrile·
Allyl chloride·
4-Aminobiphenyl•
Aniline·
o-Anisidine·
Asbestos
Benzene (including benzene from gasoline)·
Benzidine·

11
98077
100447
92524
117817
542881
75252
106990
156627
105602
133062
63252
75150
56235
463581
.120809
133904
57749
7782505
79118
532274
108907
510156
67663
107302
126998
1319773
95487
108394
106445
98828
94757

334883
132649
96128
84742
106467
91941
111444
542756
62737
111422
121697

Benzotrichloride·
Benzyl chloride·
Biphenyl•
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP)•
Bis(chloromethyl)ether·
Bromoform·
1, 3-Butadiene·
Calcium cyanamide
Caprolactam·
Captan
Carbaryl
Carbon disulfide·
Carbon tetrachloride·
Carbonyl sulfide·
Catechol·
Chloramben
Chlordane
Chlorine
Chloroacetic acid.
2-Chloroacetophenone·
Chlorobenzene·
Chlorobenzilate
Chloroform·
Chloromethyl methyl ether·
Chloroprene•
Cresols/Cresylic acid (isomers and mixture)·
o-Cresol·
m-Cresol·
p-Cresol·
cumene·
2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, including
salts and esters)·
DOE• [recommended technical correction: CAS number
72559) (1,1-dichloro-2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)
ethylene)
Diazomethane"
Dibenzofurans· [recommended technical correction:
Dibenzofuran)
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane·
Dibutylphthalate•
1,4-Dichlorobenzene(p)· [recommended technical
correction: 1,4-Dichlorobenzene)
3,3-Dichlorobenzidene· [recommended technical
correction: 3,3'-Dichlorobenzidine)
Dichloroethyl ether (Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether)·
1,3-Dichloropropene·
Dichlorvos
Diethanolamine·
N,N-Diethyl aniline (N,N-Dimethylaniline)·
[recommended technical correction:
N,N-Dimethylaniline]

-

-

12
64675
119904
60117
119937
79447
68122
57147
131113
77781

-

51285
121142
123911
122667
106898
106887
140885
100414
51796
75003
106934
107062
107211
151564
75218
96457
75343
50000
76448
118741
87683
77474
67721
822060
680319
110543
302012
7647010

-

7664393
123319
78591

Diethyl sulfate•
3,3-Dimethoxybenzidine· [recommended technical
correction: 3,3'-Dimethoxybenzidine]
Dimethyl aminoazobenzene·
3,3' ,-Dimethyl benzidine· [recommended technical
correction: 3,3',-Dimethylbenzidine]
Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride· [recommended
technical correction: Dimethylcarbamoyl chloride]
Dimethyl formamide· [recommended technical
correction: N,N-Dimethylformamide]
1,1-Dimethyl hydrazine· [recommended technical
correction: 1,1-Dimethylhydrazine]
Dimethyl phthalate•
Dimethyl sulfate•
4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol, and salts• [recommended
technical correction to remove CAS number]
2,4-Dinitrophenol·
2,4-Dinitrotoluene·
1,4-Dioxane (1,4-Diethyleneoxide)·
1,2-Diphenylhydrazine·
Epichlorohydrin (1-Chloro-2,3-epoxypropane)·
1,2-Epoxybutane·
Ethyl acrylate•
Ethyl benzene· [recommended technical correction:
Ethylbenzene]
Ethyl carbamate (Urethane)·
Ethyl chloride (Chloroethane)·
Ethylene dibromide (Dibromoethane)·
Ethylene dichloride (1,2-Dichloroethane)·
Ethylene glycol·
Ethylene imine (Aziridine) [recommended technical
correction: Ethyleneimine (Aziridine)]
Ethylene oxide•
Ethylene thiourea·
Ethylidene dichloride (1,1-Dichloroethane)*
Formaldehyde·
Heptachlor
Hexachlorobenzene·
Hexachlorobutadiene·
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Hexachloroethane·
Hexamethylene-1,6-diisocyanate•
Hexamethylphosphoramide·
Hexane·
Hydrazine*
Hydrochloric acid [recommended technical
correction: Hydrochloric acid (hydrogen
chloride) (gas only)]
Hydrogen fluoride (Hydrofluoric acid)
Hydroquinone•
I sophorone•
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108316
67561
72435
74839
74873
71556
78933
60344
74884
108101
624839
80626
1634044
101144
75092
101688
101779
91203
98953
92933
100027
79469
684935
62759
59892
56382
82688
87865
108952
106503
75445
7803512
7723140
85449
1336363
1120714
57578
123386
114261
78875
75569
75558

Lindane (all isomers) [Recommended technical
correction: 1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexachlorocyclohexane (all
stereo isomers, including lindane)]
Maleic anhydride·
Methanol·
Methoxychlor
Methyl bromide (Bromomethane)·.
Methyl chloride (Chloromethane)·
Methyl chloroform (1,1,1-Trichloroethane)·
Methyl ethyl ketone {2-Butanone)·
Methyl hydrazine· (recommended technical
correction: Methylhydrazine]
Methyl iodide (Iodomethane)·
Methyl isobutyl ketone {Hexane)·
Methyl isocyanate•
Methyl methacrylate•
Methyl tert butyl ether· (recommended technical
correction: Methyl tert-butyl ether]
4,4-Methylene bis(2-chloroaniline)· (recommended
technical correction: 4,4'-Methylenebis(2chloroaniline]
Methylene chloride (Dichloromethane)·
Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI)•
(recommended technical correction:
4-4' Methylenediphenyl diisocyanate (MDI)]
4,4,-Methylenedianiline·
Naphthalene·
Nitrobenzene·
4-Nitrobiphenyl•
4-Nitrophenol·
2-Ni tropropane•
N-Nitroso-N-methylurea·
N-Nitrosodimethylamine·
N-Nitrosomorpholine·
Parathion
Pentachloronitrobenzene (Quintobenzene)
Pentachlorophenol
Phenol·
p-Phenylenediamine·
Phosgene·
Phosphine
Phosphorus ··
Phthalic anhydride·
Polychlorinated biphenyls (Aroclors)•
1,3-Propane sultone·
beta-Propiolactone·
Propionaldehyde·
Propoxur {Baygon)·
Propylene dichloride {1,2-Dichloropropane)·
Propylene oxide·
1,2-Propylenimine {2-Methyl aziridine)•

-

-

14
91225
106514
100425
96093
1746016
79345
127184
7550450
108883
95807

-

584849
95534
8001352
.120821
79005
79016
95954
88062
121448
1582098
540841
108054
593602
75014
75354
1330207
95476
108383
106423
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

-

0

0
0
0

Quinoline
Quinone·
styrene·
styrene oxide·
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin•
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane·
Tetrachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene)·
Titanium tetrachloride
Toluene·
2,4-Toluene diamine· [recommended technical
correction: 2,4-Toluenediamine]
2,4-Toluene diisocyanate•
o-Toluidine·
Toxaphene (chlorinated camphene)
1,2,4~Trichlorobenzene·

1,1,2-Trichloroethane·
Trichloroethylene·
2,4,5-Trichlorophenol·
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol·
Triethylamine·
Trifluralin·
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane·
Vinyl acetate•
Vinyl bromide•
Vinyl chloride·
Vinylidene chloride (1,1-Dichloroethylene)·
Xylenes (isomers and mixture)•
o-Xylenes· [recommended technical correction:
o-Xylene
m-Xylenes· [recommended technical correction:
m-Xylene]
p-Xylenes· [recommended technical correction:
p-Xylene]
Antimony Compounds
Arsenic Compounds (inorganic including arsine)
Beryllium Compounds
Cadmium Compounds
Chromium Compounds
Cobalt Compounds
Coke Oven Emissions
Cyanide Compounds [l.]
Glycol ethers· [2]
Lead Compounds
Manganese Compounds
Mercury Compounds
Fine mineral fibers [3]
Nickel Compounds
Polycylic Organic Matter [4]• (recommended ,
technical correction: Polycyclic organic Matter]
Radionuclides (including radon) [5]
Selenium Compounds
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NOTE: For all listings above which contain the word
"compounds" and for glycol ethers, the following applies: Unless
otherwise specified, these listings are defined as including any
unique chemical substance that contains the named chemical (i.e.,
antimony, arsenic, etc.) as part of that chemical's
infrastructure.
1 X'CN where X = H' or any other group where a formal
dissociation may occur.
For example KCN or Ca(CN) 2
2 Includes mono- and di- ethers of ethylene glycol, diethylene
glycol, and triethylene glycol R-(OCH2CH2)n-OR' where
n

=

1, 2, or 3

R

=

alkyl or aryl groups

R' = R, H, or groups which, when removed, yield glycol ethers
with the structure: R-(OCH2CH)n-OH.· [recommended technical
correction: R-(OCH2CH2)n-OHJ
Polymers are excluded from the
glycol category.
3 Includes mineral fiber emissions from facilities
manufacturing or processing glass, rock, or slag fibers (or other
mineral derived fibers) of average diameter 1 micrometer or less.
4 Includes organic compounds with more than one benzene ring,
and which have a boiling point greater than or equal to 100°C.·
(recommended technical correction: Limited to, or refers to,
products from incomplete combustion of organic compounds (or
material) and pyrolysis processes having more than one benzene
ring, and which have a boiling point greater than or equal to
100°C.]
5 A type of atom which spontaneously undergoes radioactive
decay.
II.

Pollutants subject to the Hazardous Organic NESHAP CHON):

As part of the effort to regulate pollutants listed in
section 112(b), the EPA has developed the (HON) which will apply
to the synthetic organic chemical manufacturing industry and will
control emissions of 149 volatile hazardous air pollutants
(HAP's). All of the pollutants listed in the HON are among the
189 HAP's listed in section 112(b) and are identified (with an
asterisk) in the preceding section-of this document.
Pollutants
addressed by the HON will become regulated on the effective date
specified in the HON.

-
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III. Pollutants listed under Section 112Crl:
Section 112{r) (3) requires that EPA promulgate an initial
list of at least 100 substances with threshold quantities which
would cause or may reasonably be anticipated to cause death,
injury, or serious adverse effects to human health or the
environment if accidentally released. The EPA's proposed rule to
implement 112{r) {3) was published in the Federal Register on
January 19, 1993 (58 FR 5102). The proposed list of substances
includes 100 acutely toxic substances, 62 flammable gases and
volatile flammable liquids, and commercial explosives {classified
by the Department of Transportation in Division 1.1). The listed
pollutants will become 11 regulated 11 for purposes of title V upon
"final promulgation of the list.
The toxic and flammable substances listed in the proposed
rule are arranged alphabetically and by CAS number on the
attached lists.

NOTICE
The policies set out in this guidance document are intended
solely as guidance and do not represent final agency action
and are not ripe for judicial review. They are not
intended, nor can they be relied upon, to create any rights
enforceable by any party in litigation with the United
States. The EPA officials may decide to follow the guidance
provided in this guidance document, or to act at variance
with the guidance, based on an analysis of specific
circumstances. The EPA·may also change this guidance at any
time without public notice.

GRAIN DUSTS

·-

Summary

,·

.. ..

Grain dust, a complex and variable mixture of
particles from plants, insects, soil,
microorganisms, and other sources, produces a
number of responses within the respiratory tract.
These range from an acute inflammatory
response (manifest as nasal stuffiness, rhinnorhea, sore throat, . and acute bronchitis) to
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(including bronchitis and airways obstruction),
and rarely, when grain lias:··s-poiled, hypersen. sitivity pneumonitis. An :ac'ute febrlle·response;
:i . 'the toxic ,.organic dust
sy~drc)me'(TODS),
......, .
. ' .. .
. .. ...
. ..
... .. . may OC·
;{,~·r·;. .,. --·..~:~,.'cur with heavy . exposure:'."Most of these·
··~r::
responses are common~::am'orig grain handlers
·.,.:... · .• : · who work with grairi -·regularly, such as grain
-.~:·.~::. :·~ :: :;~~-~elevator workers
grafrl"tr"ansporters;'
dus'ts are
..
... . • . . • •
especially • prevalent
when·
gram
ts.
bemg
moved.
•...... ·.•. :.
......
.. -.o··:(J • ··- •· ..
: .··
Farmers, who inhale grain
dusts·spoi'adlcally;
ap·•t•
,. ;t . •·
.. ,
pear to be affected less frequently and severely.
Diagnosis, ··treafme..n t an'd:.. prevention of these
.::,:· : ..
respiratory ·ras~pons'e's;Ctepend· on·llnking an In•
•
•
... -•• - .. ..
.. 1 ... •
....· ....,.,.:-..·.• ....... :..;... ..
.·
,,
· .._~··· · ..··,
.. · ;·:--~dlvJdual's ~·'
·symptoms:··
to~~the·- spec1f1c occupa~•
t .. 'li: ... :- ...·' '4'•r,1"'~~,_.,:,J ,.
·,
· · tiona! exposure·:... Reduction· of the-exposure Is
· ) ,, 'cru'Cial, arieL· ·carl'~' t)'e:·:'atco:mplished by good
:.. 'husbandry and hciusek'eeping, good design and
ventilation of storage structures, or removal of a
grain handler to a le.ss· ou'sty work place. Early
recognition of·' ai...Ways ,,.,.obstruction through
medical surveill~mce will 'help prevent chronic
respiratory illness among· grain handlers.
·.· '
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later treat the grain), and inorganic matter (soil including silica particles) all may be intermixed in
small quantities. A variety of fungi and bacteria,
their spores, and their by·products also pose a
respiratory hazard. Species of microorganisms
vary with regional climate and change from
harvest through storage. In North America major fungi are Penicillium and Aspergillus species;
thermophilic actinomycetes increase in wet and
overheated grain. Many of the components of
grain dust are capable of affecting the
respiratory tract Individually; together, they pro·
duce a heterogeneous array of biological effects
as outlined In Section II.
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I. GRAIN DUSTS IN. AGRICULTURE

Dusts from grain consist of a complex mixture
of organic and inorganic particles from sources
as diverse as leaves, soil, and insect parts. (See
Fig. 1) The mixture varies with the type of grai~,
where it is grown, growing conditions, and
methods of harvest, storage, and processing.
Most grain dust particles are biologically active
vegetable dusts, and a siqnlflcant amount are
respirable (less than 10 ll in diameter). Dusts of
certain grains such as durum wheat and barlei
are reported to be more irritating than others. 1
Adverse health effects also increase as moisture
content and spoilage increase.
The bulk of particles are from fruits of grasses
such as wheat, legumes such as soybeans, or oil
.. -seeds such as rape seed. Bits of leaves and
·; ;: stems also may be present. Non plant contaminants are numerous. Animal material (bits of
insects, rodents, or birds, or their excreta), mites,
chemical residues (pesticides used to grow or
.·.···"

Figure 1
Grain dusts, which may include particles from
plants, animals, insects, soil, and
microorganisms, as well as chemical residues,
can induce a variety of human respiratory
responses. Here, grain dusts are being aerosoliz·
ed as livestock fe.ed is being ground.
Who is exposed to grain dust, and when?
Anyone involved in production, storage,
transportation, or processing of grain can suffer
the effects of regular inhalation of grain dusts.
Exposure starts with farmers and farm workers
who grow, harvest, sometimes store, and then
transport grain to local storage facilities. These
farmers are exposed to grain dust sporadically.
Exposure extends far beyond the farm to workers
in feed mills, grain elevators, and grain transpor·
-·tatlon Industries. (See Fig. 2) These workers, who .
· are routinely exposed to grain dust, suffer from
respiratory responses more commonly and
severely than do farmers. Small grain elevator
agents and workers store and clean grain, and .
.•
.. '•

.

.

..

~

• "!

•..

may grind and mix it into
imal feed. Other
workers load and transport it by truck or rail to
larger elevators, where it is handled by additional
workers, and eventually to terminal elevators at
harbors or milling centers that store millions of
bushels of grain. Grain is then prepared by dock
. workers and longshoremen for transport abroad,
or is processed by millworkers in feed, flour, or
seed mills. This unit covers effects of grain dust
inhalation detected among this great variety of
agricultural workers, concentrating on the grain
handlers who work with grain on a daily basis.
Occupational asthma from processed grains is
well documented, 2 but effects of flour dust and·
other processed grain products among bakers
and food handlers are not discussed here.
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Figure 3

Large quantities of grain dust become aerosoliz·
ed when grain is moved, such as here, where
grain is being loaded onto a barge.
How common is exposure to grain dust?
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Grain dust potentiaily affects a large popula- .
an· estimated half million workers· :(ex·~ · · -:•::::::"' .···:cltid ing farmers) are involved tn storage,
r: ~---~:'~,~~~~_:·_;.'::.. transportation, and processing of grain. In· ad~i_-. _.
:.·.~···._,··~t;~r.•.-;-·' 'tton, huge quantities of dust are known to be··
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~~~~~-i;·· <L.;~~~J~)··._:·ger:t~r~~~~-'by ~he grain ind~stry, m_aking th~ grain

:·.,_.::··~:.!~iii;:;.:_-·· in_9_~stry a major source of mdustnal pollution: ~7
_· :..":-:~]:"~i:::: =- po_unds o_f dust are emitted for every ton of gram

••

in 1.7- million tons of_ gr~in_:_::,;;.;,·.:·:_ ..
I
-....;..:=...::_-.:.' ·.
·.-;:(-~~~;<:~::--·oust produced per year:' The concentration of
1
;
. ..
.
.
/:'~~~ti:>'article's.varies widely, but may reach very high ·
---~-" .... -~ . -:Jil ~1*-"-"''' ' . •'. '""~'1''·'<'". . . . .
.
. .
.
':::~;;:::;:.........,;..,..' · 't'o~~:!·.•,..;.·~~; .:.:: -·,:y"'!l~-~-~~ levels: Measurements in· elevators have ranged
· - --......... -·~ . '
.
.
h
·.-.... ··:::.:.:..;:;.-·..-...:.:-~:....;;·.:~..
• ..:':'~·7:•;-:~···-from 0.18 to 781 mg/m 3 of total dust, w1th t e
· ·-·-. ' ·
· ... ···i '" .. ''· .. ··>respirable range extending up to 76.3 mg/m 3 •5 Air... Figura· 2 " · ' · ·'~- ......,....... ·· ·-~··•"'rt: .,..,,_j;~ ,.......~"'··~-...,,.......
. .... · · I
·
ft
.. ! ·.: .>i·--;•:·-: ·':-···.-:A' . .r.:· ··borne ·concentrations of funga spores o en ex: ·.-:-:... ·-.:· ':;.:'-'::::-;~·.:~~ ::\~~;~~:~~c'eed'~"iiefmillion spores'p'er cubic meter.
. ·.
. workers in grain elevators, feed mills, an9 graJri ~-t~>ifX9ric'ui'ft7ral workerS clearly may be exposed
transportation Industries are exposed to ·grain_-·.. -~to~lj'arge· 'quahtities of dust. The prevalence ·of_
dusts most frequently, and thus suffer from.·..'(' resui'tlng:: respiratory· responses Is less· well·
specific respiratory respo~_s_es ~ore .com~.~~ly:~:~.:.. ::8_eii'n:ed.-~Aithough ·prevalence of respiratory ~ :
·'
1
and severely than do ~~~mers:- '· ·x:~t:~~:: ::~: :£~~};resp~~~:~~'}o grain dust ,vari~s from study .to.:· ·.:... ~L·
.
· .
. _,_:_ .. :·~~~stuay;' the· preaence of_ ~<?_ugh and phlegm, m- ~ _
Exposure to gram dusts can occur at any stage~- dlcators of bronchitis, are ·consistently_ high, . · .
of the above process. Clouds of grain dusts·a~~: ..:·:;,_gene)·aiiY.'.~about twice
~hat of none~posed::-c~:-'!~&-mi~J
- mos~ evident w~!".~'{e~ ·g!a_i~ ,.i~ .. 1!1.~-~=d,._ ~~ryd_£~P~B:Uiatlon('.9tudies.'. als-9..-.f!nd ~vi~~nce of··ai
. especially hea_v,r~.~~p.o.~~r~~....~m?~~~a~~·~W-~~~~"--~,l'!"~}~Y~u·ction ,~~~- c.~_r_?ni_~ .,:l.u:::.;~.'-:!::;:_.~-~~~!...1
.·handlers occu_r dunng du~_plng: af'!d lo~_91pg~arifong·:greater-th·an-expected
·li:grain. (See Fig. 3}' In elevators, highest total du'st·; ;:,z;!iwo'r'i(ers';s-~Prevaienc·e :·rates·-~·are ;: • ..;.~.t-.=...::~h"+~~~r·.--:::~~
'exposures occur duri'ng . performance c)f:·'··~high'erthan those documen~~d; siri'
housekeeping and. mainten~nce chor~s. and..: ~~.. :~.:.:. .. completed on "survlvo·r, tf6'ptihit19
.·.:t~wer~e~. wor~~,~~- ~-~}_ra_~:~~-~~~~lle~~-~,!:~,::. ~'·;~f.!};:~rt~.l;:r~v:~:~5~~,~Y.~?ated ~!§~Ei~J.:if!:~~·..:·~~~~,-;~~~~~~
·
· : · · ·.-.. · .· · .,.- ~--· · · -·· ·• .--:·-.·; ,., · _.,_::·--··:.<-grain· dust· this Is •espec1a y com
.
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Although me~.. •. anisms of many of the
respiratory·responses have not been fully defined, a distinct set of acute and chronic health ef.. \ ' .
fects have been correlated with occupational
handling of grain. The biological responses to
·~·.···
grain dust are summarized in Table 1. Links betII. RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF GRAIN OUST
ween these responses and specific constituents
INHALATION
of grain dust are outlined in Table 2. These tables
Grain dust reactions represent multiple and
and the following descriptions concentrate on
responses of workers routinely exposed to grain
simultaneous potential reactions to multiple
dusts, as opposed to farmers or others exposed
causative agents. The many reactions and
causative agents may create a complex clinical
occasionally.
presentation that at times confounds specific
· Inhalation of grain dusts may cause an acute
Inflammatory reaction of the upper airways, indiagnosis, causes physicians to describe health·
.·eluding the nasal mucosa, sinuses, and pharynx,
effects in general terms, and makes predictions:of future health problerris"difflci:rlt.''.·:~ .. ~~;1r.~iti;.:~:··-:.~~:~ii:~?'inanifesfln many cases"as nasal stuffiness, sore
...:·~ ,:··
· Further confusing i:Hagn'osis.·is the· fac(that ·a. ···.:throat, or ..rhinnorhea. This nuisance effect of
single biological response
ma}<be;caused
by dlf,:r···· ··gnilri ··dusts''ls a complaint of nearly all grain
.:
· •.
.,.v·"t\.....
..... • :'
ferent types of grain· dli~t!::fiorio'.~_=:Singl.e .. type-~f.:;•:;:·.~,·war~ers ..~··.:·~: .... · · · ::--:-- : • · .
·. ··· ·. . . ~,·......·,:·.:·.·:,.:;<:
grain dust may. cause!~lftarrn'Ctypa·i:E:Ofieac:'··"~~,::::·:·~Grain
asthma", a form of occupational asthma •....
:··'. •
. .
,. . : .......". ....
,. ·•"•#j.;:.:-.:····... . . ...... , • • • . • : ..
' • • ..
. tions.ln addition, multiple:pulinona'ry responses •:'·'···'·producing· ~b·ronchoconstriction with cough;·
:. .
may occur simultaneous'!Y/~i{ti''lnvolve'ment of .... "wheezing, and dyspnea, may immediately follow
immunological, pti"arma'cologicai;·~<;>~~-physical
exposure, be delayed several hours, include a.
. ...
:: ~·:::: .~ ... responses, or a combln'ation of these. Since dust'
dual (immediate and delayed) response, or recur
;; Y1:':~'', · :j)articles:·rangEHrom''av~';-':26·.~'-to ·less than 5 f.l
successive nights following exposure. The
•: ;:~>·:::.,:::····i.n';diameter, they'can·in'itiate. 'i'e'sponses;ln large
asthmatic reaction may be caused by any
.. ~ . :. :·;ancfsmail'alrv.iays or· penetrate the alveofl to in·
number of grain dust components, but the
.
~-.
=.
itiate
biological
effects
there.
Responses
may
be
mechanism
for producing the response is not
.
·- • :· "•. , . . . . . ........;.•·
.....
•.• ......... , .•....
···'"'·'·.
•
·,.-. · .influenced by smoking history an.d by length and
always clear. It is now recognized that delayed
type of employment l.n grairi handling .. Thus, a
asthma (lgG-mediated) may be Induced fn add!·
_s~ecific res~?nse ..of.~-~1!. c...~.~~?.~ b~.J9.en_tif~~~,..,.,.,,.. tlon, to th~. classical lgE-mediated im~edlate
.: .
~1th a spec1f1c type of 'gram' d4st' or:_speclflc·\_::: response,· and that asthma also may be mduced
.
..
agent within the dust. ·.-~-~~~·.' .. -:-.;;;-.:.::iS~~-~;~~~~, ·~Y:.th'ro·u.gh· ·'physical or. p·harmacological
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stems from the heterogeneo~,._ nature of grain
dus.t, as well as from-variations in study popula·
.tions and research tech.niques~
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Effect
Acute respiratory inflammatory response:
nasal stuffiness, rhinnorhea, sore throat
·acute bronchitis

quite common
common

Occupational asthma

common

.

.'

.•

.. ..·..

..

. Chro.nic .obst.ructiv~ p'ur
.. chronic bronchitis·
airways obstruc'ffon
..........~ .·~: .. ;,· :; i~.'if}·~:~·~·::.~tc~~ . ., ~·-.:··•··;~;.t,;:N)~~·~
Toxic organic dust syndrome (TOOS)
.:

:.. . . ..

.

l

·~~Table 1· • :.~~:;f..!.:.f·•ao.:t.~·, ·.... ·

Blolog1cal Effects of Grain Dust
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Table 2
Biological Effects of Specific Constituents of Grain DusF

grain,
plant matter

bacterial and
fungal matter
including
spares and by·
products

X

?

Acute respiratory
inflammatory response:
• nasal stuffiness, rhinorrhea, sore
throat
• acute bronchitis

~!oxic organic dust syndrome· {TODS)

. ' .·
. .•
...
Hypersensitivity pneumonitis (spoil·
· ed grain only)
· ··

..

X
X

;,

X

..
'

?
?

X

"

X

..

·x

...

·,

.~ \

?

.. ,..

.

'

X
X
X

Chronic obstructive pulmonary
·disease:
.
....,. ·
.:;,:~chronic bronchitis·
• airways obstruction

.... ·.

inorganic mat.
ter including
sail

. ·.·.

Occupational asthma:
• immunological
• nonlmmunolaglcal

....

animal matter
including
mites

~

.

~.c:.

>( ~-'

• ~ j.;

.

'

,.

!'.

·.

,)".

~.

••.:: !.:,: .: .. ':· • .
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-'·Additional irritant effects:
.• • eye irritation
• dermatitis

'' .

'\;

X
:f •' <· :.. .

.
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. ;·~~. ..•..: · .~ ;·~f:·.:;:1;.~~rl··'-<·
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.. . .
mechanisms. The prevalence of grain asthma is ... '· improving wh.en the grain handler is nat at work.
·thought to be artificially low because persons
With repeated exposure, this obstruction may
became chronic. Th.ere is· ·also evidence that
with asthma allergies either do not seek employ.
ment as grain handlers or leave this employment
workers who have an ·ac'ute respon's'e to grain
dust (decline. in lung f~nction over a work shift)
rapidly because of an increase in asthmatic
symptoms. However, the prevalence of accupa·
are more likely to have accelerated baseline
tional asthma has been reported to be five times · · ·decline's in lung function over time. 9
·':''While bronchitis arid airways obstruction are
that of workers in other professions [50% (grain
camni'ori 'among nonsmoking grain handlers,
! handlers)
rather than 11 o/o (others) among
nonsmokers]. 8
these 'are· mare common among grain handlers
·
'
Many complaints associated with grain dust
wh~ ,.smoke cigarettes. It is thought that
fall into the category of chronic obstructivl!
. cigarette'smok'e and grain dust work additively, .
·pulmonary disease. Bronchitis, characterized by ;_ ·.... accelerating changes :in· the. peripheral airways ' ..
.chronic cough and phlegm·· production, is the · ·· so· the respiratory symptoms occur sooner, or at. 1 · •• _.,~_:.
a younger age, and are more frequent and severe.
mast consistent response induced by grain dust.
There is some evidence that cigarette smoke and
Chronic exposure to grain· dusts is thought to
, lead to increased bronchial reactivity and
grain dust may act synergistically in decreasing:·
·
. ..._, . , ; _., ' ·
:'chronic bronchitis, either with or without airways
ex'piratary flow rates.
; obstruction. Loss of lung function is greater
-:-· ·An acute systemic reaction may result from in·
among grain handlers than that expected for a
halation of grain dusts. The toxic organic dust
6/l\\
comparable group nat handling grain, but of the
syndrome (TODS, commonly referred to as "grain
fever") is _characterized by chills, fever, flushed· , ..WI
sarne age. At first _airflow obstruction (measured
face, myalgia, and· malaise, ·sometimes· with: . ;). .
by decreased farced expiratory volumes, or
FEV,) is observed during ~C?rk but ls_reversitii,e,"::: ·.·.·:co'ugti','wtieezing, aricf'shortness afbrea_th:··n;u~:_;;.;:;'t:~~~;~~i,

· ..·. · .:':' '···~':'ztr';~ ~~1L·'·:t~;:;r ·t~~!~Z:i~~-

;;f;'

'-;;·::::~:1;:r;;:t;~~';B~;;,t~:!

illness typically occurs in new workers. or com·
mences following heavy exposure in a worker
who has been temporarily removed from grain
dust such a·s on· a Monday following vacation.
Symptoms typically commence after work, and
i-·.......
may last several hours or a few days. Some
researchers feel that this is a response to inhala·
tion of endotoxins. to A similar syndrome
(sometimes called pulmonary mycotoxicosis,
atypical farmer's lung, or silo· unloader's syndrome) is caused by spoiled g~ain or silage containing high concentrations of...!~~gal and bacterial
___ ..
spores and by-products; .and__ Is -.seen among
farmers. Malaise, ·myalgia, ··ahd ·chills typically
.. commence a few hours· after exposure. This ·
·biological respons~'fs'described ·i·n depth in Unit
Figure 4
·' ·
2.
""
·..<;.!'~:·_ . ~·;::~~~~~:r~·~~!}~:.~·-:·-~~. ~ · ·.";r~~~··:· _
.: · 'A few cases of hypersensitivity ·pneumonitis··
Although farmers often are not exposed to grain
(See Unit 2) have bee·n 're!:i()rted following ex·
dusts routinely enough to suffer specific adverse
posure to moldy or contaminated 'grain.
.
effects, they may suffer from TODS after inhaling
Grains stored in elevators are commonly
massive quantities of dusts from spoiled grain.
fumigated. Fumigants
·either .. during
the
.. ......inhaled
·.: .....
··
.
. . This type of exposure can occur In situations
fumigation process or from:~estdu_es Immediatesuch as this, when a farmer cleans the residual
ly after grain is:. removed. from·--storage. can. be
moldy grain out of a bin.
. lethal. Respiratory: ·~mtct~~ 9,.f:":.~Uf!11gants are
discussed In Uni-t s:~~'':'=J.:~t~~~:t:~it~;:;·.<~·
. . ,~,.:.J~~~l,;.: ,.,........ ... . .. i, ., .
In addition to.. reactions of .'the respiratory
Diagnostic tests for occupational asthma include pulmonary function tests, In particular
:;: .:,..- ._sY§~~T.·. ~r~i~;~,_~t.£~ij))'!e..~j,P,~ _de;tn~~ltis and
;~~"<
·., ·conjunctivitis among,.workers;· Explosions of high ·
assessment of FEV, or peak flow rates· before
fi
~-~J.c:·ahc·efitration's"·of grain' dusts' ·have killed many
and after work. Skin tests usually are not useful;
~ ~:~:~~1l~ain' ~le~ator employ~es; and continue to pose a reactions to grain dust usually cannot be linked
.:-~---~~"·:~- :rrpotentially severe hazard.
· to a specific dust component.
>~:.
~~.~:.~,~!~·:·~~!~· !~.1-..
: ;•! ,., ..:~
:
.
Diagnosis of chronic obstructive pulmonary
.· ·_ · · ·J~~:
. ..
Diagnosis
... ·.-disease is' dependent on assessment of
respiratory symptoms, lung function (typically,
. Because of the complexity of causative agents
an obstructive pattern is detected), and chest
and potential biological responses, each · radiographs. Chest radiographs typically reveal
patient's reaction to grain dust inhalation varies.
nonspecific signs of airways obstruction, and
Diagnosis depends on a thorough occupational
are useful for excluding other pulmonary
history documenting type and time of exposure,
diseases. The importance of monitoring grain in·
and correlating these to onset of symptoms.
dustry and agricultural workers for early onset of
Workers in grain elevators, feed mills, or grain
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease cannot
transportation industries may experience any of
be overemphasized. Spirometry should be per·
the responses listed In Table 2 (excluding
t.ormed annually to document changes in lung
hypersensitivity pneumonitis) fairly commonly.
function, especi~lly when workers are sympFarmers who are not routinely exposed to grain
tomatic.
dust _might experience acute inflammatory
Diagnosis of TODS or "grain fever," which is
responses or TOOS, especially when exposed to
common among grain Industry workers, depends
massive quantities of bacterial or fungal-laden
on presentation with appropriate symptoms and
dusts, such as when shoveling moldy grain or
signs following a known exposure to grain dust.
working with spoiled corn silage in an enclosure.
Individuals usually lack serum precipitins to an·
(See Fig. 4) Exposure to grain dusts a'lso could
tig_~ns of spoiled grain, have normal pulmonary
trigger asthma or hypersensitivity pneumonitis
functions, and usually have a clear chest
in a sensitized farmer. Onset of chronic obstruc·
radiograph. A similar syndrome seen among
· tive pulmonary disease in a farmer would pro·
farmers is characterized by massive exposure to
bably result from multiple occupational exbacterial .and tungal·laden dusts from spoiled
posures, one of which could be exposure
grain or silage.
to grain dust.
Diagnosis of hypersensitivity pneumonitis and
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distinctions of acute hypersensitivity
pneumonitis and TOOS are described in depth in
Unit 2.

techniques for dedreasing these hazards based
on good husbandry techniques in growing,
harvesting, and storing the grain, and on good
housekeeping and work practices in elevators.
Complete drying of grain Is crucial to reduce
spoilage and resulting bacterial and fungal
spores and toxins. Fumigating the grain also will
help. Grain placed in storage should always be
top quality, with insect and animal contamina·
tion kept to a minimum. When grain dust levels·
are above 10 mg/m 3 , or when workers are
especially sensitive, personal protective equip·
ment (a certified dust mask, see Unit 9) should be
used.
.
.
Because exposure to grain dust cannot be ful·
ly controlled, medical surveillance must be a sec· ·
ond . major component. of any preventive program. New workers of a grain handling business
should have a preemployment examination that
includes an occupational and medical history,
physical examination, and spirometry. Anyone
who demonstrates respiratory symptoms or
disease, pulmonary function abnormalities, or
evidence of airways obstruction should ideally
be placed in a job where less exposure to dusts
will occur. Regular medical workups, which in·
elude lung function tests performed as close as
possible to the place of employment, will allow
detection of developing airflow obstruction
while it is still reversible. Inquiries should be
made into the cause of absenteeism and com·
plaint of respiratory or other grain dust-related
symptoms. Workers who develop airflow
obstruction or significant respiratory symptoms
should transfer to low dust jobs. Reduction of
dust inhalation through use of a respirator may
be possible for some workers. Because of the apparent additive effect of smoking and grain dust,
smoking cessation programs should be recommended for anyone in regular contact with grain
dust. Medical evaluation also should address
nonrespiratory effects of grain dust exposure,
such as skin rash and eye irritation.

Treatment

......

. ....

·,

The major thrust of any treatment program
among both grain industry workers and farmers
should be to control exposure sources. This is
critical to prevent repeated episodes of acute
responses, and (In the case of chronic obstruc·
tive· pulmonary disease and hypersensitivity
pneumonitis) to prevent permanent damage,
disability, and ·possibly death. Grain industry
workers witb occupational asthma, progressive
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, or
hypersensitivity pneumonitis should be
relocated to low or no-exposure areas. Farmers
wrth these illnesses often can ·alter work practices to prevent exposure; treatment procedures ·
and the dramatic steps taken by some farmers
with hypersensitivity pneumonitis are outlined in
Unit 2. Use of personal protective equipment,
medical surveillance, and other preventive steps
are discussed in the following section.
No specific treatment is required for either
.acute inflammatory responses or TODS. Both are
self-limiting. Medication for patients with occupational asthma is similar· to that for other
asthmatics, but should be combined with job
changes to reduce exposure to grain dusts.
Desensitization is not helpful. Both smoking
cessation and decreased exposure are critical to
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; bronchodilators or antibiotics should
be given as indicated.

Ill. PREVENTION OF GRAIN DUST
INDUCED ILLNESS

As with any occupational disease, prevention
rests primarily on reducing exposure to the
source of illness. Because of the threat of grain
dust explosions, attempts to reduce dust levels
In grain elevators have been made since the turn
··of the century. More recent controls on the farm
Include structural Improvements such as combines or tractor cabs with· filtered air. In newer
· grain elevators, totally enclosed conveyor belts,
dust collectors, and good ventilation systems
have greatly reduced dust. These improvements
are lacking on older farm equipment and in older
or smaller rural elevators. Adding them, while
desirable, is both costly and difficult. Thus,
farmers and other grain handlers should be
taught the hazards of grain dust inhalation, and····
'

'·:-~

·'
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TO

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGIONS
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

........

DRAFT
'"·· .. ~·

····-·...·-···

Larry Byrum

Oklahoma Department ot Environmental Quality
Air Quality Proqram
4545 North Lincoln Blvd., Suite '-SO
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483
Re:

Questions Concerning Grain & Feed operations

Dear Mr. Byrwn:

Thank you ror your letter dated January 7, 1994, requestinq
clarification on issues concerning grain and teed opGrations in
the state of Oklahoma.

Your first question concerns emissions from grain receiving
loadcut points. Specifically, you asked if these emissions
point source, process fugitive, or fugitive emissions. The
"process fuqitive emissions" is not recognized in the Clean
Act (CAA) or the regulations pro~ulqated und~r the CAA.

and
were
term
Air

The requlations define "fugitive emissions•• ~t 40 CFR
§S 5l.1.66(b) (20) and 70.a, as "those emi:lG!ons which could not
reasonably pass through a ~tack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalont opening. 11 The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) takes the position that om!osions associated with
tbe loadinq and unloadinq of grain into a facility wou14
constitute a process emission and would require application of
controls to meet the National .~1cnt Air Quality standards for
PM-10. This position is based on the fact th~t qrain elevators
and handling facilities are covered under the ~ev source
Performance Standards for Grain Elevators, 40 CFR Part 60,
subpart DD. In these regulations 1 loadinq and unloadinq
activities are subject to emission standards and fugitive
emissions are defined as emissions not collected by the control

syatem.
Your second question concerns the use of PM-~0 instead of Total
suspended Particles (TSP) to determine applicability of Part 70.
Part 70 applies to "major sources" 1 one category of which is "a
major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined in section
302 ot tha CAA, that directly emits cr has the potential to emit,
100 [tons per year] or more of any air pollutant". EPA
interprets the term •air pollutant•, !or Section )02(g) purposes,
as those pollutants subjec~ to regulation under the CAA.
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Particulate matter is a pollutant sUbject to requlation undar the
CAA (i.e under the New source Performance standards for Grain
Elevators, 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart DD). Therefore, a facility
which emits or which has the potential to emit more than 100 tons
per year of any particulate mattar would be considered a major
source under the Part 70 regulations.
I hope this information helps in your neqotiations with the
Grain & Feed Association. Reqion 6 fully supports the efforts of
your team to successfully implement the Title V proqram. It I
can provide further information or answer any questions, please
call me at (214) 655-7205 or Nick stone of my staff at
(214) 655-7226.
Sincerely yours,

Gerald Fontenot
Chief
Air Programs Branch (6T-A)
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DAVID WALTERS
Governor

MARKS. COLEMAN
Executive Director

State ofOklahoma

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

February 14, 1994

The Honorable Ed Long
Oklahoma State Senate
State Capitol, Room 414
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
Dear Senator Long:

-

The correspondence indicated in your letter related to the Oklahoma Feed and Grain
·Association (OFGA) has been received by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).
As you indicated, OFGA sent correspondence on January 10, 17, 27, and again on February
2. The questions posed in the correspondence required verification for accuracy. I am told
that we would be trying to finish ofi the response to one letter when a new piece of
correspondence would be received from OFGA. Finally, all letters from OFGA were
responded to by one letter, rather than four, dated February 4, 1994. (attached)
I am aware of no industry with which the DEQ has spent more time and effort to resolve
issues than the time spent with OFGA. When the Clean Air Act amendments of 1990 were
passed by Congress, it became apparent that literally thousands of businesses would be
subject to air quality regulations which had previously not been regulated or had experienced
limited regulation. Among the associations notified by DEQ related to this potential
regulation was OFGA.
Air emissions sources which will be subject to the more stringent and costly regulation are
known as Title V sources. Each industry including the grain industry wanted to avoid the
more stringent and costly regulation and so advised DEQ. DEQ suggested that OFGA
prowse industry specific rules and permitting scenarios which would allow this avoidance
and yet comply with federal and state regulations. DEQ met with OFGA on a number of
occasions throughout 1992 and early 1993 to updatr; them on the developing federal
regulations and encourage them to submit their proposal. Many times industrial associations
from several states will bond together nationally to propose a regulation that most states will
use.

•

In early spring of 1993, OFGA advised DEQ that it did not possess the legal
or technical expertise to draft proposed changes to the existing rule and
requested that DEQ draft changes for them. In order to assist OFGA, DEQ.
drafted a grain industry specific rule which it forwarded to OFGA for comment
in late spring of 1993.
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Late in January the EPA official advised DEQ that Mr. Hampton had called
seeking an opinion. .Although nothing has been committed to writing, the EPA
official advised Mr. Hampton that its ruling would be unfavorable to OFGA.
The EPA official also indicated that TSP would be used region wide, including
Texas, unless some scientific data were forthcoming to change that opinion.

Two additional issues have surfaced. The first is the calculation of permit fees. Changes to
fee calculation have been made to favorably accommodate facilities which install emission
reduction equipment. This rule change occurred at.the request ofOFGA. To accommodate
this change, the rule now calculates fees based on potential emissions rather than a flat rate.
TSP is the method of measurement in the current rule. Some members of OFGA may now
object to this method, or they may just not like the current regulations.
Secondly, federal law requires that certain industries complete an emission inventory. The
grain industry is among those. OFGA objected that the inventory was too difficult to
complete. DEQ simplified the inventory and mailed a new version to the grain industry.
DEQ volunteered to perform the necessary calculations for the grain industry, an
accommodation it has offered no other industry. Regardless, OFGA still believes the -.,
inventory is too complex. Federal law also requires the submittal of information related to
·
potential toxic releases. Mr. Hampton, against our direct advise, has advised OFGA members
not to fulfill this requirement of federal law.
The DEQ continues to believe that the grain industry can comply with state and federal law
and yet avoid the tremendous potential economic and operational effects of Title V. To
exempt them from state control would, we believe, accomplish exactly what they wish to
avoid. In order to do so, however, OFGA must decide to work within the constraints of the
existing laws and rules. It would also be helpful if they would decide to try a little harder
to help us to help them. More patience is something we could all use.
Regardless, we will continue to try to resolve these issues and move forward in a reasonable
way to implement this new, federally driven program.
Very truly yours,

14)(;LL J

M~i (__

Mark S. Coleman
Executive Director

SUMMARY OF TEXAS EMISSIONS CALCULATIONS METHODS FOR GRAIN ELEVATORS
. :Members of the Texas Air Control Board, "TACB", (now the Texas Natural
Resources Conservation Commission) presented a paper entitled "Emission
Factors May Cost Agricultural Operations Big Bucks" at the 1992
International Summer Meeting of the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers. The paper described Texas approach for calculating air
emissions from agricultural sources.
The paper compares the effects on the agricultural industry when using
EPA definitions and AP-42 emission factors versus using Texas
definitions and adjustments to AP-42 emission factors.
Texas defines' fugitive emissions as "any gaseous or particulate
contaminant entering the atmosphere without first passing through a vent
designed to direct or control its flow". This differs from EPA's
definition which states that fugitive emissions include "those emissions
which could not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other _
functionally equivalent opening". The Texas definition allows emissions
from loading and unloading areas at grain elevators to be considered
fugitive. This is significant since fugitive emissions do not have to
be included in the total emissions used to determine if a source is
subject to Title V permitting (i.e. major source with greater than 100
TPY of any regulated pollutant) .
The paper also describes a method for adjusting the emissions calculated
using AP-42 emission factors. According to the paper, Texas makes an
assumption that only 30% of the AP-42 particulate emissions actually
remain airborne and leave the site. Additionally, they assume that only
15% of AP-42 emissions are PM-10 emissions. These assumptions are based
on an examination of the methods used to develop the AP-42 emission
factors.
AP-42 emission factors for grain elevators are based primarily on a 1974
report from Midwest Research Institute. The TACB paper described the
Midwest study as follows:
"Midwest weighed bag filter catches from a Kansas City terminal
elevator for several months during its operation. This was a well
controlled elevator with suction pulled from many areas all venting
to different baghouses ... Midwest was concerned about the large
particulate such.as whole or half kernels of grain captured by the
suction system and performed a one time sieve analysis of the
collected dust ... The results show how large the particulates were; as
much as 98 percent of the particulate were greater than 44 microns in
size for truck unloading stations."
~

Authors of the Texas paper confess there is no direct relationship
between results of the Midwest sieve analysis and the 70% reduction of
AP-42 factors used by Texas. They felt AP-42 was not representative of
actual emissions and simply chose to reduce it by 70%.

SUMMARY cont'd
:
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Our staff has discussed this matter with Dr. Dale Lundgren, professor
of environmental engineering at the University of Florida. Dr. Lundgren
currently teaches the EPA. training course "Source Sampling for
Particulate Pollutants 11 and has done extensive research studying the
behavior of particles in the atmosphere. Dr. Lundgren explained that a
sieve analysis may not provide data representative of true aerodynamic
diameter of particulates. Moisture can drastically effect the accuracy
of sieve analysis results. Lundgren stated that a sieve analysis will
give correct results about 10% of the time. He added that truly accurate
results can only be obtained from atmospheric sampling.

~~
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Particle velocities are just as important as particle size when
determining ability of a particle to remain airborne. Dr. Lundgren
explained that there is no specific size range in which particles will
remain airborne. Exit velocities, wind speed and direction, moisture,
chemical-properties and many other factors effect a particle 1 S travel
distance. For example, it is possible that particles greater than 100
microns could be carried off -site if released at high velocities or
caught in a strong wind current. Obviously, the distance from the point of release to the property line is also a relevant factor.
The Oklahoma Air Quality staff does not feel we have adequate data
pointing to any particular number or percentage to allow an adjustment
to AP-42 emission factors at this time. We are encouraged by the ..-._
proposed study which was prepared by the Biosystems and Agricultural
Engineering Division of the OSU Cooperative Extension Service. Results
of this study may provide scientific data to allow Oklahoma to use
emission factors for grain elevators which are more realistic than AP42.

(February 18, 1994,dp)
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OKLAHOMA GRAIN AND FEED ASSN
2309 North 10 Street. Suite E
P.O. Box 17tf7
Enid, OK 73702

Pbonc: 405/233-9516
Fax: 403/237·2131
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February 25, 1994

Apache. OX
·JBCV~P~Qlt

l'ADCB MAHOJ'o.'eY
WhW.r Bros. Qrain

WaiDap. OK

c:o.

2lld Vice PJ':Sident

BDSMrill

TO: Mark Coleman and Larry Byrum

FROM: Joe N. Hampton, Executive VIce Presid

~~~

O.n1in Co.
Tllom-. OK

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is our draft of a grain eluvator, feed mill, and seed processing
subchapter to the Oklahoma Clean Ajr Act. 1am certain there are many
tecttnlcal changes that need to be made to make It conform with certain
language requirements, and I trust this can be done

MIKBCASSWY
Oouid)' Oral• Compaay
fmlcrict, OK

RAY HASSELWANDER.
Panac:n Coop JWD

available.

ROD MARRS
Shawnee Millin1 Co.
Sllnlnee, OK

Pfease give me a call if you have any questions.

LBW MBIBP..ROBN

Ellid,OX

sr.evB POAO
l'O&J OraiA, Inc.
Cllic:baha. OIC
J08J.l0YsrBR

O.carna

Fa~

Coop

Daaxna. Olt.

l..EON sreJSKAL
Pamlland lll(lustnu

Ok.,.....,OJ(

later dat&.

Regarding the referenced material, we are in the process of obtaining
complete copies. We will pass them on to you as soon as they are

Ralldl DriYe, OK

w.a JobniCoa Graill. Ca.

at a
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SUBCHAPTER 24. Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain Elevators, Feed Mills and
Grain or Seed Operatlons.
252:100-24-1. Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to modify existing state air quality rules and to control
the amount of particulates from facilities that handle, store or process grains, feed, or
seed, as required by the 1990 Federal Clean Air Act. This subchapter supersedes other
rules and regulations which are more stringent than Federal requirements, or which may
be demonstrated to not adverseJy affect the environment.
252:1 00·24-2. Definitions

The following words and tel'ms when used In this subchapter, shall have the
following meaning, unless tho context dearly Indicates otherwise:
MGraln, Feed, and Seed Operation" means any c:Ommercial plant or installation at
which grain, feed, or seed is loaded. handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise
processed.
"Grain, Feed, and Seed Operations Site• means the area upon which a grain
elevator, feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment or structures are located,
and all contiguous sites having common ownership or control, which have the same two
digits of their SIC code.
•Existing Grain, Feed, and Seed Operation" means a facility which Is In oxlstence
and has submitted a current, accurate emi:ssion Inventory to the Air Quality Division for
the 1993 reporting period year. All other grain, feed, and seed operations shall be
considered new.
"Fabric filte,.. means any other control device or system In which particulate matter
Is collected within a dust cake supported on either a woven or felted fabric that can
demonstrate a particulate collection efficiency of not less than 95 percent.
"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not reasonably pass through
a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the 20-20 or 1D30 configuration~ designations referring to the ratio Of cylinder to cone length, where 0
is the diameter of the cylinder portion. A 20-20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length
of 2 x 0 and a cone length of 2 x D. A 1D-30 cyClone would exhibit a cylinder length of
1 x o and a cone length of 3 x D. The efficiencies of these cyclones are 90% and 95%
respectively.

·oust suppression additive$" means FDA or FGIS approved additives appled
commercially for dust suppression. The efficiencies of these additives are 90%.

03
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•Process Emission• means partlcola1e matter that Is emitted from a point source
t.hat can cross property boundaries.

"Throughput" shall mean the pounds, tons, or bushels received added to the

pounds, tons, or bushels loadeO out divided by two.
2~2:100-24-3.

General Provision; applicability, calculations

(a) ~PIIcability. The provisions of this Subchapter are applicable to all new, mocflfied,
and existing grain, feed. and seed operations in the State of Oklahoma. Facilities in
compliance with this subchapter ate exempt from the requirement of OAC 310:200-26,
310:200-27 and 310:.200-29.

-

(b) Permits reguired. In addJtlon to the requirements of this subchapter, each new or
modified facility shall comply with the permitting requirements of OAC 310:200-7.
(1) Except when the following exemptions for commercial facilities apply:
{A)
lhe tot8J storage capacity of the new and any exlstJng facility or
facifttie9 does not exceed 1 ,500,000 bushels.
{B)
The facility shaH be located at least 1/2 mile from any recreational
area or residence or other structure not occupied or used solely by
the owner or operator of the facility or the owner or the property upon
which the facility 1$ located.
(C)
Before construction of the facility begins, written site approval shaD
be received from the Director of the Air Quality Division.
(2) The installation of additional grain storage capacity which satisfied the following
conditions:

(A)
(B)

(C)

Thera shan be no increase In hourly grain handling capacity.
Existing grain receiving and load-out facilities are utilized.
Grain shaH be conveyed by closed conveying systems and air suction
shal not be pulled on any conveying unit.

(e) Aocordkeeplng. The owner o,r operator of a facility shall maintain a (dally)

Jog

doa.unenting the commOdity throughput or hours of operations required by the pennit.
These records shall be maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available
for inspection by the Air Quality Division personnel or its representative during normal
business hours.
(d) 'llslble emissions ·(opacity). Opacity will not be monitored or enforced except as
required on facilities subject to the Federal New Source Perfonnance Standards. the
required testing will be performed using criteria as established by EPA reference Method

9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60. Appendx.
(e)

Process Weight Bate. Maximum process weight rate emissions shall be calculated es

follows:

..
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ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSION
BASED ON PROCESS WEIGHT RATE
PROCESS WEIGHT RATE

RATE OF EMISSIONS

pounds/hour

pound5/hour

1.000
1,500
2.000

1.6
2.4

3.1
3.9
4.7

2,500
3,000

3,500

5.4

4,000

8.2

5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
12,1XX)
14,000
16,0CXl
18,000
20,000

7.7
9.2
10.7
12.2
13.7
15.2
18.2
21.2
24.2
27.2
30.1
44.9
59.7

30.000
40,000
50,000
00,000

64.0
67.4
70.5
73.2
75.7

70,000
80,000

90,000

78.1

100,000
150,000

87.7

200,000

95.2
101.5
123.9

250,0CXJ
500,000

Interpolation .of the data In this table for process weights up to 40,000 pounds per hour

Qb/hr) Shall be accompftshed by the use of the equation E = 3.12 (p 0.985). and
interpolation and extrapolation of the data for process weights rates in excess of 40,000
lbfhr shall be accomplished by use or the equation E = 25.4 (p 0.287) where E = rate

at emission in lb/hr and P

a

process weight rate In tons pvr hour.

(f) Emission Calculations for UncontroDed Emissions Points. Appropriate emission factors
shall be obtained using the PM-10 factors found In the AIRS faciUty subsystem source
classification codes (SCCs) and emission factor liSting criteria pollutants (EPA-450/4·90-

003), or a ·70% reduction adJustment from the appropriate AP-42 table factors. Reduction
Sources: (Sieve analysis, Table 16, Midwest Research Institute Report •potential OUst
Emlssjons From Grain Elevators•, Kansas City, MO. May, 1974 •.. AP-42 Appendixes
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
COUNCIL MEETING
APRIL 12, 1994

-

April 6, 1994

DATE:

MEMORANDUM
Air Quality Council

TO:

FROM: };}m~ Doyle McWhirter, Program Director
Enforcement and compliance Section
SUBJECT:

PROPOSED SUBCHAPTER 24
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

A committee organized to jointly develop a final version
·subchapter 24 has attended the following work sessions.
March 4, 1994

Mr. Rick Treeman, OGFA
Ms. Deborah Perry, AQD
Mr. Doyle McWhirter, AQD

March 15, 1994

Mr. Rick Treeman, OGFA
Ms. Deborah Perry, AQD
Mr. Doyle McWhirter, AQD

March 25, 1994

Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.

Rick Treeman, OGFA
Mike Mahoney, OGFA
Deborah Perry, AQD
Doyle McWhirter, AQD

March 30, 1994

Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.

Rick Treeman, OGFA
Mike Mahoney, OGFA
Deborah Perry, AQD
Doyle McWhirter, AQD

of

Some progress was accomplished, however, three main issues still
remain. These issues are:
1)

appropriate emission factors;.

2)

whether or not subchapter 24 should be applicable to only
the grain elevating portion of a facility or should all
processes involving grain processing such as milling,
seed cleaning, feed manufacturing etc. be included, and;

3)

opacity allowables
processes.

for

the

loading

and

unloading

Therefore, the Air Quality Division and the Oklahoma Grain and Feed
Association are each submitting a draft of subchapter 24 for
Council's consideration (Attachments I and II) .

.•

These three issues remain unresolved because:
-

... .,._._

1)

The OFGA prefers that emissions calculations be performed
utilizing the same methodology as the .Texas Natural
Resources Conservation Commission (TNRCC} . The AQD does
not believe that the TNRCC methodology is scientifically
defendable or appropriate to incorporate into the
Oklahoma Air Program (Attachments III and IV} . · There are
other factors and implications involved in the Texas
program which do not exist and perhaps are not
appropriate in our program.

2}

As indicated in the memo contained in the March 8, 1994
Council Meeting packet, the AQD does not believe that
sufficient specific detail particular to the other
process
involved
(milling,
seed
cleaning,
feed
manufacturing, etc.} has been properly evaluated. Also,
due to the wide range of diversity which exists within
the industry over the State of Oklahoma, it would not be
appropriate for these other processes to be applicable to
subchapter 24 except for the grain elevator portion.

3)

The OFGA does not feel they can meet any opacity limit
standard for the loading and receiving processes.
AQD
feels that the allowables as contained in subchapter 244(2) (3) are the maximum relaxation acceptable. The AQD
is not sure this new standard will be acceptable to EPA
as a SIP revision.

During the March 8, 1994 meeting, the Council requested information
pertaining to complaints, particularly, those received involving
grain elevators. This information is being provided at this time
in Attachment V. During the January meeting, the Council requested
information pertaining to the potential health effects associated
with grain dust. The staff has arranged for Dr. Kenneth R. Hart,
of the Oklahoma University Health Sciences Center, Department of
Family Medicine,
Division of Occupational and Environmental
Medicine to make comment to the Council concerning this issue.

·:.·;~

...,
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SUBCHAPTER 24.

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

·.. 252:100-24'-1 ··
Purpose
The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from grain elevators,
which elevate and store grains. This rule also applies to the grain
elevating portion of any other facility which handles grain.
310:200-24-2
Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall have
the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Enclosed grain handling equipment'' means equipment which is totally
self-contained or enclosed within a structure at a grain elevator that
is not exhausted to the atmosphere except through a non-pressurized vent
or opening.
"Fabric filter" means any control device or system in which
particulate matter is collected within a dust cake supported on either
a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate collection
efficiency of not less than 99%.
"Grain elevator" means any commercial plant or installation at which
grain is loaded, handled, or stored.
"High efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the 2D2D or 1D-3D configuration (refers to the ratio of cylinder to cone
length, where D is the diameter of the cylinder portion) . A 2D-2D
cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 X D and a cone length of
2 X D. A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 X D and a
cone length of 3 X D. These cyclones shall be capable of demonstrating
collection efficiencies of 90% for particulate matter.
"Hours of operation" means any hour or part thereof, that the elevator
leg is elevating grain.
· "Leg capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the elevating
portion of a grain elevator is designed.
.
"Medium efficiency cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the
1D-1D configuration (refers to the ratio of cylinder to cone length,
where D is the diameter of the cylinder portion) . A 1D-1D cyclone would
exhibit a cylinder of 1 X D and a cone length of l X D. These cyclones
shall be capable of demonstrating a collection efficiency of 75% for
particulate matter.
''Non-pressurized vents or emission points" means any vent or opening
which allows the flow of air and/or contaminants at atmospheric pressure
without the use of mechanically-induced air flow.
"Site" means the area upon which a grain elevator is located, and all
contiguous or adjacent properties having common ownership or control,
which have the same first two digits of their SIC code.
''Throughput" means the pounds, tons or bushels received added to the
pounds, tons or bushels loaded out divided by two.
252:100-24-3
General provisions; applicability
(a)
Applicability. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable
to all new, modified and existing grain elevators in the state of
Oklahoma. Grain elevators in compliance with this subchapter are exempt
from the requirements of OAC 252:100-2~, 252:100-27 and 252:100-29.
(b)
Permits required.
In addition to the requirements of this
Subchapter, each new or modified grain elevator shall comply with the
permitting requirements of OAC 252:100-7 and 252:100-8.
(c)
Air toxics emissions.
Grain elevators which emit toxic air
pollutants above the de minimus levels specified in 252:100-41 are

~:. ::·· . .

.....,.,_., .. subject to all applicable requirements contained therein.
{d)
Recordkeeping. The owner or operator of a grain elevator shall
maintain a daily log documenting the commodity throughput and hours of
operation. These records shall be maintained for at least two years and
sh~ll be made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division
personnel or its representative during normal business hours.
{e)
Test methods.
Visible emissions (opacity) testing shall be
conducted using EPA reference Method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60,
Appendix A and be performed by an individual possessing current
certification.
{f)
Determination of emissions. Emissions from grain elevators shall
be based 9n the best available data. This may include actual emissions
as determined by stack testing, mass balance calculations, emissions
calculations using approved published emissions factors or other methods
approved by the Air Quality Division.
252:100~24-4

{a)

-

···.":"·'.~''

~

Smoke, visible emissions and particulates
Visible emissions limit.
{1)
Emissions limit. No person shall cause, suffer, allow or
permit discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor,
particulate matter or any combination thereof with a shade or
density greater than twenty (20) percent equivalent opacity.
This requirement shall not apply to smoke or visible emissions
emitted during short-term ocurrences, the shade or density of
which is not greater than sixty (60) percent opacity for a period
aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any sixty (60)
consecutive minutes and/or no more than twenty (20) minutes in
any consecutive 24-hour period.
(2)
Alternative emissions limit.
The twenty (20) percent
opacity limit, as required under 252:100-24-4 (1) (a) may be
increased for particulates only provided that the owner/operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council at public hearing that those requirements listed in
252:100-25-4(a) through (c) have been met.
(3)
Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described in
252:100-24-5(a) (1) and (2) are provided as follows:
{A)
receiving and unloading points shall be limited to no
greater than forty (40) percent opacity. This requirement
shall not apply to smoke or visible emissions emitted during
short-term ocurrences, the shade or density of which is not
greater than sixty ( 60) percent opacity for a period
aggregating no more than fifteen {15) minutes in any sixty
(60) consecutive minutes and/or no more than seventy-five
(75) minutes in any consecutive 24-hour period.
{B)
emissions from non-pressurized vents or emission
points shall either be exhausted through the required
control equipment described in 252:100-24-7 or shall be
limited to no greater than ten {10) percent opacity at any
time.

252:100-24-5
Emission control equipment
(a)
Minimum requirements. Grain elevators shall achieve a minimum
collection efficiency and not exceed the maximum annual hours of
operation based upon the maximum leg capacity as stipulated in table
below:

TABLE I:

REQUIRED CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR GRAIN ELEVATORS

Maximum Leg
Capacity
(bushels/hour)

Minimum Collection
Efficiency

Maximum
Daily
Throughput
(bushels)

Maximum
Annual
Hours of
Operation

5,000

75%
medium efficiency
cyclone or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

120,000

1600

10,000

90%
high efficency
cyclone (2D-2D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

240,000

2000

10,000

95%
high efficiency
cyclone (1D-3D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

240,000

4000

15,000

90%
high efficency
cyclone (2D-2D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

360,000

1300

15,000

95%
high efficency
cyclone (1D-3D) or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

360,000

2600

15,000

99%
fabric filter or
demonstrated
equivalent efficiency

360,000

8760

(b)
Certification.
Each existing grain elevator in the state of
Oklahoma shall provide written certification of compliance with Table I
by September 1, 1994. Annual certification of hours of operation and the
operation and proper maintenance of required control equipment shall be
completed by the owner, operator or other designated responsible party
and submitted as part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.
252:100-24-6

Fugitive dust controls-

.

For control of fugitive dust, no person shall cause or permit the
handling, transporting or disposition of any substance or material which
is likely to be scattered by the air or wind, or is susceptible to being
airborne, or windborne, or to operate or maintain or to cause to be
(a)

·:.,;;--

.......

operated or maintained, any grain elevator site, open area, right-ofway, storage pile or materials, vehicle, or construction, or any other
enterprise which involves any material or substance likely to be
scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to being windborne or
airborne that would be classified as air pollution without taking
reasonable precautions or measures to minimize atmospheric pollution.
(b) No person shall cause or permit the discharge of any visible
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions
originate.

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALI~Y QIVISION
STANDARD POLICY FOR DETERMINING EMISSIONS
PARTICULATE EMISSIONS AT GRAIN ELEVATORS

POINTS

AND

CALCULATING

DETERMINATION OF EMISSION POINTS
The following points shall be considered emissions points:
1
2
3
4

-

Receiving (unloading)
Shipping (load-out)
Exhausts from dust control equipment
Any open transition, or other grain handling operation, which· is
exposed directly to the atmosphere

Equipment, such as elevator legs or tunnel belts, which is totally
enclosed will not be considered a point of emissions.
CALCULATION OF EMISSIONS
Particulate emissions from grain elevators will be based on AP-42
emission factors for the emission points identified above. Further
explanation of this calculation method is provided below.

-

Receiving (unloading)
1
Use AP-42 EF of 0.6 lb/ton of grain received.

-

Shipping (loading)
Use AP-42 EF of 0.3 lb/ton of grain shipped out.
2

3 - Exhausts from control equipment
Use the AP-42 EF for the operation for which the control equipment is
applied. The following examples illustrate this method:
Elevator leg
1.5 lb/ton X tons grain elevated X (1 - control efficiency)
Tunnel belt
1.0 lb/ton X tons grain handled X (1 - control efficiency)
Control equipment for multiple operations
Cyclone with 90% collection efficiency used to control dust from tunnel
belt, cleaning operation and bucket elevator:
(1.5 + 1.0 + 3.0) X tons grain handled X (1 - 0.90)
·4 - Open transition
use the AP-42 EF which applies to the particular operation which is
exposed to the atmosphere.

April 1994
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SUBCHAPTER 24. PAR'DCULATE 1\fA1TER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN, FEED OR
SEED OPERATIONS •

:

252:100-24-1.
252:100-24·2.
252:1 00-24·3.
252:1()()-24-4.
252: 100-24-5.
252-100-24-6.

Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls

252:100-24-1.

Purpose

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability

The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities that handle, store or

process, grains, feed or seed.
252:100.24-l.

DeOnltlons

The following words and terms when u.sed in this subchapter, shall have the follo\\oing
meaning. unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Dust SuppressiolL..Additiyes" means FDA or FGIS approved additives applied
commercially for dust suppression. The efficiencies of these additives is 90%.
"Enclosed Grain Handlin& · Equjpment 11 means equipment that is totaUy self·
contained and is enclosed within a structure on the grain, feed, or seed fadlity. 1l1is .
equipment shall not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized
vents/openings, and shall not be considered a point subject to emission calculations.

"Ex.istini Grajn. Feed, or Seed Operation" means a facility which is in existence and
has submitted a current emission inventory to the Air Quality Division for the 1993
reporting period year. All other grain, feed, and seed operations shall be considered new.
"fabric Filter.. means any control device or system in which particulate matter is
colJected within a dust cake supported on either a woven or felted fabric that can
demonstrate a particulate collection efficiency of not less than 95 percent.
"Eu2itiye Emission" means those emissions that could not reasonably pass through
a stack, chimney; vent or other functionally equivalent opening.
"Qrain, Feed, or Seed Operation" means any commercial plant or installation. at
which grain, feed, or seed is loaded, handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise
processed.
"Grain. Feed. or Seed Operation~" means the area upon which a grain e]evator,
feed mill, or grain and seed processing equ,ipment or structures are located, and. ~ll
contiguous sites having common ownership or control, which have the same first two dtgtts
of their SIC code.

1

'!Hi&h Efficiency Cydone" means any cyclone type collector of the 2D-2D or lD·
3D configuration, designations referring to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is
the diameter of the cylinder portion. A 20·20 cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length or
2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D. A 1D~3D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 1 x
D and a cone length of 3 x D. The efficiencies of these cyclones are 90% and 95%

respectively.

"M.c.d..iunL.E.fiency Q.·clone" Means any cyclone type collector of the 1D-1D
configuration, designations referring to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the
diameter of the cylinder ponion. A lD·lD cyclone would exhibit a cylinder of 1 x D and
a cone length of 1 x D. These cyclones shall be capable of demonstrating a collection
efficiency of 15% for particulate matter.
'llours of QperatiQ.Q" means taking the throughput totals and dividing it by the leg
capacity, this will give hours of operation required to handle products processed.

"L&a Ca12rujty" means the maximum process rate for which the elevating portion of
a grain, feed, or seed facility is designed on a per leg basis.
"Non-pressurizesj -~nts or Openioes" means any vent or opening which allows the
flow of air and/or contaminants at atmospheric pressure without the use of mechanically~
induced air flow.
"Proc~ss

Emission" means particulate matter that is emitted from a point source that

can cross property boundaries.
"Throu&hpuf' means the pounds, tons, or bushels received added to the pounds, tons,
or bushels loaded out divided by two.
2~2: 100.24.3.

-

.

General Provisions: appiJcabUJty

(a) Applicabilinr. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and
existing grain, feed, or seed operations in the State of OkJahoma.
(1)
Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:1()()-25, 252:100-27, and 252:1()()-29 are
not required to comply with this subchapter.
(2)
Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt from the
requirements of OAC 252:100-25, 252:1Q0-27, and 252:1()(}-29.
(b) Permits reguired.ln addition to the requirements of this subchapter, each new, modified
or existing grain, feed, or seed operation shall comply with the pennitting requirements of
OAC 252:1()().7 and 252:1~8,
(1)
Except when the following exempticns for conunercial facilities apply:.
(a)
The installation of additional grain storage capacity which satisfies the
following conditions:
(1)
There shall be no increase in hourly grain handling capacity.
(2)
Existing grain receiving loadout facilities are utilized.
· (3)
Grain shall be coiweyed by enclosed handling equipment and
pneumatic dust controls will not be utilized on any handling
equipment.

-........

(c) Air tp;dcs emissions. Grain, feed, or seed operations which emit toxic air pollutants
above the de minimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all applicable
requirements contained therein.
(d) Record-keepim=· The ovmer or operator of a facility shall maintain a (daily) log
documenting the conunodity throughput and hours of operations. These records shaH be
maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available for inspection by the Air
Quality Division personnel or its representative during normal business hours.
(e) Visible emjs3ions. Visible emissions (opacity) testing s~all be conducted using EPA
reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and be perfonned by an
individual possessing current certification.
(f) Determjnatjon of e.mfs.sions. Determination of emissions from grain. feed, or seed
operations shall be based on the best available data and technology. This may include
actual emissions ac; detennined by stack testing, mass balance calculations, emission
calculations using approved published emissions factors, or other methods approved by the
Air Quality Council.
252:100-24-4.

Smoke.

Y1slb~.mi.ssions

and

Particulate~

(a) yjsible emissions. Visible emission (opacity) will be regulated as required on facilities
or the portion of a facility that is regulated by Subpart DD of the New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS). All facilities exempt from regulation under NSPS wiH be exempt from
opacity regulations.
2!2:100-24-5

Emission Control Equipment

(a) Minimum requirements. Grain, feed, or seed operations shall achieve a minimum

collection efficiency and not exceed the maximum daily throughput or annual hours of
operation based upon the maximum individual leg capacity as stipulated in Table 1. These
controls will be required only on bucket elevator legs and then only if they are considered
emission points.
TABLE 1; REQUIRED CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR GRAIN ELEVATORS

Equipment required will be of the type listed or other of demonstrated equivalent

efficiency.
Maximum leg
capadty
BU/HR
5,000

is ar• emission point

Max Daily
Throughput
(bushels)

Max Annual
Hours of Operation
at leg capacity

15% Med Efficiency

120,000

.1,600

Minimum CoUection
Efficiency, only if leg

cydone (lD-10)

10,000

90% High Efficieocy
cyclone (20-20}

240,000

2,000

10,000

95% High Efficiency

240,000

4,000

360,000 .

1,300

cyclone (lD-JD)

15,000

-

90% High Efficiency
cyclone (2D·2D)

3

.,

,-.

Max Daily
Throughput

Max Annual
Hours of Operation

BU/HR

Minimum CoUection
Efficiency, only if leg
i! an emission point

(bushels)

at leg capacir:y

l.S,(XX)

9S% High Efficiency

360,000

2,600

360,000

8,760

Maxim~

lt.g.

capacity

cyclone (10-30)
15,000

99% Fabric F"uter

Emission Control Equipment where required by subpart DD must meet the standards set
under the Federal New Source Performance Standards, or a.l:i mandated by other Federal
requirements for major sources. Additionally controls may be required to circumvent
nuisance emissions.
(b) Certification. Each existing grain elevator in the State of Oklahoma shall provide written
cenification of compliance with Table 1 v,ithin one year of the acceptance of this rule.
Annual certification of hours of operation and the operation and proper maintenance of
required control equipment shall be completed by the owner, operator or other designated
responsible party and submitted as part of the annual emissions inventory reporting form.
(c) Minor Sources. Except for non-attainment areas, facilities certifying compliance with this
subchapter shall not be considered a major source for a regulated pollutant for purposes

of Title V.
252:100-24·6.

Fugitive Dust Cunt.rols

.

All fa~ilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of any visible
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line from which the emissions originate.

4

,•

OKlAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y/
GUIDANCE POLICY FOR EMISSION CALCULATIONS
FOR GRAIN, FEED, OR SEED OPERATIONS

·n1e following points shall be considered emission points and emission calculated from
each;
1)

Receiving (unloading)

2)

Shipping (load-out) ·

3)
4)

Exhausts from pneumatic dust contro1s
Any open transition that is not enclosed within a facility or is otherwise
exposed directly to the atmosphere.

1)

Emission calculations for uncontrolled emissions points; Emission factors shall be
obtained using a 70% reduction adjustment from the appropriate AP-42 table factors.
Reduction Reference Sources: {Sieve analysis, Table 16, Midwest Research Institute Report
"Potential Dust Emissions from Grain Elevators" Kansas City, MO May, 1974 ... AP-42
Appendixes 11-2 .. Chapter 3, "Estimates of Atmospheric Dispersion" Bruce Turner, EPA
Research, Triangle Park, NC ... "Prevention of Dust Explosions in Grain Elevators - An
Achievable Goal" United States Department of Agriculture, Task Force Report ... "Impact
Study of Prohibiting Recombining Recirculation Dust at Export Elevators" Department of
Agricultural Engineering, Texas A&M University . . . "Emission Factors May Cost
Agricultural Operations Big Bucks" A paper written for the ASAE by Gary Wallin P.E.,
Mark Gibbs P.E., Richard Hyde, Anna Rodriguez. and Mike Wilson Permit Engineers
TNRCC and presented at the International summer meeting sponsored by the ASAE.
2)
Emission calculations for controlled emission points: shall be calculated as above,
times the efficiency of the control equipment.
·
Endosed grain handling equipment that is without pneumatic dust control equipment shall
not be considered a point subject to emission calculations.

-
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

APRIL 1, 1994

TO:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

THROUGH:

LARRY BYRUM, DIRECTOR ~~l)
AIR QUALITY DIVISION V

E)n~DOYLE

McWHIRTER, PROGRAM DIRECTOR
ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE SECTION

FROM:
RE:

.~DEBORAH

~

PERRY
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER

ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED BY OKLAHOMA GRAIN AND FEED
ASSOCIATION TO SUPPORT A 70% REDUCTION OF AP-42 WHEN
CALCULATING EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN ELEVATORS

"Sieve Analysis, Table 16", Midwest Research Institute, Addendum. to
"Potential Dust Emissions from Grain Elevators••, Kansas City, Missouri,
May 1974.
This data is based on a single sieve analysis and therefore may not be
representative.
A sieve analysis is not an accurate method for determining aerodynamic
particulate diameter. ~ sieve analysis, at best, will only provide the
physical diameter of the particles. Physical diameter is not appropriate
when characterizing particle behavior in the atmosphere. In order to
account for irregular-shaped particles and other factors, such as
variations in particle depsity and wind speeds, aerodynamic mean
diameter is used to study atmospheric dispersion of particulate matter.
A cascade impactor is typically used to determine aerodynamic diameter.
This device inertially separates particles by aerodynamic diameter.
For example, a particle may have physical dimensions of 80 micrometers
by 5 micrometers. This particle would probably be retained in a sieve
analysis as greater than 80 micrometers in diameter. However, the
aerodynamic diameter may only be 25 micrometers.
The text above Table 16 includes the following statement:
"Particles 30 and less are normally assumed to be the particles that
can be suspended in air and are used in dispersion modeling to
determine off property impacts."
Although this statement seems to be repeated in other supporting
documents, there is no data provided to substantiate it. This statement
would imply that PM-30 should be the criteria for regulating
particulates. We have no data or other guidance to support this.
I have discussed this matter with Dale Lundgren, Ph.D, P.E., professor
of environmental engineering at the University of Florida. Dr. Lundgren
currently teaches the EPA training course "Source Sampling for
Particulate Pollutants" and has done extensive research studying the

-·
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ANALYSIS CONT'D

behavior of particles in the atmosphere and has, through his graduate
study program, compiled years of data in this area. In our telephone
conversations and during my attendance at the EPA training course
recently taught by Dr. Lundgren in December of 1993, he explained that
there is a curve which represents (aerodynamic) particle size vs.
settling velocity. He emphasized that there is not a certain size range
which can be used to represent particles which could remain suspended.
Dr. Lundgren continues to have an ongoing program in which he and his
students take atmospheric samples and make particle size distribution
studies. These studies have shown that ambient air typically has
particles in the 1-100 micrometer size range.
"Prevention of Dust Explosions In Grain Elevators - An Achievable Goal",
A Task Force Report, United States Department of Agriculture.

The excerpt from this document which was submitted by the Oklahoma Grain
and Feed Association includes a
section entitled
"4.2.5 Dust
Generation 11 • This section discusses estimates of quantities of dust
generated by grain handling as it relates to explosive hazards in grain
elevators. There is no definition, explanation or description offered
in this material of what the USDA considers to be "grain dust 11 •
Therefore it is difficult to determine if the USDA definition of grain
dust concurs with that used in the context of air quality management.
This section provides estimates of total tonnage of dust generated from
exports of wheat, corn and soybeans. These estimates are based on
inspections of these grain exports and the assumption that dust
generated for all grains amounts to 0.1 percent of the total volume of
grain handled. It also explains that their results are about doubled
when using the weight of grain rather than volume. This would imply
approximately 4 pounds of dust is generated per ton of grain handled.
The information provided did not include any supporting data.
Additionally, the following statements from the document reinforce the
fact that this information is only an estimation:
"., .. different grains produce different amounts of dust . . . and each
.successive handling creates additional dust."
• • • the precise effect of successive handling,
processing, and storage
operations cannot be determined."
11

"AP-42, Section 11.2

FUGITIVE DUST SOURCES'', May 1983.

This section of AP-42 discusses fugitive dust emissions, especially from
unpaved roads. The following statements are of concern:

-

"· .. particles larger than about 100 micro~eters are likely to settle
out within 6 to 9 meters (20 to 30 ft) from the edge of the road.
Particles that are 30 to 100 micrometers in diameter are likely to
undergo impeded settling ... likely to settle within a few hundred feet
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from the road. Smaller particles, particularly those less than 10 to
15 micrometers in diameter, have much slower gravitational settling
velocities and are much more likely to have their settling rate
retarded by atmospheric turbulence. Thus, based on presently available
data, it appears appropriate to report only those particles smaller
than 30 micrometers."
This implies that only PM-30 should be regulated (at least in terms of
fugitive dust emissions). However, we do not have any guidance from EPA
to substantiate this. Additionally, our SIP does not exempt particles
greater than 30 micrometers. "TSP" is defined in our state rules as
particulate matter measured by the high-volume method described in
Appendix B of 40 CFR Part 50. Appendix B describes the acceptable method
for determining TSP in the atmosphere. This sampling method favors the
collection of particles up to 25-50 micrometers (aerodynamic diameter),
depending on wind conditions, and is 99% effective in collecting
particles as small as 0.3 micrometers, according to Appendix B.
This further indicates that particles larger than PM-30 may be found in
the atmosphere and are regulated as TSP in our SIP. Also, reinforced is
the fact that all reference to particle size in the atmosphere should
address aerodynamic diameter.
"Impact Study of Prohibiting Recombining Recirculation Dust at Export
Elevators",
Department
of
Agricultural
Engineering,
Texas
A&:M
University, Revised February 1992.
The excerpt from this document which was provided (page 15) includes a
table of average fine dust contents in wheat samples and discusses how
fine dust content correlates to grain quality (grade factor) . "Fine
dust" is not defined and the method for determining the fine dust
content was not explained. The table provides average dust contents
listed as percentages of "inbound" and "outbound" at three different
elevators. I am not sure what these percentages relate to or exactly
what "inbound" and "outbound" mean.
Testimony by Dr. Calvin B. Parnell, Jr., P.E., Professor of
Agricultural Engineering, Texas A&MUniversity, Presented March 8, 1994.
Dr. Parnell states that an emission factor of 0.3 lb of dust/ton of
grain is an appropriate and conservative factor to use for all grain
elevators. He explains that based on his work and experience with grain
handling and dust measurement this is probably too high. However, all
the data which he references is based on particle size determinations
using sieve analysis. This does not provide an accurate indication of
aerodynamic diameter as discussed previously.
I believe there is little or no disagreement from anyone involved with
Dr. Parnell's assessment of the inappropriateness and inaccuracy of the
MRI study and resulting AP-42 emission factors. However, I do not feel
that he has provided accurate and appropriate documentation to support
reducing AP-42 factors by 70%.

~
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"Workbook'of.Atmospheric Dispersion Estimates", D. Bruce Turner, EPA,
Office of Air Programs, Research Triangle Park, Revised 1970.

This document provides very little relevant material other than the
implication that particles should be less than about 20 microns in order
to perform dispersion estimates using the mathematical relationship
provided. This procedure includes many assumptions, including assuming
particles will behave like a gas. This method is obsolete and not
particularly relevant since whether particles behave like a gas is not
an issue in our discussion. I think it is clear that larger particles
will not be suspended indefinitely with gas-like behavior. However,
while particles may eventually settle out, it is not clear how far they
may be transported before this actually occurs. There are many factors
which determine whether this will occur on or off the facility property.
These include wind speed (atmospheric turbulence), particle density and
di~tance from the point of release to the property boundary.
"Emission Factors May Cost Agricultural Operations Big Bucks", by TACB
Permit Engineers for presentation at the 1992 International Summer
Meeting of The American Society of Agricultural Engineers, June 1992.

This paper explains that regulators in Texas use a 70% reduction in AP42 emission factors for TSP at grain elevators and why they believe it
is appropriate. The reasoning is based on two closely-related issues.
The first issue is what portion of particulate matter emitted from grain
elevators is too large to be transported off property. TACB justifies
the 70% reduction based on the results of the MRI one time sieve
analysis which showed greater than 98% of particulates collected were
greater than 44 microns for truck unloading areas.
The second issue is what is the actual particulate size which will
settle out of the atmosphere and remain on site. TACB proposes that
particles greater than 30 microns will not be transported off site.
I have discussed both of these issues previously. Accurate data has not
been presented to represent particle size distribution of emissio~s from
grain elevators based on aerodynamic diameter. Documentation to support
that PM-30 is the only particulate matter of concern is also lacking.
CONCLUSIONS

There has not been substantial data available to me to support a 70%
reduction of the AP-42 emission factors. Unfortunately, the current
values are somewhat easily disputed as well. For this reason, the AQD
was very hopeful that the study proposed by the Agricultural Extension
Engineers at OSU would provide data which could be supported and relied
upon. However, since time is now very limited, as well as available
grain to conduct the study, this may no..J.onger be a possibility. Without
·.,.....additional data to demonstrate the actual aerodynamic diameter of
· particulates emitted from grain elevators and the relative ability of
these particles to be transported off the source property, I cannot
support the 70% reduction in AP-42 emission factors as proposed by the
Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association.

-
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TEXAS HAruRAL RESOURCE
S%AHDARD

COHSBRVA~IOH

COMMISSION

BXBMP~IOK LIS~

Incorporat•d By R•f•r•nc• Into 30 ~AC 116,
COntrol of Air Pollution By P•rait• ror H•w COn•truction
or Modification, S116.211

ADOPTED

AUGUS~

16, 1993

-

Preface to the Standard Exemption

L~st

This revision incorporates changes adopted by the former Texas Air Control Board
on August 16, 1993 and effective September 20, 1993. This document is incorporated by reference into Regulation VI, Control of Air Pollution By Permits For New
Construction or Modification, and is, ther6tor~, not published in the Texas
Register.
'piease contact the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) Reg~onal
Office that serves your area if you have any questions about your compliance
status under TNRCC regulations. Information on permit requirements for construction of new facilities or for modification of existing facilities may be obta~ned
from the Permits Division of the TNRCC, 12124 Park 35 Circle, Austin, Texas 78753,
(512) 908-1000. If you have questions about the interpretation of the Standard
Exemption List or have suggestions for changes to it, please call the Permits
Division or Regulation Development Division at the same address and telephone
number.
The .TNRCC is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age or disability in employment or
in the provision of services, programs, or activities.
In compliance with the Americans With Disabilities Act, this document may be
requested in alternate formats by contacting Air Quality Planning Division staff
at (512) 908-1457, (512) 908-1500 FAX or 1-800-RELAY-TX (TDD), or by writing; P.O.
Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711-3087 or visiting at 12124 Park 35 Circle, Austin,
Texas.
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Texas Air Control Soard
Standard Exemption List
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Any grain handling, storage, and drying facility which meets conditions !a),
(b), or (c) below.
(a)

(b)

(c)

75.
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The facility is in noncommercial use only -that is, used only to handle,
dry, and/or store grain produced by the owner(s) of the facility if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1)

The total storage capacity does not exceed 750,000 bushels.

(2)

The grain handling capacity does not exceed 4,000 bushels per hour.

(3)

The facility is located at least 500 feet from any recreational
area or residence or business not occupied or used solely by the
owner of the facility.

The facility
satisfied:

is in commercial use and the

following

conditions are

(l)

The total storage capacity of the new and any existing facility or
facilities does not exceed 1,500,000 bushels.

(2)

The facility shall be located at least ~mile from any recreational
area or residence or other structure not occupied or used solely by
the owner or operator of the facility or the owner of the property
upon which the facility is located.

(3)

Before construction of the facility begins, written site approval
shall be received from the Executive Director of the TNRCC and the
facility shall be registered with the appropriate regional office
u•ing Form PI-7.

The installation of additional grain storage capacity which satisfies the
following conditions:
(l)

There shall be no increase in hourly grain handling capacity.

(2}

Existing grain receiving and loadout facilities are utilized.

(3)

Grain shall be conveyed by closed conveying systems and air suction
shall not be pulled on any conveying unit.

(4)

Written site approval shall be received from the Executive Director
of the TNRCC before construction begins for facilities utilizing
existing grain receiving facilities when new gravity or auger
loadout systems are to be installed.

surface coating facilities in which no metal spraying or metalizing is done,
if the total emisaion of VOC used for cleanup and contained in the coating
materials as applied is less than 6.0 lb/hr, averaged over any 4-hour period,
and 500 pounds per weak, and:
(a)

The surface coating operations are performed indoors or in an enclosed
work area and the following conditions apply:
( l)

If the facility is a spraying operation, all spraying is conducted
in a spray booth or work area in which the emissions of partic~late
matter are controlled by either a water wash system or a dry f~lter
system.
For either system, the particulate removal efficiency
shall be not less than 90\~ and:

-

Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
March 14, 1994
MEMORANDUM
TO:

~~t Doyle McWhirter, Director

Enforcement and Compliance Section

FROM:

Kevin Barnard ·tP,
Enforcement and Compliance Section

SUBJECT:

air quality complaints on feed

Attached is a list of all
Department of Environmental
~·larch 7,
1994.
A total of
received in this period.
elevators and flour mills.
are attach,ed as well.
Of
percentage of feed and grain

-

~nd

grain facilities

air quality complaints· received by the
Quality state<,·Jide from July 1, 1994 to
944 air quality related complaints were
Of these 11 complaints were on grain
The complete ~Gcords of these complaints
the total air quality complaints, the
complaints is 1.17 percent.

It might also be noted that of the 944 total complaints,
related to refinery odors in Tulsa.

419 were

Current Date
03/ll/94

DBPA.

Last Update
09/25/93

..IBNT OJ' BNVIRONKBN'l'AL Qt7ALJ:'l'Y

Data Complaint :ror.m

Complaint Number: 292-70-93-00002 Date Received: 09/17/93
,-. Referral Complaint Number:
Time Received: 13 : 15
Received By: LIN KOTTKE
AGENCY ASSJ:GNMBNT
Agency:
Contact Phone: (405)338-8544
Agency Contact: LIN KOTTKE
Subprogram/County: TEXAS
Date Assigned: 09/23/93
Time Assigned: 10:35
COMPLAINANT
Name: GENE
Address: BOX 926
City: HOOKER

Home Phone:
Work Phone:

HERSHEY
State: OK

Zip:

COMPLAINT IN'J'ORMATION
Type of Complaint: NORMAL

(405)652-2732
(
)

73~5-

Incident or Discovery: D

Date: 09/17/93

Nature of Complaint: FUGITIVE DUST FROM GRAIN ELEVATOR.
Confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

LOCATION OJ' COMPLAINT
County: 70
Legal Description:
I
Section: 34 Township: SN
NW/4
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: ALONG RAILROAD PARRALELL TO HWY 54.
Geoposition
Latitude:
Longitude:
RBSPONSIBLB PAR'l'Y
,-. Name: CARGILL ELEVATOR
Address: 307 S. IRELAND
City: HOOKER

Phone No.:
State: OK

Range: 17E

(405)652-2430

Zip: 73945-

RBJ'BRRAL
Contact Person: LIN KOTTKE
Date: 09/23/93
Time: 10:35
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: TEXAS
County Program Code:
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: y

AQD: Y

Date:

I

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

Under
Under
Under
Under

Investigation: 09/17/93
Litigat1on:
1 1
Remediation:
1 1
Mediation:
I I

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

INVESTIGATION/ACTION
Response Contact Person: Lr.N KOTTKE
Contact with Co~lainant
Date: 09/17/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 09122193
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

WQD: N
WQD: N

Time: 15:05
Time: 09:22
Date:
I I
Date: 09123193

Date Mediation Letter sent:

I

I

RESOLUTION
Resolution Notes: LKOTTKE TALKED WITH RICHARD CARTER AN EMPLOYEE,
SAID THAT DUST IS COMING FROM DRYER, AND HAVING
INSTALLED A MINERAL OILER TO-CONTROL DUST 2 DAYS
AGO 9-20-93. CAN'T REALLY SEE A DIFFERENT YET.
POSSIBLY NEED A CYCLONE ON DRYER. ALLEN DUNCAN IS
/THE MANAGER.
9-23-93: TALKED WITH MR. DUNCAN, HE IS WORKING ON
A COMPLETE DUST COLLECTION FOR EVERY BEN, PROBABLY
WILL BE NEXT YEAR BEFORE SYSTEM IS COMPLETE.
TALKED WITH COMPLAINANT ON 9-23-93 AT 10:15
TELLING THEM. CLOSED COMPLAINT.
Page

1

Current Date
03111194

Dl

'tTMBNT OP' BHVIRONMBNTAL QUALIT"

Data Complaint For.m

Complaint Number: 292-70-93-00002

Last Update
09125193

-

Date·Received: 09117193

Date Resolved:·09I23I93
Resolved Br: LIN KOTTKE
Confirmation Status: l
(l=Conf. Vic., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent:
I I
Date Returned:
I I
Response Pas?: N

•

•

Page
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DEPA

Current Date
03/11/94

Last Update
09/27/93

.JBNT OP' BNV'l:RONHBNTAL QO'AL:ITY

Data Complaint P'or.m

complaint Number: 292-36-93-00009
, - Referral Complaint Number:
Received By: JOHN CULLIN

Date Received: 07/27/93
Time Received: 10:00

·.AGENCY ASS:IGNMBNT

Contact Phone: (405)762-1641
Subprogram/County: KAY

Agency:
Agency Contact: JOHN CULLIN
Date Assigned: 07/27/93
Time Assigned: 10:00

Home Phone:
Work Phone:

COMPLA:INAN'l'

Name:
·
Address:
City:

Zip:

State:

COMPLAINT INP'ORMAT:ION

Incident or Discovery: I

Type of Complaint: ANONYMOUS

Date: 07/27/93

Nature of Complaint: FLOUR DUST EMISSION.
Confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

LOCATION OP' COMPLA:INT

County: 36
Legal Description: NW/4 NW/4 SE/4
Section: 22 Township: 27N
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: 425 W. BROADWAY, BLACKWELL
Geoposition
Latitude:
Longitude:

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

,-.. Name: CON-AGRA FLOUR MILL
Address: 425 WEST BROADWAY
City: BLACKWELL
State: OK

Phone No. :
Zip:

REFERRAL

Date: 07/27/93
Time: 10:00
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: KAY
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y
Date:

Range: 1W

I

Contact Person: JOHN CULLIN
County Program Code:

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

INVBSTIGATION/ACT:ION

Response Contact Person: JOHN CULLIN
Contact with ComPlainant
Date: 07/27/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 07127193
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

Under Investigation: 07/27/93
Under Litigat~on:
1 1
Under Remediation:
1
1
Under Mediation:
I I

Time: 10:00
Time: 10:30
Date:
I I
Date: 07130/93

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

RESOLUTION

Resolution Notes:

******************************

Comments by: AHARRELL
Date: 07/30/93 Time: 09:55:58

------------------------------

7/27/93 - OBSERVED LARGE ~OUNT OF FLOUR DUST
BEING EMITTED AROUND SOCK FASTENER ON TOP OF
GROENDYKE BULK TRUCK. NOTIFIED BART HAHLWEG,
MANAGER, CON-AREA. HE INSTRUCTED TOMMY GRACE TO
· REPAIR SOCK FASTENER. CLOSED.
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1

Current Date
03111194

DBT

'l'MEN'1' OP' DVIR.ONMBNTAL Q'O'ALITY

Data Complaint P'or.m

Last Update
09127193

CornQlaint Number: 292-36-93-00009 Date Received: 07127193
Date Resolvea: 07127193
Resolved
JOHN CULLIN
Confirmation Status: 1
(l=Conf. Vio . , 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent:
I I
Date Returned:
I I
Response Pos?: N

Br:

-.,\
'\
·:..
~'

•

•

Page
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DBP.t.

Cu.::rent Date
03/11/94
~

Last Update
09/2B/93

JmNT 01' BNVXRONMBNTAL QtrAL:ITY

Data Complaint l'or.m

Complaint Number: 292-36-93-00007
Referral Complaint Number:
Received By: JOHN CULLIN

Date Received: 07/26/93
Time Received: 08:10

. •·.·AGENCY ASS:IGNMENT

Agency:
Agency Contact: JOHN CULLIN
Date Assigned: 07/26/93
Time Assigned: 08:10

Contact Phone: (405)762-1641
Subprogram/County: KAY

Home Phone:
Work Phone:

COMPLA:INANT
Name:
·
Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

COMPLA:INT :INFORMAT:ION

Incident or Discovery: I

Type of Complaint: ANONYMOUS

Date: 07/26/93

Nature of Complaint: BAD-SMELLING, SOUR ODOR COMING FROM FLOUR MILL.
confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

LOCAT:ION 01' COMPLA:INT

County: 36
Legal Description: NW/4 NW/4 NE/4
Square Mile Grid: .
General Description: 425 W BLACKWELL
BLACKWELL
Geoposition
Latitude:

Section: 22

Township: 27N

Range: 1W

Longitude:

RBSPONS:IBLB PARTY

Name: CON-AGRA FLOUR MILL
Address: BOX 880
City: BLACKWELL
State: OK

Phone No.:
Zip:

RBI'ERRAL

Date: 07/26/93
Time: 08:10
Source Code: 29234
Assigned To: KAY
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y
Date:

I

Contact Person: JOHN CULLIN
County Program Code:

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

SWMD: N

SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

LHVBST:IGAT:ION/ACT:ION

Response Contact Person: JOHN CULLIN
Contact with Co~lainant
Date: 07126193
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 07127193
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

Under
under
Under
Under

Investigation: 07/27193
Litigat1on:
I I
Remediation:
I I
Mediation:
I I

Time: 08:10
Time: 10:30
Date:
I I
Date: 07130193

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

RBSOLtJT:ION

Resolution Notes:

******************************

Comments by: AHARRELL
~
Date: 07/30/93 Time: 10:07:48

7-------------------------~---/27/93 - EMPLOYEES HAVE BEEN WASHING OUT BULK
RAIL CARDS PAST TWO WEEKS. ON OR ABOUT 7/26/93 A
LEAK DEVELOPED IN THE RECLAMATION TANK USED TO
HOLD DIRTY WASH WATER. WASH WATER AND FLOUR
LEAKED ONTO GROUND ALONG RAIL SIDING. MIXTURE
Page
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1

b523

Cu:.:rent Date
03111194

DB~

\TMBN'l' 01' ENVIRONMENTAL QUALir.'

Data Ccm:plaint P'o:rm.

Last Update
0912BI93

Complaint Number: 292-36-93-00007 Date Received: 07126193
SOURED IN THE HOT WEATHER. ARE NOW IN THE PROCESS
OF SCRAPING UP SOUR RESIDUE FOR DISPOSAL IN
LANDFILL, WILL THEN COVER AREA WITH CLEAN SAND.
WAITIN GFOR SPILLAGE TO DRY OUT FOR COMPLETE
REMOVAL. CLOSED.

....,

Date Resolved: 07127193
Resolved By: JOHN CULLIN
Confirmation Status: l
(1=Conf. Viol., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent:
I I
Date Returned:
I I
Response Pos?: N

•

•

Page
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current Date
03/11/94 ..

DBPA.

Last Update
01/06/94

.BHT 01' BNV:IRONJIBNTAL Q'OAL:ITY

Data Complaint l'or.m

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-02348 Date Received: 11/04/93
Complaint Number:
Time Received: 14:00
.
. Received By: JAY BERNING
. ·AGENCY ASS:IGNMBNT
·
Contact ·Phone: (405) 327-3192
·Agency:
Subprogram/County: WOODS
Agency Contact: JAY BERNING
Date Assigned: 11/08/93
Time Assigned: 10:30

~Referral

COMPLA:INANT
Name: FERN
Address: 201 ASH
City: WAYNOKA

Home Phone:
Work Phone:

SMILEY
State: OK

(405)824-5641
(
)

Zip: 738'60-

COMPLA:INT :INFORMAT:ION
Type of Complaint : NORMAL

Incident or Discovery: I

Date: 11/01/93

Nature of Complaint: DUST FROM WAYNOKA GRAIN ELEVATOR WAS CAUSING
PROBLEM.
Confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N
LOCAT:ION OJ!' COMPLA:INT
County: 76
Legal Description: NW/4 NW/4
Square Mile Grid:
General Description:
Geoposition
Latitude:
,-.

SE/4

Section: 2

Township: 24N

Range: 16W

Longitude:

RBSPONS:IBLB PARTY
'Name: WAYNOKA COOP ASSOCIATION
Address: 300 S. CLEVELAND
City: WAYNOKA
State: OK

Phone No.:

(405)824-3461

Zip: 73860-

RBI'BRRAL
Coqtact Person: JAY HERNING
Date: 11/08/93
Time: 10:30
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: WOODS
County Program Code:
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: N
AQD: N
Date:

I

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

Under Investigation: 11/04/93
Under Litigat~on:
I I
Under Remediation:
1 1
Under Mediation:
1 1

RBSOLOT:ION
Resolution Notes:

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

:INVBST:IGAT:ION/ACT:ION
Response Contact Person: JAY BERNING
Contact with Co~lainant
Date: 11/04/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 11104193
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

WQD: N
WQD: N

Time: 15:30
Time: 15:00
Date: 11/08/93
Date:
I I

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

******************************

Comments by: TPHAM
Date: 11/0B/93 Time: 10:33:05

11-04-93: JHERNING CONTACTED A.J. FERGUSON
(MANAGER) OF GRAIN ELEVATOR. MADE AN INSPECTION
OF ELEVATOR AND DIDN'T OBSERVED ANY DUST. TALKED
TO SOME NEIGHBORS, AND THEY SAID THEY OCCASIONALLY
Page
a'

1

Current Date
03/11/94

o·

'.RTMEHT OJ' BNVIRONJIBHTAL Qt7ALI'1

Data Complaint l'or.m

•

Last Update
01/06/94

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-02348 Date Received: 11/04/93
GET DUSTED. COMPLAINANT SAID THEY HAS OBSERVED
DUST ON THEIR CARS.
JHERNING WILL TALK TO MORE OF THE PEOPLE AND MAYBE
REFER THIS TO AIR QUALITY.
******************************
Comments by: SKAY
Date: 01/06/94 Time: 10:46:11

------------------------------

12-17-94 JHERNING WROTE LETTER TO COMPLAINANT AND
TOLD HER THERE WAS NOTHING WE COULD DO UNLESS WE
SAW THE DUST COMING OUT OF THE ELEVATOR AND TO
CONTACT JHERNING WHEN IT DOES OCCUR. CLOSE
Date Resolved: 01/06/94
Resolved By: JAY HERNING
Confirmation Status: 3 (1=Conf. Vic ., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent:
I I
Date Returned:
I I
Response Pes?: N

..

Page

2

DBP.A

curr:2nt Date
03/11/94

Last Update
02/11/94

..mN'l' OF BNV:IR.ONMBNTAL QUAL:ITY

Data Complaint For.m

Complaint Number: 292-58-93-00012
Referral Complaint Number:
Received By: CLYDE MASON

Date Received: 09/09/93
Time Received: 15:47

·.· 'AGENCY ASS:IGNMBNT

Contact Phone: (405)271-5220
Subprogram/County: AIR QUALIT

Agency:
Agency Contact: KEVIN BERNARD
Date Assigned: 09/10/93
Time Assigned: 09:00

Home Phone:
Work Phone :

COMPLA:IHANT

Name: FRANK
PHIPPS
Address: RT. 2, BOX 91
City: FAIRLAND
State: OK

(918)676-3738
(
)

Zip: 74343-

COMPLA:INT :INI'ORMAT:ION

Type of Complaint: NORMAL

Incident or Discovery: I

Date: 09/09/93

Nature of Complaint: SIMMONS FEED MILL AT FAIRLAND IS PRODUCING A LOT
OF DUST. THE DUST IS A VERY FINE POWDER. MR.
PHIPPS THINKS A LOT OF DUST IS RELEASED IN A PURGE
OF EQUIPMENT EARLY IN THE MORNING. SIMMONS HAD TO
ADD CONTROL EQUIPMENT TO A SIMILAR PLANT IN
SOUTHWEST CITY, MO. RECENTLY.
Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

Confirmed (Y/N) :N

LOCAT:ION OF COMPLA:INT

County: 58
Legal Description: NE/4 NW/4 NE/4
Section: 17 Township: 26N
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: SOUTHWEST OF FAIRLAND ON HWY 60.
Geoposition
Latitude:
Longitude:
RBSPONS:IBLB PARTY

Name: SIMMONS INDUSTRIES
Address: P.O. BOX 749
City: FAIRLAND
State: OK

Phone No.:

Range: 23E

(918)676-3285

Zip: 74343-

REFERRAL
Contact Person: JERRY MATTHEWS
Date: 09/10/93
Time: 09:00
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: AIR QUALIT
County Program Code:

DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y
Date:

I

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

:INVBST:IGAT:ION/ACT:ION

Response Contact Person: JERRY MATTHEWS
Contact with ComPlainant
Date: 09/09/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date:
I I
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
·
Date
Date
Date
Date

~

Under
Under
under
Under

Investigation: 09/09/93
Litigat1on:
1 1
Remediation:
1 1
Mediation:
I I

R.BSOLUT:ION

Time: 15:47
Time:
Date: 09/10/93
Date: 02111194

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

•

Resolution Notes: ******************************
Comments by: AHARRELL
Date: 09110/93 Time: 08:59:45
COMPLAINANT WILL CALL WHEN CONDITION ARE BAD TO
HELP INVESTIGATION.

Page
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'.527

Date
03/11/94

Curr~nt

o· .'\RTMEN'l'

01' BNVXRONKBNTAL Q'D'ALI':"

Data Complaint Por.m

Complaint Number: 292-58-93-00012

Last Update
02/11/94

Date Received: 09/09/93

******************************

Comments by: AHARRELL
Date: 12/06/93 Time: 14:35:22

------------------------------

11/10 - MR. PHIPPS CALLED AND SAID TO COME AT ANY
TIME. DUST IS ESPECIALLY BAD IN MORNING AND LATE
EVENING WHEN WIND IS FROM THE SOUTH.
11/18 - COMPLAINANT NOT AT HOME. NO DUST VISIBLE
FROM FACILITY. WENT TO CITY HALL/POLICE DEPT AND
OFFIER ON DUTY REPORTED NO COMPLAINTS OF DUST.
WILL CALL IF COMPLAINTS RECEIVED. WILL RECHECK AT
LATER DATE. WIND FROM THE SOtm! ON THIS DATE.
11/29 - MET WITH COMPLAINANT AND DROVE PAST PLANT.
REQUEST REVIEW/INSPECTION BY AQS ADDRESSING THE
.FOLLOWING POINTS BY THE COMPLAINANT:
1) AT TIMES THE EMMISSIONS FROM· ONE OF THE STACKS
ON THE BUCKLEE SEPARATORS EXCEEDS 20% OPACITY.
THESE STACKS SHOULD ALSO BE EXTENDED TO DISTRIBUTE
DUST OVER LARGER AREAS.
2) AT NIGHT THE PLANT SEEMS TO PURGE OR BLOW DOWN
DUST COLLECTING EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCES A LOT OF
DUST.
3) TRUCK AND RAILCAR UNLOADING AREAS SHOULD BE
CHECKED DURING UNLOADING QPERATIONS FOR FUGITIVE
DUST VIOLATIONS.
4) THE GRAIN USED IS MOLDED OR OTHERWISE
COMPROMISED. AFLATOXIN PRODUCED BY THE MOLD IS
RELEASED IN THE DUST FROM THE PLANT. AFLATOXINS
CAN CAUSE ILLNESS AND POSSIBLY CANCER. THESE
TOXINS MAY NOT BE REGULATED UNDER CURRENT LAW.
REFER TO AIR QUALITY SERVICE.

******************************

br:

comments
LMoss
Date: 01/1 /94 Time: 18:48:32

MATTHEWS - 1-5-94 - INSPECTION OF THIS FACILITY
WILL BE SCHEDULED AT A TIME THAT WILL BE ARRANGE
WITH THE COMPLAINANT AND SIMMONS INDUSTRIES.

******************************

Comments by: TPHAM
Date: 01/26/94 Time: 12:11:56

------------------------------

JERRY MATTHEWS:1/21/94 - AT TIME OF HIS
INSPECTION, THERE WAS EMISSION COMING FROM THE
COOLING TOWER. HE WAS NOT ABLE TO DO A VALID
READING OF METHOD 9. HE WILL REVISIT SITE TO
ATTEMP TO DO METHOD 9 READING. THERE IS POLLUTION
CONTROL EQUIPMENTS AT ALL POSSIBLE EMMISSION
POINT.

******************************

Comments by: LMOSS
Date: 01/28/94 Time: 10:29:19

------------------------------

JAYNE - MATTHEWS WILL MAKB ANOTHER INSPECTION NEXT
WEEK TO DO A VISIBLE EMISSIONS.

******************************

br:

comments
EAKIN
Date: 02/1 /94 Time: 16:04:15
2/4/94 - MATTHEWS - INSPECTED FACILITY. AN EPA
METHOD 9 VE EVALUATION WAS CONDUCTED ON THE
EMISSIOIN POINTS. NO VISIBLE EMISSIONS ABOVE
REGULATORY LIMITS WERE OBSERVED. NO FUGITIVE DUST
WAS OBSERVED AT THE FACILITY. NO VIOLATIONS
RELATED TO THE COMPLAINT WERE FOUND DURING THE
INSPECTION.

------------------------------

COMPLAINT CLOSED.
Date Resolved: 02/04/94
Resolved Bl: JERRY MATTHEWS
Confirmation Status: 3 (1=Conf. Vio ., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent: 02/11/94
Date Returned:
I 1
Response Pos?: N
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C::•""rent Date
03/11/94

.--.

Last Update

DEPA .· ..mNT OF BNVIR.ONMBNTAL QtrALI'l'Y
Data Complaint For-m

02/11/94

Complaint Number: 292-27-93-00001 Date Received: 08/09/93
Referral Complaint Number:
Time Received: 1l:·oo
..
Received By: CRAIG LANGLEY
.AGENCY ASSIGNMBN'r
Agency:
contact Phone: (405)271-5220
Agency Contact: KEVIN BARNARD
Subprogram/County: AIR QUALIT
Date Assigned: 08/09/93
Time Assigned: 11:55
Home Phone:
Work Phone:
Zip
COMPLAINT INFORMATION
Type of Complaint: CONFIDENTIAL

I ncident or Disco very: I

Date: 08/06/93

Nature of Complaint: S. ELEVATOR PRODUCING DUST AND CHAFF.

Confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N
LOCATION OP COMPLAINT
County: 27
Legal Description:
Section:
Township:
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: 405 l/2 S. MAIN.
Geoposition
Latitude:
Longitude:

Range:

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
Name: CLYDE COOP
Address: 405 1/2 S. MAIN
City: MEDFORD
State: OK

Phone No.:

(405)395-3341

Zip: 73759-

REFERRAL
Cotttact Person: KEVIN BARNARD
Date: 08/09/93
Time: 11:55
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: AIR Qu.ALIT
County Program Code:
DEQ Division
Assigned
AQD: Y
HWMD: N
SWMD: N
WQD: N
RAD: N
Assigments
Completed
AQD: Y
RAD: N
HWMD: N
WQD: N
SWMD: N
Referral To Other Agency:
Date:
Time:
I I
~STIGATION/ACTION

Response Contact Person: KEVIN BARNARD
Contact with ComPlainant
Date: 08/09/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date:
I I
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

Under Investigation: 08/09/93
under Litigat~on:
II. II
Under Remediation:
under Mediation:
I I

Time:
Time:
Date: 08/09/93
Date: lll24l93

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

RESOLOTION
Resolution Notes: 819/93-TALKED TO BILL BUTLE~ MANAGER, WHO HAS NO
KNOWLEDGE OF ANY MECHANICAL PROBLEMS AT COOP, BUT
~
WAS AWARE OF DUST AND CHAFF PROBLEM. REQUESTED
BUTLER TO INFORM DEQ OF ANY MECHANICAL PROBLEMS.
8/9/93- CONTACTED COMPLAINT- TOLD HIM TO NOTIFY ME
OF ANY FURTHER INCIDENTS.
******************************
Comments by: LMOSS
•

I

I

b529

C·•-.;rent Date
03/11/94

DI

RTMZNT 011' ENVIR.ONDN'l'AL QUALIT:

..

Data Complaint Por.m

Last Update
02/11/94

Complaint Number: 292-27-93-00001 Date Received: 08/09/93
:
·
Date: 10/11/93 Time: 14:32~31

------------------------------

9/28-1530 - AFTER RECEIVING NOTICE THAT SOUTH
ELEVATOR WAS AGAIN PRODUCING CHAFF I MADE A SITE
VISIT OF THE FACILITY. NO VISIABLE EMISSIONS WERE
NOTED UPON MY ARRIVAL AT THE ELEVATOR. I SPOKE TO
AN ACUQUAINAN OF THE COMPLAINANT WHO STATED THAT
THE EMISSIONS HAD RECENTLY CEASED. I THEN
CONTACTED THE COOP MANAGER BILL BUTLER, AND
ELEVATOR FOREMAN, DELVIN ABEI, AND WAS ~OLD THE
PROCESSING WAS CURRENTLY IN PROGRESS WITH NO
CHANGE IN THEIR PROCEDURE SINCE THE START AT
AROUND 8 AM THAT DAY.
WILL GIVE 2 WKS UPDAT:Ef.
9/29- REC COMPLAINT RE TO DUST AND CHAFF AGAIN AT
TEH SOUTH ELEVATOR. WHEN I ARRIVED AT THE SITE I
OBSERVED MATERIAL IMTERMITTANLY BLOWING FROM THE
TOP OF THE SOUTH ELEVATOR. AT TTHAT TIME WHEAT
WAS BEING DROPPED FROM THE LOADING BAY OF THE SAME
ELEVATOR. BOTH BAY DOOR WERE OPEN ALLOWING AIR
CURRENTS TO CARRY DUST AND CHAFF AWAY FROM THE
PROPERTY. THE SIT FOREMAN, SCHMITZ, EXPLAINED
THAT DOORS WERE OPEN TO ALLEVIATE EXPLOSION HAZARD
DUE TO DUST BUILD UP IN LOADING BAY. HE ALSO
EXPLAINED THAT DUST CONTROL MEEASURES IN PLACE DO
NOT REMOVE THE DUST AND CHAFF BUT REINTRODUCT IT
INTO THE WHEAT STREAM AT A PALCE WERE AN EXPLOSION
HAZARD IS LESS LIKELY. REFER TO AIR QUALITY.
******************************
Comments by: AHARR.ELL
•
Date: 11/02/93 Time: 16:36:06

------------------------------

10/28 - AN AIR QUALITY INSPECTION WAS CONDUCTED BY
KEVIN BERNARD. BRANCH MANAGER, AEBI, SAID THAT IN
THE PAST THERE WERE SOME PROBLEMS WITH WATER
PLUGGING THE SPOUT ON THE CYCLONE. AT PRESENT, IT
IS IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. WILL REINSPECT WHEN THE
FACILITY IS IN OPERATION TO OBSERVE EMISSIONS.
******************************
Comments by: KGREER
Date: 11/24/93 Time: 14:52~07

------------------------------

ON 11/18/93 KEVIN BARNARD CONDUCTED AN AIR QUALITY
INSPECTION OF CLYDE COOP IN RESPONSE TO THE ABOVE
MENTIONED COMPLAINT. TWO EPA METHOD 9 VISIBLE
EMISSION EVALUATIONS WERE CONDUCTED AT THE
ELEVATOR WHILE IT WAS IN OPERATION. THE FIRST
EVALUATION WAS OF THE NORTH LEG OF THE NORTH
ELE3VATOR HOUSE. MR. AEBI SAID THAT A BEARING WAS
OUT IN THE SOUH LEG OF THE NORTH HOUSE AND COULD
NOT BE OPERATED. THE HIGHEST OPACITY AVERAGE
OBSERVED AT THE CYCLONE FOR THE NORTH LEG FOR SIX
CONSECUTIVE MINUTES WAS 6 . 9 PERCENT. THE SECOND
EVALUATION WAS OF THE SOUTH ELEVATOR HOUSE. NO
VISIBLE EMISSION WERE OBSERVED FROM THIS ELEVATOR.
MR. AEBI SAID THAT THESE ELEVATORS WERE TURNING
WHEAT AT A RATE OF 3000-3500 BUSHELS PER HOUR. :tiE
SAID HE WAS TRYING TO OPERATE THE ELEVATOR TO
CREATE A WORSE-CASE SCENARIO FOR THE INSPECTION.
MR. AEBI SAID THAT THE WHEAT BEING TURNED WAS A
YEAR OLD AND QUITE A BIT DUSTIER THAN NEWER WHEAT.
HE ALSO STATED THAT HE WAS- RUNNING THE OVERHEAD
BINS DURING THE INSPECTION BECAUSE THESE CREATED
DUST AS WELL.
SOME FUGITIVE DUST WAS OBSERVED EMANTING FROM THE
DRIVEWAY DOORS OF THE NORTH ELEVATOR ·HOUSE. THIS
DUST BLEW NORTH ALONG THE PROPERTY OF CLYDE COOP
AND MOSTLY DISSIPATED BEFORE CROSSING THE PROPERTY
LINE. FUGITIVE DUST WAS NOT OBSERVED BLOWING ON
THE COMPLAINANT' S PROPERTY-: THERE WERE NO
VIOLATIONS OBSERVED. THIS COMPLAINT WAS NOT
CONFIRMED.
******************************
Comments by: EAKIN
Date: 02/11/94 Time: 16:17:15
2/4/94 - BARNARD - INSPECTED FACILITY. A VISIBLE

------------------------------

Page
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C-:_::-rent Date
03/11/94

DBP.

-'MBNT 01' BNVl:RONMBNTAL Q'O'AL:ITY
:ro~

Data Complaint

Last Update
02/11/94

Complaint Number: 292-27-93-00001 Date Received: 08/09/93
EMISSION EVALUATION WAS CONDUCTED ON THE SOUTH
ELEVATOR. VISIBLE EMISSIONS WERE BELOW St
OPACITY. MR.. AEBI, CLYDE COOP, SAID THAT THE
FACILITY IS CONSIDERING REPLACING EXISTING AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT WITH NEWER EQIPMENT TO
ALLEVIATE COMPLAINTS . STILL RES()LVED.
Date Resolved: 11/24/93
Resolved Br: KEVIN BARNARD
Confirmation Status: 2 (1=Conf. Vic ., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent: 08/09/93
Date Returned: 08/13/93
R~sponse Pes?: Y

•

•

•
a'

Page
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Data Complaint J'or.m

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-01131
Referral Complaint Number:
. Received By: A HARRELL
~GBNCY

Last Update
03/0l/94

lBNT OJ' BHVXR.ONKBHTAL QtJALXTY

DBPA

current Date
03/ll/94

Date Received: 07/15/93
Time Received: 08:55

ASS:tGNMEN'T

Contact Phone: (405)271-5220
Subprogram/County: AIR QUALIT

Agency:
Agency Contact: ANN JANE
Date Assigned: 07/15/93

Time Assigned: 10:15

COMPLAINANT

•

Name:~

Address:
City:

State:

Home Phone:
Work Phone: ~. . . . . . . .~liB

Zip:

COMPLAINT INFORMATXON

Type of Complaint: Anonymous

Incident or Discovery: D

Date: 07115/93

Nature of Complaint: FEED AND RESIDUE FROM A FEED MILL IS CONSISTENTLY
GETTING INTO MOTORS AND ON THE ROOF OF THE
DETENTION FACILITY. IT GOES THROUGH THE AIR VENTS
BREAKING FEDERAL REGULATIONS FOR PEOPLE IN JAIL.
Confirmed (YIN) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N
LOCATION OJ' COMPLAINT

County: 10
Section: 32 Township: 4 S Range: 2 E
Legal Description:
NWI4
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: 107 1ST SW, ARDMORE. THE FEED MILL IS AT 100 S.
WASHINGTON, ARDMORE.
Latitude:
Geoposition
Longitude:
RBSPONSXBLB PARTY

Name: BLUEBONNETT FEED MILL
Address: 100 S. WASHINGTON
City: ARDMORE
State: OK

Phone No.:
Zip:.

RBJ'BRRAL
Contact Person: ANN JANE
Date: 07/15/93
Time: 10:15
Source Code: 29233
Assigned To: AIR QUALIT
County Program Code:

DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y

I

Date:

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

INVBST:tGAT:tONIACT:tON

Response Contact Person: ANN JANE
Contact with Co~lainant
Date:
I
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date:
I
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

-

under
under
Under
under

Time:
Time:
Date:
Date:

Investigation: 09/14/93

Litig~t19n:·

Remea1at1on:
Mediation:

II
I

II
I

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

RBSOLU'l'ION

Resolution Notes:

******************************

Comments by: TPHAM
Date: 09/24193 Time:

09:4~:13

------------------------------

REFERAL TO AIR QUALITY

Page

l

Current Date
03111194

DBr ""t'l'MBNT 01' BNVJ:RONJIBH'l'AL QOALITY

Data Complaint l'or.m

·

Last Update
03101194

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-01131 Date Received: 07115193
******************************
Comments by: TPHAM
Date: 11104193 Time: 10:20:02

......

KDB INSPECTED THE SITE AND FOUND NO VIOLATION
Date Resolved: 09114193
Resolved Bl: KEVIN BENARD
Confirmation Status: 2 (l=Conf. Via ., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.}
Questionairre Date Sent:
I I
Date Returned:
I I
Response Pas?: N

..

•

Page

2

.:::urrent Date

DBPA

03/11/94

~Referral

Date Received: 09/28/93
Time Received: 14:00

AGENCY ASSIGNMBN'l'

Agency:
Agency Contact: BOB GIGER
Date Assigned: 09/28/93
Time Assigned: 16:10
COMPLAINANT

10/11/93

Data Complaint l'or.m

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-01972
ComP.laint.Number:
Rece1ved By: JEFF DYE

Name: OSCAR
Address: P.O. BOX 47
City: FAY

Last Update

JBNT 01' ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Contact Phone: (405}623-7977
Subprogram/County: DEWEY

Home Phone:
Work Phone:

HUMPHREYS
State: OK

(405}887-3316

(

}

Zip: 73646-

COMPLAINT INFORMATION

Type of Complaint: NORMAL

Incident or Discovery: I

Date: 09/28/93

Nature of Complaint: TURNING WHEAT IN ELEVATOR CAUSING BLOWING DUST AND
CHAFF. MAY CAUSE FUGITIVE DUST FROM DROPPING
GRAIN IN LOADOUT AREA.
Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N} : N

Confirmed (Y/N} :N

LOCATION 011' COMPLAINT

County: 22
Legal Description:
Section:
Township:
Range:
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: FAY IS 25 MILES NORTH OF WEATHERFORD IN SOUTHEAST
DEWEY COUNTY.
Geoposition
Latitude:
Longitude:

'~,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
I R.BSPONSIBLB PARTY
Name: MCNEAL GRAIN COMPANY
Address:
City: FAY
State: OK

Phone No.:

Zip: 73646-

RBI'BRRAL

Date: 09/28/93
Time: 16:10
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: DEWEY
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y
Date:

I

Contact Person: BOB GIGER

•

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

County Program Code:
SWMD: N
SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

Time:

INVBSTIGATXON/ACTXON

Response Contact Person: BOB GIGER
Contact with ComPlainant
Date: 09130193
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 09130193
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

Under
Under
Under
Under

Investigation: 09128193
Litigat1on:
I I
Remediation·:
I I
Mediation:
I I

Time:
Time:
Date:
I I
Date: 10101193

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

RBSOL'DTXON

Resolution Notes:

******************************

comments br: TPHAM
Date: 10/0 /93 Time: 09:54:01

9-30-93 BOB WENT TO SITE, THEY DO HAVE A PROBLEM,
NO LEG WITH DUST CONTROL, THEY ARE THROUGH USING
FOR THSI YEAR. MORE THAN LIKELY THEY WILL NOT BE

Page
,•

1

·.:urrent Date
03/11/94

DB'

~"l'MENT

OJ'· BNV'l:RONMBNTAL QO'ALI:'l'l

Data Complaint l'or.m

Last Update
10/11/93

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-01972 :Oate Received: 09/28/93
USING THIS ELEVATOR NEXT YEAR. BUT IF THEY DO USE
IT, THEY WILL FIX IT BEFORE USE.
Date Resolved: 09/30/93
Resolved By: BOB GIGER
Confirmation Status: 1 {1=Conf. Viol., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent: 10/0~/93
Date Returned: 10/08/93
Response Pos?: Y

•

-

Page

2

Date
03/11/94

~rent

DBPJ..

Last Update
11/24/93

.aNT 01' BNVJ:R.ONMBN'l'AL QllALI:'l'Y

Data Complaint l'or.m

complaint Number: 292-99-93-02188 Date Received: 10/19/93
.,-.. Referral Complaint Number:
Time Received: 16:42
Received By: MSMITH
AGENCY ASSI:GNMENT
contact Phone: (405)271-5220
Agency:
Subprogram/County: AIR QUALIT
Agency Contact: KEVIN BEN~
.
Date Assigned: 10/19/93
T1me Ass1gned: 16:50
Home Phone:
Work Phone:
State: OK

Zip

COMPLAI:NT I:NJ'ORMATI:ON
Type of Complaint: CONFIDENTIAL

Incident or Discovery: D

Date: 10/18/93

Nature of Complaint: COLLINGWOOD COOP HAS DUST POURING OUT OF THE
DRYERS. CHAFF IS COVERING THE HOUSE AND PROPERTY .

.

Confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

LOCATI:ON 01' COMPLAINT
County: 04
Legal Description:
SW/4
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: IN TYRONE
Geoposition
Latitude:

~

RBSPONSI:BLB PARTY
Name: COLLINGWOOD COOP
Address:
City: TYRONE

Section: 25

Range: 1BE

Township: 6N

Longitude:

Phone No.:
State: OK

Zip:

RBI'BRRAL
Contact Person: KEVIN BENARD
Date: 10/19/93
Time: 16:50
Source Code: 29231
Assigned To: AIR QUALIT
County Program Code:
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: y

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

•
I:NVBSTI:GATI:ON/ACTI:ON
Response Contact Person: KEVIN BENARD
Contact with complainant
Date: 11/02/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 11/02/93
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant

Time:
Time:
Date:
Date:

14:28
14:40
10/25/93
11/24/93

Date
Date
Date
Date

Under
Under
Under
Under

AQD: Y
Date:

Investigation: 11/02/93
1 1
Litigat1on:
Remediation:
1 1
Mediation:
I I

RBSOLOTION
Resolution Notes:

I

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

Time:

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

******************************

Comments by: MSMITH
~
Date: 10122/93 Time: 09:45:55

------------------------------

******************************
Page

1

r.urrent Date
03111194

Dl'r "q.TXBNT 01' BHVJ:RONJIENTAL

Data Complaint Por.m

Q'IJ'ALIT'l'
·

Last Update
11124193

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-02188 Date Received: 10119193
·
Comments by: TPHAM
Date: 11103193 Time: 09:49:11

--.....\

-----------------------------LKOTTKE
TALKED
AND

...... .:

SHE SAID DUST WAS
COVERING HER HOUSE, AND SHOW ME WHERE IT WAS
COMING FROM. I TALKED WITH SHANE CLAYPOOL
{MANAGER OF ELEVATOR) AND-DID AN INSPECTION. HE
SHOW ME HIS DUST COLLECTION UNIT WHICH WAS
WORKING. I SHOWED HIM WHERE
DUST WAS
COMING FROM. GRAIN WAS DUMPED INTO AN OVERHEAD
BEN·. THEN INTO A TRUCK. DUST WAS COMING OUT OF
OVERHEAD BEN VENT. SHANE SAID THAT HE WAS DOING
EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO KEEP THE AIR CLEAN
ACCORDING TO STANDARD: NO DUST WAS SEEN LEAVING
THEIR PROPERTY TODAY. I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST
SOMEONE FROM AIR QUALITY TO DO A JOINT INSPECTION.
11-03-93: REFERED TO AIR QUALITY

···.·:,•'

******************************

Comments by: KGREER
Date: 11124193 Time: 15:30:22

------------------------------

ON 11117193 KEVIN BARNARD CONDUCTED AN AIR QUALITY
INSPECTION OF COLLINGWOOD GRAIN, INC. THE
COMPLAINANT INDICATED TO MR. KOTTKE THAT DUST FROM
THE OVERHEAD BINS ABOVE THE LOADOUT AREA OF THE
ELEVATOR WAS GETTING ON HIS PROPERTY. CORN WAS
DUMPED INTO THE PIR FROM THE OVEHEAD BINS FOR THE
VISIBLE EMISSION EVALUATION. A VISIBLE EMISSION
EVALUATION WAS CONDUCTED OF THE MIDDLE VENT
BETWEEN THE TWO OVERHEAD BINS . THE FIRST SIX
MINUTES OF THE READING WERE INVALIDATED BECAUSE
DUST FROM THREE VENTS WERE MIXING AT THE
OBSERVATION POINT MAKING THE READING ARTIFICIALLY
HIGH. THE OBSERVER POSITION WAS CHANGED TO TRY TO
ISOLATE THE EMISSIONS FROM THE MIDDLE VENT. FROM
THIS POSITION, THE HIGHEST OPACITY AVERAGE
OBSERVED FOR SIX CONSECUTIVE MINUTES WAS 14.4
PERCENT.
ONE TRUCK WAS OBSERVED DUMPING CORN INTO THE
LOADOUT PIT. FUGITrvE DUST WAS OBSERVED BEING
GENERATED AT THIS POINT. THE BLUEPRINT FOR THIS
FACILITY SHOWED THAT A FAN WAS INSTALLED IN LINE
EITH THIS PIT TO PLACE IT UNDER NEGATIVE PRESSURE
TO CONTROL DUST EMISSIONS. IT MAY BE THAT THIS
FAN WAS NEVER INSTALLED AS INDICATED ON THE
BLUEPRINT OR IT WAS NOT FUNCTIONING AT THE TIME OF
THE INSPECTION. COLLINGWOOD GRAIN INDICATED THAT
ALL THEIR EQUIPMENT WAS FUNCTIONING PROPERLY.
FUGITIVE DUST WAS NOT OBSERVED LEAVING THE
FACILITY PROPERTY. COLLINGWOOD GRAIN APPLIED FOR
A PERMIT IN 1988 FOR THE FACILITY. THE PERMIT FOR
THIS FACILITY WAS NEVER ISSUED BY AIR QUALITY. IT
DOES NOT APPEAR AT THIS TIME THAT THE PERMIT WAS
NOT ISSUED DUE TO A FAILURE BY THE COMPANY TO
SUPPLY INFORMATION TO THE AIR QUALITY DIVISION.
THIS WILL BE REFERRED TO THE PERMIT SECTION FOR
FURTHER EVALUATION.
THE BAGHOUSE WAS OBSERVED IN OPERATION AT THE
FACILITY. NO VISIBLE EMISSIONS WERE OBSERVED FROM
THE BAGHOUSE STACK DURING THE INSPECTION. THERE
WAS SOME DUST GENERATED DURING THE INSPECTION BOT
NOT ENOUGH TO CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION.
Date Resolved: ·11124193
Resolved By: KEVIN BARNARD
Confirmation Status: 2 {1aConf. Vio ., 2aConf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent:
I I
Date Returned:
I 1
Response Pos?: N

•

Page
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DBPJ...

Cu:!:rent Date
03/11/94
~

Last Update
03/01/94

.DNT OF BNVIRO:NKBNTAL QOALI'l'Y

Data Complaint

Fo~

complaint Number: 292-99-93-02391 Date Received: 11/09/93
Referral Complaint Number:
Time Received: 0 9 : 3 0
Received By: TPHAM
AGENCY ASSIGNMENT
Agency:
Contact Phone: (405)233-0650
Agency Contact: DAVID KILMER
Subprogram/County: KINGFISHER
Date Assigned: 11/09/93
Time Assigned: 15:30
Home Phone: (405)375-6045
Work Phone : (
)
-

COMPLAINANT
Name: JANET
SNOW
Address: 310 E. BROADWAY
City: KINGFISHER
State: OK

Zip: 73750-

COMPLAINT INFORMATION
Type of Complaint: NORMAL

Incident or Discovery: D

Date: 11/09/93

Nature of Complaint: THE KINGFISHER GRAIN ELEVATOR DUST IS CAUSING
PROBLEMS. THE COMPLAINANT'S FRONT PORCH IS
. COVERED WITH CHAFF.
confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

LOCATION OF COMPLAINT
County: 37
Legal Description:
Section:
Square Mile Grid:
General Description: GRAIN ELEVATOR IN KINGFISHER
Geoposition

Latitude:

RESPONSIBLE PAR'l'Y
Name: COOP ELEVATOR
Address:
City: KINGFISHER

Township:

Range:

Longitude:

Phone No.:
State: OK

(405)375-5900

Zip:

REFERRAL
Contact Person: DAVID KILMER
Date: 11/09/93
Time: 15:30
Source Code: 29233
Assigned To: KINGFISHER
County Program Code:
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y
Date:.

I

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

Under
Under
Under
Under

Investisation: 02/25/94
Litigat1on:
1 1
Remediation:
1 1
Mediation:
I I

RESOLUTION
Resolution Notes:

RAD: N
RAD: N

I

INVESTIGATION/ACTION
Response Contact Person: DAVID KILMER
Contact with Co~lainant
Date: 11/24/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date:
I I
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant
Date
Date
Date
Date

WQD: N
WQD: N

Time:
Time:
Date: 11/24/93
Date: 03101194

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

******************************

Comments by: LMOSS
Date: 02/28/94 Time: 18:13:09

COMPLAINTS IN KINGFISHER COUNTY WERE TRANSFERRED
TO CRAIG LANGLEY 2/25/94

******************************

.

1

Page

1

Current Date
03/11/94

Dl

.R'l'MBNT OF BNVIRONJIBN'TAL QOALIT

Data Complaint Por.m

Last Update
03/01/94

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-02391 ·Date Received: 11/09/93
.
comments
EAKIN
·
Date: 03/0 /94 Time: 08:03:45

br:

------------------------------

2/25/94 - COLLINS/KILMER - TALKED WITH ELEVATOR
GEN. MGR. DOUG FISHER. HE COULD NOT REMEMBER ANY
SPECIFIC PROBLEMS FROM NOYEMBER. ELEVATORS WERE
NOT CAUSING A PROBLEM WHI~E WE WERE PRESENT ABOUT
15 :SO.
.
2/25/94 - COLLINS/KILMER - TALKED TO COMPLAINANT;
SHE INDICATED THAT THE ELEVATOR HAS NOT BEEN
CAUSING A PROBLEM RECENTLY (SINCE NOVEMBER) . WE
AGREED TO CLEAR OUT THIS COMPLAINT AND WILL REOPEN
WHEN AND IF THE ELEVATOR AGAIN CAUSES A PROBLEM.
SHE WAS INSTRUCTED TO KEEP NOTES OF DATES AND
TIMES AND CALL ENID DEQ OR STATE DEQ IF THE
PROBLEM RECURS .
COMPLAINT CLOSED.
Date Resolved: 02/25/94
Resolved Br: DAVID KILMER
Confirmation Status: 1
(1=Conf. Via ., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=U0conf.)
Questionairre Date Sent: 03/01/94
Date Returned:
I I
Response Pas?: N

Page

Current Date
0.1/11/94

DEPA

Last Update
11/24/93

.mNT 01' ENVl::RONMENTAL QO'AL:ITY

Data Complaint :rorm

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-02517 Date Received: 11/22/93
, - Referral Complaint Number:
Time Received: 11:39
Received By: T PHAM
AGENCY ASS:IGNMENT
Contact Phone: (918)744-1000
·Agency:
Subprogram/County: TULSA
Agency Contact: JACK WALLING
Date Assigned: 11/22/93
Time Assigned: 12:30
Home Phone: (918)251-9089
Work Phone : (
)·

COMPLA:INANT
Name: CANDYCE
TIFFANY
Address: 116 W. MEMPHIS
City: BROKEN ARROW
State: OK

Zip: 74Cl12-

COMPLA:INT IN:rORMAT:ION
Type of Complaint: NORMAL

Incident or Discovery: D

Date: 11/21/93

Nature of Complaint: THE AIR IN YOUR HOME SMELL LIKE GASOLINE BECAUSE
THE PEOPLE ACROSS THE STREET ARE TAKING OUT AN
ABOVE GROUND STORAGE TANK.
Confirmed (Y/N) :N

Alleged Receiving Waterbody:
Fish/Wildlife Kill Confirmed? (Y/N) : N

LOCAT:ION o:r COMPLA:INT
County: 72
Legal Description: NE/
SW/
NW/
Section: 14 Township: 1BN
Square Mile Grid: 1484
General Description: SOUTH SIDE OF 100 BLKS OF WEST MEMPHIS ST.
Geoposition
Latitude:
Longitude:
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
Name: CO-OP OF BROKEN ARROW
Address: 507 N. MAIN
City: BROKEN ARROW
State: OK

Phone No.:

Range: 14E

(918)251-5379

Zip: 74012-

:REPE:RRAL
Contact Person: BERNIE NALLY
Date: 11/22/93
Time: 12:30
Source Code: 29234
Assigned To: TULSA
County Program Code: 6331
DEQ Division
Assigned
Assigments
Completed
Referral To Other Agency:

AQD: Y
AQD: Y

SWMD: N
SWMD: N

WQD: N
WQD: N

RAD: N
RAD: N

INVEST:IGAT:IONIACT:ION
Response Contact Person: BERNIE NALLY
Contact with Complainant
Date: 11/23/93
Contact with Alleged Responsible Party Date: 11123/93
Written Notice of Proposed Action to Complainant
Written Notice of Resolution to Complainant

Time:
Time:
Date:
Date:

16:20
15:30
11/24/93
11124/93

Date
Date
Date
Date

Under
under
under
Under

Date:

Investigation: 11123/93
Litigat1on:
// II
Remeaiation:
Mediation:
I I

:RESOLUTION
Resolution Notes:

I

HWMD: N
HWMD: N

I

Time:

Date Mediation Letter Sent:

I

I

**************************~***

Comments by: KCOULANDER
Date: 11/24193 Time: 15:43:31

------------------------------

BERNIE NALLY: TELEPHONE CALL TO A.R.P. /FARMERS
CO-OP OF BROKEN ARROW. DOLLY (ASSISTANT MANAGER)
HAD SOIL CONTAMINATION TRUCKED AWAY. THERE WERE
NO SPILLS. THE COMPLAINAHT DID NOT REPORT THE
Page

1

Current Date
o·J/ll/94

Dl

RTMBNT OF ENVIR.ONMJm'l'AL Qti'ALIT'..

Data Complaint Por.m

Last Update
ll/24/93

Complaint Number: 292-99-93-02517 Date Received: ll/22/93
PROBLEM TO·CO-OP MANAGER AT THE SITE. TELEPHONE
CALL TO COMPLAINANT. I LEARNED THAT THE CO-OP IS
REMOVING THE TANKS AND THE SOIL. THE BAD GASOLINE
SMELL IS ONLY SLIGHT AT 4:20P.M. ON ll-23-93.
THE COMPLAINANT IS SATISFIED THAT THE CO-OP IS
OBEYING THE LAWS AND REMEDIATING THE NUISANCE
ODOR.
*****
RESOLUTION LETTER: I INVESTIGATED YOUR COMPLAINT.
I LEARNED THAT GASOLINE CONTAMINATED EQUIPMENT AND
SOIL WAS REMOVED WITHOUT ANY PUBLIC DANGER. THE
BAD SMELL CAME FROM THE REMEDIATION WORK AT THE
SITE. THE ODOR OF GASOLINE ASSOCIATED WITH THE
WORK WILL STOP WHEN THE CLEAN-UP IS FINISHED.
Date Resolved: ll/24/93
Resolved By: BERNIE NALLY
Confirmation Status: 2 (l=Conf. Viol., 2=Conf. No Viol., 3=Unconf.)
Questionairre Date Sent: ll/24/93
Date· Returned:
I I
Response Pes?: N

-

-

Page

2

'07 194

)

.

Page

Complaints S
Acy
Printed By: ~~~

1

)

.s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

1plaint
ro.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1c

!-01-93-00001

10104193

02103194

ORGANIGRO

01128194

KEVIN BARNARD

01

!-01-93-00002

10112193

02103194

ORGANIGRO

01128194

KEVIN BERNARD

01

!-02-94-00001

02122194

02124194

JOANN & KEN CODAY

02/24194

JAY HERNING

02

!-OS-93-0000S

07123193

02107194

DUNLAP, PETE

07130193

NOEL PATTEN

OS

:-OS-93-00008

10114193

02107194

ORGAIN, CARL

10115193

NOEL PATTEN

6S

:-OS-93-00009

11122193

12123193

PROGRESSIVE AGRI SERVICE,

12123193

KEVIN BARNARD

OS

:-OS-93-00013

12llpl93

03103194

PETRO SOURCE

KEVIN BARNARD

OS

-07-93-0001S

12128193

02107194

RAY WELBORN

01114194

PAM WATSON

07

-08-93-00012

12103193

01103194

KAISER FRANCIS OIL CO.

12123/93

RICHARD MCDANIEL

08

-08-93-00018

12123193

12123193

12123193

RICHARD MCDANIEL

08

-08-93-00019

12123193

12130193

12130193

RICHARD MCDANIEL

08

-08-93-00020

12127193

12128193

12128193

RICHARD MCDANIEL

08

-08-94-00001

01112194

02103194

HARRISON GYPSON

01119194

RICHARD MCDANIEL

08

-09-93-00019

09120193

11102193

GERALD TODD

09128193

BRUCE VANDE LUNE

09

-09-94-00010

02118194

03104194

TODD, J. W.

JERRY MATTHEWS

09

-10-93-00014

09130193

12102193

LEN POTTS

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

-10-93-00022

12114193

0212SI94

TOTAL PETROLEUM

KEVIN BARNARD

10

-12-93-00010

09127193

10111193

BOORHEM FIELDS

10108/93

CHUCK TILLMAN

12

-14-93-00030

09114193

10120193

GIBBON

10119/93

GAY RUSSELL

14

-14-93-00045

11101193

11102193

o.u.

11102193

DAVID JONES

14

-16-93-00108

08125193

03104194

08/2'.~3

JEFF LAWLER

16

----G'

~

INC.

I

co.

I

I

I

09130193

I

I

(

(

(
13107194

Page

Complaints Summary
Printed By: EAKIN

2

rhis report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla~nts

::'omplaint
No.

Date
·Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County

RICHARD HILL

10115193

DON PENDERGRAPH

16

12111193

DON PENDERGRAPH

16

Locat~on

292-16-93-00112

09130193

03104194

292-16-93-00116

10125193

12120193

292-16-93-00201

12115193

03104194

MOTO CROSS RACEWAY

12115193

JEFF LAWLER

16

292-16-93-00301

10121193

02103194

MCS CONSTRUCTION, MIKE MOON

02103194

KEVIN BARNARD

16

292-16-93-00303

12115193

01105194

ALVAN RAY KEPHART

01105194

JEFF LAWLER

16

292-16-94-00005

01119194

01120194

NAIL HOUSE

01120194

DON PENDERGRAPH

16

292-16-94-00010

02104194

02109194

BARBIE, EDDIE

02109194

DON PENDERGRAPH

16

292-17-93-00002

08130193

01121194

WALTERS, CITY OF

08131193

MERLE HOLLANSWORTH

71

292-17-93-00003

09102193

10114193

AUBREY RITTER

09110193

MERLE HOLLANDSWORTH

17

292-·7-93-00005

12109193

01118194

JIMMY EDGMON

12114193

MERLE HOLLANDSWORTH

17

292:.. ... ::1-93-00010

08111193

09110193

HAVIS CHADWICK

08118193

ROBERT HUBER

19

292-19-93-00014

09118193

01112194

ED REDDING

09118193

ROBERT HUBER

19

292-19-93-00016

09111193

10101193

09121193

ROBERT HUBER

19

292-19-94-00,020

02114194

02111194

LAKE COUNTRY HOMEOWNERS ASSOC.

02114194

RICHARD FORBES

19

292-20-94-00001

02101194

02125194

CLINTON COTTOU OIL MILL

PAT FRISBY

20

292-20-94-00002

02101194

02125194

CLINTON COTTON OIL MILL

PAT FRISBY

20

292-20-94-00003

02101194

02125194

CLINTON COTTON OIL MILL

PAT FRISBY

20

292-21-93-00003

01130193

12111193

CLARENCE SCROGGINS

12111193

KEVIN BARNARD

21

292-24-93-00005

01121193

12115193

ADVANCE MEAT

12110193

CRAIG LANGLEY

24

292-24-93-00007

01123193

10125193

SPOT SHOP

08103193

DAVID KILMER

24

292-24-93-00016

12106193

03103194

03103194

CRAIG LANGLEY

24

co.

I
I
I

I
I
I
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

plaint
0.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

-25-94-00007

01/20/94

01/31/94

CITY OF PAULS VALLEY

01/21/94

DAVID GOLDEN

25

-25-94-00009

01/26/94

02/03/94

BOLING WELDING SERVICE

01/28/94

DAVID GOLDEN

25

-26-93-00010

10/08/93

12/21/93

MILLPART DRILLING FLUIDS

10/08/93

CLIFFORD PETTIJOHN

26

-27-93-00001

08/09/93

02/11/94

CLYDE COOP

11/24/93

KEVIN BARNARD

27

-27-93-00002

09/09/93

12/22/93

DENNIS YUNKER

12/22/93

CRAIG LANGLEY

27

-28-93-00005

09/14/93

01/27/94

GRANITE, CITY OF

09/16/93

JOHNNA KERR

28

-28-93-00009

11/~9/93

. 12/23/93

MANGUM FARMERS COOP.

12/21/93

KEVIN BARNARD

28

-28.-94-00003

02/18/94

03/04/94

CITY OF MANGUM

02/22/94

JOHNNA KERR

28

-29-93-00001

11/30/93

11/30/93

HARMON CO COOP

11/30/93

RICK DAVIS

29

-33-93-00004

07/27/93

11/22/93

07/27/93

RICK DAVIS

33

-33-94-00004

02/09/94

03/02/94

ADAMS, RICHARD

02/09194

RICHARD DAVIS

33

-35-93-00022

09/24/93

11/01/93

RAVIA

09/27/93

DAVID FERRIS

35

-36-93-00003

07/06/93

09/27/93

CHARLES MONOY

07/12/93

JOHN CULLIN

36

-36-93-00007

07/26/93

09/28/93

CON-AGRA FLOUR MILL

07/27/93

JOHN CULLIN

36

-36-93-00009

07/27/93

09/27/93

CON-AGRA FLOUR MILL

07/27/93

JOHN CULLIN

36

-36-93-00023

11/29/93

01/2~/94

WITCO CORP.

12/10/93

JOHN CULLIN

36

-37-93-00001

08/18/93

01/19/94

12/21193

JOE HUTCHESON

37

-38-93-00306

10/25/93

11/02/93

11/02/93

DON PENDERGRAPH

38

-38-94-00003

02/14/94

03/04/94

DON PENDERGRAPH

38

-39-93-00004

07/22/93

12/02/93

TRANSOK

09/20193

RICK MANLEY

39

-39-93-00005

07/26/93

01/26/94

TWIN CITIES P.EADY MIX

101~0

hlm JAYNE

39

~

~

BROCE ASPHALT & CONSTRUCTION PLANT

I

I
'91

County
Locat1o~
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This report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Complaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-39-93-00008

08119193

01103194

FARREL COOPER, MIKE WILSON, LESLIE

12106193

RICK MANLEY

39

292-39-94-00001

01121194

03103194

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD

KEVIN BARNARD

39

292-40-94-00002

01104194

01121194

FRYHOVER, DON

01110194

MIKE ROBINSON

40

292-44-93-00009

08104191

09107193

LITT FOWLER

08109193

DEBBIE TAYLOR

44

292-44-93-00023

12109193

01113194

\iASHINGTON COTTON GIN

12110193

DEBBIE TAYLOR

44

292-45-93-00002

07126193

12114193

CARTER & SONS TRUCK & TRAILER SALES

12114193

GREG WORRELL

45

292-45-94-00005

01121194

02115194

HOUSTON OIL

02115194

LYNNE MOSS

45

292-45-94-00006

0113J

j4

02122194

ROCKWALL INTERNATIONAL

KEVIN BARNARD

45

292-45-94-00007

01131194

02101194

CARTER, KEN - CARTER & SONS TRUCK A

02101194

GREG WORRELL

45

292

J-93-00012

08117193

01105194

GRDA (RON COKER)

12101193

MIKE FLETCHER

49

292-49-93-00013

08131193

02125194

RUPE, GERALD

KEVIN BARNARD

49

:92-49-93-00018

09110193

09120193

PRYOR MUNICIPAL UTILITY BOARD.

09120193

PAMELA SNYDER-OSMUN

49

~92-49-93-00021

09120193

12103193

MITCH'S TEXACO

09120193

P S-OSMUN

49

292-49-94-00012

02116194

03103194

PAPER RECYCLING

02128194

LYNNE MOSS

49

292-51-93-00003

07115193

12115193

12115193

CAREY BELL

51

292-51-93-00004

07115193

09121193

08116193

CAREY BELL

51

292-51-93-00010

11130193

12120193

ROY WALKUP

11130193

CAREY BELL

51

292-54-93-00004

08120193

01127194

OKEMAH, CITY OF

01107194

THOMAS DENNIS

54

292-54-94-00009

02111194

03103194

03101194

THOMAS DENNIS

54

292-55-93-02025

07102193

11115193

07112193

CURT GOELLER

55

I

I

I

I

I

I

--------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------292-49-93-00023 10108193 01113194 GRAND NATIONAL TRAILERS
10119/93 JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE
72

BAR-S MANUFACTURING
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.s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

lo.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
LocatH

!-55-93-02068

07/07/93

11/15/93

RICHARD WADE

07/07/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

!-55-93-02082

07/07/93

11/15/93

08/10/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

!-55-93-02090

07/08/93

11/15/93

BOAT CITY

07/12/93

CURT GOELLER

55

!-55-93-02103

07/09/93

02/24/94

TOM BATT

07/09/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

!-55-93-02211

07/16/93

10/14/93

07/19/93

CURT GOELLER

55

!-55-93-02230

07/20/93

11/15/93

07/27/93

PAMELA L DEWOODY

55

!-55-93-02260

07/~3/93

02/14/94

08/10/93

PAMELA L DEWOODY

55

!-55-93-02293

07/23/93

11/02/93

09/28/93

CURT GOELLER

55

!-55-93-02302

07/23/93

11/02/93

09/28/93

DON SOULE

55

!-55-93-02365

07/28/93

10/12/93

08/02/93

CURT GOELLER

55

!-55-93-02385

07/29/93

11/15/93

07/30/93

RICHARD KIENLEN

55

:-55-93-02445

08/03/93

11/15/93

08/13/93

CURT GOELLER

55

!-55-93-02556

08/11/93

03/01/94

08/16/93

CURT GOELLER

55

:-55-93-02598

08/16/93

11/15/93

08/18/93

PAN DEWOODY

55

.-55-93-02619

08/18/93

11/15/93

-55-93-02638

08/18/93

10/28/93

08/19/93
RICHARD KIENLEN
----- ·-08/18:93
PAH DEWOODY

-55-93-02639

08/18/93

09/28/93

08/18/93

PA1·1ELA L DEWOODY

55

:-55-93-02642

08/18/93

11/15/93

08/18/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

:-55-93-02643

08/18/93

10/15/93

08/20/93

TOM HUDSON

55

:-55-93-02687

08/20/93

12/23/93

08/23/93

PAMELA DEWOODY

55

10/08/93

091]1.'Q1

RICHARD KIENLEN

55

1plaint

-----

BRADFORD COMMONS APT.

TISCO PIPE

THE NAIL STUDIO JENNIFER BAKER

~------

·------ ---·

!-55- 93-02837

~

~

09/02/93

JOHN GREVE

55
55
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Complaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-55-93-02896

09/08/93

10/28/93

TINKER AIR FORCE BASE

09/09/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-55-93-02966

09/15/93

09/30/93

09/22/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-55-93-03029

09/21/93

10/28/93

10/08/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03146

10/01/93

03/01/94

10/04/93

CURT GOELLF::

55

292-55-93-03159

10/04/93

10/14/93

10/08/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03179

10/04/93

10/12/93

Dh.1D PERSONETTE

10/06/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03188

10/05/93

10/14/93

PETROFAB INC.

10/08/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-55-93-03249

10/08/93

10/28/93

DAN LliTEN

10/08/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-55-93-03296

10/14/93

10/20/93

10/18/93

DON SOULE

55

-·-93-03312

10/18/93

10/20/93

HAROLD AND NANCY SMITH

10/19/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03317

10/18/93

10/20/93

DANIEL HOBBS

10/19/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03366

10/21/93

10/28/93

10/22/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-55-93-03393

10/26/93

10/27/93

10/27/93

CHERYL MARTIN

55

292-55-93-03506

11/09/93

11/15/93

11/10/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-55-93-03530

11/09/93

12/06/93

11/10/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-55-93-03598

11/18/93

12/03/93

SOliTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER

11/23/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-55-93-03615

11/22/93

02/15/94

SW MEDICAL CENTER

01/04/94

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-55-93-03645

11/23/93

12/08/93

TRUMBULL ASPHALT

11/29/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-55-93-03679

11/29/93

01/10/94

HANSON.MILLWORK & TRIM CO

12/15/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03681

11/29/93

12/29/93

12/01/93

TOM HUDSON

55

292-55-93-03725

12/02/93

12/10/93

12/06/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292

SOUTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER

ROYAL CHATEAU APTS.

._1
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

nplaint
~0.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resol•te
Date

Investigator

County
Locatv

~-55-93-03775

12/08/93

02/0_7/94

GENEVA WALKER

12/10193

CURT GOELLER

55

~-55-93-03863

12/20/93

12/29/93

LOUIS

12121193

RICHARD KIENLEN

55

2-55-93-03864

12/20/93

12/29/93

SOUTH COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

12121193

PAM DE WOODY

55

2-55-93-03887

12/23/93

01/10/94

12/30193

TOM HUDSON

55

2-55-93-03903

12/27193

01/07/94

12128193

TOM HUDSON

55

2-55-94-00114

01/12/94

02/0B/94

02101194

PAM DEWOODY

55

~-55-94-00325

02/~3/94

02/16/94

OWEN'S CO

02115194

TOH HUDSON

55

~-55-94-00489

02/17/94

02/24/94

RAMOS MANUFACTURING

~-55-94-00535

02/23194

03/01/94

MID-GUARD

~-58-93-00003

07126193

12128193

HUMBLE SAND & GRAVEL

~-58-93-00004

07/23/93

11118/93

~-58-93-00009

08/23193

STEWARTS AUTO DESIGN

co.

I

I

PAM DEWOODY

55

I

I

TOM HUDSON

55

1.2110193

KEVIN BARNARD

58

TEETER'S ASPHALT AND MATERIALS

11117193

CLYDE MASON

58

12/06193

NELSON STONE, INC.

10104193

CLYDE MASON

58

09107193

09117193

LESTER HIGH

09117193

CLYDE MASON

58

~-58-93-00012

09/09/93

02/11/94

SIMMONS INDUSTRIES

02104194

JERRY MATTHEWS

58

~-58-93-01001

07123/93

11/09193

RAYMOND WHALING

11109193

RICK FORBES

57

~-60-93-00016

10/20/93

11/02/93

BILL HAIKEY

10121193

PETE DAVIS

60

~-60-93-00102

OB/12/93

10/18/93

08117193

CARL JONES

60

! -60-93-00103

08116/93

09/22/93

08117/93

CARL JONES

60

~-60-93-00110

12/02/93

02/14/94

OBERLIN COLOR PRESS

02104194

KEVIN BARNARD

60

~-60-93-00111

11126193

03103/94

OBERLIN COLOR PRESS

03101194

JEFF DYE

60

93-00001

08126193

11102193

JIM FORTNEP.

09lf' I.

JOE DRUHMOND

61

------~-58-93-00011

----·

~-61-

~

~
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla~nts

~omplaint

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Uame

Resolve
Date

Investigator

292-61-94-00005

01/07/94

01/18/94

NORMAN DAVIS

01/18/94

KARL TAYLOR

61

292-62-94-00002

01/24/94

02/09/94

EMCO, J. P.

02/02/94

GREG BELCHER

62

292-63-93-00003

07/08/93

03/01/94

07/14/93

DIANNE CHAPMAN

292-63-93-00020

09/28/93

11/24/93

MARY AND JACK LOW

10/07/93

LARRY TATE

63

292-63-93-00029

12/10/93

12/23/93

IRA WHITT

12/13/93

DIANNE CHAPMJ\!1

63

292-63-94-00011

02/15/94

03/02/94

BODARD-HALE DRILLING

02/15/94

LARRY TATE

63

292-64-94-00006

02/22/94

03/02/94

02/22/94

CHUCK TILLMAN

64

07/22/93

BOB BATES

68

No.

co

County
Locat~on

\.

63

----·-·--··

292-68-93-00001

07/20/93

09/23/93

292-70-93-00002

09/17/93

09/25/93

CARGILL ELEVATOR

09/23/93

LIN KOTTKE

70

292

-93-00005

07/01/93

07/12/93

SUN REFINING & MARKETING

07/10/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00007

07/01/93

12/23/93

SUN REFINING AND MARKETING

07/09/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00008

07/01/93

11/24/93

SINCLAIR REFINERY

07/09/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00010

07/07/93

08/09/93

FO-MAC, DIVISION OF FURON COMPANY

07/19/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00013

07/08/93

08/02/93

NOT NAMED

07/09/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00,914

07/12/93

08/02/93

MR. JOE GOAD

07/12/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-93-00015

07/12/93

08/16/93

YAFFE HETALS

08/16/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

2.92-72-93-00021

07/13/93

11/24/93

REFINERIES - NOT NAMED

07/15/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

292-72-93-00022

07/13/93

11/24/93

REFINERIES - NOT NAMED

07/15/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

292-72-93-00023

07/13/93

11/24/93

REFINERIES - NOT NAMED

07/15/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

292-72-93-00024

07/14/93

10/19/93

UNKNOWN

10/14/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-93-00027

07/15/93

10/22/93

miRST STONE

07/

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

1
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Received
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Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
LocatH

!-72-93-00029

07/15/93

08/13/93

UNKNOWN

07/19/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

!-72-93-00030

07/15/93

11/24/93

REFINERIES? NOT NAMED

07/21/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

!-72- 93-00033

07/19/93

08/09/93

RANDY NEWMAN

07/19/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

!-72- 93-00034

07/19/93

08/26/93

SUN REFINING AND MARKETING

07/29/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

!-72-93-00035

07/19/93

08/26/93

SUN REFINING & MARKETING

07/29/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

!-72-93-00036

07/19/93

08/18/93

SUN REFINERY

07/29/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

!-72-93-00038

07/-\9/93

11/24/93

REFINERIES? NOT NAMED

07/29/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

:-72-93-00039

07/20/93

08/10/93

DARYL ISAACSON

07/23/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-72-93-00040

07/20/93

07/22/93

RAY REAMY, R.

07/21/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

:-72-93-00041

07/17/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINING & MARKETING

07/19/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

.-72-93-00042

07/20/93

08/12/93

RYDER TRUCKS

07/20/93

RAY BISHOP

72

-72-93-00043

07/20/93

07/26/93

07/23/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

-72-93-00044

07/20/93

01/13/94

SUN REFINERY

07/20/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-72-93-00045

07/21/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

07/29/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-72-93-:00046

07/20/93

07/30/93

SHERWOOD CONSTRUCTION

07/26/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

-72-93-00048

07/19/93

03/01/94

REFINERY ?

07/19/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

-72-93-00051

07/22/93

08/25/93

MR. CLOWDERS

07/23/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

-72-93-00052

07/22/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

07/29/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-72-93-00053

07/22/93

09/01/93

VERDIGRIES VALLEY, JOE HAMPTON

08/31/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

-72-93-00054

07/22/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

07/27/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-72-91-00056

07/23/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

08/30. 93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72
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rhis report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-72-93-00058

07/27/93

08/09/93

SHERWOOD CONSTRUCTION

07/28/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00059

07/27/93

09/21/93

SINCLAIR REFINERY

09/13/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

292-72-93-00061

07/28/93

08/13/93

UNKNOWN

07/29/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00062

07/28/93

08/11/93

UNKNOWN

07/28/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00064

07/29/93

11/24/93

08/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00065

07/28/93

08/11/93

TULSA RENDERING

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00066

07/28/93

08/11/93

TULSA RENDERING

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00067

07/30/93

08/13/93

CONCRETE UIDUSTRIES

08/13/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00068

08/02/93

08/16/93

UNKNOWN NAME

08/03/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

29

08/02/93

08/16/93

HURRICANE COATINGS

08/16/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

~omplaint

No.

2-93-00069

292-72-93-00070

07/30/93 - 08/13/93

SUN REFIUERY

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00071

08/02/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINING

08/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00074

08/02/93

11/30/93

08/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00076

08/03/93

11/30/93

REFINERIES?.

08/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00077

08/03/93

11/30/93

UNKNOWN

08/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00079

08/04/93

08/11/93

TULSA REtiDERING

08/11/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-72-93-00080

08/04/93

08/09/93

SHINGLETON

08/09/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00081

08/05/93

11/30/93

SUN REFINERY

08/16/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00082

08/05/93

11/08/93

REFINERIES

10/18/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

292-72-93-00083

08/05/93

08/12/93

MARY AND LEON WALDEN

08/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00086

08/09/93

08/12/93

ROBBIE VICE

08/11/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72
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is report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

~0.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1c--

2-72-93-00087

08/09/93

10/22/93

EMPIRE CONSTRUCTION

10/14/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

2-72-93-00091

08/08/93

11/30/93

REFINERIES

08/13/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

2-72-93-00093

08/11/93

09/15/93

ALL WOOD PRODUCTS COMPANY

09/03/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

2-72-93-00095

08/11/93

09/17/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

2-72-93-00097

08/12/93

08/13/93

ONG

08/13/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

Z-72-93-00101

08/17/93

08/20/93

08/20/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

~-72-93-00104

08/19/93

09/02/93

NOT NAMED

08/19/93

JACK FLY

72

~-72-93-00111

08/23/93

09/15/93

SUN REFINERY

09/03/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

~-72-93-00112

08/23/93

09/15/93

SUN REFINERY

09/03/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-72-93-00113

08/24/93

09/20/93

UNKNOWN NAME

09/17/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

!-72-93-00114

08/24/93

12/28/93

08/24/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

!-72-93-00117

08/25/93

09/03/93

SUN REFINING

08/25/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-72-93-00118

08/25/93

10/14/93

REFINERIES?

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-72-93-00120

08/26/93

09/21/93

SHERWOOD CONSTRUCTION? UNKNOWN

09/14/93

JOHN EHTRIEDGE

72

!-72-93-00122

08/27/93

09/02/93

SUN REFINERY

08/27/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!-72-93-00124

08/25/93

12/23/93

UNKNOWN NAME-SHERWOOD CONSTRUCTION

09/14/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

:-72-93-00126

08/27/93

09/03/93

E. H. YANCEY

08/31/93

DAVISON VIRGIL·

72

:-72-93-00129

08/30/93

09/15/93

RANDY GOODWIN

09/13/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

!-72-93-00130

08/31/93

09/15/93

SINCLAIR REFINERY

09/03/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

:-72-93-00131

08/31/93

10/25/93

REFINERIES?

09/03/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

:-72-93-00133

09/01/93

09/15/93

UNKNOWN

09/1.1/93

BERNIE HALLY

72

nplaint
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rhis report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

.:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-72-93-00135

09/01/93

09/27/93

MR. LEON SCHMIDT

09/24/93

RI'CHARD FORBES

57

292-72-93-00136

09/03/93

11/23/93

illlKNOWN

11/23/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00138

09/03/93

09/15/93

SUN REFINERY

09/08/93

HERB NEUMANN

292-72-93-00139

09/10/93

12n9/93

SINCLAIR REFINERY

09/13/93

JACK FLY

72

'92-72-93-00146

09/10/93

11/03/93

SUN REFINERY

09/10/93

JACK FLY

72

292-72-93-00150

09/15/93

01/13/94

RAUCH BROTHERS

09/15/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

2n-12-93-oo1s~.

09/16/93

12/28/93

SUN REFINING

09/21/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00153

09/16/93

09/21/93

SUN REFINING

09/16/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00154

09/16/93

09/21/93

SUN REFINING

09/16/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

2-93-00155

09/16/93

10/28/93

SUN REFINING

09/16/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00157

09/16/93

09/29/93

ARROW CEMENT

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-93-00158

09/20/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINING

09/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-93-00162

09/20/93

11/19/93

MANHATTAN CONSTRUCTION'COMPANY

11/19/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

12

292-72-93-00163

09/20/93

11/19/93

MANHATTAN CONSTRUCTION

11/19/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00164

09/20/93

11/19/93

MANHATTAN CONSTRUCTION

11/19/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00165

09/20/93

11/19/93

MANHATTAN CONSTRUCTION

11/19/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-93-00168

09/22/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-93-00169

09/21/93

09/24/93

SNOW FLEURIES

09/23/93

RHONDA K. JEFFRIES

72

292-72-93-00170

09/21/93

10/08/93

MANHATTAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

10/01/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00171

09/21/93

02/11/94

MANHATTAN CONSTRUCTION

10/01/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-93-00172

09/23/93

09/24/93

TULSA RENDERING

09/24/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

29~
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

plaint
o.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
LocatH

-72-93-00173

09/23/93

10/19/93

ROBBIE VICE

10/18/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

-72-93-00176

09/24/93

09/27/93

BROOKS GREASE SERVICE INCORPORATED

09/24/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

-72-93-00178

09/24/93

10/14/93

ST. JOHN I s MEDICAL BUILDING

10/11/93

RAY BISHOP

72

-72-93-00180

09/27/93

09/30/93

JOHN MCCLAIN

09/30/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-72-93-00181

09/28/93

10/11/93

SUN REFINING

10/11/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00183

09/27/93

10/11/93

UNKNOWN NAMES

10/11/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00185

09/~8/93

11/22/93

MR. & MRS. FISHER

10/05/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-72-93-00188

09/29/93

10/08/93

UNKNOWN NANE

10/04/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00189

09/29/93

10/19/93

UNKNOWN NANE

10/11/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

-72-93-00190

09/29/93

10/19/93

UNKNOWN NAME

10/11/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

-72-93-00191

09/30/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINING

10/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00195

09/30/93

10/15/93

DID NOT NA1>1E - REFINERY?

10/07/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

-72-93-00197

09/30/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINING

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00198

09/30/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINERY

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00199

09/30/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-72-93-00203

10/06/93

10/12/93

KERR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

10/06/93

RENE' KOESLER

72

-72-93-00205

10/06/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-72-93-00206

10/06/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22;93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-72-93-00207

10/06/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22.'93

BERNIE NALLY

72

09/23/93

10/13/93

FORD GLASS PLANT

10/07/93

10/19/93

UNKNOWN P.ESPOUSIBLE PARTY

10/07!93 RHOUDA JEFFRIES
-----10. ] p 11 BEP.UIE HALLY

------·
-72-93-00210
----7~-93-00211
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Uame

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

!92-72- 93-00212

10/11/93

11/17/93

BOTH REFINERIES

11/16/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

!92-72-93-00213

10/11/93

10/22/93

REFINERY

10/21/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

!92-72-93-00214

10/08/93

10/28/93

UNKNOWN NAME

10/11/93

RENE' KOESLER

72

!92-72-93-00215

10/12/93

10/27/93

UNKNOWN NAME

10/18/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

!92-72-93-00216

10/12/93

10/27/93

UNKNOWN NAME

10/18/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

!92-72-93-00217

10/12/93

11/02/93

UNKNOWN NAME

10/18/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

!92-72-93-00218

10/12/93

10/19/93

REFINERY?

10/14/93

HERB NEUMANN/WALTER CATRETT

72

!92 -72-93-00219

10/12/93

10/27/93

NOT NAMED

10/13/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

!92-72-93-00221

10/14/93

10/19/93

REFINERIES

10/19/93

HERB NEUMAN

72

' -93-00224

10/19/93

11/29/93

REFINERIES

10/29/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

!92-72-93-00225

10/18/93

11/08/93

UNKNOWN

11/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

!92 -72-93-00226

10/19/93

11/17/93

UNKNOWN

11/16/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

~92-72-93-00228

10/20/93

11/08/93

SUN REFINERY

11/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

~92-72-93-00,231

10/22/93

10/27/93

RENBERG'S

10/25/93

RENE' KOESLER

72

~92-72-93-00232

10/22/93

10/27/93

PHYSICIANS BUILDING

10/25/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

~92-72-93-00233

10/25/93

11/01/93

SUN REFINERY

10/26/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

~92-72-93-00234

10/25/93

11/15/93

REFINERIES

11/10/93

JACK FLY

72

292-72-93-00235

10/26/93

12/16/93

JUNIPER HILL FARM, INC.

12/13/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~92-72-93-00236

10/27/93

11/03/93

JAY RAMBO COMPANY

10/29/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-72-93-00239

10/28/93

12/20/93

LEROY LARK

11/23/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

~92-72-93-00240

10/28/93

11/15/93

SUN REFINERY.

10/29/93

JACK FLY

72
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

nplaint
~o.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locatv

2-72-93-00243

10/29/93

11/24/93

REFINERIES?

11/22/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

2-72-93-00247

11/04/93

11/08/93

BELL ELEMENTARY

11/08/93

RENE' J. KOESLER

72

2-72-93-00252

11/09/93

11/10/93

WILBUR SADLER

11/10/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------~-------------------------

2-72-93-00253

11/10/93

12/03/93

NOT NAMED

11/12/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

~-72-93-00254

11/10/93

12/03/93

NOT NAMED

11/12/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

~-72-93-00255

11/09/93

11/24/93

NAME UNKNOWN

11/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~-72-93-00258

11/:P/93

12/06/93

MADISON MIDDLE SCHOOL

12/06/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

~-72-93-00259

11/12/93

12/06/93

MADISON MIDDLE SCHOOL

12/06/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

!-72-93-00264

11/18/93

01/13/94

MRS. ADA SMITH

11/18/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-72-93-00265

11/19/93

11/23/93

FORD GLASS PLANT

11/22/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

!-72-93-00266

10/26/93

11/24/93

JOHN ZINK

11/22/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

----

--------------------------------------------------------------------·
!-72-93-00274 11/12/93 12/16/93 REFINERIES
12/15/93
!-72-93-00282

12/06/93

12/10/93

BRAD FROST

12/07/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!-72-93-00283

12/06/93

01/05/94

BRAD FROST

12/08/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!-72-93-00284

12/07/93

01/05/94

UNKNOWN - NOT NAMED

12/09/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

~-72-93-00289

12/08/93

01/05/94

NOT NAMED - UNKNOWN

12/08/93

JACK FLY/WALTER CATRETT

72

!-72-93-00292

12/08/93

12/15/93

0. D. WINGARD

12/14/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

!-72-93-00294

12/08/93

12/16/93

THORNTON YMCA

12/10/93

RENE' KOESLER

72

!-72-93-00299

12/13/93

12/15/93. FRAZIER'S

12/15/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-72-93-00303

12/20/93

01/10/94

ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY

12/20/93

RENE' J. KOESLER

72

~-72·9~-00306

12/21/93

12/23/93

S

12/2'3: 9'3

DAVISOU VIRGIL

72
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rhis report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-72-93-00308

12121193

12129193

ROGERS GALVANIZING

12122193

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

"!92-72-93-00313

12130193

01119194

DARRYL ISAACSON

01119194

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

92-72-94-00001

01103194

01110194

SOURCE UNKNOWN

01104194

HERB NEUMANN

72

292-72-94-00003

01101194

01127194

LYNCH-CAIN, BRENDA

01119194

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00010

011121<14

02104/:14

LYNCH-CAIN, BRENDA

01119,·- .

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94 00014

01/20194

02/15194

RON FLEMING

01127194

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00018

01/21194

01124194

YAFFE METALS,

INC.

01121194

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00019

01/21/94

01/26194

YAFFE METALS,

INC.

01/24194

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00020

01/24194

01124194

REFINERIES?

LYNNE MOSS

72

·-94-00022

01/25/94

02/02/94

OLD VILLA VILLAGE MOBILE HOME PARK

01128194

MARK D. FLEMING

72

292-72-94-00025

01127194

03104194

SINCLAIR REFINERY

02122194

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

292-72-94-00026

01/27194

02109194

NAME UNKNOWU

02104194

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00031

02101194

02110194

NAME NOT KNOWN

02/03194

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-94-00035

02/03/94

02/11194

MID CONTINENT CEMENT PLANT

02/07194

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00039

02104194

03101194

PLANT NAME mli<NOWN

I

I

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-72-94-00041

02104194

02111194

YAFFE t-1ETALS

I

I

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00042

02104194

03104194

REFINERY?

I

I

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-72-94-00047

02104194

02111194

YAFFE METALS, INC.

I

I

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00048

02104194

02111194

YAFFE METALS,

I

I

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-72-94-00049

02/07194

02/17194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-72-94-00050

02107194

02117194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

!

292

-

"

I

INC.

I
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Ls report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved COmJ?laintn
Resolved Compla1nts

nplaint
~0.

Date
Received

Last
Update

2-72-94-00051

02101194

03101194

2-72-94-00052

02104194

03101194

FEDERAL METALS

I
I

2-72-94-00053

02110194

02110194

PAUL WATKINS

2-72-94-00054

02114194

02114194

NAME NOT KNOWN

2-72-94-00057

02115194

02116194

HILLCREST MEDICAL CENTER

~-72-94-00062

02115194

02116194

MARY & CHARLIE FRAZIER

~-72-94-00063

02ll5l94

02117194

MOTT ROOFING & SHEET METAL COMPANY

!-72-94-00065

02/16194

03104194

REFINERY?

~-72-94-00068

02116194

03103194

UNKNOWN

~-72-94-00076

02123194

03103194

ROBERTS

~-73-93-00006

08103193

01101194

~-74-93-20005

08117193

01103194

~-75-93-00001

07115193

:-75-93-00006

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1•.

I

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

I

I
I

BERNIE NALLY

72

I

I

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

RENE' J. KOESLER

72

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

RENE' KOESLER

72

JACK FLY

72

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

01101194

RON MCCLARY

73

ANDY DIETZEL

12101193

RICK AUSTIN

74

01126194

MARTIN & TRENE CHAVARRIA

11130194

KEVIN BARNARD

75

09101193

01121194

CORDELL, CITY OF

09120193

BETH LEDBETTER

75

:-99-93-01015

01101193

12121193

SOUTHERN PLAINS LANDFILL

12117193

KEVIN BARNARD

26

:-99-93-01016

01102193

12128193

07112193

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-99-93-01024

07102193

01114193

07112193

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-99-93-01032

07102193

01126194

SUNDOWN TRAILERS

01/20/94

KEVIN BERNARD

35

:-99-93-01037

01105193

12102193

NOBLE MATERIALS

09115/93

KEVIN BARNARD

14

:-99-93-01044

07101193

12115193

BFI LANDFILL

12115/93

PETE DAVIS

60

:-99-93-01049

07107193

01127194

NEWKIRK, CITY OF

07/115 9;1

JOHN CULLIN

36

Against Name

02115194

I

I

02116194

I
I
I

I
I
I

~----
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rhis report is limited by the following· selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

:::omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-99-93-01056

07/07/93

03/01/94

KELCO

12/17/93

KEVAN BERNARD

56

292-99-93-01064

07/08/93

11/12/93

MCALESTER ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

10/05/93

KEVIN BARNARD

61

292-99-93-01066

07/08/93

09/27/93

LANNY FADELY

08/27/93

RICK FORBES

57

292-99-93-01070

07/08/93

11/18/93

TERRY LEARD ASSOCIATES - ENGINEERS

11/17/93

JOHN SMITH

66

292-99-93-01080

07/09/93

01/11/94

SOONER ROCK AND SAND

01/11/94

DAVID GOLDEN

so

292-99-93-01089

07/12/93

10/01/93

MIKE BILLBE

07/21/93

BRUCE VANDE LUNE

09

292-99-93-01092

07/12/93

12/02/93

LINDALL MILLIGAN

10/25/93

DAVID JONES

25

292-99-93-01093

07/12/93

11/08/93

LAIDLAW LANDFILL

07/13/93

DAVID P. DAVISON

55

292-99-93-01103

07/10/93

11/12/93

MCALESTER ARf.1Y AMMO DEPOT

10/05/93

KEVIN BARNARD

61

292

"l-93-01127

07/14/93

08/02/93

INDIAN SPRINGS RV PARK

07/16/93

LEE TUNSTALL

45

292-~9-93-01131

07/15/93

03/01/94

BLUEBONNETT FEED MILL

09/14/93

ANN JANE

10

292-99-93-01133

07/15/93

12/02/93

07/20/93

DARRELL GLENN

14

292-99-93-01145

07/15/93

01/13/94

07/22/93

CAREY BELL

51

292-99-93-01~46

07/10/93

12/22/93

SOUTHERN PLAINS LANDFILL

12/17/93

KEVIN BARNARD

26

292-99-93-01154

07/16/93

12/02/93

EXSIL INC.

07/20/93

DAVID GOLDEN

50

292-99-93-01164

07/17/93

11/18/93

NATHAN BOWDEH

11/18/93

JOHN SMITH

66

292-99-93-01166

07/16/93

11/15/93

07/20/93

DON SOULE

55

292-99-93-01168

07/19/93

01/13/94

INDIAN SPRINGS RV PARK

07/19/93

LEE TUNSTALL

46

292-99-93-01192

07/21/93

11/08/93

WILL'S.CONCRETE

08/03/93

ZANE WHITE

32

292-99-93-01196

07/21/93

02/04/94

CHOCTAW, CITY OF

08/11/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-99-93-01212

07/23/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINING AND MARKETING

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

·.
'07/94
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LS report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla~nts

~0.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
bate

Investigator

2-99-93-01216

07/22/93

11/29/93

HOLNAM PLANT

10/18/93

GREG BELCHER

62

2-99-93-01227

07/26/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINING

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01230

07/26/93

01/27/94

NORMAN, CITY OF

09/01/93

DAVID JONES

14

2-99-93-01231

07/26/93

01/27/94

NORMAN, CITY OF

09/01/93

DAVID JONES

14

2-99-93-01232

07/26/93

01/27/94

NORMAN, CITY OF

08/31/93

DAVID JONES

14

2-99-93-01235

07/26/93

02/04/94

SUN REFININING AND MARKETING

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01236

07/~6/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINING

MARKETING

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01239

07/26/93

12/30/93

MCALESTER

AMMUNITION PLANT

10/05/93

KEVIN BARNARD

61

2-99-93-01251

07/24/93

03/02/94

MCALESTER AMMUNITION PLANT

10/05/93

KEVIN BARNARD

61

2-99-93-01252

07/23/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

07/23/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01254

07/25/93

12/02/93

SUN REFINING AND MARKETING

08/11/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01257

07/27/93

02/04/94

SHEFFIELD STEEL

07/30/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01269

07/28/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

07/29/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

2-99-93-01272

07/28/93

02/03/94

TWIN CITY CONCRETE

12/16/93

ANN JAYNE

39

2-99-93-01282

07/28/93

11/24/93

SUN REFINERY

08/03/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

2-99-93-01284

07/29/93

08/17/93

SYN ENERGY

08/16/93

RHONDA JEFFRIES

72

~-99-93-01288

07/28/93

10/05/93

KOCH INDUSTRIES

08/05/93

CRAIG LANGLEY

27

2-99-93-01293

07/29/93

12/16/93

SOUTHWEST WOOD PRODUCTS

12/13/93

TOt--1 HUDSON

55

2-99-93-01297

07/30/93

10/04/93

JOE BROWN CEMENT COMPANY

09/10/93

KEVIN BARNARD

48

2-99-93-01314

07/31/93

11/24/93

SUN OIL

07/31/93

JACK WALLING

72

2-99-93-01315

07/31/93

08/11/93

SUN OIL

07/31•93

JACK WALLING

72

nplaint

~

~

---.....

MARKETING
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rhis report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code~ 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

·:::omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-99-93-01316

07/31/93

08/11/93

NOT NAMED

07/31/93

JACK WALLING

72

292-99-93-01319

07/31/93

12/03/93

SUN REFINERY

08/11/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-99-93-01320

08/01/93 . 08/13/93

08/03/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-99-93-01333

08/02/93

03/01/94

08/03/93

LYNNE MOSS

24

292-99-93-01336

08/03/93

01/13/94

08/03/93

P~.~LA

292-99-93-01351

08/03/93

02/04/94

RON PERSLEY

09/28/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-99-93-01373

08/05/93

11/08/93

AQUA FARMS

08/17/93

ZANE WHITE

32

292-99-93-013 78

08/05/93

12/27/93

12/09/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-99-93-01387

08/05/93

1~/15/93

12/15/93

GREG BELCHER

62

292

'l-93-01393

08/06/93

11/15/93

ARCO DEHYDRATION PLANT

09/22/93

KEVIN BARNARD

39

292-99-93-01404

08/07/93

02/04/94

EDDIE REED

09/01/93

RICK MANLEY

64

292-99-93-01405

08/0B/93

11/'HI/93

SUN AND SINCLAIR OIL REFINERY

08/17/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-99-93-01411

OB/09/93

12/21/93

12/21/93

MARVIN BOATRIGHT

56

292-99-93 -0L412

08/08/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

08/10/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-99-93-01413

08/08/93

11/30/93

SUN REFIUERY

08/10/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

292-99-93-01414

08/08/93

11/30/93

SUN REFINERY

08/10/93

JOHN ETHRIDGE

72

292-99-93-01415

08/08/93

09/02/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

08/10/93

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

WAUKOMIS COOP SUPPLY CO.

-

L DEWOODY

55

292-99-93-01421

08/09/93

02/04/94

TISSINGTON ASPHALT

08/13/93

KARL TAYLOR

61

292-99-93-01429

08/10/93

11/22/93

ALTUS FLYING SERVICES

08/10/93

LYNNE MOSS

33

292-99-93-01431

08/10/93

11/15/93

CARLAWN PVC MANUFACTURING

08/17/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-99-93-01455

08/11/93

08/18/93

MARK CAVENAUGH

08/18/93

RAY BISHOP

72

.

!
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.s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

1plaint
to.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name·

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1or

!-99-93-01459

08/12/93

10/25/93

CUSHING LANDFILL

08/25/93

BILL WARDEN

60

!-99-93-01460

08/12/93

12/15/93

HOLNAM CEMENT PLANT

12/15/93

GREG BELCHER

62

!- 99-93-01461

08/12/93

02/04/94

08/20/93

TOM HUDSON

55

!-99-93-01467

08/i3/93

09/21/93

08/16/93

STEVE WIMBERLY

49

!-99-93-01471

08/12/93

09/21/93

09/13/93

WALTER CATRETT

72.

~-99-93-01472

08/12/93

09/21/93

09/13/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

~-99-93-01485

08/p/93

09/17/93

GEORGE OTT

08/17/93

MIKE FLETCHER

21

:-99-93-01488

08/15/93

11/30/93

SUN REFINERY

08/17/93

JACK FLY

72

:-99-93-01489

08/15/93

11/30/93

SUN OIL

08/17/93

JACK FLY

72

. - 99 - 93 - 01491

08/16/93

01/13/94

SUN REFINERY

08/16/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01506

08/16/93

09/02/93

08/16/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01508

08/16/93

09/02/93

UNKNOWN

08/17/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01513

08/17/93

09/21/93

CUMMINGS MATERIAL, INC.

09/14/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72

-99-93-01517

08/17/93

09/02/93

SUN OIL

08/17/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01518

08/17/93

09/02/93

SUN OIL

08/18/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01521

08/17/93

03/07/94

PUBLIC SERVICE

08/27/93

DON PENDERGRAPH

16

-99-93-01525

08/17/93

10/08/93

08/27/93

TOM HUDSON

55

-99-93-01527

08/18/93

09/02/93

UNKNOWN

08/18/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01532

08/17/93

12/23/93

MORROW CEMENT PLANT

12/23/93

JERRY MATTHEWS

52

-99-93-01537

08/17/93

12/23/93

SUNOCO

08/18/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01538

08/18/93

02/04/94

09t01;9l

JOE HUTCHESON

37

G"'~

~

UNKNOWN

(

(
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'his report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

!92-99-93-01550

08/19/93

10/05/93

:92-99-93-01551

08/18/93

08/20/93

O.G.

!92-99- 93-01557

08/19/93

09/02/93

!92- 99-93-01558

08/19/93

:92-99-93-01559

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

08/25/93

TOM HUDSON

55

08/20/93

JERRY MATHEWS

52

SUN REFINERY

08/20/93

JACK FLY

72

09/02/93

SUN REFINERY

08/19/93

JACK FLY

72

08/19/93

09/14/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:92-99-93-01561

08/19/93

09/14/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92- 99-93-01562

08/19/93

09/14/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:92-99-93-01564

08/19/93

09/10/93

SUN REFINERY

09/08/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92-99-93-01576

08/20/93

09/22/93

SOliTHI-Jf';T !-lED I CAL CENTER OF OK

09/15/93

PAMELA DEWOODY

55

!92·

-93-01587

08/23/93

03/01/94

GAYLOR,

03/01/94

KEVIN BERNARD

73

~92-

99-93-01589

08/21/93

09/03/93

SUN OIL RL. . .;ERY

08/23/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92- 99-93-01590

08/21/93

09/03/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

08/23/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

2-99-93-01591

08/22/93

09/14/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92-99-93-01592

08/22/93

09/15/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92-99-93-01593

08/22/93

09/14/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92-99-93-01594

08/22/93

09/14/93

SUN OIL REFillERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

99-93-01595

08/22/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92-99-93-01596

08/22/93

'''l/15/93
--09/10/93

SUN OIL REFIUER'f

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

~92-99-93-01597

08/22/93

09/08/93

SUN OIL. REFIUERY

09/03/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!92-99-93-01598

08/22/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL REFINERY

10/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

~92-99-93-01599

08/22/93

09/14/93

SUN OIL REFI!lERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

Against Name

&

E., SOONER STATION

"
!~2-
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.s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Complaints

1plaint
Jo.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

county
Locat1on

!-99-93-01601

08/22/93

09/14/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-99-93-01602

08/22/93

09/03/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

08/22/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-99-93-01603

08/23/93

09/03/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

08/23/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-99-93-01610

08/21/93

10/11/93

YAFFEE METAL

10/05/93

CAREY BELL

51

!-99-93-01616

08/22/93

03/07/94

RANDALL CARLSON

09/02/93

JEFF LAWLER

16

!-99-93-01619

08/23/93

02/04/94

09/30/93

GREG RESSEL

34

!-99-93-01623

08/23/93
I

12/30/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!- 99-93-01624

08/23/93

09/10/93

REFINERY - NOT NAMED

09/09/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01625

08/24/93

09/08/93

REFINERY - NOT NAMED

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01629

08/24/93

03/03/94

TOWERTECH, INC.

01/27/94

JILL WINTERS

26

:-99-93-01634

08/24/93

11/19/93

TOTAL PETROLEUM

09/13/93.

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

:-99-93-01647

08/25/93

10/05/93

SUN REFINERY (OLD TEXACO)

09/09/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01648

08/25/93

09/10/93

SUN OR SINCLAIR

09/08/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01649

08

/93

09/08/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-01650

08/26/93

09/08/93

SUN REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-01654

08/26/93

02/04/94

09/13/93

CLIFFORD PETTIJOHN

26

-99-93-01658

08/26/93

12/16/93

CARL JACKSON

11/30/93

BETH LEDBETTER

20

-99-93-01661

08/26/93

09/08/93

SUNOCO REFINERY

09/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01667

08/27/93

01/07/94

T&M SAND & GRAVEL co.

01/07/94

BOB BATES

68

11/12/93

RALPH DEFRANGE

08/30/93

JOE DRUMMOND

61

09/24/93

SUNOCO REFINERY

OB/2R .. 93

BERNIE NALLY

72

:-99-93-01672
:-99-93-01675

~

~
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Complaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-99-93-01682

08130193

02104194

BFI

12123193

KEVIN BERNARD

60

292-99-93-01684

08130193

10121193

GENE SATTERFIELD

08131193

CHUCK TILLMAN

12

292-99-93-01687

08130193

03103194

RUSHING PAVEMENT

292-99-93-01694

08130193

10108193

MEXICO IMPORTS

09115193

TOM HUDSON

55

292-99-93-01697

08130193

11119193

TOTAL REFINERY

09113193

DAVID FERRIS

10

292-99-93-01716

08112193

11124193

TDK FERRITES CORPORATION

08130193

JERRY MATTHEWS

63

292-99-93-01724

09101193

11122193

FREDDIE DAVIS

09102193

NOEL PATTEN

OS

292-99-93-01725

09101193

02104194

WITCO

11109193

KEVIN BARNARD

36

292-99-93-01"1

09102193

09103193

BEE LINE SALVAGE AND METAL

09103193

TOM INGRAM

56

292-99-93-01730

09102193

12122193

JONES GROCERY

09109193

KARL TAYLOR

61

9-93-01734

09102193

09110193

UNKNOWN

09103193

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-01739

09103193

02104194

LEWIS, JANET AND PHILIP

02102194

RON MCCLARY

73

292-99-93-01742

09103193

09115193

SUN REFINARY

09113193

HERB NEUMANN

72

292-99-93-01743

09103193

09117193

CHARLES THOMPSON

09117/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292- 99-·93- 01745

09105193

10128193

TINKER AFB

09109193

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-99-93-01747

09107193

11119193

TOTAL PETROLEUM REFINERY

09113193

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

292-99-93-01748

09/04/93

12/13/93

TOTAL REFINERY

09113193

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

292-99-93-01749

09105193

12130193

09116193

HERB NEUMANN

72

292-99-93-01751

09108193

11119193

TOTAL' REFINERY

09113193

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

292-99-93-01756

09108193

11119193

TOTAL REFINERY

09113193

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

292-99-93-01757

09101193

09121193

UNKNOWN

09120/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

--29:t,

I

I

JERRY MATTHEWS

l.
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lo.
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Received
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Resolve
Date
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County
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!-99-93-01775

09/09/93

02/04/94

TOTAL REFINERY

01/10/94

BLABLAKE RUDD

43

!-99-93-01777

09/08/93

10/05/93

09/09/93

NANCY COLEMAN

09

!-99-93-01778

09/08/93

09/24/93

~TRINGFELLOW

09/15/93

KARL TAYLOR

61

!!-99-93-01779

09/09/93

10/04/93

ARKLA GAS

09/13/93

KARL TAYLOR

61

!-99-93-01780

09/09/93

10/08/93

COOK FENCE & IRON

09/27/93

TOM HUDSON

55

!-99-93-01786

09/09/93

03/03/94

ALUMINUM SERVICES

03/01/94

KEVIN BARNARD

46

!-99-93-01788

09/~0/93

03/02/94

JIM FISHER

09/29/93

GREG BLETCHER

62

!-99-93-01790

09/10/93

11/03/93

MERIDIAN MATERIALS

10/19/93

CHUCK TILLMAN

12

!-99-93-01794

09/11/93

10/19/93

MCALESTER ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

10/05/93

KEVIN BARNARD

61

!-99-93-01795

09/11/93

01/28/94

MCALESTER ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

01/28/94

KEVIN BARNARD

61

-99-93-01798

09/11/93

09/14/93

SUN REFINERY

09/11/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01819

09/16/93

09/21/93

SUN REFINERY

09/16/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-01822

09/16/93

01/04/94

ADAMS WOOD PRODUCTS ·

09/28/93

BETH LEDBETTER

20

.-99-93-01835

09/14/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/21/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-01853

09/18/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/21/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-99-93-01854

09/18/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/21/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-99-93-01855

09/18/93

10/28/93

TINKER AFB

09/20/93

PAMELA DEWOODY

55

-99-93-01856

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

09/21/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-99-93-01858

09/19/93

09/28/93

SUN REFINERY

09/21/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

.-99-93-01860

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/21/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

:-99-93-01861

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

o9n~,..93

BEP.NIE NALLY

72

o-..
\!',
~
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Received
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County
Locat1on

!92-99-93-01862

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/22/·93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01863

09/19/93

10/06/93

SUN REFINERY

09/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01864

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01865

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01866

09/19/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

----~·--

!92- 99-93-01867

09/19/93

09/30/93

SUN REFINERY

09/30/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01868

09/19/93

11/01/93

SUN REFINERY

09/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01876

09/19/93

02/11/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

!92-99-93-01888

09/21/93

09/28/93

UNKNOWN ODOR

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-9Q-93-01897

09/22/93

03/02/94

QUINTON (JIM) FISHER

09/29/93

GREG BELCHER

62

!92- ~

·93-01900

09/22/93

09/28/93

SUN REFINERY

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-01901

09/22/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~92-99-93-01902

09/22/93

09/24/93

SUN REFINERY

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~92-99-93-01903

09/22/93

09/29/93

SUN REFINERY

09/23/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~92-99-93-01910

09/22/93

01/28/94

ORGANIGRO

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

01

?92-99-93-01920

09/23/93

02/11/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

~92-99-93-01924

09/23/93

01/14/94

SHEIFY

01/14/94

RANDALL BRIX

73

Z92-99-93-01944

09/27/93

01/13/94

RICK WEEB, COUNTY COMMISSIONER

09/28/93

BETH LEDBETTER

20

Z92-99-93-01957

09/28/93

10/14/93

ONG

10/01/93

DEBBIE TAYLOR

44

~92-99-93-01961

09/27/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINERY

10/04/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

~92-99-93-01962

09/28/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINERY

10/04/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

07/94
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aplaint
ro.

Date
Received
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Resolve
Date
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County
Locat1on

:-99-93-01963

09/27/93

10/15/93

SUN REFINERY

10/08/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01964

09/27/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

!-99-93-01965

09/27/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01972

09/28/93

10/11/93

MCNEAL GRAIN COMPANY

09/30/93

BOB GIGER

22

:-99-93-01975

09/29/93

02/04/94

WITCO

11/01/93

KEVIN BARNARD

36

-99-93-01995

09/30/93

12/03/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

10/13/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

:-99-93-01996

09/30/93
'I

10/13/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

10/01/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02005

10/01/93

02/04/94

BALES SALVAGE

10/01/93

JOHN CULLIN

36

-99-93-02007

10/01/93

02/11/94

CASWELL ORTH ASPHALT COMPANY

10/07/93

KEVIN BARNARD

OS

-99-93-02015

11/22/93

03/03/94

FARMERS UNION COOP GIN

JERRY MATTHEWS

17

-99-93-02017

09/30/93

10/29/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02018

09/30/93

10/14/93

SUN REFINERY

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02022

10/01/93

10/05/93

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

10/04/93

DEWAYNE WORKMAN

10

-99-93-02023

09/30/93

10/14/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

10/06/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02027

10/04/93

10/11/93

FARMERS OF DIAMOND

10/05/93

LIN KOTTKE

70

-99-93-02031

10/03/93

02/11/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

-99-93-02033

10/03/93

10/28/93

TINKER AFB

10/08/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

-99-93-02034

10/03/93

10/08/93

SUN REFINERY

10/04/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02035

10/03/93

10/08/93

SUN OIL REFINERY

10/04/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02037

09/24/93

02/11/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

-99-91-02040

10/04/93

10/25/93

SUN REFHIF.P.Y

10/:-!:-! 91

BERNIE tiALLY

72

----
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Coml?laiuts
Resolved Compla1nts

:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-99-93-02041

10/04/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-02042

10/04/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-02047

10/05/93

01/27/94

NORMAN, CITY OF, JIM BERRY

10/07/93

DEBBIE TAYLOR

14

292-99-93-02049

10/05/93

12/16/93

11R. MCGEEHEE

11/17/93

JO!P. ::MITH

66

292-99-93-02050

10/05

1 ''13

.t0/14/93

;;C:STERN TOWER

10/08/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-99-93-02051

10/05/93

10/08/93

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------MEDSERVE HOME HEALTH CARE
10/06/93 DEBBIE TAYLOR
44

292-99-93-02053

10/05/93

02/04/94

FRED PHILLIPS

12/03/93

RICK MANLEY

31

292-99-93-02058

10/06/93

10/14/93

CROSSROADS MANAGEMENT

10/07/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-99-93-02071

10/06/93

10/15/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-02075

10/06/93

10/15/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-

-93-02076

10/06/93

10/15/93

SUN REFINERY

10/07/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-02077

10/06/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/18/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~92-99-93-02078

10/07/91

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-02P80

10/08/93

02/04/94

MCCOLOR'S BODY SHOP

10/11/93

KARL TAYLOR

61

292-99-93-02082

10/07/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/19/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

292-99-93-02083

10/07/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/18/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

~92-99~93-02085

10/07/93

01/19/94

TO BE DETERMINED

01/05/94

RICHARD MCDANIEL

08

292-99-93-02092

10/08/93

10/28/93

TINKER AFB

10/08/93

PAM DEWOODY

55

292-99-93-02094

10/08/93

11/29/93

QUICK SET

10/18/93

ROBERT HUBER

19

292-99-93-02098

10/09/93

02/11/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

292-99-93-02099

10/08/93

10/29/93

SINCLAIR REFINERY

10/18/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

------------------------------------
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ro.
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Received
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Resolve
Date
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County
Locat1on

~-99-93-02101

10/11/93

11/08/93

SUN REFINERY

11/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

- 9 9 - 9 3 - 021 0 2

10/11/93

11/08/93

SUN REFINERY

11/05/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

:-99-93-02112

10/11/93

01/18/94

DOLESE & LATIMER ROCK CRUSHERS

10/22/93

JOE DAVID FERRIS

35

:-·99-93-02113

10/11/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/14/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

:-99-93-02114

10/11/93

12/30/93

SUN REFINERY

10/14/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02115

11;>/11/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/14/93

HERB NEUMANN/WALTER CATRETT

72

-99-93-02117

10/p/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/14/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02118

10/11/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/14/95

HERB NEUMANN/WALTER CATRETT

72

-99-93-02119

10/11/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/14/93

HERB NEUMANN/WALTER CATRETT

72

-99-93-02121

10/12/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/18/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-99-93-02139

10/13/93

01/27/94

TULSA, CITY OF

10/18/93

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

-99-93-02158

10/14/93

10/26/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02159

10/14/93

10/26/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02160

10/14/93

10/26/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02161

10/14/93

10/26/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02162

10/14/93

10/26/93

SUN REFINERY

10/22/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

-99-93-02168

10/15/93

12/30/93

SUN REFINERY

10/21/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

-99-93-02169

10/15/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/21/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

-99-93-02171

10/15/93

10/27/93

SUN REFINERY

10/21/93

WALTER CATRETT

72

-99-93-02188

10/19/93

11/24/93

COLLINGWOOD COOP

11/24/93

KEVIN BENARD

04

-99-93-02202

10/22/93

11/22/93

UNKNOWN

11,05."93

WALTER CATRETT

72

~

----·-

~
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This report is limited by the following seleeted criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Con•t--£-aint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-99-93-02203

10/22/93

11/02/93

SUN REFINERY

11/02/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02207

10/22/93

12/16/93

FRANK JONES & BILLY MCCARTER

12/16/93

CAREY BELL

51

292-99-93-02213

10/22/93

12/30/93

SUN REFINERY

10/27/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02215

10/23/93

10/29/93

SUN REFINERY

10/26/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02216

10/23/93

11/01/93

SUN REFINERY

10/26/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02217

10/23/93

11/01/93

SUN REFINERY

10/26/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02219

10/23/93

11/05/93

SUN REFINERY

10/27/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02220

10/23/93

11/05/93

SUN REFINERY

10/27/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02221

10/23/93

11/05/93

SUN REFINERY

10/27/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02223

10/23/93

11/01/93

SUN REFINERY

10/26/93

..)

'"7K FLY

72

29.

.9-93-02224

10/23/93

11/01/93

SUN REFINERY

10/27/93

J

FLY

72

292-99-93-02225

10/23/93

12/30/93

SUN Rf;FINERY

10/2'/ /93

JAL

~-1

72

292-99-93-02230

10/25/93

11/23/93

PROGRESSIVE

10/27/93

NOEL • 1\fTEN

OS

292-99-93-02238

10/25/93

02/02/94

RANDY ROSS

10/28/93

BOB BATES

68

292-99-93-02240

10/25/93

10/29/93

SEMONE'S LIGHTING

10/26/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02242

10/25/93

11/05/93

10/27/93

NOEL PATTEN

OS

292-99-93-02243

10/26/93

10/28/93

10/28/93

CHERYL MARTIN

55

292-99-93-02245

10/26/93

02/04/94

01/27/94

NOEL PATTEN

OS

292-99-93-02247

10/26/93

12/30/93

UNKNOWN

12/16/93

CAREY BELL

51

292-99-93-02258

10/27/93

11/03/93

SUN REFINERY

11/02/93

JACK FLY

72

292-99-93-02259

10/27/93

11/04/93

SUN REFINERY

11/02/93

JACK FLY

72

AGRI. SERVICES INC.

SOUTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER

.

·.07/94
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Ia.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

:-99-93-02260

10/27/93

01/13/94

SUN REFINERY

10/27/93

JACK FLY

72

:-99-93-02261

10/27/93

11/15/93

NOT NAMED

11/02/93

JACK FLY

72

:-99-93-02262

10/27/93

01/19/94

ERICK DISPOSAL WELL

11/01/93

NOEL PATTEN

OS

:-99-93-02263

10/27/93

11/05/93

ERICK DISPOSAL WELL

11/0S/93

NOEL PATTEN

OS

:-99-93-02265

10/28/93

01/13/94

SUN REFINERY

10/28/93

JACK FLY

72

: - 9 9 - 9 3 - 02 2 6 6

10/28/93

11/04/93

SUN REFINERY

11/02/93

JACK FLY

72

:-99-93-02267

10/38/93

01/13/94

SUN REFINERY

10/28/93

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-02272

10/28/93

02/04/94

J.P. EMCO

01/28/94

GAY RUSSEL

62

-99-93-02282

11/01/93

03/03/94

MARY HURLEY HOSPITAL

KEVIN BARNARD

15

-99-93-02285

11/01/93

12/03/93

UNKNOWN

12/03/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02288

10/30/93

02/11/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

01/28/94

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

-99-93-02292

10/31/93

11/03/93

NOT NAMED,

11/02/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02295

11/01/93

03/01/94

ORGANIGRO

01/04/94

KEVIN BARNARD

01

-99-93-02312

11/01/93

12/17/93

SUN REFINERY

11/01/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02314

11/03/93

03/02/94

LONE STAR

01/04/94

PAM SNYDER-OSMUN

49

-99-93-02321

11/03/93

11/22/93

MR. SCOTT

11/17/93

ROBERT HUBER

19

-99-93-02324

11/03/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02326

11/03/93

02/14/94

SATTCO

I

I

JERRY MATTHEWS

07

-99-93-02329

11/01/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE NOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02330

11/01/93

01/18/94

SUN OIL

I

I

LYNNE 1'10SS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99··93-02331

11/01/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

LYNUE HOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

tplaint

o~

~

I

I

(

(

r--

13/07/94
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report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Investigator

County
Locat1on

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

I

I
I

VIRGIL

72

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

1],/08/93

CURT GOELLER

55

GENERAL BUILDER SUPPLIES

02/15/94

TOM HUDSON

55

01/06/94

WAYNOKA COOP ASSOCIATION

01/06/94

JAY HERNING

76

11/02/93

02/11/94

REFINERY?

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-99-93-02359

11/02/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-99-93-02360

11/02/93

02/11194

SUN

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

29:2 ... 9-93-02361

11/03/93

02/11/94

REFINERY?

I
I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-::19-93-02363

11/03/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-99-93-02364

11/03/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL

I
I

I
I
I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-99-93-02365

11/03/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-99-93-02366

11/03/93

02/11194

SUN

I

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

292-99-93-02368

11/08/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL

72

11/09/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

292-99-93-02369

I
I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02373

11/08/93

03/02/94

HENRYETTA PALLETT COMPANY

MARVIN BOATRIGHT

56

292-99-93-02376

11/04/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

72

11/04/93

02/16/94

SUN REFINERY

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

292-99-93-02377

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02381

11/04/93

02111/94

SUN REFINERY

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02382

11/09/93

11/12/93

DHS

ROBIN TYREE

42

:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

292-99-93-02333

11/02/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

292-99-93-02336

11/02/93

01/18/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02337

11/02/93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02339

11/04/93

12/17193

OG&E MUSTANG POWER PLANT

292-99-93-02346

11/05/93

02/15/94

292-99-93-02348

11/04/93

292-99-93-02358

-

Resolve
Date

11/09/93

I
I
I

11/10/93

LYNNE

MOS~/DAVISON

07/94

)

.
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.s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

1plaint
lo.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

!-99-93-02383

11/04/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

!-99-93-02385

11/06/93

03/01/94

SUN REFINERY

!-99-93-02387

11/06/93

02/11/94

!-99-93-02389

11/07/93

!-99-93-02391

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1c

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

SUN REFINERY

I
I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

11/09/93

03/01/94

COOP ELEVATOR

DAVID KILMER

37

!-99-93-02392

11/07/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

!-99-93-02393

11/!p /93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

!-99-93-02394

11/09/93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

!-99-93-02401

11/10/93

01/07/94

JAMES GRAVES

CLYDE MASON

58

!-99-93-02403

11/09/93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

!-99-93-02407

11/10/93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

:-99-93-02408

11/10/93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

:-99-93-02409

11/10/93

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

:-99-93-02411

11/10/93

12/17/93

SUN REFINERY

:-99-93-02413

11/10/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

:-99-93-02414

11/10/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

.-99-93-02415

11/10/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

-99-93-02416

11/10193

03/01/94

OIL CENTER BUILDING

-99-93-02417

11/10/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

I

:-99-93-02418

11110/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

:-99-93-02419

11/11/93

02/11/94

REFINERIES?

cr-....
\r\

~

02/25/94

12/16/93

I
I

I

LYl'lNE MOSS

72

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

I
I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERE! NEUMANN

72

HERB NEUMANN

72

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

RICHARD KIENLEN

55

I

LY1lNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

I

I

LYllNE l'-10SS/HERB NEUMANN

72

11/17193

11115193

(

(
03/07/94
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This report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Complaint
No.

Date
Rece

Last
11pdate

Against Name

292-99-93-02421

11/11/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02423

11/12/93

12/30/93

PAPER WORK CO.

292-99-93-02426

11/12/93

01/27/94

KELCO

292-99-93-02427

11/12/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02428

11/11/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02429

11/11/93

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02431

11/11/93

03/04/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02432

11/11/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02433

11/11/93

02/11/94

SUN OIL

297 '"'9-93-02434

11/11/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02435

11/11/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02436

11/11/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02439

11 i12/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02467

10/19/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINING

292-99-93-02500
,,

11/19/93

03/03/94

JACKSON'S WRECKING AND HAULING SERV

292-99-93-02504

11/18/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINING

292-99-93-02506

11/18/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINING

292-99-93-02512

11/18/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02513

11/18/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02517

11/22/93

11/24/93

CO-OP OF BROKEN ARROW

292-99-93-02518

11/18/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

Investigator

County
Locat1on

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN.

72

11/12/93

DON WATSON

72

01/27/94

KEVIN BARNARD

56

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMAIDI

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEtJT:

~ :tl

72

iii!.UMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS/HERB NEUMANN

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

CRAIG LANGLEY

37

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

BERNIE NALLY

72

LYNNE MOSS/DAVISON VIRGIL

72

Resolve
Date

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
/.
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

11/24/93

I

I

LYNNE MOSS/HEI-:1.

...
07194

)
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

tplaint
lo.

Date
Received

Last
Update.

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1c·

:-99-93-02519

11120193

12117193

SUN REFINERY

11122193

LYNNE MOSS

72

:-99-93-02520

11120193

12128193

SUN REFINERY

11120193

LYNNE MOSS

72

:-99-93-02523

11121/93

12/17/93

SUN REFINERY

11121193

LYNNE MOSS

72

:-99-93-02531

11/23/93

01/04/94

ROCKY SCHAW

01104194

BILL KROPH

77

:-99-93-02535

11/12193

01127194

KELCO

12121194

KEVIN BARNARD

56

:-99-93-02537

11/17/93

01/27194

KELCO

01127194

KEVIN BARNARD

56

·-99-93-02538

111~2193

02/14194

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-93-02539

11122193

02114194

SUN REFINERY

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-93-02547

11123193

02103194

SUN REFINERY

11129193

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-02548

11123193

02103/94

NOT NAMED

11129193

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-02549

11123193

02103194

NOT NAMED

11129193

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-02550

11/24193

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-93-02560

11129193

02103194

WITCO CORP.

12110193

JOHN CULLIN

3.6

-99-93-02562

11129193

12114/93

WITCO CORP

12110193

JOHN CULLIN

36

-99-93-02574

11/29/93

12/17/93

PROGRESSIVE AGRI SERVICE, INC.

11130193

NOEL PATTEN

05

-99-93-02577

11129193

11129193

ARNOLD TURMAN

11129/93

LARRY TATE

63

-99-93-02585

11/30/93

12116/93

WASHINGTON COTTON GIN

12/08193

DEBBIR TAYLOR

44

-99-93-02591

12101/93

12/03193

PHILLIPS 66

12/02/93

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02594

12101193

12110193

12/03193

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02601

12101193

02118194

02107/94

KEVIN BARNARD

34

-99-93-02604

12101/93

03103194

03/01/94

JERRY HATTHEWS

09

~

\.!')

'-..J

WAURIKA, CITY OF

I
I

I

I
I

I

03/07/94

(
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

Complaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat1on

292-99-93-02607

12/02/93

12/13/93

CLEAN-IT SANDBLASTING/PAINTING

12/09/93

CURT GOELLER

55

292-99-93-02611

10/02/93

12/16/93

ALLWARTE RECYCLING INC.

12/06/93

ROBERT HUBER

19

292-99-93-02621

12/06/93

01/14/94

MAGICIAN PAINT BODY SHOP

12/14/93

JOHN D. ETHRIEDGE

72
\,

01/071q4
..
01/26/: 1

GREG RESSEL
LINN WAINER

55

SUN REFINERY

12/19/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

03/03/94

TILLMAN COUNTY COOP

03/03/94

PATRICK FRISBY

71

12/07/93

02/11/94

KELCO

12/21/93

KEVIN BARNARD

56

292-99-93-02643

12/07/93

12/10/93

HILLCREST HEALTH CENTER

12/09/93

CHERYL MARTIN

55

29] ·99-93-02646

12/08/93

12/30/93

NOT NAMED

12/18/93

HERB NEUMANN

72

:19-93-02647

12/01/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02648

12/07/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02649

12/07/93

12/13/93

RICHARD KIENLEN

55

292-99-93-0,2650

12/08/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02651

12/08/93

02/14/94

SUN REFINERY

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02652

12/08/93

02/14/94

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02653

12/08/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02663

12/09/93

02/04/94

KELCO

KEVIN BARNARD

56

292-99-93-02664

12/08/93

02/14/94

SUN OIL

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-93-02666

12/08/93

02/10/94

OKLAHOMA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

RANDALL BRIX

11

292-99-93-02667

12/08/93

02/10/94

STEPP MOBILE HOMES

RANDALL BRI X

11

292-99-93-02628

12/01/'· '

."J/04/94

292-99-93-02631

12/0f

J1/26/94

COUNTY COMMISSIONER

292-99-93-02632

12/0.It93

12/30/93

292-99-93-02634

12/07/93

292-99-93-02642

-29:..

..

·DISTRl~r

3

I
I

I
I

12/10/93

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

01/27/94

I

I

02/09/94

I

I
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Resolve
Date

tplaint
lo.

Date
Received

Last
Update

~-99-93-02670

12109193

03104194

:-99-93-02671

12109193

02117194

!-99-93-02681

12109193

02114/94

:-99-93-02696

12113193

03/04/94

:-99-93-02698

12/10/93

02/17/94

~-99-93-02699

12/13193

02/14/94

REFINERY?

I

~-99-93-02700

12/1.12/93

02/14/94

REFINERY?

I

:-99-93-02705

12112193

02/11/94

FARMER'S COOP GIN

-99-93-02717

12/14/93

-99-93-02722

Against Name

Investigator

County
Locat1o,

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

I

KEVIN BARNARD

73

CAREY BELL

51

I

LYNNE MOSS/BERNIE NALLY

72

I

LYNNE MOSS/BERNIE NALLY

72

02111194

PATRICK FRISBY

71

01/07/94

12116193

PAM OSMUN

49

12/15/93

01/05/94

01105194

DAVID KILMER

47

-99-93-02724

12/15/93

01/10/94

QUICK WAY PIT

12130193

TOM HUDSON

55

-99-93-02730

12/15/93

02/15/94

CHIEF CHEMICAL

02115194

GLEN JONES

73

-99-93-02731

12116193

12/29/93

PALET SYSTEM

12121/93

BERNIE NALLY

72

-99-93-02735

12/16/93

01/03/94

P.M.G. TRADEMARK GRAPHICS

12129193

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

-99-93-02751

12/17/93

03/02/94

OHSC - BSEB

12/21/93

CHERYL MARTIN

55

-99-93-02760

12/21/93

12/23/93

SUN OIL AND REFINING

12123193

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-02761

12121193

02/03/94

NOT NAMED

12123193

JACK FLY

72

-99-93-02765

12121193

02/28194

-99-93-02776

12/22/93

03/03/94

YAFFEE IRON AND METAL

-99-93-02779

12122193

03/03/94

NOBLE MATERIALS

-99-93-02790

12123/93

01104/94

GEORGIAN COURT NURSING HOME

~

'""'-...J

~

SUN OIL

WAGONER CONCRETE READY MIX

01117/94

I

I

CRAIG LANGLEY

37

I

I

KEVIN BERNARD

51

12/30193

KEVIN BARNARD

14

01/03/94

BERNIE NALLY

72

(

(

(

13107194

Page
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report is limited by the following selected criteria:

source Code: 2923
Complaints· from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

:omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

192-99-93-02796

12125193

02114194

SUN OR SINCLAIR

;92-99-93-02797

12125193

12127193

292-99-93-02805

12127193

02104194

ORGANIGRO

292-99-93-02806

12127193

03103194

PSI, INC.

292-99-93-02807

12127193

01103194

NOT NAMED

292-99-93-02808

12127193

01103194

NOT NAMED

292-99-93-02809

12127193

03102194

GREEN, MARIE

292-99-93-02810

12128193

02104194

292-99-93-02811

12128193

01119194

YAFFE METALS

)-93-02812

12128193

01111194

292-99-93-02814

12127193

292-99-93-02818

Investigator

county
Locat1.on

LYNNE MOSS

72

12127193

LYNNE MOSS

40

02104194

JERRY MATTHEWS

Resolve
Date

I

I

I

l.

01

KEVIN BERNARD

73

12129193

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

12129193

DAVISON VIRGIL

72

I

I

I

RANDALL BRIX

73

I

I

DENNIS WHITFIELD

41

01119194

BERNIE NALLY

72

WORD INDUSTRIES ?

01110194

RICK FORBES

59

02115194

RELIANCE PIPELINE

01119194

KEVIN BERNARD

39

12128193

12130193

F&H INC.

12129193

JOHN STERLING

44

292-99-93-02819

12128193

01104194

GEORGIAN COURT NURSHING HOME

01103194

BERNIE NALLY

72

!92-99-93-02820

12128193

02115194

SILVER SPRINGS APARTMENTS

02111194

RHONDA HESTER

72

292-99-93-02825

12129193

03102194

SMITH CO.

01105194

KEVIN BARNARD

19

292-99-93-02834

12130193

01111194

SUN REFINING

01106194

HERB NEUMANN

72

292-99-93-02835

12130193

12130193

SOLID WASTE SYSTEM BUILDING

292-99-93-02842

12130193

02117194

SUN OIL

292-99-93-02843

12131193

02117194

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02844

12131193

02117194

SUN REFINERY

292-99-93-02845

12131193

02115194

SUN REFINERY

292

I
I

I

DON WATSON

72

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I
I
I

I
I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

.
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"s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

nplaint
olo.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

~-99-93-02846

12131193

02115194

SUN REFINERY

~-99-93-02847

12131193

02117194

SUN REFINERY

~-99-93-02848

12131193

02117194

SUN REFINERY

~-99-93-02849

12131193

02115194

SUN REFINERY

~-99-93-02850

12131193

02117194

SUN REFINERY

!-99-94-00010

01101194

02115194

SUN REFINERY

~-99-94-00022

01l(l5l94

02123194

MCGEE, DEAN

!- 99-94-00032

01104/94

03103194

WAGONER CONCRETE READY-MIX

!-99-94-00033

01104194

03103194

WAGONER CONCRETE REDI-MIX

:-99-94-00036

01iOSI94

02115194

REFINERY?

:-99-94-00065

01104194

02115194

SUN REFINING

I
I
I
I

:-99-94-00071

01110194

03103194

MCALESTER ARMY AMMUNITION DEPOT

I

:-99-94-00072

01107194

02104194

DOLE SELLS

:-99-94-00073

01108194

02115194

REFINERY?

:-99-94-00079

01109194

02104194

DALWORTH TRUCKING, W. R. STABBS

-99-94-00085

01110194

02115194

SUN REFINERY

-99-94-00113

01114194

02114194

WITCO

-99-94-00124

01114194

01119194

-99-94-00130

01118194

-99-94-00144
-99-94-00163

{S'

~
--.......

Resolve
Date

I
I
I
I
I
I

Investigator

County
Locat1on

I
I
I
I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

CURT GOELLER

55

KEVIN BARNARD

73

KEVIN BARNARD

73

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

KEVIN BARNARD

61

BOB BJI.TES

68

LYNNE

72

02122194

I
I
I
I
I

02104194

I

I

MOSS

MARVIN BOATRIGHT

56

LYNNE MOSS

72

02107194

JEFF DYE

36

OEXCO

0111BI94

CURT GOELLER

55

01120194

BEELINE SCRAP METAL

01119194

MARVIN BOATRIGHT

56

01115194

02122194

BURKETT, NOEL AND GLEND L PARRISH

PAM WATSON

48

01119194

02111194

NOBLE 1'-tATERIALS

JERRY HATTHEWS

14

01110194

I

I

I

I

01/2 8 /9·1

('

(

(
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This report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 01101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

Complaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

292-99-94-00164

01114194

02111194

NOBLE MATERIALS

01128194

JERRY MATTHEWS

14

292-99-94-00168

01119194

02104194

HOLIDAY MECHANICAL SERVICES

01/31194

CLIFFORD PETTIJOHN

26

292-99-94-00170

01120194

02123194

MOORE, GERALD

02123194

JOHN SMITH

66

292-99-94-00175

01121194

01121194

METAL SERVICES

01125194

GLEN CASTLEBERRY

72

292-99-94-00183

01114 '··:

i

292-99-94-00184

01121194

292-99-94-00185

Count~

Locat1ou

CHAVARRIA, MARTIN & TRENE

I

I

KEVIN BARNARD

75

02115194

SUNCO

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

01121194

02115194

SUNOCO REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-94-00195

01124194

01125194

ORYX

GREG BELCHER

62

292-99-94-00201

01121194

02115194

SUN REFINING

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292·"9-94-00202

01121194

02115194

REFINERY?

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-J9-94-00205

01121/94

02115194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-94-00207

01121194

02115194

JOHN CULLIN

36

292-99-94-00212

01125194

02115194

REFINERY?

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-94-00216

01124194

02115194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-94-00217

01124194

02115194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-94-00219

01124194

02103194

WITCO CORP.

02101194

JOHN CULLIN

36

292-99-94-00226

01126194

02111194

JERRY SMITHY RECYCLING

02110194

CAREY BELL

51

292-99-94-00227

01126/94

02115194

SUN CO

LYNNE MOSS

72

292-99-94-00228

01126194

03103194

OKLAHOMA STEEL AND WIRE

03103194

JERRY MATTHEWS

48

292-99-94-00229

01126194

02114194

WITCO

01126194

JEFF DYE

36

292-99-94-00230

01126194

02111194

SANTE FE RAIL ROAD

JOHN CULLIN

36

3103194

01125194

01131194

I

I

I

I

07194
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

plaint
0.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

Resolve
Date

Investigator

County
Locat10"

-99-94-00234

01126194

03101194

C.Z. GEDNEY NELSON

02111194

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

-99-94-00239

01126194

02115194

REFINERY?

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00240

01126194

02/15194

REFINERY?

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00241

01/26194

02115194

REFINERY?

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00242

01126194

02115194

SUN REFINERY

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00243

01/26/94

02/15194

REFINERY?

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00245

01/.;!6194

02115194

REFINERY?

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00246

01/26/94

02/15/94

REFINERY?

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00248

01127194

03/03194

CLINTON COTTON OIL MILL

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

KEVIN BARNARD

20

-99-94-00250

01128/94

02103194

WHITCO

JOHN CULLIN

36

-99-94-00262

01129194. 03103194

PSI, INC.

I

KEVIN BARNARD

73

-99-94-00283

02101194

03104194

CONTROL POWER

I

PAT FRISBY

10

-99-94-00288

02101194

02109194

SUN REFINERY

02109194

JOHN ETHRIEDGE, R.S.

72

-99-94-00289

02101194

02109/94

SUN REFINERY

02109194

JOHN ETHRIEDGE, R.S.

72

·99-94-00304

02102194

03101/94

ADA AIRCRAFT PAINT INC.

02104194

GREG BELCHER

62

·99-94-00306

02/01194

02115/94

NOBLE MATERIAL

02110194

KEVIN BARNARD

14

·99-94-00308

02102194

02115/94

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

·99-94-00309

02102194

02111/94

KOCH HYDROCARBON TRUCK STATION

I

I

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

·99-94-00315

02103194

02103/94

REFINERY?

I

I

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

·99-94-00316

02103194

02115194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

·99-94-00323

02103194

02111194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

\.)'

\!\

~
..

\.

I
I

02101194

I
I

~~:-:--.

(
13/07/94

r

(

(

I
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Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07/01/93
Un-Resolved Complaints
Resolved Compla1nts

,.

:::omplaint
No.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

292-99-94-00325

02/03/94

02/11/94

REFINERY?

I

292-99-94-00326

02/03/94

02/11/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-94-00327

02/03/94

02/17/94

SUN REFINERY

I
I

292-99-94-00333

02/04/94

02/15/94

LARRY ALBIN

292-99-94-00344

02/07 /~1·1

02/07/94

KOCH PETROLEUM

I

292-99-94-00345

02/07/94

02/17/94

SUN OIL

I

292-99-94-00346

02/07/94

02/25/94

WITCO CORP.

292-99-94-00350

02/07/94

02/15/94

SUN REFINERY

I

292-99-94-00351

02/07/94

02/15/94

WAYNE CHILDERS

292

1-94-00354

02/07/94

02/25/94

YAFFE METALS,

292-99-94-00355

02/04/94

02/15/94

SUN?

I

292-99-94-00356

02/05/94

02/15/94

SUN REFINERY

I

292-99-94-00357

02/05/94

02/17/94

SUN REFINERY

292-99-94-();0359

02/06/94

02/15/94

SUN REFINERY

I
I

292-99-94-00360

02/05/94

02/28/94

WITCO

292-99-94-00361

02/05/94

03/04/94

292-99-94-00362

02/05/94

292-99-94-00365

Investigator

County
Locat1on

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

Resolve
Date

LYNNE MOSS

1

72

JEFFERY LAWLER

69

I

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

KEVIN BARNARD

36

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

I

CLYDE MASON

18

I

I
I

ALAN BARTLETT/BERNIE NALLY?

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

02/16/94

KEVIN BARNARD

36

WITCO

02/16/94

KEVIN BARNARD

36

02/28/94

WITCO

02/16/94

KEVIN BARNARD

36

02/08/94

02/09/94

WALKER, ANDY

292-99-94-00383

02/10/94

03/03/94

292-99-94-00384

02/10/94

292-99-94-00394

02/10/94

-

-

02/15/94

02/16/94

INC.

I

JOHN ETHRIEDGE

72

ROCKWALL SAW MILL

I
I

I

GREG WORRELL

45

03/03/94

ROCKWALL INTERNATIONAL

I

I

GREG WORRELL

45

03/03/94

CREEK COUNTY COMMISSIONER

ROBERT HUBER

19

02/14/94

)7 194
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report is limited by the following selected criteria:

l

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

~laint

).

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

-99-94-00403

02113194

03103194

CHEVARIA, MARTIN

-99-94-00406

02112194

03104194

REFINERY?

-99-94-00407

02115194

02123194

REFINERY?

-99-94-00409

02113194

03104194

SINCLAIR OIL

-99-94-00410

02113194

03104194

SUN REFINERY

-99-94-00411

02113194

03104194 'REFINERY?

·99-94-00415

02/'\1.5194

02117194

PEOPLE ELECTRIC COOP

·99-94-00417

02111194

03103194

WITCO

·99-94-00419

02115194

02115194

SINCLAIR OIL?

·99-94-00421

02115194

03103194

·99-94-00428

02116194

02116194

REFINERY?

99-94-00432

02116194

03104194

REFINERY?

99-94-00433

02116194

03104194

REFINERY?

99-94-00434

02116194

02122194

CITY OF MANGUM

99-94-00437

02117194

03104194

CIMARRON CEDAR co.

99-94-00439

02117194

03104194

REFINERY?

99-94-00442

02116194

03104194

REFINERY?

99-94-00443

02117194

02123194

VARNUM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

99-94-00444

02116194

03104194

SUN REFINERY

99-94-00445

02116194

03104194

99-94-00446

02116194

03104194

~

V\

~

Resolve
Date

Investigator

countr
Locat c-·

PAT FRISBY

75

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

02116194

GREG BELCHER

62

02116194

KEVIN BARNARD

36

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

RICK AUSTIN

74

JACK FLY

72

JACK FLY

72

JACK FLY

72

JOHNNA KERR

28

I

JERRY MATTHEWS

67

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

MAX BURNETT

67

I
I
I
I
I

02118194

I
I
I

02117194

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

REFINERY?

I
I

LYNNE MOSS

72

REFINERY?

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72
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I

Complaints Summary
Printed By: EAKIN
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s report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

"

,

Resolve
Date

County

plaint
o.

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

-99-94-00447

02116194

03104194

REFINERY?

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00449

02117194

02117194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00457

02118194

03104194

SUN REFINERY

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00458

02117194

03104194

WITCO

I

KEVIN BARNARD

36

-99-94-00461

02/16194

03104/94

SUN REFINERY

I
I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00462

02/18194

03/04194

SUN 01L

I

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00466

02/.l1BI94

03103194

CLAREMORE, CITY OF

JOHN SMITH

66

-99-94-00468

02118194

03/04/94

SUN REFINERY

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00474

02/22/94

03104/94

REFINERY?

LYNNE MOSS

72

-99-94-00475

02/18194

03/01194

SHARP'S CLEANERS

02125194

DEBBIE TAYLOR

14

02125194

ROBERT HUBER

19

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

I

LYNNE MOSS

72

ROBERT HUBER

19

--

-

-99-94-00476

02122194

03102194

WALKER, CLAUDE

-99-94-00483

02122194

03104194

REFINERY?

-99-94-00487

02122194

03104194

REFINERY?

--- ..

03101194

I
I

I
I

I
I

Investigator

Locat1o~

·~·-

-99-94-00489

02/22/94

03/03/94

CLAUDE WALDER

-99-94-00492

02122194

03103194

GARY'S AUTO BODY

-99-94-00505

02123194

02/23194

-99-94-00506

02123194

02125194

FINCHUM, JAJ-1ES

-99-94-00512

02124194

03104194

SHEARS & SONS MANUFACTURING

-99-94-00513

02/23194

03/04/94

CHIEF CHEMICAL
TINKER AIR FORCE BASE

-99-94-00517

02124194

03101194

:-99-94-00518

02124194

02124194

)

02125194

I

I

ROBIN TYREE

42

I

I

TJOBERT HUBER

19

CURT GOELLER

55

KEVIN BARNARD

33

02125194

I

-

I

PH ILL BOWERS
03103194
02125194
PAJ-1 DEWOODY
-. ---------!
I'Al-1 VIATSON
'

)

'

73
55
48
.•

•., !

)

)7 194

~
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report is limited by the following selected criteria:

Source Code: 2923
Complaints from: 07101193
Un-Resolved Com~laints
Resolved Compla1nts

>laint
).

Date
Received

Last
Update

Against Name

-99-94-00520

02118194

03104194

SUN REFINING

-99-94-00542

02128194

03104194

WAGONER CONCRETE READY MIX

-99-94-00546

02128194

03101194

WOOD DESIGN

-99-94-00553

02128194

03103194

REFINERY

-99-94-00558

02126194

03101194

GENEVA WALKER

-99-94-00560

02126194

03101194

SUN REFINERY

-99-94-00577

031~2194

03102194

JP EMCO

·99-94-00580

03102194

03104194

COMMERCE RESIN

·99-94-00583

03102194

03102194

JOHN ZINC CORP.

·99-94-00585

03103194

03103194

REFINERY

·99-94-00589

03103194 . 03103194

REFINERY

99-94-00605

03103194

03104194

JUDD

99-94-00607

03103194

03104194

SUN REFINERY

99-94-00611

03104194

03104194

SINCLAIRE

99-94-00613

03103194

03107194

KELCO

99-94-00615

03104194

03107194

NAIL HOUSE

99-94-00618

03104194

03107194

BRAUM'S

99-94-00624

03104194

03107194

WEST, REEVES

99-94-00628

03105194

99-94-00631

03106194

\)"--

\..A

~

'-..\

I

STEVE

Resolve
Date

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

03101194

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

03107194

I

I

03104194

Investigator

County
Locat1or

LYNNE MOSS

72

KEVIN BARNARD

73

CURT GOELLER

55

LYNNE MOSS

72

CURT GOELLER

55

LYNNE MOSS

72

GREG BELCHER

62
66
74

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

BERNIE NALLY

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

LYNNE MOSS

72

MARVIN BOATRIGHT

56

DON PENDERGRAPH

16

DAVID JONES

44

I

I

53

03107194

I

57

03107194

I

I
I

55

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
COUNCIL MEETING
JUNE 14,1994

-

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

JUNE 2, 1994

TO:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

FROM: fm't,DOYLE MCWffiRTER, PROGRAM DIRECTOR
ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE SECTION

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED SUBCHAPTER 24 •
PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN, FEED OR SEED
OPERATIONS

A Committee composed of Air Quality Council members, Oklahom Grain & Feed Industry
Representatives and Air Quality staff members was established as a result of the April12, 1994
Air Quality Council Meeting. This committee was charged with the responsibility to write a
consolidated final draft of proposed Subchapter 24.
Meetings were held on May 6, 18 and 31, 1994. Agendas and notes on discussion of these
meetings are provided (see Attachment I).·
·
Members ·of the committee have reached agreement on proposed Subchapter 24 and provide the
attached revision for your consideration (see Attachment II).

-

·-

-

..•

-

MEETING AGENDA
FRIDAY MAY 6,. 1994

10:00 A. M.
AIR EMISSIONS ISSUES
: OKLAHOMA GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION
. AND.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY PROGRAM

-

AND
SELECTED MEMBERS OF THE
OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
I.
II.
III.

-

INTRODUCTIONS
OBJECTIVES AND CONCERNS
ISSUES
A. TITLE V APPLICABILITY
B. SYNTHETIC MINOR OPTION
C. AP-42 VS. OTHER . EMISSION OPTIONS
1. MATERIAL BALANCE
2. STACK TESTING
D. PROCESS WEIGHT TABLE
E. OPACITY REGULATIONS
1. MODELING ,.2. OFFSETS
F. ENFORCEMENT ISSUES

Grain & Feed/Air Qualit) :.:.. .aeting

May 6, 1994

Dan Kent
Triangle Cooperative service co.
P.O. Box 1189
Enid, Oklahoma
73702
405-237-4276
Rick Tettman
W.B.J.
Box 1307
Enid, Oklahoma
405-233-5800

73072

Joe N. Hampton
Oklahoma Grain and Feed Aeeoc.
P.O. Box 1747
Enid, Oklahoma 73072
405_;.233-1528
·Ray Hasselwander
Farmers Cooperative Association
Box 276
Tonkawa, Oklahoma
405-765-5736
Mike Mahoney
Wheeler Brothers Grain Company
Box 29
Watunga, Oklahoma 73772 .
405-623-7223

-

Debbie Perry
ODEQ
Air Quality Division
4545 N. Lincoln, Suite 250
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405-271-5220
Doyle McWhirter
ODEQ
Air Quality Division
4545 N. Lincoln, Suite 250
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405-271-5220
Larry Byrum
ODEQ
Air Quality Division
4545 N. Lincoln, Suite 250
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405-271..:.5220
Bill Fishback
Kerr McGee Corporation
P.O. Box 25861
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
405-270-2537

-

Meribeth Slagel!
Route 1, Box 111
Hydro, Oklahoma 7 304B

73125

GRAIN &: FEED COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
MAY 06,

~994

4545 N. LINCOLN BLVD.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

(BURG.ANDY ROOM)

·-

-

FEED AND GRAIN COMMITTEE MEETING ·
Bill Fishback, counc~l chairman, opened the meeting and ask each
attendee to introduce themselves. He asked F&G to explain their
goals and objectives.
concerns of the Grain and· Feed Association:
-Avoid Title V
-Achieving compliance with ~pplicable rules.
1. Modify existing rules so that compliance can be
achieved.
2. Develop a new rule.
-Want to be treated no more stringently than other states •
. 3 issues which remain unresolved in development of Subchapter 24:
-opacity limits
-Emission factors .
-Addition of feed-and seed facilities

-

Reason for including other facilities such as feed mill and seed
cleaning operations:
-All related, don't want to go through this process again for
these facilities
DEQ Objectives (Doyle McWhirter)
-Wants no unfair advantages from other states.
-Wants to be similar in our program to other states.
-Wants to help F&G and other industries to avoid Part 70
applicability.
._
-Develop new rule that industry will be able to comply with hopefully with self-determination of compliance. ·
-considered using PM-10 monitors.
Bill Fishback attended a recent Title V workshop in Mississippi and
explained some of the issues discussed there. The basic problem
for grain industries in using AP-42 for each of the emission points
listed is that this will cause many elevators to be Title V sources
which are actually minor sources. An option to avoid this is a
Synthetic Minor permit which provides feder~lly enforceable limits.
This seems logical since elevators don't typically run 8,760 hours
per year.
All elevators in Mississippi using AP-42 and maximum capacity
(8760 hrsjyr) are Title V sources. They are recommending all to
apply for synthetic Minor permits.
There is a strong argument that putting on control equipment
may cause more deaths than leaving themoff. ·But controls are not
the only alternative - limiting hours of operation could also be
used to limit emissions.
·
"Effective" operating hours could be obtained by taking
throughput divided by capacity of leg. This may not account for
variations in leg speed used. If load is 1 million bushels with
cups full it will take a certain number of hours. If you load the

same amount half full it will take a different number of hours.
Emissions related to not only total throughput but total hours
emissions-are exposed to air.
Effective hours could be negotiated on a case-by-case basis
based on variations in leg rate,
when facilities know their
typical leg rate and % full in leg cups.
This would drop the
majority of elevators out of Title V.
Need to only count hours
when grain is moving.
Example of 1 million bushels elevated with a 10, ooo bushel per
hour leg operating at 75% capacity gives 133 "effective" hours of
operation.
Bill Fishback suggested that potential emissions could be
calculated using AP-42 and a ratio of actual operating hours to the
number of hours in a year.
This .is based on the assumption that
AP-42 gives the maximum potential to emit for 8, 760 hours in a
year.
DEQ staff indicated that. AP-42 is believed to give an
estimate of emissions based on throughput regardless of the hours.
· Calculations:
1 million bujyr maximum potential to emit
30,000 tonsjyr

X

at only 876 bujyr

-

8.6 lb/ton

=

129 tons/yr

take 876/8760 ratio

times max potential to emit at 8760
= 129 tonjyr X 876/8760 = 12.9 tonjyr
Basis: Materials moved at half speed would have half the emissions
This type of calculation would help elevators avoid applicability
to Title V, however, the validity of these calculations is
questionable.
Everyone involved agrees that AP-4 2 factors are probably not
representative. Taking a percentage·reduction of AP-42 would only
produce another unrepresentative estimate. Emission factors are a
big area of disagreement. If a leg is not exposed, AQD agrees that
it is not considered an emission point. Emissions need to be based
on scientifically defendable data.
AQD encouraged G&FA to do material balance to get individual
emissions at each facility.
Even if MRI . study was perfectly
correct, it was only correct for that facility at which it was
done.
Concerns expressed by G&FA:
-some facilities never empty
-doesn't account for dust which settles on site
-don't take moisture readings,.on all loads

,-....

Bill Fishback explained this method would not be appropriate on a
daily basis because it wouldn't give an accurate account for each
day since you would never know the change in inventory on a daily
basis. A material balance would have to be on an annual basis (or

harvest).
input : + ··change in accumulation = output
-take as many moisture samples as is necessary to represent
moisture loss - industry would decide how often.
The change in
accumulation minus any documented losses would be considered the
emissions.
How do you account for emissions settling on site?
-Impact modeling (treating facility as a single point source)
-uses temperature, height, velocity/flow rate
-ISCST
-ISCLT
-TSCREEN
-Models use stack parameters, emission rate, meteorology to
determine impact and compliance with NAAQS for PM-10. Modeling is
only an estimate with a wide margin of error.
However, it is a
good tool to help determine placement of ambient air monitors.
Dispersion modeling is anacceptable means of evidence in a court
of law.
-could use this in reverse to set limits on max emission rate
which is below NAAQS standards
-emission rate is directionally proportional to predicted
concentration

-

"Fishback's Formula"
Bujyr
lbs

1,000,000
X
60

lbsjyr
lbsjton

60,000,000

2,ooo

1
X

I

based on 1,000,000 bushels/year

30,000
tonjyr grain
8.6 (AP-42) lbsjton dust
258,000

2,ooo

lbsjyr dust
tonjyr dust

129

tonjyr dust

876
8760

X

129

=

12.9 tonjyr

If facility has maximum process capability of 1,000,000 bujyr,
Maximum potential to emit will allow you to safely use this
formula.
Instead of AP-42:

-

.

-Get some other emissions estimate •.
-Measure emissions from individual facilities.
-MRI study not truly representative of all grain elevators.

-Each facility do a material balance and find their own
maximum capacity# instead of (AP-42).
-Measure losses during maximum working period to find maximum
potential to emit.
concern
-some facilities are never empty therefore makes an accurate
number difficult to find; doesn't account for settling.
Response
_
-Need to know change in level over a year or season.
-Whatever amount of loss is unaccountable is an emission. Do
a material balance and compare to AP-42 to get.the best #'s.
Concern:
-Is settlement on facility's.property a concern under the
Clean Air Act?
.-Does AP-42 account for loss on-site?
Particulate Sizes:
-Is it appropriate to consider only particles less than 20
microns in size?
-To use 20 micron particle size is inaccurate because
according to studies, even particles this size will carry
long distances therefore it does not guarantee settlement on
property. Tbere is a great margin of error due to many
variables.
-Even with good particle size data, it seems that even small
particles will carry long distances.
-Monitor/sampler could be used to indicate how far
particulate actually travels.
Monitoring
~AQD would prefer to work with G&FA to utilize their input on
scheduling and site selection for the PM~lO Monitors.
-~onitoring study could show whether emissions do or don't
· impact surrounding area. Would show how much goes onfoff
property.
-Do modeling to find optimum placement of monitors.
-Find maximum impact area and put monitor there to prove that
even at worse case scenario, facility does not exceed
standards. Therefore, there is no need for additional
equipment to control emissions.
-Monitoring does not necessarily keep facility out of Title V. ·
-this is EPA acceptable methodology.
-Modeling is not designed to replace monitoring however it
does reduce the number of monitors used.
-Modeling could show there is no need for bags or other
equipment.
-opacity would be easier to l~wer if modeling shows it to be
in compliance with NAAQS limits.
·
-Methodology is needed to determine compliance with rules.
-Methodology needs to be economical.
-Visible emissions are the most economic tool to determine
compliance •

.•

-Bullet testing with PM-10 monitors
-Individual location should keep notes on activities in their
immediate surroundings (ie. harvest times, etc.) to help
determine time and placement of monitors and to help rule out
emissions from other sources.
Proposed study to determine opacity levels
-Modeling and/or monitoring to look at compliance with NAAQS.
-Modeling could allow each facility to set its own
opacity levels?
-Modeling could give individual opacity limits for each
elevator site.
-opacity study will be pending an agreement on reading times
(6 minute consecutive readings, does that stop between
loads?) and Method 9 procedures.
-AQD is willing to host a special smoke school to help grain
industries get their personnel certified •
. -Both AQD and G&FA.would like to see many more opacity
readings at loading and unloading areas at different
facilities.
-study would consider number of complaints received.
-cost analysis for control equipment would be a factor.
-study would consider the risk of potential employee exposure
and explosive hazard due to requiring control equipment
What is the definition of Process Equipment?
..-.-

Fugitive dust -vs- process emissions
-Need a resolution of the definitions of fugitive dust -vsprocess emissions.
-Do readings to determine actual loading and unloading
emissions.
How will Method 9 apply to facilities with sheds?
-Is the process continuous between cars/loads?
-Where is the reading taken?
Feed & Grain does not see the need for controls at load-out because
few complaints are made against elevators and they are generally
well supported by their communities.
complaints
-At what point does AQ investigate? within 2 days of
notification.
·
-Without standards how can there be an end to some complaints?
-F&GA feels that complaints could better be handled by AQD
notifying facilities ·to allow them the opportunity to resolve
the issue.

.. -.

What is the deadline for Title V? __
-Title V applications must be-submitted within one year from
the date AQD receives EPA approval of Title V program.
(November 1995?)
-AQD believes that Synthetic Minor permits must be issued
before approval of the Title V program. Therefore, AQD is

recommending all facilities wanting a Synthetic Minor permit
sub~i t the ASAP.
AQD has asked EPA for clarification on this
issue.
Process Weight Rate Allowable
-Using AP-42 violates process weight rate allowable and
opacity.
-could use results from monitoring to set a different
allowable hourly emission based on process weight rate.
-Subchapter 24 could provide alternative process weight rate
allowable as long as it can be shown that the rates would not
violate the NAAQS.
Feed Mill and Seed Plants
-AQ contends that there is not enough background
information/knowledge to deal with them yet
-current rules are applicable now to Feed Mills, seed Plants,
and every other industry which emits.
-AQD believes most of these facilities are already in
compliance. .
-Expansion of rules·will be considered pending further
exploration of processes at these other types of facilities.

~err
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MEETIN"G AGENDA
WEDNESDAY MAY 18 1994
10:00 A. M.
AIR EMISSIONS ISSUES
OKLAHOMA GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION

AND
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY·
AIR QUALITY PROGRAM

AND
SELECTED MEMBERS OF THE
OKLAHOMA AIR QUAUTY COUNCIL

I.

REVIEW OF MAY 6, 1994 MEETING MINUTES

II.

DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY
·MODELING RESULTS

ill.

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE AP..42
FUGITIVE EMISSION CALCULATION

METHODS

,·

IV.

DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED INDUSTRY
SUBCHAPTER 24 (MAY 12, 1994)

V.

DISCUSSION OF EMISSIONS . MONITORING

"MEETING OF
-

OKLAHOMA GRAIN & FEED ASSOCIATION

AND ODEQ/AIR QUALITY DIVISION

MAY 18, 1994
LINCOLN PLAZA
4545 N LINCOLN BLVD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Air Quality Council
Mike Hughes
Bill Fishback
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell
ODEQ/Air Quality
Doyle McWhirter
Debbie Perry
Farmers Coop
Ray Hasselwander
Oklahoma Coop Council
Curt Roggow
Wheeler Bros. Grain Co.
Mike Mahoney
W. B. Johnsori
Rick Treeman

RECAP OF MAY 6 MEETING

Bill Fishback opened the meeting with a review of the previous .meetings notes and last agenda.
1. Discussion of Title V subjectivity and AP-42.
-It was agreed to use AP-42 factors (.9 lbs/ton) and to give credit for controls:
90% for oil
50% for baffells
-It was agreed that AP-42 is flawed, but agreement has not been reached as to whether
it is too high or too low.
2. Discussion·of Synthetic Minor option to limit hours of operation and get below Title V.
-Using AP-42 factors on a throughput basis does not account for hours of operation.
-It was agreed that using wattage to obtain hours of operation is not practical for this
industry.

3. Feed and Grain industry seeks relief from opacity limits.
-This is reflected in the rewrite of Subchapter 24 and alternative opacity in Subchapter

25.

0

-It is agreed that according to NAAQS, industry must show compliance.
-Method 9 will be performed using 6' consecutive minute readings.
-A 2 year study on opacity will be implemented.

4. Discussion of results of preliminary modeling by Debbie Pe!ry and Bill Fishback on
SCREEN.
-Model overestimates and predicts major violations.
5. Discussion of Offsets.
-As long as the end result (in terms of amount of emission reduction) is the same, one
source can be controlled as opposed to .2 or more.

MAY 18 MEETING NOTES

I.

Method 9 Discussion
A. Method 9 was designed for continuous processes and is therefore not the most
appropriate method for this industry.
B. There are other methods available, however at this point in time Method 9 is written
into the rule as the EPA accepted method of opacity readings.
C. Need to develop a control/opacity methodology for industries with intermittent
process like Feed & Grain utilizes.

II.

. Bill Fishback suggested that F&G has 3 main options/choices to help them achieve
continuous compliance.
A. Control Equipment
1. F&G expressed that this option would be too costly.
B. Testing/Monitoring
1. Ambient concentration testing, Hi-Vol sampling with PM-10 monitors to find
off-property impact.
a. AQD will provide PM-10 monitors and do analysis of data.
b. F&G will provide power on sites where monitors are placed.
c. Site selection will be done by AQD with consideration of input from
F&G.
d. Monitors will be placed:
1. At terminal elevators (for worse case scenario)
2. Upwind
3. Downwind

2. Emissions testing at the source.
a. F&G industry will do stack testing to determine elevator emissions.
b. Accurate emissions data from stack testing can be used to obtain more
accurate results from modeling.
3. Opacity testing.
a. Opacity will be determined using Method 9.
4. If a correlation between the above occurs, then using opacity (Method 9) only
to regulate would be justified.
C. One time EPA Method V stack testing.
1. Very costly to F&G (approx. $5000/day).
III.

Testing/Monitoring Discussions
A. Testing concerns and responses to those concerns.
1. Are results of tests representative?

2. Are particulates coming from the industry source or from other unrelated ·
. sources? High Vol samplers will be used to reduce other particulate (ie. from
other sources such as wheat harvest fields, etc.).
3. Where would PM-10 monitors be located? Locations would be both upwind
and downwind and suggestions from F &G on location will be considered.
B. If data was available for this industry, perhaps EPA would adopt them nationally.
IV.

-

AP-42 discussions.

A. Grain factors could be based on MRI study of iron ore.
B. Processes of iron ore and F&G industries are not similar enough to make these types
of comparisons.
C. Should factors for fugitive dust be used instead?
D. Could recalculate using iron ore factors adjusting the density for grain.
E. Correct number probably somewhere in between fugitive dust and listed grain factors.
F. It was agreed to do monitoring to discern more accurate factors for F &G.
G..9 can be used for facilities where emissions come predominantly from loading and
unloading.
H. Any facility with pressurized vents must install controls for those vents or seal them
off.
I. All pressurized vents not associated with loading and unloading must have control
devices OR be enclosed if there are visible emissions. Control devices for these vents
should be passive (eg. sock or manifold).
J. Some grain handling facilities have emissions aside from loading and unloading. After
Subchapter 24, these "other" emissions need to be addressed.
K. Categories of emission points:
1. Loading & unloading = 0.9%
55% unloading opacity
65% loading opacity
2. Controlled vents = AP-42 X (!-efficiency)
20% opacity
3. Uncontrolled vents
a. Pressurized: > or = 20% opacity --- >enclosure or passive control
device
b. Unpressurized: 10% opacity only
V. Title V discussions.
A. Title V includes all facilities. All emitters must file an application.
B. Title V permitting determined on cumulative pollutant emissions.
C. What defines "new" and "existing" facilities under Title V.
D. What is the law concerning "shutdowns".
E. Synthetic Minor permit applications to be filed by 11-95. After that date, Title V
application/permit will be the only method of getting a permit.
VI.

Discussion of a proposed method to capture and measure particulates from unloading.
A. Trucks would be driven into an enclosed structure.
B. Create a vacuum and fllter out fugitive dust with a bag.

.

1. Locate hose intake for bag catch at a point remote from actual unloading.
c. Divide bag catch (pounds) by amount of grain dumped (tons).
D. Procedure would be repeated numerous times with several grain types in order to
obtain a realistic average.
E. Discussion occurred in regards to modifying the above procedure for use with railcar
unloading.
1. Railcar unloading does not occur inside an enclosed or enclosable structure.
2. It is agreed that the above method is not feasible for railcar unloading.

.. ,

'•.

vn.

Determination of continuous compliance.
A. AQD needs a short-term and long-term method of determining Maximum Allowable
Throughput.
B. F&G will provide cumulative throughput totals for any given point in the calendar

year.
VITI.

Next meeting scheduled for May 31, 1994 at lOam.

-

MEETING AGENDA
TUESDAY MAY 31, 1994
10:00 A. M.
AIR EMISSIONS ISSUES
OKLAHOMA GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION
AND
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY PROGRAM
AND
SELECTED MEMBERS OF THE
OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
I.

REVIEW OF MAY 18, 1994 MEETING MINUTES

II.

AGREEMENTS REACHED ON MAY 18, 1994
A. INTERIM RULE
B.. UNLOADING MONITORING PROTOCOL
C. LOADING MONITORING PROTOCOL
D. CORRELATION BETWEEN
1. EMISSION RATE
2. OPACITY
3. AMBIENT CONCENTRATION
E. DEFINITION OF "HOURS OF OPERATION"
IMPACT ON SYNTHETIC MINOR PERMIT
F. OPACITY LIMITS
G. DEFINITION OF PRESSURIZED VENT
H. DEFINITION OF NON-PRESSURIZED VENT
I. AMBIENT MONITORING SITE SELECTION

III.

PROPOSED SUBCHAPTER 24 (MAY 26, 1994)

:MEETING OF
OKLAHOMA FEED & GRAIN ASSOCIATION AND ODEQ/ AIR QUALITY DIVISION
MAY 31, 1994
LINCOLN PLAZA
4545 N LINCOLN BLVD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

ATTENDEES
Bill Fishback
Dan Kent
Joe Neal Hampton
Mike Mahoney
Rick Treeman
Ray Hasselwander
Doyle McWhirter
Debbie Perry
Phil Kenkel
Ron Noyes
Jim P. Allen
· Mike Hughes

Notes from May 31, 1994 Meeting

I.

Review of last meeting.

II.

Discussion of changes to Subchapter 24.
A.

B.
revision.)
III.

Comments were heard from each attendee regarding Subchapter 24.
Minor adjustments in wording were made and agreed upon. (See Subchapter 24

Discussion of testing protocol.

A.
Feed & Grain agreed to choose three locations for monitoring with the provision
that monitoring be done correctly and expediently.
l.
It was agreed that data collected from monitors at volunteered sites will
not be used against the site. Compliance or violation of the site will be determined on an equal
basis as those sites not volunteering.
2.
Loading rates from the volunteering sites will be provided in order to make
accurate calculations from monitoring.
B.
It was suggested that some County Health Departments have PM-10 monitors
already in place. Data from these monitors could potentially be analyzed for ambient air quality.
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SUBCHAPTER 24.

PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS FROM GRAIN,
FEED OR SEED. OPERATIONS.

252: 100-24-1.
252:100-24-2.
252:100-24-3.
252:200-24-4.
252:100-24-5.
252:100-24-6.
252:100-24-7.

Purpose
Definitions
General Provisions; applicability, calculations
Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
Emission Control Equipment
Fugitive Dust Controls
Applicability to other Agriculture Sources

252:100-24-1.

Purpose

The purpose of this rule is to control emissions from facilities that handle, store or
process grains. All facilities handling bulk agricultural commodities through grain handling
equipment can apply this subchapter to emission sources at the facilities. This rule is an interim
rule effective until July 1. 1995 or until the date (whichever is earlier) that measured particulate
emission rates from grain handling are developed under protocols approved or accepted by the
Air Quality Division to replace the factored emission rates in this interim rule.

252:100-24-2.

Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

"Dust Sup_pression Additives" means FDA or FGIS-approved additives applied
commercially for dust suppression.

The dust suppression efficiencies of these additives is

accepted to be 90% when applied at a proper application rate per manufacturer's
recommendations or as approved by the director of the Air Quality Division.

"Enclosed Grain Handling Equipment" means equipment that is totally self-contained or
is enclosed within a structure at a grain, feed, or s'eed facility. Emissions from this equipment
shall not be exhausted to the atmosphere except through non-pressurized vents/openings, and shall
1

not be considered a point subject to emission calculations.

"Existing Grain. Feed. or Seed Operation" means a facility which is in existence and has
submitted a current emission inventory to the Air Quality DiVision for the 1993 reporting period
year. All other grain, feed, and seed operations shall be considered new.

"Fabric Filter" means any control device or system in which particulate matter is collected
on a dust. cake supported on either a woven or felted fabric that can demonstrate a particulate
collection efficiency of not less than 95 percent.

"Fugitive Emission" means those emissions that could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening.

"Grain. Feed. or Seed Operation" means any facility or installation at which grain, feed,
or seed is loaded, handled, cleaned, dried, stored, treated, or otherwise processed.

"Grain. Feed. or Seed Operations Facility" means the contiguous or adjacent area under
common control upon which a grain elevator, feed mill, or grain and seed processing equipment
or structures are located, and all contiguous sites having common ownership or control, which
have SIC codes with identical first two digits.

"High Efficiency Cyclone" means any cyclone type collector of the 2D-2D or 1D-3D
configuration. These designations refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the
diameter of the cylinder portion. A 2D-2D cyclone would exhibit a cylinder length of 2 x D and
a cone length of 2 x D (90% collection efficiency for TSP). A 1D-3D cyclone would exhibit a
cylinder length of 1 x D and a cone length of 3 x D (95% collection efficiency for TSP).

"Hours of Operation" is calculated by dividing the cumulative throughput total for a given
time period by 75% of the rated leg capacity. This quotient is equivalent hours (not actual hours)
of operation required to process the throughput. Actual leg capacity may be adjusted to more
2

or less than 75% by individual facilities if documentation supporting the proposed adjustment is
submitted to and approved by the Director of the Air Quality Division.

"Leg Capacity" means the maximum process rate for which the manufacturer designs the
elevating portion of a grain, feed, or seed facility on a per leg basis.

"Medium Efficiency Cyclone" means any cyclone type collector less than 2D-2D
configuration. These designations refer to the ratio of cylinder to cone length, where D is the
diameter of the cylinder portion. A lD-lD cyclone would exhibit a cylinder of 1 x D and a cone
. length of 1 x D. These cyclones shall be capable of demonstrating a collection efficiency of 75%
for particulate matter.

"Non-pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which allows the
emissions of air and/or contaminants at pressures substantially equivalent to atmospheric pressure
without the use of mechanically-induced air flow.

"Pressurized Vent or Opening" means any vent or opening which allows the emissions
of air and/or contaminants at pressures greater than atmospheric pressure indicating the use of
mechanically-induced air flow.

"Process Emission" means emissions from a process equipment point source.

"Throughput" means the pounds, tons, or bushels received by a facility added to the
pounds, tons, or bushels loaded-out from the facility during any time period of interest divided
by two.

252:100-24-3.

General Provisions: "'Applicability, Detennination of Emissions
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(a)

Am>licability. The provisions of this subchapter are applicable to all new, modified, and

existing grain, feed, or seed operations in the State of Oklahoma.

(1)

Facilities in compliance with OAC 252:100-25, 252:100-27, and 252:100-29 are
not required to comply with this subchapter.

(2)

Facilities in compliance with this subchapter are exempt from the requirements of
OAC 252:100-25 (visible emissions), 252:100-27 (process weight), and 252: 10029 (fugitive dust).

(b)

Permi'ts required. In addition to the requirements of this subchapter, each new, modified

or existing grain, feed, or seed operation shall comply with the permitting requirements of OAC
252:100-7 and 252:100-8.

(c)

Air toxics emissions. Grain, feed, or seed operations which emit toxic air pollutants

above the deminimis levels specified in 252:100-41 are subject to all applicable requirements
contained therein.

(d)

Record-keeping.

The owner or operator of a facility shall maintain a daily log

documenting the commodity thr~ughput and hours of operation.

These records shall be

maintained for a period of two years and shall be made available for inspection by the Air
Quality Division personnel or its representative during normal business hours.

(e)

Visible emissions test. Visible emissions (opacity) testing shall be conducted using EPA

reference method 9 contained in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A and must be performed by
individual(s) possessing current certification.

(f)

Determination of emissions. Emissions from grain, feed, or seed operations shall be

based on the best available data. This may include actual emissions as determined by stack
testing, mass balance calculations, emission calculations using approved published emissions
4

factors, or other methods approved by the Air Quality Division.

The following factored

emissions are allowed by this interim rule only until July 1, 1995 or until the date (whichever
is earlier) that measured particulate emission rates from grain handling are developed under
protocols approved or accepted by the Air Quality Division.

For this interim rule, emissions shall be calculated as follows for three classes of emission points:

Class I:

Unloading (Receiving)

· 0.6 lbs/ton

Loading (Shipping)

0.3 lbs/ton

Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.

Class II:

Vents with Control Devices
AP-42 factor X (1-EFF)
Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.
EFF means efficiency of control device.

Class III:

Uncontrolled Vents
A.

Pressurized - opacity limit only

B.

Non-pressurized - opacity limit only

Refer to 252:100-24-4 for opacity limits.

252:100-24-4.

(a)

Smoke. Visible Emissions and Particulates

Visible emissions limit.

(1)

Visible emissions limits.

No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the

discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter or
any combination thereof with a shade density greater than twenty percent (20%)
equivalent opacity. This requirementShall not apply to smoke or visible emissions
emitted during short-term occurrences, the shade or density of which is not greater

5

than sixty percent (60%) opacity for a period aggregating no more than five
minutes in any sixty consecutive minutes and/or no more than twenty minutes in
any consecutive twenty-four hour period.

(2)

Alternate emissions limit. The (20%) opacity limits, as required under 252:10024-4 (a) may be increased for particulates only provided that the owner/operator
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public
hearing that those requirements listed in 252:100-25-4 (a) through (c) have been
met.

(3)

Exceptions. Exceptions to the requirements described in 252:100-24-4 (a) (1) are
provided as follows:

(a)

Visible emissions from loading (shipping) shall be no more than sixty-five
percent (65%) equivalent opacity, and visible emissions from unloading
(receiving) shall be no more than fifty-five percent (55%) equivalent
opacity.

(b)

Emissions from pressurized or non-pressurized vents or openings with
control devices shall be limited to no greater than 20% opacity at any
time.

(c)

Emissions from pressurized vents or openings without control devices shall
either be enclosed, exhausted through a control device, or shall be limited
to no greater than ten percent opacity at any time.

(d)

Emissions from non-pressurized vents or openings without control devices
shall be limited to no greater than ten percent opacity at any time.

6
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252:100-24-5

(a)

Emission Control Equipment and Certification

Emission control equipment where required by (40 CPR 60.300) must meet the standards

set under the Federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS Subpart DD), or as mandated
by other Federal requirements for major sources. Additional controls may be required to reduce
nuisance emissions.

(b)

Certification. Each existing grain elevator in the state of Oklahoma shall provide written

certification of compliance with this subchapter within one year of the adoption of this rule by
the Air Quality Council. Annual certification of hours of operation and throughput and the
operation and proper maintenance of required control equipment shall be completed by the
owner, operator or other designated responsible party and submitted as part of the annual
emissions inventory reporting form.

252:100-24-6

(a)

Fu~:itive

Dust Controls

All facilities will take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of any visible

fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line from which the emissions originate.

(b)

No persons shall allow visible emissions beyond the property line in such a manner as to

damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties.
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December 5, 1994

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry D. Byrum, Director ,~
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
-~-

.SUBJECT:

OSU GRAIN DUST STUDY

The osu Division of Agricultural Sciences has completed its grain
dust emission study. The purpose of this study was to help develop
accurate emission f~ctors to be applied to the Oklahoma grain
industry. A copy of the study is attached for your review and will
be an item of discussion at the December 13 Council meeting.

-
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Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Oklahoma State University
··
Department of AgriCl.lltural Economics • 513 Agricultural Hall
SUllwater. Oklahoma 7407~505 • (405) 744-6081 • FAX(405) 744-8210

S12 Agricultural Hall
(405) 744-9820

October 21, 1994 ·

Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Air Qualitv Division
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
Dear· Mr. Byrum:

.,....

I have attached a report containing the results of the grain elevator dust emission study
conducted in Alva, Ok. on Sept. 26-27. I have also forwarded a copy of this report to the DEQ
and AQC representatives who attended the test and I have provided a copy to the OGFA. These
results should be useful in developing representative and scientifically defendable emission
factors.
Please let me know if you have any questions, or if we can provide any further clarifications.
We appreciate this opportunity to assist the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and
the 0 klahoma grain industry.

Sincere1y,

1 }~{ '( ~ ,_,f?.u(
bes
enclosures
cc:
Debbie Perry
Adam Kemmeriy
,.-.- Punk Bonner
William FIShback
Meribeth Slagell
OGFA-G.rain Dust Taskforce

Pbil Kenkel
Extension ~omist

..

··.·.

October 21, 1994
AE#-9453
Results
Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study
Conducted by Oklahoma State University
.
Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
in Conjunction with
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and
Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association Task Force
Phil Kenkel
Extension Economist-Agribusiness

Ron Noyes, P.E.
Extension Agricultural Engineer

Background
The 1990 Clean Air Act required state environmental agencies, including the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality, to develop permit programs for a
variety of industries, including the grain handling industry. This process involves the
· use of emission factors tor grain elevator operations. The emission factors are an
integral and important part of the determination of grain elevators' "potential to emit••
airborne dust and in the calculation of operating fees. Unless they obtain a minor
source permit from the state regulatory authority, firms with a potential to emit over
100 tons/year are classified as major source polluters and fall under federal EPA
permitting process.
The implementation of the permitting process in Oklahoma highlighted an urgent
need for accurate emission factors which are representative of typical Oklahoma grain
elevators. The only existing source of emission factors for grain elevators is the EPA's
AP-42 document. Examinations of the research methods used to develop the
estimates in the AP-42 document along with the analysis of other available data
caused the Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association task force, Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality representatives, and members of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council to became concerned that the existing AP-42 emissions estimates were
seriously flawed and overstated. (This same concern is being mirrored at the national
level, as evidenced by negotiations between the National Grain and Feed Association
and Federal EPA during a meeting in Raleigh, N.C. on Aug. 29, 1994.) The use of
overstated emissions estimates would result in unnecessary operating restrictions,
major investments in emission control equipment, and excessive annual emission fees.
Due to the concern over the existing emission factors and the critical need for
accurate data, a team of faculty from the OSU Division of Agricultural Sciences and
Natural Resources proposed a grain dust emission study from which accurate,
representative, and scientifically defensible emission factors could be developed. This
proposal was formally made to the Oklahoma Air Quality Council and the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality during a Grain and Feed Industry/Air Quality
Council-Grain and Feed Industry Committee meeting on May 31, 1994. The
Oklahoma Air Quality Council and Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
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subsequently accepted the concept of a grain dust emission study. During the June
14th AQC meeting the Oklahoma DEQ, Oklahoma AQC, and grain industry lask force
agreed to the text for a grain industry subchapter of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. The
grain inaustry sub-chapter speCified that the existing AP-42 emission estimates for
receiving ana loading would be used as interim values for a period not to exceed one
year. during which time a grain dust emission study would be conducted to develop,
permanent emission factors. The sub-chapter was formally passed by the AQC on
June 14th, 1994 and subsequently passed by the DEO Board on September 28,
1994. The final protocol for the test was submitted to the Oklahoma DEQ and AQC
by the OSU faculty team on September 16, 1994. The protocol was reviewed by
DEQ staff and formally accepted on September 20, 1994.
Study Objectives

,__...

The primary objective of the study was to capture and measure th·3 amount of
grain dust emitted during typical receiving and load-out processes of a country
elevator. The receiving study was sub-dividing into three parts to .nvestigate the
impact of truck type (hopper-bottomed versus end-dump) on dust emissions and to
determine the efficiency of dump-pit baffles in reducing dust emissions at receiving.
Dump pit baffles were included in the study due to the lack of any existing efficiency
estimates for this fairly low cost emission control. The formal objectives of the study
were:

I.

Capture and measure the amount of grain dust emitted (per ton of grain
handled) during the receiving process of a typical Oklahoma elevator;

II.

Capture the amount of grain dust emitted (per ton of grain handled) during the
truck load-out process of a typical Oklahoma elevator;

Ill.

Measure the impact of dump-pit baffles on grain dust emissions from receiving
operations: and

IV.

Determine the impact of truck type (end-dump versus hopper bottomed) on
dust emissions at receiving.
·

Test Site S.election
The proposed procedure for measuring the emitted dust required a country
elevator facility with an enclosed dump-shed that could be adequately sealed. The
need for an efficiency estimate for dump-pit baffles also required that the facility have
a removable baffle system in place. A list compiled by the Oklahoma Grain and Feed
.- Association indicated that four country elevator facilities located in Omega, Dacoma,
and Alva had enclosed dump-pits equipped with dust control baffles. After a tour of
the facilities, the Wheeler Brothers Elevator in Alva, Oklahoma was selected. This
elevator was selected because it was the only facility in which the dump-pit baffles
could be easily removed so that tests could be conducted with and without the baffle
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systerl. :In the other elevators the dust control baffles were permanently welded or
otherv11se permanently secured.)
Test Procedures
OverviP.'N
The basic format of the receiving and load-out tests involved unloading or
loadi'1g trucks containing a known amount of grain in a specially modified enclosed
dumr~ shed. A 7.5 h.p. centrifugal blower mounted outside the dump shed was used
to evacuate the dust laden air from the shed through a set of fabric: bag filters. The
air rr.ovement genPr~ted by the ;entrifugal blower helped to keep all of the airborne
particles in suspension un~:! ~i1ey reached the 13'" diameter inlet pipe, positioned near
the c.emer of the dump shed, which exhausted to the filter bags. Two additional high
volume oropeller fans were stationed in the shed (see Figure 1) and operated during
the test to simulate a 12-15 m.p.h. wind through the dump shed. These fans helped
to f:Jrtner ensure that all of the small. light weight dust particles remained in
suspens1on.
Dumn Shed
The enclosed driveway portion of the concrete dump shed in which the test
was conducted has a total volume of approximately 24,000 cu. ft. The dump shed
had tull height driveway doors on the east and west ends. A small office was located
to the south of the dump shed area and was separated by a door. A man-lift access
area was lucated along the north of the dump pit. A temporary plywood partition was
constructed to separate the dump pit area from this access area. A 13 inch diameter
steel air duct was routed through the plywood partition with the inlet positioned.
approximately 7' high and directly above the dump pit unloading point. The duct
routed the dust laden air from the enclosed driveway area to the centrifugal blower
and filter bag assembly which were mounted in the man-lift access area. All minor
cracks between the plywood partition, the ducting, and the concrete walls were
sealed with duct tape or other sealing material. The only air inlet into the enclosed
driveway area of the shed was the small gaps around the truck doors on the east and
west ends of the shed. The negative pressure generated by the 7.5 h.p. blower
ensured that no dust escaped from these cracks. The primary air flow was around the
doors. across and over the grain dump pit, and up to the outlet duct.
A small door was constructed in the plywood partition to allow the truck driver
to exit the dump shed after loading or unloading processes were completed and to
allow the test supervisors to monitor the test without disturbing the outer doors. The
partition was also equipped with a plexiglass window which allowed test personnel
to observe the test without entering the enclosed shed.

-
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Dump-n1t'
The dump pitgrate had a surface area of approximately 64 sq. ft. (8' by 8') and
a deoth of 12 ft. In order to simulate typical operating conditions the receiving test
began With the pit emow and the elevator leg operating before and during the time the
grain was being unloaded into the pit. The dump pit was equipped with removable
dust control baffles (see Figure 2) which were designed to partially restrict dust laden
air from leaving the dump pit. When all of the baffles were positioned in the tully
closed position, approximately 14% of the surface area of the dump grate was open.
During the receiving operation the baffles directly under the grain swung open
allowing the grain to flow through, and generating additional open. area. The dump
pit baffles were removed for the initial receiving tests which involved both hopper·
bottomed and end-dump trucks and were re·installed for the baffle efficiency test.
The dump pit was equipped with a pneumatic dust control system but, this system
was not operated during the test procedures.
BlowP.r r~nd Filter Bags·
The outlet from the 7. 5 h. p. centrifugal blower was attached to three, 6"
diameter by 12' long high efficiency fabric bag filters through a specially constructed
manifold. The blower provided approximately 2,400-2,500 c. f.m. which allowed for
a complete air exchange of the dump shed in approximately 10 minutes. The blower
was started when the grain unloading or loading process began and was operated for
a sufficient amount of time to create 1 1/2 to 2 air exchanges for the dump shed area.
During the test, manometer readings were taken periodically (Appendix 1) to measure
the differential pressure across the blower. These measurements, along with the
manufactures fan curve for the blower {Figure 31 were used to calculate the actual
airflow through the filter bags.
The fabric filter bags and end clamps were weighed before each test to
establish a tare weight. The bags were reweighed at the completion of each test to
determine the amount (lbs.) of dust captured. After each test was completed and the
bags had been weighed. the clamps were removed from the end of the bags and. the
bags were cleaned by exhausting air from the centrifugal blower through the bags
with the ends opened. Periodically during the two day testing period, when the
manometer readings indicated that the static pressure readings were increasing, one
filter bag was replaced with a new, or hand-cleaned bag, prior to the next test.
Trucks
Two truck types, a hopper-bottomed semi-trailer and an end-dump tandem axle
truck. were used during the open dump-pit (baffles removed) re.ceiving test. Each
truck had a capacity of approximately 17-18 tons (34,000·36,000 fbs).
The
unloading opening of the tandem end-dump truck started 4' 11" above the dump pit
grate and ended up 2' 11" when the truck bed was in the fully raised position. The
hopper bottom semi-trailer dump gate height was 17 3/4" above the dump grate. The
trailer was equipped with three 15 3/4" by 10", air operated, rack. and pinion slide
gates which were fully opened during each receiving test. The end·dump truck had
two slide gate openings, each 7" high by 15" wide, which were fully opened during
each test.
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Load Out Snout
The aischarge spout in the dump-shed was of a fixed height design and was
approximately 6 ft. above the bottom of the truck bed. The spout was in line with
the iniet pipe to the centrifugal blower. Each load-out test took approximately 6 1/2
minutes, indicating an effective load-aut speed of 5, 700 bu./hr ( 170.8 tans/hr.).
Numoer nf Truck Loads
Five toads from each truck type were used during the open dump-pit receiving
study. The truck types were alternated during the test to prevent dawn time while
the truck was being weighed. loaded, and re-weighed. The truck type was recorded
for each test and all of the results were separated by truck type.
The baffle efficiency study involved an additional five loads from the tandem
end-dump truck. The tandem end-dump represented the worst case scenario in terms
of dust emitted and therefore, provided a conservative estimate of the baffle
efficiency: All of the procedures for the baffle efficiency test were identical to the
open oump-p1t test. A ratio of the average amount of dust (lbs./ton) emitted from the
tandem ena-dump truck with and without the baffles installed was calculated to
determine the efficiency of the dump-pit baffles.
Five truck loads with the tandem end-dump truck were used for the load-out
study. Since the truck heights of the hopper bottom and end-dump trucks were
almost identical. the load out results Would not be expected to vary significantly with
truck type.
WeighTs
Each truck load of wheat was weighed on the elevator scale which had a
current certification. The filter bags and clamps were weighed on a Class I laboratory
scale provided by the Oklahoma State Department of Agriculture, Weights and
Measures Division. The scale provided (which is used by weights and measures
inspectors to certify scales at commercial facilities) had an accuracy of + or- 1/1000
lb. Mr. Charles Carter, Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Weights and Measures,
set-up, leveled and calibrated the scale, and performed the weighing for the receiving
end-dump and receiving hopper bottom tests. Dr. Phil Kenkel, OSU Agricultural
Economics conducted the weighing for the baffle efficiency and load-out tests
conducted on the second day.
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Supplemental Tests
Two supplemental tests were conducted in conjunction with thu primary
receivtng, load-out, and baffle efficiency tests. An "extra fan time" test was
conaucted to determine the impact of additional dump shed evacuation on the amount
of dust collected. This test was conducted in conjunction with the last end-dump
truck load of the receiving study. The filter bags were weighed after the fan had been
run for me standard 20 minute interval. The bags were then re-attached to the fan
(without being emptied) and the fan was run an additional 20 minutes. The bags
were then re-weighed to determine the additional dust captured by doubling the fan
time and air volume. The elapsed time between fan shut off and re-start was 3
minutes. 10 seconds.
The second supplemental test was the measurement of the non-airborne dust
which settled on the floor during the standard receiving, receiving with baffles
installed. and load-out tests. The dump shed was completely· swept p~ior to each
test. After the shed had been evacuated for the designated 20 mi~ute time, the dust
which settled to the floor was swept up and weighed. The collection of the floor dust
occur rea before the doors of the shed were opened. Since the samples of "floor dust..
also contained whole and partial kernels of grain spilled during the loading and
unloading processes, the samples were saved for sieving and/or particle size analysis.
In addition, an open door "reference .. test was conducted to determine the amount
of floor dust which would be expected to be recovered during normal (OSHA
mandated) housekeeping procedures. This "reference level" was determined by
sweeping up and measuring the amount of dust which fell to the floor of the dump
shed when trucks were unloaded with both doors to the shed open, and the outside
winds flowing through the shed.

b(;43
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Table 1
Summary of Emission Test Design

Test
Number

Purpose

'

Receiving

1

Truck
Type

Loads

Avg. Load
Weight
(tons)

Avg.
Unloading
or loading
time

Time of
fan run

5

18.15

3.5

2.0 min

Receiving J Hopper
, bottom
..

5

17.63

1.5

. 2.0 min•

2

Baffle

End·
dump·

5

18.46

3.5

2.0 min

3

Load out

End·
dump

5

18.50

6.5

2.0 min

fl

Enddump

• The first two repetitions for the hopper bottom truck used a fan time of 15
minutes since the dump shed was free of visible dust after that period of time.
The tan time for the remainder of the tests were increased to 20 minutes after
analysis at the preliminary manometer readings and calculated airflows.
Supplementary Tests
51

Extra fan
time

Enddump

1

18.15

3.5

20min

Non-airborne dust tfloor dust)· estimates
52

Receiving
(no
baffles I

Enddump

5

1s. 1 5

3.5

20 min

52

Rece1ving
(no
baffles)

Hopper
bottom

5

17.63

1.5

20min

52

Receiving
(baffles)

Enddump

5

18.46

3.5

20 min

52

Receiving
open
door
reference
level

Enddump

4

18.33

3.5

NA

52.

Load out

Enddump

5

18.50

6.5

20 min

• Performed concurrentty with receiving and load-out studies.
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RESULTS

Airflow
The average total airflow through the filter bags (Table 2) for each test/truck
combination ranged from 43,914 ft 3 to 49,092 ft3 (1.83 to 2.05 times the air volume
of the dump shed). Analysis of the individual airflow and dust collection results
provided ample evidence that the air volume was sufficient to capture all airborne
dust.
First, results of the extra fan time test run in conjunction with the receiving
study indicated that moving an additional 46,566 ft 3 (1.94 times the dump shed
volume) through the filter bags resulted in an insignificant increase (.0009 lbs./tonl
in the amount of dust collected. This indicated that more than doubling the air volume
increased the amount of dust collected by only about 2%.
Second. a statistical analysis (linear regression! was performed to determine if
there was anv significant relationship between the amount of dust collected from each
truck load of each test and the amount of air moved through the filter bags for that
test. The results indicated no statistically significant positive relationship between
airflow and dust collected for any of the receiving or load out studies .

.

Table 2
Total Calculated Airflow (ft3 ) Through the Filter Bags

load #1

Receivinghopper
bottom

Receivingend-dump

37,542

47.928

Receivingbaffle

Load-out

46,108

50,490

.
Extra fan
time test

,·

load #2

37,409

47,732

. 45,839

48,820

load #3

148,082

41,670

47,004

50,644

Load #4

47,683

44,463

46,150

47,424

load #5

48,853

46,500"'

48,856

48,082

46,566..

Average

43,914

45,658

46,191

49,092

46,566

• Calculated from static pressure observations (inches of water column) taken

by periodic (2-4 minute interval) manometer readings and the manufacture's fan
curve (Figure 3).
• • Extra fan time test conducted after completion of normal procedures for #5
end-dump load.
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Grain Quality ··

'
_./)

Each truck load of wheat used for the test was officially sampled and graded
by Enid Grain Inspection Service (licensed under the United States Grain Standard
Act). Grain grades are a function of a number of variables including test weight (the
density of the kernels. lbs/bu.), the percentage of foreign material (FM), shrunken and
broken kernels (58), damaged kernels (DKI, and other factors. The grading standards
provide lower limits tor test weight and upper limits for all of the other factors. Any
one grading factor can lower the final grade. For example, a low test weight would
lower the final grade, regardless of the FM, SB, OK, and other factors. Wheat quality
is affected by environmental conditions. The quality of wheat received by a particular
elevator varies from year to year with the local growing and harvesting conditions.

The amount of dockage in the grain and the moisture content are not grade
factors but. are recorded on the official grade sheet. Dockage in wheat is defined as
"all mare.rial other than the wheat which can be removed from the sample by use of
an approved device according to procedures prescribed in FGIS instructions. Also,
· underdeveloped. shriveled, and small pieces of wheat kernels removed in properly
separating the material other than wheat and that cannot be recovered by properly rescreening or recleaning." (Federal Grain Inspection Service, Grain Inspection
Handbook, 13.14). In simple terms. dockage consists of material either larger than
or smaller than the average sized wheat kernel which can be separated by screening
procedures. The most typical form of dockage in Oklahoma wheat is chess seeds.
Chess seeds are about the same size as wheat kernels, but are lighter than wheat
and have a more pointed appearance (OSU Cooperative Extension Circular E-920).
None of the grade ·and non-grade factors listed on the official grade sheet
directly measures the amount of dust in the grain. The most relevant factors would
probably be the amount of dockage, SB and FM. Since dockage represents both small
and large material, it may or may not relate to grain dustiness. For example, chess
seeds and large feed pellets in wheat would function as dockage. Shrunken, broken
and underdeveloped wheat kernels, can officially function as either 58 or dockage
depending on where they lay after the grain is screened using official procedures.
Most of .the material removed during the official 58 screening procedures is typically
too large to become airborne. However, some portion of this material could be small
enough to affect wheat dustiness. Foreign material represents any material other than
wheat whicn is hand picked from a 30g. sample which has previously been screened
for dockage and 58. Examples of foreign material in wheat would include corn, feed
pellets the same size as wheat kernels, stones, weed seeds, dirt, and any unidentified
substances. Most material hand separated as FM is not small enough to be
considered grain dust since the fine materials have been previously removed in the
dockage and 58 screening procedures.
The official grades and relevant grade factors for the test samples are provid~d
in Table 3. A five year average of quality factor data for hard red winter wheat rs
provided in Table 4. The grain used in the test appears to be representative of hard
red winter wheat grown in Oklahoma. The test grain had virtually the same test

-.,.
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weight as the. FGIS 5 year average. The test grain had a lower amount of FM and
dockage relative to the FGIS 5 year average, and slightly less 58.
Table 3
Summary of Grain Quality
Loaa If
Recetving-End-dump 111

I

Recesving-Hopper 111

FM

Test
weight

Moisture

60.5

12.0

0

60.4

12.0

0

sa

Dockage

Grade·

1.8

.3

1

2.2

.3

1
I

60.3

12.2

.1

1.5

.4

1

60.2

12.0

.1

1.4

.4

1

Recesvinq·End·dump 113

60.7

11.8

.1

1.4

.3

1

Recetvinq-Hopper #3

60.7

11.9

0

1.2

.2

60.2

12.1

.1

1.5

.4

1

Recetvinq-Hopper #4

60.3

12.0

.1

1.5

.4

1

Receiving-End-dump 115

60.2

12.2

.1

1.5

.4

1

Recesving-Hopper 115

60.5

12.2

.1

1.3

.3

1

Baffle If 1

59.8

11.7

.1

1.8

.4

2

Baffle #2

60.1

11.1

0

1.6

.5

1

Baffle 113

60.0

11.3

0

1.9

.5

1

Baffle tt4

60.9

11.7

0

1.2

.3·

1

Baffle 115

61.0

11.9

.1

1.·1

.3

1

Load-out #1

60.0

11.7

.1

2.4

.8

1

Load-out It 2

60.3

11.9

.1

1. 7

.6

1

Load·out fl3

61.2

12.,

0

1.3

.3

1

Load-out fl4

59.9

12.1

•1

1.Ei

.4

2

Load-out 115

59.9

12.1

•1

1.6

.4

2

60.35

11.9

.07

1.5
8

.44

-

Recetving·End·dump 112
. Receiving Hopper #2

Recetvinq-End-dump #4

Average

I
I

l

1

Based on official sampling and grading by Enid Grain Inspection Service

0047

1,

October 21, 1994
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Table 4
Federal Grain Inspection New Crops Survey Data Summary for
Hard Red Winter Wheat
1986 through 1990 Crops
versus
Test Wheat
Test
Weight

FM

SB

Dockage

FGIS New Crop Average

60.3

.33

1.98

.86

Test Wheat

60.35

.07

1.58

.44'

SoLrce-OSU Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin E-920
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Dust Emission Estimates
The calculated dust emissions (amount of dust captured per ton of grain
handled) are provided in Table 5. The average amount of dust collected during the
receiving study was .0191 lbs./ton for the hopper bottom truck and .0388 for the
end-dump truck for an overall average of .029 lbs./ton. The dust control baffles
reduced the amount of dust collected by 20.9%. The amount of dust collected during
load-out was .0084 lbs./ton. A comparison of the calculated dust emissions with the
existing AP-42 emission factors is provided in Table 6.
The emission data for each test was consistent across the various repetitions.
The receiving dump pit baffle test and the hopper bottom tests demonstrated the least
load-to-load variations, while the receiving end-dump truck tests had the most
v-ariation. All of the tests resulted in fairly tight confidence intervals around the
1
averages • The results indicated that the hopper bottom truck had approximately half
(49.22 %) the dust emissions of the end-dump truck.
The dump bit baffle design used in this test were installed about 4-5 years ago.
They are one of a variety of baffle designs developed by millwrights in the Oklahoma
region. More efficient designs are available that are reported to have higher efficiency
· compared to the baffles tested at this elevator.

A 90% confidence interval indicates that, based on the variations within the sample,
there is a 90% probability that the true average from repeating the experiment an
infinite number of time would fall within the confidence limits.

October 21, 1994
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Table 5
Summary of Airborne Dust Collected (lbs./tonl

--~·

Receiving
Hopper Bottom

Receiving
End-dump

Receiving
baffles

Load-out

Load 1

.0172

.0308

.0284

.0051

Load 2

.0193

.0273

.033

.0071

Load 3

.0181

.0537

.0308

.0077

Load 4

.0219

.0430

.0305

.0101

Load 5

.0190

.0393

.031

.0122

!\verage

.0191

.0388

.0307

.0084

Std. Dev.

.0016

.0093

.0015

.0025

Lower 90% confidence
limit

.0175

.0295

.0293

.006

Upper 90% confidence
limit

.0207

.0482

.0322

.o·ro9

Receiving-Overall
Average

.029 lbs/ton

Baffle Efficiency

20.9%

Table 6
Comparison of Oust Collected with AP-42 Emission Factors
(lbs./ton}
Loading

Receiving

Oust Collected
AP-4 2 Emission Factor

Hopper
Bottom

End Dump

Overall

.0191

.0388

.029

.60

.0084
.3

;'·_.:j

-.·,;·_ _·.. -:
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Results-Supplementary Non-airborne Dust
While not pan of emission estimates, results on the amount of non-airborne
dust v.:nich settled to the floor during each test provide useful indications of the
approxtmate amount of grain dust which becomes separat~d from the grain flow
during the handling process. The impact of truck type and baffles on the amount of
non-airborne dust has important implications for elevator housekeeping procedures and
worker safety. These results also support the contention that the original AP-42
emission estimates were grossly overstated since the total amount of airborne and
non-airborne (settled) dust collected during the receiving tests was 7-11 times Jess
than the AP-42 receiving emission factor.

-

The amount of non-airborne (settled} floor dust collected ranged from .0697
lbs/ton tor the receiving/end-dump truck test to .0055 lbs./ton for the load-out test
!Table 7l. Table 7 also contains estimates of the portion of the settleC.: dust which
would be· expected to be collected during normal (OSHA mandated) housekeeping
procedures. These amounts were determined by measuring the average amount of
dust which was gathered from the floor when the end-dump truck was unloaded using
normal dumping procedures, i.. e with both dump shed doors open. In the open-door
receiving (reference) test the amount of dust normally recovered from the dump pit
floor during housekeeping procedures averaged .0208 lbs./ton.
The results indicated that the dump pit baffles were mqre effective in limiting
non-airborne dust than in limiting airborne dust. While reducing airborne· dust by
20.9%, the paffles reduced the amount of dust collected on the floor by over 52°As.
The overall efficiency of the dump pit baffles in limiting both airborne and non-airborne
dust was 39.17%.

October 21, 1994
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Table 7
Supplementary Results
!Non-Airborne) Floor Dust Collected (lbs./ton)
ReceivingHopper
bottom

Receiving·
End-dump

Receiving
Baffles

Load-out

Fleer Dust Collected •

.0333

.0488

.0257

.0040

Floor dust recovered during normal
housekeeping •

.0142*•

.0208

.01 00* *

.0017 ••

Floor dust adjusted for dust
r.ec Jvered during normal
housekeeping

.0191

.0280

.0157

.0023

Baffle erticiencv·floor dust

52.89%

Baffle efficiency-Floor Dust and
Airborne Dust

39.17%

•

Amount of dust swept up from floor after end-dump truck was unloaded with all
dump shed doors open. Data conducted for end-dump receiving test only. Dust
was screened with a coarse (Standard 1116) sieve to remove wheat kernels.
stones (and in the case of one sample. a broken bolt).

••

Estimated based on the same ratio of dust collected in housekeeping procedures
to total floor dust as the end-dump receiving test.

October 21, 1994
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Figure 1. Dump Shed Layout
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and Motor
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Appendix 1
Receiving/Loadout Grain Dust Emission Study
Airborne Dust Recovery Airflow Data
Wheeler Brothers Elevator
Alva, OK • • 9/26/94
Field Test Protocol Developed/Administered
by
R.T. Noyes, P.E., E."ttension Agricultur.U Engineer
&
Phil Kenkel. Ph.D.• E."ttensJon Agricultural Economist
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. OK
RECEIVING Studv
Weather: Sunny and Mild, Light Winds

.,.-.

-

Open Dump Pit [No Bames1; 7.5 HP Rolfes Centriiugal Blower w/13" ID Suction Pipe fro.m Sealed
Dump Shed: Blower Outlet Manifolded to three 6 inch Dia. x 12ft. High Eff. Bag House Filters
Test No. Truck Dc~cn]2tion
AirflQW
Static Pressure
Time
Ela12sed Time
[inches water col.)
[cfml
[min. I
l
Hopper Bottom
2570
9:36:5:!
0
0
[Dump Time 1.5 minutes 1
9:40:52
0.6
2528
4
1.8
2444
9:51:52
15
2
Tandem End-Dump
2S70
10:21:58
0
0
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes)
10:2.5;58
2486
1.2
4
2430
10:28:58
7
2.0
2360
10:31:58
3.0
10
2325
10'.35:58
3.5
14
2304
10:41:58
3.8
20
3
Hopper Bottom
2S70
11:07:48
0
0
[Dump Time 1.5 minutes!
2521
l1: 12:48
0.7
s
11:17:48
2458
1.6
10
2444
11:20:48
13
1.8
11:22;48
2437
15
1.9
4
Tandem End-Dump
2570
11:41:30
0
0
[Dump Time 3 ..5 minutes)
2SOO
11:45:30
1.0
4
2423
11:47:30
2.1
6
23.53
11:50:30
9
3.1
2311
11:56:30
3.7
15
2297
12:01:30
20
3.9
5
Hopper Bottom
2510
12:33:30
0
0
[Dump Time l.S minutes}
2465
12:37:30
4
1.5
2409
12:40:30
7
2.3
2374
12:44:30
2.8
11
2346
12:48:30
15
3.2
2332
12:53:30
20
3.4
6
Tandem End-Dump
2S70
2:13:00
0
0
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes J
2444
2;14:30
1.8
1..5
2318
2:1.5:30
2.5
3.6
2234
2:16:30
4.8
3.S
2126
2:18:00
5
6.3
2038
2:21:00
8
7.4
101<10
R1
2:27:00
14

~tc5

RECEIVING Studv rcont'dl
Test Nn.
7

8

9

10

Truck Descnorion

Hopper Bottom
[Dump Time 1.5 minutes I

Tandem End-Dump
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes!

Hopper Bottom
[Dump Time 1.5 minutes!

Tandem End-Dump
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes!

Time
2:54:00
:!:57:00
2:59:00
3:01:00
3:04:00
3:09:00
3:14:00
3:43:20
3:45:20
3:46:20
3:47:20
3:48:20
3:50:20
3:54:20
4:03:20
4:33:30
4:36:30
4:40:30
4:41:30
4:42:30
4:48:30
4:53:30
5:26:50
5:30:50
5:32:50
5:34:50
5:38:50
5:40:.50
5:44:50
5:46:.50

Elagsed Time
[min.j

Static Pressure
[inches water col. J

0
3
5
7
10
15
20
0
2
3
4
5
7
11·
20
0
3
7
Adjusted Kinks in
9
15
20
0
4
6
8
12
14
18
20

0

0.8
1.9
2.5
3.2
3.7
3.9
0
1.4
2.6 ..
3.5
4.2

5.0
6.0
6.7
0
l.l
2.0
Filter Bags
2.0
2.3
2.3
0
0.8
2.6
3.8
4.8
5.0
5.4
5.4

Airflow
[cfm]

2570
2514
2437
2395
2346
2311
22CJ7
2570
2472
2388

2325
2276
2220
21.50
2094
2570
2493
2430
2430
2409
2409

2570
2514
2388
2304
2234

2220
2192
2192

10 [Conunued]
Weighed Filter Bags; Shook Dust Down lo Bottom of Bags; Remounled Bags and Continued. Test
for 20 minutes before opening the Dump Shed and Moving Truck. Purpose of this test extenston
was to demonstrate that there was essentially no airborne dust in suspension after the initial 20
minutes of evacuation.
.
5:50:00
5:52:00
5:53:00
5:54:00
6:00:00
6:10:00

4.0
20
4.2
22
Adjusted Kinks in Riter Bags
24
3.2
.
33
30
3.5
40

-...

2290
2276
2346
2339

232S

..-..

RECEIVING Studv [Cont'dl
~
...

Tuesday. September 27, 1994
Weather: Sunny and Mild. Light Winds
Modified Dump Pit With Dust Control Barnes: 7.5 HP Rolfes Centrifugal Blower WJL3 11 ID Suction
Pipe from Scaled Dump Shed: Blower Manifolded to three 6 in. Dia. x 12ft. High Eff. Bag Filters
Test No.
Truck DcscriQtion
Stage Pressure
Aif1]ow
Ti!!Je
Ehmsed Time
[inches water col.)
[min.j
[cfm)
ll
Tandem End-Dump
0
8:32:50
0
2S70
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes!
1.1
8:35:20
249'3
3
8:36:20
8:37:20
8:38:20
8:40:20
8:42:20
8:46:20
8:52:20
12

Tandem End-Dump
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes)

,,-...

13

14

15

-

Tandem End-Dump
(Dump Time 3.5 minutest

Tandem End-Dump
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes!

Tandem End-Dump
[Dump Time 3.5 minutes)

9:21:45
9:24:45
9:25:45
9:26:45
9:27:45
9:28:45
9'.30:45
9:32:45
9'.37:45.
9:41:45
10:08:20
10:11;20
10:12:20
10:13:20
10:14:20
10:16:20
10:18:20
10:22:10
10:28:20
11:02:10
11:05:10
11:06:10
11:07:10
11:08:10
11:09:10
11:10:10
11:12:10
11:16:10
11:22:10
12:01:30
12:03:30
12:04:30
12:05:30
12:06:30
12:07:30
12:09:30
12:11:30
12:15:30
------

24S8

10
14
20

1.6
2.6 .
3.0
3.9
4.6
5.2
5.7

2297
2248
2206
2171

0

0

2570

4

5
6

8

2388
2360

3

1.1

2493

4

2.2
2.8
3.5
4.0
4.6
5.1
5.4
5.7

2416
2374
2325

5
6

7
9

11
16
20
0
3
4

5
6

8
10
14
20
0

3
4

0

0.5
1.1
1.8
2.4
3.2
3.8
4.5
5.0

2290
2248

2213
2192
2171

2S70
·2535
2493
2444

2402
2346
2304
22SS
2220
2S70

0
0.7
1.7

2451

~1

5
6
7

.2.4

3.0

2402
2360

8
10

4.0
4 ..5

2290
22.55

3.6

2318

14

5.2

2206

20

5.8

2164

0
2
3

0
0.8
1.5

2570
2514

4

2.4

s

6
8

10
12

3.0
3.4

4.0
4.6

5.2

2465

2402
2360
2332
2200

2248
2206

(

i.J

.

LOADOUT Study

-.,

Tuesday. September 27, 1994
Weather: Sunny and Mild, Light Winds
Side Draw Bin Downspout to Center of Drive over Dump Pit: 7.5 HP Rolfes Centrifugal Blower
on 13" I_D s.~cti~n Pipe from Sealed Dump Shed; Blower Outlet Manifolded to three ci inch Dia. x
12ft. High t.ffictency Bag House Filters
Test N-1..
16

Truck Descngtion

Tandem End-Dump
[Load Time 6.5 minutes!

Time
[min. I

ElaQscd Time
[min. I

Static Pressure
[inches water col.]

· Airflow ·
[cfm]

1:25:40
1:28:40
1:30:40
1:32:40
1:36:40

0
3
5
7
11
15
20

0
0.2
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9

2.570

.,..

1:40:40
1:45:40
17

18

Tandem End-Dump
[Load Time 6.5 minu[esl

Tandem End·Dump
[Load Time 6.5 minutes J

l9

Tandem End·Dump
(Load Time 6.5 minutes!

20

Tandem End-Dump
[Load Time 6.5 minutes]

2:10:0
2:12:0 .
2:16:0
2:20:0
2:24:0
2:30:0

6
10
14
20

0.8
1.0
1.5
1.9
2.3
2.5

2:.53:20
2:56:20
2:58:20
3:04:20
3:08:20
3:11:20
3:13:20

0
3
5
11
15
18
20

0
0.1
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8

3:43:0
3:44:0
3:46:0
3:.50:0
3:.54:0
3:58:0
4:03:0

0
l
3
7

0.7
1.0
1.6
2.6
3.4
3.7
3.8

4:30:20
4:32:20
4:36:20
4:40:20
4:44:20
4:48:20
4:50:20

0
2
6
10
14
18
20

0

11
15
20

1.0

1.2
2.0
2.7
2.9

3.1
3.1

25.56
2S28
2521
2514
2514
2507
2514

2500
2465
2437
2409
2395

2570
2563
2542
2S21
2521
2514
2514
2521

2500
2458
2388

2332
2311
2304
2500.
2486

2430
2381

2367
2353
2353

NOfES:
1. Tandem truck dump height started approx. S ft. and ended at about 2.5 ft. above dump pit grate.
2. Hopper bottom semi·trailer dump height was approx. 2 fl. above dump pit grate.
3. Discharge spout height above the tandem hoist truck: bed was approximately 6 ft
END OF Test Data on Airflow
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<ollC

l·CONTIHUTEO·AlRFL0\1 CALCULATIONS
Time

~:atic

Fan

Pres

Volune

fer

(CfM)

lntet"Val

P.i rflow Total
Airflaw

Avet"aqe
CFM

··-----·········-····--·-··-···--···--····-··-Hopper Bottom Jl

End DU1'9 11

0
4
15
a
4
7
1a
14
20
0
5

1a
13
Hopper Bottom J2

15
0
4
6
9

r

,.-.

mp

•z

Hopper Bottom tl

15
20
0

D~ tl

Hopper Bottom 114

End 0~ 114

~. 9

0

1
2.1
3.1
3.7
3.95
0

4

1.5

7

2.3
2.8
3.2
3.4
a
1.8
l.6
4.8
6.3
7.4
8.3

11
15
20
0

End

0

a.6
1.8
a
1.2
2
3
3.5
3.8
0
a.7
1.6
1.8

1.5
2.5
3.5
5
8
14
20

6.6

0

0

3
5
7
10
15
20
0
2
3
4

o.a

3.5

5

4.Z

7
11
20

5
6
6.7

1.9

2.5
32
3.7

3.9
0

1.4
~-6

2570
2528
2444
2570
2486
2430
2360
2325
2304
2570
2521
2458
2444
2437
2570
2500
2423
2353
2311
2294
2570
2465
2409
2374
2346

10196
27346 37542

2502.8

10112
7374
7185
9370
13887 47928

2396.4

12n8
12448
7353
4881 37409

2493.9

1a140
4923
7164
13992
11513 47Tl2

2386.6

10070
T311
9566
9440
2JJ2 1169! 48082
2570
2444 3760.5
2318 2381
2Zl4 2276
2126 3270
2031 6246
1966 12012
1942 11724 41670
2570
2514 7626
2437 4951
2395 4832
2346 7111.5
. 2311 1164]
2297 11520 47683
2570
2472 504Z
2381 2430
2325 2356.5
2276 23DD.5
2220 4496
2150 8740
2094 19098 44lo63

2404.1

zoa:s.s

ZJ14.Z

2223.2

f.,
·~

f, {

·_, ,.

~

P£NOlX I·CCIHINUTEO·AI RFLQY CALCULATlOUS
Time
~tattc Fan
Airflow focaL
~res
'lolune
rcr Airflow
(CFM) lnterval

Average
CFM

I

···-··················--·------··-·--··-·-----0

0

3

1.1
2

7
9

"'er Botrom r5

15
20
0

4
6
8

12
14
18
dO~

ar5

20
20
22
24

18 tl

2304
2Zl4
2220

5.4
5.4

2192

2192

4381.

4

2290

46500

5.4
5.7

1.192 11013
2171 8726 45839

0
l
4

a
0.5

2570
ZS35 7657.5
2493 2514
2444 2468.5
2402 2423
2346 4741
2304 4650
2255 9118
2220 13425 47004
2570
2521 7636.5

4.25

3.25
3.3
l.S

a
1.1

1.6
2.6
3
1.9
4.6
5.2
5.7
0

3

1.1

4
5

2.2
2.8
3.5

6
7
9
t1

1

3.8
4.8
5

10168
4902
4692
9076
4454
8824

2388

S.t

20

0

fle M2

l.860

14517
12035 48853

16
20

40
0
l
4
5
6
8

10
14
ff\e Jl

7594.5
9846

22n 4562
2342 4614
2339 1404:5
2325 23320 46539
2570
2493 7594.5
2458 2475.5
naa 2423
2360 2374
22'17 4657
2248 4545
2206 5908
2171 13131 46108
2570
2493 7594.5
2416 2454.52374 2395
2325 2349.5
2%90 2307.5
2241 4538
2213 440t

lO
ttl Fan Time

2
2.3
2.35
0
0.8
2.6

2570
2493
2430
2430
2409
2405
2570
2514

4

4.6

1.t
1.8

5
6
8

3.2

10

l.S

14
20

4.5
5

0

0

3

0.1

2.4

2442.6

2.325.0

2327.0

2305.4

2291.9

2350.Z

..........
.,,

,.,.....
A~. ~;io IX 1-CONTINUTEO-A IRFLOI.I CALCULATIONS
Time
::atic Fan
Airflow fat!IL

Pres

Vol una
CCfM)

Airflow
IntervaL
for

Average
CFM

--···········-···············----·-············
4
5

Baffle M4

1.7
2.4

6

l

7
8
10
14
20
0

3.6
4

4.5
5.2
5.8
0

z o.a

-

Baffle M5

Load•out 1ft

.oad•ouc tZ

3
4
5

1.5
2.4

6

3.4

8

4

10
12
20
0
3
5
7
11
15
20

4.6

113

5.2
5.7
0

0.2
0.6

0.7

o.a
0.85
0.85

0
2
6

0.1

10

1.95
2.35
2.5
0
0.1
0.4
0.7

14
20
0
3
5
11

~N·OUt

l

1.5

15
18
20

0.75

0

0.7

o.a
o.a

1

ild

·-•

3

1.6

7
11
15

2.6
3.4
3.7

20

3.8

0

1

z

1.2

6

2
2.7

10

2451
2402
2360
2318
2290
2255
2206
2164
2570
2514
2465
2402
2360
2332
2290
2248
220&
2171
2570
2556
2528
2521
2514
2510
2510
2514
2500
2465
2434
2405
239'5

2486
2426.5
2381
2339
2304
4545
8922
13110 46150

2307.5

5084

2489.5
2433.5
2381
2346
4622
4538
4454
17508 45856

2292.8

7689
. 5084
5040
10070
10041.
12550 50400

2524.5

5014
9930
9798
9678
14400 48820

2441.0

2570

2561
2542
2521
2517
2514
2514
Z5Z1
2500
2451
2381
2332

7699.5
5105
15189
10076
7546.5
5021

50644

253Z.Z

2510.5
4951
9692

9440
9286
2304 11531 47424
2500
2311

2416
24Ja

9832

2381

9622

un.z

4986

~u&

)Ell!>! X

I·COHTINUTE!l-1\IRFLO~

Time

CIILCULAT IONS

>tatic Fon
Airflow Total
Pres Volume far Airflow
CCFM)
14
18

ad·OUt

liS

20

2.9
3.1
3.1

2367
2353
2353

Average
CFM

Interval

9496
9440
4706 48082

2lt04.1

~·IX 1-CONTINUED·AJRFLCW SUMMARY

Af..

Hopper
Bottom

#5

37542
37409
48082
47683
48851

Avg

43914

:11
:tZ
#3

#4

End
Dump

Batfel Loaaouc

47928 46108
45839
41670 47004
44463 46150
46500 45856

50490
:.8820
50644
47424
48082

45658 46191

49092

t.mz

Summary-Average CFH
Hopper
Bottom

End
Dump

Baffel l.oadaUt

··---------------------------·-···-------------

:t

i2
:t3

114
15
AV

.:-

2502.8
2493.9
2404.1
2384.2
2442.6

2396.4
2386.6
2083.5
2Z23.2
2325.0

2305.4
2291.9
2350.2
2l07.5
2292.8

2445.5

2282.9 2309.6

2524.5
2441.0 .
2532.2
2l71.2
24G4.1
2454.6

/ t 1'
v/ '.;(o>;

.-,,
APPENDIX 2
OUST ANO TRUC(

~EIGHTS

DATA SHEETS
Filter bag data

Grain data

Calculated emissions

--------···-·················-----------------------------------·-·--------------------------------------------Test
type

~

Filter
bag
tare
<lbs)

Truclt
Type

FiLter
aag
net
clbs)

Net
dust

Clbs.)

Floor
Floor
Truc:lt Truck Truc:lt Airborne
dust
Oust
Gross net
net
dust
collected
Cl bs.) Clbs) Clbs) tons Clbs./ton) (total) Clbs./ton)
Truck
tare

··------------------···-····-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Semi
Bag 11

RECEIVING

Bag 12
Bag #3
Total
RECEIVING

RECEIVING

2 Tandem Bag II
Bag 12
Bag •3
Total
3 Semi

3Jq 11

Bag r2
Bag 13
Total

!..248
.:. . 194
t.. 123

:..015
4.303

:. .Jt,

.:..037
:..355
4.396

4.295
.:..J46
4.227

.:..113
.:..486
4.596

.:..zoa
1..454
1..454

0.047
a. t52
0.104
0.303 57620

22480 35140 17.57

o.otn o.52363

0.0298

0.098
0.183
0.285
0.566 55000

16260 '36740 16 .'37

0.0308 0.90019

0.0490

0.171
0.099
0.058
0.328 56420 22500 33920 16.96

0.0193 0.60888

0.0359

.- .\
RECEIVING 4 Tandem Bag #1
Bag lfZ
Bag #l
Total

4.057
4.364
4.427

RECEIVING 5 Semi

4.112
4.38
4.443

Bag #1
Sag IZ

Bag #3
Total
RECEtVlNG 6

Bac; 11
12
Bag #l
Total

4.142
4.407
4.465

Bag M1
Bat 12
Bat fl
Total

4.169
4.406
4.481

IEC!lVING 8 Tandem Bag 11
Bat 12
Bat f3
Total

4.213
4.433
4.49

EC!lVING 9 Semi

4.201
4.047
4.522

randem

88fJ

~ECEIVING

7 Semi

Bag M1
Bat 12*
Bat til
Total

4.296
4.521
!..512

4.265
4.491
4.5

4.59
4. 754
4.663

4.354
4.542
4.549

4.368
4. 718
4.831

4.257
4,189
4.661

0.239
0.157
0.085
0.481 53620

....

18440 35180 17.59

o.OZT.5 o. 7025

0.0399

0.153
0.111
0.057
0.321 58040 22520 35520 17.76

0.0181 0.50563

0.0285

0.448
0.347
0.198
0.993 55420

18460 16960 18.48

0.0537 0.77494

0.0419

0.185
o. 136
0.068
0.389 58060 22520 35540 17.77

0.0219 0.77538

0.0436

0.155
0.285
0.341
0.711 54800

18460 36340 18.17

0.0430 0.97756

0.053!

0.056
0.142
o. 146
0.344 58660 22520 36140 18.07

0.0190 0.60006

a.OlJZ

,

.... ;.I!ND IX Z.
OUST AND TRUCK

~EIGHTS

DATA SHEETS
F i ~.ter bag data

Grain data

Calculated emissions

~----------········-----························-·············-·······-·-----------·-·······-······-------------

Filter
bag
#

Test
type

Truck
:1

tare
Clbs)

Type

Filter
Bag
net
clbs)

Net
dust
Clbs. l

TMJClc Truck Truck Truck Airborne Floor Floor
dust
~are
dust
Oust
Gross net
net
collected
Clbs.) Clbs) Clbs) tons Clbs./ton) (total) <lbs./ton)

································----------------------------------------------·-······················------····

1 RECEIVING 10 Tanoem Bag· 11•
Ba9 12
Bag t3
Total

4. 131
4.127
4.542

4.464
4.402
4.641

AVERAGE•SEHI
AVERAGE•TANOEM
EXTRA FAN TIME

!laq 111

Sag liZ

Bag tl
Total

4.464
4.402
4.648

:..47
.:..409
~.652

0.333
0.2.75
0.106
0.714 54780 18480 36300 18.15

0.0393 1.07988

0.0595

0.337 57760 22508 35252 17.626 0.01911743 0.60271 0.03420287
0.707 54724 18420 36304 18.152 0.03884235 0.88701 0.04883452
0.006
0.007
0.004
0.017 54780 18480 36300 18.15

0.0009

NA

O.CCQO

I

I

lf &·~

;-

~

APPENDIX 2
DUST AND TRUCK YEIGHTS DATA SHEETS
Filter bag aata

'-,_
.j

Grain data

Calculated emissions

·-·-·······-·····-~------------·-··········--------··--------------········----·------·-----------------······-Filter Filter Net
Truck Truck Truck Truck Airborne Floor
Floor
bag
Bag
dust
tare Crass net
dust
dust
net
Dun
Test
Truck
tar•
net
col lee ted
:t
type
Type
clbs)
(lbs)
(lbs.) Clbs.) Clbs) Clbs) tons Clbs./ton> CtotaL) CLbs./tan)

-----------·------------·---------------------------··---------------------------------------------------------UFFELS
tantlem Boq f1
tamem Baq #2
tandem Bag 13
TotaL
IAFFELS

IAFFELS

IAFFELS

IAFFELS

4.267
4.224
4.533

2 tar::lem Bag #1
·taldem Baq 12
tandem Baq #l
Total

4.263
4.263
4,495

I!Jq #1
tandem aaq •z
tandem Bag 13
Total

t..256
4.295
4.357

4 tandl!lll Bag 11
tandem Bag 12
tanctr.m Bag •J
Total

4.29
4.346
4.465

5 tandem 8.J9 Ml*
tandem Bag 12
tandem Bag 13
Total

4.137
4.304

3 tandem

~.541

AVEAAGE·BAFFELS

4.351
4.437
4.758

4.361
4.491
. 4.761

.:..353
4.549
4.586

4.38
4.597
4.674

4.Z72
4.522
4.n4

0.084
0.213.
0.225
O.SC.2 55300 18500 36800

18.4

0.0284 0.43019

0.0234

0.104
0.228
0.266
0.598 54840 1B580 36260 18.13

0.0330 0.48931

D.0270

0.097
0.254
0.229
0.58 56200 18520 37680 18.84

0.0308 0.3915

0.0208

0.09
0.ZS1
O.Z09
0.55 54660 18540 36120 18.06

0.0305 O.Z9Z88

O.Qt62

0.135
O.Z18
O.Zll
0.586 56360

0.0310 0.48538

0.0257

0.5672 55472

18580 37780 18.89

18544 36928 18.464 0.03012298 0.41785 0.02261214
20.90% 52.89%
BAFFEl EfFICIENCY

-

.F .
.. }~NDIX 2
OUST AND TRUC~

~EIGHTS

DATA SHEETS
Fi Iter baq data

Calculated emissions

Grain oata

4·--·-----~-·----········································-·········-·------------------------------·····--------

11

Test
type

:1

Filter
baq
tare
(lbs)

Truck
Type

Filter
Bag
net
<lbs)

Net
dust
(l bs.)

Floor
Floor
Truck Truck Truck Airborne
!lust
dust
Gross net
nee
dust
collected
(lbs.) Clbs) ( lbs) tons
(lbs./ton) (total) (lbs./con)
Truck
~are

·················-················-------------·-···-----------------····--------------------------------------tandem Baq 11

:S lOAD·OUT

tandem Bag 12
tandem Bag •3
Total
3 lOAD·OUT .

3 lOAD·OUT

,

4.213
4.324
4.568

tandem Bag 11
tandem Baq 12
tandem Baq 1l
Total

4.22
4.357
4.62

3 :andenr Baq 11
tandem Baq 12
tandem Bag •3
Total

4.188
:..334
4.608

tandem Bag ,,
tandem Baq 12
tandetn Bag 13
Total

1..258
4.383
4.627

Sag It
tandetn Bog •z
tandetn Hag •l
Total

4.264
4.377

~

:..22
4.357
!..62

4.251
4,405
!o.6n

~.258

:..383
1..627

0.007
0.033
0.052
0.092 54540

18500 36040 18.02

0.0051 0.02206

0.0012

0.031
0.048
0.057
o. 136 56920 18540 :583130 19.19

0.0071 0.05163

0.0027

0.07
0.049
0.019
0.138 54480 18540 35940

17.97

0.0077 0.04263

0.0024

0.088
0.071
0.025
0.184 55080 18540 36540 18.27

0.0101 0.16363

0.0090

0.091
0.099
0.043
0.231 56620

0.0122 0.09094

0.0048

·:-l

·WT

3 lOAD•OUT

I.

5

tandelll

~.596

AVERACE·lOAO·OUT

4.346
4.454
1..652

4.355
4.476
.:..6l9

0.1566 55528

18540 38080 19.04

18532 36996 18.498 0.0084361 0.07418 0.00400372
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Dust Emission Test Protocol
Objectives:
I.
Capture and measure the amount of grain dust emitted (per ton of grain
handled) during the receiving process of a typical Oklahoma elevator.
II.

Capture the amount of grain dust emitted (per ton of grain handled) during the
truck load-out process of a typical Oklahoma elevator.

Ill.

Measure the impact of dump-pit baffles on grain dust emissions from receiving
operations.
·

IV.

Determine the impact of truck type (end-dump versus hopper bottomed) on
dust emissions at receiving.

Secondary Objective
I.
Determine the particle size distribution and aerodynamic mean diame·ter of the
grain dust captured.
Note-This information is not needed for the current sub-chapter. However it
could be used to determine what proportion of the dust captured is too large
to stay airborne i.e. an off premise adjustment. It could also be important for
modeling PM-10 levels. The determination of aerodynamic mean diameter
would be contingent on obtaining access to a cascade impactor. or other similar
equipment which inertially separates particles, through contacts at D.E.O. or
other sources.

Dust Emission Test Protocol
Procedures
Objective. I: Sapture and measure the amount of grain dust emitted (per ton of grain
handled) during the receiving process of a typical Oklahoma elevator.
1.
1

2.

--

Blowers and Airflow
· _ · .
A 7.5 h.p. centrifugal blower will be attached to a fabric bag filter. The blower
will provide approximately 2,500 c.f.m. at the 2" w.c. static pressure which
has been measured when the fan is run with the filter bags attached (see
attacned fan curve). This will allow for a complete air exchange of the dump _
shed in approximately 10 minutes. The blower will be started one minute
before the grain unloading begins and run a sufficient amount of time to
complete 1 1 /2 to 2 air exchanges. During the test, manometer readings will
be usea measure the differential pressure across the blower to calculate the
actual airflow through the blowers. Two "man-cooler" fans (about 1/3 h.p.)
will be olaced inside the dump shed and operated during the test. The purpose
of these fans is to ensure that all emitted dust particles which are light enough
to become airborne under typical atmospherical conditions remains suspended
during the time period required to evacuate the dust laden air from the dump
shed. These tans should simulate typical wind conditions through a dump shed
while still allowing the heavier particles which do not normally become airborne
to settle out. A portable anemometer will be used to measure the air speed
generated by the fans at various points in the dump shed.
Trucks
4-5 loads from typical end-dump grain trucks (2,400-3,000 bu.--144,000180,000 lbsl and 4-5 loads from hopper-bottomed dump trucks (of similar size)
will be unloaded in the enclosed dump shed. (This volume should generate a
90% confidence interval of +·10% of the reported emission factor for each
truck type.) The truck type (end-dump versus hopper bottomed) will be
included with each weight recorded. Each truck will· be weighed on the
facility's commercial scale, which will have a current certification. The trucks
will be weighed before and after unloading in order to determine the tare weight
of the truck and actual weight of the grain unloaded. A grain probe will be
used to obtain a representative sample of the grain in each truck. The samples
will be graded in accordance with the USDA-Federal Grain Inspection Service
Guidelines ("Inspecting Grain-Practical Procedures for Grain Handlers••, U.S.
Government Printing Office 517-013/46532. July 1991-Summarized In OSU
Fact Sheet _#223 (attached)).
An aggregate emission factor (for the
combination of truck types) will be calculated along with separate sub-factors
for each truck type.
Note: Since the grain in the elevator bin is already a composite of many

Procedures !Continued)
Note: Since the grain in the elevator bin is already a composite of many
delivered loads. and one truck should provide a sufficient volume of dust to
measure accurately on a laboratory scale, the only advantage of more multiple
loads is to account for the variation in dust emitted between loads and increase
the overall validity and repeatability of the test. The proposed volume is near
the upper limit of the amount which can be unloaded into trucks without
switching to a second grain bin which would introduce another source of
variation.

3.

Dump Shed
The concrete dump shed proposed for the test has a total volume of
approximately 24,000 cu. ft., can be totally enclosed, and has removable
dump-pit baffles (see diagrams). The dump-pit dust control baffles will be
removed for the initial test (Objective 1). The grain shed doors will be closed
before unloading begins. All major inlets will be sealed with tape or sealant
with the exception of the small cracks around the doors. These small gaps
should provide inlet air without allowing any dust laden air to escape. The
outlet air will be ducted through a sealed doorway on the side of the dump
shed and will lead to the blower and fabric filter through a duct system. The
primary air flow will travel around the doors, across and over the grain dump
pit, and up to the outlet duct.

4.

Fabric Air Filter
Three fabric bag filters will be used to capture grain dust entrained in the air.
The filters will emptied after every truck load, and a new tare weight will be
established. Samples of the dust in the filters will be obtained for particle size
analysis.
The fabric filters will be weighed on a scale provided by (and certified by) the
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Weights and Measures Division. The
scale has an accuracy of + or - .001 lbs. and is capable of weighing from 0200 lbs. (AP-42 emission factors imply that 90 lbs. dust could be captured
from the 300,000 of grain handled.

Proceaures (Continued)
II.

Capture the amount of grain dust emitted (per ton of grain handled} during the
trucK load-out process of a typical Oklahoma elevator.
The same test procedures described in Objectiv~ I will be used to measure the
amount of dust emitted when a typical grain truck is loaded within the enclosed
dump shed. 4-5 grain trucks (2,400-3,000 bu.--144,000-180,000 lbs) will be.
loaded in the enclosed dump shed with circulating fans running. The emitted ·.
dust will be captured and weighed using the procedures previously described
in Objective I.
·

-

-

ProcecJures !Continued)
Objective Ill.

Measure the impact of dump-pit baffles on grain dust emissions
from receiving operations.

The procedures described in Objective I will be conducted in a dump pit in
which dust control baffles (see diagram) are- .installed. The test procedure
described in Objective I will be repeated with the dump pit baffles allowed to
function, but without the pneumatic air control system operating. The dumppit baffle design, and the percentage of the dump-pit surface which is blocked
by the baffles will be documented.
Note: There is no "standard" configuration for dump-pit baffles. The baffle
systems which are in place in Oklahoma elevators were individuatly
designed by various millwrights. The results of this test should provide
a base-line efficiency estimate for baffles with a similar degree of surface
area closure. More recently designed baffle systems may have a higher
degree of blockage, and thus be more efficient than the baffles used in
this test.
Objective IV.

Determine the impact of truck type (end-dump versus hopper
bottomed) on dust emissions at receiving.

The data collected in Objective I will be separated by truck type to determine
sepnrate emission factors for each truck type and the impact of truck type on
dust emissions at receiving.
Note:
In order to _provide additional insight into the total amount of dust which is
present in the grain the amount of large grain dust particles and other material
which settles out of the air stream and on to the floor will be collected and
weighed. Samples of this material will be gathered and analyzed to determine
the particle size distribution, including the percentage (by weight) of whole and
broken grain kernels. Since much of the material gathered from the floor would
be normally be recovered through standard OSHA mandated housekeeping
l]rocedures, the material gathered from the floor is not a measure of emitted
~. The documentation of the weight of this material is designed to further
increase confidence in the test by placing an absolute upper amount on the
amount of grain dust which could be emitted from a dump shed under any
possible conditions.

Procedures (Continued)
Secondary Objective I.

Determine the particle size distribution and aerodynamic
mean diameter of the grain dust captured in objective II and
Ill.

Representative samples will be obtained from the bag filters and floor
sweepings after they are weighed in the procedures in Objectives I-IV. The
particle size distribution will be determined by using a sonic sifter separator
which uses a vertical oscillating column of air and a repetitive mechanical pulse
to provide a precise particle separation. Other methods including dry sieve and
wet sieve analysis, and the use of a cascade impactor or other equipment
designed to inertially separate particles may be used to determine the effective
mean aerodynamic diameter of the collected grain dust.

.-

Attachments:
1.
Dump shed diagram
2.
Fan curve-George A. Rolfes Co. Fan #2075
3.
Fabric filter manifold design
OSU Fact Sheet #223 "Practical Wheat Sampling and Grading Procedures"
4.
5.
Dump-pit dust control baffle diagram.
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Airborne Grain Dust Emissions Data Sheet
Test Conducted Under Supervision of
Oklahoma State University Cooperative Extens•on Service
and the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
DA TE:September _
. 1994
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PRACTICAL WHEAT SAMPLING
AND HAND SIEVING PROCEDURES
Phil Kenkel
Extension Economist·

Kim Anderson
Extension Economist

This publication provides practical procedures for sampling and grading wheat which can be
Jsed by producers, warehouse managers, and elevator managers. The procedures and portion sizes
3re based on the USDA Practical Procedures for Grain· Handlers. The portions and hand sieving
methods presented in this Current Report are not used by official grain inspectors licensed by the
=ederal Grain Inspection Service. Licensed graders must use larger portions and precision
"Tiechanicat equipment that will provide the most accurate and most uniform results.

1EPRESENTA TIVE SAMPLE

Obtaining a representative grain sample is an essential pan of grain inspection. Without a
·epresentative sample, the final grade will not reflect the true grade or value of the grainJn order
for a sample to be considered representative, it must:
1. be obtained in accordance with recommended procedures;
2. be of the prescribed size (at least 1000 grams or approximately 1 1/4 quart); and
3. be handled securely, protected from manipulation, substitution, and careless handling ..

.-.,,,,

The following pages explain the proper way to do probe sampling. Some of this information
Nas taken from Inspecting Grain-Practical Procedures for Grain Handlers, Section 1, Sampling

3rain.
lrobe Sampling
A large percentage of grain, as it travels from the farm to the final consumer, is at one time or
mother sampled with a grain probe. Probe sampling is the only approved method for obtaining
;amples from stationary lots. If probe sampling is performed correctly, the samples drawn will
:onsistently be representative.
ihe Equipment
I . Hand Probe
This standard piece of equipment, sometimes referred to as a trier, is c_onstructed of brass or
1tuminum. Probes come in various sizes with standard lengths of 5, 6, 8, 10, and 12 feet. The
ype of carrier dictates which probe length should be used. There are two types of hand probes:
:ompartmented probes in which slots in the outer tube match compartments in the inner tube and
Jpen throat probes in which the inner tube is open. Open-throat probes tend to draw more of their ,.-.,.
.ample from the top portion of the grain, while compartmented probes draw a representative
ample from each layer. All official grain probes are compartmented probes with a 1-3/8 Inches
1 diameter (outer tube).

Make sure the probe reaches the bottom of the carrier. A 5 or 6 ft. probe will be sufficient for
most farm trucks while hopper-bottom carriers may require a longer (6, 8 or 10 ft.) probe.

2. Mechanical probe
There are two types of mechanical probes which are recommended for sampling stationary lots
of grain in trucks, railcars, or other open-top carriers. The gravity-fill probe function is similar to
compartmented hand probes except that after the compartment is filled it rotates to an inner tube
where it is forced up by air. The core probe functions by forcing the sample up into the core as
the probe is pushed down and then using air to transport the sample to the output point. A third
type, the in~load suction probe which uses negative air pressure to suck the sample into the bonom
of the probe, is not recommended since it tends to overestimate foreign matenal.

2. Sampling Canvas
Heavy canvas cloth or similar material can be used to display the sample from the
compartmented probe. Another alternative is a short section of rain gutter, half section of pipe.
The sampling canvas or other material should be at teast 6 inches longer than the probe used to
draw the sample. This size is necessary so that the grain from the entire length of each probe will
not spill off the ends of the canvas. Sampling canvases must always be kept clean, dry, and free
of holes.

,...3., Sampling Containers
Containers such as heavy cloth or canvas bags and metal buckets or plastic cans may be used
transport the sample to the inspection station. Sample containers should be free of all old grain,
insects, and other waste material prior to ·use. Air-tight containers or bags lined with a
polyethylene liner should be used to store grain to prevent loss of moisture and to protect the
sample from adverse environmental conditions such as rain or humid weather.
•-J

General Procedures
Before sampling any carrier, record on your sample ticket the carrier's identification number.
Visually examrne the whole lot of grain. Take a handful of grain from several locations and check
it for odor. Record any unusual conditions on your sample ticket. Next, spread your canvas and
check to see that the probe and canvas are clean and dry. You are now ready t.o start sampling.
There are several ways to insert the probe into the grain. Regardless of which technique you
use, the general rules are:

1. Insert the probe at a 10 degree angle from the vertical with th_e slots fc1cing upward and
completely closed. The 10 degree angle eases the resistance of the compacted grain against
the probe while still allowing the probe to reach the bonom of the container. The stots must
be kept closed untit the probe is inserted as far as it will go. Otherwise, a disproportionate
amount of grain from the top of the slot will fall Into the probe compartments as it is being
inserted. When sampling grain which contains sand or grit, insert the probe with the slots
downward to avoid jamming it. After the probe is inserted, turn the slots upward before
.
penang.

-

.-...,\:",
;i .' \'
2. After the probe is fully inserted (with the slots facing upward), open the slots and move the··
probe up and down quickly in two short motions. Close the slots completely, grasp the probe
by the outer tube, and withdraw it from the grain. Do not pull the probe by the wooden handle.
This can result in the inner tube baing pulled out of the outer tube. When this occurs, the probe
must be emptied, reassembled, cleaned, and the area probed again.
3. Empty the probe onto the canvas and compare the grain from each depth of the probe tor
uniformity of kind, condition, and infestation. Also, compare the probe to others drawn from
the sama lot. If all probes and portions of probes are uniform with one another, they should be
composited and placed in a sampte bag along with a completed sample ticket. If the
examination of the probes indicates that the lot of grain is made up of distinctly different parts
in regaro to condition \~uch as mus~. sour, commercially objectionable foreign odor, or heating
grain_), tne sampler must then draw a sample from each of the different parts, in addition to the
sample that represents the carrier as a whole.
4. When transferring the grain from the canvas to the sampling bag, take care not to allow tine
material to be blown from the canvas.
Where to Probe
Draw at least two samoles from any truck or trailer that are 600 bushels or less. Larger lots
of grain should be probed in 3 to 5 places. Recommended probe sites, which are shown in Figun-..
1 , are anywhere in the carrier except the corners and the center of the load (which was directly
underneath the loading spout). The probe sites should be varied between loads in a random
manner. Elevators which routinely sample in the same location have found that bad grain seems
to migrate to the areas in the load which are not sampled. Hopper bottomed carriers should be
probed in the center of each hopper (Figure 2}.
Figure I. !i.unphniJ Sues- rruck or rrailcr

Figure l. Sowphng Sitcs·Hoppcr Honcmea umers

Front of c:uricr
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_:iPECTION PROCEDURES
The process of inspecting wheat begins when the sample is drawn and follows a prescribed
path:
1. Obtain a representative sample of approximately 1,000 g.
2. Examine the sample for insect infestation, heating, or other harmful conditions.
3. Divide out a 250 g. portion (or the amount specified for your moisture meter) and determine
the moisture content.
4. Recombine the 250 g. portion and test the entire sample for dockage.
5. Check for objectionable odor.
· 6. Determine the test weight.
7. Divide out a 250 g. sample and determine the percentage of shrunken and broken kernels
(SBK).
.
8. Di.vide the sample into small portions for examination of foreign material (30 g.) and damaged
kernels ( 15 g.)
STEP 1-0BTAIN A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE
Use the probing procedures described above, or a tailgate sampler to obtain a representative sample
of approx. 1000 g.
STEP 2-INSECTS, AND HARMFUL CONDITIONS
l):e presence of two or more live insects injurious to stored grain causes the grain to be designated
· qsted", but does not affect the numerical grade. Heating is a condition common to grain which
i~ ... ,loiling and also causes the grain to be designated "U.S. Sample grade." Be careful not to
confuse heating with sound grain which is warm due to storage in bins, railcars or other containers
during hot weather. Other harmful substances which can cause the grain to be considered U.S.
Sample grade include: castor beans, crotalaria seeds, glass. stones, and unknown foreign
substances such as rock salt, fertilizer, or •pink wheat...
STEP 3-MOISTURE
Moisture is an essential measure of wheat storability and value and should be determined prior to
removing dockage. Moisture can be determined with ariy device which has been tested and
approved by the Oklahoma Department of AgricuJture. Moisture meters should be certified once
a season and maintained in adherence with the manufacturer's recommendation. Many moisture
meters (such as the Montomco) require that a specific weight sample be used. The use of an
inexact sample weight will result in an inaccurate measure of moisture content. AdditionaUy, some
of the newer moisture meters also display an estimate of test weight. This test weight estjmate
cannot be fega!ly used jn determining grade since it Is based on a small sample size (often 100 g.
or less) and is made before the dockage is removed.

STEP 4-DETERMINATION OF DOCKAGE IN WHEAT USING HAND SIEVES
The entire sample (approximately 1000 g.J should be used to determme the level of dockage.
Wheat dockage is certified to the nearest tenth percent (0.1 %, 0.2%. 0.3% etc.l. Dockage is
weed seeds, weed stems, chaff, straw, grain other than wheat. sand, dirt, and any other matenat
other than wheat. which can be removed readily from wheat by use of appropriate sieves.
Following are the guide lines for hand sieving to determine dockage. (Elevators who use a one pint
test weight kettle may determine use a smaller portion (500 g.) to determine dockage, provided
there is sufficient dockage free wheat to overflow the kettle.)

1.

Record 'the weight of sample used (approximately 1000 g.)

2.

For sieving, assemble a 5/64 round-hole sieve on a bottom pan and then place a 12/64
round-hole s1eve on top (Figure 3). Place approximately 1/3 of the. sample at a time on top
of sieve and shake vigorously until all of the wheat passes through the top sieve. Determme _
the percentage of dockage by combining and weighing all of the material which remained on
top of the too sieve and which passed through the bottom sieve. The percentage is
calculated by dividing the weight of the material on top of that passed through the sieves by
the total sample weight.

Figure 3. Standard Hand-Sieve Set Up
forHRW

12164
round
hole

5164

round
hole

(Shake until all wheat goes through the top pan)

·.·.·.:.

.cP 4-DETERMINATION OF DOCKAGE WITH A MECHANICAL DOCKAGE TESTER

1.

Record the weight of sample used (approximately 1000 g.).

2.

Clean the dockage tester, insert the appropriate sieves and riddle, and make adjustments
recommended by the manufacturer which give results comparable to FGJS standard
equipment !Figure 4).

3.

Turn on the tester and pour the sample into the hopper.

4.

After the sample has cleared the last sieve, turn the tester off.

5.

Remove and weigh the dockage (Figure 4).

I

NOTE:IF THE SAMPLE CONTAINS MORE THAN .5% CHESS OR SIMILAR SEEDS IT MUST BE RUNUSING SPECIAL CHESS PROCEDURES-REFER TO OSU FACT SHEET "GRADING CHEATV WHEAT".

Figure 4. Set Up Procedure for Carter Day Dockage Tester
Standard Procedure for HRW
·
·

Riddle (#2)

Topaeeve
CCII*:tlon .
pan
(fmpyl

Top aeeve (Empty)

Middle steve (Al2)

BOlam sreve (#2)

-

COMecllan pan

*If the material in Pan E is ~·
50% or more whole or broken
kernels of wheat, It is added to the deaned wheat in Pan D.
If it is.less than 50% wheat, it is considered dockage.

(;

STEP 6-DETERMINING TEST WEIGHT
Test weight is a measure of the weight of grain required to fill a specific volume (pint, quart, or
bushel). To determine test weight, pour the entire dockage free sample through a funnel into a·
kettle until 1 he grain overflows the kettle. Level off the kettle making three, full-length. zigzag
motions witn .a stroker. Test weight is determined by weighing the filled kettle on either a special
beam scale, an electronic scale programmed to convert gram weight to test weight, or a standard
laboratory scale. If a sm~jJrd sca1e i~ used, the gram weight must be converted to test weight
per bush_el. (multiple the grams in a one quart kettle by .0705 t.o obtain the test weight in lbs./bu.)
STEP 7-0ETERMINATION OF SHRUNKEN AND BROKEN KERNELS IN WHEAT USING HAND SIEVES_

Shrunken and broken kernels (S&BI affect the USDA Grade. If the sample is more than 3% S&B
kernels. the USDA grade cannot be higher than USDA #2. Following is a procedure to determine
the percent shrunken and broken kernels.

1.
2.

3.

Divide out a representative dockage free portion of approximately 250 grams. Record thr-.,
weight of the sample used.
Assemble an 064 by 3/8 slotted sieve on top of a bottom pan. The sieve should! be held
level in both hands directly in front of the body with the elbows close to the sides. The sieve
should be held so that the grain will move lengthwise with the perforations. In a steady
sieving motion, the sieve should be moved from right to left approximately 1 0 inches and
returned from left to right 20 times t20 complete cycles). The material remaining in the slots
should be returned to the wheat which remained on top of the sieve.
The material passing through the 0.064 x 3/8 inch sieve is weighed to determine the
percentage of shrunken and broken kernels. The percent SBK is determined by dividing the
weight of the sieved shr•.nken and broken kernels by the total weight of the sample sieved.

Figure 5. Standard Set Up Procedure for determining
SBK in HRW.
.

084-318 slatted

-

.'EP 8-FOREIGN MATERIAL AND DAMAGED KERNELS

All material otner than wheat that remains in the sample after the removal of dockage and shrunken
and broken kernels is foreign material. The percentage of foreign material is determined by hand
picking a representative 30 g. dockage and S&B free portion. The mast common types of kernel
damage are black tip fungus, germ, frost, heat, mold, scab, sprout, and insect damaged. The
percentage of damaged kernels is determined by handpicking a 15 g. dockage and S&B free
portion.
·

SUMMARY.
It Is imponant that grain handlers concentrate in determining the correct grade. Profit margins
are too small to lase money because of improper grade determination. The procedures presented
in this Current Report are not designed to produce official grades. The procedures should produce
relatively accurate estimates of dockage, foreign material,. damaged kernels, and other factors
affecting grades and the value of the grain.
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DATE:

DECEMBER 9, 1994

TO:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

THROUGH:

LARRY BYRUM, DIRECTOR.c--. I 1J
AIR QUALITY DIVISION~~

FROM:

('QDEBORAB PERRY
~ ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER

DISCUSSION OF GRAIN ELEVATOR DUST EMISSION STUDY RESULTS
Members of the Ok+ahoma Grain and Feed Association, osu Division of
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources and the Oklahoma
·oepartment of Environmental Quality met on September 26th and 27th
in Alva, Oklahoma to observe and/Or take part in the Grain Elevator
Oust Emission study. I believe that no one in attendance was
particularly surprised by what we saw. We witnessed that dust
emissions at grain elevators have been overstated by the emission
factors found in the existing AP-42. This is the result we
expected. The purpose was to try to accurately quantify emissions
in order to gain an understanding of what emission factors should
be used to represent true emissions from grain elevators.
I think there is general agreement that the data produced from this
study is quite valuable for this purpose. The test results from the
Grain Elevator Dust Emission study have been through a preliminary
review by the Air Quality staff and are continuing to be reviewed.
The data will be evaluated considering several issues. For example,
were the tests performed according to the protocol? Are there
issues which effect the reliability and accuracy of emission
factors which may not have been accounted for in the study? Is
there other data available which should also be considered? We have
arrived at some initial answers to these questions and some of them
have led to additional questions and concerns.
It is the opinion of our staff that the test procedures were
carried out in accordance with the protocol, with the exception of
particle sizing of the collected dust. The protocol stated that
dust collected from the floor sweepings and filter bags would be ,
separated through a sonic sifter. osu has a sonic sifter available,
however, based on our conversations, 1t would be a very long
process to perform on all samples. Additionally, this would not
actually provide an analysis of aerodynamic mean diameter of the
particles. osu will retain these samples in case there is a need to
analyze them at some point in the future.
We know that dust emissions wilf vary from different grain
elevators, as well as over time at any individual elevator. There
are many variables which can effect air emissions. This is the
difficulty in developing a set of emission factors that will
represent the industry as a whole. It is not conceivable to try to

GRAIN
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account for all possible variations or scenarios. However,
observations of the testing did reveal some issues that perhaps had
not been identified or considered adequately when the protocol was
being developed.
The grain which was used to conduct the s~udy was not directly from
the field. The grain was loaded out from a bin at the elevator,
Thus, the grain had, at a minimum, gone through the receiving,
elevating, and load out processes and possibly additional transfer
or turning processes before being utilized in the study. There are
two schools of thought regarding this issue. The first says that
dust is generated through the movement of grain and thus previous
handling should not be a significant factor. The other viewpoint is
that a larger amount of dust will be generated from foreign
material which is carried with the grain from the field. There is
no data to support either. However, in the second case there will
be the effects of both situations occurring simultaneously which
might tend to generate more emissions.
EPA is in the process of revising the AP-42 section for grain
elevators. In the draft version there is a discussion of the "windtunnel effect" created by receiving operations located inside a
drive-through type of receiving shed. The narrative states that air
blows through the receiving area at speeds greater than surrounding
wind speeds. This effect was observed during the testing
procedures. The protocol specified fans would be used to simulate
typical air flows and keep smaller particles airborne. The fans
were positioned such that air flow was circulating in a converging
pattern, creating an area of turbulence, rather than a directional
flow as would be created by winds. After the floors had been swept
at the end of each test run, the doors were opened and a large gust
of wind blew through the receiving area carrying visible dust with
it. This raises the question that perhaps some dust which could
have been emitted was not accounted for. Perhaps some of the dust
which was swept up from the floor would have become airborne if the
dobrs were open. There was also some dust which settled on the
trucks and equipment which was not accounted for. This idea is
further supported by the test data which shows that less than half
the amount of dust was collected when the doors were left open. A
particle size analysis of the test samples could possibly provide
some insight regarding the likelihood of the particles becoming
airborne.
Emissions were also observed during testing from the top of the
headhouse. Elevator personnel explained that there three are
emission points on the headhouse. Two were cyclone exhausts and
another was some type of vent. At l~ast two of these appeared to
have visible emissions during the testing. It is uncertain the
origin of these emissions, however, we must consider the
possibility that these emissions could somehow effect the accuracy
of the data.

-
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An inconsistency was observed in the emissions from the truck
loading (load out) • The visible emissions from the process of
loading the trucks from the bin via an outside spout appeared to be
much greater than during the testing of the load out process which
occurred inside the shed from a different spout. The height of the
outside spout above the truck was approximately 5-7 feet, whereas
the inside spout was only 1-2 feet above the truck. It seems that
there are other factors such as drop height, wind exposure, and
grain speed which may have a greater effect on the quantity of
emissions generated during load out. These issues were not
addressed by the study ..

~

· The results of the study· were also sent to the EPA contractor
(Midwest Research Institute) at. their request to be considered with
other available data when revising the new AP-42 section. EPA sent
Air Quality a draft copy of the proposed revisions to AP-42 in June
of this year. At that time they indicated that the section would be
finalized in approximately 30 days. Since that time EPA has
withdrawn that draft and is working with the National Grain and
Feed Association and the states to obtain additional data to
support a new AP-42 section. Air Quality will continue to review
the study data, as well as any data which becomes available. A
review of the June AP-4 2 draft revealed some additional issues
which are also being considered.
The data provided in the June draft indicated there should be a
distinction made between country and terminal elevators. This is
based on test data that demonstrates much higher emission rates
from terminal elevators. However, there is no clear definition
given to determine whether an elevator is to be considered
"country" or "terminal". An explanation· is provided which states
that a country elevator receives grain directly from the farmer,
whereas the terminal elevator will receive a large portion of the
grain handled from other elevators. A terminal elevator would also
have the capacity to move grain at a faster rate than a country
elevator.
The draft AP-42 contains emission factors for "headhouse and
·internal handling operations". The background document includes
test results from uncontrolled operations, as well as some
controlled by cyclones. Since these test results come from
uncontrolled operations, it seems that some emissions may be
attributable to operations which we are now considering to be
totally enclosed and therefore not emission points.
The Air Quality Division is concerned that our actions taken
reqardinq emission factors are not in conflict with final actions
taken by EPA in AP-42. There are important issues which .must be
~arefully considered. For example, if ODEQ adopts a set of emission
.actors for grain elevators which are lower than those approved by
EPA, and these are used to permit sources as synthetic minors, EPA
will have strong reason to question the permits. EPA is indicating
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that they want to review our synthetic minor permits, although it
does not seem practical that they would review all synthetic
minors. ·They have shown an interest in grain elevators and will
likely look at some of these. permits. They have the ability to
reject or rewrite.these permits if they feel they are inadequate.
The fact that our ·Subchapter 24 contains emission factors will
certainly·draw EPA attention to this issue as well.
our ability to write federally enforceable synthetic minor permits
which are based on subchapter 2 4 ·is dependent on obtaining EPA
approval of Subchapter 24. Therefore, we believe it is very
important to be consistent with the direction that EPA is going in
developing the new AP-42. We are considering other possibilities
~or creating synthetic minor sources as well. Any facility can
obtain a permit by complying with the existing rules. It may also
be possible to permit sources under some type of generic "umbrella"
permit. This would likely involve setting some criteria for
inclusion and documentation or registration process. This would
streamline the process for the industry and lighten the permit load
on our staff. Another similar approach would involve revising
Subchapter 24 such that it sets up certain criteria for synthetic
minors, thus creating the "permit-by rule" concept.
All of the issues and concerns related to emission factors,
synthetic minor permits, federal enforceability, Subchapter 24 and
Title V are being carefully considered by our staff. These are
issues of great concern to us as well as the industry. However,
there are some disadvantages to rushing ahead with Subchapter 24
before carefully considering the best path. EPA has indicated that
synthetic minor permits are due within the same time frames as are
Title v permits. Therefore we have adequate time to evaluate this
process carefully and make the best choices through continued
cooperation of all concerned parties .

.

-
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COMPARISON OF PM EMISSION FACTORS FOR GRAIN ELEVATORS
(lb/ton)

RECEIVING

AP-42

PROPOSED AP-42 1
(June94 Draft)

0.60

0. 065 2

OSU TEST
RESULTS
0. 029 4

0.30
0.0084
SHIPPING
0. 002 3
(LOAD OUT)
The proposed AP - 42 has . been w1.thdrawn for further study and
testing. The results from the osu study will be some of the data
which will be considered for the new revision.
2

This factor is only for wheat.

~

·-

-

This factor is for rail car loading of unspecified grain with
cyclones in place. An estimate of the uncontrolled emission factor
could be obtained by back-calculating assuming an efficiency for
the cyclones. A cyclone with an efficiency of 95% would give a
factor of 0.04 lb/ton; a 90% cyclone efficiency gives 0.02 lb/ton.
An efficiency of 75% gives o. 008 lbfton. Examination of the
reference data indicates a series of two primary cyclones and a
third smaller cyclone in place for this testing which occurred in
1972.
4

This is the overall average of the results from both the end-dump
and hopper bottom trucks.
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UNIFORM PROCESS - Conceptual Basis
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Very minor:
a. Emissions
b. Wastewater systems
c. Commercial hazardous waste handling
d. Water supply
Very minor and minor:
a. Commercial non-hazardous waste handling
b. Non-commercial hazardous waste handling
Authorization under General Permit

a. OPDES Discharge
b. Emissions- new construction
c. Emissions - operating (w/o construction)
c. Commercial hazardous waste handling
Major:
a. Emissions - operating (w/ construction)
b. Non-commercial waste handling facility

Major or facility wide:
a. OPDES discharge
b. Emissions - new construction
c. Emissions - operating (w/o construction)
d. Commercial hazardous waste handling
e. Commercial non-hazardous waste ham .

Impoundments and septic tanks- industrial
Municipal wastewater/ water supply systems
Very minor:
a. Emissions construction and operating
b. Wastewater systems
c. Hazardous waste handling facility
d. \Non-hazardous waste handling facility
e. Water supply

Minor:
a. OPDES Discharge
b. Emissions - new construction
c. Emissions- operating {w/o construction)
d. Commercial hazardous waste handling
Major:
a. Emissions- operating (w/ construction)
b. Non-commercial waste handlirig facility

Major or facility wide:
a. OPDES discharge
b. Emissions - new construction
c.· Emissions - operating (w/o construction)
d. Commercial hazardous waste handling
e. Commercial non-hazardous waste handling

Impoundments and septic tanks- industrial
Municipal wastewatertwater supply systems
"""~'n" ~QUl'C:tl$!')1

Minor or no modification to all emissions,
dischage, wastewater systems, water supply,
and waste handling facilities.

Major modifications:
a. Major discharge
b. Major or facility wide emissions
c. Major commercial waste handling

Lateral expansion of major commercial waste
handling facilitY

Multiple facility/source plans
Hazardous waste closure plans

None

Major modification to minor emissions.
discharge, wastewater systems, water supply
and waste handling facilities.
''''=''''''''''''''''~''''~ Applicability determinations

Single facility/source plan
Hazardous or non-hazardous waste disposal
Non-hazardous waste closure plans
Certification

)

)

)

UNIFORM PROCESS -Conceptual Basis -Air Quality

New construction -Very Minor
Authorization - General Permit

New construction - Minor
New operating with construction permit:
a. Facility wide
b. Major
New General Permit

New construction - Major or facility wide

New construction -Very Minor
New operating -Very Minor or Minor
Authorization - General Permit

New construction - Minor
New operating with construction permit:
a. Facility wide
b. Major
New General Permit

New construction - Major
New operating without construction permit:
a. Facility wide
b. Major

Minor or no modification:
a. Construction - All
b. Operating - All
c. Relocation
Major modification:
a. Construction -Very Minor or Minor
b. Operating -Very Minor or Minor

Major modification
a. Construction - Facility wide or Major ·
c. Operating - Facility wide or Major

None

Applicability determination
Emergency burn approval
Asbestos removal/Demolition approval
Lead-based paint certification

None

None

UNIFORM PROCESS -Conceptual Basis -Waste Management

. -~·. . . .~~~;·~~·~·~i~~~~;~:.l

Major non-commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Minor commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Non-hazardous waste transfer stations
Mobile recycling

Major commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
On-site BIFs treatment and disposal

Major non-commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Minor commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Non-hazardous waste transfer stations
Mobile recycling

Major commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
On-site BIFs treatment and disposal

Minor or no modifications:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility - All
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility - All
Major modifications:
a. Commercial hazardous waste - Minor
b. Non-commercial hazardous waste - All
c. Non-hazardous waste - Minor

Major modifications:
a. Commercial hazardous waste - Major
b. Commercial non-hazardous waste- Major
c. On-site BIFs treatment and disposal

Major commercial facilities- lateral expansion:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling

Disposal approval:
a. Non-hazardous waste disposal
b. Emergency hazardous waste disposal
c. Hazardous waste generator disposal plan
d. Non-hazardous waste recharge well
Non-hazardous waste closure plans
Technical plan approval Oe., sampling plan)
Hazardous waste transporter license

Hazardous waste transfer station
Hazardous waste closure plans

None

Industrial X-ray
XRF Instrument/NORM registration
Very minor and minor non-commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility
Very minor commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility

i.:[[j[';lmf:;:'l::m&:~tllndustrial X-ray
~jj$tlirig'j$~~ijf~·iiitl XRF Instrument/NORM registration

Very minor and minor non-commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility
Very minor commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility

)

)

UNIFORM PROCESS

-Con~ .,~tual

Basis -Water Quality

Authorization-General Permit
Pretreatment program
Pretreatment impoundments
Residential sewage
Sewage impoundments (<5000 gpd)
Residential water supply
Public water supply-Minor

New construction:
a. Municipalwastewater treatment
b. Municipal water treatment
c. Municipal wastewater retention
New operating:
a. Minor OPDES discharge
b. Impoundments/tanks-industrial
c. Land or sludge application

Authorization-General Permit
Pretreatment program
Pretreatment impoundments
Residential sewage
Sewage impoundments (<5000 gpd)
Residential water supply
Public water supply-Minor

New construction:
a. Municipalwastewater treatment
b. Municipal water treatment
c. Municipal wastewater retention
New operating:
a. Minor OPDES discharge
b. Impoundments or septic tanks-industrial
c. Land or sludge application
·
New General Permit

New major OPDES discharge

Minor or no modifications:
a. Major/minor OPDES discharge
b. Impoundments or septic tanks - All
c. Land or sludge application
d. General Permit
Minor or major_ modification:
a. Municipal wastewater treatment
b. Water supply treatment
c. Impoundments/septic tanks-industrial
d. Sewer and water line extensions

Major modification:
a. Major/minor OPDES discharge

None

Impoundment closure plan
Operator certification and renewal
Septic tank installer certification
Septic tank cleaner permit
Areawide wastewater mgmt plan-minor mod
Dredge and fill certification

Areawide wastewater mgmt plan-major mod
Subdivision plat approval

None

UNIFORM PROCESS -Conceptual Basis -Tier I
Public Notice = Landowner/Applicant
Public Input
Comments
Agency Approval = Technical Supervisor

=

New construction -Very Minor
Authorization - General Permit

Industrial X-ray
XRF lnstrumenVNORM registration
Very minor and minor non-commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility
Very minor commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility

Authorization-General Permit
Pretreatment program
Pretreatment impoundments
Residential sewage
Sewage impoundments (<5000 gpd)
Residential water supply
Public water supply-Minor

New construction -Very Minor
New operating -Very Minor or Minor
Authorization- General Permit

Industrial X-ray
XRF lnstrumenVNORM registration
Very minor and minor non-commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility
Very minor commercial:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility

Authorization-General Permit
Pretreatment program
Pretreatment impoundments
Residential sewage
Sewage impoundments (<5000 gpd)
Residential water supply
Public water supply-Minor

Minor or no modification:
a. Construction- All
b. Operating - All
c. Relocation
Major modification:
a. Construction -Very Minor or
Minor
b. Operating - Very Minor or Minor

Minor or no modifications:
a. Hazardous waste handling facility- All
b. Non-hazardous waste handling facility- All
Major modifications:
a. Commercial hazardous waste -Minor
b. Non-commercial hazardous waste -All
c. Non-hazardous waste - Minor

Minor or no modifications:
a. Major/minor OPOES discharge
b. Impoundments or septic tanks -All
c. Land or sludge application
d. General Permit
Minor or major modification:
a. Municipal wastewater treatment
b. Water supply treatment
c. Impoundments/septic tanks-industrial
d. Sewer and water line extensions

Applicability determination
Emergency burn approval
Asbestos removal/Demolition
approval
Lead-based paint certification

Disposal approval:
a. Non-hazardous waste disposal
b. Emergency hazardous waste disposal
c. Hazardous waste generator disposal plan
d. Non-hazardous waste recharge well
Non-hazardous waste closure plans
Technical plan approval (ie., sampling plan)
Hazardous waste trarlicense

Impoundment closure plan
Operator certification and renewal
Septic tank installer certification
Septic tank cleaner permit
Areawide wastewater mgmt plan-minor mod
Dredge and fill certification

__________________________

)

)
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UNIFORM PROCESS -Conceptual Basis -Tier II
Public Notice = Landowner/Applicant + Area Newspaper
Public Input = Comments + Public Meeting
Agency Approval = Technical Supervisor + Division Director
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New construction:
a. Municipalwastewater treatment
b. Municipal water treatment
c. Municipal wastewater retention
New operating:
a. Minor OPOES discharge
b. Impoundments/tanks-industrial
c. Land or sludge application

New construction - Minor
New operating with construction permit:
a. Facility wide
~
b. Major
New General Permit

Major non-commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Minor commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Non-hazardous waste transfer stations
.Mobile recycling

New construction - Minor
New operating with construction permit:
a. Facility wide
b. Major
New General Permit

Major non-commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Minor commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
Non-hazardous waste transfer stations
Mobile recycling

New construction:
a. Municipalwastewater treatment
b. Municipal water tr~atment
c. Municipal wastewater retention
New operating:
a: Minor OPDES discharge
b. Impoundments or septic tanks-industrial
c. Land or sludge application
New General Permit

Major modification
a. Construction -Facility wide or Major
c. Operating- Facility wide or Major

Major modifications:
a. Commercial hazardous waste -Major
b. Commercial non-hazardous waste Major
c. On-site BIFs treatment and disposal

Major modification:
a. Major/minor OPDES discharge

Hazardous waste transfer station
Hazardous waste closure plans

Areawide wastewater mgmt plan-major mod
SubdMsion plat approval

UNIFORM PROCESS -Conceptual Basis -Tier Ill

=

Public Notice
Landowner/Applicant + Area Newspaper + Process Meeting
Public Input = Comments + Public Meeting + Administrative Hearing
Agency Approval = Technical Supervisor + Division Director + Agency Director

Major commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling
On-site BIFs treatment and disposal

)

New construction - Major
New operating without construction permit:
a. Facility wide
b. Major

Major commercial facilities:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-'hazardous waste handling
On-site BIFs treatment and disposal

New major OPDES discharg ...

None

Major commercial facilities - lateral expansion:
a. Hazardous waste handling
b. Non-hazardous waste handling

None

None

None
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OUTLINE FOR GRAIN DUST STUDY DISCUSSION
Members of the Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association, OSU Division of Agricultural
Sciences and Natural Resources and the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality met on September 26th and 27th in Alva, Oklahoma to observe and/or take
part in the Grain Elevator Dusc Emission Study.
-no surprises, AP-42 overstated
-purpose was to try to accurately quantify emissions
-to gain an understanding of what emission factors should be used to represent
true emissions from grain elevators
-general agreement that the data produced from this study is quite valuable for
this purpose
-preliminary review by the Air Quality staff, review continuing
-several issues to consider:
1-tests performed according to the protocol?
2-issues which may not have been accounted for in the study?
3-other data available which should also be considered?
-some initial answers to these questions and some additional questions and
concerns
-staff's opinion that the test procedures in accordance with the protocol, with
exception of particle sizing of collected dust
~

teats performed according to the protocol?
-protocol stated dust collected from floor sweepings and filter bags would be
separated through a sonic sifter
-very lengthy process
-would not provide aerodynamic mean diameter
-osu will retain samples
issues which may not have bean accounted for in the study?
-we know that dust emissions vary from different grain elevators, and over time
at an individual elevator
-many variables which can effect air .emissions
-difficult to develop set of emission factors that will represent the
industry as a whole
-cannot account for all possible scenarios
-obs.ervations did reveal some issues that had not been identified or considered
adequately when the protocol was being developed
·1-grain used was not directly fram the field
-grain was loaded out from bin at the elevator
-grain went through the receiving, elevating, and load out processes and
possibly additional transfer or turning processes before study
·-two schools of thought regarding this issue
-no data to support either
-first says dust is generated through the movement of grain
-previous handling would not be a significant factor
-second, says larger amount of dust will be generated from foreign material
carried with grain from field
-··
-effects of both occuring simultaneously
-tend to generate more emissions
-test would not be representative

farmer, terminal elevator will receive large portion from other
elevators
-terminal elevator has capacity to move grain faster
-draft AP-42 contains emission factors for "headhouse and internal handling
operations"
-test results from controlled (cyclones) and uncontrolled operations
-some emissions may be attributable to operations we are now
considering totally enclosed (not emission points)
Other AQD concerns

-concerned that our actions are not in conflict with final actions taken by EPA
in AP-42
-if ODEQ adopts emission factors which are lower than those approved by EPA, and
these are used to permit synthetic minors, EPA will have strong reason to
question the permits
-EPA wants to review our synthetic minor permits
-they have interest in grain elevators and will likely look at some of
these permits
-EPA can reject or rewrite these permits
-emission factors in Subchapter 24 will draw EPA attention to issue

~-

-AQD's ability to write federally enforceable synthetic minor permits based on
Subchapter 24 depends on getting EPA approval
-important to be consistent with EPA's direction in new AP-42
-considering other ways to create synthetic minor sources
l-facility can obtain a permit under existing rules
2-possibly some type of generic "umbrella" permit
-would involve setting criteria for inclusion and
documentation or registration process
-would streamline process for the industry
-would lighten the permit load on staff
J~possibly revise Subchapter 24 to sets up criteria for synthetic minors
( "permit- by rule" concept)
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Grain Elevators and Grain Dust Management Options
Background Report Prepared for the Oklahoma Air Quality Council
Phil Kenkel
Extension Economist
Agricultural Economist

Ronald T. Noyes
P.E., Extension Agricultural Engineer
Agricultural Engineering and Biosystems

Introduction
The 1990 Federal Clean Air Act is necessitating state legislative bodies to enact
regulations which are intended to reduce air emissions. These regulations and the interpretation
of the 1990 Clean Air Act and related EPA regulations raise major environmental, economic,
and technical issues. Grain handling firms ~ among the many industries which are being
impacted by the air quality regulations. However, with respect to dust emissions, grain elevators
are somewhat unique. Techniques, regulations, and standards designed for other industries do
not necessarily represent efficient or practical solutions to the problem of managing grain
elevator dust emissions. The purpose of this report is:
(1)

Describe the characteristics of grain dust;

(2)

Outline the processes within a typical grain elevator;

(3)

Identify emission points in a grain elevator; and

(4)

Identify options for managing and reducing grain dust emissions.

Grain Dust Characteristics
Grain dust is defined as solid particles which become airborne during grain handling.
While wheat dust contains particles of soil picked up while combining, it is primarily wheat and
plant material'. According to a study conducted by Dr. C.R. Martin (USDA Grain Marketing
Lab, Manhattan, Kansas), the major components of wheat dust are plant material carried over
from harvesting, wheat hulls, outgrowths from the brush end of wheat kernels, and particles
which are separated from the wheat kernel due to abrasion and impact during handling.
Grain dust has fairly large particular size with 70% to 99% being larger than 44 microns
(Table 1.). As the table also indicates, the particulate size of dust captured at various places in
the elevator varies dramatically. The particle size distribution is important because it affects the
potential for the dust to become airborne. According to an EPA report (Table AP-42, 11.2-1)
at a typical\wind speed of 10 miles/hr. particles larger than 100 microns are like to settle out
within 20 to 3R_ft., particles in the 30-100 micron range will settle within a few hundred feet
while particles s~O microns will remain airborne.

Table 1
Sieve Analysis of Collected Grain Dust from Bag Filter Catches of a Well Controlled
Grain Elevator (Midwest Research, 1974)
Size
Range
(microns)

Truck
Rec.

RR Car
Load Out

Com
Cleaner

Gallery
Belt

Tunnel
Belt

Head
House

% <44

2.00

0.57

0.57

31.94

0.52

11.71

% < 63

15.69

3.25

5.40

55.06

4.83

56.45

% < 177

80.92

54.43

57.65

77.93

58.75

89.48

% < 710

97.52

98.38

98.17

98.48

96.10

99.52

.,

% < 1410

99.24

99.69

99.49

99.23

99.06

99.89

Wallin et al., 1992.
Wheat dust typically contains 8-12% protein and around 15% fiber (Table 1). The ash content
(8-30%) is primarily due to the "soil" content. As Table 2 indicates, wheat dust (with the ash
removed) has similar characteristics to the wheat grain although it typically has only around 75%
as much protein and more fiber.
Table 1
Analysis of Wheat Dust from Commercial Grain Elevators
Moisture

Protein

Ash

Fat

Crude fiber

Starch

7%-13%

8%-12%

8%-29%

2%-3%

15%-17%

40%-56%

C.R. Martin: Characterization of Grain Dust Properties, ASAE Vol. 24, No. 3, 1981
Table 2
Analysis of Wheat Dust and Wheat Grain
(calculated on a 0% Ash, 14% Moisture Basis)
Protein %

Fat%

Fiber%

Starch %

Wheat dust

10.9

2.5

16.4

54.5

Wheat grain

14.0

2.0

3.0

68.0

C.R. Martin: Characterization of Grain Dust Properties, ASAE Vol. 24, No. 3, 1981
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Components of a Grain Elevator
Commercial grain elevators encompass a variety of storage designs and conveying
equipment. Major components include the receiving pit, elevating mechanism, distributors
and/or conveyors, storage bins, and a truck and/or railcar load-out facility. Wheat is received
at the dump-pit which, as its name implies, consists of a concrete or welded steel pit covered
with a grate into which the trucks dump the wheat (Figure 1). A time and motion study
conducted by OSU in 1993 indicated that during harvest trucks cycle through the dump-pit in
country elevators at an average rate of one truck every 3 minutes.
Figure 1
Typical Dump-Pit
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Hartzantal auger to buclutt elevator.

From the dump-pit the grain gravity flows or transported in an enclosed auger into the
inlet hopper at the base (boot) of the bucket elevator which is also called a "leg" (Figure 2).
The bucket elevator consists of a belt with plastic or metal cups. It is used to elevate the grain
to the top of the elevator facility. The grain is discharged from the leg by gravity and
centrifugal force at the top. From the top of the elevator leg the grain can either gravity-flow
to the selected bin through enclosed distributors (Figure 3) or can feed into a horizontal
conveyors from which it can be discharged into the desired bin (Figure 4). Horizontal
conveyors can be either an enclosed screw conveyor, an enclosed drag conveyor or an
unenclosed belt (called a gallery belt) which is used in some older, large concrete elevator. The
gallery belt must be located inside an enclosed building to prevent moisture from entering the
grain. According to a 1991 OSU survey, leg capacity in Oklahoma elevators range from 1,500
to 20,000 bu./hr. In addition, the survey indicates that a typical Oklahoma country elevator had
a leg capacity of 5-6,000 bu./hr.
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Figure 2
Bucket Elevator Leg
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Figure 3
Gravity Distributors and Horizontal Conveyors on Steel Bins
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Figure 4
Concrete Elevator with Gallery Belt and Tunnel Belt
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The two most common types of storage bins are round concrete silos and large round
steel bins. Rectangular, flat steel storage is used less frequently. Approximately 35% of
Oklahoma's rated storage capacity is concrete, 50% is round steel, and flat steel accounts for
around 15%. However, due to the greater management costs of flat storage and excess capacity
of concrete and steel storage capacity, most of the flat storage is idle or is being used for other
purposes. A typical concrete silo would be 10-30' in diameter, 90-120' tall, and can hold
15,000 to 30,000 bushels. Round steel bins are typically 30-90' in diameter, 25-70' tall, and
can hold 50,000 to 300,000 bushels. In all types of storage the grain is removed from the
bottom of the bins. Because of the larger diameter, an enclosed auger is typically installed
below a grated floor in steel bins which is used to transfer grain from the bin and convey it to
the load-out point. Concrete bins typically empty by gravity, distributing the grain directly to
the load-out point or to a horizontal conveyor (either an enclosed drag conveyor or an
unenclosed belt called a tunnel belt. Grain may be re-elevated to an overhead bin to facilitate
load-out (Figure 5).

7
Figure 5
Elevator Schematics of Gravity and Mechanical Unloading Systems

Processes in a Grain Elevator
The major processes in a commercial elevator include receiving, elevating, and load-out.
Depending on the facility design, horizontal conveying at the top and/or bottom of the elevator
may also be involved. In concrete facilities, (especially those without aeration equipment) the
grain may also be "turned .. to manage temperature and moisture and to blend or fumigate.
}
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When grain is turned it is emptied from one silo, routed back into the leg, and emptied into
another bin. Other processes such as seed wheat cleaners or feed grinding and mixing
equipment may be incorporated into the same facility, but are independent functions from the
grain elevator operation. Commercial grain elevators must be able to receive and load-out grain
at high rates since, due to harvest and market conditions, their annual volume may be processed
in a total time of 4-8 weeks or less. This process is followed by long periods of inactivity with
loadout occurring periodically throughout the winter and spring. Many Oklahoma elevators
could fill or empty their entire elevator in 100 hours or less of continuous operation and could
elevate an amount several times greater than the total average Oklahoma's wheat crop if run year
round. This high ratio of handling speed relative to storage capacity becomes an issues when
the potential for dust emissions is based on the handling speed.
Dust Emission Points
Unlike other industries where the emission point may be obvious, such as a smoke stack
or chimney, it is necessary to understand the grain elevator processes and technology in an
elevator to define the potential points of grain dust emission. Wheat emits no dust unless it is
disturbed. Wheat dust can be emitted when wheat is handled and when negative air (suction)
is placed on the grain. However, many processes in an elevator are fully enclosed, semienclosed with pressure equalization vents, or are located in enclosed rooms within the facility.
Therefore, inside the elevator, some or all the grain dust which is separated from the grain
during a specific handling process may settle back into the grain stream or be retained in the
facility where it is swept up during housekeeping operations. Most of the existing dust control
devices in Oklahoma elevators were installed to allow the elevator to comply with OSHA and
Federal Grain Handling Standards for grain dust within the elevator and/or to reduce
housekeeping labor.
Attention has also focused on the small air pressure equalization vent which is located
on the top of some legs, and vents on storage bins, and other equipment as possible emission
points. However, these vents can serve either for air intake or air exhaust. The cups or buckets
within a leg create "drag" on the air as they move so air moves by friction up the front side of
the leg and down the back side of the leg. Since air is discharged with the grain into the
enclosed distributor at the top of the leg, air has to be introduced into the leg somewhere else.
Thus, under most conditions, air flows in to (and not out of) the equalization vent at the top of
leg. Informal experiments at an Oklahoma elevator confirmed that the vent at the top of the
elevator leg was typically intaking air. The points in a elevator which can most clearly be
defined as emission points are the dump-pit, load-out point, and exhaust from any pneumatic
system. However, even at these points, some of the larger grain dust particles (above 30
microns) may also settle to the ground without leaving the premises as suggested by EPA Table
AP-42.

Difficulties in Estimating "Typical" Emission Levels
The characteristics of grain dust and grain elevator design have contributed to the
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difficulty in understanding grain dust emission points and the amount of dust which is emitted
at each point. One approach to determining the amounts of dust which are emitted during
elevator processes is to place negative air (suction) at various points in the facility and capture
the dust in fabric filters. The actual amount of negative pressure applied varies with the
equipment and the extent to which the point in the elevator process is enclosed. Unfortunately,
as negative air is applied, the amount of grain dust and material removed from the grain
increases. At high enough levels, negative air velocity will pick up wheat kernels, which is the
principle behind pneumatic conveying systems. The negative-air-filter test has the potential to
underestimate emissions if the area is unenclosed and wind conditions are high or overestimate
emissions if the process is enclosed and the air suction is drawing dust and/or kernel particles
which would not have been emitted under neutral pressure. It is also impossible to define what
portion of the dust collected in a negative air test would have fallen ·back into the grain stream
or within the facility if it had not been captured.

Grain Dust Management Options
Management options to reduce grain dust emissions include reducing handling speeds,
modifying grain handling equipment, modifying facilities to prevent dust from leaving the facility
or grain stream, the use of oil additives, and mechanical dust collection systems. While
numerous grain industry associations have opposed the addition of water to the grain due to food
safety and marketing concerns, the use of water fogging systems away from the grain stream are
an option for reducing dust emissions in the area around the dump-pit and load-out points.
Facility Modification

-

In general, increasing the rate at which grain is handled tends to increase dust emissions.
Decreasing the total handling speed is often not a practical option since an elevator receives the
majority of its annual volume during a short (2-3 week) period of time at harvest. Numerous
surveys have shown that the speed of unloading is the most important factor which farmers
consider when deciding which elevator to deliver their grain to. Enclosed conveyor are an
option for reducing dust emissions. (Most elevators which have modified their conveying
systems in the last 5-l 0 years have installed enclosed conveyors due advantages in worker safety,
increased grain quality, reduced grain loss and reduced housekeeping labor.) When the distance
and speed at which grain falls is a source of dust, a grain accumulation nozzle, or modifications
to the distribution system can sometimes be used to. slow the grain velocity without reducing
throughput speed. Another physical modification which can, in some instances, reduce dust
emissions are the installation of baffles on the grating of the dump-pit. While allowing the grain
to fall through, the dump-pit air-baffles are designed to limit the amount of grain dust which
leaves the pit. These systems are generally combined with a pneumatic dust control system in
the dump pit. Because of the large surface area, the dump-pit area requires extremely high
volume of negative air, which in many cases, exceeds the combined requirements for all other
areas inside the elevator.

lO
Mechanical Dust Control Systems
The two typical mechanical dust collection options involve drawing dust from a particular
area of the elevator operation with negative air and routing the dust-laden air to either a cyclone
separator or a fabric bag filter where the dust can be removed. Cyclone separators are coneshaped devices which remove dust particles through centrifugal force (Figure 6). As particulateladen air is forced into a downward spiral by the cyclones conical shape, centrifugal force causes
the particles to move outward, collide with the outer wall, and slide to the bottom of the
cyclone. Near the bottom of the cyclone the air-flow reverses its downward spiral and moves
upward in an inner vortex. The cleaned air exits from the top of the cyclone and the dust falls
from the bottom of the cyclone where it is typically reincorporated into the moving grain stream.
Cyclone separators are described by their dimensions. Two commonly used cyclones in
the agricultural processing industry include the 20-20 and the long-cone (10-30) cyclone. The
dimensions refer to the length of the upper cylindrical portion and lower cone shaped portion,
both expressed as a ratio of the diameter of the cylindrical portion. The long-conical (10-30)
cyclone typically operates with a higher air velocity. The efficiency rating of a cyclone
describes what portion, on average, of the dust particles which are pulled into the cyclone is
captured by the device. Since the negative air systems which feeds into the cyclone sometimes
pulls dust out of the grain which would not separate from the handling motion alone, the
efficiency rating of the cyclone is only a rough indicator of the amount of dust which is not
captured. An inefficient cyclone design using a high air volume to draw air from an unenclosed
conveyor can actually cause dust emissions to increase since more grain dust is pulled from the
grain. Any dust systems (which is less than 100% efficient) which is pulling air off of an
enclosed conveyor will increase dust emissions since the dust would not otherwise leave the
conveyor.
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Figure 6
Schematic Diagram of Cyclone Separator
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Fabric bag filters, often called bag-house filters, are large woven or felted bags into
which particulate air is forced. A "cake" of dust is formed on the sides of the filter.
Periodically, the dust cakes are vibrated off of the filter and are collected at the bottom of the
device. The dust is can be reincorporated into the same lot of the grain or separated. Grain
dust from bag-house filters is difficult to handle, must be stored in special facilities, and is
typical! y sold as an animal feed ingredient.
Mechanical dust collections have several disadvantages. Some operations in .a grain
elevator such as the dump-pit or load-out occurs in unconfined areas where it is difficult to
capture dust with a negative air system. Additionally, in some elevator designs, grain is
weighed in overhead bins (Figure 5) before it is dropped into trucks or railcars. Since the
market weight has already been determined, it is illegal to draw negative air (and remove dust
and/or grain) at the load-out point. Additionally, dust control systems have both pros and cons
with respect to worker safety. To the extent that they remove dust from inside the elevator, the
systems improve working conditions and reduce the hazard of grain dust explosions in the
elevator. However, because the systems concentrate grain dust, explosive mixtures can occur
within the dust control system under some adverse conditions (Bartknecht, 1981). Because they
are pneumatically linked to various areas within the elevator, dust control systems can become
a source of fires and secondary grain dust explosions.
Dust control systems are also· energy intensive and may require more energy than is
required to move the grain (Lai, Martin and Miller, 1982) Capital costs for installation of these
systems have been estimated at $3-$5 per cubic feet per minute (CFM) of air flow which
amounts to between $250,000 to $1,000,000, depending on the size of the elevator (Maness,
1978). Installation costs for a single fan and cyclone collector for a country elevator are around
$20-000-$40,000. While having higher efficiency ratings, bag-house filters are much more
expensive ($100,000-$300,000) and have higher maintenance costs. If the grain dust is not
reincorporated into the grain stream these systems have a hidden cost of additional weight loss
"shrink", since otherwise salable material is being removed from the grain.
Oil Additives
A final management option for the control of grain dust is the addition of soybean oil or
food grade mineral oil to the grain. The addition of small amounts of oil (.02% to .06% by
weight) were shown to reduce dust emissions in wheat by 95% as measured by a high accuracy
particle counter (Lai, Martin and Miller, 1982). The effectiveness of the oil was not reduced
after the grain was stored for 3 months. However, the oil treatment was ineffective in the stages
before the grain passed through the bucket elevator, which evidently played a role in mixing the
oil into the grain. Oil systems cost around $10,000 to install. The main disadvantage of oil is
the cost (.5C to lC/bu.) and the flour millers' concerns over milling and baking quality. Initial
laboratory tests of oil treated wheat revealed no adverse quality impacts. However, millers
remained concerned that if oil treatments were used throughout the system, the same lot of grain
could potentially be repetitively treated causing a reduction in milling and baking quality. A
recent informal test at an Oklahoma elevator suggested that even wheat which has been treated
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with oil may emit some visible dust when the elevator is equipped with a high-speed load-out
system.

Summary
Wheat grain dust is primarily organic material from the wheat plant and kernel. When
retained in the grain, in normal levels, wheat grain dust has nutritional and market value.
Commercial grain elevators typically process most of their annual volume during a short period
of time. Wheat grain dust is separated from the grain during handling operations and when
negative air is applied. Therefore, most mechanical dust control systems increase the amount
of dust which is separated from the grain .. Since many operations in a grain elevator are
enclosed or semi-enclosed, some portion of the grain dust which separates from the grain falls
back into the grain stream or is captured within the premisses. Because of these factors, it has
been difficult to determine how much grain dust Is emitted by a typical elevator.
Grain dust management options include controlling the processing speed, physical
modifications such as air baffles and grain nozzles, mechanical dust control systems, the use of
oil treatments on the grain, and for some specific operations, the use of water fogs away from
the grain stream. Many of these options involve significant investments, increased operating
costs, and increased energy usage. Some of the alternatives also raise worker safety and food
safety issues. Federal grain handling legislation also impacts how and where mechanical dust
control systems can be used.
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Endnote
1.

Hosney and Faubion (Storage of Cereal Grains and their Products (4th ed.), 1992) describe grain
dust as follows (p. 34):
"An examination of grain dust under a microscope demonstrates that it is composed primarily of
free starch granules and other small fragments of grain. These are produced by the forces
generated during handling of the grain. Grain rubs against itself and its container and is abraded
to form dust. When a kernel breaks during handling, starch granules are set free along with
other small pieces of endosperm. The rough surface of the broken kernel is then subjected to
much more abrasion during additional handling. The dust particles are small and fill the intergrain voids, ... "
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l'he following definit.io11s and emission fact:.ors are to be used
~d Seed indu~trv ir~ t:.he fi~urin~ of
annual emissions and compliance with Su.t•chapter 2'*.

by the Grain, ;ued,
Definitions:

''Du:st Suppression Additives 11

mean~

FDA or FGIS approved

additives applied commercially tor du~t ~uppre~~ion. The
dust suppression efficiencies of these additives i~ accepted
to be 90% when applied at a propex- applj.ca't ion rate per
manufacture~·~ reeommenda~ion~

or

~~ a~~~oved

bv tho

d~oc~or

of tho Aix Quality Divit!!ion." ·
Fabric Filter" means any control device or system in which
particulate matter i~ collected on a du$t cake ~upportcd on
either a woven or felted fabric that r.an demon~trate ~
particulate \.:ullet.:tion ~fficiency of not l~:ss than 95
percent."
·
11

"High Efficiency Cyr.lone 11 mean~ zmy cyc.lone type collector
of the 2D-2D u.r:: lD-30 con.flgurat.i(.,m. The:se U~$ie;na.t.i..on5
refer to the ra1:.io of cylinder to cone leng~h. ~.rhere D is the
diameter of the cylinder po~ion. A 20-20 cyclone would
~xhibit a cylinder length of 2 x D and a cone length of 2 x D
(90'Y.. collection efficiency £or TSPl. A lD-30 cyclone would
exhibit a cylinder length of 1 x D and a cone length of 3 x D
(95Y. collection efficiency for TSP) .
."Loading-ont hours 0:1f operation" means the hours calculated
. · by dividing t:.ha cumulative total quantit.y loaded out for a
given time period by 7 5% of t.he r<lted leg capacity. Th.:l.s
quotient i3 equivalent hours (not actual hourB) of opera~ion
required to process t.he material loaded out. Actual lf'lg
capacity may be adjusted to more or le5: than 75'Y. by
individual facilities if documentation eupporting the
proposed adjustment i3 submi1:.ted to and approved by the
Director of the Air Quality Division.

"Medium Efficiency Cyclone" mean:s any cyclone t":z"Pe collec't.or
le:s:; thiln ~D-2D configuration. 'l'hese designations rofor to
the ratio of cylinder t.o cone length, where D is the dil!!llnet.er
of-the cylinder portion. ~ 1D-1D cyclone would exh~b~t a
cylinder of l ~ 0 ~nd a cone length of l ~ D. The&e cyclones
choll bo capable of demonstrating ~ collect1on efficiency of
75~ tor particulate matter.
"'Receiving hours of operation" meens ho"Urs calculated by
dividing the c\lm'Ulative total quantity x·eoeived for a given
time period by 75% of the rated lag capacity. This quotien~
i:s ~quiv ... lent hnur~ (not ~ctu~l hour~) ·~·f oper'!l.tion r~quireci.
to process the

material~

J."eceived.

l\ct\Jal lea capacity may

be adjusted to more or less ~han 75Y. by individual facilitie~

-

.i.f dl'Cumencat.i ~n
submitted

'CO

~uppor"Cir:.g the proposAd ;;;dju.stment i::;
1 approved by the D.l.rect<.•r of ~e A~ Qualit.y

Divi:.ion.
"TI1roug.hput: 11 mea.ns the pounds, t.?ns, or bu.snels r~ceived by a
~aci;.i:ty c:.dded to the pound~. tons, ur bushels lva.ded out
from "Che f~cilitv durin~ any t~e period of interest divided ·
by

tl-10.

"Total how:s of opera-cion'' means U1e ~nun of the .receiving
hour::; or operu.tion and the loading out hours of opera-cion.
Actual hou~s may be less since recieving ~nd loadin~-ou-c
operations may occur simultaneously.
Emis~ions calcul~tion~ ~d opacity standards
follow:~ for 1:he ·three classes of emiasic•ns:

shall be as

Class I:

Unloading (recieving) 0.053 lbs/ton
Loading (shipping l
0.011 lbs/ton
Refer to l52~100-2~-~ for opacity limits

Class II:

Emission Sources with Control Devices
factors X (1 - EFF)
Refex· to ~52: 100-21..,-~ for cp~\cit-.,p limits.
Ei'li' means fract:.ioni!ll ~tfir.iency of control
np-q~

Class IIL: Uncontrolled Vents
A. Pre53urized - opacity limit only.
B. Non Pressurized - opacity !~~t onLy
Refer to 252:100·2~-~ £or opacity limits
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February 2, 1995
Debbie Perry FAX: 405-271·7508 .
Punk Bonner FAX: 405-271·1317
Oklahoma Depanment of EnvironmentJl Quality
Phil Kenkel
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RonNoyes ~
SUBJECT

Dust Study Summary and Pcoposed Emission Factors

We have attached a copy of the summary requested at the 1·4·95 grain industry taskforce
meeting. The repon summaries the dust study results and provides a simple discussion of the
calculation of the proposed emission factors. We have attempted to keep this report as simple
as possible. It is intended as a supplement to our full repon on the dust study which is·
referenced in this doctument.

Please let us know if you have any suggestions for other issues which should be summarized in
this repon. Otherwise, please forward it to the Air Quality Council members.
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Summary of OSU Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study
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and
Proposed Grain Elevator Emission Factors

Report to Oklahoma Air Quality Council-February 2, 1995
Phil Kenkel

Ron Noyes, P.E.

Extension Economist·Agribusiness

Extension Agricultural Engineer

Overview
This report is intended to summarize some of the key issues relating to estimating grain
elevator dust emissions. It..aiso provides a brief; non-technical, discussion of the design of the

OSU Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study and the study's results. Proposed emission factors for
grain elevator operations, based on the OSU study arc also presented. and discussed. This
report is intended as a supplement to the report on the results of the OSU srudy which was
presented to the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality on October 21, 1994.
Interested individuals are encouraged to refer to the report for full details of the results discussed

in this summary.
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Background
The 1990 Clean Air Act required state environmental agencies, including the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), to develop permit programs for a variety of
industries, including the grain handling industry. This process involves the use of emission
factors for grain elevator operations. The emission factors are an integral and important part
of the permit process and are used in calculating a grain elevator's "potential to emit" airborne
dust. Unless they obtain a minor source pennit from the state regulatory authority, finns with
a potential to emit over 100 tons/year are classified as major source polluters and fall under

federal EPA pennitting process.
The implementation of the pcnnitting process in Oklahoma highlighted an urgent need
for accurate emission factors which are representative of typical Oklahoma grain elevators. The
only existing source of emission factors for grain elevators is EPA's AP-42 document.
Examinations of the research methods used to develop the AP-42 estimates along with the
analysis of other available data caused the Oklahoma Grain and Feed Association (OGFA) wk
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force, Oklahoma DEQ representatives. and members of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council
(AQC) to become concerned that the existing AP-42 emissions estimates were seriously flawed
and overstated. (This same concern is being mirrored at the national level, as evidenced by
negotiations between the National Gram. and Feed Association and Federal EPA during a
meeting in Raleigh, N.C. on Aug. 29, 1994.) The use of overstated emissions estimates would

result in unnecessary operating restrictions, major investments in emission control equipment,
and excessive annual emission fees.
Proposal for a Dust Emission Study
Due to the concern over the existing emission factors and· the critical need for accurate
data, a team of faculty from the OSU Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
proposed a grain dust emission study from which accurate, representative, and scientifically
defensible emission factors could be developed. The .study was formally proposed to the
Oklahoma AQC and DEQ during a Grain and Feed Industry Committee meeting on May 31,
1994. The Oklahoma AQC and DEQ subsequently accepted the concept of a. grain dust emission
study. During the June 14th AQC meeting the Oklahoma DEQ, Oklahoma AQC, and grain
industtj task force agreed to the text for a grain industry subchapter of the Oklahoma Clean Air
Act. The grain industry sub-chapter specified that the existing AP-42 emission estimates for
receiving and loading would be used as interim values for a period not to exceed one year,
during which time a grain dust emission study would be conducted to develop permanent
emission factors. Sub-chapter 24 was formally passed by the AQC on June 14th, 1994 and
subsequently passed by the DEQ Board on September 28, 1994. The final protocol for the grain
dust emission study was submitted to the Oklahoma DEQ and AQC by the OSU faculty team
on September 16, 1994. The protocol was reviewed by DEQ staff and formally accepted on
September 20, 1994. The tests were conducted at Wheeler Brothers Elevator in Alva, OK on
September 26-27, 1994.
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Overview of the Study Design
The OSU study was designed to provide a realistic estimate of dust emissions from
receiving and load-out operations at a typical Oklahoma grain elevator. These operations are
the primary potential sources of dust emissions since most other elevator handling processes
. involve enclosed conveying equipment, and/or are conducted inside an enclosed facility. The
s!OOy had four components:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

receiving-end dwnp truck,
receiving-hopper-bottom truck,
receiving-dump pit air baffle effectiveness, and
load out.

The receiving study was separated by truck type because the differences in height was
expected to impact dust emi_ssions. Truck type was not expected to significantly influence
emissions during load-out operations.
The basic design of the emission test was to perform typical receiving and load-out

operations in a totally enclosed dump shed and to evacuate all of the air in the shed through ftlter
bags, capturing the airborne dust particles. The suction system used to capture grain dust was
engineered to capture emitted grain dust while not artificially separating fine particles from the
grain. Two high-volume propeller fans were used to keep all· airborne dust in suspension until
it could be evacuated through the filter bags.

The facility selected for the test is typical of many Oklahoma country elevators. Two
truck types, a hopper-bottomed semi-trailer and an end-dump tandem axle truck, were used for
the receiving tests. Most of the grain trucks delivering to Oklahoma elevators would be very
similar to one of the two truck types used in the test. The ur.laading c!tute was approximately

2 feet above the top of the bed of the truck used for the load-our study. Unloading chute height
varies somewhat ·between elevators. Most facilities are designed to minimize the open distance
between the spout and the truck bed to limit that amount of grain lost (shrink:) which occurs
during loading. The dump pit dust control baffles used for the baffle·efficiency test restricted
86% of the open area on the dump pit in their fully closed position.
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Key Issues Addressed
Airflow
The major criticism of some past grain dust emission studies was representing material
removed from the grain by a pneumatic system as a measure of uncontrolled dust emissions from
that handling point. In other words, the systems were aspirating fine particles from the grain,
not measuring emitted dust. It is critical to design the airflow used in a dust control study to
not unduly increase che amount
of fine material separated .from the grain stream while still
.
capturing the particles which would normally become airborne. On the other hand, the airflow
I

o

has to be sufficient to capture the airbOrne particles in a reasonable period of time, before they

settle to the floor.
The airflow rates used in the OSU study was carefully engineered to address these issues.

.-

The airflow used was more than sufficient to capture airborne dust, while minimizing the extent
to which the grain was artificially "aspirated". The centrifugal blower used in the test created
a total air exchange in the dump shed in approximately 10 minutes. Because the inlet pipe was
positio.ned close to the emission pojnt, most of the airborne dust was captured in less than this
period of time. Based on visible observation, the system removed most of the airborne dust '
within 3-4 minutes. The .two high volume propeller fans were designed to keep all airborne
particles in suspension until Utey could be evacuated through the filter bags. The actual air
volume evacuated through the filter bags was carefully documented during the tests. The aidlow
rates indicate that the system moved an air volume equal to 150% to 200% of the total volume

of the dump shed, providing further evidence that all airborne dust should have been captured.
Grain Quality:

used

_

Grain
in an emission study ·should be representative of grain handled by typical
giain elevators. Oklahoma grain elevators typically co-mingle grain received from a variety of
sources. Some of the grain received will be straight from the farmer's combine, some will have
been stored in on·farm storage and some may be shipped from other Clevators. ·:Handling grain
creates additional dust due to the kernel to kernel and handling equipment abrasions. Dust may
also be removed (emitted) during some handling processes. Grain quality also varies from year·
to-year, and from farm to farm.

Kenkel & Noyes-Repon ro OAQC, 2-2-95
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·These considerations were addressed by officially sampling and grading each load of
grain used in the emission test. Official grades were obttined with Federal Grain Inspection

Service five year average grade data for Oklahoma. The comparison indicated that the grain
used in the test was representative of grain handled by Oklahoma elevators.

Test Results
The OSU Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study measured dust emissions during receiving
and load-out operations. For the receiving oper4tion, dust emission estimates were obtained for
both hopper-bottom trailers and end-dump trucks. 'The efficiency of dump-pit air baffles were
also examined. The results of the test are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
OSU Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study

Summary of ResultS
Airborne

Dust
(lbs/ton of grain handled)

Receiving- Hopper-Bottom Semi Trailer

.019

Receiving-End Dump Truck

.039

Receiving-Overall Average

.029

Load-out

.008

Receiving-Dump Pit Dust Control Baffle Efficiency

21%

Floor Dust
Two supplemental tests were also conducted as part of the OSU Grain Dust Emission
Study. Prior to opening the dump shed doors the tloor was completely swept after each test and
the amount of material recovered was carefully weighed and bagged. These measurements were
not intended to reflect dust emissions. since the test had been carefully designed to capture all

FEB 02 '55 16:16
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airborne dust in the filter bag system. The amount of floor dust collected ranged from 50% to
178% of the airborne dust, depending on the operation and truck type. The load-out operation
resulted in the lowest ratio of floor dust to airborne dust. The design of the dust capture system
may have been partially responsible for the low ratio of floor dust captured during the load-out
process. The suction inlet pipe was positioned directly in line with, and fairly close to the loadout spout. The air capture system may have been collecting both light, nonnally airborne, and
heavier, not nonnally airborne, particles during the load-out tests.
·The second supplemental study was designed to document the amount of •floor dust•
nonnally recovered by elevator crews during OSHA mandated housekeeping procedures. This
amount was detennined by conducting the unloading operations with the doors open, sweeping
the dump shed and weighing the amount of dust recovered. The material recovered during
housekeeping procedures averaged 42% of the total floor dust. The results of these supplemental
·tests are provided in Table 2.

Table 2
OSU Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study
Summary of Supplemental Tests

Floor
Dust (lbslton grain
handled)

Housekeeping
Adjustment*
(lbslton grain·handled)

Receiving-Hopper Bottom Semi Truck

.034

.015

Receiving-End Dump Truck

.049

.021

Receiving-Overall

.042

,018

Load-out

.004

.002

~e

housekeeping adjustment for the End-dump (.0208) was determined from four open
door floor sweeping tests. The other adjU3tment factors were estimated using the same
ratio (42.58 %) of recovered floor dust to total floor dust.

?,8/9
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Proposed Emission Factors

The proposed emission factors were designed to provide state regulatory agency with

easily defendable estimates of grain elevator dust emissions. The factors were created by adding
the weight of the floor dust~ less the amount recovered during housekeeping procedures, to the
airborne dust captured. Adding the adjusted floor dust measurements to the airborne dust
collected provides an absolute upper limit on dust emissions since the combined total represents
all of the particles separated from the grain, both airborne and non-airborne. While probably
overstating actual dust emissions, the proposed emission factors also counter any possible
arguments over the airflow rates used in the test. If, despite the documentation to the contrary,
it was assumed the airflow was insufficient to capture some airborne dust particles. those
particles would have been measured in the floor dust and thus are still included in the emission
estimates.

The proposed emission factors are provided in Table 3. The calculations can be
illustrated by considering the case of the receiving study with the hopper bottom truck (first line
of_ numbers in Table 3). The amount of airborne dust captured was .019lbs/ton. An amount
of material equal to .034 lbs./ton of grain unloaded was swept from the floor. Dased on the
supplemental test, conducted with the dump shed doors open, .015 lbs./ton is recovered in
normal housekeeping. The proposed emission factor for the receiving operation with hopper
bottom trucks is .038 lbs/ton (airborne dust + floor dust- housekeeping adjustment). In this
case the proposed emission factor is 200% of actual airborne dust emissions. The calculations
for the remaining emission factors follow an identical format.

-.,.

,,

''
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Toole 3
OSU Grain Elevator Dust Emission Study
Calculation of l 1roposcd Emission Factors
Airborne

Floor

Housekeeping

Dust

Adjustment

Proposed Emission Fnctors

I

(A)

(B)

(C)

(A+B-C!)

·Receiving-Hopper
Bottom

.019

.034

.OlS

.038

.039

.049

.021

.067

Receiving-Overall

.029

.042

.018

.053

Load-out*

.008

.004

.002

.011

Receiving-Dump
Pit Dust Control
Baffle. Efficiency

21~

**

Not Applicable

21%

Recciving-Eml
Dump

*Columns do not add to proposed emission factor due to rounding
**The baffles were more effective in controlling floor dust (52% efficiency)
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS
AND PARTICULATES

Section
252:100-25-1. Purpose [AMENDED]
252:100-25-2. General prohibition [AMENDED]
252:100-25-2.1 Definitions [NEW]
252:100-25-3. Smoke, visible emissions and particulates Opacity limit [AMENDED]
252:100-25-4. Alternative for particulates [AMENDED]
252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitoring for opacity [NEW]

252:100-25-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount of smoke, visible emissions and
particulates particulate matter from the operation of any air contaminant source.
252:100-25-2. General prohibition
(a) No person owning, leasing, or controlling the operation of any air contaminant source
shall willfully, negligently, or through failure to provide necessary equipment or facilities
or to take necessary precautions, permit the emission from said air contaminant source of
such quantities of air contamination as will cause a condition of air pollution No owner or
operator of any air contaminant source shall allow emissions from said source so as to
cause or contribute to air pollution.
(b) All installations shall comply with this Subchapter upon and after February 1, 1984.
252:100-25-2.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall have the following
meaning unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"One-hour period" means, for units with an operable Continuous Opacity Monitor
(COM), any 60-minute period commencing on the hour.
"Opacity" means the degree to which emissions reduce the transmission of light and
obscure the view of an object in the background.
"Six-minute period" means, for units with an operable COM, any one of the ten equal
parts of a one-hour period.
"Unit" means any piece of equipment that has the potential to emit air contaminants in
the form of visible emissions.
252:100-25-3. Smal"e, visible emissions and partieulatesOpacity limit
(a) Units subject to an opacity limit promulgated under section 111 of the Federal Clean
Air Act are exempt from this section.
fa).{hl_ No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the discharge of any fumes,
aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter, or any combination thereof ef-a
shade or density exhibiting greater than twenty (20) percent equivalent 20% opacity
.except for:
OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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_(b) Subsection 252:100 25 3(a) shall not apply to:
(1) Smoke or visible emissions emitted during the cleaning of a fire, the building of a
n0w fire or the blowing of soot from boilers, or other short term occurrences, the
shade or density of which is not greater than sixty (60) percent opacity for a period
aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any sixty (60) consecutive minutes
and/or no more than 20 minutes in any 24 hour period. Short term occurrences, which
consist of not more than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. For units with COMs
operated and maintained in accordance with Performance Specification 1 (40 CFR
Part 60, Appendix B), short term occurrences which consist of not more than one sixminute period in any one-hour period, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. In neither case shall the average of any six-minute period
exceed 60% opacity.
(2) Smoke resulting from fires covered by the exceptions outlined in 252:100-13-7.
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined water is the only reason for
failure to meet the requirements of 252:100-25-3(a).
(4) Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a faCility,_ v,rherein when the source of
the fuel, which in being burned produces producing the smoke, is not under the
direct and immediate control of the facility and '.\'herein the immediate
constriction of the fuel flow at the facility would produce a hazard to life and/or
property upstream from the facility to the point of the fuel source.
(c) To determine compliance with this Section, opacity shall be read by either:
(1) A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator using Test Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix, A).
(2) A COM installed, calibrated, operated and maintained in accordance with
Performance Specification 1 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B).

252:100-25-4. Alternative for particulates

-

(a) The 20 percent 20% opacity limit as-required under 252:100-25-3 may be increased,
for particulates only, provided that the owner/operator owner or operator demonstrates to
the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that:
(1) that the o'.vnerloperator The owner or operator has installed air pollution control
equipment to attempt to control both visible and particulate matter emissions to the
limit required by applicable Subchapters~.!
t2jG} that the The pollution control equipment so-installed has been properly
maintained, is in good v;orking order ana is operated so as to minimize emissions;~
(A) Has been properly maintained.
(B) Is in good working order.
(C) Is operated to minimize emissions.
(3) that the The installed control equipment does not, in fact, control opacity to the
limit required in 252:100-25-3~.!
(4) that the ovmerloperator The owner or operator has conducted stack test(s) using
appropriate test methods as approved by the i\.ir Quality Division to determine mass
emissions at maximum allowed capacity and has determined such emissions meet all
applicable particulate matter requirements (i.e., permit limit, rule limit, process limit)~
and,.!
OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(5) that the owner/operator conducts The owner or operator has conducted detailed
modeling and/or and other measures (e.g., monitoring) deemed necessary by the
Executive Director (e.g., monitoring) to demonstrate that the maximum impact of any
increase of opacity will not exceed 5 ug!m3 24 hour PM-10 24-hour average at any
3
point of impact or 1 ug/m PM-1 0 annual average at any point of impact.
(b) Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a) of this Section, the opacity
allowed will be as-based on the opacity read by an Oklahoma ~Certified Visible
Emission Evaluator at the time of the maximum operation stack test.
(c) A.ll applications Applications for an alternative under 252: 100-25-4 will be submitted
to the Director of Air Quality the Division for his-review and recommendation to the Air
Quality Council for final action.

252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitoring for opacity
(a) Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fluid bed catalytic cracking unit
catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam generators in
accordance with 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, which is hereby incorporated by reference
as it existed on July 1, 1998.
(b) Owners or operators of these emission sources shall:
(1) Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain all monitoring equipment necessary for
continuously monitoring opacity.
(2) Complete the installation and performance tests of such equipment and begin
monitoring and recording by January 1, 2001.
(c) This section shall not apply to:
(1) Sources already subject to a new source performance standard promulgated in 40
CFR Part 60 pursuant to section 111 of the Clean Air Act..
(2) Sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the effective date of this rule,
provided adequate evidence and guarantees are available to show the source will
cease operations prior to such date.
(d) Alternative monitoring requirements different from the provisions of Parts 1 through
5 of Appendix P may be approved by the DEQ and EPA on a case-by-case basis if
continuous monitoring cannot be implemented by a source due to physical plant
limitations or extreme economic reasons. For example, the following alternative
monitoring requirements may be used for natural gas-fired facilities that burn oil on an
emergency basis only (including periodic system testing not to exceed 40 hours per
calendar year):
(1) A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator shall read visual emissions once per day
when fuel oils are burned.
(2) Visual emissions readings shall be conducted in accordance with EPA Test
Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
(3) Records of fuel oil burned (including type, amount, and duration burned) and
visible emissions read shall be maintained for 2 years.

OAC 252: 100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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-------'--Notices of Rulemaking
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Prior to adoption and gubematorial/leglslatlve review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .lll1m publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent In the Register. In addition, an agency .IIla3£ publish a Notice of Aulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaklng Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the lnte.,ded rulemakfng action as required by law, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional Information on Notices of Rulemaklng Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-304]
ED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
of . proposed
EMERGENCY
and
rulemaking
rules:
252:1 • Air Pollution Control
Subcha ter 4. New Source Performance Standards

[NE
S1111UJlaJ."To
A new, S

·-

pter 4 is proposed for the purpose of
standards for certain new or modified
establishing s
ce with the authority delegated by the
facilities in acco
EPA under Secti 111(c) of the federal Clean Air Act.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental uality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act
COMMENT PERIO
Monday, March 16, 1998, through Thesday, April, 21,
1998. 1b be thorough); considered by staff pri~r to the
hearing, written comme ts should be submitted to the
ril14, 1998. Also scheduled
contact person by Thesday,
before the Environmental uality Board at their meeting
on Thesday, June 9, 1998-9:3 a.m. in Claremore (Location
to be determined. See conta
rson.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Thesday, April21, 1998-9:30 m. briefing and 1:00 p.m.
hearing, Department of Envir nmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln lvd., Burgundy Room,
Oklahoma aty, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rule will be available
rch 16, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office a the address listed
below or may be obtained from the con
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement may be obtaine from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
CONTACf PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, Department of Envir nmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln B ., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; \ (405)
290-8247
'

MiliCh 16, 1998

1219

Shouldy desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommo ·on, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in vance at (405) 290-8247.

TITLE 252.· DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPrER 100. Alit POLLUTION CONTROL
..

.

[OAR Docket #98-305)

.

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACfiON:

...
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 25. Smoke, VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
SIIDIIIl81To
The proposed amendments to Subchapter25 are needed
to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specificaliy, the department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P.
Other proposed amendments to
Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
AUTROIUTY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma 'Clean Air Act.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Monday, March 16, 1998, through Thesday, April, 21,
1998. 1b be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, Apri114, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Thesday, June 9, 1998-9:30 a.m. in Claremore (Location
to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Thesday, April21, 1998- 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m.
hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rule will be available March 16, 1998, for
review at theAir Quality Division office at the address listed
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPAcr STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
CONI'ACf PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
.\ Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
290-8247
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABILI.T.IES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at ( 405) 290-8247.

PUBLIC HEARINGS:
~ Bef?re th~ Hazardous Waste Management Advisory -.,.
<?\_uncil April 8, 1998, at 10:00 a.m. at a location to be
'
det~ined in Thlsa, Oklahoma
· i ·. ·
CO~ OF PROPOSED RULE: ·
Th' proposed rule may be may be obtained from the
contac person and reviewed at the Department of
Enviro ental Quality, 1000 N.E. Thnth Street, Oklahoma
City, 0
oma.
RULE
cr STATEMENT:
The rule pact statement for the proposed rule will be
on file in Roo 1214 of the Department of Environmental
Quality, 1000 E. Thnth Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
and may be req ted from the contact person.
CONTAcrP
.
Jerry J. Sanger, 405) 271-533S, 1000 N.E. Thnth Street,
Room 1204, Oklah
City, Oklahoma, 73117-1212
ADDITIONALINF
TION:
Persons with dis ilities who desire to attend the
rulemaking hearing an need an accommodation should
three days in advance of the
notify the contact pe
hearing, TDD Number
-0591.
.

[OAR Docket #98-305; filed 2-20-98]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTidENT OF
NVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
R 200. HAZARDOUS WASTE

~~5;~2-~98]

TITLE 252. ~!..AI~ OF
ENVIRONME~UALITY

MANAGE:MENT

Notice of propos
Proposed rules: ·
te Management [AMENDED]
252:200. Hazardous
Summary:
The proposed rule-rewri e for all of 252:200 is an
initiative by the DEQ to sim:tand clarify hazardous
waste rules without making subst tive changes.
AUfHORITY:
Hazardous Waste
Environmental Quality Board
Management Council powers and du't\es, 27A O.S.Supp.
1997 §§ 2-2-101,2-2-104,2-2-201 and 2-~06
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments to the ntact person
from March 16, 199SthroughApri16, 1998. 0
comments
may be made at the meeting of the Ifaza.f ~us Waste
Management Advisory Council, AprilS, 1998 at W~ a.m.·
at a location to be determined in Thlsa, Oklahoma, o~t the
meeting of the Environmental Quality Board, June 9,'l99S
in Oaremore, Oklahoma at a time and place to\be
determined.
·

Oldahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 10)
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~?~~-Lo:;wASTE
INTENDED RULEMAKING AcriO
.
Notice
of
proposed
PE
and
EMERGENCY Rulemaking
~
Proposed Rules:
ED]
252:200-3. General Provisions [AME
Summary:
~
The proposed amendments to 252~00-3-2 in
conjunction with proposed new 252:200-3-7 and federal
regulations adds mercury-containing lamps to cl.~tate list
of Universal Wastes.
.
AliTHORI1Y:
,
Environmental Quality Board and Hazardous Waste
Management Council powers and duties, 27A O.S.~upp.
1997 §§ 2-2-101, 2-2-104,2-2-201 and 2-7-106
\
CO~PIDUOD:
.
\
Deliver or mail written comments to the contact persQn
from March 16, 199S through April6,1998. Oral comments
may be made at the meeting of the Hazardous Waste.
Management Advisory Council, AprilS, 199S at 10:00 a.m. \ ~
at a location to be determined in Thlsa, Oklahoma, or at the
' ·
meeting of the Environmental Quality Board, June 9, 1998

1220

March 16, 1998

. Notices of Rulemaking Intent
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COMMENT PERIOD:
Friday,May15, 1998, through 'lllesday,June 16,1998. To
be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the hearing,
Mitten comments should be submitted to the contact
rson by 1\lesday, June 9, 1998. A hearing for these
p posed rules is also scheduled before the Environmental
Qu 'ty Board at their meeting on Thesday, September 15,
199 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva, Oklahoma. (Location to be
dete · ed. See contact person.)
PUBU HEARINGS:
Thesd , June 16, 1998- 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m.
hearing,
a City-County Health Department (newly
located at e northeast comer of 51st and 129th), 5051
South 129th
t, 1\Jlsa, Oklahoma.
OPOSED RULES:
COPIES OF
Copies of tll rules will be available May 15, 1998, for
review at the Air uality Division office at the address listed
below or may be tained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI'
TEMENT:
The rule impacts tement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at
address below.
CONTAct PERSON:
Cheryl Bradley, Dep
ent ofEnvironmental Quality,
Air Quality Division, 4 5 N. lincoln Blvd., Suite 250,
Oklahoma City, Oklaho a 73105-3483; (405) 290-8247.
The address and phone n
erfor Ms. Bradley will change
during May 1998. The e act date has not yet been
determined. Before submit · g any written comments,
contact Ms. Bradley for the ap opriate address.
ADDmONALINFORMATIO
The Air Quality Division will ove in May 1998. The
new address is Department of En onmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Rob· on, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, 73102 The Air Quality ivision's new phone
number will be (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a 'sability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air uality Division
three {3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247'\
'

[OAR Docket #98-797; filed 4-24-98}

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-798]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACfiON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 25.
Smoke, VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]

Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 14)

Summary:
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Departmen.t
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exeiQ.pt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter
25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quiility Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Friday, May 15, 1998, through Thesday, June 16, 1998 ..
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
their meeting on1\lesday, September 15, 1998 -9:30a.m. in
Alva (Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday, June 16,
1998, 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at the Thlsa
City-County Health Department, 5051 South 129th East
{Northeast comer of 51st and 129th), Thlsa, Oklahoma.
. COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rule will be available May 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
CONTACI' PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; {405)
290-8247. The address and phone number for Ms. Buttram
will change during May 1998. The ~ct date has not yet
been determined.
Before submitting any written
comments, contact Ms. Buttram for the appropriate
address.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
ThiS rule was originally scheduled for public hearing at
the April 21, 1998, meeting of the Air Quality Council,
which was cancelled for lack of a quorum. An updated
version of the proposal, incorporating written comments
received from the public, is now available.
The Air Quality Division will move in May 1998. The
new address is Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City,

1854
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. Notices of Rulemaki.pg Intent
Oklahoma, 73102. The Air Quality Division's new phone
numberwill be (405)702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #98-798; filed 4-24-98]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y

~HAPTER

100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

\

[OAR Docket #98-799]

~ED RULEMAKINGAcriON~
Nd~~

proposed
EMERGENCY
and
PE~NT rulemaking.
Proposed, rules:
·
252:100t Air Pollution Control .
Sybchapt,er 4. New Source Performance Standards
. [NEW}\
Summary:

of

Docket #98-799; filed 4-24-98]

\

A new Subc~apter 4 is proposed for the purpose of
establishing state. standards for certain new or modified
facilities in accorda.pce with the authority delegated by the
EPA under section 111(c) of the federal Oean Air Act.
AUTIIORITY:
\
Environmental Quai.ity Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et s~.
COMMENT PERIOD: \
Friday, May 15, 1998, through Thesday, June 16, 1998.
Also scheduled before the E\vironmental Quality Board at
their meeting onThesday, Sept,ember 15, 1998 -9:30 a.m. in
Alva (Location to be determinef. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
'
Before the Air Quality eoun'eu on Thesday, June 16,
1998,9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 P·I!.L hearing, at the Tulsa
City-County Health Department, S051 South 129th East
(Northeast corner of 51st and 129th),\Thlsa, Oklahoma.
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES: \
Copies of the rule will be available ~ay 15, 1998,· for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
\
The rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
\
CONTACT PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, Department of Environinental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; ( 405)
290-8247. The address and phone number for Ms. Martinez
will change during May 1998. The exact date has not yet
been determined.
Before submitting any written

May 15, 1998

contact Ms. Martinez for the appror~
ddress.
·
DmONALINFORMATION:
The Air Quality Division will move in May 1998. The new
ad ress is Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Qu "ty Division, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City,
Okl oma, 73102. The Air Quality Division's new phone
num erwill be (405) 702-4100.
rule was originally scheduled for public hearing at
the A · 21, 1998, meeting of the Air Quality Council,
which
cancelled for lack of a quorum.
PERSO
WITH DISABR.ITIES:
Should ou desire to attend but have a disability and need
an acco
dation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) da in advance at (405) 290-8247.
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INTENDED R
G AcriON:
~
Notice of proposed ERMANENT Rulemaking.
'
Proposed rules:
252:400-1-1. Purpose AMENDED]
252:400-1-3.
Ex:e tions from the regulatory
requirements [
ED]
252:400-1-4.
Gener
regulatory requirements

[AMENDED]
252:400-1-5. Compliance equired [NEW]
252:400-1-6. Incorporatio statement [NEW]
Subchapter 2. State Agree · ent Program [NEW]
Subchapter 3. . Registratio of radiation machines,

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 4. Certification o · dustrial radiographers
[NEW]
Subchapter 5. Facility registrati ·n permitting and Fees
[REVOKED]
Subchapter7. Authorization pro dures [AMENDED]
Subchapter 9.
Standards for · rotection Against
Radiation [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13.
Industrial and
Equipment [AMENDED]
• Subchapter 14. Industrial Radiograph
Subchapter 17. XRF Fluorescence
for Lead-Based Paint Detection [
NDED]
Subchapter21. Radionuclide ~m~
Appendices A through C [REVOKED]
)
· ation , .· ~s
Appendix D. Acceptable surface con
[REVOKED]
.
Appendix E. Fee Schedule for Radiation Management
[AMENDED]
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____ Notices ( ~ Rulemaking Inte1
_Prior to adopti~n and gu~ernatorial~egislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agen
a Not1ce of Rulemak1ng lntP.nt tn the Regtster. In addition, an agency ~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking lnt tcy lD.L!Sl pu
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaldng action.
en •n the Reg
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing and p ·d
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rul~s m r:' 0 ~s ~
For additional infonnation on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENI' OF
ENVIRONMENfAL QUALITY
CHAPfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONrROL.
[OAR Docket #98-1216]

-

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACl'ION:

..

Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Appendix E. Prima.Iy Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Permits for MinorSources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25, Smoke.
VISible EMissions and

Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchaptc;r 37. Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials (AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
NonattainmentAreas (AMENDED]
Summary:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA rcv(sed the primazy (health~ased) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
miaograois per cubic meter (ufifml) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ufifm3• EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ugtm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them id:ntical to the primazy standards. Also, the previous
1-hr pnmary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxJ.mum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
com~liance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
:CVJ.ous sec:ondary standards with a standard identical to
e new pnnwy standard. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter7 will delete the lower limit ofS tons per year for
July f S. 1998

Pe~.t by. Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow tl:
fa~ues With less than S tons per year emissions, which

sub!ect to n~.source performance standards (NSPS)
nauonal emiSSIOns standards for hazardous air pollut<
(~~).to ap~ly for a PBR instead of having to ob1
anmdividualperm.tt. Also,anewPart9isproposed that'
outline the requirements necessazy for a facility to qua
. for -~~R ~ch Subchapter containing a PBR for spec
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. 1
proposed revisions fo Subchapters 23 and 24 would simp
the language · under the agency-wide re-write/de-wr<
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR sectior
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permitt
process by aeating a m~anism that will eliminate 1
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain
individual air quality permit.. Also, a new Appendix [
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for Pl
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Sub chap
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerni
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically,·1
Department proposes to incorporate by reference 1
Federal . opacity monitoring requirements for fo~
fuel-fired st~ generators and fluid bed catalytic cracki
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleUm. refineries
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, t
Department proposes to eiempt from Appendix
requirements those sources already subject to a new sow
performance standard and sources scheduled. i
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule t~
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria i
approval of alternative monitoring requiremen
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing t
time allowed for visi~le emissions during short-tel
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to o
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
new subsection would contain methods for determini.
compliance with the opadty limits. Other propos,
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify a;
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and corrc
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone a:
methylated siloxanes from the definition of volatile orgw
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchaptc
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, a:
reformatting. 1\vo substantive changes are proposed l
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Subchapter 37 and one fo~ _..1bchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the A1r Quiility Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturern Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compound;S (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated Januaxy 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second·substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and re~e-buming equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Depanm.enf is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
.. · AUTHORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:·
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Thesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Tuesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Thesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
.·
1besday, .August 18, 1998 - 9:30 a:m.. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Room 101, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
COPiES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
reviewat the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above· or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPAcr STATEMENI':
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

OldahomaRegister(Volume 1S.Humber 18J

ADDffiONAL lNFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to tt
version of .Subchapter 25 that was the subject of.-..,·\'
hearing on JWie 16, 1998.
'
PERSONS WITH DISABll..ITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and nee,
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Divisio 1
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1216; filed 6-25-98/

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

C

R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1217]
D RULEMAKING ACDON:
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
... rv•,.....,...,..,..... '"'rulemaking.

and

Proposed
252:100, · Pollution Control: Subchapter47, Control
ofEmissions m Existing ~Unicipal Solid Waste Landfills

.[NEW]
Summacy:
A new Subch ter 47 is proposed to establish state
standards to con 1emissions from municipal solid ,...-..,~ "\
(MSW) landfills that commenced constru,
,1
modification, or r
truction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after ovember 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be included · Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enfor ble mecllanism for implementing
the provisions of the E · ion Guidelines (EO) for MSW
landfills (40 CFR 60 ubpart Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by referen sections of the New Source
Performance Standards fa MSW landfills ( 40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The propo
rules would affect privately
and publicly owned MSW landfills that are actively
accepting or are capable of a pting municipal solid waste
as well as those that are closed.
dfill gas collection and
control systems will be requir for landfills that have
design capacities greater than r equal to 2.5 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cubic m tersand have estimated
emissionsofat least SO megagrams ryear ofnon-methane
organic compounds. The Dep
ent is requesting
comments on this proposed rult"....
AUI'HORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A .S. Supp.1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
·Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tu
y, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by s~ prior to~.
hearing, written comments should be submitted to .
contactpersonbyThesday,August11,1998. Alsoschedulea .~·
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Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rule making action, an agency rnus.1 p·..rt
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rule making Intent in the Register"
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A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides o:
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtair
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTRO:L.
[OAR Docket #98-1259)
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
PROPOSE]) RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Subchapter 25.
Smoke.
VIsible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions. of Organic
MaterialS [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]. ·
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
SUMMARY:

The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (ug!m3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ug/m3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ug!m3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08 ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maximum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
August 3, 1998

Subchapter 7 will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year
Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow th<
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which ;
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) a
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutru
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obt<
an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that"
outline the requirem~nts necessary ~or a facility to qual
for PBR. Each Subchapter crintaining a PBR for speci
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. '[;
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would sim.pli
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wro1
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section
both subchapters. The PBRwill streamline the permittir
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate t1
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain ~
individual air quality permit Also, a new Appendix L
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PB:
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchaptc
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerniD
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, th
Department proposes to incorporate by reference th
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for foss
fuel-frred steam generators and fluid bed catalytic crackin
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries a
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, th
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix l
requirements those sources already subject to a new 'souro
performance standard and sources scheduled fo
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule take
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria fo
approval of alternative monitoring requirements
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing th1
time allowed for visible emissions during short-tern
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to om
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not tc
exceed three such periods in any conserutive 24 hours. )
new subsection would contain ~ethods for determininl
compliance with the opacity limits. Other propose<
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify an<
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 3~
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correc
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone an<
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organi1
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapter:
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction o
typographical errors. deletion of redundant language, an<
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reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.

AUIHORITY:
Environmental Quality. Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENf PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
bearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person byThesday,August 11,1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENf:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
{AppendicesE, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
{Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oldahoma Reg/stw (Volume 15, Humber 19)

ADDITIONAL lNFOAAfATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made t,.-.,
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a ~tn:IIIC
hearing on June 16, 1998.
AN IDENTICAL NOTICE WAS PUBLISHED IN
Tiffi OKLAHO:t-.1A REGISTER ON JULY 15, 1998.
AFTER PUBLICATION, THE COUNCIL MEETING
LOCATION WAS CHANGED TO 4545 N. LINCOLN
BLVD., BURGUNDY ROOM, OKLAHOMA CITY,
OKLAHOMA NO OTIIER CHANGES WERE MADE
TO TillS NOTICE.
PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #98-1259; filed 7-9-98]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRON1\1ENTAL QUALTIY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONI'ROL
[OAR Docket #98-1260]

RULEMAKING ACTION:
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
ar..-_,
· rulemaking.
PROPOSED ULES:
252:100.
ollution Control
.Subchapter 4 . Control of Emissions from Existing
Municipal
lid Waste Landfills [NEW]
SUMMARY:
\
.
A new Subchapt~r 47 is proposed to establish state
standards to control equssions from municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfills that commenced construction, ·
modification, or rerons!m.ction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after Nov~mber 8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be included in Oktahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enforceabld.{llechanism for implementing
the provisions of the Emission Guidelines (EG) for MSW
\
landfills (40 CFR 60 Subpart Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by reference se~ons of the New Source
Performance Standards for MS~ landfills (40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The proposed rUtes would affect privately
and publicly owned MSW landfills that are actively
accepting or are capable of accepting, municipal solid waste
as well as those that are closed. Landp.ll. gas collection and
control systems will be required fOJ\ landfills that have
design capacities greater than or eq"'al to 2.5 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cubic meters ~d have estimated
emissions ofat least50 megagrams per year ofnon-methane ..-..,_
organic compounds. The Department\ is requesting
comments on this proposed rule.

. 3672
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________ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of aproposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency m..um, publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register prior
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action..
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional Information on Notices of Rulemaldng Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI10N:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter7. Permits for Minor Sources

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8.

Permits

for

Part

70

Sources

[AMENDED].
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins

[AMENDED]

.

Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from . Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
·
Subchapter 25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39•.Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Contr~l of Emission of Hazardous and
'lbxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
SUMMAR~

In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible
increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions of1btal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the propo5ed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons peryear for PBR facilitie~. This will
allow those facilities with less than 5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapte~ containing a

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons peryear ofemissions, butforwhichno
PBRhas beenwritten, the opportunity to apply for coverage
under an applicable general permit The Department also
proposes to delete the definition for "Volatile Organic
Solvents (VOS)," because the proposed changes to
Subchapters 37 and 39 would exclude that term from the
rules.
The Department is conSidering increases in the permit
application fees in both Subchapters 7 and 8.
The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. It is also proposed to add anew
PBR section to both subchapters. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to
obtain an individual air quality permit Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapters follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
during one siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in ~Y consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic.. cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effecL The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Oean Air
Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it.
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter. One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic
compounds (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the ·Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25,
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; a request dated April21, 1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industxy Alliance, requesting that
perchloroethylene be excluded from the definition ofVOC;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxanes be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Companydated August 18,
1998, that methyl acetate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permi~ and best available control technology {BACI)
fornewsourcesofVOCcontainedin252:100-37-3(a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the ·contradiction between the f'Irst an~ second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter39
is the correction ofthe pllicement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
·gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of vas Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include (1). retain the present (ARACI) rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or (3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industxy controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41··,
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and
LL. The Department is also updating in Subchapter41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40
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CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORilY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Thesday,September 15? 1998, through Tuesday, October
20, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing. written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Thesday, November 10, 1998- 9:30a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined. See contact person)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, October 20, 1998-9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing. at the Thlsa City-County Health Department,
5051 South !29th East (Northeast comer of51st and 129th),
Thlsa, Oklahoma
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~~ber 15, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
maybe obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACI' STATEl\mN'i':
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACI' PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. (Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters 7, 23, 24, 25, 37 and 39 that were the
subject of a public hearing on August 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Q~ality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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Permanent Final Adoptions
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAYfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-651]
RULEMAKING ACfiON:
· PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 25. Smeke,VISible Emissions and ParticuJates
252:100.25-1 through 252:100-25-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-25-3. Smgk;, •Jisibl; emissiaBS cmrl partiGHlato~
limit (AMENDED]
.
252:100-25-4 (AMENDED]
252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitorini for opacity

[NEW]

-..

,·

AtrrBORl1Y:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
·DATES:
Comment period:
May 15, 1998, through June 23, 1998; July 15, 1998, through
August18, 1998; and September 15, 1998 through October 20,1998
Public: hearing:
June 16, August 18; October 20, 1998; and November 10, 1998
Adoption:
~ove01ber10, 1998
Submitted to Governor:
~ovember 18,1998
Submitted to Bouse:
~ovember 18, 1998
Submitted. to Senate:
~ovember 18, 1998
Gubernatorial approval:
I>~ber15, 1998
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules. resulted in
approval on March 24,1999
FIDaladoption:
March 24, 1999

Effective:
June 1,1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY AcriONS:
~one

INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
~one for 1()().;.25-1 through 100-25-4. Yes for 100-25-5
Incorporated standai-ds:
40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P
Inc:orporatiag rule:
100-25-5
Availability:
· The standards are available to the public for examination at the
Department of Environmental Quality office at 707 N. Robinson,
4th Floor, Oklahoma City, OK
ANALYSIS:
The changes to Subchapter 25 simplify and clarify the rule.
Also, they fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
EIDission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the I>epartinent
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring rcquire01ents for fluid bed catalytic cracking unit
catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired .

steam generators" as specified in 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P.
Additionally, the rule would exe01pt fro01 Appendix P
requirements sources already subject to a new source perfonnance
standard and sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after
the amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include
exCDlpting sources subject to opacity standards pro01ulgated under
Section 111 of the Federal
Air Act fro01 the State opacity
standard, along with a clarification ofhow the opacity standard will
be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it will be
determined at sources without CEMs.
Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 were designed to simplify and
clarify the rule.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendDlents for adoption at their meeting on October 20, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Departinent of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City,
Oklaho01a 73101-1677. (405) 702-4100

aean

PURSUANT TO THE ACfiONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOllOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOFI'ED AS SET FORI'B IN 75 O.S., SECfiON 308.l(A),
WJTH AN EFFECI'IVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1999.

SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS
AND PARTICULATES
252:1~25-1.

~se

The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the

amount of smoke, Yisible emissions and
partiwlatespa.rticulate matter from the operation of any air
contaminant source.
252:100-25-2. General prohibition
W Ne person OWBiBg, leasmg; or eoRtwlliRg the operatien
of any air OORtamin.aat 69\lRle shall ~ negligently, or
through failw'e to pr911icie ReGessacy equipm&Rt or fa6ilitie6
or te take neGessary preeautions, permit the emissien fEem
said air Gontaminant &o\lrGe of &\lGR 'l\lantities of air
Gontamination as vlill Gause a ooneition of air pollution.,NQ
owner or operator of any air contaminant source shall allow
emissions from said source so as to cause or contribut~ to air
pollution.
W All installations shall oomply with this SubGhapter upon
and after February 11 19g4,
252:100-25-2.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this
Subchapter shall have the following meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:

"One-hour period" means. for units

with an operable

Continuous Opacicy Monitor (COM). any 60-minute period
commencing on the houL

l.o71PI
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"Opacity" means the de~e to which emissions reduce
the transmission of light and obscure the view of an object in
the back~und.
"Six-minute period" means, for units with an cmerabte
COM, anyone of the ten equal parts of a one-hour period.
"Unit" means any piece of eq.uipment that has the
potential to emit air contaminants in the form of visible
emissions.

maintciined in accoraance with Performance
Specification 1 (40 CfR Part 60, Appendix B).

252:100-25-4.
Alternative for particulates
(a) The 20 percentw.% opacity limit-as required under
252:100-25-3 may be increased1 for particulates only,
provided that the .owner/operatorowner or operator
demonstrates· to the satisfaction of the Oklahoma Air
Quality Council at public hearing..!hat:
(1) that the owaer/operatorThe owner or operator has
252:100-25-3.
Smoke, visible emissions and
partieulatesOpacity limit
installed air pollution control equipment to attempt to
W. Units subject to an opacity limit promulgated under
control both visible and particulate matter emissions to
section 111 of the Federal Clean Air Act are exempt from
the limit required by applicable Subchaptei'Sj~
this section.
(2) that the.TM pollution control equipment so
WOO No person shall cause, saft@r, allow, or permit ~
installed has been properly maintained, is in good
discharge of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor,
working order and is operated so as to minimize
particulate matter, or any combination thereof of a shade or
emissions;.;,
densityexhibitin~ greater than twenty (20) persent
(A) Has been properly maintained.
~opacity~ except for:
(ID. Is in Wd workin~ order.
(bj Subsection 252i100 25 3(a) shall not apply to:
(0 Is operated to minimize emissions.
(1) Smoke or visible emissions emitted during the
(3) that th61:M installed control equipment does not,
cleaning of a fire, the building of a new fire or the
in fact, control opacity to the limit required in
blowing of soot from boilers, or other short term
252:100-25-3t..
ocGUmSnces, the shade or density ofwbiGh is not greater
(4) that the E>Wiltlr/operatorThe owner or operator has
than smy (90) peroent opacity for a period aggregating
conducted stack test(s) using appropriate test methods
no more than five (5) minates in any sixty (60)
as approved by the Air Quality Division to determine
conserutive minutes and/{)r no more than 20 tninutes in
mass emissions at maximum allowed capacity and has
any 24 hoar period.Short term occurrences, which
determined such emissions meet all applicable
consist of not more than one six-minute period in any
particulate matter requirements (i.e., permit limit, rule
consecutive 60 minutes. not to exceed three such
limit, process limit)~
periods in any consecutive 24 hours. For units with
(5) that the mvner/operator condactsThe owner or
COMs operated and maintained in accordance with
Qperator has conducted detailed modeling aadlerarul
Performance Specification 1 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix .
other measures (e.g., monitoring) deemed necessacy by
B), short term occurrences which consist of not more
the Executive Director (e.g., monitoring) to
than one six-minute period in any one-hour period. not
demonstrate that the maximum impact of any increase
to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
of opacity will not exceed 5 ug!m3 24 hourPM-10
hours. In neither case shall the avera~e of any
24-hour average at any point of impact or 1 ug!m3
six-minute period exceed 60% QPacity.
M1Q annual average at any point of impact.
(2} Smoke resulting from fires covered by the
(b) Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a)
exceptions outlined in 252:100-13-7.
of this Section, the opacity allowed will be asbased on the
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined
~ read by an Oklahomag. Certified Visible Emission
water is the only reason for failure to meet the
Evaluator at the time of the maximum operation stack test.
requirements of 252:100-25-3( a).
(c) All applicationsApplications for an alternative under
(4) Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a
252:100-25-4 will be submitted to the Director of Air
facility...vberein ~the source of the fuel, which is
Qaalitythe Division for-his review and recommendation to
being burned prodases producin~: the smoke; is not
the Air Quality Council for final action.
under the direct and immediate control of the facility
and wherein the immediate constriction of the fuel flow
252:100-25-5.
Continuous emission monitoring for
at the facility would produce a hazard to life and/or
.
opacity
·
property Qpskeam from the faGility to the point of the
W Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fluid
fuel source.
bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at
W Th detennine compliance with this Section, opacity shall petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam generators in
be read b,y either:
accordance with 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, which is
ill A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator using 'Thst hereb.y incorporated by reference as it existed on July 1.
Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60. Appendix A).
1998.
G) A COM installed, calibrated. operated and
(h) Owners or operators of these emission sources shall;
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(l) Install. calibrate. operate. and maintain all
monitoring equipment necessary for continuously
monitoring opacity.
Complete the installation and performance tests of.
such equipment and beiffi monitoring and recording by
January 1. 2001.
W This section shall not apply to:
, OJ Sources already subJect to a new source
perfonnauce standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60
pursuant to section 111 of the Oean Air Act.
.(2) Sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years
after the effective date of this rule. provided adeq_uate
evidence and guarantees are available to show the
source will cease operations prior to such date.
(d) Alternative monitoring req_uirements different from the
provisions of Parts 1 through 5 of Appendix P may be
approved by the DEO and ErA on a case-by-case basis if
continuous monitoring cannot be implemented by a source
due to physical plant limitations or extreme economic
reasons. For example. the following alternative monitoring
requirements may be used for natural gas-fired facilities that
bum oil on an emergency basis only (including periodic
system testing not to exceed 40 hours per calendar year):
(ll A Certified Vtsible Emission Evaluator shall read
visual emissions once per day when fuel oils are burned.
ill Visual emissions readings shall be conducted in
accordance with EPA Thst Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60.
Appendix A).
(J) Records of fuel oil burned (including b:Pe. amount
and duration burned) and visible emissions read shall be
maintained for 2 years.

m

[OAR Docket #99-651; filed 4-13-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALilY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-650)
RU' LLIYU!IIl\..1
P

NT final adoption

RULES:
Subchapter . Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic
Air Contaminants
Part 3. Hazardo Air Contaminants

252:100-41-15 [

NDED]

AUTIIORI1Y:
Environmental Quality oard; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,

2-5-101, et seq.

.-.

DATES:
Comment period:
September 15, 1998 through Oc ber 20, 1998
Public: hearing:
October 20, 1998; and November 1
AdopUon:
November 10, 1998

May 17, 1999

ubmitted to Governor.
November 18, 1998
Su mitted to House:
ovember 18, 1998
Sub itted to Senate:
No ember 18, 1998
Gubero torial approval:
Dece ber 15, 1998
Legislatil' approval:
·
·
Failure f the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on arch 24, 1999
Final adopti :
March 24, 99
Effective:

· June 1, 1999
SUPERSEDED

Incorporated standa s:
The following Sub rts of 40 CPR Part 63 are incorporated by
reference in their entir
(1) Subpart A
(2) Subpart F
(3) Subpart G
(4) Subpart H
{5) Subpart I
{6) Subpart L
{7) Subpart M
{8) Subpart N
{9) Subpart 0
{10) Subpart 0
{11) Subpart R
{12) Subpart S
(13) Subpart T
(14) Subpart U
(15) Subpart W
(16) Subpart X
(17) Subpart Y
{18) Subpart CC
(19) Subpart DD
(20) Subpart EE
(21) Subpart GG
(22) Subpart II
(23) Subpart JJ
(24) Subpart KK
{25) Subpart LL
{26) Subpart 00
{27) Subpart PP
{28) Subpart 00
(29) Subpart RR
(30) Subpart VV
(31) Subpart JJJ
.
The following Subparts of 40 CFR Part 61 are incorpor ted by
reference in their entirety:
(1) Subpart A
(2) Subpart C
(3) Subpart D
(4) Subpart E
(5) Subpart F
(6) Subpart J
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, APRIL 21,1998
9:30A.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CllY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities
• Title V Update
• Tribal Rule
• DEQ Relocation
• Other

3.

Buttram
PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements
for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Other
proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

Martinez
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards
Proposes a new subchapter, incorporating by reference 40 CFR Part 60, to establish
State standards for certain new or modified facilities in accordance with the authority
delegated by EPA under Section 111 (c) of the CAA.
Discussion by·Coun~iVPublic

5.

Hoffman
PUBLIC BEARING/INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING
Weyerhaeuser Company is requesting termination ofthe Order issued by the Council
on June 6, 1989, granting Weyerhaeuser's Valliant Facility an alternative opacity limit
of 34 % for the black liquor recovery boiler.

·-

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

Dyke

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, APRIL 21,1998
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEYARD
OKLAHOMA CI1Y, OKLAHOMA

MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Roll Call

Secretary

3.

Approval of February 18, 1.998 Minutes

Chairman

4.

Buttram
PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates · ·
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the deparbnent
Proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements
for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refmeries as specified in40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Other
proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

5.

Martinez
PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards
Proposes a new subchapter, incorporating by reference 40 CFR Part 60, to establish
State standards for certain new or modified facilities in accordance with the authority
delegated by EPA under Section 111(c) of the CAA.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

PUBLIC BEARING/INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING
Hoffman
Weyer:haeuser Company is t;"equesting·termination of the Order issued by the Council
on June 6, 1989, granting Weyerhaeuser's Valliant Facility an aitemative opacity limit
of 34 % for the black liquor recovery boiler.

7.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours;
possible action by Council.

Chairman

8.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting TUESDAY, JUNE 16, 1998
5051 South 129" East, Tulsa
(Northeast comer of 5 l 1 and 129"')

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notiJY our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

April 1, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Interim Division ~U:>r
Air Quality Division
~~~-

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 25 · ·

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 25, Smoke,
Visible Emissions and Particulates. Also enclosed is a copy of 40 CFR Part 51,
Appendix P, which will be incorporated by reference in the rule. The rule will be
brought to public hearing on April 21,1998. The proposed modifications to
Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Other proposed amendments ~o Subchapter 25 are
designed to simplify and clarify the rule. In order to adequately· respond to
comments received, the staff will recommend that the hearing on th.is matter be
carried on to the Council's June 16 meeting.
Enclosures: 2

lo 7 7/

TITLE 2 52 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES
252:100-25-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount of smoke,
visible emissions and particulates from the operation of any air
contaminant source.
252:100-25-2. General prohibition; effective date
(a)
No person o·..,.ning, leasing, or controlling the operation owner
or operator of any air contaminant source shall ,.,.illfully,
negligently, or through failure to provide necessary equipment or
facilities or to take necessary precautions, permit the emission
from said air contaminant source of ouch quantities of air
contamination permit smoke, visible emissions or particulates to be
discharged from said source so as to as ,.,.ill cause a condition of
air pollution.
(b)
Effective February 1, 1984, A±±all installations shall comply
with this Subchapter upon and after February 1, 1984.
252:100-25-3. Sme]r:e, ·;isible emissions and particulates Opacity
limit
(a)
No person shall cause, suffer, allor.,r, or permit the discharge
of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter,
or any combination thereof of a shade or density greater than
twenty (20) percent equivalent opacity.
(b)
Subsection 252:100-25-3(a) shall not apply to:
(1)
Smoke or visible emissions emitted during the cleaning of
a fire, the building of a ncr.; fire or the blmiing of soot from
boilers, or other short term occurrences, with a ~ shade or
density of 'fihich is not greater than sixty (60) percent opacity
for a period aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any
sixty (60) consecutive minutes and/or no more than 20 minutes in
any 24-hour period.
(2)
Smoke resulting from fires covered by the exceptions
outlined in 252:100-13-7.
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined water is the
only re·ason· for failure to meet the requirements of 252:100-253 (a) .

(4)
Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a facility..L.. ,..,.here
-i-n when the source of the fuel 7 ·.wrhich is being burned produces
producing the smoke7 is not under the direct and immediate
control of the facility and ,.,.herein the immediate constriction
of the fuel flow at the facility would produce a hazard to life
and/or property upstream from the facility to the point of the
fuel source.

-

252:100-25-4.

Alternative for particulates

DRAFT - March 18, 1998
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(a)
The 20 percent opacity limit ae required under 252:100-25-3
may ~e .increased-, for particulates only, provided that the
mmer/operator owner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that:
(1)
that theThe mvner/operator owner or operator has installed
air pollution control equipment to attempt to control both
visible and particulate matter emissions to the limit required
by applicable Subchapters7~
(2)
that theThe pollution control equipment ee-installed-fltte
been properly maintained, is in good ~wTorJdng order and is
operated so as to minimi3e emissions;
181 Has been properly maintained.
~
Is in good working order.
1£1 Is operated to minimize emissions.
(3)
that theThe installed control equipment does not, in fact,
control opacity to the limit required in 252:100-25-37~
(4)
that theThe o~mer/operator owner or operator has conducted
stack test(s) using appropriate test methods as approved by the
Air Quality Division to determine mass emissions at maximum
allowed capacity (i.e., permit limit, rule limit, process
limit); and,~
( 5)
that theThe mmer/operator owner or operator conducts
detailed modeling and/or other measures deemed necessary by the
Executive Director (e.g., monitoring) to demonstrate that the
maximum impact of any increase of opacity will not exceed 5 ug/m 3
24~hour average at any point of impact or·l ug/m3 annual average
at any point of impact.
(b) Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a) of this
Section, the opacity allowed will be the opacity ae read by an
Oklahoma Certified Visible Emission Evaluator at the time of the··· maximum operation stack test.
(c) All applications Applications for an alternative under
252:100-24-4 will be submitted to the Director of Air Quality
Division for .his review and recommendation to the Air Quality
Council for final action.
252:100-25-5.
Continuous emission monitoring for opacity
Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fossil fuelfired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit
catalyst· regenerators at petroleum refineries in accordance with 40
CFR Part 51, Appendix P. which is hereby incorporated by reference ..
as it existed on July l, 1997.
·
lQl Owners or operators of these emission sources shall:
l1l Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain all monitoring
equipment necessary for continuously monitoring opacity.
l2.l Complete the installation and performance tests of such
equipment and begin monitoring and recording within 18 months
after promulgation of the rule.
1£1 This section shall not apply to:
l1l Sources already subject to a new source performance
standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60 pursuant to section 111
lgl

-
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of the Clean Air Act.

i l l Sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
effecfive date of this rule, provided adequate evidence and
guarantees are available to show the source will cease
operations prior to such date.

-
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.. Notices o( Rulemaking Intent
··.

The
April21, 1998
meeting ofthe

-.·.
..... ...

....

~·,:

Summary:
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catai;Yst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter
25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
AUI'HO~

Air Quality Council
was cancelled
·for lack ofa
quorum.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
CHAPrER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-798}
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACIION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 25.
Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]

Oklahoma RsaLo:tarll.bltune 15. Number 14)

Environmental Quality Board, ZlA O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
·
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Friday, May 15, 1998, through 'Ihesday, June 16, 1998..
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
their meeting on 'lbcsday, September 15, 1998- 9:30a.m. in
Alva (Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday, June 16,
1998, 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at the Thlsa
Oty-County Health Department, 5051 South 129th East
(Northeast comer of 51st and 129th), 'lblsa, Oldahoma.
. COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rule will be available May 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
The rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division at the address below.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
290-8247. The address and phone number for Ms. Buttram
will change during May 1998~ The.. ~ct date has not yet
been determined.
Before submitting any written
comments, contact Ms. Buttram for the appropriate
address.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
'Ibi§ rule was originally scheduled for public hearing at
the April 21, 1998, meeting of the Air Quality Council,
which was cancelled for lack of a quorum. An updated
version of the proposal, incorporating written comments
received from the public, is now available.
The Air Quality Division will move in May 1998. The
new address is Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City,

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:REGUI:AR MEETING

~·-.

:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, JUNE 16,1998
9:30A.M.
New Location- 5051 South 129'h East
Tulsa, Oklahoma
BRIEFING AGENDA

1.

Call to Order
Chairman
Dyke

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities
.;·· Title V Update
• Tribal Rule
• DEQ Relocation
• Other

3.

Buttram
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements
for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Other
proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

Martinez
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards [NEW]
_Proposes a new subchapter, incorporating by reference 40 CFR Part 60, to establish
State standards for certain new or modified facilities in accordance with the authority
delegated by EPA under Section 111 (c) of the CAA.
Discussion by Council/Public

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
Bradley
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste
Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal
solid waste landfills, that commenced construction, modification, or reconstruction before
May 30, 1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be
included in Oklahoma's State lll(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for
implementing the federal emission guidelines ( 40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING
Hoffman
Weyerhaeuser Company is requesting tennination of the Order issued by the Council on
June 6, 1989 granting Weyerhaeuser's Valliant Facility an alternative opacity limit of
34% for the black liquor recovery boiler.

.........

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY-REGULAR MEETING

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, JUNE 16, 1998
1:00 P.M.
New Location- 5051 South 129tb East
Tulsa, Oklahoma
MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of February 18, 1998 Minutes

4.

Buttram
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates[AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department
Proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements
for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Other
proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

5.

Martinez
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards [NEW]
Proposes a new subchapter, incorporating by reference 40 CFR Part 60, to establish
State standards for certain new or modified facilities in accordance with the authority
delegated by EPA under Section Ill (c) ofthe CAA.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
Bradley
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste
Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal
solid waste landfills, that commenced construction, modification, or reconstruction before
May 30, 1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be
included in Oklahoma's State 11l(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for
implementing the federal emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

7.

INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING
Hoffman
Weyerhaeuser Company is requesting tennination of the Order issued by the Council on
June 6, 1989 granting Weyerhaeuser's Valliant Facility an alternative opacity limit of
34% for the black liquor recovery boiler.

8.

New Business
Chairman
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours;
possible action by Council

9.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998
DEQ Tower First Floor
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, OK

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

Chairman

~··

May 28, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Interim Division
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 25

Direc~

g Q.-'?b

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 25, Smoke,
Visible Emissions and Particulates. Also enclosed is a copy of 40 CFR Part 51,
Appendix P, which will be incor-Porated by reference in the rule. The rule will be
brought to public hearing on June 16,1998. The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emission
Monitoring (CEM). Additionally, the Department proposes to exempt from
Appendix P requirements those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after
the amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for
approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Other proposed amendments to
Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. In order to
adequately respond to comments received, the staff will recommend that the
hearing on this matter be carried on to the Council's August 18 meeting.
Enclosures: 2

-

·-·

TITLE 252 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKB, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PAR'i'ICULA'!'BS
252:100-25-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount of smoke,
visible emissions and particulates from the operation of any air
contaminant source.
252:100-25-2. General prohibition
No person mming=, leasing=, or controlling= the operation owner
or operator of any air contaminant source shall willfully,
neg=lig=ently, or throug=h failure to provide necessary equipment or
facilities or to take necessary precautions, permit the emission
from said air contaminant source of ouch quantities of air
contamination allow visible emissions to be discharged from said
source so as to a:o liill cause or contribute to a: condition of air
pollution.
(b) All installations shall comply 'idth this Subchapter upon and
after February 1, 1984.

+a+

-

252:100-25-3.

Smollfe, -;risible emissiofts aftd part:ie'l:llat::es Opacity
limit
(a)
No person shall cause, suffer, allmi, or permit allow the
discharge of ·any fumes,
aerosol,
mist, gas,
smoke,
vapor,
particulate matter, or any combination thereof of a shade or density
greater than twenty (20) percent equivalent opacity.
(b)
Subsection 252:100-25-3(a) shall not apply to:
(1) Smoke or visibleVisible emissions, the shade or density of
which is greater than twenty (20} percent but not more than sixty
(60} percent opacity, emitted during= the cleaning= ef a: fire, the
building= of a new fire or the blowing= of soot from boilers, or
other short terfft oecurreaces, the shade or deaoity of uhieh is not
g=rea:ter than sixty (69) percent opacity for a period aggregating
no more than five (5) minutes in any sixty (60} consecutive
minutes and/or no more than 20 minutes in any 24-hour period.
(2)
Smoke resulting from fires covered by .the exceptions
outlined in 252:100-13-7.
-.·
.
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined water is the
only reason for failure to meet the requirements of 252:100-253 (a) •

(4)
Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a facility.~.. l>'here 4:ft
when the source of the fuel 7 which is beiag= buraed produces
producing the smokeT is not under the direct and immediate control
of the facility and 'ihereia the immediate constriction of the fuel
flow at the facility would produce a hazard to life and/or
property upstream from the facility to the point of the fuel
source.
DRAFT - May 15, 1998
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252:100-tS-4. Alternative for particulates
(a)
The 20 percent opacity limit as- required under 252:100-25-3 may
be
increased7
for
particulates
only,
provided
that
the
owner/operator owner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that:
(1)
that theThe owner/operator owner or operator has installed
air pollution control equipment to attempt to control both visible
and particulate matter emissions to the limit required by
applicable Subchapters7~
{2)
that theThe pollution control equipment ee----installed--ha-5
been prope:r::l~ m?intai~ed,, is in good worlEing order and is operated
SO as to ffiini~ize ef!liSS10nS,
lbl Has been properly maintained.
~
Is in good working order.
Jhl Is operated to minimize emissions.
(3)
that theThe installed control equipment does not, in fact,
control opacity to the limit required in 252:100-25-37~
(4)
that theThe mmer/operator owner or operator has conducted
stack test{s) using appropriate test methods as approved by the
Air Quality Division to determine mass emissions at maximum
allowed capacity and has determined such emissions meet all
applicable particulate matter requirements (i.e., permit limit,
rule limit, process limit), and,~
(5)
that theThe ouner/operator owner or operator has conducts
conducted detailed modeling and/or other measures deemed necessary
by the Executive Director (e.g., monitoring) to demonstrate that
the maximum impact of any increase of opacity will not exceed 5
ug/m3 PM-10 24..:..hour average at any point of impact or 1 ug/m 3 PM10 annual average at any point of impact.
(b)
Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a) of this
Section, the opacity allowed will be based on the opacity as- read
by an Oklahoma a Certified Visible Emission Evaluator at the time of
the maximum operation stack test.
(c)
All applications Applications for an alternative under 252:10025-4 will be submitted to the Director of Air Quality Division for
his review and recommendation to the Air Quality Council for final
action.
252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitoring for opacity
Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum
refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam generators in accordance with
40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, which is hereby incorporated by
reference as it existed on July 1. 1997.
lQl Owners or operators of these emission sources shall:
J],l_ Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain all moni taring
equipment necessary for continuously monitoring opacity.
J..6l Complete the installation and performance tests of such
equipment and begin monitoring and recording within 18 months
after promulgation of this section.

Jgl
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WNUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
June 16, 1998
5051 South 129th Street

Tulsa, OK
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick _
Meribeth Slagell
Sharon Myers
David Branecky
Fred Grosz
Joel Wilson

Staff' Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffinan
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Eddie Terrill
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Marilyn Andrews
Larry Canter

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for June 16, 1998 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary of State
giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were' posted at the entrance door of the
meeting room and also at the old location. Due to location change and notice restraints, this meeting
was changed to a Special Meeting because location change had not been made to Office of Secretary
of State more than ten days prior to the meeting. The Regular Meeting was cancelled and a Special
Meeting was set for the same date.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Groszaye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Ms. Andrews and Dr. Canter were absent.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of.the February 18,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings . Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mt. Braneck.y. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye. Ms. Andrews and Dr. Canter were absent.

/r; 7CJ J

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [Amended}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance with
the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma
Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then caned upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram to give
staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised Council that proposed changes to this rule were to
simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfin an EPA State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM); specifically, to make the federal standards and
SIP requirements compatible by incorporating by reference the federal opacity monitoring
requirements for existing catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and
fossil fuel-fired steam generators as specified in 40CFR51, Appendix P. Ms. Buttram reviewed
Appendix P of 4QCFR Part 51 which contains the requirements for preparation, adoption, and
submittal of state implementation plans that lists the minimum emission monitoring requirements for
continuous emission monitoring and recording that each SIP must include. Ms. Buttram then
reviewed the proposed changes and stated that staff's recommendation was to continue the hearing
to the August 18, 1998 Council meeting. After discussion, Chairman Breisch asked for a motion and
Ms. Myers made the second. Roll can was as fonows: Mr. Wilson -aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms.
Slagen- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards [NEW]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance with
the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma
Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michene Martinez who
gave an overview of the new subchapter. Ms. Martinez pointed out that the new rule would
incorporate by reference the federal new source performance standards (NSPS) as they existed on
July 1, 1997. Ms. Martinez advised that it was staff's request that Council recommend this new rule
to the Environmental Quality Board as a permanent and emergency rule.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch asked for motion. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick that
Council adopt the proposed new subchapter 4 for both emergency and permanent and recommend
same for adoption by the Environmental Quality Board. Second was made by Ms. Slagell with ron
can as follows: Mr. Wilson.:.... aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance with
the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma
Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley to give
staff recommendations on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that this new rule would establish state
standards to control emissions from municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills that commenced
.construction, modification, or reconstriction before May 10, 1991 and accepted waste after
November 8, 1987. She pointed out that the rule will be included in Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan
and will provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the provisions of the Emission
Guidelines for MSW landfills. Ms. Bradley pointed out that the draft lll(d) Plan had been

-

presente~

to the Solid Waste Management Advisory Council at its April 16, 1998 hearing. It's
members ·votea to support the Air Quality Council's approval of any rules necessary to complete
Oklahoma's state lll(d) Plan.

After further discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue the hearing to Council's
August 18 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Grosz. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.

INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDING-- WEYERHEAUSER.
As hearing officer, David Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance with
the Oklahoma Aclministrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51 and Title 27 A Oklahoma
Statutes. Mr. Dyke pointed out that the purpose of this individual proceeding was to respond to the
request made by Weyerhaeuser Company for the termination of their alternate opacity limits granted
by Council Order on June 6, 1989. Mr. Dyke called upon Barbara Hoffman to give staff position on
this request.
Ms. Hoffman advised that on June 6, 1989, the Council granted Weyerhaeuser's request for an
alternative opacity limit allowing the company's Valiant facility to have an opacity limit of 34%.
Weyerhaeuser is at this time requesting that Order be terminated. Ms. Hoffman advised that staff
supports the request and called upon Mike Woods, Weyerhaeuser, to explain why the alternative
opacity limit is no longerneeded. Following discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained motion to OK
this termination. Mr. Branecky made motion to terminate this Order and second was made by Mr.
Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being August 18, 1998 at newly relocated DEQ Tower, 707 North Robinson,
Room 101, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

· WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

-

DAVID R. DYKE, INTER1M DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Public Hearing and Meeting
Attendance Record
JUNE
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/ AFFILIATION

1
2
3
4

5

,-

6

8
. 9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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17
18

LA-i~f2.'i

16, 1998

Mooa..e:

ADDRESS
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BRIEFING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALTIY COUNCIL REGULAR :MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998,9:30 A.M.
4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEYARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

..

1.

Call to Order

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities

.

Chairman
Dyke

PUBLIC HEARINGS

3.

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste landfills that commenced construction,· modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State 111(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

State 11l(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed State lll(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts· B and
Cc) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required.

5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED)
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED}
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
Buttram
Proposed revisions wilr delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
· facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by CounciVPublic

-

.-

IP7CJ7

7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement . ~-~.
'concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
,..
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new· subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by Council/Public
8.

. OAC 252:100-23 Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins-[AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
·
Discussion by Council/Public

10.

Sheedy
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC.· A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public

..

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notifY our Department three days in advance at (40S) 702-4100.
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
Department of Environmental Quality
AIR QUALI1Y COUNCIL REGULAR1v1EETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 1:00 P.M.
4545 NORTII LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval ofJune 16, 1998 Minutes
Resolutions -Bill Fishback- Marilyn Andrews

1.

..

2.
3.
4.

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

PUBLIC HEARINGS

5.

OAC 252:100-4_7 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste.. lan~Jls that com~enced constroction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted wa5te after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State_l.11(dJ Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subPart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed Stat~ 111(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts B and
Cc) require that a public ~earingbe hel~ tO. receive conu,_nents.from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required. · ·-

7.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by CounciVPublic; possible action by Council

8.

OAC 272:100-7. Permits [AMENDED]
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
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-
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9.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED)
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement~~"-oco_nceming Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes t<.
··
incorporate by reference ~e Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generator:s and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
··
·
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

11.

OAC 252:100~24 Control of Emissions from Grain ElevatorS [AMENDED)
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

'12.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions ofOrganic Materials [AMENDED)
,
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

13.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED)
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

14.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours
Possible action by Council

Chairman

15.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 129da East Tulsa OK

Chairman

..

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an acGOmmodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-41 00.

~

July ~0, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Interim Di~n Director
Air Quality Division~-

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 25

Enclosed in the council packet are a copy of the proposed draft modifications to
Subchapter 25, Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates; a copy of 40 CFR Part 51,
Appendix P; a rule impact statement; comments received from OG&E and Fort Howard;
and a Summary of Comments and Staff's Responses. Originally Subchapter 25 was
brought before the council on June 16, 1998. During that meeting staff recommended the
rule be brought to public hearing on August 18, 1998. The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emission
Monitoring (CEM). Thus, 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, will be h}corporated by
reference in the rule. Additionally, Staff proposes to exempt from Appendix P
requirements those sources already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes effect. The
amended rule would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time allowed for visible
emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one six-minute
period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive
24 hours. The revised time periods are consistent with the methods historically used by
the Department for determining compliance with the opacity limits. These methods are
now specified in a new subsection. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are
designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption.

Enclosures: 6

Dl
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TITLE 252 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. S!!OKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES
252:100-25-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount of smoke,
visible emissions and particulatesparticulate matter from the
operation of any air contaminant source.
252:100-25-2. General prohibition
No person mming, leasing, or controlling the operation owner
or operator of any air contaminant source shall willfully,
negligently, or through fail~re to provide necessar}· equipment or
facilities or to ta1ee necessary precautions, permit the emission
from said air contaminant source of such quantities of air
contamination allow emissions from said source so as to as -.dll
cause or contribute to a condition of air pollution.
(b) All installations shall comply with this S~bchapter upon and
after February 1, 1984.

-fa+-

252:100-25-3.

Smolte 1 ..._.. isihle emissio:as and particulates Opacity
limit
(a)
No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the discharge
of any fumes, aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matt-er;
or any combination thereof of a shade or density exhibiting greater
than t·.mnty (20) percent 20% equivalent -opacity-:-except for:
(b)
Subsection 252.100 25 3(a) sh~ll not apply to:
(1)
Smolee or visible emissions emitted during the cleaning of
a fire, the building of a neu fire or the blmiing of soot from
boilers, or other short term occurrences, the shade or density
of uhich is not greater than silety (60) percent opacity for a
period aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any siJety
( 6 0) consecuti.,...e minutes and/or no more than 2 0 minutes in any
24 hour period.Short term occurrences, which may consist of one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes not to exceed
three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours during which the
average opacity of emissions may not exceed 60%.
(2)
Smoke resulting from fires covered by the exceptions
outlined in 252:100-13-7.
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined water is the
only reason for failure to meet the requirements of 252:100-253 (a) •

(4)

Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a facility..L. ...· here

-ift when the source of the fuel, -..·hich is being burned produces

-

producing the smoke, is not under the direct and immediate
control of the facility and wherein the immediate constriction
of the fuel flow at the facility would produce a hazard to life
and/or property upstream from the facility to the point of the
DRAFT - July 15, 1998
25-July15.doc
1
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fuel source.
{b) To determine compliance with this Section, opacity shall be
read. by. either:
(1) A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator using Test Method 9
(40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
(2} A continuous opacity monitor installed.
calibrated,
operated
and
maintained
in accordance
with
Performance
Specification 1 (40 CFR Part 60.-Appendix B).
252:100-25-4. Alternative for particulates
(a) The 20~ percent opacity limit ae required under 252:100-25-3
may be increased7
for particulates only, provided that the
O~iner/operator owner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that:
(1)
that theThe o~mer/operator owner or operator has installed
air pollution control equipment to attempt to control both
. _visible and particulate matter emissions to the limit required
by applicable Subchapters~~
(2)
that theThe pollution control equipment ee-installed has
been properly main~a~n?d, i~ i?= good \t'orJdng order and is
operated so as to m~n~m~2e em~ss~ons;
1Al Has been properly maintained.
lftl Is in good working order.
lQl Is operated to minimize emissions.
(3)
that theThe installed control equipment does not, in fact,
control opacity to the limit required in 252:100-25-3~
(4)
that theThe miner/operator owner or operator has conducted
stack test(s) using appropriate test methods as approved by the
Air Quality Division to determine mass emissions at maximum
allowed capacity and has determined such emissions meet all
applicable particulate matter requirements (i.e., permit limit,
rule limit, process limit); and,~
(5)
that theThe o~mer/operator owner or operator has conducts
conducted detailed modeling and/orand other measures (e. g.,
monitoring) deemed necessary by the Executive Director (e.g.,
monitoring) to demonstrate that the maximum impact of . any
increase of opacity will not exceed 5 ug/m 3 PM-10 24~hour average
at any point of impact or 1 ug/m3 PM-10 annual average at any
point of impact.
(b) Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a) of this
Section, the opacity allowed will be based on the opacity ae read
by an Oklahoma £ Certified Visible Emission Evaluator at the time
of the maximum operation stack test.
(c) All applications Applications for an alternative under
252:100-25-4 will be submitted to the Director of the Air Quality
Division for ft.i.s. review and recommendation to the Air Quality
Council for final action.
252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitoring for opacity
Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fluid bed

lsl

DRAFT - July 15, 1998
25-July15.doc
2
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catalytic cracking unit catalvst reaenerators at petroleum
refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam generators in accordance
with 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, which is hereby incorporated by
reference as it existed on July l, 1997.
lQl Owners or operators of these emission sources shall:
ill Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain all monitoring
equipment necessary for continuously monitoring opacity.
J..ll Complete the installation and performance tests of such
equipment and begin monitoring and recording by January 1, 2001.
l£l This section shall not apply to:
ill Sources already subject to a new source performance
standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60 pursuant to section 111
of the Clean Air Act.
J..ll Sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
effective date of this rule, provided adequate evidence and
auarantees are available to show the source will cease
operations prior to such date.
l9l Alternative monitoring requirements different from the
provisions of Parts 1 through 5 of Appendix P may be approved by
the DEC and EPA on a case-by-case basis if continuous monitoring _
cannot be implemented by a source due to physical plant limitations
or extreme economic reasons.
For example,
the following
alternative monitoring requirements may be used for·natural gasfired facilities that burn oil on an emergency basis only
(including periodic system testing not to exceed 40 hours per
calendar year) :
ill A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator shall read visual
emissions once per day when fuel.oils are burned.
J..ll Visual emissions readings shall be conducted in accordance
with EPA Test Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
ldl Records of fuel .oil burned (including type, amount, and
duration burned) and visible emissions read shall be maintained
for 2 years.

DRAFT - July 15, 1998
25-July15.doc
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SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES
252:100-25-1.

Purpose

1

252:100-25-2.

General prohibition

1

252:100-25-3.
limit

Smoke, visible emissions and particulates Opacity

252:100-25-4.

Alternative for particulates

2

252:100-25-5.

Continuous emission monitoring for opacity

2

1
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 1998
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Becky Mainord
Joyce Sheedy
Eddie Terrill
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for August 18, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room and also at the DEQ Tower.
·
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye. Dr. Canter did not attend.

-

Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the June 16,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings . Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell
- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[NEW]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley to give staff recommendations on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that the rule was first
considered by the Council on June 16, 1998 at which time the hearing was continued because
EPA was in the process of amending the federal standards that are the basis for the draft rule.
These amendments became effective August 17, 1998. Ms. Bradley stated that staffhad made
the revisions consistent with the amended federal regulations and addressed all comments
received.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption ofthis rule as
emergency and permanent to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 15, 1998
meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
·
Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
State Ill(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, ,Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley for staff position regarding this State Plan. Ms. Bradley pointed out the criteria for
approval of a state plan and advised that Oklahoma's mechanism to implement this Plan is
OAC252:100-47. Ms. Bradley related that although no Council action was necessary, the staff
requests to hear comments from the Council members and the public regarding the State Plan.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who stated that the revisions to these appendices would be identical to the revised
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and ozone
2

announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997 Federal Register. Ms. Martinez pointed out that
according to the Secretary of State's Rules on Rulemaking, an appendix cannot be amended;
therefore, staff recommended that Council vote to revoke the old appendices and pass the new
appendices as permanent.

-

After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board as a permanent rule at its September 15, 1998 meeting. Mr.
Kilpatrick moved that Council revoke the existing rule and replace them with the new rules as
presented. Second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING

-

OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance ·
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFRPart 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out revisions made to date
and advised that staff was recommending that the comment period be left open until August 24
after :wliich staff would revise the rule based upon co~ents received from Council and public;
and would bring again to the Council's October 20 m~ting.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule; to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made '
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING

-

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staffs position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised that the· rule was presented to
Council's June 16 meeting where changes to simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfill an EPA
State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring
(CEM) were proposed. Ms. Buttram advised that comments received have been addressed and
incorporated into the current draft rule. Fallowing discussion with new comments, staff
3

recommended that the hearing be continued on this rule to the October 20 meeting to allow time
for further comments.
Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to continue the hearing. Mr. Wilson made the motion and Ms.
Slagell made the second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Becky
Mainord who related that the draft rule included simplification oflanguage according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out the changes made and stated that it was staff's recommendation to continue the
hearing until Council's next meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Dr. Grosz made
that motion with second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as_ follows: Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act. and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that revisions were made to simplify the language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative, the addition of a Permit By Rule section, and to add a new
Appendix L which would include PM 10 emission factors for the Permit By Rule. Ms. Martinez
pointed out that comments had been received and considered, and that staff's recommendation
was to continue the hearing to the next meeting.
After discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October
20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call
4
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as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the revisions are part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and
respond to industry requests to exempt acetone, perchloroethylene, and methylated siloxanes
from being considered VOCs. She advised that staff held a workshop on July 7 requesting
public input and comments. She said there are numerous changes to be made· in language, format
and with the three substantive changes, staff recommended that the rule be continued to the next
meeting.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Mr. Branecky made motion with second
made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
- aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that there were numerous revisions as part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong
initiative and also five substantive changes to be considered; therefore, staff would recommend
that the hearing be continued.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October 20 meeting. Dr.
Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
~

NEW BUSINESS- None
5
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II

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being October 20, 1998 at Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium,
5051 South 1291h East, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. D
, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AGENDA

DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING/HEARING
AIR QUALfiY COUNCIL
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
1:00 p.m.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma
1.
2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the August 18, 1998 Regular Meeting

4.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
B. Possible action by Council
- C. Roll call vote

5.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public ·
C. Roll call vote

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of S tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than S tons per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates (AMENDED]
.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fUlfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-il.red steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refmeries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Sectidn Ill of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

8.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Becky Mainord
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Propos,al would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

12.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACl) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July I, 1997, through July I, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Department is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61 to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

13.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I business arising within the past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

14.

ADJOURNMENT- Next Regular Meeting
Lincoln Plaza Office Park ' Burgundy Room

TIJESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1998
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attcad but have a disability aad need aa aeeommodatlon,
please notify our Department three days ia advance at (405) 701-4100.

-

October 1, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director ct:...
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 25

'1.

Enclosed in the council packet are a copy of the proposed draft modifications to
Subchapter 25, Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates; a copy of 40 CFR Part 51,
Appendix P; a rule impact statement; and a Summary of Comments and Staffs
Responses. Originally, Subchapter 25 was brought before the council on June .16 and
August 18, 1998. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would fulfill an EPA
requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) by incorporating by
reference Appendix P of 40 CFR Part 51. The amended rule would require certain fossil
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at
petroleum refineries to install CEMs. Additionally, Staff proposes to exempt from
Appendix P requirements those sources already subject to a new source performance
standard and sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoling requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include exempting sources subject ~o opacity
standards promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal, Clean Air Act, along with a
clari:ficati<m of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources with and without
continuous .opacity monitors. A new subsection was added that contains methods for
determining compliance with the opacity limits: Other proposed amendments to
Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify the rule.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption.
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TITLE 252 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES
252:100-25-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount of smoke,
visible emissions and particulatesparticulate matter from the
operation of any air contaminant source.
252:100-25-2. General prohibition
No person O\•nin~, leasin~, or controllin~ the operation owner
or operator of any air contaminant source shall willfully,
ne~li~ently, or throu~h failure to provide necessary equipment or
facilities or.to talEe necessary precautions, permit the emission
from said air contaminant source of such quantities of air
contamination allow emissions from said source so as to as uill
cause or contribute to a condition of air pollution.
(b) All installations shall comply \oTith this Subchapter upon and
after February~' ~984.
·
~

252:100-25-2.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall
have the following meaning unless the· context clearly indicates
otherwise:
11 0ne-hour periodn
means, for units with an ooerable Continuous
Opacity Monitor (COM), any 60-minute period commencing on the hour.
nopacityn means the degree to which emissions reduce the
transmission of light and obscure the view of an object in the
background.
.
nsix-minute period" means, for' units with an operable COM, any
one of the ten equal parts of a one-hour period.
nunitn means any piece of equipment that has the potential to
emit air contaminants in the form of visible emissions.
252:100-25-3.

SmeJEe 1 visible emissien.s and particulates Opacity
limit
(a)
Units subject to an opacity limit promulgated under section
111 of the Federal Clean Air Act are exempt from this section.
~lhl No
person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the
discharge of any fumes,
aerosol, mist, gas,
smoke, vapor,
particulate matter, or any combination thereof of a shade or
density exhibiting greater than bienty (20) percent 20% equivalent
opacity.except for:
(b)
Subsection 252:~00 25 3(a) shall not apply to:
(1)
Smoke or visible emissions emitted during the cleaning of
a fire, the buildin~ of a nmoT fire or the blmdng of soot from
boilers, or other short term occurrences, the shade or density
of ~.·hich is not greater than siJEty (60) percent opacity for a
period a~~regatin~ no more than five (5) minutes in any siJEty
DRAFT - SEPT 15, 1998
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(60) consecutive ffiinutes and/or no ffiore than 20 ffiinutes in any
24 hour period.Short term occurrences, which consist of not more
than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
For
units with COMs operated and maintained in accordance with
Performance Specification 1 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B), short
term occurrences consist of not more than one six-minute period
in any one-hour period, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. In neither case shall the average of any
six-minute period exceed 60% opacity.
(2)
Smoke resulting from fires covered by the exceptions
outlined in 252:100-13-7.
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined water is the
only reason for failure to meet the requirements of 252:100-253 (a) •

-

(4)
Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a facilityL where
4:-n when the source of the fuel 7 which is being burned produces
producing the smoke7 is not under the direct and immediate
control of the facility and 'vfierein the immediate constriction
of the fuel flow at the facility would produce a hazard to life
and/or property upstreaffi froffi the facility to the point of the
fuel source.
(c) To dete.rmine compliance with this Section, opacity shall be
read by either:
(1) A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator using Test Method 9
(40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
(2) A- COM installed, calibrated, operated and maintained in
accordance with Performance Specification 1 (40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix B) .
252:100-~5-4.

-

Alternative for particulates
(a) The'20% percent opacity limit ae required under 252:100-25-3
may be increased7 for particulates only, provided that the
ouner/operator owner er operator demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Oltlahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that:
(1)
that theThe owner/operator owner or operator pas installed
air pollution control equipment to attempt to control bo~h
visible and particulate matter emissions to the limit required
by applicable Subchapters~~
(2)
that theThe pollution control equipment ee-installed~-fiae
been properly ffiain~a~n?d, if! i~ good working order and is
operated so as to ffi~n~ffi~ee effi~ss~ons;
lAl Has been properly maintained.
~
Is in good working order.
lQl Is operated to minimize emissions.
(3)
that theThe installed control equipment does not, in fact,
control opacity to the limit required in 252:100-25-37~
(4)
that theThe mvaer/operator owner or operator has conducted
stack test(s) using appropriate test methods as approved by the
Air Quality Division to determine mass emissions at maximum
allowed capacity and has determined such emissions meet all
DRAFT - SEPT 15, 1998
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applicable particulate matter requirements (i.e., permit limit
rule limit, process limit), an:d,...:..
'
(5)
that theThe mffier/operator owner or operator has eon:duete
conducted detailed modeling an:d/orand other measures (e.g. ,
monitoring) deemed necessary by the Executive Director (e.~.,
monitorin:g) to demonstrate that the maximum impact of any
increase of opacity will not exceed 5 ug/m 3 PM-10 24.=.hour average
at any point of impact or 1 ug/m3 PM-10 annual average at any
point of impact.
(b) Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a) of this
Section, the opacity allowed will be based on the opacity ae read
by an Oklahoma ~ Certified Visible Emission Evaluator at the time
of the maximum operation stack test.
(c) All applications Applications for an alternative under
252:100-25-4 will be submitted to the Director of the Air Quality
Division for fti.e review and recommendation to the Air Quality
Council for final action .
. 252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitoring for opacity
jgl Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit . catalyst regenerators at petroleum
refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam generators in accordance
with 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, which is hereby incorporated by
reference as it existed on July 1, 1997.
JQl Owners or operators of these emission sources shall:
~
Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain all monitoring
equipment necessary for continuously monitoring opacity.
11.1. Complete the installation and performance tests of such
equipment and begin monitoring and recording by January 1, 2001.
l£l This section shall not apply to:
~
Sources already subject to a new source performance
standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60 pursuant to section 111
of the Clean Air Act.
11.1. Sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
effective date of this rule, provided adequate evidence and
guarantees are available to show the source will cease
operations prior to such date.
J9l Alternative monitoring requirements different from the
provisions of Parts 1 through 5 of Appendix P may be approved by
the DEO and EPA on a case-by-case basis if continuous monitoring
cannot be implemented by a source due to physical plant limitations
or extreme economic reasons.
For example,
the following
alternative monitoring requirements may be used for natural gasfired facilities that burn oil on an emergencv basis only
(including periodic system testing not to exceed 40 hours per
calendar year) :
~
A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator shall read visual
emissions once per day when fuel oils are burned.
11.1. Visual emissions readings shall be conducted in accordance
with EPA Test Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
Jll Records of fuel oil burned (including type, amount. and
DRAFT - SEPT 15, 1998
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duration burned) and visible emissions read shall be maintained
for 2 years.

-
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129111 Street East
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Codncil Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
La.r:ry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Shawna Me Waters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 20, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
·
door of the meeting room..
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. ·Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye. Mr.
Kilpatrick, Ms. Slagell and Dr. Canterdid not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 18, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve the
Minutes as presented and second to the motion was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:
.Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz·~e; Mr. Breisch- aye.

-

1999 Meeting Schedule- Mr. Dyke presented Council with proposed scheduled for 1999
meetings with the suggestion that the December 21 date mentioned in the packet memo be
changed to December 14. Ms. Myers made motion to accept the schedule as proposed:
Wednesday, February 17, Tuesday, April20, Tuesday, August 17, and Tuesday, December 14
at OKC, DEQ Multi-Purpose Room; with Tuesday, June 15 and October 19 at Tulsa,
TCCHD Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Branecky -aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Ok,lahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed o~t proposed revisions would
modify language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits
stating that actual emissions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the defmition of"de minimis facility." Also, she stated that
proposed revision would delete the lower limit offive tons per year for PBRfacilities allowing
those fa~ilities with less then five tons per year emissions which are subje~t to NSPS or
NESHAP to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Ms. Buttram
advised that staff proposed that a new Part 9 be added that would outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for a PBR. A third point she brought out was the proposed
.. revision to delete the lower limit for general permits allowing facilities that may have less than
40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR had been written, the opportunity to apply
for coverage under an applicable general permit. Lastly, she added that the Department proposed
to amend 252-7'-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations, relocation
permits, and applications for individual permits.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
· Grosz....:.. aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part ofthese minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staffs position on this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out that th&oproposed
amendments would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions Monitoring
proposing to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. She noted that the Department proposed to
exempt from Appendix P requirements for those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and for sources scheduled for retirement within five years after the
2
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amended rule takes effect. Ms. Buttram added that the amended rule would also provide criteria
. for approvafof alternative monitoring requirements with additional changes that would clarify
. : how the opacity standard is determined.
Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule as proposed to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made the motion with David Branecky making the
second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing tr~scripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As p'rotocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out that the proposed revisions add a new Permit by Rule section that would streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that eliminates the necessity for some cotton
gins to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that additional changes
would allow exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any·consecutive 60 minutes, -not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
F<?llowing discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers made the motion with second
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then calle<hlpon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who advised that the proposed revisions would simplify the· language under the agencywide re-rightlde-wrong initiative and would add a new Permit by Rule section to streamline the
permitting process by creating a mechanism that would eliminate the necessity for some grain
elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that a new Appendix L
proposed would contain PM-10 emission factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes
follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the
3

opacity standard allowing exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any
conseciitive"60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption at i~ November 10 meeting" Mr. Wilson made that motion with second
made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows~ Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch~ aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She then pointed out four substantive changes that were proposed for
Subchapter 37 as well as Subchapter 39:
1)
to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds (VOC)" per Council's direction.
and requests from industry to exclude acetone. perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the defmition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
2)
to remove of the requirement for permits and best available control technology (BACT)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a);
3) · a change regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second sentences; and
4)
to add a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage and Loading
Facilities.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's December meeting. Ms.
Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Gmsz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

......_

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118 .. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right'dewrong initiative. She stated that one substantive change affects both Subchapters 39 and 37
4
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which is to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds" per Council's direction and
.·requests: from industry to exclude acetone, perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
. ~acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
In Subchapter 39, Dr. Sheedy pointed out the need for correction of the placement of "prior to
lease custody transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2) which would be a substantive change along with
the additio~ of a minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of 2,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41 (c) to detennine applicability of subsection (c).
Following ;discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
December 15 meeting. Mr.. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Mr. Wilson.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Conta~inants
(AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Ach?;linistrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the proposed revisions would update the adoption by reference of 40
CFR Part 63 to include Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards
.promulgated or amended between July 1, 1997 and July 1, 1998. She pointed out that the new
standards are Subpart S - NESHAP for Pulp and Paper Production and Subpart LL - NESHAP
for Aluminum Production Plants. The proposed revisions will also update the adoption by
reference of the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 (with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R; T, and W. and Appendices D and E which address radionuclides) to July 1, 1998. Dr.
Sheedy advised the Council that these modifications were necessary to obtain EPA's delegation
of authority to implement the federal hazardous air pollutant program in Oklahoma.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made that motion with the second made by Mr. Branecky.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
-Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

-
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
[AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED)
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma; Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi for staff recommendation. Ms. Khalousi advised that the Department is
proposing· to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to increase annual operating fees assessed to minor facilities;
amend 252:1 00-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations,
relocation permits, and applications for individual permits; and amend 252:100-8-1.7 to increase
applicability determination fees for Part 70 Sources. Ms. Khalousi stated that if was staffs
recommendation that this rule be continued to Council's December 15 meeting.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue these rules to the December meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneckyaye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes .

.

NEW BUSINESS -None

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being December 15, 1998 at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Burgundy Room,
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of · .
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

IdentificationofProposed Rulemaking:
OAC 252:100
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]

On OCTOBER20, 1998
the membersofthis Council, by authorityvested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended
to the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
_X pennanent [take effect after legislative review]
_ _ emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and detennined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
fonnatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be . done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~~
Daresigned:_.:..;10.._-=20;:::._-..::;..9=-8_ _ __
Chair or Designee
VOTING TO APPROVE:

William B. Breisch
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
ABSTAINING:

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagel!

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 10, 1998
Kerr Country Mansion and Conference Center
1507 South McKenna
Poteau, Oklahoma

1. Call to Order - Herschel Roberts
2.

Roll Call - Lynda Finch

3.

Approval ofMinutes ofthe September 15, 1998 Regular Meeting

4. OAC 252:002 Procedures ofthe Department ofEnvironmental Quality:
Subchapter 17 of OAC 252:002 deals with the processing of citizen complaints received by the DEQ.
The proposed amendment to Section 17-2 expands the defmition of"enforcement action" to include a
referral by a DEQ division to the Oklahoma Attorney General's Office, a district attorney's office, a
state or 'federal law enforcement agency, or the DEQ's Environmental Crimes Investigation Team for
investigation of possibly criminal environmental violations. Because criminal referral processes and
criminal investigations typically are relatively involved and lengthy, this amendment is proposed to
allow the DEQ to pursue possible criminal enforcement actions while still meeting agency complaint
procedures and timelines.
Because this is an amendment to the procedural rules of the DEQ, it is not within the jurisdiction of an
advisory council. Thus, the opportunity for public comment on this agenda item constitutes the
rulemaking hearing on the proposal.

A. Presentation -Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
B.
C.
D.
E.

Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for pennanent adoption

5. OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Three sets ofchanges are proposed:
'.-

•
e

\_

' ' ;;i·' .;::\

The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 (Cotton Gins) and 24 (Grain Elevators) simplify the
language under the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" rules simplification initiative. It is also
proposed to add a new Pennit by Rule section to both subchapters. The Pennit by Rule will
streamline the pennitting process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate ~e need for
some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an individual air quality pennit. Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains Particulate Matter (PM)-10 emission factors for Pennit
by Rule grain elevators. Additional changes to both subchapters track proposed amendments of
Subchapter 25 concerning opacity.

1

•

•

In addition to "re-right/de-wrong" simplification changes, the proposed revisions to Subchapter
25 (Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates) incorporate by reference the federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-frred steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regeneratoi-s at petroleum refineries, subject to certain exceptions. Additional
changes include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under the Federal
Clean Air Act from the state opacity standard, and clarifying how the opacity standard will be
determined at sources that have Continuous Opacity Monitors and those that do not
The proposed revisions to Subchapterc4l (Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air
Contaminants) update the adoption by reference of federal rules to include Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards promulgated or amended between July 1,
1997 and July 1, 1998. The new standards relate to pulp and paper production and to aluminum
production plants. The proposed revisions also uixJate the adoption by reference of the federal
National Emission Standards for Ha.Zardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to July 1, 1998, with
certain exceptions.

.-..

These changes were recommended by the Air Quality Council at their meeting on October 20, 1998.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation -.David Branecky, Air Quality Council member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

6. Conside,ration of the Environmental Quality Report:
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare an Environmental Quality
Report and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate President Pro Tern by
January 1st of each year. Contrary to the statutory title, the purpose of this report for a fairly small
targeted audience is to outline the DEQ's two-year needs for providing environmental services within
its jurisdiction, and to reflect any new federal mandates and recommended statutory changes. The
Environmental Quality Board is to review, amend and approve the report.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation - Mark Coleman, DEQ Executive Director
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote

7. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting ofagenda)
8.

Executive Director's Report

9. Vote on 1999 Environmental Quality Board meeting dates
10. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

2

·.-..

TITLE 252.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. S!IOKEh VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the amount of smoke,
visible emissions and particulatesparticulate matter ·from the
operation of any air contaminant source.
252:100-25-1.

General prohibition
(a) No person mming, leasing, or controlling the operation of any
air contaminant source shall willfully, negligently, or through
failure to provide necessary equipment or facilities or to take
necessary precautions,
permit . the emission from said air
contaminant source of sueh quantities of air contamination as \;ill
cause a condition of air pollution No owner or operator of any air
contaminant source shall allow emissions from said source so as to
cause or contribute to air pollution.
(b) All installations shall comply \dth this Subchapter upon and
after February 1, 1984.
252:100-25-2.

Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchaoter shall
have the following meaning unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
•one-hour period" means, for units with an operable Continuous
Opacity Monitor (COM}, any 60-minute period commencing on the hour.
•opacity'' means the degree to which emissions reduce the
transmission of light and obscure the view of an object in the
background.
•six-minute period• means. for units with an operable COM. any
one of the ten equal parts of a one-hour period.
•unit• means any piece of equipment that has' the potential to
emit air contaminants in the form of visible emissions.
252:100-25-2.1.

,__...

Smelte, "Y'"ieible emiesie&e S:B:d partsie:alatseeOpacity
limit
(a) Units subject to an opacity limit promulgated und~r section
111 of the Federal Clean Air Act are exempt from this section.
-fa+J.hl No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the
discharge of any fumes,
aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor,
particulate matter, or any combination thereof of a shade or
densityexhibiting greater than t'l;enty (20) percent equivalent20%
opacity~ except for:
(b)
Subsect~on 252.100 25 3(a) shall not apply to:
(1)
Smoke or Yisible emissions emitted during the cleaning of
a fire, the building of a ne'i•' fire or the blo\dng of soot from
boilers, or other short term occurrences, the shade or density
of which is not greater than silety (60) percent opacity for a
period aggregating no more than fivq (5) minutes in any eli1ety
(60) consecutive minutes and/or no more than 20 minutes in any
252:100-25-3.

1

24 hour period.Short term occurrences, which consist of not more
than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
For
units with COMs operated and maintained in accordance with
Performance Specification 1 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B), short
term occurrences which consist of not more than one six-minute
period in any one-hour period, not to exceed three such periods
in any consecutive 24 hours. In neither case shall the average
of any six-minute period exceed 60% opacity.
(2)
Smoke resulting from fires covered by the exceptions
outlined in 252:100-13-7.
(3) An emission, where the presence of uncombined water is the
only reason for failure to meet the requirements of 252:100-253 (a) •

(4)
Smoke generated due to a malfunction in a facilityL wherein
when the source of the fuel, ·uhich is being burned produces
producing the smoke7 is . not under the direct and immediate
control of the facility and ~ffierein the immediate constriction
of the fuel flow at the facility would produce a hazard to life
and/or property upstream from the facility to the point of _the
fuel source.
(c)
To determine compliance with this Section. opacity shall be
read by either:
(1) ·A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator using Test Method 9
(40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
(2) A COM installed, calibrated, operated and maintained in
accordance with Performance Specification 1 {40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix B) .

252:100-25-4. Alternative for particulates
(a)
The 20 percent20% opacity limit--ae required under 252:100-25-3
may be increased, for particulates only, provided that the
mvrier/operatorowner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction of
the Oklahoma Air Quality Council at public hearing that:
(1)
that the o;mer/operatorThe owner or operator has installed
air pollution control equipment to attempt to control both
visible and particulate matter emissions to the limit required
by applicable Subchapters~~
(2)
that theThe pollution control equipment ee-installed has
been properly main~a~n?d, i~ i_n good ;mrking order and is
operated so as to m1n1m1ze em1ss1ons;:
(A) Has been properly maintained.
·(B)
Is in good working order.
(C)
Is operated to minimize emissions.
(3)
that theThe installed control equipment does not, in fact,
control opacity to the limit required in 252:100-25-3~~
(4)
that ·the mmer/operatorThe owner or operator has conducted
stack test(s) using appropriate test methods as approved by the
Air Quality Division to determine mass emissions at maximum
allowed capacity and has determined such emissions meet all
applicable particulate matter requirements (i.e., permit limit,
rule limit, process limit); and,.
2

(5)
that the mm:er/operator eonduetsThe owner or operator has
conducted detailed modeling and/orand other measures (e.g.,
monitoring) deemed necessary by the Executive Director (e.g.,
monitoring) to demonstrate that the maximum impact of any
increase of opacity will not exceed 5 ug/m 3 24 hourPM-10 24-hour
average at any point of impact or 1 ug/m3 PM-10 annual average
at any point of impact.
(b) Upon completion of the demonstration specified in (a}· of this
Section, the opacity allowed will be aebased on the opacity read
by an OlElahomag_ Certified Visible Emission Evaluator at the time of
the maximum operation stack test.
(c) All applicationsApplications for an alternative under 252:10025-4 will be submitted to the Director of Air Qualitythe Division
for-fl±e review and recommendation to the Air Quality Council for
final action.

-

252:100-25-5. Continuous emission monitoring for opacity
(a) Continuous monitoring of opacity is required for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum
refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam generators in accordance
with 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, which is hereby incokPorated by
reference as it existed on July 1, 1998.
(b) Owners or operators of these emission sources shall:
(1) · 'Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain all monitoring
equipment necessary for continuously monitoring opacity.
(2) Complete the installation and performance tests of such
equipment and begin monitoring and recording by January 1, 2001.
(c) This section shall not apply to:
(1)
Sources already subject to a new source performance
standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60 pursuant to section 111
of the Clean Air Act.
(2) Sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
effective date of this rule, provided adeQJ.Aate evidence and
auarantees are available to show the source will cease
operations prior to such date.
(d) Alternative monitoring requirements different from the
provisions of Parts 1 through 5 of Appendix P may be approved by
the DEO and EPA on a case-by-case basis if continuous monitoring
cannot be implemented by a source due to physical plant limitations
or extreme economic reasons.
For example,
the following
alternative monitoring requirements may be used for natural gasfired facilities that burn oil on an emergency basis only
(including periodic system testing not to exceed 40 hours per
calendar year) :
(1) A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator shall read visual
emissions once per day when fuel oils are burned.
(2) Visual emissions readings shall be conducted in accordance
with EPA Test Method 9 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
13)
Records of fuel oil burned (including type, amount, and
duration burned) and visible emissions read shall be maintained
for 2 years.
3

Additional Comments
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions
Monitoring (CEM).
Specifically, the Department proposes to
incorporate
by
reference
the
Federal
opacity
monitoring
requirements for fluid bed catalytic cracking unit :.catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P.
Additionally,
- the Department proposes to exempt from Appendix P requirements
those sources already subject to a new source performance standard
and sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect.
The amended rule would also provide
criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include exempting sources
subject to opacity standards promulgated under Section 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act from the State opacity standard, along with
a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at
sources that have Continuous Opacity Monitors (COMa) and how.. it
will be determined at sources without COMa.
Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and clarify
the rule.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVJ:RONMENTAL BENEFJ:T STATEMENT:
Not required
federal rule corresponds to these rules.

because

no

one

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

Comment: A comment from O.G.& E. was received requesting that the
proposed rule be modified to include an exemption similar to that
found in 40 CFR Part 75 for those units that are predominantly
natural gas fired but do burn limited amounts of oil.
Response: According to 40 CFR 51,
Appendix P,
alternative
monitoring requirements different from the provisions of Parts 1
through 5 of Appendix P may be approved by the DEQ and EPA on a
case-by-case basis if continuous monitoring cannot be implemented
by a sou~ce due to physical plant limitations or extreme economic
reasons.
Therefore, an alternative monitoring requirement for
natural gas-fired facilities that burn oil on an emergency basis
only was added to the rule.

Comment: A second comment from O.G.& E. was received requesting
additional language be added to the proposed language in.section
252:100-25-5 for clarification purposes .
•
Response: Staff reviewed the proposed language from O.G.&E. and
agreed to amend the language in 252:100-25-5 (d), (d) (1), and
(d)(3).
1

Comment: A comment from Fort James Corporation was received
requesting that the opacity standard in OAC 252:100-25-3 (a) and (b)
be made consistent with NSPS requirements promulgated by the US
EPA. The following language was suggested: For sources subject to
a twenty (20) percent opacity standard provided in an applicable
new source performance standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60
pursuant to section 111 of the Clean Air Act, de~ermining
compliance with the twenty (20) percent equivalent opacity·provided
in this subsection shall be consistent with the method or manner
provided in such new source performance standard.
Response: Staff has reviewed the proposed wording and determined it
would not address facilities that have NSPS opacity requirements
other than 20% or those that are not even affected by a NSPS. The
original language in the rule was clarified and amended to allow
the opacity to be based on a six-minute average, which will make it
easier to determine compliance with the standard using NSPS Method
9. Also, Staff included a new subsection (252:100-25-3(b)) which
outlines the methods for determining compliance with the opacity
limits. These methods are consistent with those outlined in NSPS
requirements.
Comment: A second comment from Fort James Corporation was received
requesting staff add language to the rule which allows sources
subject.. to a 20% equivalent opacity standard, provided in an
applicable NSPS in 40 CFR Part 60, to determine compliance with the
20% equivalent opacity provided in Section 252:100-25-J(a) using
the method or manner provided in such NSPS.
Fort James is
concerned that the opacity limits in permits will be a hybrid made
from the most stringent portions of applicable NSPS and State
standards. The company also believes this would create confusion
among permit writers and source owners.
Respons·e: Staff decided to add a section to the rule which will
exempt sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under
Section 111 of the Federal Clean Air Act from the State opacity
standard.
Comment: A comment made at the August 18, 1998, public hearing
requested that the rule be revised to explain how compliance will
be determined at facilities that have COMs.
Response: The terms 11 one-hour period 11 and "six-minute period" have
been defined for facilities that have COMs, and a new sentence was
added to 252:100-25-3(a) to explain how compliance with the rule
will be determined at such facilities.
Comment: A comment was made during the October 20, 1998, public
heerring regarding sect ion 2 52 : 10 0-2 5-4 (a) (3) . The commentor wanted
to know why we allow an alternative limit if installed control
equipment does not ·control opacity to the limit required in
252:100-25-3.
2

~

-

-

First, staff did not propose to make any substantive
changes to this section. Also, the purpose of this section is to
allow alternatives for owners or operators who are unable to meet
the 20% opacity limit, but who have attempted to meet the standard
by properly installing and maintaining control equipment. If the
installed control equipment allowed the owner or operator to meet
the opacity limit,
there would be no need to request an
alternative. The applicant for an alternative limit.must perform
modeling, meet all of the criteria contained in section 252:100-254(a), and obtain the approval of the Air Quality Council at public
hearing.
Staff feels this procedure is adequate to fulfill the
needs of the owners or operators of industry and the concerns of
the public.
Response:

3

-
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 25. SMOKE, VISIBLE EMISSIONS AND PARTICULATES
Council Meeting: April21, 1998
(NOTE: The first comment from OG&E was for the draft rule to be presented to the council
April 21, 1998, but the meeting was cancelled due to lack of quorum)
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comment Period: March 16, 1998 - April21, 1998
Comment:
A comment from OG&E was received requesting that the proposed rule be modified to
include an exemption similar to that found in 40 CFR Part 75 for those units that are
predominantly natural gas fired but do burn limited amounts of oil.
Response:
According to 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix P, alternative monitoring requirements different
from the provisions of Parts 1 through 5 of Appendix P may be approved by the DEQ and EPA
on a case-by-case basis if continuous monitoring cannot be implemented by a source due to
physical plant limitations or extreme economic reasons. Therefore, an alternative monitoring
requirement for natural gas-fired facilities that bum oil on an emergency basis only was added to
the rule.
Council Meeting: June 16, 1998
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comment Period: May 15, 1998 -June 23, 1998
Comment:
A comment from OG&E was received requesting additional language be added to the
proposed lan~ge in section 252:100-25-5 for clarification purposes.
Response:
Staff reviewed the proposed language from OG&E and agreed to clarify the language in
252:100-25-5(d), (d)(l), and (d)(3).
Comment:
A comment from Fort James Corporation was received requesting ODEQ make the opacity
standard provided at OAC 252:100-25-J(a) and (b) consistent with NSPS requirements
promulgated by the US EPA. They request we add the following language: For sources subject

to a twenty (20) percent opacity standard· provided in an applicable new source performance
standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60 pursuant to section Ill of the Clean Air Act,
determining compliance with the twenty (20) percent equivalent opacity provided in this
subsection shall be consistent with the method or manner provided in such new source
performance standard.
Response:
Staff has reviewed the proposed wording and determined it would not address facilities that
have NSPS opacity requirements other than 20% or those that are not even affected by a NSPS.
The original language in the rule was clarified and amended to allow the opacity to be based on a
six-minute average. Also, Staff included a new subsection (252:100-25-3(b)) which outlines the
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. These methods are consistent with
those outlined in NSPS requirements.

P.O. Box~~l
Oklaho

ity, Oklahoma 73101-0321

Tei4US·S~·3000

-May28, 1998

OG/-En

electnc serv1ces

Ms. Jeanette Buttram
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677
Dear Ms. Buttram:-Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company (OG&E) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
proposed revisions to OAC 252:100-25, Smoke Visible Emissions and Particulates. After
reviewing the May 15, 1998 proposal, OG&E feels further clarification of the rule would be
helpful and offers the following suggestions concerning Paragraph 5, Continuous Emission
Monitoring for Opacity.
·

.-

•

The definition ofemergency should be further defined to allow for periodic testing of the
emergency fuel system. In order to maintain a system to be ready for operation when
needed periodic testing is required;

•

The wording "shall read visual emissions on a daily basis" under section (1) should be
more clearly stated to reflect the intent to have the plume read once per day during the
combustion of fuel oil;

•

The wording "Daily records offuel burned" under section (3) should be changed to
record only those days in which fuel oils are burned. Other days would be presumed to
have combusted natural gas. Also, in order to show compliance with the suggested
allowance for periodic testing, wording should be added to section (3) to record not only
the type of fuel oils burned but the amounts and the duration in which they were burned

Based on the above OG&E suggests the following wording changes:

-

"Alternative monitoring different from the provisions ofParts 1 through 5 of Appendix P
may be approved by the DEQ and EPA on a case by case basis if continuous monitoring
cannot be implemented by a source due to physical plant limitations or extreme economic
reasons. For example, the following alternative monitoring requirements may be used for
natural gas-fired facilities that burn oil on an emergency basis only (including periodic
system testing not to exceed forty (40) hours per calendar year):
(1) A Certified Visible Emission Evaluator shall read visual emissions on a daily basis
once per day when fuel oils are burned.

Ms. Jeanette Buttram
OG&E Comments on OAC ~ _:100-25
May 28, 1998

..........
(2) Visual emissions readings shall be conducted in accordance with EPA Reference
Method 9.
(3) Daily rRecords of the types of fuel oil burned (including type. amount. and duration
burned) and visible emissions read shall be maintained for two (2) years."
If you have any questions on the above, please call me at 553-3554.

Sincerely,

~/~·

~;cy,P.E.

StaffChemist, QA Coordinator

~ ..

-

~r
!J

r
.f~

~~~

FORT JAMES

Mark Reimer
Sctrio~

Co11ttUI

fnlli~otcmetltal

June 9, 1998

Ms. Jeanette Buttram
Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
707 North Robinson, suite 4100
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK., 73103-1677
RE:

Fort Jam~J Corporatiotc
1650 lAir.~ Coolr. Road
POBo:sc89
Deerf.eld, IL 60015-0089
t~lepbone
facsimil~

847 317 5326
847 317 5456

ettU~il

ma~lr..~~inur@(ort;amesmail.com

Proposed Changes to OAC sec. 252:100-25-3(a) and
(b); Air Pollution Control

Dear Ms. Buttram:

·-

Fort James Operating Company ("Fort James" or the
"Company") appreciates the opportunity to provide. these
comments to the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality ("ODEQ") in connection with the proposed amendments
to OAC 252:100-25-3(a) and (b) concerning opacity
emissions.
Fort James owns and operates a pulp and paper facility
in Muskogee, Oklahoma. The facility includes an on-site
power plant, which generates most of the steam and
electrical needs of the facility. The power plant consists
of, among other pieces of equipment, 3 fossil fuel fired
boilers that are subject to certain federal new source
performance standards ("NSPS") promulgated in 40 CFR Part
60.
Subpart D of 40 CFR Part 60 (an NSPS applicable to
certain fossil fuel fired boilers) provides an opacity
emission standard of 20% based on a six minute rolling
average (except that one six-minute average per hour of up
to 27% opacity need not be reported as an excess emission).
It has never been entirely clear how the opacity standards
set forth at OAC 252:100-25-3(a) and (b) comport with this
(and other) NSPS opacity requirements.
For instance, while
the opacity standard in Subpart D is generally based on a
six-minute average, OAC 252:100-25-3 provides exceptions to
its opacity standard based on readings "for a period
aggregating no more than five (5) minutes in any sixty (60)

consecutive minutes and/or no more than 20 minutes in any
24~hour

period.n

We believe ODEQ should take this opportunity to make
the opacity standard provided at OAC 252:100-25-3(a) and
(b) consistent with NSPSs promulgated·by US EPA.
Accordingly, we request OAC 252:100-25-~(a) as proposed to
be amended in the public notice package be further amended
as .follows:
.
.
~(a) No person shall allow the discharge of any fumes,
aerosol, mist, gas, smoke, vapor, particulate matter,
or any combination thereof of a shade or density
greater than twenty (20) percent equivalent_opacity.
For sources subject to a twenty (20) percent opacity
standard prov"ided in an applicable new source
performance standard promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60
pursuant to section l l l of the Clean Air Act,
determining compliance with the twenty "(20) percent
equivalent opacity provided in this subsection shall
be consistent with the method or manner provided in
such new source performance standard."

I understand, based on conversati"ons with
representatives from the Company's Muskogee facility, that
this matter will not come before the Air Quality Council at
its June 16, 1998 meeting. Rather, your office intends to
continue ~o work on this rule package and perhaps bring it
before the ·council at its regularly scheduled Aug~st or
October 1998 meeting. I loo"k forward to working with you
on this matter. If you have questions in the meantime,.
please feel free to contact me·at 847/317-5326.
Sincerely,
Fort James Corporation

~.Qn.'
Mark S. Rei~~
Senior Counsel
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MR. DID: · - t h e next it:.a em tbe agenda, n ..

CFil 51, Appendix P, for existing Catalytic CraclliDg unit

catalyat Regenerator• at Pw!troleum Refinerie• and Fo••il i"Uel-

Number 7, aac 252sl00-2S.
I

.,.

David Dya, the Aaoiot.a= Dinc:tor of tbe Air

Qu&Utr DivioiaD.

1 will ace u

Pired Staam Geoeraear• .

the - . . c o l Offioor em tbio

DUriDg the O>un<:il -etiDg bole! Auguat lith, lUI,
, _ t a regardiDg tbe propooed c:baD!Je ta 252:100-25-3, ...re

heariDg.

on...

di•cua•ed and it w• dllcidlld to further addre•• tbeae cancitrns

heariDsl - · .,.,..,.,.d by the Air Quality council

in CCllllpU....,. with the

Oltl.-

·--

lm>ugllt up by Fort. J..,.a, conceroiDg OaDfli<:tiDg federal

- i o t r a t i w Prooo&lreo Act,

appUcal>le State ltaeut:eo and Title

•o

of the Code of - r a l

bg\llotiCIIUI,

Aa a reaul t, the fallawing c:b&Dgea have been

p~ed;

Thio heoriag - • advertised in the Oklahoma lteg'ioter
7

for tbe purpaae of reooiviag .,..,....,ta
p~ed

~rtai.niag

to tbe

new rule, OAC 2521100 .. 25, a.ake, Viaihle Dlia•ioaa aad

111 of. the Federal Clean Air Act.

.If you viah to

-u

a

~ OJ:

atat-..t, pleaae

CCllllplete the fona at the regiotratiaD tal>le and yau will be

called upon.

3 (a) (l), clarify -

1
0
1
1

At thia tiN, I will call upCift M8. Jeanette Buttram,
to give the ataff -iticm.
1111. IIIJTniNI•

preaeotecl at the

~

Page 3, Section 252:100·25-

tbe opacity atandarcl will be cletendoacl at

•curce• with CDD.tinuoua Opacity Monitor• operated and
'I'Mintained in accordanc. with Perfcmunee Specification 1 U.o
CFil Put ,0, Appendix B).

Page 3, Section 252,100-25·3 (a)(l),

-

clarify hov tbe opacity •t&Ddard. will be dllterminad. at •ource•
withcut Continuou.o Opacity Monl.tora.

- · of the Couacil, ladiu and

Pa!le 3. Section 25l '100-

25-3 lcl, pravicle . .thcclo for cletendoing

geatle010o, previ0111ly _ . . s - - · to SUbcbapter 25 -re

on...

Pa!je 2, Section 252:100-25·3 (a), exempt

•curcw• subject to opacity •tandarda prc:aulg'ated. under Section

hrticulatea.

meetinga.

P•ge 2, sec-.. :OD 252:100-25-2.1, add a new

clefinitiooa aectian.

Uth and IWII'>It 11th, Uti, Council

...,..,uaoce

with the

opacity li:nita.

propooed c:haapa to SUbcbapter 25 -re made in

Staff reCCitlfliBI\da two ..sd.itiona.l change• not •hown on

order to aimplify and clarify the :rule, fulfill an EPA State

the draft rule.

r..,l-ntatioo Plan . . _ i . . - c by illco<poratiDg by reference

•taff rec:onmenda the date July 1•t, 1117. be c:h&nged. to JU.ly

the Federal opacity ..aaitoring

r.quir~ta,

u

apecified. in 40

1
7

1•t• 1111.

On p•ge t., under Section 252:100-25·5(a).

On page l

.,..,. ..........

and 4, for •implificetion purp011e•,

\ chan9e Air Quality Division to Division.

increase for pa1

Cannents were received. from Fort .James, along with
EPA, supporting these proposed. "changes to Subchapter

2~.

which

Qu,&lit.y Council at public meeting.

I wi 11 enter into the record..
Staff

:suggea~

and l, I comprehend with a, b 4 c.

Question& and c!iacuaaion from the

opacity to the limit required.
Jeanette, on the very firse part

And. I have a problera wit.h that.

If their control equ.ipnent doe•n't do it to t.he limit aa

under the generAl prohibieion, 'Where it say. no owaer or

required, and. the equipment doeaa't. then Wy sbaulcS we allow
thell'l to get Ul exc:eedance frcn our CDu.nci 1?

Should. that be excess emission.?

cont.inue operating?

You have permitted limits on

Should it be excess emissions?
MS. B~:

No.

MS. BUT'l"ll»t:

Because if you refer to the

definition for air pOllution, then that will explain what the

MR.. DYJCB:

~

MS. HOF»>AN:

what air pollution' ia and it t.alks about insufficient
!

MR. DYD:
Council?

MR. DYKE:

Okay. thank you.

Barbara Hoffman.
My name ia Barbara Hoffman, I •m

COUld. you come up, Barbara .
What 1

MS • HOFFMAN;

Additicnal questions from the

Questions or discussion from the public?

MR. DYXE:

Does anyoae

wiah to apealc?
HS. KEDLB't:

I'd have to refer that to someone

t.he staff attom.e:y.

remaining interest and. so that t.&kes care of that.
MS. MYERS,

I have a queaeion or coanent.

JUst ao they

who ia involvecS with permit •ources.

quantities and of such characteristics that tend to be a

1
7

l, it sa.ya.

operator of any air c,cmt.aminant acu.rce shall allcr.t emissions.

your emissions.

'

Anyway, number 1

n~r

if they hac! been stopped appi-opriately. cloea not control

douncil7

1

And

quote, possibly owner/operator 9ets an increase in particul&tea ~··:.

to; the Environmental Quality Board for permanent acloption.

MS. MYERS 1

Then it liats these three

item.&, four items, there ma.y be five here.

that the proposed rule be recoamended.

Kll. DYXE:

..lates, only provicled. that the

owner/operator clemonatrate• to t.he satisfaction of the Air

Please, could you come fonrtarcS for

1

'

ehe c:aurt. reporter?

'l'haoJta.

THB REPORTER.:

on

I • m sorry.

Thanks .

Firat of all, let me tell you that

M3. HOF»>AN:

252 zl00~25-4, Alternative for Paxticu.latea. it says in the

we have not rude any aub•tantive changes to this rule, okay.

first paragraph -- basically it aaya that there can be an.

so, the ctua.ngea in 25·4 are merely just sane \liiOrding chanqea

7

MR. DYXB:

that hopefully will streamline it a little bit, but the actual
rule does not c:h&nge.
i~Wt.alled

the public?

And the reason why it says that the

control equipment does not control opacity to the

Mr. Brei•cb?

MR. BREISal:

li.U.t required. i f tlleir ca1trolled equipMnt could oontrol

DR. GR.OS:Z:

so. we have to .alee . - -MS. MIIDLElt;

altemative1

that w

In 1 and

equipnent doe a not.

pas• this ca to the D2Q Board for adoption.
MS . BRUCE:

HS. BIWCB;

M•. Myers.

rules (inaudible) changes are made (inaudible) w don't have

MS. MYE>tS;

Aye.

all the rules to go and. nad from this in our office, ao. you

MS. BRUCE:

Mr. Milson.

MS. HOFPMAH:

1
0

The owner/operator that wants an
~neet

Dr. Grosz.

all of tho•• listed iteme.

Firat of all,- they have to ahov they attempted to control the

Aye,

DR. GROSZ:

1

alternative for opacity has to

Aye.

Mil.. WILSON;

MS. BRUCK;

whether i e' a been changed. or not .

1

Aye .

rule, bu.t t;he reason. I bring it up, anytime you don • t see these

kaow, this sometime ia our only tirM to COII'Iftllnt em any rule.

l.

Branecky,

Mx".

Mil.. BRJ\NECICY;

And. yea, this IU.Y alreacSy have been a

Second.

Motion has been ~~~Ad.e and. •econdecS

MR.. Bl\BISCH:

Up bere, whetber they actually get control if

2, but in l, you an actlllllly stating the installed control
7

So IIICM!!IId,

Mil.. lUUUII!CICY;

tiluore do you !J'It the other

they still V&Dt additional particulates in 1, l., J.

I' 11 entertain a motion that we

reeoftlftend this for penaanent pua•ge by the DEQ Board..

opac:iey to the linJ.e nqu.ired, ,.,. waulda't need the alternative
lilllit.

Additional cawment• or question• from

Additional eonment• or questions from the Council?

MS. BRUCK:

_Mr~reiach.

Mil.. BREISOI;

Aye.

l

op&eity, that their equ.i-nt io in good worki.ng orcl8r, and
tllen third ia. bu.t it •till doeon•t meet the li,.it.

And if it

(PII.OCBEI>INGS CONCLUDED)

still cloesn't meet the lildt after th&t, plus a few 1110re and. s.
but if they get to that point. then they can prove to ua that
CBitTIFICATB

they aNtet the alternative opacity liMit.
MS • MIIDLEY'

Thank you •

•·••tr . . ...,..•
.:.n,,..
_.u... ..,_..r

MYrnA.

\CQJin'Y

OF OICIJUIOMA

I, OIRISTY A. MYERS, Certified Shorthand Reporter in
and for tha State of Oklahonl.a, do hereby certify that the above

proceeding• are thi trutm· the whole trut.h. and nothing but the
truth. in t.ha proc:eeding• aforesaid 1 that the foregoing
prOceeding wa. taken by me in •horthand and thereafter

t~cribed

under rrt'f directioru that said proceeding•

wa• ta~n

oa' the 20th day of OCtober, 1991, at TU.l•a, Oklahoma, and that

I . . aitber attorney· for

DOX'

relative of any of •aid partie•.

nor oeberwi•e i.Dten•t.ed ia Aid pZ'OCeeding•.

IH lfiTNESS IIJIEREOF, I heve herONiltO oet
official •eal

-

.. the

011 thi•~·

Ill)'

tth day of Nc:rvalber, 1998.

haDd and
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 29. CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

Section
252:100-29-2. Prohibitions General provisions [AMENDED]
252:100-29-3. Precautions required in maintenance or nonattainment areas [AMENDED]
252:100-29-5. Variance [REVOKED]

252:100-29-2. Prohibitions General provisions
(a) General previsions. No person shall cause or permit the handling, transporting, or
disposition of any substance or material vihich is likely to be scattered by the air or wind, or is
susceptible to being air borne, or wind borne or to operate or maintain or cause to be operated or
maintained, any premise, open area, right of way, storage pile of materials, vehicle, or
construction, alteration, demolition or wrecking operation, or any other enterprise, which
involYes any material or substance likely to be scattered by the wind or air, or susceptible to
being wind borne or air borne that wo:uld be classified as air pollution without taking reasonable
precautions or measmes to minimize atmospheric pollution.
(a) Prohibitions. No person shall cause or allow any fugitive dust source to be operated, or any
substances to be handled, transported or stored, or any structure constructed, altered, or
demolished to the extent that such operation or activity may enable fugitive dust to become
airborne and result in air pollution, without taking reasonable precautions to minimize or prevent
pollution.
(b) Emission boundaries. No person shall cause or permit the discharge of any visible
fugitiYe dust emissions beyond the property line on vl'hich the emissions originate in such a
manner as to damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties, or cause air quality
standards to be exceeded, or interfere with the maintenance of air quality standards.
(b) Reasonable precautions. Reasonable precautions include, but are not limited to, those
actions set forth below at 252:100-29-3(1) through (6).
(c) Emission boundaries.
(1) No person shall cause or allow the discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions
beyond the property line of the property on which the emissions originate in such a
manner as to damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties. If the D EQ
determines that this rule has been violated, the owner or operator of the fugitive dust
emissions source or sources shall implement controls, subject to economic and
technological feasibility, to prevent future violations.
(2) No persons shall cause or allow the discharge of any visible fugitive dust emissions
beyond the property line of the property on which the emissions originate in such a
manner as to cause air quality standards to be exceeded or interfere with the maintenance
of air quality standards.

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

1

-

-

252:100-29-3. Precautions required in maintenance or nonattainment areas
As of the adoption of this Subchapter, in areas designated as Air Quality Maintenance
Areas or Nonattainment Areas for particulat0s particulate matter.,_ the Ex0cutiv0 Director shall
require specific reasonable precautions aad-that may include, but shall not be limited to.,_ the
following:
(1) The use, where possible, of water or chemicals for control of dust in the demolition
of existing buildings or structures, construction operations, the grading of roads,
driveways and parking lots or the clearing of land for commercial, industrial, or
residential developmentf.:.
(2) The application of water or suitable chemicals or some other covering on materials
stockpiles, and other surfaces whish that can create air-borne dusts under normal
conditionsf.:.
(3) The installation and use of hoods, fans and dust collectors to enclose and vent the
handling of dusty materials or the use of water sprays or other acceptable measures to
suppress the dust emission during handling. Adequate containment methods shall be
employed during sandblasting or other similar operationsf.:.
(4) The covering or wetting wh0n in motion, of open-bodied trucks, trailers, or railroad
GaF-cars when transporting dusty materials in areas where the general public must have
access 'Rhich can crnat0 air bom0 particulat0 matt0r;.:.
(5) The removal as necessary from paved street and parking surfaces of 0art.h or oth0r
mat0rial which materials that have a tendency to become airborne; ami/or.:.
(6) the The planting and maintenance of vegetative ground cover as necessary.

252:100-29-5. Variance [REVOKED]
Us0s ofpot0ntial v=arianc0 from this Subchapt0r ar0 subj0ct to r0vi0'N, approval, and/or
d0nial of th0 r0qu0st0d varianc0 by too Air Quality Cooocil.

OAC 252: 100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

2
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
exception for activities that are subject to an applicable
r' uirement. The amendments to section 4(a)(1) clarify
th t de minimis emissions increases do not require
co truction permits, but that additions of equipment that
are bject to NSPS or NESHAP would. The changes in
secti 5(d)(1)(A) clarify that BACf is not required for
mod'
tions that result in emissions increases ofless than
100 to per year, unless the Prevention of Significant
Deterio ation rules in Part7 would require it. The reporting
time ins ction 6(a)(3)(C) for excess emissions caused by
emergenc or upsets would be changed from 24 hours to
the end of e next working day to make it consistent with
Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A substantive
change is pr posed for the definition of "major stationary
source" in s ction 31, where paragraph (xiv) would be
changed to ead "municipal incinerators capable of
charging more an 50 tons of refuse per day~" This change
is :required by tH 1990 amendment to section 169(1) of the
federal Clean · Act. The changes to section 52 were
adopted in 1989 but were accidentally excluded during
codification of the rules.

ahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Even s and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce calling (405) 702-4177.
~CTSTATEMENn
RULE
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Ai Quality Division.
CONTACT P RSON:
Please sen written comments to Joyce Sheedy,
Department o Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. B~677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 7 -4100.
PERSONS WITH DI
ILITIES:
Should you desire to tend bu.t have a disability and need
an accommodation, pie
notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance a (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #00- 93; filed 4-25-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

l.
AUTHORTIY:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
Environmental ~uality Board powers and duties, 27A · CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
O.S.Supp.1999, § 2- -101; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act§§
[OAR Docket #00-794]
2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR CO
S:
RULEMAKING ACTION:
The DEQ requests
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED
RULES:
members of the public ected by these rules provide the
/subchapter
29. Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
DEQ, within the comm nt period, in dollar amounts if
SUMMARY:
possible, the increase in t level of direct costs such as fees,
The proposed changes to Subchapter 29will simplify and
and the indirect costs su as reporting, recordkeeping,
clarify
the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
re-right/de-wrong
initiative. A substantive change is
revenue loss, or other costs\~expected to be incurred by a
included
which
would
make the rule more enforceable by
particular entity due to comp ·ance with the proposed rules.
deleting the qualification that the fugitive dust be emitted to
COMMENT PERIOD:
such
an extent as to be classified as air pollution, before
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
precautions
are required. The proposed revocation of
hearing on June 14, 2000. To b~. thoroughly considered by
252:100-29-5,
Variance, is due to its redundancy with the
staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
Clean Air Act at 27A O.S.Supp. § 2-5-109.
submitted to the contact person\ by June 7, 2000. Oral
AUTHORITY:
comments may be made at the Jun~ 14, 2000 hearing and at
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
the Environmental Quality Board ~earing on August 29,
1
O.S.Supp. 1999, § 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act§§
2000, in Durant, Oklahoma.
2-5-101,
et seq.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
\
REQUEST
FOR COMMENTS:
Wednesday, June 14,2000-9:00 a.m\hearing, 707 North
'
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
Greenwood, Room 150, OSU at Thlsa, 1\xlsa,
OK.
members
of the public affected by these rules provide the
Scheduled before the Environmental.Quality Board at
DEQ,
within
the comment period, in dollar amounts if
9:30a.m. on August 29,2000, Durant, OK, (exact location to
possible,
the
increase
in the level of direct costs such as fees,
be announced).
\
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
equipment,
construction, labor, professional services,
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma Register (Volume 17, Number 14)
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revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
'articular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on June 14,2000. 1b be thoroughly considered by
staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by June 7, 2000. Oral
comments may be made at the June 14, 2000 hearing and at
the En~ronmental Quality Board hearing on August 29,
2.000, in Durant, Oklahoma.
PUBUC HEARINCS:
Wednesday, June 14,2000-9:00 a.m. hearing, 707 North
Greenwood, Room 150, OSU at.Thlsa, Tulsa, OK.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30a.m. on August 29, 2000, Durant, OK, (exact location to
be announced).
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Leon Ashford,
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

I'

[OAR Docket #00-794; filed 4-25-00]
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .lll.US1 publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
Information about the intended rulemaking action as required by Jaw, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-2181)
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
. Subchapter 6. Permitting [REVOKED]
Subchapter 8.
Permits for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED].
Subchapter 29. Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
Subchapter 31.
Control of Emission of Sulfur
Compounds (AMENDED]

SUMMARY:
It is proposed that Subchapter 6 be revoked in its
entire!)'. This action fulfills the Department's goal of
eliminating redundant or unnecessary language through
there-right/de-wrong process. The rule is for the most part
a summary of the permit programs contained in
Subchapters 7 and 8, and a restatement of Oklahoma
statutes on permitting. Only a few portions of the rule
contain substantive language that will be placed into
Subchapter 8. Revocation of the rule will have no effect on
permit actions.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend
sections 1-1, 1-4, 1-5, 1-7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52.
The changes correct errors, clarify language, add
paragraphs that had previously been adopted but not
codified, and add fee categories for construction permit
authorizations and modifications. Substantive changes
include amending the definition of "trivial activities" in
section 2 by deleting the exception for activities that are
subject to an.,applicable requirement. The amendments to
section 4(a)(1) clarify that de minimis emissions increases
do not require construction permits, but that additions of
equipment that are subject to NESHAP would. The
changes in section 5(d)(1)(A) clarify that BACI' is not
required for modifications that result in emissions increases
of less than 100 tons per year, unless the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would require it.
The reporting time in section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess
emissions caused by emergencies or upsets would be
changed from 24 hours to the end of the next working day to
make it consistent with Subchapter 9 reporting

July 17, 2000

requirements. A substantive change is proposed for the
definition of "major stationary source" in section 31, where
paragraph (xiv) would be changed to read "municipal
incinerators capable ofcharging more than 50 tons ofrefuse
per day." This change is required by the 1990 amendment to
section 169(1) of the federal Clean Air Act. The definitions
of "reconstruction" and "resource recovery facility'' in
section 51 would be deleted since those terms are not used
in Part 9. The changes to section 52 were adopted in 1989
but were accidentally excluded during codification of the
rules.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 29 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong
initiative.
The
provisions
252:100-29-2(a) and (b) will be combined to require
reasonable precautions to control any visible fugitive dust
emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions
originate if such emissions interfere with the use ofadjacent
properties, cause air quality standards to be exceeded, or
interfere with the maintenance ofair quality standards. The
proposed revocation of252:100-29-5, Variance, is due to its
redundancy with the Clean Air Act at 27A O.S.Supp. 1999 §
2-5-109.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 31 are primarily to
simplify language, clarify requirements, and remove
redundant requirements or language as part ·of the
·agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. New definitions
of the terms "existing source" or "existing equipment" and
"new source" or "new equipment" clearly identify the
effective date for each industry affected by the rule. Section
252:100-31-3 regarding. performance tes~g is revoked,
since performance testing is covered in Subchapter 43. In
section 252:100-31-12(a) the use of an annual arithmetic·
mean is revoked. Section 252:100-31-25(c)(3) regarding
emission monitoring is revoked, since emission monitoring
is covered in Subchapter 45. Section 252:100-31-15(b) and
those portions of 252:100-31-12(b) and 252:100-31-13(b)
which identify the requirements to prove a violation are
recommended for deletion, since 252:100-45-5 allows the
use of any credible evidence to determine a violation.
Sections, subsections, and paragraphs will also be moved to
facilitate use of the rule. Six substantive revisions are also
proposed. (1) Revoke 252:100-31-14(c) regarding the
testing procedures for ambient hydrogen sulfide, as the
listed procedures are out of date and will be replaced with

3085
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sampling and test methods in Subchapter 43. (2) Delete
252:100-31-25(a) pertaining to new sulfuric acid plants
since it is identical to the NSPS, 40 CFR 60 Subpart H,
except for the opacity limit and the averaging time. The
differences between the federal and state standards are
minimal, and the state rule was intended to reflect the
federal standard. (3) The averaging time for ambient
hydrogen sulfide concentration from existing equipment in
252:100-31-14(a) is changed from 30minutes to one hour to
-match the averaging time for ambient hydrogen sulfide
concentrations from new equipment.
(4) Section
252:100-31-25(c) covering new gas sweetening and sulfur
recovery plants, and Section· 252:100-31-26 covering
hydrogen sulfide from petroleum and natural gas processes
will be combined and rewritten to make clear which sources
are subject to the standard. The sources subject to the ·
hydrogen sulfide standard are more narrowly drawn to
·cover only sweetening plants and sulfur recovery units.
Other processes referenced in the sulfur dioxide standard
are limited to petroleum refinery processes, consistent with
the intent of the rule. (5) Section 252:100-31-26(a), the
hydrogen sulfide standard for new petroleum and natural
gas processes contains several changes: (a) the standard has
been changed from a combination equipment and emission
standard to a more straightforward emission standard; (b)
the e~eption for pipeline quality sweetened gas was moved
to 252:100-31-26(b)(1) and changed to an emission based
exception; and (c) an exception to the required exhaust
stack is provided based on modeling. ( 6) Several
subsections of the rule require a maximum average testing
period. Because it is unclear what is a maximum average, all
subsections will be changed to a time-based average.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, § 2-2-101; and OklahomaCleanAir Act§§
2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level ofdirect costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment; construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on August 16, 2000. 1b be thoroughly considered by
staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by August 9, 2000. Oral
comments may be made at the August 16, 2000 hearing and
at the Environmental Quality Board hearing on November
14, 2000, in Hooker, Oklahoma.

Oklahoma Register (Volume 17, Number 18)

~·
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, August 16, 2000- 9:00a.m. hearing, Piom
·
Thchnology Center, Education Business Center, 210r
North Ash Street, Ponca City, OK
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30 a.m. on November 14, 2000, Hooker, OK, (exact
location to be announced).
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102; and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality-Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram (SC
6), Joyce· Sheedy (SC 8 and SC 31), and Cheryl Bradley (SC
29), Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and ne~.
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Divis:..
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #00-2181; filed 6-23-00]

325. OKLAHOMA HORSE RACING
COMlVIISSION
R 25. ENTRIES AND
DECLARATIONS
RULEMAKING
ON:
Notice of propo d PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULE
325:25-1-30.1. N · g/engaging of riders [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The new rule proposed Chapter 25 is being proposed
to prevent problems of ride changes on races programs,
and the adoption of this pr osed new rule would be
consistent with rules of other ra ing jurisdictions.
AUTHORITY:
Racing
Title 3A O.S. §204(A);
Commission
-~
COMMENT PERIOD:
Persons wishing to present their views 1 writing may do
so before 4:30p.m., Monday August 7, 2000, \he following
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·~
e proposed changes to Subchapter 7 consist of ~he
c~ddi ·on of Sections 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5. Proposed Section

60.3 ferences the permit by rule for VOC storage and
loadin facilitieswhichislocatedinOAC252:100-37-41and
42 an reposed Section 60.4 references the permit by rule
fo; par "culate matter facilities, which is located in OAC
252:100-'~9-13. The addition of these two sections to
Subchapter 7 is not a substantive change. Section 60.5 is the
proposed \oennit by rule for natural gas compression
facilities. \'his Section contains eligibility requirements,
standards, esting and monitoring requirements, and
recordkeep · requirements for natural gas compression
facilities that ualify for permit by rule. The Oklahoma
Clean Air Act; at 27A O.S.Supp. § 2-5-112, requires the
Department to implement a comprehensive permitting
program coverin all emission sources. The proposed
permitby rule red
bstacleswhichhavekept natural gas
compression facilitr s from entering the pemut program by
providing addition fle:nbility and lower fees· than would
otherwise by require for these sources under Subchapter 7
permit requirements.
Changes B.re being ~oposed for Sections 15 and 16 of
Subchapter 41. Th~ proposed amendment to OAC
252:100-41-15 would
corporate by reference the
Maximum Achievable
ntrol 'Thchnology (MACf)
~dards for hazardous
. pollutants in 40 CFR 63 that
...tve been promulgated b the EPA from July 1, 1999,
through July 1, 2000. These e Subparts BEE, 000, RRR
and VVV. The DEQ is also oposing to update to July 1,
2000 the incorporation by refe ence in OAC252:100-41-16
of the National Emission St~dards for Hazardous Air
·
Pollutants (NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61.
AurHO.RITY:
\
Environmental Quality Board\powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, § 2-2-101; and Okb~homa CleanAir Act§§
2-5-101, et seq.
'\
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business \ntities or any other
members of the public affected by the~e rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level ofdire costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reportin recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor,. profe "onal services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to b incurred by.a
particular entity due to compliance with the p oposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior ~d at the
hearing on October 18, 2000. 'lb be thoroughly · nsidered
by staff prior to the hearing, written comments auld be
submitted to the contact person by October 11, 2 0. Oral
~ments maybe made at the October 18, 2000 hearing and
. Jie Environmental Quality Board hearing on November
14, 2000, in Hooker, Oklahoma.

LIC HEARINGS:
ednesday, October 18, 2000- 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
Dep
ent of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North obinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Sche ed before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30 a.m. on November 14, 2000, Hooker, OK, (exact
location to e announced).
COPmS 0 PROPOSED RULES:
The propo d rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Divisi
of DEQ and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.o us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, r copies may be obtained from Myrna:
Bruce by calling (40 702-41n.
RULE IMPACI' S~
•
Copies of the rule · pact statement may be obtained
from the contact person.\
CONTACT PERSON:
\
Please send written comn1~nts to Michelle Martinez (SC
4), Joyce Sheedy (SC: 7),
Cheryl ~radler (SC 49,
Department of Envrronmen,al Quality, Air Quality
Diyision, 7fJ7 N. Robinson, O~ahoma City, OK 731~2.
Mailing address is P.O. Box ~677, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4t00.
.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:\
Should you desire to attend but have.~ disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
·
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-41QO.
P

aiJf

.

\

[OAR Docket #00-2278,· filed 8-25-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CBAP'I'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-2279]
RULEMAKING ACIION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 7. Permits for Minor Fae11ities
Part 1. General Provisions
252:100-7-2 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 29. Control of Fugitive Dust
252:100-29-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-29-3 [AMENDED]
252:100-29-5 [REVOKED]
Subchapter 31.
Control of Emission of Sulfur
Compounds
Part 1. General Provisions
252:100-31-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-31-3 [REVOKED]
252:100-31-7 [NEW]
Part 3. Existing Equipment Standards
.
252:100-31-12 [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED]

(yg
Seotembar 75. 2000

2;;

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
252:100-31-13
252:100-31-14
252:100-31-15
252:100-31-16
Part 5. New
252:100-31-25
252:100-31-26
252:100-31-27
. 252:100-31-28

[AMENDED]
[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED]
[AMENDED]
[NEW]
Equipment Standards
[AMENDED]
[AMENDED]
[NEW]
[NEW]

SUMMARY:

The proposed changes to Subchapter 7, Section
252:100-7-2, are primarily to satisfy the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. As part of this initiative
Subchapter 6, Permitting, is recommended for revocation.
Three substantive provisions of Subchapter 6: Sections
252;100-6-50(b ), 252:100-6-50(b )(2) and 252:100-6-50(e),
will be moved into Subchapter 7, at Section 252:100-7-2.
. These three provisions require that: all applications be
signed by the applicant; the signature on the application
constitutes an implied agreement that the applicant shall be
responsible for assuring construction or operation, as
applicable, in accordance with the application and OAC
252:100; and, it is the applicant's duty to supplement or
correct the application after becoming aware ofsuch failure
or incorrect submittal.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 29 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. The provisions of OAC
252:100-29-2 would be divided into Paragraphs (a), (b) and
(c) instead of (a) and (b). The examples of reasonable
precautions in Paragraph (a) would be deleted, and a new
Paragraph (b), Reasonable precautions, added. The
existing Subparagraph (b), Emission boundaries, would be
renumbered OAC 252:100-29-2(c) and divided into
Subparagraphs (c)(1) and (2). The word "visible" would be
deleted from the phrase "visible fugitive dust emissions",
wherever it appears, in Paragraph (2)(c). Subparagraph
(c)(1) would include requirements for fugitive dust
emissions that damage or interfere with the use of adjacent
properties, and Subparagraph (c)(2) would include the
requirements for fugitive dust emissions that cause air
quality standards to be exceeded or interfere with the
maintenance of air quality standards. The provision for the
DEQ to require the owner or operator of a fugitive dust
emissions source to implement economically and
technologically feasible controls, when those emissions
damage or interfere with the use of adjacent property,
would be added to Subparagraph (c)(1). The proposed
revocation of OAC 252:100-29-5, Variance, is due to its
redundancywith the Clean AirAct at 27A O.S.Supp.l999 §
2-5-109.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 31 are primarily to
simplify language, clarify requirements, and remove
redundant requirements or language as part of the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. New definitions
of the terms "existing source" or "existing equipment" and

"new source" or "new equipment" clearly identify ~:
effective date for each industry affected by the rule. Section
252:100-31-3 regarding performance testing is revoked,
since performance testing is covered in Subchapter 43. In
section 252:100-31-12(a) the use of an annual arithmetic
mean is revoked. Section 252:100-31-25(c)(3) regarding
emission monitoring is revoked, since emission monitoring
is covered in Subchapter 45. Section 252:100-31-15(b) and
those portions of 252:100-31-12(b) and 252:100-31-13(b)
which identify the requirements to prove a violation are
recommended for deletion, since 252:100-45-5 allows the
use of any credible evidence to determine a violation. Other
recommended changes are to move and combine Section,
subsections, and paragraphs to facilitate use of the rule.
Five substantive revisions are also proposed. (1) Revoke
252:100-31-14(c) regarding the testing procedures for
ambient hydrogen sulfide, as the listed procedures are out
of date and will be replaced with sampling and test methods
in Subchapter43. (2) Delete252:100-31-25(a) pertaining to
new sulfuric acid plants since it is identical to the NSPS, 40
CPR 60 Subpart H, except for the opacity limit and the
averaging time. The differences between the federal and
state standards are minimal, and the state rule was intended
to reflect the federal standard. (3) The averaging time for
ambient hydrogen sulfide concentration from existing
equipment in 252:100-31-14(a) is changed from30 min·~,
to one hour to match the averaging time for amb1,
hydrogen sulfide concentrations from new equipment. (4)
Section 252:100-31-26(a), the hydrogen sulfide standard for
new petroleum and natural gas processes contains several
changes: (a) the standard has been changed from a
combination equipment and emission standard to a more
straightforward emission standard; (b) the exception for
pipeline · quality sweetened gas was moved to
252:100-31-26(b)(1) and changed to an emission based
exception; and (c) an exception to the required exhaust
stack is provided based on modeling. (5) Several
subsections of the ride require a maximum average testing
period. Because it is unclear what is a maximum average, all
subsections will be changed to a time-based average.

AUTHORl1Y:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, § 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act§§
2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional serv~
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred L.
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
.
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on October 18, 2000. Th be thoroughly considered

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
.•,......_ · staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
.. Jubmitted to the contact person by October 11, 2000. Oral
. comments may bemade at the October 18, 2000 hearing and
at the Environmental Quality Board hearing on November
14,2000, in Hooker, Oklahoma.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, October 18, 2000 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
Department of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
· Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30 a.m. on November 14, 2000, Hooker, OK, (exact
location to be announced).
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division of DEQ and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the contact person:
. CONTACI PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram (SC
7), Joyce Sheedy (SC 31), and Cheryl Bradley (SC 29),
,...Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
tision, 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK 73102.
1vfailing address .is P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

y the new Chapter 623, Pretreatment for Central
eatment Trusts.
A
ORITY:
nvironmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. 1999, §§
2-2- 01,2-2-201 and 2-9-104
REQ EST FOR COMMENTS:

N/

co

Oral mments may be made at the meeting ofthe Water
Quality anagement Advisory Council, October 10, 2000.
Written
ents may be delivered or mailed to the
n from September 15; 2000, through October

Before
Water Quality Management Advisory
Council Mee · on October 10, 2000, at 1:00 P.M. at the
Oklahoma City ffice pfthe Department ofEnvironmental
Quality, Multi- urpose Room, 707 N. Robinson,
Before the
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101.
Environmental Qu ity Board on November 14, 2000, at
9:30 a.m. in Hooker Oklahoma.
COPY OF PROPO ED RULE:
The proposed rule may be obtained from the contact
person or reviewed at e Department of Environmental
Quality.
RULE IMPACf ST~
The rule impact statem nt for the proposed rule will be
on file at the Department f Environmental Quality and
may be requested from the ntact person.
CONTACT PERSON:
Contact Shellie Chard at s ellie.chard@deqmail.state.
ok.us or (405) 702-8100 (phon or 702-8101 (fax). The
DEQ is located at 707 N. R inson, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73102. The mailing a dress is P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101- 77.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
.
Persons with disabilities who
sire to attend the
odation should
rulemaking hearing and need an ace
notify the contact person three days
advance of the
hearing. For hearing impaired, the TDD elay Number is
1-800-722-0353 for TDD machine use onl

[OAR Docket #00-2279,· filed 8-25-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
TER 622. PRETREATMENT FOR
C NTRALTREATMENT·TRUSTS
[REVOKED]

\

[OAR Docket #00-2281;filed 8-25-'QOJ

o\
\

RULEMAKING CTION:
Notice of pro ed PERMANANT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULE :
Chapter 622. Pr eatment for Central Treatment
Thtsts [REVO
]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALriY \...
CHAPTER 623. PRETREATMENT FqR
CENTRAL TREATMENT TRUSTS [NEW]
\

~MMARY:
~his rule

making is p
of the "re-right/de-wrong"
r-rocess to remove unenforce ble rules and quotations of
state statutes, simplify existing
guage, and delete phase
in language since the date has no st. Since many changes
were necessary this chapter will be r oked and the replaced

""'·'-'---- n ... _,_._, llll.. lto...W. .,., ..,,,...h,,. 'J'Jl

[OAR Docket #00-2282)

RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANANT rulemaking

'l'lAA

\

'\

Permanent Final Adoptions

.·..-..

UTHORITY:

PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, § 2-2-101;
a d Oklahoma aean Air Act §§ 2-5-101, et seq.
D TES:
.
Co ment period:
arch 15,2000 through April19, 2000
Pub hearing:
Ap il19, 2000
Jun 20,2000
Adoptio :
June , 2000
Submitte o Governor:
June 29, 000
Submitted t
June 29,2 0
Submitted to S ate:
June 29, 2000
Gubernatorial ap roval:
July 24, 2000
Legislative approva
Failure of the Le lature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 27, 001
Final adoption:
March 27, 2001 ·
Effective:
June 1,2001
SUPERSEDED EMERG
Superseded rules:
Subchapter 17. Incinerate
Part 3. Incinerators
252:100-17-2 (AMENDED]
252:100-i7-5 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-5.1 [NEW]
Gubernatorial approval:
. July 24, 2000
Register pubUcation:
17 Ok Reg 3353
Docket number:

OLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED Fli"'JALLY
OPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
H AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2001:
SUBCHAPTER17.INC~TORS

PARI' 3. INCINERATORS

252:100-17-5. In
An incinerator
this Part must have:
(1) A primary bu er that maintains a temperature of
at least 800"F in the rimary combustion chamber.
(2) A secondary bu ner that shall be used when

ESr·

necessary to eliminate

~e~~ta;~a:~:::;:a.~~
SabGhaptet=. The blil'dea af "reef shall rest lipea the
GWBer ef the prepesed insiaer~\_8£.

incinera~desjgn
\

252:100-17-5.1. Alternative
requirements

does!~m!tc:::~i~!~~~;~~o~~~n;~:;

owner of the proposed incinerator demonstrates to the DEO
that the. incinerator can comply with all other applicable
reqyirements.

[OAR Docket #~1-751;filed 4-23-01]

00-2280
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:

-

None
ANALYSIS:
The DEQ is proposing amendments to
Incinerators. Section 2 of the Part would be
ended to remove
references to an effective date, and Section 252: 00-5(3) would be
deleted. A new Section 252:100-17-5.1, Altern tive incinerator
design requirements, would be added to authon the Division
Director to approve incinerator designs that do ot meet the
requirements specified in 252:100-17-5 if those inc erators can
meet all other applicable requirements.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANA
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
Cheryl Bradley, Department of Environmental Quali!Yt Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklah~ma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
'
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #01-747]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 29. Control of Fugitive Dust
252:100-29-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-29-3 (AMENDED]
252:100-29-5 (REVOKED]

AUTHORITY:

.

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, §§ 2-2-101,
2-2-201 and 2-5-101 et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
May 15, 2000, through June 14, 2000
July 17,2000, through August 16,2000

1490
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May15, 2001

Permanent.Final Adoptions
September 15, 2000, through October 18, 2000
November 14,2000
Public hearing:
June 14, 2000
August 16, 2000
October 18,2000
November 14, 2000
Adoption:
November 14, 2000
Submitted to Governor:
- November 21, 2000
Submitted to House:
November 21, 2000
Submitted to Senate:
November 21, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:
January 2, 2001
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 27, 2001
Fmal adoption:
March 21, 2001
Effective:
June 1, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACITONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 29, Control of
Fugitive Dust, will clarify and simplify the language as- part of the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. The existing provisions
of OAC 252:100-29-2 would be divided into Paragraphs (a), (b) and
(c) instead of (a) and (b). A new Paragraphs (b) sets forth examples
ofreasonable precautions to minimize pollution from fugitive dust.
The existing Paragraph (b), Emission boundaries, is renumbered
OAC 252:100-29-2(c) and divided into Subparagraphs (c)(1) and
{2). Subparagraph (c)(1) sets forth requirements and identifies
remedies for fugitive dust emissions that damage or interfere with
the use of adjacent properties, and Subparagraph (c)(2) sets forth
requirements for fugitive dust emissions that cause air quality
standards to be exceeded or interfere with maintenance of
quality standards. Remedies for violation of Subparagraph (c)(1)
are limited to requiring the owner or operator to implement
economically and technologically feasible controls. Remedies for
violation of Subparagraph ( c)(2) are not so limited. The proposed
revocation ofOAC252: 100-29-5, Variance, is due to its redundancy
with the Clean Air Act at 27A O.S.Supp. 1999 § 2-5-109.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
Cheryl Bradley, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, ( 405) 702-4100

air

PURSUANT TO THE ACI'IONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.l(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2001:

May 15,2001

SUBCHAPTER 29. CONI'ROL OF FUGITIVE DUST ~'>
252:100-29-2.
Prohibitioas General provisions
(a) Geaeral pra~isioas, No persoa shall eat:tse er permit
ths handling, transporting, or dispesition ·ef cmy substanse or
material wlHGh is likely te be scattend ~ the air or wind, or
is suss~pt~le te being air borne, er •Iliad borne or to eperats
or ma1ntam
or Calise to be operated or maintained j any
•
prEIB'Hse, epea area, right ef way, storage pils ef materials
,_. I
.
'
'letHEFB, er con£truGtien, alteration, demolitioa or ',t,'ncking
eperatien, or aay ·other· saterprise, which ia-volves any
material or soostance likely to be scattered ~ the ·.vind or air,
or sasceptibls to being wind borne or air barns that weald
be classified as air pollution without taking reasonable
precautiem ormsa5~.trss te m~s atmespheric pollution.
Prohibitions. No person shall cause or allow any fugitive
dust source to be operated. or any substances to be handled,
transported or .stored. or any structure constructed. altered,
or demolished to the extent that such operation Or activily
may enable fu~itive dust to become airborne and result in air
pollution, without takin~ reasonable precautions to·
minimize or prevent pollution.
(91 Emissioa boundaries. Ne psrsen shall cause er permit
the discharge ef aay '!fisible fugitive dust smissions beyond
the propsrty line oa which the emissiem originate iB such a
maDBsr as to damage or to interfere JArlth ths ase of adjaseat
propertiss, or Calise air quality standards to be excseded, o·..-._
interfere with the mainteaancs of air !fYality standards.
.(b). Reasonable precautions. Reasonable precautions
include, but are not limited to, those actions set forth below
at OAC 252:100-29-3(1) through (6).
W, Emission boundaries.
ill No person shall cause or allow the discharge of any
visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line
of the property on wbicb the emissions originate in such
a manner as to damage or .to interfere with the use of
adjacent properties. If the DEO determines that this
rule has been violated. the owner or operator of the
fugitive dust emissions source or sources shall
implement controls. subject to economic and
technological feasibility, to prevent future violations.
ill No persons shall cause or allow the discharge of
any visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property
line of the property on which the emissions ori2inate in
sucb a manner as to cause air QYality standards to be
exceeded or interfere with the maintenance of air
. quality standards.
.
Precautions required in maintenance or
nonattainment areas
As of the adoption of this Subchapter, in areas
designated as Air Quality Maintenance Areas or
Nonattainment Areas for particalates particulate matter---.,
the Exscuti•;e Director shall require specific reasonable
precautions and-that may include, but shall not be limited to~
the following:
252:100-29-3.
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··:--

(1) Iill;, use, where possible, of water or chemicals for
control of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or
structures, construction operations, the grading of
roads, driveways and parking lots or the clearing ofland
for commercial, industrial, or residential developmentj
. (2) ~ application of water or suitable chemicals or
some other covering on materials stockpiles,. and other
surfaces wiHGh-!.hm can create air-borne dusts under
normal cond.itiolll¥,(3) ~ installation and use of hoods, fans and dust
collectors to enclose and vent the handling of dusty
materials or the use of water sprays or other acceptable
measures to suppress th&-dust emission during handling.
Adequate containment methods shall be employed
during sandblasting or other similar operatioiiSj-..
(4) .Ih.e. covering or wetting whee ia motiea, of
open-bodied trucks, trailers, or railroad mr-Cars wben
transporting .dl.Jm materials in areas where the general
public must have access whish caa Ci"eate air berne

i\blic hearing:
February 16, 2000
April19, 2000
June 30, 2000 ·
Adoption:
une 20, 2000 ·
Sub itted to Governor:
J e 29,2000
Sub "tted to House:
Ju 29,2000
Submi ed to Senate:
June 9, 2000
Gubema orial approval:
July2 2000
Legislativ approval:
Failure f the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval o March 27, 2001
Final adopti n:
March 27, 2001
Effective:

partiCYlate matter; ..
(5) :I:M removal as necessary from paved street and
parking surfaces of earth or other material which
materials that have a tendency to become airbornej

None
ANALYSIS:
The proposed r visions are to simplify and clarify requirements
and to remove red dant requirements as part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong · tiative. No substantive changes are proposed.
IFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
SUMMARY OF
FEDERAL RULES:
No substantive ch ges were made to this rule.
CONTACT PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, h.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Div· ion, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Oklaho a 73101-1677, (405) 794-6800

aadlef-..
(6) the-The. planting and maintenance of vegetative
ground cover as necessary.

. .-

252:100-29-5. Variance [REVOKED]
Uses of poteatial 'lariaace from this Subchapter are
subject te review, appra:r!al, andlor deRial ef the reE}Uested
variaace by the Air Quality Ceuacil.
[OAR Docket #01-747; filed 4-23-01]

PURSUANT TO THE A IONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED F1NALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FOR' IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A), . ..
WITH AN EFFECI1VE D TE OF JUNE 1, 2001:

.\

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
r~
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
C!TER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #01-752]

SUBCHAPTER 33. C

RULE
NG ACTION:
P E r r : . final adoption
RULES:
Subchapt r 33. Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides

252;100-33-1.1. Definitions\
The following teons, when~sed in this Subchapter, shall
have the following meaning,. unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
\
"New fuel-buminz: equipment" means any fuel-burning

[AME~ED]

252:100-33-~1 [NEW]
252:100-33-l.~NEW]
252:100-33-2 [ .
NDED]
252:100-33-3
VOKED]
AUTHORITY:
\
Environmental Qt4lity Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, §§ 2-2-101,
\\
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
January 15,2000, throu~h February 16, 2000
March 15, 2000, through'Apri119, 2000

OL OF EMISSION OF

NITROG N OXIDES

:::;etu~~~~~·~t!~::~~ :::.::m:

equipment that was altered. reRiaced. or rebuilt after
February 14. 19n. resulting jn an in~rease in nitrogen oxide
emissions, and anY z:as turbine that Was not in being on July
1. 1977. or any existing gas turbine that'was altered. replaced.
or rebuilt after July 1. 19TI. resultinfi in an increase in
nitro~Wn oxide emissions.
·
''Three-hour nyeraz:e" means the arithmetic average of

0~9/
()kiRhnmR I'IAni.dAr Nn/umta 1R AlumhAr 1dl

111n,

Air Quality Council
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AGENDA

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONlVIENTAL QUALITY
. HEARING/MEETING
.
9:00A.M.

..·.. ··.......

\Yed.nesday, June 14,2000
OSU@Tulsa
· 700 North Greenwood
Tiered Lecture Hall (North Hall.150)

1.

Call to Order- DaVid Branecky

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the Aprll19, 2000 Regular Meeting

4.

PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS
A.

OAC 252:3-5 Air Quality Advisory Councn Hearbigs [NEW]
Appendix B Style of Request for Hearing (NEW]

The proposed addition to Chapter 3 would establish Council procedures for individual
proceedings on enforcement matters and requests for variance. A new Appendix B would
beadded. ~· ·
··- .. · '
·.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
QUestions and clliJcussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council.
4.
.Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption _

·· ..

OAC 252:100-7 PERMITS FOR MINORFAcnJTIES [AMENDED]
.
The proposed changes to SC7 consist of the addition of sections 60.3, 60.4~ and 60.5.
Proposed sections 60.3.and.60.4 reference the exi~ permits by rule for'VOC storage and
loading facilities and particulate matter facilities, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed
permit by rule for natural gis compression facilities.
. : ~ . . . ... _
. -:. ..
1.
Presentation....: Barbara Hoffinan
..
..
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoptionB.

C.

-

OAC 252:100-8 Pennia for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}

·

The' proposed cbanges to SC 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31,
33, and 52. The changes correct errors, clarify language;, and ad4 fee categories for
construction permit authorizations and ·modifications. Substantive changes include
amending the dejinition of fttrivial activities" in section. 2 by. deleting the exception for
activities · that
subject to an applicable requirement A substantive change is also
proposed for the definition of "Iru\ior stationary source" in section 31.
1. · Presentation- Barbara Hoffman - ·: · · · -' ·
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
2.
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

are

D.
OAC 252:100-29 Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
The proposed changes would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative. A substantive change is included which would make the
rule more enforceable by deleting the qualification that the fugitive dust be emitted to such
an extent as to be classified as air pollution, before precautions are required.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley ·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
.
4..
Roll c~ vote(s) for permanent a~?:ption

5.

Division Direct~r's Report-David Dyke·

6.

New Bu:dness - Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably
·
foreseen, prior to the time ofposting the ag~nda.

7.

Adjournme~t- Next Regular Meeting

. · · Date and;Time: August 16,2000 @ 9:00a.m.· Place: Pioneer Technology Center
Education ·Business Cen:_ter
2101 North Ash Street .
Ponca City, OK 7460~.

.·
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.. ·,
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Lunch Break, if necessary ·
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June 1, 2000

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

Re:

Air Quality Council

. .

jJ1

. Eddie Terrill, Director j.lfV
Air Quality Division 'f

Modifications to Subchapter 29

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed amendments to OAC 252: 100-29, Control of Fugitive Dust.
The changes simplify and clarify Subchapter 29 as part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative. One substantive change is propOsed that would make the rule more enforceable by
deleting the qualification that the fugitive dust be emitted to such an extent as to be classified as
air pollution, before precautions are required. Also, OAC 252:100-29-5, Variance, would' be
revoked due to its redundancy with the Clean Air Act at 27A O.S. Supp. 1999 § 2-5-109.

,...-

If no comments are received during the .comment period or at the hearing, staff will ask the
Council to recommend the propo.sed rule to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent
adoption.
Enclosures:

2

-

SUBCHAPTER 29.

CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

252:100-29-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the release of
fugitive dust into the air by any operation or action.

~

252:100-29-2. Prohibitions
(a)
General provisions. No person shall cause or permitallow the
emission of fugitive dust into the ambient air without taking
reasonable precautions. Reasonable precautions shall include
wetting, oiling, covering, applying chemicals, shielding,
vacuuming. or any other appropriate measures. the h~fidlin~,
transpertin~ er dispesitiefi ef any suest~nce er material '~hich is
likely te he sc~tterod by the air er wiftd, er is susceptiele te
eein~ ~ir eerfte, er 'tiftd eerne e·r te eper~te er maintain er c~use
t:e ee eper~ted er maiftt:~ifted, ~fiY premise, epeft are~,
ri~ht ef ··~~y, st:er~~e pile ef materials, vehicle, er
censt:ruct:ien, alteratieft, demelitien er \~reeJEin~ eperatien, er
~ny ether enterprise, which ifivelves ~fiY material er suestaftce
lilrely te he scattered ey the 'dfid er air, er susceptible te
hein~ wind eerfie er air eerfte that ;teuld he classified ~s air
pellutiefi ·.iitheut taltift~ reasenahle precautiefis er me~sures te
minimi~e atmespheric pellut:ien.
(b)
Emission boundaries.No person shall cause or permitallow the
discharge of any. visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the
property line on which the emissions originate in such a manner
as to damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties,
or cause air quality standards to be exceeded, or interfere with
the maintenance of air quality standards.
in
maintenance
required
or
Precautions
nonattainment areas
As of the adoption of this Subchapter, in areas designated as
Air Quality Maintenance Areas or Nonattainment Areas
for
particulate
matter,
the B;,£ecuth,..e Director shall require
specific reasonable precautions atte:that may include, but shall
not be limited toL the following:
(1) The use, where possible, of water or chemicals for control
of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or structures,
construction operations, the grading of roads, driveways and
parking lots
or, the clearing of
land for commercial,
industrial, or residential developmentT~
(2)
The application of water or suitable chemicals or some
other covering on materials stockpiles,. and other surfaces
..~:aieli
that
can
create
air-borne
dusts
under
normal
252:100-29-3.

conditionsT~

-

(3) The installation and use of hoods,
fans
and dust
collectors to enclose and vent the handling of dusty materials
or the use of water sprays or other acceptable measures to
suppress
~
dust
emission
during
handling.
Adequate
containment methods shall be employed during sandblasting or
other similar operations7~
(4)
The covering or wetting '~heft in metieR, of open-bodied
trucks, trailers, or railroad eafcars when transporting dusty
Draft: May 15, 2000
2

0899

materials in areas where the general public must have access
~ihicfi can create air berne particulate matter, .
( s)
The removal as necessary from paved street and parking
surfaces of earth er ether fftaterialmaterials '<vhicfithat have a
tendency to become airborne, and/er~
---(6) Thet:fle planting and maintenance of vegetative ground
cover as necessary.
252:100-29-4. Exception for. agricultural purposes
Section 252:100-29-3 shall not apply to the clearing or
preparation of land used solely for agricultural purposes.
For
the purpose of this Subchapter "agricultural purposes" shall be
limited to the raising of livestock or crops for food or fiber.
252:100-29-5. Variance [REVOKED]
uses ef potential variance frefft this Subchapter are subject te
review, approval, and/er denial ef the requested variance by the
Air Quality Council. ·

Draft: May

~5,

2000
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Council Members Present
David Branecky, Chairman
William B. Breisch
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrt'ck .,
Rick Treeman
·
Joel Wilson
Council Members Absent
Sharon Myers, Vice-Chair

MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
JUNE 14,2000
OSU@ TIJLSA Room 150
Tulsa, Old~
Staff Present
David Dyke
Barbara Ho:ffinan ·
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
PamDizikes

StaiTPresent
Cheryl Bradley
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

. Larry Canter.

Leo Fallon
Notice of Public :Meeting for Aprill9,.2000 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary of
. State giving the tiriie, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the.· e~trance
doors to the OSU Tulsa Auditorium entrance and on the en'b:ance doors of the DEQ Central
Office in Oklahoma City. ·.'
Call to Order- Mr. Branecky, Chahman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Wll.son - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr.
Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye. Mr. Fallon, Ms. Myers, and Dr. Canter
did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Brane~ entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
J\pril 19, 2000 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to .applove the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call~ Mr. Wuson- aye; Mr.
. Treeman : abstain; Mr. BreisCh- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Braneckyaye.

.

.

Protocol Statement - As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51,~ Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5-101 - 2-5118. Mr. Dyke ente!ed the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:VHf'-3-5 .
.
Air Quality Advisory Council Hearings
Appendix B Style of Request for Hearing

Ms. Bradley advised that the proposal established procedures for individual proceedings on
enforcement matters and requests for variances. Ms. Bradley pointed out minor changes that
staff recomi:nended and advised that there had been no written comments on the proposal.

Ms. Bradley stated that sta.ff recommended emergency adoption of the rule. Following
discussion, Mr. Branecky called for a motion to recommend the proposal dated June 12 to
the Environmental Quality Board for emergency and permanent approval. Mr. Kilpatrick
made the motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Treeman
- abstain; Mr. Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye.

~·.

A copy of th.e hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

..
i

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 7
Permits for Minor Facilities

Ms. Barbara Hoffman was called upon to provide staffs recommendation of proposed rule.
Ms. Hoffman Stated that this rule was brought before the Council the first time on April 19
and that a workgroup had met on May 24. She then ·advis~d Council of the changes
suggested by staff. She stated that no written comments had been received but it was
anticipated that there would be comments from the industry group forthcoming; therefore, it .
was recommended that this rule be continued to the August Council meeting. Ms. Hoffman
called for commen~ and advised that :the industry contact for comments .was Joel Howard
who could be reached at 405 720 5500 or joelhoward@marathonoil.com. •With no
comments or ques~ons, Mr. ~~anecky called for motion to continue the rule to the August
meeting. Mr. Breisch made the motion and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr.
W'llson - aye; Mi. Treeman - abstain; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr. Kilpa1rick :. aye; Dr. Grosz aye; Mr~ Branecky- aye. ·
·

-...

..

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 8
Permits for Part 70 Sources

Ms. Barbara Hoffman was called upon to provide sta:ff's recommendations for this proposed
rule. Ms. Hoffman pointed out all changes proposed in the Agenda Packet and a June 13,
2000 draft that was a handout. ·She advised that no comments had been received and
suggested that the rule be recommended to the Board for emergency and permanent
adoption.
·
·
Following a considerable amount of discussion and comments, it was decided that the rule
should be continued to the August meeting. Mr. Braneck:y called for a motion. ·Mr. Wilson
made motion to continue and second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Treeman - abstain; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-29
Control ofFugitive'Dust

Ms. Cheryl Bradley was called upon for staff recommendations. She stated that proposed
changes were to simplify and clarify language according to the agency-wide re-right/dewrong iirltiative and pointed out the changes proposed. She entered into the record written
comments received from Fort James Corporation and from EPA Region 6 Air Planning
Section. Ms. Bradley then referred to a handout of a new draft dated June 13, 2000. She
discussed the changes made in that proposal. Ms. Bradley stated that since commentS had
been received which wo:Wd result in recommended changes to the rule, it. was staff's
recommendation to continue the rule to the August Council meeting.
Comments and suggestions for changes were taken from Council and audience. Mr.
Branecky then called for a motion to continue until August. Dr. GTosz made the motion and
Mr. Kilpatrick made the second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Treeman - abstain; Mr.
Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr. B~ecky- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

DIVIsiON DIRECTOR'S ~PORT- Mr. Dyke made seveml announcements including
the fact that this had been Barbara Hoffman's final meeting and that we would be moving to
New Hampshire.
·
NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be August 16 at 9:00a.m. at the Pioneer
Technology Center in Ponca City, OK.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

David Branecky, Chairman
Air Quality Council

-

J. Eddie Tenill, Director
Air Quality Division
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCll..

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

BEARING/MEETING
9:00A.M.
Wednesday, August 16,2000
Pioneer Technology Center
Education Business Center
2101 North Ash Street Ponca City, OK 74601

1.

CaD to Order- D~vid Branecky

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

4.

..
.
..
. Approval of Minutes of the June 14, 2000 ~egular Meeting
.
.
PUBUC RULEMAKING HEARINGS

A.
OAC 252:100-6 Permitting [REVOKED]
.
It is proposed that SC 6 be revoked in its entirety. This action :fulfills tlie Department's goal of
· eliminating redundant or unnecessary language through the re-right/de-W:rong process. The rule is

for the most part a summary of the permit pro~ eontained in SC 7 and SC 8 and a restatement
• of Oklahoma statutes on permitting. ~lily a few portions of the rule contain Substantive language
:: that will be placed into SC 8. Revocation ofthe rule will have no effect on permit 'ctions.
1.
Presentation - Jeancnte Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3. ·
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for penn~ent adoption
B.
OAC 252:100-7 PERMITSFORMINORFACILITIES [AMENDED]
The propQsed changes to SC7 consist of tho addition of sections 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5. Proposed
sections 60.3 and 60.4 reference the existing permits by rule for VOC storage and loading facilities
and particulate matter facilities, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed permit by rule for natural
gas· compression facilities. This section contains eligibility requiremen~ standards, testing and
monitoring requirements, and recordkeCpiJ;lg requiremQnts for natural gas compression facilities that
qualify for permit by rule.·
1.
.Presentation -Joyce Sheedy
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
· .
3.
Possible action by Council
••
4.
Rt;>b call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

-

OAC 252:100-8 Perinits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
C.
The proposed changes to SC 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, 51
and 52. The changes . com~ct errors, clarify language, add and delete definitions, and add fee
categories for construction permit authorizations and modifications. Substantive changes include
amending the definition of "trivial activities" in section 2 by deleting the exception for activities that
are subject to an applicable requirement. The amendments to section 4(a)(l) make clear which
modificaitons to Part 70 sources require construction permits. A substantive change is proposed for
the defmition of"major stationary source" in section 31.
1.
Presentation - Pam Dizikes
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

3.

4.

Possible action by Council .
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

D. . OAC 252:100-29 Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
The proposed changes would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency~ wide reright/de-wrong initiative. The modifying word 'visible' is deleted from the term fugitive dust.
Substantive cha.Qges are proposed to clarify when and what precautions are required to minimize or
prevent pollution and to clarify what corrective meas~s are required in the event that fugitive dust
is discharged beyodd the property line.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E.
OAC 252:100-31 Control ofEmission.~fSulfur Compounds [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC 31 ·are primarily to simplify language, ·clarify requirements, and
remove redundl,lnt requirements, or language as part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initia?ve.
New definitionS of the terms. "existing source" or "existing equipment" and "new source" or "new
equipment'' clearly identify the effective date for each industry affected by the rule. Proposed
substantive changes are: to revoke 31-14(c) ~arding the testing pt:ocedures for ambient hydrogen
sulfide; to delete ~1-2S(a) pertaining to new sulfuric acid plants; to change the averaging time for
ambient hydrogen sulfide concentration from existing equipment in 31-14(a); to combine 31-2S(c)
and 31-26 to make clear which sources are subject to the standard; to make several changes in 26(a)
such as to change the standard from a combination equipment and emission standard to a more
:$straightforward emission standard; the exception for pipeline quality sweetened gas was moved to 1
226(bXl) and changed to an emission based exception; and exception to the required exhaust stack
is provided }?ased on modeling; and all subsections will be chmiged to a time-based average because
··
it is unclear what is· a maximum average.
1.
Presentation -Joyce Sheedy
Q~estions and discussion by Council/ Public
2.
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

·s.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

6.

New Business- Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen,
·
·
prior to the time ofposting the agenda.

7.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: October 18, 2000 @ 9:00a.m.
Place: Department ofEnvironmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
707 North Robinsori, Oklahoma City, OK

Lunch Break, if necessary

)"

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our
Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

~

..

August 2, 2000

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

Re:

Modifications to Subchapter 29

.

c..1

Endosed is a copy of the proposed amendments to OAC 252:100-29, Control of Fugitive Dust.
The changes simplify and clarify Subchapter 29 as part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative. Most of the proposed changes affect OAC 252:100-29-2. The existing provisions of
Section 2 would be divided into Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) instead of (a) and (b). The examples
. of reasonable precautions in Paragraph (a) would be deleted, and a new Paragraph (b),
Reasonable precautions, added. The existing Subparagraph (b), Emission boundaries, would be
renumbered OAC 252:100-29-2(c) and divided into Subparagraphs (c)(l) and (2). The word
"visible" would be deleted from the phrase ''visible fugitive dust emissions", wherever it appears,
in Paragraph 2(c). Subparagraph (c)(l) would include requirements for fugitive dust emissions
that damage or interfere with the use of adjacent properties, and Subparagraph (c)(2) would
include the requirements for fugitive dust emissions that cause air quality standards to be
exceeded or interfere with the maintenance of air quality standards. The provision for the DEQ
to require the owner or operator of a fugitive dust emissions source to implement economically
and technologically feasible controls, when those emissions damage or interfere with the use of
adjacent property, would be added to Subparagraph (c)(l). In addition, OAC 252:100-29-5,
Variance, would be revoked due to its redundancy with the Clean Air Act at 27A 0. S. Supp.
1999 § 2-5-109.
The Air Quality Council first considered changes t9 this Subchapter at its June 14, 2000, hearing
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. During that hearing, Howard "Bud" Ground, Centrru and Southwest
Services, Inc., and Perry Friedrich, Grand River Dam Authority, commented on the June 13,
2000 draft of the proposed rules. Staff has received no additional written comments.
Since most fugitive dust violations are identified as the result of investigating environmental
complaints, staff from DEQ's Air Quality Division, Environmental Complaints and Local
Services, and Regional Office at Tulsa collaborated in preparing these revised draft rules.
All commentors pointed out the potential subjectivity in determining what constitutes
"reasonable precautions". Staff has added a new Paragraph (b), Reasonable precautions, to
Section 2 to better define them. Also, Subparagraph (c)(l) states that reasonable cautions to
control fugitive dust emissions, that damage or interfere with the use of adjacent properties, are
subject to economic and technological feasibility.

1

Both industry representatives objected to the phrase "or will be violated", in the second sentence
of Section 2. This phrase was removed from Subparagraph 2(c)(l).
Also, the word "visible" was removed from the phrase "visible fugitive dust emissions" because
it presents a hindrance to the DEQ when working cases involving fugitive dust that is emitted at
night or is not visible using Method 22.
The notice of rulemaking intent, that was filed with Office of Administrative Rules on June 23,
2000, and published in the Oklahoma Register on July 17, 2000, did. not cover all the
.recommended changes; therefore, staff suggests that the Council continue the hearing on the
proposed rule until its next meeting on October 18, 2000.
Enclosures:

2
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SUBCHAPTER 29.
Section
252:100-29-1.
252:100-29-2.
252:100-29-3.
252:100-29-4.
252:100-29-5.

CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

Purpose
Pr.ohibitions .[AMENDED]
Precautions required in maintenance or
nonattainment areas [AMENDED]
Exception for agricultural purposes
Variance [REVOKED]

Draft: July 17, 2000

SUBCHAPTER 29.

CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

252:100-29-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the release of
fugitive dust into the air by any operation or action.
252:100-29-2. Prahibitiaas General provisions
(a) Ceaeral pra....·isiaas, !te persoa shall cause er permit the
fiaadliag, tra:asporti:ag, or dispositio:a of a:ay Sl:lesta:aee or
material uhich is lilECly te ee scattered ey tfie air er ..d:ad, or
is susceptiele to eei:ag air eer:ae, er '1.-i:ad eorae or to operate
or maintain or cause to ee eperaeed or mai:ataiaed, a:ay premise,
ope:a area, rigfit ef ·~tay, storage pile ef materials, ..rehiele, er
co:astructioa,_ alteratio:a, demelieien er ...· reeldag eperatio:a, er
a:ay ether e:aterprise, whieh iwvol..res any material or s1:1esta:aee
lileely to ee scattered ey the \dad or air I er Sl:lSCeptible to
eei:ag 'iid:ad ber:ae or air eor:ae that \tould be classified as air
pollutio:a witfiout t~ei:ag reasoaable precautions or measures te
mi:aimi~e atmospheric pollution.
{a} Prohibitions. No person shall cause or allow any fugitive
dust source to be operated, or any substances to be handled,
transported or stored, or any structure constructed, altered, or
demolished to the extent that such operation or activity may
enable fugitive dust to become airborne and result in air
pollution. without taking reasonable precautions· to minimize or
prevent pollution.
{b) Reasonable precautions. Reasonable precautions include,
but are not limited to, those actions set forth below at
252:100-29-3(1) through (6).
(b) Emissiea baUBdaries.
!fo perso:a shall cause or permit
the disefiarge of a:ay visible fl:lgiti 7v~e Eiust emissio:as beyond the
property line o:ayhich the emissio:as origi:aate i:a such a ma:a:aer
as te damage or to i:aterfere uitfi the use ef adjace:at
properties, or ·cal:lse air quality sta:adards to be enceeded, or
-i:aterfere uith the mai:ate:aa:ace ef air q:tJ:ality sta:adards.
{c) Emission boundaries.
(1)
No person shall cause or allow the discharge of anv
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on
which the emissions originate in such a manner as to
damage ·:or to interfere with the use of adiacent
properties.
If the DEO determines that this rule has
been violated, the owner or operator of the fugitive
dust emissions source or sources shall implement
controls, subject to economic and technical
feasibility, to prevent future violations.
Draft: July 17, 2000
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(2)

No persons shall cause or allow the discharge of an~
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on
which the emissions originate in such a manner as to
cause air quality standards to be exceeded or
interfere with the maintenance of air gualit~
standards.

252:100-29-3.

Precautions
required
in
maintenance
or
nonattainment areas
As of the adoption of this Subchapter, in areas designated as
Air Quality Maintenance Areas or Nonattainment Areas for
particulate matter..L. the
Bltccutive Director
shall
require
specific reasonable precautions afi€ 1 :that may include, but shall
not be limited to..L. the following:
{1) The use, where possible, of water or chemicals for control
of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or structures,
construction operations, the grading of roads, driveways and
parking lots or the clearing of land for commercial,
industrial, or residential development7~
{2) The application of water or suitable chemicals or some
other covering on materials stockpiles7 and other surfaces
.,.,fiicfi
that
can
create
air-borne
dusts
under
normal
conditions-;~

{3) The installation and use of hoods,
fans and dust
collectors to enclose and vent the handling of dusty materials
or the use of water sprays or other acceptable measures to
suppress
-t-fte
dust
emission
during
handling.
Adequate
containment m~thods shall be employed during sandblasting or
other similar -Operations"i"~
{4) The covering or wetting .,.,fien in metien, of open-bodied
trucks, trailers, or railroad ~cars when transporting dusty
materials in areas where the general public must have access
\ffiiefi can create air aerne particHlate matter,~
{5) The removal as necessary from paved street and parking
surfaces of eartfi er etfier materialmaterials ,.~iefithat have a
tendency to become airborne, ana/er~
{6) The~ planting and ·maintenance of vegetative ground
cover as necessary.
252:100-29-4. Exception for agricultural purposes
Section 252:100-29-3 shall not apply to the clearing or
preparation of land used solely for agricultural purposes.
For
the purpose of this Subchapter 11 agricultural purposes" shall be
limited to the raising of livestock or crops for food or fiber.
Draft: July 17, 2000
3

252:100-29-5.

Variance [REVOKED]

Yses ef petefltial variaRee from this Subchapter are subject te
revie"'i, approval/ aE:d/er denial of the req'l:lested variaHee by the
Air Quality €euHeil.

Draft: July 1?f 2000
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MINUTES
AIR QUALI~~OUNCIL
AUGUST Y1, 2000
Pioneer Technology Center
Ponca City, Oklahoma
Council Members Present
David Branecky, Chairman
Sharon Myers, Vice-Cbak
William B. Breisch
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick ·
Joel Wilson
Council Memben Absent ·
Larry Canter
Leo Fallon -·
.

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
PamDizikes
Dennis Doughty ·
.Guests P·resent
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley.
Jeanette Buttram ·
Myrna Bruce
Beverly .Botchlet-Smith

··:

Notice of Public Meeting for Au~ 17,2000 was forwarded to the Office otth.e' Secretary
.o:f.State .giving the .time, elate, i;md place of the meeting. Agenda's were posted on the
. entrance doors at~ioneer Technology Cepter and on the entrance doors of the DEQ Central
··
· Office. in Oklahonia City.

Call to Order- Mr. Branecky, Cb.ainium, called the meeting 'to order and roll call was taken
as follows: M,. _Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick.- aye; Mr; Breisch- aye; Ms.
· My~ - aye;· Mr~ :Snmeck.y ~. aye~

. . .l\ppro-y:~l of ~~des -l\4r..Bra.tl~clcy ~tertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the · ·
·. ')une i4, 2000 Public Meeting/Hearings.· Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second ·was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call: Mr. Wilson.: aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr.;Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch-. aye; MS." Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.
Protocol Statement -· As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke cOnvened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
··40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes~ Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5.:101-2-5118. Mr. Dyke entered the Ag~da and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record. · ·

PUBLIC HEARING··.
OAC 252:100-6
PERMITTING

Ms. Jeanette Buttram advised Council that staff's request for revo.cation of Subchapter (SC) .
6 contributed to the Department's goal of eJimjnating redundant or unnecessary language
through the re-right/de-wrong process. She stated· that SC 6 mostly summarizes the permit
program in SC 7 and SC 8 and restates Oklahoma statutes on permitting. She pointed out
the substantive language that would be placed into SCs 7 and 8. These portions that would
be moved are: Section 252:100-6-SO(b), 252:100-6-50(bX2), and 252:100-6-SO(e) to SC 7

l,')q !5

under Section 252:100-7-2~ requirement for permits for minor facilities. Also, in SC 6, the
language in Section 252:100-6-50(e), was moved to 252:100-8-5(b). Currently 252:100-85(b) references the language in 252:100-6-50(e). Ms. Buttram related that the revocation of
SC 6 would have no effect on permit actions and aske<;l that Council recommend it for
revocation to the Enviromnental Quality Board.
In response to a question from Council, Ms. Buttram ~dvised that staff felt that for future
clarity it would be better to revoke the rule in its entirety and move the substantive sections.
She added that both SC 6 and SC 7 would be presented to the Board at the same time for
approval. Ms. Myers asked for clarification that the revocation of this rule would not leave
any exposure until the changes had been made to SC 7 or SC 8 to which Ms. Buttram
advised that the rule would not become effective until next year. Mr. Bran~cky then called
for a motion to recommend the proposal for revocation to the Environmental Quality ·Board
· (EQB). Mr. Breisch made the motion and Mr. Wilson made the second. Roll call: Mr.
Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers ':' aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye.

·· .. A copy of the hearing transcrivt is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7

-...,""\

Permits for Minor Facilities

. .__,.,<~
.

Dr. Joyce Sheedy was called upon to provide staff's recommendation of proposed rule. Dr.
Sheedy stated that this rule had been before the Council on April 19 and June 14 and that a
workgroup had met on May 24.. Dr. Sheedy stated that the
purpose for the revision is
to add Section 60-5 to SC 7 to provide a permit. by rule covering natural· gas compression
facilities with actual emissions of less than 40 tons per year. She stated that it was decided
to take the opportunity, while the rule was open, to reference the permit by rule (PBR) for
volatile organic liquid storage and loading facilities in Section 40 and 42 of SC 37 and the
PBR for particulate matter facilities in Section 13 of SC 29.

main

Dr.· Sheedy ente~d into the record a letter from EPA Region 6 dated August 14; and ~-letter
and coinments dated August 4, 2000 from Michael H .. Bernard, Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
Association representing the industry members of the work group. Dr. Sheedy added that
there would be further meetings with· staff and industry; therefore, staff's recommendation
was that the Council continue the hearing to the October meeting. Mr. Branecky called for
that motion which was made by Ms. Myers arid the second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick.
Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye.

A copy ofthe hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

-.....
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PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100- 8
Permits for Part 70 Sources

Ms. Pam Dizikes was called upon to provide staff's recommendations for this proposed rule.
Ms. Dizikes pointed out that SC 8 covering permits for_ Part 70 sources had· already been
through the re-right/de-W!ong proeess; but. that since that time errors and inconsistencies
needed to· be resolved. Those were mainly in respect as to when construction permits are·
required for Part 70 sources. Ms. Dizikes pointed out the substantive changes that would be _ _
_discussed. She advised that no comments had beeri. received and suggested that the_rUle be; •. - _
· · ·· · -·· ,. ·;, · · · :_ ·
recommended to the EQB for emergency an4 permanent adoption.

Mr. Tom ·Blachley requested that the rule be revisited because he stated that there had never
·been a resolution to the issue as to how/when a well becomes a major source ·stating that
-there are times when they would not know until after the well was perforated. ·Mr. Terrill
stated that these issues would be discussed with a group ofthe effected people at which time
this ·rule could be re-opened for hearing. Mr. Branecky then called for a motion: Mr.
Kilpatrick.moved that Council recommend this rule as amended to the EQB for emergency
and permanent approval. Dr. Grosz made the second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson~ aye; Dr. Grosz
- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Braneclcy- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-29
Control of Fugitive Dust · -

Ms. Cheryl Bradley was called upon for staff recommendations. She stated that proposed
changes were to simplify and cliu:ify language ~ording to .the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative noting that the rule had been before the Council on June 14. She entered
into the ~ord written comments received from EPA Region 6 Air Planning Section dated
August 11, 2000. Ms: -Bradley stated that since comments had been received which would
result in recommended changes. to the ru1e, it was staff's recommendation to continue the
rule to the October meeting.

.~··

Mr. Terrill asked for feedback regarding removing the ~ord ''visible" from the term ·"visible
·fugitive dust emissions". After hearing the comments from Council and audience, Mr.
Branecky ~ed that any further comments be sent to DEQ prior to Council's next meeting.
·Ms. Myers made a motion to continue the hearing until October. Mr. Wilson made the
second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mf. Breisch - .
aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-31
Control Of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
Dr. Joyce Sheedy advi~ed Council that revisions to this subchapter were proposed to
simplify and clarify language according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She
hoped that that staff's intention to rearrange the material. might make the rule to be in a more
logical order. She pointed out the substantive changes proposed. Dr. Sheedy entered into
the record comments received :.t;rom Michael Graves ofHall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden
& Nelson dated March 24, 2000; comments from Stephen E. Landers of Fort James dated
August 11, 2000;-and comments from Tom Diggs ofEPA R.,egion VI dated August 11,2000.
Dr. Sheedy then advised_ that the staff recommended that the hearing b.e continued to
October and advised that a workgroup session_ wouldbe set up to discuss the revisions.

.

.

. Mr. Wilson stated that there would be a :workgroup meeting on September 8 at the
McKinney-Stringer Office. Mr. Terrill pointed out that.the rule would not be revised just to
.. _meet the re-right/de-wrong legislative mandate, but that meaningful changes would be made
. to make the rule easier to interpret and apply.
.
.

I

'

.

.

·.

'

.

.

.

Ms. Myers moved to continue the hearing to the October meeting and Dr. Grosz seconded
· . that motion. Roll call: Mr.. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr..Breisch
-aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attac}.led and made an official part of these minutes.
DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT . Mr. Terrill gave an update on, activities and called
upon Ms. Beverly Botchlet-Smith who gave a report of Centr8.I States Air Resource .
Agencies (CenSARA) activities. Mr. Dawson Lasseter, Program Manager Permits Section,
also provided an update. Mr. Scott Thomas, Program Manager Rules and Planning Section,
provided an update on recent ozone values experienced in Oklahoma.

NEW BUS~SS

None

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be on October 18 at the DEQ offices in
Oklahoma City.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

David Branecky, Chairman
Air Quality Council

J. Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division ·
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARJNG/MEETING
9:00A.M.
Wednesday, October 18,2000
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room -1st Floor
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, OK 73102

1.

Call to Order- David Branecky

2.

Roll Ca11- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the August 16,2000 Regular Meeting

4.

CY 2001 Meeting Schedule
A.
Discussion by Council

5.

PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS
A.

OAC 252:100-4 NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC 4 will update the incorporations by reference of the federal
NSPS from July 1, 1999 to July 1, 2000 per agreement with EPA. Previously incorporated
NSPS that have been amended by the EPA since July 1, 1999 are Subpart Db, Standards of
Performance for Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units and Subpart
WWW, Standards of Performance for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills. Changes were also
made to Appendix A, Part 60 Test Methods including corrections to test methods 2F, 2G,
and 2H, and a new method SI was added.
1. Presentation -Michelle Martinez
2. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3. Possible action by Council
4. Roll call vote for emergency and permanent adoption

. B.

OAC 252:100-7-2 PERMITS FOR :MINOR FACILITIES [AMENDED]
The·proposed changes to Section 252:100-7 are primarily to satisfy the agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative.
As part of this initiative Subchapter 6, Permitting, is
· recommended for rev~ation. Three substantive provisions of SC 6 will be moved to SC 1
at Section 2. These three provisions require that all applications be signed by the
applicant; the signature on the application constitutes an implied agreement that the
applicant shall be responsible for assuring construction or operation, as applicable, in
accordance. with the application; and it is the applicant's duty to supplement or correct the
application after becoming aware of such failure or incorrect submittal.
1. Presentation -Jeanette Buttram
2. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3. Possible action by Council
4. Roll call vote for permanent adoption

C.

D.

E.

OAC 252:100-7 PERMITS FOR :MINOR FACILITIES [AMENDED]
Part 9, Sections 60-3-60.5 Permits by Rule [NEW]
The proposed changes to SC 7 consist of the addition of sections 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5.
Proposed sections 60.3 and 60.4 reference the existing permits by rule for VOC storage and
loading facilities and particulate matter facilities, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed
permit by rule for natural gas compression facilities. This section contains eligibility
requirements, standards, testing and monitoring requirements, and recordkeeping
requirements for natural gas compression facilities that qualify for permit by rule. The
proposed permit by rule reduces obstacles which have kept natural gas compression
facilities from entering the permit program by providing additional flexibility and lower
fees than would otherwise be required for these sources under SC 7 permit requirements.
1. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
2. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3. Possible action by Council
4. Roll call vote for permanent adoption
OAC 252:100-29 Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
The proposed changes would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative. The modifying word 'visible' is deleted from the term
"visible fugitive dust emissions". Substantive changes are proposed to clarify when and
what precautions are required to minimize or prevent pollution and to clarify what
corrective measures are required in the event that fugitive dust is discharged beyond the
property line.
1. Presentation - Cheryl Bradley
2. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3. Possible action by Council
4. Roll call vote for permanent adoption
OAC 252:100-31 Control ofEmission of Sulfur Compounds [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC 31 are primarily to simplify language, clarify requirements,
and remove redundant requirements or language as part of the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative. New definitions of the terms "existing source" or "existing equipment"
and "n.ew source" or "new equipment" clearly identify the effective date for each industry
affected by the rule. Proposed substantive changes are: to revoke 31-14(c) regarding the
testing procedures for ambient hydrogen sulfide; to delete 31-25(a) pertaining to new
sulfuric acid plants; to change the averaging time for ambient hydrogen sulfide
concentration from existing equipment in 31-14(a); to combine 31-25(c) and 31-26 to make
clear which sources are subject to the standard; to make several changes in 26(a) such as to
change the standard from a combination equipment and emission standard to a more
straightforward emission standard; the exception for pipeline quality sweetened gas was
moved to 226(b)(l) and changed to an emission based exception; an exception to the
required exhaust stack is provided based on modeling; and all subsections will be changed
to a time-based average because it is unclear what is a maximum average.
1. Presentation -Joyce Sheedy
-2. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3. Possible action by Council
4. Roll call vote for permanent adoption

"""""

"'"""'-

F.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous Air Pollutants and Toxic Air
Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendment to SC 41-15 would incorporate by reference the Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR
63 that have been promulgated by the EPA from July 1 1999 through July 1, 2000. These
are Subparts EEE, 000, RRR and VVV. The DEQ is also proposing to update to July 1,
2000 the incorporation byreference in 252:100-41-16 of the National Emissions Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61.
1. Presentation-cheryl Bradley
2. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3. Possible action by Council
4. Roll call vote for emergency and permanent adoption

Division Director's Report - Eddie Terrill
New Business - Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to
the time of posting the agenda.
Adjournment Next Regular Meeting December 13, 2000 @ 9:00 a.m.
Place: Department of Environmental Quality
Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK
NEW ON OUR WEB Council action taken at this meeting will be posted on our website.

·OPEN FORUM Following these hearings, the Air Quality Division will host an
open forum for the regulated community and the general public to answer any
questions that might be of interest. Depending on the regular Council meeting
agenda, the forum will likely begin after lunch at 1:00 p.m. in the Multi-Purpose
room on the 1st floor of the DEQ building. The forum panel will consist of staff
members from all of the sections within the Division, including
compliance/enforcement, permits, monitoring, · technical resources, and
administration. Come prepared to ask anything and everything you might have
. . . wanted to know about how we do business.

Should you desire to a/lend but h<Z'Ioe a disability and need an accommodation, pleau notify our Depo11mentthree days in advance at (40J) 702·4100.

~

October 3, 2000
MEMORANDUM

-

1\

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, DirectorG.Air Quality Division

Re:

Modifications to Subchapter 29

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed amendments to OAC 252:100-29, Control of Fugitive Dust.
The changes simplify and clarify Subchapter 29 as part of the agency-wide re-ri~t/de-wrong
initiative. Most of the proposed changes affect OAC 252:100-29-2. The existing provisions of
·Section 2 would be divided into Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) instead of (a) and (b). The examples
of reasonable precautions in Paragraph (a) would be deleted, and a new Paragraph (b),
Reasonable precautions, added.· The existing Subparagraph (b), Emission boundaries, would be
renumbered OAC 252:l00-29-2(c) and divided into Subparagraphs (c)(1) and (2). The wotd
''visible" would be. deleted. from.the.phrase "visible fugitive dust emissions", wherever it appears,
in Paragraph 2(c). · Subparagraph (c)(1) would include requirements for fugitive dust emissions ·
that damage or interfere with the use of adjace:p.t properties; and Subparagraph (c)(2) wotald
include the requirements for fugitive dust emissions that cause air quality standards to be
exceeded or interfere with the maintenance of air quality standards~ The provision for the DEQ
to require the OWner or operator of a fugitive dust emissions source to implement economically
·and technologically feasible controls, when those emissions damage or interfere with the use of
adjacent property, would. be added to Subparagraph (c)(1). In addition, OAC 252:100-29-5;
Variance, would be revoked due to its redundancy with the Clean Air Act at 27A 0. S. Supp.'
1999 § 2-5-109.
The Air Quality..Council considered changes to this Subchapter at its June 14 and August 16
meetings. At hearing in August, most colllinents addressed the proposed deletion of the word
"visible" from the phrase ''visible fugitive dust emissions". The Council heard comments
supporting and opposing the change. In order to continue the discussion on this proposed
change, the notice of rulemaking intent, published in the Oklahoma Register on September 15,
included the proposed deletion. Staff has received no 8.dditional comments since the August
hearing.
If no compelling reasons arise before or dming the upcoming Air Quality Council hearing, staff
will propose that the word "visible" be retained in the phrase "visible fugitive dust emissions"
and suggest that the proposed rules be recommended to the Environmental Quality Board for
emergency and permanent adoption.
Enclosures:
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SUBCHAPTER 2 9.

CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

Section
Purpose
Prohibitions [AMENDED]
·Precautions required in maintenance or
nonattainment areas [AMENDED]
252:100-29-4. Exception for agricultural·purposes
- 252:100-29-5 . Variance [REVOKED]
252:100-29-1.
252:100-29-2.
252:100-29-3.
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Draft September lS, 2000
l

SUBCHAPTER 29.
252:100-29-1.

CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

Purpose

The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the release of
fugitive dust into the air by any operation or action.
Prehi:Sit.ioas General provisions
Geaeral provisieas. Ne person sfia±l cause or permit:: efie
!faaeUia~, eran:sporeiR~, or aispesieieR of aey subseaaee or
maeerial ".-fiiefi is liltely ee be scaeeerea by efie air or "dna, or
is suscepeible ee bein:~ air berRe, or uiRa berne or ee eperaee er.
maiReaiR or cause ee be eperaeed or main:taiRed, aRy premise, epeR
area, ri~fie of ''=Y' seora~e pile of maeerials, vefiicle, or
con:seruceio;a, aleeraeion:, demolieieR or l\·reclEiR~ operation:, er
aRy otfier eH:terprise ufiicfi iwvo±ves a'Ry maeerial or substaRce
.liltely eo be scaetered by efie uiRd or air, er suscepeib±e ee
beiR~ \<dad born:e or air ·bor;ae efiae l\'euld be classified as air
pellueioR uiefieue ealEin:g= reaso;aahle precaueiens or measures ee
minimi2e aemospfieric pollution.
(a) Prohibitions. No person·shall cause or allow any fugitive
dust 'source to be operated; -or"" any Einibstances to be ·handled,
transported or stored, dr,:anystructure constructed, altered, or
demolished to the extent· that such operation or activity may
. enable .fugitive dust to-·beccime-airborne and result in air
pollution, withouttakirig. reasonable precautions to minimize or
prevent pollution.
(b) Reasonable precautions. Reasonable orecautions include, but
are not limited to,· those· actions· set forth below at 252:100-29-.
-3 (1) through (6) .
· · · . __
.
_
.
· ·{:S)
Emissiea__:Stnmdaries_. _ Ne__ person sfiall c~use er permit efie
aiscfiar~e of aey· visible fu~iti·ve ~SE emissions beyond efie
, •
'L'
'L
'L
•
•
••
'L
.
property z1ne
en '¥1n1Cn
Ene
effi1SS10fiS
er1~1fiace 1ft SUCn a manner
as ee aama~e er ee interfere ;.-iefi ehe use ef adjacent:: prepereies,
er cause air' qttalH:y seanaards EO be. exceeded, 'or ineerfere -•.-iefi
tfie maineenanee ef airEJl:laliey standards.
252: 100·-29-2.

(a)

I

b

(c)

•

Emission boundaries.

(1)

(2}

No person shall cause or allow the discharge of any
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on
which the emissions originate in such a manner as to
damage or to interfere with the use of adjacent
properties. If the DEO determines that this rule has
been violated. the owner or operator of the fugitive
dust emissions source or sources shall implement
controls, subject to economic and technological
feasibility, to prevent future violations.
No persons shall cause or allow the discharge of any
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line on
which the emissions originate in such a manner as to
cause air quality standards to be exceeded or interfere
with-the maintenance of air quality standards.

Draft September 15, 2000
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··~

252:100-29-3.

Precautions
required
in
maintenance
or
nonattainment areas
As of the adoption of this Subchapter, in areas designated as
Air Quality Maintenance Areas. or Nonattainment Areas
for
particulate matterk the EKeeutive Director shall require specific
reasonable precautions i%fteithat ·may include, but shall not be
limited tok the following:
(1) The use, where possible, of water or chemicals for control
of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or structures,
construction operations, the grading of roads, driveways and
parking lots or the clearing of land for commercial,
industrial, or residential development;~
{2) The application of water or suitable chemicals or some
other covering on materials stockpilesT and other surfaces
'Wffl:ieli
that
can
create
air-borne . dusts
under
normal
conditions;..:..
{3) The installation and use of hoods,
fans and dust
collectors to enclose and vent the handling of dusty materials
or the use of water sprays or other acceptable measures to
suppress
.efte
dust
emission
during
handling.
Adequate
containment methods shall. be ·~mployed during . sandblasting or
other similar operations;~
{4) The covering or wetting ·.meR iR metieR, of open-bodied
trucks, trailers, or railroad eafcars when transporting dusty
materials in areas where the general · public must have access
'itliieh eaR ereate air berRe ;i3artieulate mateer, ~
{5) The removal as necessary from paved· street and parking
surfaces of earEJ:i er eelier. maeerialmaterials lthiehthat have a
tendency to become airborne, aRe:/er.
{6) The.efte planting and maintenance of vegetative ground
cover as necessary.
252:100-29-4. Exception for agricultural purposes
section 252:100-29-3 shall not apply. to the clearing or
preparation. of land used solely for agricultural purposes.
For
the purpose of this Subchapter "agricultural purposes" shall be
~imited to the raising of livestock or crops for food or fiber.
252:100-29-5. Variance [REVOKED]
Uses ef peeeRtial variaRee frem ellis Subeliapter are eub~eet ee
~evimt, approval, aRd/er aeRial ef ehe requeeeed variaRee by ehe
Air Quality Ceuneil.

Draft September

~5,

2000
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 18, 2000
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Council Members Present
David Braneck:y, Chairman
Sharon Myers, Vice-Chair
William B. Breisch
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Rick Treeman
Joel Wilson
Council Me•bers Absent
Gary Kilpatrick

Staff Present
.Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
PamDizikes
Dennis Doughty

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Joyce Sheedy
Michelle Martinez
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
••see attache4 list

Notice of Public Meeting fot October 18, 2000 was forwarded to the O:ffice·ofthe Secretary of State
giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted on the entrance doors at of the
DEQ Central Office in Oklahoma City at least twenty-four hours prior to the meeting.
Call to Order - Chairman Braneck:y, call~d the meeting to order at 9:00 a.in. and roll call was taken by
· Ms. Bruce as follows: Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye. Mr. Kilpatrick was not in attendance. ·
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Branecky entertained a motion to· approve the Minutes of the August 16,
2000 Public Meetin~earings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the Minutes as presented and
second was made. by Ms. Myers. Roll c:all:. Dr. Grosz - aj'e; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; .Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Treeman- abstain; Mr. Branecky- aye.
CY 2001 Meeting Schedule- Mr. Terrill listed staff's recommended dates for next year's meetings on
February 21, April 18, June. 20, August 15, October 17, and December t9. He pointed out that his
preference was to keep the February.meeting in Oklahoma City due to the Legislative session and the
December ~n:eeting in-house as a matter of convenience for the staff. Ms. Myers asked .~at the April
meeting be held in Ada so .that the Environmental Science Department" at East Central University could
participate; and for the· October meeting to be .held in Broken Bow due to area interests in the
Weyerhaeuser facilities. Mr. Breisch wanted at least two meetings in Tulsa due to the nonattainment
issues ·and Mr. Fallon suggested returning to Lawton in 2002.

Dr. Grosz moved to hold meetings on the dates recommended with February and December in Oklahoma
City, April in Ada, June and August in Tulsa and Broken Bow in October. Tbe.second was made by Ms.
Myers. Roll c:all: Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Treeman- abstain; Mr. Branecky- aye.

Protocol Statement -. As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke con~ene<:I the hearings by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part
51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5-101 - 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4 NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Ms. Michelle Martinez advised Council of the agreement with the EPA for DEQ to incorporate by
reference annually any new or amended New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) in Subchapter (SC)
4. Staff's proposal would update the federal NSPS from July 1, 1999 to July 1, 2000. She added that
adoption as an emergency rule would allow the amended rules to take effect earlier than June 1, 200 I and
enable persons subject to the NSPS to work with the state rather than the EPA. She requested that
Council recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for both emergency and pennanent
adoption.
Mr. Breisch made that motion and the second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
Fallon - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Treeman -abstain; Mr.
Branecky- aye. ·

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 7-2 Permits for Minor Facilities
Ms. Jeanette Buttram pointed out that during the August 1@:11 meeting," Council voted to recommend
Subchapter (SC). 6 to the Environmental Quality Board for revocation. Ms. Buttram added that SC 6 was·
a summary of the permitting process in SC 7 and SC 8 and a restatement of Oklahoma Statutes on
· permitting.. She pointed out that a few portions of the rule contained substantive language that was
placed into SC 8 and approved at the August 1(ith Council ·meeting. She advised that SC 6 contained
permit application inform~tion that needed to be placed into SC 7; therefore Sections 252:100-6-SO(b),50-(b)(2), and -6-SO(e), waS moved to 272:100-7-2. She indicated that language was added to SC 7 that
would clarify the rule. She asked that the proposed rule be recommended for permanent adoption to the
Environmental Quality Board at its November 14 meeting. She reminded Council that SC 6 would go to
the Board at the same time.
Ms. Myers made motion to recommend this proposal to the Board for pemianent adoption. Second was
made by Mr. Fallon. Roll Call -- Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Breisch -- aye; Ms. Myers aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Treeman- abstain; Mr. Branecky- aye.

A copy o.fthe hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities Part 9, Sections 60-3.5- 60.5 Permits by Rule
Dr. Joyce Sheedy; representing staff, stated that proposed revisions to Part 9 of SC 7 add a permit by rule
for natural gas compression facilities. Proposals were brought before the Council the first time on April
19, 2000; continued to June 14 and August 16th and then to October 18. She advised that comments had
been received from Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association representing the industry. These comments,
dated August 4 and received on August 7, were too late to be addressed at the August Council meeting.
She advised that the industry workgroup met on September 1, 8, and 18. Dr. Sheedy detailed the issues
deriving from these meetings. She advised that there were still unresolved issues, thus staff's
recommendation was that Council continue this hearing to its December 13 meeting.
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Mr. Eddie Terrill asked for discussion regarding the possibility of raising the de minim us level in order
to better get a handle on the regulation of this specific industry. He advised that staff would provide
additional information and a proposal for the de minimus level at CounciPs December meeting.
Mr. Breisch made motion to continue the hearing to December 13. Mr. Wilson made the second. Roll
Call -- Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Treeman- abstain; Mr. Branecky- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBUC HEARING

OAC 252:100-29 Control ofFugitive Dust
Ms. Cheryl Bradley was called upon to present staff recommendations. She stated that proposed changes
were to simplify and clarify language according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She
advised that this rule had previously been before the Council in June and in August and that no additional ·
written comments had been received. After pointing out the proposed revisions, Ms. Bradley said that
staff was requesting that Council recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent
adoption.
Following dis~ussion, Mr. Wilson recommended that ~e rule as proposed be forwarded to the Board for
adoption. Mr. Fallon made the second. Roll Call -Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr~ Fallon- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye;
~s. Myers -.aye;~- Wilson- aye; Mr. Treeman- abstain; Mr. Branecky- aye.
A copy ofthe hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBUC HEARING

OAC 252:100-31 Control Of Emissions of Sulfur ~ompounds
Dr. Joyce Sheedy advised Council that revisions to this subchapter were to simplify and clarify language
according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative and had been brought before the Council the
first time in August She pointed out that the workgroup had inet several times but that no official
comments .had b~en received. Dr. Sheedy then suggested that Council continue the hearing to the
December meeting.
·

Mr. Wilson provided an update on .the workgroup meetings, which were held on September 8, and
another on October 3. Speaking for the workgroup, he added that he supported the continuance of the
hearing to December.
·

Ms. Myers moved to continue the hearing to the December meeting and Dr. Grosz seconded that motion.
Roll Call - Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson - aye;
Mr. Treeman- abstain; Mr. Branecky- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41
Control Of Emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants and Toxic Air Contaminants
Ms. Cheryl Bradley was again called upon. She advised that staffs proposed changes were part of the
continuing process of keeping DEQ's Title
and .Title V program current with EPA's evolving
program. She pointed out that the incorporation by reference ofPart 61 National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants in Section IS(a) would be updated to July 1, 2000. She added that proposed
amendments to Section 15(b) would incorporate by reference specific new and amended Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants promulgated by EPA
between July 1, 1999 and July 1, 2000. The new MACT standards to be added ;Ye':·e 000, RRR, and
VVV. Ms. Bradley ·advised that no comments had been received and 'it was stif's suggestion that
Council recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for both emergency and permanent
adoption.

m

Mr. Wilson moved to pass the rule to the Environmental Quality Board with the second made by Ms.
Myers. Roll Call --- Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Treeman - abstain; Mr. Branecky- a~e.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT - Mr. Terrill updated Council and audience on the ozone
attainment status in Tulsa advising that there would be an upco~ing Senate Committee meeting in
Oklahoma City to diScuss the usage of an exceptional events clause to and their effects on Air Quality.
He commented that he and Mr. Dyke had attended a meeting with CenSARA states and EPA Region VI
where Mr. John Seitz was a speaker.
·

Mr. Terrill invited everyone to attend the open forum in the afternoon where staffwould be available to
answer any questions. He also bid farewell to Mr. Dennis Doughty who would be retiring after 18 years
of service.
Mr. Dyke advised that the Council's Finance Committee would be meeting in Novemberand advised
that the current CPI for fees is $18.10 for Title V and $17.12 for non-Title V sources.
NEW BUSINESS

None

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement that the next
regularly scheduled meeting would be on December 13 at the DEQ offices in oid8.b.oma City.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part ofthese Minutes.

David Branecky, Chairman
Air Quality Council

J. Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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TIIE AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATION
TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
·Identification ofProposed Rulemaking:

Chapter Number and Title:

OAC:_252:100-29
Control of FugitiVe Dust [AMENDED]

On_October 18, 2000
the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by the Oklahoma
Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S. Sec. 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to the Environmental
Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
--~X__

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of
time] ·
·
··

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comnients about it and determined, to the best
of its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have
been followed.
,-.

This council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommen,ded rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office ofAdministrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense ofwhat this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,
Date Signed: I 0-18-0
Chair or Designee:
VOTING TO APPROVE:
Fred Grosz
Leo Fallon
William B. Breisch
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
ABSTAINING:

Rick

Tr~eman·

.. . .
VOTING AGAINST:

David Branecky

ABSENT:

Gary Kilpatrick

°

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

I.
2.
3.

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 14,2000
American Legion Hall
113 North Swem
Hooker, Oklahoma·

Cali to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
·RollCall- LyndaFinch
Approval of Minutes of the Augtii;t 29, 2000 Regular Meeting
.I

--

.

4.

Rulemaking-- OAC252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
Two sets of changes are proposed:
• The proposed amendments to 252:205-3-2 are clarifying a:nd corrective. First, they delineate
those non-delegable hazardous waste regulatory duties that remain with.the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, rather than being administered by the DEQ hazardous waste management
program. Second, they correct errors and clarify requirements found in the adopted-byreference portions of the July 1, 1999, version ofTitle 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
• The purpose of the proposed amendments to 252:205-7-1,7-3 and 21-3 is to revoke superseded
hazardous waste transporter rules. The rules were superseded by legislation passed during the
2000 legislative session that transferred transporter registration responsibility from the DEQ to
the 0 klahoma Corporation Commission.
A. Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on emergency* adoption of amendments to 252:205-3-2, and on
permanent and emergency* adoption ofamendments to 252:205-7-1,7-3 and 21-3

5.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:001,002,003 and 004 Rules of Practice and Procedure
The proposed new Chapter 4 (Rules of Practice and Procedure) is a product ofDEQ's re-right/dewrong process. It represents a comprehensive and integrated rewrite of existing Chapter 1
(Procedures of the Environmental Quality Board), Chapter 2 (Procedures of the DEQ) and Chapter
3 (Procedures ofthe Environmental Quality Councils), in an effort to make the procedures easier to
follow. Among the changes are: reorganization into more logical arrangements; language
simplification; elimination of duplicative rules; updating of statutory citations; and deletion of
statutory language. Chapter 4 also includes rules recommended by the Air Quality Council, which
address hearings before that council. Chapters 1, 2 and 3 are proposed for revocation, subject to the
adoption of proposed Chapter 4.
A. Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption ofChapter 4 and permanent revocation ofChapters
l, 2 and 3

1

6.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
Six sets of changes are proposed:
• The amendments to Subchapter 4, New Source Performance Standards, update the
incorporations by reference ofthe federal NSPS from July I, 1999, to July 1, 2000.
• The proposed revocation of Subchapter 6, Permitting, is part of DEQ's effort to eliminate
red,undant or unnecessary language through its re-right/de-wrong process. Subchapter 6 is
largely a summary of the permit programs contained in Subchapters 7 and 8, and a restatement
of Oklahoma statutes on permitting. Only a few portions of the rule contain substantive
language, and those portions will be placed into Subchapters 7 and 8.
• The proposed changes to Subchapter 7, Permits for Minor Facilities, also derive from thereright/de-wrong initiative. In connection with the proposed revocation of Subchapter 6 (see
above), three substantive provisions of Subchapter 6, relating to the requirement for and the
implications of the signing of a permit application, are moved into Section 252:100-7-2.
• The proposed revisions to Subchapter 8, Permits for Part 70 Sources, generally correct errors or
omissions, clarify language, and specify fee categories for construction permit authorizations
and modifications. Other amendments include clarification of construction permit and best
available control technology (BACT) requirements, slight modification of the reporting time
for excess emissions caused by emergencies or upsets, and modification of the definition of
"major stationary source" as it relates to charge rates of municipal incinerators. The
incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63 .44 is updated to July 1, 2000.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 29, Control of Fugitive Dust, clarify and simplify
language as part of the re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes are proposed to clarify
the precautions required to minimize or prevent pollution and the corrective measures required
iffugitive dust is discharged beyond the property line.
• The proposed revisions to Subchapter41, Control of Emission of Hazardous Air Pollutants and
Toxic Air Contaminants, update the adoption by reference of specific National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) in 40 CFR Part 61, and the Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR Part
63. The new adoption-by reference date would be July 1, 2000.
A. Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 6, 7, and 8, on
permanent and emergency* adoption of amendments to Subchapters 4 and 41, and on
emergency* adoption of amendments to Sections 252: I 00-8-1.7 and 252:100-8-4

7.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:622 and 623 Pretreatmentfor Central Treatment Trusts
This rulemaking is part of the :ve-right/de-wrong process to eliminate outdated and unenforceable
rules and simplify existing language. The changes are extensive enough that it is proposed that
Chapter 622 be revoked and rep laced by new Chapter 623.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption and revocation
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8.

Rulemaking -- OAC 252:625 and 626 Public Water Supply Construction Standards
This rule making is part of the re-rightlde-wrong process to eliminate outdated and unenforceable
rules and simplify existing language. The changes are extensive enough that it is proposed that
Chapter 625 be revoked and replaced by new Chapter 626. The new chapter includes construction
standards for technology that has been developed since the last revision of the rules.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption and revocation

9.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:645 SeptageTankCleaners
The majority of the changes in this rulemaking were done to reorganize, simplify and clarify the
rules as part of DEQ's re-rightlde-wrong process. However, there are a few substantive changes.
These include specifying the amount of lime that must be added per volume of septage before
application, designating phosphorus as a limiting factor in the amount of septage that may be
applied, and increasing the minimum distance of a land application site from a public water
supply well. The rulemaking also requires that applicants for a permit to land apply septage be
licensed to pump and haul septage.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption of amend~ents

-

-

10.

... Rulemaking- OAC 252:652 Underground Injection Control
:·-·The purpose of the proposed amendments is to make the underground injection control rules
..;•correspond with recent statutory changes which clarify jurisdictional responsibilities between the
· DEQ and other state agencies, and to update the incorporation by reference of new federal
underground injection well regulations to allow the state program to retain its "primacy" status with
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on emergency• adoption of amendments

11.

Consideration of the Environmental Quality Report
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare an "Oklahoma
Environmental Quality Report" and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate
PresidentPro Tern by January P1 ofeach year. The statutorilyprescribedpurposesofthis report are
to outline the DEQ's two-year needs for providing environmental services within its jurisdiction,
reflect any new federal mandates, and recommended statutory changes. The Environmental
Quality Board is to review, amend (as necessary) and approve the report.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Steve Thompson, DEQ Deputy Executive Director
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on approval
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12.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting of agenda)

13.

Executive Director's Report

14.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need

an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

* Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a finding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until June of 2001.
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SUBCHAPTER 29.

CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

252:100-29-2. Prehibitiens General provisions
(a)
General previsiens.
Plo person shall cause or permit tfie
handling'· transporting, or disposition of any substance or material
which is likely to be scattered by ·the air or wind, or is
susceptible to being air borne, or \dnd borne or to operate or
maintain or cause to be operated or maintained, any premise, open
area,
right of r.;my,
storage pile of materials, ......chicle,
or
construction, alteration, demolition or i<vrccking operation, or any
other enterprise, i<ffiich involves any material or substance lilEcly
· to be scattered by tfic r.;dnd or air, or susceptible to being 'i:ind
borne or air borne that vt'ould be classified as air pollution
i<dthout taJdng · reasonable precautions or measures to minimi2e
atmospheric pollution. Prohibitions.
No person shall cause or
allow any fugitive dust source to be operated, or any substances to
be handled, transported or stored, or any structure constructed.
altered, or demolished to the extent that such operation or
activity may enable fugitive dust· to become airborne and rcsult'in
air pollution, without taking reasonable precautions to minimize or
prevent pollution.
(b)
Emissien beendaries.
No person shall cause or permit the
discharge of any visible . fugitive dust emissions beyond the
,,
\..•'!-.
1.-.
1.-.
property :x:l:ne on vinl:Cn tne eml:SSJ:ons orJ:gJ:natc J:n sucn a manner as
to damage or to .interfere ""ith the use of adjacent properties, or
cause. air quality standards to be meceeded, or interfere ·.iith the
maintenance of air quality standards.
lQL Reasonable precautions. Reasonable precautions include, but
are not limited to. those actions set forth below at OAC 252:10029-3(1) through (6).
jgl Emission boundaries.
(1) No person shall cause or allow the discharac of any visible
fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line of the property·
on which the emissions originate in such a manner as to damage
or to interfere with the use of adjacent properties. If the DEQ
determines that this rule has been violated, the owner or
operator of the fugitive dust emissions source or sources shall
implement controls, subject to economic and technological
feasibility, to prevent future violations.
(2)
No persons shall cause or allow the discharge of any
visible fugitive dust emissions beyond the property line of the
property on which the emissions originate in such a manner as to
cause air quality standards to be exceeded or interfere with the
maintenance of air qgality standards.
r

r

252:100-29-3.

or

r

Precautions
required
in
maintenance
or
nonattainment areas
As of the adoption of this Subchapter, in areas designated as Air
Quality Maintenance Areas or Nonattainment Areas for particulate
matter.L. the Eleecutive Director shall require specific reasonable
precautions ane-that may include, but shall not be limited to.L. the
following:
1

(1) The use, where possible, of water or chemicals for control
of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or structures,
construction operations, the grading of roads, driveways and
parking lots or the clearing of land for commercial, industrial,
or residential development,-~
(2)
The application of water or suitable chemicals or some
other covering on materials stockpilesT and other surfaces \rhieh
that can create air-borne dusts under normal conditions,-.
~The installation and use of hoods, fans and dust collectors
to enclose and vent the handling of dusty materials or the use
of water sprays or other acceptable measures to suppress ~
dust emission during handling.
Adequate containment methods
shall be employed during sandblasting or other similar
operations-;-~

(4)
The covering or wetting \rhen in motion, of open-bodied
trucks, trailers, or railroad ear-cars when transporting dusty
materials in areas . where the general .Public must hav~ access
'<vhich can create air borne particulate matter,
·
(5)
The removal .as necessary from paved street and parking
surfaces of earth or other material which materials that have a ·
tendency to become airborne, and/or ~
(6) ~The planting and maintenance of vegetative ground cover
as necess(;!.ry.
252:100-29-5. Variance [REVOKED]
uses of potential variance from this Subchapter are subject to
revim;, approval, and/or denial of the requested variance by the
Air Quality Council.

2
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Additional Comments
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TITLE 252.

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 29. CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 29, Control of Fugitive
Dust, will clarify and simplify the language as part of the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative._ The existing
provisions of OAC 252:100-29-2 would be divided into Paragraphs,
(a), (b) and (c) instead of (a) and (b). A new Paragraphs (b)
sets forth examples of reasonable precautions to minimize·
pollution from fugitive dust. The existing Paragraph (b),
Emission boundaries, is renumbered OAC 252:100-29-2(c)" and
divided into Subparagraphs (c) (1) and (2) . Subparagraph (c) (1)
sets forth requirements and identifies remedies for fugitive dust
emissions that damage or interfere·with the-use of adjacent
properties, and Subparagraph (c) (2} sets forth requirements for
fugitive dust emissions that cause·air quality standards to be
exceeded or interfere with maintenance _of air quality standards.
Remedies for violation of Subparagraph (c) (1) are limited to
requiring the owner or operator to implement economically and
tec~ologically feasible controls.
Remedies for violation of
Subparagraph (c) (2) are not so limited. The proposed revocation
of OAC 252:100-29-5, Variance, is due to its redundancy with the
Clean Ai~ Act at 27A O.S.Supp. 1999 § 2-5-109.
DIFFERENCES"FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules are not more stringent than
corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
See attached.

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 29. CONTROL OF FUGITIVE DUST
Response to comments.of Mr. Stephen E. Landers, Fort James
corporatio"n, dated June 5, 2000
1. 252:100-29-2(a)
Comment: The proposed amendment to OAC 252:100-29-2(a) would
require precautions for any source of fugitive dust, no matter
how small. Routine grounds maintenance such as mowing may
require precautions; whereas, the current rule requires
precautions only for fugitive dust "classified as air pollution".
Response: Subsection 2(a) was rewritten to require reasonable
precautions to control fugitive dust that results in air
pollution.
Response to. comments of Mr. Howard Ground, ·central and Southwest
Services, and Mr. Perry·Friedrich, Grand River Dam Authority,
stated on June 14, 2000
2.
252:100-29-2 (June 13, 2000 draft)
Comment: The phrase "or will be violated" in the second sentence
of this section makes the requirement too subjective.
Response: This provision was removed.
Response to comment of Mr. Don Shandy, McKinney, Stringer, and
Webster, stated on August 16, 2000
3 . 2 52 : 10 0- 2 9- 2 (c) (1) and (2)
Comment: -Disagreed with the proposed deletion of the word
"visible" from the phrase "visible fugitive dust emissions"
because it would result in the removal of an objective standard.
The change is unnecessary because the DEQ has authority under the
statutes to address any issue related to air pollution.
Response: The word "visible 11 has been retained so there is no
change in the existing language~
·
·
Response to comment of Sylvia Pratt stated on August 16, 2000
4 . 2 52 : 10 0-2 9- 2 (c) (1) and (2)
Comment: Removal of the word "visible" from the phrase "visible
fugitive dust emissions 11 might give DEQ the authority to enforce
this rule when fugitive dust emissions are not seen during a DEQ
inspection.
Response: The word "visible 11 has been retained. While this may
limit the DEQ's ability to base enforcement actions on this rule,
the DEQ has ~uch broader authority to control air pollution. The
Oklahoma Clean Air Act empowers the DEQ with the legal authority
to take such action as may be necessary to abate air pollution.
Removal of the word "visible" does not affect this authority.
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1 2-5-109.
2
Notice of the proposed pennanent
3 rulemaking was published in the Oklahoma
4 Register on May 15th, 2000. This is the
5 first hearing on the proposed amendments.
6
Staff received written comments from
7 Stephen E. Landers, Senior Process
8 Engineer, Fort James Co.!Jloration and Thomas
9 H. Diggs, Chief Analysis and the Air
10 Planning Section, US EPA Region 6, regarding
11 the proposed substantive change to OAC ·
12 252:1 00-29-2(a). I would like to enter
13 both letters into the hearing record. As
14 requested by the Council, copies of these
15 letters were faxed to each of you on
16 Friday. I hope you received the fax.
17
Mr. Diggs' letterwas.dated June
18 7th, 2000, and was received by the Air
19 Quality Division on June 9th, 2000, and
20 supports the proposed change to Section
21 2(a) because it removes the qualification
22 that dust must be. classified as air
23 pollution before precautions are taken and
24 actually strengthens the State
25 Implementation Plan.

2
3 David Branecky, Chairman

4 Sharon Myers, Vice-Chair
5 Rick Treeman, Member
6 Joel Wilson, Member
7 Fred Grosz, Member
8 Gary Kilpatrick, Member
9 Leo Fallon, Member
10 Bill Breisch, Member
11 Eddie Terrill, Director
12 David Dyke, Protocol Officer
13 Myrna Bruce, Secretary
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Page 3
2
3
4
5
6

PROCEEDINGS
MR. DYKE: The next item on the
7
g agenda today is Item 4D, OAC 252:100-29,
9 Control of Fugitive Dust. I call on Cheryl
10 Bradley.
MS. BRADLEY: Mr. Chairman,
11
12 Members of the Council, ladies and
13 gentlemen, the proposed changes to
14 Subchapter 29 will simplify and clarify the
15 subchapter as part of the agency-wide re16 right/de-wrong initiative. A substantive
17 change is included which would make the
18 rule more enforceable by deleting the
19 qualifications that the fugitive dust be
20 emitted to such an extent as to be
2l classified as air pollution, before
22 precautions are required. The proposed
23 revocation of OAC 252:100-29-5, Variance,
24 is due to its redundancy with the Oklahoma

1
Mr. Landers', however, speaking for
2 his company and industry, in a letter that
3 was dated June 5th, 2000, and received by
4 the Air Quality Division on June 8th,
5 states, as proposed, however, 252:100-296. 2(a), would require precautions for any
7 source of fugitive dust, no matter how
8 small. For instance, routine grounds
9 maintenance such as mowing may require
10 precautions, whereas the current rule,
11 albeit vague, requires precautions only for
12 fugitive dust classified as air pollution.
13 Not every source of fugitive dust is, nor
14 should it be, subject to regulation or
15 enforcement. There needs to be a
16 triggering mechanism that trips regulations
17 and/or enforcement.
18
Staff agrees that the section as
19 proposed is unclear regarding when
20 reasonable precautions are necessary.
21 Therefore, we are proposing the revision, a
22 copy of which was provided to the Council
23 and is available on the table at the back
24 of the room, the date on that is June 13th.

..-...
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provisions in paragraphs 2(a) and :?.(.b) and
requires reasonable precautions to control
fugitive dust emissions if those emissions
cause specific adverse effects beyond the
5 property line of a facility. As revised,
6 Section 2 would read as follows: 252:1007 29-2, Prohibitions. No person shall cause
8 or allow the discharge of any visible
9 fugitive dust emissions beyond the property
1o line on which emissions originate in such a
11 manner as to damage or to interfere with
12 the use of adjacent properties, cause air
13 quality standards to be exceeded, or
14 interfere with the maintenance of air
15 quality standards. If the DEQ determines
16 that this rule has been or will be
17 violated, the owner or operator of the
18 facility shall take reasonable precautions
19 to prevent future violations. Reasonable
20 precautions include wetting, oiling,
21 covering, applying chemicals, shielding,
22 vacuuming, or any other appropriate
23 measures.
24
Fl James worked with us on the
25 revisions in this language and they were
1

2
3
4

1

provided a copy of the revision and support

2 the recommended changes.

After the discussions ont he
revisions, it has come to my attention
5 there may be a question as to whether or
6 not the statement about the reasonable
7 precautions is clear. In the last sentence
8 are still appropriate. They originally
9 passed that in the early '70s and the
10 specific one in question is oiling. Staff
11 would encourage of whether those should be
12 revised or corrected in some way or just
13 language added.
14
Since comments were received that
15 resulted in recommended changes to the
16 proposed rules, staff suggests that the
11 Council continue the hearing on these
18 proposed amendments until the next Air
19 Quality CotJ.Dcil meeting.
20
MR. DYKE: Questions from the
21 Council?
22
MR. BRANECKY: Well, I would
23 certainly be concerned about oiling, as far
24 as any runoff concerns, stormwater runoff.
25 I don't see any problem with just leaving
3

4

-
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1 those examples out altogether and just take
2 reasonable precautions to prevent future
3 violations. I certainly don't want to
4 encourage a practice that would be in
5 conflict with some other rule within the
6 agency.
7
MR. TREEMAN: I guess one other
8 thing I would add, though, is this is
9 looking at more than just road dust.
1o Fugitives could be from storage piles and
11 stock piles and there are certain things
12 you do to the oil and that you put in the
13 piles that aren't subject to the inclement
14 -you know, the outside weather.
15
MS. BRADLEY: This is Cheryl
16 Bradley again. Within the language of the
17 next section, that refers to the
18 application of ~uitable chemicals and that
19 might, if in fact we kept the language,
20 could be used as opposed to oiling or
21 applying - it would be suitable applying
22 of chemicals, then there would be a
23 qualification, in a sense that it needed to
24 fit the application.
25
MR. KlLPATRJCK: But Cheryl,
Page 9
Page7
1 those precautions listed there apply only
2 to certain areas?
3
MS. BRADLEY: Those precautions
4 would only apply to sources of fugitive
5 dust. Stock piles, coal piles, other
6 material piles could actually be sources of
7 fugitive dust.
8
MR. DYKE: Is there anyone
9 wishing tO speak on this rule today?
10
MR. GROUND: My name is Howard
11 ~owJwith Central and Southwest. The new
12 language that was added, if the DEQ
13 determines that this rule has been or will
14 be violated, how is the DEQ going to
15 detennine if this has been violated in the
16 past or will be violated in the future?
17
MS. BRADLEY: The HazMat has been
18 primarily handled on the basis of complaint
19 and investigation. We would use modeling
20 and pennit application information. There
21 may be other circumstances that I'm not
22 aware of.
23
MR. GROUND: So if we have a
24 complainant, that you go out there and they
25 have dust on their vehicle or in their

Page 6- Page 9
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house, are you going to take that ru~ ~
2 violation that we violated this?
·
3
MS. BRADLEY: We would do a
4 thorough investigation as to the source of
5 the potential fugitive dust In some
6 cases, it will be obvious that the source
7 would have been from the facility because
8 the material is not available for -- or at
9 least not foimd anywhere else. In other
10 cases, it's not quite as clear and there is
11 still an element of subjectivity here. . It
12 is hard to remove from this particular
13 rule.
14
MR. GROUND: And that's my point,
15 is it's extremely subjective when you are
16 going to go out and evaluate in the past
11 based on fugitive dust that maybe - that
18 may come somewhere other tha.ti from
19 hindsight that could or may or may not have
20 been caused from that facility. I've been
21 in situations like this where a person has
22 tried to claim that it's caused from the.
23 facility when it actually wasn't. In that
24 case, you actually determined that it ·:
25 wasn't, but I can't say in either case
1

Page 12
way or the other. So the sentence being
talked about, if the DEQ determines that's
it's been violated in the past, it's just
4 kind of stating the obvious fact that the
5 law says you shall not create dust. If
6 someone complains, an investigation is
7 going to be done and a determination is
8 going to be made whether or not they think
9 the complaint was right or not. Am I
10 misunderstanding something? I mean, it
11 will be in the: past. I mean, it may not -12 if it's not ongoing, still I think the DEQ
13 will have to -- or the agency will have to
14 go out and look at it and make some
15 detennination, do we think the complainant
16 is right or not right?
11
MR. GROUND: I'll respond if
18 you're wanting a response.
19
MR. KILPATRJCK: I'm trying to
20 understand where -21
MR. GROUND: My response is that
22 DEQ going out and looking at dust on
23 someone's car does not necessarily mean
24 that that dust came from my facility.
25
MR. KTI..PATRJCK: I agree with
I
2
3

Page 11
they're going to go back and say in the
past that this would be in the past without
3 actually observing the violation.
·4
MS. BRADLEY: Well. I'm not-5 this particular rule is part of the State
6 Implementation Plan. It is the primary
1 (inaudible) specific application for
8 control of particulates. It would be
9 difficulty to eliminate all such activity
10 because we're not specifically identifying
11 processes and sources, and I don't have, at
12 p~sent, a suggestion to remove and answer
13 -- answer your question and assure you that
14 we won't have to investigate each case.
15 But we try to be conscientious and diligent
16 and try to do a fair evaluation in the
11 investigation and determination of a
18 complaint.
19
MR. KILPATRICK: I think, ifl
20 read this right, the rule says and the old
21 rule said, too, no person shaU cause or
22 discharge, and full stop. Now, obviously
23 if somebody complains that dust has been
24 raised, an investigation is going to be
25 done and the agency is going to decide one
1

2
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that.
MR. GROUND: If it's not observed

3 as a visible emissions leaving the property
4

line of my facility, then dust on someone

5 else •s car at another location does not

mean it came from me, even though this
7 person may say it came from me.
8
MR. KTI..PATRJCK: I would agree
9 _with that. I don't know the investigation
1o procedures and the law that the agency
11 uses, but if I had a lot of witnesses that
12 said I saw this pile sitting on your
13 property and they all swore that during
14 this storm it was blowing over onto these
15 houses and yes, maybe the agency didn't
16 actually see it happen, I would assume that
17 that would be evidence that could be used
18 to support the finding, yes, that dust, we
19 believe, came from the property and would
20 make a detennination and say you violated
21 the rule.
-...,
22
MR. GROUND: I guess part of the
23 question is, it has to cause damage,
24 interlere with the use of, or inte:rfere
25 with the maintenance of the National
Page 10- Page 13
6
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Ambient Air Quality Standards? ...
2
MR. KILPATRICK: That would -3
MR. GROUND: It's not dust. It
4 has to actually -- the violation actually
5 has to prove it does those things. And in
6 most cases I've ever seen it's a nuisance
7 complaint because to prove it's damaged
8 because you have dust on your vehicle,
9 (inaudible) and the interference with the
10 National Ambient Air Quality Standards and
11 that's done beforehand, not as an instance
12 of high wind or whatever it might be.
13
MS. BRADLEY: That is true, but
14 it would still be applicable to de minimis
15 facilities which are not subject to
16 permitting review. ·.
11
MR. GROUND: I would state that
18 if you are going to look at this as a has
19 · been or will be, it's going to be extremely
20 subjective and I don't see how you can
21 prove that.
22
MR. KILPATRICK: I guess the
23 point I'm making is that if you strike out
24 that sentence that you're talking aboti~
25 strike out the predicate, if the DEQ

1
2

1

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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determines that this rule has been or will
be violated, drop that out, nothing
3 changes.
4
MR. GROUND: I agree with that
s
MR. Kn..PATRICK: That is the
6 process. If you have the rule, it says,
7 thou shall not create dust, if somebody
8 complains you've created dust, they will do
9 an investigation and they will make a
10 determination. This is stating nothing
11 more than fact.
12
MR. GROUND: I completely agree
13 with that, it shouldn't be in there,14 it's giving the DEQ something to look at
15 that they're not going to be able to prove.
16
MS. BRADLEY: Well, I think Mr.
17 Kilpatrick was saying that's a restatement
18 of the first premise that there is a
19 prohibition of creating fugitive dust that
20 goes beyond the property line and does
21 those three things, interferes with the use
22 of adjacent properties, violates the
23 Ambient Air Quality Standards, or threatens
24 maintenance of an air quality maintenance
25 area. So I think what Mr. Kilpatrick is
1
2

-
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saying is it's superfluous and if you
strike it, it would not-- he's saying the
intent of that particular section would not
be changed at all.
MR. KILPATRICK: I guess what I'm
saying is I don't understand what you're
suggesting be changed. Like I say, if you
took that out, nothing has changed.
MR. GROUND: Well, I would agree
to strike the entire - those two
sentences.
MR. KILPATRICK: So you want to
take out that you have to take reasonable
precautions?
MR. GROUND: It's already
included. Well, in the next section it's
included. That's included in my permit.
MR. :KJI.,PATRICK: But that
wouldn't apply to a lot of people that
don't have pennits. This is, I assume, was
written basically as a nuisance regwation?
I mean, it's not intended necessarily for
people who have permits. It's intended to
protect all of us from our neighbors
creating a nuisance on our property.

Page 17
MS. WARRAM: I have a question.
2 Kim Warram with OG&E. My question pertains
3 to 29-4, I'm curious as to why they're
4 exempted and what's the basis for that
s exemption (inaudible, several people
6 talking at the same time).
7
MS. BRADLEY: The exemption for
8 that particular section went through the
9 hearing process in the early 1970s and
10 (inaudible). So it was a special category
11 for the Council ~t the time being needed to
12 grant (inaudible).
13
MR. DYKE: We're not making any
14 recommended changes to that section?
15
MS. BRADLEY: No, we arc not.
16 And this is part of the plan, the state
17 plan for control of particulates, that was
18 approved under SIPs and this exception was
19 satisfactory to EPA.
20
MR. DYKE: Hany.
21
MR. FREDERICK: I'm Harry
22 Frederick with Grand River Dam Authority
23 and I share some of Mr. Ground's concerns
24 about the statement you were just talking
25 about and I would -- especially the part
)
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1 with the rule being violated. Ther~ .seems
2 to a lot of subjectivity. The possib'ility
3 exists there that a field person could have
4 the leeway to cause a great deal of money
5 to be spent based on that subjective

6 evaluation. I would even go one step
7 further and say that that being in there,
8 (inaudible) what we said a while ago if we
9 struck that it wouldn't change it, and the
1o detennination that it will be violated even
11 after the what the agency has detennined
12 were reasonable precautions and we're
13 getting into a whole new area there beyond
14 what's considered reasonable precautions by
15 DEQ may not be considered - or vice-versa
16 -- has taken reasonable precautions to
11 prevent dust, dust has not yet occurred but
18 the inspector says yes, based on my
19 observation, based on my experience, and
20 based on something, it will occur at some
21 point. So I think his concern about that..
22
MR. KILPATRICK: Well, I guess
23 have a different thought. When I first
24 read that clause, I assumed that it was·in
25 there to provide some protection to

Page 20
him a grace "period. It said reasonable
2 precautions don't happen until after DEQ
3 has made a detennination.
4
MR. DYKE: Let me put Rhonda on
5 the spot. Rhonda, do you see that this
6 wording is going to change the way you go
7 about investigating the fugitive dust or
8 proving your case, when you have a dust
9 violation?
10
MS. JEFFRIES: Rhonda Jeffries
11 with the Regional Office in Tulsa. In the
12 past, fugitive dust complaints has been
13 investigated based on the basis of whether
14 or not the inspector themselves have
15 actually seen a violation. Normally, at a
16 facility you have one incidence, whether
17 it's a dust problem, it's going to happen
18 again and again and again, so these things
19 are actually based more art the inspector
20 and it is a field person that will make the
21 determination. Unfortunately, it does say
22 reasonable and that does make it difficult
23 for me as an enforcement person, what's
24 reasonable. What's reasonable to me is not
25 going to be reasonable to the facility.
1

I

Page 19
industry or the violator in that he
couldn't be fined or cited until the DEQ
had determined he had actually done
something. So his past sins were basically
5 forgiven and he was only being determined
6 that in the future if you continue to have
7 that actiVity that caused the dust, he had
8 to take reasonable precautions.· ·Maybe I'm
9 wrong in my assumption, I assumed that was
1o the purpose of putting that in there, is
11 that it gave some grace. You have a
12 complamant that basically says well, so
13 what, what you did in the past, you've got
14 this now that allows you that DEQ has to
15 make a determination frrst, before you have
16 to implement reasonable precautions. You
11 could write the rule to say that you must
18 have reasonable precautions at all times
19 and then if there is a complaint, the
20 agency can come out and fine you for that
21 past sin, because you haven't implemented
· 22 reasonable precautions at the very
23 beginning. So I view this language as
24 being a protection, not something the other
25 way. It will protect the violator, it gave
1
2
3
4
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It's probably going to have another opinion
2 as far as the complainant is concerned. So
3 I do think this rule is very difficult for
4 me to enforce from my standpoint.
5
MR. DYKE: Just as it is today?
6
MR. KILPATRICK: Well, explain to
7 me, what rights does the agency have to -8 if you go out there and someone is
9 obviously creating dust and you don't think
10 they are doing reasonable things to correct
11 it, can you issue a fme? What are the
12 bounds of what can be done to try to bring
13 that person into compliance with the law?
14
MS. JEFFRIES: In actuality, you
15 would have to be listed as a high priority
16 violator before this agency will actually
17 issue a fine or a (inaudible) violator,
18 someone who completely will not cooperate
19 towards compliance, this rule doesn't say
20 there won't be dust, all it says is that
21 the facility will take reasonable
22 precaution. There is always going to be
23 dust from certain types of operations, and
24 quarries would be one type of that kind of
25 operation. It doesn't say that there won't
1

.-.,
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1

be any dust, it says you will do sotpS!thing

1

2 to prevent dust.
3

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

to be a violation. Okay, so based on that,
will be violated part of-- DEQ will
detennine that it will be violated? So if
they determine that there could be damage
or it could interlere with the use of
adjacent properties, but even if it's not,
it looks like it could be a violation that
in the past it wouldn't have been
necessarily, based on a field person's
interpretation. And I don't know how
that's carried out? How do you determine
if there's actually an interference with .
use of adjacent properties? It's almost
like if there is potential damage, these
things could be built in here.
MS. JEFFRIES: That's where the
rule directly goes back to nuisance law.
We have a real difficult time enforcing
that.
MS. HOFFMAN: The point is, we
can't do anything we can't prove. So if we
can't prove that it's going to interfere
with them, that won't apply. Really the
reason it was written that way "will be
violated" is if we have a particular

2 the

MR. DYKE: Excuse me. We do

4 issue notices of violations.
5
MR. KlLPATRICK:
6

Page 24

3

But do we end up

actually collecting anything?
MR. DYKE: I don't think wemost of them, no.
MS. JEFFRIES: To my knowledge,
we have not.
MR. DYKE: But we have reasonable
success at getting something changed or
some kind of control, watering of things
and control equipment installed. Nadine?
MS.. BARTON: Nadine Barton with
CASE, and I just have to say one thing on
behalf of the citizens of adjacent property
owners that would be impacted by this, that
this is important that they have something
for those that live near kilns or landfills
or quarries where in their normal process
that dust is generated, to at least have
some avenue to where they could complain if
they are not using proper controls. And
also, I would have to address the Superfund

4
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site up in Pitcher where they have the chat
piles and they are moving that stuff around
where dust is created, and that is a
violation of the Clean Air Act, because of
the lead and the contaminants in there.
And I know of instances where they are
moving that stuff around and putting it on
county roads and complaints have been made,
not to be disrespectful to this body of
DEQ, but that has been overlooked. So it's
important that we have something in place
here.
MR. DYKE: Debbie Perry.
MS. PERRY: I have one thing for
clarification. On these, there are these
three criteria, a violation exists when
(inaudible) originate in such a manner as
to damage or interfere, those three
criteria. Do they have to all three exist
or is it a violation for any one of those?
MS. BRADLEY: For any one of
those.
MS. PERRY: That was my
understanding in the past, but I've been
hearing that all three had to occur for it

.
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1 (inaudible) and it shows that it's being-2 that the standards are being violated or
3 it's very close to being violated, we've

got a source right next to it so we know
5 who to go to. Or let's say a source comes
6 in with a permit application and we have
7 them do modeling and the modeling shows
8 that's going to happen, then we're saying
9 that this standard will be violated, you
10 can see, we have some sort of proof of
11 that.
12
Folks, we have to have proof to do
13 things. We don't just, you know, we can't
14 just pull these things out of thin air, you
15 know. If we don't and you appeal it, then
16 we lose, okay. So we have to keep in mind
17 that even though some of this sounds
18 subjective, that's true, but if-- but we
19 have to have some basis for the finding of
20 a violation and then the Court would have
21 to agree with us. So please don't-22 please don't think we're out there doing
23 things willy-nilly and that we don't have
24 any kind of standard that we don't have to
25 meet.
4
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Also, I would just like to say.filat
DR. GROSZ: ·I move that we
the language that's not underlined there,
2 postpone this until the A~oust meeting?
3 that already exists, okay? And I think
3
MR. BRANECKY: I have a motion.
4 that's very difficult language to meet · I
4 Do I have a second?
5 think it's very difficult for us to prove
5
MR. KILPATRICK: Second.
6 that dust· is damaging or interfering with
6
MR. BRANECKY: A motion and a
7 the use of adjacent properties, I think
7 second. Any other discussion? Myrna,
s it's very difficult for us to prove that
8 please call the roll.
9 particular sources are violating air
9
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
10 quality standards. I'm not sure what the
10
MR. WILSON: Aye.
11 problem is here, because I think that this
11
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
12 particular rule is very difficult for us to
12
MR. TREEMAN: I abstain.
13
MS. BRUCE: . Mr. Breisch.
13 enforce the way it's written, and we
14 haven't changed that. All we've said is if
14
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
15 we do indeed fmd that there could be these
15
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
16
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
16 violations, then we will take reasonable
17
11 precautions and I don't see a problem.
MS. BRUCE: Dr: Grosz.
18
MR. BRANECKY: I would encourage,
18
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
·MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
19 since we're not going to act on this today, ·
19
20 we're going to continue this, we've got
20
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
21
21 until the next meeting in August to work
22
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)
22 some of these things out, I would encourage
23
23 industry to get with Cheryl and work .··
24
24 something out that would be agreeable
---.;.
25
25 before the next meeting.
toe,._ 29
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1
1
MR. DYKE: Any addition·al
2
2 comments on this particular rule at this
3
CBJI.'Z':IJ'ZCArB
3 time?
4
MS. BARTON: Are you getting
5 ready to adjourn?
lj
I, CHRISTY A. MXBRS, CarUtied
5
MR. DYKE: The hearing portion.
7 Shortha.Dcl Reparter in Uld. tor t:ha state ot
7
MS. BARTON: I think this needs
8 Oklabana, dD banby certUy !:bat the above
8 to be in the hearing portion.
' proaeeclinqa JJo the auth, the vbo.le auth,
9
MR. BRANECKY: Pertaining to this
10 llDd nothUaq !:nat the authr !:bat the
10 rule?
11 toregoiluj pEOceedinga 118rtt tal<an by - in
11
MS. BARTON: Pertaining to the
12 ahorthllM aD4 there..rtar tnn.cribed under
12 whole thing. I would just like to thank
13 ray diracUon; that. aaid. PJ:oc:eed.i.Jiqa ""re
13 Barbara Hoffman and I would like it to be
U
l:al<8D on the 14th day of .nme, 2000, at.
14 in the hearing, since this is her last
15 Lurtan, OklahCIIII&; llDd !:bat. I 811 Mither
15 official work on all of these procedures,
15 attorney tor :110r rel.aU"" or UlY of aaid
16 thank you, Barbara, for all of your work,
11 partiaa, :110r otherwiae intenat.ed. ill aaid
17 for all the preparation of these rules and
18 regulations, you couldn't pay me to have
1S
IR WITIIBSS NIIBRBOI', I have hereunto
19 your job. Thank you.
20 aet ay haD4 Uld. official aeal 011 th18, the
20
MS. HOFFMAN: Thank you.
21 11th day ot .JUly, 2000.
21
MR. DYKE: Thank you, Nadine.
22
22
MR. BRANECKY: We have a
CIIIUSTX 1!.. MXBRS, C.S.R.
23
Cert.iticate &o. 00310
23 recommendation from staff that this rule be
24
24 continued until the August meeting, so I'm
25
25 ready to entertain a motion.
1
2
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2
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.
12 David Dyke, Protocol Officer
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4

I4

I5
I6
I7
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20

2I

22
23

24

Page 4

the record.
2
All comments pointed out the
3 potential subjectivity in detennining what
4 constitutes reasonable precautions. Staff
5 added a new paragraph (b), reasonable
6 precautions, to Section 2 to better define
7 them. Also, Subparagraph (c)(1) states
8 that .reasonable precautions to control
. 9 fugitive dust emissions, that damage or
10 interfere with the use of adjacent
11 properties, are subject to economic and
I2 technological feasibility.
13
Two commentors objected to the
11
14 phrase or will be violated" in the second
15 sentence of Section 2 of the June 13th
16 draft rule. The phrase was removed from
17 subparagraph 2(c)(1).
I8
Also, staff proposes removal of the
I9 wont "visible" from the phrase "visible . ·
20 f~~ve dust emissions" because of the ·
· 2I inheren,t limitations in detection methods ..
22
The notice of rulemaking intent;
23 filed in June did riot cover all the
24 reco~ended subStantive changes; therefore·
25 staff suggests that the Council continue
I . into

-..., \·•

25
~-----------------------------------~--+-------~----------------------------

Page 3
PROCEEDINGS
.1
·- MR. DYKE: The next itein on the. :
2 .
. 3, ..~aring agenda tocJ_ay is Item Number 4P~ O;AC- ... ·
4 252:1 00~29, Control of Fugitive Dust.. )tern
5 4D, Subchapter 29, Control of Fugitive
6 Dust.. I'll call on staff member, Cheryl
1 Bradley.
.
.
8
MS. BRADLEY: . Good moriring, Mr.
9 Chairman, Members of the Council, ladies
I o and gentlemen. The propos~d changes to
II Subchapter 29 will.simplify and clarify the
I2 subchapter as part of the agency-wide re13 wright/de-wrong initiative. Notice of the
I4 proposed rulemaking was published in the
I5 Oklahoma Register on July 17th. The Air
I6 Quality Council first considered changes to
17 Subchapter 29 at its June 14th meeting in
I8 Tulsa. Comments were received during the
I9 hearing. Only EPA's Analysis and Inventory
20 Section submitted comments since the last
21 hearing, in a letter dated August 11th,
·
22 2000, and received August 14th. · Mr. Thomas
23 Diggs of EPA, Chief of the Air Planning
·
24 Section, stated EPA supports the proposed
25 changes. I would like to enter this letter

·

the hearing on the proposed rUle until its
2 next meeting in O~tober.
. .3 ·
MR. BRANECKY: What you are
4 saying, Ms. Bradley, is we cannot pass :.· · · ·. ·5 this?
6
. MS. BRADLEY: I don't believe it
7 would be in our best interest, yes.
8
MR. DYKE: Questions· from the 9 Council?
Io
MS. MYERS: I think there is some
II confusion in some of the language under
I2 Section 2(c) (1) and (2), when it's talking
I3 about emissions beyond the property line on
I4 which the emissions originate. Are they
I5 originating on that property line or are
I6 they originating on the property itself, or
17 are they coming across the street from
I8 somebody else and blowing back across it?
I9 It's confusing to me to read it.
20
MS. BRADLEY: So a double
2I dependent clause situation. It was our
22 intent that we are dealing with fugitive
23 dust emissions that cross the property
24 line.
25
MS. MYERS: I think I understand
I

J

. ;L
Pag~5
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1 the intent.
1 my concern about the word 11 Visible 11 being
2
MS. BRADLEY: Right.
2 taken out, for the record.
3
MS. MYERS: But it's very
MS. BRADLEY: Since I didn't
3
4 confusing to try to read it to make beads
4. include our logic on this, I anticipated we
5 or tails out of it on what you're going to
5 would have some discussion and I really
6· -do and why.
6 didn't want to slant it one way or the
7
MS. BRADLEY: Did you have any
7 other. · We had a meeting in-ho~se of our
8 suggestion here? ·
8 enfotcement staff, as well as,
9
MS. MYERS: No, but I will.
9 environmental complaints and local services
10
· MS. BRADLEY: I propose that we
10 unit There are limitations in the method
11 continue working on it.
11 that we've currently used, Method 25.
12
MS. MYERS: That was my thought
_12 Specifically, certain very finely divided
13 on it, Cheryl.
13 particles that are non-reflective in
14
MS. BRADLEY: Okay.
14 nature, are not visible, using that method.
15
MS. MYERS: One of the other·
15 So it has created a problem in trying to
16 questions I have under 3(2), what is
16 pursue an enforcement action or actUally -11 nonnal? It's talking about airborne dust
17 there was a controversy, is there fugitive
18 under nOrm.al conditions.· I challenge that ·
18 dust or not. You can See it on surfaces,
19 but yet we could not see it leaving the · · ·
19 ·in Oklahoroa. · Normal is the wind bl'oWitig,
. 20 proper-tY..- • :· ·.
··
20 ~d yOU
going·to:·have d~t generated, · ·
· 21. ,wh®ler it's- off.of dirt roads that"rims
·
21
Also, -we have a circumstance, what
.. --- 22 .beside the facilitY or whether it's on the: ; ; ·. · · ,... · · 22 .if those errrlssions originate at night? For .
. 23; facility.·: ··Tha:t one is "real amhiguotiS to•:
23 one thing, it! s difficult to get an
·· ·
··
··
24 inspector there> And I _was given a
. ,-... · 24 me.··
(~::~_.:.. I-2_5~___MR_._D_YKE~.,..,...=-I_s_ihere
__an~·y-=-on_e_ _ _ _ _-t_25_scen_an_·o_th_a_t_ma..:....·..:..y_be_the_y;._can_s_hi_·n_e_the
_ _ _ _ _...;....._,-i
···· ·.·. · ·
Page 7
Page 9 ·
: 1 wishirig to speak on this'rule? ··QUestions · ···.:
1 carlights in a certain way. It's just not
.. 2" at this point?!. >.Any fuhher' qUestions or ;.. .
. •:
2 possible.tosec:-itif'the problem :is
· · ··
•. 3 comments from• the -Council?.. ;· ·: · · . :: ·•' ·: •: _., ··
·3 occurring· at night. "So that was the logic · , ': -· ,. ·
4 that· staff·presented to me in having the · ·~·
4 .
· ·.. . MS. MYERS:· ·I niake:a motion that ·
5 we continue this until the·October·be8.ring.
5 word "visible". So those were the
6
MR. TERRILL: Could I ask a·
6 circumstances where it created a probl~
7 for us and as Mr. Terrill mentioned, we
7 question first?
8
MR. MYERS: Sure.
8 certainly would like to know what's the
9
MR. TERRILL: Did anybody have a
9 other side of the issue. I would like to
10· problem with us taking out visible? Is
10 get some feedback on that.
11
MS. MYERS: From my uncfurstancling
11 nobody going to comment on that? I would
12 like to get some feedback about that It's
12 of all your visible emissions observations,
13 whether it be method 22 or method 9, it·
13 a fairly substantial change and we've
14 kicked that around in-house, and I'm not
14 cert~nly involves a posititining of the sun.
15 sure which is better. We don't have- if"
15 that we would have to be able to see~
16
MR. TERRILL: You can get
16 you haven't really noticed that, you need
11 to think about it before we come back next
17 certified to do visible emissions at night.
18 time and pass this rule. But I don't know
18 The problem with it is it's very expensive
19 what's better, to have visible in there or
19 and there is only certain places in the
20 United States that you can get that. We
20 not. We're struggli.Dg with that in-house.
21 So if there is anyone out there that's
21 just never have been able to justify doing
22 going to be affected by this rule, you
22 it. We've had a couple of people in the
23 better look at it because it's somewhat
23 past that's certified to read VEs at night,
24 they've left, and because of the expense
1_ ,
24 different than we've done in ~ past.
1
25
MR. WTI..SON: Eddie, I'll register
25 we've just never had them recertified. So
(j) CJ CR . . i

are

.,.... __

~

n--- n
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we try to deal with it where we don't have
2 to get ourselves in a situation where we
3 don't have to deal with those emissions at
·4 night.
5
My concern about this rule is we
6 ·need to be able to address sitUations that .
7 are definite public health problems that
8 are going to affect people living aro\md a
9 site that's creating a problem. I don't
10 want to .get
position where we haw to
11 referee neighbor disputes or we have to
.
12 referee business disputes. Because there
13 are certain nuisance dust issues -- if a
14 facility is doing all theY can do~·there
15 may be zoning problems we can't do.anythltlg
16 about, and I dan 't want to get ourselves in
11 a position where ·we can't-- if we've got a
18 rule, we need to be able tO understand it, ·
19 the regulated communities to understand it,
20 and vle're going to. enforce it.. So that's
~1 the reason I waQ.t.to make sure we're.clear
22 about. visible or not, how .are ,we going to -. .. . . :
23 enforce that, what everything means so when . ·
24 we come out and finally pass this rul~,
25 everybody understands what it means,

ma

.

Page 12
some additional language, because we did
2 foresee getting caught in the middle and
3 really not having any means to reach a
4 compromise. If you'll notice, we did add
5 that controls would be required under those ·
6 circumstances but they would be subject to
7 economic and technical feasibility, which
8 we do not have a test now. But that's not·
9 a perfect solution because there is no .
10 definitive test for visibility. But I just
11 Wanted to make the statement, that IS What
12 our thinking was in recommending that
13 language.
14
MS. PRATI: Sylvia Pratt, again.
15 On this issue, I am acquainted with a woman
16 that lives somewhere south of the Norman
17 area, there's either a perlite or
18 vermiculite factory down there that that
19 neighbors have had problems with for years, . : ·
20 and years and years. They've had problems·
21 with this--:- they think they've had ·
22 _problC?JllS with .fugitive emissions for years .
23 and every time they've come to the DEQ '·.
24 about what they perceived as a problem, DEQ ··
25 has told them that they don't have any
1

Pa~e'f3

·Page 11
. ·-:

because we're going to ~orce it.
· · MR. "SHANDY:·· . .Jf I could make a.
-3 co;mment.. My.nmp.e is Don.Sh~dy.. I'm a ..
..4 little concemed_with the omission of that
5 language because it (inaudible) objective
6 standard. And I th~ the J?epartment has .
7 the authority under the statutes to address
8 any issue related tO air pollution. ~o I ·
9 think the authority is still there, even if
10 you don't go out and observe, for example,
11 at night and you can't see it. You go out
12 there the next day and you see somebody is
13 being dusted, even if you can't do a VE, or
14 it happened at night, you· could still
15 address the problem. I mean, the authority
16 is there. I agree with v.;rhat_Eddie is
17 saying. If you omit that language, I think
18 you are really throwing that door open to
19 see the agency get pulled into more of a
20 refereeing role that you are referr:4tg to, · .
21 between neighbors that for whatever reason
22 cannot get along. So I'm yery hesitant to
23 remove, what I see now, as an objective
24 standard that people can look at.
25
MS. BRADLEY: Staff also added
1
2

visual emissions at night, and since they : · .- ·. ·
2 ca.n't see them actually coming out oF
3 ¢.ere, they can't do anything about them. · · · · ·
4 So I'm wondering if the removal of the word · · ·'
5 11 visible11 might give the DEQ the authority
6 to help these people out in this situation.
7 I figure if there is one situation like
8 that, there are probably more. So the
9 question is, are we here to protect the
10 corporations or are we here to protect air
11 quality. And which way, the language in or
12 the language out, which would better serve
13 aif quality? And, you know, just looking
14 at it on the surface, it looks like
15 removing the word 11 visible 11 might help some
16 of these people who are having-- have been ·
17 having problems for years.
18
MR. KILPATRICK: I would ask the
19 question, Eddie, are you ~ware of this
20 situation?
21
MR. TERRILL: Very much so.
22
MR. KILPATRICK: Has our response
23 been that we don't have-24
MR. TERRILL: No. Our ~sponse
25 has been we've done portable sampling,
1

Multi-PageTh!
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we've done fixed sampling with our high2 volume samplers. The problem with this is
3 a zoning issue, pure and simple. It's too
4 close to the neighborhood and a little. bit
5 of this stuff goes a long ways. I think we
6 ·can address -I'm not sure if "visible"
1 was out, we could address this any better
8 one way or·the other. Because the way
9 their permit is written, they can't have
10 any emissions leave the. building. If a
11 fugitive-- if you can see it, that's a
12 violation, whether it's day or night, it
13 doesn't make any difference. ·And we know
14 because of where this is, periodically if
15 they have an upset or a malfunction, it's
16 going to dust that neighborhood. And we've
17 struggled with that. I don't know what we
18 can do differently; even if it was visible
19 out of the regulation, to help these
,' ·
20 people. The facility, for the most part -- ·
21 it was a bad faci).ity wheit we first got
22 mvol-Yed. They just weren't doing .good
23 housekeeping. The housekeeping, with this
24 facility, is the major issue, anyway. :
25 They've got to be conscious of what 'they're
1

;---

·..

.

:·.
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go out there and look and you can tell
where they've had a problem. The question
3 is, how can you address that or can you
4 address it in the rules to fix· it to where
5 it doesn't happen. The proximity of this
6 industry or this business to the
7 neighborhood as such, ·they can have any
8 kind Df a slight problem that would still
9 be within their permit limits and my other
10 limits that's going to affect people in the
11 backside of this neighborhood. And it kind
12 of comes and goes. We haven't had a lot of
13 complaints relative to this situation
14 ·except for one or two people who don't even
15 live in the neighborhood. But we've met
16 .with the city council.on this. I mean,
17 this is -- we met with them just about a
18 month and. a half ago, two months ago, three
19 months ago; and they've hired an outside
20. consul~t tot~ a look at what we've ·
21 ·done to see if we've missed anything. I·.
22 don't know that we would get anything one..
23 way or the other if "visible" is in there
24 or no~ because ·we·would still treat the
25 facility in the same manner that we have in
1

2

..

Page 1_7
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doing and how they h~dle the material, , .
because:it•s justl.ike'talctu'n poWder; ·.I : ·
3 mean, it just goes evei'ywhere "ii it spills.· ··, ,.
4. And it's a minor source; ·. I think itts got ... ·. ·· ·
5 10 or 15 tons a year of einissions arid we
6 probably spend more time with that ~or .
7 source than we do with some .of our major
8 sources. We do keep an eye on them. But
9 she does bring up a good point, we don't
10 lose that. I don't' want to lose anything
11 that would allow us to do our job, which is
12 to protect the public health.. I'm glad you
13 brought that point up because those are the
14 kind of things we need to think about
we
15 look at this rule.
16
:MR. WILSON: Eddie, does remoVal
11 of the word "visible" enable the DEQ to
18 treat this matter any differently?
19
MR. TERRILL: The matter at hand?
.-... 20
MR._WILSON: Yes.
21
MR. TERRILL: We've kicked that
22 around in-house whether or not it would
23 provide us better tool to handle it and
24 we're about at a 50-50 split. I mean~ if
25 that wasn't in there-- we'know --you can
1

2

as

a

.'
2. ·
· · MR. WILSON: :.well, it seenis to me
3 ~at at ·some point. 'in time, this dust has · ·
4 to be visible. ·.And if it's deposition on a
5 car surface or windows that sooner or
6 later, it's visible. And my problem with
7 the word visible is that if you don't have
8 it in there, then it includes what is
9 invisible. To tell you the truth, I don't
10 know how to deal :with that.
11
MR. DOUGHTY: Eddie, let me
1i address-- I think his question was, would
13 this help us at this facility?· I've been
14 involved with the enforcement on this
15 facility since, I don't know, five, six,
16 seven, eight years. ·We've been after them
17 under two or three different orders,
18 consent orders, and we fined them something
19 lik~ $3,500.00 one time and $1,500.00
20 another time, there is a NSPS standard that
21 applies to that facility, they have a
22 visible emission of seven percent. EPA has
23 allowed them to crank it down to three
24 percent in lieu of doing a stack test. We
25 have required them to do everything that I
1

the past. .
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know of that is reasonable to get that
2 facility into compliance. Under our
3 consent order, we require them to go in and
4 do house cleaning, they cleaned all the
5 rafters. There are no visibles allowed
6 ·from that building except from the stack, .
7 three percent. They sweep down and wa5h
8 down their driveways, they put on bag
9 houses. If we would shut them down, then
10 we would have no emissions. But short of
11 that, I don't know what else we could
12 require ttrem to do that they could
13 economically do.
.
. 14
Now, granted, I'm not an engineer, I
15 don't know everything they can do, but I do
16 know that they have done a ~endous
17 amount out there. You can go out :there and
18 look at the facility, we don't see. anything
19 when we go out. Granted, they also bring
20 trucks in that load and ·unload there·. · , ·
21 Occasionaily they'll have a spill or a hose
22 will come off. Short of not -- of. .
23 p~ohibiting any ldnd of ups~tS pr ·anylind .
24 of emissions or anything, I'm not aware and
25 I don't know if the staff is aware of
1..

Page 20
this. And it was Mr. Doughty that pointed
2 me right square to the statute and said, do
~\
3 you want to argue about it now? And I
)
....
4 shouted and said, no. So there is the
5 authority to address the question.
6
MR. BREISCH: Dennis? ·
7
MR. DOUGHTY: Yes.
8
MR. BREISCH: Are there laws or
9 is there law outside our rules that might
10 take over in a case like this? A nuisance
11. law· or something?
12
MR. DOUGHTY: Certainly. We have
13 a nuisance law· in the State of Oklahoma
14 that any, I believe, any public official or
15 public officer has the ability to pursue,
16 such as your attorney general, all _of the
17 cities, to my knowledge, have the ability
18 and the authority to enforce nuisance,
'19 particularly, public nuisance statutes. ~ ·:
20 Part of the problem you get into is to.get ·.
21 a city to spend the money and the
tba( ·
22 . it t~s to prove and prosecute a nuisance.
23 1
that's a legal decision they have. · ,
-~
24 to make wi~ their attorney. If it's ·
·
25 feasible for them to pursue. some~ng like ·
1

.~

:.·

time

mean,

,,_,.... L
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1 anything else that we can do. .
.
;·2
MR. SHANDY: If I could make a
3. comment,
. .Don
.. ... Shandy.. again. . .I .agree .~at
'

:4 this is a valid comment back here..

Again,
5 I'm very hesitant to get away from some
6 objective standard that people could look
.7 at. Getting back to the fact that the
8 Department already has the authority -- in
9 the Department's defense, I've had to dew
1o .with an issue like this where I literally
11 had an inspector-who couldn't see any
12 visible emissions but ~rought a piece of
13 tape and said are these fibers coming from
14 this plant? And if they are, this is a
15 condition of air pollution, even though
16 they couldn't see them. And I've had to
11 bang heads with Dennis and consent orders
18 so, again, the authority i~ there. I think.
19 we're getting on a slippery slope if you
20 move away from that objective ~tandard
21 because, again, the statutory authority is
22 with the Department and I know for a fact
23 . that the Department has used that authority
24 in the past, even though I may raise my
25 hand and say no VEs, no VEs, you can't do

~,,
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1_ this. I wouldn't, you lrnow, I wouldD't.
2 propose to make that determination for
3 them, that's something they have to make.
4 But yes, the .answer is there is a state ·

statute that allows pursuing a public
nuisance.
.
Public nuisance, of course, affects
more than just one individual. If you only
have one individual, then that's probably
10 not a public nuisance. It would be a
11 private nuisance and then they have a
12 private right to do that
13
But it's been my experience that
14 private individuals don't want to spend
15 their money to file these lawsui~s, they
16 want somebody in the state to do it for
11 them. So I guess that answers your
18 question.
19
And what Mr. Shandy was talking
20 about is under one of our other rules, we
21 have a rule that says something to the
22 effect that you shall not allow any
23 material to be admitted that would cause a
24 nuisance or,. basically, would accomplish
25 the same thing that we're proposing here.
5
6
7
8
9

n ... ,...,. 1 S2 - P!:lcrP ? 1
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So there is the authority in one of the
?""""
2 other rules and that's what we've pursued
3 against his client. In the case of his
4 client, the proof that the material came
5 from that facility is not particularly
6 · difficult. In some1nstances, proving that
7 the material is causing the problem came
8 directly and 100 percent from that
9 particular facility, may be another matter.
.10
MS. PRATT: I did have one
11 question, just for my own clarity. When
12 we're talking visible emissions, are we
13. talking visible mbome emissions or are
14 you talking about when there is powder on
15 top of a car or something like that?
16
MS. BRADLEY: Therein lies the
11 problem. Although the rule doesn't
18 specifically state that, I believe I
19 misspoke it1 referencin~ Method 25.
20 Actually Method 22, it: was our practice to :
21 use the best ayaijable method for
··
22 determining if it was fugitive dust. And ... . .
23 it required an inspector to see dust
.~ · . 24 leaving· the property, so it had to be seen.
25 If there are other methods that might be
1
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facility. And even the dirt roads in the
2 Ada area around our facility stir up more
3 dust than we do most of the time. But if
4 there is any dust that's airborne in the
5 Ada area, even if it's east of Ada, and
6 we're on the west side, then it becomes a
7 problem.
8
MR. WILSON: So it sounds to me
9 lilce we're talking about the defmition of
10 visible being as determined when the dust
11 is airborne?
12
MS. BRADLEY: That is correct.
13
MS. MYERS: Well, if that
14 standard stays in there, then you have some
. 15 directional guidance as well. H you're
16 seeing the _dust blow from that property to
17 that neighborhood,·then you have some kirid
18 of conclusion using that standard.
19
MS. BRADLEY: Yes, and not by ....
. . 20 eliminating-- we· don't want to get into a
... ..: .. .
21 ·position of doing particle analysis. It
· 22 has to say that ~e are your particles
23 because they are
other materials that . · ·· ·
24 you are using. We don't:-- it's very
'
25 expensive and to my knowledge, we may not
1

.
.

like

~age

Page 23
employed, which we have, if the material is
unique to the facility, ~ there' should . ... .. . . '
3 be a: direct link between the material that. ·· : · · ., .· · .r.
4 left the property"and that facility.
5 However, let's say it's a quarry and you
6 have similar material on the road or on
· 7 another surface, that material would not
8. necessarily be as unique and it would be
9 much more difficult for us to say it
10 originated from practices at the facility
11 and it was truly impacting the continuous
12 properties.
13
MS. MYERS: And you are
14 absolutely correct on that I work in a
15 cement plant We have a block plant next
16 to us that makes concrete blocks. They
17 don't have dust collectors on their silo,
18 they blow material out.· They've got an
19 unpaved parking area that the trucks go in
20 and out, but if there is a complaint from
21 the neighborhood, it's always our fault.
22 We have a stack. Tiley know what our
23 production is when, tnily, it's our
24 neighbor. So it gets into a problem of
25 trying to say, what dust came from that
1

. ·~· .

. ·..··

.2

25

i be capable of doing it in-house. We don't
. . . ...
wanno go that far, when there is a
3 questiOn of a source.
·..
4
MR. DYKE: I think what ])ennis
5 said is this is not the only rule that we
6 can apply to this situation, but that's the
7 way we have applied this particular rule.
8
MS. PRATT: One last comment.
9 After speaking with people that live in
10 this area, they've written me for some
11 strange reason. Time after time, you know,
12 they have felt nobody will take the trouble
13. to complain .anymore because they're not
14 getting any-- they don't feellilce they're
15 getting any resolutions on their
16 complaints, they feel like they're wasting
17 their time. So that may be why your
18 complaints are going down.
19
MR. DYKE: Anything further from
20 the public on this particular rule? From
21 Council?
22
MR. BRANECKY: Well, it sounds to
23 me like we've got plenty of thought from
24 the discussion we've had today, things to
1 (}
25 be thinking about. If you have comments,
l£;1 7 W
2

.!· .
~
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3 further discussion.
4

5
6
7
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From what I·
understand, we're really unable to pass
this today. And I think before this
discussion got started~ Ms. Myers made a
motion to continue and we got a little
sidetracked So we do have_ a motion to
continue. I'm looking for a ~econd to that
motion.
MR. WILSON: I'll second.
.
MR. BRANECKY: I've got a motion
to continue this to the next meeting and a
second. Is there any further discussion by
the Council?
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Dr.. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ:·: Ye11.
MS. BRUCE:- Mr. Kilpatrick.
KILPATRICK: Yes:
. MS.. BRUCE:_ Mr. Breisch...
.MR. nREISCH: Aye.
-MS. BRUCE: · Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
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BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
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(c)(l) would include requirements
forfugitive dust emissions that damage or
3 interfere with the use of adjacent
4 properties and Subparagraph (c)(2) would
5 include the requirements for fugitive dust
6 emissions that cause air quality standards
7 to be exceeded or interfere with the
8 maintenance of air quality standards. The
9 provision for the DEQ to require the owner
10 or operator of a fugitive dust emissions
11 source to implement economically and
12 technologically feasible controls, when
13 those emissions damage or interfere with
14 the use of adjacent property, would be
15 added to Subparagraph (c)(l). The proposed
16 revocation of OAC 252:100-29-5, Variance,
17 is due to its redundancy with the Clean Air
18 Act at 27A O.S. Supplement 1999 Section 219 5-109.
20
Notice for today's hearing was
21 published in the Oklahoma Register on
22 September 15th. This is the third hearing
23 on amendments to Subchapter 29.
24
Staff has received no additional
25 comments on the proposed rules since the
1

2

2
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PROCEEDINGS
MR. DYKE: The next item on the . ·
agenda is 5D, OAC 252:100-29, Control of
Fugitive Dust. I'll call on staff member,
Cheryl Bradley.
MS. BRADLEY: Good morning. Mr.
Chairman, Members of the Council, ladies
and gentlemen, the proposed amendments to
Subchapter 29, Control of Fugitive Dust,
will clarify and simplify the language as
part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative. The existing provisions of OAC
252:100-29-2 would be divided into
Paragraphs (a) (b) and (c) instead of (a)
and (b). The examples. of reasonable
precautions in Paragraph (a) would be
deleted and a new Paragraph (b), Reasonable
Precautions, added. The existing
Subparagraph (b), Emissions Boundaries,
would be renumbered OAC 252:100-29-2(c) and
divided into Subparagraphs (c)(l) and (2).
It has been proposed that the word
"visible" would be deleted from the phrase
"visible fugitive dust emissions", wherever
it appears in Paragraph 2(c). Subparagraph

Myers Reporting
405-721-2882
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Pat
1 last hearing, but will suggest changes
2

tothe September 15th, 2000, draft of the

3 rule. These changes are included in the
4 draft dated October 13th, 2000. Copies
5 have been distributed to the Council and
6 additional copies are available on the

7 sign-in table.
8.
After careful consideration of the
9 comments received at the last Council
1o meeting and the absence of any compelling
11 reasons to proceed with the deletion of the
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

word "visible" from the phrase "visible
fugitive dust emissions" in Paragraphs OAC
252:100-29-2(c)(l) and (c)(2), staff
suggests that the word visible be retained.
Also, staff proposes two additional changes
to Paragraphs (c)(l) and (c)(2) to make
11
them more understandable. The phrase 0f
the property" should be added after the
words "beyond the property line".
Staff suggests that the proposed
rules be recommended to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent adoption.
MR. DYKE: Questions and
discussion from the Council?

Page 2 - Page 5
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MR. BRANECKY: In the packet I've
2 got, that was given to me, the last
3 sentence says for emergency and permanent
4 Are we just permanent or emergency?
5
MS. BRADLEY: Only permanent.
6
MR. DYKE: Any questions or
7 comments from the public? Bob?
8
MR. KELLOGG: My name is Bob
9 Kellogg. I just have a question. I
fo apologize for bemg so late into this
1I particular rule, but as I read the
12 prohibitions in Paragraph (a) and the
13 prohibitions in Paragraph (c), I'm trying
14 to understand how they apply. By reading
15 Paragraph (a), it seems to say, "No air
16 pollution will be created anywhere". And
17 then Paragraph (c)(l) indicates that
18 .neither can it go off-site, but if it does
19 go off-site, controls can be implemented
20 subject to economic and technological
21 feasibility. But if it violates an air
22 quality standard, there is no limitation on
23 the amount of expenditure that's needed to
24 constitute a reasonable benefit. So I'm
25 not sure I understand the difference
I

-

I
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fugitive dust or air pollution. We do not

2 require controls until it crosses the
3 emission boundary-- the property boundary.
4

And then (c)(l), if it creates a

5 nuisance, then there is an economic and
6

7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25

technological feasibility test for those
controls. If, however, it violates an air
quality standard, these fugitive dust
emissions result in an air quality standard
violation, we are not allowed to put that
same economic and technological feasibility
control check. That is consistent with
federal standards.
MR. BRANECKY: So, Ms. Bradley,
you're saying if I have an operation on my
faci.lity that creates some dust and the
dust stays on my facility, if I don't do
anything to prohibit that dust from
becoming airborne, I'm in violation of this
rule?
MS. BRADLEY: As to -- you're in
violation, potentially in violation of
Section (a). Whether we would take any
action, since it's not crossing the
boundary -- and typically our inspections
Page 9

Page 7

between (c)(l) and (2) and how it pertains
2 to Paragraph (a).
3
My other question is in regard to
4 Rule 29-3. This proposes to strike the
5 word "executive". I'm wondering if this
6 then would refer to the Director of the Air
7 Quality Division -- to you, Eddie, or if
8 this still would require something by Mark
9 Coleman, the Executive Director. Thanks.
10 I'll wait to hear your response.
11
MS. BRADLEY: I'll begin with
12 your last comment, Mr. Kellogg. It would,.
13 in fact, refer to the Air Quality Division
14 Director, who at this time is Eddie
15 Terrill, as opposed to the Executive
16 Director. This is to make it consistent
17 with the overall re-write/de-wrong actions
18 that we have taken so far in the other
19 subchapters.
20
With regards to 100-29-2(c), I
21 believe your understanding is correct. If,
22 in fact, a person-- well, I'll begin with
23 (a), the prohibitions, the intent is to
24 require all sources of fugitive dust to be
25 handled in a proper manner to prevent
1

Myers Reporting
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1 - our investigators determine if the
2 emissions cross the boundary to initiate a
3 complaint, then I don't think that there
4 would be any action taken by our agency,

5 unless such fugitive dust resulted in water

pollution. So there could be an action
where the dust would then be carried off
with surface water runoff. That would be a
different type of complaint, entirely.
10
MR. BRANECKY: But.technically I
11 would be in violation of this rule?
12
MS. BRADLEY: Yes, technically,
13 you would be violation. After speaking
14 with our counsel, she pointed out that our
15 agency's role is to minimize pollution
16 wherever possible. And the original rule
17 did include a prohibition requiring some
18 control of fugitive dust or just to
19 minimize the amount of pollution that would
20 be potentially in the atmosphere. But as a
21 means for enforcing it, we have implemented
22 the Paragraph (c), and that would truly be
23 the means that I think we would see any
24 enforcement actions taken.
25
MR. BRANECKY: Is there a
6
7
8
9
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Page 10
definition of air pollution?
2
MS. BRADLEY: Yes, there 'is in
3 the Clean Air Act and it's very broad, I
4 believe.
5
MS. DIZIKES: May I read it for
6 you from the Clean Air Act?
1
MR. DYKE: Please identify
8 yourself.
9·
MS. DIZIKES: I'm Pam Dizikes,
10 and I'm counsel. This is in section-11 27A, Section 2-5-104(3).
12
MS. MYERS: Pam, could you speak
13 up, please?
14
MS. DIZIKES: I'll try.
15
MS. MYERS: Microphone,
16 microphone.
17
MR. TERRILL: Thank you, Sharon.
18
MS. DIZIKES: Let me designate
19 the section again. It is 27A of the
20 Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-104, and
21 it's number 3, and the definition of air
22 pollution. "Air pollution means the
23 presence in the outdoor atmosphere of one
24 or more air contaminants in sufficient
25 quantities and of such characteristics and

Page 12

1

1

but I think we would have difficulty

2 getting EPA to approve that, because

they're going to say that's probably a
And as a practical
5 matter, I would prefer just to leave it as
6 it is, because we're not going to enforce
7 it anyway unless it leaves the property
8 line. But your point is well taken.
9
MR. DYKE: Howard, do you have
10 comments?
11
MR. GROUND: My name is Howard
12 Ground. I'm speaking on behalf of the
13 Public Service Company-- company of
14 American Electric and Power. I just want
15 to say, I appreciate the work you've done.
16 I think it's come a long way to clarify
17 from my comments that were presented in
18 June or July-- June meeting. I think
19 you've done a very good job. I know it's
20 hard to make them completely clear to
21 everyone, but I think this has gone a long
22 way. I really appreciate the work you have
23 done.
24
MR. DYKE: Thank you.
25
MR. BREISCH: David, are we
3

4 relaxation of the SIP.

~~------------------------------------,_

_____________________________________ .-.,..

Page 11
1 duration as tend to be or may be injurious

to human, plant, or animal life or to
3 property or which interfere with the
4 comfortable enjoyment of life and property,
5 excluding, however, all conditions
6 pertaining to employer/employee relations.
7
MR. TERRILL: And as a practical
8 matter, I'm not aware of us in any instance
9 enforcing this rule on any situation that
10 leaves the property line. That's just a
11 practical matter.
12
MR. BRANECKY: Well, I guess I
13 can understand that, but we're all going to
14 be gone one day and somebody may pick this
15 up and start enforcing it to the letter of
16 the law and then what's going to happen?
17
MR. TERRILL: You know, truly
18 what's going to happen?
19
MR. BRANECKY: You and I won't
20 care.
21
MR. TERRILL: They'll go the
22 Legislature and complain and we'll change
23 it. I mean, that would be stupid for us to
24 do that. I mean, that's just not common
25 sense. I understand what you're saying,
2

Myers Reporting
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1

saying that fugitive dust if it becomes

2 airborne, and be a pollutant within the

site, would not be regulated?
4
MR. BRANECKY: If I have a
5 facility that has fugitive dust that stayed
6 on my property, I would be in violation of
7 this rule.
8
MR. BREISCH: I'm sorry, you
9 might be right, I just didn't read it like
10 that.
11
MR. BRANECKY: It says, "No .
12 person shall cause or allow any fugitive
13 dust -- source to be operated or any
14 substances to be handled, transported,. or
15 stored, or any structure constructed,
16 altered, with the knowledge (Reading from
17 the rules) to the extent that such
18 operation or activity may enable fugitive
19 dust to become airborne and result in air
20 pollution without taking reasonable
21 precautions to minimize or prevent
22 pollution".
23
It doesn't say anything about
24 visible, it doesn't say anything about
25 where, it doesn't have to go off the
3
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property, it doesn't ·say that. So anywhere
2 you can do that, whether it's visible or
3 not, if it causes fugitive dust or air
4 pollution, then you're in violation.
5
MR. WILSON: What would we lose
6 if we just took out (a)?
7
MR. TERRILL: I don't know. But
8 if we're going to take it out, we're going
9 to have to continue it, because I don't
i o want to risk losing something we haven't
11 thought through.
12
MS. BEAVERS: I'm Julia Beavers
13 with OG&E. I'm an industrial hygienist, so
14 my question is on this, on the property and
15 air pollution, it sounds like, for
16 employees on a property -- which are not
17 covered or they're excluded from air
18 pollution definition, but they are covered
19 under OSHA rules-- DEQ levels are lower
20 than employee exposure levels, so relative
21 to the employer, you might not be exceeding
22 the hazard but then an employee could feel
23 like you are over the environmental level
24 and still have a complaint. Am I making
25 sense?
1

·-
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Because they complain then to DEQ
and (inaudible) maintaining the OSHA
3 limits.
4
MR. BRANECKY: So you're saying
5 you could be in compliance with OSHA but be
6 in violation of this rule?
7
MS. BEAVERS: Right. They
8 wouldn't be employees then, would they be
9 public?
10
DR. SHEEDY: Excuse me, Joyce
11 Sheedy. The definition does exclude all
12 conditions pertaining to employer/employee
13 relations. So if you worked for OG&E, for
14 instance, then this would exclude any
15 problems you might have with OG&E about the
16 Federal -17
MS. BEAVERS: Okay. Probably
18 during a work day they would be considered
19 employees.
20
DR. SHEEDY: Yes. And I think
21 weire asswning that the public isn't
22 generally just running rampant over your
23 property.
24
MR. DYKE: Cheryl, you might need
25 to come to the microphone. Sorry.
1
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MS. BRADLEY: It is my
understanding that the intent is to
encourage best management practices for any
potential fugitive dust source, hence we
had the prohibitions in (a). The
determination, if we have a violation and
it presents a public nuisance or a
potential violation of the air quality
standards, are addressed in (c). I would
like to see a retention in some manner of a
requirement or encouragement, if nothing
less, for best management practices for the
control of fugitive dust, on property or
off property. I think that was the
original intent of the rule. If the
Council feels that it is not feasible, we
can certainly rewrite that. . But I do
believe that was the intent.
MR. 1ERRILL: I would a:tso say I
would be a little bit cautious about
changing this until we know for sure what's
going to happen with our PM fine situation.
We think we'll be okay relative to that,
but it's still out and the data is a little
bit sketchy. We may have a PM problem, as
Page 17

Page 15
2
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well. If we do, that's going to create a
whole new ballgame relative to fugitive
3 dust. So you might want to think about
4 that, as well.
5
MR. DYKE: Bob Kellogg.
6
MR. KELLOGG: Thank you, David.
7 Cheryl, your comment rais~d another
· 8. question in my mind, and Eddie's, too. If
9 Paragraph (a) is not going to be enforced,
1o why would you want to adopt a rule that you
11 don't intend to enforce?
12
And second, the distinction in
13 Paragraph (c) about off-site air
14 contaminants. Paragraph 1 deals with-15 and you called it, Cheryl, a public·
16 nuisance? And Paragraph 2 deals with
17 violation of an air quality standard. I
18 always thought that the DEQ regulated
19 violations of the Air Quality Standard and
20 follows the Air Quality Standards. And
21 Paragraph I would suggest that you're
22 getting involved with nuisance matters, not
23 just air quality standard violations.
24
And furthermore, it wouldn't be a
25 public nuisance, necessarily, put a private
/_pCJ
Page 14- Page 17
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Page 18
1 nuisance.

And so the way I read the words
2 is that anything that interferes with the
3 use adjacent properties. And how would
4 that be determined? And it seems to me -5 I wonder as a private litigator, if I would
6 first have to go the DEQ and get a finding
7 that it was a violation of this mle to
8 determine it was a private nuisance before
9 I went to the courthouse.
10
So it's a little bit confusing to me
11 from that perspective. I would be more
12 than happy to work with the staff and the
13 Council in future action on this rule, if
14 that was your desire ..
15
But I'm a little confused about
16 getting involved in the nuisance arena,
17 that is not necessarily a violation of an
18 air quality standard. Thank you.
19
MR. DYKE: Pam, we're going to
20 need you at the microphone.
21
MS. DIZIKES: Bob, we're trying
22 to use this particular Subchapter 29 as
23 somewhat of a continuum. Your questions
24 about nuisance, first of ~. I believe
25 that the remedies we have are additional to

Page 20
1 precautions are taken to minimize the dust,

2 and that's all that is enabled through
3 Subparagraph (a). It is through
4 Subparagraph (b) where we're talking about

5 the actUal standards and the violation of
6 Air Quality Rules where we move into our
7 ability to actually stop the condition, and

8 there, we're talking about crossing a
9 property line.
10
MS. MYERS: Pam, excuse me, I
11 think you mentioned in the first part of

Mr. Kellogg, minimizing
I tlllnk you actually meant
minimize generation of dust.
MS. DIZIKES: Minimize generation
of dust. You are right.
.
MS. MYERS: Thank you.
MS. DIZIKES: Bob, is that a
sufficient explanation?
MR. KELLOGG: Well, I understand
what you're saying but I'm still concerned
that DEQ would be getting involved in
nuisance actions that are not vio1ations of
the air pollution standards. And I don't
know if that is a change from the existing

12 your response to

13 operations.
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are not a ]imitation on

nuisanoe laws.
In Subsection (a), what we're
calling the Best Management Practioes
Section, you might note that the
prohibitions that are established, unlike a
nuisance standard, do not include any type
of injunctive relief, any kind of stopping
the activity itself, but are merely an
enabler so that the Department can require
certain reasonable precautions to be taken.
We can't tell people to stop, but to try to
minimize operations at their site that wil1
cause dust.
it's been mentioned to me, as well, ··
that the current rules do not provide any
specific regu]ation for particles of
greater than I 0 micron size. Anything
larger than PMlO is not specifically
addressed. So this is the one way that the
Department can address those types of
problems at a site. I believe that our
inspectors feel that it's fairly important
if they see a dusting condition at a
property, to be able to require that
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1 nuisanoe laws, they

~~

I rule.

I can't really tell.
MS. DIZIKES: Bob, this is not a
3 change from the ~xisting rule.
4
MR. TERRILL: No. Let me address
5 that. I'm a little bit surprised that Mr.
6 Kellogg doesn't know this. We've been
7 doing this for 25 years, and I can tell you
8 that we're going to be very resistant in
9 changing this portion of the rule because
10 we do-- just because you don't bust the
11 NAAQS doesn't mean you're not creating a
12 public health problem. We get a lot of
13 complaints that are justifiable· that we
14 need to address under this rule. I think
15 the environmental community would need to
16 know that we're looking at doing away with
17 this before we relax that. So I would be
18 very opposed to changing this portion of
19 the rule, since we've been doing it, as far
20 as I know, for 25 years or longer.
21
DR. SHEEDY: This is Joyce
22 Sheedy. I do believe, as you said, Eddie,
23 we use Section (a). I can think of one or
24 two companies where we have used that to
25 require some housekeeping that would keep
2
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1 their dust off of other peoples' property,

1 (a) there, first of all, the rule says that

2 although, you might not see it leave.
3
MR. DYKE: Yes, ma'am.

2

3

MS. PERRY: Debra Perry,
5 (inaudible) Environmental. I have a
6 concern, too, that Mr. Branecky raised
1 about if you have ·a source of fugitive dust
8 on your site and you don't take precautions
~ to control them, that could be considered a
1o violation. And then when I heard Eddie say
11 --and Cheryl, that we're not going to
12 enforce on that unless it is an off13 property problem, or there is a nuisance
14 off-property. My concern is, facilities
15 who are now having to certify compliance
16 that are Title V, and they're in compliance
11 with all applicable requirements, they
18 don't have-- there's nothing in there that
19 says what the state is not going to enforce
20 on it. So if that's a violation, anytime
21 they generate fugitive dust on site, if
22 they don't control it, it's a violation.
23 They would have to certify on Title V that
24 they are not in compliance with that rule
25 to really be fully certifying accurately.
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this dust may cause pollution. So one of
the things we're going to have to show is
that whatever source of dust we have here
may be a source of air pollution. . I
visualize this as a situation perhaps in
the middle of a city, like, Lawton or close
to Lawton, or someplace that may be close
to a NAAQS violation, where without
actually getting a violation of the NAAQS
we could allege that there was a problem
with your dust and we need you to take
these reasonable precautions.
The second kicker here is reasonable
precautions, and that we can't just require
anything to be done to abate this
pollution, seeing as how there is no actual
violation of the NAAQS. I've seen
facilities way out in the middle of nowhere
that had a big plume of dust coming up, and
it's not leaving the property line, there
is no NAAQS violation or even potential
violation off of the property line. So
whether we could even require reasonable
precautions in that situation I think is
Page 25
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1 So, I guess that's my concern.
2
DR. SHEEDY: Perhaps re~onable
3 precaution in some cases would be nothing.

1 certainly in doubt So I don't think that
2 you can assume that you're going to be in
3 violation simply because you're creating

4 Because it's not causing any damage, it's

4 some fugitive dust.
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not hurting people off-property, or
property off-property, or other property.
So perhaps reasonable precaution in those
cases would be virtually, no action.
MR. DYKE: Yes, ma'am, go ahead.
MS. PERRY: I guess that's not
one of the options listed -- not limited to
those.
DR. SHEEDY: Yeah, I think that's
correct. You would say what's reasonable
based on cost and based on damage, and
whether it's getting off-property, being a
nuisance or some other thing, I would
assume.
MR. DYKE: Dennis.
MR. DOUGHTY: Would you like for
me to address this from another
perspective? My name is Dennis Doughty,
legal counsel for the Air Quality Division.
Let me tell you how I think this would be
interpreted and enforced. Under Section
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On the emission boundaries here, to
this .says that-- and I'm not sure I
want to use the word nuisance, although
that's fairly descriptive, I'm not sure the
elements of a public or private nuisance
would require the same proof that this
(c)(l) would require. But we have to be
able to see these visible emissions and we
have to be able to prove that they are
interfering with the neighbors. And then
we can only require those controls that are
economically feasible. So it doesn't mean
that we're going to shut somebody down,
simply because they're creating some dust.
The (c)(2) to me says that if you're a
faeility that's causing a violation of the
NAAQS,
can stop it. And I think that's
important because if you can't go against a
facility that you know is violating the
NAAQS, the next step is that you have to
) ll n 1!:'
deal with EPA and then that you have· a
f./) 7 ·f ~
~e

we
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NAAQS violation. EPA then requires you to
go in and put controls on all of the
sources in that particular area. So this
would, in effect, allow us to sort of nip
this thing in the bud without having to
implement the nonattainment provisions,
7 going against· all the people who create the
8 fugitive dust in that particular area.
9 That's the way I see this thing operating.
10 MR. DYKE: Thanks, Dennis. Kim.
11
MS. WARRAM: I have a comment.
12 Kim Warram with OG&E. I totally agree with
13 Dennis in his analysis of the
14 interpretation. But there is one
15 precaution that facilities should be aware
16 of, and that is, that if you are in a
11 situation where you have to show that you
18 are in compliance with the NAAQS, it
19 typically begins at the property boundary,
20 when you do modeling, it's the off-site
21 impact. Unless, or until a facility has a
22 road that allows public access through
23 their property, and then the modeling
24 begins at that road, on your property. So
25 that's just a precaution for facilities.
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MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
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MR. DYKE: Thank you. Anything
further from the public? Discussion, or
questions from the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: Now, it's time to
decide what we want to do. I'll entertain
a motion.
MR. WIT..SON: David, I'll make a
motion that we pass this thing as per the
October 13th, 2000 draft.
MR. FALLON: I'll second that.
MR. BRANECKY: I have a motion
and a second. AJJ.y further discussion by·
the Council? Myrna.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Abstain.
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 31. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS

Section
252:100-31-25. Sulfur oxides [AMENDED]

PART 5. NEW EQUIPMENT STANDARDS

-

'-

252:100-31-25. Sulfur oxides
(a) Sulfuric acid plants.
(1) Emission limit.
(A) A person operating a new sulfuric acid plant shall not cause, suffer, or allow
the discharge into the atmosphere of:
(i) sulfur dioxide in the effluent in excess of four (4) pounds per ton of
100 percent sulfuric acid produced (2 kg per metric ton), maximum
two-hour average;
(ii) sulfuric acid mist which is in excess of 0.15 pound per ton of 100
percent sulfuric acid produced (75 grams per metric ton), maximum
two-hour average, expressed in H2S04 ; or
(iii) a visible emission equivalent to an opacity of five (5) percent.
(B) These emission limits shall apply to only those sulfuric acid plants producing
sulfuric acid by the contact process by burning elemental sulfur, alkylation acid,
hydrogen sulfide, organic sulfides and mercaptans or acid sludge.
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All sulfuric acid plants regulated under this subsection shall have installed,
calibrated, maintained and operated, an instrument for continuously monitoring
and recording emissions of sulfur dioxide. The instrument installed and used
pursuant to this subsection shall be calibrated following the Oklahoma test
procedure requirements using the performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR
Part 60, Appendix B.
(B) The owner or operator of any sulfuric acid plant subject to provisions of this
paragraph shall maintain a file of all measurements required including compliance
status records and excess emissions measurements. These records and
measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the date of such
measurement, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or
it's representative during normal business hours.
(b) Fuel-burning equipment.
(1) Emission limit.
(A) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of
sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide from new gas fuel-burning equipment in
excess of0.2 pound per million BTU heat input (0.36 gram per million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(B) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of
sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide from new liquid fuel-burning equipment
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in excess of 0.8 pound per million BTU heat input (1.4 grams per million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(C) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of
sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide from new solid fuel-burning equipment
in excess of 1.2 pounds per million BTU heat input (2.20 grams per million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(D) If a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is used to determine emission
compliance, averaging time will be determined on a 24 hour basis.
(E) Where different fuels are burned simultaneously in any combination, the
applicable standard shall be determined by proration unless a secondary fuel is
used in de minimis
quantities (less than 5% of total BTU input annually).
Compliance shall be determined using the formula (effective July 1, 1972),
(y(.80) + z(1.2)) I y + z
where y is the percent of total heat input derived from liquid fuel and z is the
percent of total heat input derived from solid fuel.
(2) Emission and fuel monitoring.
(A) There shall be installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated, in any new
fuel-burning equipment with a rated heat input of250 million BTU/hr. or more
emission monitoring instruments as follows:
(i) a photoelectric or other type smoke detector and recorder, except
where gaseous fuel is the only fuel burned; and,
(ii) an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording sulfur
dioxide emissions, except where gaseous fuel containing less than 0.1
percent sulfur is the only fuel burned or a solid fuel sampling and analysis
method is used to determine emission compliance.
(B) Instruments installed and used for monitoring shall be calibrated following
performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
(C) The sulfur content of solid fuels as burned shall be determined in accordance
with previous methods as approved by the Executive Director or in accordance
with Method 19 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A.
(D) The owner or operator of any fuel-burning equipment with a rated heat input
of 250 million BTU/hr. or over shall maintain a file of all measurements required
in subparagraphs (A), (B), or (C) of this paragraph, including compliance status
records and excess emissions measurements. These records and measurements
shall be retained for at least two (2) years following the date of such
measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or
its representatives during normal business hours.
(c) Gas sweetening and sulfur recovery plants.
(1) Natural gas processing.
(A) As specified in 252:100-31-26(a)(l)(B), a new gas sweetening plant is
allowed direct oxidation of hydrogen sulfide to sulfur dioxide without a prior
sulfur removal step when the exhaust gas contains no more than 100 pounds per
hour of sulfur dioxide. When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit is greater than this allowed emission but less than or equal to
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5.0 long tons per day (LT/D) of sulfur, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency of at least 75.0 percent shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility prior to the discharge of gases from the system.
(B) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new gas sweetening
unit is greater than 5.0 LT/D but less than or equal to 150 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide
emission reduction efficiency shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility such that

z = 92.34 (X0.00774)
where Z is the minimum emission reduction efficiency required at all times and X
is the sulfur feed rate, i.e., the hydrogen sulfide in the acid gas from the
sweetening unit, expressed as long tons per day of sulfur rounded to one decimal
place.
(C) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new gas sweetening
unit is greater than 150 LT/D but less than or equal to 1500 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide
emission reduction efficiency shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility such that
Z = 88.78 (X

·-

0 0156
·
)

where Z and X are defined as in (B) of this subsection.
(D) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new gas sweetening
unit is greater than 1500 LT/D, a minimum sulfur dioxide reduction efficiency of
99.5 percent shall be required.
(2) Other processes. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from a
new sulfur recovery plant operating in conjunction with other processes is limited to ;w
pounds per ton of sulfur processed, maximum two hour average rates consistent with the
emission reduction efficiencies calculated based on equivalent sulfur feed rate in long
tons per day (LT/D) in the same manner as for natural gas processing in (c) (1) of this
section.
(3) Emission monitoring. For facilities regulated under this subsection emission
monitoring may be required as determined by the Executive Director in accordance with
Subchapter 45 of this Chapter.
(d) Nonferrous smelters.
(1) Emission limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from
new nonferrous smelters is restricted according to the following equations as a maximum
two-hour average, where X equals total sulfur fed to smelter (lblhr) and Yequals sulfur
dioxide emissions (lblhr).:
(A) Copper Smelters: Y = 0.2 (X)
(B) Zinc Smelters: Y = 0.564 (X0·85 )
(C) Lead Smelters: Y = 0.98 (X0·77 )
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All new nonferrous smelters regulated under this subsection shall have
installed, calibrated, maintained and operated an instrument for continuously
monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur dioxide following performance
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specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B and following the quality
assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F.
(B) The owner or operator of any new nonferrous smelter subject to provisions of
this subparagraph shall maintain a file of all measurements required , including
compliance status records and excess emissions measurements. These records
and measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the date of
such measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality
Division or its representative during normal business hours.
(e) Paper pulp mill.
(1) Emission limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from the
blow pits, washer vents, storage tanks, digester relief, and recovery furnace of any new
paper pulp mill shall not exceed eighteen pounds per air-dried ton of pulp produced,
maximum two-hour average.
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All new paper pulp mills shall have installed, calibrated, maintained and
operated instruments for continuously monitoring and recording emissions of
sulfur dioxide from the recovery system gas-cleaning equipment and other
locations as required by the Executive Director. The instruments installed and
used pursuant to this Section shall have a confidence level of at least 95 percent
and be accurate within +20 percent and shall be calibrated following performance
specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B and following the quality
assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F.
(B) The owner or operator of any new paper pulp mill subject to provisions of
this subparagraph shall maintain files of all measurements required, including
compliance status records and excess emissions measurements. These records
and measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the date of
such measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality
Division or its representative during normal business hours.
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INTENDED R~ING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [NEW]; OAC 252:100-31, Control of Emissions of Sulfur
Compounds (AMENDED].
Summary:
Subchap~r
252:100-24 would subject all new and
existing grain facilities to state permitting requirements, and
establish industry-specific emission and control standards.
Industry proposals would include seed, feed, and milling
operations.
The intent of the revision in 252:100-31 is to resolve any
discrepancies and inequities as applied to all sulfur recovery
units in the state, and to provide that emissions standards are
consistent with~ and not more stringent than the New Source
Performance Standards.
AOTBOJU'l'Y: Environmental Quality Board; 27A 0. S. Supp. 1993, S 2-5106 (Laws 1993, c. 145, S 43).
COMMENT P!!a!OD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and
during the regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council. The meeting will be held Tuesday, June 14, 1994, in the
Brown Room, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd,
Oklahoma City 73105. Briefing at 9:30 AH; meeting and hearing at
1:00 PM.
oral comments will be accepted during the hearing;
written comments on the permit provisions may be mailed to the
contact person listed below.
POBLIC B!!AJliNGS:
Tuesday, June 14, in the Brown Room of the
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, as above.
COPIES OF PROPOSED ROLES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, Suite 250 of the Linc_oln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N.
Lin·coln Blvd., Oklahoma City, OK 73105.
ROLZ IMPACT STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be prepared,
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality
Division, at the above address.
CONTACT PERSON: (405) 271-5220, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545
N. Lincoln Blvd, Oklahoma City 73105. · · •
Contact person for Subchapter 252:100-24 - Mr. Doyle McWhirter.
Contact person for Subchapter 252:100-31 - Dr. Joyce Sheedy.
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252. DEPAJ\TY.Et:'f OF I!!IVXRONHEUTAL QOALITr
Cllh.PTER 100. Ain POLLUTIOlf COUTJlOL
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/

IUTS:UDEO nULEHAJ<INC ACTION:
Notice of plioposed PEJUo'J\NF.NT and EHEnCEtJCY rulemaklng.
Proposed P.ules: OJ\C 252:100-31, Control of Emissions of Sulfur
Compounds; and OAC · 252:100-8, Operating Permits (Part 10,
IAHEHDED).

.

The intent of the revision to Subchapter Jl is to
resolve any discrepancies and lnequltles as applied to all sulfur
recovery units in the state, and to provide that emissions
standards arc consistent with, and not more stringent than the
Uew source Performance Standards.
Tho rcsult would be a
relaxation of standards applicable to new sulfur recovary plants
operated in conjunction· with processes other than n~tural gas
pro~osslng.
.
The rovlslon to Subchapter 8 has two parts. The tir~t
incorporates by reference CO CFR Part 12, the Federal rules
regarding acid rain permits. The second revision is to ~djusc the
fees for Part 10 sources. Part 10 sources aro proposed·to be
subject to those new fee requirements on January 1, 1995 •.. The
owners or or operator of a Part 70 source v!ll be required to pay
annual fees that are sufficient co ~over the Part 10 program
costs.
AUTUOI\lTY:· Environmental Quality Board: 21A O.S.Supp. l99l, 5 2-5Su~~~~Dary:

106.

,-.

.

CO!.I!!.f'EUT P£1\IOD:
Hrltton comments 11Jll bet accepted prior to and
du~1ng the regularly schaduled moetln9 of the Oklahoma Alr Quality
Council. The meet~ng will be held Tuesday, August 9, 1994, ln the
hudltorlum, tuls~ City-County Health Department, 461G E. 15th St.,

ruls"', 74112. OrlorJnCJ at 9:30 J\H;-meetinCJ and hearing at 1:00 PH.
oral comments will be accepted during tho hearing: written comments
Qn the proposed change may be mailed to Alr Quality Dlvlslon, 4545
li. Lincoln Dlvd.,. Sulte 250, OJclahoma City, OK
73105. c/o Dr.
Joyce Sheedy Co.r on Subchapter 31, or c/o Hr. Scor:t. Thomas f'or
Subchapter 8.
PUDLlC UEAAIIIGS:
Tuesday{·.':Augus~,~~g~· in the Tulsa City-County
llealt.b Department lmdltorluril~·~~-.s.;· af$cwo.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may. bo
obr:alned from tho Department of Env!ronment.al Quality, Air Quality
Dlvlslon, Suite 250 of the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 H.
Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City. OK 13105.
RULE lHPACr STATEMENT: A rule impact. statement wlll be prepared,
pr-J:o'r t.o the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact si::atement may be obtained Crom the J\~r Quality
D1~1s1on, at the above address.
·
COUTAC'f PEJ\SOU:
Subchapter 31: Dr. Joyce Sheedy 1405) 271-5220.
Subchapter a:·Hr. Scott Thomas (40St 211-5220.

{O~ta.
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TITLE 252. DEP~TMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

tNTI:NnED ROLEMAXIUO ACTIOHI
Hotice ot proposed PERMANENT and EMEnCENCY rule~aklnq.
Proposed J\ule•:
OAC 252: 100-J 1, Control of t:.1ss1ons ot
Sulfur Compounds [ AH£ttDEDJ
••
Su.aaaryt
The intent o! the revision is to resolve any
discrepancies and inequities as applied to all nev sulfur
recovery units in the State. Tho result vould be a relaxation
of standards applicable to nev sulfur recovery plants operated
in conjunctioQ . · vith processes_ other than natural gas
processing.
··
AOTHORX~Yt
Environ~ental Quality Doard; 27A o.s. Supp. 1993, ~$ 2·
011 2-5-1-1 et seq.
K£N'r JIERIODt
Interostod por·sor:us 11tay intor11a lly discuss the
rules vith the Air Quality Proqra• or ~ay, before Novonber
( , posed
1994, subMit written comments to the Department of
EnvironMental Quality, c/o Robert Kellogg, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
Oklahoaa city, OK 73117-1212. coa111ents vill be accepted durinq the
EnvironMental Quality Board 111eetlng scheduled for 9: JO a ·•·,
Wednesday, Nove11ber 30, 1994, council and court Roo•, city of
Stroud, Adaln!stration Buildinq, 220 W. Second Street, Stroud, OX.
POBLXC RE~IHCSt Wednesday, November lO, 1994, at 9:30 a.a., in
stroud, Oklaho111a. as noted above.
COPIES Or PROPOSED ROL£St
Copies of tha ·proposed rules~ 111ay be
obtained tro111 the Oepart•ent of EnvlronNental Quality, Air Quality
Pro9raa, 4545 North Lincoln, Sulte 250, OklahoMa City, OK 731053483.
RULE IMP~~ s~~TEM~HTt
A rula l111pact stateMent wlll bo propared
~rior to the final action by tho Environ111ontal Quality Doard.
The
ule l•pact statement ~ay be obtained fro• the Air Quality Service
at th• abov• address.
CONTA~ PERSONt
Mr. Scott ThoMas,(405) 271-5220.
ADDITIONAL XKFORMA~IONr Theso rules vere recoaMended by tha Alr
Quality Council pursuant to public haarinqs on Juno 14·, and Auqust
9. 1994.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RULE MAKING ACTION: PERMANENT final adoption.
RULESt
OAC 252:100·31, Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
252:100·31·25. Sulfur oxides (AHENDEPI
AUTHORITYt
Environmental Quality Boardt 27A o.s. Supp. 1993,
Sl 2·2-101, 2-5-101 et seq.
DATES: a
Comment period: October 6, 1994 through November 30, 1994.
Public hearing: November 30, 1994.
Adoption: November 30, 1994.
submitted to Governor: December 9, 1994.
Submitted to House: December 1, 1194.
submitted Senate: December 9, 1994.
Gubernatorial approval: January 5, 1995.
Legislative approval: Failure of the Legislature to disapprove
the rules resulted in approval on March 29, 1995.
Final adoption: March 29, 1995.
Effective: ~uly 1, 1995.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS&
Superseded rules: OAC 252&100- 31, Control of Balissions of Sulfur
Compounds, 252:100-31·25. Sulfur oxides IAHENDEDI.
Gubernatorial approval: January 5, 1995.
Register publication: 12 Ok Reg 739.
Docket number: 95-4. ·
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE&
None
ANALYSIS•
The intent of thia reviaion is to resolve any
discrepancies and inequities aa applied to all new sulfur recovery
unite in the State. The result would be a relaxation of standards
applicable to ne~ sulrur recovery plants operated in conjunction
with other processing.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROH ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES&
The revisJon to Subchapter 31 provides for the emissions standards
to be consistent with, and not more stringent than the Federal
Standards,
The Air Quality Council recommended the permanent
adoption of this rP.vision at their meeting on August 9, 1994. The
Air QualitY Council began receiving comments on this new rule on
June 9, 1 !94, and also considered this rule In a public meeting on
June J4, 1994. CONTACT PERSON: Hr. Scott Thomas, DEO Air Quality
DivJsfon, Suite 250, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln
Blvd. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105. (405) 271-5220
fURSU1\In

TO TilE 1\C'TJONS DESCRIBED HEREIH, TilE FOl.LOWING RULES ARE
FlNALI,Y ADOPTED AS SET FORTJI IN 75 O.S., SECTION
(1\), WITII AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY 1, 1995.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 31. CONTROL OF EHXSSXOH OP SULFUR COMPOUNDS
PART 5. NEW EQUIPMENT STANDARDS
252a100-31·25- Sulfur oxides
Cal Sulfurie acid plants.
Ill Emission limit.
(AI A person operating a new sulfuric acid plant shall not
cauae, suffer, or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of:
(i) sulfur dioxide in the effluent in excess of four 141
pounds per ton of 100 percent sulfuric acid produced 12 kg
per metric toni, maximum two-hour average1
Ui 1 sulfuric acid mist which is in excess of 0.15 pound
per ton of 100 percent sulfuric acid produced (75 grams
per metric toni, maximum two-hour average, expressed i
H 1S0.1 or
(iii) a visible emission equivalent to an opacity of five
(51 percent.
(B) These emission limits shall apply to only those sulfuric
acid plants producing sulfuric acid by the contact process by
burning elemental sulfur, alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide,
organic sulfides and mercaptan& or acid sludge.
(21 Emission monitoring.
(A)
All sulfuric acid plants regulated under this subsection
shall have installed, calibrated, maintained and operated, an
instrument for continuously monitoring and recording emissions
of sulfur dioxide, The instrument installed and used pursuant
to this subsection shall be calibrated following the Oklahoma
teat
.procedure
requirements
using
the
performance
specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
IBI The owner or operator of any sulfuric acid plant subject
to provisions of this paragrAph shall maintain a file of all
measurements required including compliance status records and
excess emissions measurements. These records and measurements
shall be retained for at least two years following the date of
such measurement, and made available for inspection by the Air
Quality
Division or ·it's representative during normal
business hours.
(b) Fuel-burning equipment.
(1) E:niesion limit.
!AI Uo perscn sh·'lll ca·ut=e, suffer or allcw the d!Rcharge int(.
the iltl11osplu~re of sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide
from new gas fuel-burning equipment in ex<:'!sa of 0. 2 pound per
million BTU heat input (0.36 gram per million gram-calorieG),
maximum three-hour average.
IDI t~o person shall cause, suffer or a)]ow the djr.charge into
the atmosphere of sulfu-r oxides measured as S\llfur dioxide
from new liquid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.8 pound
per million BTU heat iuput
11.4 grams per million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(C)
Jllo per11on shall cause, suffer or allo1o1 the djschAr.ge into
the atmosph~re of ~ulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide
from new solid ruel-burning equipment in excess of 1.2 pounds
Page 1

)

)
per million BTU heat input 12.20 grams per million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(D) lf a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is used to
determine emission compliance, averaging time will be
determined on a 24 hour basta.
(E) Hhere different fuels are burned simultaneously in any
combination. the applicable standard shall be determined by
proration unless a secondary fuel is used in de minimis
quantities (less than st of total BnJ input annually).
C0111pliance shall be determined using the formula (effect! ve
July 1. 1972),
·
(y(.80) • z11.211 I y • z

..

)

16'2t1
allowed emission but less than or equal to 5.0 long tons per
day IJ,T/0) of sulfur, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency of at least 15.0 percent shall be achieved by means
of a sulfur recovery facility prior to the discharge of gases
from the system.
(B) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit is greater than 5.0 LT/D but leas than or
equal to 150 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility such that
Z •

92.l4 IX'·'""')

where z is the minimum emission reduction efficiency required
at all times and X is the sulfur feed rate, i.e., the hydrogen
sulfide in the acid gas from the sweetening unit, expressed ~
long tons per day of sulfur rounded to one decimal place.
(C) Hhen the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit fa greater than 150 LT/D but less than or
equal to 1500 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility such that

where y is the percent of total heat input derived from liquid
fuel and z is the percent of total heat input derived from
solid fuel.
121 Emission and fuel monitoring.
lA)
There shall be installed, calibrated, maintained, and
operated, in any new fuel-burning equipment with a rated heat
input of 250 million BTU/hr. or more emission monitoring
instruments as follows:
.
(i)
a photoelectric or other type smoke detector and
recorder, except where gaseous fuel is the only fuel
burned; and, ··
UU an in~.>trument for continuously monitoring and
recording sulfur dioxide emissions, except where gaseous
fuel containing leas than 0.1 percent sulfur is the only
fuel burned or a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is
used to determine emission compliance •.
18) Instruments installed and ueed for monitoring shall be
calibrated following performance specifications 2 and l of 40
CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
(C) The sulfur content of solid fuels as burned shall be
determined in accordance with previous methods as approved by
the Executive Director or in accordance with Method 19 of 40
CFR Part 60, Appendix A.
IDI The owner or operator of any fuel-burning equipment with
a rated ·heat input of 250 million BTU/hr. or over shall
maintain a file of all measurements required in subparagraphs
IAI, IR). or (C) of this paragraph, including compliance
status records and excess emissions measurements.
These
records and measurements shall be retained for at least two
121 yea1·s following the date of such m'!asurements, and made
available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its
repreaentativP.s during normal business hours.
lei Gas sweetening and sulfur recovery plants.
Ill Natural gas proceaeing.
IAI
All spP.cified in 252:100·31·26lal (1) (B), a new gas
sweetening plant iB allowed' direct oxidation of hydrogen
sulfide to sulfur dioxide without a prior sulfur removal step
when the exhaust gas cctptains no more than 100 pounds per hour
of sulfur dioxide. · When the sulfur content of an acid-gas
stream from a new ga~ sweetening unit is greater than this

where z and X are defined as in IBI of this subsection.
(D) Hhen the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit is greater than 1500 LT/D, a minimum
sulfur dioxide reduction efficiency of 99.5 percent shall be
required.
(21 Other procesees. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated
as sulfur dioxide, from a new sulfur recovery plant operating in
conjunction with other processes is limited to 29 pe~nds per ten
ef--siHhp.......pr-.es~~.l:.i!.!&A. consistent
Jdt.h the emission reduction efficiencies calculated based on
equivalent sulfur feed rate in long tons per day ILT/Pl in tb~
same manner as for natural gas processing in lei Ill of this
IU..t.iQD.
,
(ll ~Dission monitoring. For facilities regulated under th1s
subsection t>minsion monitoring may 'be required as determined by
the Executive Director in accordance with Subchapter 45 Qf th~
Chl\ptcr.
(d) Nonferrous smelters.
Ill Emission liait. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated
as sulfur dioxide, from new nonferrous smelters is restricted
according 'to the following P.quations as a maximum two-hour
average, where X P.quals total sulfur fed to smelter llb/hrl and
Y equals sulfur diaxide emissions llb/hrl.:
IAI C~pper Smelters: Y • 0.2 lXI
(B)
~inc Smelters: Y • 0.564 IX'"l
ICI J..o;od Smelters: 'i • 0. 98 1x• "l
121 Emission aonitoring.
lA) All new n~nferrous smelters regulated under this
subsection shall have installed, calibrated, maintained and

f'age 2
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Z • 88.18 IX o.onol

operated an instrument for continuously monitoring and
recording emissions of sulfur dioxide following performance
specifications l and l of to CFR Part 60, Appendix B and
following the quality assurance procedure in to CFR Part 60,
Appendix F.
.
IBJ The owner or operator of any new nonferrous amel ter
subject to provisions of this subparagraph shall maintain a
file of all measurements required , including compliance
status recorda and excess e•dssions measurements.
These
records and measurements shall be retained for at least two
years following the date of such measurements, and made
available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or lts
representative during normal business hours.
(e) Papar pulp •111.
11) .-!salon limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated
aa sulfur dioxide, from the blow pita, washer vents, storage
tanks, digester relief, and recovery furnace of any new paper
pulp mill shall not exceed eighteen pounds per air-dried ton of
pulp produced, maximum two-hour average.
(2)
bhsion monitoring •.
(A) 1111 new paper pulp 111ills ehall ha\Ve installed,
calibrated,
maintained and • operated instruments . . for
continuously monitoring and recording e111isslons of sulfur
dioxide from the recovery system gas-cleaning equipment and
other locations as required by the Executive Director. The
instruments installed and used pursuant to this Section shall
have a confidence level of at least 95 perc•mt and be accurate
within •20 percent and shall be calibrated following
performance specifications 2 and J of 40 CFR Part SO, Appendix
B and following the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part
60, Appendix F.
(B)
The owner or operator of any new paper pulp mill subject
to provisions of this subparagraph shall maintain f.ilea of all
measurements required; including compliance status recorda and
excess e111i ssiona meaaurements. These recorda and ~neasurements
shall be rntained for at least two years following the date of
such measurements, and made available for inspection by the
1\ir Quality Division or its representative during nor111al
business hours.

lOiz!a. Re.g. 95-614; 6-{!ed Ap!LU '1.6, 1995]
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

June 14, 1994, 9:30 A.M.
Lincoln Plaza Office complex
BROWN ROOM
4545 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK

BRIEFING

1.

call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQS activities

Director

A.

Title V status - Contractor Legislation - staffing - Other
1.

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings A.

B.

(Briefing)

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators
1.

McWhirter

Discussion by Council/Public

OAC 252:100-31
ThomasfSheedy
Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
1.

4.

Discussion by Council/Public

Discussion by Council/Public

Adjournment
The meeting reconvenes at 1:00 P.M.

Sbcmld you da:sir!it to a·ttend
not..if:Y our U*'partmen~ ·th)."'lt:e

~ut hif"V'~
dny-~

a disahilit·y- and ne<Ol<'i a.u ~,:,,,,,li,M<ldation, please
( 405) 271····!\2:?.0.

it1. advance at

100/

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

June 14, 1994, 1:00 P.M.
Lincoln Plaza Office complex
BROWN ROOM
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma city, OK

HEARING/MEETING

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A.

.-.

.

B.

Chairman
Secretary

OAC 252:100-24
Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators
1.

Discussion by the Council/Public

2.

Possible action by Council to recommend
to DEQ Board for Adoption

McWhirter

OAC 252:100-31
Thomas/Sheedy
Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
1.

Discussion by Council/Public

4.

Approval of Minutes of April 12, 1994

Chairman

s.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.

Chairman

6.

ADJOURNMENT
Chairman
Next meeting - August 9, 1994
Tulsa City County Health Department
AUDITORIUM

Should you desire to at.te:a<~ but hf!.ve a disahi.lity ant:\ naed a.u ac~omlftodatio:n, ple.a~H1
nt.,tify o-ur Department th~ee dAj'S i» advauce at (405) 2?1···5'210.

l'lo.·
(.,.../
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

June 3, 1994

TO:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

FROM:

Scott Thomas, Program Director
Analysis and Inventory Section
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECT:

SUGGESTED REVISIONS TO OAC 252:100-31
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS

~J1'

Please find enclosed the staff's suggested revisions to Oklahoma
· Air Pollution Control· Rule, "Control of Emissions of Sulfur
Compounds".
The proposed changes are being made to Section
25(c) (2) of the rule (see page 3) and are indicated by underlining
new language and striking out existing language.
Also enclosed is a memo from Dr. Joyce Sheedy to Larry Byrum
briefly explaining the rationale for the proposed change.
This
revision has been advertised to be brought to the public hearing
before the Council at its June 14 meeting.

,·

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
... ·,-AIR QUALITY DIVISION
MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM

DATE:

March 24, 1994

Larry D. Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division

:,...-~oyce

SUBJ:

D. Sheedy, Ph. D.
Director
Permits and Compliance Section

~~cting

OAC 252:100-31, Control of Emission of Sulfur Compounds

It has been pointed out that facilities have been unable to comply with
OAC 252:100-31-25(c) (2) which sets limit for sulfur dioxide from a new
sulfur recovery plant operating in conjunction with other processes.
At least two companies have gone through the onerous process of
obtaining the alternative emissions reductions permits provided for in
Subchapter 11.
It is possible that this problem could be solved if section (c)
changed to read as follows:

(2) were

(2)
Other processes.
The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as
sulfur dioxide, from a new sulfur recovery plant operating in
conjunction with other processes is limited to rates consistent with
the emission reduction efficiencies calculated based on equivalent
sulfur feed rate in long tons per day (LT/D) in the same manner as for
natural gas pr9cessing in section (c) (1) above.
In reality this may not represent a significant relaxation of the rule,
since most sulfur recovery plants operating in conjunction with other
processes must be permitted by the alternative emissions standard which
results in essentially equivalent emissions limits.
Please let me know if you think the suggested language has any merit.

Subchap31Mod

7oo

OKLAHOMA AIR POLLUTION CONTROL RULES
SUBCHAPTER 31. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252: 100-31-1 • Purpose

The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions of sulfur compounds from stationary sources in order
to prevent the Oklahoma Air Quality Standar~ from being exceeded and insure that degradation of the present
level of air quality in Oklahoma does not occur.
252:100-31-2. Definitions

The following words or terms, when used in this subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Black liquor solids"" means the dry weight of the solids which enter the recovery furnace in the black liquor.
"'Digester system" means each continuous digester or each batch digester used for the cooking of wood in
white liquor, and associated flash tank(s), below tank(s), chip steamer(s), and condenser(s).
"Existing source" means an air contaminant source which is in being on the effective date of the applicable
section.
"Lima kiln"" means a unit used to calcine lime nu:l, which consists primarily of calcium carbonate, into
quicklime, which is calcium oxide.
""Multiple-affect evaporator system•• means the 111.1l tiple-effect evaporators and associ a ted condenser(s) and
hotwell(s) used to concentrate the spent cooking liquid that is separated from the pulp(black liquor).
"New installation (source or equipment)"' means an air contaminant source which is not in being on the effective
date of the applicable section and any existing source which is altered, replaced, or rebuilt after the
effective date of the rules such that the amount of air contaminant emissions is increased.
""Recovery furnace"" means either a straight kraft recovery furnace or a cross recovery furnace, and includes
the direct-contact evaporator for a direct contact furnace.
"Smaltdissolvingtank" means a vessel used for dissolving the smelt collected from the recovery furnace.
"Total reduced sulfur" is the sum of the compounds hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, and
dimethyl disulfide.
252: 100-31-3. Performance tasting

Testing to determine whether emission standards set in this Subchapter are met shall be conducted by the
source following 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, Test Methods.
PART 3.

EXISTING EQUIPMENT STANDARDS

252:100-31-12. Sulfur oxides

(a)

Standard. No person shall cause, let, suffer or allow any emission of sulfur dioxide from existing
which results in an ambient air concentration of sulfur dioxide at any given point in excess of 1300
ug/m (0.50 ppm) in a five (5) minute period of any hour, a one (1) hour average exposure of 1200 ug/m3 (0.46
ppm), a three (3) hour average exposure of 650 ug/m3 (0.25 ppm), or a 24·hour average exposure of 130 ug/m3 (0.05
ppm) of sulfur dioxide contributed from any one source or an annual arithmetic mean of 80 ug/m3 (0.03 ppm).
These limitations shall not apply to aroient air concentrations occurring on the property from which such
emission occurs, providing such property, from the emission point to the point of any such concentration is
controlled by the person responsible for such emission.
(b) Determination of violation. Violations of 252:100-31-12(a) may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances and/or emission factors, and on the basis of the ambient air concentration
by the use of appropriate atmospheric dispersion models approved by EPA. Determinations made by the Executive
Director using these procedures indicating that the limits set in 252:100-31-12(a) have been exceeded shall
constitute prime evidence that the standard has been violated. Source operators may use these same procedures
in lieu of aroient air monitoring as proof of compliance with limits set in 252:100-31-12(a).
equi~nt

252:1 00-31·13. Sulfuric acid mist

After January 10, 1979, no person shall cause, let, or allow emissions of sulfuric acid mist from any
existing sulfuric acid plant in an amount greater than 0.5 pound of sulfuric acid mist per ton of acid produced
.
(250 grams per metric ton) the production being expressed as 100 percent sulfuric acid (H 2SO,).
252:100·31-14. Hydrogen sulfide

(a) Standard. No person shall cause, let, suffer, or allow any emission of hydrogen sulfide from any source
which results in an BINlient air concentration of hydrogen sulfide at any given point of 0.1 ppm for a 3D-minute
period. This standard shall not apply to aroient air concentrations occurring on the property from which such
emission occurs, providing such property, from the point of any such concentration is controlled by the person
~.
responsible for such emission.
(b) Determination of violation. Violation of 252:100-31·14(a) may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances and/or emission factors, and on the basis of the ambient air concentration
by the use of appropriate atmospheric dispersion models approved by EPA.
Determinations made by the Executive
Director using these procedures indicating that the limits set in 252:100-31-14(&) have been exceeded shall
constitute prime evidence that the standard has been violated. Source operators may use these same procedures
in lieu of B~Nlient air monitoring as proof of compliance with limits set in 252:100-31-14(a).
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(c) Testing procedures. Testing procedures for ambient air concentration of hydrogen sulfide shall use either
of the following:
(1) Paper Tape Method, American Iron and Steel Institute (A.I.S.I.) type sampler with lead acetate
impregnated paper tape;
(2) Methylene Blue Calorimetric Method; or,
(3) other methods acceptable to the Executive Director.

252:1 00·31·15. Total reduced sulfur
(a) Standa~. After November 15, 1985, all affected facilities shall limit emissions of total reduced sulfur
released during the Kraft pulping operation, to those listed in this Section or have an approved plan which is
to be submitted to the Director by May 15, 1984. Approval of all such plans shall reside with the Air Quality
Council and in no case shall the time frame for compliance exceed May 9, 1989.
(1) The applicable limits are:
(A) Forty (40) parts per million (ppm) of total reduced sulfur measured as hydrogen sulfide on a dry
basis and on e 12-hour average, converted to eight (8) volume percent oxygen from any
recovery
furnace;
(B) Forty (40) parts per million of total reduced sulfur measured as hydrogen sulfide on a dry basis
and on a 12-hour average, corrected to ten (10) volume percent oxygen from any lime kiln; and,
(C)- 0.016 gram of total reduced sulfur measured as hydrogen sulfide per kilogram of black liquor
solids for a 12-hour average from any smelt dissolving tank.
(2) Non-condensable gases from all evaporators and digesters shall be efficiently incinerated or otherwise
treated to limit emissions to less ·than five (5) ppm by volume on a dry basis.
(b) Detennination of violation. Violation of 252:100·31·15(a) may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances, continuous emission monitoring data, and/or emission factors. Stack
sampling conducted by the source will be required to demonstrate compliance, following 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix
A, Test Methods.
(c) Continuous emission monitoring.
(1) Existing sources listed below are required to monitor emissions as described.
(A) Fossil fuel·fired steam generators. Continuous monitoring of sulfur dioxide emissions is required for
fossil fuel-fired steam generators where the source utilizes an air pollution abatement operation to
make a significant reduction in the emissions of sulfur dioxide. Continuous monitoring of oxygen or
carbon dioxide is required where it is necessary to convert sulfur dioxide monitoring results.
(B) Sulfuric acid plants. Continuous monitoring of sulfur dioxide is required for sulfuric acid plants
required to limit emissions by the applicable requirements of this Subchapter where the production
capacity is greater than 300 tons per day expressed as 100X acid except where the conversion of
sulfuric acid is utilized as a means of preventing emissions to the atmosphere of sulfur dioxide or
other sulfur compounds.
(2) Required monitoring systems will be installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated in accordance with
40 CFR 60, Appendix B.
(3) Required monitoring systems will be installed, calibrated,maintained, and operated in accordance with
40 CFR 51, Appendix P, hereby incorporated by reference.
PART 5. NEW EQUIPMENT STANDARDS
252:100-31-25. Sulfur oxides
(a) . Sulfuric acid plants.
( 1) Emission limit.
(A) A person operating a new sulfuric acid plant shall not cause, suffer, or allow the discharge into
the atmosphere of:
(i) Sulfur dioxide in the effluent in excess of four (4) pounds per ton of 100 percent sulfuric
acid produced (2 kg per metric ton), maximum two-hour average;
(ii) Sulfuric acid mist which is in excess of 0.15 pound per ton of 100 percent sulfuric acid
produced (75 grams per metric ton), maximum two-hour average, expressed in H2SO.; or
(iii) A visible emission equivalent to an opacity of five (5) percent.
(B) These emission limits shall apply to only those sulfuric acid plants producing sulfuric acid by
the contact process by burning elemental sulfur, alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide, organic sulfides
and mercaptans or acid sludge.
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All sulfuric acid plants regulated under this subsection shall have installed, calibrated,
maintained and operated, an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur
dioxide. The instrument installed and used pursuaD~ to this subsection shall be calibrated following
the Oklahoma test procedure requirements using the performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part
60, Appendix B.
(B) The owner or operator of any sulfuric acid plant subject to provisions of this paragraph shall
maintain a file of all measurements required including compliance status records and excess emissions
measurements. These records and measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the
date of such measurement, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or it's
representative during normal business hours.
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(b)

Fuel-burning equipment.
Emission limit.
(A) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured
as sulfur dioxide from new gas fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.2 pound per million BTU heat input
(0.36 gram per million gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(B) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured
as sulfur dioxide from new liquid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.8 pound per million BTU heat
input (l.4 grams per million gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(C) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of sulfur.oxides measured
as sulfur dioxide from new solid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 1.2 pounds per million BTU heat
input (2.20 grams per million gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(0) If a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is used to determine emission compliance, averaging
time will be determined on a 24 hour basis.
(E) Where different fuels are burned simultaneously in any combination, the applicable standard shall
be determined by proration unless a secondary fuel is used in de minimis
quantities(lessthan5%of
total BTU input annually). Compliance shall be determined using the formula (effective July 1, 1972),

( 1)

(y(.80)

-

+

z(1.2)) I y

+

z

where y is the percent of total heat input derived from liquid fuel and z is the percent of total heat
input derived from solid fuel.
(2) Emission and fuel monitoring.
(A) There shall be installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated, in any new fuel-burning equipment
with a rated heat input of 250 million BTU/hr. or more emission monitoring instruments as follows:
(i) a photoelectric or other type smoke detector and recorder, except where gaseous fuel. is the
only fuel burned; and,
(ii)
an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording sulfur dioxide emissions, except
where gaseous fuel containing less than 0.1 percent sulfur is the only fuel burned or a solid fuel
sampling and analysis method is used to determine emission compliance.
(B) Instruments installed and used for monitoring shall be calibrated following performance
specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
(C) The sulfur content of solid fuels as burned shall be determined in accordance with previous methods
as approved by the Executive Director or in accordance with Method 19 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A.
(0) The owner or operator of any fuel-burning equipment with a rated heat input of 250 million BTU/hr.
or over shall maintain a file of all measurements required in subparagraphs (A), (B), or (C) of this
paragraph, including compliance status records and excess emissions measurements. These records and
measurements shall be retained for at least two (2) years following the date of such measurements, and
made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its representatives during normal
business hours.
(c) Gas sweetening and sulfur recovery plants.
( 1) Natural gas processing.
(A) As specified in 252:100-31·26(a)(1)(B), a new gas sweetening plant is allowed direct oxidation of
hydrogen sulfide to sulfur dioxide without a prior sulfur removal step when the exhaust gas contains
no more than 100 pounds per hour of sulfur dioxide. When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from
a new gas sweetening unit is greater than this allowed emission but less than or equal to 5.0 long tons
per day (LT/0) of sulfur, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction efficiency of at least 75.0 percent shall
be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery facility prior to the discharge of gases from the system.
(B) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than 5.0
LT/D but less than or equal to 150 LT/0, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction efficiency shall be
achieved by means of a sulfur recovery facility such that
Z = 92.34 ( X0 •00774 )
where Z is the minimum emission reduction efficiency required at all times and X is the sulfur feed
rate, i.e., the hydrogen sulfide in the acid gas from the sweetening unit, expressed as long tons per
.
day of sulfur rounded to one decimal place.
(C) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than 150
LT/D but less than or equal to 1500 LT/0, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction efficiency shall be
achieved by means of a sulfur recovery facility such that

z = 88.78

(X o.o•se)

where Z and X are defined as in (B) of this subsection.
(0) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than 1500
LT/D, a minimum sulfur dioxide reduction efficiency of 99.5 percent shall be required.
(2) Other processes. The emission of sulfur oxidesr-calculated as sulfur dioxide, from a new sulfur
recovery plant operating in conjunction with other processes is limited to ao peWRa& peP UR ef swlfwP
pPeeeaae111 1 MKiRUR twa llewp avePa!!le rates consistent with the emission reduction efficiencies calculated
based on equivalent sulfur feed rate in long tons per day (LT/0) in the same manner as for natural gas
processing in secion (c)(1) above.
(3) Emission monitoring. For facilities regulated under this subsection emission monitoring may be required
as determined by the Executive Director in accordance with Subchapter 45 of this Chapter.
(d) Nonferrous smeltets.
(1) Emiaslon limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from new nonferrous
smelters is restricted according to the following equations as a maximum two-hour average, where X equals
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total sulfur fed to smelter (lbthr) andY equals sulfur dioxide emissions (lbthr).:
(A) Copper Smelters:
Y = 0.2 CXJ
(B) Zinc Smelters: Y = 0.564 (X 0 · 8 )
(C) Lead Smelters: Y = 0.98 (X 0 "77 )
(2) Emission monitoring.
CA) All new nonferrous smelters regulated under this subsection shall have installed, calibrated,
maintained and operated an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur
dioxide following performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B and
following
the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F.
(B) The owner or operator of any new nonferrous smelter subject to provisions of this subparagraph
shall maintain a file of all measurements required , including compliance status records and excess
emissions measurements. These records and measurements shall be retained for at least two years
following the date of such measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division
or its representative during normal business hours.
(e) Paper pulp miU.
(1) Emission limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from the blow pits, washer
vents, storage tanks,
digester relief, and recovery furnace of any new paper pulp mill shall not exceed
eighteen pounds per air-dried ton of pulp produced, maxinun two-hour average.
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All new paper pulp mills shall have installed, calibrated, maintained and operated instruments for
continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur dioxide from the recovery system gas-cleaning
equipment and other locations as required by the Executive Director. The instruments installed and
used pursuant to this Section shall have a confidence level of at least 95 percent and be accurate
within +20 percent and shall be calibrated following performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part
60, Appendix B and following the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F.
(B) The owner or operator of any new paper pulp mill subject to provisions of this subparagraph shall
maintain files of all measurements required, including compliance status records and excess emissions
measurements. These records and measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the
date of such measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its
representative during normal business hours.
252:100-31·26. Hydrogen sulfide

(a)

Petroleum and natural gas processes.
( 1 ) Emission Omit.
(A) No person shall cause, suffer, or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of hydrogen sulfide from
any new petroleum or natural gas process equipment without removal of the hydrogen sulfide from the
exhaust gas or oxidizing it to sulfur dioxide in a system which insures at all times complete
combustion of the hydrogen sulfide, with the exhaust gas then being emitted from a stack at least 50
feet in height. Efficiency of these removal or oxidation systems shall not allow to be emitted more
than 0.3 pound per hour of hydrogen sulfide as a two-hour maximum, with a maximum efficiency required
of 95 percent of the hydrogen sulfide in the exhaust gas. This subparagraph does not apply to pipeline
quality sweetened gas.
(B) Direct oxidation of hydrogen sulfide to sulfur oxides without a prior removal step meeting emission
limits of 252:100·31·25(c)(1) is not allowed for any system which would allow discharge of more than
100 pounds per hour of sulfur oxides expressed as sulfur dioxide, maxinun two-hour average.
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All new petroleum and natural gas processing facilities regulated under this subsection shall have
installed, calibrated, maintained and operated an alarm system which will signal noncombustion of the
gas.·
(B) All new petroleum and natural gas processing facilities regulated under this section shall
demonstrate compliance with the ambient air limits of 252: 100·31·12(a) using either dispersion modeling
or ambient air measurements.
(b) Other processes.
(1) Standard. No person shall cause, let, suffer, or allow any emission of hydrogen sulfide from any source
which results in an ambient air concentration of hydrogen sulfide at any given point of 0.1 ppm for a one·
hour period. This standard shall not apply to ambient air concentrations occurring on the property from
which such emission occurs, providing such property, from the emission point to the point of any such
concentration is controlled by the person responsible for such emission.
(2) Determination of violation. Violations of this Section may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances and/or emission factors, and on the basis of the a~ient air
concentration, or use of appropriate atmospheric dispersion models approved by EPA. Determinations made
by the Executive Director using these procedures indicating that the limits set in 252: 100·31-26(b)(1) have
been exceeded shall constitute prime evidence that the standard has been violated. Source operators may
use these procedures in lieu of ambient air monitoring as proof of compliance with limits set in 252:100·3126(b)(1).
~
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Minutes
June 14, 1994
1:00 p.m.
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OKLAHOMA STATE 'DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY 1 OKLAHOMA
·staff Present ..

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Ph.D., Vi9e Chairman
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman
J.W.(Bill) Fishback
Michael Hughes

Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirter
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Pierre Taren
Meribeth Slagell
Kathryn Hinkle

Guests Present
(See attached list)

.
\

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting.
Agendas
were posted at the basement entrance, first floor entrance a~ the
Oklahoma State Department of Health building, the entrance door of
the meeting room at th~ Lincoln Plaza location, and the entrance to
the Air Quality Divisi9n.
Call to order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken.
Members not in attendance were Ms. Slagell, Ms.
Hinkle, and Mayor Taren·.
Mr. Breisch turned the meeting over to
Mr. Byrum, who acted ,as protocol officer for Public Rulemaking
Hearing OAC 252:100-24' Control of Emissions From Grain Elevators.
Mr. Doyle McWhirter ptesented the staff comments concerning this
rule entitled 11 Particulate Matter Emissions from Grain, Feed, or
Seed operations... Mr. McWhirter advised that a committee made up
of Air Quality Division staff members, Air Quality Council members,
and Oklahoma grain anq feed representatives reached an agreement
after having met on three occasions to discuss and draft proposed
subchapter 24~
'

,-

Mr. McWhirter suggested that certain changes discussed in the
briefing be added to the rule. The recommended changes are shown
as underlined and deleted language in the copy of the.rule attached
as part of these Minutes.
The recommended changes are denoted on
pages 2, 5 and 6.
With the inclusion of these changes, Mr.
1
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McWhirter. recommended the council forward this ruleDepartment of Environmental Quality Board for adoption.

to

the

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption of this rule

~

to the Department of Environmental Quality Board.
Mr. Fishback
made the motion as stated by Mr. Breisch with second by Ms.
Tillman. Roll call as follows: Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Ms. Hinkle - absent; Dr. Hughes -aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Ms. Slagel! - absent; Mayor Taron - absent; Ms: Tillman -".aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
Mr. Gary Kilpatrick asked to place in the record a thank you to the
industry, to the staff, and. to the Council members, particularly
Bill Fishback who chaired the committee, for the hard work done to
resolve this issue.
Dr. Hughes added an appreciation to Doyle
McWhirter and Debbie Perry for the amount of emphasis and time
devoted to this issue and to all the members of industry who
participated and endured Council questioning and for allowing
council members to see the grain operations.
On behalf of the industry, Mr. Joe Hampton, Oklahoma Grain and Feed
Association, gave a special thank you to the members of the council
who served on the committee, especially Mr. Fishback, and to
members of the staff, especially Doyle and Debbie, for all the work
put into this effort.
The next item on the agenda was public rulemaking hearing for OAC
252:100-31 Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds.
~r. Byrum
acted as protocol officer and called up Mr. scott Thoma~ and Dr.
Joyce Sheedy to give the staff proposal on a suggested revision to
this rule. Mr. Thomas recommended that the hearing be continued to
the Council's August 9, 1994 meeting in Tulsa for the purpose of
receiving as many comments as possible from all interested parties
and from EPA.
Dr. Sheedy provided technical information and
answered questions from the audience and council.

~

Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue the hear'ing until
the next regular Council meeting as per the recommendation from
staff. Mr. Kilpatrick made the motion as stated with seco;nd by Dr.
Hughes.
Roll call as follows:
Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Fishback abstain; Ms. Hinkle -absent; Dr. _Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrickaye; Ms. Slagel! - absent; Mayor Taron - absent; Ms. Tillman - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
Approval of Minutes - Chairman Breisch reconvened the meeting and
requested a motion for the approval of the Minutes of the April 12
meeting.
In discussion, it was found on page 3, the words "of
fugitive dust" needed to be added; and on page 2 change 'Dr.'
Kilpatrick to "Mr. 11
Ms. Tlllman made the motion to approve the
minutes as corrected with second by Dr. Hughes.
Roll call as
follows: Or. Canter - aye; Mr. Fishback -aye; Ms. Hinkle - absent;
Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - absent; Mayor
Taron - absent; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
2

~

Other Business
- No new business from staff.
Mr. Tom Lay from
audience discussed his interest in the TB&A contract stating that
he was making an appearance on behalf of the Environmental
Federation of Oklahoma in support of the draft study and pointed
out that it was evidenced that the staff put a lot of hard work
into the report.
Next Meeting
-The next regular·meeting will be held August 9,
1994 at the Auditorium, City-County Health Department, Tulsa, OK.
Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll call vote.

.'

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Larry D. Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

August 9 1 1994 1 9:30 A.M.
(Moved from TCCHD Auditorium to Fairgrounds)

Tulsa Fairgrounds Gate 12
Exposition Center Cafeteria
4600 East 21st Street
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING

1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQD activities

Director

A.

TB&A Report - Title V status
Legislation - Staffing - other
1.

3.

Discussion by council/Public

Public Rulemaking Hearings - (Briefing)
A.

OAC 252:100-31
control of Emissions of sulfur Compounds
1.

B.

c.

Discussion by Council/Public

OAC 252:100-8
Acid Rain
1.

Opera~ing

Permits (Part 72)

Sheedy

Discussion by council/Public

OAC 252:100-8 Operating Permits (Part 70)
Fee Requirements
1.

Sheedy

Thomas

Discussion by council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

AUGUST 9, 1994, 1:00 P.M.
(Moved from TCCBD Auditorium to Fairgrounds)

Tulsa Fairgrounds Gate 12
Exposition center Cafeteria
4600 East 21st street
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

HEARING/MEETING

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A.

B.

Sheedy

Discussion by Council/Public

OAC 252:1oo~a Operating Permits (Part 70)
Fee Requirements
1.

Sheedy

Discussion by Council/Public

OAC 252:100-8 Operating Permits (Part 72)
Acid Rain
1.

c.

Secretary

OAC 2 52.: 1 00-3 1
Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
1.

Chairman

Thomas

Discussion by Council/Public

4.

Approval of Minutes of April 12, 1994

Chairman

5.

New Business

Chairman

Discussion/consideration of subjectsjbusiness
arising within the past 24 hours.
6.

.-

ADJOURNMENT
Chairman
Next meeting - October 11, 1994
Lincoln Pla~~ Office Complex Brown Room
4545 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 27, 1994

TO:
FROM:

.AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

~Joyce Sheedy
CfFAir Permits and Compliance Section

f

Scott Thoma·s J
Analysis and Inventory Section
SUBJECT:

REVISIONS TO OAC 252:100-31
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS

Please find enclosed the staff's suggested revision to Oklahoma Air
Pollution Control Rule OAC 252:100-31 "Control of Emissions of
Sulfur Compounds". As you are aware, the June 14, 1994 hearing on
this matter is to be continued at the Council's August 9th meeting.
Also enclosed is a copy of the testimony presented at the June 14
hearing as well as a copy of written comments from interested
parties received as of the date of this memo.
It is our
understanding that EPA is preparing comments on this matter which
will be presented at the hearing.
Informal discussions with their staff indicate no major problem
areas.

-

OKLAHOMA AIR POLLUTION CONTROL RULES
SUBCHAPTER 31. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-31·1. Purpos•
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions of sulfur compounds from stationary sources in order
to prevent the Oklahoma Air Quality Standard from being exceeded and insure that degradation of the present
level of air quality in Oklahoma does not occur.
252:100-31-2. D•finitlons
The following words or terms, when used in this subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
''Black liquor solids" means the dry weight of the solids which enter the recovery furnace in the black liquor.·
"Digester system" means each continuous digester or each batch digester used for the cooking of wood in
white liquor, and associated flash tank(s), below tank(s), chip steamer(s), and condenser(s).
''Existing source" means an air contaminant source which is in being on the effective date of the applicable
section.
"Lima kiln" means a unit used to calcine lime nxl, which consists primarily of calch111 carbonate, into
quicklime, which is calcium oxide.
"Multiple-affect evaporator system" means the ~~a.~ltiple·effect evaporators and associated condenser(s) and
hotwell(s) used to concentrate the spent cooking liquid that is separated from the pulp(black liquor).
"New installation lsourcaorequipmantl" means an air contaminant source which is not in being on the effective
date of the applicable section and any existing source which is altered, replaced, or rebuilt after the
effective date of the rules such that the amount of air contaminant emissions is increased.
"Recovery furnace" means either a straight kraft recovery furnace or a cross recovery furnace, and includes
the direct-contact evaporator for a direct contact furnace.
"Smelt dlssolvlnQ tank" ·means a vessel used for dissolving the smelt collected from the recovery furnace.
"Total reduced sulfur" is the sum of the compounds hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, and
dimethyl disulfide.
252:100-31·3. Performance tasting
Testing to determine whether emission standards set in this Subchapter are met shall be conducted by the
source following 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, Test Methods.
PART 3.

EXISTING EQUIPMENT STANDARDS

252:100-31·12. Sulfur oxides
(a) Standard. No person shall cause, let, suffer or allow any emission of sulfur dioxide from existing
equi~nt which results in an ambient air concentration of sulfur dioxide at any given point in excess of 1300
ug/m (0.50 ppm) in a five (5) minute.period of any hour, a one (1) hour average exposure of 1200 ug/m3 (0.46
ppm), a three (3) hour average exposure of 650 ug/m3 (0.25 ppm), or a 24-hour average exposure of 130 ug/m3 (0.05
ppm) of sulfur dioxide contributed from any one source or an annual arithmetic mean of 80 ug/m3 (0.03 ppm).
These limitations shall not apply to ambient air concentrations occurring on the property from which such
emission occurs, providing such property, from the emission point to the point of any such concentration is
controlled by the person responsible for such emission.
(b) Datarminlltion of violation. Violations of 252:100·31·12(a) may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances and/or emission factors, and on the basis of the ambient air concentration
by the use of appropriate atmospheric dispersion models approved by EPA. Determinations made by the Executive
Director using these procedures indicating that the limits set in 252:100·31·12Ca> have been exceeded shall
constitute prime evidence that the standard has been violated. Source operators may use these same procedures
in lieu of ambient air monitoring as proof of compliance with limits set in 252:100·31·12(a).
252: 100-31·13. Sulfuric acid mist
After January 10, 1979, no person shall cause, let, or allow emissions of sulfuric acid mist from any
existing sulfuric acid plant in an amount greater than 0.5 pound of sulfuric acid mist per ton of acid produced
(250 grams per metric ton) the production being expressed as 100 percent sulfuric acid CH 2SO.>.

.-.

.

..

252:100·31-14. Hydrogen sulfide
(a) Standard. No person shall cause, let, suffer, or allow any emission of hydrogen sulfide from any source
which results in an ambf.ent air concentration of hydrogen sulfide at any given point of 0.1 ppm for·a 30-minute
period. This standard shall not apply to ambient air concentrations occurring on the property from which such
emission occurs, providing such property, from the point of~y such concentration is controlled by the person
·
responsible for such emission.
(b) D.tarminatlon of violation. Violation of 252:100·31·14(a) may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances and/or emission factors, and on the basis of the ambient air concentrat!on
by the use of appropriate atmospheric dispersion models approved by EPA. Determinations made by the Execut1ve
Director using these procedures indicating that the limits set in 252:100·31·14(a) have been exceeded shall
constitute prime evidence that the standard has been violated. Source operators may use these same procedures
in lieu of ambient air monitoring as proof of compliance with limits set in 252:100·31·14Ca).

1
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(c) Testing procedures. Testing procedures for anbient air concentration of hydrogen sulfide shall use either
of the following:
(1) Paper Tape Method, American Iron and Steel Institute (A.I.S.I.) type s~ler with lead acetate
i~regnated paper tape;
(2) Methylene Slue Calorimetric Method; or,
(3) other methods acceptable to the Executive Director.

252:1 00-31-15. Total reduced sulfur
(a) Standard. After November 15, 1985, all affected facilities shall limit emissions of total reduced sulfur
released during the Kraft pulping operation, to those listed in this section or have an approved plan which is
to be submitted to the Director by May 15, 1984. Approval of all such plans shall reside with the Air Quality
Council and in no case shall the time frame for compliance exceed May 9, 1989.
(1) The applicable limits are:
(A) Forty (40) parts per million (ppm) of total reduced sulfur measured as hydrogen sulfide on a dry
basis and on a 12-hour average, converted to eight (8) volume percent oxygen from any
recovery
furnace;
(8) Forty (40) parts per million of total reduced sulfur measured as hydrogen sulfide on a dry basis
and on a 12-hour average, corrected to ten (10) volume percent oxygen from any lime kiln; and,
(C) 0.016 gram of total reduced sulfur measured as hydrogen sulfide per kilogram of black liquor
solids for a 12-hour average from any smelt dissolving tank.
(2) Non-condensable gases from all evaporators and digesters shall be efficiently incinerated or otherwise
treated to limit emissions to less than five (5) ppm by volume on a dry basis.
(b) Detennination of violation. Violation of 252:100·31-15(a) may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances, continuous emission monitoring data, and/or emission factors. Stack
sampling conducted by the source will be required to demonstrate compliance, following 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix
A, Test Methods.
(c) Continuous emission monitoring.
(1) Existing sources listed below are required to monitor emissions as described.
(A) Fossil fuel-f'wed steam generators. Continuous monitoring of sulfur dioxide emissions is required for
fossil fuel-fired steam generators where the source utilizes an air pollution abatement operation to
make a significant reduction in the emissions of sulfur dioxide. Continuous monitoring of oxygen or
carbon dioxide is required where it is necessary to convert sulfur dioxide monitoring results.
(8) Sulfuric acid plants. Continuous monitoring of sulfur dioxide is required for sulfuric acid plants
required to limit emissions by the applicable requirements of this Subchapter where the production
capacity is greater than 300 tons per day expressed as 100X acid except where the conversion of
sulfuric acid is utilized as a means of preventing emissions to the atmosphere of sulfur dioxide or
other sulfur compounds.
(2) Required monitoring systems will be installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated in accordance with
40 CFR 60, Appendix B.
(3) Required monitoring systems will be installed, calibrated,maintained, and operated in accordance with
40 CFR 51, Appendix P, hereby incorporated by reference.
PART 5. NEW EQUIPMENT STANDARDS
252:100-31-25. Sulfur oxides
(a) Sulfuric acid plants.
(1) Emission limit.
(A) A person operating a new sulfuric acid plant shall not cause, suffer, or allow the discharge into
the atmosphere of:
.
(i) sulfur dioxide in the effluent in excess of four (4) pounds per ton of 100 percent sulfuric
acid produced (2 kg per metric ton), maximum two-hour average;
.
(ii) Sulfuric acid mist which is in excess of 0.15 pound per ton of 100 percent sulfuric ac1d
produced (75 grams per metric ton), maximum two-hour average, expressed in H2S04; or
(iii) A visible emission equivalent to an opacity of five (5) percent.
.
_
(8) These emission limits shall apply to only those sulfuric acid plants producing sulfuric ac1d by
the contact process by burning elemental sulfur, alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide, organic sulfides
and mercaptans or acid sludge.
(2) Emission monitoring.
(A) All sulfuric acid plants regulated under this subsection shall have installed, calibrated,
maintained and operated, an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sul!ur
dioxide. The instrunent installed and used pursuant--to this subsection shall be calibrated following
the Oklahoma test procedure requirements using the performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part
60, Appendix s.
(8) The owner or operator of any sulfuric acid plant subject to provisions of this paragra~ s~all
maintain a file of all measurements required including compliance status records and excess em!ss1ons
measurements. These records and measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the
date of such measurement, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or it's
representative during nonnal business hours.
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(b)

Fuel-burning equipment.
( 1) Emission limit.
(A) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge i~to the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured
as sulfur dioxide from new gas fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.2 pound per million BTU heat input
(0.36 gram per million gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(B) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured
as sulfur dioxide from new liquid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.8 pound per million BTU heat
input (l.4 grams per million gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(C) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured
as sulfur dioxide from new solid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 1.2 pounds per million BTU heat
input (2.20 grams per million gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(0) If a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is used to determine emission compliance, averaging
time will be detennined on a 24 hour basis.
(E) Where different fuels are burned simultaneously in any combination, the applicable standard shall
be determined by proration unless a secondary fuel is used in de minimis quantities(lessthan5Xof
total BTU input annually). Compliance shall be detenmined using the formula (effective July 1, 1972),
(y(.80) + Z(1.2)) I y + z

where y is the percent of total heat input derived from liquid fuel and z is the percent of total heat
input derived from solid fuel.
(2) Emission and fuel monitoring.
(A) There shall be installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated, in any new fuel-burning equipment
with a rated heat input of 250 million BTU/hr. or more emission monitoring instruments as follows:
(i) a photoelectric or other type smoke detector and recorder, except where gaseous fuel is the
only fuel burned; and,
(ii)
an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording sulfur dioxide emissions, except
where gaseous fuel containing less than 0.1 percent sulfur is the only fuel burned or a solid fuel
sampling and analysis method is used to detenmine emission compliance.
(B) Instruments installed and used for monitoring shall be calibrated following performance
specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
(C) The sulfur content of solid fuels as burned shall be determined in accordance with previous methods
as approved by the Executive Director or in accordance with Method 19 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A.
(0) The owner or operator of any fuel-burning equipment with a rat'ed heat input of 250 million BTU/hr.
or over shall maintain a file of all measurements required in subparagraphs (A), (B), or (C) of this
paragraph, including compliance status records and excess emissions measurements. These records and
measurements shall be retained for at least two (2) years following the date of such measurements, and
made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its representatives during normal
business hours.
(c) Gas sweetening and sulfur recovery plants.
( 1) Natural gas processing.
(A) As specified in 252:100-31·26(a)(1)(B), a new gas sweetening plant is allowed direct oxidation of
hydrogen sulfide to sulfur dioxide without a prior sulfur removal step when the exhaust gas contains
no more than 100 pounds per hour of sulfur dioxide. When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from
a new gas sweetening unit is greater than this allowed emission but less than or equal to 5.0 long tons
per day (LT/0) of sulfur, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction efficiency of at least 75.0 percent shall
be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery facility prior to the discharge of gases from the system.
(B) When the sulfur content of an acid·gas stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than 5.0
LT/D but less than or equal to 150 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction efficiency shall be
achieved by means of a sulfur recovery facility such that
Z = 92.34 (X0 ' 0077•)

where Z is the minimum emission reduction efficiency required at all times and X is the sulfur feed
rate, i.e., the hydrogen sulfide in the acid gas from the sweetening unit, expressed as long tons per
day of sulfur rounded to one decimal place.
(C) When the sulfur content of an acid·gas stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than 150
LT/D but less than or equal to 1500 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide emission r~tion efficiency shall be
achieved by means of a sulfur recovery facility such that

z = B8. 78

(X o.ou1e)

where Z and X are defined as in (B) of this subsection.
(0) ~en the sulfur content of an acid·gas stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than 1500
LT/D, a minimum sulfur dioxide reduction efficiency~of 99.5 percent shall be required.
(2) Other processes. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from a new sulfur
recovery plant operating in conjunction with other processes is limited to ~Q peWA~e peP teA a# awlfwP
pPeeeaeea 1 MBMiMWM •w• hewP evePe!e rates consistent with the emission reduction efficiencies calculated
based on equivalent sulfur feed rate in long tons per day <LT/0) in the same manner as for natural gas
.
processins in secion <c:H1> above.
(3) Emission monitoring. For facilities regulated under this subsection emission monitoring may be reqtn red
as detenmined by the Executive Director in accordance with Subchapter 45 of this Chapter.
(d) Nonferrous smelten.
(1} Emission &mit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from new nonferrous
smelters is restricted according to the following equations as a maximum two-hour average, where X equals

3
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total sulfur fed to smelter (lb/hr) andY equals sulfur dioxide emissions (lb/hr).:
(A) Copper smelters:
Y = 0.2 (X)
0 8
(8) Zinc Smelters: Y = 0.564 (X · &)
(C) Lead Smelters: Y = 0.98 (X 0"77 )
(2) Emi8sion monitoring.
(A) All new nonferrous smelters regulated under this subsection shall have installed, calibrated,
maintained and operated an instrument for continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur
dioxide following performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix 8 and
following
the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F.
(B) The owner or operator of any new nonferrous smelter subject to provisions of this subparagraph
shall maintain a file of all measurements required , including compliance status records and excess
emissions measurements. These records and measurements shall be retained for at least two years
following the date of such measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division
or its representative during normal business hours.
(e) Paper pulp mil.
(1) Emission limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as sulfur dioxide, from the blow pits, washer
vents, storage tanks,
digester relief, and recovery furnace of any new paper pulp mill shall not exceed
eighteen pou'1ds per air-dried ton of pulp produced, maxilrun two-hour average.
(2) Emi..ion monitoring.
(A) All new paper pulp mills shall have installed, calibrated, maintained and operated instruments for
continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur dioxide from the recovery system gas-cleaning
equipment and other locations as required by the Executive Director. The instruments installed and
used pursuant to this Section shall have a confidence level of at least 95 percent and be accurate
within +20 percent and shall be calibrated following performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part
60, Appendix Band following the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix F.
(B) The owner or operator of any new paper pulp mill subject to provisions of this subparagraph shall
maintain files of all measurements required, including compliance status records and excess emissions
measurements. These records and measurements shall be retained for at least two years following the
date of such measurements, and made available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its
representative during normal business hours.
252:1 00·31-28. Hydrogen sulfide

(a)

Petroleum and natural gas processes.
(1) Emission limit.
(A) No person shall cause, suffer, or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of hydrogen sulfide from
any new petroleum or natural gas process equipment without removal of the hydrogen sulfide from the
exhaust gas or oxidizing it to sulfur dioxide in a system which insures at all times complete
combustion of the hydrogen sulfide, with the exhaust gas then being emitted from a stack at least 50
feet in height. Efficiency of these removal or oxidation systems shall not allow to be emitted more
than 0.3 pound per hour of hydrogen sulfide as a two-hour maximum, with a maximum efficiency required
of 95 percent of the hydrogen sulfide in the exhaust gas. This subparagraph does not apply to pipeline
quality sweetened gas.
(8) Direct oxidation of hydrogen sulfide to sulfur oxides without a prior removaL step meeting emission
limits of 252:100·31-25Cc><1> is not allowed for any system which would allow discharge of more than
100 pounds per hour of sulfur oxides expressed as sulfur dioxide, maximum two-hour average.
(2) Emi..ion monitoring.
CAl All new petroleum and natural gas processing facilities regulated under this subsection shall have
installed, calibrated, maintained and operated an alarm system which will signal noncombustion of the
~s.
.
(B) All new petroleum and natural gas processing facilities regulated under t~is Se~tion sh~ll
demonstrate compliance with the ambient air limits of 252: 100-31·12(a) using either drspersr on modelrng
or ambient air measurements.
Cb > Other processes.
(1) Standard. No person shall cause, Let, suffer, or allow any emission of hydrogen sulfide from any source
which results in an ambient air concentration of hydrogen sulfide at any given point of 0.1 ppm for a one·
hour period. This standard shall not apply to ambient air concentrations occurring on the property from
which such emission occurs, providing such property, from the emission point to the point of any such
concentration is controlled by the person responsible for such emission.
(2) Determination of violation. Violations of this Section may be determined by the Executive Director by
use of appropriate material balances and/or emission factors, and on the basis of the. a"!ient air
concentration, or use of appropriate atmospheric dispersion models approved by EPA. Determrnatrons made
by the Executive Director using these procedures indicating that the limits set in 252:100·31·26(b)(1) have
been exceeded shall constitute prime evidence that the standard has been violated. Source operators may
use these procedures in lieu of ambient air monitoring as"proof of compliance with limits set in 252:100·31·
26Cb)( 1>.
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Minutes
August 9, 1994
1:00 p.m.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OP EHVZRONMENTAL QOALZTY
AZR QOALZTY DIVZSZON
TULSA PAZRGROUNDS CAFETBRZA
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Meribeth Slagel!
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman
Michael Hughes
Kathryn Hinkle
Bill Fishback

Larry Byrum
Doyle McWhirter
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

council Members Absent
Pierre Taren
Larry Canter

Guests Present
(See attached list)

POBLZC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas
were posted at the Fairgrounds Cafeteria as well as the City county
Health Department Auditorium and at the Air Quality Division in
Oklahoma City.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken.
Members not in attendance were Dr. Canter and
Mayor Taren.
Byrum, as protocol officer convened the Public Rulemakinq
Hearing OAC 252:100-31 control of Emissions Prom sulfur compounds.

Mr.

-

Dr. Joyce Sheedy, Acting Program Director of Permits and Compliance
Section entered the rule into th'e record and presented staff
comments stating proposed changes to OAC 252:100-31-25(C) (2)

regarding Sulfur Dioxide emissions from refinery sulfur recovery
1

702.9

units.
In briefing the Council, Dr. Sheedy pointed out that the
requirements of refineries to meet standards set out in the rule is
unduly burdensome and the procedures are complicated, therefore, it
is prudent to amend the rule to avoid the necessity for an
alternative emission reduction permit.
Dr. Sheedy presented two letters of comment for the record: one
from Kerr-McGee supporting the proposed change and one from EPA
Region VI expressing concerns regarding possible effects of this
change on the State Implementation Plan.
staff recommended that Council submit the proposed rev1s1on to the
Department of Environmental Quality Board as an Emergency and
Permanent Rule.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption of this rule
to the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Board.
Mr.
Kilpatrick made the motion to recommend this rule to the DEQ Board
as Permanent and Emergency with sec.ond by Dr. Hughes. Roll call as
follows:
Mr. Fishback - abstain; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened the Public Rulemakinq
Hearinq for OAC 252:100-8 operatinq Permits Part 72 Acid Rain.
Mr. Scott Thomas, Program Director, Analysis and Inventory Section,
presented staff comments and entered into the record a letter from
Mr. Gerald Fontenot, Branch Chief of the Air Programs Branch,
Region VI EPA.
The letter included comments from the Acid Rain
Division of EPA headquarters. In briefing, Mr. Thomas pointed out
that in order to retain its approval status for the submittal,
Oklahoma
must
provide
adequate
legal
authority
through
incorporation by reference to the Code of Federal Regulations Part
72 of the Federal Acid Rain Regulations or adopt its own
regulations based on EPA's model.
If Oklahoma does not submit
these elements, it will be subject to sanctions and the Plan would
be subject to disapproval.
According to Mr. Thomas, EPA has
indicated no problems with the proposed language.
The staff
entered a copy of the proposed changes to the rule and recommended
(1) that this provision be presented to the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality Board for adoption as an Emergency and
Permanent Rule or (2) continue this Hearing to the next meeting.
Mr. Don Whitney, Engineering Staff, Air Quality Division answered
questions of Council and explained the permitting process, the
reporting processes, and the enhanced monitoring processes.
Mr. Howard Ground, Environmental Manager of Public Service Company
of Oklahoma, commented that PSO had..-no opposition to incorporating
the federal rules into the Oklahoma regulations.
Mr. Breisch reiterated that the staff recommended these proposed
2
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changes be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Quality
Board as a permanent and emergency rule.
The motion was made by
Mr. Bill Fishback with second by Gary Kilpatrick.
Roll call as
follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye;
Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.

As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened a Public Rulemaking Hearing
reqarding OAC 252: 100-s Operating Permits Pa.rt 70 Fee Requirements.
Mr. scott Thomas presented staff position proposing that the fee be
effective January 1, 1995 for Part 70 sources; that these sources
no longer be subject to the current $10/ton fee specified in
subchapter 7; and that the fee be adjusted each year by the
consumer Price Index using calendar year 1994 as the base line.
The staff also recommended that this Hearing be continued to the
next meeting to allow for public participation and comments and to
receive comments from EPA Region VI.
Mr. Kilpatrick questioned the intent of using the $15.19 amount as
recommended by Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A) •
Mr. Thomas

advised that staff recommended Council use the TB&A study figure of
$15.19 but the proposal sent to EPA Region VI would show that the
total fee was representative of a higher number because of
additional fees and charges required by the permit rule.
Mr. Kilpatrick suggested that the word "recognized" in the next to
the last line of the proposed change be dropped as legislation
authorized that a management study by a recognized consultant be
done.
Mr. Kilpatrick also suggested that the word "presumptive" be
dropped from (b) (iii) and from the definitions because the real fee
is being calculated, not the presumptive fee.
Mr. David Brane.cky, Regulatory Coordinator for OG&E, commented that
OG&E supports a good air quality program in Oklahoma, but wanted
the council to consider the fact that the TB&A Report is just a
study showing a fee determination of $15.19, and was not a set
amount that could not be changed.
There was further discussion between Mr. Branecky, Council, and
staff regarding accounting procedures for carryover amounts and
accounting procedures for the Title v program.
The Chairman stated that the staff recommended continuing this
meeting to the regular October meeting and asked the council to
continue their consultant committee to talk with the staff
concerning accounting issues, etc.
Ms. Tillman moved to continue this hearing with the understanding
that Council would continue the committee discussions with staff to
answer questions regarding the TB&A report.
3
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Mr. Kilpatrick made the second with roll call as follows:
Mr.
Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Approval of Minutes
- Chairman Breisch reconvened the regular
meeting and requested a motion for the approval of Minutes of the
June 14 meeting.
Ms. Tillman moved to accept the Minutes with
second by Dr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Fishback aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye; Dr. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms.
Slagell - abstain; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Other Business
- Mr. Byrum pointed out that in reviewing the
Minutes and tape recording of the last meeting, it was found that
the Feed and Grain rule was not adopted as an Emergency Rule in
addition to a Permanent · Rule which was the intention of the
committee, staff and industry. The implication being that if it is
adopted as an Emergency Rule it can go into effect almost
immediately. otherwise, it will have to wait until the Legislature
is back in session and the rule will go into effect after the
Legislative Session.
If not adopted as an emergency, the rule
would be effective approximately 3 0 days before the expiration date
that was included in the rule.
Mr. Byrum recommended to the
council that this rule be adopted as Permanent and Emergency.
Mr. Fishback added that in working with the staff on this issue, he
believed it was everyone's consensus that this rule should go into
effect as soon as possible to allow industry to develop their Title
V strategy. Mr. Fishback made the motion to recommend that the DEQ
Board adopt OAC 252:100-24 as an Emergency Rule as well as a
Permanent Rule.
Mr. Kilpatrick stated that he also participated in the meetings and
it was discussed that the rule should go into effect immediately,
agreed with Mr. Fishback, and made a second to the motion.
With the motion made and seconded with verification by committee,
roll call was taken as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Hinkle aye; or. Hughes - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell -abstain;
Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye•
with no· further business, the next meeting was discussed.
Mr.
Byrum projected sufficient business for a two-day meeting in
october, adjourning on Tuesday, october 11 and continuing on
Wednesday, October 12. He added that a significant amount of time
would be taken on the Title V fee rule and other items to be
brought before the council,
therefore,
with the Council's
concurrence, the staff would like to move forward with plans for a
two-day meeting.
Because the Oklahoma Register advertising
deadline was August a, the rule was advertised for these dates, but
that in no way binds the Council to that action. Mr. Byrum stated
that the most efficient way to handle a two-day meeting would be to
have the regular Briefing on Tuesday and follow with the Hearings
4

and Meetings with no other Briefing.
Next Meeting - The next regular meeting will be held October 11
and 12 as discussed in the Brown Room at Lincoln Plaza Office
Complex in Oklahoma City, OK.
Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll call vote.

~~

/b/1;/e,t-

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

D. Byrum, Director
Quality Division
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RECOMMENDATION
~

!rHE

EHVIROHMEH':rAL QUALin BOARD
AIR

PROM~
QUALI~ COUNCIL

-

~e members of this Council, acting pursuant to the authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, Section 2-2-201, by
roll call vote; make formal recommendation to the Environmental Quality Board
that the rules specified below be adopted as permanent rules.

OAC 252:100-31-25 (c) (2)
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
Prior to making this recommendation, this Council considered the rules and
comments received thereon and determined, to the heat of its knowledge, that all
requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act applicable to this
rulemaking have been followed.
With the understanding that such changes shall not invalidate this
recommendation, this Council authorizes the Departaent staff to ·make any
amendments approved by the Council, appropriate corrections of typographical
errors, additions and deletions indicated by strikeout/underline, and formatting
as required by the Office of Administrative Rules.
~

Respectfully,

~/~

Chair or Designee

Signed this ........;.9...;.t.;.;h~..... day of

AUGUST , 199..!1.... .
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1.

Kathryn Hinkle

2.

Michael Hughes

3.

Mary Tillman
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RB;GULAR MEETING AGENDA

-

DEP.ARTMENI' OP ENVIRONMENTAL QUALll'Y
OXLABOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

A Public Meeting:

November SO, 1994 Stroud, Oklahoma
Council and Court Room, Administration Building

1.

Call to Order • Roger Miner

-.2.

Roll Call • Lynda Finch

.·:-·

~
OS.

.·:·

....

Approval of Minutes of the September 28, 1994 Regular Meeting

, .8.

.(Jol1sid~·!on of.Amendments· to PrOcedures of the DEQ
~:002 s

chapter 17, .relating to complaint processing
sentation.ofPmposecl Rules· Larry McKee
B.
uestions and Diseussion by Board
·
C. · uestions and Discussion by Public·
!?/ D ussion by Board
~- Roll
ll Vote

.z\.

........

.:; S.

Consideration of Amendments to Air Pollution ltules·
252:100 subchapter 8, relating to acid. rain
A. .Presentation of Proposed Rules· LarryByru.m
.· J.t. Questions and Discussion by Board
C/ Questions and Discusaion by .Puhlic
D. ·Discussion by Board
E.. Ron Call-Vote

. 8.
.

Ccmsideratio.n of Amendments to· Atr PoD:utima BD1es
J5~00 subchapter 8, relating to opel'llt;bqrpezmita . ·
... .·Pruentaiinn of Propoaed Rulaa •.LID:ry B:r1 Wii·
Questions and DiBcunion by Board ·
:·
. ~estio~ and Discussion bJ'Puhlie
...: .. • . DlBCUSilOD by Board
- E. Boll Call Vote

~

. *1.

. ·Consideration of Amendments to Air Pollution Rules
:252:1:0..0 subchapter 81, relating.to control Ot emiasion·of au1fur ~ompounds
. IC Presentation of :Proposed Rules • Larry By.ru:m
· •
· B. Questions and Discussion by Board
·e. · . ·Questions and Discussion by Public.
·-I). Discussion by Board
\ E. •. Boll Call Vote

Consideration of Amendments to Air Pollution Rules
25~:100 subchapter 45, relating to monitoring of emissions

,A Presentation of Proposed Rules • Larry Byrum
B·;_ Questions and Discussion by Board
Questions and D~scussion by Public
D. Discussion by Board
.E. Roll Call Vote

.·c.
9'.

Consideration of Amendments to Industrial Wastewater Systems~ules
Rule 252:615·3-4, relating to permit fees
..
:A. Presentation of Proposed Rules • ~~u:hbs
B. Questions and Discussion by Board.
· .C., Questions andDiscauicm. by Public
· ·D. Discussion by Board
.E. Roll Call Vote

,.

.!

. "

10~

Consideration of .An.C:ndments to Non-Industrial ImpouiicL.aent Rules
Rul~ 252:620-1-5, relating to 'fees
~
Presentation of Proposed Rules -Lowell Hobbs
~·
Questions and Discussion by Board
9· Questions and Discussion by Public
D. Discussion by Board
· E. Roll Call Vote

it.

Consideration of Amendments to Sludge & Land Application of Wastewater Buies
Chapter 252:647, relating to incorporating EPA rules, permit filing, fees,
prohibitions and uclusions
·~ Presentation of Proposed 'Rules -Lowell Hobbs
B. Questions and Discussion by Board
.·C. Questions and Discussion b:y Public
D. Discussion by Board
E. Roll CallVote

1.2. · Consideration of Amendments to Discharges - OPDES (NPDES) Rules
Chapter 252:605, relating to definitions, Appendices E & F (ston:Dwater permit
dates) and Appendix G (fees)
:A. Presentation of Proposed Rules,.. Lowell Hobbs
.B. Questions and Discussion by Board
C. ·Questions and Discussion by Public
L . D.
Discussion by Board
.
E. Roll Call Vote
'
.
.. ~''. ;· 1~ : ·CODJideration:Of Finding of·Emergency for Agenda nemsj-u
. ·
· ~ Presentation - Mark Coleman
· -B. Questions and Discussion by Board
··~:~ ·~e~ and Discussion by Public
...D.. .DlSCUSSIOD. by B~.4
E. ~.Boll Call V.ote
.

... ·: ...

i

.

· . ·, i4. . ,,Consideration ·Of 1995 Environmental Qu&lliy BoardBegular.Meeting Schedule
A ,Presentation - Mark Coleman
B. Questions and Discussion by Board
C. Questions and Discussion by Public
D. · Discussion by Board
.E•. Roll. Call Vote

15.

·16.

St;~e<7tion
:.·.~;:.·~·~

.·~

of Loca~on for Next Forum;

~

-

.....

\

·-.

.

New Busine~:~s (any matter not known about, or which could not have been
reasonably foreseen prior to the time of posting of agenda)

17. . Executive Director's Report
·.18.

Calendar of Events

. HJ.

Adjournment

Attachments (rulemaking preamble pages)
Should you have a disability and need, an accommodation, please notify our Department
three days in advance at 271-8056. TDD number 232-0591.

-

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 31. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
PART 5. NEW EQUIPMENT STANDARDS
252:100-31-25. Sulfur oxides
(a)
Sulfuric acid plants.
(1)
Emission limit.
(A)
A person operating a new sulfuric acid plant shall not
cause, suffer, or allow the discharge into the atmosphere of:
(i)
sulfur dioxide in the effluent in excess of four (4)
pounds per ton of 100 percent sulfuric acid produced (2 kg
per metric ton), maximum two-hour average;
(ii) sulfuric acid mist which is in excess of 0.15 pound
per ton of 100 percent sulfuric acid produced (75 grams
per metric ton), maximum two-hour average, expressed in
H 2 S0 4 ; or
4iii)
a visible emission equivalent to an opacity of five
(5) percent.
(B) These emission limits shall apply to only those sulfuric
acid plants producing sulfuric acid by the contact process by
burning elemental sulfur, alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide,
organic sulfides and mercaptans or acid sludge.
(2)
Emission monitoring.
(A) All sulfuric acid plants regulated under this subsection
shall have installed, calibrated, majntained and operated, an
instrument for continuously monitoring and recording emissions
of sulfur dioxide. The instrument installed and used pursuant
to this subsection shall be calibrated following the Oklahoma
test
procedure
requirements
using
the
performance
specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
(B) The owner or operator of any sulfuric acid plant subject
to provisions of this paragraph shall maintain a file of all
measurements required including compliance status records and
excess emissions measurements. These records and measurements
shall be retained for at least two years following the date of
such measurement, and made available for inspection by the Air
Quality
Division or it's _representative during normal
business hours.
(b)
Fuel-burning equipment.
(1)
Emission limit.
(A) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into
the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide
from new gas fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.2 pound per
million BTU heat input (0.36 gram per million gram-calories),
maximum three-hour average.
(B) No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into
the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide
from new liquid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 0.8 pound
per million BTU heat
input
(1.4
grams
per
million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(C)
No person shall cause, suffer or allow the discharge into
the atmosphere of sulfur oxides measured as sulfur dioxide
from new solid fuel-burning equipment in excess of 1.2 pounds
Page 1

per million BTU heat
input
(2. 20 grams . per million
gram-calories), maximum three-hour average.
(D)
If a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is used to
determine emission compliance,
averaging time will be
determined on a 24 hour basis.
(E) Where different fuels are burned simultaneously in any
combination, the· applicable standard shall be determined by
proration unless a secondary fuel is used in de minimis
quantities (less than 5% of total BTU input annually) .
Compliance shall be determined using the formula (effective
July 1, 1972),
(y ( . a o)

+ z ( 1. 2) ) I y + z

where y is the percent of total heat input derived from liquid
fuel and z is the percent of total heat input derived from
solid fuel.
(2)

~mission

and fuel monitoring.

(A)
There shall be installed, calibrated, maintained, and
operated, in any new fuel-burning equipment with a rated heat
input of 250 million BTU/hr. or· more emission monitoring
instruments as follows:
(i)
a photoelectric or other type smoke detector and
recorder, except where gaseous fuel is the only fuel
burned; and,
(ii) an
instrument
for
continuously
monitoring
and
recording sulfur dioxide emissions, except where gaseous
fuel containing less than 0.1 percent sulfur is the only
fuel burned or a solid fuel sampling and analysis method is
used to determine emission compliance.
(B)
Instruments installed and used for monitoring shall be
calibrated following performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40
CFR Part 60, Appendix B.
(C)
The sulfur content of solid fuels as burned shall be
determined in accordance with previous methods as approved by
the Executive Director or in accordance with Method 19 of 40
CFR Part 60, Appendix A.
(D) The owner or operator of any fuel-burning equipment with
a rated heat input of 250 million BTU/hr. or over shall·
maintain a file of all measurements required in subparagraphs
(A) , (B) , or (C) of this paragraph, including compliance
status records and excess emissions measurements.
These
records and measurements shall be retained for at least two
(2) years following the date of such measurements, and made
available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its
representatives during normal business hours.
(c)
(1)

Gas sweetening and sulfur recovery plants.
Natural gas processing.

(A)
As specified in 252:100-31-26 (a) (1) (B), a new gas
sweetening plant is allowed direct oxidation of hydrogen
sulfide to sulfur dioxide without a prior sulfur removal step
when the exhaust gas contains no more than 100 pounds per hour
of sulfur dioxide.
When the sulfur content of an acid-gas
stream from a new gas sweetening unit is greater than this
Page 2
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allowed emission but less than or equal to 5.0.long tons per
day (LT/D) of sulfur, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency of at least 75.0 percent shall be achieved by means
of a sulfur recovery facility prior to the discharge of gases
from the system.
(B) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit is greater than 5.0 LT/D but less than or
equal to 150 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility such that

z =

92.34

(Xo.oo774)

where Z is the minimum emission reduction efficiency required
at all times and X is the sulfur feed rate, i.e., the hydrogen
sulfide in the acid gas from the sweetening unit, expressed as
long tons per day of sulfur rounded to one decimal place.
(C~
When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit is greater than 150 LT/D but less than or
equal to 1500 LT/D, a sulfur dioxide emission reduction
efficiency shall be achieved by means of a sulfur recovery
facility such that

z =

-

88.78 (X o.ols5)

where Z and X are defined as in (B) of this subsection.
(D) When the sulfur content of an acid-gas stream from a new
gas sweetening unit is greater than 1500 LT/D, a minimum
sulfur dioxide reduction efficiency of 99.5 percent shall be
required.
(2) Other processes. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated
as sulfur dioxide, from a new sulfur recovery plant operating in
conjunction with other processes is limited to 20 pounds per ton
of sulfur processed, maJcimum t·..·o hour averagerates consistent
with the emission reduction efficiencies calculated based on
equivalent sulfur feed rate in long tons per day (LT/D) in the
same manner as for natural gas processing in (c) (1) of this
section.
(3)
Emission monitoring.
For facilities regulated under this
subsection emission monitoring may be required as determined by
the Executive Director in accordance with Subchapter 45 of this
Chapter.
(d)
Nonferrous smelters.
(1) Emission limit. The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated
as sulfur dioxide, from new nonferrous smelters is restricted
according to the following equations as a maximum two-hour
average, where X equals total sulfur fed to smelter (lb/hr) and
Y equals sulfur dioxide emissions (lb/hr) . :
(A)
Copper Smelters: Y = 0.2 (X)
(B)
Zinc Smelters: Y = 0. 564 (X 0 • 85 )
(C)
Lead Smelters: Y = 0. 98 (X 0 · 77 )
(2)
Emission monitoring.
(A)
All
new nonferrous smelters regulated under
this
subsection shall·have installed, calibrated, maintained and
Page 3

operated an instrument for continuously monitoring and
recording emissions of sulfur dioxide following performance
specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B and
following the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part 60,
Appendix F.
(B)
The owner or operator of any new nonferrous smelter
subject to provisions of this subparagraph shall maintain a
file of all measurements required , including compliance
status records and excess emissions measurements.
These
records and measurements shall be retained for at least two
years following the date of such measurements, and made
available for inspection by the Air Quality Division or its
representative during normal business hours.
(e)
Paper pulp mill.
·
(1) Emission limit. The emission of sulfur oxioes, calculated
as sulfur dioxide, from the blow pits, washer vents, storage
tanks, digester relief, and recovery furnace of any new paper
pulp~ill shall not exceed eighteen pounds per air-dried ton of
pulp produced, maximum two-hour average.
(2)
Emission monitoring.
(A) All
new paper pulp mills
shall have
installed,
calibrated,
maintained
and
operated
instruments
for
continuously monitoring and recording emissions of sulfur
dioxide from the recovery system gas-cleaning equipment and
other locations as required by the Executive Director. The
instruments installed and used pursuant to this Section shall
have a confidence level of at least 95 percent and be accurate
within +20 percent and shall be calibrated following
performance specifications 2 and 3 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix
B and following the quality assurance procedure in 40 CFR Part
60, Appendix F.
(B)
The owner or operator of any new paper pulp mill subject
to provisions of this subparagraph shall maintain files of all
measurements required, including compliance status records and
excess emissions measurements. These records and measurements
shall be retained for at least two years following the date of
such measurements, and made available for inspection by the
Air Quality
Division or its representative during normal
business hours.
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SUBCHAPTER 31. CONTROL OF EMI:SS:ION OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
EXECU'l'I:VE SUMMARY:

The intent of the rev~s~o:1 to OAC .25.2: 100-31-.25 (c) ( .2) is to
resolve any discrepancies and inequities as applied to all new
sulfur recovery units in the state, and to provide that emissions
standards are consistent with, and not more stringent than the New
source Performance Standards. The result would be a relaxation of
standards applicable to new sulfur recovery plants operated in
conjunction with processes other than natural gas processing.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

The revision to Subchapter 31 provides for the emissions standards
to be consistent with, and not more stringent than the Federal
Standards.
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

.. -.

comment: A letter received from EPA expressed concern regarding
possible effects of the ·change to the State Implementation Plan,
(SI:P). They commented that it wa~ their understanding that the
regulation revision might be interpreted to cause a relaxation of .
the requirements of the State Implementat-ion Plan, but that
existing operating permits or newly issued permits would require
the source to demonstrate that it would not cause a violation of
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) • The concern was
for the potential violation of the sulfur NAAQS. If their
understanding was correct, they wanted the information stated in
the hearing narrative that the standard would not be jeopardized.
Response: In accordance with EPA's concerns, the staff entered into
the hearing record that any permit tor a source subject to 31-25
(c) (2) or the modification of an existing permit to allow a source
to comply with the new requirements would require the source to
demonstrate compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) , which is a normal part of the permit review
process. No source is allowed to cause or contribute to exceeding
the NAAQS. Sources may be required to demonstrate this by
appropriate means·, such as dispersion modeling.
comment: A letter from a petroleum refiner was
supported the proposed changes.

-

submitted that

~ KERR-MCGEE
POST OFFICE BOX 305 • WVNNEWOOO. OKLAHOMA 73098

July 14, 1994

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REOQESTED
Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Oklahoma State Department of Health
Air Quality Division
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
Re:

Comments on the Draft Copy to
Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rule
OAC 252:100-31

Dear Mr. Byrum;
Per your July 1, 1994 letter requesting comments to the proposed revisions to Oklahoma Air
Pollution Control Rule OAC 252:100-31 "Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds", please be
advised that Kerr-McGee Refining Corporation supports the proposed change as underlined in
paragraph C2 in the draft copy sent to us. We appreciate you sending a copy of the proposed rule
change to KMRC and giving us the opportunity to comment on it.
If we can be of any further assistance on this issue, please contact me at (405)665-6600.
Sincerely,
Kerr-McGee Refining Corporation

G .L. Lorimor
Refinery Manager.
009IDGP.fea

10£1

AUG--05-1994

12:29

FR01

6 air

DHLLAS TX.

TO

UNITED STATES L:iiVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONS
l445 ROSS AVENUE. SUITE 1200
DALLAS. TX 75202·2733

Mr. Larry D. Byrum

AUG 051~94

Chief
Air Quality Program
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
RE:

Air PollUtion Control Rule OAC 252:100-31, "Control of
Emissions of Sulfur Compounds"

Dear Mr. Byrum:
Thank you for your recent letter requestinq our comments on
proposed revisions to Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rule
OAC 252:100-31, "Control of Emissions of SuJ.fur Compounds." This
revision is scheduled to be discussed at the Oklahoma Air Quality
control council on August 9, 1994, and ig a continuation of the
discussion on this issue from a previous Council meeting.
on July 27, 1994, Mr. James Davis and I participated in a
conference call with Dr. Joyce Sheedy and Mr. Scott Thomas of
your staff reqardinq this issue. As a result cf this conference
call, it is our undarstandinq that the requlation revision may
cause a relaxation of the requirements in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP), but that existinq operating permits or
newly issued permits would require that the source demonstrate
that it would not cause a violation of the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards {NAAQS). In this case, the concern would be a
potential violation of the sulfur NAAQS. If our understanding is
correct, we would like this information stated for the record in
the SIP narrative or other documentation included in the SIP.

We appreciate the opportunity to give you our comments. It
you have any questions, please call me or James Oavis of my staff
at (~14) 655-7214.

~o:p,r
Thomas H. Diggs
chiet
Planning section (6T-AP)

-

@
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HEARING BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL
ON PROPOSED RULE OAC 252:100-31
AT 4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

* * * * * * *

COUNCIL
Mr.
Dr.
Ms.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Bill Breisch, Chairman
Michael Hughes
Mary Tillman
Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Bill Fishback

ALSO PRESENT:
Mr. Larry Byrum, Protocol Officer
Ms. Myrna Bruce, Secretary of Council

Reported by:

Christina L. Stevens, CSR
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
2601 N~w. Expressway, Suite 103E
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
(405) 843-6498

INCIDENTS OF COMMISSJON MEETING

MOTION TO CONTINUE BY MR. KILPATRICK

07

SECONDED BY DR. HUGHES

07

ROLL CALL VOTE . . . .

07
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1.

Ju.r~e

2

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

3

1:50 o'clock p.m.

19 94

* * * * * * * *

4

5

THE CHAIRMAN:

6

Sulfur Compounds.

7

officer.

Next item, Item B:

again.

Control of Emissions of

Larry, you're still acting as protocol

MR. BYRUM:

8

9

14,

For the record, I will read my statement

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Larry Byrum.

I'm

10

director of the air quality division.

11

protocol officer for this hearing.

12

the air quality council in compliance with the Oklahoma

13

Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 of the Code of

14

Federal Regulations part 51 as well as authority of Title 63 of

15

the Oklahoma Statutes, section 1-1801 and following.

16

hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma Register for the purposes

17

of receiving comments pertaining to the proposed revisions of

18

the· sulfur rule.

19

statement concerning this rule, please complete the form at the

20

registration table, and at the appropriate time, I will call

21

upon you.

22

As such, I will act as

This hearing is convened by

It's Rule 252:100-31.

This

If you wish to make a

At this time, I will call upon Mr. Scott Thomas and

23

Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give the staff proposals on these proposed

24

changes.

25

Mr. Thomas.
MR. THOMAS:

Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Chairman,
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1

I

members of the council, my name is Scott Thomas.

I'm

2

representing the staff of the air quality division of the

3

Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality.

4

serving as program director of analysis and inventory section of

5

the division.

6

I'm presently

The staff today is currently proposing a suggested

7

revision to Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rule 252:100-31

8

entitled,

9

proposed changes are being made to section 25

11

Control of Emission of Sulfur Compounds.

11

The

(c) (2) of the rule

10

and are indicated by underlining and striking out notations.

11

Notice of today's hearing was advertised in the May 2, 1994,

12

issue of the Oklahoma Register.

13

available for the audience and public today and are a part of

14

the council packets.

15

of the existing rule.

Copies of the proposed rule are

The proposed changes are shown on page 3

The suggested new language for 25 (c) (2) is as follows:

16

0ther processes.

The emission of sulfur oxides, calculated as

17

11

18

sulfur dioxide, from a new sulfur recovery plant operating in

19

conjunction with other processes is limited to rates consistent

20

with the emission reduction effeciencies calculated based on

21

equivalent sulfur feed rates in long tons per day in the same

22

manner as for natura-l gas processing in section (c) (1) above ...

23

It has come to our attention that it has been in many

24

cases economically unfeasible-for the facilities to comply with

25

the emission limitations specified in this section.

And in

-----~---

--·---5

1

order tc) 1nore readily comply witl1 our rules, the facilities

2

could opt to seek an alternative emission reduction permit under

3

subchapter 11 of our rules, and then this permit would have to

4

be submitted to EPA as a source specific state implementation

5

plan revision.
As many of the council will remember, the Conoco

6
7

Refinery in Ponca City went through this process a few years

8

ago.

9

for all those involved, including the staff, the company, the

This is a time-consuming and fairly complicated process

10

EPA, and the council.

11

the emission limitations associated with the natural gas

12

requirements in the existing rule.

13

proposed revision would allow for simplification in the

14

processing of such new permits or new units in the future.

15

It resulted in Conoco basically meeting

We would hope that this

We are also recommending that the hearing today be

16

continued on to the council's August 9th meeting in Tulsa.

17

feel this i$ necessary so we can receive as many comments as

18

possible, allow time for us to gain additional information so

19

that the staff and the council can make the appropriate

20

decisions, and we intend to make a special effort to notify the

21

facilities involved.

22

comments from EPA as· to the proposal's approvability as this may

23

appear as a relaxation in an omission limitation.

24

solicit comments from all

25

We

We are especially interested in receiving

int~rested

We earnestly

parties.

At this time, I would like to turn the podium over to

7{)5
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G

1
She is acting head of

·.-~,ur

l

Dr. J·oyce Sheedy,

2

compliance section, so she can address some of the other aspects

1

of this proposal.

Joyce.

MS. SHEEDY:

4

permit and

Thank you, Scott.

The main differences we

5

expect to find in sulfur reduction between petroleum refineries

6

and natural gas facilities is a greater concentration of

7

hydrogen sulfide in the gas streams at a refinery and that

8

sulfur reduction units may need to have a larger capacity at a

9

refinery.

However, in our experience, most refinery SRUs- have

10

been designed to be less than 20 long tons per day to avoid

11

applicability to the Federal New Source Performance Standards 40

12

CFR 60, subpart J.

13

state at natural gas facilities that have capacities of 14 or 15

14

long tons per day, so size is not -- probably not going to be

15

that much of an issue.

16

Currently, there are sweetening units in the

The additional capital cost required to meet 31.25

17

(c) (2) seems an unfair economic burden to place on refineries

18

and·may discourage the installation of SRUs.

19

is somewhat more stringent than the Federal NSPS subpart J

20

standards.

21

of 802 that can be quite significant, and it will continue to do

22

so if they are allowed to meet the same limits required for

23

natural gas facilities.

24
25

Our current rule

The utilization of SRUs does result in a reduction

Scott and I are

now~ready_to

--available to answer any

questions you may have regarding this proposed amendment.

r----~---~-

1
I

1

2
3
4

MR.

BYRUM~

Questions from the counc1.l?

(No response:" )
MR. BYRUM:

Questions from the audience?

(No response.)

5

MR. BYRUM:

Mr. Chairman, I hear no questions.·

6

THE CHAIRMAN:

It's been recommended that we continue

7

this hearing until our next regular meeting.

a

desire of the council, I need a motion.

9

MR. KILPATRICK:

10

DR. HUGHES:

11

THE CHAIRMAN:

If that's the

I so move.

Second.
I got a motion and a second that this

12

item be continued-until our next regular meeting.

13

no further discussion, call the roll.

14

MS. BRUCE:

15

DR. HUGHES:

16

MS. BRUCE:

17

MS. TILLMAN:

18

MS. BRUCE:

19

DR. CANTER:

20

MS. BRUCE:

21

MR. KILPATRICK:

22

MS. BRUCE: . Mr. Fishback.

23

MR. FISHBACK:

24

MS. BRUCE:

25

MR. BREISCH:

If there is

Dr. Hughes.
Yes.
Ms. Tillman.
Yes.
Dr. Canter.
Yes.
Mr. Kilpatrick.
Yes.

Abstain.

Mr. Brei-sch.
Yes.

?0

,-~-" --~-

·---,

·-· -~~

8

I

!
..-.,,

I
1

THE C:H)\_IRMAN:

This

;:'~-'n·:.~ludes

the public heax·ings.

2

will take a short break while the court reporter gets her

3

equiptment together, and then we will continue our hearings.

4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24

25

I

(The meeting concluded at 2:00 o'clock p.m.)

* * * * * * *

We
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2
3

4
5
6

-

I, CHRISTINA L. STEVENS, CSR, having been duly

7

appointed as Official Court Reporter herein, do hereby certify

8

that the foregoing pages number from 1 to 8, inclusive,

9

constitute a full, true, and accurate transcript of all the

10

proceedings had in the above matter, all done to the best of my

11

skill and ability.

12

DATED the 21st day of June, 1994.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

.•

24
25

CSR

CHRISTINA
·•. ,., r·'...

. "'',

. . . . . . . ., •• 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
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HEARING BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL
ON THE PUBLIC RULE MAKING PROPOSAL
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF SULFUR COMPOUNDS
HELD ON AUGUST 9, 1994
AT TULSA, OKLAHOMA
* * * * * * *

OR IGl ~JAL
COUNCIL
Mr.
Dr.
Ms.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Ms.

MEMBERS PRESENT:
Bill Breisch, Chairman
Michael Hughes
Meribeth Slagel!
Bill Fishback
Kathryn Hinkle
Gary Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman

Also Present:
Mr. Larry Byrum, Protocol Officer
Ms. Myrna Bruce, Se6retary of Council

Reported by:

Gayla Chronic, CSR, RPR
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
2601 N.W. Expressway, Suite 103E
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
( 405) 843-6498

INCIDENTS OF MEETING:
Page
Roll Call

3

Motion by Mr. Kilpatrick

11

Second by Dr. Hughes

11

Roll Call

11

3

1

Oklahoma City, OK

2

August 9, 1994

3

1:00 o'clock p.m.

* * * * * * * *

4

5
6

THE CHAIRMAN:

Let's call this session of the

meeting to order.

7

Myrna, will you call the roll.

8

THE SECRETARY:

9

MR. FISHBACK:

Mr. Fishback.
Here.

10

THE SECRETARY:

11

MR. HINKLE:

Ms. Hinkle.

Here.

. THE SECRETARY:

12

Dr. Hughes.

13

DR. HUGHES:

14

THE SECRETARY:

15

MS. TILLMAN:

16

THE SECRETARY:

17

MR. KILPATRICK:

18

THE SECRETARY:

19

MS. SLAGELL:

20

THE SECRETARY:

21

MR. BREISCH:

22

THE CHAIRMAN:

23

part of the session.

24

officer.

25

Here.
Ms. Tillman.
Here.
Mr. Kilpatrick.
Here.
Ms. Slagell.
H~re.

Mr. Breisch.
Here.
Next is the public rule making

Larry Byrum will act as protocol

Larry?
MR. BYRUM:

Ladies and gentlemen:

My name is

4

·~:~

1

Larry Byrum.

2

Division.

3

this hearing.

4

convened by the Air Quantity Council in compliance with

5

the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40

6

of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 51, as well as

7

the authority of Title 63 of the Oklahoma Statutes,

8

Section 5-1801 et al.

9

the Oklahoma Register for purposes of receiving comments

I am the Director of the Air Quality

As such I will act as protocol officer for
I will inform you this hearing is

This hearing was advertised in

10

for the proposed revision of Oklahoma Administrative

11

Code 252:100-31, Control of Emissions of Sulfur

12

Compounds.

13

If you wish to make a statement in regards to

14

this issue, there are forms at the sign-in table at the

15

back of the room.

16

these forms, we'll call on you at the appropriate time.

17

If you will please fill out one of

At this time we would like to call upon

18

Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give the staff position on the

19

proposed change.

20

Dr. Sheedy?

21

DR. SHEEDY:

Mr. Chairman, members of the

22

Council, ladies and gentlemen:

My name is Joyce Sheedy.

23

I am presently serving as acting program director of

24

permits and compliance Section of the Air Quality

25

Service, Air Quality Division.

5

1

We are proposing changes as shown on page 3 of

2

the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rule

3

252:100-31.25(c)(2), regarding sulfur dioxide emissions

4

from refineries, sulfur recovery units.

5

to read the rule to you, but I am going to ask that it

6

be made part of the record.

7

I'm not going

Essentially, the change limits sulfur dioxide

8

emissions from new sulfur recovery plants at refineries

9

to rates consistent with the emission reductions

10

efficiencies required for the natural gas processing in

11

Section (c)(1) of the same rule.

12

In the past, companies proposing to add sulfur

13

recovery units at refineries have opted to seek an

14

alternative emission permit under subchapter 11 of our

15

rules, citing the additional capital cost required to

16

meet the rule as unduly burdensome.

17

As many of the Council may recall, a few years

18

ago Conoco chose to apply for an alternative emission

19

reduction permit for the installation of a SRU unit at

20

their Ponca City plant.

21

and time-consuming for all of those involved:

22

Council, the air quality staff, the company, and EPA.

23

This procedure is complicated
the

Conoco was allowed to comply with essentially

24

the emission limits set in subchapter 31 for natural gas

25

sweetening processes.

Since the result of this exercise

7069
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1

has been essentially to allow refineries that are used

2

to meet the limits set for natural gas units, it seem

3

prudent to amend the rule and thus avoid the necessity

4

for an alternative emission reduction permit.

5

The main difference we expect to see in sulfur

6

reduction limits between petroleum refineries and

7

natural gas facilities is a greater concentration of

8

hydrogen sulfide perhaps in the refinery process stream

9

and possibly for one-year path (sic) in the extra SRUs

10
11

in refineries.
However, in our experience, most refinery SRUs

12

are designed to be less than 20 long tons per day,

13

basically to avoid becoming subject to NSPS subpart J

14

for refineries.

15

state that have sweetening units 14 to 15 long tons per

16

day, so the capacity of the units may not be that

17

different after all.

There are natural gas facilities in the

18

The additional capital costs required to meet

19

31.25(c)(2) seems an unfair economical burden to place

20

on refineries and may actually discourage the

21

ins~allation

22

stringent than the federal NSPS subpart J.

23

noted that the utilization of SRUs result in a reduction

24

of sulfur dioxide that can be quite significant, and

25

this reduction would occur if the refinery SRUs are

of SRUs.

Our existing rule is more
It should be

7

1

allowed to meet the same standards required for natural

2

gas facilities.

3

reduction in sulfur dioxide.

4

That would still be a considerable

Since the Council meeting in June, the Air

5

Quality Division has received two letters of comment

6

regarding the proposed change to 31.25(c)(2), which I

7

wish to make part of the record.

8
9

The Council has been provided copies of these
letters.

One letter was from Kerr-McGee, supporting the

10

proposed change, and one was from region 6 of the USEPA

11

expressing concerns regarding possible effects of this

12

change on this state implementation plan.

13

asked to read this letter into the record, and I will do

14

that as quickly as I can.

15

And I've been

The letter is to Mr. Larry D. Byrum, Chief, Air

16

Quality Progam, Oklahoma Department of Environmental

17

Quality, 4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Suite 250,

18

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73105-3483.

19
20
21

RE:

Air Pollution Control Rule OAC 252:100-31,

Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds.
"Dear Mr. Byrum:

Thank you for your recent

22

letter requesting our comments on proposed revisions to

23

the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rule, OAC 252:100-31,

24

Control of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds.

25

is scheduled to be discussed at the Oklahoma Air Quality

This revision

8

··~··:

1

Council on August 9, 1994, and it is a continuation of

2

the discussion on this issue from a previously Council

3

meeting.

4

"On July 27, 1994, Mr. James Davis and I

5

participated in a conference call with Dr. Joyce Sheedy

6

and Mr. Scott Thomas of your staff, regarding this

7

issue.

8

understanding the regulation revision may cause a

9

relaxation of the requirements in the State

As a result of this conference call, it is our

10

Implementation Plan, parenthesis, S-I-P, close

11

parenthesis, but that existing operating permits or

12

newly issued permits would require that the source

13

demonstrate that it would not cause a violation of the

14

national Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).

15

case, the concern would be a potential violation of the

16

sulfur NAAQS.

17

like this information stated for the record in the SIP

18

narrative or other documentation included in the SIP.

If our understanding is correct, we would

"We appreciate the opportunity to give you our

19

If you have any questions, please call me or

20

comments.

21

James Davis of my staff at 214-655-7214.

22
23
24
25

In this

"Sincerely yours, Thomas H. Diggs, Chief,
Planning Section 6T-AP."
It was not our intention that any existing
one of their concerns in our telephone conversation was

9

1

that we might be relaxing an existing permit condition

2

on an existing unit.

3

unit that has this permit condition placed on it because

4

of this rule, but it would not be our intention to do

5

that.

6

condition, they would have to go through our normal

7

process, and that would include that we would be looking

8

at NAAQS OR any other standards to see that we would not

9

be violating it.

I don't believe that we have a

If a company wanted to change an existing permit

10

So in response to EPA's comments, any permit

11

for source subject to 31.25(c)(2) are the modification

12

of an existing permit to allow a source to comply with

13

the new requirements.

14

be required to demonstrate compliance with the National

15

Ambient Air Quality Standards.

16

our permit review process.

17

The proposed requirements would

This is a normal part of

No source is allowed to cause or contribute to

18

the exceeding The National Ambient Air Quality Standard.

19

Sources may be required to demonstrate this by

20

appropriate means, such as disbursing modeling.

21

The staff recommends that the proposed

22

revision

the staff recommends the proposed

23

revision

let me try that again.

24
25

The staff recommends that the Air Quality
Council submit the proposed revision to the DEQ Board

10

1

and for approval as both an emergency and permanent

2

rule.

3
4

If there are any questions I would be glad to
try to answer them now.

5

MR. BYRUM:

6

MR. KILPATRICK:

Questions for Joyce?
Joyce, have you all done --

7

we may have asked this at the last meeting; I can't

8

remember.

9

assumed plan, what's the difference in efficiency

At, say, for instance, 20 tons,

just an

10

between using the formula which we are approving and the

11

old regulation?

12

MS. SHEEDY:

David, I believe you've done that,

13

haven't you?

14

going to be more fluent than I am.

15
16
17
18

Yes.

MR. BYRUM:

Let me have David answer that.

He's

State your name and who you are,

for the record.
MR. SCHUTZ:

Yes, I am David Schutz, Senior

Environmental Engineer for Air Quality Division.

19

Question was at

20

MR. KILPATRICK:

21

MR. SCHUTZ:

20 ton

~

~-

I just picked 20.

Okay.

At a 20-long-ton-per-day

22

process capacity, the new regulation would require

23

approximately a 95 percent recovery.

24

regulation would require a flat 99.5 percent recovery

25

regardless of size.

The existing

11

1

MR. BYRUM:

2

(No response.)

3

MR. BYRUM:

4

Other questions for Dr. Sheedy?

I have no slips with anyone wishing

to speak to this subject.

5

Any other questions for Joyce?

6

Thank you, Dr. Sheedy.

7

MS. SHEEDY:

8

THE CHAIRMAN:

9
10

Thank you.
I need a motion from the Council

to recommend this to the DEQ Board, I guess with
emergency permit.

11

MR. KILPATRICK:

12

DR. HUGHES:

13

THE CHAIRMAN:

I'll so move.

Second.
I've got a motion and a second

14

to recommend this to the DEQ Board.

15

questions, comments?

16

Call roll.

17

THE SECRETARY:

18

MR. FISHBACK:

19

THE SECRETARY:

20

MR. HINKLE:

21

THE SECRETARY:

22

DR. HUGHES:

23

THE SECRETARY:

24

MS. TILLMAN:

25

THE SECRETARY:

Any further

Mr. Fishback.
Abstain.
Ms. Hinkle.

Aye.
Dr. Hughes.

Aye.
Miss Tillman?
Aye.
Mr. Kilpatrick.

12

1

MR. KILPATRICK:

2

THE SECRETARY:

3

MS. SLAGELL:

4

THE SECRETARY:

5

MR. BREISCH:

6

(The hearing on this matter was concluded.)

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24

25

Aye.
Ms. Slagel!.

Aye.
Mr. Breisch.
Aye.

-

. '. .>

13

1

2
3

4
5

6

I, GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR, RPR, having been

7

duly appointed as Official Court Reporter herein, do

8

hereby certify that the foregoing pages number from 3 to

9

12, inclusive, constitute a full, true, and accurate

10

transcript of all the proceedings had in the above

11

matter, all done to the best of my skill and ability.

12

DATED the 7th day of September, 1994.

13
14

15
16

17

i!

I~'.

y/

II y

18

' / 1/t.l ?/:

19

GAYLA CHRONIC, CSR, RPR

.r.J

20
21
22
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CHAPTER 100: AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 33. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES

Section
252:100-33-1. Purpose
252:100-33-1.1. Definitions [NEW]
252:100-33-1.2. Applicability [NEW]
252:100-33-2. Emission limits [AMENDED]
252:100-33-3. Performance testing [REVOKED]

252:100-33-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of nitrogen oxides from stationary
sources to prevent the Oklahoma air quality standards from being exceeded and insure that the
present level of air quality in Oklahoma is not degraded.
252:100-33-1.1. Definitions [NEW]
The following terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"New fuel-burning equipment" means any fuel-burning equipment, with the exception of gas
turbines, that was not in being on February 14, 1972, or any existing fuel-burning equipment that
was altered, replaced, or rebuilt after February 14, 1972, resulting in an increase in nitrogen oxide
emissions, and any gas turbine that was not in being on July 1, 1977, or any existing gas turbine that
was altered, replaced, or rebuilt after July 1, 1977, resulting in an increase in nitrogen oxide
emissions.
"Three-hour average" means the arithmetic average of sampling results or continuous
emission monitoring data from three contiguous one-hour periods.
252:100-33-1.2. Applicability [NEW]
This Subchapter applies to new fuel-burning equipment that meets both of the following
criteria.
ill The fuel-burning equipment has a rated heat input of 50 million (MM) Btulhr or
greater.
ill The equipment burns solid fossil, gas, or liquid fuel.
252:100-33-2. Emission limits

(a) Fuel eambustian.
(1) No psrson shall cause, suff@r or allow smissions of nitrogsn oxidss calculated as nitrogen
dioxide from any n0-'ll gas fired fuel burning equipment •.vith a rated heat input of 50 million
BTUs per hour or more, in excess of0.20 pound per million BTUs (0.36 gram per million gram
calorie) heat input, tv10 hour maximum.
(2) No person shall cause, suffer or allow emissions of nitrogM oxides calculated as nitrogen
dioxide from any M\V liquid fired fuel burning equipm~mt with a rated heat input of 50 million

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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-

BTUs per hour or more, in excess of0.30 pound per million BTUs (0.54 gram per million gram
calorie) heat inpl:lt, two hour maximwn.
(3) No person shall cause, suffer or allo\\' emissions of nitrogen oxides calculated as nitrogen
dioxide from any new solid fossil fuel burning equipment ''lith a rated heat input of 50 million
BTUs per hour or more, in excess of 0.70 pound per million BTUs (1.26 gram per million gram
calorie) heat inpl:lt, two hour ma.Kimwn.
Gas-fired fuel burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide emissions (calculated as nitrogen
(a)
dioxide) from any new gas-fired fuel-burning equipment shall not exceed 0.20 lb/MMBtu (0.86
ng/J) heat input, three-hour average.
(b) Nitrie aeid plant.
(1) No person shall cause, suffer or allow emissions of nitrogen oxides, calculated as nitrogen
dioxide, from new nitric acid plants, in excess of3.0 pounds per ton (1.5 kg/metric ton) of 100
percent acid produced, t\vo hom maximwn.
(2) No person shall cause, suffer or allow to be discharged into the atmosphere from new nitric
acid plants any visible emissions which eKhibit 10 percent opacity, or greater.
(b)
Liquid-fired fuel-burning equipment.
Nitrogen oxide emissions (calculated as
nitrogen dioxide) from any new liquid-fired fuel-burning equipment shall not exceed 0.30
lb/MMBtu (129 ng/J) heat input, three-hour average.
(c)
Solid fossil fuel-burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide emissions (calculated as nitrogen
dioxide) from any new solid fossil fuel-burning equipment shall not exceed 0.70 lb/NIMBtu (300
ng/J) heat input, three-hour average.

252:100-33-3. Performance testing [REVOKED]
Testing of equipment to determine if emission standards set in this Subchapter are met shall
be performed by procedures as accepted by the Executive Director. Promulgated federal testing
procedures for similar processes will be considered in making the determination of procedmes to
be used.

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
. -.: COMMENT PERIOD:
The comment period for the proposed amendments to
bchapter 15 was November 15 through December 14,
19 .
·ously held before the Air Quality Council on
Decem er 14, 1999. However, additional oral comments
may be
e at the meeting of the Environmental Quality
Boar~, F: ay, February 25, 2000 - 9:30 a.m., at the
Departmen of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North Rob· n, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Contact M a Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
·
location.
COPIESOFPR
The proposed es are available for review at the Air
Quality Division o eat 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
OklahomaCity,Okl
ma, 73102,andontheDEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or co ·es may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 70 177.
RULE IMPACT STA:... .£1J.~&q..,
Copies of the rule impa statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
·
CONTACT PERSON:
Cheryl Bradley, Department f Environmental Quality,
~Air Quality Division, P.O. Bo 1677, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702 100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
On December 14, 1999, the
Quality Council
recommended the proposed amendme ts to .Subchapter 15
be recommended for adoption by t e Environmental
25, 2000.
Quality Board at their meeting on Febru
PERSONS WITH DISABll.JTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a dis ility and need
an accommodation, pleas~ notify the Air QU "ty Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1640,· filed 12-30-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1631]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 9. Excess Emission and Malfunction
.-...
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 33. Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides
[AMENDED]

Oklahoma Register (Volume 17, Number 6)
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SUMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 include
substantive changes such as requiring that any written
report or notice submitted for excess emissions contain a
certification of truth, accuracy and completeness.
Additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions,
and startup/shutdown were added under proposed section
252:100-9-3-2, Demonstration of cause.
These
requirements, which owners and operators must meet to be
exempt from compliance with applicable standards, include
placing the burden on the owner or operator ofproving that
excess emissions occurring more than 1.5 percent of ~
process's operation time in a calenctar quarter are not
indicative ofinadequate design, operation, or maintenance.
Language was added to explain that compliance with this
subchapter will not exempt sources from complying with
any applicable federal requirement.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 33 aie to simplify
and clarify requirements and to remove redundant
requirements.
This is part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. No substantive changes are
proposed.
•
AUTHORITY:
~
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1999, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level ofdirect costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on February 16, 2000. 1b be thoroughly considered
by staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by February 9, 2000. Oral
comments may be made at the February 16, 2000 hearing
and at the February 25, 2000 hearing.
PUBUC BEARINGS:
Wednesday, February 16, 2000 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, in
Thlsa, Oklahoma (exact location to be announced).
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
February 25, 2000, at 9:30 a.m. at the Department of
Environmental Quality, Multi-purpose room, 707 N.
Robinson, Oklahoma City, O.K.
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
location.
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent·
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by caiJing (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
. from the Air Quality Division.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-9) and Joyce Sheedy (252:100-33), Department of
.. Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
·· ·· :1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) ·
'702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
· Subchapter 9 was brought to public hearing on June 15, ·
·• ·' . August 24, October 19 and December 14, 1999.
.. PERSONS WITH DIS.t\IJILITIES:
. . . Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

nllowed open burning into a new section. A few substan........,
anges were made, such as adding definitions . _
" omestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along
wi a section on disaster relief procedures. In some
ins ces, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other
appr priate official for authorization to bum was added.
New nguage was added under "land management and
land cl · g operations" requiring those who clear land in
areas tli t are or have been designated nonattainment to
bum the vegetation in open-pit incinerators. Existing
language n open-pit incinerators was expanded and now
prohibits a epting any material owned by other persons
and from
sporting any material to the property where
the open-pit · cinerator is located in order to burn the
material.
AUTHORITY:
Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, ction 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air
Act Section 2-5-10 et. seq.
REQUEST FOR C MMENTS:
[OAR Docket #99-1631; filed 12-27-99]
The DEQ reques that business entities or any other
members of the publi affucted by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the com ent period, in dollar amounts if
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
possible, the increase in e level ofdirect costs such as fees,
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
and the indirect costs s h as reporting, recordkeeping,
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
equipment, construction, labor, professional servi~
revenue loss, or other cos expected to be incurred h.
[OAR Docket #99-1638]
particular entity due to camp · ce with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The comment period for th proposed amendments to
Subchapters 5 and 13 w~re Sept ber 15 through October
19, 1999, and November 15 throu December 14, 19.99.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Previously held before the · Quality Council on
October 19 and December 14, 1999. owever, additional
oral comments may be made at e meeting of the
- . .,;;~,: .. The proposed anges to Subchapter 5 are designed to
Environmental Quality Board, Friday, ebruary 25, 2000 :·<:::;··allow the agency to ill annual operating fees on a flexible
ental Quality,
9:30 a.m., at the Department of Envir
;~\l'?·schedule. The chan s should also allow the fees to be · Room 101, 707 North Robinson,
ahoma City,
·r· •~based on the most re nt emission data possible. The · Oklahoma.
· es that an owner/operator ofa
. : .· proposed rule language
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 r additional
.. · ... facility must.report quan "able excess emissions on their
information.
·
:. ':!I'~\ annual emission inventory. Substantive changes include COPms OF PROPOSED RULES:
requiring all inventories to b submitted prior to March 1
The proposed rules are available for review t the Air
.> .:· and providing up to a 60-day e ension upon request and
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, S ite 4100,
· · good cause shown. It allows f~eayers five years after
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DE website
· · :•; p.a~ent is ~ade to notify the DE that they overpaid a~d
. (www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division
rrent
.··.·. recetve credit for such overpayme
and reduces to stx
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from yrna
···.. months after inventories are due or su "tted the period of
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
· · . ' time in which either the facilityowner/op ator or the DEQ,
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
respectively, can challenge the method us to calculate the
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtai·..-.,
facility's emissions for fee calculation purp ses.
from the Air Quality Division.
· The proposed changes to Subchapter 13
simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
· re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
. ' consolidating the general conditions and requirements for

.>•
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-~otices
Di 'on, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101- 77; (405) 702-41.00.
PERSON
DISABILITIES:
Shquldyau ire to attend but have a disabilityand need
an accommodatio le.ase notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days hi a
. at (405) 70l-4100.
· -·

'iTrLE .252.

DEPARTl\iJEN'r,OF -.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ··
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL·
: . [OAR Docket #00-341] .

ofRulema.king Intent

to require a cessation of activities if the emissions would
cause a condition of air pollution. ·
The proposed amendme~ts to Subchapter 11 will clariiy ·
and simplify the language as a part of the agency-wide ·
re-right/de-wrong initiative. No substantive· changes are .
being· made to the Subchap~er.
··· ·
·''
. , The"proposed changeS to Subchapter 3~ are to primarily .:.
.·to simplify and clarify ·requirements and to .remove . ~
redundant requirm:nents as part of ~ ..agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. Staff is also considering the
folloWing reyisions: addition of language to make clear
wheth~. the rule, applies to municipal waste incinerators ..
subject to Subchapter 17; clarification or deletion of tJie
term "two-hour maximum" in252:100-33-2; and exemption
of sources that are subject to nitrogen oxide standards.
contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts D, Da, Db, or De, if the ,.
standards in these· Subparts are as string~nt as those ·
contained· ·m Subchapter ·33. Some of the additional
• •
·. revJStons being considered by staff may be substantive in
.
Env.iromnental.Q,...U+<•·B.oardpowers and.dUties, 27A
.._....,
. O.S.Supp.1999, §§2:-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act
§§ 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUESTFORCOMMENTS:
.
...
..
.The DEQ·requesu.that·business''cntiti~.or.aey other., :
members of the public"affected bY these rules provide t]
.
DEQ, within ·the· comment period, in doHar amounts u

RULEMAKING ACTION: ·
Notice of propo~ed PERMANENT.rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
,"-t".t·· •
.Subchapter . Exc~ Emis&i~n.·.;~d· MalfimCtion
9
· Reporting Requirements{AMENDED]. ·
··
Subcllapter 11/: Alternative Emissions Reductions
.· :.·, PeJllliu{AMENDED]
.
Subchapter33. Control.ofEmisiionofNitrogcn~
[AMENDED] ··
.
. .
· . ·
;.....
SUMMAim . .
. ·····
~·~
....~}~~:i~. . ;The·..pl'DpOICd~~~ .Subcbaptcr ~i.~e
... ;·;,. wbstantive~gc:a.such asaddiqde1initionsfcr~·.
... ·-rep~atcd ilirp~" "technologic8lliJ:nUation,".lllld
1.···.... ~.m,_.~1fllld :reqUiring that a•ccrtification. oUmtb, :;.. posm'bl~.themcreasebl,thelevclofdirect~tssuch.asfees,
.aa:ut'3q. .liDii ~inpleteness, be submi~· with any wrltten ... and tl1e in~ect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
ieport.~~.;. Additional demonstration .requirements '.for
equipment, .. tonstructicn, labor;'·.professional services,
•·malfunctions and startups/shutdowns were ·added under
revenae loss,: or other·costs expected to be incurred by a
proposed section 252:100-9-3.3, Demonstration ofcause.
particular entitydue tO comp~ with the proposed rules.
Ownem and operatori must meet these requireme"ats·.in
COMMENTPERIOD:·
order to \le exempt from .compliance with air emission
~en comments will be·accepted prior to and at the
limitations established in peimits, rules, and orders of the
hearing tin Apri119, 2000. 'Ib. be' thoroughly:considered by
DEQ~ Language has been proposed to allow sources in an · ·J:Staff prior to the :hearing, written commen~· should be
industrytorequestcxcmptionfromthoapplic8.blerulesand submitted to ~e contact person by April12, 2000. Oral
regulations when air emissions from th'e. industry cannot · •, CCUD!l]eut:s may be made at the April19, 2000_hearing and at
meet the applicable rules and regulations ...due fo a ''the Environmental QualityBoard hearing on June 20,.2000,
technological limitation. Also, languAge has been proposed
in Thlsa, Oldahoma.
·
to explain that compliance with this Subchapter will not . PUBUC BEAIUNG~:
.
exempt sources from complyingwith any applicable federal :t·..
Wednesday, April 19, 2000 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, 4500 W.
requirement. In ·addition, it~ been proposed that excess
Lee. Blvd, Rocmi 30l,...Lawton Great Plains Technology
emissioJB occurring more than 1.5 percent of a process's
Center, Lawton, OK. ·
?Peration time in a calendar quarter may be indicative of
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30a.m. on June 20, 2000 at the University Center at Thlsa,
madequate design, operation, or maintenance, and the
~EQ may initiate further investigati~n to detetmin~ifthat
700 N. Greenwood Ave., 'Iblsa, OK74106•.
1S so. Prior notice to the DEQ by facilities of maintenance
COPIES OF PROPOSED :RULES:
~tivities has been proposed to be dele~ed· from the ~e.
.The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
F~~' propos~d language would clarify that even if a
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
facility has made a. demonstration of. cause so ~ to be
Oklahoma aty, Oklahoma. 73102, and on the DEQ websi·
exempt fro~ compliance fr~m an applicable r:qutre~ent,
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Ajr Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
the DEQ still has the authonty.to order corrective aCtion or
Bl:uce by calling (405) 702-4177.

=ORIT\':

-

March 15, 2000

..... ··.

,, ....... .

..

.·
.1
,.

..
.

·

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
COMMENT PERIOD:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
Deliver or mail written comments to the contact person
from the Air Quality Div.ision.
March 16,2000 througb.April5, 2000.
CONTACI' PERSON:
UBUC BEARINGS:
Please send written· comments to, Jeanette Buttram ·· ..... Before. the Solid Waste Management Advisory Council
at :00 a.m. onAprill3, 2000 at the Norman Public Library,
(Subchapter 9), Michelle Martinez (Subchapter 11), Joyce
Sheedy (Subchapter 33_); . Departm.cnt of .Environmental '. · 225. • Webster Ave.. NOrman, OK, 7.3069. Before the
En · omental Quality Board at 9:30 a.m. on June 20, 2000
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 16TI, Oklahoma
at the niversity Center ofThlsa, 700 N. Greenwood Ave.,·
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Thlsa, K 74106.
.
PROPOSED RI.aE:
Subchapter 9 was brought to public hearing on June 15, . CO~
1999, August 24, 1999, October 1'9,' 1999,'December '14, '' · The
6posed rules, · a· copy·· ·of 'the proposed
· 1999 and February 16, 2000.
modificati s and a table summarizing the changes for·
Subchapter 33 was brought to public bearing on
Chapter 51 may be obtained from the contact person or at
·. February 16,2000.
theDEQwe siteatwww.deq.state.ok.us/waste/index.html~
PERSONS WITH DISABILlT.IES:
RULE IMPA
STATEMENT:
· The rule im. act statement for the proposed rules may be
· ·.' ·:.. ·· Should you desire to atte:Ddbuthave a disability and need
obtained from e contact person, or at the DEQ website at
. an a.ccori:unodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
· www.deq.state.o us/waste(mdex.html.
· tbree (3) days in advance at (405) 702~100.
CONTACf'PER NS:
•.
Contact Jon Roberts at . jon.roberts@deqmaiL
~ JaAR.Docket. #OO-J41;ftled.~-24-00]
,/
state.ok.us or (
702-5100 (phone) or 1()2.:5101 {fax):
t.;. ,.,.,,:
The DEQ is·located t ·707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma. City;·:
.. TITLE\~2. DEP.A:R~NT OF
:·. Oklahoma 73102
mailing address is P.O. Box 16n~"
..;.ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'JY.
. · ''Oklahoma.aty,OJdahba 73101-1677. ·'
.
~

..............""-"'

'··:
•.·'-

'-;..

.. 510. MUNICIPAL SOLID.WASTE
'LANDFILLS
··:.,:, '"
··

.·. [OARDocket#00:..331]

The re~ions to apter 510 are the result of the DEQ's
re-right/de-wrong pr ess to eliminate unneeded or
outdated rules, to imple ent new rules based on statutory
requirements, and to m
other minor modifications for
clarification and standardiza 'on.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Boar owers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, § 2-2-101; and the ldahoma Solid Waste
Management Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 19 , § 2-10-101 et seq:
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business en 'ties affected by
these rules provide the DEQ, within the co
ent period, in
dollar amounts if possible, the increase in the vel of direct
costs such as fees, and the indirect costs such
eporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
construction,
labor,
or
other
costs
expected
professional services, revenue loss,
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance with
the proposed rules.

ADDmo~~~noN:

.
.
.
.
·Pexsoas ·With .msabili es··who.. deme.,to....attend the
-~hearing ad n ed an accomi:nodation should
notify the contactperson ·ce·e:tays·in advance 'Ofthe
hearing, TDD Relay' Numb l-800.,522-8506.

.,.
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rul
PROPOSED RULES:
Chapter 520. Solid Waste Management [

··

SUMMARY:
The revisions to Chapter 520 are the result o e DEQ's
re-right/de-wrong process to eliminate unn eded or
outdated rules, to implement new rules based on tatutory
requirements, and to make other minor modifica ~for
clarification and standardization.
AUTHORITY:
\
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
. O.S.Supp.1999, § 2-2-101; and the Oklahoma Solid Waste
Management Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1999, § 2-10-101 et seq.

...._..... .
~..,

~

,.,,,,

Permanent Final Adoptions
(1) ~use, where poSSible, of water or chemicals for
control of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or
tructures, construction operations, the grading of
r ds, driveways and parking lots or the clearing of land
for ommercial, industrial, orTCSidential developmentj ·
.(2)
application of water or suitable chemicals or
er covering on materlals.stockpiles,-'and ather
~.that can create air-borne dusts under
normal
ditionsr
{3) ~ in tallation and use of hoods, fans and dust
collectors to nclose and vent the handling of dusty
materials or th use ofwatersprays or other acceptable·
measures to sup ess the-dust emission during handling.
Adequate cant · ent methods shall be employed
during sandblasting other similar operationsr..
(4) ~covering o wetting whea ia motion, of
open-bodied trucks,.
.or railroad~
transporting .dlmx materi in areas where the general
: public must have access· ·
·
··. paRioulate mattBFj ..
·., (5) ~ removal as ~:ess<arj\,fi·
parking· surfaces of HM-9f~M!F-fi!IMIKIHIP¥11M;l!
•.;_.materi.als that have a tendency
aadler ..
(6) .~~ planting and mainte
.groUnd cover.as necessary.

[OAR Docket #01-747; filed 4-23-01]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #01-752]
RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
~ubchapter 33. Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides
[AMENDED]
252:100-33-1.1 [NEW)
252:100-33-1.2 [NEW]
252:100-33-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-33-3 [REVOKED]
AUTHORI'tY:·
Environmental Quality Board; TIA D.S.Supp. 2000, §§ 2-2-101.
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
January 15,2000, throughFebnwy 16.2000
March 15, 2000, through Apn119, 2000

Public hearing:
February 16, 2000
April19, 2000
June 30. 2000 ·

Adoption:
June 20, 2000
. · Sabm.itted to Goremor.
June 29, 2000
Submitted to House:
June 29,2000
. Submitted to Senate:
JUJlC 29,2000
·Gubernatorial approval:
July 24, 2000
Legislative approval:
FailUie of the Legislature to disapprove the rules. resulted in
approval on March 27, 2001
... Fiual adoption:
March Z7, 2001
Effective:
June 1, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY AcnONS:

None
INCORPOllATIONS.Bf:REFEBENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
·ne proposed revisions are to simplify and elarlfytequirements
.. ·andtoremovembmdaatrequiremeuts·upart·oftbe~wide
· re-right/de-wrong initiativc. No substantive changesm: proposed..
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FB.OM ANALOGOUS ·

FEDEULJWLES:
· · · ·'
No substantive changes were made to tiUa rule.
CONTACT PERSON:
.Joyce D. Sheedy, Phn., Department dl -EnViromncntal ·
Quality, Air QUality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1671,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 794-6800
PlJRSUANT TO THE AcnONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE.,
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED F1NALLY,
ADOPI'ED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECI'ION JOS.l(A), ~
WITH AN EFFEC'llVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2001:
,

SUBCHAPTERil. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF
NITROGEN OXIDES
252:100-33-1.1. Definitions

The following terms. when used in this Subchapter. shall
have the followin& meanin~. unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"New fuel-bumine equipment" means any fuel-burning
eQYipment, with the exception of ps turbines. that was not
in being on Februaxy 14 tm. or any existin~: fuel-burning
equipment that was altered. re,placed. or rebuilt after
Febmazy 14. 1972, resulting in an increase in nitro&en oxide
. emissions. and any gas turbine tbat was not in beinK on July
1. 1m. or anye;dstint: ~as turbine that was altered. replaced.
or rebuilt after July 1. 1977. resultin~ in an increase in
· nitro~ oxide emissions.
''Three-hour mraee" means the arithmetic average of
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Permanent Final Adoptions
sampling results or continuous emission monitoring data
from three contiguous one-hour periods.

prosed1ues as accepted by the Executiv@ Direstor.
Promulgated fedtHal testiag proceduns fer similar
presess;s v.till he soasid;rgd iH makiag ths eetel1'll:inatioa of
prosedl:lF8S to he used.

252:100-33-1.2. Applicability
This Subchapter applies to new fuel-burning equipment
that meets both of the following criteria. .
ill The fuel-burning equipment has a rated heat input
of 50 million (MM) Btulhr or ~eater.
.(2). The equipment burns solid fossil. gas. ot fiquid fuel.

[OAR DockeJ. #01-752; ftled4-23-0l)

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY ·
R 100. AIR POLLl,JTION CON'IROL

252:100-33-2.
Emission limits
Fuel oombustiaa.

W

.
No psrsoa shall s:mse, suffer or allEP.v emissicms of
aitrogea o~des salrulated as nitrogea cJiOK:ide frem any
aew gas fired fuel l:lurning eEJUipmeat with a rated heat
input af 50 million :OTU& psr heur or more, ia excess of
0.20 pouoo per :millioa BTUs (0.3€i gram psr millioa
gram salorie) heat iapu.t, two hour maJ9mmn. . ~ ..
~ No person shall s:mse, &ilffur or allow e~:missions of
aitrogea mciaes 6ai:Slllated as nitregea Bimade frem aay
a1wr liEJYid fired fuellnmiing equipmeat vlith a Iatea
· hoat input of 50 millioH BTU's per holll' or mQ£; 1 in
mess 9f Q.JO pouad per mU'ioa :i.TUs EQ.j4 gtam per
·,milliea gram salorie) heat is~ tw9 ltom maximum.
~ No person shall saYSe, &u:ff0r or allo>n emissions of
nitrog;n o~des salwlated as Bitrogea Bioxiae frem aay
aev.• solid fessiLiYal bucaiBg equipmeBt with a :rated
heat iapHt 9f 3Q'mil'ioa BWs per hom or Hl9re,~ia
· ~ of (t?Q pewd per million B'IUs f1.2ti grpm pBr
milliBB gram salerie) heat iapat, twe hem ma&aum.
W Gas-fired fuefburnine eqvipment. . Nitrogen oxide

f11

emissions · (calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from any new

aartircd fuCl-burninJl eqyipment shalt. not exceed 0.20
lb/MMBtu (86 ni/.I) beat ·input, tbree"hour avem&e.
{91 Nitrie aGid plant.
f1) · Na pen:aa &hall cause, su~r or allow emissieBS ef
aitrogea 91Bd€!S, sals~:tlatea as B.itt:og;H dio.,Qde, freill
Hew aitris asid plaBts, ia mlte&s of J,Q pol:lHds per ton
(1.5 kg/metria ton) of lQO perseat asid prodused,
two hour m.aximu.m.
.
~ No persoa shall sause, suffer OF allow to be
dissharged iato the atmospher; from aew nitriG asia
plants any visibl; ;missiol15 •.vhish exhibit lQ perseat
opasity, or greater.
.(!;U Liqpid-fired fuel-burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide
emissions (calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from any new
liquid-fired fuel-burning equipment sball not exceed 0.3Q
lb/MMBtu (129 ng:/1) heat input three-hour avera&e.
.(£) Solid fossil fuel-burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide
emissions (calculated as nitrQ&en dioxide) {rom any new
solid fossil fuel-burning eqyipment shall nQt exceed 0,70
lb/MMBtu (300 ng/J) heat input, three-hour average.

[OAR Docket #OJ:-764] ;

Subchap er 41. .. Control of Emission of Hazardous Air
Pollut ts and Toxic Air Contamimmts
Part 3. H ardous Air Pollutants
252:100-41- {AMENDED]
AUTHORITY:
Environmenta Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, §§ 2-2-101,
~-201&Dd 2-.S..W

DATES:

ct seq.

.

Comment period:
September 15, 200 through October 18, 2000
··November 14; 2000
Public heariDg:
· October 18, 2000
November 14, 2000
'Adopthm:
.November 14, 2000

Submitted to Governor.
November 21, 2000

Submitted to House:
November 21, 2000
Submitted to S~te:
Novembet 21, 2000

Gubernatorial approval:
January 2, 2001

Legislative approval:
Failure .of the Legislature- to·::disapp
,
approval on March 27, 2001

Final adoption:
March 27, 2001
Effective:
June 1, 2001
.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACilONS:

Superseded rules:
Subchapter 41. Control of Emission of H
Pollutants and ToxicAir.Qrotamjnants
Part 3. Hazardous Air Pollutants
252:100-41-15 (AMENDED]

Gubernatorial approval:
January 2, 2001

252:100-33-3.

.

Register publication:

Performance testing [REVOKED]

Thsting of equipment to de ti!rmiHe if emissioa standards
set ia this Subshapter are met shall be perfermed b-y

May 15,2001

18 Ok Reg 641
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPART1\1ENT OF ENVIRONlV.IENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING
9:00A.M..
Wednesday, February 16, 2000·

OSU. at.T:ulsa Conf.erenee Ceater Auditorium
·
· 700 N. Greenwood
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74106

..... ·1.
2.

Call to Order-:-_Bill Breisch

RoJI Call-:- Myrna Bruce
CY 2000 Election of Officers

3.

A. Discussion by· CollilCil
B. Roll call-vote
.. ...
~~

4.

Approval of Minutes ofthtfDeeember 14, 1999 Regular Meeting.
,I J

5.

-_.-.

.'

'

.

-

..

_Publiclbllemaking Hearings

..

A. OAC 252:i00:.9 ·Exeas }!nl.is.sion and Mairunetion Reporiing [AMENDED]
·boposal would simplify fhe4anguage under the ageacy-~de~ro-rlght/de-Wmng inifiative,
mcludina aurection ofi,:~gra;phica) ;JW4.. pmmatical·e:mJrs md deletion' of·tedUDdant "
_. language. SubStantive changes include the requiremcnttbat. any. written:report.or. notice submitted for execs~ emissions contain a certification of.trutll; accuracy and completeness.
--~tiona! demonstration require~ents for malfuncti~··and startup/shutdown wereJidded
.· "under proposed section 252:100-9-3-2, Demonstration of cause. These requirements, which
'·: 'owner! and opeiators ~Ust meet to be exempt from compliance with applicable standards,
·· -. bicludc .placing the bUidcn'- on. the owner or operator ·of proving that ~c.e~:··~sions
occuning more than,J.S ~t of a process's operation time in c8lendat q~et are not
indicative of inadequate '4CsigD, operation, or ~tenance. LarigUag((\VaS· ad~ed to explah;l _ ·· · ·
that ·complia.n.(;(, ·With- _this subchapter will not exempt sources :from complyhlg with any
·- ·applicable federal; requirimient. Language was also added to. ~wre reas()nable- steps be . -~·· ·
. taken to minimize the impact ofeXcess einissions without requiring the use or installation of
additional stimd-~y or'redlindant pollution control equipment no~ otherwise t:equired.
1.
· Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
.:: -, •- ·• · .
2.
Questions and discilssion· by Council/ Public
.....
3. _ PosSible action by Council
.
4.
Roll call :vote(s) 'for permanent adoption

a

.

.

.

.

B. OAC 252:100-33 Control of Emission ofNitrogen Oxides [AMENDED]
.
Proposal would simplify and clarify requirements and remove redundant requirements unde:r
the agency-wi_de re-right/de-wrong initi&.tive. The language in 2~2:100-33.-2(a)(1), (2), and
(3) was simpli.fied. OAC 252:l00-33-2(b) which sets standards for nitric acid plants was
deleted. NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart G, sets federal standards of perfoi:manee for- ni¢c acid
plants. The federal standards apply to each nitric acid production unit in nitric acid plants that
commenced construction or modification after August 17, 1971.. The federal standards are as
_stringent as those contained in 252:100-33-2(b)•. Since 252:100-33-2(b) became effective after

'/(Jq~

August 17, 1971 and applies only to new sources, the federal standards cover the same
facilities. The NSPS standard for nitric acid plants has been incorporated by xeference in ~ ~~ .\
252:100M4 making 252;100-33-2(b) redundant OAC 252:100-33·3 which provides for
. . . :.i
performance testing ofthe equipment covered by Subchapter 33 was revoked. Performance
testing requirements are contained in 252:100-43 making this section redundant No
substantive changes were proposed.
·
·
··
1.
Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
2.
Questions and discussion by councn /PUblic
3. . Possible action by Co'Qllcil , .• . . ·. ~
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoptio~

6.

Division Dlreetor's· Report- Eddie Terrill

7.

New Busbiess - Any matter not known 'about, or which could not .have been reasonably
prior to the time ofposting.the agenda.
·

fo~eseen,

..

'

Adjoumme~t..:..Nm:t:R~Iar14~eting

8.

· ·

Date and Time: .Aprlll9, 2000 @ 9:00a.m.
.

..

·.. :.

;

~·

Place: L'&Wtl:Jll Great Plains Teclmolqgy Center
4500
301
. West Lee Blvd., Room
.
. LawtOn, Oklahoma

.. ·.:
. ,.~1

•

•

. Lli.Ju:h.Break;, if necessary

.

•.,''

";.

. How tOAM.get
to-osu-rulsa·
·
• 'DIIA. *ama
(!na) 5M-I.Daa ·

JDO North
.

.

Grialawaod
.

.

.·

·.

.

7410& •

0SU

TUL~

.

.

Should ]flU tleslre tD attend 6ut hllPe llllb,6lll(p fllfli IIUd ant~Ct:DIItlltDdi1IJIJn.
·
pli!IISe lietljjiiiiU' ~ tllru liaylln llt/wuu:t Ill (405) 1.1fJ..I109.

·-

February 3, 2000
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

e-1

SUBJECT: . Modifications to Subchapter 33

/.··

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-33 CONTROL
OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES that will· be brought to public hearing on
February 16, 2000. The proposed revisions to OAC 252:100-41-15 .are for the purpose of
·· clarification, simplification and the removal of redundant language as required by the
.agency-wide re•right/de-wrong initiative. The language in 252:100-33-~(a)(1), (2), and
(3) was simplified.' 252:l00-33-2(b), which sets standards for nitric acid plants, was
deleted NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart G, sets federal standarDs ofperfonnance for nitric acid
. plants. The federal standards apply to each nitric acid production unit in nitric acid plants
·that commenced construction or modification after August 17, 1971. The federal standards
are as stringent as those contained in 252;100-33-2(b). Since 252:100-33-2{b) became
effecti'wafterAugustl7tl971·1ltldappliesonlytonewsomces,thefedcralstandardscover
· · · the same ·facilities. The NSPS staftdar.d for nitric .acid plants has been incorporat'ed by
:'~m252:100-4making252:1~33-2(b)redundant 252:1~3~3, whichpmvidcs
for performance testing of the ·equipment· covered by Subchapter 33, was revoked.
Performance testing requirements are contained in 252:100-43 making this Subsection
redundant. No substantive changes are proposed.
. . S"mce the proposed revision to Subchapter ..33 .COntains no substantive changes and no
comments have been received from the public to date, staff will suggest that the proposed
rule be recommendedto the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption.
·-:;

'+.j.·.·; ~- .. '

Enclosure: 2

41mem2.doc
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SUBCHAPTER 33.

,.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES

section
252:100-33-1.
Purpose
252:100-33-1.1.Applicability
252:100-33-2. Emission 1imits
252:100-33-3.
Performance test~g

[REVOKED]

252:100-33-1.

Purpose
of efiis Stibefiapeer is to eoatrol tfie emissioa of
aitro!!JeR. mddes from statioaary sources to preveat tfie Oltlahoma
. air quality standarS:s fxem l3ei:R!!J eJEeeedea aBd i:e:sure £Bat · the
preseRt leTJ"el of air tf\:}ality ia Oltlahoma is aot de!!JradedThis
Subchapter establishes limits to control the emissions of nitrogen
oxides to the atmosphere from stationary sources.
~fie p~rpose

. _.

252:100-33-l.l.Applicability
This Subchapter aPPlies to new fuel-burning eauipment with a
'. __ rated heat input of 50 x 10' BTU/hr or greater.
252·:~00-33-2.

Emisaion··:timita
fuel-burp.inq equipment·..- (1) · · 'We ..P,erse'ft shall eall:Be, suffer or all~,.- emissieftS of
Eitro~eft euiEies ealeulatetl. ae !!:H:re!JeB dioxide from a:ny :ae,,.,
gas fired ~1:1·e!l b~raiag eEJUipmeat uitfi a rated heat i11Put of
50. millio:R BTUe per hour or more, in elfeess ef o. 20 pound per
'IR:illirm l3'i'Us1 ( o ~ 3 6 ~&Ill J!'ed!' lllillieB gram ealM'ie} heat iil;ptlt,
twa lieuF mrudmemNitrogen . oxide ·· emissions · (calculated . as
nitrogen dioxide)
f;om any new pas-fired fuel..,.burninq
ecniipment shall not exceed·o-~2o"lbtJ:O 'BTU (0.36 g/~o' q-cal}
heat input, two-hour maximum.
-----1(22~+):...021.
Liauid-fired fuel.:.burn.inq equipment.
No persOB
. shall eause·, suffer or allO\•' ~missio:Rs of aitregea oxides
eal:eulated . as aitroge'ft di~£ide from any ne\t liquid fired
il:le±'.:euraing effUipmeat: wita a rated &eat iapti:t ef so milliea
DTYS per hour or mere, in excess of 0.39 peufta per·milliea
D'PUs
(0.54 gram per milliea !!Jram ealorie) fieat iaput,
t·~,.,o hour
·maJEi~mNitrogen
oxide emissions (calculated as
nitrogen dioxide) from any . new li!fUid-fired fuel-burning
equipment shall not exceed 0.30 lb/10 BTU (0.54 g/10' g-cal)
heat input. two-hour maximum.
-----~(~3+)1£1
Solid fossil fuel-burning equipment.
No persoa
sfiall eause, suffer or allmt emissioBs of aitro!!Je:a oxides
ealeulated as nitregea dieJEide from aay am,., solid fossil
fuel buraiag equipmeat with a rated heat iaput of so millioa
B~Us per hour or mere, ia eJEeess of 0.70 pouad per milliea
B~Us
(1.26 !!Jram per millioR gram calorie) fieat iR13ut,
tt,.,e hour maJEi~mNitrogen oxide emissions (calculated as
nitrogen dioxide) from any new solid· fossil fuel-burning
(a)·

~he:l., ~EIIItBustietJGas-fired

DRAFT l/15/00

-MEOOOOS.DOC
1

equipment shall not exceed 0.70 lb/10 6 BTU (1.26 g/10 6 g-cal)
heat input. two-hour maximum.
(b)

Nitric aeid plast.
(1)
No persoa shall cause, suffer or allm.,. emissioas of
nitrogen onides, calculated as nitrogen dimdde; from ne'•i
nitric acid plaBts, ia .C3Eeess oi: 3. 0 pouads per teB: (1. 5 .
leg/metric tea)
of 10 0 perceat acid produced 1
two hour
·. mrudft\Uffi .
(.2)
No person shall cause, suffer or allow to be discharged
iB:to the atmosphere from ae~J aitric acid plants any visible
emissions "•ihich eJEhibit 10 percent opacity, or greater.

252:100-33-3.
Perfor.mance'testing (REVOKED]
Testing of equipment to deteFmine if emissioa standards set
in this Subchapter are met shall be performed by procedures as
accepted by the B1eecutive Director.
Promulgated federal testing
procedures for similar processes \iill be coasidered ia ma1dag the
determination of procedures to be eeed.
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:MINUTES

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 16,2000.
OSU at Tulsa
,.· 700 North Greenwood, Tulsa Oklahoma
Council Members Present· ·
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick !'
Leo Fallon
Rick Treeman
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
·Council Memben.Ab.sent
LmyCanter .
.Fred Grosz

··s~Present

Staffhesent
Dt\vidDyke
Dennis Doughty
BarbaraHoffinan
Scott Thomas
Rhonda Je:ffiies
. Dawson· Lasseter
Linn Wainner
Guests PreseDt
· **Sc:e attached list

Jeanette Buttram
Joyce Sheedy

MymaBruce

Nbti£e.of Public Meeting for;..Februacy 16, 2000 was forwarded to the .. Office of the
Secretary of State giVing the tiane, ~e, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at
tbe ~doors to the OSU·:f§::nusa Auditorimn.~lmd·aftbcf,Tulsa·City-Comity Health
Department. .
.

'•.

J('·

•:;>'

'

..

c:a1l-

... ~ ,Callt;tD OJ'der - Mr. Bn:iscbiChaU~\:dllted the meeting -to-~ a:nd·roJl
taken
~.. aS follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- .ay.fl'; Mr. Fallon.~ .aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Wllson- aye;
Mr. Bnmecky- ayer. Ms. Myers'- aye; Mr. BreisCh- aye. ·:nr. Canter and Dr. Grosz did
not attend.
'b' •
Election of om~n -· Nominations )Ve.t'e opc:ocd for the election.of new ·officers for
Calendar Year 20dO.~~~Mr. Wllson made motion to nominate 'David Branecky for Ch8ir and
· Sharon Myers for Vice-Chair. Secon4 was ·made by Mr. Kilpatrick.· · Roll call: ·Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Treemari:- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Braneck.y· aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Mr; Breisch passed the gavel to 'Mr. Braneeky
. who thanked Mr. Breisch for the many years that he had served as Chair and for leading the
Council through many long and difficult discussions.
Approval of Minutes - Mr~ Branecky entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
December 14, 1999 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve
the Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Fallon. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Wtlson - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
'

.

Protocol Statement - As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5-101 - 2-5118.. Mr. Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.

'7/DI

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting {Al\1ENDED]

Mr. Terrill advised that at the December 14 CoUncil meeting, it was decided that there would
be a committee formed ·to· look at this· ruie because· of 81.1 of; the ·comments that had been
received. Mr. Terrill stated that the .committee had
twice to dev;J.op ~ge that
would be satisfactory' to both industry and the state. Mr~Terrill then asked Mr.Wllso~, who
chaired the committee, to give an update. Mr. Wilson said that the committ~e had met twice
with the state and once with the stak~olders; and that it was in the interest of all to have a
regulation that is very clear to understand. He announced- that another.mecting was planned
on February 22 for the purpose of gathering as many comments as possible so that all
interests could be satisfied.

met

Ms. Jeanette Buttram was then asked to brief the Council. Ms. Buttram stated that staff is
continuing to revise the rule based on Comments received. She advised that comments had
been received from Power S~tl,l. Cogeneration, EPA,· and Weyerhaeuser and. entered those
into the.record.
·

_M

'.

Mr. Branecky inte:tjected that Council would like to he ~le to approve this rule at the April
··- . meeting and asked :that additional comments be sent in a timely manner. He continued that
the rule, however, would not be passed .:until ~es ,were resolved and Council was happy .
).~with it; but pointed aut that the rule will have been before the Council for a yeartbis April._
Ms. Sandra R.etinie, Air.~Janning Section,. EPA Region 6, stated that EPA found the January
:· '2000 'draft acceptabl~ ahlt "advised that.. EPA staff "WoUld be availablt: to. work . with the
committeelflS.they continue their discussions. 'Mr. Howard Growid,-,_Central and Southwest,
entered their "'redlined version" of the '(iraft into the record and advised that this version. was
also endorsed by Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association. Mr: Wilson stated that the
co~ did not make ch8nges to the cx:isting.SC 9, but instead revised the most recent
·-v~\ that mirrored the EPA gUidance ·by taking"'the ~ble. language and adding
some reasonableness to it
.
There ~ considerable discussion about when upcoming rule revisions would be announced
to the public, when they would 'go before the Council, and the fact that, in future, there
would be possible cdmmittees and workgroups for i,nput.

Mr. Branecky called for a motion to continue this rule to the April meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick
- aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part ofthese minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-33
Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides {AMENDED]

·Dr. Joyce Sheedy was· called upon to give ·staft's recommendation· of-this· role. ·She stated
that the revisions brought before the Council were .non-substantive. with .the intent to be for
clarification, simplification, and removal of redundant language to satisfY the Agencys· reright/de-wrong initiative. Dr. Sheedy then pointed out these changes.
I.

.

Mr. Branecky had concernS that he feh should be c~ed. These included adding a
definition of "neW"' in 33-1.1; clarifying the term "two-hour maximumn in 33:-2; and
requiring compliance with the two-hour limitS when NSPS requirement is a 3-hour rolling
average. Following discussion about these. c}J.anges, it was decided to continue this rule to
the April meeting and Mr. Branecky caned for amotion. Motion was made by Mr..
Kilpatrick and second was by Mr. Fallon. Roll call as follows:· Mr. Kilpatrick -aye; Mr.
Fallon - aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Myers - aye;
and Mr. Breisch - ay~
..·:: ··
A copy. of the heariilg transcr.ipt is attached awl .madeu amciaJ part Gf thae mhautes.
•'.

DIVISION DIRECIOR'S REPORT - Mr. Scott Thomas gave a presentation on the
Texas .Plan for Control Nitrous Oxides. Mr. Dawson Lasseter gave a presentation on the
status ofthe Air Quality Permits S~on.

of

'

'NEW 'BUSINESS- None
, ADJOURNMENT.· With no further business, meeting was adjourned·with annom1cement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be Aprill9, 2000 at 9:00a.m. in the Great
Plains Technology Center Seminar Room (Room 301),
. 4500 West. Lee Boulevard.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

David Branecky, Chairman
Air Quality Council

J. Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING
9:00·A.M.
Wednesday, Apri119, 2000
Lawton Great Plains Technology Center
4500"We8tLee Blvd., Room 301
Lawton, Oklahoma

1.

2.
3.
4.

,-

Call to Order- David Branecky
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce
Approval of MinuteS of the February 16, ~000 Regular Meeting
PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS

A. OAC 251:100-7 PERMITS FOR MINOR FACILITIES [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC7 con~i~ ofthe addition of sections 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5. Proposed sections.
6().3 ~d 60A: reference .the eXisting permits .by m1c for VOC storage and loading facilities and
· p~culate matter facj)jties, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed pennit by rule for natural gas
co~on ·facilities. This section contains eligt'bllity requirements, standards, testing and, monitoring
J"Cquiremeuts, and l'CC1ll'dkccping n:quiremcnts .for natural gas ~ompmssion facilities that ·qualify for
permit by nlle. .
·· 1.
Presentation~ Dr~ Joyce Sheedy
2. ·
Questions and discuSsion by Council IPublic
.3.
Pouible..action.by Council
.
4.
RoD call vote(s) forpermancrrtmld emergency Jldoplion

B. OAC25l:100-9 EXCESS EMISSION AND MAUI'IJNCUON REPORTING [AMENDED]
·_lbr; proposed ~endments to ·SC 9 include substantive changes· such as adding new and amending

existing definitions and requiring that a .certification of truth, accuracy and completeness be submitted
with any written •report.
. Addition&! :demonstration .requirements for ~ctions and
Wlrtups/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause. New
language sets forth the-Division's interpretation that excess emissions occurring more than 1.5 percent of
the ~e that i process op~rated in a calendar quarter may be indicative of inadequate design, operation,
or maintenance, and the DEQ may initiate further investigation to detennine if that is so. Prior notice to
. the DEQ by facilities of maintenance activities has been proposed to be deleted from the rule.
·
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttiam
.
·
·
2.
·Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
.
:· 3.
Possible action by Council
...
4.
Roll call v.ote(s) for permanent adoption

~

C. OAC 252:100-11 ALTERNATIVE EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS PERMITS [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to SC 11 will·clarify and simplify the language as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. No substantive changes are being made to the Subchapter. This subchapter
allows sources an alternative means for reducing the totaJ burden of pollutants released into· the
atmosphere.
1.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
2.
Questions and discussion by CoUDCil/ Puh1ic .
3.
Possible action by Cmmcil
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

7/()7

D. OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED}

The Department is proposing amendments to 252~100-17, Part 3, Incinerators. Section 2 of the Part
would be amended to remove references to an effective date, and Section 5(3) would be deleted, A new
Section 5.1, Alternative incinerator design requirements, would be added to clarify that the Division
Director may approve incinerator designs that do oot m~the requirements specified in 252:100-17-5.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public ..
3.
Possible action by Connell
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption
E. OAC 252:100-33 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES [AMEND~]
The proposed changes to Subchapter 33 are .to primarily "Simplify and clarify requirements and to
remove redundant requirements as part ofthe agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.

1.

Presentation- Dr. Joyce· Sheedy ·
Questions and discussion by Council I PDblic
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(~) for permanent adoption

2.

3.
4.

..·

5.

Divi.sion Director's Report..: Eddie Terrill

&.

.N_.

7.

Adjournment.;.;.. Next Regular Meeting

·~

'

.

Busiaess - Any matter not known .about, or which could :not have been teasanably
foreseen, prior to the time ofposting the agenda.

.

,

Date and Time: June 14,2000. , @ 9:00a.m•
. l'lace: OSU@ TulSa North Hall Room 1.50
' .700 .North
•OK
.
. GrJ:enwood,
. . ·' . Tulsa
. .
.
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April 3, 2000

:MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:.

SUBJECT:

·-

Air Quality Council
. Eddie Terrill,

Directo~ j JrL

AIR QUALITY DMSIOj'~-:-

Modifications to Subchapter 33

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-33 CONTROL
OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES. The proposed modifications were first
brought to public hearing on February 16, 2000. The proposed revisions to OAC
2?2:100-33 are for the purpose of Clarification, simplification and the removal of
redundant l~guage as required . ·by the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
252:100-1.1. Applicability was added to make it easier to determine which sources are
. subject to the rule.· The language in 252:100-33-2(a)(1), (2), and (3) was simplified.
252:100-33-2(b), which sets standards for nitric acid plants, was del.eted. NSPS 40 CFR
60, Subpart G, sets. federal standards.ofperfonnance for nitric·acid plants. The federal
standards apply to each nitric acid prodl,lction unit in nitric'acid plants that commenced
mnstruction or modification after August 17, 1971. The federal standards are as stringent
as those contairied in 252:100-33-2(b). Since 252:100-33-2(b) b'ecame effective after
August 17, 1971, and applies only to new sourees, the federal standards cover the same
facilities. The NSPS standard for nitric acid plants has been ~orporated by reference in
252:100-4 making 252:100-33-2(b) redundant. 252:100-33-3, which provides for
performance testing .of the equipment covered by Subchapter 33, was revoked.
Performance testing requirements are contained in 252:100-43 making this Subsection
redundant No substantive changes are proposed. Comments made at the February 16,
2000 Air Quality Council meeting· were given consideration in this proposed revision.
Comments were .received from Michael D. Graves of Hall, Estill, HardWick, Gable,
Golden & Nelson on March 27, 2000. A summary ofthose comments and staff responses
is attached.
Since the proposed revision to ·subchapter 33 contains no substantive changes and no
written comments have been received from the public to date, Staff will suggest that the
proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent adoption.

Enclosure:· 3

-·
4lmcm2.doc

-

SUBCHAPTER 33. ·CONTROL OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES
Section
252:100-33-1. Purpose
252:100-33-1.1 Applicability
252 :.. 100-33-2. · .. :Emission ·1imits
252:100-33-3. Performance testing
2·52: 100-33-1. Purpose
The purpose .o£ ..this Subchapter is .to control the, emission
of nitrogen oxides from stationary sources to prevent the
Oklahoma air quality standards from being exceeded and
insure that the present level of air quality in Oklahoma is
not deg:r:,-aded.
_252:100-33-1.1.Applicability
This Subchapter applies to new solid fossil. gas. and
liquid fuel-burning equipment
that meet
both of
the
following criteria.·
{1) · The fuel-burning equipment has· a rated ·heat input
.... of 50 million (MM) Btu/hr or greater.
{2) The ·fuel-burping equipment is neW equipment that
was not in being on Februa~ ~4. ~972. or it is
existing · ·equipment that was altered.
replaced.
or
rebuilt after February 14. 1972. resulting in an
. increase in air pollutant emissions.

-

252:100-33-2. Emission limits
(a) Fael eaaeQstiea.
(~)
Ue pereeft ·efiall eauee, euffer er alle·..· emieeiefte ef
flit::reg:eft e:n:iaes ealeulaeea ae :aiere~eft aiexiae freffi afl:'J'
nmf ~ae fired fuel bur:ai:ag: eqttipmene wiefi a raeea fieat
i~ut ef so millieft D'FUe per fieur er mere, i:a e3meee ef
0.20 peu:aa per millie:a DTas
(0.36. g:ram per millioft
g:ram ealerie) fieae i~ue, t::\Y'O hetir maJfift\um.
(a)
Gas-fired fuel burning equipment.
Nitrogen
oxide
emissions (calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from any new
gas-fired fuel-burning eqyipment shall not exceed 0.20
lb/MMBtu (0. 36 g/MMg-cal) heat input. maximum two-hour
average.
(2)
Ue perse:a shall eatise, Stiffer ex aller.Y' eftliseiene ef
niereg:e:a meiaes ealeulated ae Rit::reg:en aimdae frmR ecrTY
:aeu liqtiid firea ftiel btir:aing: eqtiipme:at ·,titfi a ratea heat
iaptit ef 50 milliea D'FUe per fietlr er mere, i:a mceeee ef

33(3-15-00).doc
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0.30 pound per million
gram calorie) fieat inptH:,

DTUs
(0.54 gram
t~.·o fiour maJdmum.

per

million

(b) ·Liquid-fired fuel-burning equipment.
Nitrogen oxide
emissions (calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from anv new
liquid-fired fuel-burning·· equipment ·shall ··not exceed · 0 ~30.
lb/MMBtu
(0.54
g/MMg-cal)
heat input. maximum two-hour
average.
(3)
Uo perBoft Bfiall ca'tlse, suffer or allm; emissionB of
nitroge;a meides calc'tllated as nitroge:a dimdde from any
fiC"vi solid fossil :fuel },'tl:J:!%il':l:g ..ef!t1:1:il3ffteftt uitfl:. fl .. rut:eei. neat
il'iput of 50 million DTUs per fiour or more, in eJEcess of
0.70 pound per millioft DTUs
(1.26 gram per million
gram calorie) heat inptl:t:, t'.im hotl:r maJeiftW:l'ft.
(c)
Solid fossil fuel-burning equipment.
Nitrogen oxide
emissions (calculated as nitrogen. dioxide) from any new
solid fossil fuel-burning equipment shall not exceed 0. 70
lb/MMBtu (1.26
g/MMg-cal) heat i nput, maximum two -hour
average .
. (19)
!liti.Pie .aeid ~J.aa.t;,
· (1) . !to perBe:a shall e~se, suffer .or alle·.,. emissiorJ:s of
nitrege:a mddes, calculates as Hit:regeft dimeide, from He......li:it:ri.c ."acid plant:s, · iH eJfeese .of . 3. 8 potl:fiets :per t:o:a {1. 5
lt~/metr.ic ten)
ef 10 0 percel!:t acifi . !'!!'oe3.-ueed, 'f:·.m fieur
ftla3Eitftl:1Ht •

person shall c~se,
s=tl>ffe!!' or alleu te be
·.. disch~gea into the atmosphere from ftmt Hitric acid plants
· al':l:y ,.,.-isi19le emissions 111hich e3ffiibit 10 pereeftt opacity, er
greater.
(2)

lle

2.52:100-33-3 •.";

Per£ormance. tea..t..ing

[REVOKED] , .·

Testil':l:g of equipment to determine if emissioH staHdaras
. set in this Subchapter are met shall ee· performea by
procedures
as
accepted
by
the
EJcee'l:ltive
Director.
P~omulgated
federal
testing
procedures
fer
similar
precesses will be coftsiclerecl iH ma]Ei;ag tfie determiHatie;a of
procedures to be used.

33 (3-15-00) .doc
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
APRIL 19,2000
Great Plains Technical Center .
Lawton, Oklahoma
Council Members Present
David Branecky, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
Leo Fallon
Rick Treeman
Joel Wilson
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Council Members Absent
William B. Breisch
Larry Canter

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffm.an
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Pam Dizikes

Staff Present
Jeanette Buttram
Joyce Sheedy
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

Notice of Public Meeting for April 19, 2000 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
doors to the Great Plains Technical Center and on the entrance doors of the DEQ Central Office
in Oklahoma City.
Call to Order- Mr. Branecky, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon
.-aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye. Mr. Breisch and Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Branecky entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
February 16, 2000 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr.
Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye.
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air Quality
Council in. compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR
Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5-101 - 2-S-118. Mr.
Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 7
Permits for Minor Facilities

-

Mr. Terrill advised that it had been agreed to form work~oups for rules that would be modified
extensively or that would affect a large group of industrial sources so as to allow.input into the
process from those effected sources. He added that there seemed to be a misunderstanding
regarding how and when workgroups would be formed. Mr. Terrill stated that it was never
intended to form these workgroups without first having a formal public hearing. He invited

7113

those who wanted to participate in the workgroup process to contact our office and watch our
website for meeting information.

~..,

Dr. Joyce Sheedy stated that the proposed changes consist of the addition of sections 60.3 and
60.4, which are not substantive changes. Additionally, section 60.5 is the proposed permit by
rule for n~tural gas compression facilities. This section contains eligibility requirements,
standards, testing and monitoring requirements, and recordkeeping requirements for natural gas
compression facilities that quality for permit by ·rule.
Dr. Sheedy advised that comments had been recei~ed from Tom Blachley which she entered
into the record. She stated that the staff recommended that this rule be continued to the next
regular meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Branecky asked for volunteers from the Council to participate in the
workgroup sessions. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Kilpatrick volunteered. Then Mr. Branecky
entertained a motion to continue the hearing on this rule to the next regular meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and the second was made by Mr. Fallon. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr.
Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9

Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram presented the staff recommendation advising that earlier versions of SC 9
were brought before the Council on June 15, August 24, October 19, December 14, 1999 and on
February 16, 2000. She stated that there had been several meetings between staff and regulated
community which produced the current version. She entered into the record comments received
from Michael Graves of Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson; Michael Bernard,
President of Mid Continent Oil & Gas Association of Oklahoma; Tom Blachley; and from EPA
Region VI. After describing proposed changes that had been made in response to the comments
received, Ms. Buttram advised that it was staffs recommendation that this rule be forwarded to
the Environmental Quality Board for permanent. adoption.
Mr. Branecky called for motion for approval as discussed. Mr. Fallon make the motion with
Mr. Kilpatrick seconding. · Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye;
Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.

A copy ofthe hearing transcript is attached and made an official part ofthese minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-11

........

Alternative Emissions Reductions Permits

2

Ms. Michelle Martinez was called to make the staff presentation for Subchapter 11. Ms.
Martinez stated that the proposed changes followed the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
to simplify and clarify the language with no substantive changes proposed. She pointed out the
changes and related that comments had been received from EPA and from Mr. Tom Blachley
which she entered into the record.
Following discussion, Mr. Branecky called for a motion to approve the rule with the
discussed and forward to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption.
made the motion and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick
Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers
Branecky - aye.

changes as
Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr.
- aye; Mr.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part ofthese·minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17
Incinerators

-

Ms. Cheryl Bradley advised that proposed modifications to Part 3 would allow the Air Quality
Division to issue permits for the construction and operation of incinerators that meet all
applicable requirements except multiple chamber design; and to remove the references to an
effective date per the Administrative Rules on Rulemaking. Ms. Bradley further advised that
proposal would clarify that the Division Director may approve incinerator designs that do no
meet the requirements specified in Part 5.
Ms. Bradley entered a letter of comment from EPA Region VI into the record and
recommended that the rule go forward to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent and
emergency adoption.·
Following discussion, Mr. Branecky called for a motion to forward the rule to the Board. Mr.
Kilpatrick made the motion and Mr. Treeman made the second. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky -aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attach~d and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-33
Control ofEmission of Nitrogen Oxides

-

Dr. Joyce Sheedy provided Council with staff recommendations pointing out revisions made
since the February meeting. She remarked that written comments had been received from
Michael Graves of Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson; Tom Blachley; Gary
Collins of Terra Nitrogen; and EPA Region VI. She entered these comments into the record.
Dr. Sheedy advised that staff's suggestion was for Council to forward this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption.
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Mr. Branecky called for a motion to forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board with
the changes suggested with the understanding that the DEQ would address the turbine issue not
later than June, 2001 Council meeting. Mr. Fallon made the motion and the second was made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Treeman aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT - Scott Thomas discussed the TexAQS 2000 air
pollution research project stating that the study is being designed to improve understanding of
the chemical and physical processes that control air pollutant formation in the greater Houston
area and transport along the Gulf Coast of southeastern Texas and perhaps into neighboring
states as well. He noted that measurements of gaseous, particulate and haZardous air pollutants
will be made this summer throughout the eastern half of Texas and possibly portions of
Oklahoma using both ground stations and aircraft. He stated that the Air Quality Division plans
to· participate in this study by sharing air quality data with the Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission, and by supporting aircraft sampling activities in our State. Mr.
Terrill added that $50,000 has been set aside for collection of Oklahoma air quality data and
remarked that the results of this study could prove to be invaluable in allowing us to better
understand how ozone is formed and transported as well as what control strategies may be
effective in the future.
Additionally, Mr. Terrill provided a brief summary of EPA's efforts to reinstate the 8-hour
ozone standard by filing a petition with the U.S. Supreme Court over the D.C Circuit decision.
He stated that while the enforceability of the standard is in question, EPA is going forward with
the designation of areas that have not attained compliance with the 8-hour standard. He noted
that Oklahoma may not submit to EPA any designations for our state as the final decision has
yet to be made.
Ms. Myers presented the financial committee's update stating that she was pleased to report that
the DEQ can now provide current financial information for planning activities.
NEW BUSINESS- None

ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be June 14, 2000 at 9:00a.m. in Room 150 of
the OSU Tulsa Campus located at 700 North Greenwood.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is atta·ched as an official part of these Minutes.

David Branecky, Chairman
Air Quality Council

J. Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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THE AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATION
TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and Title:
252:100-33
CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF NITROGEN OXIDES [AMENDED]

OAC:

On _April19, 2000
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S. Sec. 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to the
Environmental Quality B.oard that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
X

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upori approval by the Governor because of
time]
·

This Co~ncil has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best
of its knowledge, that all applicable requirements ofthe Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have
been followed.
This council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office ofAdministrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense ofwhat this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.

Respectfully,

Date Signed:._

_,~c...0.!.../.L.9..L.~-v_?c._:J_ _

Chair or Designee:
VOTING TO APPROVE:

Gary Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
·
Fred Grosz
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
ABSTAINING:

VOTING AGAINST:

Sharon Myers.
David Branecky

None

ABSENT:

William Breisch
Larry Canter
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: REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Tuesday, June 20,2000
Oklahoma: State University .at Tulsa
700 N Greenwood
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

1. Call to Order- Chery1Cohenour, Vice-Chair
2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch

3 .. Approval ofMinutesoftheFt~bruary 25,2000 Regular Meeting

-

4. · Rnlemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
Four sets ofchanges are proposed:
.
• ·Proposed amendments to Subchapter 9 (Excess. Emission and Malfunction .Reporting
Requirements) include changes made as part of the DBQ's "re-rightlde-wrong" effort to simplify its
·ruleS.- The subchapter has been reorganized, typographieal and grmnm.atical errors have been
corrected, and redundant language has been deleted. Additionally, some substantive. changes were
made. Among these aie amendments relating to: defmitions of malfunction, bypass. regulated air
pollutant, technologica(·Jimitation and working day. report certifications; demonstration
requirements mr emiiiioa ·llmit ~ptioas; timiag of eKceH emission t"eports; indicatorS of
··· · .possible inadequate design, operation. onnaintenancc; and notice ofmaintenance activities.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter l1 (Alternative Emissions Plans and Authorizations) lire
in:t:cuded to clarify and simplify the language as part ofthe DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong"initiative.
• · Proposed amendments to Subchapter 17 (Incinerators) include deletion of an outdated reference to
. . Jm effective date. Language on design requirements is tevised to authorize the Division Director to
·approve an incinerator design that does not meet the specific temperature and secondary burner
requirements ifthe incinerator can meet all other applicable requirements. E..
· • Proposed amendments to Subchapter 33 (Control of Emission of Nitrogen Oxides) are intended to
clarify and simplify the language as part ofthe DEQ's ..re-right/de-wrong"initiative.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency• and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 17, and
,on permanentadoptionofamendmentsto Subchapters9, 11 and 33

5. Rulemaking- OAC 25~:610 and 611 General Water Quality

.~

Chapter 610 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-rightlde-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. Language has been simplified and clarified, and rules deemed unenforceable have been removed.
Because so many changes were identified, it is proposed that Chapter 610 be revoked and a new
Chapter 611 created to replace it.

1
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
6.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
·
Roll call vote(s) on pennanentadoption/revocation

Rulemaking-- OAC 252:620 and 621 Non-Industriallmpoundmentsand Land Application
Chapter 620 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. Language has been simplified and clarified, and rules deemed unenforceable have been removed.
Because so many changes were identified, it is proposed that Chapter 620 be revoked and a -new
Chapter 621 created to replace it. Also, the requirements for the land application_ of non-industrial
wastewater are moved from Chapter 64 7 to Chapter 621 because that activity is more closely related to
impoundments than to biosolids.
·

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the.Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on pennanentadoption!revocation

7. Rulemaking- OAC 232:635 ReservoirSnitatioa
Chapter 635 has been reviewed as .part of the DEQ's "re-right/rle-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. The DEQ has determined that all provisions contained in Chapter 635 appear in state statutes or
other DEQ rules, so the DEQ is proposing that the chapter be revoked.

Presentation- Robert Johnston. Water Quality Council Chair
. B. , Questions and discussion by the Beard
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D..: Discussion by the Board
E.' 'Jmll 'call vote(s) on penn anent revocation
A

8. Rulemaking- OAC 252:641 Individual and Small Public Oo-Site Sewage Disposal Systems
The proposed amendments authorize general permits for on-site sewage disposal systems, except for
alternative systems, which will require individual permits subject to the Tier I permitting process.
· .;.:
Certification for septic system installers will be. a permit-by-rule process. Minor typographical
corrections are also made.

.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ

This proposed rulemaking removes on-site sewage disposal systems, except for altemative systems,
. from Tier I permitting requirements. This corresponds to changes concurrently proposed for Chapter
641, Individual and Small Public On-Site Sewage Disposal·Systems, to establish permits for on-site
sewage disposal systems as general permits.
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Counci I Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking -- OAC 252:647 and 648 Sludge and Land Application of Wastewater (Chapter
647), Land Application of Biosolids (Chapter 648)
Chapter 647 has been reviewed as part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying its
rules. Proposed changes include the deletion from Chapter 647 of rules for the land application of
industrial wastewater and sludge because they were incorporated into Chapter 616 (Industrial
Impoundments and Land Application) by Board action in February, and the deletion from Chapter 647
of rules for the land application of non-industrial wastewater becaus-e they are proposed for
incorporation into Chapter 621 (Non-Industriallmpoundments and Land Application) (see agenda item
6). For the remaining rules on biosolids, Chapter 647 is revoked and replaced by Chapter 648.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

-

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s)on permanentadoptionlrevocation

11. New Business(any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda)

12. Executive Director's Report (including disclosure of employee financial interests as required by statute,
and notification to the Board that no capital budget needs have been identified for State Fiscal Year
2002)
13. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from Judy Duncan, giving
an overview of the DEQ's State Environmental Laboratory.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a finding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants- the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until May or June of200l.
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SUBCHAPTER 33.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES

252:100-33-1.1.
Definitions
The following terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"New fuel-burning equipment" means any fuel-burning equipment,
with the exception of gas turbines, that was not in being on
February 14. 1972, or any existing fuel-burning equipment that was
altered. replaced, or rebuilt after February 14. 1972. resulting in
an increase in nitrogen oxide emissions, and any gas turbine that
was not in being on July 1. 1977, or any existing gas turbine that
was altered. replaced, or rebuilt after July 1, 1977, resulting in
an increase in nitrogen oxide emissions.
"Three-hour average" means the arithmetic average of sampling
results or continuous emission monitoring data from three
contiguous one-hour periods.
252:100-33-1.2.
Applicability
This Subchapter applies to new fuel-burning equipment that meets
both of the following criteria.
(1)
The fuel-burning equipment has a rated heat input of SO
million (MM) Btu/hr or greater.
(2)
The equipment burns solid fossil, gas, or liquid fuel.

-

252:100-33-2. Emission limits
(a)
Fuel eembue~ie&.
(1)
No person shall cause, suffer or allm1 emissions of
nitrogen oJddes calculated as nitrogeF.t dimdde from any new
gas fired fuel burning equipment ~lith a rated heat input of 50
million BTUs per hour or more, in mecess of 0. 20 pound per
million BTUs (0.36 gram per million gram calorie) heat input,
t\m hour maJEimum.
(2)
No person shall cause, suffer or allm:; emissions of
nitrogen mddes calculated as ·nitrogeF.t dimdde from any ne~:;
liquid fired fuel burning equipment ~lith a rated heat input of
so million BTUs per hour or more, in mecess of 0.30 pound per
million BTUs (0.54 gram per million gram calorie) heat iF.tput,
t~m hour mmdmum .
(3)
No person shall cause, suffer or allmi emissioF.ts of
nitrogen oxides calculated as nitrogen dioxide from any ne'•i
solid fossil fuel burniF.tg equipmeF.tt \e;ith a rated heat input of
50 millioF.t BTUs per hour or more, in mecess of 0. 70 p9und per
million BTUs (1. 26 gram per million gram calorie) heat' input,
t~m hour mmeimum .
lsi Gas-fired fuel-burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide emissions
(calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from any new gas-fired fuelburning equipment shall not exceed 0.20 lb/MMBtu (86 ng/J) heat
input. three-hour average.
(b)
Ni~rie aeid pla&~.
(1)
No person shall . cause, suffer or allm1 emissioF.ts of
nitrogeF.t oJddes, calculated as nitrogen dioxide, from new nitric
acid plants, in mecess of 3. 0 pounds per ton ( 1. 5 kg/metric ton)
of 100 perceF.tt acid produced, t\m hour maJEimum.
(2)
No person shall cause, suffer or allow to be discharged
iF.tto the atmosphere from nevi nitric acid plants any visible

71~7

emissions vihich eJchibit 10 percent opacity, or greater.
JJ;;U_ Liquid-fired fuel-burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide emissions
(calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from any new liguid-fired fuelburning equipment shall not exceed 0.30 lb/MMBtu (129 ng/J) heat
input, three-hour average.
Jgl_ Solid fossil fuel-burning equipment. Nitrogen oxide emissions
(calculated as nitrogen dioxide) from any new solid fossil fuelburning equipment shall not exceed 0.70 lb/MMBtu (300 ng/J) heat
input, three-hour average.
252:100-33-3.
Performance testing [REVOKED]
Testing of equipment to determine if emission standards set in
this Subchapter are met shall be performed by procedures as
accepted by the EJcecutive Director.
ProffiUlgated federal testing
procedures for similar processes '9iill be considered in making the
determination of procedures to be used.

,I
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 33. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF NITROGEN OXIDES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 33 are to simplify and
clarify requirements and to remove redundant requirements as part
of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
No substantive
changes are proposed.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None of the changes that were made to
difference from analogous federal rules.

this

rule

creates a

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required since no substantive changes are proposed.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Attached.

,i
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WRITTEN COMMENTS WITH STAFF RESPONSES
Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson - letter dated March
24, 2000, signed by Michael D. Graves received on April 27, 2000

1.

COMMENT: This Subchapter is more stringent with much broader
applicability than the comparable federal standards. However,
there has ·not been any justification for these broader·
stricter standards.
RESPONSE: Since the purpose of the re-right/de-wrong program
is to clarify, simplify and correct errors, no substantive
changes to standards were proposed.
The issue of broader
applicability and more stringent standards was discussed and
justified at public hearings in 1971 and 1972 prior to the
original promulgation of the standards contained in Subchapter
33.

2.

COMMENT:
DEQ should simply adopt the federal NSPS Subparts
for fuel-burning equipment. DEQ recommended deleting 252:100·'33 -2 (b) containing standards for nitric acid plants because
there is now a federal NSPS for this type of source and the
same action should be taken with fuel-burning equipment.
RESPONSE:
Staff proposed to delete 252:100-33-2(b) because
the federal NSPS Subpart G covers the same sources covered by
the State rule and is as stringent as the State rule, making
the State rule unnecessary since the State has incorporated
NSPS Subpart G by reference in 252:100-4. The NSPS standards
that apply to fuel-burning equipment (such as Subparts D, Da,
Db and GG) do not apply to all the sources that are covered by
Subchapter 33 and in some instances the standards are not as
stringent as those contained in Subchapter 33.
As stated
previously, these standards were justified at public meetings
prior to promulgation in 1972.
Also Staff questions the
wisdom of relaxing nitrogen oxide standards at a time when
some areas of the state are perilously close to exceeding the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards for nitrogen oxides.

3.

COMMENT: If there is a need for regulating sources that are
not covered by the federal NSPS, the standards should be the
same as those contained in the federal NSPS.
For example if
DEQ justifies regulating nitrogen oxides from fossil fuelfired steam generators for units with heat input rates less
than 250 million Btu/hr (the federal base for applicability)
then the emission limits and averaging periods should conform
with Subpart D.
RESPONSE: Staff believes that the need for covering sources
not regulated by the federal NSPS and for setting standards
that are more stringent than those in the NSPS was justified
when the standards were originally promulgated and the
proposed revisions
have
not
changed those
standards.
Subchapter 33 applies to fuel-burning equipment with heat
2

input capacities greater than 50 million Btu/hr.
Although
NSPS Subpart D applies to sources that have heat input
capacities greater than 250 million Btu/hr, Subpart Db sets
standards
for
industrial-commercial-institutional
steam
generating units with heat input greater than 100 million
Btu/hr and Subpart De sets standards for small industrialcommercial-institutional steam generating units that have
maximum design heat input capacities of 10 million Btu/hr to
100 million Btu/hr. The standards for fuel-burning equipment
set in Subchapter 33 are identical to those in Subpart D,
except for sources fueled by certain types of coal.
Part of
the clarification of Subchapter 33 consists of changing the
maximum-two hour average to a three-hour average. This is not
considered to be substantive since in actual practice, due to
the constraints of the performance tests for nitrogen oxides,
the three hour average has been in use from the time the
standards were promulgated.
4.

--

COMMENT:
Of particular concern is the apparent conflict
between Subchapter 33 and the federal NSPS Subpart GG for gas
turbines.
Subchapter 33 applies to gas turbines, but the
.;emission limitations and standards formats are not compatible.
Since Subpart GG is designed specifically for stationary gas
turbines and was developed after the State's standards which
were designed for fossil fuel-fired steam generators, the DEQ
should adopt Subpart GG in lieu of including stationary gas
turbines in Subchapter 33.

RESPONSE: Subchapter 33 was not originally intended to apply
to stationary gas turbines.· However, when the definition of
fuel-burning equipment was revised in 1977, gas turbines
became subject to this rule.
It is difficult to compare the
standards contained in Subpart GG with those in Subchapter 33
except on a case by case basis. However, it appears that the
standards in Subpart GG, at least for some turbines, are less
stringent. Although some older turbines may have difficulty
meeting the standards in Subchapter 33, it appears that modern
turbines are capable of meeting these standards. Staff feels
that the question of excluding turbines from Subchapter 33 or
setting specific standards for turbines is beyond the scope of
re-right/de-wrong and should be considered separately. Much
more information and study needs to be done before any changes
are made especially considering the potential ozone problems
facing the State.
This issue will be considered again in
June, 2001. Staff would like to point out that the philosophy
of those who originally set the standards for nitrogen oxides
emissions was one of non-degradation. They believed that this
principle was specifically set forth in the Federal Clean Air
Act and that federal standards represented a minimum level,
not a ceiling. EPA continues to maintain that NSPS represents
minimum requirements. Staff is directed by the Oklahoma Clean
Air Act to make recommendations to the Council with respect to
rules and air pollution prevention and abatement. Staff would
not be doing its ·duty if it recommended a relaxat.ion of
standards without sufficient justification for such action.
3
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Comments from Tom Blachley received on April 7, 2000.
5.

COMMENT:
pointing
changes.

Mr. Blachley' s
out errors and

comments consisted primarily of
suggesting format and language .

RESPONSE:
The errors that were pointed out have been
corrected and the language and formatting changes were given
consideration in the final proposed revisions to the rule.
EPA Region 6 - letter from Tom Diggs dated April 13, 2000·, received
April 17, 2000.

6.

COMMENT: EPA was in agreement with the proposed revisions to
Subchapter 33 dated March 15, 2000, since the rule remains the
same as the New Source Performance Standards.

Terra Nitrogen Corporation - letter dated April 18, 2000, signed by
Gary Collins, received April 18, 2000, with attachment.

7.

COMMENT:
Terra Nitrogen Corporation requested that the Air
·Quality Council delay taking final action on the proposed
revision until the question of applicability to gas turbines
can be considered.
If turbines continue to be subject to
Subchapter 33, they requested a separate emission rate be
promulgated in units of ppm by volume corrected to 15 percent
oxygen and to ISO conditions as required by NSPS Subpart GG.
RESPONSE: As stated in response to comments contained in the
letter from Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden & Nelson,
Staff feels that this question is beyond the scope of reright/de-wrong and should be considered as a separate issue.
The time constraints placed on the completion of the reright/de-wrong program do not allow for the type of research
and evaluation that is necessary before any weakening of the
nitrogen oxide standards can be proposed, especially in light
of the potential ozone problems now facing the State. The Air
Quality Council has instructed the Staff to bring this
question before it again in June 2001.

8.

COMMENT: Terra requested that the definition of new source be
revised so that turbines in existence prior to July l, 1977
are not subject to the rule.
'"
RESPON$E:
rule.

Staff agreed and this change has been made to the

VERBAL COMMENTS RECEIVED AT THE FEBRUARY 16, 2000 HEARING

9.

COMMENT:
Ms. Nadine Barton with Citizens Action for a Safe
Environment (CASE}, was concerned that if the standards in
Subchapter 33 for fuel-burning equipment applied to municipal
waste combustors (incinerators) it might somehow result in
less stringent NOx standards for these units than is now in
place in Part 5.of Subchapter 17. Ms. Barton suggested that
4
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language be added to the applicability section
municipal waste combustors from Subchapter 33.

exempting

RESPONSE: Municipal waste combustors (MWC) that supply steam
or useable heat are by definition fuel-burning equipment. If
such a source meets the applicability criteria for Subchapter
33, it would be subject to the Subchapter.
In order to be
subject to Subchapter 33, the MWC would have to have a heat
input capacity of 50 MMBtu or greater and be fired by gas
fuel, liquid fuel, or solid fossil fuel. Since MWC are fueled
by solid waste, it is not necessary to specifically exclude
MWCs from Subchapter 33. In a rule that addresses sources as
varied as fuel-burning equipment, it is not possible to list
everything that is subject to the rule or to list everything
that isn't subject to the rule. Therefore, staff proposed at
the next hearing applicability criteria in Section 1.1 for
determining whether or not a source is subject to the rule.

10.

COMMENT: Howard Ground with Central and South West felt that
the two-hour maximum contained in 252:100-33-2 (a) (1) , (2) , and
(3) is a compliance determination of a two-hour maximum of
,;emission rates and is not an average of anything. It is a one
time test showing compliance with the standard.
RESPONSE:
Council records make clear that the two-hour
maximum was not intended to be a one time test showing
compliance with the standard. In researching Council records
after the hearing, staff discovered that this same subject was
brought up at the March 17, 1987, Council meeting regarding
sulfur limits for fuel-burning equipment in Subchapter 31. At
that meeting, and in a memo dated December 19, 1986 to the
Council, Air Quality staff recommended that the change from a
two-hour averaging time to a three-hour averaging time be made
for practical reasons, since a stack test to determine
compliance consists of three one-hour runs, so that a three
hour average is already in effect. The same is true for the
averaging time in Subchapter 33, and at the next Council
meeting staff recommended and the Council agreed that the twohour maximum be changed to a three-hour average.

11.

,,.-

COMMENT:
Don Whitney with Trinity Consultants pointed out
that Subchapter 33 sets standards for NOx emissions from gasfired fuel burning equipment, liquid-fired fuel 'burning
equipment, and solid fossil fuel burning equipment, which
would seem to exclude wood or other types of solid fuel from
the standards, and questioned whether the word "fossil" should
be left in the rule.
RESPONSE: Since it was not our intention to make substantive
changes to the rule, this subject goes beyond the scope of the
intended revisions.
At the time the rule was first
promulgated, coal was probably the only solid fuel considered.
Staff feels that it requires further study and should be taken
up at another time.
5
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VERBAL COMMENTS RECEIVED AT THE APRIL 19, 2000 HEARING

12.

COMMENT:
Mike Peters with the law firm of McKinney and
Stringer pointed out that when Subchapter 33 was promulgated
in 1972, Subchapter 33 was intended for fuel-burning equipment
and turbines by definition, at that time, were not fuelburning equipment.
When the definition of fuel-burning
equipment was revised in 1977, it included turbines.
There
was public comment at that time, questioning the ability of
turbines to meet the standards.
The only remedy for such
turbines at this time is to obtain an alternative standard
under Subchapter 11.
The federal NSPS Subpart GG sets
standards for gas turbines. Due to the differences in units,
it is difficult to compare the standards in Subchapter 33 with
those in Subpart GG, but for one particular turbine, the State
standards were three times as stringent as the federal NSPS.
The State should consider exempting turbines from Subchapter
33.
RESPONSE:
The Council record from the time when the
definition of fuel-burning equipment was changed in 1977 makes
·'it clear that gas turbines were included as fuel-burning
equipment and would be subject to the rules that regulated
such equipment. Although it is difficult to compare the State
standards with those in NSPS Subpart GG, staff feels that
those in the subpart are in many cases much less stringent
than the Standards in Subchapter 33 and to exempt turbines
from this rule would be weakening the standard.
Staff is
reluctant to propose a relaxation of those standards at a time
when the possibility of ozone nonattainment looms in the not
too distant future.
This subject is beyond the scope of the
re-right/de-wrong program, and staff proposes that it be
studied at a later date. More hard data is needed concerning
the ability of turb~nes built after July 1, 1977, to meet the
standards contained in Subchapter 33. The gathering of such
data will require· more time than is available for the
completion of the re-right/de-wrong program.
This subject
will be brought before the Council again by June 2001.

13.

-

COMMENT: Mike Peters proposed that all turbines in existence
before July 1, 1977, not just simple cycle turbines, be exempt
from Subchapter 33.
RESPONSE:
Staff agrees and the rule was changed at the
hearing to exclude gas turbines in existence on or before July
1, 1977, from the requirements of Subchapter 33.
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March 24, 2000
.Barbara Ho.ffinan, Esquire
Oklahoma Department ofEnvironmental Quality
Air QUalitY Division
P.O. Box 16rr·Oldahoma City, OK 73101~1677
•;

.,.

RE:
··

·.

~

·.Comments '?n proposed OAC 252: 10~, Subchapter 33, NOx.

Dear Barbara~
~ ·--

· ~):Ol.i for the opportunity to.$Ubmit comments on 1heproposed revision to Subchapter

· ··} rofthe Oklahoma Air Quality regulations. It is obvious that a great deal ofwork has gone into the
··proposaland we commend the effurt .to improve Oklahoma regulations. During our review, we
not~ several items which we believe could·be improved and·have prepared comments on those
items. We.~ that .these comments be included in the formal rule-making record.
Please distribute these comments to the appropriate staff peopl~ for their input. I will be
calling you next week to arrange a meeting with you anc;l appropriate DEQ staff to review our
comments.
As a part of its air "re':'write" project, DEQ has republished .Subchapter 33, Control of
Emission of Nitrogen Oxides. This Subchapter is more stringent with much broader applicability
than the comparable federal standards. However, we have not seen any justification from DEQ to
substantiate the need for these broader and stricter standards. For this subchapter, in particular, the
fact that the Oklahoma regulations incorporate by reference the federal NSPS standards is
meaningless. It appears to us that Oklahoma looked at the 1974 federal Subpart D~ decided to apply
it to much smaller sources and has since declined to aclmowledge the standards devised by the
federal program in Subpart Db or Subpart GG.

:. I';._ .• , .
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As a threshold issu~, we propose thatDEQ revise its proposal by simply adopting the federal
NSPS. In its Subchapter 33 proposal, DEQ recominends deleting the previous'OAC252:100-332(b) Nitric acid plants because there is now a federalNSPS for this type ofsource. We believe that.
. this is the correct course for DEQ to follow in all instances. Oklahoma businesses m-e experienced·
- - in complying with federal standards, and DEQ has not submitted for public comment any
justification for stricter standards.

'

·"!··

In the event that DEQ substantiates the need for regulating sources which are not covered
by the federal NSPS rules, then DEQ should at least make its rules consistent with the federal
standards rather than different or more stringent than those standards. For example, ifDEQjustifies .
·regulating NOx from fossil-fuel .:fired. steam generators for units with heat input rate less than 250
:M:MBTU/hour (the federal base for applicability) then the emission limitations and averaging .
periods should conform with Subpart D.
Ofparticular concern is the apparent conflict between the Oklahoma Subchapter 33 md the
federal NSPS Subpart GG. :Sy its terms, Subchapter 33 appears to apply to those sources which are
covered by the federal Subpart GG. However, the emission limitation and standards formats are not
compatible. Federal Subpart GG is specifically designed for Stationary Gas Turbines, and was·
developed after the State's standards, which were designed for Fossil-Fuel fired steam generators.
A later specific regulatory program should prevail over an earlier general one, and DEQ should
~~cally adoptSubpart GG in lieu ofincluding stationary gas turbines in Subchapter 33.
··'

~

· ... Finally, should DEQjustify the need for regulating sources not subject to federal NSP S, we
·seenorea!on for the "maximum two-hour average" emissionlimitationin0AC252:100-33-2. This
averaging period differs, for no known reason, from comparable portions ofthe federal NSPS, such
as Subpart Db's 30 day rollinj{average. Even ·nonattalnment areas (and· Oklahoma has no
nonattainment are~), such as Beaumont, Texas~' use a 24-hour average. Therefore, we recommend
conforming the Oklahoma standards to the federal NSPS.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to submit the~e comments for the 'record. I look
forward to going over these items with you. If you have any question, please feel free to call.
Sincerely,

Michael D. Graves
x'c:

Dirk Morris
Gary Collins
Lonnie Colvalt

Doell: 143963 VerN: I 999999:00770

,·';,

.,.
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC AND
INDUSTRY SUBCHAPTER 33
Below is a summation of written comments along with staffresponses regarding the
proposed revisions to Subchapter 33. This includes only those comments that were
received prior to the mm1ing of the Air Quality Council packets for theApri119, 2000,
meeting.

HALL, ESTILL, HARDWICK, GABLE, GOLDEN & NELSON LEITER (dated
3/24/00, signed by Michael D. GravesT1. COMMENT: This Subchapter is more stringent with much broader applicability

-

than the comparable federal standards. However, we have not seen any justification
from DEQ to substantiate the need for these broader and stricter standards.
RESPONSE: The pmpose of the "re-right/de-wrong" program is to clarify, simplify
and correct errors, not to make substantive changes to the standards. Thus, we have
not proposed any ·substantive changes :to the existing standards in Subchapter 33. The
concem.that the State rule .would cover more sources than the federal standards was
expressed in a letter from the Mid Continent Oil & Gas Association dated October 30,
1971. The Association proposed that the regulation be cbanged to include· only units
above 250 MMBtulhr. heat input and prov.ided a correlation ofNOx emissions versus
gross heat input This correlation·was.refer.enced from Mills,J.<.. L. etal.,."Emissions
afOxides ofNitrogen froDl. Stationary Sources in,Los J\J:lgeles County;•'Reports No.
3 and No.4, 1961. The staff of the DEQ's predecesaaragency compared the Mills
correlation to the proposed state regUlations and concluded that smaller units coUld
. meet the regulations easier than larger units. In a letter dated August 10, 1972, to Mr.
Ronald Barbaro, P.E., staff wrote that •••. Regulation No. 18 is similar to the
nitrogen oxide standard set in the Federal ''New Source Performance Criteria."
However, thelower limit is set at 50 million BTU/hr. input rather than the 250
. million BTU/hr. value of the federal criteria. This is based.on the information
obtained that the smaller units are already very close to meeting this limit." It is
evident that staff felt that, based on the data submitted, there was no reason to exclude
smaller units from the rule or to increase the- emission limits for such units. The
records cited are available to the public in the Air Quality Division ciffice.
2. COMMENT: We propose that DEQ revise;:: its proposal by simply adopting the
federal NSPS. In its Subchapter 33 proposal, DEQ recommends deleting the
previous OAC 252:1 00-33-2(b) Nitric acid plants because there is now afederal
NSPS for this type of source. We believe that this is the correct course for DEQ
to follow in all instances. Oklahoma businesses are experienced in complying
with federal standards, and DEQ has not submitted for public comment any
justification for stricter standards.

-

RESPONSE: Staff proposed to revoke OAC 252:100-33-2(b) because the
federal NSPS for nitric acid plants covers the same sources covered by the State
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rule and is as stringent as the State rule, making the State rule unnecessary. This
revocation does not change the standard that new nitric acid plants must meet.
Revoking the rest of the rule would make the standards for new fuel-burning
equipment less stringent in some cases than they are now. Given the advances in
technology since 1971 and our State's potential problems in meeting the ozone
standards, relaxing our emission limits does not appear to be justifiable at this
time. If suchjustification:exists,.ithas.not been presented to staff.

- - 3. COMMENT: IfDEQ substantiates the need .for regulating sources which are not
covered by the federal NSPS.rules, then DEQ should at least make its rules consistent
with the federal standards rather than different or more stringent.than those standards.
For example, if DEQ justifies regulating NOx from fo$'sil fuel-fired steam generators
for units with heat input rates less than 250 MMBtu/hour (the federal base for
applicability) then the emission limitations and averaging periods should conform
with Subpart D.

. RESPONSE: See the response to Comment 1. This iule is part of the State
·Implementation Plan (SIP); therefore, relaxing it would require justification,
especially in light of the State's potential problems in meeting the ozone standards.
Aehieving consiste~cy with federal rules is not by itselfsufficient justification.

4. COMMENT: Ofparticular concern is the apparent.confl.ict between Subchapter 33
and the federal N~PS.Sub,part ~- By its~ Su1xJlapter 33 appems to apply to
those sources which are covered 'by the federal SUbpart GG. However, the emission
'limitation and stand8rdsformats are. not conipatib~ :Fedcrill Subpart GG is
·' ::,specifically. designed for Stationary Gas, Turbines, :and was developed after the .State's
standards, which were designed. for the fossil fuel-fired steam generators. A later
· specifilaegulatory program should preyail over an earlier general. one, and DEQ
should specifically adopt Subpart GO in lieu of fncluding stationary gas turbines in
Subchapter 33.
·
.

.

RESPONSE: Subchapter'33 was not originally intended to apply to simple cycle gas
turbines.·. The rule applied to fuel-burning equipment, and the definition of fuelburning equipment in effect at that time excluded these turbines. However, combined
gas turbine-steam turbine units and conventional· steam turbine-generating units were
covered. (Letter from John
Stallings dated February 23, 1972, to Louis S. Gea,
P.E.,Tippet & Gee) Staff believes that any change to the NOx standards for fuelburning equipment would require more study and is beyond the scope of the "reright/de-wrong" program. If such a change is desired, the necessary research could be ·
un,dertaken and a work group formed, with the objective of determining whether a
change needs to be made and, if so, what that change should be.

a:.

5. COMMENT: Should DEQ justify the need for regulating sources not subject to
federal NSPS, we see no reason for the. "maximum two-hour average" emission .
limitation in OAC 252:100-33-2. This averaging period differs for no known reason,
from comparable portions of the federal NSPS, such as Subpart Db's 30-d.ay rolling

average. Even nonattainment (and Oklahoma has no nonattainment areas), areas such
as Beaumont, Texas, use a 24-hour average. Therefore, we recommend conforming
the Oklahoma standards to the federal NSPS.

RESPONSE: Although Subpart Db has a 30-day rolling average, Subpart D still
retains a 3-hour average..This issue w.as brought up.in 1987 regarding Subchapter 31,
which regulates the emissions of sulfur compounds. At the March 17, 1987, Council
meeting, a request was made that plants built after September 1978 be allowed a 30day rolling average instead of a two or three-hour average. Grant Marburger
responded for staff by stating that"•.• changing from a short term to a long term is a
fairly major consideration that we 'are not prepared to recommend at this time ...."
A request was also made to change the two-hour averaging time to a three-hour
averaging time. Mr. Marburger recommended that this change be made "... for
practical reasons. A stack test to determine compliance takes three hours, so three
hours is in effect ~yway ...." In a memorandum to the· Council dated December 19,
1986, Mr. Marburger stated, 111t was suggested this should be changed to conform
with federal NSPS standards which allow a longer period.for certain categories.
Plants built after September 1978 (Subpart Da) are allowed a 30-day rolling average
but these plants are also required to install 802 abatement equipment" Although the
rule in question was Subchapter 31, staff believes the reasoning holds true for
. · Subchapter 33 as well. At the April 197 2000 Council meeting, staff will recommend
· thaft:lu;. ~hour averaging time be changed to three hours .

. A3 Dn overall comment, Staff would like to point out that the philosophy of those who
·. originally wrote the NOx rule and set the limitations was one of non-degradation. They
believed tbat this principle was specifically set fortlt'iri the Federal Clean Air Act and that
it had particularly strong support from Congress and the citizens of0k1ahoma. They
believed thatthe federal standards represented a minimum level, not a ceiling. EPA
today asserts that the NSPS represents minimum requirements. Staff is directed by the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act to make recommendations to the Council with respect to rules
and air pollution prevention and abatement. Staff would not be doing its duty if it
recommended a relaxation of standards without sufficient justification for such action.
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Page 4
primarily just to state up front that this
2 is applicable to sources, fuel burning
3 equipment that have a rated heat input of
4 50 million BTU or more,
5
Then on page 1, as well, 252:100-336 2(a)(1)(2) and (3), the emission limits
7 section was revised to simplify the
8 language_ and to remove redundant language.
9
On page 2, Section 2(b), the staff
10 proposes to delete this subsection covering
11 nitric acid plants. The NSPS 40 CFR 60
12 Subpart G sets federal standards and
13 performance for nitric acid plants. The
14 federal standards applies to each nitric
15 acid production unit in a nitric acid plant
16 that commenced construction on modification
17 after August 17, 1971. The federal
18 standards are as stringent as those
19 contained in the state rule. I believe
20 they are pretty much identical. Since the
21 state rule, Subchapter 33 became effective
22 after August 17, 1971, and applies only to
23 new sources, the federal rule covers the
24 same facilities that the state rule
25 covered. So we think that this section of
1

,1 ,I
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PROCEEDINGS
MR. DYKE: The next item on the
agenda is the item listed as Item SB, OAC
252: 100~ 33, Control of Emission of Nitrogen
Oxides. At this time, I would like to call
on staff member, Joyce Sheedy.
DR. SHEEDY: Mr. Chairman,
Members of the Council, ladies and
gentlemen, the proposed revisions to
Subchapter 33, Control of Emissions of
Nitrogen Oxides, are for clarification,
simplification, and removal of redundant
language as required by the agency-'Yide
rewrite/dewrong program. We have not
proposed any substantive change in this
modification.
Staff proposes the following
nonsubstantive changes. On page 1,
" "
252:100-33-1, the purpose statement was
written for simplification and
clarification and removal of redundant
language.
Also on page 1, we've added a new
Section, 1. I, Applicability. And this is

25
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Page 5

our rule is redundant and we deleted it.
2
On page 2, 252:100-33-3, the staff
3 proposes to revoke this section which sets
4 forth requirements for performance testing.
5 Performance testing requirements are
6 contained in Subchapter 43, making this
7 section redundant. . Since the proposed
8 revisions to Subchapter 33 contains no
9 substantive changes, staff had planned to
1o propose to -- to suggest that this rule be
11 recommended to the Board for permanent
12 adoption. However, we have ha~ .a verbal
13 comment from OG&E. Would you like to-- is
14 this the appropriate time?
15
MR. BRANECKY: Yes, I have three
16 concerns and I apologize for getting these
17 concernstoyouguyssolate, In33-1.1,
18 Applicability, my question was, what is
19 new? I think we need some language in
20 there defining "new". What facility
21 constructed after such-and-such a date
22 should be applicable to this -- this
23 chapter should apply to it. The way it's
24 written now I don't know if I'm a new
25 source or not.
1

.......
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DR. SHEEDY: Right.
MR. BRANECKY: I think that would
be helpful. The second question is in 332, both (a ), (b), and (c), we've got at the
last part of the paragraph that says 2-hour
maximum. What is a 2-hour maximum? I had
a real hard time understanding what a 2hour maximum is. So I think that needs to
be further clarified and defined.
And finally -- and this applies to,
at least, to OG&E and the coal fired
boilers that we have are subject to NSPS
Subpart (d). In Subpart (d), the limits
are identical to what are listed here in
Section 2, as far as the numerical numbers,
of .2, .3 and .7 pounds per million BTU.
But the averaging time of compliance.
demonstration in NSPS is a 3-hour rolling
average. So I guess my concern is I'm
going tq, have to -- even though the numbers
are the same, I'm going to have to track a
3-hour average to show compliance with NSPS
and then turn around and do the same thing
with a 2-hour maximum, whatever it is, to
show compliance. Is that necessary? Can

Page 8
I replaced or rebuilt after February 14,
2 1972, resulting in the increase in
3 emissions of nitrogen oxides.

MR. Wll..SON: Is it possible to
5 have a statement in there that says
6 compliance with NSPS Subpart (d), is
7 compliance with Subchapter 33?
8
DR. SHEEDY: We've looked into
9 that. The other comment about the 2-hour
IO maximum and what it meant, I talked to the
11 engineers, the permit engineers. And they
I2 say that historically and currently they
13 consider that 2-hour maximum to be a 2-hour
14 maximum average. So it is an average. Now
15 the problem comes up that a3-hour rolling
16 average is less stringent than a 2-hour
17 maximum average.
18
MR. WILSON: So you would be
I9 lessening the stringency?
20
DR. SHEEDY: Lessening the
2I. stringency of the rule. I'm not sure if
22 it's possible that the NSPS could be
23 satisfied by the 2-hour average limit.
24
MS. MYERS: How do you determine
25 the 2-hour maximum average?
4

Page7
we combine the two or say if you are
subject to NSPS, this rule doesn't apply?
I guess I'm trying to simplify it, and I
don't know if it applies to anybody else or
5 if anybody else in this room has the same
6 concerns about trying to show compliance
7 with the same number, but two different
8 ways. Those are my questions.
9
DR. SHEEDY: We have looked into
1o this some since we spoke to you last week.
· 11 And we agree that an effective date,
12 although we can't call it an effective
13 date, would be helpful in this regulation.
I4 And we have put together some language that
15 we think will meet that purpose. If you
16 would like, I can read that to you.
17
The Applicability Section, 33-1.1
-· ··
18 would say, this subchapter applies to fuel19 burning equipment that meets both of the
20 following criteria: 1) the fuel-burning
21 equipment has a rated heat input of 50
22 million BTU per hour or greater. 2) Fuel23 burning equipment is new equipment that was
· 24 not in being on February 14, 1972, or it is
25 existing equipment that was altered,
I
2
3
4
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MR. BRANECKY: What's a maximum

1

average?

2

DR. SHEEDY: I asked them how

3

4 they were doing it. I think they've been
5 looking at it as a rolling average, but I -

6 7
8
9

IO
11
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15
16
17
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MR. BRANECKY: Just an average?
DR. SHEEDY: Just an average.
But that may need some more discussion. I
suppose it could be a block average, and
then the next 2 hours, and the next 2
hours, instead of these 2 hours ang then
shift over one in those 2 hours,
MR. BRANECKY: Well, I guess I'm
confused ~tween a maximum average and an
average.
DR. SHEEDY: I can't see that
there is a difference.
MR. WILSON: The real question
here is how you do that average. Are you
talking about a 2-hour period of time,
whereby that 2-hour period would be maxed
after the last, you know, after the onehundredth twentieth minute -DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
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MR. WILSON: --then it starts
again? Or do you roll that average -- how
many 2-hour periods are there in 24 hours?
DR. SHEEDY: 12.
MR. WILSON: You would think
there would be 12.
DR. SHEEDY: You would.
MR. WILSON: It could be a lot
more than 12.
DR. SHEEDY: Well, if you rolled
the average, yes.
MR. WILSON: Correct.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
MR. WILSON: Which one is this
regulation?
DR. SHEEDY: This regulation does
not -- the pennit staff indicated to me
that they were thinking of it as a 2-hour
rolling average.
·
,~ ~R. WILSON: But is there-DR. SHEEDY: But it does not say
and it didn't say-MR. WILSON: My suggestion there
is to make it very clear. Whatever is
intended, make it clear so there is no

Page 12
to say if you had -- if your emissions were
2 this over a day, what's the difference in
3 your 3-hour rolling average and a 2-hour
4 rolling, or a 2-hour block.
5
MR. BRANECKY: We have continuous
6 monitors on our stacks, monitoring
7 continuously the NOx and calculating a 38 hour average: rolling average, to show
9 compliance with NSPS. And we've had to go
10 back in and reprogram that software to look
11 at that 2-hour rolling average. Unless
12 there is some good advantage to doing that,
13 I would really rather not do that.
14
DR. SHEEDY: That's-- it looks
15 to me if we want to relax the rule, which
16 that apparently may be, then we need to
17 look at what this relaxation would do
18 against some accurate numbers of showing
19 the 2-hour and 3-hour.
20
MR. WILSON: How is compliance
21 demonstrated with these limits, currently?
22 What would the state require? A one time
23 stack test, an annual stack test?
24
DR. SHEEDY:· Let's see, on these
25 big power plants they have -- of course,
1
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1 question about it.
2
DR. SHEEDY:
3

1

Whether or not it's

rolling or block?

4
MR. WILSON: Whichever one,
5 right.
6
MR. BRANECKY: I guess I would
7 still like to know, are you firm that if we
8
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change this to a 3-hour, as stated here,
subject to the NSPS, that -it's not
applicable?
DR. SHEEDY: Well, if we're
talking a 2-hour rolling average versus a
3-hour rolling average, then I think is a
relaxation. If we're talking a 2-hour
block versus 3-hour rolling, I'm not sure.
And I don't know when we say-- when we're
comparing a 2-hour rolling and a 3-hour
rolling, just how much real impact it has.
• -·
MR. BRANECKY: What are we
gaining?
DR. SHEEDY: I haven't, to this
point-MR. BRANECKY: I'm just trying to
think-DR. SHEEDY: I don't have numbers
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there is a one time stack test. But now
with the acid rain, they have -- what do
you call those?
MR. BRANECKY: Continuous
emission monitoring?
DR. SHEEDY: Yes. And then,
isn't there some kind of rad -MR. BRANECKY: Rad test.
DR. SHEEDY: That's just a
verification if the monitoring is operating
properly.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
DR. SHEEDY: And, of course, they
have. continuous emission monitors and keep
those records. Do you send those to us or
just have them on-site?
MR. BRANECKY: We upload our data
to EPA.
DR. SHEEDY: And as the concerns,
making the statement that if you're subject
to NSPS Subpart (d), you wouldn't be
subject to this rule, it's not quite as
simple as that. The standards are the
same, but (d) has some written (INAUDIBLE)
that the state doesn't have. So it
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wouldn't be as straightf01ward as that.
MR. WILSON: Is it the state's
intent to be more stringent than Subpart
(d)?
DR. SHEEDY: Well, Subpart (d) in
some places will say it's .7 pounds per
million BTU unless it's coal that came from
North Dakota, South Dakota or Montana, you
know, that kind of exception throughout.
Which none are as straightforward as one
would hope.
MR. BRANECKY:. Did this predate
the NSPS Rules?
DR. SHEEDY: No. I think the
NSPS rule was just before this in '71, yes.
I don't think this one was done unti1'72.
MR. WILSON: If the source is in
excess of these limits, how many possible
violations would there be in a 24-hour
period?,,
DR. SHEEDY: You are going to
need to ask someone who specializes in this
because I don't really know.· Anybody?
MR. BRANECKY: !fit's a block
average, you would have 12.
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So whatever we've been
doing previous I would think would
continue.
DR. SHEEDY: This rule doesn't
make any change in that.
MR. COLLINS: Right.
DR. SHEEDY: The modifications
that we suggested don't make any changes in
the status quo, really. Whatever was a
violation before would still be a violation
under this rule.
MR. COLLINS: The way we've
always looked at it, we've always kept our
subpart or NSPS records like in NSPS says
to keep those in the rolling average basis.
But we look at the state rule as any 2
hours. It's not a rolling 2 hours, it's
not kicking off, it's not a 30 day rolling
average, it's not kicking off the
(INAUDIBLE). It's any-- you pick 2 hours,
any 2 hours, the maximum emissions from
those 2 hours have to be below the
standard.
DR. SHEEDY: Isn't that a rolling
2 hours?
Page 17
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DR. SHEEDY: You would have 12.
If it's a rolling average, it's 24.
MR. BRANECKY: But if it's a
rolling, you've got 24.
MR. WILSON: So under NSPS, how
many would there be?
MR. BRANECKY: It would be 24.
MR. DYKE: Just a moment. If you
are going to speak, we need your name.
MR. COLLINS: Gary Collins.
MR. DYKE: You need to come up to
the microphone, also.
MR. COLLINS: Gary Collins with
Terra. It depends on what subpart, whether
it's (d)-- (d) (a), (d)(b), (d)(c), (c),
also. Because Subpart (d) is different
then Subpart (d)(b), as far as a rolling
average.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
MR. COLLINS: And (d)(b) has a 30
day rolling average.
DR. SHEEDY: Exactly.
MR. COLLINS: And there is quite
a bit of difference between (d) and say
(d)(b). This is not a new regulation, this
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MR. WILSON: Any continuous 2
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hours?

MR. COLLINS: Right. A rolling
4 average actually tells you how many data
5 points you can use within that period, like ·
6 you were saying.
7
MR. WILSON: So this-- does this
s· add a burden to you to comply with both 33
9 and Subchapter (d)?
10
MR. COLLINS: It does for Subpart
11 ( d)(b) boilers, definitely, yes. If you
12 have to comply with this regulatiop, it's
13 more stringent than the 30 day, rolling
14 average.
15
DR SHEEDY: Yes, it is. I
16 particularly look at (d) because OG&E's
17 coal fired power plants, were all (d). But
18 as you say, (d)(a), (d)(b), and (d)(c) are
19 all different and have a different filings
20 on averaging time.
21
MR. WILSON: Subpart (d) are also
22 in most other testing requirements like the
23 Appendix F requirements. So you couldn't
24 just say compliance with (d) meets
25 compliance with this or vice-versa.
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DR. SHEEDY: It's not quite as
2 simple as that.
3
MR. WILSON: My thought here is
4 if the state does not intend for this to be
5 more stringent than Subpart (d), let's make
6 that change. And let's get EPA involved in
7 discussions if that's at all possible. If
8 it is intended to be more stringent, then
9 so be it.
10
DR. SHEEDY: It's somewhat
11 difficult to determine exactly what the
12 intent was at that time. I know when this
13 was written, apparently, the people working
14 on it weren't aware of the federal
15 standards and I'm not sure why the
16 difference in the averaging time came
17 about. But if EPA considers it a
18 relaxation, then we would need them to buy
19 in on a change.
20
,,¥R. DYKE: Any other comments?
21 Thank you. Any other questions? We have
22 some people wishing to comment on this
23 rule. Would you like to move to that at
24 this point?
25
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
1
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DR. SHEEDY: I'm not sure what it
is, either.
MS. BARTON: I just wondered if
that would affect them, because of their
steam generation for Sun.
DR. SHEEDY: It's my
understanding that if you're an incinerator
but you're making steam and you are selling
it, that it can probably be considered as
fuel-burning equipment. Now, I don't know
the size of their units, if they're 50
million BTU and above.
MS. BARTON: I would just caution
staff here because, you know, we have this
concern, as the citizens with them over
there, that a less stringent of stack
testing does not manifest and they can come
under this. So you need to be really
careful about that. Because I think-- do
you remember last year when we went through
this and EPA was here and we talked about
the averaging of their stacking and their
stack testing and all that? Please be
careful with that.
My other question has to deal with,

Page 19
MR. DYKE: Nadine Barton.
2 Nadine, do you want to go first? Nadine
3 Barton.
4
MS. BARTON: I have a question of
5 Joyce before she leaves. Nadine Barton
6 with CASE, Citizens Action for a Safe
7 Environment. Does this rule also apply to,
8 like, Ogden Martin with their stacks?
9
DR. SHEEDY: It applies to -10 well, Ogden Martin is an incinerator,
11 right?
12
MS. BARTON: Correct.
13
DR. SHEEDY: Not all incinerators
14 are considered to be fuel-burning
15 equipment. I think for an incinerator to
16 be fuel-burning, it would have to be using
17 the heat for some practical purpose, like
18 generation of electricity or whatever. So
19 if it's not fuel-burning, then this would ·
20 not apply to them. It applies only to
21 fuel-burning equipment that has a heat
22 input of 50 million BTU's per hour or
23 greater.
24
MS. BARTON: I don't know what
25 their BTU output is.
1

J
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is that for each stack, if they have two
stacks, or is that an average of the two
that we're talking about here?
DR. SHEEDY: I believe it's for
each unit.
MS. BARTON: Thank you.
MR. BRANECKY: Let me say that
I'm not advocating anything less stringent,
but if a 2-hour average, rolling average,
is the same as a 3-hour, it just doesn't
make sense to have to report it two .
different ways. And that's what ~would
like to get clarified. If we can. simplify
this by just having one reporting process
for averaging time, that would be helpful.
MR. GROUND: I'm Howard Ground
with Central and South West and I have a
few comments regarding this. I would like
to say, first of all, I think this is -our Subpart (d) is much more stringent than
what this is. My interpretation of this is
this is a compliance detennination of a 2hour maximum of your emission rates. It's
not an average of anything. It's not a 2hour rolling, it's not a 2-hour block, it's
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maximum compliance determination. And we
can determine this, and we're showing one
time. And that's how you can show-- this
doesn't have-- excuse me?
DR. SHEEDY: What does that mean,
a 2-hour maximum?
MR. GROUND: You run and you show
that for 2 hours you can be below your .7
pounds. So what we're doing right now is
on a 3-hour rolling average, which is much · .
more stringent than what this is under
Subpart (d).
DR. SHEEDY: So-MR. GROUND: This doesn't give
any kind of averaging, any kind of a per
day, per month, per year, any time. . So I
think any talk about making this anything
else is making it more stringent. But I
think wjlat we have under NSPS is much more
stringent.
MR. BRANECKY: So what you are
saying is when we build a unit we do a
performance test to show compliance.
MR. GROUND: . To show compliance.
Page 23
MR. BRANECKY: And that one time
test shows compliance with this?
MR. GROUND: That's right. And I
think if you look at it, if you go back to
1970 or whatever when they were building,
that's how they show compliance in this
subchapter. Just in light of that, I think
any talk of any kind of an average is just
adding into this what has never been in
there. I've never really had any inspector
question it, so I can't tell you what they
think. They've never questioned whether we
comply with this, because we complied with
NSPS.
MR. WILSON: But you don't see
any chances, I guess mathematically, that
you could be in violation under this 2 hour
maximum, and not in violation with NSPS? 'J
MR. GROUND: For our company, no.
We're much lower than this, as far as our
compliance determination.
MR. WILSON: So mathematically it
would be impossible to be in violation of
this.
MR. GROUND: If you ran up to
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MR. BRANECKY: But theoretically,
you could exceed the 2-hour and still meet
the 3-hour, is that what you're saying? Is
that what you're asking?
MR~ WILSON: I think it's
mathematically possible.
MR. KILPATRICK: But even-- the
question I hear him saying is that you -once you satisfy -- his understanding of
this is, once you satisfy this one time,
it's a one time determination, it's not an
ongoing requirement.
MR. BRANECKY: I guess maybe
that's what we need to get clarified.
MR. KILPATRICK: It's not clear
from reading this what the intent is.
MR. GROUND: It is not. And if
you'lllook at NSPS as written in Subpart
(d), which if they could prove that they
are below the .7, they don't have to
monitor. So that's the original compliance
determination that they can meet the
Page 25
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standard -- actually a certain amount below
the standard, then they didn't have to
monitor for NOx. So that's one comment.
The other comment, as far as the -I had a lot of, I guess, exactly the same .
comments or questions that David had-- Mr.
Branecky. First of all, being considered
new fuel-burning equipment. I guess I
agree it's for anything after that date,
and I didn't know what that date was until
I read in the description this morning.
But in your description of the change, I
think there is -- or I can see one problem
in your number 2. You said units that are
in being at the time of -- well, that's not
the standard language.
DR. SHEEDY: There is a
definition of in being in Subchapter 1.
MR. GROUND: In Subchapter 1,
well, I believe in this subchapter they
actually talk about commence construction.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes. But in this
subchapter originally, let's see, it said- they just talk about new -- previously it
said any new, for instance, gas fired fuel-
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burning equipment. So if you go over into
2 Subchapter 1 and look up new equipment or
3 new source, that will say that it is new
4 installation, source, or equipment means
5 that air contaminant source which is not in
6 being on the effective date of these
7 regulations. And any existing source,
8 which was altered, replaced or rebuilt
9 after the effective date of regulation,
1o substantive amount of air contaminant
11 emissions is increased.
12
So again; you go to the definition
13 of in being, in order to understand what
14 new source installation means. And in
15 being is also in Subchapter 1, and it means
16 as used in the definitions of new
17 installation and existing source that an ·
18 owner or operator has undertaken a
19 continuous program, construction or
20 modification or the owner/operator has
21 entered into a binding agreement or
22 contractual obligation to undertake and
23 complete within a reasonable time a
24 continuous program, construction or
25 modification prior to the compliance date
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Because it's not gas fired, it's not liquid
2 fired, it's not solid fossil fuel fired.
3 So there doesn't appear to be any emission
4 limits in this subchapter applicable to
5 waste incinerator. And if that's what's
6 intended, then perhaps the applicability
7 section needs. to spell out which fuels burning equipment is subject to these
9 limitations. If it is intended to apply to
10 waste incinerators, then I feel like there
11 needs to be an emission -- an individual
12 emission limit paragraph that would apply
13 to that facility. I'm sure that facility
14 could probably comment on that.
15
MR. DYKE: Barbara. I'm sorry,
16 Sharon, go ahead.
17
MS. HOFFMAN: Let me just say
18 something real quickly. I'm Barbara
19 Hoffman, staff attorney for DEQ. We have
20 an entire subchapter that deals with
21 municipal waste combusters, so they have
22 NOx requirements in Subchapter 17. So they
23 are fully covered.
24
MR. WILSON: It's not the state's
25 intention to include them in this
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MR. GROUND: Okay. I'll withdraw
that. That's all I have.
MR. WILSON: I wanted to respond
to Nadine's question. The definition of
fuel-burning equipment in Subchapter 1,
means any one or more boilers, furnaces,
gas turbines or other combustion devices
and all pertinent thereto used to convert
fuel or waste to use for heat or power.
MS. BARTON: Thank you.
MR. WILSON: You're welcome.
DR. SHEEDY: So an incinerator
could be fuel-burning equipment if it's
converting usable waste to -MS. MYERS: If it meets the
..
criteria for heat input per hour.
.DR. SHEEDY: Yes. The heat input
criteria also has to come into play for
Subchapter 33.
MR. WILSON: It would appear to
be applicable under the new applicability
language. However, underneath the emission
limit language, it is not included.
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subchapter?
MS. HOFFMAN: Exactly.
MR. WILSON: I still think that
clarification might need to exist.
DR. SHEEDY: Well, yes.
MR. WILSON: Unless you read this
thing and you say well, okay, I don't fall
under (a), I don't fall under (b), I don't
fall under (c), so if I don't fall under
(a) (b) or (c), then I'm in good shape on
this one.
DR. SHEEDY: The fu,~l-burning
equipment was rewritten in 1977, which is a
numb~r of years after 33 was written, and
33 has really only had one change since
it's inception.
MS. MYERS: I've got a question
based on what Howard said. Is this
subchapter primarily to demonstrate
compliance -- a one time compliance
demonstration on this 2-hour maximum, or is
this something that's supposed to apply on
a regular compliance basis? It's not
clear.
DR. SHEEDY: It's supposed to--

-
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if it's just for a 2-hour maximum at the
beginning of the plant's operation. No,
I'm sure it was meant to -- that you were
meant to comply with these limits
throughout the operation of the plant.
MR. BRANECKY: Well, under NSPS,
as far as I understand, compliance
demonstration for NSPS is the one time
performance test.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes, compliance
demonstration, yes.
MR. BRANECKY: Excess emissions
are determined by the 3-hour rolling
average. Compliance is not determined by
the 3-hour rolling average, it's determined·
by the one time stack test. So I think in
looking at it now, I tend to agree with Mr.
Ground, that this was intended to. be a one
time compliance test to show that you met
the standard.
DR. SHEEDY: You mean then after
that you don't have to comply with .2
pounds per hour -MR. BRANECKY: Well, the intent
is if you show compliance and when you do,
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you can go back and search your records to
find the intent?
DR. SHEEDY: I've looked at the
records I could find, and I '11 look at them
again. But I didn't see anything that I
could tell that it's over it's compliance
or not.
MR. WILSON: I guess with all the
uncertainty around how compliance is going
to be demonstrated and how this 2-hour
maximum is going to be interpreted, that
there be-- I'm suggesting there be some
clarity written in the rule around this.
It's one of those rules where 25 years ago
people just thought well, 2-hour maximum,
that means whatever it means to me is
right.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
MR. WILSON: And it's not the
case, anymore.
MS. MYERS: We certainly want to
get a rule that's understood by the
regulated community as well as the
communities around us, as far as our
regulators.
Page 33
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your test is running as high as you can on
2 heat input, you go flat out, and if you
3 meet your standard at that point, then at
4 any other time you operate, you're going to
5 meet the standard. If you're showing
6 compliance at maximum load, if you do that,
7 you're okay.
8
DR. SHEEDY: Hasn't EPA changed
9 the rules so that continuous emission
10 monitoring results can be used to show
11 excess or violations?
12
MS. MYERS: We're talking about
13 two different things. We're talking about
14 compliance tests and we're talking about
15 performance tests, and talking about
16 emissions compliance.
11
DR. SHEEDY: I can see what
.18 you're saying, but I think that plants
19 don't always operate as efficiently all the
20 time as they do during testing, sometimes.
21 So I find it difficult to believe that we
22 only intended that they have to meet .2
23 pounds per hour for gas fuel-fired
24 equipment during complia11ce testing.
25
MR. BRANECKY: Is there any way
1
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DR. SHEEDY: Well, that is the
purpose of this rewrite/dewrong.
MR. DYKE: Don.
MR. WHITNEY: I'm Don Whitney
from Trinity Consultants. Another point of
clarification that perhaps should be looked
for is on solid fossil fuels. This might
be a land mine for future interpretations,
but fossil fuel is in there but it's not
directed to gases or liquid fuels. And I
wonder if that is intentional to be
referring to coal only or would ili,at, in
other words, just excuse wood or. fire chips
or some other kind of solid fuel. Do we
really needthe word fossil in there.
DR. SHEEDY: Good question.
Historically it said fossil, but whether
that still should be the case -- and then
we wouldn't consider wood chips or any
other solid fuels, I don't know. At that
point, coal is probably the only solid fuel
that is routinely used (inaudible).
MR. DYKE: Joyce, do you have any
other areas that you wish tcr cover before
we make a recommendation to continue? Just
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Nadine?
MS. BARTON: I would just like to
make one more comment, if I could, before
you close this. Nadine Barton, Citizens
Action for a Safe Environment. I would
like to recommend -- I have to go back to
my concern of a pending loophole and what
we talked about, Mr. Wilson, earlier.
Maybe a simple sentence that this does not
apply to municipal waste, solid waste
incinerators be inserted in that so there
' '
is no way that that can be misinterpreted,
since we do have that whole long section
that does apply to that. I just don't want
to have any loophole found by any attorney
that could be used to that benefit. And
the other thing is when you are considering
the 2 or the 3-hour averaging, please, I
know that EPA-- I've made a formal comment
on your .n,ew standards. And our concern
here in T~sa is our combined new NOx
emissions that is going to be coming into
our air shed. And I would like to request
that when you are formulating this formula,
that you just take the new standards, the
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1 a moment.

1 just like to have staff look at that and

just take our sources here in our air shed
3 and look at it and see what you come up
4 with. Thank you.
5
MR. DYKE: Joyce, in light of the
6 comments today, would recommend this be
7 continued to the next Council meeting?
8
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
9
MR. DYKE: Is there anyone else
1o wishing to speak on this rule this morning?
11 Additional questions or comments from the
12 Council? I didn't mean to cut anybody off.
13 Mr. Chairman.
14
MR. BRANECKY: We have a
15 recommendation from staff that this Rule
16 Subchapter 33 be carried over to the April
17 Council Meeting. Do I have a motion?
18
MR. KILPATRICK: So moved.
19
MR. FALLON: Second.
20
MR. BRANECKY: We have a motion
21 and a second that Subchapter 33 be carried
22 over to the April Council Meeting. Myrna,
23 call the roll, please.
24
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
25
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
Page 35
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hour is more stringent or less stringent,
because this is just the begimi.ing. I
would like to recommend that you have the
more stringent because the more we are
going to be loaded, the worse our air is
going to become. Thank you.
MR. BRANECKY: Nadine, I would
like to point out something that I think
mostly of the new sources coming in are
well below this standard, their PSD
sources, going through PSD review, they
have to p\.lt on the best control technology
which brings in much less than even the .2
MS. BARTON: I understand that
and respect that. However, when you look "' -at the combined NOx that's being added to
what-we have, right now it doesn't matter
whether they have the best technology
available or not, it's still going to push
us up to approximately 3,700 new tons
annually from them and we can't afford
another drop in our bucket. So I would
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MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 35. CONTROL OF EMISSION
OF CARBON MONOXIDE
Section
252:100-35-1.
252:100-35-1.1
252:100-35-2.
252:100-35-3

Purpose [AMENDED]
Definitions [NEW]
Emission limits [AMENDED]
Performance Testing [REVOKED]

252:100-35-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control ermss1ons of carbon monoxide from
stationary sources to prevent the Oklahoma Air Quality Standard from being exceeded
and insme ensure that the present level of air quality in Oklahoma is not degraded.

-

252:100-35-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Existing source" means any gray iron cupola, blast furnace, basic oxygen furnace,
petroleum catalytic cracking unit or petroleum catalytic reforming unit, in being on July
1, 1972, and not modified thereafter so as to increase the emission of carbon monoxide.
"New source" means any gray iron cupola, blast furnace, basic oxygen furnace,
petroleum catalytic cracking unit or petroleum catalytic reforming unit, in being after
July 1, 1972.
252:100-35-2. Emission limits
(a) Existing sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from any existing fmmcky
C\:lf)ola, blast furnace, basic oxygen fumaGe, catalytic cracking Wlit, or oth@r petrolewn or
natmal gas process except stationary engines source located in, or significantly impacting
(i.e., 500 ug!m3 on an 8 hour average) on a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide shall
be reduced by use of complete secondary combustion of the waste gas generated.
Removal of 93 percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be considered
equivalent to complete secondary combustion. Existing equipment subject to this
Subchapter must meet the emission limitations as expeditiously as practicable, but no
later than December 31, 1982.3 years after nonattainment designation by the
Administrator.
(b) New sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from any new foWldry capola, blast
furnace, basic oxygen furnace, catalytic cracking Wlit, or other petrolewn or natlH'al gas
process except stationary engines source shall be reduced by use of complete secondary
combustion of the waste gas generated. Removal of 93 percent or more of the carbon
monoxide generated shall be considered equivalent to secondary combustion.
252:100-35-3. Performance testing [REVOKED]
Testing of eqaipment to determine if emission standards set in this Sabchapter are met
shall be performed by procedlH'es as accepted by the Ex:ecative Director. Promalgated

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Wrk file 99SIPvs99rule.DOC
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federal testing procedures for similar processes will be considered m making the
determination of procedures to be used.

OAC 252: I00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Wrk file 99SIPvs99rule.DOC
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent

to

Prior adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .!!ll.rnl publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaklng Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the Intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1259/
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 9. Excess Emission and Malfunction
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 19. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Fuel-Burning Equipment [AMENDED]
Subchapter 21. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Subchapter 27. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations
. [AMENDED]
.; Subchapter 35. Control of Emissio~ of Carbon
Monoxide [AMENDED]
.
.
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emissiohs Limits for
· Fuel-Burning Equipment· [REVOKED]·
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEWl
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Wustc Burning Equipment lREVOKEDJ
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 include
correction of typographical and grammatical errors and
deletion of redundant language. Also, the rule was
simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide
re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes to the rule
incJude narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities
only. New language is proposed for 252:1 00-9-4(b ).to insure
that any excess emissions occurring during maint~nance
procedures which were not accounted for in the report
submitted pursuant to 252: 100-9-4(a) will be reported
according to the provisions of 252: 100-9-5. A new condition
was added to explain when excess emissions from a process
are due to a malfunction and when they are due to neg Iigent,
marginal, or un~afe operation.
The new language
establishes a rebuttable presumption that the combined
time of all excess emissions from u process due to a
malfunction r.Joes not exceed eight hours or 1.5 percent of
the process's operation time. whichever is greater, in a

Auaust 2. 1999

rolling quarter. The burden of proving that excess
emissions occurring more often are due to a malfunction
rather than negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on
the owner or operator of the process.
Subchapters 19, 21, and 27 are being revised at the same
time because they are interrelated and deal with Particulate
Matter (PM) emissions. 252:100-19, Particulate Matter
Emissions From Fuel-Burning Equipment, complements
Subchapter 27, Particulate Matter Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes, and both are being revised
as part of the re-right/de-wrong process. In addition, a
Permit by Rule for particulate matter sources is being
proposed for Subchapter 27. Th~ proposed changes will
also merge the requirements of Subchapter 21, Particulate
Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment,
into Subchapter 19 and revoke Subchapter 21. It is also
being proposed that both Appendix C, Particulate Matter
Emission Limits for Fuel-Burning Equipment, and
Appendjx D, Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment, be revoked in favor of
two new non-graphical appendices.
The proposed changes to Subch.apter 35 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. The scope of the Subchapter
was narrowed to specific sources that are the primary
contributors of carbon monoxide emissions. It is often
impossible for small sources to achieve a 93% reduction in
carbon monoxide emissions as required by the rule without
increasing other emissions. Specific changes include the .
addition of the definitions "existing source" and "new
source," along with the addition of the effective date of the
rule. Also, Section 35-3, Performance Testing, was revoked
because the Air Quality Division is given the authority to
request this testing in the Oklahoma' Clean Air Act and
performance testing requirements 'are already provided for
in Subchapters 8 and 43.
AuTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
he a ring on August 24, 1999. Oral comments may be made at
the August 24, 1999, hearing, and at the September 28, 1999
hearing.
PUBLIC HEARIN<;S:
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Thesday, August 24, 1999 - 9:30 a.m. hearing, at the
Department of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board on
Thesday, September 28, 1999,. 9:30 a.in., Braman,
Oklahoma.
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
location.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
. The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division· Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-9), ·' Max Price (252:100-19, · 252:100-21,
252:100-27, and Appendices C and D), Michelle Martinez
(252:100-35}, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapter 9 was heard for the first time at the June 15,
1999, Council meeting.
·
PERSONS WITH DISABILmES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3} days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

s

e addition of 252:100-17, Part 7, Hospital, Medical
and I fectious Waste Incinerators (HMIWJ), is proposed to
establ1 h state emission standards and other enforceable
require ents for existing HMIWI. Also, a new Appendix
M is pro osed which contains emission limits for HMIWI.
These rul s, together with an emission inventory, schedule
of complia ce, emission data, record of public hearings and
legal analys , will comprise Oklahoma's State 111(d)/129
.also available for public inspection and
Plan, which ~·s
comment. ~ HMIWI is defined as any device that
combusts any amount of medical/infectious waste or
hospital waste. Any HMIWJ for which construction
commenced on o before J1:1ne 20, 1996, wiil be subject to
the new rule. These proposed rules will be the enforceable
mechanism for ithplementing the provisions of the
Emission Guidelines'(EG) for HMIWJ (40 CFR 60 Subpart
Ce). The new Part 7 _i't{corporates by reference sections of
the New Source Perfo~mance Standards for HMIWI (40
CFR 60 Subpart Ec).
addition to establishing emission
standards for certain regd)ated pollutants, the new rule will
establish requirements fot, HMIWI operator training and
qualifications, waste management plans, and testing and
monitoring of pollutants and\operating parameters.
AUTHORI1Y:
.
\
Environmental Quality Boa'~d, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, el seq.
·\
COMMENT PERIOD:
\
.
.
Written comments on the pr6rosed rules and State
111 (d)/129 Plan will be accepted pn~r to and at the hearing
on August 24, 1999. Oral comment~ may be made at the
August 24; ·1999, hearing and at the ~eptember 28, 1999,
hearing.
\
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
.
\
[OAR Docket #99-1259; filed 7-20-99/
Thesday, August 24, 1999 - 9:30 a.~ hearing, at the
Department of Environmental Quality, 'Room 101, 707
North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahom·~·
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
. Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
\
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
on Thesday, September 28, 1999, 9:30 a.~., Braman,
ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
Oklahoma.
\
C~ntact Myrna Bruce at ( 405) 702-4177 \for exact
locatiOn.
··
.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
\
Notice
of
prop ed
Copies of the rules and the State lll(d)/129 ~ian for
EMERGENCY
and
PERMANENT rulemaking
HMIWI are available for review at the Air Quality Dl11ision
PROPOSED RULES:
office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma\City,
Subchapter 17. Incinerators
Oklahoma, 73102, or may be obtained from Myrna Bruc~ by
Part 7. Hospital, Medical and lnfec~us ...Waste
calling (405)702-4117.
\
Incinerators [NEW]
. ~
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
\
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtaine~ ......._
Appendix M. Emission Limits for Hospital, MedJ~al
and Infectious Waste Incinerators fNEW]
~ from the Air Quality Division.
\
~ONTACT PERSON:
\
\
Please send wri!lcn mmnH:nts to Cheryl Brauley,
Department of 1-:nvirorum:rllal ()uality, Air Quality

In
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed.PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .!!ll.m publish
a Notice of Rulemaklng Intent In the Regis~r. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and publlc hearing, and provides other
information about the Intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1302]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed EMERGENCY and
PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 4. New Source Performance Standards

[AMENDED]
/ Subchapter 35.
Control of Emission of Carbon
Monoxide [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Control of Emission of Hazardous and
Thxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
Subchapter 47. Control of Emissions from Existing
. Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [AMENDED]

SUMMARY:
The Department is proposing to amend Subchapter 4 to
update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS
from July 1, 1997, to July 1, 1999. Previously incorporated
NSPS subparts that have been amended by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) since July 1, 1997
are: AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, and WWW. In addition, a new
Subpart Ec has been added to the NSPS. Also, Subpart Ce
was added to 252:100-4-5 as an exception.
The proposed changes to Subchapter35 will simplify and
· clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. The seope of the Subchapter
would be narrowed to specific sources that are the primary
contributors ofcarbon monoxide emissions. Other changes
include the addition ofthe definitions "existing source" and
"new source" and the replacement of"foundrycupola"with
"gray iron cupola". Also, Section 35-3, Performance
Thsting, would be revoked because performance testing
requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and
43.
Changes are being proposed for sections 15 and 16 of
Subchapter 41.
The proposed amendments to
,-... 252:100-41-15 would incorporate by reference the
Maximum Achievable Control Thchnology (MACI')
standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR 63 that
have been promulgated by the EPA from July 1, 1998,
through July 1, 1999. These are Subparts HH, SS, 'IT, UU,
WW, YY, CCC, ODD, EEE, GGG, HHH, Ill, LLL, MMM,

NNN, PPP, TIT, and XXX. The DEQ is also proposing to
update to July 1, 1999, the incorporation by reference in
252:100-41-16 of the National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61.
Other minor revisions are proposed to Sections 15 and 16 to
clarify, simplify and correct these sections as required by
statute.
The Department is proposing to amend Subch~pter 47 to
update the incorporation ·by reference of 40 CFR 60.751
through 60.759 to July 1, 1999.

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities affected by
these rules provide the DEQ, within the comment period, in
dollar amounts if possible, the increase in the level of direct
costs such as fees, and the indirect eosts such as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
construction,
labor,
professional services, revenue loss, or other costs expected
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance with
the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on October 19, 1999. 1b be thoroughly considered
by staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by October 12, 1999. Oral
comments may be made at the October 19, 1999, hearing
and at the November 16, 1999, hearing.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, October 19, 1999- 9:00 ain. hearing, at the
·Thlsa City-County Health Department, 5051 South 129th
East (Northeast comer of 51st and 129th), Thlsa,
Oklahoma.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board on
Thesday, November 16, 1999, 9:30 a.m., McAlester,
Oklahoma.
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
location.
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
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.J3vents and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
·· : . :uce by calling ( 405) 702-4177.
'~ULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(252:100-4, 252:100-35), Joyce Sheedy (252:100-41), Cheryl
Bradley (252:100-47). Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapter 35 was brought to public hearing on August
24,1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at ( 405) 702-4100.

[OAR l)ocket #99-1302; filed 8-26-99)

TITLE 52. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIR NMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100.
POLLUTION CONTROL
RULEMAKING ACTI
Notice of proposed
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registra 'on, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fe [AMENDED]
Subchapter 9. Excess mission and Malfunction
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13.
Prohibit n of Open Burning
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 19. Particulate
ED]
Fuel-Burning Equipment [
Subchapter 21. Particulate M er Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipm t [REVOKED]
Subchapter 27. Particulate Matt r Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations
[REVOKED]
\
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Enu\sion Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [REVOQD]
Appendix C. . Particll:late Matter Emissf~n Limits f~r
Fuel-Burnmg EqUipment [NEW]
~
·
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emissio Limits for
KED]
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [RE
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission imits for
Wood-Waste Fuel-Burning Equipment [ W]

JMMARY:
-The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are desi ed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a fl ible

hedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
1:1 sed on the most recent emission data possible. The

pr posed rule language also requires an owner or operator
of facility to report excess emissions on their annual
emi ion inventory. Substantive changes include requiring
inven aries to be submitted one month earlier than
presen y required, allowing fee payers five years after
paymen is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
to receiv credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
period of · e to six months in which either the DEQ or the
facility o er or operator can challenge the data or
methods us to calculate the facility's emissions.
The pro sed changes to Subchapter 9 include
ographical and grammatical errors and
correction of
deletion of re undant language. Also, the rule was
simplified and larified according to the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong itiative. Substantive changes to the rule
include narrowing e scope of the rule to minor facilities
only. A new condit . n was added to explain when excess
emissions from apr ss are due to a malfunction and when
they are due to negli nt, marginal, or unsafe operation.
The new language est blishes a rebuttable presumption
that the combined tim , of all excess emissions from a
process due to a malfunct1 n does not exceed eight hours or
1.5 percent of the process , operation time, whichever is
greater, in a 3 month perio , The burden of proving that
excess emiSsions occurring .more often are due to a
malfunction rather than ne ·gent, marginal, or unsafe
operation is on the owner or o rator of the process.
The proposed changes to Sub apter 13 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a p
of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
ch changes include
consolidating the general conditio and requirements for
allowed open burning into a new secti n. A few substantive
changeswere made such as adding def' itio~ for "domestic
refuse" and "landclearing operation' ,and a section on
disaster relief procedures.
In so
instances, the
requirement to notify the DEQ or other a ropriate official
addition, the
for authorization to burn was added.
open-pit incinerator requirements were m ved to a new
section. The rule is proposed to be amen d to require
owners or operators to register with their loca EQ office;
however, if the owner or operator anticipates o erating an
open-pit incinerator in the same pit for more th 90 days in
a 365-day period, theywould be required to obta· a permit
and pay the required permit fee. Also, hazardous aterials
may not be burned in an open-pit incinerator unle prior
written approval has been obtained from both the lo .1 fire
chief and the DEQ.
Subchapters 19,21 and 27 all deal with particulate m~ ter
(PM) emissions. The proposed changes will merge ' e
requirements of Subchapter 21 and Subchapter 27 int\J
Subchapter 19. Subchapters 21 and 27 will then be revoked\,

Permanent Final Adoptions
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-637]

v

RULEMAKING ACIION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
· -Subchapter 35. Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide
/ 252:100-35-1 [AMENDED]
252:100-35-U (NEW]
252:100-35-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-35-3 [REVOKED]
AUfHO.RI'l'¥.
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
August 2, 1999 through August 24, 1999
September 15, 1999 through October 19, 1999 · ·
Public hearing:
August 24, 1999
October 1.9, 1999
November 16, 1999
Adoption:
November 16, 1999
Submitted to Governor:
November 29, 1999
Submitted to House:
November 29, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
November 29, 1999
Gubernatorial approval:
January 7, 2000
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval·;.;.•• Mc.rcli 29, 20C~
Final adoption:
March 29, 2000
Effective:
June 1, 2000
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACfiONS:
Superseded rules:
Subchapter 35. Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide

[AMENDED]

.

252:100-35-1 [AMENDED]
252:100-35-1.1 (NEW]
252:100-35-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-35-3 [REVOKED]
Gubernatorial approval:
January 5, 2000
Register publication:
170kReg879
Docket number:
00-328
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None

ANALYSIS:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 35 will simplify and clarify
the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative. The scope of the Subchapter would be narrowed to
specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon
monoxide emissions. Other changes include the addition of the
definitions "existing source" and "new source" and the
replacement of "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola". Also,
Section 35-3, Performance Testing, would be revoked because
performance testing requirements are already provided for in
subchapters 8 and 43.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACI' PERSON:
Michelle Martinez, Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 700 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACIIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.l(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1000.

SUBCHAPTER 35. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF

CARBON MONOXIDE
252:100-35-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions
of carbon monoxide from stationary sources to prevent the
Oklahoma Air Quality Standard from being exceeded and
insare ensure that the present level of air quality in
Oklahoma is not degraded.
252;100-35-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms. when used in this
Subchapter. shall have the following meaning. unle~s the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Existig source" means any gray iron cypola. blast
. furnace. basic o~en furnace. petroleum catalytic cracking
unit or petroleum catalytic reforming unit. in being on July
1, 1m. and not modified thereafter so as to increase the
emission of carbon monoxide.
"New source" means any~ iron cupola. blast furnace.
basic OJcyien furnace. petroleum catalytic cracking unit or
petroleum catalytic reforming unit. in being after July 1.

.1212.
252:100-35-2.
Emission limits
(a)· Existing sources. The emission of carbon monoxide
from any existing follnsry supola, alast fumase, aasis oxygen
famase, satalytis srasJang Ynit, er other Jiletreleam er
natural gas Jilressss eJOOeflt, stationary engines, §Q!!ill
located in; or significantly impacting (i.e., 500 uglm3 on an
8:.hour average) on a nonattainment area for carbon
monoxide shall be reduced by use of complete secondary
combustion of the waste gas generated. Removal of 93
percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be

7ZI~
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Permanent Final Adoptio
considered equivalent to complete secondary combustion.
Existing equipment subject to this Subchapter must meet the
emission limitations as expeditiously as practicable, but no
later than December 31, 1982, 3 years after nonattainment
desi~mation b.y the Administrator.
(b) New sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from
any new foaadry sapola, blast fymace, basic O*}'gea B:Kaace,
catalytic crack:iBg anit, or o~r petrole\im or aamral gas
precess eil:cept statioaacy eagiBes m
shall be reduced by
use of complete secondary combustion of the waste gas
generated. Removal of 93 percent or more of the carbon
monoxide generated shall be considered equivalent to
secondary combustion.
252:100-35-3. Performance testing [REVOKED]
'l@stiBg of e~Bt to detsrmiae if emission staadards
sst ia this Sabshapter are met shall be flSrfenaed by
prosedares as accspted by the Executive Director.
Promulgated federal tsstiag prossdans for similar
processes will be eoasidsred ia &Jak.iag the dstermmatien ef
procedures to be used,
i

[OAR Docket #00-637; filed 4-5-00]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-638]

1/

RULEMAKING
PERMANENT
RULES:
Subchapter 41.
ntrol of Emission of Hazardous Ail:
Pollutants and Thxic · Contaminants [AMENDED]
Part 3. Hazardous Air
·
Pollutants
252:100-41-15 [AMENDE ]
252:100-41-16 [AMENDED\
AUTHORITY:
\
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-2-201 and 2-5-101, et seq.
\
DATES:
-.
Comment period:
\\
September 15, 1999, through October 1~~)999
Public hearing:
·':
October 19, 1999 and November 16, 1999 \
Adoption:
\
November 16, 1999
\,..
Submitted to Governor:
\
November 29, 1999
\\\.
Submitted to House:
November 29, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
November 29, 1999
Gubernatorial approval:
January 7, 2000

May 1, 2000

Le 'slative approval:
'lure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulte
appr val on March 29,2000
Final doption:
M ch29,2000
Eft'ecti :
June , 2000
SUPERS OED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
Superse.de rules:
Subcha er 41. Control of Emission of Hazardous
EDJ]~pts_:and 1bxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
Part 3. H ardous Air Ceataminants Pollutants
252:100-41 5 [AMENDED]
252:100-41- 6 [AMENDED]
Gubernatorial a proval:
January 5, 20
Register publicati n:
170kReg880
Docket number:
00-329
INCORPORATIONS
Incorporated standar
The following Subp ts of 40 CFR Part 63 are incorporate•
reference in their entire
(1) Subpart A
(2) Subpart F
(3) Subpart G
(4) Subpart H
(5) Subpart I
(6) Subpart L
(7) Subpart M
(8) Subpart N
(9) Subpart 0
(10) Subpart Q
(11) Subpart R
(12) SubpartS
(13) Subpart T
(14) Subpart U
(15) Subpart W
(16) Subpart X
(17) Subpart Y
(18) Subpart CC
(19) Subpart DD
(20) Subpart EE
(21) Subpart GG
(22) Subpart HH
(23) Subpart II
(24) Subpart JJ
(25) Subpart KK
(26) Subpart LL
(27) Subpart 00
(28) Subpart PP
(29) Subpart QQ
(30) Subpart RR
(31) Subpart SS
(32) Subpart IT
(33) Subpart UU
(34) Subpart W
(35) Subpart WW
(36) Subpart YY
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NOTICE OF MEETING
(Special, Emergency, Cancelled, Continued, Reconvened, or Rescheduled

Meetin~)

TO BE FILED IN THE OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
Room 101 State Capitol
2300 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-4897

RE: HB 1416 of 1st Reg. Sess. of 36th Okla. Leg.
DATE: ________~J~u~l~v~2~0~·~1~9~9~9~------------~--------------------------------STATE PUBLIC BODY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
.

':

707 North Robinson. P 0 Box 1677, OKC

73101~1677

405 702-4100
·DATE

TIME

PLACE

MEETING RELOcATION
MEETING RELOCATION:
SPECIAL MEETING:.
EMERGENCY MEETING:
CANCELLED MEETING:
RECONVENED OR CONTINUED MEETING=----~------------------------------------RESCHEDULED REGULAR MEETING:Aug 17 meeting date changed to
August 24, 1.9.9.9 @ .9:30 a.m •.
REMARKS: Air Quality Council voted on a !oxma.t change at its June 15 JD.eeting. I:t was
decided that our Hearing Sessions would begin at 9a30 a.m. instead of at 1r00 p.m. and that
there would be no Briefing Session. This time change applies· to the remainder of our 1999
Jllaetings which are August 24, Oct~ber 19 and December 14.

NAME OF PERSON REPORTING DATE.__-=E~d~d~i~e~T~e~r:r~i=l=l-TITLE

SIGNATURE

Director, Air Quality Division
Depa~f~mental Quality
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AMENDED AGENDA

AIR QUALITY COUNCll.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y

* HEARING/MEETmG

*9:30A.M.
•• Tuesday, August 24, 1999
·Multipurpose Room
.
707 North RobiDson, Oklahoma City, OK ..

1.
2.

3.
4.

Can to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce
Approval ofMinute.t of the June 15, 1999 Regular Meetflli
PUBLIC RULEM.AKJNG BEARINGS
A.

OAC252:100-9 Excess Emission and Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

Propos ill would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Substantive changes include narrowing tho·scr;»pe ofthe rule to minor tilcilities only. A new
condition was added to explain when excess emissions from a process are due to a malftmction
and wheil they arc due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Butlram
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public .
3.
PoSS!'ble action by Council
.
4.
· Roll call vote(s) for perinanent adoption

B.

c.

OAC 252:100-17 Part 7 Hospital, Medical, and Infectious Waste Incinerators (HMlWI)
Appendix M Emission Limits for HMIWI [NEW]
.
Proposal would establish state emission Standards and.other enforceable requirements for existing
HMIWL A new Appendix M contains emissions limits for HMIWI. Continued from June 15,
1999 Air Quality Council meeting.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Councfi
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption
State 111(d) 1129 Plan for Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators (HMIWI)

. The proposed State 11l(d) /129 Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emisSions
gUidelines for hospital/medicaYinfectious waste inclncraton. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60
Subparts B and Ce) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments :from the Council
and public on the proposed plan.
1. ·
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Council approval is not required.

D.

OAC 251:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions f'tom ll'uel-burning Equipment [.AMENDED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits .for ll'uel Burning Equipment [REVOKED)
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emiss.lons Lbilits for Fuel Burning Equipment [MEW]

Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide rc-right/de-wrong initiative and add
provisions from Subchapter21. In addition, the graphic in Appendix C would be replaced by a
table.
l.

Presentation- Max Price

2.
3.
4.

Questions and discussion by Councll/ Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for pennanent adoption

Should you desire to attead but have 1 dlsablftty and aeed aa accommodation,
pleue notify our Dcpartmcat three day1 Ill advance at (405) 7l0-4100.

1

7 z Z,l

E.

OAC 252:100~21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment
~VOKED]
.
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment
~VOKED]
..
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment
[NEW]
.
.

Proposal would merge requirements into Subchapter 19 and revoke Subchapter 21. In addition,
the graphic in Appendix D would be replaced by a table.
·
1.
Presentation -Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
F.

Roll call vote(s) for pen:nanent adoption

OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter E'mlssions from Industrial and Other Processes and
Operations [AMENDED] .
.
Proposal would simplify the languageUn.derthe agency-widele-right/de-wrong hiitiative; and add
a Permit by Rule for particulate matter
1.
Presentation - Max: Price
· 2.
Qliemons and discussion by Council l Public
3.
Possible action by Council
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for pennan~t adoption

sources.

G.

·

OAC 252:100-35 Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide {AMENDED]

Proposal woUld simplify the langUage wider the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and
narrow the scope to specific sources that are the primary emitters of carbon monoxide.
Presentation- Michelle Martinez
1.
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public.
3.
Possible action by Council .
4.
Roll call votc(s) for permanent adoption

5.

Division Director's Report·- Eddie Terrill

6.

New Businells (any matter not .k:n~ about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the
time of posting the agenda)
· ·
·

7.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
'IUesday, October 19, 1999
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
SOS1 South 129 Street East Avenue'
Tulsa, OK

...

• Council decided at its June 15 meeting to change the format strUcture for future meetings. HEARINGS ·
WILL BEGIN AT 9:30 WITH NO BRIEFING SESSION. IN THE MORNING.
••An error was made fn publication of our Notice Jn the July 15 0/dalloma Register. Thb error necessitated
the rescheduling of the August 17 meetbig In order to stay on track in getting rules to the Environmental

Board.

Lunch Break, If necessary

•

1-10-99

__.

August 9, 1999

MEMORANDUM
To:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division Director
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT~

Proposed modifications to Subchapter 35

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft of Subchapter 35, Control of Emission of
Carbon Monoxide. The. proposed revisions will simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a
part ofthe agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Also, after receiving staff comments, it was decided to narrow the scope of the
Subchapter to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide
emissions. It is often impossible for small sources to achieve a 93 % reduction in carbon
·
monoxide emissions as required by the rule without increasing other emissions.
Specific changes include the addition of the definitions "existing source" and "new
source", along wi#l the addition of the effective date of the rule. Also, Section 35-3,
Performance Testing, was revoked because the Air Quality Division is given the
authority to request this testing in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and performance testing
requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43.
Enclosures: 1
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SUBCHAPTER 35.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Section
252:100-35-1.
252:100-35-1.1
252:100-35-2.
252:100-35-3.
252:100-35-1.

·Purpose
Definitions
Emission limits
Performance testing [REVOKED]
Purpose

Tbe purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions of
carbon monoxide from stationary sources to prevent the Oklahoma
Air Quality Standard from being exceeded and insure that the
·present level of air quality in Oklahoma is not degraded.
252:100-35-1.1 Definitions

-

The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter.
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
nExistinq sourcen means any foundry cupola, blast furnace.
basic oxygen furnace, catalytic cracking unit. catalytic
reforming unit or petroleum coking unit. in being on July 1;
1972, and not modified thereafter so as to increase the emission
of carbon monoxide.
11 New sourcen
means any foundry cupola. blast furnace. basic
oxygen furnace. catalytic cracking unit. catalytic reforming unit
or petroleum coking unit, which commenced construction after July
1. 1972.

252:100-35-2. Emission limits
(a) Existing sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from any

existing foundry cupola, blast. furnace, basic OJtygen furnace,
catalytic cracldng unit, or other petrole'U'fft or natural gas
process mecept, stationary engines, source located in, or
significantly impacting (i.e., 500 ug/m3 on an 8 hour average) on
a nonattainment area. for carbon monoxide shall be reduced by use
of complete secondary combustion of the waste gas generated.
Removal of 93 percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated
shall be considered equivalent to complete secondary combustion.
Existing equipment subject to this Subchapter must meet the
emission limitations as expeditiously as practicable, but no
later than Deceftlber 31, 1982. 3 years after nonattainment
designation by· the Administrator.
(b) New sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from any new
foundry cupola, blast furnace, basic oxygen furnace, catalytic
crac1dng unit, or other petroleUftl or natural gas process eJecept
stationary engines source shall be reduced bY use .of complete
secondary combustion of the waste gas generated. Removal of 93
percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be
considered equivalent to secondary combustion.
252:100-35-3.

Performance testing [REVOKED]

Testing of equipment to determine if emission standards set in
Draft

July 15, 1999

this Sub9haptcr arc me~ shall be performed by procedures as
by the ~>E7cutavc Director; Promulgated federal testing
proee&;rcs. for samalar processes ;all be co:asidcrcd in malting the
dctermanataon of procedures to be used.
aecept~d

Draft

July 15, 1999

MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 24, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
Multi-Purpose Rooin
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
·
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
Ray Bishop
Shawna MeWaters-Kbalousi

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present **see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max.Price
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce.

Notice ofPublie Meeting for August 17, 1999 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary ofState giving
the time, date, and place of the meeting. An error was made in publication of our Notice in the July 15
Oklahoma Register. This error necessitated the rescheduling ofthe meeting to August 24, 1999 in order to
stay on track in getting i'ules to the Environmental Quality Board.
Agendas were posted at the entrance doors at DEQ.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman. called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as follows: Mr.
Wilson - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Dr. Canter, and ~· Slagell did not attend.
·
Approval of Minutes -Mr. Brei~h entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the June 15, 1999
Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mi. Braneck:y to approve the Minutes as presented and
second was made by Mr. Fallon:. Roll call as foU.ows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Braneckyaye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Bre~ch- aye. ·
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 throUgh 2-S-118. Mr. Dyke entered i,nto the hearing record the
Hearing Agend8 and the Oklahoma Register Notice.

PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram who advised that this rule had been presented to Council on
June 15, 1999. She stated that additional clarification of the rule was suggested due to verbal comments
received from the public. Also, section 252:100-9-4 was amended and renumbered to 252:100-9-3.2.
Section 252:100-9-5 was amended and renumbered to 252:100-9-3.1; and 252:100-9-6 was amended an
renumbered to 252:100-0-3.2.
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Written comments were received the day before the Council meeting from Mid-continent Oil and Gas
Association of Oklahoma. Due to the time frame~ staff did not have adequate time to review the comments
in depth but some appeared to be directed towards changes proposed in the draft rule presented to the June
Council meeting. · After accepting comments and concerns from Council and audience, Ms. Buttram
advised that it was staff's suggestion that Council recommend this rule as amended to the Environmental
Quality Board as a pennanent rule.
Due to discussion and further amendments to be made, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue the
hearing to Council's October 19 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion and the second was made by Mr.
Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye;
Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part ·of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17, Part 7
Hospital, Medical and Infectious Waste Incinerators
Appendix M Emission Limits for BMIWI [NEW]
.

.

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated that the proposed nile had been presented to Council
at its April20 and June 15, 1999 meetings. She advised that staffwas proposing an addition of a new Part
7 to the existing SC 17 which would establish state emission standards and other enforceable requirements
for existing HMIWI; and a new Appendix M which contains emission liinits for HMIWI. Ms. Bradley
· defmed HMIWI as any device that com busts any amount of medical/infectious/hospital waste. She stated
that any HMIWI for which construction commenced on or before June 20, 1996, would be subject to the
new rule. Ms. Bradley added that that these proposed rules would be included in Oklahoma's State
lll(d)/129 Plan and would be the enforceable mechanism for imp]ementing the proVisions ofthe Emission
Guidelines (EG) for HMIWI (40 CFR 60 Subpart Ce). She further stated that the new Part 7 incorporates
by reference sections of the New Source Performance Standards for IDYfiWI (40 CFR 60 Subpart Ec). She
noted that in addition to establishing emission standards for certain regulated pollutants, the new rule
would establish requirements for HMIWI operator training and qualifications, waste management plans,
and testing and monitoring ofpollutants and operating parameters.
Mr. Wilson made a motion that Council continue the hearing until after lunch in order.to incorporate some
changes in wording to 252:100-17-48. Mr. Branecky seconded that motion and all members agreed.
Following the recess, Ms. Bradley proposed the addition of a new paragraph (c) and (d) in 252:100-17-48,
and set forth the proposed language. With no further comments from Council or audience on the proposed
language, Ms. Bradley advised that it was staffs suggestion that Council recommend adoption of this rule
to the Environmental Quality Board at its Sc;:ptember 28, 1999 meeting as both emergency arid permanent
rule. That motion was made by Mr. Wilson and the second by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Wilson - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an

o~cial

part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
State 111(d) /119 Plan For Hospitai/MedicaJJiofectious Waste Incinerators (HMIWI)

Mr.. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley for staff presentation regarding the State Plan. Ms. Bradley
advised that although Council approval ofthe Plan was not required because it is not a rulemaking action in

z

--.,

and of. itself, staff wanted to hear comments that the Council or public might have on the proposal. Ms.
Bradley advised that the State Plan would be the mechanism to implement the Emission Guidelines for
hospitalfmedicalfmfectious waste incinerators. She pointed out the necessary steps that were required to
develop the State Plan.
Due to the fact that the hearing on Subchapter 17 was continued to after lunch, Council moved to continue
the hearing on the Plan also. Mr. Kilpatrick made the motion tC? continue the hearing until after the
hearing on SC 17 and the second was made by Mr. Branecky. All members agreed. After reconvening,
Council voted to forward the proposed State Plan to EPA Region 6. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING (COMBINED HEARINGS ON SC 19 AND SC 21)
OAC 252:100-19
.
Particulate Matter Emissions From Fuel-Burning Equipment (AMENDED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits For Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits For Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
OAC 252:100-21
Particulate Matter Emissions From Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits For Wood-Waste Burning Equipment
[REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits For Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]

Mr. Dyke opened the hearing advising that both SC 19 and SC .21 would be heard together as they are
related items and called upon Mr. Max Price for the staff presentation. Mr. Price stated that these revisions
would satisfy the· Agency's re-right/de-wrong initiative and clarify and simplify the language of SC 19 and
incorporate the requirements ofSC .21. Mr. Price explained that staff would ask that SC 21 be revoked and
that the graphical Appendices C and D be revoked in favor of two new tabular appendices. Mr. Price
pointed out that comments had been received and that it was staff's recommendation that these proposals be
continued until Council's next meeting in October. After further discussion by Council and members of the
audience, Mr~ Breisch entertained a motion to continue this item to the next regular meeting on October 19.
Dr. Grosz made the motion and the second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-27
Particulate Matter Emissions From Industrial And Other Processes And Operations [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke opened the next item and called upon Mr. Max Price to make staff presentation. Mr. Price
advised that SC 27 compliments· SC 19 and SC 21 and that these proposed changes would clarify and
simplify language according to the Agency's re-right/de-wrong initiative. He reminded that Council had
originally voted to send this subchapter to the Environmental Quality. Board on April 20, 1999, however,
some late comments prompted the withdrawal by the staff to make further refinements. He then pointed
out the latest proposed changes.
Due to additional questions and comments from Council and members of the audience regarding the
definition of wood-waste fuel, Mr. Breisch called for a motion to continue the hearing to the Council's
October 19 meetin~ Mr. Fallon made the motion and the second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call
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was: taken as follows: :Mr. Wilson- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-35
Control Of Emission Of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke opened this item for consideration and called upon Ms. Michelle Martinez to make the staff
presentation. Ms. Martinez discussed the proposed revisions stating that they would simplify and clarify
the rule as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. Ms. Martinez added that the scope of the
Subchapter was narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide
emissions. She related that it is often impossible for small sources to achieve a 93% reduction in carbon
monoxide emissions as required by the rule without increaSing other emissions. She pointed out that
specific changes include the addition of the definitions "existing source" and "new source" along with the
addition of ~e effective date of the rule. Ms. Martinez added that Section 35-3, Performance Testing, was
revoked because the Air Quality Division has been given the authority to request this testing in the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act and performance testing requirements have already been provided for in SC 8 and
in SC43. Ms. Martinez advised of comments that had been received stating that
had not had sufficient
time to consider these comments; and suggested that Council continue the hearing to its October meeting to
allow further time. Ms. Myers made the motion to continue and Mr. Branecky made the second with roll
call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

staff

NEW BUSINESS- It was decided that the October 19 regular meeting would begin at 9:00a.m. due to
the number of agenda items and would follow the same fonnat of eliminating the briefing session and
would start immediately with the hearings on record.

ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting. was adjourned with announcement that the
next regularly scheduled meeting would be October 19, 1999 in the Auditorium of the Tulsa City-County
Health Department at 9:00 a.m.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part ofthese Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Ai~ Quality Division
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

·-

D~AR~OFmNmO~~QU~ITY

HEARING/MEETING
*9:00A.M.
Tuesday, October 19,1999
TUlia City-County Auditorium
SOS 1 South 129 Street East Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- M'Yma Bruce
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
Approval or Minutes or the August 24, 1999 Regular Meeting
Public Rulemaking Hearings"

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
A.

-

-

OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards
Proposal would update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from 7:-1-97 to 7.;.1-99. Previously,
incorporated NSPS subp~ that have been amended by the USEPA since 7-1-97 are:. AA, AAa; Da, Db, Eb, and
WWW. A new Subpart Ec.has been added to the NSPS. Subpart Ce was added to 252:100-4-5 as an exception.
. 1.
Presentation -Michelle Martinez
·
2.
·Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
~·
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption

B. · OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating' Fees
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill annual operating fees on a tleXJ.ole schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; requires an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
.emissions on their .annual emission inventory; requires inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required allowing fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and reduCing the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the ~ty
·owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram .
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council ·
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

c.

OAC l5l:100-9 Excess Emission and ~lfunction Rep~rting [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion of redundan,t language. Substantive changes include nanowing
the scope of the rule to minor facilities only. A nc:W condition was added to explain when excess emissions from a
pro~ are due to a malfunction and when they are. due to negligent, marginal, or WlSafe operation. The new
language establishes a rebuttable presumption that the combined time ofall excess cmi~sions from a process due to a
malfunction does not exceed eight hours or l.S% of·the process's operation time, whichever is greater, in a 3-month
period. The burden of proving that excess emissions occuning more often are due to a malfunction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
I.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D.

OAC l5l:100-13. Prohibition or Open Burn~g .
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substantive changes would
add certain definitions and notification requirements.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
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E.

COMBINED
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment [AMENDED]
-.
OAC 252H00-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operation
[REVOKED]
·
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]
Proposal would merge requirements into SC 19 and revoke SC 2land SC 21. SC 19, as proposed, would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. Also a Pennit by Rule for particulate matter
facilities is being proposed for SC 19. The graphics in Appendices C and D would be replaced by two new tabular
appendices.
1.
Presentation -Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

:f.

OAC 252:100-35 Control ofEmission of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language lDlder the agenc:y-wide re-right/de-'Wrong Initiative; and narrow the
scope to specific soUrces that are the primary emitters of carbon monoxide. Other changes include addition of
definitions "existing source" and "new source" and the replacement of. •foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola",
Also, Secpon 35-3 would be revoked because performance testing requirements are already provided for in SC 8
and SC 43.
j
·
1.
Presentation- Michelle
2;
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll ~1 vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption
""'·

Martinez

H.

L

6.
1.
8.

OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 1~ Control of Emission of HazardoWJ and Toxic Air Contaminants ·
[AMENDED)
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language lUlder the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. The proposed
changes to section IS would incorporate by reference the MACf standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR
63 promulgated by EPA from.7-1-98 through 7-1-99. The proposed.changes to section 16 would update to 7-1-99
the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
.Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption
1

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emission from Existing Municipal Solid Waste LandfiUs [AMENDED]
Proposal would amend to update the incorporation by reference of40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to 7-1~99.
1.
Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
·
:
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adopti911
Division Director's Report -Eddie Tenill
•
.
New Business - Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, pr1or to the time
of posting the agenda.
·
Adjournment- Nut Regular Meeting
Tuesday, December 14, 1999
DEQ Multi-~~e Room

• Council decided at its August 24 meeting to begin early due to the number of agenda items
Lunch Break, If necessary

Should Jail desire 10 attad but bowe • dloallllltr ..,d...,. u -••modotlaa,
p1cua aoiiiJ aor Deport...llll- d11J8 Ia IIIIYua ol (405) '120-4101,

-

OctobC?r 1, _1999

MEMORANDUM

1\

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, DirectorV
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Proposed modifications to Subchapter 35

.

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft of Subchapter 35, Control of Emission of
Carbon Monoxide. The proposed revisions will simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a
·
part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.

·-

Also, after receiving staff comments, it waS decided to narrow the scope of the
Subchapter to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide
emissions. It is often impossible for smaii sources to achieve a 93% reduction in carbon
monoxide emissions as required by the rule without increasing other emissions.
Specific changes include the addition of the definitions "existing source" and "new
source" and the replacement of "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola". Also, Section
35-3, Performance Testing, would be revoked because performance testing requirements
are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for emergency and
permanentadoption.
·
Enclosures: 6

-

~UB9HAPTER

Section
252:100-35-1.
252:100-35-1.1
252:100-35-2.
252:100-35-3.

35.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Purpose
Definitions
Emission limits
Performance testing [REVOKED]

252:100-35-1. Purpose
.
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions of
carbon monoxide from stationary sources to prevent the Oklahoma
Air Quality Standard from being exceeded and insure ensure that
the present level of air quality in Oklahoma is not degraded.
252:100-35-1.1 Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
nexisting source" means any gray iron cupola, blast furnace.
basic oxygen furnace. petroleum catalytic cracking unit or
petroleum catalytic reforming unit, in being on July 1, 1972, and
not modified thereafter so as to increase the emission of carbon
monoxide.
"new source" means any gray iron cupola, blast furnace, basic
oxygen furnace, petroleum catalytic cracking unit or petroleum
catalytic reforming unit, in being after July 1, 1972.
252:100-35-2.
Emission limits
(a)
Existing sources.
The emission of carbon monoxide from any
existing foundry cupola, blast furnace, basic meygen furnace,
catalytic crach:ing unit, or other petroleum or natural gas
process eJecept, stationary engines, source located inT or
significantly impacting (i.e., 500 ug/m 3 on an B~hour average) on
a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide shall be reduced by use
of complete secondary combustion of the waste gas generated.
Removal of 93 percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated
shall be considered equivalent to complete secondary combustion.
Existing equipment subject to this Subchapter must meet the
emission limitations as expeditiously as practicable, but no
later than December 31, 1982. 3 years after nonattainment
designation by the Administrator.
(b)
New sources.
The emission of carbon monoxide from any new
foundry cupola, blast furnace, basic OX".fgen furnace, catalytic
cracking unit, or other petroleum or natural gas process eJecept
stationary engines source shall be reduced by use.of complete
secondary combustion of the waste gas generated.
Removal of 93
percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be
considered equivalent to secondary combustion.

Draft September 15, 1999
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252:100-35-3.
Perfor.mance testing [REVOKED]
Testing of equipment to determine if emission standards set in
this Subchapter are met _shall be performed by procedures as
accepted by the Executive Director. Promulgated federal testing
procedures for similar processes will be considered in m~Eing the
determination of procedures to be used.

Draft September 15, 1999

.c....

-

MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCfOBER 19, 1999
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
Tulsa City:County Health Department

.. \ ·.

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Leo Fallon
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson

Council Members Absent

Larry Canter .

StatT Present ·
. DavidDyke
Deimis Dough~ · · ·

Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter

Linn Wainner ·
Ray Bishop
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price·
Larry Trent :
Eric. Milligan
Myrna Bruce

Fred Grosz
Menbeth Slagell
.I

Notice of Public Meeting for OctobC?r 19, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving ~e time, date~ and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
doors at the Tulsa City-County Health Dep~~t
.
.
.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Cbainnan,. called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
fc;>llows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. MyerS - aye; Mr. Brane~ky - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch · - aye. Dr. Canter, and Dr. Orosz did not attend. · Mr. Breisch
.announced that Ms. Slagell had offered her resignation to the Governor.
CY 2000 M:eeting Schedule - Council was presented with dates emulating the past years of the
third Tuesday in February, April, June, August, Octoper, and December. There was discussion
to change the day of week to Wednesday of these months which would accommodate both staff
. and Council. Council voted to continue this item to the Decem'Qer 14 meeting. Roil call as
follows: Mr~ Wilson - aye;· Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. ·
· Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
·
·
··
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the August
24, 1999' Public Meeting!Hearmgs. Motion was made by Mr. Brariecky to approve ·the Minutes
as presented and second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Mr. Willjlon - aye;
Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; ·Mr. Breischaye.
· 11 ·

-

Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the bearings by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR
Part 51, ;;md Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.-
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC l52:i00-4
New Source Performance Standards [AMENDED]

'·.··.·

Ms. Michelle Martinez made staff presentation advising Council that the proposed amendments
to Subchapter 4 would update the incorj,orations by reference of the federal NSPS from July 1,
1997 to July 1, 1999. She pointed out that previously incorporateQ. NSPS subparts that ha<;l been
amended by the EPA since July 1, 1997 were: M AAa, Da, Db, Eb, arid WWW. She advised
that a new Subpart Ec had been added to the NSPS and that Subpart Ce was added to 252: 100- ·
4-5. She advised that this was the first time for the proposal to be considered, but staff's
recommendation would be to request that the rule be sent to the Environmental Quality Board
for permanent and emergency ·adoption. She pointed. out that since the amendments update the
incorporation by reference of new federal rules, adoptiQn as an emergency would allow the
amended ·rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and make state. rules consistent with
federal rules.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to forward th:is rule to the Environmental Quality .Board for both
emergency and permanent adoption. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick and second to the
motion was by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon·_ aye; Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
~

A copy of the hearing transcript is

attache~ 'and

made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees {AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram made the ··staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency to bill ann,tial operating fees on a .flexible
schedule, an~ that the changes should also allow the fees to be based o~ the most recent
emission data possible. Ms. Buttram advised that the proposed rule language would also require
an owner or operator of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual emission inventory.
· Ms. Buttram pointed out tha~ substantive changes included the requirement that inventories
were to be submitted one month earlier than presently required which would allow fee payers
five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid ·and to receive credit for
such overpayment. That change would also reduce the period of time to six months in which
either the DEQ or· the facility owner or operator could challenge the data or methods use~ to
calculate the facility's emissions.
·
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Fort James and EPA which ptere
included in this proposal and that comments from Weyerhaeuser received the day before would
be considered in the next draft of the rule; therefore, staff recommended that the rule be
continued to the December
meeting.
•'.
Comments and questions were discussed from Council members and the audience. Comments
were heard from Stephen Landers of Ft. James; Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser; Howard Ground,
Central and Southwest; Bill Fishback; Mid-Continent Oil and Gas; Tom Bauckham, Reliant
Energy; Gary Collins, Terra. Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue
2

the _rule to Council's December 14 meeting per staff recommendation. Motion to continue was
made by Ms. Myers with the second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms.. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an 'Official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Exc~ss

-

Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

Ms. Jeanette Buttram gave the staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
.Subchapter ·9 included correction of typographical and grammatical .em>rs and deletion of
redundant language and was simplified and qlari:fied according to the agency-wide re-right/deWrong initiative. Ms. Buttram pointed. out substantive changes to the rule which included
narrowing the scope of the rule.tominor facilities only. She advised that a new condition was
. added to explain when excess emission& from a process are due to a malfunction and when they ·
are due to negligent, marginal, or unsa;fe operation advising that the new language wou1d
establish
a rebuttable
presumption that the combined time
of all excess ..emissions .from a
.
J
.
.
process due to· a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5% of the process's operation
time,_ whichever is greater, in a three-moJ:?,tJI period. ·Ms. Buttram added that the burden of
proving that excess emissions occurring more often aie due to a malfunction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
.
.
.1
Ms. Buttram entered into the record coininents received from Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
Association and from EPA. She further advised that the EPA comments indicated that further
changes might need to be made to the rule due to their recent review of Oklahoma's SIP. Ms.
Buttram adVised that due to these comments, staff recommendation would be to contiime this
rule to the December meeting to allow staff more time to review the EPA guidance document
Mr. Tom Diggs, EPA, was asked to explained that document in. detail and accepted comments
. regarding same~ Additional comments_ were made by Bill Fishback.
· ·

·Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this rule to the December meeting. Motion was
made by Mr. Branecky with the second by Mr. Fallon. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye;
Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARlNG ·
OAC 252:100-13

,

Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENi>ED]
Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Jean~tte Buttram who advised that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter. as a part of the agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative. She pointed out that such changes include consolidating the general
conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section; and that a few
substantive changes were made such as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land
clearing operation" and a section on disaster relief procedures. Ms. Buttram continued stating

_

that in, so~e instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for
authorization to bum was adqed and that the open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to a
new section. She pointed out the proposal would require owners or operators to register with
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an open-pit
incinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in a 365-day period, they would be required to
obtain· a permit and pay the required permit fee adding that hazardous materials may not he
burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior written approval has been obtained from both the
local fire chief and the DEQ.
·

.-......

'·

Ms. Buttram entered written comments from EPA and a letter from the City of Hobart into the ·
record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this
rule to the December meeting. Motion was made by Ms. Myers with the second by Mr. Fallon.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky ·aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy ofthe hearing transcript is attach.ed and made an official part of these minutes•.

PUBLIC HEARINGS (COMBINED HEARINGS ON SC 19, SC 21,.and SC 27)
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment fAMENDE:O]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions fr.om Wood-Waste Burning Equipment (REVOKED]
OAC 252:100-27 Matter Emissions from lndustrial and Other Processes and Operation [REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment (REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment (NEW]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for .Wood-Waste Burning. Equipment (NEW]

~

Mr. Dyke ·called·upon Mr. Max Price to make the staff presentation regarding these qombined
tu.les.. Mr. Price advised that Subchapters 19, 21, and 27 all deal with particulate matter (PM)
emissions and that the proposed changes merged the requirements of Subchapter 21 and
Subchapter 27 into Subchapter 19; then Subchapters 21 and 27 would be revokeq.. Mr. Price
pointed out that Subchapter 19 as proposed would be simplified and clarified according to the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. He advised that a permit by rule for particulate matter
facilities is being proposed for Subchapter 19. Mr. Price also advised that the proposal included
that Appendix C and Appendix D would be revoked in favor oftwo new tabular appendices.

Mr. Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser, commented regarding the definition of "wood fuel". . After
much discussion, motion was made to by Mr. Wilson to amend Subchapter 19 to include the
wording "for any wood derived fuel as approved by the Division"; to revoke subchapters 21 and
27; to revoke both Appendix C and Appendix Din favor of tabular appendices; and to send the
rules to the Environmental Quality Board in one package for adoption as a permanent rule. r Mr.
Kilpatrick seconded that motion. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A. copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

-.,
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PUJJLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-35
Control Of Emission Of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Michelle Martinez to make staff presentation. Ms. Martinez stated
that the proposed chatiges to Subchapter 35 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part
of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and that the scope of the Subchapter would be
narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors· of carbon monoxide emissions.
Ms. Martinez add~d that other changes inclucled the addition ofthe definitions "existing source"
and "new source" and .the replacement of "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola"; . She
further advised that Section·35-3, Performance Testing, would be revoked because performance
testing-requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43.
Ms. Martinez advised that staff's .recommendation was to send the rule to the Environmental
Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which
was made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll cal~ as follows: Mr.
Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye;. Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Mr. ~rei~ch -. aye.

A copy of the beaJing transcript Is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

"
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 152:100-41 Sections 15 and 16
Control Of Emission Of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that changes are being proposed for
·section 15 would incorporate by reference the Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MACI) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR 63 that have been promulgated by the
EPA fromJuly 1, 1998, through July1, 199.9. These~ subparts HH, SS, TT, UU, WW, YY,
CCC, DDD, EEE, GGG, HHH, ill, LLL, MMM, NNN, PPP, TIT, and XXX. Ms. Bradley
continued that· the i:>EQ is also proposing to update to July1, 1999 the incorporation by
reference in 252:100-41-16 of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61. She added that other minor revisions are proposed to Section
15 and 1~ to clarify, simplify arid correct th~se sectio~ as required by statute.
Ms. Bradley advised that staff's recommendation would be to send to the rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency rule. She advised that
since the amendments update the incorporation by reference of new federal ru~es, adoption as .
an emergency rule would allow the amended rules t(;> take effect earlier and minimize the lag
qme in making the state program consistent with the .federal program. Mr. Breisch entertained
motion which was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. The second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll ~all as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Kiipatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

·----

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47
Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that the modifications to
Subchapter 47 would update the incotporation by reference of40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to
July 1, 1999. She advised that one comment had been received from the EPA in support of the
proposed amendments. She continued that it would be staff's recommendation to send to the
rule to the Environmental Quality ·Board for permanent and emergency adoption as adoption as
an emergency rule would allow the amended rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and
thereby minimize confusion for regulated landfills. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which was
made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye;. Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr.·
Breisch- aye:
A copy of the h':aring transcript is attached ·and made .an official part of these. minutes

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Mr.,. Dyke announced truit the Council representative for agriculture; Meribeth Slagell, had

turned mher letter of resignation from the Council. Also, Scott Thomas stated that due to a
recent remand of the revised ozone, PM-2.5 and PM-10, staff plans on bringing this matter to
public hearing at the December Council.
· ·· ·
NEW BUSINESS - It was decided that the next meeting would again begin at 9:00 a.m. due
to the number of agenda items and would follow the same format.

ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be· December .14, 1999 in the Multipurpose
Room ofthe DEQ in Oklahoma City beginning at 9:00a.m.
NOTE: The sign-in she~t is· attached as an official part of these Minutes.

. William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council ··

David R Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
·
. I It
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD

IdentificationofProposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and TitleOAC 252:100-35
Subchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
OAC 252:100-35 Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]

On October 19. 1999
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board thatthe rulemaking described above be adopted as:
_X_

pennanent [take effect after legislative review]

_X

emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
·
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
'
Respectfully,

"~.....;~;...~-.:r-..,~~:.........:~~~,.L----Besfgnee

Datesigin:u;

Octoberi;, i;;;

Chair or

VOTING TO APPROVE:

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
Leo Fallon
Sharon. Myers
David Branecky
Gary Kilpatrick
William Breisch
ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

Larry Canter
Fred Grosz

1ZJ/1

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD ·

A Public Meeting:

~

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 16, 1998J
Southeast Oklahoma Expo Complex
4500 WestHighway270
McAlester, Oklahoma

:\~ o...o....O....

s\r-.o" £/'
'0

1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chait

2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. ApprovalofMinutesofthe September28, 1999 Regular Meeting

4. Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Several sets of changes are proposed:
• Subchapter 4 (New Source Performance Standards) is amended to update the incorporation by
reference ofthe federal NSPS to July 1, 1999.
• Subchapters 19,21 and 27 all deal with particulate matter (PM) emissions. The changes merge the
requirements of Subchapter 21 and Subchapter 27 into Subchapter 19. Subchapters 21 and 27 will
be revoked. Subchapter 19 as proposed is simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide
"re-right/de-wrong" initiative. Also, a Pennit by Rule for particulate matter facilities is being
proposed for Subchapter 19. Both Appendix C and Appendix D are revoked in favor of two new
tabular appendices.
• The changes to Subchapter 35 (Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide) simplify and clarify the
subchapter as ·a part ofthe agency-wide"re-right/de-wrong"initiative. The scope ofthe subchapter
is narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide emissions.
Other changes include definitional revisions and the revocation of redundant performance testing
requirements.
•
• The revisions to Subchapter 41 (Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants)
update the adoption by reference of federal rules to include Maximum Achievable Control
Technology (MACT) standards promulgated or amended between July 1, 1998 and July 1, 1999.
The revisions also update the adoption by reference ofthe federal National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to July 1, 1999, with certain exceptions. Minor revisions are
proposed to Sections 15 and 16 to clarify, simplify and correct those sections as required by statute.
• Subchapter47 (Control of Emission from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills) is amended to
update the incorporation by referenceof40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to July 1, 1999. ·

-

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
5.

Presentation- David Branecky, Vice Chair, Air Quality Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
.
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of all proposed amendments and on emergency
adoption· of amendments to Subchapters4, 35,41 and 47

Rulemaking- OAC 252:400 and 410 Radiation Management:
This rulemaking proposal is part of the DEQ's "re-right/de-wrong"simplificationand clarification of its
existing rules. The changes are extensive enough that the DEQ believes it is simpler and more
straightforward to revoke existing Chapter 400 and replace it with a new Chapter 410 than to amend
Chapter 400. The rulemaking also supports Oklahoma's application to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for "State Agreement" status to shift regulation of source, byproduct and special
nuclear material from the NRC to the DEQ. Additionally, the proposed rules include National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for radionuclides.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Chair, Radiation Management Advisory Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption
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·6.

Rulemaking-- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DepartmentofEnvironmentalQuaJity:
This rulemaking proposaJ.'~supports Oklahoma's application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for State Agreement status. It adds State Agreement licenses to DEQ tier classifications for ·
radiation management permit applications and reflects changes corresponding to those made in
connection with the DEQ's review and revision of Chapters 400/410, Radiation Management (see Item
7 above).

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Chair, Radiation Management Advisory Council
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board·
.
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

7. Consideration of the Environmental Quality Report:
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare an "OklahomaEnvironmentaJ
Quality Report" and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate President Pro Tern
by January 151 ofeach year. Despite the statutory title, the statutorily designated purpose of this report is
to outline the DEQ's two-year needs for providing environmental services within its jurisdiction, reflect
any new federal mandates, and recommended statutory changes: The Environmental Quality Board is
to review, amend (as necessary) and approve the report.

A.
B.
C.
D.
· E.

Presentation- Steve Thompson, DEQ Deputy Executive Director
· Questions and discussion by the Board
.
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board .
Roll call vote on approval

8.' New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda).
9. Executive Director's Report, including response to request from the Board at their last meeting for
additional DEQ budget information
10. Discussion of and vote on 2000 Environmental Quality Board regular meeting dates.
11. Adjournment
Public Forum: The ·Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" (impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

* Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a fmding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take .effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until May or June of 2000.
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SUBCHAPTER 35.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control emissions of carbon
monoxide from stationary sources to prevent the Oklahoma Air
Quality Standard from being exceeded and insure ensure that the
present level of air quality in Oklahoma is not degraded.
252:100-35-1.

252:100-35-1.1 Definitions

The following words and terms. when used in this Subchapter.
shall have the following meaning. unl_~ss the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Existing source•• means any gray iron cupola, blast furnace,
basic oxygen furnace. petroleum catalytic cracking unit or
petroleum catalytic reforming unit. in being on July 1. 1972. and
not modified thereafter so as to increase the emission of carbon
monoxide.
.
•New source• means any gray iron cupola, blast furnace, basic
oxygen furnace, petroleum catalytic cracking unit or petroleum
catalytic reforming unit, in being after July 1, 1972.
Emission limits
(a) Existing sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from any
existing foundry eupola, blast furnaee, hasie mcygen furnaee,
eatalytie eraeldng unit, or other petroleUffl or natural gas proeess
meeept, stationary engines, source located in, or significantly
impacting (i.e., 500 ug/m3 on an 8-=..hour average) on a nonattainment
area for carbon monoxide shall be reduced by use of complete
secondary combustion of the waste gas generated.
Removal of 93
percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be
considered equivalent to complete secondary combustion. Existing
equipment subject to this Subchapter must meet the emission
limitations as expeditiously as practicable, but no later than
Deeember 31, 1982. 3 years after nonattainment designation by the
Administrator.
(b) Ne·w SCJu.rct~i:i.
7ht::: · ~:::mi~~.i..uu u[ ca:cbon monoxide from any new
found1sy eupola, blast furnaee, basie mcygen furnaee, eatalytie
eraeldng unit, or other petroleuffi or natural gas proeess exeept
stationary engines source shall be reduced by use of complete
secondary combustion of the waste gas generated.
Removal of 93
percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be
considered equivalent to secondary combustion.
252:.100-35-2.

,-

Perfor.mance testing [REVOKED]
Testing of equipffient to deterffiine if emission standards set in
this Subchapter are met shall he perforffied by procedures as
aeeepted hy tfie Bxeeutive Direetor.
Promulgated federal testing
procedures for siffiilar proeesses ··fill he considered in malting the
determination of procedures to be used.
252:100-35-3.

1
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 35. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF CARBON MONOXIDE
EXECTJ'l'IVE SUMMARY:
The'proposed changes .to Subchapter 35 will simplify-and clarify
the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative.
The scope of the Subchapter· wou,ld be narrowed to
specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon
monoxide emissions.
Other changes include the addition of the
definitions "existing source" and 11 new source" and the- replacement
of "foundry cupola" with 11 gray iron cupola". Alec, Section 35-3,
Performance Testing, would be revoked because performance testing
requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43. ·
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules are not more stringent than
corresponding federal rules. ·

""
SUMMARY
OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
See attached.

-
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MCKINNEY & STRINGER LETTER
COMMENT: As previously promulgated, it is·believed Subchapter 35
was intended to apply to petroleum or natural gas plant/processes
and not plants/processes that use natural gas as a raw material.
Please confirm whether Subchapter 35, as proposed to be amended
will apply to ·plants/processes that.utilize.natural gas as a ra~
material.
RESPONSE: As previously promulgated, "petroleum and natural gas
processes 11 applied to process used in· the processing of crude
petroleum and/or natural gas into refined products, not to
plants/process~s that utilize natural gas as a raw material . . As
amended, Subchapter 35 would only apply to any foundry cupola,
blast furnace, basic oxygen furnace, catalytic cracking unit,
catalytic reforming unit or petroleu~ coking unit.
COMMENT: Please confirm whether or .not the applicability of OAC·
252:100-35-2(a)" is limited to those. sources which meet the
def:i,nition of an· 11 existing source 11 and are located in or
significantly impacting on a nonattainment area for carbon
monoxide. Further, please confirm whether or not the provisions of
OAC 252:100-35-2 (b) are applicable· only to those sources which meet
11
the . definition of a
new source" and are located in or
significantly impacting on a nonattainment area for carbon
monoxide.
RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-35-2 (a) only appli,es to those sources which
meet the definition of an "existing source 11 and are· located in or
·significantly impacting on a nonattainment area for carbon
monoxide.
OAC 252:109-35-2 (b) applies to any "new source"
as
defined in OAC 252:100-35-1.1. The nonattainment area limitations
in OAC 252:100-35-2(a} only.apply to "existing sources ...
. CROWE & DUNLEVY LETTER
COMMENT: The proposed amended Subchapter 35 should clarify that
. this Subchapter is not intended to apply to secondary copper
facilities.
This revision is justified for several reasons.
First, the revision recognizes the unique nature of secondary
copper.facilities.
Second, the revision is consistent with the
ODEQ' s . (and predecessor agencies') historic interpretation and
application of Subchapter 35 recognizing that this Subchapter does
not apply to secondary copper facilities. Third, the revision is
consistent with the application of carbon monoxide ("CO") .emissions
standards promulgated by other states.
Fourth, the revision
maintains the status quo as to air quality and application of
Subchapter 35.
Fifth, the revision carries out the purposes of
Subchapter .35.
RESPONSE: Staff concurs and is proposing to change
to "gray iron cupola."

EPA LETTER

11

foundry cupola"

-

COMMENT: In Section 35-1.1 Definitions, we recommend that you make
the definitions of existing source and new source consistent with
each other by changing the definition of existing source to read,
"· .. means any .... constructed or in construction on July 1,
1972 .... 11
RESPONSE: Staff agreed the definitions needed to be consistent and
used the phrase "in being" in both existing and new source
definitions.
"In being" is defined in .252:100-1.
· COMMENT: We are of the opinion that the revocation of Section 353, Performance Testing, will weaken the State Implementation Plan.
Although performance testing is addressed in Subchapters 8 and 43,
Subchapter·a is not yet approved into the SIP and Chapter 43 only
discusses the requirements for test procedures and who may conduct
·the tests.
With the revocation of Section 35-3~ testing of
equipment that has emission standards set in Subchapter 35 would no
longer be required. Therefor, we oppose revoking Section 3.?-3.
RESPONSE: The Oklahoma Clean Air Act gives DEQ the au.thori ty to
reqqire performance testing so staff doesn't feel that revoking
Section 35-3 would weaken the SIP.
Pursuant to the statutory
authority, both Subchapter 7 and 8 authorize the DEQ to require
performance testing before issuance of ·an operating permit.

-

AQC MEETING
COMMENT: A comment was made during the_public hearing regarding
what was· meant by "modification" in the definition of "existing
source." A clarification was requested on the ·definition of
"modification" in Subchapter 1.
RESPONSE: Staff deferred to the definition of "modification" in
Subchapter 1. It was also discussed that the definition could not
be chanqed at this public hearing, but only after proper noticP ..
which will be sometime next year.
·

-

·-

McKinney
&Stringer
• ptafuslonol corpo,..tlon

August 13, 1999
WRITER'S DIRECT NUMBER 405/272-1907

PETERSM@MCKINNEYSTRINGBR.COM
RoEPLY TO OKLAHOMA CITY OFFICE

VIA HAND DELIVERY
Ms. Michelle Martinez
Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677
Corporate Tower
101 North Robinson
Suite 1300

.Re:

Submittal of Written Comments
Proposed R,evisions to OAC 252:100-35,
Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide
Our File No. 30502-002

Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405.239.6444

Dear Ms. Martinez:

,-...
J05.239.7902

Mid-Continent Tower
401 South Boston
Suite 210'0
Tulsa, OK 74103
918.582.3,176
fax 918.582.1403

Based upon tlie Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published in the Oklahoma
Register, Volume 16-No. 19, dated August 2, 1999, regarding revisions to the
above-referenced regulation as a part of the Department of Environmental Quality's
(''DEQ'') ·~e-right/de-wrong" process, the law finn of McKinney & Stringer, P.C.,
on behalf of Terra Nitrogen Corporation, respectfully submits the following written
comments regarding sucp ~evisions and requests that such comments be considered
prior to final promulgation of the referenced rule. Further, we respectfully request
the DEQ provide a written response to such comments.
OAC 252:100-35 ("Subchapter 35"):

Pursu:mt to the revisiqns to OAC 252:100-35-2(a), reference .to "or other petroleum
or natural gas process, except stationary engines,"' as the same regards the
. applicability of Subchapter 35 to "existing sources," is proposed to be deleted.
COMMENT:

-

As previously promulgated, it is believed Subchapter. 35 was intended to
apply to petroleum or natural gas plants/processes and not plants/processes
that use natural gas as a raw material.
Please confum whether
Subchapter 35, as proposed to be amended, will apply to plants/processes
that utilize natural gas as a raw material.
As fttrther specified in OAC 252:100-35-2(a), Subchapter 35 is applicable only to
3
those existing sources " ... located in, or significantly impacting (i.e., 500 ug/m
on an 8-hour average) on a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide...." As
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specified in OAC 252:100-35-2(b) the above limitation as to the applicability is not
specified for new sources.
COMMENT:

Please confirm whether or not the applicability of OAC 252:100-35-2(a) is
limited to those sources which meet the definition of an "existing source"
and are located in or significantly impacting on a nonattainment area for
carbon monoxide. Further, please confirm whether or not the provisions of
OAC 252:100-35-2(b) are applicable only to those sources which meet the
definition of a "new source" and are located in or significantly impacting on
a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide.
Upon your receipt and review, please contact me should you have any question or
need any further information regarding the above comments. Your assistance in
this matter is greatly appreciated.

;;;;;~

MICHAEL A. PETERS
FORTHEFIRM
MAP/djp/359380

Crowe & Dunlevy
AUORUIONAl.COaroaAnON

ATTORNEYSANDCO~ORSA7LAW

TULSA
500 KENNEDY BonDING
lll SOUIH BOSTON AVENUE
TULSA, OXLAHOMA 74103-3313
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NORMAN
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August 19, 1999

Oklahoma Department ofEnvironmental Quality
Air Quality Division
Michelle Martinez
707 North Robinson
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677

RE:

·-

Proposed Amendments to OAC 252:100-35 ("Subchapter 35")

Dear Ms. Martinez,
· Wolverine Tube, Inc. ("Wolverine") provjdes its comments to the proposed amended
Subchapter 35. Wolverine also pro:vides proposed language revisions to the Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality's ("ODEQj proposed amended Subchapter 35, consistent with
Wolverine's comments. The revisions we propose are indicated in bold italics on the enclosure.
.
.
The proposed amended Subchap~ 35 should clarify that this· Subchapter is not intended to
apply to secondary copper facilities. This revision is justified for several reasons. First, the revision
recognizes the unique nature of secondary copper facilities. Second, the revision is consistent with
the ODEQ's (and predecessor agenci~s') historic interpretation and application of Subchapter 35
recognizing that this Subchapter does not apply to· secondary copper facilities. Third, the revision
is consistent with the application of carbon mo.p.oxide (''CO'') emissions standarclS promulgated by
other states. Fourth, the revision maintains the status quo as to air quality and application of
Subchapter 35. Fifth, the revision carries out the purposes of Subchapter 35.

I.

The revision recognizes the unique nature of secondary copper facilities.

Wolverine is the only secondary copper facility in the State of Oklahoma. Wolverine is a
copper tubing operation. Scrap copper, as opposed to metallic ore used in primary facilities, is
melted in a furri.ace, cast into round copper ·billet, and then extruded into a base tube using a
hydraulic press. The facility first started operations in 1974 pursuant to a construction permit issued
by the Air Quality Service (''AQS") of the Oklahoma State Department of Health ("OSDH''). AQS
issued an operating permit upon completion ·of plant construction (permit. #74-117-0). All
equipment located at the plant was installed ·un~er the original permits. Currently, the facility
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consists of one Asarco melt furnace and three annealing furnaces with atmospheric generators. The
furnaces are all fired by natural gas.
·
Although the Asarco furnace and the annealing furnaces serve different purposes in the
manufacturing proeess, they all use a reducing atmosphere. The melting furnace operates in oxygen
deficient atmosphere in which oxygen is scavenged to prevent oxidation of the product. The
annealing furnaces operate with gases generated by an Exogas generator to create a reducing
atmosphere in which oxygen on the surface of copper tubing is removed prior to product shipment.
Basically, both types of furnaces operate in a reducing atmosphere of carbon monoxide and.
hydrogen generated by the sub-stoichiometric c"ombustion of natural gas. The combustion process
typically generates a reducing atmosphere which consists of approximately 2% CO and 2% hydrogen
with the balance being carbon dioXide and nitrogen. The whole point to using reducing atmospheres
in the secondary copper processes is to remove oxygen which would either oxidize on the surface
of the metal or be incorporated in the metal as oxides and degrade the prod-qct, whereas primary
smelting processes inject oxygen to burn out the degrading constituents in the metal ores.
Secondary copper processing has always been different from other metal processing. Other
metal processing, including primary copper processing and other secondary metal processing such
as aluminum, do not have the operational constraints imposed by the oxidizing character of
secondary copper. As a result, such facilities can operate at higher-temperatures and in oxygen-rich
environments which allow for higher levels of natural secondary combustion of'CO in their stacks.
Thus, the 93% CO secondary combustion level established by Subchapter 35 probably did not
require these other metal processing facilities to reduce any CO emissions at their facilities. Such
facilities merely continued operations as before the rule and easily satisfied the 93% requirement.
The 93% limit established by Subchapter 35 is not based upon any air standards and appears
to be arbitrary. ·Wolverine has found no rules of other states that impose this 93% requirement. In
fact, current ODEQ staff cannot identify the origin of the 93% or tie it to any particular concern.
Instead, it appears that it was set at a time when the only metals processing in Oklahoma was
primary metals, and as explained above, the 93% limit was merely a limit that the then existing
industries could easily accomplish through normal operations.
.
When Subchapter 35 came into existence, no secondary copper facility eXisted in the State.
Once Wolverine Wa.s built, no AQS or ODEQ permit writer or inspector over tlie 25 years since, until
very recently, considered the secondary copper industry to be subject to the rule. The historical nonapplicability was based on the design ofthe melting furnace compared to the definition of foundry
cupola in OAC 252:100-1-3.
Wolverine's proposed revision takes the unique nature of the secondary copper industry into
account, whereas the ODEQ's proposed amendment by itself does not. After discussions ~th

··,
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ODEQ, Wolverine understands· that ODEQ agrees that Subchapter 35 does not apply to secondary
copper facilities, and that ODEQ intends to propose a subsequent amenwnent to Subchapter 35 that
clarifies that position.
·

TI.

The revision is consistent with the Department of Environmental Quality's historic
interpretation and ~pplication of Subchapter 35 to secondary copper facilities.

The major pollutant of significance emitted from Wolverine are .emissions of carbon
monoxide. Wolverine is considered a major source ofCO since emissions exceed 100 tons per year
("TPY''). Yet, over the twenty-five years ofits operations, the ODEQ and its predecessor agencies
have not considered secondary copper facilities to b~ subject to Subchapter 35.
· A February 10, 1988 memo to the file from Glenn R. Die!, Environmental Specialist for the
Oklahoma State Department of Health Air Quality Service stated that: " . . . the facility is in
.compliance with all applicable Oklahoma Clean Air Act regulations." On March 5, 1993, David
Schutz, Environmental Engineer for the Oklahoma State Department of Health Air Quality Service ·
wrote in a memorandum to the file:
TJ:le furnace. is subject to NSPS and the following rules from OAC
310:300:
!·
-Subchapter 7: permits
-Subchapter 19: fuel-burning equipment
-Subchapter 25: smoke, visible emissions, and particulates
- Subchapter 27: PM emissions from industrial and other processes
- Subchapter 31: sulfur compounds
- Subchapter 41: hazardous and toxic air pollutants

Mr. Schutz considered and rejected the applicabilitY ofSubchapter 35 for carbon monoxide:
Subchapter 35 for carbon monoxide is not applicable. The rule
affects cupola, blast, and basic oxygen furnaces. The secondary
copper furnace is not among the metallurgical processes regulated by
Subchapter 35.
Again, on April 5, 1993, Mr. Schutz did not include Subchapter 35 in his list of air quality
rules that applied to Wolverine, concluding that: "The facility is in compliance with the opacity
limit~tion ofOAC 310:200-25, the PM emissions limitation of Permit No. 74-117-0, and with the
MAAC for copper."
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Regulators were quite aware that CO emitted from the .secondary copper facility. On August
10, 1993, Ann Jayne, Supervisor of the Enforcement Section of the Department of Environmental
Quality wrote in a letter to Wolverine that: " ... the Air Quality Program requests that Wolverine
Tube, Inc. submit a complete copy of all of the stack test reports, specifically carbon monoxide,
performed during the week ofMarch 1st, 1993, within 30 days of receipt of this letter." .
Chuck Cornell, Compliance Unit Inspector for the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality Air Quality Division memorialized his August 30, 1995 air quality compliance inspection
of.Wolverine in a September 5, 1995 memo to the file. He concludes:
The facility is subject to OAC Subchapters 7, 19, 25, 27,31 and 41.
No violations were noted at the time of the inspection.
Once again, a regulator acknowledged that Subchapter 35 did not apply to secondary copper
facilities, when on November 26, 1996, Jeffrey A. Dye, ofthe Compliance Unit, wrote in a memo
about his air quality compliance inspection of Wolverine Tube:
The major pollutant of significance emitted from Wolverine Tube,
Inc. are emissions of carbon monoxide (CO). This source is
considered a major source of CO since emissions exceeded 100 TPY
for 1995. The facility is not subject to New Source Performdnce
Standards (NSPS). NSPS Subpart P, Standards of Performance for
Primary Copper Smelters does not apply because operations at ·
Wolverine Tube are secondary copper activities. There are no NSPS
Subparts that apply to secondary copper processing. This facility is
not subject to NESHAPS because no pollutants subject to regulations
under· 40 CFR 61 are emitted at this facility. This facility is
considered an existing PSD major source for CO since emissions of
CO exceed the 250 TPY significance level. The emission points were
installed before the date ofthe :firstPSD regulations. The facility is
also subject to OAC Subchapters 7, 19, 25, 27, 31, and 41.
No visible emissions were noted from any of the points at this
facility. The facility was in compliance with OAC 252:100-25,
Smoke. Visible Emissions and Particulates. During the inspection,
no fugitive dust was present on the roads around the facility or from
the scrap copper storage area. This is in compliance with OAC
252:100-29, Control ofFugitiye Dust.
At the time ofthe inspection, the facility appears to be in compliance.
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Only recently has the ODEQ taken a different view of the applicability of Subchapter 35 to
secondary copper facilities. In the "last year the ODEQ took the position that the direct fired vertical
shaft rotary furnace is subject to Subchapter 35. ODEQ referred Wolverine to the definition of
"foundry cupola" found in OAC 252:100-1-3:
[A] shaft-type furnace used ·for the melting of metals usually
consisting of, but not limited to, the furnace proper, tuyeres, fans or
blowers, tapping spout, charging equipment, gas-cleaning devices and
other auxiliaries. Shaft furnaces used for processing non-metallic
materials are not included under .this definition but are included in the
definition of process equipment.

-

However, it is significant to note tpat shaft furnaces commonly refer to furnaces used in
primary processes, and that "tuyeres" are oxygen lances used to mix molten material with oxygen
by injecting oxygen.in the molten ore to assist in burning off extraneous substances and purifying
the ore. It appears obvious that the original drafters of Subchapter 35 were intending to regulate
primary and some secondary metal operations other than secondary copper processes. The way
regulators have historically viewed and used Subchapter 35 is consistent with the words used in the
definitions.

..

Moreover, in their proposed amendment, ODEQ has specifically removed the term "or other
petroleum or natural gas process except stationary engines" to be consistent with the intent and
historical application of Subchapter 35. The ODEQ has realized that the 93% CO reduction does
not make sense for all operations. Because this Subchapter is now being.rewritten to address these
issues, Wolverine believes that secondary copper facilities should be considered as well.
Similarly, Wolverine's proposed revision to the amended Subchapter 35 recognizes the
historical view of the non-applicability of the regulation to the secondary copper industry.
Wolverine believes that the historic view is the accurate view and should be incorporated into the
·
Subchapter 35 amendment.

m.

The revision is consistent with the application of CO emissions s~dards promulgated
by other states.

OAC 252:100-35 (formerly Regulation 17} was adopted by the Oklahoma State Board of
Health ("OSBH") on February 14, 1972 and implemented by the Oklahoma State Department of
Health Air Quality Service. Regulation 17 was renumbered in 1981 to Regulation 3.6, and in 1991
the air quality rules were codified by. the State. The OSDH code was "31 0" and the Air Pollution
Control Regulations were assigned Chapter 200 (i.e., OAC Air Pollution Control, Title 310, Chapter
200-35). The Legislature reorganized the State's environmental programs by consolidating most of

72)p7
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these programs under a new agency referred to as the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality. As a result of this reorganization, the Air Pollution Control regulation for CO was
recodified and referred to as OAC 252:100-35.
·
Subchapter 35 was adopted in Oklahoma as a part ofthe original State Implementation Plan
("SIP") to maintain attainment with the National Ambient Air quality Standards ("NAAQS").
Stationary sources regulated by this standard fnclude foundry cupola, blast furnace, basic oxygen
furnace, catalytic cracking unit, or other petroleum or natural gas processes except stationary
engines. See previous discussion of the definition of''Foundry Cupola" from OAC 252:100-1-3.
· There are multiple definitions for regulated equipment. This is true for a cupola furnace.
The accepted industry definition is:
Cupola furnace is used for reduction of copper-base alloy slag and
residues. The residues charged have a recoverable metallic content
of 25% to 30%. The balance of recoverable material consists of
nonvolatile gangue, maily silicates. In addition to the residues, coke
and flux are charged into the furnace. The slag produced in the
cupola is eliminated through a slag tap located slightly above the
metal tap.
..
A thorough Gomparison of the definition of foundry cupola in the. OAC to the process
descriptions reveals a notable distinction between a typical cupola furnace intended to be regulated
and a secondary copper melting furnace. Specifically, the OAC definition states ,that a cupola
consists ofseveral items inc1uqing tuyeres, the lances used to bl~w air into the bottom of the ~ce
with the specific intent of oxygenating contaminant in the molten metal to form slag for removal ..
In the secondary copper process, tuyeres are not used and excess oxygen is intentionally kept out of
the furnace. Thus, Wolverine believes that furnaces used for secondary copper processing are not
the type intended to be regulated as "foundry cupolas."
·
Other states' regulation of CO emissions is consistent with this view. States such as Texas,
Louisiana, and Kansas, among others, specifically recognize that the foundry cupolas regulated for
CO emissions are gray iron foundry cupolas.
Texas
30 T AC § 119.3 Control Requirements for Iron Cupolas .
No person shall emit a vent gas stream from any iron cupola into the
atmosphere unless the vent gas stream is properly burned at a
temperature equal to or greater than 1,300 degrees F (704 degrees C)

:

.)

-
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in an afterburner having a retention time of at least.1/4 of a second
and having a steady flame that is not ·affected by the· cupola charge ·
and relights automatically if extinguished.
Louisiana

-

Title 33
Chapter 17. Control of Emissions of Carbon Monoxide (New Sources)
·subchapter B•. Ferrous Metal Emissions
§ 1703. Ferrous Metal Emissions
No person: shall emit the carbon monoxide gases generated during the
operation of a gray iron cupola, blast furnace or basic oxygen steel
furnace unless they are burned in a direct-flame afterburner or are
controlled by other means· as may be approved by the administrative
authority.
·
Kansas

K.A.R. 28-19-24 Control of Carbon Monoxide Emissions
(A) No person shall cause or permit the emission of carbon
monoxide gases generated during the operation of a grey iron cupola
unless they are burned at 1300 degrees F for 0.3 seconds or greater in
a direct-flame after burner or equivalent device as approved by the
director.
(B) No persmi shall emit carbon monoxid~ waste gas stream
from any catalyst regeneration of a petroleum cracking system,
petroleum fluid c'oker, or other petroleum process into the
atmosphere, unless the waste gas stream is burned at 1300 degrees F
for 0.3 seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner or equivalent
device as approved by the director.
(C) Installations and equipment existing on January 1, 1972,
shall be exempt from the proVisions of this regUlation.

..

Wolverine's proposed revision to the proposed amendments to Subchapter 35 is consistent
with the view taken by other states. By approving State Implementation Plans ("SIPs") which
include the referenced regulations, Region 6 ofthe Environmental Protection .Agency has implicitly
accepted this view.

Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
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IV.

.
.
The revision mainta~s the status quo and carries out the· purposes of Subchapter 35.

Wolverine's CO emissions result in modeled ambient CO concentrations that satisfy and do
not exceed the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for CO set in 1979. Wolverine's proposed
revision would not change the model or the processes Wolverine uses.
·
Wolverine's proposed. revision would not cause the Oklah~maAir Quality Standard to be
exceeded and would not degrade the present level of air quality in Oklahoma. Wolverine's proposed
revision would maintain the status quo while canying out the purposes of Subchapter 35:
. . . to prevent the Oklahoma Air Quality Standard from being
exceeded and insure that the present level of air quality in Oklahoma
is not degraded.

Conclusion
Wolverine understand that after reviewing the history ofSubchapter 35 and like regulations
from other states, ODEQ intends to propose a subsequent amendment to Subchapter 35.consistent
with Wolverine's proposed revision. Wolverine urges the Department ofEnvironmental
Quality and
..
the Air Quality Council to recommend the adoption ofODEQ's proposed amendment as revised by
Wolverine's proposed reyision.

Enclosure
cc:
Barbara Hoffman
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PROPOSED CHANGES1 TO
AMENDMENTS TO SUBCHAPTER 35
PROPOSED BY THE OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

SUBCHAPTER 35.CONTROL OF EMISSION OF CARBON MONOXIDE
Section
252:100-35-1.
252:100-35-1,1
252:100-35-2.
252:100-35-3.

Purpose
Definitions
Emission limits
Performance testing [REVOKED]

Purpose .
252:100-35-1.
The purpose ofthis Subchapter is to control emissions of carbon monoxide from stationary
sources to prevent the Oklahoma Air Quality Standard from being exceeded and insure that the
present level of air quality in Oklahoma is not degraded.
252:100-35-1.1
Definitions
The followin.a words and tenns. when used in this Subchapter. shall have the following
meaning. unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Existing source" means any gray iron foundry cupola. blast furnace. basic oxygen furnace.
catalytic cracking unit. catalytic reforming unit or petroleum coking unit. in being on July 1. 1972
and not modified thereafter so as to increase the emission of carbon monoxide.,.
"New source" means any gray iron fQundry cupola. blast furnace. basic OX)'gen :furnace.
catalytic cracking unit. catalytic reforming unit or petroleum coking unit which commenced
construction after iuly 1. 1972.

-

.
· 252:100-35-2.
Emission limits
(a)
Existing sources. The emission of carbon monoxide from any existing ;&nmdr:r
elif.lola; blft!t :fumaee, bft'3ie oxygen ftl:ma:ee, eatalyiie eraekmg 'tmit, eatfll:rtie reforming tmit or
J"etfolet:tm eoking tmit; or other J"etfolet:lm or natt'trttl gft'3 proeess except; statiofl'fl:ey engines, source
located in, or significantly impacting (i.e., 500 ug/m3 on an 8 hour average) on a nonattainment area
for carbon monoxide shall be reduced by use of complete secondary combustion of the waste gas
generated. Removal of 93 percent or more of the carbon monoxide generated shall be considered
equivalent to complete secondary combustion. Existing equipment subject to this Subchapter must
meet the emission limitations as expeditiously as practicable, but no later .than December 31, 1982.
3 years after nonattainment desi~ation by the Administrator.
(b)
New sources. The emission ofcarbon monoxide from any new fetmdfy ettpola; blft'3t
fumaee, bft'3ie oxygen ffirftaee, eata:lytie eraeking tl:ftit; eatalytie refermiag tmit or petrolettm: eoking

Changes are proposed by Wolverine Tube, Inc., 500 Wolverine Road, Shawnee, OK
74801. Wolverine Tube's proposed changes appear in bold italics.

'72 71

tmit, or ether petroleum er mtttl:rftl g~ preeess e-,reept; stationary engines source shall be reduced by
use of complete secondary combustion ofthe. waste gas generated. Removal of 93 percent or more
of the carbon monoxide generated shall be considered equivalent to secondary combustion.
252:100-35-3. Performance testing [REVOKED]
Testing ef eq'tlipmel'lt to cleten'ftil'le if emission stftftda:rds set in this Subchapter ttre met shall
be perfo~med by ·procedures a:s aeeepted by the Exee'tfiiye Direeter.· Promulgated fecientl testing

preeedmes fer si:m:ila:r precesses vlill be eem.idered in meking the dete.r:rr.tiftatitm ofpreeedmes t-o be
ttSeti:

!·
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONS

1445 ROSS AVENUE~ SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-a733

AUG 2 01999
Mr. Scott Thom~ Program Director
Analysis and Inventory Section
Air Quality Division

Oklahoma Department ofEnviromnental QuantY

707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677
Dear Mr. Thomas:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on rules proposed for OJclah.oma Air Pollution
Control rules as listed below.
·
Subchapter 9 Exc~s Emission and Mal:fUnc:tion Reporting Requirements
Subchapter 19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-Burning Equipment
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Fuel-Burning Equipment
Subchapter 21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment·
Appendix D Particulate :Matter Emission Limits for Woad-Waste Burning Equipment
Subchapter 21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industria] and Other Processes and

Operations
.
·
Subchapter 17, Part 7 HOspital. Medical and Infectious Waste Incinerators (HMIWI)
Appendix M EmissionLimits for :a:rvawi
Subchapter 35 Control of~ssion of.Carbon Dioxide
The Agency previously commented on Subchapter 17, Part 1 in a letter 'dated April lS,
1999. and on Subchapter 9 in a letter dated June 11. 1999. More specific comments regarding
Subchapter 9, Subchapter 19. Subchapter 27, and Subchapter 35 arc included in the enclosure to ·
this Jetter. The Pennit by lW.le provisions in Subchapter 27 are being reviewed by the Air
Permitting Section, and comments. as appropriate, will be submitted under a separate cover letter.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules prior to the public
.. hearing on August 24. 1999. Ifyou bave any questions regarding EPA's comments, please feel
free to contact me or Sandra Rennie at (214) 665-7367.

Sincerely yours,

A) .

~J. .. ·n~~
Thomas H Diggs. Chief

IJ u

Air Planning Section

-

Enclosure
cc:

:Ms. Joyce Sheedy
Oklahoma Department ofEnvironmental Quality
lntem•t Address (URL) • http:/..WWW.epa.gov
Recy~•lll• • Printed wllh VageCIIble Oft 9aM<J Inks on Req<decf PIIP"r (Minimum 2S% Poetc:onsumet)
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EP"' REGION 6

Comments for August 24, 1999
Air Quality Council Meeting
Subchapter 9:
We have provided our comments on this subchapter before. In addition. we recommend the
following clarifYing change: Section 3.2(a) the phrase ""not be considered a violation..., be
changed to read ~·not be subject to penalty..... This change will make the proposed rule language
consistent with the EPA's policy on excess emissions.
Subchapter 19:
We are of the opinion that Section 19-4 needs to specifically state. "Particulate emission limits in
this Subchapter are not intende4 to replace any limit established under a federal program.'' .
Subchapter 27
We are ofthe opinion that Section 27-1 needs to specifically state. "Particulate emission limits in
this Subchapter are not intended to replace any limit established unde~ a federal program.••
Furthermore, in Section 27-lO(bX2) substitute the term haul roads with the tenn unpaved roads.
Subchapter 3 5

!·

..

In Section 3 5-1.1 Definitions, we recommend that you make the definitions of existing source and
niiW source consistent with each other by changing the definition of existing source to read, ..
...means any.... constructed or in construction on July 1, 1972 ...."
We are of the opinion that the revocation ~fSectionJS-3. Performance Testing. will weaken the
State Implementation Plan. Although perfonnance testing is addressed in Subchapters &and 43,
Subchapter 8 is not yet approved into the SIP, and Chapter 43 only discusses the requirements for
test procedures and who may conduct the tests. With the revocation of Section 35-3, testing of
equipment that has emission standards set in Subchapter 35 would no longer be required.
Therefore. we oppose revoking Section 35-3.

TOTAL P.02
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4 1982 was replaced with

•

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25

"three years after

5 nonattainment designation by the
6 Administrator" so that it will apply

7 anytime an area is designated nonattainment
8 for carbon mo~oxide.

Finally, Section 35-3, Performance
10 Testing, was revoked because the Air
11 Quality Division is given the authority to
12 request this testing in the Oklahoma Clean
13 Air Act, and performance testing
14 requirements are already provided for in
15 Subchapters 8 and 43.
16
Staff has received the following
17 written comments which I would like to
18 enter into the hearing record. A letter
19 was received on August 16, 1999 from
20 McKinney and Stringer on behalf of Terra
~1 Nitrogen Corporation. In short, these
22 comments wanted the DEQ to determine if
23 Subchapter 35 applies to plants and
24 processes that utilize natural gas as a raw
25 material. Also, they requested whether
9

Page 3
PROCEEDINGS
1
2
MR. DYKE: The next item up for
3 public hearing this afternoon is Item G,
4 OAC 252:100-35, Control of Emission of
5 Carbon Monoxide.

I'll call on staff member
6 Michelle Martinez for the presentation.
1
MS. MARTINEZ: Members ofthe
8 Council, ladies and gentlemen, my name is
9 Michelle Martinez. I work in the Rules and
10 Planning Unit of the Air Quality Division.
11 Today I will discuss the proposed revisions
12 of Subchapter 35, Control of Emission of
13 Carbon Monoxide. The proposed revisions
14 will simplify and clarify Subchapter 35 and
15 are as follows: It was decided to narrow
16 the scope of the subchapter to specific
17 sources that are primary emitters of carbon
18 monoxide, because it is often impossible
19 fot small sources to achieve a ninety-three
20 percent reduction in carbon monoxide
21 . emissions as required by the rule without
22 increasing other emissions.
23
Also, a new Section 35-1.1 was added
11
24 for the definitions "existing source and
11
11
25 new source , which include the compliance

Myers Reporting Service
_.n~

""' .. "'nn'"'

PageS
1 Section 35-2(a) and (b) applied to those
2 sources which meet :the definitions of
3 "existing source 11 and "new sourcen located

4 in or significantly impacting on a
5 nonattainment area for CO.
6

Staff is in the process of preparing

7 written response to those comments as
8 requested by McKinney and Stringer, and
9 they will be addressed at the October 19
10 Council Meeting.
11
Comments from the EPA were received

on Friday, August 20 and a letter including
comments from Crowe and Dunlevy on Behalf
of Wolverine Tube, Inc were received on
Monday, August 23, 1999. Staff has not had
sufficient time to prepare a response to
these comments, so they will be addressed
during the October 19 meeting.
Staff asks that the Council continue
the hearing until the October 19 Council
Meeting to allow further consideration of
22 comments.
23
MR. DYKE: Any questions from the
24 Council of Ms. Martinez? I have notice
25 here that Mark Walker wishes to make some
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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1
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3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
· 15
16
· 17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

comments. 4t's go ahead and do that now.
MR. WALKER: Good afternoon,
Members of the Council. I'm Mark Walker
and I'm with Crowe and Dunlevy, appearing
on behalf of Wolverine Tube, Inc which is a
secondary copper facility in Shawnee. And
we did file written comments on behalf of
Wolverine and I think that they speak for
themselves. I'm not going to add anything
to that.
It is our understanding though, that
the Rules, staff has done their own
independent investigation and intends to
propose an Amended Subchapter 35 that
should be published soon and would be under
consideration at the October meeting. And
based on our understanding of what those
latest revisions will contain, we're in
agreement and support of the staffs
position under those latest revisions.
We'll be back in October and be happy to
discuss it further with you at that time.
Thank you.
MR. DYKE: Any questions of Mr.
Walker? Questions?
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

modification prior to the compliance state
of installation application regulation. It
should say applicable, yes.
MR. BRANECKY: Okay. All right.
MS. MARTINEZ: We probablywhat we decided to do after your comment is
use "in being" on both existing and new
source where they will be consistent.
MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
MR. DYKE: Any additional
questions from the Council? Any additional
questions or comments from the audience?
MR. BREISCH: If there is no more
questions or comments, I'll entertain a
motion to continue this item until the
October 19 regular meeting.
MS. MYERS: I so move.
MR. BRANECKY: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and a second to continue this item.
Questions, comments? If not, Myrna, call
the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.

Page7
MR. BRANECKY: Under the
definition of "existiDg source", the words
"in being", I think that may need to be a
little more clear. I'm not sure that
5 construction has commenced and operation -6 or what does "in being" mean? I noticed in
7 the definition of 11new source" you state
8 "which can commence construction after July
9 1. So, what is meant by "in being"?
10
MS. MARTINEZ: There is a
11 definition in Subchapter 1 of "in being".
12
MR. BRANECKY: Is there?
13
MS. MARTINEZ: Would you like me
14 to read it?
15
MR. BRANECKY: Sure.
16
MS. MARTINEZ: "In being" means
17 as used in the definitions of new
18 installation and existing source, means
19 that an owner/operator has undertaken a
20 continuous program of construction or
21 modification or the owner/operator has
22 entered into a binding agreement or
23 contractual obligation to undertake and
24 complete within a reasonable time a
25 continuous program of construction or

Page 9
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1
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MS. MYERS: Aye.
MS. B..RUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Aye.
That finishes our rulemaking
hearing.
(END OF PROCEEDINGS)
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Page
replaced with "petroleum catalytic cracking
unit" and "petroleum catalytic reforming
unit" to maintain consistency with the
4 existing rule~
5
The term "foundry cupola" was
6 replaced with "gray iron cupola".
7
And in Section 35-2(a), under·
8 Existing Souices, the date of December 31,
9 1982, was replaced with "3 .years after ·
10 nonattainment designation by the · .
11 Administrator" so tha~ it will appiy
12 anytime an area is designated nonattainmcnt
13 for carbon monoxide.
14
: . Finally, Section 35-3, Performance ·
15 Testing, was "revoked because performance
16· testing requirements are already provided
17 for in Subchapters 8 and43.
18
Comments were received on Monday,
19 October 18;1999, from the EPA supporting
20 the amendments to Subchap~ 35, which I
21 ~auld like to enter lnto·the record at this
22 time.
23 ·
Comments were previously received
24 from McKinney & Stringer on behalf of Terra
25 Nitrogen. ·Crowe & Dunlevy, ~n behai£: of
1
2
3

25-

·-
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PROCEEDINGS
2
MR. DYKE: The next item on the
3 agenda, Item SF, OAC 252:100-35, Control of
4 Emission of Carbon Monoxide, Amended. 1'll
5 Call on staff member, Michelle Martinez. ·
6
MS. MARTINEZ: Members of the
7 Council, ladies and gentlemen, today staff · ·
8 is proposing to amend Subchapter 35,
9 ·Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide.
10 The· proposed revisions will simplify and
11 clarify Subchapter 35 and are as follows:
12 .
· It was decided to narrow the scope ··
13 of the subchapter to specific sources that
14 are the primary emitters of carbon ·
·
~5 monoxide, because it is often impossible
16 for small sources to achieve a 93 percent
17 ·reduction in carbon monoXide emissions as
18 required by the rule, without increasing
19 other emissions.
20
Also, a new Section 35-1.1, was
21 added for the def"mitions "existing source"
22 and "new source", which include the
23. compliance dates for those sources.
24
The tenns "catalytic cracking unit"
25 and "catalytic refonning unit" were
1

·

Page

Wolverine Tube and the· EPA. Those comments
and staffs response have been included in
your council packet and copies are on the
4 table.
s
The notice :for·today' s hearing was .
6 published in the Oldah9II1a Register on
7 September 15, 1999. Subchapter 35 Vias also
8 brought to the Council for·consideration on
9 October 19, 1999. There is a compelling
10 public interest in adopting tbis rule as an
11 emergency rule, which is that it will
12 directly impact the state's Title V
13 permitting process. Oklahoma is in·the
14 midst of preparing an~ issuing its first
15 draft of Title V permits. To keep this -.
16 process -movfug forward and to aid b<1tll
17 permit writers and the effected companie~
18 in interpreting and implementing this rule,
19 staff recommends that the changes to
20 Subchapter 35 be adopted as an emergency
21 rule as well as a permanent rule.
22
MR. DYKE: We have someone from
23 Wolverine Tube who wishes to comment.
24 Would you like to hear her comments before
25 your questions? Ms. Burnett.
13
1
2
·3

7Z
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1
2

MS. BURNETT: Thank you. I'm

LeAnne Blirnett and I'm here today
3 representing Wolverine Tube. Wolverine
4 Tube is the only .secondary copper facility
5 in Oklahoma. So I guess I'm speaking for
6 the secondary copp.er industry in Oklahoma;
7 because that's it. .
8
We support the staff's revision to,
9 Subchapter 35, in particular the change
IO from 11founchy cupola11 to '.'gray iron
11 cupola 11 , We believe that that is· a ,: ·.
I2 clarification to the rule and nothing more.
·13 And I ·believe that if you all have had a .
I4 cha~ce to review the written cominen~ that
I5 we prepared on behalf of Wolverine, that
16 · explains why we believe that the change is
I7 merely a clarification. It is consistent :
18 with the DEQ's historic application of this
19 rule in that it's never applied to the
...
20 secondyy copper facility. It is als~·
21 consistent with the application for carbon .
22 monoxide standards in other states. Other.
23 states such as Texas and Louisiana have and
24 others have similar rules that all apply· to ..·
25 gray .iron foundry cupolas or gray iron · . ·

October 19, 1999
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Page 8

method of operation or a modification in
the NSPS sense.
3
So I wanted to make sure that we
4 clarified, since it'~ not in this rule,
5 it's obviously going to have to be ·
· . 6 defaulted to another rule wQ.at we mean by
7 modification there. Because, for example,
8 in fluid cat-ciackers at petroleum
9 refineries,. you can have an increase jn
I o carbon monoxide just from a change in the
11 · carbon content of the feed stock. No other
I2 physical change, no change in the method of
13 operation, just a feed stock that has a .
14 little more carbon in it, so it lays a
15 little more carbon down on the catalyst, so
16 when you burn it off you get a little
I7 carbon monoxide. Now, is that' or is that
· 18 not - is a change in feed stock quality,
19 is that or. is that not a modification that
20 would trip this regulation? And that's
21 debated forever in New Source Performance
22 Standards.·
.23 .
;EPA has taken the position, for
24 example, that S02 emission increases from .
.25 refineries are modifications of the
I

2

4 simply a clarification. We would urge that·
this rule be adopted as an emergency
6 measure because it does impact directly
7 Woiverine Tube's Title V Pennitting
8 Application. ·.
9
.
MR. DYKE: Any questions of Ms.
10 Martinez or Ms. Burnett from the Council?
II Anyone else wishing to make comment on this
I2 rule? Bill.
I3
MR. FISHBACK: The question I·
I4 have is in the definition of "ex.isting
15 source"-. It lists the units to which the ·
16 rule applies, and if they are in ex.istence
I7 or ~ being on July 1 of '72, and not
18 modified thereafter, so as to increase tQe
19 emissions of carbon monoxide.
20
There is an ongoing debate with New
2I Source Performance Standards as to what is
22 and what is not modification. And it is
23 certainly possible for units built prior to
24 '72 to have an increase in carbon monoxide
25 emissions without a physical change in the
!S
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1 cupolas.
2
And finally, I suppose that it
3 maintains the status quo because it is

-...

equipment, even if the Only reason for
those S07 emission increases is because
3 there is more sulphur :41 the crude.
4
So this is a very important point
5 here and I don't believe there is any .
6 intent in this rule one way or the other,
7 but I wanted to ask the staff and go on the
8 record as what do we mean in that
9 definition by the word modified? · What are
10 we defaulting to there?
11
MS. MARTINEZ: We have a
12 defmition in Subchapter 1 of modification
13 which we fall back on.
14
MR. FISHBACK: And what does it
IS say specifically - right there?
I6
MS. MARTINEZ: Uh-huh. rrr
17
MR. FISHBACK: A physical change
18 or change in ~ method of operation. So
19 that's basically the NSPS definition, which
20 results in the emission of any air
21 .Pollutant not previously ·emitted or an
22 increase, right? Okay.
23
Now, we would be going down the same
24 path there because physical change or
25 change in the method of operation has been
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Page 10
constnied hi some context by EPA change in
2 method of operation is change in the
· 3 quality of feed stock. So what does the
4 DEQ staff -- do they consider changing feed
s stock quality a change in the method of .
6 operation or not? That definjtion is clear
1 to me, but how is it being applied? y au
8 don't know? Okay.
is a real risk in
9 that, and it's occurred over and over ·
IO again, I would love some clarity in the
II def:urition of what modification is~ I mean
I2 .I understand the words. And I may
13 interpret those words differently than
I4 someone who is bringing·an enforcement
. IS action because I had an increase in carbon
I6 monoxide because my cat~ feed got a
I7 little bit heavier and· had a little more .
I8 carbon in it And I didn'·t spend a dime, I
I9 just ran a different feed stock.
20
" , MR. ~ON: Bill, I share that
2I desire to have that definition of
22 modification. I don't think you are going
23 io get ther~ during this Council meeting.
24
MR. FISHBACK.: I would agree with
2S you on· that. ·

Page
source that is modified .after a certain
date, so as to increase the emission of
3 carbon monoxide. But I agree with what
4 you're saying.
s
MS. HOFFMAN: That was not
6 modified after July 1, 1972.
7
MR. WILSON: I'm sorry. Okay,
8 you are. excluding modification?
.
9
MS. HOFFMAN: It would become a
IO new source.
11
MR. WILSON: Okay. I see what
I2 you are saying. If the source was modified
13 after 1972, and ·its emissi~s of carbon ·
I4 monoxide increased, it would no longer meet
1s the definitfcm of existing source?
I6
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
I7
MR. WIT..SON: But Mr. Fishback's
I8 comments were accurate in that you are able
19 . to increase carbon monoxide emissions
20 without a modification, as modifications
2I are defined in NSPS.
22
MR. KILPATRICK: How are.you
23 interpreting the. defmition of
24 modification.
25
MR. WILSON: But I don't.think-

I

I
2
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MS. MAR11NEZ: Subchapter 1 is
due for rcwrite/dewrong and it's' one of the
3 last subchapters, so it will be sometime
4 next year.
s
MR. WILSON: I believe that this
6 definition does need some help because it
7 really tries to redefine what modification
8 is by saying, so as to increase the
9 emission of carbon monoxide. And so really
10 the definition that's offered here is
II somewhat in conflict with the defmition of
I2 modification. And I would recommend that a
I3 period be put after the word "thereafter"
I4 and we wili leave off the ·rest of that
IS sentence which reads, "so as to increase
I6 the emission of carbon monoxide". ·
17
MS. HOFFMAN: Excuse me, Joel. I
IS believe that's- what's in the defmition
I9 of modification is that there has to be an
20 increase in the emissions. Therefcn:e, I
21 don't see any inconsistency between that
22 wording in Subchapter 35 and the definition
23 of modification in· Subchapter 1.
24
MR. WILSON: Well, an existing
25 source under this definition would be any
1

2

. Page 1
MR. K1LPATRICK: Changing the
modification is to change to improve the
3 content or change the operating
4 modification. That's the problem. How do
s you interpret that? . EPA I

2

'6
7
8
9

IO
. II
I2
I3
I4
IS
I6
I7
· I8
I9
20
2I
22
23

24
25

MR. FISHBACK: There is some -this issue that we're discussing is
addressed in the definition of modification
in Subchapter 1, but it still has not
.
worked in all cases. It says the following
shall not be considered· a change in method ·
of operation. And one of those things
that's not a change in method of opera'Uon
is change in fuel or raw material if the.
unit was designed to handle it to begin
with. Now that would seem to protect you
from this issue of change in feed stock
quality.
But in their national rcfmery
enforcement initiative, EPA has targeted
refineries on the Very issue of increased
S02 emissions when the only reason is

7 Z g3.....
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increase in :sulphur content accrued. And
you would think that this language would
3 protect you against that. You didn't spend
4 a dime on equipment, all you did was buy
5 different quality crude. With the issue at
6 hand here in Subchapter 35, you didn't
7 spend a dime on your cat-cracker, you just
8 fed it a feed stock with a little more
9 carbon. You would think that would protect
· 10 you, but I would really like to see the
11 definition of modification expanded to say
12 -- see it doesn't say.. It says alternate
13 fuels or raw materials that are different
14 arc okay, and maybe we ought to change that
15. if we have the opportunity next year to say
16 including changes in feed stock quality.
17
. · MS. MYERS: I'm a little:bit
18 confused. Bill. This looks like Subchapter
19 35 and you are trying to rewrite Subchapter
20 1.
/
21
MR. FISHBACK:. That's the issue
22 that she raised. We have the def'mition of
23 modification in Subchapter 1 which.. . ~-. .
24 Subchapter 35 relies.on, but it doesn't...
25 offer the protection that we're seeking.
I
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MR. BRANECKY: So moved.
~
2
MR. FALLON: Second.
3
MR. BREISCH: I've got motion and
4 a second. Any further comments? Myrna,
5 call the roll.
6
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
7
MR.. WILSON: Aye.
8
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
9
MR. FALLON: Yes. ·
10
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myei-s.
11
MS. MYERS: Aye.
12
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
13
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
14
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
16
11
18

19
20.
21

22
23
24

25
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today.

MR. FISHBACK: Can't do it today.
6 But I just wanted to bring that up, that
7 modi:tlcation is a real tricky issue.
8
MR. DYKE: Any other questions or
9 conunents? ·
10
.
MR. KILPATRICK: I have a
11 question on the definition of "existing
12 source". The fifth line down, example
13 (...reading from booklet. •.), is that the
14 current standard-- carbon monoxide
15 standard?
16
MS. MARTINEZ: That language was
17 not changed at all.
18
MR. KILPATRICK: So that's the
19 old standard?
20
MS. MARTINEZ: Yes.
21 ·
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
22 or comments from the Council?
23
MR. BREISCH: I'll entertain a
24 motion to ~commend this to the Board for
25 emergencyJpennanent adoption.
.

17

Clll\:rl:l'l:CA'l'll

1

· 1 So you are right, ultimately we've got to.
2 address this in Subchap~r 1 apparently.
3
MS. MYERS: . We can't do that
4

MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
(End of Proceedings)
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SUBCHAPTER 37. CONTROL OF EMISSIONS
OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-37-1. Purpose

Too

purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of organic materials from
stationary sources to protect and enhance the air quality to insure that the Oklahoma air
quality standard is not exceeded and significant deterioration preventedThe purpose of
this Subchapter is to reduce the formation of ozone by controlling the emissions of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from stationary sources.

252:100-37-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.;.:
"Acrylic" means a chemical coating containing polymers or co-polymers of acrylic or
substitute acrylic acid in combination with suitable resinous modifiers and its . The
primary mode of cure is solvent evaporation.
"Alkyd primer" means a chemical coating composed primarily of alkyd applied to a
surface to provide a firm bond between the substrate and any additional-paintcoating.
"Custom product finishesfinish" means a proprietary chemical coating designed for a
specific customer and ~use.
"Cutba~k asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum
distillate.
"Drilling or production facility" means all drilling and servicing equipment, wells,
flow lines, separators, equipment, gathering lines, and auxiliary non-transportationrelated equipment used in the production of petroleum but does not include natural
gasoline plants.
"Effiuent water separator" means any tank, box, sump, or other container in which any
material compound VOC floating on1 er-entrained in, or contained in water entering sooh
tar.k, box, sump or other the container is physically separated and removed from such-the
water prior to outfall, drainage, or recovery of such discharge of the water from the
container.
"Epoxy" means a chemical coating containing epoxy groups and suitable chemical
cross-linking agents. Epo:xies prime The primary mode of cure involves a chemical
reaction between the epoxy and the cross-linking agent.
"Lease custody transfer" means the transfer of produced crude oil and/or condensate,
after processing and/or treating in the producing operations, from storage vessels or
automatic transfer facilities to pipelines or any other form of transportation.
"Maintenance finishesfinish" means a chemical coating formulated to form a protection
ef- that protects a given substrate to adverse chemical or physical conditionconditions.
"Nitrocellulose laequerslacquer (NC lacquer)" means a chemical coating containing
nitrocellulose and suitable resinous modifiers, and 'Nhose. The primary mode of cure is
solvent evaporation.
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"Orga&ie materials" means chemical compooods of carlJon exclading carlJon
monoxides, carlJon dioxide, carlJonic acid, metallic carlJides, metal carlJonates and
ammonium carlJonates.
"Refi&ery" means any facility engaged in prodacing gasoline, kerosene, fuel oils or
other prodacts throagh distillation of crude oil or throagh redistillation, cracking or
reforming of llllfinished hydrocarlJon derivatives.
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle which that meets any one
of the following conditions.;..:.
(A) -the-The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below the surface of the liquid
in the receiving vessel for at least 95 percent of the volume filled_~.:.
(B) the-The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less than 6 inches from the
bottom of the receiving vesselt.:.
(C)-theThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less than 2 pipe or nozzle
diameters from the bottom of the receiving vessel~.:.
(D) other eqaivalent methods acceptable to the Execative Director.
"Vinyl" means a chemical coating containing plasterized plasticized or anplasterized
unplasticized polymers and co-polymers of vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl
alcohols or their condensation products and the . The primary mode of cure is solvent
evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any compound containing carlJon and
hydrogen or containing carlJon and hydrogen in combination with any other element
'illhich has a vapor pressare of 1.5 poWlds per sqaare inch absolate or greater Wlder actual
storage conditionsof carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid,
metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium carbonate, which participates in
atmospheric photochemical reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100
(s) (1) will be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will not be
considered to be a VOC ..
"Volatile orga&ie solvent (VOS)" means any organic compol:lild which participates in
atmospheric photochemical reactions; that is, any organic compoWld other than those
v,rhich the EPA Administrator designates as having negligible photochemical reactivity.
VOS may be measared by the EPA VOC reference method.
252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
_(a) New sourees. Any new soarce calcalated to emit an organic material to the

atmosphere either as a solvent or a reactant will be sabject to permitting l:lilder OAC
252:100 7, and with the application of Best PAtailable Control Technology.
_(b) Complianee sehedu.le.
(1) All eqaipment and process pre:Yioasly regalated ander OAC 252: 100 3 7 and
252:100 39 and its effecti:Ye dates of Jaly 1, 1972 and December 8, 1974 mast still

abide by those dates.
f2j--(a) New sources. In all areas except AQMA's, this This Subchapter shall apply to
all new installations of any equipment or processes described in this Subchapter,after
the effective date of December 28, 1974.
fJ1(b) Existing sources. Pro:Yisions Sections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37, and 38 of this
Subchapter relating to control of VOC shall apply to all new and existing installations
of any equipment or processes in use and described in this Subchapter that are located
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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in A..ir Quality Maintenance Areas (AQl\4JVs) as classified by the Environmental
Protection Agency with regard to hydrocarbons and photochemical oxidantsTulsa
County or Oklahoma County, and becomeafter the effective on June 8, 1979;
provided, ho•Never, that existing installations shall have twenty foyr (24) months
from the effective date •.vithin which to comply vlith this Subchapterdate of June 9,
1981. Except that the The retrofit requirements for crude petroleum storage taEks
vlill be limited vessels apply only to to tanks-vessels of greater than 10,000 barrel
420,000 gal (1,590 m3) capacity.
(c) Permit-by-rule facilities. This Subchapter does not apply to facilities
registered under the VOC storage and loading facility permit-by-rule except as
provided for in Part 9.
(4) Provisions of this Subchapter relating to the control of organic solvent shall be as
specified in the applicable Section.
252:100-37-4. Exemptions
(a) Organic materials as used VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1.5 pounds per square
inch absolute (psia) under actual storage conditions are exempt from in-252:100-37-15
through 252:100 37 18252:100-37-16 and , and 252:100 37 27 and 252:100 37 28,
252:100-37-35 through 252:100-37-38 will not include: Methane (Cf4) or any material
otherwise included which has. vapor pressure of less than 1.5 pounds per square inch
absolute under actual storage conditions.
(b) Petroleum or condensate stored, processed, treated, loaded, and/or treated transferred
at a drilling or production facility prior to lease custody transfer is exempt from this
Subchapter. This exemption also includes transfer and loading operationsMethanol
stored at a drilling or production facility for use on site is also exempt from this
Subchapter.
@Lfc}-The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or burning of organic materials
VOCs on a farm or ranch, when such VOCs are used for agricultural purposes on
fanns and ranches said farm or ranch, is exempted from all provisions of 252:10037-15 through 252:100 37 18, and 252:100 37 27 and 252:100 37 28, 252:100-3716,252:100-37-35 through 252:100-37-38,252:100:39-41, and 252:100-39-42.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance
Any vapor-loss control devices, packing glands and mechanical seals required by this
Subchapter shall be properly installed, maintained, and operated.

PART 3. CONTROL OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
VOCs IN STORAGE AND LOADING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-15. Storage ofvolatile argani~ ~ampoundsVOCs
(a) Storage capabilities greater than 40,000 gallons. No person shall build, sell, or
install or permit the bwlding or installation of any oow stationary tank, reservoir or other
containerEach VOC storage vessel with a capacity of more than 40,000 gallons (150,000
liters) capacity which will be used for storage of any organic materials, unless such tank,
reservoir or other container is to gal (151 m 3) shall be a pressure tank-vessel capable of
OAC252:l00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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maintaining working pressures safficient at all times to that prevent organic vapor or gas
the loss of VOC to the atmosphere or is designed, and will be bailt and shall be equipped
with one of the following vapor-loss control devices.;.!
( 1) A-An external floating roof., consisting ofthat consists of a pontoon type, internal
floating cover or double-deck type roof, which vlill cover, or a fixed roof with an
internal-floating cover. The cover shall rest on the surface of the liquid contents and
at all times (i.e., off the leg supports), except during initial fill when the storage vessel
is completely emptied, or during refilling. When the cover is resting on the leg
supports, the process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall be continuous and shall be
accomplished as rapidly as possible. The floating roof shall be equipped with a
closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the roekover edge and tank-vessel
wall. Sach floating Floating roofs are not appropriate control devices if the organic
materials VOCs have a vapor pressure of -l-l----!.L.lJ>oands per square ineh absolate
psia(568 mm Hg) (76.6kPa) or greater under actual conditions. All gauging and
sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(2) A vapor-recovery system consisting that consists of a vapor-gathering system
capable of collecting 85 percent or more of the uncontrolled organic material VOCs
that would otherwise be emitted to the atmosphere-;- and~ vapor-disposal system
capable of processing sach organic material so as these VOCs to prevent their
emission to the atmosphere and with all tank . All vessel gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(3) Other equipment or means methods that are of equal efficiency for purposes of air
pollution control as-_may be used when approved by the Ex:ecative Division Director
prior to installation.
(b) Storage Capacities of 400 gallons and greater. No person shall baild, sell, or
install or permit the bailding or installation of a new stationary organie material Each
VOC storage tank-vessel with a capacity of 400 gallons (1520 liters) gal (1.5 m3) o~
or more ooless sach tank is shall be equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe er-is
eqaipped with an organic matsrial ~vapor-recovery system as required in 252:100 37
~252:100-37-15 (a) (2) .•
Exemptions. VOC storage vessels that are subject to equipment standards (e.g., a fixed
roof in combination with an internal floating cover, an external floating roof, or a
closed vent system and control device) in 40 CFR 60 Subparts K, Ka, or Kb are
exempt from the requirements of252:100-37-15 (a) and (b).

-

252:100-37-16. Loading of volatile organie eompoundsVOCs
(a) Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000 gallons/day.
(1) No person shall baild or install or permit the bail ding or installation of a
stationary organic material Each VOC loading facility ha'ling with a throughput
greater than 40,000 gallons per day gal/d (151,416 1/d) from its aggregate loading
pipes anless sach loading faeility is shall be equipped with a vapor-collection and
disposal system eF-unless all tank trucks or trailers are bottom loading loaded with
elosed hatches closed, properly installed, in good working order and in operation.
~( 1) Vapor-collection and disposal system. When loading in a vapor eollsction
and disposal system is effected throagh the hatehes of a tank truck or trailer with a
loading arm sqaipped with a vapor eollseting adaptor; pneumatic, hydraalic or other
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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mechanical means shall be provided to force a vapor tight seal betv.,een the adaptor
and the hatch.
(A) Vapor-collection portion of the system.
(i) When loading VOCs through the hatches of a tank truck or trailer, using a
loading ann equipped with a vapor collecting adaptor, a pneumatic, hydraulic, or
mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal between the
adaptor and the hatch.
_(3)A means shall be provided in either system to prevent organic material drainage
from the loading device ·.vhen it is removed from any tank truck or trailer, or to
accomplish complete drainage before removal.
(4-)(ill When loading is effected through means other than hatches, all loading and
vapor lines shall be equipped with fittings which that make vapor-tight connections
and which must be closed when disconnected or which close automatically when
disconnected.
WCB) Vapor-disposal portion of he system. The vapor-disposal portion of the
system shall consist of. one ofthe follo•Hing:
Will_ a vapor-liquid absorber system with a minimum recovery efficiency of 90
percent by weight of all the organic material VOC vapors and gases entering such
disposal system,; or~
tB)(ill_ a variable-vapor space tank, compressor, and fuel-gas system of sufficient
capacity to receive all organic material VOC vapors and gases displaced from the
tank trucks and trailers being loaded.
(2) Prevention of VOC drainage. A means shall be provided in either loading system
specified in subsection (a) to prevent VOC drainage from he loading device when it is
removed from any tank truck or trailer, or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(b) Loading facilities with throughput equal to or less than 40,000 gallons per day.
(1) No person shall build or install or permit the building or installation of a
stationary organic material Each loading pipe at a VOC loading facility having a with
an aggregate throughput of 40,000 gallons (150,000 liters) per day gal/d (151 ,416 1/d)
or less from its aggregate loading pipes unless each is shall be equipped with a system
for submerged filling of tank trucks or trailers properly installed, in good working
order and operating in such a mar..ner that which is installed and operated to maintain
a 97 percent submergence factor is maintained.
_____ill(2)-Paragraph 252:100-37-16(b)(l) apply applies to any facility which that loads
organic materials VOCs into any tank truck or trailer with a capacity greater than 200
gal (757 1) which is designed for transporting organic materials and having a capacity in
excess of200 gallons (760 liters)VOCs.
(c) Exemptions. Loading facilities subject to the requirements of 40 CFR Subpart
XX or 40 CFR 63 Subpart Rare exempt from the requirements of 252:100-37-16 (a)
and (b).

252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-37-37]
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No person shall build or install or permit the building or installation of a single or
multiple compartment organic material water separator which receives effluent v,zater
containing 200 gallons (760 liters) a day or more or any organic material from any
equipment processing, refining, treating, storing or handling organic materials Wlless the
compartment receiving said effluent v.rater is equipped with one of the following
vapor loss control devices, properly installed, in good v.~rking order and in operation:
(1) A container having all openings sealed and totally enclosing the liquid contents.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas tight e:;~wept when gauging or sampling
is taking place. The oil removal devices shall be gas tight except v,rhen manual
skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress;
(2) A container equipped \'lith a floating roof, consisting of a pontoon type,
double deck type roof, or internal floating cover, which will rest on the surface of the
contents and is equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the
roof edge and container wall. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place. The oil removal devices shall be
gas tight except 'Nhen manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress;
(3) A container equipped with a vapor recovery system, consisting of a
vapor gathering system capable of collecting the organic material vapors and gases
discharged and a vapor disposal system capable of processing such organic material
vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to the atmosphere and with all tank
gauging and sampling devices gas tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The organic material removal devices shall be gas tight except when manual
skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress; or,
(4) Containers equipped with controls of equal efficiency provided such equipment is
submitted to and approv:ed by the Executive Director.
252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-37-38]
No person shall build or install or permit the building or installation of any pump or
compressor handling organic material compounds unless rotating type pumps and
compressors are equipped with mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency;
or reciprecating type pumps and cempressors are equipped with packing glands preperly
installed and in goad 'Norking order such that the emissions frem the drain recovery
system are limited to two cubic inches of liquid organic material in any 15 minute period
at standard conditions per pump or compressor.

-

PART 5. CONTROL OF ORG..<\NIC SOLVENTS
VOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products
(a) Standards. No ovmer er operator subject to the provision of this Sectien shall
discharge or cause the discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line or
individual coating operation any organic selvent in excess of the ameunts, listed in the
following table, per gallon of coating, excluding \\rater, delivered to too coating
appllicator. No owner or operator of any coating line or coating operation with VOC
emissions shall use coatings that as applied contain VOCs in excess ofthe amounts listed
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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below. (Limits are expressed in pounds of VOC per gallon of coating, excluding the
volume of any water and exempt organic compounds.)[applicator in SIP]
Type of coating

Pounds of organic solvent per gallon of paint (less •.vater)
Jan. 79 Jan. 81
Jan.82
limit
limit
limit

Alkyd primer
5.6
5.2
6.4
6.4
Vinyls
NC lacquers
6.8
6.6
Acrylics
6.4
6.4
Epoxies
5.6
5.2
Maintenance finishes
5.6
5.2
Custom products finishes 6.8
6.6
(1) Alkyd primer- 4.8
(2) Vinyls - 6.0
(3) NC lacquers - 6.4
(4) Acrylics - 6.0
(5) Epoxies - 4.8
(6) Maintenance finishes - 4.8
Custom products finsihes - 6.5

-

4.8
6.0
6.4
6.0
4.8
4.8
6.5

(b) Plant-wide emission plan. An o•.vner/operator may d@'lelop a plant wide emission
plan instead of having each coating line comply with the emission limitations pn~scribed
in the table in (a) of this section, provided:
.OlJBDevelopment of a plant-wide emission plan.
An owner or operator may
develop a plant-wide emission plan instead of having each coating line comply
with the VOC content limitations in 252:100-37-25 (a). If the following
conditions are met.
~The owner or operator demonstrates, by means of approved material balance
or manual emission test methods, by the methods in 252:100-5-2.1 (d) that sufficient
reductions in organic solvents emissions of VOCs may be obtained by controlling other
facilities sources within the plant to the extent necessary to compensate for all excess
emissions which that result from one or more coating lines not achieving the prescribed
limitation. Such demonstration shall be described made in writing and shall include:
WillA~ complete description of the coating line or lines which that vlill not
cannot comply with the emission VOC content limitation in 252:100-37-25(a);
~Quantificationquantification of emissions, in terms of pounds per day of
organic solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the prescribed emission VOC
content limitation for each coating line described under 252:100 37
25(b)(l)(A252:100-37-25 (b) (1) (A) (i);
~(iii) A-~complete description of each facility and the related control system, if
any, for those facilities within the plant wherehow emissions will be decreased~
specific sources to compensate for excess emissions from each coating line
described under 252:100 37 25(b)(l)(A)252:100-37-25 (b) (1) (A) (i) and the date
on which such reductions will be achieved;
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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fi)t(iv) Quantification quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds per day of
organic solventsVOCs, for each facility source described under 252:100 37
25(b)(l)(C)252:100-37-25 (b) (1) (A) (iii), both before and after the improvement
or installation of any applicable control system, or operational changes to such a
facility or facilities to reduce emissions and the date on which such reductions
will be achieved; and,
(e)M A-~description of the procedures and methods used to determine the
emissions of. organic solventsV OCs.
~@} th0-Theplant-wide emission reduction plan does not include decreases in
emissions resulting from requirements of other applicable air pollution rules. ---+h0
plant wide emission reduction plan may include decreases in emissions accomplished
through installation or improYement of a control system or through physical or
operational changes to facilities, including permanently reduced production or closing
a facility, located on the premises of a surface coating operation.
(J.)(2) Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. tlw-The implementation of a
plant-wide emission reduction plan instead of compliance with the emissions VOC
content limitation prescribed in 252:100-37-25(a) has been expressly must be
approved in writing by the Exscutive Division Director. Upon approval, any
emissions in excess of those established for each facility under the plan shall be a
violation of this Subchapter.
_(c) Emission limitation. No person shall discharge into the atmosphere more than 3,000
pounds of organic materials in any one day nor more than 450 pounds in any one hour
from any article, machine, equipment or other contrivance in vfhich any organic solYent
or any material containing such solvent is employed or applied, unless such discharge has
been reduced by at least 85 percent or has applied BACT or better as determined by the
Executi¥e Director.
(d)~ Exemption. Owners or operators of sources that are computed to emit less than
100 pounds of organic solvsnt VOC per 24 hr./day 24-hour day are exempt from the
requirements of this Section.
(e)@ Alternate standard. Emissions The use of coating with VOC contents in excess
ofthose permitted by 252:100-37-25(a) through 252:100 37 25(d) are or 252:100-37-25
~allowable ifboth of the following conditions are met:·:.
(1) VOC emissions are reduced to the quantity that would result in the absence of
control are reduced occur if the coating used complied with the VOC content allowed
in252:100-37-25 (a) by:
(A) _90 percent, by incineration; er,
ffiL(B) 85 percent, by absorption or any other process of equivalent reliability
and effectiveness; and,absorption/adsorption; or,
(C) any other process of equivalent reliability and effectiveness.
(2) -oo-No air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act, results.
252:100-37-26. Clean up with organic solvents
Emissions of organic materials to ths atmosphere from the clean up with organic
solvents, as defined in 252:100 37 2, VOCs of any article, machine, or equipment or
other contrivance used in applying coatings controlled in 252:100-37-25(a) through
252:100 37 25(d) 252:100-37-25 (d) shall be included with the other emissions of
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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organic solvents from the coating line or operation counted in determining compliance
with those rules.

PART 7. CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES
252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
(a) Ethylene manufacturing emissions. No person owner or operator shall build or
install or permit the building or installation of any ethylene manufacturing plant unless
the waste-gas stream under normal operating conditions is properly burned at 1,3000F,
for 0.3 seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner equipped with an indicating
pyrometer which that is positioned in the working area for the operator's ready
monitoring or an equally effective catalytic vapor incinerator also with pyrometer.
Proper burning of the waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98 percent of the
ethylene emissions originally present in the waste-gas stream.
(b) Vapor blowdown. Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for the Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline," or any State of
Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person shall emit organic gases to the atmosphere owner
or operator shall allow VOC gases to be emitted from a vapor recovery blowdown system
unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares, or an equally effective control device
as approved by the Executive Division Director.

c-

-

252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment
No person shall cause or allO'i'/ the emission of hyerocarbons or other organic materials
from any fuel burning or refuse burning e'!UiPment. _All sush-fuel-burning or refuseburning equipment shall be operated as--to minimize sush-emissions of VOC. Among
other things, such operation shall assure, based on manufacturer's data and good
engineering practice, that the equipment is not overloaded,;_ that it is properly cleanedl.
operated, and maintained,,;_and that temperature and available air are sufficient to
provide essentially complete combustion.
252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators
A single-compartment or multiple-compartment VOC/water separator that receives
effluent water containing 200 gal/d (760 1/d) or more of any VOC from any equipment
processing, refining, treating, storing or handling VOCs shall comply with one of the
following sets of conditions.
(1 )Q= The container totally encloses the liquid contents and all openings are sealed.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(2) The container is equipped with an external floating roof that consists of a
pontoon type or double-deck type cover, or a fixed roof with an internal-floating
cover. The cover shall rest on the surface of the contents and be equipped with a
closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the cover edge and container
wall. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging
or sampling is taking place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except
when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(3) The container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system that consists of a vaporgathering system capable of collecting the VOC vapors and gases discharged and
a vapor-disposal system capable of processing such vapors and gases to prevent
their emission to the atmosphere. All tank gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place. The VOC removal
devices shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair
is in progress.
(4) The container is approved prior to use by the Division Director and is equipped
with controls that have efficiencies equal to the controls listed in 252:100-37-37
(1) through (3).

252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors
(a) Any pump or compressor handling VOCs shall meet the following conditions.
( 1) Rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped with mechanical seals or
other equipment of equal efficiency.
(2) Reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped with packing glands.
(3) Emissions from the drain recovery system do not exceed 2 in? of liquid VOC in
any 15-minute period per pump or compressor at standard conditions.
(b) Pumps and compressors subject to the standards for pumps and compressors
contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV, GGG, or KKK are exempt from 252:100-3738.
PART 9.

PERMIT BY RULE FOR VOC STORAGE AND LOADING
FACILITIES

252: 100-37-41. Applicability
Any new VOC storage and/or loading facility may be constructed and any existing
VOC storage and/or loading facility may be operated under this Part if the following
conditions are met.
(1) The facility is located in an area designated as unknown or attainment for ozone.
(2) Each storage vessel located at the facility meets one of the following criteria.
(A) The storage capacity is 19,813 gal (75m3) or less.
3
(B) The storage capacity is greater than 19,813 gal (75 m ) but less than 39,889
3
gal ( 151 m ) and the liquid stored has a maximum true vapor pressure less
than 0.51 psia (3.5 kPa).
(3)The facility is designed to have a throughput of 19,998 gal/d (75,700 1/d) or less
from the aggregate loading pipes.
(4)The facility meets the requirements of252:100-7-60 (a), (b), and (c).

-

252:100-37-42. Permit-by-rule requirements
(a) An owner or operator shall submit annual emission inventory reports and meet the
requirements of252:100-37-5, regarding operation and maintenance, and 252:10037-38, regarding pumps and compressors.
(b) No owner or operator shall build or install a new stationary VOC storage vessel
with a capacity of 400 gal (1.5 m 3) or greater unless it is equipped with a permanent
submerged fill pipe as defined in 252:100-37-2.
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(c) No owner or operator shall build or install a stationary VOC loading facility unless
each loading pipe is equipped with a system for submerged filling of tank trucks or
trailers which is installed and operated to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor.
(d) The owner or operator of a vessel with a storage capacity greater than 10,567 gal
(40 m3) shall maintain records on site of the dimensions of the storage vessel and an
analysis showing the capacity.

-
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________ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
-

Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency lillJ.S1 publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency ~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAFfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONfROL

[OAR Docket #98-1216]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Appendix E .. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
.
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 1. Permits for MinorSources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Appendix L. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25, Smoke.
Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapt~r 37.
Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
.
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Summary:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA r~sed the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (ug!m3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ugtm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ug!m3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr"concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
m.axunum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
com~liance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
preVIous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter 7 will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for
July 15, 1998

Permit by Rule· (PBR) facilities. This will allow those
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which are
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) and
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain
an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify
for PBR Each Subchapter containing a PBR for specific
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. The
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section to
both subcbapters. The PBR will streamline the permitting
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an
individual air quality permit. Also, a new Appendix L is
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PBR
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
25 · would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the
Department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil
fuel-f.tred steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, the
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix P
requirements those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and . sources scheduled for
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for
approval of alternative monitoring requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visil,>le emissions during short-term
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain methods for determining
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 37
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correct
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone and
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapters
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction of.
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
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Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37~2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of voc. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent ,with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. 'The second·substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37~36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requ~;Sting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board,27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2~101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:'
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, .through Thesday, August 18,
1998. 1b be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be ·submitted to the
contact person byThesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Thesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, August 18, 1998- 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Room 101, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
COPiES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained ·
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
. Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
{Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oktalloma Regismr (Volume 15, Number 18)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to tb .-.
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a pubh~.
hearing on June 16, 1998.
PERSONS wrm DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

{OAR Docket #98-1216; filed 6-25-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 100. Am. POLLUTION CO
0

[OAR Docket #98-1217}

INTENDED ULEMAKING ACI'ION~
Notice
EMERGE
and
PERMANE
Proposed rules:
252:100, Air Po ution Control: Subc
ter 47, Control
ofEmissions from · ting Municipal So d Waste Landfills
[NEW]
Sununary:
A new Subchapter
d to establish state--..
standards to control e · ions fro municipal solid wastt.
(MSW) landfills tha
co
enced construction,
modification, or reconstru "on efore May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after Novem
8, 1987. These proposed
rules will be included in Old
ma's State 111 (d) Plan and
will provide the enforceable
anism for implementing
the provisions of the E ·
n
'delines (EG) for MSW
landfills ( 40 CFR 60
bpart Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by refere
sectio of the New Source
Performance Standard for MSW
dfills ( 40 CFR 60
SubpartWWW). The oposedrules ouldaffectprivately
and publicly owne MSW landfill that are actively
accepting or are cap le ofaccepting m "cipal solid waste
as well as those th are closed. Landfill
collection and
control systems ill be required for Ian ills that have
2.5 million
design capaciti greater than or equal
megagrams an .5 million cubic meters and 1:1 :ve estimated
emissionsofa east50megagramsperyearof n-methane
questing
organic co
unds. The Department is
comments
this proposed rule.
AUTHO
Envir nmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. l 97, §§
2-2~101
d 2-5-101 et seq.
CO
NT PERIOD:
\Vj dnesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 8,~
199 . 1b be thoroughly considered by staff prior to t
·
he · g, written comments should be submitted to th
ntact person byThesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
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July 15, 1998

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Inter
.Prior to adopti?n and gu~ernatoria!/legislative :~view of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency mus.t p:.1t
a Not1ce of Rulemakmg Intent 1n the Regrster. In add&tJon, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register,..
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
'"
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides o1
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtain
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking lnten~ see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1259]

..

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Permits for Minor Sources
Subchapter 7.
[AMENDED]
Subchapter23. Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
/
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
Subchapter 25.
Smoke.
VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]·
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions. of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]. ·
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (uglm3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ug!m3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 uglm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondaiy
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primacy ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08 ppm. The 3-yr average of the .4th highest daily
maximum 8-br ozone concentrations is ~ to determine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondaiy standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
August 3. 1998

Subchapter 7 will delete the lower limit of 5 tons peryear i
Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow the
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which c:
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) a
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutai
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obta
an individual permit. Also, a pew Part 9 is proposed that w
outline the requirements necessary ~or facility to quali
for PBR. Each Subchapter ccintaining a PBR for speciJ
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. TI
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simpli
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wror
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section 1
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permittiD
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate tb
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain a
individual air quality permit. Also, a new Appendix L j
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PBl
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapte
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concemin
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, tb
Department proposes to incorporate by reference th
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for foss.
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic crackin
uirlt catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries a
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, th
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix
requirements those sources already subject to a new sourc
performance standard and sources scheduled f<J
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule take
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria f<J
approval of alternative monitoring requirement!
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing th
time allowed for visible emissions during short-ten
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to on
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not t
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. J
new subsection would contain II!.ethods for determinin
compliance with the opacity limits. Other propose
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify an
clarify the rule. The proposed chaOges to Subchapters 3
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplifyand corre<
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone an
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organi
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapte1
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction c
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, an
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reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
requ-est from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated Januaxy 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which . has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTIIORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person byThesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, ~998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18,1998 - 9:30 am. briefmg and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
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ADDITIONAL lNFOR!\-t\TION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made r-.
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a p... ~uc
hearing on June 16, 1998.
AN IDENTICAL NOTICE WAS PUBLISHED IN
THE OKLAHOMA REGISTER ON JULY 15, 1998.
AFTER PUBLICATION, THE COUNCIL MEETING
LOCATION WAS CHANGED TO 4545 N. LINCOLN
BLVD., BURGUNDY ROOM, OKLAHOMA CITY,
OKLAHOMA. NO OTIIER CHANGES WERE MADE
TO TillS NOTICE.
PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
{OAR Docket #98-1259; filed 7-9-98]

252. DEPARTMENT

ONMENTAL QUAL
00. AIR POLLUflON ONTROL

Subchapter 47. Con
Municipal Solid W.
SUMMARY:
oposed to establish state
m municipal solid waste
enced construction, .
re May 30, 1991, and
87. These proposed
te 111(d) Plan and
will provide the enfor able mechani for implementing
· ion Guidelin (EG) for MSW
landfillS (40
60 Subpart Cc). ubchapter 47
incorporates by r erence sections of th New Source
Performance S dards for MSW landfillS 40 CFR 60
Subpart
Theproposedruleswould
privately
· and publicly wned MSW landfills that
actively
accepting or e capable of accepting municipal ·d waste
as well as th
that are closed. Landfill gas coil
nand
control
ms will be required for landfills I.UCU""'
design
acities greater than or equal to 25
·an
megagr
and 2..5 million cubic meters and have estima: d
ofat least 50 megagrams peryear ofnon-me
.-..
compounds. The Department is requestin ·.
·
ents on this proposed rule.
'
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________ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .IIll.l.S1 publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register prior
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action•.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For addftional lnfonnatlon on Notices of Rulemaking Intent see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventocy and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter7. Permits for Minor Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from . Grain
Elevators[AMENDED]
AppendixL PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
·
Subchapter 25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39..Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Contr~l of Emission of Hazardous and
Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:

-

In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible
increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions ofThtal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the propo'Sed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons per year for PBR facilitie~. This will
allow those facilities with less than5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessacy for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons peryear ofemissions, but for which no
PBRhas been written, the opportunity to apply for coverage
under an applicable general permit The Department also
proposes to delete the definition for "Volatile Organic
Solvents (VOS)," because the proposed chai;J.ges to
Subchapters 37 and 39 would exclude that term from the
rules.
The Department is comidering increases in the permit
application fees in both Subchapters 7 and 8.
·
The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. I tis also proposed to add a new
PBR section to both subchapter&. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to
obtain an individual air quality permit Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapter& follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
during one siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic. cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Clean Air
Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it_
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter. One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic
compounds (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25,
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; a request dated April21, 1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance, requesting that
perchloroethylene be excluded from the definition ofVOC;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxanes be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, that methyl acetate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permits and best available control technology (BACI')
fornewsmirces ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3{a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter39
is the correction of the phicement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30{b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41{c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of VOS Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include {1). retain the present {ARACI') rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or {3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industry controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 ,.
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July 1,1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts Sand
LL. The Department is also updating in Subchapter 41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40
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CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp.1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Thesday, September 15, 1998, through Tuesday, October
20, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Tuesday, November 10, 1998 -9:30a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined. See contact person)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Thesday, October 20, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefmg and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Thlsa Oty-County Health Department,
5051 South 129th East (Northeastcomerof51st and 129th),
Thlsa, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~mber 15, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson,Suite4100,0klahomaCity,Oklahoma, 73102,or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-41
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi {Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord {Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. (Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
16n, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters 7, 23, 24, 25,37 and 39 thatwere the
subject of a public hearing on August 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Q~ality Division
three {3) days in advance at {405) 702-4100.
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[OAR Docket #98-1358; filed 8-26-98]
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________ Notices of Rulemaking Intent·
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .llllm1 publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency ~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1473]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACITON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaldng

PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5.- Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees
252:100-5-2.2 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7.
Permits

for

Minor

Facilities

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.7 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-4 [AMENDED]
Subchapter ...37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter !59.' Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
SUMMARl:
The Department is proposing to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to
increase annual operating fees for minor facilities and to
include a provision for state appropriations and federal
grants to be used to offset annual operating fees assessed to
minor facilities. The Department is also proposing to
increase the base annual operating fee for Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions oflbtal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons peryear for PBRfacilities. This will
allow those facilities with less than 5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements ne~ary for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a
PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
1im.it for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons per year ofemissions, but for which no

November 16, 1998

PBR has beenwritten, the opportunity to applyforcovera:ge
under an applicable general permit
The Department is also proposing to amend 252:100-7-3
to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability
determinations, relocation permits, and applications for
individual permits.
,
The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-8-1.7 to increase applicability determination fees
for Part 70 Sources. In addition, it is proposed that
252:100-8-4(a)(2) be amended to update the incorporation
by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1,
1998.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Substantive changes are proposed for each subchapter.
One of those substantive changes affects both Subchapter
37 and 39. The definition of "vOlatile organic compounds
(VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised
in response to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff
to review the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers
Association dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone
from the definition of VOC; a request from American
Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam, dated Janwuy 19, 1998; to
exclude acetone from the definition ofVOC; a request from
the Halogenated Solvents lndustly Alliance dated April21,
1997, to exclude perchloroethylene from the definition of
VOC; a request from Dow Coming to exclude methylated
siloxanes from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, to exclude methyl acetate from the definition ofVOC.
The definition of VOC has been modified to be colisistent
with the EPA definition. The second substantive change to
Sub~hapter37 is the removal ofthe re,guirement for permits
and best available control technology {BACT} for new
sources of VOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The third
substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with, the first
sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The fourth substantive change to Subchapter 37
will be the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for
Volatile Organic Compound Storage and Loading
Facilities. The second substantive change to Subchapter 39
is the correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
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change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 10,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41 (c) to determine the applicability of
subsection (c).
AUfHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments on proposed amendments to
252:100-5-22, 252:100-7-3, and 252:100-8-1.7 will be
accepted until December 8, 1998. Oral c:O~ents may be
made at the December 15, 1998 hearing.
Comments on all other proposed amendments and new
rules included in this notice will be accepted beginning
Monday, November 16, 1998, through Thesday, December
15, 1998. 'Ib be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, December 8, 1998.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
(Date and location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC BEARINGS:
Tuesday, D~mber 15,1998-9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPQSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available November 16, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite 4100:0klahomaOty, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACl STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACl PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (252:100-5-2.2, 252:100-7-3, and
252:100-8-1.7), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapter 7 except
252:100-7-3), and Joyce Sheedy (252:100-8-4 and
Subchapters 37 and 39), Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
None
.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

ugh 330:55-1-7 [NEW]

ugh 330:55-3-6 [NEW]
ugh 330:55-5-2 [NEW]
ugh 330:55-7-5 [NEW]

..-.,.

.•

views.
COP S OF PROPOSED RULES:
ies of the proposed Rules may be obtain d by
cont ctingByronDebruler,atOHFA, 1140Northwes 3rd,
P. • Box 26720, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126- 20,
y -.,
40 -848-1144 Ext. 314. There will be a $5.00 per

[OAR Docket #98-1473; filed 10-23-98]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1722]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
, NonattainmentAreas [AMENDED]

--

SUMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical and
grammatical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Substantive clwiges are proposed for each
subchapter. One ofthese changes affects both Subchapters.
The defiriition of Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) has
been modified in both subchapters to be consistent with the
definition used by the Environmental Protection Agency.
The substantive changes to Subchapter 37 are: the removal
of the requirement for Best Available Control 'Thchnology
(BACT) for all new sources ofVOC in 252:100-37-3{a); the
addition of.252:100-37-16(c), exempting loading facilities
that are subject to 40 CFR 60, Subparts K, Ka and Kb; the
addition of 252:100-37-25{c), exempting loading facilities
that are subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX, and 40 CFR 63,
Subpart R; the deletion of 252:100-37-36, regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, to resolve the
contradiction between the first and second sentences; the
addition of 252:100-37-38(b), exempting pumps and
compressors that are subject to the equipment leak
standards in 40 CFR 60, Subparts VV, GGG and KKK; and
the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for Volatile
Organic Compound Storage and Loading Facilities. The
substantive changes to Subchapter 39 are: the correction of
the placement of the phrase "prior to lease custody
transfer» in 252:100-39-30(b)(2), the deletion of
requiremen~ in Part 3 regarding petroleum refinery
operations which were made redundant by new federal
requirements, and the addition of a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of 10,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41{c) for the
determination of applicability of subsection (c).
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
,·
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments on the proposed amendments to
252:100-37 and 252:100-39 will be accepted until February
10, 1999. Oral comments may be made at the Air Quality
Advisory Council bearing, February 17, 1999.

January 15, 1999

PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Air Quality Advisory Council meeting will be b·~ · '
Wednesday, February 17, 1999- 9:30a.m. briefing and ~ ·• .
p.m. hearing, at the Department of Environmental Quality,
Room 101, 707 North Robinson,· Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
Subchapter 252:100-37 and 252:100-39 are also
scheduled to be heard by the Environmental Quality Board
on Friday, March 5, 1999, 9:30 a.m., at the Association of
County Commissioners of Oklahoma, 429 NE 50th Street,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available January 15, 1999, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson,Suite4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177.

RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONI'ACf PERSON:
Please send written comments ~ Joyce Sheedy,
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions of Subchapters 37 and 39 that \vere the subject ,..f.
the public hearing on Decembe:f 15, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Shouldyou desire to attendbut have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three {3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

{OAR Docket #98-1722; filed 12-22-98]

TITLE 252.

DEPARTMENT
NVIRONMENTAL QU
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AGEMENT
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_RULEMAKJNG A
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RULES:
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252:400-2-12.
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Subchapter . Radionuclide
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Permanent Final Adoptions
Permitting Rules, 252:2-15-70 and the definition of
adminiStratively complete in 252:100-8-2.
{OAR Docket #99-849; filed 5-7-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAi.J:Tv .
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLliTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99~850]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
.
.
vsubcbapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic Materials
Part 1. General Provisions
252:100-37-1 [AMENDED]
. 252:100-37-2 [AMENDED]
· 252:100:..37-3JAMENDED] ·
. ls2:100-37-4 [AMENl>ED]

~~~ ~~f \~iatile OrganiG CompaWldsVOCs in
3

Storqe and l.oadina Operations
252:100-37-15 [AMENDED]
252:100-37-16 [AMENDED]
252:100-37-17. [~ED AND RENUMBERED. TO
~:·252:100-37:37]

-

252:100-37-18 [AMENDED .AND RENUMBERED TO
.252:100-37-38]
Part 5. Control of OFgankl SelventsYOCs jn Coatin&
Qperati{)ns
252:100-37-25 [AMENDED] .
252:100-37-26 [AMENDED]
Part 7•. Control of Specific Process
252:100-37-35 (AMENDED]
252!100-37-36 [AMENDED]
252:100-37-37 (NEW]
252:100-37-38 [NEW]
Part 9. Permit by Rule for VOC Storage and· Loading
facilities [NEW]
252:100-37-41 (NEW]
252:100-37-42 (NEW]
AUI'BOIUTY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-S-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
July 15, 1998, through August 18,1998
September 15, 1998, through October 20, 1998
November 16,1998, through December 15,1998
January 15, 1999, through February 17,1999
Public hearing:
August 18, 1998
October 20, 1998
December 15, 1998
February 17, 1999
Adoption:
March 5, 1999

June 1,1999

Submitted to Governor:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to House:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
March 15,1999
Gubematorlal approval:
April19, 1999
Legislative approval:
.
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 7, 1999
Final adoption:
May7,1999
Effective:
v June 11, 1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to Oklahoma Administrative ~de
252:100-37, ControlofBmissionofOrganic Materials, will simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
The revisions also include the following substantive changes: 1) the
redefinition of the term "volatile oraanic compound (VOC)" and
the substitution of this term for "organic materials", "organic
solvents", and '"hydrocarbons"; 2) the deletion of 252:100-37-3(a),
which is a redundant requirement except to the extent that it
requires new minor sources to apply best available control
technology (BACI'); 3) the exemption of methanol storage vessels
at a drilling or production facility for usc on site in 252:100-374(c);
4) the addition of 252:100-37-1S(c), exempting VOC storage
vessels that are subject to the equipment standards in 40 CFR 60
Subparts K, Ka, or Kb from the requirements of 252:100-37-15(a)
and (b); S) the addition of 252:100-37-16(c), exempting VOC
loading facilities subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart
XX or 40 CFR 63 Subpart R from the requirements of
2S2:100-37-15(a) and (b); 6) the deletion of 252:100-37-25(c),
which allows the emission of 3,000 pounds per day or 450 pounds
per hour of organic materials before coirt:rols are required; 7) the
revision of the alternate standard for coatings in 252:100-37-25(d);
8) the correction of the impossible requirement in 252:100-37-36
that no emission of hydrocarbons or organic material is allowed
from fuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment; 9) the addition of
252:37-38(b), exempting pumps and compressors subject to the
standards for pumps and compressors contained in 40 CFR 60
Subparts VV. GGG, or KKK from 252:100-37-38; and 10) the
addition of Part 9, which contains the permit by rule for VOC
storage and loading facilities.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:

None
CONTACI' PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACI'IONS DESCIWIED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE. CONSIDERED FINAlLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTII IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECI'IVE DATE OF JlJNE 11, 1999.
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SUBCHAPT~R 3'Z.

CONTROL OF EMISSION OF
ORGANIC MATERIALS

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-37-1.
Purpose
The parpose of this Sabehapter is to contrel the
emission of organic materials from stationary &Ow:GM to
protect a11d enhance the air qaality to insare that the
Oklahoma air Ef\lality standard is not e*ceeded and
sigeificant deterioration prevented.The purpose of this
Subchapter is to reduce the formation of ozone by
controlling the emissions of volatile organic compounds
(YOCs) from stationary sources.
252:100-37-2. Definitions
'fhe following words and terms, when used in this
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise>.
"Acrylic" means a chemical coating containing polymers
or co-polymers of acrylic or substitute acrylic acid in
· combination with S\:litable resinous modifiers and its~
primary mode of cure is solvent evaporation.
"Alkyd primer" means a chemical coating composed
primarilyof alkyd applied to a surface to provide a firm bond
between the substrate and any additional~·
"Custom product finishesfinish" means a proprietary
chemical coating designed for a specific customer and end
use.
"Cutba£k asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic
consrete containing a petroleum distillate.
"Drilling or production facility" means all drilling and
servicing equipment, wells. flow lines. separators,
equipment, iathering lines, and auxiliary
non-transportation-related equipment used in the
production of petroleum but does not include natural
gasoline plants.
''Eflluent water separator'' means any tank, box, 8\lRlp,
or other container in which any material compoundYQC
floating Oils or-entrained hkor contained in water entering
saeh tank, sox, sump or othe~ container is physically
separated and removed from sadl~ water prior to 9atfall,
drainage, or recov~ry ofsachdischarge of the water from the
container.
"Epoxy" means a chemical coating containing epoxy
groups and suitable chemical cross-linking agents. EpelB.es
prim&The primacy mode ofcure involves a chemical reaction
between the epoxy and the cross-Iinkirig agent.
"Lease custody transfer" means the transfer of
produced crude oil and/or condensate, after processina
and/or treating in the producin~: operations, £rom stora,ge
vessels or automatic transfer facilities to pipelines or any
other form of transportation.
''Maintenance tinishes!injsh" means a chemical coating
formulated to form a protestioa ofthat protects a given
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substrate wfrom adverse chemical or physica.
··\
conditionconditions.
"Nitrocellulose laGIJBeFB)acqper fNC lacquer)" means
a chemical coating containing nitrocellulose and suitable
resinous modifiers, and '.'1~0&8. The primary mode of cure is
solvent evaporation.
·
"Organie materials" _means chemiGal compoands of
carbon exsladiag caraoa monoxides, careen dioxide,
Garbonie acid, metallic eareides, metal carbonates and
ammonium earbonates.
"Refiaery'' means any ~:ac
~ il'n
.-1
•
hJ engaget:a.-1 •tn pro~:~acmg
gasoline, kerosene, fael oils or other products through
distillation of Cl1lde oil or throagh redistillation, cracking or
reforming of unfinished hydrocarbon defitJatiws.
. "Submerged m1 pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge
nozzle whichtlmt meets any one of the following conditionsr.
(A) the~ bottom ofthe discharge pipe or nozzle
is below the surface of~ liquid in the receiving
vessel for at least 95 percent of the volume filled!.••
(B) thelli bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle
is less than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving
vesselt.
(C) tOO~ bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle
is less than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the
bottom of the receiving vessel.rot7.
~ otlwr eqaivalent methods aGGeptable te tlu~ .-..
&ecath•e Director.
"Vinyl" means a chemical coating containing
plasterized plasticized or unplasterized unplasticized
polymers and co-polymers of vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride,
polyvinyl alcohols or their condensation products and the.
:Ifu< primary mode of cure is solvent evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any
compound containing carbon and hyElrogcm or ooataining
carbon and hydrogen in oombination 'With any other element
whiGh has a vapor pressare of 15 pounds per sqaare inch
absolate or greater under actual storage conditiEms.Q{
carbon. excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and
am.rnonium carbonate, which participates in atmospheric
photochemical reactions. Any oraanic compound listed in
40 CPR 51.100(§)(1) will be presumed to have ntfiliiible
photochemical reactivity and will not be considered to be a

.YOC.

~latile organie solveat (VOS)" means any organiG
oompoWld \Vhich partidpates in atmospheriG photoehemK:al
reactiom; that is, any organie compaand other tbaa those
which the ER<\ Administrator designates as having negligible
ph<>toGhemical reactivity. VOS may be measured 9y the
ER<\ VOC reference method.

252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
W New sources. P..ny new sourse calc~:~lated to emit an
. organie material to the atmosphere either as a sol\lcmt or a
reactant will be subject to permitting ~:~nder OAC 252:100 7,
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and with the appliGation of Best Availabh~ Control
18Ghnology. '
· {9j Complianee sehedule.
flt .itJl equipment and prosess previously regulat€:Hi
ooder OAC 252.:100 J7 asd 252.:100 39 and its effecti¥e
dates of July 1, 1972 and DeGember 8, 1974 must still
abide by those dates.
~New sources. In all areas ex:Gept .A..QMA~s.
thi&Thii_Subchapter shall apply to all new installations
of any equipment or processes described in this
Subchapter; after the effective date of December 28,
1974.
(JXb). Existine sources. ProvisionsSections 15, 16. 35.
36, 37, and 38 of this Subchapter relating to OOBtrol of
¥QG shall apply to all new and existing installations of
any equipment or processes in use and descnbed in this
Subchapter that are located in Air Qaality Maintenance
Areas· (AQW:s) as Glassified by the JMMronmental
ProteGtion Agensy with regard to hydroGarbons and
photoGhemisal o1tidantsThlsa County or Oklahoma
County, and beoome after the effective on Jooe 8,1979j
pwlided, ha\•18'1er, that &JBsting mstallatiens shall have
twenty four (24) months from the effeGtit.re date within
whish to oomply with this SabGhapterdate of June 9,
1281. &sept that the!M retrofit requirements for
crude petroleum storage tanks 'tvill be limite~
apply only to tanksvessels of greater than W,OOO
barrel42Q,QQQ &al (1.590 m3) capacity.
W Permit-by-rule facilities. This Subchapter does not
apply to facilities registered under the VOC storage and
loadine facility permit-by-rule except as provided in Part 9.
(4} Prot.isioas of this SabGbapter relating to the oontrol
of organiG solvent shall be as specified in the appliGable
Sootion.

252.:100 J7 28, 25.2:100-37-16, 252:100-37-35 thrQugh
252:100-37-38, 252:100-39-41. and 252:100-39-42.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance
AnY vapor-loss control devices, packing glands and
mechanical seals required by this Subchapter shall be
properly installed, maintained, and operated,
PART 3. CONTROL OF VOU.m F
IN STORAGE AND
WADING OPERATIONS

ORG.~COMroUNDSYOCs

252:100-37-15. Storage of~latile erganie
·
eompeuadsYOCI
(a) Storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons. Ne ;
pel'&Oa shall SU:ild; seD, or install or permit the building or •
· installation of any new statiooary tank, reservoir or other •
containerEach VOC stora&e vessel with a capacity of more ·
than 40,000 gallons (15Q,()()() litetS) sapaGity wbiGh will be
used for storage of any organiG materials, UBless suGh tank,
reservoir or other contaiaer is togal (151 m3) shall be -a
pressure ~capable of maintaining working
pressures suffiGient at all times totlmt prevent orgams vapor
m:-gas~ loss of YOC to the atmosphere or is designed; and
wiD be built andshall be equipped with one of the following
vapor-loss control devices.£
(1) AAn external floating roof, Goasisting of.thru
consists of a pontoon type, int@rnal floating co•;er
roof;or double-deck type whish vA1lcover, or a fixed roof
with an internal-tloatin& cover. The cover shall rest on
the surface of the liquid contents andat all times (i.e.. off
the leg supports), examt durins initial fill, when the
storage vessel is completely emptied, or during refilling.
When the cover is resting on the le& supports, the
process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall be
continuous and shall be accomplished as rapidly as
252:100-37-4. Exemptions
possible. The floating roof shall be equipped with a
(a) Organic materials as med iRYOCs with vapor pressures
closure
seal, or seals, to close the space between the
less than 1.5 pounds per sqyare incb absolute (psia) under
fee-f~
edge and t-a-n-kvessel wall. S4:lGh
actual storaee conditions are exempt from 252~100-37-15
floatiagFloating roofs are not appropriate control
throagh lS~;lOO J7 18, 252:100-37-16 and 2S2;1QQ 37 ~7
devices if the organic materials.YQ.Cs have a vapor
and 25~:10037 28,252:100-37-35 throy&ft 252:100-37-38-will
of
pouads per square inGh absolump.sia
pressure
not inGlude; Methane (CR4) or any material 9therwise
(5fi8 mm Hg)(76,6 kPa) or greater under actual
inGJ.U:ded whiGh has vapor pressure of less than 1.S paands
conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall be
per square inGh absohrte under aetual sterage oonditions.
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
(b) Petroleum or condensate stored, processed, tmated, ·
place.
loaded, and/or treateatrans{erred at a drilling or production
(2) A vapor-recovery system consistingthat consists of
facility prior to ~custody transfer is exempt from this
a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting 85
Subchapter. This eKemptioa also iaGlades transfer and
percent or more of the uncontrolled organic
loading eperationsMethanol stored at a drillin& or
material~ that would otherwise be emitted to the
production facility for use on site is also exempt from this
atmospherej and il_Vapor-disposal system capable of
Subchapter.
processing suGh organiG material so asthese
to
(c) The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or
prevent their emission to the atmosphere aad \vith all
burning of organic materialsYPCs on a faun or ranch. when
tank. Nl vessel gauging and sampling devices shall be
such YOCs are used for agricultural purposes on faimS and
gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking
ranchessaid farm or ranch, is exempted from all provisions of
place.
252:100-37-15through252:100 3718and2S2:100 J7 27and

uru
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(3) Other &quipment or m0ansmethods that are of
equal efficiency for purposes of air pollution control-as
may be used when approved by the ElHlcutiveDivision
Director prior to installation.
(b) Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater. Ne
person shall build, sell, Gf-install or permit the building or
i.Hstallation of a new stationary organic materialEach VOC
storage tankvessel with a capacity of 400· gallons (1520
Ht&fsjgal (1.5 m3) or more unless such tank isshall be
equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe or is
equipped with an organic materiala vapor-recovery system
as required in 252:100 37 5(a)252:100-37-15(a)(2).
W Exemptions. VOC storage vessels that are subject to
equipment standards (e.g.. a ft.xed roof in combination with
an internal floating cover. an external floating roof. or a
closed vent system and control device) in 40 CFR 60 Subparts
K, Ka, or Kb are exempt from the requirements of
252:t"00-37-15(a) and (b).

252:100-37-16.

Loading oholatile organic::
c::ompeandsYQ!A
(a) Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000
gallons/day.
fB No person shall build or install or permit the
building or installation of a stationary organic
materialEach VOC loading facility ~ a
throughput greater than 40,000 galleas per daygal/d
(151.416 1/d) from its aggregate loading pipes nnkss
such loading facility isshall be equipped with a
vapor-collection and disposal system Grunless all tank
trucks or trailers are bottom loadingloaded with-Glesed
hatches ~. properly installed, in good working
erder and in operation.
~(1). Vapor-collection and disposal system, Wh&H
~oading in a vapor collectiol'l and disposal system is
effected through tile hatches of a tank truck or trailsr
with a loading arm equipped with a vapor collecting
adaptor; pneumatic, hydraalic er other mechanical
means shall be provided to force a vaper tight ~l
· between the adaptor and the hatch.
(A) Vapor-collection portion of the system.
.(i). When loading VOCs through the hatches
of a tank truck or trailer. using a loading arm
equipped with a vapor collecting adaptor. a
pneumatic. hydraulic. or mechanical means
shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal
between the adaptor and the hatch.
{Jt A means shall be previded in either system to
prevent organic· material drainage from the loading
device when it is remeved from any tank truck or trailer,
or to accemplish complete drainage before removal.
(4-).{ill When loading is effected through means other
than hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be
equipped with fittings wh-icbthat make vapor-tight
connections and which must be closed when
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disconnected or which close automatically wher .-.,.
disconnected.
.'
(&}(IDfu_or-disposal portion of the system. The
vapor-disposal portion of the system shall consist of-eJUl
ef the following:
~(ila vapor-liquid absorber system with a
minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight
of all the organic materiaiYOC vapors and gases
entering such disposal system,; or,
~(illa variable-vapor space tank, compressor, and
fuel-gas system of sufficient capacity to receive all
organic materiatY.QC·vapors and gases displaced
from the tank trucks and trailers being loaded.
(2). Prevention of VOC drainage. A means shall be
provided in either loading system specified in subsection
(a) to prevent VOC drainage from the loading device
when it is removed from any tank truck or trailer. or to
accomplish complete drainage before removal.
(b) Loading facilities with throughput equal to or less than
40,000 gallons per day.
(1) Wo person shall build or install or permit the
building er installation of a stationary or~a-n-i-G
matcrialEach loading pipe at a VOC loading facility
having awith an aggregate throughput of 40,000 gallens
(150,000 liters) per daygalld (151.4161/d) or less from its
aggregate loading pipes ~o~aless each isshall be equipped .-..,
with a system for submerged filling of tank trucks or
trailers properly installed, in good werkit:~g order -and
eperating in such a manner thatwhich is installed and
operated to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor-is
maiatained.
(2) Paragraph 252:100-37-16(b)(l) applyapplies to
any facility whia:lthat loads organic materialsVOCs into
any tank truck or trailer with a capacity greater than 200
gal 057 1) which is designed for transporting organic
materials aad having-a-capacity in excus-ef 200 gaiiOfiS
(760 liters)YQC§.
~ :Exemptions. Loading facililies subject to the
requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart XX or 40 CFR 63
Subpart Rare exempt from the requirements of
252:100-37-16(a) and (b) .

252:100-37-17.

Effluent water separators [AMENDED
AND RENUMBERED TO

252:100-37-37]
No persen shall build OF-insta!I-OF-pemHt-the baildffi~er
installation ef a single or multiple cornpartffi8Rt-organic
material •.vater separator which-receives &~nt water
containing 200 gallons (760 likrs) a day GF- more or any
erganic material from any gquipment processing, refiniag,
treatiag, storiAg or handling organic materials ~o~nless the
compartm&nt-r-ee&iving-said-ef.fluent-water- is-equipped-with - ·
one of the followi~ control dtwices, properly
installed, in geed werking erdar-an4i-n--ep&ratieffi
(+) A-ooruaffier-R-aving--a I+ Gp@ffiRgs sealed ane- total1y
enclosing the liquid c.ontent!Y.-AW-gaugmg-and-sampling
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252:100-37-18. PUmps and compressors [AMENDED
Ehwices shall be gas tight except when gauging OF
AND RENUMBERED TO
sampliBg is taking place. The oil remO\'al devices shall
252:10()..37-38]
be gas tight exeept when maaual skimmin~ inspection
No
persen
shall
build or install or permit the building or
and/or' repair is in progress;
iRstallation
af
any pump or compressor handling organic
(21 A eontainer i'luipped with a floating roof,
material Gdmpaunds unless rotating type pumps and
consisting of a postoon type, double deck type roof, or
·eompressors
are SEfUipped with meehanieal seals or other
intemal floating co'ler, v:hieh will rest en the surface of
e~ent of eEfUal efficieru;y, or reeiprooating type pumps
the costests and is e'luipped with a closme seal, er seals,
and C::ompressors are BEfUipped with packing glands properly
to close the space between the roof edge and container
installee and in good werking order sueh that the emissiom
'Wall. An gauging and sampling dwAces shall he gas tight
from
the drain reGO'Jery system are limited to two cubic
exeeptwhen gauging or sampling is taking place, The eil
inehes
of liEfuid organic material in any 15 minute period at
rema•A!l devices shall be gas tight exeept '!.them manval
standard
conditions per pump or oompressor.
skimming, iru:pection and/or repair is in progress;
.
~ • A centainer e'luipped with a vapor recovery
PARTS. CONTROL OF ORGANICSOLVENTSVOCs IN
system, consisting of a 'lapor gathering system eapable
COATING OPERATIONS
of Gollectmg the organie material '!apors and gases
diseharged and a '!apor disposal system capable of
252:100-37·25. Coating of parts and products
processing sueh erganie material wpors and gases so as
(a) Standards. No owner or operator subject to the
to pl'&vent their emission to the atmesphere and with all
pro'lision
of this Seetion shall discharge or cause the
tank gauging and sampling d&'Jiees gas tight except
disehar~ inte the atmosphere from an 8JEisting coatiBg lirie
'NBeR gauging or sampling is taking place. The organic
or indi'Jidual ooating operation any organic meat in excess
material remO'A!l d&\ciees shall be gas tight cm;ept when
of the amounts; listed in the following table, per gallon of
masual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in
eoating, eJEeluding water, delivered to the soating
progress; or,
applieator.No owner or operator of any coating line or
(4) Containers e'luipped with eentrols of eEfual
coating
operation with VOC emissions shall use coatings
efiicieney provided sueh eEfUipmeRt is submitted to and
that
as
applied
contain voes in excess of the amounts listed
apprmred by the '&ewtive Director.
below. (Limits are expressed in pounds of yoc per gallon
of coating, excluding the volume of any water and exempt
oq:anic compounds.)

'lflle of ooating

.<\lkya primer
Vmyls
NC laGEfUers
.<\Grylics
Epoxies
Maintenance finishes
Custom products finishes

m

~unds

of organie sokrent peF gaUon of paint (less wateF)

Jan.79
limit

.Jan.Sl

Jan,82

limit

Umit

5.9
9.4
(:i,8

5.2
9.4
9.ti
(),4
5.2
5.2
Ci.ti

4.8
9.0

6.4

5.6
5.Ci
6.8

Myel primer- 4.s
.(2) Ymyls - 6.0
(J) NC lacquers • 6.4
.00 Acrylics - 6.0
Epoxies. 4.s
(6). Maintenance finishes • 4.8
Custom products finishes • 6.5
(b) Plant-wide emission plan. An 9waer,toperator may
dewlap a plant wide emissios plan instead of havmg eaeh

m

m

June t, 1999

9.4
(),()

4.8
4.8
fi.S

coatmg line comply with the emission limitations prescribed
in the table in (a) of this section, provided1
(1) Develo,ument of a plgnt-wide emission plan. An
owner or gperatQr may develgp a plant-wide emissi<ln
plan instead gf having each coatinz line CQIDply with the
VOC cmrtent limitations in 252:100-37·25(a). if the
follQwing CQl1ditiQI1S are met.
(Al the~ owner or operator demonstrates,-by
means of appro•;ed material balaaoe or manual
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tH&i~s-~o ll:.t-0s-t---m~-tl:wds-, by the methods in

for each facility under the plan shall be a violation o•
·.
Subchapter.
· ·
252:100-5-2.1 (d) that sufficient reductions in orgafilil
solvtmts emissions of VOCs may be obtained by
~ Emissien limitation. No-person shall discharge i-A-t&-tM
controlling other facilitit:ssources within the plant to
atn:IGSfl-here more than 3,000 pou-nds--ef-eJ=gaffie-mater-ials--in
the exte!lt necessary to compensate for all excess
any ane day nor more than 450 pounds in any one !:lour from
emissions whiGbthat result from one or more coating
any article, machine, equipment-OF-et-her contrivance--in
lines not achieving the prescribed limitation. Such
wl:lich any organic solvent or any material containing--sueh
demonstration shall be describedmade in writing
sol-vent is employed or applied,lffile:ss-such discharge -Has
and shall include:
been reduood by at least 85 percent-OF-has applied BACf or
Will All: complete description of the coating line or better as detennined by tl:le Exe~utive Director.
lines w-hlffithat will notcannot comply with the
(G)W Exemption. Owners or operators of sources that-aFe
emissionVOC content limitation in 252: 100-37-25
compt:ltsd to emit less than 100 pounds of organic
(a);
soMffitVOC per 24 l:lr./day24-hour day are exempt from the
(Bjili)_Quantificat-iooquantification. of emissions, in
requirements of this Section.
terms of pounds per day of organic solvoots.YQ.Cs,
~(d) Alternate standard. EmissionsThe use of coatings
which are in excess of the prescribed emissionVQC
with VOC contents in excess of those permitted by
content limitation for each coating line described _ 252:100-37-25(a) through 252:1-Q.{;},-.~(d) are.QI
252: 100-37-2S(b) is allowable if both_Q{ the following
under 252.:100 37 25(b)(l)(A)252:100-37-25(b)(l)
conditions are met:.
(A}(ll;
~.(ill). Aa complete description of each facility
(1) YQC emissions are reduced to the quantity that
and the related control systt:m, if any, for tRes&
would result in the absence of coHtrol are reducsdoccur
facilities within the plantwhert~how emissions will be
if the coating used complied with the VOC content
allowed in 252:100-37-25(a) by:
decreased ~cific sources to compensate for
excess emissions from each coating line described
(A) 90 percsat, by incineration;-G£;
(B) S5 percent, by absorption or any other process
under 252:100 37 25(b)(l)(A)252: 100-37-25(b)(l)
of equivalent reliability af!d effectivenes.-.., -,
(A)(i) and the date on which such reductions will be
and,ll,bsorption/adsor:ption: or.
_
achieved;
(C) any other process of equivalent reliability and
{Dj.(iy) Quaf!tificationquantification of emissions,
in terms of pounds per day of organic solvents~,
effectiveness.
(2) neNQ air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
for each faci!Hy~ described under 252:100 37
results.
25(b)(l)(C)252:100-37-25(b)(l)(A)(iii), both before
and after the improvement or installation of any
applicable control system, or operational changes to
252:100-37·26. Clean up with Gl'gafHe sewentsVOCs
such a facility or facilities to reduce emissions--and
Emissions of organic materials ta the atmosphere from
the date on which such reductions will be achieved;
the clean up with organic solvents, as defined in
and,
252:100 37 2,~ of any article, machine, QLequipment-ef
~(Y)Ag description of the procedures and
other oontri-vaffi;e used in applying coatings controlled in
methods used to determine the emissions of~
252:100-37-25(a) through ~lOQ-J-1-2-§Ed}252: 100-37-25
solventsVOCs.
_(Q) shall be if!Gl-udOO--with- tOO-- GtOOI'- MlissiGns-4Grgaaic
2€ )(IDth&The plant-wide emission reduction plan does
solvents frem ths coating line or operationcounted in
not include decreases in emissions resulting from
determining compliance with those rules.
requirements of other applicable air pollution rules.
The plant wid&- emissioo-redYction -plan--may--i-nG!ud@
/PART 7. CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES
decreases in emissions accomplished through
installation or improvement of a coatrol system or
252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
through physical or operational changes to facilitiss,
(a) Ethylene manufacturing emissions. No p&F!iGROwner
including permanently reduced production or closing a
or operator shall build or install or pt:rmit the building or
facility, located on the--premises of a surface coating . installation of any ethylene manufacturing plant unless the
operation.
waste-gas stream under normal operating conditions is
(3)(2) Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan.
properly burned at 1,300" F. for 0.3 seconds or greater in a
~The implementation of a plant-wide emission
direct-flame afterburner equipped with an indicating-,
reduction plan instead of compliance with the
pyrometer wJ:Hchlhru. is positioned in the working area f01
e-m-iss-f{}n-s.Y.Q.C_content limitation prescribed in
the operator's ready monitoring or an equally effective
252:l00-37-25(a) has been expresslymust be approved
catalytic vapor incinerator also with pyrometer. Proper
in writin_g__by the ~~ut-iv6Diyision Director. Upon
burning ofthe waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98
approval, any emissions in excess of those established
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percent of t~e et~ylene emissions originally present in the
waste-gas stream.
(b) Vapor blowdo'ttn. Except where inconsistent with the
"Minimum Federal Safety Standards for the
Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline;" or
any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency, no ~
emit organic gases to tl:le atmospl:um~owner or operator shall
allow VOC gases to be emitted from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by
smokeless flares,or an equally effective control device as
approved by the ExecutiveDivision Director.
252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning
equipment
No person siclall cause or allow the emission of

hyGf-ocarbolls or other organic ~Ha.l-s-~ any
fuel burniRg or r€!fuse burning equipmeRt. All
Sl:!Ghfuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment shall be
operated-as to minimize-sooll emissions of VOC. Among
other things, such operation shall assure. based on
manufacturer's data and good engineering practice. that the
equipment is not overloaded;~ that it is .properly cleaned,
operated, and maintained;; and that temperature and
available air are sufficient to provide essentially complete
combustion.

gas-tight except when manual skimming. inspection
and/or repair is in progres£..
01 The container is approved prior t_Q_ use by the
Division Director andjs equipped with controlub_at
have efficiencies equal to the controls listed in
252:100-37-37(1) through (3).
252:100-37-38.

Pumps and compressors
VOCs shall meet the
following conditions.
ill Rotating type pumps a11d compr~s_sors are
equipped with mechanical seals or other equipment of
equal efficiency.
.(2) Reciprocating type pumps and compressors are
equipped with packing glands.
ill Emissions from the drain recovety system do not
exceed 2 in. 3 of liquid VOC in any 15-minute period per
pump or compressor at standard conditions. ·
(hl Pumps and compressors subject to the standards for
pumps and compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts
VV, GOG. or KKK are exempt from 252:100-37-38.

W

~mp or compressor handling

PART 9. PERMIT BY RULE FOR YOC STORAGE AND
LOADING FACILITIES
252:100-37-41.

-

Effiuent water separators
A single-compartment or multiple-compartment
VOC/water separator that receives effluent water containing
200 gaVd (760 Vd) or more of any YOC from any equipment
processing, refining, treatin2, storing or handling VOCs shall
comply with one of the following sets of conditions.
ill The container totally encloses the liquid contents
and all openings are sealed. Ail gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is taking place. The oil removal devices shall
be gas-tight except when manual skimming. inspection
and/or repair is in prQ~
(2) The container is equipped with an external floating
roof that consists of a pontoon type or double-deck type
cover, or a [!Xed roof with an internal-floating cover.
The cover shall rest on the surface of the contents and be
equipped with a closure seal. or seals. to close the space
between the cover edge and container wall. All gauging
and sampling devj~es shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place. The oil removal
devices shall be gas-tight except when manual
skimming. inspection and/or repair is in progress.
ill The container is equipped with a vapor-recovery
system that consists of a vapor-gathering s~tem capable
of collecting the yoc vapors and gases discharged and
a vapor-disposal system capable of pr~ssing such
vapors and gases to prevent their emission to the
Mrrtosphere. All tank gauging and sampling device~
shaliJJe_gas-tight .~xcept when ga_uging or samplingj_s
taking place. The VOC removal devices shall be

Junr: 1 1999

Applicability

Any new YOC storage and/or loading facility may be

252:100-37-37.

constructed and any existing VOC storage and/or loading
facility may be operated under this Part if the following
conditions are met.
ill The facility is located in an area designated as
unknown or attainment for ozone.
ill Each storage vessel located at the facility meets one
of the following criteria.
W The storage capacity is 19.813 gal (75m3) or
~

ill). The storage· capacity is greater than 19,813 gal
(75 m3) but less than 39,889 gal (151 m3)and the
liquid stored has a maximum true vapor pressure less
than 2.18 psia (15.0 k.Pa).
.(0 The stora~~:e capacity is greater than or equal
to 39.889 ial (151 m3) and the liquid stored has a
IDM!mum true vapor pressure less than 0.51 psia (3.5
kPa).
The facility is designed to have a throughput of
19.998 gal/d (75,700 ltd) or less from the aggregate
loading pipes.
G) The facility meets the requirements of
252:100-7-60(a). (b). and (c).

m

252:100-37-42. Permit-bJ·rule requirements
W An owner or operator shall submit annual emission
inventory reports and meet the requirements of
252:100-37-5. regarding operation and maintenance, and
252:100-37-38. regarding pumps and compressors.
Lb.) No owner or operator shall build or install a new
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Permanent Final AdoptioL _
~tatjonaty VOC stqrage yessel with a capacity of 400 gal (1.5
m3) or greater unless it is equipped with a permanent
submerged fill pipe as defined in 252:100-37-2.
W No owner or operator shall build or install a stationazy
yoc loading facility unless each loading pipe is equipped
with a system for submerged filling of tank trucks or trailers
which is installed and qperated to maintain a 97 percent
submergence~

.(!ll The owner or operator of a vessel with a storage capacity
~ater than 10.567 ~1 (40 m3) shall maintain records on site
of the dimensions of the storage vessel and an analysis
showing the capacity.
I

[OAR Docket #99-850; filed 5-7-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-851]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas
Part 1. General Provisions
252:100-39-1 through 252:100-39-3 [AMENDED]
252:100-39-4 [NEW]
Part 3. Petroleum Refinery Operations
252:100-39-15 through 252:100-39-18 (AMENDED]
Part 5. Petroleum Processing and Storage
252:100-39-30 [AMENDED]
Part 7. Specific Operations
252:100-39-40 through 252:100-39-47 (AMENDED]
252:100-39-48 (REVOKED
252:100-39-49 (AMENDED]
AUTIIORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
July 15, 1998, through August 18, 1998
September 15, 1998, through October 20, 1998
November 10,1998, through December 15,1998
January 15, 1999, through February 17, 1999
Public hearing:
August 18, 1998
October 20, 1998
December 15, 1998
February 17, 1999
AdopUon:
March 5, 1999
Submitted to Governor:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to Honse:
March 15, 1999

Oklahoma Register ('lolume 1B, Number 15)

Submitted to Senate:
March 15, 1999
Gubernatorial approval:
April19, 1999
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 7, 1999
Final adoption:
May?, 1999

Efl'ectlve:
June 11, 1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
n/a
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
No additional mcorporations by reference were added by the
proposed revision.
ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-39, Emission of Organic Materials in Nonattainment
Areas, will simplify the language under ·the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. The proposed revisions also include
the following substantive changes: 1) the redefinition of the terni
"volatile organic compound {VOC)" and the substitution of this
term for "organic materials", "organic solvents", "volatile organic
solvent (VOS)" and in some instances "hydrocarbons"; 2) the
correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in
252:100-39-JO(b}; 3) the addition of 252:100-39-30(b)(3) and (4),
exempting storage vessels subject to the equipment standards in 40
CFR 60 Subparts Ka or Kb and/or the equipment standards in 40
CFR 63 SubpartsCCor G from the requirements ofZ52:100-39-30;
4) the addition ofa minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons
and a minimum storage capacity of 10,000 gallons for determining
applicability of 252:100-39-41(c); and 5) the clarification of the
definition of"aerospace" in252:100-39-47(b)(1}, adding the words
·
"rework or repair".
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACI' PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Gklahoma 7310i-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACUONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE

FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECUON 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECITVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 1999,

SUBCHAPTER39. EMISSION OF ORGANIC
MATERIALS IN NONATIAINMENT AREAS
PART L GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-39-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the
emission of organic materials from stationary smuces
located in nonattamment areas and ta specify the additional
oontrol measw-es required to protect and enhanGe the air
quality to insure that the Oklahoma air 'f\lality standard is
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BRIEFING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALITY COUNCJL REGULAR MEETING
TIJESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 9:30A.M.
4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

..

1.

Call to Order

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities

.

Chairman
Dyke

PUBLIC BEARINGS

--

3.

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste landfills that commenced construction,· modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State lll(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

State 11l(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfalls
Bradley
The proposed State lll(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts B and
Cc) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required.

5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public
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7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement
'concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for detennining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by Council/Public
8.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins- [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de~wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-writ(!/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC.
Discussion by Council/Public

...

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (40S) 702-4100.

-

-..

-

HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL REGULAR :MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 1:00 P.M.
4.545 NORTII LINCOLN BOULEYARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

.

-

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of June 16, 1998 Minutes
Resolutions -Bill Fishback- Marilyn Andrews

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

PUBLIC HEARINGS

5.

OAC 252:100-4_7 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste.lan~Jls that com~enced construction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waSte after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State.ll1(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
·Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed Stat~ 1ll(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission ·
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts Band
Cc) require that a public !tearing be hel~ t~·receive co~ents.from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required. · ·-

7.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
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9.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement ~
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to
incorporate by reference ~e Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

11.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain ElevatorS [AMENDED]
Martinez Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

12.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED}
,
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

13.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

14.

New Business
Discussion/consideration ofsubjects/business arising within the past 24 hours
Possible action by Council

Chairman

15.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting ·TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 129th East Tulsa OK

Chairman

..

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

~
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July 74, 1.998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David R. Dyke, Interim Direct&>
AIR QUALITY DIVISION~

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 37

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-37 CONTROL
OF EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS to be brought to public hearing on August
18, 1998. The proposed revisions are the result of the DEQ program to simplify, clarify
and correct all its exi~ting rules. The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify
language, correct grammar, and impose consistency in format without involving substantive
changes. However, in the process of simplifying and clarifying the rule, it was necessary to
make a few substantive changes.
For simplicity the term "volatile organic compound" in 252:100-37-2 has been redefined to
be consistent with the EPA definition .. The new definition includes the incorporation by
reference of40 CFR 52.100(s)(1) which lists the organic compo1mds that EPA has
determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity. Presently Chapter 100 divides
what EPA classifies as "volatile organic compound (VOC)" into "volatile organic
compound (VOC), II "organic solvents,II and "volatile organic solvent (VOS). II The Chapter
contains two definitions ofvolatile organic compound neither ofwhich is consistent with
the EPA definition; a definition of volatile organic solvent which is almost exactly the
same as the EPA definition ofvolatile organic compound, and two definitions oforganic
solvents. As part ofthe simplification process the staff propose to have only one definition
ofvolatile organic compound which will be consistent with the EPA definition and to
replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and "organic solvents" with "volatile
organic compound (VOC)." The redefinition of volatile organic compound will also serve
as a response to requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, and perchloroethylene
from being considered VOCs. The proposed definition excludes substances with negligible
photochemical reactivity and EPA has determined that these three substances have
negligible photochemical reactivity and, therefore, are not considered to be VOCs .
The staff proposes deleting 252: 100-37-3(a), which requires any new source that emits
organic material as a solvent or reactant to obt8.in a permit and apply best available control
technology (BACT). As originally proposed by the staff to the Air Quality Council, this
subsection applied only to organic solvents and only to major sources. When approved by
the Council, the major source requirement was omitted. The Council records from that time
contain no explanation for this change. To require each new source ofVOC to apply
BACT, regardless ofthe size ofthe source, expends more time, effort and expense than can
be justified by the Department considering the subsequent reductions in VOC emissions.
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This is especially true for new sources in areas that are in attainment and have always been
in ~ttainp:1ent.. To require BACT for new major sources of VOC in Subchapter 37 is
redundant. That requirement already exists in 252:1 00-8-5(d)(1 )(A). Therefore, it is
proposed to delete this subsection.
The staffproposes deleting the first sentence in 252: 100-37-36 (fuel-burning and refuseburning equipment), thereby eliminating the impossible requirement that no emission of
hydrocarbons or organic materials is allowed from fuel-burning or refuse-burning
.
equipment. This revision will also resolve the contradiction with the second sentence which
requires such equipment to be operated to minimize these emissions.
An informational meeting to discuss revisions to Subchapter 37 for the purpose of

simplification, clarification, and correction ofthe rule was held on Tuesday, July 7, 1998, at
the DEQ office. This meeting was open to the publi~. Comments made at the meeting
were given consideration in the proposed draft enclosed with this memorandum.

In the process of revising Subchapter 37, definitions were changed, moved, and/or deleted.
The staff intends to revise 252: 100-1-3, Definitions, later in the process ofthe "Re-write
De-wrong" project. It is our intention to include in Subchapter 1 only those definitions that
apply to all or practically all ofthe subchapters in Chapter 100. Definitions that apply to
only one or two subchapters will be placed in those subchapters and definitions that are
general to the entire Chapter 100 will be deleted from individual subchapters.
Staff will recommend the rule be considered again-at tlie nextAir Quality Council meeting
on October20, 1998.
In addition to the proposeddraftrevisionsto Subchapter37, a copyof40 CFR 51.100(s)(l),
and a summation ofthe proposed revisions with explanations are also included in the
packet.
Enclosures: 3

2

-

SUBCHAPTER 3 7 . CONTROL OF EMISSION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC M..'\'!'ERIALS
COMPOUN'D'S (VOCs)
252:100-37-1.
252:100-37-2.
252:100-37-3.
252:+00-37-4.
252:100-37-5.

PART l.. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Purpose . . .
. . . . .
Definitions . . . . . . . .
Applicability and compliance
Exemptions . . . . . . .
Operation and maintenance . .

1

1
2
3
4

PART 3 • CONTROL OF ".TQLA'l'ILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
LOADING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-15. Storage
of
volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
252:100-37-16. Loading
of
volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
[NOTE: Moved
- and Renwnbered]
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors
[NOTE: Moved and
renwnbered. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
PART 5. CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOI?IENTSVOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products . ·. . . . .
7
252:100-37-26. Clean up with organic solventsVOCs
. . .
9
PART 7. CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES
252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
....... .
252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning
and
refuse-burning
equipment . . . . . . . . . . . .
252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators . . . .
252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors . . . . . . . . .

AQC8-18F.37

10
10
10
11
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[NOTE: The italicized notes in brackets are for information only
and are.not part of the rule.]
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-37-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources to protect and enhance
the air quality to insure that the Oltlahoma air quality standard is
not eJtceeded and significant deterioration prevented. The puroosc
of this Subchapter is to prevent the formation of ozone by
controlling the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) .
This Subchapter contains the requirements for control of the
emissions of VOCs from stationary sources.
252:100-37-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwis~.
nAcrylicn means a chemical coating contc;iining polymers or _
co-polymers of acrylic or substitute __acrylic acid in combination
with suitable resinous modifiers..!.. and itsThe primarr mode of cure
is solvent evaporation.
_
nAlkyd primern means a chemical coating composed primarily of
alkyd applied to a. surface to provide a firm bond between __the
substrate and any additional paintcoating.
[NOTE: Coating is_ _the
ter.m used in Section 25 of this Subchapter.]
ncustom product fi:i:iishes 11 means a proprietary chemical coating
designed for a specific customer and ena use.
acutbaelt asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
[NOTE: This ter.m is not used
in subchapter 3 7. 1
nEffluent water separator 11 means any tanlE, box, sump, or other
container in which any material compoun:dVOC floating on..c.. ~
entrained in, or contained in water entering such tank, boJE, sump
or otherthe container is physically separated and removed from
euehthe water prior to outfall,
drainage,
or recovery of
suchdischargc of the water from the container.
nEpoxy" means a chemical coating containing epoxy groups and
suitable chemical cross-linking agents. BpoxiesThe prime mode of
cure involves a chemical reaction between the epoxy and-- the
cross-linking agent.
11
Maintenance finishes" means a chemical coating formulated to
form a protection ofthat protects a given substrate ~from adverse
chemical or physical condition.
·nNitrocellulose lacquers (NC lacguers)n means
a
chemical
coating containing nitrocellulose and suitable resinous modifiers,
and ~.~esc..!.. The primary mode of cure is solvent evaporation.
aorganie materials" means chemical compounds of carbon cJEcluding
carbon monmddes, carbon dimdde, carbonic acid, metallic carbides,
metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
[NOTE: This term is no
longer used in this Subchapter as a result of the proposed revisions. 1
AQC8-18F.37
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"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
1terosene, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude~
oil or through redistillation, cracking or reforming of unfinishea.. '
hydrocarbon deriYatives.
[NOTE: This term is not used in SC-3 7. J ·
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
\:hichthat meets any one of the following conditions7~
{A) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filledT~
{B) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vesselT~
{C)
~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel; or,~
{D)
otherit is an equivalent methodsmethod acceptable tothat
has been approved by the BJcecutivcDivision Director.
"Vinyl" means a chemical coating containing plasterized or
unplasterized polymers and co-polymers of vinyl acetate, vinyl
chloride, polyvinyl alcohols or their condensation products_.__aad
-~The primary mode of cure is solvent evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound
(VOC)"
means any compound·
containing carbon a~d l!Y_drogen or cqp:taining carbon az::d hydrogen in
combination -.dth any other element 'h'hich has a vapor pressure of
1. 5 pounds per square inch absolute or greater under a.CJ.t.~al s·torage
conditions.of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate,
which participates
in atmospheric photochemical ~
reactions.
This includes any organic compound except those
designated as having negligible photochemical reactivity as listed
in 40 CFR Sl.l.OO(s} (1.), which is hereby incorporated by reference
as it existed on July 1., 1.998.
[NOTE: This revision makes the AQD
definition of VOC consistent with the EPA definition in 40 CFR
51.100(s).
The proposed revision also complies with requests to
exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, and perchloroethylene from
being considered VOCs (EPA's definition exempts these substances).
I t also brings AQD definition into agreement with the EPA
reactivity policy as expressed in the memorandum dated July 21,
1987, from G. T. Helms, Chief, Control Programs Operations Branch,
U . .S. EPA, OAQPS and the comments contained in Attachment B of the
June 9, 1988, letter from William B. Hathaway, EPA Region 6.
This
change will result in
only one dcfini tion of VOC being used
throughout the··chapter, thus simplifying the rules.]

"Volatile organic solvent (VOS)" means any organic compound
·.,.·hich participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions; that is,
any organic compound other than those \rhich the EPA Administrator
designates as having negligible photochemical reactivity. VDB may
be measured by the EPA voc reference method.
[NOTE: This term is
not used in Subchapter 37.]

252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
(a)
New sources. Any nm: source calculated to emit an organic
material to the atmosphere either as a solvent or a reactant \:ill
AQC8-18F.37
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be s:ubj.ect to permitting under OAC 252:100 7, and ·.dth the
application of Best Available Control Technology.
[NOTE:
This
subsection has been difficult to interpret and consequently has
been interpreted in various ways over the years.
As originally
proposed it applied only to major sources of organic solvents.
When adopted, the 100 tpy trigger level was missing and there
appears to be no explanation for this change in the records. When
applied to all new sources regardless of size, this subsection
requires more time, effort, and expense than can be justified by
the reduction in VOCs.
If applied only to major sources, it is
redundant since 252:100-8-5(b)(A) requires new major sources to
obtain permits and to apply BACT.]
(b)

C!ompliaBee schedule.

(1)

All equipment and process previously regulated under GAG

252:100 37 and 252.100 39 and its effective dates of July 1 1
1972 and December 8, 1974 must still abide by those dates .

...f-2+lal

-

In all areas eJecept :AQPffi: 1 s, thisThis Subchapter shall
apply to all new installations of any equipment or processes
described in this Subchapter, after the effective date of December
28, 1974.
..
-(-3+_{Ql
ProvisionsSections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37 ,. and 38 of this
Subchapter relating to control of lJOC shall apply to all ne~~ and
existing installations of any equipment or processes in use and
described in this Subchapter located in Air Quality Ma~ntenance
Areas (AQMA's) as classified by the Ewrironmental Protection
:AgeneyEPA with regard to hydrocarbonsVOCs and photochemical
Olddantsozone (which in 1998 consists of Tulsa County and Oklahoma
County) 1 and become effective on June 8, 1979; provided, ho·.orever,
that mdsting inst·allations shall have t~ienty ·four (24) months from
the effective date ~iithin ~ffiich to comply with this SubchapterJune
9. 1981.
Except that·· theThe retrofit requirements for crude
petroleum storage tanlesvessels will be limited· to tanlesvesse; s of
greater than 420,000 gallon (10, 000 harrell capacity. [NOTE: Only
the sections listed in (a) previously applied to sources of VOC
which was defined to exclude substances with vapor pressures less
than 1.5 psia.
The changes to this subsection were made so that
such substances with vapor pressures less than 1.5 psia would
remain exempt from the listed sections.]
(4)
Provisions of this Subchapter relating to the control of
organic solvent shall be as specified in the applicable
Section.
252:100-37-4. Exemptions
(a) Organic materials as used inVOCs with vapor pressures less
than 1. 5 · pounds per square inch (psia) under actual storage
conditions are exempt from 252:100-37-15 through 252.100 37 18,
252 : 10 0- 3 7 -16 and · 2 52 . 10 0 3 7 2 7 and 2 52 : 10 0 3 7 2 8 1 2 52 : 10 0- 3 7-3 5
through 252:100-37-38 ~dll not include. t4ethane (Cll,r) or any
material otheruise included ~ffiich has vapor pressure of less than
1.5 pounds
per square inch absolute under actual storage
conditions.
[NOTE:
The Sections listed in this subsection have
applied only to VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1. 5 psia. VOCs
AQC8-18F.37
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with vapor pressures less than 1.5 psia as stored are exempt from
the listed Sections to avoid a substantive change.]
-..
(br Petroleum or condensate stored, processed, treated, loaded,
and/or treatedtransferred at a drilling or production facility _:>'
prior to custody transfer is exempt from this Subchapter.
~
meemption also includes transfer and loading operations.
(c)
The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or burning of
organic materialsVOCs on a farm or ranch, when such VOCs are used
for agricultural purposes on farms and ranchessaid farm or ranch,
is exempted from all provisions of 252:100-37-15k through 252:100
37 18252:100-37-16, and 252.100 37 27 and 252:100 37 28252:100-3735 through 252:100-37-38.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance
Any required vapor-loss control devices, packing glands and
mechanical seals ·shall be properly installed. maintained, and
operated.
[NOTE:
This Section was added as part of the

simplification and streamlining processes.
This requirement
appeared in several places in the rule.
It has been added as a
section and appears only once.] - PART 3 •
CONTROL OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COUPOUNDSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
LOADING opgRATIONS

252:100-37-15. Storage of volatile orgaRie eompoundeVOCs
__ (a) -storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons.
N ··
o
personowner or operator shall build, sell, or install or permit the
building or installation of any new stationary tarue, reservoir or
other containerstorage vessel of more than 40,000 gallons (150,000
liters) capacity which will be- used for storage of any organic
materialsVOCs, unless such tank, reser.roir or other containerit is
to be a pressure ~vessel capable of maintaining working
pressures sufficient at all times tothat prevent organic vapor or
-~the loss of voc to the atmosphere_or is designed, ana will be
built and equipped with one of the .following vapor-loss control
devices~.

(1)- A floating roof, consisting of pontoon type, internal
floating coverk or double-deck type roof, \•'hichthat will rest
on the surface of the liquid contents_.__andThe floating roof
shall be equipped with a clqsure seal, or seals, to close the
space between the roof edge and ~vessel wall.
Such
floating roofs are not appropriate control devices if the
organic materialsVOCs have a vapor pressure of 11 pounds per
square inch absolutepsia (568 mm Hg75.8 kPa) or greater under
actual conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(2)
A vapor-recovery system consisting of a vapor-gathering
system capable of collecting 85 percent or more of the
uncontrolled organic materialVOC that would otherwise be
emitted to the atmosphere-:- and ~ vapor-disposal system capab~e
of processing such organic materialVOC so as to prevent the~r
emission to the atmosphere_,_
and ,,·ith allAll -t-ank:vessel

AQC8-18F.37
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_gauging
and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
.
.
gaug1ng or sampling is taking place.
(3) Other equipment or meansmethods of equal efficiency for
purposes of air pollution control as may bewhen approved by
· the EJcecutb:=eDivision Director prior to installation.
(b)
Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater.
N
0
personowner or operator shall build, sell, or install or permit the
building or installation of a new stationary organic materialVOC
storage ~vessel with a capacity of 400 gallons (1520 liters)-or
more unless such tankit is equipped with a permanent submerged fill
pipe or is equipped with an organic materiala vapor-recovery system
as required in 252.100 37 S(a)252:100-37-15(a).
252:100-37-16. Loading of ~olatile ergaBie eompoendeVOCs
(a) Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000
gallons/day.
(1)
No peroonowner or operator shall build or install-er- permit the building or installation of a stationary organic
materialVOC loading facility havingdesigned to have a
throughput greater than 40,000 gallons .per day from its _
aggregate loading pipes unless ouch loading £acilityit 4:-s-will
be equipped with a vapor-collection and disposal system or
unless loading-is accomplished by bottom loading with closed
hatches closed, properly installed, in good working order and
in operation·.
·
(2) When loading in a vapor colle.ction and disposal system is
effected through the hatches of a tank_ trucle · or trailer with
a loading arm equipped with a vapor collecting adaptori
pneUftlatic, lTydraulic or other mechanical means shall be
provided to force a vapor tight . seal bet'llveen the adaptor and
the hateh.When loading VOCs (at a loading facility equipped
with .a- vapor collection and disposal system) through · the
hatches of a tank truck or trailer, using a loading armequipped with a vapor collecting adaptor, a pneumatic,_
hydraulic,.or mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a
vapor-tight seal between the adaptor and the hatch.
(3)
A means shall be provided in either system to prevent
organic materialVOC drainage from the loading device when it
is removed from any tank truck or trailer, or to accomplish
complete drainage before removal.
(4) When loading is effected through means other than
hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped with
fittings uhiehthat make vapor-tight connections and which must
be closed when disconnected or which close automatically when
disconnected.
(5) The vapor-disposal portion of the system shall consist of
one of the following:
(A)
a vapor-liquid absorber system with a m1n1mum
recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all the
organic materialVOC vapors and gases entering such
disposal system,L or~
(B)
a
variable-vapor space tank,
compressor,
and
AQC8-18F.37
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fuel-gas system of sufficient capacity to receive all
organic maeerialVOC vapors and gases displaced from th€~
tank trucks and trailers being loaded.
·
(b) Loading facilities with throughput equal to or less than
40,000 gallons per day.
(1)
No personowner or operator shall build or install-er
permit:: ehe building or inseallation of a stationary organic
maeerialVOC loading facility fi~;ingdesigned to have a
throughput of 40,000 gallons (150,000 liters) per day or less
from its aggregate loading pipes unless each ±aloading pipe
will be equipped with a system for submerged filling of tank
trucks or trailers properly inseallea, in gooa ,..,.orleing oraer
ana operating in such a manner ehaewhich will be installed and
operated to ·maintain a 97 percent submergence factor--4-smaint::ainea.
(2)
Paragraph
252:100-37-16(b) (1)
applyapplies
to
any
facility ...~ichthat loads organic maeerialsVOCs into any tank
truck or trailer with a capacity in excess of 200 gallons (760
lite;s)
that
is
designed
for
transporting
organic
maeerialsVOCs ana having a capaciey in excess of 200 gallons
(760 lieers) .
252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
Moved and
[NOTE;
Renumbered] .

·No person shall build or inseall or permit the building or
installaeion of a single or muleiple comparement organic material
s,meer separaeor s,;hich receives effluent ...· ater coneaining 200
gallons (760 lieers) a day or more or any organic-material from any -._
equipment:: processing, refining, ereaeing, seoring or hanaling
organic maeerials Uf1l9Ss the compartment receiving·saia effluent·
water is equipped \otith one of the follouing vapor loss control
aevices, properly installed,
in gooa ....arking order and in
operation:
(1)
A container having all openiBgs sealed and totally
enclosing the liquid contents.
All gauging and sampling
de·.;-icee shall be gas tight except uhen gauging or sampling is
eaking place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas tight::
1..
'
'
'
'
.::1 I
'
'
'
mecept Sftnen manual e j E~mttu:ng,
~nepect~on
anuror
repa~r
~s
1n
progress;
(2)
A container equipped 'tdth a floating roof, consisting of
a poE:toon type, double deck type roof, or iBternal floating
coYer, ...' hich ...· ill rest on the surface of the contents ana is
equipped ~iith a closure seal, or seale, to close the space
between the roof edge and container 'iotall.
All gauging and
sampling aevicce shall be gas tight except 'tffien gauging or
sampling is taldng place.
'i'he oil removal aevices shall be
gas tight except .,,"fien manual skimming, inspection ana/or
repair is in progress,
(3)
A container equipped "tdth a vapor recovery syseem,
consisting of a vapor gathering system capable of collecting
the organic material vapors and gases discharged and .a
vapor disposal system capable of processing such organ1c
•
,
1..
•
•
•
fmater~a~ vapors and gases eo as to prevent tne~r emlSSlOn eo
~
AQC8-18F.37
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:thq atmosphere and with all tanle gauging and sampling devices
gas tight except uhen gauging or sampling is talEing place.
The organic material remmral devices shall be gas tight eJecept
uhen manual skimming·, inspection and/or repair is in progress;
er-;( 4)
Containers eEJUipped ~orith controls of equal efficiency
provided S'll;ch equipment is submitted to and apprmred by the
EJcecutiv=e Director.
[NOTE:
Renumbered as 252:100-37-37.]
252:100-37-18. Pumps

and

compressors

[NOTE:

Moved

and

renumbered.]

No person shall build or install or permit the building or
installation of any pump or compressor handling organic material
compounds unless rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped
with mechanical seals or other equipment of eEJUal efficiency; or
reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped with pacleing
glands properly installed and in good ~mrlting order such that the
emissions from the drain recov=ery system are limited to t\iO cubic
inches of liquid organic material in any 15 minute period at
standard conditions per pump or compressor.
[NOTE:
Renumbered
252:100-37-38.]

PART 5 •

-

CONTROL OF ORGANIC. SOL'lENTSVOCs J:N COATING OPERATIONS

252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products
(a)
Standards.
No mmer or operator subject to the provJ:sJ:on
ef this Section shall discharge or cause the discharge into the
atmosphere £rom. an mcisting coating line or indiYidual coating
operation any organic solYent in eJecess of the amounts, listed in
the follmdng table, p'er gallon ...of coating, excluding \rater_, __
deliv=ered te the coating applicator.No owner or operator of any
coating line or coating operation shall allow VOC emissions from
coatings that contain VOCe in excess of the amounts listed in the
following table.

Type of coating

Pounds of organic solventVOC per
gallon 'of paintcoating (less water
and exempted organic compounds)
Jan.. 79
Jan. 81
~ln. 82
limit
limit
limit

Alkyd primer
Vinyls
NC lacquers
Acrylics
Epoxies
Maintenance finishes
Custom products finishes

-

4.8
6.0
6.4
6.0
4.8
4.8
6.5

(b)
Plant-wide ~ission plan.
An mmer/operator may develop a
plant 'tdde emission plan instead of having each coating line comply
.
.
1. .
.
.
.
( \ of
'..
f th
v l th
: e emJ:ssJ:onJ:mJ:tatJ:ons
preserJ:. b e d J:n
t h e tabl e J:na;
AQC8-18F.37
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this section, provided:
(1) Development of a plant-wide emission Plan.
An owner 01 - . ,
~ '.
operator may develop a plant-wide emission plan instead of
having each coating line comply with the VOC content
limitations in 252:100-37-25(a)
if the following conditions
arc met.
i l l -E-heThc owner or operator demonstrates, by fficans of
approved material balance or manual emission test
methods,by
the
methods
in
252:100-5-2.1 (d)
that
sufficient reductions in organic sol;rcntsVOCs emissions
may be obtained by controlling other facilitiessourccs
within the plant to the extent necessary to compensate
for all excess emissions ~~ichthat result from one or
more coating lines not
achieving the prescribed'
limitation. Such demonstration shall be ·describedmade in
writing and shall include:
----fAt-...li.l
Aa complete description of the coating
line or lines whichthat will not comply with the
emissionVOC content limitation in 252:100-37-25 (a);
-fB-1-lill.
Quantificationguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the prescribed
emission.VOC content limitation for· 'each coating
line described under 252 .100 37 25 (b) (1) (A) 252: 10037-25 (b) (1) (A) (i);
~(iii)
As complete description of each facility
and the related control system, if any, for those -.._
facilities r,dthin the plant ...~erehow emissions will
. pe _qec.reased at specific sources to compensate for
-- excess emissions from each coating line described
under
252:100 37 2S(b) (1) (A)252:100-3725 {b) {1) {A) {i)
and
the
date
on which
such
reductions will be achieved;
~(iv)
Quantificationguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, for each facilitysource described
under
252.100 37 25 (b) (1) (C) 252:100-37
25 (b) (1) (A} (iii),
both before
and after
the
improvement or installation of any applicable
c.ontrol system, or operational changes to such a
facility or facilities to reduce emissions and the
date on ..ihich such reductions \dll be achie;rcd;
and,
-fEi+J.y_
Ag_ description of the procedures and
methods used to determine the emissions of organic
sobrentsVOCs.
~lftl
-E-heThe plant-wide emission reduction plan does
not include decreases in emissions resulting from
requirements of other applicable air pollution rules.
The plant \ddc emission reduction plan may include
decreases in emissions accomplished through installation
or impro;remcnt of a control system or through physical or
-,_
r
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operational changes to faci±ities, inc±uding permanently
reduced production or c±osing a faci±ity, ±ocatcd on the
premises of a sur.facc coating operation.
-fa+ ( 2)
Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. -t:Be'Ihe
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of compliance with the emissionsVOC content limitation
prescribed in 252:100-37-25(a) has been· expressly approved by
the Executive Director.
Upon approval, any emissions in
excess of those established for each facility under the plan
shall be a violation of this Subchapter.
(c)
Emission limitatienControl equipment required.
No person
sha±± discharge into the atmosphere more than 3, 000 pounds of
organic matcria±s in any one day nor more than 450 pounds in any
one hour from any artic±c, machine, equipment or other contrivance
\..'\..
,
. , conta~n~ng
..
\..
~n
~hx1Cn
any organ~c soxvent
or any matcr~ax
sucn
eo±vent is emp±oyedNo owner or operator shall allow the emissions
into the atmosphere of more than 3,000 pounds of VOCs in any one
day nor more than 450 pounds in any one hour from any machine or
equipment in which VOC or VOC containing material is used or
applied, unless such dischargeemission has been .:r:-educed by at least
85 percent or has app±icdunless BACT or better~ as determined by
the B3eccutiYeDivision Director has been applied to the coating
machine or equipment.
··
(d)
Exempt1on.
Owners or operators of sources that are
computed to emit less than.100 pounds of organic solvcntVOC per~
hr. /day24 -hour day are exempt from the requirements of this
Section.
(e) Alternate standard. ElmissionsThe use of coatings with VOC
contents in excess of those permitted by 252:100-37-25(a) or with
emissions in excess of those permitted by through 252:100 37
25(d)252:100-37-25(c) are allowable if both of the following
conditions are met~.
(1)
voc emissions that would . resu±t in the absence of
contro±occur if no controls were used, are reduced by:
(A)
90 percent, by incineration;-er,
(B)
85 percent, by absorptionabsorption/adsorption; or~
any other process
of
equiv=a±ent rc±iability and
effcctiv=cncse; and,
J..Ql. 85 percent by any other process of equivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2)
HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clea.n Air Act,
results.

.

-

.

252:100-37-26. Clean up with erganie sel...-eatsVOCs
Emissions of organic materia±e to the atmosphere from the
clean up with organic eo±v=ente, ae defined in 252.100 37 2,VOCs of
any article, machine, or equipment or other contriv·ancc used in
applying coatings controlled in 252:100-37-25(a) through 252.100
37 25 (d) 252:100-37-25 (e) shall be inc±udcd uith the other emissions
of organic so±vcnts from the coating ±inc or opcrationcounted in
determining compliance with those rules.
AQC8-18F.37
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PART 7.

CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES

252:1~0-37-35.

-

Waste gas disposal
(a)
Ethylene manufacturing emissions. No personowner or operator
shall build or install or permit the building or installation of
any ethylene manufacturing plant unless the waste-gas stream under
normal operating c.onditions is properly burned at 1, 300°F. for o. 3
seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner equipped with an
indicating pyrometer which is positioned in the working area for
the operator's ready monitoring or an equally effective catalytic
vapor incinerator also with pyrometer.
Proper burning of the
waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98 percent of the
ethylene emissions originally present in the waste-gas stream.
(b)
Vapor blowdown.
Except
where
inconsistent
with
the
"Minimum Federal Safety Standards for the Transportation of Natural
and' Other Gas by Pipeline,'' or any State of Oklahoma regulatory
agency, no personowner or operator shall allow emit organicVOC
gase;s to be emit ted to the atmosphere from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares,
or· an equally effective control device as. approved by the
BxecutiveDivision Director.

252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment
No person shall cause or allm.,.. the emission of hydrocarbons or
other organic materials from any fuel burning or refuse burning
equipment. All ffi:lehfuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment shall
be operated ae to minimize ~ emissions of VOC.
Among other
things, such operation shall assure that the equipment is not
overloaded, that it is properly cleaned and maintained, and that
... t~mperature and available air are sufficient to provide essentially
complete combustion.

~

252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators [NOTE: Was 252:100-37-17.1
No personowner or operator shall build or install or permit
·
·
'
·
·
sin le-com artment or
whiehthat will receiv=esreceive effluent water containing 200
gallons (760 liters) a day or more erof any organic materialVOC
from any equipment processing, refinirig, treating, storing or
handling organic materialsVOCs unless the compartment receiving
eatethe effluent water 4awill be eguippedcomply with one of the
following vapor loss control devices, properly installed, in good
·,;or]eing order and in operationsets of conditions~.
l1l AThe container totally encloses the liquid contents and
having all openings are sealed and totally enclosing the
liquid contents.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual
skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress~
~
AThe container is equipped with a floating roof,
consisting of a pontoon type, internal floating cover. or
double-deck ~ype roof, or internal floating cover, which will
AQC8-18F.37
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~

rest on the surface of the contents and is equipped with a
closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the roof
edge and container wall.
All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progressT.
lJl AThe container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapo~gathering system capable of collecting
the organic materialVOC vapors and gases discharged and a
vapor-disposal system capable of processing such organic
material vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to
the atmosphere.
and \dth allAll tank gauging and sampling
devices gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The organic materialVOC removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or
repair is in progress: or .
l!l. The Containerscontainer is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency provided such eauipment is submitted to andif
approved by the ExecB:tiveDivision Director.
[NOTE:
New
language in. ·t;bis section is double underl.ined to facilitate comparison.]

-

252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors
[NOTE:
Was 252:100-37-18.]
No personowner or operator shall build or install or permit
the building or installation of any pump or compressor handling
organic material compoundsVOCs unless the following conditions are
met. rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped \dth
mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency; or
reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped \dtfi packing
glands properly installed and in good \mrldng order such that the
emissiens from the drain recovery system are limited to t\m cubic
inches of liquid organic · material in any 15 minute period at
standard conditions per pump or compressor .
..{ll Rotating tvoe pumps and compressors are equipped with
mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency.
,ill Reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped
with packing glands.
lll Emissions from the drain recovery system do not exceed
two cubic inches of liquid VOC in any 15 minute period per
pump or compressor at standard conditions.
[NOTE:.
New language in
facilitate compaTison.]

AQC8-18F.37
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.1 OO(s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98

-

Sec. 51.100 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have
been determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113);
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11);
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
1,2-dichloro 1, 1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114 );
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1,1, 1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
· 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a);
1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b); ·
1-chloro 1,1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1, 1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124 );
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1, 1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134);
1, 1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1, 1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1, 1,1,2,2-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1,3-dichloro-1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-1 Omee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC-161);
1, 1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
1, 1,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1,1,1,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245eb);
1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa);
1,1,1,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1, 1,1 ,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
aqc\8-18-98\51 (s)(1).doc
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31 );
:1 chloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1,2-dichloro-1,1,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4 F90CH 3);
2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF3) 2CFCF20CH 3);
1-ethoxy-1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane (C4 F90C 2 H5);
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-hepta1~uoropropane

((CF3) 2CFCF20C 2 H5);
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no
unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with
no unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur
bonds only to carbon and fluorine.
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SUMMATION AND EXPLANATION OF THE PROPOSED
REVISIONS TO SUBCHAPTER 37 ·
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 37 are the result ofthe DEQ program to simplify,
clarify and correct all its rules. Unless otherwise noted, no substantive changes were
intended in the following proposed revisions. The substantive revisions are summarized

in Section II ofthis document.
I.

Revisions made throughout the Subchapter
A. Revisions in Terminology
1. Environmental Protection Agency has been replaced by EPA - simplification
2. Executive Director has been replaced, in most cases, by Division Director clarification
3. Organic material has been replaced by VOC- simplification
4. Organic solvent has been replaced by VOC- simplification
5. Hydrocarbon has been replaced by VOC- simplification
6. Volatile organic compound(s) has been replaced by VOC(s)- simplification
7. photochemical oxidants has been replaced by ozone - clarification
8. Tank has been replaced by vessel - consistency in terminology
9. Person has been replaced by owner or operator - clarification
B. Revised or deleted language
1. "or permit the building or installation of' has been deleted throughout the
rule - simplification and clarification
2. Unless otherwise noted herein, changes to language were for simplificaotn,
clarificaton, correction of grammar, or consistency of format.

II. SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES. Only three of the revisions proposed by the staff are
intended to be substantive. These are:
A. the revision of the definition of volatile organic compound (VOC) in 252:10037-2;
B. the deletion of the requirement for BACT for new sources of VOC in 252:10037-3(a); and
C. the correction of252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning
equipment.
III. Revisions to PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. 252:100-37-1. Purpose. The proposed revisions are to set forth as clearly as
possible the purpose of the rule.
B. 252:100-37-2. Definitions. The following revisions are proposed for this
section.
1. The staff proposes to delete the definitions OF CUTBACK ASPHALT, REFINERY
and VOLA TILE ORGANIC SOLVENT (VOS) since these terms are not used in
Subchapter 37.
2. The staff proposes to revise the definition OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND
(VOC) be consistent with the EPA definition and to incorporate 40 CFR
37sum3.doc
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51.1 00(s)( 1) by reference. 40 CFR 51.100 contains the list of organic
compounds that EPA has designated as having negligible photochemical
reactivity and therefore excluded from the defmition of VOC.
+ This is part of the simplification process. What EPA classifies as VOC
has been classified as organic material in Chapter 100 and divided into
VOC, organic solvents, and volatile organic solvents. The Chapter
contains two defmitions ofVOC and two definitions of organic
solvents. The staff feels having one definition ofVOC that is
consistent with the EPA definition will simplify the Chapter as well as
Subchapter 37.
+ Ozone is the NAAQS pollutant of concern in Subchapter 37. The rule
provides for control of ozone by controlling the emissions of ozone
precursors - photochemically reactive organic compoimds. The
proposed revision of the defmition ofVOC reflects this purpose.
+ A petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association to exclude
acetone from the definition ofVOC was presented to the Air Quality
Council at the meeting of December 19, 1995. The Council directed
the staff to give consideration to this petition. Subsequent to this event,
other requests have been received requesting that perchloroethylene and
methylated siloxanes also be excluded from the definition of VOC. The
proposed revision ofVOC excludes these three compounds since they
have been designated by EPA as having negligible photochemical
reactivity.

+

THIS REVISION MAY RESULT IN SOME SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES,

although care has been taken throughout the rest of the Subchapter to
minimize any such ·substantive changes that may result from the revised
definition ofVOC.
C. 252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
1. (a) New sources. Staff recommends that this subsection be deleted. As
originally proposed it applied only to organic solvents and only to major
sources. ·The major source restriction was dropped without explanation
when the subsection was adopted, but it applied only to organic solvents
(what is now Part 5 and consists of Section 25, Coating of parts and
products and Section 26, Clean up with organic solvents). In the course of
several recodifications the subsection was moved to General Provisions and
became applicable to the entire rule. Staff does not believe this was the
original intent. To require BACT for all new minor sources ofVOC,
especially tho~e located in areas that have always been in attairunent for
ozone, requires more time, effort, and resources than can be justified by the
subsequent reduction in VOC emissions. There is no need to require BACT
for new major sources of BACT since that requirement already exists in
252:100-8-5(d)(1)(A). THIS IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
2. (b) Compliance schedule.
+ Staff recommends that (b)(1) be deleted. The requirement is redundant.
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Staff proposes to renumber (b)(2) as (a) and proposes revisions to make
clear that the Subchapter as modified effective December 28, 1974,
applies to all new sources or modifications after that date.
+ Staff proposes to renumber (b)(3) as (b) and lists the sections (as
revised) that will apply to all existing sources in AQMAs. This was
done to prevent a substantive change due to the use of the term VOC
instead of organic solvents or organic material. In the existing rule
only Sections 15, 16, 17, 18, 35 and 36 pertained to VOCs. In the
proposed revision Sections 17 and 18 have been renumbered Sections
35 and 36 respectively. Language has also been added to make clear
that AQMAs as classified by the EPA with regard to VOCs and ozone
consists of Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties. The proposed revisions are
for clarification.
+ Staff proposes to delete (b)(4). This paragraph is redundant.
D. 252:100-37-4. Exemptions
1. Revisions to paragraph (a) insure that those sections which previously
applied only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater continue to
apply only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater. Changes in
citations reflect renumbering proposed in other sections of the rule. Two
citations (252:100-37-27 and 28) which did not exist in the present rule
were corrected and renumbered to 252:100-37-35 and 36.
2. Revisions to paragraph (b) make it clear that the exemption of transfer and
loading operations is limited to those located at drilling production
facilities.
3. Revisions to paragraph (c) make it clear that VOCs produced, stored, or
used on ·a fann or ranch are exempt from portions of Subchapter 3 7 if they
are used for agricultural purposes on the same fann or ranch.
·E. 252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance This proposed new section is part
of the simplification and streamlining project. This requirement appears in
several places in the existing rule. It has been added as a section and appear
only once in the proposed revision.
IV. PART 3. CONTROL OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS Staff proposes to
rename this Part ..CONTROL OF VOCs IN STORAGE AND LOADING
OPERATIONS" to better reflect its contents. 252:100-37-17 (Effluent water
separators) and 252:100-37-18 (Pumps and compressors) have been renumbered and
moved to Part 7.
A. 252:100-15. Storage ofVOCs Staff proposes to add taglines to subsectionas
(a) and (b) for clarification.
1. (b) Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater. Proposeclrevisions to
this subsection is for the correction of a citation (252: 100-37-5(a) should
have been 252:100-37-15(a)).
B. 252:100-37-17. Effiuent water separators has been renumbered 252:100-3737 and moved to Part 7, Control of Specific Processes.
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C. 252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors has been renwnbered 252:100-37-38
. and moved to Part 7, Control of Specific Processes.

-
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V. -PART 5. CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVENTS Staff proposes to rename Part 5
CONTROL OF VOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS to better reflect its contents ..
A. 252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products.
1. (a) Standards. Staff proposes to delete the limits on VOC content per
gallon of coating that were set for January, 1979 and January 1980. These
deadlines have passed and sources are now required to comply with the
limits that became effective January, 1982.
2. (c) Emission limitation. Staff proposes to change the title of this
subsection to "Control equipment required" to better reflect its contents.
3. (e) Alternate standard. The proposed revisions to this subsection are for
clarification and to correct citations.
VI. PART 7. CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES
A. 252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment. The staff
proposes to delete the impossible requirement that there can Q.e no emission of
hydrocarbons or other organic material from fuel-burning or refuse-burning
equipment by deleting the first sentence of this section. This also resolve~ the
conflict with the requirement that all such equipment be operated to minimize
such emissions that was contained in the second sentence of this section. THIS
IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 1998
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Sharon Myers
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
· David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffinan
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Becky Mainord
Joyce Sheedy
Eddie Terrill
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for August 18, 1998 was (orwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room and also at the DEQ Tower.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky -aye; Ms. Slagell- aye. Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the June 16,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings . Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers
- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell
- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[NEW]

-..,.

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley to give staff recommendations on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that the rule was first
considered by the Council on June 16, 1998 at which time the hearing was continued because
EPA was in the process of amending the federal standards that are the basis for the draft rule.
These amendments became effective August 17, 1998. Ms. Bradley stated that staff had made
the revisions consistent with the amended federal regulations and addressed all comments
received.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption of this rule as
emergency and permanent to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 15, 1998
meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.;
Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-1Q1 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley for staffposition regarding this State Plan. Ms. Bradley pointed out the criteria for
approval of a state plan and advised that Oklahoma's mechanism to implement this Plan is
OAC252:100-47. Ms. Bradley related that although no Council action was necessary, the staff
requests to hear comments from the Council members and the public regarding the State Plan.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who stated that the revisions to these appendices would be identical to the revised
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and ozone

.-....

.
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-

announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997 Federal Register. Ms. Martinez pointed out that
according to the Secretary of State's Rules on Rulemaking, an appendix cannot be amended;
therefore, staff recommended that Council vote to revoke the old appendices and pass the new
appendices as permanent.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board as a permanent rule at its September 15, 1998 meeting. Mr.
_Kilpatrick moved that Council revoke the existing rule and replace them with the new rules as
presented. Second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance ·
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out revisions made to date
and advised that staff was recommending that the comment period be left open until August 24
after which staff would revise the rule based upon co~ents received from Council and public;
and would bring again to the Council's October 20 m~eting.

Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made'
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Gro~z- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised that _the-rule was presented to
Council's June 16 meeting where changes to simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfill an EPA
State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring
(CEM) were proposed. Ms. Buttram advised that comments received have been addressed and
incorporated into the current draft rule. Following discussion with new comments, staff
3
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recommended that the hearing be continued on this rule to the October 20 meeting to allow time
for further comments.

-...

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to continue the hearing. Mr. Wilson made the motion and Ms.
Slagell made the second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Becky
Mainord who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out the changes made and stated that it was staff's recommendation to continue the
hearing until Council's next meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Dr. Grosz made
that motion with second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
As. protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that revisions were made to simplify the language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative, the addition of a Permit By Rule section, and to add a new
Appendix L which would include PM 10 emission factors for the Permit By Rule. Ms. Martinez
pointed out that comments had been received and considered, and that staff's recommendation
was to continue the hearing to the next meeting.
After discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October
20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call
4
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as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
_OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the he¢ng by the Air Quality Council in compliance

with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the revisions are part ofthe Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and
respond to industry requests to exempt acetone, perchloroethylene, and methylated siloxanes
from being considered VOCs. She advised that staff held a workshop on July 7 requesting
public input and comments. She said there are numerous changes to be made in language, format
and with the three substantive changes, staff recommended that the rule be continued to the next
meeting.

.-·

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Mr. Branecky made motion with second
made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that there were numerous revisions as part ofthe Agency's re-write/de-wrong
initiative and also five substantive changes to be considered; therefore, staff would recommend
that the hearing be continued.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October 20 meeting. Dr.
Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.
NEW BUSINESS- None
5
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ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being October 20, 1998 at Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium,
5051 South 129th East, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, INTERIM DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AGENDA

DEPAR'IMENTOFENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
REGULAR MEETINGJHEARING

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
1:00 p.m.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
505 1 South 129 East - Tulsa, Oklahoma
1.
2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the August 18,1998 Regular Meeting

4.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
B. Possible action by Council
C. Roll call vote

5.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
.
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation - Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Roll call vote

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than 5 toQS per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions st8ndards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refmeries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under SectidD 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be detennined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be detennined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote
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8.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins (AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new .-..,
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Becky Mainord
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Propos.al would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning eq~ipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

12.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MAC'I) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July I, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Department is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61 to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

13.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I business arising within the past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

14.

ADJOURNMENT- Next Regular Meeting
Lincoln Plaza Office Park · Burgundy Room

TIJESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1998
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three day1ln advance at (405) 702-4100.

BRIEFING AGENDA

DEPARTMENfOF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALfiY COUNCIL
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
9:30 A.M.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
505 I South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma
1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities
A. Discussion by Council/ Public

3.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council

-

....

'.''·

4.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED) ..
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources (AMENDED)
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

5.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

6.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED)
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-tired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources .subject to opacity standards promulgated under Section 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining complianCe with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

7.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Becky Mainord
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

8.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation -Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

9.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions or Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

10.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council nreeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

11.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MAClj standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Department is also
updating in Subch,apter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 6 i to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

.-....

October 5, 1998

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

A
~ J.

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 37

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-37 CONTROL
OF EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS. These revisions were brought to the Air
Quality Council for the first time on August 18, 1998. At that time the staff
recommended that the rule be considered again at the October 20, 1998 Council meeting.

-

The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify language, correct grammar, and
impose consistency of format on the rule without involving substantive changes. A number
of small changes were made to the rule following the August 18, 1998 Council meeting.
None of these additional changes are intended to be substantive in nature. The following
substantive revisions to the rule are proposed.
1. The definitionof"volatileorganic compound (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2has been

revised. The new definition provides that any organic compound listed 4t 40 CFR
51.1 OO(s)(1) shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC. Presently Chapter 100 divides what EPA classifies
as "volatile organic compound (VOC)" into "volatile organic compound (VOC),"
"organic solvents," and "volatile organic solvent (VOS)." The Chapter contains two
defmitiorisofvolatile organic compound neither of which is consistent with the
EPA definition; a definition of volatile organic solvent which is almost exactly the
same as the EPA definition of volatile organic compound, and two definitions of
organic solvents. As part of the simplification process the staff propose to have only
one definition of volatile organic compound which will be consistent with the EPA
definition and to replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and "organic
solvents" with "volatile organic compound (VOC)." 1bis revision will also serve as
a response to requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, perchloroethylene,
and methyl acetate from being considered VOCs. These four substances are on the
list. in 40 CFR 51.1 OO(s)(1) and, therefore, will not be considered to be VOGs'.

-

2. The staffproposes deleting 252: 100-3 7-3(a), which requires any new source that
emits organic material as a solvent or reactant to obtain a permit and apply best
available control technology(BACT). As originally proposed by the staff to the Air
Quality Council, this subsection applied only to organic solvents and only to major
37mcml.doc
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sources. When approved by the Council, the major source requirement was
omitted. The Council records from that time contain no explanation for this change.
To require each new source ofVOC to apply BACT, regardless ofthe size of the
source, expends more time, effort, and expense than can be justified by the
Department considering the subsequent reductions in VOC emissions. This is
especially true for new sources in areas that are in attainment and have always been
in attainment.. To require BACT for new major sources of VOC in Subchapter 37
is redundant. That requirement already exists in 252: 100-8-5(d)( 1)(A). Therefore,
it is proposed to delete this subsection.
3. The staff proposes deleting the first sentence in 252: 100-37-36 (fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment), thereby elimiiiating the impossible requifement that no
emission of hydrocarbons or organic materials is allowed from fuel-burningor
refuse-burning equipment. This revision will also resolve the contradiction with the
second sentence which requires such equipment to be operated to minimize these
eilllSSlOnS.

An informational meeting to discuss revisions to Subchapter 37 for the purpose of

simplification, clarification, and correction ofthe rule was held on Tuesday, July 7, 1998 at
the DEQ office. This meeting was open to the public. Comments made at the meeting
were given consideration in the proposed draft enclosed with this memorandum. At that
time it became apparent that problems existed in the coating sections of the rule that were
beyond the scope of'the "re-write/de-wrong" process. A workgroup has been formed to ·
study these problems. A meeting was held on September 11, 1998. The staff intends to
propose revisions to the coating sections in 1999.
In the process of revising Subchapter 37, definitions were changed, moved, and/9r deleted.
The staff intends to revise 252: 100-1-3, Definitions, later in the process ofthe .,re-write!dewrong" project. It is our intention to include in Subchapter 1 only those definitions that
apply to all or practically all ofthe subchapters in Chapter 100. Definitions that apply to
only one or two subchapters will be placed in those subchapters and definitions that are
general to the entire Chapter 100 will be deleted from individual subchapters.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption.
In addition to the proposed draft revisions to Subchapter 37, a copy of 40 CFR 51.100(s)(1),
a summation of the proposed revisions with explanations, and a list ofthe revisions that
were made to the rule after the August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting are also
included in the packet.
'

Enclosures: 4
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SUBCHAPTER 3 7 • CONTROL OF EMISSION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC Ml.!!'ERIALS
COMPOUNDS (VOCs)
252:100-37-1.
252:100-37-2.
252:100-37-3.
252:100-37-4.
252:100-37-5.

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Purpose . . .
. . . . . .
Definitions .
. . . . .
App~icability and compliance
Exemptions . . . . . . .
Operation and maintenance . .

1
1
3
3
4

PART 3 • CONTROL OF VOLlA'ILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
LOADING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-15. Storage
of
volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
252:100-37-16. Loading
of
volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
[NOTE: Moved
and Renumbered]
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors [NOTE: Moved and
renumbered. J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
7
PART 5. CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVENTSVOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products . . . .
7
252:100-37-26. Clean up with organic solventsVOCs
10
PART 7. CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES
252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal . . . . . . . . . .
252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning
and
refuse-burning
equipment . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators . .
. . .
252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors . . . . . .

10
10
10
11
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[NOTE:
The italicized notes in brackets are for information only
and are not part of the rule.]
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-37-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources to protect and enhance
the air quality to insure that the Oltlab:oma air quality standard is
not eJEceeded and significant deterioration prevented. The purpose
of this Subchapter is to prevent the formation of ozone by
controlling the emissions of volatile organic compounds {VOCs} .
This Subchapter contains the reqUirements for coritrol of the
emissions of VOCs from stationary sources.
252:100-37-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise~~
•Acrylic" means a chemical coating containing polymers or
co-polymers of acrylic or substitute acrylic acid in combination
with suitable resinous modifiers..._
and itsThc primary mode of cure
is solvent evaporation.
•Alkyd primer" means a chemical coating composed primarily of
alkyd applied to a surface to provide a firm bond between the
substrate and any additional paintcoatinq.
•custom product finieheefinish 11 means a proprietary chemical
coating designed for a specific customer and ena usc.
"Cutbaelt aephaltn means a basic asphalt or aspfialtic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate. [NOTE: Not used in SC-37.]
11 Effluent water separator 11 means any tanJe,
eon, sUffip, or other
container in which any material compoundVOC floating . on_._ er
entrained in, or contained in water entering ouch tank, bOlE, sump
or otherthc container is physically separated and removed from
5\Zeftthe water prior to outfall,
drainage,
or recovery of
eucb:discharge of the water from the container.
"Epoxyn means a chemical coating containing epoxy groups and
suitable chemical cross-linking agents. BpoJeieeThe prime mode of
cure involves a chemical reaction between the epoxy and the
cross-linking agent.
0 Maintenance
finiehesfinish 11
means
a
chemical
coating
formulated to form a protection ofthat protects a given substrate
~from adverse chemical or ·physical conditionconditions.
"Nitrocellulose laeque:r:alacguer (NC lacquer} 11
means
a
chemical coating containing nitrocellulose and suitable resinous
modifiers, and ...-hose..:..
The primary mode of cure is solvent
evaporation.
,
"Organic materials" means chemical compounds of carbon CJECluding
carbon monmcides, carbon dio>Eide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides,
metal carbonates and ammonium carbonatee.
[NOTE: This term is no
longer used in SC-37 as a result of the proposed revisions.]
"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
AQCl0-20.37
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]eerosene, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracleing or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarbon deriv=ativ=es. [NOTE: This term is not used in SC-37. 1
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
,;hichthat meets any one of the following conditions~~
(A) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filled7~
(B)
~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel7~
(C) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel; or,~
·
(D)
other equiv=alent methods acceptable to the Elltecutive
Director.
[NOTE: This is not part of the definition. It is
covered in 252:100-37-15(a) and (b).]
"Vinyl"
means
a
chemical
coating
containing
plasterieedplasticized or unplasterieedunplasticized polymers and
co-polymers of vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl alcohols or
their condensation products_.__and theThe primary mode of cure is
solvent evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound
(VOC)" means any compound
containing carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination ,;ith any ether element ,,"fiich has a vapor pressure of
1.5 pounds per square iach absolute or greater under actual storage
conditions. of carbon. excluding carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide.
carbonic acid. metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate,
which participates
in atmospheric photochemical
reactions.
Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1)
shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity.
[NOTE:
This revision makes the AQD definition of VOC consistent
with the EPA definition in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) . The proposed revision
also complies with requests to exempt acetone,
methylated
siloxanes, perchloroethylene, and methyl acetate from being
considered VOCs (EPA's definition exempts these substances).
It
also brings AQD definition into agreement with the EPA reactivity
policy as expressed in the memorandum dated July 21, 1987, from G.
T. Helms, Chief, Control Programs Operations Branch, U.S. EPA,
OAQPS and the conunen ts contained .in Attachment B of the June 9,
1988, letter from William B. Hathaway, EPA Region 6. This change
will result in only one definition of VOC being used throughout
the Chapter, thus simplifying the rules.]
·
"Yelaeile. ergaaie eel.....eae · (VOS) • means any organic compouad
which participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions, that is,
any organic compound other than those which the EPA Administrator
designates as having aegligible photochemical reactivity. VOS may
be measured by the EPA VOC reference method.
[NOTE: This.term is
not used in SC-37.]

252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
(a)
New ee1:1::reee, Any nmi source calculated to emit an organic
material to the atmosphere either as a solvent or a reactant ;;ill
AQCl0-20.37
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be subject to permitting under OAC %!52.100 7, and \dth the
application of Best Available Control Technology.
[NOTE:
This
subsection has been difficult to interpret and consequently has
been interpreted in various ways over the years.
As originally
proposed it applied only to major sources of organic solvents.
When adopted, the 100 tpy trigger level was missing and there ·
appears to be no explanation for this change in the records. When
applied to all new sources regardless of size, this subsection
requires more time, effort, and expense than can be justified by
the reduction in VOCs.
If applied only to major·sources, it is
redundant since 252:100-8-5 (b) (A) requires new major sources to
obtain permits and to apply BACT.]

(b)

Cempliance schedule.
(1) All equipment and process previously regulated under OAC
252.100 37 and 252:100 39 and its effective dates of July 1,
3:972 and December 8, 3:974 must still abide by those dates.
~lal
In all areas except AQ~"'s, thisThis Subchapter shall
apply to all new installations of any equipment or processes
described in this Subchapter7 after the effective date of December
28, 1974.
~lQl
ProvioionsSections 15. 16, 35. 36. 37, and 38 of this
Subchapter relating to control of. vee shall apply to all nm.· and
existing installations of any equipment or processes in use and
described in this Subchapter located in Air Quality Maintenance
Areas (AQMA's) as classified by the Bwvironmental Protection
AgencyEPA with regard to hydrocarbonsVOCs and photochemical
oxidantsozone (which in 1998 consists of Tulsa County and Oklahoma
County) , and become effective on June 8, 1979; provided, hm.•ever,
that meisting installations shall have. t\.·enty four (24) months from
the effeetiv·e date ,..dthin \thieh to comply \lith this SubehapterJune
9, 1981.
BJceept that theThe retrofit requirements ,for crude
petroleum storage tanlESvessels will be limited to tanksvessels of
greater than 420 000 gallon (10 I 000 harrell capacity. . [NOTE: Only
the sections listed· in (b) previously applied to sources of VOC
which was defined to exclude substances with vapor pressures less
than 1.5 psia.
The changes to this subsection were made so that
such substances wi tb vapor pressures less than 1. 5 psia would
remain exempt.from the listed sections.]
(4)
Provisions of this Subchapter relating to the control of
.organic solvent shall be ao specified in the applicable
Section.
r

252:100-37-4. Exemptions
(a) Organic materials as used inVOCs with vapor pressures less
than 1. 5 pounds ocr sauare inch (psia) under actual storage
conditions are exempt from 252:100-37-15 through 252,3:00 37 18,
2 52 : 10 0- 3 7 -16 and 2 52 : 3: 0 0 3 7 2 7 and 2 52 . 3: 0 0 3 7 2 8 , 2 52 : 10 0 - 3 7- 3 5
through 252:100-37-38 'wt~ill not include. Hethane (CH"') or any
material otherwise included -.;hieh has vapor pressure of less than
1.5 pounds per square inch absolute under actual storage
conditions.
[NOTE:
The Sections listed in this subsection have
applied only to VOCs with vapor pressures equal to or greater than
AQC10-20.37
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1.5 psia. VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1.5 psia as stored
are exempt from the listed Sections to avoid a substantive change.]
(b)
Petroleum or condensate stored, processed. treated. loaded,
and/or treatedtransferred at a drilling or production facility
prior to lease custody transfer is exempt from this Subchapter.
Tfiis eltemptioa also iaaludes traasfer aad loadiag operatioas.
(c) The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or burning of
orgaaie materialsVOCs on a farm or ranch. when such VOCs are used
for agricultural purposes on farms aad raacfiessaid farm or ranch.
is exempted from all provisions of 252:100-37-15~ tfirougfi 252:100
37 18252:100-37-16, and 252:100 37 27 aad 252.100 37 28252:100-37
35 through 252:100-37-38.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance [NEW]
Any required vapor-loss control devices. packing glands and
mechanical seals shall be properly installed, maintained. and
operated.
PART 3 • CONTROL OF 'lOLA'I'ILE ORGANIC GOMPOUNDSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
. LOADING OPERATIONS

--

252:100-37-15. Storage of velaeile erganie eempeundsVOCs
(a) Storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons.
N
o
personowner or operator shall build, sell, or install or permit tfie
euildiag or iastallation of any new stationary tarue, reser\Toir or
otfier coataiaerstorage vessel of more than 40,000 gallons (150,000
liters) capacity which will be used for storage of any orgaaic
materialsVOCs, unless sucfi taalt, reservoir or otfier coataiaerit is
to ee a pressure ~vessel capable of maintaining working
pressures sufficieat at all times tothat prevent orgaaic vapor or
~the loss of VOC to the atmosphere or is designed, and will be
built and equipped with one of the following vapor-loss control
devices~..:..

-

(1) ~ external floating roof, consisting of poatooa
type,pontoon-type iateraal floatiag cover or double-deck type
roofcover, or a fixed roof with an internal-floating cover.
wfiicfiThe cover will rest on the surface of . the liquid
contents-:- at all times (i.e. off the leg supports) , except
during initial fill, when the storage vessel is completely
emptied. or during refilling. When the cover is resting on the
leg supports. the process of filling. emptying. or refilling
shall be continuous and shall be accomplished as rapidly as
possible.
aneThe floating roof shall be equipped .with a
closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the
roofcover edge and ~vessel wall. Such floating roofs are
not appropriate control devices if the orgaaic materialsVOCs
have a vapor pressure of -1-1-11.1 pounds per squa:rre inch
aesolutepsia (568 mm Hg76. 6 kPa) or greater under actual
conditions.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(2) A vapor-recovery system consisting of a vapor-gathering
system capable of collecting 85 percent or more of the
AQC10-20.37
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uncontrolled organic materialVOCs that would otherwise be
emitted to the atmosphere., and s vapor-disposal system capable
of processing ~these organic materialVOCs so as to prevent
their emission to the atmosphere. and \dth allAll -t-an*vessel
gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place.
(3)· Other equipment or meansmethods of equal efficiency for
purposes of air pollution control as may bewhen approved by
the BxecutiveDivision Director prior to installation.
(b) Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater~N
o
personowner or operator shall build, sell, or install or permit the
building or installation of a· new stationary organic materialVOC
storage ~vessel with a capacity of 400 gallons (1520 liters) or
more unless such tanldt is equipped with a permanent submerged fill
pipe or is equipped with an organic materiala vapor-recovery system
as required in 252:100 37 S(a)252:100-37-15(a).
252:100-37-16. Loading of velatile ergaaie eempeundsVOCs

(a) Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000
gallons/day.
(1) No personowner or operator shall build or install-er
permit the building or installation of a stationary organic
materialVOC loading facility havingdesigned to have a
throughput greater than 40,000 gallons per day from its
aggregate loading pipes unless such loading facilityit t&will
be equipped with a vapor-collection and disposal system or
unless loading is accomplished by bottom loading with closed
hatches closed, properly installed, in good '4mrldng order and
in operation.
(2) When loading in a •.,apor collection and disposal system is
effected through .the hatches of a tanlE truclt or trailer \•·ith
a loading arm equipped \dth a vapor collecting adaptor,
_pneumatic, hyqraulic or other mechanical means shall be
provided to force a vapor tight seal between the adaptor and
the hatch.When loading VOCs (at a loading facility equipped
with a vapor collection and disposal system) through the
hatches of· a tank truck or trailer, using a loading arm
equipped with a vapor collecting adaptor. a pneumatic,
hydraulic, or mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a
_vapor-tight seal between the adaptor and the hatch.
(3)
A means shall be provided in either system to prevent
organic materialVOC drainage from the loading device when it
is removed from any tank truck or trailer, or to accomplish
complete drainage before removal.
(4) When loading is effected through means other than
hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped with
fittings whichthat make vapor-tight connections and which must
be closed when disconnected or which close automatically when
disconnected.
(5)
The vapor-disposal portion of the system shall consist of
one of the follmdng :·
(A)
a vapor-liquid absorber system with a minimum
AQC10-20.37
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recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all the
or~anie
mat:erialVOC vapors and gases entering such
disposal system,~ or~
(B) a
variable-vapor space tank,
compressor,
and
fuel-gas system of sufficient capacity to receive all
or~anie mat:erialVOC vapors and gases displaced from the
tank trucks and trailers being loaded.
(b) Loading facilities with throughput equal to or less than
40,000 gallons per day.
(1) No personowner or operator shall build ·.or install-er
permit: t:he builain~ or inst:allat:ion o~ a stationary or~anie
mat:erialVOC loading facility. havin~designed to have a
throughput of 40,000 gallons (150,000 liters) per day or less
from its aggregate loading pipes unless each 4eloading pipe
will be equipped with a system for submerged filling of tank
trucks or trailers properly inst:allea, in ~ooa ,,·orJEing oraer
ana operat:ing in such a manner t:hat:which will be installed and
op7rat7d to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor---4-sma~nt:a~nea.

-

(2)
Paragraph
252:100-37-16 (b) (1)
app±yapplies
to
any
facility whiehthat loads or~~nie mat:erialsVOCs into any tank
truck or trailer with a capacity in excess of 200 gallons (760
liters)
that
is
designed
for
transporting
organic
materialsVOCs ana havin~ a capacity in meeess o~ 200 ~allons
(760 liters) .
252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
[NOTE: Moved and
Renumbered 252:100-37-37.]
No person shal± build or instal± or permit the bui±din~ or
installat:ion o~ a single or mult:iple eompart:ment or~anie material
'l>"ater separat:or ,,-fl:ieh receives e~~luent: '"at:er eont:ainin~ 200
gallons (760 lit:ers) a day or more or any organic 'fftat:erial ~ro'fft any
I
•
~
•
.1: '
'
'
'
...::11 ~ng
'
cqu~pHI:cnt
proccss~ng,
rcr~n~ng,
t:rcat:~ng,
stor~n~
or 'I..
nanu
er~anic 'fftatcrials unless the compart'fftcnt: rcccivin~ said c~~luent
'"atcr is equippca ,;it;;h one e~ the ~ollewin~ ·;:aper loss central
devices, properly inst:allcd, in good '"erJEin~ order ana in
operation:
(1)
A container havin~ all openings scaled and t:otally
en.closin~ the liquid centent:s.
Al± ~au~in.~ and samp±ing
devices shall be gas ti~ht mecept r,then. gaugin~ or saH!:plin.~ is
taJEing place.
The oil rc'fftova± devices shall be gas eight
~
'I..
1 •
'
•
'
..::1 I
'
'
'
eJeccpt
'•>"nCR
'fftanuax1 s.c~ft\'fft~n.g,
~nspect~on anu 7 or repa~r ~s ~n.
progress;
(2)
A container equipped with a floating roof, consist:in~ of
a pontoon type, doub±c decJt type roof, or interna± ~±eating
cover, which 'vill rest on. the surface of the contents and is
equipped with a closure sea±, or sca±s, to c±osc. the space
bet,veca the roof edge and eoatainer ,,·al±.
All gaugv.ing and
samplin~ devices shall ae gas ti~ht meeept r,,"flen gau~ing or
sampling is taJEin~ place.
The oil remova± devices shall ae
g-as tig-ht except \vhen man:ua± sJd'ffi'ffting, inspection and/or
repair is ia progress,
(3) A container equipped vJith a •;:apor recovery system,
AQC10-20.37
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consisting of a vapor gat::hering system capab±e of co±lecting
the organic . mat::erial vapors and gases aischarged and a
vapor disposal syst::em capable of processing such organic
materia± vapors ana gases so as t::o prevent their emission to
the at::mosphere and . . dth all tank gauging ana sampling devices
gas eight:: except:: ·•.-hen gauging or samp±ing is t::aking place.
The organic mat::erial removal devices shall be gas tigfit mrcept
'!...
,
1 '
'
'
._ •
.:J I
•
•
•
,..-uen
manua:e
s.t~mHung, ~nspece~on anuror repa~r l:S ~n progress,

err

( 4)
Containers equipped \dth controls of equal efficiency
proviaed such equipment is submit::t::ed t::o and approved by the
Executive Director.

252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors

{NOTE:

Moved and renumbered

252:100-37-38 .]

No person shall build or inst::all or permit t::he building or
inst::allat::ion of any pump or compressor hanaling organic material
compounds unless rot::at::ing t::ype pumps ana compressors are equipped
with mechanical seals or ot::her equipment o:E equal efficiency, or
reciprocating t::ype pumps ana compressors are equippca \dt::h packing
glands properly installed ana in g-ood . . torldng order such that the
emissions from the drain recovery system are limit::ed to E\i'O cubic
•
'!...
1'
. d org=an~c
.
. , l:n
.
.
. d at::
~nones
Orl:qul:
mat::er~ax
any 15 ml:nut::e
perl:o
standard eonations per pump or compressor.
,f::

PART 5..

CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVEN'l'SVOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS

252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products
(a)
Standards.
~~o mmer or operator subject:: to the provision
o:E this Sect::ion shal± aischarge or cause the aischarge into the
at::mosphere :Erom an existing coating line or inaiviaua:l ceat::ing
operation any o'rganie solvent in eJccess o:E the amounts, listed in
t::he :Eollmi'ing table, per gallon o:E coating, excluding water,
aelivered to the coating applicator .No owner or operator of any.
coating line or coating operation with VOC emissions shall use
coatings that as applied contain VOCs in excess of· the amounts
listed in the following table.
Type of coating

Pounds of organic solv·entVOC per
gallon of paint::coating (less water
and exempted organic compounds)
Jan . 7 9
Jan . 81
.:tn E2
limit
limit
limit

Alkyd primer
Vinyls
NC lacquers
Acrylics
Epoxies
Maintenance finishes
Custom products finishes

5.6

5.~

4.8

6.8
6.4
5.6
5.6
6.8

6.6
6.4

6.0
6.4
6.0

AQCl0-20.37
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{b) Plant-wide emission plan.
An mmer/operator may develop a
plant ·,fide emission plan instead of having each coating line comply
'dth the emission limitations prescribed in the table in (a) of
this section, provided:
{1} Development of a plant-wide emission plan.
An owner or
operator may develop a plant-wide emission plan instead of
having each coating line comply with the VOC content
limitations in 252:100-37-25(a), if the following conditions
are met.
lAl ~The owner or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balance or manual emission test
methods,by
the
methods
in
252:100-5-2.1(d)
that
sufficient reductions in organic solvents emissions of
VOCs
may
be
obtained
by
controlling
other
facilitiessources within the plant to the extent
necessary to compensate for all excess emissions
·.thichthat result from one or more coating lines not
achieving the prescribed limitation. Such demonstration
shall be describedmade in writing and shall include:
~J..il.
lata complete description of the coating
line or lines wfiichthat will not comply with the
emissionVOC content limitation in 252:100-37-25{a};
..fB-}-li.il.
Quanti f ic at ionguan t if ica t ion
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the prescribed
emissionVOC content limitation for each coating
line described under 252.100 37 25 (b) (1) (A) 252:10037-25 (b) (1) (A) (i);
~(iii)
lata complete description of each facility
and the related control system, if any, for those
facilities r,dthin the plant uherehow emissions will
be decreased at specific sources to compensate for
excess emissions from each coating line described
unde·r
252.1:00 37 25 (b) (l:) (A) 252:100-3725 (b) (1) (A) (i}
and
the
date
on which
such
reductions will be achieved;
~(iv)
Quantificationguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, for . each facilitysource described
under
252.1:00 37 25(b) (l:) (0)252:100-3725 (b) (1) (A) (iii),
both before
and after the
improvement or installation of any applicable
control system, or operational changes to such a
facility or facilities to reduce emissions and the
date on ~ffiich such reductions ~dll be achieved;
and,
-fE»-J.y_
lata description of the procedulies and
methods used to determine the emissions of organic
solventsVOCs.
~lRL
~The plant-wide emission reduction plan does
not include decreases in emissions resulting from
requirements of other applicable air pollution rules.
AQC10-20.37
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The plant ~dde emission reduction plan may include
decreases in emissions accomplished through installation
or improvement of a control system or through physical or
operational changes to facilities, including permanently
reduced production or closing a facility, located on the
premises of a surface coating operation.
~(2)
Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. ~
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of compliance with the emissionsVOC content limitation
prescribed in 252:100-37-25 (a) has been expressly approved by
the Executive Director.
Upon approval, any emissions in
excess of those established for each facility under the plan
shall be a violation of this Subchapter.
(c) Emission limitationControl equipment required.
no person
shall discharge into the atmosphere more than 3, 000 pounds of
organic materials in any one day nor more than 450 pouads in any
~me ho;tr from aay ar~icle, machine, equipmeat ?r other e.o~trivance
~n wh~ch aay organ~c
sobrent or any mater~al eonta~n~ng. such
solvent is employedNo owner or operator shall allow the emissions
into the atmosphere of more than 3,000 pounds of VOCs in any one
day nor more than 450 pounds in any one hour from any machine or
equipment in which VOC or VOC containing material is used or
applied, unless such dischargeemission has been reduced by at least
85 percent or has appliedunless BACT or better~ as determined by
the ExecutiveDivision Director, has been applied to the coating
machine or equipment.
(d) Exemption.
Owners or operators of sources that are
computed to emit less than 100 pounds of organic solventVOC per ~
hr ./day24 -hour day are exempt from the requirements of this
Section.
(e) Alternate standard. EmissionsThe use of coatings· with VOC
contents in excess of those permitted by 252:100-37-25(a) or with
emissions in excess of those permitted by through 252.109 37
25(d)252:100-37-25(c) are allowable if both of the following
conditions are met~~
(1) VOC emissions that would result: in t:he absence of
eontrOlOccur if no controls were used, are reduced by:
(A)
90 percent, by incineration;-er,
(B)
85 percent, by absorptionabsorption/adsorption; or~
any ot:her process of equivalent
reliability and
effectiveness; and,
J...QL a 5 percent by any other process of eauivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2) neNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
252:100-37-26. Clean up with organic solve~VOCs
,
Emissions of organic materials to the atmosphere from the
clean up with organic solvents, as defined in 252.100 37 2,VOCs of
any article, machine, or equipment or other contrivance used in
applying coatings controlled in 252:100-37-25(a) through 252:100
37 25 (d) 252:100-37-25 (e) shall be included ~dtfi the other emissions
AQC10-20.37
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of organic solvents from the coating line or operationcounted in
determining compliance with those rules.
PART 7.

CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES

252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
(a) Ethylene manufacturing emissions. No personowner or operator
shall build or install or permit the building or installation of
any ethylene manufacturing plant unless the waste-gas stream under
normal operating conditions is properly burned at 1,300°F-:- for 0.3
seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner equipped with an
indicating pyrometer which is positioned in ·the working area for
the operator's ready monitoring or an equally effective catalytic
vapor incinerator also with pyrometer.
. Proper burning of the
waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98 percent of the
ethylene emissions originally present in the waste-gas stream.
(b) Vapor blowdown.
Except
where
inconsistent
with
the
"Minimum Federal Safety Standards for the Transportation of Natural
and Other Gas by Pipeline7 " or any State of Oklahoma regulatory
agency, no personowner or operator shall allow emit organicVOC
gases to be emitted to the atmosphere from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares,
or an equally effective control device as approved by the
EJcecutiveDivision Director.
252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-.burning equipment
No person shall cause or allow the emission of hydrocarbons or
other organic materials from any fuel burniag or refuse bu:r:aing
equipmeat. All euehfuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment shall
be operated ae to minimize suefi emissions of VOC.
Among other
things, such operation shall assure that the equipment is not
overloaded1 L
that
it
ib properly cleaned,
operated,
and
maintained1 L and that temperature and available air are sufficient
to provide essentially complete combustion.
252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators [NOTE: Was 252 :~00-37-~7. 1
No persoaowner or operator shall build or install or permit
·
·
·
'
·
sin le-com artment or
VOC water se arator
whichthat will receivesreceive effluent water containing 200
gallons (760 liters) a day or more ~f any or~anic materialVOC
from .any eauipment processing, refining, treating, storing or
handling or~aaic materialsVOCs unless the compartment receiving
ea-idthe effluent water -i-s-will e®ippedcomply with one of the
following vapor loss control devices, p:r:operly installed. in good
'iorleing order and in operatioasets of conditions~.
lll AThe container totally encloses the liqUid contents and
haviag all openings are sealed aae totally enclosing the
liqHie coatents.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual
skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress,.m
AQC10-20. 37
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ill

AThe container ~ equipped with a floating roof,
consisting of a pontoon type, internal floating cover, or
double-deck type roof. or internal floating cover, which will
rest on the surface of the contents and is equipped with a
closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the roof
edge and container wall.
All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The oil removal devices shall be gas..,-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progressT.
lJl AThe container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapo~gathering system capable of collecting
the organic materialVOC vapors and gases discharged and a
vapor-disposal system capable of processing such organic
material vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to
the atmosphere.:.
and \Jdth: allAll tank gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is
taking place. The organic materialVOC removal devices shall
be gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or
repair is in progress: or,.
J..il. The Containerscontainer is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency provided such: equipment is submitted to andif
approved by the BJeecutiveDivision Director.
[NOTE:
New
language in this section is double underlined to facilitate
comparison.]
252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors
[NOTE: Was 252:100-37-18.]
No personowner or operator shall build or install or permit
the building or installation of any pump or compressor handling
organic material compoundsVOCs unless the following conditions are
met. rotating tvpc pumps and compressors are cauipped \Jdth
mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency: or
reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped r,lith: packing
glands properly installed and in good working order sucfi that th:e
emissions from the drain recovery svstem are limited to tuo cubic
inches of liquid orqanic material in any 15 minute period at
standard conditions per pump or compressor.
l!l Rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped with
mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency.
Jll Reciprocating type pumps and compressors arc equipped
.with packing glands.
Jll Emissions from the drain recovery system do not exceed
two cubic inches of liquid VOC in any 15 minute period per
pump or compressor at standard conditions.
[NOTE:
New language in this Section is double underlined to
facilitate comparison.]
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.100(s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98

-

Sec. 51.100 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have
been determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
·
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1, 1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1,1 ,2-trichloro-1 ,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113);
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11);
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);.
1,2-dichloro 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1,1, 1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
1, 1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a);
1, 1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141 b);
1-chloro 1,1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124);
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134);
1,1, 1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1,1,1,2,2-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1,3-dichloro-1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-10mee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC-161);
1,1, 1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1 121213-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
·1, 1121313-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1 1 1 ,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245eb);
1,1, 113,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa);
1,1 1 ,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1 1 11313-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
I

I

I

I

I
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31 );
1 chloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1,2-dichloro-1,1,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4 F9 0CH 3);
2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1, 1, 1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF3hCFCF 20CH 3);
1-ethoxy-1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane (C 4F90C 2H5);
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF3) 2CFCF20C 2H5);
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes: ·
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no
unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with
no unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur
bonds only to carbon and fluorine.
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SUMMATION AND EXPLANATION OF THE PROPOSED
REVISIONS TO SUBCHAPTER 37
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 37 are the result of the DEQ program to simplify,
clarify and correct all its rules. Unless otherwise noted, no substantive changes were
intended in the following proposed revisions. The substantive revisions are summarized in
Section II ofthis document. This summation has been updated to reflect the substantive
changes proposed after the August 18, 1998, Air Quality Council meeting. The only changes
to this document are to III.B.2. and IV.A.l. The document entitled "Revisions to the Proposed
Modification of Subchapter 37 for the October 20, 1998, Air Quality Council Meeting" lists all
proposed revisions to the draft presented at the August 18, 1998, meeting.

-

I.

Revisions made throughout the Su~chapter
A. Revisions in Terminology
1. Environmental Protection Agency has been replaced by EPA - simplification
2. Executive Director has been replaced, in most cases, by Division Director clarification
3. Organic material has been replaced by VOC - simplification
4. Organic solvent has been replaced by VOC - simplification
5. Hydrocarbon has been replaced by VOC - simplification
6. Volatile organic compound(s) has been replaced by VOC(s)- simplification
7. photochemical oxidants has been replaced by ozone- clarification
8. Tank has been replaced by vessel - consistency in terminology
9. Person has been replaced by owner or operator- clarification
B. Revised or deleted language
1. "or permit the building or installation of' has been deleted throughout the rule
- simplification and clarification
2. Unless otherwise noted herein, changes to language were for simplification,
clarification, correction of grammar, or consistency of format.

II.

SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES. Only three of the revisions proposed by the staff are
intended to be substantive. These are:
A. the revision ofthe definition ofvolatile organic compound (VOC) in 252:100-37-2;
B. the deletion ofthe requirement for BACT for new-sources ofVOC in 252:100-373(a); and
C. the correction of 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning
equipment.

III. Revisions to PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. 252:100-37-1. Purpose. The proposed revisions are to set forth as clearly as
possible the purpose of the rule.
B. 252:100-37-2. Definitions. The following revisions are proposed for this ~ction.
1. The staff proposes to delete the definitions OF CUTBACK ASPHALT, REFINERY
and VOLATILE ORGANIC SOLVENT (VOS) since these terms are not used in
Subchapter 37.
2. The staff proposes to revise the definition of VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND
(VOC) be consistent with the EPA definition. 40 CFR Sl.IOO(s)(l) contains
the list of organic compounds that EPA has designated as having negligible
37rcvl.doc
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photochemical reactivity and therefore excluded from the definition ofVOC.
Staffhas added language that states if an organic compound is listed in 40 CFR
51.100(s)(l) it will be presume to have negligible photochemical reactivity and
will not be considered a VOC.
+ This is part of the simplification process. What EPA classifies as VOC
has been classified as organic material in Chapter I 00 and divided into
VOC, organic solvents, and volatile organic solvents. The Chapter
contains two definitions of VOC and two definitions of organic solvents.
The staff feels having one definition of VOC that is consistent with the
EPA definition will simplify the Chapter as well as Subchapter 3.7.
+ Ozone is the NAAQS pollutant of concern in Subchapter 37. The rule
provides for control of ozone by controlling the emissions of ozone
precursors - photochemically reactive organic compounds. The proposed
revision of the definition of VOC reflects this purpose.
+ A petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association to exclude
acetone from the definition of VOC was presented to the Air Quality
Council at the meeting of December 19, 1995. The Council directed the
staff to give consideration to this petition. Subsequent to this event, other
requests have been received requesting that perchloroethylene and
methylated siloxanes also be excluded from the definition ofVOC. The
proposed revision of VOC excludes these three compounds since they
have been designated by EPA as having negligible photochemical
reactivity.
+ THIS REVISION MAY RESULT IN SOME SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES, although
care has been taken throughout the rest of the Subchapter to minimize any
such substantive changes that may result from the revised definition of

voc.

C. 252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
1. (a) New sources. Staff recommends that this subsection be deleted. As
originally proposed it applied only to organic solvents and only to major
sources. The major source restriction was dropped without explanation when
the subsection was adopted, but it applied only to organic solvents (what is
now Part 5 and consists of Section 25, Coating of parts and products and
Section 26, Clean up with organic solvents). In the course of several
recodifications the subsection was moved to General Provisions and became
applicable to the entire rule. Staff does not believe this was the original intent.
To require BACT for all new minor sources ofVOC, especially those located
in areas that have always been in attainment for ozone, requires more time,
effort, and resources than can be justified by the subsequent reduction in VOC
emissions. There is no need to require BACT for new major sources of BACT
since that requirement already exists in 252:100-8-S(d)(l)(A). THIS ISA'
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.

2.
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+ Staff recommends that (b)(1) be deleted. The requirement is redundant.
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•

Staff proposes to renumber (b)(2) as (a) and proposes revisions to make
clear that the Subchapter as modified effective December 28, 1974,
applies to all new sources or modifications after that date.
• Staff proposes to renumber (b)(3) as (b) and lists the sections (as revised)
that will apply to all existing sources in AQMAs. This was done to
prevent a substantive change due to the use of the term VOC instead of
organic solvents or organic material. In the existing rule only Sections 15,
16, 17, 18,35 and 36 pertained to VOCs. In the proposed revision
Sections 17 and 18 have been renumbered Sections 35 and 36
respectively. Language has also been added to make clear that AQMAs as
classified by the EPA with regard to VOCs and ozone consists ofTulsa
and Oklahoma Counties. The proposed revisions are for clarification.
• Staff proposes to delete (b)(4). This paragraph is redundant.
·D. 252:100-37-4. Exemptions
1. Revisions to paragraph (a) insure that those sections which previously applied
only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater continue to apply only
to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater. Changes in citations
reflect renumbering proposed in other sections of the rule. Two citations
(252: 100-37-27 and 28) which did not exist in the present rule were corrected
and renumbered to 252:100-37-35 and 36.
2. Revisions to paragraph (b) make it clear that the exemption of transfer and
loading operations is limited to those located at drilling production facilities.
· 3. Revisions to paragraph (c) make it clear that VOCs produced, stored, or used
on a farm or ranch are exempffrom portions of Subchapter 37 ifthey are used
for agricultural purposes on the same farm or ranch.
E. 252:100-37-5. Operation arid maintenance This proposed new section is part of
the simplification and streamlining project. This requirement appears in several
places in the existing rule. It has been added as a section and appear only once in
the proposed revision.
IV. PART 3. CONTROL OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS Staff proposes to
rename this Part "CONTROL OF VOCs IN STORAGE AND LOADING
OPERATIONS" to better reflect its contents. 252:100-37-17 (Effluent water separators)
and 252:100-37-18 (Pumps and compressors) have been renumbered and moved to Part

7.
A. 252:100-15. Storage ofVOCs Staff proposes to add taglines to subsections (a) .
and (b) for clarification.
1. (a) Storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons.
• (1). Staff has proposed language to make clear that the cover of an
external floating roof vessel may rest on the leg supports during filling,
emptying, or refilling. Staff proposes to replace "11 psia" with "11.1
psia", and "75.8 kPa" with "76.6 kPa".
2. (b) Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater. Proposed revision to this
subsection is for the correction of a citation (252:100-37-S(a) should have been
252:100-37-15(a)).
B. 252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators has been renumbered 252:100-37-37
and moved to Part 7, Control of Specific Processes.
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252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors has been renumbered 252:100-37-38
and moved to Part 7, Control of Specific Processes.
.

V. PART 5. CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVENTS Staff proposes to rename Part 5
CONTROL OF VOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS to better reflect its contents..
A. 252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products.
1. (a) Standards. Staff proposes to delete the limits on VOC content per gallon
of coating that were set for January, 1979 and January 1980. These deadlines
have passed and sources are now required to comply with the limits that
became effective January, 1982.
2. (c) Emission limitation. Staffproposes to change the title ofthis subsection
to 11 Control equipment required 11 to better reflect its contents.
3. (e) Alternate standard. The proposed revisions to this subsection are for
clarification and to correct citations.
VI. PART 7. CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES
A. 252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment. The staff
proposes to delete the impossible requirement that there can be no emission of
hydrocarbons or other organic material from fuel-burning or refuse-burning
equipment by deleting the first sentence of this section. This also resolves the
conflict with the requirement that all such equipment be operated to minimize such
emissions that was contained in the second sentence of this section. THIS IS A
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
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REVISIONS TO THE PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF S1JBCHAPTER 37 FOR THE
OCTOBER 20, 1998 AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING
Below is a list of the revisions that will be proposed to the proposed modification of
Subchapter 37 that was presented at the August 18, 1998, AQC meeting. This list is
furnished to facilitate review ofthe modification for the October 20, 1998 AQC meeting
1. 252:100-37-2. Deleted NOTE following definition of"Alkyd primer"
2. 252:100-37-2. Changed "Custom product finishes" to "Custom product
finish"
3. 252:100-37-2. Changed "Maintenance finishes" to "Maintenance finish" and
replaced "condition" with "conditions"
4. 252:100-37-2. Changed "Nitrocellulose lacquers (NC lacquers)" to
"Nitrocellulose lacquer (NC lacquer)"
5. 252:100-37-2. Deleted (D) under "Submerged fill pipe" and added a NOTE.
6. 252:100-37-2. "Vinyl" Corrected spelling by deleting "plasterized" and
"unplasterized" and replacing them with "plasticized" and "unplasticized"
respectively.
· 7. 252:100-37-2. "Volatile organic compound (VOC)" Removed language
incorporating 40 CFR 51.100(s)(1) by reference. Added language that states
if an organic compound is listed in 40 CFR 51.1 00(s)( 1) we will presume it
has negligible photochemical reactivity and it will not be considered a VOC.
Revised the NOTE to include methyl acetate
8. 252:100-37-3(b) Changed "vesse;s" to "vessels"
9. 252:100-37-3(b) Replaced (a) with (b) in the NOTE
10. 252:100-37-4(a). Changed "with vapor pressure less than 1.5 psia" in the first
sentence of the NOTE to "with vapor pressures equal to or greater than 1.5
psia".
11. 252:100-37-4(b). Inserted "lease" prior to "custody transfer" for consistency
and because "lease custody transfer" is defined in 252:100-1.
12. 252:100-37~5. Deleted the NOTE
13. 252:100-37-15(a)(l). In the first sentence replaced "A" with "An external";
inserted a hyphen between "pontoon" and "type"; deleted "internal floating
cover,"; after "double-deck type" replaced "roof' with "cover"; inserted "or a
fixed roof with an internal-floating cover." after "double-deck type cover"; and
deleted "that". Began the second sentence by inserting "The cover" prior to
"will rest", deleted the period after "liquid contents" and added "at all times
(i.e. off the leg supports), except during initial fill, when the storage vessel is
completely empty, or during refilling. When the cover is resting on the leg
supports, the process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall be continuous and
shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible." Replaced "roofedge" with
"cover edge", "11 psia" with "11.1 psia", and "75.8 kPa" with "76.6 kPa"
14. 252:100-37-15(a)(2). Changed both ~ses of"VOC" in the first sentence to
"VOCs" and added "these" prior to the second "VOCs"
37rev2.doc
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15. 252:100-37-25(a). Reworded the sentence preceding the table for
simplification and clarification
16. 252:100-37-25(a). Inserted "as applied" between "coatings that" and "contain
VOCs"
17. 252:100-37-25(a). Deleted 11 Jan. 82limit" from the table heading.
18. 252:100-37-25(b)(l)(A). Deleted "VOCs" prior to "emissions" and inserted
"ofVOCs" after "emissions"
19. 252:100-37-25(c). Inserted a comma after "Division Director"
20. 252:100-37-35(A). Deleted the period after "1,306F"
21. 252:100-37-36. Changed the following sentence as indicated. ".Among other
things, such operation: shall assure that the equipment is not overload~ that
it is properly cleaned operated, and maintaip.eq; and that temperature and
available air are sufficient to provide essentially complete combustion." This
change was suggested by EPA in their comment letter.
22. 252:100-37-37. Deleted "be" in the following sentence. No personowner
or operator shall build or installer peanit the building or installation ofl
single single-compaitmentor multiple-compartmentorgrmio material
wateFVOC/water separator whlehthat will reoeivesreceive effluent water
containing 200 gallons (760 liters) a day or moreH=Of any organic
materialVOC from any equipment processing, refining, treating, storing or
handling orgaaio materialsVOCs unless the compartment receivingsaffithe
effluent wateriswill be eguippedcomplywith one ofthe followingyapor less
control devices. properly installed, in good •.vorldng order and in operatimctts
of condition&.
23. 252:100-37-37(3) Inserted "shall be" before "gas-tight" in the second
sentence.
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC AND INDUSTRY
SUBCHAPTER 37
Below is a summation of written comments along with staff responses regarding the
proposed revisions to Subchapter 37. 1bis includes only those comments that were
received prior to the mail-out of the Air Quality Council packets for the October 20, 1998
meeting.

FORT JAMES LETTER (dated 8/6/98, received 8/13/98, signed by MarkS. Reimer):
1.

COMMENT: The commentor found it unclear if the control requirements in Part
3 apply to new installations located only _in Tulsa or Oklahoma Counties or any
new installation located in the State when 252:100-37-3(b) is read in conjunction
with Part 3.
RESPONSE: 252:100-37-3(b) does not address new sources. It requires existing
sources located in an AQMA to comply with Sections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37 and 38.
On the other hand 252:100-37-3(a) requires all new installations regardless of
where they are located to comply with this Subchapter after the affective date of
the Subchapter. Staff feels that keeping both 252:100-37-3(a) and (b) in mind, it
is clear that Sections 15, 16 17 and 18 found in Part 3 apply to all new sources in
the State after 12/28174 and to all existing sources in Tulsa and Oklahoma
Counties as of 6/9/81.

EPA LEITER (received by FAX on 8/14/98, signed by Thomas H. Diggs, Region 6)
COMMENT: The word vesse;s in 252:100-37-3(b) should be vessels
(typographical error).

2.

RESPONSE: The staff concurs and this correction has been made ..
COMMENT: The word "operated," should be added to the last sentence after
"properly cleaned" in 252:100-37-36 Fuel-burning and ~efuse-burning equipment
(on page 10).

3.

RESPONSE: Staff concurs and this changed has been made
DOW CORNING LEITER (dated 8/14/98, received 8/14/98, signed by Michael E.
Thelen)
4.

-

COMMENT; Dow Corning Corporation supports the proposed revisions to the
definition of VOC to exempt methylated siloxanes due to its low photochemical
reactivity. This allows the use ofmethylated siloxanes as replacement forVOCs
in manufacturing operations.
RESPONSE: The Staff appreciates Dow Coming Corporations support.
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KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP LEITER (dated August 13, 1998, received august 18,
1998, written on behalf of Eastman chemical Company and signed by W. Clark Jordan.)

5

COMMENT: A letter supporting the revision of the definition ofVOC which
results in methyl acetate not being considered a VOC.
RESPONSE: Staff appreciates the support.
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 1291h Street East
Tulsa, Oklahoma ·
Codncil Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
· Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 20, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breis.ch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye. Mr.
Kilpatrick, Ms. Slagell and Dr. Canter did ·not attend.
Approval of Minutes -Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve· the Minutes of the
August 18, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve the
Minutes as presented and second to the motion was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz-J.oaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
1999 Meeting Schedule- Mr. Dyke presented Council with proposed scheduled for 1999
meetings with the suggestion that the December 21 date mentioned in the packet memo be
changed to December 14. Ms. Myers made motion to accept the schedule as proposed:
Wednesday, February 17, Tuesday, April20, Tuesday, August 17, and Tuesday, December 14
at OKC, DEQ Multi-Purpose Room; with Tuesday, June 15 and October 19 at Tulsa,
TCCHD Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

\

Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr .
. BraneclCy- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out proposed revisions would
modify language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits
stating that actual emissions ofTotal Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de minimis facility." Also, she stated that
proposed revision would delete the lower limit of five tons per year for PBR facilities allowing
those facilities with less then five tons per year emissions which are subject to NSPS or
NESHAP to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual pe~it. Ms. Buttram
advised that staff proposed that a new Part 9 be added that would outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for a PBR. A third point she brought out was the proposed
. revision to delete the lower limit for general permits allowing facilities that may have less than
40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR had been written, the opportunity to apply
for coverage under an applicable general permit. Lastly, she added that the Department proposed
to amend 252-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations, relocation
permits, and applications for individual permits.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title, 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out that tha-.proposed
amendments would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions Monitoring
proposing to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. She noted that the Department proposed to
exempt from Appendix P requirements for those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and for sources scheduled for retirement within five years after the
2
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amended rule takes effect. Ms. Buttram added that the amended rule would also provide criteria
. for approval of alternative monitoring requirements with additional changes that would clarify
; how the opacity standard is determined.
Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule a8 proposed to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made the motion with David Branecky making the
second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz - ay~; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing tr~cripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out that the proposed revisions add a new Permit by Rule section that would streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that eliminates the necessity for some cotton
gins to obtain an "individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that additional changes
would allow exceedances ofnot more than one six-minute period in any-consecutive 60 minutes, -not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers made the motion with second
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

.-..

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called-llpon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who advised that the proposed revisions would simplify the-language under the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative and would add a new Permit by Rule section to streamline the
permitting process by creating a mechanism that would eliminate the necessity for some grain
elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that a new Appendix L
proposed would contain PM-10 emission factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes
follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the
3
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opacity standard allowing exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any
consecutive60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption at its November 10 meeting. Mr. Wilson made that motion with second
made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows·: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch ~ aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Section.S 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with there-right/dewrong initiative. She then pointed out four substantive changes that were proposed for
Subchapter 37 as well as Subchapter 39:
1)
to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds (VOC)" per Council's direction.
and request6 from industry to exclude acetone. perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
,. 2)
to remove of the requirement forpennits and best available control technology (BACT)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a);
3) · a change regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second sentences; and
4)
to add a new Part 9~ Permit by Rule for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage and Loading
Facilities.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's December meeting. Ms.
Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
. -OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5'-101 through 2-5-118 .. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She ~tated that one substantive change affects both Subchapters 39 and 37
4
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which is_ to change the definition of "volatile organic compounds " per Council's direction and
. requests "from industry to exclude acetone, perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
· acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
· EPA definition;
In Subchapter 39, Dr. Sheedy pointed out the need for correction of the placement of"prior to
lease custody transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2) which would be a substantive change along with
the additio~ of a minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of 2,000 gallons to 252: 100-39-41 (c) to determine applicability of subsection (c).
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
December 15 meeting. Mr.. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Mr. Wilson.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr~ Wilson- aye;_ Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Conta~inants
[AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the proposed revisions would update the adoption by reference of 40
CFR Part 63 to include Maximwn Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards
promulgated or amended between July 1, 1997 and July 1, 1998. She pointed out that the new
standards are Subpart S - NESHAP for Pulp and Paper Production and Subpart LL - NESHAP
for Alwninwn Production Plants. The proposed revisions will also update the adoption by
reference of the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 (with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, T, and W. and Appendices D and E which address radionuclides) to July 1, 1998. Dr.
Sheedy advised the Council that these modifications were necessary to obtain EPA's delegation
of authority to implement the federal hazardous airpollutantprogram in Oklahoma.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made that motion with the second made by Mr. Branecky.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms ..Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
.....
Hearing transcripts Will be attached and made an official part ofthese minutes
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
[AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi for staff recommendation. Ms. Khalousi advised that the Department is
proposing to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to increase annual operating fees assessed to minor facilities;
amend 252:100-7-3 to increase fees for mirior facilities for applicability determinations,
relocation permits, and applications for individual permits; and amend 252:100-8-1.7 to increase
applicability determination fees for Part 70 Sources. Ms. Khalousi stated that if was staffs
recommendation that this rule be continued to Council's December 15 meeting.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue these rules to the December meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneckyaye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes.
NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being December 15, 1998 at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Burgundy Room,
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these .Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENf OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Tuesday• ·
December 15, 1998 9:30 A.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK

' 1.

2.
_,

Call to Order - Bill Breisch
Division Director's Report - Staff
A. Update of current events and AQD activities
B. Discussion by Council/ Public
·

3.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions Will delete the lower limit of S tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
..emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a.PBR instead of
.. having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
·
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. QuestioJ:lS and discussion by Council/ Public

4.

OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy ·
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

5.

-

;,

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from-the definition of
· VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regai:ding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued fro.m August 18,
1998 Air Quality Coun~il meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council /Public

\
\

6.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality <;::ouncil
~~-

'·

A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

7.

OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7-3 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDEPl
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}
In Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases bf specific permit
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days In advance at (405) 701-4100.
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. ·HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULARMEETING ·

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Tuesday
December 15,1998 1:00 P.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK

1.

Call to Order - Bill Breisch

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the October 20, 1.998 Regular Meeting

4.

-

.·

5.

-

I.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
,Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
.:·emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
.emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual pennit. · Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part. Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote
OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference ofthe caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CPR 63.41; 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

\

\

6.

OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language tinder the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August 18
and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council meetings.
'·
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude a~tone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council
meetings.
.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
....
D. Roll call vote

8.

OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
In·Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases of specific permit
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I
business arising within past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

10.

ADJOURNMENT- Next Regular Meeting
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17,1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, Firs~ Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days In advance at (405) 702-4100.

\

December 1, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director~ .
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJ;ECT:

f

i.

Modifications to Subchapter 3 7
CONTROL OF EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed modifications to OAC 252:100-37. These revisions
were brought to the Air Quality Council for the first time on August 18, 1998 and again
on October 20, 1998. At the October meeting the staff recommended that the rule be
considered again at the December 15,. 1998 Council meeting.

.-

The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify language, correct grammar, and
impose consistency of format on the rule without involving substantive changes. A number
of changes have been made to the rule following the October 20, 1998 Council meeting.
Most oi: these additional changes are not intended to be substantive· in nature. Substantive
changes numbers 3 and 5 listed below have been made since the October meeting. The
following substantive revisions to the rule are proposed.
1. The definition of "volatile organic compound (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 has been
revised. As part of the simplification process the staff propose to have only one
definition of volatile organic compound which will be consistent with the EPA
defmition and replace the terms "volatile organic soJvent (VOS)" and "organic
solvents." The new definition provides that any organic compound listed in 40 CFR
51.100(s)(l) shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
· not be considered to be a VOC. This revision will also serve as a response to
requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, perchloroethylene, and methyl
acetate from being considered VOCs .. These four substances are on the list. in 40
CFR 51.100(s)(l) and, therefore, will not be considered to be VOCs.

-

2. The staff proposes deleting 252:100-37-3(a), which requires any new source that
emits organic material as a solvent or reactant to obtain a permit and apply best
available control technology (BAC1). As originally proposed by the staff to the Air
Quality Council, this subsection applied only to organic solvents and only to major
sources. When approved by the Council, the major source requiremttnt was
omitted. The Council records from that time contain no explanation for this change.
To require each new source of VOC to apply BACT, regardless of the size of the
source, expends more time, effort, and expense than can be justified by the
Department considering the subsequent reductions in VOC emissions. This is
especially true for new sources in areas that are in attainment and have always been

\

in attainment.. To require BACT for new major sources of VOC in Subchapter 37
is redundant. That requirement already exists in 252:1 00-8-5(d)(l)(A). Therefore,
it is proposed to delete this subsection.
3. Staff proposes to add 252:100-37-15(c) to exempt storage tanks subject to the
standards contained in 40 CFR 60, Subparts K, Ka, and Kb from the requirements
of that section.. The equipment standards contained in K, Ka, and Kb are as
·
stringent as the requirements of Section 15.
4. Staff proposes to add 252.:100-37-16(c) to exempt loading facilities that are subject
. to 40 CFR 60, subpart XX and 40 CFR 63, Subpart R from the requirements of this
:section. The requirements of XX and Rare as stringent as those in Section 16.
5. Staff proposes to add 252:100-38(b) to exempt pumps and compressors that are
subject to the equipment leak standards contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV,
GGG, or KKK from the requirements of Subsection 38. The requirements of VV,
GGG, or KKK are as stringent as thos~ in Subsection 38.
6. The staff proposes to delete 252:100-37-25(c) Emission limitations. Research in
the Air Quality Council records indicate·that this subsection was originally meant
to control emissions of organic material from the use of nonphotochemically
reactive solvents. These substances would not be considered VOC by the proposed
revised definition of VOC. If these limits are applied to VOCs, the emission of
· ~,000 pounds of VOC per day for 365 days per year would result in an annual
emission of 547 tons. The subsection can be interpreted to allow each machine or
piece of equipment at a site to emit 3,000 pounds per day before controls are
required: This is meaningless for substances considered to be VOC. Subchapter 8
contains requirements for BACT for both major sources and for PSD sources.
7. The staff proposes deleting the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 (fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment), thereby eliminating the impossible requirement that no
emission of hydrocarbons or organic materials is allowed from fuel-burning or
refuse-burning equipment. This revision will also resolve the contradiction with the
second sentence which requires such equipment to be operated to minimize these
emissions.
8. Subpart 9, Permit By Rule for VOC Storage and Loading Facilities, has been added
to provide for permit by rule for facilities that meet the applicability requirements
contained therein.
·
Comments made at an informational meeting held July 7, 1998, were given consideration in
the proposed draft enclosed with this memorandum. Stemming from that meeting, a
workgroup was formed to address problems existed in the coating section of the rule
(252: 100-37-25) that were beyond the scope of the "Re-right/De-wrong" process. At the
October 30, 1998 meeting of this workgroup it was decided to delay work on this section of
the rule until upcoming federal rulemaking was completed in EPA's combined coating
rulemaking initiative ..

.......
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In the process of revising Subchapter 37, definitions were changed, moved, and/or deleted.
The staff ·intends to revise 252: 100-1-3, Definitions, later in the process of the "Re-right/
De-wrong" project. It is our intention to include in Subchapter 1 only those definitions that
apply to all or practically all of the subchapters in Chapter 100. Definitions that apply to
only one or two subchapters will be placed in those subchapters and definitions that are
general to the entire Chapter 100 will be deleted from individual subchapters.
Because some unresolved issues have been brought to our attention regarding alternative
standards for coating operations (252:100-37-25(d)), staff will recommend the rule be
· considered again at the next Air Quality Council meeting on February 17, 1999.
In addition to the proposed draft revisions to Subchapter 37, a copy of 40 CFR 51.1 00(s)( 1),
a rule impact statement, a summary of comments and staff responses, and a list of the
revisions that were made to the rule after the October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting
are also included in the packet.

Enclosures: 5

-

-
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PART 1.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS

I

:--'.,\

252:100-37-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources to protect and enhance
the air quality to insure that the Oklahoma air quality standard is
not mececded and significant deterioration prevented. The purpose of
this Subchapter is to prevent the formation of ozone by controlling
the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from stationary
sources.
252:100-37-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise7~
"Acrylic" means a chemical coating containing polymers or
co-polymers of acrylic or substitute acrylic acid in combination
with suitable resinous modifiers~ and itoThe primary mode of cure
is solvent evaporation.
"Alkyd primer" means a chemical coating composed primarily of
alkyd applied to a surface to provide a firm bond between the
substrate and any additional paintcoating.
"Custom product finisheofinish" means a proprietary chemical
coating designed for a specific customer and end use.
"Clil:tbaek asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
"Effluent water separator" means any tank, bme, sump, or other
container in which any material compoundVOC floating on~ er
entrained in, or contained in water entering such tank, bme, sump
or otherthe container is physically separated and removed from
s-uehthe water prior to outfall,
drainage,
or reco·.rery of
euehdischarge of the water from the container.
"Epoxy" means a chemical coating containing epoxy groups and
suitable chemical cross-linking agents. EpoJeiesThe prime mode of
cure involves a chemical· reaction between the epoxy and the
cross-linking agent.
"Maintenance
finiehesfinish"
means
a
chemical
coating
formulated to form a protection ofthat protects a given substrate
-t-efrom adverse chemical or physical conditionconditions.
"Nitrocellulose laequerolacciuer (NC lacquer) 11
means
a
chemical coating containing nitrocellulose and suitable resinous
modifiers, and .,_.hose.
The primary mode of cure is solvent
evaporation.
"Organic materiale 11 means chemical compounds of carbon
mecluding carbon monmeides, carbon dimeide, carbonic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
keroseae, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracking or reforftliRg of unfiaished
hydrocarbon derivatives.
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
•t.·hichthat meets any one of the following conditions7..._
AQC12-15.37
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(A} ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the ·surface of liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filled7~
(B) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel7~
(C) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or· nozzle diameters from the bottorn of the
receiving vessel; or,~
'·
(D)
other equivalent methods acceptable to the EJeecutive
Director.
"Vinyl"
means
a
chemical
coating
containing
.plasteri~edplasticized or un:plasteri~edunplasticized polymers and
co-poly1ne:r;s of vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl alcohols or
their condensation products.
and theThe primary mode of cure is
solvent evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound
(VOC) 11
means
any compound
containing carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination ldth any other element lthich has a vapor pressure of
1. 5 pounds per square inch absolute or greater under actual storage
conditions.of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid. metallic carbides or carbonates. and ammonium
carbonate.
which participates
in atmospheric
photochemical
reactions.
Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1)
shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and
will not be considered to be a VOC.
.
nvolatile organic solve;at ('lOS) n means any organic compound
lthich participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions, that is,
any organic compound other than those vthich the EPA Administrator
designates as having negligible photochemical reactivity. VOS may
be measured by the EPA VOC reference method.
252:100-37-3. Applicability and compliance
(a)
New sources. Any new source calculated to emit an organic
material to the atmosphere either as a solvent or a reactant ;vill
be subject to ·permitting under OAC 252:100 7 1 and ;vith the
·application of Best Available Control Technology.
(b)
Complia;ace schedule.
( 1)
All equipment and process previously regulated under OAC
252:100 37 and 252.100 39 and its effective dates of July 1,
1972 and December 8 1 1974 must still abide by those dates.
~ill.
In all areas cJeccpt AQP41'.&: 1 s 1 thisThis Subchapter shall
apply to all new installations of any equipment or processes
described in this Subchaptcr7 after the effective date of December
281 1974.
~lQl
ProvisionsScctions 15, 16. 35. 36. 37, and 38 of this
Subchapter relating to control of VOC shall apply to all ne;v and
existing installations .of any equipment or processes in usc and
described in this Subchapter that arc located in Air Quality
Haintcnancc Areas (1'...-Qalv s) as classified by the Environmental
Protection Agency \vith regard to hydrocarbons and photochemical
oxidanteTulsa County or Oklahoma County, and bccomcafter the
effcctivc on June 8 1 1979 1
provided, hmvevcr, that mdsting

AQC12-15.37
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installations shall have t•,•enty four (2 4) months from the effective
date- ·,vi thin "•'hich to comply r.iith this Subchapterdate of June 9,
1981. Except that theThe retrofit requirements for crude petroleum
storage tanksvessels will be limited to tanlesvessels of greater
than 420,000 gallon 10,000 barrel(1,590 m3 ) capacity.
(4)
Provisions of this Subchapter relating to the control of
organic solvent shall be as specified in the applicable
Section.
252:100-37-4. Exemptions
(a)
Organic materials as used inVOCs with vapor pressures less
than 1. 5 pounds per square inch absolute (osia) under actual
storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-37-15 through 252.100
37 18, 252:100-37-16 and 252.100 37 27 and 252.100 37 28,252:10037-35 through 252:100-37-38 will not include. Hethane (CH>r) or·any
material othenvise included •,,rhich has vapor pressure of less than
1.~
pounds per square inch absolute under actual storage
conditions.
(b)
Petroleum or condensate stored, processed, treated, loaded,
and/or treatedtransferred at a drilling or production facility
prior to lease custody transfer is exempt from this Subchapter.
This exemption also includes transfer and loading operations.
(c)
The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or burning of
organic materialsVOCs on a farm or ranch, when such VOCs are used
for agricultural purposes on farms and ranchessaid farm or ranch,
is exempted from all provisions of 252:100-37-15L through 252.100
37 18252:100 37 16, 252:100-37-35 through 252:100-37-38, 252:10039-41, and 252.100 37 27 and 252.100 37 28 252:100-39-42.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance
Any vapor-loss control devices, packing glands and mechanical
seals required by this Subchapter shall be properly installed,
maintained, and operated.
·
PART 3. CONTROL OF ,.."OLATILE ORGANIC CO!IPOUNnSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
LOADING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-15. Storage of volatile organic eompoundsVOCs
(a)
Storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons.
No
personowner or operator shall build, sell, or install or permit the
building or installation of any new stationary tank, reservoir or
other containerstorage vessel of more than 40,000 gallons (150,000
liters151 M3 ) capacity.L. which will be used for storage of iffiY
organic materialsVOCs, unless such tarue, reservoir or other
containerit is to be a pressure ~vessel capable of maintaining
working pressures sufficient at all times tothat prevent ,organic
vapor or gasthe loss of voc to the atmosphere or is designed, and
will be built and equippedL with one of the following vapor-loss
control devices~~
(1) AAn external floating roof, consisting of pontoon type 7
internal floating cover or double-deck type ~cover, or a
fixed roof with an internal-floating cover.
whichThe cover
AQC12-15.37
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will rest on the surface of the liquid contents7 at all times
{i.e., off the leg supports), except during initial fill, when
the storage vessel is completely emptied, or during refilling.
When the cover is resting on the leg supports, the process of
filling. emptying, or refilling shall be continuous and shall
be accomplished as rapidly as possible. -afidThe floating roof
shall be equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close the
space between the ~cover edge and ~vessel wal~.
8tieft
floatingFloating roofs are not appropriate control devices if
th.e organic materialsVOCs have a vapor pressure of H11 .1
pounds per square inch absolutepsia {568 mm Hg76. 6 kPa) or
greater under actual conditions.
All gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is
taking place.
{2) A vapor-recovery system consisting of a vapor-gathering
system capable of collecting 85 percent or more of the
uncontrolled organic materialVOCs that would otherwise be
emitted to the atmosphere7 and a vapor-disposal system capable
of processing e-ueftthese organic materialVOCs so as to prevent
their emission to the atmosphere. and ~dth allAll -t-ank:vessel
gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place.
{3) Other equipment or meansmethods of equal efficiency for
purposes of air pollution control as may bewhen approved by
the ExecutiveDivision Director prior to installation.
{b)
Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater. No personowner
or operator shall build, sell, or install or permit the building or
·installation of a new stationary organic materialVOC storage
-t-ank:vessel with a capacity of 400 gallons {1520 liters1.5 m3 ) or
more unless such tan1Eit is equipped with a permanent submerged fill
pipe or is equipped with an organic materiala vapor-recovery system
as required in 252.100 37 5 (a) 252:100-37-15 (a) (2) .
l£1 Exemptions.
VOC storage vessels that are subject to
equipment standards (e.g., a fixed roof in combination with an
internal floating cover. an external floating roof, or a closed
. vent system and control device) in 40 CFR 60 Subparts K, Ka. or Kb
are exempt from the requirements of 252:100-37-15(a) and (b).
252:100-:-37-16. Loading of ... .,.elatile erganie eempeunasVOCs
{a) Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000
gallons/day.
~
No personowner or operator shall build or install--er
permit the building or installation of a stationary organic
materialVOC loading facility havingdesigned to have a
throughput greater than 40,000 gallons (151,416 liters) per
day from its aggregate loading pipes unless such loading
facilityit 4:-ewill be equipped with a vapor-collection and
disposal system or unless loading is accomplished by bottom
loading with closed hatches closed, properly installed, in
good ~verlcing order and in operation.
{-2-1) Vapor-collection and disposal system.When loading in a
vapor collection and disposal system is effected through the
AQC12-15.37
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hatches of a tank truck or trailer ~t'ith a loading arm equipped
:r.vith a vapor collecting adaptor, pneumatic, hydraulic or other
mechanical means shall be provided to force a vapor tight seal
bet·..•een the adaptor and the hatch.
l8l Vapor-collection portion of the system.
l i l When loading VOCs through the hatches of a
tank truck or trailer, using a loading arm. equipped
with a vapor collecting adaptor, . a pneumatic,
hydraulic, or mechanical means shall be provided to
ensure a vapor-tight seal between the adaptor and
the hatch.
·
(3)
A means shall be provided in either system to
prevent organic material drainage from the loading device
~.·hen it is removed from any tanl!: truck or trailer, or to
accomplish complete drainage before removal.
(4-ii)
When loading is effected through means
other than hatches, all loading and vapor lines
shall be equipped with fittings -..ffiichthat make
vapor-tight connections and which must be closed
when disconnected or which close automatically when
disconnected.
(5~) Vapor-disposal
portion of
the
system.
The
vapor-disposal portion of the system shall consist of-a:ae
of the following:
(Ai) a vapor-liquid absorber system with a minimum
...
recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all
the organic materialVOC vapors and gases entering
such disposal system7 L or~
(Bii)
a variable-vapor space tank, compressor,
and fuel-gas system of sufficient capacity to
receive all organic materialVOC vapors and gases
displaced from the tank trucks and trailers being
loaded.
l2L Prevention of VOC drainage.
A means shall be provided
in either system to prevent VOC drainage from the loading
device when it is removed from any tank truck or trailer, or
·to accomplish complete drainage before removal.
(b)
Loading facilities with throughput equal to or less than
40,000 gallons per day.
(1)
No personowner or operator shall build or install----er
permit the building or installation of a stationary organic
materialVOC · loading facility havingdesigned to have a
throughput of 40,000 gallons (150,000151,416 liters) per day
or less from its aggregate loading pipes unless each 4-9-loading
pipe will be equipped with a system for submerged filling of
tank trucks or trailers properly installed, in good ·.mrldng
order and operating in such a manner thatwhich will be
installed and operated to maintain a 97 percent submergence
factor is maintained.
(2)
Paragraph
252:100-37-16(b) (1)
applyapplies
to
any
facility ~vhichthat loads organic materialsVOCs into any tank
truck or trailer with a capacity greater than 200 gallons (757
AQC12-15.37
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liters)

that

is

designed

for

transporting

organic

~aterialsVOCs and having a capacity in mecess of 200 gallons

(760 liters) .
Exemptions.
Loading facilities subject to the requirements
of 40 CFR 60 Subpart XX or 40 CFR 63 Subpart R are exempt from the
requirements of 252:100-37-16(a) and (b).

l£l

252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
[AMENDED AND R~NUMBERED
TO 252 :·100-37-37]
No person shall build or install or permit the building or
installation of a single or multiple compartment organic material
~vater ·separator ~:hich receives
effluent 'ivater containing 200
gallons (760 liters) a day or more or any organic material from any
equipment processing, refining, treating, storing or handling
organic materials unless the compartment receiving said effluent
~vater is equipped with one of the following vapor loss control
deYiees, properly installed, in good ~vorldng · order and in
operation.
(1) A container having all openings sealed and totally
enclosing the liquid contents.
All gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas tight except ....' hen gauging or sampling is
taking place.
'!'he oil removal devices shall be gas tight
except uhen manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in
progress,
(2~
A container equipped ~;ith a floating roof, consisting of
a pontoon type, double decle type roof, · or internal floating
coYer, · ~.-hich ~:ill rest on the surface of the contents and is
equipped .,,.ith a closure seal, or seals, to close the space
bet~W"een the roof edge and container uall.
All gauging and
sampling devices shall be gas tight except 'iffien gauging or
sampling is taking place.
'!'he oil removal devices shall be
gas tight mccept uhen manual skimming, inspection . and/or
repair is in progress,
·
(3)
A container equipped ,,·itfi a vapor recovery system,
consisting of a vapor gathering system capable of collecting
tfie organic material Yaporo and gases dioefiarged and a
vapor disposal system capable of processing suefi organic
material vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to
tfie atmosphere and ·.iith all tank gauging and sampling dmriecs
gas tigfit mceept ~w'fien gauging or sampling is taking place.
'!'he organic material remoYal devices shall be gas tight except
· ,.'hen manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress;
er,-

(4)
Containers equipped ~dtfi controls of equal efficiency
provided ouch equipment is submitted to and approved by the
Executive Director.
252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors
[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-37-38]
No person sfiall build or install or permit tfie building or
installation of any pump or compressor fiandling organic material
compounds unless rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped
AQC12-15.37
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\'dth mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency, or
reci!=lrocating= type pumps and compressors are equipped ·,:ith packing
g-lands properly installed and in g=ood "<vorking= order such that the
emissions from the drain recovery system are limited to t~•·o cubic
.
h eo o1:qu1:
f 1'
'd org=anl:C
.
. 1 . l:fi
.
.
.
~nc
materl:a
any 15 m1:nute
per~od
at
standard conditions per pump or compressor.
·,

PART 5.

. '·

CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOVJE!NSVOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS

252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products
(a)
Standards.
!lo o;mer or operator subject to the provision
of this Section shall discharg-e or cause the discharge into the
atmosphere from an eJdsting coating line or individual coating
operation any organic solvent in excess of the amounts, listed in
the follo·.>~ing table, per gallon of coating, mecluding ,.·ater,
delivered to the coating applicator.No owner or operator of any
coating line or coating operation with VOC emissions shall use
coatings that as applied contain VOCs in excess of the amounts
listed in the following table.
Type of coating

..
Alkyd primer
Vinyls
NC lacquers
Acrylics
Epoxies
Maintenance finishes
Custom products finishes

Pounds of organic solventVOC per
gallon of paintcoating (less water
and exempted organic compounds)
Jan . 7 9
Jan . 81
J::n. 82
limit
limit
limit
6.4
6.8

5.2
6.4
6.6

5.6
5.6
6.8

5.2
5.2
6.6

5~6

4.8
6.0
6.4
6.0
4.8
4.8
6.5

(b)
Plant-wide emission plan:.
An mmer/operator may develop a
plant '<iide emission plan instead of having each coating line comply
...· ith · the emission limitations prescribed in the table in (a) of
this section, provided:
·(1)
Development of a plant-wide emission plan.
An owner or
·operator may develop a plant-wide emission plan instead of
having each coating line comply with the VOC content
limitations in 252:100-37-25(a), if the following conditions
are met.
~
~The owner or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balance or manual emission test
methods,by
the
methods
in
252:100-5-2.1(d)
that
sufficient reductions in organic solvents emissions_Qf
VOCs
may
be
obtained
by
controlling
other
facilitiessources within the plant to the extent
necessary to compensate for all excess emissions
whichthat result from one or more coating lines not
achieving the prescribed limitation. Such demonstration
AQC12-15.37
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shall be describedmade in writing and shall include:
-fA+ill
A,a complete description of the coating
line or lines .,,hichthat will not comply with the
emissionVOC content limitation in 252:100-37-25(a);
~LUL
Quantificationguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the p~escribed
emissionVOC content ,limitation for each'· coating
line described under 252:100 37 25 (b) (1) (A) 252:10037-25(b) (1) (A) (i);
~(iii)
A,a complete description of each facility
and the related control system, if any, for those
facilities ~dthin the plant uherehow emissions will
be decreased at specific sources to compensate for
excess emissions from each coating line described
under
252:100 37 25(b) (1) (A)252:100-3725 (b) (1) (A) (i)
and
the
date
on
which
such
reductions will be achieved;
~(iv)
Quantificationguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, for each facilitysource described
under
2 52 : 1 0 0 3 7 2 5 (b) ( 1) (C) 2 52 : 1 0 0- 3 725 (b) (1) (A) (iii),
both before
and after the
improvement or installation of any applicable
control system, or operational changes to such a
facility or facilities to reduce emissions and the
date on 'iffiich such reductions 'Wdll be achimred;
and,
~lYl
A.a description of the procedures and
methods used to determine the emissions of organic
solventsVOCs .
.f2-1-lru..
-t-he-The plant -wide emission reduction plan does
not include decreases in emissions resulting from
requirements of other applicable air pollution rules.
The plant 'Wiide emission reduction plan may include
decreases in emissions accomplished through installation
or imprmrement of a control system or through physical or
operational changes to facilities, including permanently
reduced production or closing a facility, located on the
premises of a surface coating operation.
~lZL
Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. ~The
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of compliance with the emissionsVOC content limitation
prescribed in 252:100-37-25 (a) has beenmust be expressly
approved by .the BxecutiveDivision Director.
Upon approval,
any emissions in excess of those established for each facility
under the plan shall be a violation of this Subchapter.
(c)
Emission limit:at:ien.
!lo person shall discharge int:o the
atmosphere more than 3,000 pounds of organic materials in any one
day nor more than 450 pounds in any one hour from any article,
machine, equipment or other contrivance in 'fl'hich any organic
solvent or any material containing such solvent is employed or
AQC12-15.37
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applied, unless such discharge has been reduced by at least 85- .-..._
percent or has applied BACT or better as determined by the
-..,
BJCecutive Director.
~'·: .)
(a~) Exemption.
Owners or operators of sources that are
computed to emit less than 100 pounds of organic solventVOC per ~
hr./day24-hour day are exempt from the requirements of this
Section.
.
(eg) Alternate standard. BmissionsThe use of coatings 'with VOC
contents in excess of those permitted by 25'2: 100-37-25 (a) through
252.100 37 25(d)or 252:100-37-25(b) areis allowable if both of the
following conditions are met:~
(:1)
VOC emissions that would result in the absence of
controloccur if no controls were used are reduced by:
(A)
90 percent, by incineration;-DrT
(B)
85 percent, by absorptionabsorption/adsorption; or~
any other process
of
equivalent
reliability and
effectiveness, and,
lQ1_ 85 percent by any other process of eguivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2) HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
252:100-37-26. Clean up with organic oolventoVOCs
·Emissions of organic materials to the atmosphere from the
clean up with organic solvents, as defined in 252.100 37 2,VOCs of
any article, machine, ~ equipment or other contrivance used in
applying coatings controlled in 252:100-37-25(a) through 252.100
37 25 (a) 25-2:100-37-25 (d) shall be included 'irdth the other emissions
of organic solvents from the coating line or operationcounted in
determining compliance with those rules.
PART 7.

CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES

252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
(a) Ethylene manufacturing emissions. No personowner or operator
shall build or install or permit the building or installation of
any ethylene manufacturing.plant unless the waste-gas stream under
normal operating conditions is properly burned at 1,300°F7 for 0.3
seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner equipped with an
indicating pyrometer ~t~ichthat is positioned in the working area
for the operator's ready monitoring or an equally effective
catalytic vapor incinerator also with pyrometer. Proper burning of
the waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98 percent of the
ethylene emissions originally present in the waste-gas stream.
(b) Vapor blowdown.
Except
where
inconsistent
with
the
"Minimum Federal Safety Standards for the Transportation of Natural
and Other Gas by Pipeline," or any State of Oklahoma regulatory
agency, no personowner or operator shall allow emit organicVOC
gases to be emitted to the atmosphere from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares,
or an equally effective control device as approved by the
BJcecutiveDivision Director.
AQC12-15.37
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252:1Q0-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment
No person shall cause or allm>' the emission of hydrocarbons or
other organic materials from any fuel burning or refuse burning
equipment. All suehfuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment shall
be operated as to minimize eueh emissions of VOC.
Among other
things, such operation shall assure, based on manufacturer's data
and good engineering practice,
that the equipment . is not
overloaded,~
that
it
is
properly cleaned,
operated,
and
maintaiped7~ and that temperature and available air are sufficient
to provide essentially complete combustion.
252: 100'-37 -3 7. Effluent water separators
Nd owner or operator shall build or install a singlecompartment or multiple-compartment VOC/water separator that will
receive effluent water containing 200 gallons (760 liters) a day or
more of any VOC from any equipment processing, refining, treating,
storing o'r handling VOCs unless the compartment receiving the
. effluent water will comply with one of the following sets of
conditions.
l1l The container totally encloses the liquid contents and
all openings are sealed.
All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
J..ll The container is eauiooed with an external floating roof,
consisting of a pontoon type or double-deck type cover. or a
fixed roof with an internal-floating cover. The cover will
rest on the surface of the contents and be equipped with a
closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the· cover
edge and container wall.
All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
~
The container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting
the VOC vapors and gases discharged and a vapor-disposal
system capable of processing such vapors and gases to prevent
their emission to the atmosphere.
All tank gauging and
sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is taking place.
The VOC removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or
repair is in progress.
~
The container is equipped with controls of equal
efficiency if approved by the Division Director.
252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors
No owner or operator shall build or install any pump or
compressor handling VOCs unless the following conditions are met.
l1L Rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped with
mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency.
12.1 Reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped
with packing glands.

JiU.
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i l l Emissions from the drain recovery system do not exceed
:twG cubic inches of liquid VOC in any 15-minute period per
pump or compressor at standard conditions.
lQl Pumps and compressors subject to the standards for pumps and
compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV, GGG, or KKK are
exempt from 252:100-37-38.
PART 9.

PERMIT BY RULE FOR VOC STORAGE AND LOADING

FA~ILITIES

252:100-37-41. Applicability
Any new VOC storage and loading facility may be constructed
and any existing VOC storage and loading facility may be operated
under this Part if:
l1l the facility is located in an area designated as unknown
or attainment for ozone;
J.2.l each storage vessel located at the facility has a storage
capacity of 19,813 gallons (75 ~) or less;.
i l l the facility is designed to have a throughput of 19,998
gallons (75,700 liters) per day or less from the aggregate
loading pipes; and
l i l the facility meets the requirements of 252:100-7-60(a),
(b) , and (c) .
252:100-37-42. Permit requirements
An owner or operator shall submit annual emission inventory
reports and meet the requirements of 252:100-37-5, regarding
operation and maintenance, and 252:100-37-38, regarding pumps and
compressors.
lQl No owner or operator shall build or install a new stationary
VOC storage vessel with a capacity of 400 gallons (1. 5 m3 ) or
greater unless it is equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe
as defined in 252:100-37-2.
l£l No owner or operator shall build or install a stationary VOC
loading facility unless each· loading pipe is equipped with a system
for submerged filling of tank trucks or trailers which is installed
and operated to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor.
lQl The owner or operator of a vessel with a storage capacity
greater than 10,567 gallons (40 m3 ) shall maintain records on site
of the dimensions of the storage vessel and an analysis showing the
capacity.

lsl
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.100(s)(l) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98
Sec. 51.1 00 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have been
determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1, !-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1,1 ,2-trichloro-1 ,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113);
t:rlchlorofluoromethane (CFC-11 );
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
1,2-dichloro 1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
l,t,l-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
1,1, 1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a);
1, 1-dichlor~ 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141 b);
· 1-chloro 1,1:-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124);
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134);
1,1, 1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene); ·
3 ,3-dichloro-1, 1,1 ,2,2-penta.fluoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1,3-dichloro-1, 1,2,2,3-penta.fluoropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-lOmee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC-161 );
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1,2,2,3-penta.fluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
1,1 ,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1,1, 1,2,3-penta.fluoropropane (HFC-24 5eb);
1,1, 1,3,3-penta.fluoropropane (HFC-245fa);
1,1,1 ,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1,1 ,1 ,3,3-penta.fluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
aqc\12-20-98\5 I (sX I).doc
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31);
: 1 chloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1,2-dichloro-1, 1,2-trifluoroethan.e (HCFC-123a);
1,1, 1,2,2,3 ,3 ,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4F90CH3);
2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-hepta:fluoropropane{(CF3) 2CFCF20CH3);
1-ethoxy-1, 1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane (C 4F90C2H 5);
;.
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1, 1,1 ,2,3,3 ,3-heptafluoropropane ((CF 3) 2CFCF20C2H5);
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with no
unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur bonds
only to carbon and fluorine.

aqc\12-20-98\5 l(s)(l).doc
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 15,1998
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William
B. Breisch, Chairman
•' .
L:arry Canter
\
.
Davtd Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
••see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Jeanette Buttram
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce
Cheryl Bradley
Becky Mainord

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for December 15, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting~ Agendas were posted at the
entrance door of the meeting room.
Call to Order ·Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr.
. Wilson - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick and Ms. Slagell did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to· approve the·Minutes of the
October 20, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Dr.
Canter- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson-· aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
·
PUBLIC HEARINGS

I

Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered into the hearing records the Hearing Agenda and Oklahoma Register Notice.
.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram for staff recommendation to Council. Ms.
Buttram advised that proposed revisions delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per yt".ar emissions which
are subject to new source performance standards and national emission standards for
hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit.

Also a new P~rt 9 is proposed which will outline the r,. -·,irements necessary for a facility to
qualify for F. •. Each subchapter containing a PBR fo....pecific facilities would also be
referenced under this new Part. Within Part 9, Section 252:100-7-60.3 was written due to the
proposed PBR section for VOC storage and loading facilities in Subchapter (SC) 37. Sta.fi....
r~commendation for SC 37 will be to continue the rule until the February AQC meeting.
Therefore, staff suggests the proposed new section be deleted from the rule and added one~ .·
the PBR in SC 37 is approved. Mr. Branecky requested clarification of which part of the rule
was being deleted. Ms. Buttram confirmed the suggestion to recommend the proposed rule,
exclu,ding Section 252:100-7-60.3, to the Environmental Quality Board for pennanent
adoption.
F:ollowing discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend
t~is rule to the Environmental Quality board at the next meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion

with second made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye;
Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
OAC 252:100:8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation regarding this rule. Dr._
Sheedy advised that these amendments update the incorporation by reference of the case-bycase MACT determinations for Part 70 sources in 252:100-8-4 (a)(2)(C) by adopting 40 CFR
63.41, 63 .43, and 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1998. Dr. Sheedy advised that this update
would be made annually.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion recommending adoption as pennanent rule by the
Environmental Quality Board. lvfr. Branecky made the motion with the second being made
by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson...:. aye; Mr. Breisch~ aye.

Copy ofhearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include various substantive
changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile
organic compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition ofVOC. Dr. Sheedy then stated
the staff's recommendation to continue this rule until the February Council meeting because
of remaining controversy.
·

Council discussion followed. Mr. Wilson expressed concern about SC 37 being open for so
long with no action taken. During public discussion, Mr. Bradshaw from Boeing reiterated
Mr. Wilson's concern. Mr. Bradshaw further explained that the specific point of concern for
Boeing and American Airlines is the definition ofVOC. He said the members of his industry
would like to see the definition amended as soon as possible. Ms. Hoffinan responded by
explaining that it is the intent of the staff to have all remaining issues with SC 37 resolved an~
to recommend approval of the rule by the Council. She further explained that if the rule is
2

approved by tJ- ~ouncil in February, there would be tir ··o get the packet of information to
the Environme11~l Quality Board before the March 5, 19~9 meeting.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's February meeting. Ms.
' Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye;
Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
~-· Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation. Dr. Sheedy pointed out

that the proposed changes primarily simplify language and correct granunar and format but
ai'so include some substantive changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that written comments, staff
responses and details of the substantive changes were summarized in the Council packet. Dr.
Sheedy submitted the written letters from EPA and EFO for hearing record.
There were no questions or comments from the Council or from the public.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
February 17, 1999 meeting. Mr. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Ms.
Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy ofhearing transcript attached and made an official part ofthese minutes

· OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
This subject was first brought before the Council on October 20, 1998 at which time the .
Council voted to continue the hearing until the December 15, 1998 Council me~ting. The
presentation for this public hearing consisted of several staff members. Mr. David Dyke
began by informing those present that written comments have been received from the
Environmental Federation of Oklahoma, Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association, and the
Small Business Advisory Panel. These comments and staff responses were submitted for
official record. Mr~ Dyke continued to explain the Division's anticipated increase in workload
and discussed other factors contributing to the request for fee increases.

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Scott Thomas to describe the upcoming rulemaking activities. Mr.
'Thomas explained that the Division's rulemaking goals were designed according to proposed
rules received from the EPA, instruction from the State Legislature to review all of our rules
by December 2000, and efforts to go forward with the agencies. directive and goals of the
permit continuum. Mr. Thomas also stated that in order to accomplish these goals, additional
staff would be required or the rulemaking priorities would have to be refined. Mr. Ray
Bishop came forward to elaborate upon the need for additional permitting staff. He stated that
even though the Permit program has instituted a number of time-saving and efficiency efforts,
the Division does not anticipate meeting the impending Title V time frames and deadlines
with the current staff. He also reviewed the non-Title V activities required of the permitting
3

staff Mr. Te....;,ll commented regarding potential actio
and consequL..c.ty affect the Division.

•hat could occur at the federal level

Finally, Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Shawna Me Waters-Khalousi to explain the proposed~
increases and how they were derived. Staff recommended approval by the Council. Mr. l.J .. ,
summarized staff's position by stating that even though services and spending levels are · .·.
reduced from previous years, the current level of services and management of oncoming
issues cannot be maintained without additional staff. Mr. Dyke assured that the Division
would not compromise the environmental protection, but be forced to shift and prioritize
resources ultimately resulting in reduced services provided.
After extensive comment and discussion from the Council, the public and members of
i*dustry, Mr. Breisch entertained, and Mr. Branecky made the motion that: In SC 5, annual
operating fees for minor facilities and for Part 70 sources be increased to $17.12 per ton; In
SC 7, the fee for minor source applicability determinations be increased to $250 and the fees
for all types of individual minor source permits be doubled; and In SC 8, the fee for major
source applicability determinations be increased to $250. Ms. Myers made the second to Mr.
Braneck:y's motion with roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Groszaye; Mr. Braneck:y -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part ofthese minutes:
NEW BUSINESS The Council requested a monthly financial statement from Mr.
Coleman's office. 1his information would enable the Finance Committee to monitor the cash
flow of the AQD and work toward avoiding future budgetary shortfalls. Additionally, the "'"""',
Council requested that a comprehensive and detailed list of tasks that would be billed to Titt~
V expenditures be created. This list would be a guideline for staff to follow when accountin~
time and effort. Finally, a request was made for additional state appropriations for a workload
study that will determine staffing priorities.

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would.be February i 7, 1999 at the Department of
Environmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the copies of hearing records are attached as an official
part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR.QUALITY ~OUNCIL

......

Wednesday February 17, 1999 9:30A.M.
707 North Robinson
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
Oklahoma City, OK

-

1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Division Director's Report- Staff
A. Update of current events and AQD activities
B. Discussion by Council I Public

3.

Election of Officers- Calendar Year 1999
Discussion by Council

4.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agen~y-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
. and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC. A substantive
change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving
a contradiction. Continued from December 15, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

5.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
{AMENDED]
· Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued
from December 15; 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy .
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please no~iry our Department three days in advance at (405) 720-4100.
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Wednesday February 17, 1999 1:00 P.M.
707 North Robinson
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
Oklahoma City, OK

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call - Myrna Bruce
Approval of Minutes of the December 15, 1998 Regular Meeting
. Election of Officers Calendar Year 1999
Nominations and election by Council

5.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC. A substantive
change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving
a contradiction. Continued from December 15, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
·c. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

6.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and. exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued
from December 15. 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote·

7.

New Business
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council
Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Tuesday, April 20, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

8.

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (4:15) 720-4100.

-

February 3, 1999
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
't:

SUBJECT:

r.I.

Modifications to Subchapter 37

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed modifications to OAC 252:100-37 CONTROL OF
EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS. These revisions were brought to the Air
Quality Council for the first time on August 18, 1998 and again on October 20, 1998, and
December 15, 1998. At the December meeting the staff recommended that the rule be
considered again at the February 17, 1999, Council meeting.
The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify language, correct grammar, and
· impose consistency of format on the rule without involving substantive changes. A nwnber
of changes have been made to the rule following the December 15, 1998, Council meeting
which are not intended to be substantive in nature .. Staff is also proposing the six additional
substantive changes listed in numbers 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, and 14 below. The following
substantive revisions to the rule are proposed~
1. Staff proposes to add a definition of "drilling. or production facility" that is identical
to that found in 40 CFR 60, Subpart K, to 252:100-3 7-2.
2. Staff proposes to add a clefinition of "lease custody transfer" based on the definition
of"custodytransfer" found in 40 CFR 60, subpartK, to 252:100-37-2.
3.. The definition of "volatile organic compound (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 has been
revised. As part of the simplification process, the staff proposes to have only one
definition of volatile organic compound which will be consistent with the EPA
definition and replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and "organic
solvents." The new definition provides that any organic compound listed in 40 CFR
51.100(s)(1)shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC. This revision will also serve as a response to
requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, perchloroethylene, and methyl
acetate from being considered VOCs. These four substances are on the list. in 40
CFR 51.100(s)(1)and, therefore, will not be considered to be VOCs.

-

4. Staff proposes deleting 252:100-37-3(a), which requires any new source that emits
organic material as a solvent or reactant to obtain a permit artd apply best available
control technology (BAcn. As originally proposed by the staff to the Air Quality
Council, this subsection applied only to organic solvents and only to major sources.
When approved by the Council, the major source requirement was omitted. The
Council records from that time contain no explanation for this change. To require
each new source of VOC to apply BACT, regardless of the size of the source,
37meml.doc

expends more time, effort, and expense than can be justified by the Department
·considering the subsequent reductions in VOC emissions. This is especially true for
new sources in areas that are in attainment and have always been in attainment. To
require BACT for new major sources of VOC in Subchapter37 is redundant. That
requirement already exists in 252:100-8-5(d)(1)(A). Therefore, it is proposed to
delete this subsection.

5. Staff proposes to add new subsection(c), Permit-by-rule facilities, to 252:100-37-3
to make clear that the only requirements in Subchapter 37 that apply to facilities
registered under the voc storage and loading facility permit-by-rule are those in
Part9.
6. Staff proposes to add subsection (b), which exempts methanol storage vessels at
drilling or production facilities when used on site, to 252:100-39-4.
7. Staff proposes to add 252:100-37-15(c) to exempt storage tanks subject to the
standards contained in 40 CFR 60, Subparts K, Ka, and Kb from the requirements
of that section. The equipment standards contained in Subparts K, Ka, and Kb are
as stringent as the requirements of Section 15.
8. Staff proposes to add 252:100-37-16(c)to exempt loading facilities that are subject
to 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX and 40 CFR 63, Subpart R from the requirements of this
section. The requirements of Subparts XX and R are as stringent as those in Section
16.
9. Staff proposes to delete 252:100-37-25(c), Emission limitations. Research in the
Air Quality Council records indicate that this subsection was originally meant to
control emissions of organic material from the use of nonphotochemically reactive
solvents. These substances would not be considered VOC by the proposed revised
definition of VOC. If these limits are applied to VOCs, the emission of 3,000
powtds ofVOC per day for 365 days per year would result in an annual emission of
547 tons. The subsection can be interpreted to allow each machine or piece of
equipment at a site to emit 3,000 pounds per day before controls are required. This
is meaningless for substances considered to be VOC. Subchapter 8 contains
requirements for BACT for both major sources and for PSD sources.
10. Staff has revised the alternate standard in 252:100-37-25(d) to require that VOC
emissions from noncompliant coatings be reduced to the level they would have been
had the coatings complied with the VOC content limits in 252: 100-3 7-25(a).
11. Staff proposes deleting the first sentence in 252:100-:37-36, Fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, thereby eliminating the impossible requirement that no
emission of hydrocarbons or organic materials is allowed from fuel-burning or
refuse-burning equipment. This revision will also resolve the contradiction with the
second sentence which requires such equipment to be operated to minimize these
emissions.
12. Staff proposes to add 252:100-37-38(b)to exempt pumps and compressors that are
subject to the equipment leak standards contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV,
37mem2.doc
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GGG, or KKK from the requirements of Subsection 38. The requirements of VV,
GGG, or KKK are as stringent as those in Subsection38.
13. Staff proposes the addition of Subpart 9, Permit By Rule for VOC Storage and
Loading Facilities, to provide for permit by rule for facilities that meet the
applicability requirements contained therein.
14. Staff proposes the addition of new subparagraphs (A), (B); and (C) to 252:100.:.3741 (2) which will allow tanks that have storage capacities greater than 19,813 gallons
and which are subject to NSPS Subpart Kb to qualify for the permit-by-rule for
VOC storage and loading facilities since the only requirements in Subpart Kb are to
maintain on site records of the dimensions of the vessel and an analysis of the
capacity of the storage vessel.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption. ·
In addition to the proposed draft revisions to Subchapter 3 7, a copy of 40 CFR 51.1 00(s)(1~
a rule impact statement, two summaries of comments and staff responses, and a list of the
revisions that were made to the rule after the December 15, 1998, Air Quality Council
meeting are also included in the packet.

Enclosures: 6
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PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
···,

252.:100-37-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources to protect and enhance
the air quality to insure that the Oklahoma air quality standard is
not meceeded and significant deterioration prevented. The purpose of
this Subchapter t·s to prevent the formation of ozone by controlling
the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from stationary
sources.
252:100-37-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall ·have the following meaning, unless the . context clearly
indicates otherwise7~
"Acrylic" means a chemical coating containing polymers or
co-polymers of acrylic or substitute acrylic acid in combination
with suitable resinous modifiers..:..
and itsThe primary mode of cure
is solvent evaporation.
''Alkyd primer" means a chemical coating composed primarily of
alkyd applied to a surface to provide a firm bond between the substrate and any additional paintcoating.
"Custom product fiBishesfinish" means a proprietary chemical
coating designed for a specific customer and~ use.
"Cutbaelt asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
"Drilling or production facility" means all drilling and~.
servicing equipment, wells, flow lines, separators, equipment,
gathering lines, and auxiliary non-transportation-related equipment
used in the production of petroleum but does not include natural
gasoline plants.
"Effluent water. separator" means any tank, bme, sump, or other
container in which any material compoundVOC floating on~ &r
entrained in, or contained in water entering such tank, bme, sump
or otherthe container is physically separated and removed from
euehthe water prior to outfall,
drainage,
or recovery of
suchdischarge of the water from the container.
"Epoxy" means a chemical coating containing epoxy groups and
suitable chemical cross-linking agents. BpmdesThe prime mode of
cure involves a chemical reaction between the ·epoxy and the
cross-linking agent.
"Lease custody transfer" means the transfer of produced crude
oil and/or condensate, after processing and/or treating in the
producing operations, from storage vessels or automatic transfer
facilities to pipelines or any other form of transportation.
"Maintenance
finishesfinish"
means
a
chemical
coating
formulated to form a protection ofthat protects a given substrate
~£rom adverse chemical or physical eoaditionconditions.
"Nitrocellulose laeEfUerelacauer (NC lacauer)"
means
a
chemical coating containing nitrocellulose and suitable resinous
modifiers, and '•ihose.
The primary mode of cure is solvent
evaporation.
AQC2-17B.37
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"Org~nie
materials" means chemical compounds of carbon
elccluding carbon monmddes, carbon dimdde, carbonic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
kerosene, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, eraelting or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarbon derivatives.
· "Submerged fill pipe" ·means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
~~hiehthat meets any one of the following conditions~~
(A) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of~ liquid in the receiving vessel for at least
9s percent of .the volume filled7~
(B) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel7~
(C) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel; or,~
(D) other equivalent methods acceptable to the Executive
Director.
"Vinyl"
means
a
chemical
coating
containing
plasteri3edplasticized or unplasterieedunplasticized polymers and co-polymers of vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl alcohols or
their condensation products_.__and theThe primary mode of cure is
solvent evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any compound
eoat.aining earboa and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination ~~ith any other element ~."hieh has a vapor pressure of
1.5 pounds per square inch absolute or greater under actual storage
eonditions.of carbon, excluding carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate,
which participates in atmospheric photochemical
reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1) will
.be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC.
"'Jelatile erga:aie sel·...,.ent ('•ros) " means any orgaaie compound
lj~hieh participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions; that is,
any organic compound other than those ~>"hieh the EPA Admini·st.rator
designates as having negligible photochemical reactivity. VOS may
be measured by the EPA VOC reference method.

Applicability and compliance
(a)
New seurees • Any new source calculated to emit an organic
material to the atmosphere either as a solvent. or a reactant ~iill
be subj eat to permitting under OAC 252 .100 7, and ~iith the
application of Best Available Control 'Peehnology.
(b) Cemplia&ee schedule.
(1) All equipment. and process previously regulated under O:hC
252.100 37 and 252:100 39 aad ito effective dates of July 1,
1972 and December 8, 1974 must. still abide by those dates.
~...{_§j_
New sources.
In all areas except.
AQ~4J'.:' s,
thieThis
Subchapter shall apply to all new installations of any equipment or
processes described in this SubchapterT after the effective date of
252:100-37-3.

·-
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December 28, 1974.
~
Existinq sources.
ProvisionsSections 15, 16, 35, 36,
37. and 38 of th1.s Subchapter relating to control of VOC shall:··.·
apply to all Rml' aB:d existing installations of any equipment or
processes in use and described in this Subchapter that are located
in Air Quality HaintenaB:ce Areas (AQMA' e) as classified by the
EnvironmeB:tal Protection Agency 'il'ith regard to hydrocarbons and
photoehemic_al mEidanteTulsa-- County or Oklahoma County,
and
becOFaeafter the effective on June 8, 1979; provided, ho·.mver, that
meisting installations shall hmm t·..· enty four (24) months from t:he
effective date 'i•'ithin which to comply \iith this Subchapterdate of
June 9, · 1981. Except that theThe retrofit requirements for crude
petroleum storage tanksvessels \dll be limitedapply only to
tanksvessels of greater than 420,000 gal 10,000 barrel (L 590 m3 )
capacity.
l£l Permit-by-rule.facilities.
This Subchapter does not apply
to facilities registered under the VOC storage and loading facility
permit-by-rule except as provided in Part 9.
(4)
Provisions of this Subchapter relating t:o the control of
organic solvent shall be as specified in the applicable
Section.
-f-3-t-~.

252:100-37-4. Exemptions
(a} Organic materials as used inVOCs with vapor pressures less
than 1. 5 pounds per square -inch absolute (psia) under actual
storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-37-15 through 252.100
37 18, 252:100-37-16 and 252.100 37 27 and 252.100 37 28,252:10037 35 through 252:100-37-38 \iill not include: Methane (CI~) or any
material other.l'ise included 'iihich has vapor pressure of less than
1.5 pounds per square inch absolut:e under actual storage
eondit:ions.
(b}
Petroleum or condensate stored, processed, treated. loaded,
and/or treatedtransferred at a drilling or production facility
prior to lease custody transfer is exempt from this Subchapter.
Methanol stored at a drilling or production facility for use on
site is also exempt from this Subchapter. This meemptioB: also
includes transfer and loading operations.
(c)
The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or burning of
organic materialsVOCs on a farm or ranch, when such VOCs are used
for agricultural purposes on farms and ranehessaid farm or ranch,
is exempted from all provisions of 252:100-37-15L through 252:100
37 18252:100-37-16, 252:100-37-35 through 252:100-37-38, 252:10039-41, and 252:100 37 27 and 252:100 37 28 252:100-39-42.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance
Any vapor-loss control devices, packing glands and mechanical
seals required by this Subchapter shall be properly installed.
maintained, and operated.
PART 3 • CONTROL OF "IOLATILE ORGANIC CO!IPOUNDSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
LOADING OPERATIONS
AQC2-17B.37
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252:100-37-15. Storage of volatile organic eempeundeVOCs
(a). : ·storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons.
No person
shall build,
sell,
or install or permit the building or
installation of any ne-.1 stationary tanlc, reservoir or other
containerEach VOC storage vessel with a capacity of more than
40 1 000 ~ (150, 000 liters151 m3 ) capacity ~ihich will he
used for storage of any organic materials, unless such tanlft"
reservoir or other container is to shall be a pressure ~vesse-l
capable of maintaining working pressures sufficient at all times
~that
prevent organic vapor or gasthe loss of VOC to the
atmosphere or is designed, and ~~ill he built andshall be equipped
with one of the following vapor-loss control devices-:-_._
(1) AAn external floating roof, consisting that consists of
g pontoon type,
internal floating cover or double-deck type
~cover, or a fixed roof with an internal-floating cover.
~.~ichThe cover ~shall rest on the surface of the liquid
contents. at all times {i.e., off the leg supports), except
during initial fill, when the storage vessel is completely
emptied. or during refilling. When the cover is resting on the
leg supports, the process of filling, emptying, or refilling
shall be continuous and shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible.
aneThe floating roof shall be equipped with a
closure seal, or seals 1 to close the space between the
ro&¥cover edge and ~vessel wall.
Such floatingFloating
roofs are not appropriate control devices if the organic
materialsVOCs have a vapor pressure of -B::-11.1 pounds per
square inch ahsolutepsia (568 mm Hg76.6 kPa) or greater under
actual conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(2)
A vap_or-recovery system consistingthat consists of a
vapor-gathering system capable of colle.cting 85 percent or
more of the uncontrolled organic materialVOCs that would
otherwise be emitted to the atmosphere~ and g vapor-disposal
system capable of processing euehthese organic materialVOCs se
-ae to prevent their emission to the atmosphere_.__and \'dth
a±±All -t-aftk:vessel gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(3) Other equipment or meansmethods that are of equal
efficiency for purposes of air pollution control as- may be
used when approved by the B::tcecutiveDivision Director prior to
installation.
(b) ·Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater.
~lo person
shall build,
sell,
or install or permit the building or
installation of a ne~~ stationary organic materialEach VOC storage
~vessel with a capacity of 400 ~ (1520 liters1.5 m3 ) or
more unless ouch tank isshall be equipped with a permanent
submerged fill pipe or is equipped ~iith an organic materiala
vapor-recovery system as required in 252:100 37 5 (a) 25-2:100-3 715 (a) {2) .
l£l Exemptions.
VOC storage vessels that are subject to
equipment standards (e.g., a fixed roof in combination with an
internal floating cover. an external floating roof. or a closed
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vent system and control device)in 40 CFR 60 Subparts K, Ka, or
are_exempt from the requirements of 252:100-37-15{a) and {b).

Kb~

252:100-37-16. Loading of volatile orgaaie eompoundeVOCs
(a)
Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000
gallons/day.
(1) !~ person shall build or install or permit the building
or installation of a stationary organic materia·lEach voc
loading facility h~:in~ith·a throughput greater than 40,000
gallonsgal/d (151,416 1/d) per day from its aggregate loading
pipes unless such loading facility isshall be equipped with a
vapor-collection and disposal system e1:-unless all tank trucks
or trailers are bottom loadingloaded with closed hatches
closed, properly installed, in good working order and in
operation .
. ~lll
Vapor-collection and disposal system.When loading in
a vapor collection and disposal system is effe_cted through the
hatches of a tank truck or trailer \vith a loading arm equipped
\vith a vapor collecting adaptor, pneumatic, hydraulic or other
mechanical means shall be provided .to force a vapor tight seal
bet\veen the adaptor and the hatch.
l8l Vapor-collection portion of the system .
.iil When loading VOCs through the hatches of a
tank truck or trailer, using a loading arm equipped
with a vapor collecting adaptor. a pneumatic,
hydraulic, or mechanical means shall be provided to ~
ensure a vapor-tight seal between the adaptor and
the hatch.
(3)
A means shall be provided in either system to
prevent organic material drainage from the loading device
'•ihen H: is removed from any tanle truck or trailer, or to
accomplish complete drainage before removal.
-f4+.1.iiL
When loading is effected through means
other than hatches, all loading and vapor lines
shall be equipped with fittings whichthat make
vapor-tight connections and which must be closed
when disconnected or which close automatically when
disconnected.
-+s+J]ll_
Vapor-disposal portion of the system.
The
vapor-disposal portion of the system shall consist of--eae
of the following:
-fAt-.iil
a vapor-liquid absorber system with a
minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight
of all the organic materialVOC vapors and gases
entering such disposal systemTL or~
~liil
a variable-vapor space tank, compressor,
and fuel-gas system of sufficient capacity to
receive all organic materialVOC vapors and gases
displaced from the tank trucks and trailers being
loaded.
l2L Prevention of VOC drainage.
A means shall be provided
in either system to prevent VOC drainage from the loading - .
AQC2 -1 7B . 3 7
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device when it is removed from any tank truck or trailer. or
to accomplish complete drainage before removal.
(b)
Loading facilities with throughput ~qual to or less than
40,000 gallons per day.
(1) !1o person shall build or install or permit the building
or installation of a stationary organic materialEach loading
. pipe at a VOC loading facility having awith an aggregate .
throughput of 40,000 ·gallonsgal/d (150, 000151,416 litersl/d)·.per day or less from its aggregate loading pipes unless each
-i-e shall be equipped with a·system for submerged filling of
tank trucks or trailers properly installed, in good ~t'orking
order and operating in such a manner thatwhich is installed
an~ op~rated to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor-±5
ma~nta~ned.

{2)
Paragraph
252:100-37-16 {b) {1}
applyatmlies
to
any
facility ~>'hichthat loads organic materialsVOCs into any tank
truck or trailer with a capacity greater than 200 gal (757 1)
which is designed for transporting organic materialsVOCs and
having a capacity in mecess of 200 gallons (768 liters) .
jgl Exemptions.
Loading facilities subject to the requirements
of 40 CFR 60 Subpart XX or 40 CFR 63 Subpart R are exempt from the
requirements of 252:100-37-16(a) and (b).

-

252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED
TO 252:100-37-37]
no person shall build or install or permit the building or
installation of a single or multiple compartment organic material
~mter
separator .•.,hich receives effluent water containing 2 0 0
gallons (760 liters) a day or more or any organic material from any
equipment processing, refining, treating, storing or handling
organic materials unless the compartment receiving said effluent
uater is equipped ~dth one of the follmdng vapor loss control
devices, properly installed,
in good ~mrlEing order and in
operation.
(1)
A container having all openings sealed and totally
enclosing the liquid contents.
All gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas tight mreept ~ihen gauging or sampling is
taking place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas tight
mccept 'IJ•·hen manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in
progress;
(2) A contaiaer equipped 'IJiith a floating roof, consisting of
a pontoon type, double deale type reef, or internal floating
cov=er, ~>'hich ·.dll rest ea the surface of· the coatents and is
equipped ~dth
ClOSUre Seal, Or Seals I tO ClOSe the Space
bet'IJteen the roof edge. and container ·.mll.
All gauging and
sampling devices shall be gas tight mccept 'IJ>'hen gauging or
eampliag is taleing place.
The oil removal devices shall be
gas tight mccept ~.·hen manual sldmming, inspectiefi and/or
repair is in progress,
(3) A container equipped 'ljdth a vapor recovery system,
consisting ef a vapor gathering system capable ef collecting
the organic material vapors and gases discharged and a

a

-
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vapor eiioposa± system capab±e of processing ouch organic.-..
vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to
the atmospeere and \dth all tank gauging anei sampling devicee
gao tight except: \ihen gauging or sampling is talting place.
The organic material. removal dmrices shall be gas tight eJeccpt
l...
'
.
.
.:J/
'
'
•
\linen
manuax, s J.
e1:mm1:ng,
1:nspect1:on.
anu
7 or rcpa1:r 1:s 1:n progress;
m~teria±

err
.r·•.

(4)
Containers equipped ·.dth controls of equal efficiency
provided ouch equipment is oubmitteei to anei approved by the
Executive Director.
252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors

[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO

252:100-3 7 -38]

No person shall build or install or permit the buileiing or
installat:ion of any pump or compressor handling organic materia±
compo~neio unless rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped
\iith mechanical seals or ether equipment of equal efficiency, or
reciprocating type ,pumps and compressors arc equipped '917ith packing
glands properly installed and in good \varldng ereier such that the
emissions from the eirain recovery system are limited to t\.-e cubic
inches of liquiei organic material in any 15 minute period at: standard conditions per pump or compressor.
PART 5.

CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVE!ITSVOCs IN COATING OPERATIONS

252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products
(a)
Standards.
He mmer or eperat:er subject to the provision
of this Section shall discharge or cause t:he discharge into the
atmosphere from an CJeisting coating line or ineiivieiual coating
eperatioR any organic solvent in excess of the amounts, listed in
the following table, per gallon of coating, mecluding .•,.ater,
delivered to the coating applicator .No owner or operator of any
coating line or coating operation with VOC emissions shall use
coatings that as applied contain VOCs in excess of the amounts
listed in the following table.
Type of coating

Pounds of organic solventVOC per
gallon of paintcoating (less water
and exempted organic compounds)
Jan. 79
Jan. 81
.:1n: sa
limit
limit
limit

Alkyd primer
Vinyls
NC lacquers
Acrylics
Epoxies
Maintenance finishes
Custom products finishes

~~-------------5~~-----------4.8
~~------------~~-------------6.0
~~-------------~~--~--------6.4
~4--------------~4-------------6.0
~~------------~~----------~4.8
~~-------------~~-------------4.8
~~----------~~~------------6.5

(b)
Plant-wide emission plan.
An mmer/operater may develop a
p±ant uide emission plan inoteaei of having each coating line comply ~,
AQC2-17B.37
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with the emission limitations prescribed in the table in (a) of
this: section, provided:
(1} Development of a plant-wide emission plan.
An owner or
operator may develop a plant-wide emission plan instead of
having each coating line comply with the ·voc content
limitations in 252:100-37-25(a), if the following conditions
are met.
.
l& -EheThe owner or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balance or manual emission test
methods,by
the
methods
in
252:100-5-2.1{d)
that
sufficient reductions in organic solvents emissions of
VOCs
may
be
obtained
by
controlling
other
facilitiessources within the plant to the extent
necessary to compensate for all excess emissions
whichthat result from one or more coating lines not
achieving the prescribed limitation. Such demonstration
shall be describedmade in writing and shall include:
-fA+Jil
A.9:. complete description of the coating
line or lines ,.thichthat will not comply with the
emissienVOC content limitation in 252:100-37-25(a);
-+B+-..liil Quantiffcatienguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
selventsVOCs, which are in excess of the prescribed
emissienVOC content limitation for each coating
line described under 252.100 37 25 (b) (1) (A) 252:100
37-25 {b) {1) {A) {i);
~{iii)
A.9:. complete description of each facility
and the related control system, if any, fer those
facilities within the plant ,.therehow emissions will
be decreased at specific sources to compensate for
excess emissions from each coating line described
under
252.100 37 25 (b) (1).(A) 252:100-37.25 {b) {1) (A) {i)
and
the
date
on which
such
reductions will ·be achieved;
~(iv)
Quantificatienguantification
of
emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
selventsVOCs, for each facilitysource described
under
252.100 37 25 (b) (1) (C) 252:100-3725 (b) (1) (A) (iii);
both· before and after
the
improvement or installation of any applicable
control system, or operational changes to such a
facility-or facilities to reduce emissions and the
date en· ,.,.hich such reductions 'Ifill be achieved;
·and,
-fE+lYl
:Aa description of the procedures and
methods used to determine the emissions of organic
selventsVOCs.
~lRl
-EheThe plant-wide emission reduction plan does
not include decreases in emissions resulting from
requirements of other applicable air pollution rules.
The plant ,.,.ide emission reduction plan may include
decreases in emissions accomplished through installation
AQC2-17B.37
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or improvement of a control system or through: physical or-.,
operational changes to :facilities, including permanently
reduced production or closing a facility, located on the
•
.t:
•
•
prem1seo
or.t: a surrace
coat1ng
operat1on
.
.f3.+l.ll
· Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. -tfie'Ihe
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of compliance with the emissionoVOC content limitation
prescribed in 252:100-37-25 (a)··' has beenmust be expressly
approved by the BJcecutiveDivision Director .. Upon approval,
any emissions in excess of those established for each facility
under the plan shall be a violation of this Subchapter.
{c)
Bmieeien limieatien.
No person shall discharge into the
atmosphere more than 3,000 pounds o:f organic materials in any one
day nor more than 450 pounds in any one hour :from any article,
machine, equipment or other contriv=anee in "t"'bich: any organic
solvent or any material containing such solveat is employed or
applied, ualess such discharge has been reduced by at least 85
perceat or has applied BACT or better as determined by the
BJcecutive Director .
.fa+l£l.
Exemption.
Owners or operators of sources that are
computed to emit less than 100 pounds of organic solventVOC per -2-4hr. /day24 -hour day are exempt from the requirements of this
Section .
.fe+.jgl
Alternate standard. BmissionsThe use of coatings with VOC
contents in excess of those permitted by 252:100-37-25(a) through
252.100 37 25(d)or 252:100-37-25(b) areis allowable if both of the~
·following conditions are met:~
(1) VOC emissions are reduced to the quantity that would
result in the absence of controloccur if the coating used
complied with the VOC content allowed in 252:100-37-25(a)-are
reduced by:
(A)
90 percent, by incineration;-er,
(B)
85 percent, by absorptionabsorption/adsorption; or~
any other process
of
equbralent
reliability and
effectiveaeoo; and,
J..Ql. any other process of equivalent reliability and
effectiveness.
(2) HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
252:100-37-26. Clean up with erganie eelventeVOCs
Emissions o:f organic materials to the atmosphere from the
clean up with organic solvents, as de:fined in 252.100 37 2,VOCs of
any article, machine, or equipment or other contrivance used in
applying coatings controlled in 252:100-37-25(a) through 252:100
37 25 (d) 252:100-37-25 (d) shall be included with the other emissions
o:f organic solvents :from the coating line or operationcounted in
determining compliance with those rules.
PART 7.

CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES

252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
AQC2-17B.37
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(a)
Ethylene manufacturing emi~sions. No personowner or operator
shall build or install or permit tho building or installation of
any ethylene manufacturing plant unless the waste-gas.stream under
normal operating conditions is properlyburned at 1,300°-F-7- fbr 0.3
seconds or greater in a.direct-flame afterburner equipped with an
indicating pyrometer ...' hichthat is positioned in the. working area
for the operator's ready monitoring or an .· equally . effective
catalytic vapor incinerator also with pyrometer.. Proper burning of
the waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98 percent of the
ethylene emissions originally present in the waste-gas stream.
(b) Vapor blowdown.
Except
where
inconsistent
with
the
"Minimum Federal Safety Standards for the Transportation of Natural
and Other Gas by PipelineT" or any State of Oklahoma regulatory
agency, no personowner or operator shall allow emit organicVOC
gases to be emitted to the atmosphere· from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares 7
or an equally effective control device as approved by the
ExecutiveDivision Director.
252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment
No person shall cause or allo·..· the emission of hydrocarbons or ·
other organic. materials from aay fuel burning or refuse burning
equipment. All euehfuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment shall
be operated ae to minimize sueh emissions of VOC.
Among other
things, such operation shall assure, based on manufacturer's data
and good engineering practice,
that the equipment is not
overloadedTL that
it
is
properly
cleaned,
operated,
and
maintainedTL and that temperature and available air are sufficient
to provide essentially complete combustion.
252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators
A
single-compartment
or
multiple-compartment
VOC/water
separator that receives effluent water containing 200 gal/d (760
1/d) or more of any VOC from any equipment processing, refining,
treating, storing or handling VOCs shall comply with one of the
·following sets of conditions.
ill The container totally encloses the liquid contents and
all openings are sealed . . All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
lAl. .'·The container is equipped with an external floating roof
that consists of a pontoon type or double-deck type cover, or
a fixed roof with an · internal-floating cover.
The cover
shall rest on the surface of the contents and be equipped with
a closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the cover
edge and container wall.
All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when
manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
l1l The container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system
that consists of a vapor-gathering system capable of
AQC2-17B.37
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VOC vapors and gases discharged and a~
system capable of processing such vapors ana
gases to prevent their emission to the atmosphere. All tank
gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place. The VOC removal devices
shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection
and/or repair is in progress.
J.il_ The container is approved prior to use by the Division
Director and is equipped with controls that have efficiencies
equal to the controls listed in 252:.100-37-37(1) through (3).
collecting

the

v~por-disposal

252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors
Any pump or compressor handling VOCs shall meet the following
conditions.
l1l Rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped with
mechanical seals or·other equipment of equal efficiency.
121 Reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped
with packing glands.
lJl Emissions from the drain recovery system do not exceed 2
in. 3 of liquid VOC in any 15 -minute period per pump or
compressor at standard conditions.
lQl Pumps and compressors subject to the standards for pumps and
compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV, GGG, or KKK are
exempt from 252:100-37-38.

lgl

PART 9 •

PERMIT BY RULE FOR VOC STORAGE AND LOADING FACILITIES

-..

252:100-37-41. Applicability
Any new VOC storage and/or loading facility may be constructed
and any existing VOC storage and/or loading facility may be
operated under this Part if the following conditions are met.
l1l The facility is located in an area designated as unknown
or attainment for ozone.
,.
·
121 Each storage vessel located at the facility meets one of
the following criteria.
lhl The storage capacity is 19,813 gal (75m3 ) or less.
~
The storage capacity is greater than 19,813 gal (75
m3 } but less than 39,889 gal (151 m3 )and the liquid
stored has a maximum true vapor pressure less than 2.18
psia (15.0 kPa).
·
lQl The storage capacity is greater than or equal to
39 889 gal· "(151 m3 ) and the liauid stored has a maximum
true vapor pressure less than 0.51 psia (3.5 kPa).
lJl The facility is designed to have a throughput of 19,998
gal/d (75,700 1/d) or less from the aggregate loading pipes.
1il The facility meets the requirements of 252:100-7-60(a)
(b) , and ( c ) .
I

1

252:100-37-42. Per.mit-bv-rule requirements
An owner or operator shall submit annual emission inventory
reports and meet the requirements of 252:100-37-5, regarding
operation and maintenance, and 252:100-37-38, regarding pumps and

lgl
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compressors.

lhl : No· owner or operator shall build or install a new stationary

VOC storage vessel with a capacity of 400 gal (1.5 m3 ) or greater
unless it is equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe as
defined in 252:100-37-2.
l£l No owner or operator shall build or install a stationary voc
loading facility unless each loading pipe is equipped with a system
for submerged filling of tank trucks or trailers which is installed
and operated to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor.
J.9l. The owner or operator of a vessel with a storage capacity
greater than 10,567 gal (40 m3 ) shall maintain records on site of
the dimensions of the storage vessel and an analysis showing the
capacity.

AQC2-17B.37
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.1 OO(s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98
Sec. 51.100 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have .
been determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1, 1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1,1 ,2-trichloro-1 ,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113);
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11 );
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
.
1,2-dichloro 1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1,1, 1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
1,1, 1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a);
1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b);
1-chloro 1, 1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1, 1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124);
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134 );
1,1, 1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1, 1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1, 1,1 ,2,2-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1,3-dichloro-1, 1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1 ,·1 ,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-1 Omee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC-1"61);
1,1, 1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1 ,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
1,1 ,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1,1, 1,2,3-pentafluoropropane (H FC-245eb);
1,1, 1,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa);.
1,1, 1,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1,1, 1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
aqc\8-18-98\51 (s)(1 ).doc
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31 );
tchloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1 ,2-dichloro-1,1 ,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1,1, 1 ,2,2,3,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4F90CH 3);
2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1, 1,1 ,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF3 ) 2CFCF20CH 3);
1-ethoxy-1, 1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nona:fluorobutane (C 4 F9 0C2 H5 );
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1, 1,1 ,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
.((CF3) 2CFCF2 0C 2H5);
methyl acetate
· and per11uorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no
unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with
no unsaturations; and
·
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur
bonds only to carbon and fluorine ..

aqc\8-18-98\51 (s){1 ).doc
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 17,1999
Department of Environmental Quality
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK
Multi-Purpose Room
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Council Members Absent
Meribeth Slagell

Staff Pres~nt
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Max. Price
Leon Ashford

Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
· **see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for February 17, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door ofthe meeting room.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms.
Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Ms. Slagell did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
December 15, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was inadeby Dr. Canter. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky
-aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

-

Election of Officers - Floor was opened for nominations for Chairman for Calendar Year
1999. Dr. Canter nominated Mr. Breisch for Chairman and the second was mad~ by Dr.
Grosz. . Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- abstain. Nominations
were then requested for Vice Chairman. Mr. Kilpatrick nominated Dr. Canter and Dr. Grosz
made the second.. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canterabstain; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Protocol Statement - As protocol officer, Mr. Terrill convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Terrill entered into the hearing records the Hearing Agenda and Oklahoma Register Notice.
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]

Mr. Terrill called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include fourteen substantive
changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile
organic compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition of VOC. The other changes
include:
-1.
an added definition of drilling or production facility
2.
an added definition of lease custody transfer
3.
an addednew subsection 252:100-37-3(c)
4.
a revised 252:100-37-4( b) to exempt methanol storage vessels at drilling or
production sites
5.
a revised the alternate standard 252:100-37-25(d)
6.
and added new subparagraphs (A), (B) (C) to 252:100-37-41(2)
Dr. Sheedy reiterated eight substantive changes that had been previously proposed.
1.
a revision ofthe definition ofVolatile Organic Compound (VOC) 252:100-37-2
2.
a deleted 252:1 00-37-3(a)
3.
an added 252:100-37-15(c) to exempt storage tanks subject to NSPS subpart K, Ka,
Kb
4.
an added 252:100-37-16(c) to exempt loading facilities that are subject to NSPS
subpart XX or NESHAP subpart R
5.
a deleted 252:100-37-25(c)
6,
a deleted first sentence in 252:100-37-36 to eliminate an impossible requirement
7.
an added 252:100-37-38(b) to exempt pumps and compressors that are subject to
equipment leak standards in NSPS subparts VV, GOG, or KKK from Section 38
8.
an added part 9 Permit by Rule for VOC storage and loading facilities
Dr. Sheedy submitted the written letter from EPA dated February 10, 1999 indicating support
for the proposed revisions for hearing record.
Dr. Sheedy then stated it was staffs recommendation that Council forward to the
Environmental Quality Board at its March 5, 1999 meeting. .
Council discussion followed which included question from Ms. Myers regarding the meaning
of "expressly" in 252:1 00-37;.25(b)(2). Ms. Hoffman explained the intent of the word to be
that the approval must be in writing from the Division Director. Wording was changed.
-..
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Ms. Sandra Rennie, EPA, stated that these changes supported the SIP and also complimented
EPA's own current program of simplifying language in their rules .
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to send to this rule to the EQ Board in March. Mr. Wilson
made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:. Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -:-. aye;
Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]

Mr. Terrill called upon Dr. Joyce· Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include substantive changes. Dr.
Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition of VOC. She then submitted, for the
record, the written letter from EPA dated February 10, 1999 indicating support for these
proposed revisions.
Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition ofVOC. The other changes include:
1.
2.
3.

an added definition of drilling or production facility to 252:1 00-39-30(a)
a revised the definition of aerospace in 252:100-39-47(b) to make clear that it includes
rework
an added 3252:100-9-30(b)(3) and (4) to exempt storage vessels subject to NSPS Ka
and Kb or MACT standards CC or G from Section 30

Previous proposals were:
I.
a definition ofVOC
2.
a correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in 252:1 00-39-30(b)
3.
an addition of language to 252:100-39-4l(c) that exempts facilities that have an annual
throughput less than 120,000 gallons or storage capacity less than 10,000 gallons from
Section41
Sandra Rennie re-stated EPA's support of subchapter 37 also applies to subchapter39.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
EQBoard at its March 5 meeting. Mr. Kilpatrick made that motion with the second made by
Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
3
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NEW BUSINESS
Council discussed the possibility of changing the format of the Council meetings to make the
briefing session shorter and less formal and the hearing sessions to include more of the
discussions involved in the changes to rules as matter of record through court reporter
transcripts. It was decided to make this discussion an agenda item at the next meeting to
obtain additional input from audience.
Mr. Terrill advised that the monthly financial information and detailed list of tasks that would
be billed to Title V expenditures requested at Council's last meeting is in rough draft form and
would be made available to the Council Subcommittee at a meeting in March.

Mr. Breisch suggested that a management efficiency study that would determine staffmg
priorities· should involve Council, staff, and industry to formulate scope and funding.
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be April 20, 1999 at the Department of
Enviroi:unental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
·
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
OAC 252:100-37
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]

On FEBRUARY 17, 1999
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by
the OklahomaEnvironmentalQualityCode (27 O.S.Supp.1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote,recommended
to the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

_X_

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval.by the Governor because oftime; and/or
special reason:
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. -This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~?/~//~

Date signed: _2=.-~1....!..7-~9:..:::::9_ _ __

Chair or Designee

VOTING TO APPROVE:

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers
David Branecky
William B. Breisch
ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

Meribeth Slagel!

Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

-

-

9:30a.m., Friday, March 5, 1999
Associa~ion of County Commissioners of Oklahoma
429 NE 50th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

l.

Call to Order- Herschel Roberts

2.

Roll Call- Lynda Finch

3.

Approval of Minutes of the November 10, 1998 Regular Meeting

4.

Election ofOfficers (Chair and Vice-Chair) for 1999

s.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Changes are proposed to five subchapters·. The changes fall into three general groups.
• Proposed revisions to both Subchapters37 (Control of Emissions of Organic Materials) and 39
(Emission of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas) include 1) definitional changes,
including most notably the tenn "volatile organic compound (VOC)" and related tenns; 2)
exemption of certain types or sizes of VOC loading and storage vessels and facilities and
certain pumps and compressors from some sta~e requirements and standards, especially when
the equipment or facilities are subjeet to related federal requirements; 3) deletion of a rule
which allows the emission of 3, 000 pounds per day or 450 pounds per hour of organic materials
before controls are required; 4) revision of an alternate emission standard for coating
operations; 5) correctiQn of the impossible requirement that no emission of hydrocarbons or
organic material js allowed from fuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment; and 6) addition of
provisions for perinit by rule for VOC storage and loading facilities.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 7 (Permits for Minor Facilities) will modify language
applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits. First, actual
emissions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in determining
whether a facility meets the definition of "de minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions
will delete the current lower tonnage limits for PBR and general permits. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 (Permits for Part 70 Sources) will update the adoption
by reference of the requirements for case-by-case MACT determinations contained in federal
rules to July 1,1998.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 would increase the annual operating fees for both Part
70 and minor emission sources. Proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will increase the
applicability determination fee and individual application fees for minor facilities. Subchapter 8
is revised to increase the fee for applicability determinations, consistent with the pro~sed
increase in Subchapter?.
A. Presentation- David. Branecky, Air Quality Council member
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
c. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote for permanent adoption

6.

OAC 252:200 and 205 Hazardous Waste i\lanagcmcnt:
The state hazardous waste rules have been redsed as part of the DEQ's etTort to simplify and
streamline its rules. The rewrite is not intended to change the requirements of the rules, but to make
them clearer and more concise. Due to extensi,·e reworking of the language and rearrangement of
the text, the DEQ believes it is more understandable and straightforward to revoke Chapter 200 in
its entirety and replace it with a new chapter. Chapter 205, than to present an underline/strike-out
version of Chapter 200. This revocation and replacement was done last year by emergency
ru lemaking; it is proposed to repeat the action as permanent rulemaking.
Chapter 205 as proposed also contains three categories of substantive changes. The first is update of
the adoption by reference of federal hazardous waste regulations to July I, 1998. The second is to
delineate certain hazardous waste regulatory duties which remain with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The third is to clarify that although federal hazardous waste regulations allow
conditionally exempt small quantity generators of hazardous waste to dispose of their hazardous
waste in certain solid waste landfills, this practice is prohibited by Oklahoma statute.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

7.

Presentation- David Bradshaw, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:400 Radiation Management:
The proposed new rules support Oklahoma's pending application to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for State Agreement status. NRC approval of Oklahoma's application will shift
regulation ofsource, byproduct and special nuclear material from the NRC to the DEQ.
New Subchapter 2 fonns the framework for the State Agreement Program and the incorporation
by reference of federal NRC regulations from· Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
Appendices G through P mirror NRC categories and set fees for Oklahoma's State Agreement
Program. All fees in these Appendices are less than the current federal fees. Due to the
requirement that fees must be adopted during the time the legislature is in session, these
Appendices are·presented to the Board before the remainder of Subchapter 2's State Agreement
rules. However, these fee schedules will not go into effect until the date the State Agreement
program becomes effective.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

8.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Radiation Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:510 Municipal Solid Waste Landfills:
The proposed addition of Subchapter 16 addresses new standards for the exclusion of hazardous,
PCB, radioactive, or other restricted wastes from disposal in a municipal solid waste landfill
(MSWLF). The rules require owners/operators to submit a new or amended Waste Exclusion Plan
for approval by January 1, 2000, and sets standards for the plan. The amendment to 252:510-17-5
incorporates the Subchapter 16 provisions in the current rule requiring exclusion of unacceptable
wastes.
The proposed amendment to 252:51 0-17-2(d) would require owners/operators of MSWLFs and
nonhazardous industrial waste landfills to establish and maintain vegetative cover, or other

2
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alternatives approved by DEQ, over waste areas that extend above the natural horizon if that area
will not be receiving more waste in the upcoming year. The rule is designed to enhance dust
control, erosion control and aesthetics at MSWLFs and nonhazardous industrial waste landfills
once they begin placing waste above ground.
The amendmentto 252:5 I 0-21-6 would clarify that the pay-in period under the Trust Fund financial
assurance mechanism, which may be used to ensure the costs for closure and post-closure of the
landfill, is limited to a maximum of I 5 years. This change is consistent with the change in law
provided by SB 1025 passed during the 1998legislativesession.
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
9.

OAC 252:520 Solid Waste Management:
The proposed amendment to 252:520-9-11 would require owners/operators of landfills to establish
and maintain vegetative cover, or other altemati\'es approved by DEQ, over waste areas that extend
above the natural horizon if that area will not be receiving more waste in the upcoming year. The
rule is designed to enhance dust control, erosion control.and aesthetics at landfills once they begin
placing waste above ground.
Changes to Subchapter 21 implement revisions to the waste tire recycling program as required by
SB 1218 and SB 986 passed during the 1998 session.

-

The amendment to 252:5 10-23-5 I would clarify that the pay-in period under the Trust Fund
financial assurance mechanism, which may be used to ensure the costs for closure and post-closure
of solid waste disposal sites, is limited to a maximum of 15 years. This change is consistent with
the change in law provided by SB I 025 passed during the 1998 legislative session.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
10.

-

Presentation- Steve Mason, Solid Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

Presentation- Steve Mason, Solid Waste Council Chair
Questions an~ discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:640 and 641 Individual and Small Public On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems:
252:640 is being revoked. The rules in Chapter 640 were clarified, substantially rewritten and
reorganized through the. re-right/de-wrong process and moved to 252:641. Subchapter 11 of
Chapter 700 has also been rewritten and moved to new Chapter 641; among the revisions is a
recategorization of certified installers. The purpose of these. rules is to establish procedures for
the construction, installation·· and operation of individual and small public on-site sewage
disposal systems and to establish procedures for persons seeking certification as installers of
individual sewage disposal systems.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, EnvironmentaiComplaintsand Local Services Division
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption
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II.

OAC 252:700 Water and Wastewater. Works Operator Certification:
This action is a corresponding action to agenda item I0. This rule change would revoke current
Subchapter I I of Chapter 700 (relating to certification for septic tank system installers), the
provisions of which are included in new Chapter641.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
12.

Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, Environmental Complaints and Local Services Division
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, c~mments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
. prior to the time ofpostingofagenda)

13.

Executive Director's Report

14.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and conc~rns ofal1 Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak ..
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.
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PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-37-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources to protect and enhance
the air quality to insure that the Oklahoma air quality standard is
not eJeceeded and significant deterioration prevented. The purpose of
this Subchapter is to reduce the formation of ozone by controlling
the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from stationary
sources.
252:100-37-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this ·Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise~~
"Acrylicn means a chemical coating containing polymers or
co-polymers of .acrylic or substitute acrylic acid_in combination
with suitable resinous modifiers and ito. The primary mode of cure
is solvent evaporation~·
"Alkyd primer" means a chemical coating composed primarily of
alkyd applied to a surface to provide a firm bond between the
substrate and any additional paintcoating.
"Custom product finishesfinishn means a proprietary chemical
coating designed for a specific customer and en&-use. .
"Cut.baelt asfi'hale 11 means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
"Drilling or production facilityn means all drilling and
servicing equipment, wells, flow lines, separators, equipment,
gathering lines. and auxiliary non-transportation-related equipment
used in the production of petroleum but does. not include natural
gasoline plants.
0
Effluent water separator" means any tanle, bme, sump, or other
container in which any material eompoundVOC floating on..L.. er
entrained ~or contained in water entering ouch tanlE, box, sump
or otherthe container is physically separated . and removed from
-s-uehthe water prior to outfall,
drainage,
or recovery of
suchdischarge of the water from the container.
"Epoxy" means a chemical coating containing epoxy groups and
suitable chemical cross-linking agents. BpoJeies primeThe primary
mode of cure involves a chemical reaction between the epoxy and the
cross-linking agent.
"Lease custody transfer•• means the transfer of produced crude oil
and/or condensate, after processing and/or treating in the
producing operations. from storage vessels or automatic transfer
facilities to pipelines or any other form of transportation.
"Maintenance finishesfinish" means a chemical coating formulated
to form a protection of that protects a given substrate -t-efrom
adverse chemical or physical conditionconditions.
"Nitrocellulose laequerslacguer {NC lacguer) 11 means a chemical
coating containing nitrocellulose and suitable resinous modifiers,
and ._ihose. The primary mode of cure is solvent evaporation.
"Organic maeerials" means chemical compounds of carbon mecluding
1

-

carbeR meRmcides, carbon dimdde, carbonic acid, metallic carbides,
metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
''Refiaery 11 meaRs aH:y facility engaged in producing gasoline,
lEereseH:e, fuel oils or ether products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracJEing or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarbon derivatives.
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
~~hichthat meets any one of the following conditions~~
(A) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below the
surface of the liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filled~~
(B) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less than
6 inches from the bottom of the re-ceiving vessel7~
(C) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less than
2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the receiving
vessel, or,~
(D) ether CEftlivalent methods acceptable to the EJeecutive
Director.
"Vinyl"
means
a
chemical
coating
containing
plasterii!!edplasticized or unplasterii!!edunplasticized polymers and
co-polymers of vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl alcohols or
their condensation products and the. The primary mode of cure is
solvent evaporation.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any compound centainiH:g
carbQn and hydregeH: or containing carbeH: and hydrogen · in .
combination \~ita any etaer elemeat \iaica has a vapor pressure of
1~5 pounds per square iH:ca absolute or greater under actual storage
ceaditieH:s.of carbon. excluding carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid. metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate,
which participates in atmospheric photochemical
reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1) will
be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC.
"'lelat.ile ergaaie eel9eat. (\tOS) " meaas aay ergaaic cqmpeuad ,.·aich
participates iH: atmospheric photochemical react_:i;eas, that is, any
ergaaic cempeuRd . etaer than these \~hich tae EPA Administrator
desigH:ates as having aegligible photochemical reactivity. V{)S may
be measured by tae EPA lJOC reference method.
Applicability and compliance
(a) Ne,... -·se1olrees,
Afiy H:mi source calculated to emit an organic
material to the atmosphere either as a solveat or a reactaH:t ~~ill
be subject to permitting uH:der OAC Z!SZ! .100 7, and ·,iith the
application of Best Available Ceatrel Technology.
(b) Gempliaaee sehed1olle,
(1) All CEfUipment and precess previously regulated uader OAC
Z!SZ! .100 37 aH:d Z!SZ!: 100 39 and its effective dates of July 1,
1972 ana December 8, 1974 must still abicle by those dates.
+Zl-+-l.e.l New sources.
In all areas except
AQ~4A' s,
thisThis
Subchapter shall apply to all new installations of any equipment or
processes described in this Subchapter, after the effective date of
December 28, 1974.
252:100-37-3.

-
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Existing sources.
ProvisionsSections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37,
and 38 of this Subchapter relatiHg to coHtrol of vee shall apply to
all He\.. and existing installations of any equipment or processes in
use and described in this Subchapter that are located in Ai-r
Quality HaiHtenanee
Areas
(A-QP4l'l' s)
as
classified l9y
the
Bnviromaental Protection Agency ·.dth regard to b:ydrocarboHs and
photochemical oJEidantsTulsa County or Oklahoma County, and become
after the effective on June 8, 1979,
provided, ho·.~e-Jer, that
existing installations shall have t·.~enty four (2 4) moHths from the
effective date within \•'hich to comply 'l>'ith this Subchapterdate of
June 9, 1981. B1ecept that theThe retrofit requirements for crude
petroleum storage tan:lco \fill l9e limitedvessels apply only to
ta~csvessels of greater than 10,000 b~rrel420,000 gal (1,590 m3 )
capacity.
1£1 Per.mit-by-rule facilities. This Subchapter does not apply to
facilities registered under the VOC storage and loading facility
permit-by-rule except as provided in Part 9.
(4)
Provisions of this Sul9chapter relating to the control of
. organic solvent shall l9e as specified in the applicable Section.
252:100-37-4. Exemptions
(a) Organic materials as used inVOCs with vapor pressures less
.than 1. 5 pounds per square inch absolute (psia) under actual
storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-37-15 through 252.100
37 18, 252:100-37-16 and 252.100 37 27 and 252.100 37 28,252:10037-35 through 252:100-37-38 will not include: P4ethane (C!~) or any
material othen..ise included which has vapor pressure of less than·
1. 5 pounds per . square inch absolute under actual storage
conditions.
(b)
Petroleum or condensate stored, processed, treated, loaded,
and/or treatedtransferred at a drilling or production facility
prior to lease custody transfer is exempt from this Subchapter.
This
meemption
also
includes
transfer
and
loading
operationsMethanol stored at a drilling or production facility for
use on site is also exempt from this Subchapter.
(c) The storage, loading, processing, manufacturing or burning of
organic matcrialsVOCs on a farm or ranch. when such VOCs are used
for agricultural purposes on farms and raRchessaid farm or ranch,
is exempted from all provisions of 252:100-37-15 through 252.100
37 18 and 252.100 37 27 and 252:100 37 28, 252:100-37-16, 252:10037-35 through 252:100-37-38. 252:100-39-41. and 252:100-39-42.
252:100-37-5. Operation and maintenance
Any vapor-loss control devices, packing olands and mechanical
seals required by this Subchapter shall be properly installed.
maintained, and operated.
PART 3. CONTROL OF \FQLATILE ORGANIC CO!IPOUNDSVOCs IN STORAGE AND
LOADING OPERATIONS
252:100-37-15. Storage of ~olatile organie compounds~
(a)
Storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons.
No
3

person

~

·..

·:.

shall build,
sell,
or install or permit the building or
installation of any nm>' stationary tanle, reservoir or other
containerEach VOC storage vessel with a capacity of more than
40,000 gallons (150,000 liters) capacity 'i>'hich ~>'ill be used for
storage of any organic materials, unless such tank, reservoir or
other container is togal (151 m3 ) shall be a pressure ~vessel
capable of maintaining working pressures sufficient at all times
~that
prevent organic vapor or gasthe loss of VOC to the
atmosphere or is designed, and '"ill be built andshall be equipped
with one of the following vapor-loss control devices~~
(1) AAn external floating roof, consisting ofthat consists of
~ pontoon type,
internal floating cover roof, or double-deck
type r:,"hich 'dllcover, or a fixed roof with an internal-floating
cover.
The cover shall rest on the surface of the liquid
contents aneat all times Ci. e. , off the· leg suooorts) , .except
during initial fill, when the storage vessel is completely
emptied, or during refilling. When the cover is resting on the
leg supports. the process of filling~ emptying. or refilling
shall be continuous and shall be ·accomplished as rapidly as
possible.
The floating roof shall be equipped with a closure·
seal, or seals, to close the space between the ~over edge
and ~vessel wall.Such floatingFloating roofs are not
appropriate control devices if the organic materialsVOCs have a
vapor pressure of H11.1 pounds_ per SEIUare inca absolutepsia
(568 mm Ilg) (76.6 kPa) or greater under actual conditions. All
gauging and sampling devices shall be. gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place.
(2) A vapor-recovery system consistingthat consists of a
vapor-gathering system capable of collecting 85 percent or more
of the uncontrolled organic materialVOCs that would otherwise be
emitted to the atmosphere7 and g_vapor-disposal system capable
of processing sucfl: organic material so asthese VOCs to prevent
their emission to the atmosphere and 'dtfl: all tanle. All vessel
gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place.
(3) Other equipment or means·me.thods that are of equal
efficiency for purposes of air pollution control-a& may be used
when approved by the EleecutiveDivision Director prior to
installation.
(b)
Storage capacities of -400 gallons and ._greater. !~ peFSOft shall
build, sell, or ins.tall or permit tfl:e building or installation of
a nm.· ·stationary organic materialEach VOC storage -taftk:vessel with
a capacity of 400 gallons (1529 liters)gal (1.5 m3 ) or more unless
such tanle isshall be equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe
or is equipped ~iitfl: an organic materiala vapor-recovery system as
required in 252.100 37 5(a)252:100-37-15(a) (2).
J...gJ_ Exemptions. VOC storage vessels that are subject to equipment
standards (e.g .. a fixed roof in combination with an internal
floating cover, an external floating roof, or a closed vent system
and control device)in 40 CFR 60 Subparts K. Ka, or Kb are exempt
from the requirements of 252:100-37-15(a) and (b).
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252:100-37-16. Loading of volatile organic eampo~dsVOCs
(a) Loading facilities with throughput greater than 40,000
gallons/day.
(1)
~lo person shall build or install or permit the building or
installation of a stationary organic materialEach VOC loading
facility havingwith a throughput greater than 40,000 gallons per
aaygal/d {151,416 1/d) from its aggregate loading pipes unless
such leading facility isshall- be equipped with a vaporcollection and disposal system erunless all tank trucks or
trailers are bottom loadingloaded with closed hatches closed,
properly iastalled, in good ·.mrldng order and in operation.
-f-2+j]J_ Vapor-collection and disposal system.Whea loading in a
vapor. cellectioa and disposal system is effected through the
hatches of a taalE truelE or tra:i;ler r,litfi a leading arm equipped
'.liitfi a vapor collectiag adaptor; pneumatic, hydraulic or other
mechanical means sha11 be pro'vided to force a vapor tigfit seal
betr,mea the adapter and the hatch.
lAl Vapor-collection portion of the system.
JjJ_ When loading VOCs through the hatches of a tank truck
or trailer, using a loading arm equipped · with a vapor
collecting adaptor, a pneumatic. hydraulic. or mechanical
means ·shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal
between the adaptor and the hatch.
(3) A ffieaas sfiall be provided in either system to prevent
organic material drainage from the loadiag device '.!>'hen· it is·remm:ed from aay taalt truclt or trailer, or to accomplish .
complete draiaage before -removal.
-f4-t-J..i..ll
When loading is effected through means other than
hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped with
fittings v>'hichthat make vapor-tight connections and which
must
be
closed
when
disconnected
or
which
close
automatically when disconnected.
~~ Vapor-disposal portion of the system.
T
h
e
vapor-disposal portion of the system shall consist of one of the following:
-fA}ill_ a . vapor-liquid absorber system with a minimum
recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all the
organic materialVOC vapors and gases entering such disposal
system1 ...t or..~..
-fB+l.ill.
a variable-vapor space tank, compressor, and
fuel-gas system of sufficient capacity to receive all
organic materialVOC vapors and gases displaced from the
tank trucks and trailers being loaded.
J1l Prevention of voc drainage.
A means shall be provided in
either- loading system specified in subsection {a) to prevent VOC
drainage from the loading device when it is removed from any
tank truck or trailer, or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(b)
Loading facilities with throughput equal to or less than
40,000 gallons per day.
(1) ~lo pcrsoa shall build or install or permit the building or
iastallatien of a stationary organic materialEach loading pipe
5
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at a VOC loading facility having awith an aggregate throughput
of 40,000 gallons (150,000 liters) per daygal/d (151,416 1/d) or
less from its aggregate loading pipes unless each isshall be
equipped with a system for submerged filling of tank trucks or
trailers properly installed, in good worldng order and operating
in such a manner thatwhich is installed and operated to maintain
a 97 percent submergence factor is maintained.
(2)
Paragraph 252:100-37-l6(b) (1) applyapplies to any facility
..-:hichthat loads organic materialsVOCs into any tank truck or
trailer with a capacity greater than 200 gal (757 1) which is
designed for transporting organic materials and having a
capacity in eJEcess of 200 gallons (760 liters)VOCs.
~
Exemptions. Loading facilities subject to the requirements of
40 CFR 60 Subpart XX or 40 CFR 63 Subpart R are exempt from the
requirements of 252:100-37-16(a) and (b).
252:100-37-17. Effluent water separators
[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED
TO 252:100-37-37]
No person shall build or install or permit the building or
installation of a single or multiple compartment organic material
·.-:ater separator \Jt'hieh receives effluent \Jtater containing 2 o0
gallons (760 liters) a day oi more or any organic material from aay
equipment pro-eessi:Bg, refining, treating, storing or handling
organic materials unless the compartment receiving said effluent
uater is equipped with one of the follmting Tv:apor loss control
devices, properly installed, in good 'tmrldng order and in
operation:
(1) A container h~v:ing all openings sealed and totally
enclosing the liquid contents. All gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas tight except ..then gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas tight except ...-hen
manual sldmming, inspection and/or repair is in progress;
(2) A container equippeduith a floating roof, consisting of a
pontoon type, double deale type reef, or internal floating eo=r.rer,
...-hich uill rest on the surface of the content.s aad is equipped
with a closure seal, or seals, to close ·the' space b-etween the
roof edge and eontai_ner 'ttall. AlF gauging and saf111Pling devices
shall be gas tight c!Jecept .,."hen gauging or saf111Pling is taldng
place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas tight except .,.-hen
manual slEimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress,
(3) A container equipped \Jdth a
vapor recovery system,
consisting of a vapor gathering system capable of collecting the
organic
material
vapors
and
gases
discharged
aad
a
vapor disposal system capable of processing such organic
material vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to the
atmosphere and ..dth all tanlt gauging aad sampliag devices
gas tight e1ecept when gauging or sampling is taldng place. The
organic m~te=:ial :r;emoval .dmrices shall ~e ~as .tight mecept ·,.-hea
manual slumm~ng, ~nspect~oa and/or repa~r ~s ~n progress, or,
( 4)
Containers equipped with controls of equal efficiency
provided such equipmeat is submitted to aad approved by the
EJEecutive Director.
6

252:100-37-18. Pumps and compressors [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-37-38]
No person shall build or install or permit the building or
installation of any pump or compressor handling organic material
compounds unless rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped
with mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency, or
reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped -..dth pacleing
glands properly installed and in good -..mrleing order such that the
emissions from the drain recovery system are limited to ttio cubic
inches of liquid organic material in aft}' 15 minute period at
standard conditions per pump or compressor.
PART 5.

CONTROL OF ORGANIC SOLVENTSVOCs :i:N COATING OPERATIONS

252:100-37-25. Coating of parts and products
(a)
Standards.
No owner or operator subj eat to the provision of
this Section shall di_sc~arge or. caus~ the d~sc~a;rge into ~he
atmosphere from an exl:stl:ag ceatl:ag l1:ae or ~nd1:v1:dual coat~ng
operation any organic sol·.~ent i:a excess of the amou:atiJ, listed in
the following table, per gallon of coating, excluding ,.>"ater,
delivered to the coating applieator.No owner or operator of any
coating line or coating operation with VOC emissions shall use
coatings that as applied contain VOCs in excess of the amounts
listed below.
(Limits are eXPressed in pounds of VOC per gallon of
coating, excluding the volume of any water and exempt organic
compounds . )
~.of

eoat.ing

Pounds of organie sol-...,.ent. per gallon o:f paiBt.
(less wat.er)
Jan. 79

limit.

Jan. 81
limit.

Jan. 82
limit.

4.8
5.2
5.6
Alkyd primer
6.0
6.4
6.4
Vinyls
6.4
6.6
6.8
NC lacquers
6.0
6.4
6.4
Acrylics
4.8
5.2
5.6
Epoxies
4.8
5.2
5.6
Haintenance finishes
6.5
6.6
6.8
Custom products fi:aishes
lll Alkyd primer - 4.8
~
Vinyls - 6.0
lJl NC lacquers - 6.4
~
Acrylics - 6.0
l2l Epoxies - 4.8
l [ l Maintenance finishes - 4.8
l1l Custom products finishes - 6.5
(b)
Plant-wide emission plan.
An or.mer/operator may develop a
plant ·.;ide emission plan instead of havi:ag each coating line comply
with the emission limitations prescribed i:a the table in (a) of
this section, provided:
An owner or
{1) Development of a plant-wide emission plan.
7
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operator · may develop a plant-wide emission plan instead of
having each coating line comply with the VOC content limitations
in 252:100-37-25(a), if the following conditions are met.
J.& -E-heThe owner or operator demonstrates, by meaRs of
approved material balaRce or maRHal emissioR test methods,Q¥
the methods in 252:100-5-2.1(d) that sufficient reductions in
orgaRic solveRts emissions of VOCs may be obtained by
controlling other facilitiessources within the plant to the
extent necessary to compensate for all excess emissions
~ihichthat result from one or more coating lines not achieving
the prescribed limitation. . Such demonstration shall be
describedmade in writing and shall include:
-fM-li.l :Aa complete description of the coating line or lines
'iw'hichthat wi-Hcan not comply with the emissioRVOC content
limitation in 252:100-37-25(a);.
4B+liil QHaRtifi~atioRguantification 9f emissions, in
terms.· of pounds per day of orgaRic solYeB:tsVOCs, which are
in excess of the prescribed emissioRVOC content limitation
for
each coating
line
described
under
252.100 37
25 (b) (1) (A) 252:100.,.37-25 (b) (1) (A) (i);
~(iii)
:Ag complete description of each facility aRd the
related coRtrol system, if aRy, for those facilities ~dthiR
the plaRt ~o'herehow emissions will be decreased at specific
sources to compensate for excess emissions. from each
coating line descriped under 252.100 37 25 (b) (1) (A) 252:10037-25 (b) (1) (A) (i) and the date on which such reductions
will be achieved;
{B+liYl QHaRtificatioRguantification of emissions, in
terms of pounds per day of. orgaRic solYeRtsVOCs, for each
facilitysource
described
under
252.100 37
25(b) (1) (C)252:100-37-25(b) (1) (A) (iii), both before and
after the improvement or .insta-llation of any applicable
control system, or operational changes to such a facility
or facilities to reduce emissions aRd the date oR ~oThich
SHah redHctioRs will be achieYed; and,
-fB-l-l.Y.l :Aa description of the procedures and methods used to
determine the emissions of orgaRic solYeRtsVOCs.
-f-2+Jl!L -the-The plant-wide emission reduction plan does not
include decreases in emissions resulting from requirements of
other applicable air pollution· rules. The plaRt .,.,ide emissioR
redHctioB: plaR may iRclHde decreases iB: emissioRs accomplished
throHgh iRstallatioR or improYemeRt of a coRtrol system or
throHgh physical or operatioB:al chaRges to facilities,
iRclHdiRg permaReRtly redHead prodHctioR or closiRg a
facility, located oR the premises of a sHrface coating
operatioR.
-fa+l2.1 Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. t h e T h e
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of
compliance
with
the
emissioB:sVOC
content
limitation
prescribed in 252:100-37-25(a)
has beeR eJEpresslymust be
approved in writing by the BxecutiveDivision Director.
Upon
approval, any emissions in excess of those established for each
8
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facility under the plan shall be a violation of this Subchapter.
(e)
Emieeie:e. limitatie:e..
No person shall discharge into the
atmosphere more than 3,000 pounds of organic materials in any one
day nor more than 450 pounds in any one hour from any article,
machine, equipment or other contrivance · in ~.-ftieh any organic
solvent or any ·material containing ouch solvent is employed or
applied, unless ouch discharge has been reduced by at least 85
percent or has applied m'..CT or better as determined by · the
Eueeutive Director.
·
-+a+-i l l Exemption. Owners or operators of sources that are
computed to emit less than 100 pounds of organic solventVOC per ~
hr ./day24 hour day are exempt from the requirements of this
Section.
·
~lQl Alternate standard. EmisoionoThe use of coatings with VOC
contents in excess of those permitted by 252:100-37-25(a) through
252:100 37 2S(d) areor 252:100-37-25{b) is allowable if both of the
following conditions are met:~
.
(1) VOC emissions are reduced to the quantity that would result
in the absence of control are reducedoccur if the coating used
complied with the VOC content allowed in 252:100-37-25(a) by:
(A) . 90 pereeH:t, by incineration;~
(B)
85 percent, by absorption or any other process of
eguivaleH:t
reliability
and
effectiveness,
~absorption/adsokPtion; or,
J..Ql. any other _ process of equivalent reliability and
effectiveness.
(2) neNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
252:100-37-26. Clean up with erga:e.ie eelve:e.teVOCs
Emissions of organic materials to the atmosphere from the clean
up with organic solvents, as defined in 252.100 37 2,VOCs of any
article, machine, QX._equipment or other contrivance used in
applying coatings controlled in 252:100-37-25(a) through 252.100
37 25 (.d) 252:100-37-25 (d) shall be included with the oth:er emissions
of organic oolven:ts from the coating line or eperationcounted in
determining compliance with those rules.
PART 7.

CONTROL OF SPECIFIC PROCESSES

252:100-37-35. Waste gas disposal
(a) ·Ethylene manufacturing emissions. No personowner or operator
shall build or install or permit the building or installation of
any ethylene manufacturing plant unless the waste-gas stream under
normal operating conditions is properly burned at 1,300°F~ for 0.3
seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner equipped with an
indicating pyrometer ~vhichthat is positioned in the working area
for the operator's ready monitoring or an equally effective
catalytic vapor incinerator also with pyrometer. Proper burning of
the waste-gas stream is defined as reduction by 98 percent of the
ethylene emissions originally present in the waste-gas stream.
(b) Vapor blowdown.
Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum
9
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Federal Safety Standards for the Transportation of Natural and
Other Gas by Pipeline7 " or any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency,
no person shall emit organic g:ases to the atmosphereowner or
operator shall allow VOC gases to be emitted from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares 7
or an equally effective control device as approved by the
BxecutiYeDivision Director.
252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment
No person shall cause or allmli' the emission of B:yaroearbons or
ether org:anic materials from any fuel burning: or refuse burning:
equipment. All Sl:leftfuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment shall
be operated-ae to minimize such emissions of VOC.
Among other
things, such operation shall assure, based on manufacturer's data
and good engineering practice,
that the equipment is not
overloaded,-1..
that
it
is properly cleaned,
operated,
and
maintained7 1.. and that temperature and available air are sufficient
to provi~e essentially complete combustion.
252:100-37-37. Effluent water separators
A single-compartment or multiple-compartment VOC/water separator
that receives effluent water containing 200 gal/d (760 1/d) or more
of any VOC from any eqyipment processing, refining. treating.
storing or handling VOCs shall comply with one of the following
sets of conditions.
l ! l The container totally encloses the liqyid contents and all
openings are sealed. All gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place. The
oil removaL devices shall be gas-tight except when manual
skimming,· inspection and/or repair is in progress.
~
The container is eqyipped with an external floating roof
that consists of a pontoon type or double-deck type cover, or a
fixed roof with an internal-floating cover.
The cover shall
rest on the surface of the contents and be eqyipped with a
closure seal. or seals. to close the space between the cover
. edge and container wall. All gauging and sampling· devices shall
be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual
skimming. inspection and/or repair is in progress.
lll. The container is eqyipped with a vapor-recovery system that
consists of a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting the
VOC vapors and gases discharged and a vapor-disposal system
capable of processing such vapors and gases to prevent their
emission to the atmosphere.
All tank gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging-or sampling is
taking place. The VOC removal devices shall be gas-tight except
when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
l i l The container is approved prior to use by the Division
Director and is equipped with controls that have efficiencies
eqyal to the controls listed in 252:100-37-37(1) through (3).

·-

252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors
10
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jgl Any pump or compressor handling VOCs shall meet the following
conditions.
JjJ_ Rotating type pumps and compressors are equipped with
mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency.
111 Reciprocating type pumps and compressors are equipped with
packing glands.
lll Emissions from the drain recovery system do not exceed 2
in. 3 of liquid VOC in any 15-minute period per pump or compressor
at standard conditions .
..il2l Pumps and compressors subj.ect to the standards for pumps and
compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts vv, GGG, or KKK are
exempt from 252:100-37-38.
PART 9 •

~

PERMIT BY RULE FOR VOC STORAGE AND LOADING FACILITIES

252:100-37-41. Applicability
Any new VOC storage and/or loading facility may be construct~d
and any existing VOC storage and/or loading facility may be
operated under this Part if the following conditions are met.
l1l The facility is located in an area designated as unknown or
attainment for ozone.
111 Each storage vessel located at the· facility meets .one of
the following criteria.·
lAl The storage capacity is 19,813 ·gal (75 m3 ) or less.
lal The storage capacity is greater than 19,813 gal (75 m3 )
but less than 39,889 gal (151 m3 )and the liquid stored has a
maximum true vapor pressure less than 2.18 psia (15.0 kPa).
j g l . The storage capacity is greater than or equal' to 39,889
gal {151 m3 )- and the. liquid stored has a maximum true vapor
pressure less than 0.51 psia (3.5 kPa).
lll The facility is designed to ·have a throughput of 19, 998
gal/d (75,700 1/d) or less from the -aggregate loading pipes.
J.il. The facility -meets the regy,irements of · 252:100-7-60 (a) ,
(b) , and {c) •

252:100-37-42. Permit-by-rule requirements
jgl An owner or.operator shall submit annual emission inventory
reports and meet the requirements of 252:100-37-5, regarding
operation and maintenance, and 252·: 100-37-38, regarding pumps and
compressors .
..il2l No owner or operator shall build or install a new stationary
VOC storage vessel with a capacity of 400 gal (1.5 m3 ) or greater
unless it is equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe as
defined in 252:100-37-2.
l£l No owner or operator shall build or install a stationary VOC
loading facility unless each loading pipe is equipped with a system
for submerged filling of tank trucks or trailers which is installed
and operated to maintain a 97 percent submergence factor.
lQl The owner· or operator of a vessel with a storage capacity
greater than 10,567 gal (40 m3 ) shall maintain records on site of
the dimensions of the storage vessel and an analysis showing the
capacity.

11
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Additional Comments
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 37. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed revisions to 252:100-37, Control
of Emissions of Organic Materials, include the following nonsubstantive changes:
1) simplification and clarification of
language, 2) correction of typographical errors, 3) removal of
redundant language_, and 4) reformatting.
The proposed revisions
also include the following substantive changes: 1) the redefinition
of the term "volatile organic compound (VOC)" and the substitution
of this term for "organic materials", "organic solvents", and
"hydrocarbons"; 2) the deletion of 252:100-37-3(a), which is a
redundant requirement except ·to the·extent that it requires new
minor sources to apply best available control technology (BACT); 3)
the exemption of methanol storage vessels at a drilling or
production facility for ·use on site in 252:100-37-4 (c); 4) the
addition of 252:100-37-15(c), exempting VOC storage vessels that
are subject to the equipment standards in 40 CFR 60 Subparts K, Ka,
or Kb from the requirements of 252:100-37-15(a) and (b); 5) the
addition of 252:100-37-16(c), exempting VOC loading facilities
subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart XX or 40 CFR 63
Subpart R from the requirements of 252:100-37-15(a) and (b); 6) the
deletion of 252:100-37-25(c), which allows the emission of 3,000
pounds per day or 450 pounds per hour of organic materials before
controls are required; 7) the revision of the alternate standard
for coatings in 252:100-37-25(d); ·.B) the correction of the
impossible requirement in 252:100-37-36 that no emission . of
hydrocarbons or organic material is allowed from fuel-burning or
refuse-burning . equipment;
9).
the addition of 252:37-38 (b),
exempting pumps and compressors subject to the standards for pumps
and compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV, GGG, or KKK
from 252:100-37-38; and 10) the addition of Part 9, which contains
the permit by rule for V9C storage and loading facilities.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Comment: A letter from Dow Corning supports the proposed revisions
to the definition of VOC that will exempt methylated siloxanes from
being considered a VOC.
EPA has determined that methylated
siloxanes have negligible photochemical reactivity.
This allows
the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for VOCs in
manufacturing operations.

-

Comment: A letter written on behalf of Eastman Chemical Company
supports the revision of the definition of VOC which results in
methyl
acetate,
a
substance with negligible photochemical
reactivity, not being considered a VOC.

1

Comment:
In 252:100-37-1 "prevent the formation of ozone" should
be changed to "reduce the formation of ozone".
Response: Staff agrees and this change has been made.
Comment:
In 252:100-37-2 in the definition of "epoxy" the word
"prime" in the second sentence should be change to "primary" for
consistency with other parts of the rule.
Response: Staff agrees and this change has been made.
Comment: When 252:100-37-3{b) is read in conjunction with Part 3,
it is unclear whether the control requirements in Part 3 apply to
new installations located only in Tulsa or Oklahoma Counties or to
any new installation in the State.
Response: 252:100-37-3(b) does not address new sources.
It
requires existing sources located in Tulsa County or Oklahoma
County to comply with Sections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37 and 38. 252:10037-3{a) requires all new installations, regardless of where they
are located, to comply with Subchapter 37 after the effective date
of the Subchapter.
Staff believes, keeping both 252:100-37-3(a)
·and (b) in mind, that it is clear that Sections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37,
and 38 apply to all new sources in the state after December 28,
1974, and to all existing sources in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties as
of June 9, 1981.
Comment: EPA pointed out that the word "vesse;s" in 252:100-373(b) should be "vessels".
Response: Staff agrees and this correction has been made.
Comment: 252:100-37-5 should be removed because it is redundant
and vague and the requirement to properly install, maintain, and
operate any seals required by other regulations would probably be
contained in those regulations.
Response: Staff does not agree that this section should be deleted.
252:100-37-5
was
intended to require
proper installation,
maintenance, and operation of the equipment required by Subchapter
3 7. These requirements were deleted from several other sections of
the Subchapter and placed in Section 5 to simplify the rule.
· Revisions have been made to the section to make clear that it
covers only the equipment required by Subchapter 37.
Comment: The separation in the letters in
252:100-37-15 (a) and (b) should be corrected.
Response:' This has been corrected.
2

the

word

"no"

in
- ...

-
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Comment: NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart Kb covers all VOL storage tanks
built or modified since 1984 and has slightly more restrictive
controls than 252:100-37-15(a).
It is true that NSPS 40 CFR 60,
Subpart Kb covers tanks which store liquids whose vapor pressure is
greater than 0. 5 psia while this· subsection covers all tanks.
However, the universe of significant emission points is covered if
all new tanks storing above 0. 5 psia VOCs are subject.
This
subsection is redundant and should be deleted.
Response: Staff does not agree. 252:100-37-15 (a) covers tanks that
store VOCs with vapor pressures of 1. 5 psia or greater. Subsection
(a) became effective February 14, 1972.
40 CFR 60, Subpart K
applies to petroleum liquid storage tanks with capacities greater
than 40, 000 gallons that commenced construction after June 11,
1973, and prior to May 19, 1978.
NSPS Ka, like K, only covers
storage of petroleum liquids. It wasn't until Kb was promulgated
that VOC storage tanks
(those that commenced construction,
modification, or reconstruction after ~uly 23, 1984) were covered
by NSPS.
Therefore, tanks with storage capacities greater than
40, 000 gallons used t·o store VOCs built after February 14, 1972,
but before July 23, 1984, are subject to 252:100-37-15(a), but are·
not subject to NSPS unless they store petroleum liquids.
A new
subsection, 252:100-37-15(c), has been proposed which would exempt
VOC storage tanks that are requined by K, Ka, or Kb to be equipped
with: 1) a fixed ~o.of with an _internal floating cover, 2) an
external floating roof, or 3) a closed vent system and control
device, from the requirements of 252:100-37-15(a) and(b).
Comment: 252:100-37-15(b) covers tanks not subject to NSPS Kb and
is, therefore, not redundant.
It should apply only to tanks
smaller than those subject to NSPS Kb. The environmental benefit
of having a regulation for those small tanks is most likely small.
Response: 252:100-37-15(b) applies to tanks that were constructed
after February 14, 1972, with storage capacities of 400 gallons or
greater, and which store VOCs with vapor pressures of 1.5 psia or
greater. NSPS K and Ka apply to storage tanks with capacities of
40,000 ga~lons or greater used to store petroleum liquids. It is
only with the promulgation of NSPS Kb which covers tanks with
capacities of 10,567 gallons or greater that commenced construction
after July 23, 1984, that VOC storage tanks were covered by NSPS.
Even so, for tanks with storage capacities less than 19,813 gallons
or that store VOLs with vapor pressure less than 0.51 psia, the
only requirement is to keep a record of the tank dimensions and a
calculation of the storage capacity.
Staff feels that the NSPS
leaves gaps in the coverage of VOC storage tanks with capacities
less than 40,000 gallons. There are a large number of tanks with
capacities of 400 gallons to 40,000 gallons that store VOCs, and
the environmental impact of these tanks is important. 252:100-3715 (b) requires that such tanks be equipped with submerged fill
pipes or vapor recovery systems.
This is not an onerous
requirement. Staff is proposing the addition of 252:100-37-15(c),
which would exempt VOC storage tanks required by NSPS subparts K,
Ka, or Kb to be equipped with control devices from the requirements
3

of 252:100-37-15(a) and (b).
\ ..

Comment: 252:100-37-16 covers VOC loading of 40,000 gallons per
day. NSPS Subpart XX covers gasoline loading of new terminals when
over 10,000 gallons per day of gasoline is loaded. Further the new
gasoline distribution MACT rule for major sources of HAPs that load
gasoline controls sources also covered· by this section.
However
Section 16 covers more than gasoline loading so it is not redundant
in all cases.
EPA is currently working on an organic liquid
distribution MACT rule which will probably overlap this section.
It is recommended that a new subsection be added that states that
sources subject to NSPS XX or the gasoline distribution MACT 40 CFR
Part 63, Subpart R are exempt from 252:100-37-15 and add sources
subject to the organic liquids distribution MACT to this exemption
when it becomes final.
Response: This section was effective February 14, 1972, and is not
limited ·to gasoline.
Staff does not feel that this section is
redundant since it covers facilities constructed after February 14,
1972 and NSPS Subpart XX applies to sources that· commenced
construction after December 17, 198 0. The MACT -standard in· Subpart
R applies to bulk gasoline terminals only. Staff is proposing the
addition of 252: 100·-37-16 (c), which would exempt facilities subject
to NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX or NESHAP 40·· CFR 63, Subpart R from
the requirements of 252:100-37-16.
Comment:
system"?

In 252:100-37-16 (a) (2} which systems are meant by "either

Response: Staff has changed "either system" to "either loading
system specified in subsection (a} " to make clear that the two
systems involved are described in 252:100-37-16(a}.
Comment:

How were the limits in 252:100-37-25 determined?

Response: Council records indicate .that the limits, as well as the
coating classifications and ·definitions, were agreed upon in a
meeting between the Air Quality Staff and the Oklahoma Chemical
Coating Manufacturers Association.
Comment: In 252:100-37-25 (b) (1) (A) (i)
"that
should be changed to "that can not comply".

will

not

complyn-

Response: Staff agrees and has made this change.
11
Comment:
In 252: 100-3 7-25 (b) (2)
expressly approved by the
Division Director" should be changed to "approved in writing by the
Division Director"
since it is not clear what is meant by
"expressly".
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Response: Staff agrees and this change has been made.

........

Comment: 252:100-37-25(c} refers to· hourly emissions of VOC.
Should there be an annual limitation on total emissions of VOC?
Response: This subsection has never contained an annual limitation.
It was originally written in the early 1970s to control emissions
of organic materials from the use of non-photochemically reactive
solvents.
The limit of 3,000 pounds per day would result in the
emission of 547.5 tons per year, assuming 365 days of operation per
year.
At this level of emissions'· BACT would be required by
Subchapter 8 both as a major source and as a PSD source.
In this
case it is not appropriate to equate "organic material" with "VOC"
since the organic material was clearly intended as originally
adopted to be fromnon-photochemically reactive solvents.
Since
non-photochemically reactive solvents would not be considered
"VOCs" under the new definition of VOC, this subsection no longer
serves any purpose and staff recommends that it be deleted.
Comment: The word "operated" should be added to the last sentence
after "properly cleaned" in 252:100-37-36, Fuel-burning and refuseburning equipment.

-

Response: Staff agrees and this change has been made.
Comment: The provision of 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment is vague and open to misinterpretation by
sources, the public, and individual DEQ staffers. The regulation
does not- provide any method for showing compliance, therefore,
compliance methods will not be consistent across sources. Further
it seems unlikely that any significant amount of VOCs are being
released by combustion devices,
but that .rather they are
significant sources of NOx and CO.
Regulations on significant
combustion devices.exist (e.g., NSPS Da, 252:100-33-2}, therefore,
Section 36 is not warranted by the environmental benefit it
provides, if any.

-

Response: Since this section. covers a· wide variety of fuel-burning
equipment and refuse-burning equipment, it is not possible to list
compliance methods for each type. Staff feels that not all fuelburning equipment is covered at this time by NSPS or NESHAP. Staff
agrees that the section is somewhat vague regarding requirements,
but feels that this cannot be completely eliminated without losing
the flexibility necessary to cover such a wide variety of sources.
Staff has added language that manufacturer's data and good
engineering practice is to be used to assure compliance and
envisions that specific conditions for new sources tailored to fit
the particular equipment will be included in the permit, if one is
required.
Comment:

252:100-37-37 covers effluent water separators which are
5

also covered by federal regulations, e.g. NSPS Subpart QQQ or
NESHAP Subpart FF.
In those regulations all fugitive sources are
reviewed and those that are significant are controlled. Section 37
looks at a single fugitive source of emissions and requires
controls that overlap for those with significant VOC emissions,
i.e., refineries and chemical plants. It is unlikely that Section
37's benefit will exceed costs when those sources already covered
by other regulations and, therefore, well controlled are not
counted.
Response: Staff does not agree.
NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart QQQ
applies only to equipment leaks from.petroleum refinery wastewater
systems that commenced construction after May 5, 1987, and 40 CFR
61 Subpart FF covers oil/water separators at: chemical manufacturing
plants, coke by-product recovery plants, and petroleum refineries
that process hazardous waste streams containing benzene. 252:10037-37 applies to organic materials/water separators (now VOC/water
separators) that were constructed after February 14, 1972.
Comment: 252:100-37-38 covers a small subset of fugitive sources,
pumps and compressors, -which are·-covered extensively by federal
fugitive regulations, e.g., NSPS 40 · CFR 60, Subpart VV.
The
benefits of covering those few pumps and compressors that are not
already covered will undoubtedly be low and the costs will be high
since only the pumps and compressors will require controls instead
of all fugitive sources at a site.
Therefore, Section 38 is not
cost effective and should be removed.
At the very least an
exemption for sources subject to other federal regulations should
be provided.
Response: This section became effective February 14, 1972, and the
requirement for packing glands for reciprocating pumps was added in
1974.
The federal NSPS for equipment leaks that cover pumps and
compressors include Subpart VV, which covers equipment constructed
after January 5, 1981, located at SOCMI sources; Subpart GGG, which
covers equipment constructed after January 4, 1983, located at
petroleum refineries; and Subpart KKK, which covers equipment
constructed after January 20, 1984 '· located at onshore natural gas
processing plants. There is a gap in the coverage offered by the
NSPS.
Staff is proposing the addition of Subsection (b), which
would exempt pumps and compressors subject to the standards for
pumps and compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts VV, GGG, or
KKK from the requirements of 252:100-37-38.
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~VISIONS TO THE PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF SUBCHAPTER 37 FOR THE

.

..

FEBRUARY17, 1999,AIRQUALITYCOUNCILMEETING

Following is a list ofthe substantive revisions that have been made to the modification of
Subchapter 37 that was presented at the December 15, 1998, AQC meeting. Most of the
nonsubstantive changes are minor, consisting of replacements such as "will" with "shall",
"gallons" with "gal", and "liter" with "l'i. However, the following proposed revisions are
more substantive.

1. 252:100-37-2 (page 1) Added the definition of"Drilling and production facility".
This definition is identical to that found in 40 CFR 60.111, an NSPS for petroleum
liquid storage vessels.
2. 252:100-37-2 (page 2) Added the definition of"Lease custody transfer", which is
based on the definition of "custody transfer" found in 40 CFR 60.111.
3. 252:100-37-3(c) (page 3) Added new subsection "Permit-by-rule facilities." to make
clear that the only requirements in Subchapter 37 that apply to facilities registered
under the VOC storage and loading facility permit-by-rule are those in Part 9.
4. · 252: 100-37-4(b) (page 3) Added "Methanol stored at a drilling or production
facility for use on site is also exempt from this Subchapter". We learned that drilling
and production facilities often store meth~ol on-site for cleaning purposes, and it did
not make sense to exempt produced petroleum and condensate stored on-site and not
methanol.
5. 252:100-37-25(d)(l) (page 9) Added "are reduced to the quantity" after "emissions"
in the first line. Added "the coating used complied with the VOC content allowed in
252: 100-37-25(a)" after "occur if'. Deleted "no controls were used" and "are reduced".
Rather than requiring operators who use non-compliant coatings to achieve an arbitrary
percentage of emission reduction, the proposed revision would simply require the
resulting emissions to equal those that would have been emitted had the operator used
compliant coatings.
6. 252:100-37-41(2)(A),(B), and (C) (page 11) Added new subparagraphs(A), (B), and
(C). These substantive changes allow tariks that have storage capacities greater than
19,813 gallons and which are subject to NSPS Subpart Kb to qualify for the permit by
rule for VOC storage and loading facilities. NSPS Subpart Kb only requires the
operator of such a tank to maintain records of the dimensions of the vessel and an
analysis ofthe capacity ofthe storage vessel on site. These simple requirements are
appropriate for a permit-by-rule facility. ·
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 37. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
Air Quality Council Meeting: August 18, 1998
Comment Period: July 15, 1998 -August 18, 1998
Comment:
when 252:100-37-3(b) is read in conjunction with Part 3, it is unclear whether the
control requirements in Part 3 apply to new installations located only in Tulsa or
Oklahoma Counties or any new installation located in the State.

Response:
.
252:100-37-3(b) does not address new sources. It requires existing sources
located in Oklahoma County or Tulsa County to comply with Sections 15·, 16, 35·, 36, 37
and 38. 252:100-37-3(a) requires all new installations regardless of where they are
located to comply with Subchapter 37 after the affective date of the Subchapter. Staff
feels, keeping both 252:100-37-3(a) and (b) in mind, that it is clear-that Sections 15, 16,
35, 36, 37 and 38 apply to all new sources in the State after 12/28174 and to all existing
sources in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties as of 6/9/81.

-

Comment:
EPA pointed out that the word "vesse;s" in 252:100-37-3(b) should be" vessels"
and that the word "operated," should be added to the last sentence after "properly
cleaned" in 252:100-37-36, Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment.

Response:
. The staff concurs with these two comments and the revisions have been made.

Comment:
The Dow Corning Corporation supports the proposed revisions to the definition of
VOC to exempt methylated siloxanes due to its low photochemical reactivity. This
allows the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for VOCs in manufacturing
operations.

Comment:
A letter written on behalf of Eastman Chemical Company supports the revision of
the definition of VOC which results in methyl acetate not being considered a VOC.

Air Quality Council Meeting: October 20, 1998
Comment Period: September 15, 1998 - October 20, 1998
Comment:
A comment letter from EPA, Region 6 supported the adoption of the proposed
changes to Subchapter 37.
·

Comment:
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The separation ofthe letters in the word "no" in 252:l00-37-15(a) & (b) should
be corrected.

Response:
This has been done.
Comment:
How were the limits in 252:100-37-25 determined?
Response:
Council records indicate that the limits, as well as the coating classification and
defiriitions, were agreed upon in a meeting between Air Quality staff and the Oklahoma
Chemical Coating Manufacturers Association.
Comment:
Is there an annual limitation on total emissions in 252:100-37-25(c)?
Response:
This subsection has never contained an annual limitation. It was originally
written in the early 1970s to control emissions of organic materials from the use of nonphotochemically reactive solvents. The limit of 3,000 pounds per day from any machine
or equipment would result in the emission of 547.5 tons per year assuming 365 days of
operation per year. At this level of emissions, BACT would be required by Subchapter 8
both as a major source and as a PSD source. In this case, it is not appropriate to equate
"organic material" with "VOC," since the organic material was clearly intended as
originally adopted to be from non-photochemically reactive solvents. Since nonphotochemically reactive solvents would not be considered "VOCs" under the new
definition ofVOC, this subsection no longer serves any purpose and staff recommends
that it be deleted.
Air Quality Council Meeting: December 15, 1998
Comment Period: October 16, 1998 - December 15, 1998
Comment:
252:100-37-5 should be removed because it is redundant and vague and the
requirement to properly install, maintain, and operate any seals required by other
regulations would probably be contained in those regulations.
Response:
Staff does not agree that this section should be deleted. 252:100-37-5 was
intended to require proper installation, maintenance, and operation of the equipment that
is required by Subchapter 37. These requirements were deleted from several other
sections of the Subchapter and placed in Section 5 to simplify the rule. Revisions have
been made to this section to make clear that it covers only the equipment required by
Subchapter 3 7.
Comment:
37COMI.DOC
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NSPS Subpart Kb covers all VOL storage tanks built or modified since 1984 and
has slightly more restrictive controls than 252: 100-37-15(a). It is true that NSPS Kb
covers tanks which store liquids whose vapor pressure is greater than 0.5 psia while this
subsection covers all tanks. However, the universe of significant emission points is
· covered if all new tanks storing over 0.5 psia VOCs are subject. This subsection is
· redundant and should be deleted.

Response:

-

Staff does not agree. 252:100-37-15(a) covers tanks that store VOCs with vapor
pressuresofl.5 psiaorgreater. 252:100-37-15(a)becameeffectiveFebruary 14,1972.
40 CFR 60, Subpart K applies to petroleum liquid storage tanks with capacities greater
than 40,000 gallons that commenced construction after June 11, 1973, and prior to May
19, 1978. NSPS Ka, like K; only covers storage of petroleum liquid. It wasn't until Kb
was promulgated that VOC storage tanks (those that commenced conStruction,
modification or reconstruction after July 23, 1984) were covered by the NSPS.
Therefore, tanks with storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons used to store VOCs
built after February 14, 1972, but before July 23, 1984, are subjectto 252:100-37-15(a),
but are not subject to NSPS unless they store petroleum liquids . A new subsection,
252:100-37-15(c), has been proposed, which would exempt VOC storage tanks that are
required by K, Ka, or. Kb to be equipped with a fixed roof with an internal floating cover,
an external floating roof, or a closed vent system and control device from 252:100-3715(a) and (b).

Comment:
252:100-37-15(b) covers tanks not subject to NSPS Kb and is, therefore, not
redundant. It should apply only to tanks smaller than those subject to NSPS Kb. The
environmental benefit of having a regulation for those small tanks is most likely small.

Response:

-

. 252:100-37-15(b) applies to tanks that were constructed after February 14, 1972,
with storage capacities of 400 gallons or greater, and which store VOCs with vapor
pressures of 1.5 psia or greater. NSPS Subparts K and Ka apply .to storage tanks with
capacities of 40,000 gallons or greater used to store petroleum liquids. It is only with the
promulgation ofNSPS Subpart Kb, which covers tanks with capacities of 10, 567 gallons
or greater that commenced construction after July 23, 1984, that VOC storage tanks were
covered by NSPS. Even so, for taxlks with storage capacities less than 19,813 gallons or
that store VOLs with vapor pressures less than 0.51 psia, the only requirement is to keep
a record of the tank dimensions and a calculation of the storage capacity. Staff feels that
the NSPS leaves gaps in the coverage of VOC storage tanks with capacities less than
40,000 gallons. There are a large number of tanks with capacities of 400 gallons to
40,000 gallons that store VOCs, and the environmental impact of these tanks is
important. 252:100-37-15(b) requires that such tanks be equipped with submerged fill
pipes or vapor recovery systems. This is not an onerous requirement. Staff is proposing
the addition of252:100-37-15(c), which would exempt VOC storage tanks required by
NSPS Subparts K, Ka, or Kb to be equipped with control devices from the requirements
of252:100-37-15(a) and (b).
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Comment:
.. 252:100-37-16 covers VOC loading of 40,000 gallons per day. NSPS Subpart
XX covers gasoline loading of new terminals when over t 0,000 gallons per day of
gasoline is loaded. Further the new gasoline distribution MACT rule for major sources of
HAPs that load gasoline controls sources also covered by this section. However Section
16 covers more than gasoline loading so it is not redundant in all cases. EPA is currently
,. working on an organic liquid distribution MACT rule which will probably overlap with·.·this section. It is recommended that a new subsection be added that states that sources
subject to NSPS XX or the gasoline distribution MACT 40 CPR Part 63 Subpart Rare
exempt from 252:100-37-15 and add sources subject to the organic liquids distribution
.MACT to this exemption when it becomes final.

~-

Response:
This section was effective 2/14/72 and is not limited to gasoline. Staff does not
feel that this section is redundant since it covers facilities conStructed after 2/14/72 and
· NSPS Subpart XX applies to sources that commenced construction after 12/17/80. The
MACT standard in Subpart R applies to bulk gasoline terminals only. Staff is proposing
the addition of252:100-37-16(c), which would exempt facilities subjectto NSPS 40 CFR
60, Subpart XX or NESHAP 40 CFR 63, Subpart R from the requirements of252:10037-16.
Comment:
The provisions of252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning
equipment is vague and open to misinterpretation by sources, the public, and individual
DEQ staffers. The regulation does not provide any method for showing compliance,
therefore, compliance methods will not be consistent across sources. Further, it seems
unlikely that any significant amount ofVOCs are being released by combustion devices,
but that rather they are significant sources ofNOx and CO. Regulations on significant
combustion devices exist (e.g., NSPS Da, 252:100-33-2), therefore, Section 36 is not
warranted by the environmental benefit it provides, if any.
Response:
Since this section covers a wide variety of fuel-burning equipment and refusebUrning equipment, it is not possible to list compliance methods for each type. Staff feels
that not all fuel-burning equipment is covered at this time by NSPS or NESHAP. Staff
agrees that the section is somewhat vague regarding requirements, but feels that this
cannot be completely eliminated without losing the flexibility necessary to cover such a
wide variety of sources. Staff has added language that manufacturer's data and good
engineering practice is to be used to assure compliance and envisions that specific
conditions for new sources tailored to fit the particular equipment will be included in the
permit, if ~ne is required.
Comment:
252:100-37-37 covers effluent water separators which are also covered by federal
regulations, e.g. NSPS Subpart QQQ or NESHAP Subpart FF. In those regulations all
fugitive sources are reviewed and those that are significant are controlled. Section 3 7
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looks at a single fugitive source of emissions and requires controls that overlap for those
with significant VOC emissions, i.e., refineries and chemical plants. It is unlikely that
Section 37's benefits will exceed cost when those sources already covered by other
regulations and therefore well controlled are not counted.

Response:
_Staff does not agree. NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart QQQ applies only to equipment
leaks from petroleum refinery wastewater systems that commenced construction after
May 5, 1987, and 40 CFR 61 Subpart FF covers oil/water separators at chemical
manufacturing plants, coke by-product recovery plants, and petroleum refineries that
process hazardous waste streams containing benzene. 252:100-37-37 applies to organic
materials/water separators (now VOC/water separators) that were constructed after
February 14, 1972.
Comment:
252:100-37-38 covers a small subset of fugitive sources, pumps and compressors,
which are covered extensively by federal fugitive regulations, e.g., NSPS 40 CFR 60
Subpart VV. The benefits of covering those few pumps and compressors that are not
already covered will undoubtedly be low and the costs will be high since only the pumps
and compressors will require controls instead of all fugitive sources at a site. Therefore,
Section 38 is not cost effective and should be removed. At the very least an exemption
for sources subject to other federal regulations should be provided.
Response:
This section became effective February 14, 1972, and the requirement for packing
glands for reciprocating pumps was added in 1974. The federal NSPS for equipment
leaks that cover pumps and compressors include Subpart VV, which covers equipment
constructed after January 5, 1981, located at SOCMI sources; Subpart GOG, which
covers equipment constructed after January 4, 1983, located at petroleum refineries; and
Subpart KKK, which covers equipment constructed after January 20, 1984, located at
onshore natural gas processing plants. There is a gap in the coverage offered by the
NSPS. Staff is proposing the addition of Subsection (b), which would exempt pumps and
compressors subject to the standards for pumps and compressors contained in 40 CFR 60
Subparts VV, GGG, or KKK. from the requirements of252:100-37-38.
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COMMENTS ON SUBCHAPTER 37 COPIED FROM THE COUNCIL PACKETS
OF MS. MYERS AND DR. GROSZ AT THE
DECEMBER 15, 1998 AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING

1. COMMENT: 252:100-37-15(b) (page 4) The 400 gal capacity seems pretty small.
RESPONSE:. That's true, but vessels ofthat size are only required to have a
submerged fill pipe. This prevents releases ofVOCs, which is necessary in order for
Oklahoma to maintain compliance with the ambient air quality standard for ozone.
2. COMMENT: 252:100-37-15(b) and 252:100-37-16(a) (pages 4 and 5) Why the
difference in units [In 15(b) "gallons" is converted to "m3 " and in 16(a) "gallons" is
converted to "liters"]?
RESPONSE: English units have been used throughout this rule. The metric units. in
parentheses have been chosen to correspond with the units used in federal rules and
standards such as the NSPS or NESHAP.
3. COMMENT: 252:100-37-41(2) and (3) (page 12) Why is gallons converted to m3
in (2) and to liters in (3)?
RESPONSE: See 2 above.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 37. CONTROL OF EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
Air Quality Council Meeting: August 18, 1998
Comment Period: July 15, 1998 - August 18, 1998
Comment::
.When 252:100-37-3(b) is read in conjunction with Part 3, it is unclear whether the
control requirements in Part 3 apply to new installations located only in Tulsa or
Oklahoma Counties or any new installation located in the State.
I

Response::
252:100-37-3(b) does not address new sources. It requires existing sources
located in an AQMA to comply with Sections 15, 16, 35, 36, 37 and 38. On the other
hand 252:100-37-3(a}requires all new installatiqns regardless of where they are located
to comply with this Subchapter after the affective date of the Subchapter. Staff feels that
keeping both 252:100-37-3(a) and (b) in mind, it is clear that Sections 15, 16 17 and 18
found in Part 3 apply to all new sources in the State after 12/28174 and to all existing
sources in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties as of 6/9/81.

Comment:
A comment letter from EPA pointed out that the word "vesse;s" in 252:100-37J(b) should be" vessels" and that the word "operated," should be added to the last
s~ntence after "properly cleaned" in 252:100-37-36 Fuel-burning and refuse-burning
equipment.

Response:
The staff concurs with these two comnients and the revisions have been made.

Comment:
The Dow Corning Corporation supports the proposed revisions to the definition of
VOC to exempt methylated siloxanes due to its low photochemical reactivity. This
allows the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for VOCs in manufacturing
operations.

Comment:
A letter written on behalf of Eastman Chemical Company supports the revision of
the definition ofVOC which results in methyl acetate not being considered a VOC.

Air Quality Council Meeting: October 20, 1998
Comment Period: September 15, 1998 - October 20, 1998
Comment:

-

A comment letter from EPA, Region 6 supported the adoption of the proposed
changes to Subchapter 37.
·

Comment:
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A commenter suggested a "cosmetic cleanup" of the separation of the word "no"
in 2'52:100-37-15(a) & (b).

Response:
Staff has checked this out and finds that the format can be altered to take care of
this problem. This has been done.

,,
·

·.... .:,':j

........

Comment:
:• How were the limits in 252:100-37-25 determined?
Response:
· Council records indicate that the limits, as well as the coating classification and
definitions, were agreed upon in a meeting between Air Quality staff and the Oklahoma
Chemical Coating Manufacturers Association. This information was from a summary of
comments for the revisions that were adopted May 19, 1979.
Comment:
Is there an annual limitation on total emissions in 252:100-37-25(c)?
Response:
This subsection has never contained an annual limitation. It was originally
written to control emissions of organic materials from the use of non-photochemically
reactive solvents. The limit of 450 pounds per hour and 3,000 pounds per day from any
machine or equipment would result in the emission of 547.5 tons per year assuming 365
days of operation per year. At this level of emissions, BACT would be required by
Subchapter 8 both as a major source and as a PSD source. In this case, it is not
appropriate to equate "organic material" with "VOC," since the organic material was
clearly intended in earlier versions of the rule to be from non-photochemically reactive
solvents. Since non-photochemically reactive solvents would not be considered "VOCs
under the new definition ofVOC, this subse-ction no longer serves any purpose and staff
recommends that it be deleted.
Air Quality Council Meeting: December 15, 1998
Comment Period: October 16, 1998- December 15, i998
Co~ment:

A commenter recommended the removal of252: 100-37-5 since it is redundant
and vague and the requirement to properly install, maintain, and operate any seals
required by other regulations would probably be contained in those regulations.

Response:
Staff does not agree that this section should be deleted. 252:100-37-5 was
intended to require proper installation, maintenance, and operation of the equipment that
is required by Subchapter 37. These requirements were deleted from several other
sections of the Subchapter and placed in Section 5 to simplify the rule. Revisions have
been made to this section to make clear that it covers only the equipment required by
Subchapter 37.
Comment:
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_ NSPS Subpart Kb covers all VOL storage tanks built or modified since 1984 and
has slightly more restrictive controls than this subsection 252:100-37-15(a). It is true that
NSPS Kb covers tanks which store liquids whose vapor pressure is greater than 0.5 psia
while this subsection covers all tanks. However, the universe of significant emission
points is covered if all new tanks storing over ·0.5 psia voc·s are subject. This section is
redundant and serves no significant purpose for environmental protection.
.}.

Response:
::Staff does not agree. 252:100-37-15(a) covers tanks that store VOCs with vapor
pressures of 1.5 psia or greater. 252:100-37-15(a) became effective 2/14/72 40 CFR 60 .
Subpart K applies to petroleum liquid storage vessels with capacities greater than 40,000
gallon~ that commenced construction after June 11, 1973 and prior to May 19, 1978.
NSPS Ka, like K, only covers storage of petroleum liquid. It wasn't until Kb was
promtdgated that VOC storage vessels (that commenced construction, etc., afte.r July 23,
1984) were covered by the NSPS. Therefore, tanks .with storage capacities greater than
40,000 gallons used to store VOCs built after February 14, 1972, but before July 23,
1984, are subject to 252:100-37-15(a), but are not subject to NSPS. Based on this, staff
does not feel that 252:100-37-15(a) is redundant. A new subsection, 252:100-37-15(c),
has been proposed which would exempt VOC storage vessels that are required by K, Ka,
or Kb to be equipped with a fixed roof with an internal floating cover, an external floating
roof, or a closed vent system and control device from 252:100-37-15(a) and (b) .
._

Comment:
252:100-37-15(b) covers tanks not subject to NSPS Kb and is therefore not
redundant. It should apply only to tanks smaller than those subject to NSPS Kb. The
environmental benefit of having a regulation for those small tanks is most likely small.

Response:
252:100-37-15(b) applies to tanks that were constructed after February 14, 1972, with
storage capacities of 400 gallons or greater, and which store VOCs with vapor pressures
of 1.5 psia or greater. NSPS K and Ka apply to storage tanks with capacities of 40,000
gallons or greater used to store petroleum liquids. It is only with the promttlgation of
NSPS Kb which covers vessels with capacities of 10, 567 gallons that commenced
construction after July 23, 1984, that VOC storage was covered by NSPS. Even so, for
tanks with storage capacities less than 19,813 gallons or that store VOLs with vapor
pressures less than 0.51 psia, the only requirement. is to keep a record of the tank
dimensions and a calculation of the storage capacity. Staff feels that the NSPS leaves
gaps in the coverage of VOC storage tanks with capacities less than 40,000 gallons.
Staff feels there are a large number of tanks with capacities 400 gallons to 40,000 gallons
that store VOCs and that the environmental impact of these tanks is important. 252:10037-15(b) requires that such tanks be equipped with submerged fill pipes or vapor ·
recovery systems. This is not an onerous requirement. Staff is proposing the addition of
252:100-37-15(c), which would exempt VOC storage vessels required by NSPS subparts
K, Ka, or Kb to be equipped with control devices from 252:100-37-15(a) and (b).

Comment:
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252:100-37-16 covers VOC loading of 40,000 gallons per day. NSPS Subpart
XX :covers gasoline loading of new terminals when over 10,000 gallons per day of
gasoline is loaded. Further the new gasoline distribution MACT rule for major sources of
HAPs that load gasoline controls sources also covered by this section. However 3 7-16
covers more than gasoline loading so it is not redundant in all cases. EPA is currently
working on an organic liquid distribution MACT rule which will probably overlap with
this section. It is recommended that a new subsection (252: 100-37-16(c)) be added that
states that sources subject to NSPS XX or the gasoline distribution MACT 40 CPR Part
63 Subpart Rare exempt from 252:100-37-15 and add sources subject to the organic
liquids distribution MACT to this exemption when it becomes fmal.

.

Response:
. This section was effective 2114/72 and is not limited to gasoline.· Staff does not
feeLthat this section is redundant since it covers facilities constructed after 2/14/72 and
NSPS Subpart XX applies to sources that commenced construction after 12/17/80. The
MACT standard in Subpart R applies to bulk gasoline terminals only. Staff is proposing
the addition of252: 100-37-16(c), which would exempt facilities subject to NSPS Subpart
XX or NESHAP Subpart R from the requirements of 252: 100-3 7-16.

Comment:
252:100-37-36, fuel burning and refuse burning eqUipment. This provision of252:10037-36 is. vague and open to misinterpretation by sources, the public, and individual DEQ
staffers. The regulation does not itself provide any method for showing compliance with
the regulation, therefore, compliance methods will not be consistent across sources.
Further, it seems unlikely that any significant amount ofVOCs are being released by
combustion devices, but that rather they are significant sources ofNOx and CO.
Regulations on significant combustion devices exist (e.g., NSPS Da, 252:100-33-2),
therefore, 37-36 is not warranted by the environmental benefit it provides, if any.

Response:
· Since this section covers a wide variety of fuel-burning equipment and refuseburning equipment, it is not possible to list compliance methods for each type. Staff feels
that not all fuel-burning equipment is covered at this time by NSPS or NESHAP. Staff
agrees that the section is somewhat vague regarding requirements, but feels that this
cannot be completely eliminated without losing the flexibility necessary to cover such a
wide variety ofsources. Staff has added language that manufacturer's data and good
engineering practice is to be used to assure compliance and envisions that specific
conditions for new sources tailored to fit the particular equipment will be included in the
pern1it, if one is required.

Comment:

,

252:100-37-37 covers effluent water separators which are also covered by other
federal regulations, e.g. NSPS Subpart QQQ or NESHAP Subpart FF. In those
regulations all fugitive sources are reviewed and those that are significant controlled. 373 7 looks at a single fugitive source of emissions and requires controls that overlap on
those with significant VOC emissions, i.e., refineries and chemical plants. It is unlikely
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that regulation 37-37's benefits will exceed their cost when those sources already covered
by other regulations and therefore well controlled are not counted.

Response:
Staff does not agree. NSPS Subpart QQQ applies only to equipment leaks from
petroleum refinery wastewater systems that commenced construction after May 5, 1987,
and 40 CFR 61 Subpart FF covers oil water separators at chemical manufacturing iplants,
coke by-product recovery pants, and petroleum refineries that process hazardous waste
streams. containing benzene. 252:100-37-37 applies to organic materials/water separators
(now VOC/water separators) that were constructed after February 14, 1972.
Comment:
252:100-37-38 covers a small subset of fugitive sources, pumps and compressors
which are covered extensively by federal fugitive regulations, e.g., Subpart VV. The
benefits by covering those few pumps and compressors that are not already covered will
Undoubtedly be low and the costs will be high since only the pumps and compressors will
require controls instead of all fugitive sources at a site. Therefore, 37-38 is not cost
effective and should be removed, at the very least an exemption for sources subject to
other federal regulations should be provided.

,-

Response:
This section became effective February 14, 1972 and the requirement for packing
glands for reciprocating pumps was added in 1974. The federal NSPS for equipment
leaks that cover pumps and compressors include Subpart VV, which covers equipment
constructed after 115/81 located at SOCMI sources; and Subpart GGG, which covers
equipment constructed after 114/83 located at petroleum refineries; and Subpart KKK,
which covers equipment constructed after 1120/84 located at onshore natural gas
processing plants. Here again there is a gap in the coverage offered by the NSPS. Staff
is proposing the addition of subsection (b), which would exempt pumps and compressors
subject to the standards for pumps and compressors contained in 40 CFR 60 Subparts
VV, GGG, or KKK. from the requirements of252:100-37-38.
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REVISIONS TO THE PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF SUBCHAPTER37 FOR THE
DECEMBER 15, 1998, AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING
Following is a list of the revisio~ that have been made to the modification of Subchapter
37 that was presented at the October 20, 1998, AQC meeting. In addition to these c~anges,
the Notes which are not part of the rule have been deleted and the "underlined strikeouts"
and double underlines·have been deleted from Sections 3 7 and 3 8.
1

252:100-37-1. Purpose (page 1) Deleted the last sentence that had been previously
ad~ed to this section and added "from stationary sources." after "(VOCs)".

2

252:100-37-3(b). (pages 2 & 3) Rewrote deleting references to AQMAs. Replaced
"10,000 barrels" with "1,590 m 3".

3 . 252:100-37-4(c). (page 3) Deleted "and" after "252:100-37-16", added", and
252:100-37-41, and 252:100-37-42" after "252:100-37-38".
4

252:100-37-5. (page 3) Added "required by this Subchapter" after "seals".

5

252:100-37-15(a) Storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons (page 3) Replaced
150,000 liters with 151m3, added a comma after "capacity" and a comma after
"equipped".

6

252:100-37-15(a)(l) (pages 3 & 4) Undeleted the commas after "roof' in the first
line and "cover" in the second line. In the fifth line added a comma after "i.e. II
Deleted "Such" in line 11 at the beginning of the forth sentence and capitalized
"Floating" in line 12.

7

252:100-37-15(b) Storage capacities of 400 gallons and greater (page 4) Replaced
"1520 liters" with "1.5 m 3", changed "252:100-37-15(a)" to "252:100-37-15(a)(2)",
and added subsection (c) ..

8

252:100-37-16(a)(l) (pages 4 & 5) Reformatted subsection (a) and Inserted
"(151,416liters)" after "40,000 gallons".

9

252:100-37-16(b)(l) (page 5) Replaced "150,000" with "151,416".

10 252:100-37-16(b)(2) (page 6) Replaced "760" with "757". Replace "in excess of'
with "greater than" in line 3.
11 252: 100-3 7-16(c) {page 6) Added this new subsection regarding exemptions.
12 252:100-37-25((b)(l)(A) (pages 7 & 8) Corrected "(v_" to "(v)".
13 252:100-37-25(b)(2) (page 8) replaced "has been" following "252:100-37-25(a)"
with "must be". Replaced "Executive Director" with "Division Director".
14 252:100-37-25(c). (pages 8 & 9) Deleted this subsection.

-

15 252:100-37-25(d). (page 9) Replaced (d) with (c).
16 252:100-37-25(e). (page 9) Replaced (e) with (d) and replaced "252:100-37-25(c)"
with "252:100-37-25(b)" ..
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17 252:100-37-25(d)(1) formerly 252:100-37-25(e)(1). (page 9) Deleted the comma
' after "used".
18 252:100-37-26. Clean up with VOCs. (page 9) Replaced "252:100-37-25(e)" with
"252: 100-37-25(d)".
19 252:100-37-35(a) Ethylene manufacturing emissions. (page 9) Replaced ~~~at"
with "which" after "pyrometer" in the first sentence.
20 252:100-37-36. Fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment. (page 10) Added",
based on manufacturer's data and good engineering practice, .. after "assure" in the
s~cond sentence.
21 252:100-37-37(2). Effluent water separators. (page 10) Rewrote this paragraph for
clarity.
22 252:100-37-38. Pumps and compressors. (pages 10 & 11) Added (a) at the
beginning of the fust paragraph making it subsection (a) and added new subsection
(b).
23 Added new Part 5 with Sections 252:100-37-41 and 252:100-37-42 containing the
requirements for permit by rule for VOC storage and loading facilities .

.
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thia

burning •• well •• ratwle burniDg-

Anyone wiahing to apeak

tbia atatea t.b.at ttwy CI.IlnOt emit hydrocarbona.
-~

You did aay that thia rule

even

.9

hydrocarbon• -I..Dd everything- elae (inaudible I .

that correct?

poaa~ly

MR.

r:lru:

MS. HEDLEY:

1

c:oncem.

1

Tul•a, Oklahau., vhere .,. • ...., been dealing with caadderably

Am I

nc:rw

you. have --

Well, no, i t thooy hac! tha • ....,

require-..t they hac! be!ore prohably ill actuality before,
l

otberwiae, we would bave co abut --

5

It; aap Mire that what you c:hanged. aDd took out. aDd

MS. MEDL8Y r

1

cur traah to mwrgy pl-.nt baa DO

~

·what you've DOW got ia. t.here. act.u.ally IM.ke• it looaer than, I
think~

mre ao than tighter.

'

queation ia ~ why wa.a thia

My

now you have

~rrect?

Dll. SIIEEDY:

traeh to energy pl.ant in

maia. c::oncern regarding t.hia ia

OlU'

requirenent at all .

My

4

But

Ycu 1 re going" t':r:oa. t..My can • t do it to oo - ... to no

nothing.

Okay, regarcling thoo fuel burning

That. leads

so. that ia not a at.and.ard --

MS. MEDLEY:

ancl ret1111e t.irn.ing equipment, obviouoly ooy '""in

lately.

to do tb&t.

That•a correct.
Do )'0.1 wiah to 1JP8&k.?

Md

I 4on•t think

anything ia 100 percent. et't'tctent anymore and 'to'ill alway. bum

though 111f undarat&Dd.iDg" ia it 'a being held over to December; ia

Dil. SHEEDY':

'

that WD.Ild be anyth.ing that

burn8 natural gaa, or bur:NI dieael or anything U.ke. tllat.

m~-tt.r?

MS. MEDLEY:

s

w. have llCtual proof of

Well, thoo purpooe io for !uel

DR.. SREEDY:

Mil. DYm:

rLOo4'

So, ftfl c:o.nce.m is by you ~ill9' that out ot the role, am

peraoit.

n.ei.- Ulllit• are HID pel'lftitting thoot

wa•

dane in a 30

The point io, thi• coulcl be beneticial to u•.

clay periocl.

I •m

.-..
not: aure i t I !eel c:omtorta.ble with thi• being totally lett

be now?

dealing with fuel lurning right ,_, but I clo ha"" a problem

wa.ace

DR. SHEEDY1

with thh being jllBt taken cut •
•~lowd

Am I

And

we

to t.he point where that you.' re not

go~

MS. HEDt..B'r:
thoot wby you took it out?

So, b

DR. SHUDr:

Yeab, I <hinl< it wculcl be •trict.ly

I have

anot~r

other
l

thi~•

(inaudible)

opera~ion•

DR.
1

queatioa.. At the

0

Una:ud.ible) equipaent ia

Wbat·do

You

require an refuae

sHEEirt~

I'ra not aure lllhat the burning

I:<Mu41ble),

DR, SIIJ!:EDr:

:Now, I am talking about •econd.ary

burn.
2

MS.

Msm.u:

Dll. SHBBDY:

01>., oecond.Ory bum.

.n=e • a ..mere you can complet.e

the

Dlt.. S11KED1' =

l. t.hinlc. t.b&t' • a aend.colca that • a

c:ooabuatioo. thoot atan.ed. in the priMArY cbulber •

MS . HEI>IZI:

Okay, I ju•t thought -r!* that hac!

in Mre ·- I ..an. w.•re deleting: a bunch and. then you•va left

MS. HBIILBY:

• underlinecl.

acme aignificance.

'

on the

MS. MBDLlN•

l

not overloaded thwre is a little Tl. or T2 down there, wbat ia

that on "'l' copy?

1

i~

intemJity ia.

bott0111 of thia, in tM aame paragraph~ where it aaya 1Uft0n9

2

we be••

burning?

entorcing e""rything that burno fuel.
MS • MEDLEY:

so,

b&cl policies tor year• in

intenoity.

to

MS. HBDLEY:

1

We have

~r--on thoo -condary - . - wbicb

I dan't think it'• po. .ible to burn

bave em.iasiona.

0

something.

inci11erator• of :3, 000 degree• per •econd. requ.iremeat oo tbe

planta tto.an't have that atrict. of • licit.

coq:~letely

~o.e

DBQ to vae for medical . . .te iucinention and large

.permit thoot ha• lilliu to it but un!ort..,..tely tr...h to energy

refuae

'l1ae federal

te.perature• &»d. cert:aia retention tilDe and after bu..I:1W.
yeah, we do

know t.h.y da aftCI they're auppoaed to have •

Dlt. SHEEDY:

When we're talking about municipal

I think we do have.

gove:mmen.t baa regulatiON: in which require certain

to . . .. _ thooy are

than to • i t em.iaaioaa of hydrocarbon aDd ot.her

organiea?

incinerati~.

That ia properly cleaned, operated,

IMintainad at that teq)erature' ~ air tNfticient..

• • I cion' t ••e thoo point.

I& there

CltorJ•ItJ'• . . . .-

~

DR.. SREKD'I't

'l'bere are, I'M sure, other people

who have more experience regarding equipMnt .a.nd various other

anything in any reg that. t•1ls 'fOAl what that t81per&ture muat.

.....s.r,...........

tlhen, o.trfW&Y· ~re•• ju•t nothing

...

10

\things than I do.

I u

place.

not ll\1%'e it•a po.. _.. .ble to aet tbeae

MR. DYJCE:

on page

l, atarting with paragraph

b, that' • been croaaed out, compliance achedule.
ar.a~

aetule to me.

to all

tuiW'

......t we're aaying here ia

it: (inaudible)

Nadine.

MS. BARTON:

But

(inaudible) .

How, B, it aaya Section8 15, 1,, lS, l,, 1"7

and l l ot: thia Subchapter ahall apply to all exiating

inatallation8 of any equipaent or proceaaea in uae ADd

uaa,

Caunty.

What doe• that mean?

voc:a

'the A, Manti that at new

1

"l'twi exiating aourcea are in

MS. IIAlmlH•

It'• only, period, right?

DR. SHBEDYz

'l'bat'a right.

M8, BAJmlH,

So, i f aOIIIObody •he goea into

'ftJ.e rulea take care of it in

Thia ia really Jdad ot: a aafe clau.e, I t.hi.nk,

for tha rule• aa they uaed to be.
MS. BARTON,

in.t&llations anl"'fhe::r;e iD tbe atate vare aubject to thia rule
2

Yeah.

DR. SHEEDY:
Subchapter 19.

Okay.

I get the newo aourcea.

DR. SHBEDY:

ia that correct?

and ozcme,

which 'Con.iota of TUlaa county aDd Oklahoma

DR. SHEEDY:

•ource•.
MS. BAJlTON:

naaattainment. then va•ll ha'V1!11 to cane back and reviait that 1

deaeribed in thia SUbchapter located in Air Quality Maintenance

which io

Unaud.ible) then •ny new towns might be

'nllaa and Oklabollla c:ounty only.

d4iaeribed. in thia SUbchapter, after the et:t:ective date of

Area• aa claaaified by the BPA with regard to

AQMAa

in 199&.

In the future.

Right now. the•e are t.he only two that are

aubject to new

Thia doe.n' t

It atarta with, thia SUbchapter ahall apply

tn.tallationa ot: any equipnent or procaaaea

Ditc:e&llbe:r 2&, 19"7',

that~··

con.aiata ot: TU.laa County and Oklahoma County.

numbera t:or total rangea that • a covered.

All of thaae chapters, 15,

a,

l5

I

after the effective date, December 21, 1t"74.

and all of that, what doea that deal with baaically?

B, mearw that

What do

exiating aourcea -- exiating inatallaticm. in .TU.laa and

thoae chaptera in the Sections 15, 1,, lS, l&, wbat do they

Oklahollla COUntiea which are tha only (ioaudihlel at thio time

relate to?

are alao aubject to Section• 15, 1,, )5, ),, l"7 and ll with
regard to voc -- aorry, an4

DR. SHEEDY:

after the effecti'V1!11 date

)I

Baaically; thoae are the thing•

that van -- aa I aaid previoualy about the control ot: B and C.
At the time that thia emiaaiOD waa written. vee wa• the only

l.et•a aee, there'• a date iD hen ac:lnftlbere.
MS. BAJmlH,

It jU8t aaYJI which in • •

Dll. SHEEDY'

Okay.

control in thoae chapter• .

Maybe that • • not in the beat

1

only aol'V1!11nta.

"l'twi reat of the chapter• caatrola

So va had at thet time exten.ion to VOC:. and

7

a.u.,. .... ......
....UJ.............. ..........

-

12

11

aolventa.

so to keep that exactly •• it bad· been, i.natead of

jwot aaying related to the

control of VOC, -

trying to make IIUbatantive

c:haD!ra•

(PIIOCBEDINGS aliiCLODED)

lwld to liat

thoae Section8 that we had at that U.. for voca.

And. we van

in thia Section -- EUJ.e.

lie

were juat tryiag to reword it.
Mil. DYICB'

public?

Any additional CX111l111811U frao the

Frcn the Council 1
MR.. BRII:ISal:

I'll

~in

a 1110tion thet thia

item be: continued to the DeXt regular meeting.
MS. M'tERS:

I'll u.Jce a motion to continua it.

DR. GROSZ:

Second.

MR.. BR.Iii::ISOI:

Got a 1110tion and a aeccmd to

continue thia item to the next meetiDg'.

Queatioaa or cC:rrmenta?

Myrna, call roll.
MS . BRUCK:
Mil.

Mr. Branecky.

BRANBCXY,

MS. BRUCB,

Aye.
2

MS. MYERS'

Aye.

MS. BRUCB,

Mr. Wilaon.

1
l

Mil. WILSON,

Aye.

MS. BRUCK,

Dr.

DR. GRosz,

Aye.

MS. BRUCK:

Mr. Breiach.

-

1

Mo. Myera.
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...
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..............
.....................

.._,
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\ proceedings are the truth. the ~le t.rutt
truth~

nothing but the

in the proceeding• atore•aid 1 that the toregoing

proceeding waa taken by

11'18

in ahorthand: and thereafter

tranacribl!d under my direet ion; that aaid. proceeding• waa t.aken
on the 20th day_ ot: October. lt98. at 'I\Jl••· OklahaN.1 and that
I &m neither attorney for nor relative ot any ot: aaid partie•.

'

nqr otherwiae intereated in aaid. proceedings.
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7
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DR. CANTER: Second.
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL
2
MR. BREISCH: I have a motion and
3 a second. Any corrections, additions,
1. DR. FRED GROSZ - MEMBER
4 comments? If not, Myrna, call the roll.
2. MR. GARY KILPATRICK- MEMBER
5
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
3. MS. MERIBETH SLAGELL - MEMBER
MR. WILSON: Aye.
6
4. MR. JOEL WILSON - MEMBER
7
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
5. MS. SHARON MYERS - MEMBER
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
8
6. MR. DAVID BRANECKY - MEMBER
9
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
7. DR. LARRY CANTER- VICE CHAIRMAN 10
DR. CANTER: Aye.
11
8. MR. BILL BREISCH - CHAIRMAN
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
9. MS. MYRNA BRUCE- SECRETARY
12
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
10. MR. EDDIE TERRILL - DIRECTOR
13
14
MS. MYERS: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
15
16
MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
17
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
18
MR. BREISCH: Aye. Next item,
19 election of officers for calendar year '99.
20 Here's your chance. What are your
21 pleasures?
22
DR. CANTER: Is the Chair ready
23 for a motion? I would like to nominate
24 Bill Breisch for Chairman of the Air
25 Quality Council for this year.
I

· PROCEEDINGS
MR. BREISCH: All right. We'll
call this meeting to order. Again, this is
a regular meeting and a hearing. We'll
start out with the roll call. Myrna.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: Here.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick..
MR. KILPATRICK: Here.
. _ MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Present.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: ·Here.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Here.
MS. BRUCE: For the record,
absent is Ms. Slagell.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. I need
approval of the Minutes of the December
15th meeting.
DR. GROSZ: So moved.

MYERS REPORTING SERVICE
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DR. GROSZ: Second.
MR. BREISCH: Do we have to -MR. BRANECKY: Do them separate,

2

3
4

or--

5

MR. BREISCH: Can we do them
together, if we want to go ahead and elect
a Vice-Chairman at the same time, or do we
have to do them separately, Barbara?
MS. HOFFMAN: I would suggest you
do them separately.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. Did we have
a second?
DR. GROSZ: Yes.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. Any other
nominations?
DR. GROSZ: Move the nominations
cease.
MR. KILPATRICK: Second.
MR. BREISCH: What did he say?
MR. BRANECKY: He moved the
nomination cease and he seconded.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. We have a
motion and second to cease.
~
MR. BRANECKY: So, what are we
voting on?
Page 2 - Page 5
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Page 6
MR. BRIESCH: We're on the voting
on the Chairman.
MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. Myrna, call
the roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Aye..
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Abstain. Now, I
don't want to put myself in a compromising
position. Okay. Now, we want to elect a
Vice-Chairman. And remember, this ViceChairman would take over in case the
Chairman gets out of this.
MR. KILPATRICK: Mr. Chairman, I
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Director of the Air Quality Division. As
such, I will act as the Protocol Officer
for today's hearing.
These hearings will be convened by
the Air Quality Council in compliance with
the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act
and Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 51, as well as the
authority of Title 2790 of the Oklahoma
Statute, Section 2-201 through 2-5118.
These hearings were advertised in
the Oklahoma Register for the purpose of
receiving comments pertaining to the
proposed OAC Title 252 Chapter, 100 Rules,
as listed in the hearing agenda, which will
be 'entered into each record along with the
Oklahoma Register IIling.
If you wish to make a statement, it
is very important that you complete the
form at the registration table and you will
be called upon at the appropriate time.
At this time, we will proceed with
what is marked as Agenda Item Number 5 on
the hearing agenda, OAC 252:100-37, Control
of Emissions of Organic Materials. And
Page~

Page7

like to move that Dr. Canter be the
2 Vice-Chairman.
3
DR. GROSZ: Second.
4
MR. BREISCH: Okay. I've got a
5 motion and a second. Any further
6 nominations? Okay. Hearing none, Myrna,
7 call the roll.
8
MS. BRUCE:· Mr. Wilson.
9
MR. WILSON: Aye.
10
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
11
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
12
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
13
DR. CANTER: Abstain.
14
\ MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
15
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
16
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
17
MS. MYERS: Aye.· '
18
.. MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
19
MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
20
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
21
MR. BREISCH: Aye. Next item.
22 Eddie Terrill will act as Protocol Officer
23 for Items 5 and 6.
24
MR. TERRILL: Ladies and
25 gentlemen, my name is Eddie Terrill, I am
1 .would
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I'll call on Dr. Joyce Sheedy, who will
give the staff position on the proposed
rule.
DR. SHEEDY: Mr. Chairman,
Members of the Council, ladies and
gentlemen, I'm Joyce Sheedy and I work in
the Rules and Planning Unit of the Air
Quality Division of the Department of
Environmental Quality.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter
3 7, Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials, were brought to the Council for
the first time on August 18, 1998, and
again on October 20, 1998 and December 15,
1998. At the December Council meeting,
staff requested that the rule be considered
again at the February Council meeting, due
to unresolved issues regarding alternate
standards for coating operations continued
in 252:100-37-25(d). These issues have now
been resolved.
However, some questions came up in
this morning's briefing, two of which can't
be resolved today. These two are-- there
was a feeling among the Council that the
Page 6 - Page ~
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1 requirements in 252:100-37-15(a)(2) on page

4, as written, may be impossible to meet.
We have had no comments from the regulated
4 community or the Air Quality staff
5 indicating that this is a problem.
6 However, we believe it merits an in-depth·
7 look and it will be considered in future
8 rulemaking so that any changes we might
9 propose will be subject to public comment.
10
The other question was in 252:10011 37-16(b)(1) and 252:100-37-42(c) on pages 6
12 and 12 respectively, the term "submergence
13 factor" appears. Its meaning is unclear
14 since the term isn't defined in the rule.
15 Staff will look into providing a definition
16 or changing the wording in these two
17 portions of the rule.
18
Based on this morning's briefing,
.19 five nonsubstantive changes are
20 recommended. These are.in 252:100-37-1 on
21 page 1, that we change "prevent'' to
22 "reduce". On 252:100-37-2 on page 1, that
23 we change primary-- I'm sorry, that we
24 change "prime" to "primary" in the
25 definition of Epoxy. And that on page 8,
2

3

Page J:
have been made since the December meeting
2 are, one, the addition to 252:100-37-2 on
3 page 1, of a definition of "dri11ing or
4 production facility" that is essentially
~
5 identical to that found in 40 CFR 60,
6 Subpart K.
7
Two, the addition to 252:100-37-2 on
8 page 1, of the definition of "lease custody
9 transfer" ·based on the definition of
10 "custody transfer" found in 40 CFR 60,
11 Subpart K and identical to the definition
12 that already exists in 252:100-39-30(a).
13
Three, the addition of new
14 Subsection C, Permit-By-Rule Facilities, to
15 252:100-37-3 on page 3, to make clear that
16 the mily requirements in Subchapter 3 7 that
17 apply to facilities registered under the
18 VOC storage and loading facility permit-by19 rule are those in Part 9.
20
The fourth one, the addition of
21 language to Subchapter {b) of 252:100-39-4
22 on page 3, to exempt from the requirements
23 of Subchapter 3 7, methanol storage vessels
24 at drilling or production facilities when
25 the methanol is used on-site. It is our
I

P~13
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1 in 252:100-37-25(b)(1)(a)(1), we change
2
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"will" to "can".
There was a question as to what is
meant by "either system" in 252:100-3716(a)(2) on page 5. Staff recommends
changing "either system" to "either loading
system specified in subsection (a)." It
was suggested that "computed to" in
252:100-37-25(c) be deleted, and the staff
agrees that this can be deleted without
changing the meaning of that section.
The majority of the proposed
revisions to Subchapter 37 simplify and
clarify..,the language and correct grammar
and format, without involving substantive
changes. However, fourteen substantive
changes are proposed, six of wh'ich have
been a~ded since the December Council
meeting. A number of nonsubstantive
changes have also been made since the
December meeting, most of which are minor
and consist of replacements, such as "will"
with "shall", "gallons" with "g-a-1", and
"liter" with "1".
The six substantive changes that
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understanding that dri11ing and production
facilities often store methanol for various
on-site uses, and it does not make sense to
exempt produced petroleum and condensate
stored on-site and not methanol.
The fifth addition was a revision to
the alternate standard in 252: 100-37-25(d)
on page 9, to require that VOC emissions
from noncompliant coatings be reduced to
the level that they would have been had the
coatings complied with the VOC content
limits in 252:100-37-25(a).
The sixth new substantive change is
for the addition of new subparagraphs (a),
(b), and (c) to 252:100-37-41{2) on page
11, which will allow tanks that have
storage capacities greater than 19,813
gallons and which are subject to NSPS
Subpart Kb, to qualify for the permit-byrule for VOC storage and loading
facilities, since the only applicable
requirement in Subpart Kb are those to
maintain on-site records of the dimensions
of the vessel and an analysis of the
capacity of the vessel. These simple

..-....

Page 10- Page 13
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Page 14

requirements are appropriate for a pennit2 by-rule facility.
3
The eighth substantive changes that
4 were previously proposed are the revision
5 of the definition of "volatile organic
6 compound {VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 on page 2,
7 to make that definition consistent with the
8 EPA definition. The deletion of 252: 1009 37-3(a) on page 2. This is the subsection
10 that requires any new source that emits
11· organic material as a solvent or reactant
12 to obtain a permit and apply BACT. Staff
13 feels that this is not justified for minor
14 sources, based on the amount of effort and
15 time and expense that it requires in
16 comparison to the subsequent reduction of
17 VOC emissions. Especially that's true in
18 new sources in areas that are in attainment
19 for ozone and have always been in
20 attainment for ozone, and to require BACT
21 for new major sources is redundant since
22 that's already required in Subchapter 8.
23
The third substantive change that
24 was previously proposed is the addition of
25 252:100-37-15(c) on pages 4 and 5, to
1
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Page 15
1 exempt storage tanks subject to the
2 standards contained in 40 CFR 60, Subparts
3 K, Ka, or Kb, from the requirements of that
4

5
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section, since these standards are as
stringent as the requirements in Section
15.
The addition of 252:100-37-16(c) on
page 6, to exempt loading facilities that
are subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX or 40
CFR 63, Subpart R, from the requirements of
Section 16, since the requirements of
Subparts XX and R are as stringent as those
contained in Section 16.
the deletion of 252:100-25(c),
Emissions Limitations on page 9. Research
in the Air Quality Council records indicate
that this subsection was originally meant
to control emissions of organic materials
from the use of nonphotochemically reactive
solvents. These substances would not be
considered VOC by the proposed revision of
definition of VOC. If the limits contained
in subsection (c) are applied to VOCs, the
emission limit of 3,000 pounds of VOC per
day for 365 days per year would result in
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54 7 tons per year. This is meaningless
since Subchapter 8 contains requirements .
for BACT to be applied to major sources
which emit I 00 tons per year of VOCs and
for new PSD sources that emit I 00 tons per
year of VOCs and for modifications to
existing PSD sources that result in an
increase in VOC emissions of 40 tons per
year or more.
Now, the deletion of
the first sentence in 252:100-37-36, fuelburning and refuse-burning equipment on
page 10, thereby eliminating the impossible
requirement that no emission of hydrocarbon
or organic materials is allowed from fuelburning or refuse-burning equipment.
The addition of252:100-37-38(b) on
page 11, which exempts pumps and
compressors that are subject to the
equipment leak standards in 40 CFR 60,
Subparts VV, triple G (GGG) or triple K
(KKK);. from the requirements of Section 38,
since the requirements of those subparts
are as stringent as the ones in Section 38.
And the addition of Subpart 9,
Page 17
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Permit-By-Rule for VOC Storage and Loading
facilities on pages 11 and 12, provide for
permit-by-rule for facilities that meet the
applicability requirements contained
herein.
The Council packet includes a list
of substantive revisions that have been
made to the rule after December 15th, as
well as a summary of written comments
received and staff's responses. Only one
letter of comment has been received since
the December Council meeting. This was a
letter dated February 10, 1999, from Tom
Diggs, EPA Region 6, supporting the
proposed changes to Subchapter 3 7. I would
like to make that letter a part of the
permanent record.
Staff recommends that the proposed
rule be recommended to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent adoption. Any
questions or comments?
MR. TERRILL: Questions or
comments from the Council?
MR. KILPATRICK: I have one.
MR. WILSON: I'm sorry, go ahead.
Page 14- Page 17
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Page 18
Page 2C
MR. KILPATRICK: Okay. Maybe
1 get into place for the simplification
2 we're going to ask the same question. This
2 program and for various industries. We
3 is for clarification to be sure we
3 think that two of the issues that came up
4 underStood. The change on page 5 on the -4 this morning need to be looked at in
--...,
5 in either system that was Section A, that
5 greater depth, before we make changes, so
6 was a capital "A", not a little "A"?
6 we can be sure, consider all the impacts it
7
DR. SHEEDY: No, it was the
7 may make and to give industry and the
8 little "A". When we went back and re-read
8 public a chance to comment on it. And that
9 this carefully;, up here on 37-16, little
9 was the 252:100-37-15(a)(2} on page 4.
10 "A", we say that each loading facility with
10 About 85 percent control efficiency.
11 a throughput greater than 40,000 gallons
11
MS. MYERS: Right.
12 per day from its aggregate loadjng pipes
12
DR. SHEEDY: And we want to do
13 shall be equipped with a vapor-collection
13 some further-- see if we can come up with
14 and disposal system unless all tanks will14 a definition of "submergence factor"
15 -I'm sony. I'm having trouble reading
15 anywhere. We looked in several places, not
16 along"the edges here. Unless all tanks,
16 only fu our own rules, but we've checked
11 truckS ·or trailers are bottom loaded with
17 some of EPA's current stuff. It might be
18 hatches· closed. So, what we have up here,
18 that it came out of some older CTG. If we
19 and I'll admit it may not be very clear, is
19 cannot come up with a definition, then we
20 we have two things. You can either have a
20 will have to change the wording.
21 system that's bottom loaded with closed
21
MS. MYERS: Okay. On page 9,
22 hatches, or you can have a system with
22 compliance with a plant-wide emission plan.
23 vapor control and with vapor collection
23 About halfway through that paragraph it,
24 disposal. And those are the two systems
24 refers to VOC content limitation described
25 referred to in 2. So, if you have a system
25 in 252:100-37-25(a), must be expressly
Page 19
P·-..:z 1
1 approved. Can we take the word "expressly''
that is bottom loading with closed hatches,
2 out? It has to be approved by the
2 then you have to provide a means to prevent
3 Director. I don't see what expressly adds
J VOC drainage from the loading device when
4 to it, other than confusion.
4 it's removed from any tank, truck or
5
DR. SHEEDY: I don't want to
5 trailer. If, on the other hand, you have a
6 comment on that. Maybe legal. Okay,
6 system that is equipped with the vapor
7 Barbara-- Sharon, it's on page 9. Exactly
7 collection and disposal system, you must
8 where, now?
8 also provide a means to prevent VOC
9
MS. MYERS: Under paragraph 2,
9 drainage from the loading device when
10 compliance with the plant~wide emission
10 remove~ from any tank, truck or trailer.
11 plan.
11
"MR. KILPATRICK: Okay.
12
DR. SHEEDY: It's a rule we're
12
MR. TERRILL: Any further
13 actually looking at-- 39?
13 questions?
14
MS. MYERS: We're looking at page
14
\ MS. MYERS: Joyce, I had a
15 37 --at Rule Number 37.
15 question. You said at the start of your
16
DR. SHEEDY: Let me get back to
16 presentation that there were a couple of
17 37 on page 9.
17 issues that staff needed to go·back and
18
MS. MYERS: Paragraph 2. If it
18 resolve before this rule -- explain to me
19 has to be approved by the Director, why
19 the timing on this thing. There were some
20 does it have to be expressly approved.
20 issues that needed to be resolved, but you
21 What does that add to it? What is the
21 are still asking for us to go ahead and
22 definition that's going to clarify that for
22 pass it?
23
DR. SHEEDY: Yes. We are asking
23 anybody?
24
MS. HOFFMAN: My name is Barb.
24 that we pass the rule as it is, because
25
Hoffman
and I help with these rules. I
25 there are parts of it that really need to
Page 18 -.Page 21
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-

think that what was intended there was that
2 what we particularly want is that there not
3 be any -- someone not say, yeah, he told me
4 over the phone that it was okay. In other
5 words, probably what we really mean there
6 is that we want something in writing. That
7 we want written approval, is probably what
8 we want.
9
MS. MYERS: Perhaps it needs to
1o be, must have written approval by the
11 Division Director, would simplify that.
12 That confused me when I read it, but I'm
13 easily confused. I mean, if the intent has
14 to be in writing, then I think it needs to
15 be said that it's got to be in writing,
16 rather than expressly approved because that
17 leaves it kind of wide open, in my opinion.
18
MS. HOFFMAN: , Okay. So, we could
19 delete expressly, and then after approved
20 add the words "in writing".
21
DR. SHEEDY: Okay.
22
MS. MYERS: Thank you.
23
MR. TERRILL: Any further
24 comments from the Council? I've got one
25 request for comment from Sandra Rennie of
1
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1 EPA Region 6.
2
MS. RENNIE: Mr. Chairman,
3 Members of the Council, members of the
4

public, my name is Sandra Rennie. That's

5 R-e-n-n-i-e. I'm with the EPA Region 6
6 Office in Dallas. I appreciate the
7 opportunity to come before the Council to
8 provide comments on the proposals to amend
9
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Subchapters 37 and 39 of the Oklahoma Air
Regulations.
The proposed changes clarify the
regulations and make them more userfriendly. EPA Region 6 has reviewed all of
the proposed changes and have determined
that the changes support the State
Implementation Plan. The State has chosen
to use many federal regulations to create
consistency between state and federal
regulations. This is not only expedient,
but it removes confusion from facilities.
EPA Region 6 sent a letter dated
February 10, 1999, supporting these
amendments. We appreciate the Oklahoma DEQ
addressing our comments made on these
regulations at previous hearings, and
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factoring them into the redress of the
subchapters. I would also like to add that
EPA is very pleased that the state has
taken steps to revise their regulations
under the Rewrite-Dewrong Program. This
effort goes into the program within the
federal government to use plain English in
writing federal regulations and other
documents. We are very encouraged by the
approach that you are taking and the effort
put forth to revise your Air Regulations.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide
comments.
MR. TERRILL: Are there any
further questions from the audience, or
comments? Any further questions from
Council? Being none, I guess we're ready
for a vote.
MR. BREISCH: I'll entertain a
motion to send this to the DEQ with a
request to approve it.
MR. WILSON: So moved.
DR. GROSZ: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and a second.
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MR. KILPATRICK: Does -- that
motion include the five suggested changes
that were made by staff; is that correct?
MR. BREISCH: With all changes.
MR. WILSON: I thought we added
one more. It was six adjusted changes.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. And that's
DEQ Board that we're sending it to for
approval, and it is for a permanent rule.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes.
MR. BREISCH: Okay. Is the
motion in order?
MR. WILSON: Motion stands, yes.
MR. BREISCH: Any further
questions or comments? Myrna, call the
roll.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: Aye.
MS. BRUCEC: Mr. Kilpatri~k.
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
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MS. MYERS: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Aye.
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SUBCHAPTER 39. EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN
NONATTAINMENT AREAS

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section
252:100-39-1. Purpose [AMENDED]
252:100-39-2. Definitions [AMENDED]
252:100-39-3 General Applicability [AMENDED]
252:100-39-4. Exemptions [NEW]
PART 3. PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS
252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks [AMENDED]
252:100-39-16. Refinery Petroleum refinery process unit turnaround [AMENDED]
252:100-39-17. Refinery Petroleum refinery vacuum producing system [AMENDED]
252:100-39-18. Refinery Petroleum refinery effluent water separators [AMENDED]
PART 5. PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE
252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external floating rooftanks
roofs [AMENDED]
PART 7. SPECIFIC OPERATIONS
252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving) [AMENDED]
252:100-39-41. Vaporrecovery systems Storage, loading and transport/delivery or
VOCs [AMENDED]
252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning [AMENDED]
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems [AMENDED]
252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires [AMENDED]
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning [ANIENDED]
252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products [AMENDED]
252:100-39-47. Control ofVOS VOC emissions from aerospace industries coatings
operations [AMENDED]
252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems [REVOKED]
252:100-39-49. Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic products [AMENDED]

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-39-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchaptsr is to control the emission of organic matsrials from stationary
sources located in nonattainment areas and to specify the additional control measures required to
protect and enhance the air quality to insure that the Oklahoma air quality standard is not
exceeded and significant deterioration is prevented. The purpose of this Subchapter is to reduce
the formation of ozone by controlling the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
This Subchapter contains requirements for the control of emissions of VOCs from stationary
sources located in areas that are nonattainment or were formerly nonattainment for ozone.

OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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252:100-39-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.;..:.
"Cutbaek asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum distillate.
"Efflaent water separator" means any tank, box, sump, or other container in \vhich any
material compound floating on or entrained or contained in water entering such tank, box, sump
or other container is physically separated and removed from such water prior to outfall, drainage,
or recovery of such water.
"Organie materials" means any chemical compounds of carbon excluding carbon monoxides,
carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides, metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
"Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline, aromatics, kerosene,
distillate fuel oils, residual fuel of crude oils, lubricants, asphalt, or other produCts through
distillation of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or through redistillation, cracking, rearrangement
or reforming or unfinished petroleum derivatives.
"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline, kerosene, fuel oils or other
products through distillation of cruds oil or through redistillation, cracking or reforming of
unfinished hydrocarbon derivatives.
"Refinery unit" means a set of components which are a part of a basic process operation, such
as distillation, hydrotreating, cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons.
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle which that meets any one of the
following conditions.;..:.
(A)theThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below the surface of the liquid in the
receiving vessel for at least 95 percent of the volume filled~(B)-tMThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less than 6 inches from the bottom of the
receiving vessel_.;-.:.
(C) the-The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters
from the bottom of the receiving vesselj-GF,
(D) other equivalent methods acceptable to ths Executive Director.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any compound containing carbon and hydrogen
or containing carbon and hydrogen in combination with any other element which has a vapor
pressure of 1.5 pounds per square inch absolute or greater under actual storage conditions_Qf
carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or
carbonates, and ammonium carbonate, which participates in atmospheric photochemcial
reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1) will be presumed to have
negligible photochemical reactivity and will not be considered to be a VOC.
"Volatile organie solvent (VOS)" means any organic compound which participates in
atmospheric photochemical reactions; that is, any organic compound other than those which the
EPA Administrator designates as having negligible photochemical reactivity. VOS may be
measured by the EPA VOC reference method.
252:100-39-3. General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements contained in QAG 252:100-37, the
additional control/prohibitions requirements contained in this Subchapter shall be required eiH)f
existing and new facilities located in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties.
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252:100-39-4. Exemptions
VOCs with vapor pressure less than 1.5 pounds per square inch absolute (psia) under actual
storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-39-16 through 252:100-39-18, 252:100-39-30,
252:100-39-41, and 252:100-48.

PART 3. PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS

-

-

252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.;..:.
(1) "Component" means any piece of equipment which has the potential to leak volatile
organic compounds VOCs when tested in the manner described in EPA Test Method 21 of
40 CFR Part 60. These sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals, compressor
seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves, flanges and other connections, pressure relief
devices, process drains, and open ended pipes. Excluded from these sources are valves
which are not externally regulated.
(2) "Gas service" means any equipment which processes, transfers or contains a volatile
organic compound VOC or mixture of volatile organic compounds VOCs in the gaseous
phase.
(3) "Leaking component" means a component which has a VOC concentration exceeding
10,000 ppmv when tested according to the provisions in 252:100-39-15 (e).
9f-ill_"Liquid service" means any equipment which processes, transfers or contains a
volatile organic compound VOC or mixture of 'r'Olatile organic compmmds VOCs in the
liquid phase.
_(4) "Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline, aromatics,
kerosene, distillate fuel oils, rssidual fuel oils, labricants, asphalt, or other products through
distillation of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or through redistillation, cracking,
rearrangement or reforming or unfinished petroleum derivatives.
(5) "Refinery unit" means a set of components v.thich are a part of a basic process
operation, such as distillation,_hydrotreating, cracking or reforming ofhydrocarbons.
te)ill ·"Valves not externally regulated" means valves that have no external controls, such
as in-line check valves.
(7) "Volatile organie eompounds" means any compound containing carbon and hydrogen
or containing carbon and hydrog\m in combination with any other element which has a 'r'apor
pressure of 0.3 kilopascals (0.0435 pounds per square inch absolute) or greater under actual
storage conditions. (Effective 2 12 90)
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to all source facility petroleum refineries located in the
following counties: Tulsa and Oklahoma.
(1) This Section applies to all petroleum refineries located in Tulsa County and Oklahoma
County.
(2) VOCs with vapor pressure less than 0.0435 psia (0.3 kilopascals (kPa)) under actual
storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-39-15. (Effective 2-12-90.)
(c) Provisions far speeifie proeesses.Standards and operating requirements
(1) The owner or operator of a·petroleum refinery complex subject to this Section shall:
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(A) develop and conduct a monitoring program consistent with the provisions in 252:10039-15(d) and 252:100-39-15 (f);
(B)_ conduct a monitoring program consistsnt vlith ths provisions in 252: 100 39 15 (f);
fG) record all leaking components v,rhich ha\'0 a VOC concsntration sxcssding 10,000
ppm whsn tsstsd according to ths provisions in 252:100 39 15(s) and place an
identifying tag on each component consistent with the provisions in 252:100-39-15(!)(3);
~{Q_repair and retest the leaking components, as dsfinsd in 252:100 39 15(c)(l)(C), as
soon as possible but no later than 15 days after the leak is found; and,
fE){ill_identify all leaking components, as dsfinsd in 252:100 39 15(c)(l)(C), which
cannot be repaired until the unit is shutdown for turnaround. Assurs all lines or pipes
tsrminating with a valvs are ssalsd with a sscond valve, a blind flange, a plug or a cap.;
and,
(E) assure all lines or pipes terminating with a valve are sealed with a second valve, a
blind flange, a plug or a cap.
(2) The Executivs Division Director, may , at his/her discrstion, taksrequire the owner or
operator to take appropriate remedial action, including early unit turnaround, based on the
number and severity of tagged leaks awaiting repair.
(3) Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in gassous volatile organic compound gas
service shall be marked in some manner that will be readily obvious to both petroleum
refinery or contract personnel performing monitoring and the Exscutivs DirectorDEQ.
(d) Compliance sehedulesschedule. The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, in order to
comply with 252:100 39 15, shall adhsre to the incrsments of progress contained in the
follmving schedule:
(1) Submitsubmit to the Executive Division Director a monitoring program by July 30,
1981. This program shall contain, at a minimum, a list of the refinery units ~and the
quarter in which they will be monitored, a copy of the log book format, and the make and
model of the monitoring equipment to be used. In no case shall a monitoring contract relieve
the owner or operator of a petroleum refinery of the responsibility for compliance with this
Section.
_(2)Submit quartsrly monitoring rsport to the Executive Dirsctor.
(e) Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and calibration procedures to determine
compliance with this Section must be consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
(f) Monitoring.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery subjsct to this Ssction shall conduct a
monitoring program consistent with the following provisions;.. The owner or operator shall:
(A)monitor yearly by the methods referenced in Tsst Msthod 21 of 40 CFR Part 60
252:100-39-15 (e) all~
~pump sealsj.~.

fiij-pipeline valves in liquid service~.~. and ,.
fiii1-process drains;
(B) monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in 252:100 39 lS(d), 252:100-39-15 (e)
all~

~ompressor

seals_j.~.
fiij-pipeline valves in gassous ~servicehand,.
fiiit---pressure relief valves in gassous ~service;
(C) monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(D)monitor immeEI.iately within 24 hours any pump seal from which VOC liquids are
observed dripping;
(E) monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F) monitor immediately after repair any component that was found leaking.
(2) Pressure relief devices which that are connected to an operating flare header, vapor
recovery devicedevices, inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, and valves that are not
externally regulated are exempt from the monitoring requirements in paragraph (1) of this
subsection.; Providedprovided, however, such inaccessible valves will be monitored during
annual shutdown.
(3) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the detection of a leaking
component, as defined in 252:100 39 15(c)(l)(C), whichthat is not repaired on discoveryl.
shall affix a weatherproof and readily visible tag, bearing an identification number and the
date the leak is located, to the leaking component. This tag shall remain in place until the
leaking component is repaired.
(g) Recordkeeping.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery shall maintain a leaking components
monitoring log as specified in 252:100 39 15(c)(l)(C) which shall contain, at a minimum,
the follovling data: .
(A) the name of the process unit where the component is located;
(B) the type of component (e.g., valve, seal);
(C) the tag number of the component, if not repaired immediately on discovery;
(D)the date on which~ leaking component is discovered;
(E) the date on which a leaking component is repaired;
(F) the date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure after a leaking component is
repaired;
(G)the date of the calibration of the monitoring instrument. The n:cord of
calibrationwhich shall be made available for inspection on request;
(H) those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround; and,
(I) the total number of components checked and the total number of components found
leaking.
(2) Copies of the The monitoring log shall be retained on site by the owner or operator for at
least two years after the date on which the record was made or the report prepared.
(3) Copies of the The monitoring log shall be made available for inspection at any reasonable
time and copies of the log shall be provided to the Executive Division Director, upon written
request, at any reasonable timeofthe AQD.
(h) Reporting. The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, apon the completion of each
monitoring procedYre, shall:
(1) submit a report to the Execative Division Director by the 30th day following the end of
each calendar quarter that lists all leaking components that were located during the previous
quarter but not repaired within 15 days, all leaking components awaiting unit turnaround, and
the total number of components found leaking; and,
(2) submit a signed statement with the report attesting to the fact that all monitoring and,
with the exception of those leaking components listed in 252: 100-39-15(h)(l), all monitoring
and-repairs were performed as stipulated in the monitoring program.
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252:100-39-16. Refinery Petroleum refinery process unit turnaround
(a) Definition. "Turn around" "Turnaround" means the planned procedure of shutting down
a unit, inspecting and repairing it1 and restarting it.
(b) Procedures required. For the shutdown, purging and blowdown operation of any
processing petroleum refinery processing unit the following procedures are required:
(1) Recovery of volatile organic compounds (VOC) VOCs shall be accomplished during the
shutdown or turnaround to a process unit pressure compatible with the flare or vapor system
pressure. The unit will-shall then be purged or flushed with-to a flare or vapor recovery
system using a suitable material such as steam, water or nitrogen to a flars or vapor recovery
system. The unit shall not be vented to the atmosphere until pressure is reduced to less than
5 psig through control devices.
(2) Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum Federal Safety Standards for the
Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline," or any State of Oklahoma regulatory
agency, no person shall emit organic VOC gases to the atmosphere from a vapor recovery
blowdown system unless these gases are burned by smokeless flares, or an equally effective
control device as approved by the Executive Division Director.
(3) At least fifteen days prior to a scheduled turnaround, a written notification shall be
submitted to the Executive Division Director. As a minimum, the notification shall indicate
the unit to be shutdown, the date of shutdown, and the approximate quantity of hydrocarbons
VOCs to be emitted to the atmosphere.
(4) Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be accomplished without the controls specified
in 252:100-39-16(b)(l) and 252:100-39-16(b)(2) during non-oxidant seasons provided the
notification to the Executive Division Director as required in 252: 100-39-16(b)(3 ),
specifically contains BYGh-a request for such an exemption. Non oxidantThe non-oxidant
season is understood to be bet'.veen ths months of October and 1<\pril from November 1
through March 31.
252:100-39-17. Refinery Petroleum refinery vacuum producing system
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise".
(1) "Accumulator" means the vessel in the overhead stream of any fractionating tower,
after the overhead condenses and separates noncondensable gases, liquid hydrocarbons
VOCs and water.
(2) "Hotwell" means the tank at the bottom of the barometer leg in a barometric condenser
system to receive the water, condensate and entrained hydrocarbons VOCs generated by the
barometric condenser.
(b) Requirements. Noncondensable volatile organic compmmds from tOO follo•;11ing equipment
VOCs emitted from any of the vacuum producing systems listed in paragraphs (1) through (3) of
this subsection shall be incinerated or reduced by 90 percent of what would be emitted from the
following vacuum producing system:without controls.
(1) steam-Steam ejectors with barometric condensers-~.:.
(2) steam Steam ejectors with surface condensers_j-er,.:.
(3) mechanical Mechanical vacuum pumps.
(c) Hotwells and accumulators.
(1) Hot wells and accumulators shall be covered and the noncondensable vapors shall be
vented to a fire-box or incinerator.
OAC 252: I 00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(2) The presence of a pilot flame shall be monitored using a thermocouple or any other
equivalent device to detect the presence of a flame. (Effective February 12, 1990)
(d) Compliance. Compliance shall be determined in accordance with the provision of the CTG
document ("Control of Refinery Vacuum Producing systems, Wastewater Separators and Process
Unit Turnarounds," fEPA 450/2-77-025, October, 1977). Test reports and maintenance records
will-shall be maintained for at least two years. If emission testing is required, the appropriate test
method(s) selected from EPA Reference Methods 1 through 4, 21, and/or 25, will-shall be
utilized.
252:100-39-18. Refinery Petroleum refinery effluent water separators
(a) Definition. "Effluent water separator" means any container in which any VOC floating
on, entrained in, or contained in water entering the container is physically separated and removed
from the water prior to discharge of the water from the container.
(b) Requirements. No person owner or operator shall operate, or install or permit the
operation or installation of a single single-compartment or multiple-compartment volatile
organic compol:Hld water effiuent water separator from any equipment processing, refining,
treating, storing or handling volatile organic compol:Hld _unless the compartment receiving
saidthe effluent water is equipped with one of the follmving vapor control devices, properly
installed, in good w-orking order and in operation:to control emissions in one of the following
ways.
( 1) A-The container having totally encloses the liquid contents and all openings are sealed
and totally ~mclosing the liquid contents. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place. The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight
except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(2) A-The container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system, consisting of a
vapor-gathering system capable of collecting the organic material VOC vapors and gases
discharged and a vapor- disposal system capable of processing such organic material VOC
vapors and gases se-as-to prevent their emission to the atmosphere and with all . All tank
gauging and sampling devices shall be gas- tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The organic material VOC removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual
skimming, inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(3) Contaill@rs A container that is equipped with controls of equal efficiency, provided the
plans and specifications of such eq.uipment are submitted and are approved by the Executive
Division Director prior to their use.

PART 5. PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE
252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external floating roof tanks roofs
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
(1) "Condensate" means hydrocarbon liquid separated from natural gas which condenses
due to changes in the temperature and/or pressure and remains liquid at normal operating
standard conditions.
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(2) "Crude oil" means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixture which is a liquid at
standard conditions.
It may contain sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of
hydrocarbon.
(3) "Drilling or production facility" means all drilling and servicing equipment, wells,
flow lines, separators, equipment, gathering lines, and auxiliary non-transportation-related
equipment used in the production of petroleum but does not include natural gasoline plants.
~ "Externally External floating roor' means a storage vessel cover in an open top
tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon single deck which rests upon and is supported by
the petroleum liquid being contained and is equipped with a closure seal or seals to close the
space between the roof edge and tank wall.
~ill "Lease custody transfer" means the transfer of produced crude oil and/or
condensate, after processing and/or treating in the producing operations, from storage taBks
vessels or automatic transfer facilities to pipelines or any other forms of transportation.
W@ "Liquid-mounted seal" means primary seal mounted in continuous contact with the
liquid between the taak-vessel wall and the floating roof.
tet-Ql_"Petroleum liquid" means crude oil, condensate, and any finished or intermediate
liquid products manufactured or extracted in~ petroleum refinery.
fBOO-"Vapor-mounted seal" means a primary seal mounted so there is an annular vapor
space underneath the seal. The annular vapor space is bounded by the bottom of the primary
seal, the taak-vessel wall, the liquid surface, and the floating roof.
E&j(2}-"Waxy, high pour point crude oil" means a crude oil with a pour point of 500F. or
higher as determined by the American Society of Testing and Materials Standard D97-66,
"Test for Pour Point of Petroleum Oils."
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all som=cs facilitiss vlith petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped
with external floating roofs, having capacities greater than 150,000 liters (40,000 gallons),
that arslocatsd in Tulsa and Oklahoma Cmmties40,000 gal (150,0001).
(2) This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid storage vessels 'Nhich prior to c1:1stody
transferthat:
(A) are used to store waxy, high pour point crude oil;
(B) have capacities less than I ,600,000 litsrs 422,675 gal(420,000 gallons) (1 ,600 m 3)
and are used to store produced crude oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer;
(C) contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 1.5 psia (1 0.5 kPa}
(1.5 psia);
(D) contain a pstrolel:llll liqyid 'Nith a trus vapor pr0ssm=e less than 27.6 Kpa (4 .0 psia);
and,
(i) ars of weldsd construction; and,
(ii) pressntly posssss a metallic type shos seal, a liq1:1id mol:llltsd foam seal, a liq
uid mol:lllted liqyid filled type seal, or other clos:urs device of demonstrated
eq1:1ivalence approved by the Ex:ec1:1tive Dirsctor; or,contain a petroleum liquid with a
true vapor pressure less than 4.0 psia (27 .6 kPa) if the vessels are of welded
construction and have a metallic-type shoe seal, a liquid-mounted foam seal, a liquidmounted liquid filled type seal, or other closure device of demonstrated equivalence
approved by the Division Director; or,
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(E) are of welded construction, are equipped with a metallic-type shoe primary seal and
has-have a secondary seal from the top of the shoe seal to the taak: vessel wall
(shoe-mounted secondary seal).
Q} Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment standards for external floating roofs in
40 CFR 60 Subparts Ka or Kb are exempt from the requirements of252:100-37-30.
(4) Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment standards for external floating roofs in
40 CFR 63 Subparts CC (63.646) or G shall be exempt from the requirements of252:100-3930 upon the date compliance with the standards in Subparts CC and G is required.
(c) Provisions for speeifie proeessesEquipment and operating requirements.
(1) Standards. No owner of a petroleum liquid Each storage vessel subject to this Section
shall-used to store a petroleum liquid in that 'lessel unless:shall meet the following
conditions.
(A) The vessel has been fitted with~~
(i) a continuous secondary seal extending from the floating roof to the tank-vessel
wall (rim-mounted secondary seal); or,
(ii) a closure device or other device which controls VOC emissions with an
effectiveness equal to or greater than a seal required above under in 252:100-3930(c)( 1)(A)(i) and approved by the Executive Division Director.
(B) All seal closure devices meet the following requirements~!.
(i) th0f0.-There are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seal(s) or seal
fabricj!.
(ii) tlw-The seal(s) are intact and uniformly in place around the circumference of the
floating roof between the floating roof and the tank-vessel wallj-and,-.:.
(iii)for vapor mounted primary seals, the The accumulated area of gaps exceeding
0.31 em (1/8 in.)l/8 in. (0.32 em) in width between the secondary seal and the tank
vessel wall when the secondary seal is used in combination with a vapor mounted
primary seal shall not exceed 11.1 crnl per meter 1.0 in. 2 /:ft of tank-vessel diameter
(1.0 in.1 per foot 21.2 cm2/m of tank-vessel diameter},-as This shall be determined by
physically measuring the length and width of all gaps around the entire circumference
of the secondary seal in each place where a 0.31 em 118 in. (0.32 em) uniform
diameter probe passes freely between the seal and the tank-vessel wall~and summing
the a£@3-areas of the individual gaps.
· (C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for automatic bleeder vents, rim
space vents, and leg sleeves, are~~
(i) equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed position except when the
openings are in actual use; and,
(ii) equipped with projections into the taak:-vessel which remain below the liquid
surface at all times;
(D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floated off or
landed on the roof leg supportsj.:.
(E) Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated off the leg supports or at the
manufacturer's recommended settings_j---allti,.:.
-(F) Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane fabric covers or
equivalent covers which cover at least 90 percent of the area ofthe opening.
(2) Monitoring. The owner or operator of a petroleum liquid storage vessel with an external
floating roof subject to this Section shall:
OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(A)perform routine inspections semi-annually in order to ensure compliance with
252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(i), i.e., no visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seals or
seal fabric;
(B) measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance with 252:100-3930(c)(l)(B)(iii), when the floating roof is equipped with a vapor-mounted primary seal;
and,
(C) maintain r~cords of the types of volatile petroleum liquids stored, the true vapor
pressure of the liquid as stored, and the results of the inspections performed in 252: 10039-30(c)(2)(A) and 252:100-39-30(c)(2)(B).
(3) Recordkeeping.
~(A) Copies of all records under 252:1 00-39-30(c)(2) shall be retained by the owner or
operator for a minimum of two years after the date on which the record was made.
~ Copies of all records under this Section shall be made available to the Executive
Division Director, upon verbal or w:ritten request, at any reasonable time.
(d) Compliance schedule. Compliance with this Section will-shall be accomplished by affected
facilities within two years of approval of this Section by the Oklahoma Environmental Quality
Beardby May 23, 1982.

PART 7. SPECIFIC OPERATIONS
252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving)
(a) Definitions. "Cutback asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete containing a
petroleum distillate.
(b) Requirements. No owner, operator and/or contractor shall prepare or apply cutback
liquified liquefied asphalt without the prior written consent of the Executive Division Director
or the Executive Director's designee. Such consent may be granted during Oklahoma's
non-oxidant season, i.e., October through AprilNovember 1 through March 31.

-

252:100-39-41. Vapor reeavery systemsStorage, loading and transport/delivery or
VOCs
(a) Storage of ''alatile arganie eampaunds
VOCs in vessels with storage capacities
greater than 40,000 gallons (9SJ bbls). No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline
or any volatile organic compound in tanks or vessels having Each vessel with a storage capacity
greater than 40,000 gallons (953 bbls) unless such tank, reservoir or other container is to gal (151
m3 which stores gasoline or any VOC shall be a pressure tank-vessel capable of maintaining
working pressures sufficient at all times to that prevent organic the loss of VOC vapor or gas lGS5
to the atmosphere, or is-shall be equipped with one or more of the following vapor control
devices.;..
( 1)--aAn external floating roof, consisting that consists of pontoon type, internal floating
cover a pontoon-type or double-deck type roof, which will cover or a fixed roof with an
internal-floating cover. The cover shall rest on the surface of the liquid contents at all times
(i.e. off the leg supports), except during initial fill, when the storage vessels is completely
empty, or during refilling. When the cover is resting on the leg supports, the process of
filling, emptying, or refilling shall be continuous and shall be accomplished as rapidly as
possible. The floating roof shall be equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close the space
OAC 252: I 00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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between the t=eef--cover edge and tank-vessel wall. Such floatingFloating roofs are not
appropriate control devices if the organic compounds VOCs have a vapor pressure of 1--l-J)
pol:Hlds per square inch absolute (568 mm Hg) 11.1 psia (76.6 k.Pa) or greater under actual
conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is taking place. Closure seals will-for fixed roof vessels with an internal-floating
cover shall meet the requirements of 252:100 39 30(c)(l)(B);252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(i) and
(ii). Closure seals for vessels with external floating roofs shall meet the requirements of
252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(i), (ii), and (iii).
(2) a-A_vapor-recovery system consisting that consists of a vapor-gathering system capable
of collecting 90 percent by weight or more of the uncontrolled volatile organic compounds
VOCs that would otherwise be emitted to the atmosphere and vapor-disposal system capable
of processing such organic compollnds so as VOCs to prevent emissions in excess of &Q
mg/liter of gasoline 6.68 x 104 lb/gal (80 mg/1) of VOCs transferred to the atmosphere. All
tank-vessel gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is taking place~.:.
(3) other Other equipment or methods that are of equal efficiency for purposes of air
pollution control ~_may be used when approved by the Executive Division Director and are
in concert with federal guidelines.
(b) Storage of volatile argaoie eampauods
VOCs in vessels with storage capacities of
400-40,000 gallons (9.S 9S3 bbls).
(1) No person shall store or permit the storage of Each gasoline or other volatile organic
compounds in any stationary VOC storage container vessel with a nominal capacity greater
than 400 gallons (9.5 bbls) gal (1.5 m3 ) and less than 40,000 gallons (953 bbls) unless such
container is gal (1.5 m3) shall be equipped with a submerged fill pipe or is-be bottom filled.
No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or other volatile organic compound in
any stationary storage container with an av=erage daily throughput of 30,000 gallons or
greater unless the displaced vapors from the storage container are processed by a system that
has a total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of total hydrocarbon
compounds in said vapors.
(2) The displaced vapors from each storage vessel with an average daily throughput of
30,000 gal (113,562 1) or greater which stores gasoline or other VOCs shall be processed by a
system that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of total VOCs
in the vapors.
(2)--(A) The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of the following:
Will a vapor-tight return line from the storage containervessel to the delivery vessel
and a system that will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before gasoline or
volatile organic compounds VOCs can be transferred into the containerstorage vessel;
or,
(BHill other equipment that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent
by weight of the total hydrocarbon compounds VOCs in the displaced vapor provided
that-if approval of the proposed design installation, and operation is obtained from the
Executive Division Director prior to start of construction.
(Jj@} Provided, however, that the The requirements for vapor collection of displaced
vapors shall not apply to operations that are not major sources.
(c) Loading ofvolatile orgaoie eampauodsVOCs.
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(1) No person shall operate, install or permit the building, operation or installation of a
stationary v:olatile organic compound Each VOC loading facility unless such loading facility
is-with an annual throujhput of 120,000 gal (454,429 1) or greater or storage capacity greater
than 10,000 gal (38 m) shall be equipped with a vapor-collection and/or disposal system
properly installed, in good ''"'orking order and in operation.
(2) When volatile organic compounds While VOCs are loaded through the hatches of a
transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a
vapor-tight seal at the hatch.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic material VOC drainage from the loading
device when it is removed from the transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage
before removal.
(4) When loading is effected through Q.y means other than hatches, all loading and vapor
lines shall be equipped with fittings which that make vapor-tight connections and which
close automatically when disconnected.
(5) The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system shall consist of one or more of
the following elements listed in 252:100-39-41(c)(5)(A) through 252:100-39-42(c)(5)(C) in
addition to bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels.;.. Storage vessels at service
stations and bulk plants may be used for intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of
vapors as specified in 252:100-39-41(c)(5)(A) through 252:100-39-41(c)(5)(C) if they are
designed to prevent the release of vapors during use.
(A)-aRAn absorption/adsorption system or condensation system with-that has a minimum
recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all the v:olatile organic compound VOC
vapors and gases entering such disposal system-~.:.
(B)-aA vapor handling system which directs all vapors to a fuel gas incineration system
·
with a minimum disposal efficiency of 95 percent_i-ffi';
(C) etOOr--Other equipment ef-that has at least~ 90 percent efficiency, provided plans for
such equipment are submitted to and approved by the Executiv:e Division Director.
Storage vessels at service stations and bulk plants may be used for intermediate storage
prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as per 252:100 39 41 (c)(5)(A) through 252:100 39
41 (c)(5)(C) if they are designed to prnvent the release of vapors during use.
(6) Subsection 252:100-39-41(c) shall apply to any facility which that loads volatile organic
compounds VOCs into any transport vessel designed for transporting 'lolatile organic
compoundsVOCs.
(d) Transport/delivery.
(1) The vapor-laden delivery vessel shall meet orie of the following requirements.;..:.
(A)-tlwThe delivery vessel must be sedesignated and operated asto be vapor tight except
when sampling, gauging, or inspecting_i-ffi';.:.
(B) tOO-The delivery vessel must be equipped and operated so that to deliver the volatile
organic compoundVOC vapors are delivered to a vapor recovery/disposal system.
(2) No ovmer/operator will owner or operator shall allow a delivery vessel to be filled at a
facility unable to receive displaced organic VOC vapors nor service tanks-vessels unable to
deliver displaced vapors except for tanks/facilities vessels and facilities exempted in
252:100-39-41(b) and 252:100-39-41(c).
(3) Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with the vapor tightness requirements must be
consistent with Appendix "B" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic
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Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems," EPA
450/2-78-051, or an equivalent method as determined by the Executive Division Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Also see 252:100 39 48 for additional
requirements pertaining to Tulsa County.
(1) Applicability. This Subsection applies only in Tulsa County.
(2) Storage of VOCs.
(A) 2,000-40,000 gallons capacity.
Each storage vessel with a nominal capacity
greater than 2,000 gal (7.6 m3) and less than 40,000gal (151 m3) that stores gasoline or
other VOCs or each storage vessel located at a facility that dispenses more than 120,000
gallyr of gasoline or other VOCs in addition to being equipped with a submerged fill pipe
or being bottom loading, shall be equipped with a vapor control system. The vapor
control system shall have an efficiency of no less than 90 percent by weight ofthe VOCs
contained in the displaced vapors and shall be equipped with a pressure relief valve in the
atmospheric vent system which maintains a pressure of 16 oziin.Z and Yz oziin. 2 vacuum.
The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of the following.
ill A vapor-tight return line from the storage vessel to the delivery vessel and a system
that will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before gasoline or VOCs can be
transferred into the storage vessel (i.e., poppeted connectors from the storage vessel to
the delivery vessel.).
(ill A float vent valve assembly installed in the vapor return/vent line on new and
existing dual point installations; however, for coaxial installations on existing stations, a
vent sleeve extending 6 in. (15 em) below the top of the vessel will be allowed. Sleeves
may be equipped with a 1116 in. (0.16 em) air bleed hole.
(iii) A vapor recovery line with a cross-sectional area that is at least half of the crosssectional area of the liquid delivery line.
(iv) Other equipment that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by
weight of the total VOCs in the displaced vapor if approved by Division Director prior
to start of construction.
(B) Applicability.
ill Any vessel with a capacity greater than 2,000 gal (7.6 m3) or any vessel located at a
facility that dispenses more than 120,000 gal!yr (454,249 1/yr) shall be and will always
remain subject to 252:100-39-41(e)(2). (effective February 12, 1990)
ili2 Exemptions to 252:100-39-41(e)(2) may be granted ifthe owner or operator shows to
the satisfaction of the Division Director that the vessel is used exclusively for agricultural
purposes.
~ Emission testing. If emission testing is conducted, the appropriate test methods selected
from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, 25A and 25B shall be utilized.
ill} Compliance. Compliance with 252:100-39-41(e)(2) shall be accomplished by the owner
or operator of affected facilities by December 31, 1986.
.{ID Certification. The owner or operator of a facility shall obtain, by whatever means
practicable, certification from the owner or operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all
deliveries of gasoline or other VOCs made to their 400-gallon to 40,000-gallon storage
facility located in Tulsa County shall be made by transport/delivery vessels that comply with
the requirements contained in 252:100-39-4l(e)(4). Compliance with 252:100-39-41(e)(2)
shall be accomplished by owners or operators of affected facilities no later than December
31, 1990. (Effective February 12, 1990)
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of VOCs. In addition to those requirements contained in 252:100-39-41 (c),
stationary loading facilities shall be checked annually in accordance with EPA Test Method 21,
Leak Test. Leaks greater than 5,000 ppmv shall be repaired within 15 days. Facilities shall
retain inspection and repair records for at least two years.
(4) Transport/delivery vessel requirements. In addition to the requirements contained in
252:1000-39-4l(d), facilities located in Tulsa County must meet the following requirements.
(A) Maintenance.
(i)The delivery vessel must be maintained so that it is vapor tight except when sampling,
gauging, or inspecting. These activities shall not occur while the vehicle is loading or
unloading or is in a pressurized state.
(ii) The delivery vessel must be equipped, maintained, and operated to receive vapors from
sources identified in 252:100-39-41(b)(l) and 252:100-39-41(b)(2) and retain these and all
other vapors until they are delivered into an authorized vapor recovery/disposal system.
(iii) Vessels with defective equipment such· as boots, seals, and hoses, or with other
deficiencies that would impair the vessels' ability to retain vapors or liquid shall be
repaired within 5 days.
(iv) The certified testing facility must certify to the approving agency that the proper
testing and repairs have occurred in accordance with 252:100-39-41(e)(4)(B)(i). The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag showing the date of the pressure test.
(v) No owner or operator shall allow a delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to
receive displaced VOCs nor service vessels unable to deliver displaced vapors except for
vessels/facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41(b). Terminal owners shall not fill vessels
that do not display a current tag.
(vi) Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives of the DEQ in order to determine
their state of repair. Such a test may consist of a visual inspection or a vapor test with
vapors not to exceed 5,000 ppmv. Failure of a vapor test shall require the owner or
operator to make the necessary repairs within 10 days. Failure to certify within 10 days of
a vapor test that the necessary repairs have made shall subject the owner or operator to
sanctions. Upon certification of repairs, the vessel will be allowed to resume normal
operation.
(B) Testing requirements.
ill Pressure test.
(I) Delivery vessels, delivering or receiving gasoline must be tested one time per
year for vapor tightness. The vapor tightness must be consistent with Appendix
"A" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound
Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 450/2-78051. Tests shall be performed by the owner or a transport service company. Test
methods used to test these vessels by owners or testing companies must be
approved for use by the Division Director.
@ The vessel shall be considered to pass the test prescribed in 252:100-3941(e)(4)(B)(i)(l) when the test results show that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3 in. H20. There shall be no
avoidable visible liquid leaks.
(ii) Vapor test. Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with vapor tightness
requirements as required under 252:100-39-41(e)(4)(A)(iv) must be consistent with
Appendix "B" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control ofVolatile Organic Compound
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Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 405/2-78-051,
as modified for this
purpose and contained in 252:100-43-15. The requirements of
252:100-39-4l(e) took effect December IS, 1988.

252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a) Cold cleaning facility requirements.
(1) Equipment requirements. No person An owner or operator shall allow the
construction or operation of any cold cleaning unit for metal degreasing using an organic
solvent unless the following requirements are metwhich uses a VOC shall:
(A) install a cover or door shall be installed on the facility that can be easily operated
with one hand;
(B) provide an internal drain board will be provided in such a manner that will allow lid
closure if practical,~ if not practical, the drainage facility may be provide an external
drainage facility; and,
(C) attach a permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating requirements will
be permanently attached specified in 252:100-39-42(a)(2) to the facility.
(2) Operating requirements. The operating requirements specified in 252:100 39
42(a)(l)(C) shall as a minimum specifyOwners or operators shall at a minimum:
(A)drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until dripping ceases before removal;
(B) close de greaser cover when not handling parts in cleaner-;-and,~
(C) store waste solvent VOC in covered containers. Do not dispose or allov,r disposition
in such a manner that more than 20 percent by weight can evaporate into the atmosphere.~
(D) not dispose or allow disposition of waste VOC in such a manner that more than 20
percent by weight can evaporate into the atomospere.
~ill If used, a solYent spray will be of a solid fluid stream (not atomized or spray)use a
solid fluid stream, not an atomized spray, when VOC is sprayed.
t4j-(3) Requirements for controls. If the solvent volatility vapor pressure of the VOC is
greater than 33 mm Hg (0.6 psi) 0.6 psi (4.1 kPa) measured at J.&GC (lOOGFj-100°F (38°C) or
if solvent VOC is heated to 120 degrees C 248°F (l20°C), the owner or operator shall apply
one or more of the following control devices will be required:devices/techniques.
(A)freeboardFreeboard that gives a free board freeboard ratio greater than or equal to
0.7~:.

(B) water-Water cover and-where the solvent VOC is insoluble in and heavier denser than
water or such equivalent_T-GF;
(C) ether-Another system of equivalent control as approved by the Executive Division
Director.
~(4) Compliance and recordkeeping.
Compliance will shall be determined in
accordance with EPA guidance document "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from
Solvent Metal Cleaning." 450/2-77-022. Test reports and maintenance and repair records of
control equipment -will-shall be maintained by the source for at least two years.
(b) Vapor-type metal degreasing requirements.
(1) Equipment requirements. No person shall allow the construction or operation An
owner or operator of any vapor-type metal degreasing unit using an organic solvent unless ~
VOC shall ensure that the following requirements are met;.:.
(A)-th0The unit has-shall have a cover or door that can easily be opened and closed
without disturbing the vapor zonej:.
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(B) th&-The unit will-shall have the following safety switches+:
(i) condenser Condenser flow switch and thermostat or equivalent capable of shutting
off the sump heat if condenser coolant is not circulating or coolant exceeds solv~mt
VOC manufacturer's recommended level_.;-and,:
(ii) spray-Spray safety switch capable of shutting off spray pumps if the vapor level
drops in excess offow= inches 4 in. (10 em).
·
(C)-tlwThe unit will-shall have one or more of the following control devices/techniques.;.:
(i) freeboard Freeboard ratio not less than 0.75, i.e., the ratio of the freeboard to the
width of the degreaser wherein the term freeboard is defined as the distance from. the
top of the vapor zone to the top of the degreaser tankj:
(ii) refrigerated Refrigerated chiller, i.e., condenser coils in the upper limit of the
vapor zone_i":
(iii) enclosed Enclosed design, i.e., cover or door is opened only when ~ part is
actually entering or exiting the facility_-;--m:,:
(iv) -a-A carbon adsorption system with ventilation greater than 50 cfin!ft.2 cfrn/ft2 of
air/vapor area when cover is open and exhausting . The system shall exhaust less
than 25 ppm solvtmt ppmv VOC average over one adsorption cycle_~:
(v) -a-A control system demonstrated to have a control efficiency equal to or greater
than any ofthe systems in (C) ofthis paragraph252:100-39-42(b)(l)(C).
(D)-aA permanent conspicuous label summarizing operating procedw=es will requirements
in 252:100-39-42(b)(2) shall be attached to the facilityunit.
(2) Operating requirements. The operating requirements rewrred to in 252.:100 39
42.(b)(1)(D) shall as a minimum specify:An owner or operator of a vapor type metal
degreasing unit using VOC shall ensure that the following requirements are met.
(A) As a minimum operators shall:
ill keep the cover closed at all times except when processing workdegreasing parts;
_(B)
minimize solvent carry out by the following measw=es:
Cit-@ rack parts to allow full drainage_.;
(ii}-(iii) move parts in and out of the degreaser at less than 3.3 m/sec. (11 ftlmin.).ll
ftlmin (3.4 rn/min);
~(iv) degrease the workload in the vapor zone at least 30 soo-.-seconds or until
condensation ceases.;
fWf---M tip out any pools of solvent VOC on the cleaned parts before removal_.;
f¥)-(vi) allow parts to dry within the degreaser for at least 15 soo.-seconds or until
·
visually dry.;
(vii) assure that VOC leaks are immediately repaired or the degreaser is shut down;
and,
(viii) store waste VOC only in closed containers.
(B) As a minimum operators shall not:
(C) do not ill degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as cloth, leather, wood or
rope;
(D){ill._workloads should not allow workloads to occupy more than half of the de greaser's
open top area;
(E)(iii) oowr-spray above the vapor level;
_(F)assw=e solvent leaks immediately repaired or the degreaser is shut down;
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tG}fu:Ldo not dispose of v,raste solvent or transfer it to another party in such a manner
that-allow greater than 20 percent of the VOC waste (by weight) will-to evaporate into the
atmosphere. ~tore waste solvent only in closed containerswhen disposing of the waste or
transferring the waste to another party;
~(v) allow exhaust ventilation should not to exceed ;wmJ;min. per m2 (65 cfm per~~
65 cfrn!ft2 (20 m 3/min/m2) of degreaser open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements. Ventilation fans should not be used near the degreaser opening; and,
(vi) use ventilation fans near the degreaser opening; or,
(Ij(vii) allow water should not to be visually detectable in solvent VOC exiting the water
separator.
(3) Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance will-shall be determined in accordance
with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all test and maintenance records will-shall be retained
by the source for at least two years.
(c) Conveyorized degreasing unit requirements.
(1) Operating requirements. No person shall operate An owner or operator of a
conveyorized degreasing unit using VOC shall ensure that unless the following requirements
are met.;..
(A) e:xhaust Exhaust ventilation should shall not exceed ;wmJ/min. perm~ (65 cfm per
ft2~65 cfrn/ft2 (20 m 3/min/m 2) of degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements. Work place fans should not be used near the oogreaser opening;
(B) Work place fans shall not be used near the degreaser opening.
(Rj& minimize carry out Carry-out emissions shall be minimized by:
(i) racking parts for best drainage; and,
(ii) maintaining vertical conveyor speed at less than 3.3 m/min. (11 ft./min.);ll
ftlmin (3.4 rn/min).
(Gj-Qll__do-Evaporation of waste VOC into the atmosphere shall not dispose of waste
solvent or transfer it to another party·in such a manner that be greater than 20 percent of
the waste (by weight) can evaporate into the atmosphere. ~tore \\'aste solvent only in
covered containers;when disposing of the waste or transferring the waste to another party.
(E) Waste VOC shall be stored only in covered containers.
{J)j{El repair solvent VOC leaks must be repaired immediately, or shut down the
degreaserjmust be shut down.
(Ej(Q). water should Water shall not be visibly detectable in the solvent VOC exiting the
water separator_-;-and,
(F}-ilil_a-A permanent conspicuous label will be attached to the facility summarizing the
operating requirements listed in 252:100-39-42(b) and 252:100-39-42(c) shall be attached
to the unit.
(2) Control requirements. In addition to the requirements in 252:100-39-42(c)(l), any
unit that has an air/vapor interface of more than ~-will--21.5 ft2 (2.0 m2)shall be subject
to the following control requirements.;..
(A) Major control devices. The degreaser must be controlled by either:
(i) ~ refrigerated chiller_,~
(ii) ~carbon adsorption system,.-withthat exhausts less than 25 ppmv of VOC
averaged over a complete adsorption cycle and has ventilation equal to or greater than
J.S..-.m2!rnin per m2 (50 cfm/~j--50 cfrn/ft2 (15 m 3/min/m2 ) of air/vapor area (when
OAC 252: 100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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down-time covers are open), and exhausting less than 25 ppm of solvent by volume
av8faged over a complete adsorption cycle,;_ or1
(iii) ~ system demonstrated to have control efficiency equivalent to or better than
either of the above.
(B) Carryover prevention. Either a drying tunnel, or another means such as rotating
(tumbling) basket, sufficient to prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solvent VOC
liquid or vapor subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C) Safety switches. The following safety switches must be installed and be operational.;.:
(i) Condenser flow switch and thermostat that fshuts off sump heat if coolant is either
not circulating or too warm).
(ii) Spray safety switch that fshuts off spray pump or conveyor if the vapor level
drops excessively, e.g. more than lO em (4 in.))4 in (1 0 em).
(iii)Vapor level control thermostat that (shuts off sump heat when vapor level rises
too high).
(D) Minimized openings. Entrances and exits should shall silhouette work loads so that
the average clearance (between parts and the edge of the de greaser opening) is either less
than lO em (4 in.) 4 in (10 em) or less that 10 percent of the width of the opening.
(E) Covers. Down-time cov8f covers must be placed over entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately after the conveyor and exhaust are shutdown and
removed just before they are started up.
(3) Compliance will-shall be determined in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022
and all . All test and maintenance records will-shall be retained by the source for at least two
years.
(d) Alternative control methods. As an alternative to the requirements of 252:100-39-42(a)
through 252:100-39-42(c),and subject to EPA approval, an operator may request the approval by
the Division Director of other methods of control may be approved by, subject to EPA. approval,
the Executive Dirnctor upon application by a sourcs; provided, ths . The applicant Gan-must
demonstrate that the proposed method will preclude no less than prevent at least 80 percent of
the emissions from each source from being emitted to the atmosphere, as determined by the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 25, 25A and 25B.
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.;.:
( 1) "Flexographic printing" means the application of words, designs and pictures to a
substrate by means of a roll printing technique in which the pattern to be applied is raised
above the printing roll and the image carrier is made of rubber or other elastomeric materials. ·
(2) "Packaging rotogravure printing" means rotogravure printing upon paper, paper
board, metal foil, plastic film, and other substrates, which that are, in subsequent operations,
formed into packaging products and labels for articles to be sold.
(3) "Publication rotogravure printing" means rotogravure printing upon paper which is
subsequently formed into books, magazines, catalogues, brochures, directories, newspaper
supplements, and other types of printed materials.
(4) "Roll printing" means the application of words, designs and pictures to a substrate
usually by means of a series ofhard rubber or steel rolls each with only partial coverage.
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(5) "Rotogravure printing" means the application of works, designs and pictures to a
substrate by means of a roll printing technique which that involves an intaglio or recessed
image areas in the form of cells.
(b) Applicability.
_(l)This Section applies to all packaging rotogravure, publication rotogra:vure, and flexogra
phic printing facilities located in Tulsa and Oklahoma coooties.
~This Section applies only to enly-packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, and
flexographic printing facilities whose potential emission emissions of organic solvent VOC
are is-equal to or more than 90 megagrams (106 grams) per year (100 tons/yr.)IOO tons/yr (90
Mg!yr). Potential emissions are to shall be calculated based on historical records of actual
consumption of solvent VOC and ink.
(c) Provisions for specific processes.
(I) ~An owner or operator of a packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure or
flexographic printing facility subject to this Section and employing solvent which uses VOC
containing ink may operate, cause, allow or permit the operation of the facility ooless:shall
ensure that one of the following conditions is met.
(A)~The volatile fraction of ink, as it is applied to the substrate, contains 25.0 percent
by volume or less of organic solvent VOC and 75.0 percent by volume or more of water~.:.
(B) the-The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water, contains 60.0 percent by
volume or more of nonvolatile material_-;-er,.:.
(C)-thsThe owner or operator installs and operates:
(i) a carbon adsorption system which that reduces the organic solvent VOC
emissions from the capture system by at least 90.0 percent by weight;
(ii) an incineration system v,rhich that oxidizes at least 90.0 percent of the
nonmethane volatile organic solvent VOC measured as total combustible carbon to
carbon dioxide and water; or,
(iii) an alternative organic solvent VOC emission reduction system demonstrated to
have at least 90.0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the control system,
andwhich has been approved by the Executive Division Director.
(2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the emission control systems in
252:100-39-43(c)(l)(C). The design and operation of the capture system must be consistent
with good engineering practice, and shall be required to provide for an overall reduction in
volatile organic compound VOC emissions of at least:
(A)75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is employed;
(B) 65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is employed_.,.; or,
(C) 60.0 percent where a flexographic printing process is employed.
(d) Compliance schedule. Compliance with this Section will-shall be accomplished by affected
facilities within two (2) years of approval of this Subchapter by the Oklahoma Environmental
Quality Boardby May 23, 1982.
(e) Testing. Test procedures to determine compliance with this Subchapter must be consistent
with EPA Reference Method 24 or equivalent ASTM Methods.
252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
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(1) "Automatic tread end cementing" means the application of a solv€omt VOC based

-

-

cement to the tire tread ends by automated devices.
(2) "Bead dipping" means the dipping of an assembled tire bead into a solvent VOC based
cement.
(3) "Green tires" means assembled tires before molding and curing have occurred.
(4) "Green tire spraying" means the spraying of green tires, both inside and outside,
with release compounds which that help remove air from the tire during molding and
prevent the tire from sticking to the mold after curing.
(5) "Manual tread end cementing" means the application of a solventVOC based
cement to the tire tread ends by manufacturers.
(6) "Passenger type tire" means agricultural, airplane, industrial, mobile home, light and
medium duty truck, and passenger vehicle tires with a bead diameter up to but not including
20.0 inches and cross section dimension up to 12.8 inches.
(7) "Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture" means the production of pneumatic rubber,
passenger type tires on a mass production basis.
(8) "Undertread cementing" means the application of a solvent VOC based cement to the
underside of a tire tread.
(9) "Water based sprays" means release compounds, sprayed on the inside and outside of
green tires, in which solids, water and emulsifiers have been substituted for organic
solventsVOCs. These sprays may contain an average of up to five percent organic
solventVOC.
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to VOC emissions from the following operations in from all major
source pneumatic rubber tire manufacturing facilities located in Oklahoma County from:
(A) undertread cementing;
(B) automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C) green tire spraying.
(2) The provisions of this Section do not apply to the productionsproduction of specialty tires
for antique or other vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or with short production
runs. This exemption applies only to tires produced on equipment separate from normal
production lines for passenger type tires.
(3) Manual tread end cementing operations are exempt from the provisions of this Section.
(c) Pro:visions for speeifie proeessesControl requirements.
(1) Undertread cementing or automatic tread end cementing. The owner or operator of
an undertread cementing, or automatic tread end· cementing, operation subject to this Section
shall;. install and operate the following.
(A)install and operate a A capture system, designed to achieve maximum reasonable
capture from all undertread cementing, and automatic tread end cementing operations.
Maximum reasonable capture would require that hood enclosures be designed in such a
manner to minimize open areas and enclose as much of the emission source as practical
while maintaining a minimum in-draft velocity of 200 filet per minute ft!min (61 rnlmin)
except during times when the enclosure must be opened to allow work inside or for the
inspections of the product in progress. Maximum reasonable capture shall be consistent
with the following documents:
(i) Industrial Ventilation, A Manual of Recommended Practices, 14th Edition,
American Federation of Industrial Hygienists_..; and,
OAC 252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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(ii) Recommended Industrial Ventilation guidelines, U.S. Department of Health
Education and Welfare, National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.
(B) install and operah~ a A_control device that meets the requirements of one of the
following.;-systems.
(i) A carbon adsorption system designed and operated in a manner such ~that there
is at least an initial 95.0 percent removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to
the control device with at least a 90 percent 3 year removal average_-;-er,.:.
(ii) An incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0 percent of the nonmethane
volatile organic compooods (VOC VOCs (measured as total combustible carbon)
which enter the incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
(iii)An alternative volatile organic compound VOC emission reduction system
certified by the owner or operator to have at least a 90.0 percent reduction efficiency,
measured across the control system, and that has been approved by the Execl:ltive
Division Director.
·
(2) Green tire spraying. The owner or operator of a green tire spraying operation subject to
this Section shall implement one of the following means of reducing volatile organic
compound VOC emissions.;-.:.
(A) sllhstitl:lte Substitute water-based sprays for the normal solvent based VOC-based
mold release compound_-;-er,.:.
(B) installlnstall a capture system designed and operated in a manner that \¥ill !Q_capture
and transfer at least 90.0 percent of the VOC emitted by the green tire spraying operation
to a control device, and install and operate a control device that meets the requirements of
one of the following.;-systems.
(i) a-A carbon adsorption system designed and operated in a manner such so that
there is at least 95.0 percent removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to the
control device_-;-er,.:.
(ii) an-An incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0 percent of the nonmethane
volatile organic compooods (VOC VOCs {measured as total combustible carbon) to
carbon dioxide and water_-;-er,.:.
(iii)an-An alternative volatile organic compound VOC emission reduction system
approved by the Division Director and certified by the owner or operator to have at
least a 90.0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the control system, that has
been approved by the Execl:ltive Director.
(3) Exemption. If the total volatile organic compol:llld VOC emissions from all undertread
cementing, tread-end cementing, bead dipping, and green tire spraying operations at a
pneumatic rubber tire manufacturing facility do not exceed 57 grams per tireg/tire, 252:10039-44(c)(l) and 252:100-39-44(c)(2) shall not apply.
_(4)An owner or operator of an mdertread cementing, tread end cementing, bead dipping or
green tire spraying operation sllbject to this Section may, instead of implementing measmes
required by 252:100 39 44(c)(l) and 252:100 39 44(c)(2), sllhmit to the Execl:ltive Director
a petition for alternative controls. The petition must be sllhmitted in writing before
Septem-ber 15, 19&1 and must contain:
(A) the name and address of the company and the name and telephone num-ber of a
responsible company representative over whose signature the petition is submitted;
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(B) a description of all operations conducted at the location to which the petition applies
and the purpose the volatile organic compound emitting equipment serves within the
operations;
(C) reference to the specific emission limits, operational and/or equipment controls fur
•.vhich alternative emission limits, operational and/or equipment controls are proposed;
(D) a detailed description of the proposed alternative emission limits, operational and/or
equipment controls, the magnitude of volatile organic compound emission reduction
which will be achieved, and the quantity and composition of Yolatile organic compounds
which will be emitted if the alternatiYe emission limits, operational and/or equipment
controls are instituted;
(E) a schedule for the installation and/or institution of the alternative operational and/or
equipment controls in conformance ·.vith the appropriate compliance schedule section;
and,

-

(F) a demonstration that the alternative control program constitutes reasonably available
control technology for the petitioned facility. The factors to be presented in this
demonstration include but are not limited to:
(i) the capital expenditure necessary to achieve the petitioned level of control;
(ii) the impact of these costs on the firm;
(iii) the energy requirements ofthe petitioned level of control;
(iv) the impact on the environment in terms of any increase in air, water and solid
waste effluent discharge of the petitioned leyel of control;
(v) any adverse worker or product sat@ty implications of the petitioned level of
control; and,
(vi) an analysis fur each of the factors in 252:100 39 44(c)(4)(F)(i) through 252:100
39 44(c)(4)(F)(v) for the control levels specified in 252:100 39 44(c)(l) and 252:100
39 44(c)(2).
(5) The Executive Director may approye a Petition fur Alternative Control if:
(A.) the petition is submitted in accordance with 252:100 39 44(c);
(B) the petition demonstrates that the alternative controls represent reasonable available
control technology; or,
(C) the petition contains a compliance schedule fur achieving and maintaining a reduction
of volatile organic compound emissions as expeditiously as practicable, but no later than
the photochemical oxidant attainment date.
(d) Compliance schedule. Compliance with this Section will be accomplished by affected
facilities on or before December 31, 1982.
·
(e) Testing and monitoring.
(1) Test procedures to determine compliance with this Section must be approved by the
Executive Division Director and be consistent with:
(A)EPA Guideline Series Document "Measurement of Volatile Organic Compounds,"
EPA-450/2-78-041 j-antl,-.:
(B) Appendix A of "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from Existing Stationary
Sources - Volume II: Surface coating of Cans, Coils, Paper, Fabrics, Automobiles, and
Light-Duty Trucks," EPA-450/2-77-008.
(2) The ExecutiveDivision Director may accept, instead of green tire spray analysis, a
certification by the manufacturer of the composition of the green tire spray, if supported by
actual batch formulation records.
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(3) If add-on control equipment is used, continuous monitors of ths following paramstsrs
shall be installed, periodically calibrated, and operated at all times that the associated control
equipment is operating.;.. These monitors shall measure:
(A) exhaust gas tsmpsraturss temperature of incinsratorsan incinerator;
(B) temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed;
(C) breakthrough ofVOC on a carbon adsorption unit; and,
(D)any other parameter for which a continuous monitoring or recording device is
required by the Exscutivs Division Director.
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.;.~
(1) "Cartridge filters" means perforated canisters containing filtration paper and/or
activated carbon that are used in a pressurized system to remove solid particles and fugitive
dyes from soil-laden petroleum solvent.
(2) "Containers and conveyors ami-of petroleum solvent" means· piping, ductwork,
pumps, storage tanks, and other ancillary equipment that are associated with the installation
and operation of washers, dryers, filters, stills, and settling tanks.
(3) "Dry cleaning" means a process of the cleaning of textiles and fabric products in which
articles are washed in a non-aqueous solution (petroleum solvent) and then dried by exposure
to a heated air stream.
(4) "Housekeeping" means those measures and precautions necessary to minimize the
release of petroleum solvent to the atmosphere.
(5) "Operations parameters" means the activities required to insure that the equipment is
operated in a manner to preclude the loss of petroleum solvents to the atmosphere.
(6) "Perceptible leaks" means any petroleum solvent vapor or liquid leaks that are
conspicuous from visual observation, such as pools or droplets ofliquid, or buckets or barrels
of petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-laden waste standing open to the atmosphere.
(7) "Petroleum solvent" means organic material produced by petroleum distillation
comprising a hydrocarbon range of 8 to 12 carbon atoms per organic molecule that exists as a
liquid under standard conditions.
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to petroleum solvent washers, dryers, solvsnt filters,
settling tanks, vacuum stills, and other containers and conveyors of petroleum solvent that are
used in petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in Tulsa County only.
(c) Provisions for speeifie proeessesOperating requirements.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning facility shall not operate any
dry cleaning equipment using petroleum solvents unless:
(A) there are no perceptible liquid or vapor leaks from any portion ofthe equipment;
(B) all washer lint traps, button traps, access doors and other parts of the equipment
where petroleum solvent may be exposed to the atmosphere are kept closed at all times
except when required for proper operation or maintenance;
(C) the still residue is stored in sealed containers.----+oo and the used filtering material is tG
00--placed into a sealed container suitable for use with petroleum solvents, immediately
after removal from the filter and be-disposed of in the prescribed manner; or,
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(D) cartridge filters containing paper or carbon or a combination thereof, which are used
in the dry cleaning process are te--90-drained in the filter housing for at least 24 hours
prior to removal.
(2) The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning facility shall not operate any
drying tumblers and cabinets that use petroleum solvents unless tumblers and cabinets are
operated in SYGh-a manner as-to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by reducing the
number of sources where petroleum solvent is exposed to the atmosphere. Under no
circumstances should there be any open containers (can, buckets, barrels) of petroleum
solvent or petroleum solvent-containing material. Equipment containing solvent (washers,
dryers, extractors, and filters) should remain closed at all times other than during
maintenance or load transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should remain closed except
when petroleum solvent-laden lint and debris are removed. Gaskets and seals should be
inspected and replaced when found worn or defective. Solvent laden Petroleum solvent-laden
clothes should never be allowed to sit-remain exposed to the atmosphere for longer periods
than are necessary for load transfers. Finally, vents on petroleum solvent-containing waste
and new petroleum solvent storage tanks should be constructed and maintained in a manner
that limits petroleum solvent vapor emissions to the maximum possible extent.
(3) The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum solvent vapor and liquid leaks within 3
working days after identifying the sources of the leaks. If necessary repair parts are not on
hand, the owner or operator shall order these parts within 3 working days, and repair the
leaks no later than 3 working days following the arrival of the necessary parts.
(d) Disposal of filters. Filters from the petroleum dry cleaning facility shall be disposed of by:
(1) incineration at a facility approved by the fire marshall's office for such disposal;
(2) by recycling through an approved vendor of this service; or,
(3) by any other method approved by the ExecY-tive Division Director.
(e) Compliance schedule. Compliance with 252:100-39-45(c)(1) through 252:100-39-45(c)(3),
will-shall be accomplished by affected facilities on or before October 1, 1986.
252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a) Applicability. This Section shall apply only to thes0-industries located in Tulsa County
which manufacture and/or coat metal parts and products. This Section is applicable to, such as
large farm machinery, small farm machinery, small appliances, commercial machinery, industrial
machinery and fabricated metal products. Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and
automobile refinishing are not included.
(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, ·when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise;.:.
(1) "Air or forced air dry coatings" means coatings v.rhich that are dried by the use of air
or forced warm air at temperatures up to 1940F.
(2) "Clear coat" means a coating ••..,chich that lacks color and opacity or is transparent and
uses the undercoat as a reflectant base.
(3) "Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings designed for harsh exposure or
extreme environmental conditions fi.e.,(e.g., exposure to the weather, all of the, time,
temperature above 2QQOF, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents, corrosive
atmosphere or similar conditions).
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(4) "Facility" means all emission sources located on a-contiguous property properties under
common control which are affected by the surface coating provisions of GAG--252:100-37
and 252:100-39.
(5) "Powder" means a coating •Nhich that is applied in a finely divided (powder) state by
various methods, and becomes a continuous, solid film when the metal part or product is
moved to an oven for curing.
(6) "Transfer efficiency" means the weight (or volume) of coating solids adhering to the
surface being coated divided by the total weight (or volume) of coating solids delivered to
the applicator.
(c) Existing source requirement. No owner or operator subject to the provisions of this
Section shall discharge or cause the discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line
or individual coating operation any organic solvent VOC in excess of the amounts listed in
252:1 00-39-46(d) as calculated by EPA method 24, 40 CFR Part 60.
(d) Standards. The following table enumerates the limitations for surface coatings in pounds of
solvent VOC per gallon of coating as applied (less water/t:n~empt solvent): (water and exempt
compounds). If more than one limit listed in the table is applicable to a specific coating, then the
least stringent limitation shall be applied.
Coating type

-

Air or Forced Air Dry
Clear Coat
Extreme Performance
Powder
Other

Limitations
lbs/gal
kg/_lit0r!
3.5
.420.42
4.3 --....,..::.5hb20.52
3.5
.420.42
0.4
.050.05
3.0
.360.36
1

(e) Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an emission factor (EF) in pounds -¥GS
VOC per gallon of coating solids for use in the development of a plant-wide emission plan as
described in 252:100-39-46(j)(l), the following formula will be utilized:
EF = V D /1-(V+ W) = V D I S
where:
(1) V =volume fraction of solvent VOC in coating,.:.
(2) D = density of solvent VOC in the coating-,-.:.
(3) W =volume fraction of water in coating,and.:.
(4) S = 1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in coating.
(f) Emission limitCompliance. If more than one emission limit as listed in 252:100 39 46(d) is
applicable to a specific coating, then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
Compliance with the coating limits listed in 252:100-39-46(d) is to be calculated on a daily
weighted average basis.
Solvent containingVOC-containing
(g) Solvent eontaining VOC-containing materials.
materials used for clean up shall be considered in the emissions VOC content limits listed in
252:100-39-46(d) unless:
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(1) the solvent VOC containing materials are maintained in a closed container when not in
use;
(2) closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth or paper or other materials used for
surface preparation and cleanup;
(3) the spray equipment is disassembled and cleaned in a solvent VOC vat and the vat is
closed when not in use; or,
(4) the solvent VOC containing materials used for the clean up of spray equipment are
sprayed directly into closed containers.
(h) Exemptions. Exemptions to this Section shall be permitted for combined emissions at one
site/facility, which do not exceed a 10 tons/year emissions catoff based on the facility's Facilities
with a potential to emit ::v:GS--10 tons/year or less of VOC from coating operations are exempt
from this Section. Once this limit is exceeded, the soarce facility will always be subject to the
limits of this Section.
(i) Alternate standard. Emissions Coatings with VOC contents in excess of those permitted
allowed by 252:100-39-46(d) are allowable may be used if both ofthe following conditions are
met.;..
. ( 1) emissions that weald resalt in the absence of control Emissions are reduced to levels
equivalent to those permitted by that would occur if the VOC content of the coatings met the
limits contained in 252: 100-39-46(d) and lllOOt-there is an overall control efficiency of at
least:
(A) 85 percent, by incineration; ef;(B) 85 percent, by absorption~ or any other equipment of equivalent reliability and
effectiveness; and,
(C) 85 percent by any other equipment of equivalent reliability and effectiveness.
(2) ne-No air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act, results.
(j) Emission plan.
(1) Development of a plant-wide emission plan. An owner/operator owner or operator
may develop a plant-wide emission plan consistent with EPA's Emission Trading Policy as
published in the December 4, 1986 Federal Register instead of having each coating line
comply with the emissionVOC content limitations prescribed contained in sabsection (d) of
this Section, provided:252:100-39-46(d), ifthe following conditions are met.
(-8-(A) The owner or operator demonstrates, by means of approved material balance or
manual emission test methods, by the methods prescribed in 252:100-5-2.1(d) that
sufficient reductions in organic solvent VOC emissions may be obtained by controlling
other facilities sources within the plant to the extent necessary to compensate for all
excess emissions which result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation. Such demonstration shall be described in writing and shall include:
Will a complete description of the coating line or lines which vlill that can not
comply with the emission VOC content limitation in 252:100-39-46(d);
~@ quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the prescribed emission VOC content
limitation for each coating line described in 252:100 39 46(d)252:100-39-46(j)(A)(i);
fq(iii)
a complete description of each facility and the related control system, if
any, for those facilities within the plant where how emissions will be decreased at
specific sources to compensate for excess emissions from each coating line described
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in 252:100 39 46(d)252: 100-39-46(j)(A)(i) and the date on which such reduction will
be achieved;
fi»-(iv) a transfer efficiency based on a 60 percent baseline with emissions expressed
in pounds ofVOC per gallon of solids when transfer efficiency is used to compensate
for excess emissions from spray painting operations_, the transfer efficiency shall be
based on a 60 percent baseline, with emissions expressed in pounds of solvent per
gallon of solids. Credits for improvements in transfer efficiency shall be demonstrated
with in plant testing which complies with approved EPA methods.;
(v) a demonstration of credits for improvements in transfer efficiency with in plant
testing that complies with EPA methods.
(E}-(vi) quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds per day of organic
solventsVOCs, for each source both before and after the improvement or installation
of any applicable control system, or any physical or operational changes to such a
facility or facilities to reduce emissions and the date on which such reductions will be
achieved; and,
~(vii) a description of the procedures and methods used to determine the emissions
of organic solventsVOCs.
f2j@l The plant-wide emission reduction plan does not include decreases in emissions
resulting from requirements of other applicable air pollution rules. The plant-wide
emission reduction plan as described in the Emissions Trading Policy may include
voluntary decreases in emissions accomplished through installation or improvement of a
control system or through physical or operational changes to facilitiesemission units,
including permanently reduced production or closing a facility, located on the premises
of a surface-coating operation.
tJ1(2) Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. The implementation of a plant-wide
emission reduction plan instead of compliance with the emissions VOC content limitation
prescribed in 252:100-39-46(d) has been expressly approved by the Executive Director and
the EPA Administrator. Upon approval of a plan, any emissions in excess of those
established for each facility under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.
(k) Compliance, testing, and monitoring requirements.
(1) The ExeGutive Division Director may require the owner/operator at the expense of the
owner or operator a demonstration of a source to demonstrate at his expense, compliance
with the emission limits using EPA Methods 24, 24A, 1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or
EPA Document 450/3-84-019. At a minimum, such test must show that the overall capture
efficiency and destruction efficiency are equal to 85 percent, {e.g., 90 percent capture
efficiency multiplied by 95 percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system
efficiency}. The one hour bake option in Method 24 is required when doing compliance
testing.:)
(2) Testing for plant-wide emission plans shall be conducted by the o•.vnerloperator at his
expense at the expense of the owner or operator to demonstrate compliance with the emission
VOC content limits contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
(3) Monitoring shall be required of any ovmer/operator owner or operator subject to this
Section who uses add-on control equipment for compliance. Such monitoring shall include.;.
Winstallation and maintenance of monitors to accurately measure and record
operational parameters of all required control devices to ensure the proper functioning of
those devices in accordance with design specifications, including:
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fij{A} the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators and/or gas temperature
immediately upstream and downstream of any catalyst bed;
Wrnl the total amount of volatile organic substances VOCs recovered by carbon
adsorption or other solvent VOC recovery system during a calendar month; and,
~{g the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair of the required control
devices and the estimated quantity and duration of volatile organic substance emissions
during such activities;
_(B)
maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an affected facility in
accordance with the provisions specified in 252:100 39 46(k)(3)(A)(i); and,
(C) maintenance of all records at the affected facility fur at least t\vo years and make such
records available to representative of the gtate or local air pollution control agency upon
request.
(1) Reporting and recordkeeping. _The o•NJl:er/opsrator of a facility subject to this gection
shall submit to the Executive Director upon written request, reports detailing specific VQg
sources; the quantity of coatings used for a specific time period, vog content of each coating;
capture and control efficiencies; and any other infOrmation pertinent to the calculation of vog
emissions. The data necessary to supply the rec:J:Uested infOrmation shall be retained by the
owner/operator fur a minimum of two years.
(1) The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section shall submit to the Division
Director upon written request reports detailing specific VOC sources; the quantity of coatings
used for a specific time period, VOC content of each coating; capture and control
efficiencies; and any other information pertinent to the calculation of VOC emissions. The
data necessary to supply the requested information shall be retained by the owner or operator
for a minimum of two years.
ill The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section shall maintain records of any
testing conducted at an affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified in
252:100-39-46(k), as well as all other records, for at least two years. These records shall be
available to representatives of the DEQ upon request.
Compliance date. The date of compliance with the requirements of this Section will be
(m)
is December 31, 1990.

252:100-39-47. Control of :VOSVOC emissions from aerospace industries coatings
operations
(a) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all aerospace facilities located in Tulsa County. Sources once
subject to this Section are always subject.
(2) This Section does not apply to individual coating formulations whichthat, when
aggregated, do not exceed fifty five (55) gallons per year 55 gal/yr for the facility.
_(3)Ne:w and modified sources and coating applications not included in the plan are subject to
the permit requirements sst furth in OAC 252:100 7 and will be submitted to EPA as source
specific SIP revision, unless:
(A) the new coatings meet the presumption norm (3 .5 pound vog per gallon less water
and exempt solvents limit); or,
_(B)
the total usage of the new coating does not exceed fifty five (55) gallons per year
of each coating fOrmulation.
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f4}-QLExemptions to this Section shall be permitted for combined emtsswns at one
site/facility which do not exceed a ten ton per year emission cut off based on the Facilities
with a potential of the facility to emit \l.G&-10 tons/year or less of VOC from coatings
operations are exempt from this Section.
(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when used in this Section, shall have the
following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.;.
(1) "Aerospace" means the industries, air bases and depots that design and manufacture1
rework, or repair aircraft or military equipment components for either commercial or military
customers.
(2) "Aircraft" means any machine designed to travel through the earth's atmosphere. This
group includes but is not limited to.;. airplanes, balloons, dirigibles, drones, helicopters,
missiles, and rockets.
(3) "Alternate reasonable reasonably available control technology (ARACT)" means the
lowest emission limit that a particular source is capable of meeting by the application of
control technology that is reasonably available considering technological and economic
feasibility as determined ona case-by-case basis.
(4) "Coating" means a material which covers a surface which alters the surface
characteristics and from which Volatile Organic Solvents VOCs can be emitted during the
application and/or curing process.
(5) "CTG" means the Control Techniques Guidance Document "Control ofVolatile Organic
Emissions From Existing Stationary Sources, Volume VI: Surface Coating of Miscellaneous
Metal Parts and Products," EPA No. 450/2-78-015.
(6) "Facility" means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which that belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are
under the control of the same person or persons under common control.
(7) "Low organie solvent VOC coating (LOSC)(LVOCC)" means ~ coating which
contain that contains less organic solvent VOC than the conventional coatings used by the
industry.
Low organic solvent VOC coatings include waterborne, higher solids,
electrodeposition1 and powder coatings.
(8) "ReasonableReasonably available control technology (RACT)" means the lowest
emission limit that a particular sol:lfce is capable of meeting by the application of control
technology that is reasonably available considering technological and economic feasibility
and the need to impose such controls to attain and maintain a National Ambient Air Quality
Standard.
(c) General requirements. All affected facilities shall dtwelop an emissions reduction plan as
set forth in 252:100 39 47(d). Said plan, upon approval, shall constitute the determination of
ARACT for that particular facility. ARt\CT must be installed and operating as approved in the
plan no later than January 1, 1991 fur existing facilities, lHlless additional phased compliance
dates are otherwise approved in the plan. Provided, however, that in the case that Tulsa County
is still nonattairunent for ozone within five (5) years of approval of AR.A..CT, the Emission
Reductions Plan and the ARACT determination shall be subject to revie•.v and modification.
ill All affected facilities shall develop an emissions reduction plan as set forth in 252: 10039-47(d). This plan, upon approval, shall constitute ARACT for that particular facility.
ill ARACT must be installed and operating as provided in the approved plan no later than
January 1, 1991 for existing facilities, unless additional phased compliance dates are
approved in the plan.
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New and modified sources and coating applications not included in the plan are subject
to the permit requirements set forth in 252:100-7 or 252:100-8, and will be submitted to EPA
as source-specific SIP revisions, unless one of the following applies.
(A) The new coatings meet the presumptive norm of 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon less
water and exempt compounds.
(B) The total usage of the new coating does not exceed 55 gal/yr of each coating
formulation.
(d) Emissions reduction plan.
(1) Plan development. Each owner/operator shall develop an emissions reduction plan for
all affected facilities. Each plan shall include the follmving:
_(P..) a detailed, reasoned and sJffiaustive review of:
(i) each source of emissions within the facility and
(ii) (2) the entire plant collectively;
(A) a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive review of each source of emissions within the
facility and the entire plant collectively;
(B) identification and quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds per day, of all
organic solvents VOC both before and after the application of ARACT;
(C) a detailed, innovative engineering effort directed toward finding alternative air
management schemes that can be incorporated in order to abate emissions at costs which
are reasonable;
(D) a consideration of the level of control that is achievable using available alternative
coatings, to include LVOCC for every application, low organic solvent coatings (LOSC);
_(E)
a consideration of the level of control achieYable using available add on control
devices. This demonstration shall include, at a minimum, a demonstration of the
fuasibility/infuasibility of the follmving control options:
(i) carbon absorption;
(ii) incineration/flaring;
(iii) condensation; and,
(iv) a combination of252:100 39 47(d)(l)(E)(i) and 252:100 39 47(d)(l)(E)(ii).
@)_ a demonstration of the level of control achievable using available add-on control
devices which shall include, at a minimum, the feasibility/infeasibility of carbon
adsorption, incineration/flaring, condensation, and a combination of carbon adsorption
and incineration/flaring;
(F) a consideration of facility redesign, including the follmving:
(i) recirculation;
·
(ii) reduced air flows;
(iii)consolidation of spray operations; and,
(iv)installation of common control devices for P.vo or more separate coatings
operations.
{!) a consideration of facility redesign, including recirculation, reduced air flows,
consolidation of spray operations, and installation of common control devices for two or
more separate coating operations;
_(G) a consideration of alternative applications, to improve transfer efficiency,
including:
(i) high volume low pressure spray equipment;
(ii) heated spray guns; and,
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(iii)electrostatic spray equipment/powder coatings.
(G) a consideration of alternative applications, to improve transfer efficiency, including
high-volume-low-pressure spray equipment, heated spray guns, and electrostatic spray
equipment/powder coatings;
(H) an explanation why each source is not a typical coating source covered by the CTG
as defined in 252: 100-39-47(b);
(I) a cost/benefit analysis for all control technology considered; and,
(J) a detailed compliance schedule which that includes the emission limit and/or control
techniques for each emission source. This schedule, which together with other relevant
considerations, shall be set forth in a separate section of the plan which that summarizes
and outlines ARACT for the referenced facility.
(2) Submission of emission reduction plans. Upon completion, the Three copies of the
emissions reduction plan shall be submitted in triplicate to the Air Quality Division and one
shall be submitted to EPA, Region VI. The preparer shall also submit a copy of the plan to
R~gion VI Environmental Protection Agency (EPi\), Region VI.
(3) Action on Plan. Within 30 days of submittal, or of the effective date ·of this
SectionMay 25, 1990, whichever is later, the Air Quality Division shall, considering any
comments submitted by EPA:. either approve, modify or disapprove the plan.
(4) Public hearing. The Division shall, at the first meeting of the Air Quality Council
following the approval, modification, or disapproval of the plan, present at public hearing,
the staffs findings and ARACT determination. Upon consideration of comments and
recommendations from the Council, the ovmer/operator of the affected facility, the public
and EPA, the Department shall, within ten ( 10) days after the public· hearing, issue a final
AP...ACT approval. Final approval shall constitute A.RACT for the affected facility. The
owner/operator shall be responsible for installation and operational provisions of the
approved AR.'\CT, including any specific provisions set forth therein. A.ny violation of the
plan or of its provisions shall constitute a violation of this Section.
(5) Final approval. Upon consideration of comments and recommendations from the
Council, the owner or operator of the affected facility, the public, and EPA, the DEQ shall,
within ten (1 0) days after the public hearing, issue a final ARACT approval. Final approval
shall constitute ARACT for the affected facility.
(6) Compliance. The owner or operator shall be responsible for installation and operational
provisions of the approved ARACT. Any violation of the plan or of its provisions shall
constitute a violation of this Section.
~(7) Submission of SIP revision. Upon approval by the Depart.mentDEQ, the ARACT
determination shall be submitted to EPA as a SIP revision.
(e) Reporting and recordkeeping.
(1) Recordkeeping requirements. The ovmer/operator owner or operator shall maintain
the follov.ring:
(A) a material safety data sheet which documents the volatile organic solvent VOC
content, composition, solids content, solvent VOC density and other relevant information
regarding each coating and solvent VOC available for use in the affected surface coating
processes-and information detailing the operational parameters of the coating process
sufficient to determine continuous compliance with the applicable control limits.
Information as to the amounts of each type coating used and the amounts of solvents used
for dilution in each coating type shall ·be maintained for each coating operation. Daily
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l:lsage records will be kept for all coatings l:lsed that do not comply vlith the applicable
control limits specified in the plan;
(B) information detailing the operational parameters of the coating process sufficient to
determine continuous compliance with the applicable control limits;
.(Q information as to the amounts of each type coating used and the amounts of VOC
used for dilution in each coating type for each coating operation;
ill} daily usage records for all coatings used that do not comply with the applicable
control limits specified in the plan; and ,
00@ records shall be maintained of any monitoring and testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified in 252: 100-39-47(fk
EG}(2) Methods of calculating VOC content in coatings. records Records required by
252:100-39-47(e)(l)(A) and 252:100 39 47(e)(l)(B) through 252:100-37-47(e)(l)(E)
detailing ¥QS.VOC in pounds per gallon of coating (less water and exempt compounds) shall
be calculated as follows: ¥GS-VOC in lbs/gal of coating = fWv Wx Wx} Wv-Ww-Wx/
¥ml-Vw-Vx where:
-·
(A) Wv =weight of all volatiles,;
(B) Ww = weight of water,;
(C) Wx = weight of exempt solvent,compounds;
Vm I (one),
(D) Vw =volume fraction of water,; and,
(E) Vx =volume fraction of exempt solventcompounds.
(Dt(3) Maintenance of records. records Records required by 252:100-39-47(e)(l)(A) and
252:100 39 47(e)(l)(B) through 252:100-39-47(e)(l)(E) shall be maintained for at least two.
years and shall be made available upon vlritten request by representatives of the A.ir Ql:lality
Division, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or the Tl:llsa City Co:unty Health
DepartmentAQD or EPA.
(21-(4) Alternative recordkeeping provision. Alternatively to 252:100-39-47(e)(1) through
252:100-39-47(e)(3), an equivalent recordkeeping provision whishthat satisfies the
substantive requirements of 252:100-39-47(e)(l) through 252:100-39-47(e)(3) may be
approved under the plan.
(f) Testing and monitoring.
(1) Testing. Each 0\vner/operator The Division may require testing at the expense of the
owner or operator shall, llJ>On a determination by the i\.ir Ql:lality Division that testing is
reqmred to establish emission from any particular source or sources, condl:lct sl:lCh tests at his
own expense. Test methods may include 1-4, 18, 24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix
A of 40 CFR Part 60, including the procedures found at 40 CFR 60.444.
(2) Monitoring. Monitoring shall be required of any ovmer/operator sl:lbject to this section
owner or operator who uses add-on control equipment for compliance. Such monitoring
shall inclYde:accurately measure and record operational parameters of all required control
devices to ensure the proper functioning of those devices in accordance with design
specifications, including:
_(A) · installation and maintenance of monitors to accmately measl:lre and record
operational parameters of all reqYired control devices to ensme the proper functioning of
those devices in accordance with design specifications, incll:lding:
(if-(A) the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators and/or gas temperature
immediately upstream and downstream of any catalyst bed;
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the total amount of volatile organic substances VOCs recovered by carbon
adsorption or other solvent VOC recovery system during a calendar month; and,
fiiij-.(Q the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair of the required control
devices and the estimated quantity and duration of volatile organic substance VOC
emissions during such activities.
(B) maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an affected facility in accordance
•Nith the provisions specified in 252:100 39 47(f)(2)(A)(i); and,
(C) maintenance of all records at the affected facility for at least two years and make such
records available to representatives of the State or local air pollution control agencies
upon request. (252:100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)

252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems [REVOKED]
(a) Appli~ability. This Section applies only in Tulsa County.
(b) Storage ofvolatile orgaai~ ~ompou.ads 400 40,000 gallons (9.5 953 bbls).
(1) No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or other volatile organic
compounds in any stationary storage container with a nominal capacity greater than 400
gallons (9.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless such container is equipped
with a submerged fill pipe or is bottom filled. No person shall store or permit the storage of
gasoline or other volatile organic compounds in any stationary storage container \vith a
nominal capacity greater than 2,000 gallons (47.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4
bbls) ooless such container is equipped with a vapor control system that has an efficiency of
no less than 90 percent by weight of the volatile organic compounds contained in the
displaced vapors and is equipped with a pressure relief valve in the atmospheric vent system
which maintains a pressure of 16 ounces per square inch and 1/2 ounce per square inch
vacuum.
(2) The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of the follovling:
(A) a vapor tight return line from the storage container to the delivery vessel and a system
that will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before gasoline or volatile organic
compounds can be transferred into the container (i.e., poppeted connectors from the
storage container to the delivery vessel.);
(B) a float vent valve assembly must be installed in the vapor return/vent line on new and
existing dual point installations; hovre\'er, for coaxial installations on existing stations, a
vent sleeve extending six inches belmv the top of the tar.k vlill be allowed. Slseves may
be equipped with a 1116 inch air bleed hole;
(C) the cross sectional area of the vapor rscovery line must be at least half of the
cross sectional area of the liquid delivery line, or;
(D)instead 252:100 39 48(b)(2)0"..) through 252:100 39 48(b)(2)(C), other equipment
that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the total
hydrocarbon compounds in the displaced vapor provided that approval of the proposed
design, installation, and operation is obtained from the Executive Director prior to start
of construction.
(3) Exemptions to this Section may be granted provided the owner/operator shov1s to the
satisfaction of the appropriate authority that the container is used exclusively for agricultural
purposes or that the facility, based on the most current 12 month's data, dispenses 120,000
gallons per year or less.
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(4) The applicability of this Section shall be determined by the most restrictive of the 2,000
gallon tank size as specified in 252:100 39 48(b)(l) or the 120,000 gallon atm1:1al throughput
described in 252.:100 39 48(b)(3). However, once a facility places a 2,000 gallon tank in
service or exceeds the 120,000 gallon annual throughput described in 252:100 39 48(b)(3),
that facility shall always be subject to the provisions of this Section. (effective February 12,
+99())

(5) If emission testing is conducted, the appropriate test methods selected from EPi'..
Methods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, 2.5A and 25B will be utilized.
(6) Compliance with this subsection will be accomplished by affected ovmer/operator by
December 31, 1986.
(7) The owner/operator of a facility or facilities shall obtain, by whatever means practicable,
certification from the owner/operator of the transport/delivery \'essels that all deliveries of
gasoline or other volatile organic compounds made to their facility or facilities located in
Tulsa County, shall be made by vessels which comply with the requirements contained in
2.52:100 39 48(d). Compliance •.vith this Section shall be accomplished by affected
owner/operators no later than December 31, 1990. (Effective February 12, 1990)
(c) Loading of volatile organie eompounds.
(1) No person shall operate, install or permit the building, operation or installation of a
stationary volatile organic compound loading facility ooless such loading facility is equipped
with a vapor collection and/or disposal system properly installed, in good working order and
in operation.
(2.) When volatile organic compounds are loaded through the hatches of a transport vessel, a
pneumatic, hydraulic or mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a vapor tight seal at
the hatch.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic material drainage from the loading device
v.rhen it is removed from the transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(4) When loading is effected through means other than hatches, all loading and vapor lines
shall be equipped ',vith fittings v.rhich make vapor tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
(5) The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system shall consist of one or more of
the following in addition to bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels:
(1\) an absorption/adsorption system or condensation system with a minimum recovery
efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all the volatile organic compound vapors and gases
entering s1:1ch disposal system;
(B) a vapor handling system which directs all vapors to a fuel gas incineration system
\vith a minimum disposal efficiency of 95 percent; or,
(C) other equipment of at least 90 percent efficiency, provided plans fur such equipment
are s1:1bmitted to and approved by the Executive Director. Storage vessels at service
stations and bulk plants may be used fur intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal
of vapors as per 252:100 39 48(c)(5)(P..) through 2.52:100 39 48(c)(5)(C) if they are
designed to prevent the release of vapors during use.
(6) Subsection 2.52: 100 39 48(c) shall apply to any facility which loads volatile organic
compounds into any transport vessel designed fur transporting volatile organic compounds.
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(7) Facilities will be checked ar.nually in accordance with EPA Test Method 21, Leak Test.
Leaks greater than 5000 ppm will be repaired '.vithin 15 days. Facilities will retain inspection
and repair records for two years.
(d) Traasport!delivery vessel requiremeats.
(1) Maiateaaace.
(A) The delivery vessel must be maintained so as to be vapor tight except when sampling,
gauging, or inspecting. These activities shall not occur while. the vehicle is loading or
unloading or is in a pressurized state.
(B) The delivery vessel must be eq.uipped, maintained and operated to receive vapors
from sources identified in 252: 100 39 41 (b)( 1) and retain these and all other •;apors until
they are delivered into an authorized vapor recovery/disposal system.
(C) Vessels with detective eq.uipment such as boots, seals, and hoses, or with other
deficiencies vihich w<>uld impair the vessels ability to retain vapors or liq.uid shall be
repaired •.vithin 5 days.
(D) The certified testing facility must certify to the approYing agency that the proper
testing and repairs have occurred in accordance with 252: 100 39 4&(d)(2)(A)(i). The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag showing tl1@ date of the pressure test.
(E) No ovmer/operator will allow a deliYery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to
receiYe displaced organic vapors nor service tar..ks unable to deliver displaced vapors
except for tanks/facilities exempted in 252:100 39 41(b). Terminal owners shall not fill
vessels which do not display a current tag.
(F) Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives of the appropriate health agency
in order to determine their state of repair. ~uch a test may consist of a visual inspection,
a vapor test with •,zapors not to exceed 5000 ppm. Failure of a vapor test •.vill req.uire the
o•.vner/operator to effuct the necessary repairs •.vithin lO days. Unless certification is
made to the appropriate health agency within 5 days the vessel will be removed from
service by the owner/ operator. Failure to certify that the cited repairs have been effected
will subject the vessel to sanctions. Upon certification of repairs the vessel will be
allov,red to operate in a normal mar.ner.
(2) Testiag requiremeats.
(>'\)Pressure test.
(i) Delivery vessels, delivering or receiving gasoline must be tested one time per year
for vapor tightness. The vapor tightness test must be consistent with Appendix: "A"
EPA Guideline ~eries Docl:llllent, "Control of Volatile Organic Compoood Leaks
from Gasolioo Taak Trucks and Vapor Collection ~ystems", EPA 450/2 7& 051.
Tests shall be performed by the owner or a reputable transport service company. Test
methods used to test these vessels by mvners or testing companies must be approved
for use by the Executive Director.
(ii) The vessel will be considered to pass the test prescribed in 252:100 39
48(d)(2)(A)(i) vihen the test results show that the vessel and its Yapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3 inches of ~0 in addition
there shall be no avoidable visible liq.uid leaks.
Testing of the tank trucks for compliance '>vith vapor tightness
(B) Vapor test.
req.uirements as req.uired ooder 252:100 39 4l(d)(l)(F) must be consistent ·.vith
.'\.ppendix: "B" EPA Guideline ~eries Docl:llllent, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound
Leaks from Gasoline Tar..k Trucks and Vapor Collection ~ystems", EPA 405/2 7& 051, as
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modified for this purpose and contained in 2.52.:100 43 15. The requirements of2.52.:100
39 4& will become effective December 15, 19&&.

252:100-39-49. Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic products
(a) General provisions. Within 12. months after promulgation of this Section all affected
facilities shall limit emissions ofVOS from fiberglass manufacturing to those listed in 2.52.:100
39 49(a)(1), or have an approved plan for the reduction of sYch emissions. The plan mYst be
sYbmitted to the Execmive Director •Nithin 6 months after promulgation of this Section, and
shall detail those emissions which will be controlled, the means by which control will be
achieved and will demonstrate that compliance will be achieved within two years from the date
of promYlgation of this Section. The approval authority for sYch plans shall reside vrith the Air
QYality CoYncil. All approved plans shall be sYbmitted as SIP revisions.
(1) Compliance with 2.52.:100 39 49(a) shall be accomplished by Yse of control eqYipment
which cari demonstrate an &5 percent redyction in the VOS released from each process gas
stream, e.g. 90 percent capture efficiency mYltiplied by 95 percent destruction efficiency
equals &5.5 percent system efficiency.
(2.) Exemptions to the limits listed in 2.52.:100 39 49(a)(l) may be allO'.ved for any process
gas stream v.rbich does not exceed six tons per year acrual emissions based on 62.4 0 hoYrs per
year. Hov,rever, once this limit is exceeded, controls mYst be pm in place and maintained at
any operating level.
(b) Demonstration of GomplianGe. The Execmive Director may require the owner/operator of
a soYrce to demonstrate at his expense, compliance 'Nith the prescribed emissions limits. The
testing shall be accomplished Ysing the appropriate EPA test method or methods, these inclYde
methods 1 4, 1& 2.5, 2.5A, 2.5B and 40 CFR 60.444. Initial compliance testing shall be
accomplished •Nithin 1&0 days ofthe applicable compliance date.
(c) Testing. Testing for the alternate emissions plan shall be condYcted by the owner/operator at
his expense and shall demonstrate compliance with the emission limits contained in the approved
plaJh
(d) ReGonJik6!eping. The owner/operator of a facility sYbject to this Section shall sYbmit to the
Execytive Director YpOn written reqyest reports detailing specific vas SOY£Ces, the qYantity of
solvents Ysed dYring specific months, a description of the solvent Ysed, control eqYipment
efficiencies, equipment dovmtime and any other information pertinent to the calcYlation of VaS
emissions from the facility. The ovmer/operator must also maintain records which detail the
maintenance performed on all control eqYipment as well as a record of the dovmtime vrith the
reason for each occWTence. SYch records shall be maintained by the soYrce for a minimrun of
two years. (252:100 39 49, Effective February 12, 1990)
(a) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to any process gas stream with actual VOC emissions that exceed
six tons per year based on 6,240 hours of operation per year.
(2) Once the limit in 252:100-39-49(a)(l) is exceeded, the controls required in 252:100-3949(b) must be put in place and maintained and used at any operating level.
(b) Standards. Affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOC from fiberglass manufacturing
by use of control equipment which can demonstrate an 85 percent reduction in the VOC
released from each process stream (e.g., 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95
percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiency).
·
(c) Compliance. All affected facilities must comply with one ofthe following.
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(1) Meet the requirements of252:100-39-49(b) by February 13, 1991.
(2) Have an approved plan for the reduction ofVOC emissions as required by 252:100-39- ·
49(b) by February 13, 1991.
(A) The plan shall be submitted by August 13, 1990, and shall:
ill detail those emissions which will be controlled;
(ii) detail the means by which control will be achieved; and,
(iii) demonstrate that compliance will be achieved by February 13, 1992.
@2 The Air Quality Council shall have approval authority for the plans.
(g_ All approved plans shall be submitted to the EPA as SIP revisions.
(d) Demonstration of compliance.
ill The Division Director may require at the expense of the owner or operator a
demonstration of compliance with the requirements of 252:1 00-39-49(b).
ill The testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA test method or methods.
These include methods 1-4, 18-25, 25A, 25B and 40 CFR 60.444.
ill Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished within 180 days of the applicable
compliance date .
. ill Testing for the emissions plan described in 252:100-39-49(c)(2) shall be conducted at the
expense of the owner or operator at his expense and shall demonstrate compliance with the
emission limits contained in the approved plan.
~ Recordkeeping.
(1) The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section shall submit to the Division
Director upon written request, reports that include:
(A) details of specific VOC sources;
(B) the quantity ofVOC used during specific months;
(C) a description of the VOC used;
(D) control equipment efficiencies;
(E) details of maintenance performed on all control equipment;
(F) equipment downtime; and,
(Q2 any other information pertinent to the calculation ofVOC emissions from the facility.
(2) The records required in 252:1 00-39-49(e)(1) shall be maintained by the source for at
least two years. [252:100-390-49, Effective February 12, 1990]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1216]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACfiON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.

,-.-....

· Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Appendix E. Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix R Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Permits for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by Rule
for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25, Smoke.
VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapt~r 37.
Control of Emissions of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Summary:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone·
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA r~sed the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new awtual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (uglm3 ) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 6S ugtm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ug!m3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondary
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
· them identical to the primary standards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replaced with a new 8-hr "concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
maxunum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
com~liance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
preVIous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new primary standard. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter 7 will delete the lower limit of 5 tons peryear for
July 15, 1998

Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow those
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which are
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) and
national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain
an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify
for PBR Each Subchapter containing a PBR for specific
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. The
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section to
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permitting
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate the
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain an
individual air quality permit.. Also, a new Appendix L is
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PBR
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
25 would · fulfill an EPA requirement concerning
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the
Department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fos~il
fuel-flred steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. Additionally, the
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix P
requirements those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and sources scheduled for
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule takes
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria for
approval of alternative monitoring requirements.
Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the
time allowed for visible emissions during short-term
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to one
six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. A
new subsection would contain methods for determining
compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify and
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 37
and 39 are primarily intended to clarify, simplify and correct
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone and
methylated siloxanes from the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapters
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction of
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
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Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. · One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition o( volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated Januacy 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second-substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Eovironmeo.tal Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:·
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be ·submitted to the
con~act person.byTuesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, August 18, 1998- 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Room 101, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
COPiEs OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oklahoma Regist&r (Volume 15, Number 18)

ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to tr .-,,
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a puh
hearing on June 16, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITffiS:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommOdation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1216;fi/ed 6-25-98]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1217]
ED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
EMERGENCY

and

Proposed
252:100, · Pollution Control: Subchapter 47, Control
ofEmissions om Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

{NEW]
Summary:
A new Su
apter 47 is proposed to establish state-..
standards to co ol emissions from municipal solid wast(
(MSW) lao
that commenced construction,
modification, or construction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste
r November 8, 1987. These proposed
rul~ will be includ
in Oklahoma's State 111{d) Plan and
will provide the eof. rceable mechanism for implementing
the provisions of the
· ion Guidelines (EG) for MSW
laodf'ills {40 CFR 0 Subpart Cc). Subchapter 47
incorporates by refer nee sections of the New Source
Performance Standar for MSW landfills (40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The pr
sed rules would affect privately
and publicly owned M W landfills that are actively
accepting or are capable o ccepting municipal solid waste
as well as those that are clos d. Landfill gas collection and·
control systems will be req · ed for landfills that have
design capacities greater th
or equal to 2.5 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cubi meters and have estimated
emissions ofat least 50 megagra peryear of non-methane
organic compounds. The
artment is requesting
comments on this proposed rule.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 2
O.S. Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
CO:MMENr PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through esday, August 18, .--.,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by taff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be s
contact person by Tuesday, August 11, 1998.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1259]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking.
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Sources

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators {AMENDED]
Subchapter 25.
Smoke.
VISible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emissions. of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of .Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]. ·
Appendix E. Primacy Ambient Air Quality Standards
[AMENDED]
Appendix F. Secondacy Ambient Air Quality Standards

fAMENDED]
Appendix L PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]

SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will
mirror the revised federal national ambient air quality
standards for particulate matter (PM) and ozone
announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997, Federal Register.
The EPA revised the primary (health-based) PM standards
by adding a new annual PM-2.5 standard set at 15
micrograms per cubic meter (ug!m3) and a new 24-hr
PM-2.5 standard set at 65 ugtm3. EPA is retaining the
current annual PM-10 standard of 50 ugtm3 and changing
the form of the PM-10 24-hr standard. The secondaJ:y
(welfare-based) standards are also being adjusted to make
them identical to the primarystandards. Also, the previous
1-hr primary ozone standard is being phased out and
replacedWith a new 8·hr"concentration-based" standard of
0.08. ppm. The 3-yr average of the 4th highest daily
manmum 8-hr ozone concentrations is used to determine
compliance with the standard. The EPA also replaced the
previous secondary standards with a standard identical to
the new prinwy standard. The proposed revisions to

Subchapter7will delete the lower limit of 5 tons peryear
Permit by Rule (PBR) facilities. This will allow th
facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions, which
subject to new source performance standards (NSPS) ;
national emissions standards for hazardous air polluta
(NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of having to obt
an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that'
outline the requirem~nts necessary ~or a facility to qua
for PBR. Each Subchapter ccintaining a PBR for spec:
facilities will be referenced under this new Part also. 1
proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would simp!
the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wro
initiative. It is also proposed to add a new PBR section
both subchapters. The PBR will streamline the permitti
process by creating a mechanism that will eliminate t
necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to obtain .
individual air quality permit. Also, a new Appendix L
proposed which contains PM-10 emission factors for PE
grain elevators. The proposed amendments to Subchapt
25 would fulfill an EPA requirement concemil
Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, ti
Department proposes to incorporate by reference ti
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fos:
fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic cracki.r
unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries ;
specified in 40 CFR. 51, Appendix P. Additionally, tt
Department proposes to exempt from Appendix
requirements those sources already subject to a new 'sourc
performance standard and sources schedUled fc
retirement within 5 years after the amended rule tak(
effect. The amended rule would also provide criteria fc
approval of alternative monitoring requirement
Additional changes to the existingrule include changing th
time allowed for visible emissions during short-ten:
occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to on•
six·minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not tc
exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. I
new subsection would contain ~ethods for determinin1
compliance with the opacity limits. Other propose<
amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify anc
clarify the rule. The proposed changes to Subchapters 3~
and39 are primarilyintended to clarify,sim.plify and correc
the rule and to respond to requests to exclude acetone anc
methylated siloxanes from the definition ofvolatile organic
compound (VOC). The proposed changes to Subchapten
37 and 39 include clarification of language, correction ol
typographical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
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reformatting. Two substantive changes are proposed for
Subchapter 37 and one for Subchapter 39. One of those
substantive changes affects both Subchapter 37 and 39. The
definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised in response
to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff to review
the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association
dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone from the
definition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC); the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated Januaxy 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
. definition ofVOC; and a request that methylated siloxanes
be excluded from the definition of VOC. The definition of
volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been modified to be
consistent with the Environmental Protection Agency
definition. The second substantive change for Subchapter
37 deals with the first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has
been deleted to resolve the contradiction between the first
and second sentences. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.

ADDlTIONAL INFORMATION:
..-._
Additional proposed revisions have been made t
·
version of Subchapter 25 that was the subject of a ptiull~
hearing on June 16, 1998.
AN IDENTICAL NOTICE WAS PUBLISHED IN
THE OKLAHOMA REGISTER ON JULY 15, 1998.
AFrER PUBUCATION, THE COUNCIL MEETING
LOCATION WAS CHANGED TO 4545 N. LINCOLN
BLVD., BURGUNDY ROOM, OKlAHOMA CITY,
OKLAHOMA NO OTIIER CHANGES WERE MADE
TO TillS NOTICE.
PERSONS WITII DISABILmES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #98-1259; filed 7-9-98)

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Wednesday, July 15, 1998, through Tuesday, August 18,
1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact personbyThesday, August 11, 1998. Also scheduled
before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, September 15, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. in Alva
(Location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Thesday, August 18, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, Lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available July 15, 1998, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
above or may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at
405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
A copy of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Michelle Martinez
(Appendices E, F, Land Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapters 7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23),
Joyce Sheedy, Ph.D. (Subchapters 37 and 39). Department
of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.

Oldahoma Reglstsr (Volume 15, Number 19)

[OAR Docket #98-1260]
ED RULEMAKING ACTION:
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
an•-,
NT rulemaking.
PROPOS
RULES:
252:100. · Pollution Control
Subchapte 47. Control of Emissions from Rtisting
Municip Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
SUMMARY:
A new Subcb: ter 47 is proposed to establish state
standards to contr l emissions from municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfills that commenced construction, ·
modification, or reco truction before May 30, 1991, and
accepted waste after ovember 8, 1987. These· proposed
rules will be included in klahoma's State 111(d) Plan and
.will provide the enforcea le mechanism for implementing
the provisions of the
· ·on Guidelines (EG) for MSW
bpart Cc). Subchapter 47
landfills (40 CFR 60
incorporates by reference s ctions of the New Source
Performance Standards for SW landfills (40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The proposed es would affect privately
and publicly owned MSW 1
that are actively
accepting or are capable of accep · municipal solid waste
as well as those that are closed. Lan
gas collection and
control systems will be required fo landfills that have
design capacities greater than or e al to 25 million
megagrams and 2.5 million cubic meters d have estimated
emissions ofat least 50 mega grams perye ofnon-methane
organic compounds. The Department is requesting
comments on this proposed rule.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIROm:IENTAL QUALITY
. CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACilON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventocy and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter7. Permits for Minor Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
.
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from . Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
. ·
Subchapter 25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39..Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattaimnent Areas [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Contr~l of Emission of Hazardous and
Thxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible
increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions of'lbtal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
mjnimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of S tons peryear for PBR faciliti~. This will
allow those facilities with less than S tonsperyear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapte! containing a

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposedrevisionswill delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons peryear ofemissions, but for whichno
PBRhas beenwritten, the opportunity to applyforcoverage
under an applicable general permit. The Department also
proposes to delete the definition for "Volatile Organic
Solvents (VOS)," because the proposed changes to
Subchapters 37 and 39 would exclude that term from the
rules.
The Department is conSidering increases in the permit
application fees in both Subchapters 7 and 8.
The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. It is also proposed to add a new
PBR section to both subchapters. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some cotton gins and elevators to
obtain an individual air quality permit. Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapters follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
duringone siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic.. cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
Sl, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Oean Air
Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it~
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other

1~{)
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter. One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic
compounds (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25, ·
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated Januazy 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; a request dated April21, 1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industzy Alliance, requesting that
perchloroethylenebe excluded from the definition ofVOC;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxanes be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Companydated August 18,
1998, that methyl ac~tate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permi~ and best available control technology {BACI')
for new sources of VOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the ·contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter39
is the correction ofthe phicement of"prior to lease custody
.transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
. 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of VOS Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include (1). retain the present (ARACI') rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or (3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industry controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 ··~
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACI') standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and
LL. The Department is also updating in Subchapter 41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40
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CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Thesday, September 15, 1998, through Thesday, October
20, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Tuesday, November 10, 1998- 9:30 a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined. See contact person)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, October 20, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Thlsa City-County Health Department,
5051South129thEast(No~eastcomerof51stand129th),

'IWsa, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~mber 15, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson,Suite4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102,or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-41
RULE lMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. (Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1671, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1671; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters 7, 23, 24, 25, 37 and 39 thatwere the
subject of a public hearing on August 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disabi~ity and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Q~ai.ity Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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"________ Notices of . . '!ulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative re'tt1ew of a proposed PERMANENT rule making action, an agency~ publish
a Notice of_Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action.
A Notice c:A Rulemaklng Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the Intended rulemaklng action as required by law, induding where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional Information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUAI.JTY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
; [OAR Docket #98-1473]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACfiON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5: Registration, Emission Inventocy and
Annual Operating Fees
252:100-5-2.2 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Facilities

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.7 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-4 [AMENDED]
Subchapter'".37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED}
Subchapter ~9." Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
The Department is proposing to amend 252:100-5-22 to
increase annual operating fees for minor facilities and to
include a provision for state appropriations and federal
grants to be used to offset annual operating fees assessed to
minor facilities. The Department is also proposing to
increase the base annual operating fee for Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions ofTotal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons peryear for PBR facilities. This will
allow those facilitieswithless than5 tonsperyear emissions
which are subject to New Source Performance Standar~
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a
PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. Th.is will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons per year ofemissions, but for which no

November 16, 1998

PBRhas beenwritten, the opportunity to apply for coverage
under an applicable general permit.
The Department is also proposing to amend 252:100-7-3
to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability
determinations, relocation permits, and applications for
individual permits.
The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-8-1.7 to increase applicability determination fees
for Part 70 Sources. In addition, it is proposed that
252:100-84(a)(2) be amended to update the incorporation
by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1,
1998.
.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Substantive changes are proposed for each subchapter.
One of those substantive changes affects both Subchapter
37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic compounds
(VOq" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised
inresponse to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff
to review the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers
Association dated October 25, 1995, to exclude acetone
from the definition of VOC; a request from American
Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam, dated Januacy 19, 1998~ to
exclude acetone from the definition ofVOC; a request from
the Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance dated April21,
1997, to exclude perchloroethylene from the definition of
VOC; a request from Dow Corning to exclude methylated
sUoxanes from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, to exclude methyl acetate from the definition ofVOC.
The definition of VOC has been modified to be cort.sistent
with the EPA definition. The second substantive change to
Su~apter37 is the removal ofthe requirement for permits
and best available control technology (BACT} for new
sources of VOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The third
substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with, the first
sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The fourth substantive change to Subchapter 37
will be the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for
Volatile Organic Compound Storage and Loading
Facilities. The second substantive change to Subchapter 39
is the correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
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change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 10,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41 (c) to determine the applicability of
subs~on (c).

TITLE 330. OKLAHOMA HOUSING

FINANCE AGENCY

HOME INVESTMENTS
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM RIJLES

CHAPfER 55.

AUl'HORI'lY:

.-·.:·

_'.:·'

[OAR Docket #98-1472]

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101,etseq.
'
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments . on proposed amendments to
252:100-5-2.2, 252:100-7-3, and 252:100-8-1.7 will be
accepted until December 8, 1998. Oral cci~ents may be
made at the December 15, 1998 hearing.
Comments on all other proposed amendments and new
rules included in this notice will be accepted beginning
Monday, November 16, 1998, through Thesday, December
15, 1998. 1b be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact penon by 'fuesday, December 8, 1998.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
(Date and location to be determined. See contact person.)

..,.,..,....,....1ririED

RUIEMAKING ACI10N:

of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPO
RULES:
330:55-1 through 330:55-1-7 [NEW]
330:55-3- through 330:55-3-6 (NEW]
330:55-5-1
ugh 330"55-5-2 (NEW]
330:55-7-1
ugh 330:55-7-5 [NEW]
SUMMARY:

The Board
'Ihlstees of the Oklahoma Housing
Finance Agency ( HFA) a public trust, have in compliance
ton-GonzalezNationalAffordable
with Title llof the
ended and codified at 42 U.S.C.
Housing Act, as
Part 92, Section 92.1, et seq (Title
12701-12839; and 24
II) adopted OHFK Olap~er 55. HOME InvestmentsPartnership Program ules (the 'Rules) for use in the
allocation and. issu
of HOME Program funds
throughout the ·state of ldahoma.
The Rules provide
elines which OHFA follows in
allocating HOME funds ursuant to Title n and are
intended to provide a des · tion of the procedures to be .-..
followed by appli~ts fo evaluating and prioritizing
applications. The Rules also ovide an overview ofTitle II
and other federal regula ·ons which govern the
administration of the HOME ogram.

PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday,December 15, 1998-9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the lincoln Plaza, 4545 N. llncoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

COPIES OF PROPQSED RULES:
Copies of the rules wiil be available November 16, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite 4100,"0klahoma aty, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.

RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTA.Cf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (252:100-5-2.2, 252:100-7-3~ and
252:100-8-1.7), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapter 7 except
252:100-7-3), and Joyce Sheedy (252:100-8-4 and
Subchapte:rs 37 and 39), Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTIES:
Should you desire to attendbut have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

AUTHORITY:
These Chapter 55 rules are au orized by the 'Itustees of
The Oklahoma Housing Finan Agency (OHFA), the
Amended 'Ilust Indenture of 0
and the Bylaws of
OHFA.
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted ovember 16, 1998
through December 16, 1998. Commen should reference
the section of the rules addressed and be ent to Oklahoma
HousingFmanceAgency, P. 0, Box267 Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73126-0720, Attn: Byron Deb er.

PUBUC HEARING:
The following public hearing will be held: December 8,
1998, at 10:00 a.m. at the offices of OHFA, 11 N. W. 63fd
Oklahoma City, OK in the 4th floor conferen room.. All
interested persons are invited to attend and pr ent their

views.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:

[OAR Docket #98-1473; filed 10-23-98]

bl

Copies of the proposed Rules may be ob
ed
contactingByrooDebruler,atOHFA, 1140Northw 63r ,
P. 0. Box 26720, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126 720, -..
405-848-1144 Ext. 314. There will be a $5.00 per py
charge.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1722]
RULEMAKING ACIION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
NonattainmentAreas [AMENDED]
SUMMAR~

The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical and
grammatical errors, deletion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Substantive chariges are proposed for each
subchapter. Oneofthese changes affects both Subchapters.
The defi.riition of Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) has
been modified in both subchapters to be consistent with the
definition used by the Environmental Protection Agency.
The s\ll)stantive changes to Subchapter 37 are: the removal
of the requirement for Best Available Control Thchnology
(BACI) for all new sources ofVOC in 252:100-37-3(a); the
addition of252:100-37-16(c), exempting loading facilities
that are subject to 40 CFR 60, Subparts K, Ka and Kb; the
addition of 2S2:100-37-25(c), exempting loading facilities
that are subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX, and 40 CFR 63,
Subpart R; the deletion of 252:100-37-36, regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, to resolve the
contradiction between the first and second sentences; the
addition of 252:100-37-38(b), exempting pumps and
compressors that are subject to the equipment leak
standards in 40 CFR 60, Subparts VV, GGG and KKK; and
the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for Volatile
Organic Compound Storage and Loading Facilities. The
substantive changes to Subchapter 39 are: the correction of
the placement of the phrase "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b )(2), the deletion of
requirements in Part 3 regarding petroleum refinery
operations which were made redundant by new federal
requirements, and the addition of a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of 10,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) for the
determination of applicability of subsection (c).
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, eJ seq. ·
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments on the proposed amendments to
252:100-37 and 252:100-39 will be accepted until February
10, 1999. Oral comments may be made at the Air Quality
Advisory Council hearing, February 17, 1999.

JanuaJy 15, 1999

PUBUC HEARINGS:
Air Quality Advisory Council meeting will be b ~ · '
Wednesday, February 17, 1999- 9:30a.m. briefing and ~· .· . ··. ·
p.m. hearing, at the Department of Environmental QualitY,
Room 101, 707 North Robinson,· Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
Subchapter 252:100-37 and 252:100-39 are also
scheduled to be heard by the Environmental Quality Board
on Friday, March 5, 1999, 9:30 a.m., at the Association of
County Commissioners of Oklahoma, 429 NE 50th Street,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies ofthe rules will be available January 15, 1999, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at ( 405) 702-4177.

RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air (luality Division.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Please send written comments ~o Joyce Sheedy,
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions of Subchapters 37 and 39 that \vere the subject ,..f
the public hearing on December; 15, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Shouldyou desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1722; filed 12-22-98]

TITLE 252.

DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

~,..... 400. RADIATION MANAGEI\1ENT

CI10N:
Notice of pro
ed PERMANENT rulemaking
RULES:
252:400-2-L Stat agreement program authorizations
(NEW]
252:400-2-2. Specific ·censes [NEW]
252:400-2-12. State A ement Fees [NEW]
Subchapter 21. Radionu ·de NESHAP [NEW]
Appendix G. State agree ent fees: Special nuclear
material [NEW] Append'
. State agreement fees:
Source material [NEW]
Appendix I. State agreement fe
[NEW]
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Permanent Final Adoptior
Submitted to Senate:
March 15, 1999

Gubernatorial approval:
April19, 1999

Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 7, 1999
Final adoption:
May7, 1999
Effective:
June 11, 1999

SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY AcriONS:

n/a
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
No additional mcorporations by reference were added by the
proposed revision.

ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-39, Emission of Organic Materials in Nonattainment
Areas, will simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. The proposed revisions also include
the following substantive changes: 1) the redefinition of the temi
"volatile organic compound (VOC)" and the substitution of this
term for •organic materials", "organic solvents", "volatile organic
solvent (VOS)" and in some instances "hydrocarbons"; 2) the
correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in
252:100-39-30(b); 3) the addition of252:100-39-30(b)(3) and (4),
exempting storage vessels subject to the equipment standards in 40
CFR 60 Subparts Ka or Kb and/or the equipment standards in 40
CFR 63 Subparts CCorG from the requirements of 252:100-39-30;
4) the additionofa minimum annual throughput of120,000 gallons
and a minimum storage capacity of 10,000 gallons for determining
applicability of 252:100-39-41(c); and 5) the clarification of the
definition of"aerospace" in 252:100-39-47(b)(1 ), adding the words
"rework or repair".
·

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
· ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-851]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption

RULES:
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattauunent Areas
.,......Part 1. General Provisions
252:100-39-1 through 252:100-39-3 [AMENDED]
252:100-39-4 [NEW]
Part 3. Petroleum Refinery Operations
252:100-39-15 through 252:100-39-18 [AMENDED]
Part 5. Petroleum Processing and Storage
252:100-39-30 [AMENDED]
Part 7. Specific Operations
252:100-39-40 through 252:100-39-47 [AMENDED]
252:100-39-48 [REVOKED
252:100-39-49 [AMENDED]

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None

CONTACf PERSON:

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, t!t St!q.

DATES:
Comment period:
July 15,1998, through August 18,1998
September 15, 1998, through October 20, 1998
November 10, 1998, through December 15, 1998
January 15, 1999, through February 17, 1999

Joyee D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677,
Oklahoma City, Gklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100

PURSUANT TO TilE AcriONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, TilE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPfED AS SET FORTII IN 75 O.S., SECfiON 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 1999.

SUBCHAPTER39. EMISSION OF ORGANIC
MATERIALS IN NONATIAINMENT AREAS

Public hearing:
August 18, 1998
October 20, 1998
December 15, 1998
February 17, 1999

Adoption:
March 5, 1999
S~iUed

to Governor:

rch 15,1999

11tted to Honse:
.•tarch 15, 1999

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-39-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the
emission of organic materials from statioaary sources
located in noaattainmeat areas and to speGify the additional
cc)atrol measures re'tl:lired to protect aad eabaace the air
quality to msure tl'lat the Oklal:loma air quality standard is

7hl3
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aot s'IOCes~ed and signifieant deterioration is pre•.rsnted.~
purpose cif this· Subchapter is to reduce the formation of
Qzone by controlling the emissions of volatile Qrganic
compounds (VOCs). This Subchapter contains
requirements for the control of emissions of
from
statiQnacy sources located in areas that are nonattainment or
were fonnerly nonattainment fm ozone.

voes

252:10()..39-2.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise•.
"Cutbaek asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic
concrete containing a petrolcmm distillate.
"Eftluent wateF sepamteF'' means any tank, box, sump,
or other container in '1lhklh any material compousd floatiHg
os or eotrained or Gootained in water entering sueh tank,
box, sump or other container is physically separated asd
removed from such •.vater prior to outfall, drainage, or
rero>;@t)' of such wawr.
"Organie materials" Ill€!ans any chemiGal compounds of
carbon excluding carbon monoxides, carbos dioxide,
carbosic asid, metallic carbides, metal carbosates and
ammonium carbosates,
"Petroleum refinery" means any facilicy engaged in
producing gasoline. ammatics. kerosene. distillate fuel oils,
residual fuel oils. lubricants, asphalt or other products
through distillation of crude oil or other by~ocarbon.,s or
through redistillation, cracking. rearrangement or reforming
or unfmished petroleum derivatives.
"Refinery" means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, kerosene, fuel oils or other products through
distillatiea of GNde oil or through redistillatios, craGking or
rdormiHg of Wlfi.Dished hy<kocarbOH derP.ratP.res.
"Refinery unit" means a set of components which are a
part of a basic process operation. such as distillation,
hydrotreating, cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons.
"Submerged fill pipe't means any fill pipe or discharge
nozzle whiGhtl:rnt meets any one of the following conditions..
(A) the~ bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle
· is below the surface of..l:ill< liquid in the receiving
vessel for at least 95 percent of the volume filledr.
(B) th&The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle
is less than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving
vesselt~
(C) the~ bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle

is less than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the
bottom of the receiving vesselj-GI',.
ti;)j other equi•;ahmt methods aGceptabl~ to the
Executive Director.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any
compound contaising caroos and hydrogen or containisg
carbon and hydrogen in combination with any other eh3ment
which has a •1apor pr~ssure of 1.5 pounds per squar~ inch
abselute er greater \ltuier actual storage cosditionsof
carbon, excluding carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide,

June 1,1999

carbonic acid, 'metallic carbides or carbonateo-.,.,g
ammonium carbonate, which participates in atmo~. . ~
photochemical reactions. Any organic compound listed in
40 CFR 51.100(5){1) will be presumed to have negligible
photochemical reactivicy and will not be considered to be a
~

"Volatile erganie solvent (VOS)" meass any orgasic
compound whieh piufiGipates in atmospheric photochemical
rea.6tioss; that is, any orgasie compolloo other than those
whicll the EPAAdmisistrator desigsates as having segligible
photochemiGal reactivity. VOS may be measun~a by ths
EPA VOC referenee method.

252:100-39-3.

General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements
contained in OAG 252:100-37, the additional
control/prohibitionsrequirements contained in this
Subchapter shall be required OAQf existing and new facilities
located in Thlsa and Oklahoma Counties.

252:100-39-4.

Exemptions

voes with vapor pressures less than 1.5 p<>unds per

square inch absolute (psia) under actual storage conditions
are exempt from 252:100-39-16 through 252:100-39-18,
252:100-39-30, 252:100-39-41, and 252:100-48.
·

..-..

PART 3. PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIOl\
252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates othetwise~.
(1) "Component" means any piece of equipment
which has the potential to leak volatile orgasic
compoundsYQCs when tested in the manner described
in EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60. These
sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals,
compressor seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline
valves, flanges and other connections, pressure relief
devices, process drains, and open ended pipes.
Excluded from these sources are valves which are not
externally regulated.
(2) "Gas service" means any equipm.ent whic.h
processes, transfers or contains a volatile orgamc
compound.Y.Q.C or mixture of volatile organic
oompmmdsYQCs. in the gaseous phase.
.
.(3} "Leaking component" means a component Whlch
has aVOC concentration exceeding 10,000 ppmvwhen
tested acoording to the provisions in 252:100-39-15~).
~.(1). "Liquid service" means any equipment which
processes, transfers or. contains a vola~ile org~
compound~ or mtxture of volatile org;
;
compousds.YQCs in the liquid phase.
,. ·
(4j "~leum relineryn means asy facility engaged is
producing gasolise, aromatks, kNosem~, distillate fuel
oils, r@sidual fuel oils, lubricants, asphalt, or oth@r
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prodaets through distillation of erude oil er other
hydroearbons or throagh redistillation, eracking,
rearrangemeat or reforming or Wlfmisher.i pliltroleam
derivati¥es.
~ "Refiaery ooit" means a set of oompoaents which
are a part of a basic process operatioa, sueh as
. distillation, hydrotreating, craGking or Rf.ormiag of
''·hydroGarbons.
~(5). "Valves not externally regulated" means valves
that have no external controls, such as in-line check
valves.
~ "Volatile orgaaie eompoualls" means any
compoutul coataining earbon and hydrogsn or
containing Garbon and hydrogE~n in combinati<Jn '>•lith
any other element which has a vapor preSSllre of 0.3
kilopascals (Q.Q435 pounds per square ineh absolatlil) or
greater under aetual storage conditions. (Bffuctive
. 2 12 90)
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to all sourGe facility
petroleum refineries located in the following rounties: Thlsa
and Oklahoma.
.(1). This Section applies to all petroleum refineries
located in Thlsa County and Oklahoma County.
.(2). VOCs with vapor pressures less than O.Q435 psia
(0.3 k:ilopascals(JcPa)) under actual stora&e conditions
are exempt from 252:100-39-15. (Effective 2-12-90.)
(c) Provisions for speeitie proeesses, Standards and
operatin~:

requirements

(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refmery
romplex subject to this Section shall:
(A) develop and conduct a monitoring program
consistent with the provisions in 252:100-39-15(d)
and 252:100-39-15(f);
(B) conduct a monitorieg program sonsistent
with the prcv!isions in 252:100 39 15(f);
{C) record all leaking components which h:P.~ a
VOC coBGentration exceeding 10,000 ppm when
tested acsording to the pro'lisions in
252:100 39 15(e) and place an identifying tag on
each component consistent with the provisions in
252:100-39-15(f)(3);
~(C) repair and retest the leaking components;
as defmed ia 252:100 39 15(G)(1)(C), as soon as
possible but no later than 15 days after the leak is
found;-anG,
identify all leaking components, as defmed
ill 252:100 39 15(s)(1)(C), which cannot be repaired
until the unit is shutdown for turnaround. Assure all
lines or pipes terminating with a 'lalve are sealed
'lvith a serond valve, a blind flange, a plug or a cap.~

appropriate remedial action, including early unit
turnaround, based on the number and severity of tagged
leaks awaiting repair.
(3) Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in
gaseous volatile organiG sempouad~ service shall be
marked in some manner that will be readily obvious to
both petroleum refinery or contract.personnel
performing monitoring and the ExeGutive

DirectorDEQ.
(d) Compliance s£hellulesschedule. The owner or
operator of a petroleum refmery, in order to comply •,vith
252:100 39 15, shall adhere to the increments of progress
oontained in the following schedule:
fl1 ~to the Hxecuti'!eDivision Director a
monitoring program by July 30, 1981. This program
shall contain, at a minimum, a list of the refmery units
only-and the quarter in which they will be monitored, a
copy of the log book format, and the make and model of
the monitoring equipment to be used. In no case shall
a monitoring contract relieve the owner or operator oi
a petroleum refinery of the responsibility for
compliance with this Section.
(2) Submit quarterly monitoriag report to the

&eGUtP.•e Director.
(e) Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and
calibration procedures to determine compliance with this
Section must be consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of 40
CFRPart60.
(f) Monitoring.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refmery
subject to this SeGtien shall conduct a monitoring
program consistent with the following provision~~
owner or ~rator shall:
(A) monitor yearly by the methods referenced in
lest Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60252:100-39-15(e)

m

and...
(ID assure all lines or pipes terminatini with a
valve are sealed with a second valve. a blind flange,
a plug or a cap.
(2) The HxecutiveDivision Director; may, at his,tlu~r.
discretion, takerequire the owner or operator to tak~
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all.r
(i} pump sealst.
(ii} pipeline valves in liquid servicet~ and,
~ process drains;
(B) monitor quarterly by the methods referenced
in 252:100 39 15(d)252:100-39-15-(e), all.r
(i} compressor sealst.
(H) pipeline valves in gase~ousga§ servicet. and,
~ pressure relief valves in gaseoasw
service;
(C) monitor weekly by visual methods all pump
seals;
(D) monitor immediatelywithin 24 hours any
pump seal from which VOC liquids are observed
dripping;
(E) monitor any reliefvalve within 24 hours after
it has vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F) monitor immediately after repair any
component that was found leaking.
(2) Pressure relief devices whiGhthat are connected to
an operating flare header, vapor recovery GtwiGedevices,
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inacce~ible yalves, storage tank valves, and valves that
are not externally regulated are exempt from the
monitoring requirements in paragraph (1) of this
subsection..-.;_Providedprovided, however, such .
inaccessible valves will be monitored during annual
shutdown.
(3) The owner or operator of a petroleu:q1 refinery,
upon the detection of a leaking component, as defined
in 2$2:100 39 15(s)(1)(C), wbichtlrnt is not repaired on
discovery. shall affix a weatherproof and readily visible
tag, bearing an identification number and the date the
Leak is located, to the leaking component. This tag shall
remain in place until the leaking component is repaired.
(g) Recordkeeping.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery
shall maintain a leaking components monitoring log as
specified in 252:100 39 15(c)(1)(C) which shall contain,
at a minimum, th0 follCY.ving data:
(A) the name of the process unit where the
component is located;
(B) the type of component (e.g., valve, seal);
(C) the tag number of the component, if not
repaired immediately on discovery;
(D) the date on which.Jl leaking component is
discovered;
(E) the date on which a leaking component is
repaired;
(F) the date and instrument reading of the
recheck procedure after a leaking component is
repaired;
(G) the date of the calibration of the monitoring
instrument Thill r0cord of calibration which shall be
made available for inspection on request;
(H) those leaks that cannot be repaired until
turnaround;. and,
(I) the total number of components checked and
the total number of components found leaking.
(2) Copi0s of theThe monitoring log shall be retained
on site by the owner or operator for at least two years
after the date on which the record was made or the
report prepared.
(3) Copi0s of the~ monitoring log shall be made
available for inspection at any reasonable time and
copies of the log shall be provided to the
&ecutiveDivision Director, upon written request,at
any reasonable time of the AOD.
(h) Reporting. The owner or operator of a petroleum
refinery, upon the completion of each monitoring.
procedure, shall:
(1) submit a report to the Bxecuti>;eDivision Director
by the 30th day following the end of each calendar
quarter that lists all leaking components that were
located during the previous quarter but not repaired
within 15 days, all leaking components awaiting unit
turnaround, and the total number ofcomponents found
leaking; and,
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(2) submit ·a signed statement with the re·-·
attesting to the fact that all monitoring and, witl>. · ~
exception of those leaking components listed in
252:100-39-15(h)(1), all monitoring and repairs were
performed as stipulated in the monitoring program.
RefiseryPetroleum retineey process unit
turnaround
(a) Dermition. "Thm aroUBd'!"'fumaround" means the
planned procedure of shutting down a unit, inspecting and
repairing it, and restarting it.
(b) Procedures required. For the shutdown, purging and
blowdown operation of any processing petroleum refinery
processing unit the following procedures are required:
(1) Recovery of volatile organic compounds
(VOC)m shall be accomplished during the
shutdown or turnaround to a process unit pressure
compatible with the flare or vapor system pressure. The
unit willshs.!l then be purged or flushed withto a flare or
vapor recove:ry s.ystem using a suitable material such as
steam, water or nitrogen to a flare or vapor r0cowry
syst&m. The unit shall not be vented to the atmosphere
until pressure is reduced to less than 5 psig through
control devices.
(2) Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum
Federal Safety Standards for the 'fransportatio~
Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline," or any Stat•
Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person shall en.
organicYQk gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
recovery blowdown system unless these gases are
burned by smokeless flares, or an equally effective
control device as approved by the ExecutiveDivision
Director.
(3) At least fifteen days prior to a scheduled
turnaround, a written notification shall be submitted to
the &eGUtivoDivision Director. As a minimum, the
notification shall indicate the unit to be shutdown, the
date of shutdown, and the approximate quantity of
hydroGarbons~ to be emitted to the atmosphere.
(4) Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be
accomplished without the controls spedfied in
252:100-39-16(b)(l) and 252:100-39-16(b)(2) during
non-oxidant seasons provided the notification to the
EusativeDiyision Director as required in
252:100-39-16(b)(3), specifically contains-5uGh a request
for such an exemption. Non oxidantThe non-oxidant
season is understood to be between the months of
c"~;.October and Aprilfrom November 1through March 31.

252:100-39-16.

RefineryPetroleum refineo: vacuum .
producing system
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, wr--.
used in this Section, shall have the following meani •.
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise;.
(1) ''Accumulator'' means the vessel in the overhead
stream of any fractionating tower, after the overhead

252:100-39-17.
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condenses and separates noncondensable gases, liquid
hydrooamonsYQQ and water.
(2) "Hotwell" means the tank at the bottom of the
barometer leg in a barometric condenser system to
receive the water, condensate and entrained
hydrocarboasm generated by the barometric
condenser.
(b) Requirements. Noncondensable volatile organic
oompounds from the follow-ing eEfuipmcmtYQes emitted
from any.of the vacuum producing systems listed in
paragraphs (1) through (3) of this subsectioq shall be
incinerated or reduced by 90 percent of what would be
emitted from the following vacuum producing
system--without oontrols.
(1) ~ejectors with barometric condensenr,.
(2) ~ejectors with surface condense~.
(3) BH!GhaaicalMecbanical vacuum pumps.
(~) Hotwells and accumulators.
(1) Hot wells and accumulators shall be covered and
the nonoondensable vapors shall be vented to a fire-box
or incinerator.
(2) The presence of a pilot flame shall be monitored
using a thermocouple or any other equivalent device to
detect the presence of a flame. (Effective February 12,
1990)
(d) Compliance. Compliance shall be determined in
accordance with the provision of the CTG document
("Control of Refinery vacuum Producing systems.
Wastewater Separators and Process Unit Thrnarounds,"
EPA 450/2-77-025, October, 1977). Thst reports and
maintenance records~ be maintained for at least two
years. If emission testing is required, the appropriate test
method(s) selected from EPA Reference Methods 1through
· 4, 21, and/or 25, willsruill be utilized.

252:100-39-18. RefiaeryPetroleum refinery emuent water
separators

.(a) J)efinition. "Emuent water separator" means any

m

container in which any yoc floatin" on, entrained
or
contained in water entering the container is physically
separated and removed from the water prior to discharge of
the water from the container.
(b) Requirements. No peHOOowner or operator shall
operate,..m:.install or permit the operation or installation of
a single-single-compartment or multiple-compartment
'lelatile organic compoand •.vatereffluent water separator
from any I!Efllipment prOG8SSing; refmin~ treatmg, storing or
handling volatile organic Gompound unless the
compartment receiving sakitill< effluent water is equipped
•.'lith one ef the following •.rapor control dev:ices, properly
installed, in good woOOr!:g order aad in operation:to control
emissions in one gf the following ways.
(1) A'Ihe. container havingtotaUy encloses the liquid
contents and all openings~ sealed and totally
enelosing the liqaid contents. All gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
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sampling is taking place. The oil removal devices shall
be gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection
and/or repair is in progress.
(2) ~container~ equipped with a vapor-recovery
system, consisting of a vapor-gathering system capable
of collecting the organie materialY.QC vapors and gases
discharged and a vapor-disposal system capable of
processing such organic R.uiterialYQC.vapors and gases
SG-a&-to prevent their emission to the atmosphere-and
with-all. All tank gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. The orgamc materialY.QC removal devices shall
be gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection
and/or repair is in progress.
(3) ContainersA container that is equipped with
controls of equal efficiency, provided....!M plans and
specifications of such etl'lipment are Sllamitted andarn
approved by the &ewtiveDivision Director prior to
their use.
PART 5. PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND SfORAGE

252:100-39-30.

Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with
external floating roof taaksroofs

(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise<£
(1) "Condensate" means hydrocarbon liquid
separated from natural gas which condenses due to
changes in the temperature and/or pressure and
remains liquid at normal opemtmgstandard conditions.
(2) "Crude oil" means a naturally occurring
hydrocarbon mixture which is a liquid at standard
conditions. It may contain sulfur, nitrogen and/or
oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
Q). "Drillina or production facility" means all drilling
and servicing equipment wells. flow lines, s~arators,
equipment. gatherins lines, ·and auxiliary
non-transportation-related equipment used in the
production of petroleum but does not include natural
psoline plants.
~ "ExtemaJiyExternal floating roof" means a
storage vessel cover in an open top tank consisting of a
double deck or pontoon single deck which rests upon
and is supported by the petroleum liquid being
contained and is equipped with a closure seal or seals to
close the space between the roof edge and tank wall.
(4}£5). "Lease custody transfer" means the transfer of
· produced crude oil and/or condensate, after processing
and/or treating in the producing operations, from
storage tanksv~ or automatic transfer facilities to
pipelines or any other fomlsfurm of transportation.
~"Liquid-mounted seal" means primary seal
mounted in continuous contact with the liquid between
the ~wall and the floating roof.
(e}Ql "Petroleum liquid" means crude oil, condensate,
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and any finished or intermediate liquid products
manufactured or extracted in..a petroleum refinery.
f+1(8). "Vapor-mounted seal" means a primary seal
mounted so there is an annular vapor space underneath
the seal. The annular vapor space is bounded by the
bottom of the primary seal, the ~ wall, the
liquid surface, and the floating roof.
· '{8)(2). "Waxy, high pour point crude oil" means a crude
oil with a pour point of 50· E or higher as determined by
the American Society ofThsting and Materials Standard
D97-66, "Test for Pour Point of Petroleum Oils."
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all sourc0 faciliti0s with
petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external
floating roofs, having capacities greater than 150,000
liters(40,000 gallons), that are located in Thlsa aad
Oklahoma Cmmti0s40,QQQ gal (150.0001).
(2) This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid
storage vessels •.vhiGh prior to custody transf0rthat:
(A) are used to store waxy, high pour point crude
oil;
(B) have capacities less than 1,600,000
liters422,675 gal ( 420,000 gallons1.600 m3) and are
used to store produced crude oil and condensate
prior to lease custody transfer;
(C) contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor
pressure less than 1.5 psia {10.5 kPa) (1.5 psia);
(D) contain a p0troleam liquid with a tru0 vapor
pr0ssur0l0ss than 27.6 Kpa (4.0 psia); and,
(ij are of welded construction;
(ii} presently possess a metal-lk; ~e shoe seal,
a liquid mounted fuam seal, a liquid mounted
li"tuid filled type seal, or oth0r closure de!Jice of
demonstrated equivalence appro•1ed by the
Executive Director; or,contain a petroleum
liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 4.0
psia (27.6 kPa) if the vessels are of welded
construction and have a metallic-type shoe seal,
a liquid-mounted foam seaL a liquid-mounted .
liquid filled type seal, or other closure device of
demonstrated equivalence approved by the
Division Director: or,
·
(E) are ofwelded construction, ~equipped with
a metallic-type shoe primary seal and hashaye a
secondary seal from the top of the shoe seal to the
~wall (shoe-mounted secondary seal).
Q). Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment
standards for external floating roofs in 40 CFR 60
Subparts Ka or K.b are exempt from the requirements of
252:100-39-30.
ill Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment
standards for external floating roofs in 40 CFR 63
Subparts CC (63.646) or G shall be exempt from the
requirements of 252:100-39-30 upon the date
compliance with the standards in Subparts CC and G is
required.
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(c) Previsieas for spe£ifi£ pre£essesEquipmenr
operating requirements.
.· · . ·
(1) Standards. No owner of a petroleum liquidEach
storage vessel subject to thi5 Section shaUused to store a
petroleum liquid in that vsssel unless:shall meet the
foUowing conditions.
(A) The vessel has been fitted withj~ ,. .
(i) a continuous secondary seal extending
from the floating roof to the ~ wall
(rim-mounted secondary seal); or,
(ii) a closure device or other device which
controls VOC emissions with an effectiveness
equal to or greater than a seal required above
\HHI&rin 252:100-39-30(c)(1)(A)(i) and
approved by the BxecutiveDivisjon Director.
(B) All seal closure devices meet the following
requirementSj.
(i) tlwre~ are no visible holes, tears, or
other openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric;-.
(ii) th&~ seal(s) are intact and uniformly in
place. around the circumference of the floating
roof between the floating roof and the
tankv~ wallrand;.
(iii) for •,rapor mounted primary seals, theThe
accumulated area of gaps exceeding 0.32 em
(1,18 ir.. )l/8 in. (0.32 em) in width between -....,
secondary seal and the~ wall~
secondacy seal is psed in combination with _
vapor mounted primary seal shall not exceed
l1.2 cml per meteq.o in.lfft of tank~
diameter (lJJ in.2 per foot(21.2 cm2fm of
ta-n-k~ diameter)~. This shall be
detennined by physically measuring the length
and width of all gaps around the entire
circumference of the secondary seal in each
place where a 0.32 cml/8 in. (0.32 em) unifonn
diameter probe passes freely between the seal
and the tankvessel walli and summing the
a£@3areas of the individual gaps.
(C) All openings in the external floating roof,
except for automatic bleeder vents, rim space vents,
and leg sleeves, are;-~
(i) equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the
closed position except when the openings are in
actual use; and, .
(ii) equipped with projections into the
tankvessel which remain below the liquid
surface at all timeSj..
(D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all
times except when the roof is floated off or landed
-.,
on the roof leg supportsr.
(E) Rim vents are set to open when the roof
·
being floated off the leg supports or at th .
manufacturer's recommended settings;-and;.
(F) Emergency roof drains are provided with
slotted membrane fabric covers or equivalent covers
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which cover at least 90 percent of the area of the
opening. ·
(2) Monitorine. The owner or operator of a
petroleum liquid storage vessel with an external floating
roof subject to this Section shall:
(A) perform routine inspections semi-annually in
order
to
ensure
compliance with
252:100-39-30(c){1)(B)(i), i.e., no visible holes,
tears, or other openings in the seals or seal fabric;
(B) measure the secondary seal gap annually in
accordance with 252:100-39-30(c)(1)(B)(iii), when
the floating roof is equipped with a vapor-mounted
primary seal; and,
(C) maintain records of the types of volatile
petroleum liquids stored, the true vapor pressure of
the liquid as stored, and the results of the
inspections performed in 252:100-39-30(c)(2)(A)
and 252:100-39-30(c)(2)(B).

.Q).

Recordkeepin~

~W

Copies
of
all
records
under
252:100-39.;30(c)(2) shall be retained by the owner or
operator for a minimum of two years after the date on
which the record was made.
(4}(ID. Copies of all records under this Section shall be
made available to the moutiveDivision Director, upon
verbal or written request, at any reasonable time.
(d) Compliance schedule. Compliance with this Section
wiUshall_be accomplished by affected facilities within tv10
years of approval of this Section by the Oklahoma
Environmental Q\l:ality Boardby May 23, 1982.
PART 7. SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

252:100-39-40.

Cutback asphalt {paving)

.(a} Definitions. "Cutback asphalt" means a basic asphalt
or asphaltic concrete containing a. petroleum distillate.

.(b). Requirements. No owner, operator and/or contractor
shall prepare or apply cutback liq\l:ifiedliquefied asphalt
without the prior written consent of the :ExesutiveDivision
Director or the EHG!itive Director's dssigaee. Such consent
may be granted during Oklahoma's non-oxidant season, i.e.,
October through AprilNovember 1 through Ma.rch 31.

252:100-39-41. Vapor reeevery systemsStoraee.loading
and transport/deliyecy ofYOCs
(a) Storage ohelatile ergaaie oompeuads ¥0Cs in vessels
with storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons--{953
b~J.ls).. No person shall store or permit the storage of
gasoline or aay velatile organie sompmmd in tan.~ or'\tessels
havingEach vessel with a storage capacity greater than
40,000 gallom (953 bbls) unless S\l:ch tank, reservoir or otheF
container is togal (151 m3) which stores gasoline or any VOC
,.......lliill be a pressure taakyessel capable of maintaining
·JOrking pressures sufficient at all times tothat prevent
. arganicthe loss of YOC vapor or gas lGss-to the atmosphere,

or isshall be equipped with one or more of the following
vapor control devices..
(1) aAn external floating roof, consi&tingthat consists
of pontoon type, internal fleating covera pontoon-type
or double-deck type roof, which 'lAllcoyer or a fixed roof
with an internal-floaf:in& coyer. The cover shall rest on
the surface of the liquid contents at a11 times (i.e. off the.
lea supports). exce.pt during initial fill, when the storage
vessel is completely empty. or during refillina. When the
cover is resting on the lea supports. the process offilling.
emptying. or refilling shall be continuous and shall be
accomplished as rapidly as possible. The floating roof
shall be equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close
the space between the ~ edge and ~
wall. S\l:sh floatiagFloa.ting roofs are not appropriate
control devices if the organic cempoandsYQ.Cs_have a
vapor pressure of 11.0 pounds per square inch absolute
(5€i8 mm Hg)}l.l psia Q6.6 kPa) or greater under actual
conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall bt?
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place. aosure seals willfor fixed roof vessels with an
internal-floating coyer shall meet the requirements of
252:100 J9 JO(c)(1)(1));252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(i) and
(ii). Closure seals for vessels with external floating roofs
shall
meet
the
requirements
of
252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(i), (ii), and (iii).
(2) aA vapor-recovery system consistiagthat consists of
a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting 90
percent by weight or more of the uncontrolled volatile
organ-ic eompounds.YQCa that would otherwise be
emitted to the atmosphere and a vapor-disposal system
capable of processing such organic compounds so
asYQQl to prevent emissions in excess of 80 mW1iter of
gasoliae6.68 X 1Q-4lb/gal (80 mg/1) of V0Cs transferred
to the atmosphere. All ~gauging and sampling
devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is taking placerer,•
(3) 9tbei:Other equipment or methods that are of
equal efficiency for purposes of air pollution oontrol-as
may be used when approved by the ExeeutiveDivision
Director and are-in concert with federal guidelines.
(b) Storage orvelatile ergaaie oompeuads yoes in vessels
with stora&e capacities of400-40,000 gallons-{9. 5 953 bbls).
(1) Ne person shall store er permit the sterage o~
gasoline or other volatile organic compo1:1nos in any
stationaryYQC_storage Gontaiae~ with a nominal
capacity greater than 400 gallons (9.$ bbls)gal (1.5 m3)
and less than 40,000 gallons (95J bbls) 1:1nless sueh
container isgal (151 m 3) shall b~ equipped with a
submerged fill pipe or is~ bottom filled. No person
shall store or permit the st£lrage of gasoline or other
~latile organic compeund in any stationary storage
container with an average daily throughput ef 3(),000
gallom or greater unless the displased WipoFS from the
sterage oontainer are proceSBed by a system that has a
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total sellestion efficienc:y no less than 90 persent by
weight of total hydrosarbon sompounds in said vapors.
(2). The di!l{'laced vapors from each storage vessel with
an average daily throughput of 30.000 gal (113,562 l) or
greater which stores gasoline or other
shall be
processed by a system that has a total collection
dfi,ciency no less than 90 percent by wei~ht of total
VOCs in the vapors.
t2)(A) The vapor recovery system shall include-ene
or more of tbe following:
W(i). a vapor-tight return line from the storage
sontamervessel to the delivery vessel and a system
that will ensure that the vapor return line is
connected before gasoline or volatile organis
compounds.YQ.C.s can be transferred into the
sontaiaerstorage vessel; or, .
EB)(illother equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the
total hydrocarbon sompounds~ in the
displaced vapor provided thatif approval Gf..tOO
proposed design installation, and operatioa is
obtained from the Exacuti•.zeDivision Director prior
to start of construction.
~PrO'Jided, ho\vliwer, that theThe requirements for
vapor collection of displaced vapors shall not apply to
operations that are not major sources.

voes

(c) Loading of velatile orgaaie eompoUB:ds~.
(1) No person shall operate, install or permit the
building, operatioa or installation ofa station:uyvolatile
organis compoUBdEach VOC loading facility ~
msh loading facility iswith an annual throughput of
120.QQQ gal (454.249 1) or &reater or storage capacity
greater than 10.000 gal (38 m3) shall be equipped with a
vapor-collection and/or disposal system properly
installed, in good working order and in operation.
(2) Wlwa volatile organis compoundsWhile YOCs are
loaded through the hatches of a transport vessel, a
pneumatic, hydraulic or mechanical means shall be
provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal at the hatch.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic
materialYQC..drainage from the loading device when it
is removed from the transport vessel, or to accomplish
complete drainage before removal.
(4) When loading is effusted through~ means other
than hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be
equipped with fittings whiGhthru. make vapor-tight
connections and which close automatically when
disconnected.
(5) The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of
the system shall consist of one or more of the
followingelements listed in 252:100-39-41(c)(5)(A)
throufP! 252:100-39-42(c)(5)(C) in addition to bottom
loading or submerged fl.ll of transport vessel.si. Storage
vessels at service stations and bulk plants may be used
for intermediate storage prior to recovezy/disposal of
vapors as specifl.ed in 252:100-39-41(c)(5)(A) through
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252:100-39-41(c)(5)(C) if they are designed to pr~
. '· 1
the release of vapors during use.
··· ....··. '
(A) aaAn absorption/adsorption system or
condensation system witbthat has a minimum
recovery efficiency of 90 percent by weight of all the
volatile organis compaundYQC vapors and gases
entering such disposal systemr.
(B) "aA v.apor handling system which directs all
vapors to a fuel gas incineration system with a
minimum disposal efficiency of 95 percentj-01=;.
(C) ~equipment ofthat has at least ~90
percent efficiency, provided plans for such
equipment are submitted ta and approved by the
&eGUti\·eDivision Director. Storage vessels at
servise stations and bulk plants may ee used for
interm.lldiate storage prior to rew;ery/dispasal. of
vapors as per 252:100 39 41(c)(5)(A) thraugh
252:100 39 41(s)(5)(C) if they are desigaed to
prevent the release of•,<apors duriag use.
(6) Subsection 252:100-39-41(c) shall apply to any
facility wh-iGhlbJU loads volatile organic ·
compoundsYQC& into any transport vessel designed for
transporting 'IOlatile organiG sompounds~.
(d) 'Ii'ansport/delivery.
(1) The vapor-laden delivery vessel shall meet QlliUll
the following requirementsT.
~
(A) the~ deliveryvesselmust be-so designa
and operated as-to be vapor tight except whe•.
sampling, gauging, or inspectingi-0£-,..
(B) the~ delivery vessel must be equipped and
operated so thatto deliver the volatile orgaaic
compoUBdYQC vapors are d~i~livered to a vapor
recovery/disposal system.
(2) No owner/operator willowner or operator shall
allow a delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to
receive displaced organiG.YQC vapors nor service
tanksv~ unable to deliver displaced vapors except
for tankBlfaGilitiesvessels and facilities exempted in
252:100-39-41(b) and 252:100-39-41(c).
(3) Thsting of the tank trucks for compliance with the
vapor tightness requirements must be consistent with
Appendix "B" EPA Guideline Series Document,
"Control of Volatile Organic Compound Leaks from
Gasoline Thnk 'llucks and Vapor Collection Systems,"
EPA 450/2-78-051, or an equivalent method as
determined by the E.ncutiveDivision Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Thlsa ~ounty. .•<\!so see
252:100 39 48 for additional requirements pertaining to
~lsa Caunty.
U) Applicabilit)'. This subsection applies only it1 Thlsa
County.
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(2).

Stora~:e ofVOCs.
.(A) 2,000 - 40,000 gallons capacity. Each stora.t .
vessel with a nominal capacity &reater than 2,000 gal
(7.6 m3) and less than 40.000 gal (151 m3) that stores
gasoline or other VOCs or each storage vessel
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located at a facility that dispenses more than 120.000
gal[yrofgasoline or other
in addition to being
equipped with a submer2ed fill pipe or being bottom
loading, shall be eqyipped with a vapor control
system. The vapor control system shall have an
efficiency of no less than 90 percent lzy weifU1t of the
contained in the displaced vapors and shall be
....equipped with a pressure relief valve in the
atmOspheric vent system which maintains a pressure
of 16 oz/in. 2 and 112 oz/in.2 vacuum. The vapor
recovety system shall include one or more of the
following.
(i). A vapor-tight return line from the storage
vessel to the deliyexy vessel and a system that
will ensure that the vapor return line is
connected before gasoline or YOCs can be
transferred into the storage vessel (i.e.,
poppeted connectors from the stora~:e vessel to
the delivexy vessel.).
!ii) A float vent valve assembly installed in the
vapor return/vent line on new and existing dual
point installations; however, for coaxial
installations on existing stations, a vent sleeve
extending 6 in. (15 em) below the top of the
vessel will be allowed. Sleeves may be equipped
with a 1116 in. (0.16 em) air bleed bole.
(iii) A vapor recovery line with a
cross-sectional area that is at least half of the
cross-sectional area of the liquid delivety line.
.(iv) Other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of
the total VOCs in the displaced vapor if
approved by Division Director prior to start of
construction.
Applicability.
(i). AnY vessel with a capacity greater than
2,000 gal (7.6 m3) or any vessel located at a
facility that dispenses more than 120.000 gallyr
(454,249 llyr) shall be and will always remain
subject to 252:100·39-41(e)(2). (effective
Februazy 12. 1990.)
£ii) Exemptions to 252:100-39-41W(2.) may be
granted if the owner or operator shows to the
satisfaction of the Division Director that the
vessel is used exclusively for agricultural .
purposes.
.(C) Emission testing. If emission testin2 is
conducted. the appropriate test methods selected
from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, 25A and
25B shall be utilized.
@
Compliance,
Compliance
with
252:100-39-41(e)(2) shall be accomplished by the
owner or operator of affected facilities by December
31, 1986.
.(E) Certification. The owner or operator of a
facility shall obtain, by whatever means practicable,

voes.
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certification from the owner or operator of the
transport/delivery vessels that all deliveries of
gasoline or other
made to their 400-eallon to
40.000-iallon stora~ facility located in Thlsa County
shall be made by transport/delivery vessels that
comply with the requirements contained in
252:100·39-41(e)(4). Complian<(e with
252:100-39-41(e)(2) shall be accomplished,·by
owners or operators of affected facilities rio later
than December 31, 1990. (Effective February 12.

voes

122!ll

0) Loading of YOCs. In addition to those
reqyirernents contained in 252:100-3941(c), stationaty
loadina facilities shall be checked annually in
accordance with EPA Thst Method 21, Leak Jest. Leaks
&reater than 5,000 ppmv shall be repaired within 15
days. Facilities shall retaininspection and repair records
for at least two years.
ffi Transportldelivery yessel requirements. In
addition to the requirements contained in
252:100-39-41(d), facilities located in Thlsa County must
meet the followin& reqyirements.
(A). Maintenance.
(i). The de}iyexy vessel must be maintained so
that it is vapor tieht exc<a?t when sampling,
&au&ing, or inspecting, Tiiese activities shall not
occur while the vehicle is loading or unloading
or is in a pressurized state.
(ill The delivery vessel must be equipped,
maintained, and operated to receive vapors
{rom sources identified in 252:100-39=41(b)(1)
and 252:100.39-41(b)(2) and retain these and all
other vapors until the_y are delivered into an
authorized vapor recoveey/disposal system.
(iii) Vessels with defective equipment such as
boots, seals, and hoses, or with other
deficiencies that would impair the vessels' ability
to retain vapors or liquid shall be repaired
within 5 days.
;
(iYl The certified testing facility must certify to
tbe approvins a~ncy that the prQper testins and
repairs have occurred in accordance with
252:100-39-41(e)(4)(B)(i). The vessel must also
di§play on the rear panel a tag showing the date
of the pressure test.
(Yl No OWner or operator shall allow a delivety
vessel to be filled at a facility unable to receive
nor service vessels unable to
displaced
deliver displaced vapors except for
vessels/facilities exempted in 252:1QQ-39-41(b).
'Thrminal owners shall not fill vessels that do not
display a current tag.
(Yi) Delivery vessels may be inspected by
representatives of the DEO in order to
determine their state of repair. Such a test may
consist of a visual inspection or a vapor test with

voes
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:vapory not to exceed 5.000 ppmv. Failure of a
vapor test shall reqyire the owner or operator to
make the necessary repairs within 10 days.
Failure to certify within 10 days of a vapor test
that the necessary repairs have been made shall
subject the owner or operator to sanctions.
Upon certification of repairs. the vessel will be
allowed to resume normal·operation.
all Testing reqpirements.
ill Pressure test.
ill Delivery vessels. delivering or
receiving gasoline must be tested one time
per year for vapor tightness. The vapor
tightness test must be consistent with
Appendix "N' EPA Guideline Series
Document. "Control of Volatile Organic
Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank
'llucks and Vapor Collection Systems". EPA
450/2-78-051. Tests shall be performed by
the owner or a transport service company.
Thst methods used to test these vessels by
owners or testing companies must be
approved for use bs the Division Director.
The vessel shall be considered to pass
the
test
prescribed
in
252:100-39-41(e)(4)(B)(i)(I) when the test
results show that the vessel and its vapor
collection systems do not sustain a pressure
change of more than 3 in. H20. There shall
be no avoidable visible liquid leaks.
.(ii). Vapor test. Thsting of the tank trucks for
compliance with vapor ti~tness requirements
as required under 252:100-39-41(e)(4)(A)(vi)
must be consistent with Appendix "B" EPA
Guideline Series Document. "Control of
Volatile Organic Compound Leaks from
Gasoline Thnk Jiucks and Vapor Collection
Systems". EPA 40512-78-051. as modified for
this purpose and contained in 252:100-43-15.
The requirements of 252:100-39-41(e) took ·
effect December 15, 1988.

an

252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a) Cold cleaning facility requiremeats.
(1) Equipment requirements. No personAn owner or
operator shall allow the construction or operation of any
cold cleaning unit for metal degreasing using an organic
solv~nt unless the f9Uo'>'ling requirements are me~
uses a VOC shall: ·
··
(A) ~a cover or door shall be imtalled on the
facility that can be easily operated with one hand;
(B) provide an internal drain board will be
provided in such a manner that will allow lid closure
if practical;; if not practical, the drainage facility may
beprovide an external draina~e facility; and,
(C) attach a permanent, conspicuous label
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summariz1ng the operating requirements w·..-,.,,
permanently
attacoedspecified
252:100-39-42(a)(2) to the facility.
(2) Operatine requirements. Th operating
f@quirements specified in 252;100 39 42(a)(l)(C) shall
as a minimum specifyOwners or operators shall at a
minimum:
(A) drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until
dripping ceases before removal;
(B) close degreaser cover when not handling
parts in cleanerHllld;;
(C) store waste solventVOC in covered
containers. Do not dispose or allow disposition in
such a manner that more than 20 percent by weight
can e'laporate into the atmosphere.;
@
not dispose or allow disposition 9fwaste VOC
in such a manner that more than 20 percent by
weight can evaporate into the atmosphere.
~If used, a solvent spray will be of a solid fluid
stream (not atomized or spray)use a solid fluid stream.
not an atomized spray. when YOC is sprayed.
{4-).(J). Requirements for controls. If the solvent
volatilityyap<>r pressure of the YOC is greater than Jl
mm Hg (O.ti psi)0.6 psi (4.1 kPa) measured at~
(100"F)100"F(38"C) or ifsolwntYQCis heated tol2Q
d0gf@eS C248"F (120"C). the owner or operator sbal.\..
~ one or more of the following control devices
·
be required:devices/techniques.
(A)· freeboardFreeboard that gives a~
~ratio greater than or equal to 0.7r•
(B) water~ cover and-where the solve:atYQC
is insoluble in and heav:ierdenser than water or such
equivalentj-Gl';..
(C) otlierAnother system of equivalent control as
approved by the Executi';eDivision Director.
($}«).Compliance and recordkeepinz, Compliance
willsillill be determined in accordance with EPA
guidance document "Control of Volatile Organic
Emissions from Solvent Metal Cleaning." 450/2-77-022.
Thst reports and maintenance and repair records of
control equipmentwillshall. be maintained by the source
for~ two years.
(b) Vapor-type metal degreasing requirements.
(1) Equipment requirements. No person shall allow
the construction er operatio:aAn owner or operator of
any vapor-type metal degreasing unit using an organic
solvent unlessA VOC shall ensure that the following
requirements are meti£
,.
(A) the~ unit hasshall have a cover or door that·
can easily be opened and closed without disturbfug
the vapor zoner£
(B) thGThe unit willsruill have the following saf~
switches•.
(i) condenserCondenser flow switch anu
thermostat or equivalent capable of shutting off
the sump heat if condenser coolant is not
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circulating or coolant exceeds solventYQC
riianufacturer's recommended level;-and;.
(ii) spray~ safety switch capable of
shutting off spray pumps if the vapor level drops
in excess offuur i&Ghes4 in. (10 em).
(C) the~ unit ~ave one or more of the
following control devices/techniqueST.
(i) freeboardFreebQard ratio not less than
0.75, i.e., the ratio of the freeboard to the width
of the degreaser wherein the term freeboard is
defined as the distance from the top of the vapor
zone to the top of the degreaser tanlq.
(ii) refrigeratedRefrigerated chiller, i.e.,
condenser coils in the upper limit of the vapor
zonej'.
(iii) eaclo58dEnclQsed design, i.e., cover or
door is opened only when_a part is actually
entering or exiting the facility;-or-,..
(iv) a.A carbon adsorption system with
ventilation greater than SO ~ of
air/vapor area when cover is open and
exhaustmg. The system shall exhaust less than
25 ppm solwntppmy VOC average over one
adsorption cycleror..
(v) aA control system demonstrated to have a
control efficiency equal to or greater than any of
the
systems
in
(C)
of
this
paragraph252:100-39-42(.b)(1)(C).
(D) aA permanent conspicuous label
summanztng
operating
proeedares
willrequirements in 252:100-39-42(!>)(2) shall be
attached to the~·
(2) OperatlnK requirements. The eperatiag
Ee'fairemeats referred to ia 252:1()() 39 42(b)(l)(D)
shall as a minimum speoify-.An owner or Qperator of a
vapQr type metal degreasing unit using VOC shall
ensure. that the following req,uiremeuts are met.
(A) As a minimum operators shall: ,
ill keep__tM cover closed at all times except
when prooessing workde~easing parts;
~
minimize solvent eany oat by the follo>1Ang
measi:H'es:
WOU rack parts to allow full drainage.;
(iB(iii) move parts in and out of the de greaser
at less than 3.3 m/seo (11 ft/min,).ll ft/min (3.4
rnlmin);
~(iY). degrease the workload in the vapor
zone at least 30 &&&.secQnds or until
condensation ceases.;
(iv}Cl)tip out any pools of selventYQC on the
cleaned parts before removal.;,
M(Yi)allow parts to dry within the degreaser for
at least 15 sec.seconds or until visually dry.~
(vii) assure that VOC leaks are immediately
repaired Qf the de~easer is shut down: and, ·
(viii) store waste YOC Qnly in closed containers,
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.(B)

As a minimum operators shall not:

(G)(i).do aot degrease porous or absorbent
materials, such as cloth, leather, wood or
rope;
~(ill
worklealis sheula aatallow workloads to
occupy more than half of the degreaser's open top
area;
(e)(iii)· ''~pray above the vapor level;
(F) assure sol'lent leaks immediately repaired or
the degreaser is shat down;
·~ do aet dis}')ese of waste solvl!lnt or transfer
it to aaother party ia sash a maanl!lr thatallow
greater than 20 percent of the..YQ.C waste (by
weight) willtQ evaporate into the atmosphere:-Sto£e
waste solvent only in closed eaataiaers~
disposing of the waste or transferring the waste to
another party;
~
allow exhaust ventilation should aot!Q
exceed 2Qm3/mm. per m2 (65 dm per ft2)65 cfm/ft2
(20 m3/min/m2) of degreaser open area, unless
necessary to meet OSHA requirements. Ventilation
fans should not be used near the degreaser opening;
aad,
(Yi). use ventilation fans near the degreaser
Qpening: or.
OO(Yii). allow water should not1Q be visually
detectable in solventYQC exiting the water
separator.
(3) Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance
will.s.hall be determined in accordance with EPA
document 450/2-77-022 and all test and maintenance
records willslrnll be retained by the source for at least
two years.
(c) Conveyorized degreasing unit requirements.
(1) Operating requirements. No person shall
operateAn Qwner Qr QperatQr Qf a conveyorized
degreasing unit using VOC shall ensure that \ffil@ss..the
following requirements are meti,
(A) exhaastExhaust ventilation shGakishrul not
exceed 2Qm3/mia. per m2 (65 Gfin per ft 2)65 cfm/ft2
(20 m 3 /mintm2) of degreaser opening, unless
necessary to meet OSHA requirements. Work place
fans should aot be used aear the degreaser opening;
QU Work place fans shall not be used near the
de!P'easer opening.
(B)(Q, miaimize oarry oatCany-out emissions
shall be minimized by:
(i) racking parts for best drainage; and,
(ii) maintaining vertical conveyor speed at
less than 3.3 m/min. (11 ft./mia.);ll ft/min (3.4
rnlmin).
(G)(U} doEyaporatiQn Qf waste VOC into the
atmQsphere shall not dispose of waste solvent or
transfer it to another party in saoh a manner thatbe
greater than 20 percent of the waste (by weight) eaa
evaporate iato the atmosphere, Store waste solvent
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the waste or transferring the waste to another party,
(ID Waste VOC shall be stored only in covered ·
containers.
(1}1(£). repak sol-s,rentYQC leaks must be repaired
immediately, or shut dmvn the degreaseri must be
· shutdown.
~(.Q:). water shouldWater shall not be visibly
detectable in the solventYQC exiting the water
separatorj--alld;.
~(ill aA permanent conspicuous label will-t::lo
attached to the facility summarizing the operating
requirements listed in 252:100-39-42(b) and
252:100-39-42(c)shall be attached to the unit.
(2) Control requirements. In addition to the
requirements in 252:100-39-42(c){1), any unit that has
an air/vapor interface of more .than 2.0m2 will21.5 ft2
(2.0 m2) shall be subject to the following control
requirements..
(A) Major control devices. The degreaser must
be controlled by either:
(i) il refrigerated chiller,;
(ii) il carbon adsorption system,.with...!Mt
exhausts less than 25 ppmv of VOC averased
over a complete adsorption cycle and has
ventilation equal to or greater than 15 m2fmin
per m2 (50 cfmlft2)50 cfmlft2 (15 m 3/min!m2) of
air/vapor area (when down-time covers are
open), and exhausting less than 25 ppm of
sol!;eat &y •10lume averaged over a complste
adsorption syde,~ or.
(iii) i!....System demonstrated to have control
efficiency equivalent to or better than either of
the above.
(B) Carryover prevention. Either a drying
tunnel, or another means such as rotating
(tumbling) basket, sufficient to prevent cleaned
parts from carrying out sotveatYQC liquid or vapor
subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C) Safety switches. The following safety
switches must be installed and be operational~.
(i) Condenser flow switch and thermostat
-!llill (shuts off sump heat if coolant is either not
circulating or too warmt.
(ii) Spray safety switch -tlmt (shuts off spray
pump or conveyor if the vapor level drops
excessively, e.g. more than 10 em (4 in.))4 in (10

roll·

.(iii) Vapor level control thermostat -ihAt
(shuts off sump heat when vapor level rises too
high~.

(D) Minimized openings. Entrances and exits
shoukishall silhouette work loads so that the average
clearance fbetween parts and the edge of the
degreaser openingj is either less than 10 em (4 in:)4
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w<; onl;t_ in covered containersiWhen disposing of

in. (10 em) or less that 10 percent of the width c
-•,
opening.
·
·
(E) Covers. Down-time ~covers must be
placed over entrances and exits of conveyorized
degreasers immediately after the conveyor and
exhaust are shutdown and removed just before they
are started up.
(3) Compliance and recordkeepin&. Compliance
will.s.h.illl be determined in accordance with EPA
document 450/2-77-022 and all......All test and
maintenance records willshall be retained by the source
for at least two years.
(d) Alternative control methods. As an alternative to the
requirements of 252:100-39-42(a) through
252:100-39-42(c}, and subject to EPA approval. an operator
may request the approval by the Division Director of other
methods of control may be appro>18d by, subject to EPA
approval, the Executivs Director apon application by a
source; pro'lkled, the~ applicant mmY£Ldemonstrate
that the proposed method will prechuls no lsss thaapreyent
at least 80 percent of the emissions from each source from
being emitted to the atmosphere, as determined by the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1
through 4, 18, 25, 25A and 25B.
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, wh
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise~.
(1) "FFexographic printing" means the application of
words, designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a
roll printing technique in which the pattern to be applied
is raised above the printing roll and the image carrier is
made of rubber or other elastomeric materials.
(2) "Packaging rotogravure printing" means
rotogravure printing upon paper, paper board, metal
foil, plastic film, and other substrates, whichthat are, in
subsequent operations, formed into packaging products
and labels for articles to be sold.
(3) "Publication rotogravure printing" means
rotogravure printing upon paper which is subsequently
formed into books, magazines, catalogues, brochures,
directories, newspaper supplements, and other types of
printed materials.
.
(4) "Roll printing'' means the application of words,
designs and pictures to a substrate usually by means of
a series of hard rubber or steel rolls each with only
partial coverage.
.
(5) "Rotogravure printing" means the application of
works, designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a
roll printing technique wbiGhthal involves an intaglio o~
recessed image areas in the form of cells.
(b) Applicability.
f11 This Section applies to all packaging rotogravure,
publicatioa rotogravure, ami flsxographic printing
fa<:ilitiss located in Thlsa and Oklahoma coanties.
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E2j This Section applies

~to

e-alypackaging
rotogravUre. publication rotogravure. and flexographic
priotina facilities whose potential emissionemissions of
organie soh•cmt isYOC are equal to or more than 9Q
megagrams (10€i grams) per year (100 tonslyr.)l.QQ
tons[yr (90 MiLYI). Potential emissions aH--teshall be
calculated based on historical records of actual
consumption of solwntYQC and ink.
{c) Provisions for specific processes.
(1) NQAn owner or opera tor of a paGkaging
rotogravare, pl!bliGation rotegrav~ne or flwmgraphiG
printing facility subject to this Section and employing
solventwbich uses VOC containing ink may operate,
Gaase, allo·w er permit the operatien of the fasility
Wlles&;.shall ensure that one of the following conditions
~

(A) t:be::IM. volatile fraction of ink, as it is applied
to the substrate, contains 25.0 percent by volume or
less of organic selvent.Y.QC and 75.0 percent by
volume or more of water;-.
(B) the:l:M ink as it is applied to the substrate, less
water, contains 60~0 percent by volume or more Qf
nonvolatile materialj-Qf-,.
(C) theThe owner or operator installs and
operates:
(i) a carbon adsorption system whidlthat
reduces the organic solvent~ emissions
from the capture system by at least 90.0 percent
by weight;
(ii) an incineration system whiGhthat oxidizes
at least 90.0 percent of the nonmethane volatile
organiG solvent.YQ.C_measured as total
combustible carbon to carbon dioxide and
water; or,
(iii) an alternative organic solvent.Y.QC
emission reduction system demonstrated to
have at least 90.0 percent reduction efficiency,
measured across the control system;-ili\Qwhich
has been approved by the EHcati•;eDivision
Director.
{2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with
emission
control
systems
in
· the
252:100-39-43(c){1)(C). The design and operation of
~capture system must be consistent with good
engineering practice, and shall be required to provide
for an overall reduction in volatile organiG
compoandYQC emissions of at least:
{A) 75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure
process is employed;
(B) 65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure
process is employed.~
(C) 60.0 percent where a tlexographic printing
process is employed.
(d) Compliance schedule. Compliance with this Section
will~ be accomplished by affected facilities within t>.JJO (2)

years of appro•1al of this Sabchapter by the Oklahoma
Environmental Qaal.ity Boardby May 23. 1982.
(e) Testing. Thst procedures to determine compliance
with this Subchapter must be consistent with EPA
Reference Method 24 or equivalent ASTM Methods.
252:100-39-44.1 Manqfacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise;..
(1) ''Automatic tread end cementing" means the
application of a solwntYQC based cement to the tire
tread ends by automated devices.
(2) "Bead dipping" means the dipping of an
assembled tire bead into a solventYQC based cement.
{3) "Green tires" means assembled tires before
molding and curing have occurred.
(4) "Green tire spraying" means the spraying of green
tires, both inside and outside, with release compounds
whiGhthat help remove air from the tire during moldiiig
and prevent the tire from sticking to the mold after
curing.
(5) "Manual tread end cementing" means the
application of a solventYQC based cement to the tire
tread ends by manufacturers.
(6) "Passenger type tire" means agricultural, airplane,
industrial, mobile home, light and medium duty truck,
and passenger vehicle tires with a bead diameter up to
but not including 20.0 inches and cross section
dimension up to 12.8 inches.
(7) "Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture" means the
production ofpneumatic rubber, passenger type tires on
a mass production basis.
{8) ''Undertread cementing'' means the application of
a solventYQC based cement to the underside of a tire
tread
(9) "Water based sprays" means release compounds,
sprayed on the inside and outside of green tires, in which
solids, water and emulsifiers have been substituted for
organic solveatsm. These sprays may contain an
average of up to five percent organic solventYQC.
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to VOC emissions frem thll
follewing operations infmm all major source pneumatic
rubber tire manufacturing facilities located in
Oklahoma County..fmm:
(A) undertread cementing;
(B) automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C) green tire spraying.
{2) The provisions of this Section do not apply to the
prodaGtionsproduction of specialty tires for antique or
other vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or
with short production runs. This exemption applies only
to tires produced on equipment separate from normal
production lines for passenger type tires.
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(3) Manu~l tread e.n~ cemen~ing operations are
exempt from the provlSlons of thts Sect1on. ·
(c) pFQViswns fer specific proeessesControl requirements.
(1) !]ndertread cementina or automatic tread end
gmenting. The owner or operator of an undertread
cementing, or automatic tread end cementing,
operation subject to this Section shall~ install and
Qperatcnhe fQllowing.
(A) isstall aad operate a.A capture system,
designed to achieve maximum reasonable capture
from all undertread cementing, and automatic tread
end cementing operations. Maximum reasonable
capture would require that hood enclosures be
designed in SliM a mar.nor to minimize open areas
and enclose as much of the emission source as
practical while maintaining a minimum in-draft
velocity of 200 feet per mmuteftlmin (61 m/min)
except during times when the enclosure must be
opened to allow work inside or for the inspections of
the product in progress. Maximum reasonable
capture shall be consistent with the followiag
docaments:
(i) Industrial Ventilation, A Manual of
Recommended Practices, 14th Edition,
American Federation of Industrial Hygienists.;

fiD!:L
(ii) Recommended Industrial Ventilation
guidelines, U.S. Department of Health
Education and Welfare, National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health.
(B) .install· and operate aA control device that
meets the requirements of one of the following~
systems.
(i) A carbon adsorption system designed and
operated in a manner suchm that there is at
least an initial 95.0 percent removal of VOC by
weight from the gases ducted to the control
device with at least a 90 percent 3 year removal
.

average~~

(ii) An incineration system that oxidizes at
least 90.0 percent of the nonmethane volatile
organic cempooods (VOCVOCs (measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the
incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
(iii) An alternative volatile organic
compoundYQC emission reduction system
certified by the owner or operator to have at
least a 90.0 percent reduction efficiency,
measured across the control system, and that
has been approved by the Executi•;eDivision
Director.
(2) Green tire sprayin&. The owner or operator of a
green tire spraying operation subject to this Section shall
implement one of the following means of reducing
·
volatile organic compooodYOC_emissions~.
(A) substituteSubstitute water-based sprays for
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the normal solvent basedVOC-based mold J ......, -~
compoundj-Of,.
..·
(B) installlnstall a capture system designed and
operated in a manner that will1Q capture and
transfer at least 90.0 percent of the VOC emitted by
the green tire spraying operation to a control device,
and instal] and operate a control device that meets
the requirements of one of the following7 systems..
(i) aA carbon adsorption system designed and
operated in a manser SYGh SQ that there is at
least 95.0 percent removal of VOC by weight
from the gases ducted to the control device~.
(ii) anAn incineration system that oxidizes at
least 90.0 percent of the norunethane volatile
organic compounds(VOCVOCs (measured as
total combustible carbon) to carbon dioxide and
waterror,.
(iii) anAn alternative volatile organic
compol:lndYQC_emission reduction system
aru?roved by the Division Director and certified
by the owner or operator to have at least a 90.0
percent reduction efficiency, measured across
the control system, that has bet:n approved by
the Executive Director.
(3) Exemption. If the total volatile organic
compound.YQC..emissions from all undertr..-¢.
cementing, tread-end cementing, bead dipping,
green tire spraying operations at a pneumatic rubl. __
tire manufacturing facility do not exceed 57 grams per
are~ 252:100-39-44(c)(l) and 252:100-39-44(c)(2)
shall not apply.
(4) .''-.n ovmer or operator of an undertread cementing,
tread end cementiag, bead dipping or greea tire
spraying operatios subject to this Section may, instead
of implementing measures HH}l:lired by
252:100 39 44(c)(1) and 252;100 39 44(c)(2), Sl:lbmit to
the E~ecytilfe Director a petition for alternatin
controls. The petition must be submitted in writing
before September 15, 1981 and ml:lst contain;
(A} the name and address of the company and the
aame and telephone nYmber of a responsible
company representatit;e over whose signatl:lre the
petition is Sl:lbmitted;
~
a description of all operatioas ·conducted at
thB location to •Nbich the petition applies and the
p1upose tbe volatile organiG compound emitting
equipment serves within the operations;
(q reference to tho specific emissioa limits,
operational andlor equipment coatrols for which
alternative emission limits, operational aad/or
eqyipment controls are proposed;
(b)} a detailed description of the prope~
alternative emission limits, operational ana,
eql:lipmlmt controls, the magnitl:lde of volatil~S
organic compound emission reduction whish vfill be
achiev~d, and the quantity and composition of
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volatile organic compounds ·.vbich willl:le emitted if
the alternative emission limits, operational and/or
e'jUipment GOntrols are instituted;
(E) a schedule for the installation and/or
institutioa of the alternative operational and/or
equipment controls in conformaace with the
appropriate compliance schedwe section; and,
(Fj .a demonstratioa that the altemati\•e control· ·
program constitutes reasona9ly a¥ailal:lle control
technalogy for the petitioned facili-ty. The factors to
be presented in this demonstration include but are
not limited to;
(-i} the capital expenditure necessary to
adH8\re the petitioned level of coatrol;
(ii) the impact of these oosts oa the rum;
(iii) the. eaergy requiremeats of the petitioaed
ltvJGl of oontrol;
(iv} ·lRe impact OR the ewAroruneat in terms of
aay iacrease in air, water aad solid waste
efflaeat discharge of the petitioned level of
ooatrol;
{¥) aay adverse worker or product safety
impliGations of the petitioned llV.•Bl of coatrol;

andt-

(¥i} an analysis for each of the factors ia
252:100 39 44(c)(4)(F)(i)
through
2$2:100
39
44(c)(4)(F)(v)
for
the
controlltwels
,-....
specified ia 252:100 39 44(c)(1) aad
2$2:100 39 44(c)(2).
(5) The Execative Din~ctor may approve a Petition for
Alternative Control if:
{A) the petition is sYI=.lmittBd iB acGordance vAth
2$2:100 39 44(6);
{B) the petition demonstrates that the altemati'.re
coatrols represent reasonable a-vailable control
technology; or,
~
the petition ooatains a compliance sshedule
for acllicvf.ng and maintaining a redaction ohelatile
organic compoand emissions as gpeditiously as
practicable, bHt no later than the photochemical
oxidant attaiameat date.
(d) Compliance schedule. Compliance with this Section
will be accomplished by affected facilities on or before
December 31, 1982.
(e) Testing and monitoring.
(1) lest procedures to determine compliance with this
Section must be approved by the BxecutiveDivision
Director and be consistent with:
(A) EPA Guideline Series Document
"Measurement of Volatile Organic Compounds,"
EPA-450/2-78-041~

,-..

(B) Appendix A of "Control of Volatile Organic
Emissions from Existing Stationary Sources Volume II: Surface coating of Cans, Coils, Paper,
Fabrics, Automobiles, and Light-Duty Thucks,"
EPA-450/2-77-008.
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(2) ·The Execativebivision Director may accept,
instead of green tire spray analysis, a certification by the
manufacturer of the composition of the green tire spray,
if supported by actual batch formulation records.
(3) If add-on control equipment is used, continuous
monitors of the following paramBters shall be installed,
periodically calibrated, and operated at all times that the
associated control equipment is operating. These
monitors shall measure:
(A) exhaust gas temperamrestemperature of
incinBratersan incinerator;
(B) temperature rise across a catalytic
incinerator bed;
(C) breakthrough of VOC on a carbon
adsorption unit; and,
(D) any other parameter for which a continuous
monitoring or recording device ~required by the
'BxeootiveDivision Director.
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
(a) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates othexwise•.
(1) "Cartridge filters" means perforated canisters
containing filtration paper and/or activated carbon that
are used in a pressurized system to remove solid
particles and fugitive dyes from soil-laden petroleum
solvent
(2) "Containers and conveyors andof petroleum
solvent" mearis piping, ductwork, pumps, storage tanks,
and other ancillary equipment that are associated with
the installation and operation ofwashers, dryers, filters,
stills, and settling tanks.
(3) "Dry cleaning" means a process of the cleaning of
textiles and fabric products in which articles are washed
in a non-aqueous solution (petroleum solvent) and then
dried by exposure to a heated air stream.
(4) "Housekeeping" means those measures and
precautions necessary to minimize the release of
petroleum solvent to the atmosphere.
(5) "Operations parameters" means the activities
required to insure that the equipment is operated in a
manner to preclude the loss of petroleum solvents to the
atmosphere.
(6) "Perceptible leaks" means any petroleum solvent
vapor or liquid leaks that are conspicuous from visual
observation, such as pools or droplets of liquid, or
buckets or barrels of petroleum solvent or petroleum
solvent-laden waste standing open to the atmosphere.
(7) "Petroleum solvent" means organic material
produced by petroleum distillation comprising a
hydrocarbon range of 8 to 12 carbon atoms per organic
molecule that exists as a liquid under standard
conditions.
(b) ApplicabiJity. This Section applies to petroleum

solvent washers, dryers, solvent filters, settling tanks,
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vacuum stilJs, a~d other containers and conveyors of
petroleum 8olvent that are used in petroleum solvent dry
cleaning facilities in Thlsa County only.
(c) Provisions for speeifie processesOperating
rgquirements.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry
cleaning facility shall not operate any dry cleaning
equipment using petroleum solvents unless:
(A) there are no perceptible liquid or vapor leaks
from any portion of the equipment;
(B) all washer lint traps, button traps, access
doors and other parts of the equipment where
petroleum solvent may be exposed to the
atmosphere are kept closed at all times except when
required for proper operation or maintenance;
(C) the still residue is stored in sealed containers.
*h&and the used filtering material is ta-be-placed
into a sealed container suitable for use with
petroleum solvents, immediately after removal from
the filter and 9&-disposed of in the prescribed
manner; or,
(D) cartridge filters containing paper or carbon
or a combination thereof, which are used in the dry
cleaning process are te--be-drained in the filter
housing for at least 24 hours prior to removal.
(2) The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry
cleaning facility shall not operate any drying tumblers
and cabinets that use petroleum solvents unless
tumblers and cabinetS are operated in &UGh-a manner as
to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by reducing the
number of sources where petroleum solvent is exposed
to the atmosphere. Under no circumstances should
there be any open containers (cart, buckets, barrels) of
petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-containing
material. Equipment containing solvent (washers,
dryers, extractors, and filters) should remain closed at
all times other than during maintenance or load
transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should
remain closed except when petroleum solvent-laden lint
and debris are removed. Gaskets and seals should be
inspected and replaced when found worn or defective.
Solvent ladenPetroleum solvent-laden clothes should
never be allowed to sitremain exposed to the
atmosphere for longer periods than are necessary for
load transfers. Finally, vents on petroleum
solvent-containing waste and new petroleum solvent
storage tanks should be constructed and maintained in
a manner that limits petroleum solvent vapor emissions
to the maximum possible extent.
(3) The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum
solvent vapor and liquid leaks within 3 working days
after identifying the sources of the leaks. If necessary
repair parts are not on hand, the owner or operator
shall order. these parts within 3 working days, and
repair the leaks no later than 3 working days following
the arrival of the necessary parts.
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(d) Disposal of fiiters. Filters from the petroleum--.,,
cleaning facility shall be disposed of by:
·-!
(1) incineration at a facility approved by the fire
marshall's office for such disposal;
(2) by recycling through an approved vendor of this
service; or,
(3) by any other method approved by the
E.xecutiveDiyision Director. , ' (e) Compliance schedule. Compliance with
252:100-39-45{c)(1) through 252:100-39-45(c)(3), willshall
be accomplished by affected facilities on or before October
l, 1986.

252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a) Applicability. This Section shall apply only to these
industries located in Thlsa County which manufacture
and/or coat metal parts and products. This Section is
applicable ta, such as large farm machinery, small farm
machinery, small appliances, commercial machinery,
industrial machinery and -fabricated metal producfs.
Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and automobile
refmishing are not included.
(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise}£
(1) '~r or forced air dry coatings" means coatin-..
wmmt}mtare dried by the use of air or forced warm •
·
at temperatures up to 194• F.
(2) "Clear coat" means a coating wi:OOhthat lacks color
and opacity or is transparent and uses the undercoat as
a reflectant base.
(3) "Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings
designed for harsh exposure or extreme environmental
conditions ~(.e.g., exposure to the weather, all of the
time, temperature above zoo·F, detergents, abrasive
and scouring agents, solvents, corrosive atmosphere or
similar conditions).
(4) "Facility" means all emission sources located on a
contiguous prop~rtyproperties under common control
which are affected by the surface coating provisions of
GAG-252:1()()..37 and 252:100-39.
{5) "Powder'' means a coating whiGhthat is applied in
a finely divided (powder) state by various methods, and
becomes a continuous, solid film when the metal part or
product is moved to an oven for curing.
(6) "Transfer efficiency" means the weight (or
volume) of coating solids adhering to the surface being
coated divided by the total weight (or volume) ofcoating
solids delivered to the applicator.
(c) Existing source requirement. No owner or operator
subject to the praW;ians af this Section shall discharge or
cause the discharge into the atmosphere from an existir-..
coating line or individual coating operation any organi~> .
solvsnt.Y.Q.C in excess of the amounts listed in
252:100-39-46(d) as calculated by EPA method 24, 40 CFR
Part 60.
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(d) Standards. The following table enumerates the
limitations for,surface coatings in pounds of selveatYQ.C
per gallon of coating as applied (less water/uempt
solv:ent):(water and exempt compounds). If more than one
limit listed in the table is applicable to a specific coating. then
the least stringent limitation shall be applied.
Coating .type

Limitations
lbs/gal
kgflitefl

Air or Forced Air Dry
OearCoat

.42.QA2
.3J Q.5:2

'Extreme Performance
Powder

3.5
4.3
3.5
0.4

Other

3.0

.~

~0.42

.~w

(e) Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an
emission factor (EF) in pounds ¥GSYQ.C per gallon of
coating solids for use in the development of a plant-wide
emission plan as described in 252:100-39-46(j)(1), the
following formula will be utilized: EF = V D /1-(V + W) =
V D/Swhere:
(1) V =volume fraction of solwntYQC in coating,.
(2) D = density of salventYQC in the coating,.
(3) W volume fraction of water in coating,-asd.
(4) S = 1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in
coating.
(f) Emission limitCompliance. U more than one emission
limit as listed in 252:100 39 4e(d) is appli£able to a specific
ooa~ then the least strit:lgent emissioa limitation shall be
applied. Compliance with the coating limits listed in
252:100-39-46(d) is to be calculated on a daily weighted
average basis.
(g) Solvent eeataiaiagVOC-containing materials.
Solvent contamingVOC-containing materials used for clean
up shall be considered in the emissionsVOC content limits
listed in 252:100-39-46(d) unless:
(1) the soh•ent.YQ.C containing materials are
maintained in a closed container when not in use;
(2) closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth
or paper or other materials used for surface
preparation and cleanup;
(3) the spray equipment is disassembled and cleaned
in a &oWentYOC vat and the vat is closed when not in
use; or,
(4) the solsleatYQC containing materials used for the
clean up of spray equipment are sprayed directly into
closed contaiilers.
(h) Exemptions. Exemptions to this Section shall be
permitted fer combined emissions at one site#'aGility, which
do .aot eXGeed a lQ tons/year emissions cutoff based on the
..-.. facility!sFacilities with a potential to emit ¥GS10 tonsLyear
or l~s of VOC from coating operations are exempt from this
Section. Once this limit is exceeded, the soarcefacili~ will
always be subject to the limits of this Section.
(i) Alternate standard. EmissionsCoatings with VOC

=
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contents in excess of those permittedallowed by
252:100-39-46(d) an~ allowablemay be used if both....of the
following conditions are met7.
(1) emissions that would resYlt in the absenc0 of
oontrol Emissions are reduced to levels equivalent to
those permitted by that would occur if the VOC content
of the coatings met the limits contained in
252:100-39-46(d) and~ an overall control
efficiency of at least:
(A) 85 percent, by incineration-er,~
(B) 85 percent, by absorption~ or any other
equipment of equivalent reliability and
effecti'l~ness; and,
(C) 85 percent by any other equipment of
eqyivalent reliability and effectiveness.
(2) noNQ air pollution, as defined by the aean Air Act,
results.
G) Emission plan.
ill De!elo.pment or a plant-wide emission plan. An
owaer/operatorowner or operator may develop a
plant-wide emission plan consistent with EPA's
Emission 'Ihlding Policy as published in the December
4, 1986 Federal Register instead of having each coating
line comply with the emissionVOC content limitations
preSGribedcontained in subsection (d) of this Section,
provided:252:100-39-46(d). if the following conditions
are met.
~
The owner or operator demonstrates,--by
means of approved material balance or manual
emission test methods, by the methods prescribed in
252:100-5-2.l(d) that sufficient reductions in organic
S9lt,qmt VOC emissions may be obtained by controlling
other facilitiessources within the plant to the extent
necessacy to compensate for all excess emissions which
result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation. Such demonstration shall be
made described in writing and shall include:
(A)(U a complete description of the coating line or
lines which willthat can not comply with the
emissionYOC content limitation in
252:100-39-46(d);
(B)(ii)quantification of emissions, in terms of
pounds per day of organ*; solventsYQQ, which are
m excess of the prescribed emissionVOC content
limitation for each coating line described in
252:100 39 4fi(d)252:100-39-460)(A)(i);
(q.(iill a complete description of each faeility aad
the related control system, if any, for thos0 facilities ·
within the plant where.h.oyt emissions will be
decreased at specific sources to compensate for
excess emissions from each coating line described in
252:1QQ 39 46(d)252:100-39-46(j)(A)(i) and the
date on which such reduction will be achieved·
~.(iY) a transfer efficiency based on a 60 p~rcent
baseline with emissions expressed in pounds ofVOC
per gallon of solids when transfer efficiency is used
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to c9mpe_nsate for excess emissions from spray
painting operations, the transfer effiGiency shall be
based on a ()() percsat baselins, with emissions
expr0ssed in pooods of solv€mt per gallon of solids.
Credits for improvements in transfer efficiency shall
be demonstrated with in plant testing which
cemplies with approved EP.A.. methods.~ _.
(Y). a demonstration of credits for
improvements in transfer efficiencywith in plant
testing that complies with EPA methods.
~(Yi). quantification of emissions, in terms of
pounds per day of organic sol¥ents~, for each
source both before and after the improvement or
installation of any applicable control system, or any
physical or operational changes to such a facility or
facilities to reduce emissions and the date on which
such reductions will be achieved; and,
~ a description of the procedures and
methods used to determine the emissions of organic
solventsYQ.Q..
(21£mThe plant-wide emission reduction plan does not
include decreases in emissions resulting from
requirements of other applicable air pollution rules.
The plant-wide emission reduction plan as described in
the Emissions 'frading Policy may include voluntary
decreases in emissions accomplished through
installation or improvement of a control system or
through physical or operational changes to
facilitiesemission units, including permanently reduced
production or closing a facility, located on the premises
of a surface-coating operation.
(3)(2). Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan.
The implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction
plan instead of compliance with the emissions.YQC
content limitation prescnbed in 252:100-39-46(d) has
been expressly approved by the Executive Director and
the EPA Administrator. Upon approval of a plan, any
emissions in excess of those established for each facility
under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.
(k) Compliance, testin&. and monitorina requirements.
( 1) The ExesatP~Division Director may require the
w.wer/operatorat the ex;pense of the ()Wiler or operator
a demonstration of a source to demonstrat~ at his
~'*Pense, compliance with the emission limits using EPA
Methods 24, 24A, 1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or
EPA Document 450/3-84-019. At a minimum, such test
must show that the overall capture efficiency and
destruction efficiency are equal to 85 percent,{e.g., 90
percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system
efficiencyl. The one hour bake option in Method 24 is
required when doing compliance testing.}
(2) Testing for plant-wide emission phms shall be
conducted by the o>.vner/operator at his expenst~at the
expense of the owner or operator to demonstrate
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compliance with the emissionVOC content 1i ..-......
contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
·.· ... .- ;
(3) Monitoring shall be required of any
owner/operatorowner or operator subject to this
Section who uses add-on control equipment for
compliance. Such monitoring shall include7
(A) installation and maintenance of monitors to
accurately measure and record operational
parameters of all required control devices to ensure
the proper functioning of those devices in
accordance with design specifications, including:
fi}(A) the exhaust temperature of direct flame
incinerators and/or gas temperature
immediately upstream and downstream of any
catalyst bed;
W£mthe total amount of volatil€1 organic
substancesVOCs recovered by carbon
adsorption or other solvent.Y.QC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
~ the dates and reasons for any
maintenance and repair of the required control
devices and the estimated quantity and duration
of YJ<llatOO organic substana! emissions during
such activities;
~
maintenance of records of any testing
conduc00d at an affected facility in a£cordance ····~
the provisions specified in 252:100 39 46(k)(3)(
·
(i); and,
{Gj maintenance of aJl records at the affected
facility for at least tv.ro years and make· such records
a¥ailable to representati>,re of th€1 State or local air
pollution control ag€1llcy upon request.
(I) Reporting and recordkeeping. The ovmerf.operator of a
facility subject to this Section shall submit to the Exesative
Dirt~Gtor upon written request, reports detailing specific
VOS sources; the quantity of coatings ·used for a specific
time pt~riod, VOS content of each ·coating; capture and
Gontrel efficiencies; and any other information pertinent to
th€1 calculation of VOS emissions. The data neGessary to
sapply the requested information shall be retained by the
OWHer/operator for a minimum of Po'J() years.
.(1) The owner or operator of a facility subject to this
Section shall submit to the Division Director upon
written request reports detailing ~ecific YOC sources;
the quantity of coatings used for a specific time period.
VOC content of each coating; capture and control
efficiencies: and any other information pertinent to the
c;IDculation of YOC emissions. The data necessary. to
Sl,lpply the requested informatiOn shall be retained by
the owner or operator for a minimum of two years.
The owner or operator of a facility subject to this
Section shall maintain records of any testing conduct,-... .
at an affected facility in accordance with the provisim_
specified in 252:100-39-46(k). as well as all other
records. for at least two years. These records shall be
available to representatives of the DEO upon request.
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(m) Compliance: date-. The date of compliance with the
requirements of this Section will-Geis December 31, 1990.

252:100-39-47. Control of¥QSV___Q,C emissions from
aerospace industries coatings operations
(a) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all aerospace facilities
located in 1\llsa County. Sources once subject to this
Section are always subject.
(2) This Section does not apply to individual coating
formulations whieh.th.ru., when aggregated, do not
exceed fifty five (55) gallons per year55 galfyr for the
facility.
~ New and modified soarces and coating
appliGatioHS not included the plan are &Ybject to the
permit requirements set forth in OAC 252:100 7 and
. •.vill be SYbmitted to EI¥~ as soarce specific SIF revision,

m

~

{A)

the a&W coatings meet the pre~rumption norm

(3.5 poaBd VOS per gallon less water and

-

~mpt

solvents limit); or,
~
the total usage of the ng~ll coating does not
mweed fifty five (55) gallons per year of each coating
fommlatioo.
(4)0). Exemptions to this Section shall be permitted for
combined emissions at one site/facility which do not
eJ«:eed a tea ton per year emission cat off based on
th&Facilities with a potential of the facility to emit
¥G-S10 tons/year or less of VOC from coatings
operations are exempt from this Section.
(b) Definitions. The following words and terms, when
used in this Section, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwisei
(1) '~rospace'' means the industries, air bases and
depots that design and manufacture. rework. or repair
aircraft or military equipment components for either
commercial or military customers.
(2) "Aircraft" means any machine designed to travel
through the earth's atmosphere. This group includes
but is not limited trn-airplanes, balloons, dirigibles,
drones, helicopters, missiles, and rockets.
(3) '~temate reasoaahlereasonably available control
technology (ARACf)" means the lowest emission limit
that a particular source is capable of meeting by the
application of control technology that is reasonably
available considering technological and economic
feasibility as determined on a case-by-case basis.
(4) "Coating" means a material which coverS a surface
which alters the surface characteristics and from which
Volatile Organic Sol'leats~ can be emitted during
the application and/or curing process.
(5) "CfG" means the Control Thchniques Guidance
Document "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions
From Existing Stationary Sources, Volume VI: Surface
Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products,"
EPA No. 450/2-78-015.

(6) "Facility" means all of the pollutant-emitting
activities whiehlhat belong to the same industrial
grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under the control of the
same person or persons under common control.
(7) "Low oFgaaie salveat.YO.C coating
(LOSCHLYOCCl"· means .a_coating which coatainthat
contains less organic solventYQC than the conventional
coatings used by the industry. Low organic solveatYQC
coatings include waterborne, higher solids,
electrodeposition. and powder coatings.
(8) "ReasoaableReasonably available control
technology (RACf)" means the lowest emission limit
that a particalar soarce is capable of meeting by the
applisation of control technology that is reasonably
available considering technological and economic
feasibility and the need to impose such controls to attain
and maintain a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.
(c) General requirements. All affected facilities shall
develop an emissions redaction plan as set forth in
252:100 39 47(cl), Said plan, upon approo.<al, shall constitate
the determination of AR.<\Cf for that partiwlar facility.
AIV~cr mast be installed and operating as appw;ed in the
plan no later than January 1, 1991 for mastin.g facilities,
amess additional phased GOBlflliance dates are otherwise
appwJed in the plan. PravideEI, hoo.vever, that in the case
that 1\Hsa Coanty is still noaattainment for o2oae within fi:·;e
(5)
of appro\'al of AR.A~Cf, the Emission ReduGtions
Plan and the ARACT determination shall be &Ybject to
review and modification.
(1) All affected facilities shall develop an emissions
reduction plan as set forth in 252:100-39-47(d). This
plan. upon apJ)IOVal. shall constitute ARACT for that
particular facility.
(2). ARACT must be installed and operatin~ as
provided in the approved plan no later than Januazy 1,
1991 for existing facilities. unless additional phased
compliance dates are approved in the plan.
(3). New and modified sources and coatin~
applications not included in the plan are subject to the
pennit requirements set forth in 252:100-7 or 252:100-8,
and will be submitted to EPA as source-~ecific SIP
revisions, unless one of the followin~ applies..
(A) The new coatin~s meet the presumptive norm
of 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon less water and
exempt compounds.
(ID The total usage of the new coating does not
exceed 55 galb'r of each coating formulatiOn.
(d) Emissions reduction plan.
(1) Plan development. Each O¥lnerloperator shall
dg~;elop an emissions reduction plan for all affected
faGilities. Each plan shall include the follmvillg-:
{A) a detailed, reasoned and OKhaustive revig~.v of:
fi) each soarce of emissions •.vitb.in the facility

year:s

and

W

(2) the entire plant collectively;
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(A}

a detailed. reasoned and exhaustive review of
each source of emissions within the facility and the
!mtire plant collectively;
(B) identification and quantification of emissions,
in terms of pounds per day, of all organic
solventsYQC both before and after the application
.ofARACI;
,, · (C) ·· a detailed, innovative engineering effort
directed toward finding alternative air
management schemes that can be i..ricorporated in
order to abate emissions at costs which are
reasonable;
(D) a consideration of the level of control that is
achievable using available alternative coatings, to
include LVOCC for every application, lmv erganic
solvent coatings (LOSq;
~
a consideration of the level of control
achi~V:able YSiog aYJailable add on control devices.
This demonstration shall include, at a minimum, a
demonstration of the feasib~'/ infeasibility of the
following control options:
~ carboo absorption;
(ii1 inGineratioolflaring;
~ condensarion;and
(iv} a combination of 252:100 39 47(d)(1)
(E)(i) and 252:100-39 47(d)(l)(E)(ii).
ill) a demonstration of the level of control
achievable using available add-on control devices
which shall include, at a minimum, the
feasibility/infeasibility of carbon adsorption,
incineration/flaring. condensation, and a
combination of carbon adsorption and
incineration/flaring;
~
a considel'ation of facility redesign, including
the following:
(i) reGiroolarion;
(ii1 reduced air flov,zs;
~ consolidation of spray eperations; and,
(iv} installatien of common control dMes for .
two or man separate coatings operarions.
(E). a consideration of facility redesi~, including
recirculation. reduced air flows, consolidation of
spray operations. and installation of common
control devices for two or more separate coating
operations:
fQ1 a consideration of altemati'.re applications, to
improve transfer efficiency, including:
(i) high volume lew pressure spray
e'll:lipment;
00 heated spmy guns; and,
~ glectrostatic spray equipment/powd8r
coatings.
(.Q)_ a consideration of alternative applications, to
improve transfer efficiency, including
hiBh-volume-low-pressure spray equipment, heated
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spray iuns, and electrostatic !~v
equipment/powder coatings;
.f.)
(H) an explanation why each source is not a typiCal
coating source covered by the erG as defined in
252:100-39-47(b);
(I)
a cost/benefit analysis for all control
technology considered; and,
.
(J)
a detailed compliance schedule .whichthat
includes the emission limit and/or control
techniques for each emission source. This
schedule,which together with other relevant
considerations, shall be set forth in a separate
section of the plan whlGhthat summarizes and
outlines ARACf for the referenced facility.
(2) Submission of emission reduction plans. tJpoo
COIBflletion, theThree copies of the emissions reduction
plan shall be submitted in triplicate to the Air Quality
Division and one shall be submitted to EPA ReBion VI.
The pmparer shall also submit a copy of the plan to
R8gion VI Enviroamental Protection Agency (EPA),
Regien VI.
(3) Action on plan. Within 30 days of submittal, or of
the effecti'le date of this SectionMay 25, 1990,
whichever is later, the Air Quality Division shall,
considering any comments submitted by EPAs either
approve, modify or disapprove the plan.
--...
(4) Public hearing. The Division shall, at the .
meeting of the Air Quality Council following t. ·
approval, modification, or disapproval of the plan,
present at public hearing, the staff's findings and
ARACT determination. Upon consideration ef
comments and recommendations from the Council, the
owner/eperator of the afRcted facility, the public and
EPP., the Department shall, •,vithin. ten (10) days after
th8 public hearing; issue a final ARi\Cr appr<P.•al. Final
appro•;al shall constitute ARACI' for the affected
facility. The owner/operator shall be responsible for
installation and opt~rational provisions of the appr<PJed
ARACI; including any spt~cific provisions set forth
therein. 1'-.n.y •:iolation of the plan or of its provisioRS
shall constitute a •:iolation of this Secrion.
ill Final approval. Upon consideration of comments
and recomrn!mdations from the Council, the owner or
operator of the #ected facilil;y. the public, and EPA the
DEO shall, within ten (10) days after the public hearing.
issue a final ARACf approval. Final approval shall
constitute ARACf for the affected facility.
.(6). Compliance. The owner or operator shall be
responsible for·instalhrtion and operational provisions
of the approved ARACI: Any yiolation of the plan or of
its provisions shall constitute a violation of this Section.
f51ill Submission of SIP revision. Upon approval-._
the ~.the ARACf determination sh.
be submitted to EPA as a SIP revision.
(e) Reporting and recordkeeping.
(l) Recordkeeping
requirements,
The
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owner/operatorowner or operator shall maintain-the
following::
.
(A) a material~ data sheet which documents
the volatile organic solvent.Y.QC content,
composition, solids content, sol>,rentYQC density
and other relevant information regarding each
coating and saWentYQC available for use. in the
affected surface coating processes information
detailiBg the operational parameters of the ooatmg
process safficient to determine continaaas
compliance with the applicable cantrol limits.
Informatioa as to the arnol:lnts of each type coating
used and the amal:lnts of-solvents ased for dilation in
each coating type shall be maiatained for each
ooating aperation. Daily asage reoords will be kept
for all ooatmgs l:lSed that do not comply with the
applicable control limits specified in the plaa;
(B)· information detailing the operational
parameters of the coating process sufficient to
determine continuous compliance with the
applicable control limits:
(Q infounation as to the amounts of each type
coating used and the amounts of VOC used for
dilution in each coating type for each coating
o.peration;
£m daily usage records for all coatings used that
do not comply with the applicable control limits
specified in the plan: an<L
(B}.(B). records shall be maintained of any
monitoring and testing conducted at an affected
facility in accordance with the provisions specified in
252:1Q0-39-47(f)ts
~)Method of calculatin& VOC content in coatings.
recards Records required by 252:100-39-47(e)(1)(A)
and
252:100 39 47(e)(1)("9)
through
252:100-39-47(e)(l)(E) detailing :VOSYQC in pounds
per gallon of coating (less water and exempt
compounds) shall be calculated as follows: WSYQC in
lbs/gal of coating= Wv Wx WxWv-Ww-Wx I
¥ml-Vw-Vx where:
(A) Wv = weight of all volatiles-,i
(B) Ww =weight of water~
(C) Wx = weight of exempt solvent,compounds:
Vm 1 (one),
(D) Vw =volume fraction ofwater1.:..Md.
(E) Vx = volume fraction of exempt

solveatcompouncls.
=.~

Maintenance of records. recordsRecords
required by 252:100-39-47(e)(1)(A) and 252.:100 J9 47
(e)(l)("D)throush 252:100-39-47(e)(l)(E) shall be
maintained for at least two years and shall be made
available upon writtea request by representatives of the
Air Qaality Divisioa, U.S. Ewlironmeatal Protection
Agency or the Thlsa City Couaty Health
DepartmentAOD or EPA.
~WAiternatiye recordkeeping provision,

Alternatively"to 252:100-39-47(e)(1) through
252:100-39-47(e)(3), an equivalent recordkeeping
provision whiGh.t.ha.t satisfies the substantive
requirements of 252:100-39-47(e)(1) through
252:10-39-47(e)(3) may be approved under the plan.
(f) Thsting and monitoring.
(1) Testina, Each 9'#R8r,laperator'The Division may
require testina at the expense of the owner or
gperatorsball, upon a determination by the Air 0\lality
I)ivisian that testing is required to establish emission
from any particular source or sources, cendl:lct such tests
at his O'NB expense. Thst methods may include 1-4, 18,
24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix A of 40 CFR
Part 60, including the procedures found at 40 CFR
60.444.
(2) Monitorine. Monitoring shall be required of any
9WBK/operator subject te this sectionowner or operator
who uses add-on control equipment for compliance.
Such monitoring shall include:accurately measure and
r~cord operational parameters of all required control_
d~vices to ensure the proper functionins of those
®vices in accordance with design specifications.
including:
{A} installatian and maintenance of manitors to
accurately measure and record operational
parameters af all re{\uired control devices to ensure
the praper functioning af those devices in
accordance with desiga specificatiens, mcluding:
{i)(A). the exhaust temperature of direct flame
incinerators and/or gas temperature
immediately upstream and downstream of any
catalyst bed;
OO(Blthe total amount of volatile arganic
sabstaa~esYOCs recovered by carbon
adsorption or other salvent.YQ.C recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
~(Q the dates and reasons for any
maintenance and repair of the required control
devices and the estimated quantity and duration
of •,rolatile organic sl:lbstanceYQC emissions
during such activities.
(Bt maiatenance of recards of any testing
coadacted at an affected facility maGCerclaace with
the pro:visioas specified ia 252:100 39 47(f)(2.)
(P..)(i); and,
(G) maintenance af all records at the affected
facility for at least t\'10 years and make &UGh records
available to represeatati•;es of the State or local air
pollutioa coatral agencies upon request.
(252:100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)
252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems [REVOKED]
W Applieability. This Section applies only in Thlsa Co\ltlty.
(b} Storage of volatile organi£ eemiJoands 400 40,000
gallons (9, 5 9S3 bbls),
~ No person shall store ar permit the storage of
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gasel~e or ether •rolatih~ organic compounds in any
statioaa.ty storage coatainer with a nominal capacity
greater than 400 gallons (9.5 bbls) and less than 40,000
gallons (952.4 bbls) unl8SS such container is equipped
with a submerged fill pipe or is bottem fJlled. No persoa
shall store or permit the storage ef gaseline or other
volatile organic oompound.s in any stationary storage
container ·.vith a nominal Gapacity greater than 2,000
gallons (4'7.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4
eels) an!ess such container is e~JUipped •.vith a vapor
central system that has an efHcieBGy of ae less than 90
percent by weight of the ¥alatile erganic cempounds
contained in the displaced vapaFS and is equipped with
a pressure relief var;e in the atmospheric vent sy5tem
which maintains a pressure of Hi ounces per square iooh
and 112 o\l!We per sq11are inch ¥aGI:ltlm.
~ The vapor recOJ;ery system shall include one or
more of tlu~ follOJtving:
~
a vapor tight return line from the storage
container to the delivery vessel and a system that will
ensure that the \•apor return line is connected before
gasoline or volatile organic compounds can be
transferred into the container (i.e., poppeted
coanecto.rs from the storage container to the
delivery vessel.);
~
a float vent val•.•e assembly ml:lSt be installed in
the vapor return/vent line on nEl'n and existing dual
poiat installations; hO'.V&'IElf, for coaxial installations
on existing stations, a vent sleeve extending six
iaGhes below the top of the tank will be allowed.
Sh~8',res may be equipped •.vith a 1/16 inch air bleed

2.52:100 39 48(b)(3), that facility shall al>nays be s·~ct
to the provisions of this Section. (effective Februu . ./ .

1-990)
(51 If filmission testing is

cand~d, the appropriate
test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4,
18, 21, 25, 25A and 25B will be utilized.
W Compliance with this subsection will be
aooemplished by affected owner/operator by December

31, 1986.
.
...
('71 The ovmer,toperator of a facility or facilities shall
obtain, by whatcwer means practicable, certification
from the owner/operator of the transport/delivery
•;essels that all deliveries of gasoline or other volatile
organic compoUBds made to their facility or faGilities
leGated in Thlsa Coonty, shall be made by vessels vlhich
comply ·.vith the requirements sontained in
252i 100 39 48(d). Compliaace with this Section shall be
accomplished by affected owner/operators no later than
December 31, 1990. (Effective February 12, 1990)

(G} Loading efvelatile erganie eempeunds.
(lj No person shall operate, install or permit the

holei
(G)

the GroSS sectioaal area of the vapor rec01;ery
line must be at least half of the cross sectional area
of the liQl:lid delivery line, or;
~ instead 252:100 39 48(b)(2)(A) through
252:100 39 48(b)(2)(C), other equipmeat that has a
total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by
weight of the total hyGrocarbon compounds in the
displaced vapor provided that approval of the ·
proposed design, iastallatiea, and operation is
obtained frem the Executive Director prior to start
of construction.
~ Exemptioas to this Sestioa may be granted
provided the OWfl:erJoperator shO'.•.•s to the satisfaction of
the appropriate aathority that tlu~ container is used
mrolusively for agricultural purposes or that th!! facility,
based ea the most current 12 month's data, dispeases
120,000 galloas per year or less.
(4) The applicability of this Sectiea shall be
detennined by the most restrictive of the 2,000 gallon
tank size as specified in 252:Hl0 39 48(b)(1) or the
120,000 gallon annual throughput deseribed in
252:100 39 48(b)(1). H01.vever, oaco a facility places a
2,000 gallon tank in service or exceeds the 120,000
galloa anaual throughput described in
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building, operation or installation of a stationary wlatile
organic compol:lRd loading facility unless such wading
facility is e"tliipped with a vapor collection and/or
dispesal system properly installed, in good working
order and in operation.
......_,
~ When volatile .organic compounds are lee
through the hatches of a transport vessel, a pnel:lffiaL.
hydraulic or mechanical means shall be provided to
ensure a vapor tight seal at the hatch,
~ A meam;. shall be pro•Jided to pn•:eat organic
material drainage from the loading d6'Jice when it is
rerno•;ed from the transport vessel, or to acoomplish
complete drainage before removal.
(4) When loading is effected through means ather
thaa hatches, all loadiag and vapor lines shall be
equipped with fittings which make vapor tight
conaections and which close autamaticaUy whee
disconne~;tes.

(51 The vapor collection andlor disposal portion of the
sy5tem shall consist of one or more of the follOV::.ng in
addition to bottom loading or sabmerged fill of
transport vessels:
W ·an absorption/adsorptioa system or
condensation system 'llith a miaimum recovery
efficiency of 90 perGent by weight of all the volatile
organic compound •,rapers and gases eateriag ruch
disposal system;
(B) a vapor handling system which directs all
''apors te a fuel gas iacineration system with a
minimum disposal efficiency of 95 percent; or,
~
other equipment of at least 90 perc~
efficiency, provided plans for such equipment .
submitted to aad approv~d by the Executiv"
Director. Storage vessels at service stations and bulk
plants may be used for intennediate storage prior to
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----------------------------------------------gasoline ·must be tested oaB time per year for
1JafJOr tightness. TI1e vapor tightness test must
be consistent with AfJpeadh'c ·~1· ERA. Guideline
Series DoCl:ilmnt, "Control of Volatile Organic
CompoYRd Leaks from Gasoline 'ThBk 1rucks
and Vapor Collection Systems", EPA
4500 18 051. Thsts shall be performed by the
owner or a refJutable transportservioo company.
Test methods ased to test .these vessels by
owners OF testing companies must be approved
for me by the lb:eGUtive DirBctor.
(H) The vessel will be considered to pass the
test prescribed in 252:100 39 48(d)(2)(P...)(i)
whm the test rewlts shew that the vessel and its
vapor collection systems do not sastain a
pressme change of more than 3 inches of~ in
addition there shall bB no ll"Joidable visible
liqWd leaks.
~
VapeF test. Testing of the tank trucks for
compliance vAth •;apor tightness reqairements as
reqaired under 252;100 39 41(d)(1)(F) must be
consistent with Appendix ''IJ" ER-\ Gu-ideline Series
DoCl:ilmat, "Control ofVolatile Organic Compound
Leaks frem Gasoline Tank 1\'acks and Vapor
Collection Sy!;tems", ~ 40Sil78 051, as modified
for this plU"pose and contained in 252;100 43 15.
The reqairements of 252:100 39 48 will bl!come
effeeti\re December 15, 1988,

recevery/disposal of vapors as per
252:1()@ 39 48(c)(5)(A) through 252:100 39 48(c)
(5)(C) if they are desigaed to pn~""ent the release of
vafJOIS dariBg use.
t9) Subsection 252:100 39 48(c) shall apply to any
facility which loads '+'Olatile organiG compounds into any
transport vessel designed for transfJorting volatile
. orgaaiG eompounds,
~ FaGilities will be cheGked anBYally in aa:erdance
w:ith E.Pft. 'Ust Method 21, Leak 'lest. Leaks greater
than 5000 ppm •,v:ill be rnpaired within 15 days. Facilities
.,,qy retain inspection and repair records fgr tv;o yeMs.
~ 'ftansportldelivery vessel requiremeats.

fl1 MaiBtenance.
W The deli'lezy vessel mYSt be maintained so as

to be 1JafJOr tight exGept •Hhen &amfJling, gauging, or
inspooting. The.se activities shall not OGG'W" whlle the
vehicle is loading or Wlloading or is iB a fJreSSYrized
state.

B
€ )

The delivery vessel must be 8EfUipped,
maintained and operated to receive VafJors from
sources ideati:fied in 252:100 39 41(b)(1) and retaiB
these and all other VafJOr& YRtil they are delivered
into aa authorized •;apor recovezyldisposal system.
~ Vessels with defective eqaipment such as
beets, seals, and hoses, or \'lith other deficiencies
which weald impair the vessels ability to retain
vapors or liquid shall be repaired ·.vithin 5 days.
~ The certified testing facility mYst certify to the
afjproviag agency that the proper testing and repairs
252:100-39-49. Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced
ha•1e occarred in accordance with ·
plastic products
252:100 39 48(d)(2)(A)(i). The ~ssel must also
W GeaeFal provisions. '.Vithia 12 months after
display on the rear panel a tag showing the datB of
promulgation of this Section all affected facilities shall limit
the prnssme test.
emissions of VOS from fiberglass maRYfactuF.ng to those
~ No o>.vner/operator 'llill allmv a delivery ~ssel
listed in 252:100 39 49(a)(1)1 or ha'le an afJProtled plan for
to be filled at a facility ooable to n~ceive disfllaced
the redllGtion ofs:aGh emissions. The fJlan mast be &Ybmitkd
organic 'lafJOrs aor serviE:e tanks YRable to deliv8f
to the Bxeeative Director within (i months after
disfJlaced vapors except fer tanks/faGilities e:lliempted
promYigation of this Section, and shall detail those emissions
in 252:100 39 41(b). lerminal rn'ml!rs shall not fill · vmklh will be controlled, the means by whicll control will be
\•essels •.vh:ioh do not display a CWTent tag.
achieved and will demoaskate that compliance will be
{F1 Delivery vessels may be inspected by
achi8',red within tv.IQ years from the datB of promulgation of
Feprnsentati\res of the appropriate health agency in
this Section. The approval aathority for wch plans shall
order to determine their state of FefJair. Sach a test
reside with the Air Qaality Col:iJlcil, All appro..red plans shall
may consist of a visual imlJlection, a vapor test vAth
be mbm.itted as SIP revisions.
'+rapers not to exseed 5000 ppm. Failme of a VafJOr
~ ComfJliance with 252:100 39 49(a) shall be
test vAll require the O'.vner/ofJerator to effect the
accomplished by use of control eE}Yipment ·.vhich can
aecessary repairs within 10 days. Unless certificatien
demonstrate an 85 fJereeat reduction in the VOS
is made to the apJlropriate health agency withia 5
released from each process gas smam, e.g. 90 percent
days the ~sse!. ,,Jill be removed from service by the
capture efficiency mwtiplied by 95 percent destruction
owner/ operator. Failure to certify that the cited ·
effiGiency equals &5.5 perceat system efficiency.
repairs have beea effected 'i'Jill S1:ii:J:ject the vessBl to
~ Exemptions to the limits listed in
sanctioas. Upon cBrtification of repairs the ~ssel
252:100 39 49(a)(1) may be allowed for any process gas
•.vill be allmved to operate in a aormal manaer.
smam which does not exGeed six tons per yea£ actl:lal
~ Testiag requil'ements.
emissions based on 6240 hOUFS fler }<ear, However, once
(A) Pressure test.
this limit is exGeeded, controls mt:lst be pat in place and
~ Delivery vessels, delivering or recei\<ing
maintained at any operating level.
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(b) l)em~n~tratiea 9f campliaa.ee. +he Executi:ve Director
(C) All approved plans. shall be submitted/-''
may re'lW!~ the OWBer/{)perater of a SGW'ce to dmnonstrate
EPA as SIP revisions.
at his eXJlense, complianse w:i.th the preSGnbea emissions
(d) Demonstration of compliance.
limits. The testing shall be accomplished using the
(l} The Division Director may reqyire at the expense
approiJriate EPA test method or methods, these iaslude
Qf the ower or operator a demQnstration of compliance
methods 1 4, 18 25, 25Pq 25B aad 40 CFR 90.444, Initial
with the reQ.Uirements of 252:1Q0-39-49(b).
oollijlliance testing shaY b.e MOOmplished within 180 days of
(2). The testina shall be accomplished using th~
the applieable eompliance d~ter
·
·
apprQpriate EPA test method or methods. These
(G) tl!stiag.. Thsting for the alternate emissions plaa shall b$
include methods 1-4. 18-25, 25A. 25B and 40 CFR
00 aduct0d by the owaer/operator at his expense aad shaD
~
demonstrate oompliaace with the emission limits eoatained
.(3). Initial compliance testing shallbe accomplished
in the apprcwed plaa,

W

within 180 days of the applicable compliance date.

~rekeepiag.

+he owner/operator of a faGility subject
to this Section shaD submit to the EHcuti\re D~ YpOB
written req1:1est reports detailing specific VOS sour:ees, the
q.aantit.y of solveats used duriag specifie moaths, a
descriptio~ of the solveat used, eoatrol equipment

«) Testin& for the emissions plan describru;L!n
252:100-3949(9)(2) s.hall be conducted at the expense

W.

~f:fide:acies, equipment oowntime aad any other informatioa

pertmeat to the calculation of VOS emissions from the
facility, The OWDer/Operator must also maintaia records
whish detail the maintenaaee performed on all control
equipment as •,•!ell as a record of the dOWBtime with the
nasoa for uch occ1:1rreaee. Such records shall be
maintaiaed by the souFGe fur a minimum of two years,
(252:100 39 49, Effective February 12, 1990) W

months;

.all

a descriptign of tb.e VOC used;

control equipment efficienci~

-..,
details of maintenance performed on
<:.Ontrol eQ.Uipment;
!E) eQuipment downtime; and,
.(Q) any other information pertinent to the
calculation of VOC emissions from the facility.
The records reQuired in 252:100·39-49(e)(l) shall
be maintained by th!} source for at least two years,
[252:100:390=49, Effective February 141990]

(E)

actual YOC emissions that exceed six tons per year
based on 6,240 hours of operation per year.
.(2). Qnce the limit in 242:100:39-49(2)(1) is exceeded,
the controls reqy.ired in 252:100-l9:49(b) must be put in
place and maintained and used at any operatini level,
(b) Standanis. Affected facilities shall limit emissions of
VOC from fiber,glass manufacturing lzy use of control
equipment which can demonstrate an 85 percent reduction
in the YOC released from each process stream (e.g. 90
percent ca.pture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
d~truction efficiencyeqyals 85.5 percent system eff;iciency).
W Compliance. All affected facilities must complY. with
one of the following.
LU Meet the reQUirements of 252:100-39-49(12) by

ro

{OAR Docket #99-851; filed 5-7-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
R 200. HAZARDOUS WASTE
AGEMENT [REVOKED]

Februacy 13, 1991.
.(2). Have an approve(} plan for the reduction of VOC
emY!sions as reQuired b,y 2S2:100-39=49(b) hY Februaxy
13. 1991.
(A) The plan shall be submitted b,y Ayitlst 13,

RULEMAKING A!

19!& and shall:
detail those emissiQnli which 'will be
controlled;
detail the means by which oontrol will be
achieved; and,
(iii). demonstrate that compliance will be
achieved by Februru;y 13. 1992.
00 ·The Air Quality Council shall have approval
aythority for the plans.
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The owner or operator of a facility subject to this

(C)

ill This Section applies to any process gas stream with

au

ReaJrdkee,ulna.

ru

Section shall submit tQ the Division Director upon
written request, reports that include:
£A). details of specific YQC sources;
(ID the quantity of YOC used during specific

AJ.lplicabllity.

m

of the QWQer or QperatQr at his expense and· shall
demQnstrate compliance with the emission limits
contained in the approved pla.n,

PERMANENT final option
RULES:
•
. 252:200. Hazardous Waste amigement [REVOKED]
AUTHORITY:

Environmental Quality Board;
and 2-7-106
DATES:
Comment period:
July 15, 1998 through August 3, 1998, A
March 5, 1999
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BRIEFING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALTIY COUNCIL REGULAR IvfEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998,9:30 A.M.
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEYARD
BURGUNDY ROOM

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

..

1.

Call to Order

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities

.

Chairman
Dyke

PUBLIC HEARINGS

3.

Bradley
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain existing municipal solid
waste landfills that commenced construction,· modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted waste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State lll(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpart Cc.)
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

Bradley
State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
The proposed State 111(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts Band
Cc) require that a public hearing be held to receive comments from the Council and public on the
proposed plan.
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required.

5.

Martinez
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

Buttram
OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will" delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public

7.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED}
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requiremep~
c9nceming Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes t .; ;
incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam ·
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-tenn occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
.
·
Discussion by Council/Public
8.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins-[AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

9.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-writelde~wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials {AMENDED]
Sheedy
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by Council/Public

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED}
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
·
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notifY our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL REGULAR :MEETING
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1998, 1:00 P.M.
4545 NOR1H LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BURGUNDY ROOM
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
1.
2.
3.
4.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval ofJune 16, 1998 Minutes
Resolutions- Bill Fishback- Marilyn Andrews

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

PUBUC HEARINGS

5.

OAC 252:100-4.7 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal
Bradley
Solid Waste Landfills [NEW]
Proposes to establish state standards to control emissions from certain eXisting municipal solid
waste.. lan~Jls that com~enced construction, modification, or reconstruction before May 30,
1991 and accepted wa.Ste after November 8, 1987. The proposed rules to be included in
Oklahoma's State.l.ll(d) Plan provide the enforceable mechanism for implementing the federal
emission guidelines (40 CFR 60 subpartCc.)
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

State 111(d) Plan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
Bradley
The proposed Sta,t~ lll(d) Plan outlines Oklahoma's program to implement the emission
guidelines for municipal solid waste landfills. Federal regulations (40 CFR 60 Subparts Band
Cc) require that a public !tearing be bel~ t~·receive com~ents.from tli.e Council and public on ~e
proposed plan.
·
Discussion by Council/Public; Council approval is not required. · ··

7.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Martinez
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality .Standards [AMENDED)
Proposed revisions to Appendices E and F will mirror the revised federal national ambient
air quality standards for particulate matter and ozone announced by EPA in the July 18,
1997, Federal Register.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
Buttram
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR)
facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which are subject to
new source performance standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants
to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to quality for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new Part also.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

16 '-/!

9.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED}
Buttram
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirem~
concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes . -)
incorporate by reference Ute Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steirn
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as
specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. and would also provide criteria for approval of alternative
monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule include changing the time
allowed for visible emissions during short-term occurrences to exceed the opacity standard to
one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any
consecutive 24 hours. A new subsection would contain methods for determining compliance
with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to simplify
and clarify the rule.
·
Discussion by CounciJ/Public; possible action by Council

10.

OAC 252:100-23 Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Mainord
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by CounciJ/Public; possible action by Council

11.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AM:ENDED]
Martinez
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
add a new PBR section.
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

12.

OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED}
, · Sheedy~
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
·
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change
deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a
contradiction.
Discussion by CounciJ/Public; possible action by Council

13.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in
Sheedy
Nonattainment Areas [AM:ENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and
exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC.
Discussion by Council!Public; possible action by Council

.. ..

14.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within the past 24 hours
Possible action by Council

Chairman

15.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting . TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Auditorium
5051 South 1291h East Tulsa OK

Chairman

Should you desire to atlend but have a disability IUid need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (40S) 702-4100.

July 74, 1_998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David R. Dyke. Interim Dir~~
AIR QUALITY DIVISIO~ '\l

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 39

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-39 EMISSIONS
OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN NONATIAINMENT AREAS to be brought to public
hearing on August 18, 1998. The proposed revisions are the result of the DEQ program
to simplify, clarify and correct all its existing rules. The proposed revisions primarily
simplify and clarlfylanguage, correct grammar, and impose consistency in format without
involving substantive changes. However, in the process ofsimplifying and clarifying the ·
rule, it was necessary to make a few substantive changes.

,-

For simplicity the definitions of "volatile organic compound" in.252: 100-39-2 and 252:10039-15(a)(7) have been revised to be consistent with the EPA definition. The new definition
includes the incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 52.1 OO(s)(1 )which lists the organic
compound$ that EPA has determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity. Presently
Chapter 100 divides what EPA classifies as "volatile organic compound (VOC)" into
"volatile orgamccompound (VOC)," "organic solvents,'' and "volatile organic solvent
(VOS).'i The Chapter contains two definitions ofvolatile organic compound neither of
which is consistent with the EPA definition; a definition ofvolatile organic solvent which .is
almost exactly the same as the EPA definition of volatile organic compound, and two
definitions of organic solvents. As part of the simplification process the staffpropose to
have only one definition ofvolatile organic compound which will be consistent with the
EPA definition and to replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and "organic
solvents" with "volatile organic compound (VOC)." The redefinition ofvolatile organic
compound will also serve as a response to requests to exempt acetone, methylated
siloxanes, and perchloroethylenefrom being considered VOCs. The proposed definition
excludes substances with negligible photochemical reactivity and EPA has determined that
these three substances have negligible photochemical reactivity; therefore, they are not
considered to be VOCs .
The staffproposes to add language to 252: 100-39-3, General applicability, and 252: 100-3 915(d), Compliance schedule, in an effort to insure that Subchapter 39 will apply to any new
ozone nonattainment areas ifnecessary.
The staffproposes to correct the placementof"priorto lease custody transfer" in 252:10039-JO(b). This phrase was located in paragraph (2) and was, therefore, applicable to all the
exemptions listed in that paragraph. Research in the Air Quality Council records and in the

Control Technology Guideline, Control ofVolatile Organic Emissions from Petroleum
Liquid Storage in External Floating RoofTanks, EP A-450/2-78-04 7, indicates that this
phrase should apply only to 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B). Staffrecommends moving this phrase
to 252:1 00-39-30(b)(2)(B).
Loading of volatile organic compounds, 252:100-39-41 (c), currently has no provisions to
exclude small loading facilities. The staff proposes to add language that will limit the
requirements ofthis subsection to facilities that have a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons or storage capacity greater than 2,000 gallons.

An informational meeting to discuss revisions to Subchapter 3 9 for the purpose of
simplification, clarification, and correction ofthe rule was held on Tuesday, July 7, 1998 at
the DEQ office. This meeting was open to the public. Comments made at the meeting
were given consideration in the proposed draft enclosed with this memorandum.
In the process ofrevising Subchapter 39, definitions were changed, moved, and/or deleted.
The staff intends to revise 252:100-1-3, De:fin!tions, l~ter in the process ofthe "Re-write
De-wrong" project. It is -ou:r intention to include in Subchapter 1 only those definitions that
apply to all or practically all ofthe subchapters in Chapter 100. Definitions that apply to
only one or two subchapters will be placed in those subchapters and definitions that are
general to the entire Chapter 100 will be deleted from individual subchapters·.
_Staffwill recommend the rule' be considered again at the next Air Quality Council meeting
on October20, 1998.
In addition to the proposeddraftrevisionsto Subchapter39, a copy of40 CFR 51.100(s)(1),
and a summationofthe proposed revisions with.explanations are also included in the
packet.

Enclosures: 3

-.._
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[NOTE:
Bracketed, italicized NOTES are for information only and
are not part of the rule.]

PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources located in nonattainment
areas and to specify the additional control measures required to
protect and enhance the air quality to insure that the Olelahoma air
quality standard is not eJeceeded and significant deterioration is
prm1ented.
The puroose of this Subchapter is to prevent the
formation of ozone by controlling the emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) . This Subchapter contains requirements for the
control of emissions of VOC from stationary sources located in
areas that are nonattainment or were formerly nonattainment for
ozone and carbon monoxide.
252:100-39-1.

De-finitions
The -following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the ·context -clearly
indicates otherwise7. ·
"Cu~acl£ asphal~"-means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate. - [NOTE:
This definition was
2.5.2:100=39-2.

moved to 252:100-39-40(a) for consistency.]

·

"Efflue!it water separator" means any tanlE, bme, sump, or other
container in -,,hich any material compound floating on or entrained
or contained in 'ltater entering such ta:alE, bolE, sump or other
contaiaer is physically separated a:ad removed from such 'tvater prior
to outfall, drainage, or recovery of such 'l•'iiter.
[NOTE: Mot.rl}..c:l to
252:100-39-18(a).]

•orgaeie materials" means any chemical compounds of carbon
excluding carbon monoxides, carboft dioxide, carboftic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carboftates aftd ammoftium carboftates.
"Petroleum refineryn means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline. aromatics. kerosene, distillate fuel oils. residual fuel
oils. lubricants. asphalt. or other products through distillation
of crude oil or other··· hydrocarbons or through redistillation,
cracking. rearrangement or reforming or unfinished petroleum
derivatives.
[NOTE:
Moved from 252:100-39-15 (a) (4) since this
ter.m is used in other sections of Subchapter 39.]
"Refinery" means any facility engaged ift produciftg gasoline,
lEerosene, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracldng or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarbon derbratives.
[NOTE:
This ter.m is not used in
Subchapter 39. "Petroleum refinery" is the ter.m used in Subchapter
39.]

-

"Refinery unit" means a set of components which are a part of a
basic process operation. such as distillation. hydrotreating,
cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons. [NOTE: Moved from 252:10039-15 (a) (5) since this ter.m is used in other sections of Subchapter
39.1

AQC8-18F.39
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"Submerged fill pipe• means any fill pipe or discharge nozzl --.\.
whichtrhat meets any one of the following conditions-t-_,_
,
{A) i::fteThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filled~.
{B) i::fteThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel~_,_
(C) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel, or,_,_
(D) other equivalent methods acceptable toit is an equivalent
method that has been approved by the EJeecutiveDivision
Director.
nvolatile organic compound (VOC) " means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination \dth any other element 'ft-hich has a vapor pressure of
1. 5 pouads per square irreh absolute or greater under actual storage
eondit ionsof carbon excluding carbon monoxide carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate.·· -which- participates - in atmospheric photochemical ·
reactions.
This includes any organic compound except those
designated as having negligible photochemical reactivity as listed
in 40· CFR 51. .1.00 (s) (1) , which is hereby incor,porate"d' by reference
as it existed on July l , 1998. [NOTE: This revision makes the AQD
definition of VOC consistent with the EPA definition in 40 CFR
I

I

51..1.00 (s) and complies with requests to exempt acetone, methylated.-...
siloxanes, and perchloroethylene from being considered VOC (EPA's
definition exempts these sUbstances).
I t replaces the tenn
"Volatile- organic solvent
(VOS)"
since the definitions are
essentially the same. I t brings the AQD definition into agreement
with -the '"EPA reactivity policy as ex]?ressed in the Memorandum dated
July 21., 1.987, from G. T. Helms, Chief, Control Programs Operations
Branch, U.S. EPA, OAQPS and the conmtents contained in Attachment B
of the June 9, 1.988, letter-from William B. Hathaway, EPA Region 6.
This change will result in only one defini.tion of VOC.]

u.relatile e~:gaBie eel•;·eat ('Y,,TQS) " means any organic compound \;hich
participates ia atmospheric photochemical reactions, that is, aay
orgaaic compound other than those \ffl:ich the EPA Admiaistrator
designates as having aegligible pnotochemical reactivity. VOS may
be measured by the BPh VOC reference method.
252:100-39-3. General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements contained in
GAG 252:100-37, the additional control/prohibitionsreauirements
contained in this Subchapter shall be required enof existing and
new facilities located in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties and any areas
designated nonattainment for ozone unless clearly indicated
otherwise.

Exemptions
VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1.5 pounds oer square inch ~,
(psia) under actual storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-39-

252:~00-39-4.

AQC8-18F.39
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16 t-hrough
252:100-48.

252:100-39-18,

[NOTE:
changes that would
definition of VOC.]

PART 3.

-

252:100-39-30,

252:100-39-41,

and

This Section is added to avoid substantive
be brought about by the revis ion of the

PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS

252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
(1)
"Component" means any piece of equipment which has the
potential to leak volatile organic compounds VOCs when tested in
the manner described in EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
These sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals,
compressor seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves,
flanges and other connections, pressure relief devices, process
drains, and open ended pipes. Excluded from these sources are
valves which are not externally regulated.
(2)
"Gas
service" mean_s any equipment .. which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic eompouadVOC or mixture
of volatile organic compounds~ in the gaseous phase.
ill. "Leaking component" means a component which has a VOC
concentration exceeding 10,000 ppm when tested according to the
provisions in 252:100-39 -15le> .
[NOTE:
This was 252:100-:3915 (c) (1) (C).]

_

~l!l

"Liquid service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers o.r contains a volatile orgaaie eompouadVOC or mixture
of •rolatile organic eompouadsvocs·· in the liquid phase.
( 4)
"Peereleem re:fi:aeryn
means any facility engaged in
producing gasoline, aromatics, Jceroseae, distillate fuel oils,
residual fuel oils, lubricants, aspfl:alt, or otfl:er produets
tfl:rougfl: distillation of crude oil or otfl:er fl:ydroearboas or
tfl:rougfl: redistillation, eraekiag, rearrangement or reforming or
uB:fiaisb:ed petroleum deri•rativeo. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-39-2
since i t applies to more than one section in Subchapter 39.]

(5)
nRefi:aery 'Wiien meaBs a set of eompoe:ee:to ~vfl:iefl: are a part
of
a
aasie
process
operation,
ouch .as
distillation,
b:ydrotreatiag, eraelEiag or reforming of hydrocarbons.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-39-2 since i t applies to more than one section
in Subchapter 39.]

l!l "Valves not externally regulated" means valves that
have no external controls, such as in-line check valves.
(7)
"Velaeile ergaaie eempeunaen means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in.
combination 'iitb: any other element whieb: fl:as a vapor pressure of
8.3 lEilopascalo (8.8435 pounds per square iaeh absolute) or
greater under actual storage conditions. (Effecti•ie 2 12 98)

~

[NOTE:
The special conditions contained in
have been moved to 252:100-39-15(b) (2).]

this definitions

(b) Applicability. This Section applies to all source facility
petroleum refineries located iB the follo,iiBg counties: Tulsa and
AQC8-18F.39
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Olelahoma.
l1l ··This Section applies to all petroleum refineries located in
Tulsa County and Oklahoma County.
ll.l VOCs with vapor pressures less than 0.0435 psia (0.3
kilopascals (kPa}) under actual ···storage conditions are exempt
from 252:100-39-15.
(Effective 2-12-90.)
[NOTE:
Moved from
252:100-39-lS(a) (4) .]

(c) .Provisions fer specific processes. Standards and operating
regul.rements
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery· complex
subject to this Section shall:
(A)
develop and conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the provisions in 252:100-39-15(d) and 252:100-39-15(f);
(B)
conduct a monitoring program consistent 'l!dth the
provisions in 252:100 39 15(f);
(C)
record all leaking components 'llffiich have a
voc
concentration exceeding 10,000 ppm 'llffien tested according to
the provisions in 252.100 39 15(e) and place an identifying
tag on each component consistent with the provisions in
252:100-39-15 (f) (3) i
..
~~- repair and retest the leaking components, as defined
in 252:100 39 15 (c) (1) (C) I . as soon as possible but no later
than 15 days after the leak is found; and,
·
~JQL identify all leaking qomponents,
as defined in
252:100 39 15 (c) (1) (C) , which cannot be repaired -until ·the··
unit is shutdown for turnaround~; and, Assure all lines or
pipes terminating uith a ;ralve are sealed uith a second valve,
a blind flange, a p±ug or a cap.
lEl assure~l~ lines or pipes terminating with a valve are
sealed with a second valve, a bl·ind flange, a plug or a cap.
(2)
The BxecutiveDivision Director, may, at his/herhis or her
discretion,
~require
the
owner or operator to
take
appropriate remedial action, including early unit turnaround,
based on the number and severity of tagged leaks awaiting
repair.
(3)
Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in gaseous
volatile organic compoundVOC service shall be marked in some
manner that will be readily obvious to both petroleum refinery
or contract personnel performfiig monitoring and the ElJeecutive
DirectorDEO.
·
(d)
Compliance sch:edulessohedule. The owner or operator of a
petroleum refinery, in order to comply ;:ith 252: 1oo· 39 15, shall
adhere to the incremento of progress contained in the follmdng
schedule:
(1)
Submitsubmit to the ElJeeeutiveDivision Director a monitoring
program by July 30, 1981, or within 60 days of the date the area
where the refinery is located was designated as a nonattainment
area.
This program shall contain, at a minimum, a list of the
refinery units only and the quarter in which they will be
monitored, a copy of the log book format, and the make and model
of the monitoring equipment to be used.
In no case shall a
monitoring contract relieve the owner or operator of a petroleum
AQC8-18F.39
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~

refinery of the responsibility for compliance with this Section.
(2)
Submit: quart::erly monit::oring report t::o the BJeecut::ive
Direct::or.
{NOTE: This is covered in 252:100-39-lS(h).]
(e)
Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and calibration
procedures to determine compliance with this Section must be
consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
(f) Monitoring. ·
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery subject: to
t::h:is Section shall conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the following provisions~. The owner or operator shall:
(A)
monitor yearly by the methods referenced in Test Hethod
21 of 40 CFR Part 60 252:100-39-15(e) all~
(i)
pump seals7L
(ii)
pipeline valves in liquid service7L and7
(iii)
process drains;
(B)
monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in 252:100
39 15(d) 252:100-39-15-(e), all~
(i)
compres.sor seals7L
(ii) pipeline valves· in ~ servicCTL and,
(iii)
pressure relief valves in ~ service;
(C)
monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
(D)
monitor immediately any pump seal from which VOC liquids__
are observed dripping;
··
(E)
monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has
vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F)
monitor immediately after repair any component that was
found leaking.
(2)
Pressure relief· devices ~th:ichthat are connected to an
operating
flare
header,
vapor
recovery
devieedevices,
inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, and valves that_are
not externally regulated are exempt from the monitoring
requirements
in
paragraph
(1)
of
this
subsection7L
Pro:r;=idedprovided, however I such inaccessible valves will be
monitored during annual shutdown.
(3)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the
detection of a leaking component, as defined in 252:100 39
15(e) (1) (C), whiehthat is not repaired on discoveryL shall affix
a
weatherproof
and
readily
visible
tag,
bearing
an
identification number and the date the leak is located, to the
leaking component. This tag shall remain in place until the
leaking component is repaired.
(g)
Recordkeeping.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery shall
maintain a leaking components monitoring log as specified in
252.100 39 15(e) (1) (C) which shall contain, at a minimum7~~
follmiing data:
(A)
the name of the process unit where the component is
located;
(B)
the type of component (e.g., valve, seal);
(C)
the tag number of the component, if not repaired
immediately on discovery;
{D)
the date on which 2 leaking component is discovered;
AQC8-18F.39
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(E)
the date on which a leaking component is repaired;
~
(F)
the date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure·.
after a leaking component is repaired;
.·
(G)
the date of the calibration of the monitoring instrument"7'
The record of calibrationwhich shall be made available for
inspection on request;
(H)
those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround;
and,
(I)
the total number of components checked and the total
number ·of components found leaking.
(2)
Copies of the monitoring log shall be retained by the owner
or operator for at least two years after the date on which the
record was made or the report prepared.
(3)
Copies of the monitoring log shall be made available to the
EJcecutiveDivision Director,
upon written request,
at any
reasonable time.
(h)
Reporting.
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery,
upon the completion of each monitoring procedure, shall:
(1)
submit a report to the EJcecutiveDivision Director by the
30th day following the end of each calendar.quarter that lists _
all leaking components that were located during the ·previous
quarter but not repaired within 15 days, all leaking components
awaiting unit turnaround, and the total number 'of components
found leaking; and,
(2)
submit a signed statement with the report attesting to the
fact . that., all monitoring and, with the exception of those . .-.,
leaking components listed in 252:100-39-15 (h) (1) , all monitoring
ene repairs were performed as stipulated in the monitoring
program.
252:100-39-16. Petroleum Refiaeryrefineryprocess unit turnaround
(a)
Definition. aTura arouad"•Turnaroundn means the planned
procedure of shutting down a unit, insp~cting and repairing it~ and
restarting it.
· ·
.
(b)
Procedures required.
For the shutdown, purging and blowdown
operation of any processing petroleum refinery processing unit the
following procedures are required:
(1)
Recovery of volatile organic compounds (VOC)VOCs shall be
accomplished during the shutdown or turnaround to a process unit
pressure compatible with the flare or vapor system pressure. The
unit will then be purged or·flushed to a flare or vapor recovery
system ~ using a suitable material such as steam, water or
nitrogen_._ to a flare or vapor recovery system.· The unit shall
not be vented to the atmosphere until pressure is reduced to
less 'than 5 psig through control devices.
(2)
Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for the Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by
Pipeline," or any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person
shall emit organicVOC gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
recovery blowdown system unless . these gases are burned by
smokeless flares, or an equally effective control device as
approved by the ExecutiveDivision Director.
AQC8-18F.39
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(3~
~t least fifteen days prior to a scheduled turnaround, a
written notification shall be submitted to the E:u:ecutiveDivision
Director. As a minimum, the notification shall indicate the unit
to · be shutdown, the date of shutdown, and the approximate
quantity of hydrocarbonsVOCs to be emitted to the atmosphere.
(4)
Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be accomplished
without the controls specified in 252:100-39-16(b) (1) and
252:100-39-16 (b) (2) during non-oxidant seasons provided the
notification to the EJEecuti·.reDivision Director as required in
252:100-39-16(b) (3) 1 specifically contains eueh a request for
such an exemption.
The Non oJtidantnon-oxidant season is
understood to be bet'imen the months of October and Aprilfrom
November 1 through March 31..

252:100-39-17. Petroleum Refineryrefinery vacuum producing system
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shal~ have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
•Accumulator• means the vessel in the overhead stream of
any fractionating tower, after the overh~ad condenses and
separates ncmcondensable gases, liquid hydrocarbonsVOCs and
water.
(2)· •Hotwell• means the tank at the bottom of the· barometer leg
in a barometric condenser system to receive the water,
condensate and entrained hydrocarbonsVOCs generated by the
barometric condenser.
(b) Requirements~ Noncondensable-velatile organic compeundsVOCs
from the follo\;ing equipment shall be incinerated or reduced by 90
percent of what would be emitted without controls when emitted from
the follmdng T.racuum: producing system::
{1) steam ejectors with barometric condensers;
(2)
steam ejectors with surface condensers; or,
(3) mechanical vacuum pumps.
(c) Hotwells and accumulators.
(1)· Hot wells and accumulators shall be covered and the
noncondensable vapors shall be vented to a fire-box or
incinerator.
(2) The presence of a pilot flame shall be monitored using a
thermocouple or any other equivalent device to detect the
presence of a flame.
{Effective February 12, 1990)
{d) Compliance. Compliance shall be determined in accordance with
the provision of the CTG document {EPA 450/2-77-025) . Test reports
and maintenance records will be maintained for at least two years.
If emission testing is required, the appropriate test method(s)
selected from EPA Reference Methods 1 through 4, 21, and/or 25,
will be utilized.
252:100-39-18. Petroleum
water
effluent
Refiaeryrefinery
separators
l.el Definition. •Effluent water separator" means any tank, box
sump, or ether container in which any material cempeundVOC floating
on• ~ entrained in, or contained in water entering such tank ben,
AQC8-18F.39
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sump or other the container is physically separated and removed~
f7om 5i::t€h the water prior to outfall drainage or recoYery of sueh;t
d1:scharge of the water from the container.
[NOTE:
Moved from
· 252:100-39-2 since the term is only used in this Subchapter. Since
this is new··· to the Section, original language is underlined,
deleted language is stricken out, and new language is double
underlined to facilitate comparison.]
iQl Requirements. No personowner or operator shall operate, or
install or permit the operation or installation ofa single singlecompartment or multiple-compartment volatile organic compound
~~aterVOC/water separator from any equipment processing, refining,
treating, storing or handling volatile organic compoundVOC unless
the compartment receiving ea4a the effluent water is equipped to
control emissions in one of the following ways. "<dth one of the
following vap.or control dev=ices, properly installed, in good
~mrking order and in operation:
··(J.)
AThe container totally encloses the liauid contents and
·having all openings ~ seal~d..:.. and totally enclosing the liquid
coetente. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except· when gauging or sampling is taking. place.
The oil removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming,
inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(2)· _ AThe container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapor-gathering syEtem capable of collecting the
organic materialVOC vapo~.s- and.. gases discharged and a vapordisposal system capable of processing such organic materialVOC ~
vapors and gases so . a-s. _to prevent their emission to the
atmosphere..:.. and ~lith allAll tank gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The organic materialVOC removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair
is in progress.
(3) A Containerscontainer that is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency, provided the plans and specifications of such
equipment are submitted andare approved by the BJcecuti·:eDivision
Director prfor to their use.
I

PART 5.

I

PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE

252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external
floating roof t:anlEsroofs

(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(J.)
"Condensate" means hydrocarbon liquid separated from
natural gas which condenses due to changes in the temperature
and/or pressure and remains liquid at normal operating
conditions.
(2)
"Crude oil" means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixtu:e
which is a liquid at standard conditions.
It may conta1.n
sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
(3)
"Externally External floating roof" means a storage vessel
AQC8-18F.39
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cover in ·an open top tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon
single deck which rests upon and is supported by the petroleum
liquid being contained and is equipped with a closure seal or
seals to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall.
{4)
•Lease custody transfer• means the transfer of produced
crude oil and/or condensate, after processing and/or treating in
the producing operations, from storage tan1tsvessels or automatic
transfer facilities to pipelines or any other formsform of
transportation.
{5)
"Liquid-mounted seal• means primary seal mounted in
continuous contact with the liquid between the tank wall and the
floating roof.
{6)
"Petroleum liquid• means crude oil, condensate, and any
finished or intermediate liquid products manufactured or
extracted in a petroleum refinery.
{7)
•vapor-mounted seal• means a primary seal mounted so there
is an annular vapor space underneath the seal.
The . annular
vapor space is bounded by the bottom of the primary seal, the
~yessel wall, the liquid surface, and the floating roof.
{8)
•waxy, high pour point crude oil" means ..a crude oil with a
pour point of 50°F. or higher as determined ·by the American
Society of Testing and Materials Standard D97-66, "Test for Pour
Point of Petroleum Oils. "
·
{b) Applicability.
{1) This Section applies to all source facilities \dth
petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating.
roofs, having capacities greater than 40.000 gallons 1150,000
litersl(40,000 gallons), that are located in Tulsa and Oklahoma
Coun:ties.
·
{2) This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid storage
vessels \thichthat: prior to custody tran:sfer.
{A)
are used to store waxy, high pour point crude oil;
{B)
have capacities less than 1, 600, ooo liters {420, ooo
gallons) and are used to store produced crude oil and
condensate prior to lease custody transfer;
{C)
contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure
less than 1.5 Psia 110.5 kPal (1.5 psia);
{D)
contain a petroleum liquid \dth a true Yapor pressure
less than: :27.6 Kpa (4.0 psia), an:d,
(i)
are of \ielded constrtiction;
(ii) presently possess a metallic type shoe seal, a liqu;i:d
mounted foam seal, a liquid mounted liquid filled type
seal, or other closure device of demonstrated equivalen:ce
approv=ed by the EJcecutive Director; or, contain a petroleum
liquid with a true vapor·pressure less than 4.0 psia (27.6
kPa) if·the vessels are of welded construction and have a
metallic-type shoe seal, a liquid-mounted foam seal, a
liquid-mounted liquid filled type seal, or other closure
device of demonstrated equivalence approved by the Division
Director; or,
{E)
are of welded construction, equipped with a metallic-type
shoe primary seal and has a secondary seal from the top of the
AQC8-18F.39
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shoe seal
seal) .

to

the

t-afik:vessel

wall

(shoe-mounted secondary---

[NOTE: Research indicates that "prior to custody transfer" should·
have been added to 3. 7. 5-3 (a) (2) (B) (ii) which is now 252:~00-3930 (b) (2) (B).]

{c) Previsions fer speeifie preeeeeee Equipment and operating
requirements.
(1)
Standards.
No owner of a petroleum liquid storage vessel
subject to this Section shall store a petroleum liquid in that
vessel unless~ the following conditions are met.
· {A)
The vessel has been fitted with7.1..
(i) a continuous secondary seal extending from the
floating roof to the ~vesse1 wall (rim-mounted secondary
seal); or,
·
(ii) a closure device or other device which controls VOC
emissions with an effectiveness equal to or greater than a
seal required above underin 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (A) (i) and
approved by the ElcecutiveDivision Director.
{B)
All
seal
closure
devices
meet
the
following
requirements7...:...
..
(i)
thereThere are no visible holes, tears, or other
openings in the seal(s) or seal fabriC"t"...:...
(ii) -t-fieThe seal (s) are intact and uniformly in place
around the circumference of the floating roof between the
floating roof and the ~vessel wall; and,.
(iii)
£-erFor vapor mounted primary seals, the accumulated --..
area of gaps exceeding 0.32 em (1/8 in.) in width between
the secondary seal and the'~vessel wall shall not exceed
21 . 2 cm2 per meter of ~vessel diameter (1. 0 ~in. 2 per
foot of tank diameter), as determined by physically
measuring the -length ~nd width of all gaps around the
entire circumference of the secondary seal in each place
where a. 0. 32 ern uniform diameter probe passes freely
between the seal and the ~vessel wall; and summing the
area of the individual gaps.
(C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for
automatic bleeder vents, rim space vents, and leg sleeves,
are-;-.1..
(i)
equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed
position except when the openings are in actual use; and,
(ii) equipped with projections into the ~vessel which
remain below the liquid surface at all times-;-.:..
(D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except
when the roof is floated off or landed on the roof leg
supports-;-.:..
(E)
Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated
off the leg supports_ or at the manufacturer's recommended
settings, and, .
(F)
Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane
fabric covers or equivalent covers which cover at least 90
percent of the area of the opening.
~
(2) Monitoring. The owner or operator of a petroleum liquid
AQC8-18F.39
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storage vessel with an external floating roof subject to this
Section shall:
(A) perform routine inspections semi-annually in order to
ensure compliance with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (i), i.e., no
visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seals or seal
fabric;
{B)
measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance
with 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (B) (iii), when the floating roof is
equipped with a vapor-mounted primary seal; and,
(C) maintain records of the types of volatile petroleum
liquids stored, the true vapor pressure of the liquid as
stored, and the results of the inspections performed in
252:100-39-30 (c) (2) (A) and 252:100-39-30 (c) (2) (B) .
111 Recordkeepinq.
-a+ JAl Copies of all records under 252:1.00-39-30 (c) (2)
shall be retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of
two years after the date on which the record was made.
~ l§l
Copies of all records under this S~ction shall be
made available to the BxecutiveDivision Director, upon verba*
or urittea request, at any reasonable time..
{d) Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this ·Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities ~dthin t~.·o years of approval of
this Sectioa by the OlElahoma BnviroRmental Quality I36.ardby May 23,
1982.
PART 7.

SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving)
•Cutback asphalt• means a basic asphalt or
asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum distillate.
.
J.Ql Requirements. No owner, operator and/or contractor shall
prepare or apply cutback liquified asphalt without the prior
w:titten consent of the BJtecutiveDivision Director. or the BJtecutbre
Director's desigaee. Such consent may be granted during Oklahoma' s
non-oxidant season, i.e., October through AprilNovember 1 through
March 31.

.!.al. Definitions.

252:100-39-41. Vape~
reeeve~y
systemsStoraqe,
loading
and
transport/delivery of VOCs
(a) Storage of ry•elatile ergaaie eempe'tmdsVOCs in vessels with
storage capacities --greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bhls). No
personowner or operator shall store or penait the storage of
gasoline or-any ::Y.a-latile organic compouadVOC in tanks or vessels a
vessel havia~ith a storage capacity greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls) unless such taale, reservoir or other contaiaer it is -t:-6
be a pressure ~vessel capable of maintaining working pressures
sufficient at all times tothat prevent organicVOC vapor or gas loss
to the atmosphere, or it is equipped with one or more of the
following vapor control devices~~
(1) aA floating roof, consisting of pontoon type, internal
floating cover or double-deck type roof, which will rest on the
surface of the liquid contents.
The floating roof shall be
AQC8-18F.39
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equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close the spac' ~'.
between the roof edge and ~vessel wall. Such floating roof~ ·
are not appropriate control devices if the organic compoundsVOCs
have a vapor pressure of 11.0 pounds per square inch abso~
psia (568 mm Hg) (75.8 kPa) or greater under actual conditions.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place.
Closure seals will meet
the
requirements
of
252 .100 3 9 3 0 (e) (1) (B) , 252: 100-3 930 (c) (1} (B} (i) and (ii} .
(2) aA vapor-recovery system consisting of a vapor-gathering
system capable of collecting 90 percent by weight or more of the
uncontrolled volatile organic compoundsVOCs that would otherwise
be emitted to the atmosphere and s vapor-disposal system capable
of processing such organic compoundsVOCs eo as to prevent
emissions in excess of 80 mg/liter of gasolineVOC transferred to
the atmosphere. All ~vessel gauging and sampling devices
·shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place; or,..:..
(3)
otherOther equipment or methods of equal efficiency for
purposes of air pollution control as may bewhen approved by the EJEeeutiveDi vision Director and are in concert with federal
guidelines.
.
(b) Storage of Yolatdle--~g=Emie eompoundsVOCs rn· vessels with
storage capacities of --400-40,000 gallons (9.5 953 bbls).
(1) No personowner or operator shall store or permit the
storage of gasoline or other volatile organic compoundsVOCs in ~
any stationary storage eontainervessel with a nominal capacity
greater than 400 gallons (9.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls) unless such containerit is equipped with a submerged
fill pipe or ·is bottom filled. No person shall store or permit
the storage of·gasoline or other volatile organic compound in
any stationary storage container 'dth an average daily
throughput of 30,000 gallons or greater unless the displaced
vapors from the storage coatainer are processed by a system that
has a .total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by
~~eight of total hydrocarbon compounds in said vapors.
l2l No owner or operator shall store gasoline or other VOCs in
any stationary storage vessel with an average daily throughput
of 30,000 gallons or greater unless the displaced vapors from
the storage vessel are processed by a system that has a total
collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of total
VOCs in the vapors.
~l& The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of
the follmdng:
-fAt-.ill a
vapor-tight
return line from the
storage
containervessel to the delivery vessel and a system that
will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before
gasoline
or volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs
can
be
transferred into the containervessel; or,
-fB+ ...lill._ other equipment that has a total. collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the total ~
hydrocarbon compoundeVOCs in the displaced vapor provided
AQC8-18F.39
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~if

approval of the proposed design installation, and
operation is obtained from the BJeccutivcDivision Director
prior to start of construction.
-f3+.ml Provided, hm;cvcr, that thcThc requirements for vapor
collection of displaced vapors shall not apply to operations
that arc not major sources.

(c)

Loading of velatile ergaaie ee.mpeundsVOCs.

(1) No pcrsonowner or operator shall install or opcrateT
install or permit the building, operation or installation of a
stationary volatile organic eempeundVOC loading facility with an
annual throughput of 120.000 gallons or greater or storage
capacity greater than 2, 000 gallons unless such loading facility
it is equipped with a vapor-collection and/or disposal system
properly installed, in good 'lmrldng order and in operation.
(2) WhenWhile volatile organic compoundsVOCs are loaded through
the hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or
mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal
at the hatch.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic matcrialVOC
drainage from the loading device when it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete . drainage before
removal.
(4)· When loading is effected threug~ mean'S. other than
hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be. equipped wi.th fittings 'ltnichthat make vapor-tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
(5) The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the following in addition to
bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels-=-..:.. Storage
vessels at service stations and bulk plants may be used for
intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as
specified
in
252:100-39-41(c) (5) (A)
through
252:100-3941 (c) (5) (C) if they are designed to prevent the release of
vapors during use.
..
.
(A) aB:An absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
~that has a minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by
weight of all the volatile organic eempoundVOC vapors and
gases entering such disposal systemT..:..
(B)
aA vapor handling system which .directs all vapors to a
fuel gas ·incineration system with a minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent, or,..:..
(C) etherOther equipment &¥that has at least a 90 percent
efficiency, provided plans for such equipment are submitted to
and approved by the B1eeeutiveDivision Director.
Storage
vessels at scrYicc statief'ls and bulle plants may be used fer
intermediate storage prier to reeeYery/dispesal of vapors as
per 252:100 39 41 (e) (S) (A) through 252.100 39 41 (e) (5) (C) i f
they are designed to prevent the release of Yapers during use.
(6)
Subsection 252:100-39-41(c) shall apply to any facility
....· hiehthat loads v·elatile organic eefflpeundsVOCs
into any
transport vessel designed for transporting "irelatilc organic
cempoundsVOCs.
AQC8-18F.39
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(d)

Transport/delivery.
(1) ·· The vapor-laden delivery vessel shall meet one of the
following requirements~~
(A) ~The delivery vessel must be ee designated and operated
a-s--to be vapor tight except when sampling
gauging
or
inspecting; or,~
(B)
~The delivery vessel must be equipped and operated se
~to deliver the volatile organic compoundVOC vapors are
delivered to a vapor ~ecovery/disposal system.
(2) No mmer/operator owner or operator wi-1-3:-shall allow a
delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to receive
displaced organicVOC vapors nor service tanksvessels unable to
deliver displaced vapors except for tanks/facilitiesvessels and
facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41(b) and 252:100-39-41(c).
(~)
Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with the vapor
·tightness requirements must be consistent with Appendix 11 B 11 EPA
·Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound
.Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems, 11
"EPA 450/2-78-051, or an equivalent method as determined by the
Eleecuti'\TeDivision Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Also see 252:100 39
40 for additional requirements pertaining to Tulsa County.
[NOTE:
The requirements in this subsection were formerly· contained in
252:100-39-48. To facilitate comparison, deletions to the original
language have been striq_ken o_~t and additions have been double
underlined. Since the material isnew to this Section, it is all
underlined.]
l1l Applicability. This Section subsection applies only in
·Tulsa County.
In addition to the other requirements for vapor
recovery systems that are contained in 252.100 39 41(a} through
(d) , facilities located in Tulsa- County must comply \'dth the
requirements of this subsection. [NOTE:
This was 252:100..;.39._
48 (a).]
111 Storage of VOCs.
.
J.& 2,000 - 40,000 gallons capacity.
No
personowner
or
operator shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or
other volatile organic COft\poundsVOCs in any stationary storage
container with a nominal capacity greater than 2,000 gallons
.. (47.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls} unlessk
· ouch container in addition to being equipped with a submerged
fill pipe or being bottom loading. it is equipped with a vapor
control system that has an efficiency of no less than 90
percent by weight of the volatile organic compoundsVOCs
contained in the displaced vapors and is equipped with a
pressure relief valve in the atmospheric vent system which
maintains a pressure of 16 ounces per square inch and 1/2
ounce per square inch vacuum. The vapor recovery system shall
include one or more of the following~.
Jil aA vapor-tight return line from the storage container
to the delivery vessel and a system that will ensure that
the vapor return line is connected before gasoline or ¥e±
atile organic compoundsVOCs can be transferred into the
1
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container (i.e. , poppeted connectors from the storage
container to the delivery vessel.l7.
liil aA float vent valve assembly must be installed in the
vapor mreturn/vent line on new and existing dual point
installations; however,
for coaxial installations on
existing stations, a vent sleeve extending six inches below
the top of the tank will be allowed.
Sleeves may be
equipped with a 1/16 inch air bleed hole7.
(iii)
~The cross-sectional area of the vapor recovery
line must be at least half of the cross-sectional area of
the liquid delivery line, or;.
J.iy}_ insteadinstead 252.100 39" 48 (b) (2) (A) through 252:100
39 48 (b) (2) (C)
of
252:100-39-41 (e) (2} (B) (i}
through
252:100-39-41 (e) (2} (B) (iii) , other eauipment that has a
total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by
weight of the total hydrocarbon compoundsVOCs in the
displaced vapor pro¥ided thatmay be used if approved by
approval of the proposed design,
installation,
and
operation is obtained from the Executi¥eDivision Director
. prior to start of construction. [NOTE: This was in 252:100- 39-48 (br(I) and (2). 1

lHl Applicability •
.ill The applicability of-this

Section252:100~39-41(e) (2)
shall be determined·by the most restrictive of the 2,000
gallon ~vessel size as speeifiedrequired in 252.100 39
48 (b) (1) 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (A} or the 120,000 gallon annual
throughput
describedreguired
in
252.100 39 48(b) (3)
252:100-39-4-1 (e) (2} (B) (ii) . Hm.-e¥er, onceOnce a facility
places a· 2·. 000 gallon .eank:vessel in service or exceeds the
120.000 gallon annual throughput described in 252:100 39
48 (b) (3), that facility shall always be subiect to the
provisions of this Seetion252:100-39-41(e} (2). (effective
February 12. 1990}
~OTE: This was 252:100-39-48(b) (4).1
Jiil Exemptions to this Section252:100-39-41(e} (2} may be
granted prmridedif the mmer/operatorowner or operator
shows
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
appropriate
authorityDivision Director that the containervessel is used
exclusively for agricultural purposes or that the facility,
based on the most current 12 month's data, dispenses
120, 000 gallons per year or less.
[NOTE:
This was

252:100-39-48 (b) (3). 1
...(g}_ Emission testing.

If emission testing is conducted, the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through
4, 18, 21, 25, 25A and 25B will be utilized.
[NOTE:
Was

252:100-39-48 (b) (5). 1

Compliance. Compliance with this subsection252:100-3941(e) (2} will be accomplished by affected ouner/operator~
owner or o erator of affected f cilities b Dec mber 31 1986.

lQl

[NOTE:

Was 252:100-39-48(b)

6).]

lEl Certification. The o\mer/operatorowner or operator of a
facility or facilities shall obtain, by whatever means
practicable, certification from the O'iiner/operatorowner or
AQC8-18F.39
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operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all deliverieE ......\
of gasoline· or other volatile organic compoundsVOCs made to
·
their 400-sallon to 40,000-qallon storage facility er
facilities located in Tulsa County, shall be ·made by
transport/delivery · vessels -~;hichthat
comply
with
the
requirementscontainedin252:100 39 48(d)252:100-39-4l(e) (4).
Compliance with this Section252:100-39 41(e) (2) shall be
accomplished by affected oWRer/operatorsowners or operators of
affected facilities no later than December 31,
1990.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
[NOTE:
Was 252:100-3948 (b) (7). 1
i l l Loading of VOCs.
In addition to those requirements
contained in 252:100-39-41 (c) , stationary loading facilities
Facilities will be checked annually in accordance with EPA Test
Method 21, Leak Test.
Leaks greater than 5000 ppm will be
repaired within 15 days. Facilities will retain inspection and
.repair records for at least two years.
[NOTE:
This was
· 252:100-39-48(c) (7) .}

1.!1 Transport/del::Lvery vessel requirements.- In addition to the
requirements contained in 252:100-39-41(d), facilities located
in Tulsa County must meet the follow~ns requirements.
l8l Maintenance.
lil. The delivery vessel must be maintained.' so as to be
that it· ·is vapor tight except when ·sampling, gauging, or
·inspecting.
These activities shall not occur while the
vehicle is loading ·or unloading or is in a pressurized -.,.,
state .
. liiL The delivery vessel must be equipped. maintained and
operated to receive vapors- -from sources identified in
252:100-39-41 {b) (1) and 252:100-39-41 (b) (2) and retain
these and all other vapors until they are delivered into an
authorized vapor-recove~/disposal system.
(iii)
Vessels with defective equipment such as boots,
seals ( and hoses
or with other deficiencies ~michthat
would impair the vesselsvessels' ability to retain vapors
or liquid shall be repaired within 5 days.
(iv) The certified testing facility must certify to the
approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252:100 39 48(d) (2) (A) (i)
252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (B) (i). The vessel must also display on
the rear panel a tag showing the date of the pressure test.
J.yj_ No mmer/operatorowner or operator will allow a
delivery vessel to be --filled at a facility unable to
receive
displaced
organic
vaporsVOCs
nor
service
tanksvessels unable to deliver dis laced va ors exec t for
vessels facilities exem ted in 252:100-3941 (b) . Terminal owners shall not fill vessels ,.'hichthat do
not display a current tag.
lYil Delive~ vessels may be inspected by representati~es
of the appropriate health ageneyDEO in order to determ1ne
their state of repair. Such a test may consist of a visual ~
inspection, or a vapor test with vapors not to exceed 5000
1
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ppm.
Failure
of
a
vapor
test
will
reauire
the
mm:er/operatorowner or operator to effectmake the necessary
repairs within 10 days.
Unless certification is made to
the appropriate health agency within 5 days~ the vessel
will shall be remo=r.,red from ser;rice by the owner/ operator.
Failure to certify within 10 days of a vapor test that the
citednecessary repairs have been effectedmade will subject
the
T;:eeselowner or
operator
to
sanctions.
Upon
certification of repairs"" the vessel will be allowed to
operate in a normal mannerresume normal operation.
Jal ·Testing requirements.
lil Pressure test.
l!l Delivery vessels* delivering or rece1v1nq gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness.
The vapor tightness test must be consi.stent with Appendix
"A" EPA Guideline .Series.Document, "Control of Volatile
Organic Compound Leaks .from Gasoline Tank Trucks and
Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 450/2-78-051. Tests shall
be performed by the owner or a reputable transport
service company. Test methods used to test these vessels
by owners or testing companies must be ~pproved for use
by the Ei:teecuti..,~eoi vision Director.
J.!Il The vessel will be considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252.190 39 48(d) (2) (A) (i)
252:100-3941 (e) (4) (B) (i) (I) when the test results show that the
vessel-and its vapor collection systems do not sustain a
pressure change of more than 3 inches of H2 0. in addition
thereThere shall be no avoidable visible ltgyid leaks.
+zH-Cii) . Vapor test-~ Testing of the tank trucks for
compliance with vapor tightness requirements as reauired
under 252.109 39 41 (d) (1) (F)
252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (A) (vi)
must be consistent with Appendix "B" EPA Guideline Series
.Document,·. "Control of Volatile Organic Compound Leaks from
Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems", EPA
405/2-78-051, as modified for this purpose and contained in
252:i00-43-15. The requirements of 252.100 39 48 252:10039-41 (e) 'itill become effectk;:etook effect December 15,
1988.
[NOTE:
This was 252:100-39-48 (d).]
252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a) Cold cleaning facility ~equiremeats.
(1)
Equipment requirements. No personowner or operator shall
allow the construction or operation of any cold cleaning unit
for metal degreasing using an organic eolventa VOC unless the
following requirements are met~~
(A) aA cover or door shall be installed on the facility that
can be easily operated with one hand~~
(B)
aftAn internal drain board will be provided in ouch a
·manner that will allow lid closure if practical ; 1 if not
practical, the drainage facility may be external; and,.
(C) aA permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating
requirements
specified
in
252:100-39-42 (a) (2)
will
be
AQC8-18F.39
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permanently attached to the facility.
~(:2) ·· Operating requirements. The
operating
requirements
specified
in
252.100 39 42 (a) (1) (C)
shall
as
a
minimum ·
specifyOwners or operators shall at a minimum:
(A)
drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until dripping
ceases before removal;
(B)
close degreaser cover when not handling parts in cleaner-:-

aae,-.1..
{C)
store waste solventVOC in covered containers.L Do not
dispose or allo~i disposition in such a manner that _more than
2 o percent by ~ieight can evaporate into the atmosphere.
lQl Do not dispose or allow disposition of waste voc in such
a manner that more than 20 percent by weight can evaporate
into the atmosphere.
·
-+a+liD_ If used, a solvent spray \.,.ill be of a solid fluid
stream (not atomized · or spray) Use a solid stream. not an
atomized spray, when voc is sprayed.
·.f4-1-Jll Reauirements for controls. I f
t h e
s o 1 v e n t
2tolatilityvapor pressure of the VOC ·is greater· than 33 mm Hg
(0.6 psi)0.6 psi (4.1 kPa} measured at ~100°F (laoop) (38°C)
or if oelventVOC is heated to 120 degrees C248°F (120°C}, one or
more-of the following ~ontrol devices will be re~ired-:-~
(A}
freeboardFreeboard that gives a free boardfreeboard ratio
greater than or equal to 0.77~
(B)
~.,.aterWater cover and-where the solventVOC is insoluble in
and heavier than water or such equivalent, or,~
(C)
etherAnother system of equivalent control as approved by
the Executi?eDiv±sion Director.
+51-l.il Compliance and recordkeepinq. Compliance
will
be
determined in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022.
Test
reports and maintenance and repair records of control equipment
will be maintaine~by the source for at least two years.
(b) Vapor-type metal degreasing requirements.
(1}
Equipment requirements. No personowner or operator shall
allow the construction or operation of any vapor-type metal
degreasing unit -using an organic solvent a VOC unless the
following requirements are met-:-~
(A)
-tfle.The unit has a cover or door that can easily be opened
.and closed without disturbing the vapor zone7~
(B)
-tfle.The unit will have the following safety switches-:-~
(i)
condenserCondenser flow switch and thermostat or
equivalent capable of shutting off the sump heat if
condenser coolant is not circulating or coolant exceeds
solventVOC manufacturer's recommended level; and,~
(ii) spraySpray safety switch capable of shutting off spray
pumps if the vapor level drops in excess of four inches (10
em) ;
·
(C) -t-fie.The unit will have one or more of the following
control devices/techniques-:-~
(i)
freeboardFreeboard ratio not less than 0.75, i.e., the
ratio of the freeboard to the width of the degreaser
wherein the term freeboard is defined as the distance from
AQC8-18F.39
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the top of the vapor zone to the top of the degreaser
tank-;.
(ii) refrigeratedRefrigerated chiller, i.e., condenser
coils in the upper limit of the vapor zone-;~
(iii)
enelosedEnclosed design, i.e., cover or door is
opened only when part is actually entering or exiting the
facility, or,..:..
(iv) aA carbon adsorption system with ventilation greater
than 50 cfm/ft. 2 of air/vapor area when cover is open and
exhausting less than 25 ppm solventVOC average over one
adsorption cycle; or,..:..
(v) aA control system demonstrated to have a control
efficiency equal to or greater than any of the systems in
(C) of this paragraph.
(D)
aA permanent conspicuous label summarizing operating
procedures in 252:100-39-42 {b) (2) will be attached to the
faeilityunit.
(2) Operating requirements. ·The
operating
requirements
referred to in 252.100 39 42 (b) (1) (D) As a minimum ·operators
shall do the following as a minimum specify ..
(A) ~Keep cover closed at all times excep~ when processing
work-;.
(B)
minimi2eMinimize solventVOC carry-out by ·the follmdng
measures:
(i) -rae*racking parts to--allow full drainage.-1..
(ii) me¥emoving parts in and out of the degreaser at less
than 3.3 m/see11 ft/min: (l:l: ft/min.) (3.3 m/min.) ·1..
(iii)
degreasedegreasing.the workload in the vapor zone af · ·
least--3Cf sec. or until condensation ceases-;-1..
(iv) ~tipping out any pools of solventVOC on the cleaned
parts before removal.. ; and,
(v)
-allowallowing parts to dry within the degreaser for at
least 15 sec. or until visually dry.
(C) do notNot degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as
cloth, leather, wood or rope-;..:..
(D)
'4iOrlEloads should notNot allow workloads to occupy more
than half of the degreaser's open top area-;~
(E) neverNever spray above the vapor level-;..:..
(F)
assureAssure that solventVOC leaks are immediately
repaired or the degreaser is shut down-;..:..
--(G)
do notNot dispose of waste solventVOC or transfer it to ..
another party in such a manner that greater than 20 percent of
the waste (by weight) will evaporate into the atmosphere.
lHl Store waste solvcntVOC only in closed containers-;.
-fHt-.ill Not allow exhaust ventilation should notto exceed
~/min. per ~65 cfm per ft 2 . (65 efm per ft!.fj20 mlfmin. per
m2 ) of degrcascr open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements. Ventilation fans should not be used ncar the
degrcascr opening; and,..:..
+I+.1Il Not allow water should notto be visually detectable in
solvcntVOC exiting the water separator .
(3) Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance will be determined
AQC8-18F.39
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in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022,
which i~\
incorporated by reference, and all test and maintenance records
.,
w±±±shall be retained by the source for at least two years.
(c)
Conveyorized degreasing unit requirements.
(1}
Operating requirements. No personowner or operator shall
operate a conveyorized degreasing unit unless the following
requirements are met~~
(A)
eJehaustExhaust ventilation should not exceed ~/min.
per m!65 cfm per fe
(65 cfm per ft!+(20m 3 /min. per m2 ) of
degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements .
WerlE place fans should not be used near the degreas.er opening,
jgl Work place fans should not be used near the degreaser
opening.
+&}~ minimiaeMinimize carry-out emissions by:
(i)
racking parts for best drainage; and,
(ii) maintaining vertical conveyor speed at less than ~
m/min.ll ft./min. (11 ft./min.) (3.3 m/min.}7~
-f€+-Jru_ eeWaste voc should not be disposedisposed of waste
solYent or· .transfertransferred 4:-t--to another party in such a
manner that greater than 20 percent of th~. waste (by weight) can evaporate into the atmosph~_re.
Store waste solvent vee
only in coYered containers;
jgl Store waste VOC only in covered containers:
~lEi repair solventVOC leaks must be repaired immediately,
or shut do~m tb~ degreaser must be shut down7~
-fB1-JQl. waterWater should no.t be visibly detectable in the -..
sobTentVOC exiting the water s~parator; and,.:..
-fF-1-JRl. a:A permanent conspicuous label wH±must be attached to
the facilityunit summarizing the ..operating requirements listed
in 2.52:100-39-42 (b) and 252:100-39-42 (c) .
(2} Control requirements. In addition to the requirements in
252:100-39-42{c} {1}, any unit that has an air/vapor interface of
more than ~2.0 m2 will be subject to the following control
requirements~.:..

The degreaser must be controlled
(A) Major control devices.
by either:
(i} ~ refrigerated chiller1 L
(ii} a carbon adsorption system, with ventilation equal to
or greater than· t5--m!/min per m!50 cfm/ft 2 (50 cfm/ft!+l l i
m2 /min per m2 ) of air/vapor area {when down-time covers are
open} , and exhausting less than 25 ppm of solYentVOC by
volume averaged over a complete adsorption cycle,L or~
(iii)
g. system demonstrated to have control efficiency
equivalent to or better than either of the above.
(B)
Carryover prevention. Either a drying tunnel, or another
means such as rotating (tumbling) basket, sufficient to
prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solventVOC liquid or
vapor subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C)
Safety switches. The following safety switches must be
installed and be operational~~
(i)
Condenser flow switch and thermostat -that +shuts off
sump heat if coolant is either not circulating or too
AQC8-18F.39
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warm+-.
(ii) Spray safety switch -that -{-shuts off spray pump or
conveyor if the vapor level drops excessively, e.g. more
than 10 em (4 in.))4 in. (10 em).
(iii)
Vapor level control thermostat -that -{-shuts off sump
heat when vapor level rises too high1-.
(D) Minimized openings. Entrances and exits should silhouette
work loads so that the average clearance -{-between parts and
the edge of the degreaser opening+- is either less than 10 em
(4 in.)4 in. (10 em) or less that 10 percent of the width of
the opening ..
(E)
Covers.
Down-time covercovers must be placed over
entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately
after the conveyor and exhaust are shutdown and removed just
before they are started up.
(3)
Compliance and recordkeepinq. Compliance will be determined
in accordance with EPA docqment 450/2-77-022 and all test and
maintenance records wil~_be retained by the source for at least
two years.
(d) Alternative control methods. As
an
alt;:._ernative
to
the
requirements of 252:100-3 9-42 (a) through - 252:1:00-39-42 (c) and
subject to EPA approval, an operator may request the approval by
the Division Director of other methods of control..:.. mciy be approved
by,
subject to EPA approval,
tfi:e EJeeeutiYe Director upon
application· by a source; proYided, teeThe applicant ean must
demonstrate that the proposed method will preclude no less tfi:an
prevent at least 80 percent of the emissions from each source from
--- ·being emitted to the atmosphere, as determined by the appropriate
test methoas selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 25, 25A and
25B.
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~..:..
(1)
"Flexographic printingn means the application of words,
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique in which the pattern to be applied is raised above the _
· printing roll and the image carrier is made of rubber or other
elastomeric materials.
(2)
"Packaging rotogravure printing" means rotogravure printing
upon paper, paper board, metal foil, plastic film, and other
substrates, wfi:icfi:that are, in subsequent operations, formed into
packaging products and labels for articles to be sold.
(3)
"Publication rotogravure printingn
means
rotogravure
printing upon paper which is subsequently formed into books,
magazines,
catalogues,
brochures,
directories,
newspaper
supplements, and other types of printed materials.
(4)
"Roll printingn means the application of words, designs and
pictures to a substrate usually by means of a series of hard
rubber or steel rolls each with only partial coverage.
0
{5)
Rotogravure printing'' means the application of works,
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designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printin(~
technique ·..· hichthat involves an intaglio or recessed image areas
in the form of cells.
·
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Sect:ioa app±ies to all pacl!:agiag rotogravure
.. 1.-.1 •
4- •
..:1
~,
'\.. •
•
•
phl::>x~cae~OB rot:ogra:r.ture,
aau
xxmeograpu~c pr~at~ng facilities
locat:ed in Tu±sa and Oldahoma counties.
(2)
This Section applies only to en±ypackaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flexographic printing facilities
whose potential emissionemissions of organic so±ventVOC ~are
equal to or more than 100 tons/year l90 megagrams/y~} ~
grams) per year (100 tons/yr.). Potential emissions are to be
calculated based on historical records of actual consumption of
eolveatVOC and ink.
(c) Provisions for specific processes.
{1.)
No owne:r or operator of a packaging rotogravure,
pub±ication ·rot:ogravure or ~lmEDgraphic print:ing facility
subject to this Section and employing so±ventVOC containing ink
may operate, cause, allow or permit: the operat:ion of the
facility unless one of the following conditions applies~~
(A)
-t:fie.The vol~tile fraction of ink, as it is applied to the
substrate, contains 25.0 percent by volume or less of organic
eokent:VOC and 75.0 ·percent-by volume or more b~ water,...._
{B)
teeThe ink as it i~ applieg-!:o the substrate, less water,
contains 60. o- percent by volume or more of nonvolatile
material, or, .
·
..-.._
{C) teeThe owner or operator installs and operates:
(i) a carbon · adsorption system ~ffiichthat reduces the
organ~c solventVOC emissions from the capture system by at
least 90.0 percent by. weight;
{ii) an incineration system ~'ihichthat oxidizes at least
90.0 percent of the nonmethane volat:ile organic solventVOC
measured as total combustible carbon to carbon dioxide and
water; or,
(iii)
an alternative organic solventVOC emission reduction
system demonstrated to have at least 90.0 percent reduction
efficiency, measured across the control system, andthat has
been approved by the ElJcecutiveDivision Director.
(2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the
emission control systems in 252:100-39-43(c) (1) {C). The design
and operation of the capture system must be consistent with good
engineering practice, and shall be required to provide for an
overall reduction in volatile organic compoundVOC emissions of
at least:
(A)
75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is
employed;
(B)
65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is
employed-+; or,
(C) 60. o percent where a flexographic printing process is
employed.
Compliance with this Section will be
(d) Compliance schedule.
accomplished by affected facilities within t'tm (2) years of
I
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approyal. of this Subchapter by the Oklahoma ElnviroiHRental Quality
Board.by May 23, 1982.
(e)
Testing. Test procedures to determine compliance with this
Subchapter must be consistent with EPA Reference Method 24 or
equivalent ASTM Methods.
252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a) Defini tiona •
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
· (1)
•Automatic tread end cementing• means the application of a
eolventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by automated
devices.
(2)
•Bead dipping• means the dipping of an assembled tire bead
into a eolventVOC based cement.
(3)
•Green tires• means assembled tires before molding and
curing have occurred.
(4)
•Green tire spraying• means the spraying of green tires,
both inside and outside, with release compounds ~michthat help
remove air from the tire during molding and prevent the tire
from sticking to the mold after curing.
(5)
•Manual tread end cementing 11 means the appJ.ication of a
solventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by manufacturers.
(6)
•Passenger type
tire•
means
agricultural,
airplane,
industrial, mobile home, light and . medium duty t:r::uck, _ apd
passenger vehicle t'ires with a bead diameter up to but not
including 20.6 inches and cross section ,dimension -up to 12.8
inches.
(7}
"Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture" means the production of
pneumatic rubber, passenger type tires on a . 1!\ass production
basis.
(8}
"Unaertread cementing• means the application of a solvent
VOC based cement to the underside of a tire tread.
(9)
•water based sprays" means release compounds, sprayed on
the inside and outside of green tires, in which solids, water
and emulsifiers have been substituted for organic eolventsVOCs.
These sprays may contain an average of up to five percent
organic solventVOC.
(b) Applicability.
(1}
This Section applie.s to VOC emissions from the follmiing
operations infrom all major source pneumatic rubber tire.
manufacturing facilities located in Oklahoma County from:
(A)
undertread cementing;
(B)
automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C) green tire spraying.
(2)
The provisions of this Section do not apply to the
productioneproduction of specialty tires for antique or other
vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or with short
production runs. This exemption applies only to tires produced
on equipment separate from normal production lines for passenger
type tires.
(3)
Manual tread end cementing operations are exempt from the
AQC8-18F.39
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provisions of this Section.
~\
(c) ' Provisions for specific processes Control requirements.
(1)
Undertread cementing or automatic tread end cementing. ~
owner or operator of an undertread cementing, or automatic tread
end cementing, operation subject to this Section shall install
and operate the following7~
(A)
install and operate aA capture system, designed to
achieve maximum reasonable capture from all undertread
. cementing, and automatic tread end cementing operations.
Maximum reasonable capture would require that hood enclosures
be designed in such a manner to minimize open areas and
enclose as much of the emission source as practical while
maintaining a minimum in-draft velocity of 200 feet per minute
except during times when the enclosure must be opened to allow
work inside or for the inspections of the product in progress.
Maximum reasonable capture shall be consistent with ~
follouing documents:
(i)
Industrial Ventilation,
A Manual of Recommended
Practices, 14th Edition, American Federation of Industrial
Hygienists~; and,
(ii) Recommended Industrial Ventilation guidelines, U.S.
Department of Health Education and Welf~re, National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.'
(B)
.install and operate. :aA control device that meets the
requirements of one of the following systems7~
(i)
A carbon adsorption system designed and operated ~
manner such so that there is at least an initial 95. 0
percent removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to
the control device with at least a 90 percent 3 year
removal average; or,~
(ii) An incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane volatile organic compounds (\~C
VOCs lmeasured as total combustible carbon) which enter the
incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
(iii)
An alternative volatile organic compoundVOC emission
reduction system certified by the owner or operator to have
at least a 90.0 percent reduction efficiency, measured
across the control system, and that has been approved by
the Bxecutiv=eDivision Director.
(2)
Green tire spraying.
The owner or operator of a green tire
spraying operation subject to this Section shall implement one
of the following means of reducing volatile organic compoundVOC

.

emissions7~

(A)
substituteSubstitute water-based sprays for the normal
solvent based VOC-based mold release compound; or,~
(B)
installinstall a capture system designed and operated in
a manner that will capture and transfer at least 90.0 percent
of the VOC emitted by the green tire spraying operation to a
control device, and install and operate a control device that
meets the requirements of one of the following systems7~
(i)
aA carbon adsorption system designed and operated ±ft
a manner such so that there is at least 95. 0 percent
AQCB-1BF.39
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:r;emoval of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to the
control device, or,~
(ii) aftAn incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane volatile organic compounds(VOC
VOCs (measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon
dioxide and water; or,~
(iii)
anAn
alternative volatile organic compoundVOC
emission reduction system approved by the Division Director
and certified by the owner or operator to have at least a
90.0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the
centro~
~y~t~m,
.that
has
eee:a
approved
ey
the
EJeecutJ:veDJ:Vl:SJ:on DJ:rector.
(3) Exemption.
If the- total volatile organic compoundVOC
emissions from all undertread cementing, tread-end cementing,
bead dipping, and green tire spraying operations at a pneumatic
rubber tire manu~acturing facility do not exceed 57 grams per
tire, 252:100-39-44 (c) (1) and 25.2:100-39-44 (c) (2) shall not
apply.
(4) An o\mer or operator of an undertread cementing, tread end
cementing, eead dipping or green tire spraying operation subject _
to thisSection may, instead of implementing measures required
·by 252.100 39 44 (c) (1) and 252.100 39 44 (c) (2), submit to the
· Executive Director a pet-ition for alternative cti:atrols. . 'Phe
petitio:a must ee submitted i:a writing eefore September 15, 1981
a:ad must contain:
-·
(A)
the name and address of the company and the :aame and
telephone_ .number. of a responsible company re_presentative over _ _
uhose signature the petition is submitted;
(B) a description of all operations conducted at the location
to \ffiich the petition applies and the purpose the volatile
· organic compound - emitting equipment serves \dthin the
operations;
(C) reference to the specific emission limits, operational
and/or equipment controls for \ffiich alternative emission
limits, operational and/or equipme:at co:atrols are proposed;
(D)
a detailed description of the proposed alter:aative
emissio:a limits, operatio:aal a:ad/or equipment controls, the
magnitude of "v"'olatile organic compou:ad emissio:a reduction
\\'hich will be achieved, and the quantity and composition of
volatile organic compounds \ffiich \otill be emitted if the
alternatb;ce emission limits, operational and/or equipment
controls are instituted,
(E) a schedule for the installation and/or institution of the
alternativ·e
operational
and/or
equipme:at
co:atrols
in
co:aformance uith the appropriate compliance schedule section,
aM:,

.

(F)
a demo:astration that the alternative control program
constitutes .. reasonably aYailable control technology for the
petitioned facility.
'Phe factors to be prese:ated in this
demonstration include eut are not limited to:
(i)
the capital mependiture necessary to achieYe the
petitioned level of control;
AQC8-18F.39
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(ii) the impact of these costs on the :Eirm;
~
(iii)
the energy requirements of the petitioned ±eve± oL
\
centro±,
( iv·) the impact on the environment in terms o:E any increase
in air, \..ater and so±id ,,·aste effluent discharge o:E the
petitioned ±evel of conerol,
(v)
any adverse uorker or product sa:Eety implications of
the petitioned level of control, anel,
(vi) an analysis ·:Ear each of the factors ia 252.190 39
44 (c) (4) (F) (i) through 252:100 39 44 (c) (4) (F) (v) for the
control
levels
specified in 252.100 39 44(e) (1)
and
252:100 39 4 4 (c) (2) .
(5)
The E:n:ecutive Director may apprO'ire a Petition for
A±ternative Control if.
(A)
the petitioft is submitteel iR accordance 'Wdth 252:100
3 9 44 (c) ;
(B)
the petition .demonstrates that
the alternative
controls represeftt reasoftable availab±e control technology;
~

~

(C)
the petition contains a compliance schedule for
1...
•
..:3
•
•
•
el
.
.&
,
.,
•
acu1ev1ng
~nq ~a1nta1n1ng a revuct1on or voxat1xe organ1c
compound emissions as eJcpeditiously as practicable, but no
later than the photochemical ·· mddant att'ainment date.
{NOTE: 252:100-39-44(c) (4) and (5) were deleted since the

·provisions for alternative controls were not used prior to
the deadline. 1
(d) ···Compliance schedule.
Compliance- with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities on or before December 31, 1982.
(c-) ·Testing _and monitoring.
··
(1} Test procedures to determine compliance with this Section
must be -approved by the EJeecutiv·eDivision Director and be
consistent with:
(A} EPA Guideline Series Document "Measurement of Volatile
Organic Compounds," EPA-450/2-78-041; and,..!(B}
Appendix A of "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from
Existing Stationary Sources - Volume II: Surface coating of
Cans, Coils,· Paper, Fabrics, Automobiles, and Light-Duty
. ··Trucks, 11 EPA-450/2-77-008.
{.2} The EJeecutiveDivision Director may accept, instead of green
tire spray analysis,· a certification by the manufacturer of the
composition of the green tire spray, if supported by actual
batch formulation records.
(3}
If add-on control equipment is used, continuous monitors ~
the follmdng parameters shall be installed, periodically
calibrated, and operated at all times that the associated
control equipment is operating to measure~
(A} exhaust gas temperatures of incinerators;
(B)
temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed;
(C) breakthrough of voc on a carbon adsorption unit; and,
(D) any other parameter for which a continuous monitoring or
recording device is required by the BJcecutiveDivision
Director.
AQC8-18F.39
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252:1:00-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning

-

(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
ncartridge filtersn means perforated canisters containing
filtration paper and/or activated carbon that are used in a
pressurized system to remove solid particles and fugitive dyes
from soil-laden petroleum solvent.
(2)
ncontainers and conveyors aftdof petroleum solventn means
piping, ductwork, pumps, storage tanks, and other ancillary
equipment that are associated with the installation and
operation of washers, dryers, filters, stills, and settling
tanks.
(3)
nDry cleaningn means a process of the cleaning of textiles
and fabric products in which articles are washed in a
non-aqueous solution (petroleum solvent) and then dried by
exposure to a heated air stream.
(4)
nHousekeepingn means those measures and precautions
necessary to minimize the release of petroleum solvent to the
atmosphere.
..
(5)
neperations parametersn means the activities required to
insure that the equipment is operated in a manner to preclude
the loss of petroleum solvents to the atmosphere:·
(6)
RPercep-tible leaksn means any petroleum solvent vapor or
liquid leaks that are conspicuous from visual observation, such
as pools or droplets of liquid, . or buckets or barrels of
petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-laden waste standing open
to the atmosph~re.
(7)
npetroleum solventn means organic material produced by
petroleum distillation comprising a hydrocarbon ra~ge of 8 to 12
carbon atoms per organic molecule that exists as a liquid under
standard conditions.
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to petroleum solvent
washers, dryers, solvent filters, settling tanks, vacuum stills,
and other containers and conveyors of petroleum solvent that are
used in petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in Tulsa County
only.
(c) Provisions fer epeeifie processes Operating requirements.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any dry cleaning equipment using
petroleum solvents unless:
(A)
there are no perceptible liquid or vapor leaks from any
portion of the equipment;
(B)
all washer lint traps, button traps, access doors and
other parts of the equipment where petroleum solvent may be
exposed to the atmosphere are kept closed at all times except
when required for proper operation or maintenance;
(C)
the still residue is stored in sealed containers....-and
~the used filtering material is to be placed into a sealed
container
suitable
for
use
with petroleum
solvents,
immediately after removal from the filter and be-disposed of
in the prescribed manner; or,
AQC8-18F.39
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(D)
cartridge filters containing paper or carbon or a.-..,
c0mbination . thereof, which are used in the dry cl~aning.
process are to be drained in the filter housing for at least
24 hours prior to removal.
(2)
The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cieaning
facility shall not operate any drying tumblers and cabinets that
use petroleum solvents unless tumblers and cabinets are operated
in ~ a manner ag to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by
reducing the number of sources where petroleum solvent is
exposed to the atmosphere. Under no circumstances should there
be any open containers (can, buckets, barrels). of petroleum
solvent or petroleum solvent-containing material.
Equipment
containing solvent (washers, dryers, extractors, and filters)
should remain closed at all times other than during maintenance
or load transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should
remain closed except when petroleum solvent-laden lint and
debris are removed. Gaskets and seals should be inspected and
·replaced when found worn or defective. Petroleum Solvent laden
solvent-laden clothes should never be allowed to ~remain
exposed to the atmosphere for longer periods ..than are necessary _
for
load
transfers.
Finally,
vents · on
petroleum
solvent-containing waste and new petroleum solvent storage tanks
should be constructed and mainta~hed in a manner that limits
petroleum solvent vapor emissions to the maximum possible
extent.
(3)
The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum solvent ~
vapor and liquid leaks within 3 working days after identifying
the sources of the leaks. If-necessary repair parts are not on
hand, the owner or operator shall order these parts within 3
working days, and repair the leaks no later than 3 working days
following the arrival of the neeessary parts.
(d) Disposal of filters.
Filters from the petroleum dry cleaning
facility shall be disposed of by:
(l) incineration at a facility approved by the fire marshall's
office for such disposal;~( 2)
by recycling through an approved vendor of this service;
or,
(3)
by any other method approved by the EJeeeutiveDivision
Director.
(e) Compliance schedule.
Compliance with 252:100-39-45 (c) (1)
through 252:100-39-45 (c) (3), will be accomplished by affected
facilities on or before October 1, 1986.
252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a) Applicability. This Section shall apply only to those
industries located in Tulsa County which manufacture and/or coat
metal parts and products7, such as This Section is applicable to
large farm machinery, small farm machinery, small appliances,
commercial machinery, industrial machinery and fabricated metal
products. Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and automobile
refinishing are not included.
(b) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
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this:Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
"Air or forced air dry coatings" means coatings whiehthat
are dried by the use of air or forced warm air at temperatures
up to 194°F.
·
(2)
"Clear coat" means a coating 'Yffiiehthat lacks color and
opacity or is transparent and uses the undercoat as a reflectant
base. ·
(3)
"Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings designed for
harsh exposure or extreme environmental conditions {~~,
exposure to the weather,- all of the time, temperature above
200°F, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents,
corrosive atmosphere or similar conditions) .
(4)
"Facility" means all emission .sources located on a
contiguous propertyproperties under common control which are
affected by the surface coating provisions of GAe 252:100-37 and
252:100-39.
(5)
"Powder" means a coating whiehthat is applied in a finely
divided (pmfder) state by various methods, and becomes a
continuous, solid film when the metal part Q~ product is moved _
to an oven for curing.
(6)
"Transfer efficiency" means the weight (or volume) of
coating solids adhering to the surface being coated divided by.
the total weight (or volume) of coating-solids delivered to the
applicator.
(c) Existing source requirement. No owner or operator subject to
the provieion:s of this Section: ·shall discharge or cause the
discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line or
individual coating operation any organ:ie eolventVOC in excess 0f
the amounts listed in 252:100-39-46(d) as calculated by EPA method
24, 40 CFR Part 60.
(d)
Standards.
The following table enumerates the limitations for
surface coatings in pounds of eolvcn:tVOC per gallon of coating as
applied (less 'mter/eJeempt sobren:t water and exempt compounds)~..!..
If more than one limit listed iri the table is applicable to a
specific coating, then the least stringent limitation shall·· -be
applied.
Coating type

Limitations
lbs/gal

Air or Forced Air Dry
Clear Coat
Extreme Performance
Powder
Other

kg/liter

3.5
4.3
3.5
0.4
3.0

~0.42
~0.52
~0.42

...G5-0.05
~0.36

(e)
Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an emission
factor (EF) in pounds VGSVOC per gallon of coating solids, the
following formula will be utilized:
EF =
AQC8-18F.39
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where:

V
-D
W
S

= volume fraction of solventVOC in coating,~
= density of oolventVOC in the coating7 ..:..
=volume fraction.of water in coating, and.
= 1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in 'coating.

(f)
Emission limit Compliance. If more than one emission limit as
listed in 252:100 39 46(d) is applicable to a specific coating,
then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
Compliance with the coating limits listed. in 252:100-39-46(d) is to
be calculated on a daily·weighted average basis.
(g)
SolYent eenl::ainingVOC-containinq materials.
Solvent containingVOC-containing materials used for clean up shall
be considered in the emissionsvoc content limits listed in 252:10039-46(d) unless:
(1)
the solventVOC containing materials are maintained in a
closed container when not in use;
(2)
closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth or
·paper or other materials used for surface preparation and
cleanup;
· (3)
the spray equipment is disassembled . and cleaned in a
solventVOC vat and the vat is closed when not in use; or,
(4)
the solventVOC containing materials used for the clean up
of ·spray equipment are sprayed directly into closea containers.
(h) Exemptions. Exemptions to this Section shall be permitted for
combined emissions at one site/facility, ;.Jhich do not meceed a 10
tons/year emissions cutoff based on the facility'sFacilities with
a potential to emit 10 tons/year or less of VG&VOC from coating
operations are exempt- from thi'"s Section.
Once this limit is
exceeded, the sourcefacility will always be subject to the limits
ef--this Section.
(i) Alternate standard. Emissions Coatings with voc contents in
excess
of
those
permittedallowed
by 252:100-39-46 (d)
are
allmmblemay be used if both of the following conditions are met-:-..:..
( 1}
emissionsEmissions that 'IJ•"ould result in the absence of
control are reduced to levels equivalent to those permitted by
that would occu~ if the VOC content of the coatings met the
limits contained in 252:100~39-46(d) and ~there is an overall
control efficiency of at least:
(A)
85 percent, by incineration..L--9rT
(B)
85 percent, by absorptionL or~ any other equipment of
equir.ralent reliability and effectiveness; and,
lQL 85 percent by any other equipment of equivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2)
HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
(j)
Emission plan.
ill Development of a plant-wide emission plan. A
n
owner/operator may develop a plant-wide emission plan consistent
with EPA's Emis.sion Trading Policy as published in the December
4, 1986 Federal Register instead of having each coating line
comply with the emission voc content limitations prescribed
contained in subsection (d) of this Section 252:100-39-46(d),
AQC8-18F.39
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provided if the following conditions arc met~~
-fB- (A) The owner or operator demonstrates, by mea:as of
approved material bala:ace or manual emission test methods,by
- -the methods prescribed in 252:100-5-2.1 (d) that sufficient
reductions in organic solvent VOC emissions may be obtained by
controlling other facilitiessources within the plant to the
extent necessary to compensate for all excess emissions which
result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation.
Such demonstration shall be made
described in writing and shall include:
~lil a complete description of the coating line or lines
,,·hichthat will not comply with the cmissionVOC content
limitation in 252:100-39-46(d);
.
~(ii)
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the
prescribed emissionVOC content limitation for-each coating
line described in 252:100 39 46(d)252:100-39-46(j) (A) (i);
~(iii)
a complete description_of each facility and the
related control system, if any, for those facilities within
the plant 'ffierehow emissions will be qe_G,reased at specific _
sources to compensate for excess emissions from each
coating line described in 252:100 39 46(d)252:100-3946(j) (A) (i) and the date on which such reduction will be
achieved;
~(iv.) -·
a transfer efficiency based on_a 60 percent
baseline with emissions expressed in pounds of VOC per
gallon .. of solids when· transfer efficiency is used to
compensate for excess emissions from spray painting
operations, the transfer efficiency shall be based on a 60
percent baseline, uith emissions expressed in pounds of
solvent per gallon of solids. Credits for improvements in
tra:asfcr efficiency shall· be demonstrated -.lith in plant
testing which complies -.lith approved EPA methods.;_
lYl a demonstration of credits for improvements in
transfer efficiency with in plant testing that ·complies
with EPA methods.
~(vi)
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, for each source both
before and after the improvement or installation of any
applicable control system, or any physical or operational
changes to such a facility . or facilities to reduce
emissions and the date on which such reductions will be
achieved; and,
~(vii)
a g~scription of the procedures and methods used
to determine the emissions of organic solventsVOCs.
~JRl The plant-wide emission reduction. plan does not
include decreases in emissions resulting from requirements of
other applicable air pollution.rules. The plant-wide emission
reduction plan as described in the Emissions Trading Policy
may include voluntary decreases in emissions accomplished
through installation or improvement of a control system or
through physical or operational changes to facilitiesemission
AQC8-18F.39
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units, including permanently reduced production or closing a~
facili~y,
located on the premises of a surface-coating·. ·,
operat~on.

-f3+-n1_ Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan.

T
h
e
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of
compliance
with
the
emissionsVOC content
limitation
prescribed in 252:100-39-46(d) has been expressly approved by
the Executive.· Director and the EPA Administrator ... Upon approval
of a plan, any·emissions in excess of those established for each
facility under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.
(k) Compliance, testing, and monitoring requirements.
(1)
The
BJeecutiveDivision
Director
may
require
the
mm:er/operator owner or operator of a source to demonstrate at
his expense, compliance with the emission limits using EPA
Methods 24, 24A, 1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or EPA
Document 450/3-84-019. At a minimum, such test must show that
.t~e overall capture efficiency and destruction efficiency are
··equal to 85 percent, .ie .g·., 90 percent capture efficiency
.multiplied by 95 percep.t destruc~ion efficiency equals 85.5
· - percent system efficiencyl. The one hour ba~e option in Method
24 is required when doing compliance testing.+·
- (2)
Testing for plant-wide emission plans shall be conducted by
the O\ffier/operator owner or operator at his' expense to
demonstrate compliance with the emission VOC content limits
contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
(3) Monitoring shalr l5e-requl.red ·of any mmer/operator owner or -..,
operator subject to this Section who uses add-on control
equipment for compliance. Such.monitoring shall include7
(A)
installation and maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
control devices to ensure the proper functioning of those
devices in accordance with design specifications, including:
~JAl the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
~~
the total amount of volatile organic substancesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other solventVOC recovery
._system during a calendar month; and,
. (iii) lQl. the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
.. of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of volatile organic substance emissions during such
activities;
(B)
maintenance of records of any testing conducted at ·an
affected facility in accordance uith the provisions specified
in 252.100 39 46(Je) (3) (A) (i); and, [NOTE: Moved to 252:10039-46(1) .]
(C) maintenance of all records at the affected facility for
at least t ..io years and ma1Ee such records available to
representative of the State or local air pollution control
agency upon request. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-39-46(1).]
(1)
Reporting and recordkeeping. The mmer/operator of a facility .-.;\
subject to this Section shall submit to the BJeeeutive Director upon
AQCB-1BF.39
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. request, reports detailing specific ·vos sources; the
quantity of coatings used for a specific time period, 1JOS content
of each coating; capture and control efficiencies; and any other
information pertinent to the calculation of vas emissions.
~he
data necessary to supply the requested information shall be
retained by the o'mer/operator for a minimum of t\ro years.
lll The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written reauest,
reports detailing specific VOC sources; the quantity of coatings
used for a specific time period, VOC content of each coating;
capture and control efficiencies; and any other information
pertinent to the calculation of VOC emissions.
The data
necessary to supply the requested information shall be retained
by the owner or operator for a minimum of two years.
n l The owner or operator of a facility subject to this
Sections shall maintain records of any testing conducted at an
affected f"acility in accordance with the provisions specified i-n
..252:100-39-..46{k), as well as all other ·records for at least two
years. These records shall be available to representatives. of
the DEO upon request .
-..
{m) Compliance date. The date of compliance with·the requirements
of this Section 'iiill be is December 31, 1990.
~tritten

.-

252:100-39-47. Control of VG&VOC emissions
from aerospace
industries coatings operations
{a) Applicabiiity.
{1) This Section applies to all aerospace facilities located in
Tule~.a County.
Sources once subject to this Sect-ion are always
subject.
·
·
(2)
This Section does not apply to individual coating
formulations \'t'hichthat, when aggregated, do not exceed fiftyfive (55) gallons per year for the facility.
(3)
New and modified sources and coatiag app:Lications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in Q1)£ 252.100 7 and 'iiill be submitted to EPA ae source
specific SIP revision, unless:
(A)
the nm>' coatings meet the presumption norm (3. 5 pound lJOS
per gallon lees '"rater and cJcefftpt eolr;:cnts limit) ; or,
(B)
the total usage of the ·new coating docs not CJtcecd fifty
five (55) .. gallons per year of each coating formulation.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-39-47(d) (7) (B).]
-f4+...ul. BJtefft:Ptions to this Section shall be permitted for
combined emissions at one site/facility -.ffiich do not eJtceed a
ten ton per year emission cut off based oa theFacilities with a
potential of the facility to emit 10 tons/year or less of ¥OS
VOC from coatings operations are exempt from this Section.
{b) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~
(1)
•Aerospace" means the industries, air bases and depots that
design and manufacture aircraft or military equipment components
for either commercial or military customers.
AQC8-18F.39
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(2)
"Aircraft" means any machine designed to travel through the~
earth's atmosphere. This group includes but is not limited to-:
airplanes, balloons, dirigibles, drones, helicopters, missiles,
and rockets.
(3)
"Alternate
reasonablereasonablv
available
control
technology (ARACT)" means the lowest emission limit that a
particular source is capable of meeting by the application of
control technology that is reasonably available considering
technological and economic feasibility as determined on a caseby-case basis.
(4)
"Coating" means a material which covers a surface which
alters the surface characteristics and from . which Volatile
Organic SolventsVOCs can be emitted during the application
and/or curing process.
(5)
"CTG" means the Control Guidance Document 11 Control of
Volatile Organic Emissions From Existing Stationary Sources,
-Vo.lume VI: Surface Co.ating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and
Products," EPA No. 450/2-78-015.
(&)
"Facility" means all of the pollutant-emitting activities
'1ffiichthat belong to the same industrial group_ing, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the
control of the same person or persons under common control.
(7)
"Low organic solventVOC coating (LOSC) (LVOtC) n means .a
coating whichthat containcontains less organic solventVOC than
the conventional coatings used by the industry. _ Low organic
sol....-cntVOC · coatings
include
waterborne,
higher
solids, .-.._
electrodeposition~ and powder coatings.
(8)
"ReasonableReasonably available control technology (RACT)"
means the lmll'est emission limit that· a particular source is
capable of meeting by the application of control technology that
is reasonably available considering technological and economic
feasibility and the need to impose such controls to attain and
maintain a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.
(c) General requirements. ~1 affected facilities shall develop
an emisoioas reductioa plaa as set forth in 252.100 · 39 47 (d) . Said
plaa, upoa appro....-al, shall constitute the dctermiaatioa of ~~~CT
for ·that particular facility.
:AR."£T must he installed and
operating as approved ia the plan no later than January 1, 1991 for
eJdeiting facilities, unless additional phased compliance dates arc
othe:Adse approved iR the plan.· Provided, ho'1mver, that in the
case that Tulsa County is still nonattainment for o2one '1iithin five
(5) years of approval of 1\R:.~CT, the Emission Reductions Plan and
the ~"£T
determination
shall
be subject
to
review and
modification.
_Jll All affected facilities shall develop an emissions
reduction plan as set forth in 252:100-39-47CdL
This plan,
upon approval, shall constitute the determination of ARACT for
that particular facility.
i l l ARACT must be installed and operating as approvcdprovided
in the approved plan no later than January 1, 1991 for existing
facilities,
unless additional phased compliance dates are
~'\
ethcrwiseapproved in the plan.
AQC8-18F.39
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If Tulsa County is· still nonattainment for OZ!lone \dthin
five (5) years of approval· of AR2'..CT. the Emission Reductions
Plan and the lhn~~CT determination shall be subiect to revie~v and
modification.
{NOTE: (3) was deleted because the 5 year period

ended 1/1/96 and Tulsa was not and is not in nonattainrnent.]
(d)

Emissions reduction plan.
Plan development.
Bach mmer/operator shall develop an
emissions reduction plan for all affected facilities. Each plan
shall include the follmting :
(A)
a detailed, reasoned and mehaustive revimi of:
(i)
each source of emissions within the facility and
(ii) (2) the entire plant collectively;
J& a detailed. reasoned and exhaustive review of each source
of emissions within the facility and the entire plant
collectively;
(B)
identification and quantification of emissions, in terms
of pounds per day, of all organic solventsVOC both before and
after the application of ARACT;
(C)
a· detailed, innovative engineering effort directed toward
finding alternative air management schemes that can be incorporated in order to abate emissions at·costs which are
reasonable;
·
(D)
a consideration of the level of control that is
achievable using available alternative coatings, to include
LVOCC for every application, lmt organic sobrent coatings
(LOSC);
(B)
a consideration of the level of control achievable using
~¥ailable add on control devices.
This demonstration shall
include, at a minimum, a demonstration of the feasibility/
infeasibility of the follmting control options:
(i)
carbon absorption;
(ii) incineration/flaring;
(iii)
condensation, and
(iv) a
combination
of
252:100 39 47 (d) (1) (B) (i)
and
252:100 39 47 (d) (1) (B) (ii) .
jgl a demonstration of the level of control achievable usino
available add-on control devices which shall include, at a
minimum, the.feasibility/infeasibility of carbon adsorption,
incineration/flaring, condensation, and ·a combination of
carbon adsorption and incineration/flaring;
· (F) ·a consideration of facility redesign, including .. the
follmiing:
(i)
recirculation;
(ii) reduced air flmvs;
(iii)
consolidation of spray operations; and,
( iv·) installation of common control devices for t\iO or more
separate coatings operations.
lEl a
consideration
of
facility
redesign,
including
recirculation, reduced air flows. consolidation of spray
operations, and installation of common control devices for two
or more separate coating operations;
(G)
a consideration of alternative applications, to improve
(1)
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transfer efficiency, including:
· (i)
high v=olume lO\>' pressure spray equipment ,
(ii) heated spray guns; and,
(iii)
electrostatic spray equipment/powder coatings.
Jgl a consideration of alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiency, including high-volume-low-pressure spray
equipment,
heated spray guns,
and electrostatic spray
equipment/powder coatings;
(H)
an explanation why each source is not a typical coating
source covered by the CTG as defined in 252:100-39-47(b} i
(I} a cost/benefit analysis for all control technology
considered; and,
(J}
a detailed compliance schedule \o'hichthat includes the
emission limit and/or control techniques for each emission
source.
This schedule, which together with other relevant
.. considerations, shall be set forth in a separate section of
. the plan ·llbichthat summarizes and outlines ARACT for the
· referenced facility.
·(2}
Submission of emission reduction plans.
Upon completion,
~The .emissions reduction plan shall be subm.itted in triplicate to the Air Quality Division. The preparer shall also submit a
copy of the plan t·o Region VI Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) EPA, Region VI.
'.
(3} Action on plan.
Within 30 days of submittal, or of ~
. e.ffectiv=e date. of this Section Ma"\( 2"5 1990 I whichever is later I
the Air Quality Division- shall, considering any comments
submitted by EPA..r... either approve, modify or disapprove the plan . .-....
The Divis±on shall, at the first meeting
(4} -Public hearing.
of the Air Quality Council follqwing the approval, modification,
or disapproval of the plan, present at public hearing, the
staff's findings and ARACT determination. Upon consideration of
comments
and
recommendations
from
the
Council,
the
mmer/operator of the affected facility, the public and EPA, the
Department shall, \>'ithin ten (10) days after the public hearing,
issue a final A.~~CT approval. Final approval shall constitute
AR..'II..:CT for the affected facility.
The mmer/operator shall be
re·sponsible for installation and operational provisions of the
approved ARACT, including any specific provisions set forth
therein. Any violation of the plan or of its previsions shall
constitute a violation of thici Section.
J.ll Final approval. Upon consideration of comments and
recommendations from the- Council, the owner or operator of the
affected facility, the public, and EPA, the DEQ shall, within
ten (10) days after the public hearing, issue a final ARACT
approval.
Final approval shall constitute ARACT for the
affected facility.
l.§.l Compliance. The owner or operator shall be responsible for
installation and operational provisions of the approved ARACT.
Any violation of the plan or of its provisions shall constitute
a violation of this Section.
-{-5-t-J2l_ Submission of SIP revision.
ARACT
the
i l l Upon approval by the
r
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determination shall be submitted to EPA as a SIP revision.
(*B)}
New and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements
set forth in 252:100-7 or 252:100-8, and will be submitted to
EPA as source-specific SIP revision, unless one of the
following applies.
Jil The new coatings meet· the presumptive norm of 3. 5
pound VOC per gallon less water and exempt compounds.
Jiil The total usage of the new coating does not exceed
fifty-five
{55)
gallons per year of each coating
formulation.
{NOTE: ·was 252:100-39-47(a) (3) .]
(e) Reporting and recordkeeping.
·
(1) Recordkeepinq requirements.
The mmer/operatorowner or
operator shall maintain the following:
(A)
a material data sheet which documents the v-olatile
organic solv=ent:VOC content, composition, solids content,
solventVOC density and other relevant information regarding _
each coating and solv=ent:VOC available for use in the affected
surface
coating
processes.L
information . detailing
the
operational parameters of the coating process sufficient to
determine centiffileus compliance ~iith the applicable control
limits.
Ififermatien as to the amounts of each type coating
used and the amounts of solv-ents used fer dilution in each
coating type shall be maintained fer each coat;ing operation.
Daily .usage records ~>'ill be leapt for all coatings used. that de
net comply ~··ith the applicable control limits specified in the
~;
~
information

detailing the operational parameters of the
coating process sufficient to determine continuous compliance
with the applicable control limits;
~
information as to the amounts of each type coating used
and .the amounts of VOC used for dilution- in each coating type.
for each coating operation;
l!ll.. .. daily usage records for all coatings used that do not
comply with.the applicable control limits specified in the
plan; and,
-fB+.liD_ records shall be maintained of any monitoring and
testing conducted at an affected facility in accordance with
the provisions specified in 252:100-39-47(f)7~ .
~ill Method of calculating VOC content in coatings.
records
Records required by 252:100-39-47-{.e) (1) (A) and 252.100 39
47(e) (1) (B) through 252:100-39-47(e} (1} (E) detailing lJOOVOC in
pounds per gallon of coating (less water and exempt compounds)
shall be calculated as follows:

vesvoc in lbs/gal of coating = Wv
where:

AQC8-18F.39

Wv
Ww
Wx
Vm
Vw

=
=
=
=
=

WJc W*Wv-Ww-Wx

I Vm-Vw-Vx

weight of all volatiles7 .L
weight of water7 .L
weight of exempt solventcompounds,.L
1 (one) 1 .L
volume fraction of water,; and,
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Vx =·volume fraction of exempt sobrentcompounds.
~ldl

-.

Maintenance of records. recordsRecords
required
by
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (A)
and
252:100 39 47 (e) (1) (B)
throuoh
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (E) shall be maintained for at least two
years and shall be made available upon written request by
representatives
of
the
Air
Quality
Division,AOD
~
Environmental Protection Agencyor EPA or the Tulsa City County
Health Department.
-f2+l!l Alternative recordkeepinq provision. Alternatively to
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) through 252·: 100-39-47 (e) (3), an equivalent
recordkeeping provision ..,ihichthat satisfies the substantive
requirements of 252:100-39-47 (e) (1) through 252:10-39-47 (e) (3}
may be approved under the plan.
· ·
(f) .. Testing and monitoring.
(J..)
Testing. Each o\<mer/operator owner or operator shall, upon
a,· determination by the Air Quality Division that testing is
·required to establish emission from any particular source or
sources, conduct such tests at his own expense.
Test methods
·-may include 1-4, 18, 24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix A
of 40 CFR Part 60, including the procedures ·found at 40 CFR
60.444.
. . -(2) Monitoring. Monito-ril1g
shall
be
required
of
any
o~.'ner/operator owner or operator eubj ect to this section who
uses·add-on control equipment for compliance. Such monitoring
shall
include: accurately measure
and
record operational
parameters of all required control devices to ensure the proper
functioning of those devices
in accordance with design
specifications, including:
__ (A)
installation and-- maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
controL devices to ensure the proper functioning of those
devices in accordance ~~ith design specifications, including:
-fi+.JAl the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
~lal
the total amount of volatile organic substancesVOCs
recovered by carbon ··adsorption or other solr.rentVOC recovery
,.,..system during a calendar month; .and,
···(iii) jgl_ the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of volatile organic substanceVOC emissions during
such activities.
(B)
maintenance of records ·of any testing conducted at an
affected fa·cility in accordance \lith the provisions specified
in 252:100 39 47 (f) (:a) (A) (i}; and,
(C) maintenance ef all records at the affected facility for
at least two years and make such records available to
representatives of the State er local air pollution control
agencies upon request. (252:100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)
[NOTE: 252:100-39-47(£) (2) (B) and (C) are covered in 252:10039-47 (e) (1) (E) and 252:100-39-47 (e) (3). 1

AQC8-18F.39
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252::1::00 ..39 48. 'lapor recovery systems
[NOTE:
This section has
been combined with 252:100-39-41 as 252:100-39-41(e).1
(a)

Applicability. This Section applies only in Tulsa County.

[NOTE:

Moved to 252:100-39-41(e) (1).1

(b)
Storage of volatile orgaaic compolmds
400 4Ch 000 gallons
(9.5 953 bbls),
(1) No person shall store or permJ.t the storage of gasoline or
other volatile organic compounds in any stationary storage
container 'idth a nominal capacity greater than 4 0 0 gallons ( 9 . 5
bbls) and less than 40, 000 gallons (952. 4 bbls) unless such
container is equipped uith a submerged fill pipe or is bottom
filled. !lo person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline
or other volatile organic compounds in any stationary storage
container 'idth a nominal capacity greater than 2, 0 0 0 gallons
(47.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bPls) unless
such container is equipped with a vapor control system that has
an· efficiency of no less than 9 0 percent by \teight of the
volatile organic compounds contained in the displaced ·;:apors and
is equipped with a pressure relief valve in the atmospheric vent
system 'iffiich maintains a pressure of 16 ounQos per square inch _
and 1/2 ounce per square inch vacuum.
[NOTE: T-he last sentence
-of 252 :10U-39-48 (b) (1) was moved to 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (A). The
rest of 252:100-39-48(b) (1)
was deleted since i t repeats
material already in 252:1.00-39-41.1

(2) The vapo~ recovery system shall include one or' more of the
follouing.
(A) a vapor tight return line from the storage container to
the delivery vessel and a system that will ensure that the
vapor return line is connected before gasoline or volatile
organic compounds can be transferred into the container (i.e.,
poppeted connectors from the storage container to the delivery
vessel.),
(B)
a float vent v=alr;:e assemb_ly must be installed in the
vapor return/r;:ent line- on nmt and eJeisting dual point
installations; hmtever, for coaJEial installations on eJeisting
stations, a vent sleeve eJetending siJE inches belmv the top of
the tan1t \vill be allmted. Sleeves may be equipped 'ifith a 1/16
inch air bleed hole,
(C)
the cross sectional area of the vapor recovery line must
be at least half of the cross sectional area of the liquid
delivery line, or,
(D)
instead
252.100 39 48(b) (2) (A)
through
252.100 39
48 (b) (2) (C) , other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by \teight of the total
hydrocarbon compounds in the displaced ·,raper providqd that
approval of the proposed design, installation, and operation
is obtained from the ElJeecutive Director prior to start of
construction.
[NOTE:
252:100-39-48 (b) (2)
was moved to
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (A). 1

(3) ElJECmptions to this Section may be granted provided the
mffier/operator shm.·s to the satisfaction of the appropriate
authority
that
the
container
is
used
e:u::clusively
for
AQC8-18F.39
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agricultural purposes or that the facility, based on the most~
current 12 month's data, dispenses 120, ooo gallons per year or.
less.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-39-41 (e) {2) (B) (ii). 1
·.
(4)
'I'he applicability of this Section shall be determined by
the ffiost restrictive of the 2,000 gallon tank si2e as specified
in 252:100 39 48(b) (1) or the 120,000 gallon annual throughput
described in 252.100 39 48 (b) (3) . IIo·.., cvcr, once a facility
places a 2, 0 9 0 gallon tank in service or eJceeeds the 12 o, ooo.
gallon annual throughput described in 252.100 39 48(b) (3), that
facility shall aluays be subj eat to .the provisions of this
Section.
(effective February 12, 1990)
[NOTE:
Moved to
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (B) (ii) .]

(5)
If emission testing is conducted, the appropriate test
methods selected from BPA Hethods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, Z!SA
and Z!SB \dll be utili2ed.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-394J.,.(e) (2) {C).]

(.6)
Compliance 'idth this subsection 'il'ill be accomplished by
affected mmcr/operator by' December 31, 1986.
[NOTE:
Moved to
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (D).]

(7)
The mmcr/operator of a facility or_. facilities shall
obtain, by whatever means practicable, certification from the
owner/operator- of the transport/delivery vessels that all
del·iveries of gasoline or ether volatile organic compounds made
to their facility or facilities located in Tulsa County, shall
be made by vessels ...-hich comply 'idth the requirements contained
in----252:100 39 48(d).
Compliance •,dth this Section shall be
accomplished by affected O'imer/operators no later than December
31, 1990. (Effective February 12, 1990)
[NOTE:
Moved to
252:100-39-41(e) (2) (E).]

(c)

Loading

of

·.·elaeile

organic

compounds.

[NOTE:
subsection was moved in part to 252:100-39-41(e) (3).]

This

(1) No person shall operate, install or permit the building,
operation or installation of a stationary "v"Olatile organic
compound loading facility unless such leading facility is
equipped uith a vapor
collection and/or disposal system
properly installed, in good 'i;or1ting order and in operation.
(:a.)
When volatile organic COffiPounds arc loaded through. the
hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or
mephanieal means shall be provided to ensure a vapor tight seal
at.the hatch.
(3) A means shall be prmrided to prevent organic material
drainage froffi the loading device ...-hen it is removed from t:he
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage- before
removal.
(4)
When loading is effected through means ot:her t:han hatches,
all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped ~.-ith fittings
which ffialce v·aper tight connect:ions and uhich close aut:omatically
'iffien disconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the fello\dng in addition to
bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels:
(A)
an absorption/adsorption system or condensat:ion syst:em
AQC8-18F.39
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''"ith a minimum :recmre:ry efficiency of 90 percent by 'ot>eight of
all the volatile organic compound vapors and gases entering
ouch disposal system;
(B) a vapor handling system "'-hich directs all vapors to a
fuel gas incineration system liith a minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent; or,
(C)
other equipment of at least 90 percent efficiency,
provided plans for such equipment are submitted to and
approved by the EJeecutive Director.
Storage vessels at
service stations and bulle plants may be used for intermediate
storage prior to :reemrc:ry/dieposal of ·.rapers as per 252 .100
39 48 (c) (5) (A) through 252:100 39 48 (c) (5) (C) ·if they are
designed to prevent the :release of vapors during use.
(6)
Subsection 252!: 100 39 48 (e) shall apply to any facility
"'ffiich loads Yolatile organic compounds into any transport vessel
designed for transporting· ·"+"Olatile organic compounds.
[NOTE:
252:100-39-48(c) (1) through (6) was deleted since ·this material
is already contained in 252:100-39-41(c).}
(7)
Facilities "ill be eheclted annually in accordance 'dth EPA
'Pest l~ethod 2!1, Leak 'Pest. Lealte greater than 5000 ppm 'dll be
:repaired 'dthin 15 days. Facilities 'dll :retain inspection and
:repair :records for tuo years.
[NOTE:
Moved tq 252:100-3941 (e) (3) . 1
(d) 'P:ranspert/aelivery vessel requirements.
(1)
!!aintenanee.
(A)
'Phe delivery vessel must be maintained so as to be vapor
tight mecept 'ffien sampling, gauging, or inspecting.
'Phose
activities shall not occur 'ffiile the vehicle is loading or
unloading or is in a p:ressu:ri2ed state.
(B). 'Phe delivery ·,ressel must be equipped, maintained and
operated to :receiYe v=apo:rs from sources identified in 2!52!: 100
39 41 (b) (1) and :retain these and all other T.rapo:rs until they
are delive:reel into an autho:ri2ed Yapo:r l?CCO"v"e:ry/disposal
s~t~.
.
(C)
Vessels· 'lith defective equipment such as boots, seals, ·
and hoses, or \dth other deficiencies 'oihich '"ould impair the
vessels ability to :retain vapors or liquid shaTl be :repaired
\dthin 5 days.
(D) 'Phe . certified . testing facility must certify to the
app:ror.ring agency that the proper testing and :repairs have
occurred in accordance 'iith 2!52!: 100 39 48 (d) (Z!) (A) (i) .
'Phe
vessel must alee display on the :rear panel a tag ehmiing the
date of the pressure teet.
·
(E) !io 0\ffle:r/ope:rato:r \t>ill allmi a deliYe:ry ·.ressel to be
filled at a facility unable to :receiYe displaced organic
Yapo:re nor ee:r;r"ice tanlte unable to deliver displaced vapors
mecept for tanlte/facilities meempted in 2!52!: 100 39 41 (b) .
'Pe:rminal o\me:rs shall not fill vessels Hhich do net display a
current tag.
(F)
Delivery Yessels may be inspected by :rep:reeentatiYes of
the appropriate health agency in order to determine their
state of repair.
Such a test may consist of a Yisual
AQC8-18F.39
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inspection, a vapor test uith vapors not to eJeceed 50 0 o ppm.--.,
Failure of a vapor test will require the mmcr/operator t 6
·.
effect the necessary repairs within 10 days.
Unless
certification is made to the appropriate health agency ~~ithin
5 days the vessel will be remo•1red from service by the mmerf
operator. Failure to certify that the cited repairs have been
effected 'N'ill subj eat the v-essel to sanctions.
Upon
certification of repairs the 'v"esscl 1dll be allm;ed to operate .
in a normal manner.
(2) Testing requirements.
(A)
Pressure test.
(i)
Delivery vessels, delivering or receiving gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness. The
vapor tightness test must be consistent •,dth Appendix "A"
EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic
Compound Leales from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor
Collection Systems", EPA 450/2 78 051.
Tests shall be
perjQ_ormed by the O'tfficr or a reputable transport ser-Vice
company. Test methods used to test these "J'essels by o~mers
or testing companies must be apprmred for usc by the
BJeecutive. Director.
(ii) The vessel 'il'ill be considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252 .100 39 48 (d) (2) (A) (i) .,,'hen the test
results sho\': that the "J'essel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustaia a pressure change of more than 3
iaches of I!zO ia addition there shall be no avoidable
"""'. visible liquid ·leaks.
(B)
''.taper test. Testiag of the tank trucles .for compliaace
_with vapor tightness requirements as required under 252.100
39 41 (d) (1) (F) must be consistent •.iith AppeRdile "B" BPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of \~latile Organic
Compound Leales from G.asoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection
Systems", EP..''.. 405/2 78 051, as modified for this purpose and
contained in 252:100 43 l:S. The requirements of 252:100 39 48
will become effective December 15, 1988.
[NOTE: 252:100-3948(d) was moved to 252:100~39-4l(e) (4).] ·
252 :"l00-39-49. Manufacturing

of fiberglass reinforced plastic
products
(a) General previsions. Within 12 months after promulgation of
this Section all affected facilities shall limit emissions of 1JOS
from fiberglass manufacturing to· those listed in 252.100 39
49 (a) (1), or have an approved plan for the reduction of such
emissions.
The plan must be submitted to the Executive Director
'tdthin 6 moaths after promulgation of this Section, and shall
detail those emissions ~vhich r,;ill be controlled, the means by ·;,'bich
control 'odll be achieved and uill demonstrate that compliance 'tdll
be achie\red within t\iO years from the date of promulgation of this
Section. The approval authority for such plans shall reside 'tiith
the Air Quality Council. All approved plans shall be submitted as
SIP revisions.
(1)
Compliance '<dth 252:100 39 49 (a} shall be accomplished by
AQC8-18F.39
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use o£ control equipment ·.." hich can demonstrate an 85 percent
reduction in the liQS released from each process gas stream, e.g.
90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiency.
(2) EllEemptions to the. limits listed in 252:100 39 49(a) (1) may
be allmied for any process gas stream 'ffiiah does not meaeed six
tons per year actual emissions based on 6240 hours per year.
IIo,..,.ever I Ofiae t.his limit is meaeeded 1 controls must be put in
place and maintained at any operating level.
(b) I>eme;astratie;a of eemplianee. The El:Jeecutive Dire ator may
require the mvner/operator of a source to demonstrate at his
mepeRse, compliance 'dth the prescribed emissions limits.
'l'he
testifig shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA test method
or methods, these iRalude methods 1 4, 18 25, 25AI 25B afid 40 CFR
60.444.
Initial aompliaRae testifig shall. be accomplished ~~ithin
180 days of the applicable compliance date.
(a) Testing=. 'l'estifig for the alterfiate emissions plan shall be
conducted by the ownezjoperator at liis mepense and shall
demonstrate compliance ,..,.itli the emission limits contained in the
approved plan.
.
..
(d) Reeerakeeping= •. Tlie ouner/operator of a facility subject to
this Section shall submit to the Elxeautir.re Director upon ·,;ritten
rqquest reports detailing speaifia v-os sources, thti quantity of
solvents used during specific montlis, a description of the solvent
used, control equipment efficiencies, equipment do,vntime and any
other information pertinent to the calculation of \~S emissions
from the facility. The ouner/operator must also maintain records
,,"hiah detail tlie maintenance perfor~ed on all control equipment as
'iell as a record of tlie downtime 'dth the reason for eaah
oaaurrenae. Such records shall be maintained by the source for a
minimum of t'i•'O. years. (252 .100 39 49 1 Elffeativ:e February 12, 1990)
lgl Applicability.
l1l This Section applies to any process gas stream with actual
VOC emissions that exceed six tons per year based on 6.240 hours
of operation per year .
.1.2.1. Once the limit in 242:100-39-49 (a) (1) is exceeded, the
controls required in 252:100-39-49(b) must be put in place and
maintained and used at any operating level.
[NOTE:
This
subsection was 252:100-39-49(a) (2).}

lQl

Standards.
Affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOC
from fiberglass manufacturing by use of control equipment which can
demonstrate an 85 percent reduction in the VOC released from each
process stream (e.g. 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95
percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system
efficiency).
[NOTE:
This was 252:100-39-49(a) (1) .]
jgl Compliance. All affected facilities must comply with one of
the following.
l1l Meet the requirements of 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13,
1991 .
.1.2.1. Have an approved plan for the reduction of VOC emissions as
required by 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13. 1991.
lAl. The plan shall be submitted by August 13, 1990, and
AQC8-18F.39
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shall:

-J.il. detail those emissions which will be controlled;

liil

detail the means by which control will be achieved;
and.
{iii)
demonstrate that compliance will be achieved by
February 13, 1992 .
.J1ll_ The Air Quality Council shall have approval authority for
the plans.
1£_ All approved plans shall be submitted to the EPA as SIP
revisions. [NOTE: This was 252:100-39-49 (a).] [NOTE: Missing
dates will be supplied.]

lQl

Demonstration of compliance.
l1l The Division Director may require an owner or operator of
a source to demonstrate at his expense, compliance with the
requirements of 252:100-39-49{b).
~
The testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA
test method .. or. methods. These include methods 1-4, ·18-25, 25A,
25B and 40· CFR< G0.444.
i l l Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished within 180
days of the applicable compliance date.
..
i l l Testing for the emissions plan described· in 252:100-394·9 (c) (2)· shall be C"onducted by the owner or operator at his
expense and shall demonstrate compliance with · the emission
limits contained in the approved plan.
[NOTE:
252:100-39-

-

49 (d)- (1)- · through
(3)
was 252:100-39-49 (b)
49(d) (4) was 252:100-39•49(c)~]

and

252:100-39-

1§1

Recordkeepinq.
~wner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall -submit to -the Division Director upon written request,
reports that include:
~
details of specific VOC sources;
.J1ll_ the guantity of VOC used during specific months;
lQl a description of the VOC used;
lQl control equipment efficiencies;
lEl details of maintenance performed on all control
equipment;
lEl equipment downtime; and,
JQl. any other information pertinent to the calculation of VOC
emissions from the facility.
ill The records required in 252:100-39-49(e) (1) shall be
maintained by the source for at least two years.
[252:100-39049, Effective February 12. 1990]
[NOTE:
This was 252:100-39-

i l l The

49(d).]
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.100(s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98

-

Sec. 51.100 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have
been determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1, 1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113);
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11);
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
1 ,2-dichloro 1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1,1,1-trifluoro 2 12-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
1,1, 1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a);
1, 1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141 b);
1-chloro 1, 1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124);
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134);
1,1, 1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifl uoride ( PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1, 1,1 ,2,2-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1 ,3-dichloro-1, 1,2,2,3-pentaflu.oropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1, 1 ,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-1 Omee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC~161);
1,1, 1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1 ,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
1,1 ,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1,1, 1 ,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245eb);
1,1, 1 ,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa);
1,1, 1,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1,1, 1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
aqc\8-18-98\51 (s)(1).doc
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~hlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31 );

·1 chioro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1,2-dichloro-1,1,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4F90CH 3);
-2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane .
((CF 3) 2CFCF20CH 3);
1-ethoxy-1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nona-Ruorobutane (C4 F90C2 H5);
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF3) 2CFCF20C2 H5);
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no
unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with
no unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur
bonds only to carbon and fluorine.

aqc\8-18-98\51 (s)(1 ).doc
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SUMMATION AND EXPLANATION OF THE PROPOSED
REVISIONS TO SUBCHAPTER 39
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 39 are the result of the DEQ program to simplify,
clarify and correct all its rules. Unless otherwise noted no substantive changes are intended
in the following revisions. The substantive changes are summarized in Section III ofthis

document.
I.

Staff proposes to revise the title of the subchapter to make it clear that it applies to
sources that are located not only in ozone nonattainment areas, but also in areas that
were previously designated as nonattainment for ozone.

II.

Revisions made throughout the Subchapter
A. Revisions in terminology
1. Environmental Protection Agency has been replaced by EPA - simplification
2. Executive Director has been replaced, in most cases, by Division Director clarification
3. Organic material has been replaced by VOC- simplification
4. Organic solvent has been replaced by VOC- simplification
5. When appropriate hydrocarbon has been replaced by VOC- simplification
6. Volatile organic compound (VOS) has be~n replaced by VOC- simplification
7. Photochemical oxidants has been replaced by ozone - clarification
8. Tank has been replaced by vessel - consistency in terminology
9. Person has been replaced by owner or operator- clarification
B. Revised or deleted language
1. 110r permit the building or installation or• has been deleted throughout the rule
- simplification and clarification
2. Unless otherwise noted herein, changes in language were for simplification,
clarification, correction of grammar, or consistency of format

III. Only five of the revisions proposed by the staff are intended to be substantive. These
are:
A. the revision of the definition of 11Volatile organic compound (VOC) in 252:100-39-

2;
·B. the clarification in 252:100-39-3 that Subchapter 39 applies not only to Tulsa and
Oklahoma Counties, but to any other areas that may be designated nonattainment
for ozone;
C. the deadline of 60 days for a refinery located in an area that becomes nonattainment
for ozone to submit a written monitoring program required in 252:100-39-15(d);
D. the correction of the placement of 11prior to lease custody transfer11 in 252:100-3930(b); and
E. the addition of a minimum annual throughput of 120,0000 gallons and a minimum
storage capacity of2,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41(c).
IV. PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. 252:100-39-1. Purpose. The proposed revisions are to set forth as clearly as
possible the purpose of the rule. and to make it clear that the rule also applies to
sources located in areas that were previously designated as nonattainment for
ozone.
39sum4.doc
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B.

~52:100-39-2.

1.
2.

3.

Definitions•.
The staff proposes to delete the definition of REFINERY since this term is not
used in Subchapter 39.
Staff proposes to move the definition of CUTBACK ASPHALT to 252:100-3940(a) and the definition of EFFLUENT WATER SEPARATOR to 252:1 00-39-lS(a).
These terms appear only in those sections.
The staff proposes to revise the definition OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND
(VOC) to be consistent with the EPA definition and to incorporate 40 CFR
51.100(s)(l) by reference. 40 CFR 51.100 contains the list of organic
compounds that EPA has designated as having negligible photochemical
reactivity and therefore has excluded from the definition of VOC.
• This is part of the simplification process. What EPA classifies as VOC
has been classified as organic material in Chapter 100 and divided into
VOC, organic solvents, and volatile organic solvents. The Chapter
contains two definitions ofVOC, two definitions of organic solvents., and
a definition of volatile organic solvent (VOS). The staff feels having one
definition ofVOC that is consistent with the EPA definition will simplify
the Chapter as well as Subchapter 39.
+ Ozone is the NAAQS pollutant of concern in Subchapter 39. The rule
provides for control of ozone by controlling the emissions of ozone
precursors - phot<?chemically reactive organic compounds. The proposed
revision of the definition of VOC reflects this purpose.
+ A petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association to exclude ·
acetone from the definition ofVOC was presented to the Air Quality
Council at the meeting of December 19, 1995. The Council directed the
staff to give consideration to this petition. Subsequent to this event, other
requests have been received requesting that perchloroethylene and
methylated siloxanes also be excluded from the definition ofVOC. The
proposed revision ofVOC excludes these three compounds since they
have been designated by EPA as having negligible photochemical
reactivity.
+ THE REVISION MAY RESULT IN SOME SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES, although
care has been taken throughout the rest of the Subchapter to minimize any
such substantive changes that may result from the revised definition of

voc.

4.

Staff proposes to delete the definitions of ORGANIC MATERIALS AND VOLATILE
ORGANIC SOLVENT (VOS) as part ofthe simplification process. These terms

will no longer be used in Chapter l 00.
Staff proposes to move the definitions of PETROLEUM REFINERY from 252: l 0039-15(a)(4) and REFINERY UNIT from 252:100-39-15(a)(5) to 252:100-39-2
because these terms are used in more than one section in this Subchapter.
C. 252:100-39-3. General applicability. Proposed revisions to this section make
c1ear that the requirements of Subchapter 39 apply not only in Tulsa and Oklahoma
Counties, but in any other areas that may be designated as nonattainment for ozone.
5.

THIS IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
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252:100-39-4. Exceptions. The addition of this section prevents substantive
changes due to the new definition ofVOC and the use of the term VOC in place of
VOS. This revision insures that those sections of Subchapter 39 which previously
applied only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater continue to apply
only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater.

V. PART3. PETROLEUMREFINERYOPERATIONS
A. 252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
l. (a) Definitions. Staff proposes to add a definition for LEAKING COMPONENT.
This language was in 252:100-39-15(c)(1)(C).
2. (b) Applicability. Staff proposes to add paragraph (2) to exempt VOCs with
vapor pressures less than 0.0435 psia under actual storage conditions from the
requirements of Section 15. This exemption prevents a substantive change in
this Section due to the revised definition of VOC.
3. (c) Provisions for specific processes. Staff proposes to rename the
subsection "Standards and operating requirements" to better reflect its
content..
4. (d) Compliance schedule. Staff proposes to add language that will require a
refinery located in an area that becomes nonattainment for ozone to submit a
written monitoring program within 60 days of the date the area is designated as
nonattainment. This is part of the attempt to make Subchapter 39 applicable to
new ozone nonattainment areas. THis IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
B. 252:100-39-16. Refinery process unit turnaround, Staff proposes to change this
to "Petroleum refinery process unit turnaround" for clarity. The proposed
revision to 252: 100-39-16(b)(4) make it clear which months are included in the
non-oxidant season.
C. 252:100-39-17. Refinery vacuum producing system. Staff proposes to change
the title to "Petroleum refinery vacuum producing system" for consistency.
D. 252:100-39-18. Refinery effluent water separators. Staff proposes to change
this to "Petroleum refinery effluent water separators" for consistency.
VI. PART V. PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE
A. 252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in external floating roof tanks Staff
proposes to change this to "Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external
floating roofs" for consistency in terminology.
1. (a) Definitions. The proposed revisions to the definitions OF EXTERNALLY
FLOATING ROOF, LEASE CUSTODY TRANSFER, and VAPOR-MOUNfED SEAL are to
correct errors and replace the term tanks with vessels for consistency in
terminology.
2. (b) Applicability Staff proposes to correct the placement of "prior to lease
custody transfer" in 252:1 00-39-30(b). This phrase was located in paragraph (2)
and was, therefore, applicable to all the exemptions listed in that paragraph.
Research in the Air Quality Council records and in the Control Technology
Guideline, Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from Petroleum Liquid
Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks, EPA-450/2-78-047, indicates that this
phrase should apply only to 252:1 00-39-30(b)(2)(B). Staff proposes moving this
phrase to 252: 100-39-30(b)(2)(B). THIS IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.
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(c) Provisions for specific processes. Staff proposes to rename this subsection
"Equipment and operating requirements'' to better reflect its contents and to
· add tag lines to each paragraph in the subsection.

VII. (d) Compliance schedule. The proposed revision to this subsection replaces the
compliance deadline with a date certain.

39sum4.doc
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PART'?. SPECIFIC OPERATIONS
A. 252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving). Staff proposes to add taglines to
subsections (a) and (b) and to clarify which months are included in the non-oxidant
season.
B. 252:100-39-41. Vapor recovery systems. Staff proposes to rename this section
"Storage, loading and transport/delivery of VOCs" to better reflect its contents.
1. (a) Storage of volatile organic compounds - greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls). Staffproposes to rename this subsection "Storage ofVOCs in
vessels with storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons."
2. (b) Storage of volatile organic compounds- 400-40,000 gallons (9.5-953
bbls). Staff proposes tO rename this subsection "Storage of VOCs in vessels
with storage capacities of 400-40,000 gallons."
3. (c) Loading of volatile organic compounds. Staff proposes to rename this
subsection..Loading of VOCs. Staff proposes to add a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000.gallons and a minimum storage capacity of2,000
gallons in paragraph (1) for determining applicability of this subsection. Tms
IS A. SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.

4.

-.
· ·.
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_
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c:

D.

E.

39sum4.doc

(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Staff proposes to add the
requirements in 252:100-39-48 that apply only to Tulsa County and that are
not already included in 252:100-39-41 to this subsection and delete 252:10039-48. This Will simplify the rule by putting all the requirements regarding
storage, lo!l4.ing, transport/delivery of VOCs in one Section. The proposed
revision will .also eliminate the necessity for two Sections with the same title in
Subchapter 39.
252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires. Staff proposes to
delete paragraph (4) since the provision for alternative controls was not used prior
to the deadline of September 15, 1981, for submitting a petition to the DEQ.
252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products.
1. (f) Emission limit. Staff proposes to rename this section "Compliance" to
better reflect its contents. Staff proposes to move the first sentence of this
. subsection to 252:100-39p46(d) for simplification and clarification.
2. (j) Emission plan. (1) Development of a plant-wide emission plan. The
term "voluntary" was added to subparagraph (B) in describing the types of
decreases that could be included ina plant-wide reduction plan. This is to
make clear that even if a reduction is part of a permit, if it was a voluntary
reduction and has not been relied on to meet or avoid some other requirement,
it can be used in the plant-wide reduction plan.
3. (k) Compliance. Staff proposes to change the title to "Compliance, testing,
and monitoring requirements" to better reflect the contents of the subsection.
Staff proposes to move 252: 100-39-46(k)(3)(B) and (C) regarding maintenance
of records to 252:1 00-39-46(1), Reporting and recordkeeping.
252:100-39-47. Control ofVOS emissions from aerospace industries coating
operations. Proposed revision to the title is for consistency in terminology.
1. (a) Applicability. Staffproposes to move paragraph (3) to 252:1000-3946(d)(7)(B) as part of the simplification and clarification process.
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(c) General requirements. Staff proposes to reformat this subsection for
clarity and to delete the requirement for review of the Emission Reduction
Plan and ARACT determination ifTulsa County is still in nonattainment for
ozone within five years of the approval of ARACT. The five year period
ended 1/1/96 and Tulsa was not at that time and is not in nonattainment for
ozone.
3. (d) Emissions reduction plan. The staffproposes to add taglines to each
paragraph ofthis subsection for clarity.
+ (3) Action on plan. The proposed revision is to include the actual
effective date.
+ (4) Public bearing. Staff proposes to divide paragraph (4) into three
paragraphs for clarity.
+· (7) Submission of SIP revision. (7)(B) was moved from 252: I 00-3947(A)(3) because this appears to be a more logical location for it.
4. (f) Testing and monitoring. Staff proposes to add taglines for clarit)i.
Subparagraphs (B) and (C), except for the effective date, were deleted because
the information they contained is included in 252:100-39-47(e)(l)(E) and
252:100-39-47(e)(3).
_
252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems. The portions of this section that were in
addi~on to the requirements of252:100-39-41 were J;Il.Oved to 252:100-39-:41(e).
Staffproposes to delete the remainder of the section because it is redundantlanguage.
2.

F.

VIII.Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic products. It is proposed to reformat
this section for clarity and consistency in formatting with the rest of the rule. Actual
deadline dates have been inserted.
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 1998
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Sharon Myers
Fred Orosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Joel W'Ilson
David Branecky
Meribeth Slagell

Council Members Absent
LanyCanter

StaffPresent
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty

Scott Thomas
Barbara Hoffman
Ray-Bishop
Linn Wainner
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Becky Mainord
Joyce Sheedy
·Eddie Terrill
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice ofPubfic Meeting for August 18, 1998 was forwarded. to the Office ofthe Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
ofthe meeting room and also at the DEQ Tower.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye. Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the June 16,
1998 Public Meeting/Hearings • Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes as
presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers
- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell
- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

7~99

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[NEW]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance

..

with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley to give staff recommendatioiU! on this rule. Ms. Bradley advised that the rule was first
considered by the Council on June 16,·1998·at which time the hearing was continued because
EPA was in the process of amending the federal standards that are the basis for the draft rule.
These amendments became effective August 17, 1998. Ms. Bradley stated that staff had made
the revisions consistent with the amended federal regulations and addressed all comments
received.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend adoption ofthis rule as
emergency and permanent to the Environmental Quality Board at its September 15, 1998
meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. ·
·
See attached transcript
PUBLIC HEARING
State lll(d) PJan for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, ,Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Cheryl
Bradley for staff position regarding this State Plan. Ms. Bradley pointed out the criteria for
approval ofa state plan and advised that Oklahoma's mechanism to implement this Plan is
OAC252:100-47. Ms. Bradley related that although no Council action was necessary, the staff
requests to hear comments from the Council members and the public regarding the State Plan.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control:
Appendix E, Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED)
Appendix F, Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance

with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who stated that the revisions to these appendices would be identical to the revised
federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and ozone
2

'•

·'

announced by EPA in the July 18, 1997 Federal Register. Ms. Martinez pointed out that
according to the Secretary of State's Rules on Rulemak.ing, an appendix cannot be amended;
therefore, staff recommended that Council vote to revoke the old appendices and pass the new
appendices as permanent.
After discussion, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board as a permanent rule at its September 15, 1998 meeting. Mr.
Kilpatrick moved that Council revoke the existing rule and replace them with the new rules as
presented. Second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagellaye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
,..·
See attached: transcript

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance ··
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out revisions made to date
and advised that staff was recommending that the comment period be left open until August 24
after ~ch staff would revise the rule based upon coll}Ments received from Council and public;
and would bring again to the Council's October 20 m~ting.
Foll~wing discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule' to the Council's October20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made ;
by Ms. Slagell. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Gro~z- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
.
-

See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram advised that .the- rule was presented to
Council's June 16 meeting whei:e changes to simplify and clarify the rule and to fulfill an EPA
State Implementation Plan (SIP) requirement concerning Continuous Emission Monitoring
(CEM) were proposed. Ms. Buttram advised that comments received have been addressed and
incorporated into the current draft rule. Following discussion with new comments, staff
3

recommended that the hearing be continued on this rule to the October 20 meeting to allow time
for further comments.

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to continue the hearing. Mr. Wilson made the motion and Ms.
Slagell made the second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Becky
Mainord who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition ofa Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out the changes made and stated that it was staff's recommendation to continue the
hearing until Council's next meeting.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Dr. Grosz made
that motion with seeond made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call W!. follows: Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick ..... aye; Mr. Wilson-:- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
See attached transcript. ·

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control
. of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED)
.

As. protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with.the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act. and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through2-5-ll8. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that revisions were made to simplify the language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative, the addition of a Permit By Rule ·section, and to add a new
Appendix L which would include PM10 emission factors for the Permit By Rule. Ms. Martinez
pointed out that comments had been received and considered, and that staff's recommendation
was to continue the hearing to the next meeting.
After discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October
20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call
4

as follows: Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5~101 through 2-5-1.18. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
She¢y who stated that the revisions are part of the Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and
respond to industry requests to exempt acetone, perchloroethylene, and methylated siloxanes
from being-considered VOCs. She advised that staff held a workshop on July 7 requesting
public input and comments. She said there are numerous changes to be made in languag~, format
and with the three substantive changes, staff recommended that the rule be continued to the next
meeting.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule. Mr. Branecky made motion with second
made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
-aye; Mr: Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
See attached transcript.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma AdMinistrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that there were numerous revisions as part ofthe Agency's re-write/de-wrong
initiative and also five Slibstantive changes to be considered; therefore, staff would recommend
that the hearing be continued.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's October 20 meeting. Dr.
Grosz made that motion with second made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Ms. Myersaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Ms. Slagell aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
See attached transcript.

.-

NEW BUSINESS- None
5
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ADJOURNMENT

With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being October 20, 1998 at Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium, - .
5051 South 129th East, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
·
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVIDR D

, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITYDIVISION
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BRIEFING AGENDA

DEPARlMENTOF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALI1Y COUNCIL
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
9:30 A.M.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma

-_ 1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Division Director's Report
Informational update of current events and AQD activities
A. Discussion by Council/ Public

3.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. DiScussion by Council

4.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A .. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
· · .···~
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

5.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of Stons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than S tons per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants tQ apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individ~al permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to quatify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.

..

A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram

£.. .

B. Questions and discussion by Coun~il/ Public

6.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates (AMENDED}
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refmeries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Section 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amen~ents to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

7'1{) 7

7.

,, .

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins (AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- ~ "'~r!L{
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

8.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators (AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

9.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of voc: A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from. August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

10.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas 1{AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-Write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council nteeting.
..
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

11.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MAC'I) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July 1, 1997, through July I, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Dep~ent is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 6i to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion .by Council/ Public

~

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

--.,

October 5, 1998

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 39

r.
(,.J.

Enclosed is a copy ofthe proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-39, EMISSIONS
OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN NONATTAINMENf AREAS. These revisions were
brought to the Air Quality Council for the first time on August 18, 1998. At that time the
staff recommended that the rule be considered again at the October 20, 1998 Council
meeting.

--

The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify language, correct grammar, and
impose consistency in format on the rule without involving substantive changes. A number
of small changes were made to the rule following the August 18, 1998, Council meeting. ·
Only one ofthese additional changes is intended to be substantive in nature. Two
substantive changes previously proposed have been deleted. The following substantive
revisions to the rule are proposed.

1. The definition of "volatile organic compound (VOC)" in 252:1 00-3 7-2 has been
revised. The new definition provides that any organic compound listed in 40 CFR
51.1 OO(s)(1) shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC. Presently Chapter 100 divides what EPA classifies
as "volatile organic compound (VOC)" into "volatile organic compound (VOC),"
"organic solvents," and "volatile organic solvent (VOS)." The Chapter contains two
definitions ofVOC neither ofwhich is consistent with the EPA definition; a
definitionofVOS that is almost exactly the same as the EPA definitionofVOC,
and two definitions of organic solvents. As part ofthe simplification process, the
staffpropose to have only one definition ofVOC which will be consistent with the
EPA definition, and to replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and
"organic solvents" with "volatile organic compound (VOC)." This revision will
also serve as a response to requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes,
perchloroethylene,and methyl acetate from being considered VOCs. These four
substances are on the list in 40 CFR 51.1 OO(s)( 1) and, therefore, will not be
considered to be VOCs .
2. The staffproposes to correct the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in
252: 100-3 9-30(b). This phrase was located in paragraph (2) and was, therefore,
39mem2.doc

applicable to all the exemptions listed in that paragraph. Research in the Air Quality
Council records and in the Control Technology Guideline, Control of Volatile
Organic Emissions from Petrolewn Liquid Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks,
EPA-450/2-78-047, indicates that this phrase should apply only to 252:100-393O(b)(2 )(B). Staff recommends moving this phrase to 252: 100-39-30(b)(2)(B).
3. 252:100-39-41 (c), Loading ofvolatile organic compounds, currently has no
provisions to exclude small loading facilities. The staff proposes to add language
that will limit the requirements of this subsection to facilities that have a minimum
annual throughput of 120,000 gallons or storage capacity greater than 10,000
gallons. Staff previously proposed a 2,000 gallon storage capacity, but further
research indicates that a 10,000 gallon exemption should not result in significantly
higher VOC emissions.
An informational meeting to discuss revisions to Subchapter39 for the purpose of

simplification, clarification, and correction ofthe rule was held on Tuesday, July 7, 1998 at
the DEQ office. This meeting was open to the public. Comments made at the meeting
were given consideration in the proposed draft enclosed with this memorandwn.
In the process of revising Subchapter 39, definitions were changed, moved, and/or deleted.
The staff intends to revise 252:100-1-3, Definitions,laterin the process ofthe "rewrite/dewrong11 project. It is our intention to include in Subchapter 1 only those definitions that
apply to more than one ofthe subchapters in Chapter 100. Definitions that apply to only
one subchapter will be placed in that subchapter.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption.
In addition to the proposeddraftrevisionsto Subchapter39, a copy of40 CFR 51.100(s)(l),
a summation ofthe proposed revisions with explanations, and a list ofthe revisions that
were made to the rule after the August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting are also
included in the packet.
Enclosures: 4 ·

39mem2doc
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SUBCHAPTER 39. EMISSION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC ~ERIALS COMPOUNDS
(VOCs) IN NONATTAINMENT AREAS AND FORMER NON-ATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-39-1.
252:100-39-2.
252:100-39-3.
252:100-39-4.

PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Purpose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Definitions . . . . .
. . .
General applicability . . . . . . . . .
Exemptions
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~
~

2
2

PART 3 • PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS
252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
....
252:100-39-16. Petroleum
Refi&eryrefinery
process
unit
turnaround
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252:100-39-17. Petroleum Refiaeryrefinery vacuum producing
system
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252:100-39-18. Petroleum Refiaeryrefinery effluent water
separators
. . .
. . .
.

. . . .

.. .

PART 5. PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE
252:-100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels
external floating reef t:aftlteroofs . . .

.-

..

6

...

7
7

with

PART 7. SPECIFIC OPERATIONS
252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving)
. . . . . . . .
252:100-39-41. T,taper reeer.·eey eyst:·emeStoraqe, loading and
transport/delivery of VOCs . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... 252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
. . . . . . . . . .
252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
. . . .
252:100·-39-46. Coating of parts and products
. . . .
252:100-39-47. Cop.trol of WSVOC emissions . from aerospace
industries coatings operations
. . . . .
252:199 39 48. \~er recovery eyst:eme
. . . . . . . . .
252:100-39-49 ~ Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic
products
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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[NOTE:

Bracketed,

italicized NOTES are for information only and

are not part of the rule.]
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-39-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to coatrol the emissioa of
orgaaic materials from statioaary sources located ia aoaattaiamcat
areas aad to specify the additioaal coatrol measures required to
protect aad eahaace the air quality to iasure that the Oklahoma ai;r:
quality staadard is aot eJEcccdcd and significaat detcrioratioa is
prcvcatcd.
The purpose of this Subchapter is to prevent the
formation of ozone by controlling the emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) . This Subchapter contains requirements for the
control of emissions of VOCs from stationary sources located in
areas that arc nonattainmcnt or were formerly nonattainment for
ozone.
252:100-39-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise7~
ncutbaelt aephaltn meaas a basic asphalt or asphaltic coacrete
eoataiaiag a petroleum distillate.
[NOTE:
This definition was
moved to 252:100-39-40(a) for consistency.]

nEffluent water eeparateru means any tank, boJE, sump, or other
contaiaer ia \>'hich any material compouad floating on or entrained
or cop:t;§l:i.ngQ. ia \iater catering such tank, bmc, sump or other
coataiaer is physically separated and removed from such 'ioTater prior
tq ou_~fa].;l:, . 4r~aag:e, or recovery of ouch \tater.
[NOTE: Moved to.
252:100-39-18(a).]

; uorganie materiale'n means any chemical compouads of carbon
excluding carbon moaoxides, carboa dioxide, carboaic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carbonates and ammonium carboaates.
"Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, aromatics, kerosene·, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel
oils, lubricants. asphalt. or other products through distillation
of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or through redistillation.
cracking. rearrangement o"r. reforming or unfinished petroleum
derivatives.
[NOTE:
Moved from 252:100-39-15 (a) (4) since this
ter.m is used in other sections of Subchapter 39.]

"Refi-nery" means any facility engaged ia produciag gasoliae,
kcroseae, fuel oils or ether products through distillatioa of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracldng or rcformiag of unfiaished
hydrocarbon derivatives.
[NOTE:
This ter.m is not used in
Subchapter 39.
39.1

"Petroleum refinery" is the ter.m used in Subchapter

"Refinery unit" means a set of components which are a part of a
basic process operation. such as distillation. hydrotreating,
cracking or ref arming of hydrocarbons . [NOTE: Moved from 2 52: 10 039-15(a) (5) since this ter.m is used in other sections of Subchapter
39.]

AQCl0-20.39
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"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
whiehthat meets any one of the following conditions~~
(A) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filled7.
(B)
~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel7~
(C)
~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel; er,.
(D)
ether eEJl:livalent methetis aeeef3table te the E;,eeeutive
Direeter.
[NOTE: This is not part of the definition.]
•volatile organic compound (VOC) • means any compound eentaining
earben ana ayaregen er eentaining earben ana hyaregen in
eefftbinatien ~tith any ether element ,."ftieh has a 1'af3er f3ressure ef
1. 5 peunas per square inch abeelute er greater under actual sterage
eenaitiensof carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide.
carbonic acid. metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate,
which participates ·in atmospheric photochemical
reactions.
Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1)
shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity.
[NOTE:
This revision makes the AQD definition of VOC consistent
with the EPA definition in 40 CFR 51.100(s) and complies with
requests
to
exempt
acetone,
methylated
siloxanes,
perchloroethylene, and methyl acetate from being considered VOC
(EPA's definition exempts these substances). It replaces the term
"Volatile organic solvent (VOS)" since the definitions are
essentially the same. It brings the AQD definition into agreement
with the EPA reactivity policy as expressed in the Memorandum dated
July 21, 1987, from G. T. Helms, Chief, Control Programs Operations
Branch, U.S. EPA, OAQPS and the comments contained in Attachment B
of the June 9, 1988, letter from William B. Hathaway, EPA Region 6.
This change will re~ult in only one definition of VOC being used
throughout the Chapter, thus simplifying the rules.]
"'Jelatile erga&ie selr.feBt (\TQS)" means any erganie CelRpeuna "•ffiieh
partieii3atee in atmeef3herie pheteehemieal reaetiene, that is, any
erganie eemf3euna ether than these ,..hieh the EPA AdfftiRietrater
designates as ha·;:ing negligible f3heteehemieal reaeti=r,·ity. 'lOS may
be measured by the EPA \~C referefiee methea.
7

252:100-39-3. General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements contained in
GAe 252:100-37, the additional eentrel/f3rehibitiensreauirements
contained in this Subchapter shall be required enof existing and
new facilities located in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties.
252:100-39-4. Exemptions
VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1.5 pounds per square inch
(psia) under actual storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-3916 through 252:100-39-18.
252:100-39-30.
252:100-39-41.
and
252:100-48.
[NOTE:
This Section is added to avoid substantive
changes that would be brought about by the revision of the
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definition of VOC.]
PART 3.

PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS

252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a) Definitions. ·The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
•component• means any piece of equipment which has the
potential to leak volatile organic compounds VOCs when tested in
the manner described in EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
These sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals,
compressor seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves,
flanges and other connections, pressure relief devices, process
drains, and open ended pipes. Excluded from these sources are
valves which are not externally regulated.
(2)
"Gas
service• means
any e~ipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic compoundVOC or mixture
of volatile organic compoundsVOCs in the gaseous phase.
i l l "Leaking component" means a component which has a VOC
concentration exceeding 10,000 ppm when tested according to the
provisions in-252 :100-39-15 {e).
[NOTE:
This was 252:100-3915 (c) (1) (C).]
·
~lil "Liquid service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic compoundVOC or mixture
of volatile organic compoundsVOCs in the liquid phase.
(4)
"Petroleum refineryn
means
any facility engaged in
producing gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils,
residual fuel oils, lubricants, asphalt, or other products
through distillation of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or
throu~h redistillation, cracking, rearrangement or reforming;or
unfiiu:shed petroleum derivatiYes. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-39-2
since i t applies .to more than one section in Subchapter 39.]
(5)
"Refinery unit" means a set of components 'iihich are a part
of
a · basic process _ operatioii, such as distillation,
hydrotreating, cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-39-2 since it applies to more than one section
in Subchapter 39. 1
11
-f6i- J..11_
Valves not externally regulated•• means valves that
have no external controls, ·such as in-line check valves.
(7)
"TJolatile organic compounds" means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination 'tdth any other element 10:hich has a vapor pressure of
0.3 ldlopascals (0.0435 pounds per square- inch absolute) or
greater under actual storage condH:ions. (Effective 2 12 90)
[NOTE:
The special conditions contained in this definitions
have been moved to 252:100-39-15(b) (2).]
(b)
Applicability. This Seetioa applies to all source facility
petroleum refineries located in the following counties: Tulsa and
Oklahoma.
121 This Section applies to all petroleum refineries located in
Tulsa County and Oklahoma County.
AQCl0-20.39
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..i1l VOCs with vapor pressures less than 0. 0435 psia

(0.3
kilopascals (kPa)) under actual storage conditions are exempt
from 252:100-39-15.
(Effective 2-12-90.)
[NOTE:
Moved from
252:100-39-15 (a) (4). 1
(c)
Previsiees fer speeifie preeessesa Standards and operating
requirements
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery complex
subject to this Section shall:
(A)
develop and conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the provisions in 252:100-39-15(d) and 252:100-39-15(f);
(B)
eonduet a mo:aitori:a~ 13ro~ram. eo:asiste:at ,..iith the
13rovisions i:a 252:100 39 15(f);
(C)
record all
leaking components ,.-fl:ieh ha·r,;'e a V.OC
eonee:atratio:a exeeeain~ 10,000 ~:313m uhen testea aeeorai:a~ to
the 13rovisions i:a 252.100 39 15(e) and place an identifying
tag on each component consistent with the provisions in
252:100-39-15 (f) (3) i
~~ repair and retest the leaking components, as aefi:aea
i:a 252.100 39 15(e) (1) (C), as soon as possible but no later
than 15 days after the leak is found; a:aa,
~JQl identify
all leaking components,
as aefined i:a
252 .l:O.Q. 39 15 (e) (1) (C), which cannot be repaired until the
unit is shutdown for turnaround~; and, Assure all lines or
pi13es termi:aati:a~ 'iith a vab;re are sealea with a seeo:aa valve,
a bll:aa fla:a~e, .a J:3lU9' or a eap.
lEl assure all lines or pipes terminating with a valve are
sealed with a second valve. a blind flange. a plug or a cap.
(2) The ExeeutiveDivision Director, may, at his/herhis or her
discretion,
~require
the
owner or operator to take
appropriate remedial action, including early unit turnaround,
based on the number and severity of tagged leaks awaiting
repair. ;
(3)
Pipeline val~es and pressure relief valves in ~
volatile organic eompou:aa service shall be marked in some manner
that will be readily obvious to both petroleum refinery or
contract personnel performing monitoring and the Executive
DireetorDEO.
(d)
Compliance sehedulesschedule. The owner or operator of a
petroleum refinery, in oraer to comply 'iith 252:100 39 15, shall
aaaere to the i:acrem.ents of pro~ress co:atai:aea in the follo,.-i:a~
schedule.
(1)
Subm.itsubmit to the BJcecutiveDivision Director a monitoring
program by July 30, 1981.
This program shall contain, at a
minimum, a list of the refinery units o:aly and the quarter in
which they will be monitored, a copy of the log book format, and
the make and model of the monitoring equipment to be used.
In
no case shall a monitoring contract relieve the owner or
operator of a petroleum refinery of the responsibility for
compliance with this Section.
(2)
Submit quarterly mo:aitori:ag report to the Executive
Director.
[NOTE: This is covered in 252:100-39-15(b).]
(e) Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and calibration
AQC10-20.39
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procedures to determine compliance with this Section must be
consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
( f}
Monitoring.
(1} The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery subject to
this Section shall conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the following provisions7. The owner or operator shall:
(A} monitor yearly by the methods referenced in Test ~4ethod
21 of 40 CFR Part GO 252:100-39-15(e) all7
(i)
pump seals"t"...r..
(ii)
pipeline valves in liquid serviceT...r.. and,
(iii)
process drains;
·
(B) monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in 252:100
39 15(d) 252:100-39-15-(e), all7
(i)
compressor seals7...~..
(ii) pipeline valves in ~ service7...r.. and7
(iii)
pressure relief valves irt ~ service;
(C)
monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
(D)
monitor immediatelywithin 24 hours any pump seal from
which VOC liquids are observed dripping;
(E) monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has
vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F)
monitor immediately after repair any component that was
found leaking.
(2)
Pressure relief devices \ihichthat are connected to an
operating
flare
header,
vapor
recovery
devicedevices,
inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, and valves that are
not externally regulated are exempt from the monitoring
requirements . in
paragraph
(1)
of
this
subsection.L
Providedprovided, however, such inaccessible valves will be
monitored during annual shutdown.
(3}
The owner or .operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the
detecti~n of a leaking component, as defined in 252:100 39
15 (c) (1) (C) , \ihicP,that is not repaired on discovery..~.. shall affix
a
weatherproof
and
readily
visible
tag,
bearing
an
identification number- and· -the- date the leak is located, to the
leaking component. This tag shall remain in place until the
leaking component is repaired.
(g) Recordkeeping.
(l"} The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery shall
maintain a leaking components moni taring log as specified in
252.100 39 15(c) (1) (C) which shall contain, at a minimum,~~
following data:
·
the name of the process unit where the component is
(A)
located;
(B)
the type of component (e.g., valve, seal);
(C)
the tag number of the component, if not repaired
immediately on discovery;
(D)
the date on which g leaking component is discovered;
(E)
the date on which a leaking component is repaired;
(F)
the date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure
after a leaking component is repaired;
(G)
the date of the calibration of the monitoring instrument.
AQC10-20.39
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The record of calibrationwhich shall be made available for
inspection on request;
(H)
those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround;
and,
(I)
the total number of components checked and the total
number of components found leaking.
(2)
Copies of theThe monitoring log shall be retained on site
by the owner or operator for at least two years after the date
on which the record was made or the report prepared.
(3)
Copies of
theThe monitoring log shall be made available
for inspection at any reasonable time and copies· of the log
shall be provided to the BlEecutiveDivision Director, upon
written request, at any reasonable timeof the AOD.
(h)
Reporting.
The owner or operator of a petroleum refineryT
upon the completion of each monitorin~ procedure, shall:
(1)
submit a report to the BxecutiveDivision Director by the
30th day following the end of each calendar quarter that lists
all leaking components that were located during the previous
quarter but not repaired within 15 days, all leaking components
awaiting unit turnaround, and the total number of components
found leaking; and,
(2)
submit a signed statement with the report attesting to the
fact thatT all monitoring and. with the exception of those
leaking components listed in 252:100-39-15(h) (1), all monitorin~
aftd -repairs were perfcrnfed as stipulated in the monitoring
program.
252:100-39-16. Petroleum RefiBeryrefinery process unit turnaround
(a) Definition. "'l'urB areWld"nTurnaroundn means the planned
procedure of shutting down a unit, inspecting and repairing itL and
restarting it.
.
(b)
Procedu~es required.
For-the shutdown, ·purging and blowdown
operation of any pro.cessin~ petroleum refinery processing unit the
following procedures are required:
(1)
Recovery of volatile or~anic compounds (\~C)VOCs shall be
accomplished during the shutdown or turnaround to a process unit
pressure compatible with the flare or vapor system pressure. The
unit will then be purged or flushed to a flare or vapor recovery
system ~ using a suitable material such as steam, water or
nitrogen~ to a flare or vapor reemmry system.
The unit shall
not be vented to the atmosphere until pressure is reduced to
less than 5 psig through control devices.
(2)
Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for the Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by
Pipeline," or any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person
shall emit organicVOC gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
recovery blowdown system unless these gases are burned by
smokeless flaresT or an equally effective control device as
approved by the BJtecuti"v·eDivision Director.
(3) At least fifteen days prior to a scheduled turnaround, a
written notification shall be submitted to the EJcecutiveDivision
Director. As a minimum, the notification shall indicate the unit
AQCl0-20.39
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to be shutdown, the date of shutdown, and the approximate
quantity of hydroearbonsVOCs to be emitted to the atmosphere.
(4) Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be accomplished
without the controls specified in 252:100-39-16(b) (1) and
252:100-39-16 (b) (2) during non-oxidant seasons provided the
notification to the BuecutiveDivision Director as required in
252:100-39-16(b) (3), specifically contains euefi a request for
such an exemption.
The Non meidantnon-oxidant season is
understood to be bet~o'een the months of October and Aprilfrom
November 1 through March'31.
252:100-39-17. Petroleum Refi:aeryrefinery vacuum producing system

(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
•Accumulator• means the vessel in the overhead stream of
any fractionating tower, after the overhead condenses and
separates noncondensable gases, liquid hydrocarbonsVOCs and
water.
(2)
•Hotwell" means the tank at the bottom of the barometer leg
in a barometric condenser system to receive the water,
condensate and entrained hydrocarbonsVOCs generated by the
barometric condenser.
(b) Requirements. Noncondensable volatile organic compoundsVOCs
from the follmiing equipment shall be incinerated or reduced by 90
percent of what would be emitted without controls when emitted from
the follo~o'ing vacuum produciflg system:
(1)
steam ejectors with barometric condensers;
(2)
steam ejectors with surface condensers; or,
(3) mechanical vacuum pumps.
(c) Hotwells and accumulators.
(1) Hot wells and acd.1mulators shall be covered and the
noncondensable v~pors shall be vented to a fire-box or
incinerator.
(2) The presence of a pilot flame shall be monitored using a
thermocouple or any other equivalent device to detect the
presence of a flame.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
(d) ·Compliance. Compliance shall be determined in accordance with··
the provision of the CTG document ( 11 Control of Refinery Vacuum
Producing systems.
Wastewater Separators and Process Unit·
Turnarounds." EPA 450/2-77-025, October. 1977). Test reports and
maintenance records will be maintained for at least two years. If
emission testing is required, the appropriate test method{s}
selected from EPA Reference Methods 1 through 4, 21, and/or 25,
will be utilized.
252:10.0-39-18. Petroleum

Refi:aeryrefinery
effluent
water
separators
..!Al_ Definition. "Effluent water separator" means any tank
box,
sump, or other container in which any material compoundVOC floating
on""' er entrained in, or contained in water entering such tanlE, box
sump or other the container is physically separated and removed
AQCl0-20.39
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from ~ the water prior to outfall draiaage or reemrery of suel:z
discharge of the water from the container.
[NOTE:
Moved from
252:100-39-2 since the term is only used in this Subchapter. Since
this is new to the Section, original language is underlined,
deleted language is stricken out, and new language is double
underlined to facilitate comparison.}
lQl Requirements. No persoaowner or operator shall operate, or
install or permit the operatioa or iastallatioa ofa sia~le singlecompartment or multiple-compartment ¥olatile or~aaic eompouad
waterVOC/water separator from any equipment processi~g, refining,
treating, storing or handling ¥olatile or~aaie eompouadVOC unless
the compartment receiving said the effluent water is equipped to
control emissions in one of the following ways. 'lliith oae of the
followia~ yapor eoatrol deYiees,
properly iastalled, ia ~ood
wor1da~ order aad ia operatioa.
(1)
AThe container totally encloses the liguid contents and
haYiag all openings are sealed~ aad totally eaelosiag the liquid
eoateate. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil
removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming,
inspection and/or repair is in progress.
·
(2) AThe container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting the
orgaaic materialVOC vapors and gases discharged and a vapordisposal system capable of processing such orgaaie materialVOC
vapors and gases eo as to prevent their emission to the
atmosphere..:.. aad ·.dth allAll tank gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The orgaaie _mate~ialVOC__ removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair
is in progress.
.
(3)
A Coataiaerscontainer 'that is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency,_provided the plans and specifications of such
equipment are submitted aadare approved by the EJeecuti veDivision
Director prior to their use.
I

..
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PART 5.

PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE

252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external

floating roof ~arutsroofs
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
(1)
"Condensate" means hydrocarbon liquid separated from
natural gas which condenses due to changes in the temperature
and/or pressure and remains liquid at normal operating
conditions.
(2)
"Crude oil" means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixture
which is a liquid at standard conditions.
It may contain
sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
(3)
"EM~erftally External floating roof" means a storage vessel
cover in an open top tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon
AQC10-20.39
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single deck which rests upon and is supported by the petroleum
liquid being contained and is equipped with a closure seal or
seals to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall.
(4)
nLease custody transfer" means the transfer of produced
crude oil and/or condensate, after process~ng and/or treating in
the producing operations, from storage taRlEsvessels or automatic
transfer facilities to pipelines or any other formsform of
transportation.
(5)
"Liquid-mounted seal" means primary seal mounted in
continuous contact with the liquid between the tank wall and the
floating roof.
(6)
"Petroleum liquidn means crude oil, condensate, and any
finished or intermediate liquid products manufactured or
extracted in a petroleum refinery.
(7)
nvapor-mounted seal" means a primary seal mounted so there
is. an annular vapor space undern.eath the seal.
The annular
vapor space is bounded by the bottom of the primary seal, the
~vessel wall, the liquid surface, and the floating roof.
(8)
"Waxy, high pour point crude oiln means a crude oil with a
pour point of 50°F. or higher as determined by the American
Society of Testing and Materials Standard D97-66, 11 Test for Pour
Point of Petroleum Oils."
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all source facilities ·.dth
petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating
roofs, having capacities greater than 40,000 gallons ~150,000
litersl(40,000 gallons), that are located in Tulsa and Oklahoma
Counties.
(2)
This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid·storage
vessels \'ll'hichthat: prior to custody transfer.
(A)
are used to store waxy, high pour_point crude oil;
(B)
have capacities less than 1,60d, 000 liters (420, 000
gallons) and ~re used to store produced crude oil and
condensate prior to lease custody transfer;
(C)
contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure
less than 1.5 psia ~10.5 kPal (1.5 psia);
(D)
contain a petroleum liquid "•li'ith a true vapor pressure
less than 27.6 Kpa (4.0 psia), and,
(i)
are of welded construction;
(ii) presently possess a metallic type shoe seal, a liquid
mounted "foam seal, a liquid mounted liquid filled type
seal, or other closure device of demonstrated equivalence
approved by_ the EJcecutive Director, or, contain a petroleum
liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 4.0 psia (27.6
kPa) if the vessels are of welded construction and have a
metallic-type shoe seal
a liquid-mounted foam seal
a
liquid-mounted liquid filled type seal, or other closure
device of demonstrated equivalence approved by the Division
Director; or,
{E)
are of welded construction, equipped with a metallic-type
shoe primary seal and has a ·secondary seal from the top of the
shoe seal to the ~vessel wall (shoe-mounted secondary
I
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seal) .
[NOTE: Research indicates that "prior to custody transfer" should
have been added to 3.7.5-3(a) (2) (B)(ii) which is now 252:100-3930 (b) (2) (B).)

.-

(c) J?:r:e"+•isie:as fe:r: specific precesses Eauipment and operating
requirements.
(1)
Standards.
No owner of a petroleum liquid storage vessel
subject to this Section shall store a petroleum liquid in that
vessel unless~ the following conditions are met. ·
(A) The vessel has been fitted with.,..~
(i)
a continuous secondary seal extending from the
floating roof to the ~vessel wall (rim-mounted secondary
seal); or,
(ii) a closure device or other device which controls VOC
emissions with an effectiveness equal to or greater than a
seal required abeve uaderin 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (A) (i) and
approved by the BxeeutiveDivision Director.
(B)
All
seal
closure
devices
meet
the
following
requirement sT.:..
( i)
thereThere are no visible holes, tears, or other
openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric.,...:..
(ii) .eheThe seal (s) are intact and uniformly in place
around the circumference of the floating roof between the
floating roof and the ~vessel wall; and,.:..
(iii)
~For vapor mounted primary seals, the accumulated
area of gaps exceeding 0.32 em (1/8 in~> in width between
the secondary seal and the ~vessel wall shall not exceed
21.2 cm2 per meter of ~vessel diameter (1.0 ~in2 per
foot of tank diameter), as determined by physically
measuring the length and width of all gaps around the
entire circumference of the secondary se~l in each place
where a 0. 32 em uniform diameter probe passes freely
·'between the ~eal and the .f::.a:B:k:.vessel wall; and summing the
area of the individual gaps.
(C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for
automatic bleeder vents, rim space vents, and leg sleeves,
are-,::
(i)
equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed
position except when the openings are.in actual use; and,
(ii) equipped with projections into the ~easel which
remain below the liquid surface at all times.,...:..
(D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except
when the roof is floated off or landed on the roof leg
supports.,...:..
(E) Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated
off the leg supports or at the manufacturer's recommended
settings; and,.:..
·
(F)
Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane
fabric covers or equivalent covers which cover at least 90
percent of the area of the opening.
(2) Monitoring. The owner or operator of a petroleum liquid
storage vessel with an external floating roof subject to this
AQCl0-20.39
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Section shall:
(A) perform routine inspections semi-annually in order to
ensure compliance with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (i), i.e., no
visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seals or seal
fabric;
(B) measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance
with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (iii), when the floating roof is
equipped with a vapor-mounted primary seal; and,
(C) maintain records of the types of volat-ile petroleum
liquids stored, the true vapor pressure of the liquid as
stored, and the results of the inspections performed in
252:100-39-30 (c) (2) (A) and 252:100-39-30 (c) (2) (B).
111 Recordkeepinq.
-f3-t- JA1_
Copies of all records under 252:100-39-3 0 (c) (2)
shall be retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of
:two years after the date on which the record was made.
~ ~
Copies of all records under this Section shall be
~made available to the BxecutiveDivision Director, upon verbal
·or ry.rritten request, at any reasonable time.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities \iithin t-...o years of approval of
this Section by the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Boardby May 23,
1982.
PART 7.

SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt {paving)
Definitions.
"Cutback asphalt 0 means a basic asphalt or
asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum distillate.
Jhl Requirements. No owner, operator and/or contractor shall
prepare or apply cutback liquifiedliguefied asphalt without the
prior written consent of the B:ttecutiveDivisiorl Director..:.. or the
E:tcecutive Director'~ designee. Such consent may be granted during
Oklahoma's non-oxidant season, i.e., October throughAprilNovember
1 through March 31.
~

252:100-39-41. Vapor
reeevery
syetemsStorage,
loading
and
transport/delivery of VOCs
(a)
Storage of "+'"elatile erganie. eempeundsVOCs in vessels with
storage capacities --greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls) • No
peroonowner or operator shall store or permit the storage of
gasoline or any volatile organic compoundVOC in tanks or vessels g_
vessel havingwith a storage capacity greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bblo) unless ouch tank, reservoir or other container it is ~
be a pressure ~vessel capable of maintaining working pressures
sufficient at all times tothat prevent organicVOC vapor or gas loss
to the atmosphere, or it is equipped with one or more of the
following vapor control deviceS7..:..
(1) aAn
external
floating
roof,
consisting of
pontoon
type,pontoon-type internal floating cover or double-deck type
roof, cover or a fixed roof with an internal floating cover.
\>'hichThe cover will rest on the surface of the liquid contents
AQCl0-20.39
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at all times (i.e. off the leg supports), except during initial
fill, when the storage vessel is completely empty, or during
refilling. When the cover is resting on the leg supports, the
process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall be continuous
and shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible. The floating
roof shall be equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close
the space between the ~cover edge and ~vessel wall. Such
floating roofs are not appropriate control devices if the
organic eompotiftdeVOCs have a vapor pressure of ~11.1 poHnde
per eEfUare inch absolute psia (568 mm Hg) (76.6 kPa) or greater
under actual conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall
be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
Closure seals for fixed roof vessels with an internal-floating
cover
will
meet
the
requirements
of
252:100 39
Closure seals
30 (e) (1) (D) ;252 :100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (i) and Cii).
for vessels with external floating roofs will meet the
· requirements of 252: 100-39-30-(c) (1) (B) (i) , (ii) , and (iii) .
(2)
aA vapor-recovery system consisting of a vapor-gathering
system capable of collecting 90 percent by weight or more of the
uncontrolled volatile organic eompoHndsVOCs that would otherwise
be emitted to the atmosphere and s vapor-disposal system capable
of processing eHeh organic eompoHndeVOCs . eo as to prevent
emissions in excess of 80 mg/liter of gasolineVOCs transferred
to the atmosphere. All ~vessel gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling ·is taking
place, or,.
(3)
otherOther ·-equipment or methods of equal efficiency for
purposes of air pollution control as may bewhen approved by the
ElJeeeHtiveDivision Director and are in concert with federal
gU.idel ine_s .
(b)
Sto~age of volatile ergaaie eempe'WldsVOCs in vessels with
storage capacities of --400-40,000 gallons (9.5 9S3 bbls). ·
(1) No pereonowner or operator shall store or permit the
storage of gasoline or other volatile organic eompoHndsVOCs in
any stationary storage eontainervessel with a nominal capacity
greater than 400 gallons (9.5 bble) and less than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls) unless ouch eontainerit is equipped with a submerged
fill pipe·or is bottom filled. No person ehall.etore or permit
the storage of gasoline or other volatile organic eompoHnd in
any stationary storage container ~dth an average daily
throHghpHt of 3 o, 0 o0 gallons or greater Hnleso the displaced
vapors from the storage container are processed by a system that
has a total collection efficiency no lese than 90 percent by
weight of total hydrocarbon compounds in said vapors.
111 No owner or operator shall store gasoline or other VOCs in
any stationary storage vessel with an average daily throughput
of 30,000 gallons or greater unless the displaced vapors from
the storage vessel are processed by a system that has a total
collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of total
VOCs in the vapors.
~JAl. The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of
the follmdng:
AQC10-20.39
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-fAt-lil a

vapor-tight
return
line
from
the
storage
containervessel to the delivery vessel and a system that
will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before
gasoline
or volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs
can be
transferred into the containervessel; or,
~ li1l
other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the total
hydrocarbon compoundsVOCs in the displaced vapor prov·ided
~if approval of the proposed design installation, and
operation is obtained from the ExecutiveDivision Director
prior to start of construction.
-(-3-1-JlU. Provided, ho'i•'ever, that theThe requirements for vapor
collection of displaced vapors shall not apply to operations
that are not major sources.
(c)
Loading of volatile ergaaie eo.mpeundeVOCs.
(1)
No personowner or operator. shall install or operate7
install or permit the building, operation or inst-allation of a
stationary volatile organic compoundVOC loading facility with an
annual throughput of 120, 000 gallons or greater or storage
capacity greater than 10,000 gallons unless such loading
facility it is equipped with a vapor-collection and/or disposal
system properly installed,
in good 'itorlting order and in
operation.
(2) WheftWhile volatile organic compoundsVOCs are loaded through
the hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or
mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal
at the hatch.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic materialVOC
drainage from the loading device when it is removed from the
transport vessel..,.. or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(4) When loading is effected throughQy means other' than
hatches, all loa9-ing and vapor lines shall ·be equipped with
fittings 'ivhichthat make vapor-tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of. the following in addition to
bottom loading or _submerged fill of transport vessels7..!- Storage
vessels at service stations and bulk plants may be used for
intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as
specified
in
252:100-39-:-41 (c) (5} (A)
through
252:100-3941 (c) (5) (C) if they are designed to prevent the release of
vapors during use.
(A)
afiAn absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
~that has a minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by
weight of all the volatile organic compoundVOC vapors and
gases entering such disposal system~~
(B)
aA vapor handling system which directs all vapors to a
fuel gas incineration system with a
minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent, or,~
(C)
otherother equipment ~that has at least ~ 90 percent
efficiency, provided plans for such equipment are submitted to
AQC10-20.39
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and approved by the BxeeutbreDivision Director.
Storage
,,..easels at service stations and bullE plants may be used fer
intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of_vapors as
per 252:100 39 41(c) (5) (A) through 252.100 39 41(c) (5) (C) if
they are designed to prevent the release of vapors during use.
(6)
Subsection 252:100-39-41 (c) shall apply to any facility
'tthichthat loads ""'latile organic compoundeVOCs into any
transport vessel designed for transporting volatile organic
COIRpOl:lftds:VQCs.
(d) Transport/delivery.
(1) The vapor-laden delivery vessel shall meet· one of the
following requirements~~
(A) -tfte.The delivery vessel must be ee designated and operated
ee-to be vapor tight except when sampling gauging or
inspecting; or,.
(B)
-tfte.The delivery vessel must be equipped and operated ee
~to deliver the volatile orgaRic compouRdYQC vapors are
delivered to a vapor recovery/disposal system.
(2) No mmer/operator owner or operator wH:-1-shall allow a
delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to receive
displaced orgaRieVOC vapors nor service tanltevessels unable to
deliver displaced vapors except.for taruts/facilitiesvessels and
facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41(b) and 252:100-39-41(c).
(3) Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with the vapor
tightness requirements must.be consistent with Appendix 11 B 11 EPA
Guideline Series Document 1 11 Control of Volatile Organic Compound
Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems, 11
EPA 450/2-78-051, or an equivalent method as determined by the
EJcecl:ltiveDivision Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Also see 252:100 39
48 for additional requiremeRts pertaining to Tulsa Col:lRty. [~OTE:
The requirements in this subsection were formerly contained in
252:~00-39-48.
To f~cilitate comparison, deletions to the original
language have. been stricken out and additions have been double
underlined. Since the material is new to this Section, it is all
underlined.]
·
llL Applicability. This Section subsection applies only in
Tulsa County. In additioR to the other requirements for vapor
recovery systems that are contained in 252:100 39 41(a) through
(d) • facilities located:::. in Tulsa Count')· must comply .'tdth the
requirements of this pl:lbseetioR. [NOTE:
This was 252:100-3948(a).]
J1l Storage of vocs.
J.A}_ 2,000 - 40,000 gallons capacity.
No personowner or
operator shall store or permit the ptoraqe of gasoline or
other ¥olatile orqanie compoundsVOCs in any stationary storage
container with a nominal capacity greater than 2.000 gallons
(47.5 bbls) and less than 40.000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless4
ouch container in addition to being equipped with a submerged
fill pipe or being bottom loading, it is equipped with a vapor
control system that has an efficiency of no less than 90
percent by weight of the volatile organic cempeundsVOCs
I
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contained in the displaced vapors and is equipped with a
pressure relief valve in the atmospheric vent system which
maintains a pressure of 16 ounces per square inch and 1/2
ounce per square inch vacuum. The vapor recovery system shall
include one or more of the following~.
l i l aA vapor-tight return line from the storage container
to the=delivery vessel and a system that will ensure that
the vapor return line is connected before gasoline or ¥6±
atile organic eompoundsVOCs can be transferred into the
container (i.e. , poppeted connectors from the storage
container to the delivery vessel.)~.
liil ~ float vent valve assembly must be installed in the
vapor return/vent line on new and existing dual point
installations;
however,
for coaxial installations on
existing stations, a vent sleeve extending six inches below
the top of the tank will be allowed.
Sleeves may be
equipped with a 1/16 inch air bleed hole~.
(iii)
~The cross-sectional area of the vapor recovery
line must be at least half of the cross-sectional area of
the liquid delivery line, or·.
liYl. insteadinstead 252:100 39' 48 (b) (2) (A) through 252.100
39 48 (b) (2) (C)
of
252:100-39-41 {e) (2) (B) (i)
through
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (B) (iii) , other equipment that has a
total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by
weight of the total hydrocarbon cofflJ?oundsVOCs in the
displaced vapor provided thatmay be used if approved by
approval
of the proposed design,
installation,
and
operation is obtained from the EJcecutiveDivision Director
prior to start of construction. [NOTE: This was in 252:10039-48(b) (1) and (2).]
lHl Applicability.
l i l The applicability of this Section252:100-39-41(e) (2)
shall be determined by the most restrictive of the 2,000
gallon ~vessel size as specifiedrequired in 252.100 39
48{b) (1)252:100-39-41(e} (2} (A) or the 120,000 gallon annual
throughput
describedreguired
in
252:100 39 48(h) (3)
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (B) (ii). IImteYer. oaceOnce a facility
places a 2.000 gallon ~vessel in service or exceeds the
120.000 gallon annual throughput described in 252:100 39
48 (b) (3) , that facility shall always be subject to the
provisions of this Seetioa252: 100-39-41 (e) (2) . (effective
February 12, 1990)
[NOTE: This was 252:100-39-48(b) (4) .]
liil Exemptions to this Seetion252:100-39-4l(e) (2) may be
granted providedif the mmer/operatorowner or operator
shows
to
the
satisfaction
of
the
appropriate
authoritvDivision Director that the containervessel is used
exclusively for agricultural purposes or that the facility,
based on the most current 12 month's data, dispenses
120, 000 gallons per year or less.
[NOTE:
This was
252:100-39-48(b) (3).]
~
Emission testing.
If emission testing is conducted. the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through
AQC10-20.39
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18,

21.

25,

25A and 25B will be utilized.

[NOTE:

Was

252:100-39-48(b) (5).]

lQl Compliance. Compliance with this sHhsection252:100-3941(e) (2) will be accomplished by affected O\t~er/operatorthe
owner or operator of affected facilities by December 31, 1986.
[NOTE:
Was 252:100-39-48 (b) (6) .}
J.g}_ Certification. The oWfter/operatorowner or operator of a

facility or facilities shall obtain. by whatever means
practicable. certification from the O"'mer/operatorowner or
operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all deliveries
of gasoline or other volatile organic compoHndsVOCs made to
their 400-sallon to 40,000-gallon storage facility ~
facilities located in Tulsa County. shall be made by
transport/delivery
vessels
whichthat
comply
with
the
reguirementscontainedin252.100 39 48(d)252:100-39-41(e) (4).
Comoliance with this Section252:100-39-41(e) (2) shall be
accclnplished by affected mmer/oeeratorsowners or operators of
affected facilities no later than December 31,
1990.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
[NOTE:
Was 252:100-3948(b) (7) .}

J.n

~

Loading of VOCs.
In addition to those requirements
contained in 252:100-39-41 (c), stationary loading facilities
Facilities will be checked annually in accordance with EPA Test
..Method 21, Leak Test.
Leaks greater than 5000 PPm will be
repaired within 15 days. Facilities will retain inspection and
repair records for at least two years.
[NOTE:
This was
252:100-39-48(c) (7).}

ill

Transport/delivery vessel requirements. In addition to the
requirements contained in 252:100-39-41(d), facilities located
in Tulsa County must meet the following requirements . .
l8l Maintenance.
Jil The delivery vessel must be maintained so as to he
that it is vapor tight except when sampling, gauging, or
inspecting. · These activities shall not occur while the
vehicle is loading or unloading or is in a pressurized
state.
liil The delivery vessel must be equipped, maintained and
operated to receive vapors from sources identified in
252:100-39-41(b) (1) and 252:100-39-4l(b) (2) and retain
these·and all other vapors until they are delivered into an
authorized vapor recovery/disposal system.
(iii)
Vessels with defective equipment such as boots.
seals, and hoses, or with other deficiencies \•'hichthat
would impair the vesselsvessels' ability to retain vapors
or liquid shall be repaired within 5 days.
l.iYl The certified testing facility must certify to the
approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252.100 39 48(d) (2) (A) (i)
252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (B) (i). The vessel must also display on
the rear panel a tag showing the date of the pressure test.
JYl. No mmer/operatorowner or operator will allow a
delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to
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receive

displaced

organic

vessels facilities exem ted in 252:100-3941(b). Terminal owners shall not fill vessels whichthat do
not display a current tag.
lYil Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives
of the appropriate health aqencyDEO in order to determine
their state of repair. Such a test may consist of a visual
inspectionT or a vapor test with vapors not to exceed 5000
ppm.
Failure
of
a
vapor
test
will
require
the
mmer/operatorowner or operator to effcctmakc the necessary
repairs within 10 days.
Unless certification is made to
the appropriate health agency ~lithin 5 days.. the vessel
willshall be remmred from service by the mmer/ operator.
Failure to certify within 10 days of a vapor test that the
citednecessary repairs have been cffcctcdmadc will subject
the - vesselowner
or
operator . to
sanctions.
Upon
certification of repairs. -the vessel will be allowed to
operate in a normal mannerresume normal operation.
lRl Testing requirements.
lil Pressure test.
l i l Delivery vesselsob deliverinq or rece1v1nq gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness.
The vapor tightness test must be consistent with Appendix
"A" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile
- Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and
Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 450/2-78-051. Tests shall
be performed by the owner or a. reputable transport
service company. Test methods used to test these vessels
----~by- owners or testing companies must be approved for use
by the BJcccutiveDivision Director.
l i l l The vesEieT will be considered to pass the test
prescribed in -252.100 39 qs (d) (2) (A) (i)
252:100 39
41 ~e) (4) (B) (i) {I) when the test results show that the
vessel and its vapor collection systems do not sustain a
pressure change of more than 3 inches of H2 0. in addition
thcreThere shall be no avoidable visible liquid leaks.
4PtCii)Vapor test. Testing of the tank trucks for
compliance with vapor tightness requirements as required
under 252.100 39 q1(d) (1) (F)
252:100-39-41{e) (4) (A) (vi)
mu·st be consistent _with Appendix "B" EPA Guideline Series
Document, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound Leaks from
Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems", EPA
405/2-78-051·;· ·a_-s modified for this purpose and contained in
252:100-43-15. The requirements of 252:100 39 qs 252:100
39 41 (c) ,.fill become effectivetook effect December 15,
1988.
[NOTE: This was 252:100-39-48(d).]
252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a)
Cold cleaning facility requiremeftts.
(1)
Equipment requirements. No personowner or operator shall
allow the construction or operation of any cold cleaning unit
AQC10-20.39
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for metal degreasing using an organic oolventa VOC unless the
following requirements are met~~
(A) aA cover or door shall be installed on the facility that
can be easily operated with one hand~~
(B) aftAn internal drain board will be provided in ouch a
ma:a:aer that will allow lid closure if practical iT if not
practical, the drainage facility may be external, and,~
(C) aA permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating
requirements
specified in
252:100-39-42 (a) .(2)
will
be
permanently attached to the facility.
(2) Operating requirements. The
operati:ag
requireme:ato
specified
in
252 .100 39 42 (a) (1) (C)
shall
as
a
minimum
~ers or operators shall at a minimum:
(A) drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until dripping
ceases before removal;
(B)
close degreaser cover when not handling parts in cleaner~
aftd,-.L

-

.

-

(C)
store waste oolventVOC in covered containers~.L Do not
dispose or allow disposition in ouch a manner that more than
20 percent by ~~eight can evaporate into the atmosphere.
~
Do not dispose or allow disposition of waste VOC in such
a manner that more than 20 percent by weight can evaporate
into the atmosphere.
·
··
.f3+JJll.. If used, a oob;cent spray ~vill be of a solid fluid stream (not atomiBed or spray) Use a solid stream, not an
atomized spray, when VOC is sprayed .
-f-4.+.ill.. Requirements for controls. I f
t h e
o o 1 v e n t
volatilityvapor pressure of the VOC is greater than 33 lftlft IIg
(0.6 psi)0.6 psi (4.1 kPa) measured at ~100°F (100°F) (38°C)
or if oolventVOC is heated to 120 degrees C248°F (120°C) , one or
more of the fo~lowing control devices will be required~~
(A)
freeboa:r:dFreeboard that gives a free boardfreeboard ratio
greater than or equal to 0.7~~
(B)
~i'aterWater cover and-where the oolv=entVOC is insoluble in
and heavier than water or such equivalent,-or,~
· (C)
otherAnother syst·em of equivalent control as approved by
the Bnecutiv·eDivision Director.
~l!l Compliance and recordkeepinq. Compliance
will
be
determined in accordance with EPA guidance document "Control of
Volatile Organic Emissions from Solvent Metal Cleaning,"
450/2-77-022.
Test reports and maintenance and repair records
of control equipment will be maintained by the source for at
least two years.
(b) Vapor-type metal degreasing requirements.
(1)
Equipment requirements. No personowner or operator shall
allow the construction or operation of any vapor-type metal
degreasing unit using an organic solvent a VOC unless the
following requirements are met~~
(A) ~The unit has a cover or door that can easily be opened
and closed without disturbing the vapor zone~~
(B) ~The unit will have the following safety switches~~
(i)
condenserCondenser flow switch and thermostat or
AQC10-20.39
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equivalent capable of shutting off the sump heat if
condenser coolant is not circulating or coolant exceeds
solventVOC manufacturer's recommended level; and,~
(ii) spraySpray safety switch capable of shutting off spray
pumps if the vapor level drops in excess of four inches (10
em) .
(C) ~The unit will have one or more of the following
control devices/techniques~~
(i)
freeboardFreeboard ratio not less than 0·. 75, i.e., the
ratio of the freeboard to the width of the degreaser
wherein the term freeboard is defined as the distance from
the top of the vapor zone to the top of the degreaser
tank.-~.....
C.ii) refrigeratedRefrigerated chiller,
i.e. ,
condenser
coils in the upper limit of the vapor. zone~~
(iii)
enelesedEnclosed design, i.e., cover· or door is
opened only.when part is actually entering or exiting the
facility, or,~
·
(iv) aA carbon adsorption system with ventilation greater
than 50 efm/ft.! cfm/ft 2 of air/vapor area when cover is
open and exhausting less than 25 ppm selventVOC average
over one adsorption cycle; or,~
(v) aA control system demonstrated to have a control
efficiency equal to or greater than any of the systems in
(C) of this paragraph.
(D) aA permanent conspicuous label summarizing operating
procedures in 252:100-39-42 (b) (2) will be attached to the
facilityunit.
(2)
Operating requirements. The
operating
requirements
referred to in 252.100 39 .42 (b) (1) (D) :As a minimum operators
shall do the following as a minimum specify:.
(A) ~Keep cover closed at all times-except when processing
work7~
.
(B)
fftinimi2eMinimize selventVOC carry-out by the follmving
measures:
(i) ~racking parts to allow full drainage7L
(ii) me¥emoving parts in and out of the degreaser at less
than 3.3 m/secll ft/min (11 ft/min.) {3.3 m/rnin) ·L
(iii)
degreasedegreasinq the workload in the vapor zone at
· · least 3 0 sec. or until condensation ceases...-:1.
(iv) ~tipping out any pools of selventVOC on the cleaned
parts before removal.; and,
(v)
allmo'allowing parts to dry within the degreaser for at
least 15 sec. or until visually dry.
(C)
de notNot degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as
cloth, leather, wood or rope~~
(D)
'fmrkloads should notNot allow workloads to occupy more
than half of the degreaser's open top area~~
(E)
neverNever spray above the vapor level~~
(F)
assureAssure that solventVOC leaks are immediately
repaired or the degreaser is shut down~~
(G)
do notNot dispose of waste eelventVOC or transfer it to
AQCl0-20.39
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another party in such a manner that greater than 20 percent of
the waste (by weight) will evaporate into the atmosphere.
lHl Store waste solveBtVOC only in closed containers7.
-fH+...ill Not allow exhaust ventilation should Botto exceed
~/miB. ~er m!65 cfm per ft 2 (65 efm ~er ft~~(20 m3 /min per
m2 } of degreaser open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements.
Ventilation fans should not be used near the
degreaser opening; aBd,~
.fi+..ill Not allow water should Botto be visually detectable in
solveBtVOC exiting the water separator.
(3) Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance will be determined
in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all test and
maintenance records ~shall be retained by the source for at
least two years.
(c)
Conveyorized degreasing unit re~irements.
(1) Operating requirements. No ~ersoBowner or ooerator shall
operate a conveyorized degreasing unit unless the following
requirements are met~~
(A) exhaustExhaust ventilation should not exceed ~/miB.
~er m!65 cfm per ft 2
(65 efm ~er ft 2~(20 m3 /min per m2 ) of
degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
Work ~lace faBs should BOt be used Bear the deg-reaser o~eBiBg,
~
Work place fans should not ·be used near the degreaser
opening.
~1£_ miBimiBeMinimize carry-out emissions by:
(i) racking parts for best drainage; and,
(ii) maintaining vertical conveyor speed at less than ~
m/miB.11 ft/min (11 ft./miB.) (3.3 m/min)7~
-f.e-}-..rnt deWaste VOC should not be dis~osedisposed of 'mote
solveBt or traBsfertransferred ~to another party in such a
manner that greater than 2.0 percent of the waste (by weight)
c'an·evaporate into the atmosphere.
Store uaste solveBt vee
oBly iB eovere4 eoBtaiBers;
JEl Store waste VOC only in covered containers.
~lEi re~air solveBtVOC leaks roust be repaired immediately,
or shut do'ffi the degreaser must be shut down7~
-fBt-_{Ql waterWater should not be visibly detectable in the
solveBtVOC exiting the water-separator, aBd,~
-fP+.lHl aA permanent conspicuous label willmust be attached to
the faeilityunit summarizing the operating requirements listed
in 252:100-39-42(b) and 252:100-39-42(c).
(2) Control requirements. In addition to the requirements in
252:100-39-42(c) (1), any unit that has an air/vapor interface of
more than ~2.0 m2 will be subject to the following control
requirements~~

(A} Major control devices.
The degreaser must be controlled
by either:
(i) ~ refrigerated chiller1 L
(ii) ~ carbon adsorption system, with ventilation equal to
or greater than 15 m!/miB ~er m!50 cfm/ft 2 (SO efm/ft~~(15
m2 /min per m2 ) of air/vapor area (when down-time covers are
open), and exhausting less than 25 ppm of solventVOC by
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volume averaged over a complete adsorption cycleTL or
(iii)
s. system demonstrated to have control effic~ncy
equivalent to or better than either of the above.
(B)
Carryover prevention. Either a drying tunnel, or another
means such as rotating (tumbling) basket, sufficient to
prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solventVOC liquid or
vapor subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C)
Safety switches. The following safety switches must be
installed and be operational~~
·
(i)
Condenser flow switch and thermostat -that ~shuts off
sump heat if coolant is either not circulating or too
warm+-.
(ii) Spray safety switch -that ~shuts off spray pump or
conveyor if the vapor level drops excessively, e.g. more
than 10 em (4 in.))4 in (10 em).
(iii)
Vapor level control thermostat -that ~shuts off sump
heat when vapor level rises too high~.
(D) Minimized openings. Entrances and exits should silhouette
work loads so that the average clearance ~between parts and
the edge of the degreaser opening~ is either less than 10 em
(4 in.)4 in (10 em) or less that 10 percent of the width of
the opening.
(E) Covers.
Down-time covercovers must be placed over
entrances-·· and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately
after the conveyor and exhaust are shutdown and removed just
before they are started up.
(3)
Compliance and recordkeepinq·. Compliance will be determined
in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all test and
maintenance records will be retained by the source for at least
two years.
(d) Alternative control methods. As
an
alternative
to
the
requirements of 252:100-39-42(a) through 252:100-39-42(c) and
subiect to EPA approval, an operator may request the approval by
the Division Directo"r of" other methods of control~ may be apprmred
by,
subject to EPA approval,
the EJeecutive Director upon
application by a source; prov=ided, theThe applicant eaft must
d~~9nstrate that the proposed me.thod ·will preclude no less than
prevent at least 80 percent of the emissions from each source from
being emitted to the atmosphere, as determined by the appropriate
test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 25, 25A a~d
25B.
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
11 Flexographic
(1)
printing" means the application of words,
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique in which the pattern to be applied is raised above the
printing roll and the image carrier is made of rubber or other
elastomeric materials.
(2)
"Packaging rotogravure printing" means rotogravure printing
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upon paper, paper board, metal foil, plastic film, and other
substrates, ~ffiichthat are, in subsequent operations, formed into
packaging products and labels for articles to be sold.
(3)
"Publication rotogravure printing"
means rotogravure
printing upon paper which is subsequently formed into books,
magazines,
catalogues,
brochures,
directories,
newspaper
supplements, and other types of printed materials.
(4)
•Roll printing• means the application of words, designs and
pictures to a substrate usually by means of a series of hard
rubber or steel rolls each with only partial coverage.
(5)
•Rotogravure printing• means the application of works,
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique whichthat involves an intaglio or recessed image areas
in the form of cells.
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all packaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flmcographic printing facilities
located i:e Tulsa a:ed 01Elahoma counties.
(2)
This Section applies only to e:e±ypackaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure. and flexographic printing facilities
whose potential emieeio:eemissions of organic,eolventVOC ~are
equal to or more than 100 tons/year 190 megagrams/year) ~
grams) per year (100 tone/yr.).
Potential emissions are to be
calculated based on historical records of actual consumption of
eolve:etVOC and ink.
(c)
Provisions for specific processes.
(1) No owner or operator of
a
pac1taging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure or flmcographic printing facility
subject to this Section and employing eolventVOC containing ink
may operate, cause, allo·.~ or permit the operation of the
facility unless one of the following conditions ~pplies~~
(A) ~The volatile fraction of ink, as it is applied to the
substrate, contains 25.0 percent by volume or less of orga:eic
eolventVOC and.75.0 percent by volume or more of water~~
(B)
~The ink as it is applied to the substrate,· -less water;
contains 60. 0 percent by volume or more of nonvolatile
material; or,~
(C) ~The owner or operator installs and operates:
(i) a carbon adsorption. system ~.'hichthat reduces the
organic eolventVOC emissions from the capture system by at
least 90.0 percent by weight;
(ii) an incineration system whichthat oxidizes at least
90.0 percent of the nonmethane "Jolatile organic solventVOC
measured as total combustible carbon to carbon dioxide and
water; or,
(iii)
an alternative organic solventVOC emission reduction
system demonstrated to have at least 90.0 percent reduction
efficiency, measured across the control system, andthat has
been approved by the BxeeutiveDivision Director.
(2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the
emission control systems in 252:100-39-43(c) (1) (C). The design
and operation of the capture system must be consistent with good
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engineering practice, and shall be required to provide for an
overall reduction in volatile organic compoundVOC emissions of
at least:
(A)
75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is
employed;
(B)
65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is
employed.; or,
(C)
60.0 percent where a flexographic printing process is
employed.
(d) Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities \Jdthin two (2) years of
approval of this Subchapter by the Oklahoma EnTJironmental Quality
Board.by May 23, 1982.
(e)
Testing. Test procedures to determine compliance with this
Subchapter must be consistent with EPA Reference Method 24 or
equi~alent ASTM Methods.
252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shallhave the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
"Automatic tread end cementing 11 means the application of a
eolventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by automated
devices.
(2)
"Bead dipping 11 means the dipping of an assembled tire bead
into a eolventVOC based cement.
(3)
"Green tires" means assembled tires before molding and
curing have occurred.
11 Green tire
(4)
spraying 11 means the spraying of green tires,
both inside and outside, with release compounds whichthat help
remove air from the tire- during molding and prevent the tire
from sticking to the maid after curing.
{5)
"Manual tread end cementing" . means the application of a
eolventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by manufacturers.
(6)
•Passenger type
tire•
means
agricultural,
airplane,
industrial, mobile horne, light and medium duty truck, and
passenger vehicle tires with a bead diameter up to but not
including 20.0 inches and cross section dimension up to 12.8
inches.
(7)
•Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture• means the production of
pneumatic rubber, passenger type tires on a mass production
basis.
11 Undertread cementing"
(8)
means the application of a solvent
VOC based cement to the underside of a tire tread.
19f "Water based sprays" means release compounds, sprayed on
the ·inside and outside of green tires, in which solids, water
and emulsifiers have been substituted for organic solventsVOCs.
These sprays may contain an average of up to five percent
organic solventVOC.
(b) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to voc emis sions from the follo·..· ing
operations' infrorn all m ajor source pneumatic rubber tire
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manufacturing facilities located in Oklahoma County from:
(A)
undertread cementing;
(B)
automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C) green tire spraying.
(2)
The provisions of this Section do not apply to the
produetioRsproduction of specialty tires for antique or other
vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or with short
production runs. This exemption applies only to tires produced
on equipment separate from normal production lines for passenger
type tires.
(3)
Manual tread end cementing operations are exempt from the
provisions of this Section.
(c) Previsie&s fer speeifie precesses Control requirements.
(1) Undertread cementing or automatic tread end cementing. ne
owner or operator of an undertread cementing, or automatic tread
end cementing, operation subject to this Section shall install
and operate the following~~
(A)
iRotall aRd operate aA capture system, designed to
achieve maximum reasonable capture from all undertread
cementing, and automatic tread end cementing operations.
Maximum reasonable capture would require that hood enclosures
be designed in such a manner to minimize open areas and
enclose as much of the emission source as practical while
maintaining a-minimum in-draft velocity of 200 feet per minute
except during times when the enclosure must be opened to allow
work inside or· for the inspections of the product in progress.
Maximum reasonable capture shall be consistent with ~
follor.ll'iRg= deetl:meRto:
· (i)
Industrial Ventilation, A Manual of Recommended
Practices, 14th Edition, American Federation of Industrial
Hygienists7; and.
(iiY Recommended Industrial Ventilation guidelines, U.S.
Department of Health Education and Welfare, National
Institute of-Occupational Safety and Health.
(B)
iRotall aftd operate aA control device that meets the
requirements of one of the following systems~~
(i)
A carbon adsorption system designed and operated 4fi-a
maRRer Stich so that there is at least an initial 95. o
percent removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to
the control device with at least a 90 percent 3 year
removal average, or,~
(ii) An incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane volatile org=aRie compoHnds (VOC
VOCs lmeasured as total combustible carbon) which enter the
incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
(iii)
An alternative volatile organic eompotindVOC emission
reduction system certified by the owner or operator to have
at least a 90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured
across the control system, and that has been approved by
the BJeecutiveDivision Director.
(2) Green tire spraying.
The owner or operator of a green tire
spraying operation subject to this Section shall implement one
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of the following means of reducing volatile organic compoundVOC
emissions-:-..:..
substituteSubstitute water-based sprays for the normal
(A)
solvent based VOC-based mold release compound; or,..:..
(B)
installinstall a capture system designed and operated in
a manner that will capture and transfer at least 90.0 percent
of the VOC emitted by the green tire spraying operation to a
control device, and install and operate a control device that
meets the requirements of one of the following-systems-:-~
(i} aA carbon adsorption system designed and operated ~
a manner such .§Q that there is at least 95.0 percent
removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to the
control device; or,..:..
(ii) enAn incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane 7rolatile organic compounds (VOC
VOCs (measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon
dioxide and water, or,..:..
(iii)
anAn
alternative volatile organic compoundVOC
emission reduction system approved by the Division Director
and certified by the owner or operator to have at least a
90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the
control
system,
that
has
been
appro•Jed
by
the
BlcecutiYeDivision Director.
(3) Exemption.
If the total volatile organi"c compoundVOC
emissions from ali undertread cementing, tread-end cementing,
be~d dipping, and green tire spraying operations at a pneumatic
rubber tire manufacturing facility do not exceed 57 grams per
tire,_ 252:100-39-44 (c) (1) and 252:100-39-44 (c) (2) shall not
apply.
(4)
An 6uner or operator of an undertread cementing, tread end
cementing, bead dipping or green tire sprayiag operation subject
to this Sectio_n may, indtead of imp:t:ementing measures required
by g_s2: 100 39 4 4 (_c) (1) and 252:100 39 4 4 (c) (2) , submit to the
BJcecutive Director a pe~ition, per alternative controls.
The
petition must be submitted in 'iriting before September 15, 1981
and must contain.
(A)
the name and address of the company and the name and
telephone number of a responsible company representative over
,,·hose signature the petition is submitted;
(B)
a description of all operations conducted at the location
to uhich the peti-tion applies and the purpose the volatile
organic compound emitting equipment serves ·.dthin the
operations;
.
reference to the specific emission limits, operat~onal
(C)
and/or equipment controls for \:hich alternative emission
limits, operatioaal and/or equipment controls are proposed;
(D)
a detailed description of the proposed alternative
emission limits, operational and/or equipment controls, the
magnitude of volatile organic compound emission reduction
~"hich \dll be achieved, and the quaatity and composition of
volatile organic compounds which \dll be emitted if the
alternative emission limits, operational and/or equipment
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conerols are instituteEi;
(E) a scheEiule :!§or the installation an:Ei/or institution o:l§ ehe
alternative
operational
ana/or
equipment
controls
in
con:l§ormance -.dth the appropriate compliance schedule section,
aftEi.;(F)

a Eiemonstratien that the a~ternative control program
constitutes reasonably available control technology for the
petitionee :l§acility.
~he :!§actors to be presentee in this
Eiemonstration incluEie but are not limited to. ·
(i) the capital eJ£penEiiture necessary to achieve the
petitionee level o:l§ control,
(ii) the impact e:l§ these costs on the :l§irm,
(iii)
the energy requirements o:l§ the petitionee level o:l§
control;
(iv) the impact on the environment in terms o:l§ any increase
in air, -.tater ana eolia waste e:l§:l§luent Eiischarge o:l§ the
petitionee level of control,
(v)
aiiy aEiv=erse uorleer or proooct sa:l§ety implications of
the petitionee level of control, ana,
(\ri) an analysis :!§or each of the factors in 252.100 39
44 (e) (4) (F) (i) through 252.100 39 44 (e) (4) (F) (v) :!§or the
control levels speei:l§ieEi in 252.100 39 44(c) (1)
ana
252:100 39 44 (c) (2).
(5)
The Exeeutbl'e Director may approve a Petition for
Alternative Control i:l§.
(A)
the petition is submitted in aecorEiance vtith 252:100
39 44(e);
(B)
the petition Eiemonstrates that the alternaeive
controls represent reasonable available control technology,

--

ef:-;-

(C),_. the
petition
contains
a.:1 compliance
ocheoole
fer
•
.,
.:1
•
•
•
•
.&:
,
f-_.,
.
acn1ev1ng
anu
ma1nta1n1ng
a reuUct1en
OL voxae1xe ergan1c
eempeunEi emi~oiens as eJq>eEiitiously as practicable, but no
later than the photoehemieal _ exiEiant attainment Eiate.
[NOTE: 252:100-39-44(c) (4) and (5) were deleted since the
provisions for alternative controls were not used prior to
the deadline.]
(d) Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities on or before December 31, 1982.
.

(e)

-

Testing and monitoring.

(1) Test procedures to determine compliance with this Section
must be approved by the ElJeeeutiveDivision Director and be
consistent with:
{A) EPA Guideline Series Document "Measurement of Volatile
Organic Compounds," EPA-450/2-78-041, anEi,.L
{B)
Appendix A of "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from
Existing Stationary Sources - Volume II: Surface coating of
Cans, Coils, Paper, Fabrics, Automobiles, and Light-Duty
Trucks," EPA-450/2-77-008.
{2) The Elxecut:iveDivision Director may accept, instead of green
tire spray analysis, a certification by the manufacturer of the
composition of the green tire spray, if supported by actual
AQCl0-20.39
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batch formulation records.
(3)
If add-on control equipment is used, continuous monitors ~
the follmling parameters shall be installed, periodically
calibrated, and operated at all times that the associated
control equipment is operating to measure~
(A)
exhaust gas temperatures of incinerators;
(B)
temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed;
(C)
breakthrough of VOC on a carbon adsorption unit; and,
(D)
any other parameter for which a continuous-monitoring or
recording device is required by the ExeeutiveDivision
Director.
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
•cartridge filters" means perforated canisters containing
filtration paper and/or activated carbon that are used in a
pressurized system to remove solid particles and fugitive dyes
from soil-laden petroleum solvent.
(2)
"Containers and conveyors atldof petroleum solvent 11 means
piping, ductwork, pumps, storage tanks, and other ancillary
equipment that are associated with the installation and
operation of washers, dryers, filters, stills, and settling
tanks.
(3)
"Dry cleaning" means-a process of the cleaning of textiles
and fabric products in which articles are washed in a
non-aqueous solution (petroleum solvent) and then dried by
exposure to a heated air stream.
and precautions
(4)
"Housekeeping"
means
those measures
necessary to minimize the release of -petroleum solvent to the
1
atmosphere.
(5)
•Operations parameters" means the activities r~quired- to
insure that the equipment is operated in a manner to preclude
the loss of petroleum solvents to the atmosphere.
(6)
"Perceptible leaks" means any petroleum solvent vapor or
liquid leaks that are conspicuous from visual observation, such
as pools or droplets of liquid, or buckets or barrels· of
petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-laden waste standing open
to the atmosphere.
(7)
"Petroleum solvent" means organic material produced by
petroleum distillation comprising a hydrocarbon range of 8 to 12
carbon atoms per organic molecule that exists as a liquid under
standard conditions.
(b) Applicability. This .Section applies to petroleum solvent
washers, dryers, solvent filters, settling tanks, vacuum stills,
and other containers and conveyors of petroleum solvent that are
used in petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in Tulsa County
only.
(c)
Provisions for specific processes Operating requirements.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any dry cleaning equipment using
AQCl0-20.39
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petroleum solvents unless:
(A)
there are no perceptible liquid or vapor leaks from any
portion of the equipment;
(B)
all washer lint traps, button traps, access doors and
other parts of the equipment where petroleum solvent may be
exposed to the atmosphere are kept closed at all times except
when required for proper operation or maintenance;
(C)
the still residue is stored in sealed containers-:-and
~the used filtering material is to be placed-into a sealed
container
suitable
for
use
with
petroleum solvents,
immediately after removal from the filter and Be-disposed of
in the prescribed manner; or,
'
(D)
cartridge filters containing paper or carbon or a
combination thereof, which are used in the dry cleaning
process are to be drained in the filter housing for at least
24 hours prior to removal.
(2) The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any drying tumblers and cabinets that
use petroleum solvents unless tumblers and cabinets are operated
in Stieft a manner ae to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by
reducing the number of sources where petroleum solvent is
exposed to the atmosphere. Under no circumstances should there
be any open containers (can, buckets, barrels) of petroleum
solvent or petroleum solvent-containing material.
Equipment
containing solvent (washers, dryers, extractors, and filters)
should remain closed at all times other than during maintenance
or load transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should
remain closed except when petroleum solvent-laden lint and
debris are removed. Gaskets and seals should be inspected and
replaced when found worn or defective. Petroleum Solvent laden
solvent-laden clothes should never be allowed to e*remain
exposed to the atmosphere for long~r periods than are necessary
for
load
transfers.
Finally,
vents
on
petroleum
solvent-containing waste and new petroleum solvent storag.e tanks
should be constructed and maintained in a manner that limits
petroleum ·solvent vapor emissions to the maximum possible
extent.
(3)
The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum solvent
vapor and liquid leaks within 3· working days after identifying
the sources of the leaks. If necessary repair parts are not on
hand,· the owner or operator shall order these parts within 3
working days, and repair the leaks no later than 3 working days
following the arrival of the necessary parts.
(d) Disposal of filters.
Filters from the petroleum dry cleaning
facility shall be disposed of by:
(1)
incineration at a facility approved by the fire marshall's
office for such disposal;
(2)
by recycling through an approved vendor of this service;
or,
(3)
by any other method approved by the BJmeutiveDivision
Director.
(e) Compliance schedule.
Compliance with 252:100-39-45 (c) (1}
AQC10-20.39
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through 252:100-39-45 (c) (3), will be accomplished
facilities on or before October 1, 1986.

by

affected

252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a) Applicability. This Section shall apply only to those
industries located in Tulsa County which manufacture and/or coat
metal parts and products.. such as This Section is applicable to
large farm machinery, small farm machinery, small appliances,
commercial machinery, industrial machinery and fabricated metal
products. Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and automobile
refinishing are not included.
(b) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
nAir or forced air dry coatingsn means coatings ~17hichthat
are dried by the use of air or forced warm air at temperatures
up to 194°F.
.
(2)
nclear coat• means a coating -.17hich:that lacks color and
opacity or is transparent and uses the undercoat as a reflectant
base.
(3)
•Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings designed for
harsh exposure or extreme environmental conditions (i.e.e.g.,
exposure to the weather, all of the time, temperature above
200°F, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents,
corrosive atmosphere or similar conditions) .
(4)
"Facilityn means all emission sources located on a
contiguous propertyproperties under common control which are
affected by the sur~ace coating provisions of eAe 252:100-37 and
252:100-39.
(5)
"Powder• means a coating ~,rhichthat is applied in a finely
divided (pm,rder)· · state by various methods, and becomes a
continuous, solid film when the;metal part or product is moved
to an oven for curing.
(6)
"Transfer efficiency• means the weight (or volume) of
coating solids adhering to the surface being coated divided by
the ··total weight (or volume) of coating solids delivered to the
applicator.
(c)
Existing source requirement. No owner or operator subject to
th:e provisions of this Section shall discharge or cause the
discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line or
individual coating operation any organic solventVOC in excess of
the amounts listed in 252:100-39-46(d) as calculated by EPA method
24, 40 CFR Part 60.
(d) Standards.
The following table enumerates the limitations for
surface coatings in pounds of solventVOC per gallon of coating as
applied (less \mter/exempt solv~ent water and exempt compounds)-:-_,_
If more than one limit listed in the table is applicable to a
specific coating, then the least stringent limitation shall be
applied.
Coating type
AQC10-20.39
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Air or Forced Air Dry
Clear Coat
Extreme Performance
Powder
Other

3.5
4.3
3.5
0.4
3.0

~0.42

~0.52
~0.42

......e-so.o5
-:-3-6-0.36

(e) Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an emission
factor (EF) in pounds ¥9SVOC per gallon of coating solids, the
following formula will be utilized:
EF =
where:

v

D

I 1-(V+W) = v DIs

v

= volume fraction of solventVOC in coatingT~
D = density of solventVOC in the coating7~

w = volume fraction of water in coating,

s

and~

= 1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in coating.

(f) Emissieft limit Compliance. If more than one emission limit as
listed in 252:100 39 46(d) is applicable to a specific coating,
then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
Compliance with the coating limits listed in 252:100-39-46(d) is to
be calculated on a daily weighted average basis~
(g) Solvent eefttai&iftgVOC-containing materials.
Solvent containin§:VOC-containing materials used for clean up shall
be considered in the emissionsVOC content limits listed in 252:10039-46(d) unless:
(1) the sobo"entVOC containing materials are maintained in a
closed container when not in use;
(2) closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth or
paper or other materials used for surface preparation and
cleanup;
.
(3) the spray equipment is dfsassembled and cleaned in a
sob,..entVOC vat and the vat is closed· when not in use;" or,
(4)
the solventVOC containing materials used for the clean up
of spray equipment are sprayed directly into closed containers.
(h) Exemptions. Exemptions to this Section shall be permitted for .
combined emissions at one site/facility, \ffi:ich do not meceed a 10
tons/year emissions cutoff based on the facility'sFacilities with
~potential to emit.10 tons/year or less of
¥9SVOC from coating
operations are exempt from this Section.
Once this limit is
exceeded, the sourcefacility will always be subject to the limits
e€-this Section.
(i) Alternate standard. Emissions Coatings with VOC contents in
excess
of
those
permittedallowed by
252:100-39-46 (d)
~
allo~~ablemay be used if both of the following conditions are met~~
(1) emissionsEmissions that \veuld res.ult in the absence of
control are reduced to levels equivalent to those permitted by
that would occur if the VOC content of the coatings met the
limits contained in 252:100-39-46(d) and ~there is an overall
control efficiency of at least:
(A)
85 percentT by incinerationL-er,
(B)
85 percentT by absorptionL or~ any other equipment of
AQC10-20.39
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equivalent reliability and effectiveness; and,
85 percent by any other equipment of equivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2) HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.

lQl

(j)

Emission plan.

l ! l Development of a plant-wide emission plan.

A

n

owner/operator may develop a plant-wide emission plan consistent
with EPA's Emission Trading Policy as published in the December
4, 1986 Federal Register instead of having each coating line
comply with the emission VOC content limitations prescribed
contained in subsection (d) of. this Section 252:100-39-46 {d),
provided if the following conditions are met~~
~.1& The
owner or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balance or manual emission test metheds,by
the methods prescribed in 252:100-5-2.1(d) that sufficient
reductions in organic solvent VOC emissions may be obtained by
.controlling other facilitiessources within the plant to the
e~tent necessary to compensate for all excess emissions which
result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation.
Such demonstration shall be made
described in writing and shall include:
~lil a complete description of the coating line or lines
whichthat will not comply with the emissionVOC content
limitation in 252:100-39-46(d);
~liil
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, which. are in excess of the
prescribed emissionVOC content limitation for each coating
line described in 252:100 39 4G(d)252:100-39-46(j) (A) (i);
~(iii)
a complete description of each facility and the
related control system, if any, fer those facilities within
the plant \>'herehow emissions will be decreased at specific
sources to _compensate for excess emissions from each
coating line described in 252.100 39 4G(d)252:100-3946(j) (A) (i) and the date on which such reduction will be
achieved;
~(iv)
a transfer efficiency based on a 60 percent
baseline with emissions expressed in pounds of VOC per
_ gallon of solids when transfer efficiency is used to
compensate for excess emissions from spray painting
operations, the transfer efficiency shall be based en a GO
percent baseline, \>'ith emissions expressed in pounds of
solvent per gallon of solids. Credits fer improvements in
transfer efficiency shall be demonstrated 'idth in plant
testing \ihich complies \iith apprev·ed EP-A methods ·L
lYl a demonstration of credits for improvements in
transfer efficiency with in plant testing that complies
with EPA methods.
-fB+-J.yjj_
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic selventeVOCs, for each source both
before and after the improvement or installation of any
applicable control system, or any physical or operational
AQC10-20.39
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changes to such a facility or facilities to reduce
emissions and the date on which such reductions will be
achieved; and,
~{vii)
a description of the procedures and methods used
to determine the emissions of organic oolventoVOCs.
~lHl The
plant-wide emission reduction plan does not
include decreases·in emissions resulting from requirements of
other applicable air pollution rules. The plant-wide emission
reduction plan as described in the Emissions Trading Policy
may include voluntary decreases in emissions accomplished
through installation or improvement of a control system or
through physical or operational changes to facilitiesemission
units, including permanently reduced production or closing a
facility, located · on the premises of a surface-coating
operation.

4-3-+lll Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan.

T

h

e

implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of
compliance
with
the
emissionsVOC
content
limitation
prescribed in 252:100-39-46(d) has been expressly approved by
the Executive Director and the EPA Administrator. Upon approval
of a plan, any emissions in excess of those established for each
facility under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.

(k)

Compliance, testing, and monitoring requirements.

(1) The
EJeecl:ltiveDivision
Director
may
require
the
mmer/operator owner or operator of a source to demonstrate at
his expense, compliance with the emission limits using EPA
Methods 24, 24A, 1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or EPA
Document 450/3-84~019. At a minimum, such test must show that
the overall capture efficiency and destruction efficiency are
equal to 85 percent,- le. g., 90 percent capture efficiency
. multiplied by 95 percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5
·percent system efficiencyl.· The one hour bake option;in Method
24 is required wh~n doing compliance testing.+
(2)
Testing for plant-wide emission plans shall be conducted by
the o"tmer/operator owner ·or operator at his expense to
demonstrate compliance with the emission VOC content limits
contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
(3) Monitoring shall be required of any mmer/operator owner or
operator subject to this Section who uses add-on control
equipment for compliance. Such monitoring shall include~
(A)
installation and maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
control devices to ensure the proper functioning of those
devices in accordance with design specifications, including:
~lAl the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
~lHl
the total amount of volatile organic substaneesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other oolventVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
(iii)~
the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
AQC10-20.39
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duration of volatile organic substance emissions during such
activities;
(B)
maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified
in :25:2:1:00 39 46 (]c) (3) (A) (i), and, [NOTE: Moved to 252:10039-46 (1).

1

(C)
maintenance of all records at the affected facility for
at least t~m years and malce such records available to
representative of the State or local air pollution control
agency 1:1pon request. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-39-46(1) .]
(1) Reporting and record.keeping. The mmer/operator of a facility
subject to this Section shall submit to the Executive Director upon
written request, reports detailing specific VOS sources, the
quantity of coatings 1:1sed for a specific time period, VOS content
of each coating, capture and control efficiencies, and any other
information_pprt.inent to the calculation of lJOS emissions.
~he
data necessary .to.. s1:1pply the requested information shall be
retained by the 6'mer/operator for a miniffil:lm of t~..o years .
l1l The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written regyest,
reports detailing specific VOC sources; the quantity of coatings
used for a specific time period, VOC content of each coating;
capture and control efficiencies; and any other information
pertinent to the calculation of VOC emissions.
The data
necessary to supply the requested information shall be retained
by the owner or operator for a minimum of two years.
_ill The owner or operator of a facility subject to this
Sections shall maintain records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified in
252:100-39-46{k), as well as all other records for at least two
years.
These records shall be available to representatives of
the DEO upon request .
'
(m)
Compliance date. The date of compliance with the requirements
of this Section ~iili be is December 31, 1990.
252:100-39-47. Control
of
::r.zGSVOC
emissions
from
aerospace
industries coatings operations
(a) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all aerospace facilities located in
Tulsa County.
Sources once subject to this Section are always
subject.
(2)
This Section does not apply to individual coating
formulations ~.~ichthat, when aggregated, do not exceed fiftyfive (55) gallons per year for the facility.
(3)
Ncr..· and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in OAC :25:2.1:00 7 and ·,dll be submitted to EPA as source
specific SIP revision, unless:
(A)
the nmt' coatings meet the presumption norm (3. 5 pouncl VOS
per gallon less ,..ater ancl exempt solvents limit) , or,
(B)
the total 1:1sage of the ne·.., coating does not mtceed fifty
five (55) gallons per year of each coating formulation.
AQC10-20.39
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252:~00-39-47(d) (7) (B).}
to this Section shall be perfftitted for
coffibined emissions at one site/facility 'jffiich do not eJeceed a
ten ton per year emission cut off based on theFacilities with a
potential of the facility to emit 10 tons/vear or less of ¥9&
VOC from coatings operations are exempt from this Section.
(b) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~
(1)
•Aerospace• means the industries, air bases and depots that
design and manufacture aircraft or military equipment components
for either commercial or military customers.
(2)
•Aircraft• means any machine designed to travel through the
earth's atmosphere. This group includes but is not limited t~
airplanes, balloons, dirigibles, drones, helicopters, missiles,
and rockets.
(3)
•Alternate
reaseeahlereasonably
available
control
technology (ARACT) n means the lowest emission limit that a
particular source is capable of meeting by the application of
control technology that is reasonably available considering
technological and economic feasibility as determined on a caseby-case basis.
(4)
•coating• means a material which covers a surface which
alters the surface characteristics and from which Volatile
Or!Janic Sob;eentoVOCs can be emitted during the application
and/or curing process.
(5)
•cTG 11 means the Control Guidance Document "Control of
Volatile Organic Emissions From Existing Stationary sources,
Volume VI: Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and
Products," EPA No. 450/2-78-015.
(6)
•Facility• means all of the pollutant-emitting aqtivities
~."hichthat belong to the same industrial grouping, are lcidrted on
one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the
control of the same person or persons under common control.
(7)
•Low erg=aeie sel·.·eat.VOC coating (LOSC) CLVOCC) n means .9:.
coating ~vhichthat containcontains less or!Janic oolventVOC than
the conventional coatings used by the industry.
Low organic
oob;eentVOC · coatings
include
waterborne,
higher
solids,
electrodepositionL and powder coatings.
(8)
•ReaseeahleReasonably available control technology (RACT)"
means the lmvest emission limit that a particular source is
capable of meetin!J by the application of control technology that
is reasonably available considering technological and economic
feasibility and the need to impose such controls to attain and
maintain a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.
(c) General requirements. All affected facilities shall develop
an emissions reduction plan as oct forth in 252:100 3 9 47 (d) . Said
plan, upon approval, shall constitute the determination of &~~CT
for that particular facility.
ARACT must be installed and
operating as approved in the plan no later than January 1, 1991 for
eJdoting facilities, unless additional phased compliance dates are
otheniioe approved in the plan.
Provided, hmw'ever, that in the

[NOTE:

Moved to

-f4+nJ.. EJeemptions

-
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case that Tulsa County is still nonattainment for o2one within five
(5) years of approval of hnJ£CT, the Emission Reductions Plan and
the. ~~"J:CO£
determination
shall
be subject
to
reviet-1' and
mod~f~cat~on.

l1l All

affected facilities
shall develop an emissions
reduction plan as set forth in 252:100-39-47 (d).
This plan,
upon approval, shall constitute the determination of ARACT for
that particular facility.
121 ARACT must be installed and operating as approvedprovided
in the approved plan no later than January 1, 1991 for existing
facilities. unless additional phased compliance dates are
othen~iseapproved in the plan.
l:ll: If Tulsa County is still nonattainment for 02one within
five (S) years ef approval of &~~cT, the Emission Reductions
Plan and the AR~CT determination shall be subject to revie'~ and
modification.
[NOTE: (3) was deleted because the 5 year period
ended ~/~/96 and Tulsa was not and is not in nonattainment. 1
(d) .,'Emissions reduction plan.
(1-)
Plan development.
Each o'lmer/operator shall develop an
emissions reduction plan for all affected facilities. Each plan
shall include the following :
(A)
a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive revimi of:
(i)
each source of emissions within the facility and
{ii) {2) the entire plant collectively;
lAl a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive review of each source
of emissions within the facility and the entire plant
collectively;
(B)
identification and quantification of emissions, in terms
of pounds per day; of all organic solventsVOC both before and
after the application of ARACT;
(C)
a detailed, innovative engineering effort directed toward
finding alternative air management schemes that can be
incorporated in order ·to-abate emissions at costs which are
reasonable;
·
{D) a consideration of the level of· control that is
achievable using available alternative coatings, to include
LVOCC for every application, low organic solv-ent coatings
(LOSC) ;
-:.(E)
a consideration of the lev-el of control achievable using
available add on control devices.· This demonstration shall
·include, at a minimum, a demonstration of the feasibility/
infeasibility of the follmdng control options:
(i)
carbon absorption;
(ii) incineration/flaring,
(iii)
condensation; and
and
(iv) a
combination
of
252:1:00 39 4:'7 (d) (1:) {E) {i)
252.100 39 4:'7 (d) (1:) (B) (ii) .
JEl a demonstration of the level of control achievable using
available add-on control devices which shall include, at a
minimum, the feasibility/infeasibility of carbon adsorption,
incineration/flaring, condensation, and a combination of
carbon adsorption and incineration/flaring;
AQCl0-20.39
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(F)
a consideration of facility redesign, including the
follm'i'ing:
(i)
recirculation,
(ii) reduced air flo'l;s,
(iii)
consolidation of spray operations, and,
(iv) installation of colftftl:on control devices fer t'im or more
separate coatings operations.
l.El a
consideration
of
facility
redesign,
including
recirculation. reduced air flows, consolidation of spray
operations, and installation of common control devices for two
or more separate coating operations;
(G)
a consideration ef alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiency, including:
(i)
high 'fy"''lume le'i'i' pressure spray eEfUipmeat;
(ii) heated spray guns; and,
(iii)
electrostatic spray equipment/powder coatings.
JQl a consideration of alternative applications. to improve
transfer efficiency, including high-volume-low-pressure spray
equipment.
heated spray guns,
and electrostatic spray
equipment/powder coatings;
(H)
an explanation why each source is not a typical coating
source covered by the CTG as defined in 252:100-39-47(b);
(I) a cost/benefit analysis for all control technology
considered; and,
(J)
a detailed compliance schedule ...- b:ichthat includes the
emission limit and/or control techniques for each emission
source.
This schedule, which together with other relevant
considerations, shall be set forth in a separate section of
the plan uhichthat summarizes and outlines .ARACT for the
referenced facility.
(2)
Submission of emission reduction plans.
Uponcompletion,
~The emissions reduction plan shall be submitted in triplicate
to the Air Quality Division. The preparer shall also submit a
copy of the plan-to Region VI Environmental Protection Agency
(BPA)EPA, Region VI.
(3) Action on plan.
Within 30 days. of submittal, or of ~
effective date of this Section May 25, 1990, whichever is later,
the Air Quality Division shall, considering any comments
submitted by EPA~ either app~ove, modify or disapprove the plan.
(4)
Public hearing.
The Division shall, at the first meeting
of the Air Quality Council following the approval, modification,
or disapproval of the plan, present at public hearing, the
staff's findings and ARACT determination. Upon consideration of
colftftl:ents
and
recommendations
from
the
Council,
the
mmer/eperator of the affected facility, the public and EPA, the
Department shall, 'idthin ten (10) days after the public hearing,
issue a final AR~T approval.
Final approval shall constitute
AR.'\CT for the affected facility.
The mmer/operator shall be
responsible for installation and operational provisions of the
approved ARACT, including any specific provisions set forth:
therein. Any violation of the plan or of its previsions shall
constitute a violation of this Section.
AQC10-20.39
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Final approval.
Upon
consideration
of
comments
and
recommendations from the Council, the owner or operator of the
affected facility, the public, and EPA, the DEO shall, within
ten (10} days after the public hearing, issue a final ARACT
approval.
Final approval shall constitute ARACT for the
affected facility.
l£1 Compliance. The owner or operator shall be responsible for
installation and operational provisions of the approved ARACT.
Any violation of the plan or of its provisions shall constitute
a violation of this Section.
-f-5+l1l Submission of SIP revision.
1& Upon
approval
by
the
DepartmentDEO,
the
ARACT
determination shall be submitted to EPA as a SIP revision.
lR.L New and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements
. set forth in 252:100-7 or 252:100-8, and will be submitted to
·-EPA as source-specific SIP revision, unless one of the
_following applies.
· .ill The new coatings meet the presumptive norm of 3. 5
pound VOC per gallon less water and exempt compounds.
Jiil The total usage of the new coating does not exceed
fifty-five
(55)
gallons per year of each coating
formulation.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-39-47(a) (3).]
(e) Reporting and recordkeeping.
(1) Recordkeepinq requirements.
The o~mer/operatorowner or
operator shall maintain the follm;ring:
(A)
a material data sheet which documents the volatile
organic solventVOC content, composition, solids content,
solventVOC density and other relevant information regarding
each coating and solventVOC available for use in the affected
surface
coating
processes.I.
information
detailing
the
operational parameters of the coating process sufficient to
determine continuous complTance ..tith the applicable con:trol
limits.
Information as ·to the·: amouE:ts of each type coatiBg
used and the amounts of solvefits used for dilution in each
coating type shall be maintaiE:ed for each coating operatiofi.
Daily usage records .•,;rill be 1eept for all coatin:gs used that do
not comply with the applicable con:trol limits specified in the
..
.
·~,
.
~JRL information detailing the operational parameters o~ the
coating process sufficient to determine continuous compl1ance
with the applicable control limits;
.
lQl information as to the amounts of each type coating used
and the amounts of VOC used for dilution in each coating type
for each coating operation;
1Q1 daily usage records for all coatings used that do not
comply with the applicable control limits specified in the
plan; and,
-fB+-...lli.l records shall be maintained of any monitoring and
testing conducted at an affected facility in accordance with
the provisions specified in 252:100-39-47(f),~
..fG+-1£1 Method of calculating VOC content in coatings.
records
·~.

•·

.
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Records required by 252:100-39-47(e) (1) (A) afid 252.100 39
47(e) (1) (B) through 252:100-39-47{e) {1) {E) detailing ve&VOC in
pounds per gallon of coating (less water and exempt compounds)
shall be calculated as follows:
VGSVOC in lbs/gal of coating = Wv Wu WxWv-Ww-Wx
where:

Wv
Ww
Wx
Vm
Vw
Vx

=
=
=
=
=
=

I Vm-Vw-Vx

weight of all volatiles,~
weight of water,~
weight of exempt eolvefitcompounds,~
1 (one),~
volume fraction of water,; and.
volume fraction of exempt eolvefitcompounds.

~~

·-

-

Maintenance of records. reeordeRecords
required
by
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (A)
afia
252:100 39 47 (e) (1) (B)
through
252:100-39-47 {e) (1) (E) shall be maintained for at least two
years and shall be made available upon written request by
representatives
of
the
Air
Quality
Divieiofi,AOD
Yo&.
Ew:irofimefital Proteetiofi Agefieyor EPA er the Tulsa City Coufity
Health Departmefit.
~l!l Alternative recordkeeping provision. Alternatively
to
252:100-39-47(e) (1) through 252:100-39-47(e) {3), an equivalent
recordkeeping provision uhiehthat satisfies the substantive
requirements of 252:100-39-47(e) (1) through 252:10-39-47(e) (3)
may be approved under the plan.
(f) Testing and monitoring.
(1) Testing. Each mmer/operator owner or operator shall, upon
a determination by the Air Quality Division that testing is
required to establish emission from any particular source or
sources, conduct such tests at .his own expense.
Test methods
may include 1-4, 18, 24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix A
of 40 CFR Part 60, including the procedures found at 40 CFR
60.444.
.
(2) Monitoring. Monitoring
shall
be
required
of
any
mffier/operator owner or operator eubj eet to this eeetiofi who
uses add-on control equipment for compliance. Such monitoring
shall
ineluEie. accurately
measure
and
record
operational
parameters of all required control devices to ensure the proper
functioning of those devices in accordance with design
specifications. including:
(A)
ifistallatiofi afid maifitefiance o€ mofiitore to accurately
measure afid record operatiofial parameters o€ all requireEi
eofitrol Eieviees to efisure the proper € u fietiofiifig o€ those
.
.
...:J
•
'\...
d .
. "'.
.
. 1 d'
~n aeeoruan:ee ~~~tnes~gfi spee~L~eat~ofis,
~fie u ~fig:
d ev~ees
~JAL the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
~JHl
the total amount of volatile orgafiie substaficesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other eolventVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
(iii) l.QL the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
AQC10-20.39
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of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of volatile organic substanceVOC emissions during
such activities.
(B)
maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified
in 252.100 39 47 (f) (2) (A) (i), and,
(C)
maintenance of all records at the affected facility for
at least t~m years and malee such records available to
representatives of the State or local air pollution control
agencies upon request. (252 :100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)
[NOTE: 252:100-39-47(f) (2) (B) and (C) are covered in 252:10039-47(e) (1) (E) and 252:100-39-47(e) (3).]
252:190 39 49, 'lapor reeo•;ery oy£feems
[NOTE:
This section has
been combined with 252:100-39-41 as 252:100-39-41(e).]
(a) Applieahiliey, This Section applies. only in Tulsa County.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-39-41(e) (1).]
(b) ,Seorage of ·;elaeile erganie eempoendo
499 40, OGQ gallons
(9,5"953 bela).
(1) !~ person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or
other volatile organic compounds in any stationary storage
container \lith a nominal capacity greater than 400 gallons (9.5
bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952. 4 bbls) unless ouch
container is equipped with a submerged fill pipe or is bottom
filled. No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline
or other volatile organic compounds in any stationary storage
container 'iiith a nominal capacity greater thaR 2, ooo gallons
(47.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless
such contai:aer is equipped 'idth a v:apor control system that has
an efficiency of no less than 90 percent by ..li'eight of the
volatile organic compounds contained in the displaced vapors a:ad
; is equipped ..dth' a pressure relief valve in the atmospheric vent
system \•~ich maintains a pressure of 16 ounces per square inch
and 1/2 ounce per ·square inch vacuum.
[NOTE: The last sentence
of 252:100-39-48 (b) (1) was moved to 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (A). The
rest of 252:100-39-48(b) (1) was deleted since i t repeats
material already in 252:100-39-41.]
(2)
The vapor recover}" system shall include one or more of the
follmoTing:
··{A)
a vapor tight return line from the storage container to
the delivery vessel and a system that ·.dll ensure that the
vapor return line is connected before gasoline or volatile
organic compounds can be transferred into the container (i.e. ,
poppeted connectors from the storage container to the delivery
vessel.);
(B)
a float vent valve assembly must be installed in the
vapor return/veRt liRe on nm.· and mdsting dual point
installations, however, for coaxial installations on existing
stations, a vent sleeve metending siJE ;inches belm.· the top of
the tanlt \dll be allo"tiCd. Sleeves may be equipped ·.dth a 1/16
inch air bleed hole;
(C)
the cross sectional area of the vapor recovery line must
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be at least half of the cross sectional area of the liquid
delivery line, or,
(D)
instead
252.100 39 48(b) (2) (A)
through
252.100 39
48 (b) (2) (C) , other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no lese than 9 0 percent by ~ieight of the total
hydrocarbon compounds in the displaced vapor provided that
approval of the proposed design, installation, and operation
is obtained from the Euecutive Director prior to start of
eonet::nJ:etion.
[NOTE:
252:100-39-48 (b) (2) ·was moved to
252:100-39-41(e) (2) (A).]
(3) EJcemptione to this Section may be granted prov·ided the
owner/operator ehm>"s to the satisfaction of the appropriate
authority
that
the
container
is
used
exclusively
for
agricultural purposes or that the facility, based on the most
current 12 month's data, dispenses 120,000 gallons per year or
lees.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (B) (ii) .}
(4)
The appl~eal3ility of this Section shall be determined by
the lftOSt restrictive of the 2,000 gallon tanle eise as specified
in 252.100 39 48(b) (1) or the 120,000 gallon annual throughput
described in 252.100 39 48 (b) (3). However, once a facility
places a 2, o0 0 gallon tanlr in service or eJcceede the 12 0, 0 0 0
gallon annual throughput described in 252:100 39 48(b) (3), that
facility shall ah>"aye be eubj eet to the provisions of this
· Section. (effective February 12, 1990)
[NOTE:
Moved to
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (B) (ii) .}

(5)
If emission testing is conducted, the appropriate test
methode selected from EPA ~4ethods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, 25A
and 25B .•..,ill be utilised.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-3941 (e) (2) (C).}

(6)
Compliance ~dth this subsection TJ>"ill be accomplished by
affected mmer/operator by December 31, 1986.
[NOTE:
Moved to
252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (D).}

·

·

(7) The mmer/operator of a facility or facilities shall
obtain, by ,..~atever means practicable, certification from the
mmer/operator of the transpmrt/delivery •;:essele that all
deliveries of gasoline or other volatile organic compounds made
to their facility or facilities located in Tulsa County, shall
be made by vessels "iffiieh comply ~iith the requirements contained
in 252 .100 39 48 (d) .
Compliance ~>"ith this Section shall be
accomplished by affected o·.mer/operatore no later than December
31, 1990.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
[NOTE:
Moved to
252:100-39-41(e) (2) (E).}

(e)

Leadiag ef . volatile ergaaie eempeuade.
[NOTE:
s·ubsection was moved in part to 252:100-39-41 (e) (3) .}

This

(1)
No person shall operate, install or permit the building,
operatioa or iaetallatioa of a stationary volatile orgaaic
compound loading facility ualees such loadiag facility is
equipped ~dth a vapor
collection and/or disposal system
properly iastalled, ia good \>"'rldng order aad ia operatioa.
(2) When volatile organic compounds are loaded through the
hatches of a transport vessel, a paeumatic, hydraulic or
mechaaical means shall be provided to easure a vapor tight seal
AQCl0-20.39
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at the hatch.
(3)
A means shall he pr0 vrided to prevent organic material
drainage from the loading device ·.,rhen it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage he fore
removal.
(4)
When loading is effected through means other than hatches
al~ loading and T~apor lines .shall he <:quipped r.dth fitting~
~.·h~ch malte vapor t~ght connect~ons and wl=uch close automatically
~;hen disconnected.
.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the following in· addition to
bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels:
(A)
an absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
with a minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent hy '•ieight of
all the volatile organic compound vapors and gases entering
such disposal system,
·
·-(B)
a vapor handling system ~ihich directs all vapors to a
. :~ue~ . gas incineration system ~iith a minimum disposal
eff~c~ency of 95 percent; or,
(C)
other equipment of at least 90 percent efficiency,
provided plans for such equipment are submitted to and
approved hy the E:u:ecutive Director.
Storage vessels at
service stations and hulk plants may he used for intermediate
storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as per 252.100
3 9 4 8 (c) ( 5 ) (A) through 2 52 : 10 0 3 9 4 8 (c) ( 5 ) (C) if they are
designed to prevent the release of vapors during use.
(6)
Subsection 252:100 39 48 (c) shall apply to any facility
r.ihich loads volatile organic compounds into any transport vessel
designed for transporting volatile organic compounds.
[NOTE:
252:100-39-48(c) (1) through (6) was deleted since this material
is already contained in 252:100-39-41(c).]
(7)
Facilities ·.till be checJeed annually in accordance \lith EPA
Test Hethod 21·, Leak Test. Leaks greater than 5000 ppm \dll he
repaired 'flithin 15 days. Facilities ~till retain inspection and
repair records for tr.vo years.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-3941 (e) (3) .]
·
(d) Transport/delivery vessel requirements.
(11 Maintenance.
~:(A)
The delivery vessel must he maintained so as to he vapor
'"tight cJEcept \vhen sampling, gauging, or inspecting.
These
activities shall not occur while the vehicle is loading or
unloading or is in a prescirirised state.
(B)
The delivery vessel must he equipped, maintained and
operated to receive vapors from sources identified in 252:100
39 41(h) (1) and retain these and all other vapors until they
arc delivered into an authorised vapor recovery/disposal
system.
(C)
Vessels with defective equipment such as boots, seals,
and hoses, or \lith other deficiencies ·..·hich ..veuld impair the
vessels ability to retain vapors or liquid shall be repaired
r:,,rithin 5 days.
(D)
The certified testing facility must certify to the
7
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approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252:100 39 48(d) (2) (A) (i).
~he
vessel lMl:St also display on the rear panel a tag shmiing the
date of the pressure test.
(E)
No mmer/operator will allo..,t a delb;:ery vessel to be
filled at a facility unable to receive · displaced organic
vapors nor service tanlEa l:lnable to deliver displaced vapors
e1ccept for tanlea/facilitiea mcempted in 252 .100 39 41 (b) .
'l'erminal O\mera shall not fill vessels which do not display a
current tag.
(F) Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives of
the appropriate health agency in order to determine their
state of repair.
S\:lch a teat may consist of a ..,daual
inspection, a •,;:aper teat 'lldth vapors net to enceed 5000 ppm.
Fail'l:lre of a """apor teat will require the O'llffier/operator to
effect the necessary repairs ..,tithin 10 days.
Unless
certification is made to the appropriate health agency \vithin
5 days the Yeaeel \dll be remm;:ed from aerYice by the O\tner/
operator. Faill:lre to certify that the cited repairs haYe been
effected 'lldll aubj ect the vessel to sanctions.
Upon
certification of repairs the vessel will be alloued to operate
in a normal manner.
(2) Tesbieg requiremea~s.
(A) Pressure besb.
(i)
Delivery veaaele, delivering or receiving gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness. 'l'he
vapor tightness teat mHst be consistent ..,tith Appendi:le "A"
EPA Guideline Series Doc'l:lment, "Control of 1Jolatile Organic
Compound Leales from Gaeol inc 'l'anle ~rucles and !Japor
Collection Systems", EPA 450/2 78 051.
'!'eats shall be
performed by the mmer or a reput:able transport aerv=ice
company. 'l'eat methods Heed to teat: these vessels by O'llmers
or t:eating companies must be approved for 'lise by the
Elcecutive Director.
(ii) 'l'he ..,·easel \till be considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252.100 39 48(d) (2) (A) (i) 'll~en the teat
results ahm.· that t:he vessel and it:a vapor collection
ayat:ems do not: sustain a pressure change of more than 3
inches of Ilz:O in addition t:here shall be no avoidable
Yiaible liquid lealea.
(B) 'laper besb, '!'eating of t:he t:anle trucles for compliance
..,.,ith vapor t:ightneaa requirements as required under 252:100
39 41 (d) (1) (F) lMl:et be consiat:ent: uith Appendilc "B" EPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volat:ile Organic
Compound Leales from Gasoline ~anle ~r'l:lclea and Vapor Collection
Syat:ema 11 , EPA 405/2 78 051, as modified for t:his purpose and
cont:ained in 252 .100 43 15. 'fhe requirement:a of 252.100 39 48
\dll become effective December 15, 1988.
[NOTE: 252:100-3948(d) was moved to 252:100-39-41(e) (4).}

252:100-39-49. Manufacturing
products
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(a)
General provisions. Within 12 months after promulgation of
this Section all affected facilities shall limit emissions of !JOB
from fiberglass manufacturing to those listed in 252:100 39
49 (a) (1), or have an apprmred plan for the reduction of such
emissions.
'!'he plan must be submitted to the BJeecutive Director
li'ithin 6 months after profftUlgation of this Section, and shall
detail those emissions uhich will be controlled, the means by which·
control will be achieved and ·.dll demonstrate that compliance will
be achieved within t\tO years from the date of promulgation of this
Section. The appro"vTal authority for such plans shall reside \tith
the Air Quality Council. All approved plans shall be submitted as
SIP revisions.
(1)
Compliance \dth 252.100 39 49 (a) shall be accomplished by
use of control equipment which can demonstrate an 85 percent
reduction in the !JOS released from each process gas stream, e.g.
9oc·· percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiency.
(2)
ExemptioHs to the limits listed in 252.100 39 49(a) (1) may
be allo'h'ed for any process gas stream \\'hich does not exceed six
tofts per year actual emissions based on 6240 hours per year.
IImiever, once this limit is eJEeecded, controls must be put in
place and maintained at any operating level.
(b) Demenetratien of compliance. '!'he Executive Director may
require the e-.mer/operator of a source to demonstrate at his
expense, compliance \dth the prescribed emissions limits.
The
testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA test method
or methods, these include methods 1 4, 18 25, 25A, 25B and 40 CPR
60. 444.
Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished vlithin
180 days of the applicable compliance date.
(e) Testing. Testing for the alternate emissions plan shall be
conducted by the mmer/operator at his e1cpense and shall
demonstrate compliance with the emission limits contained in the
approved plan.
(d)
Reeordlteeping. ·The o•.mer/operator of a facility subject to
this Section shall submit to the Eleecutive Director upon ·,;rritten
request reports detailing specific \~8 sources, the quantity of
solvents used during specific months, a description of the solvent
used/. control equipment efficiencies, equipment dmmtime and any
other·· informatica pertinent to the calculation of VOS emissions
from the facility. The owner/operator must also maintain records
vihich detail the maintenance performed on all control equipment as
't;ell as a record of the dmmtime \dth the reason for each
occurrence. Such records shall be maintained by the source for a
minimum of two years. (252.100 39 49, Effective February 12, 1990)
~
Applicability.
i l l This Section applies to any process gas stream with actual
VOC emissions that exceed six tons per year based on 6, 240 hours
of operation per year .
.12..1. Once the limit in 242:100-39-49 (a) (1) is exceeded, the
controls required in 252:100-39-49(b) must be put in place and
maintained and used at any operating level.
[NOTE:
This
subsection was 252:100-39-49 (a) (2) . ]
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Standards.
Affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOC
from fiberglass manufacturing by use of control equipment which can
demonstrate an 85 percent reduction in the VOC released from each
process stream (e.g. 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95
percent
destruction efficiency equals
85.5 percent
system
efficiency).
[NOTE: This was 252:100-39-49 (a) (1) .]
l£l Compliance. All affected facilities must comply with one of
the following.
l ! l Meet the requirements of 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13.
1991.
121 Have an approved plan for the reduction of VOC emissions as
required by 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13. 1991.
l& The plan shall be submitted by August 13, 1990, and
shall:
lil detail those emissions which will be controlled;
JiiL detail the means by which control will be achieved;
and,
{iii)
demonstrate that compliance will be achieved by
February 13, 1992.
_llil The Air Quality Council shall have approval authority for
the plans.
~
All approved plans shall be submitted to the EPA as SIP
revJ.sJ.ons. [NOTE: This was 252:100-39-49 (a). J [NOTE: Missing
dates will be supplied.]
l9l Demonstration of compliance.
l ! l The Division Director may require an owner or operator of
a source to demonstrate at his expense, compliance with the
requirements of 252:100-39-49(b).
121 The testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA
test method or methods. These include methods 1-4, 18-25, 25A,
25B and 40 CFR 60.444.
lJl Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished within 180
days of the applicable compliance date .
. l i l Testing for ·the emissions plan described in 252:100-3949 {c) (2) shall be conducted by the owner or operator at his
expense .and shall demonstrate compliance with the emission
limits contained in the approved plan.
[NOTE:
252:100-3949(d) (1)
through (3) was 252:100-39-49(b) and 252:100-3949(d) (4) was 252:100-39-49(c).]
1§1 Recordkeepinq.
l ! l The owner or operator of a facility subiect to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written request,
reports that include:
l8l details of specific VOC sources;
_llil the quantity of VOC used during specific months;
lQl a description of the VOC used;
lQl control equipment efficiencies;
lEl details of maintenance performed on all control
equipment;
lEL equipment downtime; and,
l.Ql any other information pertinent to the calculation of VOC
emissions from the facility.
AQC10-20.39
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~

The records required in 252:100-39-49 (e) (1) shall be
maintained by the source for at least two years.
[252:100-39049, Effective February 12. 1990]
[NOTE:
This was 252:100-3949(d).]
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.100(s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98

-

Sec. 51.1 00 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have
been determined to have n~gligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1, 1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1,1 ,2-trichloro-1 ,2,2-triiluoroethane (CFC-113);
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11 );
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
1 ,2-dichloro 1,1 ,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1,1, 1-tri'fluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
1,1, 1,2-tetranuoroethane (HFC-134a);
1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b);
1-chloro 1,1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124);
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134);
1,1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1, 1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perch loroethylene (tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1, 1,1 ,2,2-penta-nuoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1 ,3-dichloro-1, 1 ,2,2,3-penta-11uoropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1, 1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-deca-fluoropentane (HFC 43-10mee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC-161);
1,1, 1 ,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1 ,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
1,1 ,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1,1, 1 ,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245eb);
1,1,1 ,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa);
1,1, 1 ,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1,1, 1 ,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
aqc\8-18-98\51 (s){1).doc
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31);
1 chloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
112-dichloro-1,1 ,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1 I 1,1,212,3,3,4~4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4 F90CH 3);
2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1 I 1I 112,3,3 13-heptafluoropropane
((CF 3hCFCF 20CH 3 );
1-ethoxy-1 I 112121313,4.4~4-nonafluorobutane (C4 F9 0C2 H5 );
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF 3hCFCF20C2H 5);
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no
unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with
no unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur
bonds only to carbon and fluorine.
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REVISIONS TO THE PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF SUBCHAPTER 39 FOR THE
OCTOBER20, 1998, AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING

Below is a list of the revisions that will be proposed to the proposed modification of
Subchapter39 that was presented at the August 18, 1998, AQC meeting. This list is
furnished to facilitate review ofthe modification for the October20, 1998 AQC meeting
1.
2.
3.
4.

--

Subchapter title. Changed (VOC) to (VOCs).
252:100-39-1. "and carbon monoxide" was delete from the end of second sentence
252:100-39-1. Changed "emissions ofVOC" to "emissions ofVOCs"
252:100-39-2. Deleted (D) under the definition of "Submerged fill pipe" and added a
NOTE
5. 252:100-39-2. "Volatile organic compound (VOC)" Removed language incorporating
40 CFR 51.1 00(s)(1) by reference. Added language that states ifan organic compound
is listed in 40 CFR 51.1 00(s){1) we will presume it has negligible photochemical
reactivity and it will not be considered a VOC. Revised the NOTE
6. 252:100-39-3. Deleted "and any areas designatednonattainmentfor ozone unless
clearly indicated otherwise" from this Section.
7. 252:100-39-15(c)(3). Replaced "gaseous" with "gas" and deleted "VOC" prior to
"service". This was done because "gas service" is defined and "gaseous VOC
service" is not.
8. 252:100-39-15(d). Deleted", or within 60 days of the date the area where the refinery
is located was designated as a nonattainment area."
9. 252:100-39-15{f)(1)(D). Replaced "immediately" with "Within 24 hours"
10. 252:100-39-15(g)(2). "Copies of' was deleted from the beginning of this paragraph,
"the" at the beginning of the sentence was replaced with "The", and "on site" wa5
inserted after "be retained"
11. 252:100-39-15(g)(3). This paragraph has been rewritten as follows. "Copies of
theThe monitoring log shall be made available for inspection at any reasonable time
and copies of the log shall be provided to the B1teeati¥eDivision Director, upon
written request; at any reasoeaele tie1e of the AOTh-"
12. 252:100-39-17(d). Within the parentheses inserted "Control of Refinery Vacuum
Producing systems, Wastewater Separators and Process Unit Turnarounds" prior to
"EPA 450/2-77-025" and inserted "October, 1977" afterward.
13. 252:100-39-30(c)(1)(B)(iii). Deleted the period after "in"
14. 252:100-39-40(b). Corrected spelling error by replacing "liquified" with "liquefied"
15. 252:100-39-41(a)(l). In the first sentence replaced "A" with "An external"; inserted a
hyphen between "pontoon" and "type"; deleted "internal floating cover," after "doJ.lbledeck type" replaced "roof' with "cover"; inserted "or a fixed roof with an internalfloating cover." after "double-deck type cover"; and deleted "which". Began the second
sentence by inserting "The cover" prior to "will rest", deleted the period after "liquid
contents" and added "at all times (i.e. off the leg supports), except during initial fill,
when the storage vessel is completely empty, or during refilling. When the cover is
resting on the leg supports, the process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall be
39rcv2doc
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continuous and shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible." Replaced "roof edge"
with "cover edge", "11 psia" with "11.1 psia", and "75.8 kPa" with ''76.6 kPa" In the
last sentence in the paragraph inserted between "seals" and "will", "for a fixed roof
vessel with an internal floating cover". Added a new sentence "Closure seals for vessels
with external floating roofs will meet the requirementsof252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(i),
(ii), and (iii).
16. 252:100-39-41(a)(2) Changed "VOC" following "80 mglliterof' to "VOCs"
17. 252:100-39-4l(c)(l). Replaced "2,000 gallons" with "10,000 gallons"
18. 252:100-39-42(a)(4). Inserted "guidance" between "EPA" and "document". Added
"Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from Solvent Metal Cleaning," before
"450/2-77-022."
19. 252:100-39-42(b)(l)(C)(iv). Replaced "cfm/ft.Z"with ""cfm/ff"
20. 252:100-39-42(b)(2)(B)(ii) Changed "min." to "min"
21. 252:100-39-42(b)(2)(I).Changed "min." to "min"
22. 252:100-39-42(b)(3). Deleted "which is incorporated by reference,"
23. 252:100-39-42(c)(l)(A). Changed "min." to "min"
24. 252:100-39-42(c)(l)(C)(ii). Changed "ft./min." to "ft!min" and "mlmin. to "mlmin".
25. 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(C)(ii). Deleted period after "4 in"
26. 252:100-3 9-42(c )(2)(0). Deleted period after "4 in"
27. 252:100-39-47(d)(7)(B). Changed (*B)) to (B)
28. 252:100-39-47(e)(3). Deleted "written" prior to "request"
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SUMMATION AND EXPLANATION OF THE PROPOSED
REVISIONS TO SUBCHAPTER 39
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 39 are the result of the DEQ program to simplify,
clarify and correct all its rules. Unless otherwise noted no substantive changes are intended
in the following revisions. The substantive changes are summarized in Section III ofthis
document. This summation has been updated to reflect the substantive changes proposed
after the August 18, 1998, Air Quality Council meeting. The only changes to this document
are to III; IV.B.3.; IV.C.; V.A.4.; VII.B.l.; and VII.B.3. The document entitled "Revisions to
the Proposed Modification of Subchapter 39 for the October 20, 1998, Air Quality Council
Meeting" lists all proposed revisions to the draft presented at the August 18, 1998, meeting.
I.

Staff proposes to revise the title of the subchapter to make it clear that it applies to
sources that are located not only in ozone nonattainment areas, but also in areas that
were previously designated as nonattainment for ozone.

II.

Revisions made throughout the Subchapter
A. Revisions in terminology
1. Environmental Protection Agency has been replaced by EPA - simplification
2. Executive Director has been replaced, in most cases, by Division Director clarification
3. Organic material has been replaced by VOC- simplification
4. Organic solvent has been replaced by VOC - simplification
5. When appropriate hydrocarbon has been replaced by VOC- simplification
6. Volatile organic compound (VOS) has been replaced by VOC- simplification
7. Photochemical oxidants has been replaced by ozone- clarification
8. Tank has been replaced by vessel - consistency in terminology
9. Person has been replaced by owner or operator- clarification
B. Revised or deleted language
1. "or permit the building or installation or• has been deleted throughout the rule
- simplification and clarification
2. Unless otherwise noted herein, changes in language were for simplification,
clarification, correction of grammar, or consistency of format

III. Only three of the revisions proposed by the staff are intended to be substantive. These
are:
A. The revision ofthe definition of"Volatile organic compound (VOC) in 252:100-392;
B. The correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in 252:100-3930(b); and
C. The addition of a minimum annual throughput of 120,0000 gallons and a minimum
storage capacity of 10,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41(c).
IV. PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. 252:100-39-1. Purpose. The proposed revisions are to set forth as clearly as
possible the purpose of the rule. and to make it clear that the rule also applies to
sources located in areas that were previously designated as nonattainment for
ozone.
B. 252:100-39-2. Definitions..
39rcvl.doc
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1.
2.

3.

The staff proposes to delete the definition of REFINERY since this tenn is not
used in Subchapter 39.
Staff proposes to move the definition of CUTBACK ASPHALT to 252:100-3940(a) and the definition of'EFFLUENTWATERSEPARATOR to 252:100-39-18(a).
These terms appear only in those sections.
The staff proposes to revise the definition OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND
(VOC) to be consistent with the EPA definition, 40 CFR 51.100{s)(l) contains
the Jist of organic compounds that EPA has designated as having negligible
photochemical reactivity and therefore has excluded from the definition of
VOC. Staffhas added language that states if an organic compound is listed in 40
CFR 51.1 00( s)(1) it will be presume to have negligible photochemical reactivity
and will not be considered a VOC.
• This is part of the simplification process. What EPA classifies as VOC
has been classified as organic material in Chapter 100 and divided into
VOC, organic solvents, and volatile organic solvents. The Chapter
contains two definitions of VOC, two definitions of organic solvents., and
a definition of volatile organic solvent (VOS). The staff feels having one
definition ofVOC that is consistent with the EPA definition will simplify
the Chapter as well as Subchapter 39.
•
Ozone is the NAAQS pollutant of concern in Subchapter 39. The rule
provides for control of ozone by controlling the emissions of ozone
precursors - photochemically reactive organic compounds. The proposed
revision of the definition ofVOC reflects this purpose.
• A petition from the Chemical Manufacturers Association to exclude
acetone from the definition ofVOC was presented to the Air Quality
Council at the meeting of December 19, 1995. The Council directed the
staff to give consideration to this petition. Subsequent to this event, other
requests have been received requesting that perchloroethylene, methylated
siloxanes, and methyl acetate also be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The proposed revision ofVOC excludes these three compounds
since they have been designated by EPA as having negligible
photochemical reactivity.
• THE REVISION MAY RESULT IN SOME SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES, although
care has been taken throughout the rest of the Subchapter to minimize any
such substantive changes that may result from the revised definition of

voc.
4.

C.

39revl.doc

Staff proposes to delete the definitions of ORGANIC MATERIALS AND VOLATILE
ORGANIC SOLVENT (VOS) as part of the simplification process. These tenns
will no longer be used in Chapter 100.
5. Staff proposes to move the definitions of PETROLEUM REFINERY from 252:10039-15(a)(4) and REFINERY UNIT from 252:100-39-15(a)(5) to 252:100-39..2
because these terms are used in more than one section in this Subchapter.
252:100-39-3. General applicability. Deleted previously proposed language that
made the requirements of Subchapter 39 applicable to any area that may be
designated as nonattainment for ozone in the future ..
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D. 252:100-39-4. Exceptions. The addition of this section prevents substantive
changes due to the new definition ofVOC and the use ofthe tenn VOC in place of
VOS. This revision insures that those sections of Subchapter 39 which previously
applied only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater continue to apply
only to VOCs with vapor pressure of 1.5 psia or greater.

-

·-

V. PART 3. PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS
A. 252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
1. (a) Definitions. Staff proposes to add a definition for LEAKING COMPONENT.
This language was in 252:100-39-15(c)(l)(C).
2. (b) Applicability. Staff proposes to add paragraph (2) to exempt VOCs with
vapor pressures less than 0.0435 psia under actual storage conditions from the
requirements of Section 15. This exemption prevents a substantive change in
this Section due to the revised defmition of VOC.
3. (c) Provisions for specific processes. Staff proposes to rename the
subsection "Standards and operating requirements" to better reflect its
content..
4. (d) Compliance schedule. Staff proposes to delete the previously proposed
language that would require a refinery located in an area that becomes
nonattainment for ozone to submit a written monitoring program within 60
days of the date the area is designated as nonattainment. This language was
part of the attempt to make Subchapter 39 applicable to new ozone
nonattainment areas.
B. 252:100-39-16. Refinery process unit turnaround, Staff proposes to change this
to "Petroleum refinery process unit turnaround" for clarity. The proposed
revision to 252:1 00-39-16(b)(4) make it clear which months are included in the
non-oxidant season.
C. 252:100-39-17. Refinery vacuum producing system. Staff proposes to change
the title to "Petroleum refinery vacuum producing system" for consistency.
D. 252:100-39-18. Refinery effiuent water separators. Staff proposes to change
this to "Petroleum refinery effiuent water separators" for consistency.
VI. PART V. PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE
A. 252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in external floating rooftanks Staff
proposes to change this to "Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external
floating roofs" for.consistency in tenninology.
1. (a) Definitions. The proposed revisions to the definitions OF EXTERNALLY
FLOATING ROOF, LEASE CUSTODY TRANSFER, and VAPOR-MOUNTED SEAL are to
correct errors and replace the tenn tanks with vessels for consistency in
tenninology.
2. (b) Applicability Staff proposes to correct the placement of "prior to lease
custody transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b). This phrase was located in paragraph (2)
and was, therefore, applicable to all the exemptions listed in that paragraph.
Research in the Air Quality Council records and in the Control Technology
Guideline, Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from Petroleum Liquid
Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks, EPA-450/2-78-047, indicates that this
phrase should apply only to 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B). Staff proposes moving this
phrase to 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B). THIS IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE
39revl.doc
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3.

(c) Provisions for specific processes. Staff proposes to rename this subsection
"Equipment and operating requirement§ to better reflect its contents and to
add taglines to each paragraph in the subsection.

4.

(d) Compliance schedule. The proposed revision to this subsection replaces the
compliance deadline with a date certain.

VII. PART 7. SPECIFIC OPERATIONS
A. 252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving). Staffproposes to add taglines to
subsections (a) and (b) and to clarity which months are included in the non-oxidant
season.
B. 252:100-39-41. Vapor recovery systems. Staff proposes to rename this section
"Storage, loading and transport/delivery of VOCs" to better reflect its contents.
1. (a) Storage of volatile organic compounds - greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls). Staff proposes to rename this subsection "Storage ofVOCs in
vessels with storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons."
+ (1 ). Staff has proposed language to malc.e clear that the cover of an
external floating roof may rest on the leg supports during filling,
emptying, or refilling.
2. (b) Storage of volatile organic compounds- 400-40,000 gallons (9.5-953
bbls). Staff proposes to rename this subsection "Storage ofVOCs in vessels
with storage capacities of 400-40,000 gallons."
3. (c) Loading of volatile organic compounds. Staff proposes to rename this
subsection Loading of VOCs. Staff proposes to add a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 10,000
gallons in paragraph (1) for detennining applicability ofthis subsection. THIS
IS A SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE.

4.

(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Staff proposes to add the
requirements in 252:100-39-48 that apply only to Tulsa County and that are
not already included in 252:100-39-41 to this subsection and delete 252:10039-48. This will simplifY the rule by putting all the requirements regarding
storage, loading, transport/delivery of VOCs in one Section. The proposed
revision will also eliminate the necessity for two Sections with the same title in
Subchapter 39.
C. 252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires. Staff proposes to
delete paragraph (4) since the provision for alternative controls was not used prior
to the deadline of September 15, 1981, for submitting a petition to the DEQ.
D. 252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products.
1. (f) Emission limit. Staff proposes to rename this section "Compliance" to
better reflect its contents. Staff proposes to move the first sentence of this
. subsection to 252:100-39p46(d) for simplification and clarification.
2. 0) Emission plan. (1) Development of a plant-wide emission plan. The
term "voluntary" was added to subparagraph (B) in describing the types of
decreases that could be included in a plant-wide reduction plan. This is to
make clear that even if a reduction is part of a pennit, if it was a voluntary
reduction and has not been relied on to meet or avoid some other requirement,
it can be used in the plant-wide reduction plan.

39revl.doc
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3.

E.

F.

(k) Compliance. Staff proposes to change the title to "Compliance, testing,
and monitoring requirements" to better reflect the contents of the subsection.
Staff proposes to move 252:100-39-46(k)(3)(B) and (C) regarding maintenance
of records to 252:1 00-39-46(1), Reporting and recordkeeping.
252:100-39-47. Control ofVOS emissions from aerospace industries coating
operations. Proposed revision to the title is for consistency in terminology.
1. (a) Applicability. Staffproposes to move paragraph (3) to 252:1000-3946(d)(7)(B) as part of the simplification and clarification process.
2. (c) General requirements. Staff proposes to reformat this subsection for
clarity and to delete the requirement for review of the Emission Reduction
Plan and ARACT determination if Tulsa County is still in nonattainment for
ozone within five years of the approval of ARACT. The five year period
ended 111/96 and Tulsa was not at that time and is not in nonattainment for
ozone.
3. (d) Emissions reduction plan. The staff proposes to add taglines to each
paragraph of this subsection for clarity.
+ (3) Action on plan. The proposed revision is to include the actual
effective date.
+ (4) Public hearing. Staff proposes to divide paragraph (4) into three
paragraphs for clarity.
+ (7) Submission of SIP revision. (7)(B) was moved from 252:100-3947(A)(3) because this appears to be a more logical location for it.
4. (f) Testing and monitoring. Staff proposes to add taglines for clarity.
Subparagraphs (B) and (C), except for the effective date, were deleted because
the information they contained is included in Z52:100-39-47(e)(l)(E) and
252:1 00-39-47(e)(3).
252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems. The portions of this section that were in
addition to the requirements of252:100-39-41 were moved to 252:100-39-4l(e).
Staff proposes to delete the remainder of the section.because it is redundant
language.

VIII.Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic products. It is proposed to reformat
this section for clarity and consistency in formatting with the rest of the rule. Actual
deadline dates have been inserted.
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MINUTES

·'

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129th Street East
Tulsa, Oklahoma ·

·-

Colincil Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
Lan;r Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 20, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Mr. Breis'ch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye. Mr.
Kilpatrick, Ms. Slagell and Dr. Canter did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 18, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve the
Minutes as presented and second to the motion was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz -"'aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
1999 Meeting Schedule·- Mr. Dyke presented Council with proposed scheduled for 1999
meetings with the suggestion that the December 21 date mentioned in the packet memo be
changed to December 14. Ms. Myers made motion to accept the schedule as proposed:
Wednesday, February 17, Tuesday, April20, Tuesday, August 17, and Tuesday, December 14
at OKC, DEQ Multi-Purpose Room; with Tuesday, June 15 and October 19 at Tulsa,
TCCHD Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
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Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out proposed revisions would
modify language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits
stating that actual emissions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of"de minimis facility." Also, she stated that
proposed revision would delete the lower limit of five tons per year for PBR facilities allowing
those fa~ilities with less then five tons per year emissions which are subje~t to NSPS or
NESHAP to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Ms. Buttram
advised that staff proposed that a new Part 9 be added that would outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for a PBR. A third point she brought out was the proposed
. revision to delete the lower limit for general permits allowing facilities that may have less than
40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR had been written, the opportunity to apply
for coverage under an applicable general permit. Lastly, she added that the Department proposed
to amend 252-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations, relocation
permits, and applications for individual permits.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rule to the Council's October 20, 1998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made
· by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
· Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out that th5iUoposed
amendments would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions Monitoring
proposing to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. She noted that the Department proposed to
exempt from Appendix P requirements for those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and for sources scheduled for retirement within five years after the
2
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amended rule takes effect. Ms. Buttram added that the amended rule would also provide criteria
"for approval of alternative moliitoring requirements with additional changes that would clarify
-~how the opacity standard is determined.
Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule as proposed to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made the motion with David Branecky making the
second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Branecky -.aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- ay~; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing tr~cripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes
!

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]

"-

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality CQuncil in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wrong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out that the proposed revisions add a new Permit by Rule section that would streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that eliminates the necessity for some cotton
gins to obtain an "individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that additional changes
would allow exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any-consecutive 60 minutes, -not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours. "
F<?llowing discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers made the motion with second
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]

-

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called-upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who advised that the proposed revisions would simplify the language under the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative and would add a new Permit by Rule section to streamline the
permitting process by creating a mechanism that would eliminate the necessity for some grain
elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that a new Appendix L
proposed would contain PM-1 0 emission factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes
follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the
3
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opacity standard allowing exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any
, consecutive·60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption at its November 10 meeting. Mr. Wilson made that motion with second
made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch~ aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CPR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She then pointed out four substantive changes that were proposed for
Subchapter 37 as well as Subchapter 39:
1)
to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds (VOC)" per Council's direction
and request6 from industry to exclude acetone. perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
2)
to remove of the requirement for permits and best available control technology (BACT)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a);
3) · a change regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second sentences; and
4)
to add a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage and Loading
Facilities.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's December meeting. Ms.
Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
-OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118 . Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She stated that one substantive change affects both Subchapters 39 and 37
4
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which is to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds" per Council's direction and
requests'from industry to exclude acetone, perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
'acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
In Subchapter 39, Dr. Sheedy pointed out the need for correction of the placement of "prior to
lease custody transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2) which would be a substantive change along with
the addition of a minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of' 2,000 gallons to 252:1 00.;.39-41 (c) to determine applicability of subsection (c).
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
December 15 meeting. Mr.. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Mr. Wilson.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part ofthese minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contar,:~inants
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the proposed revisions would update the adoption by reference of 40
CFR Part 63 to include Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards
.promulgated or amended between July 1, 1997 and July 1, 1998. She pointed out that the new
standards are Subpart S - NESHAP for Pulp and Paper Production and Subpart LL - NESHAP
for Aluminum Production Plants. The proposed revisions will also update the adoption by
reference of the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 (with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, T, and W. and Appendices D and E which address radionuclides) to July 1, 1998. Dr.
Sheedy advised the Council that these modifications were necessary to obtain EPA's delegation
of authority to implement the federa) hazardous air-pollutantprogram in Oklahoma.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made that motion with the second made by Mr. Branecky.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
......
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

--
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
[AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi for staff recommendation. Ms. Khalousi advised that the Department is
proposing' to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to increase annual operating fees assessed to minor facilities;
amend 252:100-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations,
relocation permits, and applications for individual permits; and amend 252:100-8-1.7 to increase
applicability determination fees for Part 70 Sources. Ms. Khalousi stated that if was staffs
recommendation that this rule be continued to Council's December 15 meeting.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue these rules to the December meeting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneckyaye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes .

.

NEW BUSINESS -None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being December 15, 1998 at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Burgundy Room,
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y

-

REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Tuesday·
December 15, 1998 9:30 A.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK
..
~ 1.

2.
·'

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
DivisionUi.rector's Report -Staff
A. Update of....current events and AQD activities
B. Discussion by Council I Public

3.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions Will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
.. emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
" having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questioqs and discussion by Council/ Public

4.

OAC 252~100-8-4(a){2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

-

5.

·'-

'·

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from--the definition of
· VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regaroing fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August 18,
1998 Air Quality Coun~il meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council /Public
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6.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-rightlde-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 ·and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
i.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

7.

· OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-7-3 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED)
In Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases bf specific permit
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- ShawnaMcWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and 11eed an accommodation,
pltase notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

.~..

\

·HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING ·

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Tuesday
December 15,1998 1:00 P.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK

1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the October 20, 1998 Regular Meeting

4..

.-

5.

r.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
.Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
....emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
.~missions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit.· Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify. for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part. Continued from August 18 and· October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote
OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CFR 63.41; 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote
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6.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language tinder the agency-wide re:-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from A,ugust 18
and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council meetings.
· '·
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council
meetings.
.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

8.

- OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permitsfor Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
OAC 252!100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
In-Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases of specific pennit
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khal.ousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
_C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I
business arising within past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

10.

ADJOURNMENT- Next Regular Meeting
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, Firs~ Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days In advance at (405) 702-4100.

. --...

.

December 1, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
AIR QUALITY DMSION

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 3 9

vf

EMISSIONS OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN NONATTAINMENT AREAS

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed modifications to OAC 252:100-39. These revisions
were brought to the Air Quality Council for the first time on August 18, 1998 and again
on October 20, J 998. At the October meeting the staff recommended that the rule be
considered again at the December 15, 1998 Council meeting.
The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify language, correct grammar, and
impose consistency in format on the rule without involving substantive changes. A number
of small changes were made to the rule following the October 20, 1998, Council meeting .
.None of these additional changes is intended to be substantive in nature. The following
substantive revisions to the rule are proposed.
1. The definition of "volatile organic compound (VOC)" in 252:100-39-2 has been

revised. As part of the simplification process the staff propose to have only one
definition of volatile organic compound which will be consistent with the EPA ·
definition and replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and "organic
solvents." The new definition provides that any organic compound listed in 40 CFR · ·
51.100(s)(1) shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC. This revision will also serve as a response to
requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, perchloroethylene, and methyl
acetate from being considered VOCs. These four substances are on the list. in 40
CFR 51.1 00(s)( 1) and, therefore, will not be considered to be V OCs .
2. The staff proposes to correct the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in
252:100-39-:o30(b). This phrase was located in paragraph (2) and was, therefore,applicable to all the exemptions listed in that paragraph. Research in the Air Quality- ·
Council records and in the Control Technology Guideline, Control of Volatile
Organic Emissions from Petroleum Liquid Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks,
EPA-450/2-78-047, indicates that this phrase should apply only to 252:100-3930(b)(2)(B). Staffrecommendsmovingthis phrase to 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B).
3. 252:100-39-41(c), Loading of volatile organic compounds, currently has no
provisions to exclude small loading facilities. The staff proposes to add language
that will limit the requirements of this subsection to facilities that have a minimum
annual throughput of 120,000 gallons or storage capacity greater than 10,000
gallons..
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Comments from the informational meeting held on July 7, 1998 were given consideration in
the proposed draft enclosed with this memorandum.
Because there are still unresolved issues regarding redundancy of certain requirements, staff
will recommend the rule be considered again at the next Air Quality Council meeting on
February 17, 1999.
lp. addition to the proposed draft revisions to Subchapter 39, a copy of 40 CFR Sl.IOO(s)(l),
a rule impact statement, a summary of comments and staff responses, and a list of the
revisions that were made to the rule after the October 20, 1998, Air Quality Council
meeting are also included in the packet.
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SUBCHAPTER 39. EMISSION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC !~TERIALS COMPOUNDS
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PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-39--1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources located in nonattainment
areas and to specify the additional control measures required to
protect and enhance the air quality to insure that the Okla;homa air ·
quality standard is not exceeded and significant deterioration is
prevented.
The purpose of this Subchapter is to prevent the
formation of ozone by controlling the emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) .
This Subchapter contains requirements for the
control of emissions of VOCs from stationary sources located in
areas that are nonattainment or were formerly nonattainment for
ozone.
252:100-3~-2.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise~~
"Cutbaelt asphalt" means a basic asphalt or.. asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
"Efflueat water separator" means any tank, box,· sump, or other
container in ·,.·hich any material compound floating on or entrained
or contained in ~,rater entering such tank, bme, sump or other
container is phys;i:cally separated and removed from such \mter prior
to out:Sall, drainage, or recovery of such ~vater.
.- -·"Organic materials" means aey chemical compounds of carbon
eJecluding carbon monoxides, carbon dimdde, carbonic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
"Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel __
oils, lubricants, asphalt or other products through distilla-tion· -of crude oil ·or ···other hydrocarbons or through · redistillation·, cracking, rearrangement or reforming or un~inished- petroleum
derivatives.
"Refiaery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
kerosene, fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil or through redistillation, cracleing or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarbon derivatives.
"Refinery unit" means a set of components which are a-part of a
basic process operation, such as· distillation, hydrotreating,
cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons. ··
"Submerged fill pipe" means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
r,,•hichthat meets any one of the following conditions~_,_
(A)
-E-he-The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of liquid in the receiving vessel for at least 95
percent of the volume filled,.
(B)
-E-he-The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel,~
(C) -E-he-The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel; or,~
r

AQC12-15.39
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:(D). other ·equivalent methods acceptable to the BJeecutive
Director.
•ivolatile organic compound (VOC) 11 means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination with any other element r.>'hich has a vapor pressure of
1.5 pounds per square inch absolute or greater under actual storage
conditionsof carbon. excluding carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide,_
carbonic acid, · metallic carbides or carbonates, and 'ammonium
carbonate,_ which participates
in atmospheric
photochemical
reactions.
Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1)
shall be presumed to have negligib-le photochemical reactivity.·
"Velat:ile ergaaie eeb...eat: (''lOS) n means any organic compound 'lJ>'hich
participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions, that is, any
organic compound other than those r.ffiich the BPA Administrator
designates as having negligible photochemical r·eactivity.- VOB may
be measured by the BP.A \~C reference method.

252:100-39-3. General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements contained in
eAe 252:100-37, the additional control/prohibitionsreauirements
contained in this Subchapter shall be required enof existing and
new facilitie~?_located in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties.

.-

252:100-39-4. Exemptions
VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1.5 pounds per square inch
(psia) .. under actual storage conditions are exempt from 252:100-3916 through 252:100-39-18,
252:100-39-30,
252:100-39-41,
and
252:100-48.
PART 3.

,...-.

PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS

252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, ·-shall have the following meaning, unless --the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1) . "Component" means any piece of equipment which has the
potential to leak volatile organic compounds VOCs when tested in
-the manner described in EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
These sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals,
compressor seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves,
flanges and other connections, pressure relief devices, process
drains, and open ended·pipes.
Excluded from these sources are
valves which are not externally regulated.
(2)
"Gas service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic compoundVOC or mixture
of volatile organic compoundsVOCs in the gaseous phase.
J.Jl "Leaking component" means a component which has· a VOC
concentration exceeding 10,000 ppm when tested according to the
provisions in 252:100-39-15(e).
-f-3+1.1.l "Liquid service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic compoundVOC or mixture
of volatile organic compoundsVOCs in the liquid phase.
AQC12-15.39
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( 4)
"Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in
produeing gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils,
residual fuel oils, lubricants, asphalt, or other products
through distillation of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or
through redistillation, cracking, rearrangement or reforming or
unfinished petroleum derivatives.
·
(5)
"Refinery unit" means a set of components which a~e a part
of
a
basic
process
operation,
such
as
distfllation,
hydrotreating, cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons.
-t-6+ lil_
"Valves not externally regulated" means valves that
have no external controls, such as in-line check valves.
11 "lelatile organic eempermds" means any compound containing
(7}
carbon q1nd hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination 'lldth any other element ·~,rhich has a vap-or pressure of
o. 3 ldlopascals (0. 0435 pounds per square inch absolute) or
greater under actual storage conditions. (Effective 2 12 90)
{b) Applicability. This Section applies to all source facility
petroleum refineries located in the follo'llting counties. Tulsa and
Oklahoma.
l l l This Section applies to all petroleum refineries located in
Tulsa County and Oklahoma County.
J.ll VOCs with vapor pressures less than 0.0435 psia (0.3
kilopascals (kPa) ) under actual storage conditions are exempt
from 252:100-39-15.
(Effective 2-12-90.)
_ {~) _ ProYieione fer specific p:roceseee. Standards and operating
requirements
{1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery complex
s~bject to this Section shall:
{A)
develop and conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the provisions in 252:100-39-15{d) and 252:100-39-15(f);
(B)
conduct a monitoring program consistent "t:ith the
provisions in 252:100 39 15(f),
(C)
record all leaking components 'tvhich have a
VOC
concentration mweeding 10,000 ppm 'llo'hen tested according to
the provisions in 252.100 39 15(e} and place an identifying
tag on each component consistent with the provisions in
252:100-39-15 {f) {3) i
~lkl r~pair and retest the leaking components, as defined
in 252.100 39 1S(c} (1) (C), as soon as possible but no later
than 15 days after the leak is found; and,
{B+lQl identify all leaking components, as defined in
252.100 39 15 (c) (1) (C), which cannot be repaired until the
unit is shutdown for-turnaround7; and, Assure all lines or
pipes terminating ·,:ith a valve are sealed "t:ith a second valve,
a blind flangg, a plug or a cap.
lEL assure all lines or pipes terminating with a valve are
sealed with a second valve, a blind flange, a plug or a cap.
{2)
The EJeecutiveDivision Director, may, at his/herhis or her
discretion,
~require
the
owner or operator
to
take
appropriate remedial action, including early unit turnaround,
based on the number and severity of tagged leaks awaiting
repair.

AQC12-15.39
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(3)
Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in ~
vqlatile organic compound service shall be marked in some manner
tliat ·will be readily obvious to both petroleum refinery or
contract personnel performing monitoring and the BJeecutive
DireetorDEQ.
(d) Compliance eehedulesschedule. The owner or operator of a
petroleum refinery, in order to comply \dth 252:100 39 1.5, shall
adhere to the increments of progress contained in the follmiing
sched-ule.
(1)
Submitsubmit to the BxecutiveDivision Director a monitoring
program by July 30, 1981.
This program shall contain, at a
minimum, a list of the refinery units only and the quarter in
which they will be monitored, a copy of the log book format, and
the make and model of the monitoring equipment to be used.
In
no case shall a monitoring contract relieve the owner or
operator of a petroleum refinery of the responsibility for
compliance with this Section .
. (2) Submit quarterly monitoring report to the Executive
Director.
(e) Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and calibration
procedures to determine compliance with this. Section must be consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of.40 CFR Part 60.
(f) Monitoring.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery subject to
this Section shall conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the~following provisions~.
The owner or operator shall:
(A) monitor yearly by the methods referenced in Test Hethod
21 of 40 CFR Part 60 252:100-39-15(e) all~
(i)
pump sealsT~
(ii) pipeline valves in liquid serviceT~ and,
(iii)
process drains;
(B) monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in 252:100
39 15(d) -252:100-39-T5-(eJ 1 all~
(i)
compressor sealsT~
(ii) pipeline valves in ~ service7~ and,
(iii)
pressure relief valves in ~ service;
(C) monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
(D) monitor immediatelywithin 24 hours any pump seal from
which voc liquids are observed dripping;
(E) monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has
vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F) monitor immediately after repair.any component that was
found leaking.
(2)
Pressure relief devices •t.·hichthat are connected to an
operating
flare
header,
vapor
recovery
devicedevices,
inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, and valves that are
not externally regulated are exempt from the monitoring
requirements
in
paragraph
(1)
of
this
subsection~~
Providedprovided, however, such inaccessible valves will be
monitoredauring annual shutdown.
(3) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the
detection of a leaking component, as defined in 252.100 39
AQC12-15.39
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15 (c) (1) (C), ·,.·hichthat is not repaired on discovery..L. shall affix
a :we~therproof
and
readily
visible
tag,
bearing
an
identification number and the date the leak is located, to the
leaking component. This tag shall remain in place until the
leaking component is repaired.
(g) Recordkeeping.
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refine~y shall
maintain a ·leaking components monitoring log as specified in
252.100 39 15(c) (1) (C) which shall contain, at a minimum,~~
follmdng data .
(A)
the name of the process unit where the component is
located;
(B)
the type of component (e.g., valve, seal) i
(C) the tag number of the component, if not repaired
immediately on discovery;
(D)
the date on which ~ leaking component is discovered;
(~)
the date on which a leaking component is repaired;
(F)
the date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure
after a leaking component is repaired;
(G)
the date of the calibration of the monitoring instrument-:The record of calibrationwhich shall be made available for
inspection on request;
(H)
those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround;
and,
(I)
the total number of components checked and the total
number of components found leaking.
(2)
Copies of theThe monitoring log shall be retained on site
by the owner or operator for-at-least two-years after the date
on which the record was made or the report prepared.
(3)
Copies of
theThe monitoring log shall be made available
for inspection at any reasonable time and copies of the log
shall be provided to the BJcecutiveDivision Director, upon
written request, at any reasonable tiffieof the-AOD.
(h)
Reporting.
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery,
upon the COffiPletion of each ffionitoring procedure,· shall:
(1)
submit a report to the BJeecutiveDivision Director by the
30th day following the end of each calendar quarter that lists
all leaking components that were located during the previous
quarter but not repaired within 15 days, all leaking components
awaiting unit turnaround, and the total number of components
found leaking; and,
(2)
submit a signed statement with the report attesting to the
fact that7 all monitoring and, with the exception of those
leaking components listed in 252:100-39-15(h) (1), all ffionitoring
-afiEi repairs were performed as stipulated in the moni taring
program.
252:100-39-16. Petroleum Refineryrefinery process unit turnaround
(a) Definition. "Turn areund""Turnaround" means the planned
procedure of shutting down a unit, inspecting and repairing it..L. and
restarting it.
(b)
Procedures required.
For the shutdown, purging and blowdown
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operation of any processing petroleum refinery processing unit the
following procedures are required:
(1) Recovery of volatile organic compounds (VOC)VOCs shall be
accomplished during the shutdown or turnaround to a process unit
pressure compatible with the flare or vapor system pressure. The
unit will then be purged or flushed to a flare or vapor recovery
system ~ using a suitable material such as steam, ~ater or
nitrogen..:. to a flare or vapor recovery system. The unit shall
not be vented to the atmosphere until pressure is reduced to
less than 5 psig through control devices.
(2)
Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for the ~ransportation of Natural and Other Gas by
Pipeline, 11 or any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person
shall emit organieVOC gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
recovery blowdown system unless these gases are burned by
smokeless flares, or an equally effective control device as
approved by the Bxecut~vcDivision Director,
·
(3) At least fifteen days prior to a scheduled turnaround, a
written notification shall be submitted to the BJeeeutiv=eDivision
Director. As a minimum, the notification shall indicate the u~it
to be shutdown, the date of shutdown, and the approximate
quantity of hydrocarbonoVOCs to be emitted to -the atmosphere.
(4)
Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be accomplished
without the controls specified in 252:100-39-16(b) (1) and
252:100-39-16 (b) (2) during non-oxidant seasons provided the
notification to the BJeeeutiveDivision· Director as required in
252:100-39-16(b) (3) 1 specifically contains eueh a request for
such an exemption.·
The !~on mddantnon-oxidant season is
understood to be bet'f•'een the months of October and Aprilfrom
November 1 through March 31.
·

--

252:100-39-17. Petroleum Refineryrefinery vacuum producing system
(a) Definitions.
Th~ following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~..:..
··
(1)
"Accum.ulator 11 means the vessel in the overhead stream of
any fractionating tower, after the overhead condenses and
separates noncondensable gases, liquid hydrocarbonsVOCs and
water.
(2)
"Hotwell" means the tank at the bottom of the barometer leg
in a barometric condenser system to receive the water,
condensate and entrained hydrocarbonsVOCs generated by the
barometric condenser.
(b)
Requirements. Noncondensable v-olatile organic compoundsVOCs
from the follmdng equipment shall be incinerated or reduced by 90
percent of what would be emitted without controls when emitted from
the follmdng vacuum producing system:
(1)
steam ejectors with barometric condensers;
(2)
steam ejectors with surface condensers; or,
(3) mechanical vacuum pumps.
(c) Hotwells and accumulators.
(1) Hot wells and accumulators shall be covered and the
AQC12-15.39
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noncondensable vapors shall be vented to a fire-box or
inc::inerator.
(2)
The presence of a pilot flame shall be ~onitored using a ·
thermocouple or any other equivalent device to detect the
presence of a flame.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
(d)
Compliance. Compliance shall be determined in accordance with
the provision of the CTG document· ("Control of Refinery Vacuum
Producing systems,
Wastewater Separators and ·Process Unit
Turnarounds," EPA 450/2-77-025, October,· 1977). Test reports and
maintenance records will be maintained for at least two years. If
emission testing is required, the appropriate test method (s)
selected from EPA Reference Methods 1 through 4, 21, and/or 25,
will be· utilized.
252:100-39-18. Petroleum
effluent
Refineryrefinery
water
separators
l9l_ ·Definition. "Effluent-water. separator" means any container in
which any VOC floating on, entrained in, or contained in water
entering the container is physically separated and removed from the
water prior to discharge of the water from.the container.
lhl.. Requirements. No personowner or operator·shall operate, or
install or permit the operation or installation of:a sing±e· ·singlecompartment or multiple-compartment volatile organic compound
~vaterVOC/water separator from any equipment processing, refining,
treating, storing or handling volatile organic compoundVOC unless
the compartment receiving sa4e the effluent water is equipped to
control emissions in one of the. following ways. \dth one of the
follmdng vapor control devices, properly installed, in good
\mrldng order and in operation:
.
.
(1) AThe container totally encloses the liquid contents and
having all openings are sealed~ and totally enclosing the liquid
contents. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil
removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming,
inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(2) AThe container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting the
organic materialVOC vapors and gases discharged and a vapordisposal system capable of processing such organic materialVOC
vapors and gases so .as to prevent their emission · to the
atmosphere~ and \dth allAll tank gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The organic materialVOC removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair
is in progress.
(3) 1:::. Containerscontainer that is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency, provided-the plans and specifications of such
equipment are submitted andare approved by the BJcecutiveDivision
Director prior to their use.
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252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external
floating reef tanltsroofs
. {a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
{1)
"Condensate"-- means hydrocarbon liquid separated from
natural gas which condenses due to changes in the tell1perature
and/or pressure and remains liquid at normal operatingstandard
conditions.
{2)
"Crude oil•• means. a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixture
which is a liquid at standard conditions.
It may contain
sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
{3) '"Externally External floating roof" means a storage vessel
cover in an open top tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon
single deck which rests upon and is supported by the petroleum
liquid being contained and is equipped with a closure seal or
seals to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall.
{4)
•Lease custody transfer" means the transfer of produced
crude oil and/or condensate, after processing and/or treating in
the producing operations, from storage tanlesvessels or automatic
transfer facilities to pipelines or any other formsform of
transportation.
{5)
"Liquid-mounted seal" means primary seal mounted in
continuous contact with the liquid between the ~vessel wall
and the floating roof.
{6) .. "Petroleum liquid" means crude oil, condensate, and any
finished or intermediate liquid products manufactured or ·
extracted in a petroleum refinery.
{7)
"Vapor-mounted seal" means a primary.seal mounted so there
is an annular vapor space underneath the seal.
The annular
vapor space is bounded by-e:he-bottom of the primary seal, the
~vessel wall, the liquid surface, and the floating roof.
{8)
"Waxy, high pour point crude oil" means·a crude oil with a
pour point of 50°F-:- or higher as determined by the American
Society of Testing and Materials Standard 097-66, "Test for Pour
Point of Petroleum Oils."
{b) Applicability.
{1) This Section applies to all source facilities ·.:ith
petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating
roofs, having capacities greater than 40,000 gallons 1150,000
1 i tersl (4 0, 0 0 o gallons) , that are located in Tulsa and Oklahoma
Counties.
·
{2) This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid storage
vessels .,,·hicht·hat: prior to custody transfer:
{A) are used to store waxy, high pour point crude oil;
(B) have capacities less than 1, 600,000 liters422, 675 gallons
(420, 000 gallonoL 600 m3 ) and are used to store produced crude
oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer;
(C) contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure
less than 1.5 psia 110.5 kPal (1.5 psia);
(D)
contain: a petroleum liquid "dth a true vapor pressure
less than 27.6 Kpa (4.0 poia), and,
AQC12-15.39
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(i)
are of welded construction,
(ii) presently pos·sess a metallic type shoe seal, a liquid
mounted foam seal, a liquid mounted liquid filled t;13e
seal, or other closure device of demonstrated equivalence
approved by the Bxecutivp Director, or,contain a petroleum
liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 4.0 psia (27.6
kPa) if the vessels are of welded construction and have a
metallic-type shoe seal, a liquid-mounted foam ;,seal, a
liquid-mounted liquid filled type seal, or other closure
device of demonstrated equivalence approved by the Division
Director; or,
(E)
are of welded construction,
are equipped with a
metallic-type shoe primary seal and fia.e.have a secondary seal
from the top of the shoe seal to the ~vessel wall
(shoe-mounted secondary seal).
(c)
Provisions for specific processes Equipment and operating
requirements.
(1)
Standards.
No owner of a petroleum liquid storage vessel
subj~ct to this _Section shall store a petroleum liquid in that
vessel unless~ the following conditions are met.
(A)
The vessel has been ·fitted with7:
(i) . a continuous secondary seal extending from the
floating roof to the ~vessel wall (rim-mounted secondary
seal) ; _or,.
·
(ii) a closure device or other device which-controls VOC
~ emissions with an effectiveness equal to or greater than a
seal required above underin 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (A) (i) and
approved by the-BxecutiveDivision Director.
(B)- All
seal
closure
devices
meet
the
following
requirements7..!...
(i)
thereThere are no visible holes, tears, or other
openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric"'t'~
(ii) -t-heThe seal (s) are intact and uniformly in place
around the circumference of-the floating roof between the
floating roof and the ~vessel wall; and,.!..
(iii)
.fef.For vapor mounted primary seals, the accumulated
area of gaps exceeding 0. 32 cm1/8 inch (1/8 in. 0. 32 em) in
width between the secondary seal and the ~vessel wall
shall not exceed 21.2 cm!1.0 square inch per meterfoot of
~vessel diameter
(1. 0 in. 221.2 cm2 per .f.ee.t.meter of
-t-ank:vessel diameter) , as.
This shall be determined by
physically measuring the length and width of all gaps
around the entire circumference of the secondary seal in
each place where a 1/8 inch (0. 32. cml uniform diameter
probe passes freely between the seal and the ~vessel
wall7 and summing the areaareas of the individual gaps.
(C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for
automatic bleeder vents, rim space vents, and leg sleeves,
are"'t'.l.
(i)
equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed
position except when the openings are in actual use; and,
(ii) equipped with projections into the ~vessel which
AQC12-15.39
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remain below the liquid surface at all times7~
:(D) · Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except
when the roof is floated off or landed on the roof leg
supports7~

-

(E)
Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated
off the leg supports or at· the manufacturer's recommended
settings; and,_,_
(F)
Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted·membrane
fabric covers or equivalent covers which cover at least 90
percent of the area of the opening.
(2) Monitoring. The owner or operator of a petroleum liquid
storage vessel with an external floating roof subject to this
Section shall:
(A) perform routine inspections semi-annually in order to
ensure compliance with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (i), i.e., no
visible holes, tears, or other. openings in the seals or seal
fabric;
(B)
measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance
with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (iii), when the floating roof is
equipped with a vapor-mounted primary seal; and,
(C) maintain records of the types of volatile petroleum
liquids stored, the true vapor pressure of the liquid as
stored, and the results of the inspections performed in
252:100-39-30 (c) (2) (A) and 252:100-39-30 (c) (2) (B) •
111 Recordkeeping .
.f3+ J&
Copies of all records under 252:100-39-30 (c) (2)
.shall be.retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of
two·years after the·date on which the record was made.
++} lal
Copies of all records under this Section shall be
made available to the ExecutiveDivision Director, upon verbal
.
or -...ritten request, at any reasonable time.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities uithin t;m ye'ars of approval of
this Section by the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Boardby May 23.
1982.
PART 7.

SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt {paving)
"Cutback asphalt 11 means a basic asphalt or
asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum distillate.
J.!2l. Requirements. No owner, operator and/or contractor shall
-prepare or apply cutback liquifiedliguefied asphalt without the
prior written consent of the ExecutiveDivision Director_,_ or the
Executive Director's designee. Such consent may be granted during
Oklahoma's non-oxidant season, i.e., October through AprilNovember
1 through March 31.

ill. Definitions.

loading
and
252:100-39-41. Vapor
recovery
syetemsStorage,
transport/delivery of VOCe
(a)
Storage of volatile organic compormdeVOCs in vessels with
·storage capacities --greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bble) . No
AQC12-15.39
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pcrsonowncr or operator shall store or pcrERit the storage of
gasoline or any volatile organic compoundVOC in tanles or vessels 2.
·vessel havin~ith a storage capacity greater than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls) unless such tank, reservoir or other container it is ~
be a pressure ~vessel capable of maintaining working pressures
sufficient at all times tothat prevent organicVOC vapor or gas loss
to the atmosphere, or it is equipped with one or more of the
following vapor control dcviccs7~
'
(1) aAn external
floating
roof,
consisting
of
pontoon
typc,pontoon-typc internal floating cover or double-deck type
roof, cover or a fixed roof with an internal floating cover.
uhichThe cover will rest on the surface of the liquid contents
at all times (i.e. off the leg supports), except during initial
fill. when the storage vessel is completely empty, or during
refilling. When the cover is resting on the leg supports, the
process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall be continuous
and shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible. The floating
roof shall be equipped with a closure seal, or seals, to close
the ~pace between the ree¥cover edge and tan*vesscl wall. Such
floating roofs arc not appropriate control devices if the
organic compoundsVOCs have a vapor pressure of ~11.1 pounds
per square inch absolute psia (568 mm Hg) (76.6 kPa) or greater
under actual conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall
be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
Closure seals for fixed roof vessels with an internal-floating
cover
will
meet
the . requirements
of
252.100 39
30 (c) (1) (B); 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (i) and (ii) .
Closure seals
for vessels with external floating roofs will meet the
requirements of 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B)(:[), (il), and (iii).
(2) aA vapor-recovery system consisting of a vapor-gathering
system capable of collecting 90 percent by weight or more of the
uncontrolled volatile organic compoundsVOCs that would otherwise
be emitted to the atmosphere and a vapor-disposal system capable
of processing such organic compo_undsVOCs so as to prevent
emissions in excess of 80 mg/liter of gasolincVOCs transferred
to the atmosphere. All ~vessel gauging and sampling devices·
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place; or,~
(3)
otherOther equipment or methods of equal efficiency for
purposes of air pollution cont~ol as may bewhcn approved by the
BxccutivcDivision Director and arc in concert with federal
guidelines.
(b)
Storage of volatile organic eompoundsVOCs in vessels with
storage capacities of --400-40,000 gallons (9.5 953 bbls).

(1) No personowner or operator shall store or permit the
storage of gasoline or other volatile organic compoundsVOCs in
any stationary storage containervessel wit-h a- nominal capacity
greater than 400 gallons (9.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons
(953 bbls) unless such containerit is equipped with a submerg7d
fill pipe or is bottom filled. No person shall store or permlt
the storage of gasoline or other volatile organic compound in
any stationary storage container \vith an average daily
AQC12-15.39
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throughput of 30,000 gallons or greater unless the displaced
vapors from the storage container are processed by a system that
has a total collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by
\w'eight of total hydrocarbon compounds in said ....-apors.
l1l No owner or operator shall store gasoline or other VOCs in
any stationary storage vessel with an average daily throughput
of 30,000 gallons or·greater unless the displaced vapors from
the storage vessel are processed by a system that has; a total
collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of total
VOCs in the vapors.
~JAl_ The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of
the follmdng:
·-fA1-.1i.l_ a
vapor-tight
return
line
from
the
storage
containervessel to the delivery vessel and a system that
will ensure that the vapor return line is connected"before
gasoline
or ·:=olatile
organic
compoundsVOCs
can
be
transferred into the containerstorage vessel; or,
-fB+. Jill other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the total
hydrocarbon compoundsVOCs in the displaced vapor provided
~if approval of the proposed design installation, and operation is obtained from the ExecutiveDivision Director
prior to start of construction.
.
-f-3+.illl_ Provided, hmmver, that theThe requirements for vapor
collection of displaced vapors shall not apply to operations
bhat are not major sources.
·
(c)
Loading of volatile organie eompeundsVOCs.
(-1) No .personowner or operator · shall install or operate-;install or permit the bu1lding, operation or installation of a
stationary volatile organic compoundVOC loading facility with an
_annual throughput .of . 120, 000 gallons or greater or storage
capacity greater than 10,000 gallons unless such loading
facility it is eqUipped with a vapor-collection and/or disposal
system properly installed,
in good 'tvorking order and in
operation.
(2)
WhenWhile volatile organic compoundsVOCs are loaded through
the hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or
mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal
at the hatch.
{3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic materialVOC
drainage from the loading device when it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(4) When loading is effected throughQy means other than
hatches, all loading and vapor lines· shall be equipped with
fittings ~thichthat make vapor-tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection-and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the following in addition to
bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels~ Storage
vessels at service stations and bulk plants may be used for
intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as
AQC12-15.39
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specified
in
252:100-39-41 (c) (5) (A)
through
252:100-3941 (:c) (.5) (C) if they are designed to prevent the release of
vapors during use.
(A) aHAn absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
~that has a minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by
weight of all the volatile organic eompoundVOC vapors and
gases entering such disposal system7~
.
(B) aA vapor handling system which directs all vapors to a
fuel gas incineration system with a minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent, or,~
(C) otherOther equipment ~that has at least 2 90 percent
efficiency, provided plans for such equipment are submitted to
arid approved by the BJceeutiveDivision Director.
Storage
vessels at service stations and bulk plants· may be used for
intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as
per 252.100 39 41 (e) (5) (A) through 252.100 39 41 (e) (5) (C) if
they are designed to prevent the release of vapors during use.
(6)
Subsection 252:100-39-41 (c) shall apply to any facility
-.1hiehthat
loads volatile organic eompoundoVOCs
into any
transport vesseL designed for transporting volatile organic
eompoundoVOCs.
(d)
Transport/delivery.
(1)
The vapor-laden ·delivery vessel shall meet one of the
following requirements7~
(A)
-t:fie.The delivery vessel must be se designated and operated
ae---to ··be vapor .tight except when sampling, gauging, or
inspecting, or,~
(B) -t:fie.The delivery-vessel -must be equipped and operated se
-t-fta.t.to deliver the volatile organic eompoundVOC vapors are
delivered to a vapor recovery/disposal-system.
(2)
No mmer/operator owner or operator wi-1-±shall allow a
delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to receive
displaced organieVOC vapors nor service tankovessels unable to
deliver displaced vapors except for tanko/facilitieovessels-and
facilities exempted in 252:100-39--41(b) and 252:100-39-4l(c).
(3)
Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with the vapor
tightness ·requirements must be consistent with Appendix '.'B" EPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound
Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems,"
EPA 450/2-78-051, or an equivalent method as determined by the
EJeeeutiveDivision Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Aloe see 252:100 39
48 for additional requirements pertaining to Tulsa County.
lll Applicability. This subsection applies only in Tulsa
County.
J2l Storage of VOCe.
l8l 2,000 - 40,000 qallons caoacitv.
No owner or operator
shall store gasoline or other VOCs in any stationary storage
vessel with a nominal capacity greater than 2,000 gallons and
less than 40, 000 gallons unless, in addition to being equipped
with a submerged fill pipe or being bottom loading, it is
equipped with a vapor control system that has an efficiency of
~QC12-15.39
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no less than 90 percent by weight of the VOCs contained in the
aisplaced vapors and is equipped with a pressure relief valve
in the atmospheric vent system which maintains a pressure of
16 ounces per square inch and. 1/2 ounce per square inch
·vacuum. The vapor recovery system shall include one or more
of the following.
l i l A vapor-tight return line from the storage vessel to
the delivery vessel and a system that will ensure;that the
vapor return line is connected before gasoline or VOCs can
be transferred into the storage vessel (i.e. , poppeted
connectors from the storage vessel to the delivery
vessel.).
l i i l A float vent valve assembly must be installed in the
vapor return/vent line on new and existing dual point
installations; however,
for coaxial installations on
existing stations, a vent sleeve extending six inches below
the top of the vessel will be allowed.
Sleeves may be
equipped with a 1/16 inch air bleed hole.
(iii)
The cross-sectional area of the vapor recovery line
must be at least half of the cross-sectional area of the
liquid delivery line.
·· - (iv) Instea-d of 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (B) (i) through 252:10039-41(e) (2) (B) (iii), other- equipment that has a total
collection efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of
the total VOCs in the displaced vapor may be used if
.. approved
by
Division
Director prior
to
start
of
construction.
_llil Applicability·. -- ·
l i l The applicability of 252:100-39-41(e) (2) shall be
determined by the most restrictive of the 2, 000 gallon
vessel size as rE:!guired in 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) (A}' or the
120,000 gallon annual throughput required in 252:100-3941 (e) (2) (B) (ii) .
Once a facility places a 2, 000 gallon
ves·sel in---service- 'Or exceeds the 120,000 gallon annual
throughput, that facility shall always be subject to the
provisions Of 2'52 :~00-39-41 (e) (2). (effective February 12,
1990)
- .
l i i l Exemptions to 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) may be granted if
the owner or operator shows to the satisfaction of the
Division Director tha~ the vessel is used exclusively for
agricultural purposes or that the facility, based on the
most current 12 months' data, dispenses 120,000 gallons per
year or less.
~
Emission testing.
If emission testing is conducted, the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through
4, 18, 21, 25, 25A and 25B will be utilized.
l..Ql Compliance. Compliance with 252:100-39-41 (e) (2) ·will be
accomplished by the owner or operator of affected facilities
by December 31, 1986.
lEl Certification. The owner·or-operator of a facility shall
obtain, by whatever means practicable, certification from the
owner or operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all
AQC12-15.39
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deliveries of gasoline or other VOCs made to their 400-gallon
:to. 40. 000-gallon storage facility located in Tulsa County
shall be made by transport/delivery vessels that comply with
the requirements contained in 252:100-39-41 (e) (4) . Compliance
with 252:100-39-41(e) (2) shall be accomplished by owners or
operators of affected facilities no later than December 31,
1990. (Effective February 12. 1990) ·
l l l Loading of VOCs.
In addition to those recniirements
contained in 252:100-39-41 (c), stationary loading facilities
will be checked annually in accordance with EPA Test Method 21,
Leak Test. Leaks greater than 5000 ppm will be repaired within
15 days.
Facilities will retain inspection and repair records
for at least two years.
l1l Transport/delivery vessel requirements. In addition to the
requirements contained in 252:100-39-41(d), facilities located
in Tulsa County must meet the following requirements.
l8l Maintenance.
l i l The delivery vessel must be maintained so that it is
vapor tight except when sampling, gauging. or inspecting.
These activities shall not occur while the vehicle is
loading or unloading or is in a pressurized state.
J..i.il Thedelivery vessel must be equipped, maintained, and
operated to receive vaoors from sources identified in
252:100-39-41 (b) (1) and 252:100-39-41 (b) (2} and retain
these and all other vapors until they are delivered into an
~ authorized vapor recovery/disposal system.
(iii)
Vessels with defective equipment such as boots,
seals, and hoses, or with other deficiencies that would
impair the vessels' ability to retain vapors or liquid
shall be repaired within s· days.
l.M_ The. certified testing tacility must certify to the
approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (B) (i). The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag showing
the date of the pressure test.
lYl. No owner or operator will allow a delivery vessel to
be filled at a facility unable to receive displaced VOCs
nor service vessels unable to deliver displaced vapors
except for vessels/facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41 (b).
Terminal owners shall not fill vessels that do not display
a current tag.
lYil Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives
of the DEQ in order to determine their state of repair.
Such a test may consist of a visual inspection or a vapor
test with vapors not to exceed 5000 ppm. Failure of a vapor
test will require the owner or operator to make the
necessary repairs. within 10 days.
Failure to certify
within 10-. days of a vapor test that the necessary repairs
have been made will subject the owner or operator to
sanctions. Upon certification of repairs, the vessel will
be allowed to resume normal operation.
lftl Testing requirements.
AQC12-15.39
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Pressure test.
Delivery vessels. deliverino or rece1v1no gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness.
The vapor tightness test must be consistent with Appendix
11
A 11 EPA Guideline Series Document, 11 Control of Volatile
Organic Compound Leaks · from Gasoline Tank Trucks and
Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 450/2-78-051. Tests shall
be performed by the owner or a reputable t'ransport
service company. Test methods used to test these vessels
by owners or testing companies must be approved for use
by the Division Director.
l.I1..l The vessel will be considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252:100-39-41(e) (4) {B) {i) (I) when the test
results show that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3
inches of H 2 0.
There shall be no avoidable visible
liguid leaks.
lill.. Vapor test. Testing of the tank trucks for compliance
with vanor tightness requirements as reauired under
252:100-39-41 (e) {4) (A) (vi) must be consistent with Appendix
11
11 B 11
EPA Guideline Series Document
Control of Volatile
Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor
Collection Systems", EPA 405/2-.78-051. as modified for this
purpose and contained in 252:100-43-15~
The requirements
of 252:100-39-41(e) took effect December 15. 1988.

lll

I

252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a)
Cold cleaning facility requirements.
(1)
Equipment requirements. No personowner or operator shall
allow the construction or operation of any cold cleaning unit
for metal degreasing using an organic solventa VOC unless the
following r~quir~m~nts are met~~
(A)
a-A cover or door shall be installed on the facility that
can be easily operated with one hand,~
(B)
a-nAn internal drain board will be provided iri such a
manner that will allow lid closure· if practical;-;- if not
practical, the drainage facility may be external; and,~
(C)
a-A permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating
requirements
specified
in
252:100-39-42(a) (2)
will
be
permanently attached to the facility.
·
(2)
Operating requirements.
The
operating
requirements
specified
in
252.100 39 42 (a) (1) (G)
shall
as
a
minimum
~ers or operators shall at a minimum:
(A)
drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until dripping
ceases before removal;
(B)
close degreaser cover when not handling parts in cleaner~

an&r1..

(C)
store waste eolventVOC in covered containers-:-1.. Do not
dispose or allou disposition in such a manner that more than
i! 0 percent by ·.;eight can evaporate into the atlftosphere.
lQl Do not dispose or allow disposition of waste VOC in such
a manner that more than 20 percent by weight can evaporate
AQC12-15.39
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into the atmosphere.

, -B+~ If used, a solvent spray ·•.;ill be of a solid fluid
streaffi (not atoffiized or spray) Use a solid stream, not an
atomized spray, when VOC is sprayed.
-+41-Jl.l Requirements for controls. I f
t h e
s o 1 v e n t
volatilityvapor pressure of the VOC is greater than 33 mm IIg
(0.6 psi)0.6 psi (4.1 kPa) measured at ~100°F (100°F) {38°C)
. or if solventVOC is heated to 120 degrees C248°F {120°d·, one or
more of the following control devices will be required7....:...
freeboardFreeboard that gives a free boardfreeboard ratio
(A)
greater than or equal to 0.71....:...
(B)
'ivaterWater cover ana-where the solventVOC is insoluble in
and heavier than water or such equivalent; or,....:...
(C)
otherAnother system of equivalent control as approved by
the BxecutiveDivision Director.
~111 Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance
will
be
determined in accordance with EPA guidance document "Control of
Volatile Organic Emissions from Solvent Metal Cleaning,"
450/2-77-022.
Test reports and maintenance and repair records
of control equipment will be maintained by the source for at
least two years.
(b)
Vapor-type metal degreasing requirements .
.. (1)
Equipment requirements. No personowner or ooerator shall
allow the construction or operation of a~y vapor-type metal
degreasing unit using an ··-organic solvent a VOC unless· the
following requirements are met7....:...
{A)
~The unit has a cover or door that can easily be opened
and closed without disturbing the vapor zone~
(B)
~The unit will nave the following safety switcheS.7....:...
(iJ
condenserCondenser flow switch and thermostat or
equivalent capable of shutting off the sump heat if
condenser coolant is not circulating or coolant exceeds
solventVOC manufacturer's recommended level, and,....:...
(ii) spraySpray l?afety switch capable of shutting off spray
pumps if the vapor level drops in excess of four Tnches (10
· em) .
·
(C) ~The unit will have one or more of the following
control devices/techniques7....:...
(i)
freeboardFreeboard ratio not less than 0.75, i.e.,· the
ratio of the freeboard to the width of . the degreaser
wherein the term freeboard is defined as the distance from
the top of the vapor zone to the top of the degreaser
tank,....:...
(ii) refrigeratedRefrigerated chiller,
i.e.,
condenser
coils in the upper limit of the vapor zone,....:...
(iii)
enclosedEnclosed design, i.e., cover or door is
opened only when part is actually entering or exiting the ·
facility; or,....:...
(iv) aA carbon adsorption system with ventilation ·great7r
than 50 cfm/ft.! cfm/ft 2 of air/vapor area when cover 1s
open and exhausting less than 25 ppm solventVOC average
over one adsorption cycle; or,.
AQC12-15.39
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(v) aA control system demonstrated to have a control
efficiency equal to or greater than any of the systems in
(C) of this paragraph.
(D) aA permanent conspicuous label summarizing operating
procedures in 252:100-39-42 (b) (2) will be attached to the
facilityunit.
(2) Operating requirements. The
operating
requirements
referred to in 252:100 39 42 (b) (1) (D) As a minimum operators
shall do the following as a minimum specify: .
(A) ~Keep cover closed at all times except when processing
wer*degreasing partsT~
(B)
minimii'ieMinimize solventVOC carry-out by th:e follmving
measures:
(i) rae*racking parts to allow full drainage7L
(ii) mevemoving parts in and out of the degreaser at less
than 3.3 m/sccll ft/min (11ft/min.) (3.3 m/min) ·L
(iii)
degreascdegreasing the workload in the vapor zone at
least 30 eee.seconds or until condensation ceases.L
(iv) ~tipping out any pools of solventVOC on the cleaned
parts before removal.; and,
(v)
allo~.·allowing parts to dry within the degreaser for at
least 15 eee.seconds or until visually dry.
(C)
do notNot degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as
cloth, leather, wood or rope,~
(D) ~mrkloads should notNot allow workloads to occupy more
than half of the degreaser's open top areaT~
(E) ncverNever spray above the vapor level,~
(F)
assureAssure that solventVOC leaks ~ immediately
repaired or the degreaser is shut down,~
(G) do notNot dispose of waste solventVOC or transfer it to
another party in such a manner that greater than 20 percent of
the waste (by weight) will_evaporate into the atmosphere.
lHl Store waste solventVOC only in closed containers,.
-fH1-J.Il Not allow -exhaust ventilation should notto exceed
~/min. per m!65 cfm per ft 2 (65 cfm. per ft~-}-(20 m3 /min per
m2 ) of : degreaser open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements.
Ventilation fans should not be used near the
degreaser opening; and,~
~~ Not allow water should notto be visually detectable in
solventVOC exiting the water separator.
(3)
Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance will be determined
in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all test and
maintenance records ~shall be retained by the source for at
least two years.
(c)
Conveyorized degreasing unit requirements •
. (1)
Operating requirements. No personowner or operator shall
operate a conveyorized degreasing unit unless the following
requirements are met7~
(A)
exhaustExhaust ventilation should not exceed ~/min.
per ~65 cfm per ft 2
(65 cfm per ft~i-(20 m3 /min per m2 } of
degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
Werle place fans should not be used near th:e degrcaser opening,
AQC12-15.39
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1lil Work place fans should not be used near the degreaser
_opening.
1£... minimiseMinimize carry-out emissions by:
(i)
racking parts for best drainage; and,
.
(ii) maintaining vertical conveyor speed at less than ~
m/min.11 ft/min (11 ft./min.) (3.3 m/minh-_._
-f€+-JQ.}_ ooWaste VOC should not be disposedisposed ~f ~vaste
solvent or transfertransferred ~to another party fn such a
manner that greater than 20 percent of the waste (by weight)
can evaporate into the atmosphere.
Store ~vaste solvent VOC
only in covered containers;
lEl Store waste VOC only in covered containers.
~lEl repair solventVOC leaks must be repaired immediately,
or shut dmm the de greaser must be shut down7-=-fB-t-JQL ~mterWater should not be visibly detectable in the
solventVOC exiting the water separator, and,-=-fF+J..Hl aA permanent conspicuous label wH-±-must be attached to
the facilityunit summarizing the operating requirements listed
. in 252:100-39-42(b) and 252:100-39-42(c).
(2)
Control requirements. In addition to the requirements in
252:100-39-42(c) (1), any unit that has an air/vapor interface of
more than 21.5 ft 2 ~(2.0 m2 ) will be subject to the following
control requirements7...:...
(A)
Major control devices.
The degreaser must be controlled
by either:
.. (i) ~ refrigerated chiller7 1...
(ii) ~ carbon adsorption system, with ventilation equal to
or greater than ~/min per ~50 cfm/ft 2 (so· cfm/ft~~l12
m3 /min per m2 ) of air/vapor area (when down-time covers are
open), and exhausting less than 25 ppm of solventVOC by
volume averaged over a complete adsorption cycleT...L.. or~
(iii)
a system demonstrated to have control efficiency
equivalent to or better than either of the above.
(B)
Carryover prevention. Either a drying tunnel, or another
means such as rotating (tumbling) basket, sufficient to
prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solventVOC liquid or
vapor subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C)
Safety switches. The following safety switches must be
installed and be operational7_._
(i)
Condenser flow switch and thermostat -that ~shuts off
sump heat if coolant is either not circulating or too

·*

warm~.

(ii) Spray safety switch -that ~shuts off spray pump or
conveyor if the vapor level drops excessively, e.g. more
than 10 em (4 in.))4 in {10 em).
(iii)
Vapor level control thermostat -that -{-shuts off sump
heat when vapor level rises too high~.
(D)
Minimized openings. Entrances and exits should silhouette
work loads so that the average clearance -{-between parts and
the edge of the degreaser opening~ is either less than 10 em
(4 in.)4 in (10 em) or less that 10 percent of the width of
the opening.
AQC12-15.39
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(E)
Covers.
Down-time covercovers must be placed over
entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately
after the conveyor and exhaust are shutdown and removed just
before they are started up.
(3)
Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance will be determined
in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all test and
maintenance records will be retained by the source for at least
two years.
'·
(d)
Alternative control methods. As
an
alternative
to
the
requirements of 252:100-39-42(a) through 252:100-39-42(c) and
subject to EPA approval, an operator may request the approval by
the Division Director of other ~ethods of control~ ffiay be approved
by,
subject to EPA apprm.~al,
the El:Jeecutive Director upon
application by a source, provided, th:eThe applicant ean must
demonstrate that the proposed method will pre.clude no less than
prevent at least 80 percent of the emissions from each source from
being emitted to.the atmosphere, as determined by the appropriate
test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 25, 25A and
25B.
.

-

252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a) . Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the followi~g meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
.
·
(1)
"Flexographic printing" means the application of words
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique in which the pattern to be applied is raised above the
printing roll and the image carrier is made of rubber or other
elastomeric materials.
(2)
"Packaging rotogravure printing" means rotogravure printing
upon paper, paper board, metal foil, plastic film, and other
substrates, whichthat are, in subsequent operations, formed into
packaging products and labels for articles to be sold.
(3)
"Publication - rotogravure printing"
means
rotogravure
printing upon paper which is subsequently formed into books,
magazines,
catalogues,
brochures,
directories,
newspaper
supplements, and other types of printed.materials.
(4)
"Roll printing" means the application of words, designs and
pictures to a substrate usually by means of a series of hard
rubber or steel rolls each with only partial coverage.
( 5)
"Rotogravure printing" means the application of works
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique \ihichthat involves an intaglio or recessed image areas
in the form of cells.
(b)
Applicability.
(1)
This Section applies
to all
packaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flCJEograph:ic printing facilities
located in Tulsa and rnelahoffia counties.
( 2)
This Sect ion applies only to en-±-ypackaging rotogravure ,
publication rotogravure, and flexographic printing facilities
whose potential effiissienemissions of organic solventVOC ~are
equal to or more than 100 tons/year l90 megagrams/year) ~
1

I
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grams) per year (100 tons/yr.).
Potential emissions are to be
calculated based on historical records of actual consumption of ~
s~lvcntvoc and ink.
(c)
Provisions for specific processes.
(1) No
owner or operator of
a
packaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure or flexographic printing facility
subject to this Section and employing. solventVOC conta~ning ink
may operate, cause, allm.· or permit the operation'· of the
facility unless one of the following conditions applies7~
(A)
~The volatile fraction of ink, as it is applied to the
substrate, contains 25.0 percent by volume or less of organic
solventVOC and 75.0 percent by volume or more of water-;-_,_
(B)
~The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water,
contains 60.0 percent by volume or more of nonvolatile
material, or,-'(C) ~The ·owner or operator installs and operates:
(i)
a carbon adsorption system \ihichthat reduces the
organic solventVOC emissions from the capture system by at
least 90.0 percent by weight;
(ii) an incineration system ..michthat oxidizes at least
90.0 percent of the nonmethane volatile organic solventVOC
measured as total combustible carbon to carbon dioxide and
water; or,
(iii)
an alternative organic solventVOC emission reduction
system demonstrated to have at least 90.0 percent reduction
~ efficiency, measured across the control system, andthat has
been approved by the EJEeautiveDivision Director.
(2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the
emission control systems in 252:100-39~43{c) (1) (C). The design
and operation of the capture system m~st be consistent with good
engineering practice, and shall be required to provide for an
overall reduction in volatile organic compoundVOC emissions of
at least:
(A)
75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is
employed;
·
(B)
65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is
employed-:-; or,
(C)
60.0 percent where a flexographic printing process is
employed.
{d) ·compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities within t ..m
(2)
years of
· approval of this Subchapter by the Oklahoma Environmental Quality
Board.by May 23, 1982.
(e) Testing. Test procedures to determine compliance with this
Subchapter must be consistent with EPA Reference Method 24 or
equivalent ASTM Methods.

-

252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7_,_
(1)
"Automatic tread end cementing" means the application of a
AQC12-15.39
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solventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by automated
devices.
(2)
"Bead dipping 11 means the dipping of an assembled tire bead
into a solventVOC based cement.
(3)
"Green tires 11 means assembled tires before molding and
curing have occurred.
(4) · "Green tire spraying" means the spraying of green tires,
both inside and outside, with release compounds ~~hichehat help
remove air from the tire during molding and prevent the tire
from sticking to the mold after curing.
(5)
"Manual tread end cementing" means the application of a
solventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by manufacturers.
(6) ·"Passenger type tire"
means agricultural,
airplane,
industrial, mobile· liorrie,- ·light ·and medium duty truck, and
passenger vehicle tires with a bead diameter up to but not
including 20.0 inches and cross section dimension up to 12.8
inches.
(7)
"Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture" means the production of
·pneumatic rubber, passenger type ·t·ires on a mass production
basis.
(8)
"Undertread cementing" means the application of a solvent
VOC based cement to the underside of a tire tread.
(9)
"Water based sprays•• means release compounds, sprayed on
the inside and outside of-green tires, in which solids, water
and emulsifiers have been substituted for organic solventsVOCs.
These -sprays may_ ~ontain an . average of up to five percent
organic solventVOC.
(b) Applicability.
- -(1)
This Section applies to VOC emissions from the follmving
operations infrom all major source pneumatic rubber tire
manufacturing facilities located in Oklahoma County from:
(A) undertread cementing;
(B) automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C) green tire spraying.
.
(2) The provisions of this Section do not apply to the
.productionsproduction of specialty tires for antique or other
vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or with short
production runs. This exemption applies only to tires produced
on equipment separate from normal production lines for passenger
type tires.
(3) Manual tread end cementing operations are exempt from the
provisions of this Section.
(c)
Previeieae fer epeeifie preeeeeee Control requirements.
(1) Undertread cementing or automatic tread end cementing. TIE
owner or operator of an undertread cementing, or automatic tread
end cementing, operation subject to this Section shall install
and operate the following7~
(A)
install and operate aA capture system, designed to
achieve maximum reasonable capture from all undertread
cementing, and automatic tread end cementing operations.
Maximum reasonable capture would require that hood enclosures
be designed in such a manner to minimize open areas and
AQC12-15.39
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enclose as much of the emission source as practical while
:matntaining a minimum in-draft velocity of 200 feet per minute
except during times when the enclosure must be opened to allow
work inside or for the inspections of the product in progress.
Maximum reasonable capture shall be consistent with ~
following documents:
(i)
Industrial Ventilation,
A Manual of Recommended
Practices, 14th Edition, American Federation of Irldustrial
Hygienists~; and,
(ii) Recommended Industrial Ventilation guidelines, U.S.
Department of Health Education and Welfare, National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.
(B)
install and operate a8, control device that meets the
requirements of one of the following systems7~
(i) A carbon adsorption system designed and operated ±£-a
manner such so that there is at least an initial 95. 0
percent removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to
the control device with at least a 90 percent ~ year
removal average, or,.
(ii) An incineration system that oxidizes at least 90. o
percent of the nonmethane · V'olatile organic compounds (VOC
VOCs lmeasured as total combustible carbon) which enter the
incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
(iii)
An alternative volatile organic compoundVOC emission
reduction system certified by the owner or operator to have
.. at least a 90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured
across the control system, and that has been approved by
the ExecutiveDivision Director.
(2)
Green tire spraying.
The owner or operator of a--green tire
spraying operation subject to this Section shall implement one
of the following means of reducing volatile organic compoundVOC
emissions7~

(A)
substituteSubstitute water-based sprays for the normal
solvent based VOC-based mold release compound, or,.
(B)
installinstall a capture system designed and operated in
a manner that will capture and transfer at least 90.0 percent
of the VOC emitted by the green tire spraying operation to a
control device, and install and operate a control device that
· meets the requirements of one of _the following systemS7...._
(i)
ah, carbon adsorption system·designed and operated -1£:
a manner such so that there is at least 95. 0 percent
removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to the
control device; or,...._
(ii) anAn incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane volatile organic compounds(VOC
VOCs (measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon
dioxide and water; or,~
(iii)
anAn
alternative volatile organic compoundVOC
emission reduction system approved by the Division Director
and certified by the owner or operator to have at least a
90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the
control system, that has been approved by the BJcecutive
AQC12-15.39
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Director.
(3 )' Exemption.
If the total volatile organic compoundVOC
emissions from all undertread cementing, tread-end cementing,
bead dipping, and green tire spraying operations at a pneumatic
rubber tire manufacturing facility do not exceed 57 grams per
tire, 252:100-39-44 (c) (1) and 252:100-39-44 (c) (2) shall not
apply.
( 4) lrn mmer or operator of an undertread cementing, tread end
cementing, bead'dipping or green tire spraying operation subject
to this Section may, instead of implement:ing measures required
by 252.100 39 44 (c) (1) and 252:100 39 44 (c) (2), submit to the
EJeecutive Director a petition for alternative controls.
The
petition must be submit:ted in -.iriting before Sept:ember 15, 1981
and must contain.
{A)
the name and address of the company and the name and·
telephone number of a responsible company representative over
~.~esc signat:ure the petition is submitted;
(B)
a description of_ a,.ll .operations conducted at the location
t:o ,...h~ch the petition. ap.plies an;d the purpose thE? v?la.tile
organ1c compound em1tt1ng cqu1pment serves -.i1th1n the
operations;
(C)
reference to the specific emission limits, operational
and/or equipment controls for -...hich alternative emission
limits, operational and/or equipment controls are proposed;
(D)
a detailed description of the proposed alternative
emission limits, operational and/or. equipment controls, the
magnitude of volatile organic compound emission reduction
'•ihich ,..iill be achieved, and the quantity and composition of·
volatile organic compounds uhich ·•.-ill be emitted if . the
alternative emission limits, operational and/or equipment
controls arc instituted,
(E)
a schedule for the installation and/or institution of the
alternative
operational
and/or
equipment
controls
in
conformance -...ith the appropriate compliance schedule section,
iffiEi,

.

(F)
a demonstration that the alternative control program
constitutes reasonably available control technology fo.r the
petitioned facility.
The factors to be presented in this
demonstration include but are not limited to.
(i)
the capital . elependiturc necessary to achieve the
petitioned level of control,
{ii) the impact ·of these costs on the firm,
(iii)
the energy requirements of the petitioned level of
control;
(iv) the impact on the environment in terms of an)· increase
in air, rymter and solid -.mote effluent discharge of the
petitioned level of control,
(v)
any adverse ~mrlecr or product safety implications of
the petitioned level of control, and,
(vi) an analysis fer each of the factors ia 252:100 39
44(c) (4) (F) (i) through 252.100 39 44(c) (4) (F) (v) for the
control
levels
specified
in
252:100 39 44 (c) (1)
and
AQC12-15.39
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252:100 39 44 (c) (2).

, (5). The BJtecutive Director may approve a Petition for
Alternative Control if.
(A)
the petition is submitted in accordance ;dth 252: 10 o
39 44(c),
(B)
the

petition demonstrates
that
the
alternative
controls represent reasonable available control teqhnology;
r.

err

(C)
the petition contains a compliance schedule for
. .
.
.
. .
. t a1n1ng
ac h 1ev1ng
an d ma1n
a re d uct1on
o f vo 1 at1'1 e organ1c
compound emissions as mcpeditiously as practicable, but no
later than the photochemical mtidant attainment date.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities on or before December 31, 1982.
(e)
Testing and monitoring.
·
(1}
Test procedures to determine compliance with this Section
must be approved by the BJcecutiveDivision Director and be
consistent with:
(A)
EPA Guideline Series Document "Measurement of Volatile
Organic Compounds,". EPA-450/2-78-041; and,~
(B)
Appendix A of 11 Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from
Existing Stationary Sources - Volume II: Surface coating of
Cans, -Coils, Paper, Fabrics, Automobiles, and Light-buty
Trucks," EPA-450/2-77-008.
(2)
The BltecutiveDivision Director may accept, instead of green
tire spray analysis, a certification by the manufacturer of the
composition of the green tire spray, if supported by actual
batch formulation records.
(3}
If add-on control equipment is used, continuous monitors e€
the follor.ling -parameters shall be installed, periodically
calibrated, and operated at all times that the associated
control equipment is operating to measure7
(A}
exhaust gas temperatures of incinerators; ··
(B)
temperature rise across a cqtalytic incinerator bed;
(C)
breakthrough of VOC on a carbon adsorption unit; and,
(D)
any other parameter for which a continuous monitoring or
recording device
is
required by the BxecutiveDivision
Director.

252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
(a)
Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7_._
(1)
"Cartridge filters" means perforated canisters containing
filtration paper and/or activated carbon that are used in a
pressurized system to remove solid particles and fugitive dyes
from soil-laden petroleum solvent.
(2}
••containers and conveyors aftdof petroleum solventn means
piping, ductwork, pumps, storage tanks, and other ancillary
equipment
that are associated with the installation and
operation of washers, dryers, filters, stills, and settling
tanks.
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{3)
"Dry cleaning" means a process of the cleaning of textiles
and fabric products in which articles are washed in a
non-aqueous solution {petroleum solvent) and then dried by
exposure to a heated air stream.
{4)
''Housekeeping''
means
those measures and precautions
necessary to minimize the release_of petroleum solvent to the
atmosphere.
.
"Operations parameters" means the activities required to
{5)
insure that the equipment is operated in a manner to preclude
the loss of petroleum solvents to the atmosphere.
{6)
"Perceptible leaks" means any petroleum solvent vapor or
liquid leaks that are conspicuous from visual observation, such
as pools or droplets of liquid, or buckets or barrels of
petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-laden waste standing open
to the atmosphere.
{7)
"Petroleum solvent" means organic material produced by
petroleum distillation comprising a hydrocarbon range of 8 to 12
carbon atoms per organic molecule that exists as a liquid under
standard conditions.
{b) Applicability. This Section applies to petroleum solvent
washers, dryers, solvent filters, settling tanks, vacuum stills,
and other containers.and conveyors of petroleum solvent that-are
used in petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities-in Tulsa County·
only.
{c)
Pre...· isions fer specific processes Operating requirements.
{1) ~ The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry. cleaning
facility shall not operate any dry cleaning equipment using
petroleum solvents unless:
{A)
there are no perceptible l~quid or vapor leaks from any
portion of the equipment;
{B)
all washer lint traps, button traps, access doors and
other parts of the equipment where petroleum solvent may be
exposed to the atmosphere are kept closed at all times except
when required for proper operation or maintenance;
{C)
the st-ill residue is stored in sealed containers-:-and
!fftefhe used filtering material is to be placed into a sealed
container
suitable
for
use
with
petroleum
solvents,
immediately after removal from the filter and be-disposed of
in the prescribed manner; or,
{D)
cartridge filters containing paper or carbon or a
combination thereof, which. are used in the dry cleaning
process are to be drained in the filter housing for at least
24 hours ·prior to removal.
··
{2)
The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any drying tumblers and cabinets that
use petroleum solvents unless tumblers and cabinets are operated
in ffi:teft a manner as- to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by
reducing the number of sources where petroleum solvent is
exposed to the atmosphere. Under no circumstances should there
be any open containers {can, buckets, barrels) of petroleum
solvent or petroleum solvent-containing material.
Equipment
containing solvent {washers, dryers, extractors, and filters)
AQC12-15.39
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should remain closed at all times other than during maintenance
o:r: load transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should
remain closed except when petroleum solvent-laden lint and
debris are removed. Gaskets and seals should be inspected and
replaced when found worn or defective. Petroleum Solvent laden
solvent-laden clothes should never be allowed to -s4-t-remain
exposed to the atmosphere for longer periods than are necessary
for
load
transfers.
Finally,
vents
on
petroleum
solvent-containing waste and new petroleum solvent storage tanks
should be constructed and maintained in a manner that limits
petroleum solvent vapor emissions to the maximum possible
extent.
(3) ·The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum solvent
vapor and liquid leaks within 3 working days after identifying
the sources of the leaks. If necessary repair parts are not on
hand, the owner or operator shall order these parts within 3
working days, and repair the leaks no later than 3 working days
following the arrival of the necessary parts.
(d) Disposal of filters.
Filters from the petroleum dry cleaning
facility shall be disposed of by:
(1)
incineration at a facility approved by the fire marshall's
office for such disposal;
(2)
by recycling through an approved vendor of this service;
or,
(3)
by any other method approved by the E:~eecutiveDivision
Director.
(e)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with 252:100-39-45 (c) (1)
through 252:100-39-45 (c) (3), will be accomplished by affected
facilities on or before October 1, 1986.
252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a) Applicability. This Se.ct"ion shall _apply only to those
industries located in Tulsa County which manufacture and/or coat
metal parts and products~, such as This Section is applicable to
large farm machinery, small farm machinery, small appliances,
commercial machinery, industrial machinery and fabricated metal
products. Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and automobile
refinishing are not included.
(b) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
"Air or forced air dry coatings" means coatings whichthat
are dried by the use of air or forced warm air at temperatures
up to 194°F.
(2)
••Clear coat" means a c;:oating ~.·hichthat lacks color and
opacity or is transparent and uses the undercoat as a reflectant
base.
(3)
"Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings designed for
harsh exposure or extreme environmental conditions (~~'
exposure to the weather7 all of the time, temperature above
200°F, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents,
corrosive atmosphere or similar conditions) .
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(4)
"Facility" means all emission sources located on a
contiguous propertyproperties under common control which are
affected by the surface coating provisions of eAe 252:100-37 and
252:100-39.
(5)
"Powder" means a coating \•'hichthat is applied in a finely
divided (pmider) state by various methods, and becomes a
continuous, solid film when the metal part or product is moved
to an oven for curing.
( 6)
"Transfer efficiency" means the weight (or volume) of
coating solids adhering to the surface being coated divided by
the total w.eight (or volume) of coating solids delivered to the
applicator.
(c)
Existing source requirement. No owner or operator subject to
the provisions 9f this Section shall discharge or cause the
discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line or
individual coating operation any organic solventVOC in excess of
the amounts listed in 252:100-39-46(d) as calculated by EPA method
24, 40 CFR Part 60.
(d)
Standards.
The following table enumerates the limitations for
·surface coatings in pounds of solventvoc·per gallon of coating as
applied (less 'wmter/meempt solvent water and exempt compounds) 7 ~
If more than one limit listed in the table is applicable to a
specific coating, then the least stringent limitation shall be
applied.
.. Coating type

Limitations
lbs/gal
kg/liter

Air or Forced Air Dry
Clear Coat
Extreme Performance
Powder
Other

3.5
4.3
3.5
0.4
3.0

~0.42
~0.52
~0.42

......&5-0.05
-:-3-6-0.36

(e)
Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an emission
factor ·--(EF) in pounds vesvoc per gallon of coating solids for use
in the development of a plant-wide emission plan as described in
252:100-39-46(j) (1), the following formula will be utilized:
EF
where:

~

= ·v

D

1 1-(V+W) = v D 1 s

v = volume fraction of solventVOC in coating7~
D = density of solventVOC in the coatingT~
w = volume fraction of water in coating, and~
s = 1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in coating.

(f)
Emission limit Compliance. If more than one emission liffiit as
listed in 252:100 39 46 (d) is applicable to a specific coating,
then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
Compliance with the coating limits listed in 252:100-39-46 (d) is to
be calculated on a daily weighted average basis.
(g)
Solvent eentainingVOC-containing materials.
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Solvent containingVOC-containing materials used for clean up shall
be considered in the emissionsVOC content limits listed in 252:10039-4~(df unless:
·
the sol'.rentVOC containing materials are maintained in a
(1)
closed container when not in use;
(2)
closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth or
paper or other materials used for surface preparation and
cleanup;
'
(3)
the spray equipment is disassembled and cleaned in a
solventVOC vat and the vat is closed when not in use; or,
(4)
the solventVOC containing materials used for the clean up
of spray equipment are sprayed directly into closed containers.
(h)
Exemptions. BJeemptions to this 89ction shall be permitted for
combined emissions at one site/facility, \•"hich do not eJeceed a 10
tons/year emissions cutoff based on the facility's~acilities with
~ potential to emit 10 tons/year or less of
¥9BVOC from coating
operations are exempt from this Section.
Once this limit is
exceeded, the sourcefacility will always be subject to the limits
ef--this Section.
(i) Alternate standard. Emissions Coatings with VOC contents in
excess
of
those
permittedallowed by
252:100-39-46 (d)
are
allo'fmblemay be tised if both of the following conditions are met-:-:_._
(1) emissionsEmissions that would result in the absence of
control are reduced to levels equivalent to those permitted by
that would occur if the VOC content of the coatings met the
lim~ts contained in 252:100-39-46 (d) and meeE-there is an overall
control efficiency of at least:
(A)
85 percent, by incineration~-ert
(B)
85 percent, by absorption1.. or-'-. any other equipment of
equivalent reliability and effectiveness, and,
.J..Ql_ 85 ·percent by._any other equipment of equivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2) neNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
(j) Emission plan.

lll

Development

of

a

plant-wide

emission

plan.

An

or.mer/operatorowner or operator may develop a. plant-wide
emission plan consistent with EPA's Emission Trading Policy as
published in the December 4, 1986 Federal Register instead of
having each coating line comply with. the emission VOC content
limitations prescribed contained in subsection {d) of this
Section 252:100-39-46(d), provided if the following conditions
are met7.
-f.» (A)- The owner or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balance or manual emission test methods,by
the methods prescribed in 252:100-5-2.1 (d) that sufficient
reductions in organic solvent VOC emissions may be obtained by
controlling other facilitiessources within the plant to the
extent necessary to compensate for all excess emissions which
result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation.
Such demonstration shall be made
described in writing and shall include:
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..-..

.

+A}lil

a complete description of the coating line or lines
\i'hichthat will not comply with the emissionVOC content
limitation in 252:100-39-46(d);
+s}liil quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the
prescribed emissionVOC content limitation for each coating
line described in 25iL 100 3 9 46 (d) 252:100 3 9 46 (j) (A) ( i) ;
-f-e+-(iii) a complete description of each facility· and the
related control system,. if any, fer these facilities within
the plant r,,rherehow emissions will be decreased at specific
sources to compensate for excess emissions from each
coating line described in 252.100 39 46(d)252:100-39.46(j} (A) (i) and the date on which such reduction will be
achieved;
-fB-1-l.iY.l.
a transfer efficiency based on a 60 percent
baseline with emissions expressed in pounds of VOC per
gallon of solids when transfer efficiency is used to
compensate for excess emissions from spray painting
operations, the transfer efficiency shall be based on·a 60
percent baseline, ··iith emissions eJtpressed in pounds of
solvent per gallon of solids. Credits fer improvements in
transfer eff:!:ciency shall be demonstrated with in plant
testing 'IJoThich complies ...· ith approved BPl'.. methods._;_
.lYl a demonstration of credits for improvements in
transfer efficiency with ·in plant testing that complies
• with EPA methods.
·
+B}iYil quantification of emissions, in terms· of pounds
per day of organic selventsVOCs, for each source both
before-and after the improvement or installation of any
applicable control system, or any physical or operational
ch~nges
to such a facility or facilities to · reduce
emissions and the_ date on which such reductions will be
achieved; and,
·
~(vii)
a description of the procedures and methods used
to determine the emissions of· organic solventsVOCs.
~lat The
plant-wide emission reduction plan does not
include decreases in emissions resulting from requirements of
other applicable air pollution rules. The plant-wide emission
.reduction plan as described in the Emissions Trading Policy
may include voluntary decreases in emissions accomplished
through installation or improvement of a control system or
through physical or operational changes to facilitiesemission
units, including permanently reduced production or closing a
facility, located on .the premises of a surface-coating
operation.
~~ Compliance
with a plant-wide emission plan.
The
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of
compliance - with
the
emissiensVOC
content
limitation
prescribed in 252:100-39-46(d) has been expressly approved by
the Executive Director and the EPA Administrator. Upon approval
of a plan, any emissions in excess of those established for each
facility under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.
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(k)

Compliance, testing, and monitoring reauirements.
(1)
f'he
EJcecutiveDivision
Director
may
require
the
mmer/operator owner or operator of a source to demonstrate at
his expense, compliance with the emission limits using EPA
Methods 24, 24A, 1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or EPA
Document 450/3-84-019.
At a minimum, such test must show that
the overall capture efficiency and destruction effici~ncy are
equal to 85 percent,- je. g:, 90 percent capture efficiency
multiplied by 95 percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5
percent system efficiencyl. The one hour bake option in Method
24 is required when doing compliance testing.+
(2)
Testing for plant-wide emission plans shall be conducted by
the · mmer/operator owner or operator at his expense to
demonstrate compliance with the emission VOC content limits
contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
(3)
Monitoring shall be required of any owner/operator owner or
operator subject to this Section who uses add-on control
equipment for compliance. Such monitoring shall include~
(A)
installation and maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
control- devices · to ensure the proper functioning of those
devices in accordance with design specifications, including:
~lAL the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
·~lal
tpe total amount of-volatile organic substancesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other solventVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
.
(iii) J..Ql_ the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity.and
duration of volatile organic substance emissions during such
activities;
(B)
maintenance oE recorEls OE any testing conducteEl at an
-l':
•
•
•
•
t..
t..
•
•
• -l':.
.:J
affected Lac1l1ty
1n
accorElance w1tu
tue
prov1S1ons
speClLleu
in 252:100 39 46(k)(3)(A)(i), anEl,
(C)
maintenance of all records at tfie affecteEl facility for
at least t . .m years anEl make sucfi recorEls available to
representative of tfie State or local air pollution control
agency upon request.
(1) Reporting and recordkeeping. Tfie mmer/ope:tator of a facility
subject to tfiis Section shall submit to the Executive Director upon
\iritten request, reports detailing specific VOS sources, the
quantity of coatings used for a specific time perioEl, VOS content
of each coating, capture and control efficiencies, anEl any other
information pertinent to tfie calculation of YOS emissions.
The
data necessary to supply the requesteEl information shall be
retained by the miner/operator for a minimum OE t\iO years.·
l1l The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written request,
reports detailing specific VOC sources; the quantity of coatings
used for a specific time period, VOC content of each coating;
capture and . control efficiencies; and any other information
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pertinent to the calculation of VOC emissions.
The data
necessarv to supply ·the requested information shall be retained
by the owner or operator for a minimum of two years.
i l l The owner or operator of a facility subject to this
Sections shall maintain records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified in
252:100-39-46(k), as well as all other records for at least two
years.
These records shall be available to representatives of
the DEO upon request.
(m) Compliance date. The date of compliance with the requirements
of this Section ·,,rill be is December 31, 1990.
252:100--39-47. Control
of
VG&VOC
emissions
from
aerospace
industries coatings operations
(a) Applicability.
(1)
This Section applies to all aerospace facilities located in
Tulsa County.
Sources once subject to this Section are always
subject.
(2)
This Section does ·not apply to individual coating
formulations 'Yo'hichthat, when aggregated, do not exceed fiftyfive (55) gallons per year for the facility.·
(3)
Nm,r and modified . sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in OAC 252.100 7 and ~,rill be submitted to EPA as source
specific SIP revision, unless.
(A)
the neu coatings meet the presumption norm. (3. 5 pound VOS
per gallon less ~mter and CJeempt solvents limit)_,_ or,._
(B)
the tota.l usage of the nm,r coating does not meceed fifty
five (55) gallons per year of each coating formulation.
- -f4+l.d.L EJeemptions to .this Section shali -·be permitted for
combined emissions at one site/facility ~.·hich do not CJeceed a
ten ton per year emission cut off based on theFacilities with a
potential of the facility to emit 10 tons/year or less of lJe&.
VOC from coatings operations are'exempt from this Sec~ion.
(b) Definitions.
-The· following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7
(1)
"Aerospace" means the industries, air bases and depots that
design and manufacture, rework, or repair aircraft or military
equipment
components
for
either commercial
or military
customers.
(2)
"Aircraft•• means any machine designed to travel through the
earth's atmosphere. This group includes but is not limited t07
airplanes, balloons, dirigibles; _drones, helicopters, missiles,
and rockets.
(3)
•Alternate
reasonablereasonablv
available
control
technology {ARACT) n means the lowest emission limit ·that a
particular source is capable of meeting by the application of
control technology that is reasonably available considering
technological and economic feasibility as determined on a caseby-case basis.
(4)
"Coating•• means a material which covers a surface which
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the surface characteristics and from which Volatile ~
BolventsVOCs can be emitted during the application,
.-·\
arid/Or curing process.
(5)
"CTG" means the Control Techniques Guidance Document
"Control of Volatile Organic Emissions·From Existing Stationary
Sources, Volume VI: Surface Coating of Miscellaneous·Metal Parts
and Products," EPA No. 450/2-78-015.
(6)
"Facility" means all of the pollutant-emitting adtivities
\ihichthat belong t<::>· the same industrial grouping, are located on
one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the
control of the same·person or persons under common control.
(7)
"Low organic eeb;rentVOC coating (LOSC) (LVOCC} " means ~ .
coating ~~hichthat containcontains less organic solventVOC than
the conventional coatings used by the industry.
Low organic
solventVOC
coatings
include
waterborne,
higher
solids,
electrodepositionk and powder coatings.
(8)
"ReasenableReasonably available control technology (RACT)"
.means the lowest emission limit that a particular source is
capable of meeting by the application of control technology that
is reasonably available considering technological and economic
feasibility and the need to impose such. controls to attain and
malntain a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.
(c)
General requirements. All affe·cted facilities shall develop
an emissions reduction plan as set forth in 252 .100 39 47 (d) . ··Said
plan, upon approval, shall constitute the determination of Mh~CT
for that particular facJlity.
ARACT must be installed and
operating as· approved in the plan no later than January 1, 1991 for ~
mdsting facilities, unless additional phased compliance dates are
othendse approved in the plan.
Provided, ho;vever, that in the
case that Tulsa County is still nonattainment ·fo-r-·ozone r,lithin five
(5) years of approval of 1\i;L".cCT, the- Emission Reductions Plan and
the
A...",...'\CT
determination
shall
be
subject
to
revier.: and
modification.
l.l.l All affected facilities shall develop an emissions
reduction plan as set forth in 252:100-39-47 (d).
This plan,
upon approval, shall constitute
ARACT for that particular
facility.
i l l ARACT must be installed and operating· a~ provided in the
approved plan no later than January 1, 1991 for existing
facilities,
unless additional phased compliance dates are
approved in the plan.
l.ll New and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in 252:100-7 or 252:100-8. and will be submitted to EPA as
source-specific SIP revisions, unless one of the following
applies.
J.& The new coatings meet the presumptive norm of 3. 5 pounds
of VOC per gallon less water and exempt compounds.
llil The total usage of the new coating does not exceed fiftyfive (55) gallons per year of each coating formulation.
(d)
Emissions red~ction plan.
(1)
Plan development.
Each m:ner/operator shall develop an
~
alters

O~ganic
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emissions reduction plan for all affected facilities. Each plan
sh~ll-include the following:
(A)
a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive review of:
(i)
each source of emissions within the facility and
(ii) (2) the entire plant collectively,
l& a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive review of each source
of emissions within the facility and the entire plant
collectively;
(B)
identification and quantification of emissions, in terms
of pounds per day, of all organic solventsVOC both before and
after the application of ARACT;
(C)
a detailed, innovative engineering effort directed toward
finding alternative air management schemes that can be·
incorporated in order to abate emissions at costs which are
reasonable;
(D)
a consideration of .the level of control that is
achievable using available alternative coatings, to include
LVOCC for every application, lmi organic solvent coatings
(LOSC) ;

. ·-·.

a consideration of the level of coritrol achi-evable usirig
available add on control devices.
This demonstration shall
include, at a minimum, a demoristration of the feasibility/
infeasibility of the follmdng control options:
(E)

-

..

(~~

7ar~on ab~orption~

(11) 1nc1nerat1on/flar1ng,
(iii)
.coridensatiori; arid
(iv) a
combiriation
of
252.100 39 47 (d) (1) (E) (i)
and
252:100 39 47 (d) (1) (E) (ii) .
Jgl a demonstration of the level of control achievable using_
available add-on control devices which shall include, at a
minimum, the feasibility/infeasibility of carbon adsorption,·
incineration/flaring, condensation, and a combination of
carbon adsorption and incineration/f-laring;
(F)
a consideration of facility redesign, including the
following:
_ _
·
(i)
recirculation;
(ii) reduced air flmis,
(iii)
consolidation of spray operatioris; and,
(iv) installation of commori control devices for t·...o or more
separate coatings operatioris.
l..El_ a·
consideration
of
facility
redesign,
including
recirculation, reduced ··air flows, consolidation of · spray
operations, and installation of common control devices for two
or more separate coating operations;
(G)
a consideratiori of alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiericy, iricludirig:
(i)
high ·,rolume lm.. pressure spray equipmerit;
(ii) heated spray guns, arid,
(iii)
electrostatic spray equipmerit/pmider coatings.
lQl a consideration of alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiency, including high-volume-low~pressure spray
equipment,
heated spray guns,
and electrostatic spray
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equipment/powder coatings;
_
_ (H)
an explanation why each source is not a typical coating
-source covered by the CTG as defined in 252:100-39-47(b);
(I) a cost/benefit analysis for all control technology
considered; and,
(J)
a detailed compliance schedule whichthat includes the
emission limit and/or control techniques for each emission
source.
This schedule, which together with other ;relevant
considerations, shall be set forth in a separate section of
the plan \'t'hichthat summarizes · and outlines ARACT for the
referenced facility.
(2)
Submission of emission reduction plans.
Uponcompletion,
~The emissions reduction plan shall be submitted in triplicate
to the Air Quality Division. The preparer shall also submit a
copy of the plan to Region VI Environmental Protection }'·~gency
(EPA)EPA, Region VI.
(3)
Action on plan.
Within 30 days of submittal, or of ~
.effective date of this Section May 25. 1990, whichever is later,
the Air Quality Division shall, considering any comments
submitted by EPA~ either approve, modify or disapprove the plan.
(4) Public hearing.
The Division shall, at the first meeting of the Air Quality Council following the approval, modification;
or disapproval of the plan, present at public hearing, the
staff's findings and ARACT determination. Upon consideration of
comments
and
recommendations
from
the
Council,
the
mmer/operator of the affected facility, the public and EPA, the
Department shall, 'tdthin ten (10) days after the public hearing,
issue a final l't..."'~"~CT approval.
Final approval shall constitute
AR."..CT for the affected facility.
The mmer/operator shall be
responsible fo'r installation and operational provisions of the
approved A.n,_.''...CT, including. any specific provisions. set forth
therein. Any violation of the plan or of it~·provisions shall
constitute a violation of this Section.
·
J.2.l Final approval. Upon ·consideration of comments and
recommendations from the Council. the owner or operator of the
affected facility, the public, and EPA. the DEO shall, within
ten (10) days after the public hearing, issue a final ARACT
approval.
Final approval shall constitute ARACT for the
affected facility.
1§1 Compliance. The owner or operator shall be responsible for
installation and operational provisions of the approved ARACT.
Any violation of the plan or of its. provisions shall constitute
a violation of this Section.
-+5+-lll. Submission of SIP revision.
Upon
approval
by
the
DepartmentDEO, the ARACT determination shall be submitted to EPA
as a SIP revision.
(e) Reporting arid recordkeeping.
(1)
Recordkeeping requirements.
The mmer/operatorowner or
operator shall maintain the follmling:
(A}
a material data sheet which documents the volatile
organic solventVOC content, composition, solids content,
qolventVOC density and other relevant information regarding

-.
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each coating and solventVOC available for use in the affected
surface
coating
processes1..
information
detailing
the
operational parameters of the coating process sufficient to
determine continuous compliance ·.iith the applicable control
limits.
Information as to the amoun~s of each type coating
used and the amounts of solvents used for dilution in each
coating type shall be maintained for each coating op,eration.
Daily usage records~1ill be kept for all coatings used that do
not comply ~lith the applicable control limits specified in the
~;
~

-

information detailing the operational parameters of the
coating process sufficient to determine continuous compliance
with the applicable control limits;
lQL information as to the amounts of each type coating used
and the amounts of VOC used for dilution in each coating type
for each coating operation;
lQl daily usage records for all coatings used that do not
comply with the applicable control limits specified in the
plan;· and,
.fBi-J.g.l_ records sha;J,l be maintained of any monitoring and
testing conducted at an affected facility ·in accordance with
the provisions specified in 252:100-39-47(f)7~
~lZl Method of calculating VOC content in coatings.
records
Records required by 252:100-39-47(e) (1) (A)
and 252.100 39
47 (e) (1) (B) through 252:1.00-39-47 (e) (1) {E) detailing lleSVOC in
pounds. per gallon of coating ·(less .water--and exempt compounds}
shall be calculated as ~9l~ows:

vesvoc in lbs/gal· of coating = Wv
where:

WJe WxWv-Ww-Wx

I Vm-Vw-Vx

Wv = weight of all volatiles1 1..
Ww
weight of water,.-1..
Wx = weight of exempt eolventcompounds,1..
Vm
1 (one} 1 1..
Vw - volume fraction of water1 ; and,
Vx
volume fraction of exempt eolventcompounds.

~ldl

Maintenance of records. recordsRecords
required
by
252:100-39-47(e) (1} (A)
and _252.100 39 47(e) (1) (B)
through
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) {E) shall be maintained for at least two
years and shall be ·made available upon written request by
representatives
of
the
Air
Quality
Division, AOD
Y-:-8-;Bnvironmental Protection Agencyor EPA or the Tulsa City County
Health Department.
+2+.i.!l Alternative recordkeeping provision. Alternatively to
252:100-39-47(e} (1} through 252:100-39-47{e) (3}, an equivalent
recordkeeping provision '•lhichthat satisfies the substantive
requirements of 252:100-39-4 7 (e) (1) through 252: 10-3 9-4 7 (e) (3)
may be approved under the plan.
(f)
Testing and monitoring.
(1)
Testing. Each mmer/operator owner or operator shall, upon
a determination by the Air Quality Division that testing is
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required to establish emission from any particular source or -.,
squr~es, conduct such tests at his own expense.
Test methods
may include 1-4, 18, 24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix A.
of 40 CFR Part 60, including the procedures found at 40 CFR
60.444.
(2) Monitoring. Monitoring
shall
be
required
of
any
owner/operator owner or operator subject to this section who
uses add-on control equipment for compliance.· Such mdnitoring
shall
include: accurately
measure
and
record
operational
parameters of-all required control devices to ensure the proper
functioning of those devices in accordance with · design
specifications, including:
·
(X)
installation. and maintenance o:€ monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
control
devices to ensure
the• proper • -!':functioning
of, those
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
dev1ces 1n accordance w1th des1gn spec1r1cat1ons, 1nc2ud1ng:
~lAL the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
~~
the total amount of volatile organic substancesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other so±ventVOC recovery
system during·a ·calendar month; and,
(iii) J..Ql_ the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of volatile organic substanceVOC emissions during
such activities.
~
(B)
maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified
in 252.100 39 47 (f) (2)""(A) (i); and;
.
.
maintenance of all records·at the affected facility for
(C)
at ±east t'fotO years and ·make such records available to
representatives of the State or local air pol.lution control
agencies upon request. (252:100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)
252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems
[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-39-4l(e)]
(a) Applicability. This Section applies only in Tulsa County.
(b) · Storage of •,;rolatile organic compounds
400 40,000 gallons
(9.5.953 bble).
(1} No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or
other volatile organic compounds in any stationary storage
container with a nominal capacity greater than 400 gallons· (9.5
bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless such
container is equipped r,woith a submerged fill pipe or is bottom
filled. No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline
or other volatile organic compounds in any stationary ·storage
container votith a nominal capacity greater than 2, 000 gallons
(47.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless
stich container is equipped with a vapor control system that has
an efficiency of no less than 90 perceRt by 'iveight of the
volatile organic compounds contained in the displaced vapors and
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is equipped with a pressure relief valve in the atmospheric vent
system '•vhich maintains a pressure of 16 ounces per square inch
and 1/2 ounce per square inch vacuum.
(2)
The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of the
follmdng:
(A)
a vapor tight return line from the storage container to
the delivery vessel and a system that ~till ensure .that the
vapor return line is connected before gasoline or 'volatile
organic compounds can be transferred into the container (i.e.,
poppeted connectors from the storage container to the delivery
vessel.),
·
(B)
a float vent valve assembly must be installed in the
vapor return/vent line on ne·..· and mdsting dual point
installations; hmiever, for coaxial installations on meisting
stations, a vent sleqve extending siJE inches belor.ot the top of
the tank will be allmied. Sleeves may be equipped '<iith a 1/16
inch air bleed hole,
(C)
the cross sectional area of the vapor recovery line must
be at least half of the cross sectional area of the liquid
delivery.line, or;
(D)
instead
252.. 100 · 39 48 (b) (2) (A)
through
252.100 39
48 (b) (2) (C), other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by ··might of the total
hydrocarbon compounds in the displaced vapor provided that
approval of the proposed design, installation, and operation
i's obtained from the Executive Director prior to start of
construction.
(3)
Exemptions to this Section may be granted provided the
owner/operator shows to the satisfaction of the appropriate
authority
that
the
container
is
used
mcclusively
for
agricultural purposes or that the facility, based on the most
current 12 month's data, dispenses 120,000 gallons per year or
less.
( 4)
The applicability of this Section shall be determined by
the most restrictive of the 2,000 gallon ta~E si2e as specified
in 252.100 39 48(b) (1) or the 120,000 gallon annual throughput
described in 252.100 39 48(b) (3). IIo•.vever, once a facility
places a 2,000 gallon tank in service or eJEceeds the 120,000
gallon annual throughput described in 252.100 39 48{b) {3), that
facility shall ahmys be subject to the provisions of this
Section. {effective February 12, 1990)
(5)
If emission testing is coneucted, the appropriate test
methods selected from EPA Hethods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, 25A
and 25B will be utili2ed.
(G)
Compliance '<iith this subsection '<.-ill be accomplished by
affected o•.mer/operator by December 31, 1986.
(7)
The mmer/operator of a facility or facilities shall
obtain, by '•ihatever means practicable, certification from the
owner/operator of the transport/delivery vessels · that all
deliveries of gasoline or other volatile organic compounds made
to their facility or facilities located in Tulsa County, qhall
be made by vessels ,,,..hich comply \vith the requirements contained
AQC12-15.39
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in 252:100 39 48 (d) .
Compliance r,dth this Section shall be
by affected m.'fler/operators no later than December
31, 1990. (Bffecti"•le February 12, 19901
(c)
Leading ef volatile erganie compounds.
{1) No person shall.operate, install or permit the building,
operation or installation of a stationary volatile organic
compound loading facility unless such loading fac~lity is
eE:(uipped 11dth a vapor
collection and/or disposal: system
properly installed, in good r,~orldng order and in operation.
(2)
When· volatile organic compounds are loaded through the
hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or
mechanical means shall be providea to ensure a vapor tight seal
at t~ ~t~.
·
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic material
drainage from the loading device '•ihen it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage before
remo:r:;a 1 .
(~)
When loading is effected through means other than hatches,
all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped l'vith fittings
'fihieh make vapor tight connections and which close automatically
when disconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the follmling in addition to
bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels:
(A)
an absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
... ~ith a minimum recovery..efficiency of 90 percent by •,.,·eight of
all the volatile organic compound vapors and gases entering
such disposal system;
(B)
a vapor handling system 'mich directs all vapors to a
fuel gas incineration system with a minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent, or,
(C)
other equipment of at least 90 percent efficiency,
pr:ovided plans for such eE:fUipment are submitted to ana
· apprmred by the BJeecutive Director.
Seoragc vessels at
ser:vice stations and bulle plants may be used for intermediate
storage prier to recovery/disposal of vapors as per: 252.100
39 48 (c) (5) (A) through 252:100 39 48 (c) {5) (C) if they are
designed to prevent the release of vapors during use.
(6)
Subsection 252:100 39 48 (c) shall apply to any facility
wnich leads volatile organic compounds into any transport vessel
de'signed for transporting volatile organic compounds.
(7)
Facilities l'dll be checked annually in accordance. r,dth EPA
Test !4ethed 21, Laale Test. Leaks greater than 5000 ppm ;dll be
repaired within 15 days. Facilities will retain inspection and
repair records fer t\'•'O years.
(d)
Tranepert/deli"Y"ery .,..,.eeeel requirements.
{1) Maintenanee.
{A)
The. delivery vessel must be maintained so as to be vapo~
tight except ~men sampling, gauging, or inspecting.
These
activities shall net occur while the T.rehicle is loading. or
unloading or is in a pressu~ized state.
(B)
The delivery vessel must be equipped, maintained and
ae~omplished
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operated to receive vapors from sources identified in 252.100.
and retain these and all other vapors until they
arc delivered into an authori2cd vapor recovery/disposal
system.
(C)
Vessels ~~ith defective equipment such as boots, seals,
and hoses, or 'tdth other deficiencies r..-b:ich r.muld ·impair the
vessels ability to retain vapors or liquid shall be repaired
'tdthin 5 days .
·
(D)
The certified testing facility must certify to the
approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance ·.dth 252.100 39 48 (d) (2) h"J:) (i).
The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag shmwTing the
d&tc of the pressure test.
(B)
No mmcr/opcrator 'tiill allmv a delivery vessel to be
filled at a facility unable to receive displaced organic
vapors nor service tanks unable to deliv-er displaced vapors
c:~eccpt for tanks/facilities mecmpted in 252 .100 39 41 (b) .
Terminal ouners shall not fill v-essels 'tthich do not display a
current tag.
(F)
Delivery vessels may be inspected by representativ-es of
the appropriate health agency ia order to determine their
state of repair.
Such a test .may consist of a visual
. inspection, a vapor test 'ldth vapors not to exceed 5000 ppm.
Failure of a vapor test r.dll require. the o·.mcr/opcrator to
effect the necessary repairs 'lvithin 10 days.
Unless
certification is made to the appropriate health agency ,,dthin
5 days the vessel .,.,ill be removed from service by the mmcr/
operator. Failure to certify that the cited repairs have been
effected uill subject the vessel to sanctions.
.upon
certification of repairs the vessel ·,fill be allmmd to operate
in a normal manner.
(2) Testing re~irements.
(A)
Pressure test.
(i)
Delivery vessels, delivering or receiv-ing gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness. The
vapor tightness test must be consistent 'tdth AppcndiJe "A"
EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic
Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor
Collection Systems", BPA 450/2 78 051.
Tests. shall be
performed by the o.,mcr or a reputable transport service
company. Test methods used to test these vessels by or.mcrs
or testing companies must be approved for usc by the
Executive Director.
·
(ii) The vessel will be considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252.100 39 4B(d)(2)(A)(i) .•,.hen the test
results shmi that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3
inches of ll7 0 in addition there shall be no avoidable
visible liquid lealcs.
(B)
Vapor test. Testing of the tank trucks for colftpliancc
'tvith v-apor tightness requirements as required under 252.100
39 41 (d) (1) (F) must be consistent ~dth Appcndhe "B" EP~"J:
39 41(b) (1)

,-
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Guideline Series Document,
"Control of Volatile Organic
. Co~ound Leaks froftl Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection -..
1
·Systems", EPA 405/2 78 051, as modified for this purpose and;
contained in 252:100 43 15. The requirements of 252.100 39 48
r,iill become effective December 15, 1988.

252:100-39-49. Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced. plastic
products
(a)
General provisions. Within 12 months after promulgation of
this Section all affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOS
from fiberglass manufacturing to those listed in 252.100 39
49 (a) (1) , or· have an approved plan for the reduction of such
emissio·ns.
The plan must be submitted to the BJeecutive Director
.'idthin 6 months after promulgation of this Section, and shall
detail those emissions 'ivhich ·,,rill be controlled, the means by 'ivhich
control ;,rill be achieved and 'ivill demonstrate that compliance 'ivill
be achieved ~,rithin t;.·o years from the date of promulgation of this
Section. The approval authority for such plans shall reside ·.dth
the Air Quality Council. All approved plans shall be submitted as
SIP revisions.
(1)
Compliance ;iith 252:100 39 49(a) shall be accomplished by
use of control equipment. ;ffiich can demonstrate an 85 percent
reduction in the- i;os· released from each process gas stream, e.g.
90 percent
capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiency.
(2). BJcemptions to the limits listed in 252.100 39 49 (a) (1) may
be allm.·ed for any process gas stream '•ihich does not exceed she
tons per year actual emissions based on 6240 hours per year.
Hmiever, once this limit is mcceeded, .controls must be put in
place and maintained at any operating level.
.
.
(b)
Demeastration of compliance, The
EJeecutive Director may
require the mmer/operator of a source to demonstrate at his
mcpense, compliance 'idth the prescribed emissions limits.
The
testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA test method
or methods, these include methods 1 4, 18 25, 25A, 25B and 40 CPR
60.444.
Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished ·.dthin
180 days of the applicable compliance date.
(c)
Testing. Testing for the alternate emissions plan shall be
conducted by the mmer/operator at his Clepense and shall
demonstrate compliance 'ivith the emission limits contained in the
approved plan.
.
(d)
Reeordlteeping. The mmer/operator of a facility subject to
this Section shall submit to the EJeecutive Director upon \vritten
request reports detailing specific VOS sources, the quantity of
solvents used during specific months, a description of the solvent
used, control equipment efficiencies, equipment dm,rntime and any
other information pertinent to the calculation of VOS emissions
from the facility.
The mmer/operator must also maintain records
'ivhich detail the maintenance performed on·all control equipment as
·,,roll as a record of the dmmtime .,,.,ith the ·reason for each
occurrence. Such records shall be maintained by the source for a
minimum of t·..·o years. (252.100 39 49, Effective February 12, 1990)
AQC12-15. 39
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Applicability.
This Section applies to any process gas stream with actual
VOC emissions that exceed six tons per year based on 6,240 hours
of operation per year.
nl. Once the limit in 242:100-39-49 (a) (1) is exceeded, the
controls required in 252:100-39-49(b} must be put in place and
maintained and used at any operating level.
.
J.hl Standards. Affected facilities shall limit emissiori's of VOC
from fiberglass manufacturing by use of control equipment which can
demonstrate an 85 percent reduction in the VOC released from each
process stream (e. g. 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95
percent
destruction efficiency equals
85.5 percent
system
efficiency) .
l£l Compliance. All affected facilities must comply with one of
the following.
l1l Meet the requirements of 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13,
1991.
n..L Have an approved plan for the reduction of voc emissions as
required by 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13, 1991.
J.& The plan shall be submitted by August 13, 1990, and
shall:
l i l detail those emissions which will be controlled;
l i i l detail the means by which control will be achieved;
and,
(iii)
demonstrate that compliance will be achieved by
~ February 13, 1992.
l1ll. The Air Quality Council shall have approval authority for
the plans.
1£_ All approved plans shall be submitted to the EPA as SIP
revisions.
lQl Demonstration of compliance.
l1l The Division Director may require an owner or operator of
a source to demonstrate at his expense, compliance with the
requirements of 252:100-39-49(b).
nl. The testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA
test method or methods. These include methods 1-4, 18-25, 25A,
25B and 40 CFR 60.444.
ldL Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished within 180
days of the applicable compliance date.
l.1.l Testing for the emissions plan described in 252:100-3949 (c) (2) shall be . conducted by the owner or operator at his
expense and shall demonstrate compliance with the emission
limits contained in the approved plan.
~
Recordkeepinq.
l1l The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director. upon written request,
reports that include:
lAl details of specific VOC sources;
lgl the quantity of VOC used during specific months;
lQl_ a description of the VOC used;
lQl control equipment efficiencies;
lgl details
of maintenance
performed on all
control

lgl

l1l
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equipment;
equipment downtime; and,
·JQ)_ any other information pertinent to the calculation of VOC
emissions from the facility.
i l l The records required in 252:100-39-49(e) (1) shall be
maintained by the source for at least two years.
[252:100-39049, Effective February 12, 1990]

.ill
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.100(s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9/98
Sec. 51.100 Definitions.
(s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
( 1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have been
determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform);
1, 1,2-trichloro-1 ,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113 );
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11 );
dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane (HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
1,2-dichloro 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1, 1, 1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (H CFC-123 );
f, 1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a);
1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b);
1-chloro 1, 1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1,1,1 ,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124 );
pentafluoroethane (HFC-125);
1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134);
1,1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a);
1,1-difluoroethane (HFC-152a);
parachlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely ~ethylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1,1,1,2,2-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225ca);
1,3-dichloro-1, 1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HCFC-225cb);
1,1,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-decafluoropentane (HFC 43-10mee);
difluoromethane (HFC-32);
ethylfluoride (HFC-161);
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236fa);
1,1 ,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ca);
1, 1,2,3 ,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245ea);
1,1, 1,2,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245eb);
1,1, 1,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa);
1,1,1 ,2,3 ,3-hexafluoropropane (HFC-236ea);
1,1 ,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc);
aqc\12-20-98\5 l (s)( I ).doc
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31 );
1 chloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1,2-dichloro-1, 1,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1,1, 1,2,2,3 ,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C4 F9 0CH3);
2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)-1, 1, I ,2,3 ,3 ,3-heptafluoropropane ((CF 3) 2CFCF2 0CH3);
1-ethoxy-1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane (C4F90C 2H 5);
•
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1, 1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane ((CF3 )2 CFCF2 0C~H5 );
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no unsatufations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated tertiary amines with no
unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur bonds
only to carbon and fluorine.
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REVISIONS TO THE PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF SUBCHAPTER39 FOR THE
DECEMBER 15, 1998, AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING
Folio wing is a list of the revisions that have been made to the modification of Subchapter
39 that was presented at the October 20, 1998, AQC meeting. In addition to these changes,
the Notes which are not part ofthe rule have been deleted and the "underlined strikeouts"
and double underlines have been deleted from 252:100-39-18(a);252:100-39-41(e); and
252:100-39-47(c).

-

1. In ~e title ofthe Subchapter 'iNON-ATTAINMENT" has been replaced by
"NONATT AINMENT" for consistency.
2. 252:100-39-18(a) [page 8] Undeleted "discharge ofthe water" on line 4.
3. 252:100-39-30(a)(l) [page 9] Replaced "normal operating conditions" with
"standard conditions".
4. 252:1 00-39-30(a)(5) [page 9] Replaced "tank" in the definition of liquid-mounted
seal with "vessel".
5. 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B) ]page 9] Reversed the positions of"1,600,000 liters" and
"420,000 gallons". Replaced 'i420,000 gallons with 422,675 gallons" and replaced
;,1,600,000 liters" with 1,600 m3".
6. 252:100-39-30(b)(2(E) [page 10] Inserted "are" pr:ior to "equipped" on line 1 and
changed "has" to "have" on line 2.
7. 252:100-39-30(c)(l)(B)(iii) [page 10] Changed "tank diameter" to "vessel diameter"
on line 6. In the second line reversed the positions of "118 in" and 0.32 em" and
replaced "in" with "inch". In lines 4 and 5 changed the order of tank diameter limits
putting the English units first. In line 6 replaced ",as" with "This shall be" to make
the last portion of this long sentence a new sentence. In line 9 added "1/8 inch" prior
to "0.32 em" and enclosed "0.32 em" in parenthesis. in line 11 deleted the semicolon
and changed "area" to "areas".
8. 252:100-39-41(b)(2)(A)9i) [page 14] In line 5 added "storage" in front of"vessel".
9. 252:100-39-41(e)(2)(A) [page 14] In line 3 changed "container" to "vessel".
10. 252:100-39-41(e)(2)(A)(i) [page 15] In lines· I and 6 replaced "container" with
"vessel", in line 4 replaced "container" with "storage vessel".
11. 252:100-39-41(e)(2)(A)(ii) [page 15] Replaced "tank" with "vessel".
12. 252:100-39-41(3)(2)(B)(ii) [page 15] Undeleted "the" prior to "owner" and changed
"month's" to "months"'.
13. 252:100-39-41(e)(4)(A)(ii) [page 16] Inserted a comma after "maintained" ..
14. 252:100-39-42(b)(i)(A) [page 19] Deleted "processing work" and added "degreasing
parts".
15. 252:100-39-42(b)(2)(B)(iii) and (iv) [page 19] Changed "sec." to "seconds".
16. 252:100-39-42(c)(2) [page 20] Added "21.5 ff" prior to '2.0 m2 " and enclosed the
later in parentheses.
17. 252: 100-39-42(c)(2(A)(ii) [page 20] Corrected "(15m2/min per m2)" to "(15 ml/min
per m2)".
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18. 252: 100-39-44(c)(2)(B)(iii) [page 25] Undeleted the period at the end of the
s~mtetice.

19. 252:1 00-39-46(e) [page 29] Added "for use in the development of a plant-wide
emission plan as described in 252:100-39-46(j)(l) after "solids".
20. 252:100-39-46(j)(l) [page 30] Deleted "owner/operator" and added "owner or
operator".
.
21. 252:100-39-47(b)(2) [page 33] Deleted "design and" and added", rework, and
repair" after "manufacture.
22. 252:100-39-47(b)(5) [page 34] Added "Techniques" after "Control".
23. 252:100-39-47(c)(3) [page 34] Added paragraph (3) Which was 252:100-3947(d)(7)(B). It had originally been 252:39-47(a)(3).
24. 252:100-39:47(d)(7)(B) Moved this to 252:100-39-47(c)(3) .

-

..
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MINUTE~
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 15, 1998
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln BouJevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William
B. Breisch, Chairman
•' .
L_arry Canter
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Jeanette Buttram
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce
Cheryl Bradley
Becky Mainord

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for December 15, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting·. Agendas were posted at the
entrance door of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr.
Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick and Ms. Slagell did not attend;
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
October 20, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Dr.
Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson_, aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
·
PUBLIC HEARINGS

I

Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered into the hearing records the Hearing Agenda and Oklahoma Register Notice.
.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram for staff recommendation to Council. Ms.
Buttram advised that proposed revisions delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which
are subject to new source performance standards and national emission standards for
hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit.

Also a new Part 9 is proposed which will outline the r~~·tirements necessary for a facility to
qualify for F :. Each subchapter containing a PBR f<.. ...pecific facilities would also be
referenced under this new Part. Within Part 9, Section 252:100-7-60.3 was written due to the
proposed PBR section for VOC storage and loading facilities in Subchapter (SC) 37. Staff
r~commendation for SC 37 will be to continue the rule until the February AQC meeting.·-...\
Therefore, staff suggests the proposed new section be deleted from the rule and added onbe i:. ,.
the PBR in SC 37 is approved. Mr. Branecky requested clarification of which part of the rule
was being deleted. Ms. Buttram confirmed the suggestion to recommend the proposed rule,
excluding Section 252:100-7-60.3, to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent
adoption.
F'ollowing discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend
¢is rule to the Environmental Quality board at the next meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion
with second made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye;
Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
OAC 252:100:8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Joyce Sheedy for staffrecommendation regarding this rule. Dr._
Sheedy advised that these amendments update the incorporation by reference of the case-bycase MACT determinations for Part 70 sources in 252:100-8-4 (a)(2)(C) by adopting 40 CFR
63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1998. Dr. Sheedy advised that this update
would be made annually.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion recommending adoption as permanent rule by the
-...
Environmental Quality Board. Mr. Branecky made the motion with the second being made
by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson_:_ aye; Mr. Breisch~ aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include various substantive
changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile
organic compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition ofVOC. Dr. Sheedy then stated
the staff's recommendation to continue this rule until the February Council meeting because
of remaining controversy.
Council discussion followed. Mr. Wilson expressed concern about SC 37 being open for so
long with no action taken. During public discussion, Mr. Bradshaw from Boeing reiterated
Mr. Wilson's concern. Mr. Bradshaw further explained that the specific point of concern for
Boeing and American Airlines is the definition ofVOC. He said the members of his industry
would like to see the definition amended as soon as possible. Ms. Hoffman responded by
.
explaining that it is the intent of the staff to have all remaining issues with SC 37 resolved and
to recommend approval of the rule by the Council. She further explained that if the rule is ~ ·
2

approved by & ;ouncil in February, there would be tir·· •o get the packet of information to
the Environmelu.dl Quality Board before the March 5, 1f:J'..I'.) meeting.

·-

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's February meeting. Ms.
: Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye~
Ms. Myers - aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]

Mr.- Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation. Dr. Sheedy pointed out

tliai the proposed changes primarily simplify language and correct grammar and format but
also include some substantive changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that written comments, staff
responses and details of the substantive changes were summarized in the Council packet. Dr.
Sheedy submitted the written letters from EPA and EFO for hearing record.
There were no questions or comments from the Council or from the public.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
February 17, 1999 meeting. Mr. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Ms.
Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes

• OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
This subject was first brought before the Council on October 20, 1998 at which time the .
Council voted to continue the hearing until the December 15, 1998 Council meeting. The
presentation for this public hearing consisted of several staff members. Mr. David Dyke
began by informing those presep.t that written comments have been received from the
Environmental Federation of Oklahoma, Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association, and the
Small Business Advisory Panel. These comments and staff responses were submitted for
official record. Mr.. Dyke continued to explain the Division's anticipated increase in workload
and discussed other factors contributing to the request for fee increases.

-

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Scott Thomas to describe the upcoming rulemaking activities. Mr.
'Thomas explained that the Division's rulemaking goals were designed according to proposed
rules received from the EPA, instruction from the State Legislature to review all of our rules
by December 2000, and efforts to go forward with the agencies directive and goals of the
permit continuum. Mr. Thomas also stated that in order to accomplish these goals, additional
staff would be required or the rulemaking priorities would have to be refined. Mr, Ray
Bishop came forward to elaborate upon the need for additional permitting staff. He stated that
even though the Permit program has instituted a number of time-saving and efficiency efforts,
the Division does not anticipate meeting the impending Title V time frames and deadlines
with the current staff. He also reviewed the non-Title V activities required ofthe permitting
3
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staff. Mr. Te...;ll commented regarding potential actio·
and consequ~ •Y affect the Division.

that could occur at the federal level

Finally, Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Shawna McWaters-Khalousi to explain the proposed f~
increases and how they were derived. Staff recommended approval by the Council. Mr. : . .
swrunarized staffs position by stating that even though services and spending levels are
reduced from previous years, the current level of services and management of oncoming
issues cannot be maintained without additional staff. Mr. Dyke assured that the Division
would not compromise the environmental protection, but be forced to shift and prioritize
resources ultimately resulting in reduced services provided.
c

•

After extensive comment and discussion from the Council, the public and members of
i*dustry, Mr. Breisch entertained, and Mr. Branecky made the motion that: In SC 5, annual
operating fees for minor facilities and for Part 70 sources be increased to $17.12 per ton; In
SC 7, the fee for minor source applicability determinations be increased to $250 and the fees
for all types of individual minor source permits be doubled; and In SC 8, the fee for major
source applicability determinations be increased to $250. Ms. Myers made the second to Mr.
Branecky's motion with roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr: Groszaye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

NEW BUSINESS The Council requested a monthly financial statement from Mr.
Coleman's office. Tbis infonnation would enable the Finance Committee to monitor the cash
flow of the AQD and work toward avoiding future budgetary shortfalls. Additionally, the -.,.
Council requested that a comprehensive and detailed list of tasks that would be billed to Tit
V expenditures be created. This list would be a guideline for staff to follow when accountin5
time and effort. Finally, a request was made for additional state appropriations for a workload
study that will determine staffing priorities.

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, :r:neeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would.be February 17, 1999 at the Department of
Environmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the copies of hearing records are attached as an official
part of these Minutes.
·

William B. Breisch, Chairman
· Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Wednesday February 17,1999 1:00 P.M.
707 North Robinson
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
Oklahoma City, OK
1.
2.
3.
. 4.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call - Myrna Bruce
Approval of Minutes of the December 15, 1998 Regular Meeting
·Election of Officers Calendar Year 1999
Nominations and election by Council

5.

OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition ofVOC. A substantive
change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving
a contradiction. Continued from December 15, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

6.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued
from December 15, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

New Business
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council
Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Tuesday, April20, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

8.

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 720-4100.
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Wednesday February 17,1999 9:30A.M.
707 North Robinson
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
Oklahoma City, OK
1.

2.

Call to Order - Bill Breisch
Division Director's Report- Staff
·A. Update of current events and AQD activities
B. Discussion by Council I Public

3.

Election of Officers- Calendar Year 1999
Discussion by Council

4.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition ofVOC. A substantive
change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving
a contradiction. Continued from December 15, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council / Public

5.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative
and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued
from December 15, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 720-4100.

Febrpary _3, 1999
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director (._
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 39

1.

Enclosed is a copy ofthe proposed modifications to OAC 252:100-39, EMISSIONS OF
ORGANIC MATERIALS IN NONATTAINMENT AREAS. These revisions were
brought to the Air Quality Council for the first time on August 18, 1998, and again on
October 20, 1998, and December 15, 1998. At the December meeting the staff
recommended that the rule be considered again at the February 17, 1999, Council
meeting.

-

The proposed revisions primarily simplify and clarify. language, correct grammar, and
impose consistency in format on the rule without involving substantive changes. A number
of non-substantive changes and two substantive changes were made to the rule following
the December 15, 1998, Council meeting. The substantive changes are listed as items 3 and
5 below. The following substantive revisions to the rule are proposed.
1. The definition of "volatile organic compound (VOC)" in 252:100-39-2 has been
revised. As part of the simplification process, staff proposes to have only one
definition of volatile organic compound which will be consistent with the EPA
definiti~n and replace the terms "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and "organic
solvents." The new definition provides that any organic compound listed in 40 CFR
51.100(s)(l) shall be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC. This revision will also serve as a response to
requests to exempt acetone, methylated siloxanes, perchloroethylene, and methyl
acetate from being considered VOCs. These four substances are on the list in 40
CFR 51.100(s)(1), and, therefore, will not be considered to be VOCs.
2. The staff proposes to correct the placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in
252:100-39-30(b). This phrase was located in paragraph (2) and was, therefore,
applicable to all the exemptions listed in that paragraph. Research in the Air Quality
Council records and in the Control Technology Guideline, Control of Volatile
Organic Emissions from Petroleum Liquid Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks,
EPA-450/2-78-047, indicates that this phrase should apply only to 252:100-3930(b)(2)(B). Staff recommends moving this phrase to 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B).
3. The addition of 252:100-39-30(b)(3) and (4) is proposed, which would exempt
storage vessels subject to the equipment standards in 40 CFR 60, Subparts Ka or Kb
and/or the equipment standards in 40 CFR 63, Subparts CC or G from the
requirements of252: 100-39-30.
39meml.doc

4. 252:100-39-41(c), Loading of volatile organic compounds, currently has no
provisions to exclude small loading facilities. The staff proposes to add language
that will limit. the requirements of this subsection to facilities that have a minimum
annual throughput of 120,000 gallons or storage capacity greater than 10,000
gallons.
5.

Staffp~oposes

to amend the definition of "aerospace" in 252:100-39-47((b) to make
clear that the term includes rework or repair.
.

Staff will suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Board for permanent
adoption.
In addition to the proposed draft revisions to Subchapter 39, a copy of 40 CFR 51.100(s)(l), .
a rule impact statement, two summaries of comments and staff responses, and a list of the
revisions that were made to the rule after the December 15, 1998, Air Quality Council
meeting are also included in the packet.

Enclosures 6

39mem2doc
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PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
..

.......

252:100-39-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources located in nonattainment
areas and to specify the additional control measures required to
protect and enhance the air quality to insure that the Oklahoma air
quality standard is not euceeded and significant deterioration is
prevented.
The purpose of this Subchapter is to prevent the
formation of ozone by controlling the emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) .
This Subchapter contains requirements for the
control of emissions of VOCs from stationary sources located in
areas that are nonattainment or were formerly nonattainment for
ozone.
252:i00-39-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise~~
"Cut:baelt asphalt" means a basic asphalt or asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
.
"Effluent water separator" means a:ay tank, box, sump, or other
container in \ihich any material compound floating on or entrained
or contained in ·.:ater entering such tank, bme, sump or other
container is physically separated and removed from such 'fmter prior
to outfall, draiaage, or reco:rrery of sucl'l -..iater.
"Organic materials" means any chemical compounds of carbon
mecluding carbon monoxides, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carbonates aad ammoaium carboaates.
"Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, aromatics, kerosene. distillate fuel oils. residual fuel
oils, lubricants, asphalt, or othe·r products through distillation
of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or through redistillation,
cracking, rearrangement or reforming or unfinished petroleum
derivatives.
"Refinery" meaas aay facility engaged in producing gasoliae,
keroseae, fuel oils or other products tfl:rough distillatioa of crude
oil or tfl:rougfl: redistillation, cracldag or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarboa derivatives.
"Refinery unit" means a set of components which are a part of a
basic process operation, such as distillation, hydrotreating,
cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons.
''Submerged fill pipe•• means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
'fvfl:icfl:that meets any one of the following conditions~~
(A) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is below
the surface of the liquid in the receiving vessel for at least
95 percent of the volume filled7.
(B) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel7~
(C) ~The bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel; or,~
AQC2-17C.39
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_(D)
ether equivalent methods acceptable to the BJeecutive
·Director.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC) 11 means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in
combination '1.-ith any ·ether element 'tffiich has a vapor pressure of
1 . 5 pounds per square inch absolute or greater under actual storage
cenditiensof carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide ...
ca'fbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate,
which participates
in atmospheric
photochemical
reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1) will
be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be ·considered to be a VOC.
P\Telaeile ergaaie sel...· eae (\tOS) n means any organic compound ,,'fl:ich
participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions, that it:',_,. any
organic compound ether than these uhich the BP:A Administrator
designates as having negligible photochemical reactivity. \~8 may
be measuree by the EPA \~C reference method.
252:100-39-3. General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements contained in
9Ae 252:100-37, the additional centrel/prehibitionsreguirements
contained in this Subchapter shall be required enof existing and
new facilities located in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties.
252:100-39-4. Exemptions
VOCs with vapor pressures less than 1.5 pounds per square inch
absolute (psia) under actual storage conditions are exempt from
252:100-39-16 through 252:100-39-18. 252:100-39-30, 252:100-39-41.
and 252:100-48.
PART 3 •

.-

PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS

252:100-39-15.- Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a} Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
.
-f.1.+- "Component" means any piece of equipment which has the
potential to leak volatile organic compounds VOCs when tested in
the manner described in EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
These sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals,
compressor seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves,
flanges and other connections, pressure relief devices, process
drains, and open ended pipes. Excluded from these sources are
valves which are not externally regulated.
~
"Gas service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic cempeundVOC or mixture
of volatile organic cempeunesVOCs in the gaseous phase.
11
Leakinq component" means a component which has a VOC
concentration exceeding 10.000 ppmv when tested according to the
provisions in 252:100-39-15(e) .
.f* "Liquid service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile organic cempoundVOC or mixture
AQC2-17C.39
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of ¥Olatile organic compoundsVOCs in the liquid phase.
(4:)
."Petrele'Wft refinery"
means any facility engaged in
producing gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils,
residual fuel oils, lubricants, asphalt, or other products
through distillation of crude oil or. other hydrocarbons or
through redistillation, craclcing, rearFangement or reforming or
unfinished petroleum derivatives.
(5)
"Refinery unit• means a set of components ~ihich are a part
of
a
basic
process
operation,
such
as
distillation,
hydrotreating, cracldng or reforming of hydrocarbons.
·
-+6-t- "Valves not externally regulated 0 means valves that have no
external controls, such as in-line check valves.
(7)
"Volatile organic cempe\l:BEis" means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or containing carbon and fi:ydrogen in
combination l'w>'ith any other element ~\'hich has a Yapor pressure of
0. 3 ltilopascals (0. 0435 pounds per square inch absolute) or
greater under actual storage conditions. (Effective 2 12 90)
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to all source facility
petroleum refineries located in the fello,.;ing counties. Tulsa and
Olelahoma.
·
·
ill This Section applies to all petroleum refineries located in
Tulsa County and Oklahoma County .
.ill VOCs with vapor pressures less than 0. 0435 osia (0. 3
kilopascals (kPa)) under actual storage conditions are exempt
from 252:100-39-15.
(Effective 2-12-90.)
·(c) Pre'"+'isiens fer specific precesses. Standards and operating
requirements
(1) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery complmc
subject to this Section shall:
(A)
develop and conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the provisions in 252:100-39-15(d) and 252:100-39-15(f);
(B)
conduct a monitoring program consistent l'wiith the
proYisions in 252.100 39 15{f),
(C)
record all
leaking components which haYe
a VOC
concentration exceeding 10, 000 ppm ~ihen tested according to
tfle proYisions in 252:100 39 1S(e) and place an identifying
tag on each component consistent with the provisions in
252:100-39-15 (f) (3) i
.
~lQl repair and retest the leaking components, as defined
in 252.100 39 15 (c) (1). (C) , . as soon as possible but no later
than 15. days after the leak ·is found; and,
~JQl identify all
leaking components,
as defined in
252 .100 39 15 (c) (1) (C) , which cannot be repaired until the
unit is shutdown for turnaround~; and, Assure all lines or
pipes terminating \dth a valve are sealed ~>'ith a secon€1: valve,
a blind flange, a plug or a cap.
lEl assure all lines or pipes terminating with a valve are
sealed with a second valve. a blind flange. a plug or a cap.
(2) The EJEecutiveDivision Director, may, at his/her aiocFetion,
~require the owner or operator to take appropriate remedial
action, including early unit turnaround, based on the number and
severity of tagged leaks awaiting repair.
AQC2-17C.39
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(3): Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in ~
v:olatile organic compound service shall be marked in some manner
that will be readily obvious to both petroleum refinery or
contract personnel performing monitoring and the Bxecutiv:e
DirectorDEO.
(d) Compliance seheaulesschedule. The owner or operator of a
petroleum refinery, in order to comply 'to'ith 252.100 39 15, shall
adhere to the increments of progress- contained in the follmi.ing
schedule:
(1)
Submitsubmit to the BJeecutiv:eDivision Director a monitoring
program by July 30, 1981.
This program shall contain, at a
minimum, a list of the refinery units only and the quarter in
which they will be monitored, a copy of the log book format, and
the make and model of the monitoring equipment to be used.
In
no case shall a monitoring contract relieve the owner or
operator of a petroleum refinery of the · responsibility for
compliance with this Section.
(2)
Submit quarterly monitoring:· report to the BJeecutive
Director.
(e) Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and calibration
procedures to . determine compliance with this Section must be
consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
(f)
Monitoring.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery subject to
this Section shall conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the following provisions~. The owner or operator shall:
(A) monitor yearly by the methods referenced in Test ~4ethod
21 of 40 CFR Part 60 252:100-39-15(e) all~
(i)
pump seals7~
(ii) pipeline valves in liquid service7~ and,
(iii)
process drains;
(B) monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in 252.100
39 15(d) 252:100-39-15-(e), all~
(i)
compressor sealsT~
(ii) pipeline valves in ~ serviceT~ and,
(iii)
pressure relief valves in ~ se~ice;
(C) monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
(D) monitor iffiffiediatelywithin 24 hours any pump seal from
which VOC liquids are observed dripping;
(E) monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has
vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F) monitor immediately after repair any component that was
found leaking.
(2)
Pressure relief devices 'to'hichthat are connected to an
operating
flare
header,
vapor ~covery
dev:icedevices,
inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, and valves that are
not externally regulated are exempt from the monitoring
requirements
in
paragraph
(1)
of
this
subsection•L
Pro",ddedprovided, however, such inaccessible valves will be
monitored during annual shutdown.
(3)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the
detection of a leaking component, as defined in 252.100 39
AQC2-17C.39
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15 (c) (1) (C), r,,rhichthat is not repaired on discovery.L.. shall affix
a : weatherproof
and
readily
visible
tag,
bearing
an
identification number and the date the leak is located, to the
leaking component. This tag shall remain in place until the
leaking component is repaired.
(g)
Recordkeeping.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery shall
maintain a leaking components monitoring log as specified in
252:100 39 15(e) (1) (C) which shall contain, at a minimum7~~
follmving data:
(A)
the name of the process unit where the component is
located;
(B)
the type of component (e.g., valve, seal);
(C)
the tag number of the component, if not . repaired
immediately on discovery;
(D)
the date on which a leaking component is discovered;
(E)
the date on which a leaking component is repaired;
(F)
the date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure
·after a leaking component is repaired;
(G)
the date of the calibration of the monitoring instrument.
The record of calibratio~which shall be made available for
inspection on request;
(H)
those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround;
and,
(I)
the total number of components checked and the total
number of components found leaking.
(2)
Copies of theThe monitoring log shall be retained on site
by the owner or operator for at least two years after the date
on which the record was made or the report prepared.
(3). Copies of
theThe monitoring log shall be· made available
for inspection at any reasonable time and copies of the log
shall be provided to the El:JEecutiYeDivision Director, upon
written request, at any reasonable timeof the AOD.
(h)
Reporting.
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery7
upon the completion of eaeh monitoring procedure, shall:
(1)
submit a report to the ElJtecutiv=eDivision Director by the
30th day followiQg. the end of each calendar quarter that lists
all leaking components that were located during the previous
quarter but not repaired within 15 days, all leaking components
awaiting unit turnaround, and the total number of co~ponents
found leaking; and,
(2)
submit a signed statement with the report attesting to the
fact that 7 all monitoring and, with the exception of those
leaking components listed in 252:100-39-15(h) (1), all monitoring
aHd repairs were performed as stipulated in the monitoring
program.
252:100-39-16. Petroleum Refifteryrefinery process unit turnaround
(a)
Definition. D'l'tJ:rfl: aroundD 11 Turnaround" means the planned
procedure of shutting down a unit, inspecting and repairing it.L.. and
restarting it.
(b)
Procedures required.
For the shutdown, purging and blowdown

AQC2-17C.39
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operat;.ioq of any processing petroleum refinery processing unit the
following procedures are required:
(1)
Recovery of volatile organic compounds (VOC)VOCs shall be
accomplished during the shutdown or turnaround to a process unit
pressure compatible with the flare or vapor system pressure. The
unit ~shall then be purged or flushed to a flare or vapor
recovery system ~ using a suitable material such as steam,
water or nitrogen..:... to a flare or vapor recovery system.
The
unit shall not be vented to the atmosphere until press'ure is
reduced to less than 5 psig through control devices.
(2) ·Except where inconsistent with the "Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for the Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by
Pipeline, " or any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person
shall emit organicVOC gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
recovery blowdown system unless these gases are burned by
smokeless flares 7 or an equally effective control device as
approved by the ExeeutiveDivision Director.
(3) At least fifteen days prior to a scheduled turnaround, a
written notification shall be submitted to the EJceeutiveDivision
Director. As a minimum, the notification shall indicate the unit
to be shutdown, the date of shutdown, and the approximate
quantity of liydroearbonsVOCs to be emitted to the atmosphere.
(4)
Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be accomplished
without the controls specified in 252:100-39-16(b) (1) and
252:100-39-16(b) (2) during non-oxidant seasons provided the
notification to the EJceeutiveDivision Director as required in
252:100-39-16(b) (3) 1 specifically contains euefi a request for
such an exemption.
The Non OJEidantnon-oxidant season is
understood to be bet,~een tfl:e moE:tfl:s of October afid Aprilfrom
November 1 through March 31.
252:100-39-17. Petroleum Refifteryrefinery vacuum producing system
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~ .
-f.» 0 Accumulator 11 ·means the vessel in the overhead stream of
any fractionating tower, after the overhead condenses and
separates noncondensable · gases, liquid fl:ydroearbonsVOCs and
water.
~
•Hotwell 11 means the tank at the bottom of the barometer leg
in a barometric condenser· ·system to receive the water,
condensate and entrained liydroearbonsVOCs generated by the
barometric condenser.
(b)
Requirements. Noncondensable volatile orgaBic eompouBdsVOCs
from tfl:e follmdng equipmeat emitted from any of the vacuum
producing systems listed in paragraphs (1) through (3) of this
subsection shall be incinerated or reduced by 90 percent of what
would be emitted without controls. from tfl:e follmiing vacuum
produeiE:g system.
(1)
steamSteam ejectors with barometric condensers~..:...
(2) steamSteam ejectors with surface condensers, or, .
(3) mecfl:anicalMechanical vacuum pumps.

AQC2-17C.39
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(c)

Hotwells and accumulators.
(l) -Hot wells and accumulators shall be covered and the """·
noncondensable vapors shall be vented to a fire-box or
incinerator.
(2)
The presence of a pilot flame shall be monitored using a
thermocouple or any other equivalent device to detect the
presence of a flame.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
(d)
Compliance;. Compliance shall be determined in accordance with
the provision of the CTG document ( 11 Control of Refinery Vacuum
Producing systems,
Wastewater Separators and Process Unit
Turnarounds," EPA 450/2-77-025, October, 1977). Test reports and
maintenance records ~shall be maintained for at least two years.
If emission testing is required, the appropriate test method(s)
selected from EPA Reference Methods 1 through 4, 21, and/or 25,
~shall be utilized.
effluent
252:100-39-18. Petroleum
Refineryrefinety
water
separators
l§L Definition. 0 Effluent water separator•• means any container in
which any VOC floating on, entrained in, or contained in water
entering the container is physically separated and removed from the
water prior to discharge of the water from the container.
lQl Requirements. No personowner or operator shall operate7 or
install or permit the operation or installation ofa single singlecompartment or multiple-compartment volatile organic compound
·.mtereffluent water separator from any equipmefit processing,
refining, treating, storing or handling volatile organic compound
unless the compartment receiving ~ the effluent water is
equipped to control emissions in one of the following ways. \;ith
one of the following vapor control devices, properly installed, in
good \•'orldng order and in operation:
(1) A:The container totally encloses the liquid contents and
having all openings are sealed.!. and totally enclosing the liquid
contents.
All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil
removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming,
inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(2) A:The container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting the
organic materialVOC vapors and gases discharged and a vapordisposal system capable of processing such organic materialVOC
vapors and gases so as. to prevent their emission to the
atmosphere.!. and ·.o~ith allAll tank gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The organic materialVOC removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair
is in progress.
(3) A Containerscontainer that is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency, provided the plans and specifications of ouch
equipment are submitted andare approved by the BxecutiveDivision
Director prior to their use.
·
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PART 5.

PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE

252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external

floating reef ta:Bltsroofs
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
-i*. "Condensate 11 means hydrocarbon liquid separated from
natural gas which condenses due to changes in the temperature
and/or pressure and remains liquid at normal operatingstandard
conditions.
·
11
.fi!+ " Crude oil" means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixture
which is a liquid at standard conditions.
It may contain
sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
"Drilling or production facility 11 means all drilling and
servicing equipment, wells. flow lines. separators. equipment.
gathering lines,
and auxiliary· non-transportation-related
equipment used in the production of petroleum but does not
include natural gasoline plants.
~
"Exter&ally External floating roof" means a storage ·vessel
cover in an open top tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon
single deck which rests upon and is supported by the petroleum
liquid being contained and is equipped with a closure seal or
seals to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall.
-f4+ ''Lease custody transfer'' means the transfer of produced
crude oil and/or·condensate, after processing and/or treating in
the producing operations, from storage tanltsvessels or automatic
transfer facilities to pipelines or any other formsform of
transportation.
~
"Liquid-mounted seal" means primary seal mounted in
continuous contact with the liquid between the ~vessel wall
and the floating roof.
~
•Petroleum liquid" means crude oil, condensate, and any
finished or intermediate liquid products manufactured or
extracted in a petroleum refinery.
~
"Vapor-mounted seal" means a .primary seal mounted so there
is an annular vapor space underneath the seal.
The annular
vapor space is bounded by the bottom of the primary seal, the
~vessel wall, the liquid surface, and the floating roof.
+&}
"Waxy, high pour point crude oil" means a crude oil with a
pour point of 50°F-:- or higher as determined by the American
Society of Testing and Materials Standard D97-66, "Test for Pour
Point of Petroleum Oils."
(b) Applicability.
(1)
This Section applies to all source facilities '•lith
petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating
roofs, having capacities greater than 40,000 gal 1150,000
litersll(40, 000 gallons), that are located in Tulsa and Oklahoma
Ceunties.
(2)
This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid storage
vessels uhichthat: prior·to custody transfer.
(A)
are used to store waxy, high pour point crude oil;
AQC2-17C.39
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(B)
have capacities less than 1,600,000 liters422,675 gal
( 420, 000 gallons1, 600 m3 ) and are used to store produced crude
oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer;
(C)
contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure
less than 1.5 psia 110.5 kPal (1.5 psia);
(D)
contain a petroleum liquid 'idth a truq vapor pressure
less than 27.6 Kpa (4.0 psia); and,
(i)
are of \w'elded construction;
(ii) presently possess a metallic type shoe seal, a liquid
mounted foam seal, a liquid mounted liquid filled type
seal, or other closure device of demonstrated equivalence
approved by the EJcecutive Director, or, contain a petroleum
liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 4.0 psia (27.6
kPa) if the vessels are of welded construction and have a
metallic-type shoe seal, a liquid-mounted foam seal, a
liquid-mounted liquid filled type seal, or other closure
device of demonstrated equivalence approved by the Division
Director; or,
(E)
are of welded construction,
are equipped with a
metallic-type shoe primary seal and fia.s.have a secondary seal
from the top of the shoe seal to the ~vessel wall
(shoe-mounted secondary seal) .
lJl Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment standards
for external floating roofs in 40 CFR 60 Subparts Ka or Kb are
exempt from the requirements of 252:100-39-30.
lil Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment standards
for external floating roofs in 40 CFR 63 Subparts CC (63.646) or
G shall be exempt from the requirements of 252:100-39-30 upon
the date compliance with the standards in Subparts CC and G is
required.
(c)
P~evieiene
fer epeeifie preeeeeeeEguipment and operating
requirements.
(1)
Standards.
No mw'ner of a petroleUH!o liquidEach storage
vessel subject to this Section ohallused to store a petroleum
liquid
in
that
vessel
unless: shall
meet
the
following
conditions.
(A)
The vessel has been ·fitted with7~
(i)
a
continuous secondary seal extending from the
floating roof to the ~vessel wall (rim-mounted secondary
seal); or,
(ii) a closure device or-other device which controls VOC
emissions with an effectiveness equal to or greater than a
seal required above underin 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (A) (i) and
approved by the ExecutiveDivision Director.
(B) All
seal
closure
devices
meet
the
following
requirements7~

( i)
thereThere are no visible holes, tears, or other
openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric7~
(ii) -tfte.The seal (s) are intact and uniformly in place
around the circumference of the floating roof between the
floating roof and the ~vessel wall; and,~
(iii)
for vapor mounted primary seals, theThe accumulated
AQC2-17C.39
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area of gaps exceeding 0.32 cm1/8 in. {1/8 in.0.32 em) in
wldth between the secondary seal and the ~vessel wall
when the secondary seal is used in combination with a vapor
mounted primary seal shall not exceed 21.2 cma1.0 in. 2 /ft
per meter of ~vessel diameter {1. 0 in. 221. 2 cm2 /m per
~ of -t-anltvessel diameter),--a-e.
This shall be determined
by physically measuring the length and width of all gaps.
·around the entire circumference of the secondary seal in
each place where a 1/8 in. (0.32 cml uniform diameter probe
passes freely between the seal and the ~vessel wall-r- and
summing the areaareas of the individual gaps.
{C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for
automatic bleeder vents, rim space vents, and leg sleeves,
are-r-...:.
{i) equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed
position except when the openings are in actual use; and,
{ii) equipped with projections into the ~vessel which
remain below the liquid surface at all times-r-~
{D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except
when the roof is floated off or landed on the roof leg
supports-r-~

.-

{E) Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated
off the leg supports or at the manufacturer's recommended
settings, and, .
{F) Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane
fabric covers or equivalent covers which cover at least 90
percent of the area of the opening.
{2) Monitoring. The owner or operator of a petroleum liquid
storage vessel with an external floating roof subject to this
Section shall:
(A) perform routine inspections semi -annually in order to
ensure compliance with 252:100-39-30 {c) {1) {B) { i) , i.e., no
visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seals or seal
fabric;
(B)
measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance
with 252:100-39-30{c) {1) (B) {iii), when the floating roof is
equipped with a vapor-mounted primary seal; and,
{C) maintain records of the types of volatile petroleum
liquids stored, the true vapor pressure of the liquid as
stored, and the results of the inspections performed in
252:100-39-30(c) {2) (A) and 252:100-39-30{c) (2) {B).
~
Recordkeepinq.
-f-3-+ JAl.
Copies of all records under .252:100-39-30 {c) {2)
shall be retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of
two years after the date on which the record was made.
~ lHl
Copies of all records under this Section shall be
made available to the BJeecutiveDivision Director, upon verbal
or toiritten request, at any reasonable time.
{d) Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section ~shall
be accomplished by affected facilities •4dthin t'fm years of approval
of this Section by the Olelahoma Environmental Quality Boardby May
23, 1982.
AQC2-17C.39
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PART 7o

SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

252:100-39-40o Cutback asphalt (paving)
"Cutback asphalt" means a basic asphalt or
asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum distillate.
J]:;ll_ Requirements o No owner, operator and/or contractor shall
prepare or apply cutback liquifiedliquefied asphalt without the
prior written consent of the BxecutiveDivision Di~ector. or the
BJcecutive Director's designee. Such consent may be granted during
Oklahoma's non-oxidant season, i.e., October through AprilNovember
1 through March 31.

l2..L Definitions o

252:100-39-41. Vapor
recovery
syseemsStoraqe,
loading
and
transport/delivery of VOCs
(a) . Storage of volaeile organic compol:J:ftdsVOCs in vessels with
storage capacities --greater than 40,000 gallons (953 eels). ~
person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or any
volatile organic compound in tanks or vessels Each vessel
havingwith a storage capacity greater than 40,000 gallonsgal (151
m3 ) (953 bbls) which stores gasoline or any voc unless such tank,
reservoir or other container is toshall be a pressure ~vessel
capable oe maintaining working pressures sufficient at all times
~that prevent the loss of organicVOC vapor or gas.±eee to the
atmosphere 7 or 4:-eshall be equipped with one or more of the
following vapor control devices~~
(1) aAn external floating roof, consistingthat consists of_g
pontoon type, pontoon-type internal floating cover or double-deck
type roof,cover or a fixed roof with an internal-floating cover.
>:. .'hichThe
cover w-i-1-±-shall rest on the . surface of the liquid
contents at all times (i.e. off the leg supports) , except during
initial fill, when the storage vessel is completely empty. or
during refilling.
When the cover is resting on the leg
supports, the process of filling, emptying, or refilling shall
be continuous and shall be accomplished as rapidly as possible.
The floating roof shall be equipped with a closure seal, or
seals, to close the space between the reefcover edge and
-tan*vessel wall.
Such: floatingFloating
roofs
are
not
appropriate control devices. if the organic compoundsVOCs have a
vapor pressure of ~11.1 pounds per square inch absolute psia
(568 fftfft Hg) (76.6 kPa) or greater under actual conditions. All
gauging and sampling devices -shall be gas-tight except when
gauging or sampling is taking place.
Closure seals for fixed
roof vessels with an internal-floating cover ~shall meet the
requirementsof252.100 39 30(c) (1) (B) ;252:100-39-30(c) (1} (B) (i)
and (ii) .
Closure seals for vessels with external floating
roofs shall meet the requirements of 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (B) (i),
(ii), and (iii) .
(2) a-A vapor-recovery system consistingthat consists of a
vapor-gathering system capable of collecting 90 percent J:'Y
weight
or
more
of
the
uncontrolled
volatile
organ1c
compoundsVOCs that would otherwise be emitted to the atmosphere
and g vapor-disposal system capable of processing such organic
AQC2-17C.39
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so as to prevent emissions in excess of 6.68 x 10- 4
lb/gal 180 mg/litermg/1) of gasolineVOCs transferred to the
atmosphere. All ~vessel gauging and sampling devices shall be
gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place; or,~
(3) otherOther equipment or methods that are of equal
efficiency for purposes of air pollution control ae may be used
when approved by the BxecutiveDivision Director and are in
concert with federal guidelines·.
(b) Storage of •..,.elatile ergcmie eempe1:1ftEisVOCs in vessels with
storage capacities of --400-40,000 gallons (9,5 953 bbls).
(1) No person shall store or permit tfie storage ofEach gasoline
or other volatile organic compoundsVOC in any stationary storage
containervessel with a nominal capacity greater than 400
gallonsgal (1.5 m3 l (9.5 bbls) and less than 40,000 ~
(151 .m3 ) (953 bbls) unless sucfi container isshall be equipped
with a submerged fill pipe or 4ebe bottom filled.
No person
sfiall store or peFmit tfie storage of gasoline or other volatile
organic compound in any stationary storage container liith an
average daily tfirougfl:put of 30,000 gallons or greater unless the
displaced vapors from tfie storage container are processed by a
system tfiat fias a total collection efficiency no less tfian 90
percent by weigfit of total hydrocarbon compounds in said vapors .
.ill The displaced vapors from each storage vessel with an
average daily throughput of 30.000 gal (113,562 1) or greater
which stores gasoline or other VOCs shall be processed by a
system that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90
percent by weight of total VOCs in the vapors .
.f2+l& The vapor recovery system shall include one or more of
tfie follm>'ing.:
.-fAt-.ill a
vapor-tight return line from the storage
containervessel to the delivery vessel and a system that
will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before
gasol inc or volatile organic compoundsVOCs can be
transferred into the coH:tainerstorage vessel; or,
~ Jill
other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the total
hydrocarbon compouH:dsVOCs in the displaced vapor provided
~if approval of tfie proposed design installation, and
operation is obtained from the B:teecutiveDivision Director
prior to start of construction .
.f3+~ Provided, hm>'m;:er, tfiat tfieThe requirements for vapor
collection of displaced vapors shall not apply to operations
that are not major sources.
(c) Loading of velatile erganie eempeUBdsVOCs.
(1) No persoR sfiall operate, iRstall or permit tfie building,
operatioB or installation of . a stationary volatile organic
compoundEach VOC loading facility with an annual throughput of
120.000 gal (454.249 1) or greater or storage capacity greater
than 10.000 gal (38m3 ) unless sucfi loading facility isshall be
equipped with a vapor-collection and/or disposal system properly
iBstalled, in good 'r,.·orlEing order and in operation.
·
(2) Wfiefl:While volatile organic compol:l:ndsVOCs are loaded through
co~o~ndsVOCs
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the hatches of a transport vessel, .a pneumatic, hydraulic or
mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a vapor-tight seal
at the hatch.
(3)
A means shall be provided to prevent organic materialvoc
drainage from the loading device when it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(4)
When loading is effected th:roughQy means othe.r than
hatches, all loading· and vapor lines shall be equipped with
fittings ~~h:ichthat make vapor-tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the follo\iingelements listed in
252:100-39-41(c) (5) (A)
through
252:100-39-42(c) (5) (C)
in
addition to bottom loading or submerged fill of transport
vessels7~
Storage vessels at service stations and bulk plants
may be used for intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal
of vapors as specified in 252:100-39-41(c) (5) (A)
through
252:100-39-41 (c) (5) (C) if they are designed to prevent the
release of vapors during use.
(A)
anAn absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
~that has a minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by
weight of all the volatile organic compoundVOC vapors and
gases entering such disposal system7~
(B)
aA vapor handling system which directs all vapors to a
fuel gas incineration system with a
minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent; or,~
(C)
otherOther equipment e¥that has at least s 90 percent
efficiency, provided plans for such equipment are submitted to
and approved by the BxecutiveDivision Director.
Storage
\ressels at service stations and bulle plants may be used for
intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as
per 252.100 39 41(c) (5) (A) through: 252.100 39 41(c) (5) (C) if
they are designed to pre\rent the release of vapors during use.
(6)
Subsection 252:100-39-41 (c) shall apply to any facility
whichthat
loads -volatile organic
coffiPoundsVOCs
into any
transport vessel designed for transporting volatile organic
compoundsVOCs.
(d) ·Transport/delivery.
(1)
The vapor-laden delivery vessel shall meet one ·of the
following requirements7~
.
_
·
(A)
-t-he-The delivery vessel must be ee designated and operated
as--to be vapor tight except when sampling, gauging, or
inspecting; or, .
(B) -t-he-The delivery vessel must be equipped and operated ee
~to deliver the volatile organic compoundVOC vapors are
delivered to a vapor recovery/disposal system.
(2)
No owner/operator owner or operator wH-1-shall allow a
delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to receive
displaced organieVOC vapors nor service tanksvessels unable to
deliver displaced vapors except for tanles/facilitiesvessels and
facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41(b) and 252:100-39-41(c).
AQC2-17C.39
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(3)_ Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with the vapor
tightriess requirements must be consistent with Appendix "B" EPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound
Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems,"
EPA 450/2-78-051, or an equivalent method as determined by the
E:JteeutiveDivision Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa Co~ty. Also see 2!52:100 39
48 for additioaal requiremeats pertaiaia~ to Tulsa Couaty.
~
Applicability. This subsection applies only in Tulsa
County.
111 Storage of VOCs.
lAl_ 2,000 - 40,000 gallons capacity.
Each storage vessel
with a nominal capacity greater than 2.000 gal (7.6 m3 )
and
less than 40.000 gal (151 m3 ) that stores gasoline or other
VOCs or each storage vessel located at a facility ·that
dispenses more than 120,000 gal/yr of gasoline or other VOCs,
in addition to being equipped with a submerged fill pipe or
being bottom loading, shall be equipped with a vapor control
system. The vapor control system shall -have an efficiency of
no less than 9o percent by weight of the VOCs contained in the
displaced vapors and shall be equipped with a pressure relief
valve in the atmospheric vent system which maintains a
pressure of 16 oz/in. 2 and 1/2 oz/in. 2 vacuum.
The vapor
recovery system shall include one or more of the following.
lil A vapor-tight return line from the storage vessel to·
the delivery vessel and a system that will ensure that the
vapor return line is connected before gasoline or VOCs can
be transferred into the storage vessel (i.e. . poppeted
connectors from the storage vessel to the delivery
vessel.).
li.il. A float vent valve assembly installed in the vapor
return/vent
line
on
new
and · existing
dual
point
installations; however,
for coaxial installations on
existing stations. a vent sleeve extending 6 iri. (15 em).
below the top of the vessel will be allowed~ Sleeves may
be equipped with a 1/16 in. (0.16 em) air bleed hole.
(iii)
A vapor recovery line with a cross-sectional area
that is at least half of the cross-sectional area of the
liquid delivery line.
liYl Other equipment that has a total collection efficiency
no less than ·go percent by weight of the total VOCs in the
displaced vapor if approved by Division Director prior to
start of construction.
~
Applicability.
lil
Any vessel with a capacity greater than 2,000 gal (7.6
m3 ) or any vessel located at a facility that dispenses more
than 120 ~000 gal/yr (454, 249 1/vr) shall be and will always
remain subject to 252:100-39-41(e) (2). (effective February
12. 1990)
l1il Exemptions to 252:100-39-41(e) (2) may be granted if
the owner or operator shows to the satisfaction of the
Division Director that the vessel is used exclusively for
AQC2-17C.39
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agricultural purposes.
Emission testing.
If emission testing is conducted, the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through
4, 18, 21, 25, 25A and 25B shall be utilized.
lQl Compliance. Compliance with 252:100-39-41 (e) (2} shall be
accomplished by the owner or operator of affected facilities
by December 31, 1986.
J..ru_ Certification.· The owner or operator of a facility shall
obtain, by whatever means practicab~e. certification from the
owner or operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all
deliveries of gasoline or other VOCs made to their 400-gallon
. to 40, 000-gallon storage facility located in Tulsa County
shall be made by transport/delivery vessels that comply with
the requirements contained in 252:100-39-41 (e) (4). Compliance
with 252:100-39-41(e) (2) shall be accomplished by owners or
··operators of affected facilities no later than December 31,
1990. (Effective February 12, 1990)
i l l Loading of VOCs.
In addition to those requirements
contained in 252:100-39-41 (c), stationary loading facilities
shall be checked annually in accordance with EPA Test Method 21,
Leak Test.
Leaks greater than 5, 000 ppmv shall be repaired
within 15 days.
Facilities shall retain inspection and repair
records for at least two.years.
J!l. Transport/delivery vessel requirements. In addition to the
requirements contained in 252:100-39-41(d), facilities located
in Tulsa County must meet the following requirements.
~
Maintenance.
:
l i l The delivery vessel must be maintained so that it is
vapor tight except when sampling, gauging, or inspecting.
These activities shall not occur while the vehicle is
loading or unloading or is in a pressurized state.
l i i l The delivery vessel must be equipped, maintained, and
operated to receive vapors from sources identified in
252:100-39-41(b) (1} and 252:100-39-41(b) (2} and retain
.these and all other vapors until they are delivered into an
authorized vapor recovery/disposal system.
(iii}
Vessels with defective equipment such as boots.
seals. and hoses, or with other deficiencies that would
impair the vessels' ability to retain vapors or liauid
shall be repaired within 5 days .
.1.iYl The certified testing facility must certify to the
approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (B) (i) . The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag showing
the date of the pressure test.
iYl No owner or operator shall allow a delivery vessel to
be filled at a facility unable to receive displaced VOCs
nor service vessels unable to deliver displaced vapors
except for vessels/facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41(b).
Terminal owners shall not fill vessels that do not display
a current tag.
lYil Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives

: l..Ql.
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of the DEO in order to determine their state of repair.
Such a test may consist of a visual inspection or a vapor
test with vapors not to exceed 5.000 ppmv. Failure of a
vapor test shall require the owner or operator to make the
necessary repairs within 10 days.
Failure to certify
within 10 days of a vapor test that the necessary repairs
have been made shall subject the owner or operator to
sanctions·: Upon certification of repairs, the vessel will
be allowed to resume normal operation.
lal Testing requirements.
lil Pressure test.
l l l Delivery vessels, delivering or rece1v1ng gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness.
The vapor tightness test must be consistent with APPendix
"A" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile
Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and
Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 450/2-78-051. Tests shall
. be performed by the owner or a transport service company.
Test methods used to test these vessels by owners or
testing companies must be approved for use by the
Division Director .
.l!.!l The vessel shall be .considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (B) (i) (I) when the test
results show that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3
in. H 2 0.
There shall be no avoidable visible liguid
leaks.
J.i.il. Vapor test. Testing of the tank trucks for compliance
with vapor tightness requirements as required under
252:100-39-41 (e) (4) {A) {vi) must be consistent with Appendix
"B" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile
. Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor
Collection Systems", EPA 405/2-78-051. as modified for this
purpose and contained in 252:100-43-15. The requirements
of 252:100-39-41(e) took effect December 15, 1988.

-~

252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a}
Cold cleaning facility requiremeftts.
(1}
Equipment reauirements. · NeAn personowner or operator shall
allo~i the construction or operation of any cold cleaning unit
for metal degreasing usin~hich uses an organic solventa VOC
shall unless the follmdng requirements are met:
(A}
install · a cover or door shall 'Be installed on the
facility that can be easily operated with one hand;
(B)
provide an internal drain board ~dll 'Be pro":ided in such
a manner that will allow lid closure if practical;T if not
practical, the drainage facility may beprovide an external
drainage facility; and,
(C)
attach a permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the
operating requirements specified in 252:100-39-42(a) (2} ~
'Be permanently attached to the facility.
(2}
Operating requirements. The
operating
requirements
AQC2-17C.39
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specified
in
252.100 39 42 (a) (1) (C)
shall
as
a
minimum
sppcifyOwners or operators shall at a minimum:
(A)
drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until dripping
ceases before removal;
(B)
close degreaser cover when not handling parts in cleaner--:-

aHdt-.1..

.

(C)
store waste solventVOC in covered containers7.1.. Do not
dispose or allmi disposition in such a manner that m:ore than
,.······
2 0 percent by ·•.-eight can evaporate into the atmosphere.
1Ql not dispose or allow disposition of waste VOC in such a
manner that more than 20 percent by weight can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
-f3-t-lru_ .If used, a solvent spray will be of a solid fluid
stream (not atomized or spray)use a solid fluid stream, not an
atomized spray, when VOC is sprayed.
· -f4+1dl Requirements for controls. I f
t h e
s o 1 v e n t
volatilityvapor pressure of the VOC is greater than 33 ffiffi IIg
(0.6 psi)0.6 psi (4.1 kPa) measured at ~100°F (100°F) {38°C)
or if solventVOC is heated to 120 degrees C248°F (120°C), the
owner or operator. shall apply one or more of the following
control devices/techniques 'idll be required:.
(A)
freeboardFreeboard that gives a free boardfreeboard ratio
greater than or equal to 0.?7~
(B)
~mterWater cover and-where the solventVOC is insoluble in
and heavierdenser than water or such equivalent; or,~
(C)
otherAnother system of equivalent control as approved by
the BxecutiveDivision Director.
+&tlil Compliance and recordkeepinq. Compliance w4±±shall be
determined in accordance with EPA guidance document "Control of
Volatile Organic Emissions from Solvent Metal Cleaning,"
450/2-77-022.
Test reports and maintenance and repair records
of control equipment ~shall be maintained by the source for
at least two years.
(b) Vapor-type metal degreasing requiremeats.
(1)
Equipment requirements. NeAn personowner or operator shall
allor.i the construction or operation of any vapor-type metal
degreasing unit using an organic solvent a VOC unlessshall
ensure that the following requirements are met-:-~
(A) -t-he-The unit shall fia.e.have a cover or door that can easily
be opened and closed without disturbing the vapor zone7~
(B)
-t-he-The
unit w-4-H-shall
have
the
following
safety
switches-:-~

(i)
condenserCondenser flow switch and thermostat or
equivalent capable of shutting off the sump heat if
condenser coolant is not circulating or coolant exceeds
solventVOC manufacturer's recommended level, and,~
(ii) spraySpray safety switch capable of shutting off spray
pumps if the vapor level drops in excess of ~4 inehesin.
(10 em) .
(C) -t-he-The unit '*>'ill shallhave one or more of the following
control devices/techniques-:-~
(i)
freeboardFreeboard ratio not less than 0.75, i.e., the
AQC2-17C.39
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ratio of the freeboard to the width of the degreaser
wherein the term freeboard is defined as the distance from
the top of the vapor zone to the top of the degreaser
tank"t"..:...
(ii} refrigeratedRefrigerated chiller,
i.e.,
condenser
coils in the upper limit of the vapor zone7..:...
.. (iii}
enclosedEnclosed design, i.e., cover or door is
opened only when_s part is actually entering or exiting the
facility, or,..:.
(iv} aA carbon adsorption system with ventilation greater
than SO cfm/ft~~ cfm/ft 2 of air/vapor area when cover is
·open. and mrhal:1:stingThe system shall exhaust less than 25
~ppmv solventVOC average over one adsorption cycle; or,..:.
(v} aA control system demonstrated to have a control
efficiency equal to or greater than any of the systems in
(C) of this paragraph252:100-39-42(b) (1) (C).
·
(D) .aA permanent conspicuous label summarizing operating
procedl:1:resreguirements in 252:100-39-42 (b) (2) W:i:±-±shall be
attached to the facilityunit.
(2}
Operating requirements.
~he
operating
requirements
referred to in 252 .100 39 42 (b) (1) (D) shall
as a minimum
specify:An owner or operator of a vapor type metal degreasing
unit using VOC shall ensure that the following requirements are
met.
·
(A} As a minimum operators shall:
l i l keep the cover closed ab all times except when
processing ~~orlEdegreasing parts;
(B)
minimiae sob1ent carry ol:1:t by the follmdng measures:
~liil
rack parts to allow full drainage~L
~(iii) move parts in and out of the degreaser at less
than 3.3 m/sec11 ft/min (11 ft/min.) (3.4 m/rriin) ·L
(iii)Jiyl degrease the workload in the vapor zone at least
30 eee.seconds or until condensation ceases~L
~lYl
tip out any pools of solventVOC on the cleaned
parts before removal~L
~(vi)
allow parts to dry within the degreaser for at
least 15 ~seconds or until visually dry7L
(vii)
assure that VOC leaks are immediately repaired or
the degreaser is shut down; and,
(viii) store waste VOC only in closed containers.
~
As a minimum operators ·shall not:
~lil do not degrease porous or absorbent materials, such
as cloth, leather, wood or rope;
-fD+-liil 'iior1tloads should notallow workloads to occupy
more than half of the degreaser's open top area;
~(iii)
neverspray above the vapor level;
(F)
assure solvent lealts immediately repaired or the
degreaser is shut dm:n,
-fGt-l..i.Y..L
do not dispose of 'wmste solvent or transfer it to
another party in such a manner thatallow greater than 20
percent of the VOC waste (by weight} ~to evaporate into
the atmosphere~ when disposing of the waste or transferring
AQC2-17C.39
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the waste to another party8tore •,mote solvent only in
£losed containers;
~lYl allow
exhaust ventilation should notto exceed
~/min. per m!65 cfm/ft 2 (65 cfm per fei-(20 m3 /min/m2 ) of
degreaser open area,
unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements. Ventilation fans saould not be used near the
degreaser opening; and,
lYil use ventilation fans near the degreaser opening; or.
~(vii)
allow water eaould notto be visually detectable
in eolventVOC exiting the water separator.
(3)
Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance
~shall
be
dete.rmined in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all
test and maintenance records ~shall be retained by the source
for at least two years.·
(c)
Conveyorized degreasing unit requiremeets.
(1)
Operating reauirements. NeAn personowner or operator shall
operateof a conveyorized degreasi~g unit using VOC shall ensure
that unless the following requirements are met~~
(A)
mehaustExhaust
ventilation · shouldshall
not
exceed
~/min. per m!65 cfm/ft 2
(65 cfm per ft!.i-(20 m3 /min/m2 ) of
degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
worle place fans should not be used near the degreaser opening;
J.1ll. . Work place fans shall not be used near the degreaser
opening.
-tB+-l£1. minimi!2le carry outCarry-out emissions shall be
minimized by:
(i)
racking parts for best drainage; and,
(ii) maintaining vertical conveyor speed at less than ~
m/min.11 ft/min (11 ft./min.) (3.4· m/minh-..:..
~lQl eeEvaporation of waste voc into the atmosphere shall
not be dispose of '•taste solvent or transfer it to another
party in such a manaer that greater than 20 percent of the
waste (by weight) can evaporate into the atmospherewhen
disposing of the waste or transferring the waste to another
party.
Store ~mete solvent V:OC oaly in covered coataiaers;
lEl Waste VOC shall be stored only in covered containers.
~lEl repair eolventVOC leaks must be repaired immediately,
or shut do~m the degreaser must be shut down7..:..
..~1§1 ·.vaterWater shouldshall not be visibly detectable in
·the eolventVOC exiting the water separator, aad,..:..
.fF+-..llil. aA permanent conspicuous label 'tvill be attached to the
facility summarizing the operating requirements listed in
252:100-39-42(b) and 252:100-39-42(c)shall be attached to the
unit.
(2)~ontrol requirements. In addition to the requirements in
252:100-39-42(c) (1), any~ that has an air/vapor interface of
more· than 21.5 ft 2 ~ (2. o m2 ) wi-1-±-shall be subject to the
following control requirements~-=(A)
Major control devices.
The degreaser must be controlled
by either:
(i)
~ refrigerated chiller7 L
(ii) ~ carbon adsorption system that exhausts less than 25
AQC2-17C.39
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pprnv of VOC averaged over a complete adsorption cycle and
lias, with ventilation equal to or greater than -±-5---ffi.!/min per
m!so cfrn/ft 2 (SO cfm/ft!+C15. rn3 /rnin/rn2 ) of air/vapor area
(when down-time covers are open}, and eJmaueting less than
25 ppm of. solveat by volume a"J'eraged O"•mr a complete
adsorption cyele,.1.. or..~..
(iii}
a system demonstrated to have control efficiency
equivalent to or better than either of the above.
(B)
Carryover prevention. Either a. drying tunnel, or another
means such as rotating (tumbling} basket, sufficient to
prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solventVOC liquid or
yapor subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C)
Safety switches. The following safety switches must be
installed and be operational~~ ·
(i}
Condenser flow switch and thermostat -that ·*shuts off
sump heat if coolant is either not ci.rculating or too
warm+-.
(ii} Spray safety switch -that *shuts off spray pump or
conveyor if the vapor level drops excessively, e.g. more
than 10 em (4 in.))4 in (10 em).
(iii}
Vapor level control thermostat -that *shuts off sump
heat when vapor level rises too high+.
(D) Minimized openings. Entrances and exits
shouldshall
silhouette work loads so that the average clearance *between
parts and the edge of the degreaser opening+ is either less
than 10 em (4 in.)4 in. (10 ern) or less that 10 percent of the
width of the opening.
(E)
Covers.
Down-time eovercovers must be placed over
entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately
after the conveyor and exhaust are shutdown and removed just
before they are started up.
(3}
Compliance and recordkeepinq. Compliance
~shall
be
determined in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022_._ aftd.
a±±All test and maintenance records ~shall be retained by the
source for at least two years.
(d) A1ternative control methods. As
an
alternative
to
the
requirements of 252:100-39-42(a} through 252:100-39-42(c} and
subject to EPA approval, an operator may reguest the approval by
the Division Director of other methods of control~ may be approved
by,
eubj ect to EPA approval,
the EJeeeutive Director upon
application by a source; provided, theThe applicant ean must
demonstrate that the proposed method will preclude no lese than
prevent at least 80 percent of the emissions from each source from
being emitted to the atmosphere, as determined by the appropriate
test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18, 25, 25A and
2SB.
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a}. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
-+* ''Flexographic printing" means the application of words,
. AQC2 -17C . 3 9
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designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
te~hnique in which the pattern to be applied is raised above the --.. ..
printing roll and the image carrier is made of rubber or other
elastomeric materials.
11
~
Packaging rotogravure printing" means rotogravure printing
upon paper, paper board, metal foil, plastic film, and other
substrates, ~orhichthat are, in subsequent operations, formed into
packaging products and.labels for articles to be sold.
-+3-t- 11 Publication rotogravure printing•• means rotogravure·
printing upon paper which is subsequently formed into books,
magazines,
catalogues,
brochures,
directories,
newspaper
supplements, and other types of printed materials.
+4+ 11 Roll printingn means the application of words, designs and
pictures to a substrate .usually by means of a series of hard
rubber or steel rolls each with only partial coverage .
..f5+- ••Rotogravure printing 11 · means the application of works,
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique whichthat involves an intaglio or recessed image areas
in the form of cells.
(b) Applicability .
. (1:)
This Section applies to all packaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flmcographic printing facilities
located in Tulsa ana Oklahoma counties.
(2)
This .Section applies only to eft±ypackaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flexographic printing facilities
whose potential emissionemissions of organic solventVOC ~are
equal to or more than 100 tons/yr
190 megagramsMg/yr) -fl:-e-6- -..
grams) per year (1:00 tons/yr.). Potential emissions are toshall
be calculated based on historical records of actual consumption
of solventVOC and ink.
·
(c)
Provisions for specific processes.
(1) NeAn owner or operator of a packaging rotogravure,
publication rotogra;~re or flexographic printing facility
subject to this Section and employin~hich uses solventVOC
containing ink may operate, cause, allm; or permit the operation
of the facility unlessshall ensure that one of the following
conditions is met~.
(A). -t-he-The volatile fraction of ink, as· it is applied to the
substrat~contains 25.0 percent by volume or less of organic
. solventVOC and 75.0 percent by volume or more of water7~
(B)
-t-he-The ink as it is appl.ied to the substrate, less water,
contains6o. o percent by volume or more of nonvolatile
material, or,_,_
(C) -t-he-The owner or operator installs and operates:
(i)
a carbon adsorption system '•ihichthat reduces the
organic solventVOC emissions from the capture system by at
least 90.0 percent by weight;
(ii) an incineration system r,orhichthat oxidizes at least
90.0 percent of the nonmethane volatile organic solventVOC
measured as total combustible carbon to carbon dioxide and
water; or,
an alternative organic solventVOC emission reduction
(iii)
AQC2-17C.39
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system demonstrated to have at least 90.0 percent reduction
e"fficiency, measured across the control system, andwhich
has been approved by the ExecutiveDivision Director.
(2)
A capture system must be used in conjunction with the
emission control systems in 252:100-39-43(c) (1) (C). The design
and operation ·of the capture system must be consistent with good
engineering practice, and shall be required to provide for an
·overall reduction in volatile organic COffi!30undVOC emissions of
at least:
(A)
75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is
employed;
(B)
65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is
employed-:-; or,
(C)
60.0 percent where a flexographic printing process is
employed.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section ~shall
be accomplished by affected facilities 'llvithin tr,w<o (2) years of
appro val of this Subchapter by the Oklahoma Bwvironmental Quality
Board.by May 23, 1982.
(e)
Testing. Test procedures tp determine compliance with this
Subchapter must be consistent with EPA Reference Method 24 or
equivalent ASTM Methods.
7

252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a)
Definitions. · The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
0
~
Automatic tread end cementingn means the application of a
solventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by automated
devices.
·
0 Bead dippingn means the dipping of an assembled tire bead
~
into a eolventVOC based cement.
-f3+ •Green tires• means assembled tires before molding and
curing have occurred.
~
•Green tire spraying" means the spraying of green tires,
both inside and outside, with release compounds whichthat help
remove air from the tire during molding and prevent the tire
from sticking to the mold after curing.
-f-5.+. •Manual tread end cementing•• means the application of a
solventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by manufacturers.
-f-6.+- 11 Passenger type tire n . means · agricultural,
airplane,
industrial, mobile home, light and medium duty truck, and
passenger vehicle tires with a bead diameter up to but not
including 20.0 inches and cross section dimension up to 12.8
inches.
~
"Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture" means the production of
pneumatic rubber, passenger type tires on a mass production
basis.
+a+ 11 Undertread cementingn means the application of a solvent
VOC based cement to the underside of a tire tread.
-f-9+. 11 Water based sprays 11 means release compounds, sprayed on
the inside and outside of green tires, in which solids, water
AQC2-17C.39
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and emulsifiers have been substituted for orgaaic solventsVOCs
may contain an average of up to five perunt
organic solventVOC.

Th~se .. sprays
(b)

App~icability.

(1)
This Section applies to VOC emissions from the follmving
operatioas infrom all major source pneumatic rubber tire
manufacturing facilities located in Oklahoma County from:
(A)
undertread cementing;
(B)
automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C)
green tire spraying.
(2)
The provisions of this Section do not apply to the
productionsproduction of specialty tires for antique or other
vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or with short
production runs. This exemption applies only to tires produced
on equipment separate from normal production lines for passenger
tyPe tires.
.
(3)
Manual tread end cementing operations are exempt from the
provisions of this Section.
(c) · ·pre"J'isiefts fer speeifie precesses Control requirements.
(1) Undertread cementing or automatic tread end cementing. TIE
owner or operator of an undertread cementing, or automatic tread
end cementing, operation subject to this Section shall install
and operate the following~~
(A)
install and operate aA capture system, designed to
achieve maximum reasonable capture from all undertread
cementing, and automatic tread end cementing operations.
Maximum reasonable capture would require that hood enclosures
be designed ia such a manner to minimize open areas and
enclose as much of the emission source as practical while
maintaining a minimum in-draft velocity of 200 feet per
minuteft/min (61 m/min) ·except during times when the enclosure
must be opened to allow work inside or for the inspections of
the product in progress. Maximum reasonable capture shall be
consistent with the follmiing documents:
· (i) · Indu~trial Ventilation,
A Manual of Recommended
Practices, 14th Edition, American Federation of Industrial
Hygienists7; and,
(ii) Recommended Industrial Ventilation guidelines, U.S.
Department of Health Education and Welfare, National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.
·
(B)
install and operate aA control device that meets the
requirements of one of the following systems~~
(i)
A carbon adsorption system designed and operated ~
manner such so that there is at least an initial 95. 0
percent removal of VOC by weight from the gases ducted to
the control device with at least a 90. percent 3 year
removal average, or,~
( ii) An incineration system that oxidizes at least 90 · 0
percent of the nonmethaae volatile organic compounds (VOC
VOCs.~measured as total combustible carbon) ·which enter the
incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
(iii)
An alternative vol.atile organic compoundVOC emission
AQC2-17C.39
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system certified by the owner or operator to have
at least a 90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured
across the control system, and that has been approved by
the EJcecutiveDivision Director.
(2)
Green tire spraying.
The owner or operator of a green tire
spraying operation subject to this Section shall implement one
of the following means of reducing volatile or~aaic compouadVOC
emissions-:-..:..
substituteSubstitute water-based sprays for the normal
(A)
solvent baseei VOC-based mold release compound, or,..:..
(B)
installinstall a capture system designed and operated 4ft
a · manner that 'ldllto capture and transfer at least 90. o
percent of the VOC emitted by the green tire spraying
operation to a control device, and install and operate a
control device that meets the requirements of one of. the
following systems-:-..:..
.
(i)
aA carbon adsorption system· de·E!igned and operated 4ft
a manner such so that there is at least 95. 0 percent
removal · of VOC by weight. from the gases ducted to the
control device; or,..:..
(ii) aflAn incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane ~~latile or~anic compounds(VOC
VOCs (measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon
dioxide and water; or,..:..
(iii)
anAn
alternative volatile
or~aaic
compoundVOC
emission reduction system approved by the Division Director
and certified by the owner or operator to have at least a
90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the
control system, that has been approved by the EJcecut::ive
Direct::or.
(3)
Exemption.
If the total Yolatile or~anic compoundVOC
emissions from all undertread cementing, tread-end cementing,
bead dipping, and green tire spraying operations at a pneumatic
rubber tire manufacturing facility do not exceed 57 ~rams per
tircg/tire, 252:100-39-44 (c) (1) and 252 :100-39-~4 (c) (2) shall
not apply.
(4)
An o~mer or operator of an undertread cemeatia~, tread end
cemeating, bead dippiag or ~reen tire sprayiag operatioa subj oct
to this Section may, iastead of implementin~ measures required
by 252:100 39 44 (c) (1) and 252:100 39 44 (c) (2), submit to the
Executiv=e Director a petition for alteraative controls.
'Phe
petition must be submitteei ia ~~ritin~ before September 15, 1981
and must contaia.
·
(A)
the name aaei adeiress of the compaay aad the aame and
telephone number of a responsible company representative over
whose si~nature the petition is submitted;
(B)
a descriptioa of all operations conducteei at the location
to ";Jo'hich the petit::ion applies anei the purpose the =r.rolat::ile
.
.
.
. ....'"'.
....'"'
.
e:ne
organ1c
compoun ei em1tt1ag
equ1pment
serves ~aen1n
operatioas,
(C)
refereace to the specific emissioa limits, operat::ioaal
and/or equipmeat controls for ··thieh aH:eraat::ive emission
AQC2-17C.39
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limits, opeFational and/or equipment controls are proposed;
, (D). a detailed description of· the proposed alternative
emission limits, operational and/or equipment controls, the
magnitude of volatile organic compound emission reduction
~vhich "'vill be achieved, and the quantity and composH:ion of
volatile organic compounds which ljdll be emitted if the
alternatiYe emission limits, operational and/or equipment
controls are instituted;
·
(B)
a schedule fer the installation and/or institution of the
altel?natbrc
operational
and/or. equipment
controls
in
conformance ljiith the appropriate compliance schedule section;

ana:,

(F)
a demonstration that the alternative con:trel program
constitutes reasonably available control technology for the
pctition:ed facility.
The factors to be presented in this
·demon:stration in:clude but arc not limited to:
(i)
the capital mependiture necessary to achieve the
petitioned level of control,
(ii) the impact of these costs on the firm;
(iii)
the energy requirements of the petitioned level of
con:trol;
(iv) the impact en the envirenffiCnt in terms of any increase
in air, water and solid waste effluent discharge of the
petitioned level of control;
(v)
any adverse ljmr1tcr or product safety implications of
the petitioned level of control; and,
(vi) an analysis for each of the factors in: 252:100 39
44{c) (4) (F) (i) through 252:100 39 44(c) (4) (F) (v) for the
control levels specified in 252:100 39 44{c) {1)
and
252:100 39 44 (c) (2)..
(5)
The BJEecutivc Director may approve a Petition for
Alternative Control if:
(A)
the petition is submitted in accordance with 252:10~
39
(B)

44 (c)

;

the petition demonstrates
that
the alternative
controls represent reasonable available control technology;
e'l.'t

(C)
the petition contains a compliance schedule for
achieving and maintaining a reduction of volatile organic
compound emissioas as eltpcditiously as pz;acticablc, but no
later than the photochemical oxidant attainment date.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities on or before December 31, 1982.
(e)
Testing and monitoring.
(1)
Test procedures -to determine compliance with this Section
must be approved by the BJcecutiveDivision Director and be
consistent with:
(A)
EPA Guideline Series Document 11 Measurement of Volatile
Organic Compounds, .. EPA-450/2-78-041, and,..:..
(B)
Appendix A. of "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from
Existing Stationary Sources - Volume II: Surface coating of
Cans, Coils, Paper, Fabrics, Automobiles, and Light-Duty
AQC2-17C.39
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Trucks," EPA-450/2-77-008.
( 2 r The BJeeeuti...reDivision Director may accept I instead of green
tire spray analysis, a certification by the manufacturer of the
composition of the green tire spray, if supported by actual
batch formulation records.
·
(3)
If add-on control equipment is used, continuous monitors ~
the follmiing parameters shall be installed, periodically
calibrated, · and operated at all times that the associated
control equipment is operating. These monitors shall measure:
(A) exhaust gas temperaturestemperature of incineratorsan
incineratori
(B)
temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed;
(C) breakthrough of VOC on a carbon adsorption unit; and,
(D} any other parameter for which a continuous monitoring or
recording device is required by the BJcecuti...reDivision
Director.
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
~
"Cartridge filters• means perforated canisters containing
filtration paper and/or activated carbon that are used in a
pressurized system to remove solid particles and fugitive dyes
from soil-laden petroleum. solvent~
.fiH- "Containers and conveyors aneof petroleum solvent" means
piping, ductwork, pumps, storage tanks, and other ancillary
equipment that are associated with the installation and
operation of washers, dryers, filters, stills, and settling
tanks.
-f-3.+- ''Dry cleaning" means a process of the cleaning of textiles
and fabric products in which articles are washed in a
non-aqueous solution (petroleum solvent) and t~en dried by
exposure to a heated air stream.
~
"Housekeeping"
means those measures and precautions
necessary to minimize the release of petroleum solvent to the
atmosphere.
·
-f5-}"Operations parameters" means the activities required to
insure that the equipment is operated in a manner to preclude
the loss of petroleum solvents to the atmosphere.
-f-6+- "Perceptible leaks" means. any petroleum solvent vapor or
liquid leaks that are conspicuous from visual observation, such
as pools or droplets of liquid, or buckets or barrels of
petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-laden waste standing open
to the atmosphere.
-f!1+ "Petroleum solvent• means organic material produced by
petroleum distillation comprising a hydrocarbon range of 8 to 12
carbon atoms per organic molecule that exists as a liquid under
standard conditions.
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to petroleum solvent
washers, dryers, sol...rent filters, settling tanks, vacuum stills,
and other containers and conveyors of petroleum solvent that are
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used in petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in Tulsa County
only_.
.
(c) -Pre?isieas for specific precesses Operating requirements.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any dry cleaning equipment using
petroleum solvents unless:
(A)
there are no perceptible liquid or vapor leaks from any
portion of the equipment;
(B)
all washer lint traps, button traps, access doors and
other parts.of the equipment where petroleum solvent may be
exposed to the atmosphere are kept closed at all times except
when required for proper operation or maintenance;
(C)
the still residue is stored in sealed containers--;-and
~the used filtering material is te·be placed into a sealed
container
suitable
for
use
with
petroleum
solvents,
immediately after removal from the filter and ~isposed of
in the prescribed manner; or,
(D)
cartridge filters containing paper or carbon or a
combination thereof, which are used in the dry cleaning
process are to be drained in the filter housing for at least
24 hours prior to removal.
(2)
The owner or operator. of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any drying tumblers and cabinets that
use petroleum solvents unless tumblers and cabinets are operated
in ~ a manner ae to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by
reducing the number of sources where petroleum . solvent is
exposed to the atmosphere. Under no circumstances should there
be any open containers (can, ·buckets, barrels) of petroleum
solvent or petroleum solvent-containing material.
Equipment
containing solvent {washers, dryers, extractors, and filters)
should remain closed at all times other than during maintenance
or load transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should
remain closed except when petroleum solvent-laden lint and
debris are removed.
Gaskets and seals should be inspected and
replaced when found worn or defective. Petroleum Solvent laden
solvent-laden clothes should never be allowed to e-:i:-t:-remain
exposed to the atmosphere for longer periods than are necessary
for
load
transfers.
Finally,
vents
on
petroleum
solvent-containing waste and new petroleum solvent storage tanks
should be constructed and maintained in a manner that limits
petroleum solvent vapor emissions to the maximum possible
extent.
(3)
The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum solvent
vapor and liquid leaks within 3 working days after identifying
the sources of the leaks.
If necessary repair parts are not on
hand, the owner or operator shall order these parts within 3
working days, and repai"r the leaks no later than 3 working days
following the arrival of the necessary parts.
.
(d)
Disposal of filters.
Filters from the petroleum dry clean1ng
facility shall be disposed of by:
(1)
incineration at a facility approved by the fire marshall's
office for such disposal;
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(2)
by recycling through an approved vendor of this service;
or,
(3)
by any other method approved by the BJeecutiveDivision
Director.
(e)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with 252:100-39-45(c) (1)
through 252:100-39-45(c) (3), ~shall be accomplished by affected
facilities on or before October 1, 1986.

_,..-...

252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a)
Applicability. This Section shall apply only to those
industries located in Tulsa County which manufacture and/or coat
metal parts and products-:-, such as This Section is applicable to
large farm machinery, small farm machinery, small appliances,
commercial machinery, industrial machinery and fabricated metal
products. Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and automobile
refinishing are not included.
(b) . Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in .
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
-f.3:.t. 0 Air or forced air dry coatingsn means coatings 'wthichthat
are dried by the.use of air or forced warm air at temperatures
up to 194°F.
-fil+ °Clear coatn means a coating whichthat lacks color and
opacity or is transparent and uses the undercoat as a reflectant
base ..
0 Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings designed for
-f-3-}harsh exposure or extreme environmental conditions (i.e.e.g.,
exposure to the weather, all of the time, temperature above
200°F, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents,
corrosive atmosphere or similar conditions) .
~
°Facilityn means all emission sources located on a
contiguous propertyproperties under common control which are
affected by the surface coating provisions of GAG 252:100-~7 and
252:100-39.
-f5.1- 0 Powdern means a coating whiehthat is applied in a finely
divided (pmtder) state by various methods, and becomes a
continuous, solid film when the metal part or product is moved
to an oven for curing.
-(-6-t"Transfer efficiency" means the weight (or volume) of
coating solids adhering to the surface being coated divided by
the total weight (or volume) of coating solids delivered to the
applicator . .
(c) ·Existing source requirement. No owner or operator subject to
the pro".dsions of this Section shall discharge or cause the
discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line or
individual coating operation any or~anic solventVOC in excess of
the amounts listed in 252:100-39-46(d) as calculated by EPA method
24, 40 CFR Part 60.
(d)
Standards.
The following table enumerates the limitations for
surface coatings in pounds of solventVOC per gallon of coating as
applied (less '<tater/exempt solvent water and exempt compounds)~_,_
If more than one limit listed in the table is applicable to a
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specific coating,
applied.

then the least stringent limitation shall be
-...

Coating type

Limitations
lbslgal
kglliterl

Air or Forced Air Dry
Clear Coat
Extreme Performance
Powder
Other

3.5
4.3
3.5
0.4
3.0

(e)
Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an emission
factor (EF) in pounds vesvoc per gallon of coating solids for use
in the development of a plant-wide emission plan as described in
252:100-39-46(j) (1), the following formula will be utilized:
EF
where:

v =
D =
w=
s =

=v

D

I

1-(V+W)

= v DIs

volume fraction of solventVOC in coating7~
density of solventVOC in the coating,~
volume fraction of water in coating, and~
1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in coating.

(f)
Emission limit ComPliance. If more than one emission limit as
listed in 252 .100 39 46 (d) is applicable to a specific coating,
then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
Compliance with the coating limits listed in 252:100-39-46(d} is to
be calculated on a daily weighted average basis.
(g)
Solvent eontainingVOC-containing materials.
Solvent containingVOC-containing materials used for clean up shall
be considered in the emissionsVOC content limits listed in 252:10039-46(d) unless:
· ( 1)
the solv·entVOC containing materials are maintained in a
closed container when not in use;
(2)
closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth or
paper or other materials used for surface preparation and
cleanup;
·
(3)
the spray equipment is disassembled and cleaned in a
solventVOC vat and the vat is closed when not in use; or,
(4)
the solventVOC containing- materials used for the clean up
of spray equipment are sprayed directly into closed containers.
(h)
Exemptions. B1eemptions to this Section shall be permitted for
combin~d emissions at one site/facility, ~ihich do not meceed a 10
tons/year emissions cutoff based on the facility'sFacilities with
a potential to emit 10 tons/year or less of ~VOC from coating
operations are exempt from this· Section;
Once this limit is
exceeded, the soureefacility will always be subject to the limite
e-E--this Section.
(i) Alternate standard. Emissions Coatings with VOC contents in
excess
of . those
permittedallowed by
252:100-39-46 {d)
are
allmmblemay be used if both of the following conditions are met-:-~
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(1)_ emissionsEmissions that would result in the absence of
coritr61 are reduced to levels equivalent to those permitted by
that would occur if the VOC content of the coatings met the
limits contained in 252:100-39-46(d) and mee&there is an overall
control efficiency of at least:
(A)
85 percent, by incineration~-er,
(B)
85 percent,. by absorption1.. or..L any other equipment of
equivalent reliability and effectiveness, and,
~
85 . percent by any other equipment of equivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2) HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
(j)
Emission plan.
l1l Development of a plant-wide emission plan.
An
mmer/operatorowner or operator may develop a plant -wide
emission plan consistent with EPA's Emission Trading Policy as
published in the December 4, 1986 Federal Register instead of
having each coating line comply with the emission VOC content
limitations prescribed contained in subsection (d) of this
Section 252:100-39-46(d), provided if the following conditions
are met~..:..
~JAL The
owner or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balance or manual emission test methods,by
the methods prescribed in 252:100-5-2.1(d) that sufficient
reductions in organic solvent voc emissions may be obtained by
controlling other facilitiessources within the plant to the
extent necessary to compensate for all excess emissions which
result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation.
Such demonstration .shall be made
described in writing and shall include:
~l.il. a complete ·description of the coating line or lines
~.~ichthat ~can not comply with the emissionVOC content
limitation in 252:100-39-46(d);
~-(ii)
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, which are in excess of the
prescribed emissionVOC content limitation for each coating
line described in 252.100 39 46(d)252:100-39-46(j) (A) (i);
~(iii)
a complete description of each facility and the
related control system, if any, for those facilities '9dthin
the plant ,•.herehow emissions will be decreased at specific
sources to compensate for excess emissions from each
coating line described in 252.100 39 46(d)252:100-3946 (j) (A) (i) and the date on which such reduction will be
achieved;
-fB+.J..iy)_
a transfer efficiency based on a 60 percent
baseline with emissions expressed in pounds of VOC per
gallon of solids when transfer efficiency is used to
compensate for excess emissions from spray painting
operations, the transfer efficiency shall be based on a 60
percent baseline, with emissions eJtpresse·d · in pounds of
solvent per gallon of solids. Credits for improvements in
transfer efficiency shall be demonstrated ;dth in plant
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testing ·.;hich complies ·.dth approved EPA methods._;_
lYl a demonstration of credits for improvements in
transfer efficiency with in plant testing that complies
with EPA methods.
~lYil
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, for each source both
before and after the improvement or installation of any
applicable,control system, or any physical or operational
changes to such a facility , or facilities to reduce
emissions and the date on which such reductions will be
achieved; and, ,
, ~(vii)
a description of the procedures and methods used
to determine the emissions of organic solventsVOCs.
~lal The
plant-wide emission reduction plan does not
include decreases in emissions··resulting from requirements of
other applicable air pollution rules. The plant-wide emission
reduction plan as described in the Emissions Trading Policy
may include voluntary decreases in emissions accomplished
through installation or improvement of a control system or
through physical or operational changes to facilitiesemission
units, including permanently reduced production or closing a
facility, located on the premises of a surface-coating
operation.
-f3-1-l21. Compliance with a plant-wide emission p:J.an.
The
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction. plan instead
of
compliance
with
the
emissionsVOC
content
limitation
prescribed in 252:100-39-46(d} has been expressly approved by
the Executive Director and the EPA Administrator. Upon approval
of a plan, any emissions in excess of those established for each
facility under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.
(k} Compliance, testing, and monitoring requirements.
(1) The
BJeecutiveDivision
Director
may
require
-the
mmer/operatorat the exoense , of the owner or operator a
demonstration
of a source to demonstrate at his ·mepense,
compliance with the emission limits using EPA Methods 24, 24A,
1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or EPA Document 450/3-84-019.
At a minimum, such test must show that the overall capture
efficiency and destruction efficien,cy are equal to 85 percenty
le.g., 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiencyl.
The one hour bake option in Method 24 is required when doing
compliance testing.~
(2) , Testing for plant-wide emission plans shall be conducted by
the mmer/operatorat the expense of the owner or operator at his
expense to demonstrate compliance with the emission VOC content
limits contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
(3)
Monitoring shall be required of any mmer/operator owner or
operator subject to this Section who uses add-on control
equipment for compliance. Such monitoring shall include~
U'..)
installation and maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
control devices to ensure the proper functioning of those
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dev;ic~s in accordance
~l8l the exhaust

with design specifications, including:
temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any .catalyst bed;
~Jal
the total amount of volatile organic subotaneesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other solventVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
(iiirl...Qt · the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of volatile organic o~bstance emissions during such
activities;
(B") maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified
in 252.100 39 46(Je) (3) (A) (i), and,
(C)
maintenance of all records at the affected facility for
at least t'liO years and malte s~ch records available to
representative of the State or local.:.air.: poll~tion control
agency ~pen request.
.
( 1)
Reporting and recordkeeping. The mmer/operator of a facility
s~bj ect. to this Section shall submit to the BJcecutive Director upon
. .. -ritten request, reports detailii'lg specific !JOS sources, the
quai'ltity of coatings used for a specific time period, v:os content
of each coatii'lg, capt~re and control efficiencies, and any other
infol?fflation pertinent to the calculation of \~8 emissions.
~he
data necessary to s~pply the requested information shall be
retained by the mmer/operator for a minifftllffl of two years .
l ! l The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written request
reports detailing specific VOC sources; the quantity of coatings
used for a specific time period. VOC content of each coating;
capture and control. efficiencies; and any other information
pertinent to · the calculation of VOC emissions.
The data
necessary to supply the requested information shall be retained
by the owner or operator for a minimum of two years.
ill The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall maintain records of any testing conducted at an affected
facility in accordance with the provisions specified in 252:10039-46{k), as well as all other records. for at least two years.
These records shall be available to representatives of the DEO
upon reauest.
(m) Compliance date. The date of. compliance with the requirements
of this Section will be is December 31, 1990.
252:100-39-47. Control
of '/GSVOC emissions
from aerospace
.
industries coatings operations
(a) Applicability.
(1) This Section applies to all aerospace facilities located in
Tulsa County. Sources once subject to this Section are always
subject.
·
(2) This Section does not apply to individual coating
formulations ,.-hiehthat, when aggregated, do not exceed fifty
five (55) gallons per yearSS gal/yr for the facility.
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(3)
NoH and modified. sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set ~.
forth in OAC 252 .100 7 and ··l'ill be submitted to EPA as source
specific SIP revision, unless:
(A}
the new coatings meet the presumption norm (3. 5 pound VOB
per gallon less ;;rater and mcempt solvents limit) , or,
-{B}
the total usage of the nm.· coating does not exceed fifty
five (55) gallons per year of each coating formulation.
-f4+ill Exemptions to this Section shall be. permitted for
combined emissions at one site/facility 'cffiich do not exceed a
ten ton per year emission cut off based on theFacilities with a
potential of the facility to emit 10 tons/year or less of ¥98
VOC from coatings operations are exempt from this Section.
(b) Definitions.
The following words and terms., when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~
·
-f1+ "Aerospace•• means the industries,· air bases and depots that
dc·sign and manufacture, rework, or repair aircraft or military
equipment
components
for
either
commercial
or military·
customers.
~
"Aircraft" means any machine designed to travel through the
earth's atmosphere. This group includes but is not limited t~
airplanes, balloons, dirigibles, drones, helicopters, missiles,
and rockets:
.f3+ "Alternate
reasonablereasonablv
available
control
technology (ARACT) 11 means the lowest emission limit that a
particular source is capable of meeting by the application of .-...
control technology that is· reasonably available considering
technological and economic feasibility as determined on a caseby-case basis.
-f4+ "Coating•• means a material which covers a surface which
alters the surface characteristics and from which Volatile
Organic SebrentsVOCs can be emitted during the application
and/or curing process.
~
"CTG" means the -Control Techniques Guidance Document
"Control of Volatile Organic Emissions From Existing Stationary
Sources, Volume VI: Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts
and Products," EPA No. 450/2-78-015.
+6+ 11 Facility 11 means all of the pollutant-emitting activities
;;rhichthat belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on
one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the
control of the same person or persons under common control.
-f-:7+. 11 Low organic sel·,...entVOC coating (LOSC) (LVOCC) •• means 9.
coating whiehthat eontaincontains less organic solventVOC th~n
the conventional coatings used by the industry.
Low organ1e
solventVOC
coatings
include
waterborne,
higher
solids,
electrodeposition~ and powder coatings.
-+a+ "ReasonableReasonably available control technology (RACT) ••
means the lm.·est emission limit that a particular source is
capable of meeting by the application of control technology th~t
is reasonably available considering technological and econom1c
feasibility and the need to impose such controls to attain and
. -...
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maintain a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.
(c)
General requirements. All affected facilities shall develo~
an emissions reduction ~lan as set forth in 252.100 39 47(d). Said
plan, u~on approval, shall constitute the determination of ~~£~
for that particular facility.
AR."£C'F 'fftUSt ·be installed and
operating as approved in the plan no later than January 1, 1991 for
existing facilities, unless additional phased compliance dates are
other~tise approved in the plan.
Pro\rided, howe=r..rer, that in the
case that Tulsa County is still nonattainment for oeone 'lldthin five
(5) years of approval of ~~"£C'F, the Emission Reductions Plan and
the
~~"..C'F
determination
shall
be
subject
to
revimi
and
modification.
l1l All affected facilities shall develop an emissions
This plan,
reduction plan as set forth in 252:100-39-47(d).
upon approval, shall constitute
ARACT for that particular
facility.
111 ARACT must be installed and operating as provided in the
approved plan no later than January 1, 1991 for existing
facilities,
unless additional phased compliance dates are
approved in the plan.
lll. New and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in 252:100-7 or 252:100-8, and will be submitted to EPA as
source-specific SIP revisions, unless one of the following
applies .
...{& The new coatings meet the presumptive norm of 3 . 5 pounds
of VOC per gallon less water and exempt compounds.
~
The total usage of the new coating does not exceed 55
gal/yr of each coating formulation.
(d)
Emissions reduction plan.
(1)
Plan development.
Bach mmer/operator shall dmrelop an
emissions reduction plan.for all affected facilities. Each plan
shall include the following :
(A)
a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive rmrimi of.
(i)
each source of emissions within the facility and
(ii) (2) the entire plant collectively,
...{& a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive review of each source
of emissions within the facility and the entire plant
collectively;
(B)
identification and quantification of emissions, in terms
of pounds per day, of all organic solventsVOC both before and
after the application of ARACT;
(C)
a detailed, innovative engineering effort directed toward
finding alternative air management schemes that can be
incorporated in order to abate emissions at costs which are
reasonable;
(D)
a consideration of the level of control that is
achievable using available alternative coatings, to include
LVOCC for every· application, lou organic solvent coatings
(LOSC) ;
(B)
a consideration of the level of control achievable using
available add on control devices.
This demonstration shall
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inc±ude, at a minimum, a demonstration of the feasibi±ityf
·:infeasibility of the follmdng control options:
(i)
carbon absorption,
f ' ' '
'
'
'
I~,
•
t11J 1nc1nerat1onrr1ar1ng,
(iii)
condensation, and
{iv) a
combination
o:E
252.100 39 47 {d) (1) (E) (i)
and
252.100 39 47 (d) (1) (E) (ii) .
jgl a demonstration of the level of control achievable using
available add-on control devices which shall include, at a
minimum, the feasibility/infeasibility of carbon adsorption,
incineration/flaring, condensation, and a combination of
carbon adsorption and incineration/flaring;
(F)
a consideration of facility redesign, including the
:Eollmiing.
{i)
recircu±ation,
(ii) reduced air flmlS;
(iii)
conso±idation of spray operations; and,
(iy) insta±±ation o:E common control devices for th•o or more
separate coatings operations .
.1E.L a consideration of facility redesian.
including
recirculation, reduced air flows, consolidation of spray
operations, and installation of common control devices for two
or more separate coating operations;
{C) a consideration of alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiency, including:
(i)
high vol\Hfte lou pressure spray equipment,
(ii) heated spray guns; and,
(iii)
electrostatic spray equipment/po~.rder coatings.
lQl a consideration of alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiency, including high-volume-low-pressure spray
equipment,
heated spray guns,
and electrostatic spray
equipment/powder coatings;
(H)
an explanation why each source is not a typical coating
source covered by the CTG as defined in 252:100-39-47(b);
(I)
a cost/benefit analysis for all control technology
considered; and,
(J)
a detaiied · compliance schedule 'iihichthat includes the
emission limit and/or control techniques for each emission
source..
'!'his schedule, which together with other relevant
~onsiderations, shall be set forth in a separate section of
the plan ..,,·hichthat summarizes and outlines ARACT for the
referenced facility.
(2)
Submission of emission reduction plans.
Uponcompletion,
~Three copies of the
emissions reduction plan shall be
submitted in triplicate to the Air Quality Division and one
shall be submitted to EPA, Region VI. The preparer shall also
submit a copy of the plan to Region VI Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) 1 Region VI.
(3)
Action on plan.
Within 30 days of submittal, or of ~
e:Efective date of this Section May 25, 1990, whichever is later,
the Air Quality Division shall, considering any comments
submitted by EPAL either approve, modify or disapprove the plan.
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(4)_ E:'ublic hearing.
The Division shall, at the first meeting
of -the Air Quality Council following the approval, modification,
or disapproval of the plan, present at public hearing, the
staff's findings and ARACT determination. Upon consideration of
comments
and
recommendations
from
the
Council,
the
mmer/operater ef the affected facility, the public and EPA, the
Department shall, ~dthia tea (10) days after the publ_ic hearing,
issue a final &~~CT approval.
Final approval shall coastitute
AR..~CT fer the affected facility.
The o~mcr/epcrator shall be
respoasible for installation aad operational previsions of the
approved ~""..CT
including any specific provisioas set forth
therein. Any violation of the plan or of its provisions shall
constitute a violation of this Section.
J...2l Final approval. Upon consideration of comments and
recommendations from the Council, the owner or operator of the
affected facility, the public, and EPA, the DEO shall, within
ten (10) days after the public hearinw. issue a final ARACT.
approval.
Final approval shall constitute ARA.CT for the
affected facility.
~
Compliance. The owner or operator shall be responsible for
installation and operational provisions of the approved ARACT.
Any violation of the plan or of its provisions shall constitute
a violation of this Section.
·
-f-5+-ll.l Submission of SIP revision.
Upon
approval
by
the
DepartmentbEO, the ARACT determination shall be submitted to EPA
as a SIP revision.
·
(c)
Reporting and recordkeeping.
(1) Recordkeeping requirements.
The o·..• ncr/eperatorowner or
operator shall maintain the folle••.,.ing:
(A)
a material safety data sheet which documents the volatile
organic solvcntVOC content, composition, solids content,
selventVOC density and other relevant information regarding
each coating and selvcntVOC available for use in the affected
surface
coating
processes1..
information
dctailiag·
the
epcratieaal parameters of the coating precess sufficient to
determiac coatiauous compliance ryfith the applicable coatrel
limits.
Iafermatien as to the ameuats of each type coating
used and the ameuats of solvents used fer dilutioa ia each
coating type shall be maintained. for each .. coatiag operatioa.
Daily usage records ·.dll be Jeept fer all ceatiags used that do
net comply ~iith the applicable control limite specified ia the
I

~;
~

information detailing the operational parameters of the
coating process sufficient to deterroinc continuous compliance
with the applicable control limits;
lQl information as to the amounts of each type coating used
and the amounts of VOC used for dilution in each coating type
for each coating operation;
lQl daily usage records for all coatings used that do not
comply with the applicable control limits specified in the
plan; and,
-fB+.lE.l. records shall be maintaiaed of any monitoring and
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testing conducted at an affected facility in accordance with
·.the provisions specified in 252:100-39-47 (f)-;-_,_
~l£1. Method of calculating VOC content in coatings.
records
Records required by 252:100-39-,47(e) (1) (A) and 252.100 39
47 (e) (1) (B) through· 252:100-3 9-4 7 (e) (1) (E) detailing ve&VOC in
pounds per gallon of coating (less water and exempt compounds)
shall b~ calculated as fallows:
¥9SVOC in lbs/gal of coating ,;,. Wv WJc WlcWv-Ww-Wx
where:

Wv
Ww
Wx

'lm
Vw
Vx

=
=
=

=

=

I Vffi1-Vw-Vx

weight of all volatiles 7 L
weight of water,L
weight of exempt solventcompounds,L
1 (one) ,
volume fraction of water7 ; and,
volume fraction of exempt solventcompounds.

~11L

Maintenance of records. recordsRecords
required
by
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (A)
and
252.100 39 47 (e) (1) (B)
through
.252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (E) shall be maintained for at least two
years and shall be made available upon .,tritten request by
representatives
of
the
Air
Quality
Division,AOD
~
Environmental Protection Agencyar EPA or the Tulsa City County
Health Department.
-f2+li.L Alternative recordkeepinq provision. Alternatively to
252:100-39-47(e) (1) through 252:100-39-47(e) (3), an equivalent
recordkeeping provision \•'hichthat satisfies the substantive
requirements of 252:100-39-47(e) (1) through 252:10-39-47(e) (3)
may be approved under the plan.
(f)
Testing and monitoring.
·
.
(1)
Testing.· Bach mmer/operatorThe Division mav reguire
testing at the expense of the owner or operator shall, upon a
determination by the A"'..ir Quality DiYision that testing is
required ·to establish emission from any particular source or
sources, conduct such tests at his oun mcpense.
Test methods
may include 1-4, 18, 24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix A
of 40 CFR Part 60, including the procedures found at 40 CFR
60~444.

(2) Monitoring. Monitoring
shall
be
required
of
any
mnier/operator owner or operator subject to this section who
uses add-an control equipment for compliance.
Such monitoring
shall
include: accurately
measure
and
record
operational
parameters of all required control devices to ensure the proper
functioning of those devices in accordance with design
specifications. including:
(A)
iastallation aad maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operatioRal parameters of all required
control devices to ensure the proper functioning of those
devices in accordance \tith design specifications, including:
~lAl the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
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the total amount of volatile organic substancesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other solventVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
(iii) l.Ql the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and.
duration of volatile organic substanceVOC emissions during
such activities.
(B) maintenance of records of any testing.conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the provisions specified
in 252:100 39 47 (f) (2) (A) (i) , and,
(C) maintenance of all records at the affected facility for
at· least t~oTo years and malee such records available to
representatives of the State or local air pollution control
agencies upon request. (252:100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)

~lRL

252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems [AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-39-41(e)]
(a) Applieahility. This Section applies only in Tulsa County.
(b) Sterage ef -,..elatile ergcmie eempe1:mde
400 40, 000 gallene
(9.5 953 hhle).
(1)
No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or
other rolatile orgaaic compouads in aay stationary storage
coataiaer ~iith a aomiaal capacity greater than 400 galloas (9.5
bbls) and less than 40, 000 gallons (952 ~ 4 bbls) UJ:iless such
coataiaer is equipped with a submerged fill pipe or is bottom
filled. No person shall store or permit the storage of gasoliae
or other volatile orgaaic compounds in aay statioaary storage
coataiaer ~>'ith a aomiaal capacity greater thaa 2, 0 0 0 gallons
(47.5 bbls) aad less than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless
such coatainer is equipped ~>'ith a vapor coatrol system that has
aa efficieacy of ao less thaa 90 perceat by ueight of the
volatile organic compounds contaiaed in the displaced vapors and
is equipped .-.iith a pressure relief valT;:e in the atmospheric veat
system ~ffiich maiataias a pressure of 16 ouaces per square iach
aad 1/2 ounce per square iach vacuum.
.
(2)
The vapor recovery system shall include oae or more of the
follmiing.
(A)
a vapor tight return line from the storage container to
the delivery vessel and a system that ~dll ensure that the
vapor return line is coanected before gasoline or volatile
organic compounds can be transferred into the container (i.e.,
poppeted connectors from the storage container to the delivery
·roressel. ) ,
(B)
a float rent valve assembly must be iastalled in the
vapor retura/vent line. oa nmi and eJEisting dual point
installations; hmmver, for coaJEial installations on eJeistin:g
stations, a vent sleeve extending siJe inches belmi the top of
the tanlE -.dll be allmoTed. Sleeves may be equipped uith a 1/16
inch air bleed hole,
(C)
the cross sectional area of the vapor recovery line fftUSt
be at least half of the cross sectional area of the liquid
7

7
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delivery line, or,
: (Dl instead
252.100 39 48(b) (2) (A)
through
252:100 39
48 (b) (2) (C), other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by ·.might of the total
hydrocarbon compounds in the displaced vapor provided that
approval of the proposed design, installation, and operation
is obtained from the Executive Diiector prior to start of
construction.
(3) EJeemptions to this Section may be granted provided the
owner/operator shmis to the satisfaction. of the appropriate
authority
that
the
container
is
used
exclusively
for
agricultural purposes or that the facility, based on the most
current 12 month's data, dispenses 120,000 gallons per year or
less.
·
(4)
The applicability of this Section shall be determined by
the most restrictive of the 2,000 gallon tank si2e as specified
in 252.100 39 48(b) (1) or the 120,000 gallon annual throughput
described in 252.100 39 48 (b) (3). Hm.-ever, once a facility
places a 2, 000 gallo:a tanle in service or meceeds the 120, 000
gallo:a annual throughput described in 252.100 39 48(b) (3), that
facility shall aht~~ays be subj eat to the provisions of this
Section. (effecti·ve February 12, 1990)
(5)
If emission testing is conducted, the appropriate test
lftethods selected from EPA P4ethods 1 through 4, 18, 21, 25, 25A
a:ad 25B will be utili5ed.
( 6)
Compliance with this subsection ;dll be accomplished by
affected mmer/operator by December 31, 1986.
(7) The mmer/operator of a facility or facilit;:ies shall
obtain, by ;~atever lfteans practicable, certification from the
mmer/operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all
deliveries of gasoline or other volatile organic compounds made
to their facility or facilities located in Tulsa County, shall
be made by vessels -.1hich comply -.iith the requirements contained
· in 252.3:00 39 48 (d).
Compliance ·.dth this Section shall be
accomplished by affected o;lfl:er/operato;r-s no later than December
31, 1990. (Effective February 12, 1990)
(e)
Loading of vol~.tile organic eompo't:l:ftde.
(1)
No person shall operate, install or permit the building,
operation or installation of a stationary volatile organic
compound loading facility unless such loading facility is
equipped uith a vapor
collection and/or disposal system
properly installed, in good ;,•orlcing order and in operation.
(2) When volatile organic compounds are loaded through the
hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic, hydraulic or
lftechanical means shall be provided to ensure a ~apor tight seal
at the hateh.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic material
drainage from the loading device '•ihen it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete. drainage before
removal.
(4)
When loading is effeeted through means other than hatches,
all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped r,dth fittings
AQC2-17C.39
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'ffiicfi make vapor tight connections ana '<>'fiich c±ose automatica±±y
when aioconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion e:l§ the system
shall consist of one or more o:l§ the :l§ollmdng in adeiitien to
bottom loading or submerged fill of transport vessels.
(A)
an absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
with a minimum recm>"Cr}' efficieacy of 90 percent by 'fJt'Cight of
all the Yolatile organic ·· compouad vapors aad gases entering
such disposal system,
(B)
a vapor haadliag system ,.~ieh directs a±l vapors to a
.s=
,
•
•
•
• '1...
•
•
..::1.
,
1:ue... gas l:nc1:nerat1:ea system '•il:tn a m1:n1:mum ul:sposa ...
efficiency of 95 percent, or,
(C)
other equipment of at least 90 percent efficiency,
prmdded plano fer ouch equipment are submitteei to and
appro·.~ed by the Eltecuti"J'C Director.
Storage vessels at
oe!4dce stations ana bulle plaats may be used :!§or intermeeiiate
storage prior to recovery/disposal of Yapors as per 252.100
39 48 (e) (5) (A) through 252:100 39 48 (c) (5) (C) if ·they are
designed to prevent the release of vapors duriag use.
(6)
Subseetiea 252.100 39 48 (e) shall apply to any :l§aeility
,m.ich loaeis ....· elatile organic compounds into any transport vessel
designed :!§or transporting volatile orgaaie compounds.
(7)
Facilities will be ehech:ed aanually ia accordaaee uith EPA
Test f4ethoei 21, Lealt Test. Leaks greater than 5000 ppm 'fJdll be
repaireei , ..ithia 15 days. Facilities 'fJvi±± retain inspection and
repair records for·two years.
(d)
~ranspert/delivery vessel requirements.
(1} Maintenance.
(A}
The delivery vessel must be maintaiaed so as to be vapor
tight mecept 'wrhen sampliag, gauging, or inspecting.
These
activities shall net occur ,.~ile the vehicle is loading or
unloading or is in a preoaurieed state.
(B) . The eielivery vessel must be equippeei, maintained and
operated te receive vapors :!§rem sources identified in 252:100
39 41(b) (1) and retain these and all other vapors until they
are deliv.ered into an autherieed. "raper recevery/aispesal
system.
(C)
Vessels vwrith defective equipment such as beets, seals,
ana hoses, or ·.dth other deficiencies '•ihich would impair the
vessels ability to retain vapors or liquid shall be repaired
uithin 5 days.
(D)
The certi:l§ied testing facility must certify to the
approviag agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252:100 39 48(ei) (2) (A) (i).
The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag shovt'ing the
date of the pressure test.
(E)
No ouner/operator 'fJdll allm1 a delivery vessel to be
:l§illed at a facility uaable to receive displaceei organic
v'apors nor service tanlts unable to deliver displaced vapors
except for tanlts/faeilities e:JEempted in 252 .100 39 41 (b) .
Terminal mmers shall not fill vessels rw1hich eie not display a
current tag.
AQC2-17C.39
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(F)
Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives of
, the appropriate health agency in order to determine their
state of repair.
Such a test may consist of a visual
inspection, a vapor test with vapors not to exceed 5000 ppm.
Failure of a vapor test ~11ill require the mmer/operator to
effect the necessary repairs ·,dthin 10 days.
Unless
certification is made to the appropriate health agency ;vithin
5 days tl;le vessel \dll be removed from service by the mmer/
operator. Failure to certify that the cited Fepairs have been
effected \dll subject the Yessel to sanctions.
Upon
certification of repairs the Yessel ·,dll be allmved to operate
in a normal manner.
(2)
Testing requirements.
(A)
Pressure test.
(i)
Delivery Yesoels, delivering or receiving gasoline
must be tested one time per year for Yapor tightness. The
vapor tightness test must be consistent \dth AppendiJE "}'L"
EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic
Compound Leales from Gasoline Tanle Trucks and Vapor
Collection Systems", EPA 450/2 78 051.
Tests shall be
performed by the mmer or a reputable transport service
company. Test methods used to test these vessels by miners
or testing companies must be appro"v..ed for use by the
E1recutive Director.
(ii) The vessel will be consider~d to pass the test
prescribed in 252: 100 3 9 48 (d) (2) (A) (i) \vhen the test
results shmi that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3
inches of litO in addition there shall be no avoidable
visible liquid leales.
(B) 'laper teet. Testing of the tanle trucles for compliance
"idth vapor tightness requirements as required under 252.100
39 41 (d) (1) (F) must be consistent ·.dth Appendix "B" EPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic
Compound Lealts from Gasoline Tank Trueles and ·vapor Collection
Systems", EPA 405/2 78 051, as modified for this purpose and
contained in 252:100 43 15. The requirements of 252 .100 39 48
"ivill become effective December 15, 1988.
252 :1·00-39-49. Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic
products
(a)
General pre-.•ieiene. Within 12 months after promulgation of
this Section all affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOS
from fiberglass manufacturing to those listed in 252:100 39
. 49 (a) (3:), or have an approved plan for the reduction of such
emissions.
The plan must be submitted to the Executive Director
\dthin 6 months after promulgation of this Section, and shall
detail those emissions 'i•"hich "iiill be controlled, the means by ,,·hieh
control \dll be achieved and 'lliill demonstrate that compliance ;dll
·be achieved 'iiithin t\m years from the date of promulgation of this
Section. The approval authority fer such plans shall reside "i'iith
the Air Quality Council. All approved plans shall be submitted as
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SIP revisions.
(1)'
Compliance ·,dth 252.100 39 49 (a) shall be accomplished by
use of control equipment uhich can demonstrate an as percent
reduction in the \~S released from each process gas stream, e.g.
90
percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiency.
(2) . EJEemptions to the limits listed in 252.100 39 49 (a) (1) may
be allmied for any process gas stream \lfl:ich. does not meceed siJe
tons per year actual emissions based on 62 4 0 hours per year.
IIm.-ever, once this limit is eJeceeded, controls must be put in
place and maintained at any operating level.
(b) :eeme;astratie;a e:£ eemplia;aee, 'Fhe Execq:tive Director may
require the m.-ner/operator of a source to demonstrate at his
expense, compliance 'liith the prescribed emissions limits.
'Fhe
testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EM test method
or methods, these include methods 1 4, 18 25, 25A, 25B and 40 CPR
60 .. 444.
Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished 'Rithin
180 days of the applicable compliance date.
(c) Testis~. ~eating for the alternate emissions plan shall be
conducted by the or..-ner/operator at his mepense and shall
demonstrate compliance 'ljfith the emission limits contained in the
approved plan.
(d) .ReeerEikeepi;a~, · 'Fhe mmer/operator of a facility subject to
this Section shall submit to the Executive Director upon ,.-ritten
request reports detailing specific VOS sources, the quantity of
solvents used during.specific months, a description of the solvent
used, control equipment efficiencies, equipment downtime and any
other information pertinent to the calculation of \~S emissions
from the facility. 'Fhe o,.-ner/operator must also maintain records
which detail the maintenance performed on all control equipment as
,.-ell as ·a record of the do~mtime lfith the reason for each
occurrence. Such records shall be maintained by the source for a
minimum of t~iO years. (252 .100 39 49, Effective February 12, 1990)

lsl Applicability •

..ill This Section applies to any process gas stream with actual

VOC emissions that exceed six tons per year based on 6, 240 hours
of operation per year.
.
· .·
ill Once the limit in 242:100-39-49 (a) (1) is exceeded, the
controls required in 252:100-39-49(b) must be put in place and
maintained and used at any operating level.
lQl Standards. Affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOC
from fiberglass manufacturing by use of control equipment which can
demonstrate an 85 percent reduction in the VOC released from each
process stream (e.g. 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95
percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system
efficiency) .
l£l Compliance. All affected facilities must comply with one of
the foil.lowing.
i l l Meet the requirements of 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13,
1991.
ill Have an approved plan for the reduction of VOC emissions as
required by 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13, 1991.
AQC2-17C.39
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J.& The plan shall be submitted by August 13, 1990, and
_shall:
-..,_,
'
·
J.i.l.. detail those emissions which will be controlled;
l i i l detail the means by which control will be achieved;
and,
(iii)
demonstrate that compliance will be achieved by
February 13. 1992.
J..ru_ The Air Quality Council shall have approval authority for
the plans.
1QL All approved plans shall be submitted to the EPA as SIP
revisions.
l4l Demonstration of compliance.
l l l The Division Director may require at the expense of the
owner or operator a demonstration of compliance with the
requirements of 252:100-39-49(b).
i l l The testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA
test method or methods. These include methods 1-4, 18-25, 25A,
25B and 40 CFR 60.444.
Jl.l Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished within 180
days of the applicable compliance date.
l i l Testing for the emissions plan described in 252:100-3949 (c) (2) shall be conducted at the expense of the owner or
operator at his expense and shall demonstrate compliance with
the ·emission limits contained in the approved plan.
~
Recordkeepinq.
l1l The owner or operator-of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written request,
..-...
reports that include:
J.& details of specific VOC sources;
J.R.L the quantity of VOC used during specific months;
1QL a description of the VOC used;
lQl control equipment efficiencies;
J..El. details of maintenance performed on all control
equipment;
lEl equipment downtime; and.
JQ.L any other information pertinent to the calculation of VOC
emissions from the facility.
i l l The records reguired in 252:100-39-49(e) (1) shall be
maintained by the source for at least two years.
[252:100-39049, Effective February 12, 1990]
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LIST OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH NEGLIGIBLE
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIVITY
40 CFR 51.100{s)(1) as it existed on July 1, 1998
From the Federal Register dated 4/9198
Sec. 51.1 00 Definitions.
· (s) Volatile organic compounds (VOC)
(1) This includes any such organic compound other than the following, which have
been determined to have negligible photochemical reactivity:
methane;
ethane;
methylene chloride (dichloromethane);
1,1, 1-trichloroethane {methyl chloroform);
1, 1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane {CFC..:113);
trichlorofluoromethane {CFC-11 );
dichlorodifluoromethane {CFC-12);
chlorodifluoromethane {HCFC-22);
trifluoromethane (HFC-23);
1,2-dichloro 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane {CFC-114);
chloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115);
1,1,1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123);
1, 1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane {HFC-134a);
·
1,1-dichloro 1-fluoroethane {HCFC-141b);
1-chloro 1,1-difluoroethane {HCFC-142b);
2-chloro-1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane {HCFC-124);
pentafluoroethane {H FC-125);
1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane.(HFC-134);
1,1,1-trifluoroethane {HFC-143a);
1,1-difluoroethane {HFC-152a);·
parachlorobenzotrifluoride {PC BTF);
cyclic, branched, or linear completely methylated siloxanes;
acetone;
perchloroethylene {tetrachloroethylene);
3,3-dichloro-1,1,1,2,2,..pentafluoropropane {HCFC-225ca);
1,3-dichloro-1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane {HCFC-225cb);
1,1, 1,2,3,4,4,5,5,5-de·cafluoropentane {HFC 43-1 Omee);
difluoromethane {HFC-32);
ethylfluoride {HFC-161);
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane {HFC-236fa);
1, 1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane {HFC-245ca);
1,1,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane {HFC-245ea);
1, 1,1,2,3-pentafluoropropane {HFC-245eb);
1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane {HFC-245fa);
1,1,1,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane {HFC-236ea);
1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane {HFC-365mfc);
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chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31 );
1 ehloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-151a);
1,2-dichloro-1, 1 ,2-trifluoroethane (HCFC-123a);
1,1, 1 ,2,2,3,3,4,4-nonafluoro-4-methoxy-butane (C 4 F 90CH 3);
2-(di1~uoromethoxymethyl)-1, 1, 1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF3) 2CFCF2 0CH 3);
1-ethoxy-1, 1 ,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane (C4 F90C2 H5);
2-(ethoxydifluoromethyl)-1, 1,1 ,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
((CF 3 ) 2 CFCF 20C 2 H~); .
methyl acetate
and perfluorocarbon compounds which fall into these classes:
(i) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated alkanes;
(ii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely fluorinated ethers with no
unsaturations;
(iii) Cyclic, branched, or linear, completely "fluorinated tertiary amines with
no unsaturations; and
(iv) Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur
bonds only to carbon and fluorine.
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REVISIONS TO THE PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF SUBCHAPTER 39 FOR THE
FEBRUARY 17, 1999, AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING
Numerous changes have been made to the version of Subchapter 39 that was presented at
the December 15, 1998, Air Quality Council meeting. Most ofthese changes are minor
non-substantive changes consisting ofreplacing '!will" and "should" with "shall", "gallons"
with "gal", "liters" with "1", and "inch" with "in." Some portions ofthe rule were
extensively rewritten for clarity without involvmg substantive changes. These include:
252:1 00-38-41(a),252:39-41(b)(1), 252:100-39-41 (e)(2)(A)and (B), 252: 1200-39•42
(a)(1 )(D), 252:1 00-39-42(b)(2)(A)and (B), 252:39-46(k)(1 ),252: 100-39-47(d)(2),252: 10039-47(f)(a),and 252:100-39-49(d)(l).
One definition was added and one was modified. A defmitionof"drilling or production
facility" was added to 252:100-39-30(a)(3). This defmitionis identical to thatin40 CFR
60, Subpart K. The definition of "aerospace" in 252: 100-39-47(b)was revised to make
clear that it does include rework.
Only one substantive change has been proposed since the December meeting. It is the
addition of252: 100-39-30(b)(3)and (4) which exempts storage vessels subject to 40 CFR
60, SubpartsKa or Kb or 40 CFR 63, SubpartsCC or G from the requirementsof252:10039-30.

•
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 17,1999
Department of Environmental Quality
707 North Robinso~ Oklahoma City, OK
Multi-Purpose Room
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
Gary Kilpatrick
Council Members Absent
Meribeth Slagell

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Joyce Sheedy
Max Price
Leon Ashford
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for February 17, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairm~ called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms.
Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Ms. Slagelldid not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
December 15, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Canter. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky
- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Election of Officers - Floor was opened for nominations for Chairman for Calendar Year
1999. Dr. Canter nominated Mr. Breisch for Chairman and the second was made by Dr.
Grosz. . Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- abstain. Nominations
were then requested for Vice Chairman. Mr. Kilpatrick nominated Dr. Canter and Dr. Grosz
made the second.. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canterabstain; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Protocol Statement - As protocol officer, Mr. Terrill convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Terrill entered into the hearing records the Hearing Agenda and Oklahoma Register Notice.
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
Mr. Terrill called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include fourteen substantive
changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile
organic compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition of VOC. The other changes
include:
.1.
an added definition of drilling or production facility
an added definition oflease custody transfer
2.
-3.
an added new subsection 252:100-37-3(c)
4.
a revised 252:100-37-4( b) to exempt methanol storage vessels at drilling or
production sites
5.
a revised the alternate standard 252:100-37-25(d)
6.
and added new subparagraphs (A), (B) (C) to 252:100-37-41(2)
Dr. Sheedy reiterated eight substantive changes that had been previously proposed.
..-...
1.
a revision of the definition of Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) 252:100-37-2
2.
a deleted 252:100-37-3(a)
3.
an added 252:100-37-lS(c) to exempt storage tanks subject to NSPS subpart K, Ka,
Kb
4.
an added 252:100-37-16(c) to exempt loading facilities that are subject to NSPS
subpart XX or NESHAP subpart R
5.
a deleted 252:100-37-25(c)
6.
a deleted fust sentence in 252:100-37-36 to eliminate an impossible requirement
7.
an added 252:100-37-38(b) to exempt pumps and compressors that are subject to
equipment leak standards in NSPS subparts VV, GOG, or KKK from Section 38
an added part 9 Permit by Rule for VOC storage and loading facilities
8.
Dr. Sheedy submitted the written letter from EPA dated February 10, 1999 indicating support
for the proposed revisions for hearing record.
Dr. Sheedy then stated it was staff's recommendation that Council forward to the
Environmental Quality Board at its March 5, 1999 meeting. .
Council discussion followed which included question from Ms. Myers regarding the meaning
of "expressly" in 252:100-37;..25(b)(2). Ms. Hoffman explained the intent of the word to be
that the approval must be in writing from the Division Director. Wording was changed.
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Ms. Sandra Rennie, EPA, stated that these changes supported the SIP and also complimented
EPA's own current program of simplifying language in their rules.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to send to this rule to the EQ Board in March. Mr. Wilson
made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:. Mr. Wilson - aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Breisch- aye.
.·

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Mr. Terrill called up<m Dr. Joyce· Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct griunmar and format but also include substantive changes. Dr.
Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition of VOC. She then submitted, for the
record, the written letter from EPA dated February 10, 1999 indicating support for these
proposed revisions.

Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile organic
compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition ofVOC. The other changes include:
1.
2.

3.

an added definition of drilling or production facility to 252:1 00-39-30(a)
a revised the definition of aerospace in 252:100-39-47(b) to make clear that it includes
rework
an added 3252:100-9-30(b)(3) and (4) to exempt storage vessels subject to NSPS Ka
and Kb or MACT standards CC or G from Section 30

Previous proposals were:
1.
a definition ofVOC
2.
a correction ofthe placement of "prior to lease custody transfer" in 252: 100-39-30(b)
3.
an addition oflanguage to 252:100-39-41(c) that exempts facilities that have an annual
throughput less than 120,000 gallons or storage capacity less than 10,000 gallons from
Section 41
Sandra Rennie re-stated EPA's support of subchapter 37 also applies to subchapter3 9.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
EQBoard at its March 5 meeting. Mr. Kilpatrick made that motion with the second made by
Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
3
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NEW BUSINESS
Council discussed the possibility of changing the format of the Council meetings to make the
briefing session shorter and less formal and the hearing sessions to include more of the
discussions involved in the changes to rules as matter of record through court reporter
transcripts. It was decided to make this discussion an agenda item at the next meeting to
obtain additional input from audience.

Mr. Terrill advised that the monthly financial information and detailed list of tasks that would
be billed to Title V expenditures requested at Council's last meeting is in rough draft form and
would be made available to the Council Subcommittee at a meeting in March.

Mr. Breisch suggested that a management efficiency study that would determine staffing
priorities should involve Council, staff, and industry to formulate scope and funding.
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be April 20, 1999 at the Department of
Environmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
·
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATION TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
OAC 252:100-39
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

Emissions of Organic Materials in NonattainmentAreas [AMENDED]

On FEBRUARY 17,1999
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended
to the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
_X_ · permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because oftime; and/or
special reason:
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
T-his Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
(6rmatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
un:derstanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidatethis recommendation.

--·

Respectfully,

~@~

Date signed: _.::.2-....,1..:.7....:-9;.,:;9_ _ _ _ __

Chair or Designee

VOTING TO APPROVE:
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
Sharon Myers ·
David Branecky
William B. Breisch

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

Meribeth Slagel!
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, March 5, 1999
Association of County Commissioners of Oklahoma
429 NE 50111 Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

I.

Call to Order- Herschel Roberts

2.

Roll Call - Lynda Finch

3.

Approval of Minutes of the Novem her I 0, 1998 Regular Meeting

4.

Election of Officers (Chair and Vice-Chair) for 1999

5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control: .

.

Changes are proposed to five subchapters. The changes fall into three general groups.
• Proposed revisions to both Subchapters 3 7 (Control of Emissions of Organic Materials) and 3 9
(Emission of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas) include I) definitional changes,
including most notably the term "volatile organic compound (VOC)" and related terms; 2)
exemption of certain types or sizes of VOC loading and storage vessels and facilities and
certain pumps and compressors from some sta~e requirements and standards, especially when
the equipment or faCilities are subject to related federal requirements; 3) deletion of a rule
which allows the emission of 3,000 pounds per day or 450 pounds per hour oforganic materials
before controls are required; 4) revision of an alternate emission standard for coating
operations; 5) correction of the impossible requirement that no emission of hydrocarbons or
·organic material ~s allowed from fuel-burning or refuse-bumingequipment; and 6) addition of
provisions for perinit by rule for VOC storage and loading facilities.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 7 (Permits for Minor Facilities) will modify language
applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits. First, actual
emissions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in determining
whether a facility meets the definition of "de minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions
will delete the current lower tonnage limits for PBR and general permits. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 (Permits for Part 70 Sources) will update the adoption
by reference of the requirements for case-by-case MACT determinations contained in federal
rules to July I, 1998.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 would increase the annual operating fees for both Part
70 and minor emission sources. Proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will increase the
applicability determination fee and individual application fees for minor facilities. Subchapter 8
is revised to increase the fee for applicability determinations, consistent with the propqsed
increase in Subchapter?.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

6.

OAC 252:200 and 205 Hazardous Waste ~lanagcmcnt:
~
The state hazardous waste rules have been l"e\·ised as part of tile DEQ's effort to simplify and .,
streamline its rules. The rewrite is not intended to change the requirements of the rules, but to make
them clearer and more concise. Due to extensi\·e reworking of the language and rearrangement of
the text, the DEQ believes it is more understandable and straightforward to revoke Chapter 200 in
its entirety and replace it with a new chapter. Chapter 205, than to present an underline/strike-out
version of Chapter 200. This revocation and replacement was done last year by emergency
rulemaking; it is proposed to repeatthe action as permanent rulemaking.
Chapter 205 as proposed also contains three categories of substantive changes. The first is update of
the adoption by reference of federal hazardous waste regulations to July 1, 1998. The second is to
delineate certain hazardous waste regulatory duties which remain with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The third is to clarity that although federal hazardous waste regulations allow
conditionally exempt small quantity generators of hazardous waste to dispose of their hazardous
waste in certain solid waste landfills, this practice is prohibited by Oklahoma statute.
·

A. Presentation- David Bradshaw, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote for pennanent adoption

7.

OAC 252:400 Radiation Management:
The proposed new rules support Oklahoma's pending application to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for State Agreement status. NRC approval of Oklahoma's application will shift
regulation of source, byproduct and special nuclear material from the NRC to the DEQ.
New Subchapter 2 fonns the framework for the State Agreement Program and the incorporation
by reference of federal NRC regulations from· Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
Appendices G through P mirror NRC categories and set fees for Oklahoma's State Agreement
Program. All fees in these Appendices are less than the current federal fees. Due to the
requirement that fees must be adopted during the time the legislature is in session, these
Appendices are·presented to the Board before the remainder of Subchapter 2's State Agreement
rules. However, these fee schedules will not go into effect until the date the State Agreement
program becomes effective.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Radiation Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote for permanent adoption

8.

OAC 252:510 Municipal Solid Waste Landfills:
The proposed addition of Subchapter 16 addresses new standards for the exclusion of hazardous,
PCB, radioactive, or other restricted wastes from disposal in a municipal solid waste landfill
(MSWLF). The rules require owners/operators to submit a new or amended Waste Exclusion Plan
for approval by January 1, 2000, and sets standards for the plan. The amendment to 252:510-17-5
incorporates the Subchapter 16 provisions in the current rule requiring exclusion of unacceptable
wastes.
The proposed amendment to 252:51 0-17-2( d) would require owners/operators of MSWLFs and
nonhazardous industrial waste landfills to establish and maintain vegetative cover, or other
2

alternatives approved by DEQ, over waste areas that extend above the natural horizon if that area
will not be receiving more waste in the upcoming year. The rule is designed tb enhance dust
control, erosion control and aesthetics at MSWLFs and nonhazardous industrial waste landfills
once they begin placing waste above ground.
The amendmentto 252:510-21-6 would clarify that the pay-in period under the Trust Fund financial
assurance mechanism, which may be used to ensure the costs for closure and post-closure of the
landfill, is limited to a maximum of 15 years. This change is consistent with the change in law
provided by SB 1025 passed during the 1998 legislative session.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

9.

Presentation- Steve Mason, Solid Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:520 Solid Waste Management:
The proposed amendment to 252:520-9-11 would require owners/operators of landfills to establish
and maintain vegetative cover, or other alternatives approved by DEQ, over waste areas that extend
above the natural horizon if that area will not be receiving more waste in the upcoming year. The
rule is designed to enhance dust control, erosion control.and aesthetics at landfills once they begin
placing waste above ground.
Changes to Subchapter 21 implement revisions to the waste tire recycling program as required by
SB 1218 and SB 986 passed during the 1998 session.
The amendment to 252:510-23-51 would clarify that the pay-in period under the Trust Fund
financial assurance mechanism, which may be used to ensure the costs for closure and post-closure
of solid waste disposal sites, is limited to a maxim urn of 15 years. This change is consistent with
the change in law provided by SB 1025 passed during the 1998 legislative session.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

10.

Presentation- Steve Mason, Solid Waste Council Chair
Questions anp discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:640 and 641 lndivid ual and Small Public On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems:
252:640 is being revoked. The rules in Chapter 640 were clarified, substantially rewritten and
reorganized through the. re-right/de-wrong process and moved to 252:641. Subchapter 11 of
Chapter 700 has also been rewritten and moved to new Chapter 641; among the revisions is a
recategorization of certified installers. The purpose of these rules is to establish procedures for
the construction, installation·· and operation of individual and small public on-site sewage
disposal systems and to establish procedures for persons seeking certification as installers of
individual sewage disposal systems.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, Environmental Complaints and Local Services Division
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption
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11.

OAC 252:700 Water and WastewaterWorksOperatorCertification:
This action is a corresponding action to agenda item l 0. This rule change would revoke current
Subchapter II of Chapter 700 (relating to certification for septic tank system installers), the
provisionsofwhich are included in new Chapter64l.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, Environmental Complaints and Local Services Division
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Ro II call vote for permanent adoption

12.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting of agenda)

13.

Executive Director's Report

14.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak..
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.
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PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-39-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to control the emission of
organic materials from stationary sources located in nonattainment
areas and to specify the additional control measures required to
prote.ct and enhance the air quality to insure that the Oldahoma air
quality standard is not exceeded and significant deterioration is
prevented. The purpose of this Subchapter is to reduce -the formation
of ozone by controlling the emissions of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) . This Subchapter contains requirements for the control of
emissions of VOCs from stationary sources located in areas that arc
nonattainmcnt or were formerly nonattainment for ozone.
252:100-39-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise~~
"C1:1tbaelt aepfta:le 0 means a· basic asphalt or ·asphaltic concrete
containing a petroleum distillate.
"Effluent: waeer eepa:r:aeer 11 means any tanlE, box, sump, or other
container in ,.,"hich any material compound floating on or entrained
or contained in ·.mtcr entering ouch tanlt, bme, sump or other
container is physically separated and removed from ouch water prior
to outfall, drainage, or recovery of such uater.
"O:r:g:anie maeeriale 11 means any chemical compounds of carbon
mecluding carbon monmddes, carbon dimdde, carbonic acid, metallic
carbides, metal carbonates and ammonium carbonates.
"Petroleum refinery 11 means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel
oils, lubricants. asphalt, or other products through distillation
of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or through redistillation,
cracking, rearrangement or reforming or unfinished petroleum
derivatives.
"Refine:r:yn means any facility engaged iR pr.odueiing gasoline,
ltero'oene fuel oils or other products through distillation of crude
oil·or through redistillation, cracking or reforming of unfinished
hydrocarbon deriv·ativeo.
11 Refinery unit 11 means a set of components which are a part of a
·
basic process operation, such as distillation, hydrotreating,
cracking or reforming of hydrocarbons.
11 Submerged fill
pipen means any fill pipe or discharge nozzle
'il'hichthat meets any one of the following conditions~..:..
(A)
theThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is bolo~
the surface of the liquid in the receiving vessel for at least
95 percent of the volume filled7~
(B) theThe bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 6 inches from the bottom of the receiving vessel7..:..
(C) theThc bottom of the discharge pipe or nozzle is less
than 2 pipe or nozzle diameters from the bottom of the
receiving vessel, or,~
(D)
other equivalent methods acceptable to the B1eecutive
I

2

Director.
"Volatile organic compound (VOC)" means any compound coataiaiag
carboa aad hydrogea or coataiaiag carboa aad hydrogea ia
combiaatioa ~iita aay otaer elemeat uB:ieB: B:as a vapor pressure of
1.5 pouads per square iaca absolute or greater uader actual storage
coaditioasof carbon, excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide.
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, and ammonium
carbonate.
which participates
in atmospheric
photochemical
reactions. Any organic compound listed in 40 CFR 51.100 (s) (1) will
be presumed to have negligible photochemical reactivity and will
not be considered to be a VOC.
nvelat.ile ergaaie sel...· eat. ('.'=OS) n meaas aay organic eompouad 'iifiica
participates ia atmospheric paotochemical reactioas, taat is, aay
organic compound otaer taaa taose ~ffiica tae EPA Admiaistrator
designates as B:aving aegligible pB:otocB:emical reactivity. \~S may
be 'R'\Casured by tao EPA \~C reference method.
252:100-39-3. General applicability
In addition to any application of the requirements contained in
9Ae 252:100-37, the additional coatrol/proaibitionsreauirements
contained in this Subchapter shall be required enof existing and
new facilities located in Tulsa and Oklahoma Counties.

.~

252:100-39-4. Exemptions
VOCs with vapor pressures· less than 1.5 pounds per square inch
absolute (psia) under actual storage conditions are exempt from
252:100-39-16 through 252:100-39-18, 252:100-39-30, 252:100-39-41.
and 252:100-48.
PART 3 •

PETROLEUM REFINERY OPERATIONS

252:100-39-15. Petroleum refinery equipment leaks
(a) D.efinitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
·
(1)
"Component" means any piece of equipment which has the
potential to leak "volatile organic compoundsVOCs when tested in the
manner described in EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60. These
sources include, but are not limited to, pumping seals, compressor
seals, seal oil degassing vents, pipeline valves, flanges and other
connections, pressure relief devices, process drains, and open
ended pipes. Excluded from these sources are valves which are not
externally regulated.
(2)
"Gas service" means any equipment which processes, transfers
or contains a volatile organic compoundVOC or mixture of volatile
orgaaic compoundsVOCs in the gaseous phase.
"Leaking component" means a
component which has a VOC
concentration exceeding 10,000 ppmv when tested according to the
provisions in 252:100-39-15(e).
(3)
"Liquid service" means any equipment which processes,
transfers or contains a volatile orgaaic compoundVOC or mixture of
volatile orgaaic compoundsVOCs in the liquid phase.
3

( 4)
"Petroleum refinery" means any facility engaged in producing
gasoline, aromatics, kerosene, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel
oils, lubricants, asphalt, or other products through distillation
of crude oil or other hydrocarbons or through redistillation,
cra~Jdn~,
rearrangement or reforming or unfinished petroleum
der1vat1ves.
(5)
"Refinery 1::J:flit" means a set of components '"hieh arc a part
of a basic process operation, such as distillation, hydrotreating
'
'
I
craclnng
or reform1ng
of hydrocarbons.
(6)
"Valves not externally regulated" means ·valves that have no
external controls, such as in-line check valves.
(7)
"Yelatile erganie eempe1::J:flds" means any compound containing
carbon and hydrogen or contaiaing carboa and hydrogea in
combination '"ith any other element 'thich has a vapor pressure of
0.3 JEilopaseals (0. 0435 pounds per. square inch absolute) or greater
under actual storage conditions. (Effective 2 12 90)
{b) Applicability. This Section applies to all source facility
petroleum refineries located in the fello,;ing counties: Tulsa and
Oltlahoma.
111 This Section applies to all petroleum refineries located in
Tulsa County and Oklahoma County.
J2.l VOCs with vapor pressures less than 0. 0435 psia (0. 3
kilopascals (kPa)) under actual storage conditions are exempt
from 252:100-39-15.
(Effective 2-12-90.)
{c)
I're"+·isiens fer epeeifie precesses. Standards and operating
requirements
{1)
The· owner or operator of a petroleum refinery complme
subject to this Section shall:
{A)
develop and conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the provisions in 252:100-39-15{d) and 252:100-39-15(f);
{B)
conduc~
a monitoring program consistent 'idth the
provisions in 252.100 39 15(f),
(C)
record .all
leaking components which haT:=e a vee
concentration exceeding 10,000 ppm whea tested according to
the provisions in 252.100 39 15(e) and place an identifying
tag on each component consistent with the provisions in
252:100-39-15{f) {3);
~~ repair and retest the leaking components, as defined
in 252.100 39 15(c) (1) (C), as soon as possible but no later
than 15 days after the leak is found; and,
4£+1Ql identify all leaking components, as defined in
252.100 39 15 (c) (1) (C), which cannot be repaired until the
unit is shutdown for turnaround.
Assure all lines or pipes
terminating 'dth a valve are sealed with a second valve, a
blind flange, a plug or a cap.; and,
jgl assure all lines or pipes terminating with a valve are
sealed with a second valve, a blind flange, a plug or a cap.
{2)
The BJEecutiveDivision DirectorT may, at his/her discretion,
~require the owner or operator to take appropriate remedial
action, including early unit turnaround, based on the number and
severity of tagged leaks awaiting repair.
{3)
Pipeline valves and pressure relief valves in gaseous
4
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volatile organic compoun~ service shall be marked in some
manner that will be readily obvious to both petroleum refinery
or contract personnel performing monitoring and the Executive
DirectorDEO.
(d) Compliance sehedRlesschedule. The owner or operator of a
petroleum refinery, in order to comply r,dth 252:100 39 15, shall
adhere to the incremento of progreso contained in the follmiing
schedule.
(1) Submitsubmit to the EJeecutiveDivision Director a monitoring
program by July 30 I 1981.
This program shall contain, at a
minimum, a list of the refinery units only and the quarter in
which they will be monitored, a copy of the log book format, and
the make and model of the monitoring equipment to be used.
In
no case shall a monitoring contract relieve the owner or
operator of a petroleum refinery of the responsibility for
compliance with this Section.
(2) Submit quarterly monitoring report to the Executive
Director.
(e) Testing and monitoring procedures. Testing and calibration
procedures to determine compliance with this Section must be
consistent with EPA Test Method 21 of 40 CFR Part 60.
(f)
Monitoring.
(1) The owner or operator of a 'petroleum refinery e~ject to
this Section shall conduct a monitoring program consistent with
the following provisions~. The owner or operator shall:
(A) monitor yearly by the methods referenced in Teet ~~ethod
21 of 40 CFR Part 60252:100-39-15(e) all~
(i)
pump seals~L
(ii) pipeline valves in liquid service~L and,
(iii)
process drains;
.
(B) monitor quarterly by the methods referenced in 252.100
.39 15(d)252:100-39-15-(e), all~
(i)
compressor seals~
(ii) pipeline valves in ~ service~L and,
(iii)
pressure relief valves in ~ service;
(C) monitor weekly by visual methods all pump seals;
(D) monitor immediatelywithin 24 hours any pump seal from
which VOC liquids are observed dripping;
(E) monitor any relief valve within 24 hours after it has
vented to the atmosphere; and,
(F) monitor immediately after repair any component that was
found leaking.
(2)
Pressure relief devices lJ\'hichthat are connected to an
operating
flare
header,
vapor ~covery
devicedevices,
inaccessible valves, storage tank valves, and valves that are
not externa~ly regulated are exempt from the monitoring
requirements
in
paragraph
(1)
of
this
subsection.L
Providedprovided, however, such inaccessible valves will be
monitored during annual shutdown.
(3) The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery, upon the
detection of a leaking component, as defiaed in 252:100 39
15 (e) (1) (C), ,..·hiehthat is not repaired on discoveryL shall affix
5

a
weatherproof
and
readily
visible
tag,
bearing
an
identification number and the date the leak is located, to the
leaking component. This tag shall remain in place until the
leaking component is repaired. ·
(g)
Recordkeeping.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery shall
maintain a leaking.. components monitoring log as specified in
252:100 39 15(c) (1) (C) which shall contain, at a minimum, the
follmdng data:
(A)
the name of the process unit where the component is
located;
(B)
the type of component (e.g., valve, seal);
(C)
the tag number of the component,
if not repaired
immediately on discovery;
(D)
the date on which_g leaking.component is discovered;
(E)
the date on which a leaking component is repaired;
(F) .the date and instrument reading of the recheck procedure
after a leaking component is repaired;
(G)
the date of the calibration of the monitoring instrument-:The record of calibration which shall be made available for
inspection on request;
(H)
those leaks that cannot be repaired until turnaround;
and,
(I)
the total number of components checked and the total
number of components found leaking.
(2)
Copies of theThe monitoring log shall be retained on site
by the owner or operat·or for at least two years after the date
on which the record was made or the report prepared.
(3)
Copies of theThe monitoring log shall be made available for
inspection at any reasonable time and copies of the log shall be
provided to the BJEecutiveDivision Director,
upon written
request, at any reasonable time of the AOD.
(h)
Reporting.
The owner or operator of a petroleum refinery,
upon the completion of each monitoring procedure, shall:
(1)
submit a report to the BxeeutiveDivision Director by the
30th day following the end of e'ach calendar quarter that lists
all leaking components that were located during the previous
quarter but not repai~ed within. 15 days, all leaking components
awaiting unit turnaround, and the total number of components
found leaking; and,
(2)
submit a signed statement with the report attesting to the
fact that all monitoring and, with the exception- of those
leaking components listed in 252:100-39-15 (h) (1), ·all monitoring
and repairs were performed as stipulated in the monitoring
program.
252:100-39-16. RefineryPetroleum refinery process unit turnaround
(a)
Definition. u'l'arn aro'Wld.'' "Turnaround 11
means the planned
procedure of shutting down a unit, inspecting and repairing itL and
restarting it.
(b)
Procedures required.
For the shutdown, purging and blowdown
operation of any pro~essing petroleum refinery processing unit the
6

following procedures are required:
(1)
Recovery of volatile organic compounds (\~C)VOCs shall be
accomplished during the shutdown or turnaround to a process unit
pressure compatible with the flare or vapor system pressure. The
unit ~shall then be purged or flushed ~to a flare or vapor
recovery system using a suitable material such as steam, water
or nitrogen to a flare or vapor recmrery _system. The unit shall
not ·be vented to the atmosphere until pressure is reduced to
less than 5 psig through control devices.
(2)
Except where inconsistent with the 11 Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for the Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by
Pipeline, 11 or any State of Oklahoma regulatory agency, no person
shall emit organicVOC gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
recovery blowdown system unless these gases are burned by
smokeless flares, or an equally effective control device as
approved by the B:u:ecutiveDivision Director.
(3) At least fifteen days prior to a scheduled turnaround, a
written notification shall be submitted to the BleecutiveDivision
Director. As a minimum, the notification shall indicate the unit
to be shutdown, the date of shutdown, ·and the approximate
quantity of hydrocarbonsVOCs to be emitted to the atmosphere.
(4)
Scheduled refinery unit turnaround may be accomplished
without the controls specified in 252:100-39-16(b) (1) and
252:100-39-16 (b} (2) during non-oxidant seasons provided the
notification to the BxecutiveDivision Director as required in
252:100-39-16 (b) (3) 1 specifically contains such a request for
such an exemption.
Non oxidantThe non-oxidant season is
understood to be bet·.rieen the months of October and Aprilfrom
November 1 through March 31.
252:100-39-17. Refi&eryPetroleum refinery vacuum producing system
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
"Accumulator" means the vessel in the overhead stream of
any fractionating tower, after the overhead condenses and
separates noncondensable gases, liquid hydrocarbonsVOCs and
water.
11
(23)
Hotwell" means the· tank at the bottom of the barometer leg
in a barometric condenser system to receive the water,
condensate and entrained hydrocarbonsVOCs generated by the
barometric condenser.
(b) Requirements. Noncondensable volatile-organic compounds from
the fellm>'ing equipmentVOCs emitted from any of the vacuum
producing systems listed in paragraphs (1} through (3) of this
subsection shall be incinerated or reduced by 90 percent of what
would be emitted from the follmiing =r,mcuum producing system:without
controls.
(1)
steamSteam ejectors with barometric condensers7~
(2)
sEeamSteam ejectors with surface condensers, or,~
(3)
mechanicalMechanical vacuum pumps.
(c) Hotwells and accumulators.
7

(1)
Hot wells and accumulators shall be covered and the
noncondensable vapors shall be vented to a fire-box or ~.
incinerator.
(2)
The presence of a pilot flame shall be monitored using a
thermocouple or any other equivalent device to detect the
presence of a flame.
(Effective February 12, 1990)
(d) Compliance. Compliance shall be determined in accordance with
the provision of the CTG document ("Control of Refihery Vacuum
Producing systems,
Wastewater Separators and Process Unit
Turnarounds," EPA 450/2-77-025 ,· October, 1977) . Test reports and
maintenance records ~shall be maintained for at least two years.
If emission testing is required, the appropriate test method(s)
selected from EPA Reference Methods 1 through 4, 21, and/or 25,
~shall be utilized.
252:100-39-18. RefiaeryPetroleum
refinery
effluent
water
separators
Js.l · Definition. "Effluent water separator" means any container in
which any vee floating on, entrained in, or contained in water
entering the container is physically separated and removed from the
water prior to discharge of the water from the container.
lQl Requirements. No pereonowner or operator shall operate, or
install or permit the operation or installation of a single singlecompartment or multiple-compartment volatile organic compound
a;..atereffluent water separator from any equipment processing,
refining, treating, storing or handling volatile organic compound
unless the compartment ·receiving sa-i-tithe effluent water is equipped
a;dth one of the follo'rjiing vapor control devices, properly
installed, in good a;mrldng order and in operation: to control
emissions in one of the following ways.
(1) AThe container havingtotally encloses the liquid contents
and all openings are ·.sealed and totally enclosing the liquid
contents. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
The oil
removal devices shall be gas-tight except when manual skimming,
inspection and/or repair is in progress.
(2) AThe container is equipped with a vapor-recovery system,
consisting of a vapor-gathering system capable of collecting the
organic materialVOC vapors and gases discharged and a vapordisposal system capable of processing such organic materialVOC
vapors and gases eo as to prevent their emission to the
atmosphere a:ad 'itith all. All tank gauging and sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking
place.
The orga:aic matcrialVOC removal devices shall be
gas-tight except when manual skimming, inspection and/or repair
is in progress.
(3)
Coatai:aereA container that is equipped with controls of
equal efficiency, provided the plans and specifications of such
equipment are submitted andare approved by the EiJcecutiveDivision
Director prior to their use.

PART 5.

PETROLEUM PROCESSING AND STORAGE
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252:100-39-30. Petroleum liquid storage in vessels with external
floating reef taftltsroofs
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall·have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
•condensate• means hydrocarbon liquid separated from
natural gas which condenses due to changes in the temperature
and/or pressure and remains liquid at normal operatingstandard
conditions.
(2)
"Crude oil• means a naturally occurring hydrocarbon mixture
which is a liquid at standard conditions.
It may contain
sulfur, nitrogen and/or oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbon.
•Drilling or production facility" means all drilling and
servicing equipment
wells
flow lines
separators
equipment
gathering lines. and auxiliary non-transportation-related eauipment
used in the production of petroleum but does not include natural
gasoline plants.
(3)
•sxteraallyExternal floating roof• means a storage vessel
cover in an open top tank consisting of a double deck or pontoon
single deck which rests upon and is supported by the petroleum
liquid being contained and is equipped with a closure seal or
seals to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall.
( 4)
•Lease custody transfer• means the transfer of produced
crude oil and/or condensate, after processing and/or treating in
the producing operations, from storage tanJESvessels or automatic
transfer facilities to pipelines or any othe;r formsform of
transportation.
(5)
•Liquid-mounted seal" means primary seal mounted in
continuous contact with the liquid between the ~vessel wall
and the floating roof.
(6)
•Petroleum liquid" means crude oil, condensate, and any
finished or intermediate liquid products manufactured or
extracted in~ petroleum refinery.
(7)
"Vapor-mounted seal• means a primary seal mounted so there
is an annular vapor space underneath the s~al.
The annular
vapor space is bounded by the bottom of the primary seal, the
~vessel wall, the liquid surface, and the floating roof.
(8)
"Waxy, high pour point crude oil" means a crude oil with a
pour point of 50°F-:- or higher as determined by the American
Society of Testing and Materials Standard 097-66, "Test for Pour
Point of Petroleum Oils."
(b) Applicability.
(1)
This Section applies to all so'tlrce facilities ·.dtfi
petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating
roofs, having capacities greater than 150,000 liters(40,000
gallons), tfiat are located in Ttllsa and OJdafioma Counties40 000
gal (150~0001).
(2)
This Section does not apply to petroleum liquid storage
vessels '<ifiicfi prior to custody transferthat:
(A)
are used to store waxy, high pour point crude oil;
(B)
have capacities less than 1, 600,000 liters422 1675 gal
(420, 000 gallons1, 600 m3 ) and are used to store produced crude
I
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oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer;
(C)
contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure
less than 1.5 psia 110.5 kPal (1.5 psia);
(D)
contain a petroleum liquid ·.dth a true vapor pressure
less than 27.6 Kpa (4.0 psia), and,
( i)
are of v+"elded coB:structioB,
(ii) preseB:tly possess a metallic type shoe seal, a liquid
·mounted foam seal, .·a liquid mounted liquid filled type
seal, or other closure device of demonstrated equivaleB:ce
approved by the Executive Director, or,contain a petroleum
liquid with a true vapor pressure less than 4.0 psia (27.6
kPa) if the vessels are of welded construction and have a
metallic-type shoe seal, a liauid-mounted foam seal, a
liquid-mounted liquid filled type seal. or other closure
device of demonstrated egyivalence approved by the Division
Director; or.
(E)
are of welded construction,
are equipped with a
metallic-type shoe primary seal and haehave a secondary seal
from the top of the shoe seal to the ~vessel wall
(shoe-mounted secondary seal) .
ill Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment standards
for external floating roofs in 40 CFR 60 Subparts Ka or Kb are
exempt from the requirements of 252:100-39-30.
lil Storage vessels that are subject to the equipment standards
for external floating roofs in 40 CFR 63 Subparts CC (63.646) or
G shall be exempt from the requirements of 252:100-39-30 upon
the date compliance with the standards in Subparts CC and G is
required.
(c)
PrevisieBs fer specific precessesEguipment and operating
requirements.
(1)
Standards.
No mmer of a petroleum liquidEach storage
vessel subject to this Section ehallused to store a petroleum
liquid
in
that -..,easel
unless: shall
ineet
the
following
conditions.
(A)
The vessel has been fitted with7~
(i)
a 'continuous secondary seal extending from the
floating roof to the ~vessel wall (rim-mounted secondary
seal); or,
(ii) a closure device or other device which controls VOC
emissions with an e'ffectiveness equal to or greater than a
seal required above underin 252:100-39-30(c) (1) (A) (i) and
approved by the EJJeecutiveDivision Director.
(B)
All
seal
closure
devices
meet
the
following
requirements-;-..!(i)
thereThere are no visible holes, tears, or other
openings in the seal(s) or seal fabricT..!(ii) -t-fteThe seal (s) are intact and uniformly in place
around the circumference of the floating roof between the
floating roof and the ~vessel wall, aB:d,..!(iii)
for vapor mouB:ted primary seale, theThe accumulated
area of gaps exceeding 0.32 cm (1/8 in.)1/8 in. (0.32 em)
in width between the secondary seal and the ~vessel wall
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when the secondary seal is used in combination with a vapor
mounted primary seal shall not exceed 21.2 em2 per meter1. 0
in. 2 /ft of ~vessel diameter (1.0 in.2 per foot(21.2 cm2 /m
of ~vessel diameter),-ae.
This shall be determined by
physically measuring the length and width of all gaps
around the entire circumference of the secondary seal in
each place where a· 0.32 em1/8 in. (0.32 em) uniform
diameter probe passes freely between the seal and the
~vessel
wall7 and summing the areaareas of the
individual gaps.
(C) All openings in the external floating roof, except for
automatic bleeder vents, rim space vents, and leg sleeves,
are71...
(i)
equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed
position except when the openings are in actual use; and,
(ii) equipped with project.ions into the ~vessel which
remain below the liquid surface at all times7~
(D) Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except
when the roof is floated off or landed on the roof leg
supports7~
·
(E) Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated
off the leg supports or at the manufacturer's recommended
settings, and,..:..
(F) Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane
tabric covers or equivalent covers which cover at least 90
percent of the area of the opening.
(2) Monitoring. The owner or operator of a petroleum liquid
storage vessel with an external floating roof subject to this
Section shall:
(A) perform routine inspections semi-annually in order to
ensure compliance with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (i), i.e., no
visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seals or seal
fabric;
(B)
measure the secondary seal gap annually in accordance
with 252:100-39-30 (c) (1) (B) (iii), when the. floating roof is
equipped with a vapor-mounted primary seal; and,
(C) maintain records of the types of volatile petroleum
liquids stored, the true vapor pressure of the liquid as
stored, and the results of the inspections performed in
252:100-39-30(c) (2) (A) and 252:100-39-30(c) (2) (B).
~
Recordkeepinq.
~JAL. Copies of all records under 252:100-39-30(c) (2) shall
be retained by the owner or operator for a minimum of two
years after the date on which the record was made.
-f4+J1li. Copies of all records under this Section shall be made
available to the BJceeutiveDivision Director, upon verbal or
ltritten request, at any. reasonable time.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section ~shall
be accomplished by affected facilities ·.dthin two years of approval
of this Section by the Olclahoma Environmental Quality Boardby May
23, 1982.
11

PART 7.

SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

252:100-39-40. Cutback asphalt (paving)
11
Definitions.
Cutback asphalt 0 means a basic asphalt or
asphaltic concrete containing a petroleum distillate.
l12l Requirements. No owner, operator and/or contractor shall
prepare or apply cutback liquifiedliquefied asphalt without the
prior writte·n consent of the BJeeeutiveDivision Director or the'•··
BJEeCutive Director's designee. Such consent may be granted during
Oklahoma's non-oxidant season, i.e;, October through AprilNovember
1 through March 31.
J.a}_

252:100-39-41. Vapor
recovery
systemsStoraqe,
loading
and
transport/delivery of voce
(a)
Storage of volatile or~anie compounds VOCe in vessels with
storage capacities greater than 40,000 gallons (953 eels) .• N
o
person shall store or permit the storage of gasoline or any
volatile organic compound in tan]es or v·essels ha"v"ingEach vessel
with a storage capacity greater than 40,000 gallons (953 bbls)
unless such tank, reservoir or other container is. togal (151 m3 )
which stores gasoline or any VOC shall be a pressure ~vessel
capable of maintaining-working pressures sufficient at all times
-t-ethat prevent organicthe loss of VOC vapor or gas loss to the
atmosphere7 or 4-eshall be equipped with one or more of the
following vapor control devices7~
(1)
aAn external floating roof, eonsistingthat consists of
pontoon
type,
internal
floating
eov:era
pontoon-type
or
double-deck type roof, uhich -.iillcover or a fixed roof with an
internal-floating cover. The cover shall rest on the surface of
the liquid contents at all times {i.e. off the leg supports),
except during initial fill,
when the storage vessel is
completely empty, or during refilling.
When the cover is
resting on the leg supports, the process of filling. emptying.
or refilling shall be continuous and shall be accomplished as
rapidly as possible.
The floating roof shall. be equipped with
a closure seal, or seals, to close the space between the
re&fcover.edge and ~vessel wall. Such floatingFloating roofs
are not appropriate control devices if the organic compoundsVOCs
have a vapor pressure of 11. 0 pounds per square inch absolute
(568 mm Hg) 11.1 psia
(76. 6 . kPa)
or greater under actual
conditions. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight
except when gauging or sampling is taking place. Closure seals
~for fixed roof vessels with an internal-floating cover shall
meet the requirements of Z!SZ! .100 39 30 (e) (1) (B), 252:100-39
30(c) {1) (B) (i) and (ii}.
Closure seals for vessels with
external floating roofs shall meet the requirements of 252:1003 9- 3 0 ( c} ( 1) {B) ( i} , ( i i) , and (iii) .
(2)
aA vapor-recovery system eonsistingthat consists of a
vapor-gathering system capable of collecting 90 percent by
weight
or
more
of
the
uncontrolled
volatile
organic
compoundsVOCs that would otherwise be emitted to the atmosphere
and ~ vapor-disposal system capable of processing such organic
12
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compounds so asVOCs to prevent emissions in excess of 8-9mg/liter of gaooline6.68 x 10- 4 lb/gal (80 mg/1) of VOCs
transferred to the atmosphere. All ~vessel gauging and
sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or
sampling is taking place, or,.
(3)
otherOther equipment or methods that are of equal
efficiency for purposes of air pollution control-a& may be used
when approved by the Buecutiv•eDivision Director and are in ' ·
concert with federal guidelines.
(b)
Storage of ~elatile erga&ie eempeu&da VOCe in vessels with
storage capacities of 400-40,000 gallons (9,6 963 hhla).
(1)
No person shall store or permit the storage ofEach gasoline
or other volatile organic compounds in any otationaryVOC storage
containervessel with a nominal capacity greater than 400 gallons
(9.5 BBlo)gal (1.5 m3 ) and less than 40,000 gallons (953 BBls)
unless ouch contaiaer ioqal (151 m3 ) shall ·be equipped with a
submerged fill pipe or 4:ebe bottom filled.
No person shall
store or permit the storage of gasoliae or other volatile
orgaaic compol:lad ia aay stationary storage coataiaer ~iith an
average daily throl:lghpl:lt of 30,000 gallons or greater l:lnless the
displaced vapors from the storage container are processed BY a
system that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90
percent sy ~..eight ef total eydrocarsoa compounds in said ·vapors .
...{ll The displaced vapors from each storage vessel with an
average daily throughput of 30~000 gal (113~562 1) or greater
which stores gasoline or other VOCs shall be processed by a
system that has a total collection efficiency no less than 90
percent by weight of total VOCs in the vapors.
-f2+J..& The vapor· recovery system shall include one or more of
the follm..ing:
~...lil_ a
vapor-tight
return line
from
the
storage
containervessel to the delivery vessel and a system that
will ensure that the vapor return line is connected before
gasoline
or "+Tolatile
organic
compoundsVOCs
can be
transferred into the eontainerstorage vessel; or,
-+B+-.lill· other equipment that has a total collection
efficiency no less than 90 percent by weight of the total
eydrocarson eompol:lndsVOCs in the displaced vapor provided
~if approval of the proposed design installation, and
operation is obtained from the BJeecutiveDivision Director
prior to start of construction.
-f3+llll_ Pro"vided, ho·..· ever, that theThe requirements for vapor
collection of displaced vapors shall not apply to operations
that are not major sources.
(c)
Loading of ~elatile erga&ie eempel:lftdaVOCs.
(1)
No person shall operate, install or permit the sl:lilding,
operation or installation of a stationary volatile organic
compol:lndEach VOC loading facility unless such loading facility
4:ewith an ·annual throughput of 120 000 gal (454 249 1) or
greater or storage capacity greater than 10 000 gal (38 m3 ) shall
be equipped with a vapor-collection and/or disposal system
properly installed, in good ·.mrldng order and in operation.
I
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(2) When volatile organic compoundsWhile VOCs are loaded
through the hatches of a transport vessel, a pneumatic,
hydraulic or mechanical means shall be provided to ensure a
vapor-tight seal at the hatch.
(3) A means shall be provided to prevent organic materialVOC
drainage from the loading device when it is removed from the
transport vessel, or to accomplish complete drainage before
removal.
(4) When loading is effected throughQy means other than
hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall be equipped with
fittings \thichthat make vapor-tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
(5)
The vapor collection and/or disposal portion of the system
shall consist of one or more of the followingelements listed in
252:100-39-41 (c) (5) (A)
through
252:100-39-42 (c) (5) (C)
in
addition to bottom loading or submerged fill of transport
vessels~.
Storage vessels at service stations and bulk plants
may be used for intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal
of vapors as specified in 252:100-39-41(c) (5) (A)
through
252:100-39-41 (c) (5) (C) if they are designed to prevent the
release of vapors during use.
(A)
anAn absorption/adsorption system or condensation system
~that has a minimum recovery efficiency of 90 percent by
weight of all the volatile organic compoundVOC vapors and
gases entering such disposal system,~
.
(B)
aA vapor handling system which directs all vapors to a
fuel gas incineration system with a minimum disposal
efficiency of 95 percent; or,~
(C)
otherOther equipment ~that has at least ~90 percent
efficiency, provided plans for such equipment are submitted to
and approved by the ElxecutiveDivision Director.
Storage
vessels at service stations and bullE plants may be used for
. intermediate storage prior to recovery/disposal of vapors as
per 252.100 39 41(c) (5) (A) tlirough 252.100 39 41(c) (5) (C) if
they are designed to prevent the release of. yapors during use.
( 6)
Subsection 252:100-39-41 (c) shall apply to any facility
\vhichthat
loads volatile orga:aic compoundsVOCs into any
transport vessel designed ·for transporting volatile orga:aic
compoundsVOCs .
·
(d)
Transport/delivery.
(1)
The vapor-laden delivery vessel shall meet one of the
following requirements~~
(A)
-t-fie.The delivery vessel must be-se designated and operated
as-to be vapor tight except when sampling, gauging, or
inspecting, or,.
(B) -t-fie.The delivery vessel must be equipped and operated ae
~to deliver the volatile orga:aic compoundVOC vapors are
delivered to a vapor recovery/disposal system.
(2)
No m.·ner/operator ·.dllowner or operator shall allow a
delivery vessel to be filled at a facility unable to receive
displaced organicVOC vapors nor service tanlEsvessels unable to
deliver displaced vapors except for ta:aks/facilitiesvessels and
14
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facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41(b) and 252:100-39-41(c).
(3}
Testing of the tank trucks for compliance with the vapor
tightness requirements must be consistent with Appendix "B" EPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic Compound
Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection Systems,"
EPA 450/2-78-051; or an equivalent method as determine~ by the
E:~eeeutiveDi vision Director.
(e) Additional requirements for Tulsa County. Also see 252.100 39
48 for aEiEiitional requirements :pertaining to 'I'ulsa County.
l!l Applicability. This subsection applies only in Tulsa
County.
111 Storage of VOCs.
1& 2, 000 - 40,000 gallons capacity.
Each storage vessel
with a nominal capacity greater than 2.000 gal (7.6 m3 ) and
less than 40.000 gal (1S1 m3 ) that stores gasoline or other
VOCe or each storage vessel located at a facility that
dispenses more than 120.000 gal/yr of gasoline or other VOCs.
in addition to being equipped with a submerged fill pipe or
being bottom loading, shall be equipped with a vapor control
system. The vapor control system shall have an efficiency of
no less than 90 percent by weight of the VOCe contained in the .
displaced vapors and shall be equipped with a pressure relief
valve in the atmospheric vent system which maintains a
pressure of 16 oz/in. 2 and 1/2 oz/in. 2 vacuum.
The vapor
recovery system shall include one or more of the following.
l i l A vapor-tight return line from the storage vessel to
the delivery vessel and a system that will ensure that the
vapor return line is connected before gasoline or VOCe can
be transferred into the storage vessel (i.e.
poppeted
connectors from the storage vessel to the delivery
vessel.).
i l i l A float vent valve assembly installed in the vapor
return/vent
line
on
new
and
existing
dual
point
installations; however,
for coaxial installations on
existing stations a vent sleeve extending 6 in. (15 em)
below tlie top of the vessel will be allo_wed. Sleeves may
be eauipped with a 1/16 in. (0.16 em) a·ir bleed hole.
(iii) . A vapor recovery line with a cross-sectional area
that is at least half of the cross-sectional area of the
liquid delivery line.
liYl Other equipment that has a total collection efficiency
no less than 90 percent by weight of the total VOCs in the
displaced vapor if approved by Division Director prior to
start of construction.
·
lftl Applicability.
l i l Any vessel with a capacity greater than 2.000 gal (7.6
m3 ) or any vessel located at a facility that dispenses more
than 120,000 gal/yr (454.249 1/yr) shall be and will always
remain subject to 252:100-39-41(e) (2). (effective February
12 1990)
liil Exemptions to 252:100-39-41(e) (2) may be granted if
the owner or operator shows to the satisfaction of the
r
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Division Director that the vessel is used exclusively for
agricultural purposes.
J..Ql Emission testing.
If emission testing is conducted, the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through
4, 18, 21, 25, 25A and 25B shall be utilized.
lQl Compliance. Compliance with 252:100-39-41 (e) (2} shall be
accomplished by the owner or operator of affected facilities
by December 31, 1986 ..
lEl Certification. The owner or operator of a facility shall
obtain, by whatever means practicable, certification from the
owner or operator of the transport/delivery vessels that all
deliveries of gasoline or other VOCs made to their 400-gallon
to 40, 000-gallon storage facility located in Tulsa County
shall be made by transport/delivery vessels that comply with
. . the reguirements contained in 252:100-39-41 (e) (4}. Compliance
with 252:100-39-41(e) (2) shall be accomplished by owners or
operators of affected facilities no later than December 31,
1990. (Effective February 12. 1990)
.1..J.l Loading of VOCs. In addition to those · requirements
contained in 252:100-39-41 (c) , stationary loading facilities
shall be checked annually in accordance with EPA Test Method 21,
Leak Test.
Leaks greater than 5, 000 ppmv shall be repaired·
within 15 days.
Facilities shall retain Inspection and repair
records for at least two years.
l ! l Transport/delivery vessel requirements. In addition to the
requirements contained in 252:100-39-41(d}, facilities located
in Tulsa County must meet the following requirements.
lAl Maintenance.
l i l The delivery vessel must be maintained so that it is
vapor· tight except when sampling, gauging, or inspecting.
These activities shall not occur while the vehicle is
loading or unloading or is in a pressurized state.
liil The delivery vessel must be equipped, maintained, and
operated to receive vapors from sources identified in
252:100-39-4i(b) (1) and 252:100-39-41(b) (2} and retain
these and all other vapors until they are delivered into an
authorized vapor recovery/disposal system.
(iii}
Vessels with defective equipment such as boots,
seals, and hoses, or with other deficiencies that would
impair the vessels' ability to retain vapors or liauid
shall be repaired within 5 days.
_liy}_ The certified testing facility must certify to the
approving agency that the proper testing and repairs have
occurred in accordance with 252:100-39-41{e) (4) {B) {i). The
vessel must also display on the rear panel a tag showing
the date of the pressure test.
lYl No owner or operator shall allow a delivery vessel to
be filled at a facility unable to receive displaced VOCs
nor · service vessels unable to deliver displaced vapors
except for vessels/facilities exempted in 252:100-39-41 (b) .
Terminal owners shall not fill vessels that do not display
a current tag.
16
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lYil Delivery vessels may be inspected by representatives
of the DEO in order to determine their state of repair.
Such a test may consist of a visual inspection or a vapor
test with vapors not to exceed 5,000 ppmv. Failure of a
vapor test shall require the owner or operator to make the
necessary repairs within 10 days.
Failure to certify
within 10 days of a vapor test that the necessary repairs
have been made shall subject the owner or operator to
sanctions. Upon certification of repairs, the vessel will
be allowed to resume normal operation.
lRl Testing requirements.
lil Pressure test.
lll Delivery vessels, delivering or receiving gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness. The
vapor tightness test must be consistent with Appendix "A"
EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile
Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and
Vapor Collection Systems", EPA 450/2-78-051. Tests shall
be performed by the owner or a transport service company.
Test methods used to test these vessels by owners or
testing companies must be approved for use by the
Division Director .
.il.l.l The vessel shall be considered to pass the test
prescribed in 252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (B) (i) (I) when the •test
results show that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3
in. H 2 0.
There shall be no avoidable visible liquid
leaks.
l.iil. Vapor test. Testing of the tank trucks for compliance
with vapor tightness requirements as required under
252:100-39-41 (e) (4) (A) (vi) must be consistent with Appendix
"B" EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile
Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tank Trucks and Vapor
Collection Systems", EPA 405/2-78-051. as modified for this
purpose and contained in 252:100-43-15. The requirements
of 252:!00-39-41(e) took effect December 15, 1988.
252:100-39-42. Metal cleaning
(a)
Cold cleaning facility re~irements.
(1)
Equipment requirements. No personAn owner or operator
sfiall allo~i tfie eoastruetioa or operatioa of any cold cleaning
unit for metal degreasing usia~ aa or~aaie aolveat ualeaa tfie
follo~da~ requiremeata are metwhich uses a VOC shall:
(A)
install a cover or door afiall he iaatallee on the
facility that can be easily operated with one hand;
(B)
provide an internal drain board ~dll he prmrieee ia aueh
a ~aaaer that will allow lid closure if practical,~ if not
practical, the eraiaa~e· facility may heprovide an external
drainage facility; and,
(C)
attach a permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the
operating requirements ~dll he permaaeatly attaeheespecified
in 252:100-39-42 (a) (2) to the facility.
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(2)
Operating requirements. The
operating
requirements
specified
in
Z!SZ! .100 39 4Z! (a) (1) (C)
shall
as
a
miaimum
specifyOwners or operators shall at a minimum:
(A)
drain clean parts at least 15 seconds or until dripping
ceases before removal;
(B)
close degreaser cover when not handling parts in cleaner7
~..i..

(C)
store waste solveatVOC in covered containers. · Do not
dispose or allO'ii dispositiefi in such a maaaer that more thaa
20 perceat by 'iveight can evaporate iato the atmosphere . ..i..
.lQl not dispose or allow disposition of waste VOC in such a
manner that more than 20 percent by weight can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
-f-3+....00.. If used, a sobreE:t spray 'dll be of a solid fluid
stream (not atomis!sed or spray) use a solid fluid stream. not an
atomized spray, when VOC is sprayed.
-f4+..ill Requirements for controls. I f
the
so 1 veE: t
volatilityvapor pressure of the VOC is_greater than 33 fftftl: Hg
(0.6 psi)0.6 psi (4.1 kPa) measured at 3soc (100°F)100°F (38°C)
or if solventVOC is heated to 1Z!O degrees C248°F (120°C), the
owner or operator shall apply . one or more of the following
control devices 11dll be required.devices/techniaues.
(A)
freeboardFreeboard that gives a free boardfreeboard ratio
greater than or equal to 0.77~
(B)
11mterWater cover ana-where the solveatVOC is insoluble in
and heavierdenser than water or such equivalent, or,~
(C)
otherAnother system of equivalent control as approved by
the EJcecuti'reDivision Director.
~l!l Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance
~shall
be
determined in accordance with EPA guidance document "Control of
Volatile Organic Emissions from Solvent Metal Cleaning."
450/2-77-022.
Test reports and maintenance and repair records
of control equipment ~shall be maintained by the source for
at least two years.
(b) Vapor-type metal degreasing ret'f';liremeBts •..
(1)
Equipment requirements. No
person
shall
allo••i
the
construction or ·operationAn owner or operator of any vapor-type
metal degreasing unit using an organic solvent unlessA VOC shall
ensure that the following requirements are rnet7~
(A) ~The unit fiaeshall have a cover or door that can easily
be opened and closed without disturbing the vapor zone7~
(B)
~The
unit w-3:-H:-shall
have
the
following safety
switches7~

(i)
condenserCondenser flow switch and thermostat or
equivalent capable of shutting off the sump heat if
condenser coolant is not circulating or. coolant exceeds
solventVOC manufacturer's recommended level, and,~
(ii) spraySpray safety switch capable of shutting off spray
pumps. if the vapor level drops in excess of four iaches4
in . ( 1 0 ern) .
(C) ~The unit •.till shallhave one or more of the following
control devices/techniques7~
18
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(i)
freehoardFreeboard ratio not less than 0. 75, i.e., the
ratio of the freeboard to the width of the degreaser
wherein the term freeboard is defined as the distance from
the top of the vapor zone to the top of the degreaser
tank7..:..
(ii) refrigeratedRefriqerated chiller,
i.e.,
condenser
coils in the upper limit of the vapor zone7..:..
(iii)
eaelosedEnclosed design, i.e., cover or door is
opened only when~ part is actually entering or exiting the
facility; or,..:..
(iv) aA carbon adsorption system with ventilation greater
than 50 efm/ft .~cfm/ft 2 of air/vapor area when cover is open
aad exhaustiag. The system shall exhaust less than 25 ~
solventppmv VOC average over one adsorption cycle; or,..:..
(v) aA control system demonstrated to have a control
efficiency equal to or greater than any of the systems in
(C) of this paragraph252:100-39-42(b) (1) (C).
(D)
aA permanent . conspicuous label summarizing operating
procedures 1.-illrequirements in 252:100-39-42 (b) (2) shall be
attached to the faeilityunit.
(2)
Operating requirements. The
operating
requirements
referred to in 252:199 39 42(h) (1) (D)
shall as a minimum
speeify:An owner or operator of a vapor typemetal degreasing
unit using VOC shall ensure that the following requirements are
met.
(A}
As a minimum operators shall:
lil keep the cover closed at all times except when
processing lmr1tdegreasing parts;
(B)
minimise sob:ent earry out by the follmdng measures:
~liil
rack parts to allow full drainageTL
~(iii) move parts in and out of the degreaser at less
than 3.3 m/see (11 ft/min.) .11 ft/min (3.4 m/min);
(iii)Jiyl degrease the workload in the vapor zone at least
30 BeeTseconds or until condensation ceasesT~
~.1Yl
tip out any pools of solv=ent:VOC on the cleaned
parts before removal~L
~(vi)
allow parts to dry within the degreaser for at
least 15 BeeTseconds or until visually dryTL
(vii)
assure that VOC leaks are immediately repaired or
the degreaser is shut down; and,
(viii) store waste VOC only in closed containers.
~
As a minimum operators shall not:
-fe+.lil do not degrease porous or absorbent materials, such
as cloth, leather, wood or rope;
-fB.)-jjjJ_
~w"or1Eloads should notal low workloads. to occupy
more than half of the degreaser's open top area;
~(iii)
neverspray above the vapor level;
(F)
assure solveat
lea]ts immediately repaired or the
degreaser is shut dmm,
~(iv)
do aot dispose of l.-aste solv:ent or transfer it to
aaother party ia sueh a manner thatallow greater than 20
percent of the VOC waste (by weight) ~to evaporate into
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the atmosphere.
Store 'wmste solvent only in closed
containerswhen disposing of the waste or transferring the
waste to another party;
~lYl allow
exhaust ventilation should notto exceed
~/min. per ~ (65 cfm per ft!-}-65 cfm/ft 2 (20 m3 /min/m2 ) of
degreaser open area,
unless necessary to meet OSHA
requirements. Ventilation fans should not be used near the
degrcascr opening, and,
iYil use ventilation fans near the degreaser opening; or,
~{vii)
allow water should notto be visually detectable
in eolvcntVOC exiting the water separator.
(3}
Compliance and recordkeeping. Compliance
~shall
be
determined in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all
test and maintenance records ~shall be retained by the source
for at least two years.
(c) Conveyorized degreasing unit reqairemeftts.
(1}
Operating requirements. No person shall opcrateAn owner or
operator of a convcyorized degreasing unit using VOC shall
ensure that unless the following requirements are met~~
(A}
mehaustExhaust
ventilation
shouldshall
not
exceed
~/min. per ~ (65 cfm per ft!-}-65 cfm/ft 2 (20 m3 /min/m2 ) of
degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
Wor)E place fans should not be used ncar the dcgrcascr opening,
J.ru._ Work place fans shall not be used near the dcgrcascr
opening .
..fB-1-lQ minimi!i!ic
carry outCarry-out
emissions
shall
be
minimized by:
(i}
racking parts for best drainage; and,
(ii} maintaining vertical conveyor speed at less than ~
m/min. (11 ft./min.) ,11 ft/min (3.4 m/min).
+e-t-JQl deEvaporation of waste VOC into the atmosphere shall
not dispose of ~w'astc solvent or transfer it to another party
in such a manner thatbc greater than 20 percent of the waste
(by weight} can evaporate into the atmosphere.
Store ~11astc
solvent VOC only in covered containcrs;whcn disposing of the
waste or transferring the waste to another party.
lgl Waste VOC shall be stored only in covered containers.
~lEl repair solvcntVOC leaks must be repaired immediately,
or shut do..m the degreaser~ must be shut down.
~lQl water shouldWater shall not be visibly detectable in
the solvcntVOC exiting the water separator; and,.
-tF+J1ll.. aA permanent conspicuous label ~11ill be attached to the
facility summarizing the operating requirements listed in
252:100-39-42(b} and 252:100-39-42(c}shall be attached to the
unit.
(2}
Control requirements. In addition to the requirements in
252:100-39-42(c} (1}, any unit that has an air/vapor interface of
more than ~ ·,Jill21. 5 ft 2 (2. o m2 ) shall be subject to the
following control requirements~~
(A} Major control devices.
The degreaser must be controlled
by either:
(i}
g refrigerated chiller1 L
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(ii} _g. carbon adsorption system, 'ldth that exhausts less
than 25 ppmv of VOC averaged over a complete adsorption
cycle and has ventilation equal to or greater than ~fm-Hr
per m! (59 efm/ft!i-50 cfm/ft 2 ( 15 m3 /min/m 2 } of air/vapor
area (when down-time covers are open} , and mchausting lees
than 25 ppm of solvent by volume averaged over a complete
adsorption eyele,L or~
(iii)
g_system demonstrated to have control efficiency
equivalent to or better than either of the above.
(B) Carryover prevention. Either a drying tunnel, or another
means such as rotating (tumbling) basket, sufficient to
prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solventVOC liquid or
vapor subject to space limitations must be installed.
(C) Safety switches. The following safety switches must be
installed and be operational7~
(i) Condenser flow switch and thermostat -that ~shuts off
sump heat if coolant is either not circulating or too
warm+-.
(ii) Spray safety switch -that ~shuts off spray pump or
conveyor if the vapor level drops excessively, e.g. more
than 19 em (4 in.))4 in (10 em).
(iii)
Vapor level control thermostat -that ~shuts off sump
heat when vapor level rises too high+-.
(D) Minimized openings. Entrances and exits
shouldshall
silhouette work loads so that the average clearance ~between
parts and the edge of the degreaser opening+- is either less
than 19 em (4 in.)4 in. (10 em) or less that 10 percent of the
width of the opening.
(E) Covers.
Down-time eovercovers must be placed over
entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately
after the conveyor and exhaust are shutdown and removed just
before they are started up.
·
(3)
Compliance and recordkeepinq. Compliance
~shall
be
determined in accordance with EPA document 450/2-77-022 and all~
All test and maintenance records ~shall p~ retained by the
source for at least ~wo years.
(d) Alternative control methods. As
an
alternative
to
the
requirements of 252:100-39-42 (a) through 252:100-39-42 (c), and
subject to EPA approval, an operator may request the approval by
the Division Director of other methods of control may be approved
by,
subj eet to ElP:A approval,
the ElJceeutive Direetor upon
application by a eouree, pro',rided, the.
The applicant eanmust
demonstrate that the proposed method will preelude no lese
~prevent at least 80 percent of the emissions from each source
from bei.ng emitted to the atmosphere, as determined by the
appropriate test methods selected from EPA Methods 1 through 4, 18,
25, 25A and 25B.
252:100-39-43. Graphic arts systems
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when. used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
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11
(1)
Flexographic printing" means the application of words,
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique in which the pattern to be applied is raised above the
printing roll and the image carrier is made of rubber or other
elastomeric materials.
11
(Z!)
Packaging rotogravure printing 11 means rotogravure printing
upon paper~ paper board, metal foil, plastic film, and other
substrates, "~•"hichthat are, in subsequent operations, formed into·
packaging products and labels for articles to be sold.
0
(3)
Publication rotogravure printing"
means
rotogravure
printing upon paper which is· subsequently formed into books,
magazines,
catalogues,
brochures,
directories,
newspaper
supplements, and other types of printed materials.
11
(4)
Roll printing 11 means the application of words, designs and
pictures to a substrate usually by means of a series of hard
rubber or steel rolls each with only partial coverage.
11
(5)
Rotogravure printing" means the application of works,
designs and pictures to a substrate by means of a roll printing
technique whichthat involves an intaglio or recessed image areas
in the form of cells.
(b)
Applicability.
(1)
This
Section: applies
to all
paeltaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flmcographie printing facilities
located in ~ulsa and mtlahoma counties.
(Z!)
This Section applies only to eftlypackaging rotogravure,
publication rotogravure, and flexographic printing facilities
whose potential emisoionemissions of organic solvent ioVOC are
equal to or more than 90 megagrams . (106 grams) per year (100
tons/yr.) 100 tons/yr (90 Mg/yr).
Potential emissions are
-t-eshall be calculated based on historical records of actual
consumption of aolventVOC and ink.
(c)
Provisions for specific processes.
(1) N&An owner or operator of a pacltaging rotogravure,
publication: rotogravure or fleuographie printing facility
subject to this Section and employing aolvon:twhich uses VOC
containing ink may operate, cause, allm>' or permit t.he operation
of the facility unleas:shall ensure that one of the following
conditions is met.
(A)
~The volatile fraction of ink, as it is applied to the
substrate, contains 25.0 percent by volume or less of organic
solventVOC and 75.0 percent by volume or more of water7~
(B)
~The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water,
contains 60.0 percent by volume or more Qf__nonvolatile
material, or,~
(C)
~The owner or operator installs and operates:
(i)
a carbon adsorption system r,>'hichthat reduces the
organic aolventVOC emissions from the capture system by at
least 90.0 percent by weight;
(ii) an incineration system r,.,.hichthat oxidizes at least
90.0 percent of the nonmethane volatile organic aolventVOC
measured as total combustible carbon to carbon dioxide and
water; or,
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(iii)
an alternative organic solventVOC emission reduction
system demonstrated to have at least 90.0 percent reduction
efficiency, measured across the control system, andwhich
has been approved by the :SJeecutiveDivision Director.
(2) A capture system must be used in conjunction with the
emission control systems in 252:100-39-43(c) (1) (C). The design
and operation of the capture system must be consistent with good
-engineering practice, and shall be required to provide for an
overall reduction in volatile organic com~oundVOC emissions of
at least:
(A)
75.0 percent where a publication rotogravure process is
employed;
(B)
65.0 percent where a packaging rotogravure process is
employed.; or,
(C)
60.0 percent where a flexographic printing process is
employed.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section ~shall
be accomplished by affected facilities 'A'ithin tli10. (2) years of
a~~ro·.;cal of this Subchapter by the Oldahoma Bnviroamental Quality
Boardby May 23, 1982.
(e) Testing. Test procedures to determine compliance with this
Subchapter must be consistent with EPA Reference Method 24 or ·
equivalent ASTM Methods.

~

-.

252:100-39-44. Manufacture of pneumatic rubber tires
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7~
(1)
"Automatic tread end cementing• means the application of a
sol·.;ceatVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by aut~mated
devices.
(2)
"Bead dipping• means the dipping of an assembled tire bead
into a eolventVOC based cement.
(3)
•Green tires• means assembled tires before molding and
curing have occurred.
.
..
(4)
"Green tire spraying" means the spraying of green tires,
both inside and outside, with release compounds whichthat help
remove air from the tire during molding and prevent the tire
from sticking to the mold after curing.
11
(5)
Manual tread end cementing 11 means the application of a
eolventVOC based cement to the tire tread ends by manufacturers.
11
-(-6-tPassenger type tire ••
means agricultural,
airplane,
industria1, mobile home, light and medium duty truck, and
passenger vehicle tires with a bead diameter up to but not
including 20.0 inches and cross section dimension up to 12.8
inches.
·
(7)
"Pneumatic rubber tire manufacture• means the production of
pneumatic ·rubber, passenger type tires on a mass production
basis.
(8)
"Undertread cementing"
means
the
application
of
a
oolventVOC based cement to the underside of a tire tread.
(9)
••water based sprays•• means release compounds, sprayed on
23

the inside and outside of green tires, in which solids, water
and emulsifiers have been substituted for organic solventsVOCs
These sprays may contain an average of up to five pe~t
organic solventVOC.
(b)
Applicability.
(1)
This Section applies to VOC emissions from the follmdng
operations iafrom all major source pneumatic rubber tire
manufacturing facilities located in Oklahoma County from:
{A)
undertread cementing;
(B)
automatic tread end cementing; and,
(C)
green tire spraying.
(2) The provisions of this Section do not apply to the
productionsproduction of ·specialty tires for antique or other
vehicles when produced on an irregular basis or with short·
production runs. This exemption applies only to tires produced
on equipment separate from normal production lines for passenger
type tires.
(3) Manual tread end cementing operations are exempt from the
provisions of this Section.
(c)
Pr~¥ieiena fer apeeifie preeeeaeaControl requirements.
(1) Undertread cementing or automatic tread end cementing. ne
owner or operator of an undertread cementing, or automatic tread
end cementing, operation subject to this Section shall7 install
and operate the following.
(A)
install and operate aA capture system, designed to
achieve maximum reasonable capture from all undertread
cementing, and automatic tread end cementing operations.
Maximum reasonable capture would require that hood enclosures
be designed ia such a manner to minimize open areas and
enclose as much of the emission source as practical while
maintaining a minimum in-draft velocity of 200 feet per
minuteft/min ( 61 m/min} except during times when the enclosure
must be opened to allow work inside or for the inspections of
·the product in progress. ·Maximum reasonable capture shall be
consistent with the follmdng documents: ..
(i)
Industrial Ventilation, A Manual of Recommended
Practices, 14th Edition, American Federation of Industrial
Hygienists7; and,
(ii) Recommended Industrial Ventilation guidelines, U.S.
Department of Health Education and Welfare, National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.
(B)
iastall and operate aA control device that meets the
requirements of one of the following7 systems.
(i) A carbon adsorption system designed and operated 4H-a
manner suchso that there is at least an initial 95. 0
percent removal of VOC by.weight from the gases ducted to
the control device with at least a 90 percent 3 year
removal average; or,~
(ii) Art incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent of the nonmethane volatile organic compounds
~VOCs (measured as total combustible carbon) which enter
the incinerator to carbon dioxide and water.
24
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(iii)
An alternative volatile orgaaie eompouadVOC emission
reduction system certified by the owner or operator to have
at least a 90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured
across the control system, and that has been approved by
the BxeeutiveDivision Director.
(2)
Green tire spraying.
The owner or operator of a green tire
spraying operation subject to this Section shall implement one
of the following means of reducing volatile orgaaie compouadVOC
emissions"'f"_._
(A)
substituteSubstitute water-based sprays for the normal
solveat basedVOC-based mold release compound; or, .
iastallinstall a capture system designed and operated 4ft
(B)
a maaaer that ~iillto capture and transfer at least 90. 0
percent of the VOC emitted by the green tire spraying
operation to a control device, and install and operate a
control device that meets the requirements of one of the
following"'f" systems.
(i) aA carbon adsorption system designed and operated 4ft
a maaaer such so that there is at least 95.0 percent
removal of VOC by weight from ·the gases ducted to the
control device; or,_._
(ii) aftAn incineration system that oxidizes at least 90.0
percent
of
the
noiiffiethaae
volatile
orgaaie
compouads (V:OCVOCs (measured as total combustible carbon) to
carbon dioxide and water, or,_._
·
(iii)
anAn alternative volatile orgaaic compoundVOC
emission reduction system approved by the Division Director
and certified by the owner or operator to have at least a
90. 0 percent reduction efficiency, measured across the
control system, that has beea approved by the Executive
Director.
(3)
Exemption.
If the total volatile orgaaic compoundVOC
emissions from all undertread cementing, tread-end cementing,
bead dipping, and green tire spraying operations at a pneumatic
rubber tire manufacturing facility do not exceed 57 grams per
tireg/tire, !252:100-39-44 (c) (1) and 252:100:...39-44 (c) (2) shall
not apply.
(4) An o~mer or operator of aa uadertread cemeatiag, tread cad
cemeatiag, bead dippiag or greea tire sprayiag operatioa subject
to this Sectioa may, iastead of implemeatiag measures required
by 252:100 39 44 (c) (1) aad 252.100 39 44 (c) (2), submit to the
Buecutive Director a petition for alteraati\."e controls.
'!'he
petitioa ffiUSt be submitted ia ~~ritiag before Septeffiber 15, 1981
aad fRUSt coataia:
(A)
the aame aad address of the compaay aad the aame aad
telephoae nuffiber of a respoasible compaay represeatative over
~ffiose sigaature the petitioa is submitted;
(B)
a descriptioa of all operatioas eoaducted at the locatioa
to 'ihich the petitioa applies aad . the purpose the volatile
orgaaic compouad emittiag equipmeat serves r,dthia the
operatioas,
(C)
refereace to the specific emissioa limits, operatioaal
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ana/or equipment controls for ·,.,rhich alternative emission
limits, operational and/or equipment controls are proposed,
~
(D)
a detailed description of the proposed alternative f.
emission limits, operational ana/or equipment controls, the
magnitude of volatile organic compound emission reduction
'ltfhich 'fvill be achieved, ana the quantity and composition of
volatile organic compounds 'fvhich \:ill be emitted if the
alternativ=e emission limits, operational and/or equipment
controls are instituted;
(E)
a schedule for the installation ana/or institution of the
alternative
operational
ana/or
equipffient
controls
in
conformance "Wvith the appropriate compliance schedule section;
iffiti,(F) . a demonstration that the alternative .control program
constitutes reasonably available control technolom· for the
petitionee facility.
The factors to be·~presented in this
demonstration include but are not limited to.
(i)
the capital eK:penaiture necessary to achieve the
petitionee lev=el of control;
(ii) the impact of these costs on the firm,
(iii)
the energy requirements of the petitioned le""vTel of
control,
(iv) the impact on the environment in terms o:E any increase
in air, 'fvater ana eolia vt'aste effluent discharge of the
petitionee level of control;
(v)
any adverse 'f'i0'!9ker or product safety implications of
the petitioned level of control, ana,
..-.,,,
(vi) an analysis for each of the factors in 252.1:00 39
44(c) (4) (F) (i) through 252.100 39 44(c) (4) (F) (v) for the
control
levels
specified in 252.100 39 44(c) (1:)
ana
252.100 39 44 (c) (2).
( 5)
The EJtecutiYe Director may approve a Petition for ·
Alternative Control if:
(A)
the petitioa is submitted ia accordance 'tdth 252 .100
39 44 (c) ;
(B)
the petition demonstrates
that the alternatiYe
controls represent reasonable available control technology,

er-r

(C)
the petition contaias · a compliance schedule fer
'I.. •
•
..:1
•
•
•
..:1
•
,
• ,
•
acnl:evl:ng
anu
mal:ntal:IH:ng
a re<:tUCtl:on
o:e.&: TJO±atl:±C
organl:C
compound emissions as eJEpeditiously as practicable, but no
later than the photochemical mddant attainmeat Elate.
(d)
Compliance schedule.
Compliance with this Section will be
accomplished by affected facilities on or before December 31, 1982.
(e)
Testing and monitoring.
(1)
Test procedures todetermine compliance with this Section
must be approved by the BK:ecutiveDivision . Director and be
consistent with:
(A)
EPA Guideline Series Document "Measurement of Volatile
Organic Compounds," EPA-450/2-78-041, and,..!..
(B)
Appendix A of "Control of Volatile Organic Emissions frorn
Existing Stationary Sources - Volume II: Surface coating of
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Cans, Coils, Paper, Fabrics, Automobiles, and Light-Duty
.Trucks," EPA-450/2-77-008.
(2)
The BxecutiveDivision Director may accept, instead of green
tire spray analysis, a certification by the manufacturer of the
composition of the green tire spray, if supported by actual
batch formulation records.
(3)
If add-on control equipment is used, continuous monitors 6€
the follmtin:§' parameters shall be· installed, periodically
calibrated, and operated at all times that the associated
control equipment is operating. These monitors shall measure:
(A)
exhaust gas temperaturestemperature of in:cin:eratorsan
incinerator;
(B)
temperature rise across a catalytic incinerator bed;
(C)
breakthrough of VOC on a carbon adsorption unit; and,
(D)
any other parameter for which a continuous monitoring or
recording device .liL_required by the BnecutiveDivision
Director.
252:100-39-45. Petroleum (solvent) dry cleaning
(a) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~ ·
(1)
•cartridge filters• means perforated canisters containing
filtration paper and/or activated carbon that are used in a
pressurized system to remove solid particles and fugitive dyes
from soil-laden petroleum solvent.
(2)
•containers and conveyors aftEiof petroleum solvent 11 means
piping, ductwork, pumps, storage tanks, and other ancillary
equipment that are associated with the installation and
operation of washers, dryers, filters, stills, and settling
tanks.
11
(3)
Dry cleaning 11 means a process of the cleaning of textiles
and fabric products in which articles are washed in a
non-aqueous solution (petroleum solvent) and then dried by
exposure to a heated air stream.
(4)
"Housekeeping•
means
those measures and precautions
necessary to minimize the release of petroleum solvent to the
atmosphere.
11
(5)
0perations parameters'' means the activities required to
insure that the equipment is operated in a manner to preclude
the loss of petroleum solvents to the atmosphere.
(6)
"Perceptible leaks" means any petroleum solvent vapor or
liquid leaks that are conspicuous from visual observation, such
as pools or droplets of liquid, or buckets or barrels of
petroleum solvent or petroleum solvent-laden waste standing open
to the atmosphere.
11
(7)
Petroleum solvent• means organic material produced by
petroleum distilla~ion comprising a hydrocarbon range of 8 to 12
carbon atoms per organic molecule that exists as a liquid under
standard conditions.
(b) Applicability. This Section applies to petroleum solvent
washers, drye~s, solvent filters, settling tanks, vacuum stills,
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and other containers and conveyors of petroleum solvent that are
used in petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in Tulsa County
only.
(c)
Previsions fer specific precessesOperatinq requirements.
(1)
The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any dry cleaning equipment using
petroleum solvents unless:
(A)
there are no perceptible liquid or vapor leaks from any
portion of the equipment;
(B)
all washer lint traps., button traps, access doors and
other parts of the equipment where petroleum solvent may be
exposed to the atmosphere are kept closed at all times except
when required for proper operation or maintenance;
(C)· ·the still residue is stored in sealed containers. Theand
the used filtering material is te be placed into a sealed
·container
sui table
for
use
with
petroleum
solvents,
immediately after removal from the filter and ee-disposed of
in the prescribed manner; or,
(D)
cartridge filters containing paper or carbon or a
combination thereof, which are used in the dry cleaning
process are te be drained in the filter housing for at least
24 hours prior to removal.
(2)
The owner or operator of a petroleum solvent dry cleaning
facility shall not operate any drying tumblers and cabinets that
use petroleum solvents unless tumblers and cabinets are operated
in such a manner as-to control petroleum solvent vapor leaks by
reducing the number of sources where petroleum solvent is
exposed to the atmosphere. Under no circumstances should there
be any open containers (can, buckets, barrels) of petroleum.
solvent or petroleum solvent-containing material.
Equipment
containing solvent (washers, dryers, extractors, and filters)
should remain closed at all times other than during maintenance
or load transfer. Lint filter and button trap covers should
remain closed except when petroleum solvent-ladell: lint and
debris are removed. Gaskets and seals shoulq be inspected and
replaced when found worn o~ defective. Selvent ladenPetroleum
solvent-laden clothes should never be allowed to ~remain
exposed to the atmosphere for longer periods than are necessary
for
load
transfers.
Finally,
vents
on
petroleum
solvent-containing waste and new petroleum solvent storage tanks
should be constructed and maintained in a manner that limits
petroleum solvent vapor emissions to the maximum possible
extent.
(3)
The owner or operator shall repair all petroleum solvent
vapor and liquid leaks within 3 working days after identifying
the sources of the leaks. If necessary repair parts are not on
hand, the owner or operator shall order these parts within 3
working days, and repair the leaks no later than 3 working days
following the arrival of the necessary parts.
(d) Disposal of filters.
Filters from the petroleum dry cleaning
facility shall be disposed of by:
· (1)
incineration at a facility approved by the fire marshall's
28
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office for such disposal;
(2)
by recycling through an approved vendor of this service;
or,
(3)
by any other method approved by the BJcecutiv=eDivision
Director.
(e)
~ompliance schedule.
Compliance with 252:100-39-45(c) (1)
through 252:100-39-45 (c) (·3), wi-±±-shall be accomplished by affected
facilities on or before October 1, 1986.
252:100-39-46. Coating of parts and products
(a) Applicability. This Section shall apply only to those
industries located in Tulsa County which manufacture and/or coat
metal parts and products. This Section is applicable to, such as
large farm machinery, small farm machinery, small appliances,
commercial_ machinery, industrial machinery and fabricated metal
products. Architectural coating, aerospace coating, and automobile
refinishing are not included.
(b)
Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise~~
(1)
"Air or forced air dry coatings" means coatings uhichthat
are dried by the use of air or forced warm air at temperatures
up to 194°F.
(2)
"Clear coat" means a coating .•.,.hichthat lacks color and
opacity or is transparent and uses the undercoat as a reflectant
base.
(3)
"Extreme performance coatings" mean coatings designed for
harsh exposure or extreme environmental conditions (i.e., (e.g.,
exposure to the weather, all of the time, temperature above
200°F, detergents, abrasive and scouring agents, solvents,
corrosive atmosphere or similar conditions) .
·
(4)
"Facility" means all emission sources located on . a
contiguous propertyproperties under common control which are
affected by the surfaGe coating provisions of eA€ - 252:100-37 and
252:100-39.
(5)
"Powder"· means a coating ~ihichthat is applied in a finely
divided (pouder) state by various methods, . and becomes a
continuous, solid film when the metal part or product is moved
to an oven for curing.
(6)
"Transfer efficiency" means the weight (or volume) of
coating solids adhering to the surface being coated divided by
the total weight (or volume) of coating solids delivered to the
applicator.
·
{c) Existing source requirement. No owner or operator subject to
the prmtisions of this Section shall discharge or cause the
discharge into the atmosphere from an existing coating line or
individual coating operation any organic solv=entVOC in excess of
the amounts listed in 252:100-39-46{d) as calculated by EPA method
24, 40 CFR Part 60.
{d)
Standards.
The following table enumerates the limitations for
surface coatings in pounds of solv=entVOC per gallon of coating as
applied (less 'imter/mtempt solvent) . {water and exempt compounds) .
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If more than one limit listed in the table is applicable to a
specific coating, then the least stringent limitation shall be --...,
applied.
Coating type

Limitations
lbslgal
kglliterl

Air or Forced Air Dry
Clear Cocit
Extreme Performanc.e
Powder
Other

3.5
4.3
3.5
0.4
3.0

~0.42

.......5-2-0.52
~0.42

........e-&0.05
......-3-6-0.36

(e)
Emission factor. For the purposes of calculating an emission
·factor (EF) in pounds ¥9SVOC per gallon of coating solids for use
in the development of a plant-wide emission plan as described in
252:100-39-46(j) (1), the following formula will be utilized:
EF
where:

v

=
D =
w =
s =

=v

D

I

1-(V+W) =

v DIs

volume fraction of solventVOC in coating7~
density of solventVOC in the coating7~
volume fraction of water in coating, and~
1-(V+W) =volume fraction of solids in coating.

(f)
Emissien limitCompliance.
If more than one emission limit as
listed in 252 .100 39 46 (d) is applicable to a specific coating,
then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
Compliance with the coating limits listed in 252:100-39-46 (d) is to
be calculated on a daily weighted average basis.
(g)
SelveE:t eentaining:VOC-containing materials.
Solvent containingVOC-containing materials used for clean up shall
be considered in the emissionsVOC content limits listed in 252:10039-46(d) unless:
(1)
the solventVOC containing materials are maintained in a
closed container when not in use;
(2)
closed containers are used for the disposal of cloth or
paper or other materials used for surface preparation and
cleanup;
(3)
the spray equipment is . disassembled and cleaned in a
oolventVOC vat and the vat is closed when not in use; or,
(4)
the oolventVOC containing materials used for the clean up
of spray equipment are sprayed directly into closed containers.
(h)
Exemptions. Exemptions to this Section shall be permitted for
coffibined emissions at one .site/facility, 'lihich do not mcceed a 10
tons/year emissions cuteff based on the faeility'sFacilities with
g_ potential to emit VGS10 tons/year or less of VOC from coating
operations. are exempt from this Section.
Once this limit is
exceeded, the oourcefacility will always. be subject to the limits
e£-this Section.
·
(i) Alternate standard. BmissionsCoatings with VOC contents in
excess
of
those
permittedallowed
by
252:100-39-46(d}
are
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be used if both of the following conditions are met7.
(1}
e'fftiSsions that \wTOUld result in the abseace of COntrol
Emissions are reduced to levels equivalent to those per'fftitted by
that would occur if the VOC content of the coatings met the
limits contained in 252:100-39-46(d} and ~there is an overall
control efficiency of at least:
(A}
85 percent, by incineration-er,~
(B)
85 percent, by absorption1.. or aey other equip'fftent of
equi"•'"aleat reliability and effectivefl:ess, aad,
lQl 85 percent by any other equipment of equivalent
reliability and effectiveness.
(2} HeNo air pollution, as defined by the Clean Air Act,
results.
(j} Emission plan •
.ill Development of a plant-wide emission plan.
A
n
m.'B:er/operatorowner or operator may develop a plant-wide
emission plan consistent with EPA's Emission Trading Policy as
published in the December 4, 1986 Federal Register instead of
having each coating line comply with the e'fftissioaVOC content
limitations prescribedcontained in subsectioa (d) of this
Sectioa, prov·ided. 252:100-39-46 (d), if the following conditions
are met.
+.1+l& The owner . or operator demonstrates, by means of
approved material balaace or 'fftaaual e'fftissioa test metaods, by
the methods prescribed in 252:100-5-2.1(d} that sufficient
reductions in organic solveat VOC emissions may be obtained by
controlling other facilitiessources within the plant to the
extent necessary to compensate for all excess emissions which
result from one or more coating lines not achieving the
prescribed limitation.
Such demonstration shall be made
described in writing and shall include:
-{A}-lil. a complete description of the coating line or lines
··ihich uillthat can not comply with the emissioaVOC content
limitation in 252:100-39-46(d);
~(ii)
qtianti.fication of emissions, .:Ln terms of pounds
per day'of organic solveatsVOCs, which are in excess of the
prescribed e'fftissionVOC content limitation for each coating
line described in 252.100 39 46 (d) 252:100-39-46 (j) (A) (i);
+e}(iii)
a complete description of each facility aad tae
related control system, if aay, for those facilities within
tae plaat \w'herehow emissions will be decreased at specific
sources to compensate for excess emissions from each
coating line described in 252:100 39 46(d)252:100-3946(j) (A) (i) and the date on which such reduction will be
achieved;
-ft»-.ilYl
a transfer efficiency based on a 60 percent
baseline with ·emissions expressed in pounds of VOC per
gallon of solids when transfer efficiency is used to
compensate for excess emissions from spray painting
operations, the traasfer efficieacy shall be based oa a 60
perceat baseliae, \dth emissioas mepressed ia pouads of
solvent per galloa of solids. Credits for improvemeats ia
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transfer efficiency shall be demonstrated \•'ith in plant
testing ~.·hich complies with approved BP~T>.. methods ·.1..
1Yl a demonstration of credits for improvements in '
transfer efficiency with in plant testing that complies
with EPA methods.
~lYil
quantification of emissions, in terms of pounds
per day of organic solventsVOCs, for each source both
before and after the improvement or installation of any
applicable control system, or any physical or operational
changes to such a facility or facilities to reduce
emissions and the date on which such reductions will be
achieved; and,
~(vii)
a description of the procedures and methods used
to determine the emissions of organic solventsVOCs.
~~ The
plant-wide emission reduction plan does not
. include decreases in emissions resulting from requirements of
·other applicable air pollution rules. The plant-wide emission
.reduction plan as described in the Emissions Trading Policy
may include voluntary decreases in emissions accomplished
through installation or improvement of a control system or
through physical or operational changes to facilitiesemission
units, including permanently reduced production or closing a
facility, located on the premises of a surface-coating
operation.
-f-3+J2.l Compliance with a plant-wide emission plan. T
h
e
implementation of a plant-wide emission reduction plan instead
of
compliance with the
emisoionsVOC content
limitation
prescribed in 252:100-39-46(d) has been expressly approved by
the Executive Director and the EPA Administrator. Upon approval
of a plan, any emissions in excess of those established for each
facility under the plan shall be a violation of these rules.
(k) Compliance, testing, and monitoring requirements.
(1) The
ExecutiveDivision
Director
may
require
~
mmer/operatorat the expense of the owner or operator a
demonstration. of a ool:lrce to demonstrate .. at his eJepense,
compliance with the emission limits using EPA Methods 24, 24A,
1-4, 25, 25A, 25B in 40 CFR 60.444 or EPA Document 450/3-84-019.
At. a minimum, such test must show that the overall capture
efficiency and destruction efficiency are equal to 85 percent,
le.g., 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiencyl.
The one hour bake option in Method 24 is required when doing
compliance testing.~
(2) Testing for plant-wide emission plans shall be conducted ey
the O'wffier/operator at his ClEpenoeat the expense of the owner or
operator to demonstrate compliance with the emisoionVOC content
limits contained in 252:100-39-46(d).
·
(3) Monitoring shall be required of any mmer/operatorowner or
operator subject to this Section who uses add-on control
equipment for compliance. Such monitoring shall include7
(A)
installation and maintenance of monitors to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
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control devices to ensure the proper functioning of those
devices in accordance with design specifications, including:
~lAl the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
any catalyst bed;
~~
the total amount of volatile orgaaic substaacesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other solveatVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
(iii) 1..Ql. the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of volatile orgaaic substaace emissions during such
activities;
(B)
maiateaaace of records of any testiag coaducted at aa
affected facility ia accordaace with the provisioas specified
ia 252 .100 39 46 (]E) (3) (A) (i) , aad,
(C)
maiateaance of all records at the affected facility for
at least t~m years aad malEe such records available to
representative.of the State or local air .pollution control
agency upon request.
(1)
Reporting and recordkeeping. Th:e O"<ffier/operator of a facility
subject to this Section shall submit to the E*ecutive Director upon
~tritten
request, reports detailing specific ..JOS sources, the
quantity of coatings used for a specific time period, \~S content
of each coating, capture and control efficieacies, and any other
information pertinent to the calculatioa of VOS emissions.
The
data necessary to supply the requested information shall be
retaiaed by the owner/operator for a miaimum of t~.·o years .
ill. The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written reqyest
reports detailing specific VOC sources; the quantity of coatings
used for a specific time period, VOC content of each coating;
capture and control efficiencies; and any other information
pertinent to the calculation of VOC emissions.
The data
necessary to supply the requested information shall be retained
by the owner or operator for a minimum of two years.
~
The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall maintain records of any testing conducted at an affected
facility in accordance with the provisions specified in 252:10039-46{k), as well as all other records, for at least two years.
These records shall be available to representatives of the DEO
upon reauest.
(m)
Compliance date. The date of compliance with the requirements
of this Section "<fill beis December 31, 1990.
of
wavoc emissions from aerospace
industries coatings operations
(a) Applicability.
{1)
This Section applies to all aerospace facilities located in
Tulsa County.
Sources once subject to this Section are always
subject.
(2)
This Section does not apply to individual coating
formulations ....· hichthat, when aggregated, do not exceed fifty

252:100-39-47. Control
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five (55) gallons per ycarSS gal/yr for the facility.
(3) !imi and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in. OAC 252:100 7 and 'dll be submitted to EPA as source
specific SIP revision, unless:
(A)
the neu coatings meet the presumption norm (3. 5 pound vos
per gallon less 'ilmter and cJccmpt solvents limit); or,
(B)
the total usage of the ner.i coating does not meceed fifty
five (55) gallons per year of each coating formulation .
.f4+.ill BJEemptions to this Section shall se permitted for
combined emissions at o:ae site/facility 'ilihich do not eJeceed a
ten ton per year emission cut off based on theFacilitics with a
potential of the facility to emit ¥9810 tons/year or less of VOC
from coatings operations arc exempt from this Section.
(b) Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise7
11
(1)
Aerospace•• means the i:t;1dustries, air bases and depots t~at
design and manufacture, rework, or repair aircraft or military
equipment
components
for
either commercial
or military
customers.
11 Aircraft 11 means any machine designed to travel through the
(2)
earth's atmosphere. This group includes but is not limited t~
airplanes, balloons, dirigibles, drones, helicopters, missiles,
and rockets.
11
(3)
Alternate .
reaeenablereasonablv
available
control
.technology (ARACT) • means the lowest emission limit that a
particular source is capable of meeting by the application of
control technology that is reasonably available considering
technological and economic feasibility· as determined on a case-.
by-case basis.
11
(4)
Coatingn means a material which covers a surface which
alters the surface- characteristics and from which Volatile
Organic SolventsVOCs can be emitted during the application
and/or curing process.
11 CTG 11
(5)
means the Control Techniques Guidance Document
"Control of Volatile Organic Emissions From Existing Stationary
Sources, Volume VI: Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts
and Products," EPA No. 450/2-78-015.
11 Facility 11
(6)
means all of the pollutant-emitting activities
·...' hichthat belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on
one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the
control of the same person or persons under common control.
(7)
"Low erg=aeie selventVOC coating (LOSC) (LVOCC) n means .2,.
coating 'il~hich centainthat contains less orga:aic solventVOC than
the conventional coatings used by the industry.
Low organic
solventVOC
coatings
include
waterborne,
higher · solids,
electrodeposition~ and powder coatings.
11
(8)
ReaeeRableReasonably available control technology (RACT) 11
means the lmiCst emission limit that a particular source is
capable of meeting by the application of control technology that
is reasonably available considering technological and economic
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feasibility and the need to impose such controls to attain and
maintain a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.
(c) General requirements. All affected facilities sfiall develop
aa emissioas reductioa plaa as set ferth ia 252.100 39 47(d). Said
plaa, upea approval, shall eeastitute tfie determiaatiea ef k~~C~
for tfiat particular facility.
kn-~c~
must 19e iastalled aad
eperatia~ as approved ia the plaa ae later thaa Jaauary 1, 1991 fer
eJcistia~ facilities, ualess additioaal pfiased eempliaaee dates are
otfier.tise apprm1ed ia the plaa.
Provided, fio,.tever, tfiat ia the
ease that ~ulsa Couaty is still aeaattaiameat for e21oae ,,.ithia five
(5) years ef approval of AR~C~, tfie Bmissiea Reduetieas Plaa aad
tfie AR."..C~
determiaatiea shall 19e
subj eet
to
revie·.t aad
medifieatioa.
l1l All affected facilities shall develop an emissions
reduction plan as set forth in 252:100-39-47 Cdh
This plan.
upon approval, shall constitute ARACT for that particular
facility.
.
i l l ARACT must be installed and operating as provided in the
approved plan no later than January 1, 1991 for existing
facilities. unless additional phased compliance dates are
approved in the plan.
i l l New and modified sources and coating applications not
included in the plan are subject to the permit requirements set
forth in 252:100-7. or 252:100-8, and will be submitted to EPA as
source-specific SIP revisions, unless one of the following
applies.
1Al The new coatings meet the presumptive norm of 3.5 pounds
of VOC per gallon less water and exempt compounds.
~
The total usage· of the new coating does not exceed 55
gal/yr of each coating formulation.
(d) Emissions reduction plan.
(1) · Plan development.
Baefi o'mer/eperater shall develop aa
emissieas reduetioa plaa fer all affected facilities. Each plan
shall include tfie fellmda~ :
(A)
a detailed, reasoaed aad enhaustb1e revimt of:
(i)
each source ef emissieas ..,itfiia the facility aad
(ii) (2) tfie eatire plaat eelleetively;
1Al a detailed, reasoned and exhaustive review of each source
of emissions within the facility and the entire plant
collectively;
(B)
identification and quantification of emissions, in terms
of pounds per day, of all or~aaie solveatsVOC both before and
after the application of ARACT;
(C)
a detailed, innovative engineering effort directed toward
finding alternative air management schemes that can be
incorporated in order to abate emissions at costs which are
reasonable;
(D) a consideration of the level of control that is
achievable using available alternative coatings, to include
LVOCC for every application, lm.· or~aaic solveat eoatia~s
(LOSC) ;
(B)
a eoasideratioa of the level ef eoatrol aehieval9le usiag
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avai±able add
inc±ude, at a
infeasibility
(i)
carbon
I " " \

\~~~

"

"

on control devices.
This demonstration shall
minimum, a demonstration of the feasibility/
of the fo±±owing control options.
absorption;
•

l.t:,

•

~nc1nerat~onrrzar~ng,

(iii)
(iv) a

condensation; and
combination
of
25~:100 39 47(d) (1) (E) (i)
and
252 .100 39 47 (d) (1) (B) (ii) .
lEl a demonstration of the level of control achievable using
available add-on control deyices which shall include, at a
minimum, the feasibility/infeasibility of·carbon adsorption,
incineration/flaring, condensation, and a combination of
carbon adsorption and incineration/flaring;
(F)
a consideration of facility redesign, including the
_fo±lmdng:
(i)
recirculation,
(ii) reduced air :Elmm;
(iii)
consolidation of spray operations, and,
(iv) installation of coffifftOn centro± devices for t'ilm or more
separate coatings operations.
JEl a
consideration
of
facility
redesign,
including
recirculation, reduced air flows, consolidation of spray
operations, and installation of common control devices for two
or more separate coating operations;
(C)
a consideration o:E alternative applications, to improve
transfer e:Eficiency, including.
(i) high volume lmi pressure spray equipment;
{ii) heated spray guns, and,
(iii)
electrostatic spray equipment/pm:der coatings.
JQl a consideration of alternative applications, to improve
transfer efficiency, including high-volume-low-pressure spray
equipment,
heated spray guns,
and electrostatic spray
eaui·pment/powder coatings;
(H)
an explanation why each source is not a typical coating
source covered by the CTG as defined in 25.2.:100-39-47 (b);
(I)
a co'st/benefit ana1y~is for all control technology
.considered; and,
.(J)
a detailed compliance ·schedule .,,·hichthat includes the
emission limit and/or control techniques for each emission
.source.
This schedule, which together with other relevant
considerations, shall be set forth in a separate section of
the plan ...m ichthat summarizes and outlines ARACT for the
referenced facility.
(2) Submission of emission reduction plans. Upon
completion,
~Three copies of the emissions reduction plan shall be
submitted in triplicate to the Air Quality Division and one
shall be submitted to EPA, Region VI.
The preparer shall also
submit a copy o:E the plan to Region VI Environmental Protection
Agency (BPA), Region VI.
(3) Action on plan.
Within 30 days of submittal, or of € f le
effective date of this SectionMay 25, 1990, whichever is later,
the Air Quality Division shall, considering any comments
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submitted by EPAL either approve, modify or disapprove the plan.
(4)
Public hearing.
The Division shall, at the first meeting
of the Air Quality Council following the approval, modification,
or disapproval of the plan, present at public hearing, the
staff's findings and ARACT determination. Upon consideration of
comments
and
recommendations
from
the
Council,
the
mmer/operator of the affeeted faeility, the publie and EPA, the
,·Department shall, within ten (19) days after the public hearing,
issue a final ~~CT approval.
Final approval shall eonstitute
AR"J:CT for the affeeted faeility.
The mmer/operator shall be
responsible for installation and operational provisions of the
apprm,ed ARACT, ineluding any specifie provisions set forth
therein. .Any violation of the plan or of its provisions shall
constitute a violation of this Seetion .
..i2l_ Final approval.
Upon
consideration
of
comments
and
recommendations from the Council. the owner or operator of the
affected facility, the public, and EPA. the DEO shall. within
ten (10) days after the public hearing, issue a final ARACT
approval.
Final approval shall constitute ARACT for the
affected facility.
~
Compliance. The owner or operator shall be responsible for
installation and operational provisions of the·approved ARACT.
AnY violation of the plan or of its provisions shall constitute
a violation of this Section.
-f-5+..i:z.l Submission of SIP revision.
Upon
approval
by
the
Depar.tmentDEO, the ARACT determination shall be submitted to EPA
as a SIP revision.
(e)
Reporting and recordkeeping.
(1) . Recordkeeping requirements.
The mmer/operatorowner or
operator shall maintain the follor.dng:
(A)
a material safety data sheet which documents the volatile
organie solventVOC content, composition, solids content,
solventVOC density and other relevant information regarding
each coating and solventVOC available for use in the affected
surface
coating
processes
information.
detailing
the
operational parameters of the eoating proeess suffieient to
determine continuous eomplianee ~iith the applieable control
limits.
Information as to the amounts of eaeh type eoating
used and the amounts of solvents used for dilution in each
coating type shall be maintained for eaeh eoating operation.
Daily usage reeorde uill be Jeept for all qoatings used that do
not eomply with the applieable control limits speeified in the

p±an;
~

information detailing the operational parameters of the
coating process sufficient· to determine continuous compliance
with the applicable control limits;
~
information as to the amounts of each type coating used
and the amounts of VOC used for dilution in each coating type
for each coating operation;
lQl daily usage records for all coatings used that do not
comply with the applicable control limits specified in the
plan; and.
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:+&t-iEl records shall be maintained of any monitoring and
testing conducted at an affected facility in ·accordance with
the provisions specified in 252:100-39-47(f),~
~ill Method of calculating VOC content in coatings.
records
Records required by 252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (A) a:ad 2SiL100 39
47 (e) (1) (B) through 252:100-39-47 (e) (1} (E) detailing lle&VOC in
pounds per gallon of coating (less water and exempt compounds)
shall be calculated as follows:
lle&VOC in lbs/gal of coating
where:

= w..·

Wx ~cWv-Ww-Wx

I ¥m1.-Vw-Vx

Wv = weight of all volatiles 7 1..
Ww = weight of water7 1..
Wx = weight of exempt solYeat,comgoundsi
:s.rm
1 (o:ae)
Vw = volume fraction of water,; and,
Vx = volume fraction of exempt so±YeHECOmQOUOdS.

-

1

~ill

Maintenance of records. recordsRecords
required
by
252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (A)
and
252.100 39 47 (e) (1) (B) through
252:100-39-47 (e) (1} (E) shall be maintained for ·at least two
years and shall be made available upon ''ritEe:a request by
representatives of the Air Qua±ity Divisio:a 1 U.S. E:a¥iro:ame:atal
Protectio:a Age:acy or the 'Pulsa·city Cou:aty Health Departme:atAOD
or EPA.
-fi»-..iil.. Alternative recordkeeping provision. Alternatively to
252:100-39-47(e)(1) through 252:100-39-47(e)(3), an equivalent
recordkeeping provision tihichthat satisfies the substantive
requirements of 252:100-39-47 (e) (1) through 252:10-39-47 (e) (3)
may be approved under the plan.
(f)
Testing and monitoring.·
(1) Testing. Bach m..ner/operatorThe Division may require
testing at ·the exgense of the owner or operatorshall i upo:a a
deEel?ifti:aaEio:a by the Air QualiEy Division that testing is
required to establish emissiGn from any particular source or
sources 1 conduct .such tests at his mffi mepe:ase.
Test methods
may include 1-4, 18, 24, 24A, 25A, 25B found in the Appendix A
of 40 CFR Part 60; including the procedures found at 40 CFR
60.444.
(2) Monitoring. Monitoring
shall
be
required
of
any
O'•mer/operator oubj eat to Ehio oectio:aowner or operator who uses
add-on control equipment for compliance. Such monitoring shall
in:clude:accurately measure and record operational parameters of
all required control devices to ensure the proper functioning of
those devices
in accordance with design specifications,
including:
.
(A)
i:astallatio:a a:ad maintenance of moaiters to accurately
measure and record operational parameters of all required
eo:atrol devices to· e:asure the proper functio:aing of these
devices in accordance '"ith design speeifieatieas, including:
~JAl the exhaust temperature of direct flame incinerators
and/or gas temperature immediately upstream and downstream of
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any catalyst bed;
~~
the total amount of volatile organic substancesVOCs
recovered by carbon adsorption or other solventVOC recovery
system during a calendar month; and,
(iii) J.£l. the dates and reasons for any maintenance and repair
of the required control devices and the estimated quantity and
duration of yolatile organic substanceVOC emissions during
such activities.
(B) maintenance of records of any testing conducted at an
affected facility in accordance with the ~revisions s~ecified
in 252.100 39 47 (f) (2) (A) (i), and,
(C)
maintenance of all records at the affected facility for
at least t'•'O years and malce such records available to
re~resentatives of the State or local air ~ollution control
agencies upon request. (252:100-39-47 Effective May 25, 1990)
252:100-39-48. Vapor recovery systems

[AMENDED AND RENUMBERED TO

252:100~39-41(e)]

· (a) · Appliea:Bilit.y, This Section a~~lies only in Tulsa County.
(b)
St.e:rage ef '7-elat.ile e:rgaB:ie eempel:lBEis
499 49,999 gallefts
(9a5 953 hels),
(1)
No ~croon shall store or ~er'fftit the storage of gasoline or
other \."olatile organic eom~ounds in any stationary storage
container ~;ith a nominal ea~acity greater than 400 gallons (9.5
bbls} and loris than 40,000 gallons (952.4 bbls} unless such
container is C(ftli~~ed ·.fith a submerged fill ~i~e or is bottom
filled. No ~croon shall store or ~ermit the storage of gasoline
or other volatile organic eom~ounds in any stationary storage
container 'iith a nominal ca~aeity greater than 2, 0 0 0 gallons
(47.5 bbls} and less than 49,000 gallons (952.4 bbls) unless
such container is equi~~ed ·.iith a va~or control system that has
an efficiency of no less than 90 ~ercent by \iCight of the
volatile organic com~ounds contained in the dis~laeed va~ors and
is equi~~ed with a ~ressure relief valve in the atmos~heric vent
system 'ihich maintains a ~ressure of 16 ounc.os ~er square inch
and 1/2 ounce ~er square inch vacuU'fft.
(2} The v~or recovery system shall include one or more of the
follouing:
(A} a va~or tight return line from the storage container to
the delivery v·essel and a system that 'fill ensure taat tae
v~or return line is connected before gasoline or volatile
organic compounds ean be transferred into the container (i.e. ,
~o~~eted connectors from th:e storage container to tae delivery
vessel.),
.
(B)
a float vent valve assembly H\Ust' be installed in the
va~or return/'.rent
line on nmi and existing dual ~oint
installations, ho,iCver, for eoaJEial installations on e1eisting
stations, a vent sleeve extending siJc incaes belm.· tae to~ of
tae tanlE ·.fill be allowed. Sleeves may be equi~~ed ~dta a 1/16
inca air bleed aole;
.
the cross sectional area of the va~or recovery line H\USt
(C)
be at least aalf of the erose sectional area of the liquid
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delivery line
(D)
instead ' 2or,
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-fF)
Delivery vessels may be inspected by reprcseneaeives of
the appropriaee health agency in order to determine their
staee of repair.
Such a test may consist of a visual
.
. vapors not to meceed 5000 ppm.
1nspece1on,
a vapor test: \i1th
Failure of a vapor test ··fill require the mmer/operator to
effect th:e necessary repairs \dthin 10 days.
Unless
cereificaeion is made eo th:e appropriate health agency \iithin
5 days the vessel \lill be removed from service by the mmer/
operator. Failure to certify that: th:e cited repairs have been
effected '<dll subj ece ehe vessel eo sanceions.
Upon
certification of repairs the "ressel \•·ill be alloued eo operate
in a normal manner.
(2)
Testiftg requiremeftts.
(A)
Pressure test.
(i) Delivery vessels, delivering' or receiving gasoline
must be tested one time per year for vapor tightness. The
vapor tightness test must be consistent: .·.dth AppendiJE "A 11
EPA Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volaeile ·organic
Compound Leaks from Gasoline Tanh: 'Pruclts and Vapor
Collection. Systemsn, EPA 450/2 78 051.
'Pests shall be
performed by the ouner or a reputable transport service
company. Test methods used to test these vessels by O'<ffiers
or testing companies must be approved for use by the
EJeecutive Director.
(ii) The vessel uill be considered to pass th:e test
prescribed in 252:100 39 48(d) {2) (A) (i) \~en the test
results shmi that the vessel and its vapor collection
systems do not sustain a pressure change of more than 3
inches of IlzO in addition there sh:all be· no avoidable
visible liquid lealm.
(B)
Vapor test. Testing of the tank truch:s for compliance
with vapor tigh:tness requirements as required under 252:100
39 41 (d) (1) (F) must be consistent \dth Appendix "B" EPA
Guideline Series Document, "Control of Volatile Organic
Compound Lealm from Gasoline Tanh: 'Prudes and vapor Colleceion
Systems", 'EPA 405/2 78 051, as modified for this purpose and
contained in 252.100 43 15. The requirements of 252.100 39 48
·~dll become effective December 15, 1988.
~·

252:100-39-49. Manufacturing of fiberglass reinforced plastic
products
(a) Gefteral pro"risiofts. Within 12 months after promulgation of
this Section all affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOS
from fiberglass manufaceuring to ehose liseed in 252.100 39
49 car (1)
Or have an approved plan for the reduceien Of SUCh
emissions.
The plan muse be submitted eo ehe B;,eecutive Director
'<iithin 6 monehs after promulgaeion of this Section, and shall
detail those emissions \17hich uill be conerolled, the means by \.1lich
control .,.,.ill be achieved and uill demonstraee ehae compliance \dll
be achieved ·.dthin E'<o'O years from ehe daee of promulgation of this
Section. The approval auehority fer such plans sh:all reside \deh
ehe Air Qualiey Council. }'~11 approved plans shall be submiteed as
1
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SIP revisions.
(1) Compliance ·.;ith 252.100 39 49 (a) shall be accomplished by
use of control equipment '•ihich can demonstrate an 85 percent
reduction in the "~.':OS released from each process gao stream, e.g.
90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95 percent
destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system efficiency.
(2) Elfemptiono to the limits listed in 252.100 39 49(a) (1) may
ae allmmd for any process gao stream which does not eJeceed six
tons per year actual emissions based oft 6240 hours per year.
IIm.·ever, once this limit io meceeded, controls must ae put in
place aftd maintaiaed at any operating level.
(19) Demeasb:rabion ef eempliaaee, The Elfeeutive Director may
require the mmer/operator of a source to demonstrate at his
expeftse, compliance ~iith the preoeriaed emiooiono limits.
The
testing shall ae accomplished using the appropriate EPA test method
or methods, these include methods 1 4, 18 25, 25A, 25B and 40 CFR
60.444.
Initial compliance t:esting shall ae accomplished ~iithin
180 days of t:he applieaale compliance date.
(e) Testing, Testing for the alternate emiooiono plan shall ae
eondubted ay the· mmer/operator at his eJepense and shall
demonstrat:e eomplia:aee ~iith the emission limits contained i:B: the
appro"Jed plan.
(d) Reee:rdlteepiag. The mmer/operator of a facility suajeet to
this Section shall suamit to the EJeeeutive Director upon written
request reports detailing specific VOS ooureeo, the quant:ity of
sol¥efits used during specific months, a description of the solvent
used, control equipment effieiefteieo, equipment dountime and any
other informatica pertinent to the calculation of vas emissions
from the faeilit:y. The o~iner/operator must aloe maintain records
which det:ail t:he mainteaanee performed Oft all control equipment ao
·well as a record of the dmmtime ~iith the reason for each
oeeurreftee. Such records shall ae maintained ay the source for a
miftimum ef two years. (252.100 39 49, Effeet:i¥e Fearuary 12, 1990)
lgl Applicability.
l1l This Section applies to any process gas stream with actual
VOC emissions that exceed six tons per year based on 6,240 hours
of operation per year.
~
Once the limit in 242:100-39-49(a) (1} is exceeded, the
controls reauired in 252:100-39-49(b) must be put in place and
maintained and used at any operating level.
lQl Standards.
Affected facilities shall limit emissions of VOC
from fiberglass manufacturing by use of control equipment which can
demonstrate an 85 percent·reduction in the VOC released from each
process stream (e.g. 90 percent capture efficiency multiplied by 95
percent destruction efficiency equals 85.5 percent system
efficiency) .
l£l Compliance. All affected facilities must comply with one of
the following.
l1l Meet the requirements of 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13,
1991.
~
Have an approved plan for the reduction of VOC emissions as
reguired by 252:100-39-49(b) by February 13, 1991.
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The plan shall be submitted by August 13, 1990, and
shall:
l i l detail those emissions which will be controlled;
l.ill detail the means by which control will be achieved; ·
and,
{iii)
demonstrate that compliance will be achieved by
February 13, 1992.
J.!!L The Air Quality Council shall have approval authority for
the plans.
lQl All approved plans shall be submitted to the EPA as SIP
revisions.
lQl Demonstration of compliance.
ill The Division Director may require at the expense of the
owner or operator a demonstration of compliance with the
requirements of 252:100-39-49(b).
J2l The testing shall be accomplished using the appropriate EPA
test method or methods. These include methods 1-4, 18-25. 25A,
25B and 40 CFR 60.444.
lJl Initial compliance testing shall be accomplished within 180
days of the applicable compliance date.
i l l Testing for the emissions plan described in 252:100-3949 (c) (2) shall be conducted at the expense of the owner or
operator at his expense and shall demonstrate compliance with
the emission limits contained in the approved plan.
~
Recordkeeping.
ill The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section
shall submit to the Division Director upon written regyest,.
reports that include:
JAl. details of ·specific VOC sources;
..llil the quantity o.f VOC used during specific months;
~
a description of the VOC used;
lQl control equipment efficiencies;
J..El details of maintenance performed on all control
equipment;
lfl equipment downtime; and,
J..Ql. any o'ther information pertinent to the calculation of VOC
emissions from the facility.
J2l The records required in 252:100-39-49(e) (1) shall be
maintained by the source for at least two years.
[252:100-39049, Effective February 12, 1990]
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 39. EMISSION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
IN NONATTAINMENT AREAS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed revisions to 252:100-39, Emission
of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas, include the following
non-substantive changes:
1) simplification and clarification of
language, 2) correction of typographical ,errors, 3) removal of
redundant language, and 4) reformatting. The. proposed revisions
also
include the following substantive changes:
1)
the
redefinition of the term "volatile organic compound (VOC) 11 and the
substitution of this term for 11 organic materials", "organic
solvents", "volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and in some instances
"hydrocarbons"; 2) . the correction of the placement of "prior to
lease custody tJ:;"ansfer'' in 252:100-39-30 (b); 3) the addition of
252:100-39~30(b) (3) and (4), exempting storage vessels subject to
the equipment standards in 40 CFR 60 Subparts Ka or Kb and/or the
equipment standards in 40 CFR 63 Subparts CC or G from the
requirements of 252:100-39-30; 4) the addition of a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of
10,000 gallons for-determining applicability of 252:100-39-41(c);
and 5) the clarification of the definition of "aerospace" in
252:100-39-47(b) (1}, adding the words "rework or repair''.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL ROLES:

-

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
COMMENT: A letter from Dow Corning supports the proposed revisions
to the definition of VOC that will exempt methylated siloxanes from
being considered a VOC.
EPA has determined that m~thylated
siloxanes have negligible photochemical reactivity.
This allows
the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for vocs in
manufacturing operations ..
COMMENT: A letter written on behalf of Eastman Chemical Company
supports the revision of the definition of VOC which results in
methyl
acetate,
a
substance with negligible phatochemical
reactivity, not being considered a VOC.
COMMENT:
In 252:100-39-1 "to prevent the formation of
should be replaced by "to reduce the ormation of ozone".

ozone"

RESPONSE: Staff agrees and this change has been made.

-

COMMENT: The definitions of "refinery" and "refinery process unit"
in 252:100-39-2 are redundant because 40 CFR 63, Subpart CC defines
the same terms.
RESPONSE: The definition of "refinery" has been deleted since the
term used in Subchapter 39 is "petroleum refinery". However, staff
feels that the definition of "refinery unit" should remain since
this term continues to be used in Subchapter 39 and does not
conflict with the definition in Subpart CC.

COMMENT:
252:100-39-15 is redundant since EPA promulgated 40 CFR
Part 63, Subpart CC, that applies to refineries which are major
sources of HAPs. All refineries in Oklahoma became major sources
of HAPs after the compliance date of August 18, 1998, and are,
therefore, subject to Subpart CC. Subpart CC is more stringent and
covers all the same sources as Section 15 which should be removed.
RESPONSE: Staff does not·agree. 252:100-39-15 applies to leaks of
any VOC, unlike 40 CFR 63.648 (Subpart CC) which sets leak
standards for equipment that either contains or contacts a liquid
or gas that is in organic HAPs service (has at least 5 percent by
weight of total HAPs) .
COMMENT:
252:100-39-15(f) (3) refers to monitoring any leak in a
pump seal, but does not require that the leak be fixed.
RESPONSE: 252:100-39-15 (c) (1) (C) requires leaks to be fixed as soon
as possible, but no later than 15 days after the leak is found.
COMMENT: 252:100-39-16 is redundant.
40 CFR 63, Subpart cc
contains a provision for minimizing emissions during startup,
shutdown, and malfunction of refinery units, referred to as the
SSMP plan which is required by the General Provisions of Part 63
and Subpart CC. Recommend removal of Section 16.
RESPONSE: Staff does not agree that the requirements for turnaround
in 252:100-39-16 are redundant. The rule applies to all VOCs, not
just HAPs, and its requirements are more specific than those in 40
CFR 63.

~

COMMENT: 40 CFR 63, Subpart CC covers sources covered by 252:10039-17 regarding petroleum refinery vacuum producing systems,
therefore, Section 17 is redundant and should be removed.
RESPONSE: Staff does not.agree. Staff is not c~rtain that 40 CFR
93 subpart CC 'covers everything covered by 252:100-39-17 ,· which
covers the emissions of all VOCs from vacuum producing systems.
These systems are covered as miscellaneous process vents in Subpart
CC.
The reqUirements in 40 CFR 63.643 are for Group 1
miscellaneous process vents. These are limited to vents for which
the total organic HAP concentration· prior to discharge to the
atmosphere is greater than or equal to 20 ppmv and total VOC
emissions are equal to or greater than 33 kilograms/day for
existing sources and 6.8 kilograms/day for new sources.
252:10039-17 has no such limitations.
COMMENT: 4 0 CFR 63,. Subpart CC covers the sources covered by
252:100-39-18 in refineries, therefore, Section 18 is redundant and
should be removed.
RESPONSE: Staff does not agree. 40 CFR 63.647 requires each owner
or operator of a Group 1 wastewater stream to comply with 61.340
through 61.355 of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF. Group 1 wastewater
stream is defined as a wastewater stream at a refinery with a total
annual benzene loading of 10 megagrams/year or greater and a flow
2
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rate of 0.02 liters/minute or greater, a benzene concentration of
10 ppmw or greater, and a stream that is not exempted from control
requirements under 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF. Thus, it does not
appear that Subparts CC and FF cover all the equipment that 252:1039-18 does.
252:100.:-39-30 is redundant in those cases when a source
is also subject .to NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subparts K, Ka, or Kb or 40 CFR
63, Subparts CC o~ RR. Recommend exempting those tanks subject to
federal rule, which is as stringent or more stringent than Section
30, from the requirements of Section 30.

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Staff agrees and proposes the addition of 252:100-3930 (b) (3) and (4) exempting vessels subject to the equipment
standards of 40 CFR 60, Subparts Ka or Kb or to 40 CFR 63, Subparts
CC or G from the requirements of Section 30.
EPA commented that 11 • • • and remain liquid at normal
operating conditions" in the definition of 11 condensate 11 found in
252:100-39-30(a) (1) should be changed to 11 • • • and remain liquid at
standard conditions 11 •
COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Staff agrees and this change has been made.
Research
indicates that the current definition is identical to the EPA
definition found in 40 CFR 60, Subpart K, except for the use of
11
normal operat~_ng conditions 11 instead of 11 standard conditions 11 •
Where· did the vessel size limits and pressure in 252: 100-·
39-30(b) originate?

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: These limits were taken from an EPA Control Techniques
Guidance
(CTG)
"Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from
Petroleum Liquid Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks 11 , EPA450/2-78-047. This CTG was designed to help states draft rules to
bring nonattainment areas into attainment.with ~AAQS.
EPA commented that " ... per foot of tank diameter 11 in
252:100-39-42 (c) (1) (B) should be changed to 11 • • • per foot of vessel
diameter 11 for consistency.

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Staff could not locate this language in 252:10042 (c) (1) (B).
However, a word search located such language in
252:100-39-30(c) (1) (B) (iii). 11 ( • • • per foot of tank diameter) 11 has
been replaced with 11 ( • • • /ft of vessel diameter) 11 •
Exemptions should be added for those sources subject to
252:100-39-41 that are also subject to one of the new MACT rules in
40 CFR 63 or NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX.

COMMENT:

-

RESPONSE: Staff does not agree. It is not immediately evident that
the requirements in the new MACT standards in 40 CFR 63 or the NSPS
in 40 CFR 60 Subpart XX are as stringent as Section 41.
COMMENT:

What does

11

work" mean in 252:100-39-42(b) (2) (A)?
3
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RESPONSE: Staff feels that this term means the degreasing of metal
parts and has replaced "processing work" with "degreasing parts 11 •

EPA commented that "( ... m2 /min per m2 ) 11 found in 252:10039-42(c) (2) (A) should be corrected to read 11 ( • • • m3 /min per m2 ) 11 •

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Staff has changed " ( ... m2 /min per m2 )

11

to " ( ... m3 /min/m2 )

"· ·

How were the numbers in 252:100-39-46(d) derived and why
is the least stringent limitation applied?

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: These limits represent a compromise worked out between
the industries involved, the State, the Air Quality Council, and
EPA that was acceptable to all parties.
The least stringent
limitation applies because often when a coating falls into more
than one category, it will by its nature be unable to meet the most
stringent limit. For example a clear coat may be air or forced air
dried, but could not meet the limitation for other coatings that
are found only in the air or forced air dried category.

The separation in the letters in the word "an" in
252:100-39-46(j) (1) and "the" in 252:100-39-46(j) (2) should be
corrected.
COMMENT:

RESPONSE: This has been corrected.
COMMENT:
EPA commented that "owner/operator" found in 252:100-3946(j) (1)
should be changed to "owner and/or operator" for
consistency.

RESPONSE: Staff agrees and this change has been made.

In the current definition of "aerospace" found in
252:100-39-47 (b), the terminology "design and manufacture" is
arbitrary in definition with regard to the nature and frequency of
the work performed and the specific functions to which it may or
may not apply. A clarification of the terminology that would either
1) reflect that found in the federal regulation under "affected
facility" for applicability to 40 CFR 63, Subpart GG, or 2)
explicitly exempt facilities
that
are engaged in routine
maintenance and rework of aerospace vehicles would be helpful.
COMMENT:

RESPONSE: Research indicates that the term "aerospace" was intended
to and does covers rework.
Staff has added language to the
definition of "aerospace" to make clear that it does include
rework.

Where was
47 (d) (7) (i) found?

COMMENT:

the presumptive

norm limit

in 252:100-39-

RESPONSE: This limit is from the CTG on coating of metal parts and
products.
COMMENT:

Should "material data sheet 11 in 252:100-39-47 (e) (1) (A) be
4

"material safety data sheet"?
Research indicates that it should be "material safety
data sheet" and this change has been made.

RESPONSE:

COMMENT:

How were the limits in 252:100-39-49(a) determined?

RESPONSE: At the time this section was added to the rule, there was.
no CTG and the State had no standard for manufacture of fiberglass
reinforced plastic products.
The limits were worked out by the
State. the Air Quality Council, and the industry involved and
approved by EPA Regional Office and Headquarters as a RACT
equivalent rule.
•.
.
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM INDUSTRY AND THE PUBLIC
SUBCHAPTER 39

Below is a swnmation of written comments along with staff responses regarding the
proposed revisions to Subchapter 39. This includes only those comments that were
received prior to the mail-out of the Air Quality Council packets for the October 20, 1998
meeting.
EPA LEITER (received by FAX on 8/14/98, signed by Thomas H. Diggs, Region 6) ,

1.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-30(a)(1). Change "... and remain liquid at normal
operating conditions" in the definition of condensate to "...and remains liquid at
standard conditions."
RESPONSE: Normal operating conditions and standards conditions are not
necessarily the same thing. Additional research shows that this definition is
identical to the EPA definition found in 40 CFR 60 Subpart K except for the use
of "normal operating conditions" instead of "standard conditions." Staff will
recommend this change at the October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.

2.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(c)(1)(B). Change "(...per foot of tank diameter)" to
"(... per foot of vessel diameter)" for consistency.
RESPONSE: Staff could not locate this language in 252:1 00-39-42(c)(1 )(B). A
word search located such language in 252:100-39-30(c)(1)(B)(iii). Staff will
recommend that "tank" be replaced with "vessel" at the October 20, 1998, Air
Quality Council meeting.

3.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(A). Change "(...m2/min per m2)" to
"(... m 3/min per m2)".
RESPONSE: Staff concurs. This change to 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(A)(ii) was
inadvertently omitted from the revisions to Subchapter 39 that were available to
the public on September 15, 1998. This change will be recommended to the
Council at the October Council meeting.

4.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-46(j)(1) (on page 30). Change "owner/operator? to
"owner or operator" for consistency.
RESPONSE: Staff Concurs. This change was inadvertently omitted from the
revisions to Subchapter 39 that were available to the public on September 15,
1998. Staff will recommend this change at the October Air Quality Council
meeting.

DOW CORNING LETfER (dated 8/14/98, received 8/14/98, signed by Michael E.
Thelen)
-

5.

COMMENT; Dow Coming Corporation supports the proposed revisions to the
definition of VOC to exempt methylated siloxanes due to its low photochemical
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reactivity. This allows the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for VOCs
in manufacturing operations.
RESPONSE: The Staff appreciates Dow Coming Corporations support.
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP LETTER (dated August 13, 1998, received august 18,
1998, written on behalf of Eastman chemical Company lU1d signed by W. Clark Jordan.)
6

COMMENT: A letter supporting the revision ofthe definition ofVOC which
results in methyl acetate not being considered a VOC.

RESPONSE: Staff appreciates the support.

.-.,..
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 39. EMISSIONS OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN
NONATTAINMENT AREAS
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES .
;,

Air Quality Council Meeting: August 18, 1998
Comment Period: July 15, 1998..; August 18,1998

Comment:
EPA suggested that ..... and remain liquid at normal operating conditions .. in the
definition of condensate located in 252:100-39-30(a)(1) be changed to "... and remains
liquid at standard conditions."
Response:
Staff agrees. Although normal operating conditions and standards conditions are
not necessarily the same thing, research shows that this definition is identical to the EPA
definition found in 40 CFR 60 Subpart K except for the use of 11 normal operating
conditions" instead of 11 Standard conditions." This change has been made.
Comment:
EPA suggested that "(... per foot of tank diameter)" located in 252:100-3942(c)(1)(BJ. be changed to "(...per foot of vessel diameter)" for consistency.
Response:
Staff could not locate this language in 252:100-39-42(c)(1)(B). A word search
located such language in 252:1 00-39-30(c)(1 )(B)(iii). Staff agrees with the comment and
the change has been made.
Comment:
EPA suggested that "(...m2/min per m 2)" located in that 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(A) be
changed to "( ... m 3/min per m 2)".
Response:
Staff concurs and this change has been made.
Comment:
EPA suggested that "owner/operator" located in 252:100-39-46(j)(1) be changed
to "owner or operator" for consistency.
Response:
Staff agrees and this change has been made.
Comment:
Dow Coming Corporation supports the proposed revisions to the definition of
VOC to exempt methylated siloxanes due to its low photochemical reactivity. This
allows the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for VOCs in manufacturing
operations.
Comment:
39com2.doc
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Response:
This limit is from the CTG on coating of metal parts and products.

Comment:
Should "material data sheet" in 252:100-39-4 7(e )(A) be "material safety data
sheet"? .

Response:

'·

Staff could find no reference to this in Council records and is therefore not certain
that material safety data sheets was meant.

Comment:
·How were the limits in 252:1 00-39-49(a) determined?

Response:
Staff has been unable to locate any explanation for these limits in the Council
records.

Comment:
In the current definition of"aerospace." found in 252:100-39-47(b), the
terminology "design and manufacture" is arbitrary in definition with regard to the nature
and frequency of the work performed and the specific functions that it may or may not
apply to. A clarification of the terminology that would either 1) reflect that found in the
federal regulation under "affected facility'' for applicability to 40 CFR 63, Subpart GG, or
2) expJicitlyexempt facilities that are engaged in routine maintenance and rework of
aerospace vehicles would be helpful.

Response:
Research indicates that the term "aerospace" covers rework.. Staff has added
language to the definition of "aerospace" to make clear that it does include rework.

Air Quality Council Meeting: December 15, 1998
Comment Period: October 16, 1998 -December 15, 1998
Comment:
The definitions of"refinery" and "refinery process unit" in 252:100-39-2 are
redundant to EPA's Subpart CC MACT rules, which have definitions of the same
sources.

Response:
Staff does not agree. These definitions are meant for use with Subchapter 39 and·
are not necessarily the same as those included in 40 CFR 63, Subpart CC. Staff was
unable to locate a definition of "refinery" in Subpart CC.

Comment:
252:10-39-15 is entirely redundant since EPA promulgated40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart CC, which applies to refineries, which are major sources of HAPs. All refineries
are major sources of HAPs when the compliance date of August 18, 1998 passed, therefore
all refineries are subject to Subpart CC. Subpart CC is more stringent and covers all the
same sources as 39-15. Therefore 39-15 no longer serves any purpose and can only confuse
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sout:ces, the public and regulators who are responsible for inspections in Oklahoma.
Recomnitmd removal of 39-15.

Response:
.
Staffdoes not agree. 252:100-39-15 applies to leaks of any VOC, unlike 40 CFR
63.648 (Subpart CC) which sets equipment leak standards for equipment that either
contains or contacts a liquid or gas that is in organic HAPs service (has at least 5 percent by
weight oftotal HAPs).
Comment:
252:100-39-16 is redundant. Subpart CC also contains a provision for minimizing
emissions during startup, shutdown and malfunction of refinery units, referred to the SSMP
plan required by the General Provisions ofPart 63 and Subpart CC. Recommend removal
of39-16.
Response:
Staffdoes not agree that the requirements for turnaround in 252: 100-39-16 are
redundant. The rule applies to all VOCs, not just HAPs, and its requirements are more
specific than those in the NESHAP.

-

Comment:
252: 100-39-17. Petroleum refmery vacuum producing system. Subp~ CC already
covers the sources covered by 252:100-39-17, therefore, this regulation is now redundant
and should be removed.
Response:
Staffdoes not agree. Staffis not certain that 40 CFR 63 Subpart CC covers
everything covered by 252:100-39-17. 252: 100-39-17 covers the emissions of all VOCs
from vacuum producing systems . These systems are covered as miscellaneous process
vents in Subpart CC. The requirements in 40 CFR 63.643 are for Group 1 miscellaneous
process vents. Group 1 miscellaneous process vents are those for which the total organic
HAP concentration at the outlet ofthe final recovery device (ifany) prior to discharge to the
atmosphere is greater than or equal to 20 ppm by volume and total VOC emissions are
equal to or greater than 33 kilograms/day for existing sources and 6.8 kilograms/day for
new sources
Comment:
Subpart CC covers the sources covered by 252:100-39-18 in refineries, therefore
this is redundant. Recommend removal of 39-18.

-

.

Response:
Staffdoes not agree. 40 CFR 63.647 requires each owner or operator of a Group 1
wastewater stream to comply with 61.340 through 61.355 of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF.
Group 1 wastewater stream is defined as a wastewater stream at a refinery with a total
annual benzene loading of 10 megagramslyearor greater and a flow rate of0.02
liters/minute or greater, a benzene concentration of 10 ppm by weight or greater, and a
39com2.doc
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stream that is not exempted from control requirements under 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF.
Thus, it does not appear that Subparts CC and FF cover all the equipment that 252: 100-3 918 does.

Comment:
252:1 00-39-30covers existing as well as new sources, therefore, it is not redundant
except in those cases when a source is also subject to NSPS K, Ka, or Kb or one of the new
MACT rules (Refinery Subpart CC, Gasoline Distribution Subpart RR, or Marine loading ·
Subpart Y (ifthe Port of Catoosa is covered)). An exemption should be written for those
sources. Recommend exempting those tanks also subject to federal rule, which is more
stringent, or equally as stringent.

Response:
252: 100-39-30 covers storage ofpetroleum liquid in vessels with external floating
roofs with a design capacity greater than 40,000 gallons. Petroleum liquid is defined as
crude oil, condensate, and any finished or intermediate liquid product manufactured or
extracted in a petroleum refmery. However, the provisions of40 CFR 63.646 apply to
Group 1 storage vessels, which are defined as (1) a storage vessel at an existing source that
has a design capacity equal to or greater than 177 cubic meters and stored-liquid maximum
true vapor pressure equal to or greater than 10.4 kPa and stored-liquidannual average true
vapor pressure equal to or greater than 8.3 kPa and an annual aven~ge HAP liquid
concentration greater than 4 percent by weight total organic HAP; or (2) a storage vessel at
a new.source that has a design storage capacity equal to or greater than 151 cubic meters
and stored-liquidmaximum true vapor pressure greaser than or equal to 3.4 kPa and annual
average HAPs liquid concentration greater than 2 percent by weight total organic HAP; or
(3) a storage vessel at a new source that has a design storage capacity equal to or greater
than 76 cubic meters and less than 151 cubic meters and stored-liquidmaximum true vapor
pressure greater than or equal to 77 kPa and an annual average HAP liquid concentration
greater than 2 percent by weight total organic HAP. Thus, it does not appear that all the
storage vessels covered by 252: 100-39-30 are covered by Subpart CC.

.

~m~~:

Similar to 39-30 exemptions should be added for those sources subject to 252:10039-41 that are also subject to one ofthe newMACT rules or NSPS Subpart XX.

Response:
Sta.ff's response is similar to that for 39-30. For the same reasons, it is not evident
that all the storage vessels covered by 252:100-3 9-30 are covered by Subpart CC. The
loading facilities and transport/deliverytrucks covered by 252:100-39-41 are not limited to
gasoline as Subpart XX is.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 39. EMISSIONS OF ORGANIC MATERIALS IN
NONATTAINMENT AREAS
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
Air Quality Council Meeting: August 18, 1998
Comment Period: July 15,_1998- August 18, 1998
Comment:
·EPA commented that "... and remain liquid at normal operating conditions" in the
definition of "condensate" located in 252:1 00-39-30(a) should be changed to " ... and
remains liquid at standard conditions."

Response:
· Staff agrees and this change has been made. Research indicates that the current
definition is identical to the EPA definition found in 40 CFR 60, Subpart K, except for
the use of"nonnal operating conditions" instead of"standard conditions."

Comment:
EPA commented that "(...per foot of tank diameter)" located in 252:100-3942(c)(1)(B). should be changed to "(...per foot of vessel diameter)" for consistency.

Response:
Staff could not locate this language in 252: 100-39-42(c)(1 )(B). A word search
located such language in 252:100-39-30(c)(1)(B)(iii). "(...per foot oftank diameter)" has
been replaced with "(.. ./ft of vessel diameter)".

Comment:
EPA commented that "(... m2/m.in per m 2)" located in that 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(A)
should be corrected to."(... m 3/min per m2)".

Response:

.

Staff agrees and "(...m 2/min per m 2)" has been changed to "(m3/min/m2).

Comment:
EPA commented that "owner/operator" located in 252:100-39-460)(1) should be
changed to "owner or operator" for consistenc)'.

Response:
Staff agrees and this change has been made.

Comment:
Dow Corning Corporation supports the proposed revisions to the definition of
VOC to exempt methylated siloxanes due to its low photochemical reactivity. This
allows the use of methylated siloxanes as replacement for VOCs in manufacturing
operations.

Comment:
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A letter written on behalf of Eastman Chemical Company supported the revision
of the definition ofVOC which results in methyl acetate not being considered a VOC.

Air Quality Council Meeting: October 20, 1998
Comment Period: September 15, 1998- October 20, 1998
Comment:
A comment letter from EPA, Region 6 supported the adoption of the proposed
changes to Subchapter 39.

Comment:
252:100-39-15(t)(3) refers to monitoring any leak in a pump seal, but does not
require that the leak be fixed.
·

Response:
252:100-39-15(c)(l)(C) requires leaks to be fixed as soon as possible, but no later
than 15 days after the leak is found.

Comment:
Where did the vessel size limits and pressure in 252:100-39-30(b) and originate?

Response:
These limits were taken from an EPA Control Techniques Guidance (CTG)
"Control of Volatile Organic Emissions from Petroleum Liquid Storage in External
Floating Roof Tanks," EPA 450/2-78-047. This CTG was designed to help states draft
rules to bring nonattainment areas into attainment with the NAAQS.

Comment:
What does "work" mean In 252:100-39-42(b)(2)(A)?

Response:
Staff feels this term means the degreasing of metal parts and has replaced
"processing work" with "degreasing parts".

Comment:
How were the numbers in 252:100-39-46(d) derived and why is the least stringent
limitation applied?

Response:
These limits represent a compromise worked out between the industries involved, the
State, the Air Quality Council, and EPA that wa5 acceptable to all parties. The least
stringent limitation applies because often when a coating falls into more than one category,
it will by its nature be unabl~ to meet the most stringent limit. For example a clear coat
may be air or forced air dried, but could not meet the limitation for other coatings that are
found only in the air or forced air dried category.

Comment:
The separation in the letters in the words "an" and "the" in 252:100-39-46(j)(l)
and (2) should be corrected.

Response:
39coml.doc
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, Tl}is has been done.

Comment:
Where was the presumptive norm limit in 252:100-39-47(d)(7)(i) found?

)lespon.se:
This limit is from the CTG on coating of metal parts and products.

Comment:
Should "material data sheet" in.252:100-39-47(e)(A) be "material safety data
sheet"?

Response:
Research indicates that it should be "material safety data sheet" and this change
has been made.

Comment:
How were the limits in 252:100-39-49(a) determined?

Response:
· At the time this section was added to the rule, there was no CTG and the State had
no standard for the ~ufacture of fiberglass reinforced plastic products. The limits were
worked out between the State, the Air Quality Council, and the industry involved and
approved by EPA Regional Office and Headquarters as a RACT equivalent rule.

-

'

.Comment:
In the current definition of"aerospace" found in 252:100-39-47(b), the
terminology "design and manufacture" is arbitrary in definition with regard to the nature
and frequency of the work performed and the specific functions to which it may or may
not apply. A clarification of the terminology that would either 1) reflect that found in the
federal regulation under "affected facility" for applicability to 40 CFR 63, Subpart GG, or
2) explicitly exempt facilities that are engaged in routine maintenance and rework of
aerospace vehicles would be helpful.

Response:
Research indicates that the term "aerospace" was intended to and does covers
rework. Staff has added language to the definition of "aerospace" to make clear that it
does include rework.

Air Quality Council Meeting: December 15, 1998
Comment Period: October 16, 1998 - December 15, 1998
Comment:
The definitions of "refinery" and "refmery process unit" in 252: 100-39-2 are redundant
because 40 CFR 63, Subpart CC defines the same terms.

Response:
Staffdoes not agree. Staff was unable to find definitions of "refinery" or "refinery
unit" in Subpart CC. The definition of "refinery" has been deleted since the term used in
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Subchapter 39 is "petroleum refinery". However, staff feels that the definition of "refinery
unit" should remain since this term continues to be used in Subchapter 39.

Comment:
252:10-3 9-15 is redundant since EPA promulgated 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart CC,
that applies to refineries, which are major sources of HAPs. All refmeries in Oklahoma
became major sources of HAPs after the compliance date of August 18, 1998, and are, ·
therefore, subject to Subpart CC. Subpart CC is more stringent and covers all the same ·
sources as Section 15 which should be removed..
Response:
Staff does not agree. 252:100-39-15 applies to leaks ofany VOC, unlike 40 CFR
63.648 (Subpart CC) which sets leak standards for equipment that either contains or
contacts a liquid or gas that is in organic HAPs service (has at least 5 percent by weight of
total HAPs).
Comment:
252: 100-39-16 is redundant. 40 CFR 63, Subpart CC contains a provision for
minimizing emissions during startup, shutdown and malfunction ofrefinery units, referred
to the SSMP plan which is required by the General Provisions of Part 63 and Subpart CC.
Recommend removal of Section 16.
Response:
Staffdoes not agree that the requirements for turnaround in 252:100-39-16 are
redundant. The rule applies to all VOCs, not just HAPs, and its requirements are more
specific than those in 40 CFR 63.
Comment:
40 CFR 63, Subpart CC covers the sources covered by 252: 100-39-1 7 regarding
petroleum refinery vacuum producing systems, therefore, Section 17 is redundant and
should be removed.
Response:
Staff does not agree. Staffis not certain that 40 CFR 63, Subpart CC covers
everything covered by 252:100-3 9-17, which covers the emissions ofall VOCs from
vacuum producing systems . These systems are covered as miscellaneous process vents in
Subpart CC. The requirements in 40 CFR 63._643 are for Group 1 miscellaneous process
vents. These are limited to vents for which the total organic HAP concentration prior to
discharge to the atmosphere is greater than or equal to 20 ppmv and total VOC emissions
are equal to or greater than 33 kilograms/day for existing sources and 6.8 kilograms/day for
new sources. 252:1 00-39-17has no such limitations.

Comment:
40 CFR 63, Subpart CC covers the sources covered by 252:100-39-18 in refineries,
therefore Section 18 is redundant and should be removed.
Response:
Staff does not agree. 40 CFR 63.647 requires each owner or operator of a Group 1
wastewater stream to comply with 61.340through 61.355 of40 CFR Part 61, SubpartFF.
39coml.doc
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1 ':Vastewater stream is defined as a wastewater stream at a refinery with a total
annual benzene loading of 10 megagrams/yearor greater and a flow rate of0.02
liters/minute or greater, a benzene concentration of 10 ppm by weight or greater, and a
stream that is not exempted from control requirements under 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF.
Thus, it does not appear that Subparts CC and FF cover all the equipment that 252:100-3918 does.
Comment:
252:100-39-30 is redundant in those cases when a source is also subject to NSPS 40
CFR 60.• Subparts K, Ka, or Kb or 40 CFR 63, Subparts CC or RR. Recommend
exempting those tanks subject to federal rule, which is as stringent as or more stringent than
Section 30 from the requirements of Section 30.
·Response:
Staff agrees and proposes to add 252: 100-39-30(b)(3)and (4) exempting vessels
subject to the equipment standards of40 CFR 60, Subparts Ka or Kb and 40 CFR 63,
Subparts CC or G from the requirementsofSection30.
Comment:
Exemptions should be added for those sources subject to 252:100-39-41 that are
also subject to one ofthe new MACT rules in 40 CFR 63 or NSPS 40 CFR 60, Subpart
XX.

-

Response:
.
Staff does not agree; It is not immediately evident that the requirements in the new
MACT standards in 40 CFR 63 or the NSPS in 40 CFR 60, Subpart XX are as stringent as
Section41.
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1.

ON SUBCHAPTER 39 COPIED FROM THE COUNCIL PACKETS
OF MS. MYERS AND DR. GROSZ AT THE
DECEMBER 15, 1998 AIR QUALITY COUNCIL MEETING

COMMENT: 252:100-39-15(a) In the definition of"leaking component" is the
10,000 ppm by weight or volume?
RESPONSE: Although the definition ofa leak in 40 CFR 60, Subpart VV does not
indicate ifthe ppm is by weight or by volume, 40 CFR 61, Subpart BB for benzene
defines a leak in tenns ofppmv and Method 21 examples use ppmv. Staff feels that
this should be ppm by volume and has changed "ppm" to "ppmv".

2.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-17(b) This is awkward.
RESPONSE: Staff has rewritten Subsection (b) in an attempt to make the sentence
less awkward.
·

3.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-30(c)(1)(B)(iii) There was a question mark by (iii).
RESPONSE: Staff has rewritten this in an effort to clarify the meaning.

4.

(:OMMENT: 252:100-39-40(b) Prepare or apply to what?
RESPONSE: The requirements apply anytime cutback asphalt is prepared
regardless of the reason and the requirements apply any time cutback asphalt is
applied to any substrate. Cutback asphalt is often used in paving ofroads.

5.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-4l(a)(2) "80 mglliter" was circled and question marks
appeared in the margin beside this paragraph..
·
RESPONSE: This limit was added in response to an EPA comment included in an
enclosure to a letter from Thomas H. Diggs dated September 16, 1988. Staff has
changed "80 mg/liter" to "80 mg/1" and enclosed it in parentheses and has added the
English counterpart in parentheses for consistency in units. Upon further
consideration staff has reinstated the word "transferred" which was struck out..

6.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-41(c)(6) Should "loads" be "transfers"?
RESPONSE: Staff feels that "loads" should remain since subsection (c) is titled
"Loading ofVOCs."
·

7.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-4l(e)(3) Is "5000 ppm" by weight or by volume?
RESPONSE: See Item 1 above.

8.

COMMENT: 252:100-39-41(e)(4)(B)(i)(I)
leaks" was circled.

"no avoidable" prior to "visible lkiuid

RESPONSE: CTG "Control of Volatile Organic Compound Leaks from Gasoline
Tank Trucks and Vapor Collection systems" EPA-450/2-78-051, states " ...there are
to be no avoidable visible liquid leaks. Invariably there will be a few drops of liquid
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from disconnection of dry breaks in liquid lines even when well maintained; these
: fewdrops should be allowed."
COMMENT: 252:39-42(a)(2)(E) Should "solid stream" be "liquid stream"?

9.

RESPONSE: Staff agrees that inadvertently deleting "fluid" from the term "solid
stream" is confusing and has revised the term to be "solid fluid stream".
10. COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(a)(3)(B) "heavier" should be "denser" ..
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and has made this change.
11. COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(a)(3) "will" should be "shall".
RESPONSE: The sentence has been rewritten and "will" has been replaced by
"shall".
12~

COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(a)(4)- "will" should be "replaced" with "shall" in two
· places in this pm:agraph.
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and has made these changes. .

13. COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(b)(1)(B), (C), and (D). "will" should be replacedwith
"shall".
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and has replaced "will" with "shall" ..
14. COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(b)(2) The mixing of what an owner or operator
should do with those things an owner or operator should not do is confusing and the
grammar may not be correct.
RESPONSE: Staff has rewritten this paragraph.
15. COMMENT: In 252:100-39-42(b)(2)(B)(v) (which was 252:100-39-42(b)(2)(1))
"per" should be replaced by a"/". e.g. "65 cfm per ft" should be "65 cfm/ft" .and
"should" should be changed to "shall".
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and these changes have been made.
16. COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(b)(3) "will be" should be changed to "shall be".
RESPONSE: Staffagrees and this change has been made.
17. COMMEJilff: 252:100-39-42(c)(1)(A) and 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(A)(ii) As stated in
item 17 above, "per" should be changed to"/".
RESPONSE: Staffagrees and the changes have been made.
19..COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(c)(1)(A) and (B) and 252:100-39-42(c)(2)(D)
"should" should be changed to "shall".
RESPONSE: Staff agrees and the changes have been made.
20. COMMENT: 252:100-39-42(c)(3) "will" should be "shall".
Response: Staff agrees and "will" has been changed to "shall".
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21. COMMENT: 252:100-39-43(b) and (d) "are to be" should be "shall be" and "will"
should be "shall".
RESPONSE: These changes have been made.
22. COMMENT: 252:100-39-44(c)(l)(A)(i) Should the reference cited be updated to
the latest edition.
RESPONSE: Research indicates that the latest edition of the cited reference is the
21st. Staff does not recommend that the edition cited be changed at this time. It was
not intended that what constitutes the maximum reasonable capture should be
changed with each new edition without evaluation. Staff recommends that this
reference remains as is until such time as the industry and DEQ staff evaluate the
new edition and recommend that the citation be updated.
23. COMMENT: 252:100-39-44(e)(2) At whose discretion will the certification by
manufacturer be accepted instead of green tire spray analysis?
RESPONSE: At the discretion of the Division Director.
24. COMMENT: 252:100~39-44(e)(3) This paragraph is awkward.
RESPONSE: Staff has revised this paragraph.

-

25. COMMENT: 252:100-39-44(e)(3) "periodically" was circled.
RESPONSE: Staff assumes this was circled because it is somewhat vague. We
believe that this term was used so that implementation of the rule would be flexible
and case-specific. To choose a specific period of time, for example, daily
calibration, would be a substantive change that would require another comment
period. We have not heard of any compliance or enforcement problems with this
language, and we currently have no support for another period of time. · ·
26. COMMENT: 252:100-39-45(c)(3) What ifthere is a lengthy delay?
RESPONSE: If the owner or operator does not repair the leaks within 3 working
days after identification or ifparts that are not on hand are not ordered within 3
working days and repair of leaks made no later than 3 working days following the
arrival of the parts, the owner or operator is not in compliance this paragraph. The
only place where a lengthy delay might occur that is not in violation of this
paragraph is the amount of time it takes for the parts to arrive after they are ordered.
The paragraph contains no limit on the time that may elapse between the ordering of
the parts and their arrival. The tinie invoived here is beyond the control of the owner
or operator. There is no provision in the paragraph for shutting down the source
because of a delay at this juncture.
27. COMMENT: 252:100-39-46(d)

Why is the least stringent limitation used?

RESPONSE: These limits represent a compromise worked out between the industries
involved, the State and EPA that was acceptable to all parties. The least stringent
limitation applies because often when a coating falls into more than one category, it
will by its nature be unable to meet the most stringent. For example a clear coat may
39AQCCR2.00C
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be air or forced air dried, but could not meet the limitation for other coatings that are
:found only in the air or forced air dried category.
28. COMMENT: 252:1 00-39-46(t) "daily weighted average basis" was circled .
RESPONSE: The use of daily weighted average is necessary because, for example,
if more than one clear coat is used, the different colors of clear coat could have
different pounds of VOC per gallon of coating:· The number of gallons of each color
of clear coat used in a day would be multiplied by the pounds of VOC per gallon for
that color, the results would be added and an average taken.
29. COMMENT: 252:100-39-46G)(l)(A)(i)

"will" should be "can" ..

RESPONSE: Staff has made this change.
30. COMMENT: 252:100-39-46G)(l)(B) "may" in the second sentence was circled.
RESPONSE: Staff did not change "may" to "shall". An applicant for a plant-wide
emission plan may not want to include voluntary decreases in the plan. If the plan
does not need such decreases to be approved, the applicant can save those decreases
for future netting purposes.
31. COMMENT: 252:1 00-39-47(d)(l )(A) Should "reasoned" be "reasonable"?
RESPONSE: Staff feels that "reasoned" is the correct term.
32. COMMENT: 252:100-39-47(d)(2)

This paragraph is awkward.

RESPONSE: Staff has revised this paragraph.
33. COMMENT: 252:100-39-47(d)(5) and (7)

Should "DEQ" be "AQD"?

RESPONSE: Staff feels that "DEQ" is the proper term.
34. COMMENT: 252:100-39-47(e)(l)(A) Should "material data sheet" be "material
safety data sheet"?
RESPONSE: Staff researched this and discovered at the time this subparagraph was
written, these two terms were sometimes used interchangeably. Staff has changed
"material data sheet" to "material safety data sheet" for clarity.
35. COMMENT: 252:100-39-47(t)(l) The pronoun "his" referring to the owner or
operator was circled.
·
RESPONSE: Staff rewrote this eliminating the necessity for the pronoun.
36. COMMENT: 252:100-39-49(d)(l) and (4) The pronoun "his" referring to the
owner or operator was circled in these two paragraphs.
RESPONSE: Staff rewrote these two paragraphs eliminating the necessity for the
pronoun.
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MR. ICILPATRICX - Mil'IBER

l.

MS. SI..I\GBLL - MEMBER
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MR. WILSOII - MDIBBR

4.

MS. MYBRS - MDIBER

s.

MR. IIRIINBCICY -

'·

DR. o.trrBR - VICB CIAilUWf
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DR. GROSZ .- MEMBER

1.

·1

AT 'rut.SA CITY-COIIII'1Y

MR, BRIUSCI - ClllUIIMAK
MR. !Mal - PIIOI'OCOL OFPICBR

9.

HEALTH DBPARn!Ein' lWDITOIUUM

10.

MliMB!'I'

HS. BIWCB - SRatn'lii!Y

IK 'rut.SA, ()I(LlUD(A

1
2

1
4
1

s
1

'

1

1/aDS U-2'DII7 BIDfVICII

7

(105) 721-2112

The next iteiD

MR. DYDz

1fllmber 11.

Oil

the ag.nda, IteiD

b!Jioter for tbll

purpoo~e

~

TM nvi•iona to

INbotMtiw· cbangeo, Wlch

Tlll.o bearing wao adverti. .d in tbll Oklo.hana
of ncei viD!J .,.,._,.to pertain1ng to

nle at t.hi• point. include only

an tbll revioicm of tbll definition

of •valatile organic COIIIpOUDda• that va cli•cu.•ed in in

the propoaed new Jtule C.C 25:Z;l00-l9, llbdaaiOIIW of Org&nic:

SUbcbapter 37 will be ideDtic:al to

Material• in JriOD&ttainaent Areu.

p~•

At th.h tiM, I will aok Dr. Joyce Sbeedy to give tbll

~t

r.vioion.

The otaff

of t.bll •prior to leaae
Tbll oteff

al.oo - • • to add a lllinia. &m~~~&l tbr011glrpu.t of 120,000
Mr. Cbainwan, Membera of tbe

Council, ladiea and gentlemen, I am Joyce Sheedy of the Rulea

'

7

and Planning Unit.

pla~t

cuatody tranafer• in 252o100-l9-lOibl (21 on page 9.

proposal on thJ.a new rule •
DR. SHB:BDY1

to con'WCt the.

All ata.ted in the hearing an propoe:ed --·on

gellOD8 aDd a llillialla otorage capacity of 10,000 gallon&, wbich

we have iDCZ"e&•ed frCft the :z, 000 g•llcm8.

'l1lio would be

acklecl to :ZS:Ztl00-39•41Ccl 011 page ll, to be u•ed for

SUbchapter 31, the propoaed reviaiorw to SUbchapter 39 are part

deterllll.Ding applicability to 11\!Uec:ticm C, IQ&d1ng of VOCs.
Ro new letters or cc:.nenta have been received ainc:e

of the Rewrite DewroDg project tbet tbll DEQ baa undertaken.
9

They wen brought to tbll O>uncil tile firot t i - at
1
0

the AUg\ult lith -ting.

the AUg\ult O>uncil Meeting.

A mllllber of c:bengeo bllve been aoade to

the rule oince tbll AUg\ult lith O>uncil Meeting.

Tbll . .jority

of tbeae are insignificant and aot intended to be 11\i.t.tantive.

1
1

COWICil7

cooment tbllt were received juot prior to tbll AUg\ult lith, 1991
1
4

~ently

MS. MYD.S:

oadtted frcxn tha draft, and we

ree<>~~~Mnde

that thi• rule be contiaued. ag•in, until the December meeting.
MR. !Mal:

Simple reviaiona, Wlfortunately EPA aubntitted letter• of

. . .ting, bowever,

In light of additiOD&l c:hengeo

thet &till need to be made to tbll rule, tbll otaff

-

c-nt or queotiono f....,. tbll

Yea, Joyce, I ju•t want to go on

record that I•ve ••keel far •CIIP8 kind of explanation on. page :Zt

feel that theae are -- that theae need to be ...de a part of the

on tha •tandarde, for tbe leut •tringent limit ver•u• the moat

rule.

•tringent.
Io addition to thoae nviaian11 auggeated by BPA, a

DR. SHEII:IIY:

na.nber of ldnor chulgea for consistency of format •nd
correction of erron: have

CCllme

__ ..,.._

to light. Wich al•o need to be
CllrJ•.,. ... ._...
~,,,..

MS. MYDlS1
1
1

Page l9?

Page :Zt, under Pert D, Standarda,

39-45 D.
a .., • .,. •. ,......

_.,,...

~

..........

7975

Ia t.hia on tha

\

:?

you, but

DR. SKEB:DY:

Right.

And

'oft!

continue this item to the next regular meeting.

Will go through

or C'CII'NIM!nt.a?

everyt.hing on that liet, again.

k. onCE:
~lic7

Myma, call the roll .

Queetiona or Ctln'lftenta frOftl the

MS • BllUCB 1

I'm aorry, Joel.

1 would jt18it like to ent*t' into the

'

record my concern &bout the Deed for thie regulation given the
applicability of t.ha nfinery,

regulationa to the

tQ.CT,

petroleUII induatxy.
Now, ia that the

one on lealdn!J

I•

MS. RRtX:E:

Mr. lfilsaa..

0

.....S that' a in

Dll. SHEEDY,

wrtsOH~

GROSZ:

MS. IIIIOCRo

lig~

of EPA' a

Aye.
Dr. GrOI&,

Aye.
Mr. Brai•ch.

Mit . BREISat t

Aye •

1
1

IPROCEEDDICS CONCLUDED)

;

MR.. WrLSOH:

IIESIW', Subpart CC.

DR. SJ<EEDY:

MR, DYXB:
the

·5

Aye.

1

ator-.re of volatile Organic:: campounda.

1

MS. IM!IISo

ca.
It wculd include that, •• well as

MR. WILSON:

Hya:n.

Me.

MS. RRUCE:

valves, fl\li'MtB and whatnots?

Aye.

MS. BliUCBo

MR..

Da. SHEEDY:

1
1

Mr. Br&ne.cky.

MR. BIU\Nl!CCY;

MR.. WilSON:

i

We've got a. motion and a second to

HR.. DRBISOI:

juat .,anted to go on record for aaJcing for that.

I

Secood.

"'ILSOII:

Yea. it •a on the liat that I aent to

public?

ll.ight.

Okay.

Additional queBtiOIUI or CCini'MntB from

Any additional queations frora t.he Council, or

carmenta?

1

MR. BRBI&ar:

I'll entertain a 1110tioa that thie

•

· item be contil>ued 1:9 tbio next regular ""ti"!J.
MR. BRANECJC:Y:

1
7

5
1

So moved.

1

7

CSRTXFXCATB
STJI.TB OF OJCLAliCHA

I, OIIUSTr A. MYDS, C.rtified Shorthand ~er in

and tor the state ot Oklahoma, do hareby certify that tha a1>ov11
proc.ed:l.nga are tbe tzutb.. the whole truth. -.nd aothing but the

truth, in the proceed:ings afore-id.r tbat the foregoing
5

proceeding we.a tal<on by me in al\orthaz>d and thereafter

tranacribed

unde~.. f1f1

direction, that •aid proceeding• wa• taken

on the 20t.h day of October, 1991. at TUl•a, Oklahoma; and t.ha.t
I.

&nl

neic.her at.tozney for nor relative of any of •aid partie•.

nar ot.harvi•• int~r.•tecl in •&icl proc:eecliog:•.

Ill wrnGSS WHBREOJ', I hava hereunto

••t my hand

and.

official p~l on tl\ia, the •th day of ~r. 1991.

OIR.IS'I"Y A. tc£RS I

c. s . R.

Certificate JIO. 00310

1

7

-

Any que.ations
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'DU.ITY
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or mB mmctL

MIMRI&S

STATE OF OJC:LAH~

1.

Mil. GIIRY ICILPAntiCit • MI><BER

2.

MS. MBRllllml SLAGELL • MI><Bii;ll

.
]

.
.

5.

DNISCIUPT Or I'IIOCDI>DIQS

or
7

IMISSICRS

or

aac

PIIIILIC: IIDitJitiJ

<*WaC: IIM'DDUI Dl

'

252 .1oo-u

~

NUIAS

7

JIIIUI at I>IICIMBIIII. 15, 1111, AT 1•00 P.M.

AT 4545 ..-rB LIMCOUf

~

llAV:tl> lllWmClCY - - B i l

DR. u.aaY Clll'l'l1l - VICB aaiiiMAII
DR. J'RIID GIIOSZ - MliMIIBil

BJ:LL IIIUIISCB • QIUIIIWf
llAV:tl> liYD - PIID'1'0COL OPPICIIR

MS. lll!RIIA UDal - &BCRETARY

11.

BDI>lll DltlllLL - I>IRBC:rOR

CIIILIUIIlMA c:nY. -.r.HDIA

1
2

1

,._

.. ,._...
'·
...
7.

10.

IIUIIGIJIIDlC IRIXIII

pr

'·

MR. JI>BL IIXLSOH • MIIMBER
MS • SHlUIQI MYDS • IDMIER

1
2

• Ul'Oirrlm BY: Olrioty A.

Myen,

'

1
7

-

c:sa

1

'

1
7

-r.DII7 ...v%C2
(4051 721-2112

-

----------------------~---------------.
'I'M EPA letter vaa dated Dec.ber 1 ath, and Ninly

Ia. IIYD•
~

7, aac

am&t.t&~

252•100-U, ..,i. . iGD& of

Ana.-DR. - ·

COUDCI.l, l&di11 -

von

ouppor:t:a the odopti• of the pzopoa..S daangoo to Bubc:bapt.or lt .

' Z b l - ie-.., I:M ageDda ia :te-

Organic

tatual8 iD

'ftleao lott.uo
llecouao

Dr. SbHdy.
Mlr. a.ai~, - . . , of the

,_c.l-, wy -

oOM of t.be

'

Al<. . . , _.,. b<ought. to the

Calmc:il ror: the fint tiM OD Auguat 11th, -

1--

again on October

'ftle propo8e4 nriaion. prl.muily 81..,lify and cluify

1Nb8t&nti- ~·.

'Zbln _.,. t.hrM -t&DtiY8 change•

pnaent..S in the Oct-r Calmc:il Mot.ing. · A IUIIber of changea
haY8 b.,.n IIOde to the Z\llo foll-ing the Oct-r 20 .,. .t.ing.
of theoo changea wen inUnded to be INbat.antiw.

The

CoUDcil paclult. iocl...S.. • liot. of the nvbiono thet haw been
.ada after OCtober 20tb, u
CC~D~~Dta

well aa a

~

of wrlttaa

ncei'Yee! &Dd at&ff re•JXIIIU•• to t.taa.•
Letter• of

~nta

CC~~aeDt.a.

have beeD ncelvecl frc. KPO and

'

1"'.

Nit.. DYD 1

c:ouncil7

Que• tiona and c:araaata frt:a~ the

11 there anyone frono the public wbhing
JAzzy addit.ionol queot.ion.

~o

-ke a

or camento fran the

CauDc:il7

t.hia7
MR.. UAHBCICI' 1

I IDOY8 tbat we c::on.einue tbia

until Februuy. our Pobruary -•ting.
MR. MYDS:
MR. JIIIBlSOI:

l

••cond it..
l'.. got a ooation and a o8oond to

contl.Du• t.hio to our regular -ting I.D r.bruary.
CCIDIIDta, .-atiGD&7

MB. BlmCI: 1
l>ll. c::NmiR:

Dr. cant•r.

Ay..

MS. llltllal•

Ma. Myera •

in the OOuacil

MS. MYDS I

Ay..

pack•t and tbe Nterlal avallabl• to the public on thl• table.

MS . BR.OCB:

Dr. Croaa .

ecnmenta and the ataff r••pmw•• an

~i•ed

Any further

If DOit, MyJ:1:1&, call tbe JC'Oll.

'ftle IU'O

fran EPA. b!Ji• C oioco the l>ct.ober Ca>ncil -ting.

-

ngarding the

f - t . without involving

propo8od, all of whida _.,. included in the p1<0p011..S z:W.o

-

nqui-• -taiDod iD Put l,

-tiDg in r.bruary of

at&t-.t7

20th.

cor:nct g r - -

unreaolw<i :1.81\Mo regarding reduDdoncy of

z:W.o be couiclertid again at. the aext. Air O>alit.y CauDc:il

'lbl propo.,.d nrioiau to SUbc:bapt.u lt, lllli..iGD& of
am&t.t&~

part. of the ._riDg ncord.

be -

petrol- rofilluy cperat.iono, t.be ·at.a!f r o - thet the

i8 Joyce SbHdy ODd J:

in the aul.tla ODd Pl....U.., 'IIDit.

OEgaa.l.c lat.uiala iD

Vlll

then~

..

....""............
_.,,_
_........, ,.,..,

DR. GROSZ:

Aye.

MS . BR1.JC'B:

Mr. Bra.

HR. BIWIBCICY'
KS. BllUCX:
HR.. WILSON:
~-·

s

UUC:Xs

HR. BREISCI'

·/·

Aye.

Mr. tfil•on.

CBR.TIFlCATE

sn:ra oF oKLAHO<A

Aye .

Mr. Brei•ch.

..

-,

o;xnrn' OF OICLAIICMA.

Aye.

I, CIRUTY A. IIYBilS, Certified ShortJ>and Reporter in

(l11Ul01E!lDilS CXlNCUID£1>)

and for tha State of O U - . de> benby ""rtify that the abovo

p.oc:eedi.a!l• are tha t:>:uth, tha Olbole t:>:ut.ll,

ond nor:hlngo but the

tru.th, 1a ~ pRCaadJ.Dg-a afonaa.f.d., that tlwt for~ing
~di.a!l

-•

taJ<en by •

ill obortbond an4 tharedtu

tranlc:rJ..bed UDder ~ CU.rect.iaa.r that •a:l4 p•oceecUngs wa1 ta)cen
Dll

tbe 15th day oC - r••.,,, at Oklahoma City, Oklahom•o,

and that I . . oeit:.bar att.orJMY for

putiaa.

1
2

DOZ'

DOr

rela.c.ive of any of 11.id

otbllnd•• intere•ted. in sa.14 proceeding•.

IN Wl'l'!SS$ NHEREOP. I have hcreunt.o Bet r«y hand and.

cfUc:ial •••1

Oil

thJ.J, the

llrd. day of December. 1991.

1
J

1
4
1

5

1

s
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.tVlwn-rage
Page 2

Page

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL

1

1 this morning's briefing, it was requested

2
3
4

5

6
7
8

9
10

11
12

2 that "prevent" be changed to "reduce" in

l.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

MR. FRED GROSZ - MEMBER
MR. GARY KILPATRICK- MEMBER
MS. MERIDETH SLAGELL - MEMBER
MR. JOEL WILSON - MEMBER
MS. SHARON MYERS - MEMBER
MR. DAVID BRANECKY - MEMBER
DR. LARRY CANTER,.VICE CHAIRMAN
MR. BILL BREISCH - CHAIRMAN
MS. MYRNA BRUCE- SECRETARY
MR. EDDIE TERRILL- DIRECTOR

13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

252:100-39-1 on page l. The staff agrees
that change be made.
--.....
5
The majority of the proposed
6 revisions to Subchapter 39 are to simplify
7 and clarify language and to correct grammar
8 and format, without involving substantive
9 changes. A number of changes were made to
10 the rule following the December 15, 1998,
1I Council meeting. Most of these changes are
12 minor nonsubstantive changes consisting of
13 replacing "will" and "should" with "shall"
14 and "inch" with "i-n period" (in.},
15 "gallons" with "g-a-1", and "liters" with
16 "1". Some portions of the rule-- I'm.
I7 sorry.
I8
The staff added a definition of
I9 "drilling or production facility" to
20 252:100-39-30(a) on page 8. This
2I definition is essentially identical to that
22 in 40 CFR 60, Subpart K..
23
Staff revised the definition of
24 "aerospace" in 252:100-39-47(b) on page 33,
25 to make clear that it does include rework.
3

4

Page3
PROCEEDINGS
2
MR. TERRILL: The next item on
3 the agenda for this hearing is Item 6, OAC
4 252: l 00-39, Emissions of Organic Materials
5 in Nonattainment Areas. And I'll call upon
6 Dr. Joyce Sheedy to make the staff
7 presentation on this proposed rule.
8
DR. SHEEDY: Mr. Chairman,
9 Members of the Council, ladies and
10 gentlemen, my name is Joyce Sheedy, and I
1I work in the Rules and Planning Unit of the
12 Air Quality Division of the Department of
I3 Environmental Quality. The proposed
14·. ievisioils to Subchapter 39, Emissions of
I5 Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas,
I6 were brought to the Council for the first
I7 time on August the 18, l998,·antl again on
I8 Octobe~ 20, 1998, and December 15, 1998.
I9 At the December Council meeting, staff
20 requested that the iule be considered again
21 at the February meeting because of
22 unresolved issues regarding redundancy of
23 some of the requirements contained in Part
24 3, petroleum refinery operations. These
25 issues have been resolved. However, in

MYERS REPORTING SERVICE
405-721-2882

1 Only one truly substantive change has been
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

II

I2

I3
I4

I5
I6

I7
I8
I9
20
21

22
23
24

25

proposed since the December meeting. It is
the addition of 252:100-39-30(b)(3) and (4)
on page 9. These paragraphs exempt storage
vessels subject to the NSPS in 40 CFR 60,
Subparts Ka or Kb or the MACT standards in
40 CFR 63, Subparts CC or G from the
requirements of 252:100-39-30.
Three substantive changes were
previously proposed. These are the
revisions of the definition of "volatile
organic compound" in 252:100-39-2 on page
i. As part of the simplification process,
staff proposes to have only one definition
of VOC, and that that definition be
consistent with the EPA definition and
replaces the terms in Subchapter 39 of
"volatile organic solvent (VOS)" and
"organic solvents".
The second previously proposed
substantive change is the correction of the
placement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b) on pages 8
...-....
and 9. This phrase was located in
paragraph 2 and was, therefore, applicable
. Page 2 - Page 5
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to all the exemptions listed in that
paragraph. Research in the Air Quality
Council records and in the Control
Techniques Guideline, Control of Volatile
Organic Emissions from Petroleum Liquid
Storage in External Floating Roof Tanks,
indicates that this phrase should apply
only to 252:100-39-30(b)(2)(B). So, we
recommended moving that phrase.
The addition of language to 252:10039-4l(c), Loading of VOCs on page 12. That
limits the requirements of this subsection
to facilities that have a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000 gallons or storage
capacity greater than 10,000 gallons.
The Council packet includes a list
of substantive revisions that have been
made to the mle after December 15, 1998,
as well as a summary of written comments
received and the staff responses to those
comments. One letter of comment has been
received since the December Council
meeting, a letter dated February 10, 1999, .·
from Tom Diggs, EPA Region 6, which
supports the proposed changes to Subchapter
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exclude the internal floating roofs as
well. But I see the purpose of the reg .
MR. TERRlLL: Any further
questions from the Council at this time?
I've got one request from EPA, Region 6,
Sandra Rennie again to speak on 39.
MS. RENNIE: The comments that we
made with regard to Subchapter 37 also
apply to Subchapter 39.
MR. TERRlLL: Those are the only
request for comments that I received from
the audience. Is there anyone else that
would like to make a comment at this time?
Seeing none, anything else from the
Council?
MR. WILSON: I would just like to
say I appreciate Joyce and what she's done
on this, and for the grammar lesson this
morning.
DR. SHEEDY: I was trained
recently.
MR. TERRlLL: I guess we're ready
to vote.
MR. BREISCH: I'll entertain a
motion to send this to the DEQ Board with a
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39. I would like to make that letter a
part of the record.
Staff recommends that the proposed
rule be recommended to the Board for
permanent adoption.
MR. TERRILL: Questions of Dr.
Sheedy from the Council?
MR. WILSON: I have a question.
We make it a point in Part 5 to use the
word external prior to the word, floating - the words, floating roof. Is there a
pUrpose for distinguishing external from
those that are also internal?
\DR. SHEEDY: For what reason I do
not know. This is obviously meant just to
cover external floating roof tanks.
MR. WILSON: Okay. '
. DR. SHEEDY: And it may mean
something to SIP requirements at the time.
And Subchapter 3 9 is, like, in addition to
the things that are in Subchapter 3 7. So
there are some requirements for tanks in
37, and this would be in addition to that.
MR. WILSON: Okay. That's fine.
I just wanted to make sure that we didn't
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recommendation of passing this rule on a
permanent basis.
MS. MYERS: With the additions
that were added?
MR. BREISCH: I'm sony. With
the additions that we have added in
previous meetings and in this meeting.
DR. CANTER: I'll so move.
MR. GROSZ: Second.
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
and a second. Any other comments or
questions? If not, Myrna, call the roll.
MS. BRUCE: · Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: . Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Canter.
DR. CANTER: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
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MR. BREISCH: Aye.
MR. TERRILL: There is no further
3 business for the hearing, so that concludes
4 the hearing portion of this meeting.
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SUBCHAPTER 45. MONITORING OF EMISSIONS

Section
252:100-45-1.
252:100-45-2.
252:100-45-3.
252:100-45-4.
252:100-45-5.

Purpose
Monitoring equipment required
Records required
Compliance certifications
Enforceability

252: 100-45-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to outline the basic requirements for monitoring of
emissions and their recording and reporting.
252:100-45-2. Monitoring equipment required
The Executive Director may require the owner or operator of any air contaminant source
to:
(1) install, use, and maintain such monitoring equipment;
(2) sample such emissions in accordance with methods as the Executive Director
shall prescribe;
(3) establish and maintain such records; and
(4) make such periodic emission reports as required in 252:100-45-3.
252:100-45-3. Records required
Records and reports as the Executive Director shall prescribe on air contaminants or fuel
shall be recorded, compiled, and submitted on forms furnished by the Executive
Director. (The procedures below are examples of such requirements.)
(1) Emissions of particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen shall be
expressed as follows:
(A) in pounds per hour and pounds per million BTU of heat input for
fuel-burning equipment;
(B) in pounds per hour and pounds per 100 pounds of refuse burned for
incinerators; and
(C) in pounds per hour and in pounds per hourly process weight or production
rate or in terms of some other easily measured and meaningful process unit
specified by the Executive Director.
(2) Sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen emission data shall be averaged over a
24-hour period and shall be summarized monthly. Daily averages and monthly
summaries shall be submitted to the Executive Director biannually. Data should be
calculated daily and available for inspection at any time.
(3) Particulate matter emissions shall be sampled and submitted biannually.
(4) Visible emissions shall be measured continuously and records kept indicating
total minutes per day in which stack discharge effluent exceeds 20 percent opacity.
Data should be summarized biannually. Current daily results shall be available for
inspection at any time.
(5) The sulfur content of fuels, as burned, except natural gas, shall be determined in
accordance with current recognized ASTM procedures. Daily and monthly averages
OAC252:100 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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shall be submitted biannually. Daily records shall be kept current and be available for
inspection.
252:100-45-4. Compliance certifications
Notwithstanding any other provision in the State of Oklahoma implementation plan
approved by the Administrator, for the purpose of submission of compliance certifications
an owner or operator is not prohibited from using monitoring as required under 252:100-8-6
(a) (3) and incorporated into a federally enforceable operating permit in addition to any
specified compliance methods.
252:100-45-5. Enforceability
Notwithstanding any other provision in the State of Oklahoma implementation plan
approved by the Administrator, any credible evidence may be used for the purpose of
establishing whether a person has violated or is in violation of any such plan.
(1) Information from the use of the following methods is presumptively credible
evidence of whether a violation has occurred at the source:
(A)A monitoring method approved for the source pursuant to 252:100-8-6 (a) (3)
and incorporated in a federally enforceable operating permit.
(B) Compliance methods specified in the applicable plan.
(2) The following testing, monitoring or information gathering methods are
presumptively credible testing, monitoring or information gathering methods:
(A) Any federally-enforceable monitoring or testing methods, including those in 40
CFRparts 51, 60,61 and 75.
(B) Other testing, monitoring or information-gathering methods that produce
information comparable to that produced by any method in (1) or (2) (A) of this
section.

Wrk file 99SIP vs 99rule.DOC
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TITLE ZSZ, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Tl"rLZ Z5 Z. DEPARTMEh"l' or EHVIROHMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100, AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
INTENDED RULEXAKING lCTIONI
Notice of proposed PE~ENT rulemaking.
Proposed Ruless
OAC 252:100-24, Control of Emissions from
Grain Elevators (NEW].
B~arys
This rule would subject all new and existing grain
facilities to state permitting requirements and establish
industry-specific emission and control standards. Includes
facilities that handle, store, or process grain.
AUTHORITYI Environ~~~ental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 5S 22-101; 2-5-1-1 et seq.
COKHENT PERIOD:
Interested persons may informally discuss the
proposed rules with the Air Quality Program or may, before
September 28, 1994, submit written coiDIDents to the Department of
Environmental Quality, c/o Robert Kellogg, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212. Comments will be accepted during the
Environmental Quality Board meeting scheduled for 9:30 a.m.,
Wednesday, September 28, 1994, in Broken Bow, Oklahoma, at a
location to be announced later.
PUBLIC BEARINGBI Wednesday, September 28, 1994, at 9:30a.m., in
Broken Bow, Oklahoma, as noted above.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of EnvironDental Quality, Air Quality
Progra11, 4545 North Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma City, OK 73105~483.
.
RULE IMPACT BTATEKENTJ A rule impact statement will be prepared
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality Service
at the above address.
CONTACT PERSONs Hr. Doyle McWhirter, (405) 271-5220.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONs These rules were recommended by the Air
Quality council pursuant to public hearing on June 14, 1994.

[O~la.

Reg. 94-1284; 6~ed Aug~t 8, 1994]

INTENDED RULEKAXING ACTION:
No.tice of proposed PERMANENT and EMERGENCY rulemaking.
Proposed Rulesr OAC 252:100-45, Monitoring of Emissions• and
OAC 252:100-s, Operating Permits (Part 70) (AMENDED].
'
Bumaarys The intent of the revision to subchapter 45 is to
correct deficiencies in Oklahoma's Air Quality implementation plan
with respect to Oklahoma's ability to use any credible evidence in
determining a source's compliance, This action is a result of the
Environmental Protection Agency• s finding that Oklahoma • s state
Implementation Plan (SIP) is inadequate to fully implement section
114(a)(3) of the Federal Clean Air Act. The proposed rule stz~
that for the purpose of compliance certifications, an owner is n
prohibited from using monitoring required under the Federal Part·
Operating Permit rules. It also states that any credi~le evidenc~
may be used for the purpose of establishing whether a person has
violated provisions of the State Implementation Plan.
The revision to Subchapter 8 has two parts.
The first
incorporates by reference 40 CFR Part 72, the Federal rules'
regarding acid rain permits. The second revision is to adjust the
fees for Part 70 sources.
Part 70 sources are proposed to be
subject to these new fee requirements on .January 1, 1995.
The
owners or operator of a Part 70 source will be required to pay
annual fees that are sufficient to cover the Part 70 program costs.
The fee is proposed at $15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant except
carbon monoxide and is to be adjusted annually by increases or
decreases in the Consumer Price Index.
AUTHORITY: Environmental Quality Board; 27A o.s. supp. 1993 §§ 2-·
5-106 o
I
COKKENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and
during the regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma Air Quality
Council. The meeting will be held TUesday, october 11, 1994, in
the Lincoln Boulevard Plaza office complex, Brown Room, 4545 N.
Lincoln Blvd, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Briefing is scheduled tor
9:30 AM; meeting and hearing, for 1:00 PH. Oral'iCQIIIments will be
accepted during the hearing; written comments' on the proposed
change ma.y be mailed to Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Linco1n
Blvd., Su1te 250, Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483 Cfo Hr. Scott Th
for subchapter a.
·
PUBLIC HEARINGS: Tuesday, October 11 and, if necessary, Wednes~
October 12, 1994, in the Brown Room, Lincoln Plaza office complex,
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be
obtained from the Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Program, 4545 North Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT: A rule impact statement will be prepared
prior to the final action by the Environmental Quality Board. Tho
rule impact statement may be obtained from the Air Quality Division
at the above address.
CONTACT PERSONa
S~bchapter 45":
Hr. Scott Thomas (405) 2715220.
Subchapter B: Hr. Scott Thomas (405) 271-5220.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION!
It is anticipated that the above public
hearings will initially take two days, October 11 and 12, and will
probably be continued to future council meetings.
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TITLE 252. DEP~THEHT OF EHVIROHHEHTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. ~tR POLLUTION CONTROL
RPL£MAKINO ACTION!
Notice of proposed P£~H£NT an4 EHEnOENCY rule~a~lnq.
Propoaa4 Ru1aas
OAC 2Slt10o-:n, Control of t:wisslons of
Sulfur co•pound:s (AHEti0£0)
• • ..
suaau·yr
The intent ot the revision ls to resolve any
discrepancies and inequities as applied to all n•w sulfur
recovery units in the State, The result vould be a relaxation
of standards applicable to nev sulfur recovery plants operated
in conjunction. vlth processes other than natural qas
processing.
··
AIJTIIORITYI Envlron11ental Ouallty Board: 2"1A O.S, Supp. 199l, !;$ 22-lOlJ 2-S-1-1 et aeq.
eOHHEHT PERIOD!
Interested per"sono lilY inforaally discuss the
proposed rules vtth the Air Quality Proqra11 or 11ay, before Nove11ber
lO,
1994,
subait written coa~~ents to the Depart•ent of
tnvlronllental QUality, cfo Robert Xellogq, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
Oltlahoaa city, OK 73117-1212. co••ent:s will be accepted durinq the
Environ•ental Quality Board •eetln9 scheduled tor 9!30 a ••• ,
ltednesday, Nave11ber lO, 1994, Council !lind court Roo•, City ot
Stroud, Ad•lnlstratlon Bulldlnq, 220 W. Second street, Stroud, OK.
PUBLIC K£~tHC8t Wednesday, Hove•ber lO, 1994, at l:lO a.a., in
Stroud, Oklahoaa, as noted aboVe.
copies ot tho proposed rules aay be
COPI£8 or raoroas:D ftULEU
obtalnad tro~a the Depart•ent ot Envlron•ental Quality, Air Quality
Pro9raa, 454S North Lincoln, Suite 250, Oltlaho•• City, OK 731053483.
nu~E IMPACT STATEHCNT:
A ruln i11pact state•ent will bo prepared
prior to the final action by tho tnvlron11ontal Quality loard, The
rule l•pact state.ent •ay be obtained fro• the Air Quality service
at the above address.
COHTAC7 PERSONI Hr. Scott Tha.as,(405) 271~5220.
~DDt7tOHAL JNrORHATIOKr
Theso rules were reco••ended by tho Air
QUality council pursuant to public hearln9s on June U, and Auquat
9, 1994.

IN~ENDED

[Okla. R~g. 94-1401; 'it~d O~tob~ 6, 1994)
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AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

INTENDED RUL£HAXIHC ACTtOHI
No~lee or proposed P£RKAN£NT and EHERC£NCY rulalllaklnq.
1'roposa4 RUlesr
OAC 2S2: 100-45, Honltorinq of E11 1sslons
(AMENDED)
.
suaaaryl . The intent of the revision to subchapt~r 45 ts to
correct deticlencias ln Oklahoaa•s Alr Quality i~plementation
plan vith .respect to Okhho111a's abllity to usq any credible
evidence in deter•lnlng a sources's coapliance. This action
is a resUlt oC the Environaental Protection Aqency•s tindi
that Oklahollla's State Japle•entatlon Phn tSJP) is lnadequa~!.,
to tully l•pleaent Section 114(a)(l) of the F~deral Clean At.
Act.
The proposed rule stAtes that for the purpose ot
eo111plhnce certlClcatlons, an owneor h not prohibited fro•
usinq •onltorinq required under the rede~al Part 70 Operatlnq
Perait rutea. It also states that any credible evidence aay
be used tor the purpose of establishlnq whether a person has
violated provisions ot the State I~ple•entation Plan
AD'l'BORITY: Envlronaental ouallty Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 199•3 $5; 22-101; 2·5-1-1 et seq.
'
COJOIEHT PERIOD:
Interested persons 111ay lntor•ally discuss the
proposed rules vlth the Air Quality Proqraa or
before Nove•ber
lo,
199c,
subalt \lrS.tten eo11aonts to the Department ot
tnvironmental QUAlity, cfo Robert kello9q, 1000 H.E. lOtb street
Oklahoaa City, OK 7l117-ll12. Co••ents will be aeeept:ed durinq th~
Env 1ronaental
alit
Board •eetin
s eduled for 9•lo a •
and court: Rooa • Cit· ;,t
e nes ay, !love~ r o, 1994, Counc
Stroud, Adalnlstratlon Duildinq, 220 w. Second street Stroud y OK
PUDLIC 11E~!HGSr Wednesday, Nove111ber lO 1994 at ;. 30 a Ill' 1'
Stroud, Oklahoma, as noted above.
'
'
·
• ·• n
COPIES OP' PllOl'OSED RUL£Sf
Copies of the proposed rules •ay be
obtained fro~ tho Oepart11ent ot £nvtronmcntal Quality Alr Qualit
~~:~~··· 45C5 llorth LincCJln, suito 250, olelaho111a City, OK 7l10S~

••Y·

nULl tHPACT STATCHENT1
A rule Impact statement vlll be prepared
prior to the finAl. action by the £nvlronaental Qual tty Doard
The
rule lapact stateaont mAy be obtained !rom tbe Air Quality s'r 1
at the above address.
e v co
CONTACT l'ERSONl Hr. Scott Tho111as (405) 271-5220
ADDI'l'ION~L INFORMATIOHt These r~les ~ere Tecoaa~nded by the Air
QUality Council pursuant to public hearlnq on October 11, 1994,

(Ohl.a.

NOnCES OF RULEMAKJNG INTENT
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF rNVIROHMtNT~L QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONUEl'ITAL

QUALilY
CIIAPTER 002. PROCEDURES OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIROl'-'MENTAL QUALITY
INTENDED RULEMAKlNG ACTION:
·
Notice of proposed PERMANENTIE~IERGENCY rulemak.ing.
Proposed Rules: Procedures of the Department of Environmenlal Quality OAC
252:002 (AMENDMENTS]
•
Summai-y:
The proposed amendments concern the procedure ror log~ng
complaint. received al\.er working hours, the procedure ror referral ofcomplaml.l
occurring on Indian Country aa defined by 42 U.S.C. 1151, and the procedure ror
complaint• Involving issues in litigation.
}AUfUORITY: Environmenlal Quality Board, 27A Supp. 1993, 12-2-101 and 75 O.S.
1991, §302.
COl\IMENI' PERIOD: Deliver or mail comments November 1 thro~gh November
21. 1994, t.o contact person listed below.
•
PUBLIC HEARINGS: On.l and "'tillen comments wiU be rece1ved by the
Environmental Quality Board at its meeting in Stroud, Oklahoma, at 9:30 on
November 30, 1994.
•
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: Copies of the proposed rules may be obtained
from the contact person below.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT: May be obtained from contact person.
CONI'Acr PERSON: Office of the General Counsel, 12th ~oor, Department or
Environmental Quality, 1000 N.E. 10Lh Street, Oklahoma C1ty, OK 73117-1299;
Barbara Rauch, (405) 271-8140

JIITEIIDED RUl.EKAitiiiG -"CTIOII:
llotlce oC proposed PI:Jl.H).llt:tiT and I:KEnCEIICY rulemaldng.
Proposed Rules: OAC 252:100-8, Operating Permits (Part 70)
(AHEII0£0},
summary:
The revision to subch~pter 8 has tvo parts.
The
first incorporates by reference 40 CFR Part 72, the Federal
rules regarding aeld rain permits. The second revision is to
adjust the fees Cor Part 70 sources. The ovner or operator of
a Part 70 source vill be required to pay annual foes that are
sufficient to cover the Part 70 program co~ts. Those fees, as
proposed Cor recommendation by the Air Quality council vill
approximate $15 per ton of emissions rogulatl'd pollutants
(excluding c"rbon 111onoxlde) ln 1995.
.
~DTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Doard; 27A o.s. Supp. 199J, SS 22-101; 2-5-1-1 et seq.
COMMENT 'Prnroo:
Interested persons 11111y infor~nally discuss the
proposed rules vith tho Air Quality Progra111 or may, before november
)0 1
19!14,
submit vritton commonts
to
the Department O(
£nvlron~ental Quality, cfo Robert Xelloqq, 1000 11.£. lOth street,
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-121~. Comments v111 be accepted during the
r.nvironmental ouality Board IOI!oting scheduled Cor 9:)0 a .... I
Wednesday, llovl!rnbc>r. JO, 1994, Council 11nd Court Roont, City o(
Stroud, Admlnistratlon lluildlnq, 220 W. !:econd !:treot, Stroud, OK.
PUBLIC llE-"RlNCS: Wednesday, llovernber JO, 199~, ~t 9:Jo a.m., ln
Stroud, Oklahoma, as noted above.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULESt
Copios of the proposed rules -,.ay bo
obtftlnod rront the Department of Envlronmcnt~l Quality, Air Quality
Proqram, 4545 llorth Lincoln, Suite 250, Oklahoma City, OK 731053483~.

[Okla. Reg. 94-1427;

~lied Oetob~

14, 1994]

RULE IKP-"CT STATEHENT: A rule l.,.pact ~tatement vill be prepared
prior to the final action by the tnvlronmental Quality Board. The
rule impact statement may be obtained front the Air Quality service
at the above address.
CONTACT PERSON: Kr. Seott Thomas, (405) 271-5210.
ADDI1'IOIIAL INFORMATION: The 11cld r"in rule V:l~ recomm~>nded by the
Air Qu11llty Council pursuant to public Henring on Auqust 9; tho
permit tees are scheduled for Public Jlcnring before the Air Quality
Council on october 11, 1994.

Reg.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

RULE .KAJtJ:IIO ACTIONr PERHI\NEtlT final adoption.
RULESr
252•100·45·4, Ca.pllanee certifications (NEN)r and
2521100·45·5, Enforcibllity (HEN)
AUTRORITYI
Environmental Quality Boardr 27A o.s. Supp. 1993,
II 2·2·101, 2·5·101 et seq.
DATU I
Comment period: October I, 1994 through November 30, 1994.
Public hearing: November 30, 1994.
Adoption• November 30, 1994.
Submitted to Governor• December 9, 1994.
Submitted to House• December 9, 1994.
Submitted Senate• Deeembe~ 9, 1994.
Gubernatorial approval• January 23, 1195.
Legislative approval• Failure of the Legislature to disapprove
the rules resulted in approval on March 29, 1995.
Final adoption• March 29, 1995.
Effective• July 1, 1195.
SUPIRSEDID IHERGENCt ACTIONS1
Superseded rules1 252z100-45·4, Compliance certifications [NEN)r
and 252r100·45·5, ~pforeibillty IHEK).
Gubernatorial approvalr January S, 1995.
Register publication: 12 Ok Reg 743.
Docket number: 95-3.
lNCOR.ORATJ:ONS BY REFERENCir
None
AHALISISt
The intent of this revision is to correct inadequacies
in the Oklahoma State Imple•entation Plan (SIP) as identified by
EPA. The correct Ions allow a permitted source to use any credible
evidence to dP.monstrate compliance and allow the EPA to use any
credible evidence to establish vlohtlons and enforce the Oldahoma
SIP. The net reoult would be. an EPA·approvable SIP, as required by
the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendaoents.
·
SUMMAR! OF DXFFERENCEI FROH ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULKS1
This revision corrects possible differences in lntexpretation of
state rules and federal law. The Air Quality Council recommepded
the permanent adoption of this revielon at their meeting on October
11, 1194. The Al1· ouallty Council began receiving comments on this
new rule on August 8, 1994.
CONTACT PERSONt 11r. Scott Thomas, DEQ Mr OuaUty Division, Suite
250, Lincoln Plaza Office Complex, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd. Oklahoma
~lty. Oklnhoma
73105. 1405) 271·5220.

SUBCHAPTER 45.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
HONITORXNG OF EMISSIONS

252 t 100·1$•4. COppUance ce;tiflcat;ione
Hotwitbgtandlng any other oroyislon in the State of Qkllb2mi
implementation plan approyed by the !dminlatrator. for the purpose
pf lubmi•aion of ccmplisnce certifications an qwner or operator is
nQt prohibited from YllDg mqnltorlng I I required under 252;100·8·6
la1 Ill and lneorporated into a fec:leully enforceable ooerating
permit: in addition to any specified compliance methods.
252t100·45-5. £nfo~clblllty
Notwithstanding -any other provision ln the state of Q)slahoma
implementation· plan apprgved by the Administrator. any credibJ
uldenee mav be used for the purpose of establisblna whether
person bai'iiolated or la in violation of any such plan.
J.U · Information from the uae of the following methoc!s h
presumptively credible eyldence of whether a violation has
pecurrt!d at the source ,
IAI A monitprinq method approved for the source pursuant to
252;100·8·1 lal
131
and incorporated in a federally
enforceable operating permit.
!B) Qompliance methods specified in the apolicable plan,
0

~hgdr: !~! 0:~::U~i!:Y~ ~~~!5Y~t~a ~!stl!:tm•~~Yt:~\~rig~
1

information gpther!nq methoas:

f:! 1 :3fn~egg~:!1Jne7go~~=·~!~tSo2f~ol&?a 6 ~ra~5'~~?g methods,

IBI Qtber testing. monitoring or infprmation-qatberina methods
tbet prqduee information pomparoble to that produced by any
~21 (AI of this section.

[Okla. Reg. 95-615i -6-{l.ed Ap!LU 26, 1995]

PURSUANT TO TilE /\CTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN. TilE FOLLOWING RULES ARB
CONSIDERED FJNl\LJ,Y ADOPTED AS S~ FORTH tN 75 O.S., SECTION
JOB.1(AJ, WITIII\N EFFECTIVE DATE OF JULY 1, 1995.
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meetinq:

TUESDAY, October 11, 1994
AND (IF NECESSARY)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1994

9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BROWN ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Dire~tor's Report
Informational - An update of current events
and AQD activities

Director

A.

TB&A Report - Title V Status
Attainment Status - Legislation
staffing - Other
1.

3.

Discussion by council/Public

Public Rulemakinq Hearinqs -

A.

(Briefinq)

OAC 252:100-8 Operating Permits (Part 70)

Thomas

Fee Requirements, Fee Timing

'

1.

B.

Discussion by council/Public

OAC 252:100-45

Monitoring of Emissions

ward

SIP Call, Credible Evidence, Enhanced Monitoring

1.

Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
A Public Meeting:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1994
AND (IF NECESSARY)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1994

1:00 P.M.
9:30 A.M.

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE COMPLEX
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
BROWN ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

HEARING/MEETING
Chairman

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Public Rulemaking Hearings
A.

secretary

OAC 252:100-8

Operating Permits (Part 70)

Thomas

Fee Requirements, Fee Timing

1.
B.

Discussion by council/Public

OAC 252:100-45

Monitoring of Emissions

ward

SIP Call, Credible Evidence, Enhanced Monitoring

1.

Discussion by council/Public

4.

Approval of Minutes of August 9, 1994

Chairman

s.

New Business

Chairman

Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours.
6.

ADJOURNMENT
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting December 13, 1994
Lincoln Plaza Office complex Brown Room
4545 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma city., OK

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please
notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 271-5220.

September 28, 1994 ·

:MEMORANDUM

TO:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

THRU:

Larry D. Byrum, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

FROM:

Randy. Ward,
Analysis and Planning Un1t

SUBJECT:

REVISIONS TO OAC 252:100-45, MONITORING OF EMISSIONS

~~

Supervisor~

Please find enclosed the staff's suggested revisions to Oklahoma
Air Pollution Rule OAC 252-100-45. These revisions are in ·response
to an EPA SIP call dated June 9, 1994.
,-.

Also enclosed are copies of the SIP call letter
information, the AQD's workplan, and EPA's comments
rule language.
Included as additional information
Monitoring are an Executive Summary and a clipping
Air Technology News.

and supporting
on our proposed
about Enhanced
from the Clean

SUBCHAPTER 45.

MONITORING OF EMISSIONS

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to outline the basic requirements for monitoring of
emissions and their recording and reportkng.
252:100-45-1.

Monitoring equipment required
The Executive Director may require the owner or operat:.or of any air contaminant source to:
'1)
install, use, and maintain such monl.toring equipment;
(2) samcle such emissions in accordance with methods as the Execut:.ive Director shall
prescribe;
(Jl establish and maint:.ain such records; and
(4)
make such periodic emission reports as required in 252:100-45-3.

252:100-45-2.

Records required
Records and reports as the Executive Direct:.or shall prescribe on air contam1nants or fuel
shall be recorded, compiled, and submitted on forms furnished by the Executive Director. (The
procedures below are examples of such requirements.)
(1)
Emissions of particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen shall be
expressed as follows:
(A) in pounds per hour and pounds per million BTU of heat input for fuel-burning
equipment;
.
(B) in pounds per hour and pounds per 100 pounds of refuse burned for incinerators;
and
·
(C) in pounds per hour and in pounds per hourly process weight or production rate
or in terms of some other easily measured and meaningful process unit specified by
the Executive Director.
(21
Sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen emission data shall be averaged over a 24 -hour
period and shall be summarized mont:.hly. Daily averages and monthly aummaries shall be
submitted to the Executive Director biannually. Data should be calculated daily and
available for inspection at any time.
(3)
Particulate matter emissions shall be sampled and submitted biannually.
_,-....
(4)
Visible emissions shall,' be measured continuously and records kept indicating total
minutes per day in which stack discharge effluent exceeds 20 percent opacity. Data should
be summarized biannually. Current daily results shall be· available for inspection at any
time.
·..
(5)
The sulfur content of fuels, as burned, except natural gas, shall be determined in
accordance with current recognized ASTM procedures. Daily and monthly averages shall be
submitted biannually. Daily records shall be kept current and be available for inspection.
252:100-45-3.

Compliance Certifications
Notwithstanding any other provision in the State of Oklahoma implementation plan approved
by the Administrator. for the purpose of submission of compliance certifications an owner or
operator is not prohibited from using monitoring as required under 252:100-8-6 (a) (31 and
incorporated into a federally P.nforceable operating permit in addition to anv specu:ied compliance
methods.
252:100-45-4.

252:100-45-5. Enforcibility

Notwithstanding any other provision in the State of Oklahoma implementation plan approved
by the Administrator, any credible evidence may be used for the purpose of est:.ablishing whether
a person has violated or is in violation of any such plan.
.

ill

Information from the use of the following methods is presumptively credible evidence
of whether a violation has occurred at the source:
(AlA monitoring method approved for the source pursuant to 252:100-8-6 (a) (3! and
incorporated in a federally enforceable operating permit.
(8) Compliance methods specified in the applicable plan.

ill

The following testing, monitoring or information gathering methods
presumptively credible testing, monitoring or information gathering methods:

are

!Al Any federally-enforceable monitoring or testing methods, including those in 40
CFR parts 51, 60, 61 and 75.
!BI Other testing, monitoring or information-gathering methods that produce
information comparable to that produced by any method in (1! or (2) (AI.

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Minutes
OCTOBER 11, 1994
1:00 p.m.
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, SUITE 250
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
council Members Present

staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry canter, Ph.D., Vice Chairman
Gary A. Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman
Kathryn Hinkle
David Branecky

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
scott Thomas
Randall Ward
Dennis Doughty
Myrna Bruce

council Members Absent
Pierre Taron
Meribeth Slagell
Bill Fishback

Guests Present
(See attached list)

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting was forwarded to the secretary of state's
Office giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas
were posted at the entrance door of the meeting room at the Lincoln
Plaza location, and the entrance to the Air Quality Division.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch called the meeting to order and roll
call was taken. Members not in attendance were Ms. Slagell, Mr.
Fishback, and Mayor Taron. Mr. Breisch turned the meeting over to
Mr. Byrum.
Actinq as protocol officer for Public Rulemakinq Bearinq OAC
252:100-45 Monitorinq of Emissions.
Giving staff recommendations, Mr. Randall Ward advised Council that
as part of a nationwide SIP call, Governor Walters received a
letter on June 9, 1994 from Jane saginaw, Regional Administrator
for the Environmental Protection Agency, notifying that our State
Implementation Plan was substantially inadequate to meet the Clean
Air Acts requirements concerning enhanced monitoring, compliance
certification, and the use of any credible evidence for enforcement
purposes. Oklahoma's current SIP may be interpreted to limit the
types of testing or monitoring data that may be used for
determining compliance and establishing violations and to limit the
EPA's ability to assess penalties. The EPA.is requiring that the
states revise their SIPs to allow any monitoring data that is
approved and regarded as credible evidence for determining
1

compliance and for establishing violations of any standards
specified in the permit.
Mr. Ward pointed out that through
consultation and correspondence with the EPA, the staff has
developed new language to address these concerns and that the SIP
letter and other material are part of the council packets.
OAC
252-100-45-4 Compliance Certification, allows a source to use the
monitoring required by their Title V permit under OAC 252-100-8-6a-3 for the purposes of compliance certification.
The second
section, OAC 252-100-45-5 Enforceability, allows the use of any
credible evidence to determine violations and establishing
_presumptively credible methods and information sources. Mr. Ward
entered into the official record a copy of the EPA comments
approving staff's proposed rule language.
The staff's recommendation was that the council take action to
recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption
as an emergency and permanent rule because it is important that the
SIP be approved as soon as possible and no substantive comments to
the rule had been received.
After discussion, the Chairman entertained a motion to recommend
this rule change to the Environmental Quality Board.
Mr.
Kilpatrick made the motion to recommend the rule to the Board as a
permanent and emergency rule with second made by Ms. Tillman. Roll
call as follows: Or. Canter - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Hinkle
- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Byrum, as protocol officer, convened the Public Rulemaking
Bearing OAC 252-100-8 Operating Permits Part 70, Fees and Fee
Timing.
Hr.

Giving staff recommendation, Mr. Scott Thomas advised that the
Hearing was a continuation of the August 9 Hearing held in Tulsa,
OK concerning proposed changes to subchapter 8 of Oklahoma's Air
Pollution Control rules. These proposed changes specifically deal
with the annual operating fee to be assessed to Title V sources in
the State of Oklahoma.
The revisions provide for an annual
operating fee of $15.19/ton of regulated pollutant, including
carbon monoxide, be assessed on Part 70 sources.
Due to some of
the discussions held in the Briefing Session, staff also provided
to the Council suggested language to support a surcharge that in
the event that either the Oklahoma City-county Health Department or
the Tulsa City-County Health Department should fail to permanently
renew or shall declare their intent not to renew their contract for
services necessary to implement the requirements of the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act in either of their jurisdictions, the fee in each
event shall increase an additional $1.00/ton of regulated
pollutant.
Mr. Thomas went on to say that the $15.19/ton fee is consistent
with the findings of the Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A)
Workload Analysis and will be effective January 1, 1995 for Part 70
sources and these sources will no longer be subject to the current
$10/ton fee specified in subchapter 7. The revisions also provide
2
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for the fee to be adjusted annually in accordance with changes in
the Consumer Price Index.
Mr. Thomas entered a letter, received from Hans J. Mueller, Manager
of Regional Regulatory Affairs of Browning-Ferris Industries dated
October 4, 1994 into the record and noted that Mr. Mueller
supported adjustment of the fee and the previously recommended acid
rain provisions and recommended that the Department revise the
definition of major source to insure consistency with EPA's
proposed changes to Part 70.
Mr. Thomas advised that the staff
_felt that such change should only be considered after the proposed
federal language becomes final as the current definition of major
source in subchapter 8 is identical to the current Part 70
language.
Per Mr. Thomas, in order for the new fee to be effective January 1,
1995 the council's recommendations would need to be adopted as a
permanent and emergency rule at the Environmental Quality Board
meeting on November 3 0, 1994, and subsequently signed py the
Governor.
After the Board acts, staff plans to send the rule to
the EPA as an amendment to our Title V operating permit plan along
with justification that the fee will be sufficient to cover the
anticipated cost of a Title V program.
There was not a
representative from EPA present.
With much discussion between Council, staff, and commenters,
suggested language was changed to read as follows:
" ••• In the
event that by January 15, 1995, either the Oklahoma City/County
Health Department or the Tulsa City/County Health Department shall
fail to permanently renew, or shall declare their intent not to
renew their contract to provide the services necessary to implement
the requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act in either of their
jurisdictions, the fees,
in each event, shall increase an
additional One dollar ($1.00) per ton of regulated pollutant .•• "
Other discussion included Ms. Barton's concern for the possibility
that Tulsa will go into nonattainment, and that this rulemaking
body cannot define all the necessary things that will have to be
done if that happens.
She pointed out that it was her
understanding that if nonattainment occurs, efforts have to be
started right away for compliance with nonattainment regulations.
She felt that the Council should produce language for an emergency
to fund all of the people and the things that would need to be done
to be in compliance with EPA's regulations under the nonattainment
status.
Discussion was held regarding the fact that Tulsa may go into
nonattainment and the possibility of having to pass a fee increase.
It was felt that the fact that the fees must be billed January 1
precludes the ability to do anything at this time; and there would
be plenty of time to take action when nonattainment occurs.
Ms. Tillman felt that nonattainment compliance would most likely
not happen until next summer which would leave time for the rule
3

language.
Mr. Byrum agreed and advised that if EPA found either
area to be in nonattainment and if the Agency chose to go into
nonattainment status, EPA could handle in one of two ways (1) they
can say the SIP is insufficient to protect the ozone max which is
not a "nonattainment" situation; that finding would have to be made
on the data that was generated the day of the event and the
earliest that data could get to EPA would be 45 days after the
event; and it would take time for the federal wheels to grind; or
(2) EPA could find a SIP deficiency; then the Agency would choose
a SIP call rather than have the city designated nonattainment.
For the record, comment was made by Howard Ground, Public Service
of Oklahoma, who asked if it was intentional that the sentence from
the last packet "This fee is consistent with reasonable costs of
operating permit program as a management consultant study" was left
out. Mr •. Doughty advised that he had struck it intentionally as he
felt it was not relevant but was a reiteration of other things in
the law.
Mr. Ground felt that the sentence provided a bit of
history.
Dr. Canter agreed but Mr. Kilpatrick took the opposite
viewpoint as he felt the hearing records demonstrates the history.
In order to save time in this meeting, both agreed to leave the
sentence out.
For the record, Mr. Breisch asked Mr. Byrum to go through the
scenario of the expected timeframe using the date of June 15, .1995,
if Tulsa would go into nonattainment. Mr. Byrum related that:
--The June 15 data would be submitted in 45-days (end of July)
--EPA would take 2 - 3 weeks to crunch that data
-~EPA would generate a letter to the Governor setting forth the
necessary action, and would give AQD a 30-day period to respond to
that letter (end of August, first of September)
--Then by September 15, AQD would have to have a response detailing
the agreement and that we would put together a plan with the
timeframes.
--That response would go to EPA in mid-September and probably not
require action other than looking at rulemaking until further into
the next year.
Mr. Breisch believed there would be no expense due to this
nonattainment status in 1995; Mr. Byrum agreed that any expense to
the State would be minor expense for handling paper and putting
together a plan.
Ms. Medley reiterated that Ms. Barton was trying to get across the
fact that necessary fee increases can only be addressed on a yearly
basis and wanted the council to be aware of the potential need of
an increase.
Mr. Byrum added that a significant portion of the cost for
nonattainment would be Title v and that EPA is looking at the
impacts of Title I on Part 70.
EPA is ruling that any changes
required on Title I are Part 70 and will remain Part 70 for the
remainder of the life of the facility.
4
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To Mr. Kilpatrick's question whether Title V would cover most of
the sources, Mr. Byrum answered that he did not see a major impact
in the emissions inventory in the metropolitan areas due to
nonattainment for stationary sources.
We have 90/95% control
across the board but most of those reductions would have to come
from mobile sources and area sources which· would cause a minor
impact, but not a major impact, on the amount of the fees currently
being collected.
Some sources that were not previously Title V
sources may become Title V sources due to nonattainment.
Mr. Breisch stated that it appears the cost per ton of
nonattainment status cannot be quantified as we are not 100%
certain it will happen.

Mr. Byrum stated that he had not been comfortable in recommending
a $/ton amount for nonattainment at this point because various
issues will effect that number dramatically such as the level of
nonattainment, the timing, the pollutants involved, or federal
court actions concerning interpretations of the Act.
Staff is
working on some of those issues and is trying to evaluate what
those issues will be. He believed that some of the funding for
nonattainment activities will have to come from different sources
than Title V such as some of the states have proposed a surcharge
on their automobile license plates to offset those costs; or
looking for fees from area sources such as dry cleaners or minor
source fees. Those would have to be in combination with anything
we would do under this fee scenario to come up with an equitable
distribution of the cost to those who are the responsible parties.
Mr. Kilpatrick felt that the key issue Ms. Medley and Ms. Barton
was hitting upon was the issue that the council should be aware of
the need for adequate funding to last through an entire year in the
event of nonattainment. He wanted all to know that the proposal
now has areas built in to allow for adequate funding at this point:
1) the potential of a surplus of the $10/ton fees; 2) the $15.19
is based on the assumption of 142 FTEs of which only 90 have been
hired plus the 18 at the counties for a total of 108; therefore,
spending would not be done at the $15.19 rate throughout 1995; 3)
plus the additional $2 potentially added with neither of those
programs fully staffed now.
When the program is at full speed it
will be very close. He did not think at this time it is prudent to
start adding in too many additional kitties. He was hopeful that
next July when staff submits the proposal for the 1996 fees, it
will provide good accounting data that will show how good the TB&A
assumptions were and can be fine-tuned at that time.
Dr. Canter appreciated the longer term concern but wanted staff to
consider doing a special study of various nonattainment scenarios
that would provide in writing some justification for what a fee
increase might need to be.
He stated he would feel more
comfortable with more detail about a rationale for whatever the
future cost might be.

Mr. Byrum advised that the staff is currently working on options
5

available to the metropolitan areas. The metropolitan areas have
choices that can be made and each affects the mix of the cost.
The staff would consider the least-cost option.
Ms. Barton asked if this rule goes to EPA for approval what happens
to the whole rule if EPA disagrees with the $15.19 figure.
Mr.
Byrum answered that when the rule goes to EPA it will be adopted as
a state rule and the billing will be taking place before EPA
replies. If they determine it is an insufficient amount, EPA will
tell us to adjust our fee to obtain interim approval of our Title
_V program.
EPA has suggested federally $25.00/ton, or an amount
sufficient to cover the demonstrated cost of the Title V program.
The burden on the staff, once the rule is passed, is to complete
the analysis to show the fee set is sufficient to cover the costs.
The TB&A Workload Analysis, as backup, helps significantly.
Howard Ground, Public Service of Oklahoma (PSO) recommended that
everything be stricken that was talked about in the Briefing
Session regarding and additional $2/ton because of everything that
will happen, an increase will not be needed until 1996.
Mr. Kilpatrick pointed out that Mr. Ground had hit the crux of the
matter.
He felt that when industry decided to try to limit the
fee, they made a major error by going to the Legislature rather
than going to the Council and using the Council as a mechanism of
funding the study.
He felt the TB&A study is good but the
Legislature authorized $150,000 which was spent, therefore, there
were no state funds available for TB&A to travel to Oklahoma and
present the report to the Council.
He felt that originally if
people had a concern with the fee they should have come to the
council. The idea of a study was not to limit the $15 per ton but
to be able to provide a basis for justifying the right amount to
EPA, and was a good idea; but if it had been done via the council,
the council could have then had the ability to spend the additional
$4,000 to fly TB&A here and be able to ask these additional
questions.
He added that the issue on the Tulsa city county Health Department
(TCCHD) and Oklahoma City county Health Department (OCCHD) counties
is an area that was not discussed in New York because we had no
knowledge of the current situation but the other issues discussed
made us come away feeling that it is a very good report, the 53%
is well substantiated, and is one that the EPA will have to accept
as justifying the $15.19.
Ms. Tillman added that everything the committee asked TB&A was
thoroughly explained, the numbers did calculate, and that she was
very pleased as was the other members.
Mr. Branecky pointed out that one of the difficulties in doing a
report like this is trying to come up with a number for something
that has never been done before.

Mr. Breisch agreed that the theory and the philosophy used to put
6

together this report is sound and supported the report.
Ron Truelove, representing Environmental Federation of Oklahoma's
(EFO) Air Committee, commented for the record that EFO supported
the study and would support similar studies for future rulemaking;
this is a good way to approach rulemaking by developing the
supporting data. EFO also supported the $15.19/ton permitting fee
associated with the study.
With no more discussion, comments, or questions from the Council,
Mr.
Breisch entertained a motion to accept the staff's
recommendation to recommend to the DEQ Board for permanent and
emergency rulemaking and that in turn will be forwarded to the EPA
after DEQ has acted upon it.
Ms. Tillman made the motion and clarified her
that because of the length of time it
authorization to add on staff, and due to what
from the county health departments, there
proactive. Mr. Kilpatrick made the second~

reasoning by saying
does take to get
seems to be eminent
is a need to be

With the motion and second, discussion was as follows:
Mr. Branecky wanted the Council be sure that accounting procedures
show accurate tracking so that if there are overages they can be
applied to the following year.
Mr. Byrum felt that the accounting staff has been made abundantly
aware of that situation.
Mr. Kilpatrick added that in the discussions with the accounting
staff, one of the statements made was that the process of changing
the fees for 1996 could start next July with staff providing
accounting data to show that the money was spent on Title v. He
wanted for the AQD staff to present to the Council some of the
procedures used in the Time and Effort {T&E) study and also the
allocation procedures, how to allocate some of the things that do
not come directly out of salaries.
Mr. Breisch suggested that the accounting staff be invited to the
next meeting to answer questions and also wanted to continue the
committee, with Mr. Branecky in lieu of Dr. Hughes, at least
through next year to monitor the difference in fees, if any, and
the carryover of any fees from the $10/ton original fee.
Mr. Kilpatrick agreed to continue to serve on the Committee because
the questions will be accounting-type questions, and it will take
a little study of the data. Ms. Tillman and Mr. Branecky agreed to
remain on the Committee and Mr. Breisch spoke for Mr. Fishback.
With a motion and a second and no further discussion, roll was
called as follows:
Mr. Branecky - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms.
Hinkle - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch
- aye.
7

The Hearing Session was closed and discussion was had under New
Business as follows:
Ms. Barton wanted to make the Council aware that INCOG submitted a
proposal to the EPA for the Maximizing Emission Reductions
Intersource Trading (MERIT) program and it has been turned back to
the state. She described the MERIT program to Council stating that
INCOG initiated the ozone alert program along with MERIT where
industry trades pollution credits back and forth. Her question to
Mr. Byrum was how long before a draft plan from the state would be
_forthcoming that would institute the MERIT program.
Mr. Byrum answered that Air Quality has submitted draft comments
back to INCOG, as INCOG had drafted the proposal, and are waiting
for follow up. He further stated that INCOG is proposing that the
trading transaction program be codified as a rule under the Air
Quality Act and be part of the State SIP.
He advised that at a
meeting last month, INCOG agreed to help draft language on how it
would apply to attainment areas to pass EPA's SIP requested
information.
In most cases, these emissions trading rules have
always applied to nonattainment areas and they were questioning
whether reductions could be used later in the event of
nonattainment.
Ms. Barton wanted the Council to know that as an original member of
the committee that started the MERIT program she felt that the
original spirit of the committee was for citizen oversight.
Mr. Byrum advised that when the rule comes forward, it will be open
for public hearing.
Ms. Hinkle made known the information she had received when she
telephoned the Chair of the TCCHD Board during the lunch break
stating that the TCCHD view is not nearly as negative about
renewing the contract as Council had been thinking because
negotiations were presently going on.
Some of TCCHD concerns
included some
of the
expenses they are
incurring,
more
responsibilities, more supervision, and more say-so they might want
to have since it involves some of their money. These negotiations
are going on with DEQ.
There is a meeting coming up with Mark
Coleman and there are some letters as recently as yesterday that we
would not know about.
TCCHD feels they are at a negotiating
standpoint and Ms. Hinkle felt that at least TCCHD wants to say the
contract will be renewed after this negotiating process; and of
course, negotiations could not be done over the phone. Essentially
what TCCHD wanted to convey was that there is a lot of talking
going on.
Byrum pointed out that most of the DEQ/health department
contracts run from January 1 to December 31, but that the AQD
contract runs from october 1 to September 30. Air Quality did not
actually have a contract as of October,1 and bills cannot legally
be paid until there is a contract.

Mr.
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Ms. Hinkle expressed hope that there has been some lack of
communications and hoped the TCCHD Board had been alerted to the
fact that Council is concerned and would like to be kept informed.
Mr. Byrum reiterated that these were last minute concerns to be
brought forth at this meeting.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch requested a motion for approval
of the August 9, 1994, meeting. Mr. Kilpatrick moved to accept the
Minutes as presented with second by Dr. canter. Roll call taken as
follows: Dr. canter - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Hinkle - aye;
Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Tillman - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Other Business - Mr. Byrum advised the Council that Dr. Hughes had
resigned and been replaced.
Mr. Byrum recommended that council
invite Dr. Hughes to the next regular meeting and present to him a
Certificate of Appreciation for his term of service. Mr. Breisch
asked staff to prepare the proper documents and invite him to
appear.
Next Meeting -The next regular meeting will be held December 13,
1994, at the Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Brown Room.
ADJOURNMENT - Meeting adjourned with a unanimous roll call vote.

~~ /3b

,~1/~/ff!-

Willia~reisch, Chairman

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

m, Director
ITY DIVISION
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TO BE USED FOR

PERMANENT AND

EMERGENCY Rt7LBS

.

RECOMMENDATJ:ON
TO '!'JIB

-

BmnRONKBHTAL QmLrrr BOARD
AIR QUALI.y.ox '1'BB

COUHCL

'rhe members of this COUDcil, acting purau&Dt to the authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma BDviroJml&Dtal Quality Code (27 o.s.supp. 1993, Section 2-2-201, by
roll call vote, make for.mal recommendation to ~a BD~tal ·Quality Board
that· the rule (a) specified below be adopted · - (a) pe:cD&Deut rule (a) and by
emergency &Dd that the Board find that adoption of the rule(a) by emergency is
warranted
by
the
compelling
axtraordina~
a:l.rcumatanca
of
the need for the rule to be in effect for delegation of the Title V program from

the Environmental Protection Agency.by March, 1995.

I·

MONITORING OF EMISSIONS

OAC 252: 100-45

Prior to making this racommandation, th:l.a Counc:l.l conaidered the rules &Dd
comments received thereon and determined, to the bast of ita k:Dowledge, that all
requirements of the Oklahoma Adm±niatrativa Procedures Act applicable to this
rulamak:l.ng have been followed.
·
With the understanding that such ch&Dgaa shall not :l.nval:l.date this
recommendation, th:l.a Council authorizes the !)apartment staff to make any
amendments approved by the Council, appropriate corrections of typographical
errors, additions and deletions indicated by atrikeout/undarl:l.ne, and fo:c:aatt:l.ng
as requir~d by the Office of Administrative Rules.
Respectfully,~

,

~//~
~air

or Jlaaignee

Signed this

--~l~l~t~h____

VOT:ING TO APl'ROVB 1

day of October ,

199~.

VOTDlG AGADIST:

Larry Canter
David Branecky
Kathryn Hinkle
Gary Kilpatrick
Mary Tillman
William B. Breisch

ABSTA:INDI'G 1

ABSENT

Pierre Taron
Meribeth Slagel!
J.W.(Bill) Fishback

\

Environmental Quality Board
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Oklahoma Environmental Quality Board
Department of Environntental Quality
Air Quality Division

November 30, 1994

<QuZ!

SUBCHAPTER 45.

-::.

MONITORING OF EMISSIONS

Purpose
The purpose of this subchapter is to outline the basic requirements for monitoring of
emissions and their recording and reporting.

252:100-45-1.

252:100-45-2.

Mo~itoring

equipment required

The Executive Director may require the owner or operator of any air contaminant source to:
(l) install, use, and maintain such monitoring equipment;
(2)
sam~le such emissions in accordance with methods as the
Executive Director shall
prescribe:
(3) establish and maintain such records; and
(4)
make such periodic emission reports as required in 252:100-45-3.
252:100-45-J.

Reaords required

Records and reports as the Executive Director shall prescribe on air contaminants or fuel
shall be recorded, compiled, and submitted on forms furnished by the Executive Director. (The
procedures below are examples of such requirements.)
(1)
Emissions of particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen shall be
expressed as follows:
(A) in pounds per hour and pounds per million BTU of heat input for fuel-burning
equipment;
(B) in pounds per hour and pounds per 100 pounds of refuse burned for incinerators;
and
(C) in pounds per hour and in pounds per hourly process weight or production rate
or in terms of some other easily measured and meaningful process unit specified by
the Executive Director.
(2)
Sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen emission data shall be averaged over a 24-hour
period and shall be summarized monthly. Daily averages and monthly summaries shall be
submitted to the Executive Director biannually. Data should be calculated daily and
available for inspection at any time.
(3)
Particulate matter emissions shall be sampled and submitted biannually.
(4)
Visible emissions shall be measured continuously and records kept indicating total
minutes per day in which stack discharge effluent exceeds 20 percent opacity. Data should
be summarized biannually. Current daily results shall be available for inspection at any
time.
·
(5)
The sulfur content of fuels, as burned, except natural gas, shall be determined in
accordance with current recognized ASTM procedures. Daily and monthly averages shall be
submitted biannually. Daily records shall be kept current and be available for inspection.
252:100-45-4.

Compliance Certification•

Notwithstanding any other provision in the State of Oklahoma implementation plan approved
by the Administrator. for the purpose of submission of compliance certifications an owner or
operator is not prohibited from using monitoring as required under 252;100-8·6 !al !3) and
incorporated into a federally enforceable operating permit in addition to any specified compliance
methods.
252:100-45-5. Enfqrcibility

Notwithseanding any other provision in the State of Oklahoma implementation plan approved
by the Administrator. any credible evidence may be used for the purnose of establishing whether
a person has violated or is in violation of any such plan .

..ul.

Information from the use of the following methods is presumptively credible evidence
of whether a violation has occurred at the source;
CA) A monitoring method approved for the source pursuant t.o 252:100-8-6 Cal (3 l and
incorporated in a federally enforceable operating permit.
(8) Compliance methods specified in the applicable plan.

ill

The following testing. monitoring or information gathering methods
presumptively credible testing. monitoring or information gathering methods;

are

CAl Any federally-enforceable monitoring or testing methods, including those in 40
CfR parts 51. 60. 61 and 75.
CBl Other testing. monitoring or informacion-gathering methods that produge
information comparable to that: produced by any method in (1) or !2\ !Al.

Additional Comments
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SUBCHAPTER 45. MONITORING OF EMISSIONS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The intent of the revision to OAC 252:100-45 is to correct
inadequacies in the Oklahoma .State Implementation Plan (SIP) as
identified by the federal Environmental Protection Agency(EPA) .
The corrections allow a permitted source to use any credible
evidence to demonstrate compliance, and allow the EPA to use any
credible evidence to establish violations and enforce the Oklahoma
SIP. The net result would be an EPA-approvable SIP, as required by
the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

The revision to Subchapter 45 corrects possible differences in
interpretation of Oklahoma rules and federal law by allowing the
use of any credible evidence for compliance and enforcement
purposes.
Comments and Responses:
Comment: EPA, in correspondence dated Sept. 26,1994, concurred with
the staff's proposed language.

ENHANCED MONITORING

'·.·.·:.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
is
initiating an Enhanced Monitoring Program.
The implementation
strategy is to require enhanced monitoring of major stationary
sources of air pollution pursuant to section 114(a) (3) and
llO(a) (2) (A), (C) and (F) and 113(a) and (e) and 504(c) of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. This new program represents a
shift away from the historical process of using a performance test
to demonstrate a source's ability to comply with applicable
emission limits and agency surveillance to show compliance.
Enhanced monitoring will place the burden upon the source's owner
or operator to demonstrate compliance.
The proposed requlations will establish criteria and procedures
that owners or operators must satisfy when selecting an enhanced
monitoring protocol. The reporting and recordkeeping requirements
will identify the basis, content,frequency and other requirements
for enhanced monitoring reports.
Appendices will consist of
enhanced monitaring performance and quality assurance requirements.
The implementation will be through the permitting process pursuant
to 70.6(a) (3). The information collected will be used to determine
compliance with applicable emission limitations for enforcement
purposes,
benefitting regulatory agencies.
Conversely, the
enhanced monitoring data will be used by an owner or operator to
certify compliance pursuant to 70.6(a)(3) and/or as evidence for
the compliance certificate pursuant to 70.5(d), benefitting
regulated industries.

Issuance of a SIP Call

r-

In anticipation of the enhanced monitoring prov1s1ons, the EPA has
reviewed the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rules.
The Oklahoma
State Implementation Plan (SIP) has been found to be substantially
inadequate to meet the requirements pertaining to enhanced
monitoring at Sections llO(a) (2) (A), (C), and (F), 113(a) and (e),
and 114(a) (3) of the Act.
Oklahoma's present SIP may be
interpreted to limit the types of testing or monitoring data that
may be used for compliance certification purposes or establishing
violations. Because the SIP becomes Federal law when approved by
the EPA, some courts may inappropriately interpret Oklahoma's SIP
to restrict the EPA's authority to assess penalties pursuant to the
Clean Air Act section 113(e) and 504(c): thus EPA has determined
the Federal enforceability of Oklahoma's SIP provisions are
inadequate. Therefore, the Governor of Oklahoma has ben issued a

SIP call to ensure consistent interpretation in Federal and State
enforcement actions. The EPA is requiring that any monitoring data
that is approved for the source is regarded as credible evidence
for determining compliance with and for establishing violations of
the underlying emissions standards specified in the permit.
The
EPA is requiring a SIP revision by the later of the final
promulgation of the enhanced monitoring regulations or November 15,
1994. This will insure that the language is placed in Oklahoma's
SIP prior to the time the Air Quality Division begins to issue Part
70 CFR 40 permits (Oklahoma Subchapter 8 Permits).
ostensively,
this change in Oklahoma's SIP provides the premise which will
become Oklahoma's enhanced monitoring program. Notwithstanding any
action by Oklahoma, the Federal EPA is proposing a Federal
Implementation plan language for those areas that fail to submit a
SIP revision or submit a revision the EPA does not approve.

~

\

·-.-: . . ·.,'

Staff Recommendations
The staff of the Air Quality Division has been restricted when
establishing violations of Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Rules.
currently, enforcement actions are limited to emission limitations,
operating scenarios, or control technology as stipulated in the
operating permit. After full implementation, information from the
enhanced monitoring protocol, as well as any other credible
evidence may be presented in Federal court to establish whether a
violation has occurred. The court would rule on the credibility of
the evidence and the existence of a violation based on all the
evidence presented. The allowing of any credible evidence yields
flexibility to the industrial source when producing evidence in the
proposal of enhanced monitoring protocol and, in defense of an
enforcement action. The Federal EPA has issued a SIP call to the
Governor
and
provided
suggested
language
to
correct
the
deficiencies in our existing SIP. The staff recommends adoption of
these changes.

~

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460
..Jti'-

DEC I 3 1993

DEC \ 51993

OFFICE OF
AIR AND IIAOIA TION

MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Enhanced Monitoring SIP Call Language and Schedule

FROM:

John B. Rasnic,
Stationary Source Compliance Division (~)~w)
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards

TO:

Air, Pesticides and Toxics Management Division Directors
Regions I and IV

Directo9~ g· .,8~~
--

Air and Waste Management Division Director
Region II
Air, Radiation and Toxics Division Director
Region III
Air and Radiation Division Director
Region V
Air, Pesticides and Toxics Division Director
Region VI
Air and Toxics Division Director
Regions VII, VIII, IX·· and X
Attached to this me!'(lo_r.andum is language for. the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) call· component of the ·Enhanced
Monitoring (EM) rulemaking. The EM rule, proposed September 30_,
1993, requires that a direct link be established between EM .data
and compliance certif~cations, and that the resulting data be used
for direct enforcement of an underlying emission limit or
standard. The SIP call described in the rulemaking is in
agreement with the decisions made during the Air Division
Directors• conference call held on June 4, 1993. These decisions
were in turn delineated in the July 26, 1993, memorandum from my
office to the Air Division Directors.

.~

As noted, this SIP call is necessary to allow Part 64 and
Part 70 monitoring data to be used directly for compliance
certifications and enforce~ent. Enclosed are two options for the
SIP language. Option 1 is the preferred option, as it is more
explicit as to what is both allowed and required. Option 2, which
is significantly less desirable from the point of view of the

..... ,

2

.....

workgroup, may be used where States feel that they can not
directly refer to regulations that have not yet been promulgated.
On February 15, 1994, the Regions would issue a SIP call to each
State that had not voluntarily submitted a SIP revision. The
basis for the SIP call would be that the SIP does not allow
compliance with the enforceability provisions of section llO(a) (2)
of the Clean Air Act, in light of the new monitoring requirements
of sections 114 and 504. This call would require the States to
revise their SIPs by the later of two events: 1) The issuance of
the final EM rule (scheduled, ·per a settlement agreement, for
September 30, 1994); or 2) November 15, 1994, the ant·icipated date
for final permit program approval. The.EPA has drafted Federal
Implementation Plan (FIP) language in the proposed EM rule, which
would be used in the event that a State fails to submit anything
by the final date. If the State submits a response that should be
disapproved, EPA would finalize the FIP in its final disapproval
action of the State submittal. A goal of June 30, 1995 has been
set for promulgation of final.SIPs and FIPs. Please note that
under the current schedule, permit applications would be due
approximately November 15, 1995.
The EM subworkgroup is·of the opinion that the above
described SIP call process is legally sound, and that it offers
the best opportunity for the successful implementation of the
monitoring rules. I look forward to continued cooperation with
your offices, and in turn your respective States, as we work
through the process. If you have any questions, please contact me
or Keith Brown of my staff at (703) 308-8600.
Attachments

"

.....

,.. ~

1/11/94

DRAFT DRAFT DRAFT

ENHANCED MONITORING (EM} SIP CALL
(Example state Schedule)
Date

Milestone

A.

§lOS Grant Objectives:
Date FedRegister EM proposed FIP rule published
1. 11 10/22/93 11
State submits draft workplan & schedule to EPA
2. 12/21/93,
(or 1/21/94} for review.
3. Within 30
EPA provides comments.

days
Skip to #B.2.
Note: Defer-this next milestone (to B•. siP call Schedule, #2).
State submits fina1 schedule for revising,
4. W/i 30 days
adopting, and submitting the EM changes as a
SIP revision (for SIP Ca11].
B.
1.
2.

c.
1.

2.
J.

4.
5.
6.

issues SIP Ca11 letter to Governor.
Governor submits proposed schedule to EPA to
correct SIP deficiency.
Example State Schedule:
State will review its regulations, and genera1
By 3/15/94
rules to determine what changes are necessary
to comply with the SIP ca11 and provide a
letter summarizing the results of the review.
(Note: For example in New Mexico, Regu1ation
707 (PSD) and 709 (Nonattainment NSR}, &
General Rules].
State submits draft SIP revision to EPA for
5/30/94
.. review
•
Within 45
EPA provides comments.
days
State conducts .Public hearing on proposed SIP
By 9/30/94
revision. Deadline for submittal of final SIP
revision to EPA is 11/15/94.
By l.0/30/94
State adopts SIP revision.
Governor submits final SIP revision.
By 11/15/94

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

'•

~==c 1 7 1993

·:..

NOTE
SUBJECT:

Enhanced Monitoring SIP Call Language Correction

FROM:

Keith Brodi\.t Wotkgroup chair ( 630 6W)
EnhancecVMonltoring Program Workgroup

TO:

Air, Pesticides and Taxies Management Division Directors
Regions I and IV

, ..

,~·.~-

Air and Waste Management Division Director
Region II
Air, Radiation and Taxies Division Director
Region III

- 1

Air and Radiation Division Director
Region V

. ,.

Air, Pesticides and Taxies Division Director
Region VI
·:.

Air and Taxies Division Director
Regions VII, VIII, IX and X

...

--c..

Attached to this note please find the correct version af t~~
SIP call language contained in John Rasnic•s 12/13/93 memorandum.
You will note that for Option 2 of t'he Rasnic memo, Enforcement,
(a) (1) (A) has been deleted, and (B) and (C) have correspondingly
moved up. Please replace the 12/13 version with the attached.
-~
you have any questions, please contact me at (703) 308-8676.
Thanks.
Attachments
cc:

Workgroup members

.•
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Option 1

(Section]Compliance Certifications. Notwithstanding
any other provision in any plan approved by the
Administrator, for the purpose of submission of
compliance certifications the owner or operator is not
prohibited from using the following in addition to any
specified compliance methods:
(1) An enhanced monitoring protocol approved for
the source pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64.
(2) Any other monitoring method approved for the
source pursuant to 40 CFR 70.6(a) (3) and
incorporated into a federally enforceable
operating permit.

(Section] Enforcement. (a) Notwithstanding any other
provision in the [name of State or area]
implementation plan approved by the Administrator, any
credible evidence may be used for the purpose of
establishing whether a person has violated or is in
violation of any such plan.
~

(1) Information from the use of the following
methods is presumptively credible evidence of
whether a violation has occurred at a source:

An enhanced monitoring protocol approved
for the source pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64.
(A)

(B) A monitorinq method approved for the
source pursuant to 40 CFR 70.6(a) (3) and
incorporated in a federally enforceable
operating p~rmit.
. (C) Compliance test methods specified in the
·applicable plan approved in this part.

(2) The following testing, monitoring or
information gathering methods are presumptively
credible testing, monitoring or informationgathering methods:

Any federally-enforceable monitoring or
testing methods, includinq those in 40 CFR
· parts 51, 60, 61 and 75.

(A)

(B) Other testing, monitoring or informationgathering methods that produce information
comparable to that..produced by any method in
(l) or (2) (A) .

Option 2

[Section] Compliance Certifications. Notwithstanding
any other provision in any plan approved by the
Administrator, for the purpqse of submission of
compliance certifications an owner or operator is not
prohibited from using monitoring as required under 40
CFR 70.6(a) (3) and incorporated into a fede~ally
enforceable operating permit in addition to any
specified compliance methods.
[Section] Enforcement. (a) Notwithstanding any other
·provision in the [name of State ·or area]
implementation plan approved by the Administrator, any
credible evidence may be used for the purpose of
establishing whether a person has violated or is in
violation of any sue~ plan.
(1) Information from the use of the following
methods is presumptive~y credible evidence of·
whether a violation has occurred at the source:
(A)

An enhanced monitoring protocol approved fa;
the source pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64.

(B) A monitoring method approved for the source
pursuant to'40 CFR 70.6(a) (3) and

incorporated in a federally enforceable
operating permit.
·(C) Compliance methods specified in the
applicable plan.
(2) The following testing, monitoring or
information gathering methods are presumptively
credible testing, monitoring' or information
gathering methods:
(A)

Any federally-enforceable monitoring or
testing methods, including those in 40 CFR
parts 51, 60, 61 and 75.

(B) Other testing, monitoring or information-

gathering methods that produce information
comparable to that produced by any method in
(l) or (2) (A) .

·· .. ,.··

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONS
1445 ROSS AVENUE. SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

:::·:,

·:;·:.;.:

MAY I a lB!U
Mr. Larry D. Byrum
Director, Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Blvd. suite 250
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483
Re:

Work Plan and Schedule for Developing and Adopting
Regulations for Enhanced Monitoring

Dear Mr. Byrum:
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed
regulations pertaining to the use of enhanced monitoring on
october 22, 1993. In that proposal, at section IV (K) of the
preamble (SIP call), EPA stated that the state Implementation
Plans (SIP) must be revised to incorporate provisions to enable
the use of any credible·evidence to determine compliance and
violations of Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
permits, nonattainment New source Review (NNSR) permits, and
operating permits issued pursuant to Title v of the Clean Air Act
Amendments. Furthermore, the state plan must adopt these
corrective SIP call regulation~ and submit them to EPA by
November 15, 1994 in order that they will be included in PSD
permits, NNSR permits, and Title v permits issued after
November 15, 1994.
As stated above, it is essential that Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality (ODEQ) adopt and submit regulations not
later than November 15, 1994, to allow the use of any credible
evidence to determine compliance and violations of PSD permits,
NNSR permits and Title V permits. we request that you provide
us, within 30 days, a draft schedule by which you will propose
the regulations, hold public hearings, adopt the regulations, and
submit the regulations to EPA as a SIP revision. Enclosed herein
is information to assist you in developing regulatory language,
and a sample schedule for your consideration.
We commend you for your efforts to date and we encourage you
to proceed with the devel.opment and adoption of enhanced
monitoring regulations. ·

~ PrmrecJ on Recycled Paper
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Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.
If you have any
questions please call me at (214) 655-7252 or Mr. Daren Page at
( 214) 655-7222 .

\:

Sincerely yours,

~.~::~

Chief
New source Review Section (6T-AN)

bee: Mikus (6T-AG)
Diggs (6T-AP)
Luehrs (6T-AN)
Whaley (6T-AN)
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

;/

REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS. TX 75202-2733

RECEIVED
JUN 0 9 1994

.: I 3 i99.!l
Honorable David Walters
Governor of Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

AIR QUAUTY DIVISION

Dear Governor Walters:
The purpose of this letter is to notify you pursuant to
Section 110{k) {5) of the Clean Air Act {the Act), 42 u.s.c.
§ 7410{k) {5), that we find the Oklahoma state Implementation Plan
{SIP) substantially inadequate to meet the· requirements
pertaining to enhanced monitoring at sections 110{a) {2) {A), {C),
and {F), 113{a) and {e), and 114{a) {3) of the Act, 42 u.s.c.
§§ 7410{a) {2) {A), {C), and {F), 7413{a) and {e), and 7414{a) {3),
respectively {see Enclosure 1).
As discussed in the preamble to the proposed Enhanced
Monitoring Rules published in the Federal Register on
October 22, 1993, the Environmental Protection Agency {EPA)
believes that existing SIPs are inadequate for States
as permitting authorities or the EPA to fully implement
Section 114{a) {3) of the Clean Air Act. This section was added
to the Act as part of the 1990 Amendments for purposes of
compliance certification and enforceability as required by
Section 110{a) {2), because the SIPs may be interpreted to limit
the types of testing or monitoring data that may be used for
determining compliance and establishing violations. Further,
these SIP's may be interpreted to restrict the EPA's or the
State's ability_to-~se any credible evidence of a violation in
enforcement actions. The EPA is also requiring states to revise
their. <3:t:Ps to clarify that any l!l.onitoring rP.q11ired under 40
C.F.R. part 64 or part 70 that is approved for the source and
included in a federally-enforceable operating permit may form the
basis of the compliance certification and that any credible
evidence may be used for purposes of enforcement in Federal
court. In addition, because the SIP becomes Federal law when
approved by the EPA, the EPA is concerned that some courts may
inappropriately interpret a SIP to restrict EPA's authority

·:-~
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under Section 113(e) and other promulgated Federal regulations
concerning enforcement of the SIPs (e.g., 40 CFR 52.12). The EPA
believes that any ambiguity with respect to the issue should be
eliminated and States should revise their SIPs to ensure
consistent interpretation of Section 11J(e) in all Federal
actions.

:)

The EPA is therefore requesting the state of Oklahoma to
cure the identified inadequacies by revising the SIP.
In order
to provide sufficient time to adopt and submit revisions, the
State is required to revise its SIP by November 15, 1994. The
state must submit a schedule for the development of the necessary
enhanced monitoring SIP revision to the EPA not more than 15 days
from the date of this letter.
(In anticipation of this necessary
SIP revision, a sample schedule has been forwarded to the State
for their consideration.)
If the State does not submit the
curative enhanced monitoring SIP revisions to the EPA by
November 15, 1994, the Clean Air Act requires the EPA to take
action. In that event, the EPA believes that it would have to
promulgate a corrective Federal Implementation Plan (FIP) to cure
the deficiencies.
I recognize that the above schedule is ambitious, but I
believe it can be met if we work together.
I look forward to
this cooperative effort.

~

Sincerely yours,

lsi Wilfiam B. Hathaway for
Jane N. Saginaw
Regional Administrator
10
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Coleman
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality

Larry Byrum
Air Quality Program
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality

RECEIVED

JUN 1 3 ·j994
Office of the

Executive Director

~.

DAVID WALTERS
Governor

MARKS. COLEMAN
Executive Director

State of Oklahoma

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY

June 21, 1994

Gerald Fontenot, Branch Chief
Air Programs Branch (6T-A)
United states Environmental Protection Agency
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
Dear Mr. Fontenot:
We are in receipt of Ms. Saginaw's June 9, 1994, letter to Governor
Walters which finds the Oklahoma State Implementation Plan
substantially inadequate in regards to the Clean Air Act's enhanced
monitoring requirements.
Please find attached Oklahoma's proposed developmental schedule and
workplan outlining the steps we plan to take in correcting these
deficiencies.
An area that still concerns us is that we may have difficulty in
formally referring in our SIP revision to federal rulemaking that
has not yet been finalized.
We plan to work closely with your
staff in addressing this problem so that we can develop revisions
that will be acceptable to all parties concerned.
Sincerely,

lc4~~A
Larry D. Byrum, Director

AIR QUALITY DIVISION
I..OB:ST:mb

ENHANCED MONITORlNG \VORKPLAN
OKLAHOMA DEPARThiENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

DATE

:MILESTONE DESCRIPTION

06-09-94

SIP call issued (accomplished}

06-24-94

Developmental schedule submitted
to Region VI (accomplished}

Ongoing

Dialogue between staff and EPA to
determine problem areas

07-15-94

Oklahoma completes review of rules
to determine what changes are necessary
to comply with the NSR/PSD SIP

OOEQ

08-01-94

Oklahoma submits draft of revisions
to EPA for review

OOEQ

09-01-94

EPA provides comments on SIP revision

L0-11-94

Public hearing on proposed changes
before the Air Quality Council

ODEQ

by

Adoption by ,DEQ Board as permanent
and emergency rules

OOEQ

11-15-94
within 45 days
of adoption

Governor signs rules and submits
to EPA as SIP revision

ASSIGNED
EPA
ODEQ

ODEQ/EPA

EPA

Governor

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

.;.·

Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
Re:

Enhanced Monitoring SIP Call - Proposed Revisions to OAC
252:100-45 "Monitoring of Emissions"

Dear Mr. Byrum:
We have reviewed the regulatory changes outlined in your
letter to Mr. Gerald Fontennot, dated August 2, 1994 which
proposed language for OAC 252:100-45 "Monitoring of Emissions" in
response to the June 9, 1994 SIP call. There were two versions
of proposed regulation language attached. In the first version
the proposed regulatory changes follow closely with the language
outlined in Option 2 of the December 17, 1993 memorandum from
Keith Brown, Workgroup chair, Enhanced Monitoring Program
Workgroup to Regional Air Directors. We suggest that the more
detailed language in the first version be adopted.
On the basis of our review of the proposed regulatory
changes, we have no further comments or items of concern. The
office of Regional Counsel will not be reviewing this draft; we
strongly urge you to.elicit the advise and counsel of your
attorneys on this matter.
If you have any questions, please call Caron Page of my
staff at (214) 665-7222.
Sincerely yours,

J1ULi(/-~

Jole c. Luehrs
Chief
New Source Review Section (6T-AN)
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 6
.
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

.SIP 2 1 1994
Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250
Oklahoma city, OK 73105-3483
Re:

Enhanced Monitoring SIP Call - Proposed Revisions to OAC
252:100-45 ''Monitoring of Emissions"

Dear Mr. Byrum:
We have reviewed the regulatory changes outlined in your
letter to Mr. Gerald Fontennot, dated August 2, 1994 which
proposed language for OAC 252:100-45 "Monitoring of Emissions" in
response to the June 9, 1994 SIP call. There were two versions
of proposed regulation language attached. In the first version
the proposed regulatory changes follow closely with the language
outlined in Option 2 of the December 17, 1993 memorandum from
Keith Brown, Workgroup chair, Enhanced Monitoring Program
Workgroup to Regional Air Directors. We suggest that the more
detailed language in the first version be adopted.
on the basis of our review of the proposed regulatory
changes, we have no further comments or items of concern. The
office of Regional Counsel will not be reviewing this draft; we
strongly urge you to elicit the advise and counsel of your
attorneys on this matter.
If you have any questions, please call Daron Page of my
staff at (214) 665-7222.
Sincerely yours,

c;f11Ltl4-~

Jole c. Luehrs
Chief
New source Review section (6T-AN)

(};)_

Recycled/Recyclable
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December 9, 1994
Mr. Greg Heiser
Deputy General Counsel
Office of the Governor, Suite 212
State Capitol Building
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
Re: Emergency Rules
Environmental Quality Board, 11/30/94
252:100-45
(emissions monitoring)
Air
[amended]

Pollution

Control

Dear Mr. Heiser:
Enclosed as required by 75 O.S.Supp. 1992, Section 253, is one copy
of the referenced rules. Please note that these rules were adopted
by the Environmental Quality Board, not the Department as is
reflected on the rules heading.
This is one of eight emergency
rulemaking actions taken that day, and identical permanent rules
were also adopted for all of these actions.
Please be advised that notice and hearing were accomplished; thus,
the emergency is sought to achieve timely effectiveness of the
rules.
We request your approval of the rules.
If you find that such may
not be warranted, please call.
Also, feel free to call on me if
I can in any way assist in the processing of this material under
the Administrative Procedures Act.
Sincerely,

-

Robert D. Kellogg
General Counsel
271-8060
Enclosure

v

Ms. Peggy Wilhoit
Project Manager
Oklahoma Advisory Committee on
Intergovernmental Relations
State Capitol Building, Room 307

December 9, 1994

Regarding Rules Adopted by the Department of
Environmental Quality on 11/30/94
Dear Ms. Wilhoit:
As provided by recent amendment to the Administrative
Procedures Act (Laws 1994, c. 182, § 2 and §4), enclosed is a copy
of several rules adopted by the Environmental Quality Board on
September 28, 1994.
These rules may have an impact on political
subdivisions, according to the referenced law.
Please note that there are identical permanent and emergency rules
for each action.
The rules enclosed are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

252:100-8, Air Pollution Control (acid rain) [AMENDED];
252:100-8, Air Pollution Control (permit fees) [AMENDED];
252:100-45, Air Pollution Control (emissions monitoring) [NEW];
252:605, Discharges - OPDES (NPDES) [AMENDED];
252:615~3-4,
Industrial Wastewater Systems
(permit fees)
[AMENDED];
252:620-1-5, Non-Industrial Impoundments (fees) [NEW]; and
252:647, Sludge and Land Application of Wastewater [AMENDED].

Please call on me if I can in any way assist in the processing of
this material under the Administrative Procedures Act.
Sincerely,

Robert D. Kellogg
General Counsel
271-8060
Enclosures
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Industry Readies Itself for the Enhanced

~~:~oring Rule
1\.'VB!Analtct, a Research-Cottre/J Company

r

On October 22, 1993, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed a new
enhanced monitoring program which includ·
ed both new regulations and amendments to
!ral existing regulations. The proposed
~e, which has been estimated to cost indusbetween $830 million and $1.64 billion,
will be finalized under a court-ordered deadline of September 30, 1994. If the final rule
reflects the magnitude of the proposed rule,
approximately 34,000 total sources will be
affected.

ccy

The Regulation
The Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of
1990 envision two goals for the enhanced
monitoring (EM) provisions:
1) To provide real assurance that standards

TheMonitmingTedmiques
Each source/facility that is required to obtain
a Title V operating permit muse. in the permit
application that it submits for approval, identify an enhanced monitoring program and
protocol, correlate it with the applicable monitoring or reference standards, and demonstrate that its implementation will be
sufficient to show continuous compliance. To
:lSSist affected sources-.15 well as permit writers-EPA will publish a separate "Enhanced
Monitoring Reference Document." a com-

LEVProgram Technologies
are on Track
BaucE I. BEirrEI.SEN
Executive Dirrctar, MECA

(New Source Performance Standards,
NESHAPS) are being met;
2) To achieve emissions reductions. There is
sufficient evidence that greater levels of
emissions reductions are achieved when
some kind of continuous compliance
demonstration is required.
Five criteria pollutants are regulated
under the proposed E.M rule: ozone, i.e.
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
nitrogen dioxides (NOJ; total suspended par·
ticulates (fSP); carbon monoxide (CO); and
~ dioxide (S0 2). Enhanced monitoring
:signated HAPs will be integrated in indi...ualTitle III regulations. The EM: require. · · ments apply to existing facilities; new or
modified facilities will become subject to new
standards for pollutant monitoring.

pendium of established monitoring techniques.
Depending on the nature of the emissions unit being monitored, an enhanced
monitoring protocol could include elements
such as the following:
• continuous emission monitoring systems;
• continuous process or control device
parameter monitoring systems or
procedures;
• emission calculations based on accepted
engineering.estimation techniques;
- amtin'Uld an page 2

When California adopted its now famous
Low Emission Vehicle and Clean Fuel Program in 1990, many simply shook their heads
and said the standards could not possibly be
met within the ambitious schedule set out by
the program. But now, four years later, as a
result of an unprecedented development
effort 1) to reduce emissions from gasoline,
diesel, and alternative fuel vehicles, 2) to
~prove fuel quality, and 3) to develop dectnc-powered vehicles, the California Air
Resources Board recently concluded that
compliance with the tough emission standards
is on track.
This article will focus on some of the
notable development efforts to reduce emissions from gasoline-fueled vehicles. \Vatch
for articles in future issues ofOean Air Tech-

nology News on tectmological developments
being made to reduce emissions from alternative- and diesel-fueled vehicles.

The California LEVProgram
The cornerstone of the California LEV Program is a series of increasingly more stringent
emission standards for light- and mediumduty vehicles phased in over a ten year period
beginning in 1994. For passenger cars and
light trucks there are four sets of standards transitional low emission vehicle (fLEV),
low emission vehicle (LEV), ultra-low emission vehicle (ULEV) and zero emission vehicle (ZEV) as shown in Table 1. Comparable
standards have been established for light-duty
trucks and mediwn dutv vehicles, although no
ZEV requirement is present.
.
The ZEV mandate is ph.ased in over
several vears beginning with a two percent
·
- amtinued on page 7
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CleanAir TECHNOLOGY NEWS
Enhanced
Monitoring Rule
- continued fiwn pagt 1
• maintenance and analvsis of records, fuel
or raw materials usage; ·
• periodic verification of emissions, process
parameters or conc-ol device parameters
using portable or in situ measurement
devices;
• recording results of a program or protocol co conduce specific operation and
maintenance procedures, leak detection,
fugitive dust conC"ol, or ocher work practices;
• any ocher form of measuring emissions,
process parameters or control device
parameters chat can achieve the requirements of the proposed regulations.

Traditional Technology Choices
\ Vhile EP.-\5 proposal made it clear chat E.\tl
does not require sources co install CEMS,
many facilities will ope for che "cried and
true" CEMS technologies which are successfully operating on industrial and utility
sources throughout the nation.
All CE..\1S incorporate three basic systems: sampling, monitoring or analyzing,
and data acquisition and reporting/handling.
CEMS either are extractive or in situ,
depending on the location of the sampling
svstem relative co the analvzer. Extractive
srscems use a sampling probe to remove and
transport a gas sample to a remote analyzer,
while in situ svscems direct!v monitor and
sample che gas within che ~cack or duct.
E:tc-accive systems can employ two varieties
of sampling probe: fully extractive or dilucion-excr:~ction. The choice of probe cype
muse be made on a case-bv-case
basis, and is dependent on the application and g:1s sc-eam.

• Summer 1994

beams that recombine in the device co form
a pattern. A computer algorithm converts
the pattern into quantitative data.
Unlike C"aditional CEMS FTIR potentially can measure thousands ~f components
at a time. Currencly, FTIR can measure up
co 80 constituents at one rime, with 13 5 out
of the l891itle ill (Air Taxies) CAAA regulated pollutants able co be measured by the
technology. The other clear advantage of
FTIR over multi-component analytical
techniques is the speed, accuracv, and
reliabili!Y of the. m~thod. Results typically
are ava1lable Wlthm minutes of analvsis.
Since many FTIR systems were designed for
harsh process environments chev are
extremely rugged, wich maintenance
requirements typicallv limited to a once-ayear light sou~e chan.geout.
ITIR testing andpiloting have been
underway for several years, and ITIR has
proven to be exC"emelv successful in numerous applications incl~ding utility, pulp and
paper, cement manufacturing, waste incineration, and primarv and secondarv metals
manufacturing.
·
·

Analyzer Advances
In .res.~onse t~ industry's needs for greater
rehab1htv and mcreased accuracv from their
monitoring devices, important "advances in
the actual analvzers have been achieved.
One of the rn"ost impressive of these
advances applies to the old indusC"V standbv,
the opacity monitor. This new monitor differentiates itself by using a laser source
which operates on the principle of light
attenuation. \Vhile a traditional opacitvlight source disintegrates over time and
tends to misalign readily, the laser source
does not waver in intensity, greacly improving both rcliabilitv and accuracv. The laser
source operates without traditional filters,

Emerging TechnologiesAir Tories Monitoring
The technology which has received
a great deal of attention and associated testing under the EPNs Emission Measurement Branch has been
fourier transform infrared (ITIR)
spectrometry. FTIR uses infrared
light absorption patterns co determine the emitted component. The
heart of the FTIR spectrometer is
an optical device called an interferometer which uses a beam splitter
and mirrors co measure the infrared
spectrum of a gas sample. The Tht KVB/i'vi!Popacity mtmitor uses advanced laser technology to
inlifred source is split into a pair of improve perfonnanct, reliability and accuracy.
2

resulting in a simpler operating system. Furthermore, beam collimation is a natural
characteristic of the laser, producing a dramatic improvement in alignment (up to 10'~
times).
,... \
The stability of the laser, coupled with: ,.
i~ high inte~sity, results in a rugged and
h1ghly p-JctJcal system for process conditions w ~e high dust loads are common.
The S\ ,,;:em is light, easy to install, and
requires minimal maintenance. Since almost
40% of the sources under the proposed
enhanced monitoring regulation will need co
":Ionitor for opacity, the laser system offers a
s1mple, cost-effective response.

Software-Based Monitoring
Systems
For years, engineers have designed process
control models which have been used to predict downstream process output based on
upstream process factors. However, these
models were basicallv linear, able to create
process approximatio~s based only on a few
parameters. :--low, software advances have
expanded modeling capabilities multidimensionally using techniques of fuzzy
logic, neural networks, and chaotic system
theory. These advances are proving to be
applicable to modeling and predicting emissions generated from various combustion
and chemical processes.
·~
In practice, each model-for each indi
vidual source-must be "taught" to predict··.
using historical operating and emissions data
that has been generated by conventional
CEMS. The model predicts emissions using
a myriad of operating data integrated
through the process' existing distributed
control system (DCS). In addition co using
this model co predict emissions tor compliance purposes, che system can be used for
pollution prevention and process optimization.

Anticipating the
Regulations
The court-ordered deadline for
EPA co finalize the EM rule is fast
approaching, and industries are
paying close attention co the anticipated requirements of the rule.
Although che exact requirements
of the final rule remain unknown,
likely sources can get an important
head-start on the compliance process bv determining the likelihood
that thev will be regulated, by
examinin"g che available technical
alternatives, and by understandin·~
both the potential and ~e limits c
new emissions monitoring tech.
CflN
nologies.

BEFORE THE OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL

ORIGINAL
* * * * * * *
HEARING BEFORE THE
OKLAHOMA AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL
ON PROPOSED RULE OAC-252:100-45
AT 4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
* * * * * * *

COUNCIL
Mr.
Ms.
Dr.
Mr.
'Mr.
Ms.

MEMBERS PRESENT:
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Mary Tillman
Larry Canter
Gary Kilpatrick
David Branecky
Kathryn B. Hinkle

ALSO PRESENT:
Mr. Larry Byrum, Protocol Officer
Ms. Myrna Bruce, Secretary of Council

Reported by:

Christina L. Stevens, CSR
PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
2601 N.W. Expressway, Suite 103E
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
(405) 843-6498
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1

October 11, 1994

2

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

3

1:15 o'clock p.m.

4

* * * * * * * *
THE CHAIRMAN:

5

We will call the board meeting

6

to order.

First on the agenda is the hearing portion of

7

the meeting.

8

for the hearing portion of the meeting.

Larry Byrum will act as protocol officer

Larry.

9

MR. BYRUM:

10

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is

11

Larry Byrum.

12

division.

13

for this hearing.

14

Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma

15

Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 of the Code

16

of Federal Regulations, part 51, as well as the

17

authority of Title 63 of the Oklahoma Statutes, Section

18

1-1801 and following.

19

the Oklahoma Register for the purposes of receiving

20

comments pertaining to the revisions of OAC 252:100-45

21

"Monitoring of Emissions."

22

I am the director of the air quality

As such,

I will act as the protocol officer
This hearing was convened by the Air

This hearing was advertised in

If you wish to make comments on this,

there are
If

23

slips that are available at the registration table.

24

you would fill those out, they will be passed to me, and

25

I will call upon you at the appropriate time to make

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

1

those statements.
At this time,

2

I would call upon Mr. Randall

3

Ward of the staff to give the staff's position on these

4

proposed changes.
THE CHAIRMAN:

5

Larry, may I interrupt for a

I did not have the roll call.

6

minute.

7

better do that for the record.

8

Go ahead and call the roll.

9

MS. BRUCE:

Dr. Canter.
Here.

10

DR. CANTER:

11

MS. BRUCE:

12

MR. BRANECKY:

13

MS. BRUCE:

14

MS. HINKLE:

15

MS. BRUCE:

16

MR. KILPATRICK:

17

MS. BRUCE:

18

MS. TILLMAN:

19

MS. BRUCE:

20

MR. BREISCH:

21

MS. BRUCE:

22

And I need

Mr. Branecky.
Here.

Ms. Hinkle.
Here.
Mr. Kilpatrick.
Here.

Ms. Tillman.
Here.
Mr. Breisch.
Here.
Members absent are Mr. Fishback,

Mayor Taron, and Ms. Slagell.

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

24

MR. BYRUM:

25

MR. WARD:

Go ahead and continue.

Mr. Ward.
Mr. Chairman, members of the

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

we

5

1

Council,

ladies and gentlemen:

My name is Randall Ward,

2

representing the staff of the air quality division of

3

the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality.

4

currently the supervisor of the analysis and planning

5

unit.

I am

On June 9, 1994, Governor Walters received a

6

7

letter from Jane Saginaw, Regional Administrator for the

8

Environmental Protection Agency, as part of a nationwide

9

SIP call.

We were notified that our state

10

implementation plan was subsequently inadequate to meet

11

the Clean Air Act requirements concerning enhanced

12

monitoring,

13

credible evidence for enforcement purposes.

14

compliance certification, and the use of any

Oklahoma's current SIP may be interpreted to

15

limit the types of testing or monitoring data that may

16

be used for determining compliance and establishing

17

violations and to limit the EPA's ability to asses

18

penalties.

19

their SIP to allow any monitoring data that is approved

20

for a source be regarded as credible evidence for

21

determining compliance and for establishing violations

22

of any standards specified in the permit.

23

The EPA is requiring that the states revise

Through consultation and correspondence with

24

the EPA,

25

these concerns.

the staff has developed new language to address
SIP letter and other material are part

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES

6

1

of the Council packets.

2

language to OAC 252:100-45 "Monitoring of Emissions."

3

The new language is indicated by underlining and

4

consists of two new sections:

5

"Compliance Certification" allows a source to use the

6

monitoring required by their Title 5 permit under OAC

7

252:100-8-6

8

certification.

9

(a) (3)

Staff is proposing to add new

OAC 252:100-45-4

for the purposes of compliance

The second section, OAC 252:100-45-5

10

"Enforcability," allows the use of any credible evidence

11

to determine violations and establishes presumptively

12

credible methods and information sources.

13

rule are in the Council packet and available to the

14

audience today.

15

from Region 6 EPA approving our proposed rule language.

16

Copies of the
~

Also included in the packet is a letter

I will now officially enter a copy of the EPA

17

comments into the record.

18

SIP be approved as soon as possible and we have received

19

no substantive comments to the rule,

20

recommends that the Council take action to recommend

21

this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for

22

adoption as an emergency and permanent rule.

23
24
25

Because it is important that

the staff

I and the rest of the staff will now answer any
questions.
MR. BYRUM:

Any questions of the Council for

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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1

Mr. Ward or other members of the staff?

2

from the audience for Mr. Ward?

3

hand?

Okay.

Are you raising your

B.J.

MS. MEDLEY:

4

Any questions

I just want to make sure that we

5

are of the understanding that additional rules may be

6

added later regarding enhanced monitoring as soon as EPA

7

deals with that and adopts their final rules.

8

correct on that?
MR. BYRUM:

9

Am I

Additional rule making will be

10

required to put the provisions of the enhanced

11

monitoring program as proposed by the Federal Register

12

in place.

13

MS. MEDLEY:

14

MR. BYRUM:

Thank you.
Any other questions?

15

have notices on oral comments from B.J.

16

address this rule further?

17
18

MS. MEDLEY:

I

Did you want to

You mean on the sulfur?

Did Tom

Diggs call you?

19

MR. BYRUM:

20

MS. MEDLEY:

21

MR. BYRUM:

22

MS. BARTON:

No.
No.

I would like to defer my time.

that possible?

To later?

24

statement at this time?
MR. BYRUM:

I'm fine.

Nadine, did you

23

25

Thank you.

Is

Or do we have to make a

On this particular rule,

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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1

are getting ready to find out what the will of the

2

Council is as to whether to pass this rule at this point

3

and time or not.
MS. BARTON:

4

5

I don't have a comment at this

time.
MR. BYRUM:

6

I have no other indications that

7

anyone wishes to speak to this subject.

8

wishing to speak?

9
10

Mr. Chairman,

Anyone else

I find no other persons wishing

to speak.
THE CHAIRMAN:

11

Any questions from the council?

12

I will entertain a motion on this matter to recommend it

13

to the DEQ.

15

I will move that we recommend

MR. KILPATRICK:

14

this to the DEQ as a permanent and emergency rule.

16

MS. TILLMAN:

17

THE CHAIRMAN:

18

Anymore comments?

19

the roll?

Second.
We've got a motion and a second.

Any questions?

Myrna, will you call

Dr. Canter.

20

MS. BRUCE:

21

DR. CANTER:

22

MS. BRUCE:

23

MR. BRANECKY:

24

MS. BRUCE:

25

MS. HINKLE:

Aye.
Mr. Branecky.
Yes.

Ms. Hinkle.
Yes.

PRIDE REPORTING SERVICES
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1

MS. BRUCE:

2

MR. KILPATRICK:

3

MS. BRUCE:

4

MS. TILLMAN:

5

MS. BRUCE:

6

MR. BREISCH:

7
8

Mr. Kilpatrick.
Yes.

Ms. Tillman.
Aye.
Mr. Breisch.
Aye.

(The hearing adjourned.)

* * * * * * *

9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
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1

2
3
4
5

6

I, CHRISTINA L. STEVENS, CSR, having been

7

duly appointed as Official Court Reporter herein, do

8

hereby certify that the foregoing pages number from 1 to

9

9,

inclusive, constitute a full,

true, and accurate

10

transcript of all the proceedings had in the above

11

matter, all done to the best of my skill and ability.

12

DATED the 26th day of October, 1994.
~

13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20

.....
21
22

~hristina

[ynn Stevens

{)"Kia·noma Certified Si101 Uland Reporter
,_~xp. Date: December 31, 199£l
Ceitiiicate No. 01579

23

24
25
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE. SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

Mr. Larry Byrum, Director
Air Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
4545 North Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483
Re:

Enhanced Monitoring SIP Call - Proposed Revisions to OAC
252:100-45 ''Monitoring of Emissions 11

Dear Mr. Byrum:

~

We have reviewed the regulatory changes outlined in your
letter to Mr. Gerald Fontennot, dated August 2, 1994 which
proposed language for OAC 252:100-45 11 Monitoring of Emissions•• in
response to the June 9, 1994 SIP call. There were two versions
of proposed regulation language attached. In the first version
the proposed regulatory changes follow closely with the language
outlined in Option 2 of the December 17, 1993 memorandum from
Keith Brown, Workgroup chair, Enhanced Monitoring Program
Workgroup to Regional Air Directors. We suggest that the more
detailed language in the first version be adopted.
On the basis of our review of the proposed regulatory
changes, we have no further comments or items of concern. The
office of Regional Counsel will not be reviewing this draft; we
· strongly urge you to elicit the advise and counsel of your
attorneys on this matter.
·
If you have any questions, please call Caron Page of my
staff at {214) 665-7222.
Sincerely yours,

c;jULtl-~

Jole c. Luehrs
Chief
New Source Review Section {6T-AN)

-.~~~-

·.f-.(:;'

Recycled/Recyclable

Prtnted wun Say,canala Ink an paper tnat
contains at least so,-. recycled II bar
~{)

b3
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SUBCHAPTER 5
COUNCIL MEETING DATES
AUGUST 19, 1997
OCTOBER 21, 1997
DECEMBER 16, /997(CONTINUED)
JANUARY9, 1998

BOARD MEETING DATE
JANUARY 27, 1998 (CONTINUED)
MARCH 20, 1998
SUMMARY OF RULE CHANGE:
The changes to Subchapter 5 simplify and clarify the rule.
Requirements to ji.'le an emission inventory moved from Subchapter 7 to
Subchapter 5 and were revised. Also, requirements to pay annual operating
fees moved from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. The annual
operating fees for minor facilities and non-part 70 sources were revised.

-

.

-

.-

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION1 OF AIR
CONTAMJNANT SOURCES EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING
FEES

Outline Section
252:100-5-1. Purpose
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
252: 100-5-2. Registration ofpotential sources ofair contaminants
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
252:100-5-3. Confidentiality ofproprietary information

I

252:100-5-1. Purpose
The purpese ef this subchapter is te previde the Ceancil •,'lfith data •.vhereby .they might
determine cenditiens ef air pellutien, as betv,reen particular air centaffiinant semces and as
between particular 8f@as ef the state, such as urban, suburban and rural areasThis Subchapter
requires potential sources of air contaminants to register with the Division. It also requires
facilities that emit air contaminants to file an emission inventory and pay annual operating fees.

{NOTE: 252:100-5-1.1 below is a new Section for Subchapter 5. It consists ofnew definitions
and definitions moved from 252:100-7-4,252:100-8-2, and 252:100-8-9 with necessary
amendments. 'The definitions highlighted in yellow are notpart ofthe SIP, and it is not our
intention to make them part ofthe SIP since they refer to fee provisions. JDS 12n/OO}·
252:100-5-1.1.Definitions

The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall have the following meaning
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the total amount of regulated air pollutants emitted from a given
facility during a particular calendar year, determined using ~ethods contained in 252:100-5-2.1 (d).
"Allowable emissions" means:
(A) The total amount of regulated air pollutant emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforceable permit or potential to emit, or
(B) For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on maxim:um design capacity and
considering all applicable rules.
~·'consumer.··.Price····Index''.'lrt~ansJilli'lncte~;··aeiermined· . h§'tlle'?:s:·•·'bepart.Hlf11i~::oto:Ciibor
measuring: the challge ill"the cost of typiCal wage~eame{}:nlrchases of goods ··and'serVices' expressed
as percentage ()f
cost of these same goods 'and
ihase penod:' .
"Date of billing" means the date the fee washill~d}I.ri the'cas'e no'fee.was'J)IIied..bec.~iise'the
owrier operator'failed toisubirii{the 'fecjuil"ed annual drussioiiinveritocy~the date'ofbilluig shall

a

the

services-iii

or

-

mean the date ori which the fee\vould ha:ve been' billecfhad the emission inventory been 'submitted
when due~
"Emission inventory" means a compilation ofall point source, storage and process fugitive air
emissions for all regulated air pollutants at a given facility.

DEQ - Oklahoma
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-

-

(b) Necessary information. The following information may be incl1:1ded for each source:
total •Neight of the contaminant released per day; period or periods of operation; composition of
the contaminant; physical state of the contaminant; temperature and moisture content of the air or
gas stream at the point 'Nhere released into the atmosphere and such other information as may be
specifically requested by the Director. 'Where an air or gas cleaning device is incorporated in the
air or gas stream preceding discharge to the atmosphere, the 'Neight of material remo';ed by the
cleaning de-vice, as \'lell as th:e •.wight emitted, shall be stated.
(1) Total weight ofthe contaminant released per day.
(2) Period or periods of operation.
(3) Composition ofthe contaminant
(4) Physical state ofthe contaminant
(5) Temperature and moisture content of the air or. gas stream at the point where released into
the atmosphere.
(6) Efficiency of any control device.
(7) Such other information as may be specifically requested by the Director.

[NOTE: 252:100-5-2.1 below was formerly in 252:100-7-4(d) and is not and never has been
part ofthe SIP. JDS 1217/00]
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
(a) Requirement to file an emission inventory. The owner or operator of any facility that is a
source of air emissions shall submit a complete emission inventory annually on forms obtained
from the Division.
==<I) The inventory shall cover operations during a calendar year and shall be submitted prior to
March 1 of the following year, unless a 30-day extension has been granted by the Division. An
additional 30-day extension may be granted for good cause shown.
(2) Facilities registered under a permit by rule as outlined in Subchapter 7 and emitting 5 tons
per year or less of each regulated pollutant are required to submit an emission inventory once
every 5 years. The inventory shall cover operations during the last year of each 5-year period
and be submitted by March 1 ofthe following year.
(3) De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not required to submit an annual
emission inventory.
·
(b) Content. All inventories submitted to the Division shall include, but shall not be limited to,
the following:
(1) For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit number and the permitted allowable
emissions as set forth therein.
(2) The amount of the actual emissions, including quantifiable excess emissions, and the basis
for such determination.
(3) If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or from the previous year's actual by more
than 3 0%, an explanation for the difference.
(4) For those emissions not the subject of a permit and when requested by the AQD, a list of all
252:100 rules setting forth emission limitations applicable to the facility in question and the
maximum yearly allowable for the facility.
(c) Documentation. All calculations and asswnptions must be verified by proper documentation.
All supporting data, including actual production. throughput and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance with 252:100-5-2.l(d), below, must
3
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., -

furnished or obtained pursuant to this regulation Emission data must be made available at all
times to the public during normal working hours.
·
(b) Upon the request of the interested party or parties, all hearings in which proprietary
information is to be divYlged shall be held "in camera" and such information shall be sealed and
~cess otherwise li.mited. Emission data shall ne:ver be considered to be 'proprietaiy' for
purposes of these regulations and must be a·vailable at all times to the public during nonnal
working hours.
.,
[Refer to 27A O.S: § 2-5-1 05.18.]

5
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___ ~otices of l._ulemaking Inte1
prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency n:J.Lm publi
Notice
of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Regis
8
nor to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
p
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides ott
information about the Intended rulemaking action as required by law, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtaine
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI1Y
cHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #97·1 067]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI10N:
Notice· of proposed EMERGENCY and
PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules:
Subchapter 5.
Registration of Air Contaminant
Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Construction Permits for Major and
Minor Sources; Operating and Relocation Permits
for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Control of Emission of Hazardous and
1bxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED].
Summar.y:

The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 include
moving the requirements to file an emission inventory from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5 and moving and revising the
requirements to pay annual operating fees frc..1m
Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. The propo:.ed
amendments to Subchapter 5 are designed to simplify ~md
clarify the rules. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
7 are necessary to incotporate a new permit classii::.:ation
system into the Air Quality program. The proposed
changes include: remove any requirements for Part 70 and
major sources (which will be moved to Subchapter 8);
define and exempt "de minimis" facilities from the
requirements of Subchapter 7; revise minor permit·
·application fees; and introduce two new types of·
construction and operating permits, permit by rule and
general permit. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
41 include adopting by reference the existing Maximum
Available Control Technology ("MAcr") standards for
hazardous air pollutants found in 40 C.RR,.. Part 63,
Subparts A, B, F, G, H, I, M, N, 0, Q, R, T, W, X. CC, DD,
EE, GG, II, KK. 00, PP, QQ, RR, VV. JJJ. The Division is
requesting comments on these issues.
·
AU'IHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act

Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Boa:
at their meeting on Monday, September 15, 1997- 9:30 a.n
in Enid, Oklahoma (Location to be determined. St
contact person.)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Thesday, August 19, 1997- 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:(
p.m. hearing, Department of Environmental Quality, A
Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Roar
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the niles will be available July 15, 1997, fc
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address liste
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPAcr STATEMENT:
The rule impact statements may be obtained from tb
Air Quality Division at the address below.
CONTAcr PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environment~
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suit
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; {405
290-a247
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a 9isability and nee•
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Divisio:
three {3) days in' advance at ( 405) 290-8247:
{OAR Docket #97-1067; filed 6-25-97}

COM:MENT PERIOD:

Deliver or mail written comments from Tuesday, July 15,
1997, through Wednesday, August 13, 1997, to contact
?erson.

July 15, 7997/uly 15. 1997

3051
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Priorto adoptlon and gubernatorial/legislative review ofa proposed PERMANENTrulemaking action, an agencymus1 publist
a Notlca of Rulemaking Intent In the Register. In addition, 8n agency~ publlsh a Notice of Rulemaking Intent In the Reglste1
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemakfng action.
·
A Notica of Rulemaklng Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides othet
Information about the lntended rulemaklng action as required by law, Including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional lnfolmatlon on Notlcas ofRulemak/ng Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
CHAPTER 2. PROCEDURES OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
·

QUAUTY_
{OAR Docket #97-1189)
Noti

ED RULEMAKING ACIION:
gf proposed PERMANENT rulemakfng

Propo

rules:

252:2.frocedurcsoftheDepartmentofEnviroDDlcntal
Quaiey- Subchapter 15. Uniform PermittiDg
rTull::cLlures [AMENDED) .

PIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
pies ofthe rules will be available September 15, 1997,
for
·ew at the Air Quality Division. office at the address
listed low or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE
~cr STATEMENT:
The
impactstatementmaybeobtainedfromtheAir
Quality n· ·on at the address below.
CONTACI'
ON:
Joyce D. Sh
, Ph.D., Department of &vironmcntal
Quality, Air Q
Division, 4545 N. Ilncoln Blvd.. Suite
Oldaho
•
klah
~~
ma
ty, 0
oma · 73105-3483; (405)

7

ADDmONAL INFO
.L"'f.&n..a..&

None

S1IJDIII81')';

...

The.; pro
amendments of 252:2-15-40 and
PERSONS WITH DISAB
:
252:2-15-41
t from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Should you desire to atten~havc a disability and need
Agency's
) . review of the Department of . · an acc:ommodation, please notify the Air Qualiqr Division
Environmental
• s. (DEQ) air qualiqr permitting
threc(3)daysinadvanccat(405}~7.
programfor11tle • Per EPA request and other comments
\
rcccivcd, the Air
• ner I and Utules ofthe uniform
(OAR Docket #97-1189; filed 8-22-97]
permitting p
are being amended. Amendments
include foxmat ~ for pmposes of clarity and
substantive changes~"in~ certain permits from Tier I to
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT'OF
1ier n to allow mo~rclic participation - e.g., acid rain
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAU'IY
permits, tcmporaxy
• some operating permits, and
gcneralpcrmitauthoriza • ns ~to have compliance
6Chcdules under OAC 25 • 00-8.
AUTHORI'l"i'!
Environm.ental Quality

· 2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq••

-

COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written
mments from 'Ibesday,
September 15.1997, through Wc esday, October 15,1997,
to contact person. · Also scheduled before the
. Enviroiimental Quality Board at eir meeting on 'Ihesday,
November 18, 1997 - 9:30
, · in Oklahoma aty,
Oklahoma (Location to be detc ·· cd. See contact
person).
PUBUC BEARINGS:
Before the Air Quality Council on esday, October 21,
1997. 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m.
· g, at the 1Wsa
Gqr-County Health Department. 4616
t 15th Street,
1Wsa, Oklahoma.

September 15, 1997

·CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #97-1190)

INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'IO~:
Notice of proposed EMBRGBNC~. and
PERMANENf rulemaking
· Proposed rules:
Subchapter 5.
Registration of Air Contaminant
·Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Construction Pennits for Major ~
Minor Sourccs; Opcraf:ing and Relocation Pel1111ts
for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
.Subchapter 8.
Operating Pennits (Part 70)

[AMENDED]

..

Subchapter 4L Control of Emission of Hazardous and
. 1bxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
S1DDIDal')':

The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 include
moving the requirements to file an emission inventory from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5, moving the requirem~n: 0
pay annual operating fees from Subchapters.1 an ft 0
Subchapter 5~ and revising the annual operatillg fees or
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minor facilities, non-part 70 sources and part 70 sources.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rules. The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 7 are necessary to incorporate a new permit
classification system into the Air Quality program. The
proposed changes include: remove any requirements for
Part 70 sources and major facilities (which will be moved to
Subchapter 8); define and exempt "de minimis" facilities
from the requirements ofSubchapter7; revise minorpermit
application fees; and introduce two new types of
construction and operating permits, pennit by rule and
general permit The proposed amendments to Subchapter
8 are necessaxy to incorporate a new permit classification
system; move the requirements for construction pennits for
Part 70 sources and major facilities from Subchapter 7 to
Subchapter 8; move the requirement to pay annual
operatingfeesfro?'-~ubchapter 8 to SubchapterS; and meet
the federal pemutting requirements for final approval of
the Oklahoma Operating Permits Program under Title Vof
the federal Qean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 70. The
proposed amendments include: introduction of general
permits for construction of Part 70 $0~ and major
facilities not subject to Pari 70 and general pennits for
operating major sources not subject to Part 70; addition of
the requirements for construction permits for Part 70
sources and c6nstruction and operating permits for major
-facilities not subject to ~art 70; revision of the permit
application fees; deletion of annual operating fees (which
will be moved to Subchapter 5); and amendments to meet.
the requirements for final approval of the Title V program
including the incorporation by reference of federal rules
governing case-by-case MA.Cr determinations ( 40 CFR
§§63.40, 63~41, 63.43 and 63.44). The following changes
. were set forth by EPA in the interim approval of the
Oklahoma Program published in the Federal Register at 62
FR4220, Monday, February5,1996: (1) Revise Subchapter
8 to Include 1tansition Schedule; (2) Revise Subchapter 8
definition of "Major Source"; (3) Revise Subchapter 8
Insignificant Activities Provision; (4) Revise Subchapter 8.
PermitContentLanguage; (5) Revise Subchapter 8Judicial
Review Provision; (6) Revise Subchapter 8 Administrative
Amendment Provision; and (7) Submission of a SIP
Revision for Subchapter 7. The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the existing
Maximum Available Control Technology ("MACf")
standards for hazardous air pollutants found in 40 CFR Part
63, Subparts F, G, H, I, L, M, N, 0, Q, R. 'I: U, W, X. Y, CC,
DD, EE. GG, II, 11, KK. 90;PP, QQ, RR, VV, JJJ. The
Division is requesting comments on these issues.
AUI'HO~

Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-S-101 et seq., Oklahoma Oean Air Act ,
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments from Thesday,
September 15,1997, through Wednesday, October 15, 1997,
to contact person.
Also scheduled before the
0/dahoma Register (Volume 14, Number 22)

Environmental Quality Board at their meeting on Tuesda
November 18, 1997 - 9:30 a.m., in Oklahoma Ci y,
Oklahoma (Location to be determined. See
ty,
person).
contact ..-...
PUBUC HEARINGS:
, ..::·::.:.}
· ·· ';
Before the Air ~ality Council on Thesday, October 21,
1~, 9:30a.m. bnefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at the Thlsa
City-County Health Department, 4616 East 15th Street
'IWsa, Oklahoma.
'
COPIES OF PROPOSED RUJ..Es:
Copies of the rules will be available Septembet: 15 1997
for review at the Air QUality Division office at the addre~
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.

.-.

RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
The rule impact statements may be obtained from the

Air Quality Division at the address below.
CONTACT PERSON:
.Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd ·Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; '(405)
290-8247.
.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rulemaldng activities for Subchapters S, 7,
and 41 represent a continuation ofa hearing held on August
19, 1997, in Oklahoma City, Oldahoma.
PERSONS WITH DI~ILITIES:
Shouldyou desire to att~nd buthave a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) da:ys in advance at (405) 290-8247
..-...

[OAR Docket #97-1190; filed B-22-97]

TITLE 252. DEPART!v.tENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

R 200. HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGE:MENT
[OAR Docket #97-119la]
INIENDED

and

Proposed rules:
252:200-3-1 [
252:200-3-2 (~IVJic.n>J
252:2Q0-9-7(b)(1) [i\.N.lJ~'(uEDJ
252:200-19-29 througn 252:200-19-34 [AMENDED]
Summary:
.
The proposed amendmen to 252:200-3-1 changes the
"Reference to 40 CFR" Sectio of Subchapter 3, to allow
the State of Oklahoma to co tinue to implement a
hazardous waste management proil:.am in Oklahoma in lieu
of the United States Envirorune;~ Protection Agency.
The Section 3-1 amendment will upda~he reference of 40
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Notices of Rulemaking l.ntel
\partment of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Di~sion, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,

!

Old oma City, Oklahoma.
COP
OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copi of the rules will b~ available November 17, 1997,
. for review t th~ Air Quality Division office at the address
listed below r may be obtained from the contact person.

RULE IMPA

...

·-

STATEMENT:

.

The rule imp . statement may be obtained from the Air
Quality Division a~eaddress below.
·
CONTACI PERSO :
Joyce D. Sheedy, P D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Di~on, 4545. N. Uneoln Blvd., Suite
250,· Oklahoma City, 'oklahoma 73105-3483;. (405)
290-8247.
ADDIDONAL INFO~
The proposed rulemaking "vities for 252:2-15-40 and
41 represent a continuation ofa
held on October21,
1997, in 1Wsa, Oklahoma.
PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES:
Should you desire to attend buthave a
bilityand need
an accommodation, please notify the Air uality Division
three (3) days in advance at ( 405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #97;.1271; filed 10-24-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #97-1272]
INI'ENDED RULEM.AKING ACfiON:
Notice of proposed EMERGENCY and
PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
252:i00. Air Pollution Control
Registration of Air Contamin~t
Subchapter 5.
Sources [A.MaNDED]
Subchapter · 8.
Operating Permits (Part 70)
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 17. Incinerators [AMENDED]
SUMMARl:
In Subchapter 5 at 252:100-5-22(b)(2), it is proposed to
review the annual operating fees for Part 70 sources. The
proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 are necessary to
mcorporate a new permit classification system; move the
requirements for construction permits for Part 70 sources
and major facilities from Subchapter 7 to' Subchapter 8;
move the requirement to pay annual operating fees from
Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5; and meet the federal
req~ementsfor final approval of the OkUlboma Operating
Permits Program under Title V of the federal Clean Air Act
~d 40 ~ Part 70. The proposed amendments include:
lDtroductton ofgeneral permits for construction of Part 70
November 17, 7997

sources and major facilities not subject to Part 70 a
general permits for operating major sources not subject
Part 70; addition of the requirements for const1 :·'"";·~
permits for Part 70 sources and construction and opLa;..
permits for major facilities not subject to Part 70; revision
the permit application fees; deletion of annual operati
fees (which will be moved to Subchapter 5); a:
amendments to meet the requirements for final approval
the Title. V program including the .,incorporation ·
reference of federal rules governing case-by-case MAC
determinations ( 40 CFR §§63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.4The following changes were set forth by EPA in the interi
approval of the Oklahoma program published in tl
Federal Register at 62 FR 4220, Monday, February 5, 199
(1) Revise Subchapter 8 to Include 'fransition Schedule; (
Revise Subchapter 8 definition of "Major Source"; (:
Revise Subchapter 8 Insignificant Activities Provision; (
Revise Subchapter 8 Permit Content Language; (5) Revi:
Subchapter 8 Judicial Review Provision; (6) Revi:
Subchapter 8 Administrative Amendment Provision; ar
(7) Submission of a SIP Revision for Subchapter 7. It
proposed to amend Subchapter 17 by adding· a new Part
and a new Appendix ~ to address Municipal Was·
Combustors (MWC). This amendment is necessary to me•
federal requirements for State plans under Section lll(c
of the federal Oean Air Act applicable to existing source
This change would adopt standards published on Decembt
19, 1995, in the Federal register at 40 CFR 60, Subp~Tt"-(
and amended on August 25, 1997. These standards
apply to MWC units with the capacity to combust more tna
250 tons per day of municipal solid waste. In addition, tl:
existing portions ·of Subchapter 17 · are revised aD
redesignated as Part 1, General Provisions, and Part :
Incinerators. Proposed. revisions include deletion c
references to Ringelmann standards and substitution c
relative opacity. Revisions were also made to Appendices.
and B for reasons of simplification. The Division
requesting comments on these issues.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, ~
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Oean Air Act
CO:MMENT PERiOD:
Monday, November 17, 1997, through Thesda.:
December 16, 1997. 1b be thoroughly considered by sta
prior to the hearing, written comments should be submitte
to the contact person by Wednesday, December 10, 199"
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board l
their meeting on Thesday, January 27, 1998 - 9:30 a.n
[Location to be determined. See contact person.]
PUBUC HEARINGS:
.
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday, Decembc
16, 1997, 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at th
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Qualil
Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy •
1
. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
· Copies of the rules will be available November 17,1997,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at the address
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
The rule impact statements may be obtained from the
Air Quality Division at the address below.
CONTACI PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality ~ivision, 4545 N. Uncoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City,· Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
290-8247.
.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rUlemaking acJivities for Subchapters 5
and 8 represent a continuation ofhearings held on October
21, 1997- in 1Wsa, Oklahoma.
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTIES:
Shouldyou desire to attendbuthave a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify ihe Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8~?·

[OAR Docket #97-1272; filed 10-24-97]
,I

.
.

'

.

.

17. OKLAHOMABEALTHCARE
AUTHORITY
· ·
2. GRIEVANCE PROCESS AND
PROCEDURES
[OAR Docket #97-1278]
RULEMAKING ACDON:
Notice of
posed PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed· rul :
·
OAC 317:2- -2.1 through 317:2-1-2.2 [AMENDED]

su:~ ~WF #

re~·
i ons are needed to allow for a process to reschedule a.
he · g oil: the bas~ good cause. ~en an individual has""'
duly xerClSed therr nghts and a heanng set, current rule:.
·
do no~ address situations when the· person does not appear
hearing but later shows th.e absence was clearly
for th~'
beyond e person's controL Revised rules will allow the
Adm.inis · tive Law Judge to reschedule the hearing wh~n
good cause does exist

o!

AumoRbY:

·

Oklaho~ Health Care Authority Board; The
Oklahoma l:tealth Care Authority Act, Section 5003
through 5016 ~Title 63 of Oklahoma Statutes
COMMENT . OD:
Written and ral comments will be accepted through
December 8, 1
during regular business hours by
contacting Jo
Terlizzi, Oklahoma Health Care
Authority, 4545 N. • In Blvd., Suite 124, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, 73105, lephone 405-530-3272.
PUBUC HEARING.
.
No public hearing scheduled at this time but will be
scheduled if a written ~uest is submitted to the contact
· person listed above by 1 at least twenty~five persons, 2) a
political subdivision, 3)
agency, or 4) an association
having not less than twe~nfive members.
COPIES. OF PROPOS
RULES:
Copies ofproposed rul · . y be obtained for review by
contacting the above listed · tact person.
-.
RULE IMPACI' STA1'El'dENr:
Copies of the Rule Impact Statement may bC obtained
for review by contacting the abo~·
person.
CONTACf PERSON:
· For information regarding p
· g of proposed
rulemaking contact Joanne Thrlizzi t 405-530-3272.

[OAR Docket #97-1278;

97-13).

Grievance Pr dures and Process rules are revised to
more accurately re
the intent of the agcncy>s grievance
rules. The agency ad~ed rules on 2-19-97which px:ovide a
wage and salary adj tment to long term care facilities.
However, CUirent ru1 do not specify the process for a
facility to appeal an age~ecision to recoup monies paid
when the monies have ot been used for the purpose
intended, as allowed by ag cy rules. Revisions are needed
to include the appeal prcX:iss in the rules. Other revisions
are needed to revise the proc'ess for non-payment or denial
.of provider claims. Currdnt ·rules allow complaints
regarding non-payment or de.n'i;u of claims to be beard by
the agency>s Reimbursement Appeals Committee.~ This
committee assures that paymen~are made equitably and
within federal and state guidelines. Revised rules delete the
requirement for a· formal Level I Proceeding hearing for
complaints regarding claims payzhents to providers.
Federal law does not require the form~bearing. Further

Oklahoma Register {Volume 15, Number2)

TITLE 317. OKLAHOMA ..L.I..L:ololi(U..i
AUTHORITY
CHAPrER 25. SOONER
[OAR DoCket #97-1279]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACII~,N:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rule
Proposed rules:
Chapter 25. Managed Care SoonerCare
a t
Requirements
OAC 317:25-~-1 through 317:25-1-2 [.t"Uv•.=...,~.
Subchapter 3. Health· Maintenance Or
OAC 317:25-3-2.1 [REVOKED]
OAC 317:25-3-3 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 5. Soonercarl! Plus
Part 1. General Provisions
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________ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
~

Prior to adoption and gubematorial/legislatlve review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .IIll.W publish
. ~otice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
··.:.:-.•,ior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
. A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.

For additional Information on Notices of Rulemaldng Intent, see 75 O.S., Sect/on 303.

45. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE LAWS
ENFORCEMENT COMMISSION
·B

CHAPTER 30. MANUFACTURERS,
WHOLESALERS,
"'
,NONRESIDENI' SEIJ.ERS AND

CLASS B WHOLESALERS

R

IMPACf STATEMENT:
The
LE Commission will prepare a rule_impact
statemen hich will be available on February 5, 1998~ from
the ABLE
mmission, 4545 North lincoln, Suite 270,
Oklahoma Ci , Oklahoma.
CONTACf P
ON:
Donna Elledge (405) 521-3484

[OAR Docket #97-1446]
R

AcriON:
Notice of pr osed PERMANENT rulemaldng
Proposed rules:
45:30-3-7. J
Registration

[AMEND
Summary:

The Wholesaler's price registration rule requires
. ,....alholesalers to post th · proposed selling prices for their
.oductsso that the Co
'ssion may track and prevent any
iscrimination in sales t retailers. The Commission is
. required to prevent . . . ation by statute. The
proposed rule would remov flavored vodkas and flavored
gins from the category ofcor .als and specialties and place
them in the category ofspirits.
e proposed partybelieves
that the category of spirits is a ~ore appropriate listing for
flavored vodkas and flavored szin\. The intended effect of
the rule change is to move fla~red'vodkas and flavored gins
into the proper category for price r · tration purposes.
AUTHORITY:
.
Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforce nt Commission; 37
O.S., Sectian 502 et seq.
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Any interest party may present theirvi
by submitting
theminwritingby4:30p.m.,February 19,19 8 to the ABLE
Commission, 4545 North lincoln, Suite 2 , Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma· 73105.
PUBLIC HEARING:
A public hearing regarding the proposed
will be held before the ABLE Commission at 10: a.m. on
February 20, 1998, · at 4545 North lincoln, Sw
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
.-.A copy of the proposed rule may be obtained for r
. the public from the ABLE Commission, 4545 No
.incoln, Suite 270, Oklahoma C~ty, Oklahoma.

[OAR Doc t #97-1446; filed 12-5-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #97-i451)
INTENDED RULEMAKING AcriON:
Notice
of
proposed
EMERGENCY
and
PERMANENT rulema.king.
Proposed rules:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 5. Registration ofAir Contaminant Sources
{AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Construction Permits for Major and
Minor Sources; Operating and Relocation Permits
·for Minor Sources [AMENDED].
SUJIIJIUU'y:
.

The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 include
moving the requirements to file an emission inventory from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5, moving the requirements to
pay annual operating fees from Subchapters 7 and 8 to
Subchapter 5, and revising the annual operating fees for
minor facilities, non-Part 70 sources and Part 70 sources.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rules. The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 7 are necessary to incorporate a new permit
classification system into the Air Quality program. The
proposed changes include: remove any requirements for
Part 70sources and majorfacilities (which will be moved to
Subchapter 8); define and exempt ..de minimis" facilities
from the requirementsofSubchapter7; revise minor permit
application fees; and introduce two new types of
construction and operating permits, permit by rule and
general permit.

t.·

i.

f.
I

i

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The period for written comments closed on October 15,
1997.
Oral comments may be made before the
Environmental Quality Board at their meeting on Tuesday,
January 27, 1998- 9:30a.m., in Chickasha.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Subchapter 5 and Subchapter?were presented to the Air
Quality Council August 19, 1997 and October 21, 1997.
Before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting
on Tuesday, January 27, 1998- 9:30a.m., in Chickasha.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at the address listed below or may be
obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
The rule impact statements may be obtained from the
Air Quality Division at the address below.
CONfACf PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; {405)
290-8247.
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
With the exception of 252:100-5-2.2{b)(2), which
establishes the annual operating fees for Part70 sources, the
hearing record for Subchapter 5 and the hearing record for
Subchapter 7 were closed during the council meeting on
October 21, 1997. A vote on whether to recommend the
revised rules to the Environmental Quality Board was taken
at the Air Quality Council meeting on December 16, 1997.
PERSONS WITH DISABIUTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three {3) days iri advance at {405) 290-8247.

~

OAC 340:2-31-3

through 340:2-31-3.1 [REVOKED] -...
AC 340:2-31-5 [REVOKED]
·
eference APA WF#97-61)

SuiDip.ary:

Th~ Coordination Unit, Planning and

Systems

Devel~ment Unit, and the Research Unit are being
combin~d to create the Planning and Research Unit, and

are mov~d to the Office of Finance.
.,
AUTHO:iun':
Co~sion for Human Services; Article XXV, Sections·
2, 3 and 4 -of the Oklahoma Constitution; Title 62 of the
Oklahoma Statutes.
COMMEm PERIOD:
Written ~d oral comments will be accepted through
January 22, ~98 dUring regular business hours by
lly Freeman, Department of Human
contacting,
Services, P.O. ox 25352, Oklahoma City, OK 73125,
Telephone 405- 1-4319. ·
PUBUC .D.£<aAJu,
No public he
g is scheduled at this time but will be
scheduled if a writt~n request is submitted to the contact
person listed above oy (1) at least twenty-five persons, (2) a
political subdivision, ~3) an agency, or (4) an association
having not less than ~nty-five members.
COPmS OF PROPO. RULES:
-.,
Cop~es of propose~ rUles may be obtained for review by
·
contacting the above liste'd person.
·.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMlim:
.
Copies of the Rule Imp~ Statement may be obtained
for review by contacting the 'above listed person.
CONTACI' PERSON:
.
For information regardin processing of proposed
rulemaking contact Janelle AI nat 405-521-3611..

i

.

[OAR Docket #97-140

TITLE 340. DEPART.ME
[OAR Docket #97-1451; filed 12-8-97]

OF HUMAN

SERVICES\
CHAPTER 7S:- € H ILD WELFARE
[OAR

340. DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN

SERVICES
R 2. ADJ.\.fiNISTRATIVE
COMPONENTS
Docket #97-1409]
INTENDED RULE
G ACTION:
Notice of proposed ERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed rules:
Subchapter 31. Office Management Services
Part 3. Research, Ev uation and Statistics Unit
[REVOKED]

('JitJ:ohni'NI R10ni<:tAr NnluTNJ 1 !t Number 41

1\1?

Docket#97-14~ 7

INTENDED RULEMAKINGACriON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT ru1 making
Proposed rules:
Subchapter 16.
of
neatment
OAC 340:75-16-16 [AMENDED]
(Reference APA WF# 97-55)
Summary:
The rule is revised to address compliance wi
D. Consent Decree. The proposed rule guides
staff in
obtaining inpatient psychiatric care for custody children.

January 2. 1998

Permanent Final Adoptions
.·

·;;-...

~mU~~Ww~wW~~~~~~~~~~nanow
to allow a recount See 230:45-3-33. H the margin is

narrow nough to allow a recount, the County Election
Board
not c:;ertify the results of the question election
until after e close of the contest period at 5 p.m. on the
Fridayfoll · gtheelection. (26:8-109) Hthemarginisnot
close enough allow a recount, the County Election Board
may certify th results of the question on election night as
outlined in 230: -3-91.
·
.

230:45-7-2,1.

DATES:
Comment period:
For Subchapter 5, July 15, 1997, through August 13, 1997;
September 15, 1997, through October 15, 1997; November 17,
1997, through December 16, 1997; Janual)'27, 1998; and March 20,
1998.
'
For Subchapter 7, July 15, 1997, through August 13, 1997;
September 15, 1997, through October 15, 1997; Januaxy 27, 1998;
and March 20, 1998. .
·
For Subchapter 8, September 15, 1997 through October 15,
19~; November 17.1997 through December 16,1997; JanUal)' 27,
1998; and March 20, 1998.
Public hearing:
For Subchapter 5, August 19~ 1997, October 21, 1997 and
December 16, 1997.
For Subchapter 7. August 19, 1997 and October 21, 1997.
For Subchapter 8, October 21, 1997, December 16, 1997 and
Janual)' 9, 1998.

Adoption:
March 20, 1998.
Submitted to Goftl"llor:
·March 26, 1998.
Submitted to House:
March 26, 1998.
Submitted to Senate: ·
March 26, i998.
Guhenlatorial approval:
May8,1998.
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 21, 1998.
·
Final a~option:
May 21.1998.

. . Ef!'ective:
June 25, 1998.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACfiONS:
None.
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENcE:
Non~ for Subchapters S and 7. For Subchapter 8:

[OAR Docket #98-940;jiled 5-11-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUAIJTY
CHAP:rER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1049]
RULEMAKING AcnON:
PERMANENT final adoption.

RULES:
252:100-5. Registration. af.\ir Caammiaaat Ssura~a Emission
. lnyento{yand Annual QperatincFec:s (AMENDED]
2S2:100-7. ~a PeRDita feFMajer 1Rd Miser Se~
OpeAtiag aad Rels;a&iea Permits for Minor SeurGea

Facilities [AMENDED]
2S2:100-8.· Op1ratiag Permits {lw.t

[AMENDED]
.-

~for

Part 70 Sources

.

Appendix H {NEW]
Appendix I [NEW] ·
Appendix J [NEW]
AUI'HO~

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1994, §§
2-2-101, 2-5-101, et seq.

-~

.

lucorporated standards:
40 CPR§§ 63.41, 63.43, 63.44; 40 CPR Part 72

lncorporatiag rule:
2S2:1()().3.4(a){2)(C); 252:100-8-6.3(h).
AftilabWtr.
The standards are available to the public for examination at the
Department of Environmental Quality office at 7rrl N. Robinson,
4th Floor, O~oma City, Oklahoma.
ANALYSIS:
.
The changes to Subchapter 5 simplify and clarify the rule.
Requirements to file an emission inventol}' moved from
Subchapter 1 to Subchapter 5 and were revised.
Also,
requirements to pay annual operating fees moved from
Subchapters7and8toSubchapter5.1beannualoperatingfeesfor
minor facilities and non-part 70 sources were revised.
The changes to Subchapter 7 simplify and clarify the rule. Also,
a new permit classification system is incorporated into the
subchapter according to the environmental impact, emission
levels, and source categories here in Oklahoma. Other changes
include removing any requirements for Part 70 and major sources
. (which will be moved to Subchapter 8); defining and exempting ..de

Jli
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Permanent Final Adoptions
minimis" facilities from the requirements of Subchapter 7; revising
minor permit application fees; and introducing two new types of
construction and operating permits, permit by rule and general
permit.
The changes in Subchapter 8 incorporate a new permit
classification system, move the requirement to pay annual
operating fees from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, move the
requirements for construction permits for nde v sources from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8, make corrections to meet the
federal requirements for final approval of the Oklahoma
Operating Permit Program under 'Tide V ofthe Federal Oean Air
Act and 40 CFR Part 70, adopt by reference the federal rules
governing case-by-case MACT determinations found in 40 CFR
§§63.41, 63.43 and 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1997, and update
the adoption of 40 CFR 72 by adop~ng the provisions published in
the Federal Register on October 24, 1997.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on Januazy 9, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM "ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:

None.
CONTAC! PERSON:

For Subchapters 5 and 7: Jeanette Buttram, Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Qualit;y Division, 707N. Robinson, 4th
floor, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma 731oi (405) 102-4100.
For Subchapter 8: Joyce D. Sheedy, PhD., Departi:ncot of
Environmental Quality,AirQualityDivision, 707N.Robinson, 4th
floor, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102. (405).702-4100.

previous permit categories and must, therefore, apply for indivi~ _
permits. In addition, the permit application fees were reviser,\
reflect the new permit categories. .The purpose of revising the te...:.:
was not to increase them, but to reapportion them according to the
new permit categories.
The construction permit rules now in Subchapter 8 contain one
new requirement: Federal regulations (40 CPR§§ 63.41, 63.43 and
63.44) concerning case-by-case determinations of maximum
achievable control technology ("MACT") standards were
incorporated by reference. In promulgating these rules, the State
bas adopted a program to implement section 112(g} ofthe Federal
Qeao Air Act with respect to construction or reconstruction of
major sources of hazardous air pollutants. The permit fee rules in
Subchapter 8 establish a new fee of $900.00 for authorizations
under general permits. Other new additions to the Part 70 permit
rules include definitions for "insignificant activities" and "trivial
activities" and additional rules for general permits. The latter rules
explain how authorizations arc obtained. revised. and renewed.
Subchapter 8 rules Viere also revised to make changes required by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in order for Oklahoma
to obtain final approval of its Part 70 operating permit program.
The full text of the rule may _be obtained from Department of
Environmental Quallt;y, Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, 4th
Floor, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102.

[OAR Docket #98-1049; filed 5-22-98)

-.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
'-'.Lio~,.a.......-... 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

DUE TO THE EXCESSIVE LENGTH OF THESE RULES (AS
DEFINED IN OAC 655:10-7-12), THE FUlL TEXT OF THESE
RULES WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED. THE RULES ARE
AVAILABLE FOR PUBUC INSPECOON AT DEPAXI'MENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUI'Y, 7fYT N. ROBINSON,
FOURTH FLOOR, OKLAHOMA CII'\; OKLAHOMA 73101
AND AT THE OFnCE OF ADMINISTRATIVE RULES,
SECRETARY OF STATE,. Will.. ROGERS BUILDING, 2ND
FLOOR NORTH, OKLAHOMA ~ OKLAHOMA 73105.
THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED
PURSUANT TO 75 O.S., § 255(B): .

[OAR Docket #98-1047]
RU

GACfiON:

PERMAN
RULES:

Subchapters S, 1, and 8 of the Air Pollution Control rules have.
been simplified and clarified. 1b assist in this effort, certain rules
were moved from one subchapter to another. For example,
requirements to file emission invent01:y reports were moved from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter S. The annual operating fees, which
are calculated based on .the emission inventory reports, were
.moved from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. The construction
permit requirements and application fee rules for Part 70 sources
have been moved from Subchapter 1 to Subchapter 8.
Other revisions to Subchapter S involve changing the fees for
non-Part 70 sources from a stepped schedlile to a flat rate of$10.00
perton.
· Subchapter 7 was also amended to incorporate the
Department's permit continuum. The continuum provides for 1)
de minimis facilities, which emit less than five tons per yeas: of any
regulated poUutant and which arc not required to obtain a permit; 2)
permit-by-rule facilities, which emit less than 40 tons per year of any
regulated pollutant and which belong to an industry group for which
a rule has been promulgated; 3) general permit facil!ties, which emit
40 tons per year or more of any regulated pollutant and which belong
to an industry group for which a general permit has been issued; and
4) individual permit facilities, which are not eligible for any of the

252:100-17•1 [.l'<L.LYJL.L:.I.,~
252:100-17-1.1
252:100-17-2 [
ED]
252:100-17-21 an 252:100-17-2.2 [NEW]
252:100-17-3 throu 252:100-17-5 [AMENDED]
]I
252:100-17-6 [REV
252:100-17-7 [NEW]
252:100-17-14 [NEW]
252:100-17-14.1 (NEW]
252:100-17-15 through 2S ·100-17-27 (NEW}
Appendix A [REVOKED
REENACIED]
REENACI'ED]
Appendix B [REVOKED
Appendix K (NEW]
AUTRORl'I'\':

Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1994, §§
2-2-101, 2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:Comment period:

?_.l;j'Q1

September 16, 1996, through October
January 16, 1997, through February 12,
November 17,1997, through December 1
January 27,1998
March 20, 1998
Oklahoma Register (Volume 15, Number 16)
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
.

··:.-..

MORNING BRIEFING
9:30 A.M.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1997
Lincoln Plaza Office Park
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483

BRIEFING AGENDA

1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director•s Report - Informational

Director

update of current events and AQD activities
• Title V Status
• OTAG
• Final Ozone and PM Standards
• Other
Discussion by Council/Public
An

4.

Staff

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-5
REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT
SOURCES [AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public
5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7
CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR
SOURCES; OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS
FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]

Staff

Discussion by Council/Public
6.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND
TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR
CONTAMINANTS -15 National emission stand~ds for
hazardous air pollutants [AMENDED]

Staff

Discussion by Council/Public

-

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

please notify our

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
REGULAR MEETING
1:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1997
Lincoln Plaza Office Park
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3483

HEARING /

MEETING AGENDA

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call

3.

Approval of Minutes
June 17, 1997

4.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-5
REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT
SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7
CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR
SOURCES; OPERATINGAND RELOCATION PERMITS
FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; ·possible action by Council

Staff

6.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND
TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3 . HAZARDOUS AIR
CONTAMINANTS -15 National emission standards for
hazardous air pollutants [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

7.

Chairman
New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business
arising within the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

6.

Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

Chairman

DATE: October 21, 1997
PLACE: Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City OK
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

please notify our

August 5, 1997
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

A/)~
Larry Byrum, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION (/"

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapters 5

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 5,
Registration of Air Contaminant Sources, that will be brought to public hearing on
August 19, 1997. The proposed revisions include moving the requirement to file
an emission inventory from Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5; moving the annual
operating fees 'from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5; changing the annual
operating fees for minor facilities from a tiered system to a set cost per ton of
pollutant emitted, and simplification and clarification of the rule. Most of the
proposed changes are reorganization for clarity and simplification. The change
in fees and in the calculation of fees is substantive.

··-

Enclosed in the packet are two copies of Subchapter 5. One copy has OAC
252:100 Air Pollution Control Rules at the bottom left corner of each page. This
is the original Title 252 Oklahoma Administrative Code, Chapter 100 Air Pollution
Control, 1996 Annotated version. The strikeouts and underlines were removed
from the annotated version for ease of reading. This annotated version of the
rule was then used to make the proposed changes. The proposed revisions to
Subchapter 5 has "Aijg19-97/5(8-04).wp" at the bottom left corner of each page.
Enclosures: 2

8-19mem.doc

ll.~/9 '

_.,......,.

SUBCHAPTER 5.
REGISTRATION.L OF AIR CONTAJ!INANT SOURCES
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES

252:100-5-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide the Council v:ith
data v:hereby they might determine conditions of air pollution, as
bet·..·een particular air contaminant sources and as bet\:een
particular areas of the state, such as urban, suburban and rural
areas.This Subchapter requires potential sources of air
contaminants to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an
emission inventory and pay annual operating fees.

.,-

252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchaoter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
11
Actual emissions 11 means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular
calendar year, determined using methods contained in OAC 252.100
7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.l(d).
[From 252:100-7-4(a)}
11
Allowable emissions 11 means:
lAl The total amount of regulated air pollutant (for fcc
calculation) emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforceable permit or potential to emit, or
[From 252:100-8-9(a)}
(B)
For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on
maximum design capacity, as determined by methods contained in
252.100 7 4(e), and/or and considering all applicable rules.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)}
11
Consumer Price Index 11 means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed as a
percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a base
period.
·
[From 252:100-8-9(a)}
11
Emission inventory 11 means a compilation of the total of all
point source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for all
regulated air pollutants at a given facility.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)}
11
Grandfathered source 11 means a stationarv source that was in
existence when an otherwise applicable rule was promulgated
unless that rule specifically applies to existing sources or the
source has undergone modification since that rule was
promulgated .
.. Process Fugitive Emissions 11 means those emissions created by
or incidental to any particular process which become airborne or
have the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably,
taking into account economic considerations, be made to pass
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through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Regulated air pollutant" means:
(A)
aayAny Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) , as that term is
defined at 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or 252:100-39...:2 7 _,_ or any
Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS) , as that term is defined in
252:100 37 2 and 252:100 39 2
~
Any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS), as that term is
defined at 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
~lbl anyAny pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act7_,_
~lQl aayAny pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated eJEcept Carbon
Honmddeunder the Federal Clean Air Act7_,_
~lgl anyAny Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under eAC 252:100-41-27_,_
~lEl anyAny other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
[From 252:l00-7-4(a)]
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation)", which is used
only for purposes of OAC 252.100 8 9 this Subchapter, means any
"regulated air pollutant" except the following:
(A)
Carbon monoxide7_,_
Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
(B)
because it is a Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by Title VI of th~ Act~_,_
(C)
Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a standard or regulation under
section 112(r) of the Act.
(D)
Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
[From 252:100-8-2]

~,

1

~.

Agency Note: 252:100-5-1.1. Definitions - new section for
Subchapter 5. Definitions were moved from 252:100-7-4, 252:1008-2, and 252:100-8-9 with necessary amendments.
252:100-5-2. Registration of potential sources of air
contaminants
(a)
Filing.
The mmer or operator of any potential air
contaminant source on the effective date of this Subchapter shall
at such time as requested, file with the Council information as
to the nature of the air contamination source including such
information as ·.veuld be needed or useful in evaluating the
potential of the source for causing air pollution.In addition to
any requirements for the submission of information found in any.
other regulation in this Chapter, the owner or operator of an a1r
contaminant source shall, upon request, provide the Air Quality
Division with information necessary to evaluate the source's
potential for causing air pollution.
(b)
Necessary information.
The following information may shall
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be included for each source:
total ~veight of the contamiaant
released per day, period or periods of operation, composition of
the contaminant, physical state of the coataminant, temperature
and moisture content of the air or gas stream at the point ;:here
released into the atmosphere and such other iaformation as may be
specifically requested by the Director.
Where an air or gas
cleaning device is incorporated in the air or gas stream
preceding discharge to the atmosphere, the ~might of material
removed, by the cleaning device, as ·,;ell as the vll'eight emitted,
shall be stated.
1±1 Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
ill Period or periods of operation.
i l l Composition of the contaminant.
Jil Physical state of the contaminant.
~
Temperature and moisture content of the air or gas stream
at the point where released into the atmosphere.
JQl Efficiency of any control device.
l1l Such other information as may be specifically requested
by the Director.

Agency Note:
amendments.

252:~00-5-2.

Original section with necessary

252:100-5-2.1.
Emission inventory
Requirement to file an emission inventorv.
The owner or
operator of any minor Source facility that is a source of air
emissions shall, by Harch 1 of 1993, aad every succeediag year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory annually on
forms obtained from the Air Quality Division.
These inventories,
coveriag the previous calendar year, ·,dll be used for the purpose
of calculating the anaual operating fee.
[Information £rom 252:l00-7-4(d)(l)]
1±1 The initial emission inventory for minor facilities shall
be submitted by March 1, 1993 and every succeeding year
thereafter.

~
~

·-

[From 252:l00-7-4(d)(l)J
ill The initial emission inventory for major facilities and
Part 70 sources shall be submitted by April 1, 1994 and every
succeeding year thereafter.
[From 252:l00-8-9(d)(4)]
i l l De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not
required to submit an annual emission inventory.
JQl Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include, but shall not be fie-t- limited to, the
following:
.fA.t-1±1 .f.e.rFor those emissions subject to ~permit, the permit
number and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth
therein-;-..:..
(B)
for those emissions not the subject of a permit, a
determiaatioa of all OAC 252.100 rules settiag forth emission
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I L.f '""'i /)

limitations applicable to the facility in question and the
maximum yearly allowable for the facility,
(C)
an election as to the basis, either Actual Emissions or
Allmmble Emissions, to be used for calculation of the fee,
~~ if actual emissions are chosen as the basis for fee
assessment, the The amount of the actual emissions a'nd the
basis for such determination, and;~
+E+lJl ~If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or
from the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an
explanation for the difference~ , subject to confidentiality
provisions provided in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
{B+lil £erFor those emissions not the subject of a permit, and
when requested by the AQD, a determination list of all GAG --252:100 rules setting forth emission limitations applicable to
the facility in question and the maximum yearly allowable for
the facility-;-~
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d) (l),(A), (B), (C), (D), and (E)]
l£l Documentation. All calculations and assumptions must be
verified by proper documentation. All supporting data, including
actual production, throughput and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance
with OAC 252:100 7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.1(d), below, if not submitted
with the emission inventory, must be maintained by the current
o;.~er/operator owner or operator at the facility in conjunction
with facility records of the emission inventory~ ana This
information must either be submitted to the Air Quality Division
or made available for inspection upon request,~ subject to
confidentiality provisions provided in the Olclahoma Clean Air
Ac4::-:-

[Infor.mation from 252:100-7-4(d)(2)]

+e+lQl Method of calculation.
The best available data at the
time the emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall
be used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the
owner or operator to select the best available data. Said
selection shall be binding upon acceptance by the Air Quality
Division and the payment of fees.
The following shall constitute
acceptable methods for determining emissionsintended for use as
the basis for assessment and payment of annual operating fees:
(1)
current AP 42 factors or other factors acceptable to EPA
and the Air Quality Division,
l1l Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2)
staclcStack tests using appropriate EPA test methods,
approved by the Environmental Protection Agency or the State
Air Quality Division, with advance notification and
opportunity for observation by the State Air Quality Division.
or EPA,
( 3)
staclcStack tests using appropriate EPA test methods
performed on identical equipment (i.e., same model) at the
same location under the same operating conditions and
parameters or similar sources in other jurisdictions according
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to methods approved by the BPA, the lLir Quality Division or
another regulatory agency when:
(A)
testsTests are actually performed according to the
approved method by persons qualified by training and
experience to perform said testsT~
(B)
copiesCopies of the tests results and methods are
available for review by the Air Quality DivisionT~
(4)
stacle tests performed on an identical or similar source,
ry;h:en performed in accordance ·.dth OAC 252.100 7 4 (e) (2) or (3)
above, upon approval by the Air Quality Division,
l i l Continuous emissions monitoring data, when supported by
required certification and calibration data.
l2L Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the
Air Quality Division.
~12l manufacturer'sManufacturer's test data, when approved
by the Air Quality Division as reliableT~
~ill EPA and EPA~contracted industry~specific emission study
data when it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
questionT and approved for use in the emission inventory by
the Air Quality Division.
~lftl ~Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when
supported by specific records applicable to the materials on
which the calculations are basedT and approved for use in the
emission inventory by the Air Quality Division.
-f-8+ continuous emissions monitoring data, l.lihen supported by
required certification and calibration data, or,
(9)
arry:Any other method ·,;hich that can be shown to be
reasonably accurate when supported by engineering data and
calculations, and approved in advance for use in the emission
inventory by the Air Quality Division.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(e)]
~~ Testing requirements.
Emission inventories determined by
the Air Quality Division to be substantially incomplete or
substantially incorrectT shall, upon the request of the Air
Quality Division, be subject to verification if not
satisfactorily completed or corrected within a reasonable time~
shall be subject to verification, upon request by the Air
Quality Division, by an appropriate stack test, installation of
continuous monitoring equipment or other approvable emissions
testing methods. Verification shall be accomplished by an
appropriate stack test using EPA approved methods, installation
of continuous monitoring equipment, or other methods acceptable
to the Air Quality Division.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(f)]
Agency Note: 252:100-5-2.1.
Information moved from 252:100-7-4
(except 100-5-2.1(a) (2) which was moved from 252:100-B-9(d) (4))
with necessary amendments.

-

252:100-5-2.2. Annual Operating per.mit fees Fees applicable to
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minor and major sources
Applicability.
(1)
Sources Affected. GAG 252.100 7 4 This section applies to
all major and minor sources facilities that are sources of air
pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
whether the source is currently permitted or is considered
grandfathered from such requirement, or whether an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the
facility. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995 and as of this
date shall no longer be subject to the major source annual
operating fee specified in 252.100 7 4(b) (1) {A). The owners
or operators of Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are
sufficient to cover the ~ Part 70 program costs. The
permitting authority shall ensure that any the ~ fees
required by these rules 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) will be used
solely for ~ Part 70 program costs.
i l l This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(A)
The owner or operator of such major source shall be
subject to an annual operating fee assessed in accordance
·,,rith the provisions in GAG 252:100 8 9.
[252:100-5-2.2 - Applicability section is a combinatiori of
information taken from 252:100-7-4(b)(l) and (A) along with
252:100-8-9(b) and (c)]
lQl Fee schedule.
l1l Minor facilities and Non-Part 70 sources.
~lAl Until January 1, 1998, Tfte the owner or operator of
such a minor source a facility subject to this section shall
be subject to ~ an annual operating fee beginning January
1, 1994, based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants
(for fee calculation), mecept for total suspended
particulates in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i)
10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
(ii)
25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
50 - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
{iv)
75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(l)(A) - Information taken from 252:100-74(b)(l)(B) with necessary amendments]
_
Jgl Beginning January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual
operating fee of $10/ton.
This fee is based on total annual
emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation).
i l l Part 70 Sources.
{±+lAl_ Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated a±T
pollutant(for fee calculation).
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(A) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d}(l)(B)(i) with necessary amendments]
~Jgl
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
-ffrt-_@J_
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ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 1994. The
Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of
the Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published
by the Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve
month period ending o~ August 31 of each calendar year.
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(B) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d)(l)(B)(ii)J

l.£l

·-

Payment. The Ovmer or Operator of an affected facility
shall reffiit to the State Air Quality Division an annual operating
fee in accordance '+~ith OAC 252.100 7 3. For Part 70 sources Fees
fees ~ shall be paid by check or money order made payable to
the Oklahoma Air Quality Control Fund,Title V Revolving Fund.
All other sources shall pay fees by check or money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division or, upon delegation,
to the appropriate reviewing agency.
Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice.
Fees shall be considered delinquent 30
days from the date of billing, at which time simple interest
shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent (1~%) per
month on any amount unpaid.
The Departffient shall allm~ a grace
period of one hundred and t..,,.enty days froffi the date of billing
before issuing any adffiinistrative order and assessing a
reasonable adffiinistrative fine in accordance ·..· ith the provisions
of The Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993 Supp. See. 2 5 101
et seq. Within five (5) years but not before a grace period of
120 days from the date of billing, the DEO may issue an
administrative order to recover such fees and may assess a
reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the provisions
of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993 Supp .. Sec. 2-5-101
et seg., to an owner or operator of a facility who has failed to
pay such fees.
If no fee was billed because the owner or
operator failed to submit the required annual emission inventory,
the term "date of billing" shall mean the date on which the fee
would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
when due. When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of a
DEQ invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a credit for
such fee overpayment within five years from the date on which
payment of the fee was received by the DEO.
When a fee
overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or operator's
error in preparing the emission inventory upon which the fee was
based, the owner or operator may seek credit for such overpayment
within one year from the date on which payment of the fee was
received by the DEQ.
[252:100-5-2.2(c) Payment - Information taken from 252:100-7-3(d)
and combined with 252:100-8-9(d)(3) with necessary amendments.]
(3)
Registration.
The owner oi operator of any Federal Major
Source 'n'hieh has not subffiitted an effiission inventory for the
calendar year 1991 shall register ·.dth the Olclahoffia ."rir
Quality Division in accordance 'n'ith the O.''rC 252.100 5 and
oubffiit a complete 1991 effiisoion inventory no later than
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November 1, 1992, or upon the effective date of this GAG
.-..
252 .100 7 4, ··vhichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(b)(3)]
-t-e+JQl_ Basis for annual operating fees.
(1)
Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and may be based on either actual or allmvable emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) (at the option
of the owner/operator paying the fee) as set forth in the
facility emissions emission inventory unless the owner or
operator elects to pay fees on allowable emissions.
Fees
shall be based on emission inventories submitted in the
previous calendar year (for example, fees invoiced during the
calendar year ~ 1998 shall be based upon inventory data
covering the calendar year ~ 1996). All fees shall be
determined according to the following.
U'.c)
'•ihere only one basis for fee assessment, i.e. only
actual, or only allmvable is reflected by the inventory,
that basis shall be used for invoicing.
(B)
....· here both actual and allmvable emissions are reflected
on the inventory, the lesser of the two shall be used.
[252:100-5-2.2(d)(1) Basis for annual operating fees Information taken from 252:100-7-4(c)(l),(A) and (B) along with
252:100-8-9(d)(1), (A)(i) and (ii)]
(iii)Jal Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess
of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a~ Part 70 source
shall not be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
.-.,
[252:100-5-2.2(d)(2) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d)(l)(B)(iii)]
(2)
Requests to exercise an option other than those set forth
in GAG 252 .100 7 4 (c) (1) (A) or (B), must be made no later than
November 1, 1992, or \lithin thirty days after the effective
date of GAG 252:100 7 4, \lhichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(c)(2)]
Agency Note:
252:100-5-2.2. Emission Inventory - new section for
Subchapter 5.
Combination of information moved from 252:100-7-3,
252:100-7-4 and 252:100-8-9 with necessary amendments.

252:100-5-3.
Confidentiality of proprietary information
(a)
No person shall disclose to anyone other than the Air
Quality Council, the EJwcutive Director, or a Court of competent
jurisdiction any process information, except emission data,
furnished or obtained pursuant to this Subchapter. Emission data
must be made available at all times to the public during normal
·..·orlcing hours.
(b)
Upon the request of the interested party or parties, all
hearings in ·..·hich proprietary information is to be divulged shall
be held 11 in camera" and such information shall be sealed and
access othen1ise limited.
Emission data shall never be
considered to be "proprietary" for purposes of this Subchapter
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and must be available at all times to the public during normal
'n'orlcing hours. [Refer to 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 2-5-105.18]

Agency Note: 252:100-5-3.
Information already covered in more
detail in the Act - 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 2-5-105.18. Therefore,
deleted and the Oklahoma Clean Air Act referenced.
'
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 19, 1997
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK
4545 NORTH LINCOLN, BURGUNDY ROOM
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA
I

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
J. William "Bill" Fishback
David Branecky
Marilyn Andrews
Sharon Myers

Council Members Absent
Meribeth Slagell

Staff Present
Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Linn Wainner
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Larry Trent
Morris Moffett
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for August 19, 1997 was forwarded to the
Secretary of State's Office giving the time, date, and place of
the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door of the
meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order
and roll call was taken: Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter - aye;
Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Andrews - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Slagell - absent.

-

Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion .to approve
the Minutes of the June 17, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion
was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes and second to
the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Ms. Andrews - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51 and Title 27A Oklahoma
Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff
position on the proposed changes to the rule.
Ms. Buttram pointed out that the major task regarding the
proposed changes was to simplify and clarify the rule.
She
pointed out the title of Subchapter 5 was changed to reflect the
addition of emission inventory and operating fees to the
subchapter. Ms. Buttram added that the revisions made to the
original sections 5-2 and 5-3 were not intended to change the
meaning of the rule, but to simplify and clarify it. Ms'. Buttram
stated that the remaining new proposed additions were moved to
Subchapter 5 from other areas of the Air Quality Rules.
She
reminded that changes ~n conditions listed in Subchapter 5 are
for all sources, major and minor. Ms. Buttram added that Section
5-2.2 included a proposed change in fees for minor sources from a
sliding to a flat fee of $10 a ton based on total annual
emissions of regulated pollutants.
Ms. Buttram stated that it was staff recommendation to continue
this hearing to the next Council meeting, October 21, 1997. She
then opened the floor for discussion.
Discussion included the need for a fee amount that would be
revenue neutral. Dr. Canter asked that staff provide additional
analysis of the proposed fee.changes.
Mr. Kilpatrick also suggested that Council ask staff to determine
what per-ton rate would represent a revenue neutral number and
asked staff to bring that recommendation, in writing, to the next
Council meeting.
Mr. Breisch pointed out that it was the consensus of the Council
to have this justification and asked for a motion to continue
this hearing to the next meeting. Mr. Fishback moved for the
continuation of this hearing with the second made by Mr.
Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter
- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Andrews (left
meeting); Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
2
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 2 52: 10 0-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum conv~ned the hearing by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma
Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Jeanette Buttram to.give staff
position on the proposed rule. Ms. Buttram stated that the staff
was charged with not only the simplification and clarification of
the rule but also to incorporate the new permit continuum
according to the environmental impact, emission levels, and
source categories in Oklahoma. She pointed out that the initial
proposed change was to change the title to "Permits for Minor
Facilities" as subchapter 7 will be dedicated to minor facilities
only: Ms. Buttram then pointed out additional proposed changes
as indicated in the attached hearing record.
Mr. Fishback entered into the record, as with Subchapter 5, the
consensus of the Council that staff provide a written
justification of the fees necessary for the program to be revenue
neutral.
Mr. Kyle Arthur, DEQ Small Business Assistance Program,
introduced Mr. Donald Law, a representative of the Small Business
Compliance and Advisory Panel. On behalf of the Panel, Mr. Law
offered staff support of the proposed changes to Subchapters 5, 7
and 8.
After additional discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to
continue this hearing to the next regularly scheduled Council
meeting. Mr. Branecky made the motion and the second was made by
Dr. Canter. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter
- aye; .Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Andrews - (left
meeting early}; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC AIR
CONTAMINANTS PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS-15 NATIONAL
EMISS_ION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the OklahomaAdministrative
Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A Oklahoma
3

Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staff
position on the proposed changes to the rule.
Dr. Sheedy stated that the proposed revisions were to_update the
adoption of 40 CFR 61 to July 1, 1997 and to adopt by reference,
in Paragraph (B), the new MACT standa.rds found in 40 CFR-63 as
they stand with the exception of Subpart E, approval of state
program; Subpart L, coke oven batteries, Subpart U, polymers; and
Subpart II shipbuilding. Dr. Sheedy stated that staff proposed
to adopt by reference Subparts A,B,C,D. Dr. Sheedy added that the
reasoning for the proposed changes was to obtain delegation of
the Title III program and to retain the Title V program in order
that by July 1998, the program would allow for case-by-case MACT
as well as handle other things included in part 63. Dr. Sheedy
suggested staff recommendation was to continue the hearing.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this hearing to the
October meeting. Mr. Kilpatrick made the motion with second by
Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows:· Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr.
Canter - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Andrews (left meeting early); Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
NEW BUSINESS - Mr. Fishback inquired as to the plans to fill the
Council position vacated by Ms. Hinkle. Mr. Byrum stated that the
governor's office would appoint someone.
ADJOURNMENT: With no further business, Mr. Breisch adjourned the
meeting and announced that the next regularly scheduled meeting
would be held on October 21, _1997 at the Tulsa City-County Health
Department Auditorium, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as
a~ official part of these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

LARRY D. BYRUM, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
.•··"''.'· ...

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1997
1:00 P.M.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

HEARING / MEETING AGENDA
1.
2.

3.
4.

·.

,.._

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes (August 19, 1997)
1998 Meeting Schedule
Discussion and Approval by Council

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

5.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

7.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8. ·

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC
AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR
POLLUTANTS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

9.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:2-40 and 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising
within the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting
DATE: December 16 1997
PLACE: Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City OK

Staff

Chairman

Should you desire to attend but have a dlubili.ty and need an accoanodatlon. please no.;lty our Dep•rtraent three day• in advance at (405) l90-8247.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
........

,

9:30 A.M.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1997
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
TULSA I

OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report - Informational
:An update of current events and AQD activities ·
• §126 Issues
• Final Ozone and PM Standards
• · Other
Discussion by Council/Public

Director

3.

1998 Meet_ing Schedule
Discussion by Council

4.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR
SOURCES; OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR
MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

6.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

Byrum

..-···

[AMENDED]

7,.

Staff
Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND
TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3 . HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15. NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

8.

Staff
Public Hearing
DAC 252:2-40 and 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our
Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

~.

October 7, 1997
MEMORANDUM

·-

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry Byrum, Director ~~
Air Quality Division ~~

SUBJECT:.

Modifications to Subchapter 5

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 5,
Registration of Air Contaminant Sources, that will be brought to public hearing on
October 21,1997. The proposed revisions include moving the requirement to file
an emission inventory from Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5; moving the annual
operating fees from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5; changing the annual
operating fees for rninor facilities from a tiered system to a set cost per ton of
pollutant emitted, and simplification and clarification of the rule. Most of the
proposed changes are reorganization for clarity and simplification. The change
in fees and in the calculation of fees is substantive. The modifications to
Subchapter 5 also reflect those comments received regarding the modifications
presented at the August 19, 1997, Air Quality Council meeting .

.

Enclosed in the packet is a copy of Subchapter 5 with the proposed revisions.
Enclosures: 1

Jv) i

J

SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION.L OF AIR CON'l'A!UNAN'l' SOURCES
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
252:100-5-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide the Couacil \~ith
data whereby they mi~ht determiae coaditioas of air pollutioa, as
bet\.·eea particular air coatamiaaat sources aaEi as bet\teea
particular areas of the state, such as urbaa, suburbaa aad rural
areas.This Subchapter requires potential sources of air
contaminants to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an
emission inventory and pay annual operating fees.

..,;.-

-

252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions• means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular
calendar year, determined using methods contained in OAC 252:100
7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.1(d).
{From 252:100-7-4(a}] ,.
•Allowable emissions• means:
l8l The total amount of regulated air pollutant (for fee
calculatioa) emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforceable permit or potential to emit, or
{From 252:100-8-9(a}]
(B) For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on
maximum design capacity, as deterffiiBeEi by ftlethods coataiaeEi ia
252.100 7 4(e), aad/or and considering all applicable rules.
{From 252:100-7-4(a)J
"Consumer Price Index" means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed as a
percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a base
period.
{From 252:100-8-9(a}]
•Emission inventory" means a compilation of the t.otal of all
point source, storage and process fugitive air ...emissions for all
regulated air pollutants at a given facility.
{From 252:100-7-4(a}]
"Grandfathered source• means a stationary source that was in
operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable rule was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone modification since that rule
was promulgated.
"Maior TSP facility" means any stationary facility which
directly emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons per year or
more of TSP and is not subject to the Part 70 program.
"Minor facility" means a facility with a potential to emit
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less than 100 tons per year of each regulated air pollutant and
which is not a Part 70 source.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the ~ermitting
requirements of Part 7 of Subchapter 8 of this Chapter as
provided in 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
"Process Fugitive Emissionsn means those emissions created by
or incidental to any particular process which become airborne or
have the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably
taking into account economic considerations, be made to pass
'
through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Regulated air pollutant" means:
(A)
aayAny Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), as that term is
defined a£:. in 252:100-1-3, 252:-100-37-2, or 252:100-39-2-;-...._ er
any lJolatile Organic SolYent ('VOS) ,. as that term is defined in
252.100 37 2 and 252.100 39 2·
.,.. l!ll. Any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS), as that term is
defined in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
~~ aayAny pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act~......
~lQl aayAny pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated mecept Carbon
Honmddeunder the Federal Clean Air Act~...._
~Jgl anyAny Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under GAB 252 :10.0-41-2"1"...._
~lEl aayAny other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)J
·
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation)", which is used
only for purposes of OAC 252:100 8 9 this Subchapter, means any'
"regulated air pollutant" except the following:
(A)
Carbon monoxide~...._
(B) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by Title VI of the Act~......
(C) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a standard or regulation under
section 112(r) of the Act.
.'
(D)
Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
[From 252:100-8-2]

Agency Note: 252:100-5-1.1. Definitions - new section for
Subchapter 5. Section consists of new definitions and
definitions moved from 252:100-7-4, 252:100-8-2, and 252:100-8-9
with necessary amendments.
252:100-5-2. Registration of potential sources of air
contaminants
(a)
Filing.
The mffier or operator of any potential air
contaminant source on the effective date of this Subchapter shal±
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at such time as requested, file ;;ith the Council information as
to the nature of the air contamination source including such
information as ·..·ould be needed or useful in evaluating the
potential of the source for causing air pollution.In addition to
any requirements for the submission of information found in any
other regulation in this Chapter, the owner or operator of an air
contaminant source shall, upon request, provide the Air Quality
Division with information necessary to evaluate the source's
potential for causing air pollution.
(b) Necessary infor.mation.
The following information may shall
be included for each source: total lieight of the contaminant
released per day, period or periods of operation, composition of
the contaminant, physical state of the contaminant, temperature
and moisture content of the air or gas stream at the point ;ihere
released into the atmosphere and such other information as may be
specifically requested by the Director. Where an air or gas
cleaning device is incorporated in the air or gas stream
preceding discharge to the atmosphere, the lJeight of material
remo"Jed, by the cleaning device, as l>'ell as the weight emitted,
shall be stated.
ill Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
111 Period or periods of operation.
lJl Composition of the contaminant.
l ! l Physical state of the contaminant.
l2l Temperature and moisture content of the air or gas stream
at the point where released into the atmosphere.
~
Efficiency of any control device.
l1l Such other information as may be specifically requested
by the Director.

Agency Note:
amendments.

252:100-5-2. Original section with necessary

252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
Requirement to file an emission inventorv.
The owner or
operator of any minor Source facility that is a source of air
emissions shall, by ~~arch 1 of 1993, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory annually on
forms obtained from the Air Quality Division. ·.These inventories,
covering the previous calendar year, ;;ill be used for the purpose
of calculating the annual operating fee.
{Infor.mation from 252:100-7-4(d}(1}}
l1l The initial emission inventory for minor facilities shall
be submitted by March 1, 1993 and every succeeding year
thereafter.
{From 252:100-7-4{d)(1}}
111 The initial emission inventory for major TSP facilities
and Part 70 sources shall be submitted by April 1, 1994 and
every succeeding year thereafter.
{From 252:100-8-9(d}{4)}

lsl
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lJl

De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not
required to submit an annual emission inventory.
~. ~ontent.
~11 inventories submitted to th~ Air Quality
D1v1s1~n shall 1nclude, but shall not be ~ l1mited to, the
follow1ng:
~lll ~For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit
number and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth
thereinT"..:..
(B)
for tfiose emissions nee efie subject: of a permit, a
aeterminaeion of a±l OhC 252:100 rules setting foreh emission
limieations applicab±e to ehe faci±ity in question ana the
mmei'!ffilm yearly al±m..aele for ehe facility;
(C)
an e±ection as to the easis, either Aceual Emissions or
A±lml'ae±e Emissions to ee usee :Eor ca±cu±ation of the :Eee,
-ff»-l£1. if actual emissions are cfiosen as ehe :Basis for fee
assessment, the The amount of.the actual emissions and the
basis for such determination, ana,..:..
~ill ~If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or
from the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an
explanation for the difference..:.. , subject eo eonfidentia±iey
provisions proviaea in ehe Olt±ahoma Clean Air Ace.
+B}lil ~For those emissions not the subject of a permit, and
when requested by the AOD, a determination list of all eAe
252:100 rules setting forth emission limitations applicable to
the facility in question and the maximum yearly allowable for
the facilityT"......
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d) (l),(A), (B), (C), (D), and (E)]
l£l Documentation. All calculations and assumptions must be
verified by proper documentation. All supporting data, including
actual production, throughput and measurement records along wit~
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance
with GAG 252.100 7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.1{d), below, if not submitted
~1ith tfie emission iw:entery, must be maintained for at least 5
years by the current mmer/operator owner or operator at the
facility in conjunction with facility records of the emission
inventory..:.. ana This information must either be submitted to the
Air Quality Division or made available for inspection upon
,_ •
.c •
• , •
• •
•
•
,_e
request,...... SUv)eee
to conr1uene1az1ty
prov~s~ons prov1ueu lfi en
Oltlafioma C±ean Air Ace.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d)(2)]
·'
~lQl Method of calculation.
The best available data at the
time the emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall
be used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the
owner or operator to select the best available data.
Said
selection shall be binding upon acceptance by the Air Quality
Division and the payment of fees.
The following shall const1tute
acceptable methods for determining emissionsintended for use ae
tfie basis for assessment and payment of annual operating fees:
(1)
current AP 42 factors or other factors acceptab±e to BPA
and tfie Air Qua±ity Division,
l1l Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant
I

...:~
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Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2) stacJeStack tests using appropriate EPA test methods,
approved by the Envirenlftental Protection ~".tgency or the State
Air Quality Div=isien, with advance notification and
opportunity for observation by the State Air Quality Division.
or EPA;
(3) etae1t:Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods
perferlftcd on identical equipment (i.e .. same model) at the
same location under the same operating conditions and
parameters or eilftilar sources in other jurisdictions according
to lftctheds approv=cd by the EPA, the Air Quality Div=isien or
another regulatory agency when:
(A) tcsteTcsts arc actually performed according to the
apprev=cd lftcthod by persons qualified by training and
experience to perform said tcsts7~
(B) copicsCopics of the tests results and methods arc
availabl~ for review by the Air Quality Division7~
(4)
etacle teste pcrferlftcd en an identical or eilftilar sour.cc,
~.,hen pcrferlftcd in accordance ...,.,ith OAC 252.100 7 4(c) (2) or (3)
above, upon apprm1al by the Air Quality Division,
l i l Continuous emissions monitoring data. when supported by
required certification and calibration data.
121 CUrrent AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the
Air Quality Division.
~lQL lftanufacturcr'eManufacturcr's test data, whcn·approvcd
by the Air Quality Division as rcliablc7~
~ill EPA and EPA~contractcd industry~spccific emission study
data when it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
qucstion7 and approved for usc in the emission inventory by
the Air Quality Division.
~~ ~Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when
supported by specific records applicable to the materials on
which the calculations arc bascd7 and approved for usc in the
emission inventory by the Air Quality Division.
-f8+ COntinUOUS emissions lftOnitoring. data, r.,.,hcn suppert.cd by
required certification and calibration data, or,
(9) aftYAnV other method ·~.,hich that can be shown to be
reasonably accurate when supported by engineering data and
calculations, and approved in advance for usc in the emission
inventory by the Air Quality Division.
[In£or.mation

£r~

252:l00-7-4(e)]

-+£+.llti_ 'l'eeei:ag ;reEJUiremenee Methods of verification.
Emission
inventories determined by the Air Quality Division to be
substantially incomplete or substantially incorrect7 shall. upon
the request of the Air Quality Division. be subject to
verification if not satisfactorily completed or corrected within
a reasonable time~ shall be subject to v=erificat.ion, upon rc~ucst
by the Air Quality Div=ieion, by an appropriate etaclE test,
installation of continuous moait.oring equipment or other
apprev=ablc clftiseions testing lftcthode. Verification shall be
accomplished by an appropriate stack test using EPA approved
OCT21-97\5(9-19) .WP
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methods, installation of continuous monitoring equipment, or
other methods acceptable to the Air Quality Division.
[Information .from 252:100-7-4 (.f)]

Agency Note:
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory - new section
for Subchapter 5.
Information moved from 252:100-7-4 (except
100-5-2.1(a) (2) which was moved from 252:100-8-9(d) (4)) with
necessary amendments.

252:100-5-2.2. Annual Operating per.mit fees Fees applicable to
miBor afta major soerces
..f£H-J..sl_ Applicability.
(1)
Soercee Affectea. GAG 252.100 7 4 This section applies to
all major and minor sources facilities that are sources of air
pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
· whether the source is currently permitted or is considered
·grandfathered from such requirement, or whether an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the
facility. A Part 70 source shall be subject to f~e
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995 and as of this
date shall no longer be subject to the major source annual
operating fee specified in 252 .100 7 4 (b) (1) (A) . The owners
or operators of Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are
sufficient to cover the ~ Part 70 program costs.
The
permitting authority shall ensure that any the ~ fees
required by these rules 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) will be used
solely for ~ Part 70 program costs.
l2l This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(A)
The o~mer or operator of such major source shall be
subject to an annual operating fee assessed in accordance
uith the provisions in GAG 252:100 8 9.
[252:100-5-2.2 - Applicability section is a combination o£
information taken .from 252:100-7-4(b){1) and (A) along with
252:100-8·9(b) and (c)]
lQl Fee schedule.
ill Minor facilities and Non-Part 70 sources.
-fB+-J& Until January 1, 1998. !Fhe the owner or operator of
such a minor source a facility subject to this section shall
be subject to J;@Y an annual operating fee··'beginning January
1, 1994, based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants
(for fee calculation), except for total suspended
particulates in accordance with the following fee s·chedule:
(i)
10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
(ii)
25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
50 - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
(iv)
75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
[252:100-5-2.2{b)(1)(A) - Information taken .from 252:100-74(b}(1)(B) with necessary amendments}
~
Beginning January 1, 1998. the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual
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operating fee of $10/ton. This fee is based on total annual
emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation).
111 Part 70 Sources.
~181_ Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated~
pollutant(for fee calculation).
[252:l00-5-2.2(b)(2){A) - In£or.mation taken £rom 252:l00-B9(d)(l)(B)(i) with necessary amendments]
~JHl
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 1994. The
Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of
the Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published
by the Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve
month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
[252:l00-5-2.2(b)(2){B) - In£or.mation taken £rom 252il00-89(d)(l)(B)(ii)]

l£l

·-

-

Payment. The O~mer or Operator of an affected facility
shall remit to the State Air Quality Division an annual operating
fee in accordance ~~ith: OAC 252.100 7 3. For Part 70 sources Feee
fees ~ shall be paid by check or money order made payable to
the Oklahoma Air Quality Control Fund,Title V Revolving Fund.
All other sources shall pay fees by check or money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division or, upon delegation,
to th:e appropriate revim~ing agency.
Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice.
Fees shall be cons~dered delinquent 30
days from the date of billing, at which time simple interest
shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent (1~%) per
month on any amount unpaid. The Department shall allmt a grace
period c;>f oz:e hundred ~ftc;i t'imn~y days from th:e dat7 of billing
before ~ssu~ng any adm~n~strat~ve order and assess~ng a
reasonable administrative fine in accordance with: the provisions
of The rnelah:oma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S ..1993 Supp. See. 2 5 101
et seq. Within five· (5) years but not before a grace period of
120 days from the dat'e of billing. the DEO may issue an
administrative order to recover such fees and may assess a
reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the provisions
of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. 27A O.S. 1993 Supp .. Sec. 2-5-101
et seq .. to an owner or operator of a facility who has·failed to
pay such fees.
If no fee was billed because the owner or
operator failed to submit the required annual emission inventory,
the term "date of billing" shall mean the date on which the fee
would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
when due. When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of a
DEO invoice error. an owner or operator may seek a credit for
such fee overpayment within five years from the date on which
payment of the fee was received by the DEO. When a fee
overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or operator's

OCT21-97\5(9-19) .WP
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error in preparing the emission inventory upon which the fee was
the owner or operator may seek credit for such overpayment
w1th1n one year from the date on which payment of the fee was
·
received by the DEO.
[252:100-5-2.2(c) Payment - Information taken from 252:100-7-3(d)
and combined with 252:100-B-9(d)(3) with necessa~ amendments.]
( 3)
Registration. The mmer or operator of any Federal ~4aj or
Source ·,;hich has not submitted an emission inventory for the
calendar year 1991 shall register ~dth the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance ~;ith the OAC 252.100 5 and
submit a·co1'Hplete 1991 emission inventory no later than
:November 1, 1992, or upon the effective date of this OAC
252:100 7 4:, ~;hichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(b)(3)}
~191 Basis for annual operating foes.
· (1) Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and may be based on either actual or allowable emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation} (at the option
of the mmer/operator paying the fee) as set forth in the
facility emissions emission inventory unless the owner or
operator elects to pay fees on allowable emissions.
Fees
shall be based on emission inventories submitted in the
previous calendar year (for example, fees invoiced during the
calendar year -1-9-9-3- 1998 shall be based upon inventory data
covering the calendar year ~ 1996) . All fees shall be
determined according to the follmdng:
(A)
r.,,·here . only one basis for fee assessment, i.e. only
actual, or only allmmble is reflected by the inYentory,
that basis shall be used for iwroicing.
(B)
'•ihere both actual and allmiable emissions are reflected
on the inventory, the lesser of the tr.,;o shall .be used.
·
[252:100-5-2.2(d)(1) Basis for annual operating fees Information taken from 252:100-7-4(c)(1),(A) and (B) along with
252:100-8-9(d){1), (A)(i) and (ii)}
(iii)~
Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess
of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a~ Part 70 source
shall not be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
[252:100-5-2.2(d){2) - Information taken from 252:100-B9(d)(1)(B)(iii)]
( 2)
Requests to meercise an option ot:;her than those set forth
in OAC 252:100 7 4:(c) (1) (A) or (B), mtist be made no later than
!iovember 1, . 1992, or r.,;ithin thirty days after the effective
date of OAC 252.100 7 4, ~;hichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(c)(2)}
b~se~,

·:.·~

..

Agency Note: 252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees - new section
for Subchapter 5.
Combination of information moved from 252:1007-3, 252:100-7-4 and 252:100-8-9 with necessary amendments.
252:100-5-3.

Confidentiality of proprietary infor.mation

OCT21-97\5(9-19) .WP
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·.~

.·.·

(a) No person shall disclose to anyone other than the Air
Quality Council, the EJeecutive Director, or a Court of COFflj?etentjurisdiction any process ipformation, except emission data,
furnished or obtained pursuant to this Subchapter. Emission data
must be made available at all times to the public during normal
uorking hours.
(b) Upon the request of the interested party or parties, all
hearings in 'fthich proprietary information is to be divulged shall
be held "in camera" and· such information shall be sealed and
access othervtise limited. Emission data shall never be
considered to be "proprietary" for purposes of this Subchapter
and must be available at all times to the public during normal
....orldng hours. [Refer to 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 2-5-105.18]
Agency Note: 252:~00-5-3. Information already covered in more
detail in the Act - 27A O.S. Supp. ~993, 2-5-~05.~8. Therefore,
deleted and
Oklahoma Clean Air Act referenced .

the.

...

......-.....
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October 9, 1997
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Larry Byrum, Director. ~
Air Quality Division ~~-

SUBJECT:

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROPOSED ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
FOR MINOR SOURCES

The proposed annual operating fee system for minor sources found in Subchapter 5 and
suggested to be $10.00 per ton was recommended to resolve several inequities that
existed under the old system. The step system resulted in many sources of similar size
paying very different fees. The glaring example is the 24 ton source paying $1 00 and the
25 ton source paying $250. A 4% increase in emissions resulted in a 250% increase in
fees. Minor sources in the state paid between $3.68 and $10.00 per ton with generally the
larger the source, the lower the per ton rate. The suggested per ton system would also
reduce the discrepancy between the 99 ton minor source and the 100 ton major source.
The new system would consolidate the significance levels for "de minimis" sources,
permitted sources and feeable sources at the same level of emissions.
At the previous Council meeting we were charged with determining what per ton rate
would represent a "revenue neutral" outcome for the suggested revision in the minor
source fee scale. Our interpretation of "revenue neutral" is that the overall proceeds for
the minor sources in the state would be the same if either system was used. The
changeable nature ofthe inventory due to facilities changing classification, exemptions,
changes in the levels of openition, changes in permits for a facility, and the use of
different estimation methods suggest unreliability for any projections for next year. We
therefore chose to use the past year's information evaluated under both systems.
The 535 minor sources that paid fees in 1997 paid a total of $174,900 under the step
system. The average fee per "billable ton" was $7.48 1/2, which would have collected
$174,879.54. A suggested $7.50 rate would collect $175,230 and be a "revenue. equal"
solution. The average fee under the old system was $326.91. Under the new system the
average would be $327.53.

-

The uncertainty of the number of sources also led us to calculate the fees in the event of
an even distribution of numbers of sizes of sources. The total fees under the old system
was $174,879 and gave an average of$7.95 per ton. A fee of$7.95 would result in
approximately the same amount of revenue as the step system, $185,743. The actual
distribution of sources includes many more sources in the lower steps than in the higher
steps.

With all the variation and the changeable nature of the inventory, it appears the most
equitable solution will be a per ton rate. A "revenue neutral" system for the total will not
be a revenue neutral situation for the individual sources. Even charging the average rate
of $7.50 per ton would result in a fee increase for 283 sources, over half of the minor
system.
The attempt to equalize the fees will result in a general increase in fees for most facilities.
Whereas the fee for a smaller facility will see a larger percentage change, the actual doilar
amount of increase will be greater for the larger minor sources. The change is to assure
that as the amount of pollutant increases the fee increases, assuring that larger sources
share the burden more equally with the smaller sources.
The attached spreadsheet shows each existing source and the amount it paid in 1997, the
fee per ton for these sources in 1997, and various projected fees under a per ton system.
The Division operates its minor source permit prograni at a cost that is significantly
greater than the amount received from fees from minor sources. We anticipate that
annual operating fee increases above that of $1 Olton will be needed to help offset the cost
of the minor source program.
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
October 21 , 1997
Tulsa City County Health Department Auditorium
4616 East 15th Tulsa, Oklahoma

,,-.

-

Council Members Present

Staff Present

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Meribeth Slagell
Gary Kilpatrick
J. William "Bill'Fishback
David Branecky
Sharon Myers

Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Scott Thomas
Linn W ainner
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Morris Moffett
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent

Guests Present

Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Marilyn Andrews

**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 21, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room.

Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr.
·' Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Ms. Andrews and Dr. Canter were absent.

Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Branecky to approve the Minutes
and second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms.
Slagell - abstain; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Meeting Schedule - Mr. Breisch entertained motion to approve the 1998 Meeting Schedule as

-

proposed. Ms. Myers made the motion with the second being made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call
as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. (Note: Dates proposed were February 18, Apri/21, June 16,
August 18, October 20, December 15).

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position
on the proposed changes to the rule.
After discussion and comments by Council and audience, Mr. Breisch stated that staff
recommendation was to close the comment period as of October 21 and vote on SC 5, along with
SC 7 and SC 8, at the next regularly scheduled meeting in December. He entertained motion as
such.
Mr. Fishback wanted to be leave a portion of SC5 open for the subcommittee report
discussion because the fees would have to be changed by the December meeting in order that the
DEQ Board could take action.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion that SC 5 be closed with the exception of consideration of the
operating fee for Title V Part 70 sources remaining open. Mr. Fishback seconded the motion.
With no other comments or discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for roll call. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Breisch -.aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]

'.. ~

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51 and
Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on
the proposed rule.
·Ms. Buttram pointed out that staff was charged with not only simplifying and clarifying the rule,
but also incorporating the new permit continuum which takes into account the environmental
impact, emission levels, and source categories in Oklahoma. Ms. Buttram then pointed out the
areas of change to the rule.
Mr. Byrum opened the floor for discussion. Kyle Arthur, representing the Small Business
Assistance Panel, offered the Panel's support for the proposed changes. Ms. Barton, CASE,
asked if the EPA representatives were satisfied with the proposed changes. EPA had no
comment.
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After discussion and comments from Council and audience, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to
continue the hearing to the December 16 Air Quality Council meeting to be voted on along with
SC 8 and SC 5. Ms. Slagell made that motion and second was by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staff position on the
proposed rule.
Dr. Sheedy stated that it was staffs objective to correct deficiencies listed in the approval of the
interim Title V Program to incorporate case-by-case MACT requirements; to incorporate permit
continuum; as well as to clarify, simplify, and streamline the rule. Dr. Sheedy advised that staff
recommendation was that the hearing on the revisions be continued to Council's December 16
meeting.
Mr. Byrum opened the floor for discussion and comments. Ms. Barton complimented
staff on the monumental task accomplished making these changes.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this item to the next meeting on December 16 and
that the comment period would remain open. Ms. Myers made this motion with second being
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
·, OAC 252:10041-15 CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC
AIR CONTAMMANTS PART 3: HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to
give staff recommendations.

··-

Dr. Sheedy pointed out that the hearing on the proposed revisions to 252:100-41-15 was
continued from the August 19, 1997 AQC meeting. She noted that revisions were made based
on comments received. Dr. Sheedy outlined proposed changes to 252:100-41-15(a) as follows:
3

update the adoption ofNational Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) by
adopting by reference the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 as they existed on 7/1197 with the
exception ofthe NESHAP which address radionuclides and are contained in Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, T, and Wand Appendices D and E.
Changes to 252: 100-41-lS(b) were to adopt by reference the General provisions contained in 40
CFR Part 63, Subpart A and the all the Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT)
standards as they existed on July 1, 1997.
She advised that adoption of this rule was necessary to obtain delegation of the Title III program
and to enable Air Quality Division to include MACT standards in Title V permits. Staff
reccomended that the Council forward and recommend these provisions to the Enviromnental
Quality Board to be adopted as both emergency and permanent.
Ms. Barton, CASE, felt that a summary of the rules would be advantageous to the public for
better understanding to those who do not have copies of written text.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Board. Mr. Kilpatrick moved to
approve the proposed revisions to SC 41 and recommend them to the DEQ Board for both
emergency and permanent adoption. Second was made by Ms. Slagel!. With no further
discussion, roll call was taken as follows: Mr. Fishback ,. aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
· - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Mr. Fishback added a further note for the record pointing out staffs intentions to revisit annually
around July 1 to provide an update of the appropriate NESHAP regulations. Byrum affirmed and
pointed out that July 1 coincides with publication in the Federal Register.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-40 and OAC 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
[AMENDED]
'

.

·~

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Ms. Barbara Hoffman to give
staff recommendations.
Staff requested that the Council recommend the revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for
adoption. Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue the hearing until the next regularly scheduled
meeting on December 16. Second was made by Ms. Slagel!. Roll call was taken as follows: Mr.
Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.

4
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NEW BUSINESS - Mr. Byrum advised that a fax had been received from EnerCon Services
dealing with a problem anticipated by those who worked on the Aerospace/ARACT rules. In the
fax, EnerCon pointed out that at that time EPA had rules under NESHAP provision which could
be in conflict with the State rules. He added that now industry petitioned to revisit these rules so
that industry is not covered by two different rules that say two different things. Mr. Byrum
suggested that a committee be formed with four people from the aerospace industry and four staff
to handle most of the items administratively; then to bring any changes to the Council. He also
pointed out that no action was required from Council at this time.
Nadine Barton recognized Mr. Byrum's years of service saying 'good luck'.

ADJOURNMENT: With no further business, meeting was adjourned with next meeting being
held on December 16, 1997 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545 North
Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

·-

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID DYKE, INTERIM DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

·-
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1997

..

.

,:

:

. · 9 :"30 A.M.

·· :. · · ·.

. ..

.· ....

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

Chairman

2.

Division Director's Report - ~nformational
• An update of current events and. AQD activities

Director

•
•
3.

Upcoming Activities
Other

PUBL~C HEAR~NG

-·

OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL

OPERAT~NG

Staff
FEES [AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public
4.

PUBL~C

Staff

HEAR~NG

OAC 252:100-8

OPERAT~NG

PERMITS (PART 70)

[AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public
5.

PUBL~C

Staff

HEAR~NG

OAC 252:100-17

~NC~HBRATORS

Discussion by Council/Public
6.

PUBL~C HEAR~NG

OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41

UN~PORM PERM~T~NG

Staff
PROCEDURES [AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action
7.

ACT~ON

Staff

~TEM

OAC 252:100-5

REG~STRAT~ON

OF AXR

CONT~NANT

SOURCES [AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

.

.

-~

8.

ACT~ON ~TEM

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCT~ON PE~TS POR MAJOR AND M~NOR SOURCES;
OPERAT~NG AND RELOCAT~ON PE~TS FOR MXNOR SOURCES [AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

Staff

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1997
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
45~5 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of OCTOBER 21, 1997 Minutes

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2)PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

7.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August ~9, ~997
and October 21, ~997

Staff

9.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August ~9, ~997
and October 2~, 1997

Staff

10.

NEW BUSINESS
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within
the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY ~8, ~998
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM, 4545 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days ia adv~nce at (405) 290-8247.

Chairman

-

December 1, 1997

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Assis~t Director~~

SUBJECT:

Annual Operating Fee Adjustment for Title V
OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (b)(2) Part 70 Sources

The hearing on Subchapter 5 (specifically 252:100-5-2;2(b)(2) concerning the annual
operating fee for Part 70 sources) has been continued to the December .16 meeting of the
Council.
At the hearing, the staff will recommend that the annual operating fee billed in 1998 for
Part 70 sources be adjusted by the Consumer Price Index as specified in the existing rule.
This will provide for a 2.2% increase resulting in raising the fee from $16.03 to $16.39
per ton.

--

The following is a demonstration of how the fee was calculated:
The CPI for August 1997 is 160.8. This CPI represents and increase of2.2% for
the 12-month period. Our fee last year were based on a CPI of 157.3.
160.8 minus 157.3 equals 3.5 (CPI index points)
3.5 divided by 157.3 equals 0.0223
·....,

0.0223 multiplied by 100 equals 2.23%
$16.03 Qast year's fee) multiplied by 2.23% equals $0.3567
$16.03 plus $0.3567 equals $16.3867

1

Based on the CPI correction, the fee next year is estimated to be $16.39 per ton.
In the future, the staff intends to bring before the Council on a regular annual basis any
proposed adjustments to the fee.

-

SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION4 OF AIR CONT~IINANT SOURCES
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
252:100-5-2.2. Annual Operating permit fees Fees applicable to
miaor aad major sources

lQl

Fee schedule.
Part 70 Sources.
~181_ Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated~
pollutant(for fee calculation).
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(A) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d)(l)(B)(i) with necessary amendments]
~~
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 1994. The
Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of
the Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published
by the Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve
month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(B) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d)(l,)(B)(ii)]
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.December 1, 1997
MEMORANDUM

.-

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Assistant I?X&~tor
Air Quality Division ~~

SUB..IECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 5

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 5,
Registration of Air Contaminant Sources, that will be brought to public hearing on
December 16,1997. The proposed modifications were brought to public hearing
on August 19 and October 21, 1997. Council agreed to close the hearing record
for this rule except for 252:1 00-5-2.2(b )(2) Part 70 sources. They also agreed to
consider approving the rule during the same time Subchapter 8 is approved.
Along with the original proposed revisions, comments were received during the
October council meeting. and a modification "to the rule was made. A change in
the name and content of the definition for "Major TSP facility" to "Major non-part
70 facilities" was made in order to stay consistent with changes made in
Subchapter 8.
Enclosed in the packet is a copy of Subchapter 5 with the proposed revisions.
Enclosures: 1

-

SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION.L OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
252:100-5-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide the Council with
data 'lvhereby they ffiight deterffiine conditions of air pollution, as
bet·.veen particular air contaffiinant sources and as between
particular areas of the state, such as urban, suburban and rural
areas.This Subchapter requires potential sources of air
contaminants to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an
emission inventory and pay annual operating fees.
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the total amount of r.egulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular
calendar year, determined using methods contained in GAG 252.100
7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.l(d).
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Allowable emissions" means:
lhl The total amount of regulated air pollutant (for fee
calculation) emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforceable permit or potential to .emit, or
[From 252:100-8-9(a)]
(B)
For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on
maximum design capacity, as dete:rmined by methods contained in
252.100 ~, 4 (e)
and/or and considering all applicable rules •
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Consumer Price Index" means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed as a
percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a base
period.
[From 252:100-8-9(a)]
"Emission inventory" means a compilation of the total of all
point source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for all
regulated air pollutants at a given facility.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Grandfathered source" means a stationary source that was in
operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable rule was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone modification since that rule
was promulgated:
·
"Maier non-part 70 facility" means any stationary facility
which directly emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons per
year or more of any air pollutant for which a rule or standard
exists and is not subject to the Part 70 program.
I

-
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"Minor facility" means a facility with a potential to emit
less than 100 tons per year of each regulated air pollutant and
which is not a Part 70 source.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 7 of Subchapter 8 of this Chapter as
provided in 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
"Process Fugitive Emissions" means those emissions created by
or incidental to any particular process which become airborne or
have the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably,
taking into account economic considerations, be made to pass
through a stack, chimney,, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.

~.

[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Regulated air pollutant 11 means:

(A)

aayAny Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) , as that term is
in 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or 252:100-39-2,~ er
any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS) , as that term is defined in
252.100 37 2 and 252.100 39 2
(B)
Any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS) , as that term is
defined in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
+B+lQl aayAny pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act7~
~lQl aayAny pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been p~omulgated except Carbon
Honmcideunder the Federal Clean Air Act7~
+B+JEl aayAny Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under eAe 252:100-41-27~
+E+lEl aayAny other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
defined~

[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
11 Regulat,d pollutant
(for fee calculation)

·.,'

,
which is used
only for purposes of OAC 252.100 8 9 this Subchapter, means any
"regulated air pollutant" except the following:
(A)
Carbon monoxide,~
(B)
Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by Title.VI of the Act,-er~
{C)
Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a standard or regulation under
section 112(r) of the Act.
(D)
Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
11

[From 252:100-B-2]

Agency Note: 252:100-5-1.1. Definitions - new section for
Subchapter 5.
Section consists of new definitions and
definitions moved from 252:100-7-4, 252:100-8-2, and 252:100-8-9
with necessary amendments.
252:100-5-2.
contaminants
{a)
Filing.

Registration of potential sources of air

The owner or operator of any potential air
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contaffiinant source on the effective date of this Subchapter shall
at ouch tiffie as requested, file ·,rith the Council inforffiation as
to the nature of the air contaffiination source including such
inforffiation as ~;ould be needed or useful in evaluating the
potential of the source for causing air pollution.In addition to
any requirements for the submission of information found in any
other regulation in this Chapter, the owner or operator of an air
contaminant source shall, upon request, provide the Air Quality
Division with information necessary to evaluate the source's
potential for causing air pollution.
(b)
Necessary infor.mation.
The following information may shall
be included for each sourde:
total weight of the contaffiinant
released per day, period or periods of operation, coffiposition of
the contaffiinant, physical state of the contaffiinant, telftperature
and ffioioture content of the air or gas otreaffi at the point ~vhere
released into the atffioophere and such other inforffiation as lftay be
specifically requested by the Director. Where an air or gas
cleaning device is incorporated in the air or gao otreaffi
preceding discharge to the atffiosphere, the weigh~ of lftaterial
relftoved, by the cleaning device, as well as the •,/eight elftitted,
shall be stated.
(1)
Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
(2)
Period or periods of operation.
(3)
Composition of the contaminant.
(4)
Physical state of the contaminant.
(5)
Temperature and moisture content of the air or gas stream
at the point where released into the atmosphere.
(6)
Efficiency of any control device.
(7)
Such other information as may be specifically requested
by the Director.

Agency Note:
amendments.

252:100-5-2. Original section with necessary

252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
Reauirement to file an emission inventorv.
The owner or
operator of any ffiinor Source facility that is a source of air
emissions shall, by ~4arch 1 of 1993, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory annually on
forms obtained from the Air Quality Division.
These inventories,
covering the previous calendar year, will be used for the purpose
of calculating the annual operating fee.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d)(l)}
l1l The initial emission inventory for minor facilities shall
be submitted by March 1, 1993 and every succeeding year
thereafter.
[From 252:100-7-4(d)(l)]
ill The initial emission inventory for major non-part 70
facilities and Part 70 sources shall be submitted by April 1,
1994 and every succeeding year thereafter.

~
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[From 252:100-8-9(d)(4)]

(3)
De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not
reguired to submit an annual emission inventory.
(b)
Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include, but shall not be ~ limited to, the
following:
+A+l1l ~For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit
number and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth
therein-;-.
(B)
for-those emissions not the subject of a permit, a
determination of all OAC 252.100 rules setting forth emission
limitations applicable to the facility in question and the
maximum yearly allowable for the "facility,
(C)
an election as to the basis, either Actual Emissions or
}\llmvable Emissions'· to be used for calculation of the fee,
+B+lll if actual emissions are chosen as the basis for fee
assessment, the The amount of the actual emissions and the
basis for such determination, and,~
·-f£-1-:lll #If the actual· emiss·iohs vary from: ·the allowable· or
from the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an
explanation for the difference~ , subject to confidentiality
provisions provided in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
+B+l11 ~For those emissions not the subject of a permit, and
when reguested by the AQD, a determination list of all eAe
252:100 rules setting forth emission limitations applicable to
the facility in question and the maximum yearly allowable for
the facility-;-~
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d) (l),(A), (B), (C), (D), and (E)]
~
Documentation. All~alculations and assumptions must be

...

· ,

verified by proper documentation. All supporting data, including
actual production, throughput and measurem·ent-records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance
with OAC 252.100 7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.1(d), below, if not submitted
with the emission inventory, must be maintained for at least 5
years by the current o~1ner/operator owner or operator at the
facility in conjunction with facility records of the emission
inventory~ and This information must either be submitted to the
Air Quality Division or made available for inspection upon
request,~ subject to confidentiality provisions provided in the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d)(2)]
+e}JQl Method of calculation.
The best available data at the

time the emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall
be used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the
owner or operator to select the best available data.
Said
selection shall be binding upon acceptance by the Air Quality
Division and the payment of fees.
The following shall constitute
acceptable methods for determining emissionsintended for use as
the basis for assessment and payment of annual operating fees:
(1)
current AP 42 factors or other factors acceptable to EPA
and the Air Quality Division,
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·.

'

Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2)
staclcStack tests using appropriate EPA test methods,
approved by the Environmental Protection Agency or the State
Air Quality Division, with advance notification and
opportunity for observation by the State Air Quality Division.
or EP.'\,
(3)
staclcStack tests usino appropriate EPA test methods
performed on identical equipment (i.e., same model) at the
same location under the same operating conditions and
parameters or similar sources in other jurisdictions according
to methods approved by the EPA, the Air Quality Division or
another regulatory agency when:
(A)
testsTests are actually performed according to the
approved method by persons qualified by training and
experience to perform said tests,~
(B)
copiesCopies of the tests results and methods are
available for review by the Air Quality Division,~
(4)
stack test~ performed on an identical or similar source,
·.;hen performed in accordance ·.dth OAC 252.100 7 9: (e) (2) or (3)
above, upon approval by the Air Quality Division,
~ ·continuous emissions monitoring data, when supported by
required certification and calibration data.
jS)
Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the
Air Quality Division.
~lQl manufacturer'sManufacturer's test data, when approved
by the Air Quality Division as reliable,~
-f.Gi-l2l. EPA and EPA.:..contracted industry.:..sp·ecific emission study
data when it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
question, and approved for use in the emission inventory by
the Air Quality Division.
+f+~ ~Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when
supported by specific records applicable to the materials on
which the calculations are based, and approved for use in the
emission inventory by the Air Quality Division.
+a+ continuous emissions monitoring data, rw;hen supported by
required certification and calibration data, or,
(9)
an-yAny other method ·.;hich that can be shown to be
reasonably accurate when supported by engineering data and
calculations, and approved in advance for use in the emission
inventory by the Air Quality Division.
[Information £rom 252:100-7-4(e)]
~Jgl Testing requirements Methods of verification.
Emission
inventories determined by the Air Quality Division to be
substantially incomplete or substantially incorrect 7 shall, upon
the request of the Air Quality Division, be subject to
verification if not satisfactorily completed or corrected within
a reasonable time~ shall be subject to verification, upon request
by the Air Quality Division, by an appropriate staclE test,
installation of continuous monitoring equipment or other
approvable emissions testing methods.
Verification shall be
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accomplished by an appropriate stack test usino EPA approved
methods, installation of continuous monitoring equipment, or
other methods acceptable to the Air Quality Division.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(f)]

~.

Agency Note:
252:100-5-2.1.
Emission inventory - new section
for Subchapter 5.
Information moved from 252:100-7-4 (except
100-5-2.1 (a) (2) which was moved from 252:100-8-9(d) (4)) with
necessary amendments.
252:100-5-2.2. Annual Operating permit fees Fees applicable to
miner and major seurees
-f5+.lE.l Applicability.
(1)
Sources Affected. OAC 252.100 7 4 This section applies to
all major and minor sources facilities that are sources of air
pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
whether the source is currently permitted or is considered
grandfathered fr.om ouch· reql:lire"ffient, or whethe'r an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the
facility. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995 and as of this
date shall no longer be subject to the major source annual
·operating= fee specified· in 2 52: 10 0 7 4 (b) (1) U\) . The owners
or operators of Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are
sufficient to cover the ~ Part 70 program costs.
The
permitting authority shall ensure that any the £ee fees.
required by these rules 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) will be used
solely for~ Part 70 program costs.
J.li. This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(A)
The mmer or operator of ouch major source shall be
subject to an annual operating fee assessed in accordance
·.vith the provisions in OAC 252 .100 8 9.
·
[252:100-5-2.2 - Applicability section is a combination of
information taken from 252:100-7-4(b)(1) and (A) along with
252:100-8-9(b) and (c)]
(b)
Fee schedule.
(1)
Minor facilities and Non-Part 70 sources.
+&}(A) Until January 1, 1998, The the owner or operator of
such a minor source a facility subject to this section shall
be subject to ~ an annual operating fee beginning January
1, 1994, based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants
(for fee calculation), except for total suspended
particulates in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i)
10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
{ii)
25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
50 - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
( iv)
75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(1)(A) - Information taken from 252:100-74(b)(1}(B) with necessary amendments]
(B)
Beginning January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
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facility subject to this section shall pay an annual
operating fee of $10/ton.
This fee is based on total annual
emissions of regulated pollutants {for fee calculation}.
i l l Part 70 Sources.
+±+181_ Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated a±T
pollutant{for fee calculation}.
[252:100-5-2.2{b){2){A) - Information taken from 252:100-89{d){l){B){i) with necessary amendments]
~~
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 1994. The
Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of
the Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published
by the Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve
month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
[252:100-5-2.2{b){2){B) - Information taken from 252:100-89{d){l){B){ii)J

l.£l

·-

Payment. The Or.mer or Operator of an affected facility
shall remit to the State Air Quality Division an annual operating
fee in accordance ~~ith OAC 252.100 7 3. For Part 70 sources Fees
fees ~ shall be paid by check or money order made payable to
the Oklahoma Air Quality Control Fund,Title V Revolving Fund.
All other sources shall pay fees by check or money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division or, upon delegation,
to the appropriate reviewing agency.
Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice. Fees shall be considered delinquent 30
days from the date of billing, at which time simple interest
shall·accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent {1~%} per
month on any amount unpaid.
The Department shall allm~ a grace
period of one hundred and twenty days from the date of billing
before issuing any administrative order and assessing a
reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the provisions
of The Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A 0.8. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2 5 101
et seq. Within five (5) years but not before a grace period of
120 days from the date of billing, the DEQ may issue an
administrative order to recover such fees and may assess a
reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the provisions
of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993 Supp., Sec. 2-5-101
et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who has failed to
pay such fees.
If no fee was billed because the owner or
operator failed to submit the reguired annual emission inventory,
the term "date of billing" shall mean the date on which the fee
would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
when due.
When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of a
DEQ invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a credit for
such fee overpayment within five years from the date on which
payment of the fee was received by the DEQ. When a fee
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overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or operator's
error in preparing the emission inventory upon which the fee was ~
based, the owner or operator may seek credit for such overpayment.
within one year from the date on which payment of the fee was
received by the DEQ.
[252:100-5-2.2(c) Payment - Information taken from 252:100-7-3(d)
and combined with 252:100-8-9(d)(3) with necessary amendments.]
(3)
Reg-istration.
The ovmer or operator of any Federal Haj or

Source which has not submitted an emission inventory for the
calendar year 1991 shall register r,:ith the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance viith the OAC 252.100 5 and
submit a complete 1991 emission inventory no later than
Hovember 1, 1992, or upon the effective date of this OAC
252.100 7 4, vrhichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(b)(3)]
{€+JQl Basis for annual operating fees.

(1)
Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and may be based on either actual or allmt'able emissions
of regulated polltitants (fo~ fe~ calculation) ;(at the option
of the mmer/operator paying the fee) as set forth in the
facility emissions emission inventory unless the owner or
operator elects to pay fees on allowable emissions.
Fees
shall be based on emission inventories submitted in the
previous calendar year (for example, fees invoiced during the
calendar year ~ 1998 shall be based upon inventory data
covering the calendar year ~ 1996) . All fees shall be
determined according to the follm:ing.
(A)
where only one basis for fee assessment, i.e. only
actual, or only allmmble is reflected by the inventory,
that basis shall be used for invoicing.
(B)
...· here both actual and allmmble emissions are reflected
on the inventory, the lesser of the t·.m shall be used.
[252:100-5-2.2(d)(l) Basis for annual operating fees Information taken from 252:100-7-4(c) (1), (A) and (B) along with
252:100-B-9(d)(l)~ (A)(i) and (ii)J

(iii)lll Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess
of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a·~ Part 70 source
shall not be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
[252:100-5-2.2(d)(2)- Information. taken from 252:100-89(d)(l)(B)(iii)]

(2)
Requests to eJcercise an option other than those set forth
in OAC 252 .100 7 4 (c) (1) (A) or (B) , must be made no later than
November 1, 1992, or within thirty days after the effective
date of OAC 252.100 7 4, whichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(c)(2)]

Agency Note:
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees - new section
for Subchapter 5.
Combination of information moved from 252:1007-3, 252:100-7-4 and 252:100-8-9 with necessary amendments.
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252:100-5-3.
Confidentiality of proprietary information
(a)
No person shall disclose to anyone other than the Air
Quality Council, the B}{ecutive Director, or a Court of competent
jurisdiction any process information, C}{Cept emission data,
furnished or obtained pursuant to this Subchapter.
Emission data
must be made available at all times to the public during normal
·.;orking hours.
(b)
Upon the re~ueot of the interested party or parties, all
hearings in which proprietary· information is to be divulged shall
be held "in camera" and ouch information shall be sealed and
access otherwise limited.
Emission data shall never be
considered to be "proprietary'' for purposes of this Subchapter
and must be available at all times to the public during normal
\mrking hours. [Refer to 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 2-5-105.18]

Agency Note: 252:100-5-3.
Information already covered in more
detail in the Act - 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 2-5-105.18.
Therefore,
deleted and the Oklahoma Clean Air Act referenced.

-·

-
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

·-

December 16, 1997
Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
J. William "Bill' Fishback
Meribeth Slagell
·Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Sharon Myers
David Branecky

-

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Larry Trent
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent

Guests Present

Marilyn Andrews

**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for December 16, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.

Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Kilpatrick-aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Ms. An~ws was absent during the hearing
session.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes
as presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

·-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(B)(2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through 2-5-118:. Mr. Dyke called upon
Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule.
Ms. Buttram advised that staffs recommendation was that the annual operating fee billed in
1998 for Part 70 sources be adjusted by the Consumer Price Index as specified in the existing
rule which would render a 2.2% increase from $16.03 to $16.39 per ton. She also pointed out
staff's intention to bring before the Council any proposed adjustments to the fee on an annual
basis.
Dr. Canter introduced the committee's report Title V Fee Committee Findings and
Recommendations dated December 15, 1997 into the record. Members of this committee were
Dr. Canter, Mr. Fishback, and Mr. Branecky. The full report is made an official part of these
Minutes. Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to accept the committee's report and second was made by
Mr. Fishback. With discussion that perhaps Mr. Fishback should not make the second since he
was on the committee, Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye;· Mr. Branecky- aye;
Mr. Breisch- aye.
Ms. Myers made additional motion to leave the fees as stated for 1998 with only the Consumer
Price Index increase from $16.03 to $16.39. Mr. Fishback made the second. Mr. Doughty, staff
attorney, mentioned that Council is recommending no action; therefore, this portion of the rule
would not go before the Environmental Quality Board specifically. Roll call was as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in. compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke stated that since there
was extensive discussion in the briefing session regarding continuation of this subchapter to a
· later date, Dr. Joyce Sheedy would stand ready to discuss staff proposal for the rule.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue the hearing to January 9, 1998 at 1:00. Mr. Branecky
made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick -aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
. OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
2

·-

and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke called
upon Michelle Martinez to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule. Staffs
recommendation was for approval as both emergency and pennanent adoption.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue this hearing until January 9, 1998 at I :00 p.m. Second
was made by Ms. Slagell. During discussion, it was noted that continuing this hearing to
February would cause the rule to be adopted by the Board as an emergency rule only, which
could possibly put the State Plan at risk. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell
-aye; Mr. Fishback- no; Dr. Canter- no; Ms. Myers- no; Mr. Branecky- no; Mr. Breischno.
After this discussion, Mr. Branecky made motion that Council accept Subchapter 17 as amended
and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for both emergency and pennanent
adoption. Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. Slagell no; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-40 and OAC 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
(AMENDED)
.

~·

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part
51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
called upon Ms. Barbara Hoffman to give staff recommendations.
Staff requested that the Council recommend the revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for
adoption as a pennanent rule. After discussion, Ms. Myers made motion to approve the rule as
amended and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Mr.
Branecky made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
OLD BUSINESS
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE (AMENDED)
Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to this
rule. After summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated staff's recommendation was that
Subchapter 5 be approved by Council and forwarded to the Environmental Quality Board at the
same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
·
Mr. Branecky moved that Council continue this hearing to January 9, 1998; and Ms. Myers made
the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell -aye; Mr. Fishback- aye;
Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

~
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OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed rule. After
summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 7 be
approved by Council at the same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
Mr. Kilpatrick moved that Council continue the hearing on to the January 9, 1998 meeting.
Second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.

NEW BUSINESS Dr. Canter stated that no one member of the public could claim to represent
all ofthe public, and that he believes Council hearings provide the proper forum to hear
comments from the public on proposed rules. While it is sometimes difficult to decide what rule
changes requested at hearings by AQD staff or the public are substantive, Dr. Canter said he
resented the implication that the public was not given adequate opportunity to comment on
Subchapter 17, since it had been presented at two Council meetings.
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and an additional
meeting scheduled for January 9, 1998 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545
North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID DYKE, INTERIM DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
CONTINUATION OF REGULAR MEETING/HEARING
{HELD ON DECEMBER 16, 1997)

-

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9, 1998
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

CONTINUED
MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll call

3.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)

Chairman
Secretary
Staff
[AMBNDBD]

Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
4.

ACTION ITBM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OP AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES

Staff
[AMENDED]

Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997
5.

ACTION ITBM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES[AMENDED]

Staff

Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

...,

·

6.

Adjournment

Chairman

·Next Regular Meeting WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1998
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM, 4545 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City

-

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

-

December 18, 1997
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David R. Dyke, Interim Directof/(
AIR QUALITY DIVISION -!l~

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 5

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252:100-5
REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES, that will be brought before the
Council for possible action on January 9, 1997. The proposed modifications were
brought to public hearing on August 19, October 21 and December 16, 1997.
Staff has made no changes to the draft that was presented at the December meeting. It is
staff's position that the Council recommend this proposed rule to the Department of
Environmental Quality Board for permanent and emergency adoption at their January 27,
1998 meeting.
Enclosures: 1

-

SUBCHAPTER 5 •
REGISTRATION-'- OF AIR COU'l':AJUNANT SOURCES
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES

252:100-5-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide the CouRcil i;ith
data ~;hereby they might determiRe coRditioRs of air pollutioR, as
betweeR particular air coRtamiRaRt sources aRd as betweeR
particular areas of the state, such as urbaR, suburbaR aRd rural
areas.This Subchapter requires potential sources of air
contaminants to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an
emission inventory and pay annual operating fees.
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility during
particular
calendar year, determined using methods contained in OAC 252:100
7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.1(d).
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Allowable emissions" means:·
lAl The total amount of regulated air pollutant (for fee
calculatioR) emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforceable permit or potential to emit, or
[From 252:100-B-9(a)]
(B)
For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on
maximum design capacity, as determiRed by methods coRtaiRed iR
252.100 7 4(e), aRd/or and considering all applicable rules.
[From 252:100-7-4{a)]
DConsumer Price IndexD means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed as a
percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a base
period.
[From 252:100-8-9(~)]
DEmission inventory" means a compilation of the total of all
point source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for all
regulated air pollutants at a given facility.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
DGrandfathered sourceD means a stationary source that was in
operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable rule was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone modification since that rule
was promulgated.
DMinor facility'' means a facility which is not a Part 70
source.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter 8 of this Chapter as

a
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provided in 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
"Process Fugitive Emissions" means those emissions created by - ,
or incidental to any particular process which become airborne or
have the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably,
taking into account economic considerations, be made to pass
through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Regulated air pollutant" means:
(A) aayAny Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), as that term is
defined at:- in 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or 252:100-39-2 1 ..._ er
any Volatile Organic s·alvent ('"/OS), as that term is aefined in
252:100 37 2 and 252:100 39 2
Jlll. Any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS), as that term is
defined· in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
+B}lQl aayAny pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act~.....
{€+lQl aayAny pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated mecept Carbon
~4onc>Jcideunder the Federal Clean Air Act~..._
~jgl aayAny Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under eAe 252:100-41-2~......
~lEl aayAny other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
[From 252:100-7-4(a)]
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) 11 , which is used
only for purposes of GAG 252:100 8 9 this Subchapter, means any
~
"regulated air pollutant" except the following:
(A)
Carbon monoxide~.....
(B) Any pollutant that is a regulated atr pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by Title VI of the Act~.....
(C)
Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to. a standard or regulation under
section 112(r) of the Act.
(D)
Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
{From 252:100-8-2]

..

·

Agency Note:
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions - new section for
Subchapter 5.
Section consists of new definitions and
definitions moved from 252:100-7-4, 252:100-8-2, and 252:100-8-9
with necessary amendments.
252:100-5-2. Registration of potential sources of air
contaminants
(a)
Filing.
The o~ffler or operator of any potential air
contaminant source on the effective date of this Subchapter shall
at such time as requested, file ~lith the Council information as
to the nature of the air contamination source including such
information as ~:aula be needea or useful in evaluating the
5 (12-17) .wp -..
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potential of the source for causing air pollution.In addition to
any requirements for the submission of information found in any
other regulation in this Chapter, the owner or operator of an air
contaminant source shall, upon request, provide the Air Quality
Division with information necessary to evaluate the source's
potential for causing air pollution.
(b)
Necessary information.
The following information may shall
be included for each source:
total weight of the contaffiinant
released per day, period or periods of operation, coffiposition of
the contaffiinant, physical state of the contaffiinant, temperature
and moisture content of the air or gas stream at the point where
released into the atffiosphere and such other inforffiation as ffiay be
speci~ically.reEJl;les~ed by the Di7ector . . where an air or gas
clean~ng dev~ce ~s ~ncorporated ~n the a~r or gas stream
preceding discharge to the atmosphere, the r.o'eight of ma.terial
removed, by the cleaning device, as r.mll as the ·.might emitted,
shall be stated.
·
l1l Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
121 Period or periods of operation.
lJl Composition of the contaminant.
l ! l Physical state of the contaminant.
l2l Temperature and moisture content of the air or gas stream
at the point where released into the atmosphere.
~
Efficiency of any control device.
l1l Such other information as may be specifically requested
by the Director.

Agency Note:
amendments.

252:100-5-2. Original section with necessary

252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
Requirement to file an emission inventory.
The owner or
operator of any minor Source facility that is a source of air
emissions shall, by t4arch 1 of 1993, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory annually on
forms obtained from the Air Quality Division. These inventories,
covering the previous calendar year, ~1ill be used for the purpose
of calculating the annual operating fee.
{Information from 252:100-7-4(d)(l)]
l1l The initial emission inventory for minor facilities shall
be submitted by March 1, 1993 and every succeeding year
thereafter.
{From 252:100-7-4(d)(l)]
121 The initial emission inventory for Part 70 sources shall
be submitted by April 1, 1994 and every succeeding year
thereafter.
·
{From 252:100-8-9(d)(4)]
lJl De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not
required to submit an annual emission inventory.

lgl
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Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include, but shall not be ~ limited to, the
following:
+A+lll ~For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit
number and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth
thereinT....:...
for those emissions not the subject of a permit, a
(B)
determination of all GAG 252:100 rules setting forth emission
limitations applicable to the facility in question and the
. maJcimum yearly allmmble for the facility,
(C)
an election as to the basis, either Actual Emissions or
Allmmble Emissions, t·o be used for calculation of the fee,
+B+lll if actual emissions are chosen as the basis for fee
assessment, the The amount of the actual emissions and the
basis for such determination, and,-=~111 4¥If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or
from the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an
explanation for the difference~ , subject to confidentiality
provisions provided in the Oklahoma Clean Air, }'J:ct.
~1!1 ~For those emissions not the subject of a permit 7 and
when requested by the AQD, a determination list of all GAB
252:100 rules setting forth emission limitations applicable to
the facility in question and the maximum yearly allowable for
the facilitYT....:...
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d) (1),(A), (B), (C), (D), and (E)]
l£l Documentation. All calculations and assumptions must be
verified by proper documentation. All supporting data, including
actual production, throughput and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance
with OAC 252.100 7 4(e) 252:100-5-2.1(d), below, if ·not submitted
·.dth the emission inven·tory, must be maintained for at least 5
years by the current ouner/operator owner or operator at the
facility in conjunction with facility records of ~he emission
inventory-=- ana This information must either be submitted to the
Air Quality Division or made available for inspection upon
request 7 -=- subject to confidentiality provisions provided in the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(d)(2)]
~191 Method of calculation.
The best available data at the
time the emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall
be used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the
owner or operator to select the best available data. Said
selection shall be binding upon acceptance by the Air Quality
Division and the payment of fees.
The following shall constitute
acceptable methods for determining emissionsintended for use as
the basis for assessment and payment of annual operating fees:
(1)
current AP 42 factors or other factors acceptable·to EPA
and the Air Quality Division,
l1l Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2)
otaclcStack tests using appropriate EPA test methods,

._,}

~

·
·
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approved by th:e EmrironffieH:tal ProtectioH: Agency or th:e State
Air Quality Division, with advance notification and
opportunity for observation by the State Air Quality Division.
or EPA;
(3)
stacleStack tests using appropriate EPA test methods
perforffied on identical equipment (i.e .. same model) at the
same location under the same operating conditions and
parameters or similar sources in oth:er jurisdictions according
to ffieth:ods approved by the EPA, th:e Air Quality Division or
another regulatory ageH:cy when:
(A)
testsTests are actually performed according to th:e
approved method by persons qualified by training and
experience to perform said tests7~
(B)
copiesCopies of the tests results and methods are
available for review by the Air Quality Division7~
(4)
stacle tests perforffied OR aa ideatical or siffiilar source,
'ivhea perforffied ia accordaace -.iith: GAG 252.100 7 4 (e) (2) or (3)
above, upoH: approval by the Air Quality Division,
l i l Continuous emissions monitoring data. when supported by
required certification and calibration data. lal Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the
Air Quality Division.
~l£L ffianufacturer'sManufacturer's test data, when approved
by the Air Quality Division as reliable7~
~lll EPA and EPA~contracted industry~specific emission study
data when it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
question7 and approved for use in the emission inventory by
the Air Quality Division.
~~ ~Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when
supported by specific records applicable to the materials on
which the calculations are based7 and approved for use in the
emission inventory by the Air Quality Division.
-+a+ coH:tiH:uous emissioas moaitoring data, -.orhea supported by
required certificatioa aad calibratioa data, or,
(9)
aayAny other method -.thich that cah be shown to be
reasonably accurate when supported by ~ngineering data and
calculations, and approved ia advaace for use in the emission
inventory by the Air Quality Division.
[Information from 252:100-7-4(e)}
~1§1 Teetiftg re~iremeftte Methods of verification.
Emission
inventories determined by the Air Quality Division to be
substantially incomplete or substantially incorrect, shall. upon
the request of the Air Quality Division, be subject to
verification if not satisfactorily completed or corrected within
a reasonable time~ shall be subject to verificatioR, upoH: request
by the Air Quality Divisioa, by aa appropriate stacle test,
iastallatien of coatiaueue ffioRiteriag equipmeat or ether
apprevable effiissioas testiag ffiethods. Verification shall be
accomplished by an appropriate stack test using EPA approved
methods, installation of continuous monitoring equipment. or
other methods acceptable to the Air Quality Division.
5(12-17) .wp
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[Information from 252:100-7-4(f)]
Agency Note:
252:100-5-2.1.
Emission inventory - new section
for Subchapter 5.
Information moved from 252:100-7-4 (except
100-.5-2.1 (a) (2) which was moved from 252:100-8-9(d) (4)) with
necessary amendments.

·.. ,,

252:100-5-2.2. Annual Operating per.mit fees Fees applicable to
miner and major sources
-fbt-JE1 Applicability.
(1)
Sources Affected.· GAG 252.100 7 4 This section applies to
all major and minor sources facilities that are sources of air
pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
whether· the source is currently permitted or is considered
grandfathered from such requirement, or whether an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the
facility. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995 and as of this
date shall no longer be subject to the major source annual
operating fee specified in 252.100 7 4(b) (1) (A).
The owners
or operators of Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are
sufficient to cover the~ Part 70 program costs.
The
permitting authority shall ensure that any the £ee fees
required by these rules 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) will be used
solely for~ Part 70 program costs.
,
121 This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(A)
The o;ffier or operator of such major source shall be
subje'et to an annual operating fee assessed in accordance
~dth the pro:visions in OAC 252:100 8 9.
[252:100-5-2.2 - Applicability section is a combination of
information taken from 252:100-7-4(b}(1} and {A) along with
252:100-8-9(b} and (c)J
lQl Fee schedule.
l1l Minor facilities.
~lAl Until January 1, 1998, ~ the owner or operator of
such a minor source a facility subject to this section shall
be subject to PEY an annual operating fee beginning January
1, 1994, based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants
(for fee calculation}, except for total suspended
particulates in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i)
10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
(ii)
25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
SO - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
(iv)
75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(1)(A) - Information taken from 252:100-74(b)(l)(B) with necessa~ amendments]
llil Beginning January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual
operating fee of $10/ton.
This fee is based on total annual
5(12-17) .wp ..-..._
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emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) .
Part 70 Sources.
~181_ Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated a±r
pollutant(for fee calculation).
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(A) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d)(1)(B){i) with necessary amendments]
~~
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
Consumer Price Index'for the calendar year 1994. The
.Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of
the Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published
by the· Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve
month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
[252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(B) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d){1)(B)(ii)]

ill

Payment. The O~mer or Operator of aa affected facility
shall remit to the State Air Quality Divisioa an annual operating
fee in accordance ;iith GAG 252:100 7 3. For Part 70 sources ¥eee
fees ~ shall be paid by check or money order made payable to
the Oklahoma Air Quality Control Fund,Title V Revolving Fund.
·All other sources shall pay fees by check or·money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division or, upon delegation,
to the appropriate revimdng agency.
Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of.invoice. Fees shall be considered delinquent 30
days from the date of billing, at which time simple interest
shall accrue at the rate of one and·one-half percent (1~%) per
month on any amount unpaid.
The Department shall allO'•i a grace
period of one hundred and t;\'enty days from the date of billing
befo~e issuiag aay administrative order and assessing a
reasonable admiaistrative fine in accordance ;iith the provisions
of The Oltlahoma Clean Air Act, 27A 0. S. 1993 Supp. See. 2 5 101
et seq. Within five (5) years but not before a grace period of
120 days from the date of billing, the DEO may issue an
administrative order to recover such fees and may assess a
reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the provisions
of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A o.s. 1993 Supp., Sec. 2-5-101
et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who has failed to
pay such fees.
If no fee was billed because the owner or
operator failed to submit the required annual emission inventory,
the term "date of billing" shall mean the date on which the fee
would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
when due. When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of a
DEO invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a credit for
such fee overpayment within five years from the date on which
payment of the fee was received by the DEO. When a fee
overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or operator's
error in preparing the emission inventory upon which the fee was

l£l
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based, the owner or operator may seek credit for such overpayment
within one year from the date on which payment of the fee was
received by the DEQ.
-.,
[252:100-5-2.2(c) Payment - Information taken from 252:100-7-3(d)
i'
and combined with 252:100-8-9(d)(3) with necessary amendments.]
(3)
Registratien. The mmer or operator of afi}" Federal Hajor
Source ;;hich has Rot submitted afi emissiofi ifiVCfitory for the
ealeRdar year 1991 shall register with the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division ifi accordance with the OAC 252:100 5 afid
submit a complete 1991 emissiofi inventory no later than
November 1, 1992, or upofi the effective date of this OAC
252. 100 7 4, ~;hichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(b)(3)]
~lQl Basis for annual operating fees.
(1)
Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and may be based on either actual or allm;able emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) (at the option
of the owner/operator paying the fee) as set forth in the
facility emissions emission inventory unless the owner or
operator elects to pay fees on allowable emis-sions.
Fees
shall be based on emission inventories submitted in the
previous calendar year (for example, fees invoiced during the
calendar year ~ 1998 shall be based upon inventory data
covering the calendar year ~ 1996). All fees shall be
determined according to the follm;ing.
(A)
where only oRe basis for fee assessmefit, i.e. only
actual, or only allmmble is reflected by the inventory,
that basis shall be used for iRvoicing.
-..
(B)
~.·here both actual and allmmble emissions are reflected
Ofi the inventory, the lesser of the· tvvo shall be used.
[252:100-5-2.2(d){l) Basis for annual operating fees Information taken from 252:100-7-4(c)(l),(A) and (B) along with
252:100-8-9(d)(l), (A)(i) and (ii)J
.
(iii)i11 Regulated pollutants (for fee·calculation) in excess
of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a~ Part _70 source
shall not be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
[252:100-5-2.2(d)(2) - Information taken from 252:100-89(d)(l)(B)(iii)]
(2)
Requests to CJeercise afi optiofi other thafi those set forth
in OAC 252.100 7 4 (c) (1) (A) or (B), must be made fiO later thafi
November 1, 199~, or ~dthin thirty days after the effective
date of OAC 252 .100 7 4, ~.·hichever is later.
[From 252:100-7-4(c)(2)]

Agency Note: 252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees - new section
for Subchapter 5. Combination of information moved from 252:1007-3, 252:100-7-4 and 252:100-8-9 with necessary amendments.
252:100-5-3.

Confidentiality of proprietary information
5 (12-17) .wp-.,
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(a)
No person shall disclose to anyone other than the Air
Quality Council, the BJcecutive Director, or a Court of competent
jurisdiction any process information, except emission data,
furnished or obtained pursuant to this Subchapter. Emission data
must be made available at all times to the public during normal
'imrking hours .
(b)
Upon the request of the interested party or parties, all
hearings in •..·hich proprietary information is to be divulged shall
be held "in camera" and ouch information shall be sealed and
access otherwise limited. Emission data shall never be
considered to be "proprietary" for purposes of this Subchapter
and must be available at all times to the public during normal
·.mrking hours. [Refer to 27A 0. S. Supp. 19 93, 2-5-105 .18]

Agency Note: 252:100-5-3.
Information already covered in more
detail in the Act - 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, 2-5-105.18.
Therefore,
deleted and the Oklahoma Clean Air Act referenced .

..

-

'

FINAL DRAFT
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Continued From December 16, 1997
January 9, 1998
Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
J. William "Bill' Fishback
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell
David Branecky

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Larry Trent
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Marilyn Andrews

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Continued Public Meeting for January 9, 1998 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. The January 9, 1998 agenda contained items
froin the December 16, 1997 agenda exclusively. Copies ofthe agenda were posted at the entrance doors
of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Dr. Canter, Vice-Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Braneckyaye; Dr. Canter- aye. Mr. Breisch and Ms. Andrews were absent.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance with the
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A, Oklahoma Statutes,
Section 2-5-1 01 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staff.s position.
Dr. Sheedy stated that the proposed revisions to Subchapter 8 are to correct the deficiencies in the
interim Title V Program as identified by EPA in their February 5, 1996 notice of approval of the interim
program. After summarizing the changes, Dr. Sheedy stated that staffs recommendation was for
Council to forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for approval as both emergency and
permanent rule.

-

Mr. Kilpatrick made motion that Council recommend this rule to the Board for permanent and
emergency adoption. Second was made by Mr. Fishback. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms.
Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Dr. Canter- aye.
OLD BUSINESS

OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF Affi CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram to give staffs position. With no additional changes
made, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 5 be approved by Council and
recommended to the Environmental Quality Board for emergency and permanent adoption.
Mr. Fishback moved that Council adopt Subchapter 5, as presented, to the Environmental Quality Board
for both emergency and permanent adoption. Mr. Branecky made the second to the motion. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Braneckyaye; Dr. Canter- aye.
·

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MiNOR SOURCES [AMENDE])]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram to give staff's position on this rule. With one additional
change, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 7 be approve<! by Council and
recommended to the Environmental Quality Board for emergency and permanent adoption. Mr. Fishback
made the motion that Subchapter 7, including the change to Appendix H regarding wire drawing
equipment, be approved by the Council and recommended for adoption to the Environmental Quality
Board as permanent and emergency rule. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call was as follows:
Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Dr.
Canter - aye.

ADJOURNMENT:
With no further business, Dr. Canter adjourned stating that the next regularly
scheduled meeting would be February 18, 1998 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545
North Linco.ln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma ..
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the bearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

LARRY CANTER, VICE-CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R. DYKE, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Public Hearing and Meeting
Attendance Record
JANUARY 9, 1998
NAME

AFFILIATION
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ORAL COMMENT
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAK.ING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and Title- OAC 252:100-S
REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Subchaptersor Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

On _JANUARY 9, 1998_ the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by the Oklahoma
Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, recommended to the
:Environmental
Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
'
'

X

permanent [take effect after legislative rc;:view]

_K.

emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
·
]
(mark as appropriate)

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
·
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sep.se of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~

~

cfUli1.01.Desi8€jf

VOTING TO APPROVE:

Datesigned:

1/

~ l~2
VOTING AGAINST:

Larry Canter
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Sha~on Myers
Gaiy Kilpatrick
. Meribeth Slagel!
David Branecky

ABSTAINING:

-

ABSENT:
William B. Breisch
Marilyn Andrew::.>

OAC 252:100-5[1]
Environmental Quality Board
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SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION.L OF AIR CO!ITMHNANT SOURCES
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES

252:100-5-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide the Couacil vJith
data ~ll'hereby they might determiae coaditioao of air pollutioa, as
eetweea particular air coatamiaaat sources. aad as eet~Jeea
particular areas of the state, such as urbaa, suburbaa aad rural
areas. This
Subchapter
reauires
potential
sources
of
air
contaminants to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an emission
inventory and pay annual operating fees.
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
. • The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall
have the following meaning unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
·
•Actual emissions• means the total amount of regulated a:Lr
pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular
calendar year. determined using methods contained in 252:100-52.1•(d).
•Allowable emissions• means:
Jbl The total amount of regulated air pollutant emitted based
gn limits contained in a federally enforceable permit or
potential to emit. or
Jlll. For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on maximum
design capacity and considering all applicable rules.
•consumer Price :Index• ·means an index determined by the U.s.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage~earner purchases
of goods and services eepressed as a
percentage of the cost of tbese same goods and s~rvices in a base
period.
•Jmission inventory• means a compilation of all point source.
storage and process fugitive air emissions for all regulated air
pollutants at a giyen facility.
.
•Grandfathered source• means a stationary source that was 1n
o.peration in Oklahoma when an ·otherwise aPplicable rule was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone· modification since that rule
waS Promulgated.
•Minor facility• means a facility wbich is not a Part 70 source.
•Part 70 sourge• means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter 8 of this Chapter as provided
in 252:100-8-J(a) and 252:100-8-J(b).
·
•troaess Fugitive Emissions• ·means those emissions created by or
incidental to any particular process which become airborne or h~ve
the potential to become airborne. and could not reasonably. tak 1 ng
into account econgmic considerations. be made to pass through a
stack. chimney. vent or other functionally equivalent opening.
•Regulated air pollutant• means:
Jbl Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) , -· as that term Is
defined in 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2. or 252:100-39-2.
~ Any Volatile Organic Solvent {VOS) , as that term is defined
in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
jgl_ Any pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112 (except
2

112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act.
lQl Any pollutant for which a national primary ambient air
quality standard has been promulgated under the Federal Cle<~
Air Act.
Jgl Any Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated under
252:100-41-2.
lEl Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or
equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) 11 , which is used only
for purposes of this Subchapter. means any "regulated air
pollutant" except the following:
lhl Carbon monoxide.
· JJll. Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by Title VI of the Act .
.l£1. Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a standard or regulation under section
112(r) of the Act.
,, - J..Ql Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
[Agency Note (1):
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions- new section for
Subchapter 5. Section consists of new definitions and definitions
moved from 252:100-7-4, 252:100-8-2, and 252·:100-8-9 with necessary
·amendments. l
ai,_._
Registration
potential
sources
of
of
contaminants
(a) Filing.
TB:e o~Jmer or 013erator of an:y potential air
contaminant: eoeree on t:l=le effect:3?¥e date of tB:is St:J::befta:pter shall
at: such t:ime as request:ea, file ltit:h the Council informat:ion as to
tl=le · nat:ure of t:he air eont:a:minat:ion source ineluaing seeh
informat:ien as would ee needed or usefel ia ~Taleating the
130tential of t:he seurce for ea:using air f3ollution.In addition to
any requirements for the submission of information found in any
other regulation in this Chapter. the owner or operator of-an air
contaminant source shall. upon request, provide the Air Quality
Division with information necessary to evaluate the source's
potential for causing air pollution.
(b) . Necessary information.·. The following information mayshall be
included for each source: t:ot:al ,.-eight ef t:he eent:a:ft\inant released
per day, period. or periods of eperat:ion; composition of the
contaminant; physical state ef the contaminant; temperature and
mei·et:ure content: of t:he air ~:r: gas st:ream at: the point ,.,·fiere
released into t:he atmosf3he:r:e ana such ot:he:r: information as may be
specifically :r:equestea ey t:he . Director.
Where aa air or ~as
cleaning deviee is ineorpo:r:at:ea in the air or gas st:r:eam preeed~ng
discharge t:o t:he at:moophe:r:e 1 t:he· \lfeig-ftt: of material removed, by t:he
eleaniag ae·l'iee, as 'ttell as t:he \lteight emitted, shall be stated·
lll Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
i£1 Period or periods of operation.
lJL Composition of the contaminant.
l ! l Physical state of the contaminant.
121 Temperature and moisture content of the air or gas stream
252:100-5~2.
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at the point where released into the atmosphere.
Efficiency of any control device.
l2l Such other information as may be specifically reguested by
the Director.
~

252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
Requirement to file an emission inventory.
The owner or
operator of any facility that is a source of air emissions shall
submit a complete emission inventory annually on forms obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
lJ..l The initial emission inventory for minor facilities shall
be submitted by March 1. 1993 and every succeeding year
thereafter.
J.al The initial emission inventory for Part 70 sources Shall be
submitted by April 1, · 1994 and eyery succeeding year thereafter.
lll De minimis facili~ies as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not
required to submit an annual'emission inventory.
1QL Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include. but shall not be limited to. the following:
l1L For thpse emissions stibiect to a permit. the permit number
and the permitted allowable ·emissions as s~t forth therein.
lal The amount of the actual emissions and the basis for such
determination.
Jll If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or from the
previous year's actual by more than 30%. an explanation for the
difference.
l!.l. For those emissions not the sub)ect of a permit and when
requested by the AOD. a list of all 252:100 rules setting forth
emission limitations applicable to the facility in question and
• the maximum yearly allowable for the facility.
l£l pocumentation. All calculations and assumptions must be
verified by ·proper ciocumentation. All supporting data. ·including ·
actual ProdUCtion. throughput and meaSurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized irt accordance with
252:100-5-2 .1 (d) , below. must be maintained for at least 5 years by
the current owner or operator at the facility in conjunction with
facility records of the emission inventory. This information must
either be submitted to the Air Quality Division or made available
for inspection upon request.
jgl Method of calculation.
Tbe best available data at the time
the emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall be
used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the gwner or
operator to select the best available data .... Said selection shall
be pinding upon acceptance by the Air Quality Division and the
payment of fees. The following shall constitute acceptable methods
for determining emissions: ·
·
11J_ Emission factors · utilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklaboma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
.
lal Stack tests us[ng aPPropriate EPA test methods. w1.th
advance notification and opportunity for observation by the Air
Quality Division.
.-.
lJl Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods on identical
equipment (i.e,, same model) at the same location under the same
operating conditions and parameters when:
JAl Tests are performed by persons qualified by training and

l2.L

---

4

experience to perform said tests.
Copies of the tests results and methods are available fo.-.
revie·w by the Air Quality Division.
-..
li.l. Continuous emissions monitoring data, when supported by
required certification and calibration data. · .
l.2.l. Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the
Air Quality Division.
l£1 Manufacturer's test data, when approved by the Air Quality
Division as reliable.
J.1l EPA and EPA-contracted industry-specific emission ·study
data when .it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
guestion and approved for use in the emission inventory by the
Air Quality Division.
1§1 Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when supported by
specific records applicable to the materials on which the
... •~calculations are based and approved for use in the emission
~inventory by the Air Quality Division .
..W.. Any other method that can. be shown to be reasonably
."· accurate when supoorted by engineering data and calculations,
and approved for use in the emission inventory by the Ai:r;
Quality Division.
~
Methods of verification. Emission inventories determined by
the Air Quality Division to be substantially incQmplete or
subStantially incorrect shall, ypon the regyest of'the Air Quality
Division. be Subject to verification if not satisfactorily
completed or corrected within a reasonable time.
YerificatiQn
shall be accomplished by an appropriate stack test using EPA
approved methods, installation of continuous monitoring equipment-..
or othe:r; methods acceptable to the Air Quality Division ..

l1!l

[Agency Note (2): 252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory- new section
for Subchapter 5. Information moved from 252:100-7-4 (except 1005-2.1(a) (2) which was moved from 252:100-8-9{d) (4)) with necessary
amendments] .
·
252tl00-5-2,2, Annual Operating Fees
Applicability •
. :.(ll This section a,pplies to all facilities that are sources of
.;air pollution. includina ·government facilities, regardl~ss . of
whether the source is cu:r;:r;ently pe:r;mitted o:r; Whether an em1ss1on
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the
~cility. ·A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee requirements
of this section Qn Japua.y 1. 1995. The owners or operators of
Part 70 sources Shall pay annual fees that are .sufficient to
goyer the Part 70 program costs. The permitting authority shall
ensu:r;e that the fees requi:r;ed by 252:100-5-2.2(b) {2) will be
used solely for Part 70 prQgram costs.
~
This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
lRl Fee schedule.
l1l Minor facilities
JAl. Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of ~
facility subject tQ this sectiQn shall pay an annual operatin
fee based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee

lal

5

-

calculation), in accordance with the following fee schedule:
lil
10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
liil
25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
50 - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
liYl
75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
~
Beginning January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual operating
fee of $10/ton. This fee is based on total annual emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation).
lZl Part.70 Sources
JA.L Effective January l, 1995,' the annual operating fee for
Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant
(for fee calculation) .
lBl The annual operating fee shall be adjusted automatically
each year by the percentage. if any, by which the Consumer
Price Index for the most recent calendar year ending before
the beginning of such year differs from the Consumer Price
Index for the calendar year .1994.
The Consumer Price Index
for any calendar year is the average of the Consumer Price
Index for all-urban consumers published by the Department of
Labqr. as of the close of the twelve month period ending on
August 31 of each calendar year.
·· .
1Ql Payment. For Part 70 sources fees shall be paid by check or
money orcier made payable· to ·the Oklahoma Air Quality Title v
Reyolvina Fund· A11 otber sources shall pay fee·s by check or money
order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division.- Fees are
due and payable.upon receipt of invoice. Fees shall be considered
delinquent 30 days from the date of billing, at which time simple
interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent (1M%)
per month on any amount unpaid.
Within five (5) years but not
before a grace period of 120 days from the date of billing. the PEO
. may issue an administrative order to recover such fees and may
assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the
provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. 27A O.S. 1993 Supp., Sec.
2-5-101 et seg .. to an owner or operator of a facility who has
failed to pay such fees. If no fee was billed because the owner or
operator failed to Submit the required annual emission inventory,
the term "date of billing" shall mean the date 9n which the fee
would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
wben due.
When a fee overpavroent has been made as a result of a
DEO invoice error. an owner or operator may seek·a credit for such
fee overpayment within five years from the date on which payment of
the fee was received by the DEO. When a fee overpayment has been
made as a result of an owner or operator's error in preparing the
emiasion inventory upon which the fee was based. the owner or
operator may seek credit for such overpayment within one Y§ar from
the date on which payment of the fee was received by the DEQ.
jgl Basis for annual operating fees.
·
.ill · Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and based on actual emissions of regulated pollutants (for
fee calculation) as set forth in the facility-emission inventorY
unless the owner or operator elects to pay fees on allowa~le
emissions.
Fees shall be based on emission inventor~es
submitted in the previous calendar year (for example. fees
invoiced during the calendar year 1998 shall be based upon
6

inventory data covering the calendar year 1996}.
J..£1. Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess of
4, 000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source shall no--..,
be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
[Agency Note (3):
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees - riew
section for Subchapter 5.
Combination of information moved from
252:100-7-3,
252:100-7-4
and
252:100-8-9
with
necessary
amendments] .
252:100-5-3.
Confidentiality of proprietary infor.mation
(a) No person shall disclose to anyone ether than the Air Quality
.Ceuacil,
the EKecutive Director,
or a Court of competent
•
•
...:1.
•
&
... •
...:1
jUr1Su1Cc10B
any precess 1BrOrffiac10ft,
eJECepc em1SS10B uata,
fUO!?Bished or ebtaiaed pursuaat' to this Subchapter. Emission data
must be made available at all times to the public duriag aermal
working aours . .
·
.
(b) Upea the reqt~est of the iaterest:ed party or parties, all
heariags in ,,-•hich :Proprietary ial§ermatien is t:o be divulged shall
be he lEi "ia camera" aad such infenaatien shall. be sealed and accese
otherwise limited. Emission data shall never be considered to be
"prepriet:ary" for pul?lloses of tfiis Sl:lticaapter aad mast be 'e?-1ailable
at all times to tlie public during aonaal liorking aours. [Refer to
27A O.S. Supp. 1993, § 2-5-105.18~]
~.

j.,
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The original purpose of the modifications to this subchapter was to
simplify and clarify the rule. Other amendments include moving the
requirements to file an emission inventory from Subchapter 7 to
Subchapter 5.
Also, payment of ann~al operating fees was moved
from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. The primary substantive
change in the rule is the annual operating fees for minor
facilities will change from a tiered system to a set figure per ton
of pollutant emitted.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL ROLES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFI:T STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Request staff add time limits for maintaining emission
inventory records under 252:100-5-2.l(c).

Comment:

Response: Staff agreed and added ••.for at least 5 years" to the rule

-

to be consistent with the time
and Title V. -

fram~s

outlined in

25~:100-5-2.2(c)

Request
staff
change
the
tagline
from
"Testing
requirements" to "Methods of verification" to reflect the
information the section is actually reque·sting.

Comment:

Response: Staff

agreed· and changed the tagline to

"Methods of

verification."

-
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1

PUBLIC KElTING:

2

HR. BYRUM:

4
1

Ladies aild gentlemen, my name is

3

Larry Byrum, Director ot the Air Quality Division.

5

hearing.

As

2

3

such, I will act aa the Protocol Officer tor this

6

This hearing ia convened by the Air Quality Council
~niatrative

7

in compliance with the Oklahoma

8

Procedures Act, Title 40 ot the rederal Regulations,

9

Part 51, aa well aa the authority in Title 27 A ot the

10
11

..

.

·~

Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-1-101 and. following.
This hearing was advertised in the Oklahoma

:·.·

clarify and simplify the rule.
Previously proposed changes to Sub Chapter 5 were
presented at the August 19, 1997, Council Meeting, where
additional comments were received and considered.

5

following ia a summary ot the proposed changes to

6

Sub Chapter 5:

7

8
9

The

The title ot Sub Chapter 5 was changed to
Registration, Emission Inventory, and Annual Operating
Fees, to reflect the addition ot emission inventory and

10

operating tees to the sub chapter.

11

the original sections .in Sub Chapter 5, Sections 5-2 and

The changes made to

12

Register tor the purposes ot receiving comments

12

5-3, were not intended to change the meaning ot the

ll

pertaini'ng to proposed revisions ot registration of

13

rule, rather simplify and clarify it.

14

emissions inventory and annual operating fees, Sub

14

sections with underlining& were moved here from other

15

Chapter 5, Section OAC 252:100-5.

15

areas ot the Air Quality Rules.

16

conditions listed in Sub Chapter 5 are for all sources,

17

major and minor.

16

And it you wish to make a statement, we have forms

The remaining

Remember, changes and

17

at the back ot the room.

18

one of those, it will be passed to me, and I will call

18

19

upon you at the appropriate time.

li

This section consists of definitions moved from

20

Sub Chapter 7 and B, along with new definitions for

21

grandfather sources, major TSP tecility, minor facility

22

and Part 70 sources.

20
21
~.

It you will please complete

At this time, I would like to call upon Staff to
make a proposed Staff position on these changes.
Ms. Jeanette Buttram.

HS. BUTTRAM:

Members ot the Council, ladies

23

Section 5-1.1 contains a new definition section.

Section 5-2.1, Emission Inventory, moved in its

24

and gentlemen, my name ia Jeanette Buttram.

The main

24

entirety from Sub Chapter 7 along with some information

25

objective tor proposed changes to Sub Chapter 5 is to

25

from Sub Chapter B.

This includes changes made in the

0

5
method of calculations and testinQ requirements.
2

HR. BYRUM:

A

comment was received reqardin9 time limits while

2

maintaining emission inventory records4

3

252:100-5-2.1

(c).

5

five years to the rule to be consistent in the time
frames outlined in 252:100-5-2.2 (cl in Title 5.

Also,

the tag line in 252:100-5-2.1 (e), testing requirements,

B

was changed to methods o! verification to reflect the

9

information this section is actually requesting.

ll

proposed change in !eea !rom minor sources to a flat !ee
o! $10 a ton based on total annual emissions o!

13

regulative pollutants in !ee calculations instead of the

14

previous eliding scale.

15

change in payments o! fees, establishing time periods

tor when sources can chanqe their inventories and when

Comments received requesting Sta!! provide a

19

written evaluation o! the proposed annual operating !ee

20

change !or minor facilities and non Part

21

23

written evaluation was included in the Council packets.
Sta!! recommends the hearing record !or
Sub Chapter 5 be closed and these rules be recommended
!or approval at the same time Sub Chapter 8 is

25

approved.

She's not here'.

..·:

And then I have a

notification that Ms. Barton would like to apeak.
Thank you, Jeanette.
MS. BARTON:

My name is Nadine Barton, and I

am with CASE, Citizen's Action !or a Safe Environment.

12

And I would like to comment, !or the record, on this

13

section • .

15

representative on the task force that set these fees,

16

that I need to make a statement !or the record, and

17

also, submit a copy o! a letter !or the record.

18

will not read it into the record.

19

will type it into the record.

20

sources, a

24

Okay.

I !eel that it's my responsibility aa the citizen

the DEQ can collect fees that are past due.

~0

(Unidentified.)

11

It also includes a proposed

16

22

SPEAKER:
MR. BYRUM:

10

Section 5-2.2, Annual Operating Fees, includes a

18

6

9

I have notification that

He. Hedley would like to speak.

1
8

12

17

(No response from Council.,
HR. BYRUM:

5

~

10

Council?

Language was added !or at least

6

Questions for Ms. Buttram from the

And

I assume that you

I have asked continually about the Title 5 fees,

21

and voiced a concer'} that at the beginning 'o! this long

22

process two years 490, when we did a study to tind out

23

the amount that we needed to charge industry to

24

establish a budget to administer this program, that the

25

!eea were what I felt were low considering that they

DicKs TtansafDtlon SeMce (4051525-4111

7
w.re -- some ot the fees, were the lowest in the nation
2

to administer this program.
Now, the proqram has come up short.

3

MR. KILPATRICK:

2
We are

3

I would like to ask

MS. Barton a question.
Nadine, are you suggesting that the Council should

4

adjusting the fees for the minor sources, which will

4

take aome action on the Title 5 !eea right now?

5

probably not cover the deficit that we have.

5

what we have before us is not Title 5.

concede

MS. BARTON:

No.

Because

It's all o! the fees that

6

to the !act that the Subcommittee o! the Air Quality

6

~

council has been investigating the !ee situation, and

~

were !or the whole program.

a

due to the absence o! Dr. Cantor, who would present that

8

that the Subcommittee wae investigating not only the

9

subcommittee's finding, i t kind o! leaves a hole as to

9

Title 5 fees, but the proqrams itself, end the

10
11
12

...

And it's my understanding

~

what we really have here.

10

administration o! the !eea1 is that not correct?

12

investigate Title 5.

MR. BRANECK'l:

I am concerned that we do not have enouqh money to
operate this program effectively.

We have a hiring

13

freeze on.

14

qet increases in salaries, which compromises the

That also probably means that sta!! will not

13

OUr charge was strictly to

Am I correct on that, council?

14

MS. BARTON:

MR. KILPATRICK:

Okay.
That's correct.

15

position o! the citizens, I believe, because they don't

15

16

make enouqh money.

16

1~

then industry comes in and pirates them away for their

17

18

programs.

18

and set the !ee !or the following year, and that's

19

but Title 5 operating permit program !ee only.

20

have any jurisdiction over other fees.

21

that it's impossible to investigate one proqram within

22

the division without looking at the ove<&ll receipt

23

expenditures.

24

recommend a fee !or anything othe< than the Title 5

25

operatinq

19
20
21
22
23

They're overworked, overloaded,

I find this an unfortunate situation that I have to
do this.

This is not pleasant.
MR. BYRUM:

Questions for Ms. Barton?

(No response from Council.)
MR. BYRUM:

Thank you.

I have no indications

2~

that anyone else wishes to address this issue.

25

anyone else who wishes to address the issue?

Is there

MR. FISHBACK:

That's correct.

The

requirement is to investiqate receipts and expenditures.

We don•t

aut L concede

But we don•t have any authority to

pe~it

proqram.

.-..

IV

HR. BYRUM:

HR. FISHBACK:

2
J

MR. BYRUM:

Other questions or discussion?

Nadine was speakinq.

2

I had a thought, too, when

of Personnel Hanaqement, and are basically equivalent

throuqhout the network.

Correct me it I'm wronq, Larry,

Other questions or comments?

but I believe the salaries that are paid to the Air
~$

6
7

HR. BYRUM:

really independent o! the amount o! the_money received
!rom the Title 5 Program.

8

The problem that you alluded to o! salary

10

there probably since 1776.
there a long time.

I don't know, but it's been

And I don't think this program has a

12

significant impact one way or the other on that problem.

13

But the folks that work on Title 5 are not paid any

14

mere -- they're paid by their state job classification.'

16

the program brings in.
Now, number of staff is dependent on the amount the

17
18

program brings in.

19

study set an amount, and we have considerably fewer than

20

that on staff, but their salaries are not -- the job

21
22
23

As Larry said this morning,

the TBA

exists as a result of the Title 5 money, but their

HR. BYRUM:

25

HR. FISHBACK:

11

December, or at whatever time we bring up sub Chapter 8.

12

Is this true?
HR. BYRUM:

we are looking at needs to be just that, looked at as a
packaq~.

16

you would have cross match.

17

pass the. rules that are in front of you today, as well

18

as Sub Chapter 8, aa one package,

19

HR. BRAIIECKY:

-

They're intertwined.

If you did it in bite,

And we would prefer that we

Does that mean at the next

20

meeting that there will not be any further discussion on

·21

Chapter 5
HR. BYRUM:

That would mean that Sub Chapter 5

would not be discussed.

It would be just up for a vote.

We would be closing the hearing and

25

Okay.

The package that

15

24

That.'a a correct statement.

That's correct.

1(

23

Is that a correct statement?

2(

on it until at least next regular meeting, which is in

22

salaries are not set by the amount of Title 5 money
that's brought in.

the comment period on this rule as of today and not vote

10

13

They're not paid any more or leas depending on how much

It's my understanding that the

ataff recommendation is to close this comment period or

9

differentials between industry and government has been

Hr. Chairman,

HR. BREISCH:

7

11

15

(No response. l

Quality Division stat! are set by the state, and they're

8

9

All salaries are set by the Office

co~m~ent

period.

Dk:J(s Transatptlon SeM:e (4D5) 525-4111
..

-

-·----.

11
HR. FISHBACK:

1

Since the Subcommittee report

12

1

SPEAKER:

2

is intended to be reviewed at the next Council Heating,

2

HR. BYRUM:

3

and the Title 5 fees are part of Sub Chapter 5, I would

3

4

hope that wouldn't preclude discussion of this

4

Doughty.

$

sub-comm1ttee report if that's closed out today.

5

hearing, was it,

6

was an issue for this hearing to determine
not

·6

HR. BYRUM:

I would think that the

7

sub-comm1ttee report would be handled as not part of the

7

8

~.l~

8

lllllking as such.
HR. riSHBACK:

amen~nt

10

intended to be an

11

but it's a related topic.

12

That's right.

HR. BYRUM:

Right.

It's not

to the rule in any sense,

(Hr. Doughty)

SPEAKER:

Mr. Byrum.

Yea.
(Hr. Doughty)

My name Dennis

I don't believe that the 1519 was even up for
at this time?

HR. BYRUM:
SPEAKER:

don't believe that
wh~ther

or

Not at this particular hearing.
(Hr. Doughty)

The report'can be

10

given simply as an agenda item, Hr. Fishback.

11

the time that we,propoae any changes up or down to the

And at

1519, we can discuss whatever's appropriate at that

It's a related topic, but

12

13

much similar to some of the other things we talk about.

13

time, and I don't think there is any problem with

lt

It does not directly influence this particular rule at

1(

presenting your committee report just as an agenda item.

15

this time.

15
HR. FISHBACK:

17

What you are talking about is

closing out changes to the rule language?

18

HR. BYRUM:

Right.

HR. FISHBACK:

Does not the fact that

sub Chapter 5 is up for revision open everything in

17

Sub Chapter 57

18

So does that fix the Title $

HR. BRANECKY:

16

19

SPEAKER:

(Mr. Doughty)

No, no.

I don't

think the notice said anything about revising.the 1519.

20

fee proposal at what is currently in Sub Chapter 5,

20

don't believe there was any notice or any intent.

21

1519, plus cost of living adjustments?

21

don't know 1! we are prepared to adequately:

Does that mean

that is not open tor discussion next time?

HR. BYRUM:

Depending on how you would close

You could close everything but the tee amount.

2t

it out.

25

If you wanted to leave that portion of --

And

22

demonstrate the need tor a chanqe at this time, which we

23

would have to do.

2(
25

SPEAKER:

Is that not correct?

(Hr. Thomas)

The notice, the period

ot reqister did have a statement in there that would

allow that·possibility to do it.

HR. FISHBACK:
3

Yeah.

portion of that open.

2

We specifically

requested at the last Council Heetinq that lees be on

What we are tryinq to do is, we have got five rules

the aqenda today, and
~

SPEAKER:

is what my recommendation would

be.

here today we are lookin 9 at.

(Mr. Thomas)

It's on--

1

miQht

Me are lookinq at

S

bringing you in December a couple

or

additional ones,

6

refer y•'ll to-- I'm Scott Thomas-- refer you to the

6

and ju99linq those and havinQ the time to discuss

7

notice, first paqe of your Council packet, and I have to

7

as we had this morninq, we ran ·over.

8

find it.

9

sayinq.

The bottom, riqht hand column.

10

MR. FISHBACK:

11

SPEAKER:

They're

We can --

(Mr. Thomas)

We are revisinQ the

the~

And it we can \,

9

close those out where we can narrow it,

9

discussion can be shorter.

the scope

o~

That's the benefit, and the

10

Stat! can !ocua on those issues and not the expanded

11

issues.

HR. FISHBACK.

The Title S Operatinq Permit

12

annual operatinQ tees tor minor facilities and

12

13

non Part 70 sources and Part 70 sources.

13

ProQram Fee will need to be chanqed or lett alone at the

14

have been items tor discussion.

14

December 16th meetinQ in order that -- and that was the

15

time line that we talked about at the last Council
HeetinQ -- in order that the DEQ Board can approve it in

15

MR. FISHBACK:

That could

Yeah, we requested that, so

16

that it we had conclusions or recommendations· to brinQ

16

17

forth today, we could do so.

17

January and the invoices can be mailed out in April.

18

it we didn't .do so today, we.'d do so at the

18

That was this meetinq, today, and that meetinQ, were the

19

December 16th meetinq,

19

last two opportunities to chanQa it if, in fact, it

20

needed to be chanqed.

21

December, then that's fine.

20

And in anticipation that

But Dennis is correct.

We have nothinq to brinq

21

forward today in the way ot recommendation.

22

concerned about it it was closed out, it that --·I think

22

23

we want to leave it open tor discussion on

23

24

December 16th.

24

MR. BYRUM:

25

I was just

HR. BYRUM:j Yeah, and you can leave that
narrow portion open i! you chose to.
MR. BREISCH:

25

You could leave a very narrow

So, if it still can be chanQed in

Paqe 7 of the Rule.

That particular item happens on

If we want to narrow it down usinq

Dick's Transcrtptlon SeMce (405) 5254111
·. ...........
~:\'

15
that part of the Rule, we need to do so on a motion.

2
3

MR. KILPATRICK:

Hr. Chairman, I'll move that

the record for Sub Chapter 5 be closed with the

MS. BRUCE:

HR. ·BRANECKY:

3

HS. BRUCE:

exception ot consideration o! the operatinq fee for -5

MR. FISHBACK:

6

-- Title 5, I QUess, or

6

Part 70 sources, operatinq fee for Part 70 sources

7

8

remain open.

10

8

MR. BREISCH:

1 hear a motion.

Do I have a

second?
MR. FISHBACK:

12

MR. BREISCH:

Second.

11

Motion is made and second that

13

we close this hearinq with the exception o! Part 70

14

source operatinq tees.

1~

9

10

11

12
13
H

Any further comment?

16

15

(No response.)

17

HR. BREISCH:

18

MS. BRUCE:

19

MR. FISHSACK:

20

HS. BRUCE:

16

Myrna.

17

Hr. Fishback?

18

Aye.

19

Hs. SlaQell?

20

21

MS. SLAGELL:

22

HS. BRUCE:

23

HR. KILPATRICK:

24

MS. BRUCE:

Hr. Hyers?

24

25

MR. MYERS:

Aye.

25

Aye.

21

Hr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.

Dick's Transcription Service (405)

Aye.

5

7

9

Yes.

Hr. Breisch.

HR. BREISCH:

Title 5.

MR. KILPATRICK:

Hr. Branecky?

2

22
23

52~4111

(Conclusion.)
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL TITLE V FEE SUBCOMMITTEE
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER lb, 1997
}.n

Oklahoma Air Quality Council subcommiltce was appointed by chairman William 8 Breisch

in early 1996 to fulfill the stalutory requirement

-

10

review annuaJiy rhe Tide V program receipts

ond e><penditurcs as the basis for setting the Title V operating permit program fee.
,"he subconvnittee includes three members of the Air Quality Council:
Dr. Lany c.nter, Pb.D.
Mr. Da'llid Brueelty
1. Wdliam Pishbaclt II. P.E.

The .,beonunittee met IICWOI"II times with Air Quality Division manasemcnl ond llafl' ond
representatives of the DEQ Administralive Serviees Division. Ptaeat Ill moll meotinas were:
LanyB)'111m
Da'llid Dylte
Marilyn Simpson

Monte Boyce
TrawMonroe

Direc:lor, A"Jt Quality Division
Aailllant Direc:lor, Air Quality Division
Administrlllive Serviees Division
Administrlllive Servicea Divilion
Administrative Servicea Division

TABLE I
KEY FINANCIAL DATA FOR AIR QUALITY DIVISION

TITLE Y I'ROGRAM
Cash Balance at 12-3 1-95
Jneomel-1·96 throush 12-31-96
Total 1996 expenses except administrative indirect
1996 administrative indirects (2)
Cash Balance at 12-31-96

Cash Balance at 12-31·96
Income 1-1-97 thtoush 6-30..97
(1)
1997 expenses throush 6-30-97 except aclmin ind
1997 odmiDiatraiMo indirecu
(2)
Buildin& expenses realloeation 10..7-97
(3)
Projected expeaua 7-1-97 dtroush 12-31-97 (4)
Projected Balance at 12-31-97

1,501,326
4,003,615
4,135,633
887,133
482,17S

+
+

482,17S
3,395,356
2,707,296
17,436
408,355
1,800,000
(238,846)

(5)

NEGATIVE

Notes:

A11be subeonunittee'a request, the Air Quality Division llafl'with the assistance of the
~ Services Division bepn the ptoc:eSI of dOQIIIIellling receipts aDd expenditures
reblled IOT'llle V (aDd concwrently similordllla for aon-T"tde V ldivlties) for 1996 and 1997.
Recorda for prior yean ('m putic:ular time lheeu for AQD pcnonnel) are noc aven.ble. 1be
rauhs of that efl'ort produeed the foDowiftg key fil1ancial data shown in Table I:

(I)
The Title V fee income is euedlially all received in the &rat halfofthe year
Therefore no additional income is antic:ipoled in the aecond halfof tho year.
·
(2)
1"he administrative indirect eolll are a fixed percentage of the fee income (20% fOr
Title V fees). Tbe dramatie d!op in this 0011 belweml1996 aDd 1997 resulted, DOl &om a
reducdoa in tho administrative indirect aerviees provided or percentage dwged, but ratber 1 fluke
of timing. The assessmeat dale for withdmnl of the adminiJirllive iDdirecc 0011 &om the T'tde V
ICCOWil came alter tho tea bid beea deposited in 1996 but before the tea wue deposited in
1991. Therefore iD 1997 there wu very 1i1t1e Cee baJaDce 011 ..Web 10 make the . . . - _
(3)
1be DEQ decided on!0-7-97 that previoulusessmcnll ofT"tde V lbnda towud
tho purchue of a - DEQ Jadquartcra building exceeded the &IIIOUDl that sbould haw beea
usessed based oa tho pereesU3e ofthe total square fOotage of the new buildills devoted 10 T"tde
V activida. Cooseqilendy, DEQ refunded this lloiiiOWll to the T"tde V ICCOUIII.
(4)
Projected apen101 for the lleCCll!&l halfofl997 are estimated 10 be S907,296, or
33%, leu thauelual apen101 for the liral halfof1997 due, ill large part, to AQD'a inteadoo to
retnia AQD employees 10 pmperly eode their time aheeu 10 that charges to Tille V 1110re
acauately reflect only the T"tde V work being done. In addition, - . 1 half 00111 are projected
to be reduced by the deferral o£ some purchaseS. the elimination of othen, aDd by DOC fil1in8
-edposltiono.
(5)
AU dlla in Table 1 is u supplied to the subeonunittoe by the Air Qu.ality Divilion
with tho usistanee oflbe Adminillralive SOI\'ices Division. Tbe IUbcommittee did not undenolce
an independent audit ofthe finances.

For the Air Quality Council:

FINDINGS
(l)

In ealendar year 1996, the AQD expenses exceeded ineome by aves $1,000,000.

(2)

In ealendar ;rear 1
ihe AQD expensea wiD eteeed income by approximately
S12l,OOO -with the foDowins three sipi&ant c:onldjullmentl:

'!97,

(A) a oao time reductioa ofS869,6971D ~ ledireot ooa11
(B) a oao time bui1cJiDs -lCIIIocatioa of$408,355
(C) a proposed reductioa oftnare tbaa $900,000 Ill 21111 halfexpenses

(l)
(4)

Wttbaullbe...._. ill 2.) sbcwe for 1997, AQD
~by approximardy EI,IIOO,OOO.

....-.....wei

eorceed

Without COIIIinued lp<lldina reductiona or increued income, future ;rear
expenditures onuld also &r exceed income.

RECOMMENPATIONS
(I)

omCe

1be Air Quality Divisioa, tho Adatiniatrative SerW:ea DivisioA and the
of
the~ Direclor ofthe Doportmad ofllnviroamenlal Quollty, should
eoaiiiiUe 10 nollao ltCCOIIIIIias pnneedures, reYiew fiDiac:ial priCiicea, llld doooJy

IIIOIIitor llalliD& levels llld ~ cbattpl wberewt ~ 10 roduco both
QUreat llld tblure dellciu.
.
(2)

1be AQD should lutilut.e apendins redueti0111 prior 10 any COIIIidentlioa ofa reo

....._ by the Air Quallty Couuc:il.

(3)

The liaaac:ial avwsiaht of the AQD by the Air Quality Council should c:oatinue
ladellnitely. lA llddition, monthly financial lllatemelltalhould be proWled 10 the

(4)

The Air Quality Council should DOl dictale to the AQD bow to roduco ooallto
both balance the annual budgel and ereate the ..rplus neceaary 10 pay off tho
currenl neptive balance. Tbe Subcommittee believa, " " - · that ita reduction
in suft'(while mainlabUngcuna~t feelevela) is.-sary to baJaDce the budget,
~he Title v. program will not be jeopardized, althoush some lengthening oftime to
ouue pemuta may occur.

Subeommittee by the AQD.

IJe<:ernber 16, 1997
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SUBCHAPTER 5
COUNCIL MEETING DATES
OCTOBER 20, 1998
DECEMBER 15,1998

BOARD MEETING DATE
MARCH 05, 1999

-

SUMMARY OF RULE CHANGE:
The changes to Subchapter 5 modified fees for both Part 70 and minor
emission sources. In 252:1 00-5-2.2(b)(l)(C), new language was proposed
which sets the base annual operating fee for minor facilities at $17.12 per
ton ofregulatedpollutant beginning January 1, 1999. In 252:100-52.2(b)(2)(B), the annual operatingfeefor Part 70 sources will be increased
to $17.12 per ton ofregulated pollutant beginning January 1, 1999.

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
Section:
252:100-5-2-2. Annual operating fees [AMENDED]

252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a) ApplicabiJity.
(1) This section applies to all facilities that are sources of air pollution, including government
facilities, regardless of whether the source is currently permitted or whether an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the facility. A Part 70 source shall be
subject to fee requirements of this section on January 1, 1995. The owners or operators ofPart
70 sources shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover the Part 70 program costs. The
permitting authority shall ensure that the fees required by 252:100-5-2.2(b)(2) will be used
solely for Part 70 program costs.
(2) This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(b) Fee schedule.
(1) Minor facilities.
(A) Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a facility subject to this section shall pay
an annual operating fee based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee
calculation), in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i) 10- 24.99 tons/year- $100/year
(ii) 25-49.99 tons/year- $250/year
(iii) 50- 74.99 tons/year- $500/year
(iv)75 - 99.99 tons/year- $750/year
(B) Beginning Janl:lal)' 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a facility sl!bject to this section
shall pay an annual operating we of $1 Olton. This we is based on total annual Bmissions of
regulated pollutants (for we calculation)In calendar year 1998, annual operating fees shall
be invoiced at $10 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(C) Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating fees shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of
regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(2) Part 70 Sources.
(A) EffectiveFrom January 1, 1995, until January 1, 1999, the annual operating fee for Part
70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(B) Beginning January 1, 1999, the annual operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $17.12
per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
~.{9 The annual operating fee shall be adjusted automatically each year by the
percentage, if any, by which the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
ending before the beginning of such year differs from the Consumer Price Index for the
calendar year 1994. The Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of the

OAC 252: I 00 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
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VERSION
Board 03/05/99

--

-

Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published by the Department of Labor, as of
the close ofthe twelve month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
(c) Payment. For Part 70 sources fees shall be paid by check or money order made payable to the
Oklahoma Air Quality Title V Revolving Fund. All other sources shall pay fees by check or money
order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division. Fees are due and payable upon receipt
of invoice. Fees shall be considered delinquent 30 days from the date of billing, at which time
simple interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent ( llh %) per month on any amount
unpaid. Within five (5) years but not before a grace period of 120 days from the date of billing, the
DEQ may issue an administrative order to recover such fees and may assess a reasonable
administrative fine in accordance with the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S.
-l--9-9J-Supp. 1993, ~~ 2-5-101 ~et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who has failed
to pay such fees. If no fee was billed because the owner or operator failed to submit the required
annual emission inventory, the term 11 date of billing 11 shall mean the date on which the fee would
have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted when due. When a fee overpayment
has been made as a result of a DEQ invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a credit for such
fee overpayment within five years from the date on which payment of the fee was received by the
DEQ. When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or operator's error in
preparing the emission inventory upon which the fee was based, the owner or operator may seek
credit for such overpayment within one year from the date on which payment of the fee was
received by the DEQ.
(d) Basis for annual operating fees.
(1) Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific basis and based on actual emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) as set forth in the facility emission inventory unless
the owner or operator elects to pay fees on allowable emissions. Fees shall be based on
emission inventories submitted in the previous calendar year (for example, fees invoiced during
the calendar year 1998 shall be based upon inventory data covering the calendar year 1996).
(2) Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a
Part 70 source shall not be considered in the calculation ofthe annual fee.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Intent

-

Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency~ publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency Ll:laY. publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register prior
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional infonnation on Notices of Rulemaklng Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter7. Permits for Minor Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from . Grain
Elevators (AMENDED]
AppendixL. PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates [AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials (AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas (AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Control of Emission of Hazardous and
Toxic Air Contaminants (AMENDED] ·
SUMMARY:
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible
· increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions of'lbtal
Suspendea Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facili1¥ meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit ofS tons peryear for PBR facilities. This will
allow those facilities with less than 5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a
facility to qualify for PBR Each subchapte! containing a

September 15, 1998

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons peryear ofemissions, but for which no
PBR has been written, the opportunity to apply for coverage
under an applicable general permit. The Department also
proposes to delete the definition for "Volatile Organic
Solvents (VOS)," because the proposed changes to
Subchapters 37 and 39 would exclude that term from the
rules.
The Department is comide~g increases in the permit
application fees in both Subchapters·7 and 8.
The proposed revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
simplify the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. It is also proposed to add a new
PBR section to both subchapters. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminatethe necessicyforsome cotton gins and elevators to
obtain an individual air qualicy permit Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapters follow proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
during one siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source perfopnance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Oean Air
Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it.
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter: One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of ''volatile organic
compounds (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25,
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition ofVOC; a request dated April21, 1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industzy Alliance, requesting that
perchloroethylene be excluded from the definition ofVOC;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxanes be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Companydated August 18,
1998, that methyl acetate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permit.t and best available control technology (BACI')
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3( a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter39
is the correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of VOS Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include (1) retain the present (ARACI) rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or (3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industry controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACI') standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July1, 1997, through July 1,1998. TheseareSubpartsSand
LL. The Department is also updating in Subchapter 41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40
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CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.

AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Tuesday, September 15, 1998, through Tuesday, October
20, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Tuesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Tuesday, November 10, 1998 - 9:30 a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined. See contact person)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, October 20, 1998 - 9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Tulsa City-County Health Department,
5051 South 129th East (Northeast comer of51st and 129th),
Th.lsa, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: .
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~10ber 15, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.

RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. (Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
16n, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters7, 23,24, 25,37 and39 that were the
subject of a public hearing on August 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTIES:
Shouldyou desire to attendbut have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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_____ _ _ _ Notices of __::ulemaking Intent
Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative revjew of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency m.um publish
a Notice of Rulemaklng Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaklng Intent In the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action.
A Notice of Rulemaklng Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
Information about the Intended rulemaklng action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional Information on Notices of Ru/emaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

Tl'rU: 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
. ; [OAR Docket #98-1473]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACfiON:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter S.· Registration, Emission.lnventocy and
Annual Operating Fees
252:100-S-2.2 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Facilities

[AMENDED]

i

.-l

Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.7 [AMENDED]
252:100-84 [AMENDED]
Subchapter".37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials [AMENDED]
Subchapter S9." Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
SUMMAR~

The Department is proposing to amend 252:100-S-2.2 to
increase annual operating fees for minor facilities and to
include a provision for state appropriations and federal
grants to be used to offset annual operating fees assessed to
minor facilities. The Department is also proposing to
increase the base annual operating fee for Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions. to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions of1btal
Suspended Particulates {TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facilitY meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons per year for PBR facilities. This will
allow those facilities with lessthanS tons per year emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP). to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessBI)' for a
facility to qualify for PBR Each subchapter containing a
PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no

November 16, 1998

PBRhas been written, the opportunity to applyfor coverage
under an applicable general permit.
The Department is also proposing to amend 252:100-7-3
to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability
determinations, relocation permits, and applications for
individual permits.
The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-8-1.7 to increase applicability determination fees
for Part 70 Sources. In addition, it is proposed that
252:100-8-4(a)(2) be amended to update the incorporation
by reference of 40 CPR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1,
1998.
.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Substantive changes are proposed for each subchapter.
One of those substantive changes affects both Subchapter
37 and 39. The definition of "vOlatile organic compounds
(VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised
in response to the Air Quality Council's direction to the staff
to review the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers
Association dated October 25, 1995, to eXclude acetone
from the definition of VOC; a request from American
Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam, dated January 19,1998; to
exclude acetone from the definition ofVOC; a request from
the Halogenated Solvents lndustiy Alliance datedApril21,
1997, to exclude perchloroethylene from the definition of
VOC; aTeq_uest from Dow Coming to exclude methylated
siloxanes from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalf ofthe Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, to exclude methyl acetate from the definition ofVOC.
The definition ofVOC has been modified to be colisistent
with the EPA definition. The second substantive change to
Subchapter37 is the removal ofthe requirement for permits
and· best available control techriology (BACI'} for new
sources of VOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The third
substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with. the first
sentence in 252:100-37·36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The fourth substantive change to Subchapter 37
will be the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for
Volatile Organic Compound Storage and Loading
Facilities. The second substantive change to Subchapter 39
is the correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
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change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 10,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine the applicabilityof
subs¢ction (c).

TITLE 330. OKLAHOMA HOUSING

FINANCE AGENCY

CHAPfER 55. HOME INVESTMENTS
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM RULES

AUTHORI'n':
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-S-101,etseq.
'
COMMENT PEIUOD:
Written comments on proposed amendments to
252:100-5-2.2, 25Z:100-7-3, and 252:100-8-1.7 will be
accepted until December 8, 1998. Oral c:O~ents may be
made at the December 15, 1998 hearing.
Comments on~ other proposed amendments and new
rules included in this notice will be accepted beginning
Monday, November 16, 1998, through 1\lesd:ay, December
15, 1998. Th be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person byThesday, December 8, 1998.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
(Date and location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBUC HEAIUNGS:
Tuesday, December 15,1998-9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Uncoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPQSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available November 16, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite4100,'Uklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtainCd from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONI'ACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (252:100-5-2.2, 252:100-7-3, and
252:100-8-1.7), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapter 7 except
252:100-7-3), and Joyce Sheedy {252:100-8-4 and
Subchapters 37 and 39), Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABn.ITIES:
Should you desire to attend b.ut have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at {405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1472]
.,..,..,z."'"mED RULEMAKING ACUON:
N tice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PRO SED RULES:
330. 5-1-1 through 330:55-1-7 [NEW]
330: -3-1 through 330'.55-3-6 [NEW]
330:5 5-1 through 330:55-S-2 [NEW]
330:5 7-1 through 330'.55-7-S [NEW]

s

:Y:

The
ard of 'Ihlstees of the Oklahoma Housing
Finance ~ncy (OHFA) a public trust, have in compliance
with Title U f the Cranston-GoozalezNationalAffordable
Housing
as amendeti and codified at 42 U.S.C.
12701-12839; d24CFRPart92,Section92.1,etseq('I1tle
ll) · adopted HF~s Olap~er 55. HOME Investments
gram Rules (the 'Rules) for use in the
Partnership
allocation an . issuance of HOME Program funds
throughout the· te of Oklahoma.
The Rules p ·de guidelines which OHFA follows in
allocating HO
funds pursuant to Title U and are
intended to provi • a description of ~e procedu:es. t_o _be .---.,
followed by app~ts for evaluating and pnontizing
applications. The
es also provide an overview ofTitle U
·
and other fede
regulations which govern the
administration of the~OME Program.

AUrHORITY:
These Chapter 55 es are authorized by the 'Ihlstees of
The Oklahoma Housirl. Fmance Agency (OHFA), the
Amended 'lhlst Inden e of OHFA, and the Bylaws of
OHFA.
COMMENI' PERIOD:
accepted November 16, 1998
Comments should reference
the section of the rules ad
ed and be sent to Oklahoma
Housing Finance Agency, P. :1 Box26720, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73126-0720, Attn: Byron Debruler.
PUBUC HEARING:
·
~
The following public hearing · be held: December 8,
· 1998, at 10:00 a.m. at the offices o OHFA, 1140 N. W. 63rd
Oklahoma City, OK in the 4th floo\- conference room.. All
:!:S~ted persons are invited to at'te~nd ~d present their

[OAR Docket #98-1473; filed 10-23-98]
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COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed Rules m~be obtained
contacting Byron Debruler, at OHFA, 11 Northwest 63 ,
P. 0. Box 26720, Oklahoma City, Old ma 73126-0720,
405-848-1144 Ext. 314. There will be a $5.00 per copy
charge.

!'J'
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November 16, 1998

Notices of Rulemaking Ir

1t

-----------------------------

Mem rial Building, 2500 North Lincoln Boulevard,
, - Oklah a City, Oklahoma.
RULE
!Acr STATEMENT:
A Rule pact Statement for the amendments will be
prepared, as equired by law, and will be available at the
Office of the S te Board of Education, Room 1-18, Oliver
Hodge Educatio uilding, 2500 North lincoln Boulevard,
Oklahoma City, 0 ahoma.
CONTACI PERSO
Brenda DeShazo,

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1721]
RULEMAKINGACI10N:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaldng
RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter 5. Registration,. Emission lnventocy and
Annual Operating Fees
252:100-5-2.2 [AMENDED]
,-. Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Facilities

[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.7 [AMENDED]
252:1()()-8-4 [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
The Department is proposing to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to
increase annual operating fees for minor facilities and the
base annual operating fee for Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions of'Ibtal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a fac:ili1y meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of five (5) tons per year for PBR facilities.
This will allow those facilities with less than five (5) tons per
year emissions which are subject to New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) or National Emissions
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to
apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual
permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the
requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR.
Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will
be referenced under this new Part 9 also. Third, the
~reposed revisions will delete the lower limit for general
:rmits. This will allow facilities that may have less than 40
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tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR has been
written, the opportunity to apply for coverage under an
applicable general permit.
The Department is also proposing to amend 252:100-7-3
to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability
determinations, relocation permits, and applications for
individual permits.
The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-8-1.7 to increase applicability determination fees
for Part 70 so~. In addition, it is proposed that
252:100-8-4(a)(2) be amended to update the incorporation
by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1,
1998.
· AUTHORl'IY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5,;,101, etseq.
COMMENT PERIOD:

The comment period through December 8, 1998 was
published in the November 16, 1998 Oklahoma Register for
the Air Quality Advisory Countil meeting held on
December 15, 1998.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Previously held before the Air Quality Advisory Council
on December 15, 1998.
However, oral comments may be made at the meeting of
the Environmental Quality Board, March5, 1999,9:30 a.m.,
at the Association of County Commissioners of Oklahoma,
429 NE 50th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, ormay be obtained from
Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPAcr STATEMENT:

Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACI' PERSON:
Shawna
McWaters-Khalo1,15i
(252:100-5-22,
252:100-7-3, and 252:1()()-8-1.7), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapter 7 except 252:1{)()-7-3), and Joyce Sheedy
(252:lQ0-8-4), Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTIES:
Shouldyou desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #98-172l;fi/ed 12-22-98/
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Januaty 15, 1999

Permanent Final Adop

ns

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

PURSUANT TO TilE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTI! IN 75 O.S.. SECTION 308.l(A),
WITII AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 1999.

[OAR Docket #99-847]
RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees
252:100-5-2.2 [AMENDED]
AuniORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
September 15, 1998 through December 8, 1998; and December
15,1998
Public bearing:
October 20. and December 15, 1998; and March 5, 1999

Adoption:
March 5, 1999

·,-

Submitted to Governor:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to House:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
March 15, 1999
Gubernatorial approval:
April19, 1999
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 7,1999

Flaal adoption:
May7,1999
Efrecttve:
June 11, 1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACI'IONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The changes to Subchapter 5 will modify fees for both Part 70
and minor emission sources. In 252:100-5-2.2(b)(l)(C), new
language bas been proposed which sets the base annual operating
fee for minor facilities at $17.12 per ton of regulated pollutant
beginning January 1, 1999. In 252:100-5-2.2(b)(2)(B), the annual
operating fee for Part 70 sources would be increased to $17.12 per
ton of regulated pollutant beginning January 1, 1999.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on December 15, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
,.-.
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-1677. (405) 702-4100
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SUBCHAPI'ER 5. REGISTRATION, EMISSION
INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a) Applicability.
(1) This section applies to all facilities that are sources
of air pollution, including government facilities,
regardless of whether the source is currently pennitted
or whether an emission inventory has or has not at any
time been submitted for the facility. A Part 70 source
shall be subject to fee requirements of this section on
January 1, 1995. The owners or operators of Part 70
sources shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover
the Part 70 program costs. The permitting authority
shall ensure that the fees required by
252:100-5-2.2(b)(2) will be used solely for Part 70
program costs.
(2) This section does not apply to de minimis
facilities.
(b) Fee schedule.
(1) Minorfacilities.
(A) Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator
of a facility subject to this section shall pay an
annual operating fee based on annual emissions of
regulated pollutants (for fee calculation), in
accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i) 10- 24.99 tons/year- $100/year
(ii) 25 - 49.99 tons/year- $250/year
(iii) 50· 74.99 tons/year- $500/year
(iv) 75 • 99.99 tons/year- $750/year

1758

(B) Begimting January 1, 1998, the owner or
operator af a fasility SllbjeGt to this seGtion shall pay
an annual operating fee of $H)/ton. This fee ii; based
on total aORual emissions of regulated poll\ltants
(for fee salwlation)In ca!endar year 1998. annual
QpeUrtin& fees shall be invoiced at $10 per ton of
reiUlated pollutant (for fee calcu}ation).
.(0 Be&iflnin& January 1, 1999, aunual operating
fees shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of re&Jllated
pollutant (for fee calculation).
(2) Part 70 Sources.
(A) EffestiveEmm. January 1, 1995, until Januacy
1, 1999, the annual operating fee for Part 70 sources
shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee
calculation).
(B) Beginning January 1, 1999, the annual
operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $17,12 per
ton of re&»lated pollutant (for fee calculation).
fBXQ The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
which the Consumer Price Index for the most recent

~~';'1

June 1,1999

I

calendar year ending before the beginning of such
year differs from the Consumer Price Index for the
calendar year 1994. The Consumer Price Index for
any calendar year is the average of the Consumer
Price Index for all-urban consumers published by the
Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve
month period ending on A~gust 31 of each calendar
year.
(c) Payment. For Part 70 sources fees shall be paid by
check or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Title V Revolving Fund. All other sources shall pay
fees by check or money order made payable to the
Oklahoma Air Quality Division. Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice. Fees shall be considered
delinquent 30 days from the date of billing, at which time
simple interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half
percent (1 Vz%) per month on any amount unpaid. Within
five (5) years but not before a grace period of 120 days from
the date of billing, the DEQ may issue an administrative
order to recover such fees and may assess a reasonable
administrative fine in accordance with the provisions of the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S.--l-99J-Supp ..1223., Ses.§.
2-5-101 ~~.to an owner or operator of a facility
who has failed to pay such fees. If no fee was billed because
the owner or operator failed to submit the required annual
emission inventory, the term "date of billing" shall mean the
date on which the fee would have been billed had the
emission inventory been submitted when due. When a fee
overpayment has been made as a result of a DEQ invoice
error, an owner or operator may seek a credit for such fee
overpayment within five years from the date on which
payment of the fee was received by the DEQ. When a fee
overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or
operator's error in preparing the emission inventory upon
which the fee was based, the owner or operator may seek
credit for such overpayment within one year from the date
on which payment of the fee was received by the DEQ.
(d) Basis for annual operating fees.
(1) Operating fees shall be calculated on a
source-specific basis and based on actual emissions of
regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) as set forth in
the. facility emission inventory unless the owner or
operator elects to pay fees on allowable emissions.
Fees shall be based on emission inventories submitted
in the previous calendar year (for example, fees
invoiced during the calendar year 1998 shall be based
upon inventory data covering the calendar year 1996).
(2) Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in
excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70
source shall not be considered in the calculation of the
annual fee.

[OAR Docket #99-847;/iled 5-7-99]
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Permanent Final Adoptiom

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ; .
HAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONl.l<OL
[OAR Docket #99-848/
ERMANENT final adoption
RU S:
Su chapter 7. Permits for Minor Facilities
Pa 1. General Provisions
252.100-7-1.1 through 252:100-7-2 (AMENDED]
Part . Permit Application Fees
252:1 -7-3 (AMENDED}
Part 3 Construction Permits
252:10 -7-15 [AMENDED]
Part 4. Operating Permits
252:100 7-18 (AMENDED}
Part 9. ermits by Rule
252:100- 60 through 252:100-7-60.2 [NEW}
AUTHOR!

:

Environrn ntal Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:

Comment perio :
For 252:100- except 252:100-7-3 - July 15, 1998, through
August 18, 1998; eptember 15, 1998, through October 20, 1998;
and November 16, 1998 through December 15, 1998
For 252:100-7-3. Permit Application Fees- September 1~8
through December , 1998; and December 15, 1998
Public hearing:
For 252:100-7 exc t 252:100-7-3 -August 18, October 20, and
December 15, 1998; a d March 5, 1999
For 252:100-7-3. P rmit Application Fees - October 20 and
December 15, 1998; an March 5, 1999
Adoption:
March 5, 1999
Submitted to Governor:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to House:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
March 15, 1999
Gubernatorial approval:
April 19, 1999
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to d1 approve the rules resulted in
approval on May 7, 1999
Final adoption:
May 7, 1999
Effective:
June 11, 1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIO

None
INCORPORATIONS RY REI'ERE:"o'CE:
None

..-...

ANALYSIS:

The changes to Subchapter 7will modify nguage applicac
de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR),~nd general permits.
First, actual emissions of Total ~u~pcndcd Pa tic~l~t~s (T~~). wil~
no longer be counted m dctcrmmmg whether 'I lac1hty meets the
June 1,1999
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OAC 252:100-5[2]
Air Quality Council
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALilY COUNCU..
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
9:30A.M.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma
1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Division Director's Report
lnfonnational update of current events and AQD activities
A. Discussion by Council/ Public

3.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. DiScuSsion by Council

4.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-8 Permits Cor Part 70 Sourees [AMENDED]
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases ofpermit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A.· Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
·
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

5.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of S tons per y<:ar for Pennit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than S tons per year emissions which are subject to new source perfonnance
standards and national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
. referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Coun~il/ Public

6.

OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refmeries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Section Ill of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be detennined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be detennined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for detennining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

"!j

--·

·, !

-

7.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplifY the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- :Qeeley ldaiao~ "'~tftt
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

8.

OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplifY the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation -Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
i

.

.

•1• . . ,

'

9.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic: Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplifY the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from. August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

10.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic: Materials in Nonattainment Areas{AMENDED]
Proposal would simplifY the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. Continued· from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council m:eeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

ll.

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic: Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACI) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July I, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Departm,ent is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 6i to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion }dy Council/ Public
...
.'

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

.-.

AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING/HEARING
AIR QUALITY COUNCll..
Tuesday
October 20, 1998
1:00 p.m.
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129 East- Tulsa, Oklahoma

...

1.
2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the August 18, 1998 Regular Meeting

4.

CY99 Meeting Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
B. Possible action by Council
C. Roll call vote

5.

OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:10o-7 Permits [AMENDED]
OAC 252:10o-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible increases in annual operating fees for both minor
facilities and Part 70 sources with possible increases of permit application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation - Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public ·
C. Roll call vote

6.

OAC 272:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by rule (PBR) facilities allowing
those facilities with less than 5 toQS per year emissions which are subject to new source performance
standards and national emissions stimdards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will be
referenced under this new Part also. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:1oo-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are needed to fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the department proposes to incorporate by reference the
Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fared steam generators and fluid bed catalytic
cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P, and
would also provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring requirements. Additional changes to the
existing rule include exempting sources subject to opacity standards promulgated under Secti<1n 111 of the
Federal Clean Air Act, along with a clarification of how the opacity standard will be determined at sources
that have CEMs and how it will be determined at sources without CEMs. A new subsection would contain
methods for determining compliance with the opacity limits. Other proposed amendments to Subchapter 25
are designed to simplify and clarify the rule. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

·~·

8.

OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins (AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
-..,
A. Presentation- Becky Mainord
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

OAC 252:100-24 ControlofEmissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and add a new
PBR section. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Michelle Martinez
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

10.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence
regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August
18, 1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

11.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-write/de-wrong initiative and exclude
acetone and methylated siloxanes from the defmition of VOC. Continued from August 18, 1998 Air
Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

12.•

OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR
63 from July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts S and LL. The Department is also
updating in Subchapter 41 the incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61 to July 1,
1998. The Department is requesting comments on these proposed changes.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

13.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I business arising within the past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

14.

ADJOURNMENT- Next Regular Meeting
Lincoln :Plaza Office Park · Burgundy Room

TUESDAY, DECEMBER IS, 1998
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please aotlfy our Department three daysln advance at (405) 70~100.

~.

\
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 1998
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
5051 South 129111 Street East
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
, Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Staff Present

.

Scott Thomas
. Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
ShaWha MeWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 20, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
·
door of the meeting room.

Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye. Mr.
Kilpatrick, Ms. Slagell and Dr. Canter did not attend.

Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 18, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Wilson to approve the
Minutes as presented and second to the motion was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

1999 Meeting Schedule ..... Mr. Dyke presented Council with proposed scheduled for 1999

-

meetings with the suggestion that the December 21 date mentioned in the packet memo be
changed to December 14. Ms. Myers made motion to accept the schedule as proposed:
Wednesday, February 17, Tuesday, April20, Tuesday, August 17, and Tuesday, December 14
at OKC, DEQ Multi-Purpose Room; with Tuesday, June 15 and October 19 at Tulsa,
TCCHD Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows:
Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Auditorium. Second to motion was made by David Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr .
. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
.
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A;
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram for staff position regarding this'rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out proposed revisions would
modify language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits
stating that actual emi.ssions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of"de minimis facility." Also, she stated that
proposed revision would delete the lower limit of five tons per year for PBR facilities allowing
those facilities with less then five tons per year emissions which are subject to NSPS or
NESHAP to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit. Ms. Buttram
advised that staff proposed that a new Part 9 be added that would outline the requirements
necessary for a facility to qualify for a PBR. A third point she brought out was the proposed
revision to delete the lower limit for general permits allowing facilities that may have less than
40 tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR had been written, the opportunity to apply
for coverage under an applicable general permit. Lastly, she added that the Department proposed
to amend 252-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations, relocation
permits, and applications for individual permits.
Following discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to continue this
rille to the Council's October 20, 1.998 meeting. Ms. Myers made that motion with second made
by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch -aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes
·.,

-~·

PUBLIC HEARING
·OAC 252:100-25 Smoke, Visible Emissions and Particulates [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette
Buttram to give staffs position on this rule. Ms. Buttram pointed out that the proposed
amendments would fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous Emissions Monitoring
proposing to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity monitoring requirements for fluid bed
catalytic cracking unit catalyst regenerators at petroleum refineries and fossil fuel-fired steam
generators as specified in 40 CFR 51, Appendix P. She noted that the Department proposed to
exempt from Appendix P requirements for those sources already subject to a new source
performance standard and for sources scheduled for retirement within five years after the
2
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amended rule takes effect. Ms. Buttram added that the amended rule would also provide criteria
.: for approval of alternative monitoring requirements with additional changes that would clarify
·· how the opacity standard is determined.

Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule as proposed to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made the motion with David Branecky m~ing the
second. Roll call was as follows: Mr. Branecky - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Wilson'~ aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
I

Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED].
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
O~ahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who related that the draft rule included simplification of language according to the
Agency's re-write/de-wtong initiative and the addition of a Permit by Rule section. She then
pointed out that the proposed revisions add a new Permit by Rule section that would streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that eliminates the necessity for some cotton
gins to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that additional changes
would allow exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the
Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Ms. Myers made the motion with second
made by Mr. Braneck:y. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneck:y- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson
-aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Michelle
Martinez who advised that the proposed revisions would simplify the language under the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative and would add a new Permit by Rule section to streamline the
permitting process by creating a mechanism that would eliminate the necessity for some grain
elevators to obtain an individual air quality permit. Ms. Martinez added that a new Appendix L
proposed would contain PM-10 emission factors for PBR grain elevators. Additional changes
follow a proposed amendment of Subchapter 25 concerning short-term exceedances of the
3

opacity standard allowing exceedances of not more than one six-minute period in any
:consecutive 60 minutes, not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24 hours.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend the rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption at its November 10 meeting. Mr. Wilson made that motion with second
made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows·: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilsonaye; Dr. Grosz - aye; and Mr. Breisch - aye.
·
Hearing transcripts will be attached and ,made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then call:ed upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She then pointed out four substantive changes that were proposed for
Subchapter 37 as well as Subchapter 39:
1)
to change the definition of "volatile organic compounds (VOC)" per Council's direction
and requests from industry to exclude acetone. perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;
2)
to remove of the requirement for permits and best available control technology (BACT)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a);
3) · a change regarding fuel-burning and refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second sentences; and
4)
to add a new Part 9, Permit by Ru1e for Volatile Organic Liquid Storage and Loading
Facilities.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's December meeting. Ms.
·.,, Myers.g1ade motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye;
Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118 .. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who advised that proposed changes included language consistent with the re-right/dewrong initiative. She stated that one substantive change affects both Subchapters 39 and 37
4

which is to change the definition of"volatile organic compounds" per Council's direction and
requests from industry to exclude acetone, perchloroethylene, methylated siloxanes, methyl
acetate from the definition ofVOC and to modify the definition ofVOC to be consistent with the
EPA definition;

-

In Subchapter 39, Dr. Sheedy pointed out the need for correction of the placement of ..prior to
lease custody transfer11 in 252:100-39-30(b)(2) which would be a substantive~hange along with
the addition of a minimum annual throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum storage
capacity of2,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of subsection (c).
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
December 15 meeting. Mr. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Mr. Wilson.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch- aye.
·Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. pyke convened the ;hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce
Sheedy who stated that the proposed revisions would update the adoption by reference of 40
CFR Part 63 to include Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MAC1) standards
promulgated or amended between July 1, 1997 and July 1, 1998. She pointed out that the new
standards are Subpart S - NESHAP for Pulp and Paper Production and Subpart LL - NESHAP
for Aluminum Production Plants. The proposed revisions will also update the adoption by
reference of the NESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 (with the exception of Subparts B, H, I, K,
Q, R, T, and W. and Appendices D and E which address radionuclides) to July 1, 1998. Dr.
··,Sheedy advised the Council that these modifications were necessary to obtain EPA's delegation
of authority to implement the federal hazardous air pollutant program in Oklahoma.

Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for
permanent adoption. Mr. Wilson made that motion with the second made by Mr. Branecky.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Branecky- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
and Mr. Breisch - aye.
Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes

5
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
[AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51;-and Title 27A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi for sta:ffrecommend,ation. Ms. Khalousi advised that the Department is
proposing to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to increase annual operating fees assessed to minor facilities;
amend 252:100-7-3 to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability determinations,
relocation permits, and applications for individual permits; and amend 252:100-8-1.7 to increase
applicability determination fees for Part 70 Sources. Ms. Khalousi stated that if was staffs
recommendation that this rule be continued to Council's December 15 meeting.

-.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue these ruies to the December melting. Ms. Myers
made the motion and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Braneckyaye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Hearing transcripts will be attached and made an official part of these minutes.
NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and next regularly
scheduled meeting being December 15, 1998 at Lincoln Plaza Office Complex Burgundy Room,
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

REGULAR :MEETING
AIR QUAliTY COUNCIL
Tuesday•
December 15, 1998 9:30A.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK

;,

\

' 1.

2.
··'

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Division Director's Report -Staff
.
A. Update of....current events and AQD activities
B. Discussion by Council I Public

3.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions Will delete the lower limit of S tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
..emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
.. having to obtain an individual permit Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
·
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. Questio.q.s and discussion by Council I Public

4.

OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy ·
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public

5•

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August 18,
1998 Air Quality Council meeting.
A. Presentation - Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council /Public

-

\

6.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-rightlde-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 ·and October 20, 1998 Air Quality <;;ouncil
meeting.
'·
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
I

7.

· OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7-3 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
In Subchapter S, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases ofspecific permit
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

\
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·HEARING/MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REGULAR MEETING ·

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
December 15,1998 1:00 P.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK

Tuesday

I.

I

1.

Call to Order - Bill Breisch

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the October 20,1998 Regular Meeting

4.

5.

-

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
.Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilitieS with less than 5 tons per year
.;·emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
.emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit.· Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part. Continued from August 18 and· October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
·
A. Presentation - Jeanette Buttram
B. ·Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote
OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CFR 63.41; 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

\

6.

OAC 252:100-37 Control ofEmissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language tinder the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from A,ugust 18
and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council meetings.
· '·
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action 'by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes frofu the defin,ition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council
meetings.
.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

8.

OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
OAC 252!100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
In Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases of specific permit
·
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- ShawnaMcWaters-Khalousi
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I
business arising within past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

10.

ADJOURNMENT-- Next Regular Meeting
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

.....!

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days In advance at (405) 702-4100.

,\·.

-

December 4, 1998
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Air Quality Fees- Subchapters 5, 7, 8

Gf.

Enclosed are copies of the proposed draft modifications to the Air Quality Fees
(Subchapters 5, 7 and 8). These proposed rule changes were brought before the Air
Quality Council during the October 20, 1998 public hearing, and it was recommended
that it be heard again on December 15, 1998. These proposed changes increase fees to
both major and minor sources.
Subchapter 5 Modifications:
.
• The annual mi:nor source operating fee changes from $10.00 to $31.01 per ton,
·
effective 111199.
• The annual operating fee will be reduced to a level not less than the major source
annual operating fee, if additional state appropriations or federal grants are received.
• The annual major source operating fee changes from $16.39 ($15.19 + CPI
adjustments) to $17.56 per ton, effective 111199. This represents a decrease of$0.16
per tonfrom the $17.72 per ton proposal presented at the 10/20/98 meeting.
Subchapter 7 Modifications:
• The fee for a minor source applicability determination changes from $100 to $250.
• The fees for all types of individual minor source permits double.
Subchapter 8 Modifications:
.
• The fee for a major source applicability determination changes from $100 to $250.

Since the 10/20/98 Council meeting, we have presented our original proposal to the Small
Business Advisory Panel at their regular meeting on 10/26/98 and further discussed fees
at a continued meeting on 11116/98. We have also met with the Council's Financial
Subcommittee on 11113/98 and hope to meet again before the 12115/98 Council meeting.
Additional documentation and support information will be delivered under separate cover
before the meeting.
Staff will suggest that the proposed rules be recommended to the Board for permanent
and emergency adoption.
Enclosures: 3

·,I

SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES

~

·.!

252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a) Applicability.
(1)
This section applies to all facilities that are sources of
air pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
whetqer the source is currently permitted or whether an ~mission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the
facility. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee requirements
of this section on January 1, 1995. The owners or operators of
Part' 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to
cover the Part 70 program costs. The permitting authority shall
ensure that the fees required by 252:100-5-2.2(b)(2) will be
used solely for Part 70 program costs.
(2) This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(b)
Fee schedule.
(1) Minor facilities.
~
(A) Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject' to this section shall pay an annual operating
fee based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee
~alculation), in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i)
10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
(ii)
25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
SO - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
(iv)
75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
(B) Beginaing Januar;T 1, 1998, the o~mer or operator of a
facility subj eat to this section shall pay an annual operating
fee of $10/ton. This fee is based on total armual emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee ealeulation)In calendar year
1998. annual operating fees shall be invoiced at $10 per ton
of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) .
l.Cl. Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating fees shall be
invoiced at $31.01 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee
calculation) .
J.Ql State appropriations and federal grants will be used,
where possible, to reduce the annual fee to an amount no lower
than the annual operating fee calculated under 252:100-52.2(b) (2) for that calendar year.
(2)
Part 70 Sources.
(A)
EffeetiveFrom January 1, 1995, until January 1. 1999, the
annual operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per
ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) .
lal Beginning January 1. 1999, the annual operating fee for
Part 70 sources shall be $17.56 per ton of regulated pollutant
(for fee calculation) .
-fB+l.Cl. The
annual
operating
fee
shall
be
adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
DRAFT

Notice Date:
November 16, 1998
1
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ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 1994. The Consumer
Price Index for any calendar year is the average of the
Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published by the
Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve month
period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
(c)
Payment. For Part 70 sources fees shall be paid by check or
money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality i. Title V
Revelvipg Fund. All other sources shall pay fees by check or money
order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division. Fees are
due and payable upon receipt of invoice. Fees shall be considered
delinqlient 30 days from the date of billing, at which time simple
interes't shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent (1~%)
per month on·any amount unpaid.
Within five (5) years but not
before a grace period of 120 days from the date of billing, the DEQ
may issue an administrative order to recover such fees and may
assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the
provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993 Supp., Sec.
2-5-101 et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who has
failed to pay such fees. If no fee was billed because the owner or
operator failed to submit the required annual emission inventory,
the term "date of billing" shall mean the date on which the fee
would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
when due.
When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of a
DEQ invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a credit for such
fee overpayment within five years from the date on which payment of
the fee was received by the DEQ. When a fee overpayment has been
made as a result of an owner or operator's error in preparing the
emission inventory upon which the fee was based, the owner or
operator may seek credit for such overpayment within one year from
the date on which payment of the fee was received by the DEQ.
(d) Basis for annual operating fees.
(1}
Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and based on actual emissions of regulated pollutants (for
fee calculation) as set forth in the facility emission inventory
unless the owner or operator elects to pay fees on allowable
emissions.
Fees shall be based on emission inventories
submitted in the previous calendar year (for example, fees
invoiced during the calendar year 1998 shall be based upon
inventory data covering the calendar year 1996).
(2}
Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess of
4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source shall not
be considered in the calculation· of the annual fee.

DRAFT - Notice Date:
November 16, 1998
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 15, 1998
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
L:attY
Canter
I
David Branecky
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Tenill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Jeanette Buttram
Shawna McWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce
Cheryl Bradley
~ecky Mainord

PUBLIC MEETING

Notice of Public Meeting for December 15, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place ofthe meeting. Agendas were posted at the
entrance door ofthe meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr.
Wilson - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick and Ms. Slagell did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
October 20, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Dr.
Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson-· aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.

·-

..

-

·~

PUBLIC HEARINGS

1

--

Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered into the hearing records the Hearing Agenda and Oklahoma Register N?tice.
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram for staff recommendation to Council. Ms.
Buttram advised that proposed revisions delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per ye.ar emissions which
are subject to new source performance standards and national emission standards for
hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual permit.

Also a new Part 9 is proposed which will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to
qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities would also be
referenced under this new Part. Within Part 9, Section 252:100-7-60.3 was written due to the
proposed PBR section for VOC storage and loading facilities in Subchapter (SC) 37. Staff
recommendation for SC 37 will be to continue the rule until the February AQC meeting. --..
Therefore, staff suggests the proposed new section be deleted from the rule and added oncC . .
the PBR in SC 37 is approved. Mr. Branecky requested clarification of which part of the rule
was being deleted. Ms. Buttram confmned the suggestion to recommend the proposed rule,
excluding Section 252:100-7-60.3, to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent
adoption.
F'ollowing discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend
Dr. Grosz made that motion
with second made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers -aye;
Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

$5 rule to the Environmental Quality board at the next meeting.

Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part ofthese minutes.
OAC 252:100:8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENI}ED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation regarding this rule. Dr.
Sheedy advised that these amendments update the incorporation by reference of the case-bycase MACT determinations for Part 70 sources in 252:100-8-4 (a)(2)(C) by adopting 40 CFR
63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1998. Dr. Sheedy advised that this update
would be made annually.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion recommending adoption as permanent rule by the
-.
Environmental Quality Board. Mr. Branecky made the motion with the second being madt
by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

, ·~

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include various substantive
. changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile
organic compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition ofVOC. Dr. Sheedy then stated
the staffs recommendation to continue this rule until the February Council meeting because
of remaining controversy.
Council discussion followed. Mr. Wilson expressed concern about SC 37 being open for so
long with no action taken. During public discussion, Mr. Bradshaw from Boeing reiterated
Mr. Wilson's concern. Mr. Bradshaw further explained that the specific point of concern for
Boeing and American Airlines is the definition ofVOC. He said the members of his industry
would like to see the definition amended as soon as possible. Ms. Hoffman responded by
explaining that it is the intent of the staff to have all remaining issues with SC 37 resolved and
to recommend approval of the rule by the Council. She further explained that ifthe rule is -..
2

approved by the Council in February, there would be time to get the packet of information to
the Environmental Quality Board before the March 5, 1999 meeting.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's February meeting. Ms.
Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye;
Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

-·

Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [&\fENDED]
Mr.- Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation. Dr. Sheedy pointed out
~at the proposed changes p~ly simplify language and correct grammar and format but
also include some substantive changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that written comments, staff
responses and details of the substantive changes were summarized in the Council packet. Dr.
Sheedy submitted the written letters from EPA and EFO for hearing record.
There were no questions or comments from the Council or from the public.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
February 17, 1999 meeting. Mr. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Ms.
Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr.
Branecky -aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes

·••.!

· OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources (AMENDED]
This subject was first brought before the Council on October 20, 1998 at which time the .
Council voted to continue the hearing until the December 15, 1998 Council meeting. The
presentation for this public hearing consisted of several staff members. Mr. David Dyke
began by informing those present that written comments have been received from the
·Environmental Federation of Oklahoma, Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association, and the
Small Business Advisory Panel. These comments and staff responses were submitted for
official record. Mr_. Dyke continued to explain the Division's anticipated increase in workload
and discussed other factors contributing to the request for fee increases.

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Scott Thomas to describe the upcoming rulemaking activities. Mr.
·Thomas explained that the Division's rulemaking goals were designed according to proposed
rules received from the EPA, instruction from the State Legislature to review all of our rules
by December 2000, and efforts to go forward with the agencies directive and goals of the
permit continuum. Mr. Thomas also stated that in order to accomplish these goals, additional
staff would be required or the rulemaking priorities would have to be refined. Mr. Ray
Bishop came forward to elaborate upon the need for additional permitting staff. He stated that
even though the Permit program has instituted a number of time-saving and efficiency efforts,
the Division does not anticipate meeting the impending Title V time frames and deadlines
with the current staff. He also reviewed the non-Title V activities required of the permitting
3

staff. Mr. Terrill commented regarding potential actions that could occur at the federal level
and consequently affect the Division.
Finally, Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Shawna McWaters-Khalousi to explain the proposed fee
increases and how they were derived. Staff recommended approval by the Council. Mr. D,--,
summarized staffs position by stating that even though services and spending levels are
reduced from previous years, the current level of services and management of oncoming
issues cannot be maintained without additional staff. Mr. Dyke assured that the Division
would not compromise the environmental protection, but be forced to shift and prioritize
resources ultimately resulting in reduced services provided....
After extensive comment and discussion from the Council, the public and members of
i*dhstry, Mr. Breisch entertained, and Mr. Branecky made the motion that: In SC 5, annual
operating fees for minor facilities and for Part 70 sources be increased to $17.12 per ton; In
SC 7, the fee for minor source applicability determinations be increased to $250 and the fees
for all types of individual minor source permits be doubled; and In SC 8, the fee for major
source applicability determinations be increased to $250. Ms. Myers made the second to Mr.
Branecky's motion with roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Groszaye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson -aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. i
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

NEW BUSINESS The Council requested a monthly financial statement from Mr.
Coleman's office. This information would enable the Finance Committee to monitor the cash
flow of the AQD and work toward avoiding future budgetary shortfalls. Additionally, the
Council requested that a comprehensive and detailed list of tasks that would be billed to Titl~
V expenditures be created. This list would be a guideline for staff to follow when accountin,
time and effort. Finally, a request was made for additional state appropriations for a workload
study that will determine staffing priorities.
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would.be February 17, 1999 at the Department of
Environmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the copies of hearing records are attached as an official
part of these Minutes.
·

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTALQUALITYBOARD

Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:
Chapter Number and TitleOAC 252:100
Subchaptersor Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees AMENDED]
OAC 252:1Q0-7..3 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]

On DECEMBER 15, 1998
the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201), by roll call vote, r~commended
to the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
'L.

_X_

·~

pc;rmanent [take effect after legislative review]

~- emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because oftime; and/or
~... --~-- ;j~jal reason:
·
]

-

This~ouncil.llas considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determi~ed~to the best of
its kilowledi,e, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
·.
followed.
This. Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any ehang~ 'J.RJ>roved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference.errors, and
formatting tlwm as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be dorie with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this reCommendation.
Respectfully,..,.

~2

Date signed: -~12=--...:..1~5-...:.9~8_ _ __

Chait: or !!~signee

VOT-ING TQ..APPROVE:

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

OAC 252:100-5[2]
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, March 5, 1999
Associa~ion of County Commissioners ofOklahoma
429 NE 50111 Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

1.

Call to Order- Herschel Roberts

2.

Roll Call- Lynda Finch

3.

Approval of Minutes ofthe Nov em her 10, 1998 Regular Meeting

4.

Election of Officers (Chair and Vice-Chair) for 1999

5.

OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control: . .

.

.

.

.

;ha;~~;:::~!~~~~!~ofi;:~u:~::::!~§~~~~=!:~~~s=~~~~~::~eriills)~J\I~2lw~fi
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(Emission of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas) include 1) definitional changes,
including most notably the tenn "volatile organic ~mpound (VOC)" and related tenns; 2)
exemption of certain types or sizes of VOC loading and storage vessels and facilities and
certain pumps and compressors from some sta~e requirements and standards, especially when
the equipment or facilities are subjeet to related federal requirements; 3) deletion of a rule
which allows the emission of 3,000 pounds per day or 450 pounds per hour oforganic materials
before controls are required; 4) revision of an alternate emission standard for coating
operations; 5) correction of the impossible requirement that no emission of hydrocarbons or
organic material ~s allowed from fuel-burning or refuse-burning.equipment; and 6) addition of
provisions for perinit by rule for VOC ~tQ~ge and loading facilities.
Proposed amendments to Subchap~f''1.:,(;(i>ermits for Minor Facilities) will modify language
applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule (PBR), and general permits. First, actual
emissions of Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in ~etennining
whether a facility meets the definition of"de minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions
will delete the current lower tonnage limits for PBR and general permits. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR.
Proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 (Permits for Part 70 Sources) will update the adoption
by reference of the requirements for case-by-case MACT detex:minations contained in federal
rules to July 1, 1998.
_ .,., ,,
Proposed amendments to Subchapter5,wb"iild increase the annual operatingJees for both Part
70 and minor emission sources. ,r;~posed revisions to Subchapte(tJ,tt;ilWill increase the ..
applicability determination fee and individual application fees for minor fNc"ilities. Subchapt'?E,~L:'{1~·
is revised to increase the fee for applicability determinations, consistent with the propqsed
increase in Subchapter?.

A. Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council member
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
c. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote for permanent adoption

6.

OAC 252:200 and 205 Hazardous Waste 1\lanagement:
. -...
The state hazardous waste rules have been reYised as part of the DEQ's effort to simplify and
streamline its rules. The rewrite is not intended to change the requirements of the rules, but to make
them clearer and more concise. Due to extensh·e reworking of the language and rearrangement of
the text, the DEQ believes it is more understandable and straightforward to revoke .Chapter 200 in
its entirety and replace it with a new chapter. Chapter 205, than to present an underline/strike-out
version of Chapter 200. This revocation and replacement was done last year by emergency
rulemaking; it is proposed to repeat the action as permanent rulemaking.
Chapter 205 as proposed also contains three categories of substantive changes. The first is update of
the adoption by reference of federal hazardous waste regulations to July I, 1998. The second is to
delineate certain hazardous waste regulatory duties which remain with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The third is to clarify that although federal hazardous waste regulations allow
conditionally exempt small quantity generators of hazardous waste to dispose of their hazardous
waste in certain solid waste landfills, this practice is prohibited by Oklahoma statute.
·
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

7.

Presentation- David Bradshaw, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for pennanent adoption

OAC 252:400 Radiation Management:
The proposed new rules support Oklahoma's pending application to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for State Agreement status. NRC approval of Oklahoma's application will shift
regulation of source, byproduct and special nuclear material from the NRC to the DEQ.
New Subchapter 2 fonns the framework for the State Agreement Program and the incorporation
by reference of federal NRC regulations from· Title I 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
Appendices G through P mirror NRC categories and set fees for Oklahoma's State Agreement
Program. All fees in these Appendices are less than the current federal fees. Due to the
requirement that fees must be adopted dudng the time the legislature is in session, these
Appendices are·presented to the Board before the remainder of Subchapter 2's State Agreement
rules. However, these fee .schedules will not go into effect until the date the State Agreement
program becomes effective.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

8.

Presentation- Dr. David Gooden, Radiation Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:510 Municipal Solid Waste ~and fills:
The proposed addition of Subchapter 16 addresses new standards for the exclusion of hazardous,
PCB, radioactive, or other restricted wastes from disposal in a municipal solid waste landfill
(MSWLF). The rules require owners/operators to submit a new or amended Waste Exclusion Plan
for approval by January 1, 2000, and sets standards for the plan. The amendment to 252:510-17-5
incorporates the Subchapter 16 provisions in the current rule requiring exclusion of unacceptable
wastes.
The proposed amendment to 252:510-17-2(d) would require owners/operators of MSWLFs and
nonhazardous industrial waste landfills to establish and maintain vegetative cover, or other
2
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alternatives approved by DEQ, over waste areas that extend above the natural horizon if that area
will not be receiving more waste in the upcoming year. The rule is designed to enhance dust
control, erosion control and aesthetics at MSWLFs and nonhazardous industrial waste landfills
once they begin placing waste above ground.
The amendment to 252:5 I 0-21-6would clarify that the pay-in period under the Trust Fund financial
assurance mechanism, which may be used to ensure the costs for closure and post-closure of the
landfill, is limited to a maximum of IS years. This change is consistent with the change in law
provided by SB I025 passed during the 1998 legislative session.

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
9.

OAC 252:520 Solid Waste Management:
The proposed amendment to 252:520-9-11 would require owners/operators of landfills to establish
and maintain vegetative cover, or other alternatives approved by DEQ, over waste areas that extend
above the natural horizon if that area will not be receiving more waste in the upcoming year. The
rule is designed to enhance dust control, erosion control and aesthetics at landfills once they begin
placing~aste above ground.
Changes to Subchapter 21 implement revisions to the waste tire recycling program as required by
SB 1218 and SB 986 passed during the 1998 session.

-

The amendment to 252:510-23-51 would clarify that the pay-in period under the Trust Fund
financial assurance mechanism, which may be used to ensure the costs for closure and post-closure
of solid waste disposal sites, is limited to a maximum of 15 years. This change is consistent with
the change in law provided by SB 1025 passed during the 1998 legislative session.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
10.

--

Presentation- Steve Mason, Solid Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

Presentation- Steve Mason, Solid Waste Council Chair
Questions anp discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

OAC 252:640 and 641 Individual and Small Public On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems:
252:640 is being revoked. The rules in Chapter 640 were clarified, substantially rewritten and
reorganized through the. re-right/de-wrong process and moved to 252:641. Subchapter 11 of
Chapter 700 has also been rewritten and moved to new Chapter 641; among the revisions is a
recategorization of certified installers. The purpose of these rules is to establish procedures for
the construction, installation·· and operation of individual and small public on-site sewage
disposal systems and to establish procedures for persons seeking certification as installers of
individual sewage disposal systems.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, Environmental Complaints and Local Services Division
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

3
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II.

OAC 252:700 Water and Wastewater. Works Operator Certification:
This action is a corresponding action to agenda item 10. This rule change would revoke current
Subchapter II of Chapter 700 (relating to certification for septic tank system installers), the
provisions of which are included in new Chapter 641.

A. Presentation- Gary Collins, Director, Environmental Complaints and Local Services Division
B.
C.
D.
E.

Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, C?mments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote for permanent adoption

12.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting of agenda)

13.

Executive Director's Report

14.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak..
Should you have a disability and ne~d an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

4
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SUBCHAPTER 5 • REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES

252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a} Applicability.
(1} This section applies to all facilities that are sources of
air pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
whether the source is currently permitted or whether an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted .for the
facility. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee requirements
of this section on January 1, 1995. The owners or operators of
Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to
cover the Part 70 program costs. The permitting authority shall
ensure that the fees required by 252:100-5-2.2 (b) (2} will be
used solely for Part 70 program costs.
(2} This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(b) Fee schedule.
(1} Minor facilities.
(A} · Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual operating
fee based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee
calculation}, in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i} 10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
(ii} 25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii}
SO - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
(iv} 75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
(B) Begin:n:iag Jaauary 1, 1998, t:ae m>"n:er or operat:or of a
facilit:y subj eat: t:o t:ais sect: ion: saall pay an: an:n:ual operat:in:g
fee of $10/t:on:. ~ais fee is based on: t:ot:al an:n:ual emissioas
of re!JU:lat:ed pol-lut:an:t:s (for fee calculat:ion:). In calendar year
..19981 annual operating fees shall be invoiced at $10 per ton
of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) .
(C) Beginning January 1 1999 annual operating fees shall be _
invoiced at $17.12 per-ton of regulated pollutant (for fee
calculation) .
(2} Part 70 Sources.
(A} Effect:iveFrom January 1, 1995, until January 1, 1999~ the
annual operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per
ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation}.
(B) Beginning January 1~ 1999, the annual operating fee for
Part 70 sources shall be $17.12 per ton of regulated pollutant
(for fee calculation) .
~lQL The
annual
operating
fee
shall
be
adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by which
the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year
ending before the beginning of such year differs from the
·Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 19 94 . The Consumer
Price Index for any calendar year is the average of the
Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers published by the
Department of Labor, as of the close of the twelve month
period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
(c) Payment. For Part 70 sources fees shall be paid by check or
I

I

1

money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Title V
Revolving Fund. All other sources shall pay fees by check or money
order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division. Fees are
due and payable upon receipt of invoice. Fees shall be considered
delinquent 30 days from the date of billing, at which time .simple
interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one-half percent (1~%)
per month on any amount unpaid.
Within five (5) years but not
before a grace period of 120 days from the date of billing, the DEQ
may issue an administrative order to recover such fees and may
assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the
provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993 Supp. 1993,
Bee-:-.§. 2-5-101 et seq. et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility
who has failed to pay such fees.
If no fee was billed because the
owner or operator failed to submit the required annual emission
inventory, the term "date of billing" shall mean the date on which
the fee would have been billed had the emission inventory been
submitted when due.
When a fee overpayment has been made as a
result of . a DEQ invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a
credit for such fee overpayment within five years from the date on
which payment of the fee . was received by the DEQ.
When a fee
overpayment has been made as a result of an owner or operator's
error in preparing the emission inventory upon which the- fee was
based, the owner or operator may seek credit for such overpayment
within one year ·from the date on which payment of the fee was
received by the DEQ.
(d)
Basis for annual operating fees.
(1)
Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and based on actual emissions of regulated pollutants (for
fee calculation) as set forth in the facility emission inventory
unless the owner or operator elects to pay fees on allowable
emissions.
Fees shall be based on emission inventories
submitted in the previous calendar year (for example, fees
invoiced during the calendar year 1998 - shall be based upon
inventory data covering the calendar year 1996).
(2)
Regutated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess of
4, 000 t'ons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source shall not
be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.

2
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION, EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL
OPERATING FEES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 would
increase the anpual operating fees for both Part . 70 and minor
emission sources. In 252:100-5-2.2 (b) (1) (C), new language has been
proposed which sets the base annual operating fee for minor
facilities at $17.12 per ton of regulated pollutant beginning
January 1, 1999.
In OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) (B), the base annual
operating fee for Part 70 sources would be increased to $17.12 per
ton of regulated pollutant beginning January 1, 1999.
DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT: Not required because no one federal
rule corresponds to these rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
COMMENT: ODEQ has not sufficiently demonstrated publicly that Title
V permit fees have been used exclusively for the Title V program and
that a fee increase is warranted at this time.
RESPONSE: DEQ disagrees. As discussed at the hearing on October 20,.
1998, the Air Quality Division (AQD) of the DEQ instituted a
detailed tracking system for Time ahd -Effort (T&E) coding in 1996.
Employees received training on how to code their time, and training
continues on a regular basis.
The 1996 calendar year financial
report showed that 66% of employees' time in 1996 was spent on Title
V activities. The 1997 report showed that 75% of employees' time in
1997 was spent on Title V activities.
In the first half of 1998,
approximately 60% of employees'
time was spent on Title V
activities.
To determine what the Title V annual operating fee
should be to cover Title V expenses, DEQ took the budget for fiscal
year 1999 and added to it necessities that had been cut (such as 17
previously filled, vacant positions, computer replacements and
upgrades, and statutorily-authorized salary increases for existing
employees), and multiplied. the_ total cost times· 60%.
From this
total, DEQ subtracted projected-Title v permit application fees in
1999, then divided the remaining number by 249,276 (the projected
Title V emissions in 1999), to arrive at the cost per ton of $17.72.
DEQ has further refined its figures in the last month and has
determined that· the Title V fee should be $17.56, which staff will
propose at the December 15, 1998 hearing.

-·

DEQ is justified in using Title V fees 'for 60% of its expenses
because the Oklahoma Clean Air Act requires the DEQ to charge an
annual operating fee 11 sufficient to cover the reasonable costs, both
direct and indirect, of implementing and enforcing the permit
program authorized by the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and the Federal
Clean Air Act, including, but not to be limited to:
1

a.
the costs of reviewing and acting upon any permit renewal,
b.
emissions and ambient monitoring, for those costs incurred
under the permitting program,
c.
preparing generally applicable rules or guidance
d.
modeling, monitoring, analyses and demonstrations,
e.
preparing inventories and tracking emissions, and
f.
inspections and enforcement."
Oklahoma Statutes Title 27A, Section 2-5-113 .A. 2.
The budget
consists of the costs, both direct and indirect, of doing these
activities. The Title V program share of these costs is currently
60%, the minor facility program share is 40%.
COMMENT: DEQ should obtain an independent audit (one commenter
specified that the audit should cover all funds received and
disbursed by the AQD since 1995) and justify past 11 overcharges 11 ,
building allocation charges to Title V, and administrative overhead
charges of 15%.
RESPONSE: The only comment here that is relevant to the proposed fee
increases is the one concerning administrative overhead charges.
Overhead, termed 11 administrative indirect cost", is a percentage of
fees collected by each program. This percentage is set by the DEQ
and is charged against fees collected on an April through March
timetable. This percentage is set quite low, in that it usually does
not cover all overhead costs.
The DEQ is operated in accordance
with State law and accounting procedures, and its books are open
anytime a member of the public or the State Auditor wishes to review
them. We would welcome an independent audit, but the extra cost of
obtaining one is not in our budget at this time.
COMMENT: DEQ should charge Title V fees quarterly at the option of
the. fee payer.
RESPONSE: This would have no effect on the proposed fee increases.
This is, however,· a convenience that we are planning to offer large
fee payers in the near future. This policy change would not require
a rule change.
COMMENT: Raising fees might jeopardize Oklahoma's industrial and
economic strength.
DEQ should run a lean program, even if that
means permits will be issued.at a slower rate.
RESPONSE: There are rules that require nEq ~o issue air quality
permits within so many days after rece~v~ng complete permit
applications. See OAC 252:2-15-72. These rules were put into place
to protect both the public and permit applicants. DEQ intends to
propose fees that will allow it to hire the staff necessary to
adequately implement all of the rules that govern the agency.
COMMENT: The proposed annual operating fee for minor facilities is
too high, especially since minor facilities emitted only 10% of the
2

pollutants emitted by Title V sources.
fee for major and minor facilities.

DEQ should propose the same

RESPONSE: Both the Federal Clean Air Act and the Oklahoma Clean Air
Act require that Title V fees support the Title V program. Thus,
Title V fees cannot be used to support the minor facility program
costs or other costs not attributable to the Title V program.
In
addition, the DEQ is expected to generate revenue to cover
the
costs of implementing its minor facility program from fees.
Precisely because Title V sources emit more pollutants, the total
fee income generated from that program (which are based on tons per
year emitted} are much greater than the fees derived from the minor
facilities. Yet, 40% of the Air Quality Division's costs must be
funded by the minor facility fees, and any federal grants and state
appropriations we might receive.
State appropriations cannot be
used to cover the costs of.the Title V program.
Any future increase in state appropriations or other
income sources should offset any current annual operating fee
increase, and language assuring this should be included in the rule,
as the Air Quality Division has proposed.

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: We agree.
Fees could be reduced if more facilities covered by the
rules were brought into the program.

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: DEQ agrees that there are more facilities that need to be
participating in the air program.
With the new streamlined
permitting process, we hope to bring unpermitted facilities into the
fold. Finding those individual facilities would incur costs that we
cannot afford at this time.
COMMEN'l':
DEQ should hold stakeholder discussions
appropriate uses for minor and Title V fees.

to

determine

RESPONSE: DEQ believes that it has been engaging in
discussions, and certainly intends to continue to do so.

such

DEQ should develop a process where all new programs
assumed by the state have an identified source of funding.

COMMENT:

RESPONSE: This is an ongoing process.
Like every business that
provides a service, we must have the flexibility to proactively
handle new mandates or market influences. Given our ever increasing
budget shortfalls, each activity - both existing and new, w-ill be
increasingly scrutinized by DEQ. Decisions will be made regarding
the efforts that we undertake with all our requirements and charges
in mind - protection of the environment, citizens and industries. In
general, funded activities will get the bulk of our resources. Those
programs and projects which are not funded, will be given lower
priority. Sometimes DEQ is mandated by the legislature to conduct
3

a program with no appropriated funding.
We have to divert other
appropriations, institute a fee, or be directed by the legislature
to use an unrelated fee source.
COMMENT:
The Small Business Advisory Panel does support an increase
of the minor source annual operating fees to a level equal to what
Part 70 sources are being charged. However, SBAP does not support
tripling the minor source annual operating fees from $10.00 per ton
to $31.01 per ton. SBAP does support lobbying and will assist in
lobbying the Le~islature on DEQ's behalf to ask for additional
appropriations so that· services to small businesses would not have
to be reduced.
The SBAP also recommends efforts be taken to
encourage more small business to participate in the Air Quality
program. SBAP believes increased participation in the system will
generate additional revenue.

The Division agrees with the need to obtain additional
state appropriations to help offset some of the budgetary shortfall
and encourages the SBAP to lobby the Legislature as they see fit.
Also,
the Division recognizes· the necessity of increasing
participation of small businesses in our regulatory system.
The
Division agrees to address the issue of lack of participation by
expanding our base primarily through outreach programs assisted by
Customer Service Division or through the Trade Associations.
RESPONSE:

DEQ does not need to increase fees to the proposed amount
in order to provide a sufficient level ·of funding for the entire
length of the Title V program.
Rather, steps should be taken to
evaluate the budget and provide necessary funding on an annual
basis.
COMMENT:

DEQ' s Air Quality Division (AQD) ·has been affected by a
trend of increasing mandates coupled with decreasing funding. Over
the past few years:
• The federal grant contributions have decreased more than 35% over
the past 2 years.
• As annual emissions decrease due to more effective pollution
controls, funds generated from annual operating· fees decrease.
• State appropriations for the statewide program have been minimal.

RESPONSE:

Budget shortfalls over the past three years have necessitated a
self-imposed hiring freeze.
As a consequence, our core staff of
people is at the lowest level since the Title V requirements were
implemented. This creates difficulties when the Division is called
upon to react to issues locally, regionally or nationally. It also
prevents the Division from strategically planning, which in turn
would allow us to operate more efficiently. The AQD faces several
issues which should be proactively addressed today. Most worrisome
are the potential exceedences of the ozone, and particulate matter
standards.
Non-attainment area designations may be made for not
only Tulsa and Oklahoma City but also many rural communities.
If
non-attainment areas are designated, the staff faces a burdensome
4

.-.. ··

~

workload. Additional duties would include:
• Sophisticated modeling ef{orts
• State implementation plan changes
• Special non-attainment inventory preparations
· • Significant outreach to smaller sources
• Possible development and implementation of automobile inspection
and maintenance program
COMMENT: When ODEQ Title V fees were originally established they
were one of the lowest in the United States. It is now obvious that
they were set too low.
It is possible that the requested state
appropriations and some grant monies may not be made available to
the Division and should not be relied upon too heavily when planning
the budget. If the Division does not receive the required revenue
it will be forced to reduce services which could result in a
hindrance to the economic development in Oklahoma.
An industry
representative commends DEQ on the quality and efficiency of
services provided and further stated willingness to pay the cost of
increased fees to ensure that the quality of services is not
decreased.

.-

-

RESPONSE: History has clearly demonstrated that the states that have
·the flexibility to handle issues proactively rather than reactively
arrive at solutions that are beneficial to industry, citizens and
the environment.
Keeping this in mind, there are substantial
benefits to these fee increases:
• Timely permit issuance
• More equitable enforcement efforts
• Ability to handle the burdensome workload associated with
nonattainment status, if areas in Oklahoma are designated
nonattainment
• Ability to use emissions inventories to better address transport
issues
• Improved customer service
• Ability to proactively respond to dynamic Air Quality issues at
the state and regional levels, resulting in less federal
intervention
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SUbcbapter 1 Pendto and - p t e r 8 11'8ndto for Part 70

inventarie•, lOIIrMr lilldt• for major

Sou.rce8.

outrH.c:h to •Nller •ource•, potea.tial for Ir.M program

011

•ignificant

developnent, whicb would take l>otb legiolative and z:ulemaking

At thio t i - , I will call "" S"-'a Mctllltaro-JQ:aloulli
to give otaff pra.eDtatiOD

are

IIIOdaling, SIP revi•ioaa, preparatiooa of apecial n.ana.ttainmeot

Reghtraticm, llllli..ioa -too:'y and ADaual Operating heo,

tba prcpoo..S rule.

effort•.

urban toxillll i• a new i811U8 that i• rather an

iceberg.
7

the COUncil, and la41ea and p n t l - . I -

L!Ilowli, 8upervi80C' of tba Spacial Air Pztoj ecto Dn1 t.
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Sbawaa MctlateroI t ia

•

witb the ut1110•t r•~ aDd a dulire fC~~r n•pooaible air

probl-.

quality protecticm tbat I otlll>d before you today, in order to

iq>erative, but t i - c:anouodag

portray the C\lrreat f:lneDcial oitliAtioa of tba Air QUality
Divbicm.

tbo••

not popular, but :I !>ape after aal::ing thio prooentatiOD,
1
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thll

propo••l• we•,. ••t

eaviroDDilltal rl•k.

'lhio pro-tatiOD ia fOC' iof.,._tiOD cmly.

We an

We are cmly oeekiog .,.,._at oa

Six - · have been provided to tba public and

behelf of Air QUality otaft.
to

concantrate effort• on

behind

011.

llcltWIIVer, we haw backlog of permit• and

our inapectiODa.

w.•re operating a •Uleton c:r.w --

to ....-ro of tba COUncil ao budauto.

Pnrlouo1y today, Mr.

ouiouo budget ohartfall.
1

•
1
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Tarrill, Mr. 'l'bolu.o and Mr. lliobap deocribed tba current otatuo
of the Air QUality Divioicm.

ua

•lteleton crew on •Uletoa. budg•t. a• we CCI1tinua to face a

1

our prcs:ooal.

~

forth.

not aokiog far actiOD today.

011

faciliti•• aDd induatriea which po11e th8 greate•t

1

eveQCM will bave a better llllda"atiiDdiag of our pooitiOD and

1
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Deta IIIIAlyaio and c:ooaJ.ttee participation 1o

AgenCy dinctiw• a•k

Aoking fOC' Oldditianal feeo frao our ioduatrieo 1o

~

•

Many of the We•tern •tate• continue to be

pointed at a• potential c:ontributor• to Ba8tem •tate• • ozone

We are faciag a dyaM:ic and

Mr. ccl....n gaw u• a very •lftlple m1••ion with thi•

project.

Set fee• to cover the co•t• to operate an effectiv•

progr&ll.

A.t th8 ..... ti. . tb&t

we a•k the CounCil for rule

chengeo, DBQ requeated additiODOl apprcpriatione froo the
1
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OklahaM Legi•lature.

During the next Legi•lative S•••lon, we
Cllll'h11'A. . . . . .

··hope to present the legislators with two options, then allow
them to choose.

expects 1.1 million

The two option• are a fee package or

appropriations.

skeleton. budget and added back in items that are needed to run

OUr permit backlog, the backl~ of inspections and

an effective program.

the increasing demanda on each of our Air Quality staff are
evidence of our problema.
bottom.

OUr existing program is at rock

Given our backlog, we are asking to fill an
additional 17 Fl'Ea:.

We

and t Engineers.

a conservative approach by using known and measurable

changes to the extent possible.

shortly.

In general, the existing bare

v split

The expense grand. total is 7.1 million dol lara,

ooo. 00,

detailed with a

112,000 for Title V and 637,000.00 for Nan..." l'itle v.

operating levels.

Moving on to Exhibit No. l, which io a gridline chart

Moving to Exhibit 1, which ia entitled Model Year,

entitled Air Quality Division of a Model Year Projections.

our

Budget and Expense Projections, with thio exhibit we project

expenses to break those down, enutMrate those -- our expenses,

incc:me ·- incc:aw: at the current fee rates and expenses for a

we took our program coat froa'l J'anuary

given model year, to arrive at an annual shortfall.

added in the base budget tor JUly through Decembsr of this

The incan.e

1

to JUne of this year,

is dafined by Title V emissions, also called annual operating

year, and then added the IDOd.est aalary increase for existing

fees, to generate about 4.1 million dollars, at the current

staff, then we added the salary co1t for 17 vacancies.

16.49 per ton rate.

Operational costs which were not in the budget,

Minor source emissiona fees generate about 244,000 at
the $10.00 per ton rate.
pe:rmit

applic~tion

fees.

We need

Ne collect about $260,000.00 in

to replace &bout a third of our computer a annually.

currently.

State appropriations remain

we are down to one new

~r

Federal grant
1
7

used.

We must

Also, contractual database services are needed to

we have a

of

money

tor software upgrades to meet

By divicll.Dg the incone

$17. 7l per ton.

With propooed rule changes that will be detailed in a

Currently we have 7 staff members which contribute

few momer'lts, we provide the necessary reverDJ.e to provide the

'lhis will allow tbrlm

shortfall.

$4, ooo, ooo. oo.

Likewise, each change to our· annual operating fees requires a

another $69,000,00.

database progrumer to raa:ke thet change.

$1.05 par teo,

Ozone monitoring

our

.....t.ations.

By increasing the base fse an additional

we arrive at the proposed fes of

15 percent of

".4

$17.72 per ton.

million dollars annually.

meetings with the Air QUAlity Financial

SUbcallllittee hove proved

Indirect coats - • there are l ccmpon8DtB to an
We pay 15 percent of our fee.

The CPI' adjustment of $0 . 21 per ton generates

'J'hia fee will generate

upgrades are needed by updating" and replacing" moni taring

over

'l'be curTent fee generates a little

to devote their efforts to e_.Mrging Air Quality issues.

ind.irect coat.

in stock.

requiremant by the Title V tons billecl. we project a fee of

handle the data entry services that involve the anti-taqJering

part-tiN to these data entry servic:es.

e&.rm~~rk

tbe Title v incane require"""'t.

Please cote that this entire category costa

under $1, DOD. DO per person annually.

prograna.

c:anpu~er

re-built cc::qN.tera. but we-_j-ve old computers that are baing

ccntributiona have decreased in recent years, but our FY 99

agency standards.

1
4

include hardware/software replac:ernenta and upgrade a.

relatively constant at $215,000.00 annually.
1
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'l'his equals a Environmental Specialists

We'll detail the Title V/Non-Title

The overall shortfall of $950,

bones program was conservatively augmented to acceptable

l

In most cases, these items were

originally planned but were cut to meet budget constraints,

In order to truly assess the coats to operate an

effective program., we need to d.evelc:., a model year.
eq::~loyed

Grand total of incane of about

To generate the expanses, we used our existing

To proceed, we davelaped and used a model year
concept.

~ollara.

6.1 million.

ext~ly

valuable.

During these

lftHtings, we were requested by the carmittes 1111M!bers to

our tees go to an indirect coat., as well we pay a federal

recalculate this fee aft.r taking existing cesh balances into

indirect rate >lhich h

conaidaration.

against salaries.

negotiated lllUlWOlly and charged oolely

and tha off-site rate vas 23.49 percent.

the December meeting' with this information.

This leads to a total

our in""""'

prapoae for public cooanent.
EXbibit No. 4 io entitled Model Yaa: Projection, Non-

projection, as we talked &bout previously, is a little under
6 .l •illion.

our

Title v vee.

shortfall is $950,000.00.

Moving on to our next exhibit, Exhibit ] , which is

1
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ent.itled Model Year Projectico, Title V

Fee

Determination.

lftOdel year Title V tee is determined as followa:

'I1l.e

We take the

Title V income. add the proj ectad Title v shortfall to obtain

....... ...
..-...~~

When dealing with the miDOr aource incaMI

streU118, the only .ubaeta that we can effect are the annual
operating fees and the pemit application fsea.

We have

attemptecl to iacrease fees in beth theae aubsets.
For tee determination,

we projected tha shortfall.
a..........,.

.Utr"· .,._
~

In tha meantime,

we do have acme draft rule changes that we would like to

projected expenae of 7 .1 11illion dollars, which details a 2. 7
million Non-Title V and 4.4 lllillion to Title V.

We have not obtained. hard numbers fran. DBQ

Finance to date, but we expect to c:cme back to the Council at

The FY ,. on·site rate vas 30.26 percent,

~.,

c...tJit..4 ...................u.

10
brought in straightforward frCillo the front a beet.

We propoae

or federal grant dollar• are received.

generating additional inc:cme of $1l4, 000. oo in rainor source
permit application fees.
$511,110. oo.

an additional state appropriat.iana or additional grant. dollars,

Thia give• an adjuatad shortfall of

will be uaed to offaet the annual operating fee.

By dividing the abort fall by the Non-Title V

i~ortant.

billed toNI, we arrived at. the add.i t.iocal figure of $21. 01 per
toa..

Then, ·we bad to add. back in our existing fee of $10.00,

calculating the new Nan-Title

v

In the Major SOUX'Ce imiaaion8 Fee Arena in l5l:l00-5l-l.2(b)(2)(BJ, we aet. tha new beee fee at. $17.72 per ton,

The proof of revenue, we have our existing endaaiona

effective January lat., 1999.

The ex.iat.ing application

fee, plu. the additional feea -- thia io oimply o!oubling the
feea for indiviclu&l p..,.it application•.

Please noce that no offaet

language wea includad aa both the state and federal Clean Air
Acta require that. Title

Thio doubling of the

v

be a aelf-aupporting program.

Tbe last. exhibit ia one of Applieat.ion Feea, Rule

incliviclu&l permit feea, wile not aaking .for an adju.tment in
the trUly minor source feea, ia in line with t:hla agency• a

252: 100-7-l (a)

philooophy of concentrating our afforta on the pollution

applicability determination to $250.00.

aourc:ea t.hat preaent.a the great.aat. environmental riak.

(C)

daublea the axiating

Please note that t.heae fee a were

lowered laat yur during rulem&king efforts for che Permit

We ca.n aee that. we do gaerat.e the shortfall
1
2

Continuum.
Rule llllnlber 252,100-7-lla) (l) (C) (D) and (B), theae

Exhibit. 5 is a draft rule oa. the ...U.aaion• and aanual

are ....,re the incliviclu&l permit feeo are o!oubled.

In the Minor Source Arana Rule Nwaber 252:100...

5·2 .2(b) (1) (C), tbia io - r e -

111ia ia where we raiae the fee from an

inc!ividual permit feea.

neceaaa~.

operating feea.

(1) •

Rule 252,100-7·3 (a) (2)

Ot.ber

incane at.reama, which are a tate appropriation• and grant.a,
remain the HM.

T1lia ia an

change in philoaophy, one to that. of a ton of

pollution equala a ton of pollution.

baae fee of $31.01 per ton.

fee plua the emiuiona fee increase.

Thia ia proven language

from other DBQ programs, that the new .... the new income, either

add the new langu.ge, which

When we do ccmpariaon8 with other atatea. we: t«Nld
lib to point out. t.bet our Title V fees, both aa they 8xiat. now

a eta tbe baae fee at. ll. 01 per ton.
In 252: 100·5·2 .2 (b)(l) (D), -

add uw langu.ga which

and aa we

~e

them, are wall below the national average and

allCWB the fee to be reduced. to a rate not. lower thaD thet

tbo.le in aurrounding at.atey are well below tha federal

year• a &d.juat.ed Title V fee. if add.it.iClll.&l state appropriation&

presumptive tdnimum of $33.53 per ton.

Likewise, we are below
an.e,..a.........
~

................... -..rtu'

12
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V permit applicat.ioa. fee,

We CCJD.t.inue to refine our at.udiea and hcpe that

during the course of thia fee caae that it. will be p:nMSD u

MS. MCMATSRS-IQIALOUSI:

We alao can t:t.monatrat.e that. our hourly raeea,

but I'm not aure bOll that'a allocatee!.

althoUgb wa are not. prcpoaing one, are well below tboae that.

MR. DYICJI:

are available in other states.

MR. WILSON•

our ac:tion plan is to take thia propoaal to the small
Buaineaa Aaaiat.anc:e Penal on oetober 26th, 1991.
1

~o

u.ooo.oo major aource or Title

ia that a Title V incaa-7
I'ID not. aura.

I )maw

that. .... I know that that goea int.o a permit. application fee,

valuable.

.,

'n>8

MR. WILSON,

that. rate calculated. for fiacal year 1991 for 'l'B&A of $11.11
per t.oa..

MR. DYD:

&>c:w.nta.

It ab<Nld be.

of the inccma. the Title V inccxne, in addition to ...U.aaiona7

longuage provided today.

MR. DYICJI:

Qu. . t.ion8 or c:armenta from tM

Council?

It could be.

It certainly could be.

We could be rolling that into tbat 4 .o idllion inccme.
MR. WILSCIR1

I hew a question.

Wbat ia the

MR. WILSON:

trend. in variability in tha ...U.aaion iavent.ozy, from one year

MR. DYD·:

Okay.
ADd than, therefore, that t«Nld Mke

our calculationa of 11.72. baaed on thea a figurea, incorrect.

to the next?
MS. NCIIII.TERli-ICIIIWlOSI:
aa a diagram. bat we aee that you •n
percent trend..

so, it mey vary - l l be then a part

MR. WILSON•

account., as wall aa receiving public CCII'II'Ient.a on che propoaed.

MR. DYXB:

It ahould be?
It. ahould be, but I can't. answer that

I idgbt bava it bare in front of oae in my

queation today.

Me a lao plan

perf ora new cala.&lat.ion8. taking the Title V caah flCWB into

I can check on that.

It abould be.

Actually, -

bava that

MR. WILSON,

talking leas than a 15

MR. DYD1

aet.ween cat.egoriea it. will be different, but.

MR. BRANBCKY:

overall.

they've done.
A decrease in reported emiaaiona7

MS. MCIIATDS-ICHALOUSI:
in total emiaaiona billed.

I would juat lilul to go on the

record COinMZicling the Air QualitY Dtviaion tor t.bair work that

overall we have an increaae. but now wa hwe a aubt.le dec:reaae

MR. WILSON:

Okay.
David?

yeare. as far u

In total •iaai008, yea,

We've CCIDII a long way in the laat couple of
fi.nancial accounting.

We've got ·- we've

atill got a -Y• to go, in working with the SubcOlllllittee, the
1

7

Financial SUbcamtitt.ee of the CauDcil.

I'd. like to alao aay

11

that the main focu.a of the Subc:anm.ittee ia Title v fees.
was our charge, was to account for Title V fees.

14

That

before the next one?

So, we don't

--we're not only not necessarily endorsing the amount that' a
put up today, nor the minor source fee.

Conmenta. written cam'lents as soon as

possible would obviously be good for ua.

And as soon a a we get

a revised -- we go back. through. we re -crunch the numbers, we

Those are just number•

reach some agreement with the Finance Corm\ittee, we• 11 attempt

that I think are being thrown out, they're not endorsed by the

to put thi 1 proposed rule back. OJt on. the web paga with the new

SutK:c:xrt"nittee of the Council.

I would like to continue, and I'ra

figure• in it.

not aure what the achedule ia

now'

between

now'

and tha next

through this proceaa. at the Comnittee meeting again.

meeting, but the Subcc::mdttee is more than willing to sit down

MR. WILSON:

with you guya and continue to work.

~idered ~itle V

meeting aa acan aa we get the cash flow balances brought up to

booked •• Mon-Ti tle

Have you determined what the ti,.,

I think today that thet•a baing

v.
That'l Non-Title V.

MR. WILSOII,

frame ia?

That •a not alwaya been.

MS. MYERS:

MR. llYICE:

I think -

abould have that by the

MR. DYKB:

end of the week.

Not always been.

And that would be a

subject that we would need to review aane of our TII.Ea on.

MS. MYERS:

MR.. DYXB:

Okay.

We're considering a minor source tor feea, though.

so, we're talking &.bout scheduling a

MR. BREISCH:

meeting within the next couple of weeka, if that'a when we can
get together.

The requirement

expense. or ia it Non-Title V?

MR. DYXK:

date, and projected through the end of the -MS. MYERS:

Another queation.

tor a lllinor aource to obtain a aynthetic llinor. is that

We intend to have a Subcommittee

MR. DYXB:

We will not ch&..nge them until we've gone

Let me add that we would propoae, at the very

lateat, CCJn'lftenta by December 1.

David, by the ti,.. thet the

CCmnittee 11188t8, I would like them to have your lateat monthly
updAte on your financial atatWJ.

It'a our intent to hav. Uda

And when you ask for that.

remind them that thia had been uked .for before and proniaed

1Nltter wrapped up and completed, and a package - .. a ccnplete

that we would have a monthly update.

package, aa cloae to a final pac:Jtage for t.he Board packet• for

you've bad that or not, b.Jt I don"t believe you have.

the December meeting.

you don't rai.nd. reminding

And that would give ua two weeka before

-- and that'• our mailing time, isn't it, Scott, two weeka

1

~

And :I don't know whether
So, if

administrative branch to get this

to you all.

7

15
MR. DYKR:

16

We'll carry that meaaage back.

Title

COinnenta, Bill.
MR. PISIIBACK:

Bill Piabbaclc.

I am here

repreaenting Mid-contia.nt Oil and Gaa Aaaociation.
a few CCI!'IMnta that I would like to aaake.

2

There are

:I agree with Mr.

Tbat w.• acme yeara ago.

eati1Mte, you underatand that.

:It waa an

But hiatorically, in 1997, the

moat recent ~ar tor which we have complete data. during the
firat 8 montha ol 1991. the Title V expenditures were about 83

finances.

percent of the total Air Quality Diviaion expenditure•.

I aerved on the subc:ouneil -- the aubcomn.ittee of
~a:ra,

The t'aet of

·.,liaving thia diacuuion, and having the tigurea in front ot ua
ia evidence of to that.

And aa

you can well i1Mgia., if you have coat of labor "UDder control,

aDd there ia a

great -- great deal of progreaa that'• been 1Mde.

baaically you have the entire program under control, because
7

it 1 1 primarily driven by the coat of aalariea and expense•.

Ne were required by atatuta to do this

Atter thia waa pointed out, the Air Quality Division made

fr0a the very beginning in the Title V progr11111. and were .. • we

tremendoua atridea, primarily in informing their staff bow to

were negligent in not doing ao.

code their -- their time sheets.

I

think, alao, that it • a

So, that the -- .for tbe laat

-- tbe laat .four mcnthe of 1997, the total

it' a very ill!pOrtant that

amaun~

v waa reduced to &.bout

of ataff time

we recognize that we -- we do have a program that ia adequately

that went toward Title

staffed to serve the needs of the citizens of Oklahcma and

ol course, ia trUch closer to what was originally estimated.

protect. the environment.

Having said that, I have some

60 percent, which

Mid-Continent Oil and Gaa Aaaociation used the first

v vas chaxgecl

concern. which I want to express on the record, and which Mid-

8 montha of 1997, where Title

Continent Oil and Gas will also provide written carmenta by the

the total, thet•a baaically baing overcharged. to Title V.

December lat deadline.

numbera wben you run through them come to about a quarter

The major

1·
5

1

in Oklabc:na would be 5l percent of t.he total effort of the Air

the A.ir ()uality Divbion in accc:unting tor and managing their

the Air Quality Ccnmeil for a couple of

7

and only 4.25 are allocated to the Nan-Title V.

Quality Diviaica.

Braneclty that there haa been tremendoua progreaa on the part of

7

v,

Historically, the TBI5.A study eatinw.ted that tbe Title V effort

concern that we have, I think, is the

81 to 85 percent of

million dol.lara that w.a erroneously by the Division'• own
It is

disproportionate growth in this program. thet • s relegated to

subsequent corrections, charged to Title V.

Title v.

our ccnoera that that money be recOVttred by some mechanisra.

.If you look at the 17 va:canc:ies that are proposed to

be tilled, 75 pereent ot' those, 12.15 Fl'Es are allocated to

The

1
7

And I understand t'rom our diacuaaiona previously with the State

~

17

'Finance

-·

18

people, that bo.aically it io impoaaible to go back and

Another point I wanted to make 1• about the

adjuat thaae rec:orcU in the paat, 10 maybe the only option open

admini•trative indirect c:o•t•.

to u• in the future, ia to reduce, by acme proportion, the

percent of the total fees collected.

Title V fee• that would otherwiae be increaaed.

fee that'• •••igned by the -· a••igned to the Air Quality

That number

happena to be about $1.00 a ton, alao, bacauae t.Mre 1• 250,000

Diviaion by the DBQ.

tONI in inventD<}'.

twice the amount of the •bortt:all.

ADd the concern that thia would aac:rific:• air quality

And it ia tvic:e, at $615,000.00, it ia

I M:Nld like to aee a

indirect t:eea go for.

Although I would point out that tha Title

Tha reason I '• concerned about t.ha t ia becauae, in

v progr11111, iD theory and by EPA' a own wbite papera, ia not

199,, those adminiatrative indirect feea were $887,000.00,

auppoaed to add any additional requir.-nta to regulated

vbich waa 20 percent ot: the total fee• collected.

aource•.

It 'a merely auppoaed to incorporate all those

requi~t•

in one place.

In 1997,

thay -re $17, 000. 00, and thia - • an adjuatment to halp

So. there are not unregulated

balance tile booka of the

progra~a.

But the point that haa been

aourc::ea that an emittiDg exceaa emiaai0011 into tba enviroaaent

made in tha paat, and I'd like to maka again, ia you either

aa a reaul t of Title V parmi ta not being iaaued.

need that fee or you don't.

So, I wou.ld aubni t for the COUnc::il' a CCII11icleration

If it'• $817,000.00 one year, and

$17,000,00 the next year, new it'• proposed to be $'15,000.00,

that tha growth in I'TIIa in tile Title v program io really not

there needa to be some accounting on what that fee ia for.

warranted, bued on protect ion of the environment.

it: you don't need it, a• apparently vaa not needed in 1997, you

It might be

But aa ww heard earlier today, there ia

DO

praccical

Tha other casnent I'd like to -.ke ia that all tha.
1

CODaequence of delay iD permit iaauee.

The eavironn.nt doean•t

•

staff in tbll world, unlimite~ funds, aa we aaid tllia mornirig,

auffer and altbough it looka !IOC>d to ioaua perillita •• quickly

ia not going to aolve tha problem of efficiency, turnover,

aa w can, I doll' t thiDlt ww raally need to iaveat 75 percent of

productivity, ooorale, all tha thing• that effect an

the growth in ataff in iaauing pend.ta t:aater, wben then ia no
good reuon to do ao

And

juat eliminated the abort fall by a factor of 2.

-rranted baaed on apeeding up the rate at which permita are
iaiiUed.

1
5 .

It i• internally •••esaed

canplete acccunting and diacloaure of what the adminiatrative

in Oklahoma or aacrifice the protection of the environment ia a
very valid amcem.

1
l

Aa shawna •aid, chi• i• 15

organiaation•a llhilitiea tc;t,;deliver the goocla and aervicaa tb&t
1

0

they're paid to delivtllr.

That'& out of our control.

It'•.

-..w.,. ... ,.._

7

e.tl.fMof

~

.........,

20

19

2

baaed on the aalariea eatllhliahed by tbe state gavensment, t:or

partie• involved, and I M:Nld aey tb&t can be juat aa important

the -loyeea of tha Diviaion, and thare ia allaolutely no -y

here.

that -

they only owe a t:ev hundred dollar•, then dle adndniatrative

can effect that.

So, I think it ia a little bit

COIIt ot: cutting chec:ka overcome• dlia.

if tha efficiency and turnover and all tha othar factora are

DIIQ in the great a1:ridea that thay lleve made in """"'ging tha

iq)rond at the .... time ..... and,, of course, I thiDk

It: you bad

DO

cantrol OV'elr that, we may not actually

out, coming in OV'elr quarter• inatead of aanually.
5

Again, there ia another point here about the state
appropriatiana.

If

ya.1

Leghlature can hide it, with tile ida& of taking it.

look at the relative DUIIIbera that ,have

So, if we can have cme- fourth ot: the inccne in one-

presented to U8, the state appropriation ia allft08t. in tbll

raunc!-ot:f ana.

Tba blunt

fact ia that the Title V program ia a cash cow for DBQ, and we
all know that in tha paat, .men tha """""Y baa been there, the

experience tha gaina that- aeek.

bee~

But in order to aaaiat

fiD&DCea, it •a appropriate, I think, to b&ve the money spread

everyone vill admit the aalary ia tha thing that i-ove• that.

fourth the yaar, I think it -.ld aolve that problell.

It ia ooe... twentietb ot: the Title V fee•.

elao let DBQ manage tbllir t:inancea better.

It -.ld

And it would alao

Wbetbar tb&n ia atate appropriation or DOe, I thiDk ia

allow COIIIPaniea who pay tremandou• ill -- hundred• of thoUaanda

irrelevant.

of

It thia ia

a tate, that ia great.

liD

effort to get mre - y froao tha

But if tha citizen. ot tha a tate all

IIUt ee ygu all know, it ia

doll&r~~

a year in t:eea, to spread out their tee rate .

lfObocly -.ld lika to

beMfit f"""' tile program, tben the citiaena ahould all pay.

a~aka

a IIIDZtgage pa)'N!It for an entire yaar

all on Jarwary 1at or April lat, ao, t.hia ia the same concept o

very, very eaay for r..gialature to

pass fee progruas tb&t ettect rate payu-s ot: tb.on fees a•

All of these thinga we'll be putting in a letter to

oppoaed to the general public.

aulnit formally.

And the laat thing I'd Uka to ll&ka ia a auggeation

s

It

aU-suided to aay that we can ju.t add 17 people, and in effect,

DOt

1

"l'be ccmpany doe• not have to pay a quarterly fee.

But I """ted to get it into _the record today,

becauae I think they are iooportant ccncerna that need to be

that I made before, which ia that tha praviaian be put into

addro""ed by, not only the Air

thia progru, ao that whatever fee i• decided on, whatever fee

Finance SUbc:amdttee, and &lao the DBQ o

ia ult.imately paid,

that we, vithout a lot of effort and • lot of work, we M:Nldn't

c:&D

be paid quarterly ina teed ot: a.rumally.

'ftlia doe• several things that I think are beneficial for all

1
7

be here today talking about it.

~ality

COUncil, but alao tlla
And again, I rauat aay

And I really do appreciate

Jl

everything that' 1 been done to date.

2J

The cooperation hal been

behalf of Wierhouaer and we both reiter&ted the f&ct that we

excellent. and I think we are -- I think we're headed in the

want the State of Oklahoma to have a good program, and we feel

right direction.

we have an advantage to having a good permit program for

Thank you.

MR. DYJCE:

public?

My additional conmenta from the

MR. D!EitY:

My name is David Emery, I'm

like to echo a little bit of vh&t Bill i1 aaying.
have done a wonderful job.

the accountability.

the reaourcea to do that.
I would

in~

you can

need to do.

lie

You guy•

So, acCOWltability that you talked about thi• !DOming, I think
ia the key to getting aome kind of fwld.ing done.

talked about

n::~re

vill all work out.

feea.

I •m aura thh

There ia going to be acme give and take,

but I think acme ac:c:ountability, just a 11t'tle better
explanation of where the $6l'J, DOD. oo shortfall for the minora

We • re not aaking you guy• to come out like beggar• and aak for
But it ia an accountability of vh&t the nmey ia for.

Buainea•e• do not want t.o write a blank chack.

...)

becauae we juat don't know what you are doing with the money.

I think B .J. had some good pointo earlier

when ahe aaid buaine•• doean•t like to pay any

But you a.re alway• going to have

trouble getting induatry to just give you a blank check,

'Ihia ia much, 1111.1ch better tM.n la•t

I think you know what -

· money.

And when you get a permit •pplic&tion

actually get a permit back in a timely M.Mer. then you need

repre1enting the Rn.vironmental Federation of Oklahoma.

time.

industry.

David?

are and would be very helpful in explaining why we need highar

so, I think

fees.

you•va done a real good. job on Title V, it doe• look better.

MR. DYJCE:

But. on the minora, you know it• a hard-- it'• hard

Yea, rna•am.

MS, MEDLEY:

Just a quick c:crrm.ent.

I think

l

to unde:ratand, I atill don't under•tand why there ia a
$637,000.00 ahortfall in the program u

waa no Title V program at all.

2

it would exiat if there

'tr1011 1 t.

hopefully, that -

l

you are goi"!! to handle that.

on.

Obvioualy, we would all prefer for our coat.• to go
1

down, but at the aame tirre, we did thia a few year• ago, I

'

apoke on behalf of Total Petroleum, and Jeff Wallerd apoke on

1
7

7

c:an call you and gat a copy of that so we

can readjuat our camnenta, if wa want.ed to, I don't know how

I think you're

going to hava a hard time convincing them, therefore to pony up
..oney.

I ... wne,

produce a little more information a.ncl get it down.

And it may be airrple, but if I

d.oa.'t undar•tand it, maybe other pecple

we'll know a lot more •• they -- between now and December,

other thing I

~ld

like to aay ia, I appreciate

the fact that i.nduatry cloe~F't want to -write a blank check.

Firat, you haven• t been -writing a very big check and certainly
Glln•tr ... ...,..,.
li'.... UJM.-.rt.M.~

..........

Jl

in Title V, aince this program atart.ed.
p,aying for it now by having to adjust.

dowP. the 1 ine, and you are having it

ADd I thiDlc: we are

I think -

mistake in the begimli.ng, and I juot think -

induatry, •• thia Title V program ia a cash cow.

people to run thia Title V prngr....

But I do feel that indu.atry ia being overseen by Air

Well, in my opinion. the figure• apeak for thamaelvea

Quality. Yea, because it' a a federal law, but a lao -- and a

a• far a• how many people that w have. and how' 1Nlny pexmita

atate law, but alao they're the one• polluting, therefore they
have to help pay for permitting and so forth.
alway• need to keep remembering that.
pay, alao, aa we all know.

that we have c:om.ing up, and what the caae load or the permit

And we j uat

load ia per peraon.

And we aa taxpayer•,

It' a not right to

or act, if you •re going to have something good, if you're going

ove~load these people that we have with •o much work.

to hava something dane right, you are going to have to pay for

havan• t even gona into the real detailed and beavy duty permita
in Title v aa we atated thia I'IDEDing.

it. ·I think wa all need to come up vith, you kaaw, a little

better idea and hopefully 1aduatry 1111d all of ua (inaudible) .

So. what • s our future

goi>19 to be for thoae people that are qualified to do that?

l

will have to aay that it ia refreahing to aee •ome figurea, now

But I think at the end -- I think in the end va' ll aee t.ha.t

c.hat we have a c:ba.nge in direction with the

we'll have a pretty good. budget.

arNJUnt.

budget.

Par )'EI&ra, we've never aeen a

MS. BU.TON1

thi• tee

-~

My name i• Hadine Barton, I'm with

Title V fee proceaa !rom ita birth.

of thia

eancur with Mr.

mao.ey that we had ia. '9'J, that deficit, and~ we have: •

Nacli.ne?

CAS:B:, Citizen' • Action tor a Safe Environment.

director~

And I would have to ~~ I would have to

I

Fi•hba.ck about all of a audden, you kDow. that big amount of

It would be nice to aee one.
MR. DYD:

And we

1
0
l

2

ADd I will •tate again, aa I did thia

morning-, I feel that thia ia a moral issue.

so, it'• ju.et, like it

·more detail on. the figures. and then I think va'll have a

l

And that, you

krlow, we have a great program here, we don't need any more

Again, I don't want indu•try up•et about paying any

'"~indivicluala

And I hope that the

State of Oklahana, with aoma of the COftiNinta lll&de previou.ly by

all need to

realize that.

more.

DOW.

BPA can •ee wba.t wa, the citizen•. a.re up agaiDBt here in tha

lll&de a

I have watchad
And a• I aaid

different., you knoW, why do we have: t.bat difference?
But I will aay that it is act right for tha ini!uatry
to be the one that paya for the aalariea, • M.jority of tbe

thia morning, when you all voted tor one of the loweat fee• in

aalariea ot at:a.te employee•, to baaically enforce themaelvea.

the 11nited States, that you """'ld have problema when it came

And it baa been •een time &nd. again, both federally and in

25

\ 8tate iaauea, that hOW' ia the beat way to get away with

-

MS. BARTON~

iamenae

enough people to run the program. to write the permits, to do

going dawn -- what • • going on dOwn tb.are.

the enforcement and to go out.

paying ·- an induotry, hallo, yw are IUI>Iidizing them.

So, therefore. you don't -- you

don't, yw know, yw can get &W<ly with pretty ••u:ll wl>at yw
want to.

&ltlOUnt

said in bar apeoing ateteNJ1t ccaceming o•ooe.
thoR indultriu that

to be incorrect.

At tha beginning of ywr

MS. MCIIATEI<li-IQilWliJSI:

sane iatrUU regarding

~

get it "" tbe record, .:bout tb.a c::anM.Dt period.

Am I

to extand thia """""""t period, -

I don't

Mit. IIYICII1

\IUU\t

ota~.

1
0

I - r bringing up

l

pallutiOD wuld actually be najor oourcao.

1

•

And one thing about tha miner

oourceo that baan•t beim """'tioned todey, io Olief Supply,
which ia -

1
5

Gre«May.

MR. MBDLBY:

to

We•ra establishing a

so, - 'll continue tb.a canaent period that • • open

zt•a a nice

I - a d like to reapand to

-inoo, and I•• going to taka off my Clcw\cl.l hat and put on my
o:u.ll hat for: a little while if it• a all right.

I didn • t want

people to get tb.a ·i!Dpre11ion that all tha indultry is doing
thing• underhanlle4ly.

State of Oltlab<lml..

-- what io it7

aupPOrta a good progratO fen: tha

00r.11

lle've peid ""'ll <Nerone and""" quarter

million dollar• in Title V"}ee• since it•• inception,

-i.ro.-ntal name.

1
7

want

if ao, for llov long?

COomlent period.

Mit. IIIWIBCICY,
1

1

1
5

I

Are yw going

today until Decemller lat .

would have to lower

our JMjor source dafinitior\.1, so that those that emit lua

MS. JU>JI'l'OII:

t hear

Of courae, we • 11 take QCIIlaelltJI at. the Maring

.. December lat. .
on the 15th.

nationally, and talking a1lco.lt attai.-nt i&IJuea and that i f -

w

e&n 1

.,.,._.,t period, a written CCIII!Ient period to end on Decembllr 1 •

and transportation issues

vera to designate a non.attainment area.

•

I'm ao:rry~ Frank, l

Prank COnley, III!Q Board.

Mil. COIILSY:

That """"' of

correct in reiterating your statement, basically?

Prank?

yw.

a:n doing tha man polluting have not.

i:leen effectively policed wb.are ozone ia """""""'d.

Make

Prank Ccnlay, DEO Board,

THI UPORTBR:

7

them, ot what • a

So, they oboul.d be

A<:lcll.tional =->ta?

Mil. com.sy,

And I will refer to one of tb.a things that sb.awna

poliet~

Tbat '• all I hAve to aay.

Mil. I!Yial:

we have to haw more

pjOOple.

1
l

of time from DEQ, juat to

them pay their own way.

And that's the way it has been going on since we've

beim going into thi• Title v program.

1
2

Greenway, you lu\otw, baa taken an

wt>atever yw can i1 to de-fund a program 10 yw don't have

1
7

dooeo tha beat ""' can to prctect tb.a environment.

And OOt.ll

......

And I think

.......,.

.....UW......,.JIIN'h_.

28

27

- t iuduatry in tb.a atate dooea that.

lie 110.y be talking a1lco.lt

MS ~ MYEIUI ;

~l.abcma.

tbe <m.Yi...,.,_nt and tb.a state of

2

MS. JWmllf:

I -.ld lika to rupand beck.

yw•ve gOt to taka tb.a bed with tb.a good,

.:Jiult

Mil. DYJCBo

7

..,

~Md.itionel

--..,

I

MS • Mn:RS:

...lcome ywr

.,_,to

that -

MS. I!IWCB•

I' 11 ent.art.aia e motion that tbia

quaatiaa. Do ""' !law to put in this thet. tb.a

~

period io

t..b.il\k for thia purpoae, the

MS. I!IWCB:

'
1
1

atat-nt in tha record will be aufficient.
1

l

~.

Mit. IIIUIISat:

Well, I' ll enl:ert.in a

IIIOI:ion.

~

I ao

Mit, FISIIBACitt

mc:we.

addreosed?

MS. liYBIIS'

'tea.
Hr.

Mit. 111LSOICo

1
7

oro.•.

Dr.

Dll. lliiOSZ:

Aye.

MS. ll1lllCB'

Hr. Breiach.

of thio ,..eting.

Sbcu.ld it be Sb.awn.a?

Wiloon.

Aye.

MS. IIRI.lCB:

""·

David, i f I IDly, do yw have

can yw designate •omeone to whom tb.aae """""""'" llhould be

1
7

Aye.

MI. Myero.

Mil. BllllCih

Mit. 8UISat,
MS. JCYDS:

Hr. a r . - y .

Mil. IIIWIIICitY'

David,

record?

z

CODtinue this i t • to tb.a next regular -ting,
Myma, call the roll.

-ing on tb.a lot of D e - r . or is that otat...-t ·in tha

KK. DYJCI:

We've got a moti<::l:l and a aecond.

MR. BltXISOI:t

7

it.c be conti- until tb.a """t regular meeting.
1
0

8e<:ond •

MR. BIWIBCitY:

we

in writing,

MR.. BRBISat::

I Milke a 1n0tion that we CCIQt.inue

5

A<:lcll.tinnal """""""t• from tha public?
frao tb.a COUncil today?

continue ....

um:.il the - r moet.ing.

have to take it along with tha good.

queotion~

Wit

I'• .orry, Sbaroc. I can't b.e&r

yw.
l

ncogniH o:u.ll, but thare a:n """"' bed people out tb.are, bed
induotriel out tb.are, -

I flAke a motiaa that

THB UPOR.'l'Eat

lika with any profezoion, wbatb.ar tloero io - o r • and lawyer•,

gue•• wbat,

~y.

Mil., PISIIBAO:t

a f-, but IIIOit indlJotry triU thair belt tO do wbat' I good fOJ:

BUisar,

Aye.
That c:onclude• tha baaring portion
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COIINTY OF OICLAHC»>A

I, ODUSTY A. MYERS, C.rtified Shorthand Reporter in

and for the State of Oklahoma, do hereby cart ity that the above
proceeding• are the t:rut.h,

the

whole t:ruth, and nothing but the

truth, in the proceedings aforesaid; that the foregoing
proceeding was taken by

1M

in shorthand and thereafter

tranacribed under my direction1 thAt aaid proceedings wa• taken
on the lOth day of oetober, 1998, at TUlsa, Oklahoma, and thet

I am neither att.onwy for nor relative of any of aaid parties,
1

nor otherwise intereated in said proceedings.

0

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my band and

official seal on this,

the 4th day of November, 1998.

CIIIIIS'I'lf A. MYER.S, C. S .P..
Certificate No. OOllO
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AIR QUIU.ITY DIVISiat

STATE OF OXLAJICioiA
IIR. GIUI"r ltiLPATIUCK - IGMIIER
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TIWISCIUFI OF I'ROCIIBIIDGS

l.

MS. MEitiUTH SUIGBLL • MEMBER

3

Mil. olOII!. lfiLSOif - MIIMBBa

4
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0

MS. SJIIWlN IIYliU • MEMBER

0
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Mil. Jalll:D IIIWIBCXr - IIDIBER

IUIDI&Taa:nC., IIII881C. DIWlft'ClllY MD .aaGioL
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Dll. LMRY CNITBil - 1/l:CII CHURMAN

-.zc

cac

IIIIMDIII
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252a1oo-7

2

Jilt. IIDDill TIIIUULL - DDIIICroll

1
0

1

ll1llltliiiiM ROCIII

S. OICLIUII:MA crrr•

liS. llltJIII7. llllllCII - SIICIUmiRY

. 11.

l'lllllln'8 70 «*, D8CDGIBR 15, 1ttl, AT lrGG P.M ..
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1

Jilt, Jalll:D J1YD - I'IU7fOCOL OFFICER

10.

·~

JD[U)

Mil• Bn.L IIIUIISOI - OIIUIUWI

'·

n.1"ftl J'M:JLITXIIII
IIIJIILIC IIIIMDIII CW: 212a100-I-1.7

1
0

Dll. l1lliD GROSZ - MEHBD

7.

1
1
2

OICLAIICIIA

1
4

1

1
5

1

4

5

JtBliORTBD BYI Olrbt.y A. llprl,

c:aa

j

1
7

1

7
-~.ana

t4UI 721-2•a

.~------------------------------------------------------·
data eudl.t.a a year, IUI4 about. ISO iniiU\DO!lt. preciaian cbecka.

' D i e - iU..., tile

Mil. DID1

1

-

a,

cw:

ia IU.

cw:

cw:

~

2

252•100-7, - t . a fcc lliDar

I'd U.lra to at.ut: tile

~U...

cculd bold """

_.u..,. 8114 -

If ,..

'

Okl-.
1
0

-ills·

w. haw

llid-COIIt.iMIIt. Oil IIDd -

IIWii.... AdYiaary ~-

Aaaociat.t..., IUI4 t.ha -11

Clopiu of ~ -

IIDd at.aff'•

n._.ea an coauiiMcl in t.bll Ooullcil padoat.a, IUI4 I botH...,.
t.bq•n bon aa t.bll rr...t. deak.

Clopiu of tiiU pna..,t.at.ian of

t.botH - - will bot - - illl:o t.bll t.cxky.
I ~d Uloe t.o bagin by t.alkiDI o11cut. tile Air
1

3

~lit.y

1
4

77 CCUDI:iea.

ngudiag ..... WDl"kload.
Aaat~n~~<>~ graupa

an -nt.iag 41

oit.ea acroaa the at.at.e.
1
7

-ton

Qaznllt.ly -

w.

~ly

llaait.oriar IUI4 Qualit.y

111&t.•a-.

.-.a:

aituatiODa, Title v

t

'Die ,... ..., w ...,.. ole to maintain t.hia lawl of COIIPliance

1
0
1
1
1
2

50

'rbat.' a •HO l.Mpect.iana, in 1110et.

•

8CI.IZ'C'-a,

ou.t of •2s to 450 Title V aourcea .

w. an aot. iMpect.iDs all of """ Title

V at>UrC~~a in a

year.

inapect.iQDI, wbich ,... "'I in t.ha 340 r - . wu botca\llle ,..
11t.ilind a.- of our IID(cc.,.....t. at.aff to crcea-t.rain t.o halp
... tbclle i_.,r.i....

0

a.prdiag f«Nl

Ulforc:t~~MDt.

act.iCIIUI br our

IIDf=-t. Group, ,.. Mint.aiDed a reucool>le lawl than with
33 a o f _ . , act.i.... , fonal Ulf=-t. act.i""" lut. year.

1
4

ilaf=-t.t... botn

OlrnDt.ly, t.hia -- the

l ...t. that.'• - t . , . . perf~ l&at. year.
f...,. t.ha year botfore.

Diviaiaa . . _ . . , a et.at:ewide ...,.... . apen.t.iag in all

I ~d Ulra to - - -

to talk about. ia t.ha

perfamiag 340 c:cavli~ iDII*'t.i"""· at.

CQopliaDce S.ct.ian b

I' 11 poillt. 011t. tllet. t.hh -t.t.er w.a fint. brought.

f:n. t.bll ~ n4arat.t... of

.z -

llof......-..t./CcotpUIDCe Bect.ian.

UGt.l.l tile at.aff 11u

botfore tile OOwK:l.l .., tile ~ 20, Uta

20 botfore t.ha year ie 011t..

'Die DDt. area

pAMDt.acl. all of it.• a ilaf-t.t..., it. - . 1 4 - tiWiga WDl"k

o:-iw4 public -

w. ba'VOI a44e4 1 1 - Ill 2.5 -tton.

an eit.har •-ait.e cc will bot an-ait.e alxKtly, 8114 I think

our total will bot

today, IIDd there

-rt.cxky.

addit.ian to t.ha exiat.iag -t.=iag oit.aa, w ha'VOI a , _

prcgru fcc 11112.5.
'Diey

252t100•1-1.7, -.l.t.a fcc JUt 70 - ·

will bot a_..l ~e ~ .., botMlf of at.aff.

'

"DIJ.a ia an area wbere ,.. _.t. Mint.ain t.hia 1.....,1 of aervice.

1

252•100-J-2.2, llagiat.n.U..., - . a t . :ruveat.aey

IIDd Aa1IU&l Qperat.iag - ·

hc:illt.iaa,

._.sa

111&t. w.a t.ha • - u

t.ha yaar before, lout t.hat. ,... -

25 r,_ t.ha pnviCNII year.

a!>CIIlt.

1 wwld like t.o at.at.e t.hat. ,.. clo

1

5

at. l1 -toriag

1

an pooliag about. UD

'

-

74 aor......-..t. referral• w.it.iag to bot - - - - ·

1141SJ.e. clo

ya1

ba'VOI aoyt.hiag to odd in that. ana 7

IIR, Tllltltl:I.L 1

W.ll, I ooigbt. odd that. W la>oW of

1
7

n')

at leaat two area• where enforcement ia going to bt!l iqtOrtant

to CCII'I8 in and do a certain amount of inapectiona.

We don•t

in the c:aaing year.

believe tMt•a an appr-QS)r1ate role for them, unleaa

we cannot

One of them i• the Inspector General' •

Report that we juat iaaued to COngre••.

I don't w&nt to go

get to thoae that le9'itimately need to be done.

into a lot of detail with it. but what it baaically aaid waa

"We

that in the region• they audited and the atatea they looked at,

need• to be done. becau•e they do need to be inapected.

there waa a deticiency in the
effort.

c~lianc:e

and enforcement

thinga happening.

one,

ouraelvea.

a change in the aigniUcant viola tara

ti~~~ely

and appropriate !Jilidelinea.

don't really have a lot of argument to their point that it

1

99, we thiDk tbat DA ia goi.Dg to eake a

work out aOMtbi.ng where we ahare our reaourcoa in acme type of

Once

faahioa, ao that tbay all get. iupect.ed..
Mit. DYXB:

rea~

varke<l l74 or

effort to iuaure that the atataa ara following that guidel!De,
and the haaner

we 1 re RUppoaecl to

laat yaar.

our

be u.ed i• rithboldiog of

1

on. that, to
•'
NJte au.r. it ia not a oneroua type overaight requireiDfl:nt foi

1
1

We Deed to do a lot of work with them

on the Etlli.aaioaa

on the liat i•

CUrrently w. baWl al:KJu.t 1600 fac::ilitiea

~tory.

'lhat group. of course. collect•

the emiaaioaa for the criteria of pollutants. they do our

1n0ra of a reaacauable requirement to iniUre the program il done

umual billiag and c:ollectiag of Ulbaiona feea.

in a proper fashion.

area where ..,. cannoe rec1uce aervicea .

1
1

Bmiaaioaa IrN"eneoq.

0

l

l

"'bb other item

i• ttw

priori tie• for the year 2000.

nati~l

initiat.iv.a for t.ha

Ne juat got bac:k frcm. • natioaal

4

meeting where_ it

Will

agreed that the regicrld abc:Nlcl work with

__

the atetea to aet prioriUea, and to work togetbar IUld to pool
reaourco• .

Nhat that. me&n8 ia that ia order for tha regeat.8 to

.

baw an overai9bt priority io the at.atea, they .,.,t to be able

lfe

lie reaolvad all of tboae within the time linea

"'l1la next area here that I b.a'Y'e

lAck of. a:nt'o:rCWDent c:ould caoatitute thlm\ to withbold

grant mooey.

Tba next itelll here ia O:::a;llainta.

w aaoiated io variW>!Il74 COIII(Ilaiau atatewide

aatabliahed by tha a!Jency.

earmarked 105 money, grant IDCI\ey for eDf'orcement, or lack
thereof.

~-

But. it we can•t. we•re probably going to hav. to

tho8e are iaauedt Wieh w. upect to bappea aaatime in the
firat half of

But we

feel like if we can get to them. we need to be doing them

One or the thing& they wanted to tie it to waa t-wo

policy, and aho the

1

In that eaae,

aua:t be -- it auat be better.
1
4

better.

Tbia ia an

Our EDU.aaiOAa Inventary

It'• got to continue to be

AJ:J.y IROdeli.Dg t.ba.t' • cloae for attaiDinellt.

...,...tt.au-nt, for O'l'AG, ia 90ing to be utilizing l:heae

1

5

inventoriea.

1

theao.

'

We've got to nfioe

tballl &Dd. CODtiaue to

wrt on

At t:hia tiDIII&' I'll go ahead and look at Rule• and

1

7

fWUI. . . . - . . . _ . . . . . . . . ,

--.,
~------------------------------------------------

our

PlanoiD!i.

Rule• and P1aming Group b

of our SIP activitiea.

Moat of

GroUp fnn the rulea that

yo11

so. w

reapooaible for all

know the llulea and Plaming

w bri.Dg in befora

the COWicil.

1

lla aloo are

'!My

initiativa, which ia to raviaw an4 oorrect, clarify all of our

a rula that ilm:>lvao 110J1Y rul&Nking c:llaDpa •

~

llat, lOOO.

MR. TIICMIS:

oa Scott 'ftlcalu

will be COOling befora the Coullcil.

My DU18 ia Scott Tbanoa, I'IO the

preaontly hava a at.aff of 5 people woriW>!I in the

z:ulea unit.

Ne are mainly &aaiated by B&Ebara Hoffman,

· like to take thi• opportunity

been doing a good jab.

we •r• 90ing' t.o probably

baWl to add ataff or get prioritie•

aCilftMibare at.r&ight to handle it. all.
l

frca~

t - different oourc:ea.

We're g•tti.Dg the rulea
ODe ia """t I -.ld call

J·

really

1

.,..... OklllliOal& drivan !lo&la &Dd prioritiea.

4

would ba prioritl.ea f1'011 IIPA.

lla far u

tbe aecoDd oourco

our Okl.-

W•

g••

an al•o receiving a

lot of prap011ed rulea frca ttw Eovironnental Protaction. Agency.
Generally w. c:oaaider th&le in moat caaea to be UDfunded
.and.ate• beoauae there ia n.o -.oney to •••ociate it vitb.
Buically, if .,. dan't do tbie, IIPA will, iD 111011t all of theae

1
0

ca.a:e•.
-

1
1

of the rule• that

""'ll ba

lookin!J at in l:he

near future iA thia category would include Mdie&l wa•t•
incineratara.

~

rule• th&t -=uld be u.oc::iated wit.h the I

hour osooe ataadard in TUlia or Oklahoma Cit.y 90 nonattainment,
which io very lilcely.

I'd like to point out iD tbia caae, -

Ny bava to aubllit a aat, if "" - · to !10 the traD&itioa
route for 'l'Ulaa cr Oklahou. Clty. •• ..rly •• Nay of 2000.

we

priaritie• for eatahliahing rulea, wti 1 WI been d.:lnc:ted. ••

would bova to ida>Ufy ...,...et.ai.ao&Dt araaa aa aarly a• .JI.Ily of

ll&vid aaid, by the Legialature to raviaw all our rulea by

next.

Dece-r of lOOO.
7

7

But thUe ia a lot 1110ra to do.

"'nlare ia a lot of rul•• c:c:mi:ng down the pipe, and.

1

canpna101:a, &Dd natural gaa lifl!:lid.a.

11M I'd

now to t.hank them, th8y'v. really

'!Maa will iDclude in tha

CZ'\I.Ihen, c:c:acrete_planta. •lprhalt. pl&rlt.a. oil and

upcoaLng rulemaking activit.iea that we aee before ua on: t:bia.
lli9ht now -

n•a
oft

oear future c:hrcme electroplating, gomeral NIIUf&eturin!J, rock

Pro!lnDI Director of the Analyaia &Dd Ill'leotory llecticn in the
Air Q.tality Diviaicn. ·I'd li"'l to juat briefly deacribe the

aue ri!jbt

the ba~, it' a going tO 1DV01Y& aavar&1 Panlita by RUlea that

"nl&t iD itaalf ia a pretty

lit tbia tiN, 1 VOlld li~ to call

to talk about aane: of the oth8:r tlt.iDg"a goiDg oa ia tbat area.

5

forvard with the &9;eDCiea direct:iw

aDd 90d• of the panait """'tl.mma, "!~Ulatory ~inuwa.

"!!Ulaticma by

1

!IOiD!i

are &lao reopazwible for woriW>!I em the lleWoag' and llewrlte

big teak,

~"' '!

loolt for 16 ,.,..., COOling through, aa far aa the pendt

far aiq>lificatiaa in the Revrita/llewralg &Dd ao forth.

lli!jbt now -

hava done 10 of the l ' rule•.

yee.r.

'l'bat take• quite a bit of •taff ttm. and ~.

It • 1 too early to aay what thoee rule a -- what would be ia

10

those rulea. but very likely vill conuin ...UaaiCX\ lillliutiona

general vor.k. "'ch •• the newaletter end Nintaining: our web

for VOC and NOX aourc:ea .

page.

Other thinga that are out there are ....

EPA • a

propoaed

I'll go back now to pennitting, and I would like to

new aource reviev requirarent rulea are auppoaed to be out in

the opring, aa

-u

aa

r~ional

(inaudible! rulea,

in hiatory a little bit, in thia area right here, •n and ''•·

eatAl:tliab Hd.aaion budgeta for MObila aaurcea.

w atarted wrapping up vith people.

V. WCJU.ld. alao

trelnendoua, treraendoua backlOJ of permita at t.bet t i - .

categoriea iD a 10 year period chat DA faJ.la to praa1lgate in.

c!idD•t have urt trac:k.iJ3g ..cbani•u.

_wlea -

..,..king wry ...u.

can ... CIOIOing &Ml f1UI lll'A iacl\lda

eiacell-. induatrial and

~cial

7

incinerator wlea,

Headleaa to aay, we • n

cc:aing ckMl tbat I\ ndaaed..

. _ d vit.h ..,..k ,,in t.hia araa.

1
1

MR.;·

-

going to t.

dJ.d

alternate aourcea for funding and -

the

Alert l'ZOgr.... and

....n

1

i~r~»l....-nt:ed

a great deal of training.

In •' '

We &lao

1
1

-

-

......, voi"!l to do tbe prQ!JrU.

~iati~

vit.b UA, on

learned -

llhat -- wa beaically.

to do it.
ID 't7 WI iaaued. 17 Title V penaita.

Dl8t of thoae, if .not all of tbesa, ....n

ADd I'm aure

aaaoc:iated with that

1

vitb tile N::T:/:J, pzobably • lot vitb N::1:/:J

l

wry firat goaaeral operatiDg paraait tor crude oil and natural

1

gea tb.llt -

•
1

in tile flltun.

.,

• ' ' and • t7.

~

1

5

1

diacuaa tile Lead Band

'nloo Special l'r'Ojecta 'CJAit ooordinate our Clean Air

vit.h tilet.

tillloliDea tor onaving

atarted ..arking on our firat Title V pandt.

1

We baw a Lead a&aed lteint Grapb aaaociated

hJ.nt PRgru.

any

iqll-ted ttt.liDea end vith

0

Special Projecta.' 'nloo spacial Project& Group doea ...,. • ..,..

2

Wa didn't bave

ouc. ,_ -

We

aae, but it waan•t

tile iacnued ataff and tboH """ tiMliDea, mocJutd out a lot

'IIWik you.

I'd lite to c:ontiaue on here with

DYJCB:

tboae tiW>ge

W. ha4

of t.bolle ~tA, abau.t; 100 ar ao in • J5.

I •• nre there are aQII'Ie rulea out tben that are

1

We alao knew ..,. had a

ba involved in pnm.algatiD9 llkC't atand&rda for tile aourc:e

drilling part& and reclaiMra, inciDer&tara.

0

Going back

transportation and contcmoity rulaa, in which wa wa>ld bave to

~r

1

The blue ia

Non-Title v permit&, tbe yellow ia Title V permit&.

pathol.ogieal iacinerator .:ulu, bi_.te iaciuenltar rulaa,

7

put up aOM infoi"'U.tiCX\ CX\ our peXlllitting program.

5

put in firat tbiD!J.

,_t' a wbera our firat Title v

filing& _,. fOing to be, abviOOl&lY tb.llt' • ..t..re -

need to

I -.ld i-ine tbat it aaved a lot of effort, ateff

target.

nia group alao oaa:inteina and pi'Odqc:ea tile daily Pollution

1

tilllo end effort, and it pzobably aaved a lot of t i - and effort

Standard& Index, tha PSI ..-ery day.

'

a> tile' t.aduatry

'1'boy &lao do 11C1010 of our

1

aa - l l j

1

7

?

1~

11

In ltJI, it look& lilut - •n
Title v pand.t.a.
Title
2

v,

panaita

prq~ortioaal

-n..t. ia pzaba!ol.y

to tile tiM it takaa to do Titla

wraua thll lllllllber of ataff tbat- ...,.,
'l'be lut !tela

wark today.

GYW~r

My -

~

owr t.be paat par.

'
1
1
1

2

v pand.t.a vitbia tile tiM fruea

of inul.D!J tbe 'title

that -

egread to do ao vitb tile iqll-t.atia> plan.

A

Jl 'title

v

panaita.

Sixty-

m.non,

!Mlt geoeral operati.Dg

- r a l operating pandt ia aiqlly an autbarbation

to wark ar to operata under a panal.t tbat bu a1nady been
iaauad.

,.refore, tbe

u-

aligbtly to 500 or ao,

...,. to iaaua Title

v

pareita that

are

v• a.

Witb tb.ll Title v progru

r&MiAiD!J to be iaau&d, -..bic:b I

v

pendt application& beiDg received.

~red

to iaaue tboae parmita or

feel like that -

thll Urat Title

we iaaued upirea, which will occur in
will atUl b&ve r.maiDing

a~re

.,JUne of

'

1
1
1

1
2

1

ckla't bur tbat out exactly.

v

parall.t tbat

2002, that ..,.

in tbe neigbbol:'hood. of 100

'title v pand.ta tb.llt bave not been iaauad.

0

•...,. tnJ of thoae ...,. individo>al parall.t.a, tile nat of tbea
were all •yntbetic, not .-ynchetic

tile tiM -

I

7

- . r , --do not f . .l tb.llt tbe

-

pandte.

vone -

calculate to be alightly IIICIA than t.hia, bec&Wie I anticipate

Por tbat reaaon, WI baft incrua&4 the

wa baw iaauad

'ftl&t baa

fHl lilut tbat vill ~y vill COiltinue a> ~t

a - . n owr 400 Titla

'nloo Pe>:w.it - -

efficiency incneaea are toiD!J to be aufficient to - t tile

TO dAta

We iaauad --

ia Kay Biahop and :t baw

bu inatituted a DUIIIber of tU.-aaving and efficiency - •

efficiency of tile progru.

~ -

·- Title

our Titla v _ . . . . .

worlr.ed J>l'i...:ily in tbe Peraaita progna.

.

.

l

liD4 vitb tbat, :t•U call a>

'nloot•a our baclcl.o9.

HR. BISHOP:

panal.ta . - Y.,ar.
2

ben ia Z,4, ia tlbat we hav. to

'Kay Biahop to talk a little _ . -

7

v

of a lion-Title V pareit.

...,. iaauad hiatorically an average of &rOOlDd 'OO Han-Title V

TOOl can &lao tell tbat our otber ..,..k, - -

baa drqlped off qu.ite a bit.

directly

or about tvice tbe tiM

fOing to iaaua about ! l

'nloo llllllbera hen

aut t.be r.aaon that ia ia ~c:au••

tbe firat pareita tb.llt "" baw iaaued bew a11 been thll very

aiqlleat and leaat t i • COII8UIIIi"'J pamita.
daaign to giw ua 1110re -rience for """'n ...,... difficult parall.ta.

'111at - • c1cme by
do get to tbe

It'l anticipated that one of tbe

pandta tbat .--aina to be iaaued vill nquira in exceaa of

l

2,000 bouz'a to i•••• aad tbat aay be a very, a very

1

ca>aervative eatiMte.

•
1

...,. already iaaued

oae

It Could be IOldl 1azger than tilet.
Title

v

we

pal'lllit tbat bu required mare

to ia.... tile a;.tborbatiooa ia oucb lua t.h&D it ia to ta.... ..,

5

than 2, soo boun.

iDdiviclual paraait .

1

CC11la1&11ing Title v pandta an yet to be iaaued, except for thll

calculatiooa to date iDdicate

tb.llt a Title v paraait nqu.ina -tbinr over tvice tile ti-.

'1
7

All of tbe - t """'Plicated end timo

cme that .... ba.v. i•aued..

ll

We do not &ntieipate meeting the time tramee with the:

additional vaeancie• and the additicnal people. and: we lost

Pre•ently there are 2l engineer• on •t&tt.

$l50, ooo or DOney that went into running- t.he program in thf!

etatt that we have.

a great deal ot pemit

l o:r whola are eupervieor• and do not. do

writing, although they do 801M.

priiNLrily in develcping general operating permit.•. or Permit by

dollar a ton for my of the Tulea or Oklahoma, either one ot:
the '1\llea or City County Health

we aee coming hae already

otartecl, and that io oome of the Title v permito that have

a ton.
~

1BIIDy

of thoee may eorae back

We

~or

v

that that can be &i!J'lific:ant.

IIDcl 110108 atateo IIDtic:ipate u

permit upirea, but -

we WOI.Ild add a

doll~·.

w had. to refund that
Federal grant

we•w bad a

15 .... a

little over lS pereent reduetiOI\ ia federal granta. equallin!J

ftJ.Ctl •• to percent ot: the permit• needing acme type ot:

$4.·17,000 l••• 110DaY a year than we're receiving.

IIIOdit:ieaticn before the pe~t actually expirea.

of yw know, and aa llay and Scott both alluded to, • lot or

One of the reaacne -.by we • re

Mil. DYICB :

'

ber~

1
0

aak.ing for fee ad?,uatrnente and appropriationa baa to do vitb

together a reportt that ba•ically
expenditures.

••:r-

you've !JOt to reduce

You've got to reduce expenditure• beeau•• )'"C'U're

epending JDOra than yau.•re bringing in.

Oklahoola City COunty Health Depar""""'t, -

1

•tell oa>ey, """"Y thet they put into tha

That • • also halped ua get cur budget down to

1

etat'f to ckte.

l
2

aane extent, a lao.
'J'hia ia 'Where wa • re at today.

1

OJr org"anizational

BlaYeA of theta are

vacanciu of the agency. and ,.,. have to coati.au.e to keep

t

1

lie hired.

5

that inc:lwleo our legal ataff ancl tha oec:retary ia that area.

1

So, "

'

the &taft' into our vacancies, but we didn't ab8orb thl.

tho••

OUr aarreot level toclay of act:u.t.l people io 10t. aocl

vacant:.

loat $250,000 of
progra~~~.

What thio baa

A coneic!era])la redlletion in

c:bart toclay baa lll pooiticaa oa it.

Back when we abllorbed the

1
5

ADd •• mo•t

1

Tcday'a, thia year'•

buclg'etecl upeuclitureo, io 1.1 11illi01> clollaro le.. than "'"
spent in the fiacal year • ' ' .

aclcliticaal feo!eral IIIO!Idate io c:cnl.ng clowD.
&II'IOUD.ted to ia reduced •tat'f.

•ome at' these ite~. · kck in • " , the Financial Coftnl.ttee siut

'

of~ice,

lie clicl that tb:ough a c:reclit.

recluct.icm, ewer the laat tllree years,

clo -

~

if they went uru.

W. dicl, an4 then the next year. becau•e ~c rule did.

get •igned by the GOY'erao:t • •

$250,000.

~ficatioaJI befon the rttle

Departm~~:ne..

and decided not to •tay in bullineaa, then

already been i••u.ed are caniag bac:k tor moclificetiona,
cumot uticipate bow

t

I t you' 11 recall, or saM: or you migbt remember tha.t

- al•o remember that. time we had an option in our fees to add a

Rule, or working- vith the pexmit etatt.
An additional burden that

1

county.

Two additiOJ14l engineer• work

people -- "

peopla otber than cur legal ataff working

oa Air.

1

1

15
OUr OIOclel

. ODce more. I'a chazged to preeeat

ShaWDA Will talk about it in juat a IRinute,

fn proposals on,

1

yur wbic:h "'" buecl our fee requeoto -- our

add 1'7 or at leaat funcHog t.or 17
I"1'E' • is where we need to be to

~•c:anc:i••.

naaCIQable aocl - i • t • Air ()Jality fee•.

We thiDk 121

:ran our progra..

&iDea the october Cowlcil ..,etiii!J, "'"• va DOt oa one

J 1 11 poinl:

oc:cadcm. vit:.b the SU.ll Bu.•iaaee

out that "'" toclay bave 2l vacant poaitiona that previOWilY -re
tillecl.
._;. .. :.:

"'"n all not fillecl at oae tiN. but

Like I aay, they

pretty close to it.

'J'Wiaty-thrae vac:.uat

poa~it:ione, W

1

I •w got

.
·~

SUbcxlllnitt...

s

All Mr. Turill, Mr. Dyke, Mr. ,.,.,.., ancl Mr.

Biobcp have cleoc:ribecl previOWily, -

c:cntioue ~o face an

ai••ion.~

Thi• v.s recently calculated tor Uec:al year •' ' through •Jl,

JW a remi..Dder, ME". COl&III&D gave \1.8 a vary eiraple

total inoome for the agency. I

fee• to cover tbe coats to operate an effective Ur f)J&lity

1

"'

aorry, for the Divieion, for

., the Air Program on all sources ot: srrant• and fees.
.

income, the Title

v awoniea

received represent•

prograaa.

'l'he Title v

'4. percent of

yeara, f t ' " through

t

91.

0Jr expenditures for thoB! BIIIMI

hope to preaent
l
0

letiVi.ll!f

,1. l

percent of all CIJZ' expenditure•

CMtr that period of t i - .

l
1

year •

1

progr~~~~~.

2

ANI 1 think vith that, I •11 call on Sba""" to talk
1

about our mod.el year ancl cur £. . prcpoHla.
MS. MC:IIATBRS·JCIIliLOUSI:

Mr. O>al.nw>, Membera of

the D:xmcil, ladia• and gentlemen. l'm Shawna NcWatan--

IChalouai, supervhor of tha Special Air Project• Unit.
OV.rhaada: u•ed in this
hearin!J record.

pR~•entacion

Will be ID&cle part of the

cw: legl•latora wit.b. twa viable·

lie

opti~.

tile u1tim&ta dec:iaim to thee.

lie approached our fee propoaal by cleveloping • nooclel

years. total expe,nditurea for the Air JlrogrUl, Title v
ecpendituraa represented

See

Concurrent to thia fee propoaal, we haw requeeted

aclclitiou.l appropriatioaJI trooa tha Oklabano IAgiolature.

dl tbe in<:oDe _.,. got, -tc:hecl up vit:ti thoae partic:ular

l
2

hoel, aad. en CWO

iacrea•ixl!r .-.gulata<y bo=!eo, •• -u u ec:ozKmic: harclabipo.

other !Jraphic I woulcl like to put up.

ODe

~e:Latance

occ:a•ioaJI with the Air Quality Ccuocil 'a l'ioaDcial

'WJ asked

far 17 of those back in cur fee request proposal.

infoanation

our c:uznot fi.Mocial oituatioo and to re"""""'ncl

CCIICU1Wig

Due to c.ut• aDd 4ecreaaea that we have made to our
to adeqUately as•••• th& ea.ta to operate an effective

prograa, ,.. n a - to - l o p a ...octal year.

1M enpl~cl •

l

.,.,..._tiw apprcach by uaing bown anc1 ,.uurable c:bulgeo to

1

the

t

-t

poedl>le.

The fir•t exhibit 1• entitled Air Quality Diviaion -

l
5

- 1 Year Project:i.ona.

l

expeDHa aad iDCCIIM at curreDt fell ratu ror • model year·

'l

ra:n tbeae

7

twa number•.

With thia exhibit, "'" forecaot

we calc:ulata m a.anual •hortt'all.

,.;

'

17

18

Pleaae note that all incc:xne an4 expenaea are appropriately

over $1 llillio11 detaila to about $757, 000 for Non-Title v,

allocated to Title V and lfon·Title V.

$274, ooo for Title

In the e:xpenae projection. w uaed aa exiating lean
bac~

budg-et ancl added
prog-rata.
but

'41'8

it_. t..hat are needed to run an effective

In 1110at caaea. theM iteu: wre originally planned

our backlog, ,.. are uking for "" adcU tianal 17

"" oxpenao sr&Dd total of juot ...,.., 7.2 llilliOD.
- e • decail to 2. 7 llilliOD in MOD-Title

and a balf llillioa ill Title

app~iatiOD8 nt~~ain

amwally.

year.

v,

aillion to he -rated tbraugh &MU&l oporatiJis feoa.
Our l..ateat eatimat.e of the Title V ozo -.joe aourc:e

'n>eao

&lid allloat $4

fWida tllat will he billocl ia $20, 2".

v.

7

n>e i'Ulaa City llouDty COiltribuciOD ia Ul5, ooo thia
0

,,

at tbe $1.0 per tcm rat.a.

gen~~rate

~

_...ea.

of $17 .U per teo>.

of

.~,. :u. •

fO.U .,...r the c:urnnt
1

A aeparate requoat baa bHD •do to the Okl&baoa

Minor aourc:e -.ieaiDilll feea

v t ..

current r ..

Legialature for ~t:ioaal IIICID.iea t.o fWld the Regional Office

at 'l'Ulaa.

iato the total
a Title

CDJ.IItUt at art'IUDd $215. ooo

'l'he futun 9f 'thia i..Dcome at.re. . ia a.....,.t

queaticmahlo.

$4 and a halt: million t:raa our model year.

'tbia leav.a a remaining expen.e of almo.t $4.4

$13.200.

'lbia siv.,.

LOokiDil at the incaoe portiOD of the projoctiOD,
atate

at almoat

expe:1111ea

we then au!ltract out the Title v permit application teea at:

PTIIa, I Bnvi%omental Specialiat& and. ' llllgi.,..ra.

7

v

With thia, I l>rins for.oam the Title v

Fee Calculation.

cut. wban revem.aea d.ecreaaed.
Given

v.

The eoconcl exhibit that I have ia entitled Title

ax

a4juo-.

the

DeW

too

lie divide the hilliJis

,.. -- the ataU :noCOOIII8Jida
lie c:cmpara thia teo to the

aM t.bat. iavolvea aa. increaae of
-~~ c:ooobiaacl with the current $0.21

Staff n - that thia c:lwlge

occur

per

languap COilt&inocl ill OAC 252:100·5·2.2(bl (21 (BI.

BogiOIIing January 1, u , , the amwal operating fee tor Part 70

about $244. 000

eourcaa allall he $1?.5' per teo>

. . collect abou.t $:1iO,OOO in permit

ot r.suleted pollutant for f . .

calcW.atiOD.

1

l

-lic:atiOD fooa ....-J.ly, $81,200 of .mich ia f""'" Title V

1

panlit&.

Title

4

v

or

.Uoaioaa

~1

Ple&H aot.e that t.bla at.aff :nCCIIDeDdation differa

operatiDs fooa - a t e

1

ftdoral !I"IUlt

contrii:Ntioaa llavo dec:nue in n'*'t yeara, but PY "

C<lwl<:il -tiJis.

-ct•

'n>e !l"aod total of iDcana ia juot Dftr $' .1

1

$1.1 lllilliOD.

'

llilli011 llDIIU&lly.

OUr abortfall, our

1

.,...,.11 abortfall of

juot

ID reapoD8e to -atioaa raiaocl iUid
by the COUDcil iUid FinanCial SUl>coomdtteo

:<11-Ddati.oaa 1

7

'1

- . .•• ataff naligDOd ~ atruma &lid nvilited - · •
that loa4 to a c1Dwnward~;a4juotii6Dt to the Title V

7

'~--------------------------------------------------~
u

-ther

r....,.,_DdatiOD.

Tl>e thil'd exhibit ia entitlad 111nor ~ Pee
CalcW.atioa.

Tl>e n - f. . ..., daterlliae4

w briJis f - . . 1

l'rall the IIIOdol yur,

of f2. 7 llillioa,
auuu.

w.

-·,

U

~o

fOllCMil

the MOD·Titlo V -aooa

w IIUbl:ract all toneaatocl

the .ajar aouroo t ...

w.

aubt.ract

.u....r

ouc:

iDdivl:dual

~iniag - - • •

ot

c

aRUZI4 f1 aillion to geaa.rata via lfOD·

'~ ·~ Title v ~Z'IIit iDC;~D~~ atrea....

7

SUff propoaea tbet ,.,. have two mechaniau to

g_,.to thia f1 llilliOD dollara, tbraugh pondt -lic:atiOD
t . .a &lid anzual _.ting f - .
tala of olliaaiODa curnntly.

w.

baw 24,407 lliDOr aourco

,

.,.lc:ulated coat.

_ . . , too

$l5.n per too.

Staff r..,....nda an &nml&l operating

t .. ot

l

fl1.01 per too iUid i...,._•• to iu4l.vidual pernol.t applicatiOD

1

fMa.

iUid t:hoo c:w:nnt teo

1
5
1

c
1
7

tor oacb indivict.aal llliaor
Pleuo nato thet TEIIM did

toaa a n d " " - 40 &lid t9 tOll&.

Tl>eoo pendt typeo ""'re

davoloped attu TBNC waa davolapod.

'n>eretore, t:hoo average for

all llinor """""" canatructioa perllita ia abawD for hath
.w..~

Plea. . aot.e tU.t without except.iOd.. t:.IM propoHd fee

1

ia lua thaD the calcW.ated c:cat of iaauiDs the permit.

2

1
l

Staff r a - tbat individual pexlllit application

t ...

c:lwlge in CIIIC 252•100·7-1(11 (21 iUid Ill. eo tbe

applic:ahility daterlliaatiODa an niaod

4

Staff

ro~

the follawtog

c:t~angoa

to our rulea.

ID CIIIC 252•100•5·2.2(hl Ill (C:), to ootahUob t:hoo MV baoe foe

ot fll.Ol per too.

~t

t... $100 to $250, and

ao that all iadi.Yidual perlllit actioao double.
1

s

In CIIIC 252:100·5·2.2(hl Ill (DI, thia ia

where w put t:M of'faet language ao

~

,.. t:hoon.,.,...... that calcW.ate coat to the

aouroa pernol.t action typa.

If ia4ividual panlit applicatiOil t . .a an inc:na..., aa

1

aullaot of

,.. obtaine theM

..

It application fooa an DOt

r - d . the calcW.ated annual operatiJis foo calculate• to

aouroo parllit actioao.

not traclc canatruction permita to tha detail of leu than 40

i.Jicreaaocl. the IUIDU&l operating foe c:alculatoa to $41. 05 per
ton.

,.. atudiocl the !:De apelit iaauiag -

cioor

- · t,_ our tDM dal:abaoo, >dlicb trackll all pernol.t
actiCIII8. l"rc:n TUM' a average ia.uaace ti•, w dewloped

the

!l"""t iDco.a, the i'Ulaa . a t c b - atato apprapriati0118, leaviag

IIXbibit 4 ia eatitl&d lliDcr SOUrce - t llctioaa, it

ia a grapb.

oouroo panlit applic:atica t~... witbooot "" iiiCI'<IaH in the

r....

it "" atate apprapriati0118 .... fadaral srmta. "" .....,

offaet tM -.zmual aperat.1Dg fM to an amount not le11 t.haD

2

l.Dccaa

- c t to - r a t e fl7C,aoo ._..uy ill

IOiDor oourco panlit applic:atl.OD

1
1

the fl7. 72 per too orisinally n<:CIIIIMIDdocl at the October

4

about $4.111illiOD at the $U.lJ per tal rate.

1
0

t,_

Pl. . .• aote tllat with theM i.Jicreuo• to ia4ividual
parllit actioaa, the

any nev inccme,

be t.he coat payera.
1

7

.u....r

aourco coat cauoora will ..,... truly

liD incr-.aea have been :nCOIIIDI.nded to. the

ll

l2

PerMit by Rule regiatratioaa and the general pemdt

••rvice•, end w muat.

authcri&ationa.

and the •tet'f?

In OA.C l52:100·1·1.7(11. we recomr.end that

MR. WU.SON:

applicability detc.rtnin.ations fer major aourcea be incru.sed

the current lewla of asaiatartce tM.t ve•ve given for minor

The laat exhibit conciaely repre•ent• ataff

a•k t.t\at we

Me

'

••t the ma.jor ao.ttce

•ources, t.h&t
eft\iasion•

•our""",

tha level of lll.jO&"

f~

uoo

of service.

applicability
re~

We do

to $250.

Dllm1

'

Lot me finioh with otaff'• pooition.

•'

•'

raduc~

(rom tha previoua

year•.

apend a great deal of

We ean•t eoat.inue.

=

thiJ>l< it Mods to l>e

have requeat..S today, we will aot.

protectioa..

we

J:UD,

~X'OIU.•e

tim~~

c:&n · -

I

think

I thiJ>l< we

tbtl:ta prOYid.ing a form. of conaulting

~

MR. WZLSOH:
~ickly

- · if -do J!Ct get tha fw>di"!! Jlec:eoouy to xun

otaff.

And I think you

service& for those people.

ve C&Dnat

purou. a grut de&l of new onc:<lO!iD!J iaweo witho.lt &ddi"'J

the pnlgXIII the way -

BUre.

their permit applico.tiOQ8 onc1 their parmi t typao.

We cannot

~

3

decreaae in aerviCfla?

.-mt of time that we opend aooiotiJig tbe mil>or oourceo with

our ape.ndJ.ng

ecmtin\141 the 1.,.,1 of aervica• tJiat we have today without

atatt, vit.bout adding ataff.

'l'h&t' • juat to 1u1tain that level

our teaporuoa io l>eck to the lut graphie Wlere it obaws the

In I'UftiiiBry, our aer.oricaa today, aa well u

lev.la, are

tha _.........c

so, it it • 1 any leaa, the level of eervice is

Mil, IIYJCB1

to tha Bavi..,._,tsl Quality lloar<l.
MR.

per ton, h

going to go dooon, 1112<1 What -- e&D we be IIICire -cific about the

a.

poooago

ns

Tbat' • correct..

MR.. NILSON:

that aW>or oourc:e iadividual peradt

applicat.i""" f" ia.c:nese •• well u

fee ha• got to be like

MR.. DrJCE:

We i:a.clude the lftiDOr: aource emiaaion. fee

offlet la.nguage IUCb that they will ooly l>e a4jWitod dooG to

dete...W..tioo.o go

~t

rig-ht?

We •et the R\ino:r IQlrce emiaaicm8 fee

f . . at. $17 . 56 per ton.
at $31.01 per ton.

David. just to follow up on what

YC11 just said. it 'I my understanding that in orde.r to austain

from. $100 to $lSO, lor the aake of ccmaiac.ancy.

reC:OftiMnd.atiCNI.

()JeatioM and C'On'IMnts of the Council

or the way w

MR.. DY1CR 1

1

'

% tbiDk tbat • •

an area where we

definitely will ha.. to torget.

our eavircmrnant.al

MR4 BUISOI1

will ahift our naourc:e1 to take can of thcae

thole oc:::DUult.lDg aervicea

a.ncl eaa1ly going away, if it' a not funded?

David, if ..;_ were to add 1110n.ie1 to

the otato .appropriatioruo to bri"!J tl>e fee ealeulatiOIUI to the
point that tl>ey did

thi"!!•• web ao e"""liODCO iruopoetiCIGII, but . . will 1'1ldw:e

equ~

approxi.lllately $17 IIIQro or leo• per

1

7

33
.,.,.,gh nmey to drop that fee in lilMI with >dl&t tl>e Nj or

tea, and we wetlt to tbe Legialature and aaid, you. lmow, we"ra
If you. r:lan•t giva u• thia, tbea. we reduce our aervice1.

abort.

aource1 are payi.Dg'.

At. leut with tbat, ygu • re DOt goi119 to

cut off &D.y aourCf(la. or my aervic:ea to thole ad.Dor: 8CIUZ'ce•.

%1 that. a E"everae ot: -.bat we•n doing, and tell 118

10by w cwldl!.'t do that.
... ve

rm:l

into a

1bort~all,

doc't give it to uo.
DOt.

'I'bere i1 atill • revenue atnul

llbat we're clob>g by aay!D!J. you la>ow,

appropriatiOQ8 that io appropriate
hopefully tl>ey give it.

the oerviceo that thio divioica ean giw to the otab holdoro.

.

to talte tl>et eut?

Ybu tell t..helft t.b.t:, but you. don't

MR. DYD:

Nell,

It h

~nto

fraa tbe Snlall

what they want?

Appropriationo or fee

t.o continue the level of aervice •

HI.. DYJCB ~

'l'h&t was our

Tbat vea in their corrnenta .

Mil. BIWIBcn-;

MB.. TBilll'IU.1

rig~.

Aren't tha llinor. ~ourcea willing

Apparently in tl>eir

reconmendi.ng :l.t be equal to, the 1118jm: aourc:e tee•, ia that

our directive heA was to p.at

propoa&l with the fee.

little bit.

ot poaaibly

BWiinooos Adn>iniotratian or with cauncil, ..m.tever they are

before the Logiolature the optioa.
b~cr••••

level of

Bue there io no goocl way to do that,

MR.4 BRANBC:Xr:

tblre.

ohow that here •
1

ICifte

to f\llld it, and.

getti"'J it .

~

~

But. bee&l.lae theae

and that•• ju11t how we elected to do it, with hopei

think that'o exactly what ""'ll

. · have to tell the Appropriation• COalllittee when we go over

MR.. BI.B.ISDl:

do, to lobby

programa cut aero•• all oountiea, tbe:re abould be

per ton in both caeegoz-.iea, tboA you. are going to Q1t.

I

-h

them to pay that llaLCh, . . bow that.

You !JUYII toll WI wbether to eut baek or

MR. DIOOI:

at $ll a t4Xl to C!CII1tinue

the teg1•1ature to educate them to aay, look, it' I act. fair for

md we' 11 juat cut back if you

l'f you. dca.'t give thia to 111, 10 we can charge the 1P18

alftCIUilt

t.twr.

tl>et, aDil thell tbey have "" optica. a• well a• -

And, oo, tbey undarot:ancl by dl:>ing

t.Mt they are J»t goiog to ~t the eervi.ce tts&t you <:Ur"RQt.ly

Let 1M C."CC''Mnt oa. th&t jut for a

provide.

a double edged ...,..11, you•ro absolutely

anybody --

You eitbu go to t.bA :x..gialatun with a fee NtOUDt that

I.• that -..bat the &mall :auaine•• peepl•. want?
c:&D

anyt>od.y ad<lreoo that?

noaa

lire you willi119 to pay

~

you -

io DOt euough to eover it. hoping that tbay'll make up

tba llhortfall, and tbay probilbly w=•t.
f" a-..nt that you -

Or you go there with a

io too a1c:h, hopi"!J they will give

5

tba $31?
MR. DYIB:

Halle! you like for Jtyle to opeak on

behalf of t.hl!l: small Buaina•• Panel now?

25

Yeah, if they an willlft!J to pay

Mil. IIIW<BcxY:

take here.

the $)1. then w.'ll give i t to theta.
MR.. ARTHUR:
anawer t.bat.

My n.arne h

introdu~

Let M

my•elf O.fore

X.yl• Arth\lr, .and X'm vit.h the

Service Divlaion of the DEQ.

rd•t&ken.

And part of Ill)' job la to ...,rk

And they &lao CliaM!I back because the Small Bu•inesa

their IIHting to look over it.

c:ano before yau a couple of tl.mea.

November, I believe it waa - r Utb, yea, aDd diacu. .ed it

VDfortw>atoly, Don LoVell

'!My then reconvened in

"'"" chazged with tha took of =miag before tho OOUDcll, aDd I

furtber.

wa goiag to . . . t hi• at Love'• tbia -xniDg' to uaber bi11 here,

people that were 1rwolved. oa. tha P&Ml, Pa.oel Melabere, wre

Tba preaentationa ware very profeaaional aDd the

very iopra. .ed.

it.
7

c:a~~D~nta

.

c:ounc:h
,.

I IIDpe all the
to read

~.

emphatically,

My

are, I beliew, ill the pacbt.

- r a will bevo or bevo bed a c:beDco

tho~' ..b.., Clli.. iaaue
up,

alnco no aae la ben fr<llll tbair group to do that.

....,. up aDd obVioualy atatf,

do aupport an iDCroaao of tbo ainor aource IIDSIUal operating

f... to a level - 1 to that of what yau would ~ Part 70 aourcea or Title v aourca•, what.ewr thet DUmber •Y

I _. clown in tho Air Quality Diviaioa aDd I wa viaitiag, aDd
David cornered • , aDd be aaid vo want to come before tho Slll&ll

1

1

•
1

BU&ina•• 1'..,.1 with Cilia propoal.

1

about wbat the i a - 1a.

'

tho - c h they en trying to talce, tho ataff 1a try1ag to

I do

16unber one, t!My

...,.t to highlight a cauplo of thinga.

I did not know to wbat level.

5

I think they

an fai.J:ly ...u ..-riaed in their written COIIIIOilta.

I lmew there vaa ac.e diaaqaiOD ahou.t

raiaiag the m1Dar .-reo fe...

purpoM here today 1• DDt to atate IIY op1n1CJ:UII oa

tile iaaua, it 1a a~ly to atate their opiniona on the iaaue

llbat tbe -- I ...,.t to aay fi.J:at of all, very

~

up fn>Dt aDd bcaeat the Air

Qllality ataff wa aDd atill la.

aDd I'm ..nt:icminf, _.,ifically llddl.e, Do.vid aDd Shawa&, wban

thia iaiiUe

And ao I want to-· I want to be aun aDd

ac:kaalllaclge tbet fact of -

I do _,.t to drav at.teatiaa to·wbat Do.vid baa
mentioned, eba.t thea•

1

They came to

Panel, the firat time they heart! it. they wanted to contiwe

tho kay poloea of c:beir - · ,

•

not only cace, but twice.

vith the Slllall Buolne•• O:>mpllanc<o lldvlaory P..,.l, aDd vo have

aDd I celled him paterday aDd be Hid be could IIDt -

1
l

CalM

fir•t beard about the fee inc:re&8e en OCtober '20th, if X'm not

O..atc:me~

So, tho burden fell upon . . to .,._ aDd to buie&lly - n . s e

7

11ley

the October :l&th -•tlft!J, which vaa & d&ya after when you guya

We want to - t e tbem

5

be.

Originally that wa $1?.?2, tbat•a what I

. - t a ben, but it b,....
aupport that.

~ad

~ed

at $17.5&.

in tho

Tlwy dn

, . y do ncr. aupport a tripliag, or a a lightly

higbar than trip~iag of tho ainor aource anmaal operating feoa

And I think that IIJM)ka vol,_a about

I think, aga111, % ca.n•t

from $'10 per toa to fll:."per tOG.

1

1

7

7

21

27

. . - t betvoen the llnea oa that, but I think that probahly

t:holle people haven' t beea appoJ.Dt.ed y.t.

opoaluo far it••lf.

do that aDd tbey \mdantend that oituation.

I •an, tbay en juat a llttle

uaeaafort&ble with the tripling.

Bill: they do UDderatend tho

financ1al lall\lea that are before the Diviaioa, aDd that they

en vary a..,.itiva to

~· aDd they

UlcrH•• of 70 porcaat.,

cli•aaa•o4

today, aDd tbet 1a It. . - r & there.

·~

'WI

I cm•t •• I

d.iacuaaed. or

cama up or wbathar they, i f you MDtloned it

"""tber it -

...

aDd tbay didn't think about it. I can•t ••

IGl. DYICIII
.bave

·~•d

'
?

Tba way they ....,..rod it 1a that they

to approach tha Legblature aa our bebalf.

neeU to aay to gat that differeDCe.

llbo do

Ttwy

~cogni••

that • • clear.

Aad t.bat. ia a poiDt that 18 M£iaaecl 1D the

1

Legialature.

•Y•

1~

if you will, the

I think tbey ...,. oven raacly at thai% •ccnd

f
1

7

they are a ••11

of ..taaiana that· en out

But wbat they alao ruliae, aDd aavanl of the Panel

out then from •Mll buaine••e•.
an fairly

I think tbet'a clear, I believe

...-ittan - . . t a in your packet, that they aupport aDd en
willing to ""Pl>lEt in any

So, on the aurfaca """t they

ia a tripliag of thair fe... -

tbet thanl ia only really 2•. •o7 tona worth of

Chat t.bl.t... •

If they don't got

apprapri..at im. • they • ve got. reduce4 •ervic;:ea •

1

•••1D9

then.

1

•

belong to lllinor aourc:aa aDd the root of theoo belong to the,

contributo:r to the total -

'12aey don't vent redu.ced

You know, wMn tbey

they ••• that 10 percent of the total

- r • wn vary emphatic about Cilia, waa thet do. . tbet . .an

poadbUity t)>at tbey will pt.

!Ill. U'D!Uao

...-en

eaiaaioaa that are out there, roughly, alightly ......,, •yl>o,

en

aezvic:ea, they want to ..U --

3

it IW>4 of

otber zul•• that. ban been prapoHd fOZ" cbaagea

quote, unquote, Part 70 aourceo.

0
tftt. IIJtANBCJCt;

GD

look at tho rav

they CGntect, belp ... with the draft letter, tell ... wbat it
1

~ and

intertwina• in with ac.. of the other Clliaga that bavo bean

I daa•t

know that tbey bava thougbt thro.ogll, David, to. reapond to your

can uk Davi4, l 6all' t blow bow wall thet

7

illtan•ting to note tbet they

C1'I'U"

thi"9 I think that'•

all of thea• pointa, but anotbar

.,_ta, the aervicoa that

en praviclod to tbem.

are eapr to

Anot.ber tlU.D!J I t!Wik, aad %' • DOt goiDg' to go
2

en willing to ta1ce an

"""!'b!.Y· up to t17.5S par taa.

Sa, t:bey

. . .ting to pt. oamea aDd write lettera, and w. a&1cl, wll,

,......Md,

110. of

lf you will.

Tbaro 1a a lot 1110re

out then than wbat participate in tha ay•t-.
1

•

.m...iona

comlag

courae that '• •• they
of tbe10

And ana thing

tbet the - 1 ia propoaing to do, aDd .,. bevo talked about it
after the - l ••ting aDd -

of ua in IIBU', aDd the progra10

I ,... involved in befon, aDd tbet la to get better
particlpotioa ioeo the ayatea.
can do that .

- · then ia aovoral wya you

Ill fact, than en aavoral voya that yau can

lO

gen.rate more revenuel if YO\I: will, beeidea raiei.Pg fee•. and

w•re jWtt. talking &.bout doll&ra and eent1.

tllat ia getting more people into the ayat-.

do it and """"'t.hirl!J we aupport.

re&ICII

libat Ny be one

wtiy they are not in the ayatem. maybe they•ve neWtr

So, in OUI11Mry, you koow, they do not oupport

heard of Ul, maybe tlloy never thought about it, maybe tlloy
think it'e too complicatecl end they don't

..,.•ve

Ca\111

befcn

)IOU

participate~

tripling.

And

But a lot of thAt

Ilea clwlged in the

from. and that'• -wbere thay 1tand oa that.

all I have to oay.

now called Jt.....-ite/Dewrong ""' all

thoae wa.:da and te..,. and .,...., it haa to be aiq>l.ifiad,

so.. thAt•• really~·

-r• have queationa

ct

And

CouDcill

ln:IPPOI"tive of general. porndta and - t • by lblle, thet ia

Do the omall busiaeaa people

MS. IIYIIRS;

thinga that,..""" Ollly !Mke it """"' efficiene for the folk in the

underatand that tha laval of aervieea that they are' provided.

Air OJD,lity lliviaion, but alae thAt makeo it ai"')ler for the

e""""""•••• 1110r11 ettort on tile port of the Air Quality lliviaion

- l e thet are port ·of thooe beins regulated.

than -ybe to _,.,.

tllinse thet will

cio,
,. 'that

A <:OUple of

will hopefully make tllinse ..,...

efficient abviou.oly, • ratller than individual pomita.

ge~~eral

seccnclly,

Ye•.

Prcb.ll>ly not.

liP.. AR'rllllll1

I .....,, I think tile

... were made aware of tile f""t tb.lt t - . , aervic:ea

hnel '1

Maybe reluctantly ""

l

-Y he decrnaad.

1

I 11101111, you.• n

their port, but .,....rtheleaa it will be a """'" aimplitied

•

aW"""cb

5

And

Are they awa:re of it 1

MS • MYEitS:

porndta

W'itt.en. 11 to go out and actively aoU.cit tboee tacilitiea
porticipoti<l1 in the regulatory Jll:oce••.

ot tha Njor aourcea?

MR. AlmMl•

libat we """t to do

it will hopetullytincre..e participation.
ia wllon we get theoe Perndt by ltul. . and

1

Do tha Cow>cil

...?

'1:11&t the CouDcil be

tbey wnl: t.o eacourage a ccuple of tlli"!J.

'tbey -- we tal~od about the phra•e of a t~

of pollutio:a 11 a ton of pollUtion re:gardleaa of where it cor

lut yaar with tho porndt c:ontinuutll, with the regulatory
CMtraight continuum aa it••

They aupport. an increase up to th• Title. excuse me ,

the 'ritle V level.

and talked ..OO..t the e<>q>lication J.aouea

foe the small buaineuea.

Th&t.'a one way to

then anytl\irl!J they wculd have had to face in the peat.

we think that will '"""""""- part!.cipotim and thua

1

But in fllJf opinion, no, I dCift't think th&t tbey

tha Panel.

probel>ly tully reelbe tha extent to which they are aaoiatecl.

1

'
1

generate hopefully """"" revenue ia the lllinor • - progr-,

7

Bo.lt I don't kMw tb.lt tha -11 buaiMues,

aaki"!J IIY opini011 and I '"' apeakitl!J on hehalt of

Did tha Panel att.eolpt to go .out

MR. tiU.BCilll:

into those

regulated~-

or tile aourcea that _,lei ba

7

l2

impacted by thia aDd Ry - t : do

think?

or """"' other IIIIIICh&nia.

for any of t:Mm apocifically, but I think between tbe tiM tbet
w 110t on October 2'th and on - r Uth, that a.-w of tho
l

trade !lftiUpo that they ...re involved with, they did go -

•

dloa>aa t:h&t.

5

-

Panel, just like thia CouDcil.

do not b.lve xuletMlcitl!J ability.

opinians, and
7

2

110,

'l:1l&y

'1!14oy are

-int:ad

if - w i l l .
action.

OM difference 1a thay .

can render advice or

The Small aueine•• probebly ou.ght

b1Ventory be1e ~

ot aervicea dacreaae

area 1.1 wlL

and they

thato that

tight.
:!~>at

liP.. WILSOif 1

we -.ld do ia we wculd

try to &ddreaa their i""""

But i11

.u....,..

l

order for ua to do that vi thout exacerh&tins tha

'
1

prohl.,., w •ve got to do that eo "" initiate a Pertit by Rule

And eo that'l .one thing wa•ll be
too~

But the deta allowa, thou.gh, that

the more aourc:ea we have, the more 1ltin.o&" 110\lrcel we have in

thia

kind of fill

libat we told •• ....,t we agreed with

aoo..t lac:k of porticipotiOD by ._.,.sing cur baae.

7

to !."""'"" that all of tbe 11111jor aourcea are in tho ayat.,., as
Witll, &n4 that 1 1 OQ].y fair.

1

tlell, it I might

We • re alao going to do that with the: Title V

we'n going to aector, target different •ector•

doing, •• well. to broadeA th&t fee ba•e.

Then tbey wculd ha"" if thay poicl
2

•

tre•ve got

evuy y.ar, check our nC'C1:'dll with the •tate. aDd other meaaa
1
0

$11 per ton.

in on - t ba atartad ""·

antoreemonto

tracking, do tha inveatoryJ.ns, ell the otllor atl>ff thAt goea

tight.

liP. • JII!,TRUit I
Mit. IIII.MBCitY I

1

Attar that........ goitl!J to do""""'

But that' a goJ.ns to taka ataff to do that.

alOtl!J with increaains you.r pomit base or you.r emiuicna

probebly end up poy!.Jl!l _...

Mit. 'l'IDUULI:u

tbe Trada Aeaociations and give ••

bear thia, %•m aura, an Anmeat.y

to haw people to go out and do tho outreach and do tha

have to go out and hire a conaull:.ant off ·tbe atreet, they CCNlcl

liP.. AlmMl•

or t.hrou!Jh

*Dt. to

in the _ . . , . , in t:h& _ . . . . but give thea a drop daad date,

a 7

yaa, they eou.ght input: from their

liP.. lll!llliiBCICY::

a

service

doesn't:.

_..,., i f ycu will, to p t those facilitl.aa t:h&t - · t bean

IUicl

C<lllotituern:y of pecple.

to he aware that H tha level

1

a..aD4 DA

Ycu - · ,they are a - 1 that•• clw:ged with

repraaeDti"!J Small BUainua, abviou.aly.

So that .,. can cut dowD cur papa""""'k

proce1a, we'll go out aDd do an cutnac:h pt:ogram through

think b e " - •• I """'" apeak

I

liP.. llll'niiJ!l;

)IOU

progra~a.

the more

~~CDey

MR. 1'Bidl%tiL:

1

we're loaiDg".
You axe exactly right, and tbat.' •

•

why w

1
5

cut dowD CD our popo......-k, and gh11 thea~ tha portit tllay neadad

have co have a Penit by R.ule ac::ae other w.y, so w'll

aouz:ce

Mit. All'ni'CI!I.•
1
7

You don't jult get people in tile

ll

oyotetl with iDdividual permit&, you hcpefully get them in
MR. TERRILL•

MR. TERRILL•

I ck:ln't Ulink it.•• nec••••rv to read thi1 letter that Hid-

EXactly.

COntinent •ul::wllitted. our formal COIII'nenta.

'l'h&t • a the goal.

HR. AR'I'HUR:

highlight tba iooUIIo that -

We're going to monitor t.b&t.

1hould ••• •c:ae auccea• there.
5

tba Air Quality ecuncil to give Mid·Continont • • pooition.

'IIIith • II'Ore efficient proceaa?

MR. Alt'l"HUR:

MR. DYICS:

Quality council and naw I have tba privilege of ccaing before

Right.

ve

We

If it • 1 not.. we •11 quie doing
5

thollgbt - t ,.. lllight do io go obead ou>d let •• I 11&.,. aotice
tbet Bill - u to opeak ou>d MadiDo ....... to -ak.
it'• okay vitb
tbe

couacil

couacu.

w•ll let -rybody

Bill, I

HadiDe ll&o otepped

!J118••

Ia t.bat

And if

tbe fH i - a N .

1

Cart&inl.y.

Very good.

I think Mid·Contioent fully au.pporta tba idea tbat

thi• awUt ahauld be paid for either by Title V fee• ar

legialativtl appropriationa. I think we --

lie oubor.itted f - . 1 .......ea ""Dec.ober ltb.

You are talking finaoeial eudit?

MR. BltANBC&Y:

Bill Piobback, and today

111..

I •a npreoenting Mid-oontiaant Oil ou>d O&o &aoociatiOil of

,..11, yao.

FISIIB1oiX•

Tbia audit ia l:>otb

finiD<:i&l ou>d u we deocribed e..-liar, a ..,rk otudy or workload
evaluatioa •iadlar to SPA.

I'll

We would aupport an i.Dcs'eaae ia.

Title v f .... -cificolly o..-rltad for tbat audit, a• Dr.

gi.,. yuu tboea for the record.

,

progru.

Maybe I doG•t ..,.a aeed to

iDtroduce llyllelf, but I will auyway.

Dklahallo..

one tbat ,.. bad talltad - t thio w>rning

'rbe fint

0

MR.:. P'ISHBAC:X:

Mid·O>DtiDent bad a total of 1 i a - • tbat -

ia to obtain an iadapou>dent 111\1111&1 audit of tbe Titla v

..it. Are yuu F_.-ed?

MR.; Drtal•

And then

like to take you into tba ..-it-tic for juat a little bit.

-~

I'll ba.,. to call ""you, becauoe

MR ....'XSIIBACX•

1 •d

of tbaoe i • - • .

to

did not.

WIUlted to bring f - for ccmaidarati.., today in tba light of

tbeD let

aGOep~l•

'-ole

think I " " an <>pportUDity bare for ua to maybe ruol.,. oane

uk qu8oticmo wbatller it • o of illdiviclualo or of uo,

the ataff, or Xyle. aa t.bey oonte up.
-~

-alt. -

thi• MOrning. •ome of which

baled on 1or11111 of the information tb&t we received tJli• morning,

Aa juot a point to poooibly o~lify thio, I

tho. . thiDg11.

di1~1ed

But I would like to

tbink are important, • ...,. of which

'l'lm IIDOI\TII:I.'

Tbank yuu, ....ry _.cb.

canter Mid, tbat'o not witbin our purvi- today, but,.. -.ld

MR. PXSRIWX•

I'.,. been invol.,.d in tbio .io....

certainly lllJIIPCirt tbat.

"""' far ol>oUt ) ya..-a.

Clriginally u

1

Bee&uoe it ia a .,.ry

~ivt1

iDaurance policy, I belt..Ye. to guarantee the accuracy

a -..bar of tbe IUr

and

l5
integrity of tbe CMirall progru~ expeDdituna.
point . - r 1.

So, tbat'~

the context of dollar per tea, that'• our c:canan

Mid·OODti...,.. dafinitely oupporto l:>otb type•

l.

of audit&.
2

toa.

-n..

2

in ...,.. onat.ittal wu

HCOD4 pois tbat ,.. -

to add $1.17, ou>d we're aot cle..- OD wbara $2.50 ia - t per

•-to. -

·1 ~d

reaoon&ble.

c:cJ~~Cept

David Dyke acldreooed thio IIIOZ'Ili"!! - t tbe building allocation

'

and be

7

benefitted frm being •• fr0111 a cb..-ge being credited back to

cb..-geo, I'• glad to kDav tbat tbat•a finolly - t to c<ae aut

ia

And I think tbe Air Quality Diviai.., ackaowledgea

calculationa.

And- tbe percentage of total ti. . tbet ia

ebarged to Title v io rwming - t

'a t o n pe.......t.

In

tbe

firot I -tba of 1"7 it wea rwming ll l'U'*lt. UDtil tbia

2

Step I>UIIIber l h

to juatify tile adaliniatrati.,.

1

l

a....rbaad c:bargao •

1

...ming and we IIDdarotand tbat tbey are 15 puoaut of tbe total
t . .a.

llr. cantar aoltad quaatiooa - t tboee tbio

1

1

ilec:auaa

if you look at tbe _ , . t

ot

. . ..-e apeut for.
tbe adaliniatnti'V8

a....rbaad, and I'a going to put &11 tba COIIIMI>ta tbat 1 -Ita in

.... d like to ••• wy tbat occurred.

-

again,

in penpecti'V8.

a

Step 5, ..!Ucb in DIIIQ'a re8J>onn to Mid·Ccatinant '•
caanont• tbay embraced, -

1
2

charglld ·quarterly.
CCli>C:erll

1

l

belie- tbat tbe fH abould be

Tbia doe• ..veral thing•.

Lagielat\are .... tbat f . . balance- tlley go after it.

tend& to oolve tbat problem.
1

It addre•••• the

tbat DBQ and indultry be.,. bad all along tbat tba

only ba'¥8 tbe ..,.,. in four piece• l.lultaad of

I would like to ....... Mid... amtineDt would liD to ... a

datailed acCOW>ting of - t thooe -

WbatiiV'tlr, I . .an, Title V prcgru

tbat ,... oa tba order of $1.CO or $1.10 per toa, juat to put it

probl- wu idalltified and to tbair c:redit by tba agency
thealaelWII.

~ted.

tbeir prngru; we would juat like to oee tba before aDd after

tbat tboee probl- occurred vitb time and effort - t • and
w.re correctad.

So, ,..•re debating wbatber

toa, juat to put it in perapecti.,..

'nla precioe - t

of tbat adgbt be dabeted, but I think in geaanl the

$2.50 per

5

incr-•e be - f i e d by oane Ncbani. . to refuad. tbat to all of

'

e-.

pzograa only,

tile rate peyaro or all of tba f . . peyaro.

•

-t

So, if you look at tba oulndnl.otratiw CM~rbu4 c:barllea,

thoae acbilliatntivtl ovarbead cll&rgea run ol>oUt, Title v

tbat in 1,,, tba Title. v progna wu ovudlarged by

like to "" any conaicleratioa tbat tba COUDcil gi'V80 to a fH

1

~tar

so, keep in lllind tbat tbe agency i l aoking for $1.17 a

apprcodmately $250, oaa, *icb ia appraximataly fl per tc111 beoed
"" iDCOn'ect cocling of time aDd effort

1
0

bere.

CillO

I f ...

p i - . tbat

Plua, yuu get bettar _

_,

5

of tile ..,.Y i f you don't get it all at oaca.

1

peyare, juat lilta auy of uo, >Qildn•t ....,t to ba'¥8 to pay our

'

no>rtgege iD one chw>k in January .

P1ua, tbe

lie like tba fact tbat -

get

17

to pray it ewry lllOilth. and. I tbink quarterly b
vay to do thi1.
~re

18

tbll naaonable

mandate• c:h&rged oft to Title v and that • • 'Where the -. that, a

And David Dyke mntion.d thil morning that

would. be .aome a<k1i tional adminiatrativa burden if

to a quarterly payment 1chedule.

wbare the friction

wo wont

I think that would ba

so.

I

think it •• very ilt\)Orta.nt

we rea.lly

And our la•t point in the letter was that

ehauld plan tor the lutLtre.

Any of you that pay ycur 1tate income taxe• quarterly ~ bow

aritbnetic t.bat I want to try to help you work through hare.

Ycu've 90t oae tnailing fran the Oklaheml Tax

Ctlmli11ion, you 1end. in four check• with four 1tub1.

think we

C&Jl

really reduce the adndni1t.rative burden io a

1~8t

Olnbrace tbe idea that ,.. deVelop a

they are gping to oeed io the lcng term, an.cl ma.ke a atep change

1IIOn>l.D!J.

1

I oeitaiD!y

of Title v ac:tivitieo

that everybody agree• 11 Title v, another lilt that everybody

\~~og,

leaet i•aue•

that~~ tbave

Because I've

.,

eaid~th.i•

iclentified where we di•a'!JX'H.

many ti11M1a, hlt X think it hoar• eayiog

.t.f

1taff.

there were

five year renfllwal of Title 'I permit• will require •ome time,

1

and I think t.bat' 1 true.

really don't k:ftow hOioi IIIUc:h t.ime that'l going to take.
"l'berefore, we don't kDcw bow auch etaff it'• going to take.
So,

courae, •• Bddie baa Ni4, IPJt. "WOUld lcwe to have all their _,.

you talk about adding etaff, let' 1 narrow

let•• do lt for a 1 year time period.

cbar!Jed to it that really obauldll't be •. llad of

1

.men

the ocope U<l DOt try to do it tor a l year tillle period, 100.ybo

haw a problOII.with the Title v prO!J%U growth if progr... or

'

But by hi• own admi11ian1, be said. we

2

true, we're otill gol..D!J to

initiative• ~

And permit :un.e1111.la, or t.be

1
1

the TU coding ...,.. perfect, wh:Lcb. we've ac:Jmowledged 11 :aot.

1

What do

Now, of cau.rse,

Biahop jult laid. well. modificationa to exi•ting Title v

permit I will require aome tilllll!!l:.

DO queetiona &bou.t bov raac:h IIIOD8Y va1 •pent. tllhere, and eveo if

liven i f both of tboee thiDgl ,..re

ADd the question really- revolve• around thi•.

you do when Title V permit writing i1 over?
~Y

eo there 11 a third lilt of at.

Even if tha &CCCIUDting i1 perfect, even

•oa eure that DIIQ tbinkll that tbio io -- th11 io an incremental

I

eh.a.Dge. but I think it• 1 really • atep change in the level of

agree• i1o •t. &Dd ~ •• David Dyke laid, we're not always

again.

to ICIRM!

adjWitatent iD the level of atafl. and. that•• what I aee here.

and ,.. tolke4 about that at lllllgtb thio

going co agree on

lead~in

any b.la:in811, any project,, to try to •talf for what they think

Step '· io to identity legitimo. . Title V ~··

7

And. t:hi• is a

think it' • unrea.aonable lor anybody, any prog-ram, any agency,

So. I

llla..dller dlllilar to Chat.

1
2

from.

oi!Jlliticantly Minimized i f the O!Jency oent out one bUlin!J.

that wrka.

1
1

CCI'C'I8B

that we identify charge• that .J.re legitimate tor Title v.

ielnl8 .,..ry yaor.

We •hou14

reviait thia

lie dan• t have to figure out what tbe prC)!Jram

needa for all ete:rnity t_9day and. p.11 • fH today t,hat take•
1
7

7

•o
c:are of that.

So, that 'I a kay iaaue bere, plaDaing far the

tuture 110 that we doc • t have like Taxa• ba•,

Jailli~

that 1 I &UtOIIIlltiC •
Okay.

aDd

so $1.17 minus $0.21 io $D.U a ton.

tor

llillimuo of dollar• in their Title v progru in 1111 acccunt, 0214

the amount they are lOO"king

- - . of pemit eDg"I.J>eero aittin!J arC>UDd with noe a wbole lot

number right here, $4,0,000, i1 $1.15 a ton.

to d.o.

In other ~ • .,.

want to keep it lean becau.ee w

d c o • t - to hire people IUI4 t:beD haw to !JOt rid of
!At •

-- let , . taka

)'<IU

u

~.

:rur ·projection

Sha-.

So, 'WbeD you look at thia number Uld. it • 1 equivalent in

'What

-- could I put up

slide?

7

you•••

tAD, it • • al•o 12.15

•ayiog ia ycu

writing •taft:.

'Allt

rma.

to add 70 percent to the pernd.t

copy ot .

llein!J OD ei>JlDeer, I

-calculator.

no iacreaae at all. t.be $0.28 i• automatic.

'l'hat' 1 the aae VII ba:ve a

Okay ,

throu!Jh

the zual>ero

1
0

thio IIIDrrlii>IJ.

And I _.ld llloe

to .hare oome tbol!Jilte with you

-.lded, feeo could !JO clown.

fraa th11 data.

'l'h&t' • the conclut~ion

DIQ'I propo1al on Title via to add $1.17 a ton, and that ia

add $1.85, feel woul4 go c!own.
1

1

MR. PISIIIIACII:o

4

blo been real low; oo, yuh.

ia CP%,

Tloonty-eight.

T\oolnty-elgllt, olcay.

l

the put, the addition of the CPl.

in

u

$0.51, okay.

don't

so, what ""''ro propooln!J, what Mid-COntinent

the $0.28, IUI4 , _ it

TlolentyJei!Jbt cent• of that $1.17
bavt~

)'<IU

What we support. ~~ and fees

wcul4 cSefinitely wpport i8 keep the feel exac:t:ly the •ame • add

Ioflatica

And. Mid-O:mtinen.t. definitely wpporta, •• we

vaa

reach

wculd !JO clown by tbe differenco bot-en $1.85 and $1.17, which·

Of that $1.17, about tO IOCM CIDU i1 CPI?

liS. IICIIATEIUI·ICIIIUDUSI,

ton
)'<IU

ID other warda. t..hat'l $1.15, and 80 if you

didn't add anybody, and you are aakin!l tor $1.17, U<1

t.ld1 027t,OOO.

1
5

)'<IU

work throuqb the arithmotic,

)'<IU

wculcl. find that oince that' o $1. 85 0214 that rapre1ent1 12.75
P'l'EI!I, if you then aay, all right, we•re going to give you $0.21

In tact, I dco't evea tbink

out of that $1.8 5, plu.s the $0. U that the feel _,ld have !JODe

that'• a ..... that"• not even an isaue far CCWlcil deliberatioa,
7

aot

that I t.hink may Ulp you reaolv. the i11ue we've got hera.

1
l

1

If there waa

But if there w.a

ao increaae in fee at all, in other woria, the $1.15 a

nevu go anywhere wit.b<Nt lilY

SO I •ve beea t.u..y cracking

FrB•,

Ba•ically.

You. vent to go from 18 to 10.75. ok.ay.

Now, if -- becau1e thi.a i• $1.85 a ton.

Mll. I'ISHBACX,

lUld

:a.ay lliobop 10id tbio IIIDZllin!l, he heo about l1 people in

thiw 1l\Dber iw $1.15 a
it h

That'• the 12.75

permit•. l wpuviaora. leave• 11 people doing permit -.rriting.

th%augb ..... a.rltboetic aow, lf I

C<>uld I put up -- or

tbe II'Odel

"11\at'o
Thil

ln111 that ere prcpoaed to be added to the Title V program.

uy, baled. cc lome of the preautatiCIDI, ICIIDe of the averhei..S.

that we aav thia 1ftDrning.

in addition to th.t.t.

1
7

42

down without tbat, bottQD. line ia keep t.he feea tha aame. add
yo.~

the $0 .ll,

waa that

can add half of the nutllber of pe<!Ple that they

are propoaing to add baeed on their

CNn

that

yOll

yo.~

bad there, ane-aixth, okay.

DR. CANTER:

Mid-Cantinent would aupport that, I would

a alicky board, we could go through the nutllbero.

But, what

DR. ONI'D.•

1111. FISHBIICIC:

SO, that•a &&ye that than ia $0.U -·ill other

$1.15 a toa.

iDcnue it by $1.11.
$1.17 ia fO.U.

I · thilllc part of the probleaa, Bill,

permit til>!!.

Tbat

2

~d

1

well, hut yuh, hut the f1.11 1a

Sa thio nutllber 1a -

DOt 12 .15 hut it ia zero

So, - f e e l g o - by fO.U a ton, hecauae thia - r

includoo the $1.17.

yo.~

-

aay let • • k&ep the fee the oame,

no CPI, let'& l . .w the fO.U ill than.

-

you•w got fO.U

owr $1.15, >Ohich 1a CDe-third, - y o u can hire • people ClUt
I ....S.rataDd that.

DR. ONI'D.:

loaing . . "" thia • • aome kind of a rehete.

But you an

Tba wy I

1

_. _

calculate it 1& i t you juat add the $0.21, tozget -

they•w

1

•
1

s

would aay that ycu can bave 21 CIY'er 117, ar whatever tbe m.att.r
1
7

-..&~. . . . . . . . . . .

of 12.15.

- · it you add the CPI ""it, uother $0.21, aow

you an up to llhout fO. tO out of $1.15, t:Mm, you

can

add ll&.lt of 12.75

or co.

you can add halt of

ADd that'• what I -.ld

propoee to do, for the vary·rea.oa that wa have a lot of

I f you aay a $0.21 iDcnue, the CPI, I

,at it divided than.

no one, the

Doea that IMka aenae7

2

DOt all ill peradt, either.

5

Sa, that oaye that i t they hired

Okay.
(0).

he """ .,.,.,_,.t I -.ld make.

MR. nSIIBACit:

Tbay en prq><>aing to

the difference hetwoen f1.15 and

We'll do it ill l otepa.

th.tt.

'l1>ey -.J.d belill Title V, hut DOt neceaaarily in

cue.

so,

fee• -.ld go dowD by $D.U a taD.

1& that yo.~ an u~ that the 12 .15 -.ld all he in permit
lind rq -rat&Dding ia 1& that'• aot ueeuartly

'rhell th.tt. total coat gaea down by

Total coot gcea dowD by $1.15.

$1.15.

he added with DO illcreaae ill fee&.

You lock puaoled, ia that -

oarnct.

lie· all agree that that divided by 250,000 tona 1&

- · CDe·third of ·then people, ona-third of the&e people can

writing.

If th.tt.y add no one, i f

they acid no one. thi1 line goea away.

they ue prq><>&ing to add ia $1.15 a taD, that'& thia Dl.llllber.

DR. ONI'D.:

That •a the concluaion that I

firot reaChed before I did it again.

ADd yet th.tt. --..nt of tha fee increan thet they an aaking far

ia $1.11.

1

Okay.

MR. FISJmAOC.:

See •• &Dd I hope that'& clear, I Nan, i f I had

aupport. that,

n

are aayil>!l

tAt me try to explain it, •gain.

MR. FISHBACK:

Now, what I would like to aee ia .... I would like to

aee that done.

yo.~

could add 2 people,

number•.

so, I would calculate

uncertailltiea ill the

pr~u.

If you keep ·-

it you k&ep the

1
7

..,._

...
fee the aan:e, thea you can add -- aee, it _,14 go fO.U i t you elia:l.Date it.

2
l

Sa, i t you keep it the - · you

can hire $O.U CMir $1.15, you """hire ona-third of
~t'a t peqtle, &ad.

hen to nduce it.
-

you

C&ll

work&, aad

1

~:Ms.

w. mow w•n gOiag to do tb&t, w•n not

Let• a do that, let'& aee -

Jtay aaid, let•a filld out it the&e Title

2

a~

of JSO to

i•, let•• reviait it iD a

sao haw:a.

t

Let•• flad ClUt-. it

v-ar.

In other warda, you doD • t need to add the tull ......,.t

1
0
1
1

'lllat goeo hack to rq Clrigin.o.l CCIIIDIJlt.

v

ea...
C&IIIO

badn' t worked the number• tbat way.

7

que at ian?

v progr-.

1

Title

v progrU.

that • • it.

1

voiDS

to be paying 1..• emiaaion feea.

DBQ baa increa•ed over8igbt •• a nault of

th&ae , _ regulatory progra:u • •
1

2

1111. PISIIBACit• Going in appoaite direction&.
MR. WILSal,

Do

you aee thla and ncngnbe t.hia

Doea that IMka aenae to you, .Joel?

yeah.

1

I ll&king rqael f clear?

IGl. IIIIBC:II:

Yaur •th

tuaa -

aenae to - ·

1
t

1111. nSIIIWX:

thilllc w need to do •• MR. PISIIIIACit:

1
7

They an actually forcing ua to reduce ClUr .Uuiona,

~ caaveraely, the

r..t•• add ' .... let•• add ' pecple to

And according to thia pnaentati=, ...U.ch

•

'

Bill, I have aeveral que1tion1.

Nil. WILSON:

we need to .-.viait it - r y

by voting to illcrea• the fee by the CI!I, aad

Joel, did you have a

Ycu and I an :In a buaine•• when. w get to IH .DIW ngulationa

&ad. tb.refore, w•re

the Title

I thmk it•a a
up with thia.

Thia wa DOt aomething that I could prepare fCir, hecauae I

WOI:'king.

So, let•• do that.

lie buy ouraelwa..,... tiM to figure

cc:ooprcodoe, I - · I juat oat than and

lllll!lth of th.tt. year.

v.

aliA --Title

to IMka a atep chango ia the 1"""1 of tuading. for the entire
ill""" year.

half of ,..,.t

.IIDd....., - y e a r if it• a juatitied,· and

'
You doD • t need

ia, of ccur•e. )'CIUZ' folk. •• nuiabera. you can add ' people to the

l

tor.

Ill&

ADd then .... and tbat •a

out - t • a really i:npart&Dt for the laag

here. hecauae all of thoae penlta an aot clue ia the next

year.

••v tbeae lll.lllber•.

IIVident to

w get to work oa tM two awSit1, w get to work on our li•t of

peradta, the ooon CXIII!Plex ..,.., let • • flad out if they an
he gaw

they an uldng

Title

it

v

thi• D:JrD.iag wbeD w.

Tbat c:mly -

e beautiful caoprcool.oe aad ·yo.~ en giving -

you give t:Mm the CPI, that' • f0.21.

-

add ' people.

u

1111. nSIIBACJI(:

by

DR. CUft'BR:

Okay.

Yeah.

Ill'. ~. did that -- u

I -

_.. _

what you did.

............ ..,._

~~

Aheolutely.

.IIDd again what I

I wa "" the Q>UDcil and involwd

in the Suhcalnlttee, to the credit of the DIIQ w 1

~. progreaa in -"D ptti.Dg tb.ia i.nfan~atioo •••embl•d

'

and hefCire the public.

ADd if w

raviait tbla """ry year like
. . ,..... A. . . .

..,.,1... _........ .........

<5

w•re auppoeed to de, beeauae these fee• are iNpposed to be
adjusteci for the !SatnoMtrative co1t to the progrMII every yur,
not juat once, we can take into account th.lng-a lilte that.

A

lot of induetry had c:ancern, and it was elq)reased iri MidCCintinant'a letter, if YQJ.'ve got regulationa that reduce
emi11iona and. you've got a program that' a, you. know, if the
dencmin.acOZ: i• going-

.sown.

you've 9'ot:. doll.ara per t;on. the

~1- ..

F~f"HJ·.;.,Clo::

~~or'

F SCing tc pay for ••

dAinaftl.nuor ia goU.S down and feeo are going to go up becawoe
Jl<lU di4 a good. job in .,..,.,lying with regu1Ati01>8,

So, yeah, -

need to reviait it -- ._. Deed to reviait iC w.ry year.
t.ba beauty o!

"""t

But

a better t.erm?

I •• propoaing ben ia t.bat t.bay gat '

"'J". F:zm·,:..rx:

people, a4ditiC111al people, with no lncreue in be above tlle

...,•.,.ll. T

t

h!:-.1-......+..:never t.ime DEQ'a

Cpt,

MR.. WILSON:

Bill, uotber qu.eatican that I. b&ve

ia tllet •• 4o J1<1U agree that RPA abould be involwd in tbeu
wlt'unded 11\&Nlatee
OC'

1

~

BPA initiatiwa that require tbair tiM

l

0

all~ t.in~e -.'l::i-... ":;

for my tim\!

a.::.~

r..·/

<>r. th•'! !••d•;!'a.l !tc·.•c1,
tT<'"."ot-1

"'~:·re

tt"" to:?.r-t:!n~ton

s;c

tC"

....illing to pay

n.c .. or '-"hereve:r

would. -I

tea.~

PISHBACX.:

traa. our mmaber&hip

l:el.

And I have a c:ormdbnant

tb&t given a t.a%geted awlieru:• within BPA.,

given a targeted audience withia. the &tate legi•latiWI

proce••,

t.bat we will be glad to ooake any -•ntatiONi uaywbere,

auyt.U., to t&Q that aoaaaage - ·

tor

very aeductive,

1
4

Our feeling io that it ia

waat of. a better word,

tor

c::angre11 and. BPA

1

to pas• J:"eSUlatiOD.I that are untuaded., Jc:aowiDg that tbere ia a

'

prog-rwa in plac.,

time.

!uti! yr.u•te a.r.J.o.!r.:! dr: 1

V fee. and ::o•::•:·.a.o:·

~~:i:~~

~rp~-q·natic:-.r-

1.-hl-y!ng to :reduce Title

.c~101.:1d

be Title V

1

5
1
~

"~hen

a1 everybody vill rec:ognis•. it' •

l

1

7

7

~.o~

• .,. ... ..,......

..•,,,,J.,.., ......... .........,..rll.. .
.~.

'------·-.----·--·---·----·-------'

.----------------------.-...·
••

it.

trona

Yeah, tben il a COlt of doing' bu.line••• regardlel& of

the Council 7

what dct.. of tbe ioaua Jl<lU are on.
MR. M1LS0Nz

O'DQ

a1 an exaq>le, I IID8e fraa

your c0111111nt. earlier tbat ycu.didn't f.eel that that'• an

~:R.

entirely a Title v il.wt7

!',H.. p,":L.t;OJI:

c~raniae

-=may 'WOUld

I 111 ablolutely coaviDCed that

Mil. nSHaliCIC:

it• a DOt entirely Title v.

'J'ba belt 1olution

:r can

Hr~i·

l)l'"'H""'l;· reyn'llmt.s means th.tt soma

:~. t:':.e ecc·~tlr.!.E

over a )cage:r 1... :ric>d c! 1 lr:n::

He 11 a

Y.R.

Where it' • pX"Orated baaed oa. tha em111iana between

1t.tionary and mobile •ource•.

Yel.

rifHEJ.CK:

r:rm.;.cr.:

it did before.

~:od <-on·.·erCf~ly

o:-.-,rr:!:-=.~J i::t•·l·trt.

account. and m::.

tl&vid Dylte laid, vell, it' •

::·r i!;de!·try and earn interest

t}•.:.n

to

the~r

not in the DEQ

credit..

Go ahead.

prlmorily related to a IIOX SIP call, and 15 percent o! the
If you

total NOX em.iali0118 are f.rom 110 ataticnt.ry 1ou.rc.a.
,
•

•I

'!

u•e that; index, t.hen you. conclude that IS percent of it wgbt
be chargeable to Title V, l:Nt otill not 100.

'.

And if Jl<lU uoe

1

;·.-: ~.(•~('

,.,n:or:.::::~

t

f

';, rr.~

:_~,,.

}u;o:~IPf Lf

f-a·;i::g

~ ...,.,.

n:~imi,CK:

"'""1~.

Jl<lU """"' up with a CC~~~>letely different conclwo1ca, .,.ybe it' o

bank would do it e.nd :,•ou i~1~·k

!f
it\.

ngr th&t

j

ndustry would

q~arterly'?

in tUs erA o! low interest

ro'J ._.... nt

t.o

do this like a

l!\e DI~O Title V accou.nt.

lr..-)\-. At tb: a·.·\·1'"''..:e dai!y l1"1ar.ce, and you say

bllliU1Ce, and

'J(1l

hundred/zero, and w need to work out fair and. equit&ble

t•m going to

oH-~

diatributiona of the buxden.

that they don' l h"'·:e no..., n-.•;~d L,.-.·:~ f"l\rned 5 percent.

But X',. abeolutely corwi.Dced that it•• not. ooe

Bill,

...,.•n

go1ng to have to go ca.

with the ....ti"!i.

1
5

!J&iD by 1-.n·.·::-".1]

ratel, tt:at•s" g•···...1 rJtw~;t ion.

Mlr.. liJlBI.SCH:

4

a1aociated ,... ~ t

ancthar ind.a like VOC. and tailpipe eml.laiODII and all o! tbet,

fif.tY·tifty.

l

7

Mil.

Mil. llllllXSat:

Hav. J1<1U about concluded?

Mil. ri.SHIIACk:

x•v. eanelude4, Wll•••

~

a
are

other que1tiana.

~

MJl. BltBISOI::

Okay.

II there any more que1tioa.a

to

t!~C\t.

be. ac :;ou c;.n ~~~1 ~,;:~ll~•~>t.or:.d,

percent ic the

okay.

p~.:rn:1ot.

You 1-.now, that money

did ... the fhC":'t .-.:~r-·..\:r to ·/•ll!:- <r.:r!:t:nn is, J'es.
QOt.

nSHaliCJC,

ign ":

·s

!tac:r~~t. rate

l!o<'lt we

If we

But it would

it wo\lld not be-- if 5

a~rced on: it would not

be

percent oC ".4 million..
r-:R.

~a.SON':

•~R

r::-Hr.J,C"Y.,

there on .1a:1uar1 • !!it <ond

I u...,den>tand that.
fo.~<:n..:se ~hn.t

money is not. in

nc.t i:1 there all :rear.

They are

•.•,,,,, ... - •..u...

,,.,..,c..,

~

'·
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spending it. and in fact in •ome year• apent more t..han that.
But., yea, C'IX1Ceptually I would 11Upport that.

First ot: all, I want to camend. ataU for t.he job

X think that •a a

that they•ve done.

CPI UOJnt, that' a

$44,000.

to aay t:or t.he record that b&ck when we paseed theee feea to

Five {5) percent of t.hia number ia a dollar a ton.

And, 10, the moat. I could aee that being- beaed oa average daily

the United Statee.

So, iD aunmary, if you accept rff'/ aritm.tic bere, I

iacroooe tha tea by tha CPI,

v

l!etinitiCD ot """-t'o Title V aDd """-t'o Hca-Titlo

think that w bow to look at tho TUloa City COUnty iooue that

IWIISOl•

Any oaore queotl.cu

Mil.

r:tsaBAa,
,.
...-zsm,

TbaDk

ot Bill?

Thank yo~~.

I kDow

you.•re ,.ary.

My

builoUJ>g ot tha Block Pax ..,lear Pleat in Iaola.
1

BaYi_,.tal Mvioory

C<~Umy

name ia

1
3
1

l

J.ro -

going to have to raise

You all,

}'011

kzlcw, i t

}'011

ooake tho

are going to bow to pay tor tha pollution.

I •a aloo a
~

do II« reprooant !:ham tol!oy, ooly cue.

llhy

11o

got raltecl """r tho coalo with our ch.ickon ond. pig

logiolatiCD that ,.. baw, - e the taxpayer• have to pay tor
that.

All4

t:ho&e tolko an getting tha protito, but w•re
I dGA't want to ooo tbot

bappc bora again.
1

s

,..a,u ot DtCOO.
bei~

tha

induotry.

beviag to pay tor tha pollutiCD.

I •a aloo e

Baalth Dep&rtant'o

o:omcu.

yo~~

Okoy.

abauld I ae a taxpayer. ag&iD, have to baeically aupport.

We an the aucc.aaful intervenon to atop the

- r of tha 'l\lloa City

No c.m go to tha Logioloturo, aok

.b a to:p&yer I reeent the fact that I 1 a going

to bew to fw\d thio.
profit

yo~~.

Nad.J.MI Bartaa., I '• with QSR, Citizu.. Action far a Safe

Ell'YinDnBDt.

Rainy &y tUD<I?

any more taxee.

Nadicw.

MS~ BAil'l"'R:

bow - e funclo.

tor opp«>priatiCilO, war. io tha appropriatiCilO going to cane

Olld aM

troa?

Mil.

~

w ooay

t:hooe & people aDd revioit it ill a year.

MR~ DUB:

so,

aaMthing that ie ju.t ld.ni...... to run the program •• it ie.

DOt: IIDY

add.iticmal - t , iutiblto tha auclito, l.Dotiblte tha

MK,,

ADd here w. are today, 2 or l yeare down

wb&t - • re talking o.bout tol!ay io to !>ringing theol up to

I think that • o a legitl.ooate tiW>g to do.

}'011

You know, I have

the line, •nd we reali•e t.bat, yeah, they were too low.

induatry'a credit and therefore it'a a debit to PBQ, and, yeah.

waall! p.-opooo that

we would have gotten.

begin vith for the Title V, they were low, one of the lo,.,eet in

But. yeah. becauae that'a to

balauce ia $0.25 to $0.50 a ton.

s

And I'm aure that if all we .needed wae a
"~hat

aiM.ll &lhOUDt of lftOney, S percent .... 1 percent of thia number ia

ot .,....

You
Here ,..

maw,

bew to loDk ot tha State ot Oltl&hooa.

w

an tol!oy with - 1 • that -- witb ea agency with our

Title V progroa, wbich~,- bew oo -

.,_tgn, w bel!l,OOO - r o .

penlito that are ott in

Sl
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largo ot 011 increaoe.

tha v1Dgs that haw to be doDe, w•ro llhort ot porooaael, bow
do }'011 think thio looka to caapeaieo that haw to -

penoito 'for t:bair oporotiCil ot
at ot:ateo to ccae in?

~iaeoo,

libeD t:boy

wban thay

C l l l l - tha othugoing to caoo boro.

-y.

take up aoro ot that olock ot that incroaoo.

thaoe

an looking

•-

·an ·looking at otateo to _ , .

I dGA't think it loolco wry goof!.

in to do buoinooo.

All4

yo~~

io going to got aut.

SO, I think tor

e~c

...,

·

I think w de&U.ng --

.sa..n

tha liao.

I cion • t know bow -

ot

w ..._ to look at that.

7

attorney tar tha othar oil!e,
hero ond.

-·ro

pleol!ing.

}'011

I kiad

know, ANI

yo~~

ot teal like .,.

that I ro......-.

1
0

all are tha jury

&Nt your ot&U ill to bew to beg.

•

'

I aupport at&ff'• ID&jOJ:a.

}'011

yo~~

need.

mow,

11o

:rou

all uk tor a job

than yo~~ aoecl, aDd -yt>e yo~~•ll got

-

I wo.o toll!, booy, w•w got it c:ut

'ftll.o io """-t w aoeci to run tbio

bow to be oupportiw ot our people.

All4 it all

that • o all they -..14 beve brought to uo .
Al1cl !Dduotry, i t yo~~ _,.t to go obeal! ond. have on

auclit aDd a ocudy like w dil! betoro, bow in tho beck do
I'a aorry to ••• ...... I bave

-

bei.Dg . . . .11 b..wiuaa peracm .yeelf,

that thay an goiDg to bew ouch a largo incz'eoae.
thinking,

booicolly lolbat

right c!cwa to tha b>Do.

Y011 lalow, it•o a terrible pooitiCD to baW to

to .aJte • -- you
1

110n1

You kzlcw, I'll haw to oay

like -

we needed .,.. the CPI, that • • all w waul d. have .needed. and

vito that gooo to tha buoban4 aDd bego tor aoro ..,...y to run

1

:rou - ·

ror

progr....

1

tho baueoboll!.

so, I think that we ahc:Nld allow ataff.

obaull! eok

yo~~

All4 it•o, }'011 know, it•o like tha

].

of ua cu fore•••.

their ro-tiCilO. to otoad.

yo~~

-rbat _,k bu to go ""• alaag with

All4 w •ro going into a

new cont.ury ond. tbero io going to be thiago CCIIIing up that none

wro really payii>IJ attentiCD to wb&t be wu talking about, but

awryt!W>g eloe that w •ro doing tol!oy.

to roali&e that w• ra going to be

tbia ia the lut year, 'II, the laat year of thia

cont'llrY, tha loot year ot thio COI1tury.

-1-t, w

we need to prepare-·

-· I gueaa, I'M aorry. it waa Scott, about the Spe<:ial Project•

that aro CQOing on

You all know that

an going to be puoing it "" to ua,

But your otoc:kbalcl.rll an going to got tha protito juat tho

c.m•t got

You know. I W&o really impreooecl by wb&t ll.ly bel! to uy about

}'011

.....

tha _,k doDe, oo, t:boy an not going to .,.... bero Olld tho worl!

beWD't- talkol! about that tol!ay.

or later that

the ~. ao we•n goi.Dg to pay far it cme wy ar aaotber.

you

wll, it'• c:beapor, yeah, thay'ro

Noll, i t it•o cbooper Olld

All4 I dGA't kzKiw ..toy tho big guyo don't

that it•o going to oupport your point ot view?

going to be

110n1, ..,

-an

}'011

:rou

Ma)lt>e it•o

going to uk tor IUIOthar

You kzlcw, that•o tha wy to l!eter anything, otuc!y,

All4 I ••

1

otud.y?

know, I don't know -thor I con oupport that

'

otuc!y, otuc!y to <loath.

- i l e . ,.. • w got all ot thio, Y<N

5)

:know, the•e expense•.

count on.

I hope that you paid attention. to the wi1dom

Vote your coruacience.

pocltotboolta.

I hope not.

HR. BREISCH:

long it take• to hir• them.

Anyway, 'What

Mil. DYXB,

t.et God. be your guide and.

MR., BUISOI;

»avid., how lang doe1 it t.alte when

-Y·

MR.. tmCII:

10 people and in

tnant.ha.

You me&n, let• a aay you. could hire

'

DYICB;

I

'l'be

training part - • '!lh&wn&?

lit, en: around ll'u.ly lit wban I get a projection and forecaat. ot

1

what ury budget ia goiQ!i to ho next roar.

Mil. IMCB:

that we have that u•••••• what a training ~.c. i• ot a aew

emplo~e

thi• yeu, anyhow?

in the Air ~lity Divioion.

MR. Dn::Br
Tine-wile, it wculd be &bout a

55

y.ah, that • • exactly rigbt..

And on our farecaat, we uaed.

MR.. DYD~

al1o uaad. tbat aa a luri'Og&t.e.

of tMnt..

people .

8\lt

I mean, t.ba ftiiCilAY •••ociatecl

~

V&COD<:y

it em an

&m~~~&l

ba•i•.

"l'bere
IGl~

what you don• t have in there, •• Shawna wa• teying

~

All4 ury budget thio y. .r.

We' 11 bin

expenditure 1'"""11 thio

a llliotalto, but we took a oinple approach.

5

an ab•olute flat budget.

And what

though.. you. vill not have 1pent

MR.. D'YJiC3:

ot

them.

MR. DYJCB:

~.

'!'hat i1 tru.e.

Davie!, you an the Hearing

Officer, but lot 1DO jWit aok tbe CCuncil, uryoolt.

.So, we 'llAde a •htake

Ia tbero any

in our preoontation by doing tbat, it - a r • , especially tr001

other qu.ationa or COIIIMnt• t:roa. the Council before we t.ake a

the la1t calculation•.

vote oa thi•l

Becauae that • • what' • not in there.

kind of operational elllpeDSe in there.

I can put 17 - l o an right away.

so. ye1, there i• no way

MR4 BltANEOtY'!
1
l

ICR. EDDINGT'Oll:
My -

1
eq,loyee•, Engineer• and Rnviroamantal Speciali•e..

MR.. BRBISCI•
of $'14, 000 repre•ent1.

SO, toll 110 again ..bat tho total

I •1111 rudy to nake a motion

wbemrver the t.1M i1 right.

I t would take at leaot 2

d.itfueu.t 1ntezview tel.rll, because we're looking' at 2 type• of

'

'l'hat'•

IG.. BRBISCI•

That.'• why thole f'igurea work, i• becauae we doa't have tb&t

1

m:JMY.

... anywhere near that amount of

""""'Y·

tor

'11>at would bavo got ua a figure

•ornr.lhat different than we haw today.

That amount of

MR4 BREISOI:

we 1h.Ould have dona

wa• gone in ancl elevated all t.ho1e eJCPen•e acocuntl to vh&t it

the people an top

It 1eeaw like thil titna next year.

MR. BllBISCS:l

We only .. ked for

II 1 • . and. Seoior li:DviZ"OIIKIIental

'that •• why that' • in itj that • • a large amount.

Specialilt..

we probably made

wculd talte to ·'
INpport theoo kind of - 1 • , llDd then aok

Average of 16,000 a year.

We pr~ly wcrn.'t hin all •enior•.

wc:xae U t • • aDd. BS

cert.ain thing• with dollan: a11ociated with them frora a .flat
budqet~

BUISCS:;

IGl. DYICI:

to point out, i• trainiOQ' c:o•te, and. operatiOD&l co•t
increaoeo.

'1'tw a&l.ary i.n&::rea•e put on top

'l'bce;e a.re .... I 1 M DDt. sure the dtltaila 0:: -· ebo•e are

bey<la4 that, oven >fith the 17

ywar 1• $200,000 caore than thi.• ba1e bu.dpt4

dono ill.the ~at.

seventeen Y&C&Jlcie• with their

•aluy, with a aalary increue.

io alwayo goiag to ho •

-·vo

r------------------------------------~
s•

11 people, 'Which we think. ,.,. aaecS to deaigo tlw fee, but we

with tbat, we kaow we can• t

8 .•.,

Probably 810Z'e than that, bee&Wie

we'll do it in • lump "}l:l.l&tion like

1
7

B\lt

•• i t you bod autbori&ation to

hire 11, ygu. ara tellin!r 1M you ara going to hire only about a

1

MR. TERR.ILLr

I '11 gett.ing &t 11 ·-

Six 111<Xlth11.

MR.. IIIUIISCI:

'l'be TBU report i11ued an UIQUI1t of 11J percent of the

gue•• what

I

MR.. BIUZISOh

into the rec:ard, tho TB.r.A atudy io tho <Xlly written clocurnont:

firlt quarter 1&lary iJ what it C:OIU to eraia a aev

I wcm•t be able to hire until .July

1

1

1

per1on.

llell, oltay, ao, you. voo' t be

2

David, if I may enter

MS. MOQ\TERS-ICHU.OOSI:

1t.A4 that'. wboll7

J.pril, Hay.

MR., IIIIBISOh

Mil. DYG~

No, I would have theta. on. 1t.aff.

>fill ho at tho end of tho

hiring

2 -.tbo you. wo.1ld baw them?

141\:

5

n.an

•-1 oyot• •• ochool yoar.

&ow

Mil. DYJll:

TWo

And. there are thole people out

MR. BR&:ISCis

Mil. USISOII

Mil. BREISCH:

~.

there,· you. thlnlc that you. an get to caoe to work?

lang dooa it talte you. to hire ll!l -..loyoo 01111 get bi• into

MR.. DYJCBs

)

It taltea about 2 montno through th•

at.aff, let. alona train himl

1
0

Well, really my que•tion was how

proee•• to get them on board.

Baclt to queotiona llDd ..,._,.to.

you biro an -..loyee, ~ lDDg -- lot,. uk it thi•

It they come

from industry, then it takes leas time.

-rh.onl< you.

MR.. D'liCB:

they are •• you can do acme ... it

ot your Olairma.n

earlier th11 morning when we talked about thi•.
can I 1ay?

befo~e

depend. on bow well they are trained ecning in.

And every year are we going

to have to come back And do tbil pleading aqain?

)"'Ur

year, probably,

Ped.eral grant• are not going to be there, folk•, •o

you better be thinking abou.t that.

not
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What can we count on, what can we not

b

May I make ooe earmeat, pl•••• 'I

Robert Bddingt:an, I work for ArlNitrDDg Flooring

5

Divi•ion, ba•ed out of Allentowll, PeDUylvania.

1

curreo.tly putting in a

'

ftl.ll tiple• of ten~ or Kdlliona of dollars.

DeW

p:roce•• :lA my pl~t.

we are
It 11 in

The one rea•on why

Gl.rJ••"· .......
~nlll.,

_ . . . . , ..,..._.,

sa

57

we c:ho•e Okla.hona v.1 because the

per~nit

procee• i l quick here.

We have bad ex.c::ellent 1ervice from DBQ.

Ne couldn't get it in

Penn8ylvania or in california, or Nev Jeraey.

ayatelft before me.
the floor 1how.

Ne c:hoae

DOt.,

Oltlahau. beca"Uie the ayatem they have in place here, ehey are

-

faat and et'fieient for u1.

c:on.otruction pemito.
period.

We got our permit on ti018.

probably tor a Title V.

Mil. BUISOI:

Mil. Dl!CII:

And in like ' mcntha from

it dooe quicJ<ly.

with DIY - t i t o r o , tha otlwr guya >lbo -

b4 tllere

1
0

:r

def'ar to the

exp~~rt•.

'ftley ckm·~ eit - . · i n tbe aooming aod figure >!bat thay need.
'ftley bava dooe boura aod boura on thia, oitting - . >!bat thay

,
1
0

•'

1
1

need to do thair jbb,

1

" ' - tha people vi'tb IID;I, thay are goo4 people.

Diva it to them, >!bat thay think.

1
l
1
4

Defer to tham,

~

1bortbanded..

yeab, okay, i f you baw to cut bacJ<, cut bacJ<.

But ckm't

1

pay tba .atn. ooat i f I laiDw I'll 9et ..y permit in '0 dayo.

I will gladly

ready to throw aometbing out

I tbillk we atill need to get a batter

accounting of tba fi.Dallcaa.

I'• not blallliDg Air Quality.

I'll

probably pa• tbat oo up to tbe Finance Diviaioo, tbat thay
DHd to provida batter tiD&Dcial infcmnatioo to ua.

I think

But they abould ba, tha bill

1 tbiDk tbare ia . _ b quaatioo in my oaiDd

tbat td>at I'a goJ.nv to propoae, aad Bill, I bad tbia dovn
before you got up than, aad I got language tbat I vill

1

Ditpick tham, a DicJ<al bere aod a nickal than.

'

oaiDd about finoncea.

- U e aourcea.
1
4

1

5

1.'•

abould be peid for by tha citisana of O k l - or • ...,. othar

And

And, hey, 2 or l yeara fraa aaw,

I'll entertain a IIIOtion

1 guaaa, tbere ie eDCIIIgb OODceiD io my

td>at bapptma.

V tbat are not really Title V.

rou fiDd

a lliatake, fine, but rigb< """ tbay are doing a - t jab.

ckm't cut

Okay.

th1• . . tter.

011

!:bare ia • ...,. Title v or project• that are attributed to Title

rou'

2

tbeir ._rtiae aod let thala decide whit tbey tbink.

Mybody elae viahing to 111ake a

HR. IIIWIBCSlr•

7
aod -

We're with oklahoma . . so,

p l • - give the ltaft wb&t they need.

I don' t aee anybody else frcxn the

HR. IIIIIIISOI1
f:r"Cal tho Oouacil

are two right . - witb tbe aaw teclu>ology, tint of ito kiod.
'l'blly're fighting New Jer1ey'1 rule.

If we're

So, please don't nitpick theM too

aut..-nt oa. th:l.• . .tter from the public?

I -racing ti018
floora.

to be fir1t on tha acene.

'ftult' 1 all I hava to ••Y.

I f thay - · t bava tha ataff, that' a

we~

~ve

we

Ccl.lncil that wanta to talk, David.

operating permit, aod than next year

1011

we race a Hovember deadline nex.t year at

then we bava a problem.

We went in there in April for

I had two (inaudible) for - n t

. - , we'll !10 back for

going to hurt uo.

ntch.

And

5

propoee.

BUt baaic:ally >!bat I'• going to make a ...uoo for ia

that tha Title

If

v

fee be adjuated by tha CPI, tbat tha lliDor
~

you bold- up ' 1110Gtha, ..y - t i t o r may get bia through tha

aource fee ba equal to

,..j or aource fee. aDd tbat tha

J.ncreaoe in tha lllimr aource application fee ba accepted aa

invoiced at tha rata ~valent to that liated in 25l•l00·5·

pn>poaad by tha DBQ.

2 ..2 (b) (:i) (A), tlbicb in effect aayo tha llliDor aource feea are

1
7

indwltry, botb •-ll

2

At

the • .,. time, I'oa !JQing to eacourage

-iDe•• aod large -ineaa,

IAgialatu.n and aeek appropriation..

I think t.be c1t1&8D8 ot

~ire

~

-•aag• tbe 1Dcha•t%Y Deeds

252:100·5-2.2(b) (2), Part 70 SOUrcea, we am leaw

delete paragraph

b4

of all, did you -

an paa•e4, ..y calculaticm•

I?

COft'l8

up with

&D

additional $35'7.000

.....!

b4 than if we can get additional

With tbe $357,000, that ia

appra>d~~~ately

10 people tbat DIIQ am

111. JIDPnWI:

5,

If there ia a -klod. analyoia, tbat aeec1a to be a

aeek out.

I have two quicJ< CCIIIIIeDta.

rea.

Okay.

b4 aaccodly, on SUbchapter

em the tee8 that wra in place priOE' to .January

p - • ia actual charl!lea to tha rule.

'Ibm if it'• in the rule, than they
>~bole

paragraph cen be atricJ<an ai.,.,. that • a out of date.

It aayo

• · DYD1

we

can

1

exactly""" onuch thay

ao, ,.,.. would adopt. the CI'J: •• it.

• · BRNIBCXX'1

Nke paragraph C uDdar tbat aectioo, paragraph A, atating

7

a-

need to collect.

•• can j\Uit atrike that. paragraph.

We am atrike paragraph B, that • a no lcager applicable.

r

it .akea it. eaaier tor our EDforcemeD.t people wbaD they have to

1

""til January lot, Uti.

1. 1'''·

go back aod collect. feea that havan't baiiD paid in prior yeara.

so, io li9bt of that, >!bat I•• going to

ID 252 ;100•5•2 .2 (b) (1) (A), I think that

Firat

That will ba accepted aa

2

l

a.

wa!ld , _ D d that you 1-ve tboaa aa at&ted, o~ly bec:auaa

If we don't get that, than tba workload analyoia

will not be dooe.

beck to paragraph

propoeed by tha Air Quality Diviaion.

•-rata funding of apprcpriationa, that tha indutry needa to
1

e

to i~~<:lude in your IIIOtiOD tha SUbchapter

HR. JIRARIIar:

appropdationa oo tcp of tbat, that will juat be extra """"'Y·

add.

aad c:blulge pllre!Jl'apb

liS. HDimiJIIf•

I f tboae J, tha

Title v, llliaor aource fee. &Dd the permitting applicatiCD fee

appr<»<i~~~ataly.

a

I tbiDk tbat _.u ac:coovliab td>at I atated.

to taU to the

1Agia1ature, that , . can get additional money.

tbaD dalete

paragraph A aa ia, dl.arego.rd:ID!r tbe - - ~eo, aad

Title V tbat - f i t tha

nate, aod that ought to be paid for by tbe atate.

thllt • • Che

we can

•:lor aourc:e feea.

paragraph D Wldar tbat aect.iCD.

p~

O k l . - aaed to - i d a a .... ban funding for tha

But tbare are iall\lea tbat. ano

~valent to tba

to go to tha

'0

adjuae-Dt.

be!finaing Juuary lat, 1"', aNNal operating feea ab&ll ba

..-ntaod.
1
7

'l'be or would be ea aut.aaatic

We ckm't have to act oo the CPI, 1a td>at I

&2

MS. Hamw<,

R.ight.

MR.. BRANECXY:

Okay.

the minor 1ource every year.
I take tbat back, t.hen.

amount for the minor aou.rce.

Leaving in paragraph A., 1• that what you are aaying?
MS. HOF'FHAt'f:

And a till otriking paragraph B,

ton.

That 1 • under paragraph C.

a in. &lao?

Right .

-.ld be paragraph
7

J)

-.ld otrike

U,,

ta there a •econd on that motion1:·.

....,...1 operatiDg" !eel

Ma. BJWIBca,

252 :100·5·2 .2 (bl (2) (A).

Ma. WILSON;

t.r. yo.. --

MS. HOFnWf:

1

ul.!mcn,
oquivaien~· to the

t·•

Ma.

0

1curce fee

Ms; HOJ'J'MAN:
Title v tee baa•

intendiog.

the -

Ma. BIWlSCXY:

Title V fee.

here

HR. 'NILSON:

flUI the CPZ. tbat'l what I'm

But with tba lame queations &nd.

lvld I heard Mr.

Fiahb&ck earlier atatAI t;hat ba would .be willing to, at lea1t ••

an

a repz:eaentative of Micl-OXltiswme Oil and Qaa Aaaociation, be
willing to pay for oae of thaoe thingo throo>gh the erni""inn fee
aJld t.be ~laioa. tee incnaae, u

I think we aLight have a prcbl... with
1
5

that.
IIR. BIWIBCICYt

Well, I think ""''ll probably be

year.

uncertainty that we•re concerned about now-.

I • • illtuu:ling' them bot.h to t%"a~k •• they

Okay.

Title V

'

protection of the current

cbu'9e procaaa.
I think we d.iaau:aed that. IJJd I

MR. BR»mCCIX1

1

I think we•n goiag to bave to adjuot

IIR. IIYXB:

next;

To the baa• Title V fee or to tha

adjuated every year, they'll both go up.
Mil. DYD:

llight.
ADd we're goiOIJ to ba here doing

thing. next year, a good chance?

tryiD!I to 1et the nU.nor

Plua the CPZ?

MR. BRANBCXY:

If appropriation• are not

dcda, io it?

ohall be invoiced at the rate oquivaleot to that lilted in

'

No.

Okay.

obt.ained for thia workload ualyaia, it'l DOt going to get

I

1

I h&va a que•tiOil about that.

DR.. ON'n:R.:

Mil. WILSOih

UDdar that aection, aad cbaD!JiD!J paragraph

C to read begilllliDg" January 1,

MR. WILSON:

MIL BIWIBCKY :

Tbe ODly thing -

HR. BIWIIICXY:

So, beginning January 1,

19519, annual operating fee• 1Mll be invoiced at $16.67 per

I gue•a we'd have to leave pa.ragTaph

MS. BOFAWI:

Okay.

MJl. 8RAN'£CKY:

Y'ell.

HR. BRANliCXY:

or leaving that in. alao?

So wa'll need to •tate a epe:c:ific

think tbe difficulty ...:.&ae in hoot we would ea.....rk thAt 010t1ey

1

7

-

u
opecifically far that 1tlldy tllrough tbe r-sulati-.
1

.my

t ...... , a tew otbu work ~·•••· it'a DOt a big deal.

And tl>at • •

you kDGw,

we kicked it beck to tbe legillative lml.

We'""'

HR. IIILSOIIt

you have to look ac the total

progrMI,

HS. MYERS:

that.

MR..

PISHBAO:~

As I

have to be very

aait;l earlier, I would

Title

the oil and aao Iaduatry -=ld <llltinitely eupport

'1'be prohl• io whet !)avid

eya aaid about

1
4

n~.

MS. MYERS:

it • 1 driven aolely by Title V.

v,

Roa-Title V.

If that • 1 the ia1ue, then that 1trike1 to the

hearc ot what

1lflli 've

CQtt~~rehanoive

Ma. nSJIBII(X:

wen, yeah, nobody really """""'.

of etfart on MaR·Title v

'-All

It' a not -- if the amount

equal to Title v, and let • • aaaume

it' a either .... well. it•a 'D/'0, it'a auppo1ed to bt '0/tO.
1.
2

analyoe it all.

v workload """lydo, -.ld be very, very - u .

aaid another way -- I gue11 oaid IUI<>thar

so. i f $0.50 •
1

4

that $125,000 io opent in iJ>ClUdil>g" additional ite:u in the
workload anal)'Iii.

In other

z

don't t.hink that it would c:o1t an addition&l to percent to

workload analyaia. of includiDg .Non-Title v progrBINI in a Title

ton io the right DIIIIOber, $125,000 to do thio, -yboo $25,000 of

I mean, it loiCNl.d

of what they are doing in Non-

All I.'1'1 aay1.Dg 11 it'• not linear.

been talking about, keeping them aeparaee.

I 'WOUld 8\lbnlit to you that t.he incremental coat in a

Of the analywia.

Ot tl1a analyaia.

ao well.

uoing a Title

V fee increue to analyse the entire progr•, which iDclu.dea

But

daD't 11111 how you could

part of ic.

llv.t in my opinion, it' I Title V

I

definitely

I

legiti-tely oay tbat tile lion-Title V -.ld be a very minor

hcauae yeN wo.lld have to evaluate

HR. WILSON:

MR.

But I alao think

other.

4

all of the progruo.

requeating

INt in thie caoe, I tllink it -.ld be

thee Mr. Wi11on io right, yau can't do one wi-thout dning the

Title V aD4 Hca-Title V,

and WI' re apendillg' Title V fMa CD Non-Title V progr. .

MS. M'CIRSt

v.

very aiDer additional coat• to do it all.

think tbe probl. . io the E\1h where

I

Now,

very 1euitive to that iaaue, don't apend Title V

- r o n lfon-Title

killed that, then, due to the

lack of the lbility to apecify bow it getl 1pent?
HR. Jmal:

l.'•

aut that • o strictly a judgement call.

rilling -- and I opeat

ror

-Y·

I gueso

I -.ld be

!ll'f induotry, I'd be willing to

abeorb that additiOD&l ccet to get it ~;ight.

MR.. DYD:

word&, puttil>!l together the

And we're not getting it by any

1

proee"" and hiriDg" the contractor i1 go.iDg" to be by far· and

meana.

'

away the biggeat ia1ue.

know, I j uot think -yboo we attoq~t to eannark one depending on

AM if they evaluate a tew ot;her work

If our lawyer a tell N

that • • okay, let •e do it·

You

65

the adler. pay for your pare of i e .

HR. BRJIISCI:

to the CPI index on thia raiae.

from what I •ve heard t'ron the ataff.

Accordift9 eo u ..ae fi'JI'rea, eben.

that you juat Nde a aot.ion on, Dave,

w will IM.ve on the -- I

~t

MOdel year.

MR. 11R£ISOiz

deficie 'for the IIIDdel year.

y.;..

we leaaen

know, but I

I don't aee tha

• . . a definite ahortt'all in t.he Non-Title v.

- I doa't aM the legialaeora being friendly oboue giving ua

Okay.

And I bope you CAD lobby ellae in, but thia would

more ....,.y.

Righe,

be one of the firat et..a.

AD<I they are very, very difficult

to c:cnvince to do dlia thing, becauu of tM differeac. betw.en

'ftlaD if you are righe &Ill!

thia U N - year·,.. break-· "'"'"nUl ae a pol.Dt ellae

the attitudQ J.D the :rural areaa &Ill! the •t.rq>oUtan areaa.
so, you are goJ.ng eo baw a taugll •• a tough u....
-

I

believe with omat I'w aaid, I've atill goe eo ._.,... the

And ory queatioa 11 •.i f ... iD<:reaaed the f ...

the other $0.10 approxi-Uly, Wll c:an alWOiya dec:reaae ie, W

iDCre&ae reccanendad by the ataff.

c:an alway• refund ie .' aue ..,.. re facift9 the prohai>Uiey of a

"->,

year froa , _ of havift9 eo play ooore c:aec:h-up.

and I've liateoed to everybody.

ADcl I eieher

I hope --

..&ybe

1 1 at. voted

but I juat •• I hAw foughe thia thing for a lang tiN,
JNt I don't tiliak wa•ve made •

haw eo beliew ~ at:Aff in .mae ehay are aayift9 in ehe Deed.i

01iatake by J.Dcreaaift9 it aa nuc:h aa a llliatall:e "" -..ld Nke by

e~~ae they can • e qulee quantify hare, e~~ae "'"• re really goift9 eo

not l.Dc:reaaift9 it.

l

AD<I our c:e~nateeu c:an cenainly judge """ther

need thee """'•Y.
1
l

Maybe

You. will have AD inCI'e&ae in the

...

1

It'a -- I wouldn't want to.

"'" haw dec:naaed the IIIIICIIDI: ellae "'" have eo offer far the
fine quarter.

t.

money up.

ehe impace by going ie on a quarterly baaia,

increaae in the daficit, you will IM.ve leaa IDC:I28y?

HR. BUISCh

And I have a very

A decreoM iD the defic:ie, an

HR. IIIWIIICICC1

"

difficult time, ehough, in tellift9 induaery to go ahead ond put.

don't know what we call it, the typical yaaz:
HR. IIYD:

I feel unc:ant'ortable with it

:l.t•• being

8peDt

right.

So, it kind of ""'""a " - ' to ehat.

A

leaaer 1111 aUke by J.Dcreaai1>9.
May I IMke a CCII'CIIGIInt, pleaae1

MS. MYDSa

If Mark COl-.a.'• office will aend. ua,

~ e~~ae

I'm

aupply ""• wU:h the pr<>per fiaancial """'-'>U, wbic:h I MXIld

1

not aayift9

like ae thia ti!M eo -

'

ateff, I ehink they've dOI1a .., J.Dc:redihle job of trying to dig

a rec:ard ellat "'" are requ. .tift9 tlv:Jae

1

I ha"""'t alrNd)' aaid eo the DSQ

1

s

doam8nu on a -t.hly buJ.a, &lid I MXIld like thia record to

s

thecuelvaa ClUt of a 118aa.

1

be u - i t t e d eo the DSQ !loud.

1

J.Dfcmn.ticm fZCIIII the Pi!W1C8 DaputNDt.

'

have wit:h it 1a that ~ aiteift9 t.hrougb the budget

'

But I

&10

atill wry c:oac:arne4 about cuttift9 back jWit

_.. _

'ft>ey'va bed difficulty oa gett11>9
'ft>e probl.8111 that I

--.u......................

..

.~--------------------------------------------------------~
-tJ.nga, ewry t i • "'" ....,. in &lid ait
- l e , than 11 aCIIIIIthil\9 different.

"->

"

...,... in the rigbt direction and I CCIIIIIIOII1d tha far their

with ella finaDcl.al

budgetary deciaion aak11>9 ellat baa occurred over the laat many,

U..... ia DD coaaiau..ey

fZCIIII -tJ.ng eo •eeift9 on - t the DUIOI>ua abGuld be.

'ft>ey

--ella.
I do believe thet 1a.... a euc:b aa c:baagl.Dg the

cbange &Dy..tlare frca $0,25 to over $1.00 froal -tJ.ng eo

-tJ.ng.
of it.

c:an.ulting Hr:vicu: oo the 1liDor aource .U• a lot of aenae,

I realiaa ella.t • a e difficulty J.D the filwl<::l.al put
I wa.ld DOt wane to penal. he err cut Air

~lity

abort

aa Wll'va diacuued today.

"'" C'CIIltl.Due year after year eo DDt provide uy killll of relief,

lie haw t o - a dec:iaion.

I d011•t eotally diaagree

don~ t

'

know at ch:l.a point :l.n tiM.

wieh David•• p . . _ l .

ca. ONTBil:

1
1

paraonally.

1

the •• and I'd like eo Nke l or l poinu &Dd then aay - t I

would aupport.
1
l

half err ao, I haw

1

-

1

"!'""

~ar and

earne4 there.

-1. ~t

the ataff of the Air ~lity Diviaioa

coaaidarable be1e-tigh~ efforea, arg&l1ize

1

-il\9

in

the right direc:tiaa.

It' a a diffic:ule proce... but I

clo believe that the Air ~lity Diviaicm ataff are tryi1>9 eo

-

even if "'" went to the 8Dtire Titl• V

MXIld atill leaw a deficit of abclllt a half a

lllillioa dollara, baaed upon the .odal year •. aat, I -.ld feel

iDfOESMtioa, granted tbat every t i • w get a report tMre are
diff&niiCOa, but at t h e - tiN, I have the a..... that Wll're

1
1

1a at le""e a little reli•f in the intareat ellat llll.g!K be

a

s

'

I do believe that a quarterly payment

quarterly payment. then tbo&a acurcea ellat pay the fH, there

about ehia quiu a bit, and ona of

Pint of all, I .... over tiM laat

ella .odal year,

entire re<:OIIIIIIIndation far Title v, undent&llding thet U it• a a

ehia baa bean a vary difficult proceaa, I think, far •
~e

llpal

aupportift9 ia the r e - t i o n of the at:Aff for Tl.ele v, the

I

0

I have

If "'" ~ - t David

plan MXIld make a&D&e, &lid what I would fMl c:CII&fortable

I MXIld note ellat I c1o noe pay wry

ao, I wnt eo uy that at the bagiliDing.

nf the eeaff if

ellat Wll're atill appradNtely $UO,ooo in the defic:ie, .,....

~

a - of folka.

of the feea.

in ten~~~ of the ataff requir-•.

baa propoaed, ory calculaeicm ia, baaed

And

I •a not aaying anything that I baven • t already aaid. ou.t loud

'

~~<~<ale

herd, &lid I am alao ClOIICUIMid aboue the

today.

lkneatly, I juat really

2

th1"9• ellat I - l d ba a

infcmn.eion that WII'W been given to Uy e o - thia dec:iaion

with you, but I doa•t eotally diaagrea with David, either.

1

CIDII of eha

little ~ about 1a ellat the ateff baa been .-ldDg vary

by wry ....... but I'• DOt tot:Ally c:CII&fonable with the

c:CII&fartable for III)'Hlf in acceptil\9 the

-1

far the Title

._.ted.

1
5

v fH,

1

wbic:b 1a c:hange the minor aOU&'c:a to the Title V f . . and

'

accepeiDg' the applicaticxa feea •• reccaananded.

-.1<1"9 the cbaft9ea 2 and 1 thet David bu

Thia ia. •• I

"

••id., a d.ifficult thing for • · beeau.ae I've tried to think

70

about. t.he•e d.iffarent i•.uea, et cetera. and I do believe Utat

to my knowledge. the COuncil can u.lte a recc:::mne:ndation but

whataver they can to do pollution prevention and to reduce

co.a.ldn' t actually t..ake an action that would bring abo.Jt the

their inventoriea. and thua reduce what they are paying-. and

at!Jdy.

pernapa tnat ia "" offaet.

Direccor, and then the Executive Direet.or and the Council

But that -.ld be -· what I would
aupporti~

-..ld be tnat tho

It waa a reconwMndation of the Council to the Executive

reeonme.nd.ed Title v fee and. t.be •eCCDd and third pointa that

Legi•lature.

that WQJJ.d effect tho budget of the ageacy.
MR.
t.bat.

HR. JIUIIBCI(Yo

HR. DYJCII:

BliBisar,

And I don't think wa•re trying to do

Mark 0:11....., baa approachecl tba -

- preparing to approach tba Logialature aaki~ for $950, ooo

· finulci&l audit?
MR.

onr:~~,

I tb.i..l2k we•re all OA the •arne abeet. of ~ic ben.

I -.ld tiWilt that -.ld baV'8 to be

meaa. lika em the au.clit of tbe vcrkload atudy, tbe

.... )'Ql

But they couldn't do it with a recarmendation

Is tbare ally wey lA our 1110tion to

DR. CAH1'Bil;

a

~

worked together to find a funding aource through the

llavid nCOIII!IeDded.
MR. IIRBISCI•

was

involved in the Water Quality atud.y t.bat waa done £or NPOS, and

cau•e a atudy to be IU.d.e?

Workload atudy.

$950,000, yea.

MR. IIIU\IIBO<r:

specifically for tba Air l)l&lity

it ahould be appr9Pd,ately tak•n up ~r Itelll 9A. New

MR. BIUINBo:Y:

Okay .

Bwlineal, oo tbe agenda.

Mil. Im<B:

,.

ca; ~:
part of thia

.It aeem1 to me tbat ought to be.- ••

¥e~t.ion, I

cion • t kDow.

Division?

But 1 would think

I -an. th&t -.ld be wat 1 WQJJ.d

IN!Igeat on tbat point.

far tba
Ullleaa ycu am provide tba

MR. llllNIIICitX'

·'!'bare ia

Till••

4

MR.

Bill, CUl the CCNncil actually --

MS. IIRADI.BY;

'

MR. DYlCBo

Cheryl Bradley.

71

app~riatiDnll

HR. IWI1sar:

~

expen4ia.rea that couldjbe IIICMid aut of Title v, like the

.----------------------------------------bow tbat -·

oo - t that definition ia. '11>at baan•t been done.

and Nan-Title V, l>ocauae DD

2

ereaa.

4

rec:or'CI that 1 bave nquaatecl l.nfo.-tion oo criteria for

MS. M'tBRS;

I think ltb&t'a a bi9' iawe

v

and - t · a Hen-Title

v.

ADd I agree with tbe gentleman !ro.

MR. BIWIECICY:

..,.,.y,

v

~very

MR. :aJtBISCH:

and wbac tMka are Non-Title

v.

1

4
1

,.Y are

payi~

tba

tbay de. .rw to JuxN, aDd they de•erve to get iayglv.td

in public heariQg"a auch •• theae, to provide tbeir CCIIIIIeDta on

Well. you Jtnow. I )tind o£ like

thing• to go a1 amooth as poaaible frcn thia council.

5

l'm not

happy with thil, ~ what t•~a going to aaJt for ia a comprcmi•e ·

IIDd tba -OIIIiae b. aplit the diffennce.

fro~~~

well wbat taaka are

Ri!Jht, 1 underatand tbat.

llby don't we clear it off tba deck

real qu.icll:?

1
2

1 think the fee payera, the buik of tba fee payera

of the Njor acurcoa, abould

MYERS:

0

But we can't ait back and aay X want to igncq:e wbat'a

Title

MS.

1

We can't afford leaa aervice, tba.t'• our

!air or wbat'a not !air. ao that I can get quick aervice

wa.•

aecon6ed. ar.cl it va• voted on. and only S people --

'1'bo lut thing that 1

canpetitive edge in acme ca•ea.

the state .

Well, t'11\ •ayi.ng if it

Mil. "&REISCH;

w.ant aa a repreaentative or of aa eawloyee of canoco, a aajor
ac:urce. ia lea a ae:rvice.

It neede to be aeCondecl ancl vcted

on.

And. that • a. again, W.y I would auppon. acme

- t · a title

Because you

bave got to 11&,., 5 for it.

workload atudy end involvement fr0111 tho CCuncil to determine

AnultJ:'ODg'.

deacl-ceater, it appean rigbt new that there is a couple of ua
doubting your motion. and cb&t raeana it fail a.

on.. are Non-Title

bare, that then 1• differ.nee• o! opinioa. oa bow to clivvy up
.•, ·: tbeae CQI,ta.

Aile! until we can get

AI a way to goat thil thing of!

HR. BIIBISCio

I wa.ld like to enl:er into the

v, Uld. 1 don't have that liat..

ooe kncwl.

thet definition, it \IIICIIW.d be very difficult for .,. to aay,

yeah, Title via underfunded, becauae 1 dca'_t know wbat it ia.

4

v aad >Oilich

~

'l'bon baa been very little argument hera about wat'l Title v

were

we a m • t - a oontingent

detel:'lllining wbat taaka are Title

And 1

'

nu::onMndetioo, I tiWilt that • 1 tba pral>1- than.
MR. WU.SCIIf:

It -.ld be Non-title V.

gueaa what I •m aaying ia I believe there i•. acaMI Title v

tbare, tbarehy reducing tba load oo Title V aDII tba r>aed far a
larger fee i.Dcl:'waae, and abaorb that in t.be

BRANBCitlto

1

nonattainment iaauea in Oltlahccu. COunty and 'l'Ulaa COunty, and.

abalozbect in that Jlc:G•Title V area, i! tho8e

What category ia th&t in, Non-

MR. BRBISCh
Title V?

ll'l:mlly avai lattle .

DD

1

up end al>oV'8 aad, different fran thet

otUce.

1

tu:Dding, how can we cauae it to be doDe. !orce it to be daDe.

8

I

what can be encouraged ia for all of the Title V aourcea to do

certainly feel comfortable in

1

Oleryl Bradley, excuse me,

MS. BRADLBY:

got ~my rea80Q t.o do it. aut. there ia

And 1 haV'8n't

eDO\lg"h cSoU]:)t.

in

everybod:y•a ndDCl, there i• enough queations in everybody' •
ad.nd, you blow, on .both aide•, could you coa.aider thlt aa a --

•• a -- the motioa. haan't been aeeoac!ed yet.

COUld you

CCIQ&ider that?
ClllrJ•tr A· ...Ill

hftltW~~n•,.

-~

7l

MR. IIRAHEOCY:

What apec:ifically

~~

becauae we don't want to handle 16 time• 4 c:hecJc.a.

hov nuch are

1fe • re only going to do OPe bi 11 ing .

MR. BREISOI:

~t

Nell, I'm aaking for

increase it, but we're going to limit that to •one agreeable

h.aU: of

large fee payers.
MR. BJWIBCXY,
MR. BRBISOI'

$0.45?

everybody that

Yuh, $0.45.

MR. BRJIISCih

J . ., cc.eo with tho quarterly

goiog to hav. to work fraa iooax>ry ben, totally frcm NtDOry.

lllkiDsr

~~&de,

even i f

it.

part of tlw

too.

MR. DYXB:

ADd i f I could; I

flexibility with it •

wboever, to
I -

.an.

11e bav. agreed to

or KJ'O

OZ'

011

MR. BRBISCIIo
thinking

with

I thJ.Dk that 11 axactly wllera ... Mid

MR. DYD1

I thiDI<,.. .,..d to do thot outoide

JCS. MJBIIS1

of thio -•ting Uld outaide

of

avn-

""it.

. . juat cl<>n't .....t t o -

MR. DXD:

tracking of the tbac:kl, tba Statl'o n q u i . - t that a

etart with the •• if it•o &greaahle to

~l>ody.

the P1mDce COoadt_tll Uld w brillg that propooal.
CQ~~~Uter

yet to be appointed, ao there•• 8 ac::tive macnbera.

Ill

tha O>uncil7

w otart with
Bac:auoa

0

the active

MR. DXD:

..

baW DOt CUt the lin& off yet.

-

-

I juot lllldld to laiGW -

1

it ,.. going to be

liS • MtBIIS:

I -..ld agree to the additional

Pluo tba CPI .

MR. IIRJIIIIICKY,

ADd ,.. c:au briog tbat back -

d11C:U...1 it in the Director•• meetiDg before t.be CDuncil.

0o ahead.

$0.45 .

wbat yaur l:hinkiDg .....
MR. DYXII1

to paoo a rule .

Regardle•• of UJoae pftaent. or

'111at' • corx-ect •

MR. IIIWIBCICY:

]

of thooa preoeDt?
~illg

Back to the O>uncil.

MS. HYERS 1

far u

ia

-•?
MR. DOUCDI'n':

IDd warkiog out the detailo.

~~&jority

It t&Uo 5

MR. J'ISIIBACIC1

juat a -tter of littiog -

1

1

I thcu9ht it vu
MR. DOIXIImC 1

1

11 pragrUialld to do it, t.be

exw1

Doe• a vote

haw to pa•• by the u.jority of tboae preaent, or a majority of

I tbillk i f w

well, that'• all right u

I• the vote of

tMI council, aince there are t Mlllber• CID. tba c:amcil,

agency hao 1 - d at it, they are -ctillg uo to c1o it. it'o

Mil. BllUSCII1

Bill.

Cauld I Uk a point of

clarificatim abaut JC:r. BZ'eiacb.' • atatemaat.

can handle it a couple of time1. 4 titMI a year, we CIUl handle

so,

aviewed it aad worked

JUot a - t .

MR, FISHIIIICK 1

. .ltiply thot by 4 COIIiDg

iiiCCllaiog - , . . CUl bandla """"' additicmal.

w•,..

I thiDk wa' W got a CCIUDtU offer

MS, HYERS:

houro, ,.. do not hav. the iafraotructuro to bandle that.

After yau•ve reviewed it.

After

for you.

tback receiv.d by the ageacy hao to be depolited withiD H

I •• ccac:em.d..

tba budget COIIIIIittae

out tba detailo .

thio beariDg.

out 1,,00 lliDor oourcoo• hillo, -

]

011

2

.aD4 I think ,.. •re agreeahlo IDd ,..

MR. DYXB:

••ve looked at. it, our

uo thot are

MR. BR.BISCI:

to otart.

n..

Io thot ......thiog that Y"" could

""""':.of

pnoent that bac:k through.

ila, DYXII1

ia.

haw aa:ne

..tuat yaa·r~

lie juat Med to -

MS. HYERS:

ponihly -

•anebocly --

rule ao •

ahcut here.

thot

lie' re goill!J to lilait tbat to tba large fee payero,

.,... ..... to ....

Again, that doeon • t bav. to be in the

In fact, we dall•t want that in t.ba

aut. t1u1 detail• em a

i t - clear, thalgb, thot ,...,...

goiii!J to do oae hillillg with tba four inatallMnto
lituaticm.

I ckm't remember the exact

Ugureo.
'rhat'o conect.

thot tacally, IDd • ' l l put that to reot.
Cll:'

$25,000 I've heard 4iacuaaed,

lfe''ft batted. this around.

rule.

quarterly payoe>t.

I think that .... I • m

$50, 000, payero wbo pay mon than

MR. TllDWI1

$50,000 per ~ar pay qu.ercerly.

It wa1 11Y undent.&ading that we

WQlld liu to addreoo that becauae I .,..,.... did get to addraoo

.a.e vith DO

5

By ..tuat they pay, wbare

of theoe otudiao that,.. bali..,. ,.. bav. to bav.

MR. DYJal,

•

I baw thio iofcmnatioa.

·they are at, and I have not looked at it.

rula1 1o that ~ct?

1

I baw dOt looUd at thio

MR. DXX111

iofomatiOD.

i t • thot'••re goillg to bri"!J.liP here 11 goillg to nquaot.oCIIIII

clidn' t have to pu.e~· the quarterly payment ia., u

2

-- how

I WQlld oay •• I doa•t -

MS. ICYEIIS1

ocbedule, IDd aloo I c:au aooura yaa thot after tho MXt

MS. ,..MYERS•

1

we need to hear your

I• it $5,000, ia it $10,000, or

INI.I1Y fee payer• do you. bave, over 100,000?

,.. iDvolv. ouraalv.o 'u a C:OUUCil in

~ ·

I think

wbat?

Bill, WQlld that aloo . , _ with the

quarterly paJIIMDt ocbeduleo7

pa~

an invoic:e.

thinking on that now. Devid.

'rha CPI pluo the $0.45.

MR. BRBISCih
MR. WII.SOH1

we •re not going to offer that right now to

recei~s

MR. BJLBISOI:

Pluo the CPI .

MS • ICYEIIS '

Okay.

We •re not going to

I

!lith the CPI, which COIII81 to

$0. 7].

think iD the briefing eaolicm -..ld be tba blot place to

MR. BRBISCH•

SO, it'O $17 ••

1

7

11' I l'

11

MR. JIRANECXY,

OD

MR. BREISOI:

And that 'Will be renected up in

HI.. BJlBISCI:

the other paragraph

78

$17.13 ahcnlld be tha nWIIber.

as they call tba revisit or this next year.

the l'ftinor sources.

MR. BIIANBCX'/1

question about it.

eloo beck to the

But

MR. BRANBCXY:

In hio o:dginal prq>ooal. hia

aame fee paying- that t..be ...joe souroas ace paying".

Tbe other wculd be tho iucrouo

Lee

large
Tbe increue in the appl icat.~oa.

MR~

1
1
1

And also perloraa the

BIANBCKY:

but w

-.ccount.
0

Aboolutoly.

MR.' III.EISOh

bal....,..

a~~pect,

fees. approve those, and. I would lika to add the option to
r.-viait ~. issue iii a year to see how things have turned out.

me ...... I '11

go

on record •• a&ying

w doa't WUlt to atart t.be Legialative Seaaicn

i.JI. the appl icatioa. fees •

0

CP..Ir

1110tion1
MR. DYJCE:

MS . MYERS'

But that d.oean • t need to ba in

MS • MrKRS:

Wb&t vas

tbat other thi"!J7
MR. BltAlfBCICr•

we do inatitute the quarterl ~

payment option• for thoaa large •ourcea,

original ll'Dtion, for the ftdnar eources to be brought.· up to the

1

I will ••• ue building up a fWld beyond any

·- beyond reaaonable amount.

originally -HS. HYBR.S'

But it we see a

trend that. reflects t.hia, Joel, I would be in favor. no

Tbot """ld be -- right.
~bing

MR. BREISCX:

I think that will cone o.&t in

we

next Yll!l&r with

a

Tbe quarterly payment ollould halp uo in thio
don't want to grow the balance in our Title v

want it to be a reaaonahle reaer"W!, bu.t we don't

WI.Dt to grow that balance becauae the t\J.lsa Ott' ice 1 s twu:led
out of the SOlid waate fees, just for tha.t reaaon.

We don't

want to go in that direction.

;

MS i MY1lRS '

"l11e otudy.
au.lyt~is.

it ..,...

what w would vote on.

cm got tuoding tor tbat traa tho Legialature.
MR. DYD:

f~

eM Legislature.

1

5

MR. 1fiLSON1

thl.D!Jo

like to oay tbat certain

wa~ld

I

ara going to have to be ci<>M by DIQ to llplllld thio ftl<llley

in tba next y.ar.

And if it's not dc:Ge, do

Sc, I'm looking at page 1 of the

SUbchapter 57

we '11 go on reeo&"d that we' r.e

agreeable if w pt. funding

Let me be sure that I'm clear on

DR. C1UITER:

-- the workload

MR. BRAHEO:r:

we get a nfuNl?

MR. IIRANI!CICro

1

•

Right.
Let me be sure I'ta clear on that.

DR. CANTER:

1

5

Sc, doom on tho bottDIII of tbe page in paragraph B, with thio

1

p-al--

'

MR.

under Part Z ot Paragraph Z1

8~:

r--------------------------------------~
,.
DR. CA!ft'BR.;

lt

~ld

be $11.12

rat.ber t.ban

$1? .5l7

apprc~priate

MR. BIWIBCitY'
MR., liRBISCX:

aeed.

'leo •

IIR. III.EISOh

IG.

'"'

MR. P'ISHBACIC;

WILSON~

Okay,

in and do a workload sna.ly•i•7

Io everybody clear?

'

MR. BRBISOh

warding?

Io

Y•• or no7

I'a lorry.

MR. FISHBAOC: · I wnted to aa)t., the DBQ and. the
1

Bill, let 110 aok you thio.

thia le'-Cling to asking the Council to add this to thia rule

I'• SOZ"Zy, Mr. Piahbac)c bad bil

-~ hand up .
MR. DYXB:

Given tbat ability, is there any

reaaon "Why you could not contract: tor an QUt&ide tirm to cane

Do I have: a seCODd to that motiCIQ?

I '11 sec:and it.

MS. MYERS J

I"t' 1 not an easy

proce•• to do, .but ye1, I" can do it.

Okay.

Dlt. CMTBR,

can begin that aervice tor any

philosophy of the Office of Stae. Pi.Danc:e.

And tbat oleo will be ntloctod

up iD Cbl Ill !Cl, tho Minor sourceo, the fl? .12.

MR. • .IRBISQI:

I.

It take• a freeze exception from the Secretary of

lavircrnnant, and I baw to uae a contracting fcmnat and

Yes.

MR. IIIWIEo:r'

t.o provide1 11 tha.t correct?
MR. DYJ:B:

1

MR. FISIIBACito

No.

MR. BIUliSOI:

Okay.

Why can't -

go on with

thi• EUle and take it up in other bu•inaa&, becau•• he • • got a

Air QUality Divioion hao tho authority to ccntroct with outoide

0

npplier1 tar variQUa aervicea withau:t specitic autboriaati.cD.
1
1

good point?
1

of -- I 1 •

aaking a quaat.ion.

Do Cbey bava tha.t authority

without. Q)ec:itic authoris.atioa: of the Legialature or any otber

MR.. BRAHBCKY:

l
1

UNSer a •eparaea tnOt.1cm1

2

Diviaion of t.he Oklahc::na State Goverament.
1

tu.~

l

ycu 'IIIINl.t to

l

juot go do it?

•

aaaecxw to

c::cJIIII

MR.. BRANECICY:

in and t'ix your 1oftware. you
1

IIR. tmCB'

Mil. BRKISOI:

In other word&;· it

•

Mot quite.

MR. FISIIBACII::

MR. BR.EISal:
MR. BRAHECKY:

Well, you May have to go through

1

a procooo wbere you get bide. that type of thing.

But you can

1

'

initiate tbat proceaa tor any auvice tor &nything you deem ••

'

Well, l: did, too.
C&D

w addre11 that in a aeparate

aJtiaa.?

1

5

SUJ:x:haptar 8, 11 thia going to be

I t:orgot. abo.lt. SUbchapter 8.

to

:uo.

Do we haw to7

well. there ia a chaage rrom 100

C&n I amend 111)' motion --

MR. BRBI"SOI:

Amend your I'IIOtion.
131-1-"t~

... ,.,....

, , . . ,.... _..u...f ...........

81

Bl

.... to include the change ••

MR.. BRAHBOCY:

DR. Gll<lS%1

Aye .

.ugge•ted and reccxnaended by Air QuAlity Divilion in Subchapter

MS. BR.UCB:

Nr. Branecky.

•.

Mil. BAA>IBCICY1

can ... include tlult 7
De I have that e.une eecond7 ·

MR. BREISO(:

MS. MYERS:

Yee.

Do

MS. 81\UCB:

we nee.d to read the motion

Mil. WILSON:

back to •ee what all we •..,. done to it 7
Mil. BIIBISCII•

vote .

If I haa.r no ntOre

~Dt•

for approval?

tor the

Mil. DYlCB:

PaR

70 11 going to be railed to $17 .1J7

DR. SIIBBDY1

7

tl7.1l.

$17.12, and ycu VUlt the CPI to

automatically
Mil.

a!Wmczy,

MS •

..-(as, -n>at' o includil>!l tbe CPI.
Okay, thaok

DR.' SIIBBDY I
1

en.

-n>&t' o including the CPI.

Mil_' BIIBISOI'

MR. BIJIISOI:
J

llo, thet•o includil>!l the

1

1
1

1
1

}'QI •

llo 100A CCIIIIIellte frail the Council,

DR. OHrllll:

1

c

Dr. C'anter.

ll.ye.

MS. BIUlCB:

... • Myera.

MS. MYERS I

ll.ye.

1

'
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CIIRTIPICII.TB

I, CIIRISTY 11.. NYDS, COrtified Sborthand Reporter ia
aDd for the Staee of Oklahoma, do bereby certify that the above

pxoceediDp

are the tzuth, the

...,1• trutb,

and nothil>!l but the

UUth, is> the pxo<:eeclU:ge afonuld: that the foregoing
proeeecling

wu

tlll<eD by ma in ohortband and thereafter

tJ:"anacribed \llldltr

·-r

d.ixwctiCDI that. •aid prOCIIedinge

wa•

takeD

"" the 15th day of ll8cember, 1991, at Oklahoma City, Oklahoawl:
·., ·!

aDd that I aaa neitMr att.Onle)" fOE" nor relative of any of ••id

partiel. nor otberwi•• inten•ted in •aid proceeding•.

IR wrnmss IIHBIIIIOP, I hava hereunto oet oay baad and
official aeal "" thia, the

27th the day of December, 19J8.

OIRISTY II.. IM!IIS, C.S.R.
Certificat.e Mo. DDllO
1

l

1

.-

'

2

I f aot, call the roll, Myrna.
MS. BJWC:B,

Aye.

That motion did ••Y recCftlftend tbia to the DEQ Board

•

You. •aid that the baM

HR.. 81\AHKCICY1

Mr. Breiacb.

Mil. BRJ!ISCII1

Joyce bad a concern.

Mil. IIIUIIIBCKY,
DR. SIIEBDY:

Wilaon.

11.ye.

MS. BR.UCB:

I'm on the verge of takil>!l a

No.

ll.ye.

Mr.

hbru&ry.

Yea, it did.

rea, it clid in
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SUBCHAPTER 5

COUNCIL MEETING DATES
OCTOBER 19,1999
DECEMBER 14,1999

BOARD MEETING DATE
FEBRUARY 25, 2000
SUMMARY OF RULE CHANGE: ·
The changes to Subchapter 5 will allow the agency to bill annual
operating fees on a flexible schedule. The changes should also allow the
fees to be based on the most recent emission data possible. The proposed
rule language clarifies that an owner or operator ofa facility must report
quantifiable excess emissions on their annual emission inventory.
Substantive changes include requiring all inventories to be submitted prior
to March 1 and providing up to a 60-day extension upon request and good
cause shown. It allows fee payers five years after payment is made to notify
the DEQ that they overpaid and receive credit for such overpayment, and
reduces to six months after inventories are due or submitted the period of
time in which either the facility owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively,
can challenge the method used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee
calculation purposes.

II r1
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
Section:
252:100-5-1. Purpose [AMENDED]
. 252:100-5-1.1 Definitions [AMENDED]
252:100-5-2. Registration ofpotential sources of air contaminants [AMENDED]
252: 100-5-2.1. Emission inventory [AMENDED]
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees [AMENDED]
252: 100-5-3. Confidentiality of proprietary information [AMENDED]

252:100-5-1. Purpose
lbis Subchapter requires potential sources of air contaminants to register with the Air Quality
Division. It also requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an emission inventory and pay
annual operating fees.

-

252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall have the following meaning
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions'' means the total amount of regulated air pollutants emitted from a given
facility during a particular calendar year, determined using methods contained in 252:100-5-2.1(d).
"Allowable emissions" means:
(A) The total amount of regulated air pollutant emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforceable permit or potential to emit, or
(B) For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on maximum design capacity and
considering all applicable rules.
"Consumer Price Index" means an index determined by the U.S. Department of Labor
measuring the change in the cost of typical wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed
as a percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a base period.
"Date of billing" means the date the fee was billed. In the case no fee was billed because the
owner or operator failed to submit the required annual emission inventory, the date of billing shall
mean the date on which the fee would have been billed had the emission inventory been submitted
when due.
"Emission inventory" means a compilation of all point source, storage and process fugitive air
emissions for all regulated air pollutants at a given facility.
"Error" means, with regard to fees, a fee overpayment made as a result of a mistake on the
part of the DEQ in invoicing or the part of the owner or operator in calculating emissions. It does
not mean a mistake made in the decision to use or not to use a particular emission factor or method
of calculation.
"Grandfathered source" means a stationary source that was in operation in Oklahoma when
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an otherwise applicable rule was promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone modification since that rule was promulgated.
"Minor facility" means a facility which is not a Part 70 source.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting requirements of Part 5 of
Subchapter 8 ofthis Chapter as provided in 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
"Process Fugitive Emissions" means those emissions created by or incidental to any particular
process which become airborne or have the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably,
taking into account economic considerations, be made to pass through a stack, chimney, vent or
other functionally equivalent opening.
"Regulated air pollutant" means:
(A) Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), as that term is defined in 252:100-1-3, 252:10037-2, or 252:100-39-2.
(B) 1\ny Volatile Organic Solvem (VOS), as that term is defined in 252:100 37 2 and 252:100
~

~

(C)@ Any pollutant regulated under section Ill or 112 (except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean
Air Act.
------EI»-{9 Any pollutant for which a national primary ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated under the Federal Clean Air Act.
~ ffit A A.¥ J;QxiQ •1..ir CQAtamiRam as det.laed aad reg\2lated \Hlder 2S:2:100 41 J,
--t(-F-F)+-:@2 Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or equipment standard is set
by permit or rule.
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation)", which is used only for purposes of this
Subchapter, means any "regulated air pollutant" except the following:
(A) Carbon monoxide.
(B) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely because it is a Class I or II substance
subject to a standard promulgated under or established by Title VI ofthe Act.
(C) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely because it is subject to a standard or
regulation under section 112(r) ofthe Act.
(D) Total suspended particulates (TSP).

252:100-5-2. Registration of potential sources of air contaminants
(a) Filing. In addition to any requirements for the submission of information found in any other
regulation in this Chapter, the owner or operator of an air contaminant source shall, upon request,
provide the Air Quality Division with information necessary to evaluate the source's potential for
causing air pollution.
(b) Necessary information. The following information shall be included for each source:
(1) Total weight ofthe contaminant released per day.
(2) Period or periods of operation.
(3) Composition of the contaminant.
(4) Physical state ofthe contaminant.
(5) Temperature and moisture content of the air or gas stream at the point where released into
the atmosphere.
(6) Efficiency of any control device.
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(7) Such other information as may be specifically requested by the Director.
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
(a) Requirement to file an emission inventory. The owner or operator of any facility that is a
source of air emissions shall submit a complete emission inventory annually on forms obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
(1) The initial emission inventory for minor facilities shall be submitted ~ Marcil 1, 1993 and
every succeeding year thereafter. The inventory shall cover operations during a calendar year
and shall be submitted prior to March 1 of the following year, unless a 30-day extension has
been granted by the Division. An additional 30-day extension may be granted for good cause
shown.
(2) The initial emission inventory for Part 70 sources shall be submitted ~ .P...pril 1, 1994 and
&very succeeding year thernaftsr. Facilities registered under a permit by rule as outlined in
Subchapter 7 and emitting 5 tons per year or less of each regulated pollutant are required to
submit an emission inventory once every 5 years. The inventory shall cover operations during
the last year of each 5-year period and be submitted by March 1 of the following year.
(3) De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not required to submit an annual
emission inventory.
(b) Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality Division shall include, but shall not be
limited to, the following:
(1) For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit number and the permitted allowable
emissions as set forth therein.
(2) The amount of the actual emissions, including quantifiable excess emissions, and the basis
for such determination.
(3) If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or from the previous year's actual by more
than 30%, an explanation for the difference.
(4) For those emissions not the subject of a permit and when requested by the AQD, a list of all
252:100 rules setting forth emission limitations applicable to the facility in question and the
maximum yearly allowable for the facility.
(c) Documentation. All calculations and assumptions must be verified by proper documentation.
All supporting data, including actual production, throughput and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance with 252:100-5-2.1(d), below, must
be maintained for at least 5 years by the current owner or operator at the facility in conjunction with
facility records of the emission inventory. This information must either be submitted to the Air
Quality Division or made available for inspection upon request.
(d) Method of calculation. The best available data at the time the emission inventory is or should
have been prepared shall be used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the owner or
operator to select the best available data, based on an acceptable method of calculation. &Yd
selection shall be binding upon acceptance by the Air Quality Division and the payment of fees.
The method of calculation used to determine emissions shall be binding upon the owner or operator
and the Division for the purpose of calculating fees under 252: 100-5-2.2 unless challenged by the
owner or operator prior to September 1 of the year the inventory is due or by the Division within
six (6) months after the date the inventory is received. The follm~J.ing shall constitute acceptable
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Acceptable methods of calculation for determining actual emissions are:
(1) Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for
the facility.
(2) Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods, with advance notification and opportunity
for observation by the Air Quality Division.
(3) Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods on identical equipment (i.e., same model) at
the same location ooder the same operating conditions and parameters when may be used for
determining the emissions of identical equipment (i.e., same model, same location, and same
operating conditions and parameters) when:
(A) Tests are performed by persons qualified by training and experience to perform said
tests.
(B) Copies of the tests results and methods are available for review by the Air Quality
Division.
(4) Continuous emissions monitoring data, when supported by required certification and
calibration data.
(5) Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the Air Quality Division.
(6) Manufacturer's test data, when approved by the Air Quality Division as reliable.
(7) EPA and EPA-contracted industry-specific emission study data when it can be shown to be
applicable to the facility in question and approved for use in the emission inventory by the AiF
Quality Division.
(8) Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when supported by specific records applicable
to the materials on which the calculations are based and approved for use in the emission
inventory by the Air Quality Division.
(9) Any other method that can be shown to be reasonably accurate when supported by
engineering data and calculations, and approved for use in the emission inventory by the AiF
Quality Division.
(e) Methods of verification. Emission inventories determined by the Air Quality Division to be
substantially incomplete or substantially incorrect shall, upon the request of the Air Quality
Division, be subject to verification if not satisfactorily completed or corrected within a reasonable
time. Verification shall be accomplished by an appropriate stack test using EPA approved
methods, installation of continuous monitoring equipment, or other methods acceptable to the Air
Quality Division.
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a) Applicability.
(1) This section applies to all facilities that are sources of air pollution, including government
facilities, regardless of whether the source is currently permitted or whether an emission
inventory has or has not at any time been submitted for the facility. l•.. Part 70 source shall be
subj set to fue requirements of this section on January 1, 1995. The owners or operators of Part
70 sources shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover the Part 70 program costs. The
permitting authority shall ensure that the fees required by 252:1 00-5-2.2(b)(2) will be used
solely for Part 70 program costs.
(2) This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
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(b) Fee schedule.
(1) Minor facilities.
(A) Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a facility subject to this section shall
pay an annual operating fee based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee
calculation), in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i) 10-24.99 tons/year- $100/year
(ii) 25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii) 50- 74.99 tons/year- $500/year
(iv) 75 - 99.99 tons/year- $750/year
(B) In calendar year 1998, annual operating fees shall be invoiced at $10 per ton of
regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(C) Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating fees shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of
regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(2) Part 70 Sources.
(A) From January 1, 1995, until January 1, 1999, the annual operating fee for Part 70
sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(B) Beginning January 1, 1999, the annual operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $17.12
per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(C) The annual operating fee shall be adjusted automatically each year by the percentage, if
any, by which the Consumer Price Index for the most recent calendar year ending before the
beginning of such year differs from the Consumer Price Index for the calendar year 1994.
The Consumer Price Index for any calendar year is the average of the Consumer Price Index
for all-urban consumers published by the Department of Labor, as ofthe close ofthe twelve
month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
(c) Payment. For Part 70 sources rees shall be paicl by check or money order macle payable to the
Oklahoma Air Quality Title V Revolving Fund. All other sources shall pay rees by check or money
orcler macle payable to the Oklahoma A.ir Quality Division.
ill Fees are due and payable upon n~ceipt of on the invoice due date(s). Fees shall be
considered delinquent 30 days from the elate ef billing, at which time simple interest shall
accrue at the rate of one ana one half percent (1 t4 %) per month on any amount oopaicl after the
invoice due date(s). Within five (5) years but not before a grace period of 120 days from the
elate of billing invoice due date, the DEQ may issue an administrative order to recover such fees
and may assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the provisions of the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S.SHpp. 1993, § _§.§_2-5-101 et seq., to an owner or operator
of a facility who has failed to pay or has underpaid such fees. If no res was billecl because the
ovfMr er operator failecl te submit the required annual emission inventory, the term "elate of
billing" shall mean the elate on which the fee ',J,10Ula have beea billea hacl the emission inventory
been submitted vmea clue. When a fee overpayment has beea macle as a result of a DEQ
imzoice error, an owner or operator may seek a creclit fur such ree overpayment within five
years frem the elate en which paymeat of the fee was received by the DEQ. '.Vhea a res
everpaym€mt has been macle as a result of an ovmer or operator's error in preparing the emission
inveatory upen which the fee v;as basecl, the mvner or operator may seek creclit fur such
overpayment within one year from the elate on which paymeat of the ree v;as received by the
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(2) If an owner or operator has failed to submit the required annual emission inventory, the
DEQ may issue an administrative order to recover fees that would have been invoiced had the
emission inventory been submitted when due. The DEQ may issue such order within five (5)
years from the date of billing and may assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance
with the provisions ofthe Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. §§ 2-5-101 et seq.
(3) When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of an error, an owner or operator may
seek a credit for such fee overpayment within five years from the date on which payment of the
fee was received by the DEQ.
(d) Basis for annual operating fees.
(1) Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific basis and based on actual emissions
of regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) as set forth in the facility emission inventory unless
the owner or operator elects to pay fees on· allowable emissions. Fees shall be based on
emission im'entories submitted in tlw pnwious calendar year (for eKample, fees invoiced dwing
the calendar year 1998 shall be based upon in'lentory data covering the calendar year 1996)..
(2) Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a
Part 70 source shall not be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.

252:100-5-3. Confidentiality of proprietary information
[Refer to 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, § 2-5-105.18.]
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent

~:vents and Issues, or copies may be obtained ~~m~yma
n.

ce by calling ( 405) 702-41
IMPACI STATEMENI':
Co ·es of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the · Quality Division.
CONTA
PERSON:
Please se d written comments to Michelle Martinez
{252:100-4, 25 00-35), Joyce Sheedy (252:100-41), Cheryl
Bradley {252:1 -47). Department of Enviro~ental
Quality, Air Qu
. Division, P.O. Box 16n, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma 731 -16n; (405) 702-4100.

ADDmONAL INFO
TION:
Subchapter 35 was b
ght to public hearing on August
24, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISAB
·Shouldyoudesiretoattend thaveadisabilityandneed
.an accommodation, please no · the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405)
4100.

8-26-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
,.-..HAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1303]
R~GACI10N:

Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter 9~ Excess Emission and Malfunction
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13.
Prohibition of Open Burning
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 19. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Fuel-Burning Equipment [AMENDED]
Subchapter 21. Particulate Matter Emissions from
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Subchapter 27. . Particulate Matter Emissions from
Industrial and Other Processes and Operations
[REVOKED]
.
·
App~ndix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix C. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
~ppendix D. Particulate Matter Emission Limits for
Wood-Waste Fuel-Burning Equipment [NEW]
'JMMARY:
The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible

schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible. The
proposed rule language also requires an owner or operator
of a facility to report excess emisstons on their annual
emission inventory. Substantive changes include requiring
inventories to be submitted one month earlier than
presently required, allowing fee payers five years after
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
to receive credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
period oftime to six months in which either the DEQ or the
facility owner or operator can challenge the data or
methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 include
correction of typographical and grammatical errors and
deletion of redundant language. Also, the rule was
simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide
re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes to the rule
include narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities
only. A new condition was added to explain wh,en excess
emissions from a process are due to a malfunction and when
they are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation.
The new language establishes a rebuttable presumption
that the combined time of all excess emissions from .a
process due to a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or
·1.5 percent of the process's operation time, whichever is
greater, in a 3 month period. The burden of proving that
excess emissions occurring more often are due to a
malfunction rather than negligent, marginal, or unsafe
operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
consolidating the general conditions and requirements f~r
allowed open burning into anew section. A few substantive
changes were made such as adding definitio~ for "domestic
refuse" and "landclearing operation" and. a section on
disaster relief procedures.
In some instances, the
requirementto notify the DEQ or other appropriate official.
for authorization to bum was added. In addition, the
open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to· a new
·section. The rule is proposed to be amended to require
owners or operators to register with their local DEQ office;
however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an
open-pit incinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in
a 365-day period, they would be required to obtain a permit
and pay the required permit fee. Also, hazardous materials
may not be burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior
written approval has been obtained from both the local fire
chief and the DEQ.
Subchapters 19,21 and 27 all deal with particulate matter
(PM) emissions. The proposed changes will merge the
requirements of Subchapter 21 and Subchapter 27 into
Subchapter 19. Subchapters 21 and 27 will then be revoked.
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Subchapter 19 as proposed will be simplified and clarified
according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
In addition, a Permit by Rule for particulate matterfacilities
is being proposed for Subchapter 19. It is also being
proposed that both Appendix C and Appendix D be
revoked in favor of two new tabular appendices.
The DEQ is requesting comments on all of these
proposed rule changes.
AUTHORITY:
·. Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101_ and 2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
' The DEQ requests that business entities affected by
these rules provide the DEQ, within the comment period, in
dollar amounts if possible, the increase in the level of direct
costs such as fees, and the indirect costs such as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
construction,
labor,
professional services, revenue loss, or other costs expected
to be incurred by a particular entity due to compliance with
the proposed rules.
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on October 19, 1999. 1b be thoroughly considered
by staff prior to the hearin& written cominents should be
submitted to the contact person by October 12, 1999. Oral
comments may be made at the October 19, 1999, hearing
and at the November 16, 1999, hearing.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Thesday, October 19, 1999 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
Thlsa City-County Health Department, 5051 South 129th
East (Northeast corner of 51st and 129th), Thlsa,
Oklahoma.
·
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board on
Thesday, November 16, 1999, 9:30 a.m., McAlester,
Oklahoma.
·
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
location.
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.us}, Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-5, 252:100-9 and 252:100-13), Max Price
(252:100-19, 252:100-21,252:100-27 and Appendices C and
D). Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality

-.
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma:"
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapters9,19, 21, 27, and Appendices Cand Dwere
brought to public hearing on August 24, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABruTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disabili,ty and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3} days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1303; filed 8-26-99]
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONlVIENTAL QUALITY
R 510. MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
LANDFILLS [REVOKED].
[OAR Docket #99-1304]
V.LUO!U1'.1.o~L.L,G

ACTION:
f proposed PERMANENT Rulemaking
RULES:
Chapter 10.
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
[REVO
.-..
SUMMARY:
Chapter 510 · being revoked subject to the adoption of·
Chapter 530 asp ~of
there-right/de-wrong process. Some
rules which were in hapter510were deleted. Others were
amended and. ren bered in Chapter 530. A conversion
table is available fro the DEQ upon request.
AUTHORITY:
·
Environmental Qualt~oard powers and duties, 27A
O.S. § 2-2-101; and the Oklahoma Solid Waste
Management Act, 27A 0. § 2-10-101 et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMME S:
The DEQ requests that bu iness entities affected by this
rule provide the DEQ, within
comment period, in dollar
amounts if possible, the increas in the level of direct costs
such as fees, and the indirect osts such as reporting,
recordkeeping,
equipment,
onstruction,
labor,
professional services, revenue loss, r other costs expected
to be incurred by a particular entity d!o compliance with
the proposed rule.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments to e contact person
from September 15 through October 15, 1'999.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
\
Before the Solid Waste Management Ad~sory Council ........_
at 9:00 a.m. on October 21, 1999, at the Still~ater Public
Library, 1107 S. Duck, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 74b?4. Before
the Environmental Quality Board at 9:30 on No~mber 16,
1999, in McAlester, Oklahoma, at a locatio~ to be
announced.
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f this intended action and the rule impact statement, if
ailable, will be mailed within three days after publication
o this Notice to all persons who have made a timely request
fo advanced notice ofproposed rulemaking proceedings.
{OAR Docket #99-1403;filed 10-29-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
2. PROCEDURES OF THE
TMENT OF ENVIRONl\tiENTAL

QUALI1Y
[OAR DoCket #99-1397]

Diform Permitting Procedures
ifications [AMENDED]
'1.LY.LL.w.·u....

AMlaNDED] .
dmes and Permitting Tune Lines
... ~'""ED]
.

; ..

.,.-:.·

ED].

The Department is
sing amendments to the air
quality provisions of
15, Environmental Permit
Processing Tnnes, to make em consistent with 252:100,
Air Pollution ControL The
••or source(s)" and·
major "facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor
facility(ies)" and "Part 70 sour (s)", respectively.
The· DEQ is r~questing
nis on the proposed rule ·
·changes.
·
AUTHORI'n':

... r.:··
...
'·,..

-~

:;.

·'.!'
.

·:'1.

.

~

Environmental Quality BOard, 2 'A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101' and 2-5-101, t!t seq.
.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business tities or any other
members of the public affec,ted by~
rules provide the
. DEQ, within the comment period, in liar amounts if
possible, the mcrease in the level of direct sts such as fees.
.
.
'
and the indirect costs such as reportin~ cor~eping,
equipment, construction, labor, professi al services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected ~ be currcd by a
particular entity due to compliance with the pro sed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prlor to d at 'the
hearing on December 14, 1999. lb. be th roughly
considered by staff prior to the hearing, written
ents
should be submitted to the contact person by December 7,
1999. Oral comments may be made at the December 14,
1999 hearing and at the Environmental Quality Board
hearing (date, time and location to be determined).

.

UC HEARINGS:
lbesday, December 14, 1999 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at 1
De
ent of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 'i
No Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Sch duled before the&vironmental Quality Board (1
date, · and location to be determined).
·
- Conta Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for e::t
location.
COPIES OF ROPOSED RULES:
The propo d rules are available for review at the 1
Quality Divisio offiec at 7CJ7 North RObinson, Suite 411
Oklahoma City, ·ahoma, ~102, and on
DEQwebs
(www.deq.state.oJC ), Air Quality Division Currc
Events and Issues, ~-copies may be obtained from Myx
Bruce by calling (40~55)
702-4177.
RULE IMPACT ST
•
statement may be obtam
Copies Of the rule ·~ct
from the Air QualityD~ · ·on.
CONTACI PERSON:
Please send written co . ents to Cheryl Bradl
Department of Environme
Quality, Air Qual
Division, P.O. Box 1677, 0
ma City, Oklaho1
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
.Should you desire to attend but ha a disability and ne
an accommodation, please notify the • Quality Divisi
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702 00.

the
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'rY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTR(

[OAR Docket #99-13.98]
RULEMAKINGACllON:

Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registrati90t Emission Inventory 2
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter 9.· · ExceSs Emission and Malfunct
Reporting Requirements [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13.
Prohibition of Open .Bum

[AMENDED]

1

Appendix E. PrimaiY Ambient 1m Quality Standa
[REVOKED]
·
Appendix E. PrimaiY Ambient Air Quality Standa
[NEW].
Appendix R Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standa
[REVOKED]
Appendix F. Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standa
[NEW]

Notices of Rulemaking Intent

-,

SUMMARY:

· The proposed amendments to Appendices E a;-:
·,
would restore the primary and secondary ambieri~. i :' :
The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
quality standards to what they were prior to July 18,1997.
schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked
based on the most recent emission data possible. The . and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 .
proposed rule language also requires owner or operator
standard would be revoked· alotig the revised form of the
of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual
PM-10 standard and replaced witli the previous form ofthe
PM-10 standiu:(i.
emission inventocy. Substantive changes include requiring
inventories to be submitted one month. earlier than
The DEQ is requesting comments on all of these
presently required, allowing fee payers five ye~ after
proposed rule changes.
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
AUTHORITY:
to receive credit for such overpayment, and reducing the
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp.l998, §§
period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
·
facility owner or operator can challenge the methods used
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculation
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
.
purposes.. ·
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
The proposed changes to Subchapter 9 include
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
correction of ·typographical and grammatical errors and
possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as fees,
· deletion of requndant language. .AlSo,-. the. ruie was
and the indirect costs such as reporting. recordk:eeping,
simplified and clarified according to · the agency-wide
~quipment, construction, labor, professional services,
re-right/de-wronginitiative; Substantive cbanges to the rule
revenue loss, or other costs .expected to be incurred by a
include eStablishing a time limit on excess en;rlssions caused
partiCular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
by properly reported malfunction, startup/shutdowns, and
COMMENT PERIOD:
maintenance procedures. The burden of proving that
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
excess emissions occurring more than eight ho~ or 15
hearing on December 14, 1999. 1b be thoroug~
percent of the process's operation time in a 3-month period
considered by staff prior to the hearing, written COIIm'
are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shut<~:owns or
should be submitted to the contact person by Decemb~,;, ·, ·
maintenance procedures rather than negligent, m3:I'ginal, or
1999. Oral comments may be made at the December 14,
improper operation is on the owrier or operator. of the
1999 hearing and at the Environmental Quality Board
process. Language was added to explain: that compliance
hearing (date, time and location U? be determined).
with this Subchapter will not exempt sources from
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
complying with any applicable federal requirement, and
'Thesday, Dec~mber 14, 1999 - 9:00 a.m. hearing, at the
additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions,
Deparbnent of Environmental Quality, Room 101, 707
·maintenance, and startup/shutdowns were added under
North Robinson, OklBhoma City, Oklahoma.
proposed section 252:100-9-3.2, Demonstration of cause.
Sclieduled before the Environmental Quality Board (the
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
date' time
and location to be determined).
.
.
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for exact
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for . location.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
· allowed open burning into a new section. A few substantive
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
changes were made, such as adding definitions for
Quality
Division office at 7C17 North. Robinson, Suite 4100,
. •. "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along
Oklahoma
Oty, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
with a section on disaster r~lief procedures. In some
Air Quality Division Current
(www.deq.state.ok.us),
.·· instances,· the requirement to notify the DEQ or other
Events
and
Issues,
or
copies
may be obtained from Myrna
.appropriate official for authoriZatiOn to burn was added. In
Bruce by calling ( 405) 702-4177.
1
addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements were
RULE
IMPAcr
STATEMENT:
I
moved to a new section. The rule is proposed to be
Copies
of
the
rule
unpact
statement
may
be obtained
amended to require owners or operators to registez: with
Air
Quality
Division.
from
the
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner .or operator
anticipates operating an open-pit incinerator in the same pit
CONTAcr PERSON:
~
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttr
for more than 30 days in a 365-day period, they would be
(252:100-5, 252:100-9 and 252:100-13) and Mic: ·
required to obtain a permit and pay the required permit fee.
Martinez (Appendices E and F), Department u~
Also, the rule would only allow material from a land clearing
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box. ·
operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.

an
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Notices of Rnlemaking Intent
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-16n; (405)
702-4100.
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
Subchapters 5, 9, and 13 were brought to public hearing
on October 19,1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES: .
Should you desire to attend but have a disability andneed
an accomm()dation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1398; filed 10-26-99]

R~ IMPACT STATEMENT:

e rule impact statement is available from the contac-

pers~
..
CO
CT PERSON:
,
.
She ·e Chard, Water Quality Division, Department o:
Environtnental Quality, 707 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City
P.O. Box~klahoma aty, Oklahoma, 73101-16~
(phone: (
702-8100)
PERSONS
DISABILITIES:
Shouldyoli desire to att~nd l:Jut have a disability and neec
an accomm:!d
tion, please notify the contact person three
(3) days in
ce.

;

'.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
..............,,.., 615. INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

. r.

SYSTEMS [REVOKED] .
[OAR Docket #99-1399]
R

GACI'ION:
Notice of reposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED IJLES:
Chapter
5.
Industrial Wastewater S~tems
[REVO
]

SUMMARY:
•··
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This rule~ action revokes Chapter 615 of Title 252
of the Oklaha a Administrative Code, Industrial
Wastewater Syste • The revocation of Chapter 615,
Industrial Wastewa r Systems is part of the agency's
re-right/de-wrong pr ess. 'Ibis chapter is being replaced
by a new chapter, 0 C 252:616, Industrial Wastewater
Systems. ·
AUTHOIU'l'Y:
Environmental Quali Board; 27A O.S.Supp.l998, §§
2-2-101, 2-2-201, 2-6-402, d 2-6-501
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments may e submitted to the contact
ber 15 through December
person listed below from N
7, 1999. Oral and written
ents will pe accepted by the
Water Quality Management Advisory Council at its
December 7, 1999, meeting.
o scheduled before the
' Environmental Quality Board (
date, time and location
to be determined).
PUBUC BEARING:
Advisory
Before the Water Quality
Council at its December 7, 1999, mee gat 1:00 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose room of the Departme t of EnVironmental
Quality, located at 7rJ7 N. Robinso Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101.
Also scheduled before the Environmen Quality Board
(the date, time and location to be determin d) .
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the proposed rules may be obtained from the
erson

[OAR

cket #9i.1399,·fikd 10-26-99}

"TITLE 2 2. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRO
NTAL QUALI1Y .
CHAPrER 616. .· USTRIAL WASTEWATEF

sx$ ·.. s £NEW1
RULEMAKING ACTIO
Notice of proposed P
PROPOSED RULES:
Chapter 616. Industrial

rulemaking

SUMMARY:
This _rulemaking action is part of the agency'
re-right/de-wrong process. Ch ges were made to simpli:t:
and clarify requirements, rem e unenforceable languag1
and add requirements for land a plication associated witl
industrial wastewater systems fr · a sepatate chapter t•
provide a consoli.·dated source fl~·dustrial wastewate
system requirements. Due to the a'nges, Chapter 615 i
being reveked and replaced with
pter 6~6.
AUTHORn?.
.
Environmental Qtiality Board; 27 O.S.Supp.1998, §·
2-2-101, 2-2-201, 2-~-402, and 2-6-501~
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business enti ·es affected by thi
· rule provide the DEQ, within the.comme t perio~ in della
amounts if possible, the increase in the le el of direct ~ost
such as fees, and the. indirect costs sudt .as reportinE
CODftruc)pon,
labo1
recordkceping,
eqmpment,
professional services, reve~ue loss, or otper }ros~ expect.e~
to be incurred by a particular entity due to cot\lphance Wlt
the proposed rule.
. \
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments may be submitted to e contac
person listed below from November 15 through becembe
7, 1999. Oral and written comments will be accep\ed by th
Water Quality Management Advisory Counc~ at i1
December 7, 1999, meeting. Also schedu
th

96f4e

Notices of Rulemaking Intent
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram
(252:100-9) and Joyce Sheedy (252:100-33), Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION:
Subchapter 9 was brought to public hearing on June 15,
August 24, October 19 and December 14, 1999.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #99-1631; filed 12-27-99}

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-1638]
RULEMAKING ACTION:

. Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
. PROPOSED RULES:

Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Subchapter 13. . Prohibition of Open Burning
[AMENDED]
SUMMARY:

:i·"

The proposed changes to Subchapter 5 are designed to
allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
'schedule. The changes should also allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible. The
proposed rule language clarifies that an owner/operator of a
facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on their
annual emission inventory. Substantive changes include
requiring all inventories to be submitted prior to March 1
and providing up to a 60-day extension upon request and
good cause shown. It allows fee payers five years after
payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
receive credit for such overpayment, and reduces to six
· months after inventories are due or submitted the period of
time in which either the facility owner/operator or the DEQ,
respectively, can challenge the method used to calculate the
facility's emissions for fee calculation purposes.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 13 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative.
Such changes include
consolidating the general conditions and requirements for

allowed open burning into a new section. A few substantive
changes were made, such as adding definitions for
"domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation," along
with a section on disaster relief procedures. In some
instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to bum was added.
New language was added under "land management and
land clearing operations" requiring those who clear land in
areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to
bum their vegetation in open-pit incinerators. Existing
language on open-pit incinerators was expanded and now
prohibits accepting any material owned by other persons
and from transporting any material to the property where
the open-pit incinerator is located in order to bum the
material.
AUTHORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, Section 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air
Act Section 2-5-101, et. seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public afftcted by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The comment period for the proposed amendments to
Subchapters 5 and 13 w~re September 15 through October
19, 1999, and November 15 through December 14, 1999.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Previously held before the Air Quality Council on
October 19 and December 14, 1999. However, additional
oral comments may be made at the meeting of the
Environmental Quality Board, Friday, February 25, 2000 9:30 a.m., at the Department of Environmental Quality,
Room 101, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
·
Contact Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177 for additional
information.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
. [OARDocket#00-855]
RULEMAKING ACflON:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
S~bchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory md Annual
Operating Fees
v-252:100-5-1 [AMENDED]
252:100-5-1.1 [AMENDED]
252:100-5-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-5-2.1 [AMENDED]
252:100-5-2.2 [AMENDED]
252:100-5-3 [AMENDED]
. AUI'HO.Rl'n't
.
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp.1999, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.

DATES:
Comment periOd:
September 15, 1999 through October 19, 1999; and November
15, 1999 through December 14, 1999
PUbUch~

.

October 19, 1999, December 14, 1999 and February 25, 2000
Adoption:
·
Febrwuy 25, 2000
Submitted to Governor:

March 3, 2000
Submitted to House:
. March 3, 2000
Submitted to SeDate:
March 3, 2000

-

Gobematorialapproval:
AprillO, 2000
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on April 28, 2000
Final adoption:
April 28, 2000
Errectlve:
June 12, 2000
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACI'IONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The changes to Subchapter 5 will allow the agenCy- to bill annual
operating fees on a flexible schedule. The changes shou14 also
allow the fees to be based on the most recent emiss~on data
possible. The proposed rule language clarifies that an owner or
operator of a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on

their annual emission inventory. Substantive changes include
requiring all inventories be submitted prior to March 1 and
providing up to a 60-day extension upon request and good cause
shown. It allows fee payers five years after payment is made to
notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive credit for such
overpayment, and reduces to siX months after inventories are due
or submitted the period of time in which either the facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can chaJlenge the
method used to calcul.ate the facility's emissions for fee calculation
purposes.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on December 14, 1999.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
·. CONTACI' PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101-16n. (405) ~02-4100

PURSUANT TO THE ACflONS DESCRIBED HEBEIN, THE
FOlLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECflON 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECI'IVE DATE OF JUNE 12, 2000.

SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION, EMISSION
.INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES

252:106-5-1.
Purpose
This Subchapter requires potential sources of air
·contaminants to register with the 1\ir Quality Division. It
also requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an
emission inventozy and pay annual operating fees.
252:106-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this
Subchapter s.Q@ hay~ the fqllowing meaning unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the total amount of
regulated air pollutants emitted from a given facility during
a particular calendar year, determined using methods
contained in 252:100-S-2.1(d).
"Allowable emissions" means:
(A) The total amount of regulated air pollutant
emitted based on limits contained in a federally
enforCeable permit or potentiai to emit, or
(B) . . For grandfathered sources, emission limits
based on maximum design capacity and considering
all applicable rules.
"Consumer Price Index'' means an index determined
by the U.S. Department of Labor measuring the change in
the cost of typical wage-earner purchases of goods and
sexvices expressed as a percentage of the cost of these same
goods and sexvices in a base period.
~ate of billi~" means the date the fee was billed, In
the case no fee was billed because the owoer or operator
failed to submit the required annual emission inventm.y. th...e.
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date of billini shall mean the date on which the fee would
have been billed bad the emission inventory been submitted
when due.
"Emission inventocy" means a compilation of all point
source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for all
regulated air pollutants at a given facility. ·
''Error'' means. with regard to fees. a fee ovexpayment
made as a result of a mistake on the part of the DEO in
invoicing or the part of the owner or QPerator in calculating
emissions. It does not mean a mistake made in the decision
to use or not to use a particular emission factor or metbod of
calculation.
"Grandfathered source'' means a stationary source that
was in operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable
rule was promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to
existing sources or the source has undergone modification
since that rule was promulgated.
"Minor facility'' means a facility which is not a Part 70
source.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the
pennitting requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter 8 of this
Chapter as provided in 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
"Process Fugitive Emissions" means those emissions
created by or incidental to any particular process which
become airborne or have the potential to become aizbome,
and could not reasonably, taking into account economic
considerations, be made to pass through a stack, chimney,
vent or other functionally equivalent opening.
''Regulated air pollutant'' means:
(A) Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), as
that term is defined in.252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or
252:100-39-2.
00 11\ny Voiatile Orgaaio Solvent (VOS)1 as that
ten:B is ElefiaeEI ia 232:100 37 2 aaEi 252:100 39 2.
-(G)OO Any pollutant regulated under section 111
. or 112 (except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act
tp}.(Q. Any pollutant forwhich a national primary
ambient air quality standard has been promulgated
under the Federal Oean Air Act.
~.au Any ThxicAir Contaminant as defined and
regulated under 252:100-41-2
~
Any other substance for which an air
emission limitation or equipment standard is set by ·
pennit or rule.
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation)", which is
used only for purposes of this Subchapter, means any ..
"regulated air pollutant'' except the following:
(A) Carbon monoxide.
(B) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant
solely because it is a Class I or II substance subject
to a standard promulgated under or established by
Title VI of the Act.
(C) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant
solely because it is subject to a standarp or
regulation under section 112(r) of the Act.
(D) Thtal suspended particulates (TSP).

June 1, 2000

100'7

Registration of potential sources of air -.,
contaminants
·
,
(a) Filing. In addition to any requirements for tL::/
submission of information found in any other regulation in
this Chapter, the owner or operator of an air contaminant
source shall, upon request, provide ~e Ak Quality Division
with infonnation necessary to evaluate the source's potential
for causing air pollution.
(b) Necessary information. The following information
shall be included for each source:
{1) 1btal weight of the contaminant released per day.
(2) Period or periods of operation.
(3) Composition of the contaminant.
(4) Physical state of the contaminant.
(5) Thmperature and moisture content of the air or
gas stream at the point where. released into the
atmosphere.
(6) Efficiency of any control device.
(7) Such other information as may be specifically
requested by the Director.
252:100-5-2.

252:100-5-2.1. · Emission inventory
(a) Requirement to file an emission inventory. The owner
or operator of any facility that is a source of air emissions
shall submit a complete emission inventory annually on
forms obtained from the .'\ir Quality Division.
+h mr
. 'tial eBHsSlon
. . mventory
.
~
.
:13 ili . -.,
·(1)e
~r mmoraGitier

shall be submitted by March 1, 1993 aBEl eve1 .
yew; tHereafter, The inventory shall COWf.. ·.
operations durin" a calendar year and shall be
submitted prior to Marcb 1 of the following year, miless
a 30-day extension has been granted by the Division. An
aaditional 30-day extension may be iDlnted for good
cause shown.
(2) The iB:itial emission ia•leatory for PMt 10 sourses
$all be .aut:nnitted by Aprill, 1994 aael ~rery suooeeeliBg
yew: th0n:lafter. Facilities registered under a p.errnit by
rule as outlined in Subchapter 7 and enjittin" 5 tons per
year or less of each re~ated pollutant are required to
submit an emission inventory once eyery 5 years. The
inventory shall coyer QPerations during the last year of
eacb 5-year period and be submitted by March 1 of the
following year.
·
{3) De minimis facilities as dc;:fined in 252:100-7-1.1
are not· required to submit
annual emission
inventory.
(b) Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include, but shall not be limited to, the
following:
{1) For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit
number and the permitted aiiowable emissions as set
forth therein.
-_
(2) The amount of the actual emissions. includinr
quantifiable excess emissions. and the basis for sm
determination.
(3) If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or
Sl:lGG88WBg

an

(li.IRhnmR R•mi.:ter Nolume 17.
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from the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an
explanation for the difference.
(4) For those emissions not the subject of a permit
and when requested by the AQD, a list of all 252:100
/ rules setting forth emission .limitations applicable to
' the facility in question and the maximum yearly
allowable for the facility.
(c) Documentation. All calculations and assumptions
must be verified by proper documentation. All supporting
data, including actual production, throughput and
'measurement records along with engineering calculations
and other data utilized in accordance with
· 252:100-5-2.1(d), below, must be maintained for at least 5
years by the current owner or operator at the facility in
conjunction with facility records. of the emisSion inventory.
This information must either be submitted. to the Ail:
Qaality Division or made available for inspection upon
request
(d) Method of calculation. The best available $-ta at the
time the emission inventory is or should have been
pr~pared shall be used to determine emissions. It shall be
the burden of ~e owner or operator to select the best
available data. based on an acceptable method of
calcu1ation~ Saie sewstioa shall he hmBiag l:lfJOB asseptanee
.~ the ..AJr Quality Divisioa aae the paymeat of fees, ~
.ethod of calculation used to determine emissions §baD be
Jinding upon the owner or o.perator and the Division for the
purpose of calculatini fees under 252:100-5-2.2 unless
challen&ed by the owner or cwerator prior to September 1 of
the year the inventory is due or by the Division within six (.6)
months after the date the inventory is· received. *he.
following shall soastitute aGGeptahle Acceptable methods..of
calculation for determining~ emissions .am:
(1) Emission factors utilized in the issu.ance of a
relevant Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the
facility.
(2) Stack tests using apP.ropriate EPA test methods,
with advance notification and opportunity for
observation by the Air Quality Division.
(3) Stack tests using appropriate EPA teSt methods ea
ieeatieal eqaipmeat (i.e., same model) at the same
lesatiea uaeer the same operatiag seaditieas aae
par.~ete£5 w_heB: ~ay be ~sed for. deteoninins the
emissiOns of Identical equiPment (t.e.. same model.
same location, and same QPerating conditions and
parameters) when:
(A) 'Thsts B.fe performed by persons qualified by
training and experience to perform said tests.
(B) Copies of the tests results and methods are
available for review by the Air Quality Division.
(4) Continuous emissions monitoring data, when
supported by required certification and calibration
data.
(5) Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable
to the Air Quality Division.

(6) Manufacturer's test data, when approved by the
Air Quality Division as reliable.
(7) EPA and EPA-contracted industry-specific
emission study.data when it can be shown to be
applicable to the facility in question and approved for
use in the emission inventory by the .Air Quality
Division.
(8) Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when
supported by speCific records applicable to the
materials on which the calculations are based and
approved for use in the emission inventory by the. Ai£.
Qyality Division.
(9) Any other method that can be shown to be
reasonably accurate when supported by engineering
· data and calculations, and approved for use in the
emission inventory by the ..<Yr Quality Division.
.(e) Methods of verification. Emission inventories
determined by the ..AJr Quality Division to be substantially
inco~plete or substantially incorrect shall, upon the request
of the ,.\ir Qaality Division, be subject to verification if not
satisfactorily completed or corrected within a reasonable
time. Verification shall be accomplished by an appropriate
stack test using EPA approved methods, installation of
contiriuous monitoring equipment, or other methods
acceptable to the ...t\k Quality Division.
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a) Applicabilit]t
(1) This section applies to all facilities that are sources
of air pollution, including government facilities,
regardless ofwhether the source is currently permitted
or whether an emission inventory has or has not at any.
time been ~ubmitted for the facility. A l!art 7Q sem:ee
&Ball he subjest te fee reqairemeats ef this seetiea ea
Jaauaiy 1, 199S, The owners or operators of Part 70
sources Shall pay annlllU fees that are sufficient to cover
the Part 70 progriun costs. The permitting authority
shall ensure that the fees required by
252:100-5-2.2(b)(2) will be used solely for Part 70
program costs.
(2) This section does not apply to de minimis
facilities.
(b) Fee schedule.
,I
(1) Minor facilities.
'" ·
(A) Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator
·· of a facility subject to this section shall pay an
annual operating fee based on annual emissions of
regulated pollutants (for fee calculation), in
accordance with the following fee schedule:
(i) 10-24.99 tons/year- $100/year
(ii) 25-49.99 tons/year- $250/year
(iii) 50 - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
(iv) 75-99.99 tons/year- $750/year
(B) In calendar year 1998, annual operating fees
shall be invoiced at $10 per ton of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation).

Permanent Final Adoptions
an administrative order to recover fees that would h?: -...
(C) Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating
been invoiced had the emission inventory be'<>'
fees shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation).
submitted when due. The DEO may issue such order
(2) Part 70 Sources.
within five (5) years from the date of billing and may
assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance
(A) From January 1, 1995, until January 1, 1999,
with the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act. 27A
the annual operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be
O.S. §§ 2-5-101 et seq.
$15.19 per ton of regulated pollutant (for fee
Wben a fee overpayment has been made.as a result
calculation).
of an errot an owner or Qperator may seek a credit for
(B) , Beginning January 1, 1999, the annual
such fee overpayment within five years :from the date on
operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be $17.12 per
which pa,yment Qf the fee was received by the DEO.
ton of regulated pollutant (for fee calculation).
(d) Basis for annual operating fees.
(C) The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
(1) Operating fees shall be calculated on a
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
source-specific basis and based on actual emissions of
which the Consumer Price Index for the most
regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) as set forth in
recent calendar year ending before the beginning of
the facility emission inventory unless the owner or
such year differs from the Consumer Price :IIidexfor ·
operator elects to pay fees on allowable emissions.
the calendar year 1994. The Consumer Price Index
Fees shall be based on emissioa mveatories submitted in. ·
for any calen,dar year is the average of the
the prliMoas saleadar year (for e:Kample, fees. mvaised
Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers
daring the. salsadar year 1998 shall be based \:lflOB ·
published by the Department of Labor, as of the
iB•IElatory data sw,r.eriag the salSBdaryear 199tB•
close of the twelve month period ending on August
(2) Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess
31 of each calendar year.
of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source
(c) Payment. For Part 70 amuses fees shall be paid by
shall not be considered in the calculation of the annual
shsGk or moasy order made payaele to the Oklahoma Ak
fee.
Qaality Title V Re¥elvmg Flmd, All otl:Klr sourGss shall pay
fus by shesk or moaey order made payable to the
Oklahoma A:ir Qaality Division.
252:100-S-3.
Confidentiality of proprietary
information
.(1). Fees are due and payable~
[Refer to 27A O.S. ~l:lflfl· 1993, § 2-5-105.18.] .
invoice due date(s). Fees shall be considered delinquent
30 days from the date af billing, at Vl<hiGh tiaie simple
interest shall aGGI'U:e at the rats ef oae and oae half
[OAR Docket #00-855; ftled 5-4-00]
perGeat (1\4%) per meath oa :mY ~\:lBt \:lBflaid .afua:
the invoice due date(s). Within five (5) years but not
before a grace period of UO days from the Elate efbilling
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
·invoice due date.. the DEQ may issue an administrative
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAliTY
order to recover such fees and may assess a reasonable
..R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
administrative fine in accordance with the provisions of
the Oklahoma Oean Air Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 199J, § §.§.
[OAR Docket #00-854]
2-5-101 et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who
RULEMAKIN
has failed to pay or has underpaid such fees. If ae fee

m

P~<V.lrlU. ,.a;;n"'

was billed besa:l:lse the o•1rner or operator failed to ·
RULES:
Sl:lbmit the required annaal emissioa inventmy, the term
Subchapter 13. ~hibiitiefref..Q
"date of billiag" shall mean the date oa whish the fee
252:100-13-1 [.MoJ.YJCC!'IJ.J
·}IE)Y}d ha·.•e beea billed had tile emissioa mv&atoey beea
252:100-13-2 [ruvJ.....,'<JJ
8\:lbmitted ,,..,hea ooe. \'1/hen a fee OJ.terpaymeat has been
· 252:100-13-3 [REV
made as a reS\:llt ef a DEQ im<oise errol) aa GWBer or ·· . 252:100-13-4 [REVO
]
opsrator may seek a sredit for S\:lsB fee E>Vt!rpayment
252:100-13-5 [AMEND D]
withia fhr.e years from the date on 'Whkh payment ef the
252:100-13-6 [REVO
252:100-13-7 [AMENDED
fee '.\ra& r;seived by the DEQ, "Whea a fee ov-erpay&l8Bt
252:100-13-8 [RESERVED]
has beea made as a resalt of aa GVIBer or eperator's
252:100-13-9 [NEW]
errer in preparmg the emiS&iea mwateey \:lflOB •1.thish
252:100-13-10 (NEW]
the &8 was based, the owaer or eperator may seek sredit
252:100-13-11 [NEW]
for sash w.<erpaymeat withi:B oae year from the date on
AUTIIOR.ITY:
,....msa payment of the fse •.vas r;seiv~d by the DEQ.
. Environmental Quality Board; 27A
If an owner or operator has fat1ed to submit the
2-5-101, et seq.

m

required annual emission inventory. the DEO may issue

OAC 252:100-5[3]
Air Quality Council
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AGENDA
Am QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING
*9:00A.M.
Tuesday, October 19, 1999
Tuba City-County Auditorium
SOS 1 South 129 Street East Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma
CaD to Order- Bill Breisch
RoD CaD- MYrna Bruce
CY 2000 Me.etlng Schedule
A. Discussion by Council
Approval of Minutes of the August 24, 1999 Regular Meeting
Public RuJemaldng Bearings

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

OAC 252:100-4 New Source Performance Standards
Proposal would update the incorporations by rebce of the federal NSPS from 7:-1-97 to 7;.1-99. Previously,
incorporated NSPS sub~ that have been amended by the USEPA since 7-l-f)7 arc:. AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, and
www. A new Subpart Ecbas been added to the NSPS. Subpart Ce was added fu 252:100-4-S as an exception.
. 1.
Presentation -Michelle Martinez
2.
·Questions and discussion by Council I Public
· 3.
Possible action by Council
~·
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and permanent adoption .

--

B.

OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill imnu8I operating fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; requires an owner or operator of a tiu:ility to report excess
.emissions on their .annual emission inventory; requires inventories to be submitted one month earlier than presently
required allowing fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayment; and reducing the period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the ~ity
owner or opcirator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the. facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation -Ieanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council ·
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

C.

OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and ~lfunctloa Reporting (AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion of redun~ language. SUbstantive changes include narrowing
the scope of the rule to minor. facilities only. A ncn¥ condition was added to explain when excess emissions from a
pro~ss are duo to a malfunction and when they are. duo to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation. The new
language establishes a rebuttable presumption that the combined time ofall excess emilssions from a process due to a
malfunction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5% ofthe process's operation time, whichever is greater, in a 3-month
period. The buiden of proving that excess emissions occurring more often are due to a malfunction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the Owner or operator ofthe process.
1.
Presentation -Ieanette Buttram
2.
Questiona and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D.

OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Bum~DI .
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substantive changes would
add certain definitions and notification requirements.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Co1Dlcil/ Public
3.
PosSible action by Council ·
·
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

}I L/1

E.

COMBINED
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
OAC 252:100-27 Particulate Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operatioi: ..
[REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment (REVOKED]
Appendix C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
Appendix D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]
Proposal would merge requirements into SC 19 and revoke SC 2land SC 27. SC 19. as proposed. would simplify
the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. Also a Permit by Rule for particulate matter
faci~ties is being proposed for SC 19. Th~ graphics in Appendices C and D would be replaced by two new tabular
appendices.
1.
Presentation- Max Price
.
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for peiDlanent adoption

F.

OAC 252:100-35 Control of Emission of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de.J'Wrong initiative; and narrow the
scope to specific ~urces that are the primary emitters of carbon monoxide. Other changes include addition of
definitions "existing source" and "new source" and the replacement of. "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola".
Also. Section 35-3 would be revoked because performance testing requirements are already provided for in SC 8
1
and SC43.
1.
Presentation- Michelle
2~
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and pCIDlanent adoption

Martinez

H.

OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 16, Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminanl
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify and clarify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. The proposed
changes to section IS would ·incorporate by reference the MACT standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR
63 promulgated by EPA from7-l-98 through 7-1-99. The proposed .changes to section 16 would update to 7-1-99
the NESHAP found in 40 CFR 61.
1.
Presentation -Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
.Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and pCIDlanent adoption

"L

OAC 252:100-47 Control of Emission trom'Exisdng Municipal Solid Waste Landrdls [AMENDED]
Proposal would amend·to update the incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to 7-1~99.
1.
Presentation.....: Cheryl Bradley
·
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency and pCIDlanent adopti9D-

6.
7.

8.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill
.
.
New Business -Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen. pnor to the time
·of posting the agenda.
·
Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Tuesday. December 14,1999
DEQ Multi-Purp~se Room

• Council decided at its August 24 meeting to begin early due to the number of agenda items
Lunch Break, if necessary
Should you daln to attead hut haft a diWIIJity and ..... u ucammaclad..,
pleue utlry oar Departmoatlllne d.QIIa advua at (405) 72.,...100.

-

September 24, 1999
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division Director
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 5

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 5, Registration,
Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees. The rule will be brought to public ·
hearing on October 19,1999. The proposed changes to the rule are designed to allow the
agency to bill fee payers on a flexible schedule. These changes should also allow the fees
to be based on the most recent emission data possible. Also, the proposed rule language
clarifies that excess emissions must be reported on the annual emission inventory.
Substantive changes include inserting a definition for "error". and requiring all inventories
be submitted prior to March 1 and providing for a 30-day extension upon request. It
allows fee payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid
and receive credit for such overpayment, and reduces to six months after inventories are
due or submitted the period oftime in which either the facility owner/operator or the
DEQ, respectively, can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's
emissions. A new subsection is proposed regarding the use of stack tests as a method of
calculation.
Comments were received from Fort James and addressed by staff. A copy of the letter
and response to comments are included in the packet.
Staff will recommend the rule be considered again at the next Air Quality Council
meeting on December 14, 1999.
Enclosures: 3

'1'-- t· al
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SUBCHAPTER 5 • REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
Section
Purpose
252:100-5-1.
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
252:100-5-2.
Registration
of
potential
sources
of
contaminants
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
Confidentiality of proprietary information
252:100-5-3.

-

DRAFT
SEPTEMBER 15, 1999
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air

SUBCHAPTER 5. REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
252:100-5-1.
Purpose
This
Subchapter
requires
potential
sources
of
air
contaminants to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to file an emi ssion
inventory and pay annual operating fees.
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall have the following meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given . facility during a particular
calendar year, 'determined using methods contained in 252:100-52.l(d).
"Allowable emissions" means:
(A)
The total amount ·of regulated air pollutant emitted
based on limits contained in a federally enforceable permit
or potential to emit, or
·
(B)
For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on·
maximum design capacity and considering all applicable rules.
11
Consumer Price Index 11 means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed as a
percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a base
period.
"Date of billing•• means, the date the fee was· billed.
In
the case no fee was billed because the owner or operator failed to
submit the required annual emission inventory, the date of billing
shall mean the date on which the fee would have been billed had
the emission inventory been submitted when due.
"Emission inventory" means a compilation of all point source,·
storage and process fugitive air emissions for all regulated air
pollutants at a given facility.
"Error" means, with regard to fees, a fee overpayment made
as a result of a mistake on the ·part of the DEO in invoicing or
the part of the owner or operator in calculating emissions.
It
does not mean a mistake made in the decision to use or not to use
a particular emission factor or method of calculation.
"Grandfathered source" means a stationary source that was in
operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable rule was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone modification since that rule
was promulgated.
"Minor facility• means a facility which is not a Part 70
source.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter 8 of this Chapter as provided
DRAFT
SEPTEMBER 15, 1999
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in 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
''Process Fugitive Emissions" means those emissions created by
or incidental to any particular process which become airborne or
have the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably,
taking into account economic considerations, be made to pass
through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening. ·
"Regulated air pollutant" means:
(A) Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC), as that term is
defined in 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or 252:100-39-2.
(B)
1ffiy \telatile Or!!!JaB:ie Selveat {l/OS) , as that term is
defiaed ia 252:100 37 2 aad 252:100 39 2.
-----+(~C+)lal
Any pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act.
-------+(~D+)Jbl
Any pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated under the Federal
Clean Air Act.
------+(~B+)~
Any Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under 252:100-41-2.
-----+(t"F+)i l l
Any other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
0
Regulated pollutant {for fee calculation)"; which is used
only for purposes of this Subchapter, means any "regulated air
pollutant" except the following:
(A)
Carbon monoxide.
(B) Any pollutant that is a regulated air.pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II substance subject to a standard
promulgated under or established by Title VI of the Act.
(C) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a standard or regulation under
section 112(r) of the Act.
(D)
Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
Registration
of
potential
sources
of
air
c.ontaminants
(a)
Filing.
In addition to any requirements for the submission
of information found in any other regulation in this Chapter, the
owner or operator of an air contaminant source shall, upon
request, provide . the Air Quality Division with information
necess~ry to
evaluate the source's potential for causing air
pollution.
(b)
Necessary information.
The following information shall be
included for each source:
(1) Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
(2)
Period or periods of operation.
(3)
Composition of the contaminant.
(4)
Physical state of the contaminant.
(5) Temperature and moisture content of the. air or gas
stream at the point where released into the atmosphere.
(6)
Efficiency of any control device.
252:100-5-2.
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(7)
Such other information as may be specifically requested
by the Director.
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
(a)
Requirement to file an emission inventory.
The
owner
or
operator of any facility that is a source of air emissions shall
submit a complete emission inventory annually on forms obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
The inventory shall cover
operations during a calendar year and shall be submitted prior to
March 1 of the following year. unless a 30-day extension has been
granted by the Division.
l
m1..
'
'
'
,
·
'
•
•
.&:
•
.&:
• ,
•
•
tlJ'
zne
l:nl:tl:ax
eml:SSl:OB:
l:nventory
rOr m1:nor
raCl:xl:tl:eS
sfia±± be submitted by ~4arch 1, 1993 a:ad every succeeding year
tfierea:€ter.
EZ!}
The i:aitia± emission iw.rentory :€or Part 70 sources
shall be submitted by April 1, 1994 and e·.rery succeeding year
tfierea:€ter.
E3)
De minimis :€acilities as de:€in:ed in Z!SZ! .100 7 1.1 are
n:ot required to submit an an:n:ua± emission: inventory.
(b)
Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include, but shall not be limited to,
the
·following:
(1) For those emissions subject to a permit, the permit
number and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth
therein.
(2) The amount of the actual emissions and the basis for
such determination.
lJl The amount of excess emissions and the basis for such·
determination.
------~E~3+}l!l
If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or
from the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an
explanation for the difference.
--------1-(-44+}i l l
For those emissions not the subject of a permit
and when requested by the AQD, a list of all 252:100 rules
setting forth emission-limitations applicable to the facility
in question and the maximum yearly allowable for the
facility.
(c)
Documentation. All calculations and assumptions must be
verified by proper documentation. All supporting-data, including
.ac.tual production, throughput and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance
with 252:100-5-2.1(d), below, must be maintained for at least 5
years by the current owner or operator at the facility in
conjunction with facility records of the emission inventory. This
information must either be submitted to the Air Quality Division
or made available for inspection upon request.
·
(d) Method of calcu1ation.
The best available data at the·time
the emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall be
used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the owne·r
or ' operator to select the best available data
based on an
r
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acceptable method of calculation. Said selection shall be binding
upon acceptaace b~f the Air Quality Di='.rision and the payment of
fees. The method of calculation used to determine emissions shall
be binding upon the owner or operator and the Division unless
challenged by the owner or operator prior to September 1 of the
year the inventory is due or by the Division within six (6) months
after the date the inventory is received.
The follmdng shall
constitute aeceptableAcceptable methods of calculation for
determining actual emissions are:
(1) Emission factors ~tilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2) Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods, 'inrith
advance notification and opportunity for obseF\·ation by the
Air Quality Divisioathat meet the requirements of 252:100-52.1(e).
(3)
Stae1t tests using appropriate EPA test methods on
identical equipment (i.e., same model) at the same locatioa
under the same operating conditions and paramet:ers when. ·
(A) Test:s are performed by persons ~ualified by
training and enperienee to perforift said tests .
(B) Copies of the tests results and methods are
available for revim..- by the Air Quality Division.
(4)
Continuous emissions monitoring data, when supported by
required certification and calibration data.
(5)
Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to
the Air Quality Division.
(6)
Manufacturer's test data, when approved by the AH
Quality Division as reliable.
(7)
EPA and EPA-contracted industry-specific emission study
data when it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
question and approved for use in the emission inventory by
the Air Quality Division.
(8)
Fuel usage
and . other mass-balance methods when
supported by specific records applicable to the materials on
which the calculations are based and approved for use in the
emission inventory by the Air Quality Division.
(9) Any other method that can be shown to be reasonably
accurate when supported by engineering data and calculations,
and ~ppro:ve?- .for use in the emission inventory by the AH
Qual~ty D~v~s~on.
.
lgl

Method of calculation using stack test.

l!l Stack

tests may be used for determining actual
emissions when:
lAl Appropriate EPA test methods were used.
i l l The test were conducted during the preceding 5year period.
~
The Division was provided advance notification and
opportunity for observation.
lQl The testing was performed by persons qualified by
training and experience to conduct said tests.
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i l l The testing was performed on sources of NOx and/or
VOC emissions between April 1 and October 31 under
actual operating conditions or as required by the
appropriate EPA test method.
111 Stack tests may be used for determining the emissions
of identical equipment- (i.e .. same model. same location, and
same operating conditions and parameters) when the tests are
performed according to the requirements listed -in 252:1005.2.1(e) (1).
.
+e}lfl
Methods of verification. Emission
inventories
determined by the Air Quality Division to be substantially
incomplete or substantially incorrect shall,· upon the request of
the Air Quality Division, be subject to verification if not
satisfactorily completed or corrected within a reasonable time.
Verification shall be accomplished by an appropriate stack test
using EPA approved methods, installation of continuous monitoring
equipment, or other methods acceptable to the Air Quality
Division.
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a)
Applicability.
(1) This section applies to all facilities that are sources
of air pollution, including government facilities, regardless
of whether the source is currently permitted or whether an
emission inventory has or has not at any time been submitted
for the facility.
A Part 70 source shall he suhject to fee
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995. The owners
or operators of Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that
are sufficient to cover the· Part 70 program costs.
The
permitting authority shall ensure that the fees required by
252:100-5-2 .. 2 (b) (2) will be used solely for Part 70 program
costs.
.
(2) This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.
(b)
Fee schedule.
(1) Minor facilities.
(A)
Until ·January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual
operating fee based on annual emissions -of regulated
pollutants (for fee calculation), in accordance with
the following fee schedule:
(i)
10 - 24.99 tons/year- $100/year
(ii) 25 - 49.99 tons/year- $250/year
(iii)50 - 74.99 tons/year- $500/year
(iv) 75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
(B)
In calendar year 1998, annual operating fees shall
be invoiced at $10 per ton of regulated pollutant (for
fee calculation) .
(C)
Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating fees
shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of regulated

DRAFT
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pollutant (for fee calculation) .
(2)

Part 70 Sources.

(A) From January 1, 1995, until January 1, 1999, the
annual operating fee for Part 70 sources shall be
(for fee
$15.19 per ton of regu lated pollutant
calculation) .
(B) Beginning. January 1, 1999, the annual operating
fee for Part 70 sources shall be $17.12 per ton of
regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) .
(C) The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
which the Consumer Price Index for the most recent
calendar year ending before the beginning of such year
differs from the Consumer Price Index for the calendar
year 1994.
The Consumer Price Index for any calendar
year is the average of the Consumer Price Index for
all-urban consumers published by the Department of
Labor, as of the close of the twelve month period
ending on August· 31 of each calendar year.
(c) Payment. For Part 70 sources fees shall be paia by cfieelt or
mo:aey order made payable to tfie Oltlafioma Air Quality 'I'itle V
RevolviB§ Fu:ad.
All otfier sources sfiall pay fees by checlt or
mo:aey order made payable to the O}Elahoma Air Quality Divisio:a.
Fees are due and payable upo:a receipt ofon the invoice due
date(s).
Fees shall·be considered delinquent 30 days ~fter
the invoice due date (s) . date of billiB§, at 'lfffiicfi time ·simple
i:aterest shall accrue at the rate of o:ee a:ad o:ae fialf perce:at
(1'n~) per me:ath e:a a:ey amou:at u:epaid.
Within five (5) years but
not before a grace period of 120 days from the date of billing,
the DEQ may issue an administrative order to recover such fees and
may assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with the
provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S.Sup~. 1993, §§
2-5-101 et seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who has
failed to pay or has underoaid such fees.
If n:e fee r... as billed
because tfie o•.,mer. or operator failea to submit the requirea annual
emission: i:even:tory, tfie term "date of billin:§" shall mean: tfie aate
en: lfhich the fee ·.,1ould fiave been: billea fiad the emission: iBYente:ry
been: submitted when: due. When a fee overpayment has been made as
a result. of ~sn DEQ invoice error, an owner or operator may seek a
credit for such fee overpayment within five years from the date on
which payment of the fee was received by the DEQ.
When: a fee
overpayment fias been: maae as a result of an: e'lfmer or o~erater's
error ia ~re~arin:!! the emission: inventory upon: r.ffiich the fee r... as
based, the e'lfffi:er or o~erater may seele credit for such overpayme:at
within: e:ee year from the aate on: wfiicfi ~aymen:t of the fee ·.,tas
receivea by the DBQ.
(d) Basis for annual operating fees.
(1) Operating fees shall be calculated en: a source s~ecific
basis an:d based en: actual emissions of regulated ~ellutaats
DRAFT
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(for fee calculation) as set forth in the facility emission
inventory unless the mmer or operator elects to pay fees on
allmmele emissions.
Fees shall ee eased on emission
iw.rentories suemitted in the previous calendar year (for
enample, fees invoiced during= the calendar year 1998 shall ee
eased upon inventory data covering the calendar year 1996) .
(2)
Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in mecess of
4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source shall
not ee considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
[Refer to 27A O.S. §§ 2-5-113]
252:100-5-3.
[Refer to 27A

Confidentiality of proprietary information
o.s. Supp. 1993, §§ 2-5-105.18.]
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 19, 1999
Department ofEnvironmental Quality
Tulsa City-County Health Department
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
David Branecky
Leo Fallon
Gary Kilpatrick
.Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter .
Fred Grosz
Meribeth Slagell ·

Staff Present"
David Dyke
Dennis Dough~
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
Ray Bishop
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Max Price
Larry Trent .
Eric Milligan
Myrna Bruce

Notice of Public Meeting for Octob~r 19, 1999 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
doors at the Tulsa City-County Health Depar_tm~t.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Dr. Canter, and Dr. Grosz did not attend. Mr. Breisch
announced that Ms. Slagell had offered her resignation to the Governor.
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule - Council was presented with dates emulating the past years of the
third Tuesday in February, April, June, August, October, and December. There was discussion
to change the day ofweek to Wednesday of these months which would accommodate both staff
and Council. Council voted to continue this item to the December 14 meeting. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallori - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the August
24, 1999 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Mr. Branecky to approve the Minutes
as presented and second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye;
Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; ·Mr. Breischaye.
''
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR
Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.

J1C0Cf

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-4
NewSource Performance Standards {AMENDED]
Ms. Michelle Martinez made staff presentation advising Council that the proposed amendments
to Subchapter 4 would update the incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from July 1,
1997 to July 1, 1999. She pointed out that previously incorporated NSPS subparts that had been
amended by the EPA since July 1, 1997 were: AA, AAa, Da, Db, Eb, and WWW. She advised
that a new Subpart Ec had been added to the NSPS and that Subpart Ce was added to 252: 1004-5. She advised that this was the first time for the proposal to be considered, but staffs
recommendation would be to request that the rule be sent to the Environmental Quality Board
for permanent and emergency adoption. She pointed out that since the amendments update the
incorporation by reference of new federal rules, adoption as an emergency would allow the
amended rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and make state. rules consistent with
federal rules.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for both
emergency and permanent adoption. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick and second to the
motion was by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; hl!· Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram made the staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency to bill annual operating fees on a flexible
schedule, and that the changes should also allow the fees to be based on the most recent
emission data possible. Ms. Buttram advised that the proposed rule language ~ould also require
an owner or operator of a facility to report excess emissions on their annual emission inventory.
. Ms. Buttram pointed out that substantive changes included the requirement that inventories
were to be submitted one month earlier than presently required which would allow fee payers
five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and to receive credit for
such overpayment. That change would also reduce the period of time to six months in which
either the DEQ or the facility owner or operator could challenge the data or methods used to
calculate the facility's emissions.
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Fort James and EPA which p~ere
included in this proposal and that comments from Weyerhaeuser received the day before would
be considered in the next draft of the rule; therefore, staff recommended that the rule be
continued to the December meeting.
Comments and questions were discussed from Council members and the audience. Comments
were heard from Stephen Landers of Ft. James; Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser; Howard Ground,
Central and Southwest; Bill Fishback; Mid-Continent Oil and Gas; Tom Bauckham, Reliant
Energy; Gary Collins, Terra. Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue
2
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the rule to Council's December 14 meeting per staff recommendation. Motion to continue was
made by Ms. Myers with the second made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilsonaye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr.
. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]

-

Ms. Jeanette Buttram gave the staff presentation advising that the proposed changes to
Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and grammatical .errors and deletion of
redundant language and was simplified and clarified according to the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative. Ms. Buttram pointed out substantive changes to the rule which included
narrowing the scope of the rule to minor facilities o~ly. She advised that a new condition was
added to explain when excess emissions from a process are due to a malfunction and when they ·
are due to negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation advising that the new language would
establish a rebuttable presumption that the combined time of all excess emissions from a
process due to a malfunction does not exceed eight hours or 1.5 % of the process's operation
time, whichever is greater, in a three-mo~th period. Ms. Buttram added that the burden of
proving that excess emissions occurring more often are due to a malfunction rather than
negligent, marginal, or unsafe operation is on the owner or operator ofthe process.
Ms. Buttram entered into the record comments received from Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
Association and from EPA. She further advised that the EPA comments indicated that further
changes might need to be made to the rule due to their recent review ot: Oklahoma's SIP. Ms.
Buttram advised that due to these comments, staff recommendation would be to contiime this
rule to the December meeting to allow staff more time to review the EPA guidance docuinent.
Mr. Tom Diggs, EPA, was asked to explained that document in detail and accepted comments
regarding same. Additional comments.were made by Bill Fishback.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this rule to the December meeting. Motion was
made by Mr. Branecky with the second by Mr. Fallon. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye;
Mr. Fallon -aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 25.2:100-13
Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]

,,

Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram who advised that the proposed changes to
-·

Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part of the· agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative. She pointed out that such changes include consolidating the general
conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section; and that a few
substantive changes were made such as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land
clearing operation" and a section on disaster relief procedures. Ms. Buttram continued stating
3

that in some instances, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for
authorization to bum was added and that the open-pit incinerator requirements were moved to a
new section. She pointed out the proposal would require owners or operators to register with
their local DEQ office; however, if the owner or operator anticipates operating an open-pit
incinerator in the same pit for more than 90 days in a 365-day period, they would be required to
obtain a permit and pay the required permit fee adding that hazardous materials may not be
burned in an open-pit incinerator unless prior written approval has been obtained from both the
local fire chief and the DEQ.
Ms. Buttram entered written comments from EPA and a letter from the City of Hobart into the
record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this
rule to the December meeting. Motion was made by Ms. Myers with the second by Mr. Fallon.
Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARINGS (COMBINED HEARINGS ON SC 19, SC 21,.and SC 27)
OAC 252:100-19 Particulate Matter Emissions from Fuel-burning Equipment [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-21 Particulate Matter Emissions from Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED)
OAC 252:100-27 Matter Emissions from Industrial and Other Processes and Operation [REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [REVOKED]
APPENDIX C Particulate Matter Emissions Limits for Fuel Burning Equipment [NEW]
APPENDIX D Particulate Matter Emission Limits for Wood-Waste Burning Equipment [NEW]

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price to make the staff presentation regarding these combined
rules. Mr. Price advised that Subchapters 19, 21, and 27 all deal with particulate matter (PM)
emissions and that the proposed changes merged the requirements of Subchapter 21 and
Subchapter 27 into Subchapter 19; then Subchapters 21 and 27 would be revoke<;!. Mr. Price
pointed out that Subchapter 19 as proposed would be simplified and clarified according to the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. He advised that a permit by rule for particulate matter
facilities is being proposed for Subchapter 19. Mr. Price also advised that the proposal included
that Appendix C and Appendix D would be revoked in favor of two new tabular appendices.
Mr. Mike Wood, Weyerhaeuser, commented regarding the definition of "wood fuel". After
much discussion, motion was made to by Mr. Wilson to amend Subchapter 19 to include the
wording "for any wood derived fuel as approved by the Division"; to revoke subchapters 21 and
27; to revoke both Appendix C and Appendix Din favor of tabular appendices; and to send the
rules to the Environmental Quality Board in one package for adoption as a permanent rule. 1 Mr.
Kilpatrick seconded that motion. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms.
Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

·-

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-35
Control Of Emission Of Carbon Monoxide [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Michelle Martinez to make staff presentation. Ms. Martinez stated
that the proposed changes to Subchapter 35 would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part
of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative; and that the scope of the Subchapter would be
narrowed to specific sources that are the primary contributors of carbon monoxide emissions.
Ms. Martinez add~d that other changes included the addition of the definitions "existing source"
and "new source" and the replacement of "foundry cupola" with "gray iron cupola". She
further advised that Section 35-3, Performance Testing, would be revoked because performance
testing requirements are already provided for in Subchapters 8 and 43.
Ms. Martinez advised that staffs recommendation was to send the rule to the Environmental
Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which
was made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye;
Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-41 Sections 15 and 16
Control Of Emission Of Hazardous and Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that changes are being proposed for
section 15 would incorporate by reference the Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR 63 that have been promulgated by the
EPA from July 1, 1998, through July1, 1999. These are subparts HH, SS, TT, UU, WW, YY,
CCC, DDD, EEE, GOG, Him, ill, LLL, MMM, NNN, PPP, TIT, and XXX. Ms. Bradley
continued that the DEQ is also proposing to update to July1, 1999 the incorporation by
reference in 252:100-41-16 of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) found in 40 CFR 61. She added that other minor revisions are proposed. to Section
15 and 1~ to clarify, simplify and correct these sectio~s as required by s~tute.
Ms. Bradley advised _that stairs recommendation would be to send to the rule to. the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption as permanent and emergency rule. She advised that
since the amendments update the incorporation by reference of new federal rules, adoption as
an emergency rule would allow the amended rules t9 take effect earlier and minimize the lag
time in making the state program consistent with the federal program. Mr. Breisch entertained
motion which was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. The second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll d!n as
follows: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-47
Control of Emissions from Existing Municipal Solid Waste Landfills [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke again called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who advised that the modifications to
Subchapter 47 would update the incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 60.751 through 60.759 to
July 1, 1999. She advised that one comment had been received from the EPA in support of the
proposed amendments. She continued that it would be staffs recommendation to send to the
rule to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent and emergency adoption as adoption as
an emergency rule would allow the amended rule to take effect earlier than June 1, 2000 and
thereby minimize confusion for regulated landfills. Mr. Breisch entertained motion which was
made by Mr. Fallon. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Mr.
Breisc}l - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these. minutes

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Mr. Dyke announced that the Council representative for agriculture, Meribeth Slagell, had
turned in her letter of resignation from the Council. Also, Scott Thomas stated that due to a
recent remand of the revised ozone, PM-2.5 and PM-10, staffplans on bringing this matter to
public hearing at the December Council.
· ·

NEW BUSINESS - It was decided that the next meeting would again begin at 9:00 a.m. due
to the number of agenda items and would follow the same format.
ADJOURNMENT
With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be December 14, 1999 in the Multipurpose
Room ofthe DEQ in Oklahoma City beginning at 9:00a.m.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council ·

David R Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
I I
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
HEARING/MEETING

• 9:00A.M.
Tuesday, December 14, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
· 707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City Oklahoma

1.
2.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch
Roll Call- Myrna B~ce.

3.

CY 2000 Meeting Schedule A. Discussion by Council
B. Roll call vote

4.

Resolution for Meribeth Slagell

5.

Approval of Minutes of the D_ctober 19, 1999 Regular Meeting

6.

Public Rulemaldng Hearings

A. OAC 2.52:100 Appendices E and F [AMENDED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards. [NEW]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [REVOKED]
.
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards [NEW]
Proposal would restore the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards for ozone and particulate matter to
what-they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of 0.08 ppm would be revoked and the 1-hour
standard of0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be revoked along with the revised fo~ of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-1 0 standard.
l.
Presentation - Michelle Martinez
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call votc(s) for permanent adoption
B. OAC 252:100- 5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating ~ees [AMENDED] . .
Proposal is designed to allow the Agency to bill annual opgjllin.g fees on a flexible schedule; to allow the fees to be
based on the most recent emission data possible; to require an owner or operator of a facility to report excess
emissions on their annual emission inventory; to require inventories to be submitted one month earlier than 'presently
required; to allow fee payers five years after payment is made to notify tho DEQ that they overpaid and to receive
credit for such overpayi:nent; and to reduce tho period of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the facility
owner or operator can challenge the data or methods used to calculate the facility's emissions.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I P!lblic
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call votc(s) for permanent adoption
11
C. OAC 252:100-9 Excess Emission and M'slfanction Reporting [.AMENDED]
, Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative, including correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion ofredundant language. Substantive changes include establishing
a time limit on .excess emissions caused by properly reported malfunctions, startup/shutdowns, and m~intenance
procedures. The burden o_f proving that excess emissions occurring more than eight hours or 1.5 percent of the
process's operation time in a 3-month period are due to excusable malfunctions, startup/shutdowns or maintenance
procedures rather than negligent, marginal, or improper operation is on the owner or operator of the process.
Language was added to explain that compliance with this Subchapter will not exempt sources from complying with
any applicable federal requirement; and additional demonstration requirements for malfunctions, maintenance, and
startup/shutdowns were added under proposed section 252:1 Q0-9-3.2, Demonstration of cause.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram

2.
3.
4.

Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

D. OAC 252:100-13. Prohibition of Open Burning [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-rightlde-wrong initiative, including consolidating
the general conditions and requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Substa,ntive changes would
add definitions for "domestic refuse" and "land clearing operation" along with a section on disaster relief
procedures. In some ins~ces, the requirement to notify the DEQ or other appropriate official for authorization to·
bum was added. ~ addition, the open-pit incinerator requirements were expanded and moved to a new section. Also
the rule would only allow material from a lana clearing operation to be burned in an open-pit incinerator.
1.
Presentation -Jeanette Buttram
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E. OAC 252:100-23 Control ofEmissions from Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
I.
Presentation -Max Price
·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-23-3(a) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be revoked
effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252;100-19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.

F. OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
1.
Presentation- Max Price
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3.
Possible action by Council
Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption
4.
Proposal would amend OAC 252:100-24-3(a)(1) and (2) to remove references to OAC 252:100-27, which will be ·: •..
. .....
revoked effective June 1, 2000, and replace them with new section OAC 252:100~19-12, to take effect June 1, 2000.
G. OAC 252:2-15 Environmental Permit Processing Times [AMENDED]
The proposal would change the tenns used in 252:2-15-40,41 and
to be consistent with those used in 252:100, Air
Pollution ControL The terms "minor source(s)" and "major facility(ies}"would be changed to ''minor facility(ies)" and
"Part70 source(s)",respectively.l. Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
3;
Possible action byCouncil
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

n

7.

Division Director's Report...., Eddie Terrill

8.

New Business matter not lolown about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen, prior to the time
of posting the agenda.

9.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: To Be Announced
Place: DEQ Multi-Purpose Room - OKC

Any

I I

• Council decided at its October 19 meeting to begin at 9:00a.m. due to the number of agenda items.
Lunch Break, if necessary
Shouldyou duire to attend but have a dlsabUlly and need an accommodation,
please nodjjl our Department three daj:r In advance at (405) 710-4100.

-
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MEMORANDUM

.
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~.

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

.
.
Eddie T errill, Drrector
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 5

v

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 5, Registration,
Emission Inventory and. Annual Operating Fees. The rule was brought before. the
October 19, 1999, Council meeting and will be brought back to public hearing on
December 14, 1999. The proposed changes to the rule are designed to allow the agency
to bill fee payers on a flexible schedule and should also allow the fees to be based on the
most recent emission data possible. An additional change to the rule reduces the period
of time to six months in which either the DEQ or the facility owner. or operator can
challenge the methods used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculation
purposes. Since the last hearing, proposed. language on stack tests was deleted and will
be addressed next year when Subchapter 45~ Monitoring of Emissions, undergoes the reright/de-wrong process. Also, existing language on the option of using actual or
allowable emissions for fee calculation was reinstated.
Staff.will suggest ~t the proposed rule as amended be recommended for adoption by the
Board as a permanent rule.
Enclosures: 1

,,

--

SUBCHAPTER 5 • REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
Section
252:100-5-1.
Purpose
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
252:100-5-2.
Registration
of
potential · sources
of
contaminants
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
252:100-5-3.
Confidentiality of proprietary information·

air
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1
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SUBCHAPTER 5 • REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
252:100-5-1.
Purpose
This
Subchapter
requires
potential
sources
contaminants to register with the Air Ql:lality Division.
requires facilities that emit air contaminants to
·emission inventory and pay annual operating fees.

of
air
It also
file an

252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter
shall. have the foll9wing meaning unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
••Actual emissions 11 means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular
calendar year, determined using methods contained in 252:100-52.1(d).
11
Allowable emissions 11 means:
.I
'(A)
The total amount. of regulated air pollutant emitted
based on limits contained ~n a federally enforceable permit
or potential to emit, or
(B)
For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on
maximum design capacity and considering all applicable
rules.
°Consumer Price Index 0 means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of typical
wage.-earner purchases of goods ·and services expressed as a.
percentage of the cost of these same goods and s.ervices in a base
period .
11
. · Date
of billingn
means the date the fee was billed.
In
the case no fee was billed because· the owner or operator failed
to submit the reauired annual emission inventory. the date of
billing shall mean· the date on which the fee would have been
billed had the emission inventory been submitted when due.
"Emission inventory• means a compilation of all point
source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for all
regulated air pollutants at a given facility.
"Error 11 means. with regard to fees. a fee overpayment made
as a result of·a mistake on the part of the DEO in invoicing br
the part of the owner or operator in calculating· emissions.
It
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does not mean a mistake made in the decision to use or not to use
a particular emission factor or method of calculation.
''Grandfathered source" means a stationary source that was in
operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable rul~ was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has unde.rgone modification since that· rule
was promulgated.
"Minor facility• means a facility which is not a Part 70
source.
•Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
. requirements of Part 5 · of Subchapter 8 of this Chapter as
provided in 252:100-8-3(a} and 252:100-8-3(b}.
"Process Fugitiv~ ~ssions• means those emissions created
by or incidental to any particular process which become airborne
or have the potential to become airborne, and could not
reasonably, ta~ing into account economic considerations, be made
to pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally
equivalent
opening.
,/
.
"Regulated air pollutantn means:
(A} Any Volatile Organic .. Compound (VOC} , . as that term is
defined ~n 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or 252:100-39-2.
(B) Any Volatile organie . Sol"vent {!.,tOS) , as that tertft is
defined in 252:100 37 2 and 252:100 39 2.
-----~(~C~)lal
Any pollutant ~egulated under section 111 or ·112
(except 112(r}} of the Federal Clean Air Act.
-----~(~D~)~
Any pollutant for which a national primary am~ient
air quality standard has been promulgated under the Federal
Clean Air Act.
-----~(~E~)JDi
Any Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under 252:10.0-41-2.
---~(-i"F:..r)J..El
1\ny other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment st'andard is set by permit or.rule.
•Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) •, which is used
only for purposes of this Subchapter, means any "regulated air
pollutant" except the following:
(A} Carbon monoxide.
(B) 1\ny pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II· substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of 11 the
Act.
·,
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(C) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a standard or regulation under
section 112(r) of the Act.
(D) Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
252:100-5-2.

Registration
of
potential
sources
of
air
contaminants
(a) Fi~ing.
In addition to any requirements for the submission
of information found in any other regulation in this Chapter, the
owner or operator of an air contaminant source shall, upon
request, provide the Air Quality Division with information
necessary to evaluate the source's potential for causing air
pollution.
(b) Necessary information.
The following information shall be
included for each source:
(1) Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
(2) Period or periods of operation.
(3)
Composition of the contaminant.
~(4) Physical state: of the contaminant.
(5) Temperature and moist;.ure content of th,e air or gas
stream at the point where released into the atmosphere.
(6)
Efficiency of any.control device.
(7)
Such other information· as may· be specifically requested
by the Director.
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
(a) Requirement to file an emission inventory.
The
owner
or
operator of any facility that is a source of air emissions shall
submit a complete emission inventory annually on forms obtained
from the Air Qua±ity Division.
,_
••• ,
•
•
•
.c
•
.c
., ' t '
(1 ) 'I'ne
~n~t~a...
em~ss~on
urv·entor~t
ror . m~nor
rae~ ... ~ ~eo
aha±± be submitted by !4arcfl: 1, 1993 and every succeeding
year thereafter.The inventory shall cover operations during
~· a calendar year and shall be submitted prior to' March 1 of
the following year. unless a 30-day extension has been
granted by the Division. A<Cf~l J-1=1-~sJtrVVt
(2) '!'he initial emiqsion inventory :Ear Part 70 sources
shal± be submitted by April .1, 1994. and every succeeding
year thereafter.Facilities registered under a permit by ru~e
as outlined in Subchapter 7 and emitting 5 tons per year or
less of each regulated pollutant are ·required to submit an
4
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emission inventory once every 5 years.
The inventory shall
cover operations during the last year of each 5-year period
and be submitted by March 1 ·of the following year.
(3) De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are
not required to submit an annual emission inventory.
(b) Content. All inventories submitted to the Air Qualiey
Division shall include, but shall not be limited to, the
following: .
(1) For those emissions subject t·o a permit, the permit
number and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth
therein.
(2) The
amount . of
the
actual
emissions.
including
quantifiable excess emissions, and the basis for such
determination.
(3) If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or from
the previous year's actual by more than 30%, an explanation
for the difference.
(4)
For those emissions not the subject of a permit and
~hen requested by ·the AQD, a list. of all 252:100 rules
setting · forth emission .. limitations applicable to the
facility in question and the maximum yearly allowable for
the facility .
{c) Documentation. All calculations· and assumptions must be
verified by proper documentation.. All supporting data, including
actual production, throughput·and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in acco;rdance
with 252:100-5~2.1(d), below, must be maintained for at least 5
years .by the current owner or operator at the facility in
conjunction with facility records of the emission inventory.
This information must either be submitted to the ·Air Quality
Division or made available for inspection upon reque~t.
(d) Method of calculation. · The best available data at the time
·the .emission inventory is or should have been prepared shall _be
used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the owner
or operator to select the best available data. based on an
acceptable method . of calculation.
Saia seleetien sfiall he
'-'
..:1'
.
•
1..
1..
.
•
•
•
•
..:1
+-'lJ~ftuUi§
upon
aeee;ptanee
vy tne
Al:r
Qual·ity DJ:VJ:s~en
ana
cue
payment ef fees.
The method of calculation used to determine
11
emissions shall be binding upon the owner· or· operator and the
Division for the PUkPOSe of calculating fees under 252:100-5-2.2
unless challenged by the owner or operator prior to September 1

.
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of the year the inventory is due or by the Division within six
(6)
months after the date the inventory is received.
.!:f!.fie
fo±±mdng sha±± constitute accept:,ab±eAcceptable methods
of
calculation for determining actual emissions are·:
(1)
Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2) Stack tests using appropriate EPA "test methods, with
advan:ce notification .and opportunity for observation by the
Air Quality Division.
(3) ·stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods eft
identica± equipment (i.e., same mode±) at the same ±ocation
under the same operating conditions and parameters whcnmay
be used for determining the emissions of identical equipment
(i.e ..
same model.
same location.
and same operating
conditions and parameters) when:
{A) Tests are performed by persons qualified by
training-and eXperience to perfo~ said tests.
(B) Copies of the tests results and methods are
/
available for review by the Air Quality Division.
(4) Continuous emissions t110,Illtoring data, when supported·by
required ccrti·fication and calibration data. ·
(5)
Current AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to
the Air Quality Division. .
(6)
Manufacturer's. test data, when approved by the :Ai-i!'
Qua±ity Division as reliable.
(7) EPA and EPA-contracted industry-specific.emission·study
data when it can be ~hown to be applicable to the-facility
in question and approved for use in the emission inventory
by the Air Qua±ity Division.
(8) Fuel
usage
and
other
mass-balance methods
when
supported by specific records applicable to the materials on
which the calculations arc based and approved for use in the
emission inventory by the Air Qua±ity Division.
(9) Any other method that can· be shown to be reasonably
accurate
when
supported
by
engineering
data
and
calculation~, -and .approved for use in· the emission inventory
,
, ,
D' , ,
.
b y t h c A~r Quax~ty 1v1s1on.
(e) Methods of verification. Emission inventories determined by
the Air Qua±ity Division to be substantially incomplete 1 6r
substantially incorrect · shall, upon the request of the :Ai-i!'
.Qua±ity
Division,
be
subject
to
verification
if
not
6
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satisfactorily completed or corrected within a reasonable time.
Verification shall be accomplished by an appropriate stack test
using EPA approved methods, installation of continuous monitoring
equipment, or other methods acceptable to the Air Quality
Division.
252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a} Applicability.
(1} This section applies· to all facilities that are sources
of
air
pollution,
including
government
facilities, ·
regardless of whether the source is currently permitted or.
whether an emission inventory has or has not at any time
been submitted for the facility.
A Part 79 seurce shall be
subject te fee requirements ef this seetiea eft Jam1ary ~,
1995.
The owners or operators of Part 70 sources .shall pay
annual fees that are sufficient to cover the Part 70 program
cost's.
The permitting authority shall- ensure that.· the fees
..~equired by 252:100-5-2.2(b} (2} will be used solely for Part
70 program costs.
(2)
This section does not.. apply to de minimis facilities.
(b)
Pee schedule.
(1) Minor facilities •
(A}
Until January 1, 1998~ the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual
·operating fee based on annual emissions of regulated
pollutants (for fee calculation}, in accordance with
the following fee schedule:
(i} 10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
·(ii) 25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii)
SO - 74.99 tons/year - $_500/year
(iv) 75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
(B)
In calendar year 1998, annual operating fees shall
be invoiced at $10 per ton of regulated pollutant (for
fee calculation} .
(C)
Beginning January 1, 1999, annual operating fees
shall be invoiced at $17.12 per ton of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation) .
(2)
Part 70 Sources.
I
(A}
From January 1, 1995, ·until January 1, 1999, 1the
annual 1 operating fee for Part 70 sources shal-l be
7
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$15 .. 19 per ton of regulated pollutant
(for fee
calculation) :
(B) Beginning January 1, 1999, the annual operating
fee for Part 70 sources shall be $.17 .12 per ton of
regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) .
shall be adjusted
(C) The annual operating fee
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
which the Consumer Price Index for the most recent
calendar year ending before the beginning of such year
· differs from the Consumer Price Index for the calendar
year 1~94.
The Consumer Price Index for any calendar
year is the average of the Consumer Price Index for
all-urban consumers published by the. Department of
Labor, as of the close ·of the twelve month period
ending on August 31 of each calendar year.
(c)
Payment. Fer Part 70. sources. fees shall be paid by cfiecle or
money order made payable to the Olelahema Air Quality 'l'i,tle V
Revolving FuB:d.
All. ether sources shall pay fees by checle or
money order made payable to · the Oklahoma Air Quality Di -dsien.
Fees .are due and payable upo~. receipt efon the invoice due
date(s).
Fees shall be considered delinquent 30 days ~after
the invoice due date (s) . date of billiRg, at.· 'Vffiich time simple
iRterest shall accrue at the rate of eRe aRd: one half percent
(1~~\) per meB:th en any amount. unpaid.
Within five ·(5) years but
not before a grace period of 120 days from the date of billing,
the DEQ may issue an administrative order to recover such fees
and may. assess a reasonable administrative fine ·in accordance
with the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S.Supp.
1993, §§ 2-5-101 et seq., to an owner .or operator of a facility
who has failed to pay or has tinder:paid such fees.
If no fee .,.,as
billed because the o,m:er or operator failed to s'\:lhmit the
required anB:ual emission i;ev•entery, the term "date of billing"
shall Rl:eaB: the date eB: ·..· hich the fee 'Vieuld fiaye beeB: bil.led had
the emission inventory been submitted ....' hen due.
When a fee.
overpayment has been made as a result of aan DEQ ifi\~eice error,
an owner or operator may seek a credit for such fee. overpayment
within five years from the date on which payment· of the fee was
received by the DEQ.
When a·fee overpayment fias been made as a
result of an e'Vmer or operator's error in preparing the em~ss~en
inventory upon ..ffiich the fee ....as based, the mmer or operator ffiay
~

7
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seelt credit fer such overpayment within one year from the dat"e en
which payment of the fcc \-:as receiv·ed by_ tlae DEQ.
(d)· Basis for annual operating fees.
(l) Operating fees shall be calculated on a source-specific
basis and based on actual emissions of regulated·pollutants
(for fee calculation) as set forth in t~e facility emission
inventory unless the owner ·or operator elects to pay fees on
·allowable emissions.
Fees sfiall be based en emission]
iw.Teatories submitted i~ th.e p:rev1:.·ous. calen.dar year . (for t,f.
eJeample, fees ;i:nYeiced during tfie calendar year 1998 shall
be based upon in...rentery data coveri:ag tfie calendar year
1996) .
(2) Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in excess of
4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source shall

not be considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
252:100-5-3.
[Refer to 27A

Confidentiality of proprietary infor.matiqn
o.s. Supp. 1993, §§ 2-5-105~18.]

,,
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:MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 14, 1999
Department of Environmental Quality
MultiPurpose Room- 707 North Robinson, OKC
Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treemait
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
S.haron Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

....;··"'

Staff Present
. DavidDyke
l Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
Linn Wainner
RayBishop ·
Shawna McWa~-KhaloUsi
Guests Present
**see ~bed list

StatT Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle .Martinez
Max Price
Larry Trent
Myrna Bruce

..
·.

..... ·:.

Notice of Public ·Meeting for December 14, 1999 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place of.the meeting. Agendas
posted at
the entrance doors.
·

were

'•I '~

Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: ·Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon -:- aye;
Dr. Orosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye. Dr. Canter, Ms. Myers, and Mr. Kilpatrick ~d not
attend. Mr. 1\reisch and Mr. Terrill presented Meribeth Slagell a Resolution from the
Council and Certificate of Appreciation from Mr. Coleman and thanked her for her years of
dedicated service on the Council. Mr. Breisch introduced new Council member, Rick
Treeman, who was appointed by the Governor to replace the. position vacated by Mrs.
Slagell.
·
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
August 24, 1999. Public MeetingiHearings. Motion was made by Mr. Fallon ·to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Mr. Wilson
-aye; Mr. Braneeky- ·aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.
·
CY 2000 Meeting Schedule - Staff suggested the following Year 2000 meeting dates:
Wednesday, February 16 at Tulsa
Wednesday, April19 at Lawton
Wednesday, June 14 at Tulsa
Wednesday, August 16 at Ponca City
Wednesday, October 18 at Oklahoma City
Wednesday. December 14 at Oklahoma City

Motion to accept the schedule was made by Mr. Fallon with second by Mr. Branecky with
following vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye ·
Protocol Statement ~ As protocol officer, Mr.· Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council "in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5.,101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- Appendices E & F
.
Appendix E Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards [AMENDED]
Appendix F Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards· [AMENDED

Ms. Miche~le Martinez made the staff presentation stating that the proposed amendments to
Appendices E and F would resto~ the primary and secondary ambient air quality standards
for ozon~ to. what they were ·prior to June 1, 1999. She advised that .the 8-hour ozone
standard of. 0.08 ppm would be revoke4 and the 1-hour sfandard of o.q·ppm restored; and
that the PM-2.5 standards would be revoked along with the revisedJqp;n of the PM-10
standard and replaced with the previous form of the PM-10 standard.
Ms. Martinez entered into the record a fax received from EPA Region 6 dated December 10,
1999 which stated that updating these appendices was timely and appropriate. Ms. Martinez
·then asked that Council recommend proposed Appendices E and F to the Environmental
Quality Board for permanent a~option.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for a motion to recommend the rule for adoption.
Mr. Branecky made motion to recommend to the Board for permanent/emergency adoption.
· Second was made by Mr. Fallon~. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; ~· Breisch - aye.
., , A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of thes~ mint1t~s.
· PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5
Registr~tion, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]

Ms. Jeanette Buttram presented the staff presentation and advised that the proposed changes·
to Subchapter 5 were designed to allow the agency the ability to bill annual operating fees on
a flexible schedule, and that these changes would also allow the fees to be based on the most
recent emission data possible. Ms. Buttram pointed out that the proposed rule_clarified that
an owner or operator of .a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on their annual
emission inventory. She stated that substantive changes included the requirement that all
inventories be submitted prior to" March 1, and the Agency would provide up to a 30-day
extension upon request. Council made a recommendation that the language be changed to
allow an additional 30-day extension for good cause shown. Also, the rule will allow fee
payers five years after payment is made to notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive

:":l

.. ·.:·.":

credit for such overpayment. Also, new language was proposed to reduce to six months after
· inventories are due or submitted, the period of time in which either the facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can challenge the methods used to calculate the
facility's emissions for "fee calculation purposes."
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from Central and Southwest Services
and she entered them into the record. She stated that it was staff's recommendation that
Council forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent ·
rule.
Following comments from Co':lllcil members and the audience. changes were m~ in the
wording and Mr. Wilson inade · a motion ··to forward this rule, with changes, to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption. Second was made by Mr. Branecky. The roll
call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr..
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the bearing trans~rlpt is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
\
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-
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OAC 252:100-9
Excess Emission And Malfunction Reporting [AMENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon to make the staff recommendation for this rule. She
stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 9 included correction of typographical and
grammatical errors ~d deletion of redundant language; and that the rule was simplified and
clarified according to 'the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong .fnitiative.
Substantive. changes include the addition of new definitions and the addition of a new
subsection for certification of the information submitted.
Also, language was added under 100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause, which states excess
. emissions caused by malfunction and maintenance, start-up/shutdown, can be exempt from
compliance which air emission limitations established in pennits, rules, orders of the DEQ if
the owner/operator properly complies with the requirements in 252:100-9-3.1 and 252:1009-3.2, respectively; and meets the demonstrations listed in those subsections. Then
additional subsections added to 100-9-3.3 were discussed.
Ms. Buttram advised that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 and from Central
and Southwest Services and entered them into the record. . She stated that staff suggested that
the rule be recommended for adoption by the Environmental Quality Board. ·

-

After much discussion with staff, Council, and audience members, Mr. Breisch called for a
motion. Mr. Fallon made motion to continue this rule to the next' regular meeting. Mr.
Branecky made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr.
Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-13
Prohibition of Open Burning [A:MENDED]
Ms. Jeanette Buttram was called upon ~o give the staff recommendation concerning this rule ..
She stated that the proposed changes to Subchapter 13 would simplify and clarify the
Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She added that such
~hanges included consolidating the general conditions and requirements for allowed open
burning into a new section. She pointed out that a few substantive changes were made such
as adding definitions for "domestic refuse" and "landclearirtg operation" and a section on
disaster relief procedures; and that in some instances·, the requirement to notify the DEQ or
other appropriate official for au~Qrization to burn was added. Ms. Buttram stated that new
language was added under "lailcf management and land clearing operations" requiring those
who clear land in areas that are or have been designated nonattainth(int to bum their
vegetation in . open-pit incinerators. She stated that existing laQ.guage on open-pit
incinerators was expanded it would now prohibit accepting any material owned by other
persons and from transporting any material- to- be burned to the property where the open-pit
incinerator is located. She advised that it was staffs recommendation that Council forward
this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as a permanent" rule.
Ms. Buttram entered written comments from Central and Southwest Services into the record.
Following questions and discussion by Council, changes were made in the wording after
which Mr. Breisch entertained motion to accept the changes made and forward the rule to
the Board for adoption as a permanent rule. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; ~·Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz -aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

-
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PUBLIC BEARING
OAC 252:100-23 Control of Emissions f~m Cotton Gins [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-24 Control of Emissions from Grain Elevators [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Max Price who advised Council that the proposed changes to
100-23-3 and 100-24-3, would substitute references to 252:100-19-12 for references to
Subchapter 27. He :added that these .revisions were necessary because the substantive
requirements of Subchapter 27 would be moved to 100-19-12 and Subchapter 27 would be
revoked in June of 2000. He added that the references to Subchapter 27 would become
meaningless unless they are replaced by references to 100-19-12. Mr. Price stated that it was
staffs recommendation that Council refer these rules to the Environmental Quality Board for
emergency adoption effective June 1, 2000.
·
Mr. Breisch stated that these two rules would be voted on separately and called for a motion
on Subchapter 23. Mr. Wilson made the motion to forward to the Board as recommended

by staff. The second made by Mr. Branecky. The roll call vote:· Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

Mr. Breisch then called for the same motion for Subchapter 24. Mr. Branecky made the
motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. The roll call vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Braneckyaye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon- aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-15
Environmental Permit Processing Times [Al\mNDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Cheryl Bradley who stated 'that the proposed amendments to
Sections 40, 4't, and 72 would make them consistent with 252:100, ~r Pollution Control;
and that the references to "n¥,~or source(s)" and "major facility(ies)" would be changed to
"minor facility(ies)" and Part 7o source(s)", respectively. She added that changes were also
made at the Council meeting to section 2-15-72(1)(A) such· that the phrase "and part 70
sources" was added along with changing the number of days from 540 to·365. Ms.. Bradley
stated that comments had been received from EPA Region 6 ahd she entered them into the
record. Following discussion Ms. Bradley ·advised that it. was staffs recommendation that
Council refer this rule to the Board for permanent adoption of the proposed amendments.
Mr. Breisch called for a motion. Mr. Branecky made motion to accept the changes as stated
and forward the rule to the Board for adoption. Mr. Fallon made the second. The roll call
vote: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Treeman - aye; Mr. Fallon - aye; Dr.
Grosz - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT • Mr. Terrill advised that he and Mr. Dyke would be
attending a meeting with Central States Air Resources Board (CenSARA) to discuss, among
other things, the status of the Regional Planning ·Body activities. He stated that he would
like to take a few minutes at the next regular meeting for an update on these activities.

.....,.._,-:;._

·.

,~.

NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be February 16,2000 .at 9:00 a.m. in the
Aud:itorium at O~U-Tulsa (fonnerly UCAT).
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

-

William B. Breisch, Chairman
· Air Quality Council

David R. Dyke, Assistant Director
Air Quality Division
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AIR QUALITY COUNCa
RULEMAKING RECOM:MENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Identification ofProposed Rulemak.ing:
OAC 252:100-5
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]
OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees

the members ofthis Council, by authority vested in them by the
On December 14, 1999
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:
_X_

pennanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]

.t

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and detennined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all appli~ble requirements of the Okl~oma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
.This Cotincil authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
fonnatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this. Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~zd~
Chair or Designee
VOTING TO APPROVE:

Datesigned:

Decemberl4, 1999

VOTING AGAINST:

Joel Wilson
David Branecky
Rick Treeman
Leo Fallon
Fred Grosz
Bill Breisch

ABSTAINING:

-·

ABSENT:
Larry Canter
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick

OAC 252:100-5[3]
Environmental Quality Board
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALQUAU1Y
OKLAHOMAENVIRONMENTALQUALI1Y BOARD
A Public Meeting:

9:30a.m., Friday, February 25, 2000
Department of Environmental Quality
707 North Robinson
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

NOTE: The business meeting of the Board will be preceded at 8:30 a.m. by a continental breakfast. No
business will be conducted, but there will be opportunity for an informal interchange among attendees,
particularly on matters of interest raised by individual Board members. Board members and DEQ staffwill
be present, and the public may attend.

1. Call to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
2. Roll Call- Lynda Finch
3. Approval ofMinutes ofthe November 16, 1999 Regular Meeting

4. ElectionofOflicers
Election ofChair and Vice-Chair for 2000

-

5. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures ofthe DEQ (Administrative Fees)
The proposed rule relates to administrative fees. The Oklahoma Open Records Act allows an agency to
charge a document copying fee, a fee for certified copies, and a reasonable fee for document searches
when the search request is solely for a commercial purpose or clearly would cause an excessive
disruption of the agency's essential functions. Fees must be promulgated as rules under the
Administrative Procedures Act (1999 Okl.Op.Atty.Gen. 55, August 17, 1999). The proposed rule
establishes a photocopy fee of $0.25 per page, a certified copy fee of $1.00 per document, and a
document search fee of $5.00 per one-half(l/2) hour (with the first 15 minutes free).

A. Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
B.
C.
D.
E.

Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

6. Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control

-

Four sets ofchanges are proposed:
• Subchapter 5: The proposed amendments are designed to allow the agency to bill on a flexible
schedule those owners and operators with sources that produce emissions. The changes also allow
the fees to be basetl on the most recent emission data possible. The proposal clarifies that an
owner or operator of a facility must report quantifiable excess emissions on the annual emission
inventory, which must be submitted prior to March 1 unless an extension is granted. The proposal
also establishes time frames for requests for credit based on overpayment and for challenges to the
method used to calculate the facility's emissions for fee calculation purposes.
• Subchapter 13: The proposed amendments simplify and clarify the rule as part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initiative. Such changes include consolidating the general conditions and
requirements for allowed open burning into a new section. Some substantive changes were made,
1

. including adding a section on disaster relief procedures; requiring notification to the DEQ or other
appropriate official for authorization to bum in some circumstances; requiring those who clear land
in areas that are or have been designated nonattainment to bum their vegetation in open-pit
incinerators; and prohibiting burning of off-site material in open-pit incinerators.
• Subchapters 23 and 24: The changes replace references to Subchapter 27 with references to
252:100-19-12. These changes are necessary because, based on Board action last November, the
substantive requirements of Subchapter 27 will be moved to section 252: 100-19-12 and Subchapter
27 will be revoked, effective June of2000.
• Appendices E and F: The proposed amendments restore the primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards to what they were prior to June 1, 1999. The 8-hour ozone standard of0.08 ppm
would be revoked and the 1-hour standard of 0.12 ppm restored. The PM-2.5 standard would be
revoked along with the revised form of the PM-1 0 standard and replaced with the previous form of
the PM-10 standard:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 5 and 13, on
emergency adoption· (only) of amendments to Subchapters 23 and 24, and on both
permanent and emergency adoptions of amended Appendices E and F

7. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures of the DEQ (Air Quality-Related)
The Department is proposing amendments to the air quality provisions of OAC 252:2-15,
Environmental Permit Processing Times, to make them consistent with 252:100, Air Pollution Control.
The terms "minor source(s)" and major "facility(ies)" would be changed to "minor facility(ies)" and
"Part 70 source( s) ", respectively.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Member
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption
i,

8. Rulemaking- OAC 252:205 Hazardous Waste Management
Two sets of changes are proposed:
.
• Subchapter 3: The proposed amendment to OAC 252:205-3-1 updates the adoption by reference of
federal hazardous waste regulations to July 1, 1999. Proposed revisions to 252:205-3-3 incorporate
new or superseding amendments to 40 CFR contained in 64 FR 36465-36490, published July 6,
1999, which add hazardous waste lamps as a universal waste at the federal level. Corresponding
changes are made in other sections.
• Subchapters 5 and 9: The proposed revisions to 252:205-5 move language from 252:205-5-5(b)to
252:205-5-3(b)(5). The amendment to 252:205-9-6 provides alternative waste characterization
mechanisms for off-site hazardous waste facilities.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency• and permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapter 3, and
on permanent adoption ofamendments to Subchapters 5 and 9
2

9. Rulemaking- OAC 252:220 Brownfields
The proposed language is the result of recent legislation. It states the criteria by which the DEQ will
verify loan application eligibility of Brownfields sites for loans from the Wastewater Facility
Construction Revolving Loan Account and other state funding sources.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote(s) on emergency* and permanent adoption

10. Rulemaking- OAC252:615and 616 lndustriaiWastewaterSystems
Chapter 615 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 615 be revoked and a new Chapter
616 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and rules deemed unenforceable
have been removed.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

11. Rulemaking- OAC 252:630 and 631 Public Water Supply Operation
Chapter 630 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 630 be revoked and a new Chapter
631 created to replace it. Language has been simplified and clarified and unenforceable rules have been
removed. The most recent federal requirements for maintaining primacy over the Safe Drinking Water
Act program have been included.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

12. Rulemaking- OAC 252:641 On-Site Sewage Disposal Systems
The proposed rule amendments eliminate the document search fee, combination fee (soil percolation
test and final inspection or existing system evaluation report) and residential plat review fees, and
reduce the soil percolation/soil profile fee, final inspection fee, existing system evaluation fee and the
certified installer final inspection fee.

A. Presentation -'Gary Collins, Director, DEQ Environmental Complaints and Local Services
Division
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption

3

13. Rulemaking-- OAC 252:700and 710 Waterworks/WastewaterWorks Operator Certification
Chapter 700 has been reviewed as part of the "re-right/de-wrong" process of simplifying DEQ rules.
Because so many changes were made, it is proposed that Chapter 700 be revoked and a new chapter 710
created to replace it. New subchapters have been created; many rules have been simplified and/or
broken into several shorter rules for clarity; and statutory citations have been updated. The rules for
landfill operator certification are being revoked as inappropriate to these chapters.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

14. Rulemaking- OAC 252:002 Procedures ofthe DEQ (Operator Certification-Related)
The DEQ proposes that Section 252:2-15-49 be revoked as part of the "re-rightlde-wrong" rules
simplification process. This revocation does not affect the operator certification program or the
proposed rules in Chapter 710. The basic Tier I permitting process was designed for environmental
permits where notice was given to landowners. The DEQ believes that personal licensure should not
have been included in the Tier categories.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Rick Stebbens, Waterworks and Wastewater Works Council Chair
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on permanent adoption

15. New Business (any matter not known about and which could not reasonably have been foreseen prior to
the time of posting of agenda)
16. ExecutiveDirector'sReport
17. Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you to sign the register to speak. The forum will also include a short presentation from the DEQ Water
Quality Division about State Water Quality Standards implementation, the State "303(d)" (impaired waters)
list, and related issues.
Should you have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-7100.

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a fmding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
fmding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until on or about June I st.
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SUBCHAPTER 5 • REGISTRATION,
EMISSION INVENTORY AND ANNUAL OPERATING FEES
...

'

/

252:100-5-1.
Purpose
This Subchapter requires potential sources of air contaminants
to register with the Air Quality Division.
It also requires
facilities that emit air contaminants to file ~n emission inventory
and pay annual operating fe~s.
252:100-5-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Subchapter shall
have the following meaning unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise : ·
·
•Actual emissions• means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular
calendar year, determined using methods contained in 252:100-52 .1 (d) •

·-

.

.

•Allowable emissions• means:
(A) The total amount of regulated air pollutant: emitteQ. based
on limits contained in a federally· enforceable permit or
potential tO emit 1 Or
.•
(B') For grandfathered sources, emission limits based on maximum
design capacity and considering all applicable rules.
11 Consumer Price Index•
means an index determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor measuring the c~ange in the cost of typical
wage-earner purchases of goods and services expressed as a
percentage ·of the cost of these same goods and services in a base
period.
•nate of billinqu means the date the fee was billed. In the case
no fee was billed because the owner or operator failed to submit
the required annual emission inventory. the date of billing shall
mean the date on which the fee would have been billed had the
emission inventory been submitted when due.
8 Emission inventory• means a
compilation of all point source,
storage and process fugit.ive air emissions for all regulated air
pollutants at a given facility.
·
.
•Error• means. with regard to fees. a fee overpayment made as a
result of a mistake on the part of the PEO in invoicing or the part
·of the owner or operator in calculating emissions.
It does not
mean a mista}ce made in the decision to use or not to use a
particular emission factor or method of calculation.
•Grandfathered source•. means a stationary source that was in
operation in Oklahoma when an otherwise applicable rule was
promulgated unless that rule specifically applies to existing
sources or the source has undergone modification since that rule
was promulgated.
·
·
•Minor facility• means a facility which is not a Part 70 source ..
•Part 70 source" means any source. subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of Subchapter a of this Chapter as provided
in 252:100-B-3(a) and 252:100-B-3(b). ·
· ·
"Process Fugitive Bmissionau means those emissions created by or
incidental to any particular process which become airborne or have
the potential to become airborne, and could not reasonably, taking
into account economic considerations, be made to pass through a
stack, chimney, vent or other fUnctionally equivalent opening.
1

Regulated air pollutant•• means:
(A)
Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) , as that term is
defined in 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, or 252:100-39-2.
(B) :Any Volatile Organic SolYent (VOS) , as that term is defined
in 252:100 37 2 and 252:100 39 2.
(C) JJ!l
Any pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) of the Federal Clean Air Act ..
~JQL Any pollutant for which a national·primary ambient air
quality standard has been promulgated under the Federal Clean
Air Act.
(B) :l1ll.. Any Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under 252:100-41-2.
(F) lE.l
Any other substance for which an c:iir emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
"Regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) ••, which is used only
for purposes of this Subchapter, means any 11 re911lated air
pollutant" except the following:
(A) Carbon monoxide.
(B)
Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is a Class I or II substance sUbject to a standard
pr~mulgated under or established by Title VI of tne Act.
. ·
(Cj · Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutant solely
because it is subject to a. standard or regulation under section
112(r) of the Act.
.
(D) Total suspended particulates (TSP) .
11

l

/

252:100-5-2.

Registration
of
potential
sources
of
air
contaminants
(a) ·Filing. In addition to any requirements for the submission of
information found in any other regulation in this Chapter, the·
owner or operator of a~ air contaminant source shall, upon request,
provide the Air Quality Division with information necessary· to
'evaluate thesource's potential for causing air pollution.
(b) Necessary information..
The following information shall be
included for each source:
(1) Total weight of the contaminant released per day.
(2) Period or periods of operatic~.
(3) Composition of the contaminant.
(4) Physical state of the contaminant.
(5) Temperature and moisture content of the air or·gas stream
at the point where released into the atmosphere.
(6) Efficiency of any control device.
(7) Such othe~ information as may be specifically requested by
the Director.
·
252:100-5-2.1. Emission inventory
(a) Requirement to.· file an emission inventory.
The· owner or
operator of any facility that is a source of air emissions shall
submit a complete emission inventory annually on forms obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
(1) The initial emission imlentory for minor facilities shall
be submitted sy P4arch 1, 1993 aad e·.rery succeeding year
thereafter. The inventory shall cover operations during a
calendar year and shall be submitted prior to March 1 of the
following year. unless a 30-day extension has been granted by
2

. -..

'i;

-

the Division. An additional 30-day extension may be granted for
good cause shown.
(2) The iaitial emiesiea ia?eatery fer Part 70 seerces shall be
submitted by April 1, 1994 aad every suceeeaiag year thereafter.
Facilities registered under a permit by rule as outlined in
Subchapter 7 and emitting 5 tons per year· or less of each
regulated pollutant are required to Submit an emission inventory
once every 5 years. The inventory shall cover operations during
the last year of·each 5-year period and be submitted by March 1
of the following year.
.
(3) De minimis facilities as defined in 252:100-7-1.1 are not
required to submit an annual emission inventory.
.
(b) Content.
All inventories submitted to the Air Quality
Division shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following:
. (i) Fo~ those emissions subject to a permit, the permit number
and the permitted allowable emissions as set forth therein.
(2) The amount of the actual emissions, including quantifiable
excess emisSions. and. the basis for such determination.
(3) If the actual emissions vary from the allowable or from the
previous year's actual by.more than 30%, an expLanation for the
di~ference.
•
.
( 4')
For those emissions not the subject of a permit and when
requested by the AQD, a list.of all 252:100 rules setting forth
emission limitations applicable to the fa~ility in.question and
the maximum yearly allowable for the facility.
(c) Documentation.
All calculations and assumptions must be
verified by proper documentation. All supporting data, including
actual production, throughput and measurement records along with
engineering calculations and other data utilized in accordance with
252:100-5-2.1(d), below, must be maintained for at least 5 years by
the current owner or operator at the facility in conjunction with
facility records of the emission inventory. This information must
either be submitted to the Air Quality Division or made available
for inspection upon request.
(d) Method of calculation. The best available data at the time
the emission inventory is or should ·have been prepared.shall be
used to determine emissions. It shall be the burden of the owner or
operator to select the best available data, based on an acceptable
· method of· calculation.
Said eelectiea shall be biadiag upea
acceptaaoe by tae Air Quality Divisiea aad tae paymeat ef fees.
The method of calculation used to determine emissions shall be
binding upon the owner or operator and the Division for the puroose
of ealculating fees under 252:100-5-2.2 unless challenged by the
owner or operator prior to September 1 of the year the inventory is
due or by the Division within six (6) months after the date the
inventory is received. Tae fello,ting shall constitute acceptable
Acceptable methods of calculation for determining actual emissions
.
----(1)
Emission factors utilized in the issuance of a relevant
Oklahoma Air Quality permit(s) for the facility.
(2)
Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods, with
advance notification and opportunity for'observation by the Air
Quality Division.
(3) Stack tests using appropriate EPA test methods ea iaeatical
equipment {i.e., same model) at the same location under the same
a~:

3
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'

operat:iE:g coE:dit:ieE:s aE:d paramet:ers ·,;heE: may be used for.
determining the emissions of identical equipment (i.e. , same
model. same location. and same operating conditions and
parameters} when:
(A) Tests are performed by persons qualified by training and
experience to perform said tests.
(B)
Copies·o~ the tests results and methods-are available for
review by the Air Quality Division.
·
.
(4)
Continuous emissions monitoring data, when supported by
required certific~tion and calibration data ..
(5)
CUrrent AP-42 factors or other factors acceptable to the
"'
t:l
D'~.
..
ul:r
1;2U&:cl:ey
v~s~on.
.
(6)
Manufacturer's test data, when approved by the Air euality
.Division as reliable.
· (7)
EPA and EPA-contracted industry-specific emission study
data when it can be shown to be applicable to the facility in
question and approved for use in the emission inventory by the
Air Qualit:y Division ..
(8)
Fuel usage and other mass-balance methods when supported by
specific records applicable to the materials on which the
calculations are based and approved for use in ·the emission
irt'ventory by the Air Gualit:y Division.
~
·
(9)
Any other method. that can .be shown to be reasonably
accurate when supported by engineering data and calculations,
and approved for use in the emission inventory by the ~
Guality Division.
(e) Methods of verification. Emission inventories determined by
the Air Qualit:y Division to be substantially incomplete or
substantially incorrect shall, upon the request of the Air Qualit:y
Division, be subject to verification if not satisfactorily
completed or corrected within a reasonable time.
Verification
shall be accomplished by an appropriate stack test using EPA
approved methods, installation of continuous monitoring equipment,
or other methods acceptable to the Air eua±it:y Division.

· ~.

,.~

-.

252:100-5-2.2. Annual operating fees
(a)

Applicability.

(1) This section applies to all facilities that are sources of
air pollution, including government facilities, regardless of
whether the source is currently permitted or whether an emission
inventory has. or has not at any time been submitted fo~ the
facility. A Part: 70 source saall he saaject: eo fee requiremeE:t:s
of t:ais sect:ioE: oB JaE:Uar}· 1, 1995. The owners or operators of
Part 70 sources shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to
cover the Part 70 program costs. The permitting authority shall
ensure that the fees required by 252:100-5-2.2 (b) (2) will be
used solely for Part 70 program costs.
(2). This section does not apply to de minimis facilities.

(b)

Fee schedule.
Minor facilities.

<+>

(A)
Until January 1, 1998, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this section shall pay an annual operating
fee based on annual emissions of regulated pollutants (for fee
calculation), in accordance with the following fee schedule:
· (i) 10 - 24.99 tons/year - $100/year
4
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(ii) 25 - 49.99 tons/year - $250/year
(iii) SO - 74.99 tons/year - $500/year
(iv) 75 - 99.99 tons/year - $750/year
(B)· In calendar year ~998, annual operating fees
invoiced at $~0 per ton of regulated pollutant
calculation) .
· (C) Beginning January ~, ~999, annual operating fees
invoiced at $~7.~2 per ton of regulated pollutant
calculation) .
(2)

Part 70 Sources.

shall be
(for fee
shall be
(for fee
.

.

(A) From January ~. ~995, until January ~. ~999, the annual
operating fee for Part 70. sources shall be $~5.~9 per ton of
regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) .
·
(B) Beginning January~, ~999, the annual.operating fee for
Part 70 sources shall be $~7.~2 per ton of regulated pollutant
(for fee calcula.tion) .
.
(C) The annual operating fee shall be adjusted automatically
each year by the percentage, if any, by which the . .Consumer
Price Index for the most recent calendar ye.ar ending'before
the beginning of such year differs from the ·consumer Price
Index for the calendar year ~994. The Consumer Price Index
~for any calendar year is the average of the Consumer Price
Index for all-urban consumers published by the Department of
Labor, as of the close of·the twelve month period ~nding on
August 31 of each calendar year.
(c) Payment. Fer Part 79 sources fees sfl:all be paid by cheelt or
money order made payable te the Oltlafl:ema Air Quality 'l'itle V ·
RmmlYin~ Fund.
All .etfier sources shall pay fees by checlt or money
order made payable to the Oltlahema Air Quality Division.
lll Fees are due and payable upon receipt of on the invoice due
date(s). Fees shall be considered delinquent 30 days from the
date of billing, at ~ffiiefl: time simple interest shall accrue at
tfl:e rate of one a:nd one aalf pe·ree:e:t (l}~'lr) per mo:e:ta o:n a:ay
amount unpaid after the invoice due date(s). Within five (5)
years but not before a grace period of 120 days from the date of
billing invoice due date, the DEQ may issue an administrative
order to recover such fees ·and may .assess a reasonable
administrat~ve fine in accordance with the provisions of the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S.Supp. 1993, S f i 2-5-10~ et
seq., to an owner or operator of a facility who has failed to"
pay or has underpaid such fees . If no fee ~.-as billed because
the o,mer or operator failea to sl::l::Bmit · tae· reE!fU:i;r;ed aflftllal
emission iRYeB:toryl the tel':'HI: "date of billing" shall meaR the
aate oR wfiica tfie fee 'wtould ft&V"e beeR billed· aad tfie emissioa
iR~•rentory beeft SuBmitted "fl:en due • .Wfl:en a fee O'J'e~ayRI:eB:t fias
been made as a result of a DEQ iRvoiee error, an ehmer or ·
operator may seele a credit for suefi fee oye~ayment uitai:a five
· years from tae date o:a ~tl!:ich paymqnt of the fee ;,us reeei·w•ed by
tJze DEQ. When a fee e¥CJ!l3a}"RR:eRt has been maae as a result of aa
mmer or operator's error ia preJJaring the emission inveatoey
upon 'il!:icfi tfie fee was based, tae mmer or operator may seek
credit fer such mrerpayment ;lithin ene year from the date on
•Jffiiefi paymeat of the fee was reeei·,red by the. DBQ.
(2) If an owner or operator has failed to submit the required
annual emission inventory, the DEO may issue an administrative
5

I

order to recover fees that· would have been invoiced had the
emission inventory been submitted when due. The DEO may issue
such order within five (5) years.from the date of billing and
may assess a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with
the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act,' 27A o.s. §§ 2-5101 et seq.
(3}
When a fee overpayment has been made as a result of an
error. an owner or operator may seek a credit for such fee
overpayment within five years from the date on which payment of·
the fee was received ·by the DEO.
{d) Basis for annual operating·fees.
(1)
Operating fees shall be calculated .on a source-specific
basis and based on actual emissions of regulated pollutants (for
fee calculation) as set forth in the facility emission inventory
u;nless the owner or operator elects to pay fees on allowable
emissions.
Fees shall be based oa emission in"rento.ries
submitted i:a the previous eale:adar year (for meample, fees
iaYoieed d'UriRg the eale:aaar year 1998 shall be based upon
inveatory data eoYeri:eg the eale:edar year 1996) .
.{2)
Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) ·in excess of
4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a Part 70 source shall not
be,..considered in the calculation of the annual fee.
2-52:100-5-3.

[Refer to 27A

Confidentiality of proprietary information
S AI 2-5-105.18.]

o.s. Supp. 1993,
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CHAPTER 100 o AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 5 o REGISTRATION, EMISSION INVENTORY
ANNOAL·OPERATING FEES
;

/

AND

EXECUTIVE S'OMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5. are
designed to allow the agency to bill on a flexible schedule those
owners and operators with sources that produce emissions.
The
changes should also allow the fees to be based on the most recent
emission data possible. The proposed rule language clarifies that
an owner or operator of a facility must report quantifiable excess
emissions on their annual emission inventory. Substantive changes
include requiring all inventories be submitted prior·to March 1 and
providing up to a 60-day extension upon request and good cause
shown. It allows fee payers five years after payment is made to
notify the DEQ that they overpaid and receive credit. for such
overpayment, and reduces to six months after inventories are due or
submitted the period of time. in which either the. · facility
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively, can challenge the method
used to calculate the facility's emissions for ~ee calculation
purposes.
DIFF.$RENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES: None.

-

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT ~TATEMENT:
Not required because no
federal rule• corresponds to these rules.

one

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:

.

(Fort James) Fort James. owns and operates a pulp and
paper facility in Muskogee, Oklahoma. The facility is.a Part 70·
source and as such, submits an annual emission inventory and pays
an annual emission fee.
Due to the size of this facility,
operating and material usage data is not available at the beginning
of a new calendar year. The compilation of pertinent data can take
as long as a month or more, thereby creating difficulty in
complying with the new requirement in 252:100-5-2.1(a) ·to submit
the ·inventory •. ~ .prior ·to March 1 ... " Understanding this
requirement. may be legislatively driven, Fort James would ask that
the 30~day extension mentioned in that same citation, be given as·
a matter of r~ght by the permittee. In other words,. while there is
still the requirement that the permittee make the effort to ask to
be given the extension, the Division simply ·cai'Ulot decline the
request.
·
Commenta

(Public Service Company of Oklahoma (PSO), ·an operat~ng
subsidiary of Central and South West Corporation) 252:100-5-2.1 (a)
Requirement ·to file an emission inventory.
The. requtrement to.
submit the emission inventory by March 1 each year does not provide.
sufficient time to obtain the necessary annual operating data and
perform the.required emissions calculations. A request for a 30day extension will be a certainty,. especially in the case of PSO
who owns and operates several power plants with multiple fossil
fuel-fired boilers or gas turbines. The assurance of being granted
an extension of time for submitting the EI is vitally important ·to
Comment:

-

avoid enforcement action.

/

i

Response: Extensions of time were given in the _past by the DEQ,
even though they were not specifically authorized by rule.
Providing for a 30-day extension in the rule strengthens the
Division's authority to grant them, so we do not believe they will
be more difficult to obtain. After a discussion during the Council
meeting, Council agreed to modify the language to allow an
additional 30-day extension for good cause shown.
Therefore,
faciliti~s may be granted up to 60 additional days to submit their
emission inventories.
·
Comment: (Fort James) The sentence in 252:100-5-2.1-(d) beginning
with "The method of calculation used to determine emissions ... 11
,should be clarified.
We· suggest the following: uThe method of
calculation used to determine emissions shall be binding upon the
owner or operator and the Division solely for the purpose of
calculating fees under 252 :100-S-2. 2 unless challenged by the owner
.o;r·operator prior to September 1 of the year the inventory is due
or by the Dj,vision within six (6) months ·after the date the
inventory is received. 11
It should be clear that the method of
calc~lation is binding for calculating fees only, and not for other
reasons, such as potential enforcement actions for emissions stated
on an inventory that we~e later -determined to be in error.
Comment: (EPA) In section 5-2.1 we recommend adding a statement,
11.Methods
of calculation ip. an emission inventory are for fee
·calculation purposes only."
Response: Staff agrees and made a change to the rule which states
11 The
method of calculatic:>n used to determine emissions shall be
binding upon the owner or operator. and the Division for the purpose
of calculating fees ... "
Comment: (Fort James) In 252:100-5-2.1(e) (1) (B), the requirement
to use stack test data from tests that •• ... were conducted during
the preceding 5-year period 11 will add more frequent compliance
tests. If there is not another applicable requirement or a permit
condition requiring stack test more frequently that five years,
there will then be an added bu::r;den to provide additional and costly
stack test data simply for assessing fees. Generally, if current
stack testing requirements are sufficient for compliance purpo~es,
they should be sufficient for assessing fees.
If is recommended
that thi·s requirement be stricken.
Comment: (Fort James) We feel the requirement to perform stack
testing on NOx and/or VOC sources " ... between April 1 and October
31 ... " in 252:100-5-2.1 (e) (1) (E), should be stricken as well.
unless an appropriate EPA t~st method, applicable regulation, or
permit condition requires testing during the time frame mentioned
here, there would again be additional compliance requirements
simply for assessing fees. Furthermore, at a time of the year when
sources of NOx·and/or VOC, i.e. power boilers, are needed to run
due to increased power consumption, this new requirement will

''·,·

-
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require additional and very costly shutdowns in: order to comply.
This is due to the fact that the Fort James power boilers share
common stacks, and stack testing one boiler requires that the
boiler sharing the common stack be shutdown. Again, current stack
testing-requirements that are sufficient for compliance should be
sufficient for assessing fees.
Comment: Many oral comments were received·. during the Council
meeting objecting to language in 252:100-5-2.l(e) (l) (B), the
requirement to use stack test data from tests that 11 • • • were
conducted during the preceding 5-year period, 11 and the requirement
to perform stack testing on NOx and/or VOC sources 11 • • • between
April 1 and October 31 ... " in 252:100-5-2.1(e) (1) (E). Commenters
believed that if stack test data are good enough for compliance
purposes, they should be good enough for assessing fees.

Response: Staff decided that detailed testing requirements do not

belong in Subchapter 5 and removed the proposed .language from the
draft rule presented to the Council in December.
The proposed
language will be addressed again when Subchapter 4!f, Monitoring of
Emissions, is brought before the Council in the next year.
~

.

Oral comments were ·received during the Council asking how
a facility reports excess emissions for opacity when there is no
way to correlate opacity exceedances with particulate emissions?
COliDDent:

-

Response: Staff reworded the proposed language to read "including
quantifiable excess emission."

(Public Service Company of Oklahoma (PSO), an· operating·
subsidiary of Central and South West Corporation)
.252: l00-52.2(d) (l) Basis for annual operating fees. It is recommended that
the last sentence which is proposed to be stricken, be reinstated
for clarity. Otherwise, there is no referenced year in which the
fees would apply to the actual emissions of a particular annual
emission inventory..
·
Comment:

Response: Staff disagrees.

The proposed changes to the ~le allow
the agency to bill on a quarterly basis and/or spread out the total
payments over the year. Also, the fees will now .be based on the
most recent emission data possible; therefore, the dates currently
in the rule would no longer apply.

I ~o 1

-

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN COMMENTS
SUBCHAPTER 5
FORT JAMES LETTER (received on 9/29/99, dated 9/27/99, signed by Stephen E. Landers, Sr.
Process Engineer)

1. Comment: Fort James owns and operates a pulp and paper facility in Muskogee, Oklahoma.
The facility is a Part 70 source and as such, submits an annual emission inventory and pays an
annual emission fee. Due to the size of this facility, operating and material usage data is not
available at the beginning of a new calendar year. The compilation of pertinent data can take as
long as a month or more, thereby creating difficulty in complying with the new requirement in
252:100-S-2.1(a) to submit the inventory "...prior to March 1. .. " · Understanding this
requirement may be legislatively driven, Fort James would ask that the 30-day extension
mentioned in that same citation, be given as a matter of right by the permittee. In other words,
while there is still the requirement that the permittee make the effort to ask to be given the
extension, the Division simply cannot decline the request.

-

Response: Staff does not agree with Fort James' proposed change. Inventories are needed by
March 1 for staff to prepare invoices in a timely manner. If extensions were automatic, everyone
would take advantage ofthem, and inventories would not be submitted until Aprill. However,
staff recognizes that there will be situations where companies need more time. Staff needs the
flexibility to look at each request on a case by case basis and determitie which requests have
merit. It should be noted that extensions were given in the past by the DEQ even though they
were not specifically authorized by the rule. Therefore, we do not believe authorized extensions
will be difficult to obtain when a legitimate request is made.

2. Comment: The sentence in 252:100-S-2.1(d) beginning with "The method of calculation
used to determine emissions ... " should be clarified. We suggest the following: "The method of
calcUlation used to determine emissions shall be binding upon the owner or operator and the
Division ·solely for the purpose of calculating fees under 252:100-S-2.2 unless challenged by the
owner or operator prior to September 1 of the year the inventory is due or by the Division within
six (6) months after the date the inventory is received." It should be clear that the method of
calculation is binding for calculating fees only, and not for other reasons, such as potential
enforcement actions for emissions stated on an inventory that were later determined to be in
error.

-

Response: Staff does not agree with Fort James' proposed change. The rule currently requires
the owper or operator to submit the "best available data" at the time the inventory is prepared.
These data are dependent on the method of calculation chosen and are used not only to calculate
fees, but also to provide the most accurate picture possible of emissions in Oklahoma. The data
are used to determine PSD increment consumption and to decide how the State can best meet the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Consequently, both the owner/operator and the
Division need to agree as quickly as possible on the method used to calculate the data. Some
facilities want to change the method used to calculate one year's emissions several years later.
There needs to be some finality to the process, so that the Division can rely on the data Further,
Council Meeting
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the Division does use emissions data, whether they are found in records kept at the facility or on
emission inventories, for enforcement purposes. Again, there needs to be a point after which
neither the facility nor the Division can claim that a difference method of calculation should have
been used for the emission inventory. This does not mean that mathematical or factual errors
cannot be corrected after the six-month period, only that the method of calculation chosen by the
owner/operator and accepted by the Division cannot be changed after the six-month period.

3. Comment: In 252:100-5-2.l(e)(1)(B), the requirement to use stack test data from tests that
"...were conducted during the preceding 5-year period" will add more frequent compliance tests.
If there is not another applicable requirement or a permit condition requiring stack test more
frequently than five years, there will then be an added burden to provide additional and costly
stack test data simply for assessing fees. Generally, if current stack testing requirements are
sufficient for compliance purposes, they should be sufficient for assessing fees. It is
recommended that this requirement be stricken. ·
4. Comment: We feel the requirement to perform stack testing on NOx and/or VOC sources
"...between April 1 and October 31. .. " in 252:100-5-2.1 (e)(1 )(E), should be stricken as well.
Unless an appropriate EPA test method, applicable regulation, or permit condition reqUires
testing during the time frame mentioned here, there would again be additional compliance
requirements simply for assessing fees. Furthermore, at a time of the year when sources ofNOx
ai:td/or VOC, i.e. power boilers, are needed to run due to increased power consumption, this new
requirement will require additional and very costly shutdowns in order to comply. This is due to
the fact that the Fort James power boilers share common stacks, and stack testing one boiler
requires that the boiler sharing the common stack be shutdown. Again, current stack testing
requirements that are sufficient for compliance should be sufficient for assessing fees.

Response: Staff will aqdress comments #3 and #4 together. These proposed changes are
important to ensure DEQ maintains an accurate emission inventory. The DEQ keeps track of
emissions as part of the overall program to maintain compliance with the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards, not just to determine fees. Staff believes extremely old stack tests are not
representative of current emissions especially since .equipment efficiency can deteriorate over
time. Also, we are not aware that extremely old stack tests are sufficient for compliance
purposes since Title V permitting requires monitoring data and other more recent compliance
demonstrations. Furthermore, stack testing is just one option that may be used when choosing a
method of calculation. There are other methods of calculation that may be used by the owner
and/or operator of a facility to determine emissions. Finally, in regards to the statement these
changes will contribute to an added burden to provide additional and costly stack test data, new
requirements have been outlined 4'1 the notice of rulemaking intent which will address these
concerns. The DEQ now requests that business entities affected by.these rules provide us, within
the comment period, in dollar amounts if possible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as
fees, and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordk.eeping, equipment, construction, labor,
professional services, revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a particular entity
due to compliance with the proposed rules. Staff will ask the Council to consider the rule again
at the December meeting, so we would encourage Fort James to submit such information prior to
·that meeting.
Council Meeting
October 19, 1999
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Fort ]ames Co~poration tel 918 683 7671

4901 Chandler Road fax 918 682 3032
Muskogee, OK 74403-4909

September 27, 1999

Ms. Jeanette Buttram·
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Division
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-1677

-

RE:

Proposed Changes to OAC sec. 252: 100; Air Pollution ·control,
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission Inventory and Operating
Fees

Dear Ms. Buttram:
Fort James Operating Company, {"Fort Jamesn or the "Company")
appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments to the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality ("ODEQ"), Air Quality Division ("Division")
in connection with the proposed amendm.ents to OAC 252:100-5 concerning ·
emission inventories and operating fees.

-

Fort James owns and operates a pulp and paper facility in Muskogee,
Oklahoma. The facility Is a Part 70 source and as such, submits an annual ·
emission inventory and pays an annual emission fee. Due to the size of this ·
facility, operating and material usage data is not available at the beginning of a
·new calendar year.· The compilation of pertinent data can take as long as a
month or more, thereby creating difficulty In complying with the new requirement
in 252: 100-5-2.1.(a) to submit the inventory " ...prior to M~rch l. ..n Understanding this requirement may be legislatively driven, Fort James would
ask that the 30-.day extension mentioned In that same citation, be given as a
matter of right by the permittee. In other words, while there is still the
requirement that the permittee make the effort to ask to be given the extension,
the Division simply cannot decline the request.

e.tb
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The sentence in 252:100-5-2.1(d) beginning with "The method of
calculation used to determine emissions ..." should be clarified. we suggest the
following: "The method of calculation used to determine emissions shall be
binding upon the owner or operator and the Division solely for the purposes of
calculating fees under 252:100-5-2.2 unless challenged by the owner or operator
prior to September 1 of the year the inventory is due or by the Division within six
(6) months after the date the inventory is received". It should be clear that the
method of calculation is binding for calculating fees only, and not for other
reasons, such as potential enforcement actions for emissions stated on an
inventory that were later determined to be in error.

_~

In 252:100-5-2.1(e)(l)(B), the requirement to use stack test data
from tests that " ...were conducted during the preceding 5-year period" will add
more frequent compliance tests. If there is not another applicable requirement
or a permit condition requiring stack tests more frequently than five years, there
will then be an added burden to provide additional and costly stack test data.
simply for·assessing fees. Generally, if current stack testing requirements are
sufficient' for compliance purposes, they should be sufficient for assessing fees.
It is recommended that this requirement be· stricken.
Lastly, we feel the requirement to perform stack testing on NOx and/or
VOC sources " ...between April 1 and October 31 ..." in 252: 100-5-2.1(e)(l)(E),
should be stricken as well. Unless an appropriate EPA test method, applicable
regulation, or permit condition requires testing during the time frame mentioned
here, there would again be additional compliance requirements simply for
assessing fees. Furthermore, at a time of the year when sources of NOx and/or
VOC, I.e. power boilers, are needed to run due to Increased power consumption,
this new requirement will require additional and very costly shutdowns in order
to comply. This is due to the fact that the Fort James power boilers share
common stacks, and stack testing one boiler requires that the boiler sharing the
common· stack be shutdown. Again, current stack testing requirements that are
sufficient for compliance should be sufficient for assessing fees.

-

Thank you again for this opportunity to comment on these proposals. If ·
we can ~iscuss this further, please call me at 918-683-7671 x-458.
Sincerely,
FORT JAMES OPERATING COMPANY, Muskogee

Ste hen E. Landers
Sr. Process Engineer

..-...
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First, the change should prevent
confusion, since the date will be the same
for both minor and Part 70 sources.
And second, this change will allow
staff sufficient time to receive and review
the inventory in order to·develop an
accurate invoice for the preceding year's
emissions.
Also, new language was added in the
rule, which will allow facilities to apply
for a 30 day extension if they can't meet
the deadline.
Section 252:100-5-2.1(b), Content,
page 4. New language is proposed to
clarify that an owner or operator of a
facility must report excess emissions on
their annual emission inventory.
Section 252:100-5-2.l(d), Method of
Calculation, page 5. New language·is
proposed to reduce to six months after
inventories are due or submitted the.period
of time in which either the facility ·
owner/operator or the DEQ, respectively,
can challenge the date or methods used to
calculate the facility's emissions.
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MR. DYKE: The next item on the
agenda, Item SB, OAC 252:100-5,
Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees. I will call on staff
member, Jeanette Buttram.
MS. BUTTRAM: Good morning, Mr.
Chairman, Members of the Council, and
ladies and gentlemen. The following
revisions to Subchapter 5, Registration,
Emission Inventory and Annual Operating
Fees, are being proposed for the first time
to the Council. Most of the proposed
changes are substantive changes.
Section 252:100-5-1.1, Definitions,
page 2. An existing definition in the rule
for "date of billing" was moved to the
definitions section. A new definition is
proposed for "error".
Section 252:100-5·2.1(a),
requirement to file an emission inventory,
page 4. Staff is proposing the submission
date for annual emissions for both minor
and Part 70 sources be changed to March 1.
This change is proposed for several
reasons.
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This proposed language is necessary
because it will allow the DEQ to maintain a
more accurate emission inventory and fee on
the most recent emission data possible.
Section 252:100-5-2.1(e), Method of
Calculation Using Stack Test, page 5. This
new section is proposed for owners or
operators who elect to use stack test for
determining actual emissions.
Most of the language in this section
is existiilg and moved here from subsection
d; howeVer, subparagraph Band E is
proposed language. Recently, while
reviewing and auditing the emission
inventory, staff became aware of
deficiencies which need to be corrected.
11
Under subparagraph B, a 5 year
period is proposed far stack test Under
subparagraph E, staff is proposing testing
be perfonned on sources ofNOx and/or VOC
emissions between Aprill and October 31,
under actual operating conditions or as
required by the appropriate EPA test
method.
In the draft rule, the language "or
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1 as required by the appropriate EPA test

Page 8
1 Those comments and staff's responses have

method" should be deleted from the rule.
MR. DYKE: Say that again.
MS. BUTIRAM: In the draft rule,
5 the language "or as required by the
6 appropriate EPA test method" should be
7 deleted from the rule.
8
These proposed changes are important
9 to ensure DEQ maintains an accurate
10 emission inventory. Staff believes
11 extremely old stack tests are not
12 representative of current emissions,
13 especially since equipment efficiency can
14 deteriorate over time.
15
It is important to remember that the
16 DEQ keeps track of emissions as part of the
17 overall program to maintain compliance with
18 National Ambient Air Quality Standards, not
19 just to determine fees.
20
If Oklahoma happens to go
21 nonattainment for ozone, it is imperative
22 that we know who the VOC and NOx sources
23 are and how much they are contributing to
24 the situation. 1be course of action
25 necessary to bring the State back into
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been included in your council packet and
copies are on the table. At this time, no
changes to the rule are proposed due to
those comments received.
Comments were received from EPA
recommending in Section 5-2.1, we add the
statement, "methods of calculation in an
emission inventory are for fee calculation
purposes only."
Comments from Weyerhaeuser were
received yesterday afternoon and will be
considered in the next draft
The written comments from EPA and
Fort James and Weyerhaeuser, along with our
responses to those comments from Fort James
will be entered into the record.
Staff recommends the rule be
considered again at the December 14, 1999,
Council meeting.
MR. DYKE: Questions of Ms.
Buttram from the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: I guess I'll go
ahead and start. I understand you are
wanting to move the middle date up to March
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compliance cannot be determined without
accurate and updated information. EPA
Region 6 is requiring more accurate
emission inventories and we believe these
changes will increase our reporting
accuracy. We also believe increasing the
accuracy quantification ofNOx and VOC
emissions increases the effectiveness of
our rules currently in place dealing with
those emissions.
Section 252:100-5-2.2(c), Payment,
page 7. Much of the language in this
subsection was clarified and simplified
since it was determined it was unnecessary
to have it in the rule. However, a
proposed change was made which states when
a fee overpayment has been made as a result
of an error, again "error" is now defined
in the def'mitions section, the fee payer
has five years after payment is made to
notify the DEQ that they overpaid and
received credit for such overpayment
Previously, they were given one year.
Comments were received from Fort
James regarding the proposed changes.
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1st. Are we then still planning on
invoicing -- when?
MR. DYKE: Are you talking about
next year?
MR. BRANECKY: Yes. If these are
due - if emission inventories are due
March 1, when is the invoice for the fees
coming out?
MR. DYKE: I can't tell you about
next year until the income situation is
worked out at the DEQ, regarding the
balances. But I think the idea is to move
everything closer together for the future.
Not this year-- not for this year.
MR. BRANECKY: So it's not that
critical next year as far as invoicing?
1 1
MR. DYKE: Right.
MR. BRANECKY: Next year are you
still going to invoice on '98 emission
inventories?
MR. DYKE: I don't think we have
an answer to that, yet. At some point in
time we need to get the emission inventory
and the billing closer together. We're not
sure how to make that extension.

_
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MR. BRANECKY: Well, one of the
things that I can see that can be done in
helping to get emission inventories -- the
data in and invoicing out more quickly
would be some type of electronic filing.
It seems like a lot of time, probably most
of the time spent in the Emission Inventory
Section of your group is taking the paper
copies that come in and then re-entering
that data into your database and then
calculating fees. H you could eliminate ·
or minimize that by some kind of electronic
filing, that would help and maybe you
wouldn't have to have it by March lsl You
could still have it at a later date and
still meet your-- whatever your invoice
deadline would be. I don't know if that's
something that-- it would sure make it
easier on us.
I know I ran into a problem this
year where an inspector came out to a
facility and on the emission inventory he
had, we showed 60,000 tons of NOx, where
actually we submitted 6,000 tons. It was
an error in the data entry from the paper
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MS. BlJIT.RAM: That was our
understanding.
MS. MYERS: So how are you going
to convert opacity into some kind of excess
emission? There is not a conversion method
if you are only regulating stack emissions
based on opacity.
MS. BUTIRAM: I would have to
refer that question to Larry Trent, who is
in charge of emission inventory.
MR. TRENT: Probably the only way
I can see doing that is that if you have a
stack test you have to correlate -visibility testing on the same equipment,
j
you can show what you have coming out at
that time, you can correlate those to that.
MS. MYERS: I'm not sure it's
always a linear correlation.
MR. TRENT: Well, you get as
close as you can.
MR. FISHBACK: More to the point,
Sharon, it's always (inaudible).
MR. DYKE: Bill, would you
identify yourself, please.
MR. FISHBACK: Bill Fishback,
Page 13

Page 11
1 copy over to your database. That would
2 help alleviate that, also. Maybe that
3 might encourage DEQ to move toward some
4 type of electronic filing of the emission
5 inventory.
6
MR. DYKE: I agree. That would

be much better.
MR. BRANECKY: The next question
I had is on 252:100 5-2.1{b) content.
Would the statement that you added and
requirements you added effect the amount of.
excess emissions and the basis for such
detennination. To me, when I read that,
that could be interpreted as we have to
identify excess emissions and their amounts
separately on the emission inventory. And
11 I don't think that's your intent. Your
18 intent is just to make sure everybody
19 includes all their emissions on emission
20 inventory?
21
MS. BUITRAM: That's correct.
22
MR. BRANECKY: And I guess I've
23 always included all our emissions. I guess
24 some people don't include their excess
25 emissions?
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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Mid-Continent Oil and Gas. You can't
correlate is what you said.
MS. MYERS: Right. I think we
need to take another look at that and how
that's going to impact all of your major
sources, because I don't think there is a
way you can actually correlate opacity
exceedences with particulate emissions.
MR. DYKE: Additional questions ,
of Ms. Buttram from the Council?
MR. KILPATRICK: I have a
question on p.age 5 under paragraph D, the
list of 1 through 9 there. It looks like 3
disappeared. I assume the bottom numbers
just need to be renumbered?
·
MS. BUTTRAM: Yes. It
be -4 will be changed to 3, and 5 will be
changed to 4, in the next draft and so on.
'
MR. KILPATRICK: Okay.
MR. WILSON: My question is in
regards to the method of calculation and
the issue behind the stack test being
conducted in the previous five years. You
are suggesting that anything that's older
than five years is not current enough, yet

ww
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you allow the use of AP42 factors, which
are just -- could be very inaccurate in
estimating emissions. And my question is,
how do you come up with the thought that a
stack test older than five years is no
longer valid?
MS. BUTI'RAM: Again, I will have
to refer that question to Lany Trent
MR. DYKE: Larry, you need to
speak up, too. We can't hear you over
here.
MR. TRENT: It would be due to
deteriorating of the equipment in place,
changes in the fuel being used or any
number of things can add to it to make it
change. And principally we probably,
11 according to this pressure -18
19

7 that's now out of date could revert back to
8 a AP42 factor and be more of an acceptable

9 emission rate to be reported rather than
10 the old stack test?
11
MR. TRENT: We would still prefer
12 the stack test, even though it's better
13 than AP42. But it's still- we know it's
14 not updated, it can be updated, that's what
15 we want to happen.
16
MR. BRANECKY: But you can
17 require a company to do a stack test just
18 for emission inventory purposes. You can
19 have a stack test that's five years old or
20 older, you can use that. But you can't say
21 we're not going to accept that, we want you
22 to do a newer stack test, when the company
23 has the option of using the AP42.
24
MR. TRENT: I don't know. It
25 would probably be up to the Director then.

Larry, I'm having trouble

21 hearing you.
22
MR. TRENT: It would probably be
23 a problem of whether or not the maintenance
24 is kept up on some of the equipment and
25 whether it's changed out and cleaned and at
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often does it have to occur and probably a
stack test every five years - in some
other states we're looking at every two
years. So I think that would be a minimum
thing we would be looking at.
MR. WILSON: The objective here
is to get accurate emission numbers.
MR. TRENT: Right.
MR. WILSON: And you accept the
AP42 factor which is for the most part, I
think, overestimates the amount of
emissions. Would you consider AP42 as a
more accurate method of emission
estimating, rather than an old stack test?
MR. TRENT: Probably not. We
would accept stack test information as the
number one piece of equipment data to look
at, probably emission monitoring would be
right there with it. And then after that,
you go down into perhaps the manufacturer
specifications and then probably AP42 and
then just a guess. If that's all you have,
that's all you have. So depending upon all
of that and what occurred -- most times
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4 prefer it.
5
MR. WILSON: So if after a five
6 year period a source that had a stack test

MR. WILSON: You are suggesting-

20 -I'm sorry.
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1 they are not able to do a stack test, and
2 we allow them to use some other method.
3 But if it is available to us then we would
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MR. DYKE: I don't think we can
require it.

MR. WILSON: Actual emissions are

4 important to you just as potential
5 emissions are, is that my understanding?

6 Because I had always thought the potential
7 to emit was the primary concern for
8 figuring out what our ambient air quality
9
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problems are, rather than actual emissions.
MR. TRENT: There is such a
difference between the two sometimes, I
don't think you want to overkill, because
you might cause something to occur in an
area that you don't want to happen. There
is the possibility, if someone wants to do
it from year to year, they can use their
1 1
potential emissions, their allowable
emissions, as their emissions inventory.
MR. Wll.SON: So potential to emit
is allowable for reporting in the
inventory?
MR. TRENT: Yes.
MR. WILSON: Is that stated in
here anywhere?
MS. BUTTRAM: I'm not sure if it
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MR. BRANECKY: Well, it says the
3 methods of calculation for determining
4
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Page 20
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actual emissions is under D.
MS. BUTTRAM: Do you mean the
rule as a whole or just in that section?
MR. WILSON: Is it acceptable to
report emissions for the emission inventory
using potential to emit?
MR. TRENT: We accept it. I
don't know of anyone that does it, but yes.
MR. WILSON: And that should be
reflected in these regulations, shouldn't
it? And it's not.
MR. BUTTRAM: I'm not sure if it·
is or not.
MS. MYERS: Jeanette, under-MR. DOUGHTY: Joel, would you
like me to address that issue? My name is
Dennis Doughty. The statute gives the fee
payer the option of submitting either
potcmtial -- either actuals or allowables
for the· purpose of paying their fees. So
for that purpose, either would be
acceptable. We might require stack tests
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Page 19
1 for other reasons, though, for some other
2 purpose where actuals are necessary, we may
3 try to persuade you to give us a stack test
4 or performance test of some such. But

5 specifically for the purpose of paying your
6 fees, if you want to pay it based on
7 potentials, then you can submit that
8 information and pay your fee based on that.
9
MR: WILSON: Dennis, that's my
10 .understanding in some other states. I'm
11
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looking for that language within the
subchapter. Is that language within this
subchapter?
MS. HOFFMAN: Excuse me, I'm
Barbara Hoffman, I'm also a staff attorney.
It's in the statute. It's in Section 2-5113. And because it's in the statute, it's
not as-- according to what we're told on
ourrules on rulemaking, we're not supposed
to copy and get into regulations. We can
if that's necessary, but the point is it is
in the statute, therefore it does cover all
the regulated entities.
And your other question about
whether or not you can -- whether or not
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it's in the rule about submitting
potentials. If you look at 5-2.1 (b) where
it says what the inventories have to
include. One of the items is the -- for
those emissions subject to a permit-- the
permitted allowable emissions. So I
believe that would be your potential to
emit.
MR. WILSON: So a source could
then, if they had a permit, list the permit
and then report the emissions as equal to
that permit under that subchapter?
MS. HOFFMAN: That's right.
MR. WILSON: And especially if
their stack test is more than five years
old.
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
MR. WILSON: I have another
question regarding the response to the Fort
James letter. It says, Title V permitting
required -MS. BUITRAM: Excuse me, which
number?
MR. WILSON: I'm sorry. It's the
response to the third comment from Fort
Page 21
James. It says that Title V permitting
required monitoring data and other more
recent compliance demonstrations.
And it's my understanding that Title
V permitting was really an activity that
summed up all of the applicable
requirements to the source and not imposing
any additional monitoring on those sources. !
Am I right or not?
!
MS. HOFFMAN: Well, may I respond
to that again? My understanding is that
EPA has some policy guidance out for
periodic monitoring and they point to the
Part 70 rules as requiring periodic
monitoring for all Title V sources. So
they do ltave some guidance out on that1and
as I understand it, our permit writers arJ
supposed to include that type of monitoring
requirement in Title V permits, even if the
source currently is notrequired to
monitor.
MR. WILSON: This is coming from
EPA policy and guidance?
MS. HOFFMAN: That's my
understanding. I could be wrong.
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I
MR. WILSON: Not from any
I
MR. DYKE: David, we have several
1
2

Multi-PageTM

statutes?

2 people wanting to make comments. Can I
3 suggest that we go ahead and allow those

MS. HOFFMAN: Well, it's in the
4 Part 70 rules that we have to do periodic
5 monitoring and that we have to be able to
6 do your compliance certification. And so
7 the reason there is how can you do
8 compliance certification if you don't
9 monitor to assess your emissions
IO
. MR. DYKE: David.
11
MR. BRANECKY: My turn? This
I2 question is kind of directed at Fort James
I3 and also the emission inventory people. In
I4 your comments, Fort James said you had to
I5 have two boilers and one stack. And in
I6 _order to test that, you have to shut down
I7 one boiler and run the test. . Is it not
I8 acceptable to run one test with both
I9 boilers going or are you just concerned
20 with what's coming out of the stack for
2I emission inventory purposes? Could you not
22 run a stack test with both boilers going
23 and just split the difference as half
24 coming from this one and half coming from
25 this one, as long as you knew what the
3

4 comments to be made and then we can ask
5 questions of all the people.

MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
7
MR. DYKE: By alphabetical order,
8 Ron~ Ron, could you come up, ·
9 please? The court reporter is having a
IO hard time picking up everyone out there.
II
MR. SILV'Elt. I'll be very brief.
I2 The Environme\t:J.-:federation of Oklahoma is
I3 looking into Subchapter 5. We still have a
I4 number of questions in our own mind and we
I5 would like an opportunity to review with
I6 staff and obtain answers to these
I7 questions. Our recommendation would be to
I8 ·not act upon these proposed rules at this
I9 time.
20
MR. DYKE: Steve Landers.
2I
MR. LANDERS: My name is Steve
22 Landers with Fort James Operating Company
23 in Muskogee. I would like to first thank
24 both the Council and the staff for the
25 opportunity to comment on the proposed
6

I

3
4

5
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9
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II
12
I3
I4

15
16
17

emissions were coming out of the stack?
MR. TRENT: As long as you know
what the emissions are, I don't see any
problem with it.
MR. BRANECKY: You don't care
where it's coming from, just as long as you
know what's coming out of the stack, a
total number?
MR.. TRENT: Right.
MR. BRANECKY: Is that something
that can be done?
MR. LANDERS: It could be done.
THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, who are
you?
MR. LANDERS: Stephen Landers,
Fort James, Muskogee. I don't know if EPA
approves the method to allow us to do that.

I8
19
MR. BRANECKY: Well,- this is not
20 for compliance purposes, this is just for

emission inventory purposes.
MS. MYERS: Well, for compliance
23 purposes, we have two kilns on one stack.
24 We're measuring what's coming out of our
25 stack.
2I
22
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I changes to Subchapter 5.
2
If you will look at the Fort James

3 comment letter on Subchapter 5, I would
4 like to discuss the two comments we have on
5 page 2 of that letter, concerning stack
6 tests first.
7
Let me emphasize from the beginning
8 that Fort James can understand and
9 appreciate the Division's desire and need
IO to have emissions inventories that were
II cpmpiled with accurate, current data. Let
I2 me say also, however, that requiring stack
I3 test data that is less than five years old,
14 as proposed in 252:100-5-2.l(e)(l)(B),
I5 raises in our mind some general compliance
16 concerns. For example, I have stack teSf
1
I7 data that were used in writing permit
18 applications and subsequently setting
·
I9 emissions limits. And I'm able to use that
20 data for determining compliance with the
2I particular emission limit or standard. Yet
22 this proposal suggests that that data is
23 too old to assess fees. It almost seems to
24 me, in our mind, that it should be the
25 other way around. Generally speaking is

-
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1 our belief that if stack test data is good
2 enough for compliance purposes, it should
3 be good enough for assessing fees.
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1 at least $194,000.00. It would have over
2 doubled. So you may be thinking stack
3 testing would be easily justified if fees

If there is a legitimate concern,
compliance concern due to the age of stack
test data, it should be addressed in the
source's Title V Permit or for minor
sources Subchapter 7. And the reason for
that is that we fully expect -- to give you
an example, we fully expect to receive some
periodic monitoring requirement with the
issuance of our Title VPermit. But if I
have one requirement in my Title V Pennit
and another requirement in Subchapter 5, it
is very possible that there will be some
inconsistencies in these separate
requirements which we have seen in the
past.
Concerning the ability to use other
methods~ Fort James. was not required to
install continuous emission monitors, other
than opacity monitors, due to its initial
performance stack test or performance test
results. So we are restricted to using
either our best available data, which in
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would increase by that much, which is true.
But that leads me to my next issue
concerning 252:100-5-2.1(e)(l)(E), which
requires stack testing for NOx and/or VOC
sources to be performed between April 1 and
October 31. Initially, I questioned what
the Division stands to gain by this
requirement. If it is full load where
maximum emissions typically occur, then
that is specified by the appropriate EPA
method, which is the first requirement in
252:100-5-2.1(e)(l)(A), full load is
defined for NSPS sources for the purposes
of stack testing.
Secondly, to avoid paying the fee
increase I mentioned a moment ago, I must
test four boilers between April 1 and
October 31, which has been estimated to
cost around $30,000.00 just for the stack
test. However, as we have discussed
already, I have four boilers and only two
stacks. That means to stack test the
Page 29
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our opinion is our stack test data, which
is also greater than five years old or a
very conservative AP42. And it's ironic,
really, and it's been alluded to already.
To give you an example, the Fourth Edition
of the EPA's AP42 was published in
September of 1985. The Fifth Edition was
publishedin 1995. Now, there are
supplements along the way to update factors
as they become available. Yet, the irony
is that the passage of this language could
prohibit me from using a five year, one day
old stack test, yet force me to use an AP42
that is conceivably older than the stack
test. I did, however, look at using
current AP42's for emission estimates for
our power boilers, which are our largest
source of emissions. Based on 1998's
emissions and using current AP42's, our
emission fees will increase by almost
$106,000.00 each year. To put this into
perspective, our 1997 inventory invoice was
only $88,000.00 - was $88,000.00, not only
$88,000.00. So using those current AP42's,
that fee for 1998 would have increased to
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emissions for one boiler, the boiler
sharing the common stack must be shut down
for the duration of that test. And I will
have to take an unscheduled shutdown on
each boiler. I say unscheduled because
power demands are very high during the time ·
frame in question here, the-warmer months
of the year. We try to coordinate
shutdowns with the cooler months when the
demand is not as high. So I'm forced at
that time to either shut down equipment
that is dependent upon the boiler running
or buy very expensive power. I don't have
a cost estimate for these alternatives yet,
but I can perceive these costs easily
exceeding the additional inventory fees. 11
Conceining stack testing, both
boilers online, I don't have a good
response for that yet. Each boiler has its
own permit. . Stack testing them both at the
same time-- I don't know if there could
not be another compliance concern raised
there, especially with credible evidence

23
24 rule.

25

Fort James, therefore recommends
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1 that both 252:100-5-2.1(e)(l)(B) and

Page 32
rule is going to be -- o'r the staff has
2 recommended that it be considered again in
3 December.
4
I would like to reinforce some of
5 the comments about the requirement in
6 252:100-5-2.1(e)(l)(B) for stack test being
7 within the last five years. Weyerhaeuser's
8 approach to using stack test data is that
9 whether it's for fees or for compliance
10 demonstration is that we have an accurate
11 assessment of our emissions. There has
12 been some reference to periodic monitoring
13 requiring more frequent stack tests and
14 that is probably true for a lot of units,
15 emission units, within a facility. Our
16 approach to using those stack test data for
17 calculating fees would be to average or to
18 use the results of stack tests to develop a
19 statistically valid estimate of emissions,
20 unless there was some reason to suspect
21 that there is some declining performance in
22 emission control. We would combine. all the
23 stack tests and use the old ones to give
24 them the same weight as more recent ones to
25 develop emission factors. And there's some
1

(e)(l)(E) be stricken.
Lastly, in 252:100-5-2.1(d), Method
of Calculation, Fort James does feel that
5 there should be some finality to the
6 process of calculating emission estimates.
7 But this finality should be limited to the
8 purpose of calculating fees. Let me offer
9 a scenario. Upon the completion of an
10 emission inventory, a source discovers that
11 it is out of compliance with some
12 applicable limit. And in a routine
13 inspection that occurs sometime outside the
14 deadlines mentioned in paragraph D, the
15 method of calculation is questioned, a
16 stack test is required and a source
17 discovers after the test that it is in fact
18 in compliance. That source may still be
19 subject to enforcement since the previous
20 method is binding and can't be challenged.
21 This proposal, however, can cut both ways,
22 so-to-speak. If the complete reverse were
23 to occur, say a source is in compliance as
24 shown on an emission inventory, yet in a
25 routine inspection that occurs again
2

3
4
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1 outside the deadlines mentioned in
2 paragraph D, the method of calculation is
3 again questioned. A stack test is again
4
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required and a source discovers after the
stack test that it is in fact out of
compliance. Legally, one may be able to
argue that the DEQ cannot bring enforcement
actions against that source because
according to the proposed language here,
the method and therefore the number is
binding and can't be challenged.
Fort James recommends in the best
interest of both the regulated community
and the DEQ that the method of calculation
be binding, solely for the purpose of
calculating fees as expressed on page 1 of
our comment letter, and as alluded to in
the existing language. Thank you again for
this opportunity to comment.
MR. DYKE: Mike Wood.
MR. WOOD: I'm Mike Wood with
Weyerhaeuser Company. I would like to
thank the Council for this opportunity to
comment. I won't repeat the comments that
are in my letter to the staff, since this
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1 units that you would not expect any
2 declining performance. Because of their
3 physical shape and configuration, there

would be no justification for new stack
5 testing. And I don't think our experience
6 with Title V permitting in other states is
7 that -- for many units where we have a
8 single stack test, as long as there are no
9 modifications to the unit, we're not being
10 required to do any periodic monitoring.
11 And those are primarily for minor emission
12 units within a facility. That's all I had
13 to say. Thank you.
14
MR. DYKE: Now back to the
15 Council. Additional questions? Okay,
16 Howard Sw:ltt: <:~;Qt.t."'\d.
,,
17
MR.~: My name is Howard
18 .-is&~ I'm with Central and Southwest. We
19 are the owner of Public Service Company of
20 Oklahoma, so I am representing the Public
21 Service Company today.
22
I have a few comments that I was
23 wanting to make, starting with 100-5-2.1,
24 the emissions inventory and the change to
25 March 31st. I would just like to comment
Page 30 - Page 33
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on this, that if there is not any real
2 reason to do that, we would rather stay
3 with the end of the month. I know that in
4 my years of doing this there are times that
5 I can get it out by March 1st, and there
6 are more times than not that I cannot get
7 it out by March 1st, and we would be asking
8 for extensions, I would say, probably 90
9 percent of the time. So if we could go to
10 more electronic reporting, that might help,
11 like Mr. Branecky suggested, that might
12 help us. But if it's not required, I would
13 rather leave it at the end of the month.
14
My second comment is 100-5-2.1(b)(4)
15 --I'm sorry, (b)(3). It talks about the
·
16 amount of excess emissions and the basis
17 for such a determination. My comment on
18 this, I guess I question -- does this
19 include the exempted opacity time such as
20 startup/shutdown? And I have a general
21 comment that we've also seen that we cannot
22 correlate between our PM testing and excess
23 emissions. Especially if you are talking
24 about startup/shutdown, we do not have any
25 testing at all. And if it's above 20
1
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But within the Central and Southwest System
we have had other units that we have had to
do particulate matter testing since the
original startup. And I thought I would
just bring up the fact that one unit, which
is a very large coal unit, Subpart (D)(A).
We ran the original test in 1987, we ran a
subsequent test in 1988, and then another
test 10 years later in 1998 and saw no
degradation whatsoever, which is
essentially what we would hope to fmd.. We
don't want our parcipitators to degrade.
But it showed no degradation at all. If
you would like to see some type of
correlation that we've done, we can show
that to you. But we do not feel like the
way we maintain and operate our equipment
that we're going to have a degradation of
that equipment That's· our feeling on
that.
And then the last comment on that
same method of calculation using stack
testing on 1(e), the testing to be
perfonned on sources of NOx and VOCs
between April 1st and October 31st. I
Page 37
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1 percent, which is our limit, we've never
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tested above 20 percent, which would be in
excess. So we really have no way at all to
determine particulate matter, excess
emissions for inclusion in this number 3.
And I'll just reiterate, especially if it's
times that are exempted such as
startup/shutdown, malfunction -- there are
times when the unit is not even operating
and we can have an opacity exceedence
because of maintenance, which we have no
idea. All we know is that it,.s gone above
20 percent. We have no idea what the
particulate matter loading is.
My next comment is that same
subchapter, (e), Method of Calculation
Using Stack Testing.· And again, this is a
point on the testing being done within five
years. I know in our power plants we have
13 units, each of them has a set of sims
that we do RATA testing every year, except
for the particulate matter and that was
done on original certification of that
equipment. And for our unit, we have not
tested again since the original startup.
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1 didn't really understand this until the man
2 representing Fort James brought this up.
3 Like I said, we have 13 units that we have
4 to schedule maintenance, RATAS, the

5 operations, and we do not run all of our
6 tests between Aprillst and October 31st
7 And it would be difficult if not impossible
8 to run all 13 and schedule these units to
9 run and operate at a time to run their RATA
10 between those dates. I have never looked

l1 or seen a discrepancy or difference between
running a NOx test in the summer and
running a NOx test in the winter. So I
have a question on that provision as well.
15 That's all the comments I have. I thank
16 you, very much, for allowing me to givq 1
17 those to you this morning.
18
MR. FISHBACK: Good morning.
19 Bill Fishback, and I'm representing Mid20 Continent Oil and Gas Association. Let me
21 say· first in response to Bud's question. I
22 believe the theory about seasonal testing
23 for NOx has to do With the combustion air
24 temperature. The inlet is higher in the
25 summer and that tends to produce higher
12
13
14
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NOx. I think that's not necessarily true
2 in all cases. But particularly if a boiler
3 has air pre-heat, the ambient air
4 temperature is basically negligible. But
5 that's my understanding of the reason for
6 that testing requirement. But I agree with
7 you, I'm not sure that it's valid.
8
I would like to reinforce two or
9 three points that I heard made here this
10 morning and it would be Mid-Continent's
11 position as stated by Mr. Wilson and Mr.
I2 Branecky. Barbara Hoffman mentioned that
13 the statute does allow or the statute
J4 states that actual or allowable emissions
15 could be used for emission inventories.
I6 The concern we have, of course, is that-the
17 people who read the rules don't necessarily
I8 read the statutes. And I would like the
I9 rule to be instructive as well as a rule.
20 So if there is no prohibition against
21 having that information in the rule, I
22 think it would be very good to be there.
23 Because the people that are in the ~ches
24 reading the rules very often don't read the
25 statutes, and even if they read the
I
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we have a very definite concern that excess
opacity readings wouldn't necessarily
translate into excess emissions that should
be reported for compliance purposes or for
emission inventory purposes. The technical
reason why this is difficult or essentially
impossible is that the opacity is dependent
not on the mass emission rate alone but
it IS dependent Qn the mass emission rate
and also particle size. If you visualize a
bowling ball coming out of a stack, that
could be a lot of mass but very little
opacity. And you take that same bowling
ball and make it submicron size, you could
have the same amount of mass but a very
large opacity. And that is the essence of
the problem. So we would have very
definite concern about that.
And then the fmal point I wanted to
make, we had discussed this in Council in
previous meetings, and I don't believe I
heard it in Jeanette's presentation,
concerning the fee payment itself. I
believe there was a lot of support and
consensus for the idea that even though the
Page 41
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statutes, they are written in legalese and
they may be very difficult for somebody to
interpret. So I think we want to be as
instructive as we can be to the regulated
community and I would encourage two things
to be put into the rule -- actually three, ·
I guess.
The first point would be that for
emission inventory purposes, either actual
or allowable emissions could be used. And
also concerning-- we've heard discussion
about the five year age of the test data.
If in fact it's acceptable to DEQ that any
basis be used for the calculation of
emission inventories, whether it's AP42 or
the sims or stack testing or whatever it
is, let's make sure that the rule clearly
says that all of those are options. With
particular regard to fluid cat-cracking
units at refineries, which Mr. Wilson is
very aware of, the issue of correlating
excess emissions with opacity is -- we have
attempted to do that over the years many,
many times with a number of expensive tests
and basically have not been successful. So
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fees would be calculated and invoiced once
a year, that they could be paid quarterly
to better manage the cash flow, both for
the payer and the recipient for the
Division. And I didn't hear that in the
proposal and I'm hoping that you are still
considering it. Or if you are not
considering it, I think we need to discuss
why. May I just ask that question of
Jeanette?
MS. BUTTRAM: Jeanette Buttram.
That is one of the reasons for the March
1st date, is to try to get the emissions
inventory in so that we can bill on a
quarterly basis or spread out the total
payments over the year.
, I
MR. BRANECKY: We're moving
towards that bill right now. My fees for
this year are in two payments. I paid half
and I am paying the other half in December.
MR. FISHBACK: But the methods of
fee payment are not prescribed in the rule?
MR. BRANECKY: No.
MR. FISHBACK: As of this time.
MR. BRANECKY: Right.
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MR. FISHBACK: Is it the will of
2 the Council that they should be?
3
MR. BRANECKY: No. I'm sorry,
4 I'm not speaking for the Council.
5
·MR. FISHBACK: Again, we have the
6 issue of communication. Shouldn't the fee
7 payers know what their options are? How
8 would that be communicated if it's not in
9 the rule?
10
MR. DYKE: Can I respond?
11 Because we haven't worked all the details
12 out on this yet. We have outside
13 influences on our appropriations issues for
14 fee balances being rated. We are trying to
15 figure out as an agency how to protect our
16 fee balances to use them on things they're
17 collected for and we don't have all those
18 details worked out. We did a very
19 unorthodox billing this particular year,
20 one we hope we don't do again. We hope
21 that it's much more clear and more set out
22 But we don't have all the details worked
23 · out yet to put into the rule.
24
MR. FISHBACK: And that was a
25 real advantage of quarterly payments for
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that the statute requires that we have a
rule that sets the fees, but it does not
say that we have to have a rule that says
how we bill that fee.
MR. DYKE: But we hope to make
the process open.
MR. FISHBACK: And Mid-Continent,
that's another issue that we're going to be
taking up later. But Mid-Continent
certainly supports the concept make into
guidance what you make into guidance.
MR. DYKE: I understand. We
understand.
MR. FISHBACK: We'll talk about
that some more later. Thank you, very
much.
MR. DYKE: Is there anyone else
wishing to comment on this particular rule?
Yes, sir?
~~otha.m
MR. ~: I have a question.
Do you want me to go up there?
MR. DYKE: Please.
t.i:f:r.UfhO..Yl'\
MR. iu:K&-H- ·I'm Tom
' ., I
work with Reliant Energy out of Oklahoma
City. And I just have a question, and that
Page 45
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the Division to not have high fee balances
that could be rated.
MR. DYKE: It worked.
MR. FISHBACK: Right.
MR. DYKE: The concept works for
both of us.
MR. FISHBACK: Right. So you are
moving toward it, but is it your intention
then once you do have the details worked
out to do a rule modification that
communicates the fmal conclusion?
MR. DYKE: Possibly. Once we put
it in a rule, we have to follow it and
different circumstances arise.
MR. BREISCH: Does that have to
be in the rule or can that be an
administrative decision?
MR. DYKE: I don't think it has
to be in a rule. That's my personal
opinion.
MR. FISHBACK: We'll talk about
that in another issue. But that's not
prescribed by the '87 statute, you think
that-MS. HOFFMAN: It's my opinion ·
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And
that's that on item page 5 of the draft
here, (e)(l) and relating to stack tests
and (A) appropriate EPA test methods were
used.
My question is, do we need any more
detail on what that is or not. And let me
tell you where I'm coming from. We do
stack testing routinely but we also do
quarterly monitoring, particularly for
carbon monoxide and NOx. And we use
portable emissions testing methods, it's
EPA method 19. And I just want to
understand if that is covered under this or
whether that is not considered to be an
appropriate method.
1t
MR. TRENT: That would be
appropriate. But the thing is we
(inaudible) stack tests or what we call a
stack test for what we feel really is all
there, something that's totally (inaudible)
because the manufacturer says these figures
can't even come out of what's being shown.
So we're trying to prevent the problem. We
have one of those units on order and we'll
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come out and cross-verification and if that
is in fact what it is, then we will allow
it. If not, then we will probably have to
make some kind of negotiations between what
S we come up with and what is shown there.
6
MR. 'BUl<lN: lltS'in'i~.:
7
MR. DYKE: Thank you. Anyone
8 else?
9
MR. COLLINS: I'm Gary Collins,
10 representing Terra. And we operate two
II ammonia plants and two nitric acid plants
12 in the Catoosa area. And I haye a couple
13 of comments on the stack testing five year
14 requirement on stack testing.
IS
MS. MYERS: Excuse me. We can
16 barely hear you down here. David, is the
17 microphone on?
18
MR. DYKE: Yes.
19
MS. MYERS: This unit is blowing
20 on this end of the room.
21
MR. COLLINS: I'll try to speak
22 up. A couple of comments. One, on the
23 seasonal testing for NOx and VOC, I agree
24 with that philosophy that sunnner months
2S would represent more conservative or higher
I
2
3
4
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inventories, at least for combustion
sources. We would ask that that five year
period for stack testing be stricken as
well. We believe that-- I agree with the
s earlier comments for combustion sources.
6 You don't necessarily see a decrease in
7 efficiency over a period of time. We have
8 not seen a decrease or an increase in NOx
9 emissions over a 10 or 15 year period per
10 our combustion units as well, especially in
11 our large furnaces. That's all I have.
12 Thank you.
13
MR. DYKE: Yes?
14
MR. LANDERS: Stephen Landers
IS from Fort James one more time. Let me say
16 that-17
THE REPORTER: Why don't you come
18 up here? I'm sorry.
19
MR. LANDERS: Okay. Stephen
20 Landers again for Fort James. Let me just
21 say one last thing concerning NOx -22 seasonal NOx testing.
23
We pre-heat the air to our boiler,
24 the combustion air to 350 degrees
2S fahrenheit, regardless of the ambient

-
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NOx emissions from a combustion source such.
as a boiler. But for nitric acid plants,
3 that is not necessarily the case. You do
4 not have higher NOx emissions necessarily
s in the summer months due to combustion air
6 -- higher combustion air temperatures like
7 you would see in a boiler or a unit such as
8 that. So
disagree with the seasonal
9 stack testing for NOx.
10
ThC other comment I wanted to make
11 is-- and I think it's important. The AP42
i2 factors for combustion sources like boilers
13 for NOx a lot of times are higher than the
14 state limits for combustion sources. I
15 think that there might be a chance that
16 somebody would try to use AP42 to try to
17 save money if their stack test was older
18 than five years and actually be reporting
19 emissions or paying for emissions that are
20 higher than state limits for NOx.
21 Espe~ally for boilers and big combustion
22 units, the AP42 factors are going to be
23 well above .2 pounds per million.
24
So it would be concerning for us to
25 try to use AP42 to report air emissions
1

1

2

2

we
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temperature. So the effect of the ambient
temperature in our opinion and some of our
corporate experts' opinions is negligible
for power boilers.
MR. WILSON: Steve, how do you
pre-heat your combustion air?
MR. LANDERS: We heat first with
steam and then we have a revolving air
heater using exhaust gas.
MR. WILSON: It would take more
energy to get it up to that temperature?
MR. LANDERS: You're correct.
During the winter, we would actually use
more steam and more energy to pre-heat the
air.
MR. WILSON: Right.
I I
MR. DYKE: Any additional
comments? Larry?
MR. TRENT: I think the five year
revisit is probably tied to the permits
being revisited every five years on major
sources. Do these people not also do a
stack test during that time? Is that part
of revisiting the permit, I am not sure.
Also, the season it's in there (inaudible)
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1

and I'm sure that some boilers, heaters,
2 dryers, whatever, have the capability of
3 getting everything up to temperature and
4 not having problems -- as much of a problem
5 with air compressor -- not air compressor
6 but gas compressor sitting out in the
7 panhandle at 29 degrees or 10 degrees above
8 zero, unless the stack test shows they are
9 going to use that the whole year to
1o calculate what they are looking at. We
11 would just like to have a fair, reasonable
12 way of looking at these emissions and to
13 put them all in perspective so that we can
14 say yes, this is as close as we can get and
15 this is the true fact here. So what we
16 tried to do here is make that happen and
17 it's not going to fit everyone, but we want
18 it to fit as many as possible..
19
MR. DYKE: Thanks, Larry. Any
20 additional questions or comments from the
~1 Council?
22
MR. BREISCH: Well, it's the
23 staff's recommendation and it's
24 understandable that we continue this
25 hearing until the next regular council
1
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1 meeting.

Do I have a motion for that?
2
MS. MYERS: I'll make a motion.
3
MR. WILSON: I'll second.
4
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
5 and a second to continue this item. Any
6 further questions or comments? Myrna, call
7 the roll.
8
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
9
MR. WILSON: Yes.
IO·
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
11
MR. FALLON: Yes.
12
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Aye.
13
14
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
15
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
16
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
17
18
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
19
MR. BREISCH: Aye.
20
(End of Proceedings)
,-.
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1
Section 252:100-5-2.1 (b )(2), page 5,
2 new language is proposed to clarify that an
3 owner or operator of a facility must report
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4

quantifiable excess emissions on their

5 annual emission inventory.

6 .

Section 252:100-5-2.1(d), page 5,

7 new language is proposed to reduce to six
8 months after inventories are due or
9 submitted, the perioo of time in which

either the facility owner/operator or the
DEQ, respectively, can challenge the
methods used to caiculate the facility's
emissions for "fee calculation purposes".
Section 252:100-5-2.l(d)(3), page 6,
15 existing language in this paragraph was
16 modified for clarification purposes. Since
17 the October meeting proposed language on
18 .stack tests was deleted and will be
19 addressed next year when Subchapter 45,
20 Monitoring of Emissions; undergoes the
21 reright/dewrong proce"s~.' ··
22
Also, you have received a hand-out
23 for Section 252:100-5-2.2(c), and a hand24 out is also available on the table for
25 public review. Staff reviewed this section
10
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Page3
1

PROCEED~GS

MR. DYKE: The next item on the
3 Agenda is listed as Number 6B, OAC 252: I004 5, Registration, Emission Inventory .and ·
5 Annual Operating Fees. I'll call on Ms.
6 Jeanette Buttram.
1
MS. BUITRAM:. Mr. Chairman,
8 Members of the Council, ladies and '
9 gentlemen, revisions to Subchapter 5,
1o Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
11 Operating Fees, are being proposed for the .
12 second time to the Council.. The proposed
13 changes are designed to allow the agency to
14 bill annual operating fees on a flexible
15 schedule and to clarify several
16 requirements.
17
Changes to Subchapter 5 since the
18 last Council meeting include the following:
19 Section 252:100-5-2.1(a)(2), page 4,
20 existing language currently in Subchapter 7
21 was also inserted here to explain emission
22 reporting requirements for facilities that
23 emit 5 tons per year or less of each
24 regulated pollutant and are registered
25 under a permit-by-rule.
2
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1 · again after the draft version of the rule
2 was made available for public review.
3 Additional changes are proposed that differ
4 from the version in your packet. A copy of
5 the new proposed changes has been given to
6 you. Therefore, these changes are not
7 intended to be substantive. 1be subsection
8 was divided into three paragraphs to
9 arrange the requirements for better
10 understanding, and to clarify when the DEQ
11 may issue orders to those who did not pay
12 their annual operating fees because they
13 failed to submit their emission
14 inventories.
15
Section 252:100-5-2.2(d), basis for
16 annual operating fees, page 9, existing
17 language on the option of using actual or
18 allow~ble emissions for fee calculation was
19 reinstated. Previously, we had suggested
20 that it be struck out of the rule,
21
Comments were received yesterday
22 afternoon from Central and Southwest
23 Services. A copy of those comments will be
24 entered into the record, and I believe a
25 representative is here today who wil1
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Page 6
address their concerns on this subchapter.
Staff suggests the proposed rule as
amended be recommended for adoption by the
Board as a permanent rule.
MR. DYKE: Questions of Ms.
Buttram from the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: None of these
changes Will then be able to take effect
next year, it would be the following year?
MS. BUTI'RAM: The rule won't i
become effective until June of 2000 -approximately June of 2000.
MR. BRANECKY: Nothing would be
addressed prior to that.
MS. BUTI'RAM: Right.
:MR. BRANECKY: These will
probably take effect in 2001.
MS. BUlTRAM: That's true.
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
from the Cotincil?
MR. TREEMAN: Under D, on Method
of Calculation, there have been instances
in the past where some of·the emission
factors, published factors have been
interim factors, if they are ever changed

,-..
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them as an interim factor and then they
2 become final, I guess that's what I'm
3 saying, is there any change that would be
4 required? Do you understand where I'm
5 going?
6
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes. So you are
7 saying that between the time you submitted
8 your emission inventory?
9
MR. TREEMAN: Or between the time
1o you did a - you actually did a permit -11 may have a pennit and then the time an
12 inventory is done, the factors changed. Is
13 there going to be a problem in submitting
14 it on a final factor versus an interim · ·
)5 factor, or a special factor that's agreed
16 upon and then going to a published AP 42
11 factor, that shouldn't be a problem?
18
MS. HOFFMAN: It shouldn't be. I
19 would think you might want to note that on
20 your emission inven~oiy that the factor was
21 changed, just so that e\ieryone's clear.
22 But I can't imagine that it would be a
23 problem.
24
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
25 from the Council?
1

Page 9

Page?
to permanent, what all is going to be
required of industry to get the approval of
3 the agency?
4
MS. BUTTRAM: I'm sorry, I don't
5 understand your q~stion.
6
MR. TREEMAN: .Well, if you have
7 an interim factor and you may have a
.,& pennanent based on a-interim factor-- I
9 mean, you go in and do an annual inventory·,
10 the factors may have changed just a little
11 bit as the factors are fmalizCd, is that
12 just an agreed upon thing between the
13 industry and the agency, or is there
14 something you have to go through?
15
MS. BUTI'RAM: On current AP 42
16 factors?
11
MR. TREEMAN: Right. That's
18 basically what I'm looking at It doesn't
19 really effect the permit itself.
20
MS. BUTIRAM: Well, it's -- I
21 believe what it says is acceptable to the
22 Division. So if they are current AP 42 23 factors, and then if the Division accepts
24 them then they will be acceptable.
25
MR. TREEMAN: What if they accept
1
2
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MR. WILSON: I have a question.
Under what criteria will the 30-day
extension be granted?
MS. BUTTRAM: Well, I guess that
would be up to Emission Inventory. You
would just call in and request a 30-day
extension. And it's my understanding that
it's pretty much granted.
MR. WILSON: It's going to be
pretty much automatic?
·MS. BUTfRAM: Well, I can't say
that it's going to be automatic, but it's
my understanding that in the past that's
pretty much the way it was handled in the
past.
. MR. WILSON: So a large source
that says look, I've got a lot of this
stuff to do, a lot of data to gather up and
I'm not going to be able to meet your March
1st deadline, would be able to call up and
receive a 30-day extension for the
submittal of that?
MS. BUTfRAM: That's a reasonable
request. Other than to -- if you -especially since you're saying that you
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have a lot of infonnation that you have to
2 collect that still hasn't been collected, I
3 personally wouldn't see any problems with
4 that, but that's up to Emission Inventory
5 to decide. And it's my understanding from
6 them that they haven't had any problems
7 with that.
8
MR. BRANECKY: And there would be
9 only one 30-day extension granted?
10
MS. BUTTRAM: Currently in the
. .
I
11 rule it says a 30-day extension.
12
MR. BRANECKY: So if everybody is
13 going to ask for a 30-day extension, what
14 would be gained?
15
MS. BUTTRAM: That's right. I
16 don't know if everybody will ask for a 3017 day extension.
18
MR. TERRILL: My name is Eddie
19 Terrill. I think what we're trying to do
20 · here is those that are ready to come in, we
21 would like to get them in because we are
22 trying to get these things evaluated in a
23 shorter time frame than we have in the
24 past, in order to implement this quarterly
25 billing. So we need to get those as
1

Page 12
going to send them out like in November.
2
MR. TRENT: I have not talked
3 about that past November
4
MS. HOFFMAN: No, I understand.
5 But once this rule-·
6
MR. DYKE: What's the answer?
7
MS. HOFFMAN: That once this rule
8 is in effect, that we will try to get those
9 forms out-10
MR. DYKE: In advance.
11
MS. HOFFMAN: --in advance.
12
MR. TRENT: We'll mail the foirns
13 out as soon as they are c~culated.
14
TIIE REPORTER: Larry, I can't
15 hear you.
16
MR. TRENT:. We will get the forms
17 out as soon as we calculate
it and put it
;;$
·18 in the system. I mean, we can do a
19. turnaround on them. So the sooner we can
20 get them in, the sooner-we can get them
21 back out. Tiley can 'go'ahead and calculate
22 early, if they can estimate what they are
23 going to be doing. That would help us and
24 actually help them, also.
25
MS. HOFFMAN: Maybe I wasn't
1

-
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quickly as possible. But we also
2 understand that there is going to be some
3 industry that can't do that. So for us,
4 having them come in staggered is not a bad
5 deal. So we're kind of hoping probably
6 that there will be some industry that don't
7 --can't meet that deadlirie. But the
8 .reality of it is that we may not be able to
9 ·get to them as quickly as we do the ones
10 that come in early anyway. So !think
11 that's really what we're trying to get at
12 here. Ultimately, the extension would be
13 my call anyway and I can't see not letting
14 --or not granting that request, just based
15 on this deadline.
16
MR. BRANECKY: When will the
17 emission inventory be sent out froin DEQ?
18 The 1st -- January 1st or wait until March
19 15th?
20
MR. DYKE: I think we're looking
21· to get on cycle January 1; is that correct,
22 Larry?
23
MR. TRENT: Yes.
24
MS. HOFFMAN: I hate to butt in,
25 but I was under the impression that we were
1
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clear. What I meant was that you would
actually send their form that they are
supposed to fill-out- for the emission
inventory form, that you would send that
form out earlier than usual, like in
November or December.
MR. TRENT: I didn't know. we
agreed upon an advancement. What I'm
saying is that once they've been sent out
and it's come back in and it's in the
system, it can be ~ed aroun~ as soon as
it's in the system if there is no
correction. And they can send it back as
soon as they need to.
MS. HOFFMAN: All right.
MR. DYKE: Barbara, I think some
of the industry has that form computerized.
MS. HOFFMAN: Okay.
MR. DYKE: Additional question~
from the Council?
MR. WILSON: So a large source
will be able to get a 30-day extension, and
if there is any question, they can refer to ·
the record of this meeting whereby it looks
to me like there is an agreement that a 30-

-
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day extension will be granted for large
sources, at least, if that's - if their
claim is it takes a lot of time to gather
up the data.
.
MS. BUTTRAM: If they give a
reasonable -.:. if they ask because they have
a reasonable request, and the reason for
not being able to get their informati~n in,
then that's true.
MS. HOFFMAN: I would like to ,
clarify that this is not limited to large
sources.
MR. WILSON: Okay.
MS. HOFFMAN: This is a 30-day
extension that's available to any so:urce
that legitimately bas a need to have an ·
extra 30 days.
MR. WILSON: Okay.
MR. BRANECKY: Will we have -will industry have to submit a written
request to DEQ to ask for that extension,
or how is that extension MS. BU1TRAM: It's my
Wtderstanding the way MR. BRANECKY: Aie you going to

Page 16
1 call them at this time. Mr. Howard Ground.
2
THE REPORTER: Would you spell
3 your name, please?
4
MR. GROUND: My name is Howard
5 Grotind, G-R-0-U-N-o·.

THE REPORTER: Thank you.
MR. GROUND: I can give you a
copy of my statement if you would like.
9
THEREPORTER: Okay.
10
MR. GROUND: C~, Members of
11 the Council, thank you, very much, for
12 allowing me to address you today. And I
13 would like to say I really appreciate the
14 changes that were made from the last -15 from the October meeting and basically from .
16 the comments that were given.
..
17
And there were:~ust a couple of
18 issues that I wanted to bring forth today,
19 and one of them has to 'do with the March
20 1st deadline. I did submit comments. I'm
21 not sure if you have 'i-&>py of those, but
22 the first one is 100-5-2.1(a), the
23 requirement to have the emissions inventory
24 submitted by March 1st.· I know this isn't
25 a deal killer, I know this is something we
6
7
8

Page 15
issue a letter back to us granting that
extension in the industry?
MS. BUTTRAM: Larry, did you hear
4 that question?
5
MR. BRANECKY: My·question was,
6. if the industry were asking for an
7 extension, is that going to have to be a
.• ~ written request to you and will you respond
9 back in writing granting that request or · ..
10 bow is that going to be b~dled?
11
MR. TRENT: The general procedure
12 has been for them to call in and request
13 it, and I ask for a follow-up just for the
14 record so that I can ·tell when it was done
15 and when to expect the inventory back in.
16 It's a tracking document, no more. And I
17 don't generally respond back by letter
18 unless they request it.
19
MR. DYKE: Let me ask, is there
20 any industry in the room that's had· a
21 problem getting an extension in the past?
22 I think this is something that we've used
23 for quite some time.
24
We do have notice that someone
25 wishes to speak. If that's okay, we'll
1
2
3

,-.
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can work around if it has to happen. It's
just historically we have asked for an
extension, even on the March 31st deadline.
There are times that we cannot get all· the
information together, and we have 17 ·
generating units in the State of Oklahoma. .
And the n:iost onerous is the coal plant. We
have a lot of particulate emission sources
that we want to make sure we have all the
coal flow, the inventory correct~ We're
being scrutinized more and more as an
industry by a lot of different groups. If
our numbers do not match what we submit to
other agencies such as DOE or EPA, we're
called about that, and so we want to make
sure we submit a correct emissions
inventory and that same number is carried
forth. And with the toxins release
inventory that we've had to start
submitting this year, it's become even more
important that we make sure all of our
emissions inventorieg or the amoWlt of fuel
we actually burn, everything is correct.
I'm just bringing that up to just let you
know that 30 days may not seem like much,
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but when you are getting information from a
2 lot of different sources within your
3 company and correlating them into different
4 reports of different agencies, we just want
. 5 to make sure we do them correctly. And if
6 it's going to be an automatic extension-7 I'm just bringing the point that if it's
8 going to be an automatic extension, and if
9 it's not a real big deal to the agency, I
10 would rather leave it at March 31st or
11 April 1st. Hit's an underlying problem
12 for another- or if it's a symptom of
13 another problem, I think that the agency
14 and the Council should look at correcting
15 that problem, whatever· that problem is. I
16 also don't particularly see why a 30~day
17 sooner report-- or submitting it 30 days
18 sooner is going to solve a lot of problems
19 within the agency'. And that's probably
20 from my lack of knowledge on their process.
1
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The other comment I have is on 1005-2.2(d)(l), it's on the last page. And
24 it's the area that was stricken that says,
25 fees shall be based on emissions inventory

24

25

submitted in the previous calendar year.
And as I saw that that was stricken, that
to me really clarifies a lot of how we're
4 paying fees. And I didn't find it'anywhere
5 else, and maybe it was·actually referenced
6 somewhere else and I didn't catch it. But
7 to me, as far as budgeting and looking at
8 ,;o.yhat we're going to be paying as far as
9 fees, that tells me what we're going to be
10 paying and when we're going to be paying
11 it. And I would just like to ask that it
12 be reinstated unless there is another
13 reason or another area that that's covered.
14
MR. BRANECKY: I think the reason
15 -- there is a reason for that change.
16
MR. DYKE: Does someone from
17 staff want to address that?
18
MS. BUTTRAM: I thought you were
19 going to.
20
MR. DYKE: Please speak up.
21
MS. BUTrRAM: All these changes
22 are basically to streamline the new process
23 of sending out and requiring fees. And we
24 want to have our emissions based on the
25 most recent emission fees -- that inventory
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sent out that you send in on the most
recent inventory that you have for your
emissions. So in Section 5-2.1, it does
say that the inventory shall cover
operations during a calendar year and shall
be submitted prior to March 1st of the
following year. So in reality, we are
going on year-by-year now, rather than
looking back on dates that will no longer
be applicable with the new system of
setting ·out. fees.
Also, our statute requireS that we
have a rule that sets the fees, but it
doesn't require. that the rules say how
we're going to bill the fee. So that's
partly reasons why we were making some of
these revisions to the rulp, also.
MR. DYKE: Thank you, Jeanette.
MR. GROUND: • Well, I guess if
that's what th~ agency wants to do, I would
rather.youjust say it,'
want you to base
these on last year's emissions, instead of
the prior year. That would just help me -I think it would make it more clear.
That's all the comments I have.
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MR. DYKE: Thank you. Are there
questions from the Council for Mr. Ground?
MR. GROUND: Thanks;
MR. BRANECKY: So I guess at some
point in time, if this is adopted as is,
there will be a year of emissions that will ·
not be billed for, is that true? .
MR. TERRILL: Well, that's the
reason that we're struggling with how to do
this, because we've got two things going
here that' really are driving this.
One is, we've got basically a notice
from the Legislature that we need to be
cognizant of our fee balances. And so
we're trying to level those off so they
don't become a tempting target to be taken
and used for other purposes. ·
The other thing that we've been
encouraged to do is get our fees basically
on a same year basis. And right now, we're
a year behind as you well now and we're
trying to struggle with how to get current.
And basically what would happen is, unless
we figure a deal where you pay for those,
too, and I don't think anybody will want to

-.
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do that, then we've got to figure out a way
to basically forgive, for lack of a better
word, those emissions from that year. And
we're still struggling with how to do that,
5 and this is kind of a first step to that.
6 And you know, I don't know why we couldn't
7 make these changes and see if it works, and
8 if it doesn't, we can always come back and
9 change it, because we're not looking to
10 create any unusual problenis or create an
,
11 onerous situation for anybody and we may
12 find out that these can't be met: But what
13 we're trying to do is move this timing for
14 the submittal of these emissions
15 inventories so we can anal~ them and get
16 those bills out the same year, because
17 that's where we're trying to get to with
18 this. So we're not sure exactly how to do
19 it and what the repercussions would be in
20 letting that year go. But what you're
21 really saying is we're going to bill a year
22 after the agency or whatever entity goes
23 out of existence. And that's really the
24 way this would work and that's not going to
25 happen. So wey not get current. And it's
1
2
3
4
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would like to remain that way. There are
times that we do question what's being
submitted and until we can get some census
that we have to have a particular one and .
agree upon it, then I think we'll probably
continue to be flexible on it.
MR. DYKE: Thank yoU, Larry.
Yes, in the back of the room.
MR. SPARIN: David Sparin, with
Williams Company out of Tulsa. Has thought
been given by staff having the fees
submitted with the emission inventory?
(Electricity went off) That way the
operator can balance at the same time the
emissions fees are reported? Other states
do that.
MS. BUTI'R,AM: Well, I would have
to-MR. DYKE:· •Larry.
MR. TRENT:·· As far as I'm
concerned, they coulCr•cib that. What we are
doing now is we take the infonnation and
the data from the inventory and create our
invoices. These invoices are then given to
fiscal, who bas to include it into their

Page 23
just a matter of Cleaning up something that
was done years ago. So that's why we're·
making this type of proposal.
4
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
5 of staff from the Council? · Is there anyone
6 else wishing to speak on this matter? Mr.
7 Fishback..
.8
MR. FISHBACK: My name is Bill
'9' Fishback with Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
10 Association. We just ask one question.
11 Wowd the staff confirm that the methods of
12 emission calculation have the same
13 flexibility that they have had in the past?
14 In other words, AP 42 manufacturers, data,
15 emissions testing, whatever methods are
16 available, as opposed to liiniting that to
17 certain methods? I guess I direct that to
18 Jeanette.
19
MS. BUTTRAM: Yes. I think I
20 would have to direct that - I would have
21 to direct that question to Larry Trent,
22 since he deals with emission inventory and
23 he can answer that question as far as -24
MR. TRENT: Well, historically we
25 have been quite flexible on that and we
1
2
3
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1

system and do whatever they need to do to

2 it.

So there you have two processes that
we do. If they came in with the emissions
5 inv~tory and the inventory is correct, ·
6 then that's fine. But if we see.something
7 in there and there is a discrepancy, we're
8 going ~ have to go back. and correct it. .
9 Things like th.l:lt are usually done on our
1o end with the agreement of the people who
11 submitted the inventory. So it's ·a good
12 idea and works for a lot of states. It
13 could probably work for us, but we haven't
14 tried it yet.
15
MR. DYKE: The process that Lari:y
16 describes also allows us to do the
17 quarterly billing through the staff for our
18 fiscal group: That was the only way we
19 could do that with that option.
20
MR. SPARIN: And whether it's a
21 invoice or receipt for the submission of
22 the fee, I don't see the difference, I
23 guess. If everything is correct, you get a
24 receipt back instead of an invoice. It's
25 still the same paper trail. Thank you.
3
4
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MR. DYKE: I hope he answered your
2 question. Thank you.
3
MR. TERRILL: David brought up a
4 good point. I think that we're probably
5 going to have to go beyond what we do in
6 this. We're actually going to have to get
7 into this and visit with our effected
8 industry, maybe with a work group or
9 something to polish this thing up a little
10 bit and make it more workable. Because we i
11 are departing somewhat from what ~e've done
12 in the past and it does create some unusual
13 situations for some of our industry and
14 we're aware of that. And like I said~ I
15 think we're going to be real flexible on
16 how this thing is implemented. Until we
17 see the pitfalls and the good points about
18 it, we'll probably have to have some type
19 of a work session to get input and maybe
20 fine-tune this, if you will, at some point
21 in time in the future.
·
22
MS. ARMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman,
23 Members of the Council, good morning. My .
24 name is Laura Armstead. I am representing
25 Reliant Energy Gas Transmission and Reliant

Page 28
to a means of collecting fees. Reliant
Energy believes that the ODEQ should assess
fees from emissions as a means to
supporting its air program. However, this
should be done on a more simplified basis,
such as increase in the rate charge for the
emissions inventory fees.
·
8
Reliant Energy, as well as the
9 balance of the natural gas industry,
. 10 . strives to maintain an unquestionable
11 compliance record. The industry as a whole
12. spends in excess of a million dollars on
13 research programs to improve the operation
14 of natural gas compressors and to better
15 quantify the emissions from the same, with
16 the ultimate goal of emission redu.ction.
17 Reliant Energy has es~ted. that the·
18 proposed change to the regulations will
19 .result in an annual increase of
20 approximately 35 percent·in its emissions
21 inventory program cost;' based strictly on
22 the prohibition of the use of portable
23 analyzers and requmng stack testing to be
24 performed every five years.
25
. Currently Reliant Energy pays

1
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1 Energy Field Services and I would like to

refer to them collectively as Reliant
3 Energy. And as Mr. Terrill said, if you do
4 continue to remain flexible on some of
5 these issues, some of my comments may be
6 moot at this point, as long as that stays
7 in effect. And if you don't mind, I would
8 like to address sonie of the proposed
·
9 ~hanges to Subchapters 5 and 9 together.
1o
Reliant Energy would IDre to thank
11 the Air Quality Council and the ODEQ for
12 the opportunity to comment on proposed
13 changes to Subchapter 5 and Subchapter 9 of
14 Chapter 100. We believe that it's crucial
15 for the industry and the governing bodies
16 to work together. to develop meaningful
17 regulations that benefit the environment,
18 while minimizing the administratiye burden
19 and addressing the real world issues.
20
The proposed changes to Subchapter .S
21 and 9 cause Reliant Energy great concern,
22 as it seems that the focus of the
23 regulation is shlfting from an overall
24 · intent of providing a clean environment by
25 determining the conditions of air pollution
2
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1 approximately $40,000.00 annually in

em1ssions' fees. The five year cost of band
stack testing would be approximately
$100,000.00. We anticipate no additional
5 revenues to the ODEQ based on this and ·no
6 emissions reductions would be experienced.
7 The regulated, community has always had a
8 general duty to provide inventory numbers
9 based on best available data.
1o
The current regulations allow stack
11 tests performed by portable analyzers to be
12 used as the basis for the emissions
13 inventory. We fail to see a useful purpose
14 behind the additional testing requirement,
15 because the data provided by portable
16 analyzers is efficiently accurate to
17 maintain the integrity of the inventory
18 database and the payment of fees.. We
19 understand that the ODEQ has stated that it.
20 needs to have accurate inventory numbers to
21 run its program and requiring a new stack
22 test every five years is one way of
23 obtaining more accurate numbers. We have
24 not seen data from ODEQ to substantiate
25 this concern and believe that such data
2
3
4
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should be developed, if indeed that is the
true ODEQ concern. In addition, we believe
that ODEQ has within its compliance
authority the power to demand a source
performance stack test, if it appears to
the ODEQ that quarterly compliance testing
results vary greatly from stack test data.
To make the additional testing requirement
a part of the structure of an ODEQ income
stream, without regard to the need for more ,
accurate numbers, is to place a burden on
permittees without justification.
We note that portable anal~ have
been acceptable in Oklahon;ta, are used for
quarterly compliance purposes, and are
acceptable for purposes of substantiating
exempt status in Oklahoma. We also note
that portable analyzers are acceptable in
Louisiana. These portable units provide a
cost effective accurate method of
quantifying emissions. Their use, in our
opinion, fulfills the purpose of such
testing, which is to ensure compliance with
permits which are designated to maintain
air quality.
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benefit.
Once again, it is important to stay
focused on the purpose of providing benefit
to the environment, with the least amount
of administrative burden for industry and
the agency.
Reliant Energy is troubled by the
proposed insertion of the concept of excess
emissions into the emission inventory
process. The goal of the proposed changes
is so vague that we recommend that DEQ
refrain from making the proposed changes
pertaining to excess emissions. The
regulated community is already under a duty
to self-report. Further, almost any
release of excess emissions represents an
inefficient business .vity that
incentivize the regulated community to
avoid such releases. To insert excess
emissions intO the emiSsions inventory
process is merely anoltii:r layering of
reporting requirements that has, as its ·
apparent goal, a relatively minor margin of
revenue for the state, .and yet a major
administrative burden on the regulated
Page 33
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1
We also believe that it is cnicial
2 ·that the permitting emissions inventory and
3 enforcement
of ODEQ be consistent in

arms

their regulationS without duplication. We
5 believe that it's inappropriate for the
6 ODEQ to use the emission fee regulation to
7 impose test method restrictionS which are
. 8 more stringent than federally required. A
9 discussion on· the appropriate test methods,
10 which can be u8ed in Oklahoma for permit·
11 compliance purposes, should be done in the
12 form of permit application development, not
13 fee payment. If the ODEQ can substantiate
14 their concern that tests performed by
15 portable analyzers are inaccurate, then a
16 separate discussion could be had on the
17 appropriate remedy. However, for the ODEQ
18 to substitute a much more costly test
19 method, which would not offer additional
20 environmental benefits, at a much higher
21 cost to the regulated community, is
22 detrimental to the overall environment, the
23 regulated community, and industry.
24 Ultimately, the consumer must pay these
25 additional costs with no additional
4

-
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1 community and the agency. Since no method

is specified, it will be up t() eaCh company
generate a methodology, and all the
4 assumptions necessary to calculate suCh
5 excess emissions. Then the agency will be
6 in position not only to take issue with,
7 but also to debate the conipany' s
8 assumptions and method. It is also unclear
9 how the permitting conditions that would
10 generally produce exceSs emissions, SU:ch as
11 startup and shutdown, will be handled. The
12 calculation of annual emissions is based on
13 generalities, as engines operate at various
14 conditions over the year resulting in
15 varying emissions: The engines are
16 generally permitted at the higher rates.
17 However, the actual emissions are less on
18 an annual basis. The proposed changes
19 indicate that the excess emissions should
20 be added to, when in fact they are normally
21 offset by lower emissions. There should be
22 no additional reporting requirements, as
23 long as the total annual emissions are
24· within the permitted potential limits.
25
The proposed revision in Subchapter
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9, 3.2(a), which result in imposing
additional requirements on the regulated
community than is warranted by federal
4 requirements. The use of the ODEQ
5· guidelines for enforcement action
6 concerning continuous emission monitoring
7 and excess emissions is a useful set of
8 guidelines to continue to use. Since this
9 proposed revision is not required by the
10 federal program, we believe that there
11 should be continued flexibility in
12 enforcing compliance with the Oklahoma
13 program and in substantiating causeS of
14 excess emissions. Therefore, we would .
15 recommend that these changes not be
16 adopted. The published proposal includes
11 defmition of "release", which would mean
18 any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring,·
19 emitting, emptying, disch;u-ging, injecting,
20 escaping, dumping or exposing into the
21 environment .of any air contaminant which·
22 becomes or may become airborne. ·We fmd
23 this new definition to be unnecessary and
24 entirely too broad for these purposes. Not
25 all events which would fit within universal
1
2
3
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those of Subchapter 8, which applies to
Part 70 sources. In an effort to maintain
a clear reporting structure source, it
4 should be required to look at one location
5 for the reporting requirem~nts and not in
6 several.
7
Finally, ODEQ has worked hard to
8 develop a trust between itself and the
9 regulated community over the years and has
10 worked to provide protection to the
·
11 environment These proposed regulations
12 seem to be an attack on the trustworthiness
13 and honesty of the regulated community
14 without cause. We urge the ODEQ to
15 implement a system that benefits the
16 environment while minimizing the
· 17 administrative burden ~ addresses the
18 real world issues. A fee structure to
19 support this type of system, such as a
20 reasonable, substantiated :increased rate
21 schedule from emissidiiinventory should be
22 implemented.
I thank you for this
23 opportunity to express Reliant Energy's
24 concerns and look forward to the
25 opportunity to work with you on these
1
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releases are regulated events. We support
staff's recommendation that this definition
be taken out Reliant -MR. BRANECKY: Areyougoingto
reiterate this when we get to Subchapter 9?
Because I'm afraid this may get lost in the
record. We're hearing Subchapter 5.
., ,
MS. ARMSTEAD: I can. I can do
that, if you like.
MR. BRANECKY: It might get lost
since -7
MS. ARMSTEAD: Okay.
MR. BRANECKY: -- we're on 5 now.
MS. ARMSTEAD: Okay.
MR. :PYKE: For the record-MR. BRANECKY: For the record, it
might be easier to keep track of it that
way.
MS. ARMSTEAD: Okay. I can do
that.. Reliant Energy believes that
Subchapter 9 should not be changed. If,
however, the changes are to be implemented,
then the regulation should apply only to
minor sources, because we find that
Subchapter 9 requirements overlap with
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issues in the future.
MR. DYKE: Questions fr<ml: the
Council?
4
· MR. BRANECKY:· I have a question.
5 Explain to me again what prohibits you from
6 using portable analyzers to estimate
7 emissions for emissions inventory?
8
MS. ARMSTEAD: We've had
9 · conversations over the past three years
10 with the emissions inventory group, and
11 every time it is over the use of the
12 portable analyzer results. They have told
13 us continually that they don't like them
14. and they don't want to use them. And we
15 felt the changes that they were proposing
16 in here were leaning towards prohibiting
11 the use of pqrtable analyzerS. And as Mr.
18 Terrill said, things are going to remain
19 flexible, I mean, that works great for us.
20
MR. BRANECKY: Well, I guess I
21 didn't see anything in there that would
22 prohibit specifically the portable
23 analyzer. It's, again, ajudgment call, I
24 ·guess, from DEQ whether that's acceptable
25 or not. But you can still propose that and
1
2
3

-
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ask that that be used. .Am I not -- is that
true?
MR. DYKE: Ms. Buttram, can you
address that issue?
5
MS. BUTIRAM: Well, first off, I
6 guess I'm a little confused. I haven't
7 seen the comments, but are you referring to
8 the draft version of the rule that was
9 proposed to the Council in October or are
10 you referring these comments to the draft 1
11 proposal that's being presented now?
12 Because it seems like some of the coniments
13 that you are making are no longer in the
14 draft rule today.
15
MS. ARMSTEAD: Well, that's the
16 only one I have a copy of. I didn't ·
11· realize there was another proposal out
18 there.
19
MS. BUITRAM: Yes. That's the
20 process that 'Ye go through. Every time a
21 Council Meeting is held, we will always
22 have a new draft version of the rule.
· 2~
MS. ARMSTEAD: Okay. We didn't
24 get a copy of that.
25
MS. BUITRAM: We don't send out a
1
2
3
4
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overall broad statement.
When you make your submittal to us
on those emissions inventory, you need to
really look at them and make sure that what
you submitted makes sense. Because if you
are submitting data to us from, like, a
large group of industry and what you submit
to us looks blatantly wrong, we're going to
question it. And one of the things we're
going to do, and it's not a matter of trust
or anything else, is we're going to start
auditing some of this data. It's something
we should have been doing for years and we
haven't been doing. We have the ability
through some of the equipment wejust
purchased to do that, and we intend to
audit some of it. An9 so when you submit
your data, if you're submitting things that
don't look right, you may want to take a
look at it and make suie what you submitted
is correct. Because ir It sticks out,
compared to the other data submitted by
like-industry, we're probably going to come
pay you a visit and fmd out how you did
your calculations. So that's just how
Page 41
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copy of the rule. We haw the notice that
says when the Council Meeting will be, and
then a copy of the rule will be available
from our agency.
MR. DYKE: It's available on the
website..
MS. ARMSTEAD: Some of these
comments may be inappropriate, but the main
reason that we are here is because we have ·
had conversations for the past three years
with the inventory group and time and
again, it is concerning the use of portable
analyzers. And again, some of the changes
that Were proposed, we thought prohibited
the use of portable analyzers. And if we
going to be allowed to continue to use
them, then that would work for us.
MR. TERRILL: Let
speak to
that just for a second, because I think
that we're getting em two different issues
here. We are going to continue to allow
the flexibility like you talked about. But
I think it's appropriate that we throw out
a word of caution, and I'm not speaking
directly toward Reliant, it's just an

are
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me

1 we're going to do things. But I still
2

think you will be allowed to use the ·

flexibility to do that. But you just need
to make sure that what you submit to us is
5 correct. That's all we're really after.
6
MS. ARMSTEAD: And if I could
7 respond to that As l mentioned, we've had
8 these conversations with the inventory
9 group for the past three years. And each
10 year they have ~stioned our results
11 because they thought that they were too
12 low. In many cases; the emission factors
13 we used were based on reference method
14 testing, which we supplied copies. The
15 emission factors that were based on
16 portable analyzer results, we provided
17 supplem.ental reference method testing from
18 ·the same engine at another location that
19 indicated that those portable test results
20 were accurate. And I guess becaUse we've
21 had these same conversations for three
22 years in a row, we felt like our
23 trustworthiness was being called into .
24 question. Because for three years we have
25 provided sufficient infonnation to support
3
4
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1 this, and time and again we get the call

Page 44
1 cases, it's going to be very difficult to

saying no, your rates are too low. But we
3 have supported that each and every time.
4
And that is where our concern stems
S from, that we will have these conversations
6 for many years tO come. And it's very
7 burdensome and time consumitig to go back
8 and have to resupport what we've already
9 proven in the past, and that's our major
10 concern that we don't want this to
11 continue. We don't mind being audited,
12 please come. We'll be happy to· support
13 that.
14
MR. TERRILL:. And that may ·have
15 to be how we resolve it. Once we do that,
16 that would satisfy to everybody's
17 satisfaction.
18
MR. BRANECKY: I don't see
19 anything in this reg that prohibits what
20 you are doing or what you've been talking
i1 about. . That option is still there.
22
MS. ARMSTEAD: Okay. Thank you.
23
MR. DYKE: Are there any other
24 questions from the Council on this rule?
25 Is there anyone else wishing to speak on
2

2

even meet the 30-day deadline. I'm asking

3 for the state to consider this, if it
4 becomes a problem, let's get this thing in

5 front of the Council again to reconsider
6 and figure out how to resolve that problem.
7 Because there are some legitimate concerns

8_ with regard to this submittal date.
9
10
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MR. BRANECKY: Would it be
possible to have more than one 30-day
extension? Would the DEQ consider that, at
least? Right now, the way it's written it
~ays a 30-day extension, but in some cases,
in Joel's case, and as many, many sources,
he may nee4 an additional IS, 30 days. Is
that an option?
MR. TERRIL¥ I don't know why
not. Do you know of a reason, Barbara, why
we couldn't put something in there that
allows us to grant it? · ·
MR. BRANECKY: That's still up to
the DEQ to decide whether that's acceptable
or not, but I think I would like to see -have that available.
MR. TERRILL: Why not put

Page 43
1 this rule?
2
MR. WILSON: David, I wanted to
3 make one comment, and that is, I happen to
4

be one of those sources that have a lot of

5 calculating to do when the first of the
·6
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year comes around,. and we do it in several
states. It seems like everything is due.
.,a,bout after the ftrst of the year, and
there is a lot of work going on. It gets
to be quite burdensome, many hours of
overtime, and we're constantly looking for
ways to improve our emission calculation
methods and automating that. Still, with
all ofthese inventories being due, so much
to do after the first of the year, I can
easily understand where the 30-day
extension, which would allow this to be.
submitted up to March 31st, could be quite
difficult to meet. .Before I vote.for this
-- and I am prepared to vote for this, I
just want to m~tion that sources are not
out there delaying their process of
calculating emissions because it gives them
any advantages. It's basically how they
seek to apply their resources. And in many
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1 something in there that maybe says, unless
2 an extension of up to 60 days has been
3 granted by the Division. That way -- what
4 we're really trying to do here is get
5 sources on the -- used to sending us the
6 data early enough for us to process it and
7 start billing on a more frequent schedule.
8 I don't see a problem with doing it. That
9 gets you -- the big sources that needs the
10 extra time to basically stay the same. But
11 it gets us what we need, which is a push,
12 if you will, to get this data in quicker
13 for those that can, so we can start
14 processing it. That's really all we're
15 after.
16
MR. DYKE: If we put April 1st in
17 there, that's when we're going to get the
18 majority of the submissions.
19
MS. HOFFMAN: Dennis just had a
20 good suggestion, that we say unless a 3021 day extension has been grated by the .
22 Division and then say, additional
23 extensions may be grated for good cause
24 shown.

25

MR. WILSON: I think that's
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1 understanding that at any time that the

acceptable.
MS. BEAVERS: Can I offer a
3 suggestion. lbis is just an idea. It
4 sounds to me like-5
MR. DYKE: Excuse me. Please
6 identify yourself.
7
MS. BEAVERS: I'm sorry. I'm
8 Julie Beavers with OG&E. Just a
9 suggestion, listening to this, I've only
10 come to one meeting before. But if the
11 problem_-- it sounds like the problem is
12 getting all these submissions at one time,
13 why not just stagger them by zip code?
14 Have different due dates quarterly or
15 something.
16
MR. TERRlLL: And we might do
17 that at some point in time. But let's take
18 baby steps as we do this. We can always
19" revise it. That's not a bad ·suggestion.
20 We're having a hard enough tiine getting to
21 this point without implementing that. But
22 it's something to consider for the future
23 as we refme this process, ab~olutely.
24
MR. DYKE: We have someone
25 ·wishing to comment.
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agency determines that it has received an
emissions inventory that doesn't appear to
be accurate, that there can be additional
testing required. But the basic threshold
question of, is this an acceptable method,
is one that I would like to hear today
stated.
Now, if the comment from the
emissions inventory group is, we need some
sort of a protocol, some sort of a method
of use of portable analyzers to ensure the
accuracy of their use, great. But it
appears to me that we ·are presenting a very
inconsistent set of circumstances where ·
your permit and compliance group will
accept this -- does accept data from
portable analyzers, and emissions inventory
group is not.
..
So I wo~d app,retiate it, if we
could, not just hear thht'we're going to be
flexible today, but also hear that.with
certain protocols in place or some kind of
an understanding of how portable analyzers
will be used, that this will continue to be
Page 49
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MR. WILLIAMS: Thank you. My
name is Ken ·williams, I'm an attorney with
the law finn of Hall-Estel. I appreciate
the opportunity to make a comment. And I
planned to, but now that we've heard these
comments today, I feel compelled to offer a
couple of observations..
Mr. Terrill has indicated that the
emissions inventory group wants to be
flexible. I just want to share with the
Council my personal experience over the
last three years with regard to the
flexibility of the emissions inventory
group. I have clients that have Title V
permits. that allow the use of hand-held
portable analyzers for compliance purposes.
Obviously, the agency has approved that
method as a reliable method of gauging .
complianCe-of the regulated activities.
And yet, every year, I'm debating with the
emissions 'inventory group, the reliability
of those same test methods. It will be
helpful to my clients if we have some kind
of indication that portable analyzers will
continue to be an acceptable method,
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one of the approved methods. Thank you.
2
MR. WILSON: Let me see if I
3 understand what you are saying. You have - ·
4 ·you.represent clients that have major
5 source permits that identify the
6 demonstration of compliance method as
7 portable analyzers, and then you are faced
8 with an aigumeilt as to whether or not
9 that's acceptable for paying fees. Is that
1o your argument?
11
MR. -WILLIAMS: That is ·exactly
12 correct
13
MR. WILSON: And you . see nothing
14 in these regulations that would allow you ·
15 or grant you automatic acceptance of that
.16 method for fee reporting?
17
MR. WILLIAMS: I do not see
18. portable analyzers listed as one of the
19 acceptable methods. And you know, that's.
20 kind of the converse of the comments I'm
21 hearing today.
22
MR. WILSON: Would you accept
23 language in there that accepted permitted
24 use or method acceptable for compliance
25 with permit?
1
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MR. WILLIAMS: Absolutely.
2
MR. WILSON: That would solve
3 that issue?
4
MR. WILLIAMS: Absolutely.
5
MS. BUTTRAM: First off, before
6 you do that, I would like to remind the
7 Council that language regarding stack tests
8 and ill so some of these other issues that
9 are brought up today will be looked at when
10 Subchapter.43 and 45 go through the
11 rewrite/dewrong process in the year 2000.
12
MR. WILSON: Well, it seems to me
13 like there is an issue here .that needs to
14 be addressed with some inclusion of
15 language. Because I think. it's entirely
16 unreasonable for a source to be held to a
17 compliance demonstration standard in a
18 permit and for that complhince .
19 demonstration standard to be nonacceptable
20 for reporting fees. There needs to be, in
21 my opinion, almost an automatic acceptance
22 for fee payment for methods that are
23 included in a source's permit.
24
MR. TERRILL: Let me address
25 that, because I really think that the real
1

Page 51
issue here is -- that's not the issue. The
2 issue is what I stated before. If you
3 submit data on your emissions inventory
4 that sticks out as. visually different from·
5 everybody else submitting similar data,
6 we're going to question it because it
7 doesn't match. And that's probably what's
8 bi!ppened here.. I don't know that for a
9 fact, but I suspect that the data that was
10 submitted does not jive with the data
. 11 that's being submitted by other like12 sources. And so we're questioning what is
13 correct The source is considerably higher
14 or the source is considerably lower. One
15 of them is not right if they are that much
16 different
11
rvrn... BRANECKY: Has DEQ accepted
ts· at any time portable stack analyzer data on
19 emission inventories, or is it just certain
20 ones that you are questioning that are out
21 of line or is it just unacceptable at all?·
..
22
MR. TRENT: Well, we haven't been
23 able to verify these conditions. And in
24 the past, we see a great disparity between
25 what the manufacturer of the engine says it
1

~· ·
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can do under ideal conditions and what they
2 report as one-tenth of the emissions as to
3 what the manufacturer says happened under
4 ideal conditions. So we feel that either
5 the operator was in error or the machine
6 somehow -- I don't know whether they were
7 doing it right, but we have no way of
8 correcting it. We now have a portable
9 emissions analyzer. We will cross-check,
10 and when we do, if it's there, then it;s
11 there. But up to now, we have h~d no way
12 to do this. And this is why we have said
13 if iti s that small, we really want to look
14 at it, and now we can look at it ·
15
MR. TERRILL: And I think we'll
16 address this overall issue when we look at
17 stack testing, because I ryally think we're
18 going to have. to have an industry work
19 group to l<;>ok at the staek testing issue
20 and the portable analyzer issue to make
21 sure that what we cotl1d' tlp with is what we
22 need, without being burdensome to the
23 industry. So we will get soine input at the
24 time we do that rewrite/dewrong on that
25 particular section.
I

-

Page :J ....
MR WILLIAMS: I would certainly
2 volunteer to be part of that work group and
3 would like to say that, fo! my.clients,
4 most of them on their Title V permit
5 applications went through a stack test to
6 establish a baseline. And we believe that
7 our portable analyzer results are very
8 consistent with that baseline which we
9 established through the pennit process,
10 which is ·part of why we think that this is
11 unreasonable to haVe to continue ~0 argue
12 about it every year.
13
MR. WILSON: It's the burden of
14 argument?
15
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes.
16
MR. TERRILL: Well, we won't do
17 that anymore because we have the ability to ·
18 audit. So if something doesn't look right,
19 then it will be our burden to prove that
20 and we'll just audit, and see what -- you
21 know, if we're in the ballpark or not.
_...._
22
MR. WILLIAMS: Final comment, and
23 I very. much appreciate the Council's
24 patience. It seems to me that what might
25 be helpful would be for this work group to
1
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try to establish a protocol that will be
acceptable to the agency and to the
industry for use of this particular testing
method. Not to make aregulation, but to
have an understanding that everybody is
aware of how to administer the test. Thank
you, very much.
MR. WILSON: Can we not insert
language th.at says, any method listed in a
state issued pennit?
MS. HOFFMAN: Joel -- ·
MR. DYKE: Please speak up.
MS. HOFFMAN: I think that it's
no~ the method that emissions inventory was
complaining about, it was the results.
MR. WILSON: Which is not an
issue here~
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes. And I think.
that-- I believe that the rule allows,
first of all, you to use any <mission
factors that were utilized in the issuance
of your pennit First of all, that's one
of the methods that's acceptable. And
then, also, at the end where it says, and
any other method that can be shown to be

Page 56
calculation. This is why I asked the
2 question earlier to confirm that any
3 emission methods are acceptable. It would
4 certainly help the effected industries in
5 this case -- and it may be true that the
6 objections from the DEQ are related to
7 results and not method. But it's
8 interesti~g that in almost every case that
9 we've heard of, the results ·that are being
10 objected to are coming from portable
11 analyzers. And as Barbara said, DEQ could
12 hardly be in the position of prohibiting
13 portable analyzers if their audit method is
14 dependent on that.
15
So I think it would be a very good
16 .idea if portable analyzers were
17 specifically allowed by the rule, even
18 though that language seems to embrace many
19 different methods. And the DEQ has been,
20 and is now, and: alw~yS will, be able to
21 challenge the results dt''1my method. And
22 in fact, it's within their right to require
23 stack tests by EPA standardized methods .
24 anytime there is a question: So the public
25 is certainly· protected if there is a
1

.
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1 reasonably accurate. So I think that it

really covers those things -- this rule ·
does. I think the problems that we've been
bearing here really haven't been related to
5 the method that was used as much as the
6 results. Because we're going to use that.
7 method when we go out to audit them.
.8
MR. WILSON: You are not
9 challenging their method?
10
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
11
MR. WILSON: You are challenging
12 the results of the method?
13
MS. HOFFMAN: I think that's
14 what's happening, yes.
15
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
16 from the Council? . Anyone else wishing to
17 speak on this matter?
18
. MR. FISHBACK: Bill Fishback,
19 representing Mid-Continent Oil and Gas. I
20 would agree with Mr. Wilson's comment that
21 specificity in the rule is an advantage to
22 the effected industry. And I also agree
23 with Barbara's statement that the rule .
24 seems to embrace, as it's presently
25 written, any method of emission
2

3
4

'l:t

-
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question about the emissions data. But I
2 would very much like to see the rule not
3 encouraged, but allow the use of a portable
4 analyzer, and we don't need to make a
~ laundry list of all of them. But I think
6 the focus of the emissions inventory group
7 has been in questioning the results from
8 portable analyzers. And my company and my
9 inclw!try' s personal experience with
10 portable analyzers is that if they are .
11 calibrated correctly and operated
12 correctly, just as the gentleman said-13 the attorney said his clients have
14 observed, the results are extremely
15 consistent with Jonnal EPA test methods.
16 So my recommendation to the Council is, put
17 language in there that says pqrtable
18 analyzers can be used. DEQ can always
19 challenge results from any method. Thank
20 you.
MR. DYKE: Yes, in the back.
21
MR. SPARIN: · David Sparin, again.
22
1

23
24

25

THE REPORTER: Can you speak up?
MR. SPARIN: I hate to be the
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lone wolf for industry, but we have used
2 portable analyzer test result data in our
3 calculations in the past, and we have not
4 been challenged. We usually get an
5 exceptional method for stack testing.
6
MR. DYKE: Thank you.· Max.
7
MR. PRICE: Max Price of DEQ. I
8 wanted to elaborate on what Jvfr. Trent said.
9 The kind of magnitude that they are
10 actually having problems with are off by
,
11 two magnitudes. 'They've actually
12 (inaudible) they are one-one hundredth of
13 the manufacturer say's it's possible under
14 ideal circumstances: Those kinds of
15 numbers .are definitely -- there is
16 something amiss. Either their techniqudn
17 using the analyzer or some other problem
18 that needs to be audited, for the company
19 as well as us. Because if they have a
20 problem, it's not been with their way of
21 doing the test, we need to know that and
22 they need to correct it
23
MR. DYKE: That's why we
24 purchased the equipment.
25
MR. WILSON: Do :fuese regulations

Page 60
difference. And that's really what we're
trying to do here.
3
MR. FALLON: But that's a red
4 flag you would apply no matter what
5 equipment.
6
MR. TERRILL: That's exactly
7 right. .Regardless of the method -- it's
8 really not the method at all. · It's the
9 results and how they compare with otheT
10 like-industry using lik~methods. That's
11 really what it's about.
12
MR. PRICE: I have one more
13 comment, if I may. Max Price.
14
· MR. DYKE: Please speak up, Max.
15
THE REPORTER: Could you stand
16 up? I'm sorry.. I can hear better.
17
MR. PRICE: Max ;price, DEQ. I
18 have one other comment to make on the
19 emissions inventory, in ·and of itself.
20 It's not just used to calCulate fees. This
21 is a big issue, of course~be~a~se that's
22 the green going out of your pocket, so I
23 understand that. So emissions inventory,
24 especially.an inaccurate qne, is very
25 important to us in future planning.
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prohibit your ability to audit that?
MR. PRICE: Excuse me, sir?
MR. TERRILL: No.
MR. TERRILL: We just haven't had
the capability to audit up until recently
and we do now and we intend to do that. We
should have been doing it all along.
·., ·~
MR. WILSON: So you are not
taking exception to the use of portable
analyzers here. They are quite an
acceptable means of measuring, and .
therefore reporting emissions?
. MR. TERRILL: Absolutely. The
only problem is when the data is reported,
and we have like-industry reporting results
from like-equipment under like-conditions,
using the same method, and they are off by
this tremendous factor, sometlling is wrong.
Either somebody is way over-reporting or
somebody is way under-reporting or there is
something else going on there. And we owe
it to the other industry that we haven't
had a problem with to either say we're
charging you guys too much or something.
We're just trying to resolve the
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Because of what regulations the Feds passed
while we're trying to do our designations.
What we're going to have to do, if we do go
nonattainment, it's very important that all
the data that's in that emissions inventory
be as accurate as possible. And the
testing which is taken out of the fees,
that's the reason we're looking at that
later on this year to make sure that we
have a good solid basis to base all of our
decisions on. Because the (inaudible) is
the absolute basis of all our regulations.
Thank you.
MR. DYKE: Thank you, Max.
Additional questions from the Co1mcil?
Anyone else wishing to speak on this
matter? Jvfr. Chairman.
MR. BREISCH: Is there any
changes necessary in this from .the Council ·
to vote on it? I might state that I heard
the same thing over here about three or
four times from three or four people. My
opinion says we don't need to change the
wording in this. We've got a method set up
evidently to monitor this and to audit

-.
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I don't think that we need to
mention any more about the portable
3 analyzers. But that's just an opinion. I
4 want to get this rule passed, if you all
5 will make a motion.
6
MR. TREEMAN: There was a
7 suggestion made on changi~g the 3·0-day
8 extension to 60 days for just cause. I'm
9 wondering if that needs to be discussed.
10
MR. BREISCH: Let me ask,
1
11 Barbara, what did you make as a suggestion
12 to that?
13
MS. HOFFMAN: .Okay. I suggested
14 that in 5-2.1(a)(l), that we add another
15 sentence that says additional extensions
16 may be granted for good cause shown.
17
MR. BREISCH: Okay.
18
MR. FALLON: Is that plural,
19 extensions?
20
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.
21
MR. BREISCH: Extensions, 30-day
22 extensions or what? Do you know what I
23 mean?
24
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
25
MR. BREISCH: Well, why not just
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1 this.
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MR. BRANECKY: A total of 60
would be the limit. I'm afraid just to
leave it open-ended where it could go on
and on and on.
:MR. TERRILL: An additional 30day extension may be granted on just cause.
MS. HOFFMAN: Good-cause shown.
:MR. FALLON: I would buy that.
:MR. TERRILL: Good cause shown.
MR. BREISCH: Everybody
understand that? That's the only thing
we're changing in this rule?
MS. HOFFMAN: No.
:MR. BREISCH: Barbara, what else?
MS. HOFFMAN: I don't know if
you all had. a chance to look at the
language that Jeanette;-passed out while we
were talking about this rule. They are
really not substantive changes, it's just
hopefully a way of claiifying the language
and also adjusting f~?iiie' fact that people
that haven't submitted the emission
inventories don't really have an invoice
due date. ·So we had to explain -- we had
to rewrite the language just a little bit
Page 65

Page 63
1 say extensions can be granted rather than
2

3
4

5
6
7

., ~
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put a number in there?
MS. HOFFMAN: Well, mostly
because of the way the senten~ was
written. I would have to think about it
again. We'll have to change that sentence.
MR. TERRILL: . Can we just say
additional extensions of time may be
granted upon submittal ofjust cause or
something like that?
MR. BREISCH: Well, Eddie, that's
fine. But why not just say that and not
talk about the 30 days? I mean, I don't
get your -MR. BRANECKY: Do_ you want to
have it open-ended where it could be an
indefinite extension, or do you want to put
at least some end-point?
MR. BREISCH: David, you've open
ended it when you say additional extensions
can be-MK BRANECKY: The other option
would be an additional 30 days.
MR. BREISCH: That's what I was
trying to get at.

Myers Reporting Service

1 so that it's clear that people who haven't
2
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submitted an emission inventory will be -the five years will go back to what their
date of billing should have been.
:MR. BREISCH: I didn't know that
was a question. ·
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes. Well, it was
just something we realized when we reread
the draft rule, that we Were giving a ·
potential out theJ:e to people that bad
never submitted emission inventories. So
we just divided them into three.paragraphs
there. And I think it still says the same
thing. It's just thatit's clear now when
we would go back five years for the folks
that hadn't submitted emission inventories.
So I would suggest that you pass the rule
using the language that Jeanette just
passed out for 5-2.2(c) --yes, 5-2.2(c).
:MR. BREISCH: I guess what you
are saying, since that was just passed out,
then that's going to be a change from what
was in our packet, along with the other
extension?
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.
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MR. BREISCH: Is that agreeable
with the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: Are you
entertaining a motion?
MR. BREISCH: I'm asking if what
was handed out is agreeable.
· MR. BRANECKY: Okay.
MR. BREISCH: And then my next
one, yes, I'm asking for a motion.
MR. WILSON: I'll make a motion
that we pass this with the changes
suggested in 5-2.1, arid with the changes
suggested in 5-2.2. Could you read-someone read those changes in 5-2.1, So I
can make sure I understand how it ended up?
MS. HOFFMAN: I think that we
agreed to add a sentence at the end of 52.1(a)(l), that would read an additional
30-day extension may be granted for good
cause shown. ·
MR. FALLON: That's the way I
understood it. And the other was just this
language.
MR. BRANECKY: I'll second that
MR. BREISCH: I've got a motion
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1 and a second. Any more comments?
2 Myrna. call the roll.
3

4

5
6

7

8·,'
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

If not,

MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRA.NECKY: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: Yes.
MS·. BRUCE: Mr. Fallon.
MR. FALLON: Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ:· Yes.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)
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PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-8-1. Purpose
This Subchapter sets forth permit application fees and the substantive requirements for permits
for Part 70 sources.
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning accorded them under the applicable
requirements ofthe Act.
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 that the owner or operator
had:
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of the
stack; or
(B) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which could not be canceled or
modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of
construction ofthe stack to be completed in a reasonable time.
"Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.
"Actual emissions" means, except for Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the total amount of
regulated air pollutants emitted from a given facility during a particular calendar year, determined
using methods contained in 0 AC 252: 100-5-2.1 (d).
"Administrator" means the Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) or the Administrator's designee.
"Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the emission
rate of a stationary source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless the
source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or
both) and the most stringent ofthe following:
(A) the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60 and 61;
(B) the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
(C) the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit condition.
"Begin actual construction" means:
(A) for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, in general, initiation of physical on-site
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construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a permanent nature. Such activities
include, but are not limited to, installation of building supports and foundations, laying of
underground pipework, and construction of permanent storage structures. With respect to a
change in method of operation this term refers to those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
(B) for purposes of Part 5 of this Subchapter, that the owner or operator has begun the
construction or installation of the emitting equipment on a pad or in the final location at the
facility.
"Best available control technology" or "BACT" means the control technology to be applied
for a major source or modification is the best that is available as determined by the Director on a
case-by-case basis taking into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other
costs of alternate control systems.
"Building, structure, facility, or installation" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, are
located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same
person or persons under common control. Pollutant-emitting activities shall be considered as part
of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the
same two-digit code), as described in the Standard Industrial Classification manual, 1972, as
amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter means, as applied to
construction of a major stationary source or major modification, that the owner or operator has all
necessary preconstructionapprovals or permits and either has:
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual on-site construction of the
source, to be completed within a reasonable time; or,
(B) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be cancelled or
modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of actual
constructionofthe source to be completed within a reasonable time.
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any physical change
or change in the method of operation (including fabrication, erection, installation, demolition, or
modification of an emissions unit) which would result in a change in actual emissions.
"Dispersion technique" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any technique which
attempts to affect the concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack
which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the rate of emission of a pollutant
according to atmospheric conditions or ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or increasing final
exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack
parameters or combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one stack, or other
selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The
preceding sentence does not include:
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution control system, for the purpose
of returning the gas to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from the facility
generating the gas stream.
(B) The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i) the source owner or operator documents that the facility was originally designed and
constructed with such merged streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change in operation at the facility that
includes the installation of pollution controls and is accompanied by a net reduction in the
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allowable emissions of a pollutant. This exclusion from "dispersion technique"
applicability shall apply only to the emission limitation for the pollutant affected by such
change in operation; or
(iii) before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change in operation at the facility that
included the installation of emissions control equipment or was· carried out for sound
economic or engineering reasons. Where there was an increase in the emission limitation
or, in the event that no emission limitation existed prior to the merging, there was an
increase in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the merging, it shall be
presumed that merging was primarily intended as a means of gaining emissions credit for
greater dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed, the owner or operator must
satisfactorily demonstrate that merging was not carried out for the primary purpose of
gaining credit for greater dispersion.
(C) Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of exhaust gas streams from several
existing stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as to
. increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where the resulting allowable emissions of
sulfur dioxide from the facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5
requirements that limit the quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a
continuous basis, including any requirements that limit the level of opacity, prescribe equipment,
set fuel specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a source to assure
continuous reduction.
"Emissions unit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any part of a source
which emits or would have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
"Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, those emissions
which could not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants" or "NESHAP" means those
standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, those permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality control laws
and rules.
"New Source Performance Standards" or "NSPS" means those standards found in 40 CFR
Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" means (unless the context suggests otherwise) any permit or group of
permits covering a Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting requirements of Part 5 of this
Subchapter, as provided in OAC 252:100-8-3(a) and (b).
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the maximum
capacity of a source to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any physical or
operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution
control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material
combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation or the effect it
would have on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the
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potential to emit of a source.
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, emissions
which occur as a result of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification itself. Secondary emissions must be
specific, well defined, quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as the source or modification
which causes the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include, but are not limited to:
(A) emissions from trains coming to or from the new or modified stationary source; and,
(B) emissions from any offsite support facility which would not otherwise be constructed or
increase its emissions as a result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification.
"Stack" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any point in a source designed to emit
solids, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any building,
structure, facility or installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to OAC 252:100.

-

252:100-8-1.2. General information
(a) Permit categories.
Two types of construction and operating permits are available: general
permit and individual permit.
(1) General permit.
(A) A general permit may be issued for an industry if there are a sufficient number of
facilities that have the same or substantially similar operations, emissions and activities
which are subject to the same standards, limitations and operating and monitoring
requirements.
(B) Facilities may be eligible for authorization under a general permit if the following
criteria are met:
(i) The facility has actual emissions of 100 tpy or more of any one regulated air
pollutant emitted and/or is a Part 70 source.
(ii) The DEQ has issued a general permit for the industry.
(2) Individual permit. Facilities requiring permits under this Subchapter that do not qualify
for a general permit shall obtain individual permits. An owner or operator may apply for an
individual permit even ifthe facility qualifies for a general permit.
(b) Applicability determination. Any person may submit a request in writing that the DEQ make
a determination as to whether a particular source or installation, which that person operates or
proposes to operate, is subject to the permit requirements of this Subchapter. The request must
contain sufficient information for the DEQ to make the requested determination and the required
fee. The DEQ may request any additional information that it needs for purposes of making the
determination.
252:100-8-1.3. Duty to comply
(a) An owner or operator who applies for a permit or authorization, upon notification of coverage,
shall be bound by the terms and conditions therein.
(b) An owner or operator who violates any condition of a permit or authorization is subject to
enforcement under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit or authorization under a
general construction permit
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(a) Cancellation of permit or authorization to construct or modify. A duly issued permit or
authorization to construct or modify will terminate and become null and void (unless extended as
provided in Subsection (b) of this Section) if the construction is not commenced within 18 months
after the date the permit or authorization was issued, or if work is suspended for more than 18
months after it has commenced.
(b) Extension of permit or authorization to construct or modify.
(1) Prior to the expiration date of the permit or authorization, a permittee may apply for
extension of the permit or authorization by written request of the DEQ stating the reasons for
the delay or suspension and providing justification for the extension. The DEQ may grant:
(A) One extension of 18 months or less, or
(B) One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is proposing to expand an
already existing facility to accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant has
expended a significant amount of money (1% of total project cost as identified in the
original application, not including land cost) in preparation for meeting the definition of
"commence construction" at the proposed site, or
(C) One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to major industrial facilities (project
cost greater than $1 00,000,000.00), where the applicant proposes to construct at an existing
site and demonstrates that the existing site was originally designed and constructed to
accommodate the proposed new facilities. The applicant shall show a commitment to the
site by having purchased land necessary to construct facilities covered by this extension and
expended $1,000,000.00 or more on engineering and/or site development.
(2) Ifconstruction has not commenced within three (3) years of the effective date ofthe original
permit or authorization, the permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate available
control technology review and an air quality analysis. This review must be approved by the
DEQ before construction may commence.
(3) Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has been denied for lack of increment,
the DEQ may require any permittee under OAC 252:100:8-1.4(b)(l)(B) or (C), to furnish a
complete air quality analysis and/or an appropriate available control technology review if such
review is required in order to provide new or current information.
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
(a) Stack height exclusion. Air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation shall exclude the
effect of that portion of the height of any stack which exceeds good engineering practice or the
effect of any other dispersion techniques.
(b) Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack height. GEP stack height shall be
the greater of:
(1) 65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at the base of the stack; or
(2) The height under either OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2)(A)or (B):
(A) for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for which the owner or operator had
obtained all applicable permits or approvals required under OAC 252:100-8 or 40 CFR Part
52, Hg = 2.5H, provided the owner or operator can demonstrate that this equation was relied
upon in establishing an emission limitation;
(B) for all other stacks, Hg = H + 1.5L, where:
(i) Hg = good engineering practice stack height, measured from the ground-level
·
elevation at the base of the stack,
(ii) H =height of nearby structure(s) measured from the ground-level elevation at the
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base of the stack,
(iii) L = lesser dimension (height or projected width) of nearby structure(s), provided
that the owner or operator may be required to verify such GEP stack height by the use
of a field study or fluid model as the Executive Director shall determine; or
(3) The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study approved by the reviewing
agency, which ensures that the emissions from a stack do not result in excessive concentrations
of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric downwash, wakes, or eddy effects created by the
source itself, nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.
(c) Nearby.
(1) For the formulae in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2). A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered nearby if it is located within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height or
the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8 km).
(2) For demonstrationin OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(3).
(A) A structure or terrain feature shall be considered nearby if located at a distance not
greater than 0.5 mile (0.8 km), except that
(B) A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby if:
(i) It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles) of up to 10 times the maximum
'
height (Ht) of the feature, and
(ii) At a distance of0.5 mile, the height of such feature is at least 40 percent of the GEP
stack height determined by the formulae provided in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2)(B) or
85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is greater, as measured from the base of the stack.
(3) Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height of the structure or terrain
feature is measured from the ground-level elevation at the base of the stack.
(d) Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the purpose of determining GEP stack height
under OAC 252:1 00-8-1.5(b)(3 ), excessive concentrations shall be as follows:
(1) For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding that calculated under OAC 252:100-81.5(b)(2), a maximum ground-level pollutant concentration from a stack due in whole or part to
downwash, wakes, and eddy effects produced by nearby structures or nearby terrain features
which is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum concentration experienced in the absence
of such downwash, wakes, or eddy effects and which, when combined with the impacts due to
all sources, produces a concentration in excess of an ambient air quality standard. For sources
subject to the prevention of significant deterioration program (Part 7 of this Subchapter or
Federal 40 CFR 52.21), the same criteria apply except that a concurrent exceedance of a
prevention of significant deterioration increment is experienced. In making demonstrations
under this part, the allowable emission rate shall conform to the new source performance
standard that is applicable to the source category unless the owner or operator can demonstrate
that this emission rate is infeasible. Where such demonstrations are approved by the Director,
an alternative emission rate shall be established in consultation with the owner or operator;
(2) For sources seeking credit after October I, 1983, for increases in existing stack heights up to
the heights established under OAC 252:1 00-8-1.5(b )(2) either:
(A) a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or
eddy effects as specified in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2), except that the emission rate
specified by any applicable state implementation plan (or, in the absence of such a limit, the
actual emission rate) shall be used, or
(B) the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by the existing stack, as determined by
the Director; and
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(3) For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a stack height determined under OAC
252: I 00-8-1.5(b )(2) where the Director requires the use of a field study or fluid model to verify
GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack height credit after November 9, 1984 based on the
aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for sources seeking stack height credit after
December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic influence of structures not adequately
represented by the formulae in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2), a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy effects that is at least 40
percent in excess of the maximum concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes or eddy effects.
PART 3. PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

PART 5. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
252:100-8-2. · Defmitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this Section, terms
used in this Part retain the meaning accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
"Administratively complete" means an application that provides:
(A) All information required under OAC 252:1 00-8-5(c), (d), or (e);
(B) A landowner affidavit as required by OAC 252:2-15-20(b)(3);
(C) The appropriate application fees as required by OAC 252:100-8-1.7; and
(D) Certification by the responsible official as required by OAC 252:1 00-8-5(£).
"Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in the regulations promulgated
under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
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"Affected states" means:
(A) all states:
(i) That are one of the following contiguous states: Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
New Mexico and Texas, and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEQ may be directly affected by emissions from the
facility seeking the permit, permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B) all states that are within 50 miles ofthe permitted source.
"Affected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it in the regulations promulgated
under Title IV (acid rain) ofthe Act.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they apply to emissions units in a
Part 70 source subject to this Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but have future effective compliance
dates):
(A) Any standard or other requirements provided for in the applicable implementation plan
approved or promulgated by EPA through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements
the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions to that plan promulgated in 40
CFRPart 52;
(B) Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits issued pursuant to regulations
approved or promulgated through rulemaking under Title I, including parts C or D, of the Act;
(C) Any standard or other requirement under section Ill ofthe Act, including section lll(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 ofthe Act, including any requirement
concerning accident prevention under section 112(r)(7) of the Act, but not including the
contents ofany risk management plan required under 112(r) ofthe Act;
(E) Any standard or other requirement ofthe acid rain program under Title IV of the Act or the
regulations promulgated thereunder;
(F) Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b) or section 114(a)(3) ofthe Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste incineration, under section 129 of
the Act;
(H) Any standard or other requirement for consumer and commercial products, under section
183(e) ofthe Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under section 183 (f) ofthe Act;
(J) Any standard or other requirement of the regulations promulgated to protect stratospheric
ozone under Title VI of the Act, unless the Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or visibility requirement under part
C of Title I of the Act, but only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant to
section 504(e) ofthe Act.
"Designated representative" means with respect to affected units, a responsible person or
official authorized by the owner or operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances allocated to a unit, and the
submission of and compliance with permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the DEQ offers public participation
under 27A O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through 2-14-401 and OAC 252:100-2-15 or affected State review
under OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Emergency" means, when used in OAC 252:100-8-6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(l) and (e), any situation
arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of the source,
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including acts of God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to restore normal
operation, and that causes the source to exceed a technology-based emission limitation under the
permit, due to unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency
shall not include noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of
preventive maintenance, careless or improper operation, or operator error.
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a federally enforceable permit term or
condition determined at issuance to be required by an applicable requirement that establishes an
emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a federally enforceable emissions cap that
the source has assumed to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source would otherwise be
subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary source that emits or has the
potential to emit any regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated with a specific unit process shall be
identified with that specific emission unit. This term is not meant to alter or affect the definition of
the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV of the Act.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by the DEQ that has completed all
review procedures required by OAC 252:100-8-7 through252:100-8-7.5 and OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated air pollutants which could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the requirements of OAC 252: 100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual emissions units that are either on the list approved
by the Administrator and contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions do not
exceed any of the limits in (A) through (C) of this definition.· Any activity to which a State or
federal applicable requirement applies is not insignificant even if it meets the criteria below or is
included on the insignificant activities list.
(A) 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B) 2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP) or 5 tons per year for an
aggregate of two or more HAP's, or 20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
(C) 0. 6 tens pet= year...feHlfty--ene--eat-egory A substance, 1.2 tons per year for any one category
-B--substance-or 6 tons per yefl.t' for MY one category C substflfiee as defined in Ot\C 252:199
41 49.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of stationary sources that are
located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties and are under common control of the
same person (or persons under common control)) belonging to a single major industrial grouping
and that is described in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of this definition. For the purposes of
defining "major source," a stationary source or group of stationary sources shall be considered part
of a single industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities at such- source or group of
sources on contiguous or adjacent properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual,
1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is defined as:
(i) For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary source or group of stationary
sources located within a contiguous area and under common control that emits or has the
potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year ("tpy") or more of any hazardous air
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pollutant which has been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or more of any
combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such lesser quantity as the Administrator
may establish by rule. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions from any oil or
gas exploration or production well (with its associated equipment) and emissions from any
pipeline compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with emissions from other
similar units, whether or not such units are in a contiguous area or under common control,
to determine whether such units or stations are major sources; or.
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the meaning specified by the
Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined in section 302 of the Act, that
directly emits or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air pollutant (except
that fraction of particulate matter that exhibits an average aerodynamic particle diameter of
more than 10 micrometers) (including any major source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The fugitive emissions of a stationary
source shall not be considered in determining whether it is a major stationary source for the
purposes of section 302(j) of the Act, unless the source belongs to one of the following
categories of stationary sources:
(i) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii) Kraft pulp mills;
(iii) Portland cement plants;
(iv) Primary zinc smelters;
(v) Iron and steel mills;
(vi) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii) Primary copper smelters;
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x) Petroleumrefmeries;
(xi) Lime plants;
(xii) Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii) Coke oven batteries;
(xiv) Sulfurrecoveryplants;
(xv) Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi) Primary lead smelters;
(xvii) Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) Sintering plants;
(xix) Secondary metal production plants;
(xx) Chemical process plants;
(xxi) Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling more than 250 million British
thermal units per hour heat input;
(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels;
(xxiii) Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv) Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv) Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British thermal units
per hour heat input; or
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(xxvii) All other stationary source categories which, as of August 7, 1980, are being
regulated by a standard promulgated under section Ill or 112 of the Act, but only with
respect to those air pollutants that have been regulated for that category.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I ofthe Act, including:
(i) For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the potential to emit 100 tpy or more of
volatile organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as "marginal" or
"moderate," 50 tpy or more. in areas classified as "serious," 25 tpy or more in areas
classified as "severe," and 10 tpy or more in areas classified as "extreme"; except that the
references in this paragraph to I 00, 50, 25, and I 0 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply
with respect to any source for which the Administrator has made a finding, under section
182(±)( I) or (2) of the Act, that requirements under section 182(f) of the Act do not apply;
(ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to section 184 of the Act, sources with
the potential to emit 50 tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii) For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I) that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly to carbon monoxide levels as
determined under rules issued by the Administrator, sources with the potential to emit
50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv) For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas classified as "serious," sources
with the potential to emit 70 tpy or more ofPM-1 0.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that theoretically could be
emitted by a stationary source without control devices based on the design capacity or maximum
production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation per year. In determining the
maximum theoretical emissions ofVOCs for a source, the design capacity or maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and inks with the highest VOC content
used in practice by the source.
"Permit" means (unless the context suggests otherwise) any permit or group of permits
covering a Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a Part 70 construction or operating permit that
meets the requirementsofOAC 252:100-8-7.2(b).
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and indirect) costs required to develop
and administer a permit program, as set forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such costs are
incurred by the DEQ or other State or local agencies that do not issue permits directly, but that
support permit issuance or administration).
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or administrative permit amendment.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit any air
pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on the
capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air pollution control equipment and
restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or
processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation is enforceable by the Administrator.
This term does not alter or affect the use of this term for any other purposes under the Act, or the
term "capacity factor" as used in Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the DEQ proposes to issue and
forwards to the Administrator for review in compliance with OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compound (VOC), including those substances
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defined in OAC 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, and 252:100-39-2, except those specifically
excluded in the EPA definition ofVOC in 40 CFR 51.1 OO(s);
(B) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality standard has been promulgated;
(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under section Ill ofthe Act;
(D) Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a standard promulgated under or
established by Title VI of the Act;
(E) Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under section 112 or other requirements
established under section 112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections 112(g)
(Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by Permit, and (r) (Prevention of
Accidental Releases), including the following:
(i) any pollutant subject to the requirements under section 112(j) of the Act. If the
Administrator fails to promulgate a standard by the date established pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), any pollutant for which a subject
source would be major shall be considered to be regulated as to that source on the date 18
months after the applicable date established pursuantto section 112(e) ofthe Act; and,
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have been met,
but only with respect to the individual source subject to the section 112(g)(2) requirement;
or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or equipment standard is set by an
existing permit or regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A) For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation in
charge of a principal business function, or any other person who performs similar policy or
decision-making functions for the corporation, or a duly authorized representative of such
person if the representative is responsible for the overall operation of one or more
manufacturing, production, or operating facilities applying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i) The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annual sales or expenditures
exceeding $25 million (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is approved in advance by the DEQ;
(B) For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public agency: Either a principal executive
officer or ranking elected official. For purposes of this Subchapter, a principal executive officer
or installation commander of a Federal agency includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a
Regional AdministratorofEP A); or
(D) For affected sources:
(i) The designated representative in so far as actions, standards, requirements, or
prohibitions under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designatedrepresentativefor any other purposes under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b)(10) changes" means changes that contravene an express permit term. Such
changes do not include changes that would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring (including test methods),
recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which serves a generator with a name
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plate capacity of25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement pursuant to Oklahoma Clean
Air Act (27 A O.S .§ 2-5-10 I through 2-5-118, as amended) that is not contained in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP).
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility, or installation that emits or may
emit any regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) ofthe Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of air emissions units that are
considered inconsequential and are on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in
AppendixJ.
"Unit" means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired combustion device.

252:100-8-3. Applicability
(a) Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to obtain a permit under
subsection (b) of this Section or elsewhere in this Subchapter, the sources listed below are subject
to the permitting requirements under this Subchapter. A major source or major stationary source
shall remain a Part 70 source until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which contains
emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the operation of the facility to. below that which
would define it as a covered source pursuant to this section.
(1) Any major source (as defined in OAC 252:1 00-8-2);
(2) Any source subject to a NSPS;
(3) Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP;
(4) Any affected source (as defined in OAC 252:1 00-8-2);
(5) Any source in a source category designated by the Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR
§ 70.3; md
(6) Any major stationary source required to have a permit under Parts 7 or 9 of this Subchapter.
(b) Source category exemptions.
(1) All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section that are not major sources, major
stationary sources, affected sources, or solid waste incineration units required to obtain a permit
pursuant to section 129(e) of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to obtain a Part 70 permit
unless required to do so by appropriate implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking for
non-major sources. Any such exempt source may opt to apply for a permit under these rules
and shall be issued a permit if the applicant otherwise satisfies all of the requirements of this
Chapter.
(2) If the Administrator determines after appropriate rulemaking that an exemption is
applicable to non-major sources when adopting standards or other requirements under section
Ill or section 112 ofthe Act after July 21, 1992, then at that time the exemption will apply.
(3) Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the following source categories are
exempted from the obligation to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A) All sources in source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely
because they are subject to part 60, subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for New
Residential Wood Heaters; and
(B) All sources in source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely
because they are subject to part 61, subpart M --National Emission Standard for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Asbestos, Section 61.145, Standard for Demolition and Renovation.
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252:100-8-4. Requirements for construction and operating permits
(a) Construction permits.
(1) Construction permit required. No person shall begin actual construction or installation of
any new source that will require a Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining a DEQissued air quality construction permit. A construction permit is also required prior to
reconstruction of a major affected source under 40 CFR Part 63, reconstruction of a major
source if it would then become a major affected source under 40 CFR 63, or for any physical
change that would be a significant modification under OAC 252:1 00-8-7 .2(b)(2). In addition to
the requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also
meet the applicable requirements contained therein.
(2) Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
(A) Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations apply to any
owner or operator who constructs or reconstructs a major source of hazardous air pollutants
after June 29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically regulated or exempted from
regulation under a subpart of 40 CFR Part 63, or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or reconstruction before June 29, 1998.
(B) Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to this subsection.
(i) Electric utility steam generating units unless and until these units are added to the
source category list.
(ii) Stationary sources that are within a source category that has been deleted from the
source category list.
(iii) Research and development activities as defined in 40 CFR § 63 .41.
(C)MACT determinations. If subject to this subsection, an owner or operator may not
begin actual construction or reconstruction of a major source of HAP until obtaining from
the DEQ an approved MACT determination in accordance with the following regulations:
40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and 40 CFR 63.44, which are hereby incorporated by
reference as they exist on July 1, 2000.
(b) Operating permits.
(1) Operating permits required. Except as provided in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this
section, no Part 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate after the time that it is required to
file a timely application with the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQ-issued permit.
(A) If the owner or operator of a source subject to the requirement to obtain a Part 70
permit submits a timely application for Part 70 permit issuance or renewal, that source's
failure to have a Part 70 permit shall not be a violation of the requirement to have such a
permit until the DEQ takes final action on the application. This protection shall cease to
apply if the applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in writing by the DEQ or
OAC 252:100-8-4, any additional information identified as being reasonably required to
process the application.
(B) If the owner or operator of a source subject to this Subchapter files a timely application
that the DEQ determines to be administratively incomplete due to the applicant's failure to
timely provide additional information requested by the DEQ, the applicant loses the
protection granted under paragraph (A) of this Section. The source's failure to have a Part
70 permit shall be deemed a violation of this Subchapter.
(C) Filing an operating permit application shall not affect the requirement, if any, that a
source have a construction permit.
(2) Duty to apply. For each Part 70 source, the owner or operator shall submit a timely and
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complete permit application on forms supplied by the DEQ in accordance with this section.
(3) Timely application. Sources that are subject to the operating permit program established
by this Chapter as of March 6, 1996, shall file applications on the following schedules outlined
in OAC 252:1 00-8-4(b)(4). A timely application is one that is postmarked on or before the
relevant date listed below. In the event a major source consists of operations under multiple
SIC codes, the primary activity shall form the basis for the initial permit application.
(4) Application submittal schedule. The following sources are subject to the operating permit
program and shall submit initial permit applications according to the following schedule.
(A) No later than September 5, 1996:
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of the Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site. Regardless of the effective date of
the program and the requirement to file an application defined in this section,
applications for initial Phase II acid rain permits shall be submitted to the DEQ no later
than January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998, for nitrogen oxides,
pursuant to the Act, 407.
(ii) Any owner or operator shall submit no less than one-third of their total applications
for Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following Source Standard
Industrial Classification Codes and which belong to a single major industrial grouping
other than 28 (Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum refining and related
industries):
(I) Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III) Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
(IV) Natural Gas Transmission,4922;
(V) Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution,4923; and
(VI) Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in (b)(4)(A)(ii) of this Subsection shall be
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit initial permit applications no later
than March 5, 1997.
(C) No later than March 5, 1997, any owner or operator shall submit their applications for
Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
(i) Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3341, 3351, 3411, 3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D) No later than July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall submit their applications for
Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
(i) Refineries,2911;
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii) Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891, 2895, 2899, 2999, 3053,
3086, 3089;
(iv) Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage,4612, 4613;
(v) Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
(E) All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the operating permit program and
shall submit initial permit applications no later than March 6, 1999.
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(5) Newly regulated sources. A source that becomes subject to the operating permit program
established by this Chapter at any time following the effective date shall file an administratively
complete operating permit application within 180 days of commencement of operation.
(6) Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines established in paragraph (4) of
this subsection, an application filed prior to the above deadlines following submission of the
state program to EPA for approval shall be accepted for processing.
(7) 112(g) applications. A source that is required to meet the requirements under section
112(g) of the Act, or to have a permit under a preconstructionreview program under Title I of
such Act, shall file an application to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
modification within twelve months of commencing operation. Where an existing Part 70
operating permit would prohibit such construction or change in operation, the source must
obtain a construction penni t before commencing construction.
(8) Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter shall file an application for
renewal of an operating permit at least six months before the date of permit expiration, unless a
longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified in the permit. Renewal periods greater
than six months are subject to negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
(9) Phase II acid rain permits. Sources required to submit applications under the Acid Rain
Program shall submit these applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b)(2)(i)through (viii).
(1 0)
Application completeness. See Uniform Permitting Rules, OAC 252:2-15-70 and the
definitionof"administrativelycomplete" in OAC 252:100-8-2.
252:100-8-5. Permit applications
. (a) Confidential information. If a source submits information to the DEQ under a claim of
confjdentiality, the source shall also submit a copy of such information directly to the
Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so.
(b) Duty to supplement or correct application. Any applicant who fails to submit any relevant
facts or who has submitted incorrect information in a permit application shall, upon becoming
aware of such failure or incorrect submittal, submit such supplementary facts or corrected
information within 30 days unless the applicant's request for more time has been approved by the
DEQ. In addition, an applicant shall provide additional information as necessary to address any
requirements that become applicable to the source after the date it filed a complete application but
prior to release of a draft permit.
(c) Standard application form and required information. Sources that are subject to the Part 70
permit program established by this Chapter shall file applications on the standard application form
that the DEQ makes available for that purpose in accordance with OAC 252:2-15. The application
must include information needed to determine the applicability of any applicable requirement, or
state-only requirement, or to evaluate the fee amount required under the schedule approved
pursuant to OAC 252:1 00-5-2.2(b )(2). The applicant shall submit the information called for by the
application form for each emissions unit at the source to be permitted. The source must provide a
list of any insignificant activities that are exempted because of size or production rate. Trivial
activities need not be listed. The standard application form and any attachments shall require that
the information required by OAC 252:100-8-5(d) and/or(e) be provided.
(d) Construction permit applications.
(1) An application for a construction permit shall provide data and information required by this
Chapter and/or requested on the application form available from the DEQ pursuant to the
requirements of this Chapter. Such data and information shall include but not be limited to site
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information, process description, emission data and when required, BACT, modeling and
sampling point data as follows:
(A) BACT determination. To be approved for a construction permit, a major source must
demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best that is available for each
pollutant that would cause the source to be defined as a major source. This determination
will be made on a case by case basis taking into account energy, environmental, and
economic impacts and other costs of alternative control systems. Unless required under
Part 7 of this Subchapter, a BACT determination is not required for a modification that will
result in an increase of emissions of less than 100 tons per year of any regulated air
pollutant.
(B) Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation that is required shall
be prepared in accordance with procedures acceptable to the DEQ and accomplished by the
applicant.
(C) Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application shall show how the new
source will be equipped with sampling ports, instrumentation to monitor and record
emission data and other sampling and/or testing equipment.
(2) Construction permit applications for new sources must also include the requirements for
operating permits contained in OAC 252:1 00-8-5(e) to the extent they are applicable.
(e) Operating permit applications.
(1) Identifying information, including company name and address (or plant name and address
if different from the company name), owner's name and agent, and telephone number and
names of plant site manager/contact.
(2) A description of the source's processes and products (by two-digit Standard Industrial
Classification Code) including any associated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
(3) The following emissions-related information:
(A) All emissions of pollutants for which the source is major, and all emissions (including
fugitive emissions) of regulated air pollutants. The permit application shall describe all
emissions of regulated air pollutants emitted from any emissions unit, except where such
units are exempted under subsection(c) of this Section or OAC 252:100-8-3(b).
(B) Identification and description of all points of emissions described in subparagraph
(e)(3)(A) of this Section in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees and applicability of
the Act's requirements.
(C) Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as are necessary to establish
compliance consistent with the applicable standard.
(D) The following information to the extent it is needed to determine or regulate emissions:
(i) fuels,
(ii) fuel use,
(iii) raw materials,
(iv) production rates, and
(v) operating schedules.
(E) Identification and description of air pollution control equipment and compliance
monitoring devices or activities.
(F) Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or any work practice standards,
where applicable, for all regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G) Other information required by any applicable requirement, or state-only requirement
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(including information related to stack height limitations developed pursuant to section 123
of the Act).
(H) Calculations on which the information in items (A) through (G) of this paragraph is
based.
(4) The following air pollution control requirements:
(A) Citation and description of all applicable requirements and all state-only requirements.
(B) Description of or reference to any applicable test method for determining compliance
with each applicable requirement and state-only requirement.
·
(5) Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules and statutes to implement and
enforce other applicable requirements of the Act or of this Chapter or to determine the
applicability of such requirements.
(6) An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise applicable requirements and
state-only requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be necessary by the DEQ to define alternative
operating scenarios identified by the source pursuant to OAC 252:100-8-6(a)(9) or to define
permit terms and conditions implementing OAC 252:1 00-8-6(!) or 252:1 00-8-6(a)( 10).
(8) ·A compliance plan for all covered sources that contains all the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status of the source with respect to all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements as follows:
(i) For applicable requirements and state-only requirements with which the source is in
compliance, a statement that the source will continue to comply with such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements and state-only requirements that will become effective
during the permit term, a statement that the source will meet such requirements on a
timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless a more detailed schedule is expressly
required by the applicable requirement.
(iii) For requirements for which the source is not in compliance at the time of permit
issuance, a narrative description of how the source will achieve compliance with such
requirements.
(B) For sources not in complete compliance, a compliance schedule as follows:
(i) A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance with all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements at the time of permit issuance. Such a
schedule shall include a schedule of remedial measures, including an enforceable
sequence of actions with milestones, leading to compliance with any applicable
requirements and state-only requirements for which the source will be in noncompliance
at the time of permit issuance. This compliance schedule shall resemble and be
equivalent in stringency to that contained in any judicial consent decree or
administrative order to which the source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance
shall be supplemental to, and shall not sanction non-compliance with, the applicable
requirements on which it is based.
(ii) A schedule for submission of certified progress reports no less frequently than
every 6 months.
(C) The compliance plan content requirements specified in this paragraph shall apply and
be included in the acid rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source, except as
specifically superseded by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the Act with regard to
the schedule and method(s) the source will use to achieve compliance with the acid rain
emissions limitations.
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(9) Requirements for compliance certification, including the following:
(A) A certification of compliance with all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements by a responsible official consistent with subsection (f) of this section and
section ll4(a)(3) of the Act;
(B) A statement of methods used for determining compliance, including a description of
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements and test methods;
(C) A schedule for submission of compliance certifications during the permit term, which
shall be submitted annually, or more frequently if required by an underlying applicable
requirement state-only requirements or by the permitting authority; and
(D) A statement indicating the source's compliance status with any applicable enhanced
monitoring and compliance certification requirements of the Act.
(1 0) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain portions of permit applications and
compliance plans, as required by regulations promulgated under Title IV ofthe Act.
(f) Certification. Any application form, report, or compliance certification submitted pursuant to
this Chapter shall contain certification by a responsible official of truth, accuracy, and
completeness. This certification and any other certification required under this Chapter shall be
signed by a responsible official and shall contain the following language: "I certify, based on
information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete."
252:100-8-6. Permit content
(a) Standard permit requirements. Part 70 permits issued under this Chapter shall include all
applicable requirements and state-only requirements (as defined in OAC 252:1 00-8-2) that apply to
the permitted source at the time of issuance. Each permit shall include the following elements:
(l) Emission limitations and standards. The permit shall specify emissions limitations and
standards that constitute applicable requirements and state-only requirements and shall include
those operational conditions and limitations necessary to assure compliance with all such
requirements.
(A) The permit shall specify and reference the origin of and authority for each term or
condition, and identify any difference in form as compared to the applicable requirement or
state-only requirement upon which the term or condition is based.
(B) The permit shall state that, where an applicable requirement of the Act is more
stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
Act, both provisions shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be enforceable by EPA.
(C) If the State implementation plan or an applicable requirement allows a source to
comply through an alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source may request
that such an alternative limit or means of compliance be specified in its permit. Such an
alternative emission limit or means of compliance shall be included in a source's permit
upon a showing that it is quantifiable, accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable
procedures. The source shall propose permit terms and conditions to satisfy these
requirements in its application.
(2) Permit duration.
(A) Operating permits. The permit shall specify a fixed term. The DEQ shall issue
permits for any fixed period requested in the permit application, not to exceed five years,
except as provided in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of this paragraph:
(i) Permits issued to affected sources shall in all cases have a fixed term of five years.
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(ii) Permits issued to solid waste incineration units combusting municipal waste subject
to standards under section 129(e) of the Act shall have a term not to exceed 12 years.
Such permits shall be reviewed every five years.
(B) Construction permits. See OAC 252:100-8-1.4.
(3) Monitoringand related recordkeepingand reporting requirements.
(A) Monitoring requirements.
(i) All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required under
applicable requirements and state-only requirements, including any procedures and
methods promulgated pursuant to sections 114(a)(3) or 504(b) of the Act;
(ii) Where an applicable requirement or state-only requirement does not require
periodic testing or instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may consist of
recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring), periodic monitoring during the relevant
time period sufficient to yield reliable data that are representative of the source's
compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant to (a)(3)(C) of this section. Such
monitoring requirements shall assure use of terms, test methods, units, averaging
periods, and other statistical conventions consistent with the applicable requirement or
state-only requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may be sufficient to meet the
requirements of this subparagraph.
(iii) As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where
appropriate, installation of monitoring equipment or methods.
(iv) Provisions for the permittee to request the use of alternative test methods or
analysis procedures, and provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the request
within 60 days.
(B) Recordkeeping requirements.
The permit shall incorporate all applicable
recordkeepingrequirements and require, where applicable, the following:
(i) Records of required monitoring information that include the following:
(I) The date, place as defined in the permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III) The company or entity that performed the analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniques or methods used;
(V) The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions existing at the time ofsampling or measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information for a
period of at least five years from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement,
report, or application. Support information includes all calibration and maintenance
records and all original stripchart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation,
and copies of all reports required by the permit. Where appropriate, the permit may
specify that records may be maintained in computerized form.
(C) Reporting requirements. The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
(i) A permit issued under this Part shall require the permittee to submit a report of any
required monitoring at least every six months. To the extent possible, the schedule for
submission of such reports shall be timed to coincide with other periodic reports
required by the permit, including the permittee's annual compliance certification.
However, the reports may be submitted at any time within the reporting period, as
stipulated in the permit.
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(ii) Each report submitted under (C)(i) of this paragraph shall identify any exceedances
from permit requirements since the previous report that have been monitored by the
monitoring systems required under the permit, and any exceedances from the
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements under the permit.
(iii) In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each permittee shall be required to
submit supplemental reports as follows:
(I) Any exceedance resulting from an emergency as defined in OAC 252:100-8-2 or
upset conditions as defined in the permit shall be reported promptly but no later than
4:30p.m. on the next working day after the p~rmittee first becomes aware of the
exceedance. The initial report must contain a description of the emergency or upset
conditions, any steps taken to mitigate emissions, and corrective actions taken.
Quantification of exceedances attributable to emergencies or upset conditions shall
be made by the best available method. If the permittee wishes to assert the
affirmative defense authorized under subsection (e) of this Section for emergencies,
the permittee shall submit a followup written report within 10 working days of first
becoming aware of the exceedance.
(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health,
safety, or the environment shall be reported as soon as is practicable; but under no
circumstance shall notification be more than 24 hours after exceedance.
(III) Any other exceedances that are identified in the permit as requiring more
frequent reporting than the permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on the
schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the probable cause of the exceedances
and any corrective actions or preventive measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall be certified by a responsible
official, except that if a report of an exceedance required under (C)( iii) of this paragraph
must be submitted within ten days of the exceedance, the report may be submitted in the
first instance without a certification if an appropriate certification is provided within ten
days thereafter, together with any corrected or supplemental information required
concerning the exceedance. Reports submitted shall be consistent with the requirements
ofOAC 252:100-9.
(4) Risk management plans. If the source is required to develop and register a risk
management plan pursuant to section 112(r) of the Act, the permit need only specify that the
permittee will comply with the requirement to register such a plan. Although the requirement
to have a risk management plan may be a term ofthe permit, the risk management plan contents
are not part of the permit.
(5) Title IV allowances.
(A) No permit revision shall be required for increases in emissions that are authorized by
allowances acquired pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that such increases do not
require a permit revision under any other applicable requirement.
(B) No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances held by the source. The source
may not, however, use allowances as a defense to noncompliance with any other applicable
requirement.
(C) The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any allowance that the source lawfully
holds under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder. Compliance
with this paragraph will be determined on January 31st of any given year and be based on
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actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the previous calendar year.
(6) Severability clause. The permit shall include a severability clause to ensure the continued
validity of the various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any portions of the
permit.
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include provisions stating the following:
(A) The permittee must comply with all conditions of the permit. Any permit
noncompliance constitutes a violation of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
(i) enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or modification; or
(iii) denial of a permit renewal application.
(B) It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have
been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with
the conditions of this permit. However, nothing in this subsection shall be construed as
precluding consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a mitigating factor in
assessing penalties for noncompliance if the health, safety, or environmental impacts of
halting or reducing operations would be more serious than the impacts of continuing
opemtions.
(C) The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and reissued, or terminated for cause.
Except as provided under OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b)(l) for minor permit modifications, the
filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or
termination, or of a notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does not
stay any permit condition.
(D) The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort or any exclusive privilege.
(E) The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of a written request and within a
reasonable time, any information that the DEQ may request to determine whether cause
exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and reissuing or terminating the permit or to
determine compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee shall also furnish to the
DEQ copies of records required to be kept by the permit. The permittee may make a claim
of confidentiality pursuant to 27A O.S. § 2-5-105.18 for any information or records
submitted under this paragraph.
(8) Fees. The permit shall provide that the permittee will pay fees to the DEQ consistent with
the fee schedule established under OAC 252:100-5-2.2.
(9) Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no permit revision shall be required
under any approved economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided for in the permit.
(1 0)
Operating scenarios. The permit shall include terms and conditions applicable to all
operating scenarios described in the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirements and state-only requirements. The permit shall authorize the permittee
to make changes among operating scenarios authorized in the permit without notice, but shall
require the permittee contemporaneously with making a change from one operating scenario to
another to record in a log at the permitted facility the scenario under which it is opemting.
(11) Emissions averaging. The permit shall include terms and conditions, if the permit
applicant requests them, for the trading or averaging of emissions increases and decreases in the
permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable requirements provide for trading or averaging
such increases and decreases. Such terms and conditions shall include terms under subsections
(a) and (c) of this Section to determine compliance and shall satisfy all requirements of the
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applicable requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
(b) Federally enforceable requirements.

( 1) Except as provided in paragraph (b )(2) of this Section, all terms and conditions in a permit
issued under this Section, including any provisions designed to limit a source's potential to
emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by citizens under section 304 ofthe Act.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(l) of this Section, the DEQ shall designate as not being
federally enforceable under the Act any terms and conditions included in the permit that are not
required under the Act or any of its applicable requirements, and such terms and conditions
shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under section 3 04 of the Act.
(c) Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this Part shall contain the following
elements with respect to compliance:
(1) Consistent with paragraph (a)(3) of this Section, compliance certification, testing,
monitoring, reporting, and recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure compliance with the
terms and conditions of the permit. Any document (including reports) required by a permit
under this Part shall contain a certification by a responsible official as to the results of the
required monitoring.
(2) Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon presentation of credentials and
other documents as may be required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized officials of the
DEQ to perform the following:
(A) Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours where a
source is located or emissions-related activity is conducted, or where records must be kept
under the conditions ofthe permit;
(B) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that must be kept under the
conditions of the permit;
(C) Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety practices any facilities,
equipment (including monitoring and air pollution control equipment), practices, or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
(D) As authorized by the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times
substances or parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the permit .
(3) A schedule of compliance if required under OAC 252:1 00-8-5(e)(8)(B).
(4) To the extent required under an applicable schedule of compliance and OAC 252:100-85( e)(8), progress reports, to be submitted semiannually or more frequently if specified in the
applicable requirement or by the DEQ. Such progress reports shall contain the following:
(A) Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or compliance required in the schedule of
compliance, and dates when such activities, milestones or compliance were achieved; and
(B) An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of compliance were not or will not be
met, and any preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5) Requirements for compliance certification with terms and conditions contained in the
permit that are federally enforceable, including emission limitations, standards, or work
practices. Each permit shall specify:
(A) The frequency (which shall be annually unless the applicable requirement or state-only
requirement specifies submission more frequently) of submissions of compliance
certifications;
(B) In accordance with paragraph (a)(3) of this Section, a means for monitoring the
compliance ofthe source with emissions limitations, standards, and work practices;
(C) A requirement that the compliance certification include the following:
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(i) The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as shown by monitoring data and other
information available to the permittee;
(iii) Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
(iv) The method(s) used for determining the compliance status of the source, currently
and over the reporting period as required by paragraph (a)(3) of this Section; and
(v) Such other facts as the DEQ may require to determine the compliance status of the
source;
(D) A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to EPA as well as to the
DEQ;
(E) Such additional requirements as may be specified pursuant to sections 114(a)(3) and
504(b) ofthe Act; and
(6) Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d) Permit shield.
(1) Each operating permit issued under this Part shall include a "permit shield" provision,
which shall state that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit (including terms
and conditions established for alternate operating scenarios, emissions trading, and emissions
averaging, but excluding terms and conditions for which the permit shield is expressly
prohibited under this Subchapter) shall be deemed compliance with the applicable requirements
identified and included in the permit.
(2) Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a separate written finding issued
with the permit a determination identifying specific requirements that do not apply to the
source. The source shall specify in its application for such a determination the requirements for
which the determination is requested. If the determination is issued in a separate finding, that
finding shall be summarized in the permit. The permit shall state that the permit shield applies
to any requirements so identified. A request for a determination to extend the shield to
requirements deemed inapplicable to the source may be made either in the original permit
application or in a subsequent application for a permit modification.
(3) A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a permit shield exists shall be presumed
not to provide such a shield.
(4) Nothing in this Section or in the permit shall alter or affect the following:
(A) the provisions of section 303 of the Act, including the authority of the Administrator
under that section;
(B) the liability of an owner or operator of a source for any violation of applicable
requirements or state-only requirements prior to or at the time of permit issuance;
(C) the applicable requirements of the acid rain program, consistent with section 408(a) of
the Act; or
(D) the ability ofEPA to obtain information from a source pursuant to section 114 ofthe
Act.
(e) Emergencies.
(1) An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance
with such technology-based emission limitations if the conditions of paragraph (e)(3) of this
Section and the reporting requirements of OAC 252:1 00-8-6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(I)are met.
(2) The affirmative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated through properly signed,
contemporaneous operating logs or other relevant evidence that:
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(A) An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the
emergency;
(B) The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated;
(C) During the period of the emergency the permittee took all reasonable steps to minimize
levels of emissions that exceeded the emission standards or other requirements in the
permit.
(3) In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence of an
emergency has the burden of proof.
(4) The provision in this subsection is in addition to any emergency or upset provision
contained in any applicable requirement or OAC 252:100-9.
(f) Operational flexibility.
(1) Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios. A facility may implement any
operating scenario allowed for in its Part 70 permit without the need for any permit revision or
any notification to the permitting authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant to
apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility operating scenarios at the time of initial
or renewal permit application.
(2) Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted Part 70 source may make
changes within the facility that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act;
(B) Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission rate of any existing emissions
unit to be exceeded; and
(C) Result in a net change in emissions of zero, provided that the facility notifies the DEQ
and EPA in writing at least 7 days in advance of the proposed changes. The source, DEQ,
and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of the relevant permit. For each such
change, the written notification required above shall include a brief description of the
change within the permitted facility, the date on which the change will occur, any change in
emissions, and any permit term or condition that is no longer applicable as a result of the
change. The permit shield described in OAC 252:1 00-8-6( d) does not apply to any change
made pursuant to this subsection.

252:100-8-6.1. General permits
(a) Applicability.
(1) The DEQ may, after notice and opportunity for public participation, issue a general
permit for any source category if it concludes that the category is appropriate for permitting
on a generic basis. Any general permit shall comply with all requirements applicable to
other Part 70 permits. No general permit may be issued for affected sources under the acid
rain program unless otherwise provided in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
Act.
(2) A general permit may be issued for a source category based upon an application from a
source within the source category or upon the DEQ's own initiative. The DEQ shall,
following receipt of an application for a general permit, or upon a determination that
issuance of a general permit for a category of sources may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other permit issued under this part.
(3) A general permit may be issued to establish:
(A) Terms and conditions to implement applicable requirements and state-only
requirements for a source category.
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(B) Terms and conditions to implement applicable requirements and state-only
requirements for specified categories of changes to permitted sources.
(C) Terms and conditions for new requirements that apply to sources with existing
permits.
(D) Federally-enforceable caps on emissions from sources in a specified category.
(4) The DEQ may issue a general permit if it finds that:
(A) There are several permittees, permit applicants, or potential permit applicants who:
(i) Have the same or substantially similar operations, emissions, activities, or facilities.
(ii) Emit the same types of regulated air pollutants.
(B) The operations, emissions, activities, or facilities are subject to the same or similar:
(i) Standards, limitations, and operating requirements.
(ii) Monitoring requirements.
(5) If some, but not all, of a source's operations, activities, and emissions are eligible for
coverage under one or more general permits, the source must apply for an individual Part 70
penni t for all of its covered sources.
(6) Facilities located in areas that are federally designated as non-attainment are not eligible for
coverage under a general permit.
(7) Sites that are not in compliance with all applicable State and Federal air regulations are
eligible for a general operating permit only if:
(A) They submit to DEQ an approvable compliance plan, and
(B) The facility submits to Tier II public review.
(8) Facilities with existing state operating permits are eligible for coverage under a general
operating permit. (9) Facilities existing prior to the effective date of any applicable
standard that would have created specific quantifiable and enforceable emission rates are
eligible for coverage under a general operating permit.
(b) Authorization.
(1) A general permit issued under this section shall identify criteria by which sources may
qualify for the general permit. After a general permit has been issued, any source may submit a
request to be covered under the permit in the form of an application for authorization to operate
under the general permit. Such application shall identify the source and provide information
sufficient to demonstrate that it falls within the source category covered by the general permit,
together with any additional information that may be specified in the general permit.
(2) See 252:2-15 for Tier I permitting procedures and timelines for individual authorizations
under general permits. The DEQ shall act to approve or deny the application within 90 days of
filing.
(3) A final action approving an authorization to operate under a general permit shall not be
subject to public comment or judicial review.
(4) The DEQ will publish, at least monthly, an updated list of sources approved for inclusion
under the general permit and any aggrieved person may petition the DEQ to review the
approval of any stationary source for inclusion under a general permit within 30 days after
publication of the list.
(5) A copy of the general permit, together with a list of sources approved for coverage under it,
shall be kept on file for public review at the offices of the DEQ.
(c) Permit shield. A general permit issued under this section shall provide that any source
approved for coverage under a general permit shall be entitled to the protection of the permit shield
for all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by the general permit, unless and to the extent
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that it is subsequently determined that the source does not qualify for the conditions and terms of
the general permit.
(d) Revisions.
(1) If an owner or operator of a source(s) makes a change to a source covered by a general
permit that affects any applicability information supplied in the general permit application, but
the source is still eligible for coverage under a general permit, the owner or operator must revise
the general permit application and submit it to the DEQ within 60 days.
(2) After coverage is granted to a source under the general permit, physical changes to the
facility which result in the addition of equipment new to the facility, either as a replacement
(except like-kind replacements) or net addition, will require a construction permit or a new
authorization. Any significant modification to a stationary source included under a general
permit shall subject the source to a Tier II review.
(3) If equipment new to the facility is newly purchased or is relocated from another facility
where a permit was issued with enforceable emissions limits on that equipment, then
authorization under the general permit shall be modified or amended to include an emissions
limit for the newly purchased or relocated equipment. "Grandfathered" emissions sources at the
facility will retain only the equipment descriptions as permit conditions. "Grandfathered" means
a unit that was in existence prior to the effective date of any applicable regulation that would
have created specific quantifiable and enforceable emissions rate limits.
(4) For a general operating permit, if emissions change for any reason that subjects the facility
to PSD permitting requirements, then the facility no longer qualifies for a general operating
permit. However, the existing general operating permit will remain valid during the time period
covered by the PSD construction permit until the facility receives a Part 70 site specific
operating permit for the entire facility.
(e) Permit content. Specific terms and conditions that will make the applicable rules and
requirements enforceable shall be stipulated in the general permit.
(f) Renewal of general operating permits.
(1) The DEQ will initiate the renewal process for a general operating permit at least 180 days
prior to the permit's expiration date and will follow the requirements in 252:1 00-8-7(a).
(2) Owners or operators shall apply to renew an authorization at least 60 days prior to
expiration of the existing authorization. Upon submittal of a timely and administratively
complete application, the applicant may continue to operate until such time as the DEQ grants
or denies coverage under the general operating permit.
252:100-8-6.2 Temporary sources
The DEQ may issue a single permit authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same
source owner or operator at multiple temporary locations. The operation must be temporary and
involve at least one change of location during the term of the permit. No affected source shall be
permitted as a temporary source. Permits for temporary sources shall include the following:
(1) Conditions that will assure compliance with all applicable requirements at all authorized
locations;
(2) Requirements that the owner or operator notify the permitting authority at least ten days in
·
advance of each change in location; and
(3) Conditions that assure compliance with all other provisions ofthis section.
252:100-8-6.3. Special provisions for affected (acid rain) sources
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(a) Application binding until permit issuance or denial. A complete acid rain permit
application is binding on the applicant and enforceable as a permit until an acid rain permit is issued
or denied. For applicable permitting procedures, see 252:2-15.
(b) Exemption petitions. Applicants with small units that burn low sulfur fuel or sources that
retire a unit can petition to have such units exempted from certain permitting and monitoring
requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(c) Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating permit is covered by a permit shield.
This shield assures that an applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in accordance
with Title IV of the Act, will be deemed to be operating in compliance with the Acid Rain Program.
See 40 CFR 72.82.
(d) Modifications.
(e) Duration. Acid rain permits will have a term of five years commencing on the permits
effective date. The DEQ may issue a permit with a future effective date.
(f) Right of intervention. The Administrator may intervene as a matter of right in any
administrative appeal involving an Acid Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
(g) Administrative appeal. The administrative appeal period shall be no more than 90 days
following the issuance of the Acid Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than
90 days following a final agency action.
(h) Adoption of 40 CFR Part 72 by reference. DEQ hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
the provisions of 40 CFR Part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January 11, 1993, on
March 23, 1993, and on October 24, 1997, for purposes of implementing an acid rain program that
meets the requirements of Title IV of the Act. The term "permitting authority" shall mean the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term "Administrator" shall mean the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CFR Part 72 conflict with or are not included in 252:100-8, the Part 72
provisions and requirements shall apply and take precedence.
252:100-8-7. Permit issuance
(a) Criteria for issuance. A permit, permit modification, or renewal may be issued only if the
applicable requirements of 27A O.S. § § 2-14-101 through 2-14-401; OAC 252:2-15; and this
Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that the conditions of the permit provide for
compliance with all applicable requirements and, for applications subject to OAC 252:1 00-8-8, that
the requirements of that Section have been satisfied.
(b) Draft permits and notice thereof. See OAC 252:2-15. A statement that sets forth the legal
and factual basis for the draft permit conditions (including references to the applicable statutory or
regulatory provisions) shall accompany the draft permit.
(c) EPA review. See OAC 252:100-8-8.
(d) DEQ final action. See OAC 252:2-15 and 252:100-8-8 when applicable.
(e) Timeline for technical review and issuance. The DEQ shall take final action on each
application for a permit within 18 months after beginning its technical review in accordance with
OAC 252:2-15-70 through252:2-15-72 and OAC 252:100-8-4(b)(7).
(f) Action priorities. See OAC 252:1 00-8-4(b)(2) through (1 0) and OAC 252:1 00-8-7.l(a).
(g) No issuance by default. See 27A O.S. {g-5-112(D).
252:100-8-7.1. Permit renewal and expiration
_.-..

(a) Timely application for permit renewal.

(1) Applications for permit renewal and for permits for new Part 70 sources or amendments,
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shall be considered timely if the applicant meets the requirements of this subsection.
(2) Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the DEQ under this Subchapter shall
apply for permit reissuance at least 180 days before the expiration of the existing permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be submitted sooner. The DEQ shall
require in a permit that a reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines that an
earlier application is needed to minimize the possibility of expiration prior to reissuance.
The DEQ may make the determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy permit review
process due to the complexity of the stationary source or anticipated involvement of the
public. In no event shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner than eighteen
months prior to the expiration of the permit.
(b) Application content for renewal of expiring permit. In submitting an application for
renewal of a Part 70 operating permit, a source may identify and incorporate by reference terms and
conditions in its previous permit and permit application(s) that should remain unchanged. In
addition, a renewal application must contain:
(1) information specified in 252:100-8-5(e) for those products, processes, operations, and
erruss10ns:
(A) That are not addressed in the existing permit;
(B) That are subject to applicable requirements or state-only requirements that are not
addressed in the existing permit; or
(C) For which the source seeks permit terms and conditions that differ from those in the
existing permit; and
(2) a compliance plan and certification as required in 252:1 00-8-5(e)(8) and (9).
(c) Issuance of renewal permit. Applications for permit renewal shall be subject to the same
procedural requirements, including those for public participation, affected State comment, and EPA
review, that apply to initial permit issuance under 252:1 00-8-7(a).
(d) Expiration of permit.
(1) A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the expiration of its permit unless a timely
and complete renewal application has been submitted at least 180 days before the date of
expiration.
(2) If a timely and complete application for a permit renewal is submitted, but the DEQ fails to
take final action to issue or deny the renewal permit before the end of the term of the previous
permit, then the permit shall not expire until the renewal permit has been issued or denied, and
any permit shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during that time.
252:100-8-7.2. Administrative permit amendments and permit modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
(1) An administrative permit amendment:
(A) Corrects typographical errors;
(B) Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of any person identifiedin
the permit, or provides a similar minor administrative change at the source;
(C) Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;
(D) Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a source where no other
change in the permit is necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a specific
date for transfer of permit responsibility, coverage, and liability between the current and
new permittee has been submitted to the DEQ;
(E) Incorporates into the permit the requirements from preconstruction review permits
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issued by the DEQ under this Part.
(2) Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall
be governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
(3) An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the DEQ in accordance with the
following:
(A) The DEQ shall take final action on a request for an administrative permit amendment
within 60 days from the date of receipt of such a request, and may incorporate the proposed
changes without providing notice to the public or affected States provided that it designates
any such permit revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
(B) The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to the Administrator upon the
Administrator's request.
(C) The source may implement the changes addressed in the request for an administrative
amendment immediately upon submittal ofthe request.
(4) The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting a request for an administrative permit
amendment, allow coverage by the permit shield in OAC 252:100-8-6(d) for administrative
permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph 7.2(a)( 1)(E)of this Section.
(b) Permit modification. A permit modification is any revision to a permit that cannot be
accomplished under subsection (a) of this Section. A permit modification for purposes of the acid
rain portion ofthe permit shall be governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
( 1) Minor permit modification procedures.
(A) Criteria.
(i) Minor permit modification procedures may be used only for those permit
modifications that:
(I) Do not violate any applicable requirement, or state-only requirements;
(II) Do not involve significant changes to existing monitoring, reporting or
recordkeeping requirements in the permit;
(III) Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an emission
limitation or other standard, or a source-specific determination for temporary
sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysis;
(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for which there
is no corresponding underlying applicable requirement or state-only requirement
which the source has assumed to avoid some other applicable requirement or stateonly requirement to which the source would otherwise be subject. Such terms and
conditions include federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid
classification as a modification under any provision of Title I and alternative
emissions limits approved pursuant to regulations promulgated under 112(i)(5) of
the Act; and
(V) Are not modifications under any provisionofTitle I of the Act.
(ii) Notwithstanding OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b)(l)(A)(i) and 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2)(A),
minor permit modification procedures may be used for permit modifications involving
the use of economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading, and other similar
approaches, to the extent that such minor permit modification procedures are explicitly
provided for in the State's implementation plan or in applicable requirements
promulgated by EPA.
(B) Application. To use the minor permit modification procedures, a source shall submit
an application requesting such use which shall meet the permit application requirements of
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Tier! under OAC 252:2-15 and shall include the following:
(i) A description of the change, the emissions resulting from the change, and any new
applicable requirements or state-only requirements that will apply if the change occurs;
(ii) The source's suggested modification language;
(iii) Certification by a responsible official, that the application and the proposed
modification meet the criteria for use of minor permit modification procedures; and
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required by OAC 252:2-15 and subparagraph(C)
of this paragraph.
(C) EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed minor modification is of a permit
that underwent EPA review in accordance with OAC 252:100-8-8, the provisions of that
section shall apply to the minor modification application unless waived by the
Administrator.
(D) Timetable for issuance. Within 90 days of the DEQ's receipt of a complete application
underOAC 252:2-15 the DEQ shall:
(i) Issue the minor permit modification as approved;
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii) Determine that the requested modification does not meet the minor permit
modification criteria and should be reviewed under the significant modification
procedures or administrative amendment procedures.
(E) Source's ability to make change. Immediately after filing an application meeting the
requirements of these minor permit modification procedures, the source is authorized to
make the change or changes proposed in the application. After the source makes the change
and until the DEQ takes any of the actions specified in (1 )(D)(i) through (iii) of this
subsection, the source must comply with the applicable requirements and state-only
requirements governing the change and the proposed permit terms and conditions. During
this period, the source need not comply with the existing terms and conditions it seeks to
modify. However, if the source fails to comply with its proposed permit terms and
conditions during this time period, the existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to
modify may be enforced against it.
(F) Permit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252:100-8-6(d) will not extend to minor
permit modifications.
(G) Permittee's risk iii commencing construction. The permittee assumes the risk of
losing any investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior to receiving a
permit amendment authorizing the modification. The DEQ will not consider the possibility
of the permittee suffering financial loss due to such investment when deciding whether to
approve, deny, or approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
(2) Significant modification procedures.
(A) Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be used for applications requesting
permit modifications that:
(i) Involve any significant changes in existing monitoring requirements in the permit;.
(ii) Relax any reporting or recordkeepingrequirements.
(iii) Change any permit condition that is required to be based on a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other standard, on a source-specific
determination of ambient impacts, or on a visibility or increment analysis;
(iv) Seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for which there is no
corresponding underlying applicable requirement or state-only requirement which the
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source has assumed to avoid some other applicable requirement or state-only
requirementto which the source would otherwise be subject. Such terms and conditions
include:
(I) A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to avoid classification as a
modification under any provision of Title I;
(II) An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to regulations promulgated
under section 112(i)(5)ofthe Act; and
.
(v) Are modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act; and,
(vi) Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or administrative amendments.
(B) Procedures for processing.
Significant permit modifications shall meet all
requirements of these rules that are applicable to Tier II applications. The application for
the modification shall describe the change, the emissions resulting from the change, and any
new applicable requirements or state-only requirements that will apply if the change occurs.
(C) Issuance. The DEQ shall complete review of significant permit modifications within
nine months after receipt of a complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date by up to three months for cause.

.-

252:100-8-7.3. Reopening of operating permits for cause
(a) Mandatory reopening. Each issued permit shall include provisions specifying the conditions
under which the permit will be reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit. A permit shall
be reopened and revised under any ofthe following circumstances:
(1) Additional federal applicable requirements become applicable to a stationary source with a
remaining permit term of three or more years. Such a reopening and amendment shall be
completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of the federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is allowed if an applicable requirement becomes effective and the original permit or
any of its terms and conditions has been extended pursuant to the application shield provided at
252:100-8-7.l(d)(2) beyond the 18-month timeframe for revision. No such reopening is
required if the effective date of the requirement is later than the date on which the permit is due
to expire.
(2) Additional requirements (including excess emissions requirements) become applicable to an
affected source under the acid rain program. Upon approval by the Administrator, excess
emissions offset plans shall be deemed to be incorporated into the permit.
(3) The DEQ or the EPA determines that the permit contains a material mistake or that
inaccurate statements were made in establishing the emissions standards, limitations, or other
terms or conditions of the permit.
(4) The Administrator or the DEQ determines that the permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the applicable requirements.
(b) Discretionary reopening. The DEQ may reopen and amend a permit when:
(1) additional state-only requirements become applicable to a permitted stationary source and
the effective date of the requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which the permit
is due to expire;
(2) alterations or modifications to the permitted facility will result in or have the potential to
result in significant alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air pollutants to be emitted
by the permittee;
(3) the DEQ receives information previously unavailable to the DEQ that shows that the terms
and conditions of the permit do not accurately represent the actual circumstances relating to the
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permitted facility;
(4) a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or
rule or federal guideline upon which a condition ofthe permit is based; or
(5) an event occurs that is beyond the control of the permittee that necessitates modification of
a compliance schedule in the permit.
(c) Reopening procedures. To reopen and amend a permit, the DEQ shall follow the procedures
that apply to significant permit modifications under this Subchapter, unless the amendment can be
made as an administrative amendment under 252:100-8-7.2(a). Mandatory reopenings under
252:00-8-7.3(a) shall be made as expeditiously as practicable. In lieu of an application, the
significant permit modification process will commence when the DEQ gives the permittee written
notice of its intent to amend the permit. The DEQ shall not issue the amendment, or make public
notice of the amendment where public notice is required, until at least thirty days after the DEQ has
given the permittee written notice of its intent to amend the permit, unless the permittee consents to
less notice, or in the case of an emergency. In cases where public participation is required, only
those portions of the permit that the DEQ proposes to amend shall be open for public comment or
consideration at a meeting or hearing.
(d) Reopenings for cause by EPA.
( 1) If the Administrator finds that cause exists to terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a
permit, the Administrator shall notify the DEQ and the permittee of such findings in writing.
(2) The DEQ shall, within 90 days after receipt ofsuch notification, forward to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and reissuance, as appropriate. The
Administrator may extend this 90-day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new or
revised permit application is necessary or that the DEQ must require the permittee to submit
additional information.
(3) The Administrator will review the proposed determination from the DEQ within 90 days of
receipt.
(4) The DEQ shall have 90 days from receipt of an EPA objection to resolve any objection that
EPA makes and to terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue the permit in accordance with the
Administrator's objection.
(5) Ifthe DEQ fails to submit a proposed determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails to
resolve any objection pursuant to this subsection, the Administrator will terminate, modify, or
revoke and reissue the permit after taking the following actions:
(A) Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in writing of the reasons for any such
action.
(B) Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on the Administrator's proposed
action and an opportunity for a hearing.
·
252:100-8-7.4. Revocations of operating permits
(a) Revocation of a permit or authorization under a general permit without reissuance.
The DEQ may revoke permits or authorizations under a general permit and not reissue them
when:
(1) there exists at the permitted facility unresolved noncompliance with applicable
requirements or a condition of the permit or authorization, and the permittee refuses to
undertake an enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the noncompliance;
(2) the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts relevant to issuance of the permit or
authorization or submits false or misleading information to the DEQ or the Administrator;
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(3) the permittee has failed to comply with any requirement under 252:100-5 to pay fees; or
(4) the permittee has failed to pay a penalty owed pursuant to court order, consent decree,
stipulation agreement, or schedule of compliance.
(b) Revocation procedures. The DEQ shall give notice to the permittee of its intention to revoke
a permit without reissuance. This notice must state that within 30 days of the receipt of the notice
the permittee may request a contested case hearing be held on the proposed action, except that the
DEQ may provide less notice in case of an emergency. If the permittee requests a contested case
hearing, the DEQ shall hold the hearing in accordance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act.

252:100-8-7.5. Judicial review
Any final action in granting or denying an application for a permit, permit amendment or
modification, or permit renewal shall be subject to judicial review in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant or permittee, or by any affected state or other
person who participated in the public comment process. Except for authorizations under General
Permits, judicial review is available to all affected parties for all final permit actions including
minor modifications and administrative actions. If no public comment procedure was employed for
the action under challenge, an application for review may be filed by the permittee or an affected
state. The opportunity for judicial review provided for in this subsection shall be the exclusive
means for obtaining judicial review of any permit action.
( 1) No application for judicial review may be filed more than 90 days following the final action
on which review is sought, unless the grounds for review arose at a later time, in which case the
application for review shall be filed within 90 days of the date on which the grounds for review
first arose and review shall be limited to such later-arising grounds.
(2) Any application for judicial review shall be limited to issues that:
(A) were raised in comments filed with the DEQ or during a public hearing on the proposed
permit action (if the grounds on which review is sought were known at that time), except
that this restriction shall not apply ifthe person seeking review was not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action; and
(B) are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
(3) For purposes of this section, "final action" shall include a failure by the DEQ to take final
action to grant or deny an application within the time specified in this Chapter.
252:100-8-8. Permit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This Section applies only to specific Tier II and III applications for Part 70
construction and/or operating permits and permit actions that have not been waived from
compliance with this section by the Administrator.
(b) Format. To the extent practicable, information provided to the EPA by applicants shall be in
computer-readable format compatible with EPA's national database management system.
(c) Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records required by this Section and will
submit to the Administrator such information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the requirements ofthe Act or of this Chapter.
(d) Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA. For Part 70 Tier II and III applications subject
to this section, the DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also provide a copy to the
Administrator or the DEQ may submit a permit application summary form and any relevant portion
of the permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof.
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(e) Transmittal of notice of draft permit to affected states. See 27 A O.S. § 2-5-112(E); 27 A
O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through2-14-401; and OAC 252:2-15.
(f) Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1) Tier II applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ shall review public comments,
revise the draft permit as appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later than 60
days before the issuance deadline established in OAC 252:2-15-72 or, ifnone, by this Chapter.
(2) Tier III applications. For Tier III applications, the DEQ shall prepare a proposed permit
according to 27A O.S. §2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review upon the publication of
notice of an administrative permit hearing opportunity.
(g) Notice of non-acceptance. As part of the DEQ's submittal of a revised draft permit (Tier II) or
a proposed permit (Tier III) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the Administrator and any
affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to accept all recommendations for the revised
draft permit or proposed permit that the affected State submitted during the review period. The
notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not accepting any such recommendation. The DEQ is not
required to accept recommendations that are not based on applicable requirements of the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h) EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from the EPA that it will not object
to:
(1) A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application, the DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the DEQ shall issue the proposed permit
as final unless an administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly requested.
(i) EPA review and objection.
( 1) Timing. Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this subsection, no permit for which an
application must be transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of this Section shall
be issued if the Administrator objects to its issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the
revised draft permit (Tier II) or proposed permit (Tier III) and all necessary supporting
information.
(2) Form of objection. An EPA objection shall include a statement of the Administrator's
reasons for objection and a description of the terms and conditions that the permit must include
to respond to the objections.
(3) Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the following also shall constitute
grounds for an objection:
(A) Comply with subsections(d) or (e) ofthis Section;
(B) Submit any information necessary to review adequately the revised draft permit (Tier
II) or the proposed permit (Tier III); or
(C) Process the permit application according to the uniform permitting requirements of
OAC 252:2-15.
(4) Copy. The Administrator will provide the permit applicant a copy of the objection.
(5) DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the applicant and shall either:
(A) Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for approval an amended draft (Tier II)
or proposed (Tier III) permit to EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's objection, or
(B) Give notice and issue. Determine that one. or more revisions sought by EPA are
inconsistent with applicable state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA accordingly
within 90 days following the date of the Administrator's objection, decline to make those
particular revisions and:
(i) issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II) as final, or
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(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier Ill) as final unless an administrative permit hearing
has been timely and properly requested.
(6) Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90 days after the date of the EPA
objection, to amend and resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit in response to the
objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit in accordance with the requirements
ofEPA's Part 70 regulations.
(i) Public petitions to the Administrator. If the Administrator does not object in writing under
subsection (h) of this section, any person that meets the requirements of this subsection may
petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of the Administrator's 45-day review
period to make such objection. Any such petition shall be based only on objections to the permit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the public comment period provided for
in OAC 252:2-15, unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such objection arose after such period. If
the Administrator objects to the permit as a result of a petition filed under this subsection, the DEQ
shall not issue the permit until EPA's objection has been resolved, except that a petition for review
does not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements if the permit was issued after the end
of the 45-day review period and prior to an EPA objection. If the DEQ has issued a permit prior to
receipt of an EPA objection under this subsection, the Administrator will modify, terminate, or
revoke such permit, and shall do so consistent with the procedures in OAC 252:100-8-7 through
252:100-8-7.5 except in unusual circumstances. If the DEQ revokes the permit, it may thereafter
issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection. In any case, the source will not be in
violation of the requirement to have submitted a timely and complete application.
(k) Effect on Tier III administrative permit hearing. When a public petition or an EPA
objection is registered on a proposed permit (Tier Ill) on which an administrative permit hearing
has been requested in accordance with 27A O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through 2-14-401, the DEQ may stay
the evidentiary part ofthe hearing involving cross-examination until EPA objections are resolved or
determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.

252:100-8-9. Permit fees
[252:100-8-9(a), (b), (c), (d)(l), (d)(3) and (d)(4) amended and renumbered to 252:100-5. 252:1008-9(d)(2) amended and renumbered to 252: 100-8-1. 7]
PART 7. PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANTDETERIORATION(PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-30. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Part, in addition to the requirements of Parts 1, 3, and 5 of
this Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all major stationary sources and major
modifications as specified in 252:100-8-31 through 252:100-8-33. Sources subject to this Part are
also subject to the operating permit provisions contained in Part 5 of252: 100-8.
252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall have the following meaning, unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emission" means the actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions unit, as
determined in accordance with the following:
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(A) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date shall equal the average rate in tons per
year at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period which precedes
the particular date and which is representative of normal source operation. The reviewing
authority may allow the use of a different time period upon a determination that it is more
representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's
actual operating hours, production rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or combusted
during the selected time period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source tests, or by
best engineering judgment in the absence of acceptable test data.
(8) The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific allowable emissions for the unit
are equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular date,
actual emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment which interferes with the
management, protection, preservation or enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal
Class I area. This determination must be made by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis taking into
account the geographic extent, intensity, duration, frequency and time of visibility impairments, and
how these factors correlate with:
(A) times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
(8) the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce visibility.
"Baseline area" means any areas designated as attainment or unclassifiablein which the major
source or major modification establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or would
have an air quality impact equal to or greater than I g/rrl (annual average) of the pollutant for
which the minor source baseline date is established.
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration level which exists in the baseline
area at the time of the applicable minor source baseline date.
(A) A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant for which a minor source
baseline date is established and shall include:
(i) the actual emissions representative of sources in existence on the applicable minor
source baseline date, except as provided in (8) of this definition.
(ii) the allowable emissions of major sources which commenced construction before the
major source baseline date but were not in operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date.
(8) The following will not be included in the baseline concentration and will affect the
applicable maximum allowable increase(s):
(i) actual emissions from any major source on which construction commenced after the
major source baseline date; and,
(ii) actual emissions increases and decreases at any source occurring after the minor source
baseline date.
"Baseline date" means:
(A) for major sources,
(i) in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, January 6, 1975, and,
(ii) in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988; and,
(8) for minor sources, the earliest date after the trigger date on which a major source or major
modification (subject to 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-8, Part 7) submits a complete
application. The trigger date is:
(i) in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, August 7, 1977, and
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(ii) in the case of nitrogen oxides, February 8, 1988.
"Complete" means, in reference to an application for a permit, that the application contains all
the information necessary for processing the application. Designating an application complete for
purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing authority from requesting or
accepting any additional information.
"Federal land manager" means the Secretary of the department with authority over the
Federal Class I area or his representative.
"Innovative control technology" means any system of air pollution control that has not been
adequately demonstrated in practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of achieving greater
continuous emissions reduction than any control system in current practice or of achieving at least
comparable reductions at lower cost in terms of energy, economics, or non-air quality
environmental impacts.
"Major modification" means any physical change in or change in the method of operation of a
major source that would result in a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile organic compounds shall be
considered significant for ozone.
(B) A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
(ii) use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and
(b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act.
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule under Section 125 of the Federal
Clean Air Act.
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel is generated
from municipal solid waste.
(v) Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source which:
(I) the source was capable of accommodating before January 6, 1975, unless such
change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after January 6, 1975; or,
(II) the source is approved to use under any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC
252:100-8.
(vi) An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless such change
would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which was established after
January 6, 1975.
(vii) Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any source which meets any of the following conditions:
(A) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100
tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(i) carbon black plants (furnace process),
(ii) charcoal production plants,
(iii) chemical process plants,
(iv) coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(v) coke oven batteries,
(vi) fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereoD totaling more than 250 million BTU per
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hour heat input,
(vii) fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU per hour heat
input,
(viii) fuel conversion plants,
(ix) glass fiber processing plants,
(x) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(xi) iron and steel mill plants,
(xii) kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime plants,
(xiv) municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons ofrefuse per day,
(xv) petroleumrefineries,
(xvi) petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels,
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii) portland cement plants,
(xix) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx) primary copper smelters,
(xxi) primary lead smelters,
(xxii) primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii) secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv) sintering plants,
(xxv) sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi) taconite ore processing plants.
(B) Any other source not on the list in (A) of this definition which emits, or has the potential to
emit, 250 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
(C) Any physical change that would occur at a source not otherwise qualifying as a major
source under (A) and (B) of this definition if the change would constitute a major source by
itself.
(D) A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds shall be considered major for
ozone.
-"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena against which any changes in
visibility are· measured in terms of visual range, contrast or coloration.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i) any increase in actual emissions from a particular physical change or change in the
method of operation at a source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase from the
particular change only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the increase from the
particular change occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if the Executive Director has
not relied on it in issuing a permit under OAC 252:100-8, Part 7, which permit is in effect when
the increase in actual emissions from the particular change occurs.
(D) An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or
nitrogen oxides which occurs before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable only
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if it is required to be considered in calculating the amount of maximum allowable increases
remaining available.
(E) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of actual
emissions exceeds the old level.
(F) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable emissions, whichever is
lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions;
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual construction on the particular change
begins;
(iii) it has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and welfare as
that attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(G) An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the emission unit
on which construction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant.
Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational only after a reasonable
shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
"Significant" means:
(A) In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to emit any of the
following pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following rates:
(i) carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(ii) nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii) sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(iv) particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate matter emissions or 15 tpy of PM-10
emissions,
(v) ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
(vi) lead: 0.6 tpy,
(vii) asbestos: 0.007 tpy,
(viii) beryllium: 0.0004 tpy,
(ix) mercury: 0.1 tpy,
(x) vinyl chloride: 1 tpy,
(xi) fluorides: 3 tpy,
(xii) sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H7 S): 10 tpy,
(xiv) total reduced sulfur (including H7 S): 10 tpy, and
(xv) reduced sulfur compounds (includingH7 S): 10 tpy.
(B) Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "significant" means any emissions rate or any net
emissions increase associated with a major source or modification which would construct
within 6 miles of a Class I area, and have an impact on such area equal to or greater than 1 g/rrl
(24-hour average).
"Visibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible reduction in visibility (visual range,
contrast and coloration) from that which would have existed under natural conditions.

252:100-8-32. Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which this Part is applicable are determined
by size, geographical location and type of emitted pollutants.
(1) Size.
(A) Permit review will apply to sources and modifications that emit any regulated pollutant
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in major amounts. These quantities are specified in the definitions for major stationary
source, major modification, potential to emit, net emissions increase, significant and other
associated definitions in 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
(B) When a source or modification becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in any
enforceable permit limitation established after August 7, 1980, on the capacity ofthe source
or modification to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of operation, then the
requirements of252: 100-8, Parts 1, 3, 5, and 7 shall apply to that source or modification as
though constructionhad not yet commenced on it.
(2) Location.
(A) Sources and modifications which are major in size and proposed for construction in an
area which has been designated as attainment or unclassified for any applicable ambient air
standard are subject to the PSD requirements.
(B) Those sources and modifications locating in an attainment or unclassified area but
impacting on a nonattainment area may also be subject to the requirements for major
sources affecting nonattainment areas in 252: 100-8, Part 9.
252:100-8-33. Exemptions
(a) Exemptions from PSD requirements. PSD requirements do not apply to a particular source
or modification if:
(1) It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
(2) The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to the extent quantifiable, included in
calculating the potential to emit and is a source other than:
(A) One of the categories listed in (A)(i) through (xxvi) under the definition of "Major
stationary source" in OAC 252:100-8-31, or
·
(B) A stationary source category which, as of August 7, 1980, is being regulated by NSPS
orNESHAP.
(3) The source or modification is a portable stationary source which has previously received a
permit under the PSD requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary new location from
which its emissions would not impact a Class I area or an area where an applicable increment is
known to be violated.
(b) Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable if the emissions, with respect to
a particular pollutant, would be temporary and impact no Class I area and no area where an
applicable increment is known to be violated.
(2) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable to the emissions, with respect to
a particular pollutant, to a modification of a major source that was in existence on March 1,
1978 if the net increase in allowable emissions of each regulated pollutant, after the application
of BACT, would be less than 50 tons per year.
(c) Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1) The monitoring requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular
pollutant if the emission increase of the pollutant from a new source or the net emissions
increase of the pollutant from a modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts less
than the following listed amounts, or are pollutant concentrations that are not on the list.
(A) Carbon monoxide - 57 5 g/m, 8-hour average,
(B) Nitrogen dioxide- 14 g/m, annual average,
(C) Particulate matter - 10 g/m, TSP, 24-hour average, or 10 g/m PM-10, 24-hour
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average,
(D) Sulfur dioxide -13 g/m, 24-hour average,
(E) Ozone - see (N) below,
(F) Lead- 0.1 g/m, 24-hour 3-month average,
(G) Mercury- 0.25 g/m, 24hour average,
(H) Beryllium- 0.001 g/m, 24-houraverage,
(I) Fluorides- 0.25 g/m, 24-hour average,
(J) Vinyl chloride- 15 g/m, 24-hour average,
(K) Total reduced sulfur- 10 g/rd, 1-hour average,
(L) Hydrogen sulfide- 0.2 g/ni, 1-hour average, or
(M) Reduced sulfur compounds- 10 g/ni, 1-hour average.
(N) No de minimis air quality level is provided for ozone. However, any net increase of
100 tons per year or more of volatile organic compounds subject to PSD would be required
to perform an ambient impact analysis, including the gathering of ambient air quality data.
(2) The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:100-8-35(b),(c) and (d)(2) shall
not apply to a source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19,
1978, if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the Director subsequently
determined that the application was complete except for OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and (d)(2).
Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR 52.21(m)(2) as in effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to
such source or modification.
.
(3) The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c), and (d)(2) shall
not apply to a source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June
19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the Director
subsequently determined that the application as submitted was complete, except for the
requirements in OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and (d)(2).
(4) The Director shall determine if the requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
OAC 252:100-8-35(a) through (c) and OAC 252:100-8-35(d)(2) may be waived for a source or
modification when an application for a permit was submitted on or before June 1, 1988 and the
Director subsequently determined that the application, except for the requirements for
monitoring particulate matter under OAC 252:100-8-35(a) through (c) and OAC 252:100-835(d)(2), was complete before that date.
(5) The requirements for air quality monitoring ofPM-10 in OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c), (d)(2)
and (d)(6) shall apply to a source or modification if an application for a permit was submitted
after June 1, 1988 and no later than December 1, 1988. The data shall have been gathered over
at least the period from February 1, 1988 to the date the application becomes otherwise
complete in accordance with the provisions of OAC 252:100-8-33(b)(l), except that if the
Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
monitoring data over a shorter period (not to be less than 4 months), the data required by OAC
252:100-8-35(b)(l) and OAC 252:100-8-35(c) shall have been gathered over that shorter
period.
(d) Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring requirements. If a complete permit
application for a source or modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the requirements for
BACT in OAC 252:100-8-34 and for monitoring in OAC 252:100-8-35(a) through (c) and OAC
252:100-8-35(d)(2) through (4) are not applicable. Instead, the federal requirements at 40 CFR
52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or modification.
(e) Exemption of modifications. As specified in the applicable definitions of OAC 252:1 00-8-31,
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252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1, the requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Part 7 for PSD and OAC
252:100-8, Part 9 for nonattainmentareas are not applicable to a modification if the existing source
was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition to that existing minor source is
major in its own right.
(f) Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 and OAC
· 252:100-8-36 do not apply to a source or modification with respect to any maximum allowable
increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator of the source or modification submitted a
completed application for a permit before February 8, 1988.
(g) Exemption from increment consumption. Excluded from increment consumption are the
following cases:
(1) Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any source converting from the use of
petroleum products, natural gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of
the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation), or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the effective date of the order or plan.
(2) Emissions of particulate matter from construction or other temporary emission-related
activities of new or modified sources.
(3) A temporary increase ofsulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides by order or
authorized variance from any source.
252:100-8-34. Best available control technology
(a) A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best that is
available (i.e., BACT as defined herein for each regulated pollutant that it would have the potential
to emit in significant amounts).
(b) A major modification must demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best that
is available for each regulated pollutant for which it would be a significant net emissions increase at
the source. This requirement applies to each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions
increase in the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or change in the method of
operation in the unit.
(c) The determination of best available control technology shall be made on a case by case basis
taking into account costs and energy, environmental and economic impacts.
(d) For phased construction projects the determination of best available control technology shall be
reviewed and modified at the discretion of the Executive Director at a reasonable time but no later
than 18 months prior to commencement of construction of each independent phase of the project.
At such time the owner or operator may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of any previous
determination of best available control technology.
252:100-8-35. Air quality impact evaluation
(a) Application contents. Any application for a permit shall contain, as the Executive Director
determines appropriate, an evaluation of ambient air quality in the area that the source or
modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
(1) for a new source, each regulated pollutant that it would have the potential to emit in a
significant amount;
(2) for a major modification, each regulated pollutant for which it would result in a significant
net emissions increase.
(b) Continuousmonitoringdata. For visibility and any pollutant, other than volatile organic
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compounds, for which an ambient air quality standard exists, the evaluation shall contain
continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to determine whether emissions of that pollutant
would cause or contribute to a violation of the applicable ambient air quality standard. For any
such pollutant for which a standard does not exist, the monitoring data required shall be that which
the Executive Director determines is necessary to assess the ambient air quality for that pollutant in
that area. (Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-1 0-87)
(c) Increment consumption. The evaluation shall demonstrate that, as of the source's start-up
date, the increase in emissions from that source, in conjunction with all other applicable emissions
increases or reductions of that source, will not cause or· contribute to any increase in ambient
concentrations exceeding the remaining available PSD increment for the specified air contaminants
as determined by the Executive Director.
(d) Monitoring.
(1) Monitoringmethod. With respect to any requirements for air quality monitoring of
PM-10 under 252:100-8-33(c)(4) and 252:100-8-33(c)(5), the owner or operator of the source
or modification shall use a monitoring method approved by the Executive Director and shall
estimate the ambient concentrations of PM-1 0 using the data collected by such approved
monitoring method in accordance with estimating procedures approved by the Executive
Director.
(2) Monitoringperiod. The required monitoring data shall have been gathered for a time
period of up to one year and shall represent the year preceding submission of the application.
Ambient monitoring data collected for a time period shorter than one year (but no less than four
months) or for a time period other than immediately preceding the application may be
acceptable if such data are determined by the Executive Director to be within the time period
that maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be complete and adequate for
determining whether the source or modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air quality standard or consume more than the remaining available PSD
increment.
(3) Monitoring period exceptions.
(A) For any application which becomes complete except as to the monitoring requirements
of252:100-8-35(b) through 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-8-35(d)(2), between June 8, 1981
and February 9, 1982, the data that 252:100-8-35(b) and 252:100-8-35(c) require shall have
been gathered over the period from February 9, 1981 to the date the application becomes
otherwise complete, except that:
(i) If the source or modification would have been major for that pollutant under 40
CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, any monitoring data shall have been gathered
over the period required by those regulations.
(ii) If the Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter period, not to be less than four
months, the data that 252:100-8-35(b) and 252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been
gathered over that shorter period.
(iii) If the monitoring data would relate exclusively to ozone and would not have been
required under 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, the Executive Director may
waive the otherwise applicable requirements of 252: 100-8-35(d)(3 )(A) to the extent that
the applicant shows that the monitoring data would be unrepresentative of air quality
over a full year.
(B) For any application that becomes complete, except as to the requirements of 252: 100-8-
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35(b), (c) and (d)(2) pertaining to monitoring of PM-1 0, after December 1, 1988 and no later
than August 1, 1989, the data that 252:100-8-35(b) and (c) require shall have been gathered
over at least the period from August 1, 1988 to the date the application becomes otherwise
complete, except that if the Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter period(not to be less than
4 months), the data that 252:100-8-35(b) and 252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been
gathered over that shorter period.
(4) Ozone post-approval monitoring. The application for a source or modification of
volatile organic compounds which satisfies all conditions of 252:1 00-8-54 may provide
post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of providing preconstruction data as required
under 252:100-8-35.
(5) Post-construction monitoring. The applicant for a permit for a new source or
modification shall conduct, after construction, such ambient monitoring and visibility
monitoring as the Executive Director determines necessary to determine the effect its emissions
may have, or are having, on air quality in any area. (Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
(6) Monitoring system operation. The operation of monitoring stations for any air quality
monitoring required under Part 7 of this Subchapter shall meet the requirements of 40 CFR 58
Appendix B.
(e) Air quality models.
(1) Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required under Part 7 of this Subchapter for
estimates of ambient concentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality models, data
bases and other requirements specified in the Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAQPS
1.2-080, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1978 and subsequent revisions.
(2) Where an air quality impact model specified in the Guidelines on Air Quality Models is
inappropriate, the model may be modified or another model substituted, as approved by the
Executive Director. Methods like those outlined in the Workbook for the Comparison of Air
Quality Models, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1977 and subsequent revisions,
can be used to determine the comparability of air quality models.
(f) Growth analysis. Upon request of the Executive Director the permit application shall provide
information on the nature and extent of any or all general commercial, residential, industrial and
other growth which has occurred since August 7, 1977 in the area the source or modification would
affect. The permit application shall also contain an analysis of the air quality impact projected for
the area as a result of general commercial, residential and other growth associated with the source
or modification.
(g) Visibility and other impacts analysis. The permit application shall provide an analysis of
the impairment to visibility, soils and vegetation as a result of the source or modification. The
Executive Director may require monitoring of visibility in any Federal Class I area near the
proposed new stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by such means as the
Executive Director deems necessary and appropriate. (Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-1 0-87)
252:100-8-36. Source impacting Class I areas
(a) Permits issuance. Permits may be issued at variance to the limitations imposed on a Class I
area in compliance with the procedures and limitations established in State and Federal Clean Air
Acts.
(b) Impact analysis required. The permit application for a proposed new source or
modification will contain an analysis on the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any
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anticipated adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the source resulting from
construction of the source. The Executive Director shall notify the appropriate Federal Land
Manager of the receipt of any such analysis and include a complete copy of the permit application.
Any analysis performed by the Land Manager shall be considered by the Executive Director
provided that the analysis is filed with the DEQ within 30 days of receipt of the application by the
Land Manager. Where the Executive Director finds that such an analysis does not demonstrate to
the satisfaction of the Executive Director that an adverse impact on visibility will result in the
Federal Class I area, the Executive Director will, in any notice of public hearing on the permit
application, either explain his decision or give notice as to where the explanation can be obtained.
Further, upon presentation of good and sufficient information by a Federal Land Manager, the
Executive Director may deny the issuance of a permit for a source, emissions from which will
adversely impact areas heretofore or hereafter categorized as Class I areas even though the
emissions would not cause the increment for such Class I areas to be exceeded.
252:100-8-37. Innovative control technology
(a) An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or modification may request the
Executive Director in writing to approve a system of innovative control technology.
(b) The Executive Director may determine that the innovative control technology is permissible if:
(1) The proposed control system would not cause or contribute to an unreasonable risk to
public health, welfare or safety in its operation or function.
(2) The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous emissions reductions equivalent to
that which would have been required for best available control technology under 252:100-8-34
by a date specified by the Executive Director. Such date shall not be later than 4 years from the
time of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance.
(3) The source or modification would meet the requirements equivalent to those in Parts 1 and
5 of this Subchapter and 252:100-8-36 based on the emissions rate that the source employing
the system of innovative control technology would be required to meet on the date specified by
the Executive Director.
(4) The source or modification would not, before the date specified, cause or contribute to any
violation of the applicable ambient air standards, or impact any Class I area or area where an
applicable increment is known to be violated.
(5) All other applicable requirements including those for public review have been met.
(c) The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a system of innovative control
technology made under 2 52: 100-8-3 7, if:
(1) The proposed system fails by the specified date to achieve the required continuous
reduction rate; or,
(2) The proposed system fails before the specified date so as to contribute to an unreasonable
risk to public health, welfare or safety; or,
(3) The Executive Director decides at any time that the proposed system is unlikely to achieve
the required level of control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
(d) If a source or modification fails to meet the required level of continuous emissions reduction
within the specified time period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with 252:100-837(c), the source or modification may be allowed up to an additional 3 years to meet the
requirement for application of best available control technology through the use of a demonstrated
system of control.
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PART 9. MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-50. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Part, in addition to the applicable requirements of Parts 1,
3, and 5 of this Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all major sources and major
modifications affecting designated nonattainment areas as specified in 252: 100-8-51 through
252:100-8-53.
252:100-8-51. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions unit,
as determined in accordance with the following:
(A) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date shall equal the average rate in tons per
year at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period which precedes
the operation. The reviewing authority may allow the use of a different time period upon a
determination that it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions shall
be calculated using the unit's actual operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or com busted during the selected time period. Actual emissions may also be
determined by source tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of acceptable test
data.
(B) The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific allowable emissions for the unit
are equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular date,
actual emissions shall equal the potential to emit ofthe unit on that date.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate" means the control technology to be applied to a major
source or modification which the Director, on a case by case basis, determines is achievable for a
source based on the lowest achievable emission rate achieved in practice by such category of source
(i.e., lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act).
"Major modification" means any physical change in, or change in the method of operation of,
a major source that would result in a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile organic compounds shall be
considered significant for ozone.
(B) A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
(ii) use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and
(b) ofthe Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act;
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule under Section 125 of the Federal
Clean Air Act;
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel is generated
from municipal solid waste;
(v) Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source which:
(I) the source was capable of accommodating before December 21, 1976, unless such
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change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after December 21, 1976; or,
(II) the source is approved to use under any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC
252:100-7 or 8.
(vi) An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate unless such change
would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which was established after
December 21, 1976, or
(vii) any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means:
(A) any stationary source of air pollutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation; or,
(B) any physical change that would occur at a source not qualifying under (A) ofthis definition
as a major source, if the change would constitute a major source by itsel£
(C) for ozone, a source that is major for volatile organic compounds shall be considered major.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum ofthe following exceeds zero:
(i) any increase in actual emissions from a particular physical change or change in the
,
method of operation at a source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in actual emission at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase from the
particular change only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the increase from the
particular change occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if the Director has not relied
on it in issuing a permit under Part 9 of this Subchapter, which permit is in effect when the
increase in actual emissions from the particular change occurs.
(D) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of actual
emissions exceeds the old level.
(E) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable emissions, whichever is
lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions;
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual construction on the particular change
begins;
(iii) the reviewing authority has not relied on it in issuing any permit under State air quality
rules; and,
(iv) it has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and welfare as
that attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(F) An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the emission unit
on which construction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant.
Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational after a reasonable
shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
"Significant" means, in reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to
emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the
following rates:
(A) Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(B) Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
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(C) Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(D) Particulatematter: 15 tpy ofPM-10 emissions,
(E) Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
(F) Lead: 0.6 tpy.

252:100-8-52. Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part 9 of this Subchapter is applicable
are determined by size, geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
(1) Size.
(A) Permit review will apply to sources and modifications that emit any regulated pollutant
in major amounts. These quantities are specified in the definitions for major stationary
source, major modification, potential to emit, net emissions increase, significant, and other
associated definitions in OAC 252:100-8-51, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1-3.
(B) At such time that a particular source or modification becomes major solely by virtue of
a relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation which was established after August 7,
1980 on the capacity of the source or modification otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of this
Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
(2) Location.
(A) Sources and modifications that are major in size and proposed for construction in an
area which has been designated as nonattainment for any applicable ambient air quality
standard are subject to the requirements for the nonattainment area, if the source or
modification is major for the nonattainment pollutant( s) ofthat area.
(B) In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 7 of this Subchapter) would be
applicable if any other regulated pollutant other than the nonattainmentpollutant is emitted
in significant amounts by that source or modification.
(3) Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing or contributing to NAAQS
violation.
(A) A proposed major source or major modification that would locate in an area designated
attainment or unclassifiable is considered to cause or contribute to a violation of the national
ambient air quality standards when such source or modification would, as a minimum,
exceed the following significance levels at any locality that does not or would not meet the
applicable national standard:
(i) S02 :
(I) 1.0 g/n1 annual average;
(II) 5 g/n1 24-hour average;
(Ill) 25 g/n13-hour average;
(ii) PM-10:
(I) 1.0 gln1 annual average;
(II) 5 g/n124-hour average;
(iii) N02 :
1.0 g/n1 annual average;
(iv) CO:
(I) 500 g/n1 8-hour average;
(II) 2000 g/n1 one-hour average.
(B) A proposed major source or major modification subject to OAC 252:100-8-52(3)(A)
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may reduce the impact of its emissions upon air quality by obtaining sufficient emissions
reductions to, at a minimum, compensate for its adverse ambient impact where the proposed
source or modification would otherwise cause or contribute to a violation of any national
ambient air quality standard. In the absence of such emission reductions, a permit for the
proposed source or modification shall be denied.
(C) The requirements of OAC 252:1 00-8-52(3)(A) and (B) shall not apply to a major
source or major modification with respect to a particular pollutant if the owner or operator
demonstrates that, as to that pollutant, the source or modification is located in an area
designated nonattainment.
(D) Sources of volatile organic compounds located outside a designated ozone
nonattainment area will be presumed to have no significant impact on the designated
nonattainment area. If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source location is in
fact nonattainment, then the source may be granted its permit since the area has not yet been
designated nonattainment.
(E) Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on a nonattainment area above the
significant levels listed in OAC 252:1 00-8-52(3) are exempted from the condition of OAC
252:1 00-8-54(4)(A).
(F) The determination whether a source or modification will cause or contribute to a
violation of an applicable ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate matter
or carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of the proposed new source's
start-up date by an atmospheric simulation model. For sources of nitrogen oxides the model
can be used for an initial determination assuming all the nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to
nitrogen dioxide by the time the plume reaches ground level, and the initial concentration
estimates will be adjusted if adequate data are available to account for the expected
oxidation rate.
(G) The determination as to whether a source would cause or contribute to a violation of
applicable ambient air quality standards will be made on a case by case basis as of the new
source's start-up date. Therefore, if a designated nonattainment area is projected to be
attainment as part of the state implementation plan control strategy by the new source
start-up date, offsets would not be required if the new source would not cause a new
violation.
252:100-8-53. Exemptions
(a) Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a particular source or modification locating in
or impacting on a nonattainment area if:
(1) The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to the extent quantifiable, included in
calculating the potential to emit and is a source other than one of the following categories:
(A) carbon black plants (furnace process),
(B) charcoal production plants,
(C) chemical process plants,
(D) coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(E) coke oven batteries,
(F) fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling more than 250 million BTU per
hour heat input,
(G) fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant of more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(ill fuel conversion plants,
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(I) glass fiber processing plants,
(J) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,

(K) iron and steel mills,
(L) kraft pulp mills,
(M) lime plants,
(N) municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons ofrefuse per day,
(0) petroleum refineries,
(P) petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q) phosphate rock processing plants,
(R) portland cement plants,
(S) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(T) primary copper smelters,
(U) primary lead smelters,
(V) primary zinc smelters,
(W) secondary metal production plants,
(X) sintering plants,
(Y) sulfur recovery plants,
(Z) taconite ore processing plants, or
(AA) any other stationary source category which, as of August 7, 1980, is being regulated
by NSPS or NESHAP.
(2) A source or modification was not subject to 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix S (emission offset
interpretative ruling) as in effect on January 16, 1979 and the source:
(A) Obtained all final federal and state construction permits before August 7, 1980;
(B) Commenced construction within 18 months from August 7, 1980 or any earlier time
required by the State Implementation Plan; and,
(C) Did not discontinue construction for a period of 18 months or more and completed
construction within a reasonable time.
(b) Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the potential tD emit (see definition of
"potential to emit" in 252:100-8-1.1 ). However, upon determination of the Executive Director, if a
source is subject to the requirements on the basis of its direct emissions, the applicable
requirements must also be met for secondary emissions but the source would be exempt from the
conditions of 252:1 00-8-52(3 )(F) and 252: 100-8-54(1) through 252: 100-8-54(3 ). Also, the indirect
impacts of mobile sources are excluded.
(c) As specified in the applicable definitions, the requirements of Part 7 for PSD and Part 9 for
nonattainment areas of this Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the existing source
was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition to the existing minor source is major
in its own right.

252:100-8-54. Requirements for sources located in nonattainment areas
In the event a major source or modification would be constructed in an area designated as
nonattainment for a pollutant for which the source or modification is major, approval shall be
granted only if the following conditions are met:
( 1) The new source must demonstrate that it has applied control technology which the
Executive Director, on a case by case basis, determines is achievable for a source based on the
lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved in practice by such category of source (i.e.,
lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the Act).
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(2) If the Executive Director determines that imposition of an enforceable numerical emission
standard is infeasible due to technological or economic limitations on measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational standard, or combination
thereof, may be prescribed as the emission limitation rate.
(3) The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate that all other major sources
owned or operated by such person in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meeting all steps on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and standards under Oklahoma and
Federal Clean Air Acts.
(4) The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate that upon commencing
operations:
(A) The emissions from the proposed source and all other sources permitted in the area do
not exceed the planned growth allowable for the area designated in the State
ImplementationPlan; or,
(B) The total allowable emissions from existing sources in the region and the emissions
. from the proposed source will be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the date of construction permit
application so as to represent further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
(5) The owner or operator may present with the application an analysis of alternate sites, sizes
and production processes for such proposed source.
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APPENDIX I.

INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES (REGISTRATION) LIST [NEW]

Any Activity to which a State of federal applicable requirement
applies is not insignificant even if it is included on this list.
COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

* Stationary reciprocating engines burning natural gas,
gasoline,. aircraft fuels, or diesel fuel which are either used
exclusively for emergency power generation or for peaking power
service not exceeding 500 hours/year
Space heaters, boilers, process heaters, and emergency flares
less than or equal to 5 MMBTU/hr heat input (commercial natural
gas)
Emissions from stationary internal combustion engines rated
less than 50 hp output
Emissions from gas turbines with less than 215 kilowatt rating
of electric output
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION

. * Emissions from fuel storage/dispensing equipment operated
solely for facility owned vehicles if fuel throughput is not more
than 2,175 gallons/day, averaged over a 30-day period
* Storage tanks with less than or equal to 10,000 gallons
capacity that store volatile organic liquids with a true vapor
pressure less than or equal to 1. 0 psia at maximum storage
temperature
* Bulk gasoline or other fuel distribution with a daily
average throughput less than 2, 175 gallons per day, including
dispensing, averaged over a 30-day period
Gasoline and aircraft fuel handling facilities, equipment, and
storage tanks except those subject to New Source Performance
Standards and standards in 252:100-37-15, 252:100-39~30, 252:10039-41, and 252:100-39-48
Emissions from condensate tanks with a design capacity of 400
gallons or less in ozone attainment areas
Emissions from crude oil and condensate marine and truck
loading equipment operations at crude oil and natural gas
production sites where the loading rate does not exceed 10,000
gallons per day averaged over a 30-day period
* Emissions from crude oil and condensate storage tanks with
a capacity of less than or equal to 420, 000 gallons that store
crude oil and condensate prior to custody transfer
* Emissions from storage tanks constructed with a capacity
less than 39,894 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure less
than 1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature
ANALYSIS/LABORATORY ACTIVITIES

Additions or upgrades of instrumentation or control systems
that result in emissions increases less than the pollutant
quantities specified in 252:100-8-3 (e) (1)
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EQUIPMENT
Alkaline/phosphate washers and associated burners
Cold degreasing operations utilizing solvents that are denser
than air
* Welding and soldering operations utilizing less than 100
pounds of solder and 53 tons per year of electrodes
Wood chipping operations not associated with the primary
process operation
* Torch cutting and welding of under 200,000 tons of steel
fabricated per year
REMEDIATION
Site restoration and/or bioremediation activities of < 5 years
expected duration
Hydrocarbon contaminated soil aeration pads utilized for soils
excavated at the facility only
Emissions from the operation of groundwater remediation wells
including but not limited to emissions from venting, pumping, and
collecting activities subject to&~ miaimie limits £or air eexice•
fd62.190 41-4~)~ HAPs (§112(b) of CAAA90)
SOLID WASTE

* Non-commercial water washing operations (less than 2,250
barrels/year) and drum crushing operations of empty barrels less
than or equal to 55 gallons with less than three percent by volume
·of residual material
Hazardous waste and hazardous materials drum staging areas
Sanitary sewage collection and treatment facilities other than
incinerators and Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW)
Stacks or vents for sanitary sewer plumbing traps are also included
(i.e., lift station)
Emissions from landfills and land farms unless otherwise
regulated by an applicable state or federal regulation
COATINGS

* Automobile body shops located in an ozone attainment area
emitting less than 5 tons/year of volatile organic solvents
Electrophoretic-process coating application operations (i.e.,
paint bath positively charged, painted object negatively charged)
* Surface coating operations which do not exceed a combined
total usage of more than 60 gallons/month of coatings, thinners,
and clean-up solvents at any one emissions unit
MISCELLANEOUS
Exhaust systems for chemical, paint, and/or solvent storage
rooms
or
cabinets,
including
hazardous
waste
satellite
(accumulation) areas
Hand wiping and spraying of solvents from containers with less
55

than 1 liter capacity used for spot cleaning and/or degreasing in
ozone attainment areas
* Activities having the potential to emit no more than 5 TPY
(actual) of any criteria pollutant (see instructions in Title V
application)

* Appropriate records of hours, quantity, or capacity must be kept
on the activity to verify its insignificance .
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APPENDIX J.

TRIVIAL ACTIVITIES (DE MINIMIS) LIST [NEW]

Any activity to which a State or federal applicable requirement
applies is not trivial even if it is included on this list.
AGRICULTURAL

Lawn care (noncommercial)
Weed control (noncommercial)
Pest control (noncommercial)
Herbicide and pesticide activities except for manufacturing
and formulation for commercial sale
ANALYSIS/TESTING

Hydraulic or hydrostatic testing
Analysis/laboratory activities emissions from the following:
air contaminant detectors, air contaminant recorders, combustion
controllers,
combu~tion
shut-off devices, product analyzers,
laboratory analyzers,
continuous
emissions
monitors,
other
analyzers (e.g., water quality), and emissions associated with
sampling activities. Also, emissions from bench scale laboratory
equipment and laboratory equipment used exclusively for chemical
and physical analysis, including assorted vacuum producing devices
and vents but NOT lab fume hoods or vents
Site assessment work, including but not limited to, the
evaluation of waste disposal or remediation sites
Emissions from instrument systems utilizing air or natural gas
Environmental field sampling operations
Sampling connections used exclusively to withdraw materials
for testing and analysis, including air contaminant detectors and
vent lines
Compressed gas cylinders and gases utilized for equipment
calibration and testing
ANIMALS

Equipment used to mix and package soaps, vegetable oil,
grease, animal fat, and nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions,
provided appropriate lids and covers are utilized
Equipment used exclusively to slaughter animals, but not
including other equipment at slaughterhouses, such as rendering
cookers, boilers, heating plants, incinerators, and electrical
power generating
BATTERY CHARGING

Industrial battery recharging and maintenance operations for
batteries utilized within the facility only
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BLOWDOWNS

Emissions from the depressurization during startup, shut down,
maintenance or emergencies of compressors or other vessels
containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the purpose of
maintenance due to emergency circumstances
CLEANING

Acid washing (maintenance cleaning)
Caustic washing (maintenance cleaning)
Abrasive blasting
Steam cleaning
Carbon dioxide blasting equipment in degreasing or depairtting
High pressure water depainting operations and aqueous
industrial spray washers
Vacuum cleaning systems used exclusively for industrial,
commercial, or residential housekeeping purposes, except those
systems used to collect particulate matter subject to 252:100 and
hazardous and/or toxic air contaminants
Ultrasonic cleaning operations which do not utilize volatile
organic compounds
Molten salt bath descaling operations
Natural gas water heating systems for fixed vehicle wash racks
COOLING TOWERS/BOILER WATER

Emissions from non-contact cooling towers (cooling water that
has not been in contact with other materials or fluids containing
regulated air pollutants)
Boiler water treatment operations
Deaerator units associated with boilers or hot water heating
systems
Process water filtration systems and demineralizers
Demineralized water tanks and demineralizer vents
ELECTRIC POWER

Equipment associated with electrical power transmission which
do not involve fuel-burning activities using transformers and
substations
Electric or steam-heated drying ovens and autoclaves, but not
the emissions from the articles or substances being processed in
the ovens or autoclaves or the boilers delivering the steam
FIREFIGHTING

Emissions from fire or emergency response equipment and
training to include use of fire control equipment including
equipment for testing and training, engines used exclusively for
firefighting, and open burning of materials or fuels. associated
with firefighting training.
Buildings burned for firefighting
training must still adhere to NESHAP for Asbestos.
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Fire extinguishers and fire extinguishing systems
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

~

Seal replacement (i.e., manhole gaskets)
Roof coating, service, and repair
Paving of roads, parking lots, and other areas
Vent emissions from gas streams used as buffer or seal gas in
rotating pump and compressor seals
Emissions from natural gas odorizing activities
Emissions from pneumatic starters on reciprocating engines,
turbines, compressors, or other equipment
Gas flares or flares used solely to indicate danger to the
public (e.g. road hazard)
Warehouse activities including the storage of packaged raw
materials and finished goods
Non-routine clean out of tanks, lift stations, and equipment
for the purposes of worker entry or in preparation for maintenance
or decommissions
Unpaved roadways and parking areas
Gravel, sand and dirt storage for use in on-site construction
projects
VOC fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves,
flanges, connectors, pump seals, compressor seals, etc.) regulated
by a fugitive monitoring program where the total increase is less
than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant a~ £se QQ miaimi9
&ee reFi::A it~. 252 ·, 00-41-4~,
The component additions must be
identified in the next scheduled monitoring report required by the
applicable requirements.
VOC fugitive emissions from component
additions (e.g. valves, flanges, --conflectora-, pump. Silals, compressor
seals, etc.) not regulated by a fugitive monitoring program
provided that no applicable requirement is triggered when
components are added.
Fugitive emissions of jet fuels associated with aircraft fuel
cell and fuel bladder repair
.
.
Fugitive emissions related to movement of passenger vehicles
provided the emissions are not counted for applicability purposes
or any required fugitive dust control plan or its equivalent is
submitted
INSULATION
Insulation installing or removal (non-asbestos)
Application of refractory & insulation (calcium silicate,
etc.)
LUBRICATING
Lubricating pumps, sumps, and systems
Emissions
from engine
crankcase vents
lubricating sumps
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and

equipment

MAINTENANCE

Welding, brazing, soldering for maintenance purposes
Use of adhesives for maintenance purposes
Grinding, cutting, sanding for maintenance purposes
Emissions from pipeline maintenance pigging activities
Maintenance, upkeep, and replacement types of activities,
including those not altering the capacity of process, combustion or
control equipment, and which do not increase regulated pollutant
emissions unless subject to NESHAP or NSPS
METALS

Equipment used for inspection of metal products
Die casting machines
Foundry sand mold forming equipment to which no heat is
applied, and from which no organics are emitted
Equipment used exclusively to mill or grind coatings and
holding compounds where all materials charged are in paste form
(unless HAP emission)
Equipment used exclusively for rolling, forging, pressing,
spinning, drawing, or extruding either hot or cold metals unless
their emissions exceed any applicable regulated amount
Carbon monoxide lasers, used only on metals and other
materials which do not emit HAP in the process
MISCELLANEOUS ..

-~"'"

..
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Operations previously determined to be de minimis pursuant to
252:100-7-2 (b) (3) ~il!: ~8~.189 41 43 (a) (St-

Laser trimmers using
emissions
Shock chambers
Humidity chambers
Solar simulators

dust

collection to prevent

fugitive

MOBILE SOURCES

Mobile source emissions from cars, trucks, forklifts, courier
vehicles, front loaders, graders, cranes, carts, hydrostatic and
hydraulic testing equipment, maintenance trucks, helicopters,
locomotives, marine vessels, portable generators moveable by hand,
portable pumps,
portable air compressors,
portable welding
machines, and portable fuel tanks
Other on and off road mobile sources (i.e. coal stacker &
reclaimer)
Well servicing/workover rigs and associated equipment
Well drilling rigs and associated equipment .
Aircraft ground support (AGE) equipment, including but not
limited to portable power generators, lights, and HVAC support
Vehicle exhaust from maintenance or repair shops
Road sanding and salting operations
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OFFICE AND JANITORIAL

Janitorial services
Sweeping (Floor Sweep)
Office emissions (photocopying, blueprint copying, photograph
processes)
OUTDOOR RECREATION

outdoor recreational emissions (campfires, barbecue pits)
Open burning for the purpose of land management (must get
permission from Air Quality Enforcement even though exempt from
permitting)
Outdoor kerosene heaters
PLASTICS/FIBERGLASS

Plastic or fiberglass welding or repair
Sealing or cutting plastic film or foam with heat or wires
Processes used for the curing of fiberglass or paint products
REFRIGERANTS

-

Cold storage refrigerator equipment
De minimis refrigerant releases
RESIDENTIAL

Air conditioning or comfort ventilation systems not regulated
under Title VI of the Clean Air Act
Emissions from residential housing units, dormitories, and
multifamily dwellings to include fuel burning for the purposes of
heating except prohibited open burning
SOLID WASTE

Solid waste landfill operations
RCRA Solid Waste Management Units subject to 40 CFR Part 265,
Subparts AA, BB, and CC
SOLVENT

Emissions from laundry care equipment processing bedding,
clothing or other fabric items. These include dryers, extractors,
& tumblers. NOT CLEANING OPERATIONS USING PERCHLOROETHYLENE OR
PETROLEUM SOLVENTS (i.e.,dry cleaning)
Covered cold solvent degreasers not subject to federal
emission standards (e.g. NESHAP or NSPS)
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION

Emissions from lube oil, seal oil, or hydraulic fluid storage
tanks and equipment as long as not emitting VOCs or HAPs ·
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Storage and use of chemicals unless otherwise regulated by an
applicable state or federal regulation. These chemicals include,
but not limited to: alum, ammonia, biocides, corrosion inhibitors,
dechlorination chemicals, inorganic salts, acids or bases to
include caustic and sulfuric acid,
coagulants,
flocculants,
precipitants, surfactants, anti-foam chemicals, sealing inhibitors,
oxygen scavengers, phosphates, polyelectrolytes, limestone slurry,
lime and lime slurry, flue gas desulfurization system slurry, and
sulfur slurry; propane and acetylene under pressure
Storage and use of products or equipment for maintaining motor
vehicles operated at the site (including but not limited to
antifreeze and fuel additives) not regulated under Title VI, CFC
rules)
Emissions from tanks containing separated water produced from
oil and gas operations
Commercial gasoline dispensing stations, including those
located within the physical boundaries of a Title V source
Lubricants and waxes used for machinery and other equipment
lubrication and emission from lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
storage tanks and equipment
Runway and aircraft de-icing activities, including de-icer
storage tanks unless otherwise regulated
Storage tanks, reservoirs, and pumping and handling equipment
of any size containing soaps, vegetable oil, grease, animal fat,
and nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions, provided appropriate lids
and' covers are utilized
SURFACE COATING

Surface
coating
for
maintenance
purposes
such
as
roll/brush/pad coating, painting with aerosol cans, spray airless,
and conventional spray painting
Touch-up painting operations where paints/coatings are applied
at less than one quart per hour
WASTEWATER

Removal of basic sediment & water from collection/ storage
systems (i.e., clarifiers)
Water and wastewater treatment and transportation system
Pit, ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Emissions from skimmer pits, oil/water separators, and
maintenance of filter separators
Emissions from the removal of sludge or sediment from pits,
ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Industrial and/or municipal wastewater treatment processes
(excluding combustion or incineration equipment) , storage silos for
dry material{sludges), composting, or grease trap waste handling or
treatment
Ozonization process or process equipment including ozone
generation for water treatment processes
Sanitary sewerage and storm water runoff collection systems
Emissions from dredging pits,
ponds,
sumps,
or other
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wastewater conveyance facilities
WOODWORKING

Wood
working
{saw-cutting,
staining
&
varnishing)
{noncommercial)
Woodworking utilized for hobby purposes or maintenance o£
grounds or buildings
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a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency ~ publish a Notice of Rulemak1ng.lntent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
infonnation about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Ru/emaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.
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INTENDED RU MAKING ACfiON: ~
Notice of prop ed PERMANENT rule
Proposed rules:
235:10-1. Gener Provisions (AME
235:10-3.
Qu · cations and Re
for
Licensure (
ED)
235:10-5. Iicensin Fees (AMEND
235:10-7.
Lice
Renewal,
evocation, and
Suspension (AME
ED)
235:10-9. Procedures[! the Dispo tion of Complaints
{AMENDED)
Minimum Stand
Performance
235:10-11.
(AMENDED)
235:10-15. Advertising ("'-YJU.:....
Summary:
Subchapter 1 clarrifies the
· 'ties and definition of
holders of licenses, registr tion, and certificates.
tion and requirements
Subchapter 3 clarities the qu
for licensure and deletes th r uirement of the oral
examination. It clarrifies the due 'onal requirements for
licensure for a funeral dire r and mbalmer. It changes
tablis ent to Commercial
the term Limited Service
It c
ges licensing to
Embalming Establishm.e
registration of individual llers of pre eed funeral service
merchandise and delet requireme for licensing or
· s the terms and
registration of telemar eters. a
scope of apprenticeshi .
Sets conditions o Licensee in
e of multiple
establishments. Su apter 5 creates a w category of
retired license, it se ee for registration of e-need sellers.
Subchapter 7 adds · ure to comply with th FfC Funeral
Rule as gross malP, ctice, requires all pre-ne and at-need
funeral contrac contain the name addre and phone
number of the ate Board, required all esta · hment ot
have a copy of e rules and funeral related sta tes at the
establishment Subchapter 9 adds the requirem t of clear
and convin · g evidence as the standard of oof for
findings of ct and conclusions of law. Subch: pter 15
prohibits · ividual(s) not licensed as a funeral director
from using ame on funeral establishment or advertising.
JJ

March 17, 1997
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AUTIIORITY:
Title 59 O.S. S p. 1995, Section 395.1 et seq.
COMMENT PE
D:
Written commen will be accepted u il the conclusion
of the public hearing April10, 1997. ritten comments
may be delivered to t e State Boar of Embalmers and
Funeral Directors offi
r may be
· ed. Comments may
also may be presented o y d · the hearing. Mailing
Addresss: State Boar of E balmers and Funeral
Directors, 4545 N. Lincoln vd. uite 175, Oklahoma City,
OK73105
PUBLIC HEARING:
Public hearing will be he
rillO, 1997 at 9:00AM in
the Lincoln Park Office 1
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room, Oklah a Ci OK.
COPIES OF PROPO D R
nts are available in the
almers and Funeral
Directors.
RULE IMPACI'
A rule impa statement will be pr
available in th oard office on or after
CONTACI'
RSON:
Thrcy M nany, Executive Secretary easurer, State
Board of mbalmers and Funeral Dire rs, 4545 N.
Lincoln vd., suite 175, Oklahoma City, 0 73105 (405)
525-0158

[OAR Docket #97-258; filed 2-20-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #97-259]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACflON:
Notice of proposed EMERGENCY and
PERMANENT rulemaking
Proposed Rules:
.
Subchapter 7. Construction Permits for Major and
Minor Sources; Operating and Relocation Permits
for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 8.
Operating Permits (Part 70)
[AMENDED]

L/17/
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Summary:
The proposed· amendments to Subchapter 7 are
necessary to meet federal permitting requirements for fmal
approval of the Oklahoma Operating Permits Program
under Title V of the federal aean Air Act and 40 CFR part
70 and to incorporate the permit continuum concept into
the Air Quality program. The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 8 are necessary to meet federal permitting
requirements for fmal approval of the Oklahoma Operating
Permits Program under Title V of the federal aean Air Act'·
and 40 CFR part 70. The following proposed changes were
set fortlt by EPA in the interim approval of the Oklahoma
program published in the Federal Register at 61 FR 4220,
Monday, February 5, 1996: revise Subchapter 8 definition
of "Major Source," revise Subchapter 8 Insignificant
Activities Provisions, revise Subchapter 8 Permit Content
Language, and revise Subchapter 8 Administrative
Amendment Provisions. It is further progosed that
inconsistencies in Subchapter 7 and 8 be cured, including
requirements for Public Review under Title V.
Furthermore, it is proposed that the provisions for major
source permitting in Subchapter 7 be moved to Subchapter
8. The Division is requesting comments on these issues.
AtiTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 etseq., Oklahoma OeanAir Act
COMMENT PERIOD:
Deliver or mail written comments from Tuesday, March
18, 1997, through Thesday, AprilS, 1997, to contact person.
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Thesday, June 24, 1997 - 9:30 a.m., in
Guymon, Oklahoma (Location to be determined. See
contact person.)
PUBLIC HEARINGS: .
Thesday, April15, 1997- 9:30a.m. brie~g and 1:00 p.m.
heal.ing, Department of Environmental Quality, Air
Quality Division, 4545 N. lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RUI$S:
Copies of the rules will be available March 17, 1997, for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the address listed
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENf:
Rule impact statements have been prepared. The rule
impact st~tements may be obtained from the Air Quality
Division at the address below.
CONTACf PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
290-8247
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
The proposed rulemaking activities for Subchapter? and
8 that are necessary to meet federal permitting
requirements for final approval of the Oklahoma Operating
Oldahoma Rsgls!Br (Volume 14. Number 10)
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Permits Program under Title V of the federal Clean Air Act
and 40 CFR part 70 represent a continuation of heari.-...·"··
held on June 11, 1996, in Thlsa, Oklahoma, and August . , .
1996, in Oklahoma City. These changes were held in ·
abeyance at a hearing held on October 15, 1996 in Thlsa,
Oklahoma.
·
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but havee disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247. ·
[OAR Docket #97-259; filed 2-21-97]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

C

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
R 510. MUNICIPAL SOUD
LANDFILLS
[OAR Docket #97-263]
AND

Proposed Rules:
252:510-21-12.
252:510-21-13.
Summary:
Proposed 252:510-21 2 adds a
fmancial assurance option r local vernment owners and
operators of municipal so w e landfills (MSWLFs).
The EPA added this option [
258.74(£)] as part of its
recent amendment of the fina aJ. assurance provisions of
the Municipal Solid Waste
Criteria under Subtitle
D of the Resource Conserva · n d Recovery Act. (61 FR
60337, November 27, 1996.) se the proposed test will
allow a local government
use i financial strength to
avoid incurring the exp es asso ·ated with use of a
third-partyfinancial ins
ent. Prop ed 252:510-21-13 is
based on new federal p visions [40 C
258.751 for the
conditional use of di unting in eva! ting MSWLFs'
d corrective actio costs for which
ust be provided.
1 FR 60339,
November 27, 1996 If approved, discoun g would be
allowed only up to e rate of return for essenu y risk free
investments and ould require annual co utations.
Discounting, if a roved, would allow a MSWL wner or
operator to red ce his fmancial assurances requir by the
estimated gro
of the investment over the term of the

..
ental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 199
-201 and 2-10-201

.

'

\
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Notices of Rulemaking Intent~

Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency Jlll.mt publish'
a Notice of Rulemaldng Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaklng Intent In the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaklng action.
A Notice of-Rulemaklng Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and pubUc hearing, and provk:les other
Information about the Intended rulemaklng action as required by law, InclUding where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional /nformaJion on Notices of Rulsmaklng Intent, see 75
Section 303.

o.s.,

252. DEPARTMENT OF

NVIRONMENTAL QUAIJTY
2. PROCEDURES OF
NT OF ENVIRO.. , . . . .&.II.:ur~

QUALITY

JD.a,1Lfbe obtained from the Air
elow.

DISABILrriES:

f 252:2-15-40 and
• nmental Protection
f the Department of .
air quality pennitting
est and other comments
d n rules of the uniform
ended. Amendments
of clarity and

udesiretoattendbuthaveadisab

odation, please notify the Air Qw~.p
days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

[OAR Docket #97-1189; filed 8-22-97}

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT-oF

ENVIR.ONMENTAL.QUAUTY
·CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
{OAR Docket #97-1190]
INTENDED B.ULEMAKING ACllON:

PEJm:n:
written comments from 'Ibesday,
, through Wednesday, Octo
, 1997,
rson.
Also scheduled be~
the
taJIDww·ty Board at their meeting on
1997 - 9:30 a.m., in Oklahoma
tion to be detemiincd. See co

.. ·

...,.nn.~u.~ GS:

e Air Quality Council on 'lbesday, October 2 •
a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at the 1\Jlsa

Notice of proposed EMERGENCY. and
PBRMANBNT rulemaking
Proposed rules:
Subchapter 5.
Registration of Air Contaminant
Sources [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7. Construction Permits for Major ~
Minor Sources; Operat:ing and Relocation PCl'Dllts
for Minor Sources [AMENDED]
.Subchapter 8.
Operating Permits (Part 70)
[AMENDED]
··
Subchapter 41. Control of Emission of Hazaidous and
'lbxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]
S11DUD81'y:

The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 include
moviD.gthe requirements to file an emission mvc:ntocyfrom
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5, moviDg the reqUli'Cmc:-: !~
pay annual operating fees from Subchapters.1 an £
Subchapter 5, and revising the annual operating feeS or
September 1S. 1997

3657

2
Oklahoma Regi$18r{Volutn6 14• Numb¥ 2)

- ----------e, .......... "\.;J.l.l.
minor facilities, non-part 70 sour~-~ and part 70 sources.
Environmental Quality Board at their me r
The proposed amendments to Subchapter5 are designed to
November 18, 1997 - 9:30 a.m in eOiklngahon 11uesday,
O.ldah oma (Location
·
·•
simplify and clarify the rules. The proposed amendments to
to be determined
S oma City •
person).
·
ee contact.-,.,~ ..
Subchapter 7 ~e n~ary to incorporate a new permit
classification system into the Air Quality program. The
PUBUC HEARINGS:
proposed changes include: remove any requirements for
Before the Air Quality Council on Thesday Octobe 21
Part 70 sources and major facilities {which will be moved to
1~, 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing: at the~
• Subchapter 8); define and exempt "de minimis" facilities
City-County Health Department. 4616 East 15th Str t
from the requirements ofSubchapter 7; revise minor permit
'lWsa, Oklahoma.
ee •
application fees; and introduce two ..new types or· .
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES: •
construction and operating permits, permit by rule and ·
Co~ies of the rules will be available September 15 1997
general permit. The proposed amendments to Subchapter
f?r reVIew at the Air Quality Division office at the addr~
8 are necessazy to incorporate a new permit classification
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.
system; move the requirements for co·nstruction permits for
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Part 70 sources and major facilities from Subchapter 7 to
The rule impact statements may be obtained from the
Subchapter 8; move the requirement to pay annual
Air
Quality Division at the address below.
operatingfeesfromSubchapter 8 to Subchapter 5; and meet
CONI'ACT
PERSON:
the federal permitting requirements for final approval of
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
the Oklahoma Operating Permits Program under Title V of
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd. ·Suite
the federal Oean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 70. The
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483· '(405)
proposed amendments include: introduction of general
29~7.
•
permits for construction of Part 70 sources and major
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
facilities not subject to Part 70 and genetal permits for
The proposed rule~g activities for Subchapters 5, 7,
operating major sources not subject to Part 70; addition of
and 41 represent a continuationofa hearing held on August
the requirements for construction permits for Part 70
19, 1997, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
sources and construction and operating permits for major
WITH DISABWTIES:
PERSONS
facU.ities not subject to Part 70; revision of the permit
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
application fees; deletion of annual operatiag fees {which
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
ivill be moved to Subchapter 5); and amendments to meet
three (3) days in advance at {405) 290-8247
-..,
the requirements for final approval of the Title V program
including the incorporation by reference of federal rules
governing case-by-case MACf determinations ( 40 CFR
[OAR Docket :f/:97-1190; filed 8-22-97]
§§63.40, 63~41, 63.43 and 63.44). The following changes
were set forth by EPA in the interim approval of the
Oklahoma Program published in the Federal Register at 62
TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT F
FR4220, Monday, February 5, 1996: (1) Revise Subchapter
ENVIRONMENTAL QU
8 to Include 'Itan.sition Schedule; (2) Revise Subchapter 8
CHAPI'ER
200. HAZARDOU
definition of "Major Source"; (3) ·Revise Subchapter 8
MANAGEI\1ENT
Insignificant Activities Provision; ( 4) Revise Subchapter 8 ·
Permit ContentLanguage; (5) Revise Subchapter81udicial
Review Provision; {6) Revise Subchapter 8 Administrative
INTENDED RULEMAKING A~
Amendment Provision; and (7) Submission of a SIP
and
Notice of proposed PB
Revision for Subchapter 7. The proposed amendments to
EMERGENCY rulemaking
Subchapter 41 include adopting by reference the existing
Proposed rules:
Maximum Available Control 'Thchnology ("MACI"')
252:200-3-1 [AMENDED]
standards for hazardous air pollutants found in 40 CFR Part
252:200-3-2 [AMENDED]
63, Subparts F, G, H, I, L, M, N, 0, Q, R, 1; U, W. X. Y, CC,
252:200-9-7(b)(1) [AMEND D]
DD, EE, GG, II, 11, KK. 00; PP, QQ, RR, VV, 111. The
252:200-19-29
through 25 · 00-19-34 (AMENDED]
Division is requesting comi:nents on these issues.
.
Summary:
AUTHORITY:
~
The proposed amendme to 252:200-3-1 changes the
Environmental Quality Board, 27AO.S. Supp.1993, §§
"Reference
to 40 CFR" Se on of Subchapter 3. to allow
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Oean Air Act
the State of Oklahoma
continue to implement a
COMMENT PERIOD:
hazardous waste manage nt program in Oklabpma in lieu
Deliver or mail written comments from Thesday,
of the United States E · onmental Protection Agency.
September 15, 1997, through Wednesday, October 15,1997,
The Section 3-1 amen
nt will update the reference of40
to contact person.
Also scheduled before the
Oklahoma Register (Volume 14. Number 22)
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Depa menr of ·Environmental Quality, Air Quality
sources and major facilities not subject to Part 70 and
general permits for operating major sources not subject to
Divisio
4545 N. lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,
Part 70; addition of the requirements for construction
Oklaho
City,_Oklahoma.
permits for Part 70 sources and construction and operating
COPIES
PROPOSED RULES:
permits for major facilities not subject to Part 70; revision of
Copies of e rules will be available November 17, 1997,
the
permit application fees; deletion of annual operating
for review at
Air Quality Division office at the address
fees
(which will be moved to Subchapter 5); and
listed below or
be obtained from the contact person.
amendments
to meet the requirements for final approval of
~TEMENT:
RULE I.MPACf
the
Title
V
program including the incorporation by
The rule impacts tement may be obtained from the Air
of
federal
rules governing case-by-case MACT
reference
Quality Division at th ddress below.
determinations
(40
CFR
§§63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.44).
CONTACf PERSON:
The
following
changes
were
set forth by EPA in the interim
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D. epartment of Environmental
approval of the Oklahoma program published in the
Quality, Air Quality Divisio 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
Federal Register at 62 FR 4220, Monday, Febru:uy 5, 1996:
73105-3483; (405)
250, .Oklahoma City, 0
(1) Revise Subchapter 8 to Include 'll'ansition Schedule; (2)
290-8249.
Revise Subchapter 8 definition of "Major Source"; (3)
ADDmONAL INFORMATIO •
Revise Subchapter 8 Insignificant Activities Provision; (4)
· The proposed rWemaking activi
Revise Subchapter 8 Permit Content Language; (5) Revise
41 representacontinuationofahe ·
Subchapter 8 Judicial Review Provision; (6) Revise
1997, in 1Wsa, Oklahoma.
Subchapter 8 .Administrative Amendment Provision; and
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTJES:
(7) Submission of a SIP Revision for Subchapter 7. It is
Should you desire to attend but have a
proposed to amend Subchapter ~ 7 by adding a new Part 5
an accommodation, please notify the Air
.. and...._a new Appendix K to address Municipal Waste
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.
Combustors (MWC). This amendment is necess:uy to meet
f~~eral requirements·for=state plans under Section 111(d)
[OAR Docket #97-1271; filed 10-24-97]
of the federal Oean Air Act applicable to existing sources.
This change would adopt standards published on December
19, !995, in the Federal register at 40 CFR 60, Subpart Cb
and"amended
on AugUst 25, 1997. These standards would
TITLE 252. DEPART1\1ENT OF
to
MWC
units wlih the capacity to combust more than
ENVIRONMENTAL QUilli:Y
~~
tons
per
day
of m~cipal solid waste. In addition, th~
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLlrqON CONTROL
.CJtisting portions of. Subchapter 17 are revised. and
[OAR Docket #97-1272]
redesignated as Part ·1, General Provisions, and Part 3,
Inqperators. Proposed revisions include deletion of
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
· ··references to RingehD.anh standards and substitution of
Notice of proposed EMERGENCY and
relative opacity. Revision$ were also made to Appendices A
PERMANENT rulemaking
and..B for reasons ot .$implification. The Division is
PROPOSED RULES:
_r~~~ting comments on.~ese issues.
252:100. Air Pollution Control
AuTIIORITY:
Subchapter S.
Registration of Air Contaminant
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
Sources (AMENDED]
2-2-101
and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma aean Air Act
Subchapter 8.
Operating Permits (Part 70)
COMMENT PERIOD:
.
(AMENDED]
~onday, NQY.Il,mber_- 17, 1997,... .through Thesday,
Subchapter 17. Incinerators .[AMENDED]
December 16, 1997. 'Ib be thoroughly considered by staff
SUMMARY:
prior to the hearing, written comments should be submitted
In Subchapter 5 at 252:100-5-2.2(b)(2), it is proposed to
to the contact person by Wednesday, December 10, 1997.
review the annual operating fees for Part 70 sources. The
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 are necessazy to
their meeting on Thesday, January 27, 1998 - 9:30 a.m.
incorporate a new permit classification system; move the
[Location to be determined. See contact person.]
requirements for construction permits for Part 70 sources
PUBUC BEARINGS:
and major facilities from Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8;
Before the Air Quality Council on 1\lesday, December
move the requirement to pay annual operating fees from
16, 1997, 9:30a.m. briefing and 1:00 p.m. hearing, at the
Subchapter 8 to Subchapter S; and meet the federal
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
requirements for final approval ofthe Oklahoma Operating
Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Burgundy Room,
Permits Program underTitle V of the federal aean Air Act
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
and 40 CFR Part 70. The proposed amendments include:
introduction of general permits for construction of Part 70

·appry

-

November 17, 1997
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COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
revisions are needed to allow for a process to reschedu a
hearing on the basis ofgood cause. When an individua has
Copies of the rules will be available November 17, 1997,
duly exercised their rights and a hearing set, current es
for review at the Air Quality Division office at the address
do not address situations when the person does not pear
listed below or may be obtained from the contact person.
for the hearing but later shows the absence was learly
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
beyond the person's control. Revised rules will ow the
The rule impact statements may be obtained from the
AdministratiVe Law Judge to reschedule the he · g when
Air Quality Division at the address below.
good
cause does exist.
CONTACf PERSON:
AUTHORITY:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
Oklahoma Health Care Authority B
The
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite
Oklahoma
Health
Care
Authority
Act,
S
5003
250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405)
through 5016 of Title 63 of Oklahoma Statut
290-8247.
.
COMMENT PERIOD:
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:
• Written and oral comments will be a pted through
The proposed rulemaking activities for Subchapters 5
December 8, 1997 during regular busi ess hours by
and 8 represent continuation of hearings held on October
contacting Joanne Thrlizzi, Oklahom Health Care
21, 19?7, in Thlsa, Oklahoma.
.
..
Authority,4545
N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 12 Oklahoma City,
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Oklahoma,
73105,
Thlephone 405-530-3 -2.
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
PUBUC
HEARING:
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
No public hearing is scheduled at · time but will be
three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.
scheduled if a written request is sub tted to the contact
-person listed above by 1) at least twe. ty-five persons, 2) a
[OAR Docket #97-1272; filed 10-24-97)
political subdivision, 3) an agency, r 4) an association
having not less than twenty-five me bers.
COPmS OF PROPOSED R
TITLE 317. OKLAHOMA HEAl.: CARE
Copies of proposed rules may obtained for review by
AUTHORTIY
contacting the above listed conta person.
CHAPTER2. GRllWANCEPR
RULE IMPACf STA:.a..~:.~.~.Y.u:..~..,
PROCEDURES
Copies of the Rule Impact atement may be obtained
for review by contacting the a ve listed person.
CONTACf PERSON:
For information regar · g processing of proposed
Notice of proposed Pc.n..lv.l..4!'U'~
rulemaking contact Joanne erlizzi at 405-530-3272.
Proposed rules:
OAC 317:2-1-2.1 through 317 -1-2.2 [AMENDED]
(Reference APA WF # 97-1

a

SUMMARY:
Grievance Procedures and ocess rules are revised to
more accurately reflect the int t of the agency's grievance
rules. The agency adopted
on 2-19-97 which provide a
wage and salary adjustme to long term care facilities.
However, current rules d not specify the process for a
facility to appeal an agen decision to recoup monies paid
when the monies have ot been used for the purpose
intended, as allowed by ency rules. Revisions are needed
to include the appeal p, ess in the rules. Other revisions
are needed to revise
process for non-payment or denial ·
of provider claims. Current rules allow complaints
regarding non-pa
nt or denial of claims to be heard by
the agency's Re· ursement Appeals Committee. This
committee assur that payments are made equitably and
within federal an state guidelines. Revised rules delete the
requirement fo a formal Level I proceeding hearing for
complaints r
ding claims payments to providers.
Federal law es not require the formal hearing. Further

s.:tJ.~.n.L.&'OMA HEALTH

CARE

ORITY

25. SOONERCARE

Bid
en
OAC 317: -1-1 through 317:25-1-2 [AMENDED]
Subchapt 3. Health Maintenance Organizations
OAC 31 25-3-2.1 [REVOKED]
OAC 31 :25-3-3 (AMENDED]
Subcha er 5. Soonercare Plus
Part 1. General Provisions

-...

Permanent Final Adoptior•.s

~~~~~nA~~~~~~~~~~~~n~ow

enough to allow are unt See 230:45-3-33. If the margin is
narrow enough to
w a recount, the County Election
e results of the question election
Board shall not ce ·
until after the close of
contest period at S p.m. on the
Friday following the electi
[26:8-109] If the margin ~ not
close enough to allow a r
t, the County Election Board
may certify the results of th question on election night as
outlined in 230:35-3-91.
·

230:45-7-2.1.

·[OAR Docket #98-940; filed 5-11-98]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUfiON CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1049]

-·

RULEMAKING ACfiON:
PERMANENT final adoption.
RULES:
252:100-5. Registration. efAir CeatamiaaRt Seurses Emjssjon
. Invcntocy and AnnUal Qperatin, Fees [AMENDED]
252:100-7. CeRS&:u~a P.RBit.s fur )fa:jer aad Miaer SeUI'Ql&'
()peraang ad ReleGatiea Permits for Minor ~
Faetlities [AMENDED]
252:100-8. ()peAtiag Permits (Part ~for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED]
.
Appendix H (NEW]
Appendix I [NEW] .
Appendix J [NEW]

AUTHORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1994, §§
2-2-101, 2-5-101, et seq.

DATES:
Comment period:
For Subchapter 5, July 15, 1997, through August 13, 1997;
September 15, 1997, through October 15, 1997; November 17,
1997, through December 16,1997; January 27,1998; and March 20

ma

For Subchapter 7, July 15, 1997, through August 13, 1997;
September 15, 1997, through October 15, 1997; Janwuy 27 1998·
and March 20,1998.
'
'
For Subchapter 8, September 15, 1997 through October 15,
1997; November 17, 1997 through December 16, 1997; Janwuy 27
'
1998; and March 20, 1998.
Public heariag:
For Subchapter 5, August 19: 1997, October 21, 1997 and
December 16, 1997.
For Subchapter 7, August 19, 1997 and October 21, 1997.
For Subchapter 8, October 21, 1997, December 16, 1997 and
Janwuy 9, 1998.
Adoption:
March 20, 1998.
·
Submitted to Governor:
March 26, 1998.
Submitted to Bouse:
March 26, 1998.
Submitted to Senate:
March 26, 1998.
Gubernatorial approval:
MayS, 1998.
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 21, 1998.
Final adoption:
May 21, 1998.
Effective:
June 25, 1998.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None.
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None for Subchapters 5 and 7. For Subchapter 8:
IDcorporated standards:
40 CFR §§ 63.41, 63.43, 63.44; 40 CFR Part 72.
IDcorporating rule:
252:1<X>-a-4(a)(2)(C); 252:100-8-6.3(h).
Availability:
The standards are available to the public for examination at the
Department of Environmental Quality office at 707 N. Robinson,
4th Floor, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
ANALYSIS:

The changes to Subchapter 5. simplify and clarify the rule.
Requirements to file an emission inventory moved from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5 and were revised.
Also,
requirements to pay annual operating fees moved from
Subcbapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. The annual operating fees for
minor facilities and non-part 70 sources were revised.
The changes to Subchapter 7 simplify and clarify the rule. Also,
a new permit classification system is inoorporated into the
subchapter according to the environmental impact, emission
levels, and source categories here in Oklahoma. Other changes
incl~de ~moving any requirements for Part 70 and major sources
(whtch wJll be moved to Subchapter 8); defining and exempting "de

..
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Permanent Final Adoptions

,

previ~us permit ~tegories and IJ_lUSt, therefore, apply for individu-.....,

minimis" facilities from the requirements of Subchapter 7; revising
minor permit application fees; and introducing two new types of
construction and operating permits, permit by rule and general
permit.
·
The changes in Subchapter 8 incorporate a new permit
classification system, move the requirement to pay annual
operating fees from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, move the
requirements for construction permits for Title V sources from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8, make corrections to meet the
federal requirements for final approval of the Oklahoma
Operating Permit Program under Title V of the Federal Oean Air
Act and 40 CFR Part 70, adopt by reference the federal rules
governing case-by-case MAcr determinations found in 40 CFR
§§63.41, 63.43 and 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1997, and update
the adoption of 40 CFR 72 by adop.ting the provisions published in
the Federal Register on October 24, 1997.
The Air Quality Advisocy Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on J anuacy 9, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None.
CONTACf PERSON:
For Subchapters 5 and 7: Jeanette Buttram, Department of
Environmental Quality,Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robillson, 4th
floor, Oklahoma aty, Oklahoma 73102. (405) 702-4100.
For Subchapter 8: Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of
Environmental Quality,Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, 4th
floor, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102. (405) 702-4100.

pemuts. In addinon, the penrut application fees were revised
reflect the new permit categories. The purpose of revising the fees
was not to increase them, but to reapportion them according to the
new permit categories.
The construction permit rules now in Subchapter 8 contain one
new requirement: Federal regulations (40 CFR §§ 63.41, 63.43 and
63.44) concerning case-by-case determinations of maximum
achievable control technology ("MACT") standards were
incorporated by reference. In promulgating these rules, the State
has adopted a program to implement section 112(g) of the Federal
Oean Air Act with respect to construction or reconstruction of
major sources of hazardous air pollutants. The permit fee rules in
Subchapter 8 establish a new fee of $900.00 for authorizations
under general permits. Other new additions to the Part 70 permit
rules include definitions for "insignificant activities" and "nivial
activities" and additional rules for general permits. The latter rules
explain how authorizations are obtained, revised, and renewed
Subchapter 8 rules were also revised to make changes required by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in order for Oklahoma
to obtain final approval of its Part 70 operating permit program.
The full text of the rule may be obtained from Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, 4th
Floor, Oklahoma aty, Oklahoma 73102.

[OAR Docket #98-1049;ftled 5-22-98)

DUE TO TilE EXCESSIVE LENGTH OF 1HESE RULES (AS
DEFINED IN OAC 655:10-7-U), 1HE FULL TEXT OF THESE
RULES WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED. THE RULES ARE
AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECfiON AT DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALrrY, 707 N. ROBINSON,
FOURTH FLOOR, OKLAHOMA ~ OKLAHOMA 7310l
AND AT THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, .
SECRETARY OF STATE, WILL ROGERS BUILDING, l~
FLOOR NORTH, OKLAHOMA ~ OKLAHOMA 73105.
THE FOlLOWING SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED
PURSUANT TO 75 O.S., § 255(8):

Subchapters 5, 7, and 8 of the Air Pollution Control rules have
been simplified and clarified. 1b assist in this effort, certain rules
were moved from one subchapter to another. For example,
requirements to file emission inventocy reports were moved from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 5. The annual operating fees, which
are calculated based on the emission inventocy reports, were
moved from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5. The construction
permit requirements and application fee rules for Part 70 sources
have been moved from Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8.
Other revisions to Subchapter 5 involve changing the fees for
non-Part 70 sources from a stepped schedule to a flat rate of$10.00
per ton.
Subchapter 7 was also amended to incorporate the
Department's permit continuum. The continuum provides for 1)
de minimis facilities, which emit less than five tons per year of any
regulated pollutant and which are not required to obtain a permit; 2)
permit-by-rule facilities, which emit less than 40 tons per year of any
regulated pollutant and which belong to an industry group for which
a rule has been promulgated; 3) general permit facilities, which emit
40 tons per year or more of any regulated pollutant and which belong
to an industry group for which a general permit has been issued; and
4) individual permit facilities, which are not eligtble for any of the
June 15, 1998

TITLE 252. DEPARTME
ENVIRONl\mNTAL QU
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLliTI

OF
ITY
CONTROL

RULEMAKING ACilON:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES~

252:100-17-1 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-1.1 and 252:100-17252:100-17-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-17-21 and 252:100-1
252:100-17·3 through 252:1
252:100-17-6 (REVOKED
252:100-17-7 (NEW]
252:100-17-14 (NEW]
252:100-17-14.1 [NE
252:100-17-15 throu
Appendix A [REV
Appendix B [REV
Appendix K (NE
AUTHORITY:
A O.S. Supp. 1994, §§
Environmen
Quality
2-2-101, 2-5-101 t seq.
DATES:·
Comment pe ' :
Septemb 16, 1996, throug
January 6, 1997, through E ruary 12, 1997
Nove er 17, 1997, throu December 16, 1997
Janu
27, 1998
Mar 20,1998
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________ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
-

Prior- to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency~ publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency may publish a Notice of Rule making Intent in the Register prior
to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.

For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. This will allow facilities that may
have less th'\D. 40 tons peryear ofemissions, but for which no
pT"n written, the opportunity to apply for coverage
·licable general permit. The Department also
ielete the definition for "Volatile Organic
'S)," because the proposed changes to
· and 39 would exclude that term from the

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONJ\.IENTAL QUALI'IY
CHAPfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1358]
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT ru1
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5. Registration, Emission
Annual Operating Fees [AMENDEDj
Subchapter7. Permits for Mino.
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 7t
(AMENDED]
Subchapter 23. Control of Emissions from C _..... ums
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 24. Control of Emissions from Grain
Elevators [AMENDED]
AppendixL PM-10 Emission Factors for Permit by
Rule for Grain Elevators [NEW]
Subchapter 25. Smoke, Visible Emissions and
Particulates (AMENDED]
Subchapter 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materials (AMENDED]
Subchapter 39. Emission of Organic Materials in
NonattainmentAreas [AMENDED]
Subchapter 41. Contr~l of Emission of Hazardous and
Toxic Air Contaminants [AMENDED]

SUMMARY:
In Subchapter 5, the Department is considering possible
increases in annual operating fees for both minor facilities
and Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions ofTotal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the propo5ed revisions will delete
the lower limit of 5 tons peryear for PBR facilities. This will
allow those facilities with less than 5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessacy for a
facility to qualify for PBR Each subchapter containing a

September 15, 1998

ent is considering increases in the permit
1 both Subchapters 7 and 8.
ca revisions to Subchapters 23 and 24 would
_.....puty the language under the agency-wide
re-write/de-wrong initiative. It is also proposed to add a new
PBR section to both subchapters. The PBR will streamline
the permitting process by creating a mechanism that will
eliminate the necessity for some cottongins and elevators to
obtain an individual air quality permit. Also, a new
Appendix Lis proposed which contains PM-10 emission
factors for PBRgrain elevators. Additional changes to both
subchapters follow proposed amendment of Subchapter
25 concerning short-term exceedances of the opacity
standard. The revised rules would allow such exceedances
during one siX-minute period in any consecutive 60 minutes,
not to exceed three such periods in any consecutive 24
hours.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 would
fulfill an EPA requirement concerning Continuous
Emission Monitoring (CEM). Specifically, the Department
proposes to incorporate by reference the Federal opacity
monitoring requirements for fossil fuel-fired steam
generators and fluid bed catalytic cracking unit catalyst
regenerators at petroleum refineries as specified in 40 CFR
51, Appendix P. Additionally, the Department proposes to
exempt from Appendix P requirements those sources
already subject to a new source performance standard and
sources scheduled for retirement within 5 years after the
amended rule takes effect. The amended rule would also
provide criteria for approval of alternative monitoring
requirements. Additional changes to the existing rule
include exempting sources subject to opacity standards
promulgated under Section 111 of the Federal Clean Air
Act, along with a cla,rlfication of how the opacity standard
will be determined at sources that have CEMs and how it.
will be determined at sources without CEMs. Other
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proposed amendments to Subchapter 25 are designed to
simplify and clarify the rule.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Three substantive changes are proposed for each
Subchapter: One of those substantive changes affects both
Subchapter 37 and 39. The definition of "volatile organic
compounds (VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has
been revised in response to the Air Quality Council's
direction to the staff to review the petition from the
Chemical Manufacturers Association dated October 25,
1995, to exclude acetone from the definition of VOC; the
request from American Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam,
dated January 19, 1998, that acetone be excluded from the
definition of VOC; a request datedApril21, 1997, from the
Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance, requesting that
perchlorqethylene be excluded from the definition ofVO~;
a request from Dow Corning that methylated siloxanes be
excluded from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfofthe Eastman Chemical Company datedAugust 18,
1998, that methyl acetate be excluded from the definition of
VOC. The definition of VOC has been modified to be
consistent with the EPA definition. The second substantive
change to Subchapter 37 is the removal of the requirement
for permitt and best available control technology (BACf)
for new sources ofVOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The
third substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with the
first sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The second substantive change to Subchapter 39
is the correction of the placement of "prior to lease custody
transfer'' in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive
change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and a minimum storage capacity of 2,000
gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) to determine applicability of
subsection (c). In addition, the Department is requesting
comments on 252:100-39-47, Control of VOS Emissions
from Aerospace Industries Coatings Operations. Options
include (1) retain the present (ARA.Cf) rule and enforce
the emissions reduction plan specified therein; (2) repeal
the present rule and promulgate new rules regulating
specialty coatings; or (3) retain the present plan,
promulgate new rules for specialty coatings, and allow the
facility to choose which of the two they prefer. These
options recognize that the new NESHAP for the aerospace
industry controls VOC emissions except for specialty
coatings. The proposed amendments to Subchapter 41
include adopting by reference the Maximum Available
Control Technology (MACf) standards for hazardous air
pollutants that have been promulgated in 40 CFR 63 from
July 1, 1997, through July 1, 1998. These are Subparts Sand
LL The Department is also updating in Subchapter 41 the
incorporation by reference of the NESHAP found in 40
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CFR 61 to July 1, 1998. The Department is requesting
comments on these proposed changes.
AUTHORTIY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq.
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Tuesday, September 15, 1998, through Tuesday, October
20, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Tuesday, October 13, 1998
Also scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board
at their meeting on Tuesday, November 10, 1998- 9:30a.m.
in Poteau (Location to be determined. See contact person)
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Tuesday, October 20, 1998- 9:30 a.m. briefmg and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Tulsa City-County Health Department,
5051 South 129thEast (Northeastcornerof51stand 129th),
Tulsa, Oklahoma
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES: .
Copies of the rules will be available Sept~mber 15, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.
RULE IMPACf STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi (Subchapters 5 and 8), Michelle
Martinez (Subchapter 24), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapters
7 and 25), Becky Mainord (Subchapter 23), Joyce Sheedy,
Ph.D. (Subchapters 37, 39 and 41). Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box
1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405)
702-4100.
ADDIDONAL INFORMATION:
Additional proposed revisions have been made to the
versions ofSubchapters 7, 23, 24, 25,37 and 39 that were the
subject of a public hearing on August 18, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISABILlTIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
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1TJ1..E 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

CHAPTER 100. AIR POlLUTION CONTROL
i

(OAR Docket #98-1473]

unENDEDR~GACITO~

Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
Subchapter 5; Registration, Emission Inventory and
Annual Operating Fees
252:100-S-2.2 [AMENDED]
Permits for Minor Facilities
Subchapter 7.
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.7 [AMENDED]
257:100-8-4 [AMENDED]
Subchapter ~37. Control of Emission of Organic
MateriaJs [AMENDED]
Subchapter S9.' . Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
SUMMAR~

-

The Department is proposing to amend 252:100-5-2.2 to
increase annual operating fees for minor facilities and to
include a provision for state appropriations and federal
grants to be used to offset annual operating fees assessed to
minor facilities. The Department is also proposing to
increase the base annual operating fee for Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions ofTotal
Suspended Particulates (TSP) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
. minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of5 tons peryear for PBR facilities. This will
allow those facilities with less than 5 tons peryear emissions,
which are subject to New Source Perfonnance Standards
(NSPS) or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP), to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is
proposed that will outline the requirements necessary for a
facility to qualify for PBR. Each subchapter containing a
PBR for specific facilities will be referenced under this new
Part also. Third, the proposed revisions will delete the lower
limit for general permits. 1his will allow facilities that may
have less than 40 tons per year ofemissions, but for which no

PBRhas beenwritten, the opportunity to applyforcoverage
.
under an applicable general permit.
The Department is also proposing to amend 252:100-7-3
to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability
determinations, relocation permits, and applications for
individual permits.
The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-8-1.7 to increase applicability determination fees
for Part 70 Sources. In addition, it is proposed that
252:100-8-4(a)(2) be amended to update the incorporation
by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1,
1998.
The proposed changes to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of language, correction of typographical
errors, deletion of redundant language, and reformatting.
Substantive changes are proposed for each subchapter.
One of those substantive changes affects both Subchapter
37 and 39. The definition of "vOlatile organic compounds
(VOC)" in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2 has been revised
in response to the Air Quality Council's direction to thestaff
to review the petition from the Chemical Manufacturers
Association dated October 25, 1995, to eXclude acetone
from the definition of VOC; a request from American
Airlines, Boeing, and Nordam, dated January 19, 1998; to
exclude acetone from the definition ofVOC; a request from
the Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance datedApril21,
1997, to exclude perchloroethylene from the definition of
VOC; a request from Dow Coming to exclude methylated
siloxanes from the definition of VOC; and a request on
behalfof the Eastman Chemical Company dated August 18,
1998, to exclude methyl acetate from the definition ofVOC.
The definition of VOC has been modified to be consistent
with the EPA definition. The second substantive change to
Su~hapter 37 is the removalofthe requirement for permits
and best available control technology (BACT} for new
sources of VOC contained in 252:100-37-3(a). The third
substantive change for Subchapter 37 deals with. the first
sentence in 252:100-37-36 regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment, which has been deleted to
resolve the contradiction between the first and second
sentences. The fourth substantive change to Subchapter 37
will be the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by Rule for
Volatile Organic Compound Storage and Loading
Facilities. The second substantive change to Subchapter 39
is the correction of the placement of "prior to Lease custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2). The third substantive

Jj;~/
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change is the addition of a minimum annual throughput of
120,000 gallons and aminimum storage capacity of 10,000
gallons to 252:1"00-3941(c) to determine the applicability of
subs¢ction (c).
AUl'HORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1997, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, etseq.
"
CO:MMENT PERIOD:
Written comments on proposed amendments to
252:100-5-2.2, 254:100-7-3, and 252:100-8-1.7 will be
accepted until December 8, 1998. Oral c.O~ents may be
made at the December 15, 1998 hearing.
Comments on aJ1 other proposed amendments and new
rules included in this notice will be accepted beginning
Monday, November 16, 1998, through Thesday, December
15, 1998. To be thoroughly considered by staff prior to the
hearing, written comments should be submitted to the
contact person by Thesday, December 8, 1998.
Also scheduled before the Environmental QualitYBoard
(Date and location to be determined. See contact person.)
PUBLIC HEAIUNGS:
Tuesday, December 15, 1998-9:30 a.m. briefing and 1:00
p.m. hearing, at the Uncoln Plaza, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.,
Burgundy Room. Oldahoma Oty, Oklahoma
COPIES OF PROPQSED RULES:
Copies of the rules will be available November 16, 1998,
for review at the Air Quality Division office at 7f17 North
Robinson, Suite 4100:0klahoma Oty, Oklahoma, 73102,or
may be obtained from Myrna Bruce at 405-702-4177.

TITLE 330. OKLAHOMA HOUSING

FINANCE AGENCY
R
~T~~~~~ftr~~,~

RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACf PERSON:
Please send written comments to Shawna
McWaters-Khalousi {252:100-5-2.2, 252:100-7-3, and
252:100-8-1.7), Jeanette Buttram (Subchapter 7 except
252:100-7-3), and Joyce Sheedy (252:100-8-4 and
Subchapters 37 and 39), Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
aty, Oklahoma 73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

None

.

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend buthave a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

g public he · g will be held: December 8,
ces of OHFA, 1140 N. W. 63rd
4th floor conference room.. All
rsons are · "ted to attend a.D:d present their

a.m. at the
"ty, OK in

[OAR Docket #98-1473; fikd 10-23-98]
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F PROPOS D RULES:
of the proposed Rules may be obtained by
conta
gByronDebruler,atO.HFA, 1140Northwest63rd,
P. 0. ox 26720, Oldahoma Oty, Oklahoma 73126-0720, ~
405-848-1144 Ext. 314. There will be a $5.00 per copy
charge.
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Memo · I Building, 2500
orth Lincoln Boulevard,
Oklah a City, Oklahom
R
IMPACf STATE
nts will be
Rule Impact State ent for the amen
ared, as required
law, and will be av able at the
0 ce of the State Bo d of Education, R
1·18, Oliver
ln Boulevard,
odge Education B ding, 2500 North
Oklahoma City, 0
oma.
CONl'ACI' PERSON:
Brenda DeShazo, 405·521·3308

{OAR Docket #9/J.1685;fikd 12·17·98)

TITLE 252. DJJ;PARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY
CHAPrER 100. AIR POU..UTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98·1721]
RULEMAKING AcTION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
RULES:
252:100. Air Pollution Control
Subchapter S. Registration, .Emission Inventoxy and
Annual Operating Fees
252:100-5-22 [AMENDED]
Subchapter 7.
Permits for Minor Facilities
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100.8-1.7 [AMENDED]
252:100.8-4 [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
. The Department is proposing to amend 252:100·5·2.2 to
increase annual operating fees for minor facilities and the
base annual operating fee for Part 70 sources.
The proposed revisions to Subchapter 7 will modify
language applicable to de minimis facilities, Permit by Rule
(PBR), and general permits. First, actual emissions ofTotal
Suspended Particulates (TSP.) will no longer be counted in
determining whether a facility meets the definition of "de
minimis facility." Second, the proposed revisions will delete
the lower limit of five (5) tons per year for PBR facilities.
This will allow those facilities with less than five (5) tons per
year emissions which are subject to New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) or National Emissions
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) to
apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual
permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will outline the
requirements necessaxy for a facility to qualify for PBR.
Each subchapter containing aPBR for specific facilities will
be referenced under this new Part 9 also. Third, the
...-.-proposed revisions will delete the lower limit for general
permits. This will allow facilities that may have less than 40
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tons per year of emissions, but for which no PBR has been
written, the opportunity to apply for coverage under an
applicable general permit.
· The Department is also proposing to amend 252:100-7·3
to increase fees for minor facilities for applicability
determinations, relocation permits, and applications for
individual permits.
The Department is proposing amendments to
252:100-8-1.7 to increase applicability determination fees
for Part 70 sources. In addition, it is proposed that
252:100-8-4(a)(2) be amended to update the incorporation
by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to July 1,
1998.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The comment period through December 8, 1998 was
published in the November 16,1998 Oklahoma Register for
the Air Quality Advisoxy Countil meeting held on
December 15, 1998.
PUBUC HEAIUNGS:
Previously held before the Air Quality Advisoxy Council
on December 15, 1998.
However, oral comments may be made at the meeting of
the Environmental Quality Board, March5,1999, 9:30a.m.,
at the Association ofCounty Commissioners of Oklahoma,
429 NE 50th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 7f17 N. Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, or may beobtained from
Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACI' STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONl'ACI PERSON:
Shawna
McWaters·Khalo\lSi
(252:100·5-2.2,
252:100-7-3, and 252:100-8-1.7), Jeanette Buttram
(Subchapter 7 except 252:100-7-3), and Joyce Sheedy
(252:100.8-4), Department of Environmental Quality, Air
QualityDivision,P.O.Box:1677,0klahomaCity,Oklahoma
73101·1677; (405) 702-4100
ADDmONALINFORMATION:
None
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

[OAR Docket #98-1721; filed 12·22-98)
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #98-1722]

•UU~..L"'IG ACriON:
Notice f proposed PERMANENT rulemaking
RULES:
252:100. · Pollution Control
Subchapte 37. Control of Emission of Organic
Materi {AMENDED]
Subchapter
. Emission of Organic Materials in
Nonat · ent Areas {AMENDED]

SUMMARY:
The proposed ell ges to Subchapters 37 and 39 include
clarification of lan ge, correction of typographical and
grammatical errors, letion of redundant language, and
reformatting. Substan: · e changes are proposed for each
subchapter. Oneofth
changesaffectsbothSubchapters.
The defiriition ofVolatil . Organic Compound (VOC) has
been modified in both sub · apters to be consistent with the
definition used by the En
nmental Protection Agency.
The substantive changes to bchapter 37 arc: the removal
of the requirement for Best Yailable Control Thchnology
(BACI') for all new sources of OCin 252:100-37-3(a); the
addition of252:100-37-16(c), 'empting loading facilities
that are subject to 40 CFR 60, S pparts K, Ka and Kb; the
addition of 252:100-37-25(c), exe · pting loading facilities
that are subject to 40 CFR 60, Sub
XX, and 40 CFR 63,
Subpart R; the deletion of 252 00-37-36, regarding
fuel-burning and refuse-burning eqw . ment, to resolve the
contradiction between the first and s nd sentences; the
addition of 252:100-37-38(b), exem ting pumps and
compressors that are subject to the equipment leak
standards in 40 CFR 60, Subparts VV,
and KKK; and
e for Volatile
the addition of a new Part 9, Permit by
Organic Compound Storage and.Loading acilities. The
substantive changes to Subchapter 39 are: th
rrection of
the placement of the phrase "prior to l e custody
transfer" in 252:100-39-30(b)(2), the d etion of
requirements in Part 3 regarding petrole
refinery
operations which were made redundant by ne federal
requirements, and the addition of a minimum annual
throughput of 120,000 gallons and a minimum orage
capacity of 10,000 gallons to 252:100-39-41(c) ~ the
determination of applicability of subsection (c).
AUTIIORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1998, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101, et seq.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments on the proposed amendments to
252:100-37 and 252:100-39 will be accepted until February
10, 1999. Oral comments may be made at the Air Quality
Advisory Council hearing, February 17, 1999.

Januar; 15, 1999

.., Ai Quality Advisory Council meeting will be .-..,-1
Wedn day, February 17, 1999- 9:30 a.m. briefing and ...
p.m. he · g, at the Department of Environmental Quality,
Room 01, 707 North Robinson,· Oklahoma City,
Oklahom
Subcha er 252:100-37 and 252:100-39 are also
scheduled t be heard by the Environmental Quality Board
at the Association of
on Friday,
h 5, 1999, 9:30
County Co
'ssioners of Oklahoma, 429 NE 50th Street,
Oklahoma Ci Oklahoma.
COPIES OF P OPOSED RULES:
Copies of the leswill be available January 15, 1999, for
review at the
Quality Division office at 707 North
Robinson,Suite4
,OklahomaCity,Oklahoma, 73102,or
maybe obtained m Myrna Bruce at (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACf
NT:
Copies of the ru1 impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality ivision.
CONI'ACf PERSON:
Please send writt
comments ~o Joyce Sheedy,
Department of Envir nmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 16 , Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-41
ADDmONALINFORMA:
Additional proposed re
versions of Subchapters 37
39 that \vere the subje~
the public hearing on Decem r 15, 1998.
PERSONS WITH DISAB.............
Should you desire to attend b have a disability and need
an accommodation, please not' the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 02-4100.

:.m.,

...,ru

[OAR Docket #98-1722;

TITLE 252. DEPAR
ENVIRONMENTAL Q
CHAPTER 400. RADIATION
RULEMAKING ACIION:
Notice of proposed PERMANENT rule
RULES:
252:400-2-1. State agreement program a horizations
{NEW]
252:400-2-2. Specific licenses [NEW]
252:400-2-12. State Agreement Fees [NEW]
Subchapter 21. Radionuclide NESHAP [NE
Appendix G. State agreement fees: Special
material [NEW] Appendix H. State agreem
Source material [NEW]
Appendix I. State agreement fees: Byproduct m .:
[NEW]
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252:100-7-60.1. Cotton gins
See 252:100-23-7.
252:100-7-60.2. Grain elevators
See 252:100-24-7.
[OAR Docket #99-848; filed 5-7-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
{OAR Docket #99-849]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
Part 3. Peim.it Application Fees
252:100-8-1.7. Permit Application Fees [AMENDED]
Part 5. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-4. Requirements for Construction and Operating
Permits (AMENDED]

Oldahoma Register (Volume 16, Number 15)

Environmental Quality Board; 27A 0 .S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
For 252:100-8-1.7, September 15, 1998 through December 8,
1998; and December 15, 1998
For 252:100-8-4(a)(2), November 16, 1998 through December
15, 1998
Public hearin~
For 252:100-8-1.7, October 20 and December 15, 1998; and
March 5, 1999
For 252:100-8-4(a)(2)(C), December 15, 1998; and March 5,
1999 Adoption:
March 5, 1999
Submitted to Governor:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to House:
March 15, 1999
Submitted to Senate:
March 15, 1999
Gubernatorial approval:
April19, 1999
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on May 7, 1999
Final adoption:
May7, 1999
Effective:
June 11, 1999
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACflONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
Incorporated standards:
40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43, and 40 CFR 63.44
Incorporating rules:
252:100-8-4{a)(2)(C)
Availability:
The standards are available to the public for examination at the
Department of Environmental Quality office at 707 North
Robinson, 4th Floor, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
ANALYSIS:
The change to 252:100-8-1.7 will increase the fee for
applicability determinations from $100 to $250. This fee change is
consistent with the proposed applicability determination fee
increase proposed in Subchapter 7.
The change to 252:100-8-4(a)(2)(C) updates the adoption by
reference of the requirements for case-by-case MACf
determinations contained in 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43, and 40
CPR 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on December 15, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
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CONTACT PERSON:
Je<~nette.Buttram or Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson,
Suite4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 7S O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE, ll, 1999.

SUBCHAPTER 8. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
PART 3. PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

_zl
252:100-8-1.7. Permit application fees
''
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this
subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must
accompany the application or request. Applications
received without appropriate fees are administratively
incomplete. Fees must be paid by check or money order
made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division in
accordance with the following fee schedule:
(1) Applicability determination. $.tOO~, to be
credited against the construction or operating permit
application fee, if a permit is required. If no permit is
required, the fee will be retained to cover the cost of
making the determination.
(2) Construction permit application. The fee is
$2,000.
•
(3) Operating permit application.
(A) Initial Part 70 permit- $2,000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit· $900
(C) Renewal Part 70 permit· $1,000.
(D) Significant modification of Part 70 permit $1,000.
(E) Minor modification of Part 70 permit- $500.
(F) Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation· $500.
PART S. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
252:100-8-4.

Requirements for construction and
operating permits
(a) Construction permits.
(1) Construction permit required. No person shall
cause or allow the construction or installation of any
new facility that will require a Part 70 operating permit
without first obtaining a DEQ-issued air quality
construction permit. A construction permit is also
required for any physical change that would be a
modification under 252:100-8-7.2(b). In addition to
the requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7
or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also meet the
applicable requirements contained therein.
(2) Requirement for case-by-case MACT
detenninations.

June 1,1999

' (A) Applicabilit),. The require~nt
case-by-case MAq determinations a1
'?
owner or operator who constructs or reco. · . .JC
major source of hazardous air pollutants after Jt
29, 1998, unless the source has been specific;
regulated or exempted from regulation unde
subpart of 40 CFR Part 63, or the owner or opera
has received all necessary air quality permits
such construction or reconstruction before June
1998.
(B) Exclusions. The following sources are 1
subject to this subsection.
(i) Electric utility steam generating un
unless and until these units are added to t
source category list. ,
(ii) Stationary sources that are within a sour
category that has been deleted from the sour
category list.
(iii) Research and development activities
defined in 40 CFR § 63.41.
(C) MACT determinations. If subject to tt
subsection, an owner or operator may not beg
actual construction or reconstruction of a maj.
source of HAP until obtaining from the DEQ ;
approved MACf determination in accor?ance wi
the following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CF
63.43 and 40 CFR 63.44, which are-~ret
incorporated by reference as they exist o.
'y
-199+1998.
(b) Operating pennits.
(1) Operating pennits required. Except as provide
in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this section, no Part i
sourc"e subject to this Chapter may operate after tt.
time that it is required to file a timely application wit
the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQ-iss·ue
permit.
(A) lf the owner or operator of a so~rce su~jet
to the requirement to obtain a permtt subm1ts
timely application for permit issuance or renewa
that source's failure to have a permit shall not be
violation of the requirement to have such a permi
until the DEQ takes final action on the applicatior
This protection shall cease to apply if the applica11
fails to submit, by the deadline specified in writin
by the DEQ or 252:100-8-4, any additio.na
information identified as being reasonably reqUire
to process the app\ication.
.
(B) If the owner 'or operator of a source subJe<
to this Subchapter files a timely application that th
DEQ determines to be administratively incomplet
due to the applicant's failure to timely provid
additional information requested by the D~ th
applicant loses the protection grante1
de
raragraph (A) of this section. The sourc~'s
-.r
to have a permit shall be deemed a violation 01 th
Subchapter.
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(C) Filing an operating permit application shall
_ not: affe«t the requirement, if any, that a source
have a construction permit.
(2) Duty to apply. For each Part 70 source, the owner
or operator shall submit a timely and complete permit
application on forms supplied by the DEQ in
accordance with this section.
(3) Timely. application.· Sources that are subject to
the operating permit program established by this
Chapter as of March 6, 1996, shall file applications on
the following schedules outlined in 252:100-8-4(b)(4).
A timely application is one that is postmarked on or
before the relevant date listed below. In the event a
major source consists ofoperations under multiple SIC
codes, the primary activity shall form the basis for the
initial permit application.
(4) Application submittal schedule. The following
sources are subject to the operating permit program
and shall submit initial permit applications according
to the following schedule.
(A) No later than September 5, 1996:
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain
provisions of the Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units atthe
site. Regardless of the effective date of the
program and the requirement to file an
application defined in this section, applications
for initial Phase II acid rain permits shall be
submitted to the DEQ no later than January 1,
1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998,
for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any owner or operator shall submit no
less than one-third of their total applications
for Part 70 sources located at sources classified
by the following Source Standard Industrial
Classification Codes and which belong to a
single major industrial grouping other than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29
(Petroleum refining and related industries):
(I) Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III) Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
(IV) Natural Gas lransmission, 4922; ·
(V) Natural Gas Transmission and
Distribution, 4923; and
(VI) Petroleum Bulk Stations and
Thrminals, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b)(4)(A)(ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to
the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications no later than March 5,
1997.
(C) No later than March 5, 1997, any owner or
operator shall submit their applications for Part 70
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sources located at sources classified by the
following Standard Industrial Classification Codes:
(i) Metals, 3312, 3315. 3321, 3341, 3351,
3411, 3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D) No later than July 5, 1998, any owner or
operator shall submit their applications for Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the
following Standard Industrial Classification Codes:
(i) Refmeries, 2911;
(ii) Cement Plants, 324\:
(iii) ChemicaUCarbon, 2819,2821,2851,2861,
2869,2891,2895,2899,2Q99,305.3,3086,3089;
(iv) Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/
Storage,4612,4613;
(v) Food Products, 2013. 2074, 2095.
(E) All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject
to the operating permit prognun and shall submit
initial permit applications no later than March 6,
1999.
(5) Newly regulated sources. A SIOurce that becomes
subject to the operating permit pn..~am established by
this Chapter at any time following the effective date
shall file an administratively '-'-"mplete operating
permit application within'180 da!t-s of commencement
of operation.
(6) Application acceptability. ~'()twithstanding the
deadlines established in para.;graph ( 4) of this
subsection, an application filed prior to the above
deadlines following submission of t:Jhe state program to
EPA for approval shall be accept~ for processing.
(7) lll(g) applications. A soUl'\.~ that is required to
meet the requirements under section 112(g) ofthe Act,
or to have a permit under a p~"'..nstruction review
program under Title I of sudt Act, shall file an
application to obtain an opera~ permit or permit
amendment or modification withim twelve months of
commencing operation. Where .an existing Part 70
operating permit would prohibit smch construction or
change in operation, the sou:ce must obtain a
construction permit before commencing construction.
(8) Application for renewal. Sowrces subject to this
Chapter shall file an applicatiorr. for renewal of an
operating permit at least six moncfus before the date of
permit expiration, unless a longer I;teriod (not to exceed
18 months) is specified in the pemnit. Renewal periods
greater than six months are subje1..~ to negotiation on a
case-by-case basis.
(9) Phase n acid rain permits. :Sources required to
submit applications under the Aci~ Rain Program shall
submit these applications as r..:~quired by 40 CFR
72.30(b)(2)(i) through (viii).
(10) Application compJeteDe.'$s. See Uniform

Lf/91
June 1.1999
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Permitting Rules, 252:2-15-70 and the definition of
aqmini~tratively complete in 252:100-8-2.
[OAR Docket #99-849;filed 5-7-99]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF .
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #99-850)

252:100-37-15 [ru.,~•.r.J
252;100-37-16 [..-.."-T£4.~,...,
252:100-37•17 ['r"UY..._.,,._,
AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-37-37)
AND RENUMBERED TO
252:100-37-18 [AME
252:100-37-38]
YOQ; in Coating
Part 5.
Control of
Qpemtions
252:100-37-25 [AMENDE
252:100-37-26 [AMENDED
Part 7. Control of Specific
252:100-37-35 !AMENDED]
252:100-37-36 [AMENDED]
252:100-37-37 [NEW]
252:100-37-38 [NEW]
Part 9. Permit by Rule for V
Stomge and Loading
Facilities [NEW]
252:100-37-41 [NEW]
252:100-37-42 [NEW]
AUniORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Su . 1998, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
.
July 15, 1998, through August 18, 1998
September 15, 1998, through October 20, 1998
November 16, 1998, through December 15, 1998
Januacy 15, 1999, through February 17, 1999
Public hearing:
August 18, 1998
October 20, 1998
December 15, 1998
February 17, 1999
Adoption:
March 5,1999

June 1,1999

Submitted to Go emor:
March 15, 199
Submitted to Hou :
March 15, 1999
Submitted to Senat
March 15, 1999
Gubernatorial appro
April19, 1999
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legis ture to disapprove the rules resulted
approval on May 7, 199
Final adoption:
May7, 1999
Effective:
June 11, 1999
SUPERSEDED E"MERGE
None
·INCORPORATIONS BY RE
None
ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to klahoma Administrative Cod
252:100-37, Control ofEmission f Organic Materials, will simplii
the language under the agency- de re-right/de-wrong initiativt
The revisions also include the folio · g substantive changes: 1) th
redefinition of the term "volatile o anic compound (VOC)" an'
the substitution of this term for rganic materials", "organi
solvents", and "hydrocarbons"; 2) th deletion of252:100-37-3(aJ
which is a redundant requirement
ept to the extent that i
requires new minor sources to ap ·ty best available~tro
technology (BACI'); 3) the exemption f methanol stomb
~el:
at a drilling or production facility for use n site in 252:100-:
,c)
4) the addition of 252:100-37-15(c),
empting VOC storagt
vessels that are subject to the equipment tandards in 40 CFR 6(
Subparts K, Ka, or Kb from the requirem ts of 252:100-37-15(a:
and (b); 5) the addition of 252:100-37-:J: (c), exempting VOC
loading facilities subject to the requiremen of40 CFR 60 Subpar1
e requirements oi
XX or 40 CPR 63 Subpart R from
252:100-37-15(a) and (b); 6) the deletion f 252:100-37-25(c),
which allows the emission of 3,000 pounds pe day or 450 pounds
per hour of organic materials before controls c required; 7) the
2:100-37-25(d);
revision of the alternate standard for coatings i
8) the correction of the impossible requiremen in 252:100-37-36
that no emission of hydrocarbons or organic m terial is allowed
from fuel-burning or refuse-burning equipment; the addition of
252:37-38(b), exempting pumps and compresso subject to the
standards for pumps and compressors contained
40 CFR 60
Subparts VV, GGG, or KKK from 252:100-~7-38 and 10) the
addition of Part 9, which contains the pemut by
e for VOC
storage and loading facilities.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACf PERSON:
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Envi
ental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 16TI,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-16TI, (405) 702-4100 ...-.,,
"€
PURSUANT TO TilE ACITONS DESCRIBED HERETh.,
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FIN.
i
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECUON JOS.l(A),
wrm AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 11, 1999.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Notices of Rulemaking Intent
-

Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency .lll.LW publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition, an agency~ publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional information on Notices of Rulemaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

257. DEPARTMENT OF
.QNMENTAL QUALITY
R3.PROCEDURESOFTBE
~QUALITY COUNCILS

Notice of prop
P~POSEDR

·V Subchapter 5.

· Quality Advisory Council Hearings

[NEW]
Appendix B. Style f Request for Hearing [NEW]
·sUMMARY:
The addition of 252: 5, Air Quality AdviSory Council
Hearings, is proposed toe :tablish proceduretfor individual
proceedings on enforce nt matters and requests for
~ variance. Anew Appendix Style of Request for Hearing,
would also be added to 252:
AUTHORI'IY:
Environmental Quality Bo d powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, § 2-2-101; and klahoma QeanAir Act§§
2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that busin s entities or any other
members of the public affected by ese rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, · dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level of · ct costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as repo
g, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, pro ssional services,
revenue loss, or other costs· expected to e incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with th reposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prio to and at the
hearing on June 14, 2000. 1b be thoroughly nsidered by
staff prior to the hearing, written coinmen should be
submitted to the contact person by June 7, 00. Oral
comments may be made at the June 14, 2000 he
the Environmental Quality Board hearing on
2000, in Durant, Oklahoma.
,-..... PUBUC HEARINGS: .
Wednesday, June 14, 2000 -9:00a.m. hearing, 707
Greenwood, Room 150, OSU at Thlsa, Thlsa, OK.

.

May15, 2000

Scheduled before e Environmental Quality Board at
9:30a.m. onAugust 29, 00, Durant, OK, (exact location to
be announced)."
COPmS OF PROPOSE RULES:
The proposed rules ar vailable for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 7 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
OklahomaCity,Oklahoma, 7 02,andontheDEQwebsite
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air
uality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies ma be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact siate nt may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Cheryl Bradley,
Department of Environmental Quali , Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma
, Oklahoma
73101-1677; (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disabi
an accommodation, please notify the Air Qu~i
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #00-792;filed 4-25-.00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-793]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice
of
proposed
PERMANENT
and
EMERGENCY rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
,/Subchapter 8. Permits for Part70 Sources [AMENDED]

SUMMARY:

,

The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend
sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, and 52. The
changes correct errors, clarify language, and add fee
categories for constrUction permit authorizations and
modifications. Substantive changes include amending the
definition of "trivial activities" in section 2 by deleting the
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exception for activities that are subject to an applicable
requirement. The amendments to section 4(a)(1) clarify
that de minimis emissions increases do not require
construction permits, but that additions of equipment that
are subject to NSPS or NESHAP would. The changes in
section 5(d)(1)(A) clarify that BACI' is not required for
modifications that result in emissio:As increases of less than
100 tons per year, unless the Prevention of Significant
Deterioration rules in Part 7would require it. The reporting
time in section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess emissions caused by
emergencies or upsets would be changed from 24 hours to
the end of the next working day to make it consistent with .
Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A substantive
change· is proposed for the definition of "major stationary ;
source" in section 31, where paragraph (xiv) would be
changed to read "municipal incinerators capable of
charging more than 50 tons of refuse per day." This change
is required by the 1990 amendment to section 169(1) of the
federal Qean Air Act. The changes to section 52 were
adopted in 1989 but were accidentally excluded d11.ring
codification of the rules.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, § 2-2-101; and Oklahoma OeanAir Act§§
2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The ~EQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
pos~ible, the increase in the level of direct costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment, construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on June 14, 2000. Th be thoroughly considered by
staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted· to the contact person by June 7, 2000. Oral
comments may be made at the June 14, 2000 hearing and at
the Environmental Quality Board hearing on August 29,
2000, in Durant, Oklahoma.
PUBUC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, June 14, 2000- 9:00a.m. hearing, 707 North
Greenwood, Room 150, OSU at Thlsa, Thlsa, OK
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30a.m. on August 29,2000, Durant, OK, (exact location to
be announced).
COPmS OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
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Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ web~
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Cum.. _
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
....
Please send written comments to {Joyce Sheedy,
Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-16TI; (405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend bu_t have a disability and need
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Division
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
~..,

[OAR Docket #00-793;filed 4-25-00]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

C

NVIRONMENTAL QUALTIY
R 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #00-794]

Noticeofpr
PROPOSED R
S:
/Subchapter 29. Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
The proposed cha es to Subchapter 29 will simplify and
clarify the Subchapt
as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong initi tive. A substantive change is
included which would m e the rule more enforceable by
deleting the qualification
t the fugitive dust be emitted to
such an extent as to be cia ified as air pollution, before
precautions are required.
e proposed revocation of
252:100-29-5, Variance, is due o its redundancy with the
Qean Air Act at 27A O.S.Supp. 2-5-109.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board .~ers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp. 1999, § 2-2-101; and Okl
ma Clean AirAct §§

2-5-101,et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business en
members of the public affected by these les provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in do
amounts if
possible, the increase in the level of direct cos such as r-"'
and the indirect costs such as reporting, rec dkeepmg,
equipment, construction, labor, professiona services,
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Prior to adoption and gubernatorial/legislative review of a proposed PERMANENT rulemaking action, an agency~ publish
a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register. In addition; an agency .r::nm! publish a Notice of Rulemaking Intent in the Register
prior to adoption of a proposed EMERGENCY or PREEMPTIVE rulemaking action.
A Notice of Rulemaking Intent announces a comment period, or a comment period and public hearing, and provides other
information about the intended rulemaking action as required by law, including where copies of proposed rules may be obtained.
For additional Information on Notices of Ru/emaking Intent, see 75 O.S., Section 303.

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPfER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL .
[OAR Docket #00-2181]
RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed· PERMANENT rulem~g
PROPOSED RULES:
. Subchapter 6. Permitting [REVOKED)
Subchapter 8.
Permits for Part 70 Sources
[AMENDED]
Subchapter 29. Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED)
Subchapter 31.
Control of Emission of Sulfur
Compounds [AMENDED]
SUMMARY:
It is proposed that Subchapter 6 be revoked in its
entire!f. This action fulfills the Department's goal of
eliminating redundant or unnecessaxy language through
there-right/de-wrong process. The rule is for the most part
a summaxy of the permit programs contained in
Subchapters 7 and 8, and a restatement of Oklahoma
statutes on permitting. Only a few portions of the rule
contain substantive language that ;vill be placed into
Subchapter 8. Revocation of the rul/will have no effect on
permit actions.
/

The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend
sections 1-1, 1-4, 1-5, 1-7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52.
The changes correct errors, clarify language, add
paragraphs that had previously been adopted but not
c~dified, and add fee categories for construction permit
authorizations and modifications. Substantive changes
include amending the definition of "trivial activities" in
section 2 by deleting the exception for activities that are
subject to an.,applicable requirement. The amendments to
section 4(a)(l) clarify that de minimis emissions increases
do not require construction permits, but that additions of
equipment that are subject to NESHAP would. The
changes in section 5(d)(1)(A) clarify that BACf is not
required for modifications that result in emissions increases
of less than 100 tons per year, unless the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would require it.
The reporting time in section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess
emissions caused by emergencies or upsets would be
changed from 24 hours to the end of the next working day to
make it consistent with Subchapter 9 reporting
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requirements. A substantive change is proposed for the
definition of"major stationaxy source" in section 31, where
paragraph (xiv) would be changed to read "municipal
incinerators capable ofcharging more than 50 tons ofrefuse
per day." This change is required by the 1990 amendment to
section 169(1) of the federal Clean AirAct. The definitions
of "reconstruction" and "resource recovery facility" in
section 51 would be deleted since those terms are not used
in Part 9. The changes to section 52 were adopted in 1989
but were accidentally excluded during codification of the
rules.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 29will simplify and
clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide
re-right/de-wrong
initiative.
The
provisions
252:100-29-2(a) and (b) will be combined to require
reasonable precautions to control any visible fugitive dust
emissions beyond the property line on which the emissions
originate if such emissions interfere with the use of adjacent
properties, cause air quality standards to be exceeded, or
interfere with the maintenance of air quality standards. The
proposed revocation of252:100-29-5, Variance, is due to its
redundancy with the Clean Air Act at 27A O.S.Supp.1999 §
2-5-109.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 31 are primarily to
simplify language, clarify requirements, and remove
redundant requirements or language as part of the
agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. New definitions
of the terms "existing source" or "existing equipment" and
"new source" or "new equipment" clearly identify the
effective date for each industry affected by the rule. Section
252:100-31-3 regarding performance testing is revoked,
since performance testing is covered in Subchapter 43. In
section 252:100-31-12(a) the use of an annual arithmetic
mean is revoked. Section 252:100-31-25(c)(3) regarding
emission monitoring is revoked, since emission monitoring
is covered in Subchapter 45. Section 252:100-31-15(b) and
those portions of 252:100-31-12(b) and 252:100-31-13(b)
which identify the requirements to prove a violation are
recommended for deletion, since 252:100-45-5 allows the
use of any credible evidence to determine a violation.
Sections, subsections, and paragraphs will also be moved to
facilitate use of the rule. Six substantive revisions are also
proposed. (1) Revoke 252:100-31-14(c) regarding the
testing procedures for ambient hydrogen sulfide, as the
listed procedures are out of date and will be replaced with
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sampling and test methods in Subchapter 43. (2) Delete
252:100-31-25(a) pertaining to new sulfuric acid plants
since it is identical to the NSPS, 40 CFR 60 Subpart H,
except for the opacity limit and the averaging time. The
differences between the federal and state standards are
minimal, and the state rule was intended to reflect the
federal standard. (3) The averaging time for ambient
hydrogen sulfide concentration from existing equipment in
252:100-31-14(a) is changed from 30minutes to one hour to
match the averaging time for ambient hydrogen sulfide
concentrations from new equipment.
(4) Section
252:1Q0-31-25(c) covering new gas sweetening and sulfur
recovery plants, and Section 252:100-31-26 covering'
hydrogen sulfide from petroleum and natural gas processes
- will be combined and rewritten to make clear which sources ·
are subject to the standard. The sources subject to the
hydrogen sulfide standard are more narrowly drawn to
cover only sweetening plants and sulfur recovery units.
Other processes referenced in the sulfur dioxide standard
are limited to petroleum refinery processes, consistent with
the intent of the rule. (5) Section 252:100-31-26(a), the
hydrogen sulfide standard for new petroleum and natural
gas processes contains several changes: (a) the standard has
been changed from a combination equipment and emission
standard to a more straightforward emission standard; (b)
the ex&ption for pipeline quality sweetened gas was moved
to 252:100-31-26(b)(1) and changed to an emission based
exception; and (c) an exception to the required exhaust
stack is provided based on modeling. (6) Several
subsections of the rule require a maximum average testing
period. Because it is unclear what is a maximum average, all
subsections will be changed to a time-based average.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board powers and duties, 27A
O.S.Supp.1999, § 2-2-101; and Oklahoma Clean Air Act§§
2-5-101, et seq.
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS:
The DEQ requests that business entities or any other
members of the public affected by these rules provide the
DEQ, within the comment period, in dollar amounts if
possible, the increase in the level ofdirect costs such as fees,
and the indirect costs such as reporting, recordkeeping,
equipment; construction, labor, professional services,
revenue loss, or other costs expected to be incurred by a
particular entity due to compliance with the proposed rules.
COMMENT PERIOD:
Written comments will be accepted prior to and at the
hearing on August 16, 2000. 1b be thoroughly considered by
staff prior to the hearing, written comments should be
submitted to the contact person by August 9, 2000. Oral
comments may be made at the August 16, 2000 hearing and
at the Environmental Quality Board hearing on November
14,2000, in Hooker, Oklahoma.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS:
Wednesday, August 16, 2000- 9:00a.m. hearing, Pion'
Technology Center, Education Business Center, 2lu.t
North Ash Street, Ponca City, OK.
Scheduled before the Environmental Quality Board at
9:30 a.m. on November 14, 2000, Hooker, OK, (exact
location to be announced).
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
The proposed rules are available for review at the Air
Quality Division office at 707 North Robinson, Suite 4100,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73102, and on the DEQ website
(www.deq.state.ok.us), Air Quality Division Current
Events and Issues, or copies may be obtained from Myrna
Bruce by calling (405) 702-4177.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
Copies of the rule impact statement may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division.
CONTACT PERSON:
Please send written comments to Jeanette Buttram (SC
6), Joyce Sheedy (SC 8 and SC 31), and Cheryl Bradley (SC
29), Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, P.O. Box 1677, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73101-1677; {405) 702-4100.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES:
Should you desire to attend but have a disability and ne~
an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality Divis
·
three (3) days in advance at (405) 702-4100.
[OAR Docket #00-2181; filed 6-23-00]

TITLE

5. OKLAHOMA HORSE RACING
COMMISSION
R 25. ENTRIES AND
DECLARATIONS
[0

Docket #00-2183]

RULEMAKING AC ON:
Notice of propose PERMANENT rulemaking
PROPOSED RULES:
325:25-1-30.1. Nami engaging of riders [NEW]
SUMMARY:
The new rule prop~sed to hapter 25 is being proposed
to prevent problems of rider anges on races programs,
and the adoption of this pro sed new rule would be
consistent with rules of other ra g jurisdictions.
AUTHORITY:
Title 3A O.S. §204(A);
Racing
Commission
COMMENT PERIOD:
Persons wishing to present their views
so before 4:30p.m., Monday August 7, 200
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along with the required fee and any relevant information
needed, the DEQ will make a determination of whether a
permit is required.
WW Change in peimit status. The owner or operator of
a permitted facility may at any time notify the DEQ that the
facility:
, (1) Is de minimis, requesting termination of the
permit, or
{2) Qualifies for either a permit by rule or a general
permit, submitting the appropriate application for such
·
permit.
~ 'lhutsfer of permit. The transfer of ownership of a
stationary source or a facility shall subject the new owner or
operator td existing permit conditions and/or compliance
schedules.. A new permit is not required. The transferor
shall notifY the AQD in writing no later than 10 days
following the change in ownership.
[OAR Docket #01-762;filed 4-23-01]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLliTION CONTROL
[OAR Docket #01-763]
RULEMAKING ACI'ION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.1 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-1.4 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-1.5 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-1.7 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-3 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-4 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-5· [AMENDED]
· 252:100-8-6 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-7 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-7.2 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-8 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-31 (AMENDED]
252:100-8-33 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-51 [AMENDED]
252:100-8-52 [AMENDED]
AUI'HORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, §§ 2-2-101,
2-2-201 and 2-5-101, et seq.·
DATES:
Comment period:
May 15, 2000 through June 14, 2000
July 17, 2000 through August 16,2000
Public hearing:
June 14, 2000, August 16,2000 and November 14,2000
Adoption:
November 14,2000

May 15, 2001

Submitted to Governor:
November 21, 2000
Submitted to House:
November 21, 2000
Submitted to Senate:
November 21, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:
January 2, 2001
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 27, 2001
Final adoption:
March 27, 2001
Effective:
June 1, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
Supeneded rules:
252:100-8-1.7 (AMENDED]
252:100-8-4 [AMENDED]
Gubernatorial approval:
January 2, 2001
Register publication:
18 Ok Reg638
Docket number:
01-83
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
Incorporated standards:
40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43, and 40 CFR 63.44 updated to July
1,2000
Incorporating rules:
252:100-8-4(a)(2)(C)
Availability:
Through the contact person listed below
ANALYSIS:
The proposed revisions to Sections 1.1, 1.4, 15, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 7.2, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52 o(Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-8, Permits for Part 70 Sources, correct errors, clarify
language, aqd definitions, delete definitions, and add fee
categories for · construction permit . authorizations ·and
modifications.
Substantive changes include amending the
definition of "trivial activities" in Section 2 by deleting the
exception for activities that are subject to an applicable
requirement. The amendments to Section 4(a)(l) clarify which
modifications to Part 70 sources require construction permits. The
changes in Section 5(d)(1)(A) clarify that best available control
technology (BACI) is not required for modifications that result in
emissions increases of less than 100 tons per year, unless the
Prevention of Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would
require it. The reporting time in Section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess
emissions caused by emergencies or upsets would be changed from
24 hours to the end of the next working day to make it consistent
with Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A su}?stantive change is
proposed for the definition of"major stationary source" in Section
31, where paragraph (xiv) would be changed to read "municipal
incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons of refuse per
day." This change is required by the 1990 amendment to section
169(1) of the federal Clean Air Act. The changes to Section 52
were adopted in 1989 but were accidentally excluded during
codification of the rules. Section 4(a)(2)(C) updates the
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incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43, and 40
CFR 63.44 to July 1, 2000.

(C) the emissions rate specified as an
enforceable pennit condition.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
"Begin actual construction" ~
FEDERAL RULES:
.(A). for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
None
Sub~hapter-meaas, in general, initiation of physical
CONTACT PERSON:
on-stte
construction activities on an emissions unit
Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D., Department of Environmental
which are of a pennanent nature. Such activities
Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 North Robinson, P.O. Box 1677,
include, but are not limited to, installation of
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-16n, (405) 794-6800
·building supports and foundations, laying of
PURSUANT TO THE ACI'IONS DESCRIBED HEREIN THE .
underground pipework, and construction of
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
permanent storage structures. With respect to a
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S~ SECTION 308.1(A),
change in method of operation this term refers to
.
WITH Al~ E.FFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2001:
those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
00
for purposes of Part 5 of this Subchapter, that
SUBCHAPTER 8. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
the owner or operator has be&'Jn the construction or
installation of the emittin2 equipment on a pad or in
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
the final location at the facility.
"Best
available control tecbnoloJ:Y'' or "BACf'' means
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
the
control
technolo(C' to be applied for a major source or
The following words and terms, when used in this
m?dification
is the best that js available as determined b,y the
Subchapter, shall have the following meaning, unless the
D~s;tor on a case-by-case basis taking into account energy,
context clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically
eJMronmental. and economic impacts and other costs of
provided in this section, terms used in this Subchapter
alternate control systems.
retain the meaning accorded them under the applicable
'~uildine. StructuN· facility, or installation" means. for
requirements of the Act.
purposes
of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter. all of the
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of .QAC
pollut11nt-emitting
activities which belong to the same
252:100-8-1.5 that the owper or operator had:
industrial
grouping,
are
located on one or more contiguous
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous ·
or
adjacent
properties.
and
are under the control of the same
program of physical on-site construction of the
person
or
persons
under common control.
stack; or
·
Pollutant-emittinjl
activities
shall be considered as part of
(B) entered into binding agreements or
the
same
industrial
~oupini
if they belong to the same
contractual obligations, which could not be
"Mjljor
Group"
(i.e..
which
haye
the same two-digit code). as
canceled or modified without substantial loss to the
in
the
Standard
Industrial
Oassification manual.
described
owner or .operator, to undertake a program of
1972,
as
amended
by
the
1977
suwiement.
construction of the stack to be completed in a
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
reasonable time.
Subchapter
means, as applied to construction ot" a major
'~ct" means the federal aean Air Act, as amended, 42
stationary
source
or major modification, that the owner or
U.S.C. 7401 et seq.
operator
has
all
necessary preconstruction approvals or
"Actual emissions" means. except for Parts 7 and 9 of
permits
and
either
has:
this Subchapter. the total amount of re~lated air pollutants
·
(A)
begun,
or caused to begin, a continuous
emitted from a given facility during a particular calendar
program
of
actual
on-site construction of the
year. determined usina methods contained in OAC
source,
to
be
completed
within a reasonable time;
252:100-5-2.1(d).
or,
'~ministrator'' means the Administrator of the United
(B) entered into binding agreements or
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the
contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled
Administrator's designee.
or
modified
without substantial loss to the owner or
"Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7
operator,
to
undertake a program of actual
and 9 of this Subchapter, the emission rate of a stationary
construction
of
the source to be completed within a
source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the
reasonable
time.
source (unless the source is subject to enforceable limits
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
which restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or
this
Subchapter, any physical change or change in the .. -..
both) and the most stringent of the following:
method
of operation (including fabrication, erection,
(A) the applicable standards as set forth in 40
installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions
CFR Parts 60 and 61;
unit)
which
would
result in a change in actual emissions.
(B) the applicable State rule allowable
"Dispersion
technique"
means for purposes of OAC
emissions; or,
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252:100-8-1.5 any technique which attempts to affect the
concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air by using that
portion of a stack which exceeds good engineering practice
stack height; varying the rate of emission of a pollutant
according to atmospheric conditions or ambient
concentrations of that pollutant; or increasing final exhaust
gas plume rise by manipulating source process parameters,
exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or combining
exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one stack, or
other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as to
increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding sentence
does not include:
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, following use
of a pollution control system, for the purpose of
returning the gas to the temperature at which it was
originally discharged from the facility generating
the gas stream.
(B) The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i) the source owner or operator documents
that the facility was originally design~d and
constructed with such merged streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of
a change in operation at the facility that
includes the in~tallation of pollution controls
and is accompanied by a net reduction in the
allowable emissions of a pollutant. This
exclusion from "dispersion technique••
applicability shall apply only to the emission
limitation for the pollutant affected by such
change in operation; or
(iii) before July 8, 1985, such merging was part
of a change in operation at the facility that
included the installation of emissions control
equipment or was carried out for sound
economic or engineering reasons. Where there
was an increase in th~ emission limitation or, in
the event that no emission limitation existed
prior to the merging, there was an increase in
the quantity ofpollutants actually emitted prior
to the merging, it shall be presumed that
merging was primarily intended as a means of
gaining emissions credit for greater dispersion.
Before such credit can be allowed, the owner or
operator must satisfactorily demonstrate that·
merging was not carried out for the primary
purpose of gaining credit for greater
dispersion.
(C) Manipulation Of exhaust gas parameters,
merging of exhaust gas streams from several
existing stacks into one stack, or other selective
handling ofexhaust gas streams so as to increase the
exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where the
resulting allowable emissions ofsulfur dioxide from
the facility do not exceed 5,000 toris per year.
"Emission limitations and emission standards"
means for purposes of .QAC 252:100-8-1.5 requirements that

limit the quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of air
pollutants on a continuous basis, including any requirements
that limit the level of opacity, prescnbe equipment, set fuel
specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance
procedures for a source to assure continuous reduction.
(.A..meaeee 7 9 87, effesti¥e 8 10 87)
"Emissions unit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9
of this Subchapter, any part of a source which emits or would
have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation.
"EPA'' means the United States Environmental
Protection Agency.
"Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and
9 of this Subchapter, those emissions which could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants" or "NESHAP" means those standards found in
40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits"
means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter,
those permits or approvals required under all applicable air
quality control laws and rules.
"New Source Performance Standards" or "NSPS"
means those standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit"~ (unless the context suggests
otherwise) means any permit or group of permits covering a
Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised
pursuant to this Chapter.
''Part 70 program" means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the
permitting requirements of Part 5 of this Subchapter, as
provided in QAC 252:100-8-J(a) and 232;100 8 J(b) {b)..
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and
. 9 of this Subchapter, the maximum capacity of a source to
_emit a pollutant under-its physical and operational design.
Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the
source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the
type or amount of material combusted, stored or processed,
shall be· treated as part of its design if the limitation or the
effect it would have on emissions is enforceable. Secondary
emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit
of a source.
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7
and 9 of this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of
the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or
modification itself. For the pYFfl9S8 ef 232ilQO 8, Part 9,
seseaeary Secondary emissions must be specific, well
defined, quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as
the source or modification which causes the secondary
emissions. Secondary emissions may include,. but are not
limited to:
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(A) . emissions from trains coming to or from the
new or modified stationary source; and,
(B) emissions from any offsite support facility
which would not otherwise be constructed or
increase its emissions as a result of the construction
or operation of the major source or modifi~tion.
"Stack" means for purposes of .QAC 252:100-8-1.5 any
point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into
the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and
9 of this Subchapter, any building, struc;ture, facility or
installation wl?-ich emits or may emit any air pollutant subjeCt
to .QAC 252:100.

authorization, the permittee must undertake and
complete an appropriate available control technology
review and an air quality analysis. This review must be
approved by the DEQ before construction may
commence.
(3) Upon formal request of any applicant whose
permit has been denied for lack ofincrement, the DEQ
may require any permittee under .QAC
252:100:8-1.4(b)(l)(B) or 252:Hl0 8 1.4(13)(1)(q :(0.
to furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or an
appropriate available control technology review if such
review is required in order to provide new or current
; information.

· 252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
Cancellation or extension of a
construction permit or authorization
(a) Stack height exclusion. Air quality modeling or
under a general construction permit .
. ambient impact evaluation shall exclude the effect of that
(a) Cancellation ofpennit or authorization to construct or
portion of the height of any stack which exceeds good
modify. A duly issued permit or authorization to constrUct
engineering practice or the effect of any other dispersion
or modify will terminate and become null and void (unless
techniques.
extended as provided in Subsection (b) of this Section) if
(b) Determination of good engineering practice (GEP)
the construction is not commenced within 18 months after
stack heighL GEP stack hej~t shall be the greater of:
the date the permit or authorization was issued, or if work
(1) 65 meters, measured from the ground-level
is suspended for more than 18 months after it has
elevation at the base of the stack; or
commenced.
height
under
either
.QAC
(2) The
(b) Extension of permit or authorization to construct or
252:100-8-1.5(b)(2)(A) or (B):
modify.
(A) for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979
(1) Prior to the expiration date of the permit or
and for which the owner or operator had obtained
authorization, a permittee may apply for extension of
all applicable permits or approvals required under
the permit or authorization by written request of the
QAC 252:100-8 or 40 CFR Part 52, Hg = 2.5H,
DEQ stating the reasons for the delay or suspension
provided the owner or operator can demonstrate
and providing justification for the extension. The DEQ
that this equation was relied upon in establishing an
may grant:
emission limitation;
(A) One extension of 18 months or less, or
(B) for all other stacks, Hg = H + 1.5L, where:
. (B) One extension of up to 36 months where the
(i) Hg = good engineering practice stack
applicant is proposing to expand an already existing
height, measured from the ground-level
facility to accommodate the proposed new
elevation at the base of the stack,
construction or the applicant has expended a
(ii) H = height of nearby structure(s)
significant amount of money (1% of total project
measured from the ground-level elevation at
cost as identified in the original appJication, not
the base of the stack,
including land cost) in preparation for meeting the
(iii) L = lesser dimension (height or projected
definition of "commence construction" at the
width) of nearby structure(s), provided that the
proposed site, or
owner or operator may be required to verify
(C) One extension of up to 72 month~ will be
such GEP stack height by the use of a field
granted to major industrial facilities (proJect cost
study or fluid model as the Executive Director
greater than $100,000,000.00), where the applicant
shall determine; or
proposes to construct at an existing site and
(3) The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a
demonstrates that the existing site was originally
field study approved by the reviewing agency, which
designed and constructed to accommodate the
ensures that the emissions from a stack do not result in
proposed new facilities. The applicant shall show a
excessive concentrations of any air pollutant as a result
commitment to the site by having purchased land
of atmospheric downwash, wakes, or eddy effects
necessary to construct facilities covered by this
created by the source itself, nearby structures, or
extension and expended $1,000,000.00 or more on
nearby terrain features.
engineering and/or site development.
(c) Nearby.
·
(2) U construction has not commenc~~ within ~ree
(1) For the fonnulae io.Q.M;.252:100-8-1. S(b)(2). A
(3) years of the effective date of the ongmal penmt or
structure or terrain feature shall be considered nearby if
252:100-8-1.4.
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it is located within a distance of up to five times the
lesser of the height or the width of a structure, but not
more than 0.5 miles (0.8 km).
(2) For demonstration in QAC 252:100-8-1. 5(b)(3),
(A) A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered nearby if located at a distance not greater
than 0.5 mile (0.8 km), except that .
(B) A portion of a terrain feature may be
considered nearby if:
·
(i) It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2
miles) of up to 10 times the maximum height
(Ht) of the feature, and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of
such feature is at least 40 percent of the GEP
stack height determined by the formulae
provided in .QAC...252:100-8-1.5(b)(2)(B) or
85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is greater, as
measured from the base of the stack. ·
(3) Measurement of height or structure or terrain.
The height of the structure or terrain feature is
measured ·from the ground-level elevation at the base
of the stack.
(d) Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the
purpose of determining GEP stack height under .QAC
252:100-8-1.5(b)(3), excessive concentrations shall be as
follows:
(1) For sources seeking credit for stack height
exceeding that calculated under 2{i2:100 8 1.3(9)(2)
OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2), a maximum ground-level
pollutant concentration from a stack due in whole or
part to downwash, wakes, and eddy effects produced by
nearby structures or nearby terrain features which is at
least 40 percent in excess ofthe maximum concentration
experienced in the absence ofsuch downwash, wakes, or
eddy effects andwhich, when combined with the impacts
due to all sources, produces a concentration in excess of
an ambient air quality standard. For sources. subject to
the prevention of significant deterioration program
(Part7ofthis Subchapter or Federal40 CFR 52.21), the
same criteria apply except that a concurrent exceedance
of a prevention of significant deterioration increment is
experienced. In making demonstrations under this part,
the allowable emission rate shall cori.form to the new
source performance standard that is applicable to the
source category unless the owner or operator can
demonstrate that this emission rate is infewble. Where
such demonstrations are approved by the &esative
Director, an alternative emission rate shall be
established in consultation with the owner or operator;
(2) For sources seeking credit after October 1, 1983,
for increases in existing stack heights up to the heights
established under QAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2) either:
(A) a maximum ground-level concentration due
in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy effects
as specified in QAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2), except that
the emission rate specified by any applicable state
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implementation plan (or, in the absence of such a
limit, the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
(B) the actual presence of a local nuisance
caused by the existing stack, as determined by the
EHsative Director; and
(3) For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979
for a stack height determined under QA.C
252:100-8-1.5(b)(2) where the ExesYtivs Director
requires the use of a field study or fluid model to verify
GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack height
credit after November 9, 1984 based on the
aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for
sources seeking stack height credit after December 31,
1970 based on the aerodynamic influence of structures
not adequately represented by the formulae in .QAC
252:100-8-1.5(b)(2)~ a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes
or eddy effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the
maximum concentration experienced in the absence of
such downwash, wakes or eddy effects.
PART 3. PERMIT APPUCATION FEES
252:100-8-1.7. Permit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this
subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must
accompany the application or request. Applications
received without appropriate fees are administratively
incomplete. Fees must be paid by check or money order
made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division in
accordance with the following fee schedule:
(1) Applicability determination. $250, to be credited
against the construction or operating permit
application fee, if a permit is required. H no permit is
required, the fee will be retained to cover the cost of
making the determination.
(2) Construction permit application. The fee is
$2;000.
.

New Part 70 source - $2.000.
Modification ofa Part 70 source- $1.500.
.(.0. Authorization under a eenera! pennit - $900.
(3) Operating permit application.
(A) Initial Part 70 permit • $2,000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit- $900
(C) Renewal Part 70 permit~ $1,000.
(D) Significant modification of Part 70 permit$1,000.
(E) Minor modification of Part 70 permit - $500.
(F) Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation~ $500.

.(A)
·.(B).

PART 5. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
252:100-8-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
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indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
ssstion Section. tenns used in this Part retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the
Act.
'~dministratively complete" means an application that
provides:
(A) All information required under .QAC
252:100-8-S(c), (d), or (e);
(B) A landowner affidavit as required by QAC
252:2-15-20(b)(3);
.
(C) The appropriate application fees as required
by .QAC 252:100-8-1.7;· and
{D) Certification by the responsible official as
required by .QAC 252:100-8-S(f).
'Mected source" means the same as the meaning given
to it in the regulations promulgateq under Title IV (acid
rain) of the Act.
·
'Mected states" means:
{A) all states:
(i) That are one of the following contiguous
states: Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
New Mexico and Texas, and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEQ may be
directly affected by emissions from the facility
seeking the permit, permit modification, or
permit renewal being proposed; or
(B) all states that are within 50 miles of the
permitted source.
'Uected unit" means the same as the meaning given to
it in the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain)
of the Act.
.
'~pplicable requirement" means all of the following as
they apply to emissions units in a Part 70 source subject to
this Chapter (including requirements that have been
promulgated or approved by EPA through rulemaking at the ·
time ofissuance but have future effective compliance dates):
{A) Any standard or other requirements
provided for in the applicable implementation plan
approved or promulgated by EPA through
rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements
the relevant requirements of the Act, including any
revisions to that plan promulgated in 40 CFR Part
52;
(B) Any term or condition of any
preconstruction permits issued pursuant to
regulations approved or promulgated through
rulemaking under Title I, including parts CorD, of
the Act;
(C) Any standard or other requirement under
section 111 of the Act, including section lll(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under
section 112 of the Act, including any requirement
concerning accident prevention under section
112(r)(7) of the Act, but not including the contents
of any risk management plan required under 112(1')
of the Act;
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(E) Any standard or other requirement of the
acid rain program under Title IV of the Act or the
regulations promulgated thereunder;
(F) Any requirements established pursuant to
section 504(b) or section 114(a)(3) of the Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement
governing solid waste incineration, under section
129 of the Act;
(H) Any standard or other requirement for
consumer and commercial products, under section
183(e) of the Act;
(I) . Any standard or other requirement for tank
vessels, under section 183(f) of the Act;
(J)
Any standard or other requirement of the
regulations promulgated to protect stratospheric
ozone under Title VI of the Act, unless the
Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V
permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or
increment or visibility requirement )Jnder part C of
Title I of the Act, but only as it would apply to
temporary sources permitted pursuant to section
504(e) of the Act.
· '·4Designated representative" means with respect to
affected units, a responsible person or official authorized by
the owner or operator of a unit to represent the owner or
operator in matters pertaining to the holding, transfer, or
disposition of allowances allocated to a unit, and the
submission of and compliance with permits, permit
applications, and compliance plans for the unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which
the DEQ offers public participation under Z7A O.S.Supp.
1993, §~ 14 lQl et seq. 27A O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through
2-14-401 and .QAC_252:100-2-15 or affected State review
under .QAC 252:100-8-8.
"Emergency,, means, when used in · OAC
252:100-8-6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(I) and (<;), any situation arising
from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events beyond
the control of the source, including acts of God. which
situation req:uires immediate corrective action to restore
nounal operation, and that causes the source to exceed a
technolo!D'-based emission limitation under the permit. due
to unavoidable increases in emissions attnbutable to the
emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance
to the extent caused by improperly desi~ed eq.uipmeut, lack
of preventive maintenance, careless or improper Qperation,
or operator error.
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a
federally enforceable permit term or condition determined
at issuance to be required by an applicable requirement that
establishes an emissions limit (including a work practice
standard) or a federa11y enforceable emissions cap that the
source has assumed to avoid an applicable requirement to
which the source would otherwise be subject.
"Emissions unit', means any part or activity of a
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stationary source that emits or has the potential to emit any
regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section
112(b) of the Act. Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges,
etc. associated with a specific unit process shall be identified
with that specific emission unit This term is not meant to
alter or affect the definition of the term "unit" for purposes
of Title IV of the Act
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit
issued by the DEQ that has completed all review procedures
required by QAC 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and
.QAC 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of
regulated ;Ur pollutants which could not reasonably pass
through. a stack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of QAC 252:1004J-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual enlissions
units that are either on the list approved by the
Administrator and contained in Appendix I, or whose actual
calendar year emissions do not exceed any of the limits in
(A) ilirough (C) of this definition. Any activity to which a
State or federal applicable requirement applies is not
insignificant even if it meets the criteria below or is included
on the insignificant activities list.
(A) 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B) 2 tons per year for any one hazardous air
pollutant (HAP) or 5 tons per year for an aggregate
of two or more HAP's, or 20 percent of any
threshold less than 10 tons per year for single HAP
that the EPA may establish by rule.
(C) 0.6 tons per year for any one category A
substance, 1.2 tons per year for any one category B
substance or 6 tons per year for any one category C
substance as defmed in.QAC252:100-41-40.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control
technology.
"M~or source" means any stationary source (or any ·
group of stationary sources that are located on one or more
contiguous or adjacent properties and are under common
control of the same person (or persons under common
control)) belonging to a single major industrial grouping and
that is ~escnbed in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of this
definition. For the purposes of defining "major source," a
stationary source or group of stationary sources shall be
considered part of a single industrial grouping if all of the
poJlutant emitting activities at such source or group of
sources on contiguous or adjacent properties belong to the
same Major Group (i.e., all have the same two-digit primary
SIC code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Oassi.fication Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act,
which is defined as:
(i) For pollutants other than radionuclides,
any stationary source or group of stationary
sources located within a contiguous area and
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under common control that emits or has the
potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per
year ("tpy") or more of any hazardous air
pollutant which has been listed pursuant to
section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or more of any
combination of such hazardous air pollutants,
or such lesser quantity as the Administrator
may establish by rule. Notwithstanding the
preceding sentence, emissions from any oil or
gas exploration or production well (with its
associated equipment) and emissions from any
pipeline compressor or pump station shall not
be aggregated with emissions from other
similar units, whether or not such units are in a
contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are
major sources; or.
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall
have the meaning specified by the
Administrator by rule.
·
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants,
as defined in section 302 of the Act, that directly
emits or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more
of any regulated air pollutant (except +SP-llli!.t
fraction of particulate matter that exhibits an
ayerafle aerodynamic particle diameter ofmore than
10 micrometers) (including any major source of
fugitive emissions of any such pollutant, as
determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be
considered in determining whether it is a major
stationary source for the purposes of section 302G)
of the Act, unless the source belongs to one of the
following categories of stationary sources:
(i) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal
dryers);
(ii) Kraft pulp mills;
(iii) Portland cement plants;
(iv) Primary zinc smelters;
(v) Iron and steel mills;
(vi) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii) Primary copper smelters;
(viii)Municipal incinerators capable of
charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid
plants;
(x) Petroleum refineries;
(:xi) Lime plants;
(xii) Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii) Coke oven batteries;
(xiv) Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv) Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi) Primary lead smelters;
(xvii) Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) Sintering plants;
(xix) Secondary metal production plants;
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(xx) Chemical process plants;

(xxi) Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination
thereof) totaling more than 250 million British
thermal units per hour heat input;
(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with
a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels;
(xxili) Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv)Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv)Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi)Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of
more than 250 million British thermal units per
hour heat input; or
(xxvii)All other stationary source categories
which. as of August 7. 1980. are being regulated
by a standard promulgated under section 111 or
112 of the Act, but only with respect to those air
pollutants that have been regulated for that
category.
·
(C) A major stationary source as defmed in part
D of Title I of the Act, including:
(i) For ozone non-attainment areas, sources
with the potential to emit 100 tpy or more of
volatile organic compounds or oxides of
nitrogen in areas classified as "marginal" or
"moderate," 50 tpy or more in areas classified
as "serious," 25 tpy or more in areas classified
as "severe,., and 10 tpy or more in areas
classified as "extreme"; except that the
references in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25, and
10 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply with
respect to .any source for which the
Administrator has made a finding, under
section 1~2(f)(1) or (2) of the Act, that
requirements under section 182(f) of the Act
do not apply;
(ii) For ozone transport regions established
pursuant to section 184 of the Act, sources with
the potential to emit 50 tpy or more of volatile
organic compounds;
·
(iii) For carbon monoxide non-attainment
areas:
(I) that are classified as "serious"; and
(TI) in which stationary sources contribute
significantly to carbon monoxide levels as
determined under rules issued by the
Administrator, sources with the potential to
emit 50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide;
and
(iv) For particulate matter (PM-10)
non-attainment areas classified as "serious,"
sources with the potential to emit 70 tpy or
more ofPM-10.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air
contaminants that theoretically could be emitted by a
stationary source without control devices based on the

design capacity or maximum production capacity of the
source and 8, 760 hours of operation per year. In
determining the ma.'rimum theoretical emissions of VOCs
for a source, the design capacity or. maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and
inks with the highest VOC content used in practice by the.
source.
"Permit" means (unless the context suggests otherwise)
meaas any permit or group of permits covering a Part 70
source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant
to this Chapter.
· '~Permit modification" means a revision to a Part 70
construction or operating permit that meets the
requirements of QAC. 252:100-8-7.2(b).
''Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct
and indirect) costs required to develop and administer a
permit program, as set forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether
· such costs are incurred by the DEQ or other State or local
agencies that do not iSsue permits directly, but that support
permit issuance or administration).
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or
administrative permit amendment
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a
stationary source to emit any air pollutant under its physical
and operational design. Any physical or operational
limitation on the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant,
including air pollution control equipment and restrictions on
hours of operation or on the type or amount of material
combusted, stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of
its design if the limitation is enforceable by the
Administrator. This term does not alter or affect the use of
this term for any other purposes under the Act, or the term
"capacity factor" as used in Title IV of the Act or the
regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that
the DEQ proposes to issue and forwards to the
Administrator for review in compliance with QAC
252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" .means the following:
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic
compound (VOC), including those substances
defined in .QAC 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, ruld
252:100-39-2, or aay Volatile Orgaais Solveat
(VOS), as that term is sefiaed ia 252;1QQ J7 2 and
252:100 J9 2, or aRY organic material defmed in
2.$2;100 J7 2 except those specifically excluded in
the EPA definition ofVOC in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B) Any pollutant for which a national ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated;
(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard
promulgated under section 111 of the Act;
(D) Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance
subject to a standard promulgated under or
established by Title VI of the Act;
(E) Any pollutant subject to a standard
promulgated under section 112 or other
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requirements established under section 112 of the
Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections
112(g) (Modifications), G) (Equivalent Emission
Limitation by Permit, and (r) (Prevention of
Accidental Releases), including the following:
(i) any pollutant subject to the requirements
under section 112(j) of the Act. If the
Administrator fails to promulgate a standard
by the date established pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and
Review), any pollutant for which a subject
source would be major shall be considered to
: be regulated as to that source on the date 18
months after the applicable date established
, pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act; and,
(ii) any pollut~t for which the requirements
of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have been met,
but only with respect to the individuaf source
subject to the .section 112(g)(2) requirement;
or
(F) Any other substance for which an air
emission limitation or equipment standard is set by
an existing permit or regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is
reissued at the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A) For a corporation: a president, secretary,
treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation in
charge of a principal business function, or any other
person who performs similar po.licy or
decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly authorized representative ofsuch person if the
representative is responsible for the overall
operation of one or more manufacturing,
production, or operating facilities applying for or
subject to a permit and either:
(i) The facilities employ more than 250
persons or have gross annual sales or
expenditures exceeding $25 million (in second
quarter 1980 dollars); or ·
(ii) The delegation of authority to such
representatives is approved in advance by the
DEQ;
(B) For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a
general partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other
public agency: Either a principal executive officer
or ranking elected official. For purposes of this
Subchapter, a principal executive officer or
installation commander of a Federal agency
includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a
principal geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a
Regional Administrator of EPA); or
(D) For affected sources:
(i) The designated representative in so far as

actions, standards, requirements, or
prohibitions under Title IV of the Act or the
regulatiens promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designated representative for any
other purposes under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b)(l0) changes" means changesthat
contravene an express permit tenn. Such changes do not
include changes that would violate applicable requirements
or contravene federally enforceable permit terms and
conditions that are monitoring (including test methods),
recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certification ·
requirements.
. "Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion
device which serves a generator with a name plate capacity of
25 MWe or less.
·
"State-only requirement" means any standard or
requirement pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act ('J:l.A
O.S. 1993 Sapp. Ses. 2 3 101 et seq. 27A O.S. §§ 2-5-101
through 2-5-118. as amended) that is not contained in the
.State Implementation Plan (SIP). ·
"State program" means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure,
facility, or installation that emits or may emit any regulated
air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of
the Act.
·
"Trivial activities" means any individual or
combination of air emissions units that are considered
inconsequential and are on a list approved by the
Administrator and contained in Appendix J. /J.ny activity to
•.vhi.Gh a State or federal applisable re"'Yiremt~at applies is
not trhtialwen if included on the trivial aGtivities list.
''Unit" means, for purposes ofTitle rv, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
252:100-8-3.
Applicability
(a) Covered sources. Except as exempted from the
requirement to obtain a permit under subsection (b) of this
Section or elsewhere in this Subchapter, the sources listed
below are subject to the permitting requirements under this
Subchapter. A oowred ma,jm: source or major stationary
~ shall remain a Part 70 source until a federally
enforceable permit is obtained which contains emission
limitations and/or conditions to limit the operation of the
facility to below that which would define it as a covered
source pursuant to this section.
(1) Any major source (as defined in .QAC
252:100..8-2);
(2) Any source subject to a NSPS;
(3) Any source, including an area source, subject to a
NESHAP;
(4) Any affected source (as defined in Q.AC
252:100-8-2);
(5) Any source in a source category designated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR §70.3; and
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(6) Any major stationary source required to have a
permit under Parts 7 or 9 of this Subchapter.
(b) Source category exemptions.
(1) All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section
that are not major sources, m<ijor stationazy sources.
affected sources, or solid waste incineration units
required to obtain a pennit pursuant to section 129(e) of
the Act, are exempt from the obligation to obtain a Part
70 permit unless required to do so by appropriate
implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking for
non-major sources. Any such exempt source may opt to
· apply for a permit under these rules and shall be issued
a permit if the applicant otherwise satisfies all of the
requirements of this Chapter.
(2) If the Administrator determines after appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable to
non-major sources when adopting standards or other
requirements under section 111 or section 112 of the
Act after July 21, 1992, then at that time the exemption
will apply.
(3) Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70
permit, the following source categories are exempted
from the obligation to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A) All sources in source categories that would
be required to obtain a permit solely because they
are subject to part 60, subpart AAA --Standards of
Performance for New Residential Wood Heaters;
and
(B) All sources in source categories that would
be required to obtain a permit solely because they
are subject to part 61, subpart M -- National
Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
for Asbestos, Section 61.145, Standard for
Demolition and Renovation.
252:100-8-4.

Requirements for construction and
operating permits
(a) Construction pennits.
(1) Construction permit required. No person shall
Gaase er allew tae beiin actual construction or
installation of any new~ that will require a
Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining a
DEQ-issued air quality construction permit. A
construction permit is also required prior to
reconstruction of a major affected source under 40 CFR
Part 63. reconstruction of a major source if it would then
become a major affected source under 40 CPR 63. or for
any physical change that would be a significant
modification under 252:100 S 7.2(6) Q.AC
252:100-8-7.2(.b)(2). In addition to the requirements of
this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this
Subchapter must also meet the applicable requirements
contained therein.
(2) Requirement for case-by-case MACT
determinations.
(A) Applicability. The requirement for

case-by-case MACf determinations apply to any
owner or operator who constructs or reconstructs a
major source of hazardous air pollutants after June
29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically
regulated or exempted from regulation under a
subpart of40 CFR Part 63, or the owner or operator
has received all necessary air quality permits for
such construction or reconstruction before June 29,
1998.
(B) Exclusions. The following sources are not
subject to this subsection.
.(i) .Electric utility steam generating units
unless and until these units are added to the
source category list.
(ii) Stationary sources that are within a source
category that has been deleted from the source
category list.
(iii) Research and development activities as
defined in 40 CFR § 63.41.
(C) MACT determinations. If subject to this
subsection, an owner or operator may not begin
actual construction or reconstruction of a major
source of HAP until obtaining from the DEQ an
approved MACT determination in accordance with
the following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR
63.43 and 40 CFR 63.44, which are hereby
incorporated by reference as they exist on July 1,
J998-2.QOO.
(b) Operating pennits.
(1) Operating permits required. Except as provided
in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this section, no Part 70
source subject to this Chapter may operate after the
time that it is required to file a timely application with
the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQ-issued ·
permit.
.
(A) If the owner or operator of a source subject
to the requirement to obtain a Part 70 permit
submits a timely application for fart 70 permit
issuance or renewal, that source's failure to have a
fart 7Q permit shall not be a violation of the
requirement to have such a permit until the DEQ
takes final action on the application. This protection
shall cease to apply if the applicant fails to submit, by
the deadline specified in writing by the DEQ or
.QAC 252:100-8-4, any additional information
identified as being reasonably .required to process
the application.·
(B) If the owner or operator of a source subject
to this Subchapter files a timely application that the
DEQ determines to be administratively incomplete
due to the applicant's failure to timely provide ·
additional information requested by the DEQ, the
applicant loses the protection granted under
paragraph (A) of this saction Section. The source's
failure to have a fart 70 permit shall be deemed a
violation of this Subchapter.
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(C) Filing an operating permit application shall
not affect the requirement, if any, that a source
have a construction permit.
(2) Duty to apply. For each Part 70 source, the owner
or operator shall submit a timely and complete permit
application on forms supplied by the DEQ in
accordance with this section.
(3) Timely application. Sources that are subject to
the operating permit program established by this
Chapter as of March 6, 1996, shall file applications on
the following schedules outlined in .QA.C
252:100-8-4(b)(4). A timely application is one that is
postxnarked on or before the relevant date listed below.
In the event a major source consists ofoperations under
multiple SIC codes, the primacy activity shall form the
basis for the initial permit application.
(4) Application submittal schedule. The following
_sources are subject to the operating permit program
·and shall submit initial permit applications ·according
to the following schedule.
(A) No later than September 5, 1996:
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain
provisions of the Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the
site. Regardless of the effective date of the
program and the requirement to file an
application defined in this section, applications
for initial Phase IT acid rain permits shall be
submitted to the DEQ no later than Januaxy 1,
1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998,
for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any owner or operator shall submit no
less than one-third of their total applications
for Part 70 sources located at sources classified
by the following Source Standard Industrial
Classification Codes and which belong to a
single major industrial grouping other than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29
(Petroleum re:fming and related industries):
(I) Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(ITI) Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
(IV) Natural Gas 'fransmission, 4922;
(V) Natural Gas Transmission and
Distribution, 4923; and
(VI) Petroleum Bulk Stations and
Terminals, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b)(4)(A)(ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to
the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications no later than March 5,
1997.
(C) No later than March 5, 1997, any owner or
operator shall submit their applications for Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the
following Standard Industrial Classification Codes:
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(i) Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3341, 3351,
3411,3412,3432,3466,
(ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D) No later than July 5, 1998, any owner or
operator shall submit their applications for Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the
following Standard Industrial Classification Codes:
(i) Refineries, 2911;
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
·
(iii) Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821,'2851, 2861,
2869,2891,2895,2899,2999,3053,3086,3089;
(iv) Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/
Storage,4612,4613;
(v) Food Products, 2013,2074,2095.
(E) All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject
to the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications no later than March 6,
1999.
(5) Newly regulated sources. A source that becomes
subject to the operating permit program established by
this Chapter at any time following the effective date
shall file an administratively complete operating
permit application within 180 days of commencement
of operation.
(6) Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the
deadlines established in paragraph (4) of this
subsection, an application filed prior to the above
deadlines following submission of the state program to
EPA for approval shall be accepted for processing.
(7) 112(g) applications. A source that is required to
meet the requirements under section 112(g) of the Act,
or to have a permit under a preconstruction review
program under Title I of such Act, shall file an
application to obtain an operating permit or permit
amendment or modification within twelve months of
commencing operation. Where an existing Part 70
operating permit would prohibit such construction or
change in operation, the source must obtain a
construction permit before commencing construction.
(8) Application for renewal. Sources subject to this
Chapter shall file an application for renewal of an
operating pennit at least six months before the date of
permit expiration, unless a longer period (not to exceed
18 months) is specified in the permit. Renewal periods
greater than six months are subject to negotiation on a
case-by-case basis.
(9) Phase ll acid rain pennits. Sources required to
submit applications under the Acid Rain Program shall
submit these applications as required by 40 CFR
72.30(b)(2)(i) through (viii).
(10) Application completeness. See Uniform
Permitting Rules, QAC 252:2-15-70 and the definition
of administratively eomplets "administratively
complete" in .QAC 252:100-8-2.
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252:100-8-5.
Pennit applications
(a) Confidential information. If a source submits
information to the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality,
the source shall also submit a copy of such information
directly to the Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the
source do so.
(b) Duty to supplement or correct application. Se&
2~2:10Q e 50(e). Any applicant who fails to submit any
relevant facts or who bas submitted incorrect information in
a permit application shall. qpon becornin2 aware of such
. failure or incorrect submittal. submit such supplementary
facts or· correc,;ted information within 30 days unless the
applicant'S request for more time has been approved lzy the
DEO; In addition. an ·applicant shall provide additional
information as necessary to address any reqyirements that
become applicable to the source after the date it filed a
·complete appli<:ation but prior to release of a draft permit.
(c) Standard application fonn and required information.
Sources that are subject to the Part 70 permit program
established by this Chapter shall file applications on the
standard application form that the DEQ makes available
for that purpose in accordance with QAC 252:2-15. The
application must include information needed to determine
the applicability of any applicable requirement, or state-only
requirement, or to evaluate .the fee amount required under
the schedule approved pursuant to Q.A.C
252:100-5-2.2(b)(2). The applicant shall submit the
information called for by the application form for each
emissions unit at the source to be permitted. The source
must provide a list of any insignificant activities that are
exempted because of size or production rate. Trivial
activities need not be listed. The standard application form
and any attachments shall require that the infoif1lation
required by .QAC 252:100-8-5(d) and/or 252:10Q S 5(e) W
be provided.
{d) Construction permit applications.
(1) An application for a construction permit shall
provide data and information required by this Chapter
and/or requested on the application form available
from the DEQ pursuant to the requirements of this
Chapter. Such data and information shall include but
not be limited to site information, process description,
emission data and when required, BACf, modeling
and sampling point data~ follows:
{A) · BACT determination. To be approved for a
construction permit, a ~ajar source must
demonstrate that the control technology to be
applied is the best that is available for each
· pollutant that would cause the source to be defined
as a major source. This determination will be made
on a case by case basis taking into account energy,
environmental, ~and economic impacts imd.
other costs of alternative control systems. ~
required under Part 7 of this Subchapter. a BACI
detennination is not reqyired for a modification that
will result in an increase of emissions of less than 100
tons per year of any regulated air pollutant.

(B) Modeling. Any air quality modeling or
ambient impact evaluation that is required shall be
prepared in accordance with procedures acceptable
to the DEQ and accomplished by the applicant.
(C) Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an
application shall show how the new source will be
equipped with sampling ports, instrumentation to
monitor and record emission data and other
sampling and/or testing equipment. [NOTE:
252:1QQ S 1.4(b)(l)wastakenfrom252:1QQ 715(1;)]
{2) Construction permit applications for new sources
,must also include the requirements for operating
permits contained in QAC 252:100-8-5(e) to the extent
they are applicable.
(e) Operating permit applications.
(1) Identifying information, including company name
and address (or plant name and address if different
from the company name), owner's name and agent,
and telephone number and names of plant site
manager/contact.
(2) A description of the source's processes and
products (by two-digit Standard Industrial
Classification Code) including any associated with
each alternate scenario identified by the source.
(3) The following emissions-related information:
{A) All emissions of poliutants for which the
source is major, and all emissions (including
fugitive emissions) of regulated air pollutants. The
permit application shall describe all emissions of
regulated air pollutants emitted from any emissions
unit, except where such units are exempted under
this-subsection 252;100 S 5(s) (c) of this Section or
QAC 252:100-8-3(b).
(B) Identification and description of all points of
emissions descn'bed in subparagraph (e)(3)(A) of
this sestian Section in sufficient detail to establish
the basis for fees and applicability of the Act's
requirements.
(C) Emissions rates in tons per year and in such
terms as are necessary to establish compliance
consistent with the applicable standard.
(D) . The following information to the extent it is
needed to detennine or regulate emissions:
(i) fuels,
(ii) fuel use,
(iii) raw materials,
(iv) production rates, and
(v) operating schedules.
(E) Identification and description of air
pollution control equipment and compliance
monitoring devices or activities.
(F) Limitations on source operation affecting
emissions or any work practice standards, where
applicable, for all regulated pollutants at the
covered source.
(G) Other information required by any
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applicable requirement, or state~only requirement
(including information related to stack height
limitations developed pursuant to section 123 of the
Act).
(H) Calculations on which the information in
items (A) through (G) of this paragraph is based.
(4) The following air pollution control requirements:
(A) Citation and description of all applicable
requirements and all state~only requirements.
(B) Description of or reference to any applicable
test method for determining compliance with each
applicable requirement and state~only
requirement.
(5) Other specific information required under the
DEQ's rules and statutes to implement and enforce
other applicable requirements of the Act or of this
Chapter or to determine the applicability of such
requirements.
·
(6) An explanation of any proposed exemptions from
otherwise applicable requirements and state-only
requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be
necessary by the DEQ to define alternative operating
scenarios identified by the source pursuant to QAC
252:100-8-6(a)(9) or to define permit terms and
conditions implementing QAC 252:100-8-6(f) or
252:100-8-6(a)(10).
(8) A compliance plan for all covered sources that
contains all the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status of the
source with respect to all applicable requirements
and state-only requirements as follows:
(i) For applicable requirements and
state-only requirements with which the source
is in compliance, a statement that the source
will continue to comply with such
requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements and
state~only requirements that will become
effective during the permit term, a statement
that the source will meet such requirements on
a timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless
a more detailed schedule is expressly required
by the applicable requirement
(iii) For requirements for which the source is
not in compliance at the time of permit
issuance, a narrative description of how the
source will achieve compliance with such
requirements.
(B) For sources not in complete compliance, a
compliance schedule as follows:
(i) A schedule of compliance for sources that
are not in compliance with all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements at
the time of permit issuance. Such a schedule
shall include a schedule of remedial measures,
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including an enforceable sequence of actions
with milestones, leading to compliance with
.any applicable requirements and state-only
requirements for which the source will be in
noncompliance at the time of permit issuance.
This compliance schedule shall resemble and
be equivalent in stringency to that contained in
any judicial consent decree or administrative
order to which the source is subject. Any such
schedule of compliance shall be supplemental
to, and shall not sanction non -compliance with,
the applicable requirements on which it is
based.
(ii) A schedule for submission of certified .
progress reports no less frequently than every 6
months.
·
(C) The compliance plan content requirements
specified in this paragraph shall apply and be
included in the acid rain portion of a compliance
plan for an affected source, except as specifically
superseded by regulations promulgated under Title
IV of the Act with regard to the schedule and
method(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9) Requirements for compliance certification,
including the following:
{A) A certification of compliance with all
applicable requirements and state-only
requirements by a responsible official consistent
with subsection (f) of this section and section
114(a)(3) of the Act;
(B) A statement of methods used for
determining compliance, including a description of
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting
requirements and test methods;
(C) A schedule for submission of compliance
certificatic;ms during the permit term, which shall be
submitted annually, or more frequently if required
by an underlying applicable requirement state-only
requirements or by the permitting authority; and
(D) A statement indicating the source's
compliance status with any applicable enhanced
monitoring and compliance certification
requirements of the Act.
(10) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid
rain portions of permit applications and compliance
plans, as required by regulations promulgated under
Title IV of the Act.
(f) Certification. Any application form, report, or
compliance certification submitted pursuant to this
Chapter shall contain certification by a responsible official
of truth, accuracy, and completeness. This certification and
any other certification required under this Chapter shall be
signed by a responsible official and shall contain the
following language: "I certify, based on information and
belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and
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information in the document are true, accurate, and
complete."
{gj Number ef applieatiea eepies, See Part 3 of 252:2 15,
252:100-8-6.
Permit content
(a) Standard permit requirements. Part 70 permits issued
under this Chapter shall include all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements (as defined in
QAC 252:100-8-2) that apply to the permitted source at the
time of issuance. Each permit shall include the following
elements:
(1) Emission limitations and standards. The permit
shall specify emissions limitations and standards that
constitute applicable requirements and state-only
requirements and shall include those operational
conditions and limitations necessary to assure
compliance with all such requirements.
(A) The permit shall specify and reference the
origin 6f and authority:for each term or condition,
and identify any difference in form as compared to
the applicable requirementor state-only.
requirement upon which the term or condition is
based.
.
(B) The permit shall state that, where an
applicable requirement of the Act is more stringent
than an applicable requirement of regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the Act, both
provisions shall be incorporated into the permit and
shall be enforceable by EPA.
(C) If the State implementation plan or an
applicable requirement allows a sol,li'ce to comply
through an alternative emission limit or means of
compliance, a source may request that such an
alternative limit or means of compliance be
specified in its permit. Such an alternative emission
limit or means of compliance shall be included in a
source's permit upon a showing that it is
quantifiable, accountable, enforceable, and based
on replicable procedures. The source shall propose
permit terms and conditions to satisfy these
requirements in its application.
(2) Permit duration.
(A) Operating permits. The permit shall specify
a fixed term. The DEQ shall issue permits for any
fixed period requested in the permit application,
not to exceed five years, except as provided in
subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of this paragraph:
(i) Permits issued to affected sources shall in
all cases have a fixed term of five years.
(ii) Permits issued to solid waste incineration
units combusting municipal waste subject to
standards under section 129(e) of the Act shall
have a term not to exceed 12 years. Such
permits shall be reviewed every five years.
(B) Construction permits. See QAC
252:100-8-1.4.
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(3) Monitoring and related recordkeeping and --...._,
reporting requirements.
'
(A) Monitoring requirements.
(i) All emissions inonitoriD:g and analysis
procedures or test methods required under
. applicable requirements and state-only
requirements, including any procedures and
methods promulgated pursuant to sections
114(a)(3) or 504(b) of the Act;
· (ii) Where an applicable requirement or
state-only requirem-ent does not require
-periodic testing or instrumental or
non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as
monitoring), periodic monitoring during the
relevant time period sufficient to yield reliable
data that ·are representative of the source's
compliance with the permit, as reported
pursuant to (a)(3)(C) of this section.· Such
monitoring requirements shall assure use of
terms, test methods, units, averaging periods,
and other statistical conventions consistent
with the applicable requirement or state-only
requirement Recordkeeping provisions may
be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subparagraph.
-.
(iii) As necessary, requirements concerning
the use, maintenance, and, where appropriate,
installation of monitoring equipment or
methods.
(iv) Provisions for the permittee to request the
use of alternative test methods or analysis
procedures, and provisions for the DEQ to
approve or disapprove the request within 60
days.
(B) Recordkeeping requirements. The permit
shall incorporate all applicable recordkeeping
requirements and require, where applicable, the
following:
(i) Records of required monitoring
information that include the following:
(I) The date, place as defined in the
permit, and time of sampling or
measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(ill) The company or entity that performed
the analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniques or methods·
used;
(V) ·The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions existing at
the time of sampling or measurement.
..-.,
(ii) Retention of records of all required
monitoring data and support information for a
period ofatleastfiveyears from the date of the
monitoring sample, measurement, report, or
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application. Support information includes all
calibration and maintenance records and all
original stripchart recordings for continuous
monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all
reports required by the permit. Where
appropriate, the permit may specify that
records may be maintained in computerized
form.
(C) Reporting requirements. The permit shall
incorporate all applicable reporting requirements.
and require the following requirements:
(i) A permit issued under this Part shall
require the permittee to submit a report of any ,
required monitoring at least every six months.
To the extent possible, the schedule for
submission of such reports shall be timed to
coincide with other periodic reports required
by the permit, including the permittee's annual
compliance cen,ification. However, the reports
may be submitted at any time within the
reporting period, as stipulated in the permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C)( i) of this
paragraph shall identify any exceedances from
permit requirements since the previous report
that have been monitored by the monitoring
systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements
under the permit.
(iii) In addition to semiannual monitoring
reports, each permittee shall be required to
submit supplemental reports as follows:
(I) Any exceedance resulting from an
emergency er Hpset maditieBS as defined in
2S2il00 S 6(e) OAC 252:100-8-2 or upset
conditions as defined in the permit shall be
reported •Nithln 24 heuF& sf the date en
whiGh-promptly but no later than 4:30 p.m.
on the next workin~ day after the permittee
first becomes aware of the exceedance~
permittee •.vishes te assert the affirmative
defense aatheriad under said seGtien,and
the permittee shall submit a fGlleV.· up
vmtten repert vlithia 10 werk:ing days ef first
eeGeming aware sf the eJEGeedaaGe. The
initial report must contain a description of
the emergency or upset conditions. any steps
taken to mitigate emissions. and corrective
actions taken. Quantification of
exceedances attnbutable to emer~encies or
upset conditions shall be made by the best
available method. U the peunittee wishes to
assert the affionative defense authorized
under subsection (e) of this Section for
emer~encies, the peunittee shall submit 1!
foltowup written report within 10 working
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days of first becomin~ aware of the
exceedance.
(II) Any exceedance that poses an
imminent and substantial danger to public
health, safety, or the environment shall be
reported as soon as is practicable; but under
no circumstance shall notification be more
than 24 hours after exceedance.
(III) Any other exceedances that are
identified in the permit as requiring more
frequent reporting than the permittee's
semiannual report shall be reported on the
schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall ·
identify the probable cause of the·
exceedances and any corrective actions or :
preveatati•1e preventive measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this
subsection shall be certified by a responsible
official, except that if a report ofan exceedance
required under (C)(iii) of this paragraph must
besubmittedwithin ten days of the exceedance, .
the report may be submitted in the first
instance without a certification if an
appropriate certification is provided within ten
days thereafter, together with any corrected or
supplemental information required concerning
the exceedance. Reports submitted shall be
consistent with the requirements of .QAC

252:100-9.
(4) Risk management plans. If the source is required
to develop and register a risk management plan
pursuant to section 112(r) of the Act, the permit' need
only specify that the permittee will comply with the
requirement to register such a plan. Although the
requirement to have a risk management plan may be a
term of the permit, the risk management plan contents
are not part of the permit.
(5) Title IV allowances.
(A) No permit revision shall be required for
increases in emissions that are authorized by
allowances acquired pursuant to the acid rain
program, provided that such increases do not
require a permit revision under any other
applicable requirement.
(B) No limit shall be placed on the number of
allowances held by the source. The source may not,
however, use allowances as a defense to
noncompliance with any other applicable
requirement.
(C) The permit shall prohibit emissions
exceeding any allowance that the source lawfully
holds under Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder. Compliance with this
paragraph will be determined on January 31st of
any given year and be based on actual emissions and
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the number of allowances held for the previous
calendar year.
(6) Severability cJause. The permit shall include a
severability clause to ensure the continued validity of
the various permit requirements in the event of a
challenge to any portions of the permit.
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include
provisions stating the following:
(A) The permittee must comply with all
conditions of the permit. Any permit
noncompliance constitutes a violation of the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
' (i) enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and
reissuance, or modification; or
(iii) denial of a permit renewal application.
(B) It shall not be a defense for a pe~ittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in
order to maintain compliance with the conditions of
this permit. However, nothing in this subsection
shall be construed as precluding consideration of a
need to halt or reduce activity as a mitigating factor
in assessing penalties for noncompliance if the
health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting
or reducing operations would be more serious than
the impacts of continuing operations.
(C) The permit may be modified, revoked,
reopened, and reissued, or terminated for cause.
Except as provided under QAC 252:100-8-7.2(b)(1)
for minor permit modifications, the filing of a
request by the permittee for a permit modification,
revocation and reissuance, or termination, or of a
notification of planned changes or anticipated
noncompliance does not stay any permit condition.
(D) The permit does not convey any property
rights of any sort or any exclusive privilege.
(E) The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ,
upon receipt of a written request and within a
reasonable time, any information that the DEQ
may request to determine whether cause exists for
modifying, reopening, or revoking and reissuing or
terminating the permit or to determine compliance
with the permit. Upon request, the permittee shall
also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required
to be kept by the permit. The permittee may make
a claim ofconfidentiality pursuant to 27A O.S. 199J
S~:~pp. Sestioa 2 j lG$.18 27A O.S. § 2-5-105.18 for
any information or records submitted under this
paragraph.
(8) Fees. The permit shall provide that the permittee
will pay fees to the DEQ consistent with the fee
schedule established under .QAC 252:100-5-2.2.
(9) Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that
no permit revision shall be required under any
approved economic incentives, marketable permits,

emissions trading and other similar programs or.-...,
processes for changes that are provided for in the
permit.
(10) Operating scenarios. The permit shall include
terms and conditions applicable to all operating
scenarios described in the permit application and
eligible for approval under applicable requirements
and state-only requirements. The permit shall
authorize the permittee to make changes among
. operating scenarios authorized in the permit without
notice, but shall require the permittee
contemporaneously with making a change from one
operating scenario to another to record in a log at the
permitted facility the scenario under which it is
operating.
(11) Emissions averaging. The permit shall include
terms and conditions, if the permit applicant requests
them, for the trading or averaging of emissions
increases and pecreases in the permitted facility, to the
extent that the applicable requirements provide for
trading or averaging such increases and decreases.
Such terms and conditions shall include terms under
subsections (a) and (c) of this sestiea Section to
determine compliance and shall satisfy all requirements
of the applicable requirements authorizing such trading
or averaging.
.-.
(b) Federally enforceable requirements.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this
ssstiaa Section. all terms and conditions in a permit
issued under this ssstioa Section, including any
prov~ions designed to limit a source's potential to emit,
are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by citizens
under section 304 of the Act.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(1) ofthis 58Gtiaa
Section. the DEQ shall designate as not being federally
enforceable under the Act any terms ·and conditions
included in the permit that are not required under the
Act or any of its applicable requirements, and such
terms and conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA
and citizens under section 304 of the Act.
(c) Compliance requirements. All permits issued under
this Part shall contain the following elements with respect
to compliance:
(1) Consistent with paragraph (a)(3) of this 58Gtiaa
Section. compliance certification, testing, monitoring,
reporting, and recordkeeping requirements sufficient to
assure compliance with the terms and conditions of the
permit. Any document (including reports) required by
a permit under this Part shall contain a certification by
a responsible official as to the results of the required
monitoring.
(2) Inspection and entry requirements that require .-.
that, upon presentation of credentials and other
documents as may be required by law, the permittee
shall allow authorized officials of the DEQ to perform
the following:
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(A) Enter upon the permittee's premises during
reasonable/normal working hours where a source is
located or emissions-related activity is conducted,
or where records must be kept under the conditions
of the permit;
(B) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times,
any records that must be kept under the conditions
of the permit;
(C) Inspect at reasonable times aiid using
reasonable safety practices any facilities,
equipment {including monitoring and air pollution
control equipment), practices, or operations
regulated or required under the permit; and
(D) As authorized by the Oklahoma Oean Air
Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times
substances or parameters for the purpose of
assuring compliance with the permit .
(3) A schedule of compliance if reqUired under .QAC
252:10{}.8-5(e )(8)(B).
(4) To the extent required under an applicable
schedule of compliance and QAC 252:100-8-5{e)(8),
progress reports, to be submitted semiannually or more
frequently if specified in the applicable requirement or
by the DEQ. Such progress reports shall contain the
following:
{A) Dates for achieving the activities, milestones,
or compliance required in the schedule of
compliance, and dates when such activities,
milestones or compliance were achieved; and
(B) · An explanation of why any dates in the
schedule of compliance were not or will not be met,
and any preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5) Requirements for compliance certification with
terms and conditions contained in the permit that are
federally enforceable, including emission limitations,
standards, or work practices. Each permit shall specify:
. {A) The frequency {which shall be annually
unless the applicable requirement or state-only
requirement specifies submission more frequently)·
of submissions of compliance certifications;
(B) In accordance with paragraph (a){3) of this
uetiea Section, a means for monitoring the
compliance of the source with emissions limitations,
standards, and work practices;
(C) A requirement that the compliance
certification include the following:
(i) The identification of each term or
condition of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance
status, as shown by monitoring data and other
information available to the permittee;
(iii) Whether compliance was continuous or
intermittent;
(iv) The method(s) used for determining the
compliance status of the source, currently and
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over the reporting period as required by
paragraph (a)(3) of this sestioa Section; and
(v) Such other facts as the DEQ may require
to determine the compliance status of the
source;
(D) A requirement that all compliance
certifications be submitted to EPA as weU as to the
DEQ;
(E) Such additional requirements as may be
specified pursuant to sections 114(a)(3) and 504(b)
of the Act; and
(6) Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d) Permit shield.
·
{1) Each operating permit issued under this Part shall
include a "permit shield" provision, which shall state
that compliance with the terms and conditions of the
permit (including terms and conditions established for
alternate operating scenarios, emissions trading, and
emissions averaging, but excluding terms and
conditions for which the permit shield is expressly
prohibited under this Subchapter) shall be deemed
compliance with the applicable requirements
identified and included in the permit.
(2) Upon request, the DEQ shaH include in the
permit or in a separate written finding issued with the
permit a determination identifying specific
requirements that do not apply to the source. The
source shaH specify in its application for such a
determination the requirements for which the
determination is requested. If the determination is
issued in a separate finding, that finding shall be
summarized in the permit. The permit shall state that
the permit shield applies to any requirements so
identified. A request for a determination to extend the
shield to requirements deemed inapplicable to the
source may be made either in the original permit
application or in a subsequent application for a permit
modification.
·
(3) A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that
a permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide
such a shield.
(4) Nothing in this ~ or in the permit
shall alter or affect the following:
·
{A) the provisions of section 303 of the Act,
including the authority of the Administrator under
that section;
(B) the liability of an owner or operator of a
source for any violation of applicable requirements
or state-only requirements prior to or at the time of
permit issuance;
·
(C) the applicable requirements of the acid rain
program, consistent with section 408{a) of the Act;
or
(D) the ability of EPA to obtain information from
a source pursuant to section 114 of the Act.

(e) Emergencies.
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When usee in this Subssstioe, "EmsrgeRGy'' nulaes
any situation arising frem sudden and reasonably
unfor€ls€leable &vents e~one tha control of the source,
including acts of God, which situation r€lquires
immediate corrective astian to nstou normal
operatioa, and that causes the seurse to sxceee a
teGhnology based emission limita-tion umler the pe:rmit,
due to BBawieable iasreases in smissions attributaele
to the emergeaEJY. :l'..a emergeney shall not include
noncompliance to ths extsnt s~sed ey impreperly
assigned eqyipment1 lack of prtiVt'ElntM maintenam;s,
eanless or improiJer operation, or operator error.
Qyantification ef accidental releasss shall ee mads by
the eest available methed.

emission rate of any existing emissions unit to be
exceeded; and
(C) Result in a net change in emissions of zero,
provided that the facility notifies the DEQ and EPA
in writing at least 7 days in advance of the proposed
changes. The source, DEQ, and EPA shall attach
each such notice to their copy of the relevant
permit. For each such change, the written
notification required above shall include a brief
description of the change within the permitted
facility, the date on which the change will occur, any
··change in emissions, and any permit term or
condition that is no longer applicable as a result of
the change. The permit shield described in .QAC
252:100-8-6(d) does not apply to any change made
pursuant to this subsection.

~.(UAn emergency constitutes an affinn.ative defense

to an action brought for noncompliance with such
technology-based emission limitations if the conditions
of paragraph (e)(3) of this sectioa Section and the
reporting requirements of .QAC 2S2:100-8-6(a)(3)(C)
(ili)(I) are met.
~.(2). The affinnative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed,
contemporaneous operating logs or other relevant
evidence that:
(A) An emergency occun::ed and that the
permittee can identify the cause(s) of the
emergency;
(B) The permitted facility was at the time being
properly operated;
(C) During the period of the emergency the
permittee took all reasonable steps to minimize
levels of emissions that exceeded the emission
standards or other requirements' in the permit.
f41m In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee
seeking to establish the occurrence of an emergency has
the burden of proof.
f.}j.(.4). The provision in this subsection is in addition to
any emergency or upset provision contained in any
applicable requirement or'.QAC 252:100-9.
(f) Operational flexibility.
(1) Applicant's duty to apply for alternative
scenarios. i\By GiJBratmg sceaario aiJ.owsd for in an
applicable Part 'JQ permit may be ia!:flemeated ey the A
facility may implement any o.peratin~: scenario aUowed
for in its Part 70 permit without the need for any permit
revision or any notification to the permitting authority.
It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant to
apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal
permit application.
(2) Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A
permitted Part 70 source may make changes within the
facility that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of
Title I of the Act;
(B) Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted

Pennit issuance
252:100-8-7.
(a) Criteria for issuance. A permit, permit modification,
or renewal may be issued only if the applicable
requirements of 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, 2 14 Hll et seq. :nA
O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through 2-14=401; QAC 252:2-15; and this
Chapter have been met and the DEQ has detennined that
the conditions of the permit provide for compliance with all
applicable requirements andA for applications subject to
QAC 252:100-8-8, that the requirements of that 88GtiooSection have been satisfied.
(b) Draft permits and notice thereof. See .QAC 252:2-15.
The !haft permit shall ee aecompanisd by a statemsnt that
sets forth the legal and faGmal easis for the draft permit
ceaditions (including references te the appliGabls stamtery
or regylatory pro¥isiens) A statement that sets forth the legal
and factual basis for the draft permit conditions (including
references to the a,;pplicable statutory or regulatory
provisions) shall accompany the draft permit.
(c) EPA review. See QAC 252:100-8-8.
(d) DEQ final action. See QAC 252:2-15; arid 252:100-8-8
when applicable.
(e) Timeline for technical review and issuance. The DEQ
shall take final ·action on each application for a permit
within 18 months after beginning its technical review in
accordance with .QAC 252:2-15-70 through J.S--7.l
252:2-15-72 and OAC. 252:100-8-4(b)(7).
(f) Action priorities. See QAC 252: 100-8-4(b)(2) through
(10) and QAC 252:100-8-7.1(a).
(g) No issuance by default. See 27A O.S. § 2-5-112(D).
252:100-8-7.2.

Administrative permit amendments and
permit modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
(1) An administrative permit amendment:
(A) Corrects typographical errors;
(B) Identifies a change in the name, address, or
phone number of any person identified in the
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permit, or provides a similar minor administrative
change at the source;
{C) Requires more frequent monitoring or
reporting by the permittee;
{D) Allows for a change in ownership or
operational control of a source where no other
change in the permit is necessary, provided that a
written agreement containing a specific date for
transfer of permit responsibility, coverage, and
liability between the current and new permittee has
been submitted to the DEQ;
·
(E) Incorporates into the permit the
requirements from preconstruction review permits
issued by the DEQ under this Part.
{2) Administrative permit amendments for purposes
of the acid.rain portion of the permit shall be governed
by 40 CFR Part 72.
.
{3) An administrative permit amendment shall be
made by the DEQ in·accordance with the following:
{A) The DEQ shall take final action on a request
for an administrative permit amendment within 60
days from the date of receipt of such a request, and
may incorporate the proposed changes without
providing notice to the public· or affected States
provided that it designates any such permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this
paragraph.
(B) The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised
permit to the Administrator upon the
· Administrator's request. ·
(C) The source may implement the changes
addressed in the request for an administrative
amendment immediately upon submittal of the
request.
(4) The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting
· a request for an administrati~e permit amendment,
allow coverage by the permit shield in QA.C
252:100-8-6(d) for administrative permit amendments
made pursuant to subparagraph lS:mgg 8 7.2(a)(l)(E)
7.2(a)(l)(E) of this seGtioa Section.
(b) Permit modification. A permit modification is any
revision to a permit that cannot be accomplished under
subsection (a) of this seotioa Section. A permit modification
for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall be
governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
{1) Minor permit modification procedures.
{A) Criteria. ·
(i) Minor permit modification procedures
may be used only for those permit
modifications that:
(I) Do not violate any applicable
requirement, or state-only requirements;
(II) Do not involve significant changes to
existing monitoring, reporting or
recordkeeping requirements in the permit;
{III) Do not require or change a
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case-by-case determination of an emission
limitation or other standard, or a
source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a
visibility or increment analysis;
(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a
permit term or condition for which there is
no corresponding underlying applicable
requirement or state-only requirement
which the source has assumed to avoid
some other applicable requirement or
state-only requirement to which the source
would otherwise be subject. Such terms and
conditions include federally-enforceable
emissions caps assumed to avoid
classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I and alternative
emissions limits approved pursuant to
regulations promulgated under §§112(i)($)
§ 112(i)(S) of the Act; and · .
(V) Are not modifications under any
provision of Title I of the Act.
(ii) Notwithstanding QAC 252:100-8-7.2(b)
{1)(A)(i) and 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2){A), minor
permit modification procedures may be used for
permit modifications involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits,
emissions trading, and other similar approaches,
to the extent that such minor permit
modification procedures are explicitly provided
for in the State's implementation plan or in
applicable requirements promulgated by EPA
{B) Application. To use the minor permit
modification procedures, a source shall submit an
application requesting such use which shall meet
the permit application requirements ofTier I under
QAC. 252:2-15 and shall include the following:
.(U A description of the change, the emissions
resulting from the change, and any new
applicable requirements or state-only
requirements that will apply if the change

occurs;
(ii) The source's suggested modification
language;
(iii) Certification by a responsible official, that
the application and the proposed modification
meet the criteria for use of minor permit
modification procedures; and
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required
by QAC 252:2-15 and subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph.
·
(C) EPA and affected state notification. If the
proposed minor modification is of a permit that
underwent EPA review in accordance with OAC
252:100-8-8, the provisions of that section shall apply
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to the minor modification application unless waived
by the Administrator.
(D) Timetable for issuance. Within 90 days of
the DEQ's receipt of a complete application under
.QAC 252:2-15 the DEQ shall: .
(i) Issue the minor permit modification as
approved;
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification
application; or
(iii) Determine that the reques_ted
modification does not meet the minor permit
modification criteria and ·should be reviewed
urider .the significant modification procedures
or administrative amendment procedures.
(E) Source's ability to make change.
Immediately after filing an application meeting the
requirements of these ~or permit modification
procedures, the source is authorized to make the
change or cb.anges proposed. in the application.
After the source makes the change and until the
DEQ takes any of the actions specified in (1)(D)(i)
through (iii) of this subsection, the source must
comply with the applicable requirements and
state-only requirements governing the change and
the proposed permit terms and conditions. During
this period, the source need not comply with the
existing terms and conditions it seeks to modify.
However, if .the source fails to comply with its
proposed permit terms and conditions during this
time period, the existing permit terms and
conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
against it.
(F) Permit shield. The permit shield under QAC
252:100-8-6(d) will not extend to minor permit
modifications.
(G) Permittee's risk in commencing
construction. The permittee assumes the risk of
losing any investment it makes toward
implementing a modification prior to receiving a
permit amendment authorizing the modification.
The DEQ will not consider the possibility of the
permittee suffering financial loss due to such
investment when deciding whether to approve,
deny, or approve in modified form a minor permit
amendment.
(2) Significant modification procedures.
(A) Criteria. Significant modification
procedures shall be used for applications
requesting permit modifications that:
(i) Involve any significant changes in existing
monitoring reqUirements in the permit;.
(ii) Relax any reporting or recordkeeping
requirements.
(iii) Change any permit condi-tion that is
required to be based on a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or

other standard, on a source-specific
determination of ambient impacts, or on a
visibility or increment analysis;
(iv) Seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no
corresponding underlying applicable
requirement or state-only requirement which
the source has assumed to avoid some other
applicable requirement or state-only
requirement to.which the source would
otherwise be subject. Such terms and
conditions include:
(I) A federally enforceable emissions cap
assumed to avoid classification as a
modification under any provision of Title I;
(II) An alternative emissions limit
approved pursuant to regulations
promulgated under section 112(i)(5) of the
Act; and
·
(v) Are modifications under any provision of
Title I of the Act; and,
(vi) Do not qualify as minor permit
modifications or administrative amendments.
(B) Procedures for processing. Significant
permit modifications shall meet all requirements of
these rules that are applicable to Tier II
applications. The application for the modification
shall describe the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable
requirements or state-only requirements that will
apply if the change occurs.
(C) Issuance. The DEQ shall complete review
of significant permit modifications within nine
months after receipt of a complete application, but
shall be authorized to extend that date by up to
three months for cause.
252:100-8-8.
Pennit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This ssGtiaa Section applies only to
specific Tier II and ill applications for Part 70 construction
and/or operating permits and permit actions that have not
been waived from compliance with this section by the
Administrator.
(b) Format. To the extent practicable, inf9rmation
provided to the EPA by applicants shall be in
computer-readable format compatible with EP~s national
database management system.
(c) Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records
required by this ssGtiaa Section and will submit to the
Administrator such information as the Administrator may
reasonably require to ascertain whether the State program
complies with the requirements of the Act or of this Chapter.
(d) Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA. For Part
70 Tier II and III applications subject to this section, the
DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also provide
a copy to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a
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permit application summary form and any relevant portion
of the permit application and compliance plan, in place
thereof.
(e) 'Iransmittal of notice of draft permit to ·affected states.
See 'J7A o.s.s~flfl· 199S, § 2 s 112(Jl); 27A o.s.s~pp. 199S,
§ 2 14 1Q1 et seq. 27A O.S, § 2-5-112(E): 27A O,S. §§
2-14-101 throu~ 2-14-401; and .QAC 252:2-15.
(f) Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1) Tier II applications. For Tier II applications, the
DEQ shall review public comments, revise the. draft
permit as appropriate and submit the revision to EPA
for review no later than 60 days before the issuance ·
deadline established in QAC 252:2-15-72 or, if none, by
this Chapter.
(2) Tier m applications. For Tier III applications,
the DEQ shall prepare a proposed permit according to
27/·. O.S.Supp, 1995, § 2 14 JQ4 27A O.S. § 2-14-304,
and submit it to ~A for review upon the publication of
notice of an administrative permit hearing opportunity.
(g) Notice of" non-acceptance. As part of the DEQ's
submittal of a revised draft permit (Tier II) or a proposed
permit ('Tier III) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify
the Administrator and any affected State in writing of any
refusal by the DEQ to accept all recommendations for the
revised draft permit or proposed permit that the affected
State submitted during the review period. The notice will
include the DEQ's reasons for not accepting any such
recommendation. The DEQ is not required to accept
recommendations that are not based on applicable
· requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these
rules.
(h) EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice
from the EPA that it will not object to:
(1) A revised draft permit based on a Tier II
application, the DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier III application,
the DEQ shall issue the proposed permit as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requested.
. (i) EPA review and objection.
(1) Timing. Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
subsection, no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a)
of this sestiea Section shall be issued if the
Administrator objects to its issuance in writing within 45
days of receipt of the revised draft permit (11sr I) :(lll3:
ID or proposed permit (Tier III) and all necessary
supporting information.
(2) Form of objection. An EPA objection shall
include a statement of the Administrator's reasons for
objection and a description of the terms and conditions
that the permit must include to respond to the
objections.
(3) Additional grounds. Failure ofthe DEQ to do any
of the following also shall constitute grounds for an
objection:
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(A)

Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this

ssotiea Section;
(B) Submit any information necessary to review
adequately the revised draft permit (Tier II) or the
proposed permit (Tier III); or
(C) Process the permit application according_ to
the uniform permitting requirements of QAC
252:2-15.
(4) Copy. The Administrator will provide the permit
applicant a copy of the objection.
·(5) DEQ response. 1]1e DEQ shall consult with EPA
and the applicant and shall either:
(A) Amend permit. Amend the permit and
submit for approval an amended draft (Tier II) or
proposed (Tier III) permit to EPA within 90 days
after the date of EPXs objection, or
(B) Give notice and issue. Determine that one
or more revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent
with applicable state or federal statutes or
regulations, inform EPA accordingly within 90 days
following the date of the Administrator's objection,
decline to make those particular revisions and:
(i) issue the amended or revised draft permit
(Tier ll) as final, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as
final unless an administrative pennit hearing
has been timely and properly requested.
(6) Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails,
within 90 days after the date of the EPA objection, to
amend and resubmit the draft permit or proposed
permit in response to the objection, the Administrator
· will issue or deny the permit in accordance with the
requirements of EPXs Part 70 regulations.
G) Public petitions to the Administrator. If the
Administrator does not object in writing under subsection
(h) of this section, any person tha~ meets the requirements
of this subsection may petition the Administrator within 60
days after the expiration of the Administrator's 45-day
review period to make such objection. Any such petition
shall be based only on objections to the permit that the
petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period provided for in ~
252:2-15, unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was
impracticable to raise such objections within such period, or
unless the grounds for such objection arose after such
period. If the Administrator objects to the permit as a result
of a petition flled under this subsection, the DEQ shall not
issue the permit until EPXs objection has been resolved,
except that a petition for review does not stay the
effectiveness ofa permit or its requirements if the permit was
issued after the end of the 45-day review period and prior to
an EPA objection. If the DEQ has issued a permit prior to
receipt of an EPA objection under this subsection, the
Administrator will modify, terminate, or revoke such pennit,
and shall do so consistent with the procedures in QAC
252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 except in unusual
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circumstances. If the DEQ revokes the permit, it may
thereafter issue only a revised permit that satisfies EP~s
objection. In any case, the source will not be in violation of
the requirement to have submitted a timely and complete
application.
(k) Effect on Tier III administrative permit hearing.
When a public petition or an EPA objection is registered on
a proposed permit (Tier III) on which an administrative
permit hearing has been requested in accordance with a+A
O.S.S1:1pp. 1995, Section 2 14 ·1g1 et seq. 27A O.S. §§
2-14-101 throu~h 2-14-401, the DEQ may stay the
evidentiary part of the hearing involving cross-examination
until EPA objections are resolved or determined to be
inconsistent with applicable laws.

(A) times of visitor use of the Federal Class I
area; and
(B) the frequency and timing of natural
conditions that reduce visibility.
"Baseline area" means any areas designated as
attainment or unclassifiable in which the major source or
major modification establishing the minor source baseline
date would construct or would have an air quality impact
equal to or greater than 1 ~~(annual average) of
the pollutant for which the minor source baseline date is
established.
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient
concentration level which exists in the baseline area at the
time of the applicable minor source baseline date.
(A) A baseline concentration is determined for
each pollutant for which a minor source baseline
date is established and shall include:
(i) the actual emi~sions .representative of
sources in existence on the applicable minor
source baseline date, except as provided in (B)
ofthis definition.
(ii) the allowable emissions of major sources
which commenced construction before the
major source baseline date but were not in
operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date. (EffeGtive May 11, 1991)
(B) The following will not be included in the
baseline concentration and will affect the applicable
maximum allowable increase(s):
(i) actual emissions from any major source
on which construction commenced after the
major source baseline date; and,
(ii) actual emissions increases and decreases
at any source occurring after the minor source
baseline date. (mfeeti?;e May 11, 1991)
''Baseline date'' means:
(A) for major sources,
(i) in the case ofparticula,te matter and sulfur
dioxide, January 6, 1975, and,
(ii) in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February
8,1988;and,
·
(B) for minor sources, the earliest date after the
trigger date on which a major source or major
modification (subject to 40 CFR 52.21 or .QAC
252:100-8, Part 7) submits a complete application.
The trigger date is:
.
(i) · in the case ofparticulate matter and sulfur
dioxide, August 7, 1977, and
. (ii) in the case of nitrogen oxides, February 8,
1988. (E«eeti¥e May 11, 1991)

PART 7. PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT
DETERIORATION (PSD) REQUIREMENTS FOR

ATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
'~.ctual emission" means the actual rate of emissions of
a pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in
accordance with the following:
(A) In general, actual emissions as of a particular
date shall equal the average rate in tons per year at
which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during
a two-year period which precedes the particular
date and which is representative of normal source
operation. The reviewing authority may allow the
use of a different time period upon a determination
that it is more representative of normal source
operation. Actual emissions shall be calculated
using the unit's actual operating hours, production
rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or
combusted during the selected time period. Actual
emissions may also be determined by source tests,
or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
(B) The reviewing authority may presume that
source-specific allowable emissions for the unit are
equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit which has not begun
nonnal operations on the particular date, actual
emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the
unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility"·means visibility
impairment which interferes with the management,
protection, preservation or enjoyment of the visitor's visual
experience of the Federal Qass I area. This determination
must be made by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis taking into
account the geographic extent, intensity, duration, frequency
and time of visibility impairments, and how these factors
correlate with:

''Best available teakel tethaelogy'' meaRS the eontrel
teelmology to be applied for a major so1:1ree or modification
is the best that is a:"'aiJable as detenBiRed 9y the ExeGl:ltive
DireGtor oa a ease 9y ease basis takffig iato aGGouat eaergy,
ew1iroameatal, eosts aad eeoaomie impacts of altemato
eoatrol systems.
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"Building, struetuFe, faeility er iastallatiea" means all
of thl3 polh1tant emitting ae:tivities whie:h l:leloag to the same

ind1::1strial gro1::1pmg, a:Ee loe:ated on oae or more Gontig:YSY:s
or adjae:ent properties, and a:Ee ander the e:ootrol of the same
person or persons ander Gammon sontrol.
Pell1::1tant emitting astiviti@s shall ee soasidered as part of
the same iadl:lStrial groapieg if they 'eeloeg to the same
"Major Groap" (i.e., whiGh ha•Je the same t\ve digit sode) as
dessri'eed in the Standard Indl:lStrial Qassifisatioa Manual,
1912, as ameaded ey the 19n Sapplement.
"Complete" ~in reference to an application for a
permit, means that the application contains all the
information necessary for processing the application.
Designating an application complete for purposes of permit
processing does not preclude the reviewing authority from
requesting or accepting any additional information.
"Federal land manager'' means the Secretary of the
department with authority over the Federal aass·I area or
his representative. ·
"Innovative control technology" means any system of
air pollution control that has not been adequately
demonstrated in practice, but would have a substantial
likelihood of achieving greater continuous emissions
reduction than any control system in current practice or of
achieving at least comparable reductions at lower cost in
terms of energy, economics, or non-air quality
environmental impacts.
"Major modification" means any physical change in or
change in the method of operation of a major source that
would result in a significant net emissions increase of any
pollutant subject to regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant
for volatile organic rompounds shall be considered
significant for ozone.
(B) A physical change or change in the method of
operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair. and
replacement
·
(ii) use of an alternate fuel or raw material by
reason ofany order under Sections 2(a) and (b)
of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal
.Power Act.
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an
order or rule under Section 125 of the Federal
Oean Air Act.
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam
generating unit to the extent that the fuel is
generated from municipal solid waste.
(v) Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by
a source which:
(I) the source was capable of
accommodating before January 6, 1975,
unless such change would be prohibited
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under any enforceable permit limitation
which was established after January 6, 1975;
or,
(II) the source is approved to use under
any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 01;
.QAC 252:100-8.
(vi) An increase in the hours ofoperation or in
the production rate, unless such change would
be prohibited under any enforceable permit
limitation which was established after January
6,1975.
(vii) Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any source which
· meets any of the following conditions:
(A) Any of the following sources ofair pollutants
which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to
regulation:
(i) carbon black plants (furnace process),
(ii) charcoal production plants,
.(iii) chemical process plants,
(iv) coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(v) coke oven batteries,
(vi) fossil-fuel boilers (or combination
thereat) totaling more th·an 250 million BTU
perhour heat input,
(vii) fossil fuel-fired steam electric pla,nts of
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat
input,
(viii) fuel conversion plants,
(ix) glass fiber processing plants,
(x) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(xi) iron and steel mill plants,
(Xii) kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime plants,
(xiv) municipal incinerators capable of
charging more than ~.50 tons of refuse per
day,
(xv) petroleum refineries,
(xvi) petroleum storage and transfer units with
a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000
barrels,
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii) portland cement plants,
(xix) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx) primary copper smelters,
(x:xi) primary lead smelters,
(x:xii) primary zinc smelters,
(x:xiii) secondary metal production plants,
(x:xiv)sintering plants,
(xxv)sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi)taconite ore processing plants.
(B) Any other source not on the list in (A) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit,
250 tons per year or more ofany pollutant subject to
regulation.
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(C) Any physical change that would occur at a
source not otherwise qualifying as a major source
under (A) and (B) of this definition if the change
would constitute a major source by itself.
(D) A major source that is major for volatile
organic compounds shall be considered major for
ozone.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring
phenomena against which any changes in visibility are
measured in terms of visual range, contrast or coloration,
"Net emissions increase" means:
·
(A) , The amount by which the sum of the
following exceeds zero:
(i) any increase in actual emissions from a
particular physical change or change in the
method of operation at a source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in
actual emissions at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change
and are otherwise creditable.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the
particular change only if it occurs within 3 years
before the date that the increase from the particular
change occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
creditable only if the Executive Director has not
relied on it in issuing a permit under QAC.
252:100-8, Part 7, which permit is in effect when the
increase in actual emissio11~ from the particular
change occurs.
(D) An increase or decrease in actual emissions
of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen
oxides which occurs before the applicable minor
source baseline date. is creditable only if i~ is
required to be considered in calculating the amount
of maximum allowable increases remaining·
available. (E:ffilcti•;e May·U, 1991)
(E) An increase in actual emissions is creditable
~nly to the extent that the new level of actual
emissions exceeds the old level.
(F) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old
level of allowable emissions, whichever is
lower, exceeds the new level of actual
emissions;
(li) it is enforceable at and after the time that
actual construction on the particular change
begins;
(iii) it has approximately the same qualitative
significance for public health and welfare as
that attributed to the increase from the
particular change.
(G) An increase that results from a physical
change at a source occurs when the emission unit on

which construction occurred becomes operational
and begins to emit a particular pollutant. Any
replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes
operational only after a reasonable shakedown
period, not to exceed 180 days.
"Significant" means:
(A) In reference to a net emissions increase or
the potential ofa source to emit any of the following
pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or
exceed any of the following rates:
·
(i) carbon monoxide: 100 tons peryear (tpy),
(ii) nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii) sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(iv) particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate
matter emissions or 15 tpy ofPM-10 emissions,
(v) ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic
compounds,
·
(vi) lead: 0.6 tpy,
(vii) asbestos: 0.007 tpy,
(viii) beryllium: 0.0004 tpy,
(ix) mercury: 0.1 tpy,
(x) vinyl chloride: 1 tpy,
(xi) fluorides: 3 tpy,
(xii) sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy,
(xili) hydrogen sulfide (HzS): 10 tpy,
(xiv) total reduced sulfur (including H~): 10
tpy, and
(xv) reduced sulfur compounds (including
HzS): 10 tpy.
(B) Notwithstanding (A) of this definition,
"significant" means any emissions rate or any net
emissions increase associated with a major source
or modification which would construct within 6
miles of a Class I area, and have an impact on such
area equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3 ~
(24-hour average). .
"Visibility impairment" means any humanly
perceptible reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and
coloration) from that which would have existed under
natural conditions.
252:100-8-33. . Exemptions
(a) Exemptions from PSD requirements. PSD
requirements do not apply to a particular source or
modification if:
(1) It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
(2) The source is major by virtue offugitive emissions,
to the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the
potential to emit and is a source other than:
(A) One of the categories listed in (A)(i) through
(xxvi) under the definition of "Major stationary
source" in QAC. 252:100-8-31, or
(B) A stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by NSPS or
NESHAP.
(3) The source or modification is a portable stationary
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source which has previously received a permit under
the PSD requirements and proposes to relocate to a
temporary new location from which its emissions
would not impact a Class I area or an area where an
applicable increment is known to be violated.
(b) Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1) The requirements of QAC 252:100-8-35 are not
applicable if the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, would be temporary and impact no Oass I
area and no area where an applicable increment is
known to be violated.
(2) The requirements of QAC 252:100-8-35 are not
applicable to the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, to a modification of a major-source that was in
existence on March 1, 1978 if the net increase in
allowable emissions of each regulated pollutant, after
the application of best available seatrel teslmelegy
l3ACI would be less than 50 tons per year.
·
(c) Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1) The monitoring requirements of .Q.AC
252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular
pollutant if the emission increase of the pollutant from
a new source or the net emissions increase of the
pollutant from a modification would cause, in any area,
air quality impacts less than the following listed
amounts, or are pollutant concentrations that are not on
the list.
(A) Carbon monoxide- 575 ~ 8-hour
average,
·
(B) Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ~~ annual
average,
.
(C) Particulate matter - 10 ~ TSP,
24-hour average, or 10 ~~PM-10, 24-hour
average,
(D) Sulfur dioxide -13 ~. 24-hour
average,
(E) Ozone- see (N) below,
(F) Le~d - 0.1 ~ 24-hour 3-month
average,
(G) Mercury- 0.25 ~ 24-hour average,
(H) Beryllium - Q.OOQ5 0.001 ~.
24-hour average,
(I)
Fluorides - 0.25 1:1g/m3 ~. 24-hour
average,
(J) . Vinyl chloride - 15 ~ 24-hour
average,
.
(K) Total reduced sulfur -10 ~ 1-hour
average,
(L) Hydrogen sulfide - tMM-0.2 ~~.
1-hour average, or
(M) Reducedsulfurcompounds-10ugha!~
1-hour average.
(N) No de minimis air quality level is provided for
ozone. However, any net increase of 100 tons per
year or more ofvolatile organic compounds subject
to PSD would be required to perform an ambient
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impact analysis, including the gathering of ambient
air quality data.
(2) The requirements for air quality monitoring in
.QAC252:100-8-35(b),(c) and (d)(2) shall not apply to a
source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21
as in effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was
submitted before June 8, 1981 and the E:ue1:1tive
Director subsequently determined that the application
was complete except for .QAC..252:100-8-35(b), (c) and
(d)(2). Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR
52.21(m)(2) as in effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to
such source or modification.
(3) The requirements for air quality monitoring in
.QAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c), and (d)(2) shall not apply to
a source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR
52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit
application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Exeooti-ve Director subsequently determined that the
application as submitted was complete, except for the
requirements in .QAC 252:1Q.0-8-35(b), (c) and (d)(2).
(4) The sx;esl:lti.,,e Director shall determine if the
requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
.QAC 252:100-8-35(a) through 252:1QQ g J5(G) W. and
QAC 252:100-8-35(d)(2) may be waived for a source or
modification when an application for a permit was
submitted on or before June I, 1988 and the fu@ootive
Director subsequently determined that the application,
except for the requirements for monitoring particulate
matter under Q.A.C_252:100-8-35(a) through
252:100 g J5(s) W. and .QAC 252:100-8-35(d)(2), was
complete before that date.
(5) The requirements for air quality monitoring of
PM-10 in .QAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c), (d)(2) and (d)(6)
shall apply to a source or modification if an application
for a permit was submitted after .June I, 1988 and no
later than December 1, 1988. The data shall have been
gathered over at least the period from February 1, 1988
to the date the application becomes otherwise complete
in accordance with the provisions of QAC.
252:100-8-33(b)(1), except that if the ExeSl:ltive Director
determines that a complete and adequate analysis can
be accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter
period (not to be less than 4 months), the data required
by .QAC 252:100-8-35(b)(1) and QAC 252:100-8-35(c)
shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
(d) Exemption from BACf requirements and monitoring
requirements. If a complete permit application for a
source or modification was submitted before August 7,
1980 the requirements for best a¥ailable seatrol teshaelegy
l3ACI in .QAC 252:100-8-34 and for monitoring in .QAC
252:100-8-35(a) through 252;1QQ 8 J.S(s) W and QAC
252:100-8-35( d)(2) through 252;1QQ g J.S(d)(4) ill. are not
applicable. Instead, the federal requirements at 40 CFR
52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect on June 19, 1978 are applicable
to any such source or modification.
(e) Exemption of modifications. As specified in the
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applicable definitions of .QAC 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1,
and 252:100-1, the requirements of QAC 252:100-8, Part 7
for PSD and QAC.252:100-8, Part 9 for nonattainment areas
are not applicable to a modification if the existing source was
not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition to
that existing minor source is major in its own right. ·
(t) Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements
of QAC. 252:100-8-35 and .QAC.252:100-8-36 do not apply to
a source or modification with respect to any maximum
allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or
operator of the source or modification submitted a
completed application for a permit before February 8, 1988.
{g) Exemption from increment consumption. Excluded
from increment consumption are the following cases:
{1) Concentrations from an increase in emissions
from any source converting from the use of petroleum
products, natural gas, or both by reason of any ·order
under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation), or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the effective
date of the order or plan.
(2) Emissions ofparticulate matter from construction
or other temporacy emission-related activities of new
or modified sources.
·
(3) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide,
particulate matter,· or nitrogen oxides by order or
authorized variance from any source.
PART 9. MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING

NONATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-51.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:
'~ctuaJ emissions" means the actual rate of emissions
of a pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in
accordance with the following:
(A) In general, actual emissions as ofa particular
date shall equal the average rate in tons per year at
which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during
a two-year period which precedes the operation.
The reviewing authority may allow the use of a
different time period upon a detennination that it is
more representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's
actual operating hours, production rates, and types
of materials processed, stored, or combusted
during the selected time period. Actual emissions
may also be determined by source tests, or by best
engineering judgment in the absence of acceptable
test data.
(B) The reviewing authority may presume that

source-specific allowable emissions for the unit are
equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit which has not begun
normal operations on the particular date, actual
emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the
unit on that date.
"Buildiag, stFuetun, faeility" meaas all of the
pellutaat emittiag aeth<ities whish beloag to the same
i.aeustrial groupiag, are loeatee oa oae or more eoatiguous
or adj aeeat properties, ana are uader the eoatrol of t1w same
persoa (or pnsoas ua.ser eommoa eoatrol),
:fullutaat emittmg ·aetivities shall be eoasidered as part of
the same iadustrial g-rouping if they b~!loag to the same
"Major Group" (i.e., which ha•}e the same tw~ digit sods) as
d@seribed ia the Standard InGustrial Qassifieatioa Maaual,
1971, as ameaded by the 1977 Sllpplemeat.
''Installatiea" msans an idsatmable pieee of proGess
eqllipmsat,
· "Lowest achievable emissions rate" means the control
technology to be applied to a major source or modification
which the &eeutive Director, on a case by case basis,
determines is achievable for a source based on the lowest
achievable emission rate achieved in practice by such
category of source (i.e., lowest achievable emission rate as
defined in the Federal Clean Air Act).
"Major modification" means any physical change in, or
change in the method of operation of, a major source that
would result in a significant net emissions increase of any
pollutant subject to regulation.
{A) Any net emissions increase that is significant
for volatile organic compounds shall be considered
significant for ozone.
{B) A physical change or change in the method of
operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and
replacement;
·
(ii) use of an alternate fuel or raw material by
reason ofany order under Sections 2(a) and (b)
of the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal
Power Act;
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an
order or rule under Section 125 of the Federal
Clean Air Act;
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam
generating unit to the extent that the fuel is
generated from municipal solid waste;
(v) Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by
a source which:
(I) the source was capable of
accommodating before December 21, 1976,
unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation
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which was established after December 21,
1976; or,
(II) the source is approved to use under
any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or
QAC. 252:100-7 or 8.
(vi) . An increase in the hours of operation or in
the production rate unless such change would
be prohibited under any enforceable permit
limitation which was established after
December 21, 1976, or
(vii) any change in source ownership.
"M~or stationary source" means:
(A) ; any stationary source of air pollutants which
emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year
or more of any pollutant subject to regulation; or,
(B) any physical change that would occur at a
source not qualifying under (A) of this definiti~n as
a major source, if the change would constitute a
major source by its~lf.
(C) for ozone, a source that is major for volatile
organic compounds shall be considered major.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum of the
following exceeds zero:
(i) any increase in actual emissions from a
particular physical change or change in the
method of operation at a source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in
actual emission at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change
and are otherwise creditable.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the
particular change only if it occurs within 3 years
before the date that the increase from the particular
change occurs.
.
(C) An increase or decreaSe in actual emissions is
creditable only if the '&esuti¥~ Director has not
relied on it in issuing a permit under 2$2;1QQ g, Part
9 of this Subchapter, which permit is in effect when
the increase in actual emissions from the particular
change occurs.
·
(D) An increase in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that the new level of actual
emissions exceeds the old level.
·
(E) · A decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old
level of allowable emissions, whichever is
lower, exceeds the new level of actual
emissions;
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that
actual construction on the particular change
begins;
(iii) the reviewing authority has not relied on it
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in issuing any permit under State air quality
rules; and,
(iv) it has approximately the same qualitative
significance for public health and welfare as
that attributed to the increase from the
particular change.
(F) An increase that results from a physical
change at a source occurs when the emission unit on
which construction occurred becomes operational
and begins to emit a particular pollutant. Any
replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes
operational after a reasonable shakedown period,
not to exceed 180 days.
· "ReeeastFaetieR" means the replasemeat ef
sempeaeats ef an e&i&tiag seuFGe (whish will thsa be keated
as a new seur-se fer purposes efl!art 9 ef this SlibshaJ:Jter) te
the meat that will be determinsd by the E~suti\r:e Dirsstor
basad ea;
W The fixed sapital sest (tee saJ:Jital needed to
provi<;le all the depresiable sempeaeats) ef the aew
sempeaeats exseeds .SQ% ef the fixed sapital east ef
a semparable entirely R8\V seurse; and,
00 The· estimated life ef tee seurse after the
repl:wemeBts is semparable to tl:le life ef an eatirsly
REW/ seursej aad,
~
the extsat te whisa the sompeaeats beiag
replased sause er seatribute te the emissiens from
the seurse.
"Reselll"ee RE&'A!Ff faeili&y'' means any faeility at \vBish
selid waste is preGessed fur the purpose ef extrastiag,
soavertiag te eaergy, er ethei'I'Ase separating and prepariag
selid waste fur reuse, Eaergy sea•;ersioa fasilities must
utiEe selid waste te previde mare than )Q p~rseat ef tee
&eat input te be seasidereel a reseurse resevery faeility
\Hider Part 9 ef this Subshapter.
"Significant" means, in reference to a net emissions
increase or the potential of a source to emit any of the
following pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or
exceed any of the following rates:
(A) Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(B) Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(C) Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(D) Particulate matter: 15 tpy of PM-10
emissions,
(E) Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic
compounds, or
(F) Lead: 0.6 tpy.

252:100-8-52. Source applicability detennination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to
which Part 9 of this Subchapter al'&-i5...applicable are
determined by size, geographical location and type of
emitted pollutants:
(1) Size.
(A) Permit review will apply to sources and
modifications that emit any regulated pollutant in
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major amounts. These quantities are specified in
the definitions for major stationary source, major
modification, potential to emit, net emissions
increase, significant, and other associated
definitions in .Q.8C 252:100-8-51, 252:100-8-1.1, and
252:100 1 252:100-1-3.
(B) At such time that a particular source or
modification becomes major solely by virtue of a
relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation
which was established after August 7, 1980 on the
capacity of the source or modification otherwise to
emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of
operation, then the requirements of Parts 1, 3, 5,
and 9 of this Subchapter shall apply to that source
or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.

(2) Location.
(A) Sources and modifications that are major in
size and proposed for construction in an area which
has been designated as no.nattainment for any
applicable ambient air quality standard are subject
to the requirements for the nonattainment area, if
the source or modification is major for the
nonattainment pollutant(s) of that area
(B) In addition, the requirements of a PSD
review (Part 7 of this Subchapter) would be
applicable if any other regulated pollutant other
than the nonattainment pollutant is emitted in
significant amounts by that source or modification.

(3) Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but
causing or contributing to NAAQS violation.
(A) A proposed major source or major
modification that would locate in an area
designated attainment or unclassifiable is
considered to cause or contnbute to a violation of
the national ambient air quality standards when
such source or modification would, as a minimum,
exceed the following.significance levels at any
locality that does not or would not meet the
applicable national standard:
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A proposed major source or majox:
modification subject to OAC 252:100-8-52(3)(A)
may reduce the impact of its emissions upon air
qyalicy b.y obtaining sufficient emissions reductions
to. at a minimum. compensate for its adverse
ambient impact where the proposed source or
modification would othepvjse cause or contnbute to
a violation of any national ambient air quality
standard. In the absence of such emission
reductions. a permit for the proposed source or
modification shall be denied.
.(0 The
requirements
of
OAC
252:100-8-52(3)(A) and (.B) shall not apply to a
major source or m!ijor modification with respect to
a pat:ticular pollutant if the owner or operator
demonstrates that. as to that pollutant. the source or
modification is located in an area designated
nonattainment.
(nj.(D). Sources of volatile organic compounds
located outside a designated ozone nonattainment
area will be presumed to have no significant impact
on the designated nonattainment area. If ambient ..-...,
monitoring indicates that the area ofsource location
is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be
granted its permit since the area has not yet been
designated nonattainment
(G)(E). Sources locating in an attainment area but
impacting on a nonattainment area above the
significant levels listed in .QAC 252:.100-8-52(3) are
exempted from the condition of QAC
252:100..8-54(4)(A).
~ The determination whether a source or
modification will cause or contnbute to a violation of
an applicable ambient air~ standard ·for sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter or carbon monoxide will
be made on a case by case basis as of the proposed
new source's srart-up date by an atmospheric
simulation model. For sources ofnitrogen oxides the
model can be used for an initial determination
assuming all the nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to
nitrogen dioxide by the time the plume reaches
ground level. and the initial concentration estimates
will be adjusted if adequate data are available to
account for the expected oxidation rate.
~ The determination as to whether a source
would cause or contribute to a violation of
applicable ambient air ~ standards will be
made on a case by case basis as of the new source's ..-...,
start-up date. Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as
part of the state implementation plan control
strategy by the new source start-up date, offsets
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would not be required if the new source would not
cause a new violation.
tFj Smll'Ges e:msing a HEW/ violation of appliGable
ambient air staaeards as determined by the
Exesutive Dinster aut' not sentriauting to an
&Xistiag violation, •.WI be at~flroved if both of the
follewiag sonditiens are met;
tit The new seuree is reEJ;uired to meet a mere
strmgeat emission Ymitatioas aadler the soatrol
ofexisting sourses be!Ot.v allov.•ableltV.•els so that
the new violation of ambieat standards does aot
eGGUrr

~

The H8\\' emission limitatioas for the new
sol:lrse, as well as fer any elristiag sourses,
affested, are eaforeeable under the Oklahama
and Federal Qeaa Ak .<\Gts,
{OAR Docket #01-763; filed 4-23-01]

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAYI'ER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
.
'

[OAR Docket #01-775]
_,-RULEMAKING ACITON:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 9. Excess Emission and MalfuaGtiea Reporting
Requirements
252:100-9-1 [AMENDED]
252:100-9-2 [AMENDED]
252:100-9-3 [REVOKED]
252:100-9-3.1 [NEW]
252:100-9-3.2 [RESERVED]
252:100-9-3.3 [NEW]
252:100-9-4 [REVOKED]
252:100-9-5 [REVOKED]
252:100-9-6 (REVOKED]
AUfHOIUTY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 2000, §§ 2-2-101,
2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
May 17, 1999 through June 15, 1999; August 2, 1999 through
August 24, 1999; September 15, 1999 through October 19, 1999;
November 15, 1999 through December 14, 1999; January 18, 2000
through February 16, 2000; and March 15, 2000 through Apri119,
2000
Public hearing:
June 15, August 24, October 19, and December 14, 1999; and
February 16, April19, and June 20, 2000
Adoption:
,-.. June 20, 2000
.abmitted to Governor:
June 29, 2000
Submitted to House:
June 29, 2000
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Submitted to Senate:
. June 29, 2000
Gubernatorial approval:
July 24, 2000
Legislative approval:
Failure of the Legislature to disapprove the rules resulted in
approval on March 27, 2001
Final adoption:
March 27,2001
Effective:
June 1, 2001
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The changes to Subchapter 9 include correction of
typographical and grammatical errors and deletion of redundant
language. As part of the re-right/de~wrong process, the Subchapter
iias been reorganized. Also, substantive changes were made, such
as amending the definition of"malfunction" and adding definitions
for "bypass," "regulated air pollutant," "technological limitation,"
and "working day." Also, new language is proposed requirmg that
a certification of truth, accuracy and completeness be submitted
with any written report. Additional demonstration requirements
for malfunctions and startups/shutdowns were added under
proposed section 2.52:100-9-3.3, Demonstration of cause. Owners
or operators must meet these requirements in order to be exempt
from compliance with air emission limitations established in
permits, rules, and orders of the DEQ. Language has been
proposed to allow owners and operators to submit excess emission
reports on a quarterly basis when those emissions are due to a
technological limitation. Also, language has been proposed to
explain that compliance with this Subchapter will not exempt
sources from complying with any applicable federal requirement.
New language sets forth the Division's interpretation that excess
emissions occurring more than 1.5 percent of the time that a
process operated in a calendar quarter may be indicative of
inadequate design, operation, or maintenance, and the DEQ may
initiate further investigation to determine if that is so. Prior notice
to the DEQ by facilities of maintenance activities has been
proposed to be deleted from the rule. Finally, proposed language
would clarify that even if a facility has made a demonstration of
cause so as to be exempt from compliance with an applicable
requirement, the DEQ still has the authority to order corrective
action or to require a cessation of activities if the emissions would
cause a condition of air pollution.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these
amendments for adoption at their meeting on April19, 2000.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS
FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACf PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Envirorunental Quality, ~r
Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite 4100, Oklahoma C1ty,
Oklahoma 73101-1677. (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE
FOLLOWING RULES ARE CONSIDERED FINALLY
ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 308.1(A),
WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 2001:
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
.....

9:30A.M.

-

Tuls~.-~ity-County

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1997
Health Depar_tment Auditorium

TULSA I

OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA 1.

2.

Call to Order

Chairman

Division Director• s Report - Info.rmational

Director

An update of current events and AQD activities
• §126 Issues
• Final Ozone and PM Standards
• Other
Discussion by Council/Public

-

3.

1998 Meeting Schedule
Discussion by Council

Byrum

4.

Staff
Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

5.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR
SOURCES; OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR
MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff

6.

Public Hearing·
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff
[AMENDED]

7.

Staff
Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND
TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3. HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15. NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
[AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

8.

Staff
Public Hearing
OAC 252:2-40 and 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our
DepartmP.nt three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL

QlfALI~

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
1:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1997
Tulsa City-County Health Department Auditorium
TULSA I

HEARING /
1.

2.
3.
4J

. .

~

OKLAHOMA

MEETING AGENDA

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes (August 19, 1997)
1998 Meeting Schedule
Discussion and Approval by Council

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

5.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

6.

Public Hearing
Staff OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

7.

Public Hearing
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8.

Public Hearing
Staff
OAC 252:100-41-15 CONTROL OF EMISSION OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC
AIR CONTAMINANTS PART 3 . HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR
POLLUTANTS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

9.

Staff
Public Hearing
OAC 252:2-40 and 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

10.

New Business
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising
within the past 24 ho4rs; possible action by.council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting
DATE: December 16 1997
PLACE: Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City OK
-._
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October 7, 1997
·· .. ·.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality ~ouncil

FROM:

~
Larry Byrum, Director
AIR QUALITY DIVISION e7e:

SUBJECT:

JUSTIFICATION OF REVISION OF PERMIT PROCESSING FEES
FOR PART 70 SOURCES IN SUBCHAPTER 8

One new permit processing fee is proposed in the revisions to Subchapter. ~fhis
is a fee for authorizations under a general permit. At this time, the fee for an
initial Title V.permit is also used ·for processing an application for an authorization
under a general operating permit. The general permit was intended to simplify
and streamline preparation of permit applications and processing of perrnit
applications. This being the case, it seems appropriate that the processing fee
for an authorization should be less than that for an individual permit.

-

It is proposed that a new fee of $900 be set for processing an application for
authorization under a general permit. This is based ori the following data:
Average time to process an authorization- 30 hours
Average cost for staff engineer- $28.29/hour
Average Processing Time· X
30 hours
X

Average Cost =Processing Fee
$28.29/hour = $848.70

Because of the limited number of applications for authorizations that have been
received and processed to date, the average processing time is tentative.
Further study regarding permit processing time requirements is underway and
the final proposed fee will reflect the results of this study.

aqcl 10-21-971 aqcl 10-21-971-ME00009.doc

Octqber 7, 1997
M~MORANDUM

TO:

· Air Quality Council

"FROM:

Larry Byrum, Director tf~.1'
AIR QUALITY DIVISION

SUBJECT: . Modifications to Subchapter 8
I

i

·Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 8
·Operating Permits (Part 70), that will be brought to public hearing on October 21,
1997. The proposed amendments include: incorporation of the permit continuum
by the introduction of general construction permits for Part 70 sources and general
construction and operating permits for major facilities that are not subject to Part
7ci; the addition of.the requirements for construction permits for Part 70 sources
and construction and operating permits for major facilities not subject to Part 70;
revision of the permit application processing fees by setting a fee for processing
authorizations under a general permit; deletion of annual operating fees (which will
be moved to Subchapter 5); incorporation by reference of federal rules governing
case-by-caseMACT determinations(40 CFR "63.40,63.41,63.43 and 63.44);
and revisions to meet the requirements set forth in the February 5, 1996, Federal
Register for final approval of the Title V program. The proposed draft also includes
revisions intended to simplify and clarify the rule. Material in the Subchapter was
reorganized and in some cases reworded. It is proposed to add Appendix I,
lnsigni·ficantActivities List and Appendix J, Trivial Activities List to the rules.
Enclosed in the packet are copies of the proposed revisions to Subchapter 8 and
the proposed Appendices I and J. Also included in the packet is a table that
compares the Parts, Sections, Subsections, etc., of the proposed revision to
Subchapter 8 to the Parts, Sections, SubseCtions, etc., of existing Subchapters
7, 8 and 10.
Enclosures: 4

aqc\10-21-971 8mem.doc

.-

Comparison of 252:100-8 Numbers In The Proposed Revision· To Those In The
Existing Rules (Subchapters 7, 8, and 10)
EXISTING

PROPOSED
PART1

-

8-1
New
From 7-2(b)
New
8-3(f)
From 7-2(c)(2)
10-5{j)
From 7-15(f)(3)
From 7-15(g(1)
From 7-15(g)(2)
From 7-15(g)(2)(A)
From 7-15(g)(2)(B)
From 7-15(g)(3)
7-16(a)
7-16(c)
7-1.6(d)
7-16(e)

8-1
8-1.1
8-1.2(a)
8-1.2(b) .
8-1.2(c)
8-1.3
8-1.4(a)
8-1.4(b)
8-1.5(a)
8-1.5(b)( 1)(A)
8-1.5(b)(1)(8)
8-1.5(b)(1 )(C)
8-1.5(b)(2)
8-1.6(a)
8-1.6(b)
8-1.6(c)
8-1.6(d)
PART3

From 7-3(c)
7-3(b)(1)
8-9(d)(2)(A)
New
8-9(d)(2)(8)
8-9(d)(2)(C)
8-9(d)(2)(D)
8-9(d)(2)(F)

8-1.7(a)
8-1.7(b)
8-1.7(c)(1)
8-1.7(c)(2)
8-1.7(c)(3)
8-1.7(c)(4)
8-1.7(c)(5)
8-1.7(c)(6)
PART5
8-1.8(a)
8-1.8(b)(1)
8-1.8(b)(2)
8-1.8(c)
8-1.8(d)
8-1.9(a)
8"'1.9(b)(1) & (2)
8-1.9(b)(3)
8-1.9(c)
8-19(d)

SC-8/SC-8vsSC7c doc

From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

1

7-15(a)(1)
7-15(b)(1)
7-15(d)
7-15(c)
7 -15(a)(2)
7-18(a)
7-18(b)(1) & (2)
7-15(d)
7-15(c)
7-18(c)

September 23, 1997

:.z9

PROPOSED
EXISTING
PART?
8-2 (Insignificant Activities & Trivial Activities) 8-3(e)
8-3(a)
8-3(a) and 8-3(g)
8-3(a)(1), (2), (3), (4) & (5)
8-3(a) (1 ), (2), (3), (4) & (5)
8-3(b)
8-3(b)
8-4(a)(1)
From 7-15(a)(1)
New
8-4(a)(2)
8-4(a)(3)
New
8-4(b)(1)
8-4(b)(1)
8-4(b)(2)
8-5(b)
8-4(b)(3)
8-5(b)(1)
8-4(b)(4)
8-5(b)(2)
8-5(b)(3)
8-4(b)(5)
8-5(b)(4)
8-4(b)(6)
8-4(b)(7)
8-5(b)(5)
8-5(b)(6)
8-4(b)(8)
8-5(b)(7)
8-4(b)(9) '
8-4(b)(8)
8-4(b)(1 0)
8-5(a)
8-5(b)(1 0)
8-5(b)
8-5(c)
8-5(d)
8-5(c)
8-5(d)(1)
8-5(c)(1)
..
8-5(d)(2)
8-5(c)(2)
8-5{d){3)
8-5(c)(3)
8-5(d)(4)
8-5(c)(4)
8-5(d)(5)
8-5(c)(5)
8-5(d)(6)
8-5(c)(6)
8-5(d)(7)
8-5(c)(7)
8-5(d)(8)(A) and (B)
8-5(c)(8)(A)
8-5(d)(8)(C) and (D)
8-5(c)(8)(B)
8-5(d)(8)(E)
8-5(c)(8)(C)
8-5(d)(9)
8-5(c)(9)
8-5(d)(1 0)
8-5(c)(1 0)
.
8-5(e)
8-5(d)
8-5(f)
8-5(e)
8-6(a)
s-a(a)
8-6(b)
8-6(b)
· 8-6(c)
8-6(c)
8-6(f)
8-6(d)
•·

'

SC-8/SC-8vsSC7c doc
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PROPOSED

-

-

EXISTING
8-6(g)
8-6(h)
8-6(d)(1)
8-6(d)(2)
8-6(d)(3)
8-6(d)(4 )(A)
8-6(d)(4)(8)
8-6(d)(4)(C)
8-6(d)(4)(0)
8-6(d)(8)
10-5(h)(3)
10-5(h)(4)
10-5(h)(5)
10-5(h)(6)
10-5(h)(7)
8-6(d)(5)
8-6(d)(5)(8)
8-6(b)(5)(C)
10-3(d)
8-6(d)(6)
8-6(d)(7)
10-5(b)
10-5(c)
10-5(d)
10-5(e)
10-5(f)
10-5(h)
10-5(h)(8)
New
8-6(e)
8-6(i)(1)
8-6(i)(2)
8-6(i)(3)
8-6(i)(4)
8-6(i)(5)
8-6(i)(6)
8-6(i)(7)
8-6(i)(8)
8-7(a)
8-7(b)
8-7(c)(1)

8-6(e)
8-6(f)
8-6.1 (a)(1)
8-6.1 (a)(2)
8-6.1 (a)(3)
8-6.1 (a)(4)(A)(i)
8-6.1 (a)(4)(A)(ii)
8-6.1(a)(4)(B)(i)
8-6.1 (a)(4)(B)(ii)
8-6.1 (a)(5)
8-6.1(a)(6)
8-6.1 (a)(7)
8-6.1 (a)(8)
8-6.1 (a)(9)
8-6.1 (a)(1 0)
8-6.1 (b)(1)
8-6.1(b)(2)
8-6.1 (b)(3)
8-6.1 (b)(4)
8-6.1(b)(5)
8-6.1(c)
8-6.1 (d)(1)
8-6.1(d)(2)
8-6.1(d)(3)
8-6.1(d)(4)
8-6.1(d)(5)
8-6.1(e)
8-6.1(e)(1)
8-6.1(1)
8-6.2
8-6.3(a)
8-6.3(b)
8-6.3(c)
8-6.3(d) .
8-6.3(e)
8-6.3(1)
8-6.3(g)
8-6.3(h)
8-7(a)
8-7(b)
8-7.1(a)(1)

SC-8/SC-8vsSC7c.doc
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PROPOSED

EXISTING
8-7(c)(5)
8-5(b)(9)
8-7(c)(2)
8-7(c)(3)
8-7(c)(4)
8-7(d)
8-7(e)(1)
8-7(e)(2)(A)(i)
8-7(e)(2)(A)(i)
8-7(e)(2)(A)(ii)
8-7(e)(2)(A)(iii)
8-7(e)(2)(A)(iv)
8-7(e)(2)(A)(v)
8-7(e)(2)(B)
8-7(e)(2)(C)
8-7(f))(1)
8-7{f)(1)(A)
8-7(f)(1)(B)
8-7(f)(1 )(C)
8-7(f)(1)(0)
8-7(f)(2)
8-7(f)(2)(A)
8-7(f)(2)(B)
8-7 (f)(2)(C)
8-7(f)(2)(0)
8-7(f)(2)(E)
8-7(f)(3)
8-7(g)
8-7(h)(1)
8-7{h)(1 )(A)
8-7(h)(1 )(B)
8-7(h)(1 )(C)
8-7(h)(1 )(D)
8-7(h)(2)
8-70)
8-8
PART 5 PSD
7-31
7-32
7-33(a)

8-7.1(a)(2)
8-7.1 (b)
8-7.1 (c)
8-7.1 (d)(1)
8-7.1 (d)(2)
8-7.2(a)
8-7.2(b)(1)
8-7.-2(b)(2)(A)(i)
8-7 .2(b )(2)(A)(ii)
8-7.2(b)(2)(A)(iii)
8-7 .2(b)(2)(A)(iv)
8-7 .2(b)(2)(A)(v)
8-7 .2(b)(2)(A)(vi)
8-7 .2(b)(2)(8)
8-7.2{b)(2)(C)
8-7.3(a)
8-7.3(a){1)
8-7.3{a)(2)
8-7.3(a)(3)
8-7.3(a)(4)
8-7.3(b)
8-7.3(b)(1)
8-7.3(b)(2)
8-7.3(b)(3)
8-7.3(b)(4)
8-7.3(b)(5)
8-7.3(c)
8-7.3(d)
8-7.4(a)
8-7.4(a)(1)
8-7.4(a)(2)
8-7.4(a)(3)
8-7.4(a)(4)
8-7.4(b)
8-7.5
8-8
..
PART 9 PSD
8-30
8-32
8-33(a)
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EXISTING

PROPOSED

-

7-33(b)
7-33(c)
7-33(d)
7-33(f)
7-33(g)
7-33(i)
7-330)
7-33(e)
7-33(h)
7-33(m)
7-33(n)
7-34
7-35(a)
7-35(b)
7-35(c)
7-33(1)
7-35(d)
7-35(e)
7-33(k)
7-35(f)
7-35(g)
7-35(h)
7-35(1)
7-350)
7-35(k)
7-36(b)
7-36(c)
7-37
PART 7 Nonattainment
7-50
7-51
7-52
7-53
7-54

8-33(b)(1)
8-33(b)(2)
8-33(c)(1)
8-33(c)(2)
8-33(c)(3)
8-33(c)(4)
8-33(c)(5)
8-33(d)
8-33(e)
8-33(f)
8-33(g)
8-34
8-35(a)
8-35(b)
8-35(c)
8-35(d)(1)
8-35(d)(2)
8-35(d)(3}(A)
8-35(d)(3)(8)
8-35(d)(4)
8-35(d)(5)
8-35(d)(6)
8-35(e)
8-35(f)
8-35(g)
8-36(a)
8-36(b)
8-37
PART 11 Nonattainment
8-50
8-51
8-52
8-53
8-54

"From" before the citation indicates that the proposed language is based on the
citation, but the language· in the existing rule is not deleted.

SC-8/SC-8vsSC7c doc
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SUBCHAPTER 8.
Ol?ERA'l'ING PERMITS FOR MAJOR TSP (TOTAL SUSPENDED
PARTICULATES)FACILITIES AND PART 70 SOURCES (~~'1' 7Q)
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

- [NOTE: -Throughout· this rule language that has beert·-moved-from
other Sections and Subchapters will be underlined once, new
language is double underlined and deletions are struck out.]

· ---·- - -·

252:100-8-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide for the -promulgation
and enforcement of the requirements necessary to meet·Title v of
the federal Clean Air Act (42 u.s.a. 7401, et seq.) and 40 CFR
Part 70 by establishing a comprehensbre state air quality
permitting program for major sources of air contaminant
emissions. Penaits issued under this program ~dll. address all
applicable air contaminant emissions and regulatory requirements
in a single document. This Subchapter sets forth permit
application fees and the substantive reauirements for permits for
major TSP facilities and Part 70 sources.

,-

252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
•A stac~ in existence• means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.6
that the owner or ·.operator had:
J8l begun, or caused to begin, a continuous proqram of
physical on-site construction of the stack; or
JHl entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16(b)]
•Act• means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
7401 et. seq.
[NOTE: ·From 252: 100-8-2] .
"Administrator• means the Administrator administrator of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the
Administrator's administrator's·desiqnee.
[NOTE: From 252:1008-2]
"Dispersion technique• means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.6 any
technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a
pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack
which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the
rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric
conditions or ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or
increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source
process parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or
1
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combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one
stack. or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as
to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding sentence
does not include:
lAl The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollutiorr··-control system. for· the purpose of returning the gas
to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from
the facility generating the gas stream.
llit The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
lil the source owner or operator documents that the
facility was originally designed and constructed with
such merged streams:
(ii)
after July 8. 1985. such merging is part of a
change in operation at the facility that includes the
installation of pollution controls and isaccompanied by
a net reduction in the allowable emissions of a
pollutant.· This exclusion from "dispersion techniaUen
applicability shall apply only to the emission limitation
for the pollutant affected by such change in operation;
or
(iii}
before July 8. 1985, such merging was part of a
change in operation at the facility that included the
installation of emissions control equipment or was
carried out for sound economic or engineering reasons.
Where there was an increase in the emission limitation
or, in the event that no emission limitation existed
prior to the mergingr there was an increase in the
quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the
merging, it shall be presumed that merging was primarily
intended as a means of gaining emissions credit for
greater disper-sion . . Before such credit can be allowed,
the owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging was not carried out for the primary purpose
of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
~
Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of
exhaust gas streams from several existing stacks into one
stack. or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where
the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5.000 tons per year. [NOTE: from
252:100-7-16(b)]
"Emission limitations and emission standardsn means for
purposes of 252:100-8-1.6 a requirement requirements that.\ihich
limits limit the quantity, rate or concentration of emiss1ons of
air pollutants on a continuous basis. including any requirements
,.~ich that limit the level of opacity. prescribe equipment. set
fuel specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance
procedures for a source to assure continuous reduction.
(Amended
7-9-B7. effective 8-10-87) [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16(b)]
•EPAn means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
IC-&1"199711M10o7l.WJI
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"Maior TSP facility" means any stationary facility which
directly emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons per year or
more of TSP and is not subject to the Part 70 prosram.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants• or
"NESHAP" means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
•New S'tiurce . Performance Standards n or "NSPS n meanS"-those·
standards found 1n 40 CFR Part 60.
•Part 70 per.mit• (unless the context suggests otherwise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a Part paFE 70 source
that is issued. renewed. amended. or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
•Part 70 program• means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 source• means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 7 of this Chapter Subchapter, as proyided in
QAC 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
•Regulated air pollutant• means:
lAl aft¥ Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) . as that term is
defined && in 252:100-1~3. 252:100-37-2. or 252:100-39-21 . er
aft'( lJelatile Oreraaie SelveBt '(Y.OS)
as that term is eefiaed iB
252:100 37 2 aad 252.100 39 2.
.
.illi.. Any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS) , as that term is
defined && in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
C
An
ollutant re lated under section 111 or 112
or the Feeeral CleaR Air Act~
(D) (C) any Any pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated eJceept GarbeR
Heamciee under the Federal Clean Air Act ·T
(E) (D) aay Any Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under QAC 252: 100-41-r-.
.
,.
(F) (B) aay Any other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
•stack• means for purooses of 252:100-8-1.6 any point in a
source designed to emit solids. liquids or gases into the air,
including a pipe o~ duct but not including flares. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16(b)]
7
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252:100-8-1.2. Requirement for per.mits for maior TSP facilities
and Part 70 sources
Per.mit required. Except as provided in this section. no
person may commence construction or.modification of any major TSP
facility or miser Part 70 source. or operate any new miaer major
TSP facility or Part 70 source. or releeate aay miser seuree ·
without obtaining a permit from the DEO. For application and
permitting procedures. see 252:100-6 and the Uniform Permitting
Rules. 252:2-15.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-2(b)]
(b) Per.mit categories.
Two types of construction and operating
permits are available: general permit and individual permit.
General per.mit.
lal A general permit may be issued for an industry if there
are a sufficient number of facilities that have the same or

lit
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substantially similar operations, emissions and activities
which are subiect to the same standards, limitations and
operating and monitoring requirements.
~
Facilities may be eligible for authorization under a
general permit if the following criteria are met:
l!l The facilit has actual emiss1ons of 100 t
or more
of an one re lated air ollutant emitted and or is a
Part 70 source.
l!it The DEO has issued a general permit for the
industry.
-·
~
Individual permit. Facilities requiring permits under
this Subchapter that do not qualify for a general permit shall
obtain individual permits. An owner or operator may apply for
an individual permit even if the facilitv qualifies for a
general permit;
.i.£lu-Applicability determination. Any person may submit a
request in writing that the Agency DEO make a determination as to
whether a particular source or installation, which that person
operates or proposes to operate, is subject to the permit
requirements of this ~ Subchapter. The request must contain
~sufficient information as·is believed sufficient-for the
Agency DEO to make the reques.ted determination and the required
fee.
The Agency DEO may request any additional information that
it needs for purposes of making the determination.
[NOTE: From
252:100-8-3(f)]
252:100-8-1.3. Transfer of per.mit
The Transfer transfer of a stationary source or a facilitv ~
a nm.· mmer or operator is not considered an increase in
emissions and does not require nmv permits. However. any
transfer shall be subject the new owner or operator to existing
permit conditions and/or compliance schedules. !lotification of
such transfers shall he made promptly in ~iriting to the DBO.
The transferor shall notify the AOD in writing no later-than 10
days following the change in ownership. No new permit is
required. Transfer of permits for Part 70 sources is an
administrative permit amendment and covered in 252:100-87.2(a) (1) (D).
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-2(c) (2)]
252:-l.00-8-1.4. Failure Duty to comply wit.h a ee&st.ruet.ie& eermit.
A violation of these limitations or conditione by the
·mmer/operator shall suhi ect the mmer/operator to any or all
enforcement penalties. including permit revocation. available
under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and Air Pollution Control Rules.
lgl An owner or operator who applies for a permit or
authorization, upon notification of coverage, shall be bound by
the terms and conditions therein. [NOTE: Based on 252:100-105 ( j} ]

~~An owner or operator who violates any condition of a permit

or authorization is subiect to enforcement under the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act. [NOTE: 252:100-8-1.4(b)was based on 252:100-7
SC~917nK1G-7l~
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(f)

(3)]

252:100-8-1.5. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit
or authorization under a eneral construction er.mit
a
Cancellation of per.mit or authorization to construct or
modify.
"A ·duiy·-tssued ·permir or authorization to construct or -modify will terminate and become null and void (unless extended
as provided in Subsection subsee£ioa (b) of this Section see£ioa)
if the construction is not commenced within 18 months after ~
the date the permit or authorization was issued issuaaee da£e. or
if work is suspended for more than 18 months after it has
commenced.
lQl Extension of per.mit or authorization to construct or modify.
lll Prior to the expiration date of the permit ~
authorization enpira£ioa da£e, a permittee may apply for
extension of the permit or authorization by written request of
the DEO stating the .reasons for the delay or suspension and
providing justification for the extension. The DEO may grant:
JA}_ One extension E:te£easioas for £ertRs of 18 months or
less, or
_ffil One extension of up to 36 months where the applic.ant is
proposing to exoand an already existing facility to
accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant
has exoended a significant amount of money (1% of total
project cost as identified in the original application, not
including land cost) in preparation for meeting the
definition of "commence construction" at the proposed site-:-.!::
or
TC> One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to
major industrial facilities (project cost greater than
$100,000.000.00), where the applicant proposes to construct
at an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site
was originally designed and constructed to accommodate the
proposed new facilities. The applicant shall show a
commitment to the site by having purchased land necessary to
construct facilities covered by this extension and expended
$1,000.000.00 or more on engineering and/or site
development.
Jll If construction has not commenced within three (3) years
of the effective date of the original permit or authorization,
the permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate
available control technology review and an air quality
analysis. This review must be approved by the DEO before
construction may commence.
lJl Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has
been denied for lack of increment. the DEO may require any
permittee under 252:100:8-1.5(b) (1) (B)or 252:100-8-1.5
(b) (1) (C) , to furnish a complet·e air quality analysis and/or
an appropriate available control technology review if such
review is required in order to provide new or current
information.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.5 is from 252:100-7-15(g)]
SC-IVII8711M0.71.wp
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252:100-8-1.6. Stack height limitations
Stack height exclusion. Air auality modeling or ambient

kL

impact evaluation shall exclude the effect of that portion of the
height of any stack which exceeds good engineering practice or
the effect of any other dispersion teclinigues.·
(b) De:fin!tiene,
':E'b:e follmiin~ \mrds and terms, \then 1:10ed in
this Section, shall have the follo~;in~ meanin~, unless the
conteJEt clearly indicates otb:ent'ise. [NOTE: Definitions were
moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
(1)
"A etaelt in exieeenee" means that the mmer or operator
fta:e-t.

(A) be~un, or caused to be~in, a continuous pro~ram of
physical on site construction of tb:e stack, or
(B) entered into bindin~ a~reements or contractual
'-- obli~ations, .•,.b:icb: could not be canceled or modified \dthout
substantial loss to the m.·ner or operator, to undertake a
prog=ram of construction of tb:e stack to be completed in a
reasonable time.
(Z!)
"Diepereien eeehnique" means any techniqu:e \t'hich attempts
to affect tb:e concentration of.a.pollutant in the ambient air
by. us in~ that port ion of a stack \ffiich ·meceeds ~ood
en~ineerin~ practice stacle heig=ht, .1'arying= the· rate of
emission of a pollutant accordin~ to atmospheric conditions or
ambient concentrations of that pollutant, or increasin~ final
mehaust ~as plume rise by manipulatin~ source process
parameters, mehaust ~as parameters, stack parameters or
combinin~ mehaust ~ases from several meistin~ stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling= of meb:aust ~as streams so
as to increase the mehaust ~as plume _rise. ':E'he precedin~
sentence does not include.
(A) ':E'he reheating= of a g=as stream, follow:Ln~ use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returnin~
the ~as to the temperature at \•·hich it \..as ori~inally
discharg=ed from the facility ~eneratin~ the ~as stream.
(B) ':E'he mer~in~ of exhaust ~as streams \there.
(i) the source mmer or operator documents that the
facility \t'&S ori~inally desi~ned and constructed
'idth such: merg=ed streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merg=in~ is part of a
chan~e in operation at the facility that includes
the installation of pollution controls and is
accompanied by a net reduction in the allmmble
emissions of a pollutant. ':E'his meclusion from
"dispersion technique" applicability shall apply
only to the emission limitation for the pollutant
affected by such change in operation, or
(iii) before July 8, 1985, such merg=in~ ·,.·as part of
a change in operation at the facility that: included
the installation of emissions cont:rol equipment or
'it'as carried out for sound economic or en~ineerin~
7
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reasons. Where there ·,;as an .increase in the
emission limitation or, in the event that no
emission limitation exis~ed prior to the merging
there '11ras an J:ncrease Jon tne quantJ:ty of polll:1tante
actually emitted prior to the merging, it shall be
presumed that merging '1\'as primarily intended as a
· means of gaining emissions credit for greater
dispersion. Before such credit can be allo·.ted, the
O'lmer or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging ·,\'as not carried out for the_. primary
purpose of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
(C) P4anipulation of mchaust gas parameters, mergiag of
eJehaust gas streams from sev·eral existing staclts into one
. stael!i;, or other selective handling of eJthaust gas streams
so as to increase the eJehaust gas plume rise ia those
eases .,mere the resultiag alla..table emissioas of sulfur
dioxide from the facility do not mceeed 5, 909 teas per
year.
(3) "Emissie:a limit;at;ie:as a:aa eaiss::le:a st;a:adaras" ffteaas a
requirefftent lihieh lifftits the .quantity, rate or concentration
of efftissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any requireffteats '•\'hich lifftit the level of opacity,
prescribe equipfftent, set fuel specifications or prescribe
operation or maintenance procedures for a source to assure
continuous reduction.
(Amended 7 9 87, effective 8 19 87)
(4)
nstaclt" ffteans any point in a source designed to efftit
solids, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or
duet but not including flares.
'

-
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(b)fet Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack
height. GEP shall be the greater of:
l1l 65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at

the base of the stack; or
The height under either GAG 252.199 7 16(c) (2) (A) or (B)
252:100-8-1.6(b) (2) (A) or (B):
lAl for stacks in existence on January 12. 1979 and for
which the owner or operator had obtained all applicable
permits or approvals required under OAC 252:199 7
252:100-8 or Federal 40 CFR Part 52,

111

Hg

= 2.5H

provided the owner or operator can demonstrate that this
equation was relied upon in establishing an emission
limitation;
lRL for all other stacks,
Hg = H +
where:

IC..,II7111110.7!. wP

1. SL,

Hg = good engineering practice stack height,
measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the stack,
7
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H

=height of nearby structure(s) measured from
the ground-level elevation at the base of the~
stack.
~
:
L = le~ser dimension (height orprojected width)
.....
of nearby structure(s), provided that the ..
owner or operator may be required to verify
such GEP stack height by the use of a field
study or fluid model as the Executive
Director shall determine; or
111 The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study
approved by the reviewing agency, which ensures that the
emissions from a stack do nbt result in excessive
concentrations of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric
downwash, wakes, or eddy effects created by the source itself,
nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.

:·~

(c)f&t Nearby.
A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered to be nearby:
lll Fer purposes of applying the formula in OAC 252.100 7
16(c), if that distance up to five times the lesser of the
height or the \~idth dimension of a structure, but net greater
than 0. 8 lem CO. 5 mile) , and
l&l For conducting demonstrations under GAG 252:100 7
16(c) (2), if not greater than 0.8 km (0.5 mile), eJEcept that
the portion of a terrain feature mav be considered to be
nearb'tr 'i•'hich falls \~ithin a distance of up to 10 times the
mmeimum height of the feature, net to meceed 2 miles if such
feature achieves a height at 0. 8 lm~ (0. 5 mile) from the stack
that is at least 40 Percent of the CEP stacle height determined
by the formulae in GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (3) er.26 meters.
'i~hiche 7ver is greater, as measured from the base of the stack.
The height of the structure or terrain feature is measured
from the ground level elevation at the base of the stacle.
l1l For the for.mulae in 252:100-8-1.6(b) (2). A structure or
terrain feature shall be considered nearby if it is located
within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height
or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8
km) .
~
For demonstration in 252:100-8-1.6(b) (3).
--~
A structure or terrain feature shall be considered
nearby if located at a distance not greater than 0.5 mile
( 0. 8 km) , except that
~ A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby
if:
===(i)
It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles)
of up to 10 times the maximum height (Ht) of the feature,
and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such
feature is at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height
determined by the formulae provided in 252:100-81.6(b) (2) (B) or 85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is

SC-8119971811G-7l.wp
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greater. as measured from the base of the ·stack.
Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The heiqht
of the· structure or terrain feature is measured from the
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack.
(d)fe+ Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the purpose
of determining GEP stack height under OAC -A'S2 .·100· 7· 16 (e) (3): · ·
252:100-8-1~6(b) (3), excessive concentrations shall be as
follows:
l1l For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding
that calculated under OAC 252.100 7 16(e) (2) 262:100-81.6(b) (2), a maximum ground-level pollutant concentration from
a stack due in whole or part to downwash, wakes, and eddy
effects produced by nearby structures or nearby terrain
features which is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes, or eddy effects.and which, when combined with the
impacts due to all sources, produces a concentration in excess
of an ambient air quality standard. For sources subject to
the prevention of signi~icant deterioration program (Part 5 9
of this Subchapter or Federal·40 CFR 52.21), the same criteria
apply except that a concurrent exceedance of a prevention·of
significant deterioration increment is experienced.
In making
demonstrations under this part, the allowable emission rate
shall conform to the new source performance standard that is
applicable to the source category unless the owner or operator
can demonstrate that this emission rate is infeasible. Where
such demonstrations are approved by the Executive Director.
an alternative emission rate shall be established in
consultation with the owner or operator;
lAL For sources seeking credit after October 1, 1983. for
increases in existing stack heights up to the heights
established under OAC 252:100 T 16(e) (2) 252:100-8-1.6(b) (2)
either:
·
lAl a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or
part to downwash. wakes or eddy effects as specified in
OAC 252.100 7 16(e) (2) 252:100-8-1.6(b) (2), except that
the emission rate .specified by any applicable state
implementation plan (or. in the absence of such a limit,
the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
1§1. the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by
the existing stack. as determined by the Executive
Director; and
(3)
For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a
stack height determined under GAG 252:100 7 16(e) (1) 252:1008-1.6(b) (2) where the. Executive Director requires the use of
a field study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for
sources seeking stack height credit after November 9, 1984
based on the aerodynamic influence of cooling towers. and for
sources seeking stack height credit after December 31. 1970
based on the aerodynamic influence of structures not
adequately represented by the formulae in OAC 252:100 7
~-
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lG(e) (1) 252:100-8-l.G(b) (2), a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy
effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes or eddy effects.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.6 was moved from
252:100-7-16]
PART 3.

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

252:100-8-1.7. Per.mit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this
subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accompany
the application or request. Applications received without
appropriate fees are administratively incomplete. Fees must be
paid by check or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance with the following fee schedule:
lll Applicability deter.mination. S100. to be credited
against the construction or operating permit application fee,
if a permit. is required.
If no permit is required, the -fee.
will be retained to cover the cost of making the
determination. [NOTE: Based on 252-7-3(c)]
~ Construction per.mit application.
$2.000
.
(1)
Part 70 source construction permit
$2,000 [NOTE: from
252:100-7-3 (b) (1)]
~
Operating per.mit application.
±ru: Permit precessing fees. Permit processing fees shall be .-,_
as follmm:
l& Initial Part 70 or maier TS.P facility permit -$2,000.
~
Authorization under a general permit - $900
(C) fB1- Renewal· Part 70 permit - S1, 000.
(D) -f€tSignificant Part 70 Permit Hod. modification of Part
70 or maier TSP facility permit - S1,000.
(E)±et Minor modification of Part 70 or major TSP facility
permit Permit P4odificat:ion - S 500.
::f1ll: '!'he Part: 70 'I'emoorarv Permit
$1,000.
(F)±ft Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - S 500.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.7(c) is from 252:100-8-9(d) (2)]
PART 5.

PERMITS FOR MAJOR TSP FACILITIES

252:100-8-1.8. Maior TSP facility construction per.mit
Construction per.mit required. No person shall cause or allow
the construction or modification installation of any new minor or
major source TSP facility without first obtaining a DEO-issued
air quality construction permit to const:ruct or modify t:he
souree. A construction permit is also required for any
modification to add a piece of equipment or a process that is
subiect to a NSPS or NESHAP or to increase actual emissions of

~
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any one regulated air pollutant by more than 5 TPY at an existing
facility.
[NOTE: from 252:100-7-15(a) (1)]
lQl Construction per.mit requirements.
l1l Content of construction per.mit application. An
application for a ·construction permit shall provide data and
information reguired.by this Chapter and/or requested on the
application ~ form available from the DEO pursuant to the
requirements of this Chapter. Such data and information shall
include iacludiaq but not ~ limited t~ site information,
process description, emission data and when required, BACT,
modeling and sampling point data as follows:
(1)
Site and preeese !nfer.matien. Site iaformatioa, process
descriptioa, emissioa data aad, 'tihea. required, BACT
·
determiaatioa, modeling aad sampliag point data as follmm.
1Al BACT deter.mination. To be approved for a construction
permit, a major TSP facility source must demonstrate that
the control technology to be applied is the best· that is
available for TSP. each pollutaat coatrolled uader ai~
pollutioa coatrol rules if such pollutaat 'tiould cause the
so"rce to be defiaed as a major source. This determination
will be made on a case by case basis taking into account
energy. environmental. cost and economic impacts of
alternative control systems;
~
Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact
evaluation that is required shall be prepared in accordance
with procedures acceptable to the DEO and accomplished by
the applicant; and
lQl Sampling points.· If required by the DEO an application
shall show how the new source will be equipped with sampling
ports. instrumentation to monitor and record emission data
and other sampling and/or testing equipment.
[NOTE:
252 :"100-8-1. 8 (b) (1) was taken from 252:100-7-15 (b)]
111 Public review participation. See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995,
Section 2-14-101 et seg. and eAe 252:2-15.
[NOTE: From
252:100-7-15(d)]
~
Action on applications. See eAe 252:2-15. and Subchapter 6
of this Chapter.
l1l Review procedures. See eAe 252:2-15.
111 Issuance or denial timelines. See Part 7 of 9Ae 252:2-15.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.8(c) is· from 252:100-7-15]
lQl Construction permit contents. The construction permit:
l1l Shall require the permittee to comply with all applicable
air pollution rules. federal HC\wT source performaaee staadards
(NSPS)
NSPS and Natioaal Emissioa Staadards for IIa:t~ardous Air
Pollutaats (NESiffiP) NESHAP. established ia sections 111 and
112 of the Federal Cleaa Air Act.
111 Shall prohibit the exceedance of ambient air quality
standards contained in 252:100-3. and
lJl May establish permit conditions and limitations as
necessary to assure compliance with all rules.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-15(a) (2)]
IC-at'IH7/IlC10.71.wP
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252:100-8-1.9. Major TSP facility operating per.mit
Operating per.mit reauired.
l i l 'No person shall cause or authorize the operation of a new
or modified major TSP facility source for more than a 180-day
period without applying for a DEO permit to operate.
~
No owner or operator shall cause or authorize the
operation of a new maier TSP facility source if the DEO denies
or revokes a permit to operate. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-lS{a)]
lQl Ap@lieatien Operating per.mit requirements.
l1l Content of operating per.mit application Applieation
eontent. Application ~ shall be made on a form provided by
the DEO and. l'lll application shall contain:
lAl The proposed operation start-up date, or phased dates
when applicable.
~
Revisions to the installation/construction, if any,
that differed from the construction design and plan given in
~permit application material, data and specifications.
lZl Performance testing. Before a permit to operate a new or
modified maior TSP facility source is granted, the applicant,
if required by the DE~ shall demonstrate compliance with
applicable standards by conducting conduct emission test(s)
~ in accordance with methods approved by the DEO with the
tests being made at the expense of the applicant. The DEO may
monitor performance tests conducted by the applicant and may
also conduct emissions tests. The results of any required
test must be provided to the DEO along with supporting
information as required.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.9(b) is from
252:100-7-18(b)]
ill Public participation. See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995. Section 214-101 et seq.
i£l Action on application.
l1l Review procedures. See 252.100 2 15 252:2-15.
~
Issuance or denial timelines. See Part 7 of 252:2-15.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.9(c)is from 252:100-7-15(c)]
l9l
Operating per.mit conditions.
l1l Emissions Emission limitations established and made a
part of the construct~on permit are carried oYer. incorPorated
into and are made enforceable limitations of the subsequently
issued operating permit.
JlL Permit limitations in adjustment of. or in addition to,
the a minor source's facility's construction permit
limitations may be made a condition of the minor source's
facility's operating permit issuance.
[NOTE:
252:100-81.9(d) is from 252:100-7-18(c)]
~

PART 7.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 Sources

252:~00-8-2.

Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter
Part, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
SC-1111117JI(10..7).wP
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clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used 1n this Subchapter Part retain the
meaning accorded them under the applicable requirements of the
Act.
"Aet" means the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 u.s.a. 7401 ct.
~ [NOTE_: Moved to 252 :100-8-1·.-ll·· · -•Administratively complete• means the same as defined at OAC
252:002 11. an application that provides:
~
All information required under 252:100-8-S(c);
ill A landowner affidavit as required by 252:2-15-20 (b).(3);
l£l The appropriate application fees as required by 252:1008-1.7; and
~
Certification by the responsible official as required by
252:100-8-S(d)
·
"Admiaistrater" means the administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the administrator's
designee. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Affected source• means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
•Affected states• means:
(A)
all states:
(i) ~~are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii) ~ in the judgment of the DEO Agency, may be directly
affected by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within SO miles of the permitted
source.
•Affected unit• means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
•Ageaeyn means Air Quality Division of the Oklahoma Department
of EHVironmcntal Quality.
•Applicable requirement• means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in a part ~ 70 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but
have future effective compliance dates) :
(A) -Any standard or other requirements provided for in the
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA .
through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements
the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions
to that plan promulgated in 40 C.F.R. Part 52;
(B)
Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits
issued pursuant to regulations approved or promulgated through
rulemaking under Title I, including parts C or D, of the Act;
(C) Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of
the Act, including section 111(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of
sc-at1997JIC10.7J.wP
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the Act, including any requirement concerning ·accident
prevention under section 112(r) (7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required
under 112(r) of the Act;
(E)
Any standard or other requirement of the. Ci.cid rain _
program under Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder;
(F) Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b)
or section 114(a) (3) of the Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
(H) Any standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products,- under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J·)
Any standard or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of
the Act, unless the Administrator has determined that such
'requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title·-·I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
0
Department 0 means tfie Department of Environmental Quality.
"Designated representativen means the same as the meaning
given to it in section 402(26) of the Act and the regulations
promulgated thereunder with respect to affected units, a
responsible person or official authorized by the owner or
operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances
allocated to a unit, and the submission of and compliance with
permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the· unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the
Agency DEO offers public participation under O:l\C 252.100 8 7(i)
27A O.S~pp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seq. and 252:100-2-15 or
affected State review under GAG 252:100-8-8.
"Emissions allowable under the permit• means a federally
enforceable permit terin or condition determined at issuance to b~
required by an applicable requirement that establishes an
emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a
federally enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed
to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source would
otherwise be subject.
REmissions unitn means any part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated
with_a specific unit process shall be identified with that
specific emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or
affect the definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV
of the Act.

SC-8/19971'11110.71.wP
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"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Final·per.mit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by
the Agency DEO that has completed all review procedures required
by eAe 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and 252:100-8-8 .
. "Fegiti•.-e emiseieee• means· t::hose=emissions ·ef q:egulated air
pollutants '''hich eou14 not reasonably pass through a staclE,
chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE:
In Subchapter 1]
•General per.mit" means a part ·70 permit that meets the
requirements of OAC Z!SZ!: 100 8 6 (d) 252:100-8-6.1. · -·
"Insignificant activities" means individual· emissions units
that arc either on the list approved by the Administrator and
contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions
do not exceed:
~
5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
JRl 2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP}
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP's, or
20 percent of any threshold less than SO tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule, and
l£1 0.06 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1.2
tons per year for any one category B substance or 6 tons per
year for any'one category C substance as defined in 252:10041-40.

Any activity to which a state or federal applicable requirement
applies is not insignificant even if it meets the criteria above.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology:
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under common control of the same .
person (or persons under common control)) belonging to a single
major industrial grouping and that are ~ described in
subparagraph (A), (B),~ (C), or (D), of this definition. For
the purposes of defining 11 major source, 11 a stationary source or
group of stationary sources shall be considered part of a single
industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities
at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent
properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is
defined as:
(i) For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary
source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or has
the potential to emit; in the aggregate, 10 tons per year
11
(
tpy 11 ) or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has
been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or
:more of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or
such lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by
rule. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions
SC-8119971811G-71.WP
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from any oil or gas exploration or production well (with its
associated equipment) and emissions from any pipeline
compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with
emissions from other similar units, whether or not such
units are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources;
or
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the
meaning specified by the Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants,-as defined
in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or has the
potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air
pollutant(except Total Suspended Pa~ticulates (TSP) TSP)
(including any major source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be
considered in det~rmining whether it is a major stationary
source for the puz-Poses of section 302(j) of the Act, unless
the.source belongs.to·one of the following categories of
stationary sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii)
Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day;
Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(ix)
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
Phosphate rock processing plants;
{xii)
(xiii)
Coke oven batteries;
Sulfur recovery plants;
(xiv)
Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xv)
(xvi)
Primary lead smelters;
Fuel conversion plants;
(xvii)
Sintering plants;
(xviii)
Secondary metal production plants;
(xix)
Chemical
process plants;
(xx)
Fossil-fuel
boilers (or combination thereof)
(xxi)
totaling more than 250 million British thermal
units per hour heat input;
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
(xxii)
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiii)
Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxiv)
Charcoal production plants;
· (xxv)
Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
(xxvi)
than 250 million British thermal units per hour
SC....,997/SI10.71.wp
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heat input; or
All other stationary source categories regulated
by a standard promulgated under section 111 or 112
of the Act, but only with respect to those air
pollutants that have been regulated for that
category.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I
of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal" or "moderate," SO tpy or more in areas classified
as "serious," 2S tpy or more in areas classified as
"severe," and 10 tpy or more in areas classified as
"extreme"; except that the references in this paragraph to
100, SO, 2S, and 10 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply
with respect to any source for which the Administrator has
made a finding, under section 182(f) (1) or (2) of the.Act,
that requirements under section 182(f) of the Act do not
apply;
·
(ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit
SO tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly
to carbon monoxide levels as determined under rules
issued by the Administrator, sources with the potential
to emit SO tpy or more of carbon monoxide;· and
(iv) For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas
classified as "serious," sources with the potential to emit
70 tpy or more of PM-10.
·
(xxvii)

!1ot\1;ithstanding the source categories in (A) through (C)
of this definition, emissions from any oil or gas eJEploration
or production \1mll (·.iith its assoeiat;ed equipment) and
emissions from any pipeline compressor station or pump station
shall not be aggregated \1dtfi emissions from otfier similar
units, \1;fiether or not suefi units are in a contiguous area or
under common control, to determine ,.~ether such units or
stations are major sources and in tfie ease of any oil or gas
mepleration or production \1iell (-.;ith its associated
equipment), suefi emissions shall net be aggregated for any
purpose under tfiis definition.
(D)

-

"Maximum capacity• means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum
production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation
per year.
In determining the maximum theoretical emissions of
vocs;for a source, the design capacity or maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and
inks with the highest VOC content used in practice by the source.
1C-81'1111171811G-71.wP
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"Part _70 permit" (unless .the conte_1et suggests othendse) meansany ._pe:z;:mJ:t or group of permJ:ts eoverJ:ng a part 70 source that is
issued, renmmd, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
aPart 70 program" means a program approved bythe
Administrator under 40 C.F.R Part 70. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-81.1]
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of this Chapter, as provided in GAG 252.100 8 J(a}
and 252.100 8 3 (b). [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1] nper.mita
(unless the context suggests otherwise) means any
permit or group of permits covering a ~ ~ 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
nper.mit modificationn means a revision to a ~ Part 70
permit that meets the requirements of OAC 252 .100 8 "71'C1 252:1008-7 ...2(b).
n,Per.mit program costsn means all reasonable (direct and
indi~ect) costs required to develop and administer a permit
program, as set forth in·OAc 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2 (whether
such costs-are incurred by the DEQ Agency or other State or local
agencies that do not issue permits directly, but that support
permit issuance or administration) .
nper.mit revision" means any permit modification or
administrative permit amendment.
"Permitting authority" means the Department of Environmental
Quality/
11
Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and
operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on
the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air
pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored,
or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation-is enforceable by the Administrator. This term docs
not alter or affect the use of this term for any other purposes
under the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in Title IV
of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
•Proposed per.mitn means the version of a permit that the DEQ
Agency proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
revfew in compliance with eAe 252:100-8-8.
nRegulated air pollutant 11 means the following:
1at Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds
compound (VOC} , including those substances defined in at GAG
252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2. 252:100-39-2, or any VolaEile
Organic Solvent (VOS) , as that term is defined in at GAG
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2, or any organic material defined
~in 252:100-37-2-except those specifically excluded in the
EPA=aefinition of VOC ~in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
~
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated;
lQL Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
SC-at199718(1G-7l.wp
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under section 111 of the Act;
lQl: Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the
Act;
lgl Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section
112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants) , including sections
112(g) (Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the following:
.
lil any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act.
If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date established pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), any
pollutant for which a subiect source would be major shall be
considered to be regulated as to that source on the date 18
months after the applicable date established pursuant to
section 112(e) of the Act; and,
l i i l any pollutant for ·which the requirement.s of sect.ion
112(g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subiect to the section 112(g) (2)
requirement; or
lEi Any other substance for which an air emission limitation
or equipment standard is set by an existing permit or
regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at
the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly authorized representative of such person if the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i) The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have
gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in
second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to. such . representatives is
approved in advance by the peFmittia§ authority DEO;
(B)
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public
agency: Either a principal executive officer or ranking
elected official. For purposes of this Subchapter, a
principal executive officer or installation commander of a
Federal agency includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator
of EPA); or
IC-811897/8110.71.wp
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{D)

For affected sources:
{i)
The designated representative in so far as actions,
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of
the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes that contravene an
express permit term. Such changes do not include changes that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene -federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
.
11
"Small unit means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or less.
11
State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2-5101 et ·seq. as amended) that is not· contained in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP} .
·
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR C.F.R Part 70.
"Stati~ry source" means any building, structure, facility,
or installation that emits or may emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of
air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are
on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix
J.
.
.
11
"Unit means, for purposes of Tit.·le IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
252:100-8-3.
Applicability
{a) Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to
obtain a permit under subsection {b) of this Section aae or
elsewhere in this Subchapter Chapter, the follmdng sources
listed below are subject to the permitting requirements under
this Subchapter Chapter .. A covered source shall remain a Part
70 source until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to below that which would define it as
a covered source pursuant to this section 252:100 8 3(a). [NOTE:
The underlined language was formerly 252:100-8-3(g) .]
(1) Any major source (as defined in 9A€ 252:100-8-2);
{2) Any source, including an area source, subject to a NSPS
standard, limitation, or other requirement under section 111
of the Act;
(3) Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP
s~andard or other requirement under section 112 of the Act,
except that a source is not required to obtain a permit solely
because it is subject to regulations or requirements under
SC-8119971811G-71.WP
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section 112(r) of the Act,
(4): Any affected source (as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2); and
(5)Any source in a source category designated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 ~ C.F.R. §70.3.
(b)Source category exemptions.
(1) All sources listed in s'l.Ibs&:t±otria} of-· thi-s -section that
are not major sources, affected sources, or solid waste
incine-ration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to
section 129(e) of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to
obtain a Part 70 permit unless required to do so by
appropriate implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking
for non-major sources. Any such exempt source may opt to
apply for a permit under these rules and shall be issued a
permit if the applicant otherwise satisfies all of the
requirements of this Chapter.
(2)If the Administrator determines after appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable to non-major
sources when adopting ~tandards or other requirements under
section 111 or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992,
then at that time the exemption will apply.
(3)Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the
following source categories are exempted from the obligation
to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A)All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
60, subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for New
Residential Wood Heaters; and
(B)All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit ·solely because they-are subject to part
61, subpart M -- National Emission Standard for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Asbestos, Section 61.145, 'Standard for
Demolition and. Renovation.
(c)
Emieeieee ueite aed eevered eeureee (Part 70 eeereee) •
(1)
For major sources, Part 70 permits shall include all
applicable requirements and state only requirements for all
relevant emissions units in the major source.
(2)
For aey non major source subject to this Subchapter, Part
70 permits shall include all applicable requirements ~.-hich
apply to emissions units that cause the source to be subject
to the requirement to obtain a permit.
[NOTE: 252:100-83 (c) (1) is covered in 252:100-8-6 (a) and (c) (2) was deleted.]
(d)
Fugitive emieeieae. Fu~itive emissions from a covered
source shall be included in the permit application and the permit
in the same mann:er as staclt emissions, re~ardless of ~ffiether the
source cate~ory in question is included in the list of sources
contained in the definition of major source.
[NOTE: Revised and
moved to 252:100-8-5 (c) (3) (A)]
(e)
IesigRifieaat aetivitiee.
(X)
The insi~nificant activities and emissions levels shall
be as follo~.-s .
(A)
emissions ~iill not meceed one pound ( 1 lb.) per hour
SC-1111197111110.71. wp
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for any one crieeria pol±ueane, and
, (B}
emissions o:E emcic air coneaminanes \>'ill nee eJeceed the ..-...
ae minimis requiremenes see :Eorea unaer 252.100 41 43(a) (5).
(2)
In aaaieion eo tae quaneiey ehresaolds in (1) (A) and
___( 1) (B) "Insign4:_;;_:!:_q~~~ _Aceivity" also means any inaiviaua± or
combinaeion o:E air emissions sources ae a :Eaci±ity ehat have-·--·
an aggregaee poeential to emit ehat aoes not increase ehe
avera±± poeeneia± eo emie o:E ehe eneire :Eaciliey :Eor a given
regulaeea pollutant by more taan 10% above the "base±ine"
permiteea
±imit
\•·hich eJEcluaes
the insigni:Eicant
activities.
IT'll...
•
•
• .l= •
•
•
•
,
•
•
rnus, ~ns~gn~r~canc
aceJ:v~t~es may appxy to or~g~na± permit
application, permit modi:Eications/amenamenes, ana/or permit
renevm±s. !±!he cumulative amount o:E activities c±aimed as
•
•
'-l='
..:r
•
• ,
•
,_ , ,
~ns~gn~r~cant uur~ng a Tl:txe V perm~t eerm snaxx not increase
the potential to emit o:E the entire :Eacility by more than 10%
o:E the permit: ±imit :Eor a given pollutant :Erem the aate of
permit issuance to the aate o:E app±icaeien for rene\wTal. !±!hese
•
•
'.l='
44-_'
......
4.l=1.
•
,_
•
•
•
~ns~gn~rl:Canc aCcl:Vl:c~9S cannec COnrxl:Ct \il:tn Sl:gR~:E~cant
•
•
,
,
•
•
,
""
•
• .l=.
em~ssJ:en xevexs J:n any T~E:xe v program.
Ins~gnJ:r~cant
activities must be iaenti:Eiea bue net quaneifiea (eJecept to
eae metent necessary to aemenstraee taeir insigni:Eicance) in
tae permit app±ication. !±lac Agency saa±± maintain a list of
activities \wTaica are censiaerea to be insigni:Eicane ....itaout
quanti:Eicatien by tae permiteee. !±lac Agency saa±l a±se
maintain a list e:E activities \.~ica are aeterminea to be
trivial. "Trivia± aceivityn means any inaiviaua± or
combination e:E air emissions unies at a Part 70 source ....aica
are consiaerea inconsequential as aeterminea by tae Agency.
!±lrivial activieies neea net be iaenti:Eiea in tae permit
applicaeion, amenament or reneua±. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-2]
(:E) Applieabilit:y determinatiens. Any person may submit a
request in \wTriting taat tae Agency make a aeterminatien as to
whetaer a particular source or installation, ....aica taae person
operates or proposes to operate, is subjece eo tae permit
requirements of this rule. !±lac request must contain ouch
in:Eermaeion as is be±imrea sufficient for the Agency to make tae
requestea aetermination. !±!he Agency may request any additional
in:Eormation that it neeas for purposes of making the
aeterminaeion.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.2(c)]
(g) Covered sources. A ceverea source shall remain a Part 70
en:Eerceab±e
permit
is obtained
uhich
oel;lrce• uneil• a • federally
,.
•
•
.
..:r/
..:r•
•
, ...... +-1....
COnEa~nB Cml:BSJ:On x~mJ:tatJ:OnS anuror COnu~tJ:OnB to x~ml:c cnC
operation of the faci±ity to be±mi that ..ihich \mula aefine it as
a ceverea source pursuant to 252:100 8 3(a).
[NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-3(a)]
~

252:100-8-4.
Title V permits required Requirements for
construction and operating per.mits
lEl. ~Construction per.mits.
ill Construction per.mit required. No person shall cause or

allow the construction or medificaeien installation of any new
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ffiinor or ffiajor source facility that will require a Part 70
operating permit without first obtaining a DEC-issued air
quality construction permit te eonstruet or ffioaify tfie source.
A construction permit is also required for any physical change
a would be a modification under 252:100-8-7.2 b .
NOT ·
(a) (1) is from 252:100-7-15 a) 1)]
~- Construction per.mit requirements.
Construction permits
and applications shall meet the applicable requirements of
252:100-8-1.8 and the applicable requirements of this Part.
Applications and permits for sources subject to Part 9 or Part
11 of this Subchapter must also meet the applicable
requirements contained therein.
To be approved for a
construction permit, a Part 70 source must demonstrate that
the control technology to be applied is the best that is
available for each pollutant that would cause the source to be
defined as a major source.
~
Requirement for case-by-case MACT deter.minations.
~ - Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT
.determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a major source of hazardous air pollutants
after June 29. 1998. unless the source has been specifically regulated or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40
CFR Part 63. or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29. 1998.
~ Exclusions. The following sources are not subiect to
this subsection.
l!l Electric utility steam generating units unless and
until these units are added to the source category list.
,.illt Stationary sources that are within a source category
that has been deleted from the source category-list.
(iii)
Research and development activities as defined in
40 CFR § 63.41.
J£1 MACT deter.minations. If Subject to this subsection.
an owner or operator may not begin actual construction or
reconstruction of a major source of HAP until obtaining from
the DEO an approved MACT determination in accordance with
the following regulations: ·40 CFR 63.41. 40 CFR 63.43 and
40 CFR 63.44. which are hereby incorporated by reference as
they exist on July 1. 1997.
lQl Operating per.mits.
l l l Operating peromits required.
Except as provided in
paragraphs subparagraphs ~ ~and ~ ~ of this section,
no Title V Part 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate
after the time that it is required to file a timely
application with the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQissued perrni t.
·
~~ If the owner or operator of a source subject to the
~requirement to obtain a permit submits a timely application
for permit issuance or renewal, that source's failure to
have a permit shall not be
violation of the requirement to

a
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. have such a permit until the DEQ takes final action on the
· application. This protection shall cease to apply if the
applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in
writing by the DEQ or GAG 252:100-8-4 252:100 8 5, any
·-addi-tion-al. infolmtation identified as being reasonably ..
required to process the application.
~~ If the owner or operator of a s~urce subject to this
Subchapter files a timely application that the DEQ
determines to be administratively incomplete due to the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information
requested by the DEO at the end of the DBQ's administrative
completeness revim; period, the applicant loses the
protection granted under paragraph ~ ~ of this section.
as a result of its failure to timely provide information =
requested by the DBQ, the~ source's failure to have a
permit shall be deemed a violation of this Subchapter.
J£1~ Filing an operating permit application shall not
affect the requirement, if any. that any~ source have a
construction preconstruction permit under Title I of the
federal Clean Air Act.
121 Duty to apply.
For each Part 70 source. the owner or
operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application
on forms supplied by the Division DEQ in accordance with this
section.
111 Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of ~
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective date")·March 6. 1996. shall file applications on
the following schedules outlined in OAC 252.100 8 S(b) (2)
252:100-8-4(b) (4). A timely application is one that is
postmarked on or before the relevant date listed below.
In
the event a maior source consists of operations under multiple
SIC codes. the primary ffia±ft activity shall form the basis for
the 'initial permit application.
Jil Application submittal schedule. The following sources are
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications according to the following
schedule.
l& No later than siJc months after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program September 5, 1996:
l i l Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of
the federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the DEO no later than
January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide. and by January 1,
1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act. §407.
Jiil Any owner or operator shall submit no less than oneSC-81111718110.71.WP
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third of their total applications for maier Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the following
Source Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which
belong to a single major industrial grouping other than
28 (Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum -----·refining and related industries) :
lll
Petroleum and Natural Gas. 1311;
llll Natural Gas Liquids. 1321;
(III)
Electric" Services. 4911. 4961;
liYl
Natural Gas Transmission. 4922;
lYl
Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution.
4923; and
lYll. Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
J.ru.. All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b)-tp+-(4) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12· moaths after the effective
date of the federally approved iaterim state operatiag
permit program March·5, 1997.
lQl No later than 12 moaths after the effective date of the
federally approved iaterim state operatiag permit proaram
March 5. 1997. any owner or operator· shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
l ! l Metals. 3312. 3315. 3321. ~. 3341. 3351. 3411.
3412. 3432. 3466,
Jiil Brick Plants. 3251. 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing. 2752. 2761.
liU_ No later than 28 moaths after the effective date of the
federally approved iaterim state operatiag permit program,
July 5, 1998. any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
1.ll
Refineries, 2911;
Jiil
Cement Plants. 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851. 2861. 2869,
2891. 2895. 2899. 2999. 3053. 3086. 3089;
Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage. 4612,
4613;
lYl
Food Products. 2013. 2074. 2095.
~
All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 moaths after. the effective
date of the federally approved iaterim state operatiaq
permit proaram March 6, 1999.
121 Newly regulated sources ApplieaeioB £ellewiBg e££eeeive
~.
A source that becomes subject'to the operating permit
program established by this Chapter at any time following the
effective date shall file an administratively complete
IC-ct199718C1G-71. wp
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operating permit application within 180 days of commencement
' of operation. ·
ill ·Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines
established in paragraph (4) para~raphs (1)
(2)
ana (3) of
this subsection, an appliaatiofi··-filed prior-·te-,the--above
deadlines following submission of the state program to EPA for
approval shall be accepted for processing.
For p~rposes of
t:he 60 aay aaministrat:ive revim.- perioa est:aslishea in 02\:G
252.2 15~ the official login aat:e for anv Part 70 operat:inq
•
, •
•
1....
•
...:l
..;! •
11....
•
•
permlE
appxlCaElOn
S~vmltteu accorulnq cO Ene lnt:erlm scheaule
~n t:his.s~ssect~on shall se t:he eat:~ on ~.-hich t:he DBQ segins
lEO aamlnlst:rat:lve complet:eness reVlC\•'.
l1l 112(q) applications. A source that is required to meet
the requirements under section 112 (g) of the feaeral Glean }'J:ir
Act, or to have.a permit under a preconstruction review
program under Title I of such Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
.modification within twelve·months of commencing operation.
Where an existing Part 70 operating permit would prohibit such
construction or change in operation, the source must obtain a
permit revision before commencing construction.
~
Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit
at least six months before the date of permit expiration,
unless a longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified
in the permit. Renewal periods greater ·than six months are
subject to negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
l2l Phase I I acid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program sho~la shall submit
these applications as reguired by 40 CFR 72.30(b) (2) (i)
through (viii) .
llQl Application completeness. See Uniform Permitting Rules,
GAG 252:010 3 so ana 3 51 252:2-15-70 and the definition of
administratively comPlete in 252:100-8-2.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-4(b) (2) through (10) from 252:100-8-5(b) (1)
through (8) ]
I

I

252:100-8-5.
Per.mit applications
(a)
Constn~etion permit,
An:y nm.- source or moaifiea ·so~rce
uhich secomes s~sject to this s~schapt:er shall se requires to
ostain a construction permit in accoraance ~tit:h GAG 252.100 7
prior to commencement of construction.
(s)
D1:1ty to apply.
For each Part 70 so~rce, the mm.er or·
operat:or shall s~smit a t:imely and complete permit applicat:ion on
forms supplied by the Division in accordance uith this
section.
(1)
Timely application. Sources that are susject: to the
operating permit program estaslished sy this Ghapt:er a~ of the
dat:e the program io approved sy EPA and secomes effect:lve (the
"effective date") shall file applications on the follmdng
ocheduleo outlined in OA€ 252.100 8 5(13) (2) 252.100 8 4(b) (2) ·
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In the event a major source consists of operations under
mul.tiple SIC codes, the main activity shall form the basis for
the' iaitial permit application.
(2) ApplieaeiOE: e'\;l:);)mieeal eehedule. The follo'i>'ing sources are
subj ec_t to the eperatifig p.ermit program and shall submit
initial permit applications according to the felle·.dng
schedule.
(A) No later than aile months after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program.
_
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain previsions of
the federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected u:a.its at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applicatio~s for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be sebmitted to the DEQ no later than
January 1, 1996, fez= s\:l:lfur dioxide, and by January 1,
1998, for nitregefi o:tddes, puz=suant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any e~mer or operator shall submit no less than one
third of their total applications for major sources
located at sources classified by the following Source
Sta:a.dard Industrial Classification Cedes and which helong
to a single major industrial gro\:l:ping ether tha:a. 28
(Chemicals a:a.d allied products) oz= 29 (Petroleum refining
and related i:a.dustries) :
(I) Petroleum a:a.d Natural Cas, 1311,
(II) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services·, 4911, 4961;
- · (IV) Natur~l Gas Tra:a.smission, 4922;
(V) Nat\:l:ral Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923;
aiM!

(VI) Petroleum BullE Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B) All z=emaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b) (2) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit pz=egram and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program.
(C) No later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved intez=im state operating permit program,
any o'imer or operator shall sebmit their applications fer
major sources located at sources classified by the following
Standard Industrial Classification Codes.
(i) Hatala, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3379, 3341, 3351, 3411,
34121

-

3 4321 3466,

(ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commez=cial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D) No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program,
any mmer or operator shall submit their applications fer
lc-at1897JII(1CJ-71.wP
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major sources located at sources classified by the following
S~andard Industrial Classification Codes.
(i)
Refineries, 2911;
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 286lj 286§,
2891, 2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089,
(iv) Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
4613,
(v)
Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
(E)
All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after the effective
date.of the federally approved interim state operating
permJ:t program.
(3)
Application following effective aate.
A source that
becomes subject to the operating permit program established by
this Chapter at any time follo~:ing the effective date shall
. file an administratively complete operating permit application
within 18 0 days of co'fftfRen.cement of operation.
( 4)
Application acceptability. Not~tithstanding the deadlines
established in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this
subsection, an application filed prior to the above deadlines
follmdng submission of the state program to EPA for approval
shall be accepted for processing. For purposes of the 60 day
administratiT~·e revie;: period established in OAC 252:2 15, the
official login date for any Part 70 operating permit submitted
according to the interim schedule in this subsection shall be
the date on \l'hich the DEQ begins its administrative
completeness revimt.
(5)
112 (g) applications.
A source that is required to meet
the requirements under section 112(g) of the federal Clean Air
}'..ct, or to have a permit under a preconstruct ion revimt
program under Title I of such Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
modification ~dthin t~:elve months of coffifRencing operation.
Where an meisting Part 70 operating permit ·e.·ould prohibit such
construction or change in operation, the source must obtain a
·permit revision before commencing construction.
(6) Application for reaewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for reneual of an operating permit
at least sile months before the date of permit enpiration,
unless a longer period (not to eJeceed 18 months) is specified
in the permit. RenC\tal periods greater than aile months are
subject to negotiation on a case by case basis.
(7)
Phase II acia rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program should submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b) (2) (i) through
(yiii) .
.
(8) Application campletenees.
See Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252.010 3 SO and 3 51.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-S(b) (1) through (9) moved to 252:100-8-4(b)]
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(9) Applieatiea eeateat fer reaewal of expiriag per.mit. In
sub!fl:itting an application for renmval of a DEQ issued Part 70
operating perHtit, a source may identify terms and conditions
in its previous permit that should remain unchanged and
incorporate by reference these portions of its mdsting permit
and the permit application and any permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes,
operations, and emissions to ~~hich these terms and conditions
apply. The source must identify specifically and list which
portions of its previous permit and/or applications are
incorporated by reference. In addition, a rcneual application
must contain:
(i) information specified in OAC 252.100 8 5(d) for those
products, processes, operations, and emissions that.
(I) arc not addressed in the mdsting permit,
(II) are subject to applicable requirements or state only
requirements that are not addressed in the mdsting
permit; or
(III)
as to lthich the source ecclEs permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the e1Eisting permit;
and

-

(ii) a compliance plan and certification as required in
252.100 8 5 (d) (8). [NOTE: 252:100-8-5 (b) (9} moyed to
252:100-8-7.1(b}]
~~
Confidential infor.mation. · If a source submits
information to the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality, the
source shall also submit a copy of such information directly to
the Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so.
~-fe+ Duty to supplement or correct ·applicat.:Lon.
Renumbered
as OAC 252.100 6 50(f) See 252:100-6-50(e).
J£14e+ Standard application for.m and reqUired information.
Sources that are subject to the Part 70 permit program
established by this Chapter shall file applications on the
standard application form that the DEQ makes available for that
purpose in accordance with GAe 252:2-15. The application must
include information needed to determine the applicability of any
applicable requirement, or state-only requirement, or to evaluate
the fee amount required under the schedule approved pursuant to
GAG 252.100 ~ 9 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2).
The applicant shall submit
the information called for by the application form for each
emissions unit at the source to be permitted. ·The source must
provide a list of any eueh insignificant activities that are
exempted because of size or production rate. Trivial activities
need not be listed. The standard application form and any
attachments shall require that the following information be
provided:
(1} Identifying information, including company name and
address (or plant name and address if different from the
company name}, owner's name and agent, and telephone number
and names of plant site manager/contact.
(2} A description of the source's processes and products (by
SC-111'199718C1G-71.wp
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two-digit Standard Industrial Classification Code) including
any pSSociated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
{3) The following emissions-related information:
·· ·(A) -All emissions of pollutants for which the···source is
major, and all emissions (including fugitive emissionsl of
regulated air pollutants. The permit application shall
describe all emissions of regulated air pollutants efuitted
from any emissions unit, except where such units are
exempted·under this subsection~ l£l or eAe 252:100-83{b). The source shall submit additiOnal information
related to the emissions of air pollutants sufficient to
verify ~1hich requirements are applicable to the source, and
other information necessary to determine the amount of any
permit fees mmd under the fee schedule approved pursuant to
OAC 252:100 8 9 .
{B)
Identification and description of all points of
emissions described in subparagraph ~ l£1(3) {A) of this
section in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees
and applicability of the federal Clean Air Act's
requirements.
{C)
Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as
are necessary to establish compliance consistent with the .
applicable standard.
{D)
The following information to the extent it is needed to
determine or regulate emissions:
{i)
fuels,
{ii)
fuel use,
{iii)
raw materials,
{iv)
production rates, and
{v)
operating schedules.
{E)
Identification and description of air pollution control
equipment and compliance monitoring devices or activities. ,
{F) Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or
any work practice standards, where applicable, for all
regulated pollutants at the covered source.
{G)
Other information required by any applicable
requirement, or state-only requirement {including .
information related to stack height limitations developed
pursuant to section 123 of the federal Clean Air Act) .
{H)
Calculations on which the information in items {A)
through {G) of this paragraph is based.
{4) The following air pollution control requirements:
{A)
Citation and description of all applicable
requirements, and all state-only requirements= , and
{B)
Description of or reference to any applicable test
method for determining compliance with each applicable
requirement and state-only requirement.
{5) Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules
and statutes to implement and enforce other applicable
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter
SC-&'1997/8110.71.wp
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or to determine the applicability of such requirements.
(6)_ An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise
applicable requirements and state-only requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be necessary by
the DEQ to define alternatiYe .operating scena.tios identified
by the source pursuant to eAe 252:100-8-6(a) (9) or to define
permit terms and conditions implementing GAG 252:100 8 G(h)
252:100-8-6 (f) or eAe 252:100-8-6 (a) (10) .
(8) A compliance plan for· all covered sources that contains
all the following:
_
(A) A description of the compliance status of the source
with respect to all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements~ as follows:
(B)
A description as follows.
(i) For applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, with which the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source will continue to comply with
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state-only require~
ments1 that will become ·effective during the permit term,
a statement that the source will meet such requirements
on a timely basis shall satisfy this provision. unless a
more detailed schedule is expressly required by the
applicable requirement.
(iii)
For requirements for which the source is not in
compliance at the time of permit issuance, a narrative
description of how the source will achieve compliance
with such requirements.
~~ For sources not in complete compliance, g A
compliance schedule as follows:
(i) For applicable requirements, and state only_ require
mente, 'ldth ,."hich the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source 'dll continue to comply \dth
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state only
requirements, that \~ill become effective during the
· perftlit terftl, a statemeat that the source \:ill meet such
requiremeats oa a timely basis. A statemeat that the
source ldll meet ia a timely maRner applicable
requiremeats that become effective during the perftlit term
shall satisfy this prmtision, unless a more detailed
schedule is eJEPressly required by the applicable
requirement.
~(iii)
A schedule of compliance for sources that are
not in compliance with all applicable requirements, and
state-only requirements, at the time of permit issuance.
Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial
measures, including an enforceable sequence of actions
with milestones, leading to compliance with any
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, for
which the source will be in noncompliance at the time of
SC_.,II718C1G-71.Wp
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permit issuance. This compliance schedule shall resemble
_and be equivalent in stringency to that contained in any
judicial consent decree or administrative order to which
the source is .subject. Any such schedule of compliance
shall--be supplemental to, and shall not sanct-ien·-non- ..
compliance with, the applicable requirements on which it
is based.
(ii)~
A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports no less frequently than every 6 months ~
sources required to have a schedule of compliance unaer
OAC 252:100 8 5 (a) (8) (C) (iii).
(C){B+ The compliance plan content requirements specified
in this paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid
rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as specifically superseded by regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the feaeral Clean Air Act with regard to
the schedule and method(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9)
Require~ents for·compliance certification, including the
following:
(A)
A certification of compliance with all applicable
requirements, and state-only requirements, by a responsible
official consistent with subsection ~ lQl of this section
and section 114(a) (3) of the :Eederal Clean-Air Act;
(B) .A statement of methods used for determining compliance,
including a description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements and test methods;
(C)
A schedule for submission of compliance certifications
during the permit term, which shall be submitted annually,
or more frequently if required by an underlying applicable
requirement, state-only requirements, or by the permitting
authority; and
(D) A statement indicating the source's compliance status
with any applicable enhanced monitoring and compliance
certification requirements of the feaeral Clean Air Act.
(10) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain
portions of permit applications and compliance plans, as
required by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
feaeral Clean Air Act.
(11) A list o:E any such units ryffiieh satisfy the definition of
• \...
•
•
• .t:'
•
A
e1tuer
1ns1gn1r1Cant
act1v1t1es
or ue
RUn1ffi1S effi1SS10flS.
~~ Certification. Any application form, report, or
compl~ance certification submitted pursuant to this Chapter shall
contain certification by a responsible official of truth,
accuracy, and completeness. This certification and any other
certification required under this Chapter shall be signed by a
responsible official and shall contain the following language:
"I c.ertify, based on information and belief formed after
reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete ...
~~ Number of application copies. See Part 3 of OAC 252:2-15 .
4
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252:100-8-6.
Per.mit content
(a)
Standard per.mit requirements. To the metent practicable,
every'Part 70 permits permit issued under this Chapter shall
include all applicable requirements, and state-only requirements,
(as defined in GAS 252:100-8-2) that apply to the permitted
source at the time of issuance. Each permit shall include the -- following elements:
(1)
Emission limitations and standards.
The permit shall
specify emissions limitations and standards that constitute
applicable requirements, and state-only requireme~ts 1 and
shall include those operational requirements conditions and
limitations necessary to assure compliance with all applicable
~ requirements.
(A)
The permit shall specify and reference the origin of
and authority for each term or condition, and identify any
difference in form as compared to the applicable
requirement, and ~ state-only requirement, upon which the
term or condition is based.
(B)
The permit shall state that, where an applicable
requirement of the federal Clean Air Act is more stringent
than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, both provisions
shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be
enforceable by EPA. .
(C)
If an applicable the State implementation plan or an
applicable requirement allows a source to comply through an
alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source
may request that such an alternative limit or means of
compliance be specified in its permit. Such an alternative
emission limit or means of compliance shall be inc.luded in a
source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable,
accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable
procedures. The source shall propose permit terms and
conditions to satisfy these requir~ments in its application.
(2)
Per.mit duration.
~
Operating Per.mits. The permit shall specify a fixed
term. The DEQ shall issue permits for any fixed period
requested in the permit application, not to exceed five
years, except as provided in subparagraphs ~ ~ and ~
~ of this paragraph:
lil~ Permits issued to affected sources shall in all
cases have a fixed term of five years.
~~
Permits issued to solid waste incineration
units combusting municipal waste subject to standards
under section 129(e) of the federal Clean Air Act shall
have a term not to exceed 12 years. Such permits shall
be reviewed every five years.
-~
Construction permits. See 252:100-8-1.5.
(3) Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.
(A)
Baeh permit shall contain the follor.dng requirements
SC-81119718C10.71. WP
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~;ith respect to monitoring. Monitoring requirements.

(i} All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or
"test methods required under ~ applicable requirementsand state-only requirements, including any procedures a~d
methods-pJ?omulgated pursuant to sections 114(a} (3} or
504(b} of the federal Clean Air Act;
(ii} Where ~ ~ applicable requirement, and or stateonly requirementT does not require periodic testing or
instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as
monitoring), periodic monitoring during the relevant time
period sufficient to yield reliable data from the
relevant time period
that are representative of the
source's compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant
to (a} (3} (C) of· this section. Such·monitoring
requirements shall assure use of terms, test methods,
units, averaging periods, and other statistical
conventions consistent with the applicable requirementT
or state-only requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may
be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subpa:ragraph7=
(iii}
As necessary, requirements concerning the use,
maintenance, and, where appropriate, ana installation of
monitoring equipment or methods.
(iv} Provisions for the permittee to request the use of
alternative test methods or analysis procedures, and
provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the
request within 60 days.
(B)
Recordkeeping requirements.
With respect to
recordlEeeping, the ~ permit shall incorporate all
applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where
applicable, the following:
·
(i}
Records of required monitoring information that
include the following:
(I}
The date, place as defined in the permit, and time
of sampling or measurements;
(II} The date(s} analyses were performed;
(III}
The company or entity that performed the
analyses;
(IV} The analytical techniques or methods used;
(V)
The results of such analyses; and
(VI} The operating conditions ae existing at the time
of sampling or measurement.
(ii} Retention of records of all required monitoring data
and support information for a period of at least five
years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information
includes all calibration and maintenance records and all
original strip-chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by
the permit. Where appropriate, the permit may specify

SC-8119971811D-71.wP
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that records may be maintained in computerized form.
Reporting requirements.
With respect to reporting,
~-~permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
(i) A permit issued under this Chapter Part shall
require the permittee. to submit a report of any required
monitoring at least every six months. To the extent
possible, the schedule for submission of such reports
shall be timed to coincide with other periodic reports
required by the permit, including the permittee's annual
compliance certification. However, the reports may be
submitted at any time within the reporting period, as
stipulated in the permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C) (i) of this paragraph
shall identify any exceedances from permit requirements
since the previous report that have been monitor~d by the
monitoring systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting requirements under the permit.
(iii)
In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each
permittee shall be required to submit supplemental . ·
reports as follows:
(I)
Any exceedance resulting from emergency or upset
conditions as defined in OAC 252.100 8 G(g) 252:100-8~ shall be reported within 24 hours of the date on
which the permittee first becomes aware of the
exceedance, if the permittee wishes to assert the
affirmative defense authorized under said section,and
the permittee shall submit a follow up written report
within 10 working days of first becoming aware of the
exceedance. The initial report Such notice must
contain a description of the emergency. any steps taken
to mitigate emissions and corrective actions taken.
[NOTE: The underlined language is from 252:100-8(C)

-

6 (g) (3) (D)]

(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health, safety, or the
environment shall be reported.as soon as is
practicable; but under no circumstance shall
notification be more than 24 hours after exceedance.
(III)
Any other exceedances that are identified in
the permit as requiring more frequent reporting than
the permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on
the schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the
probable cause of the exceedances and any corrective
actions or preventative measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall
be certified by a responsible official, except that if a
report of an exceedance required under (C) (iii) of this
paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the
IC-M89711M10.71.wp
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exceedance, the report may be submitted in the first
instance without a certification if an appropriate
·certification is provided within ten days thereafter,
together with any corrected or supplemental information
required concerning.. the exceedance ....Reports submitted
shall be consistent with the requirements of GAe 252:100-

-..,

9.

(4)
Risk management plans.
If the source is required to
develop and register a risk management plan pursuant to
section 112(r) of the federal Clean Air Act, the permit need
only specify that 4-E- the permittee will comply with the
requirement to register such a plan. Although the requirement
to have a risk management plan may be a term of the permit,
the risk management plan contents are not part of the permit.
(5)
Title IV allowances.
(A)
No permit revision shall be required for increases in
emissions that are authorized by allowances acquired
·pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that· such
increases do not require a permit revision under any other
applicable requirement.
(B)
No limit. shall be placed on the number of allowances
held by the source. The source may not, however, use
allowances as a defense to noncompliance with any other
applicable requirement.
(C)
The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any
allowance that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of
the federal Clean Air Act or the.regulations promulgated
thereunder. Compliance with this paragraph will be
-.,..
determined on January 31st of any given year and be based on
actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the
previous calendar year.
(6)
Severability clause.
The permit shall include a
severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the
various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7)
General requirements. The permit shall include provisions
stating the following:
(A)
The permittee must comply with all conditions of the
permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of
the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
(i)
enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or
(iii)
denial of a permit renewal application.
(B)
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt
or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance with the conditions of this permit. However,
: nothing in this subsection shall be construed as precluding
consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a
mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance
Sc-&f1997./BC1G-71.WP
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if the health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting
or reducing operations would be more serious than the
impacts of continuing operations.
(C)
The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for caus~. Except as provided under
GAG 252.100 8 7(e) (1) 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1) for minor permit
modifications, the filing of a request by the permittee for
a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or
termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit
condition.
·
(D)
The permit does not convey any property rights of. any
sortT or any exclusive privilege.
(E)
The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of
a written request and. within a reasonable time, any
information that the DEQ may request to determine whether
cause exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and
reissuing or terminating the permit or to determine
compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee
shall also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to
be kept by the permit. The permittee may make a claim of
confidentiality pursuant to OAC 252:100 8 5(b) (10) 27A o.s.
1993 Supp. Section 2-5-105.18 for any information or records
submitted under this paragraph.
(8)
Fees.
The permit shall provide that the permittee will
pay fees to the DEQ consistent with the fee schedule established under OAC 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2.
(9)
Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no
permit revision shall be required under any approved economic
incentives, marketable permits,· emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided
for in the permit.
(10) Operating scenarios.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions applicable to all operating scenarios described in
the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirementsT and state-only requirements.
The
permit shall authorize the permittee to make changes among
operating scenarios authorized in the permit without notice,
but shall reqUire the permittee contemporaneously with making
a change from one operating scenario to another to record in a
log at the permitted facility the scenario under which it is
operating.
·
(11) Emissions averaging.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading or averaging of emissions increases and decreases in
the permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable
requirements provide for trading or averaging such increases
and decreases. Such terms and conditions shall include terms
under subsections (a) and (c) of this section to determine
compliance and shall satisfy. all requirements of the
applicable requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
SC-81189718110.71. wp
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(b)

Federally enforceable requirements.
(1) _Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2) of this section
all terms and conditions in a permit issued under this
'
section, including any provisions designed to limit a source's
---potential to emit, are enforceable by the ·DEQ, by·-EPA·, -and· ·by· ..
citizens under section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(2}
Notwithstanding paragraph (b) (1} of this section, the DEQ
shall designate as not being federally enforceable under the
federal Clean Air Act any terms and conditions included in the
permit that are not required under the federal Glean Air Act
or any of its applicable requirements, and such terms and
conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under
section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(c)
Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this
Chapter ~ shall contain the following elements with respect to
compliance:
(1}
Consistent with paragraph (a} (3} of this section, compliance certification, testing, monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure compliance
with the terms and conditions of the permit. Any document
(including reports} required by a permit under this Chapter
Part shall contain a certification by a responsible official
as to the results of the required monitoring.
(2}
Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon
presentation of credentials and other documents as may be
required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized
officials of the DEQ to perform the following (subject to the
permittee's right to seek confidential treatment pursuant to
GAG 252:100 8 5(b) (10) for confidenti~l information submitted
to or obtained by the DEQ under this subsection) :
(A}
Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours where a source is located or
emissions-related activity is conducted, or where records
must be .kept under the conditions of the permit;
(B)
Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any
records that must be kept under the conditions of the
permit;
(C)
Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety
practices any facilities, equipment (including monitoring
and air pollution control equipment}, practices, or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
(D)
As authorized by the federal Clean Air Oklahoma Clean
Air Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit _
(3) A schedule of compliance if to the metent required under
0}\:G 252.100 8 5 (d) (8) (G) 252:100-8-5 (c) (8) (B).
(~)
To the extent required under an applicable schedule of
compliance and 01\:G 252.100 8 5(d) (8) 252:100-8-5(c) (8),
progress reports, to be submitted semiannuallyT or more
frequently if specified in the applicable requirement or by
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the DEQ. Such progress reports shall contain t·he following:
(A)
Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and
dates when such activities, milestones or compliance
were achieved; and
(B)
An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or.will not be met, and any
preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5)
Requirements for compliance certification with terms
and conditions contained in the permit that are federally
enforceable, including emission limitations, standards, or
work practices. Each permit shall specify:
(A)
The frequency (which shall be annually unless the
applicable requirement, and ~ state-only requirementT
specifies submission more frequently) of submissions of
compliance certifications;
(B)
In accordance with paragraph (a) (3) of this
section, a means for monitoring the compliance of the
source with emissions limitations, standards, and work
practices;
(C) A requirement that the compliance certification
include the following:
(i)
The identification of each term or condition
of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as
shown by monitoring data and other information
available to the permittee;
(iii)
Whether compliance was continuous or
intermittent;
·
(iv) The method(s) used for determining the
compliance status of the source, currently and
over the reporting period as required by paragraph
(a) (3) of this section; and
(v)
Such other facts as the DEQ may require to
determine the compliance status of the source;
(D) A requirement that all compliance certifications
be submitted to EPA as well as to the DEQ;
(E)
Such additional requirements as may be specified
pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) and 504(b) of the
federal Clean Air Act; and
(6) Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d)
GeBe:r.:al permits,
.
(1)
':Fhe DEQ may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit to any source category
if it concludes that the category is appropriate for
permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply \dth all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected
sources under· the acid rain program unless othendse
provided in regulations promulgated under ':Fitle IV of the
SC-at189?111C1G-71.wp
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:Eedcra±: C±:ean Air Act.
(?) A genera± permit may be issued for a source cat:egor•
based upen an app±:icat:ion from a source 'ildt:hin t:h:e sour~
cat:egery or upon the DEQ's O\ffi initiative .. The BEQ sha±:l
follawing:::::::t:ec<;ipt, o:E an app±:icat:ion :Ear a.. general-.pewmit.ut~-e:r: _.
upon a detel:?fflinat:ion that: issuance o:E a genera± perfflit for a
category o:E sources may be appropriate, :Eollo'il•' the same
proc~au:es .for issuance o:E a general permit as :Eor any other
permit issued under this part.
(3) A general pcrffiit may be issued :Ear the :Eoi:lO\iing
purposes .
(A) to establish terms anEl cenditions to imp±:ement
applicab±:e requirements, and state only requirements,
for a source category;
.
(B) .to establi~h terms ana conditione to implement
app±:icable requirements, and state only requirements
f or speCirieu
·~· ~ categories
'
o:E changes to permitted
sources;
(C) t:o establish terms and conditions for new
requirements that apply to seurce~ \••ith existing
permits; and
(B) to estab±:ish federally enforceable caps on emissions
from sources in a specified category.
(4) The BEQ may issue a general permit i:E it finds that:
(A)._ ._there
are ' several
permittees,
permit applicants
or
'
,
, '
.
I
pocenciax.
pel:?fflit
appxicante
'dho have
the same• or ·
substantially
similar operations, emissions, activities or
~
raCixitl:eS;
(B) .t:he perm~ttees, permit applicants, or potential permit
app±:icants emit the same types of regu±:ated air·po±:lutants;
{C) the eperations, emissions, activities, or facilities
are...:J subject• to the same or similar st:andards, ±imitations
anu operating requirements; and
·
fn\
t-\...
.o
+--. •
•
•
•
•
,
,
•
\VI
cue
operaciOnS,
effil:SSl:Ons,
aCtiVitieS,
or faCilities
are. subj eat to the same or similar monitoring requirement:e.
(5) A general permit issued under this section oha±:l identify
criteria by which sources may qualify for the genelO'al perfflit.
After a general permit has been issued, any source may submit:
a request to be covered under the permit in the form of an
application for aut:horieation to operate under the general
permit.
(A} Such application sha±:±: identify the source and provide
information sufficient to demonstrate that it falls \vithin
the source category covered by the general permit, together
\dth any additiona±: information that may be specified in the
general permit.
(B) See OAC 252:2 15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
. time~ineo for individual authorieationo under general
· perRuts. The Agency shall act to approve or deny the
application ~dthin 90 days of fi±:ing.
(e)
A final action approving an authorieation to operate
I

•,

•

•

I

I

I
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uneier a general permit: shall not: be subject: t:o public
coFHment: or j ueiicial revie·..·.
(6
K copy of the geReral permit
toget:her ·.dth a list ofsources approveei for. cmrerage uneier it, shall be Jeept: OR file
for public revimt at: the offices of t:he DBQ.
(7) A geReral permit issued uRder t:hio oect:ioR shall provide
t:hat aRy source approved for coverage uRder a geReral permit:
shall be eRt:it:led t:o t:he prot:ect:ioR of t:he permit shield for
all operatioRo, act:ivities, aRd emiosioRs aeidresoed by t:he
geReral permit:, uRleoo aRd to the exteRt: t:hat it: is ouboe
queRtly det:ermiRed t:hat: the source does Rot: qualify for t:he
condit:iono aRd terms of t:he geReral permit:.
(8) If some, but: Rot: all, of a source's operat:ioRo,
act:ivit:ies, aRd emiosioRs are eligible for coverage uRder one
or more general permits, t:he source may apply for and receive
coverage under t:he geReral permits for the operat:ions,
activities, ana emissions that are so eligible. If t:he source
is required uReier OAC 252.100 8 3 of this part t:o obtaiR a
permit: addresoiRg the remainder of it:s operat:ioRo, activities,
and emiosioRs, it: may apply for aRd receive a permit: t:hat:
addresses specifically oRly t:hooe it:ems Rot: cmrered by general
permit:e.
In
ouch a • ease,
t:he source's
permit:
shall ideRtify
, ,
•
•
•
..:l
•
•
4-'1...
1.... •
a~~ operat:1ons, act1v1t:1es, anu em1es1ons enat: are SUbJect t:o
general permit:s and iRCOrporat:e those general permits by
refereRce. URleso the permit specifically ot:ateo othendse,
t:he permit: shield shall apply t:o the· t:erms aRd ·eondit:ioRs of
any geReral permit:s so incorporat:ed by reference as "W:ell as to
t:he t:erms and condit:ions specifically st:ated iR t:he permit.
[NOTE: General permits was moved to 252:100-8-6.1]
(e) · "!'emperary eeureee. The DBQ may issue a si:ngle permit
aut:horiBing emissions from similar operat:ions by the ·same source
mmer or operator at multiple temporary locat:ions. The· operat:ioR
must: be temporary and in•..· olve at least: one change of locatioR
during the term of t:he permit:. No affect:eei source shall be
permitted as a t:emporary source. Permit:s for t:emporary sources
shall _iaclude t:he follm:ing:
(1)
Condit:ioRs t:hat: 'Ifill assure compliance "Wiit:h all
applicable requirement:s at: all aut:horiBed locations;
(2)
RequiremeRts that t:he O"Wffier or operat:or Ratify the
permittiag authority at: least ten eiays iR advance of each
change iR locat:ioa, and
(3) Conditions that: assure compliance roiith all other
provisions of this oect:ion.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-6.2]
~-t-f+- Permit shield.
(1)
Each operating permit issued under this sectioR ~
shall include a "permit shield" provision, which shall state
that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
(including terms and conditions established for alternate
operating scenarios, emissions trading, and emissions
averaging, but excluding terms and conditions for which the
permit shield is expressly prohibited under this Subchapter)

r

-
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shall be deemed compliance with the applicable requirements
identitied and included in the permit.
(2) ·Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a
separate written finding issued with the permit a
determination identifying specific requirements that do not
apply to the source. The source shall specify in its
application for such a determination the requirements for ae
~ which the determination is requested.
If the determination
is issued in a separate finding, that finding shall be
summarized in the permit. The permit shall state that the
permit. shield applies to any requirements so identified. A
request for a determination to extend the shield to
requirements deemed inapplicable to the source may be made
either in the original permit application or in a subsequent
application for a permit modification.
(3)
A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a
permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide such a
shield.
(4)
Nothing in this s.ection or in the permit shall alter or
affect the following:
(A)
the provisions of section 303 of the federal Clean Air
Act, including the authority of the EPA Administrator under
that section;
(B)
the liability of an owner or operator of a source for
any violation of applicable requirements, and ~ state-only
requirements 7 prior to or at the time of permit issuance;
(C)
the applicable requirements of the acid rain program,
consistent with section 408(a) of the federal Clean Air Act;
or
(D)
the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source
pursuant to section 114 of the federal Clean Air Act.
~-f§t- Emergencies.
(1)
When used in this Subsection, "Emergency" means any
situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of
God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to
restore normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed
a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due
to unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the
emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to
the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of
preventative preventive maintenance, careless or improper
operation, or operator error. Quantification of accidental
releases shall be made by the best available method.
(2)
An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an
action brought for noncompliance with such technology-based
emission limitations if the conditions of paragraph ~ ~(3)
of this section and the reporting requirements of 252:100-86 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I) are met.
(3)
The affirmative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous
Sc-81199718110.71.WP
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operating logs 7 or other relevant evidence that·:
(A) An emergency occurred and that the permittee can
identify the cause(s) of the emergency;
(B) The permitted facility was at the time being properly
operated;
(C) During the period of the emergency the permittee·took
all reasonable steps.to minimize levels of emissions that
exceeded the emission standardsT or other requirements in
the permit, aad,.;.
(D) ~he permittee submitted notice of the emergency to the
DBQ ~>"ithia 2 4 hours of the time ~."hea emissioa limitations
~.-ere mcceeded due to the emergency.
Such notice must
coatain a descriptioa of the emergency, aey steps taJten to
mitigate emissioas, aad corrective actions taJten.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-6 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I)]
(4) In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to
establish the occurrence of an emergency has the burden of
proof.
(5) The provision in this subsection is in addition to any
emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable
requirement or GAS 252:100-9.
_
...fh+. Operational flexibility. Any operatiag sceaario allmmd
for ia an applicable Part 79 permit may be implemeated by the
facility \>"ithout the aced for aey permit revision or aay
aotificatioa to the pormittiag authority. It is incumbeat upon
the Part 70 permit applicaat to apply for aay reasoaably
anticipated alterRative facility operatiag sceaarios at the time
of initial or reRmial permit applicatioa.

m
-

(1)

Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios.

Any operating scenario allowed for in an applicable .. ~art 70
permit may be implemented by the facility without the need for
any permit revision or any notification to the permitting
authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant
to apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal permit
application.
(2) Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted
Part 70 source may make changes within the facility that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal CleaR Air Act;
(B) Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission
rate of any existing emissions unit to be exceeded; er ~
(C) Result in a net ~ change in emissions ~ 2t zer~~
provided Provided that the facility provides notifies the
Administrator aB:d the permitting authority DEO and EPA in
writing at least 7 days ~dth ~;ritten notification as
required belor.; in advance of the proposed changes, ~;hich
shall be a miaimum of 7 days, or such shorter time frame
; that permittiag authority allmm for emergeRcies [as defined
ia OAC 252.100 8 6(g)]. The source, permitting authority
DEO, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of
sc....-.H718110o7l.wp
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the relevant permit. For each such change,· the written
notification required above shall include a brief
description of the change within the permitted facility the-....~.
date on which the change will occur, any change in
'
!
emissions, and a~y permit term or condition that is no
longer applicable as a result of the change. The permit
shield described in OAC 252:100 8 6(f) 252:100-8-G(d) does
not apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection.
(3)
Emissions trading in permit. A perRtitted source may rely
on the aut~oritr o~ this.se~tion to t7a~e increases and
decreases 1n eRt1ss1ons w1th1n the fae1l1ty, where the
implefftentation plan pro¥ides for such eRtissions·trades ;vithout
a perffiit ffiodifieation. In such a ease, the advance -..·ritten
notice pro•1rided by the perffiittee shall identify the underlying
·authority authorisdng the trading and shall state ;vhen the
change ·.dll occur, the types and quantities of eRtissions to be
traded, the permit terms or other applicable requireRtents, and
state only requirefftents, \dth \vhieh the source \dll comply
through eRtiosions. trading, and ouch other information as ffiay
be required by the applicable requireffient authoriz.dng the
eRtissione trade.
252:100-8-6.1 General per.mits
Applicability.
/
l1l The DEO may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit for ~ any source
category if it concludes that the category is appropriate
for permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected
sources under the acid rain program unless otherwise
provided in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
l1l A general permit may be issued for a source cateaorv
based upon an application from a source within the source
category or upon the DEC's own initiative. The DEO shall,
following receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit for a
category of sou~ces may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
ill. A general permit may be issued for the follmdag
purposes to establish:
J.& to establish terffis Terms and conditions to
implement applicable requirements, and state-only
requirements, for a source categoryT.
~
to establish terffts Terms and conditions to
implement applicable requirements, and state-only
requirements, for specified categories of changes to
permitted sourcesT.
l£1 to establish terffis Terms and conditions for new

lgl
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requirements that apply to sources with existing
permits· and.
l.Ql" to establish federa±±y enforeeal9±e Federallyenforceable caps on emissions from sources in a specified
category~
..
:~-~---·--· _
l ! l The DEO may issue a general permit if it finds that:
l8l There there are several permittees. permit applicants,
or,_ potential
, , permit
. ., applicants
. who: have the same or
. ·
suo~tc;n~J:a ......y SJ:mJ:zar operatJ:ons, emJ:ssJ:ons, aetJ:vJ:tJ:es, or
faeJ:±J:tJ:es,
l!l Have the same or substantially similar
operations,emissions, activities, or facilities.
(ii)fBt
the permittees, permit applicants, or potentia±
permit applicants emit Emit the same types of regulated
air pollutants.7
(B)fe} ~ The operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities arc subject to the .same or similark standards,
±imitations, and operating requirements; and
lit Standards, limitations, and operating requirements.
(ii)fet
the operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities arc sul9jcct to the same or similar monitoring
Monitoring requirements.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1(a) (1) through (4) was 252:100-8-6(d) (1)
through (4)]
(5)f&T. If some, but not all, of a source's operations,
activities, and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more general permits, the source mgy must apply for an
individual Part 70 permit for all of its covered sources. ana
receive coverage under the genera± permits for the operations,
activities, and emissions that are so e±igil9±e. If the source
is required under OAC 252.100 8 3 of this part to ol9tain a
permit addressing the remainder of its operations, activities,
and emissions, it may apply for and reecbve a permit that
addresses specifically on±y those items not covered l9y genera±
permits. In such a ease, the source's permit aha±± identify
a±l operations. activities, and emissions that are sul9iect to
genera± permits and incorporate those genera± permits l9y
refereacc. Unless the permit specifically states ethcniise,
the permit shield shall apply to the terms and conditions of
aB-y genera± permits so incorporated l9y reference as · 'itc±± as to
the terms and conditions specifically stated in the permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6 (d) ( 8)]
-~
Facilities located in areas that are federally designated
as non-attainment are not eligible for coverage under a
general operating permit.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5(h) (3)]
Jll Sites that are not in compliance with all applicable
State and Federal air regulations are elisible for a general
o2erating permit only if:
·lAl They submit to DEO an approvable compliance plan, and
lHl The facility submits to Tier II public review. [NOTE:
From 2 52 : 100 -10 - 5 (h) ( 5) ]

.
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(8)
Facilities with existing state operating-permits are
eligible for coverage under a general operating permit.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5 (h) (6)]
..-...
~
Facilities existing prior to the effective date of any
_______ .. _ applicable standard that would have created specific
ciuantifiable and. enforceable emission rates are. eligibiei;;·· --~-
coverage under a general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5 (h) (7)]
~
Authorization.
(1)±5± A general permit issued under this section shall
identify criteria by which sources may qualify for the general
permit. After a general permit has been issued. any source
may submit a reauest to be c·overed under the permit in the
form of an application for authorization to operate under the
general permit. +At Such application shall identify the
source and provide information sufficient to demonstrate that
it falls within the source category covered by the general
permit, together with any additional information that .may be
specified in the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-86 (d) ( 5 )_]

.

(2)fBt See GAe 252:2-15 for Tier I permitting-procedures and
timelines for individual authorizations under general permits. The Agency DEO shall act to approve or ·deriy the application
within 90 ·days of filing. [NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6 (d) (5) (B)]
(3)fet A final action approving an authorization to operate
under a general permit shall not be subject to public comment
or judicial review.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6{d) (5) (C)]
(4) (d)
The DEO will publish, at least monthly·. an updated list
of sources approved for inclusion under the general operating ~
permit and any aggrieved person may petiti~n the DEO to review
the approval of any stationary source for inclusion under a
general operating permit within 30 days after publication of
the list.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-3 (d)]
(5)fft A copy of the general permit, together with a list of
sources approved for coverage under it. shall be kept on file
for public review at the offices of the DEO. [NOTE: Was
252:100-8-6 (d) (6)]
l£1 Per.mit Shield. A general permit issued under this section.
shall provide that any source approved for coverage under a
general permit shall be entitled to the protection of the permit
shield for all operations. activities. and emissions addressed by
the general permit, unless and to the extent that it is subsequently determined that the source does not qualify for the
conditions and terms of the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:1008-6 (d) (7)]
.
~
Revisions
(1)±e* If an owner or operator of a source(s) makes a change
to a source covered by a general operating permit that affects
any applicability information supplied in the general
operating permit application. but the source is still eligible
for coverage authori2ed to operate under a general operating
sc-&1'1H711(10.:71. wp
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permit. the owner or operator must revise the general
operating permit application and submit it to the DEO within
60 days.
(2)fet After coverage is granted to a particular source under
the general permit. phYsical chapges to the facility which
result in the addition of equipment new to the facility,
either as a replacement (except. like-kind replacements) or net
addition. will require a construction permit or a new
authorization permit mecept as allmied i:e (d) (3) belmL Any
significant modification to a stationary source included under
a general operati:eg permit shall subject the source to a Tier
II review.
(3)±e} If equipment new to the facility is newly purchased or
is relocated from another facility where a permit was issued
with enf0rceable emissions limits 6n that equipment. then
authorization approv=al under the general operating permit
shall be modified or amended to include an emissions limit for
the newly purchased or relocated equipment. "Grandfathered"
emissions sources at the facility will retain only the
equipment descriptions as permit conditions.· '"Grandfathered"
means a unit \ihich that was in existence prior to the
effective date of any applicable regulation ·uhich that would
have created specific quantifiable and enforceable emissions
rate limits.
·
(4)fft For a general ·operating permit. if emissions change for
any reason that subjects the facility to PSD permitting
requirements. then the facility no longer qualifies for a
general operating permit. However. the existing general
operating permit will remain valid during the time period
covered by the PSD construction permit until the facility
receives a Part 70 site specific operating permit for the
entire facility.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6 .1 (d) (1) through (4) are from 252:100-105 (b), (c), (e) and (f) respectively]
~
Permit Content.. Specific terms and conditions that ·•.-.hich
will make the applicable rules and requirements enforceable shall
be stipulated in the general operati:eg permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5 (h) (8)]

J1l Renewal of general operating permits.

·
The DEO will initiate the renewal process for a general
operating permit at least 180 days prior to the permit's
expiration date and will follow the requirements in 252:100-8-

~

7 (a) •
~

Owners or operators shall apply to renew an authorization
at least 60 days prior to expiration of the existing
authorization. Upon submittal of a timely and
administratively complete application, the applicant mav
continue to operate until such time as the DEO grants or
denies coverage under the general operating permit.
252:100-8-6.24e+ Temporary sources.
IC~I17nK10o7L~
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permit authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same
source owner or operator at multiple temporary locations. The
operation must be temporary and involve at least one change of
location during the term of the permit.
No affected source shall
be--permitted as a temporary source.- Permi-ts-£or- ·t-emporary-'- --·----· _.
sources shall include the following:
J1l Conditions that will assure compliance with all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations;
1ll Requirements that the owner or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each
change in location; and
111 Conditions that assure compliance with all other
provisions of this section.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.2 was moved
from 252:l00-8-6(e)]
252:100-8-6.3.~

Special provisions for affected (acid rain)

sources

.igl-f# Application binding until permit issuance or df:!nial.

A
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the applicant
and enforceable as a an acid rain permit until an acid rain
permit is issued or=denied. For applicable permitting
procedures, see eA€ 252:2-15.
~-f;}1- Exemption petitions.
Applicants with small units that
burn low sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can petition
to have such units exempted from certain permitting and
monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
l£1~ Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures that
an applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in
accordance with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will be
deemed to be operating· in compliance with the Acid Rain Program.
lQJ_-f4-t- Modifications. See 40 CFR 72.82.
(e)~ Duration. Acid rain permits will have a term of five
years commencing on the permits effective date. The DEQ may
issue a permit with a future effective date .
.ill-f.G+ Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene
as a matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
.
Jgi~ Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal per1od
shall be no more than 90 days following the issuance of the Acid
Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than
90 days following a final agency action.
lhl+a+ Adoption of 40 CFR Part 72 by reference. o~.·ners or ·
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of the
federal Clean Air Act shall comply ~dth applicable provisions of
40 CPR Part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January
11, 1993, and on ~4arch a3, 1993, ·,.·hich is hereby adopted by
refe_rence as rules of the Environmental Quality Board.
In such
regulations, the term "permitting authority" shall mean the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term
"}\dministrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United States
SC-at1997/8110o7J.wp
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Bnvironffiental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requireffients of 40 CFR Part 72 conflict ~~ith this Chapter, the
Part 72 provisions and requireffients shall apply and take
precedence.
(e.)
':Fhe Oldahoma Department of Bnviro~!~n~,~l-, Q';l~~ity DEO her~by
adopts and incorporate~ by reference the prov1s1ons of 40 CFR
~ ~ 72, as published in the Federal Re~ister on January 11,
1993, and on March 23, 1993 for purposes of 1mplementing an acid
rain program that meets the requirements of Title IV of the Clean
AH Act. The term "permitting authority" shall mean the Oklahoma
Department of Environmental Quality and the term "Administrator"
shall mean the Administrator of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency. If the provisions or requirements of 40 CFR
~ ~ 72 conflict with or are not included in Oklahoma
Administrative Code 252:100-8, the~~ 72 provisions and
requirements shall apply ·and take precedence.
252:100-8-7.
Per.mit issuance, renewal, reepeainge, and
re•iieiene
{a) Action on application; issuance/denial criteria.
(1)
Criteria for issuance.
A permit, permit modification,
or renewal may be issued only if the applicable requirements
of 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14-101 et seq.; eAe 252:2-15;
and this Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that
the conditions of the permit provide for compliance with all
applicable requirements and for applications subject to eAe
252:100-8-8, that the requirements of that section have been
satisfied.
(2) Draft .permits and notice thereof. See eAe 252:2-15. The
draft permit shall be accompanied by a.statement that sets
forth the legal and factual basis for the draft permit
conditions (including references to the applicable statutory
or regulatory provisions) .
{3) EPA review. See eAe 252:100-8-8.
(4) DEQ final action. See eAe 252:2-15, and eAe 252:100~8-8
when applicable.
(5) T~eline for technical review and issuance. See OAC
252.2 15 70 through 15 72. BJtcept as provided in paragraphs
(A) and (B) o~ this paragraph, the ~ DEQ shall take final
action on each application for a permit within 18 months after
beginning its technical review in accordance with 25.2:2-15-70
through 15-72 and OAC 252.100 8 5 (b) (5) 252:100-8-4 (b) (7) .
{6) Action priorities. See OAC 252.100 8 5(b) 252:100-84(b) (2) through (10) and 252:100-8-7.1(b).
(7) No issuance by default. See 27A:2-5-112{D).
(b)
Requirement for a permit.
See a~C 252.100 8 4(b) 252:1008-4.
252:~00-8-7.1.~
Per.mit renewal and expiration
lgl Timely application for permit renewal.
(1) Applications for permit renewal after the transition
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period, and for permits permit for new Part 7.0 sources or
amendments, shall be considered timely if the applicant meets
the ·requirements of this subsection.
.-..,
~
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEQ....under.... .this Subchapter subchapter shall apply for permit
reissuance at least 180 days before the expiration of the
existing permit. unless the permit specifies that the
application must be submitted sooner. The DEO shall require
in a permit that a reissuance application be submitted sooner
if it determines that an earlier application is needed to
minimize the possibility of expiration prior to reissuance.
The DEO may make the determination if it anticipates a
relatively lengthy permit review process due to the complexity
of the stationary source or anticipated involvement of the
public.
In no event shall the permit require application for
reissuance sooner than eighteen months prior to the expiration
of the permit.
(NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7(c) (5)]
(b)..f-9±. Application content for renewal of expiring permit. In
submitting an application for renewal of a DEO issueel Part 70
operating permit, a source may identify and incorporate by
reference terms and conditions in its previous permit and permit application(s) that should remain unchanged. terms anel conelitions
in its previous permit that shou±el remain unchangeel anel
incorporate by re:Eerence those· portions o:E its mdsting permit
anel the permit application anel any permit amenelment or
modi:Eication app-lications that elescribe products, processes,
operations, anel emissions to 'ri..hich those terms and conditions
~
apply.
The source must ielenti:Ey speci:Eically anel list ~ffiich
'
.t=.
'
•
..:Jl
,.
•
port~ons or ~ts prev~ous perm~t anucor appJ:~cat~ons are
incorporated by re:Eerence.
In addition, a renewal application
must contain:
(1)fit information specified in OAC ~5~.100 8 5(d) 252:100 85(c) for those products. processes, operations, and emissions
-tfla.t.:
(A)ftt That are not addressed in the existing permit;
(B).fTtt
That are subject to applicable reauirementsT or
state-only requirements that are not addressed in the
existing permit; or
{C) (III)
For as to which the source seeks permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the existing permit;
and
(2l±tit
a compliance plan and certification as required in
OAC ~ 5 ~ . 1 0 0 8 5 (d) ( 8 ) 2 52 : 10 0- 8 - 5 (c) ( 8 ) .
[NOTE : Was 2 52 : 10 08-5 (b) (9)]
l£1~ Issuance of renewal per.mit.
Applications for permit
renewal shall be subject to the same procedural requirements,
including those for public participation, affected State comment,
and~EPA review, that apply to initial permit issuance under GAG
252:100-8-7(a).
l£1 Expiration of per.mit.
SC-81199711111).7J.Wp
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A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
expiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renewal
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of expiration .
.Jl.l.-f4+ If a timely and complete applicatiqp.___f_az:.... a permit.
... -·renewal is submitted, but the DEQ fails to take final action
to issue or deny the renewal permit before the end of the term
of the previous permit, then the permit shall not expire until
the renewal permit has been issued or denied, and any permit
shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during
that time.
·
(S)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEQ under this subchapter shall apply for permit reissuance at
least 180 days before the eJcpiration Of the eJeisting permit I
unless the permit specifies that the application fRUSt be
submitted sooner. The DEQ shall require in a permit that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines
that an earlier application is needed to minimi3e the
possibility of elcpiratfon prior to reissuance. The DBQ may
ma1ee the determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy
permit revim.. process due to the complmdty of the stationary
source or anticipated iwrolvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen months prior to the eJcpiration of the permit.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(a) (2)]
252:100-8-7.2.~
Administrative permit amendments and permit
modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
(1) Whefi used in this subsection An ",."J:dministrative
administrative permit amendment" means a permit revision that:
(A)
Corrects typographical errors;
(B)
Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source;
(C)
Requires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
by the permittee;
(D) Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
of a source where no other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability between the current and new
permittee has been submitted to the DEQ;
Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
(E)
preconstruction review permits issued by the DEQ under this
Part OAC 252.100 7. EHhanced Ne'f.. Source Revie·... HlSR)
procedures apply to all major sources and all State
. Implementation Plan (SIP) minor source changes to majors.
(2) Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulatioHS
promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act 40 CFR
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Part 72.
(3)
An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the
DEQ in accordance with the following:
(A)
The DEQ shall take final action on a request for an
adminis.trative permit _amendment within 60 days from the date
of receipt of such a request, and may incorporate the
proposed changes without providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any such permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
(B)
The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
(C)
The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request.
·
(4)
The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment; allow coverage
by the permit shield in GAG 252.100 8 6(f) 252:100-8-G{d) for
administrative permit amendme.nts made pursuant to subparagraph
(d) (1) (E) 252:100-8-7.2 (a) (1) (E) of this section.
Permit modification.
A permit modification is any
revision to an operating permit that cannot be accomplished under
the program's provisions for administrative permit amendments
under.subsection ~ jgl of this section. A permit modification
for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall be
governed by regulations promulgated under ~itle, IV of the federal
Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 72.
(1) Minor per.mit modification procedures.
(A)
Criteria.
(i)
Minor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that:
(I)
Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state-only requirements;
(II) Do not involve significant changes to existing
monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility
or increment analysis;
(IV) ·Do not .seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no corresponding
underlying applicable requirement, or state-only
requirement, and that which the source has assumed to
avoid an some other applicable requirement, or stateonly requirement, to which the source would otherwise
be subject. Such terms and conditions include
federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid
classification as a modification under any provision of
Title I and alternative emissions limits approved
pursuant to regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (5)

ru-+e-t-
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of the federal Clean Air Act; and
(V)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act.
(ii) Notwithstanding OAC 252.100 8 7 (e) (1) (A) (i) 252:1008-7.2(b) (1) (A) (i) and OAC 252.100 8 7(e) (2) (A) 252:100-87.2 (b) (2) (A) , minor--permit modification procedures may
be used for permit modifications involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent that
such minor permit modification procedures are explicitly
provided for in an applicable the State's implementation
plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA.
(B) Application.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures, a source shall submit an application requesting
such use which shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under eAe 252:2-15 and shall include
the following:
(i) A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable requirements, and
~ state-o~ly requirements, that will apply if the change
occurs;
(ii) The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)
Certification by a responsible official, that the
application and the proposed modification meet the
criteria for use of minor permit modification
procedures;and
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required by eAe
252:2-15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph.
(C)
EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that underwent EPA review
in accordance with eAC 252:100-8-8, the provisions·of that
section shall apply to the minor modification application
unless waived by the Administrator.
(D)
Timetable for issuance. Within 90 days of the DEQ's
receipt of a complete application under eAC 252:2-15~ the
DEQ shall:
(i)
Issue the minor permit modification as approved;
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
(E)
Source's ability to make change.
Immediately after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these
minor permit modification procedures, the source is
authorized to make the change or changes proposed in the
~application.
After the source makes the change allmmd by
the preceding sentence, and until the DEQ takes any of the
actions specified in (1) (D) (i) through (iii) of this section
SC-&1199718110.7l.WP
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subsection, the source must comply with ~ the applicable
and state-only requirements, governing the
~
change and the proposed permit terms and conditions. During · ·
this period, the source need not comply with the existing
·
terms and condi tiona it seeks. to....mo<iii.£:y... However, .. if-. the.
source fails to comply with its proposed permit terms and
conditions during this time period, the existing permit
terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
against it.
(F)
Per.mit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252.100 s
~ 252:100-8-6(d) will not extend to minor permit
modifications.
(G)
Per.mittee's risk in commencing construction. The
permittee permittees assumes the risk of losing any
investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior
to receiving a permit amendment authorizing the
modification. The DEQ will not consider the possibility of
the permittee suffering financial loss due to such
investment when deciding whether to approve, deny, or
approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
(2)
Significant modification procedures.
(A)
Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
(i)
Involve any significant changes in amendment to
existing monitoring, reporting, or rceordkeeping
requirements in the permit;~
liil Relax any reporting or-recordkeeping requirements.
(iii)~ Require any amendment to establish or amend a
permit condition that Change any permit condition that is
required to be based on a case..;;by-case determination of
an emission limitation or other standard, on a sourcespecific determination of ambient impacts, or on a
visibility or increment analysis;
~(iii) Seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement, and ~ state-only requirement,
and that which the source has assumed to avoid an some
other applicable requirement, and or state-only
requirement, to which the source would otherwise be
subject. Such terms and conditions include:
(I) A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I;
(II) An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations promulgated under section 112(i) (5) of
the federal Clean Air Act; and
iYl~
Are modifications under any provision of Title
y-Qf the federal Clean Air Act; and,
jyil~
Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
(B)
Procedures for processing. Significant permit
r~quirements
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modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules
that are applicable to Tier I I applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change,
the emissions resulting from the change, and any new
applicable__ requirements, :Jlfl(i.~.state-only requirements,
that will apply if the change occurs.
(C)
Issuance. The DEQ shall complete review of significant
permit modifications within nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date by up to three months for cause.
252:100-8-7.3.~

Reopening for cause
Mandatory reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under which the permit will
be reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit. A permit
shall be reopened and revised under any of the following
circumstances:
Jll~ Additional federal applicable requirements become
applicable to a stationary source with a remaining permit term
of three or more years. Such a reopening and amendment shall
be completed not later than- 18 months after promulgation of
the federal applicable requirement. Reopening is allowed if
an applicable requirement becomes effective and the original
permit or any of its terms and conditions has been extended
pursuant to· the application shield provided at OAC 252.100 8
?(c) (4) 252:100-8-7.1(d) (2) beyond the 18-month timeframe for
revision. No such reopening is required if the effective date
of the requirement is later than the date on which the permit
is due to expire.
~~ Additional requirements (including excess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program. Upon approval by the Administrator,
administrator, excess emissions offset plans shall be deemed
to be incorporated into the permit.
ill-f€1- The DEO agency or the administrator ~ determines that
the permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions standards,
limitations, or other terms or conditions of the permit.
J.iL-fB1- The Administrator administrator or the DEO agency
determines that the permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the applicable requirements.·
..!ht~ Discretionary reopening. The DEO agency may reopen and
amend a permit when:
·
lll~ additional state-only. requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary source, and the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which
the permit is due to expire;
(2)~ alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in significant
alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air
pollutants to be emitted by the permittee;
~+»

-

-
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(3)~ the DEQ agency receives information previously
upavailable to the DEQ agency that shows that the terms and
conditions of the permit do not accurately .represent the
actual circumstances relating to the permitted facility;
~-fE+- a court of competent jurisdj..e.t;.ion invalida-t.es- or.
modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon which a condition of the permit is based; ana
or
TS>~ an event occurs that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
~~ Reopening procedures.
To reopen and amend a permit, the
DEO agency shall follow the procedures that apply to significant
permit amendments under this chapter, unless the amendment can be
made as an administrative amendment under OAC 252:100 8 7(d)
252:100-8-7.2(a). Mandatory reopenings under OAC 252.100 8
7(f) (1) 252:00-8-7.3(a) shall be made as expeditiously as
practicable.
In lieu of an application, the significant permit
amendment process will commence when the DEO agency gives the
permittee written notice of its intent to amend the permit. The
DEO agency shall not issue the amendment, or make public notice
of the amendment where public notice is required, until at least
thirty days after the DEO a~ency has given the permittee consents
to less notice, or in the case of an emergency.
In cases where
public participation is required, only those portions of the
permit ~ 'orhich the DEO agency proposes to amend shall be open
for public comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
j£b~ Reopenings for cause by EPA.
(1)
If the Administrator finds that cause exists to
terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the DEO permitting authority and
the permittee of such findings in writing.
(2)
The DEQ permitting authority shall, within 90 days after
receipt of such notification, forward to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and
reissuance, as appropriate.
The Administrator may extend this
90-day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
or revised permit application is necessary or that the DEO
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit
additional information.
(3)
The Administrator will review the proposed determination
from the DEO permitting authority ·within 90 days of receipt.
(4)
The DEQ permitting authority shall have 90 days from
receipt of an EPA objection to resolve any objection that EPA
makes and to terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue the
permit in accordance with the Administrator's objection.
(5)
If the DEO permitting authority fails to submit a
p~oposed determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails
to resolve any objection pursuant to this subsection, the
Administrator will terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue
the permit after taking the following actions:

SC-811997/8110o71.wp
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(A)
Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in
writing of the reasons for any such action.
{B) ·· Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on
the Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
252:100-8-7.4.~
Revocations
lgl~ Revocation of a per.mit or
per.mit Per.mi~ reveeatieft without

authorization under a general
reissuance. The DEO agency may
revoke permits or authorizations under a general permit and not
reissue them when:
·
~~ there exists at the permitted facility unresolved
noncompliance with applicable requirements or a condition of
the permit or authorization, and the permit.tee refuses to
undertake an enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the
noncompliance;
~~ the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts
relevant to issuance of the permit or authorization or submits
false or misleading information to the DEO agency or the
Administrator administrator;
lJl~ the permittee has failed to comply with any requirement
under OAC 252.100 9 252:100-5 to pay fees; or
lil~ the permittee has failed to pay a penalty owed pursuant
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or
schedule of compliance.
ill-+2+ Revocation procedures.
The DEO agency shall give notice
to the permittee of its intention to revoke a permit without
reissuance. This notice must state that within 30 days· of the
receipt of the notice the permittee may request a contested case
hearing be held on the proposed action, except that the DEO
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If the
permittee requests. a contested case hearing, the DEO agency shall
hold the hearing in accordance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act.
(i)
PUblic partieipa~ieft• See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, S2 14 101 et
se~. aad OAC 252.2 15.
252:100-8-7.5.~

-

Judicial review
Any final action in granting or denying an application for a
permit, permit amendment or modification, or permit renewal shall
be subject to judicial review in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant or
permittee, or by any affected state or other person who
participated in the public comment process. Except for
authorizations under General Permits, judicial review is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
including minor modifications and administr?tive actions.
If no
public comment procedure was employed for the action under
cha~lenge, an application for review may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. The opportunity for judicial
review provided for in this subsection shall be the exclusive
IC-III'II87111C10.71.WP
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means for obtaining judicial review of any permit action.
( ;t) _No application for judicial review may be filed more than
90 days following the final action on which review is sought
unless the grounds for review arose at a later time, in which
. case the. application for review shall be filed within g.g_ days
of the date on which the grounds for review first arose and
review shall be limited to such later-arising grounds.
(2) Any application for judicial review shall be limited to
issues that:
(A)
were raised in '•iritten comments filed with the DEQ
Agency or during a public hearing on the proposed permit
action (if the grounds on which review is sought were known
at that time), except that this restriction shall not apply
if the person seeking review was not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action; and
(B)
are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
(3)
For purposes of this section, "final action" shall
include a failure by the DEQ Agency to take final action to
grant or deny an appli"cation within the time specified in this
Chapter.

~.

252:100-8-8.
Permit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This section applies only to specific Tier II
and III applications for Part 70 operating permits and permit
actions that have not been waived from compliance with this
section by the Administrator.
(b)
Format.
To the extent practicable, information provided to
the EPA by applicants shall be in computer-readable format
~
compatible with EPA's national database management system.
(c)
Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records .
required by this section and will submit to the Administrator
such information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter.
(d) Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA.
For Part 70 Tier II and III applications subject to this
section, the DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also
provide a copy to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a
permit application summary form and any relevant portion of the
permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof.
(e)
Transmittal of notice of draft permit to affected states.
See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-5-112(E); 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14101 et seq.; and eAe 252:2-15.
(f)
Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1)
Tier II applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ
shall review public comments, revise the draft permit as
appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later
than 60 days before the issuance deadline established in eA8
252:2-15-72 or, if none, by this Chapter.
(2)
Tier III applications.
For Tier III applications, the
DEQ shall prepare a proposed permit according to 27A o.s.supp.
SC.Ct199718110.7J.wp
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1995, § 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review upon the
publication of notice of an administrative permit hearing
opportunity.
(g)
Notice of non-acceptance.
As part of the DEQ's submittal
of a revised draft permit (Tier II) or a proposed permit (Tier
III) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the Administrator
and any affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to
accept all recommendations for the revised draft permit or
proposed permit that the affected State submitted during the
review period. The notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not
accepting any such recommendation. The DEQ is not required to
accept recommendations that are not based on applicable
requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h)
EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from
the EPA that it will not object to:
(1)
A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application,
the DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the
DEQ shall issue the proposed permit as final unless an
administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
(i) EPA review and objection.
(1)
Timing.
Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
subsection, no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of this
section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its
issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the revised
draft permit (Tier I) or proposed permit (Tier III) and all
necessary supporting information.
(2)
For.m of objection. An EPA objection shall include a
statement of the Administrator's reasons for objection and a
description of the terms and conditions that the permit must
include to respond to the objections.
(3) Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the
following also shall constitute grounds for an objection:
(A)
Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section;
(B)
Submit any information necessary to review adequately
the revised draft permit (Tier II) or the proposed permit
(Tier III); or
·
(C)
Process the permit application according t·o the uniform
permitting requirements of GAG 252:2~15.
·
(4)
Copy.
The Administrator will provide the permit
applicant a copy of the objection.
(5)
DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the
applicant and shall either:
(A)
Amend per.mit. Amend the permit and submit for approval
an amended draft (Tier II) or proposed (Tier III) permit to
EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's objection, or
; (B)
Give notice and issue.
Determine that one or more
revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent with applicable
state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA
IC-11'1897111110o71.wp
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accordingly within 90 days following the date of the
Administrator's objection, decline to make those particular ·~
revisions and:
(i}. issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II)
as ·final, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requested.
(6)
Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90
days after the date of the EPA objection, to amend and
resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit in response to
the objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit
in accordance with the requirements of EPA's Part 70
regulations.
(j)
Public petitions to the Administrator. If the Administrator
does not object in writing under subsection (h) of this section
any person that meets the requirements of this subsection may '
pet1tion the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of
the Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection.
Any such petition shall be based only on objections to the permit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the public comment period provided for in 9A€ 252:002-15, unless the
petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such
objection arose after such period.
If the Administrator objects
to the permit as a result of a petition filed under this
subsection, the DEQ shall not issue the permit until EPA's
objection has been resolved, except that a petition for r~view
does not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements
if the permit was issued after the end of the 45-day review
period and prior to an EPA objection.
If the DEQ has issued a
permit prior to receipt of an EPA objection under this
subsection, the Administrator will modify, terminate, or revoke
such permit, and shall do so consistent with the procedures in
eAe 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 except in unusual
·
circumstances.
If the DEQ revokes the permit, it may thereafter
issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection.
In
any case, the source will not.be in violation of the requirement
to have submitted a timely and complete application.
(k)
Effect on Tier III administrative per.mit hearing. When a
public petition or an EPA objection is registered on a proposed
permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit hearing has
been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 214-101 et seq., the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the
hearing involving cross-examination until EPA objections are
resolved or determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.
252:100 8 9.
Per.mit fees
[NOTE: The contents of this Section
were moved to 252:100-5 and 252:100-8-1.7]
(a) Definitions. '!'he follmdng \mrds and terms, ·,:hen used in
this Section, shall have the following meaning, unless the
SC-811997/1111CHI. wp
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context c1carly indicat:es othen:ise-:
(1)_
Aet:ual emiseiesn means t:he total amount of regu1atee
pollutant(for fee calculation) effiitt:ed from a given facility
during a part:icular calendar year, as det:ermincd by mct:hoda
contained in OAC 252:100 8 9(d).
(2) •Allewahle em!ssiees• meaae t:he tota1 amouat: of regulated
pollutant (fer fee calculation) effiitted baaed en limits contained
in a federally enferceaJale permit or pot-ential to emit.
: (3) nBm!ssiea iaveet:ery" means a compilation of the total of
all point source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for
all regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) at a given
faei1ity.
(4) 0 0oasamer Price IadeK" means an index determined by the
U.S. Department of Labor measuring the change in the coot of
typical ~iage earner purchases of goode and services expressed as
a percentage of the cost of these same geode and services in a
base period.
.
(b) Fee required. The owners or operat:ors of Part 70 sources
shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover the part: 70
program coste. The permitting authority shall eaeure t:hat any
fee required by these rules will be l:laed solely fer part: 70 . --·
program coste.
(e) Applicability. A Part 70 oource shall be subject to fee
requirements of'this section on January 1, 1995, and as of this
date shall no longer be sl:lbject to the major sol:lrce annl:lal
operating fee specified in 252:100 7 4 (b) (1) (A).
(d) Fee schedule fer Part 70 seureesc
(1) A&aual fees. The annual fee shall be calculated on a
source specific basis and may be based on either actual or
allo•.table emissions at the option of the owner or operator
paying·the fee as set forth in the facility emissions
inventory. Fees shall be based on emission invent:oriee
submitted in the previous calendar year. ·(For CJcample, fee
invoiced during calendar year 1995 shall be based upon
inventory data covering the calendar year 1993).
(A)
Annual fees shall be determined according to the
following:
.
(i) where only one basis fer fee assessment, i.e. only
actual, or only allo'll•'alale is reflected by the in t"'Cntery,
that: basis shall be used for invoicing; or
(ii) ~.·here both actual and allowable emission are
rcflcet:ed on the inventory, the lesser of the tl>'O shall
be used.
(B) Annl:lal fees shall be as follouo:
(i) Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part: 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated
air pollutant.
(ii) The annual operating fcc shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
'llfh:ich the Consumer Price IndeJc for the most recent
calendar year ending before the beginniag of such year
0

7
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differs from the Consumer Price IndeJe for the calendar
year 1994. The Consumer Price Indme for any calendar
year is the average of the Consumer Price Index for all
urban consumers published by the Department of Labor, as
of the close of the t\•'elve month period -ending- on August
31 of each calendar year.
(iii)
Reg-ulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in
excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a part
70 source shall not be considered in the calculation of
the annual fee.
(2)
Pe~it precessing fees.
Permit processing fees shall be
as follmm:
(A)
Initial Part 70 permit
$2,000.
(B)
Renmval Part 70 permit
$1, 000.
(C)
Significant Part 70 Permit ~4od.
$1, 000.
(D)
Hiner Part 70 Permit ~4odification
$ 500.
(B)
The Part 70 Temporary Permit
.$1, 000.
(F)
Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation
$ 500 .
Payment • Fees \dll be paid by check or money order made
.(3)
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality fund or upon delegation,
to the appropriate revic\ving ag-ency. Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of iwroicc.
Fees shall be considered delinquent
3 0 days from the date of billing-, at \•'hich time simple
interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one half percent
(1 1/2\) per month on any amount unpaid.
The Department shall
allm1 a grace period of one hundred and twenty days from the
date of billing before issuing- any administratiTre order and
assessing- a reasonable· ·administrative fine in accordance ·.vith
the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A 0.8. 1993
Supp. Sec. 2 5 101 ct seq., as amended.
(4)
Emissions i~Jentery. The O\mer or operator of any Part
70 source shall by April 1, 1994, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory on forms
obtained from the Agency.
These inventories, covering- the
previous calendar year, \vill be used for the purpose of
calculating the annual operating fcc.
The methods of
calculation to be utilized in the development of an emission
inventory shall be in accordance ·.lith the methods described in
OAC 252.100 7 4(e).

........

PART 9.
PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS

[NOTE: Was 252:100-7-30 through 37]
252:100-8-30.

Applicability

The new source requirements of this Part, in addition. to the
requirements of OAC 252.100 7 15 through 252:100 7 18 and
252.aoo 8, Parts l, 3, 5, and 7 of this Subchapter, if
applicable, shall apply to the construction of all major
stationary sources and major modifications as specified in eA€
SC-8119971811G-71.WP
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252.100 7 31 252:100-8-31 through 252.100 7 33 252:100-8-33.
follo~ving and are effective upon adoption of this Subchapter by
OlElahoma: Except that the requirements of this Part ~vill not be
necessary for sources required to meet the permit requirements of
the Uaite_d St;ates Ew.;ironmental: Protectioft Agency under Title 40
Part 52.21 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Sources subject to
this Part are also subject to the operating permit provisions
contained in Part 5 of GAG 252:100-8, Operating Permit Program
(Part 70) Permits for Maior TSP Facilities, or Part 7, Permits
for Part 70 Sources.
252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terrns.when used in this Part shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Actual emissiea• means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
~dth the follo~dng.
(A)
In general,. actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at ~."hich the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a t~m year period
~.-hich precedes the particular date and ~.-hich is representative
of normal source operation. The revie~.-ing authority may allm.the use of a different time period upon a determination that
it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
proce·ssed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source
tests, or by beat engineering-judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
(B)
The revimdng authority may presume that source specific
allm.-able emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.·
(C)
For any emissions unit ~ihich has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions .shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date. [NOTE:
in SC-1]
.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment
which interferes with the management, protection, preservation or
enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This determination must be made by the DEO Air Quality
Division on a case-by-case basis taking into account the
geographic extent. intensity, duration, frequency and time of
visibility impairments, and how these factors correlate with:
lAl times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
lHl the frequency and timing of natural conditions that
reduce visibility. [NOTE from 252:100-7-36(a)]
•A.llewable emissieas" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable limits ~.-hich
SC--811H718C1G-7l.WP
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restrice. the operating rate, or hours of operaeion, or both) and
the moot stringeet of ehe fo±±owing.
(A)
the app±icah±e staedards as set forth ie 40 CFR Parts 6~
aed 61;
-· (B)
the applicah±e State rule alle·,ila'Ble emissiens 1 ei,
(C)
the emissioeo rate specified as an eeforceahle permit
condition. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Baseline area" means any areas designated as attainment or
unclassifiable in which the major source or maior modification
establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or
would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 ug/m3
(annual average) of the pollutant for which the minor source
baseline date is established.
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentrati~n
level which exists in the baseline area at the time of the
appl-icable minor source baseline date.
(A) A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and
shall include:
·
(i)
the actual emissions representative of sources in
existence on the applicable minor source baseline date,
except as provided in (B) of this definition.
(ii) the allowable emissions of major sources which
commenced construction before the major source baseline date
but were not in operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date.
(Effective May 11, 1991)
(B)
The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase(s):
(i)
actual emissions from any major source on which
construction commenced after the major source baseline date;
and,
(ii) actual emissions increases and decreases at any source
occurring after the minor source baseline date.
(Effective
May 11, 1991)
"Baseline date" means:
(A)
for major sources,
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
January 6, 1975, and,
(ii) in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988; and,
(B)
for minor sources, the earliest date after the trigger
date on which a maior source or major modification (subject to
40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100 7 252:100-8, Part £ 9) submits a
complete application.
The trigger date is:
=
.
(i)
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7, 1977, and
(ii) in the case of nitrogen oxides, February 8, 1988 .
. (Effective May 11, 1991)
naeg1n actual eonatruet1on" meaes, 1e geeerax, lfilclaclOu of.
physical on site constructioe aceivitieo on ae emissioao unit
~:hich are of a permanent nature.
Such activities iec±ude, but
•
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are not limited to, installation of building supports and
foundations, laying of underground piper.iOrlE, and construction of
permanent storage structures. With respect to a change in method
of operation this teFHI: refers to those on site activities, other
than preparatory actiYitieo, ._..~ie~ marJe the initiation of the
change. [NOTE: in SC-1]
•Beee availahle eeatrel teeh&elegy" means the control
technolo§'Y to be applied for a major source or modification is
the beet that is aYailable as determined by the Enecutive
Director on a ease basis talting into account energy, en
vironmental, coots and economic impacts of alternate control
systems. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Building, structure,· facility or installation" means all of
the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person
or persons under common control. Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the same
two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, ~ ~, as amended by the 1977
Supplement.
"Cemmeaeeu as applied to construction of a major source or
major modification means that the o._mer or operator has all
necessary preconstruction approYalo or permits and either has.
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction of the source, to be completed Hithin a
reasonable time; or,
(B) entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, -..-fl:ich cannot be eancelled or modified ..iithout
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
uithin a reasonable time. [NOTE: in SC-1]
ucempleeen in reference to an application for a permit, means
that the application contains all the infoFmation necessary for
proceooiag the application. Designating an application complete
for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the revie~iing
authority from requesting or accepting any additional
information. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Ceastruetie& 0 means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection,
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
-.ih:ich 'fvould result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: in SC1]

nEmiesieBs unie" means any part of a source ··vhich emits or
uould have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Federal land manager" means the Secretary of the department
with-authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved from 252:100-8-36(a)]
nFug=iti·:·e emiseieaeu means those emissions ~vhich could not
SC-81'1997/8110=7J.WP
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reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Inn-ovative co:atrol technology" means any system of air
pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated in
practice, but ·.muld haYe a substantial likelihood of achieving
greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in
current practice or of achieYing at least comparable reductions
at lo·,ier cost in terms of energy, economics, or non air quality
environmental impacts. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Major med:i:ficatie:a" means any physical change in or change in
the method of operation of a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
(A)
Any net emissions increase that is significant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
030ne.
(B)
A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include.
(i)
routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
(ii)
use of an alternate fuel or ra~ .. material by reason of
any order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and BnYironmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal .Pm.-er Act.
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or
rule under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act.
(iY)
use ·of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the e:n:tent .that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
-,.
'tiaste.
(v)
Use of an alternate fuel or raH material by a source .
which:
(I)
the source ~.-as capable of accommodating before
January 6, 1975, unless such change ·..·ould be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation ·..·hich ~o'as
established after January 6, 1975; or,
(II)
the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 UFR 52.21 or OAC 252.100 7.
(vi) An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate, unless such change .,,.ould be prohibited
· under any enforceable permit limitation "•ihieh ~.-as
established ·after January 6, 1975.
(vii)
Any change in source ownership. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Major stationary source•• means any source which meets any of
the following conditions:
(A) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more
of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(i)
carbon black plants (furnace process),
(ii)
charcoal production plants,
(iii)
chemical process plants,
(iv)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),

-,
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coke oven batteries,
fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion combination
thereof) totaling more than 250 million BTU per
hour heat input,
(vii)
fossil fuel~fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(viii)
fuel conversion plants, .
glass fiber processing plants,
(ix)
(x)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
iron and steel mill plants,
(xi)
(xii)
kraft pulp mil~s,
(xiii)
lime plants,
(xiv)
municip~l incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day,
(xv)
petroleum refineries,
(xvi)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xvii)
phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
(xix)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx)
primary copper smelters,
(xxi)
primary lead smelters,
(xxii)
primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii)
secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv)
sintering plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi)
taconite ore processing plants.
(B) Any other source not on the list in (A) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
(C) Any physical change that would occur at a source not
otherwise qualifying as a major source under (A) and (B) of
this definition if the change would constitute a major source
by itself.
(D) A major source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major for ozone.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena
against which any changes in visibility are measured in t'erms
of visual range, contrast or coloration. [NOTE: From 252:1008-36(a)]
·
nHeeessary preee&struetie& approvals er permies 11 meaH:s those
peFmits or appro¥als required UH:der all applicable air quality
coH:t:rol la'I•'S aH:d rules. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The·amount by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
(i)
any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
; source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decre.ases in actual emissions
at the source that are contemporaneous with the particular
(v)

(vi)
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change and are otherwise creditable.
.An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase.from the particular change occurs.
(C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under OAC 252.100 7, Part 3 252:100-8, Part
2, which permit is in effect when the increase in. actual
emissions from the particular change occurs.
(D) An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the
amount of maximum allowable increases remaining available.
(Effective May 11, 1991)
(E) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(F) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
(i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii)
it has approximately the same qualitative
significance for public health and welfare as that
attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(G) An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown period,
not to exceed 180 days.
"PeteRtial te emit" means the mmeimum capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control e~uipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its design if the limitation or the effect it 'imuld havC?
on emissions is enforceable.
Secondarr emissions do not count 1n
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: in SC-1]
nseeendary emieeieRe" means emissions 'i•·hich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itse_lf.
For the purposes of 0}\C 252:10 0 7, Part 5 secondary
emia-sions must be specific, ·..·ell defined, quantifiable, and
..
impact the same general areas as the source or modificatiofi ry;h1ch
causes the secoB:dary emissioB:s. Secondary emissioBs may include,
(B)
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but are not limited to:
(A)
emissions from trains coming to or from the ne'"' or
modifi·ed stationary source, and,
(B)
emissions from any offsite support facility which ..., auld
not otheruise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
of the construction or operation of the major source oi;-······· -··modification. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Significant• means:
(A)
In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential
of a source to emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of
emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
·
(i)
carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(ii)
nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(iv)
particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate matter
emissions or 15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
(v)
ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
(vi)
lead: 0. 6 tpy,
(vii)
asbestos: 0.007 tpy,
(viii) beryllium: 0.0004 tpy,
(ix)
mercury: 0 . 1 tpy,
(x)
vinyl chloride Chloride: 1 tpy,
(xi)
fluorides: 3 tpy,
(xii)
sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2 S): 10 tpy,
(xiv)
total reduced sulfur (including H2 S): 10 tpy, and
(xv)
reduced sulfur compounds (including H2 S): 10 tpy.
(B) Notwithstanding (A) of this definition,. "significant"
means any em.issions rate or any net emissions increase
associated with a major source or modification which would
construct within 6 miles of a Class I area, and have an impact
on such area equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3 (24-hour
average).
•seaeieftary seeree• means any building, structure, facility or
installation uhich emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
OOC 252.100. [NOTE: in SC-1]
.
"Visibility impairoment• means any humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration)
from that which would have existed under natural conditions.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-36(a)]

·:rasulf.

-

-

252:100-8-32. Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which ~
Part 5- of this Subchapter i.s applicable are determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants.
(1) Size.
(A)
Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
~that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
SC-111H7/1110.71.wP
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net emissions increase, significant and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-31 and 252:100-1.
(B)
~At such. time that a particular source or
modification becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation
in any enforceable permit-1-imi-Eat-ion 't>"hich was ·established
after August 7, 1980~ on the capacity of the source or
modification otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
OAC 252:100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18 and OAC 252.100 7,
Part 7 252:100"-8, Parts 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 shall apply to that
source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
(2)
Location.
(A)
Sources and modifications which are major in size and
proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as attainment or unclassified for any applicable
ambient air standard are subject to the prevention of
significant deterioration ~ requirements.
(B)
Those sources and modifications locating in an
attainment or unclassified area but impacting on a
nonattainment area may also be subject to the requirements
for maier sources affecting nonattainment areas in 252:1008, Part 11 of OAC 252:100 7, Part 7.
252 :100-8;..33. Revimt, applicability ana Oltemptien.s Exemptions
(a) Exemptions from PSD requirements. PSD requirements do not
apply to a particular source or modification do not apply if:
(1)
It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
(2)
The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit. and is a source other than one of the ·follmiing
categories:
(A)
carbon black plants (furnace process), One of the
categories listed in {A) {i) through {xxvi) under the
definition of "Maior stationary source" in 252:100-8-31, or
(B)
charcoal production plants,
(C)
chemical process plants,
(D)
coal cleaning plants (t,,·ith thermal dryers) ,
(E) · coke ov·cn batteries,
(F)
fossil fuel boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(G)
fossil fuel fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
(II)
fuel conversion plants,
(I)
glass fiber processing plants,
(J)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(K)
iron and steel mills,
(L)
kraft pulp mills,
• (H)
lime plants,
(~l)
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
SC-811997111C1D-71.wp
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(0)
(P)

petroleum refineries,
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
· storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q)
phosphate roc]E processing plants.,
(R)
portland cement plants,
(S)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
('l')
pri~ary copper smelters,
(U)
primary lead smelters,
(V)
primary :ainc smelters,
(W)
secondary metal production plants,
(X)
sintering plants,
(¥)
sulfur recovery plants,
(Z)
taconite ore processing plants, or
~ A
any other stationary source category which, as of
AUgust 7, 1980, is being regulated by federal Ncr:,,·
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) NSPS or National
Emission Standards for Ila:aardouo Air""PO'i'lutants
(NBSII:APS) NESHAP.
(3)
The source or modification is a ~ portable stationary
source which has previously received a permit under the PSD
requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary new
location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I
area or an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
(b)
Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
Jll~ The requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35 252:100-8-35 are
not applicable if the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, would be temporary and impact no Class I area and
no area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
m~ The requirements of OAC i52.100 7 35 252:100-8-35 are
not applicable to the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, to a modification of a major source that was in
exis·tence on March 1, 1978 if the net increase in allowable
emissions of each regulated pollutant, after the application
of best available control technology, would be less than 50
tons per year.
~
Exemption from monitoring requirements. .
Jll~ The monitoring requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35
252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular pollutant if
the emission increase of the pollutant from a new source or
the net emissions "increase of the pollutant from a
modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts
less than the following listed amountsr or are pol~utant
concentrations that are not on the list.
~*>- Carbon monoxide - 575 ug/m3 , 8-hour average,
JJU..~ Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ug/m3 , annual average,
.i£l,.-f3+ Particulate matter - 10 ug/m3 , TSP, 24-hour average,
or 10 ug/m3 PM-10, 24-hour average,
Sulfur dioxide -13 ug/m3 , 24-hour average,
Ozone - see lHL ~ below,
Lead - 0.1 ugyffi3 , 24-hour 3-month average,
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J..ill......f-:7-t- Mercury- 0.25 ug/m 3 , 24-hour 3 average,

---

(H) +a+ Beryllium - 0. 0005 0. 001 ug/m , 24-hour average,
Fluorides - 0.25 ug/m3 , 24-hour average,
~~
Vinyl chloride - 15 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
ill+H+ Total reduced sulfur -~~-O·t:lg/m 3·, 3·1-hottr• average,~~
Hydrogen sulfide - 0.04 0.2 ug/m , 1-hour average,
or
Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour
average.
~~
No de minimis air quality level is provided for
ozone. However, any net increase of 100 tons per
year or more of volatile organic compounds subject
to PSD would be required to perform an ambient
impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data.
121. The requirements for air quality monitoring in GAB
252:100 7 35 {b) through 252:100 7 35 (d) 252:100-8-35 (b) , (c)
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was ·subject to Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on 'June 19, 1978"'= if a permit application in accordance
,;ith OAC 252.100 7 is was submitted before June 8, 1981 and
the Executive Director subsequently determines determined
that the application as submitted was complete except for ~
respect to the requirements of GAG 252.100 7 other than those
in OAC 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8
35(b), (c) and (d) (2) and .vvith respect to the requirements for
.such analyses at 40 GFR 52.21 (m) (2) as in effect on June 19,
~.
Instead, the latter requirements in 40 CFR 52.21(m) (2}
as in effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to ttfl¥ such source
or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33 (f)] ·
lJl The requirements for air quality monitoring in GAB
252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100 8-35(b), (c),
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was not subiect to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978"'= if a permit application in accordance with
GAG 252.100 7 is was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines determined that the
application as submitted was complete, except for uith respect
~the requirements in GAG 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7
35 (d) 252:100-8-35 (b), (c) and (d) (2). [NOTE: was 252:100-733 (g))
l1l The Executive Director shall determine if the
requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in GAG
252.100 7 35(a) 252:100-8-35(a) through 252.100 7 35(d)
252:100-8-35(c} and 252:100-8-35(d} (2) may be waived for a
particular source or modification when the owner or operator
of the source or modification submits an application for a
permit was submitted on or before June 1. 1988 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines that the
application. except \vith respect to for the requirements for
monitoring particulate matter under GAG 252.100 7 35(a)

ill-t#
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252:100-8-35(a) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8 35(c) and
252:100-8-35(d) {2), was complete before that date. [NOTE: was
252':10"0-7-33 (i)]
l2l The requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
GAG 252.100 7 35{b} 252:100-8-35(b?4 _Jc]z (d) (2)_ an~ Jd> (6)
t:fl::f'e\:i~h 252.100 ~ 3S(dland 252~:t=e~ 3S{al shall apply to a
partic\:ilar source or modification if the. e~mer er operator eE:
the source er modification s\:ibmito an application for a permit
was submitted after June l, 1988 and no later than December 1,
1988. The data shall have been gathered over·at least the
period from February l, 1988 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete in accordance with the provisions
of GAG 252.100 7 33(b) 252:100-8-33{b) (1), except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period (not to be less than 4 months) , the data
required by GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) (1) and
252:100 7 3S(c) 252:100-8-35(c) shall have been gathered over
that shorter period. [NOTE was 252:100-7-33(j)]
~4e+ Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring
requirements. If a complete permit application for a source or
modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the requirements for best available control technology in GAG 252:100 7 34
252:100-8-34 and for monitoring in GAG 252.100 7 35(a) 252:100-835(a) through 252.100 7 JS(f) 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-835(d) (2) through 252:100-8-35(d) (4) are not applicable. Instead,
the federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect
on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or
modification.
·
(f) The requirements fer air quality meniterin!J iH GAG 252.100
7 35(b) threu!Jh 252:100 7 35(d) shall net apply te a particular
source er medificatieH that 'lias oubj eat te Federal 40 GFR 52.21
as in effect eH JuRe 19, 1978 if a permit application in
acce:f'dance ~iith GAG 252.100 7 is submitted before June 8, 1981
and the EJeecutive Director subsequently determines that the
application as submitted ~iao complete 'ldth respect te the
requirements ef GAG 252.100 7 other than these in GAG 252.100 7
35 (b) threu!Jh 252.100 7 35 (d) qtnd ~iith respect te the
requirements fer o\:ich analyses at 40 GFR 52.21 (m) (2) as in
effect en June 19, 1978. Instead, the latter requirements shall
apply te aey ouch source er modification. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (2) l
(!J) The requiremeHts fer air quality meniterin!J in GAG 252.100
7 35(b) threu!Jh 252.100 7 35(d) shall net apply tea particular
sou:f'ce er modification that ~~as net subject te 40 GFR 52.21 as in
effect en June 19, 1978 if a permit application in accordance
~iith OAG 252.100 7 is submitted before JuRe 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines that the application
as submitted ·.~as complete, eJecept \iith respect te the
·
requirements iH GAG 252.100 7 35(b) threu!Jh 252.100 7 35(d).
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-33(c) (3)]
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~~ Exemption of modifications.
As specified in the
applic~ble definitions of GAG 252.100 7 31 252:100-8-31 and

252:100-1, the requirements of O..."..C 252:100 7 252:100-8, Part 59--....
for PSD and 252:100 7 252:100-8, Part f 11 for nonattainment =
areas...are not applicable to .a. modification if the existing source.- ·-·
was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition to
that existing minor source is major in its own right.
(i)
'Ph:e Bleecutiv·e Director shall determine if the requiremeats
for air quality monitoring of PH 10 in GAG 252.100 7 35(a)
through: 252.100 7 35(d) may be waived for a particular source or
modificatioa ~..hen the mmer or operator of the source or.
modificatioa submits an applicatioa for a permit on or before ·
June 1, 1988 aad the BJeecutive Director subsequently determines
that the application, eJEcept ·.lith respect to the requirements for
monitoriag particulate matter uader GAG 252.100 7 35(a) through:
252.100 7 35(d), uas complete before that date. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (4)]
(j)
'Phe· requirements for air quality monitoring of PH 10 in 0}\:G
252.100 7 35(b) through 252:100 7 35(d) and 252.100 7 3S(h) shall
apply to a particular source or modification if the mmer or
operator of the source or modification submits aa application for _
a permit after June 1, 1988 and no later than December 1, 1988.
'Ph:e data shall have been gathered over at least the period from
February 1, 1988 to the date the application becomes oth:eniise
complete in accordance ~dth the provisions of OAG 252 ..100 7
33 (b) , eJecept that if the BJeecutiv·e Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished \dth
moaitoriag data over a shorter period (not to be less than.4
moath:s), the data required by GAG 252.100 7 35(b) aad 252.100 7
3S(c) shall have beeR gathered over that shorter period. [NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-33 (c) (5)
(k) ·For any application that becomes complete, eJecept as to the
requirements of GAC 252.100 7 35(b) through: 252:100 7 3S(d)
pertaiaing to monitoriag of PP4 10, after December 1, 1988 and no
later than August 1, 1989, the data that GAG 252:100 7 35(b) and
252.100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over at least
the period from August 1, 1988 to the date the application
becomes oth:endse complete, mecept that if the BJeecutiye
Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished ~lith moaitoring data ov=er a shorter period (not to be
less than 4 months), the data that GAG 252.100 7 35(b) and
252.100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. {NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-35(d} (3} (B)]
.
(1)
With respect to aay requiremeats for air quality monitor~ng
of P~4 10 uader GAG 252 .100 7 33 (i) aad 252 .100 7 33 (j) , the m ..ner
or. operator of the source or modification shall use a mo~itoring
method approved by the BJEecutive Director and shall est1mate the
ambieat coacentrations of PH 10 usiag the data collected by such
approved monitoring method in accordance ~iith estimating
procedures approved by the Bnecutive Director. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-35 (d) (1)]
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Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of eAe
252.100 7 35 252:100-8-35 and 252:100 7 36 252:100-8-36 do not
apply: to·a source or modification with respect to any maximum
allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator
of the source or modification submitted a completed application
for a permit before February 8, 1988 .
.isl.~ Exemption from increment consumption.
Excluded from
increment consumption are the following cases:
(1)
Concentrations from an increase in emissiops from any
source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and
(b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of
1974 (or any superseding legislation), or by reason of a
natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act. Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan.
(2)
Emissions of particulate matter from construction or
other temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources.
(3) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance
from any source.

-

252:100-8-34. Best available control Cefttrel technology
(a) A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to
be applied is the best that is available (i.e., BACT as defined
herein for each regulated pollutant that it would have the
potential to emit in significant amounts) .
(b) A major modification must demonstrate that the control
technology to be applied is the best that is available for each
regulated pollutant for which it would be a significant net
emissions increase at the source. This requirement applies to
each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions increase in
the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
(c)
The determination of best available control technology shall
be made on a case by case basis taking into account costs and
energy, environmental and economic impacts.
(d)
For phased construction·projects the determination of best
available control technology shall be reviewed and modified at
the discretion of the Executive Director at a reasonable time
but no later than 18 months prior to commencement of construction
of each independent phase of the project. At such time the owner
or operator may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of any
previous determination of best available control technology.
252:100-8-35. Air quality impact evaluation
(a) Application contents. Any application for a permit shall
contain, as the Executive Director determines appropriate, an
evaluation of ambient air quality in the area that the source or
modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
IC-811887111110o71.wP
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(1)
for a new source, each regulated pollutant that it would
have the potential to emit in a significant amount;
(2} for a major modification, each regulated pollutant for
which it would result in a significant net emissions increase.
(b) .. Continuous~monitoring-..data.. -Bor -visibility and any
pollutant, other than volatile organic compounds, for which an
ambient cdr quality standard does eJEist exists, the evaluation
shall contain continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to
determine whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or
contribute to a violation of the applicable ambient air quality
standard.
For any such pollutant for which a standard does not
exist, the monitoring data required shall be that which the
Executive Director determines is necessary to assess the ambient
air quality for that pollutant in that area.
(Amended 7-9-87,
effective 8-10-87)
(c)
Increment consumption. The evaluation shall demonstrate
that, as of the source's start-up date, the increase in emissions
from that source, in conjunction with all other applicable
emissions increases or reductions of that source, will not. cause
or contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations exceeding
the remaining available PSD increment for the specified air
contaminants as determined by the Executive Director.
J.Q1_ Monitoring.
---~ Monitoring method.
With respect to any requirements for
air quality monitoring of PM-10 under GAG 252.100 7 33(i)
252:100-8-33(c) (4) and 252.100 7 33(j) 252:1oo.:.8-33(c) (5), the
owner or operator of the source or modification shall use a
monitoring method approved by the Executive Director and
shall estimate the ambient concentrations of PM-10 using the
data collected by such approved monitoring method in
accordance with estimating procedures approved by the
Executive Director. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(1}]
l2l+d} Monitoring period. The required monitoring data shall
have been gathered for a time period of up to one year and
shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data collected for a time
period shorter than one year (but no less than four months) or
for a time period other than immediately preceding the
application may be acceptable if such data are determined by
the Executive Director to be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be
complete and adequate for determining whether the source or
modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air quality standard or consume more than
the remaining available PSD increment.
l..J.l:fe+ Monitoring period exceptions.
---(A)
For any application which becomes complete except as to
the monitoring requirements of OAC 252:100 7 35(b) 252:100; 8-35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8-35(c} and 252:1008-35(d) (2), between June 8, 1981 and February 9, 1982, the
data. that GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) and 252.100 7
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35(c) 252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over
the period from February 9, 1981 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that:
.
lib~ If the source or modification would have been
major_for that pollutant und~r Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, any monitoring data shall.have
been gathered over the period required by those
regulations.
'
liil~
If the Executive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
monitoring data over a shorter period, not to be less
than four months, the data that GAG ~5~.100 7 35(b)
252:100-8-3S(b) and ~52.100 7 35(e) 252:100-8-3S(c)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter
period.
(iii)~
If the monitoring data would relate exclusively
to ozone and would not have been required under Federal
40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, the
Executive Director· may waive the otherwise applicable
requirements of o~c ~52.100 7 35(e) 252:100-8-3S(d) (3) (A)
to the extent that the applicant shows that the.
monitoring data would be unrepresentative of air quality
over a full year.
·
lRl For any application that becomes complete, except as to
the requirements of OAC ~52.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b), (c)
and (d) (2) ehrou§h 252.100 7 35(d) pertaining to monitoring
of PM-10, after December 1, 1988 and no later than August 1,
1989. the data that~ 25~.100 7 3S(b) 252:100-8-3S(b) and
(c) 252.100 7 3S(c) require shall have been gathered over at
least the period from August 1. 1988 to the date the
application becomes otherwise complete, except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period(not to be less than 4 months), the data that
OAC 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) and 252:100 7 3S(e)
252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(k)]
Jib~ Ozone post-approval monitoring.
The application for a
source or modification of volatile organic compounds ~hich
satisfies all conditions of OAC 25~.100 7 54 252:100-8-54 may
provide post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of
providing preconstruction data as required under OAC ~5~:100
~ 252:100-8-35.
121~ Post-construction monitoring.
The applicant for a
permit for a new source or modification shall conduct, after
construction, such ambient monitoring and visibility
monitoring as the Executive Director determines necessary to
determine the effect its emissions may have, or are having, on
a~r quality in any area.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
~~ Monitoring system operation.
The operation of
monitoring stations for any air quality monitoring required
SC-811997111(10.71.wp
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under Part ~ ~ of this Subchapter shall meet the requirements
o~ 40 CFR 58 Appendix B.
+3:+ "ldr quality models.
(1) Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required
'"- under Part -5- .2. of this Subchapter for estimates of arnbi.e:atconcentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality
models, data bases and other requirements specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAQPS 1.2-080, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1978 and subsequent
revisions.
(2) Where an air quality impact model specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models is inappropriate, the model
may be modified or another model substituted, as approved by
the Executive Director. Methods like those outlined in the
Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality Models, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1977 and subsequent
revisions, can be used to determine the comparability of air
quality models.
~~ Growth analysis. ·Upon request of the
Executive Director
the permit application ~hall provide information on the nature
and extent of any or all general commercial, residential,
industrial and other growth which has occurred since August 7,
1977 in the area the source or modification would affect. The
permit application shall also contain an analysis of the air
quality impact projected for the area as a result of general
commercial, residential and other growth associated with the
source or modification.
lsi~ Visibility and other impacts analysis.
The permit
application shall provide an analysis of the impairment to
visibility, soils and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification. The Executive Director may require monitoring of
visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed new
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means as the Executive Director deems necessary and
appropriate.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)

m

252:100-8-36. Source impacting Class I areas
(a) :Defiaitioae. The felle·,dng 'if+"'rds and terms, when 'tised in
this Section, shall have the follo~iing meaning, 'tinless the
contCJct clearly indicates otherwise:
(1) •Adverse impact oa ?ieibility" means visibility
impairment which interferes uith the management, proteet:ion,
1
•
preservat~on or cn]oyment O= tnc v~s~cor e v~e'tia: eJ~er~encc
of the Federal Class I area. This determination m'tist be made
by the Air Q'tiality Dbrision on a ease by case basis taking
into account the geographic e:>ctent, intensity, duration,
frequency and time of visibility impairments, and hmv these
factors correlate with:
~ (A)
times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area, and
{B) the frequency and timing of natural conditions t:hat
reduce visibility. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
'
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(2)
"Federal land manager" means the Secretar); of the
department .,,.ith authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative .. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
(3)
"Installation" means an identifi~ble piece of process
equipment. (Amended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
[NOTE: in sc1]

(4)
"Nat~ral eeeditiees"
a~ainst •,.·£tich any chang=ee
of visual ran~e, contrast

mean naturally occurrin~ phenomena
in visibility are measured in terms
or coloration. [NOTE: Moved to

252: 100-8-31]
(5)
"TJisibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual ran~e, contrast and
coloration) from that Toihich Toiould have eJdsted under natural
conditions. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
~~ Per.mits issuance.
Permits may be issued at variance to
the limitations imposed on a Class I area in compliance with the
procedures and limitations established in State and Federal Clean
Air Acts.
· ·
Jhl.fe+. Impact analysis required. The permit application for a
proposed new source or modification will contain an analysis on
the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source. The Executive
Director shall notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the
receipt of any such analysis and include a complete copy of the
permit application. Any analysis performed by the Land Manager
shall be considered by the Executive Director provided that the
analysis is filed with the DEO Air Quality Division within 30
days of receipt of the application by the Land Manager. Where
the Executive Director finds that such an analysis does not
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Executive Director that
an adverse impact on visibility will result in the Federal Class
I area, the Executive Director will, in any notice of public
hearing on the permit application, either explain his decision or
give notice as to where the explanation can be obtained.
Further, upon presentation of good and sufficient information, by
a Federal federai ~ ±and Manager mana~er, the Executive
Director may deny the issuance of a permit for a source,
emissions from which will adversely impact areas heretofore or
hereafter categorized as Class I areas even though the emissions
would not cause the increment for such Class I areas to be
exceeded.
252:100:..8-37. Innovative control technology
(a) An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or
modification may request the Executive Director in writing to
approve a system of innovative control technology.
(b)
The Executive Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
(1)
The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
1Cof111997111C1G-71.wp
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its operation or function.
(2)
The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous
_
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for best available control technology under 9Ae
... 2S:i:L.%QQ.::7 34 252:100-8-34 by a date specified ~y ...the .
______
Executive Director. Such date shall not be later than 4 years
from the time of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance.
(3}
The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in GAG 252.100 7 15 through 252:100 7 18
Parts 1. 5 and 7 of this Subchapter and 252:100 7 36 252:1008-36 based on the emissions rate that the source employing the
system of innovative control technology would be required to
meet on the date specified by the Executive Director.
(4}
The source or modification would not, before the date
specified, cause or contribute to any violation of the
applicable ambient air standards, or impact any Class I area
or area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(5} All other applicable requirements including those for
public review have been met.
·
(c)
The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under GAG 252.100 7
~ 252:100-8-37, if:
(1}
The proposed system fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous reduction rate; or,
(2}
The proposed system fails before the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk.to public health,
welfare or safety; or,
(3} 'The Executive Director decides at any time that the
~
proposed system is.unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
(d)
If a source or modification fails to meet the required level
of continuous emissions reduction within the specified time
period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with eAC
252.100 7 37(c) 252:100-8-37(c), the source or modification may
be allowed up to an additional 3 years to meet the requirement
for application of best available control technology through the
use of a demonstrated system of control.

PART 11.

MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-8-50. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Section Part, in addition
to the applicable requirements of OAG 252.100 ~through
252:100 7 18 and GAG 252.100 8 Parts 1, 3, 5 and 7 of this
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all major sources
and~major modifications affecting designated nonattainment areas
as specified in GAG 252.100 7 51 252:100-8-51 through 252.100 7
-5-3- 252:100-8 53., and are effective upon adoption of this
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Subchapter by Oklahoma. BJccept that the requirem.ents of Part 7
of this Subchapter ·,;ill not be necessary for sources required to
meet the·permit requirements of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency under Title 40 Part 52.24 of the Code of
Federal ·RegHlations. Sources subject to this Part \vhich are Part
70 ·e"otirces are· also subject to the pro=r,dsiem·e· of= Ch¥J 2Si! .1'90 e.· ·· -·Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
0
Actual emissionsn means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
\dth the follmdng.
(A) In general, actual· emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at .,.·hich the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a t·,,ro year period
\vhich precedes the operation. The revi9wing authority may ·
allo\: the use of a different time period upon a determination
that it is more representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated_using the unit's actual
operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions_may also be determined by source
tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
(B) The rmde\ll'ing authority may presume that source specific
allo~:able emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit .,..hich has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date. [NOTE:
in SC-1]
8
Allowable emissions" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable limits ~ll'hich
restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and
the most stringent ·of the follm:ing:
(A) the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61,
(B) the applicable State rule allo\.·able emissions, or,
(C) the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Be~iB actual eoastruetioan means, in general, initiation of
physical on site construction activities en an emissions unit
which are of a permanent nature. Such activities include, but are
·not limited to, installation of building supports and
foundations, laying of underground pipm:erlt, and construction of
permanent storage structures. With respect to a change in method
of operation, this term refers to those on site activities, other
than preparatory activities, ~ll'hich mark the initiation of the
252:100-8-51.
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change.

in SC-1]
'Bui~ding, structure, faeilityn means all of the
.-...
pollu~ant emitting activities ~~hich belong to the same industrial
group1ng, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacen&
properties,.a:nd ..are. under the.eofttr:el.o£ the same person (or
persons under common control) .
Pollutant emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same "Hajor Croup" (i.e., \~hich have the same
t'im digit code) as described in. the Standard Industrial
Classif~cation P4anual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
[NOTE:

1

[NOTE:

1n

SC-1]

"Cemmenee" means, aq applied to con.struction of a major
stationary source or major modification, that the mmer or
operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits
and either has.
(A)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction. of the source, to be completed \dthin a
reasonable time, or,
(B)
en.tered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, \mich cannot be canqelled or modified 'fdthout
substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertalre a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
\~ithin a reasonable time.
[NOTE: in SC-1]
"Construetionn means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection~
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
·..·hich ~muld result in a change. in. actual emissions. [NOTE: in sc-

1]

"Emissions unit" means any part of a source ,,·hich emits or
·.muld have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation. ·[NOTE: in SC-1]
nFugitive emissions" means those emissions ~~hich could net
reasonably pass· through a stack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally equbralent opening. [NOTE: in SC-1]
ninstallationu means an identifiable piece of process
equipment. [NOTE: in SC-1]
0 Lowest aehie·rable emissions rate" means the control
technolo~f to be applied to a major source or modification \~hich
the BJcecutive Director, on a case by case basis, determines is
achievable for a source based en the lo\~est achievable emission
rate achieved in practice by such category of source (i.e.,
lm;rest achievable emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean
Air Act). [NOTE: in SC-1]
nMajor modifieationu means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation. of, a major source .that ~~auld result
in a significant n.et emissions increase of any pollutant subject
to regulation.
(A)
Any net emissions increase that is significant for
velatilc organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone.
(B)
}'J;; physical change or change in the method of operation
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shall aot iaclude:
{i}
routiae maiateaaace, repair aad replacement;
(ii )' use o~ aa aH:eraate fuel or ra\•' material by reasoa 0 ~
any order under Sectioas 2(a) and {b} o~ the Eaer!JY Supply
aad Environmeatal Coordination Act o~ 1974 (or aay
·
superseding legislation) or by reason o~ a natural ~as
curtailment plaa pursuant to the Federal Pmier Act,
(iii) use o~ aa alternate ~uel by reasoa o~ aa order or rule
uader Section 125 o~ the Federal Cleaa Air Act,
{iv) use o~ an alteraate ~uel at a steam ~eneratin~ uait to
the eJttent that the ~uel is generated ~rom municipal solid
'iiaste,
(v} Use o~ aa alteraate ~uel or ra\v material by a source
\vhich.
(I}
the source \iae capable o~ accofftfftodatin~ be~ore
December 2i, 1976, ualeee such chaage ...,.ould be prohibited
under any ea~orceable permit limitatioa 'ivhich \vas
established a~ter December 21, 1976, or,
(II) the source ig approved to use under aay permit ·
issued uader 40 CFR 52.~a·or OAC 252.100 7.
(vi} An iacreaee ia the hours o~ eperatioa er ia the
productioa rate ualess ouch chaage ·.muld be prohiaited uader aay ea~orceaale permit limitatioa \ihich \ias established
a~ter December 21, 19.76, or
(vii}
aay chaa~e ia source mmership. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Majer st:at:ie&ary se'Ureen meaas:
(A)
any stationary source o~ air pollutants \o'hich emits, or
has the peteatial to emit, 100 tone per year or more o~ any
pollutaat suaject to regulatioa, er,
{B)
any physical chaa~e that \veuld occur at a source not
quali~ying under (A) o~ this de~iaition as a major source, if
the change uould constitute a major source ay itoel~.
(C)
~or o2oae, a source that is major ~or volatile orgaaic
compouade shall ae coaeidered major. [NOTE: in SC-1]
•Necessary preee&st:ru:etieft approvals or permits• means those
permits or apprm1als required under .all air quality control la\VS
and rules. [NOTE: in SC-1]
•Net emissie&s iRerease" meaas.
{A) The amouat by 'lffiich the sum o~ the ~ollmv.iag. mtceedo
2ero.
1'\
•
•
•
•
•
,
t1;
any 1ncrease
1n
actua:c, em1ss1ons
z:rom a part1cu:car
physical chaage or chaage ia the method o~ operation at a
source, and,
(ii} any other increases aad decreases ia actual emiosioa at
the source that are contemporaaeous uith the particular
change· aad are other.doe creditable.
(B) An iacrease or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous 'ivith the iacrease ~rom the.particular chaage
o:Rly i~ it occurs \vithia 3 years be~ore the date that .the
iacrease ~rom the particular chaage occurs.
(C} An iacrease or decrease in actual emissioae is creditable
~
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only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
~ssu~ng a permit under GAG 252:100 7, Part 7, Hhich permit is
1n effect ,.~en the increase in actual emissions from the
particular change occurs.
(D)
An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(E)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
metent that :
{i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allmmble emissions, \17hichever is lmt'er, meceeds the n 0117
level of actual emissions,
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii) the revimt'ing authority has not relied on i't in
issuing any permit under State air quality rules· and
I •
\
•
\...
t1VJ 1t nas apprmdmately the same qualitative significance
for public health and \t'elfare as that· attributed to the
increase from the particular change.
(F) An increase that results from a pl:lysical change at a
source occurs ....heR the emission unit on ..t'hich construction
occurred becomes operational·and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. ..''illy replacement unit that requires sha1Eedmm
becomes operational after a reasonable shalEedmm period, not
to exceed 180 days. [NOTE: in SC-1]
"Potential. to emit" means the maJdmum capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the t}~e or amount
of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its desigR if the limitation or the effect it ....ould have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining 'the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: in SC-1]
0 Reeonetruetion" means the replacement of components of an
mdsting source ('<17hich \dll then be treated as a nmv source for
purposes of Part 7 of this Subchapter) to the metent that \vill be
determined by the EJeecutive Director based on:
(A)
the fileed capital cost (the capital needed to provide all
the depreciable components) of the ne\•' components mceeeds 50\'
of the fileed capital cost of a comparable entirely nm·· source,
and,
(B)
the estimated life of the source after the replacements
is comparable to the life of an entirely nmt' source, and,
(C) the extent to \t'hich the components being replaced cause or
contribute to the emissions from the source. [NOTE: in SC-j_]
"Resource reeev·ery :facility" means any facility at ....hich solid
•..aste is processed for the purpose of eJetracting, converting to
enc::f•gy, or othendsc separating and preparing solid 'rj;aste for
reuse.
Energy conversion facilities must utiliae solid ,,·aste to
provide more than 50 percent of the heat input to be considered a
I
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resource recovery facility under Part 7 of this Subchapter.
[NOTE: in SC-1]
useeonaary emieeione 0 means emissions ~Mich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but ae not come from the source or modification
itself. For the purpose of OAC 252.100 7, Part 7, secondary
emissions must be specific, ~.-ell aefinea, quantifiaele, ana
impact the same general areas as the source or modification "··hich
causes the secenaary emissions. Secondary emissions may include
..::1
I
eut are net l1m1teu
to:
(A)
emissions from trains coming to or from the nc·-.· or
modified stationary source, ana,
(B)
emissions from any offsite support facility ~··hich ..., auld
not othcr\;isc be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the-major source or
moaificatien. [NOTE: in SC-1]
•significant• means, in reference to a net emissions increase
or the potential of a source to emit any of the following
pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of
the following rates:
(A} Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy},
(B)
Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(C) Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(D)
Particulate matter:
1~ tpy of PM-10 emissions,
(E) Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
(F)
Lead:
0.6 tpy.
0 Stationary eouree 0 means any builaing, structure, facility or
installation '•l"hich emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
regulation. [NOTE: in SC-1]
'

--

I

252:100-8-52. Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part ~
11 of this Subchapter arc applicable are determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
(1}
Size.
(A}
Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts. These.
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary sourc·e, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant, and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-51 and 252:100-1.
(B)
At such time that a particular source or modification
becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in any ·
enforceable permit limitation which was established after
August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification
otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on
hours of operation, then the requirements of OAC 252.100 7
15 through 252.100 7 18 ana Part 7 Parts 1, 3, 5, 7 and 11
~of this Subchapter shall apply to that source or
modification as though construction had not yet commenced on
it.
SC-a/1117/IIC10.71.wp
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(2)

Location.
(A)
Sources and modifications ~vhich that are major in size .-..
and proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as nonattainment for any applicable ambient air
standard are subject to the requirements for.the
nonattainment area, if the source or modification is major
for the nonattainment pollutant(s} of that area.
(B)
In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 5
of this Subchapter} would be applicable if any other
regulated pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant
is emitted in significant amounts by that source or
modification.
(3)
Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing
or contributing to NAAQS violation.
.
(A}
A proposed major source or major modification that
would locate in an area designated attainment or
unclassifiable is considered to cause or contribute to a
violation of the national ambient air quality standards when
such source or modification would, as a minimum, exceed the
following significance levels at any locality that does not
or would not meet the applicable national standard:

Pollutant
802

Concentration, ug/m 3
Averaging Time (hours}
Annual
24
8
3
1. 0
5
25

PM-10

1. 0

N0 2

1.0

co

1

5

500

2000

(B)
Sources of volatile organic compounds located outside a
designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed to have
no significant impact on the designated nonattainment area.
If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source
location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be
granted its permit since the area has not yet been
designated nonattainment.
(C)
Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on
a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in
GAG 252.100 7 52(3) 252:100-8-52(3) are exempted from the
condition of GAG 252.100 7 54(4) (A) 252:100-8-54(4) (A).
(D)
The determination whether a source or modification will
cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable ambient
air standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate matter or
carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of
the proposed new source's start-up date by an atmospheric
simulation model. For sources of nitrogen oxides the model
can be used for an initial determination assuming all the
nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the
time the plume reaches ground level, and the initial
concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate data

.-..

.
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are available to account for the expected oxidation rate.
(E)
The determination as to whether a source would cause or
contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air
standards will be made on a case by case basis as of the new
source's start-up date. Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the
new source would not cause a new violation.
(F)
Sources causing a new violation of applicable ambient
air standards as determined by the .Executive Director but
not contributing to an existing violation, will be approved
if both of the following conditions are met:
(i) . The new source is required to meet a more stringent
emission limitations and/or the control of existing
sources below allowable levels so that the new violation
of ambient standards does not occur.
(ii) The new emission limitation limitations for the new
source, as well as for any existing sources affected, are
enforceable under t~Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air
Acts.
252:100-8-53. Exemptions
(a)
Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a particular
source or modification locating in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if:
(1) The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the following
categories:
(A)
carbon black plants (furnace process),
(B)
charcoal production plants,
(C)
chemical process plants,
(D)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(E)
coke oven batteries,
(F)
fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(G)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
(H)
fuel conversion plants,
(I)
glass fiber processing plants,
(J)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(K)
iron and steel mills,
(L)
kraft pulp mills,
(M)
lime plants,
(N)
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
(0)
petroleum refineries,
(P)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(Q)
phosphate rock processing plants,
SC-111997111110o71.wP
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(R)
(S)
(T)
(U)
(V)
(W)
(X)
(Y)
(Z)
(AA)

portland cement plants,
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters,
primary lead smelters,
primary zinc smelters,
secondary metal production plants,
sintering plants,
sulfur recovery plants,
taconite ore processing plants, or
any other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by federal Hew
Source Performance Standards (NSPS)· NSPS or National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air----roTlutants
(:NE:SIIF.s:PS) NESHAP .
(2)
A source or modification was not subject to 40 CFR Part
51, Appendix S (emission offset interpretative ruling) as in
effect on January 16, 1979 and the source:
(A)
obtained all final federal and state construction
permits before August 7, 1980;
(B)
commenced construction within 18 months from August 7,
1980 or any earlier time required by the State
Implementation Plan; and,
(C)
did not discontinue construction for a period of 18
months or more and completed construction within a
reasonable time.
(b)
Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (see definition of 11 potential to emit" in GAe
252:100 7 51) 252:100-1). However, upon determination of the
Executive Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on
the basis of its direct emissions, the applicable requirements
must also be met for secondary emissions but the source would be
exempt from the conditions of OAC 252:100 7 52(3) (F) 252:100-852(3) (F) and OAC 252.100 7 54(1) 252:100-8-54(1) through 252.100
7 54(3) 252:100-8-54(3). Also, the indirect impacts of mobile
sources are excluded.
(c) As specified in the applicable definitions, the requirements
of Part 5 9 for PSD and Part ~ 11 for nonattainment areas of this
Subchapter=are not applicable to=a modification if the existing
source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed
addition to the existing minor source is major in its own right.
252:100-8-54. Requirements for sources located in nonattainment
areas
In the event a major source or modification would be
constructed in an area designated as nonattainment for a
pollutant for which the source or modification is major, approval
shall be granted only if the following conditions are met:
(1)
The new source must demonstr.ate that it has applied
control technology which the Executive Director, on a case by
case basis, determines is achievable for a source based on the
lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved in practice by

.-..,
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such category of source (i.e., lowest achievable emission rate
as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act) .
(2):
r"f the Executive Director determines that imposition of
an enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasible, due
to technological ox economic limitations on measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination. thereof, may be prescribed as the
emission limitation rate.
(3)
The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by such person
in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meeting all steps on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
(4)
The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
(A)
the emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permitted in the area do not exceed the planned
growth allowable for the area designated in the State
Implementation Plan;·or,
(B)
the total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the region and the emissions from the proposed. source will
be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
date of construction permit application so as to represent
further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air auality standards in the problem area.
(5)
The owner or operator may present with the application an
analysis of alternate sites, sizes and production processes
for such proposed source.

SC..It19718110.71.WP
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APPENDIX I. INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES LIST
COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT
* Stationary reciprocating engines burning natural gas, gasoline,
aircraft fuels. or diesel fuel which are either used exclusively for
emergency power generation or for peaking power service not exceeding
500 hours/year
Space heaters, boilers, process heaters, and emergency flares less
than or equal to 5 MMBTU/hr heat input (commercial natural gas) .
Emissions from stationary internal combustion engines rated less
than 50 hp output
Emissions from gas turbines with less than 215 kilowatt rating of
electric output
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION
* Emissions from fuel storage/dispensing equipment operated solely
for facility owned vehicles if fuel throughput is not more than 2.175
gallons/day, averaged over a 30-day period
*Storage tanks with less than or equal to 10.000 gallons capacity
that store volatile organic liquids with a true vapor pressure less
than or equal to 1.0 psia at maximum storage temperature
* Bulk gasoline or other fuel distribution with a daily average
throughput less than 2.175 gallons per day, including dispensing,
averaged over a 30-day period
Gasoline, diesel fuel, aircraft fuel, and fuel oil handling
facilities, equipment, and storage tanks except those subject to New
Source Performance Standards and standards in 252:100-37-15, 39~30,
39-41, and 39-48. or with a capacity greater than 400 gallons
Emissions from condensate tanks with a design capacity of 400
gallons or less in ozone attainment areas
Emissions from crude oil and condensate marine and truck loading
equipment operations at crude oil and natural gas production sites
where the loading rate does not exceed 10,000 gallons per day averaged
over a 30-day period
* Emissions from crude oil and condensate storage tanks with a
capacity of less than or equal to 420.000 gallons that store crude oil
and condensate prior to custody transfer
* Emissions from storage tanks constructed with a capacity less
than 39.894 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure less than
1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature
ANALYSIS/LABORATORY ACTIVITIES
Additions or upgrades of instrumentation or control systems that
result in emissions increases less than the pollutant quantities
specified in 252:100-8-3 (e) (1)

NPSl\DOCS\SC-8\X(l0-7) .NP
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EQUIPMENT
Alkaiine/phosphate washers and associated burners
Cold degreasing operations utilizing solvents tnat are denser than
air
* Welding and soldering operations utilizing less than 100 pounds
of solder and 53 tons per year of electrodes
Wood chipping operations not associated with the primary process
operation
*Torch cutting and welding of under 200,000 tons of steel
fabricated per year
REMEDIATION
Site restoration and/or bioremediation activities of < 5 years
expected duration
Hydrocarbon contaminated soil aeration pads utilized for soils
excavated at the facility only
Emissions from the operation of groundwater remediation wells
including but not limited to emissions from venting, pumping, andcollecting activities subject to de minimis limits for air toxics
(252:100-41-43) and HAPs (§112(b) of CAAA90)
SOLID WASTE
* Non-commercial water washing operations (less than 2,250
~
barrels/year) and drum crushing operations of empty barrels
less than or equal to 55 gallons with less than three percent by
volume of residual material
Hazardous waste and hazardous materials drum staging areas
Sanitary sewage collection and treatment facilities other than
incinerators and Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW)
Stacks or vents for sanitary sewer plumbing traps are also included
(i.e., lift station)
Emissions from landfills and land farms unless otherwise regulated
by an applicable state or federal regulation
COATINGS
* Automobile body shops located in an ozone attainment area
emitting less than 5 tons/year of volatile organic solvents
Electrophoretic process coating application operations (i.e., oaint
bath positively charged, painted object negatively charged)
* Surface coating operations which do not exceed a combined total
usage of more than 60 gallons/month of coatings. thinners. and cleanup solvents at any one emissions unit
MISCELLANEOUS
Exhaust systems for chemical, paint, and/or solvent storage rooms

..-....
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or cabinets. including hazardous waste satellite (accumulation) areas
Hand wiping and spraying of solvents from containers with less than
1 liter capacity used for spot cleaning and/or degreasing in ozone
attainment areas
* Activities having the potent. i..al. t.g emit __no. mcx:e .J:.ha.n ..5 TPY
(actual) of any criteria pollutant (see instructions in Title v
application)

*

Appropriate records of hours, quantity, or capacity must be kept on
the activity to verity its insignificance.

WP51\DOCS\SC-8\I(10-7).KP
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APPENDIX J. TRIVIAL ACTIVITIES LIST

TRIVIAL ACTIVITIES
Tff!S IS AN INTERIM LIST AWAITING
EPA APPROVAL. Unless otherwise
regulated, the list follows:
.L..

~

J...,_

.i.:..
2....

~

L..

1L..
~

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
~

16.
17.

ll.:..
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

US~NG

Lawn care (noncommercial)
Weed control {noncommercial)
Pest control (noncommercial)
wood working (saw-cutting, staining
& varnishing) {noncommercial)
Janitorial services
Sweeping (Floor Sweep)
Insulation installing or removal
(non-asbestos)
.
Acid washing (maintenance clean~ng)
caustic washing (maintenance
cleaning)
Abrasive blasting
Steam cleaning
Application of refractory &
insulation (calcium silicate, etc.)
Welding, brazing. soldering for
maintenance purposes
Use of adhesives for maintenance
purooses
Grinding. cutting, sanding for
maintenance purposes
seal replacement (i.e., manhole
gaskets)
Removal of basic sediment & water
from collection/storage systems
(i.e .. clarifiers)
·
·
Roof coating, service. and repair
Hydraulic or hydrostatic testing
Plastic or fiberglass welding or
repair
Paving of roads, parking lots. and
other areas
Office emissions (photocopying,
blueprint copying, photograph
processes)
OUtdoor recreational emissions
(campfires. barbecue pits)
Open burning for the purpose of
land management (must get
permission from Air Quality
Enforcement even though exempt from
permitting)
Air conditioning or comfort
ventilation systems. to include
space beating, not regulated under
Title VI of the Clean Air Act
E$issions from laundry care
equipment processing bedding,
clothing or other fabric items.
These include dryers. extractors, &
tumblers. NOT CLBANXNG OPBRAT~ONS
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(10-7).WP
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cleaning)
Surface coating for maintenance
purposes such as roll/brush/pad
coating, painting with aerosol
cans. spray airless. and
conventional spray painting
Emissions from lube oil. seal oil,
or hydraulic fluid storage tanks
and equipment as long as not
emitting VOCs or HAPs
Lubricating pumps, sumps, and .
systems
Fuel storage tanks less than or
equal to 10.000 gallons capacity
having a true vapor pressure at
storage conditions less than 1.5
psia. This includes Fuel Oils Nos.
2 - 6. Nos. 2-GO - 4-GO. Diesel
'Fuel Oils Nos. 2-D - 4-D, and
Kerosene.
Storage and use of chemicals unless
otherwise regulated by an
applicable state or federal
regulation. These chemicals
include. but not limited to: alum,
ammonia, biocides. corrosion
inhibitors, dechlorination
chemicals. inorganic salts, acids
or bases to include caustic and
sulfuric acid, coagulants,
flocculants. precipitants,
surfactants, anti-foam chemicals,
sealing inhibitors. oxygen
scavengers. phosphates.
polyelectrolytes. limestone slurry,
lime and·lime slurry, flue gas
desulfurization system slurry, and
sulfur slurry; propane and
acetylene under pressure
Mobile source emissions from cars,
trucks. forklifts. courier
vehicles, front loaders, graders,
cranes. carts, hydrostatic and
hydraulic testing equipment,
maintenance trucks, helicopters,
locomotives, marine vessels,
portable generators moveable by
hand, portable pumps. portable air
compressors. portable welding
machines, and portable fuel tanks
Other on and off road mobile
sources (i.e. coal stacker &
reclaimer)
Well servicinq/workover rigs and
associated equipment
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Well drilling rigs and associated
equipment
Aircraft ground support (AGE)
equipment, including but not
limited to portable power
genE!:t"at·ors·; lights, and·JrvAC
support
Vehicle exhaust from maintenance or
repair shops
Storage and use of products or
equipment for maintaining motor
vehicles operated at the site
(including but not limited to
antifreeze and fuel additives) not
regulated under Title VI. CFC rules)
Analysis/laboratory activities
emissions from the following: air
contaminant detectors. air
contaminant recorders, combustion
controllers, combustion shut-off
devices, product analyzers,
.laboratory analyzers, continuous
emissions monitors, other analyzers
{eg., water quality), and emissions
associated with sampling
activities. Also, emissions from
bench scale laboratory equipment
and laboratory equipment used
exclusively for chemical and
physical analysis, including
assorted vacuum producing devices
and vents but NOT lab fume hoods or
vents
~ions from non-contact cooling
towers (cooling water that has not
been in contact with other
materials or fluids containing
regulated air pollutants)
Emissions from tanks containing
separated water produced from oil
and gas operations
Water and wastewater treatment and
transportation system
Pit, ponds, sumps, or wastewater
conveyance facilities
Emissions from skimmer pits,
oil/water separators, and
maintenance of filter separators
Emissions from the removal of
sludge or sediment from pits,
ponds, sumps, or wastewater
conveyance facilities
Site assessment work, including but
not limited to, the evaluation of
waste disposal or remediation sites
Emissions from fire or emergency
response equipment and training to
include use of fire control
equipment including equipment for
testing and training, engines used
exclusively for firefighting, and
open burning of materials or fuels
KP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l0-7).WP
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associated with firefighting
training. Buildinqs burned f~
firefighting training must st
adhere to NESHAP for Asbestos.·. .
Emissions from instrument systems
utilizing air or natural gas · ----~
Vent emissions from gas streams
used as buffer or seal gas in
rotating pump and compressor seals
Emissions from natural gas
odorizing activities
Emissions from pneumatic starters
on reciprocating engines, turbines,
compressors, or other equipment
Emissions from pipeline maintenance
pigging activities
Emissions from residential housing
units, dormitories, and multifamil'
dwellings to include fuel burning
for the purposes of heating except
prohibited open burning
Woodworking utilized for hobby
purposes or maintenance of grounds
or buildings
.
.
Commercial gasoline dispensin~
stations, including those located
within the physical boundaries of a
Title V source, unless otherwise
covered by applicable state and
federal regulations
Sealing or cutting plastic film or
foam with heat or wires
Carbon dioxide blasting equipP~.
in degreasing or depainting
High pressure water depainting
operations and aqueous industrial
spray washers
Equipment used for inspection of
metal products
Die casting machines
Foundry sand mold forming equipment
to which no heat is applied, and
from which no organics are emitted
Vacuum cleaning systems used
exclusively for industrial,
commercial. or residential
housekeeping purposes, except those
systems used to collect particulate
matter subject to 252:100 and
hazardous and/or toxic air
contaminants
Industrial and/or municipal
wastewater treatment processes
(excluding combustion or
incineration equipment) , storage
silos for dry material(sludges),
· composting, or'grease trap waste
handling or treatment
Outdoor kerosene heaters
Equipment used exclusively to mill
or grind coatings and holding
compounds where all materials
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charged are in paste form (unless
HAP emission)
Gas flares or flares used solely to
indicate danger to the publ~c (e.g.
road hazard)
Mai~:ac.nea c- upkeep, ana..-··· ..
replacement types of activities,
including those not altering the
capacity of process, COmbUStion or
control equipment, and which do not
increase regulated pollutant
emissions unless subject to NESHAP
or NSPS
Emergency relief vents. stacks and
ventilating systems except any with
potential to emit vinyl chloride
located at a facility where
ethylene dichloride, vinyl chloride
and/or polyvinyl chloride are
produced or any emergency relief
vents. stacks and ventilating
systems for which a NESUAPs· has not
been established
Herbicide and pesticide activities
except for manufacturing and
formulation for commercial sale
Cold storage refrigerator equipment
Equipment associated with
electrical power transmission which
do not involve fuel-burning
activities using transformers and.
substations
Industrial battery recharging and
maintenance operations for
batteries utilized within the
facility only
Warehouse activities including the
storage of packaged raw materials
and finished goods
Lubricants and waxes used for
machinery and other equipment
lubrication and emission from
lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
storage tanks and equipment
Environmental field sampling
operations
Asbestos and lead renovation,
demolition, and disposal operations
(NESHAP Subpart M for Asbestos
still applicable)
Road sanding and salting operations
Runway and aircraft de-icing
activities, including de-icer
storage tanks unless otherwise
regulated
Boiler water treatment operations
Non-routine clean out of tanks,
lift stations, ·and equipment for.
the purposes of worker entry or in
preparation for maintenance or
decommissions
Sampling connections used
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l0-7).WP
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exclusively to withdraw materials
f~r testing and analysis, including
a~r contaminant detectors and vent
linea
Equipment used exclusively for
rolling, forging, pressing,
·----spinning, drawing, or extruding
either hot or cold metals unless
their emissions exceed any
applicable regulated amount
Ozonization process or process
equipment including ozone
generation for water treatment
processes
Unpaved roadways and parking areas
Machine blowdown with air for
cleaning/maintenance
Sanitary sewerage and storm water
runoff collection systems
iroissions from the blowdown of
compressors or other vessels
containing natural gas or liquid
hydrocarbons for the purpose of
maintenance due to emergency
circumstances
Covered cold solvent degreasers not
subject to federal emission
standards (e.g. NESHAPs or NSPS)
Compressed gas cylinders and gases
utilized for equipment calibration
and testing
Fire extinguishers and fire
extinguishing systems
Solid' waste landfill operations
Gravel, sand and dirt storage for
use in on-site conStruction
proiects
Ultrasonic cleaning operations
which do not utilize volatile
organic compounds
Molten salt bath descaling
operations
Emissions from dredging pits,
ponds, sumps. or other wastewater
conveyance facilities
8missigns from engine crankcase
vents and equipment lubricating
sumps
Touch-up painting operations where
paints/coating§ are applied at less
than one quart per hour
Procespes used for the curing of
fiberglass or paint products.
Emissions from components (e.g.
valves, connectors. pump seals,
etc.) additions regulated by a
fugitiye monitoring program where
the total increase ip less than one
ton pe~ year of any criteria
pollutant or the de minimis set
forth in 252:100-41-43. The
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component additions must be
identified in the next scheduled
monitoring report required by the
applicable requirements.
Fugitive emissions of jet fuels
associated with aircraft fuel cell
and fuel bladder repair
RCRA Solid Waste Management Units
subject to 40 CFR Part 265, Subparts
AA, BB, and CC
Operations previously determined to
be de minimis pursuant to 252:100-72 (b) (3) or 252:100-41-43 Cal (5)
De minimis refrigerant releases
Deaerator units associated with
boilers or hot water heating systems
Natural gas water heating systems
for fixed vehicle wash racks
Storage tanks, reservoirs. and
pumping and handling equipment of
any size containing soaps, vegetable
oil grease animal fat and
nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions.
provided appropriate lids and covers
are utilized
Equipment used to mix and package
soaps, vegetable oil. grease, animal
fat, and nonvolatile aqueous salt
solutions, provided appropriate lids
and covers are utilized
Equipment used exclusively to
slaughter animals. but not including
other equipment at slaughterhouses,
such as rendering cookers, boilers,
heating plants, incinerators, and
electrical power generating
Electric or steam-heated drying
ovens and autoclaves, but not the
emissions from the articles or
substances being processed in the
ovens or autoclaves or the boilers
delivering the steam
Carbon monoxide lasers. used only on
metals and other materials which do
not emit HAP in the process
Laser trimmers using dust collection
to prevent fugitive emissions
Shock chambers
Humidity chambers
Solar simulators
Process water filtration systems
and demineralizers
Demineralized water tanks and
demineralizer vents
Fugitive emissions related to
movement of passenger vehicles
provided the emissions are not
counted for applicability purposes
or any required fugitive dust
control plan or its.eguivalent is
submitted
I
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MINUTES
AIR.QUALITY COUNCIL
October 21, I 997
Tulsa City County Health Department Auditorium
4616 East 15th Tu Isa, Oklahoma

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Meribeth Slagel!
Gary Kilpatrick
1. William "Bili'Fishback
David Branecky
Sharon Myers

Staff Present
Larry Byrum
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffinan
Scott Thomas
Linn Wainner
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Morris Moffett
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Marilyn Andrews

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for October 21, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance door
of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch -aye. Ms. Andrews and Dr. Canter were absent.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Branecky to approve the Minutes
and second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms.
Slagel! - abstain; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Meeting Schedule - Mr. Breisch entertained motion to approve the 1998 Meeting Schedule as
proposed. Ms. Myers made the motion with the second being made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Ro11 call
as fo11ows: Mr. Fishback -aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick -aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. (Note: Dates proposed were February 18, Apri/21, June 16,
August 18, October 20, December 15).

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED!

As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position
on the proposed changes to the rule.
After discussion and comments by Council and audience, Mr. Breisch stated that staff
recommendation was to close the comment period as of October 21 and vote on SC 5, along with
SC 7 and SC 8, at the next regularly scheduled meeting in December. He entertained motion as
such.
Mr. Fishback wanted to be leave a portion of SC5 open for the subcommittee report
discussion because the fees would have to be changed by the December meeting in order that the
DEQ_,·,~:oard could take action.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion that SC 5 be closed with the exception of consideration of the
operating fee for Title V Part 70 sources remaining open. Mr. Fishback seconded the motion.
With no other comments or discussion, Mr. Breisch asked for roll call. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Fishback- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr.
Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51 and
Title 27 A, Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on
the proposed rule.
Ms. Buttram pointed out that staff was charged with not only simplifying and clarifying the rule,
but also incorporating the new permit continuum which takes into account the environmental
impact, emission levels, and source categories in Oklahoma. Ms. Buttram then pointed out the
areas of change to the rule.
Mr. Byrum opened the floor for discussion. Kyle Arthur, representing the Small Business
Assistance Panel, offered the Panel's support for the proposed changes. Ms. Barton, CASE,
asked if the EPA representatives were satisfied with the proposed changes. EPA had no
comment.
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After discussion and comments from Council and audience, Mr. Breisch entertained motion to
continue the hearing to the December 16 Air Quality Council meeting to be voted on along with
SC 8 and SC 5. Ms. Slagell made that motion and second was by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Fishback -aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) (AMENDEDJ
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 2 7A,
Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staff position on the
proposed rule.
Dr. Sheedy stated that it was staff's o~jective to correct deficiencies listed in the approval ofthe
interim Title V Program to incorporate case-by-case MACT requirements; to incorporate permit
continuum; as well as to clarify, simplify, and streamline the rule. Dr. Sheedy advised that staff
recommendation was that the hearing on the revisions be continued to Council's December 16
meeting.
Mr. Byrum opened the floor for discussion and comments. Ms. Barton complimented
staff on the monumental task accomplished making these changes.
Mr. Breisch entertained motion to continue this item to the next meeting on December 16 and
that the comment period would remain open. Ms. Myers made this motion with second being
made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback -aye; Ms. Slagell -aye; Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:10041-15 CONTROL OF EMISSIONS OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC
AIR CONTAMMANTS PART 3: HAZARDOUS AIR CONTAMINANTS
-15 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
(AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 51, and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to·
give staff recommendations.

(:;.;--"\,"\..

Dr. Sheedy pointed out that the hearing on the proposed revisions to 252: 100-41-15 was
continued from the August 19, 1997 AQC meeting. She noted that revisions were made based
on comments received. Dr. Sheedy outlined proposed changes to 252:1 00-41-15(a) as follows:
3

update the adoption of National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (N ESHAP) by
adopting by reference the N ESHAP as found in 40 CFR Part 61 as they existed on 7/1197 with the
exception of the NESHAP which address radionuclides and are contained in Subparts B, H, 1, K,
Q, R, T, and Wand Appendices D and E.
Changes to 252: 100-41-15(b) were to adopt by reference the General provisions contained in 40
CFR Part 63, Subpart A and the all the Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT)
standards as they existed on July I, 1997.
She advised that adoption of this rule was necessary to obtain delegation of the Title III program
and to enable Air Quality Division to include MACT standards in Title V permits. Staff
reccomended that the Council forward and recommend these provisions to the Enviromnental
Quality Board to be adopted as both emergency and permanent.
Ms. Barton, CASE, felt that a summary of the rules would be advantageous to the public for
better understanding to those who do not have copies of written text.
Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to recommend this rule to the Board. Mr. Kilpatrick moved to
approve the proposed revisions to SC 41 and recommend them to the DEQ Board for both
emergency and permanent adoption. Second was made by Ms. Slagell. With no further
discussion, roll call was taken as follows: Mr. Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick
- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
Mr. Fishback added a further note for the record pointing out staffs intentions to revisit annually
around July 1 to provide an update of the appropriate NE~HAP regulations. Byrum affirmed and -...
pointed out that July 1 coincides with publication in the Federal Register.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-40 and OAC 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
[AMENDED}
As protocol officer, Larry Byrum convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 51, and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes. Mr. Byrum called upon Ms. Barbara Hoffman to give
staff recommendations.
Staff requested that the Council recommend the revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for
adoption. Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue the hearing until the next regularly scheduled
meeting on December 16. Second was made by Ms. Slagell. Roll call was taken as follows: Mr.
Fishback - aye; Ms. Slagel! - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.

4

-

NEW BUSINESS- Mr. Byrum advised that a fax had been received from EnerCon Services
dealing with a problem anticipated by those who worked on the Aerospace/ARACT rules. In the
fax, EnerCon pointed out that at that time EPA had rules under NESHAP provision which could
be in conflict with the State rules. He added that now industry petitioned to revisit these rules so
that industry is not covered by two different rules that say two different things. Mr. Byrum
suggested that a committee be formed with four people from the aerospace industry and four staff
to handle most of the items administratively; then to bring any changes to the Council. He also
pointed out that no action was required from Council at this time.
Nadine Barton recognized Mr. Byrum·s years of service saying 'good luck'.

ADJOURNMENT: With no further business, meeting was adjourned with next meeting being
held on December 16, 1997 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545 North
Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

~/2/Z-~
WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 199J
.. 9:.30. A.M •

·

•.

LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

BRIEFING AGENDA
1.

-

Call to Order

Chairman

Division Director's Report - Informational
• An update of current events and AQD activities
• Upcoming Activities
• Other

Director

3.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public

4.

POBL:IC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
Discussion by Council/Public

Staff
[AMENDED]

Staff

5.

POBL:IC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS
Discussion by Council/Public

6.

POBL:IC HEARING'
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERM:ITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussio~ by Council/Public of proposed Council action

7.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Staff

8.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES1
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public of proposed Council action

Staff

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days .in advance at (405) 290-8247.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1997
1:00 P.M.
LINCOLN ~LAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM
4545 NORTH LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

MEETING/HEARING AGENDA
1.

2.
3 .;

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of OCTOBER 21, 1997 Minutes

Chairman
Secretary
Chairman

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
Staff
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2)PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Puplic; possible action by Council

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS {PART 70) [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

6.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

Staff

7.

PUBLIC BEARING
Staff
OAC 252:2-15-40 and 252:2-15-41 UNIFORM PERMITING PROCEDURES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council

8•

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTRATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

Staff

9.

ACTION ITEM
OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Discussion by Council/Public; possible action by Council
on amendments heard at public hearings on August 19, 1997
and October 21, 1997

Staff

10.

NEW BUSINESS
Discussion/consideration of subjects/business arising within
the past 24 hours; possible action by Council

11.

Adjournment
Chairman
Next Regular Meeting WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1998
LINCOLN PLAZA OFFICE PARK BURGUNDY ROOM, 4545 N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City

i

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 290-8247.

Chairman

--..

..

-

-

December 1, 1997
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David Dyke, Assistant Directo~~
AIR QUALITY DIVISION ~~

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 8

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 8
Operating Permits (Part 70), that wfll be brought to public hearing on December
16, 1997. The hearing for Subchapter 8 was continued from the October
21,1997, Air Quality Council meeting. The proposed amendments include:
incorporation of the perm"it continuum by the introduction of general construction
permits for Part 70 sources and general construction and operating permits for
major facilities that are not subject to Part 70; the addition of the requirements for
construction permits for Part 70 sources and construction and operating permits for
major facilities not subject to Part 70; revision of the permit application processing
fees by setting a fee for processing authorizations under a general permit; deletion
of annual operating fees (which will be moved to Subchapter 5); incorporation by
reference of federal rules governing case-by-case MACT determinations (40 CFR
§§ 63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.44); and revisions to meet the requirements set
forth in the February 5, 1996, Federal Register for final approval of the Title V
program. The proposed draft also includes revisions intended to simplify and clarify
the rule. Material in the Subchapter was reorganized and in some cases
reworded. It is proposed to add Appendix I, lnsignificantActivities List and
Appendix J, Trivial Activities List to the rules.
A few changes have been made to the proposed revisions since the October
meeting. These include:
Modification of the lnsignificantActivities List and Trivial Activities List
(Appendices I and J, respectively) in response to written comments received.
Updating the adoption by reference in 252:100-8-6.3 of 40 CFR Part 72 (Acid
Rain provisions) to include the October 24, 1997 revisions.
Enclosed in the packet are copies of the proposed revisions to Subchapter 8 and
the proposed Appendices I and J.
Enclosures: 3

aqc\1_2-16-97\ 8mem.doc
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SUBCHAPTER 8.

OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) FOR PART 70 SOURCES
AND MAJOR NON-PART 70 FACILITIES
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

[NOTE: Throughout this draft language that has been moved from
other Sections and Subchapters is underlined once, new language
is double underlined and deletions are struck out.]
252:100-8-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide for the promulgation
and enf6rcement of the requirements necessary to mdet Title v of
the federal Clean Air Act (42 U.B.C. 7401, et seq.) and 40 CFR
Part 70 by establishing a comprehensive state air quality
permitting.program for major sources of air contaminant
. emissions. · Permits issued under this program \dll address all
applicable air contaminant emissions and regulatory requirements
in a single documeat. This Subchapter sets. forth permit
·
application fee·s and the substantive requirements for permits for
Part 70 sources and major Non-Part 70 facilities.
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the eontext clearly
indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of 252:100-8-1:6
that the owner or operator had:
·lAl begun, or caused to begin, a continuous orooram of
physical on-site construction of the stack; or
~
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16(b)]
"Act 11 means·the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
7401 et. seq.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Administrator" means the Administrator administrator of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) or the
Administrator's administrator's designee.
[NOTE: From 252:1008 -2]

,.-~

-

"Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of
this Subchapter, the emission rate of a stationary source
calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source {unless
the source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict the
operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most
stringent of the following:
l8l the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
laL the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
SC-8/1997/8(12-l).wp
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the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition.
{NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Begin actual construction" for purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of
this Subchapter means, in general, initiation of physical on site
construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a
permanent nature. Such activities include, but are not limited
to, installation of building supports and foundations, laying of
underground pipework, and construction of permanent storage
structures. With respect to a change in method of operation this
term refers to those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
[NOTE: From
252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of this Subchapter
means, as applied to construction of a major stationary source or
major modification, that the owner or operator has all necessary
preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
~
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a
reasonable time; or,
JlU_ entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and
252:100-7-51]
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 9 and·11 of this
Subchapter, any physical change or change in the method of
operation (including fabrication, erection, installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) which would
result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE:.From 252:100-7-31
and 252:100-7-51]
"Dispersion technique" means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.6 any
technigue which attempts to affect. the concentration of a
pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack
which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the
rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric
conditions or ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or
increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source
process parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or
combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as
to increase the exhaust gas plume rise.
The preceding sentence
does not include:
JAl The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returning the gas
to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from
the facility generating the gas stream.
lal The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
Jil the source owner or operator documents that the
facility was originally designed and constructed with
such merged streams;
(iil
after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a
.SC-8/H97/8 (12-1) .wp
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change in operation at the facility that includes the
installation of pollution controls and is accompanied by
net reduction in the allowable emissions of a
pollutant. This exclusion from "dispersion technique"
applicability shall apply only to the emission limitation
for the pollutant affected by such change in operation;
or
(iii)
before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a
change in operation at the facility that included the
installation of emissions control equipment or was
carried out for sound economic or engineering reasons.
Where there was an increase in the emission limitation
or, in the event that no emission limitation existed
prior to the merging, there was an increase in the
quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the
merging, it shall be presumed that merging was primarily
intended as a means of galning emissions credit for
greater dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed,
the owner. or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging was not carried out for the primary purpose
of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
lQl Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of
exhaust gas streams from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where
the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5,000· tons per year. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16(b)]
REmission limitations and emission standards" means for
purposes of 252:100 8 1.6 a requirement requirements that ~;hich
limits limit the quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of
air pollutants on a continuous basis, including any requirements
~;hich that limit the level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set
fuel specifications or prescribe operaLion or maintenance
procedures for a source to assure continuous reduction.
(Amended
7-9-87, effective 8-10-87) [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16(b)]
· "Emissions unitn means, for purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of this
Subchapter, any part of a source which emits or would have the
potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation .. [NOTE:
From 252:100-7-3l and 252:100-7-51]
nEPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
,
"Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts .9 and 11 of
this Subchapter, those emissions which could not reasonably pass
through a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 ·and 252:100-7-51]
"Major Non-Part 70 facility" means any stationary facility
which directly emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons per
year or more of any air pollutant for which a rule or standard
exists and is not subject to the Part 70 program.
·
nNational Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants" or
"NESHAP" means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63 .

a
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"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means, for
purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of this Subchapter, those permits or
approvals required under all applicable a~r quality control la~s
and rules. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"New Source Performance Standards" or 11 NSPS" means those
standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit 11 (unless the context suggests otherwise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a Part aaE£ 70 source
that is issued, renewed, amended. or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 proqram 11 means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 source" means any source subiect to the permitting
requirements of Part 7 of this Chapter Subchapter, as provided in
eAC 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
11
Potential to emit 11 means, for purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of
this Subchapter. the maximum capacity of a source to emit a
pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source.
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combusted. stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
11
Regulated air pollutant" means:
181 aflY Any Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) , as that term is
defined a-t- in 252:100-1-3, 252:1·00-37-2. or 252:100-39-2T. er
any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS} , as that term is defined in
252.100 37 2 and 252.100 39 2.
lal Any Volatile Organic Solvent (VOS) , as that term is
defined a-t- in 252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2.
(C) (B) any Any pollutant regulated under section 111 or 112
(except 112(r)) or the Federal Clean Air Act77
(D) (C) any Any pollutant for which a national primary ambient
air quality standard has been promulgated eJccept Carbon
Honmdde under the Federal Clean Air Act . 1
(E") (D) any Any Toxic Air Contaminant as defined and regulated
under eAe 252:100-41(.
(F) (E) any Any other substance for which an air emission
limitation or equipment standard is set by permit or rule.
"Secondary emissions .. means. for purposes of Parts.9 and 11 of
this Subchapt~r. emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a major stationary source or .
modification, but do not come from the source or modificatlon
itself.
For the purpose of OAC 252:100-7, Part 7, secondary
emissions must be specific, well defined, quantifiable. and
.
impact the same general areas as the source or modification whlch
causes the secondary emissions.
Secondary emissions may includeL
but are not limited to:
181 emissions from trains coming to or from the new or
SC-8/199.7/8 (1:!-1) .wp
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modified stationary source; and.
emissions from any offsite support facilitv which would
not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
11
Stack 11 means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.6 any point in· a
source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into the air,
including a pipe or duct but not including flares. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16(b)]
11
Stationary source 11 means, for purposes of Parts 9 and 11 of
this Subchapter, any building, structure, facility or
installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
OAC 252:100.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-·7-51]

Jlit

252:100-8-1.2. Requirement for permits for Part 70 sources and
maior Non-Part 70 facilities
1£1 Permit required. Except as provided in this section, no
person may commence construction or modification of any Part .70
Source or minor major Nori-Part 70 .source facility, or operate any
new minor Part 70 source, or Non-Part 70 facility or relocate
any minor source without obtaining a permit from the DEO. For
application and permitting procedures, see 252:100-6 and the
Uniform Permitting Rules, 252:2-15.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-2(b)]
(b) Permit categories.
Two types of construction and operating
permits are available: general permit and individual permit.
~
General permit.
~
A general permit may be issued for an industry if there
are a sufficient number of facilities that have the same or
substantially similar operations, emissions and activities
which are subject to the same standards, limitations and
operating and monitoring requirements.
~
Facilities may be eligible for authorization under a
general permit if the following criteria are met:
Jil The facilit has actual emissions of 100 t
or more
of an one re ulated air ollutant emitted and or is a
Part 70 source.
1iil The DEO has issued a general permit for the
iridUstry.
~
Individual permit. Facilities requiring permits under
this Subchapter that do not qualify for a general oermit shall
obtain individual permits. An owner or operator may apply for
an individual permit even if the facility qualifies for a
general permit.
l£l Applicability determination. Any person may submit a
request in writing that the Agency DEO make a determination as to
whether a particular source or installation, which that person
operates or proposes to operate, is subject to the permit
requirements of this ru±e Subchapter. The request must contain
euefi sufficient information as is believed sufficient for the
Agency DEO to make the requested determination and the required
fee.
The Agency DEQ may request any additional information that
it nee~s for purposes of making the determination.
[NOTE: From
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1!" .wp
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252:100-8-3(f)]
252:100-8-1.3. Transfer of permit
The Transfer transfer .of a statio.nary sourc.e or a facility 4::-e
a ne·..· m;ner or operator 1s not cons1dered an 1ncreaoe in
emissions and does not reguire nm; permits. nm..ever, any
transfer shall ee subject the new owner or operator to existing
permit conditions and/or compliance schedules. tlotification of
ouch transfers shall be made promptly in ;y'riting to the DBQ.
The transferor shall notify the AOD in writing no later than 10
days following the change in ownership. No new permit is
required.
Transfer of permits for Part 70 sources is an
administrative permit amendment and covered in 252:100-87 . 2 (a) {1) (D) .
[NOTE : From 2 52 : 10 0- 7-2 (c) {2) ]

-·

252:100-8-1.4. Failure Duty to comply with a eenstruetien·permit
A violation of these limitations or conditions by the
owner/ooerator shall subject the mmer/operator to any or all
enforcement penalties, including permit revocation, available
under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and Air Pollution Control Rules.
(a) An owner or operator who applies for a permit or
authorization, upon notification of coverage. shall be bound by.
the terms and conditions therein. [NOTE: Based on 252:100-105 (j ) ]

(b) An owner or operator who violates any condition of a permit
or authorization is subject to enforcement under the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act. [NOTE: 252:100-8-1.4(b)was based on 252:100-7-....
15 (f) (3)]
252:100-8-1.5. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit
. or authorization under a general construction permit
121 Cancellation of permit or authorization to construct or
modify.
A duly issued permit or authorization to construct or
modify will terminate and become null and void (unless extended
as provided in Subsection subsection (b) of this Section section)
if the construction is not commenced within 18 months after ~
the date the permit or authorization was issued issuance date. or
if work is suspended for more than 18 months after it has
commenced.
lQl Extension of permit or authorization to construct or modify.
J1l Prior to the expiration date of the permit or
authorization expiration date. a permittee may apply for
extension of the permit or authorization by writte~ request of
the DEQ stating the reasons for the delay or suspension and
providing justification for the extension. The DEO may grant:
J& One extension BJctensiono for terms of 18 months or
less, or
~ One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is
proposing to expand an already existing facility to
accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant
has expended a significant amount of money (1% of total
project cost as identified in the original application, not
SC-8/1:997/8(12-l).wp
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including land cost) in gregaration for meeting the
definition of "commence construction" at the proposed site.
or
One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to
(C)
major industrial facilities (project cost greater than
$100,000,000.00), where the applicant proposes to construct
at an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site.
was originally designed and constructed to accommodate the
proposed new f~cilities.
The applicant shall show a
commitment to the site by having purchased land necessary to
construct facilities covered by this extension and expended
$1,000,000.00 or more on engineering and/or site
development.
1£1 If construction has not commenced within three (3) years
of the effective date of the original permit or authorization,
the permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate
available control technology review and an air quality
analysis.
This·review must be approved by the DEQ before
construction may commence.
ldl Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has
been denied for lack of increment, the DEQ may require any
permittee under 252:100:B-1.5(b) (1) (B)or 252:100-8-1.5
(b) (1) (C) , to furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or
an appropriate available control technology review if such
review is required in order to provide new or current
information.
[NOTE:
252:100-B-1.5 is from 252:100-7-15(g)]
r

252:100-8-1.6. Stack height limitations
Stack height exclusion. Air quality modelinq or ambient
impact evaluation shall exclude the effect of that portion of the
·height of any stack which exceeds good engineering practice or
the effect of any other dispersion techniques.
(b) Definitions.
The follmt'ing= ~rerds and terms, ·,Jhen used in
this Section, shall have the follmdng meaning, unless the
contmct clearly indicates othendse. [NOTE: Definitions were
moved to 252:100-B-1.1]
(1)
"A staelt in existence" ffieans that the owner or operator

1£1

~

..--..

(A)
beg=un, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
physical on site construction of the stacJe, or
(B)
entered into binding ag=reements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substaRtial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time.
(2)
"Dispersioft technique" means any technique 'n'hich attempts
to affect the concentration of a pollutant iR the ambient air
by using that portion of a stack '•Jhich meceeds good
engineering practice stack heig=ht, varying the rate of
emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric coRditions or
ambient concentrations of that nollutant. or iRcreasinq final
·sc-8/1997/8 !l:Z·-1> ._wp
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e3ehauot gas plume rise by manipulating source process
parameters, e'eha'Ust gao parameters, stack parameters or
combining e'ehauot gases from several eJEisting staclcs into one
stack, . or other selective handling of e'chauot gao streams 00
as to J:ncrease the CJchaust gas plume rise.
The preceding
sentence does not include ..
(A)
T~e reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollutJ:on control system, for the purpose of returning
t~e gas to the temperat~r? at ·..·hich it <wmo originally
dJ:scharged from the facJ:lJ:ty generating the gas stream.
(B)
The merging of mehauot gas streams .,,.here.
(i)
the source owner or operator documents that the
facility was originally designed and constructed
·..· i th such merged streams ,
(ii)
after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a
change in operation at the facility that includes
the installation of pollution controls and is
aceompanied_by a net reduction in the allmotable
emissions of a pollutant.
This exclusion from
"dispersion technique" applicability shall apply
only to .the emibsion limitation for the pollutant
affected by such change in operation, or
(iii)
before July 8, 1985, such merging '•t'aS part of
a change in operation at the facility that included
the installation of emissions control equipment or
\vas carried out for sound economic or engineering
reasons . Where there ·.:as an increase in the
emission limitation or, in the event that no
emission limitation existed prior to the merging,
there 'ims an increase in. the quantity of pollutants
actually emitted prior to the merging, it shall be
presumed that merging was primarily intended as a
means of gaining emissions credit for greater
dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed, the
mmer or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging ;ms not carried out for the primary
purpose of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
(C)
Hanipulation of Clchaust gas parameters, merging of
elchaust gas streams from several CJEisting stacks into one
otaelc, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams
so as to increase the mehaust gao plume rise in those
eases where the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur
dimeide from the facility do not e'ceeed 5, 000 .tons per
year.
(3)
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means a
requirement ;vhieh limits the quantity, rate or concentration
of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any requirements '•+'hich limit the level of opacity,
prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications or prescribe
operation or maintenance procedures for a source to assure
continuous reduction.
(Affiended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
11 Staek"
(4)
means any point in a source designed to emit
SC-8/1997/8 (12-i) .wp
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solido, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or
duct but not including flares.
(b)±et Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack
height. GEP shall be the greater of:
l l l 65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the stack; or
ill_ The height under either GAG 252:100 7 16 (c) (2) (A) or (B)
252:100-8-1.6 (b) (2) (A) or (B):
·
lAl for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for
which the owner or operator had obtained all applicable
permits or approvals required under 01\G 252 .100 7
252:100-8 or Federal 40 CFR Part 52,
Hg

=

2.5H

provided the owner or ooerator can demonstrate that this
equation was relied upon in establishing an emission
limitation;
~
for all other stacks,
Hg

=

H + 1. SL,

where:

-

Hg = aood engineering practice stack height,.
measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the stack,
H = height of nearby structure(s) measured from
the ground-level elevation at the base of the
stack,
L
= lesser dimension (height or projected width)
of nearby structure(s), provided that the
owner or operator may be required to verify
such GEP stack height by the use of a field
study or fluid model as the Executive
Director shall determine; or
l l l The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study
approved by the reviewina agency, which ensures that the
emissions from a stack do not result in excessive
concentrations of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric
downwash, wakes, or eddy effects created by the source itself,
nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.
(c)±et Nearby.
A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered to be nearbv.
ill: Fer purpooep of applying the formula in 0.'\G 252.100 7
16(c), if that distance up to five times the lesser of the
height or the width dimension of a structure, but not greater
than 0. 8 ltm (0. 5 mile) , and
J£l For conducting demonstrations under GAG 252.100 7
16(c) (2), if net greater than 0.8 lem (0.5 mile), mccept that
the portion of a terrain feature may be considered to. be
nearby r,ihich falls ·.t'ithin a distance of up to 10 times the
maximum height of the feature, not to eJcceed 2 FRiles if such
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp
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featu7e achieves a height at 0. 8 km ( 0. 5 mile) ~rom the stacl~
that· 1s at least 4 0 percent of the GEP staclc he1qht determinE;~~'
by the formulae in OZ'£ 252.100 7 16(c)'(3) or 26 ffleters,
\
·..·hichever is greater, as ffleasured from the base of the stack.
The height of the structure or terrain feature is measure~
from the ground level elevation at the base of the otacJc~
(1)
For the formulae in 252:100-8-l.G(b) {2}.
A structure or
terrain feature shall be considered nearby if it is located
within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height
or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (O.S
km).
(2)
For demonstration in 252:100-B-1.6(b) {3).
---(A)
A structure or terrain feature shall be considered
nearby if located at a distance not greater than 0.5 mile
(0.8 km), except that
(B)
A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby
if:
---lil It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles}
~up to 10 times the· max-imum height (Ht) ... of. the .feature,
and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such
feature is at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height
determined by the formulae provided in 252:100-81.6(b) (2) (B) or 85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is
greater, as measured from the base of the stack.
(3) Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height
of the structure or terrain feature is measured from the
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack.
(d)±et Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the purpose
of determining GEP stack height under GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (3)
252:100-8-1.6(b) (3), excessive concentrations shall be as
follows:
l l l For sources seeking credit for stack height ·exceeding
that calculated under OAC 252.100 7 16 (c) (2) 262:100-8
1.6(b) (2), a maximum ground-level pollutant concentration from
a stack due in whole or part to downwash, wakes, and eddy
effects produced by nearby structures or nearby terrain
features which is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes, or eddy effects and which, when combined with the
impacts due to all sources, produces a concentration in excess
of an ambient air quality standard.
For sources subject to
the prevention of significant deterioration program (Part 5 9
of this Subchapter or Federal 40 CFR 52.21), the same criteria
apply except that a concurrent excccdance of a prevention o~
significant deterioration increment is experienced.
In mak1nq
demonstrations under this part, the allowable emission rate
shall conform to the new source performance standard that is
applicable to the source category unless the owner or operator
.can demonstrate that this emission rate is infeasible. Where
such demonstrations arc approved by the Executive Director~
an alternative emission rate shall be established in
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1) .wp
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consultation with the owner or operator;
For sources seeking credit after October l, 1983, for
increases in existing stack heights up to the heights
established under GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (2) 252:100-8 1.6(b) (2)
either:
181 a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or
part to downwash, wakes or eddy effects as specified in
GAG 252.100 7 16(c)(2) 252:100 8-1.6(b)(2), except that
the emission rate specified by any applicable state
implementation plan (or, in the absence of such a limit,
the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
~
the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by
the existing stack, as determined by the Executive
Director; and
(3)
For sources seeking credit after Januarv 12, 1979 for a
stack height determined under GAG 252.100 7 16(e) (1) 252:1008-1.6(b) (2) where the Executive Director requires the use of
a field study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for
sources seeking stack height credit after November 9, 1984
based on the aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for
sources seeking.stack height credit after December 31, 1970
based on the aerodynamic influence of structures not
adequately represented by the formulae in GAG 252.100 7
16 (e) (1) 252:100-8-1.6 (b) (2), a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddv
effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes or eddy effects.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.6 was moved from
252:100-7-16]

l..£1

PART 3.

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

252:100-8-1.7. Permit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this
subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accompany
the application or-request. Applications received without
appropriate fees are administratively incomplete.
Fees must be
paid by check or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance with the following fee schedule:
~
Applicability determination.
$100, to be credited
against the construction or operating permit application fee,
if a permit is required.
If no permit is required, the fee
will be retained to cover the cost of making the
determination. [NOTE: Based on 252-7-3{c)]
121 Construction per.mit application.
$2,000
---(1)
Part 70 source construction permit
$2,000 [NOTE: from
252:100-7-3 (b) {1)]
ill Operating per.mit application.
±al Per.mit proeeeeiag fees. Permit processing fees shall be
as follo·.m.
SC-8/1997/8 (l:Z-"1) .wp
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Major Non-Part 70 facility or Initial initial Part 70
permit -$2,000.
(B)
Authorization under a general permit - $900
(C)±Bt Renewal Part 70 permit - $1,000.
(D) -f€ t
Significant Part 70 Permit Hod. modification of Part
70 or major Non-Part 70 facility permit - $1,000.
(E)±Bt Minor modification of Part 70 or maior Non-Part 70
facility permit Permit ~4odification $ 500.
:Hil:' The Part 70 Temporary Permit
$1,000.
(F)±ft Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - $ 500.
[NOTE: 252:1oo.,.s-1.7(c) is from 252:100-B-9(d) (2)]

PART 5.

~

PERMITS FOR MAJOR NON-PART 70 FACILITIES

252:100-8:...1.8. Maior Non-Part 70 facility construction permit
Construction permit required. No person shall cause or allow
the £onstruction or modification installation of any new minor or
major .source Non-.Part .. 70. facility without .. first obtaining . a DEQ
issued air quality construction permit to construct or modify the
source. A construction permit is also required for any
modification to add a piece of equipment or a process that is
subject to a NSPS or NESHAP or to increase actual emissions of
any one regulated air pollutant by more than 5 TPY at an existing
facility.
[NOTE: from 252:100-7-15{a) (1)]
JQl_ Construction permit requirements.
_ill Content of construction permit appl·ication.
An
'""
application for a construction permit shall provide data and
information required by this Chapter and/or requested on the
application ~ form available from the DEO pursuant to the
requirements of this Chapter.
Such data and information shall
include including but not be limited t~ site information,
process description, emission data and when required, BACT,
modeling and sampling point data as follows:
(1)
Site ana precess infer.matien. Site in¥ormation, process
description, emission data and, when requi~ed, BACT
determination, modeling and sampling point data as follmvo.
l8l BACT determination. To be approved for a construction
permit, a major Non-Part 70 facility source must demonstrate
.. that the control technology to be applied is the best that
is available for TSP (total suspended particulates) . eaeh
pollutant controlled under air pollution control rules if
ouch pollutant ....auld cause the source to be defined as a
major source. This determination will be made on a case by
case basis taking into account energy, environmental, cost
and economic impacts of alternative control systems;
~
Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact
evaluation that is required shall be prepared in accordance
with procedures acceptable to the DEQ and accomplished by
the applicant; and
JQl Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application
_
shall show how the new source will be equipped with sampling.....,__
~

SC-8/1997/8 (12-1)
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ports, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data
and other sampling and/or testing equipment.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-1.8 (b) (1) was taken from 252:100-7-15 (b)]
in Public review participation. See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995,
Section 2-14-101 et seq. and eA€ 252:2-15.
[NOTE: From
252:100-7-15(d)]
l£l Action on applications. See eAe 252:2-15, and Subchapter 6
of this Chapter.
~
Review procedures. See eAe 252:2-15.
in Issuance or denial timelines. See Part 7 of eAe 252:2-15.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.8(c) is from 252:100-7-15]
191 Construction permit contents. The construction permit:
~
Shall require the permittee to comply with all applicable
air pollution rules, federal ne~{ source perforffianee standards
(NSPS)
NSPS and 'National Bffiission Standards· for Ha2ardous Air
Pollutants (NBSI~P) NESHAP. established in sections 111 and
112 of the Federal Glean Air Act.
in Shall prohibit the exceedance of ambient air quality
standards contained in 252:100-3, and
lJl May establish permit conditions and limitations as
necessary to assure compliance with all rules.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-15(a) (2)] .
252:100-8-1.9. Major Non-Part 70 facility operating permit
Operating permit required.
~
No person shall cause or authorize the operation of a new
or modified major Non-Part 70 facility source for more than a
180-day period without applying for a DEQ permit to operate.
i l l No owner or operator shall cause or authorize the
operation of a new maior Non-Part 70 facility source if the
DEO denies or revokes a permit to operate. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-18(a)]
lQl Application Operating permit requirements.
~
Content of operating permit application Application
content. Application ~ shall be made on a form provided by
the DEO and. An application shall contain:
lhl The proposed operation start-up date, or phased dates
when applicable.
lftl Revisions to the installation/construction, if any,
that differed from the construction design and plan given in
~permit application ffiaterial, data and specifications.
i l l Performance testing.
Before a permit to operate a new or
modified maior Non-Part 70 facility source is grant~d, the
applicant, if required by the DEQ, shall demonstrate
compliance with applicable standards by conducting conduct
emission test(s) ~in accordance with methods approved by
the DEO with the tests being made at the expense of the
applicant.
The DEQ may monitor performance tests conducted by
the applicant and may also conduct emissions tests.
The
results of any required test must be provided to the DEO along
with supporting information as required.
[NOTE: 252:100-81.9(b) is from 252:100-7-18(b)]

l£1
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~3)
Public participation. See 27A O.S.Supo. 1995, Section 214-101 et seq.
lQl Action on application.
l1l Review procedures. See 252.100 2 15 252:2 15.
ill Issuance or denial timelines. See Part 7 of 252:2-15.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.9(c)ls from 252:100-7-15{c)]
lQl
Operating permit conditions.
l1l Emissions Emission limitations established and made a
part of the construction permit are carried over, incorporated
into and are made enforceable limitations of the subsequently
issued operating permit.
.
i l l Permit limitations in adjustment of, or in addition to,
the a minor source's facility's construction permit.
limitations may be made a condition of the minor source's
facility's operating permit issuance.
[NOTE:
252:100-81.9{d) is from 252:100-7-18{c)]

PART 7.

.-....

PERMITS FOR PART 70 Sources

252:100-8-2.
Definitions
.
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter
Part, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter Part retain the
meaning accorded them under the applicable requirements of the
Act.
,.....,
"Act" means the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 u.s.a. 7401 ct.
~ [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
Administratively complete 11 means the same as defined at GAG
252:002 11. an application that provides:
(A)
All information reguired under 252:100-8-5(c);
(B)
A landowner affidavit as required by 252:2-15-20(b) (3);
(C)
The appropriate application fees as required by 252:1008-1.7; and
(D)
Certification by the responsible official as required by
252:100-8-S(d)
"Administrator" means the administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection ..''.gency
(EPA) or the administrator's
designee. [NOTE: Moved to 252: 1oo...:a-1.1]
"Affected source'' means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Affected states" means:
(A)
all states:
(i)
That ~ are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEO Agenc}", may be directly
affected by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within SO miles of .the permitted
SC·B/1997/'8(12·1)
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source.
.
"Af;fec_ted unit" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Ageae~" means Air Quality Division of the Olclahoma Department
of Environmental Quality.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in a part Part 70 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but
have future effective compliance dates) :
Any standard or other requirements provided for in the
(A)
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements
the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions
to that plan promulgated in 40 C.F.R. Part 52;
(B)
Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits
issued pursuant to reg~lations approved or promulgated through
rulemaking under Title I, including parts. C or D, of the Act;
(C)
Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of
the Act, including section 111(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of
the Act, including any requirement concerning accident
prevention under section 112(r) (7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required
- under 112 (r) of the Act;
(E) Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain
program under Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder;
(F)
Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b)
or section 114(a) (3) of the Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
·
(H) Any standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J) Any standard or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of
the Act, unless the Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Departmeat" means the Department of Environmental Quality.
"Designated representative" means the same as the meaning
given to it in section 402(26) of the Act and the regulations
promulgated thereunder with respect to affected units, a
responsible person or official authorized by the owner or
operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances
SC--8/1997/8 (12.-~) .wp
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allocated to a unit, and the submission of and compliance with
permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the unit. ~
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the
\
Agency DEO offers public participation under OAC 252:100 8 7(i)
27A O.S.Supp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seq. and 252:100-2-15 or
affected State review under eAe 252:100-8-8.
"Emissions allowable under the permit'' means a federally
enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be
required by an applicable requirement that establishes an
emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a
federally enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed
to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source would
otherwise be subject.
"Emis.sions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated
with a specific unit pro~ess shall be identified with that
specific emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or
affect the definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV
of the Act.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by
the Agency DEO that has completed all review procedures required
by eAe 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissionsof regulated·air
pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of OAC 252.100 8 6(d) 252:100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual emissions units
that are either on the list approved by the Administrator and
contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions
do not exceed:
lAl 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant,
(B)
2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate ·of two or more HAP's, or
20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule, and
(C)
0.6 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1.2
tons per year for any one category B substance or 6 tons per
year for any one category C substance as defined i~ 252:10041-40.
Any activity to which a State or federal applicable regu~rement
applies is not insignificant even if it meets the criter1a above
or is included on the insignificant activities list.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
"Major source" means any stationary source {or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under common control of the same
person {or persons under .common control)) belonging to a single ...........,
SC-8/1997/8(12-l).wp
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major industrial grouping and that are is described in
subpa.rag_raph (A), (B) , or (C), or (D) , of this definition.
For
the purposes of defining "major source," a stationary source or
group of stationary sources shall be considered part of a single
industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities
at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent
properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is.
defined as:
(i)
For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary
source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or has
the potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year
("tpy") or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has
been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or
more of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or
such lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by
rule. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions
from any oil or gas exploration or production well (with its
associated equipment) and emissions from any pipeline
compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with
emissions from other similar units, whether or not such
units are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources;
or
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the
meaning specified by the Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined
in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or has the
potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air
pollutant(except Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) TSP)
(including any major source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be
considered in determining whether it is a major stationary
source for the purposes of section 302(j) of the Act, unless
the source belongs to one of the following categories of
stationary sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ;
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii)
Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day;
( ix)
Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
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(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
(xx)
(xxi)

Phosphate rock processing plants;
Coke oven batteries;
Sulfur recovery plants;
Carbon black plants (furnace process);
Primary lead smelters;
Fuel conversion plants;
Sintering plants;
Secondary metal production plants;
Chemical process plants;
Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million British thermal
units per hour heat input;
(xxii)
Petroleum storage and transfer unit~ with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
(xxiii)
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv)
Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv)
Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi)
Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million British therma-l. units per hour
heat input; or
(xxv·ii)
All other stationary source categories regulated
by a standard promulgated under section 111 or 112
of the Act, but only with respect to those air
pollutants that have been regulated for that
category.
·(C)
A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I
of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal" or "moderate," 50 tpy or more in areas classified
as "serious, 11 25 tpy or more in areas classified as
"severe," and 10· tpy or more in areas classified as
"extreme"; except.that the references in this paragraph to
100, 50, 25, and 10 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply
with respect to any source for which the Administrator has
made a finding, under section 182(f) (1) or (2) of the Act,
that requirements under section 182(f) of the Act do not
apply;
(ii) For ozone transpor~ regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit
50 tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:(!)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly
to carbon monoxide levels as determined under rules
issued by the Administrator, sources with the potential
to emit 50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv) For particulate matter (PM~10) non-attainment areas
classified as "serious," sources with the potential to emit
70 tpy or more of PM-10.
(D)
Uot·..·ithstanding the source categories in (A) through (C)
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp
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of this definition, emissions from any oil or gas exploration
or .production well (r.vith its apsociated equipment) and
emissions from any pipeline compressor station or pump station
shall not be aggregated with emissions from other similar
units, .•,.hether or not such units are in a contiguous area or
under common control, to determine .•,.hether such units or
stations are major sources and in the case of any oil or gas
exploration or production well (with its associated
equipment), such emissions shall not be aggregated for any
purpose under this definition.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum
production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation
per year.
In determining the maximum theoretical emissions of
VOCs for a source, the design capacity or maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and
inks with the highest VO~ content used in practice by the source.
"Part 70 permit" (unless the conteJct suggests othendse) means
any permit or group of permits covering a part 70 source that is
issued, renm,.ed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Pare 70 prog-ram" means a program approved by the
Administrator under 4:0 C.F.R Part _70. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-

.

-·

.-

1.1]

"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of this Chapter, as provided in OAC 252.100 8 3(a)
and 252:100 8 3 (b) . [NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-1.1]
"Permit"
(unless the context suggests otherwise) means any
permit or group of permits covering a ~ Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a ~ Part 70
permit that meets the requirements of O.".C 252.100 8 7TCl 252:1008-7.2(b).
"Permit program costs 11 means all reasonable (direct and
indirect) costs required to develop and administer a permit
program, as set forth in OAC 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2 (whether
such costs are incurred by the DEQ Agency or other State or local
agencies that do not issue permits directly, but that support
permit issuance or administration) .
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or
administrative permit amendment.
"Permitting authoriey" means the Department of Environmental
Quality/
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and
operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on
the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air
pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored,
or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation is enforceable by the Administrator. This term does
SC-8/19~7/8(12-l).wp
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not ,al~er or affect the use of this term for any other purposes
under the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in Title rv
of the Act or .the regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the DEQ
Agency proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
review in compliance with GA€ 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A)
Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds
compound (VOC) , including those substances defined in at OAC
252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, 252:100-39-2, or any Volatile
Organic Solvent (VOS), as that term is defined in at OAC
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2, or any organic material defined
~in 252:100-37-2 except those specifically excluded in the
EPA definition of VOC per in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B)
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated;
(C)
Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of che Act;
(D) Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the
Act;
(E)
Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section
112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections
112(g) (Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act.
If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date established pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), any
pollutant for which a subject source would be major shall be
considered to be regulated as to that source on the date 18
months after the applicable date established pursuant to
section 112(e) of the Act; and,
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112(g) (2) of the Act have·been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subject to the section 112(g) (2)
requirement; or
(F)
Any other substance for which an air emission limitation
or equipment standard is set by an existing permit or
regulation.
"Renewal•• means the process by which a permit is reissued at
the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly authorized representative of such person if the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp
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applying for or subject to a permit and either;
_(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have
gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in
second quarter 1980 dollars) ; or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is
approved in advance by the permitting authority DEO;
(B)
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public
agency: Either a principal executive officer or ranking
elected official.
For purposes of this Subchapter, a
principal executive officer or installation commander of a
Federal agency includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator
of EPA) ; or
(D)
For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative in so far as actions,
standards, requireme'nts, or prohibitions under Title IV of
the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes that contravene an
express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
"Small unit 11 means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement 11 means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2-5101 et seq.· as amended) that is not contained in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) .
11
State program 11 means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR C.F.R Part 70.
11
Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility,
or installation tha~ emits or may emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of
air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are.
on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in Append1x
J. Any activity to which a State or federal applicable
requirement applies is not trivial even if included on the
trivial activities list.
••unit 11 means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
252:100-8-3.
Applicability
(a)
Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to
SC-:8/19.97/8 (,12-1) .wp
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obtain a permit under subsection (b) of this Section aae or
elsewhere in this Subchapter Chapter, the follo\ving sources
listed below are subject to the permitting requirements under
this Subchapter Chapter.~ A covered source shall remain a Part
70 source until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to below that which would define it as
a covered source pursuant to this section 252.100 8 3(a). [NOTE:
The underlined language was formerly 252:100-8-J(g) .]
(1)
Any major source (as defined in eAC 252:100-8-2);
(2)
Any source, including an area source, subject to a NSPS
standard, limitation, or other requirement under section=rll
of the Act;
(3)
Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP
standard or other requirement under section 112 of the Act,
mccept ·that a source is not required to obtain a permit solely
because it is subject to regulations or requirements under
section 112(r) of the.Act;
(4)
Any affected source (as defined in GAe 252:100-8-2); and
(5)Any source in a source category designated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR C.P.R. §70.3.
(b)Source category exemptions. --(1)All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section that
are not major sources, affected sources, or solid waste
incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to
section 129(e) of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to
obtain a Part·7o permit unless required to do so by
appropriate implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking
for non-major sources. Any such exempt source may opt to
apply for a permit under these rules and shall be issued a
permit if the applicant otherwise satis~ies all of the
requirements of this Chapter.
(2)If the Administrator determines after appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable to non-major
sources when adopting standards or other requirements under
section 111 or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992,
then at that time the exemption will apply.
(3)Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the
following source categories are exempted from the obligation
to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A)All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
60, subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for New
Residential Wood Heaters; and
(B)All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
61, subpart M -- National Emission Standard for Hazardous
Air Pollutants f"or Asbestos, Section 61.145, Standard for
Demolition and Renovation.
(c)
Emissions unite and covered sources (Part 70 sources) ·
(1)
For major sources, Part 70 permits shall include all
applicable requirements and state only requirements for all
·sc-8/1997/8(~2-l).wp
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relevant emissions units in the major source.
(2)
For any non major source subject to this Subchapter, Part
70 permits shall include all applicable requirements v;hich
apply to emissions units that cause the source to be subject
to the requirement to obtain a permit.
[NOTE: 252:100-83(c) (1) is covered in 252:100-8-6(a) and (c) (2) was deleted.]
(d)
Fugitive emieeio:ae.
Fugitive emissions from a covered
source shall be included in the permit application and the permit
in the same manner as stack emissions, r·egardleoo of ·,;hether the
source category in question is included in the list of sources
contained in the definition of major source.
[NOTE: Revised and
moved to 252:100-8-5(c) (3) (A)]
(e)
Ineignifiea:at activities.
(1)
The insignificant activities and emissions levels shall
be as follmm.
.
emissions will not excecid one pound (1 lb.) per hour
(A)
for any one criteria pollutant, and
(B)
emissions of to)cic air contaminants r;;ill not meceed the
de minimis requirements oct forth under 252.100 41 43(a) (5)
(2)
In addition to the quantity thresholds in (1) (A) and
(1) (B) "Insignificant Activity" also means any individual or
combination of air emissions sources at a facility that have
an aggregate potential to emit that does not increase the
overall potential to emit of the entire facility for a given
regulated pollutant by more than 10\' above the "baseline"
permitted limit ~ihich mecludes the insignificant activities.
Thus, insignificant activities may apply to original permit
application, permit modifications/amendments, and/or permit
renmmls.
The cumulative amount of acti"r.tities claimed as
insignificaat during a Title V permit term shall . not increase
the potential to emit of the entire facility by more than 10\'
of the permit limit for a given pollutant from the date of
permit issuance to the date of application for rene~;al.
These
insignificant activities cannot conflict \;ith sigfiificant
emission levels in any Title V program.
Insignificant
activities must be identified but not quantified (eJecept to
the metent necessary to demonstrate their insignificance) in
the permit application. The Agency shall maintain a list of
activities ~.·hich are considered to be insignificant ~dthout
quantification by the permittee.
The Agency shall also
maintain a list of activities r;{hich are ·determined to be
trivial.
"Trivial activity" means any individual or
combination of air emissions units at a Part 70 source r;;hich
arC? ~onside7e~ ~nconsequential c;ts dc?e:minC?d by the A~ency.
Tr~v~al act~v~t~es need not be ~dent~f~ed ~n the perm~t
application, amendment or renewal. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-2]
(f)
Applieahility determi:aatieae. Any person may submit a
request in 'ii'riting that the Agency make a determination as to
whether a particular source or installation, which that person
operates or proposes to operate, is subject to the permit
requirements of this rule.
The request must contain ouch
information as is belie~ed suffici~nt for the Agency to malce the
SC-8/1997/8(12-1).wp
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requested determination. The Agency ffiay request any additional
information that it needs for purposes of malcing the
determination.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.2(c)]
(g)
Covered sources. A covered source shall remain a Part 7~
source until a federally enforceable perffiit is obtained which
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to belm,r that ~··hich \o'ould define it as
a covered source pursuant to 252.100 8 3(a).
[NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-3 (a)]

..

:

252:100-8-4.
Title V permits required Requirements for
construction and operating permits
l£1 Construction permits.
~
Construction permit required. No person shall cause or
allow the construction or modification installation of any new
minor or maier source facility that will require a Part 70
operating permit without first obtaining a DEO-issued air
quality construction permit to construct or modify the source.
A construction permit is also required for any physical change
that would be a modification under 252:100-8-7.2(b).
[NOTE:
{a) ( 1 ) is from 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 7 - 1 5 (a) ( 1 ) ]
Construction permit requirements. Construction permits
{2)
and applications shall meet the applicable requirements of
252:100-8-1.8 and the applicable requirements of this Part.
Applications and permits for sources subject to Part 9 or Part ..-.....
11 of this Subchapter must also meet the applicable
requirements contained therein. To be approved for a
construction permit, a Part 70 source must demonstrate that
the control technology to be applied is·the best that is
available for each pollutant that would cause the source to be
defined as a maier source.
(3) Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
(A) Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a maier source of hazardous air pollutants
after June 29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically
regulated or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40
CFR Part 63, or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29. 1998.
~
Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to
this subsection.
(i)
Electric utility steam generating units unless ~nd
until these units are added to the source category l1st.
liil Stationary sources that are within a source category
that has been deleted from the source category list.
(iii)
Research and development activities.as defined in
40·CFR § 63.41.
~ MACT determinations.
If Subject to this subsection,
an-owner or operator may not begin actual construction or
. SC-8/1997/8 (12-1) .wp
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reconstruction of a malor source of HAP until obtaining from
.the DEO an. approved MACT determination in accordance with
the following regulations:
40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and
40 CFR 63.44. which are hereby incorporated by reference as
they exist on July 1. 1997.
lQl Operating permits.
111 Operating permits required.
Except as provided in
paragraphs subparagraphs ~ (A)and ~ (B) of this section,
no Title V Part 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate
after the time that it is required to file a timely
application with the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQissued permit.
J&+B- If the owner or operator of .a source subject to the
requirement to obtain a permit submits a timely application
for permit issuance or renewal, that source's failure to
have a permit shall not be a violation of the requirement to
have such a permit until the DEQ takes final action on the
application.
This p~otection shall cease to apply if the
applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in
writing by the DEQ or eAe 252:100-8-4 252.100 8 5, any
additional information identified as. being reasonably
required to process the application.
lal~ If the owner or operator of a source subject to this
Subchapter files a timely application that the DEQ
determines to be administratively incomplete due to the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information
requested by the DEQ at the end of the DBQ'o administrative
coFRpleteneoo revie'<>' period, the applicant loses the
protection granted under paragraph (A) +B- of this section=
as a result of ito failure to timely provide information
requested by the DBQ, the The source's failure to have a
permit shall be deemed a violation of this Subchapter.
~~ Filing an operating permit application shall not
affect the requirement. if any, that any g source have a
construction prcconotruction permit under Title I of the
federal Clean Air Act.
·
1£1 Duty to apply.
For each Part 70 source, the owner or
oocrator shall submit a timely and complete permit application
on forms supplied by the Division DEO in accordance with this
section.
ill Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of ~
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective date") March 6 .. 1996, shall file applications on
the following schedules outlined in OAC 252.100 8 S(b) (2)
252:100-8-4(b) (4).
A timely application is one that is
postmarked on or before the relevant date listed below.
In
the event a major source consists of operations under multiple
SIC codes, the primary matft activity shall form the basis for
the initial permit application.
~
Application submittal schedule. The following sources arc
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit
SC-8/1997/8
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initial permit applica~ions according to the following
s·chedule.
J.& No later than siJC months after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program September 5, 1996:
JjJ_ Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of
the federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the DEQ no later than
January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1,
1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
liil Any owner or operator shall submit no less than onethird of their total applfcations for major Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the following
Source Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which
belong to a single maior industrial grouping other than
28 (Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum
refining and related industries) :
ill
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
llll
Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
JlYl
Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
JYl
Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution,
4923; and
JYil
Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
~
All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b)±?t(4) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program March 5, 1997.
i l l No later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program
March 5, 1997, any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
JjJ_ Metals. 3312. 3315, 3321, ~. 3341, 3351. 3411,
3412. 3432, 3466,
liil Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
JQl No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program,
July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
JjJ_
Refineries, 2911;
J..ii.1._
Cement Plants, 3241;
SC-8/1997/8 (.12-1) .wp·
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(iii)

Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869
28911 2895 28991 2999 3053 3086 3089 j
.J....
liYl
Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage, 46 12 ,
4613;
lYl
Food Products 2013 2.074 2095.
lru_ All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 ffionths after the effective
date of the federally approved interiffi state operating
perffiit prograffi March 6, 1999.
l2l Newly regulated sources Application felle·...inq effective .
~.
A source that becomes subject to the operating permit
program established by this Chapter at any time following the
effective date shall file an administratively complete
operating permit application within 180. days of commencement
of operation.
JQl Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines
established in paragraph (4) paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of
this subsection, an application filed prior to the above
deadlines following submission of the state program to EPA for ,
approval shall be accepted for processing. For purposes of
the 60 day adffiinistrative review period established in OAC
252.2 15, the official login date for any Part 70 operating
perffiit application subffiitted according to the interiffi schedule
+n this.s~bsect+on shall be the dat9 on which the DEO begins
1ts adffilnlstratrJ"e COffipleteneso revle'n'.
J1l 112(q) applications. A source· that is required to meet
the requirements under section 112(g) of the federal Clean Air
Act, or to have a permit under a preconstruction review
program under Title I of such Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
modification within twelve months of commencing operation.
Where an existing Part 70 operating permit would prohibit such
construction or change in operation, the source must obtain a
permit revision before commencing construction.
~
Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit
at least six months before the date of permit expiration,
unless a longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified
in the permit.
Renewal periods greater than six months are
subject to negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
121 Phase I I acid rain per.mits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program should shall submit
these applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b) (2) (i)
through (viii) .
~Application completeness.
See Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252.010 3 50 and 3 51 252:2-15 70 and the definition of
administratively complete in 252:100-8-2.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-4(b) (2) through (10) from 252:100-8-5(b) (1)
through (8)]
I
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(a) . Censtruction permit. Any ne·..· source or modified source
becomes subject to this Subchapter shall be required to
obtain a construction permit in accordance ~;ith GAG 252.100 7
prior to commencement of construction.
(b)
Duty to apply.
For each Part 70 source, the mme.;_. or
operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application on
forms supplied by the Division in accordance with this
·
section.
(1)
Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of the
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective. date'') shall file applications on the following
schedules outline~ in OhC 252.100 8 5(b) (2) 252.100 8 4(b) (2).
In the event a maJor source consists of operations under
multiple SIC codes, the main activity shall form the basis for
~he initial permit application.
·
(2) . Application subm~ttal scJ:edule. The follmdng sources are
subJect to the operat1ng perm1t program and shall submit
· initial permit applications according to the following
schedule.
(A) No later than oi:lc months after the effective date of
the feder~lly approved interim state operating permit
program.
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of
the federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall. be submitted to the DBQ no later than
January 1, 1996, for sulfur dimcide, and by January 1,
1998, for nitrogen mcideo, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any mmer or operator shall submit no less than one
third of their total applications for major sources
located at sources classified by the follm,ring Source
Standard Industrial Classification Codes and ~;hich belong
to a single major industrial grouping other than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum refining
and related industries) .
(I)
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II) Natural Gao Liquids, 1321,
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961,
(IV) Natural Gao Transmission, 4922,
(V)
Natural Gao Transmission and Distribution, 4923,
~vhich

afl€l

.

(VI) Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b) (2) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program.
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_(C)
No ±ater tfian 12 montfis after tfie effective aate of tfi
·federa±±y approvca interim state operating permit program e
any mmer or operator sfiall submit tfieir applications for'
major sources located at:: sources classi~ied by t::he folloviing
Standard Inaustrial Classi~ication Coaes:
(i)
Meta±s, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3379, 3341, 3351, 3411,
3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) BrielE Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D)
No later tfian 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program
any Oviner or operator shall submit their applications for'
major sources located at sources c±assified by tfie follo~;ing
Standard Industrial C±assification Codes:
(i)
Refineries, 2911,
{ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Cfiemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869,
2891, 2895, 2899,· 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089,
(iv) Petroleum Transportat::ion/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
4613;
.
(v)
Fooa Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
(B)
All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after tfie effective
date of the feaerally approved interim state operating
permit program.
(3)
Application following effective date.
A source that
becoraes subj oct to t::fie operating permit progr.am established by
tfiis Cfiapter at any time follo~1ing the effective date shall
file an administrat::ively complete operat::ing permit application
~dtfiin 180 aays of. commencement of operation.
( 4)
Application acceptability. Nob1ithstanding the deaalines
establisfied in paragrapfis (1), (2), and (3) of tfiis
subsection, an application filed prior to tfie above aeaalines
follo;{ing submission of the state program to EPA for approval
shall be accepted for processing.
For purposes of the 60 day
administrative review period established in Ol\C 252: 2 15, the
official login date for any Part 70 operating permit submitted
according to the interim scfiedule in t::fiio subsection shall be
the date on vffiich the DBQ begins ito administrative
completeness revim;.
(5)
112(g) applications.
A source tfiat is required to meet
the requirements under section 112(g) of the feder~l Clean Air
Act, or to have a permit under a preconotruction revie'l+'
program under Title I of ouch Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or .
..:J • 4:".
... •
•
t.. •
,
.&:
•
•
mou~r~cae~on ~ntn~n tvmxve months or commenc1ng opcrat1on.
Wfiere an e>dsting Part 70 operating permit '<muld prohibit such
construction or cfiange in operation, the source must obtain a
permit revision before commencing construction.
(6)
Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
sfiall fi±e an a_ppli-cation for rene·.val o~ an operating permit
SC-8/1997/8 ,12-1) .wp
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at least siJc months before the date of permit eJCpiration,
~
unless a longer period (not to eJCceed 18 months) is specified
in the permit.
Renm;al periods greater than siJc months are
subject to negotiation on a case by case basis.
(7)
Phase II acid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program should submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b) (2) (i) through
(viii) .
( 8)
Application completeness. · See Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252:010 3 SO and 3 51.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-5(b) (1) through (9) moved to 252:100-8-4(b)]
( 9)
Application content for renewal of eJepiring pennit. In
submitting an application for renewal of a DBQ issued Part 70
operating permit, a source may identify terms and conditions
in ito previous permit that should. remain unchanged and
incorporate by reference those portions of its existing permit
and the permit application and any permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes
•
•
•
operat1ono,
an d emlSSlons
to \lh'1c h t h esc terms and conditions
apply.
The source must identify specifically and list which
portions of its ~revious permit and/or applications are
incorporated by reference.
In addition, a renewal application
must contain.
(i)
information specified in OAC 252:100 8 S(d) for those
products, processes, operations, and emissions that:
(I)
are not addressed in the mcisting permit,
(II) are subject to applicable requirements or state only ~
requirements that are.not addressed in the eJcisting
permit, or
.
. (III)
as to '•lhich the source seelcs permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the eJcisting permit,
aTH3:
(ii) a compliance plan and certification as required in
252:100 8 S(d) (8). [NOTE: 252:100-8-5(b) {9) moved to
252:100-8-7.1(b)]
~~
Confidential information.
If a source submits
information to the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality, the
source shall also submit a copy of such information directly to
the Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so.
JQl{€ +
Duty to supplement or correct application.
Renumbered
asO:l\C 252.100 6 SO(f) See 252:100-6-50(e).
l£1~ Standard application for.m and required information.
Sources that are subject to the Part 70 permit program
established by this Chapter shall file applications on the
standard application form that the DEQ makes available for that
purpose in accordance with OA£ 252:2-15. The application must
include information needed to determine the applicability of any
applicable requirement, or state-only requirement, or to evaluate
the fee amount required under the schedule approved pursuant to
OA£ 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2).
The applicant shall submit
the information called for by the application form for each
emissions unit at the source to be permitted.
The source must
I

.

-
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provide a list of any B-ti"€'fi insignificant activities that are
exempted because of size or production rate.
Trivial activities
need hot·be listed. The standard application form and any
attachments shall requir~ that the following information be
provided:
(1)
Identifying information, including company name and
address (or plant name and address if different from the
company name), owner's name and agent, and telephone number
and names of plant site manager/contact.
(2)
A description of the source's processes and products (by
two-digit Standard Industrial Classification Code) including
any associated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
(3)
The following emissions-related information:
(A)
All emissions of pollutants for which the source is
major, and all emissions (including fugitive emissions) of
regulated air pollutants.
The permit application shall
describe all emissions of regulated air pollutants emitted
from any emissions unit, except where such units are
exempted under this subsection~ l£l or eA€ 252:100-83(b). The source shall submit additiOnal information
related to the emissions of air pollutants sufficient to
verify •..·hich requirements are applicable to the source, and
other information necessary to determine the amount of any
permit fees owed under the fee schedule approved pursuant to
GAG 252.100 8 9 .
(B)
Identification and description of all points of
emissions described in subparagraph~ lgl(3) (A) of this
section in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees
and applicability of the federal Clean Air Act's
requirements.
(C)
Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as
are necessary to establish compliance consistent with the
applicable standard.
(D)
The following information to the extent it is needed to
determine or regulate emissions:
(i)
fuels,
(ii)
fuel use,
(iii)
raw materials,
(iv)
production rates, and
(v)
operating schedules.
(E)
Identification and description of air pollution control
equipment and compliance monitoring devices or activities.
(F)
Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or
any work practice standards, where applicable, for all
regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G)
Other information required by any applicable
requirement, or state-only requirement (including
information related to stack height limitations develqped
pursuant to section 123 of the federal Clean Air Act) .
(H)
Calculations on which the information in items (A)
through (~) of this paragraph is based.
SC-8/1997/8(12-1)~wp
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The following air pollution control requirements:
(A)
Citation and description of all applicable
requirements, and all state-only requirements~ , and
(B)
Description of or reference to any applicable test
method for determining compliance with each applicable
requirement and state-only requirement.
(5)
Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules
and statutes to implement and enforce other applicable
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter
or to determine the applicability of such requirements.
(6)
An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise
applicable requirements and state-only requirements.
(7)
Additional information as determined to be necessary by
the DEQ to define alternative operating scenarios identified
by the source pursuant to eAe 252:100-8-6 (a) (9) or to define
permit.terms and conditions implementing OAC 252.100 8 G(h)
2 52 : 10 0- 8- 6 (f) or eAe 2 52 : 10 0-8- 6 (a) ( 10) .
(8)
A compliance pla~ for all covered sources that contains
all the following:
(A)
A description of the compliance status of the source
with respect to all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements7 as follows:
(B)
}'t description as follmm.
(i)
For applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, with which the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source will continue to comply with
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state-only require_ments, that will become effective during the permit term,
a statement that the source will meet such requirements
on a timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless a
more detailed schedule is expressly required by the
applicable requirement.
·
(iii)
For requirements for which the source is not in
compliance at the time of permit issuance, a narrative
description of·how the source will achieve compliance
with such requirements.
(B)~ For sources not in complete compliance, g A
compliance schedule as follows:
(i)
For applicable requirements, and state onl)· require
ments, .•,ith .•,.hich the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source "dill continue to comply .-.orith
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state only
requirements, that will become effective during the
permit term, a statement that the source will meet such
requirements on a timely basis. A statement that the
source will meet in a timely manner applicable
requirements that become effective during the permit term
shall satisfy this provision, unless a more detailed
schedule is eJ{pressly required by the applicable
requirement.
(4)

sc~B/1997/B
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Jil(iii)
A schedule of compliance for sources that are
not in compliance with all applicable requirements, and
~tate-only requirements, at the time of permit issuance.
Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial
measures, including an enforceable sequence of actions
with milestones, leading to compliance with any
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, for
which the source will be in noncompliance at the time of
permit issuance. This compliance schedule shall resemble
and be equivalent in stringency to that contained in any
judicial consent decree or administrative order to which
the source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance
shall be supplemental to, and shall not sanction noncompliance with, the applicable requirements on which it
is based.
(ii)~
A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports no less frequently than every 6 months £er
sources required to have a schedule of compliance under
OAC 252.100 8 5 (d} (8) (C) (iii).
.
lQl{B+ The compliance plan content requirements specified
in this paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid
rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as specifically superseded by regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act with regard to
the schedule and method(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9)
Requirements for compliance certification, including the
following:
(A)
A certification of compliance with all applicable
requirements, and state-only requirements, by_ a respopsible
official consistent with subsection ~ lQl of this section·
and section 114(a) (3) of the federal Clean-Air Act;
(B)
A statement of methods used for determining compliance,
including a description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements and test methods;
.
(C)
A schedule for submission of compliance certifications
during the permit term, which shall be submitted annually,
or more frequently if required by an underlying applicable
requirement, state-only requirements, or by the permitting
authority; and
(0) A statement indicating the source's compliance status
with any applicable enhanced monitoring and compliance
certification requirements of the federal Clean ~ir Act.
(10) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain
portions of permit applications and compliance plans, as
required by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
(11) }\ list of any ouch units '•vhich satisfy the definition of
either insignificant activities or de minimis emissions.
(d)+e+ Certification. Any application form, report, or
compliance certification submitted pursuant to this Chapter shall
contain certification by a responsible official of truth,
!JC-8/19!j7/8 (12-1) .wp
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accuracy, and completeness. This certification and any other.
certification-required under this Chapter shall be signed by a
responsible official and shall contain the following lariguage:
"I certify, based on information and belief formed after
reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete."
(e)~ Number of application copies. See Part 3 of eAe 252:2-15.
252:100-8-6.
Per.mit content
(a)
Standard permit requirements. To the eJetent practicable,
every Part 70 permits permit issued under this Ch~pter shall
include all applicable requirements, and state-only requirements(as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2) that apply to the permitted
'
source at the time of issuance. Each permit shall include the
following elements:
(1}
Emission limitations and standards.
The permit shall
specify emissions limitations and standards that constitute
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, and
shall include those operational requirements conditions and
limitations necessary to assure compliance with all applicable
such requirements.
--(-A}
The permit shall specify and reference the origin of
and authority for each term or condition, and identify any
difference in form as compared to the applicable
requirement, and or state-only requirement, upon which the
term or condition-rs based.
(B)
The permit shall ·state that, where an applicable
requirement of the federal Clean Air Act is more stringent
than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the federal ,Clean Air Act, both provisions
shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be
enforceable by EPA.
(C)
If an applicable the State implementation plan or an
applicable requirement allows a source to comply through an
alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source
may request that such an alternative limit or means of
compliance be specified in its permit. Such an alternative
emission limit or means of compliance shall be included in a
source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable,
accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable
procedures. The source shall propose permit terms and
conditions to satisfy these requirements in its application.
(2}
Per.mit duration.
_
(A)
Operating Per.mits. The permit shall specify a fixed
term. The DEQ shall issue permits for any fixed period
requested in the permit application, not to exceed five
years, except as provided in subparagraphs lil +A+ and (ii)
~ of this paragraph:
-lil+A+ Permits issued to affected sources shall in all
cases have a fixed term of five years.
liil+B+ Permits issued to solid waste incineration
units combusting municipal waste subject to standards
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1) .wp
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under section 129(e) of the federal Clean Air Act shall
have a term not to exceed 12 years.
Such permits shall
be reviewed every five years.
(B)
Construction per.mits. See 252:100-8-1.5.
(3)
Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.
(A)
Bach permit shall contain the follmdng requirements
\vith respect to monitoring. Monitoring requirements.
(i)
All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or
test methods required under~ applicable requirements,.
and state-only requirements, including any procedures and
methods promulgated pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) or
504(b) of the federal.Clean Air Act;
(ii) Where ~ an applicable requirement, and or stateonly requirement 7 does not require periodic testing or
instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as
monitoring)·' periodic monitoring during the relevant time
period sufficient ·to yield reliable data from the
relevant time period
that are representative of the
source's compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant
to (a) (3) (C) of this section. Such monitoring
requirements shall assure use of terms, test methods,
units, averaging periods, and other statistical
conventions consistent with the applicable requirement,
~ state-only requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may
be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subparagraph-;-~

(iii)
As necessary, requirements concerning the use,
maintenance, and, where appropriate, aae installation of
monitoring equipment or methods.
(iv) Provisions for the permittee to request the use of
alternative test methods or analysis procedures, and
provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the
request within 60 days.
(B)
Recordkeepinq requirements.
With respect to
recordlEeeping, the The permit .shall incorporate all
applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where
applicable, the following:
(i)
Records of required monitoring information that
include the following:
(I)
The date, place as defined in the permit, and time
of sampling or measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III)
The company or entity that performed the
analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniques or methods used;
(V)
The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions as existing at the time
of sampling or measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data
and support information for a period of at least five
SC-8/1997/8{12-1) .wp
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years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information.-...
includes all calibration and maintenance records and all
~
original strip-chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by
the permit. Where appropriate, the permit may specify
that records may be maintained in computerized form.
(C)
Reporting requirements.
With respect to reporting,
~ The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
(i)
A permit issued under this Chapter Part shall
require the permittee to submit a report~any required
monitoring at least every six months. To the extent
possible, the schedule for submission of such reports
shall be timed to coincide with other periodic reports
required by the permit, including the permittee's annual
compliance certification. However; the reports may be
submitted at any.time within the reporting period, as
stipulated in the permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C) (i) of this paragraph
shall identify any exceedances from permit requirements
since the previous report that have been monitored by the
monitoring systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting requirements under the permit.
(iii)
In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each
permittee shall be required to submit supplemental
~.
reports as follows:
(I)
Any exceedance resulting from emergency or upset
conditions as defined in OAC 252.:100 8 6 (g) 252:100-8~ shall be reported within 24 hours of the date on
which the permittee first becomes aware of the
exceedance, if the permittee wishes to assert the
affirmative defense authorized under said section,and
the permittee shall submit a follow up written report
within 10 working days of first becoming aware of the
exceedance. The initial report Such notice must
contain a description of the emergency. any steps taken
to mitigate emissions and corrective actions taken.
[NOTE: The underlined language is from 252:100-86(g) (3) (D)]

(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health, safety, or the
environment shall be reported as soon as is
practicable; but under no circumstance shall
notification be more than 24 hours after exceedance.
(III)
Any other exceedances that are identified in
the permit as requiring more frequent reporting than
the permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on
the schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the
probable cause of the exceedances and any corrective
sc-·a/1997/8 C12-1l·.wp
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actions or preventative measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall
be certified by a responsible official, except that if a
report of an exceedance required under (C) (iii) of this
paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the
exceedance, the report may be submitted in the first
instance without a certification if an appropriate
certification is provided within ten days thereafter,
together with any corrected or supplemental information
required concern1ng the exceedance. Reports submitted
shall be consistent with the requirements of eAe 252:1009.

(4)
Risk management plans.
If the source is required to
develop and register a risk management plan pursuant to
section 112(r) of the federal Clean Air Act, the permit need
only specify that ~ the permittee will comply with the
requirement to register such a plan. Although the requirement
to have a risk management plan may be a term of the permit,
the risk management plan contents are not part of the permit.
(5)
Title IV allowances.
(A)
No permit revision shall be required for increases in
emissions that are authorized by allowances acquired
pursuant to the acid rain program, ·provided that such
increases do not require a permit revision under any other
applicable requirement.
(B)
No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances
held by the source. The source may not, however, use
allowances as a defense to noncompliance with any other
applicable requirement.
(C)
The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any
allowance that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of
the federal Clean Air Act or the regulations promulgated
thereunder.
Compliance with this paragraph will be
decermined on January 31st of any given year and be based on
actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the
previous calendar year.
(6)
Severability clause.
The permit shall include a
severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the
various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include provisions
stating the following:
(A)
The permittee must comply with all conditious of the
permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of
the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
(i)
enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or
(iii)
denial of a permit renewal application.
(B)
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt
or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp
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compliance with the conditions of this permit.
However,
nothing in this subsection shall be construed as precluding ~,
consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a
~ 0
mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance
· ~·
if the health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting
or reducing operations would be more serious than the
impacts of continuing operations.
(C)
The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for cause.
Except as provided under
0}'.8 252.100 8 7(e) (1) 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1) for minor permit
modifications, the filing of a request by the permittee for
a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or
termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit
condition.
(D)
The permit does not convey any property rights of any
sort, or any exclusive privilege.
(E)
The permittee.shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of
a written request and within a reasonable time, .any
information that the DEQ may request to determine whether
cause exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and
reissuing or terminating the permit or to determine
compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee
shall also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to
be kept by the permit.
The permittee may make a claim of
confidentiality pursuant to OAC 252.100 8 S(b) (10) 27A O.S.
1993 Supp. Section 2-5-105.18 for any information or records~
submitted under this paragraph.
(8)
Fees. . The permit shall provide that the permittee will
pay fees to the DEQ consistent with the fee schedule established under OAC 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2.
(9)
Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no
permit revision shall be required under any approved economic
incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided
for in the permit.
(10) Operating scenarios.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions applicable to all operating scenarios described in
the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements.
The
permit shall authorize the permittee to ·make changes among
operating scenarios authorized in the permit without not~ce,
but shall require the permittee contemporaneously with making
a change from one operating scenario to another to record in a
log at the permitted facility the scenario under which it is
operating.
.
(11) Emissions averaging.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading or averaging of emissions increases and decreases in
the permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable
requirements provide for trading or averaging such increases
and decreases.
Such terms and conditions shall include terms .-...
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under subsections (a} and (c) of this section to determine
compliance and shall satisfy all requirements of the
ap~lic~ble requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
(b)
Federally enforceable requirements.
(1)
Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2) of this section,
all terms and conditions in a permit issued under this
section, including any provisions designed to limit a source's
potential to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by
citizens under section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(2)
Notwithstanding paragraph (b) (1) of this section, the DEQ
shall designate as not being federally enforceable under the
federal Clean Air Act any terms and conditions included in the
permit that are not required under the federal Clean Air Act
or any of its applicable requirements, and such terms and
conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under
section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(c)
Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this
Chapter Part shall contain the following elements with respect to
complian~
·
(1)
Consistent with paragraph (a) (3) of this section, compliance certification, testing, monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure compliance
with the terms and conditions of the permit. Any document
(including reports) required by a permit under this Chapter
Part shall contain a certification by a responsible official
as to the results of the required monitoring.
(2)
Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon
presentation of credentials and other documents as·may be
required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized
officials of the DEQ to perform the following (subject to the
permittee's right to seek confidential treatment pursuant to
GAG 252:100 8 5(b) (10) for confidential information submitted
tc or obtained by the DBQ under this subsection) :
(A)
Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours where a source is located or
emissions-related activity is conducted, or where records
must be kept under the conditions of the permit;
(B)
Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any
records that must be kept under the conditions of the
permit;
(C)
Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety
practices any facilities, equipment (including monitoring
and air pollution control equipment), practices, .or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
(D)
As authorized by the federal Clean Air Oklahoma Clean
Air Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit .
(3) A schedule of compliance if to the e:>ctent required under
GAG 252.100 8 5(d) (8) (C) 252:100-8-5(c) (8) (B).
(4)
To the extent required under an applicable schedule of
compliance and GAG 252.100 8 5 (d) (8) 252:100-8-5 (c) (8),
SC-~/1997/8(12-1)
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progress reports, to be submitted semiannually, or more
frequently if specified in the applicable requirement or by
the DEQ.
Such progress reports shall contain the following:
(A)
Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and
dates when such activities, milestones or compliance
were achieved; and
(B)
An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and any
preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5)
Requirements for compliance certification with terms
and conditions contained in the permit that are federally
enforceable, including emission limitations, standards, or
work practices.
Each permit shall specify:
·
(A)
The frequency (which shall be annually unless the
applicable requirement, and or state-only requirement,
specifies submission more frequently) of submissions of
compliance certifications;
(B)
In accordance ~ith paragraph (a) (3) of this
section, a·means for monitoring the compliance of the
source with emissions limitations, standards, and work
practices;
(C)
A requirement that the compliance certification
include the following:
(i)
The identification of each term or condition
of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as
shown by monitoring data and other information
available to the permittee;
(iii)
Whether compliance was continuous or
intermittent;
(iv) The method(s) used for determining the
compliance status of the source, currently and
over the reporting period as required by paragraph
(a) (3) of this section; and
(v)
Such other facts as the DEQ may require to
determine the compliance status of the source;
(D)
A requirement that all compliance certifications
be submitted to EPA as well as to the DEQ;
(E)
Such additional requirements as may be specified
pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) and 504(b) of the
federal Clean Air Act; and
(6)
Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d)
Cefteral permits.
(1)
The DBQ may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit to any source category
if it concludes that the category is appropriate for
permitting on a generic basis.
lilly general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable to other Part 7G
permits.
No general permit may be issued for affected
sources under the acid rain program unless otherwise
SC-8/1997/8(12-1}.wp
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provided in regulations promulgated under Titl6 IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
( 2 r }'i general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source within the source
category or upon the DBQ' s ovm initiative. 1'he DBQ shall,
follo;;ing receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit for a
category of sources may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
(3)
A general permit may be issued for the following
purposes :
(A)
to establish terms and conditions to implement
applicable requirements, and state only requirements,
for a source category,
(B)
to establish terms and conditions to implement
applicable requirements, and state only requirements,
for specified categories of changes to permitted
sources,
(C)
to establish terms and conditions for new
requirements that apply to sources with existing
permits, and
(D)
to establish federally enforceable caps on emissions
from sources in a specified category.
(4)
1'he DBQ may issue a general permit if it finds that.
(A)
there are severai permittees, permit applicants, or
potential permit applicants ;,·he have the same or
substantially similar operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities,
(B)
the permittees, permit applicants, or potential permit
applicants emit the same types of regulated air pollutants;
(C)
the operations, emissions, activities, or facilities
are subject to the same or similar standards, limitations,
and operating requirements, and
(D)
the operations, emissions, activities, or facilities
are subject to the same or similar monitoring requirements.
(5)
A general permit issued under this section shall identify
criteria by ~;hich sources may qualify for the general permit.
After a general permit has been issued, any source may submit
a request to be covered under the permit in the form of an
application for authorization to operate under the general
permit.
(A)
Such application shall identify the source gnd provide
information sufficient to demonstrate that it falls ;;ithin
the source category covered by the general permit, together
;;ith any additional information that may be specified in the
general·permit.
(B)
See OAC 252:2 15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
timelines for individual authorizations under general
permits. The Agency shall act to approve or deny the
application within 90 days of filing.
(C)
A final action approving an authorization to operate
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1i·.wp .
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under a general permit shall not be subject to public
cemment or judicial review.
(6) A copy of the general permit, together \+'ith a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be kept on file
for public revim.· at the offices of the DEQ.
(7)
A general permit issued under this section shall provide
that any source approved for coverage under a general permit
shall be entitled to the protection.of the permit shield for
all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by the
general permit, unless and to the extent that it is subse
quently determined that the source does dot qualify for the
conditions and terms of the general permit.
(8)
If some, but not all, of a source's operations,
activities, and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more.general permits, the source may apply for and receive
coverage under the general permits for the operations,
activities, and emissions that are so eligible.
If the source
is required un~er OAC 252:100 8 3 of this part to obtain a
permit addressing the.remainder of its operations,.activities,
and emissions, it may apply for and receive a permit that
addresses specifically only those items not covered by.general
permits.
In such a case, the source's permit shall identify
all operations, activities, and emissions that are subject to
. general permits and incorporate those general permits by
reference.
Unless the permit specifically states othenvise,
the permit shield shall apply to the terms and conditions of
any general permits so incorporated by reference as v.rell as to
the terms and conditions spec.ifically stated in the permit.
[NOTE: General permits was moved to 252:100-8-6.1]
(e)
Temporary sources. The DEQ may issue a single permit
authori2ing emissions from similar operations by the same source
mmer or operator at multiple temporary locations.
The operation
must be temporary and involve at least one change of location
during the term of the permit.
No affected source shall be
permitted as a temporary source.
Permits for temporary sources
shall include the follmiing:
(1)
Conditi:ons that r,+'ill assure compliance r,dth all
applicable requirements at all authoris:wd locations;
(2)
Requirements that the mmer or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each
change in location, and
(3)
Conditions that assure combliance 'i+'ith all other
provisions of this section.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:10D-8-6.2]
lQl~ Permit shield.
---(1) Each operating permit issued under this section Part
shall include a "permit shield" provision, which shall state
that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
(including terms and conditions established for alternate
operating scenarios, emissions trading, and emissions
averaging, but excluding terms and conditions for which the
permit shield is expressly prohibited under this Subchapter)
shall be deemed compliance with the applicable requirements
SC-8/1997/8 (12·-1) .wp
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identified and included in the permit.
(2}
Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a
separate written finding issued with the permit a
determination identifying specific requirements that do not
apply to the source.
The source shall specify in its
application for such a determination the requirements for as
~ which the determination is requested.
If the determination
is issued in a separate finding, that finding shall be
summarized in the permit.
The permit shall state that the
permit shield applies to any requirements so identified. A
request for a determination to extend the shield to
requirements deemed inapplicable to the source may be made
either in the original permit application or in a subsequent
application for a permit modification.
(3)
A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a
permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide such a
shield.
(4)
Nothing in this section or in the permit shall alter or
affect the following:
(A)
the provisions of section 303 of the federal Clean Air
Act, including the authority of the BPA Administrator under
that section;
(B)
the liability of an owner or operator of a source for
any violation of applicable requirements, and or state-only
requirements, prior to or. at the time of permi~issuance;
(C)
the applicable requirements of the acid rain program,
consistent with section 408(a) of the federal Clean Air Act;
or
(D)
the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source
pursuant to section 114 of the federal Clean Air Act.
l t l~ Emergencies.
--(1) When used in this Subsection, "Emergency" means any
situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of
God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to
restore normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed
a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due
to unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the
emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to
the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of
preventative preventive maintenance, careless or improper
operation, or operator error. Quantification of accidental
releases shall be made by the best available method.
(2)
An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an
action brought for noncompliance with such technology-based
emission limitations if the conditions of paragraph ~ (e) (3)
of this section and the reporting requirements of 252:100-86 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I) are met.
(3)
The affirmative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous
operating logs, or other relevant evidence that:
(A)
An emergency occurred an9 that the permittee can
SC-8/1997 /8 (12.-1) .wp
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identify the cause(s) of the emergency;
(8)
The permitted facility was at the time being properly
operated;
(C)
During the period of the emergency the permittee took
all reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions that
exceeded the emission standardsT or other requirements in
the permit, and~
(D)
The permittee submitted notice of the emergency to the
DBQ ·,.·ithin 24 hours of the time \:hen emission limitations
were exceeded due to the emergency.
Such notice must
contain a description of the emergency, any steps taken to
mitigate emissions, and corrective actions taken.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-G(a) (3) (C) (iii) (I)]
(4)
In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to
establieh the occurrence of an emergency has the burden of
proof.
·
(5)
The provision in this subsection is in addition to any
.emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable
requirement or 9/lre 251:100-9.
lil:B=rt- Operational flexibility. Any operating scenario allmved
IOr in an applicable Part 70 permit may be implemented by the
facility ·,dthout the need for any permit revision or any
notification to the permitting authority. It is incumbent upon
the Part 70 permit applicant to apply for any reasonably
anticipated alternative facility operating .scenarios at the time
of initial or renmml permit application.
(1) ···Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios.

Any operating scenario allowed for in an applicable Part 70
permit may be implemented by the facility without the need for
any permit revision or any notification to the permitting
authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant
to apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
operating scena~ios at the time of initial or renewal permit
application.
(2)
Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted
Part 70 source may make changes within the facility. that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal Clean Air Act;
(B)
Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission
rate of any existing emissions unit to be exceeded; er and
(C) Result in a net ~ change in emissions ~ of zero7~
provided Provided that the facility provides notifies the
Administrator and the permitting authority DEQ and EPA in
writing at least 7 days 'tdth ·,,rritten notification as
required belm.· in advance of the proposed changes, vvhich
shall be a minimum of 7 days, or such shorter time frame
that permitting authority allows for emergencies [as defined
in OAC 252.100 8 6(g)]. The source, permitting authority
DEO, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of
the relevant permit. For each such change, the written
notification required above shall include a brief
description of the change within the permitted facility, the
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp
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date on which the change will occur, any change in
_emissions, and any permit term or condition that is no
·loriger applicable as a result of the change.
The permit
shield described in OAC 252:100 8 6(f) 252:10 - - d does
not apply to any change made pursuant to this s
ction.

(3) Emissions trading in permit. A permitted source may rely
on the authority of this section to trade increases and
decreases in emissions within the facility, where the
implementation plan provides for ouch emissions trades ~:ithout
a permit modification. In ouch a case, the advance written
notice prov·ided by the permittee shall identify the underlying
authority authoriaing the trading and shall state ·,.·hen the
· change '4••ill. occur, the types and quantities of emissions to be
traded,· the permit terms or other applicable requirmaente, and
state O!J;ly requirements, with -.:hich the source 'idll comply
through emissions trading, and ouch other information as may
be.reEjluired by thcapplieable requirement authoriaing the
em~os~ono trade.
(i) Special provisions !or affected (aeid rain) sources
(1) Application binding until permit issuance or denial.
A
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the
applicant and enforceable as an acid rain pqrmit until an acid rain permit is issued or denied. For applicable permitting
procedures, see OAC 252.2 15.
(2) Exemption petUoions.
Applicants -.iith small units that
burn lo..,.· sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can
petition to have ouch units eJeempted from certain permitting
and monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(3) Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures
that an applicant operating in accordance with a perfflit issued
in accordance with Title Pl of the federal Clean Air Act, \:ill
be deemed to be operating in compliance -.dth the Acid Rain
Progra!'fl.
(4) Uodifications. See 40 CFR 72.82.
(5) Duratiofta Acid rain permits \dll have a terffl of five
years coffiffiencing on the permits effective date. The DBQ !'flay
issue a permit ·.iith a future effective date.
(6} Right of interYentioa.
The.l\:dminietrator may intervene
as a !'flatter of right in any administrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain pcrfflit or denial of an Aeid Rain permit.
(7) Adm!aiotrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days follmdng the ioouanQ:C of the
Acid Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no
fflore than 90 days follo-.dng a final agency action.
(8) Adoption of 40 CFR Part 72 by reference.
Qr,mers or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of
the federal Clean Air ."tat shall eofflply 'ivith applicable
provisions of 40 CPR Part 72, as published in the Federal
Register on January 11, 1993, and on Hareh 23, 1993, \:hieh is
hereby adopted by reference as rules of the Bnvironfflental
Quality Board. In ouch regulations, the term "permitting
SC-8/1997/8(12~1).wp
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authority" shall mean the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
QuaLity and the term "Administrator" shall mean the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
If the provisions or requirements of 40 CPR Part 72
conflict ;vith this Chapter/ the Part 72 provisions and
requirements shall apply and take precedence.
(8)
The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality hereby
adopts and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CPR
part 72 1 as published in the Federal Register on January 11 1
1993/ and on Harch 23 1993 for purposes of implementing an
acid rain program that meets the requirements of Title IV of
the Clean Air Act.
The term "permitting authority'' shall mean
the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CPR part 72 conflict ;vith or are not
included in Oklahoma Administrative· Code 252 .100 8 the part
72 provisions and requirements shall apply and tah:e
precedence.
[NOTE: Moved to 252.:100-8-6.3]

:i

1
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252:100-8-6.1 General permits
Aoolicabilitv.
---111 The DEO may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a aeneral permit for te any source
category if it concludes that the category is appropriate
for permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits.
No general permit may be issued for affected
sources. under the acid rain program unless otherwise
provided in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
i l l A general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source within the source
category or upon the DE0 s own initiative. The DEO shall,
following receipt of an application for a general permit. or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit for a
category of sources may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
J..ll A general permit may be issued for the follm:ing
purposes to establish:
·
l8l to establish terms Terms and conditions to
implement applicable reguirementsT and state-only
reguirementsT for a source category,.
~
to establish terms Terms and conditions to
implement applicable reguirementsT and state-only
reguirementsT for specified categories of changes to
permitted sources,.
~
to establish terms Terms and conditions for new
requirements that apply to sources with existing
permits; and.
lQl to establish federally enforceable Federally-

1£1

1
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enforceable caps on emissions from sources in a specified
_category.
iii The DEQ may issue a general oermit if it finds that:
181 There there are several permittees, permit applicants
or potential permit applicants who: have the same or
'
sub9t?n9ially similar operations, emissions_. activities, 0 ~
facJ:lJ:tJ:es,
l i l Have the same or substantially similar
operations,emissions, activities, or facilities.
(ii)±Bt
the permittees, permit applicants, or potential
permit applicants emit Emit the same types of regulated
air pollutants.,
•
(B)fet ~ The operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities are subject to the same or similar: standards
limitations, and operating requirements; and
l i l Standards, limitations, and operating requirements.
ffi)-fftt
the operations, emissions, activities. or
facilities are subject to the same or similar monitoring
Monitoring requirements.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1(a) (1) through (4) was 252.:100-8-G(d) (1)
through ( 4) ]
(5)f&T If some, but not all, of a source's operations,
activities, and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more general permits, the source may must apply for an_ .
individual Part 70 permit for all of·its covered sources. a-fl:6
receive coverage under the general permits for the operations,
ac-tivities; and qemissions that are so eligible. If the sotrree
is required under GAG 252.100 8 3 of this part to obtain a
permit addressing the remainder of its operations, activities,
and emissions. it may apply for and receive a permit that
addresses specifically only those items not covered bv general
permits.
In ouch a case, the source's permit shall identify
all operations, activities, and emissions that are subject to
general permits and incorporate those general permits by
reference. Unless the permit specifically states othen,.ise,
the permit shield shall apply to the terms and conditions of
any general permits eo incorporated by reference as .•,.ell as to
the terms and conditione specifically stated in the permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-G(d) (8)]
~
Facilities located in areas that are federallv designated
as-non-attainment are not eligible for coverage under a
general operating permit.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5(h) (3)]
(7)
Sites that are not in compliance with all applicable
State and Federal air regulations are eligible for a general
operating permit only if:
lAl They submit to DEO an approvable comoliance plan. and
.llli_ The facility submits to Tier II public review .. [NOTE:
From 252:100-10-5 (h) (5)]
(8)
Facilities with existing state operating permits are
eligible for coverage under a general operating permit~
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5(h) (6)]
(9)
Facilities existing prior to the effective date of any
SC-8/1997/8(12-i) .wp
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applicable standard that would have created specific
quantifiable and enforceable emission rates are eligible for
coverage under a general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5 (h) (7)]
lQl Authorization.
--( 1) :f-5± A general permit issued under this section shall
identify criteria by which sources may qualify for the general
permit. After a general permit has been issued, any source
may submit a request to be covered under the permit in the
form of an application for authorization to operate under the
general permit. ±At Such application shall identify the
source and provide information sufficient to demonstrate that
it falls within the source category covered by the general
permit, together with any additional information that may be
specified in the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-86(d)(5)]
(2)±Bt See eAe 252:2-15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
timelines for individual authorizations under general permits.
The Agency DEO shall act.to approve.or deny the-application
within 90 days of filing. [NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6 (d) (5) (B)]
(3)f8t A final action approving an authorization to operate
under a general permit shall not be subject to public comment
or judicial review.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6(d) (5) (C)]
(4) (d) The DEO will publish, at least monthly, an updated list
of sources approved for inclusion under the general operating
· permit and any aggrieved person may petition the DEO to review
the approval of any stationary source for inclusion under a
general operating permit within 30 days after publication of
the list.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-3 (d)]
(5)±ft A copy of the general permit, together with a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be kept on file
for public review at the offices of the DEQ. [NOTE: Was
252:100-8-6(d) (6)]
iQl Permit Shield. A general permit issued under this section
Shall provide that any source approved for coverage under a
general permit shall be entitled to the protection of the permit
shield for all operations. activities, and emissions addressed by
the general permit, unless and to the extent that it is subsequently determined that the source does not qualify for the
conditions and terms of the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:1008-6 (d) (7)]
lQl_ Revisions
--(1)±et If an owner or operator of a source(s) makes a change
to a source covered by a general operating permit that affects
any applicability information supplied in the general
operating permit application, but the source is still eligible
for coverage authorised to operate under a general operating
permit, the owner or operator must revise the general
operating permit application and submit it to the DEO within
60 days.
(2)±et After coverage is granted to a particular source under
the general permit, physical changes to the facility which
SC-8/1997/8 (] 2-1) .wp
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result in the addition of equipment new to the facility,
either as a replacement (except like-kind replacements) or net
addition, will require a construction permit or a new
authorization perftlit eJceept as allm.·ed in (d) (3) below. Any
significant modification to a stationary source included under
a general operating permit shall subject the source to a Tier
II review.
(3)fet If equipment new to the facility is newly purchased or
is relocated from another facility where a permit was issued
with enforceable emissions limits on that equipment, then
authorization approval under the general operating permit
shall be modified or amended to.include an emissions limit for
the newly purchased or relocated equipment.
"Grandfathered"
emissions sources at the facility will retain only the
equipment descriptions as permit conditions. "Grandfathered"
means a unit ..,.hich that was in existence prior to the
effective date of any applicable regulation .,,.hich that would
have created specific quantifiable and enforceable emissions
rate limits.
(4)tft For a general operating permit, if emissions chanoe for
any reason that subjects the facility to PSD permitting
requirements, then the facility no longer qualifies for a
general operating permit.
However, the existing general
operating permit will remain valid during the time period
covered by the PSD construction permit unti.l the facility
receives a Part 70 site specific operating permit for the
entire facility.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1 (d) (1) through (4) are from 252:100-105 (b), (c), (e) and {f) respectively]
lli Permit Content. Specific terms and conditions that r.,,rhich
will make the applicable rules and requirements enforceable shall
be stipulated in the general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5 (h) {8)]
.
(f)
Renewal of general operating permits.
J1l The DEO will initiate the renewal process for a general
operating permit at least 180 days prior to the permit's
expiration date and will follow the requirements in 252:100-87 (a) •

.

ill

.

Owners or operators shall apply to renew an authorization
at least 60 days prior to expiration of the existing
authorization.
Upon submittal of a timely and
administratively complete application, the applicant mav
continue to operate until such time as the DEQ grants or
denies coverage under the general operating permit.

252:100-8-6.2-fe-t- Temporary sources. The DEQ may issue a single
permit authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same
source owner or operator at multiple temporary locations.
The
operation must be temporary and involve at least one change of
location during the term of the permit.
No affected source shall
be permitted as a temporary source.
Permits for temporary
sources shall include the following:
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .Wp
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Conditions that will assure compliance with all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations;
nl_ Requirements that the owner or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each
change in location; and
lJl Conditions that assure comPliance with all other
provisions of this section.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.2 was moved
from 252:100-8-6(e)]
252:100-8-6.3.±it
Special provisions for affected (acid rain)
sources
(a)f!t Application binding until permit issuance or denial.
A
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the applic~nt
and enforceable as a an acid rain permit until an acid rain
permit is issued or denied.
For applicable permitting
procedures, see eAe 252:2-15.
(b)±?t Exemption petitions.
Applicants with small units that
burn low sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can petition
to have such units exempted from certain permitting and
monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(c)i?t Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures that
an applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in
accordance with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will be
deemed to be operating in compliance with the Acid Rain Program.
(d) -±4± Modifications. See 40 CFR 72.82.
(e}±s± Duration. Acid rain permits will have a term of five
years commencing on the permits effective date. The DEQ may
issue a permit with a future effective date.
(f)±Gt Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene
as a matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain permit or denial of ·an Acid Rain permit.
(g)fTt Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days following the issuance of the Acid
Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than
90 days following a final agency action.
(h) ±8± Adoption of 40 CFR Part 72 by reference.
O'tmers or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of the
federal Clean Air Act shall comply with applicable drovisions of
40 CFR Part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January
11, 1993, and on March 23, 1993. which is hereby adopted by
reference as rules of the Environmental Quality. Board.
In such
regulations. the term "permitting authority" shall mean the
Olelahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CFR Part 72 conflict with this Chapter, the
Part 72 provisions and reguirements shall apply and take
precedence.
±8± The Olelahoma Department of Environmental Quality DEO hereby
adopts and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CFR
Part pa-r1::- 72. as published in the Federal Register on January llL

,.........,
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1993, ~on March 23, 1993, and on October 24, l997, for
purposes of implementing an acid rain program that meets the
regufrem·ents of Title IV of the Clean Air Act. The term
"permitting authority" shall·mean the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality and the term "Administrator" shall mean the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
If the provisions 'or requirements of 40 CFR Part WEE 72
conflict with or are not included in Oh:lahoma Administrative Code
252:100-8, the Part eare 72 provisions and requirements shall
apply and take precedence.
·
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.3 was moved from 252:100-8-6(i)]
252:100-8-7.

Permit issuance, rene,ial, reopenings, and

rer,~ieiens

(a)

-

Action on application; issuance/denial criteria.
(1)
Criteria for issuance.
A permit, permit modification,
or renewal may be issued only if the applicable requirements
of 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14-101 ct seq.; OAe 252:2-15;
and this Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that
the condi~ions of the permit provide for compliance with all
applicable requirements and for applications subject to GAG
252:100-8-8, that the requirements of .that section have been
satisfied.
(2)
Draft permits and notice thereof. See GAG 252:2-15.
The
draft permit shall be accompanied by a statement that sets
forth the legal and factual basis for the draft permit
conditions (including references to the applicable statutory
or regulatory provisions) .
(3)
EPA review. See OAe 252:100-8-8.
(4)
DEQ final action. See OA€ 252:2-15, and GAG 252:100-8-8
when applicable.
(5)
Timeline for technical review and issuance. See OAC
252.2 15 70 through 15 72.
Except as provided in paragraphs
(A) and (B) of this paragraph, the The DEQ shall take final
action on each application for a permit.within 18 months after
beginning its technical revi~w in accordance with 252:2-15-70
through 15-72 and OAC 252.100 8 5(b) (5) 252:100-8-4(b) (7).
(6)
Action priorities. See OAC 252:100 8 5(b) 252:100-84(b) (2) through (10) and 252:100-8-7.1(a).
(7)
No issuance by default. See 27A:2-5-112(D).
(b)
Requirement for a permit.
See OAC 252.100 8 4(b) 252:1008-4.
=reT Permit renewal and eJEpiratien.
_
(1)
Applications for permit renmml after the transition
period, and for permit for new Part· 70 sources or amendments,
shall be considered timely if the applicant meets the
requirements of this subsection.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-87.1(a) (1)]
(2)
Applications for permit rene'i;ril shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements, including those for public
participation, affected State COffiffient, and EPA revie'iv, tha~
apply to initial permit issuance under OAC 252.100 8 7(a).
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[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(c)]
{3) . A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
CJCpiration of its permit unless a timely and coFFtplete renewal
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of eJCpiration.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1 (d) (1))
(4)
If a timely and co!Rplete application for a permit renm:al
is submitted, but the DEQ fails to take final action to issue
or deny the renewal permit before the end of the terFFt of the
previous permit, then the permit shall not mcpire until the
renmml permit has been issued or denied, and any perffiit:
shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during
that time.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1 (d) (2)]
(5)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DBQ under this subchapter shall apply for perFFtit reissuance at
least 180 days before the eJCpiration of the eJCisting permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner.
The DBQ shall require in a permit that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines
that an.earlier application is needed. to minimize the
possibility of eJCpiration prior to reissuance. The DBQ may
malee the determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy _
permit revim.· process due to the complmdty of the stationary
source or anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen months prior to the e2~iration of the permit.
[NOTE : Moved to 2 52 : 10 0- 8-7 . 1 (a) ( 2) ]
(d)
Adminiatrati"+"e permit amendments.
(1)
When used in this subsection "Administrative permit
amendment 11 means a permit revision that.
(A)
Corrects typographical errors,
(B)
Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source,
(C)
Requires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
by the permittee,
(D)
Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
of a source where no other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a ·..rritten agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability bet•..·een the current and ne·..·
permittee has been submitted to the DBQ,
(B)
Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
preconstruction revie;; permits issued by the DBQ_under OAC
252.100 7.
Enhanced New Source Review (NSR) procedures
apply to all major sources and all State Implementation Plan
(SIP) minor source changes to FFtajors.
(2)
Administrative permit amendFFtents for purposes of the .acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
proFFtulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean Air }\ct.
(3)
An administrative permit aFFtendment shall be made by the
DBQ in accordance with the following.
(A)
The DBQ shall taJco::e final action on a request for an

---..., ..

-
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administrative permit amendment within GO driyo from the date
of receipt of ouch a request, and may incorporate the
'proposed changes without providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any ouch permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
(B)
The DBQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
(C)
The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request. .
(4)
The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting a
request fer an administrative permit amendment, allow coverage
.by the permit shield in OAC 252.100 8 6(f) for administrative
permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph (d) (1) (E) of
this section.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7(d) was moved to 252:100-8-7.2(a)]
(e)
Permit modification.
A permit modification is any revision
to.an operating permit that cannot be accomplished under the
program's provisions for·adminiotrative permit amendments under
subsection (d) of this section. A permit modification for
purposes of the acid rain portion.of the permit shall be governed
by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean
Air Act.
(1) !liner permit modification procedures.
U'd
Criteria.
(i)
Minor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that.
(I)
Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state only requirements,
(II) Do not involve significant changes to eJcioting
monitoring, reporting or recordleeeping requirements---in
the permit,
(III)
Do not require or change a case by case
determination of an emission limitation or other·
standard, or a source specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility
or increment analysis;
(PI) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no corresponding
underlying applicable requirement, or state only
requirement, and that the source has assumed to avoid
an applicable requirement, or state only requirement,
to ·..· hich the source '•I'Ould othendoe be oubj get.
Such
terms and conditions include federally enforceable
emissions capo assumed to avoid classification as a
modification under any provision of Title I and
alternative emissions limits approved pursuant to
regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (5) of the
federal Clean Air Act, and
(V)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act.
(ii) Notwithstanding OAC 252.100 8 7(e) (1) (A) (i) and OAC
SC-8/1997/8(12~1)
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252.100 8 7 ~e) (2) (A) , minor ·permit modificatioa
procedures may ee used for permit modifications involving
the usc of economic incenti:veo, marlcetaelc permits
-..,
emissions trading, and other similar approaches, t~ the
'
mctCI;t. that sue~ minor pc;rmit modi~ication procedures are
expl~c1tly prov~ded for ~n an appl~eaele implementatio~
plan or in applicahle requirements promulgated ey BPA -r
(B)
Applieatdon.
To use the minor permit modifieatio~·
procedures, a source shall suemit an application requesting
such use which shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under ~~C 252:2 15 and shall include
the follmiing:
(i)
A description of the change, .the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new appl~eaele requirements and
state only requirements, that ;vill apply if the chan~e
occurs;
(ii) The source's suggested modifieation language·
I''')
,...
'&:'
•
1...
•
\~1~
cert~r~eat~on wy a respons~ble official, that the
application and the proposed modification meet the.
criteria for use of minor permit modification
procedures;and
·
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required by OAC
252:2 15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (G) of this
paragraph.
.
(G)
EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that underwent EPA review
in accordance with 9AC 252:100 8 8, the provisions of that
-.
•
'1...
sect~on suall apply to the minor modification application
unless ·.mived by the Administrator;
{D)
Timetable for ieouanee. Within 90 days of the DBQ' s
receipt of a complete application under OAC 252:2 15 the DEQ
shall:
(i)
Issue the·minor permit modification as approved;
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
revie~ved under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
(B)
Source's ability to malte change.
Immediately after
filing an application meetiag the requirements of these
minor permit modification procedures, the source is
authori2ed to mah:e the change or changes proposed in the
application. After the source malccs the change a±lmved by
the preceding sentence, and until the DEQ taltes any of the
actions specified in (1) (D) {i) through (iii) of this
section, the source must comply \dth both the applicable
requirements and state only requirements, governing the
change and the proposed permit terms and conditions.
During
this period, the source need not comply r,dth the mcisting
terms and conditions it seeles to modify. Ho·..·ever, if the
source fails to comply \lith its proposed permit terms and
I
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conditions during this time period, the eJcisting permit
_terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
·against it.
(F)
Permit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252.100 8
6(f) will not extend to minor permit modifications.
(G)
Permittee's rislt in cemmencing censtructien. The
permittees assumes the risk of losing any investment it
makes tmmrd implementing a modification prior to receiving
a permit amendment authorizing the modification. The DBQ
~vill not consider the possibility of the permittee suffering
financial loss due to such investment ~vhen deciding .•,.hether
to approve, deny, or approve in modified form a minor permit
amendment.
(2)
Significant medificatien preeedures.
(A)
Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that.
(i)
Involve any significant amendment to mcisting
monitoring, reporting,. or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit,
(ii) Require any amendment to establish or amend a permit
condition that is required to be based on a case by case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, on a source specific determination of ambient
impacts, or on a visibility or increment analysis,
(iii)
Seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for 'l;hich there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement, and state only requirement, and
that the source has assumed to avoid an applicable ·
requirement, and state only requirement, to ·,;hich the
source 'l;ould othen;ise be subject. Such terms and
conditions include.
(I)
A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I,
(II) ~ill alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations promulgated under section 112(i) (S) of
the federal Clean Air Act, and
(iv) Are modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal Clean Air Act, and,
(v)
Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
_
(B)
Precedures fer precessing. Significant permit
modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules
that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change,
the emissions resulting froffi the change, and any nmr
applicable requirements, and state only requirements, that
will apply if the change occurs.
(C)
Issuance. The DBQ shall complete revie·..· of significant
permit modifications ~vithin nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to eJEtend tha~
date by up to ~hree months for cause.
SC-8/1997/8(12-l).wp
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[NOTE:
252:100-8-7(e) was moved to 252:100-8-7.2(b)]
(f) : Reepening fer eause.
(1) Uandatery reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under ~,.hich the permitwill be reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit.
Z''x permit shall be reopened and revised under any of the
follmving circumstances.
(A)
Additional federal applicable requirements become
applicable to a stationary source ;vith a remaining permit
term of three or more years.
Such a reopening and amendment
shall be completed not later than 18 months after
promulgation of the federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is allo;ved if an applicable requirement becomes
effective and the original permit or any of its terms and
conditions has been extended pursuant to the application
shield provided at Oa"£ 252.100 8 7(c) (4) beyond the 18 month
timeframe for revision.
No such reopening is required if
the effective date of the requirement is later than the date
on '•vhich the permit. is due to eJepire.
(B)
}'xdditional requirements (including eJecess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program.
Upon approval by the administrator,
excess emissions offset plans shall be deemed to be
incorporated into the permit.
{C) The agency or the administrator determines that the
permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions
standards, limitations, or· other terms or conditions of the
permit.
(D)
The administrator or the agency determines that the
permit must be revised or revoked to assure compliance ,.,•ith
the applicable requirements.
(2)
Diseretienary reopening. The agency may reopen and amend
a permit when:
·
(A)
additional state only requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary source, and the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on .,,.hich
the permit is due to eJ~ire,
(B)
alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in
significant alteration of the nature or quantity of
regulated air pollutants to be emitted by the permittee,
(C)
the agency receives information previously unavailable
to the agency that shows that the terms and conditions of
the permit do not accurately represent the actual
circumstances relating to the permitted facility;
(D)
a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or
fftodifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon 'dhich a condition of the permit is based, and
(B)
an event occurs that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
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(3)
Reopening procedures. To reopen and amend· a permit, the
agency shall follow the procedures that apply to oignifican~
pe~mit amendments under this chapter, unless the amendment can
be made as an administrative amendment under OAC 252.100 8
Handatory reopeningo under o..'l\xC 252.100 8 7 (f) (1) shall
7 (d).
be made as eJcpeditiouoly as practicable.
In lieu of an
application, the significant permit amendment process ~:ill
commence ~.·hen the agency gives the permittee ·,:ritten notice of
its intent to amend the permit. The agency shall not issue
the amendment, or make public notice of the amendment ·,:here
public notice is required, until at least thirty days after
the agency has given the permittee consents to less notice, or
in the case of an emergency.
In casco where public
participation is required, only those portions of the permit
~:hich the agency proposes to amend shall be open for public
comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-?(f) was moved to 252:100-8-7.3(a), (b) and
(c)]

(g)

-

Reopenings fer cause by EPA.
(1)
If the ..."tdministrator finds that cause eJcists to
terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the permitting authority and the
permittee of such findings in .,,.riting.
(2)
The permitting authority shall, ·.dthin 90 days after
receipt of such notification, fonmrd to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and
reissuance, as appropriate.
The Administrator may eJetend this
90 day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
or revised permit application is.necessary or that the
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit
additional information.
(3)
The Administrator \dll revier.: the proposed determination
from the permitting authority within 90 days of receipt. .
(4)
The permitting authority shall have 90 days from receipt
of an EPA objection to resolve any objection that EPA makes
and to terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue the permit in
accordance uith the Administrator's objection.
(5)
If the permitting authority fails to submit a proposed
determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails to resolve
any objection pursuant to this subsection, the Administrator
will terminate, modi;fy, or revoke and reissue the permit after
taking the follmt'ing actions.
.
(A)
Providing at least 30 days' notice to the pqrmittee in
.•.,.riting of the reasons for any such action.
(B)
Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on
the Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-?(g) was moved to 252:100-8-7.3(d)]
(h)
Revecaeions.
(1)
Per.mie revocaeien wiehout reissuance.
The agency may
revolee permits and not reissue them 'i>'hen.
(A)
there mcists at the permitted facility unresolved
SC-~8/1997 /8 (12-1) .:wp
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noncompliance with applicable requirements or a condition of
t.he permit, and the permittee refuses to undertake an
enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the noncompli -..,':
ance,
(B)
the permittee fails to disclose fully the facto
relevant to issuance of the permit or submits false or
misleading information to the agency or the administrator,
(C)
the permittee has failed to comply v>'ith any requirement
under OAC 252.100 9 to pay fees, or
(D)
the permittee has failed to pay a penalty o·..·ed pursuant
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or
schedule of compliance.
(2)
Revocation procedures.
The agency shall give notice to
the permittee of ito intention to revoke a permit ·.dthout
reioouance.
This notice must state that within 30 days of the
receipt of the notice the permittee may request a contested
case hearing be held on the proposed action, eJccept that the
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If
the permittee requests a contested case hearing, the agency
shaLl; hold the hearing in accordance ·.dth the Oklahoma
Administrative Procedures Act.
[NOTE-: 252:100-8-7 {h)

was moyed to 252:100-8-7. 4]

(i)
Public participation. See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2 14. 101 ct
acq. and OAC 252.2 15.
(j)
Judicial review. Any final action in granting or denying an
application for a permit, permit amendment or·modification, or
permit renevml shall be subject to judicial revie~.- in the court
of appropriate jurisdiction upon an application filed by the
~
applicant or permittee, or by any affected state or other person
r,.-ho participated in the public comment process.
Except for
authorizations under General Permits, judicial revievi is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
including minor modifications and administrative actions.
If no
public comment procedure r,ms employed for the action under
challenge, an application for review may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. The opportunity for judicial
review provided for in this subsection shall be the exclusive
means for obtaining judicial revimv of any permit action.
(1)
No application for judicial revim; may be filed more than
90 days follmdng the final action on which review is sought,
unless the grounds for revier,,r arose at a later time, in .•,;rhich
case the application for revim.- shall be filed r,;ithin 90 days
of the date on r,,·hich the grounds for revim.· first arose and
review shall be limited to such later arioing grounds.
(2)
Any application for judicial review shall be limited to
issues that.
(A)
·..·ere raised in written comments filed vdth the Agency
or during a public hearing on the proposed permit action (if
the grounds on 'n'hich review is sought ·,;ere kno•..·n at that
time) , except that this restriction shall not apply if the
person seeleing revie·..· .....as not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action, and
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(B)

are germane and material to the permit hetion at issue
For purposes of this section, "final action" shall
·
include a failure by the Agency to take final action to grant
or deny an application within the time specified in this
·
Chapter.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7(j) was moved to 252:100-8-7.5]
(3)

Per.mit renewal and expiration
Timely application for per.mit renewal.
·
i l l Applications for permit renewal after the transition
period, and for permits permit for new Part 70 sources or
amendments, shall be considered timely if the applicant meets
the requirements of this subsection.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-87(c)(1)]
.
(2)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEO under this Subchapter subchapter shall apply for permit
reissuance at least 180 days before the expiration of the
existing permit, unless the permit specifies that the
application must be submitted sooner. The DEQ shall require
in a permit that a reissuance application be submitted sooner
if it determines that an earlier application is· needed to
minimize the possibility of expiration prior to reissuance.
The DEO may make the determination if it anticipates a
relatively lengthy permit review process due to the complexity
of the stationary source or anticipated involvement of the
public.
In no event shall the permit require application for
reissuance sooner than eighteen months prior to the expiration
of the permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7(c) (5)]
(b)~ Application content for renewal of expiring per.mit.
In
submitting an application for renewal of a DBQ issued Part 70
operating permit, a source may identify and incorporate by
reference terms and conditions in its previous permit and permit
aoplication(s) that should remain unchanged. terms and conditions
in its previous permit that should remain unchanged and
incorporate bv reference those portions of ito eJcioting permit
and the permit application and awr permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes,
operations, and emissions. to .•.,.hich those terms and conditions
apply. The source must identify specifically and list 'iJhich
portions of ito previous permit and/or applications are
incorporated by reference.
In addition, a renewal application
must contain:
(1)fit information specified in OAC 252.100 8 S(d) 252:100-8S(c) for those products, processes, operations, and emissions
252:100-8-7.1.~

(a)

~:

,-

(A)±ft That are not addressed in the existing permit;
(B)±ftt
That are subject to applicable requirements, or
state-only requirements that are not addressed in the
existing permit; or
(C) (III)
For as to which the source seeks permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the existing permit;
and
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(2)±tit
a compliance plan and certification as required in
252.100 8 5(d) (8) 252:100-8-5(c) (8).
(NOTE: Was 252:1008-5(b) (9)]
(c)~ Issuance of renewal permit.
Applications for permit
renewal shall be subject to the same procedural requirements,
including those for public participation, affected State comment,
and EPA review, that apply to initial permit issuance under GAG
252:100-8-?(a).
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-?(c) (2)]
(d)
Expiration of permit.
(1)~ A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
expiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renewal
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of expiration.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-?(c) (3)]
(2)f4t rf·a timely and complete application for a permit
renewal is submitted, but the DEO fails to take final action
to issue or deny the renewal permit before the end of the term
of the previous permit, then the permit shall not expire until
the renewal permit has been issued or denied, and any permit
shield granted for the. permit .shall continue in effect during
that time.
(NOTE: Was 252:100-8-?(c) (4)]
(5)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DBQ under this subchapter shall apply for permit reissuance at
least 18 0 days before the e:>cpiration of the mdsting permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner.
The DEQ shall require in a permit that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines
that an earlier application is needed·to minimi~e the
possibility of mepiration prior to reissuance. The DBQ may
make the determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy
permit revim,r process due to the complmdty of the stationary
source or anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen months prior to the eJ~iration of the permit.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(a) (2)]
§l'.C

Administrative permit amendments and permit
252:100-8-7.2.±et
modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
l l l When used in this subsection An 11 Administrative
administrative permit amendment" means a permit revision that:
l8l Corrects typographical errors;
~
Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source;
~
Requires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
by the permittee;
·
lQl Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
of a source where no other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability between the current and new
permittee has been submitted to the DEO;
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Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
preconstruction review permits issued by the DEO under this
Part O."LC 252 .100 7. Enhanced ~ter.t' Source Revie·..· (NSR)
procedures apply to all maier sources and all State
Implementation Plan (SIP) minor source changes to majors.
~
Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act 40 CFR
Part 72.
i l l An administrative permit amendment shall be made bv the
DEQ in accordance with the ·following:
J8l The DEO shall take final action on a request for an
administrative permit amendment within 60 days from the date
of receipt of such a request, and may incorporate the
proposed changes without providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any such permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
~
The DEO shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
~
The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request.
lil The DEO shall, upon taking final action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment, allow coverage
by the permit shield in GAG 252.100 8 6(f) 252:100-8-G(d) for
administrative permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph
(d) (1) (E) 252:100 8 7.2(a) (1) (E) of this section.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7.2(a) was 252:100-8-7(d)]
(b)-fe± Permit modification.
A permit modification is anv
revision to an operating permit that cannot be accomplished under
the program's provisions for administrative permit amendments
under subsection ±at (a) of this section. A permit modification
for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall be
governed by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the federal
Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 72.
i l l Minor oermit modification orocedures.
J8l Criteria.
lil Minor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that:
lll Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state-only requirements;
lXll Do not involve significant changes to existing
monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts. or a visibility
or increment analysis;
llYl Do not seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no corresponding
underlying applicable requirement, or state-only
jgl
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reauirement, and that which the source has assumed to
avoid an some other applicable requirement, or state·only reguirement 7 . to which the source would otherwise ~:, ·
be subject.
Such terms and conditions include
federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid
classification as a modification under any provision of
Title I and alternative emissions limits approved
pursuant to regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (5)
of the federal Clean Air Act; and
JYl Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I Of the federal Clean Air Act.
J...iil Notwithstanding OAC 252.100 8 7 (e) (1) (.".) (i) 252:1008-7.2 (b) (1) (A) (i) and Q}\C 252.100 8 7 (e) (2) (A) 252:100-87.2(b) (2) (A) , minor permit modification procedures may
be used for permit modifications involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent that
such minor permit modification procedures are explicitly
provided for in an applicable the State's implementation
plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA.
lal Application.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures, a source shall submit an application requesting
such use which shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under eAe 252:2-15 and shall include
the following:
lil A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable requirements, and
or state-only requirements, that will apply if the change~
occurs;
J...iil The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)
Certification by a responsible official, that the
application and the proposed modification meet the
criteria for use of minor permit modification
-procedures ; and
liYl Completed forms for any notices required bv eAC
252:2 15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph.
Jhl EPA and affected state notification. If the orooosed
minor modification is of a permit that underwent EPA review
in accordance with eAC 252:100-8-8, the provisions of that
section shall apply to the minor modification application
unless waived by the Administrator.
lQl Timetable for issuance.
Within 90 days of the DEO's
receipt of a complete application under OAe 252:2-15, the
DEO shall:
Jil Issue the·minor permit modification as approved;
J...iil Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
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Source's ability to make change.
Immediately after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these
:minor permit modification procedures, the source is
authorized to make the change or changes proposed in the
applicatioz:.. After the source ~akes the change allowed by
the preced1ng sentence, and unt1l the DEQ takes any of the
actions specified in (1) (D) (i) through (iii) of this section
subsection, the source must comply with ~ the applicable
requirements and state-only reguirementsT governing the
ch~nge az:.d the proposed permit terms and ~onditions.
During
th1s per1od, the source need not comply w1th the existing
terms and conditions it seeks to modify. However. if the
source fails to comply with its proposed permit terms and
conditions during this time period, the existing permit
terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
against it.
lEl Per.mit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252.100 8
f±ft 252:100-8-G(d) will not extend to minor permit
modifications.
lQl Per.mittee's risk in commencinq construction. The
permittee permittees assumes the risk of losing any
investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior to receiving a permit amendment authorizing the
modification. The DEO will not consider the possibility of
the permittee suffering financial loss due to such
investment when deciding whether to approve, deny, or
approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
-111 Significant modification procedures.
18L. Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
lil Involve any significant changes in amendment to
existing monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping
requirements in the permit;.
liil Relax any reporting or recordkeeping requirements.
(iii}±iit Require anv amendment to establish or amend a
permit condition that Change any permit condition that is
required to be based on a case-by-case determination of
an emission limitation or other standard, on a sourcespecific determination of ambient impacts, or on a
visibility or increment analysis;
(iv} (iii) Seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable reguirement,·and or state-only requirement,
and that which the source has assumed to avoid an some
other applicable requirement and or state-only
reguirementT to which the source would otherwise be
subject. Such terms and conditions include:
lXl A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I;
lXlL An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations promul.gated under section 112(i} (5) of
SC-8/1997 /8 (12-l)·.W'p
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the federal Clean Air Act; and
(v)±±vt
Are modifications under anv provision of Title ~
I of the federal Clean Air Act; and,
(vi)±vt
Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
~
Procedures for processing. Significant permit
modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules
that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change,
the emissions resulting from the change, and any new
applicable requirements, and or state only requirements,
that will apply if the change occurs.
~
Issuance. The DEO shall complete review of significant
permit modifications within nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date by up to three months for cause.
[NOTE:
252:100--8-7.2{b) was 252:100-8-?{e)]
252:100-8-7.3.±ft
Reopenina for cause
(a)±tt Mandatory reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under which the permit will
be reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit. A permit
shall be reopened and revised under any of the following
circumstances:
(1)±At Additional federal applicable requirements become
applicable to a stationary source with ~ remaining permit term
of three or more years. Such a reopening and amendment shall
be completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of
the federal applicable requirement. Reopening is allowed if
an applicable requirement becomes effective and the original
permit or any of its terms and conditions has been extended
pursuant to the application shield provided at OAC 252.100 8
7(c) (4) 252:100-8-7.1(d) (2) beyond the 18-month timeframe for
revision. No such reopening is required if the effective date
of the requirement is later than the date on which the permit
is due to expire.
(2) -fBt Additional requirements (including excess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program. Upon approval by the Administrator,
administrator excess emissions offset plans shall be deemed
to be incorporated into the permit.
.
(3) -tet The DEO agency or the administrator EPA determines that
the permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions standards,
limitations, or other terms or conditions of the permit.
(4)±Bt The Administrator administrator or the DEO agency
determines that the permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the applicable requirements.
(b) ±zl± Discretionary reopening. The DEQ agency may reopen and
amend a permit when:
(1)±At additional state-only requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary sourceT and the effective date of the
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requirement is at least 18 months prior to the.date on which
the permit is due to expire;
(2 )'-fB±: alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in significant
alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air
pollutants to be emitted by the permittee;
(3)-f.e±- the DEO agency receives information previously
unavailable to the DEO agency that shows that the terms and
conditions of the permit do not accurately represent the
actual circumstances relating to the permitted facility;
(4)f9t a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or
modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon which a condition of the permit is based; ana
or
(S)fBt an event occurs.that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
(c)~ Reopening procedures.
To reopen and amend a permit, the
DEO agency shall follow the procedures that apply to significant
permit amendments under this chapter, unless the amendment can be
made as an administrative amendment under GAG 252.100 8 7(d)
252:100 8-7.2(a). Mandatory reopenings under GAG 252.100 8
7(f) (1) 252:00-8 7.3(a) shall be made as expeditiously as
practicable.
In lieu of an application, the significant permit
amendment process will commence when the DEQ agency gives the
permittee written notice of its intent to amend the permit.
The
DEQ agency shall not issue the amendment, or make public notice
of the amendment where public notice is required, until at least
thirty days after the DEQ agency has given the permittee consents
to less notice, or in the case of an emergency.
In cases where
public participation is required, only those portions of the
permit that 'tt'hich the DEO agency proposes to amend shall be open
for public comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.3(a), (b), and (c) were 252:100-8-?(f)]
(d)ffi Reopenings for cause by EPA.
i l l If the Administrator finds that cause exists to
terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the DEO permitting authority and
the permittee of such findings in writing.
J...£1. The DEQ permitting authority shall, within 90 days after
receipt of such notification, forward to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and
reissuance, as appropriate. The Administrator may extend this
90-day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
or revised permit application is necessary or that the DEQ
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit
additional information.
i l l The Administrator will review the proposed determination
from the DEO permitting authority. within 90 days of receipt.
~
The DEQ permitting authority shall have 90 days from
receipt of an EPA objection to resolve any objection that EPA
makes and to terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue the
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permit in accordance with the Administrator's objection.

1..2.l. If the DEQ permitting authority fails to submit a
proposed determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails
to resolve any objection pursuant to this subsection, the
Administrator will terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue
the permit after taking the following actions:
lAl Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in
writing of the reasons for any such action.
~
Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on
the Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.3(d) was 252:100-8-7(g)]
252:100-8-7.4.fht
Revocations
(a)±tt Revocation of a per.mit or authorization under a general
per.mit Permit: revoeat:ioa without reissuance. The DEO agency may
revoke permits or authorizations under a general permit and not
reissue them when:
(1)fAt there exists· at the permitted facility unresolved
noncompliance with applicable requirements or a condition of
the permit or authorization, and the permittee refuses to
undertake an enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the
noncompliance;
(2)-f.B±- the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts
relevant to issuance of the permit or authorization or submits
false or misleading information to the DEO agency or the
Administrator administrator;
.
(3)fet the permittee has failed to comply with any requirement~
under GAG 252.100 9 252:100 5 to pay fees; or
(4)fBt the permittee has failed to pay a penalty owed pursuant
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or
schedule of compliance.
(b)~ Revocation procedures.
The DEO aqency shall aive notice
to the permittee of its intention to revoke a permit without.
reissuance.
This notice must state that within 30 days of the
receiot of the notice the permittee may request a contested case
hearing be held on the proposed action, except that the DEQ
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If the
permittee requests a contested case hearing, the DEO agency shall
hold the hearing in accordance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.4 was 252:100-8-7(h)]
252:100-8-?.S.f±t
Judicial review
Any final action in granting or denying an application for a
permit, permit amendment or modification, or permit renewal shall
be subject to judicial review in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant or
permittee. or by any affected state or other person who
participated in the public comment process.
Except for
authorizations under General Permits, judicial review is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
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includino minor modifications and administrative'actions.
If no
public·comment procedure was employed for the action under
challenge, an application for review may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. The opportunity for judicial
review provided for in this subsection shall be the exclusive
means for obtaining judicial review of any permit action ..
l1..l No application for judicial review may be filed more than :
90 days following the final action on which review is sought.
unless the grounds for review arose at a later time, in which
case the application for review shall be filed within 90 days ·
of the date on which the orounds for review first arose and
review shall be limited to such later-arising grounds.
i l l Any application for judicial review shall be limited to
issues that:
J& were raised in 'fo'ritten comments filed with the DEO
Agency or during a public hearing on the proposed permit
action (if the grounds on which review is sought were known
at that time), except that this restriction shall not apply
.if the person seeking review was not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action; and
~
are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
lJ.l For'purposes of this section, "final action" shall
include a failure by the DEO Agency to take final action to
grant or deny an application .. within the time specified in this
Chapter.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7.5 was 252:100-8-7(j)]
252:100-8-8.
Permit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This section applies only to specific Tier II
and III applications for Part 70 operating permits and permit
actions that have not been waived from compliance with this
section by the Administrator.
(b)
Format.
To the extent practicable, information provided to
the EPA by applicants shall be in computer-readable format
compatible with EPA's national database management system.
(c)
Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records
required by this section and will submit to the Administrator
such information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter.
(d)
Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA.
For Part 70 Tier II and III applications subject to this
section, the DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also
provide a copy to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a
permit application summary form and any relevant portion of the
permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof.
(e) Transmittal of notice of draft permit to affected states.
See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-5-112(E); 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14101 et seq.; and eAC 252:2-15.
·
(f)
Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1)
Tier I I applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ
shall review public comments, revise the draft permit as
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appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later
t:han_ 60 days before the issuance deadline established in GAG
252:2-15-72 or, if none, by this Chapter.
(2)
Tier III applications.
For Tier III applications, the
DEQ shall prepare a proposed permit according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995, § 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review upon the
publication of notice of an administrative permit hearing
opportunity.
(g)
Notice of non-acceptance.
As part of the DEQ's submittal
of a revised draft permit (Tier II) or a proposed permit (Tier
. III) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the Administrator
and any affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to
accept all recommendations for the revised draft permit or
proposed permit that the affected State submitted during the
review period.
The notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not
accepting any such recommendation.
The DEQ is not required to
accept recommendations that are not based on applicable
requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h)
EPA review and non-.objection. Upon receipt of notice from
the _EPA that it will not object to:
(1)
A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application,
the DEQ shall issue ~he permit.
_
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the
DEQ shall issue the proposed permit as final unless an
administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
(i)
EPA review and objection.
(1)
Timing.
Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
subsection, no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of this
section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its
issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the revised
draft permit (Tier I) or proposed permit (Tier III) and all
necessary supporting information.
(2)
Form of objection. An EPA objection shall include a
statement of the Administrator's reasons for objection and a
description of the terms and conditions that· the permit must
include to respond to the objections.
(3)
Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the
following also shall constitute grounds for an objection:
(A)
Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section;
(B)
Submit·any information necessary to 'review adequately
the revised draft permit (Tier II) or the proposed permit
(Tier III) ; or
(C)
Process the permit application according to the uniform
permitting requirements of eAe 252:2-15.
(4)
Copy.
The Administrator will provide the permit
applicant a copy of the objection.
(5)
DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the
applicant and shall either:
(A)
Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for approval
an amended draft (Tier II) or proposed (Tier III) permit to
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EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's objection, or
(B)
Give notice and issue.
Determine that one or more
'revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent with applicable·
state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA
accordingly within 90 days following the date of the
Administrator's objection, decline to make those particular
revisions and:
(i)
issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II)
as final, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requested.
(6)
Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90
days after the date of the EPA objection, to amend and
resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit in response to
the objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit
in accordance with the requirements of EPA's Part 70
.regulations.
(j)
Public petitions to ·the Administrator.
If the Administrator
does not object in writing under subsection (h) of this section,
any person that meets the requirements of this subsection may
petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of
the Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection.
Any such petition shall be based only on objections to the permit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period provided for in eAe 252:002-15, unless the
petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such
objection arose after such period.
If the Administrator objects
to the permit as a result of a petition filed under this
subsection, the DEQ shall not issue the permit until EPA's
objection has been resolved, except that a petition for review
does not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements
if the permit was issued after the end of the 45-day review
period and prior to an EPA objection.
If the DEQ has issued a
permit prior to receipt of an EPA objection under this
subsection, the Administrator will modify, terminate, or revoke
such permit, ·and shall do so consistent with the procedures in
eAe 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 except in unusual
circumstances.
If the DEQ revokes the permit, it may thereafter
issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection.
In
any case, the source will not be in violation of the requirement
to have submitted a timely and complete application. _
·
(k)
Effect on Tier III administrative per.mit hearing. When a
public petition or an EPA objection is registered on a proposed
permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit hearing has
been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 214-101 et seq., the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the
hearing involving cross-examination until EPA objections are
resolved or determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.
252:100 8 9.
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were moved to 252:100-5 and 252:100-8-1.7]

(a) D9finitions. The follo'n'ing ·,verda and terms, ·.vhen used in
this Section, shall have the follo~ving meaning, unless the
contmet clearly indicates othendoe:
(1)
"Actual emission" means the total amount of regulated
pollutant(for fee calculation) emitted from a given facility
during a particular calendar year, as determined by methods
contained in OAC 252:100 8 9(d).
(2)
"Allowable emissions" means the total amount of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation) emitted based on limits contained
in a federally enforceable permit or potential to emit.
(3)
"Emission inventory" means a compilation of the total of
all point source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for
all regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) at a given
facility.
( 4) "Consumer Price IndeJt" means an index determined by the
U.S. Department of Labor measuring the change in the coot of
typical wage earner purchases of goods and services eJepreooed as
a percentage of the coot of these same goods and services in a
base period.
·
(b)
Fee required. The mmero or operators of Part 70 sources
shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover the part 70
program costs. The permitting authority shall ensure that any
fee required by these rules ;;ill be used solely for part 70
program coots.
(c) Applicability. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995, .and as of this
date shall no longer be subject to the major source annual
operating fee specified in 252:100 7 4 (b) (1) (A) .
Fee schedule for Part 70 sources.
(d)
(1)
Annual fees. The annual fee shall be calculated on a
source specific basis and may-be based on either actual or
allm;rable emissions at the option of the mmer or operator
paying the fee as oct forth in the facility emissions
inventory.
Fees shall be based on emission inventories
submitted in the previous calendar year.
(For meample, fee
invoiced during calendar year 1995 shall be based upon
inventory data covering the calendar year 1993).
Ud
}'.Jmual fees shall be determined according to the
follmdng.
(i)
~;rhere only one basis for fee aooeooment, i.e. only
actual, or only allmmble is reflected by .the inventory,
that basis shall be used for invoicing, or
(ii) .,,.here both actual and allmmble emission are
reflected on the inventory, the lesser of the t..,vo shall
be used.
(B)
Annual fees shall be as follmm.
(i)
Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fcc
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated
air pollutant. ·
(ii)
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
..........,
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which the ConouFRer Price Index for the ffio6t recent
calendar year ending before the begi.nning of ouch year
differs from the Consumer Price IndeJE for the calendar
year 1994. The Consumer Price Index for any calendar
year is the average of the Consumer Price IndeJE for all
urban consumers published by the Department of Labor, as
of the close of the t~velve month period ending on August
31 of each calendar year.
(iii)
Regulated pollutants (for fee calculation) in
excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a part
70 source shall not be considered in the calculation of
the annual fee.
(2)
Per.mit processing fees.
Permit processing fees shall be
as follmvs:
(A)
~nitial Part 70 permit
$2,000.
(B)
Renmml Part 70 permit
$1,000.
(C)
Significant Part ·70 Permit Hod.
$1,000.
(D)
Hiner Part 70 Permit Hodification
$ 500.
(B)
The Part 70 Temporary Permit
$1,000.
(F)
Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation
$ 500.
(3)
Payment.. Fees \vill be paid by check or money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality· fund or upon delegation,
to the appropriate revie~iing agency. Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice.
Fees shall be considered delinquent
30 days from the date of billing., at 'ii'hich time simple
interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one half percent
(1 1/2~) per month on any amount unpaid. The Department shall
allo·~v a grace period of one hundred and t·..· enty days from the
date of billing before issuing any administrative order and
assessing a reasonable administrative fine in accordance 'ivith
the provisions of the rnelahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993
Supp. Sec. 2 5 101 et seq., as amended.
(4)
Emissions in...-ent.ory. The mmer or operator of any Part
70 source shall by April 1, 1994, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory on forms
obtained from the Agency.
These inventories, covering the
previous calendar year, will be used for the purpose of
calculating the annual operating fee. The methods of
calculation to be utiliBed in the development of an emission
inventory shall be in accordance \i'ith the methods described in
GAG 252.100 7 4(e).
PART 9.

252:100-8-30.

-

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
[NOTE: Was 252:100-7-30 through 37]
Applicability

The new source requirements of this Part, in addition to the
requirements of OAC 252.100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18 and
252.100 8, Parts 1, 3, 5, and 7 of this Subchapter, if
applicable, shall apply to the construction of all major
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stationary sources and major modifications as specified in GAG
252:100 7 31 252:100 8 31 through 252.100 7 33 252:100-8-33.
following and are effective upon adoption of this Subchapter by
Oklahoma.
Except that the requirements of this Part ~dll not be
necessary for sources required to meet the permit requirements of
the United States Environmental Protection }\gency under Title 4 o
Part 52.21 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Sources subject to
this Part are also subiect to the operating permit provisions
contained in Part 5 of eA8 252:100 8, Operating Permit Program
(Part 70) Permits for Major TSP Facilities, or Part 7, Permits
for Part 70 Sources.
252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Actual emission" means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
with the following:
lbl In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period
which precedes the particular date and which is representative
of normal source operation. The reviewing authority may allow
the use of a different time period upon a determination that
it·is more representative of normal source operation. Actual
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source
tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
laL The reviewing authority may oresume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
lQl For any emissions unit which has not beaun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment
which interferes with the management, protection. preservation or
enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This determination must be made by the DEO Air Quality
Division on a case-by-case basis taking into account the
geographic extent, intensity, duration, frequency and time of
visibility impairments, and how these factors correlate with:
lbl times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
laL the frequency and timing of natural conditions that
reduce visibility. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-36(a)]
"Allmfable emissions" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the maJeimum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable limits ·,.·hich
restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and
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the ffioot stringent of the following.
lhl the applicable standards as oct forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61",
:fJll: the applicable State rule allmvable Cffiissions; or c
±Ql the effiissions rate specified as an enforceable perffii£
condition. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
Baseline area 11 means any areas designated as attainment or
unclassifiable in which the major source or major modification
establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or
would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3
(annual average) of the pollutant for which the minor source
baseline date is established.
11
Baseline concentration 11 means that ambient concentration
level which exists in the baseline area at the time of the
applicable minor source baseline date.
{A)
A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and
shall include:
J.il the actual emissions representative of sources in
existence on the applicable minor source baseline date.
except as provided in {B) of this definition.
J.iil. the allowable emissions of major sources which
commenced construction before the major source baseline date
but were not in operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date. · (Effective May 11c 1991)
lftl The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase {s) :
J.il actual emissions from any major source on which
construction commenced after the major source baseline date;
andc
l i i l actual emissions increases and decreases at any source
occurring after the minor source baseline date.
{Effective
May 11c 1991)
11
Baseline date" means:
lbl for major sources(
J.il in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
January 6c 1975c andc
l i i l in the case of nitrogen dioxide( February 8c 1988; and,
lftl for minor sources( the earliest date after the trigger
date on which a major source or major modification {subject to
40 CFR 52.21 or GAG 252.100 7 252:100 8c Part 5 9) submits a
complete application. The trigger date is:
_
J.il in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7c 1977c and
l i i l in the case of nitrooen oxides( Februarv 8c 1988.
(Effective May 11c 1991)
"Begin aeteal eenetreetien" ffieansc in general, initiation of
physical on site construction activities on an effiissions unit
~vhich are of a perffianent nature.
Such activities includec but
are not liffiited toe installation of building supports and
foundations( laying of underground pipeworlcc and construction of
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permanent storage structures. With respect to a change in method
of ooeration this term refers to those on site activities, other -.... ,
than preparatory activities, which marle the initiation of the
change. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Best available control technology" means the control
technology to be applied for a major source or modification is
the best that is available as determined by the Executive
Director on a case basis taking into account energy, environmental, costs and economic impacts of alternate control
systems.
"Building, structure, facility or installation" means all of
the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person
or persons under common control.
Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same "Maj"or Group .. (i.e., which have the same
two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual.·~ 1987, as amended by the 1977
Supplement.
"Commeaee" as applied to construction of a major source or
maier modification means that the owner or operator has all
necessary preconstruction approvals or permits and either has.
lbl begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction of the source, to be completed vvithin a
reasonable time, or,
:Ull: entered--into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertalee a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Complete" in reference to an application for a permit, means
that the application contains all the information necessary for
processing the application.
Designating an application complete
for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority from requesting or accepting any additional
information.
"Coastruetioa" means anv physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection,
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
~.·hich ·,muld result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: Moved
to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Emissioas uait" means any part of a source .,,.hich etfl:its or
would have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Federal land manager" means the Secretary of the department
with authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved from 252:100-8-36(a)]
· "Fugitive emiseioas" means those emissions ·,;hich could not
reasonably paso through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Innovative control technology" means any system of air
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pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated in
practice, bu~ would h~ve.a substant~al Likelihood of achieving
great'er ·cont1nuous em1ss1ons reduct1on than any control system in
current practice or of achieving at least comparable reductions
at lower cost in terms of energy, economics, or non-air quality
environmental impacts.
"Major modification" means any physical change in or change in
the method of operation of a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
lhl Any net emissions increase that is significant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone. ·
~
A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
l i l routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
(ii)
use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or
rule·under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act.
liYl use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste.
lYl Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
l i l the source was capable of accommodating before
January 6, 1975, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after January 6, 1975; or,
(II)
the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7.
lYil An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after January 6, 1975.
(vii}
Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any source which meets any of
the following conditions:
181 Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more
of any pollutant subject to regulation:
lil
carbon black plants (furnace process) ,
liil
charcoal production plants,
(iii)
chemical process plants,
liYl
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
lYl
coke oven batteries,
lYil
fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion combination
thereof) totaling more than 250 million BTU per
hour heat input,
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(vii)

fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
{viii)
fuel conversion plants,
glass fiber processing plants,
Ji.&
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
1&
iron and steel mill plants,
lxil
(xii)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii)
lime plants,
(xiv)
municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day,
petroleum
refineries,
~
(xvi)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xvii)
phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
(xix)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants.
~
primary copper smelters,
(xxi)
primary lead smelters,
(xxii)
primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii)
secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv)
sintering plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi)
taconite ore processing plants.
~
Any other source not on the list in (A) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
lQl Any physical change that would occur at a source not
otherwise qualifying as a major source under (A) and (B) of
this definition if the change would constitute a major source
·by itself.
lQl A major source that is major .for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major for ozone.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena
against which any changes in visibility are measured in terms of
visual range, contrast or coloration. [NOTE: From 252:100-836 (a)]

"Necessary p:reeenst:ructien app:revals e:r permits" means those
permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality
control lm;s and rules. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Net emissions increase" means:
~
The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
lil anv increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
liil any other increases and decreases in actual emissions
at the source that are contemporaneous with the particular
change and are otherwise creditable.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
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An increase or decrease in actual emiss1ons is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under GAG 252.100 7, Part 3 252:100 8, Part
9, which permit is in effect when the increase in actual
emissions from the particular change occurs.
JQl An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the
amount of maximum allowable·increases remaining. available.
(Effective May 11, 19 91) .
lEl ·An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
JEl A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
l i l the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions. whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
liil it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii)
it has approximately the same qualitative
significance for public health and welfare as that
attributed to the increase from the particular change.
JQl An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown period,
not to exceed 180 days.
"Petential te emit" means the maJeiffium capacity of a source to
effiit a pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the tvpe or affiount
of ffiaterial combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its design if the liffiitation or the effect it ~;ould have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-1.1]

"Seeendar"t emieeiene" means emissions ·.,·hich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself. For the purposes of GAG 252.100 7, Part 5 secondary
emissions must be specific, ~;ell defined, quantifiable. and
impact the same general areas as the source or modification ~;hich
causes the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include,
but are not limited to:
:fAl: emissions from trains coffiing to or from the new or
modified stationary sourcei and.
::ilU: emissions from any offsite support facility ~;hich '•vould
not other;;ise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
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result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
--..
"Significant" means:
lAl In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential
of a source to emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of
emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
ill_
carbon monoxide:
100 tons per year (tpy),
JjjJ_
nitrogen oxides:
40 tpy,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide:
40 tpy,
particulate matter:
25 tpy of particulate matter
...liY.L
emissions or 15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
lYl
ozone:
40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
lYil
lead:
0. 6 tpy,
(vii)
asbestos:
0.007 tpy,
(viii) bcrvllium:
0. 0004 tpy,
...l.iKl_
mcrcurv:
0 . 1 tpy,
lKL
vinyl chloride Chloride: 1 tpy,
·· lKil_
fluorides:
3 tpy,
(xii)
sulfuric acid mist:
7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S) : 10 tpy,
(xiv)
total reduced sulfur (including H2 S)
10 tpy, and
~
reduced sulfur compounds (including H2 S):
10 tpy.
J.J2l Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "significant"
means any emissions rate or any net emissions increase
associated with a major source or modification which would
construct within 6 miles of a Class I area, and have an impact
on such area equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3 (24-hour
average).
·
"Stationary seurce" means any building, structure, facility or
installation .,.·hich emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
OAC 252:100. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Visibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible ·
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration)
from that which would have existed under natural conditions.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-36(a)]
252:100-8-32. Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which this
Part 5 of this Subchapter is applicable are determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants ..
l.1l Size.
lAl Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities arc specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
J.J2l When At such time that a particular source or
modification becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation
in any enforceable permit limitation •..·hich \w'aS established
after August 7, 1980, on the capacity of the source or
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modification othenvise to emit a pollutant, ·such as a
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
:oAc 252.100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18 and OAC 252.100 7L
Part 7 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 shall apply to that
source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
J..il. Location.
J8l Sources and modifications which are major in size and
proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as attainment or unclassified for any applicable
ambient air standard are subject to the prevention of
significant deterioration PSD requirements.
~
Those sources and modifications locating in an
attainment or unclassified area but impacting on a
nonattainment area may also be subject to the requirements
for major sources affecting nonattainment areas in 252:1008, Part 11 of OAC 252.100 7, Part 7.
252:100-8-33.
Review, applieabilitv ana exemptions Exemptions
Exemptions from PSD requirements.
PSD requirements do not
apply to a particular source or modification do not apply if:
~
It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
J..il. The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the follmdng
···
categories:
J8l carbon blaclc plants (furnace process) , One of the
categories listed in {A) {i) through (xxvi) under the
definition of "Major stationary source" in 252:100-8-31, or
~
charcoal production plants,
lQl cheffiical process plants,
Jru: coal cleaning plants ('9dth therffial dryers) ,
:fRL colee oven batteries,
±El fossil fuel boilers (or coffibustion coffibination thereof)
totaling ffiore than 250 ffiillion BTU ncr hour heat input,
lQl fossil fuel fired steaffi electric plant of ffiore than 250
ffiillion BTU per hour heat input,
fuel conversion plants,
glass fiber processing plants,
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
iron and steel ffiills,
Jeraft pulp ffiills,
lime plants,
ffiunicipal incinerators capable of charging ffiore than
250 tons of refuse per day,
petroleum refineries,
petroleuffi storage and transfer units ~vith a total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
phosphate roclE processing plants,
portland ceffient plants,
priffiarv aluffiinuffi ore reduction plants,
priffiary copper sffielters,

1£1
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primary lead smelters,
Primary !:'line smelters,
JNl secondary metal production plants,
lKl sintering plants,
lYl sulfur recovery plants,
lBl taconite ore processing plants, or
~ A
anv other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by federal Hmr
Source Performance Standards (HSPS) NSPS or National
Bmission Standards for IIal:'lardous Air Pollutants
(:NBSIIAPS) NESHAP.
lJl The source or modification is a A portable stationary
source which has previously received a permit under the PSD
requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary new
location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I
area or an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
lQi Exemption from air-quality impact evaluation.
·(1)-f.e±- The requirements of O:AC 252.100 7 35 252:100 8-35 are
not applicable if the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, would be temporary and impact no Class I area and
no area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(2)±et The requirements of a~c 252.100 7 35 252:100-8 35 are
not applicable to the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, to a modification of a major source that was in
existence on March 1, 1978 if the net increase in allowable
emissions of each regulated pollutant, after the application
~
of·best available control technology, would be less than 50
tons per year. [NOTE: 252:100-8-33 (b) (2) was 252:100-8-33 (c)]
JQl Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1)±et The monitoring requirements of GAG 252:100 7 35
252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular pollutant if
the emission increase of the pollutant from a new source or
the net emissions increase of the pollutant from a
modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts
less than the following listed amount·s, or are pollutant
concentrations that are not on the list.
(A)+±t Carbon monoxide - 575 ug/m 3 , 8-hour average,
(B)~ Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ug/m 3 , annual average,
(C)1?+ Particulate matter - 10 ug/m 3 , TSP, 24-hour average,
or 10 ug/m 3 PM-10, 24-hour average,
(D) -f4± Sulfur dioxide -13 ug/m 3 , 24 -hour average,
(E)-f.5± Ozone - see (N) -f±4-t- below,
(F) ±6-}- Lead - 0.1 u97ffi 3 , 24 -hour 3 -month average,
(G)±tt Mercury - 0.25 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(H)±&t Beryllium - 0.0005 0.001 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(I)+9+ Fluorides - 0.25 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(J)±TGt
Vinyl chloride - 15 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(K)±Ttt
Total reduced sulfur - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average,
(L)±±Pt
Hydrogen sulfide
0.04 0.2 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average,
or
Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour
(M)±8±
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average.
No de minimis air quality level is provided for
ozone. However, any net increase of 100 tons per
year or more of volatile organic compounds subject
to PSD would be required to perform an ambient
impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data.
[NOTE: 252:100-833 (c) (1) was 252:100-8-33 (d)]
i l l The requirements for air quality monitoring in eA€
2 52 . 1 0 0 7 3 5 (b) through 2 52 . 1 0 0 7 3 5 (d) 2 52 : 10 0 - 8 - 3 5 (b) , ( c )
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was subject to Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June. 19, 1978, if a permit application in accordance
~;ith GAG 252.100 7 is was submitted before June 8, 1981 and
the Executive Director subsequently determines determined
that the application as ·submitted was complete except for w-i-t-h
respect to the requirements of GAG 252:100 7 other than those
in GAG 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-835(b), ·(c) and (d) (2) and with respect to the requirements for
such analyses at 4 0 CPR 52. 21 (m) (2) as in effect on June 19,
±9-7-8-.
Instead, the latter requirements in 40 CFR 52.21(m) (2)
as in effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to aftY such source
or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33 (f)]
lll The requirements for air quality monitoring in eAC
252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8 35(b), (c),
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978, if a pert-.: application in accordance ,.,,.ith
GAG 252.100 7 is was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines determined that the
application as submitted was complete, except for ~,rith respect
~the requirements in GAG 252.100 7 35(b) through. 252:100 7
35 (d) 252:100-8-35 (b), (c) and (d) (2). [NOTE: was 252:100-733 (g)]
J1l The Executive Director shall determine if the
requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in eAC
252.100 7 35(a) 252:100 8-35(a) through 252.100 7 35(d)
252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-8-35(d) (2) may be waived for a
particular source or modification when the o,.,,rner or operator
of the source or modification submits an application for a
permit was submitted on or before June ·1, 1988 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines that the
application, except ,.,;ith respect to for the requirements for
monitoring particulate matter under GAG 252.100 7 35(a)
252:100 8 35(a) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100 8-35(c) and
252:100-8-35(d) (2), was complete before that date. [NOTE: was
252:100-7-33{i)]
l2l The requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
GAG 2 52 . 1 0 0 7 3 5 (b) 2 52 : 10 0 8 3 5 (b) , (c) , (d) ( 2 ) and (d) ( 6 )
through 252.100 7 35(d)and 252.100 7 35(h) shall apply to a
particular source or modification if the mmer or operator of
the source or modification submits an application for a permit
(N)±t4t
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was submitted after June l, 1988 and no later than December 1,
198B. The data shall have been gathered over at least the
period from February l, 1988 to the daie the application
becomes otherwise complete in accordance with the provisions
of GAG 252.100 7 33(b) 252:100 8 33(b)(1), except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period (not to be less than 4 months) , the data
required by GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100 8-35{b) (1) and
252.100 7 35(c) 252:100 8 35(c) shall have been gathered over
that shorter period. [NOTE was 252:100-7-33(j)]
(d)fet Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring
requirements.
If a complete permit application for a source or
modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the requirements
for best available control technology in GAG 252.100 7 34
252:100 8 34 and for monitoring in GAG 252.100 7 35(a) 252:100 835(a) through 252.100 7 35(f) 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100 8
35(d) (2) through 252:100-8-35(d) (4) are not applicable. Instead,
the ·federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect
on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or
modification.
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(e)]
l ! l The requirements for air quality monitoring in GAG 252.100
7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that v~as subject to Federal 40 CFR 52.21
as in effect on June 19, 1978 if a permit application in
accordance v~ith GAG 252.100 7 is submitted before June 8, 1981
and the EJrecutive Director subsequently determines that the
application as submitted ·•...as complete -.fith respect to the
requirements of GAG 252.100 7 other than those in GAG 252:100 7
35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) and with respect to the
requirements for such analyses at 40 CFR 52.21 (m) (2) as in
effect on June 19, 1978.
Instead, the latter requirements shall
apply to any such source or modification. [NOTE: Moved to
2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 3 3 ( c ) (2 ) J
lgl The requirements for air quality monitoring in G.'\:C 252.100
7 35(b). through 252.100 7 35(d) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that \:as not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978 if a permit application in accordance
\~ith GAG 252.100 7 is submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines that the application
as submitted '<t'aS complete, CJECept ·,.·ith respect to the
requirements in GAG 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d).
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-33(c) (3)]
(e) -ffl+ Exemption of modifications.
As specified in the
applicable definitions of GAG 252:100 7 31 252:100-8 31 and
252:100-1, the requirements of GAG 252.100 7 252:100 8, Part 59
for PSD and 252.100 7 252:100 8, Part~ 11 for nonattainment
areas are not applicable to a modification if the existing source
was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition to
that existing minor source is major in its own right. [Note: was
252:100-8-33(h)]
.
:li± The EJeecutive Director shall determine if the requirements -...,
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for air quality ffionitoring of PH 10 in OAC 252 .100 7 35 (al:
through 252:100 7 35(d) ffiav be \laived for a particular source or
ffiodification ·,;hen the mmer or operator of the source or
modification subffiits an application for a perffiit en or before
June 1, 1988 and the BJeecutive Director subsequently determines
that the application, eJecept with respect to the requirements fe~
ffiOnitoring particulate matter under OAC 252.100 7 35(a) through
252.100 7 35(d), \>'aS coffiplete before that date. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (4) 1
J:j± The requireffients fer air quality monitoring of PP4 10 in OAC
252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) and 252:100 7 35(h) shall
apply to a particular source or ffiodification if the owner or
operator of the source or ffiodification submits an application for
a perffiit after June 1, 1988 and no later than December 1. 1988.
The data shall have been gathered over at least the period from
February 1~ 1988 to the date the application becoffies otherwise
complete in accordance \o'ith the provisions of OAC 252.100 7
33 (b) , mecept that if the BJcecutive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accoffiplished ·;.·ith
ffionitoring data over a shorter period (not to be less than 4
ffionths), the data required by OAC 252.100 7 35(b) and 252.100 7
35(c) shall have been gathered over that shorter period. [NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-33 (c) (5)
·
Jkl For any application that becomes complete, eJecept as to the
requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35(b) through 252:100 7 35(d)
pertaining to monitoring of PP4 10. after December 1, 1988 and no
later than August 1. 1989, the data that OAC 252.100 7 35(b) and
252.100 7 35 (c) require shall have been gathered mrer at least
the period from August 1. 1988 to the date the application
becomes othendse complete, mecept that if the EJeecutive
Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished \o'ith monitoring data over a shorter period(not to be
less than 4 months), the data that OAC 252.100 7 35(b) and
252:100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. {NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-35 (d) (3) (B)]
l1l With respect to any requirements for air quality monitoring
of PP4 10 under O}'.C 252.100 7 33 (i) and 252.100 7 33 (j) , the m;ner
or operator of the source or modification shall usc a monitoring
method approved by the ElJcecutive Director and shall estimate the
ambient concentrations of PH 10 using the data collected by such
approved monitoring method in accordance \iith estimating
procedures approved by the EJeecutive Director. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-35 (d) (1)]
(f)fmt Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of GAG
252.100 7 35 252:100 8-35 and 252.100 7 36 252:100 8 36 do not
apply to a source or modification with respect to any maximum
allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator
of the source or modification submitted a completed application
for a permit before February 8, 1988. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(m)]
(g)fftt Exemption from increment consumption.
Excluded from
increment consumption are the following cases:
l1l Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any
SC-8/1997/8(12-1)
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source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas: or both by reason of any order under Sections 2 {a) and
--., ...
{b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of
1974 (or any superseding legislation) , or by reason of a
natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act.
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan.
l£1 Emissions of particulate matter from construction or
other temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources.
i l l A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance
from any source.
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-33 (n)]
Best available control Control technology
~
A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to
be applied is the best that is available {i.e .. BACT as defined
herein for each regulated pollutant that it would have the
pot.ential to emit in· significant amountEl) .
lQl A major modification must demonstrate that the control
technology to be applied is the best that is available for each
regulated pollutant for which it would be a significant net
emissions increase at the source. This requirement applies to
each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions increase in
the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
lQl The determination of best available control technology shall--.,
be made on a case by case basis taking into account costs and
energy. environmental and economic impacts.
jgl For phased construction projects the determination of best
available control technology shall be reviewed and modified at
the discretion of the Executive Director at a reasonable time
but no later than 18 months prior to commencement of construction
of each independent phase of the project. At such time the owner
or operator may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of any
previous determination of best available control technology.
252:100-8-:-.34.

Air quality impact evaluation
Application contents. Any application for a permit shall
contain, as the Executive Director determines appropriate. an
evaluation of ambient air quality in the area that the source or
modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
~
for a new source, each regulated pollutant that it would
have the potential to emit in a significant amount;
1£1 for a major modification, each regulated pollutant for
·which it would result in a significant net emissions increase.
lQl Continuous monitoring data. For visibility and any
pollutant, other than volatile organic compounds, for which an
ambient air quality standard does eJeiot exists. the evaluation
shall contain continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to
determine whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or
contribute to a violation of the applicable ambient a1r quality
252:100-8-35.
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standard.
For any such pollutant for which a standard does not
exist, the monitoring data required shall be that which the
Executive Director determines is necessary to assess the ambient
air quality for that pollutant in that area.
(Amended 7-9 8 7
effective a-10~87)
,
l£l Increment consumption. The evaluation shall demonstrate
that, as of the source's start-up date, the increase in emissions
from that source, in conjunction with all other applicable
emissions increases or reductions of th~t source, will not cause
or contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations exceeding
the remaining available PSD increment for the specified air
contaminants as determined by the Executive Director.
(d)
· Monitoring.
Jll Monitoring method. With respect to any requirements for
air quality monitoring of PM-10 under OAC 252.100 7 33(i)
252:100 8-33(c) (4) and 252:100 7 33(j) 252:100 8 33(c) (5), the
owner or operator of the source or modification shall use a
monitoring method approved by the Executive Director and
shall estimate the ambient concentrations of PM-10 using the
data collected by such approved monitoring method in
accordance with estimating procedures approved by the
Executive Director. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33 (1))
(2)±et Monitoring period. The required monitoring data shall
have been gathered for a time period of up to one year and
shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data collected for a time
period shorter than one year (but no less than four months) or
for a time period other than immediately preceding the
aprilication may be acceptable if such data are determined by
the Executive Director to be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be
complete and adequate for determining whether the source or
modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air quality. standard or consume more than
the remaining available PSD increment. [NOTE: 252:100-835 (d) (2) was 252:10.0-8-35 (d)]
(3)fet Monitoring period exceptions.
~
For any application which becomes complete except as to
the monitoring requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100
8 35{b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8-35{c} and 252:100
8-35{d) {2}, between June 8, 1981 and February 9, 1982, the
data that GAG 252:100 7 35(b) 252:100-8 35(b) and 252.100 7
35(e) 252:100 8-35{c) require shall have been gathered over
the period from February 9, 1981 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that:
(i)±tt If the source or modification would have been
major for that pollutant under Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, any monitoring data shall have
been gathered over the period required by those
·regulations.
{ii)1Pt
If the Executive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
SC-8/1997/8(12-1).wp-
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monitoring data over a shorter period, not to be less
than four months, the data that GAG 252.100 7 35(b)
252:100 8-35 (b) and 252:100 7 35 (c) 252:100-8 35"(c)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter
.period.
(iii)±#t If the monitoring data would relate exclusively
to ozone and would not have been required under Federal
40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, the
Executive Director may waive the otherwise applicable
requirements of 0}'1G 252.100 7 35(e) 252:100 8 35(d) (3) (A)
to the extent that the applicant shows that the
monitoring data would be unrepresentative of air quality
over a full year. [NOTE: 252:100-8-35(d) (3) (A) was
252:100-8-35(e}]
lal .For any application that becomes complete, except as to
·the requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100 8-35(b), (c)
and (d) (2) through 252:100 7 35(d) pertaining to monitoring
of PM-10, after December l, 1988 and no later than August l,
1989, the data that eAe 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100 8-35(b) and
(c) 252.100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered ov~r at
least the period from August l, 1988 to the date the
application becomes otherwise complete, except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period(not to be less than 4 months), the data that
O}'.. G 252 .100 7 35 (b) 252:100 8 35 (b) and
252.100 7 35 (c)
252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over.that .-,.
shorterperiod. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(k)]
(4) -f# Ozone post-approval monitoring. · The application for a
source or modification of volatile organic compounds which
satisfies all conditions of GAG 252:100 7 54 252:100-8-54 may·
provide post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of
providing preconstruction data as required under GAG 252.100
.f----3-5. 252: 100-8-3 5. [NOTE: was 252: 100-8-3 5 (f)]
(S)feyt Post-construction monitoring.
The applicant for a
permit for a new source or modification shall conduct, after
construction, such ambient monitoring and visibility
monitoring as the Executive Director determines necessary to
determine the effect its emissions may have, or are having, on
air quality in any area.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-35(g)]
(6)±ftt Monitoring system operation. The operation of
monitoring stations for any air quality monitoring ~equired
under Part & 9 of this Subchapter shall meet the requirements
of 40 CFR 58 Appendix B. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-35 (h)]
(e}±i± Air quality models.
l1l Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required
under Part & 9 of this Subchapter for estimates of ambient
concentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality
models, data bases and other requirements specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAQPS 1.2-080, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1978 and subsequent
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1) .wp
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revisions.
Where an air quality impact model specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models is inappropriate, the model
may be modified or another model substituted, as approved by
the Executive Director. Methods like those outlined in the
Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality Models, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1977 and subsequent
revisions, can be used to determine the comparability of air
quality models. [NOTE: 252:100-8-35(e) was 252:100-8-35(i)]
(f)f±t Growth analysis. Upon request of the Executive Director
the permit application shall provide information on the nature
and extent of any or all general commercial, residential,
industrial and other growth which has occurred since August 7,
1977 in the area the source or modification would affect.
The
permit application shall also contain an analysis of the air
quality impact projected for the area as a result of general
commercial, residential and other growth associated with the
source or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-35(j)]
(g)f*t Visibility and other impacts analysis. The permit
application shal.l provide an analysis of the impairment to
visibility, soils and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification.
The Executive Director may require monitoring of
visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed new
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means as the Executive Director deems necessary and
appropriate.
(Amended 7-9-87. effective 8-10-87) {NOTE: was
252:100-8-35(k)]

l2l

Source impacting Class I areas
Definit:iens. 'Phe follm,ring words and terms, ·,;hen used in
this Section, shall have the follo~;ing meaning, unless the
contmet clearly indicates othendse.
l1l "Adr.·erse impact: en ·.·isibilit:v" means visibility
impairment "<;hich interferes ·,lith the management, protection,
preservation or enjo,rment of the visitor's visual eJmerience
of the Federal Class I area. 'Phis determination must be made
hy• the Air Quality Division on a case by case basis taking
into account the geographic extent. intensity. duration,
frequency and time of visibility impairments, and hm; these
factors correlate with.
1Al times of vis;tor use of the Federal Class I area; and
:iltl the frequency and timing of natural conditions that
reduce visibility. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31] ..
:ill "Federal land manaqer" means the Secretary of the
department with authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
::{]± 11 Inst:allat:ien" means an identifiable piece of process
equipment. (Amended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
[NOTE: in SC1]
.
li:±: "Nat:ural eendit:iens" mean naturally occurring phenomena
against 'rli'hich ·any changes in visibility are ffieasured in terms
of visual range, contrast or coloration. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-36.

:fill:
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252:100-8-31]

±21:· "Visibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible

.-....
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and
·coloration) from that ~vhich would have CJcisted under natural
conditions. [NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-31]
(a)±et Per.mits issuance.
Permits may be issued at variance to
the limitations imposed on a Class I area in compliance with the
procedures and limitations established in State and Federal Clean
Air Acts. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-36(b)]
(b)±et Impact analysis required. The permit application for a
proposed new source or modification will contain an analysis on
the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source. The Executive
Director shall notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the
receipt of any such analysis and include a complete copy of the
permit application. Any analysis performed by the Land Manager
shall be considered by the Executive Director provided that the
analysis is filed with the DEQ Air Quality Division within 30
days of receipt of the application by the Land Manager. Where
the Executive Director finds that such an analysis does not
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Executive Director that
an adverse impact on visibility will result in the Federal Class
I area, the
Executive Director will, in any notice of public
hearing on the permit application, either explain his decision or
give notice as to where the explanation can be obtained.
Further, upon presentation of good and sufficient information, by~
a Federal federal Land ±and Manager manager, the Executive
Director may deny the issuance of a permit for a source,
emissions from which will adversely impact areas heretofore or
hereafter categorized as Class I areas even though the emissions
would not cause the increment for such Class I areas to be
exceeded.
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-36(c)]
Innovative con'trol technology
An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or
modification may request the Executive Director in writing to
approve a system of innovative control technology.
J.hl·· The Executive Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
l1l The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
its operation or function.
ill The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for best available control technology under GAG
252.100 7 34 252:100 8 34 by a date specified by the
Executive Director.
Such date shall not be later than 4 vears
from the time of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance:
lJl The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in GAG 252.100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18
Parts 1, 5 and 7 of this Subchapter and 252.100 7 36 252:100252:100-8-37.

~
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8-36 based on the emissions rate that the source employing the
system of innovative control technology would be required to
me'et on the date specified by the Executive Director.
111 The source or modification would not, before the date
specified, cause or contribute to any violation of the
applicable ambient air standards, or impact any Class I area
or area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
l2l All other applicable requirements including those for
public review have been met.
l£l The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under OAC 252.100 7
~ 252:100-8-37, if:
~
The proposed system fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous reduction rate; or,
121 The proposed system fails before the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health.
welfare or safety; or,
lJl The Executive Director decides at any time that the
proposed system is unl-ikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
lQl If a source or modification fails to meet the required level
of continuous emissions reduction within the specified time
period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with eA£
252.100 7 37(e) 252:100-8 37(c), the source or modification may
be allowed up to an additional 3 years to meet the requirement
for application of best available control technology through the
use of a demonstrated system of ~ontrol.

PART 11.

MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-8-50. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Section Part, in addition
to the applicable requirements of OAC 252.100 7 15 through
252:100 7 18 and OAC 252.100 8 Parts 1. 3, 5 and 7 of this
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all major sources
and major modifications affecting designated nonattainment areas
as specified in OAC 252.100 7 51 252:100-8-51 through 252.100 7
~ 252:100-8-53., and are effective upon adoption of this
Subchapter by Oklahoffia.
BJecept that the requireffients of Part 7
of this Subchapter -.dll not be necessary for sources required to
ffieet the permit reguiretftents of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency under Title 40 Part 52.24 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.
Sources subject to this Part -.~hich are Part
70 sources are also subject to the provisions of OAC 252.100 8.
252:100-8-51. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates.
otherwise:
. SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp·
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"Actual emissions" means the actual rate of emissions of a
polQutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
with the following:
l8l In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period
which precedes the operation. The reviewing authority may
allow the use of a different time period upon a determination
that it is more representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source
tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
~
The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual.
emissions of the unit.
~
For any emissions unit which has not beoun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Allowable emieeione" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the maJeiFRum rated capacity of tne oouree
(unless the source is su15"j eet to enforceable limits '•iliicn
restrict the operating rate, or nouro of operation, or botn) and
tne moot stringent of the follmiing:
18± the applicable standards ad set fortn in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61,
:Hll: the applicable State rule allmmble emissions; or,
±Ql tne emissions rate ooecified as an enforceable perFRit
condition. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Begin ~etual eonetruetion" means, in general, initiation of
physical on site construction activities on an eFRissions unit
Hhicn are of a permanent nature. Sucn activities include, but are
not limited to, installation of building supports and
foundations, laying of underground piper.mrk, and construction of
permanent storage structures. With respect to a change in method
of operation, this term rcifers to those on site activities, other
than preparatory activities, ....nich mark the initiation of the
change. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Building, structure, facility" means all of the
pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial
grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties, and are under the control of the same person (or
persons under common control) . Pollutant-emitting activitie~
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping 1f
they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the same
two digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Commence" means, as applied to construction of a major
stationary source or major modification, that the mmer or
operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits

..-....
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and either has.
lhl begun, or caused to begin. a continuous program of actual
on: site construction of the source, to be completed ·,Jithin a
reasonable time: or,
~
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
'+l"ithin a reasonable time. [NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8 -·1. 1]
"Construction" means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection,
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
vvhich '+veuld result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: Moved
to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Emissions unit" means anv part of a source ..., .hich emits or
·.veuld have· the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions which could not
reasonably paso through a otae](, chimAey, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Installation" mean~ an identifiable piece of process
equipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate" means the control
technology to be applied to a major source or modification which
the Executive Director, on a case by case basis, determines is
achievable for a source based on the lowest achievable emission
rate achieved in practice ·by such category of source (i.e.,
lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean
Air Act) .
"Major modifi-cation" means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation of, a major source that would result
in a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject
to regulation.
J8l Any net emissions increase that is significant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone.
~
A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
·
Jil routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
Jiil use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule
under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act;
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste;
iYl Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
~
the source was capable of accommodating before
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December 21, 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
~
established after December 21, 1976; or,
(II) the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7~
lYil An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate unless such change would be prohibited under
any enforceable permit limitation which was established
after December 21, 1976, or
(vii)
any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means:
l8l any stationary source of air pollutants which emits, or
has the potential to emit. 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation; or,
~
any physical change that would occur at a source not
qualifying under (A) of this definition as a major source, if
the change would constitute a major source by itself.
lQl for ozone, a source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major.
"Necessary preconstruction appro·rals or permits" means those
permits or approvals required under all air quality control laws and rules. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Net emissions increase" means:
l8l The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
lil anv increase in actual emissions from a particular·
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
Jiil any other increases and decreases in actual emission at
the source that are contemporaneous with the particular
change and are otherwise creditable.
i..!D_ An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
lQl An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under OAC 252:100-7, Part 7, which permit is
in effect when the increase in actual emissions from the
particular change occurs.
lQl An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual ·emissions exceeds the old
level.
J..gl A .decrease in actual emissions is ·creditable only to the
extent that:
lil the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
liil it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii) the reviewing authority has not relied on it. in
issuino any permit under State air guality rules; and,
SC-8/1997/8(12-1) .wp
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liYl it has approximately the same qualitative significance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
:increase from the particular change.
lEl An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational after a reasonable shakedown period, not
to exceed 180 days.
"Potential to emit" FReano the ffiaJEiffiUffi capacity of a source to
effiit a pollutant under ito physical and operational design.
Any
physical or operational liffiitation on the capacity of the source
to effiit a pollutant, including air pollution control eguipffient
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combuoted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of ito design if the limitation or the effect it ~;ould have
on emissions is enforceable.
Secondary effiiooiono do not count in
deterffiining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-1.1]
"Reconstruction" means the replacement of components of an
existing source (which will then be treated as a new source for
purposes of Part 7 of this Subchapter) to the extent that will be
determined by the Executive Director based on:
lAl the fixed capital cost (the capital needed to provide all
the depreciable components) of the new components exceeds 50%
of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source;
and,
~
the estimated life of the source after the replacements
is comparable to the life of an entirely new source; and,
(C) the extent to which the components being replaced cause or
contribute to the emissions from the source.
"Resource recovery facility" means any facility at which solid
waste is processed for the purpose of extracting, converting to
energy, or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste for
reuse.
Energy conversion facilities must utilize solid waste to
provide more than 50 percent of the heat input to be considered a
resource recovery facility under Part 7 of this Subchapter.
"Secondary emissions" ffieano emissions· ·.;hich occur as a result
of the conotructien or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or ffiodification
itself.
For the purpose of OAC 252.100 7, Part 7, secondary
effiisoiono must be specific, ~iell defined, quantifiable, and
impact the same general areas as the source or modification ~:hich
causes the secondary emissions.
Secondary effiisoiono ffiay include,
but are not limited to.
1hl effiiooiono froffi trains coffiing to or from the ne~; or
modified stationary source; and,
J1ll: emissions from any offoite support facilitv ·.;hich ~wuld
not other~:ioe be constructed or increase ito effiiooiono as a
result of the construction or operation of the ffiajor source or
modification. (NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Significant" means, in reference to a net emissions increase
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or the potential of a source to emit anv of the following
pol'lutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of.-..,,.
the following rates:
lSl Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
~
Nitrogen oxides:
40 tpy,
~
Sulfur dioxide:
40 tov.
JQl Particulate matter: 15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
Jgl Ozone:
40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
lEl Lead: 0.6 tpy.
. "Statio_:aary s.ouree". means any bu;ilding, .structure, facility or
1nstallat1on wh1ch em1ts· or may cm1t any a1r pollutant subject to
regulation. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1] ·
252:100-8-52.
Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part ~
11 of this Subchapter are applicable are determined by size.
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
l1l Size.
.
lSl Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts. These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant, and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-51, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
~
At such time that a particular source or modification
becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in any
enforceable permit limitatioh which was established after
~
August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification
otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on
hours of operation, then the requirements of OAC 252.100 7
15 through 252.100 7 18 and Part 7 Parts 1, 3, 5, 7 and 11
of this Subchapter shall apply to that source or
modification as though construction had not yet commenced on
it.
__(l_L Location.
JSl Sources and modifications \•'hich that arc major in size
and proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as nonattainmcnt for any applicable ambient air
standard arc subject to the requirements for the
nonattainment area, if the source or modification is major
for the nonattainment pollutant(s) of that area.
~
In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 5
of this Subchapter) would be applicable if any other
regulated pollutant other than the nonattainmcnt pollutant
is emitted in significant amounts by that source or
modification.
i l l Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing
or contributing to NAAQS violation.
(A)
A proposed major source or major modification that
would locate in an area designated attainment or
unclassifiable is considered to cause or contribute to a
violation of the national ambient air quality standards when
SC-8/1997/8(12-l) .wp
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such source or modification would, as a minimum, exceed the
following significance levels at any locality that does not
or would not meet the applicable national standard:

Pollutant

so2
PM-10
N0 2

co

Concentration,
Averaging Time (hours)
Annual 24
~
1.0
.2.
1.0
.2.
1.0

(B)
Sources of volatile oroanic compounds located outside a
designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed to have
no significant impact on the designated nonattainment area.
If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source
location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be
granted its permit ~ince the area has not yet been
designated nonattainment.
(C)
Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on
a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in
OAC 252.100 7 52(3) 252:100 8-52(3) are exempted from the
condition of o~'\:C .25.2 .100 7 54 (4) (A) 252:100-8-54 (4) (A)._
(D)
The determination whether a source or modification will
cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable ambient
air standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate matter or
carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of
the proposed new source's ·start-up date by an atmospheric
simulation model. For sources of nitrogen oxides the model
can be used for an initial determination assuming all the
nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the
time the plume reaches ground level, and the initial
concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate data
are available to account .for the expected oxidation rate.
(E)
The determination as to whether a source would cause or
contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air
standards will be made on a case by case basis as of the new
source's start-up date. Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part ·of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the
new source would not cause a new violation.
_
Sources causing a new violation of applicable ambient
(F)
air standards as determined by the Executive Director but
not contributing to an existing violation, will be approved
if both of the following conditions are met:
(i)
The new source is required to meet a more stringent
emission limitations and/or the control of existing
sources below allowable levels so that the new violation
of ambient standards does not occur.
JijJ_ The new emission liffiitation limitations for the new
SC-8/19.97./8 (12-l) .wp
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source, as well as for any existing sources affected, are
enforceable under the Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air
Acts.
252:100-8-53.

·Exemptions

(a)
Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a particular
source or modification locating in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if:
(1)
The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the following
categories:
i8l carbon black plants (furnace process) ,
ial charcoal production plants,
~
chemical process plants,
JQl coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ,
lEl coke oven batteries,
lEl fossil fuel boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU ber hour heat input,
lQl fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant of more than 250million BTU per hour heat input,
fuel conversion plants,
·
glass fiber processing plants,
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
iron and steel mills,
kraft pulp mills,
lime plants,
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
lQl petroleum refineries,
J£l petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
phosphate rock processing plants,
portland cement plants,
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters,
primary lead smelte~s,
primary zinc smelters,
secondary metal production plants,
sintering plants,
sulfur recovery plants,
taconite ore processing plants, or
any other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by federal New
Source Performance Standards (N8P8) NSPS or National
Emission Standards for HaBardous'Air Pollutants
(NB8IIAP8) NESHAP.
(2)
A source or modification ·was not subject to 40 CFR Part
51, Appendix S (emission offset interpretative ruling) ·as in
effect on January 16, 1979 and the source:
J8l obtained all final federal and state construction
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1) .wp
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permits before August 7, 1980;
commenced construction within 18 months from August 7,
'19go or any earlier time required by the State
Implementation Plan; and,
~
did not discontinue construction for a period of 18
months or more and completed construction within a
reasonable time.
l.Ql Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (see' definition of "potential to emit" in eA€
252.100 7 51) 252:100 8 1.1). However, upon determination of the
Executive Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on
the basis of its direct emissions, the applicable requirements
must also be met for secondary emissions but the source would be
exempt from the conditions of OAC 252.100 7 52(3) (F) 252:100 852(3) (F) and OAC 252.100 7 54(1) 252:100 8 54(1) through 252:100
7 54(3) 252:100 8 54(3). Also, the indirect impacts of mobile
sources are excluded.
(c) As specified in the aoolicable definitions, the requirements
of Part 5 9 for PSD and Part ~ 11 for nonattainment areas of this
Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the existing
source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed
addition to the existing minor source is major in its own right.
~

252:100-8-54. Requirements for sources located in nona~tainment
areas
In the event a major source or modification would be
constructed in an area designated as nonattainment for a
pollutant for which the source or modification is major, approval
shall be granted only if the following conditions are met:
l1l The new source must demonstrate that it has applied
control technologv which the Executive Director, on a case by
case basis, determines is achievable for a source based on the
lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved in practice by
such category of source (i.e., lowest achievable emission rate
as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act) .
~
If the Executive Director determines that imposition of
an enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasibleT due
to technological or economic limitations on measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed as the
emission limitation rate.
lJl The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by such person
in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meetinq all steos on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
l1l The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
~
the emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permitted in the area do not exceed the· planned
growth allowable for the area designated in the State
Implementation Plan; or,
SC-8/1997/8(12-1),wp
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the total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the reoion and the emissions from the proposed source will
be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
date of construction permit application so as to represent
further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
121 The owner or operator may present with the application an
analysis of alternate sites. sizes and production processes
for such proposed source.

.-....
SC-8/1997/8 (12-1) .wp
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APPENDIX I. INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES LIST
Anv Act1vity to which a State of federal applicable requirement
applies is not ihsignificant even if it is included on this list.
COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

* Stationary reciprocating engines burning natural gas, gasoline,
aircraft fuels, or diesel fuel which are either used exclusively for
emergency power generation or for peaking power service not exceeding
500 hours/year
Space heaters, boilers, process heaters, and emergency flares less
than or equal to 5 MMBTU/hr heat input (commercial natural gas) .
Emissions from stationary internal combustion engines rated less
than 50 hp output
Emissions from gas turbines with less than 215 kilowatt rating of
electric output
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION

-

* Emissions from fuel storage/dispensing equipment operated solely
for facility owned vehicles if fuel throughput is not more than 2,l75
gallons/day, averaged over a 30-day period
* Storage tanks with less 'than or eaual to 10,000 gallons capacity
that store volatile organic liquids with a true vapor pressure less
than or equal to 1.0 psia at maximum storage temperature
* Bulk gasoline or other fuel distribution with a daily average
throughput less than 2,175 gallons per day, including dispensing,
averaged over a 30-day period
·
Gasoline and aircraft fuel handling facilities, equipment, and
storage tanks except those subject to New Source Performance Standards
and standards in 252:100-37-15, 39-30, 39-41, and 39-48
Emissions from condensate tanks with a design capacity of 400
gallons or -less in ozone attainment areas
Emissions from crude oil and condensate marine and truck loading
equipment operations at crude oil and natural gas production sites
where the loading rate does not exceed 10,000 gallons per day averaged
over a 30-day period
* Emissions from crude oil and condensate storage tanks with a
capacity of less than or eaual to 420,000 gallons that store crude oil
and condensate prior to custody transfer
* Emissions from storage tanks constructed with a capacity less
than 39,894 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure less than
1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature
ANALYSIS/LABORATORY ACTIVITIES
Additions or upgrades of instrumentation or control systems that
result in emissions increases less than the pollutant quantities
specified in 252:100-8-3 (e) (1)

WP5l\DOCS\SC-8\I(l2-l).WP
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EQUIPMENT

Alkaline/phosphate washers and associated burners
Cold degreasing operations utilizing solvents that are denser than
air
. * Welding and soldering operations utilizing less than 100 pounds
of solder and 53 tons per year of electrodes
Wood chipping operations not associated with the primary process
operation
*Torch cutting and welding of under 200,000 tons of steel
fabricated per year
REMEDIATION

Site restoration and/or bioremediation activities of < 5 years
expected duration
Hydrocarbon contaminated soil aeration pads utilized for soils
excavated at the facility only
Emissions from the operation of groundwater remediation wells
including but not limited to emissions from venting, pumping, and
collecting activities subject to de minimis limits for air taxies
(252:100-41-43) and HAPs (§112(b} of CAAA90)
SOLID WASTE

* Non-commercial water washing operations (less than 2,250
~.
barrels/year) and drum crushing operations of empty barrels less L.
or equal to 55 gallons with less than three percent by volume of
residual material
Hazardous waste and hazardous materials drum staging areas
Sanitary sewage collection and treatment facilities other than
incinerators and Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW)
Stacks or vents for sanitary sewer plumbing traps are also· included
(i.e .. lift station)
Emissions from landfills and land farms unless otherwise regulated
by an applicable state or federal regulation
COATINGS

* Automobile body shoos located in an ozone attainment area
emitting less than 5 tons/year of volatile organic so~vents
.
Electrophoretic-process coating application operations (i.e., palnt
bath positively charged, painted object negatively charged)
* Surface coating operations which do not exceed a combined total
usage of more than 60 gallons/month of coatings, thinners. and cleanup solvents at any one emissions unit
MISCELLANEOUS
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\I(l2-l) .WP
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Exhaust·systems for chemical, paint, and/or soivent storage rooms
or cabinets, including hazardous waste satellite (accumulation) areas
Hartd wiping and spraying of solvents from containers with less than
1 liter capacity used for spot cleaning and/or degreasing in ozone
attainment areas
* Activities having the potential to emit no more than 5 TPY
(actual) of any criteria pollutant (see instructions in Title v
application)

* Appropriate records of hours, quantity, or capacity must be kept on
the activity to verify its insignificance.

WP51\DOCS\SC-8\I(l2-1) .WP
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APP.ENDIX J.

TRIVIAL .AcTIVITibis LisT

Any activity to which a State of federal applicable requirement
applies is not trivial even if it is included on this list.
AGRICULTURAL
Lawn care (noncommercial)
Weed control (noncommercial)
Pest control (noncommercial)
Herbicide and pesticide activities except for manufacturing
and formulation for commercial sale
ANALYSIS/TESTING
Hydraulic or hydrostatic testing
Analysis/laboratory activities emissions from the following:
air contaminant detectors, air contaminant recorders, combustion
controllers, combustion shut-off devices, product analyzers,
laboratory analyzers, continuous emissions monitors. other
analyzers (eg., water quality), and emissions associated with
sampling activities.
Also, emissions from bench scale laboratory
equipment and laboratory equipment used exclusively for chemical
and physical· analysis, including assorted vacuum producing
devices and vents but NOT lab fume hoods or vents
Site assessment work, including but not limited to, the
evaluation of waste disposal or remediation sites
Emissions from instrument systems utilizing air or natural gas
Environmental field sampling operations
Sampling connections used exclusively to withdraw materials
for testing and analysis. including· air contaminant detectors and
vent lines
Compressed gas cylinders and gases utilized for equipment
calibration and testing
ANIMALS
Equipment used to mix and package soaps. vegetable oil,
grease, animal fat, and nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions,
provided appropriate lids and covers are utilized
Equipment used exclusively to slaughter animals, but not
including other equipment at slaughterhouses, such as rendering
cookers, boilers, heating plants. incinerators, and electrical
power generating
BATTERY CHARGING
Industrial batterv recharging and maintenance operations for
batteries utilized within the facility only
. SLOWDOWNS
Emissions from the blowdown of compressors or other vessels
containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the purpose of
maintenance due to emergency circumstances
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-l) .WP
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CLEANING
Acid washing (maintenance cleaning)
:Caustic washing (maintenance cleaning)
Abrasive blasting
Stearn cleaning
Carbon dioxide blasting equipment in degreasing or depainting
High pressure water depainting operations and aqueous
industrial spray washers
Vacuum cleaning systems used exclusively for industrial,
commercial, or residential housekeeping purposes, except those
systems used to collect particulate matter subject to 252:100 and
hazardous and/or toxic air contaminants
Ultrasonic cleaning operations which do not utilize volatile
organic compounds
Molten salt bath.descaling operations
Natural gas water heating systems for fixed vehicle wash racks
..
COOLING TOWERS /BOILER WATER
Emissions from non-contact cooling towers (cooling water that
has not been in contact with other materials or fluids containing
regulated air pollutants}
Boiler water treatment operations
Deaerator units associated with boilers or hot water heating
systems
Process water filtration systems and demineralizers
Demineralized water tanks and demineralizer vents
ELECTRIC POWER .
-.,Equipment associated with electrical power transmission which
do not involve fuel-burning activities using transformers and
.substations
Electric or steam-heated drying ovens and autoclaves, but not
the emissions from the articles or substances being processed in
the ovens or autoclaves or the boilers delivering the steam
FIREFIGHTING
Emissions from fire or emergency response equipment and
training to include use of fire control equipment including
equipment for testing and training, engines used exclusively for
firefighting, and open burning of materials or fuels associated
with firefighting training.
Buildings burned for firefighting
training must still adhere to NESHAP for Asbestos.
Fire extinguishers and fire extinguishing systems
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS
Seal replacement (i.e.·, manhole gaskets}
Roof coating, service, and repair·
Paving of roads, parking lots, and other areas
Vent emissions from gas streams used as buffer or seal gas in
rotating pump and compressor seals
Emissions from natural gas odorizing activities
Emissions from pneumatic starters on reciprocating engines,
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-l) .WP
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turbines, compressors, or other equipment
Gas flares or flares used solely to indicate danger to the
public (e.g. road hazard)
Warehouse activities including the storage of packaged raw
materials and finished goods
Non-routine clean out of tanks. lift stations, and equipment
for the purposes of worker entry or in preparation for
maintenance or decommissions
Unpaved roadways and parking areas
Gravel, sand and dirt storage for use in on-site construction
projects
VOC fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves,
flanges, connectors, pump seals. compressor seals, etc.)
regulated by a fugitive monitoring program where the total
increase is less than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant
or the de minimis set forth in 252:100-41-43. The component
additions must be identified in the next scheduled monitoring
report reguired by the applicable requirements. VOC fugitive
emissions from component additions (e.g. valves, flanges,
connectors, pump seals. compressor seals, etc.} not regulated by
a fugitive monitoring program provided that no applicable
requirement is triggered when components are added.
Fugitive emissions of iet fuels associated with aircraft· fuel
cell and fuel bladder repair
Fugitive emissions related to movement of passenger vehicles
provided the emissions are not counted for applicability purposes
o"r any required fugitive dust control plan or its equivalent is
submitted
INSULATION
Insulation installing or removal (non-asbestos)
Application of refractory & insulation (calcium -silicate,
etc.)
LUBRICATING
Lubricating pumps. sumps, and systems
Emissions from engine crankcase vents and equipment
lubricating sumps
MAINTENANCE
Welding, brazina. soldering for maintenance purposes
Use of adhesives for maintenance purposes
Grinding, cutting, sanding for maintenance purposes
Emissions from pipeline maintenance pigging activities
Maintenance, upkeep. and replacement types of activities,
including those not altering the capacity of process, combustion
or control equipment, and which do not increase regulated
pollutant emissions unless subject to NESHAP or NSPS
METALS
Equipment used for inspection of metal"products
Die casting machines
WPS1\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-l) .WP
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Foundry sand mold forming equipment to which·no heat is
applied, and from which no organics are emitted
.Equipment used exclusively to mill or grind coatings and
..-..,
holding-compounds where all materials charged are in paste form
{unless HAP emission)
Equipment used exclusively for rolling, forging, pressing,
spinning, drawing, or extruding either hot or cold metals unless
their emissions exceed any applicable regulated amount
Carbon monoxide lasers, used only on metals and other
materials which do not emit HAP in the process
MISCELLANEOUS
Operations previously determined to be de minimis pursuant to
252:100-7-2 (b) (3) or 252:100-41-43 (a) (5)
Laser trimmers using dust collection to prevent fugitive
emissions
Shock chambers
Humidity chambers
Solar simulators
MOBILE SOURCES
Mobile source emissions from cars. trucks, forklifts, courier
vehicles, front loaders, graders. cranes, carts, hvdrostatic and
hydraulic testing equipment, maintenance trucks, helicopters,
locomotives. marine vessels, portable generators moveable by hand,
portable pumps, portable air compressors, portable welding
machines-,- and- portable- fuel·-tanks
Other on and off road mobile sources (i.e. coal stacker &
reclaimer)
Well servicing/workover rigs and associated equipment
Well drilling rigs and associated equipment
Aircraft ground support (AGE) equipment, including but not
limited to portable power generators, lights, and HVAC support
Vehicle exhaust from maintenance or repair shops
Road sanding and salting operations
OFFICE AND JANITORIAL
Janitorial services
Sweeping (Floor Sweep)
Office emissions (photocopying, blueprint copying, photograph
processes)
OUTDOOR RECREATION
_
Outdoor recreational emissions {campfires. barbecue pits}
Open burning for the· purpose of land management (must get
permission from Air Quality Enforcement even though exempt from
permitting)
Outdoor kerosene heaters
PLASTICS/FIBERGLASS
Plastic or fiberglass welding or repair
Sealing or cutting plastic film or foam with heat or wires
WPS1\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-l) .WP
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Proc·esses used for the curing of fiberglass or paint Products
REFRIGERANTS
Cold storaqe refrigerator equipment
De minimis refrigerant releases
RESIDENTIAL
Air conditioning or comfort ventilation systems not reoulated
under Title VI of the Clean Air Act
Emissions from residential housing units, dormitories, and
multifamily dwellings to include fuel burning for the purposes of
heating except prohibited open burning
SOLID WASTE
Solid waste landfill operations
RCRA Solid Waste Management Units subiect to 40 CFR Part 265,
Subparts AA. BB, and CC
SOLVENT
Emissions from laundry-care equipment orocessino bedding,
clothing or other fabric items. These include dryers, extractors,
& tumblers. NOT CLEANING OPERATIONS USING PERCHLOROETHYLENE OR
PETROLEUM SOLVENTS (i.e.,dry cleaning)
Covered cold solvent degreasers not subject to federal emission·
standards (e.g. NESHAP or NSPS)
·
· STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION
Emissions from lube oil, seal oil, or hydraulic fluid storage
tanks and equipment as long as not emitting VOCs or HAPs
Storage and use of chemicals unless otherwise regulated by an
applicable state or federal regulation. These chemicals include,
but not limited to: alum, ammonia, biocides, corrosion inhibitors,
dechlorination chemicals, inorganic salts, acids or bases to
include caustic and sulfuric acid, coagulants, flocculants,
precipitants, surfactants. anti-foam chemicals, sealing inhibitors,
oxygen scavengers, phosphates, polyelectrolytes, limestone slurry,
lime and lime slurry, flue gas desulfurization system slurry, and
sulfur slurry; propane and acetylene under pressure
· Storage and use of products or equipment for maintaining motor
vehicles operated at the site (including but not limited to
antifreeze and fuel additives) not regulated under Title VI. CFC
rules)
Emissions from tanks containing separated water produced from
oil and gas operations
Commercial gasoline dispensing stations, including those located
within the physical boundaries of a Title V source
Lubricants and waxes used for machinery and other equipment
lubrication and emission from lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
storage tanks and equipment
Runway and aircraft de-icing activities, including de-icer
storage tanks unless otherwise regulated
Storage tanks, reservoirs, and pumping and handling equipment of
WP5l\DOCS\SC-8\J(12-l) .WP
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anv size conta1n1ng soaps, vegetable oil, grease; animal fat, and
nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions, provided appropriate lids and
covers are utilized

~

dJ

,~_-.-;.,,::;

SURFACE COATING
Surface coating for maintenance purposes such as roll/brush/pad
coating, painting with aerosol cans, spray airless, and
conventional spray painting
Touch-up painting operations where paints/coatings are applied
at less than one quart per hour
WASTEWATER
Removal of basic sediment & water from collection/storage
systems (i.e., clarifiers)
Water and wastewater treatment and transportation system
Pit, ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Emissions from skimmer pits, oil/water separators, and
maintenance of filter separators
Emissions from the removal of sludge or sediment from pits,
ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Industrial and/or municipal wastewater treatment orocesses
(excluding combustion or incineration eqgipment) , storage silos fordry material(sludges), composting, or grease trap waste handling or
treatment
Ozonization process or process equipment including ozone
generation for water treatment processes
·sanitary sewerage and storm·water runoff col-lection systems
Emissions from dredging pits, ·ponds, sumps, or other wastewater """"-..
conveyance facilities
·
WOODWORKING
Wood working (saw-cutting, staining & varnishing}
(noncommercial)
Woodworking utilized for hobby purposes or maintenance of
grounds or buildings

WPS1\DOCS\SC-B\J(l2-l).WP
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INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:
Notice of proposed EMERG~i~~~ ~h~~t/
PERMANENT rulemaking.
71
PROPOSED RULES:
252:100, Air Pollution Control: Subchapter 5,
Registration of Air Contaminant Sources [AMENDED]; Subchapter 7,
Construction Permits for Major and Minor Sources; Operating and
Relocation Permits for Minor Sources [AMENDED] .
SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 include moving
the requirements to file an emission inventory from Subchapter 7 to
Subchapter 5, moving the requirements to pay annual operating fees
from Subchapters 7 and 8 to Subchapter 5, and revising the annual
operating fees for minor facilities, non-Part 70 sources and Part
70 sources.
The proposed amendments to Subchapter 5 are designed
to simplify and clarify the rules.
The proposed amendments to
Subchapter 7 are necessary to incorporate a new permit classification system into the Ai~ Quality program.
The proposed changes
include: remove any requirements for Part 70 sources and major
facilities (which will be moved to Subchapter 8); define and exempt
11
de minimis 11 facilities from the requirements of Subchapter 7;
revise minor permit application fees; and introduce two new types·
of construction and operating permits, permit by_rule and general
permit.
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp. 1993, §§
2-2-101 and 2-5-101 et seq., Oklahoma Clean Air Act.
COMMENT PERIOD:
The period for written comments closed on October
15, 1997.
Oral comments may be made before the Environmental·
Quality Board at their meeting on Tuesday, January 27, 1998 - 9:30
a.m., in Chickasha.
PUBLIC HEARINGS: Subchapter 5 and Subchapter 7 were presented to
the Air Quality Council August 19, 1997 and October 21, 1997.
Before the Environmental Quality Board at their meeting on Tuesday,
January 27, 1998- 9:30a.m., in Chickasha.
COPIES OF PROPOSED RULES:
Copies of the rules are available for
review at the Air Quality Division office at the "address listed
below or may be obtained from the contact person.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:
The rule impact statements may be obtained
from the Air Quality Division at the address below:
CONTACT PERSON:
Jeanette Buttram, Department of Environmental
Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105-3483; (405) 290-8247.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: With
the
exception
of
252:100-52.2(b) (2), which establishes the annual operating fees for Part 70
sources, the hearing record for Subchapter 5 and the hearing record
for Subchapter 7 were closed during the council meeting on October
21, 1997. A vote on whether to recommend the revised rules to the
Environmental Quality Board was taken at the Air Quality Council
meeting on December 16, 1997.
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIE~: Should you desire to attend but have a
disability and nee~·an accommodation, please notify the Air Quality
Division three (3) days in advance at (405) 290-8247.
1
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RECENT RULE REVISIONS MADE IN
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
PLEASE ADD TO
DECEMBER16AGENDAPACKET
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SUBCHAPTER· 8 .

OPERA'PINC PERMITS (PAR'!' 7 0) FOR PART 7 0 SOURCES
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

[NOTE: Throughout this draft language that has been moved from
other Sections and Subchapters is underlined once, new language
is double underlined and deletions are struck·out.]
252:100-8-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide for the promulgation
and enforcement of the requirements necessary to meet Title V of
the federal Clean Air Act (42 u.s.a. 7401, et seq.) and 40 CPR
Part 70 by establishing a comprehensive state air quality
permitting program for major sources of air contaminant
emissions.
Permits issued under this program ~vill address all
applicable air contaminant emissions and regulatory requirements
in a single document. This Subchapter sets forth permit
application fees and the substantive requirements for permits for
Part 70 sources.

~

,...,~.

252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
section. terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable ·requirements of the Act.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"A stack in existencen means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5
that the owner or operator had:
lAl begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
physical on-site construction of the stack; or
_ilil_ entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or 'operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16(b)]
nAct" means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
7401 ct. seq.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Administratorn means the Administrator administrator of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) or the
Administrator's administrator's designee.
[NOTE:
From 252:1008-2]
.
••Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter', the emission rate of a stationary source
calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless
the source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict the
operating rate. or hours of operation, or both) and the most
stringent of the following:
lAl the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
..Dll_ the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
1£1 the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
SC-8/1997/8 {12-16) .wp
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condition·.
{NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7- 51]
"Begin actual construction" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter means, in general, initiation of physical on-site
construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a
permanent nature. Such activities include, but are not limited
to, installation of building supports and foundations, ·laying of
underground pipework, and construction of permanent storage
structures. With respect to a change in method of operation this
term refers to those on-site activities. other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
[NOTE: From
252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
11
Commence 11 for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter
means. as applied to construction of a major stationary source or
major modification, that the owner or operator has all necessary
preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
lhl begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a
reasonable time; or.
~
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and
252:100-7-51]
11
Construction 11 means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter. any physical change or change in the method of
operation (including fabrication, erection,· installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) which would
result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: From 252:100-7~31
and 252:100-7-51]
11
Dispersion technique'' means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 any
technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a
pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack
which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the
rate of emission of a pollutant according toatmospheric
conditions or ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or
increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source
process parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or
combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as
to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding·sentence
does not include:
181 The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returning the aas
to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from
the facility generating the gas stream.
llil The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
lil the source owner or operator documents that the
facility was originally designed and constructed with
such merged streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a
change in operation at the facility that includes the
SC-B/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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installation of pollution controls and is accompanied by
a net reduction in the allowable emissions of a
pollutant. This exclusion from "dispersion technique"
applicability shall apply only to the emission limitation
for the pollutant affected by such change in operation;
or
(iii) before July 8. 1985, such merging was part of a
change in operation at the facility that included the
installation of emissions control equipment or was
carried out for sound economic or engineering reasons.
Where there was an increase in the emission limitation
or, in·the event that no emission limitation existed
prior to the merging. there was an increase in the
quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the
merging, it shall be presumed that merging was primarily
intended as a means of gaining emissions credit for
greater dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed,
the owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging was not carried out for the primary purpose
of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
lQl Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters. merging of
exhaust gas streams from several existing stacks into one ·
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where
the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5:ooo tons per year. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16(b)]
"Emission limitations and emission standards•• means for
purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 a requirement requirements that ~;hich
limits limit the quantity. rate or concentration of emissions of
air pollutants on a continuous basis. including any requirements
~ihieh that limit the level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set
fuel specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance
procedures for a source to assure continuous reduction.
(Amended
7-9-87, effective 8-10-87) [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16 (b)]
. "Emissions unit" means, for pumoses of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter. any part of a source which emits or would have the
potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation. [NOTE:
From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
''Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and· 9 of
this Subchapter. those emissions which could not reasonably pass
through a stack, chimney. vent or other functionally eguivalent
opening.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants" or
"NESHAP" means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means, for
purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter. those permits or
approvals required under all applicable air quality control laws
and rules. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252: 100-7-51]
"New Source Performance Standards" or "NSPS" means those
SC-8/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
· "Part 70 permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a Part eaEE 70 source
that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 progra.m 11 means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 CFR Part 70.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of this Chapter Subchapter, as provided in
eAe 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3{b).
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, the maximum capacity of a source to emit a
pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control-equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
o·f material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Secondary emissions'' means, for purposes of- Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself. For the purpose of OAC 252.100 7,
252:100-8, Part~ 9,
secondary emissions must·be specific, well defined, quantifiable,
and impact the same general areas as the source or modification
which causes the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may
include, but are not limited to:
J8l emissions from trains coming to or from the new or
modified stationary source; and.
~
emissions from any offsite support facility which would
not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Stack'' means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5. any point in a
source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases· into the air,
including a pipe or duct but not including flares. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16 (b)]
••stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter. any building, structure. facility or
installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
eAe 252:100.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
252:100-8-1.2. General information
(a) Permit categories.
Two types of construction and operating
permits are available: general permit and individual permit.
(1)
General permit .
. (A) A general permit may be issued for an industry if there
are a sufficient number of facilities that have the same or
substantially similar operations. emissions and activities
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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which are subiect to the same standards, limitations and
operating and monitoring requirements.
~
Facilities may be eligible for authorization under a
general permit if the following criteria are met:
lil The facilit has actual emissions of 100 t
or more
~an
one re ulated air ollutant emitted and or is a
Part 70 source.
Jiil The DEO has issued a general permit for the
industry.
ill Individual permit. Facilities requiring permits under
this Subchapter that do not qualify for a general permit shall
obtain individual permits. An owner or operator may apply for
an individual permit even if the facility qualifies for a
general permit.
lQl Applicability determination.
Anv oerson mav submit a
request in writing that the AgeRcy DEO make a determination as to
whether a particular source cr installation, which that person
operates or proposes to operate. is subject to the permit
requirements of this ~ Subchapter. The request must contain
~ sufficient information as is aelievee sufficieRt for the
AQeRcy DEO to make the requested determination and the required
fee.
The AgeRcy DEO may request any additional information that
it needs for purposes of making the determination.
[NOTE: From
252:100-8-3(f)]
252:100-8-1.3. Failure Duty to comply wieh a eeftserueeieB per.mie
A violatioR of these limitatioRS or coaeitioRS ay the
miRer/operator shall suaj eet the mffier/operator to aiTy or all
eRforcemeRt penalties. iReludiRg perHlit revocatioR, availaale
uRder the Olelahoma CleaR Air Act aRd Air PollutioR GoRtrol Rules.
Jgl An owner or operator who applies for a permit or
authorization, upon notification of coverage, shall be bound by
the terms and conditions therein. [NOTE: Based on 252:100-105(j)]
.
~
An owner or operator who violates any condition of a permit
or authorization is subject to enforcement under the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act. [NOTE: 252:100-8-1.3(b)was based on 252:100-715 (f) (3)]
252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit
or authorization under a general construction permit
l5l Cancellation of permit or authorization to construct or
modify.
A duly issued permit or authorization to construct or
modify will terminate and become null and void (unless extended
as provided in Subsection suasectioa (b) of this Section section)
if the construction is not commenced within 18 months after ~
the date the permit or authorization was issued issuance date, or
if work is suspended for more than 18 months after it has
commenced.
lQl Extension of permit or authorization to construct or modifv .
lll Prior to the expiration date of the permit .8.E
authorization mepiration date, a permittee may apply for
SC-8/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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extenslon"of the permit or authorization by written request of
the DEO stating the reasons for the delay or suspension and
providing justification for the extension. The DEQ may grant:
1& One extension EJctensions for terms of 18 months or
less, or
lal One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is
proposing to expand an already existing facility to
accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant
has expended a significant amount of money (1% of total
project cost as identified in the original application, not
including land cost) in preparation for meeting the
definition of "commence construction" at the proposed site-.:&
or
(C)
One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to
major industrial facilities (proiect cost greater than
$100,000,000.00), where the applicant proposes to construct
at an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site
was originally designed and·constructed to accommodate the
proposed new facilities.
The applicant shall show a
commitment to the site by having purchased land necessary to
construct facilities covered by this extension and expended
$1,000,000.00 or more on engineering and/or site
development.
~
If construction has not commenced within three (3) vears
of the effective date of the original permit or authorization,
the permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate
available control technology review and an air quality
analysis. This review must be approved by the DEO before
construction may commence.
lJl Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has
been denied for lack of increment. the DEO may require any
permittee under 252:100:8-1.4(b) (1) (B)or 252:100-8-1.4
(b) (1) (C) , to furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or
an appropriate available control ·technology review if such
review is required in order to provide new or current
information.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-1.4 is from 252:100-7-15(g)]
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
lru_ Stack height exclusion. Air quality modeling or ambient
impact evaluation shall exclude the effect of that portion of the
height of any stack which exceeds good engineering practice or
the effect of any other dispersion techniques.
(b)
DefiRitieRs.
The follmdng "<iGrds and terms, ""'hen used in
this Section, shall have the follmdng meaning, unless the
eontmt:t clearly indicates othendse. [NOTE: Definitions were
moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
(1)
"A staelE iR existeftee" means that the owner or operator
~

(A)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
physical on site construction of the stack, or
(B)
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
SC-8/1397/8 (12-16) .wp
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substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the staclt to be co~leted in a
reasonable tiFRe.
"Dispersion t:eehnique" FReans any technique .,,.hich attempts
(2)
to affect tfie concentration of a pollutant in tfie affibient air
by using that portion of a staclt ·,li'fiich meceeds good
engineering practice staclt height, varying the rate of
emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or
ambient concentrations of that pollutant, or increasing final
mrhaust gas plume rise by 'fftanipulating source process
para'ffteters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or
combining mehaust gases fro'fft several existing staclts into one
stacle, or other selective handling of mehaust gas strea'ffts so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding
sentence does not include.
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, follml'ing use of a
pollution control system, for tfie purpose of returning
the gas to the teHlperature at 'ili'hich it ....as originally
discharged fro'fft the facility generating the gas strea'fft.
(B) The 'ffterging of eJehaust gas strea'ffts '•>'here:
(i) the source m.·ner or operator documents that the
facility ~.·as originally designed and constructed
'li'ith such 'ffterged streams,
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a
change in operation at the facility that includes
the installation of pollution controls and is
accoffiPanied by a net reduction in the allmli'able
emissions of a pollutant. This eJeclusioa from
"dispersion technique" applicability shall apply
only to the e'fftission limitation for the pollutant
affected by such change in operation; or
(iii) before July 8, 1985, such 'ffterging ·.ms part of
a change in operation at the facility that included
the installation of e'fftissions control equipment or
~li'as carried out for sound econo'fftic or engineering
reasons . Where there ...· as a:a i:acrease i:a the
emissio:a limitatio:a or, i:a the event that :ao
emissio:a li'fftitation eJEisted prior to the mergi:ag,
there ~.·as an i:acrease i:a the quantity of polluta:ats
actually emitted prior to the mergi:ag, it shall be
presumed that mergi:ag 'ms primarily i:atended as a
'fftea:as of gai:ai:ag emissio:as credit for greater
dispersion. Before such credit can be allm>'ed, the
owner or operator must satisfactorily demo:astrate
that 'fftergi:ag ..,ms :aot carried out for the primary
purpose of gai:ai:ag credit fer greater dispersie:a.
(C) Hanipulatio:a of eJehaust gas parameters, FRerging of
mrhaust gas streaFRs from several mdsting stacks into one
stack, Or otfier selective handling Of CJEfiaust gas streaffiS
so as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those
cases . ,..here the resulting allmmble emissions of sulfur
dioxide fro'fft the facility do not exceed 5,000 to:as per
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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(3)
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means a
requirement 'n'hich limits the quantity, rate or concentration
of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any requirements which limit the level of opacity,
prescribe equipment, oct fuel specifications or prescribe
operation or maintenance procedures for a source to assure
continuous reduction.
(Amended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
(4)
"St:a:elt" means any point in a source designed to emit
solido, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or
duct but not including flares.
(b)±et Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack
height. GEP shall be the greater of:
l1l 65 meters. measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the stack; or
ill The height under either OAC 252.100 7 16(c) (2) (A) or (B)
252:100-8-1.5 (b) (2) (A) or CB) :
lAl for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for
which the owner or operator had obtained all applicable
permits or approvals required under GAG 252.100 7
252:100-8 or Federal 40 CFR Part 52,
Hg

=

2.5H

provided the owner or ooerator can demonstrate that this
equation was relied upon in establishing an emission
limitation;
~
for all other stacks,
Hg - H + 1. SL,
Hg = oood engineering practice stack heioht,
measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the·stack,
H = height of nearby structure(s) measured from
the ground-level elevation at the base of the
stack,
L = lesser dimension (height or projected width)
of nearby structure{s), provided that the
owner or operator may be required to verify
such GEP stack height by the use of a field
study or fluid model as the Executive
Director shall determine; or
lJl The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study
approved by the reviewino agency. which ensures that the
emissions from a stack do not result in excessive
concentrations of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric
downwash, wakes. or eddy effects created by the source itself,
nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.
where:

(c)±at Nearby.
A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered to be nearby.
SC-8/1997/8[12-16) .wp
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For purposes of applying the formula in O.".tG :25:2.100 7
16(c), if that distance up to five times the lesser of the
height or the ~:idth dimension of a structure. but not greater
than 0.8 km (0.5 mile), and
J£1 For conducting demonstrations under GAG :252.100 7
16 (c) (2), if not greater than 0. 8 lcm (0. 5 ffiile), CJEcept that
the portion of a terrain feature ffiav be considered to be
nearby which falls within a distance of up to 10 tiffies the
mmdmuffi height of the feature, not to CJEceed 2 miles if such
feature achieves a height at 0. 8 left CO. 5 mile) froffi the staclt
that is at least 40 percent of the GBP staclt height determiaed
by the forffiulae ia GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (3) or 26 meters.
·,ihichever is greater, as ffieasured from the base of the staclt.
The height of the structure or terraia feature is ffieasured
from the ground level elevation at the base of the staclt.
J11 For the for.mulae in 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2). A structure or
terrain feature shall be considered nearby if it is located
within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height
or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8
km) .
~
For demonstration in 252:100-8-1.5(b) (3).
~
A structure or terrain feature shall be considered
nearby if located at a distance not greater than 0.5 mile
(0.8 km), except that
~
A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby
if:
===lib It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles)
of up to 10 times the maximum height (Ht) of the feature.
and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such
feature is at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height
determined by the formulae provided in 252:100-81.5(b) (2) (B) or 85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is
greater, as measured from the base of the stack.
i l l Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height
of the structure or terrain feature is measured from the
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack.
(d)fet Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the purpose
of determining GEP stack height under OAG 252:100 7 16(c) (3)
252:100-8-1.5(b) (3), excessive concentrations shall be as
follows:
.
lll For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding
that calculated under Ol\G 252.100 7 16(c) (:2) 262:100-81.5(b) (2), a maximum ground-level pollutant concentration from
a stack due in whole or part to downwash. wakes, and eddy
effects produced by nearby structures or nearby terrain
features which is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes. or eddy effects and which, when combined with the
impacts due to all sources; produces a concentration in excess
of an ambient air quality standard.
For sources subject to
the prevention of significant deterioration program (Part 5 7
SC-8/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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of this Subchapter or Federal 40 CFR 52.21), the same criteria
apply except that a concurrent exceedance of a prevention of
significant deterioration increment is experienced.
In making
demonstrations under this part, the allowable emission rate
shall conform to the new source performance standard that is
applicable to the source category unless the owner or operator
can demonstrate that this emission rate is infeasible. Where
such demonstrations are approved by the Executive Director,
an alternative emission rate shall be established in
consultation with the owner or operator;
~
For sources seeking credit after October 1, 1983, for
increases in existing stack heights up to the heights
established under OAC 252.100 7 16 (e) (2) 252:100-8-1.5 (b) (2)
either:
181 a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or
part to downwash. wakes or eddy effects as specified in
OAC 252.100 7 16(c) (;a} 252:100-8 1.5(b) (2), except that
the emission rate ·specified by any applicable state
implementation plan (or, in the absence of such a limit,
the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
...rn1_ the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by
the ·existing stack, as determined by the Executive
Director; and
(3)
For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a
stack height determined under GAG 252.100 7 16(e) (1) 252:1008-1.5(b) (2) where the Executive Director requires the use of
a field study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for
sources seeking stack height credit after November 9, 1984
based on the aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for
sources seeking stack height credit after December 31, 1970
based on the aerodynamic influence of structures not
adequately represented by the formulae in OAC 252:100 7
16(e) (1) 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2), a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddv
effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes or eddy effects.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.5 was moved from
252:100-7-16)

PART 3.

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

252:100-8-1.7. Per.mit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this
subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accomoanv
the application or request. Applications received without
appropriate fees are administratively incomplete.
Fees must be
paid by check or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance with the following fee schedule:
{1) Applicability deter.mination.
$100, to be credited
against the construction or operating permit application fee,
if a permit is required.
If no permit is required, the fee
SC-8/1997/8 (12·16) .wp
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will be retained to cover the cost of making the
determination. [NOTE: Based on 252-7-3(c)]
~
Construction per.mit application.
The fee is $2.000.
--( 1)
Part 70 source construction permit
$2, 000 [NOTE;= from
252:100-7-3 (b) (1)]
ill Operating per.mit application.
n± Permit preeessi:ag fees. Permit processing fees shall be
as follm;rs:
l8l Initial Part 70 permit -$2.000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit - $900
(C)-fB± Renewal Part 70 permit - $1.000 ~
(D)=fet Significant Part 70 Permit Uod. modification of Part
70 permit - $1.000.
(E)fBt Minor modification of Part 70 permit Permit
Modification
$500.
~
Tfie Part 70 Temporary Permit
SL 000.
(F)fft Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - $ · 500.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.7(c) is from 252:100-8-9(d) (2)]
PART 5.

~

PERMITS FOR PART 70 Sources

252:100-8-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter
Part, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter Part retain the
meaning accorded them under the applicable requirements of the
Act.
"Aet" means the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et.
~ [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Administratively complete'' means the same as defined at 0..'\C
252.002 11. an application that provides:
J& All information recruired under 252:100-8-5(c), (d). or
~
J!U. A landowner affidavit as required by 252:2-15-20{b) {3);
{C) The appropriate application fees as required by 252:1008-1.7; and
lRl Certification by the responsible official as required by
252:100-8-5{f).
11 AElmiBistrater" means the administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or tfie administrator,.s
designee. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV ('acid rain) of the
Act.
"Affected states" means:
(A)
all states:
(i) ~~are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEQ Agency, may be directly
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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affecte'd by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted
source.
"Affected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Agency" means Air Quality Division of theOklahoffia Departffient
of Environmental Quality.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in a ~ Part 70 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but
have future effective compliance dates) :
Any standard or other requirements provided for in the
(A)
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under Ti·tle I of the Act that implements .
the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions
to that plan promulgated in 40 C.P.R. ~ Part 52;
(B)
Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits
issued pursuant to regulations approved or promulgated through
rulemaking under Title I, including parts C or D, of the Act;
(C)
Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of
the Act, including section 111(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of
the Act, including any requirement concerning accident
prevention under section 112(r) (7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required
under 112(r) of the Act;
(E)
Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain
program under Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder;
(F) Any requirements established pur~uant to section 504(b)
or section 114(a) (3) of the Act; ·
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incin~ration, under section 129 of the Act;
(H) Any standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J) Any standard or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of
the Act, unless the Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K)
Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Department:'' ffteans ·the Departffient of Environffiental Quality.
"Designated representative" means the saffie as the ffieaning
given to it in section 402(26) of the Act and the regulations
promulgated thereunder with respect to affected units, a
·
SC-8/1997/8 (12-16) .wp
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responsible person or official authorized by the owner or
operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances
allocated to a unit, and the submission of and compliance with
permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the
Agency DEO offers public participation under OAC 252.100 8 7(i)
27A O.S~pp. 1995, §2-14-101 et·seq. and 252:100-2-15 or
affected State review under eAe 252:100-8-8.
"Emissions allowable under the permit•• means a federally
enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be
required by an applicable requirement that establishes an
emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a
federally enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed
to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source would
otherwise be subject.
· "Emissions unit" means any.part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated
with a specific unit process shall be identified with that
specific emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or
affect the definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV
of the Act.
"EPA" means the Ufl:ited States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by
the Agency DEO that has completed all review procedures required
by 9-Ae. 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated air
pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack.
chimriey. vent. or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of oAC 252:100 8 6(d) 252:100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activitiesi• means individual emissions units
that are either on the list approved by the Administrator and
contained in Appendix I. or whose actual calendar year emissions
do not exceed any of the limits in (A) through (C) of this
definitions. Any activity to which a State or federal applicable
requirement applies is not insignificant even if it meets the
criteria below or is included on the insignificant activities
list.
lAl 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B)
2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP's. or
20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
(C)
0.6 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1.2
tons ocr year for any one category B substance or 6 tons per
year for any one category C substance as defined in 252:10041-40.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent propertiesT and are under common control of the same
person (or persons under common control}) belonging to a single
major industrial grouping and that are is described in
subparagraph (A), (B), or (C), or (D), of this definition.
For
the purposes of defining"major source," a stationary source or
group of stationary sources shall be considered part of a single
industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities
at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent
properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A)
A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is
defined as:
(i)
For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary
source or group of stati·onary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or has
the potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year
("tpy") or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has
been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or
more of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or
such lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by
rule. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions
from any oil or gas exploration or production well (with its
associated equipment) and emissions from any pipeline
compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with
emissions from other similar units, whether or not such
units are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources;
or.
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the
meaning specified by the Admini~trator by rule.
(B)
A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined
in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or has the
potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air
pollutant(except Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) TSP)
(including any major source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be
considered in determining whether it is a major stationary
source for the purposes of section 302(j) of the Act, unless
th~ source belongs to one of the following categories of
stationary sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii)
Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
SC-8/1997/8 (12-16) .wp
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thart 250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix)
Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
(xii)
Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii)
Coke oven batteries;
(xiv)
Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv)
Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xv.i)
Primary lead smelters;
(xvii)
Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii)
Sintering plants;
(xix)
Secondary metal production plants;
(xx)
Chemical process plants;
(xxi)
Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof)
totaling more than 2SO million British thermal units per
hour heat input;
(xxii)
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
(xxiii)
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv)
Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv)
Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi)
Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
than 2SO million British thermal units per hour heat input;
or
(xxvii)
All other stationary source categories regulated
by a standard promulgated under section 111 or 112 of the .
Act, but only with respect to those air pollutants that have
been regulated for that category.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I
of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal" or "moderate," SO tpy or more in areas classified
as "seriouS~," 2S tpy or more in areas classified as
"severe," and 10 tpy or more in areas classified as
"extreme"; except that the references in this paragraph to
100, SO, 2S, and 10 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply
with respect to any source for which the Administrator has
made a finding, under section 182(f) (1) or (2) of the Act,
that requirements under section 182(f) of the Act- do not
apply;
(ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit
SO tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly
to carbon monoxide levels as determined under rules
issued by the Administrator, sources with the potential
to emit SO tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv) For particulate -matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas
SC-8/1997/8 (12-16) .wp
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classified as "serious," sources with the potential to emit
70 tpy or more of PM-10.
(D)
Notwithstanding the source categories in (A) through (C)
of this definition, emissions from any oil or gao exploration
or production well (with ito associated equipment) and
emissions from any pipeline compressor station or pump station
shall not be aggregated v:ith emissions from other similar
units, vihether or not ouch units are in a contiguous area or
under common control, to determine ~;hether such units or
stations are major sources and in the case of any oil or gao
meploration or production .•,ell hdth ito associated
equipment), ouch emissions shall not be aggregated for any
purpose under this definition.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum
production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation
per year.
In determining the maximum theoretical emissions of
VOCs for a source, the design capacity or maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and
inks with the highest voc content used in practice by the source.
"Part: 70 pe:n~~:ito" · (unless the contCJet suggests othendse) means
any permit or group of permits covering a part 70 source that is
issued, renmiCd, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Part: 70 pregram".means a program approved by the
~7\Ldministrator under 40 C.F.R Part 70. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-81 .1]

"Part: 70 seuree" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of this Chapter, as provided in GAG 252.100 8 3(a)
and 252:100 8 3(b). [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Permit"
(unless the context suggests otherwise) means any
permit or group of permits covering a ~ Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a ~ Part 70
construction or operating permit that meets the requ:rDeffients of
GAG 252.100 8 7(e) 252:100-8-7.2(b}.
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and
indirect) costs required to develop and administer a permit
program, as set forth in GAG 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2 (whether
such costs are incurred by the DEO Agency or other State or local
agencies that do not issue permits directly, but that support
permit issuance or administration) .
••Permit revision" means any permit· modification or
administrative permit amendment.
"Pe:n~~:itoting autoheritoy" means the Department of Environmental
Quality.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and
operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on
the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air
pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
SC-8/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored,
or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation is enforceable by the Administrator. This term does
not alter or affect the use of this term for any other purposes
under the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in Title IV
of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
11 Proposed permit 11
means the version of a permit that the DEO
Agency proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
review in compliance with eAe 252:100-8-8.
11 Regulated air pollutant 11
means the following:
(A)
Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic COffiPounds
compound (VOC}, including those substances defined~ at GAG
252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, 252:100-39-2, or any Volatile
Organic Solvent (VOS), as that term is defined ~ at GAG
252:100-37-2 and 252:100-39-2, or any organic material defined
a-t- in 252:100-37-2 except those specifically excluded in the
EPA-aefinition of VOC ~ ~ 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
. standard has been promulgated;
(C)
Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of the Act;
(D) Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the
Act;
(E)
Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section
112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants) , including sections
112(g) (Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act.
If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date establisped pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act (Schedule for. Standards and Review), any
pollutant for which a subject source would be major shall be
considered to be regulated as to that source on the date 18
months after the applicable date established pursuant to
section 112(e) of the Act; and,
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112(g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subject to the section 112(g) (2)
requirement; or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation
or equipment standard is set by an existing permit or
regulation.
11
Renewal 11 m~ans the process by which a permit is reissued at
the end of its term.
11
Responsible official 11 means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
SC-8/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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duly authorized representative of such person if the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have
gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in
second quarter 1980 dollars) ; or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is
approved in advance by the permitting authority DEO;
{B)
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public
agency: Either a principal executive officer or ranking
elected-official.
For purposes of this Subchapter, a
principal executive officer or installation commander of a
Federal agency includes th~ chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator
of EPA); or
(D)
For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative in so far as actions,
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of
the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes. that contravene an
express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods}, recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
''Small unit" means a fossil fuel f·ired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air.Act (27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2-5101 et seq. as amended) that is not contained in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP} .
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR C.F.R Part 70.
"Statio~ry source" means any building, structure, {acility,
or installation that emits or may emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of
air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are
on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix
J. Any activity to which a State or federal applicable
requirement applies is not trivial even if included on the
trivial activities list.
"Unit" means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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252:100-8-3;
Applicability
(a)
Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to
obtain a permit under subsection (b) of this Section aaa or
elsewhere in this Subchapter Chapter, the follo'n'ing sources
listed below are subject to the permitting requirements under
this Subchapter Chapter.~ A covered source shall remain a Part
·70 source until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to below that which would define it as
a covered source pursuant to this section 252.100 8 3(a). [NOTE:
The underlined language was formerly 252:100-8-3(g) .]
(1)
Any major source (as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2);
(2)
Any source, including an area source, subject to a NSPS
standard, limitation, or other requirement under scction-ril
of the Act;
(3)
Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP
standard or other requirement under section 112 of the Act,
mecept that a source is not required to obtain a permit solely
because it is subject to regulations or requirements.under
section 112(r) of the Act;
(4)
Any affected source (as defined in 9Ae 252:100-8-2); and
(5)
Any source in a source category designated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR C.F.R. §70.37; and
(6)
Any maior source reguire~o have a permit under Parts 7
or 9 of this Subchapter.
(b)
Source category exemptions.
(1)
All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section that
are not major sources, affected sources, or solid waste
incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to
section 129(e) of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to
obtain a Part 70 permit unless required to do so by
appropriate implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking
for non-major sources. Any such ~xempt source may opt to
apply for a permit under these rules and shall be issued a
permit if the applicant otherwise satisfies all of the
requirements of this Chapter.
(2)
If the Administrator determines after appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable to non-major
sources when adopting standards or other requirements under
section 111 or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992,
then at that time the exemption will apply.
(3)
Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit·, the
following source categories are exempted from the obligation
to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A)
All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
60, subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for New
Residential Wood Heaters; and
(B) All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
61, subpart M -- National Emission Standard for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Asbestos, Section 61.1~5, Standard for
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Demolition and Renovation.
(c)
Emissions unite and covered sources (Part 70 sources).
(1)
For major sources, Part 70 permits shall include all
applicable requirements and state only requirements for all
relevant emissions units in the major source.
(2)
For any non major source subject to this Subchapter, Part
70 permits shall include all applicable requirements ·..· hich
apply to emissions units that cause the source to be subject
to the requirement to obtain a permit.
[NOTE: 252:100-83(c) (1) is covered in 252:100-8-6(a) and (c) (2) was deleted.]
(d)
Fugitive emissions.
Fugitive emissions from a covered
source shall be included in the permit application and the permit
in the same manner as stacle emissions, regardless of ~ihether the
source category in question is included in the list of sources
contained in the definition of major source.
[NOTE: Revised and
m.oved to 252:100-8-5 (c) (3) (A)]
(e)
Insignificant activities·.
(1)
The insignificant activities and emissions levels shall
be as follows.
·
(A)
emissions ·,dll not meceed one pound ( 1 lb.) per hour
for any one criteria pollutant, and
(B)
emissions of toxic air contaminants will not exceed the
de minimis requirements set forth under 252:100 41 43(a) (5).
(2)
In addition to the quantity thresholds in. (1) (A) and
(1) (B) "Insignifican.t Activity" also means any individual or
combination of air emissions sources at a facility that have
an aggregate potential to emit that does not increase the
overall poten.tial to emit of the entire facility for a given
regulated pollutant by more than 10"6 above the "baseline"
permitted limit ...· hich eJecludes the insignificant activities.
Thus, insignificant activities may apply to original permit
application, permit modifications/amendments, and/or permit
renmmls. The cumulative amount of activities claimed as
insignificant during a Title V permit term shall not increase
the potential to emit of the entire facility by more than 10"6
of the permit limit for a given. pollutant from the date of
permit issuance to the 'date of application for renmw"al.
These
insignificant activities cannot conflict ~w"ith significant
emission levels in any Title V program.
Insignificant
activities must be identified but not quantified (mecept to
the metent necessary to demonstrate their insignificance) in
the permit application. The Agency shall maintain a list of
activities 'iw"hich are considered to be insignificant r,;rithout
quantification by the permittee. The Agency shall also
maintain a list of activities 'iw"hich are determined to be
trivial.
UTrivial activity" means any individual or
combination of air emissions units at a Part 70 source 'ivhich
are considered inconsequential as determined by the Agency.
Trivial activities need not be identified in the permit
application, amendment or renmval. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-2]
(f)
Applicaeility determinations. }'...ny person may submit a
request in .....riting that the ..·\gency make a determination as to
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vi'hether a particular source or installation, vihich that person
operates or proposes to operate, is subject to the permit
requirements of this rule.
The request must contain ouch
information as is believed sufficient for the Agency to make the
requested determination. The Agency may request any additional
information that it needs for purposes of maldng the
determination.
[NOTE: Moved to.252:100-8-1.2(c)]
(g)
Covered seurees. A covered source shall remain a Part 70
source until a federally enforceable perfftit ·is obtained ~.·hich
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to belovwT that ~wThich ....auld define it as
a covered source pursuant to d5d.100 8 3(a).
[NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-3 (a)]
252:100-8-4.
~itle V permits required Requirements for
construction and operating permits
~
Construction per.mits.
J1l Construction per.mit required. No oerson shall cause or
allow the construction or modification installation of any new
minor or maier source facility that will require a Part 70
operating permit without first obtaining a DEC-issued air
quality construction permit to construct or modify the source.
A construction permit is also required for any physical change
that would be a modification under 252:100-8-7.2(b).
In
addition to the requirements of this Part, sources subject to
Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also meet the
aplicable requirements contained therein.
[NOTE: (a) (1) is
from 252:100-7-15 (a) (1)]
(2)
Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
~
Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a maior source of hazardous air pollutants
after June· 29. 1998. unless the source has been specifically
regulated or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40
CFR Part 63. or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29. 1998.
~
Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to
this subsection.
~
Electric utility steam generating units unless and
until these units are added to the source category list.
~ Stationary sources that are within a source category
that has been deleted from the source category list.
(iii)
Research and development activities as defined in
40 CFR § 63.41.
l£1 MACT deter.minations. If subiect to this subsection,
an owner or operator may not begin actual construction or
reconstruction of a maior source of HAP until obtaining from
the DEO an approved MACT determination in accordance with
the following regulations:
40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and
40 CFR 63.44, which are hereby incorporated by reference as
they exist on July 1, 1997.
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Operating oer.mits.
(1)
Operating permits required.
Except as provided in
paragraphs subparagraphs ~ (A)and ~ (B) of this section,
no Title V Part 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate
after the time that it is required to file a timely
application with the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQissued permit.
(A)~ If the owner or operator of a source subject to the
requirement to obtain a permit submits a timely application
for permit issuance or renewal( that source's failure to
have a permit shall not be a violation of the requirement to
have such a permit until the DEQ takes final action on the
application.
This protection shall cease to apply if the
applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in
writing by the DEQ or eAe 252:100-8-4 252:100 8 5, any
additional information identified as being reasonably
required to process the application.
~~- If the owner or operator of a source subject to this
Subchapter file~ a timely application that the DEQ
determines to be administratively incomplete due to the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information
requested by the DEO at the end of the DEQ's administrative
complete:aeoo revim1 period, the applicant loses the
protection granted under paragraph ~ ~ of this section=
as a result of ito failure to timely provide information
requested by the DEQ, the The source's failure to have a
permit shall be deemed a violation of this Subchapter.
1£1~ Filing an operating permit application shall not
affect the requirement, if any, that any a source have a
construction preconstructio:a permit under Title I of the
federal Clean Air Act.
~
Duty to apply.
For each Part 70 source, the owner or
operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application
on forms supplied by the Division DEO in accordance with this
section.
.
lJ.l Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of ~
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective date") March 6, 1996, shall file applications on
the following schedules outlined in GAG 252.100 8 5(b) (2)
252:100-8-4(b) (4). A timely application is one that· is
postmarked on or before the relevant date listed below.
In
the event a major source consists of operations under multiple
SIC codes, the primary ~ activity shall form the basis for
the initial permit application.
J1l Application submittal schedule. The following sources are
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications according to the following
schedule.
lAl_ No later than oiJe FRontho after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program September 5, 1996:

lQl
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·Affected sources under the acid rain orovisions of
the federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the DEO no later than
January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1,
1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
liil Any owner or operator shall submit no less than onethird of their total applications for major Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the following
Source Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which
belong to a single maior industrial grouping other than
28 (Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum
refining and related industries) :
ill
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
liil
Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
JlYl
Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
lYl
Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution,
4923; and
lYil
Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
l!ll. All remaining Part· 70 sources identified in
(b}1Pt(4) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and.shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federallY apprmred interifft state operating
permit program March 5, 1997.
l.Ql. No later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program
March 5, 1997, any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
lil Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321, ~. 3341, 3351, 3411,
3412, 3432, 3466,
l i i l Brick Plants, 3251, 3297 1
(iii} Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
lQl No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program,
July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall submit their··
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
iil
Refineries, 2911;
li..il
Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869,
2891, 2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089;
liYl
Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
4613;
lYl
Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
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All remainino Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program March 6, 1999.
l.2.l Newly regulated sources Applicaeieft felle'itiHg effeceive
~.
A source that becomes subject to the operating permit
program established by this Chapter at any time following the
effective date shall file an administratively complete
operating permit application within 180 days of commencement
of operation.
l£1 Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines
established in paragraph (4) paragraphs (1) , (2) , and (3) of
this subsection, an application filed prior to the above
deadlines following submission of the state program to EPA for
approval shall be accepted for processing.
For purposes of
the 60 day administrative revim; period established in O:l\C'
252.2 15. the official logia date for any Part 70 operating
permit application submitted accordiaq to the iaterim schedule
ia this subsectioa shall be the date oa which the DEO begins
its administrative completeness· revie''·
J2l 112(g) applications.
A source that is required to meet
the reouirements under section 112 (g) ·.of the federal Clean Air
Act. or to have a permit under a preconstruction review
program under Title I of such Act~ shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
modification within twelve months of commencing operation.
Where an existing Part 70 operating permit would prohibit such
construction or change in operation, the source must obtain a
construction permit revisioa before commencing construction.
~
Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit
at least six months before the date of permit expiration,
unless a longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified
in the permit. Renewal periods greater than six months are
subject to negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
~
Phase I I acid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program should shall submit
these applications as reouired by 40 CFR 72.30 (b) {2) {i}
through (viii} .
.
l..!Ql_ Application completeness.
See Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252:010 3 SO and 3 51 252:2-15-70 and the definition of
administratively complete in 252:100-8-2.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-4(b) (2} through (10) from 252:100-8-5(b} (1}
through (8}]
252:100-8-5.
Permit applications
(a)
Ce;astruetie;a permit. Any ne·n· source or modified source
v;hich becomes subject to this Subchapter shall be required to
obtain a construction permit in accordance );ith O:l\C 252.100 7
prior to commencement of construction.
(b)
Duty te apply.
For each Part 70 source, the mmer or
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eperator·shall submit a timely aad complete permit application on
forms supplied by the Division in accordance with this
section.
{1)
Timely application. Sources that arc subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of the
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effecti'r-le date") shall file applications on the follmiing
schqdules outliaed in OJ\£ 252:100 8 5 (b) (2) 252:100 8 4 (b) (2) .
In the event a major source consists of operations under
multiple SIC codes, the main activity shall form tae basis for
the initial permit application.·
(2} Applieatie:a sll:bmittal seheaule. Tae follmi'i:ag sources are
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications according to the follmiing
schedule.
(A) No later than siJE months after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program.
(i) Affeci:::ed sources l:ffider the acid rain pro"visions of
tae federal Clean Air Aei::: shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of tae effective date of the program and the
requiremeat to file a:a application defiaed in this
section, applicatioas for initial Paase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the DEQ no later than
Jaauary 1, 1996, for sulfur dimdde, and by January 1,
1998, for nii:::rogen oJddes, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any owner or operator shall submit ao less taan one
third of their i:::otal applications for major sources
located at sources classified by the follmi'ing Source
Standard Iaduotrial Classification Codes and ·a.hieh belong
to a single major iaduotrial grouping ether than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum refining
and related industries) .
·
(I) Petroleum and Natural Gao, 1311,
(II) Natural Gao Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961,
(Pl) }latural Gao Tranomissioa, 4922;
(V} Natural Gas Transmission aad Distribution, 4923;
and

-

.

(VI) Petroleum Bullt Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
'(b) (2) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federal!;· approved interim state operating
permit program.
(C) No later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved i:aterim state operating permit program,
any owner or operator shall submit their applications for
major sources lecated·at sources classified by the following
Sta:adard Industrial Classification Codes:
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(i)
Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3379, 3341, 3351, 3411,
3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D)
No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program,
any owner or operator shall submit their applications for
major sources located at sources classified by the follo~1ing
Standard Industrial Classification Codes.
(i)
Refineries, 2911,
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869,
2891, 2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089,
(iv) Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
4613,
(v)
Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
(B)
All remaining Part ~0 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program.
(3)
Application following effective date.
A source that
becomes subject to the operating permit program established by
th:is Chapter at any time follm>'ing the effective date shall
file an administratively complete operating permit application
·.dthin 18 0 days of commencement of operat ion.
·
(4)
Application acceptability. Not\dthstanding the deadlines
established in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this
subsection, an application filed prior to the above deadlines
follmling submission of the state program to BPA for app¥oval
shall be accepted for processing.
For purposes of th:e 60 day
administrative revie~>' period established in OAC 252. 2 15, th:e
official login date for any Part 70 operating permit submitted
according to the interim schedule in this subsection shall be
the date on \ihich the DBQ begins its administrative
completeness rcvieu.
(5)
l12(g) applications.
A source that is required to meet
the requirements under section 112(g) of the federal Clean Air
Act, or to have a permit under a prcconstruction revim1
program under Title I of such Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
modification ·.dthin t~J"elvc months of commencing operation.
Where an meisting Part 70 operating permit \•'ould prohibit such
construction or change in operation, the source must obtain a
permit revision before commencing construction.
(6)
Applieatien fer renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit
at least six month:s before the date of permit expiration,
unless a longer period (not to eJccecd 18 months) is specified
in the permit. Renmml periods greater than siJc months arc
subject to negotiation on a case by case basis.
(7)
Phase II aeid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
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applications under the Acid Rain Program should submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.JO(b) (2) (i) through
(viii) .
(8)
Application completeness.
Sec Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252.010 3 50 and 3 51.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-5(b) (1) through (9) moved to 252:100-8-4(b)]
(9)
Application content fer renewal of expiring permit. In
submitting an application for renm.-al of a DEQ issued Part 70
operating permit, a·source may identify terms and conditions
in ito previous permit that should remain unchanged and
incorporate by reference those portions of ito existing permit
and the permit application and any permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes,
operations, and emissions to ~1hich those terms and conditions
apply.
The source must identify specifically and list ~~hich
portions of ito preyiouo permit and/or applications are
incorporated by reference.· In addition, a rener.~al application
must contain:
(i)
information specified in OAC 252.100 8 S(d) for those
products, processes, operations, and emissions that:
(I)
are not addressed in the mcioting permit;
(II) are subject to applicable requirements or state only
requirements that are not addressed in the mcioting
permit, or
(III)
as to which the source oeelto permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the mdoting permit;
and
.
(ii) a compliance plan and certification as required in
252.100 8 S(d) (8). [NOTE: 252:100-8-5(b) (9) moved to
252:100-8-7.1(b)]
~~
Confidential infor.mation.
If a source submits
information to the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality, the
source shall also submit a copy of s~ch information directly to
the Administrator, ·if the DEQ ·requests that the source do so.
~~ Duty to supplement or correct application.
Renumbered
as OAC 252.100 6 SO(f) See 252:100-6-50(e).
l£1-te+- Standard application form and required information.
Sources_that are subject to the Part 70 permit program
established by this Chapter shall file applications on the
standard application form that the DEQ makes available for that
purpose in accordance with eAe 252:2-15. The application must
include information needed to determine the applicability of any
applicable requirement, or state-only requirement, or to evaluate
the fee amount required under the schedule approved pursuant to
eAe 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2). The applicant shall submit
the information called for by the application form for each
emissions unit at the source to be permitted. The source must
provide a list of any eueh insignificant activities that are
exempted because of size or production rate. Trivial activities
need not be listed. The standard application form and any
attachments shall require that the follo~~ing information required
by 252:100-8-5(d) and/or 252:100-8-5(e) be provided7=
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(d)

Construction permit applications.
An a lication for a construction
data and information re uired b this Cha ter and or re uested
on the application ~ form available from the DEQ pursuant
to the requirements of this Chapter. Such data and
information shall include including but not be limited to7
site information, process description, emission data and when
required, BACT, modeling and sampling point data as follows:
lAl BACT determination. To be approved for a construction
permit, a major source must demonstrate that the control
technology to be applied is the best that is available for
each pollutant that would cause the source to be defined as
a major source.
This determination will be made on a case
by case basis taking into account energy, environmental,
cost and economic impacts of alternative control systems.
lal Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact
evaluation that is regui·red shall be prepared in accordance
with procedures acceptable to the DEO and accomplished by
the applicant.
.
lQl Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application
shall show how the new source will be equipped with sampling
ports, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data
and other sampling and/or testing equipment.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-1.4 (b) (1) was taken from 252:100-7-15(b)]
ill Construction permit applications for.new sources must
also include the requirements for operating permits contained
in 252:100-8-5(e) to the extent they are applicable.
(e) Operating permit applications.
(1)
Identifying information, including company name and
address (or plant name and address if different from the
company name), owner's name and agent, and telephone number
and names of plant site manager/contact.
(2) A description of the source's. processes and products (by
two-digit Standard Industrial Classification Code) including
any associated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
(3)
The following emissions-related information:
(A) All emissions of pollutants for which the source is-·
major, and all emissions (including fugitive emissions} of
regulated air pollutants. The permit application shall
describe all emissions of regulated air pollutants emitted
from any emissions unit, except where such units are
exempted under this subsection~ 252:100-8-S(c) or eAe
252:100-8-3(b).
The source shall submit additional informa
tion related to the emissions of air pollutants sufficient
to verify which requirements are applicable to the source,
and other information necessary to determine the amount of
any permit fees owed under·the fee schedule approved
pursuant to GAG 252.100 8 9 .
(B)
Identification and description of all points of
emissions described in subparagraph ~ ~(3) (A) of this
section in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees

ill
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and:applicability of the federal Clean Air Act's
requirements.
(C)
Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as
are necessary to establish compliance consistent with the
applicable standard.
(D)
The following information to the extent it is needed to
determine or regulate emissions:
(i)
fuels,
(ii)
fuel use,
(iii)
raw materials,
(iv)
production rates, and
(v)
operating schedules.
(E)
Identification and description of air pollution control
equipment and compliance monitoring devices or activities.
(F)
Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or
any work practice standards, where applicable, for all
regulated pollutants at·the covered source.
(G)
Other information required by any applicable
requirement, or state-only requirement (including
information related to stack height limitations developed
pursuant to section 123 of the federal Clean Air Act) .
(H)
Calculations on which the information in items (A)
through (G) of this paragraph is based.
(4)
The following air pollution control requirements:
(A)
Citation and description of all applicable
requirements, and all state-only requirements= , and
(B) Description of or reference to any applicable test
method for determining compliance with each applicable
requirement and state-only requirement.
(5)
Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules
and statutes to implement and enforce other applicable
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter
or to determine the applicability of such requirements.
(6) An explanation of any propos·ed exemptions from otherwise
applicable requirements and state-only requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be necessary by
the DEQ to define alternative operating scenarios identified
by the source pursuant to eAC 252:100-8-6(a) (9) or to define
permit terms and conditions implementing GAG 252.100 8 6(h)
252:100-8-6 {f) or GAe 252:100-8-6 (a) (10) .
(8) A compliance plan for all covered sources that.. contains
all the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status of the source
with respect to all applicable requirements and state-orily
requirements. as follows:
(B)
A description as follows:
(i)
For applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, with which the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source will continue to comply with
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, that will become effective during the permit term,
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a statement that the source will meet such requirements
on a timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless a
more detailed schedule is expressly required by the
applicable requirement.
(iii}
For requirements for which the source is not in
compliance at the time of permit issuance, a narrative
description of how the source will achieve compliance
with such requirements.
(B)+e} For sources not in complete compliance, g A
compliance schedule as follows:
(i)
For applicable requirements, and state only require
ments, 'fJith .•.,hich the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source ····ill continue to comply .•.,ith
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state only
requirements, that 'fiill become effective during the
permit term, a statement that the source will meet such
requirements on a timely basis. A state.ment that the
source will meet in a timely manner applicable
requirements that become effective during the permit term
shall satisfy this provision, unless a more detailed
schedule is mepressly required by the applicable
requirement.
Jil(iii) A schedule of compliance for sources that are
not in compliance with all applicable requirements, and
state-only requirements, at the time of pe~it issuance.
Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial
measures, including an enforceable sequence of actions
with milestones, leading to compliance with any
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, for
which the source will be in noncompliance at the time of
permit issuance.
This compliance schedule shall resemble
and be equivalent in stringency to that contained in any
judicial consent decree or administrative order to which
the source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance
shall be supplemental to, and shall not sanction noncompliance with, the applicable requirements on which it
is based.
·
liil~
A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports no less frequently than every 6 months ~
sources required to have a schedule of compliance under
Q}'£ 252.100 8 5 (d) (8) (C) (iii).
~~ The compliance plan content requirements specified
in this paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid
rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as specifically superseded by regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act with regard to
the schedule and method(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9)
Requirements for compliance certification, including the
following:
(A)
A certification of compliance with all applicable
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requirements, and state-only requirements, by a responsible
official consistent with subsection +e+ lfl of this section
and section 114(a) (3) of the federal Clean-Air Act;
(B)
A statement of methods used for determining compliance,
including a description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements and test methods;
(C) A schedule for submission of compliance certifications
during the permit term, which shall be submitted annually,
or more frequently if required by an underlying applicable
requirement, state-only requirements, or by the permitting
authority; and
(D) A statement indicating the source'_s compliance status
with any applicable enhanced monitoring and compliance
certification requirements of the federal Clean Air Act.
(10) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain
portions of permit applica~ions and compliance plans, as
required by regulations promulgated.under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
(11) A list of any such units ·,ihich satisfy the definition of
either insignificant activities or de minimis emissions.
j£l+e+ Certification. Any application form, report, or
compliance certification submitted pursuant to this Chapter shall
contain certification by a responsible official of truth,
accuracy,- and completeness. This certification and any other
certification required under this Chapter shall be signed by a
responsible official and shall contain the following language:
"I certify, based on information and belief formed after
reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete·. "
lgl~ Number of application copies. See Part 3 of eAe 252:2-15.
252:100-8-6.
Permit content
(a)
Standard permit requirements. T.o the metent practicable,
every Part 70 permits permit issued·under this Chapter shall
include all applicable requirements, and state-only requirements,
(as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2} that apply to the permitted
source at the time of issuance.
Each permit shall include the
following elements:
(1) Emission limitations and standards.
The permit shall
specify emissions limitations and standards that constitute
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, and_
shall include those operational requirements conditions and
limitations necessary to assure compliance with all applicable
such requirements.
----(A}
The permit shall specify and reference the origin of
and authority for each term or condition, and identify any
difference in form as compared to the applicable
requirement, and or state-only requirement, upon which the
term or condition-rs based.
(B)
The permit shall state that, where an applicable
requirement of the federal Clean Air Act is more stringent
than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
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under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, both provisions
shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be
enforceable by EPA.
If an applicable the State implementation plan or an
(C)
applicable requirement allows a source to comply through an
alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source
may request that such an alternative limit or means of
compliance be specified in its permit. Such an alternative
emission limit or means of compliance shall be included in a
source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable,
accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable
procedure·s. The source shall propose permit terms and
conditions to satisfy these requirements in its application.
(2) Per.mit duration.
·{A) Operating Permits. The permit shall specify a fixed
term. The DEQ shall issu~ permits for any fixed period
requested in the permit application, not to exceed five
years, except as provided in subparagraphs lil ~ and l i i l
+B} of this paragraph:
-----lil~ Permits issued to affected sources shall in all
cases have a fixed term of five years.
Jiil+B}
Permits issued to solid waste incineration
units cornbusting municipal waste subject to standards
under section 129(e} of the federal Clean Air Act shall
have a term not to exceed 12 years. Such permits shall
be reviewed every five years.
Jru.. Construction permits. See 252:100-8-1.4.
(3)
Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.
(A) Each permit shall contain the follm>'ing= requirements
;1ith respect to monitoring: Monitoring requirements.
(i} All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or
test methods required under ~ applicable requirements,
and state -only requirements,· including any procedures and
methods promulgated pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) or
504(b) of the federal Clean Air Act;
(ii) Where ~ an applicable requirement, and or stateonly requirement, does not require periodic testing or
instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as
monitoring), periodic monitoring during the relevant .time
period sufficient to yield reliable data from the
relevant time period
that are representative of the
source's compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant
to (a) (3) (C) of this section. Such monitoring
requirements shall assure use of terms, test methods,
units, averaging periods, and other statistical
conventions consistent with the applicable requirement,
or state-only requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may
be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subparagraph-;-...!..
(iii)
As necessary, requirements concerning the use,
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maintenance, and, where appropriate, aHa installation of
monitoring equipment or methods.
(iv) Provisions for the permittee to request the use of
alternative test methods or analysis procedures, and
provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the
request within 60 days.
(B)
Recordkeepinq requirements.
With respect t·o
recordkeeping, the ~ permit shall incorporate all
applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where
applicable, the following:
(i)
Records of required monitoring information that
include the following:
(I) The date, place as defined in the permit, and time
of sampling or measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III)
The company or entity that performed the
analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniques or methods used;
(V)
The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions as existing· at the time
of sampling or measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data
and support information for a period of at least five
years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information
includes all calibration and maintenance records and all
original strip-chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by
the permit. Where appropriate, the permit may specify
that records may be maintained in computerized form.
(C) Reporting requirements.
With respect to reporting,
~ The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
(i) A permit issued under this Chapter.~ shall
require the permittee to submit a report of any required
monitoring at least every six months. To the extent
possible, the schedule for submission of such reports
shall be timed to coincide with other periodic reports
required by the permit, including the permittee's annual
compliance certification. However, the reports may be
submitted at any time within the reporting period, as
stipulated in the permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C) (i) of this paragraph
shall identify any exceedances from permit requirements
since the previous report that have been monitored by the
monitoring systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting requirements under the permit.
(iii)
In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each
permittee shall be required to submit supplemental
reports as follows:
(I) Any exceedance resulting from emergency or upset
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conditions as defined in OAC 252.100 8 6(g) 252:100-8~ shall be reported within 24 hours of the date on
which the permittee first becomes aware of the
exceedance, if the permittee wishes to assert the
affirmative defense authorized under said section,and
the permittee shall submit a follow up written report
within 10 working days of first becoming aware of the
exceedance. The initial report Sucfi notice must
contain a description of the emergency, any steps taken
to mitigate emissions and corrective actions taken.
[NOTE: The underlined language is from 252:100-86 (g) (3) (D)]

(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health, safety, or the
environment shall be reported as soon as is
practicable; but under no circumstance shall
notification be more than 24 hours after exceedance.
(III)
Any other exceedances. that are identified in
the permit as requiring more frequent reporting than
the permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on
the schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the
probable cause of the exceedances and any corrective
actions or preventa.tive measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall
be certified by a responsible official, except that if a
report of an exceedance required under (C) (iii) of this
paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the
exceedance, the report may be submitted in the first
instance without a certification if an appropriate
certification is provided within ten days thereafter,
together with any corrected or supplemental information
required concerning the exceedance. Reports submitted
shall be consistent with the requirements of eAe 252:1009.

(4) Risk management plans.
If the source is required to
develop and register a risk management plan pursuant to
section 112 (r) of the federal Clean }'.cir Act, the permit need
only specify that ~ the permittee will comply with the
requirement to register such a plan. Although the requirement
to have a risk management plan may be a term of the permit,
the risk management plan contents are not part of the permit.
(5)
Title IV allowances.
(A)
No permit revision shall be required for increases in
emissions that are authorized by allowances acquired
pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that such
increases do not require a permit revision under any other
applicable requirement.
(B)
No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances
held by the source.
The source may not, however, use
allowances as a defense to noncompliance with any other
applicable requirement.
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(C)
The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any
allowance that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of
the federal Clean Air Act or the regulations promulgated
thereunder.
Compliance with this paragraph will be
determined on January 31st of any given year and be based on
actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the
previous calendar year.
(6)
Severability clause.
The permit shall include a
severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the
various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include provisions
stating the following:
(A)
The permittee must comply with all conditions of the
permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of
the Oklahoma Clean Air ~ct and is grounds for:
(i)
enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or
(iii)
denial of a permit renewal application.
(B)
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt
or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance with the conditions of this permit. However,
nothing in this subsection shall be construed as precluding
consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a
mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance
if the health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting
or reducing operations would be more serious than the
impacts of continuing operations.
(C)
The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for cause. Except as provided under
OAC 252.100 8 7(e) (1) 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1) for minor permit
modifications, the filing of a·request by the permittee for
a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or
termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit
condition.
(D)
The permit does not convey any property rights of any
sort, or any exclusive privilege.
(E)
The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of
a written request and within a reasonable time, any
·
information that the DEQ may request to determine whether
cause exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and
reissuing or terminating the permit or to determine
compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee
shall also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to
be kept by the permit. The permittee may make a claim of
confidentiality pursuant to OAC 252:100 8 5(b) (10) 27A O.S.
1993 Supp. Section 2-5-105.18 for any information or records
submitted under this paragraph.
(8)
Fees.
The permit shall provide that the permittee will
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pay fees to the DEQ consistent with the fee schedule established under GAG 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2.
(9)
Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no
permit revision shall be required under any approved economic
incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided
for in the permit.
·
(10) Operating scenarios.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions applicable to all operating scenarios described in
the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirements 7 and state-only requirements. The
permit shal·l authorize the permittee to make changes among
operating scenarios authorized in the permit without notice,
but shall require the permittee contemporaneously with making
a change from one operating scenario to another to record in a
log at the permitted facility the scenario under which it is
operating.
(11) Emissions averaging.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading or averaging of emissions increases and decreases in
the permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable
requirements provide for trading or averaging such increases
and decreases. Such terms and conditions shall include terms
under subsections (a) and (c) of this section to determine
compliance and shall satisfy all requirements of the
applicable requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
(b)
Federally enforceable requirements.
(1)
Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2) of this section,
all terms and conditions in a permit issued under this
section, including any provisions designed to limit a source's
potential to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by
citizens under section 304 of the federal Glean Air Act.
(2)
Notwithstanding paragraph (b).(1) of this section, the DEQ
shall designate as not being federally enforceable under the
federal Glean Air Act any terms and conditions included in the
permit that are not required under the federal Glean }'xir Act
or any of its applicable requirements, and such terms and
conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under
section 304 of the federal Glean Air Act.
(c)
Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this
Chapter Part shall contain the following elements withrespect to
compliance:
(1)
Consistent with paragraph (a) (3) of this section, compliance certification, testing, monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure compliance
with the terms and conditions of the permit. Any document
(including reports) required by a permit under this Chapter
Part shall contain a certification by a responsible official
as to the results of the required monitoring.
(2)
Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon
presentation of credentials and other documents as may be
required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized
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offici~ls-of the DEQ to perform the following

(subject to the
permittee's right to seelt confidential treatment pursuant to
OAC 252.100 8 5(b) (10) for confidential information submitted
to or obtained by the DBQ under this subsection) :
(A)
Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours where a source is located or
emissions-related activity is conducted, or where records
must be kept under the conditions of the permit;
(B) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any
records that must be kept under the conditions of the
permit;
(C)
Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety
practices any facilities, equipment (including monitoring
and air pollution control equipment), practices, or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
{D) As authorized by tqe federal Clean Air Oklahoma Clean
Air Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit .
(3) A schedule of compliance i l t:o the eJEt:ent required under
OAC 2 52 . 1 0 0 8 5 (d) ( 8 ) (C) 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 5 (e) ( 8 ) (B ) .
(4) To the extent required under an applicable schedule of
compliance and GAG 252.100 8 5(d) (8) 252:100-8-5(e) (8),
progress reports, to be submitted semiannuallyT or more
frequently if specified in the applicable requirement or by
the DEQ. Such progress reports shall contain the following:
(A) Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and
dates when such activities, milestones or compliance
were achieved; and
(B) An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and any
preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5) Requirements for compliance ·certification with terms
and conditions contained in the permit that are federally
enforceable, including emission limitations, standards, or
work practices.
Each permit shall specify:
(A) The frequency (which shall be·annually unless the
applicable requirement, and or state-only requirement 7
specifies submission more frequently) of submissions of
compliance certifications;
(B)
In accordance with paragraph (a) (3) of this
section, a means for monitoring the compliance of the
source with emissions limitations, standards, and work
practices;
(C) A requirement that the compliance certification
include the following:
(i) The identification of each term or condition
of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as
shown by monitoring data and other information
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available to the permittee;
(iii)
Whether compliance was continuous or
intermittent;
(iv) Th~ method(s) used for determining the
compliance status of the source, currently and
over the reporting period as required by paragraph
(a) (3) of this section; and
(v)
Such other facts as the DEQ may require to
determine the compliance status of the source;
(D) A requirement that all compliance certifications
be submitted to EPA as well as to the DEQ;
(E)
Such additional requirements as may be specified
pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) and 504(b) of the
federal Clean Air Act; and
(6)
Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d)
General per.mits.
.
(1)
The DBQ may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit to any source category
if it concludes that the category is appropriate for
permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply ·,.;rith all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued. for affected
sources under the acid rain prograffi unless othendse
provided in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
(2)
A general perffiit ffiay be issued for a source category
based upon an application froffi a source within the source
category or upon the DBQ' s mm: initiativq. The DEQ shall,
follo;.;ring receipt of an application for a general perffiit, or
upon a deterffiination that issuance of a general perffiit for a
category of sources ffiay be appropriate, follm.;r the saftle
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
.
( 3)
A general perffiit ftlay be issued for the follmt~ing
purposes .
(A)
to establish terms and conditions to implement
applicable requireffients, and state only requireftleats,
for a source category;
(B)
to establish terffis and conditions to implement
applicable requirements, and state only requireffients,
for specified categories of changes to permitted
sources,
(C)
to establish terms and conditions for new
requirements that apply to sources 'IJvith meisting
permits, and
(D)
to establish federally enforceable caps on effiissions
from sources in a specified category.
(4)
The DBQ may issue a general permit if it finds that.
(A)
there are several perffiittees, permit applicants, or
potential permit applicants who have the same or
substantially similar operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities.
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(B) ·. the permittees, permit applicants, or potential permit
applicants emit the same types of regulated air pollutants,
(C)
the operations, emissions, activities, or facilities
are subject to the same or similar standards, limitations,
and operating requirements, and
(D)
the operations, emissions, activities, or facilities
are subject to the same or similar monitoring requirements.
(5)
A general permit issued under this section shall identify
criteria by "•ihich sources 'may qualify for the general permit.
After a general permit has been issued, any source may submit
a request to be covered under the permit in the form of an
application for authori3ation to operate under the general
permit.
(A)
Such gpplication shall identify the source and provide
information sufficient to demonstrate that it falls ~vithin
the source category covered by the general permit, together
··vith any additional information that may be specified .in the
general permit.
·
(B)
See OAC 252.2 15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
timelines for individual authori2ations under general
permits. The Agency shall act to appro'Je or deny the
application 'fiithin 90 days of filing.
(C) A final action approving an authori3ation to operate
under a general permit shall not be_subject to public
coffiment or judicial revim,;.
( 6) A copy of the general permit, together ~dth a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be kept on file
for public revimv at the offices of the DBQ.
(7) A general permit issued under this section shall provide
that any source approved for CO'Jerage under a general permit
shall be entitled to the protection of the permit shield for
all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by the
general permit, unless and to thq metent that it is subse
quently determined that the so:urce does not qualify for the
conditions and terms of the general permit.
(8)
If some, but not all, of a source's operations,
activities, and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more general permits, the source may apply for and receive
coverage under the general permits for the operations,
activities, and emissions that are so eligible.
If the source
is required under OAC 252.100 8 3 of this part to obtain a
permit addressing the remainder of its operations, activities,
and emissions, it maY apply for and receive a permit that
addresses specifically only those items not cmrered by general
permits.
In such a case, the source's permit shall identify
all operations, activities, and emissions that are subject to
general permits and incorporate those general permits by
reference. Unless the permit specifically states other.dse,
the permit shield shall apply to the terms and conditions of
any general permits so incorporated by reference as ~vell as to
the terms and conditions specifically stated in the permit.
[NOTE: General permits was moved to 252:100-8-6.1]
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(e)
Temporary sources. The DEQ may issue a single permit
authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same source
mmer or operator at multiple temporary locations. The operation
must be temporary and involve at least one change of location
during the term of the permit. Plo affected source shall be
permitted as a temporary source.
Permits for temporary sources
shall include the following.
(1)
Conditions that ;fill assure compliance ;vith all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations;
( 2)
Requirements that the .m;ner or operator notify the
permitting· authority at least ten days in acbrance of each
change in location, and
(3)
Conditions that assure compliance ·,;ith all other
provisions of this section.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-6.2]
lQl_-ff+

Permit shield.

---(1)
Each operating permit issued under this section ~
shall include a "permit shield" provision, which shall state
that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
(including terms and conditions established for alternate
operating scenarios, emissions trading, and emissions
averaging, but excluding terms and conditions for which the
permit shield is expressly prohibited under this Subchapter)
shall be deemed compliance with the applicable requirements
identified and included in the permit.
(2)
Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a
separate written finding issued with the permit a
determination identifying specific requirements that do not
apply to the source. The source shall specify in its
application for such a determination the requirements for ae
~ which the determination is requested.
If the determination
is issued in a separate finding, that finding shall be
summarized in the permit. The permit shall state that the
permit shield applies to any rcqui.remcnts so identified. A
request for a determination to extend the shield to
requirements deemed inapplicable to the source may be made
either in the original permit application or in a subsequent
application for a permit modification.
(3) A Part 70 permit that docs not expressly state that a·
permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide such a
shield.
(4)
Nothing in this section or in the permit shall alter .or
affect the following:
(A)
the provisions of section 303 of the federal Clean Air
Act, including the authority of the EPA Administrator under
that section;
(B)
the liability of an owner or operator of a source for
any violation of applicable requirements, and or state-only
rcquirementsT prior to or at the time of permi~issuance;
(C)
the applicable requirements of the acid rain program,
consistent with section 408(a) of the federal Clean Air Act;
or
(D)
the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source
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pursuant to section 114 of the federal Clean Air Act.
Emergencies.
--(1)
When used in this Subsection, "Emergency" means any
situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of
God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to
restore normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed
a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due
to unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the
emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to
the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of
preventative preventive maintenance, careless or improper
operation, or operator error. Quantification of accidental
releases shall be made by the best available method.
(2)
An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an
action brought for noncompliance with such technology-based
emission limitations if the conditions of paragraph ~-~(3)
of this section and the reporting requirements of 252:100-86 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I) are met.
(3)
The affirmative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous
operating logsT or other relevant evidence that:·
(A)
An emergency occurred and that the permittee can
identify the cause(s) of the emergency;
(B)
The permitted facility was at the time being properly
operated;
(C)
During the period of the emergency the permittee took
all 'reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions that
exceeded the emission standardsT or other requirements in
the permit, and~
(D)
Tbe permittee submitted notice of tbe emergency to tbe
DBQ lJdtbin 2 4 hours of tbe time lJ;rben emission limitations
lJi"ere meceeded due to tbe emergency. Sucb notice must
contain a description of the emergency, aay steps taken to
mitigate emissions, and corrective actions taleen.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-6 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I)]
(4)
In any-enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to
establish the occurrence of an emergency has the burden of
proof.
(5)
The provision in this subsection is in addition to any
emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable
requirement or eAe 252:100-9.
(f)-fftt- Operational flexibility. 'Any operatiag scenario allm;red
for ia an applicable Part 70 permit may be implemented by tbe
facility ~dtbout tbe need for any permit revision or any
aotificatioa to tbe permitting authority. It is iacumbent upoa
the Part 70 permit applicant to apply for aay reasonably
aaticipated alternative facility operatiag scenarios at the time
of initial or renmml permit application.
(1) Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios.
Any operating scenario allowed for in an applicable Part 70
permit may be implemented by the facility without the need for
~~
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any permit revision or any notification to the permitting
authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant
to apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal permit
application.
{2}
Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted
Part 70 source may make changes within the facility that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal Clean Air Act;
(B)
Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission
rate of any existing emissions unit to be exceeded; er and
(C)
Result in a net ~ change in emissions 45 £1 zer07~
prdvided Provided that the facility provides notifies the
Administrator and the permitting authority DEO and EPA in
writing at least 7 days with written notification as
required belo'ti in advance of the proposed changes, ·..·hich
shall be a minimum of 7 days, or such shorter time frame
that permitting authority allmm for emergencies [as defined
in OAC 252:100 8 6(g)]. The source, permitting authority
DEO, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of
the relevant permit. For each such change, the written
notification required above shall include a brief
description of the change within the permitted facility, the
date on which the change will occur, any change in
emissions, and any permit term or condition that is no
longer applicable as a result of the change. The permit
shield described in OAC 252.100 8 6(f) 252:100-8-6(d) does
not apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection.
(3)
Emissions trading in permit. A permitted source may rely
on the authority of this section to trade increases and
decreases in emissions ·.dthin the facility, r,1here the
implementation plan provides for such emissions trades r,dthout
a permit modification.
In such a .case, the advance ·.1ritten
notice provided by the permittee ·shall identify the underlying
authority authori3ing the trading and shall state when the
change r;1ill occur, the types and quantities of emissions to be
traded, the permit terms or other applicable requirements, and
state only requirements, -.dth ~1hich the source r,;ill comply
through emissions trading, and such other information as may
be required by the applicable requirement authori3ing the
emissions trade.
(i)
Special pro~isiens fer affected (acid rain) sources
(1)
Application binding URtil peF.mit issuance er denial.
A
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the
applicant and enforceable as an acid rain permit until an acid
rain permit is issued or denied.
For applicable permitting
proced~res, see OAC 252.2 15.
(2)
Exemption petitions.
Applicants ·,.·ith small units that
burn lm.· sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can
petition to have such units eJEempted from certain permitting
and monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(3)
PeF.mit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
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permit. is. covered by a permit shield. This shield assures
that an applicant operating in accordance ;;ith a permit issued
in accordance with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will
be deemed to be operating in compliance \vith the ."Lcid Rain
Program.
(4)
Modifications. Sec 40 CPR 72.82.
(5)
D~~atien. Acid rain permits will have a term of five
years coffifficncing on the perfftito effective date.
The DEQ may
issue a permit ~dth a future effective date.
(6)
Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene
as a matter of right in any aaminiotrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
(7) Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 aays follmdng the issuance of the
Acid Rain permit ana the juaicial appeal period shall be no
more than 90 aayo following a final agency action.
(8)
Adoption of 4Q CFR Part. 72 :By reference.
o-.mero or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of
the feaeral Clean Air Act shall comply ;iith applicable
provisions of 40 CPR Part 72, as published in the Peaeral
Register on January 11, 1993, ana on Harch 23, 1993, ~ihich is
hereby aaoptea by reference as rules of the Environmental
Quality Board.
In ouch regulations, the term "permitting
authority" shall mean the Oltla~oma Department of Environmental
Quality and the term "Aaministrator 11 shall mean the
Administrator of the Unitea States Environmental Protection
Agency. If the provisions or requirements of 40 CPR Part 72
conflict ~iith this Chapter, the Part 72 provisions ana
requirements shall apply and ta]te preceaence.
(8)
The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality hereby
aaopto and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CPR
part 72, as publiohea in the Feaeral Register on January 11,
1993, and on ll4arch 23, 1993 for purposes of implementing an
acia rain program that meets the·requiremento of Title IV of
the Clean Air Act. The term "permitting authority" shall mean
the Oltlahoma Department of Environmental . Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 4 0 CPR part 72 conflict 'iiith or are not
incluaed in Oltlahoma Aaminiotrative Coae 252.100 8, the part
72 provisions and requirements shall apply and talte .
preceaence.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-6.3]
252:100-8-6.1 General per.mits
(a)
Applicability.
lll The DEO may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit for ~ any source
category if it concludes that the category is appropriate
for permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected
sources under the acid rain program unless otherwise
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provided ln regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
~
A general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source within the source
category or upon the DEO's own initiative. The DEQ shall,
following receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit for a
category of sources may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
lJ.l A general permit may be issued for the follmiing
purposes to establish:
lAl to establish terms Terms and conditions to
implement applicable requirements, and state-only
requirements, for a source category,.
~
to establish terms Terms and conditions to
implement applicable requirements, and state-only
requirements, for specified categories of changes to
permitted sources,.
lQl to establish' terms Terms and conditions for new
requirements that apply to sources with existing
permits: and.·
lQl. to establish federally enforceable Federallyenforceable caps on emissions from sources in a specified
category.
l1l The DEO may issue a general permit if it finds that:
l& There there are several permittees, permit applicants,
or poten~ial pe:m~t applican~s who: ~av7 the oam7 ~r.
oubotantJ:ally oJ:mJ:lar operatJ:ono, emJ:ooJ:ono, actJ:vJ:tJ:eo, or
facilities;
l i l Have the same or substantially similar
operations.emissions, activities, or facilities.
(ii)fBt
the permittees, permit applicants, or potential
permit applicants emit Emit·the same types of regulated
air pollutants .•
(B)fet the The operations. emissions, activities, or
facilities are subiect to the same or similar: standards.,
limitations, and operating requirements; and
~
Standards, limitations, and operating requirements.
(ii}fet
the operations, emissions. activities, or
facilities are subject to the same or similar monitoring
Monitoring requirements.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1 (a) (1) through (4) was 252:100-8-6 (d) (1)
through (4) ]
(5)±ftt If some, but not all. of a source's operations,
activities. and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more general permits. the source may must apply for an
individual Part 70 permit for all of its covered sources. ana
receive eoveragQ under the general permits for the operations,
activities. and emissions that are so eligible.
If the source
is required under GAG 252.100 8 3 of this part to obtain a
permit addressing the remainder of ito operations, activities!
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and effiiooiono, it ffiay apply for and receive a perffiit that
addresses specifically only those i~effio ao~ covered by general
perffii~o.
In ouch a case, the source's perffiit shall iden~ifv
all operations, activities, and effiiooiono that are subject to
general perffiito and incorporate those general perffiito by
reference. Unless ~he perffiit specifically states othendoe,
the perffiit shield shall apply to the ~erffio and condi~iono of
anv general perffii~o so incorpora~ed by reference as 'tmll as to
~he ~erffio and conditions specifically s~a~ed in the perffii~.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6 (d) (8)]
~
Facilities located in areas that are federally designated
as-non-attainment are not eligible for coverage under a
general operating permi.t.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5 (h) (3)]
lZl Sites that are not in compliance with all applicable
State and Federal air regulations are eligible for a general
operating permit only if:
lAl They submit to DEO an approvable compliance plan, and
_ilU_ The facility submits to Tier II public review. [NOTE:
From 252:100-10-5(h) (5)]
·
~
Facilities with existing state operating permits are
eligible for coverage under a general operating permit.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5(h) (6)]
~
Facilities existing prior to the effective date of any
applicable standard that would have created specific
quantifiable and enforceable emission rates are eligible for
coverage under·a general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5 (h) (7)]
~ Authorization.
(1)f5t A general permit issued under this section shall
identify criteria by which sources may qualify for the general
permit. After a general permit has been issued, any source
may submit a request to be covered under the permit in the
form of an application for authorization to operate under the
general permit. ..fA.1- Such applica-tion shall identify the
source and provide information sufficient to demonstrate that
it falls within the source category covered by the general
permit, together with any additional information that may be
specified in the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-86(d) (5)]
(2)fBt See eAe 252:2-15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
timelines for individual authorizations under general permits.
The Agencv DEO shall act to approve or deny the application
within 90 days of filing. [NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6(d) (5) (B)]
(3)f€+ A final action approving an authorization to operate
under a general permit shall not be subject to public comment
or judicial review.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6(d) (5) (C)]
(4) (d) The DEO will publish, at least monthly. an updated list
of sources approved for inclusion under the general operating
permit and any aggrieved person may petition the DEO to review
the approval of any stationary source for inclusion under a
general operating permit within 30 days after publication of
the list.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-3(d)]
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(S)fGt: A'copy of the general permit, together with a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be kept on file
for public review at the offices of the DEQ. [NOTE: Was
252:100-8-6(d) (6)]
l£l Per.mit Shield. A general permit issued under this section
Shall provide that any source approved for coverage under a
general permit shall be entitled to the protection of the permit
shield for all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by
the general permit, unless and to the extent that it is subsequently determined that the source does not qualify for the
conditions and terms of the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:1008-6(d)(7)]
.
l.Ql_ Revisions
--(1)-fbt If an owner or operator of a source (s) makes a change
to a source covered by a general operating permit that affects
any applicability information supplied in the general
- operating permit application, but the source is still eligible
for coverage authori2ed to operate under a general operating
permit, the owner or operator must revise the general
operating permit application and submit it to the DEO within
60 days.
(2)fet After coverage is granted to a particular source under
the general permit, physical changes to the facility which
result in the addition of equipment new to the facility,
either as a replacement (except like-kind replacements) or net
addition, will require a construction permit or a new
authorization permit mecept as allm:ed in (d) (3 l belm.-. Any
significant modification to a stationary source included under
a general operating permit shall subject the source to a Tier
II review.
(3)fet If equipment new to the facility is newly purchased or
is relocated from another facility where a permit was issued
with enforceable emissions limits on that equipment. then
authorization approval under the general operating permit
shall be modified or amended to include an emissions limit for
11
the newly purchased or relocated equipment.
Grandfathered"
emissions sources at the facility will retain only the
equipment descriptions as permit conditions. 11 Grandfathered"
means a unit which that was in existence prior. to the
effective date of any applicable regulation ·,;hich that would
have created specific guantifiable and enforceable emissions
rate limits. ·
(4)±ft For a general operating permit, if emissions change for
any reason that subjects the facility to PSD permitting
requirements. then the facility no longer qualifies for a
general operating permit.
However, the existing general
operating permit will remain valid during the time period
covered by the PSD construction permit until the facility
receives a Part 70 site specific operating permit for the
entire facility.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1(d) (1) through (4) are from 252:100-10S(b), (c), (e) and (f)respectively]
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(e)
Permit Content.
Specific terms and conditions that ·,;hich
will make the applicable rules and requirements enforceable shall
be stipulated in the general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5(h) (8)]
ifl Renewal of general operating permits.
---~
The DEO will initiate the renewal process for a general
operating permit at least 180 days prior to the permit's
expiration date and will follow the requirements in 252:100-87 (a) .

lal

Owners or operators shall apply to renew an authorization
at least 60 days prior to expiration of the existing
authorization. Upon submittal of a timely and
administratively complete application, the applicant may
continue to operate until such time as the DEO grants or
denies coverage under the general operating permit.

252:100-8-6.2~ Temporary sources •. The DEQ may issue a single
permit authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same
source owner or operator at multiple temporary locations. The
operation must be temporary and involve at least one change of
location during the term of the permit. No affected source shall
be permitted as a temporary source. Permits for temporary
sources shall include the following:
l1l Conditions that will assure compliance with all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations;
121 Requirements that the owner or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each
change in location; and
lJl Conditions that assure compliance with all other
provisions ·of this section.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.2 was moved
from 252:100-8-6(e)]

~

Special provisions for affected (acid rain)
252:100-8-6.3.fit
sources
(a)fit Application binding until permit issuance or denial.
8
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the applicant
and enforceable as a an acid rain permit until an acid rain
permit is issued or denied.
For applicable permitting
procedures. see QA€ 252:2-15.
(b)ffi Exemption petitions.
Applicants with small units that
burn low sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can. petition
to have such units exempted from certain permitting and
monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(c)±7t Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures that
an applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in
accordance with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will be
deemed to be operating in compliance with the Acid Rain Program.
(d}-f4± Modifications. See 40 CFR 72.82.
(e)f&t Duration. Acid rain permits will have a term of five
years commencino on the permits effective date. The DEO may
issue a permit with a future effective date.
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(f)±6t Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene
as a matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
(g)fTt Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days following the issuance of the Acid
Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than
90 days following a final agency action.
(h)±s+ Adoption of 40 CPR Part 72 by reference.
o·.mers or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of the
federal Clean Air Act shall co!ftPly with applicable provisions of
40 CFR Part 7~, as published in the Federal Reaister on January
11, 1993, and on Harch ~3, 1993, ;.;rhich is h:ereby adopted by
reference as rules of the Environmental Quality Board.
In such
regulations, the term "permitting authority" shall mean the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CFR Part 7~ conflict with this Chapter, the
Part 7~ provisions and requirements shall apply and talee
precedence.
±s+ The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality DEQ hereby
adopts and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CFR
Part pare 72, as published in the Federal Register on January 11,
1993, and on March 23, 1993, and on October 24. 1997, for
purposes of implementing an acid rain program that meets the
requirements of Title IV of the Clean Air Act. The term
11
permitting authority" shall mean the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality and the term "Administrator" shall mean the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
If the provisions or requirements of 40 CFR Part &aEF 72
conflict with or are not included in Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-8, the Part pare 72 provisions and requirements shall
apply and take precedence.
.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.3 was moved from·252:100-8-6(i)]
Permit issuance, renewal, reepeninge, and
252:100-8-7.
revisions
(a)
Aeeien on application; issuance/denial erieeria.
~J..gl_ Criteria for issuance.
A permit, permit modification,
or renewal may be issued only if the applicable requirements of
27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14-101 ct seq.; GAB 252:2·-15; and
this Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that the
conditions of the permit provide for compliance with all
applicable requirements and for applications subject to GAB
252:100-8-8, that the requirements of that section have been
satisfied.
·
~lQl Draft permits and notice thereof.
See 8Ae 252:2-15. The
dra~permit shall be accompanied by a statement that sets forth
the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions
(including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory
provisions) .
+J+(c) EPA review. See eAe 252:100-8-8.
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See eAe 252:2-15, and 9Ae 252:100-8-8
D.EQ final action.
when appiicable.
{5+~ Timeline for technical review and issuance.
Bee OAC
252~15 70 through 15 72.
Except as provided in paragraphs {l\)
and (B) of this. paragraph, the The DEQ shall take final action on
each application for a permit within 18 months after beginning
its technical review in accordance with 252:2-15-70 through 15-72
and OAC 2 52 . 1 0 0 8 5 (b) ( 5 ) 2 52 : 1 0 0 - 8 - 4 (b) ( 7 ) .
~l£1 Action priorities.
See OAC 252.100 8 5(b) 252:100-84(b) (2) through (10) and 252:100-8-7.1(a).
·
-f!f+.isl,. No issuance by default. See 27A:2-5-112(D).
(b)
Requiremene fer a per.mit.
Bee GAG 252.100 8 4(b)
(c)
Permit renewal and expiration.
(1)
Applications for penRit renm.-al after the transition
period, and for permit for ne;~ Part 70 sources or amendments,
shall be considered timely if the applicant meets the
requirements of this subseption.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-87.1(a)(1)]
(2)
Applications for penRit renev.·al shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements, including those for public
participation, affected State comment, and EPA revie;~, that
apply to initial permit issuance under 01':C 252:100 8 7 (q.) •
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(c)]
·
(3)
A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
mcpiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renm.-al
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of eJcpiration.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(d) (1)]
(4)
If a timely and complete application for a permit rene·•.-al
is submitted, but the DEQ fails to take final action to issue
or deny the renmml penRit before the end of the term of the
previous permit, then the permit shall not eJcpire until the
renmml permit has been issued or denied, and any permit
shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during
that time.
[NOTE: Moved to. 252 :·roo- 8-7.1 (d) (2)]
(5)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEQ under this subchapter shall apply for permit reissuance at
least 180 days before the mcpiration of the eJdsting permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner. The DEQ shall require in a permit that a
reiseuance application be submitted sooner 'if it determines
that an earlier application is needed to minimi2e the
possibility of eJcpiration prior to reissuance.
The DEQ may
make the determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy
permit revim.· process due to the eomplmdty of the stationary
source or anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen months prior to the expiration of the permit.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(a) (2)]
(d)
Administrative permit amendments.
(1)
When used in this subsection "Administrative permit
amendment" means a permit revision that.
(A)
Corrects typographical errors,

-f4+Ml_
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(B): Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source,
(C)
Requires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
by the permittee;
(D)
Allmm for a change in mmership or operational control
of a source ·..·here no other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a 'ii'ritten agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability bet,.,.·een the current and nm.·
permittee has been submitted to the DEQ,
(E)
Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
preconotruction review permits issued by the DEQ.under OAC
252 .100 7.
Enhanced New Source Revimi (:NSR) pa:=ocedures
apply to all major sources and all State Implementation Plan
(SIP) minor source changes to majors.
(2)
Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act.
(3)
An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the
DEQ in accordance ·,;rith the follm;ring:
(A)
The DEQ shall take final action on a request for an
administrative permit amendment vi'ithin 60 days from the date
of receipt of ouch a request, and may incorporate the
proposed changes vi'ithout providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any ouch permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
(B)
The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
(C)
The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request.
(4)
The DEQ shall, upon taldng fi;nal action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment, allovi' coverageby the permit shield in OAC 252:100 8 6(f) for administrative
pe7mit am7ndments made pursuant to subparag-raph (d) (1) (E) of
thJ:s seetJ:on.

[NOTE:

252:100-8-?(d) was moved to 252:100-8-7.2(a)]

(e)
Permit= medifiea&ien.
A perfftit modification is any revision
to an operating permit that cannot be accomplished under the
program's provisions for administrative permit amendments under
subsection (d) of this section.
A permit modification for
purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall be governed
by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean
Air Act.
(1) !liner permit= modifiea&ien preeedures.
(A)
Crieeria.
(i)
Minor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that.
(I)
Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state only requirements,
(II) Do not involve significant changes to existing
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monitoring, reporting or reeorillteeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a ease by ease
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts,. or a visibility
or increment analysiq,
(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no corresponding
underlying applicable requirement, or state only
requirement, and that the source has assumed to avoid
an applicable requirement, or state only requirement,
to ··othich the source ·.muld otherr.iise be subject.
Such
terms and conditions include federally enforceable
emissions caps assumed to avoid classification as a
modification under any provision of Title I and
alternative emissions limits approved pursuant to
regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (S) of the
federal Glean Air Act; and
(V)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Glean Air Act.
(ii) !iotldthstanding GAG 252.100 8 7 (e) (1) (A) (i) and GAG
252.100 8 7(e) (2)(A) , minor permit modification
procedures may be used for permit modifications involving
the use of economic incentiv=es, marketable permits,
emissions trading, and other similar approaches, to the
eJEtent that such minor permit modification procedures are
mtplicitly provided for in an applicable implementation
plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA.
(B)
Applieaeieft.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures, a source shall submit an. application requesting
such use \thich shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under GAO 252.2 15 and shall include
the follmdng:
(i) A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any nm; applicable requirements, and
state only requirements, that ~;ill apply if the change
occurs,
(ii) The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)
Certification by a responsible official, that the
application and the proposed modification meet the
criteria for use of minor permit modification
proeedures,and
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required by GAG
252:2 15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (G) of this
paragraph.
<<;n EPA ~ft~ af~eee~ui seaee Bee~fieaeioB. If the propose_d
m1nor mod1f1cat1on 1s of a perm1t that underwent EPA rev1ew
in accordance \dth 0}\G 252:100 8 8, the provisions of that
section shall apply to the minor modification application
unless waived by the }'xdministrator.
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(D) ·. Timetable fer issuance. Within 90 days of the DEQ' s
receipt of a complete application under OAC 252.2 15 the DEQ
shall:
(i)
Issue the minor permit modification as approved,
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application, or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
revim.·ed. under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
(E)
Source's ability to maJte change.
ImmediO:tely after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these
minor permit modification procedures, the source is
authori2ed to malee the change or changes proposed in the
application. After the source makes the change allmJed by
the preceding sentence, and until the DEQ takes any of the
actions specified in (1) (D) (i) through (iii) of this
section, the source must. comply ~Jith both the applicable
requirements and state only requirements, governing the
change and the proposed permit terms and conditions. During
this period, the source need not comply ·.Jith the CJeisting
terms and conditions it seeks to modify. IImJever, if the
source fails to comply ~iith its proposed permit terms and
conditions during this time period, the CJeisting permit
terms and conditions it seeles to modify may be enforced
against it.
·
(F)
Pe~it shiela. The permit shield under OAC 252.100 8
6(f) will not eJEtend to minor permit modifications.
(G)
Pe~ittee' s risl~: in commencing construction. The
permittees assumes the risk of losing any imrestment it
makes tm..ard implementing a modification prior to receiving
a permit amendment authori2ing the modification. The DEQ
.,.,ill not consider the possibility of the permittee suffering
financial loss due to such investment "•ihen deciding ....hether
to approve, deny, or approve in modified .form a minor permit
amendment .
·
(2)
Significant modification proceaures.
(A)
Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
(i)
Involve any significant amendment to CJeisting
monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit,
·
(ii) Require any amendment to establish or amend a permit
condition that is required to be based on a case by case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, on a source specific determination of ambient
impacts, or on a visibility or increment analysis,
(iii)
Seelc to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement, and· state only requirement, and
that the source has assumed to avoid an applicable
requirement, and state only requirement, to which the
source ·.muld othendse be subject. Such terms and
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conditions include .
(I) . A fede:a~ly 7nforceable 7m~ssi~ns cap assumed to
avo1d class1f1catlon as a mod1f1cat1on under anv
provision of Title I,
(I I) l'1n alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations proffililgated under section 112(i) (5) of
the federal Clean Air Act, and
(iv) Are modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal Clean Air Act, and,
(v) Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
(B) Procedures fer precessing. Significant permit
modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules
that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change.
the emissioas resultiag from the change, and any nevi
applicable requirements~ aad state only requiremeats. that
·.Jill apply if the change occurs.
(C)
Iss:uance. The DEQ shall complete revim>1 of sigaificant
permit modifications ~1ithin nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authoriaed to mctead that
date by up to three moaths fer cause.
[NOTE:

252:100·-a-?(e)

was moved to 252:100-8-7.2(b)]

(f)

·-

·-

Reopening fer ca:use.
(1) !!andat.ery reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under ~ihich the permit
·.iill be reopened prior to the mcpiration date of the permit.
A permit shall be reopened and revised under any of the
follmiing circumstances:
(A) Additional federal applicable requirements become
applicable to a stationary source uith a remaining permit
term of three or mere years. Such a reopening and amendment
shall be completed not later than 18 months after
promulgation of ihe federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is alle~.-ed if an applicable requirement becomes
effective and the original permit or any of its terms and
conditions has been mctended pursuant to the application
shield provided at OAG 252 .10.0 8 7 (c) ( 4) beyond the 18 month
timeframe for revision. No such reopening is required if
the effective date of the requirement is later than the date
on v>'hich the permit is due to expire.
.
(B) Additional requirements (including eJecess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program. Upon approval by the administrator~
mccess emissions offset plans shall be deemed to be
incorporated into the permit.
(C) The agency or the administrator determines that the
permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions
standards. limitations. or other terms or conditions of the
permit.
(D)
The administrator or the aaenm,r determines that the
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permit must be revised or revoked to assure compliance \dth
the applicable requirements.
(2)
Discretionary reopening. The agency may reopen and amend
a permit •,qhen.
(A)
additional state only requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary source, and the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which
the permit is due to mepire,
(B)
alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in
significant alteration of the nature or quantity of
regulated air pollutants to be emitted by the permittee;
(C)
the agency receives information previously unavailable
to the agency that shm.-s that the terms and conditions of
the permit do not accurately represent the actual
circumstances relating to the permitted facility,
(D)
a court of competent jurisdiction iwralidates or
modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon ·,.·hich a condition of the permit is based, and
(E)
an event occurs that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
(3)
Reopening procedures. To reopen and amend a permit, the
agency shall follm.. the procedures that apply to significant
permit amendments under this chapter, unless the amendment can
be made as an administrative amendment under OAC 252.100 8
7(d). P4andatory reopenings under OAC 252:100 8 7(f) (1) shall
be made as mepeditiously as· practicable.
In lieu of an ·
application, the significant permit amendment process \iill
coffiffience r.1hen ·the agency gives the permittee \..ritten notice of
its intent to amend the permit. '!'he agency shall not issue
the amendment, or make public notice ef the amendment ....here
public notice is required, until at least thirty days after
the agency has given the permittee consents to less notice, or
in the case of an emergency.
In cases \..here public
participation is required, only those portions of the permit
r.1hich the agency proposes to amend shall be open for public
comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
[NOTE:

252:100-8-?(f) was moved to 252:100-8-7.3(a),

(b)

and·

(c) ]

Reepenings fer eause sy EPA.
If the Administrator finds that cause meists to
terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the permitting authority and the
permittee of ouch findings in \lriting.
(2)
The permitting authority shall, within 90 days after
receipt of such notification, forward to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and
reissuance, as appropriate.
'!'he Administrator may eJetend this
90 day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
or revised permit application is necessary or that the
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit

(g)

(1)
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additional information.
(3)
The Administrator r,dll revim.· the proposed determination
from the permitting authority within 90 days of receipt.
(4)
The permitting authority shall have 90 days from receipt
of an BP.'\ objection to resolve any objection that EPA makes
and to terminate, modify, or revoJce and reissue the permit in
accordance ·,.·ith the Administrator's object ion.
(5)
If the permitting authority fails to submit a proposed
determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails to resolve
any objection pursuant to this subsection, the Administrator
r,dll terminate, modify, or revoJte and reissue the permit after
taking the following actions.
(A)
Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in
writing of the reasons for any such action.
(B)
Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on
the Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7(g) was moved to 252:100-8-7.3(d)]
(h)
Reveeatiefts.
(1)
Per.mit reveeatieft without reissuanee.
The agency may
revoke permits and not reissue them ~··hen.
(A)
there eJdsts at the permitted facility unresolved
noncompliance 'tiith applicable requirements or a condition of
the permit, and the permittee refuses to undertake an
enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the noncompli
ance,
(B)
the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts
relevant to issuance of the permit or submits false or
misleading information to the agency or the administrator,
(C)
the permittee has failed to comply 'fJ>'ith any requirement
under OAC 252.100 9 to pay fees, or
(D)
the permittee has failed to pay a penalty mt'ed pursuant
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or
schedule of compliance.
·
(2)
Reveeatiea preeedures.
The agency shall give notice to
the permittee of its intention to revoke a permit ·,dthout
reissuance.
This notice must state that r,dthin 30 days of the
receipt of the notice the permittee fftay request a contested
ease hearing be held on the proposed action, eucept that the
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If
the permittee requests a contested case hearing, the agency
shall hold the hearing in accordance 'fJdth the Oklahoma
Administrative Procedures Act.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7(h) was moved to 252:100-8-7.4]
(i)
Publie partieipatieft. See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2 14 101 et
aeq. and OAC 252.2 15.
(j)
Judieial re•Jielt. }'illy final action in granting or denying an
application for a permit, permit amendment or modification, or
permit rene·,ml shall be subject to judicial revim.. in the court
of appropriate jurisdiction upon an application filed by the
applicant or permittee, or by any affected state or other person
o;,·ho participated in the public comment process. BJECept for
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authori2ations under General Permits, judicial reviC'iv is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
including minor modifications and administrative actions.
If no
public comment procedure \las employed for the action under
challenge, an application for review may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. The opportunity for judicial
revie·..· provided for in this subsection shall be the meclusive
means for obtaining judicial review of any permit action.
(1)
No application for judicial review may be filed more than
90 days follmwTing the final action on "•ihich reviev.· is sought,
unless the grounds for reviC'iv arose at a later time, in ··vhich
case the application for reviC'ii shall be filed viithin 90 days
of the date on which the grounds for reviC'il first arose and
revievi shall be limited to such later arising grounds.
(2) ~~Y application for judicial revievv shall be limited to
issues that.
(A)
r.,1ere raised in v•Tit.ten comments filed with the Agency
or during a public hearing on the proposed permit action (if
the grounds on 'i•'hich reViC'iv is sought 'n'ere Jenmvn at that
time) , mecept that this restriction shall not apply if the
person seeking revim1 was not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action, and
(B)
are germane and material to the permit action ~t issue.
(3)
For purposes of this section, "final action" shall
include a failure by the Agency to take final action to grant
or deny an application ·.vithin the time specified in this
Chapter.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7(j} was moved to 252:100-8-7.5]
252:100-8-7.1.~

Per.mit renewal and expiration
Timely application for per.mit renewal.
l1l Applications for permit renewal after the transition
period, and for permits permit for new Part 70 sources or
amendments, shall be considered timely if the applicant meets
the requirements of this subsection.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-87(c)(1)]
~
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEO under this Subchapter subchapter shall apply for permit
reissuance at least 180 days before the expiration of the
existing permit, unless the permit specifies that the
application must be submitted sooner. The DEQ shall. require
in a permit that a reissuance application be submitted sooner
if it determines that an earlier application is needed to
minimize the possibility of expiration prior to reissuance.
The DEO may make the determination if it anticipates a
relatively lengthy permit review process due to the complexity
of the stationary source or anticipated involvement of the
public.
In no event shall the permit require application for
reissuance sooner than eighteen months prior to the expiration
of the permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-?(c) (5}]
(b)~ Application content for renewal of expiring per.mit.
In
submitting an application for renewal of a DEQ issued Part 70

lgl
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operating permit, a source may identify and incorporate bv
reference terms and conditions in its previous permit and permit
application(s) that should remain unchanged. terms and conditions
in ito previous permit that should reffiain unchanged and
incorporate by reference those portions of ito existing perffiit
and the permit application and awt permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes,
operations, and emissions to '•ihich those terifts and· conditions
·apply. The source 'ffiUSt identify specifically and list '•ihich
portions of its previous permit and/or applications are
incorporated by reference.
In addition. a renewal application
must contain: ·
(1)~ information specified in OAC 252.100 8 5(d) 252:100-8S(e) for those products. processes. operations, and emissions
-t-ha-t-:

-

.-

(A)ftt That are not addressed in the existing permit;
(B)±fTt
That are subject to applicable requirementsT or
state-only requirements that are not addressed in the
existing permit; or
(C) (III)
For as to which the source seeks permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the existing permit;
and
(2)~
a compliance plan and certification as required in
OAC 252:100 8 5(d) (8) 252:100-8-S(e) (8) and (9).
[NOTE: Was
252:100-8-S(b) (9)]
(c)+i!+ Issuance of renewal permit.
Applications for permit
renewal shall be subject to the same procedural requirements.
including those for public participation. affected State comment,
and EPA review. that apply to initial permit issuance under eAC
252:100-8-7 (a).
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7 (c) (2)]
~
Expiration of permit.
(1)-f.3.± A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
expiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renewal
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of expiration.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7(c) (3)]
(2)f4t If a timely and complete application for a permit
renewal is submitted. but the DEO fails to take final action
to issue or deny the renewal permit before the end of the term
of the previous permit. then the permit shall not expire until
the renewal permit has been issued or denied. and any permit
shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during
that time.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7 (c) (4)]
(5)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEQ under this subchapter shall apply for permit reioouance at
least 180 days before the mepiration of the eJdsting permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner. The DEQ shall require in a permit that a
reiosuance application be submitted sooner if it determines
that an earlier application is needed to minimiBe the
possibility of expiration prior to reiosuance.
The DEQ ffiay
make the determination if H: anticipates a relatively lengthy
permit revim+' process due to the coffiplmdty of the stationary
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source, or_anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen .months prior to the eJcpiration of the permit.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.l(a) (2)]
252:100-8-7.2.-fdt
Administrative permit amendments and permit
modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
lll When used in this subsection An "Administrative
administrative permit amendment" means a permit revision that:
JSl Corrects typographical errors;
~
Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source;
~
Requires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
by the permittee;
lQl Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
of a source where no other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability between the current and new
permittee has been submitted to the DEO;
JEl Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
preconstruction review permits issued by the DEO under this
Part O}.~:C 252 .100 7.
Enhanced ~im.. Source Revim.. HJSR)
procedures apply to all maier sources and all State
Implementation Plan (SIP) minor source changes to majors.
lJl Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act 40 CFR
Part 72.
Jll An administrative permit amendment shall be made bv the
DEQ in accordance with the following:
J8l The DEO shall take final action on a reguest for an
administrative permit amendment within 60 days from the date
of receipt of such a request. and may incorporate the
proposed changes without providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any such permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph..
~
The DEO shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
~
The source may implement the changes addressed in the
reguest for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the reguest.
l i l The DEO shall, upon taking final action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment, allow coverage
by the permit shield in OAC 252.100 8 6(f) 252:100-8 6(d) for
administrative permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph
(d) (1) (B) 252:100 8 7.2(a} (1) (E) of this section.
(NOTE:
252:100-8-7.2(a) was 252:100-8-7(d)]
(b)±et Permit modification.
A permit modification is anv
revision to an operating a permit that cannot be accomplished
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under the prograffi'S provisions for adffiinistrative oerffiit
affiendffients under subsection ±at (a) of this section. A permit
modification for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit
shall be governed by regulations promulaated under Title IV of
the federal Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 72.
l1l Minor per.mit modification procedures .
....{Al_ Criteria.
lil Minor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that:
lil Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state-only requirements;
lill Do not involve significant changes to existing
monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility
or increment analysis;
llYl Do not seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no corresponding
underlying applicable requirementT or state-only
requirement, and that which the source has assumed to
avoid aa some other applicable requirementT or stateonly reguirementT to which the source would otherwise
be subject.
Such terms and conditions include
federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid
classification as a modification under any provision of
Title I and alternative emissions limits approved
pursuant to regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (5)
of the federal Clean Air Act; and
lYl Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act.
Jiil Notwithstanding a~C 252:100 8 7(e) (1) (A) (i) 252:1008-7.2(b) (1) (A) (i) and GAG 252.100 8 7(e) (2) (A) 252:100-87.2(b) (2} (A} , minor permit modification procedures may
be used for permit modifications involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent that
such minor permit modification procedures are explicitly
provided for in an applicable the State's implementation
plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA .
....l!ll_ Application.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures, a source shall submit an application requesting
such use which shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under eAC 252:2-15 and shall include
the following:
lil A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable requirements, and
or state-only reguirementsT that will apply if the change
occurs;
liil The source's suggested modification language;
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(iii!
Certification by a responsible official. that the
application and the proposed modification meet the
criteria for use of minor permit modification
procedures;and
·
liYl Completed forms for any notices required by eAe
252:2-15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph.
~
EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that underwent EPA review
in accordance with SAG 252:100-8-8, the provisions of that
section s·hall apply to the minor modification application
unless waived by the Administrator.
JQl Timetable for issuance.
Within 90 days of the DEO's
receipt of a complete application under SAG 252:2-15. the
DEO shall:
l i l Issue the minor permit modification as approved;.
l i i l Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
lEl Source's ability to make change. Immediately after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these
minor permit modification procedures, the source is
authorized to make the change or changes proposed in the
application. After the source makes the change allowed by
the preceding sentence, and until the DEO takes any of the
actions specified in {1) (D) (i) through (iii) of this segtion
subsection, the source must comply with ~ the applicable
requirements and state-only requirements, governing the
change and the proposed permit terms and conditions. During
this period, the source need not comply with the existing
terms and conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the
source fails to comply with its proposed permit terms and
conditions during this time period, the existing permit
terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
against it.
lEl Permit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252.100 8
§±ft 252:100-8-G(d) will not extend to minor permit
modifications.
lQl Permittee's risk in commencinq construction. The
permittee permittees assumes the risk of losing any
investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior
to receiving a permit amendment authorizing the
modification.
The DEO will not consider the possibility of
the permittee suffering financial loss due to such
investment when deciding whether to approve. deny, or
approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
i l l Significant modification procedures.
181 Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
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.Involve any significant changes in amendment to
existing monitoring. reporting. or recordJceeping
requirements in the permit;.
(ii) Relax any reporting or recordkeepinq requirements.
(iii)..f-i..i± Require any amendment to establish or amend a
permit condition that Change any permit condition that is
required to be based on a case-by-case determination of
an emission limitation or other standard, on a sourcespecific determination of ambient impacts, or on a
visibility or increment analysis;
(iv) (iii) Seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement and or state-only requirement.
and that which the source has assumed to avoid aa some
other applicable requirement. and 2E state-only
requirementT to which the source would otherwise be
subject.
Such terms and conditions include:
i l l A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I;
liil Ari alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations promulgated under section 112(i) (5) of
the federal Clean Air Act; and
(v)ftvt
Are modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act; and,
(vi)fvt
Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
~
Procedures for processing. Sionificant oermit
modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules
that are applicable to Tier II applications.
The
application for the modification shall describe the change,
the emissions resulting from the change. and any new
applicable requirements and or state-only requirements.
that will apply if the changem;ccurs.
lQl Issuance. The DEO shall complete review of significant
permit modifications within nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date by up to three months for cause.
[NOTE:
252:100--8-7.2(b) was 252:100-8-?(e)]

-

252:100-8-7.3.tfr
Reocenina of oceratina cer.mits for cause
(a)±rt Mandatory reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under which the permit will
be reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit. A permit
shall be reopened and revised under any of the following
circumstances:
(l)±At Additional federal applicable requirements become
applicable to a stationary source with a remaining permit term
of three or more years.
Such a reopening and amendment shall
be completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of
the federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is allowed if
an applicable requirement becomes effective and the original
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permit: or-any of its terms and conditions has been extended
pursuant to the application shield provided at OAC 252.100 8
7(c) (4) 252:100-8 7.1(d) (2) beyond the 18-month timeframe for
revision.
No such reopening is required if the effective date
of the requirement is later than the date on which the permit
is due to expire.
(2)±Bt Additional requirements (including excess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program. Upon approval by the Administrator.
administrator, excess emissions offset plans shall be deemed
to be incorporated into the permit.
(3)fet The DEO agency or the administrator EPA determines that
the permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions standards,
limitations, or other terms or conditions of the permit.
{ 4) .fBt The Administrator administrator or the DEO agency
determines that the permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the applicable requirements.
(b)..fi3± Discretionary reopening. The DEO agency may reopen and
amend a permit when:
(1)fAt additional state-only requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary sourceT and the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which
the permit is due to exoire;
(2) .fB±. alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in significant
alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air
pollutants to be emitted by the permittee;
{3)fet the DEO agency receives information previously
unavailable to the DEQ agency that shows that the terms and
conditions of the permit do not accurately represent the
actual circumstances relating to the permitted facility;
(4)-f.Bt a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or
modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon which a condition of the permit is based; and
or
TS>±Bt an event occurs that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
·
{c) ±3± Reopening procedures. To reopen and amend a permit , the ·
DEO agency shall follow the procedures that apply to significant
permit amendments modifications under this chapter Subchapter,
unless the amendment can be made as an administrative amendment
under OAC 252.100 8 7(d) 252:100-8 7.2{a). Mandatory reopenings
under OAC 252.100 8 7(f) (1) 252:00 8 7.3{a) shall be made as
expeditiously as practicable.
In lieu of an application, the
significant permit amendment modification process will commence
when the DEO agency gives the permittee written notice of its
intent to amend the permit. The DEO aqencv shall not issue the
amendment, or make public notice of the amendment where public
notice is required, until at least thirty days after the DEO
agency has given the permittee written notice of its intent to
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amend the permit, unless the permittee consents to less notice,
or in the case of an emergency.
In cases where public
participation is required, only those portions of the permit that
which the DEQ agency proposes to amend shall be open for public
comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.3(a), (b), and (c) were 252:100-8-?(f)]
(d) -fett Reopenings for cause by EPA.
l1l If the Administrator finds that cause exists to
terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the DEO permittiag authority and
the permittee of such findings in writing.
121 The DEO permitting authority shall. within 90 days after
receipt of such notification, forward to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and
reissuance, as appropriate.
The Administrator may extend this
90-day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
·or revised permit applicat·ion is necessary or that the DEO
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit
additional information.
l l l The Administrator will review the proposed determination
from the DEO permitting authority within 90 days of receipt.
l1.l The DEO permitting authority shall have 90 days from
receipt of an EPA objection to resolve any objection that EPA
makes and to terminate. modify, or revoke and reissue·the
permit in accordance with the Administrator's objection.
l2.l If the DEO permitting authority fails to submit a
proposed determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails
to resolve any objection pursuant to this subsection, the
Administrator will terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue
the permit after taking the following actions:
l8l Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in
writing of the reasons for any such action.
~
Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on
the Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.3(d) was 252:100-8-?(g)]

'·

'\

~

252:100-8-7.4.fbt
Revocations of operating permits
(a}1*+ Revocation of a per.mit or authorization under a general
per.mit Per.mi~ re¥eea~ieft without reissuance. The DEO agency may
revoke permits or authorizations under a general permit and.not
reissue them when:
(1}4At there exists at the permitted facility unresolved
noncompliance with applicable requirements or a condition of
the permit or authorization, and the permittee refuses to
undertake an enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the
noncompliance;
(2)±Bt the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts
relevant to issuance of the permit or authorization or submits
false or misleading information to the DEO agency or the
Administrator administrator;
(3)±et the permittee has failed to comply with any requirement
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under O:A:C 252.100 9 252:100-5 to pay fees; or
(4)-fHt the permittee has failed to pay a penalty owed pursuant
to court order. consent decree, stipulation agreement. or
schedule of compliance.
(b) f2H- Revocation procedures.
The DEQ agency shall give notice
to the permittee of its intention to revoke a permit without
reissuance. This notice must state that within 30 days of the
receipt of the notice the permittee may request a contested case
hearing be held on the proposed action, except that the DEO
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If the
permittee requests a contested case hearing. the DEO agency shall
hold the hearing in accordance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.4 was 252:100-8-7(h)]
252:100-8-7.5.f±t
Judicial review
. Any final action in granting or denying an application for
permit, permit amendment or modification, or permit renewal shall
be subiect to judicial review in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant or
permittee. or by any affected state or other person who
participated in the public comment process. Except for
authorizations under General Permits, judicial review is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
including minor modifications and administrative actions.
If no
public comment procedure was employed for the action under
challenge. an application for review may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. The opportunity for judicial
review provided for in this subsection shall be the exclusive
means for obtaining judicial review of any permit action.
l1L No application for judicial review may be filed more than
90 days following the final action on which review is sought.
unless the grounds for review arose at a later time, in which
case the application for review shall be filed within 90 days
of the date on which the grounds for review first arose and
review shall be limited to such later-arising grounds.
J2l. Any application for judicial review shall be limited to
issues that:
lAl_ were raised in '•iritten comments filed with the DEO
Agency or during a public hearing on the proposed permit
action (if the grounds on which review is sought were known
at that time) . except that this restriction shall not apply
if the person seeking review was not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action; and
lRl are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
J..ll For purposes of this section, 11 final action" shall
include a failure by the DEO Agency to take final action to
grant or deny an application within the time specified in this
Chapter.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.5 was 252:100-8-7(j)]

a

252:100-8-8.
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(a)
Applic~ility. This section applies only to specific Tier II
and III applications for Part 70 construction and/or operating
permits and permit actions that have not been waived from
compliance with this section by the Administrator.
(b)
For.mat.
To the extent practicable, information provided to
the EPA by applicants shall be in computer-readable format
compatible with EPA's national database management system.
(c)
Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records
required by this section and will submit to the Administrator
such information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter.
(d)
Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA.
For Part 70 Tier II and III applications subject to this
section, the DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also
provide a copy to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a
permit application.summary fqrm and any relevant portion of the
permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof;
(e)
Transmittal of notice of draft per.mit to affected states.
See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-5-112(E); 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14101 et seq.; and eAe 252:2-15.
(f)
Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1)
Tier II applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ
shall review public comments, revise the draft permit as
appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later
than 60 days before the issuance deadline established in eAe
252:2-15-72 or, if none, by this Chapter.
(2)
Tier III appli~ations.
For Tier III applications, the
DEQ shall prepare a proposed permit according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995, § 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review upon the
publication of notice of an administrative permit hearing
opportunity.
(g)
Notice of non-acceptance.
As part of the DEQ's submittal
of a revised draft permit (Tier II) ·or a proposed permit (Tier
III) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the Administrator
and any affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to
accept all recommendations for the revised draft permit or
proposed permit that the affected State submitted during the
review period. The notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not
accepting any such recommendation. The DEQ is not required to
accept recommendations that are not based on applicable
requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h)
EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from
the EPA that it will not object to:
(1)
A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application,
the DEQ shall issue the permit ..
(2)
A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the
DEQ shall issue the proposed permit as final unless an
administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
·
(i)
EPA review and objection.
(1)
Timing.
Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
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subsection, no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of this
section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its
issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the revised
draft permit (Tier I) or proposed permit (Tier III} and all
necessary supporting information.
(2)
Form of objection. An EPA objection shall include a
statement of the Administrator's reasons for objection and a
description of the terms and conditions that the permit must
include to respond to the objections.
(3)
Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the
following also shall constitute grounds for an objection:
(A)
Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section;
(B) Submit any information necessary to review adequately
the revised draft permit (Tier II) or the proposed permit
(Tier III); or
(C)
Process the permit ~pplication according to the uniform
permitting requirements of eAe 252:2-15.
(4)
Copy.
The Administrator will provide the permit
applicant a copy of the objection.
(5)
DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the
applicant and shall either:
(A)
Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for approval
an amended draft (Tier II) or proposed (Tier III) permit to
EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's objection, or
(B)
Give notice and issue.
Determine that one or more
revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent with applicable
state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA
accordingly within 90 days following the date of the
Administrator's objection, decline to make those particular
revisions and:
(i)
issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II)
as final, or
.
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requested.
(6}
Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90
days after the date of the EPA objection, to amend and
resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit in response to
the objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit
in accordance with the requirements of EPA's Part 7.0·
regulations.
(j)
Public petitions to the Administrator. If the Administrator
does not object in writing under subsection (h) of this section,
any person that meets the requirements of this subsection may
petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of
the Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection.
Any such petition shall be based only on objections to the permit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period provided for in eAG 252:002-15, unless the
petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such
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objection arose after such period.
If the Administrator objects
to the permit as a result of ~ petition filed under this
subsection, the DEQ shall not issue the permit until EPA's
objection has been resolved, except that a petition for review
does not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements
if the permit was issued after the end of the 45-day review
period and prior to an EPA objection.
If the DEQ has issued a
permit prior to receipt of an EPA objection under this
subsection, the Administrator will modify, terminate, or revoke
such permit, and shall do so cQnsistent with the procedures in
eA€ 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 except in unusual
circumstances.
If the DEQ revokes the permit, it may thereafter
issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection.
In
any case, the source will not be in violation of the requirement
to have submitted a timely and complete application.
(k)
Effect on Tier III administrative per.mit hearing. When a
public' petition or an EPA objection is registered on a proposed
permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit hearing has
been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 214-101 et seq., the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the
hearing involving cross-examination until EPA objections are
resolved or determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.
252:100 8 9.
Per.mi5 fees
[NOTE: The contents of this Section
were moved to 252:100-5 and 252:100-8-1.7]
(a) Defieieieee. The fellmiing 'iiords and terms, ~ihen used in
this Beet ion, shall have the follmiing meaning, unless the
contmet clearly indicates ethenorise:
(1)
"Aeeeal emissiee" means the total amount of regulated
pollutant(fer fee calculation) emitted from a given facility
during a particular calendar year, as determined by methods
contained in GAG 252.100 8 9(d).
(2)
"Alle~le emiseiefts" means the total amount of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation) emitted based on limits contained
in a federally enferceable.permit or potential to emit.
(3)
"Emissiee iBVeeeery 0 means a compilation of the total of
all point source, storage and precess fugitive air emissions fer
all regulated pollutant (fer fee calculation) at a given
facility.
(4) "Ceesemer Price Iedex 0 means an indme determined by the
U.B. Department of Laber measuring the change in the cost of
typical ~mge earner purchases of goods and services mepresse'd as
a percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a
base period.
(b)
Fee requ.ired. The morners or operators of Part 70 sources
shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover the part 70
program costs.
The permitting authority shall ensure that any
fee required by these rules ~:ill be used solely fer part 70
program costs.
(c) Applieabiliey. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee
requirements of this section en January 1, 1995, and as of this
date shall ae laager be subject to the ffiajor source aanual
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operating fee specified in 252:100 7 4 (b) (1) U'.) .
(d)
Fee eehedule fer Part 70 eeureee.
(1)
Annual face. The annual fee shall be calculated on a
source specific basis and may be based on either actual or
allm.'able emissions at the option of the mmer or operator
paying the fee as set forth in the facility emissions
inventory.
Fees shall be based on emission inventories
submitted in the previous calendar year.
(For CJEaFRple, fee
invoiced during calendar year 1995 shall be based upon
inventory data covering the calendar year 1993).
(A)
l~nual fees shall be determined according to the
follmving.
(i)
where only one basis for fee assessment, i.e. only
actual, or only allm~able is reflected by the inventory,
that basis shall be used for iwvoicing, or
(ii) vvhere both actual and allmmble emission are
reflected on the inve~tory, the lesser of the two shall
be used.
(B)
AE:nual fees shall be as follmm.
(i)
Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated
air pollutant.
(ii)
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
·.vhich the Consumer Price Indmc for the most recent
calendar year ending before the beginning of such year
differs from the Consumer Price Indmc for the calendar
year 1994. The Consumer Price Inde:>c for any calendar ·
year is the average of the Consumer Price Indmc for all
urban consumers published by the Department of Labor, as
of the· close of the t·.~elve month period ending on .'illgust
31 of each calendar year.
(iii)
Regulated ~ollutants (for fee calculation) in
excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for.a part
70 source shall not be considered in the calculation of
the annual fee.
(2)
Pezmit preeeeeing fees.
Permit processing fees shall be
as follo...-s:
(A)
Initial Part 70 permit
$2,000.
(B)
Renewal Part 70 permit
$1,000.
(C)
Significant Part 70 Permit ~~od.
$1,000.
(D) Hiner Part 70 Permit Hodification
$ 500.
(E)
The Part 70 Temporary Permit
$1,000.
(F)
Part 70 TeFRporary Source Relocation
$ 500.
(3)
Paymeat. Fees ;fill be paid by check or money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality fund or upon delegation,
to the appropriate revie...-ing agency.
Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice.
Fees shall be considered delinquent
3 0 days from the date of billing, at vihich time simple
interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one half percent
(1 1/2°1f) per month on any amount unpaid. The Department shall
allm,r a grace period of one hundred and tr.,,•enty days from the
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date of billing before issuing any administrative order and
assessing a reasonable administrative fine in accordance with
the provisions of the Oklahoma Glean Air Act, 27A 0.8. 1993
Supp. Sec. 2 5 101 et seq., as amended.
(4)
Emissions inventory.
The owner or operator of any Part
70 source shall by April 1, 1994, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory en forms
obtained from the Agency.
These inventories, covering the
previous calendar year, ·.;rill be used for the purpose of
calculating the annual operating fee.
The methods of
calculation to be utili2ed in the development of an emission
inventory shall be in accordance 'it~ith the methods described in
GAG 2 52 . 1 0 0 7 4 ( e ) .
PART 7.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION {PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
[NOTE: Was 252:100-7-30 through 37]

252:100-8-30. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Part, in addition to the
requirements of GAG 252.100 7 15 through 252:100 7 18 and
252:100 8, Parts 1. 3. and 5 of this Subchapter, shall apply to
the construction of all major stationary sources and major
modifications as specified in GAG 252.100 7 31 252:100-8-31
through 252.100 7 33 252:100-8-33. felle~t~ing and are effective
upon adoption of this Subchapter by Oklahoma.
BJecept that the
requirements of this Part ·.Ifill not be necessary fer sources
required to meet the permit requirements of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency under Title 40 Part 52.21 of the
Cede of Federal Regulations. Sources subject to this Part are
also subject to the operating permit provisions contained in Part
5 of 9A€ 252:100-8.
252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
••Actual emission•• means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
with the following:
~
In general, actual emissions as of a particular date·
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period
which precedes the particular date and which is representative
of normal source operation. The reviewing authority may allow
the use of a different time period upon a determination that
it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source
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tests r: or· by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
~
The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
~
For any emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
11
Adverse impact on visibility'' means visibility impairment
which interferes with the management, protection, preservation or
enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This determination must be made by the DEO Air Quality
Division on a case by case basis taking into account the
geographic extent, intensity. duration, frequency and time of
visibility impairments, and how these factors correlate with:
l8l times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
~
the frequency and timing of natural conditions that
reduce visibility. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-36(a)]
11
Allewable emissieas" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the mmdmum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is oubiect to enforceable limits which:
restrict the operating rate. or hours of operation, or both:) and
the moot stringent of the follmting.
Jhl the applicable standards as set forth: in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61
:f1ll: the applicable State rule allm.,.able emissions: or,
JQl the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
Baseline area 11 means any areas designated as attainment or
unclassifiable in which the major source or maior modification
establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or
would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3
(annual average) of the pollutant for which the minor source
baseline date is established.
11
Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration
level which exists in the baseline area at the time of the
applicable minor source baseline date.
(A)
A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and
shall include:
lil the actual emissions representative of sources in
existence on the applicable minor source baseline date,
except as provided in (B) of this definition.
liil the allowable emissions of major sources which
commenced construction before the major source baseline date
but were not in operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date.
{Effective May 11, 1991)
~
The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase(s):
lil actual emissions from any major source on which
construction commenced after the major source baseline datei
r.
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and,:

Jiil actual emissions increases and decreases at any source
occurring after the minor source baseline date.
(Effective
May 11. 1991)
"Baseline date" means:
l8l for major sources,
l i l in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide.
January 6, 1975. and,
Jiil in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988; and .
. lhl for minor sources. the earliest date after the trigger
date on which a major source or major modification (subject to
40 CFR 52.21 or GAG 252.100 7 252:100-8, Part 5 7) submits a
complete application. The trigger date is:
m
l i l in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7. 1977. and
Jiil in the case of nitrogen oxides. February 8, 1988.
(Effective May 11. 1991}
"Beqift aet'l:lal eeftstruetieft" means, in general, initiation of
physical on site construction activities on an emissions unit
r.,vhiCh are of a permanent nature.
Such activities include, sut
are not.limited to. installation of suilding supports and
foundations, laying of undergrouH:d piamtorJe, and construction of
permanent storage structures. With respect to a change in method
of operation this term refers to those on site activities, other
than preparatory activities, ~thich: marJe the initiation of the
change. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Best available control technology" means the control
technol·ogy to be applied for a major source or modification is
the best that is available as determined by the Executive
Director on a case-by-case basis taking into account energy, environmental, costs and economic impacts of alternate control
systems.
"Building, structure, facility or installation" means all of
the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person
or persons under common control.
Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the same
two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Cemmeftee" as applied to construction of a major source or
major modification means that the mmer or operator has all
necessary preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
l8l segun, or caused to segin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction of the source, to se completed 'vvithin a
reasonable time, or,
~
entered into sinding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertalee a
program of actual construction of the source to se completed
within a reasonable time. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
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"Complete'1 in reference to an application for a permit, means
that the application contains all the information necessary for
processing the application. Designating an application complete
for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority from requesting or accepting any additional
information.
"Constr1:1etion" means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection,
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
'fihich 'fiould result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: Moved
to 252:100-8-1.1]
0
Emissions 'Wlit" means any part of a source .•,hich emits or
would have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Federal land manager" means the Secretary of the department
with authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved from 252:100-8-36(a)]
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions ·..·hich could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
Innovative control technology" means any system of air
pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated in
practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of achieving
greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in
current practice or of achieving at least comparable reductions
at lower cost in terms of energy, economics, or non-air quality
environmental impacts.
"Maior modification 11 means any physical change in or change in
the method of operation of a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
181 Any net emissions increase that is sianificant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone.
~
A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
lil routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
l i i l use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2(a} and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or
rule under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act.
liYl use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste.
lYl Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
lJl the source was capable of accommodating before
January 6, 1975, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
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established after January 6, 1975; or,
the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100 7 252:100-8.
lYil An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after January 6, 1975.
(vii)
Any change in source ownership.
11 Major stationary source" means any source which meets any of
the following conditions:
Jhl Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more
of any pollutant subject to regulation:
lil carbon black plants (furnace process) ,
l i i l charcoal production plants,
(iii)
chemical process plants,
liYl coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ,
lYl coke oven batteries,
lYil fossil-fuel boilers {or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
{vii)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million BTU per hour heat input,
{viii) fuel conversion plants,
~ glass fiber processing plants,
~
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
~ iron and steel mill plants,
(xii)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime plants,
(xiv)
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
~ petroleum refineries,
{xvi)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
{xix)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
~
primary copper smelters,
{xxi)
primary lead smelters,
{xxii) primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii) · secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv) sintering plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi) taconite ore processing plants.
~
Any other source not on the list in {A) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
~
Any physical change that would occur at a source not
otherwise qualifying as a major source under (A) and (B) of
this definition if the change would constitute a major source
by itself.
lQl A major source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major for ozone.

llll
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"Natur-al conditions" mean naturallv occurring phenomena
against which anv chanaes in visibility are measured in terms of
visual range, contrast or coloration. [NOTE: From 252:100-836 (a)]

"Necessary preeonstruetion approvals or permits" means those
permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality
control lar.m and rules. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-:-8-1.1]
"Net emissions increase" means:
l8l The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
l i l anv increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
l i i l any other increases and decreases in actual emissions
at the source that are contemporaneous with the particular
change and are otherwise creditable.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
lQl An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under OAC 252:100 7, Part 3 252:100-8, Part
7, which permit is in effect when the increase in actual
emissions from the particular change occurs.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the
amount of maximum allowable increases remaining available.
(Effective May 11. 1991)
lEl An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old ·
level.
lEl A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
l i l the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions. whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
l i i l it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
.
(iii)
it has approximately the same gualitative
significance for public health and welfare as that
attributed to the increase from the particular change.
JQl An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown period,
not to exceed 180 days.
"Pot!ential eo emit" means the mmdmum capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under ito physical and operational design.
Any
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phyoical'or·opcrational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combuotcd, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of ito design if the limitation or the effect it \iould have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-1.1]
"Seee;adarv emiseie;ae" means emissions r,thich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a maier stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself.
For the purposes of QAC 252.100 7. Part 5 secondary
emissions must be specific, ·.tell defined, quantifiable, and
impact the same general areas as the source or modification r,thich
causes the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include,
but arc not limited to.
:fAl: emissions from trains· coming to or from the nmt or
modified stationary source; and,
:ill±: emissions from any offsite support facility r,,·hich 'Vtould
not other;;isc be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification. [NOTE: _Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Significant" means:· ·
lAl In reference to a net emissions increase or the ootcntial
of a source to emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of
emissions that would caual or exceed any of the following
rates:
lil carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
liil nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide:
40 tpy,
liYl particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate matter
emissions or 15 tpy of PM-10. emissions,
lYl ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
lYil lead: 0.6 tpy,
(vii)
asbestos: 0.007 tpy.
(viii) beryllium:
0.0004 tpy,
~mercury:
0.1 tpy,
~
vinyl chloride Chloride:
1 tpy.
~ fluorides:
3 tpy,
(xii)
sulfuric acid mist:
7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2 S) : 10 tpy,
(xiv)
total reduced sulfur (including H2 S) : 10 tpy, and
~ reduced sulfur compounds (including H2 S) :
10 tpy .
.ilU_ Notwithstanding (A) of this definition. "significant"
means any emissions rate or any net emissions increase
associated with a major source or modification which would
construct within 6 miles of a Class I area, and have an impact
on such area equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3 (24-hour
average).
"Stationary se'l:lree" means any building, structure, facilitv or
installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
GAG 252 .100. [NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-1.1]
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Visibllity impairment 11 means any humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration)
from that which would have existed under natural conditions.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-36(a)]
11

252:100-8-32. Source applicability determination
Proposed. new sources and source modifications to which this
Part ~ of this Subchapter is applicable are determined by size.
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants .
.ill Size.
l8l Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in maier amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-31. 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
lal When At such time that a particular source or
modification becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation
in any enforceable permit limitation 'ww'hich 'wJas established
after August 7, 1980, on the capacity of the source or
modification othenlise to emit a pollutant, such as a
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
GAG 252.100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18 and GAG 252.100 7,
Part 7 252:100-8. Parts 1, 3, 5, and 7 shall apply to that
source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
nJ.. Location.
l8l Sources and modifications which are major in size and
proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as attainment or unclassified for any applicable
ambient air standard are subject to.the prevention of
significant deterioration PSD requirements.
·
lal Those sources and modifications locating in an
attainment or unclassified area but impacting on a
nonattainment area may also be subiect to the reauirements
for maior sources affecting nonattainment areas in 252:1008, Part 9 of 01\G 252.100 7, Part 7.
252:100-8-33. Review, applicability and exemptions Exemptions
Exemptions from PSD requirements.
PSD requirements do not
apply to a particular source or modification do not apply if:
.ill It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
~
The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent auantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the following
categories:
l8l carbon blacle plants (furnace process} , One of the
categories listed in (A) (i) through (xxvi) under the
definition of 11 Maior stationary source 11 in 252:100-8-31, or
lal charcoal production plants,
lQl chemical process plants,
J:QL coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ,

lgl
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:Uil: · co·lce oven batteries,

J£l

fossil fuel boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
lQl fossil fuel fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
:illl: fuel conversion plants.
glass fiber processing plants,
hydrofluoric. sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
;ron and steel mills,
lEraft pulp Htills,
lime alants,
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
1Ql petroleuHt refineries,
l£1: petroleum storage and transfer units ·.dth a total
storage exceeding 300.000 barrels,
phosphate rock processing plants,
portland ceHtent plants,
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters,
primary lead smelters.
primary 2inc smelters,
secondary Htetal production plants,
sinteriney plants.
sulfur reco Jery plants,
taconite ore processing plants. or
A anv other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980. is being regulated by federal Ncv>'
Source Performance Standards HlSPS) NSPS or ~lational
Emission Standards for Hali!lardous Air Pollutants
(NElSHAPS) · NESHAP .
l1l The source or modification is a A portable stationary
source·which has previously received a permit under the PSD
requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary new
location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I
area or an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
lQl Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1}fet The requirements of OAC 252:100 7 35 252:100-8-35 are
not applicable if the emissions. with respect to a particular
pollutant. would be temporary and impact no Class I -area and
no area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(2}fet The requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35 252:100-8-35 are
not applicable to the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, to a modification of a major source that was in
existence on March 1, 1978 if the net increase in allowable
emissions of each regulated pollutant, after the application
of best available control technology, would be less than SO
tons per year. [NOTE: 252:100-8-33(b) (2) was 252:100-8-33(c)]
l£l Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1)±at The monitoring requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35
252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular pollutant if
7
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the emission increase of the oollutant from a new source or
the net emissions increase of the pollutant from a
modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts
less than the following listed amounts, or are pollutant
concentrations that are not on the list.
(A)fTt Carbon monoxide - 575 ug/m 3 , 8-hour average,
(B)frt Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ug/m 3 , annual average,
(C)±Z} Particulate matter - 10 ug/m 3 • TSP. 24-hour average,
or 10 ug/m 3 PM-10, 24-hour average,
(D)1+t Sulfur dioxide -13 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(E) ±5t Ozone - see (N) ±H± below,
(F)#t Lead - 0.1 ug/m 3 • 24-hour 3-month average,
(G)±Tt Mercury - 0.25 ug/m3 , 24-hour average,
(H)f&t Beryllium - 0.0005 0.001 ug/m~. 24-hour average,
(I)+9+ Fluorides - 0.25 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average.
(J)±r&t
Vinyl chloride - 15 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
.
(K)fttt
Total reduced sulfur - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average,
(L)±ttt
Hydrogen sulfide - 0.04 0.2 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average,
or
Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour
(M)-f-Ht
average.
(N)±t4±
No de minimis air quality level is provided for
ozone. However, any net increase of 100 tons per
year or more of volatile organic compounds subject
to PSD would be required to perform an ambient
impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data.
[NOTE: 252:100-833 (c) (1) was 252:100-8-33 (d)]
121 The requirements for air quality monitoring in eAe
252.100 7 35(b) through 25:2:100 7 35(d) 252:100-8-35(b}, (c)
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was subject to Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19. 1978* if a permit application in accordance
·,;ith: GAG 25:2.100 7 is was submitted before June 8, 1981 and
the Executive Director subsequently determines determined
that the application as submitted was complete except for ~
respect to the reguiremento of GAG 252.100 7 other than th:ooe
in OAG 252.100 7 35(b) thorough 252:100 7 35(d) 252:100-8-.
35 (b), (c) and (d) {2) and ~iith respect to the requirements for
ouch: analyses at 40 GFR 52.21 (m) (:2) as in effect on June 19,
~.
Instead. the latter requirements in 40 CFR 52·. 21 (m) (2)
as in effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to afl¥ such source
or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33 (f))
lll The reguirements for air quality monitoring in eAe
252.100 7 35(b) thorough 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8-35(b), (c),
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978. if a permit application in accordance with:
~~C 252.100 7 is was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines determined that the
application as submitted was complete, except for vvith: respect
~the requirements in GAG 252.100 7 35(b) thorough 252.100 7
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35 (d) :252":100-8-35 (b), (c) and (d) (2). [NOTE: was 252:100-733 (g) ]
l1L The Executive Director shall determine if the
requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in eAG
252.100 7 35(a) 252:100 8 35(a) through 252.100 7 35(d)
252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-8-35(d) (2) may be waived for a
particular source or modification when the o·..·ner or operator
of the source or modification submits an application for a
permit was submitted on or before June 1. 1988 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines determined that the
application. except ~vith respect to for the requirements for
monitoring particulate· matter under ill\G :25:2:100 7 3·5 (a)
252:100-8-35(a) through :25:2.100 7 35(d) 252:100-8-35(c) and
252:100-8-35(d) (2), was complete before that date. [NOTE: was
252:100-7-33(i)]
~
The requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b), (c), (d) (2) and (d) (6)
through :252.100 7 35(d)and :25:2.100 7 35(h) shall apply to a
particular source or modification if the mY'ner or operator of
the source or modification submit·s an application for a permit
was submitted after June 1, 1988 and no later than December 1,
1988. The data shall have been gathered over at least the
period from February 1. 1988 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete in accordance with the provisions
of GAG :25:2.100 7 33(b) 252:100-8-33(b) (1), except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period (not to be less than 4 months) , the data
required by GAG :25:2.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) (1) and
:25:2.100 7 35(c) 252:100-8-35(c) shall have been gathered over
that shorter period. [NOTE was 252:100-7-33(j)]
(d)-fe± Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring
requirements.
If a complete permit application for a source or
modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the requirements
for best available control technology in GAG :25:2.100 7 34
252:100-8-34 and for monitoring in OAG :25:2:100 7 35(a) 252:100-835(a) through :25:2:100 7 35(f) 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-835(d) (2) through 252:100-8-35(d) (4) are not applicable. Instead.
the federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect
on June 19. 1978 are applicable to any such source or
modification.
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(e)]
Jll 'Phe reeuirements for air quality monitoring in OhC :25:2:100
7 35(b) through :25:2.100 7 35(d) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that ·.ms subject to Federal 40 GFR 5:2.:21
as in effect on June 19 ,· 1978 if a permit application in
accordance iY'ith GAG :25:2.100 7 is submitted before June 8, 1981
and the BJeecutive ·Director subsequently determines that the
application as submitted 'i.-as comolete ·.dth respect to the
requirements of GAG :252.100 7 other than those in GAG :25:2.100 7
35(b) through :252.100 7 35(d) and with respect to the
requirements for such analyses at 4 0 GFR 5:2.:21 (m) (2) as in
effect on June 19, 1978.
Instead, the latter requirements shall
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apply to :an'{ ouch source or modification .. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (2) J
jgl The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:100
7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) shall not apply to~ particular
source or modification that vvao not oubj ect to 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19~ 1978 if a permit application in accordance
;~ith OAC 252.100 7 is submitted before June 81 l981 and the
EJeecutive Director subsequently detenaineo that the ·application
as oubfflitted. was cofflPlete mecept ~lith respect to the
requirements in OAC 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d)
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-33(c) (3)]
·
(e)±ftt Exemption of modifications.
As soecified in the
applicable definitions of GAG 252.100 7 31 252:100-8-31, 252:100
8-1.1~ and 252:100 1. the requirements of OAC 252.100 7 252:100
B~ Part 57 for PSD and
252:100 7 252:100 8, Part~ 9 for
nonattainment areas are not applicable to a modification if the
existing source was not major·on August 7, 1980 unless the
proposed addition to that existing minor source is major in its
own right. [Note: was 252:100-8-33 (h)]
Jil The EJeecutive Director shall determine if the reauirefflento
for air quality fflonitoring of PH 10 in OAC 252.100 7 35(a)
through 252.100 7 35(d) fflay be waived for a particular source or
fflodification ·.1hen the m.·ner or operator of the source or
fflodification oubfflito an application for a perfflit on or before
June 1 1988 and the EJeecutive Director ouboegueH:tly deterffliH:eo
that the application mecept ljdth respect to the reguirefflento for
monitoriH:g particulate matter under GAG 252.100 7 35(a) through
252 .100 7 35 (d) , 'IJaO complete before that date. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (4)]
J:iL The reguiremeH:to for air quality monitoring of PP4 10 in OAC
252:100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) and 152.100 7 35(h) shall
apply to a particular source or modificatioH: if the o;mer or
operator of the source or modification submits an ap~lication for
a permit after June 1~ 1988 and no later than December 1, 1988.
The data shall have been gathered over at least the period from
February 1 1988 to the date the application becomes othendoe
comolete in accordance lj~ith the provisions of OAC 252.100 7 _
3 3 (b)
mecept that if the EJeecutive Director determines that a
cofflplete and adequate analysis can be accofflPliohed ~lith
.
monitoring data over a shorter period (not to be less than 4.
months)
the data required by OAC 252:100 7 35(b) and 252.100 7
3 5 (c) shall have been gathered O'\Ter that shorter period. [NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-33 (c) (5)
Jkl For any application that beeoffleo complete mccept as to the
requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d)
pertaining to monitoring of PH 10~ after December 1~ 1988 and no
later than August 1~ 1989~ the data that OAC 252.100.7 35(b) and
252.100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over at least
the period from ~~gust 1~ 1988 to the date the application
becoffleo othen~ioe complete eJecept that if the EJeecutive
Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished vJith monitoring data over a shorter period(not to be
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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less thari 4 ~ontho), the data that OAC 252.100 7 3S(b) and
252:100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. {NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-3 5 (d) (3) (B)]
±ll With respect to any requirements for air quality monitoring
of PP4 10 under GAG 252.100 7 33 (i) and 252.100 7 33 (j), the owner
or operator of the source or modification shall use a monitoring
method approved b•t the EJcecutive Director and shall estimate the
ambient concentrations of PH 10 using the data collected by ouch
approved monitoring method in accordance with estimating
procedures approved by the EJEeeuti·;:e Director. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-35 (d) (1)]
(f)-fmt. Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of eAe
252.100 7 35 252:100-8-35 and 252.100 7 36 252:100-8-36 do not
apply to a source or modification with respect to any maximum
allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator
of the source or modification submitted a completed application
for a permit before February·8, 1988. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(m)]
(g)±ftt Exemption from increment consumption.
Excluded from
increment consumption are the following cases:
l1l Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any
source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and
(b) of the Energy Supply arid Environmental Coordination Act of
1974 (or any superseding legislation) , or by reason of a ·
natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act.
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan.
121 Emissions of particulate matter from construction or
other temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources.
lJl A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide. particulate
matter, or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance
from any source.
[NOTE: was 252:~00-8-33(n)]

·~.

252:100-8-34. Best available control Cest:rel technology
A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to
be applied is the best that is available (i.e .. BACT as defined
herein for each regulated pollutant that it would have the
potential to emit in significant amounts) .
·
lQl A major modification must demonstrate that the control
technology to be applied is the best that is available· for each
regulated pollutant for which it would be a significant net
emissions increase at the source.
This requirement applies to
each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions increase in
the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
Jgl The determination of best available control technology shall
be made on a case by case basis taking into account costs and
energy, environmental and economic impacts.
lQl For phased construction projects the determination of best
available control technology shall be reviewed and modified at
the discretion of the Executive Director at a reasonable time
lgl

.~
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but no later than 18 months orior to commencement of construction
of each independent ·phase of the project. At such time the owner
or operator may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of any
previous determination of best available control technology.
252:100-8-35. Air quality impact evaluation
Application contents. Any application for a permit shall
contain, as the Executive Director determines appropriate, an
evaluation of ambient air quality in the area that the source or
modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
i l l for a new source, each regulated pollutant that it would
have the potential to emit in a significant amount;
l£L for a major modification, each regulated pollutant for
which it would result in a significant net emissions increase.
lQl Continuous monitoring data.
For visibility and any
pollutant, other than volatile organic compounds, for which an
ambient air quality standard does eJeiot exists, the evaluation
shall contain continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to
determine whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or
contribute to a violation of the applicable ambient air quality
standard. For any such pollutant for which a standard does not
exist, the monitoring data required shall be that which the
Executive Director determines is necessary to assess the ambient
air quality for that pollutant in that area.
(Amended 7-9-87,
effective 8-10-87)
l£l Increment consumption. The evaluation shall demonstrate
that, as of the source's start-up date, the increase in emissions
from that source, in conjunction with all other applicable
emissions increases or reductions of that source, will not cause
or contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations exceeding
the remaining available PSD increment for the specified air
contaminants as determined by the Executive Director:
1£1 Monitoring.
.
l1l Monitoring method. With respect to any requirements for
air quality monitoring of PM-10 under OAC 252.100 7 33(i)
252:100-8-33 (c) (4) and 252.100 7 33 (i) 252:100-8-33 (c) (5), the
owner or operator of the source or modification shall use a
monitoring method approved by the Executive Director and
shall estimate the ambient concentrations of PM-10 using the
data collected by such approved monitoring method in
accordance with estimating procedures approved by the
Executive Director. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(1)]
(2)±et Monitoring period. The required monitoring data shall
have been gathered for a time period of up to one year and
shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data collected for a time
period shorter than one year (but no less than four months) or
for a time period other than immediately preceding the
application may be acceptable if such data are determined by
the Executive Director to be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be
complete and adequate for determining whether the source or
igl
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modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air quality standard or consume more than
the remaining available PSD increment·. [NOTE: 252:100-83 5 (d) {2) was 2 52 : 10 0- 8- 3 5 {d) ]
(3) -fe± Monitoring period exceptions.
lbl For any application which becomes complete except as to
the monitoring requirements of GAG 252.100 7 3S(b) 252:1008-35(b) through.252:100 7 3S(d) 252:100-8-35{c) and 252:1008-35(d) (2), between June a. 1981 and February 9. 1982, the
data that GAG 252.100 7 3S(b) 252:100-8-35(b) and 252.100 7
3S(e) 252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over
the period from February 9. 1981 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that:
(i)ftt If the source or modification would have been
major for that pollutant under Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19. 1978. any monitoring data shall have
been gathered over the period required by those
regulations.
(ii)fpt
If the Executive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
monitoring data over a shorter period, not to be less
than four months, the data that GAG 252:100 7 3S(b)
252:100-8-35(b) and 252:100 7 3S(e) 252:100-8-35(c)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter
period.
(iii)~
If the monitoring data would relate exclusively
to ozone and would not have been required under Federal
40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, the
Executive Director may waive the otherwise applicable
requirements of GAG 252:100 7 35 (e) 252:100-8-35 (d) (3) (A)
to the extent that the applicant shows that the
monitoring data would be unrepresentative of air quality
over a full year. [NOTE: 252:100-8-35(d) (3) (A) was ·
252:100-8-35(e)]
·
~
For any application that becomes complete, except as to
the requirements of GAG 252.100.7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b), (c)
and {d) (2) through 252:100 7 3S(d) pertaining to monitoring
of PM-10, after December 1, 1988 and no later than August l,
1989, the data that eAe 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) and
(c) 252.100 7 3S(e) require shall have been gathered over at
least the period from August·l, 1988 to the date the·
application becomes otherwise complete, except that if'the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period(not to be less than 4 months). the data that
GAG 252.100 7 JS(b) 252:100-8-35(b) and 252.100 7 JS(e)
252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(k)]
(4)±ft Ozone post-approval monitoring. The application for a
source or modification of volatile organic compounds which
satisfies all conditions of GAG 252.100 7 54 252:100 8 54 may
provide post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of
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providlng'preconstruction data as reauired under OAC 252.100
[NOTE :was 252:100-8-35 (f)]
(5)~ Post-construction monitoring.
The applicant for a
permit for a new source or modification shall conduct, after
construction, such ambient monitoring and visibility
monitoring as the Executive Director determines necessary to
determine the effect its emissions may have, or are having, on
air quality in any area.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-35(g)]
(6)fht Monitoring system operation.
The ooeration of
monitoring stations for any air quality monitoring required
under Part 5 7 of this Subchapter shall meet the requirements
of 40 CFR 58 Appendix B. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-35(h)]
(e)-fi± Air quality models.
J1l Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required
under Part 5 7 of this Subchapter for estimates of ambient:.
concentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality
models. data bases and other requirements specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAOPS 1.2-080, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. April. 1978 and subsequent
revisions.
lZl Where an air quality impact model specified in the
Guidelines on Air Oualitv Models is inappropriate, the model
may be modified or another model substituted. as approved by
the Executive Director. Methods like those outlined in the
Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality Models.
U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April. 1977 and subsequent
revisions, can be used to determine the comparability of air
quality models. [NOTE: 252:100-8-35(e) was 252:100-8-35(i)]
(f)ftt Growth analysis. Upon request of the Executive Director
the permit application shall provide information on the nature
and extent of any or all general commercial. residential,
industrial and other growth which has occurred since August 7,
1977 in the area the source or modification would affect. The
permit application shall also contain an analysis of the air
quality impact projected for the area as a result of general
commercial. residential and other growth associated with the
source or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-3S(j)]
(g)f*t Visibility and other impacts analysis. The permit
application shall provide an analysis of the impairment to
visibility. soils and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification. The Executive Director may require monitoring of
visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed new
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means as the Executive Director deems necessary and
appropriate.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87) {NOTE: was
252:100-8-35(k)]
.!7-3-5- 252:100-8-35.

252:100-8-36.

Source impacting Class I areas
The follmdng 'imrds and terms, 'n'hen used in
this Section, shall have the follmdng meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates othen:ise.

±ill: Definitien:s.
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"Auv=erse
l:mpaet
on "vl:Sl:....
l::z:l:ty" means VlSbJl:clcy
impairment:: ·,wrfiiefi inE:er:Eeres ·.wriE:h E:fie fflanagefflenE:, proE:eeE: ion,
•
1.-.
•
•
•
preservaE:1on
or en1• ovmenE: or& E:ne
VlSlcor
s v1sua:c1 eJeper1enee
o:E E:he Federal C±ass I area. This deE:erfflination fflust se fflade
sy efie Air Qua±iey Division on a ease sy ease sasis ealcing
inE:o account:: E:he geoqrapfiie exeene,· inE:ensiE:y, duraE:ion,
:Ereaueney and E:iffle o:E visisiliey impairmenes, and fim,r E:fiese
:EaeE:ors eorre±aE:e wiE:h:
JAL E:;mes of visieor use of the Federal C±ass I area: and
Jnl tfie frequency and timing of natura± conditions that
reduce visisi±ity. [NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-31]
n± "Federal lana maftaE(er" means the Secretary of tfie
department ~iith autfiority over the Federal C±ass I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
lJ:l "Installation" ffleans an identifias±e piece of process
equipment::. (Afflended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
[NOTE: in SC'f-.

f-.

,

•

1]

H± "Natl:lral eeftaitiofts" mean naturallY occurring pfienomena
against wfiich aiW cfianges. in visibility are measured in terms
of visual range, contrast:: or eoloraeion. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8 -31]

J1iL

"Visi:Silit:y impai:rmeftt" means any fiuman±y perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast:: and
coloration) from tfiat ·,,rfiiefi ·.muld fiave exiseed under natura±
conditions. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
(a)fe+ Per.mits issuance. Permits may be issued at variance to
the limitations imposed on a Class I area in compliance with the
procedures and limitations established in State and Federal Clean
Air Acts. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-36 (b)]
(b)fet Impact analysis required. The permit application for a
proposed new source or modification will contain an analysis on
the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source. The Executive
Director shall notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the
receipt of any such analysis and include a complete copy of the
permit application. Any analysis performed by the Land Manager
shall be considered by the Executive Director provided that the
analysis is filed with the DEO Air Quality Division within 30
days of receipt of the application by the Land Manager. Where
the Executive Director finds that such an analysis does not
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Executiv~ Director that
an adverse impact on visibility will result in the Federal Class
I area, the Executive Director will, in any notice of public
hearing on the permit application, either explain his decision or
give notice as to where the explanation can be obtained.
Further. upon presentation of good and sufficient informationT by
a Federal federal Land ±and Manager manager, the Executive
Director may deny the issuance of a permit for a source,
emissions from which will adversely impact areas heretofore or
hereafter categorized as Class I areas even though the emissions
would not cause the increment for such Class I areas to be
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exceeded.

[NOTE: was 252:100-8-36(c)]

252:100-8-37.
Innovative control technology
An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or
modification may request the Executive Director in writing to
approve a system of innovative control technology.
Jhl The Executive Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
J1l The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
its operation or function.
J1l The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for best available control technology under eA8
252.100 7 34 252:100-8 34 by a date specified by the
Executive Director. ·such date shall not be later than 4 years
from the time of start -up o·r 7 years from permit issuance.
ill_ The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in GAG 252.100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18
Parts 1 and 5 of this Subchapter and 252:100 7 36 252:100-8-36
based on the emissions rate that the source employing the
system of innovative control technology would be required to
meet on the date specified by the Executive Director.
l ! l The source or modification would not, before the date
specified, cause or contribute to any violation of the
applicable ambient air standards, or impact any Class I area
or area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
121 All other applicable requirements including those for
public review have been met.
l£L The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under GAG 252.100 7
~ 252:100-8-37, if:
J1l The proposed system fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous reduction rate; or,
l1l The proposed system fails before the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health,
welfare or safety; or,
ill_ The Executive Director decides at any time that the
proposed system is unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
J.Ql If a source or modification fails to meet the recniired level
of continuous emissions reduction within the specified time
period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with 9Ae
252.100 7 37(c) 252:100-8 37(c), the source or modification may
be allowed up to an additional 3 years to meet the requirement
for application of best available control technology through the
use of a demonstrated system of control.
~

PART 9.
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252: 100-S-50·. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Section Part, in addition
to the applicable requirements of GAG 252.100 1 15 through
252.100 7 18 and GAG 252.100 8 Parts 1, 3, and 5 of this
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all major sources
and major modifications affecting designated nonattainment areas
as specified in GAG 252.100 7 51 252:100-8-51 through 252.100 7
~ 252:100-8-53., and are effective upon adoption of this
Subchapter by Oh:lahoma. E:Jecept that the requirements of Part 7
of this Subcfiapter ~iill net be necessary for sources required to
meet the permit requirements of the United States Environmental
Protection AEJency under Title 40 Part 52.24 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. Sources subject to this Part ~~hich are Part
70 sources are aloe subiect to the provisions of OAC 252.100 8.
252:100-8-51. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
with the following:
lAl In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period
which precedes the operation. The reviewing authority may
allow the use of a different time period upon a determination
that it is more representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours. production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source
tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data. ·
·
~
The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
lQl For any emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
. "All~iaele emissiefts" means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the ma:Jdmum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable limits ~~hich
restrict tfie operatiag rate, or hours of operation, or both) and
tfie most stringent of the follmdng.
::f& the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts GO
and 61,
::f:£U: the applicable State rule allovmble emissions; or,
JQl the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"BegiB aeteal eeftstreetioB" means, in general, initiation of
physical on site construction activities on qn emissions unit
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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~vhich

arc of a permanent nature. Such activities include, but are
not limited to, installation of building supports and
foundations, laying of underground pipework, and construction of
permanent storage structures.
With respect to a change in method
of operation, this term refers to those on site activities, other
than preparatory activities, ·n•hicfi mark the initiation of the
change. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
••Building, structure, facili ty 11 means all of the
pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial
grouping. are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties. and are under the control of the same person (or
persons under common control) .
Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e .. which have the same
two digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual. 1972, ~s amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Commence" means, as applied to construction of a major
stationary source or maier modification. tfiat tfic owner or
operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits
and either fias:
Jhl begun. or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction of the source.· to be completed 'fvitfiin a
reasonable time. or,
·
~
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, '•ifiich cannot be cancelled or modified ·.iithout
substantial loss to the m ..ner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
vvithin a reasonable time. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
. ,
..
"Constr'l:lctaen" means any ppYS1ca~ cnange or cfianqe 1n the
method of operation (including fabrication. erection.
installation, demolition. or modification of an emissions unit)
vihich ~iould result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: Moved
to 252:100-8-1.1]
.
"Emissions 'Unit." means any part cif a source ·,.•fiicfi emits or
would fiave the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
F'I:lgit.i-.-e emissions" means those emissions .,,.,fiicfi could not.
reasonably pass through a stack, cfiimney, vent, or other
functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Installation" means an identifiable piece of process
equipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate•• means the control
technology to be applied to a major source or modification which
the Executive Director. on a case by case basis. determines is
achievable for a source based on the lowest achievable emission
rate achieved in practice by such category of source (i.e.,
lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean
Air Act).
"Major modification" means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation of. a major source that would result
in a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject
to regulation.

.
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181 Ahv net emissions increase that is significant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone.
llil A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
lil routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
l i i l use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2{a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or
rule under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act;
liYL use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste;
lYl. Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
lil the source was caoable of accommodatina before
December 21, 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after December 21, 1976; or,
llll the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7 or 8.
lYil An increase in the. hours of operation or in the
production rate unless such change would be prohibited under
any enforceable permit limitation which was established
after December 21, 1976, or
(vii)
any change in source ownership.
"Maior stationary source" means:
181 any stationary source of air pollutants which emits, or
has the .potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation; or,
~
any physical change that would occur at a source not
qualifying under (A) of this definftion as a major source, if
the change would constitute a major source by itself.
lQl for ozone, a source,that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major.
"Necessary ereee;e:ser1:1eeie;e: appre'"•'"als er permits" means those
permits or appro vals required under all air quality control lmm
and rules. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Net emissions increase" means:
181 The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
lil any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
l i i l any other increases and decreases in actual emission at
the source that are contemporaneous with the ·particular
change and are otherwise creditable.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
7

~
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onlv if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
l£1 An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under OAC 252.100 7 252:100 8, Part~ 9,
which permit is in effect when the increase in actual
emissions from the particular change occurs.
JQl_ An increase in actual·emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
~
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
Jil the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower. exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
1iil. it is enforceable at and after the time that actual'
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii the reviewing authority has not relied on it in issuing
any permit under State air quality rules; and,
1iYl it has approximately the same qualitative significance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the particular change.
lfl An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational after a reasonable shakedown period, not
to exceed 180 days.
"Potential te emit" means the maJEimum capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under its pftysical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant. including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operat;Lon or on the type or amount
of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its design if the limitation or the effect it ~vould have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: Moved to
252: 100-8-1.1]
"Reconstruction 11 means the replacement· of components of an.. ·
existing source (which will then be treated as a new source for
purposes of Part f 9 of this Subchapter) to the extent that will
be determined by th; Executive Director based on:
·
l8l The fixed capital cost (the capital needed to provide all
the depreciable components) of the new components exceeds 50%
of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source;
and,
~
The estimated life of the source after the reolacements
is comparable to the life of an entirely new source; and,
(C) the extent to which the components·being replaced cause or
contribute to the emissions from the source.
11 Resource recovery facility"
means any facility at which solid
waste is processed for the purpose of extracting. converting to
SC-8/1997/8(12-16) .wp
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energy, or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste for
reuse.
Energy conversion facilities must utilize solid waste to
provide more than 50 percent of the heat input to be considered a
resource recovery facility under Part ~ 9 of this Subchapter.
"Seeendary emissiene" means emissions v>'hich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself. For the purpose of OAC 252.100 7, Part 7, secondary
emissions must be specific, ~>'ell defined, quantifiable, and
impact the same general areas as the source or modification ~1hich
causes the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include,
but arc not limited to.
::f:fU: emissions from trains coming to or from the nm>' or
modified stationary sourcci and,
lJlL emissions from any offsitc support facilitY .,,hich rymuld
not othendsc be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
••siqnificant" means, in reference to a net emissions increase
or the potential of a source to emit any of the following
pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of
the following rates:
l8l Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
~
Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
lQl Sulfur dioxide:
40 tpy,
~
Particulate matter: 15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
~
Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
lEl Lead: 0.6 tpy.
"Stationary seuree" means any buildinq, structure, facility or
installation "w>'hich emits or may emit any air pollutant subj cct to
rcqulation. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]

-

252:100-8-52. Source applicability deter.mination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part ~
11 of this Subchapter arc applicable arc determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
l1l Size.
,
l8l Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts. These
quantities arc specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant, and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-51, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
~
At such time that a particular source or modification
becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in any
enforceable permit limitation which was established after
August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification
otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on
hours of operation, then the requirements of OAC 252.100 7
15 throuqh 252.100 7 18 and Part 7 Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of
this Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification
as though construction had not yet commenced on it.
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ll.l Location.
JA.L Sources and modifications

~;hich that are major in size
and proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as nonattainment for any applicable ambient air
standard arc subject to the requirements for the
nonattainment area, if the source or modification is major
for the nonattainment pollutant(s) of that area.
lal In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 5 7
of this Subchapter) would be applicable if any other
regulated pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant
is emitted in significant amounts by that source or
modification.
JJl .Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing
or contributing to NAAOS violation.
(A} A proposed major source or major modification that
would locate in an area designated attainment or
unclassifiable is considered to cause or contribute to a
violation of the national ambient air quality standards when
such source or modification would, as a minimum, exceed the
following significance levels at any locality that does not
or would not meet the applicable national standard:

Pollutant
802

PM-10
N0 2

co

Concentration,
Averaging Time (hours)
Annual 24
J!
1.0
.2.
1.0
.2.
1.0

(B) Sources of volatile organic comoounds located outside a
designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed to have
no significant impact on the designated nonattainment area.
If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source
location is in fact nonattainment, then.the source may be
granted its permit since the area has not yet been
designated nonattainment.
(C)
Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on
a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in
O:AC 252.100 7 52(3) 252:100-8 52(3} are exempted from the
condition of O:AC 252.100 7 54 (4) (:A) 252:100-8-54 (4} (A}.
(D)
The determination whether a source or modification will
cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable ambient
air standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate matter or
carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of
the proposed new source's start-up date by an atmospheric
simulation model. For sources of nitrogen oxides the model
can be used for an initial determination assuming all the
nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the
time the plume reaches ground level, and the initial
concentration estimates will be adjusted if adeguate data
SC-8/1997/8(12-16).wp
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are ·available to account for the expected oxidation rate.
(E)
The determination as to whether a source would cause or
contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air
standards will be made on a case by case basis as of the new
source's start-up date.
Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date. offsets would not be required if the
new source would not cause a new violation.
(F)
Sources causing a new violation of applicable ambient
air standards as determined by the Executive Director but
not contributing to an existing violation, will be approved
if both of the following conditions are met:
(i)
The new source is required to meet a more stringent
emission limitations and/or the control of existing
sources below allowable levels so that the new violation
of ambient standards does not occur.
liil The new emission limitation limitations for the new
source, as well as for any existing sources affected, are
enforceable under the Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air
Acts.
252:100-B-53. Exemptions
(a)
Nonattainment area requirements do not applv to a particular
source or modification locating in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if:
(1)
The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the following
categories:
·
lAl carbon black plants (furnace process)
laL charcoal production plants,
lQl chemical process plants, ..
l.1;U_ coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
j g l coke oven batteries,
lEl fossil-fuel· boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input.
lQl fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
lHl fuel conversion plants,
l i l glass fiber processing plants,
~
hydrofluoric. sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
lKl iron and steel mills,
~
kraft pulp mills.
lMl lime plants,
lNl municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
lQl petroleum refineries,
l£1 petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels,
JQl· phosphate rock processing plants,
lRl portland cement plants,
r
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primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
111 primary copper smelters,
lQl primary lead smelters,
lYl Primarv zinc smelters,
lNL secondary metal production plants,
lXl sintering plants,
lXl sulfur recovery plants,
JZl taconite ore processing plants, or
~ any other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by federal Nm.· Source
Performance Standards CNSPS) NSPS or 'National Emission
Standards for Haz:mrdous Air Pollutant:s fNBSIIl'..PS) NESHAP.
(2) A source or modification was not subject to 40 CFR Part
51, Appendix S (emission offset interpretative ruling) as in
effect on January 16, 1979 and the source:
l8l Obtained all final federal and state construction
permits before August 7, 1980;
l.!ll_ Commenced construction 'within 18 months from August.. 7,
1980 or any earlier time required by the State
Implementation Plan; and,
lQl Did not discontinue construction for a period of 18
months or more and completed construction within a
reasonable time.
lQl Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (see definition of 11 potential to emit 11 in eA€
252.100 7 51) 252:100 8-1.1).
However, upon determination of the
Executive Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on
the basis of its direct emissions, the applicable requirements
must also be met for secondary emissions but the source would be
exempt from the conditions of GAG 252.100 7 52(3) (F) 252:100-852(3) (F) and GAG 252:100 7 54(1) 252:100-8-54(1) through 252.100
7 54(3) 252:100-8-54(3). Also, the indirect impacts of mobile
sources are excluded.
(c) · As specified in the applicable definitions·, the reauirements
of Part 5 7 for PSD and Part ~ 9 for nonattainment areas of this
Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the existing
source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed
addition to the existing minor source is maier in its own right.
252:100-8-54. Requirements for sources located in·nonattainment
areas
In the event a major source or modification would be
constructed in an area designated as nonattainment for a
pollutant for which the source or modification is major, approval
shall be granted only if the following conditions are met:
l1l The new source must demonstrate that it has applied
control technology which the Executive Director, on a case by
case basis, determines is achievable for a source based on the
lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved in practice by
such category of source (i.e .. lowest achievable emission rate
as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act) .
i l l If the Executive Director determines that imposition of
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an enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasible, due
to technological or economic limitations on measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed as the
emission limitation rate.
lJl The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by such person
in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meetino all steps on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
111 The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
l8l The emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permitted in the area do not exceed the planned
growth allowable for the area designated in the State
Implementation Plan; or;
...ffil The total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the region and the emissions from the proposed source will
be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
date of construction permit application so as to represent
further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
121 The owner or operator may present with the application an
analysis of alternate sites, sizes and production processes
for such proposed source.
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APPENDIX J.

TRIVIAL ACTIVITIES LIST

Any activity to which a State of federal applicable requirement
applies is not trivial even if it is included on this list.

AGRICULTURAL
Lawn care (noncommercial)
Weed control (noncommercial)
Pest control (noncommercial)
Herbicide and pesticide activities except for manufacturing
and formulation for commercial sale

ANALYSIS/TESTING
Hydraulic or hydrostatic testing
Analysis/laboratory activities emissions from the following:
air contaminant detectors, air contaminant recorders, combustion
controllers, combustion shut-off devices, product analyzers,
laboratory analyzers, continuous emissions monitors. other
analyzers (eg .. water quality), and emissions associated with
sampling activities. Also, emissions from bench scale laboratory
equipment and laboratory equipment used exclusively for chemical
and physical analysis. including assorted vacuum producing
devices and vents but NOT lab fume hoods or vents
Site assessment work. including but not limited to. the
evaluation of waste disposal or remediation sites
Emissions from instrument systems utilizing air or natural gas
Environmental field sampling operations
Sampling connections used exclusively to withdraw materials
for testing and analysis, including air contaminant detectors and
vent lines
Compressed gas cylinders and gases utilized for equipment
calibration and testing
ANIMALS
Equipment used to mix and package soaps, vegetable oil.
grease, animal fat, and nonvolatile· aqueous salt solutions,·
provided appropriate lids and covers are utilized
Equipment used exclusively to slaughter animals, but not
including other equipment at slaughterhouses. such as rendering
cookers, boilers, heating plants, incinerators, and electrical
power generating
BATTERY CHARGING
Industrial battery recharging and maintenance operations for
batteries utilized within the facility only
BLOWDOWNS
Emissions from· the blm>'dmm depressurization during startup,
shut down, maintenance or emergencies of compressors or other
vessels containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the
purpose of maintenance due to emergency circumstances
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-16) .WP
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CLEANING
Acid washing (maintenance cleaninq)
Caustic washing (maintenance cleaning)
Abrasive blasting
Steam cleaning
Carbon dioxide blasting equipment in degreasing or depainting
High pressure water depainting operations and aqueous
industrial spray washers
Vacuum cleaning systems used exclusively for industrial,
commercial, or residential housekeeping purposes, except those
systems used to collect particulate matter subject to 252:100 and
hazardous and/or toxic air contaminants
Ultrasonic cleaning operations which do not utilize volatile
organic compounds
Molten salt bath descaling operations
Natural gas water heating systems for fixed vehicle wash racks
COOLI~G TOWERS./BOILER WATER
Emissions from non-contact cooling towers (cooling water that
has not been in contact with other materials or fluids containing _
regulated air pollutants)
Boiler water treatment operations .
Deaerator units associated with boilers or hot water heating
systems
Process water filtration systems and demineralizers
Demineralized water tanks and demineralizer vents

ELECTRIC POWER
Equipment associated with electrical power transmission which
do not involve fuel-burning activities using transformers and
substations
Electric or steam-heated drying ovens and autoclaves, but not
the emissions from the articles or substances being processed in
the ovens or autoclaves or the boilers delivering the steam
FIREFIGHTING
Emissions from fire or emergency response equipment and
training to include use of fire control equipment including
equipment for testing and training, engines used exclusively for
firefighting, and open burning of materials or fuels associated
with firefighting training.
Buildings burned for firefighting
training must still adhere to NESHAP for Asbestos.
Fire extinguishers and fire extinguishing systems
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS
Seal replacement (i.e., manhole gaskets)
Roof coating, service, and repair
Paving of roads, parking lots, and other areas
Vent emissions from gas streams used as buffer or seal gas in
rotating pump and compressor seals
Emissions from natural gas odorizing activities
Emissions from pneumatic starters on reciprocating engines,
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-16) .WP
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turbines, compressors, or other equipment
Ga~ flares or flares used solely to indicate danger to the
public (e.g. road hazard)
Warehouse activities including the storage of packaged raw
materials and finished goods
Non-routine clean out of tanks. lift stations, and equipment
for the purposes of worker entry or in preparation for
maintenance or decommissions
Unpaved roadways and parking areas
Gravel, sand and dirt storage for use in on-site construction
projects
VOC fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves.
flanges. connectors. pump seals. compressor seals, etc.)
regulated by a fugitive monitoring program where the t0tal
increase is less than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant
or the de minimis set forth in 252:100-41-43. The component
additions must be identified in the next scheduled monitoring
report required by the applicable requirements. VOC fugitive
emissions from component additions (e.g. valves, flanges.
connectors, pump seals, compressor seals, etc.) not regulated by
a fugitive monitoring program provided that no applicable
requirement is triggered when components are added.
Fugitive emissions of jet ·fuels associated with aircraft fuel
cell and fuel bladder repair
·
Fugitive emissions related to movement of passenger vehicles
provided the emissions are not counted for applicability purposes
or any required fugitive dust control plan or its equivalent is
submitted
INSULATION
Insulation installing or removal (non-asbestos)
Application of refractory & insulation (calcium silicate,
etc.)
LUBRICATING
Lubricating pumos. sumps, and systems
Emissions from engine crankcase vents and equipment
lubricating sumps
MAINTENANCE
Welding, brazing, soldering for maintenance purposes
Use of adhesives for maintenance purposes
Grinding, cutting, sanding for maintenance purposes
Emissions from pipeline maintenance pigging activities
Maintenance. upkeep, and replacement types of activities,
including those not altering the capacity of process, combustion
or control equipment, and which do not increase regulated
pollutant emissions unless subject to NESHAP or NSPS
METALS
Eauioment used for inspection of metal products
Die casting machines
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Foundry sand mold forming equipment to which no heat is
applied, and from which no organics are emitted
Equipment used exclusively to mill or grind coatings and
holding compounds where all materials charged are. in paste form
(unless HAP emission)
Equipment used exclusively for rolling, forging, pressing,
spinning, drawing, or extruding either hot or cold metals unless
their emissions exceed any applicable regulated amount
Carbon monoxide lasers, used only on metals and other
materials which do not emit HAP in the process
MISCELLANEOUS
Operations previously determined to be de minimis pursuant to
252:100-7-2(b) (3) or 252:100-41-43(a) (5)
Laser trimmers ·using dust collection to prevent fugitive
emissions
·shock chambers
Humidity chambers
Solar simulators
MOBILE SOURCES
Mobile source emissions from cars, trucks, forklifts, courier
vehicles, front loaders, graders, cranes, carts, hydrostatic and
hydraulic testing equipment, maintenance trucks, helicopters,
locomotives, marine vessels, portable generators moveable by hand,
portable pumps, portable air compressors, portable welding
machines, and portable fuel tanks
Other on and off road mobile sources (i.e. coal stacker &
reclaimer)
Well servicing/workover rigs and associated equipment
Well drilling rigs and associated equipment
Aircraft ground support (AGE) equipment, including but not
limited to portable power generators, iights, and HVAC support
Vehicle exhaust from maintenance or repair shops
Road sanding and salting operations
OFFICE AND JANITORIAL
Janitorial services
·Sweeping (Floor Sweep)
Office emissions (photocopying, blueprint copying, photograph
processes)
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Outdoor recreational emissions (camofires, barbecue pits)
Open burning for the purpose of land management (must get
permission from Air Quality Enforcement even though exempt from
permitting)
Outdoor kerosene heaters
PLASTICS/FIBERGLASS
Plastic or fiberglass welding or repair
Sealing or cutting plastic film or foam with heat or wires
WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(12-16) .WP
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Processes used for the curing of fiberglass or paint products
REFRIGERANTS
Cold storaae refrigerator equipment
De minimis refrigerant releases
RESIDENTIAL
Air conditioning or comfort ventilation systems not regulated
under Title VI of the Clean Air Act
Emissions from residential housing units, dormitories, and
multifamily dwellings to include fuel burning for the purposes of
heating except prohibited open burning
SOLID WASTE
Solid waste landfill ooerations
RCRA Solid Waste Management Units subject to 40 CFR Part 265,
Subparts AA, BB, and CC
SOLVENT
Emissions from laundry care equipment processing bedding,
clothing or other fabric items. These include dryers, extractors,
& tumblers. NOT CLEANING OPERATIONS USING PERCHLOROETHYLENE OR
PETROLEUM SOLVENTS (i.e.,dry cleaning)
Covered cold solvent degreasers not subject to federal emission
standards (e.g. NESHAP or NSPS)

.-

STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION
Emissions from lube oil, seal oil, or hydraulic fluid storaae
tanks and equipment as long as not'emitting VOCs or HAPs
Storage and use of chemicals unless otherwise regulated by an
applicable state or federal regulation. These chemicals include.
but not limited to: alum, ammonia. biocides, corrosion inhibitors,
dechlorination chemicals, inorganic salts, acids or bases to ·
include caustic and sulfuric acid, coagulants, flocculants,
precipitants, surfactants, anti-foam chemicals, sealing inhibitors,
oxygen scavengers, phosphates, polyelectrolytes, limestone slurry,
lime and lime slurry, flue gas desulfurization system slurry, and
sulfur slurry; propane and acetylene under pressure
Storage and use of products or equipment for maintaining motor
vehicles operated at the site (including but not limited to
antifreeze and fuel additives) not regulated under Title VI. CFC
rules)
Emissions from tanks containing separated water produced from
oil and gas operations
·
Commercial gasoline dispensing stations, including those located
within the physical boundaries of a Title V source
Lubricants and waxes used for machinery and other equipment
lubrication and emission from lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
storage tanks and equipment
Runway and aircraft de-icing activities, including de-icer
storage tanks unless otherwise regulated
Storage tanks. reservoirs, and pumping and handling equipment of
WPS1\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-16) .WP
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anv size containing soaps, vegetable oil, qrease, animal fat, and
nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions, provided appropriate lids and
covers are utilized
SURFACE COATING
Surface coatinq for maintenance purposes such as roll/brush/pad
coating, painting with aerosol cans, spray airless, and
conventional spray painting
Touch-up painting operations where paints/coatings are applied
at less than one quart per hour
WASTEWATER
Removal of basic sediment & water.from collection/storage
systems (i.e., clarifiers)
Water and wastewater treatment and transportation system
Pit, ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Emissions from skimmer pits, oil/water separators, and
maintenance of filter separators
Emissions from the removal of sludge or sediment from pits,
ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Industrial and/or municipal wastewater treatment processes
(excluding combustion or incineration equipment) , storage silos for
d:ry material (sludges) , composting·, or grease trap waste handling or
treatment
Ozonization process or process equipment including ozone
generation for water treatment processes
Sanitary sewerage and storm water runoff collection svstems
Emissions from dredging pits, ponds, sumps, or other wastewater
conveyance facilities
·
WOODWORKING
Wood working (saw-cutting, staining & varnishing)
(noncommercial)
Woodworking utilized. for hobby purposes or maintenance of
grounds or buildings

WP51\DOCS\SC-8\J(l2-16) .WP
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
J;>ecember 16, 1997
Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Gary Kilpatrick
J. William "Bill' Fishback
Meribeth Slagell
Larry Canter, Vice-Chairman
Sharon Myers
David Branecky

Council Members Absent
Marilyn Andrews

Staff Present
. David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Linn Wainner
Larry Trent
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Michelle Martinez
Cheryl Bradley
Myrna Bruce
Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Public Meeting for December 16, 1997 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the entrance
door of the meeting room.
Call to Order - Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as ·
follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Myers
- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch- aye. Ms. Andrews was absent during the hearing
session.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the October
21, 1997 Public Meeting/Hearing. Motion was made by Mr. Kilpatrick to approve the Minutes
as presented and second to the motion was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr.
Branecky- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-5-2.2(8)(2) PART 70 SOURCES ANNUAL OPERATING FEE [AMENDED!

As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air QualitY. Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51
and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through 2-5-118 .. Mr. Dyke called upon
Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule.
Ms. Buttram advised that staffs recommendation was that the annual operating fee billed in
1998 for Part 70 sources be adjusted by the Consumer Price Index as specified in the existing
rule which would render a 2.2 % increase from $I 6.03 to $16.39 per ton. She also pointed out
staffs intention to bring before the Council any proposed adjustments to the fee on an annual
basis.

-....,

Dr. Canter introduced the committee's report Title V Fee Committee Findings and
Recommendations dated December 15, 1997 into the record. Members of this committee were
Dr. ·Canter, Mr. Fishback, and Mr. Branecky. The full report is made an official part of these
Minutes. Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to accept the committee's report and second was made by.
Mr. Fishback. With discussion that perhaps Mr. Fishback should not make the second since he
was on the committee, Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye;
Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye;
Mr. Breisch - aye.
Ms. Myers made additional motion to leave the fees as stated for 1998 wi~ only the Consumer
Price Index increase from $16.03 to $16.39. Mr. Fishback made the second. Mr. Doughty, staff
attorney, mentioned that Council is recommending no action; therefore, this portion of the rule
would not go before the Environmental Quality Board specifically. Roll call was as follows: Mr.
Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback - aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. -...
Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A,
Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke stated that since there
was extensive discussion in the briefing session regarding continuation of this subchapter to a
later date, Dr. Joyce Sheedy would stand ready to discuss staff proposal for the rule.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue the hearing to January 9, 1998 at 1:00. Mr. Branecky
made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Ms. Slagell - aye; Mr. Fishback aye; Dr. Canter -aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-17 INCINERATORS [AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in
compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51

.......,.

2

and Title 27 A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5- I 0 I through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke called
upon Michelle Martinez to give staff position on the proposed changes to the rule. Staffs
recommendation was for approval as both emergency and permanent adoption.

I

Mr. Kilpatrick made motion to continue this hearing until January 9, 1998 at 1:00 p.m. Second
was made by Ms. Slagel!. During discussion, it was noted that continuing this hearing to
February would cause the rule to be adopted by the Board as an emergency rule only, which
could possibly put the State Plan at risk. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell
- aye; Mr. Fishback - no; Dr. Canter- no; Ms. Myers - no; Mr. Branecky - no; Mr. Breisch no.
After this discussion, Mr. Branecky made motion that Council accept Subchapter 17 as amended
and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for both emergency and permanent
adoption. Ms. Myers made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick - no; Ms. Slagell no; Mr. Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch aye.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:2-40 and OAC 252:2-41 UNIFORM PERMITTING PROCEDURES
[AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance
with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 Code ofFederal Regulations Part
51, and Title 27A Oklahoma Statutes, Section 2-5-101 through Section 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke
called upon Ms. Barbara Hoffman to give staff recommendations.
Staff requested that the Council recommend the revisions to the Environmental Quality Board for
adoption as a permanent rule. After discussion, Ms. Myers made motion to approve the rule as
amended and recommend to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent adoption. Mr.
Branecky made the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- no; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr.
Fishback- aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
OLD BUSINESS
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed changes to this
rule. After summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated staffs recommendation was that
Subchapter 5 be approved by Council and forwarded to the Environmental Quality Board at the
same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
Mr. Branecky moved that Council continue this hearing to January 9, 1998; and Ms. Myers made
the second. Roll call as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell -aye; Mr. Fishback- aye;
Dr. Canter~ aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky - aye; Mr. Breisch - aye.
3

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED)
Mr. Dyke called upon Jeanette Buttram to give staff position on the proposed rule. After
summarizing the changes, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 7 be
approved by Council at the same time that Subchapter 8 is approved.
Mr. Kilpatrick moved that Council continue the hearing on to the January 9, 1998 meeting.
Second to the motion was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: \1r. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms.
Slagell- aye; Mr. Fishback -aye; Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye: Mr. Branecky -aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.

NEW BUSINESS Dr. Canter stated that no one member of the public could claim to represent
all of the public, and that he believes Council hearings provide the proper forum to hear
comments from the public on proposed rules. While it is sometimes difficult to decide what rule
changes requested at hearings by AQD staff or the public are substantive, Dr. Canter said he
resented the implication that the public was not given adequate opportunity to comment on
Subchapter 17, since it had been presented at two Council meetings.
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned and an additional
meeting scheduled for January 9, 1998 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545
North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of
these Minutes.

WILLIAM B. BREISCH, CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
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December 19, 1997
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

David R. Dyke. Interim Directnooc.G~.o
AIR QUALITY DIVISION9-~

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 8

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to OAC 252: I 00-8 OPERATING
PERMITS (PART 70), that will be brought to public hearing on January 9, 1998. The
hearing for Subchapter 8 was continued from the October 21, 1997 and December 16,
1997 Air Quality Council meetings. The revisions proposed at the October 21, 1997
meeting included: incorporation of the permit continuum by the introduction of general
construction permits for Part 70 sources and general construction and operating permits for
major facilities that are not subject to Part 70; the addition of the requirements for
construction permits for Part 70 sources and construction and operating permits for major
facilities not subject to Part 70; revision of the permit application processing fees by setting
a fee for processing authorizations under a general permit; deletion of annual operating fees
(which will be moved to Subchapter 5); incorporation by reference of federal rules
governing case-by-caseMACT detenninations(40 CFR §§ 63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.44);
and revisions to meet the requirements set forth in the February 5, 1996 Federal Register
for final approval of the Title V program. The proposed draft also includes revisions
·intended to simplify and clarify the rule. Material in the Subchapter was reorganized and in
some cases reworded. It is proposed to add Appendix I, Insignificant Activities List and
Appendix J, Trivial Activities List to the rules.
Additional revisions which were proposed in the December 1, 1997 Draft for the December
16, 1997 meetingincluded:
Modification of the Insignificant Activities List and Trivial Activities List (Appendices
I and J, respectively) in response to written comments received.
Updating the adoption by reference in 252:100-8-6.3 of 40 CFR Part 72 (Acid Rain
provisions) to include the October 24, 1997 revisions.
Additional revisions were proposed at the December 16, 1997 meeting. The result of
these revisions was to remove permitting requirements for facilities which are major for
total particulate matter only and are not subject to Part 70, or PSD from Subchapter 8.
Under the latest proposed revisions, these sources will be handled as' minor facilities or de
minimis facilities. Although it required quite a number of changes to accomplish this, the
majority of the changes were not substantive. Enclosed is a list of the substantive
revisions that were included in the 12-16-97 Draft and are also in the 1-9-98 Draft which

is enclosed. Some ofthese changes are in actuality clarifications and not substantive.

A revision was also made to Appendix 1 under Blowdowns to allow depressurization
during startup, shut down, maintenance or emergencies of compressors or other vessels
containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the purpose of maintenance due to
emergency circumstances to be considered trivial activities.
Staff recommends that the proposed rule be recommended to the Department of
Environmental Quality Board for permanent and emergency adoption.
Enclosures: 4
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SUBSTANTIVE OR CLARIFYING REVISIONS TO 252:100-8
.....

Following is a list of changes ·that were made to the proposed rule after the
12/1/97 Draft. These revisions are included in the 12/16/97 Draft and the 1/9/98
Draft (which is identical to the 12/16/97 Draft). Page numbers referenced below
are for the 12/16/97 and 1/9/98 Drafts.

·,,-

,-.

1. Part 5. Permits for Major Non-Part 70 Facilities was deleted. There will now
be three types of sources: Part 70 sources, minor facilities and de minimis
facilities. Sources major for total PM and not subject to Part 70 will be either
minor facilities or de minimis facilities.
2. 252:100-8-1.1. Definitions. The definition for "major Non-Part 70 facility" was
deleted.
3. 252:100-8-1.2(a) Permit required, was deleted. Each Part in the 1/9/98 draft
rule contains the requirement for permits for the sources covered by that Part.
4. 252:100-8-2. The definition for "Permit modification" was revised to make it
clear that it includes modifications for both construction and operating
permits.
5. 252:1 00-8-3(a) Covered sources on page 19 was revised by the addition of
paragraph (6) to make it clear that any source that is permitted under Part 7
for PSD or Part 9 for Nonattainment Areas is a Part 70 source and subject to
the Title V operating permit program.
6. 252:1 00-8-4(b)(7) 112(g) applications, page 24, was revised to make clear
that a construction permit will be required for the preconstruction review
required for 112(g) applications that have Part 70 operating permits.
7. 252:100-8-S(d) Construction permit applications, page 28, was added. This
new subsection contains the requirements for construction permit
applications that were contained in "Part 5. Permits for Major Non-Part 70
Facilities" and referenced in "252:1 00-8-4(a)(2) Collstruction permit
· requirements," both of which were deleted.
8. 252:100-8-7.2(b) Permit modification, page 58, was revised to make clear
that the modification procedures apply to construction permits as well as
operating permits.
9. The heading for 252:100-8-7.3, on page 61, was revised to make clear that
this section applies only to operating permits.
10. 252:100-8-7.3(c) Reopening procedures, page 62, was revised by replacing
"amendments" with "modifications" to make clear that the procedures to be
followed are those for significant modifications. Also language that was
inadvertently omitted was .reinserted. This language is double underlined in
the 1/9/98 Draft.
11. 252:100-8-7.4. Revocations was revised to make clear that this section
applies only to operating permits.
12. 252:1 00-8-B(a) Applicability, page 63, was revised to make clear that EPA
and affected states review also apply to construction permits.
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SUBCHAPTER 8.

OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) FOR PART 70 SOURCES
PART 1.

'.•.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

[NOTE: Throughout this draft language that has been moved from
other Sections and Subchapters is underlined once, new language
is double underlined and deletions are struck out.]
252:100-8-1.
Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide for the promulgation
and enforcement of the requirements necessary to meet Title V of
the federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq.) and 40 CFR
Part 70 by establishing a comprehensive state air ~ality
permitting program for major sources of air contaminant
emissions. Permits issued under this program will address all
applicable air contaminant emissions and regulatory requirements
in a single document. This Subchapter sets forth permit
application fees and the substantive requirements for permits for
Part 70 sources.
·
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
11
A stack in existencen means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5
that the owner or operator had:
lAl begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
physical on-site construction of the stack; or
JHl entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a
reasonable time. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16(b)]
11
Actn means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
7401 et. seq.
[NOTE: From 252: 100-8-2]
11
Administrator 11 means the Administrator administrator of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the
Administrator's administrator's designee.
[NOTE: From 252:1008-2]
11
Allowable emissions 11 means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, the emission rate of a stationary source
calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source {unless
the source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict the
operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most
stringent of the following:
lAl the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
lal the applicable State rule allowable emissions; orL
~
the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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condition.
{NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Begin actual construction" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter means, in general, initiation of physical on-site
construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a
permanent nature. Such activities include, but are not limited
to, installation of building supports and foundations, laying of
underground pipework, and construction of permanent storage
structures.
With respect to a change in method of operation this
term refers to those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
[NOTE: From
252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter
means, as applied to construction of a ,major stationary source or
major modification, that the owner or operator has all necessary
preconstru-c"tion approvals or permits and either has:
l& begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a
reasonable time; or,
.
~
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be cancelled or modified without
substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
within a reasonable time.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and
252: 100-7-51]
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any physical change or change in the method of
operation (including fabrication, erection, installation,
demolition, or modification of a·n emissions unit} which would
result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: From 2?2:100-7-31
and 252:100-7-51]
"Dispersion technique" means for·purooses of 252:100-8-1.5 any
technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a
pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack
which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the
rate of emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric
conditions or ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or
increasing final exhaust gas plume rise bymanipulating source
process parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or
combining exhaust gases from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so as
to increase. the exhaust gas plume rise.
The preceding sentence
does not include:
·
l& The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returning the aas
to the temperature at which it was originally discharged from
the facility generating the gas stream.
~
The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
,
lil the source owner or operator documents that the
facility was originally designed and constructed with
such merged streams;
Jiil after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change
in operation at the facility that includes the
SC-8/1997/8 (1-91 .wp.
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installation of pollution controls and is accompanied by
a net reduction in the allowable emissions of a
pollutant.
This exclusion from "dispersion technique"
applicability shall apply only to the emission limitation
for the pollutant affected by such change in operation;
or
(iii)
before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a
change in operation at the facility that included the
installation of emissions control equipment or was
carried out for sound economic or engineering reasons.
Where there was an increase in-the emission limitation
or, in the event that no emission limitation existed
prior to the merging, there was an increase in the
quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the
merging, it shall be presumed that merging was primarily
intended as a means of gaining emissions credit for
greater dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed,
the owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate
that merging was not carried out for the primary purpose
of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
l£1 Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of
exhaust gas streams from several existing stacks into one
stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where
the resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16 (b)]
"Emission limitations and em.is'sion standards 11 means for
purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 a reauirement requirements that

~i'hieh

limite limit the guantity, rate or concentration of emissions of
air pollutants on a continuous basis, including any requirements
~i'hieh that limit the level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set
.fuel specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance
procedures for a source to assure continuous reduction.
(Amended
7-9-87, effective 8-10-87) [NOTE: From 252:100-7-16 (b)]
0 Emissions unitn means.
for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter. any part of a source which emits or would have the
potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation. [NOTE:
From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
11
EPA 0 means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
.
°Fuqitive emissions 0
means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter. those emissions which could not reasonably oass
through a stack, chimney. vent or other functionally equivalent
opening.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
0

"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants•• or
NESHAP 0 means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
0
Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits•• means, for

purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, those permits or
approvals required under all applicable air quality control laws
and rules. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"New Source Performance Standards" or ''NSPS" means those
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a Part ~ 70 source
that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 program" means a program approved by the
Administrator. under 40 CFR Part 70.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of this Chapter Subchapter, as provided in
GAe 252:100-8-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-2]
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9.of
this Subchapter, the maximum capacity of a source to emit a
pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant. including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its .design if the. limitation or the effect it would have
on emissions is enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. (NOTE: From
252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a maior stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source br modification
itself.
For the purpose of OAC 252.100 7.
252:100-8, Part f 9,
secondary emissions must be specific, well defined, quantifiable,
and impact the same general areas as the source or modification
which causes the secondary emissions.
Secondary emissions may
include, but are not limited to:
l8l emissions from trains coming to or from the new or
modified stationary source; and,
.illl. emissions from any offsite support facilitv which would
not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of the construction or operation of the maior source 'or
modification.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
"Stack" means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 any point in a
source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into the air.
including a pipe or duct but not including flares. [NOTE: From
252:100-7-16 (b)]
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter. any·building. structure, facility or
installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to
GAe 252:100.
[NOTE: From 252:100-7-31 and 252:100-7-51]
252:100-8-1.2. General information
(a) Permit categories.
Two types of construction and operating
permits are available: general permit and individual permit.
l1k General permit.
(A)
A general permit may be issued for an industry if there
are a sufficient number of facilities that have the same or
substantially similar operations, emissions and activities
SC-8/1997/B(l-9).wp
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which are subiect to the same standards, limitations and
operating and monitoring requirements.
(B)
Facilities may be eligible for authorization under a
general permit if the following criteria are met:
lil The facilit has actual emissions of 100 t
or more
or-an one re ulated air ollutant emitted and or is a
Part 70 source.
liil The DEQ has issued a general permit for the
IndUstry.
(2)
Individual permit. Facilities requiring permits under
this Subchapter that do not qualify for a seneral permit shall
obtain individual permits. An owner or operator may apply for
an individual permit even if the facilitv qualifies for a
general permit.
lQl Applicability determination. Any person may submit a
request in writing that the Agency DEO make a determination as to ·
whether a particular source or installation, which that person
operates or proposes to operate. is subject to the permit
requirements of this ~-subchapter. The request must contain
Stieft sufficient information as is believed sufficient for the
Agency DEO to make the requested determination and the required
fee.
The Agency DEO may request any additional information that
it needs for purposes of making the determination.
[NOTE: From
252:100-8-3(f)]
252:100-8-1.3. Failure Duty to comply lfith a eenetruetien per.mit
A violation of these limitations or conditions bv the
mmer/operator shall subject the mffier/operator to any or all
enforcement penalties, including permit revocation, available
under the Olelahoma Clean Air Act and Air Pollution Control Rules.
jgl An owner or operator who applies for a permit or
_authorization, upon notification of coverage, shall be bound by
the terms and conditions therein. [NOTE: Based on.252:100-105 (j)]

.

~

An owner or operator who violates any condition of a permit
or authorization is subiect to enforcement under the Oklahoma
Clean Air Act. [NOTE: 252:100-8-1.3(b)was based on 252:100-715 (f) (3)]

252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit
or authorization under a general construction permit
lsl Cancellation of permit or authorization to construct or
modify.
A duly issued permit or authorization to construct or
modify will terminate and become null and void (unless extended
as provided in Subsection subsection (b) of this Section section)
if the construction is not commenced within 18 months after e¥
the date the permit or authorization was issued issuance date, or
if work is suspended for more than 18 months after it has
commenced.
lQl Extension of permit or authorization to construct or modify.
i l l Prior to the expiration date of the permit or
authorization eJcpiration date, a permittee may apply for
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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extension of the permit or authorization by written request of
the DEQ stating the reasons for the delay or suspension and
providing justification for the extension. The DEQ may grant:
lAL One extension BJetensions for terffis of 18 months or
less, or
lal One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is
proposing to expand an already existing facility to
accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant
has expended a significant amount of money (1% of total
proiect cost as identified·in the original application, not
including land cost) in preparation for meeting the
definition of 11 commence construction" at the proposed site-:-,
or
(C)
One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to
major industrial facilities (project cost greater than
$100,000,000.00), where the applicant proposes to construct
at an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site
was originally designed and constructed to accommodate the
proposed new facilities.
The applicant shall show a
commitment to the site by having purchased land ne_cessary to
construct facilities covered by this extension and expended
$1,000,000.00 or more on engineering and/or site
development.
~
If construction has not commenced within three (3) vears
of the effective date of the original permit or authorization,
the permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate
available control technology review and an air quality
analysis.
This review must be approved by the DEO before
construction may commence.
lJl. Upon formal request of anv aoolicant whose oermit has
been denied for lack.of increment. the DEO may require any
permittee under 252:100:8-1.4(b) (1) (B)or 252:100-8-1.4
(b) (1) (C) , to furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or
an appropriate available control technology review if such
review is required in order to provide new or current
information.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-1~4 is from 252:100-7-15(g)]
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
Stack height exclusion. Air quality modeling or ambient
impact evaluation shall exclude the effect of that portion of the
height of any stack which exceeds good engineering practice or
the effect of any other dispersion techniques.
(b). Definitions.
'I'he follmfing 1.-ords and terms, 1:;hen used in
this Section, shall have the follouing meaning, unless the
content clearly indicates othenfise: [NOTE: Definitions were
moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
(1)
"A staelt in existenee 11 means that the mvner or operator
fia:€i.-t.
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
physical on site construction of the stack, or
(B)
entered into binding agreeffients or contractual
obligations, which could not be canceled or modified without

l.sl
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substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertake a
prograffi of construction of the Stack to be COffipleted in a
reasonable time.
(2) "Dispereioft technique" ffieans any technique ,.,.hich atteffipts
to affect the concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air
by using that portion of a staelc 'tvhich exceeds good
engineering practice stack height; varying the rate of
effiission of a pollutant according to atfftospheric conditions or
affibicnt concentrations of that pollutant, or increasing final
exhaust gas plume rise by fftanipulating source process
parameters, exhaust gas paraffieters, stack paraffictere or
coffibining e1ehaust gases from several existing stacJes into one
stack, or other selective handling of e1chauet gas streaffis so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding
sentence does not inelucle:
(A) The reheating of a gas.stream, following use of a
pollution control system, for the purpose of returning
the gas to the temperature at which it was originally
discharged from tne facility generating the gas stream.
(B) The ffierging of eJehaust gas streams ...t here.
(i) the source o~mer or operator documents that the
facility 'to'as originally clesigned and constructed
with such merged streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, .such ffierging is part of a
chang~ in operation at the facility that includes
the installation of pollution controls ana is
accompanied by a net reduction in the allowable
emissions of a pollutant. This mcclusion froffi
"dispersion technique" applicability shall apply
only to the emission limitation for the pollutant
affected by such change in operation; or
(iii) before July 8, 1985, such merging "tms part of
a chan·ge in operation at the facility that included
the installation of emissions control equipment or
was carried out for sound economic or engineering
reasons. Where there 'fl'as an increase in the
emission limitation or, ·in the event that no
••
,.
'i-.4-'
•
.:1
•
1..
•
eml:SSl:On
:z:l:fftl:eacl:on
elfl:steu
pr1:or
to tne
merg1:ng,
there 'f•'as an increase in the quantity of pollutants
actual±y emitted prior to the merging, it shall be
presumed that merging uas primarily intended as a
means of gaining emissions credit fer greater
aispersion. Before such credit can be allmmd, the
owner or operator must satisfactorily aemonstrate
that merging 'fl'as not carried out for the primary
purpose of gaining creait for greater dispersion.
(C) Manipulation of exhaust gao parameters, merging of
eufiauet gas streams from oev·eral c>Eioting otaelts into one
etaeJc, or other selecti..-=e handling of exhaust gas streaffis
so as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those
eases where the resulting allowable Offiissiens of sulfur
dioxide froffi the facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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year.
(3)
"Emission limitations and emission standards" FAeano a
requireFAent which liFAito the quantity, rate or concentration
of eFAissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any requirements -.vhich liFAit the level of opacity,
prescribe equipFAent, set fuel specifications or prescribe
operation or FAaintenance procedures for a source to assure
continuous reduction.
(~~ended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
(4)
"Staek" means any point in a source designed to eFAit
solido, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or
duct but not including flares.
(b)±et Deter.mination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack
height.
GEP shall be the greater of:
l l l 65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the stack; or
i l l The height under either GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (2) (A) or (B)
252:100-8-1.5(b}(2)(A} or (B):
l8l for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for
which the owner or operator had obtained all applicable
permits or approvals required under GAG 252.100 7
252:100-8 or Federal 40 CFR Part 52,
Hg

=

~,

·.·

2 .SH

provided the owner or operator can demonstrate that this
equation was relied upon in establishing an emission
limitation;
J1ll. for all other stacks,

Hg - H + 1.5L,
where:

Hg

=

good engineering practice stack height,
·measured from the ground-level elevation at
the base of the stack,
H = height of nearby structure(s) measured from
the ground-level elevation at the base of the
stack,
L
= lesser dimension (height or projected width)
of nearby structure(s), provided that the
owner or operator may be required to verify
such GEP stack height by the use of a field
study or fluid model as the Executive
Director shall determine; or
l1l The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study
approved by the reviewinq agency, which ensures that the
emissions from a stack do not result in excessive
concentrations of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric
downwash, wakes, or eddy effects created by the source itself,
nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.
(c)-f€i±- Nearby.
A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered to be nearby:
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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For purposes of applyiney the forffiula in GAG 252.100 7
16(c), if that distance up to five tiffies the lesser of the
heieyht or the ~:idth diffiension of a structure, but not eyreater
than 0. 8 kffi (0. 5 ffiile), and
l£1 For conducting deffionstrations under GAG 252.100 7
16 (c) (2), if not greater than 0. 8 kffi (0. 5 ffiile), eJccept that
the portion of a terrain feature ffiaV be considered to be
nearby ·.:hich falls tJdthin a distance of up to 10 tiffies the
ffiaJciffiuffi heieyht of the feature, not to eJcceed 2 ffiiles if such
feature achieves a heieyht at 0.8 kffi (0.5 ffiile) froffi the stack
that is at least 40 percent of the GBP stack heieyht deterffiined
by the forffiulae in O:AC 252.100 7 16(c) (3) or 26 ffieters,
~;hichever is greater, a·s ffieasured froffi the base of the stacJe.
The height of the structure or terrain feature is ffieasured
froffi the· eyround le't'·el elevation at the base of the stacJe.
l1l For the for.mulae in 252:100-8-1.5{b) {2). A structure or
terrain feature shall be considered nearby if it is located
within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height
or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8
km) .
(2) For demonstration in ·252:100-8-1.5{b) (3).
~
A structure or terrain feature shall be considered
nearby if located at a distance not greater than 0.5 mile
(0.8 km), except that
~
A portion of a terrain feature may be. considered nearby
if:
===lib It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles)
of up to 10 times the maximum height (Ht) of the feature,
and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such
feature is at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height
determined by the formulae provided in 252:100-81.5(b) (2) (B) or 85.3 feet ·(26 meters), whichever is
greater, as measured from the base of the stack.
~
Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height
of the structure or terrain feature· is measured from the
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack.
(d}fet Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the purpose
of determining GEP stack height under OAC 252.100 7 16(c) (3)
252:100-8-1.5(b} (3), excessive concentrations shall be as
follows:
l1l For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding
that calculated under GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (2) 262:100-81.5(b} (2), a maximum ground-level pollutant concentration from
a stack due in whole or part to downwash, wakes; and eddy
effects produced by nearby structures or nearby terrain
features which is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes, or eddy effects and which, when combined with the
impacts due to all sources, produces a concentration in excess
of an ambient air quality standard. For sources subject to
the prevention of significant deterioration program (Part -5 7
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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of this Subchapter or Federal 40 CFR 52.21), the same criteria
apply except that a concurrent exceedance of a prevention of
significant deterioration increment is experienced.
In makino
demonstrations under this part. the allowable emission rate
shall conform to the new source performance standard that is
applicable to the source category unless the owner or operator
can demonstrate that this emission rate is infeasible.
Where
such demonstrations are approved by the Executive Director,
an alternative emission rate shall be established in
consultation with the owner or operator;
i l l For sources seeking credit. after October .1, 1983, for
increases in existing stack heights up to the heights
established under GAG 252.100 7 16(c) (2) 252:100 8-1.5(b) (2)
either:
lAl a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or
part to downwash. wakes or eddy effects as specified in
GAG 252.100 7 16 (c) (2) 252:100-8-1.5 (b) (2), except that
the emission rate specified by any applicable state
implementation plan (or, in the absence of such a limit,
the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
lHl the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by
the existing stack, as determined by the Executive
Director; and
(3)
For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a
stack height determined under GAG 252.100 7 16(e) (1) 252:100
8-1.5(b) (2.) where the Executive Director requires the use of
a field study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for
sources seeking stack height credit after November 9, 1984
based on the aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for
sources seeking stack height credit· after December 31, 1970
based on the aerodynamic influence of structures not
adequately represented by the formulae in GAG 252.100 7
16 (e) (1) 252:100-8-1.5 (b) (2), a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy
effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash,
wakes or eddy effects.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.5 was moved from
252: 100-7-16]
PART 3.

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

252:100-8-1.7. Per.mit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this
subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accompany
the application or request. Applications received without
appropriate fees are administratively incomplete.
Fees must be
paid by check or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance with the following fee schedule:
(1)
Applicability deter.mination.
$100, to be credited
against the construction or operating permit application fee,
if a permit is required.
If no permit is required, the fee
sc- 8/1997/8 C1-9l • wp
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will be retained to cover the cost of making the
determination. [NOTE: Based on 252-7-3 (c)]
l£1 Construction permit application.
The fee is $2,000.
--(1)
Part 70 source construction permit
$2,000 [NOTE: from
252:100-7-3(b) (1)]
l1l Operating permit application.
1£1 Per.ffiit preeessinq fees. Permit processing fees shall be
as follmm.
lhl Initial Part 70 permit -$2,000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit - $900
(C)±&} Renewal Part 70 permit - $1,000.
(D) ±et Significant Part 70 Permit P4od. modification of Part
70 permit - $1,000.
(E)fBX Minor modification of Part 70 permit Permit
Modification - $500.
J::Sl '±'he Part 70 Temporary Permit
$1,000.
(F)fFt Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - $ 500.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-1.7{c) is from 252:100-8-9{d) {2)]
PART 5.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 Sources

252:100-8-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter
Part, shall have the following meaning, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided ·in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter Part retain the
meaning accorded them under the applicable requirements of the
Act.
"Act" means the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et.
ee€f':'" [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-.8-1.1]
"Administratively complete'' means the same as defined at OAC
252:002 11. an application that provides:
~
All information required under 252:100-8-5(c), (d), or
~
~
A landowner affidavit as required by 252:2-15-20(b) (3);
(C)
The appropriate application fees as required by 252:1008-1.7; and
.
(D)
Certification by the responsible official as required by
252:100-8-5 {f) .
"Admiftistrater" means the administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) or the administrator's
designee. [NOTE:"Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Affected source• means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV {acid rain) of the
Act.
•Affected states• means:
(A)
all states:
{i)
That ~ are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEO Agency, may be directly
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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affected by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted
source.
"Affected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the
Act.
"Agency" ffieans .'\ir Quality Division of the Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they
apply to emissions units in a pare Part 70 source subject to this
Chapter (including requirements that have been promulgated or
approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but
have future effective compliance dates):
(A)
Any standard or other requirements provided for in the
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements
the relevant requiremepts of the Act, including any revisions
to that plan promulgated in 40 C.P.R. CFR Part 52;
(B)
Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits
issued pursuant to regulations approved or promulgated through
rulemaking under Title I, including parts C or D, of the Act;
(C)
Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of
the Act, including section 111(d);
(D)
Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of
the Act, including any requirement concerning accident
prevention under section 112(r) (7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any· risk management plan required
under 112(r) of the Act;
{E)
Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain
program under Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder;
(F)
Any requirements established pur~uant to section 504(b)
or section 114(a) (3) of the Act;
(G)
Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
(.H)
Any standard or·other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I)
Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J)
Any standard or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of
the Act, unless the Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K)
Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Department" means the Department of Environmental Quality.
"Designated representative" means the same as the meaning
given to it in section 402(26) of the Act and the regulations
proffiulgated thereunder with respect to affected units, a
SC-8/1997/8 (1-9) .wp
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responsible person or official authorized by the owner or
operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances
allocated to a unit, and the submission of and compliance with
permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the
Agency DEQ offers public participation under GAG 252.100 8 7(i)
27A o.s-:stlpp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seq-. and 252:100-2-15 or
affected State review under OA€ 252:100-8-8.
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a federally
enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be
required by an applicable requirement that establishes an
emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a
federally enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed
to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source would
otherwise be subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the
Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated
with a specific unit process shall be identified with that
specific emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or
affect the definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV
of the Act.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by
the Agency DEQ that has completed all review procedures required
by eA€ 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions•• means those emissions of regulated air
pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
••General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of GAG 252.100 8 6(d) 252:100-8-6.1.·
••Insignificant activities" means individual emissions units
that are either on the list approved by the Administrator and
contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions
do not exceed any of the limits in (A} through (C) of this
definitions.
Any activity to which a State or federal applicable
requirement applies is not insignificant even if it meets the
criteria below or is included on the insignificant activities
list.
~
5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
~
2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP's. or
20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for
single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
~
0.6 tons per year for any one category A substance. 1.2
tons per year for any one category B substance or 6 tons per
year for any one category C substance as defined in 252:10041-40.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
,,~
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"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties 7 and are under common control of the same
person (or persons under common control)) belonging to a single
major industrial grouping and that are is described in
subparagraph (A), (B), or (C), or (D), of this definition.
For
the purposes of defining"major source," a stationary source or
group of stationary sources shall be considered part of a single
industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting activities
at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent
properties belong to the same Major Group (i.e., all have the
same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in the Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is
defined as:
(i)
For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary
source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and_under common control that emits or has
the pote~tial to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year
("tpy") or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has
been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or
more of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or
such lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by
rule.
Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions
from any oil or gas exploration or production well (with its
associated equipment) and emissions from any pipeline
compressor or pump station shall not be aggregated with
emissions from other similar units, whether or not such
units are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources;.
or.
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the
meaning specified by the Administrator by rule.
(B)
A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined
in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or has the
potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air
pollutant(except Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) TSP)
(including any major source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be
considered in determining whether it is a major stationary
source for the purposes of section 302(j) of the Act, unless
the source belongs to one of the following categories of
stationary sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii)
Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
SC-8/1997/8 (1-9) .wp
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than 250 tons of refuse per day;
{ix)
Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
{x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
{xii)
Phosphate rock processing plants;
{xiii)
Coke oven batteries;
{xiv)
Sulfur recovery plants;
{xv)
Carbon black plants {furnace process);
{xvi)
Primary lead smelters;
{xvii)
Fuel conversion plants;
{xviii)
Sintering plants;
{xix)
Secondary metal production plants;
{xx)
Chemical process plants;
{xxi)
Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million British thermal units per
hour heat input;
{xxii)
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
{xxiii)
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv)
Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv)
Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi)
Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input;
or
(xxvii)
All other· stationary source categories regulated
by a standard promulgated under section 111 or 112 of the
Act, but only with respect to those air pollutants that have
been regulated for that category.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I
of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal" or "moderate," SO tpy or more in areas classified
as "serious," 2S tpy or more in areas classified as
"severe," and 10 tpy or more in areas classified as
"extreme"; except that the references in this paragraph to
100, SO, 2S, and 10 tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply
with respect to any source for which the Administrator has
made a finding, under section 182(f) (1) or (2) of the Act,
that requirements under section 182(f) of the Act do not
apply;
(ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit
SO tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly
to carbon monoxide levels as determined under rules
issued by the Administrator, sources with the potential
to emit 50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
{iv) For particulate matter {PM-10) non-attainment areas
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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classified as "serious," sources with the potential to emit
70 tpy or more of PM-10.
(D)
Notwithstanding the source categories in (A) through (C)
of this definition, emissions from any oil or gas exploration
or production '.vell hvith its associated equipment) and
emissions from any pipeline compressor station or pump station
shall not be aggregated with emissions from other similar
units, '•vhether or not such units are in a contiguous area or
under common control, to determine 'iihether such units or
stations are major sources and in the case of any oil or gas
mcploration or production "··ell (\vith its associated
equipme'nt), such emissions shall not· be aggregated for any
purpose under this definition.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum
production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation
per year.
In determining. the maximum theoretical emissions of
VOCs for a source, the design capacity or maximum production
capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and
inks with the highest VOC content used in practice by the source.
"Part 7g permit" (unless the context suggests. othenvise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Part 7g program" means a program approved by the
Administrator under 40 C.F.R Part 70. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-81.1]
"l?art 7g source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of this Chapter, as provided in OAC 252.100 8 3(a)
and 252 .100 8 3 (b) . [NOTE: Moved to 252: 100-8-1.1]
"Permit••
(unless the context suggests otherwise) means any
permit or group of permits covering a ~ Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a p-a-r-E- Part 70
construction or operating permit that meets the requirements of
o.·\c ·252 .100 8 7 (e) 252:100-8-7.2 (b) .
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and
indirect·) costs r'equired to develop and administer a permit
program, as set forth in GAG 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2 (whether
such costs are incurred by the DEQ Agency or other State or local
agencies that do not issue permits directly, but that support
permit issuance or administration) .
"Permit revision". means any permit modification or
administrative permit amendment.
"Permitting authority" means the Department of Environmental
Quality.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and
operational design.
Any physical or operational limitation on
the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air
pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
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operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored,
or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation is enforceable by the Administrator. This term does
not alter or affect the use of this term for any other purposes
under the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in Title IV
of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the DEQ
Agency proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
review in compliance with eA€ 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A)
Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compounds
compound (VOC), including those substances defined in at·OAC
252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, 252:100-39-2, or any Volatile
Organic Solvent (VOS), as that term is defined in at GAG
252:100--37-2 and 252:100-39-2, or any organic material defined
~in 252:100-37-2 except those specifically excluded in the
EPA-aefinition of VOC ~in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated;
(C)
Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of the Act;
(D) Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the
Act;
.
(E) Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section
112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections
112(g) (Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including
the· following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act.
If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date established pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), any
pollutant for which a subject source would be major shall be
considered to be regulated as to that source on the date 18
months after the applicable date established pursuant to
section 112(e) of the Act; and,
.
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112(g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subject to the section 112(g) (2)
requirement; or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation
or equipment standard is set by ~n existing permit or
regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at
the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
SC-8/1997/8(1-91 .wp
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duly authorized representative of such person if the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have
gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in
second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is
approved in advance by the permitting authority DEO;
{B)
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
(C)
For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public
agency: Either a principal executive officer or ranking
elected official.
For purposes of this Subchapter, a
principal executive officer or installation commander of a
Federal agency includes the chief executive officer having
responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the. agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator
of EPA);· or
(D)
For affected sources:
(i)
The designated representative in so far as actions,
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of
the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes that contravene an
express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2-5101 et seq. as amended) that is not contained in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) .
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR C.F.R Part 70.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility,
or installation that emits or may emit any regulated air
p.ollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112 (b) of the
Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of
air emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are
on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix
J. Any activity to which a State or federal applicable
requirement applies is not trivial even if included on the
trivial activities list.
"Unit" means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
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252:100-8-3.
Applicability
(a)
Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to
obtain a permit under subsection (b) of this Section aRcl or
elsewhere in this Subchapter Chapter, the following sources
listed below are subject to the permitting requirements under
this Subchapter Chapter:. A covered source shall remain a Part
70 source until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to below that which would define it as
a covered source pursuant to this section 252.100 8 3(a). [NOTE:
The underlined language was formerly 252:100-8-3(g) .]
(1)
Any major source (as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2);
(2)
Any source, including an area source, subject to a NSPS
standard, limitation, or otaer requirement under section~
of tae Act;
(3)
Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP
standard or otaer requirement under sectio~ 112 of tae Act,
mccept taat a source is not required to obtain a permit solely
because it is subject to regulations or requirements under
section 112(r) of the Act,
(4)
Any affected source (as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2); and
(5)
Any source in a source category designated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 ~C.P.R. §70.37; and
~
Any maier source required to have a permit under Parts 7
or 9 of this Subchapter.
(b)
Source category exemptions.
(1)
All sdurces·listed in subsection (a) of this section that
are not major sources, affected sources, or solid waste
incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to
section 129(e) of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to
obtain a Part 70 permit unless required to do so by
appropriate implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking
for non-major sources. Any such exempt source may opt to
apply for a permit under these rules and shall be issued a
permit if the applicant otherwise satisfies all of the
requirements of this Chapter.
·(2)
If the Administrator determines after appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable. to non-major
sources when adopting standards or other requirements under
section 111 or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992,
then at that time the exemption will apply.
(3)
Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the
following source categories are e~empted from the obligation
to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A)
All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
60, subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for New
Residential Wood Heaters; and
(B) All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part
61, subpart M -- National Emission Standard for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Asbestos, Section 61.145, Standard for
A

..

,-.
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Demolition and Renovation.
Emissions units and covered sources (Part 70 sources).
(1)
For major sources, Part 70 permits shall include all
applicable requirements and state only requirements for all
relevant emissions units in the major source.
(2)
For any non major source subject to this Subchapter, Part
70 permits shall include all applicable requirements which
apply to emissions units that cause the source to be subject
to the requirement to obtain a permit.
[NOTE:
252:100-83 {c) (1} is covered in 252:100-8-6 (a) and (c) (2} was deleted.]
(d)
Fugitive emissions. Fugitive emissions from a covered
source shall be included in the permit application and the permit
in the same manner as stack emissions, regardless of ··~hether the
source category in question is included in the list of sources
contained·in the definition of major source.
[NOTE: Revised and
moved to 252:100-8-5 (c) (3} (A}]
(e)
Insignificant activities.
(.1)
The insignificant_activities and emissions levels shall
be as follmm :
(A)
efftissions ~dll not mc:ceed one pound (1 lb.) per hour
for any one criteria pollutant, and
(B)
emissions of toxic air contaminants will not exceed the
de miniffiis requirements s6t forth under 252.100 41 43(a) (5).
(2)
In addition to the quantity thresholds in (1) (A) and
(1) (B) "Insignificant ActiYity" also means any indiYidual or
combination of air emissions sources at a facility that have
an aggregate potential to emit that does not increase the
overall potential to emit of the entire facility for a given
regulated pollutant by more than 10% aboYe the "baseline"
permitted liffiit ~"hich CJc:cludes the insignificant activities.
Thus, insignificant activities may apply to original permit
application, perffiit modifications/afftendments, and/or permit
renmo'als.
The cumulatiYe amount of activities claimed as
insignificant during a Title V permit terfft shall not increase
the potential to efftit of the entire facility by more than 10%
of the per'fftit limit for a given pollutant frofft the date of
permit issuance to the date of application for renmml.
These
insignificant activities cannot conflict ~o'ith significant
emission levels in any Title V prografft.
Insignificant
activities must be identified but not quantified (eJc:cept to
the eJEtCnt necessary to demonstrate their insignificance) in
the permit application. The Agency shall maintain a list of
activities \~ich are considered to be insignificant without
quantification by the permittee.
The Agency shall also
maintain a list of activities ~o'hich are determined to be
trivial.
"Trivial activity" means any individual or
combination of air emissions units at a Part 70 source ~:hich
are considered inconsequential aq deterffiined by the .."..gency.
Trivial activities need not be identified in the permit
application, amendment or renmml. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-2]
(f)
Applicability determinations. }\ny person may submit a
request in writing that the Agency malce a determination as to
(c)
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whether a particular source or installation, vJhich that person
operates or proposes to operate, is subject to the permit
requirements of this rule. The request must contain such
information as is believed sufficient for the Agency to make the
requested determination. The Agency may request any additional
information that it needs for purposes of maleing the
determination.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.2(c)]
(g)
Covered eeureee. A covered source shall remain a Part 70
source until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which
contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the
operation of the facility to below that which would define it as
a covered source pursuant to 252.100 8 3(a).
[NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-3(a)]
252:100-8-4.
Tiele V per.miee re~ired Requirements for
construction and operating permits
~
Construction permits.
111 Construction permit required. No person shall cause or
allow the construction or modification installation of any new
minor or maier source facility that will require a Part 70
operating permit without first obtaining a DEO-issued air
auality construction permit to construct or modify the 'source.
A construction permit. is also required for any physical change
that would be a modification under 252:100-8-7.2(b).
In
addition to the requirements of this· Part. sources subject to
Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also meet the
aplicable requirements contained therein.
[NOTE: (a) (1) is
from 252:100-7-15 (a) (1)]
~
Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
~
Applicability. The requirement for· case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a major source of hazardous air pollutants
after June 29, 1998. unless the source has been specifically
regulated or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40
CFR Part 63. or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29, 1998.
(B)
Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to
this subsection.
(i)
Electric utility steam generating units unless and
until these units are added to the source category list.
~ Stationary sources that are within a source category
that has been deleted from the source category list.
(iii)
Research and development activities as defined in
4 0 CFR § 6 3 . 41.
~
MACT determinations.
If subject to this subsection,
an owner or operator may not begin actual construction or
reconstruction of a major source of HAP until obtaining from
the DEO an approved MACT determination in accordance with
the following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41. 40 CFR 63.43 and
40 CFR 63.44, which are hereby incorporated by reference as
they exist on July l, 1997.
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Operating permits.
Operating permits required.
Except as provided in
paragraphs subparagraphs~ (A)and ~ (B) of this section,
no Title V Part 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate
after the time that it is required to file a timely
application with the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQissued permit.
Jbl~ If the owner or operator of a source subject to the
requirement to obtain a permit submits a timely application
for permit issuance or renewal, that source's failure to
have a permit shall not be a violation of the requirement to
have such a permit until the DEQ takes final action on the
application. This protection shall cease to apply if the
applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in
writing by ~he DEQ or eAe 252:100-B-4 252.100 8 5, any
additional information identified as being reasonably
required to process the application.
JRl~ If the owner.or operator of a source subject to this
Subchapter files a timely application that the DEQ
determines to be administratively incomplete due to the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information
requested by the DEQ at the end of the DEQ's administrative
eompleteaess revie·... period, the applicant loses the
protection granted under paragraph ~ ~ of this section=
as a result of its failure to timely provide information
requested by the DEQ, the The source's failure to have a
permit shall be deemed a violation of this Subchapter.
l£1~ Filing an operating permit application shall not
affect the requirement, if any, that any ~ source have a
construction precoastructioa permit uader Title I of the
federal Clean Air Act.
l2l Duty to apply.
For each Part 70 source, the owner or
operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application
on forms supplied by the Division DEO in accordance with this
section.
lJl Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of ~
date the program is approved bv EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective date 11 ) March 6, 1996, shall file applications on
.the following schedules outlined in OAC 252.100 8 5 (b) (2) ·
252:100-8-4(b) (4). A timely application is one that is
postmarked on or before the relevant date listed below.
In
the event a maior source consists of operations under multiple
SIC codes, the primary ~ activity shall form che basis for
the initial permit application.
l ! l Application submittal schedule. The following sources are
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications according to the following
schedule.
Jbl No later than siJe months after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program September 5, 1996:

i1l
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Affected sources under the acid rain orovisions of
the federal Glean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the DEQ no later than
January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1.
1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
liil Any owner or operator shall submit no less than onethird of their total applications for major Part 70
sources located at sources classified by the following
Source Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which
belong to a single major industrial grouping other than
28· (Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum
refining and related industries) :
lll
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
lill
Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electrici Services, 4911. 4961;
l1Yl
Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
lYl
Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution,
4923; and
lY1l
Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
lHl All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b)1tt(4) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program.March 5, 1997.
l£l No later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program
March 5, 1997 ,· any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
l i l Metals, 3312. 3315, 3321, ~. 3341, 3351, 3411,
3412, 3432, 3466,
1iil Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
lQl No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program,
July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for major Part 70 sources located at sources
classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
lil
Refineries, 2911;
liil
Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869,
2891, 2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089;
liYl
Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage. 4612,
4613;
lYl
Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
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All remainino Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program March 6, 1999.
J2l Newly regulated sources Application fellewinq effective
~.
A source that becomes subject to the operating permit
program established by this Chapter at any time following the
effective date shall file an administratively complete
operating permit application within 180 days of commencement
of operation.
lQl Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines
established in paragraph (4) paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of
this subsection, an application filed prior to the above
deadlin·es following submission of the state program to EPA for
approval shall be accepted for processing.
For purposes of
the 60 day administrative reviev.- period established in OAC
252.2 15, the official. login date for any Part 70 operating
permit application submitted according to the interim schedule
~n this. m;tbsect~on shall be the dat7 on ·•.-hich. the DEQ begins
1:ts adFR1:n1:strat1:ve coFRpleteness rev1:e·,,.
l.1l. 112(q) applications. A source that is required to meet
the requirements under section 112(g) of the federal Clean Air
Act, or to have a permit under a preconstruction review
program under Title !·of such Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit or permit amendment or
modification within twelve months of commencing operation.
Where an existing Part 70 operating permit would prohibit such
construction or change in operation, the source must obtain a
construction permit revision before commencing construction.
lftl Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit
at least six months before the date of permit expiration,
unless a longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified
in the permit.
Renewal periods greater than six months are
subject to negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
l2l Phase I I acid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program should shall submit
these applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b) (2) (i)
through (viii) .
l1Ql Application completeness.
See Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252.010 3 SO and 3 51 252:2-15 70 and the definition of
administratively complete in 252:100-8-2.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-4 (b) (2) through (10} from 252:100-8-5 (b) (1)
through (8}]
252:100-8-5.
Permit applications
(a)
Coaetruceien permit, 4'\ny ne·.-· source or modified source
~1hich becoFRes subject to this Subchapter shall be required to
obtain a construction perFRit in accordance vt'ith OAC 252.100 7
prior to commencement of construction.
(b)
Duty te apply.
For each Part 70 source, the mmer or
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operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application on
forms supplied by the Division in accordance with this
section.
(1)
Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of the
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective date") shall file applications on the following
schedules outlined in OAC 252 .100 8 5 (b) (2) 252 .100 8 4 (b) (2) .
In the event a major source consists of operations under
multiple SIC crides, the main activity shall form the basis for
the initial permit application.
(2)
Application submittal schedule. The follmdng sources are
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit
initial permit applications according to the follmdng
schedule.
(A)
No later than six months after the effective date of
the federally approved interim state operating permit
program.
(i)
Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of
the federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit
application for at least the affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective date of the program and the
requirement to file an application defined in this
section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the DEQ no later than
January 1,· 1996, for sulfur dimeide, and by January 1,
1998, for nitrogen meides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any o~mer or operator shall submit no less than one
third of their total applications for major sources
located at sources classified by the follmiing Source
Standard Industrial Classification Codes and ~,rhich belong
to a single major industrial grouping other than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Pe~roleum refining
and related ind~stries) .
(I)
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321,
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961,
(IV) Natural Gas Transmission, 4922,
(V)
~latural Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923;

ana

-

(VI) Petroleum BullE Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B)
All remaining Part 70 sources identified in
(b) (2) (A) (ii) of this Subsection shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 12 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program.
(C)
~lo later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program,
any mmer or operator shall submit their applications for
major sources located at sources classified by the follovving
Standard Indust£ial Classification Codes.
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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(i) Hetals, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3379, 3341, 3351, 3411,
3412, 3432, 3466,
{ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
{D)
No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
~ederally approvea interim state operating permit program,
any mmer or operator shall susmit their applications for
major sources located at sources classified by the ~allowing
Standard Industrial Classification Codes:
(i) Refineries, 2911,
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869,

2891, 2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089,

(iv) Petroleum Tra:nsportation/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
4613; '

(v) Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
{B) All remaining Pare 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after the effective
date of the federally approved interim state operating
permit program.
{3) Application following effective date.
A source that
becomes subject to the operating permit program established by
this Chapter at any time follmlling the effectiYe date shall
file an administratively complete operating permit application
\dthin 180 days of commencement of operation.
(4)
Application acceptability. Not·.dthstanding the deadlines
established in paragraphs (1), {2), and (3) of this
subsection, an application filed prior to the above deadlines
follo~;ing submission of the state program to EPA for approval
shall be accepted for processing. For purposes of the 60 day
administrative revie;i period established in OAC 252.2 15, the
official login date for any Part 70 operating permit submitted
accordi:ng to the interim schedule in this subsection shall be
the date en which the DBQ begins its· administrative
completeness rcvimi.
(5)
112(g) applications.
A source that is required to meet
tfle requirements under section 112(g) of the federal Clean Air
Act, or to have a permit under a preconstruction revie;;
program under Title I of such Act, shall file an application
to obtain an operating permit: or permit amendment or
modification within tlielve months of commencing operation.
Where an mcisting Part 70 operating permit 'i;euld prohibit ouch
construction or cfiange in operation, the source must obtain a
• +•
•
...... &:
•
•
perm1e
rcv1s1on
Derere
cemmene1ng
construct1on.
(6)
Application for renewal. 8oU£ces subject to this Chapter
shall file an application fer rene;val of an operating permit
at least si:Je montes before the date of permit mrpiraeion,
unless a longer period (net to exceed 18 montes) is specified
in the permit. Renmval periods greater than siJc months are
subject to negotiation en a case by ease basis.
{7)
Phase II acid rain permits.
Sources required to subffiit
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applications under the Acid Rain Program should submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b) (2) (i) through
(viii) .
(8)
Application completeness.
Bee Uniform Permitting Rules,
GAG 252.010 3 50 and 3 51.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-5(b) (1) through (9) moved to 252:100-8-4(b)]
( 9)
Application content fer renelY'al of eupiring permit. In
submitting an application for renm;al of a DEiQ issued Part 70
operating permit, a source may identify terms and conditions
in its previous permit that should remain unchanged and ·
incorporate by reference those portions of its existing permit
and the permit application and any permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes,
operations, and emissions to ~ffiich those terms and conditions
apply.
The ~o1:1rce fft1;1St ident~fy specifical~y af!d list ~.·hich
port1ons of 1ts prev1ous perm1t and/or appl1cat1ons are
incorporated by reference.
In addition, a rene1;al application
must contain:
(i)
information specified in GAG 252.100 8 S(d) for those
products, processes, operations, and emissions that.
(I)
are not addressed in the euisting permit,
(II) are subject to applicable requirements or state only
requirements that are not addressed in the e1Eisting
permit, or
(III)
as to ~ffiich the source seeks permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the existing permit;
aftd
(ii) a compliance plan and certification as required in
252.100 8 S(d) (8). [NOTE: 252:100-8-5(b) (9) moved to
252:100-8-7.1(b)]
lgl~
Confidential information.
If a source submits
information to the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality, the
source shall also submit a copy of such information directly to
the Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so.
J!;U.-fei- Duty to supplement or correct application.
Renumbered
as GAG 252.100 6 SO(f) See 252:100-6-50(e).
l£1~ Standard application for.m and required information.
Sources that are subject to the Part 70 permit program
established by this Chapter shall f.ile applications on the
standard application form that the DEQ makes available for that
purpose in accordance with eAC 252:2-15. The application must
include information needed to determine the applicability of any
applicable requirement, or state-only requirement, or to evaluate
the fee amount required under the schedule approved pursuant to
eAe 252:109 8 9 252:100-5-2.2(b) {2). The applicant shall submit
the information called for by the application form for each
emissions unit at the source to be permitted. The source must
provide a list of any eueh insignificant activities that are
exempted because of size or production rate. Trivial activities
need not be listed.
The standard application form and any
attachments shall require that the follo;;ing information required
by 252:100-8-5(d) and/or 252:100-8-5(e) be provided7~
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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(d)

Construction permit applications.
An a
lication for a construction
data and information re uired b this Cha ter and or re uested
on the application ~ form available from the DEQ pursuant
to the requirements of this Chapter.
Such data and
information shall include including but not be limited to-:site information, process description, emission data and when
required, BACT, modeling and sampling point data as follows:
1hl BACT determination. To be approved for a construction
permit, a major source must demonstrate that the control
technology to be applied is the best that is available for
each pollutant that would cause the source to be defined as
a major source.
This determination will be made on a case
by case basis taking into account energy, environmental,
cost and economic impacts of alternative control systems.
lal Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact
evaluation that is required shall be prepared in accordance
with procedures acceptable to the DEO and accomplished by
the applicant.
lQL Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application
shall show how the new source will be equipped with sampling
ports, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data
and other sampling and/or testing equipment.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-1.4(b) (1) was taken from 252:100-7-15(b)]
(2)
Construction permit applications for new sources must
also include the requirements for operating permits contained
in 252:100-8-5(e) to the extent they are applicable.
(e)
Operating permit applications.
(1)
Identifying information, including company name and
address (or plant name and address if different from the
company name), owner's name and agent, and telephone number
and names of plant site manager/contact.
·
(2) A description of the source's processes and products (by
two-digit Standard Industrial Classification Code) including
any associated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
(3)
The following emissions-related information:
(A)
All emissions of pollutants for which the source is
major, and all emissions (including fugitive emissions) of
regulated air pollutants. The permit application shall
describe all emissions of regulated air pollutants emitted
from any emissions unit, except where such units are
exempted under this subsection~ 252:100-8-5(c) or eAe
252:100-8-3(b). The source shall submit additional informa
tion related to the emissions of air pollutants sufficient
to verify \;hich requirements are applicable to the source,
and other information necessary to determine the amount of
any permit fees mied under the fee schedule approved
pursuant to OAC 252.100 8 9 .
(B)
Identification and description of all points of
emissions described in subparagraph +a+ k1_(3) (A) of this
section in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees

l1l
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and applicability of the federal Clean Air Act's
requirements.
(C)
Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as
are necessary to establish compliance consistent with the
applicable standard.
(D)
The following information to the extent it is needed to
determine or regulate emissions:
(i)
fuels,
(ii)
fuel use,
(iii)
raw materials,
(iv)
production rates, and
(v)
operating schedules.
(E)
Identification and description of air pollution control
equipment and compliance monitoring devices or activities.
(F)
Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or
any work practice standards, where applicable, for all
regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G)
Other information required by any applicable
requirement, or state-only requirement (including
information related to stack height limitations developed
pursuant to section 123 of the federal Clean Air Act) .
Calculations on which the information in items (A)
(H)
through (G) of this paragraph is based.
(4)
The following air pollution control requirements:
(A)
Citation and description of all applicable
requirements, and all state-only requirements= , and
(B)
Description of or reference to any applicable test
method for determining compliance with ·each applicable
requirement and state-only requirement.
(5) Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules
and statutes to implement and enforce other applicable
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act or of this Chapter
or to determine the applicability of such requirements.
(6) An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise
applicable requirements and state-only requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be necessary by
the DEQ to define alternative operating scenarios identified
by the source pursuant to 9Ae 252:100-8-6(a) (9) or to define
permit terms and conditions implementing OAG 252:100 8 6(h)
2 52 : 1 0 0- 8- 6 ( f) or 9Ae 2 52 : 10 0- 8- 6 (a) ( 1 0) .
(8) A compliance plan for all covered sources that contains
all the following:
(A)
A description of the compliance status of the source
with respect to all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements~ as follows:
(B)
A description as follmm.
(i)
For applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, with which the source is in compliance, a
.statement that the source will continue to comply with
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, that will become effective during the permit term,
SC-8/199'7/8 (1-9) .wp
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a statement that the source will meet such requirements
on a timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless a
more detailed schedule is expr.essly required by the
applicable requirement.
(iii)
For requirements for which the source is not in
compliance at the time of permit issuance, a narrative
description of how the source will achieve compliance
with such requirements.
(B)~ For sources not in complete compliance, g A
compliance schedule as follows:
(i)
For applicable requirements, and state only require
mcnto, ·.dth ·.vhich the source is in compliance, a
statement that the source .•,.ill continue to eomply ~vith
ouch requirements.
(fi) For applicable requirements, and state only
requirements, that '<~'ill become effective during the
permit term, a statement that the source '<vill meet ouch
requirements on a timely basis. A statement that the
source uill meet in a timely manner applicable
requirements that become effective during the permit term
shall satisfy this provision, unless a more detailed
schedule is CJepreooly required by the applicable
requirement.
lil(iii)
A schedule of compliance for sources that arc
not in compliance with all applicable requirements, and
state-only requirements, at the time of permit issuance.
Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial
measures, including an enforceable sequence of actions
with milestones, leading to compliance with any
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, for
which the source will be in noncompliance at the time of
permit issuance. This compliance schedule shall resemble
and be equivalent in stringency to that contained in any
judicial consent decree or administrative order to which
the source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance
shall be supplemental to, and shall not sanction noncompliance with, the applicable requirements on which it
is based.
Jiil{B+ A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports no less frequently than every 6 months £ef
sources required to have a schedule of compliance under
O}'..C 252.100 8 S(d) (8) (C) (iii).
lQlfE+ The compliance plan content requirements specified
in this paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid
rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as specifically superseded by regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act with regard to
the schedule and mcthod(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9)
Requirements for compliance certification, including the
following:
(A)
A certification of compliance with all applicable
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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requirements 7 and state-only requirements 7 by a responsible
official consistent with subsection {e+ l1l of this section
and section 114(a) (3) of the federal Clean-Air Act;
(B)
A statement of methods used for determining compliance,
including a description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements and test methods;
(C)
A schedule for submission of compliance certifications
during the permit term, which shall be submitted annually,
or more frequently if required by an underlying applicable
requirement 7 state-only requirementsT or by the permitting
authority; and
(D)
A statement indicating the source's compliance status
with any applicable enhanced monitoring and compliance
certification requirements of the federal Clean Air Act.
(10) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain
portions of permit applications and compliance plans, as
required by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
(~1) A ~is~ o~ ~ny such ~n~t~ which sat~s~y.the ~ef~nition of
e1ther 1ns1gn1f1cant act1v1t1es or de m1n1m1s em1ss1ons.
Jil{e+ Certification. Any application form, report, or
compliance certification submitted pursuant to this Chapter shall
contain certification by a responsible official of truth,
accuracy, and completeness.
This certification and any other
certification required under this Chapter shall be signed by a
responsible official and shall contain the following language:
"I certify, based on information and belief formed after
reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete."
lsk~ ~umber of application copies. See Part 3 of eAe 252:2-15.

252:100-8-6.
Permit content
(a)
Standard permit requirements. To the metent practicable,
e"+rery Part 70 permits permit issued under this Chapter shall
include all applicable requirements 7 and state-only requirements 7
(as defined in eAe 252:100-8-2) that apply to the permitted
source at the time of issuance.
Each permit shall include the
following elements:
(1)
Emission limitations and standards.
The permit shall
specify emissions limitations and standards that constitute
applicable requirements 7 and state-only requirements 7 and
shall include those operational requirements conditions and
limitations necessary to assure compliance with all applicable
such requirements.
---(-A)
The permit shall specify and reference the origin of
and authority for each term or condition, and identify any
difference in form as compared to the applicable
requirement, and or state-only requirement 7 upon which the
term or condition is based.
·(B)
The permit shall state that, where an applicable
requirement of the federal Clean Air Act is more stringent
than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, both provisions
shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be
enforceable by EPA.
If an applicable the State implementation plan or an
(C)
applicable requirement allows a source to comply through an
alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source
may request that such an alternative limic or means of
compliance be specified in its permit. Such an alternative
emission limit or means of compliance shall be included in a
source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable,
accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable
procedures.
The source shall propose permit terms and
conditions to satisfy these requirements in its application.
(2)
Per.mit duration.
(A) ·operating Permits. The permit shall specify a fixed
term. The DEQ shall issue permits for any fixed period
requested in the permit application, not to exceed five
years, except as provided in subparagraphs l i l ~ and l i i l
~ of this paragraph:
-----~+A} Permits issued to affected sources shall in all
cases have a fixed term of five years.
liil+B+ Permits issued to solid waste incineration
units combusting municipal waste subject to standards
under section 129(e) of the federal Clean Air Act shall
have a term not to exceed 12 years. Such permits shall
be reviewed every five years.
ill Construction permits .. See 252:100-8-1.4,
(3)
Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.
(A)
Each permit shall contain the follm;ing requirements
\dth· respect to moaitoring: Monitoring requirements.
(i)
All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or
test methods required under ~ applicable requirements,
and state-only requirements, including any procedures and
methods promulgated pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) or
504(b) of the federal Clean Air Act;
(ii) Where ~ an applicable requirement, and or stateonly requirement, does not require periodic testing or
instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as
monitoring), periodic monitoring during the relevant time
period sufficient to yield reliable data from the
relevant time period
that are representative of the
source's compliance with the permit'· as reported pursuant
to (a) (3) (C) of this section. Such monitoring
requirements shall assure use of terms, test methods,
units, averaging periods, and other statistical
conventions consistent with the applicable requirement,
or state-only requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may
be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subparagraph-:-..:...
(iii)
As nec-essary, requirements concerning the use,
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maintenance, and, where appropriate, aaa installation of
monitoring equipment or methods .
(iv) Provisions for the permittee to request the use of
alternative test methods or analysis procedures, and
provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the
request within 60 days.
(B)
Recordkeepinq requirements.
With respect to
recordkeeping, the The permit shall incorporate all
applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where
applicable, the following:
(i)
Records of required monitoring information that
include the following:
(I)
The date, place as defined in the permit, and time
of sampling or measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III)
The company or entity that performed the
analyses;
.
(IV) The ~nalytical techniques or methods used;
(V)
The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions as existing at the time
of sampling or measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data
and support information for a period of at least five
years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information
includes all calibration and maintenance records and all
original strip-chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by
,the permit. Where appropriate, the permit may specify
that records may be maintained in computerized form.
(C)
Reporting requirements.
With respect to reporting,
~ The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following re.quirements:
(i)
A permit issued under this Chapter Part shall
require the permittee to submit a report-or-any required
monitoring at least every six months. To the extent
possible, the schedule for submission of such reports
shall be timed to coincide with other periodic reports
required by the permit, including the permittee's annual
compliance certification. However, the reports may be
submitted at any time within the reporting period, as
stipulated in the permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C) (i) of this paragraph
shall identify any exceedances from permit requirements
since the previous report that have been monitored by the
monitoring systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting requirements under the permit.
(iii)
In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each
permittee shall be required to submit supplemental
reports as follows:
(I)
Any exceedance resulting from emergency or upset
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conditions as defined in OAC 252.100 8 6(g) 252:100-8shall be reported within 24 hours of the date on
which the permittee first becomes aware of the
exceedance, if the permittee wishes to assert the
affirmative defense authorized under said section,and
the permittee shall submit a follow up written report
within 10 working days of first becoming aware of the
exceedance. The initial report Such notice must
contain a description of the emergency, any steps taken
to mitigate emissions and corrective actions taken.
[NOTE: The underlined language is from 252:100-8-

.~

6(g) (3) (D)]

(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health, safety, or the
environment shall be reported as soon as is
practicable; but under no circumstance shall
notification be more than 24 hours after exceedance.
(III)
Any other exceedances that are identified in
the permit as requiring more frequent reporting than
the permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on
the schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the
probable cause of the exceedances and any corrective
actions or preventative measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall
be certified by a responsible official, except that if a
report of an exceedance required under (C) (iii) of this
paragraph must be submit'ted within ten days of the
exceedance, the report may be submitted in the first
instance without a certification if an appropriate
certification is provided within ten days thereaf~er,
together with any corrected or supplemental information
required concerning the exceedance.· Reports submitted
shall be consistent with the requirements of eAe 252:1009.
(4)
Risk management plans.
·If the source is required to
develop and register a risk management plan pursuant to
section 112(r) of the federal Clean Air Act, the permit need
only specify that ~ the permittee will comply with the
requirement to register such a plan.
Although the requirement
to have a risk management plan may be a term of the permit,
the risk management plan contents are not part of the permit.
(5)
Title IV allowances.
(A)
No permit revision shall be required for increases in
emissions that are authorized by allowances acquired
pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that such
increases do not require a permit revision under any other
applicable requirement.
(B)
No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances
held by the source. The source may not, however, use
allowances as a defense to noncompliance with any other
applicable requirement.
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(C)
The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any
allowance that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of
the federal Clean Air Act or the regulations promulgated
thereunder.
Compliance with this paragraph will be
determined on January 31st of any given year and be based on
actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the
previous calendar year.
(6)
Severability clause.
The permit shall include a
severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the
various permit requirements in the· event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7)
General requirements. The permit shall include provisions
stating the following:
(A)
The permittee must comply with all conditions of the
permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of
the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
(i)
enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination,· revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or
(iii)
denial of a permit renewal application.
(B)
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt
or reduce the permitted activity in order td maintain
compliance with the conditions of this permit. However,
nothing in this subsection shall be construed as precluding
consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a
mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance
if the health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting
or reducing operations would be more serious than the
impacts of continuing operations.
(C)
The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for cause. Except as provided under
OAC 252.100 8 ?(e) (1) 252:100-8-7.2{b) (1) for minor permit
modifications,· the filing of a request by the permittee for
a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or
·
termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit
condition.
(D)
The permit does not convey any property rights of any
sort7 or any exclusive privilege.
(E) The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of
a written request and within a reasonable time, any
information that the DEQ may request to determine whether
cause exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and
reissuing or terminating the permit or to determine
compliance with the permit. Upon request, the permittee
shall also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to
be kept by the permit. The permittee may make a claim of
confidentiality pursuant to OAC 252.100 8 S(b) (10) 27A O.S.
1993 Supp. Section 2-5-105.18 for any information or records
submitted under this paragraph.
(8)
Fees.
The permit shall provide that the permittee will
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pay fees to the DEQ consistent with the fee schedule established under OAC 252.100 8 9 252:100-5-2.2.
(9)
Emissions trading.
The permit shall provide that no
permit revision shall be required under any approved economic
incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided
for in the permit.
·
(10) Operating scenarios.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions applicable to all operating scenarios described in
the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirements 7 and state-only requirements.
The
permit shall authorize the permittee to make changes among
operating scenarios authorized in the permit without notice,
but shall require the permittee contemporaneously with making
a change from one operating scenario to another to record in a
log at the permitted facility the scenario under which it is
operating.
(l1) Emissions averaging.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading or averaging.of emissions increases and decreases in
the permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable
requirements provide for trading or averaging such increases
and decreases.
Such terms and conditions shall include·terms
under subsections (a) and (c) of this section to determine
compliance and shall satisfy all requirements of the
applicable requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
(b)
Federally enforceable requirements.·
(1)
Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2) of this section,
all terms and conditions in a permit issued under this
section, including any provisions designed to limit a source's
potential to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by
citizens under section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(2}
Notwithstanding paragraph (b) (1) of this section, the DEQ
shall designate as not being federally enforceable under the
federal Clean Air Act any terms and conditions included in the
permit that are not required under the federal Clean Air Act
or any of its applicable requirements, and such terms and
conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under
section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(c) - Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this
Chapter ~ shall contain the following elements with respect to
compliance:
(1)
Consistent with paragraph (a) (3) of this section, compliance certification, testing, monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure compliance_
with the terms and conditions of the permit. Any document
(including reports) required by a permit under this Chapter
Part shall contain a certification by a responsible official
as to the results of the required monitoring.
(2)
Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon
presentation of credentials and other documents as may be
required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized
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officials of the DEQ to perform the following (subject to the
perffiittee's right to seek confidential treatffient pursuant to
OAC 252.100 8 S(b) (10) for confidential inforffiation submitted
to or obtained by the DBQ under this subsection) :
(A)
Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours where a source is located or
emissions-related activity is conducted, or where records
must be kept under the conditions of the permit;
(B)
Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any
records that must be kept under the conditions of the
permit;
(C)
Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety
practices any facilities, equipment (including monitoring
and air pollution control equipment), practices, or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
(D)
As authorized by the federal Clean Air Oklahoma Clean
Air Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit .
(3)
A schedule of compliance i i to the extent required under
GAG 252.100 8 S(d) (8) (C) 252:100-8-5(e) (8) (B).
(4)
To the extent required under an applicable schedule of
compliance and OAC.252.100 8 S(d) (8) 252:100-8-5(e) (8),
progress reports, to be submitted semiannuallyT or more
frequently if specified in the applicable requirement or by
the DEQ.
Such progress reports shall 6ontain the following:
{A) Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and
dates when such activities, milestones or compliance
were achieved; and
{B) An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and any
preventive or corrective measures adopted.
{5)
Requirements for compliance certification with terms
and conditions contained in the permit that are federally
enforceable, including emission limitations, standards, or
work practices. Each permit shall specify:
(A)
The frequency (which shall be annually unless the
applicable requirement, and or state-only requirementT
specifies submission more frequently) of submissions of
compliance certifications;
{B)
In accordance with paragraph {a) {3) of this
section, a means for monitoring the compliance of the
source with emissions limitations, standards, and work
practices;
{C)
A requirement that the compliance certification
include the following:
{i)
The identification of each term or condition
of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as
shown by monitoring data and other information
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available to the permittee;
(iii)
Whether compliance was continuous or
intermittent;
(iv) The method(s) used for determining the
compliance status of the source, currently and
over the reporting period as required by paragraph
(a) (3) of this section; and
(v)
Such other facts as the DEQ may require to
determine the compliance status of the source;
(D)
A requirement that all compliance certifications
be submitted to EPA as well as to the DEQ;
Such additional requirements as may be specified
(E)
pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) and 504(b) of the
federal Clean Air Act; and
(6)
Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d)
General per.mite.
(1) .T~e D~Q may, after notice and ~pportunity for public
part1clpat1on, 1ssue a.general perm1t to any source category
if it concludes that the category is appropriate for
permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply ·.lith all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected
sources under the acid rain program unless otheniise
provided in regulatiorw promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
(2)
}'t general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source 'idthin the source
category or upon the DBQ' s mffi initiative. The DBQ shall,
follmdng receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination tfiat issuance of a general permit for a
category of sources may be appropriate, follo·..r the same
.procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
(3)
}'J, general permit may be issued for the follmdng
purposes .
(A)
to establisfi terms and conditions to implement
applicable requirements, and state only requirements,
. for a source category,
(B)
to establish terms and conditions tp implement
~. applicable requirements, and stcitc only requirements,
for specified categories of changes to permitted
sources,
(C)
to establish terms and conditions for neu
requirements that apply to sources vlith CJeisting
permits, and
(D)
to establish federally enforceable caps on emissions
from sources in a specified category.
(4)
The DEQ may issue a general permit if it finds that.
(A)
there are several permittees, permit applicants, or
potential permit applicants ...,..,he have the same or
substantially similar operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities,
M·
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(B)
tfie permittees, permit applicants, or potential permit
applicants emit tfie same types of regulated air pollutants,
(C)
tfie operations, emissions, activities, or facilities
are subject to tfie same or similar standards, limitations,
and operating requirements, and
(D)
tfie operati9ns, emissions, activities, or facilities
are subject to tfie same or similar monitoring requirements.
(5)
A general permit issued under tfiis section sfiall identify
criteria by wfiicfi sources may qualify for tfie general permit.
}'tfter a general permit fias been issued, any source may submit
a request to be covered under tfie permit in tfie form of an
application for autfiori~ation to operate under tfie general
permit.
(A) .sucfi application sfiall identify tfie source and provide
information sufficient to demonstrate tfiat it falls ~dtfiin
tfie source category cmrered by tfie general perm.it, togetfier
~dtfi any additional information that may be specified in tfie
general permit.
·
(B)
See GAG 252.2 lS for Tier I permitting procedures and
timelines for individual a~thori~ations under general
permits. The Agency shall act to·approve or deny the
application ~dtfiin 90 days of filing.
(C)
A final action approving an authori~ation to operate
under a general permit shall not be subject to public
comment or judicial revim>'.
·
(6) A copy of the general permit, together ~dth a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be Jeept on file
for public revic·... at the offices of the DBQ.
(7)
A general permit issued under tfiis section shall provide
that any source approved for coverage under a general permit
shall be entitled to the protection of the permit shield for
all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by the
general permit, unless and to the metcnt that it is subse
qucntly determined that the source docs not qualify for the
conditions afid terms of the general permit.
(8)
If some, but not all, of a source's operations,
activities, and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more general permits, the source may apply for and receive
coverage under tfie general permits for the operations,
activities, and emissions that are so eligible.
If the source
is required under GAG 252.100 8 3 of tfiis part to obtain a
permit addressing the remainder of its operations, activities,
and emissions, it may apply for and receive a permit that
addresses specifically only those items not covered by general
permits.
In sucfi a case, the source's permit shall identify
all operations, activities, and emissions that are subject to
general permits and incorporate those general permits by
reference.
Unless the permit specifically states otfiendse,
the permit shield shall apply to the terms and conditions of
any general permits so incorporated by reference as vt'Cll as to
tfie terms and conditions specifically stated in the permit.
[NOTE: General permits was moved to 252:100-8-6.1]
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(e)
Temporary sources.
The DBQ may issue a single permit
authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same source
owner or operator at multiple temporary locations. The operation
must be temporary and involve at least one change of location
during the term of the permit. ~lo affected source shall be
permitted as a temporary source.
Permits for temporary sources
shall include the following.
(1)
Conditions that will assure compliance with all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations,
( 2)
Requirements that the mmer or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each
change in location, and
(3)
Conditions that assure compliance .,.,ith all other
provisions of this section.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-6.2]
~-f# Perini t shield.
(i)
Each operating permit issued under this section Part
shall include a "permit shield" provision, which shall state
that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
(including terms and conditions established for alternate
operating scenarios, emissions trading, and emissions
averaging, but excluding terms and conditions for which the
permit shield is expressly prohibited under this Subchapter)
shall be deemed compliance with the applicable requirements.
identified and included in the permit.
(2)
Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a
separate written finding issued with the permit a
determination identifying specific requirements that do not
apply to the source. The source shall specify in its
application for such a determination the requirements for a-s~ which the determination is requested.
If the determination
is issued in a separate finding, that finding shall be
summarized in the permit. The permit shall state that the
permit shield applies to any requirements so identified. A
request for a determination to extend the shield to
requirements deemed inapplicable to the source may be made
either in the original permit application or in a subsequent
application for a permit modification.
(3)
A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a
permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide such a
sh·ield.
(4)
Nothing in this section or in the permit shall alter or
affect the following:
(A)
the provisions of section 303 of the federal Clean Air
Act, including the authority of the EPA Administrator under
that section;
(B)
the liability of an owner or operator of a source for
any violation of applicable requirements, and or state-only
requirements, prior to or at the time of permi~issuance;
(C)
the applicable requirements of the acid rain program,
consistent with section 40B(a) of the federal Clean Air Act;
or
(D)
the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source
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pursuant to section 114 of the federal Clean Air Act.
Emergencies.
--(1)
When used in this Subsection, "Emergency" means any
situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of
God, which situation requires immediate corrective action to
restore normal.operation, and that causes the source to exceed
a technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due.
to unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the
emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to
the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of
preventative preventive maintenance, careless or improper
operation, or operator error. Quantification of accidental
releases shall be made by the best available method.
(2)
An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an
action brought for noncompliance with such technology-based
emission limitations if the conditions of paragraph~ ~(3)
of this section and the reporting requirements of 252:100-86 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I) are met.
(3)
The affirmative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous
operating logs, or other relevant evidence that:
(A)
An emergency occurred and that the permittee can
identify the cause(s) of the emergency;
(B)
The permitted facility was at the time being properly
operated;
(C)
During the period of the emergency the permittee took
all reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions that
exceeded the emission standards, or other requirements in
the permit, and.=.
(D)
The permittee submitted notice of the emergency to the
DEQ ~dthin 2 4 hours of the time ~Jhen emission limitations
~mre meceeded due to the emergency.
Such notice must
contain a description of the emergency, any steps taken to.
mitigate emissions, and corrective actions taken.
[NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-G(a) (3) (C) (iii) (I}·]
(4)
In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to
establish the occurrence of an emergency has the burden of
proof.
(5)
The provision in this subsection is in addition to any
emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable
requirement or GAe 252:100-9.
(f) -fh.)- Operational flexibility. .'illy operating scenario allor.Jed
for in an applicable Part 70 permit may be implemented by the
facility ~dthout the need for any permit revision or any
notification to the permitting authority. It is incumbent upon
the Part 70 permit applicant to apply for any reasonably
anticipated alternative facility operating scenarios at the time
of initial or renm.·al permit application.
(1)
Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios.
Any operating scenario allowed for in an applicable Part 70
permit may be implemented by the facility without the need for
J....§.l~
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any permit revision or any notification to the permitting
authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant
to apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
operating scenariQs at the time of initial or renewal permit
application.
(2)
Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted
Part 70 source may make changes within the facility that:
(A)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal Clean Air Act;
(B)
Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission
rate of any existing emissions unit to be exceeded; er and
(C)
Result in a net Net change in emissions 45 of zero7~
provided Provided that the facility provides notifies the
Administrator and the permitting authority DEO and EPA in
writing at least 7 days with written notification as
required belm,r in advance of the proposed changes, \vhich
shall be a minimum of 7 days, or such shorter time frame
that permitting authority allo~~s for emergencies [as defined
in OhC 252.100 8 6(g)]. The source, permitting authority
DEQ, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of
the relevant permit.
For each such change, the written
notification required above shall include a brief
description of the change within the permitted facility, the
date on which the change will occur, any change in
emissions, and any permit term or condition that is no
longer applicable as a result of the change. The permit
shield described in·OAC 252.100 8 6(f) 252:100-8-G(d) does
not apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection.
(3)
Emissions trading in permit. A permitted source may rely
on the authority of this section to trade increases and
decreases in emissions 'ivithin the facility, . . ~here the
implementation plan provides for such emissions trades 'ivithout
a permit modification.
In such a case, the adTY"ance 'ivritten
notice provided by the permittee shall identify the underlying
authority authori2ing the trading and shall state ·.~h:en th:e
ch:ange \vill occur, the types and quantities of emissions to be
traded, thepermit terms or oth:er applicable requirements, and
state only requirements, Hith ·,.·hich the source "tdll comply
through emissions trading, and ouch other information as may
l5e- required by the applicable requirement authori2ing th:e
emissions trade.
(i)
Special previsions for affected (acid rain) sources
(1)
Application binding until permit issuance or denial.
A
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the
applicant and enforceable as an acid rain permit until an acid
rain permit is issued or denied.
For applicable permitting
procedures, see OAC 252.2 15.
( 2)
EJeemptien petitions.
Applicants 'idth small units that
burn lev: sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can
petition to have such units meempted from certain permitting
and monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(3)
Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
sc- 8/1997/8 n- 9l
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permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures
that an applicant operating in accordance v:ith a permit issued
in accordance with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will
be deemed to be operating in compliance v:ith the Acid Rain
Program.
(4) Modifications. Sec 40 CFR 72.82.
(5) Deration. Acid rain permits v:ill have a term of five
years commencing on the permits effective date. The DEQ may
issue a permit with a future effective date.
(6) Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene
as a matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
(7) Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days follmdng the issuance of the
Acid Rain permit and the jedicial app~al period shall be no
more than 90 days follm;ing a final agency action.
(8) Adoption of 40 CPR Part 72 by reference.
0\iners or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of
th'e federal Clean Air Act shall comply \dth applicable
provisions of 40 CFR Part 72, as published in the Federal
Register on January 11, 1993, and on ~4arch 23, 1993, '•ihich is
hereby adopted by reference as rules of the Environmental
Quality Board. In ouch regulations, the term "permitting
authority" shall mean the Olelahoma Department of Environmental
Quality and tP.e term."Adminiotrator" shall mean the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
If the provisions or requirements of 40 CFR Part 72
conflict \wtith this Chapter, the Part 72 provisions and
requirements shall apply and take precedence.
(8) The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality hereby
adopts and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CFR
part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January 11,
1993, and on Harch 23, 1993 for purposes of implementing an
acid rain program that meets the requirements of Title IV of
the Clean Air Act. The term "permitting authority" shall mean
the 01tlahoma Department of Bwvironmental Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CFR part 72 conflict \dth or are not
included in Oklahoma Administrative Code.252.100 8, the part
72 provisions and requirements shall apply .and take
precedence.
[NOTE: Mqved to 252:i00-8-6.3]
General per.mits
Applicability.
l1l The DEO may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit for ~ any source
category if it concludes that the category is appropriate
for permitting on a generic basis. Any general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected
sources under the acid rain program unless otherwise

252:100-8-6.1
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provided in regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
ill A general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source within the source
category or upon the DEO's own initiative. The DEO shall,
following receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit for a
category of sources may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
J...J.l A general permit may be issued for the follmving
purposes to establish:
lhl to establish terms Terms and conditions to
implement applicable requirementsT and state-only
reguirementsT for a source category~.
laL to establish terms Terms and conditions to
implement applicable requirements, and state-only
requirements, for soecified categories of changes to
permitted sources~.
l£l to establish terms Terms and conditions for new
requirements that apply to sources with existing
permits and.
lQl_ to establish federally enforceable Federallyenforceable caps on emissions from sources in a specified
categorv.
~
The DEQ may issue a general oermit if it finds that:
~
There there are several permittees, permit applicants,
or potential permit applicants who: have the same or
substantially similar operations, emissions, activities, or
·facilities:
l i l Have the same or substantially similar
operations,emissions, activities, or facilities.
(ii)±Bt
the permittees, permit applicants. or potential
permit applicants emit Emit the same types of regulated
air pollutants.T
(B)±et ~ The operations, emissions, activities, or
facilities are subject to the same or similar: standards
limitations, and operating requirements; and
l i l Standards, limitations, and operating requirements.
1II>±Bt the operations, emissions, activities, or .
facilities are subject to the same or similar monitoring
Monitoring requirements.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1(a) (1) through (4) was 252:100-8-G(d) (1)
through (4)}
{5)±&} If some, but not all, of a source's operations,
activities. and emissions are eligible for coverage under one
or more general permits, the source mav must apply for an
individual Part 70 permit ·for all of its covered sources. ana
receive coverage under the general permits for the operations,
activities, and emissions that are so eligible.
If the source
is required under OAC 252.100 8 3 of this part to obtain a
permit addressing the remainder of its operations, activities,
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and emissions, it may apply for and receive a permit that
addresses specifically only those items not covered by general
permits.
In suck a case, the source's permit shall identify
all operations. activities, and emissions that are subject to
general permits and incorporate those general permits by
reference.
Unless the permit specifically states otkendse,
the permit shield shall apply to the terms and conditions of
any general permits so incorporated by reference as well as to
the terms and conditions specifically stated in the permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-6 (d) {8)]
~
Facilities located in areas that are federally desionated
as-non-attainment are not eligible for coverage under a
general operating permit.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5{h) {3)]
lll Sites·that are not in compliance with all applicable
State and Federal air regulations are eligible for a general
operating permit only if:
l8l They submit to DEO an approvable compliance plan, and
~
The facility submits to Tier I I public review. [NOTE:
From 252:100-10-5 (h) (5)]
~
Facilities with existing state operating permits are
eligible for coverage under a general operating permit.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-5{h) (6)]
l2l Facilities existing prior to the effective date of any
applicable standard that would have created specific
quantifiable and enforceable emission rates are eligible for
coverage under a general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5(h) (7)]
~
Authorization.
(1)±5± A general permit issued under this section shall .
identify criteria by which sources may qualify for the general
permit. After a general permit has been issued, any source
may submit a request to be covered under the permit in the
form of an application for authorization to operate under the
general permit. ..fftt Such application shall identify the
source and provide information sufficient to demonstrate that
it falls within the source category covered by the general
permit, together with any additional information that may be
specified in the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-86(d)(5)]
(2)-fB± See eAe 252:2-15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
timelines for individual authorizations under general permits.
The Agency DEO shall act to approve or deny the application
within 90 days of filing. [NOTE: Was 252:100-8-G(d) (5) (B)]
(3.) -f€t A final action approving an authorization to operate
under a general permit shall not be subject to public comment
or judicial review.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-G(d) (5) (C)]
(4) (d) The DEO will publish, at least monthly, an updated list
of sources approved for inclusion under the general operating
permit and any aggrieved person may petition the DEO to review
the approval of any stationary source for inclusion under a
general operating permit within 30 days after publication of
the list.
[NOTE: From 252:100-10-3(d)]
·
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(5){§+ A copy of the general permit, tooether with a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be kept on file
for public review at the offices of the DEQ. [NOTE: Was
252:100-8-6 (d) (6)]
l£l Permit Shield. A general permit issued under this section
Shall provide that any source approved for coverage under a
general permit shall be entitled to the protection of the permit
shield for all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by
the general permit, unless and to the extent that it is subsequently determined that the source does not qualify for the
conditions and terms of the general permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:1008-6 (d) (7)]
lQL Revisions
---(1}f5t If an owner or operator of a source(s) makes a change
to a source covered by a general ope:rating permit that affects
any applicability information supplied in the general
ope:rating permit application, but the source is still eligible
for coverage autho:rized to ope:rate under a general ope:rating
permit, the owner or operator must revise the general
operating permit application and submit it to the DEQ within
60 days.
(2)fet After coverage is granted to a pa:rticula:r source under
the general permit, physical changes to the facility which
result in the addition of equipment new to the facility,
either as a replacement (except like-kind replacements) or net
addition. will require a construction permit or a new
authorization pe:rffiit except as allowed in (d) (3) below. Any
significant modification toa station-ary source included under
a general ope:rating permit shall subject the source to a Tier
II review.
(3}fet If equipment new to the facility is newly purchased or
is relocated from another facility where a permit was issued
with enforceable emissions limits on that equipment, then
authorization app:roval under the general ope:rating permit
shall be modified or amended to include an emissions limit for
the newly purchased or relocated equipment.
"Grandfathered"
emissions sources at the facility will retain only the
equipment descriptions as permit conditions. "Grandfathered"
means a unit which that was in existence prior to the
ecffective date of any applicable regulation vvhich that .would
have created specific quantifiable and enforceable emissions
rate limits.
·
(4)±ft For a general operating permit, if emissions change for
any reason that subjects the facility to PSD permitting
requirements, then the facility no longer qualifies for a
general operating permit.
However, the existing general
operating permit will remain valid during the time period
covered by the PSD construction permit until the facility
receives a Part 70 site specific operating permit for the
entire facility.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.1(d) (1) through (4) are from 252:100-105 (b)
(c)
(e) and (f) respectively]
1

1
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(e)
Permit Content.
Specific terms and conditions that ;..·hich
will make the applicable rules and requirements enforceable shall
be stipulated in the general operating permit. [NOTE: From
252:100-10-5 (h) (8)]
.
1£1 Renewal of general operating permits.
(1)
The DEO will initiate the renewal process for a oeneral
operatino permit at least 180 days prior to the permit's
expiration date and will follow the requirements in 252:100-87 (a) .

(2)
Owners or operators shall apply to renew an authorization
at least 60 days prior to expiration of the existing
authorization. Upon submittal of a timely and
administratively complete application, the applicant mav
continue to operate until such time as the DEO grants or
denies coverage under the general operating permit.

-

-

252:100-8-6.2~ Temporary sources.
The DEO may issue a single
permit authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same
source owner or operator at multiple temporary locations. The
operation must be temporary and involve at least one change of
location during the term of the permit.
No affected source shall
be permitted as a temporary source.
Permits for temporary
sources shall include the following:
lll Conditions that will assure compliance with all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations;
l1l Requirements that the owner or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each
change in location; and
i l l Conditions that assure compliance with all other
provisions of this se~tion.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.2 was moved
from 252:100-8-6(e)]

Special provisions for affected (acid rain)
252:100-8-6.3.fit
sources
(a)ftt Application bindina until Der.mit issuance or denial.
8
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the applicant
and enforceable as a an acid rain permit until an acid rain
permit is issued or denied.
For applicable permitting
procedures, see eAe 252:2-i5.
(b)~ Exemption petitions.
Applicants with small units that
burn low sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can petition
to have such·units exempted from certain permitting and
monitoring requirements under the acid rain regulations.
(c}13+ Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating
permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures that
an applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in
accordance with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will be
deemed to be operating in compliance with the Acid Rain Program.
(d) ±4± Modifications. See 40 CFR 72.82.
(e)f&t Duration. Acid rain permits will have a term of five
years commencino on the permits effective date.
The DEO may
issue a permit with a future effective date.
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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(f)±Gt Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene
as a matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an
Acid Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
(q)±Tt Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days following the issuance of the Acid
Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than
90 days following a final agency action.
(h) -f.&-}- Adoption of 40 CFR Part 72 by reference.
o·,.·nero or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of the
federal Clean Air Act shall comply ·.dth applicable provisions of
40 CFR Part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January
11, 1993, and on Harch 23, 1993, \>lhich is hereby adopted by
reference as rules of the Environmental Quality Board.
In ouch
regulations, the term "permitting authority 11 shall mean the
Oklahoma Bepartment of Environmental Quality and the term
"}'.dminiotrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CPR Pgrt 72 conflict ~.;ith this Chapter, the
Part 72 provisions and requirements shall apply and take
precedence.
-f.&-}- The Oklahoma Department of Brnrironmental Quality DEQ hereby
adopts and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CFR
Part parE 72, as published in the Federal Register on January 11,
1993, and on March 23, 1993, and on October 24, 1997, for
purposes of implementing an acid rain program that meets the
requirements of Title IV of the Clean Air Act. The term
11
permitting authority" shall mean the Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality and the term "Administrator" shall mean the
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
If the provisions.or requirements of 40 CFR Part pEE£ 72
conflict with or are not included in Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-8, the Part oaFF 72 provisions and requirements shall
apply and take precedence.
.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-6.3 was moved from 252:100-8-G(i)]
Permit issuance, renewal, reopenings, and
252:100-8-7.
reYisions
(a) Action on application; issuance/denial criteria.
~~ Criteria for issuance.
A permit, permit modification,
or renewal may be issued only if the applicable requirements of
27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14-101 et seq.; eAC 252:2-15; and
this Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that the
conditions of the permit provide for compliance with all
applicable requirements and for applications subject to eAC
252:100-8-8, that the requirements of that section have been
satisfied.
~~ Draft permits and notice thereof.
See eAC 252:2-15. The
draft permit shall be accompanied by a statement that sets forth
the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions
(including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory
provisions)
-8+- (c) EPA review. See eAC 252:100-8-8.
SC-8/~997/8(1-9).wp
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See eAe 252:2-15, and eA€ 252:100-8-8
when applicable.
-f-5-t-J..sU_ Timeline for technical review and issuance. See OAC
252~15 70 through 15 72.
B1ccept as provided in paragraphs (A)
and (B) of this paragraph, the ~ DEQ shall take final action on
each application for a permit within 18 months after beginning
its technical review in accordance with 252:2-15-70 through 15-72
and 02'..C 252_.100 8 5 (b) (5) 252:100-8-4 (b) (7).
~lfl Action priorities.
See OAC 252.100 8 5(b) 252:100-84(b)12) through (10) and 252:100-8-7.1(a).
+7+-Jq,l,. No issuance by default. See 27A:2-5-112 (D).
(b)
Requiremeftt fer a pe~it.
See OAC 252.100 8 4(b)
(c)
Pe~it reRewal aRd expiratieft.
(1)
Applications for permit rener.ml after the transition
period, and for permit for ne~~ Part 70 sources or amendments,
shall be considered timely if the applicant meets the
requirements of this subsection.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-87.1(a) (1)]
(2)
Applications for permit renmml shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements, including those for public
participation, affected State co'lft'lftent, and BPA revie\~, that
apply to initial permit issuance under OAC 252.100 8 7(a).
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(c)]
(3)
A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
mcpiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renmml
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of mepiration.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(d) (1)]
(4)
If a timely and complete· application for a permit rener.ml
is submitted, but the ·oBQ fails to take final action to issue
or deny the renm~al perffiit before the end of the term of the
previous permit, then the permit shall not mepire until the
rene·.ml permit has been issued or denied, and any permit
shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during
that time.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1(d) (2)]
(5)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DBQ under this subchapter shall apply for permit reissuance at
least 180 days before the mepiration of the meisting permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application 'lftUst be
submitted sooner. ~he DBQ shall require in a permit that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it deter'lftines
that an earlier application is needed to minimi~e the
possibility of mcpiration prior to reissuance.
~he DBQ may
make the determination if it anticipates a relatiT.;ely lengthy
permit revier.i process due to the complmeity of the stationary
source or anticipated iw.;olvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen months prior to the eJcpiration of the permit.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-7.1 (a) (2)]
(d)
Administrative pe~it amenemeRts ..
(1)
When used in this subsection "Administrative permit
amendment" means a permit revision that.
(A)· Corrects typographical errors,
{4+1Ql DEQ final action.

-

-
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(B)
Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source,
(C)
Requires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
by the permittee;
(D)
Allmvo for a change in mmerohip or operational control
of a source ~;here no other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability bet·,;een the current and ncr.:
permittee has been submitted to the DBQ,
(B)
Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
preconotruction revimt' permits issued by the DBQ under OAC
252.100 7. Enhanced ~~C\1 Source Revier.: (~lSR) procedures
apply to all major sources and all State Implementation Plan
(SIP) minor source changes to majors.
C?J Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act.
(3)
An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the
DBQ in accordance with the following:
(A)
The DBQ shall take final action on a request for an
administrative permit amendmen:t ·.dthin 6 0 days from the date
of receipt of ouch a request, and may incorporate the
proposed changes \tithout providing not.ice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates an:y such permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
(B)
The DBQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon: the Administrator's request.
(C)
The source may implemen:t the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request.
(4)
The DBQ shall, upon taking final action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment, allmt' coverage
by the permit shield in OAC 252.100 8 6 (f) for adm.iniotrative
permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph (d) (1) (B) of
this section. _
[NOTE:
252:100-8-?(d) was moved to 252:100-8-7.2(a)]
(e)
Permit modification.
A permit modification is any revision
to an operating permit that cannot be accomplished under the
program's provisions for administrative permit amendments under
subsection (d) of this section. A permit modification for
purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall be governed
by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean
Air Act.
(1)
Miner permit modification procedures.
(A)
Criteria.
·
(i)
~4inor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that:
(I)
Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state only requirements;
·
(II) Do not involve significant changes to existing
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit,
(III)
Do not require or change a case by case
dete'rmination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source specific determination for
tem~orary sources o~ ambient impacts, or a visibility
or 1ncrement analys1s,
(IV) Do not seek to establish: or change a permit term
or condition for which: there is no corresponding
underlying applicable requirement, or state only
requirement, and that the source has assumed to avoid
an applicable requirement, or state only requirement,
to ,.;h:ich: the source vmuld oth:endse be subject.
Such:
terms and conditions include federally enforceable
emissions capo assumed to avoid ~laooification as a
modification under any provision of Title I and
alternative emissions limits approved pursuant to
regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (5) of the
federal Clean Air Act, and
(V)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act.
(ii) Not,..·ith:otanding OAC 252.100 8 7 (e) (1) (A) (i) and OAC
252.100 8 7(e) (2) (A) , minor permit modification
·
procedures may be used for permit modifications involving
the use of e.conomic · incentiv'eo, marketable permits,
emissions trading, and other similar approaches, to the
metent that ouch minor permit modification procedures are
e:~eplicitly provided for in an applicable implementation
plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA.
Application.
To use the minor permit modification
(B)
procedures, a source shall submit an application requesting
such use ,.ffiich shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under OAC 252.2 15 and shall include
the follo,.iing:
(i) · A description of thd change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any nmi applicable requirements, and
state only requirements, that \dll apply if the change
occurs,
(ii) The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)
Certification by a reoporioible official, that the
application and the proposed modification meet the
criteria for use of minor permit modification
procedureo;and
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required by 0}\C
252.2 15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph.
(C)
EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that undenient EPA revic·.;
in accordance vvith OAC 252:100 8 8, the provisions of that
section shall apply to the minor modification application
unless waived by the Administrator.
·
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(D) Timetable for issuance. Wit::hin 90 elays o€ t::he DBQ's
receipt of a compleee application uneer OAC 252.2 15 t::he DBQ
shall:
(i)
Issue the minor permit:: moelificat::ion as approves;
Hi) Deny t::he minor permit moeificat::ion application· or
{''')
•
1.-.
1.-.
\~~~
Determ~ne Euat tuc rcqucstee moeification Eioes not::
meet tae minor permit modification criteria ana should be
. •
.-J
.-J
..,,_,
•
'&:'
.-J'.IO'
'
re .v~e'n'eu
Unuer
cne
s~gn~r~CaDc mou~±:~eat~Ofl procedures or
administrat::ive amendment proceeures.
~B)
Source's ability to make change.
Immeeiately a~t::er
~iling an applicat::ion meeting the requirements of these
minor permit:: moeification procedures, t::he source is
authorized to fflalte the change or changes proposes in the
application. After the source makes the change al;bo·tt'ee by
the prcceeling sentence, and unt::il the DBQ takes any of the
actions specifies in (1} (D) (i) through {iii) of tais
sect::ion, the source must comply wit::h both the applicable
requirements ana state only requirements, governing the
change and the proposed permit terms ana coneitions. During
this period, the source neeel not comply ~dth the existing
t::erms and conditions it seelts to modify. However, if the
source fails to comply ·.lith ;its proposed permit terms ana
coneitions during this time period, the eJcisting permit
terms and coaditions it seelcs te modify may be enforced
against it.
·
(F) Permit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252:100 8
6 (f) will not CJctend te minor permit modifications.
(C) Permittee's risk in ccimmeneing construction. The
permittees assumes the risk of lasing any imtestment it
1
.-J.
,
1-'
..:l'.IO'
....
•.
•
•
maJtes
cO'<•'aru
~mpxemefie~ng a mou~r~cae~on pr~or te recer,;r~:ag
a permit affl:endment autherizing the modification. The DBQ
viill aot consider the possibility of the permittee suffering
financial ;boss due to such iw,;restment \men deciding whether
to approve, deny, or approve in modified form a minor permit
at'flcndment .
{2) Significant modification procedures •
.,. (A} Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
(i}
Involve any significant:: amendment to exist::ing
• l•
..:lj
•
•
•
monJ:cor~ng, reporeJ:ng, or recoruceep~ng requ~rements ~n
the permit,
tii) Require any amendment to establish or amend a permit
condition that is required to be based on a case by case
determinat::ion of an emission limitation or other
st::andard, on a source specific determination of ambient
~mpaccs, or on a vJ:SJ:o~x~~Y or J:ncrement anaxys~s,
Hii)
Seek to establish er change a permit term or
condition for ~vh:ich there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement, and state only requirement, and
that the source has assumed to avoid an applicaele
requirement, and state only requirement, to which the
source would otherwise be subject. Such terms and
I

I-

I-.

I-. •

•
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conditions include.
(i)
A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I;
(II) An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations promulgated under section 112(i) (5) of
the federal Clean Air Act, and
(iv) Are modifications under any provision of Title I of
the federal Clean Air Act, and,
(v)
Do not qualify as minor perFRit modifications or
administrative amendFRents.
(B)
Preeedures fer preeessift~. Significant permit
modifications shall meet all requireFRents of these rules
that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change,
the emissions resulting from the change, and any ne~:
applicable requirements, and state only requirements, that
will apply if the change occurs.
(C) . Issua~e7. Tl;e DEQ. sh~ll '?omplete revim,. of si~nificant
perm1t mod1f1cat1ons w1th1n n1ne months after rece1pt of a
complete application, but shall be authori5!5ed to metend that
date by up to three months for cause.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-?(e) was moved to 252:100-8-7.2(b)]
(f)
ReepeRift~ fer cause.
(1) Maftdatery reepeRift~.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions· under ·.:hich the permit
\dll be reopened prior to the eJepiration date of the permit.
A permit shall be reopened and revised under any of the
following circumstances:
(A)
Additional federal applicable requirements becoFRe
applicable to a stationary source \dth a: remaining permit
term of three or more years. Such a reopening and aFRendment
shall be completed not later than 18 months after
promulgation of the federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is allmY'ed if an applicable requirement becomes
effective and the original permit or any of its terms and
conditions has been metended pursuant to the application
shield provided at OAC 252.100 8 7(c) (4) beyond the 18 FRonth
timeframe for revision. !lo such reopening is required if
the effective date of the requirement is later than the date
on ·,.·hich the permit is due to mepire.
(B)
Additional requirements (including eJecess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program. Upon approval by the administrator,
mecess emissions offset plans shall be deemed to be
incorporated into the permit.
(C)
The agency or the administrator determines that the
permit contains a material mietalEe or that inaccurate
statements \Y'ere made in establishing the emissions
standards, limitations, or other terms or conditions of the
permit.
(D)
The administrator or the agency determines that the
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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permit must be revised or revoked to assure compliance '<vith
the applicable requirements.
(2)
Discretionary reopening. The agency may reopen and amend
a permit ·..·hen.
(A)
additional state only requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary source, and the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which
the permit is due to expire,
(B)
alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in
significant alteration of the nature or quantity of
regulated air pollutants to be emitted by the permittee,
(C)
the agency receives information previously unavailable
to the agency that shows that the terms and conditions of
the permit do not accurately represent the actual
circumstances relating to the perffiitted facility,
(D)
a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or
modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon ·..·hich a condition of the p"ermit is based, and
(B)
an event occurs that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
·
(3)
Reopening procedures. To reopen and amend a permit, the
agency shall follmi the procedures that apply to significant
permit amendments.u~der t~io chapter, unless the amendment can
be made as an adm1n1otrat1ve amendment under OAC 252.100 8
7 (d) . Handatory reopeningo under O."...C 252 .100 8 7 (f) (1) shall
be made as expeditiously as practicable.
In lieu of an
application, the significant permit amendment procoss ·.dll
commence ....hen the agency gives the permittee 'iiritten notice of
its intent to amend the permit. The agency shall not issue
the amendment, or make public notice of the amendment ....here
public notice is required, until at least thirty days after
the agency has given the permittee consents to less notice, or
in the case ·of an emergency.
In casco ~.-here public
participation is required, only those portions of the permit
•,/bich the agency proposes to amend shall be open for public
comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
[NOTE:
(c)

r

252:100-8-?(f)

was moved to 252:100-8-7.3 (a),

(b)

and

(g)

Reopenings for cause by EPA.
(1)
If the Administrator finds that cause exists to
terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the permitting authority and the
permittee of ouch findings in ·,iriting.
(2)
The permitting authority shall, ~Jithin 90 days after
receipt of such notification, fonmrd to EPA a proposed
determinat.ion of termination, ffiodification, or rmrocation and
reissuance, as appropriate.
The Administrator may eJctend this
90 day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
or revised permit application is necessary or that the
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit
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additional inforffiation.
(3)
The Adffiiniotrator ·,;ill rcvim>' the proposed dctcrffiination
froffi the perffiitting authority ~dthin 90 days of receipt.
(4)
The pcrffiitting authority shall have 90 days froffi receipt
of an EPA obj cction to resolve any obj cction that EPA ffiaJeco
and to tcrffiinatc, ffiodify, or revoke and reissue the pcrffiit in
accordance ~'lith the Adffiinistrator' o obj cction.
(5)
If the pcrffiitting authority fails to oubffiit a proposed
dctcrffiination pursuant to this subsection, or fails to resolve
any objection pursuant to.this subsection, the Adffiiniotrator
will terffiinatc, ffiodify, or revolce and reissue the perffiit after
taking the follmdng actions:
(A)
Providing at least 30 days' notice to the pcrffiittcc in
~iriting of the reasons for any such action.
(B)
Providing the pcrffiittec an opportunity for coffifficnt on
the Adffiinistrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-?(g) was moved to 252:100-8-7.3(d)]
(h) Re·Jeeatiens.
·
·
(1) Per.mit reveeatien without reissuanee.
The agency ffiay
revoke pcrffiits and not reissue thcffi ~>'hen:
{}'J:)
there mcioto at the pcrffiitted facility unresolved
noncompliance with applicable rcquircfficnto or a condition of
the pcrffiit, and the permittee refuses to undertake an
enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the noncompli
ancc,
(B)
the pcrffiittcc fails to disclose fully the facto
relevant to issuance of the· permit or submits false or
misleading inforffiation to the agency or the administrator;
(C) the permittee has failed to comply \dth any rcquircfficnt
under GAG 252:100 9 to pay fees, or
(D) the pcrffiittcc has failed to pay a penalty O'lt'Cd pursuant
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agrccffient, or
schedule of coffipliancc.
(2) Re·Jeeatien preeeEiures.
The agency shall give notice to
the pcrmittec.of ito intention to revoke a permit \dthout
reissuancc·. This notice must state that ~dthin 30 days of the
receipt of the notice the permittee ffiay request a contested
case hearing be held on the proposed action, mcccpt that the
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency. If
the permittee requests a contested case hearing, the agency
shall hold the hearing in accordance \t'ith the Oklahoma
Administrative Procedures Act.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-?(h) was moved to 252:100-8-7.4]
(i) Puelie participation. Sec 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2 14 101 et
seq. and OAC 252.2 15.
(j) Judicial revielw'. Any final action in grantin·g or denying an
application for a pcrffiit, permit afficndmcnt or ffiodification, or
pcrffiit rcnm..al shall be subj cct to judicial rcvimt' in the court
of appropriate jurisdiction upon an application filed by the
applicant or perffiittce, or by any affected state or other person
who participated in the public coffiffient process. Except for
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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authori~ations under General Permits, judicial revievJ is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
including minor modifications and administrative actions.
If no
public comment procedure 'iJaS employed for the action under
challenge, an application for rciview may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. The opportunity for judicial
review provided for in this subsection shall be the exclusive
means for obtaining judicial revievJ of any permit action.
(1)
No application for judicial review may be filed more than
90 days follmving the final action on ....·hich revimJ is sought,
unless the grounds for reviC'i•' arose at a later time, in ·,.·hich
case the application for revie·..· shall be filed within 90 days
of the date on 'iJhich the grounds for revim.· first arose and
revie\J shall be limited to ouch later arising grounds.
(2)
lilly. application for judicial revim: shall be limited to
issues that:
(2\)
vvere raised in .•,.ritten comments filed with the Agency
- or during a public hearing on the proposed permit action (if
the grounds on 'iJhich revie·..· is sought r,<'ere Jcnm.n at that
time) , eJccept that this restriction shall not apply if the
person seeking revim.· ·.:as not afforded an adv=ance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action, and
(B)
are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
(3)
For purposes of this section, "final action" shall
include a failure by the Agency to take final action to grant
or deny an application r,dthin the time specified in this
Chapter.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7{j) was moved to 252:100-8-7.5]

Per.mit renewal and expiration
Timely application for permit renewal.
i1l Applications for permit renewal after the transition
period, and for permits permit for new Part 70 sources or
amendments, shall be considered timely if the applicant meets
the requirements of this subsection.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-87(c)(1)]
~
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEQ under this Subchapter subchapter shall apply for permit
reissuance at least 180 days before the expiration of the
existing permit, unless the permit specifies that the
application must be submitted sooner. The DEO shall require
in a permit that a reissuance application be submitted sooner
if it determines that an earlier application is needed to
minimize the possibility of expiration prior to reissuance.
The DEQ may make the determination if it anticipates a
relatively lengthy permit review process due to the complexity
of the stationary source or anticipated involvement of the
public.
In no event shall the permit require application for
reissuance sooner than eighteen months prior to the expiration
of the permit.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7{c) {5)]
(b){9± Application content for renewal of expiring permit. In
submitting an application for renewal of a DEQ issued Part 70
252:100-8-7.1.~

{a)
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operating permit, a source may identify and incorporate bv
reference terms and conditions in its previous permit and permit
application(s) that should remain unchanged. terms and conditions
in ito previous permit that should remain unchanged and
incorporate by reference those portions of ito existing permit
and the permit application and any permit amendment or
modification applications that describe products, processes,
operations, and emissions to ~vhich those terms and conditions
apply. The source must identify specifically and list ··vhich
portions of ito previous permit and/or applications are
incorporated by reference.
In addition, a renewal application
must contain:
(1)ftt information specified in GAG 252.100 8 5(d) 252:100 8S(e) for those products, processes, operations, and emissions
~=

(A)±ft That are not addressed in the existing permit;
(B)ffft
That are subject to applicable requirementsT or
state-only requirements that are not addressed in the
existing permit; or ·
(C) (III)
For as to which the source seeks permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the existing permit;
and
(2)fiit
a compliance plan and certification as required in
GAG 252:100 8 5 (d) (8) 252:100-8 S(e) (8) and (9).
[NOTE: Was
252:100-8-5 (b) (9)]
l£1~ Issuance of renewal per.mit.
Applications for permit
renewal shall be subject to the same orocedural requirements.
including those for public participation, affected State comment.
and EPA review, that apply to initial permit issuance under eAe
252:100-8-7 (a).
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-7 (c) (2)]
~
Expiration of per.mit.
(1)ftt A source's right to operate shall terminate uoon the
expiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renewal
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the
date of expiration.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-?(c) (3)]
(2)ftT If a timely and complete application for a permit
renewal is submitted, but the DEO fails to take final action
to issue or deny the renewal permit before the end of the term
of the previous permit, then the permit shall not expire until
the renewal permit has been issued or denied, and any permit
shield granted for the permit shall continue in effect during
that time.
[NOTE: Was 252:100-8-?(c) (4)]
(5) Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEQ under this subchapter shall apply for permit reioouance at
least 180 days before the mepiration of the meisting permit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner. The DEQ shall require in a permit that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines
that an earlier application is needed to minimi3e the
possibility of eJepiration prior to reisouanbe. The DBQ may
malce the determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy
permit review process due to the complexity of the stationary
SC-8/1997/8(1-9).wp
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source or anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event
shall the permit require application for reissuance sooner
than eighteen months prior to the expiration of the permit.
(NOTE : Moved to 2 52 : 10 0- 8- 7 . 1 (a) ( 2) ]
252:100~8-7.2.{dt
Administrative permit amendments and permit
modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
l.ll When used in this subsection An "Administrative
administrative permit amendment" means a permit revision that:
lAl Corrects typographical errors;
~
Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of any person identified-in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source;
JQL ReqUires more or less frequent monitoring or reporting
'· by the permit tee;
lQl Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
of a source where na other change in the permit is
necessary, provided that a written agreement containing a
specific date for transfer of permit responsibility,
coverage, and liability between the current and new
permittee has been submitted to the DEO;
jgl Incorporates into the permit the reguirements from
preconstruction review permits issued by the DEQ under this
Part 01\:C 252 .1:00 7. · Enhanced ~im; Source Revie·..· {N:SR)
procedures apply to all maier sources and all State
Implementation Plan (SIP) minor source changes to maiors.
ilL Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean .''tir Act 40 CFR
Part 72.
~
An administrative permit amendment shall be made bv the
DEO in accordance with the following:
lAl The DEO shall take final action on a request for an
administrative permit amendment within 60 days from the date
of receipt of such a reguest, and may incorporate the
proposed changes without providing notice to the public or
affected States provided that it designates any such permit
revisions as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
:'.-~
The DEO shall submit a copy of the revised permit to
the Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
JQL The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request.
~
The DEO shall. upon taking final action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment, allow coverage
by the permit shield in GAG 252.1:00 8 6(f) 252:100 8-6(d) for
administrative permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph
(d) (1) (E) 252:100-8 7.2(a) (1> {E) of this section.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7.2(a) was 252:100-8-?(d)]
(b)-f.e.±= Permit modification.
A permit modification is anv
revision to an operating a permit that cannot be accomplished
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under the program's provisions for administrative permit
amendments under subsection tat (a) of this section. A permit
modification for purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit
shall be governed by regulations promulgated under Title IV of
the federal Clean Air Act 40 CFR Part 72.
i l l Minor per.mit modification procedures.
J& Criteria.
l i l Minor permit modification procedures may be used
only for those permit modifications that:
l i l Do not violate any applicable requirement, or
state-only requirements;
llll Do not involve significant changes to existing
monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility
or increment analysis;
l!Yl Do not seek to establish or change a permit term
or condition for which there is no corresponding
underlying applicable reguirementT or state-only
reqUirement and that which the source has assumed to
avoid ae some other applicable requirementT or stateonly requirementT to which the source would otherwise
be subject. Such terms and conditions include
federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid
classification as a modification under any provision of
Title I and alternative emissions limits approved
pursuant to regulations promulgated under §§112(i) (5)
of the federal Clean Air Act; and
lYl Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act.
liil Notwithstanding OAC 252.100 8 7(e) (1) (A) (i) 252:1008-7.2(b) (1) (A) (i) and O}'.cC 252.100 8 ?(e) (2) (A) 252:100 8
7.2(b) (2) (A) , minor permit modification procedures may
be used for permit modifications involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent that
such minor permit modification procedures are explicitly
provided for in an applicable the State's implementation
plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA.
~
Application.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures. a source shall submit an application requesting
such use which shall meet the permit application
reguiFements of Tier I under~ 252:2-15 and shall include
the following:
.
l i l A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable requirements, and
or state-only reguirementsT that will apply if the change
occurs;
l i i l The source's suggested modification language;
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(iii)
Certification by a responsible official, that the
application and the proposed modification meet the
criteria for use of minor permit modification
procedures;and
liYl Completed forms for any notices required by eAe
252:2 15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected
states, as required under subparagraph (C) of this
paragraph.
~
EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that underwent EPA review
in accordance with 9Ae 252:100-8-8, the provisions of that
section shall apply to the minor modification application
unless waived by the Administrator.
lQl Timetable for issuance.
Within 90 days of the DEO's
receipt of a complete application under 9Ae 252:2-15, the
DEO shall:
lil Issue the minor permit modification as approved;
l i i l Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
~
Source's ability to make change.
Immediately after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these
minor permit modification procedures, the source is
authorized to make the change or changes proposed in the
application. After the source makes the change allm.·ed by
the preceding sentence, and until the DEO takes any of the
actions specified in (1) (D) (i) through (iii) of this section
subsection, the source must comply with ~ the applicable
requirements and state-only reguirements7 governing the
change and the proposed permit terms and conditions. During
this period, the source need not comply with the existing
terms and conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the
source fails to comply with its proposed permit terms and
conditions during this time period, the existing permit
terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced
against it.
lEl Permit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252.100 8
.P±ft 252:100-8-G(d) will ·not extend to minor permit
modifications.
lQl Permittee's risk in commencing construction. The
permittee permittees assumes the risk of losing any
investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior
to receiving a permit amendment authorizing the
modification. The DEO will not consider the possibility of
the permittee suffering financial loss due to such
investment when deciding whether to approve, deny, or
approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
lJl Significant modification procedures.
lhl Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
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Involve any significant changes in affiendffient to
existing monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping
requirements in the permit; .
Jiil Relax any reporting or recordkeeping requirements.
(iii)-fi.tt Require any affiendffient to establish or affiend a
perffiit condition that Change any permit condition that is
required to be based on a case-by-case determination of
an emission limitation or other standard, on a sourcespecific determination of ambient impacts, or on a
visibility or increment analysis;
(iv) (iii) Seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement, and or state only requirement,
and that which the source has assumed to avoid an some
other applicable requirement, and or state-only
requirementT tO Which the SOUrCe WOUld Otherwise be
subject. Such terms and conditions include:
ill A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I;
.
llil An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant
to regulations promulgated under section 112(i) (5) of
the federal Clean Air Act; and
(v)fiyt
Are modifications under any provision of Title
I of.the federal Clean Air Act; and,
(vi)fvt
Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
~
Procedures for processing. Significant permit
modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules
that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the chanae,
the emissions resulting from the change, and any new
applicable requirements, and or state-only requirements,
that will apply if the change occurs.
·
~
Issuance. The DEO shall complete review of significant
permit modifications within nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date by up to three months for cause.
[NOTE:
252:100--8-7.2(b) was 252:100-8-?(e)]
252:100-8-7.3.±ft
Reopenina of operatina per.mits for cause
(a}f3:t. Mandatory reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under which the permit will
be reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit. A permit
shall be reopened and revised under any of the following
circumstances:
(1}fht Additional federal applicable requirements become
applicable to a stationary source with a remaining permit term
of three or more years.
Such a reopening and amendment shall
be completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of
the federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is allowed if
an applicable requirement becomes effective and the original
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permit or any of its terms and conditions has been extended
pursuant to the application shield provided at OAC 252.100 8
7 (e) ( 4) 252:100 8 7.1 (d) {2) beyond the 18 month timeframe for
revision.
No such reopening is required if the effective date
of the requirement is later than the date on which the permit
is due to expire.
(2)±Bt Additional requirements (including excess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under
the acid rain program. Upon approval by the Administrator,
administrator, excess emissions offset plans shall be deemed
to be incorporated into the permit.
( 3) ±et The DEO agency or the administrator EPA determines that
the permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions standards,
limitations, or other terms or conditions of the permit.
{4.)-fB±. The Administrator administrator or the DEQ agency
determines that the permit must be revised or revoked to
assure compliance with the applicable requirements.
(b)f?t Discretionary reopening. The DEQ agency may reopen and
amend a permit when:
(1}-fAt additional state-only requirements become applicable to
a permitted stationary sourceT and .the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which
the permit is due to expire;
(2}fBt alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in significant
alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air
pollutants to be emitted by the permittee;
(3}-f€t the DEO agency receives information previously
unavailable to the DEO agency that shows that the terms and
conditions of the permit do not accurately represent the
actual circumstances relating to the permitted facility;
(4}fBt a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or
modifies an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal
guideline upon which a condition of the permit is based; and
or
TS>±Bt an event occurs that is beyond the control of the
permittee that necessitates modification of a compliance
schedule in the permit.
(c)~ Reopening procedures.
To reopen and amend a permit, the
DEO agency shall follow the procedures that apply to significant
permit amendments modifications under this chapter Subchapter,
unless the amendment can be made as an administrative amendment
under OAC 252.100 8 7(d) 252:100-8-7.2(a). Mandatory reopenings
under OAC 252.100 8 7(f) (1) 252:00-8-7.3(a) shall be made as
expeditiously as practicable.
In lieu of an application, the
significant permit amendment modification process will commence
when the DEO agency gives the permittee written notice of its
intent to amend the permit.
The DEQ agency shall not issue the
amendment, or make public notice of the amendment where public
notice is required, until at least thirty days after the DEQ
agency has given the permittee written notice of its intent to
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amend the permit, unless the permittee consents to less notice,
or in the case of an emergency.
In cases where public
participation is reguired, only those portions of the permit that
which the DEQ agency proposes to amend shall be open for public
comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.3(a), (b), and (c) were 252:100-8-?(f)]
(d) -fet±- Reopeninqs for cause by EPA.
l l l If the Administrator finds that cause exists to
terminate, modify. or revoke and reissue a permit, the
Administrator shall notify the DEO permitting authority and
the permittee of such findings in writing.
l.£.L The DEQ permitting authority shall, within 90 days after
receipt of such notification, forward to EPA a proposed
determination of termination, modification, or revocation and
reissuance, as appropriate.
The Administrator may extend this
90-day period for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new
or revised permit application is necessary or that the DEO
permitting authority must require the permittee to submit
additional information.·
lll The Administrator will review the proposed determination
from the DEO permitting authority within 90 days of receipt.
lll The DEO permitting authority shall have 90 days from
receipt of an EPA objection to resolve any objection that EPA
makes and to terminate. modify, or revoke and reissue the
permit in accordance with the Administrator's objection.
l2l If the DEO permitting authority fails to submit a
proposed determination pursuant to this subsection, or fails
to resolve any objection pursuant to this subsection, the
Administrator will terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue
the permit after taking the following actions:
lAl Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in
writing of the reasons for any such action.
lal Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on
the Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.3(d) was 252:100-8-?(g)]

-

252:100-B-7.4.fht
Revocations of operating permits
{a)ftt Revocation of a permit or authorization under a general
permit Permit revocation without reissuance •. The DEO agency may
revoke permits or authorizations under a general permit and not
reissue them when:
(l)fA} there exists at the permitted facility unresolved
noncompliance with applicable requirements or a condition of
the permit or authorization, and the permittee refuses to
undertake an enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the
noncompliance;
.
{2)1Bt the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts
relevant to issuance of the permit or authorization or submits
false or misleading information to the DEQ agency or the
Administrator administrator;
(3)±8t the permittee has failed to comply with any requirement

..
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under OAC 252:100 9 252:100-5 to pay fees; or
(4)±s±- the permittee has failed to pay a penalty owed pursuant . .__,"'
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or
'
schedule of compliance.
(b)fiB= Revocation procedures.
The DEO agency shall give notice
to the permittee of its intention to revoke a permit without
reissuance.
This notice must state that within 30 days of the
receipt of the notice the permittee may request a contested case
hearing be held on the proposed action, except that the DEO
agency may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If the
permittee requests a contested case hearing, the DEO agency shall
hold the hearing in accordance with the Oklahoma Administrative
Procedures Act.
[NOTE: 252:100-8-7.4 was 252:100-8-7{h)]
252:100-8-7.5.±=;-±Judicial review
Any final action in granting or denying an application for a
permit, permit amendment or modification, or permit renewal shall
be subject to judicial review in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant or
permittee, or by any affected state or other person who
participated in the public comment process. Except for
authorizations under General Permits, judicial review is
available to all affected parties for all final permit actions
including minor modifications and administrative actions.
If no
public comment procedure was employed for the action under
challenge, an application for review may be filed by the
permittee or an affected state. · The opportunity for judicial
review provided foi in this subsection shall be the exclusive
means for obtaining judicial review of any permit action.
l1L No application for judicial review may be filed more than
90 days following the final action on which review is sought,
unless the grounds for review arose at a later time, in which
case the application for review shall be filed within 90 days
of the date on which the grounds for review first arose and
review shall be limited to such later-arising grounds.
l2l Any application for judicial review shall be limited to
issues that:
J& were raised in ~.·ritten comments filed with the DEQ
Agency or during a public hearing on the proposed permit
action (if the grounds on which review is sought were known
at that time) , except that this restriction shall not apply
if the person seeking review was not afforded an advance
opportunity to comment on the challenged action; and
~
are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
lll_ For purposes of this section, "final action" shall
include a failure by the DEO Agency to take final action to
grant or deny an application within the time specified in this
Chapter.
[NOTE:
252:100-8-7.5 was 252:100-8-7{j)]
252:100-8-8.
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(a)
Applicability. This section applies only to.specific Tier II
and III applications for Part 70 construction and/or operating
permits and permit actions that have not been waived from
compliance with this section by the Administrator.
(b)
For.mat.
To the extent practicable, information provided to
the EPA by applicants shall be in computer-readable format·
compatible with EPA's national database management system.
(c)
Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records
required by this section and will submit to the Administrator
such information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act o~ of this Chapter.
(d)
Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA.
For Part 70 Tier II and III applications subject to this
section, the DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also
provide a copy to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a
permit application summary form and any relevant portion of the
permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof.
(e)
Transmittal- of notice of draft permit to affected states.
See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-5-112(E); 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14101 et seq.; and eAe 252:2-15.
(f)
Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1)
Tier II applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ
shall review public comments, revise the draft permit as
appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later
than 60 days before the issuance deadline established in eAe
252:2-15-72 or, if none, by this Chapter.
(2)
Tier III applications.
.For Tier III applications, the
DEQ shall prepare a proposed permit according to 27A O.S.Supp.
1995, § 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review upon the
publication of notice of an administrative permit hearing
opportunity.
.
(g)
Notice of non-acceptance.
As part of the DEQ's submittal
of a revised draft permit (Tier II) or a proposed permit (Tier
III) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the Administrat-or
and any affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to
accept all recommendations for the revised draft permit or
proposed permit that the affected State submitted during the
review period.
The notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not
accepting any such recommendation.
The DEQ is not required to
accept recommendations that are not based on applicable
requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h)
EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from
the EPA that it will not object to:
·
(1)
A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application,
the DEQ shall' issue the permit.
(2)
A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the
DEQ shall issue the proposed permit as final unless an
administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
(i)
EPA review and objection.
(1)
Timing.
Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
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subsection, no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of this
section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its
issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the revised
draft permit (Tier I) or proposed permit (Tier III) and all
necessary supporting information.
(2)
For.m of objection. An EPA objection shall include a
statement of the Administrator's reasons for objection and a
description of the terms and conditions that the permit must
include to respond to the objections.
(3)
Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the
following also shall constitute grounds for an objection:
(A)
Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section;
(B)
Submit any information necessary to review adequately
the revised draft permit (Tier II) or the proposed permit
(Tier III); or
(C)
Process the permit application according to the uniform
··permitting requirements of eAe 252:2-15.
(4)
Copy.
The Administrator will provide the permit
applicant a copy of the objection.
(5)
DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the
applicant and shall either:
(A) Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for approval
an amended draft (Tier II) or proposed (Tier III) permit to
EPA within 90 days after the date o·f EPA's objection, or
(B)
Give notice and issue.
Determine that one or more
revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent with applicable
state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA
accordingly within 90 days following the date of the
Administrator's objection, decline to make those particular
revisions and:
(i)
issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II)
as final, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requested.
(6)
Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90
days after the date of the EPA objection, to amend and
resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit in response to
tlie ·objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit
in accordance with the requirements of EPA's Part 70
regulations.
(j)
Public petitions to the Administrator.
If the Administrator
does not object in writing under subsection (h) of this section,
any person that meets the requirements of this subsection may
petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of
the Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection.
Any such petition shall be based only on objections to the permit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period provided for in eAG 252:002-15, unless the
petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such
SC-~/1997/8
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objection arose after such period.
If the Administrator objects
to the permit as a result of a petition filed under this
subsection, the DEQ shall not issue the permit until EPA's
objection has been resolved, except that a petition for review
does not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements
if the permit was issued after the end of the 45-day review
period and prior to an EPA objection.
If the DEQ has issued a
permit prior to receipt of an EPA objection under this
subsection, the Administrator will modify, terminate, or revoke
such permit, and shall do so consistent with the procedures in
GAG 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 except in unusual
circumstances.
If the DEQ revokes the permit, it may thereafter
issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection.
In
any case, the source will not be in violation of the requirement
to have submitted a timely and complete application.
(k)
Effect on Tier III administrative per.mit hearing. When a
public petition or an EPA objection is registered on a proposed
permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit hearing has
been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 214-101 et seq., the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the
hearing involving cross-examination until EPA objections are
resolved or determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.

252:199 8 9.
Per.mit fees
[NOTE: The contents of this Section
were moved to 252:100-5 and 252:100-8-1.7]
(a) Defi;aitie;ae. The follmdng ~mrds and terms, .,,.hen used in
this Section, shall have the follo~,.ing meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates othendse.
(1)
"Aete.al emieeie;a" means the total amount of regulated
pollutant(for fee calculation) emitted from a given facility
during a particular calendar year, as determined by methods
contained in OAC 252:100 8 9(d).
(2)
"Allowable emieeie;ae" means the total amount of regulated
pollutant (for fee calculation) emitted based on limits contained
in a federally enforceable permit or potential to emit.
(3)
"Emieeie;a i;a-;e;atery" means a compilation of the total of
all point source, storage and process fugitive air emissions for
all regulated pollutant (for fee calculation) at a given
facility.
( 4) "Ce;ae\lB\er Priee I;adeJ£" means an indmc determined by the
U.S. Department of Labor measuring the change in the cost of
typical 'i,.age earner purchases of goods and services eJEpressed as
a percentage of the cost of these same goods and services in a
base period.
(b)
Pee reE~Uired. The m,.ners or operators of Part 70 sources
shall pay annual fees that are sufficient to cover the part 70
program costs.
The permitting authority shall ensure that any
fee required by these rules 'i,.ill be used solely for part 70
program costs.
(c) Applicability. A Part 70 source shall be subject to fee
requirements of this section on January 1, 1995, and as of this
date shall no longer be subject to the major source annual
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operating fee specifieS: in 252.100 7 4 (b) (1) (A).
(a)
Fee schedule for Part 70 sources.
(1)
Annual fees.
The annual fee shall be calculateS: on a
source specific basis ana may be based on either actual or
allc;y,;rable emissions at the option of the owner or operator
~ay1ng the fee as oct forth in the facility emissions
1nventory. Fees shall be baseS: on emission inventories
submitted in the previous calendar· year.
(For eJeample fee
'
'
~ ~
'
1
1nvo1ceu
uur1ng
caxendar
year 1995 shall be based upon
inventory data covering the calendar year 1993).
(A)
Annual fees shall be determineS: according to the
follmdng.
(i)
.,,.here only one basis for fee assessment, i.e. only
actual, or only allmmble is reflected by the inventory,
that basis shall be used for invoicing, or
·-(ii) \vhere both actual and allmmble emission are
reflected on the inventory, the lesser of the t·..·o shall
be used.
.
(B)
Annual fees shall be as follmm.
(i)
Effective January 1, 1995, the annual operating fee
for Part 70 sources shall be $15.19 per ton of regulated
air pollutant.
(ii)
The annual operating fee shall be adjusted
automatically each year by the percentage, if any, by
\;rhich the Consumer Price~ IndeJe for the moot recent
calendar year ending before the beginning of such year
differs from the Consumer Price Indme for the calendar
year 199 4. The Consumer Price Indmc for any calendar
year is the average of the Consumer Price Indmc for all
urban consumers published by the Department of Labor, as
of the close of the t\mlve month period ending on August
31 of each calendar year.
(iii)
RegulateS: pollutants (for fee calculation) in
excess of 4,000 tons per year per pollutant for a part
70 source shall not be considered in the calculation of
the annual fee.
(2)
Per.mit proeessin~ fees.
Permit processing fees shall be
as follmiS.
·-· (A)
Initial Part 7 0 permit
$2, 0 0 0.
(B)
Renmml Part 70 permit
$1,000.
(C)
Significant Part 70 Permit Hod.
$1,000.
(D)
Hiner Part 70 Permit P4odification
$ 500.
(E)
The Part 70 Temporary Permit
$1,000.
(F)
Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation
$ 500.
( 3)
Payme:at, Fees \vi l 1 be paid by checlr or money order made
payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality funa or upon delegation,
to .the appropriate revimdng agency. Fees are due and payable
upon receipt of invoice.
Fees shall be considered delinquent
30 days from the date of billing, at ·,,rhich time simple
interest shall accrue at the rate of one and one half percent
(1 1/2\) per month on any amount unpaid.
The Department shall
allow a grace perioa of one hundred and twenty aays from the
I
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date of billing before issuing any administrative order and
assessing a reasonable administrative fine in accordance ~;ith
the provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, 27A O.S. 1993
Supp. Sec. 2 5 101 et seq., as amended.
( 4)
Emieeio:ae iw;e:atory. The ovmer or operator of any Part
70 source shall by April 1, 1994, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submit a complete emission inventory on forms
obtained from the Agency.
These inventories, covering the
previous calendar year, will be used for the purpose of
calculating the annual operating fee.
The methods of
calculation to be utili3ed in the development of an emission
inventory shall be in accordance ~;ith the methods described in
OAC 252.100 7 4(e).
PART 7.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
[NOTE: Was 252:100-7-30 through 37]

252:100-8-30. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Part, in addition to the
requirements of OAC ·252 .100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18 and
252.100 8 Parts 1, 3, and 5 of this Subchapter, shall apply to
the construction of all major stationary sources and major
modifications as specified in OAC 252.100 7 31 252:100-8-31
through 252:100 7 33 252:100-8 33. follo~;ing and are effective
upon adoption of this Subchapter by Oklahoma. BJecept that the
requirements of this Part ~dll not be necessary for sources,
required to meet the permit requirements of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency under Title 40 Part 52.21 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. Sources subject to this Part are
also subject to the operating permit provisions contained in Part
5 of OAe 252:100-8.

-

252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
11
Actual emission 11 means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
with the following:
1Al In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period
which precedes the particular date and which is representative
of normal source operation.
The reviewing authority may allow
the use of a different time period upon a determination that
it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period.
Actual emissions may also be determined by source
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tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
~
The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
lQl For any emissions unit which has not bequn normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment
which interferes with the management, protection, preservation or
enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This determination must be made by the DEQ Air Quality
Division on a case-by-case basis taking into account the
geographic extent, intensity, duration, frequency and time of
visibility impairments, and how these factors correlate with:
~
times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
~
the frequency and timing of natural conditions that
r·educe visibility. [NOTE: From 252:100-7-36 (a)]
"Allowable emieeione 0 means the emission rate of a stationary
source calculated using the mmdmum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is subject to enforceable limits which
restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and
the most stringent of the following.
±8l the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CPR Parts 60
and 61;
:HU: the applicable State rule allm-mble emissions; or,
lQl the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition. [NOTE: Moved to 25.2:100-8-1.1]
••Baseline area•• means. any areas designated as attainment or
unclassifiable in which the major source or maier modification
establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or
would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3
(annual average) of the pollutant for which the minor source
baseline date is established.
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration
level which exists in the baseline area at the time of the
applicable minor source baseline date.
(A)
A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and
Shall include:
lil the actual emissions representative of ·sources in
existence on the applicable minor source baseline date,
except as provided in {B) of this definition.
l i i l the allowable emissions of maior sources which
commenced construction before the maier source baseline date
but were not in operation by the applicable minor source
baseline date.
(Effective May 11, 1991)
~
The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase{s):
lil actual emissions from any major source on which
construction commenced after the major source baseline date;
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and,

l i i l actual emissions increases and decreases at any source
occurring after the minor source baseline date.
(Effective
May 11. 19 91 )
"Baseline date" means:
l8l for major sources,
lil in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
January 6, 1975, and,
l i i l in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988; and,
lal for minor sources, the earliest date after the trigger
date on which a maior source or major modification (subject to
40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100 7 252:100 8, Part 57) submits a
complete application. The trigger date is:
lil in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7, 1977, and
liil in the case of nitrogen oxides, February 8, 1988.
(Effective May 11, 1991)
"Beqi:a aeteal ee:aetreetie:a" means, iR qeReral, initiatioR of
physical OR site coRstructioR activ:ities OR aR emissioRs URit
~vhich are of a permaReRt Rature.
Such activ:ities iRclude, but
are Rot limited to, iRstallatioR of buildiRq supports aRd
foundatioRs, laviRq of uRdergrouRd pipeworle, aRd coRstruction of
permaReRt storage structures. With respect to a chaRge iR method
of oeeratioR this term refers to those OR site activ:ities, other
thaR preparatory activities \vhich mark the iRitiatioR of the
chaRge. [NOTE: Moved to 252:10 0-8-1. j.]
"Best available control technology" means the control
·technology to be applied for a major source or modification is
the best that is available as determined by the Executive
Director on a case-by-case basis taking into account enerav. environmental, costs and economic impacts of alternate control
systems.
••Building, structure, facility or installation" means all of
the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping. are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties. and are under the control of the same person
or persons under common control.
Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e.,. which have the same
two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, 1972. as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Cemme:aee" as aeplied to coRstructioR of a major source or
major modificatioR meaRs that the o~ffier or operator has all
Recessary precoRstruction approvals or permits aRd either has.
Jhl beguR. or caused to begiR, a coRtiRuous program of actual
oR site coRstructioR of the source. to be completed \dthiR a
reasoRable time: or,
1Hl entered into biRdiRg aqreemeRts or coRtractual
obliqatioRs. which canRot be cancelled or modified without
substaRtial loss to the mmer or operator. to uRdertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
.... ithin a reasonable time. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
r

-
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"Complete" in reference to an application for a permit, means
that the application contains all the information necessary for
processing the application.
Designating an application complete
for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority from requesting or accepting any additional
information.
"Construction" means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection,
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
which would result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE:·Moved
to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Emissions unit" means any part of a source ·.:hich emits or
would have the potential to emit any pollutant oubiect to
regulation.
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Federal land manager 11 means the Secretary of the department
with authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved from 252:100-8-36(a)]
"Fuqiti..,ye emissions" means those emissions ·,;hich could not
reasonably paso through a stacle, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Innovative control technology 11 means any system of air
pollution control that has not been adequately demonstrated in
practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of achieving
greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in
current practice or of achieving at least comparable reductions
at lower cost ·in terms of energy, economics, or non-air quality
environmental impacts.
"Major modification 11 means any physical change in or change in
the method of operation of a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
lAl Any net emissions increase that is significant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone.
l1ll_ A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
. lil routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
Jiil use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2{a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
·and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or
rule under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act.
J...i.Y..L use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste.
lYl Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
l i l the source was capable of accommodating before
January 6, 1975, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
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established after January 6, 1975; or,
the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or GAG 252.100 7 252:100-8.
lYil An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after January 6, 1975.
(vii)
Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any source which meets any of
the following conditions:
l8l Any of the following sources of air pollutants which
emits. or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more
of any pollutant subject to regulation:
l i l carbon black plants (furnace process),
l i i l charcoal production plants,
(iii)
chemical process plants,
liYl coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ,
lYl coke oven batteries, ·
lYil fossil-fuel boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(vii)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of-more than
250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(viii) fuel conversion plants, ·
~ glass fiber processing plants,
~
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
~ iron and steel mill plants,
(xii)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime plants,
(xiv)
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
~ petroleum refineries,
(xvi)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
(xix)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
~
primary copper smelters,
(xxi)
primary lead smelters,
(xxii) primary zinc· ·smelters,
(xxiii)
secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv) sintering plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi) taconite ore processing plants.
lal Any other source not on the list in (A) of this
definition which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons
per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
~
Any physical change that would occur at a source not
otherwise qualifying as a major source under (A) and (B) of
this definition if the change would constitute a major source
by itself.
lQl A major source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major for ozone.

llll
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"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena
against which any changes in visibility are measured in terms of
visual range, contrast or coloration. [NOTE: From 252:100-836 (a)]

"!leeessary preeoastr'l:letion approvals or permits" means those
permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality
control lmm and rules. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Net emissions increase" means:
l8l The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
Jil any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
liil any other increases and decreases in actual emissions
at the source that are contemporaneous with the particular
change and are otherwise creditable.
lal An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
JQl An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under GAG 252:100 7, Part 3 252:100 8, Part
7, which permit is in effect when the increase in actual
emissions from the particular change occurs.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the
amount of maximum allowable increases remaining available.
{Effective May 11. 1991)
llil An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
lEl A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
Jil the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower. exceeds the new
level of actual emissions;
liil it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
·
(iii) · it has approximately the same qualitative
significance for public health and welfare as that
attributed to the increase from the particular change.
lQl_ An increase that results from a physical· change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown period,
not to exceed 180 days.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design. ."rny
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phvoical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combuoted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of ito design if the limitation or the effect it would have
on emissions is enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-1.1]
"Secondary emissions" means emissions ..,,hich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself. For the purposes of OAC 252.100 7, Part 5 secondary
emiooioao must be specific, .,,ell defined, quantifiable, and
impact the same geaeral areas as the source or modification ~;hich
causes the oeconda:~y emiooioas.
Secondai:y emisoioao may include,
but are not limited to.
:f& emiooioao from trains coming to or from the ne'ii or
modified stationary soqrce: and,
:f:ru: emiooioao from any offoite support facility ~.-hich 'io'ould
not otheruioe be constructed or increase ito emissions as a
result of the coaotruction or operatioa of the major source or
modification. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
Significant 11 means:
lAl In reference to a net emissions increase or the ootential
of a source to emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of
emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
lil. carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year {tpy),
liil nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
liYl particulate matter: 25 tov of particulate matter
emissions or 15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
lYl ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
lYil lead: 0.6 tpy,
{vii)
asbestos:
0.007 tpy,
{viii) beryllium: 0. 0004 tpy,
~ mercurv:
0.1 tpy,
~
vinyl chloride Chloride: 1 tpy,
~ fluorides:
3 tpy,
{xi~)
sulfuric acid mist:
7 tpy,
{xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2 S) : 10 tpy,
{xiv)
total reduced sulfur {including H2 S) : 10 tpy, and
~ reduced sulfur compounds {including H2 S) :
10 tpy.
JlU. Notwithstanding {A) of this definition, "significant"
means any emissions rate or any net emissions increase
associated with.a major source or modification which would
construct within 6 miles of a Class I area, and have an impact
on such area equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3 {24-hour
average).
. "Statio.nary s.ource". meaao any bu.ildiag, _structure, facility or
lnotallatlon wh1ch cmlto or may cm1t any a1r pollutant subject to
OAC 252.100. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
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Visibility impairment 11 means any humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration)
from that which would have existed under natural conditions.
[NOTE: From 252:100-8-36(a)]
11

252:100-8-32.
Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which this
Part 5 of this Subchapter is applicable are determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants.
l1.l Size.
l8l Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
~
When At such time that a particular source or
modification becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation
in any enforceable permit limitation r,;hich ·.mo established
after August 7, 1980~ on the capacity of the source or
modification othendoe to emit a pollutant, such as a
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
OAC 252:100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18 and OAC 252.100 7,
Part 7 252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, 5, and 7 shall apply to that
source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on it.
lJ.l Location.
l8l Sources and modifications which are major in size and
proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as attainment or unclassified for any applicable
ambient air standard are subject to the prevention of
significant deterioration PSD requirements.
~
Those sources and modifications locating in an
attainment or unclassified area but impacting on a
nonattainment area may also be subject to the reauirements
for major sources affecting nonattainment areas in 252:1008, Part 9 of OAC 252:100 7, Part 7.
252·:100-8-33.

Re"Jie,i, applicability and eJcemptions Exemptions
from PSD requirements.
PSD reauirements do not
apply to a particular source or modification do not apply if:
l ! l It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
l£1 The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the follm;ing
categories:
l8l carbon black plants (furnace process) , One of the
categories listed in (A) {i) through (xxvi) under the
definition of "Major stationary source" in 252:100-8-31. or
~
charcoal production plants,
±Ql chemical process plants,
±ill: coal cleaning plants (·,Jith thermal dryers) ,

~---Exemptions
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coke oven batteries,
fossil fuel boilers (or combustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
JQl fossil fuel fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
lHl fuel conversion plants,
±Il glass fiber processing plants,
:1H: hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
±Kl iron ond steel mills,
:ild: kraft pulp mills,
JMl lime plants,
JNl municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
lQl petroleum refineries,
:f::rl petroleum· storage and transfer units ·.,·ith a total
storage exceeding 300.000 barrels.
:f:Ql: phosphate rocJe processing plants,
lEl portland cement plants,
±ru: primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
±Tl: primary copper smelters,
:liB: primary lead smelters,
:fYl: primary !i!linc smelters,
JHl secondary =metal production plants,
lnl sintering plants,
:fXl: sulfur reemrery plants,
jgl taconite ore processing plants, or
±88± A any other stationary source cateoorv which, as of
August 7, 1980, is bei·ng. regulated by federal 'P'lev,r
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) NSPS or 'P'lational
Emission Standards for Ila!i!lardous Air Pollutants
(NESH:APS) NESHAP.
111 .The source or modification is a A portable stationary
source which has previously received a permit under the PSD
requirements and proposes'to relocate to a temporarv new
location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I
area or an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
lQl Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1)fet The requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35 252:100-8 35 are
not applicable if the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, would be temporary and impact no Class I area and
no area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(2)fet The requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35 252:100 8 35 are
not applicable to the emissions, with respect to a particular
pollutant, to a modification of a major source that was in
existence on March 1, 1978 if the net increase in allowable
emissions of each regulated pollutant. after the application
of best available control technology, would be less than 50
tons per year. [NOTE: 252:100-8-33(b) (2) was 252:100-8-33(c)]
l£l Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1)±el The monitoring requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35
252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular pollutant if

lfl

.~
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the emission increase of the oollutant from a new source or
the net emissions increase of the pollutant from a
modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts
less than the following listed amounts, or are pollutant
concentrations that are not on the list.
(A)±tt Carbon monoxide - 575 ug/m 3 , a-hour average,
(B)~ Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ug/m 3 , annual average,
(C)~ Particulate matter - 10 ug/m 3 , TSP, 24-hour average,
or 10 ug/m 3 PM-10, 24-hour average,
(D).f4± Sulfur dioxide -13 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
·(E) ±5t Ozone - see (N) ±3:-4± below,
(F)#t Lead- 0.1 ug/m 3 , 24-hour 3-month average,
(G) +t± Mercury - 0. 25 ug/m 3 , 24 -hour average,
(H)-fa± Beryllium- 0.0005 0.001 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(I)-f-9+.. Fluorides - 0.25 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(J)±tG+
Vinyl chloride - 15 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
(K)±rtt
Total reduced sulfur - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average,
(L)±trt
Hydrogen sulfide - 0.04 0.2 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average,
or
(M)ft3+
Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour
average.
(N)±t4+
No de minimis air quality level is provided for
ozone. However, any net increase of 100 tons per
year or more of volatile organic compounds subject
to PSD would be required to perform an ambient
impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data.
[NOTE: 252:100-a.
33 (c) (1) was 252 :100-a-33 (d)]
~
The requirements for air quality monitoring in eA€
252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100 a 35(b), (c)
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was subject to Federal 40 CPR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 197a~ if a permit application in accordance
\~ith OAG 252.100 7 is was submitted before June a, 19a1 and
the Executive Director subsequently determines determined
that the application as submitted was complete except for ~
respect to the requirements of OAC 252.100 7 other than those
in OAG 252.100 7 35(b) through 252:100 7 35(d) 252:100 a35 (b), (c) and (d) (2) and ·.t'ith respect to the requirements for
such analyses at 40 CPR 52.21 (m) (2) as in effect on June 19,
~Instead, the latter requirements in 40 CFR 52.21(m) (2)
as in effect on June 19, 197a, shall apply to afi¥ such source
or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33 (f)]
l1l The requirements for air quality monitoring in eAe
252.100 7 35(b) through 252:100 7 35(d) 252:100-a 35(b), (c),
and (d) (2) shall not apply to a particular source or
modification that was not subject to 40 CPR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 197a, if a permit application in accordance ·.dth
OAG 252.100 7 is was submitted before June a. 19a1 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines determined that the
application as submitted was complete, except for with respect
te the requirements in OAC 252.100 7 3S(b) through 252.100 7
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35(d) 252:100 8-35(b), (c) and (d) (2). [NOTE: was 252:100-733(g)]
111 The Executive Director shall determine if the
requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in 9A€
252.100 7 35(a) 252:100-8 35(a) through 252:100 7 35(d)
252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-8-35(d) (2) may be waived for a
particular source or modification when the mmer or operator
of the source or modification submits an application for a
permit was submitted on or before June 1, 1988 and the
Executive Director subsequently determines determined that the
application, except ~iith respect to for the requirements for
monitoring particulate matter under GAG 252.100 7 35(a)
252:100-8-35(a) through 252:100 7 35(d) 252:100 8 35(c) and
252:100-8-35(d) (2), was complete before that date. [NOTE: was
252:100-7-33(i)]
l2l The requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
GAG 252:100 7 35 (b) 252:100-8-35 (b), (c), (d) (2) and (d) (6)
through 252.100 7 35(d)and 252.100 7 35(h) shall apply to a
particular source or mddification if the owner or operator of
the source or modification submits an application for a permit
.was submitted after June l, 1988 and no later than December 1,
1988. The data shall have been gathered over at least the
period from February 1, 1988 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete in accordance with the prov1s1ons
of GAG 252.100 7 33(b) 252:100-8-33(b) (1), except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period (not to be less than 4 months)
the data
required by GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) (1) and
252.100 7 35(c) 252:100-8-35(c) shall have been gathered over
that shorter period. [NOTE was 252:100-7-33 (j·)]
(d).fe+ Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring
requirements.
If a complete permit application for a source or
modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the requirements
for best available control technology in GAG 252:100 7 34
252:100~8-34 and for monitoring in GAG 252.100 7 35(a) 252:100-835(a) through 252.100 7 35(f) 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-835(d) (2) through 252:100-8-35(d) (4) are not applicable. Instead,
the federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in effect
on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or
modification.
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(e)]
lfl: '!'he requirements for air aualitv monitoring in GAG 252.100
7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that ~~as subject to Federal 40 CPR 52.21
as in effect on June 19, 1978 if a permit application in
accordance \~ith GAG 252:100 7 is submitted before June 8. 1981
and the ElJcecutive Director subsequently determines that the
application as submitted \~as complete ··~ith respect to the
requirements of GAG 252.100 7 other than those in GAG 252.100 7
35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) and with respect to the
requirements for such analyses at 4 0 GFR 52. 21 (m) ( 2) as in
effect on June 19, 1978.
Instead, the latter requirements shall
r
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apply to any ouch source or modification. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (2)]
-..,.,
::f:gl The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252.100
,
7 35(b) through 252:100 7 35(d) shall not apply to a particular
source or modification that ~vas not subject to 40 CPR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19. 1978 if a permit application in accordance
;:ith OAC 252.100 7 is submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
EJcecutive Director subsequently determines that the application
as submitted ;vas complete, eJccept ·,.·ith respect to the
requirements in OAC 252:100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d)
[NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-33 (c) (3)]
{e) -f-ftt- Exemption of modi·fications.
As specified in the
applicable definitions of OAC 252.100 7 31 252:100-8-31, 252:100
8-1.1. and 252:100 1. the requirements of OAC 252.100 7 252:1008, Part 57 for PSD and 252.100 7 252:100-8, Part~ 9 for
~onattainment areas are not applicable to a modification if the
existing source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the
proposed addition to that existing minor source is major in its
own right. [Note: was 252:100-8-33(h)]
ill: The EJcecutive Director shall determine if the requirements
for air quality monitoring of PH 10 in OAC 252.100 7 35(a)
through 252 .100 7 35 (d) may be ;mived for a particular source or
modification .,,.hen the owner or operator of the source or
modification submits an application for a permit on or before
June 1, 1988 and the BJeecutive Director subsequently determines
that the application, mecept ~dth respect to the requirements for
monitoring particulate matter under OAC 252.100 7 35(a) through
~
252 .100 7 35 (d) , ~vas complete before that date. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-33 (c) (4}]
l i l The requirements for air quality monitoring of PP4 10 in OAC
252.100 7 35(b) throuqh 252.100 7 35(d) and 252.100 7 35(h) shall
apply to a particular source or modification if the owner or
operator of the source or modification submits an application for
a permit after June l, 1988 and no later than December l , 1988.
The data shall have been qathered over at least the period from
February l , 1988 to the date the application becomes othendoe
complete in accordance .,,.ith the provisions of OAC 252.100 7
33(b), mccept that if the BJEecutive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished \•·ith
monitorinq data over a shorter period (not to be less than 4
months), the data required by OAC 252:100 7 35(b) and 252.100 7
35(c) shall have been gathered over that shorter period. [NOTE:
Moved to 252:100-8-33 (c) (5}
J:tl For any application that becomes complete, mecept as to the
requirements of OAC 252.100 7 35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d)
pertaininq to monitoring of Pl4 10, after December 1. 1988 and no
later than August l, 1989, the data that a~C 252.100 7 35(b) and
252.100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over at least
the period from August l, 1988 to the date the application
becomes otheniise complete, mccept that if the EJcecutive
Director determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter period(not to be -.,
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'
less than 4 ffionths), the data that OAC 252.100 7 35(b)
and
252.100 7 35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. {NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-35(d) (3) (B)]
:U± With respect to any reguireffients for air auality ffionitoring
of PH . 1 0 under 0}\,C 2 52 . 1 0 0 7 3 3 ( i ) and 2 52 . 1 0 0 7 3 3 ( j ) , the mme r
or operator of the source or ffiodification shall use a ffionitoring
ffiethod approved by the EJeecutive Director and shall estiffiate the
affibient concentrations of N4 10 using the data collected by such
approved ffionitoring ffiethod in accordance with estimating
procedures approved by the ElJeecutive Director. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-35 (d) (1)]
(f):fmt Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of eAe
252.100 7 35 252:100-8-35 and 252.100 7 36 252:100-8-36 do not
apply to a source or modification with respect to any maximum
allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator
of the source or modification submitted a completed application
for a permit before February 8, 1988. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(m)]
(g).fftt Exemption from increment consumption.
Excluded from
increment consumption are"the following cases:
i l l Concentrations from an increase· in emissions from any
source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and
(b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of
1974 (or any superseding legislation) , or by reason of a
natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power
Act.
Such exclusion is limited to five years after the
effective date of the order or plan.
111 Emissions of particulate-matter from construction or
other temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources.
JJl A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter, or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance
from any source.
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-33(n)]

252:100-8-34. Best available control Ceatrel technology
A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to
be applied is the best that is available (i.e., BACT as defined
herein for each regulated pollutant that it would have the
potential to emit in significant amounts) .
lhl A major modification must demonstrate that. ·the. control
technology to be applied is the best that is available for each
regulated pollutant for which it would be a significant net
emissions increase at the source. This requirement applies to
each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions increase in
the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
l£1 The determination of best available control technology shall
be made on a case by case basis taking into account costs and
energy, environmental and economic impacts.
lQl For phased construction projects the determination of best
available control technology shall be reviewed and modified at
the discretion of the Executive Director at a reasonable time

lsl

.-
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but no later than 18 months prior to commencement of construction
of each independent phase of the project.
At such time the owner~,
or operator may be reguired to demonstrate the adequacy of any
'
previous determination of best available control technology.
252:100-8-35. Air quality impact evaluation
Application contents. Any application for a permit shall
contain, as the Executive Director determines appropriate. an
evaluation of ambient air guality in the area that the source or
modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
l.1.l for a new sou·rce, each regulated pollutant that it would
have the potential to emit in a significant amount;
l2l for a major modification, each regulated pollutant for
which it would result in a significant net emissions increase.
lQl Continuous monitoring data.
For visibility and any
polTutant, other than volatile organic compounds, for which an
ambient air quality standard does meiot exists, the evaluation
shall Contain continuous-air quality monitoring data gathered to
determine whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or
contribute to a violation of the applicable ambient air quality
standard.
For any such pollutant for which a standard does not
exist, the monitoring data reguired shall be that which the
Executive Director determines is necessary to assess the ambient
air quality for that pollutant in that area.
(Amended 7-9-87,
effective 8-10-87)
~
Increment consumption. The evaluation shall demonstrate
that, as of the source's start-up date, the increase in emissions
from that source, in conjunction with all other applicable
emissions increases or reductions of that source, will not cause
or contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations exceeding
the remaining available PSD increment for the specified air
contaminants as determined by the Executive Director.
(d)
Monitoring.
(1)
Monitoring method. With respect to any requirements for
air quality monitoring of PM-10 under OAC 252 100 7 33(i)
2 52 : 1 0 0- 8- 3 3 (c) ( 4 ) and 2 52 . 1 0 0 7 3 3 ( j ) 2 52 : 10 0- 8 - 3 3 (c) ( 5)
the
owner or operator of the source or modification shall use a
monitoring method approved by the Executive Director and
shall estimate the ambient concentrations of PM-10 using the
data collected by such approved monitoring method in
accordance with estimating procedures approved by the
Executive Director. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(1)]
(2)fdt Monitoring period. The required monitoring data shall
have been gather·ed for a time period of up to one year and
shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data collected for a time
period shorter than one year (but no less than four months) or
for a time period other than immediately preceding the
application may be acceptable if such data are determined by
the Executive Director to be within the time period that
maximum pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be
complete and adeguate for determining whether the source or

1£1
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modification will cause or contribute to a violation of any
applicable ambient air quality standard or consume more than
the remaining available PSD increment. [NOTE: 252:100-835(d)(2) was 252:100-8-35(d)]
(3)-fet Monitoring period· exceptions.
l8l For any application which becomes complete except as to
the monitoring requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100
8-35(b) through 252.100 7 35(d) 252:100 8 35(c) and 252:1008-35 (d) (2)
between June 81 1981 and February 91 19821 the
data that GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100 8-35(b) and 252:100 7
35(c) 252:100 8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over
the period from February 91 1981 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that:
(i)ftt If the source or modification would have been
maior for that pollutant under Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19. 1978~ any monitoring data shall have
been gathered over the period required by those
regulations.
(ii)ftt
If the Executive Director determines that a
complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
monitoring data over a shorter period, not to be less
than four months. the data that GAG 252.100 7 3S(b)
252:100-8-35{b) and 252.100 7 35(c) 252:100-8 35(c)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter
period.
(iii):f-3+ If the monitoring data would relate e·xclusively
to ozone and would not have been required under Federal
40 CFR 52.21 as in effect· on June 19, 1978, the
Executive Director may waive the otherwise applicable
requirements of GAG 252:100 7 35 (e) 252:100-8 35 (d) {3) (A)
to the extent that the applicant shows that the
monitoring data would be unrepresentative of air quality
over a full year. [NOTE: 252:100-8-35(d) (3) (A) was
252:100-8-35(e)]
lal For any application that becomes complete. except as to
the requirements of GAG 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8 35(b)
(c)
and (d) (2) through 252:100 7 35(d) pertaining to monitoring
of PM-10 after. December l , 1988 and no later than August l ,
1989. the data that eAe 252.100 7 35(b) 252:100-8-35(b) and
(c) 252.100 7 3S(c) require shall have been gathered over at
least the period from August l, 1988 to the date the
application becomes otherwise complete. except that if the
Executive Director determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a
shorter period{not to be less than 4 months), the data that
GAG 252.100 7 3S(b) 252:100-8-35(b} and 252:100 7 3S(c)
252:100-8-35(c) require shall have been gathered over that
shorter period. [NOTE: was 252:100-7-33(k)]
{4)tft Ozone post-approval monitoring. The application for a
source or modification of volatile organic compounds which
satisfies all .conditions of GAG 252.100 7 54 252:100-8-54 may
provide post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of
I

I
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providing preconstruction data as required under GAG 252.100
252:100-8-35. [NOTE:was 252:100-8-35(f}]
(5)±§± Post-construction monitoring. The applicant for a
permit for a new source or modification shall conduct, after
construction, such ambient monitoring and visibility
monitoring as the Executive Director determines necessary to
determine the effect its emissions may have, or are having, on
air quality in any area.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
[NOTE: was 252:100-8-35(g}]
(6}±fit Monitoring system operation. The operation of
monitoring stations for any air quality monitoring required
under Part 5 7 of this Subchapter shall meet the requirements
of 40 CFR 58 Appendix B. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-3S(h}]
(el±i+ Air quality models.
lkl Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required
under Part 5 7 of this Subchapter for estimates of ambient
concentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality
models, data bases and other requirements specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAOPS 1.2-080, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1978 and subsequent
revisions.
l&l Where an air quality impact model specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models is inappropriate, the model
may be modified or another model substituted, as approved by
the Executive Director. Methods like those outlined in the
Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality Models, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1977 and subsequent
revisions, can be used to determine the comparability of air
quality models. [NOTE: 252:100-8-3S(e} was 252:100-8-3S(i}]
(f)f4t Growth analysis. Upon request of the Executive Director
the permit application shall provide information on the nature
and extent of any or all general commercial, residential,
industrial and other growth which has occurred since August 7,
1977 in the area the source or modification would affect. The
permit application shall also contain an analysis of the air
quality impact projected for the area as a result of general
commercial, residential and other growth associated with the
source or modification. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-3S(j)]
(q)±*t Visibility and other impacts analysis. The permit
application shall provide an analysis of the impairment to
visibility. soils and vegetation as a result of the source or
modification. The Executive Director may require monitoring of
visibility in any Federal Class I area near the proposed new
stationary source or major modification for such purposes and by
such means as the Executive Director deems necessary and
appropriate.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87} {NOTE: was
252:100-8-35 (k)]
~

252:100-8-36. Source impacting Class I areas
Definitiene. The following •..·ords and terms, ·.orhen used in
this Sect ion, shall have the follmdng meaning, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise.

:f:g±
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"Adrrerse impact on visibility" means visibility
impairment ·,,rhich interferes ...·ith the management, protectionz:
preservation or enjoyment of the visitor's visual meperience
of the Federal Class I area.
This determination must be made
by the Air Quality Division on a case by case basis taJEing
into account the geograpfiic eJetent, intensity, duration,
frequency and time of visibility impairments, and fie;; these
factors correlate with.
l8l times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area, and
~
tfie frequency and timing of natural conditions that
reduce visibility. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
±a1: "Federal land manager" means tfie Secretary of the
department with authority over the Federal Class I area or his
representative. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
±li "I:e.seallaeion" means an identifiable aiece of process
equipment. (Amended 7 9 87, effective 8 10 87)
[NOTE: in SC1]

±il:

"Naeural eondieions" mean naturally occurring phenomena
against ..,.hich anv changes in visibility are measured in terms
of visual range, contrast or coloration. [NOTE: Moved to
252:100-8-31]
J§± "Yisibiliey impairment:" means any humanly perceptible
reduction in visibility (visual range, contrast and
coloration) from that \which \JOUld have CJeisted Under natural
conditions. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-31]
{a)±et Per.mits issuance.
Permits may be issued at variance to
the limitations imposed on a Class I area in compliance with the
procedures and limitations established in State and Federal Clean
Air Acts. [NOTE: was 252:100-8-36 (b)]
{b)fet Impact analysis required.
The permit application for a
proposed new source .or modification will contain an analysis on
the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source. The Executive
Director shall notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the
receipt of any such analysis and include a complete copy of the
permit application . . Any analysis performed by the Land Manager
shall be considered by the Executive Director provided that the
analysis is filed with the DEO Air Quality Division within 30
days of receipt of the application by the Land Manager.
Where
the Executive Director finds that such an analysis does not
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Executive Director that
an adverse impact on visibility will result in the Federal Class
I area, the Executive Director will, in any notice of public
'hearing on the permit application, either explain his decision or
give notice as to where the explanation can be obtained.
Further, upon presentation of good and sufficient informationT by
a Federal federal Land ±ana Manager manager, the Executive
Director may deny the issuance of a permit for a source,
emissions from which will adversely impact areas heretofore or
hereafter categorized as Class I areas even though the emissions
would not cause the increment for such Class I areas to be
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exceeded.

[NOTE: was 252:100-8-36(c)J

252:100-8-37. Innovative control technology
An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or
modification may request the Executive Director in writing to
approve a system of innovative control technology.
lQl The Executive Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
l1l The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
its operation or function.
i£1 The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for best available control technology under eAe
252:1oo· 7 34 252:100-8-34 by a date specified by the
Executive Director.
Such date shall not be later than 4 years
from the time of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance.
Jjl The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in GAG 252.100 7 15 through 252.100 7 18
Parts 1 and 5 of this Subchapter and 252.100 7 36 252:100 8 36
based on the emissions rate that the source employing the
system of innovative control technology would be required to
meet on the date specified by the Executive Director.
Jil The source or modification would not, before the date
specified, cause or contribute to any violation of the
applicable ambient air standards, or impact any Class I area
or area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
~
All other applicable requirements including those for
public review have been met.
lQl The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under GAG 252.100 7
~ 252:100-8-37, if:
l1l The proposed system fails by the specified date to
achieve the required continuous reduction rate; or,
i£1 The proposed system fails before the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health,
welfare or safety; or,
ill The Executive Director decides at any time that the
proposed system is unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
lQl If a source or modification fails to meet the required level
of continuous emissions reduction within the specified time
period, or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with eAe
252:100 7 37(c) 252:100 8-37(c), the source or modification may
be allowed up to an additional 3 years to meet the requirement
for application of best available control technology through the
use of a demonstrated system of control.

l£1

PART 9.
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252:100-8-50. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Section Part, in addition
to the applicable requirements of OAC 252.100 7 15 through
252.100 7 18 and OAC 252.100 8 Parts 1, 3, and 5 of this
Subchapter, shall apply to the construction of all major sources
and major modifications affecting designated nonattainment areas
as specified in OAC 252.100 7 51 252:100-8-51 through 252.100 7=
5-3- 252:100-8-53., and are effective upon adoption of this
Subchapter by Olelahoma.
ElJccept that the requirements of Part 7
of this Subchapter 'Ydll not be necessary for sources required to
meet the permit requirements of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency under Title 40 Part 52.24 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. Sources subject to this Part r,;hich are Part
70 sources are also subject to the provisions of GAG 252.100 8.

.-.

..

252:100-8-51. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall
have the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
·
0
Actual emissionsn means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance
with the following:
J& In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate in tons per year at which the
unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period
which precedes the operation.
The reviewing authority may
allow the use of a different time period upon a determination
that it is more representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual
operating hours. production rates, and types of materials
processed, stored. or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source
tests, or by best engineering judgment in the absence of
acceptable test data.
~
The reviewing authority may oresume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of· the unit·.
~
For any emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall
equal the·potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Allewable emissie:as" means the emission rate of a stationary
·source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source
(unless the source is oubj ect to enforceable limits ·,;hich
restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and
the moot stringent of the follmdrig:
18l . the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61:
:Oll: the applicable State rule allmmble emissions; or,
lQl the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Beqi:a actual ee:astruetie:a 11 means, in general, initiation of
physical on site construction activities on an emissions unit
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\ihich are of a permanent nature.· Such activities include, but are
not limited to, installation of building supports and
-.,,
foundations, laying of underground pipeworlc, and construction of
permanent storage structures.
With respect to a change in method
of operation, this term refers to those on site activities, other
than preparatory activities, Hhich mark the initiation of the
change. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Building, structure, facility" means all of the
pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial
grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties, and are under the control of the same person (or
persons under common control) .
Pollutant-emitting activities
shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if
they belong to the same 11 Major Group 11 (i.e., which have the same
two digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial
Classification Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Commence" means, as applied to construction of a major
stationary source or major modification, that the owner or
operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits
and either has:
l8l begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on site construction of the source, to be completed \iithin a
reasonable time, or,
~
entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, ~;hich cannot be cancelled or modified ·,dthout
substantial loss to the mmer or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed
~.
'fiithin a reasonable time. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Construction" means any physical change or change in the
method of operation (including fabrication, erection,
installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit)
'fihich \muld result in a change in actual emissions. [NOTE: Moved
to 252:100-8-1.1]
11
Emissions unit" means any part of a source ...'hich emits or
would have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to
regulation. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Fuqiti ....·e emissions" means those emissions ;;hich could not
reasonably pass through a staclc, chimney, vent, or other
funci"tionally equivalent opening. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Installation" means an identifiable piece of process
equipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate" means the control
technology to be applied to a major source or modification which
the Executive Director, on a case by case basis, determines is
achievable for a source based on the lowest achievable emission
rate achieved in practice by such category of source (i.e.,
lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean
Air Act) .
"Major modification" means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation of, a major source that would result
in a significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject
to regulation.
~
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Anv net emissions increase that is sionificant for
volatile organic compounds shall be considered significant for
ozone.
~
A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
l i l routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
Jiil use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or
rule under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act;
liYl use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste;
lYl Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
J1l the source was capable of accommodating before
December 21, 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after December 21, 1976; or,
J.1.1l the source is approved to use under any permit
issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-7 or 8.
lYil An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate unless such change would be prohibited under
any enforceable permit limitation which was established
after December 21, 1976, or·
(vii)
any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means:
.. ~ any stationary source of· air pollutants ·which emits, or
has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
.pollutant subject to regulation; or,
lRL any physical change that would occur at a source not
qualifying under (A) of this definition as a major source, if
the change would constitute a major source by itself.
lQL for ozone, a source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major.
"Necessary preeonstruetion approYals or permits" means those
permits or approvals required under all air quality control lmm
and rules. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
''Net emissions increase" means:
lAl The amoun~ by which the sum of the following exceeds
zero:
l i l any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
l i i l any other increases and decreases in actual emission at
the source that are contemporaneous with the particular
change and are otherwise creditable.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
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only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
lb1 An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in
issuing a permit under GAG 252:100 7 252:100 8, Part=!- 9,
which permit is in effect when the increase in actual
emissions from the particular change occurs.
lQl An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
lEl A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
lil the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds the new
level·of actual emissions;
liil it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii the reviewing authority has not relied on it in issuing
any permit under State air guality rules; and,
liYl it has approximately the same qualitative significance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the particular change.
lEl An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational after a reasonable shakedown period, not
to exceed 180 days.
"Potential to emit" means the mmdmum capacity of a source to
emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design. 1~y
physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source
to emit a pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount
of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as
part of its design if the limitation or the effect it ,,·ould have ·
on emissions is enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source. [NOTE: Moved to
252·:100-8-1.1]
"Reconstruction" means the replacement of components of an
existing source (which will then be treated as a new source for
purposes of Part =!- 9 of this Subchapter) to the extent that will
be determined by the Executive Director based on:
l8L The fixed capital cost (the capital needed to provide all
the depreciable components) of the new components exceeds SO%
of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source;

.

a~.

~

The estimated life of the source after the replacements
is comparable to the life of an entirely new source; and,
(C) the extent to which the components being replaced cause or
contribute to the emissions from the source.
"Resource recovery facility" means any facility at which solid
waste is processed for the purpose of extracting, converting to
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energy, or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste for
reuse.
Energy conversion facilities must utilize solid waste to
provide more than 50 percent of the heat input to be considered a
resource recovery facility under Part f 9 of this Subchapter.
"Secondary emissions" means emissions ...-aich occur as a result
of the construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, hut do not come from the source or modification
itself.
For tfie purpose of OAC 252.100 7, Part 7, secondary
emissions must he specific, ·•.-ell defined, quantifiable, and
impact the same general areas as the source or modification ..,.hicfi
causes the secondarY emissions.
Secondary emissions mav include,
hut are not limited to:
JliJ: emissions from trains coming to or from the ne-..- or
modified stationary source; and,
:f1ll: emissions from any offsite support facility ;ffl:icfi ...-auld
not otfieniise he constructed or increase its emissions as a
result of tfie construction or operation of the major source or
modification. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
"Sianificant" means, irt reference to a net emissions increase
or the potential of a source to emit any of the following
pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of
the following rates:
l8l Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
~
Nitrogen oxides:
40 tpy,
lQl Sulfur dioxide: 40 tov,
lQl Particulate matter: 15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
~
Ozone:
40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
J..fi Lead: 0. 6 tpy ..
"Stationary source" means any huilding, structure, facility or
installation uhich emits or may emit any air pollutant suhject to
regulation. [NOTE: Moved to 252:100-8-1.1]
252:100-8-52. Source applicability deter.mination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part f
11 of this Subchapter are applicable are determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
J..1l Size.
l8l Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit,
net emissions increase, significant, and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-51, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
~
At such time that a particular source or modification
becomes maior solely by virtue of a relaxation in any
enforceable permit limitation which was established after
August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification
otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on
hours of operation, then the requirements of OAC 252:100 7
15 through 252.100 7 18 and Part 7 Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of
this Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification
as though construction had not yet commenced on it.
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Location.
J.& Sources and modifications which that are major in size """""'•
and proposed for construction in an area which has been
designated as nonattainment for any applicable ambient air
standard are subject to the requirements for the
nonattainment area, if the source or modification is major
for the nonattainment pollutant(s) of that area.
~
In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 5 7
of this Subchapter) would be applicable if any other
regulated pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant
is emitted in significant amounts by that source or
modification.
ill Location in attainment or unclassifiable area.but causing
or contributing to NAAQS violation.
{A) -A proposed major source or major modification that
~would locate in an area designated attainment or
unclassifiable is considered to cause or contribute to a
.... violation of the nat-ional ambient air quality standards when
such source or modification would, as a minimum, exceed the
following significance levels at any locality that does not
or would not meet the applicable national standard:
J..£l._

Pollutant

so2
PM-10
N0 2

Concentration,
Averaging Time (hours)
Annual 24
.§.
1.0
1.0
1.0

2
2

co

(B)
Sources of volatile oroanic comoounds located outside a
designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed to have
no significant impact on the designated nonattainment area.
If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source
location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be
granted its permit since the area has not yet been
designated nonattainment.
(C)
Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on
a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in
GAG 252.100 7 52(3) 252:100-8 52(3) are exempted from the
condition of OAC 252:100 7 54(4) (A) 252:100-8-54(4) (A).
(D)
The determination whether a source or modification will
cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable ambient
air standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate matter or
carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of
the proposed new source's start-up date by an atmospheric
simulation model. For sources of nitrogen oxides the model
can be used for an initial determination assuming all the
nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the
time the plume reaches ground level, and the initial
concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate data
SC-8/1997/8(1-9) .wp
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are available to account for the exoected oxidation rate.
(E)
The determination as to whether a source would cause or
contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air
standards will be made on a case by case basis as of the new
source's start-up date.
Therefore, if a designated
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the
new source would not cause a new violation.
(F)
Sources causinq a new violation of applicable ambient
air standards as determined by the Executive Director but
not contributing to an existing violation, will be approved
if both of the following conditions are met:
(i)
The new source is required to meet a more stringent
emission limitations and/or the control of existing
sources below allowable levels so that the new violation
of ambient standards does not occur.
l i i l The new emission liffiitation limitations for the new
source, as well as for any existing sources affected, are
enforceable under the Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air
Acts.

...

,..-

252:100-8-53. Exemptions
(a)
Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a particular
source or modification locating in or impacting on a
nonattainment area if:
·
(1)
The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to
the extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential
to emit and is a source other than one of the following
categories:
~
carbon black plants (furnace process) ,
~
charcoal production plants,
~
chemical process plants,
lQl coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
~
coke oven batteries,
1El fossil-fuel boilers (or eoffibustion combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
· lQl fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
lHl fuel conversion plants,
l l l glass fiber processing plants,
lJl hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
lKl iron and steel mills,
iLl kraft pulp mills,
lMl lime plants,
lNL municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
lQl petroleum refineries,
lRl petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage exceeding 300,000 barrels.
lQl phosphate rock processing plants,
lRl portland cement plants,
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primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters,
lQl primary lead smelters,
JYl primary zinc smelters,
lNl secondary metal production plants,
JXl sintering plants,
lXl sulfur recovery plants,
JZl taconite ore processing plants, or
~ any other stationary source category which, as of
August 7, 1980, is being regulated by federal Ne·..· Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) NSPS or National Emission
Standards for IIaZlardous Air Pollutants (NEBIIAPS) NESHAP.
(2)
A source or modification was not subject to 40 CFR Part
51, Appendix S (emission offset interpretative ruling) as in
effect on January 16. 1979 and the source:
l8l Obtained all final federal and state construction
permits before August 7, 1980;
...-lJ21 Commenced construction within 18 months from August 7,
·_- -1980 or any earlier time reguired by the State
Implementation Plan; and,
lQl Did not discontinue construction for a period of 18
months or more and completed constru·ction within a
reasonable time.
lQl Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the
potential to emit (see definition of "potential to emit" in eA8
252:100 7 51) 252:100 8 1.1). However, upon determination of the
Executive Director, if a source is subject to the requirements on
the basis of its direct emissions. the applicable requirements
must also be met for secondary emissions but the source would be
exempt from the conditions of GAG 252.100 7 52(3) (F) 252:100-852(3) (F) and GAG 252.100 7 54(1) 252:100 8-54(1) through 252.100
7 54(3) 252:100-8 54(3). Also, the indirect impacts of mobile
sources are excluded.
(c)
As specified in the applicable definitions, the reauirements
of Part 5 7 for PSD and Part ~ 9 for nonattainment areas of this
Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the existing
source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed
addition to the existing minor source is major in its own right.
lQl

lTl

252:100-8-54.
Requirements for sources located in nonattainment
areas
In the event a major source or modification would be
constructed in an area designated as nonattainment for a
pollutant for which the source or modification is major. approval
shall be granted only if the following conditions are met:
l l l The new source must demonstrate that it has applied
control technology which the Executive Director, on a case by
case basis, determines is achievable for a source based on the
lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved in practice by
such category of source (i.e., lowest achievable emission rate
as defined in the Federal Glean Air Act) .
~
If the Executive Director determines that imposition of
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an enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasibleT due
to technological or economic limitations on measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed as the
emission limitation rate.
lJl The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by such person
in Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meetinq all steos on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
l1l The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
lhl The emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permitted in the area do not exceed the planned
growth allowable for the area designated in the State
Implementation Plan; or,
~
The total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the region and the emissions from the proposed source will
be sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
date of construction permit application so as to represent
further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
~
The owner or operator may present with the application an
analysis of alternate sites, sizes and production processes
for such proposed source.

·-
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APPENDIX I. INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES LIST
Any Activity to which a State of federal applicable requirement
applies is not insignificant even if it is included on this list.
COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

* Stationary reciprocating engines burning natural gas, gasoline,
aircraft fuels, or diesel fuel which are either used exclusively for
emergency power generation or for peaking power service not exceeding
500 hours/year
Space heaters, boilers, process heaters, and emergency flares less
than or equal to 5 MMBTU/hr heat input (commercial natural gas) .
Emissions from stationary internal combustion engines rated less
than 50 hp output
Emissions from gas turbines with less than 215 kilowatt. rating of
electric output
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION

* Emissions from fuel storage/dispensing equipment operated solely
for facility owned vehicles if fuel throughput is not more than 2.175
gallons/day, averaged over a 30-day period
* Storage tanks with less than or equal to 10,000 gallons capacity
_that store volatile organic liquids with a true vapor pressure less
than or equal to 1.0 psia at maximum storage temperature
* Bulk gasoline or other fuel distribution with a daily average
throughput less than 2,175 gallons per day, including dispensing,
averaged over a 30-day period
Gasoline and aircraft fuel handling facilities, equipment, and
storage tanks except those subject to New Source Performance Standards
and standards in 252:100-37-15, 39-30, 39-41, and 39-48
Emissions from condensate tanks with a design capacity of 400
gallons or less in ozone attainment areas
Emissions from crude oil and condensate marine and truck loading
equipment operations ·at crude oil and natural gas production sites
where the loading rate does not exceed 10,000 gallons per day averaged
over a 30-day period
* Emissions from crude oil and condensate storage tanks with a
capacity of less than or equal to 420,000 gallons that store crude oil
and condensate prior to custody transfer
* Emissions from storage tanks constructed with a capacity less
than 39,894 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure less than
1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature
ANALYSIS/LABORATORY ACTIVITIES
Additions or upgrades of instrumentation or control systems that
result in emissions increases less than the pollutant quantities
specified in 252:100-8-3 (e) (1)

-
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EQUIPMENT
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·>'

Alkaline/phosphate washers and associated burners
Cold degreasing operations utilizing solvents that are denser than
air
* Welding and soldering operations utilizing less than 100 pounds
of solder and 53 tons per year of electrodes
Wood chipping operations not associated with the primary process
operation
* Torch cutting and welding of under 200,000 tons of steel
fabricated per year
REMEDIATION
Site restoration and/or bioremediation activities of < 5 years
expected duration
Hydrocarbon contaminated soil aeration pads utilized for soils
excavated at the facility only
Emissions from the operation of groundwater remediation wells
including but not limited to emissions from venting, pumping, and
collecting activities subject to de minimis limits for air toxics
(252:100-41-43) and HAPs (§112(b) of CAAA90)
SOLID WASTE

* Non-commercial water washing operations (less than 2.250
barrels/vear) and drum crushing operations of empty barrels less th .... _~,
or equal to 55 gallons with less than three percent by volume of
residual material
Hazardous waste and hazardous materials drum staging areas
Sanitary sewage collection and treatment facilities other than
incinerators and Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW}
Stacks or vents for sanitary sewer plumbing traps are also included
(i.e., lift station)
Emissions from landfills and land farms unless otherwise regulated
by an applicable state or federal regulation
COATINGS

* Automobile body shops located in an ozone attainment area
emitting less than 5 t~ns/year of volatile organic solvents
Electrophoretic-process coating application operations (i.e., oaint
bath positively charged, painted object negatively charged)
* Surface coating operations which do not exceed a combined total
usage of more than 60 gallons/month of coatings, thinners, and cleanup solvents at any one emissions unit
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MISCELLANEOUS

Exhaust svstems for chemical, paint, and/or solvent storage rooms
or cabinets, including hazardous waste satellite (accumulation) areas
Hand wiping and spraying of solvents from containers with less than
1 liter capacity used for spot cleaning and/or degreasing in ozone
attainment areas
* Activities having the potential to emit no more than 5 TPY
(actual) of any criteria pollutant (see instructions in Title v
application)

* Appropriate records of hours, quantity, or capacity must be kept on
the activity to verify its insignificance.
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APPENDIX J.

TRIVIAL ACTIVITIES LIST

Any activity to which a State or federal applicable requirement
applies is not trivial even if it is included on this list.
AGRICULTURAL
Lawn care (noncommercial)
Weed control (noncommercial)
Pest control (noncommercial)
Herbicide and pesticide activities except for manufacturing
and formulation for commercial sale
ANALYSIS/TESTING
Hydraulic or hydrostatic testing
Analysis/laboratory activities emissions from the followino:
air· contaminant detectors, air contaminant recorders, combustion
controllers, combustion shut-off devices, product analyzers,
laboratory analyzers, continuous emissions monitors. other
analyzers {eg .. water quality), and emissions associated with
sampling activities. Also, emissions from bench scale laboratory
equipment and laboratory equipment used exclusively for chemical
_and physical analysis. including assorted vacuum producing
devices and vents but NOT lab fume hoods or vents
Site assessment work, including but not limited to. the
evaluation. of waste disposal or-remediation sites
Emissions from instrument systems utilizing air or natural gas
Environmental field sampling operations
Sampling connections used exclusively to withdraw materials
for testing and analysis. including air contaminant detectors and
vent lines
Compressed gas cylinders and gases utilized for equipment
calibration and testing
ANIMALS
Equipment used to mix and package soaps, vegetable oil,
grease, animal.fat, and nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions,
provided appropriate lids and covers are utilized
Equipment used exclusively to slaughter animals. but not
including other equipment at slaughterhouses, such as rendering
cookers, boilers, heating plants, incinerators. and electrical
power generating
BATTERY CHARGING
Industrial battery recharging and maintenance operations for
batteries utilized within the facility only
BLOWDOWNS
Emissions from the blm:dor.m depressurization durino startup,
shut down, maintenance or emeroencies of compressors or other
vessels containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the
purpose of maincenance due to emergency circumstances
WPSl.\DOCS\SC-8\J(l.-9) .WP
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CLEANING
Acid washing (maintenance cleaning)
Caustic washing (maintenance cleaning)
Abrasive blasting
Steam cleaning
Carbon dioxide blasting equipment in degreasing or depainting
High pressure water depainting operations and aqueous
industrial spray washers
Vacuum cleaning systems used exclusively for industrial,
commercial, or residential housekeeping purposes, except those
systems used to co1lect particulate matter subject to 252:100 and
hazardous and/or toxic air contaminants
Ultrasonic cleaning operations which do not utilize volatile
organic compounds
Molten salt bath descaling operations
Natural gas water heating systems for fixed vehicle wash racks
COOLING TOWERS/BOILER WATER
Emissions from non-contact coolinq towers (cooling water that
has not been in contact with other materials or fluids containing
regulated air pollutants)
Boiler water treatment operations
Deaerator units associated with boilers or hot water heating
systems
Process water filtration systems and demineralizers
Demineralized water tanks and demineralizer vents
ELECTRIC POWER
Equipment associated with electrical power transmission which
do not involve fuel-burning activities using transformers and
substations
Electric or steam-heated drying ovens and autoclaves, but not
the emissions from the articles or substances being processed in
the ovens or autoclaves or the boilers delivering the steam
FIREFIGHTING
Emissions from fire or emeraencv resoonse equipment and
training to include use of fire control equipment including .
equipment for testing and training, engines used exclusively for
firefighting, and open burning of materials or fuels associated
with firefighting training. Buildings burned for firefighting
training must still adhere to NESHAP for Asbestos.
Fire extinguishers and fire extinguishing systems
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS
Seal replacement (i.e., manhole gaskets)
Roof coating, service, and repair
Paving of roads, parking lots, and other areas
Vent emissions from gas streams used as buffer or seal gas in
rotating pump and compressor seals
Emissions from natural gas odorizing activities
Emissions from pneumatic starters on reciprocating engines,
WPSl\DOCS\SC-B\J(l-9) .WP
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turbines, compressors, or other equipment
Gas flares or flares used solely to indicate danger to the
public (e.g. road hazard)
Warehouse activities including the storage of packaged raw
materials and finished goods
Non-routine clean out of tanks, lift stations, and equipment
for the purposes of worker entry or in preparation for
maintenance or decommissions
Unpaved roadways and parking areas
Gravel, sand and dirt storage for use in on-site construction
proiects
VOC fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves,
flanges, connectors, pump seals. compressor seals, etc.)
regulated by a fugitive monitoring program where the total
increase is less than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant
or the de minimis set forth in 252:100-41-43. The component
additions must be identified in the next scheduled monitoring
report required by the applicable requirements. VOC fugitive
emissions from component additions (e.g. valves. flanges,
connectors, pump seals, compressor seals, etc.) not regulated by
a fugitive monitoring program provided that no applicable
requirement is triggered when components are added.
Fugitive emissions of jet fuels associated with aircraft fuel
cell and fuel bladder repair
Fugitive emissions related to movement of passenger vehicles
provided the emissions are not counted for applicability purposes
or any required fugitive dust control plan or its equivalent is
submitted
INSULATION
Insulation installing or removal (non-asbestos)
Application of refractory & insulation (calcium silicate,
etc.)
LUBRICATING
Lubricating pumps. sumps, and systems
Emissions from engine crankcase vents and equipment
lubricating sumps
MAINTENANCE
Welding, brazing. soldering for maintenance purposes
Use of adhesives for maintenance purposes
Grinding, cutting, sanding for maintenance purposes
Emissions from pipeline maintenance pigging activities
Maintenance, upkeep, and replacement types of activities,
including those not altering the capacity of process. combustion
or control equipment, and which do not increase regulated
pollutant emissions unless subject to NESHAP or NSPS

-

METALS
Equipment used for inspection of metal products
Die casting machines
WPSl\DOCS\SC-8\J(l-9) .WP
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Foundry sand mold forming· equipment to which no heat is
applied, and from which no organics are emitted
Equipment used exclusively to mill or grind coatings and
holding compounds where all materials charged are in paste form
(unless HAP emission)
Equipment used exclusively for rolling, forging, pressing,
spinning, drawing, or extruding either hot or cold metals unless
their emissions exceed any applicable regulated amount
Carbon monoxide lasers, used only on metals and other
materials which do not emit HAP in the process
MISCELLANEOUS
Operations previously determined to be de minimis pursuant to
252:100-7-2(b) (3) or 252:100-41-43(a) (5)
Laser trimmers using dust collection to prevent fugitive
emis·sions
Sheck chambers
Humidity chambers
Solar simulators
MOBILE SOURCES
Mobile source emissions from cars, trucks, forklifts, courier
vehicles, front loaders, graders, cranes, carts, hydrostatic and
hvdraulic testing equipment, maintenance trucks, helicopters,
locomotives, marine vessels, portable generators moveable by hand,
portable pumps, portable air compressors, portable welding
machines, and portable fuel tanks
Other on and off road mobile sources (i.e. coal stacker &
reclaimer)
Well servicing/workover rigs and associated eauioment
Well drilling rigs and associated equipment
Aircraft ground support (AGE) equipment, including but not
limited to portable power generators, lights, and HVAC support
Vehicle exhaust from maintenance or repair shops
Road sanding and salting operations
OFFICE AND JANITORIAL
Janitorial services
Sweeping (Floor Sweep)
Office emissions (photocopying, blueprint copying, photograph
processes)
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Outdoor recreational emissions (campfires, barbecue pits)
Open burning for the purpose of land management (must get
permission from Air Quality Enforcement even though exempt from
permitting)
Outdoor kerosene heaters
PLASTICS/FIBERGLASS
Plastic or fiberglass welding or repair
Sealing or cutting plastic film or foam with heat or wires
WPSl\DOCS\SC·B\J(l-9) .WP
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Processes used for the curing of fiberglass or paint products
REFRIGERANTS
Cold storaoe refrigerator equipment
De minimis refrigerant releases
RESIDENTIAL
Air conditioning or comfort ventilation systems not regulated
under Title VI of the Clean Air Act
Emissions from residential housing units, dormitories, and
multifamily dwellings to include fuel burning for the purposes of
heating except prohibited open burning
SOLID WASTE
Solid waste landfill operations
RCRA Solid Waste Management Units subject to 40 CFR Part 265,
Subparts AA, BB, and CC
SOLVENT
Emissions from laundry care equipment processing bedding,
clothino or other fabric items. These include dryers, extractors,
& tumblers. NOT CLEANING OPERATIONS USING PERCHLOROETHYLENE OR
PETROLEUM SOLVENTS (i.e.,dry cleaning)
Covered cold solvent degreasers not subject to federal emission
standards (e.g. NESHAP or NSPS)

·.~

-

STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION
Emissions from lube oil, seal oil, or hydraulic fluid storaoe
tanks and equipment as long as not emitting VOCs or HAPs
Storage and use of chemicals unless otherwise regulated by an
applicable state or federal regulation. These chemicals include,
but not limited to: alum, ammonia, biocides, corrosion inhibitors,
dechlorination chemicals, inorganic salts, acids or bases to
include caustic and sulfuric acid, coagulants, flocculants,
precipitants, surfactants, anti-foam chemicals, sealing inhibitors,
oxygen scavengers, phosphates, polyelectrolytes, limestone slurry,
lime and lime slurry, flue gas desulfurization system slurry, and
sulfur slurry; propane and acetylene under pressure
Storage and use of products or equipment for maintaining motor
vehicles operated at the site (including but not limited to
antifreeze and fuel additives) not regulated under Title VI, CFC
rules)
Emissions from tanks containing separated water produced from
oil and gas operations
Commercial gasoline dispensing stations, including those located
within the physical boundaries of a Title V source
Lubricants and waxes used for machinery and other equipment
lubrication and emission from lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
storage tanks and equipment
Runway and aircraft de-icing activities, including de-icer
storage tanks unless otherwise regulated
Storage tanks, reservoirs, and pumping and handling equipment of
WPSl\DOCS\SC-8\J(l-9) .WP
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anv size containing soaps, vegetable oil, grease, animal fat, and
nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions, provided appropriate lids and
covers are utilized

SURFACE COATING
Surface coatinq for maintenance purposes such as roll/brush/pad
coating, painting with aerosol cans, spray airless, and
conventional spray painting
Touch-up painting operations where paints/coatings are applied
at less than one quart per hour
WASTEWATER
Removal of basic sediment & water from collection/storage
systems (i.e., clarifiers)
Water and wastewater treatment and transportation system
Pit, ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Emissions from skimmer pits, oil/water.separators, and
maintenance of filter separators
Emissions from the removal of sludge or sediment from pits,
ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Industrial and/or municipal wastewater treatment processes
(excluding combustion or incineration equipment) , storage silos for
dry material(sludges), composting, or grease trap waste handling or
treatment
Ozonization process or process eauipment including ozone
generation for water treatment processes
Sanitary sewerage and storm water runoff collection systems
Emissions from dredging pits, ponds, sumps, or other wastewater
·conveyance facilities
WOODWORKING
Wood working (saw-cutting, staining & varnishing)
(noncommercial)
Woodworking utilized for hobby purposes or maintenance of
grounds or buildings
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
Continued From December 16, 1997
January 9, 1998
Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK

Council Members Present
Larry Canter, Vice~Chairman
J. William "Bill' Fishback
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell
David Branecky

Staff Present
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray Bishop
Larry Trent
Joyce Sheedy
Jeanette Buttram
Myrna Bruce

Council Members Absent
William B. Breisch, Chairman
Marilyn Andrews

Guests Present
**see attached list

PUBLIC MEETING
Notice of Continued Public Meeting for January 9, 1998 was forwarded to the Office ofthe Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place ofth~ meeting. The January 9, 1998 agenda'contained items
from the December 16, 1997 agenda exclusively. Copies of the agenda were posted at the entrance doors
of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Dr. Canter, Vice-Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken as
follows: Mr. Fishback~ aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell ~ aye; Mr. Branecky ~
aye; Dr. Canter ~ aye. Mr. Breisch and Ms. Andrews were absent.
PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-8 OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70) (AMENDED]
As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearing by the Air Quality Council in compliance with the
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title 40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27 A. Oklahoma Statutes,
Section 2~5-1 01 through 2-5-118. Mr. Dyke then called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy to give staffs position.
Dr. Sheedy stated that the proposed revisions to Subchapter 8 are to correct the deficiencies in the
interim Title V Program as identified by EPA in their February 5, I 996 notice of approval of the interim
program. After summarizing the changes, Dr. Sheedy stated that staffs recommendation was for
Council to forward this rule to the Environmental Quality Board for approval as both emergency and
permanent rule.
Mr. Kilpatrick made motion that Council recommend this rule to the Board for permanent and
emergency adoption. Second was made by Mr. Fishback. Roll call as follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms.
Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Dr. Canter- aye.

OLD BUSINESS
OAC 252:100-5 REGISTATION OF AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE [AMENDED!
Mr. Dyke then called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram to give staffs position. With no additional changes
made, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 5 be approved by Council and
recommended to the Environmental Quality Board for emergency and permanent adoption.
Mr. Fishback moved that Council adopt Subchapter 5, as presented, to the Environmental Quality Board
for both emergency and permanent adoption. Mr. Branecky made the second to the motion. Roll call as
follows: Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagel!- aye: Mr. Braneckyaye; Dr. Canter- aye.

OAC 252:100-7 CONSTRUCTION PERMITS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR SOURCES;
OPERATING AND RELOCATION PERMITS FOR MINOR SOURCES [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram to give staffs position on this rule. With one additional
change, Ms. Buttram stated that staff recommended that Subchapter 7 be approved by Council and
recommended to the Environmental Quality Board for emergency and permanent adoption. Mr. Fishback
made the motion that Subchapter 7, including the change to Appendix H regarding wire drawing
equipment, be approved by the Council and recommended for adoption to the Environmental Quality
Board as permanent and emergency rule. The second was made by Ms. Myers. Roll call was as follows:
Mr. Fishback- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Ms. Slagell- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Dr.
Canter- aye.
ADJOURNMENT:
With no further business, Dr. Canter adjourned stating that the next regularly
scheduled meeting would be February 18, 1998 at the Lincoln Plaza Office Park Burgundy Room, 4545
North Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the hearing records are attached as an official part of

these Minutes.

LARYCTER, VICE-CHAIRMAN
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

DAVID R.YKE, DIRECTOR
AIR QUALITY DIVISION
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATION TO THE ENVIRONMENTALQllALIT\' BOARD

Identification of Proposed Ru lemaking:
Chapter Number and Title- _ _;:O: :;.;Ao.=C:. . : :2: .: 5:.=:2:.!.'1~0~0~-8~--------:
0PERATING PERITS (PART 70) (AMENDED]
Subchaptersor Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

On JANUARY9. 1998
the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental QUality Board that the rulemaking described above be adopted as:

_x_

permanent [take effect after legislative review]

.X...

emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Govemor because of time; and/or
]
special reason:

(mark as_ appropriate)
This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative ProCedures Act have been
followed.

...-..

This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and referen~ errors, and
formatting them as required by the. Office of Administrative Rules. This is to bC done with the
understanding that such changes shall ne~er alter the sense of what this Council ~mmends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~c;f~+===:y~C:::::4-.~d:::=:~-~- Date signed:
Ch:{;:J;Desi~e

I { <1 { q,t.·

VOTING 10 APPROVE:
Larry Canter
J. William "Bill" Fishback
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell
David Branecky

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:
William B. Breisch

Marilyn Andrews
..
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BRIEFING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALl1Y

REGULAR MEETING
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

.... ··.. ·

Tuesday•
December 15, 1998 9:30 A.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK
' 1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.
.

Division Director's Report -Staff
A. Update of c~nt events and AQD activities
B. Discussion by Council/ Public.

·'

~

3.

i.

.

OAC 252:100-7 PermitS for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed revisions Will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
emissions which are subject to new source .performance standards and national
.. emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a. PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit. Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality
CouncilmeetUng.
·
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
B. QuestioJ.lS and discussion by Council/ Public

.

4.

5•

OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED)
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACTrules in 4-0 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 to. July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy ·
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from.the definition of
· VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued fro.m August 18,
1998 Air Quality Coun~il meeting.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council /Public

dto9/

\

\

6.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]

Proposal would simplify the language urider the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 ·and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council
meeting.
i.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
7.

· OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7-3 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDE:PJ
OAC 252:100.-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
In Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees

for both minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases bf specific permit
application fees in Subchapters 7 and 8.
A Presentation- Shawna McWaters-Khalo'iJsi
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public

Should you desire to attead but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days in advance at (405) 701-4100.

\

\

·HEARlNGIMEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

REGULARMEETING ·

·.....

..

\

~ QUALfiY COUNCIT.

Tuesday
December 15,1998 1:00 P.M.
4545 North Lincoln Boulevard
Burgundy Room
Oklahoma City, OK

1.

Call to Order- Bill Breisch

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

. Approval of Minutes of the October 20, 1998 Regular Meeting

.4.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED]
Proposed reVisions will delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
. Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year
.:·emissions which are subject to new source performance standards and national
.emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of
having to obtain an individual permit.· Also, a new Part 9 is proposed that will
outline the requirements necessary for a facility to qualify. for PBR. Each
subchapter containing a PBR for specific facilities will also be referenced under
this new Part. Continued from August 18 and· October 20, 1998 Air Quality
Council meeting.
A. Presentation- Jeanette Buttram
. B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
· C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

5.

OAC 252:100-8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}·
The Department proposes to update the incorporation by reference of the caseby-case MACT rules in 40 CFR 63.41-63.43, and 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

.·
,-..

-

'·

\
\

6.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials [AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language tinder the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. A substantive change deletes a sentence regarding fuel-burning and
refuse-burning equipment resolving a contradiction. Continued from August 18
and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council meetings.
'·
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council I Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

7.

OAC 252:100-39 Emissions of Organic Materials in Nonattainment Areas
[AMENDED]
Proposal would simplify the language under the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong
initiative and exclude acetone and methylated siloxanes from the definition of
VOC. Continued from August 18 and October 20, 1998 Air Quality Council
meetings.
.
A. Presentation- Joyce Sheedy
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
....
D. Roll call vote

8.

OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual
Operating Fees [AMENDED}
OAC 252:100-7 PermitsJor Minor Facilities. [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits ·for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
In·Subchapter 5, the Department is proposing increases in annual operating fees
for bOth minor facilities and Part 70 sources, with increases of specific pennit
·
application fees in Subcbapters 7 and 8.
A. Presentation- Shawna McWaters-K.halousi ·
B. Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
C. Possible action by Council
D. Roll call vote

9.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Discussion/consideration of subjects I
business arising within past 24 hours
B. Possible action by Council

10.

ADJOURNMENT- Next Regular Meeting
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1999
DEQ Multi-Purpose Room, Firs~ Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation,
please notify our Department three days Ia advance at (405) 702-4100.

-

December 1, 1998

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

• Tern·11, n·rrector G
Eddie

.

f
·

AIR QUALITY DIVISION
SUBJECT:

Modifications to. Subchapter 8
PE~TSFORPART70SOURCES

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed modifications to OAC 252: 100-8 that will be brought
to public hearing on December 15, 1998 along with the rule impact statement. These
revisions to OAC 252:1 00-8-4(a) consist of updating the adoption by reference of the
requirements for case-by-case MACT determinations by adopting 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR
63.43, and 40 CFR 63.44 as they exist on July 1, 1998 .
...

Staff wtll suggest that the proposed rule be recommended to the Environmental Quality
Board for permanent adoption.

Enclosure: 2

8meml.doc

SUBCHAPTER 8.
:···:.

PART 5 •

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES

PERMITS FOR PART 7 0 SOURCES

252:100-8-4.
Requirements for construction and operating permits
(a} Construction permits.
(1} Construction permit required. No person shall cause or
allow the construction or installation of any new facility
that will require a Part 70 operating permit without first
obtaining a DEQ-_issued air quality construction permit.
A
construction permit is also required for any physical change
that would be a modification under 252:100-8~7.2(b}.
In
addition to the requirements of this Part, sources subject to
Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also meet the
applicable requirements contained therein.
(2) Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
(A) Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to .any owner or operator who
constructs or reconstructs a major source of hazardous
air pollutants after June 29, 1998, unless the source has
been specifically regulated or exempted from regulation
under a subpart of 40 CFR Part 63, or the owner or
operator has received all necessary air quality permits
for such construction or reconstruction before June 29,
"' 1998.
•
(B) Exclusions.
The. following sources are not· subject
to this subsection.
(i} Electric utility steam generating units unless
and until these units are added to the source
category list.
(ii) Stationary sources that are within a source
category that· has been deleted from the source
category list. .
.
(iii)
Research and development activities as
def.ined in 40 CFR § 63. 41.
{C) MACT determinations.
If
subject
to
this
subsection, an owner or operator may not begin actual
construction or reconstruction of a major source of HAP
until
o}?taining from
the DEQ an approved MACT
determination
in
accordance
with
the
following
regulations:
40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and 40 CFR
63.44, which are hereby incorporated by reference as they
exist on July 1, ~1998.

-

TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 8
RULEI~ACTSTATEMENT

252:100-8, PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES [AMENDED].
Before the Air Quality Council December· 15, 1998.
Before the Environmental Quality Board February 26, 1999.
.·.

1.

DESCRIPTION:
The proposed revisions to 252:100-8-4(a)(2)(C) of Subchapter 8;
· Permits for Part 70 Sources, consist of updating the adoption by reference of the
requirements for MACT determinations contained in 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43, and
40 CFR 63.44 to July 1, 1998.

2.

CLASSES OF PERSONS AFFECTED: Owners or operators who construct or
reconstruct a major source of hazardous air pollutants after June 29, 1998, may be
affected.

3.

CLASSES OF PERSONS WHO WILL BEAR COSTS: Owners or operators who
construct or reconstruct a major source of hazardous air pollutants after June 29, 1998,
who are required to determine case-by-case MACT.

4.

CLASSES OF PERSONS BENEFITTED: The citizens of the state who will be
protected from exposure to hazardous air pollutants.

5.

PROBABLE ECONOMIC ~ACT ON AFFECTED· CLASSES OF
PERSONS: None. The federal rules proposed for incorporation by reference are
currently applicable to ·the affected classes of persons. Thus the state's adoption of
these rules will not cause a new economic impact on such classes.

6.

PROBABLE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS: See #5
above.

7.

COOPERATION OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISION REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT
OR ENFORCE RULE:
No.

8.

COST TO DEO TO

9.

COST TO OTHER AGENCIES TO IMPLEMENT AND ENFORCE:
No other agencies will be implementing this rule.

10.

PROJECTED NET LOSS OR GAIN IN REVENUES FOR DEQ AND/OR

I~LEMENT

AND ENFORCE:

No added cost.
None.

OTHER AGENCIES, IF IT CAN BE PROJECTED: None.
11.

LESS COSTLY OR NONREGULATORY OR LESS INTRUSIVE METHODS OF
ACHIEVING THE PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED RULE: None. Adopting
these feder~ rules will streamline the regulatory and permitting processes for the
affected classes of persons.

12.

PROBABLE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE IMPACT ON BUSINESS
ENTITIES !INCLUDE QUANTIFIABLE DATA WHERE POSSIBLE): None.
The federal rules proposed for incorporation by reference are currently applicable to the
affected classes of persons. Thus the state's adoption of these rules will not cause a
new impact on such classes.

RULE IMPACT STATEMENT WAS PREPARED ON: November 16, 1998 .

...
...

..-..

....

MINUTE~
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 15, 1998
Lincoln Plaza Office Complex
Burgundy Room
4545 North Lincoln Bou1evard
Oklahoma City, OK
Council Members Present
B. Breisch, Chairman
William
•' .
L8rry Canter
David Braneck.y
Sharon Myers
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Dennis Doughty
Barbara Hoffman
Ray; Bishop
Linn Wainner

Council Members Absent
Gary Kilpatrick
Meribeth Slagell

Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Scott Thomas
Jeanette Buttram
Shawna MeWaters-Khalousi
Joyce Sheedy
Myrna Bruce
Cheryl Bradley
Becky Mainord

PUBLIC MEETING

-

Notice of Public Meeting for December 15, 1998 was forwarded to the Office of the
Secretary of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted·at the
entrance door of the meeting room.
Call to Order- Mr. Breisch, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was uiken as
follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr.
Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick and Ms. Slagell did not attend.
Approval of Minutes- Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
October 20, 1998 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Branecky. Roll call as follows: Dr.
Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz -.aye; Mr. Branecky -.aye; Mr. Wilson.....: aye; Mr.
Breisch- aye.
··
PUBLIC HEARINGS

r

-

Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CPR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-101 through 2-5-118. Mr.
Dyke entered into the hearing records the Hearing Agenda and Oklahoma Register Notice.

.

OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED]
Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Jeanette Buttram for staff recommendation to Council. Ms.
Buttram advised that proposed revisions delete the lower limit of 5 tons per year for Permit by
Rule (PBR) facilities allowing those facilities with less than 5 tons per year emissions which
are subject to new source performance standards and national emission standards for
hazardous air pollutants to apply for a PBR instead of having to obtain an individual pennit.

{)/

Also a new Part 9 is proposed which will outline the requirements necessary for a facility to
qualify for PE , Each subchapter containing a PBR fol· ·!cific facilities would also be
referenced under this new Part. Within Part 9, Section 252:100-7-60.3 was written due to the
proposed PBR section for VOC storage and loading facilities in Subchapter (SC) 37. Staff
reqommendation for SC 37 will be to continue the rule until the February AQC meeting. .-.. . ,
Therefore, staff suggests the proposed new section be deleted from the rule and added once .. ·. )
the PBR in SC 37 is approved. Mr. Branecky requested clarification of which part of the rule
was being deleted. Ms. Buttram confirmed the suggestion to recommend the proposed rule,
excl~ding Section 252:1 00-7-60.3, to the Environmental Quality Board for permanent
adoption.
F'oliowing discussion and comments, Chairman Breisch entertained a motion to recommend
1$-is rule to the Environmental Quality board at the next meeting. Dr. Grosz made that motion
with second made by Ms. Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye;
Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Brei~ch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

OAC 252:100:8-4(a)(2) Permits for Part 70 Sources (AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation regarding this rule. Dr.
Sheedy advised that these amendments update the incorporation by reference of the case-by.:
case MACT determinations for Part 70 sources in 252:100-8-4 (a)(2)(C) by adopting 40 CFR
63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 as they exist on July l, 1998. Dr. Sheedy advised that this update
would be made annually.

Mr. Breisch entertained motion recommending adoption as permanent rule by the

-..
Environmental Quality Board. Mr. Branecky made the motion with the second being made
by Mr. Wilson. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye;
Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson..:. ·aye; Mr. Breisch.:._ aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.

OAC 252:100-37 Control of Emissions of Organic Materials (AMENDED]

Mr. Dyke called upon Dr. Joyce Sheedy who advised that proposed changes primarily
simplify language and correct grammar and format but also include various substantive
changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that one substantive change alters the definition of volatile
organic compound (VOC) to make it reflect EPA's definition ofVOC. Dr. Sheedy then stated
the staffs recommendation to continue this rule until the February Council meeting because
of remaining controversy.
·
Council discussion followed. Mr. Wilson expressed concern about SC 37 being open for so
long with no action taken. During public discussion, Mr. Bradshaw from Boeing reiterated
Mr. Wilson's concern. Mr. Bradshaw further explained that the specific point of concern for
Boeing and American Airlines is the definition ofVOC. He said the members of his industry
would like to see the definition amended as soon as possible. Ms. Hoffman responded by
explaining that it is the intent of the staff to have all remaining issues with SC 37 resolved and
to recommend approval of the rule by the Council. She further explained that if the rule is 2

approved by th ouncil in February, there would be tirr >get the packet of information to
the Environmental Quality Board before the March 5, 1999 meeting.
~

·- .....

. Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to Council's February meeting. Ms.
· Myers made motion with second made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye;
Ms. Myers -aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
OAC 252:100-39 Control of Oi·ganic Materials in Nonattainment Areas [AMENDED]
Mr.- Dyke called upon.Dr. Joyce Sheedy for staff recommendation. Dr. Sheedy pointed out
the proposed changes primarily simplify language and correct grammar and format but
also include some substantive changes. Dr. Sheedy explained that written comments, staff
responses and details of the substantive changes were summarized in the Council packet. Dr..
Sheedy submitted the written letters from EPA and EFO for hearing record.

tiiat

There were no questions or comments from the Council or from the public.
Following discussion, Mr. Breisch entertained a motion to continue this rule to the Council's
February 17, 1999 meeting. Mr. Branecky made that motion with the second made by Ms..
Myers. Roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr. Grosz-:- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.

-

Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes
· OAC 252:100-5 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees [AMENDED]
OAC 252:100-7 Permits [AMENDED}
.
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED)
This subject was first brought before the Council on October 20, 1998 at which time the .
Council voted to continue the hearing until the December 15, 1998 Council meeting. The
presentation for this public hearing consisted of several staff members. Mr. David Dyke
began by informing those present that written comments have been received from the
Environmental Federation of Oklahoma, Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association, and the
Small Business Advisory Panel. These comments and staff responses were submitted for
official record. Mr. J;>yke continued to explain the Division's anticipated increase in workload
and discussed other factors contributing to the request for fee increases.

Mr. Dyke called upon Mr. Scott Thomas to describe the upcoming rulemaking activities. Mr.

-

"Thomas explained that the Division's rulemaking goals were designed according to proposed
rules received from the EPA, instruction from the State Legislature to review all of our rules
by December 2000, and efforts to go forward with the agencies directive and goals of the
permit continuum. Mr. Thomas also stated that in order to accomplish these goals, additional
staff would be required or the rulemaking priorities would have to be refined. Mr. Ray
Bishop came forward to elaborate upon the need for additional permitting staff. He stated that
even though the Permit program has instituted a number of time-saving and efficiency efforts,
the Division does not anticipate meeting the impending Title V time frames and deadlines
with the current staff. He also reviewed the non-Title V activities required of the permitting
3

staff. Mr. Terrill commented regarding potential action" """lat could occur at the federal level
and conseque1. . affect the Division.
Finally, Mr. Dyke called upon Ms. Shawna McWaters-Khalousi to explain the proposed fee
increases and how they were derived. Staff recommended approval by the Council. Mr. r~-\
summarized staffs position by stating that even though services and spending levels are
··:;
reduced from previous years, the current level of services and management of oncoming
issues cannot be maintained without additional staff. Mr. Dyke assured that the Division
would not compromise the environmental protection, but be forced to shift and prioritize
resources ultimately resulting in reduced services provided.
After extensive comment and discussion from the Council, the public and members of
i*dUstry, Mr. Breisch entertained, and Mr. Branecky made the motion that: In SC S, annual
operating fees for minor facilities and for Part 70 sources be increased to $17.12 per ton; In
SC 7, the fee for minor source applicability determinations be increased to $250 and the fees
for all types of individual minor source permits be doubled; and In SC 8, the fee for major
source applicability determinations be increased to $250. Ms. Myers made the second to Mr.
Branecky' s motion with roll call as follows: Dr. Canter- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Dr: Groszaye; Mr. Branecky- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye.
Copy of hearing transcript attached and made an official part of these minutes.
NEW BUSINESS The Council requested a monthly financial statement from Mr.
Coleman's office. This information would enable the Finance Committee to monitor the cash
flow of the AQD and work toward avoiding future budgetary shortfalls. Additionally, the
Council requested that a comprehensive and detailed list of tasks that would be billed to Tif-....
V expenditures be created. This list would be a guideline for staff to follow when accountin!;,
time and effort. Finally, a request was made for additional state appropriations for a workload
study that will determine staffing priorities.

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would.be February 17, 1999 at the Department of
Environmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor, 707 North Robinson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet and the copies of hearing records are attached as an official

part of these Minutes.

William B. Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division

~.
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
. HEARING/MEETING
.
9:00A.M.·
. VVednesday,June14,2000
OSU@Tulsa
· 700 North Greenwood
Tiered Lecture HaD (North Hall.lSO).

1..

Call to Order- DaVid Branecky

2•.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval of Minutes of the April19, 2000 Regular Meeting

4.

PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS

A.

-

OAC 252:3-S Air Quality Advisory Council Hearbigs [NEW]
Appendix B Style of Request for Hearing [NEW]
The proposed addition to Chapter 3 would establish Council procedures for individual
proceedings on enforcement matters and requests for variance. A new Appendix B would
be added.
Presentation - Cheryl Bradley
1.
QUestions and discussion by Council/ Public
2.
. Possible action by Council .
3.
.Roll call vote(s) for emergency adoption .
4.
B.
OAC 252:100-7 PERMITS FOR MINOR FACILITIES [AMENDED]
..
The proposed changes to SC7 consist of the addition of sections 60.3, ·60.4~ and 60.5.
Proposed sections 603 and 60.4 reference the ~g permits by rule for· VOC storage and
loading facilities and particulate matter facilities, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed ·
permit by rule for natmal gas compression facilities.
. ,·
1. .
Presentation ~ Barbara Hoffman
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
2.
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption
C.
OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED}
The proposed changes to SC 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31,
33, and 52. The changes correct errors, clarify languag~, and adcl. fee categories for
construction permit authorizations and modifications. Substantive 9hanges include
amending the definition of ••trivial activities" in section.2 by deleting the exception for
activities· that are subject to an applicable requirement. A substantive change is also
·
proposed for the definition of 11major stati~nary source 11 in section 31.
1. · Presentation- Barbara Hoffman
2.
Questions and discussion by Cowicil/ Public
3.
.Possible action by Cowicil
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

J/7o?

D.

OAC 252:100-29 Control of Fugitive Dust [Al\1ENDEDJ
The proposed changes would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agencywide re-right/de-wrong initiative. A substantive change is included which would make the

~

rule more enforceable by deleting the qualification that the fugitive dust be emitted to such

an extent as to be classified as air pollution, before precautions are required.
1.
2.

Presentation- Cheryl Bradley
Questions and discussion by Council/ Public
Possible action by Council · .
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption

3.

4..

5.

,,

6.

, New Business - Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably

:Division Directorts Report- David Dyke

foreseen, prior to the time of posting the agenda.
7.

Adjournmes;at- Next Regular Meeting
Date and 7Time! August 16, 2000 .@ 9:00a.m.·
Place:" Pioneer Technology Center

Education.Bosiness CeD:.ter
2101 North Ash Street .
Ponca City, OK 7460~ .
.

.

Lunch Break, if necessary·
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June 1, 2000
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division Director
Air Quality Division
. ~

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 8

J!f

E;nclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 8, Permits for Part
70 Sources. After several years of implementing this Subchapter, various errors,
inconsistencies, and ambiguities have surfaced ,which need to be corrected. Since we are
still issuing the first round of Part 70 pennits·and have already begun modifying those
that have been issued, we believe it is better to tackle these issues now rather than later.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 31, 33, and 52. In addition to correcting errors and clarifying language, the
proposed changes add fee categories for construction permit authorizations and
modifications. Substantive changes include amending the definition of 11 trivial activities ..
in section 2 by deleting the exception for activities that are subject to an applicable
requirement. The amendments to section 4(a)(1) clarify that de minimis emissions
increases do not require construction permits, but that additions of equipment that are
subject to NSPS or NESHAP would. The changes in section 5(d)(1)(A) clarify that
BACT is not required for modifications that result in emissions increases of less than 100
tons per year, unless the Prevention of Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would
require it. The reporting time in section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess emissions caused by
emergencies or upsets would be changed from 24 hours to the end of the next working
day to make it consistent with Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A substantive
change is proposed for the definition of 11 major stationary source 11 in section 31, where
paragraph (xiv) woUld be changed to read 11municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 50 tons of refuse per day. 11 This change is required by the 1990 amendment to section
169(1) of the federal Clean Air Act. The changes to section 52 were adopted in 1989 but
were accid~ntally excluded during codification of the rules.
If no substantive, adverse comments are received during the comment period or at the
public hearing on these changes, staff will ask the Council to recommend these changes
to the Environmental Quality Board for adoption as emergency and permanent rules.

SUBCHAPTER8.PERN.UTSFORPART70SOURCES
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-8-1.1. Definitions

-

.,

The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning accorded them ·under the
applicable requirementS of the Act.
"A stack·in existence" means for purposes of252:100-8-1.5 that the owner or operator
had:
.
.
•i (A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of
the stack; or . .
.
;:
.
(B) entered into binding agreements or cdntractual obligations, which could not be
canceled or modified Without substantial loss tO the owner or operatpr, to un.clertake a
program of constrUction of the stack to be completed in a reasonable time.
·
"Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.
"Administrator" means the Administrator of. the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) or the Administrat~r's designee.
"Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the
emission rate of a stationary source calcUlated using the maximum rated cap~ity of the .
source (unless the source is subject to eriforceable limits which restrict the operating rate, or
hours of operation, or both) and the most stringent of the following:
(A) the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR. Parts 60 and 61;
(B) the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
(C) the emissions ~ specified as an enforceable permit condition.
"Begin actual constmction" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9. of this Subchapter means, in
general, initiation of physical on-site_ construction activities on an emissions unit which are
of a permanent nature. Such activities include, but are not limited to, installation of building
supports and foundations, laying of underground pipework, and construction of permanent
storage structures. Witlf respect to a change in method of operation this term refers to those
on-site activities, other~ prepm:atory activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
"Commence" for. puiposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter means, as applied to
construction of a major stationary source or major modification, -that the owner or operator
has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual on-site construction of the
source, :to be completed within a reasonable time; or,
(B) entered into · binding agreements or contractual obligations, ·which cannot be
cancelled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed within a reasonable time.
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any physical
change or change in the method of operation (mcluding fabrication, erection, installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) which would result in a change in actual
emissions.
"Dispersion teclulique" means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 any technique which
attempts to affect the eoncentration of a pollutant in the ambient air by using that_ portion of
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a stack which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying ~e rate of emission
of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or ambient concentrations of that
pollutant; or increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process
parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or combining exhaust gases from
several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of eJ:Cbaust gas streams .so
as to increase the exhaust gas plunie rise. The preceding sentence does not include: · ·
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution control system, for the
purpose of returning the gas to the temperature at which it was originally discharged
from the facility generating the gas stream.
(B) The merging of exhaust gas streams where: ·
(i) the source owner or operator documents that the facility was originally designed
11
and construCted with such merged streams;'
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change in operation at the facility
that includes the installation of pollution controls an~ is accompanied by a net
reduction in the allowable emissions of a pollutant. This exclusion :from "dispersion
technique"· appli~ability shall app~y only to the emission limitation for the pollutant
affected by such change in operation; or
(iii)before July 8, 1985, silch merging was part of a change in operation at the
facility that included the installation. of emissions control equipment or was· carried
out for sound economic or engineering reasons. ·Where there was an increase in the
em!ssion limitation or, in the event that no emission limitation existed prior to the
merging, there was an increase in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to
the merging, i~ shall be presumed that merging was primarily intended as a means of
gaining emissions credit for greater dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed,
the owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate that merging was not carried
out for the primary purpose of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
(C) Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of exhaust gas streams from
several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams
so as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where the resulting allowable··
emissions of sulfur dioxide from the facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year. · .
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means for purposes of252:100-8-1.5
requirements that limit the quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a
continuous basis, including any requirements that limit the level ·of opacity, prescribe· '"'•
equipment, set fuel specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a
source to assure con~uous reduction. (Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
."Emissions unit" m~, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any part of a
source which emits or would have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
. •"Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, those
emissions which could not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening.
"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants'' or "NESHAP"
means those standardS' found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means, for purposes of Parts 7
and 9 of this Subchapter, those permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality
control laws and rules. ·
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"New Source Performance Standards" or "NSPS" means those standards found in
40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means any pennit or group of
permits covering a Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to
this Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR
Part70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting requirements of Part 5 of
this Subchapter, as provided in 252:100-8:-J(a) and 252:100-8-J(b).
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of PartS 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the
maximmn capacity of a source to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design.
Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant,
4lcluding air pollution control equipment and, restrictions on hours o~ operation or on the
type or amount of m8terial combusted, .stored or processed, shall be treated as part of its
design if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is enforceable. Secondary
emissions do not count in~ the potential to emit of a source. ·
·
"Secondary emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of .this Subchapter,
emissions which occur as a result of the construction or operation of a major stationary
source or modification, but do not come ii:om the source or modification itself. Fer tfte
JR:llllese ef131: lQQ 8, Paft 9, seee&dazySecondary emissions must be specific, well defined,
quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as the source or modification which causes
the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include, but are not limited to:
(A) emissions from trains coming to or from the new or modified stationary source; and,
(B) emissions from any o:ffsite support facility which would not otherwise be
constructed or increase its emissions as a result of the construction or operation of the
·
major source or modification. ·
"Stack'' means for purposes. of 252:100-8-1.5 any .point in a source designed to emit
.
solids, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any ·
building, structure, facility or installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject
to 252:100.

-

..

-

252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit or authorization·
under a general construction permit
(a) Cancellation of permit or authorization to construct or modify. A duly issued
permit or authorization to construct or modify will terminate and become null and void
(unless extended as provided in Subsection (b) of this Section) if the construction is not
commenced within 18 months after ·the date the permit or authorization was issued, or if ·
work is suspended for more than 18 months after it has commenced.
(b) Extension of permit or·authorization to construct or modify.
(1) Prior to the expiration date of the permit or authorization, a permittee may apply for
extension .of the permit or authorization by written request of the DEQ stating the
reasons for the delay or suspension and providing juStification for the extension. The
DEQ may grant
(A) One extension of 18 months or less, or
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(B) One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is proposing to expand an

already existing facility to accommodate the proposed new construction or the
applicant has expended .a significant amount of money (1% of total project cost as
identified in· the original application, not including land cost) in preparation for
meeting the definition of "commence construction" at the proposed site, or
(C) One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to major industrial facilities
(project cost greater than $1 00,000,000.00), where the applicant proposes to
construct at an existing site and demoristrates that the existing site was originally
designed and constructed to accommodate the proposed new facilities. The
applicant shall show a commitment to the site· by having purchased land necessary to
conStruct facilities ~overed by this extension
and expended $1,000,000.00 or more
II
,
on engineering and/or site development · .
,(2) If construction has not commenced within ;three (3) years ofthe effective date of the
; original permit · or authorization, the pemnttee must ·undertake and complete an
appropriate available control technology review and an air quality analysis. This review
must be approved by the DEQ before construction_may commence.
(3) Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has been denied for lack of
increment,· the DEQ may require any permittee m1qer 252:100:8-L4(b)(l)(B)~or
252:100-8-1.4 (b)(1 )(C), to furnish a corp.plete air quality analysis and/or an appropriate
available control technology review if such review is required in order to provide new or
·
·
current information.
.-.

252:100-8-1.5. Stac~ ·height limitations
(a) Stack height exclusion.· Ali quality modeling or ambient inipact evaluation shall
exclude the. effect of that portion of the height of any stack which exceeds good engineering

practice or the effect of any other dispersion techniques.
.
·
(b) Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack height. GEP stack height
shall be the greater of:
·
·
(1) 65 meters, measured from the grom1d-level elevation at the base of the stack; or
(2) The height under either 252:100-8-l.S(b)(2)(A) or (B):
·
(A) for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for which the owner or operator
had obtained ail applicable permits or approvals required under 252:100-8 or 40
CFR Part 5~, Hg = 2.5H, provided the owner or operator can demonstrate that this
equation was relied upon in establishing an emission limitation;
(B) for all other stacks, Hg = H + 1.5L, where:
(i)
Hg = good engineering .practice stack height, .measured from the
grom1d-level elevation at the base of the stack,
(ii)
H = height of :t:J.earby structure(s) measured from the ground-level
elevation at the base of the stack,
(iii)L = lesser dimension (height or projected width) of nearby structure(s),
provided that the owner or operator may be required to verify
such GEP stack height by the use of a field study or fluid
model as the Executive Director shall determine; or
(3) The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study approved by the reviewing
agency, which erisures that the emissions from a stack do not result in excessive
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concentrations of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric downwash, wakes, or eddy
effects created by the source itself, nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.
(c) Nearby.
(1) For the formulae in 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2).A structure or terrain feature shall be
considered nearby if it is located within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the

height or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8 km).
(2) For demonstration in 252:100-8-1.5(b)(3).
(A) A structure or terrain feature shall be considered nearby if located at a distance
not greater than 0.5 mile (0.8 km), except that
(B) A portion of a terrain feature may _be cons~dered nearby if:
(i) It f~ within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles) of up to 10 times the
maximuni·height (Ht) of the feature,:and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the he~ght of such feature is at least 40 percent of
the GEP stack height determined ' by the formulae provided in 252:100-81.5(bX2)(B) or 85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is greater, as measured from the
base of the stack.
·
(3) Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height . of the structure or
terrain feature is measured from the ground-level elevatio;n at the base of the stack.
(d) Excessive concentrations. When utilized for the purpose of determining GEP staCk
height under 252:1 00-8-1.5(b)(3), excessive concentrations shall be as follows:
·
(1) For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding that calculated under 2(;2:1QQ
8 1.300(2)252: 100-8-1.5lb)(2), a maximum ground4evel pollutant concentration from a·
stack due in whole or part tO downwash, wakes, and eddy effec~ produced by ~earby .
structures or nearby terrain features which is at least 40 percent in excess of the
maximum concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes, or eddy
· effects and which, when combined with the impacts due to all f!Ources, produces a
concentration in excess of an ambient air quality standard. For sources subject to the
prevention of significant deterioration program (Part 7 of this Subchapter or F~deral 40
CFR 52.21), the same criteria apply except that a: concurrent exceedance of~ prevention.
·of significant deterioration increment is experienced. In makiiig demonstrations under
this part, the allowable emission rate shall conform to the new source performance
standai-d that is applicable to the source category imless the owner or operator can
demonstrate that this emission rate is infeasible. , · Where such demonstrations are
approved by the Executive Director, an alternative emission rate shall be established in
··
consultation with the owner or operator;
(2) For somces seeking credit after October 1, 1983, for increases in existing stack .
heights up to the height$ established under 252:1 00-8-1.5(bX2) either:
(A) a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part to downwash,
wakes or eddy effects· as specified in 252:1 00-8-1.5(bX2), except that the emission
rate specified by any applicable state implementation plan (or, in the absence of such
a limit, the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
(B) the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by the existing stack, as
determined by the Executive Director; apd
(3) For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a stack height.determined
under 252:1 00-8-1.5(b)(2) where the Executive Director requires the use of a field study
or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack height credit after
if

I
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November 9, 19~4 based on the aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for
sources seeking stack height credit after December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic
influence of structures not adequately represented by· the formulae in 252:100-81.5(b)(2), a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part to downwash,
wakes or eddy effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum concentration
experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes or eddy effects.

PART 3. PERMIT APPLICATION FEES
252;100-8-1.7.Permit application fees
.
:iA_ jlermit application or a request for an applicability determination received after the

date of this subsection will be assessed a; one-time fee, which must accompany the
· application or request. Applications received without appropriate fees are administratively
incomplete. Fees must be paid by check or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance with the following fee schedule:
·
(1) Applicability determination. $250, to be credited against the construction or
operating permit application fee, if a permit is required. If no permit is required, the fee
will be retained to cover the cost of making the determination.
ill_Construction permit application. The fee is $1,QQQ.
(Al New Part 70 source - $2.000.
·.
.
· (B) Minor modification of a Part 70 source - $1.000.
(C) Significant modification of a Part 70 source - $1.500.
(p) Authorization under a general permit - $900.
e:ff~ctive

(3) Operating permit application.

(A) Initial Part 70 permit ~ $2,000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit - $900
(C) Renewal Part 70 permit- $1,000.
. (D) Significant modification of Part 70 permit- $1,000.
(E) Minor modification ofPart 70 permit - $500.
(F) Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation- $500 .

•: PART5.PERN.UTSFORPART70SOURCES
252:100-8-2. Definitions

The folloWing words and tenns, when used in this Part, shall have the following
meaning, unless the con~xt clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms ilsed in this Pari retain the meaning accorded them under the applicable
requirements ofthe Act.
"Administratively complete" means an application that provides:
(A) All information required under 252:1 00-8-5(c), (d), or (e);
(B) A landowner affidavit as required by 252:2-15-20(b)(3);
.
(C) The appropriate application fees as required by 252:100-8-1.7; and
(D) Certification by the responsible official as required by 252: 100-8-S(f).
"Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in the regulations
promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act
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"AfTected states'' means:
(A) all states:
(i) That are one of the following contiguous states: Arkansas, Colorado,_ Kansas,
Missouri, New Mexico and Texas, and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEQ may be directly aff~ted by emissions from the
facility seeking the permit, ~t modification, or permit renewal being proposed;
or
(B) all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted source.
"N'fected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it in the regulations
promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act. ·
:. "Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they. apply to emissions units
hi a Part 70 source subject to this Chapter (including requirements that have been
promulgated or approved· by EPA. through rulemaking at the time of issuance but have
future effective compliance dates):
'
(A) Any standard or other requirements provided for in the applicable implementation ·
plan approved or promulgated by EPA through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that
implements the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions to that plan.
promulgated in 40 CFR Part 52;
(B) Any term or condition of any precol)Struction permits issued pursuant to regulations
approved or promulgated through rulemaking under Title I, including parts CorD, of
the Act;
(C) Any standard· or other ·requirement under section 111 of the Act, including section
11l(d);
(D) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of the Act, including any
requirement concerning accident prevention under section 112(r)(7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required under 112(r) of the Act;
(E) Any standard or other requirement of the ~id .rain program under Title IV of the Act
or the regulations promulgated thereunder; ··· ·' ·
(F) Any requirements establishe4 pursuant to section 504(b) or section 114(a)(3) of .the
Act;
.
.
.
(G) Any standard or other requirement goveining solid waste incineration, under· section
129 of the Act;
·
(H) Any standard ·or other requirement for consumer and commercial products, under
section 183(e) of the Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under section 183(f) of the Act;
(J) Any standard or other requirement of the regulations promulgated to protect
stratospheric ozone under Title VI of the Act, unless the Administrator has determined
. that such requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K) Any national ambient air quality standard or incl;ement or visibility requirement
under part C of Title I of the Act, but only as it would apply to temporary sources
·
permitted pursuant to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Designated representative" means with respect to affected units, a responsible person
or official authorized by the owner or operaU?.r of a unit to represent the owner or operator in
ma~rs pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances allocated to a unit,
and the submissio~ of. and compliance with permits, permit applications, and· compliance
plans for the uillt
~
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"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the DEQ offers public
participation Wider 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seq. and 252:100-2-15 or affected
State review under 252:100-8-8.
·"Emergency" means. when used in 252:100-8-6(e), any situation arising from sudden
and reasonably Unforeseeable events beyond the control of the source. including acts of
God. which situation requires immediate corrective action to restore normal operation. and
that causes the source to exceed a technology-based emission limitation under the permit ·
due to unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the emergency. An emergency
shall not include noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly designed equipment.
lack of preventive maintenance. careless or im;Proper operation. or operator error.
Quantification
of accidental releases
shall be made, by the best available method. /Moved
I·
.

..

from 252:100-8-6(e)(l).J

.

·

. .

·

.

· ."Emissions allowable under the permit" m~ a federally enforceable pennit term or·
condition determined at issuance to be required by' an applicable requirement that establishes
an emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a federally enforceabl~ emissions
cap that the source has assmned to avoid an applicable requirement to which the source
.
would otherwise be subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a ~tiol'lary 5ource that emits or has the
potential to emit any regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed Wider section 112(b) of
the Act Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated with a specific Wlit process
shall be identified with that specific emission unit This term is not meant to alter or affect
the definition of the term "umt" for pmposes of Title IV of the Act.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 pennit issued by the DEQ that has
completed all review procedures required by 252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8~7.5 and
252:1 oo.:.8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated air pollutants which could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chininey, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the requirements of 252:100-86.1.
"lnsignific~nt

activities" means individual emissions Wlits that are either on the list
approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix I, or. whose actual calendar year
emissions do not exceed any, of the limits in (A) through (C) of this definition. Any activity
to which a State or federal applicable requirement applies is not insignificant even if it meets
the criteria below or is included on the insignificant activities list.·
(A) 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant
(B) 2 tons per year for any one hazardous· air pollutant (HAP) or 5 tons per year for an
aggregate of two or more HAP's, or 20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per
year for single HAP
that the EPA may establish by rule.
·
I
(C) 0.6 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1.2 tons per year for any one
category B substance or 6 tons per year for any one category C substance as defined in
252:100-41-40. .
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of·stationary sources that
are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties and are under common control'
of the same person (or persons under common control)) belonging to a single major
industrial grouping and th8t is described in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of this definition.
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For the purposes of defining "major source," a stationary source or group of stationary
sources shall be considered part of a single industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting
activities at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent properties·belong to
the same Major Group (i.e., all have the same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in
the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is defined as:
(i) For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary source or group of
stationary sources located within a contiguous area and under common control that
emits or bas the potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year ("tpy") or more
of any hazardous air pollutant which has been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the
ii
Act, 25 tpy or more of any combinatio~ of such hazardous air pollutants, or such
lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by rule. Notwithstanding the
preceding sentence, emissions from any; oil or gas exploration or production well
(With its associated equipment) and emissions from any pipeline compressor or
pump station shall not be aggregated with emissions from other similar units,
. whether or not such units are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources; or.
(ii) For radionuelides, "major source" shall have the meaning specified by the
Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined in section 302 of the Act, that
directly emits or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air pollutant ·
(except~ that fraction of particulate matter that exhibits an average aerodyiumllc
particle diameter of more than 10 micrometers) (including any major source of fugitive
emissions of any such pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall_not be considered in deterinining whether
it is a major stationary source for the purposes of section 3020) of the Act, unless the
source belongs to one of the following categories of stationary sources:
(i) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii) Kraft pW.p mills;
(iii) Portland cement plants;
(iv)Primary ziD.c smelters;
(v) Iron and steel mills;
(vi) Primary aluminum Qre reduction plants;
(vii) Primary copper smelters;
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per
. day;

-

(ix)Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x) Petroleum refineries;
(xi) Lillie plants;
(xll) Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii) Coke oven batteries;
(xiv) Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv) Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi) Primary lead smelters;
(xvii) Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) Sintering plants;
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(xix) Secondary metal production plants;
(xx) Chemical process plants;
· (xxi) Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling more than 250 million
British thennal units per hour heat input;
(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding
300,000 barrels;
(xxiii) Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv) Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv) Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British
thermal units per hour heat input; or
·
(xxvii) All other stationary source categories which. as of August 7. 1980. are being
regulated by a standard promulgated under section 111 or 112 of the Act, but only
with respect to those air pollutants that have been regulated for that category.
(C) A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I of the Act, including:
(i) For ozone non-attainment areas; sources with the potential to emit 100 tpy or
more of vol~Qle organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal" or ;'moderate," 50 tpy or more in areas classified as "serious," 25 tpy or
more in areas classified as "severe,", and 10 tpy "or more in areas classified as
"extreme"; except that the references in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25, and 10 tpy of
nitrogen oxides .shall not apply with respect to any source for which the
Administrator has made a finding, under se.ction 182(t)(1) or (2) of the Act, that
requirements under section 182(t) of the Act do not apply;
·
(ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to section 184 of the Act,
sources with the potential to emit 50 tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii) For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I) that are classified as "serio~"; and
(IT) in which stationary sources contribute significantly to carbon monoxide
·levels as determined under rules issued by the Administrator, sources with the
·
potential to emit ?O tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv)For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas classified as "serious,"
sources with the potential to emit 70 tpy or more ofPM-10.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contamimints that theoretically could
be emitted by a stationary source without control devices based on the design capacity or
maximum production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation per year. In
determining the maxiplum theoretical: emissions of VOCs for a source~· the design capacity
or maximum producti~n capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and inks
with the highest VOC content used in practice by the source. .
"Permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means any permit or group of permits
covering a Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a Part 70 construction or operating permit
that meets the requirements of 252:100-8-7.2(b).
"Permit program. costs" means all reasonable (direct and indirect) costs required to
develop and administer a pennit program, as set forth in 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such costs
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are incurred by the DEQ or other State or local agencies that do not issue pennits directly,
but that support pennit issuance or administration).
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or administrative pennit amendment.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit any air
pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation
on the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted,
stored, or processed, ~ be treated as part of its design if the limitation is enforceable by.
the Administrator. This term does not alter or affect the use of this term for any other
purposes lUlder·the Act, or the term "capacity factori' as used in Title IV of the Act or the
4gulations promulgated thereunder.
,
"Proposed permit" means the version of a· permit that the DEQ proposes to issue and
forwards to the AdministratOr for review in compliance with 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compound (VOC), including those
substances defined jn. 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, 252:100-39-2, er any Velatile
OfgaBie Selvent (VOS), as 1Bat tetm is aefiaea iB lil:lQQ 371 sad lil:lQQ 39 l, er
B:BY ergasie matefial aefiBea iB 2il:1QQ 37 2 except those specifically excluded in the
EPA definition ofVOC in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated;
.
·
(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under section 111 of the
Act;
··
(D) Any Class I or ll ozone-depleting substance subject to a standard promulgated lUld"er
or established by Title VJ of the Act;
(E) Any pollutan~. SU:bject to a standard promulga~d under section 112 or other
requirements establiShed under section 112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants),
including sections 112(g) (Modifications), G) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Pennit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including the following:
(i) any pollutant subject to the requirements under section 11~0) of the Act. Itthe
Administrator fails to promulgate a standard by the date established pursuant to
section 112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), any pollu~t for
· which a subject source would be major shall ~e considered to be regulated as to that
source on the date 18 months after the applicable date established pursuant to·section·
112(e) of the Act; and,
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have
been met, but only with respect to· the individual source subject to the s~ction
1l2(g)(2) requirement; or
·
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or equipment standard is
set by an existing pemut or regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
·
(A)For. a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the
corporation in charge of a principal business function, or any other person who performs
similar policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a duly authorized
representative of SU.Ch person if the representative is responsible for the overall operation
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of one or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities applying for or subject
to a pennit and either:
(i) The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annual sales or
expenditures exceeding $25 million (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
·
(ii) The delegation of authority to s~ch representatives is approved in advance by the
DEQ;

-._

_

.(B) For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the proprietor,
1'
respectively;
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or oth~ public agency: Either a principal
executive officer or ranking elected official. For purposes of this Subchapter, a principal
,Fxecutive officer or installation commander ,of a Federal agency includes the chief
. 'executive officer having responsibility for·· the overall operations of a principal
,.geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator of EPA); or
·(D) For affected somces:
·
(i) The designated representative in so far as actions, standards, requirements, or
prohibitions under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and .
·(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b)(10) changes" means changes that contravene an express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes that woul~ violate applicable requirements or
contravene federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that
monitoring (including
test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certification requirements.
. "Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion devi~e which serves a generator with
a name plate capacity of25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement pursuant to Oklahoma
Clean Air Act (27A O.S: 1993 Supp. Sec. 2-~-101 et seq. as amended) that is not contained
in the State Implemen~tion Plan (SIP). ·
"State program'' means a program approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR Part
70. '
'
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility, or installation that emits or
may emit any regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act
"Trivial activities" means any inQividual or combination of air emissions units that are
considered inconsequential and are on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in
. Appendix J. a'YAY aethrity te wmel:J. a State ar fedeml a.Pfllieaele reetl:liremeat a.Pfllies is ROt
trh&ial &"~& ifiBeladed 9B the trivial aetkrities Jist
"Unit" means, for purposes ofTitle IV,.a fossil fuel-fired combUstion device.

are

252:100-8-3. Applicability
_
(a) . Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to qbtain a permit under
subsection (b) of this Section or elsewhere in this ·Subchapter, the sources listed below are
subject to the permitting· requirements under this Subchapter. A eewre&major source_m:
major stationary somce shall remain a Part 70 source until a federally enforceable pennit is
obtained which contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the operation of the
facility to below that whic;ili would define it as a covered source pursuant to this section.
(1) Any major source~ (as defined in 252:100-8-2); ·
(2) Any source subject to a NSPS;
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(3) Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP;
(4) Any affected source (as defined in 252:100-8-2);
.
(5) Any source in a source category designated by the Administrator pursuant to 40
CFR §70.3; and
(6) Any major statioruny source_( Feetaifea te Ba7Je a pemlit l:lnder as defined in Parts 7
. or 9 of this Subcnapter}.
(b) Source category exemptions.

-

(1) All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section that are not major sources, major
stationary sources. affected sources, or solid ~ incineration units required to obtain a
permit pursuant to sectiori 129(e) of the· Act, are exempt from the ·obligation to obtain a·
Part 70 permit unless required to do so by appropriate implementation of EPA
administrative ruleinaking. for non-major sotlrces. Any such exempt source may opt to
apply for a permit under these rules and .shall be issued a permit if the applicant
otherwise satisfies all of the requirements ofthis Chapter. · ·
(2) If the Administrator determines after appropriate rulemaking ~t an exemption is
applicable to non-major sources when adoptb:J.g standards or other requirements under
section 111 or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992, ~at that time the exemption
willapply.
·
(3) Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the following source categories
are exempted from the obligation to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A) All sources in source categories that would be required to obtain apermit solely
because they are subjeCt: to part 60, subpart AAA - Stan4ards of Performance for
·. ·
New Residential Wood Heaters; and
(B) All sources in source categ<?ries that would be required to obtain a permit solely
subject to part 61, subpart M- National Emission Standard for
because they
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Asbestos, Section 61.145, Standard for Demolition and
Renovatio~
·

are

252:100-8-4. Requirements for constmction and operating permits
(a) Construction permits.
.
(1) Construction permit required. No person shall eaase er allew thebegin actual

construction or installation of any new faeHityoource that will require a Part 70 operating
permit without first obtaining a DEQ-issued air quality construction · permit A
construction pemiit is also required to add a piece of equipment or a mocess that is·
subject to NSPS or NESHAP or for any physical change that would ee a meai:fieatie:a
uaaer 232:1QQ g '7.2~increase actual emissions more than 5 tons per year .of any
criteria pollutant more than 2 tons per year of any one HAP. or more than 5 tollS per
year of two or more HAPs. · In addition to the requirements of this Part, sources subject
to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also meet the applicable requirements
contained there~
(2) Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
(A) Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations apply
to any owner or operator who constructs or reconstructs a major source ofha.z8rdous
8ir pollutants ¢\er June 29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically regulated
or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40 CFR Part 63, or the owner or
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operator has received all necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29, 1998.
(B) Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to this subsection.
·(i) Electric utility steam generating units unless and until these units are added
to the source category list
(ii) Statio~ sources that are within a source category that has been deleted
from the source category list
(iii)Research and development activities as defined in 40 CFR § 63.41.
(C) MACT determinations. If subject to this subsection, an owner or operator may
not begin actual construction or reconstruction of .a major source of HAP until
obtaining from the DEQ an approved MACT determination .in accordance with the
following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and 40 CFR 63.44, which are .
hereby incorporated by reference as they eJ(ist on July 1, 1998.
(b) Operating permip.
· .
''
.
(1) Operating permitS required•. Except ·as provided. in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of
. this section, no Part 70 source subject to this Chapter niay operate after the time that it is
required to file a timely application with the DEQ; except in compliance with a DEQ-

issued permit. ·
(A) If the owner or op~rator o~ a source subject to the requirep1ent to obtain a Part 70
permit submits a timely ·application for Part 70 permit issuance or renewal, that
source's failure to have a Part 70 permit shall not be a violation of the req~ment to
have such a permit until,the DEQ takes final action on the application. This
protection shall cease to apply if the applicant fails to submit, by the deadline
specified in writing by·. the DEQ or 252:100-8-4, any additional information
identified as being reasonably required· to process the application.
(B) If the owner or operator of a source subject to this Subchapter files a timely
application that the DEQ determines to be administratively incomplete due to the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information requested by the DEQ,
the applicant loses the protection granted under paragraph (A) of this section. The · .
source's failure to have a Part 70 permit shall be deemed a violation of ·this I ·
Subchapter.
.
(C) Filing an operating permit ·appl,ication shall not affe~ the reqt.Urement, if any,
that a source have a construction perm.i~
(2) Duty to apply. For each Part 70 source, the owner or operator shall submit a timely
and complete permit application on fo:r1ns supplied by the DEQ in accordance with this
section.
.
(3) Timely application. Sources that are subject to. the operating permit program
e$blished by this Chapter as of March 6, .1996, shall file applications on the following
:schedules outlined in 252:100-8-4(b)(4). A timely application is one that is postmarked
on or before the relevant date listed below. In the event a major source consists of
operations under multiple SIC codes, the primary activity shall form the basis for the
initial permit application.
(4) Application submittal schedule. The following somces are subject to the operating
permit program and ~ submit initial permit applications according to the following
schedule.
· · .'
(A)No later than September 5,.1996:
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(i) Affected .sources under the acid rain provisions of the Act shall submit a
permit application for at least the affected units at the site. Regardless of the
effective date of the program and the requirement to file an application defined
in this se~on, applications for initial Phase IT acid rain permits shall be
submitted to the DEQ no later than January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by
January 1, 1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any owner or operator shall submit no 1~ than one-third of their total
applications for Part 70 sources located at sources classUied by the following ·
Source Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which belong to a single
major industrial grouping other than 28 (Chemicals and allied products) or 29
· (Petrolewn refining and related industries):
·
(I) Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(IT) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321; , .
(Ill) Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
(IV) Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
(V) Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923; and
(VI) Petroleum Bulk Stations and Tennina]s, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in (b)(4)(A)(rl) of this Subsection shall
be subject .to the operating permit program and shall submit initial permit ·
applications no later than March 5, 1997.
(C) No later than Mmch 5, 1997, any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following
Standard Industrial
Classification
Codes:
r
.
(i) Meta1S;3312, 3315,3321, 3341, 3351, 3411,3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) Brick Plants, 3251,3297,
(iii)Conim~al Printing, 2752, 2761.
.
(D) No later than July 5~ 1998, any owner or operator shall submit their applications
for Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
(i) Refineries, 2911;
(ii) Cement PlantS; 3241;
(iii)Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891, 2895, 2899, 2999,
3053, 3086, 3089;
.
(iv)Petroleum Transportationfferminals/Storage, 4612, 4613; ·
(y) Food ~ucts, 2013, 2074, 2095.
·
·
(E) All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the operating permit program
and shall su~t initial permit applications no later than MarCh 6, 1999.
(5) Newly regulated sources. A source that becomes subject to the operating permit
program established by this Chapter at.any time following the effective date shall file an
administratively complete· operating permit application within 180 days of
commencement of operation.
.
(6) Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines established in paragraph
(4) of this subsection, an application filed prior to the above deadlines following
submission of the state program to EPA for approval shall be accepted for processing.
(7) lll(g) applications. A source that is required to meet the requirements under
section 112(g) of the Act, or to have a permit under a preconstruction review program
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under Title I of such Act, shall file an application to obtain an operating permit or permit
amendment or modification within twelve months of commencing operation. Where an
existing Part 70 operating permit would prohibit such construction or change in
operation, the source must obtain a construction permit before commencing
construction. ·
(8) Application for renewaL Sources subject to this Chapter shall file an application
for renewal of an operating permit at least six months before the date of permit
expiration, unless a longer period (nofto exceed 18 months) is specified in the permit.
Renewal periods greater than six months are subject to negotiation on a case-by-case
bas~.
·
.(9) Phase ll acid rain permits. Sources reql$'ed to submit applications under the Acid
Ram Program shall submit these applicationS as required by 40 ·cFR 72.30(b)(2)(i)
.through (viii). '1
.. i
(10) Application completeness. See Uniform Permitting Rules, 252:2-15-70 and the
definition of administratively complete .in 252:100-8-2.

1

252:100-8-5. Permit applications
(a) Confidential information. If a spurce submi~ information to the DEQ under a claim
of confidentiality, the source shall also submit a copy of such inforination directly to the
Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so.
(b) Duty to supplement or correct application. See 252:1 00-6-50(e).
(c) Standard application forma~d required information. Sources that are subject to the
Part 70 peimit program established by this Chapter shall file applications on the' standard
application form that the DEQ makes available for that purpose in accordance with 252:215. The application must include information needed to determine. the applicability of any
applicable requirement, or state-only requirement, or to evaluate the fee amount required
under the sch~dule approved pursuant to 252:1 00-5-2.~(b)(2). The applicant shall submit
the information called for by the application form for each emissions unit at tlie source to be
permitted. The source must provide a ~t of any insignificant activities that are exempted
because of size or production rate. Trivial activities need not be listed. The standard
application form arid any attachments shall require that the information required by
252:100-8-5(d) andlot252:100-8-5(e) be provided.
(d) Construction permit applications.
{1) An. application for a construction permit shall provide data and information required
by this Chapter and/or requested on the . application form available from the DEQ
purswuit to the requirements of this Chapter. Such data and infoiiiUltion shall include
but not be limited to site infoiiiUltion, process description, emission data and when
required, BACT, modeling and sampling point data as follows:
·
·
(A) BACT dete:.;mination. To be approved for a construction permit, a major
source must demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best that is
available for each pollutant that would cause the souree to be defined as a major
source. lbis determination will be made on a case by case basis.J. taking into account
energy,· environmental, ~ and economic impacts and other costs of alternative
control systems. . Unless required under Part 7 of this Subchapter. a BACT
determination· is ilot required for a modification that will result in an increase of
emissions of less than 100 tons per year of any reg1.ilated air pollutant
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(B) Modeling. Any air quality modeling !Jr ambient impact evaluation that is
required shall,be prepared in accordance with procedures acceptable to the DEQ and
. accomplishe~ by the applicant
(C) Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application shall show how the
new source will be. equipped with sampling ports, instrwnentation to monitor and
record emission data and · other sampling and/or testing equipment [NOTB:
2S2:1QQ 8 1.4(:9)(1) 'Nas take fFem 2S2:1QQ 7 lS(:B)]
(2) Construction permit applications for new sources must also include the requirements
· for oper~g permits contained in 252:100-8-S(e)_ to the extent they are applicable.
(e) Operating permit applications.
,!: (1) Identifying information, including company name and address (or plant name and
address if different from the company name), owner's name and agent, and telephone
number and names of plant site manager/coritact.
(2) A description. of the ·source's procesSes and products (by two-digit Standard
Industrial Classification Code) including any associated with each alternate scenario
identified by the source.
(3) The following emissions-related information:
(A) All emissions of pollutants for which the source is major, and all emissions
(including fugitive emissions) of regulated air pollutants. The permit application
shall describe all emissions of regulated air .pollutants emitted from any emissions
unit, except where such units ·are exempted under this subsection 252:100-8-S(c) or
252:1 00-8-3(b).
.
(B) Identification and ·description of all points of emissions described in
subparagraph (e)(3)(A) of this section in sufficient detail to establish the basis for
fees and applicability of the Act's requirements.
.
(C) Emissions rates in tons· per year and in such terms as are necessary to establish
compliance consistent with the applicable standard.
(D) The following information to the extent it is ~ to detemrlne or regulate .
emissions:
(i) fuels,
(ii) fuel use,
(iii)raw materials,
(iv)production rates, and
(v) operatiitg schedules.
(E) Identification and description of air pollution cqntrol equipment and compliance
.
monitoring devices or activities.
(F) Limitations on sourCe operation affecting emissions or any work practice
standards, where applicable, for all regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G) Other information required by any applicable requirement, or state-only
requirement (including information related to stack height limitations developed
p~ to se¢on 123 of the Act).
(H) Calculations on which the information in items (A) through (G) of this paragraph
is based.
(4) The following air pollution control requirements:
(A) Citation and description of all applicable requirements and all state-only
requirements.
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(B) Description of or reference to any applicable test method for detennining
compliance with each applicable requirement and state-only requirement
(5) Other specific infonnation required under the DEQ's rules and statutes to implement
and enforce other applicable requirements of the Act or of this Chapter or to determine
the applicability of such requirements.
(6) An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise applicable requirements
and state-only requirements.
.
(7) Addi~onal information as determined to be necessary by the DEQ to de:l:'4le
alternativ~ operating scenarios identified by the source pursuant to 252:100-8-6(a)(9) or
·to define. permit tenns and conditions implementing 252:100-8-6(±) or 252:100-8~(a)(10).

t8) A compliance~plan for all covered sources· that contains all the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status ,c;>f the source with respect to all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements follows: .
(i) For applicable requirements. and state-only requirements with which the
· source is in Compliance, a statement that ·the souree will continue to comply with
such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements and state-only requirements that will become
·effective c,luring the permit term, _.a statement that the source will meet such
requirements on a timely basis shall satisfy-this provision, unless a more detailed
schedule is expresSly required by the applicable requirement
.
(iii)For requirements for which the source is not in compliance at the time of
permit issuance,
description of how the sQurce will achieve
"'
. a · narrative
.
.
complil;lllce with ~uch requirements.
.
(B) For sol,lfCes not in complete compliance, a compliance schedule as follows:
(i) A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance with all
applicable requirements and state-only requirements at the time of permit
issuance: Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial measures,
including an enforceable sequence· of actions with milestones, leading to ·· ··.
compliance with any applicable requirements and state-only requirements for
which the ,source will be in noncompliance at the time of permit issuance. lhis
compliance schedule Shall resemble and b~ equivalent in stringency to that ·
contained in any judicial consent decree or ad.ministrative order to which the
source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance shall be supplemental to,
and shall not sanction non-compliance with, the. applic~ble requirements on
which it is based.
.
(ii) A schedule for submission of certified progress reports no less frequently
than every 6 months.
·
(C) The compliance plan content requirements specified in this paragraph shall apply
and be included in the acid rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as specifically superseded by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
Act with regard to the schedule and method(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
.
(9) Requirements for compliance certification, including the following:

as
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(A) A certification of compliance with all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements·· by a responsible official consistent with subsection (f) of this section
and section 114(a)(3) of the Act;
.
·
(B) A state~ent of methods used for detennining compliance, including a
description of monitoring, recotdkeeping, and reporting requirements and test
· methods;
(C) A schedule for subri:rl.ssion of compliance certifications during the permit term,
which shall be submitted annually, or more frequently if required by an tmderlying
applicable requkement state-only requirements or by the permitting authority; and
(D) A statement indicating the somce's. compliance status with any applicable
enhanced monitorlrig and compliance certification requirements of the Act.
1
·
(1 0) The use of nationally-standardized' forms for acid rain portions of permit
applications and compliance plans, as req~d by regulations promulgated under Title
IV oftheAct
(f) Certification. Any application form, report, or compliance certification submitted
purSua.nt to this Chapter shall contain certification by a responsible official of truth,
accuracy, and completeness. .1bis certification and any other certification required under
this Chapter shall be signed by a responsible official and shall contain the following .
language: "I certify, based on infonnation..ap.d belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the
statements and information in the document are true, accurate, and complete."
(g) Number ofappli~ation copies. See Part 3 of252:2-15.
,-..,

-

252:100-8-6. Permit content
.
{a) Standard permit requirementS. Part 70 permits issued under this Chapter shall
include all applicable requirements and state-only requirements (as defined in 252:100-8-2)

that apply to the permitted source at the time of issuance. Each permit shall include the
folloWing elements:
·
(1) Emission limitations and standards. The pemiit shall specify emissions limitations
and standards that constitute applicable requirements and state-only requirements and
shall include those operational conditions .and limitations necessary to assure compliance
with all such requirements.
·
(A) The p~t shall specify and reference· the· origin of and authority for each term
or condition, 'and identify any difference in form as compared to the applicable
requirement or state-only requirement upon which the term or condition is based. ·
(B) The permit shall state.that, where an applicable requirement of the Act is more
stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated under Title IV
of the Act, both provisions shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be
enforceable by EPA.
·
(C) If the State implementation plan or an applicable requirement allows a source to
comply through an alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source may
request that such an alternative limit or means of complianCe be specified in its
permit Such an alternative emission limit or means of compliance shall be included
in a source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable, accountable, enforeeable,
and based on· replicable procedures. The. soUrce shall propose permit terms and
conditions to satisfy these requirements in its application.
(2) Permit duration.
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(A) Operating permits. The permit shall specify a fixed term. The DEQ shall
issue permits for any fixed period requested mthe permit application, not to exceed
five years, except as provided in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of this paragraph:
(i) Permits issued to affected sources shall in all cases have a fixed term of five
years.
(ii) Permits issued to solid waste incineration units combusting municipal waste
.subject to standards under section 129(e) of the Act shall have a term not to
exceed 12 years. Such permits shall be reviewed every five years.
(B) Construction permits. See 252:100-8-1.4.
(3) Monitoring apd related recordkeeping and. reporting reqUirements.
(A) Monitoring requirements.
(i) All emissions monitor}ng and analysis· procedures or test methods required
under applicable requirements aru{ .mate-only requirements, including any
procedures and methods promulgated pUrsuant to sections 114(a)(3) or 504(b) of
the Act;
·
(ii).Where an applicable requirement or state-olily requirement does not require
periodic testing or instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring), .periodic monitoring
during the relevant time period_ sufficient to yield reliable data that are
representative of the source's. compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant to
(a)(3)(C) of this section. Such monitoring requirements shall assure use of
terms, test· methods, units, averaging periods, and. other statistical conventions
consistent with the · applicable requirement or state-only requirement.
Recordk.eeping provisions may be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subparagraph.
.
(iii)AS necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where
appropriate, installation of monitoring eq¢pment or methods.
(iv)Provisions for the pennittee to request the use of alternative test methods or
analysis procedures, and provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the ·
request within 60 days.
.
.
(B) Recordkeeping requirements. The permit shall incorporate all applicable
recordkeeping requirements and require, wher,e applicable, the following:
.
(i) Records of required monitoring information that include the following:
(I) Th~ .date, place as defined .in the permit, and time of sampling or
measurements;.
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(Ill) The company or entity that performed the analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniq~es or methods used;
.(V) The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions existing at the ~e. of sampling or
me~nient.

(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information
for a period of at least five years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibration

and maintenance records. and all original strip-chart recordings for continuous
monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all report's required by the permit.

-~
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Where appropriate, the permit may specify that records may be maintained in
computerized fonn.
(C) Reporting requirements. The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
.
(i) A permit issued 1Ulder this Part shall require the permittee to submit a report
of any required monitoring ~ least every six months. To the extent possible, the
schedule for submission of such reports shall be timed to coincide· with other
periodic reports required by th~ permit, ·including the permittee's annual
compliance certification. However, the reports may be submitted at any time
within the reporting period, as stipulated iil the permit ·
.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C)(i) of this paragraph shall identify any
exceedances from permit requirements since the previous report that have been
· monitored by the monitoring systems required under ·the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring, 'recordkeeping and reporting requirements .
under the permit
(iii)In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each permittee shall be
. required to submit supplemental reports as follows:. ·
(I) Any exceedance resulting from emergency or upset conditions as defined
in lSl:lQQ 8 'Ee)252:100-8-2 shall. be reported vA:taiB 24 hel:U'S efthe date
ea whiehpromptly but no later than 4:30 p.m. on the next working day after
the permittee first becomes aware of the exceedance, if the permittee wishes
to as~rt the affirmative defense authorized under said section,_and the I
permittee shall submit a follow up written report within 10 working days of
·first becoming aware of the exceedance. The initial report must contain a
description of the emergency, any steps taken to mitigate emissions and
corrective actions taken.
(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public
health, safety, or the environment shall be reported as soon as is practicable; , .
but under no circumstance shall notification be more than 24 hours after·
· exceedance.
(lli) . Any other exceedances that are identified in the permit as requiring
more frequent reporting than the permittee's semiannual rep<)rt shall be
reported on the schedule specified in the permit
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the probable cause of the .
exceedances and any corrective actions or pte¥eBtaavepreventive measures
taken.
.
(iv)Every report submitted under this· subsection shall be certified by a
responsible official, except that if a report of an exceedance required under
(C)(iii) ofthis paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the exceedance,
the report may be submitted in the first instance without a certification if an
appropriate certification is provided within ten days thereafter, together with any
corrected -or supplemental information required concerning the exceedance.
Reports submitted shall be consistent with the requirements of252:100-9.
(4) Risk management plans. If the source is required to develop atid register a risk
management plan pursuant to section 112(r) of the Act, the permit need only specify that
the permittee will comply with the requirement to register such a plan. Although the
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requirement to have a risk management plan may be a term of the pemrlt, the risk
management plan contents are not part of the permit.
(5) Title IV allowances.
(A)No permit revision shall be required for increases in enuss1ons that are
authorized by allowances acquired pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that
such increases do not require a permit revision under any other applicable require·
ment
.
(B) No limit shall be placed on the·number of allowances held by the source. The
source may not, however, use allowances as_ a defense to noncompliance with any
other applicable requirement
.
(C) The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any allowan~ that the sou!ce
lawfully holds under Title N of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Compliance with this paragraph will be determined on January 31st of any given
year and be based on actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the
previous calendar year.
(6) Severability clause. .The permit shall include a severability clause to ensure the
continued validity of the various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit. . .
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include provisions stating the following:
(A) The .permittee must comply with all conditions o.f the permit. Any permit
noncompliance constitutes a violation of the .Oklahoma Clean Air Act an4 is
grounds for:
.
·
(i) enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or modification; or
(iii) denial of a permit renewal application.
·
(B) It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would
have been neces~ary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance wjth the conditions of this permit However, nothing in this subsection .
shall be constiued as precluding ~onsideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as
a mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance if the health, safety, or
environmental. impacts of halting or reducing operations would be more serious than
the impacts of continuing operatio~.
(C) The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and reissued, or terminated for
cause.
Except as provided under 252:100-8-7.2(b)(l) for minor permit
modifications, the filing· o( a request by the permittee for a permit modification, ·
revocation and· reissuance, or terinination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition.
(D) The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort or any exclusive ·
privilege.
(E) The permittee shall furnish· to the DEQ, upon receipt of a written request and
within a reasonable time, any info~tion that the DEQ may request to determine
whether caUse exists for modifying, reopening, ..or revoking and reissuing or
terminating the permit or to determine compliance with the permit Upon request,
the permittee shall also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to be kept by
the permit The permittee may make a claim of confidentiality pursuant to 27A O.S.

;•
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1993 S\iflfl· Se&tieB.§. 2-5-105.18 for any information or records submitted under this
paragraph.
(8) Fees. The permit shall provide that th~ permittee will pay fees to the DEQ ·
consistent with the fee schedule established under 252:100-5-22.
.
(9) Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no permit revision shall be
required under any approved economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading and other similar programs or processes for changes that are provided for in the
permit
.
.
(1 0) Operating scenarios. The permit shall il:J.clude terms and conditio~ applicable
to all operating scenarios described in the permit application and eligible for approval
under applicable t:equirements and state-only requirements. The permit shall authorize
the permittee to make changes among operating scenarios authorized in the permit
without notice, but shall t:equire the permittee contemporaneously with making a change
from one operating scenario to another to record in a log ·at the permitted facility the
scenario under which it is operating.
.
(11) Emissions averaging. The permit shall include terms and conditions, if the
permit applicant requests them, for the trading or averaging of emissions increases and
decreases in the ~tted facility, to the extent that the applicable t:equirements provide
for trading or averaging such increases ·and decreases. Such terms and conditions shall .
iD.clude terms under subsections (a) and (c) of this section to determine compliance and
shall satisfy all requiremeD:ts of the applicable requirements authorizing sueh trading or
averaging. ·
·
(b) Federally enforceable requirements.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, all terms and conditions in a
permit issued under this section, including any provisions designed to limit a source's
potential to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by citizens under section
304 of the Act.
(2) NotWithstan~g paragraph· (b)(l) of this section, the DEQ shall designate as not
being federally enforceable under the Act anY terms and conditions included in the ·
permit that are not t:equired under the Act or any of its applicable requirements, and such
teims and conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under section 304 of
. theAct
(c) Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this Part shall contain the
following elements with respect to compliance:
·
·
(1) Consistent with paragraph (a)(3) of this section, compliance certification, testing,
monitoring, reporting, and recordk:eepiilg requirements sufficient to assme compliance
with the terms and conditions of the permit Any document (including reports) required
by· a pennit under this Part shall contain a certification by a responsible official as to the
results of the required monitoring.
(2) Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon presentation of credentials
and other documents as may be required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized
officials of the DEQ to perform the following:
(A) Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours
where a source is located or emissions-related activity is conducted, or where
records must b¢ kept under the conditions of the permit;
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(B) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that must be kept
under the conditions of the permit;
· (C) Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety practices any facilities,
equipment (including monitoring and air pollution control equipment), practices, or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
(D) As authorized by the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, sample or mo~tor at reasonable
times substances or parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit.
·
(3) A schedule of.compliance if required under 2~2:100-8-5(e)(8)(B).
(4) To the extent required under an applicable schedule of compliance and 252:100-8?Ce)(8), progress reports, to be submitted semiannually or more frequently if specified in
'the applicable requirement or by the DEQ. ·such progress reports shall contain the
following:
,:
.
.
(A) Dates for achieving the activities, mil~tones, or compliance required in
the schedule of compliance, and dates when such activities, milestones or
compliance
achieved; and
.
(B) An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of compliance were not
or will not be met, and any preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5) Requirements 'for compliance certification with terms and conditions contained
in the permit that are .federally enforceable, including emission limitations,
standards, or work practices. Each permit shall specify:.
(A) The frequency (which shall be aimually unless the applicable.
. requirement or state-only requirement specifies submission more frequently)
of submissions of compliance certifications; ·
(B) In accordance with paragraph (a)(3) of this section, a· mea.nS for
monitoring the ·compliance of the source with emissions limitations,
standards, ~~work practices;
.
(C) A requirement that the compliance certification inclUde the following:
(i) The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is
the basis of the certification;
(ii) The peimittee's . current compliance status, as shown by
monitoring data and other information available to the pennittee;
(iii) Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
(iv)The method(s) used for determining the compliance status of the
source, currently and over the reporting period as required by
paragraph (aX3) of this section; and
(v) Such other facts as the· D~Q may require to determine the
compliance status of the source;
(D) A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to EPA as
well as to the DEQ;
(E) Such additional requirements as may be specified pursuaD:t to sections
.114(a)(3) and 504(b) of the Act; and
(6) Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.

were

(d) Permit shield.

. ;

(1) Each operating permit issued under this Part shall include a "pennit shield"
provision, which shall state that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
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(including tenns and conditions established for alternate operating scenarios, emissions
trading, and emissions averaging, but excluding tenns and conditions for which the
permit shield is expressly prohibited 1Ulder this Subchapter) shall be deemed compliance
with the applicable requirements identified and included in the permit
(2) Upon· request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a separate written finding
issued with the permit a detennination identifying specific requirements. that do not
apply to the source: The source shall specify in its appli~tion for such a determination
the requirements ~or which the determination is requested. If the determination is issued
in a separate finding, that finding shall be ~d in the permit The permit shall
state that the permit shield applies to any requirements so identified.· A request for a
.1 determination to extend the shield to requh;'ements deemed inapplicable to the source
· . may be made either in the original permit apt)lication or in a subsequent application for a
, . permit modification.
.
. ,
.
(3) A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a permit shield exists shall be
presumed not to provide such a shield. ·
. (4) Nothing in~ section or in the permit shall alter or affect the following:
. (A) the provisions of section 303 of the Act, including the authority of the
Administrator under that section;
(B) the liability of an owner or operator of a source for any violation of applicable
requirements or state-only requirements prior to or at the time of permit issuance;
(C) the applicable req~ents of the aeid rain program, consistent with section
~OO~the~m
·
(D) the ability of EPA to obtaiJ:t information from a source pursuant to section 114 of
. theAct
(e) Emergencies.
(1) Whea l!See ia tfiis Sal:Jseet:ieB; "Emefgeaey" mea:BS BBY situat:iea arisiBg frem
su4Eiea aae peas91HHtly l:JRfepeseeaWe S'Jtmts eeyeae t8e eeBB"el eftl:le semee, iaelaEti:Bg
aets ef Ge&; wmeh simat:iea reE):l:Hfes immeEiiate eeReeQ.·ve aet:iea te pestere aermal . .
epemt:ieB; aa6 ~ eauses ~ se:sree te eJEeeeEi .a teehaelegy eases emissiea limitatiea ..
l:IB6er tile pea:ait, Elae te l:l:B:aT;eiEiaWe iBereases iB. .emtssieBS atmeatal:Jie te. t8e ·
emergeaey. AB emergeaey sBall aet iBelaae aeaeempliaaee te t8e eJEteBt eal:1See &y
imfJfeperly Eiesigaee_ eEtaipmeBt; laek ef prS'reatPJe mamteB&Ree, eareless er iiBpreper
epemt:ieB; er epemter mer. Qaaa.Bfieat:iea ef ~eidtmtal releases sBall he maEie ey 1:he
. eest availa&le m.et'aae./Tiiis pararrtmh has been moved to 252:100-8-2 (Defmitions).J
~ An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an action brought for
noncompliance \Vith 6\iel! technology-based emission liniitations if the conditions of
paragraph ~ of this section and the reporting requirements of 252:100-86(a)(3)(C)(iii)(I) are met
~ The affimiative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated through properly
signed, contemporaneous operating logs or other relevant evidence that:
(A) An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the
emergency;
(B) The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated;
(C) During the period of the emergency the permittee took all reasonable steps to
minimize levels of emissions that exceeded the emission standards or other
requirements in the permit
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t4jQ} In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence ·
of an emergency has the bmden of proof.
~ The provision in this subsection is in addition to any emergency or upset
provision contained in any applicable requirement or 252:100-9.
(f) Operational flexibility.
·
(1) Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios._ ARy ~emB:e.g · seeaarie
alJ.ev,rea fer ia aB &flflHSaele Part '7Q flermit may ee imj3lemeBtea ey tee A facility may
implement any operating scenario allowed fbr in its Part 70 penrut without the need for
any permit revision or any notification to the p~tting authority. It is incumbent upon
the Part 70 permit applicarit.to apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
,operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal permit appUcation.
1
'(2) Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted Part. 70 source may
.make changes within the facili:tY that:
,,
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act;
(B) Do not cause ~y hourly or annual permitted emission rate of any existing
emissions unit to be exceeded; ·and ·
(C) Result in a net change in .etin~sion8 of zero, provided that the facility notifies the
DEQ and EPA in writing at least 7 days in advance of the proposed changes. The
somce, DEQ, and EPA shall a~h. each such notice to their copy of the relevant
permit For each such change, the written notification required above shall include a
brief description of the change within the permitted facility, the date on which the
change will occur, any change in. emissions, and any permit term or condition that is
no longer applicable as a result of the ·change. The permit shield described in
252:1 00-8-6(d)
.. does not apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection. ·
252:100-8-7. Permit issuance
(a) Criteria for issuance. A permit, permit modification, or renewal may be issued only if
the applicable requirements of27A O.S.8l:lflfl. 1995;.§.§ 2-14-101 et seq.; 252:2-15; and this 1·
Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that the· conditions of the permit
provide for compliance with all applicable requirements and for applications subject to
2.52:100-8-8, that the requirements of that section have been satisfied.
(b) Draft permits and notice thereof. See 252:2-15.
The Braft permit shall be
aeeempa:Biea br a statemeat that sets ferth. tke legal aaa faetaal basis fer tee Elmft permit
ee:aaitiens (iaelliEiiag refere:aees 1e tee apt,lieaele statutery er regalatefy pievisieBS)A
statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions (including
references to the applicable statutory or regulatozy provisions) shall accompany the draft
permit
(c)' EPA review. See 252:100-8-8.
(d) DEQ final action. See 252:2-15, and 252:100-8-8 when applicable.
(e) Timeline for technical review and issuance. The DEQ shall take final action on each
application for a permit within 18 months after beginning its technical review in accordance
with 252:2-15-70 through 15-72 and 252:1 00-8-4(b)(7).
(f) Action priorities., See 252:100-8-4(b)(2) through (10) and 252:100-8-7.1(a).
{g) No issuance by default. ~ee 27A O.S. § 2-5-112(0).
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252:100-8-7.2. Administrative permit amendments and permit modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
·
(1) An administrative pennit amendment:
(A) Corrects typographical errors;
(B) Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of any person
identified in the permit, or provides a similar minor administrative change at ~e
source;
(C) Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;
(D) Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a source where no
other change in the permit is necessary, provided that a written agreement containing
a specific date for transfer of permit responsibility, coverage, and liability between
the current and new permittee has been silbmi~ to the DEQ;
(E) Incorporates into the permit the ~equirements from preconstruction· review
permits processed under Tier n or Tier m requirements and issued by the DEQ I'
under this Pait.
(2) 'Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid ~ portion. of the
permit shall be governed by 40 CPR Part 72.
(3) An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the DEQ in accordance with
·
.
·
the following: .
(A) The DEQ shall take final action on a request for an administrative permit
amendment within 60 days from the date of receipt of such a .request, and may
incorporate the proposed changes without providing notice to the public or affected
States provided that it designates any such permit revisions as having been made
.
pursuant to this paragraph.
(B) The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to the Administrator upon
·
the Administrator's request
(C) The source may implement the changes addressed in the request for an
administrative amendment immediately upon submittal of the request
(4) The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting a request for an administrative·
permit amendment, allow coverage by the permit sbield in 252:1 00-8-6(d) for
administrative permit amendments made . pursuant to subparagraph 252:100-87.2(a)(l)(E) oftbis section ·
.
(b) Permit modifica~on. A permit modification is any revision to a permit that cannot be
accomplished under &ubsection (a) of this section. A permit modification for purposes of
the acid rain portion of the permit shall be governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
(1) Minor permi~ modification procedures.
(A) Criteria.
(i) Minor permit modification. procedures .may be used only for those permit
modifications that:
(I) Do not violate any applicable requirement, or. state-only requirements;
(II) Do not involve significant changes to existing monitoring, reporting or
.
. recordk.eeping requirements in the permit;
(Ill) Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an
emission linlita.tion or other standard, or a source-specific determination for
tempopu-y sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysis;
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(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a pemrit term or condition for
which there is no corresponding underlying applicable requirement or stateonly requirement which the source has assumed to avoid some other
applicable requirement or state-only requiremen~ to which the source would
otherwise be subject. Such terms and conditions include federallyenforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid classification as a modification
under ·any provision of Title I · and alternative emissions limits approved
pursuant to regulations promulgated under f§ 112(i)(5) of the Act; and
(V) Are no.t modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act;
(ii) Notwithstanding 252:100-8-7.2(b)(l)(A)(i). and 252:100-8-7.2(b)(2)(A) ,
minor permit modification procedures may be used for permit modifications
involving the use of economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading,
and other similar approaches, to the extent that such minor permit mOdification
procedures are explicitly provided for in the State's implementation plan or in
applicable,requirements promulgated by EPA
(B) Application. To use the minor pennit modification procedures, a source shall
submit an application requesting such use which shall meet the pemrit application
requirements ofTier I under 252:2-15 and shall include the following:
(i) . A description of the change; the emissions resulting from- the change, and
any new applicable requirements or stat~-only requirements that will apply if the
change occurs; ·
(ii) The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)Certification by a responsible official, that the application and the proposed
modification meet the criteria for use of minor permit modification procedures;
and
(iv)Completed forms for any notices required by 252:2-15 and subpara~ph (C)
of this paragraph. ·
.
.
(C) EPA and affected state notification. If the proP9sed minor modification is of a
permit that underwent EPA review in accordance with 252:100-8-8, the provisions ·
of that section shall apply to the minor modification application unless waived by
the Administrator.
·
(D) Timetable for issuance. Within' 90 days of the DEQ's receipt of a .complete
application under 252:2-15 the DEQ shall:
(i) Issue the minor permit modification as approved;.
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(ili)Determine that the requested modification does not meet the minor pepnit
modification criteria and should be reviewed under the significant modification
procedures or administrative amendment procedures.
(E) So:urce's ability to make change. Immediately after filing an application
meeting the requirements of these minor permit modification procedures, the source
. is authorized to make the change or changes proposed in the application. After the
source makes the change and until the DEQ takes any of the actions specified in
(1 )(D)(i) through (iii) of this subsection, the source must comply with the applicable
requirenients and state-only requirements governing the change and the proposed
permit terms and conditions. During this period, the source need not comply with
the existing teims and conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the source fails to
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comply with its proposed permit tenns and conditions during this time period, the
existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced against it
(F) Permit shield. The permit shield under 252:100-8-6(d) will not extend to minor
permit modifications.
(G) Permittee"s risk in commencing construction. The permittee assumes the
risk of losing any investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior to
receiving a permit amendment authorizing the modification. The DEQ will not
consider the possibility of the permittee suffering financial loss due to· such
investment when deciding whether to approv~, deny, or approve in modified fonn a
minor permit amendment
·!. (2) Significant" modification· procedures. .,
(A) Criteria. . Significant modification procedures shall be used for applications
requesting permit modifications that: ·,
·
(i) Involve any significant changes in existing monitoring req~ents in the ·
permit;. .
(ii) Relax any reporting or rec.ordkeeping requirements.
(iii)Change any permit condition that is required to be based on a case-by-case
determination of an emission ·limitation· or other stan~ on a somce-specific
determination of ambient impacts, or on a visibility or increment analysis;
(iv)Seek to establish or change a pennit term or condition for which there is no
corresponding underlying applicable requirement or state-only requirement
which the source has assumed to avoid some other applicable requirement or
state-only requirement to which the source would otherwise be subject. Such
terms and.coliditions include:
(I) A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to avoid classification as
a modification under any provision of Title I;
(II) An alternative. emissions limit approved pursuant to regulations
promulgated under section 112(i)(5) of the Act; and
(v) Are modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act; and,
(vi) Do not qualify as minor permit modifications or adniinistrative amendments.
.(B) Procedures for processing. Significant permit modifications shall meet all
requirements ':of these· rules that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change, the emissions resulting
from ·the change, and any new applicable requirements or state-only requirements
that will apply if the change occurs.
·
(C) ISsuance. The DEQ shall complete review of significant pennit modifications
.within nine months after receipt of a complete application, but shall be authorized to
extend that date by up to three months for cause.
252:100-8-8. Permit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This section applies only to specific Tier IT and ill applications for Part
70 construction and/or operating permits and permit actions that have not been waived from
compliance with this section by the Administrator.
(b) Format. To the. extent practicable,. information provided to the EPA by applicants
shall be in computer-readable format compatible with EPA's national database management
system.
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(c) Recordkeeping. · The PEQ will keep for 5 years records required by this section and
will submit to the Administrator such information as the Administrator may reasonably
require to ascertain whether the State program complies with the requirements of the Act or
of this Chapter.
(d) Transmission of :Part 70 applications to EPA. For Part 70 Tier TI and ill applications
subject to this section, the DEQ shall require an applicant .upon filing to also provide a copy
to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a permit application sUmmary form and any
relevant portion of the permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof.
(e) Transmittal of notice of draft permit to.affecte~ states. See 27A O.S.Sapp. 1995,
§ 2-5-112(E); 27A O.S.SaJ>13. 1995, § 2-14-101 et seq.; and 252:2-15.
·
(f) :;~»reparation and submittal ofEPA review copy.
(1) Tier ll applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ shall review public
'COmments, revise the draft permit as appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for
review no later~ 60 days before the issuance deadline established in 252:2-15-72 or,
if none, by this Chapter.
(2) Tier ill applications. For Tier ill applications, the DEQ shall prepare a proposed
permit according to 27A O.S.Sapp. 1995, § 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review
upon the publication of notice of an administrative permit hearing opportunity..
(g) Notice of non-acceptance. As part of the DEQ's submittal of a revised draft permit
(Tier IT) or a proposed permit (Tier ill) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the
Administrator and any affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to ~ccept all
recommendations for the revised·. draft permit or proposed pemrlt that the affected State
submitted during the review period. The notice will include the DEQ's reasons· for not
accepting any such recommendaf::ion. 'J1le .DEQ is not required to accept recommendations
that are not based on applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h) EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt ·of notice fr~m ~ EPA that it will not
objectto:
.
(1) A revised draft permit based on a Tier II ·application, the DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier ill application, the DEQ shall issue the proposed
permit as final ~ess. an administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested~
·
·
·
(i) EPA review .and objecti~n.
.
(1) Timing. Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this subsection, no permit for .
which an application must be transmitted to the Administrator under subsectio~ (a) of
this section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its. issuance in writing within
45 days of receipt of the revised draft p~t (fier@ or proposed permit (Tier III) and
all necessary supporting information.
.
(2) Form of objection. An EPA objection shall include a statement of the
Administrator's reasons for objection and a description of the terms and conditions that
the permit must include to respond to the objections.
(3) Additional grounds. F:ailure of the DEQ to do any of the following also shall
constit_ute grountis for. an objection:
(A) Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section;
(B) Submit 81?-Y information necessary to review adequately the revised draft permit
(fier II) or the proposed permit (Tier ill); or
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(C) Process the pennit application according to the uniform permitting requirements
of252:2-15.
(4) Copy. The Administrator will provide the permit applicant a copy of the objection.
(5) DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the applicant and shall
either:
(A) Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for .approval an amended draft
(fier II) or proposed (fier III) permit to EPA within 90 days after the date ofEPA's
objection, or .
.
(B) Give notice and issue.Determine that.on~ or more revisions sought by EPA are ·
inconsistent with applicable state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA
•i
accordingly within 90 days fo~owing the date of the Administrator's objection,
decline to make those particular revisions and:
(i) issue the amended or revised draft pemiit (fier II) as final, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (fier III) as final unless an administrative permit
hearing has been timely and properly requested.
(6) Failure ofDEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90 days after the date ·of the
EPA objection, to amend and resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit In response
to the objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit in accordance with the
· ·
requirements ofEPA's Part 70 regulations.
G) Public petitions to the Administrator. If the Administrator does not object in writing
under subsection (h) of thiS section, any person that meets the requirements of this
subsection ·may petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of the
Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection: Any such petition shall be
based only on objections to the permit that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity
during the public comment period provided. for in 252:002-15, unless the peii:tioner
demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such objections within such period, or unless
the grounds for such objection arose after ~~h period. If the Administrator objects to the
permit as a result of a petitio~ filed under this subs~on, the DEQ shall not issue the permit~.··
tintil EPA's objection has been resolved, .except that a petition for review does not stay the ·.
effectiveness of permit or its requirements ifth~ permit was issued after the end of the 45- .
. .day review period a,nd prior to an EPA objection. If the DEQ has isS\ied aperiiiit prior to
receipt of an EPA objection under this s:u~section, the.Administrator will modify, termitlate,
or revoke such permit; and shall do so consistent with the procedures in 252:100-8-7
through 252:1 00-8~7.5 except .in unusual circumstances. If the DEQ revokes the permit, it
may thereafter issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection. In any case, the
source will not be in violation of the reqUirement to have submitted a timely and complete
application.
(k) Effect on Tier ill administrative permit hearing. When a public petition or an EPA
objection is registered on a proposed permit (fier Ill) on wPich an administrative permit
hearing haS. been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Sapp. 199), Seeaea.§.§ 2-14-101 et
seq., the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the hearing involving cross-examination until
EPA objections are re,~lved or determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.
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PART 7. PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIRE:MENTS FOR ATIAINMENT AREAS
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252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise: ·
"Actual emission" means the actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions
unit, as determined in accordance with the following:
(A) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date shall equal the average rate in tons
per year at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year. period which
.precedes the particular date and which is representative of normal source operation. The
reviewing authority may allow the use of a diff~nt time period upon a determination
that it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions shall be
calculated using the. unit's actual operating .:hours, production rates, and types of .
materials processed, stored, or combusted duriD.g the selected time period. Actual
emissions may al5o be determined by source tests, or by best engineering judgment in
the absence of acceptable test data.
·
·
(B) The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific allowable emissions for
the unit are equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular date,
actual emissions shall equal the potenthil to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means .visibility impairment which interferes with the
management,· protectipn, preservation or enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the
. Federal Class I area. this determination must be made by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis
taking into aecount ·the geographic extent, intensity, duration; frequency and time of
visibility impairments, and how these factors correlate with:
(A) times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
(B) the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce visibility.
"Baseline area" means any areas designated as attainment or unclassifiable in which
the major source or major modification establishing the minor source baselfue date would
construct or would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 H¥Jm3JJ:EIJ1l_ (annual I.
average) of the pollutant for which the minor source baseline date is established.
"Baseline conc~ntration" means that ambient concentration level which exists mthe
baseline area at the time of the applicable minor source baseline date.
(A) A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant for which a minor source
baseline date is established and shall include:
(i) the· actual emissions representative of sources in existence on the applicable
minor souree baseline date, except as provided in (B) of this definition.
(ii) the allowable emissions of major sources which commenced construction before
the. major source baseline date but were npt in operation by the applicable minor
source baseline date. (Effective May 11, 1991)
(B) The following will not be included in the baseline concentration and will affect the
applicable maximUm. allowable increase(s):
.
(i) actual emissions from any major source on which construction commenced after
the major source baseline date; and,
(ii) actual emissions increases and decreases at any source occurring after the minor
source baseline date. (Effective May 11 ~ 1991)
·
"Baseline date" means:
(A) for major sources,
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(i) in the case· of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, January 6, 1975, and,
(ii) in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988; and,
(B) for minor sources, the earliest date after the trigger date on which a major source or
major modification (subject to 40 CFR 5221 or 252:100-8, Part 7) submits a complete
application. The trigger date is:
(i) in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, August 7, 1977, and
(ii) in ~e case of nitrogen oxides, February 8, 1988. (Effective May 11, 1991)
"Best available control·technology" means the control technology to be applied for a
major source or modification is the best that is available as determined by the Executive
Director on a case-by-case basis taking into accolm.t energy, environmental, costs and
economic impacts ofaltemate control systenis. .
·
·: "Building, structure, facility or installation" means all of the pollutant-emitting
activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more
contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person or persons
under common control. Pollutant-emitting activities sball.be considered as part ofthe same
industrial grouping if they belong to the same ''Major Group" (i.e., which have the same
two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as
amended by the 1977 Supplement.
·
"Complete" in reference to an application for· a permit, means that the application
contains all the information necessary for processing the application. Designating an
application complete . for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority from requesting or aceepting any a,dditional information.
"Federal land manager" mearui the Se9fetarY of the department with authority over the
·
Federal Class I area or his representative.
"Innovative control technology" means any system of air pollution control that has not
been adequately demonstrated in practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of
achieving greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in current practice
or of achieving at least comparable reductions at lower cost in terms of energy, economics,
or non-air quality environmental impacts.
·
"Major modification" means any physical change in or change in the method of
operation of a major source that would result in a significant net emissions increase of any
pollutant subject to regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile organic compounds shall
·
· ·
be considered significant for ozone.
(B) A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
·
(ii) use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of any order under Sections
2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or
any superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Act.
(iii)use of an ·alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule under Section 125 of the
·
Federal Clean Air Act.
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to the eXtent that the fuel is
generated from municipal solid waste.
(v) Use of an alternate ~1 or raw material by a source which:

·I
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(I) the source was capable of accommodating before January 6, 1975, unless
such change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which
was established after January 6, 1975; or,
(II) the source is approved to use under any permit issued tmder 40 CFR 52;21 or
252:100-8.
.
(vi)An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless such
change would be prohibited tmder any enforceable permit limitation which was
·
established after January 6, 1975.
(vii) Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any sourcc(which meets any of the following
co~tions:
·
'(A) Any of the followirig sources of air pollutants which emits, or bas the potential to
emit, 100 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(i) carbon black plants (furnace process), :·
(ii) charcoal production plants,
(iii)chemical process plants,
.
{iv) coal cleaning plants (~th thermal dryers),
(v) coke oven batteries,
(vi) fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling more than 250 million BTU
per hour heat input,
(vii) fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU per hour
heat input,
(viii} fuel conversion plants,
(ix) glass fiber processing plants,
(x) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(xi) iron and steel mill plants,
. (xii) kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime plants,
(xiv) mtmicipal incinerators capable of charging more than ~50 tons of refuse ·
per~
.
.
.
· (xv) petroleum refineries,
(:xvi) petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding
300,000 barrels, ·
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(:xviii) portland cement plants,
(xix) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx) primary copper smelters,
(xxi) primary lead smelters,
(xxii) primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii) secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv) sinterittg plants,
(xxv) sulfur recovery plants, or
(x:xvi) taconite ore processing plants.
(B) Any other source not on the list ~ (A) of this definition which emits, or has the
potential to emit, 250 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
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(C) Any physical change that would occur at a source not otherwise qualifying as a
major source under (A) and (B) of this definition if the change would constitute a major
source by itself.
. (D) A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds shall be considered
major for ozone.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena against which any changes
in visibility are me&SU;red in terms of visual range, contrast or coioration.
"Net emissions iilcrease" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i). any incre~e in actual emissions from a particular physical change or change in
:I
the method of operation at a source; and, .
(ii) any other increases and decreaSes in actual emissions ·at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular crumge and are otherwise cieditable. .
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is .contemporaneous with the increase
from the particular change only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the Particular change occurs.
·
(C) An increase or decre.ase in actual emissions is creditable only if the Executive
Director has not relied on it in issuing a permit under 252:100-8, Part 7, which permit is
in. effect wheri the increase in actual emiSsions from the particular change occurs.
(D) An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or
nitrogen oxides which occurs before the applicable minor source baseline date is
creditable only if it is required to be considered in calculating the amount of maximum
allowable increases remaining available. (Effective May 11, 1991)
(E) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of
actu81 emissions ~ceeds the old level.
(F) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable· emissions,
whichever is lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions; .
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual construction on the particular
change begins;
·
(iii)it has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and
welfare as that attributed to the increase from the particular. change.
(G) An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the ~sian
unit on which construction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular .
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational only after
a reasonable shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
"Significant" means:
·
·
(A) In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to emit any ef the
following pollutmits, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
(i) carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(ii) nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii) sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(iv)particulate matter: 25 tpy of parti~ulate matter emissions or 15 tpy of PM-10
emissions,
(v) ozone: 4Q., tpy of volatile organic compounds,
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(vi) lead: 0.6 tpy;
(vii) asbestos: 0.007 tpy,
(viii) beryllium: 0.0004 tpy,
(ix)mercury: 0.1 tpy,
(x) vinyl chloride: 1 tpy,
(xi) fluorides: 3 tpy,
(xii) sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2S): 10. tpy,
(xiv) total reduced sulfur (including H2S): 10 tpy, and
(xv) reduced sulfur compounds.(including H2S): 10 tpy.
(B) Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "significant" means any emissions ra~ or any
net emissions increase associated with a major source or modification which would
construct within 6 miles of a Class I area, an4. have an impact on such area equal to or
·
greater than 1 u-w~lJJ:Hid. (24-hour average). ·: ·:
"Visibility impairment" means any humanly p~ceptiple reduction in visibility (visual
range, contrast and coloration) from that which would.have existed under natural conditions.
252:100-8-33. Exemptions
.
(a) Exemptions from PSD requirements. . PSD requirements do not apply to a particular
source or modification if:
(1) It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
(2) The source is major by ·yirtue of fugitive emissions, to the extent quantifiable,
included in calculating the potential to emit and is a source other than:
·
(A) One of the categories listed in (A)(i) through (xxvi) under the definition of
"Major stationary source" in 252:100-8-31, or ·
(B) A stationary source category "which, as of August 7, 1980, is being regulated by
NSPS or NESHAP.
(3) The source or modification is a portable stationary source which has previously
received a permit ooder the PSD requirements and proposes to relocate tO a temporary ·
new location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I area or an area where
an applicable increment is known to be violat~d.
(b) Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1) The requirements of252:100-8-35 are no~ applicable if the emissions, with respect
to a particular pollutant, would be temporary and impact· no Class I area and no area
where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
.
(2) The requirements of252:100-:-8-35 are not applicable to the emissions, with respect
to a particular pollutant, to a modification of·a major source that was in existence on
March 1, i978 if the net increase in allowable emissions of each regulated pollutant,
:after the application ofbest available control technology, wo~d be less than 50 tons per
year.
(c) Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1) The monitoring requirements of 252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a particular
pollutant if the emission increase of the pollutant from a new source or the net emissions
increase of the pollutant from a modification would cause, in any area, air quality
impacts less than the following listed amounts, or are pollutant concentrations that are
not on the list
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(A) Carbon monoxide- 575 -ag/frlw4m3, .8-hour average,
(B) Nitrogen dioxide- 14 -aglfll~ annual average,
(C) Particulate matter - 10 \lglm jlg/m3, TSP, 24-hour average, or 10 -ag!m3JJ.i/Jr£
PM-10, 24-hour average,
3
3
(D) Sulfur dio,P.de -13-ag/m jlg/m , 24-hour average,
I.
(E) Ozone - see (N) b«:'low,
.
·
. (F) Lead - 0.1 -af}lfljlg/m3, 24-hour 3-month average, .
3
3
(G) Mercury - 0.25 tlf}m jlg/m , 24-hour average,
(H) Beryllium- Q.QQQi 0.001 ~3jlg/m3 , 24-hour average,
(I) Fluorides - 0.25-ag/m3 jlg/m , 24-hour average,
'i
(J) Vinyl chloride -15 ug/m3 jlg/m3, 24-hour average,
(K.) Total reduced sulfur- 10 uglm~~ 1-hour average,
·
(L) Hydrogen sulfide- Q:04 0.2 UW.S y.g/m3, 1-hour average, or
(M) Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ti!ifm3 Hg/m3• 1-hour average.
(N) No de minimis air quality level is provided for ozone. However, any net increase ·
·of 100 tons per year or more of volatile organic compounds subject to PSD ~~uld be
required to perfo~ an ambieirt impact analysis, including the gathering of ambient
air quality data.
(2) The requirements for air quality monitoring in 252:100-8-35{b),(c) and (d)(2) shall.
no~ apply to a source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on
June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determined ili,at the application was coin.plete except
for 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and {d){2). Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR 52.2l(m)(2) as
in effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to Such source or modification.
(3) The requirem6nts for air quality monitoring in 252:100-8-35(b), (c), and (d)(2) shall
not apply to a source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
Executive Director subsequently determined that the application as submitted was
·
complete, except for the requirements in 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and (d)(2).
(4) .The Executive Director shall determine if the requirements for air quality monitoring
ofPM-10 in 252:100-8-35(a) through 252:100-8-3~(c) and 252;100-8-35(d){i) may be
waived for a source or modification when an application for a permit was·submitted on
or before June 1, 1988 and the Executive Director subsequently determined that the
application, except .for the requirements for monitoring partie~ matter under
252:100-8-35(a) tbrough252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-8-35(d)(2), was complete before
thatdate.
'
(5) The requirements for air quality monitoring ofPM-10 in 252:100-8-35(b), (c), (d)(2)
and (d)(6) shall apply to a source or modification if an application for a permit was
submitted after June 1, 1988 and no later than December 1, 1988. The data shall have
been gathered over at least the period from February 1, 1988 to the date the application
"ecomes otherwise complete in accordance with the provisions of 252:100-8-33(b){l),
except that if the Executive Director d~termine·s· that a complete and adequate analysis
can be accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter period (not to be less than 4
J;D.Onths), the <;lata·r~quired by 252:100-8-35(b){l) and 252:100-8-35(c) shall have been .
·
gathered over that shorter period.
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(d) Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring requirements. If a complete
permit application for a source or modification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the
requirements for best available control technology in 252:100-8-34 and for monitoring in
252:100-8-35(a) through 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:100-8-35(d)(2) through 252:100-835(c;l)(4) are not applicable. Instead, the federal requirements at 40 CPR 52.21 G) and (n) as
in effect on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or modification. .
(e) Exemption of modifications. As specified in the applicable definitions of 252:100-831, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1, the requirements of 252:100-8, Part 7 for PSD and
252:100-8, Part 9 for nonattainment areas are not applicable to a modification if the existing
source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition to that existing minor
source is major in its own right
,
(f) Exemption from impact analyses. The reqUirements of 252:1oo:.8-35 and 252:1008-36 do not apply to. a source or modification with respect to any maximum allowable
increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator of the source or modification submitted
a completed application for a permit before February 8, 1988.
·
(g) Exemption from increment consumption. Excluded from increment consumption
are the "following cases:
(1) Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any source converting from the
use of petroleum "products,. natural gas, ,or both by reason of any order under Sections
2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation), or by reason of a natural gas .curtailment plan pursuant to the
_Federal Power Act Such exclusion is limited to five years after the effective date of the
order or plan.
(2) Emissions of particulate matter from construction or other temporary
emission-related activities of new or modified sources.
·
(3) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides by
order or authorized variance from any source.

~
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PART 9. MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-52. Source applicability determination.

.

Proposed new sources and source modificatimis to which Part 9 of this Subchapter SFeis
applicable are determined
by size, geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
1
(1) Size.

'

.

.

(A) Permit review will apply to sources and modifications that emit 81?-Y regulated
. pollutant in major amounts. These quantities are specified in the definitions for
major stationary source, major modi:ficatio~ potential to emit, net emissions
increase, significant, and other associated definitions in 252:100-8-51, 252:100-81.1, and 252:100-1-3.
.
· .
(B) At such time that a particular source or modification becomes major solely by
·virtue of a relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation which was established
after August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification otherwise to emit
a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of operatio~ then the requirements of Parts
1, 3, 5, and 9 of this Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification as though
construction had not yet commenced on it.
(2) Location.
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(A) Sources and modifications that are major in size and proposed for construction in
an area which has been designated as nonattainment for any applicable ambient air
standard are subject to the requirements for the nonattainment area, if the source or
modification is major for the nonattainment pollutant(s) of that area.
(B) In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 7 of this Subchapter) would
be applicable if any other regulated pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant
is emitted in significant amounts by that source or modification.
(3) Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing or contributing to
NAAQS violation.
.
;1

(A) A proposed major source or major modification that would locate in an area
designated attainment or unclassifiable ,is considered to cause or contribute to a
violation . of the national ambient air quality standards when such source or
modification would, as a minimum, exceed the following significance levels at any
locality _that does not or would not meet the "applicable national standard:
Concentration, 'fJIEim3~
Averaging Time (hours)
_Annual_24 _8
3
1
1.0
_5.
25
_1.0
_5
. 1.0
_500
_2000

Pollutant
s~

PM-10
N02

co

v

(B) A proposed major source or major modification subject to 252:100-8-52(3)(A)
may reduce the impact of its emissions upon air qyality by obtaining sufficient

emissions reductions to. at a minimum. compensate for its adverse ambient
impact where the proposed source or modification would otherwise cause or
contribute to a violation of any national ambient air quhlity standard. In the .
absence of such emission reductions.- a pennit for the proposed source or
modification shall be denied. .
(C) The reauirements.of252:100-8-52(3)(A) and Q3.) shall not awly to a major·
source or major modification with resr)ect to a particular pollutant ifthe owner or
operator demonstrates that. as to that pollutant the source or modification is
located in an area designated nonattainment.
@Sources of volatile organic compounds located outside a designated ozone
nonattainment area will be presumed to have no significant impact on the
designated nonattainment area. If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of
source location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be granted its
permit since the area has not yet been designated nonattainment.
~Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on a nonattainment area
above the significant levels listed in 252:1 00-8-52(3) are exempted from the
condition of252:100-8-54(4)(A).
~ The determination whether a source or modification Will cause or contribute
to a violation qf an applicable ambient air standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter or carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of the proposed
new source's ·start-up date by an atmospheric simulation model. For sources of
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nitrogen oxides the model. can be used for an initial detennination assuming all the
nitiic oxide emitted is oxidized· to nitrogen dioxide by the time the plume reaches
ground level, and the initial concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate data
are available to ~ount for the expected oxidation rate.
~.The detennination as to whether a source would cause or contribute to a
violation of applicable ambient air standards will be made on a case by case basis as
of the new source's start-up. date. ·Therefore, if a designated nonattainment area is
projected to be attainment as part of the state implementation plan control strategy
by the new source start-up date, offsets wo~d not be required if the new source
would not cause a new violation.
(F) Semees ea\lBiBg a M'.V VielatieB ef applieallle am.Bieat air staBElafds as,
· EletennineEl ~r 1:he EMeuti-ve Difeeter hut set eeat:rihutiag te aa meistiag vielatien:;
wm he aP!*e;Jee ifhetft eftke fello¥.riag.eeBElitioas aF8 met:
(i) 'The Be"ll so\:lfee is reEJ:l:lifee t9 meet a mere ·strii:lgeat emissiea limitatien5
aaQlor 1:he .· eeatrel of meist:iBg sew:ees helo'Jt' aYewaale le¥els so that tee Be'N
:Aelatiea ef amhieat staaEla£65 eees BOt eeem.
(ii) 'The Be'N emissioa limitatieBS fer 1:he sew semee, as well as fer any Sldsang
semees ·affeetee, m:e eaforeeaele l:lBeer 1:he Oklahoma aad Peeet=al Cleaa Air
Astin
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
JUNE 14, 2000
OSU @ TULSA Room 150
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Council Memben Present
· David Branecky, Chairman
William B. Breisch
Fred Grosz
, .Gary Kilpatrick
' i Rick Treeman
Joel Wilson
· Council Memben Absent
Sharon Myers, Vice-Chair
Larry Canter
.,._ ·Leo Fallon

Staff Present
David Dyke
Barbara Hoffman
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
PamDizikes

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Myrna Bruce

Guests Present
**see attached list

Notice of Public Meeting for Aprill9, 2000 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary of
State giving the tiriie, date, and place of the meeting. Agenda.S were posted at the entrance
doors to the OSU Tulsa Auditorium entrance and on the entrance doors of the DEQ Central
Office in Oklahoma City.
Call to Order - Mr. Branecky, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Treeman- aye; Mr.
Fallon- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye. Mr. Fallon, Ms. Myers, and Dr. Canter
did not attend.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Branecky entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
April 19, 2000 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr.
Treeman- abstain; Mr. Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Braneckyaye.
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5-101 -2-5118. Mr. Dyke ente!ed the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.

-

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-3-5
Air Quality Advisory Council Hearings
Appendix B Style of Request for Hearing
Ms. Bradley advised that the proposal established procedures for individual proceedings on
enforcement matters and requests for variances. Ms. Bradley pointed out minor changes that
staff recommended and advised that there had been no written comments on the proposal.
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Ms. Bradley stated that staff recommended emergency adoption of the rule. Following
discussion, Mr. Branecky called for a motion to recommend the proposal dated June 12 to
the Environmental Quality Board for emergency and permanent approval. Mr. Kilpatrick
made the motion and Dr. Grosz made the second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Mr. Treeman
- abstain; Mr. Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr. Branecky - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 7

Permits for Minor Facilities
Ms. Barbara Hoffman was called upon to proilide staff's recommendation of proposed rule.
Ms. Hoffman stated that this rule was brought before the Council the first time on April 19
and that a workgroup had met on May 24. She then advised Council of the changes
.... suggested by staff. She stated that no written comments had been received but it was
anticipated that there would be comments from the industry group forthcoming; therefore, it
was recommended that this rule be continued to the August Council meeting. Ms. Hoffman
called for comments and advised that the industry contact for comments was Joel Howard
who could be reached at 405 720 5500 or joelhoward@marathonoil.com. With no
comments or questions, Mr. Branecky called for motion to continue the rule to the August
meeting. Mr. Breisch made the motion and second was made by Dr. Grosz. Roll call: Mr.
Wilson- aye; Mr. Treeman - abstain; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Dr. Grosz aye; Mr. Branecky -aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.·
. ~·

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 8

Permits for Part 70 Sources
Ms. Barbara Hoffman was called upon to provide staff's recommendations for this proposed
rule. Ms. Hoffman pointed out all changes proposed in the Agenda Packet and a June 13,
2000 draft that was a handout. She advised that no comments had been received and
suggested that the rule be recommended to the Board for emergency and permanent
adoption.
Following a considerable amount of discussion and comments, it was decided that the rule
should be continued to the August meeting. Mr. Branecky called for a motion. Mr. Wilson
made motion to continue and second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick. Roll call: Mr. Wilson aye; Mr. Treeman - abstain; Mr. Breisch - aye; Mr. Kilpatrick - aye; Dr. Grosz - aye; Mr.
· Branecky -aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-29
Control of Fugitiv~ 'Dust
Ms. Cheryl Bradley was called upon for staff recommendations. She stated that proposed
changes were to simplify and clarify language according to the agency·wide re·right/de·
wrong initiative and pointed out the changes proposed. She entered into the record written
comments received from Fort James Corporation and from EPA Region 6 Air Planning
Section. Ms. Bradley then referred to a handout of a new draft dated June 13, 2000. She
discussed the changes made in that proposal. Ms. Bradley stated that since comments had
been received which would result in recommended changes to the rule, it was staffs
recommendation to continue the rule to the August Council meeting.
Comments and suggestions for changes wd-e taken from Council and audience. Mr.
Branecky then called for a motion to continue until August. Dr. Grosz made the motion and
Mr. Kilpatrick made the second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson - aye; Mr. Treeman • abstain; Mr.
·· Breisch- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr~·Branecky- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

DMSION DIRECTOR'S REPORT - Mr. Dyke made several announcements including
the fact that this had been Barbara Hoffman's final meeting and that we would be moving to
New Hampshire.
NEW BUSINESS- None
ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be August 16 at 9:00 a.m. at the Pioneer
Technology Center in Ponca City, OK.

NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

c:Qd.d~1b

DaVId Branecky, C
an
Air Quality Council

••
J. Eddie Tc?rriu, Director
Air Quality Division
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AGENDA
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUA,LITY
HEARING/MEETING
9:00A.M.
Wednesday, August 16,2000
Pioneer Technology Center
Education Business Center
2101 North Ash Street Ponca City, OK 74601

1.

Call to Order - David Branecky

2.

Roll Call- Myrna Bruce

3.

Approval ofMinutes of the June 14, 2000 Regular Meeting

4.

PUBLIC RULEMAKING HEARINGS
A.
OAC 252:100-6 Permitting [REVOKED]
It is proposed that SC 6 be revoked in its entirety. This action fulfills the Department's goal of
eliminating redundant or unnecessary language through the re-right/de-wrong process. The rule is
for the most part a summary of the permit programs contained in SC 7 and SC 8 and a restatement
of Oklahoma statutes on permitting. Only a few portions of the rule contain substantive language
that will be placed into SC 8. Revocation of the rule will have no effect on permit actions.
1.
Presentation- Jeanette Buttram·
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
B.
OAC 252:100-7 PERMITS FOR MINOR FACILITIES [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC7 consist of the addition of sections 60.3, 60.4, and 60.5. Proposed
sections 60.3 and 60.4 reference the existing permits by rule for VOC storage and loading facilities
and particulate matter facilities, respectively. Section 60.5 is the proposed permit by rule for natural
gas compression facilities. This section contains eligibility requirements, standards, testing and
monitoring requirements, and recordkeeping requirements for natural gas compression facilities that
·
qualify for permit by rule.
1.
Presentation -Joyce Sheedy
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

-

OAC 252:100-8 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]
C.
The proposed changes to SC 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, 51
and 52. The changes correct errors, clarify language, add and delete definitions, and add fee
categories for construction permit authorizations and modifications. Substantive changes include
amending the definition of "trivial activities" in section 2 by deleting the exception for activities that
are subject to an applicable requirement. The amendments to section 4(a)(l) make clear which
modificaitons to Part 70 sources require construction permits. A substantive change is proposed for
the definition of "major stationary source" in section 31.
1.
Presentation - Pam Dizikes
2.
Qu,estions and discussion by Council I Public

3.
4.

Possible action by Council
Roil call vote(s) for permanent and emergency adoption

D.
OAC 252:100-29 Control of Fugitive Dust [AMENDED]
The proposed changes would simplify and clarify the Subchapter as a part of the agency-wide reright/de-wrong initiative. The modifying word 'visible' is deleted from the term fugitive dust.
Substantive changes are proposed to clarify when and what precautions are required to minimize or
prevent pollution and to clarify what corrective measures are required in the event that fugitive dust
is discharged beyond the property line.
1.
Presentation - Cheryl Bradley
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
E.
OAC 252:100-31 Control ofEmission of Sulfur Compounds [AMENDED]
The proposed changes to SC 31 are primarily to simplify language, clarify requirements, and
remove redundant requirements, or language as part of the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative.
New definitions of the terms "existing source" or "existing equipment" and "new source" or "new
equipment" clearly identify the effective date for each industry affected by the rule. Proposed
substantive changes are: to revoke 31-14(c) regarding the testing procedures for ambient hydrogen
sulfide; to delete 31-25(a) pertaining to new sulfuric acid plants; to change the averaging time for
ambient hydrogen sulfide concentration from existing equipment in 31-14{a); to combine 31-25(c)
and 31-26 to make clear which sources are subject to the standard; to make several changes in 26(a)
such as to change the standard from a combination equipment and emission standard to a more
straightforward emission standard; the exception for pipeline quality sweetened gas was moved to.
226(b)(l) and changed to an emission based exception; and exception to the required exhaust stack
is provided based on modeling; and alf subsections will be changed to a time-based average because
it is unclear what is a maximum average.
1.
Presentation -Joyce Sheedy
2.
Questions and discussion by Council I Public
3.
Possible action by Council
4.
Roll call vote(s) for permanent adoption
···t

5.

Division Director's Report- Eddie Terrill

6.

New Business- Any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen,
prior to the time of posting the agenda.

7.

Adjournment- Next Regular Meeting
Date and Time: October 18,2000 @ 9:00a.m.
Place: Department of Environmental Quality Multi-Purpose Room, First Floor
707 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, OK

Lunch Break, if necessary

Should you desire to attend but have a disability and need an accommodation, please notify our
Department three days in advance at (405) 702-4100.

-

August 2, 2000

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 8

Director~J.

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 8, Permits for Part 70
Sources. This proposed revision was first presented to the Air Quality Council on June 14,
2000 at which time the hearing was continued.: After several years of implementing this
Subchapter, various errors, inconsistenCies, and ambiguities have surfaced wh,ich need to be
corrected. Since we are still issuing the first round of Part 70 permits and have already begun
modifying those that have been issued, we believe it is better to tackle these issues now rather
than later.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52. In addition to correcting errors and clarifying" language, the proposed
changes add fee categories for construction permit authorizations and modifications. The
proposed fee categories have been changed since the June Air Quality Council meeting.
Substantive changes include amending the definition of "trivial activities" in section 2 by
deleting the exception for activities that are subject to an applicable requirement. The
amendments to section 4(a)(1) clarify when construction permits are required. Additional
changes to Section 4(a)(1) have been made in response to comments received at the June Air
Quality Council meeting. The changes in section 5(d)(l)(A) clarify that BACT is not
required for modifications that result in emissions increases of less than 100 tons per year,
unless the Prevention of Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would require it. The
reporting time in section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess emissions caused by emergencies or upsets
would be changed from 24 hours to the end of the next working day to make it consistent
with Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A substantive change is proposed for the
definition of "major stationary source" in section 31, where paragraph (xiv) would be changed
to read "municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons of refuse per day." This
change is-required by the 1990 amendment to section 169(1) of the federal Clean Air Act. The
changes to Section 51 consist of deleting definitions that are not used in Part 9 and moving
definitions that are used in Sections in addition to Part 9. The changes to section 52 were
adopted in 1989 but were accidentally excluded during codification of the rules.
Comments have been-received via E-mail. Copies of these comments are enclosed.
Staff will ask the Council to recommend the proposed changes to the Environmental Quality
Board for adoption as emergency and permanent niles.
Enclosures: 3

SC 8 memo2 Aug.doc
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Air Quality Council

FROM:

Eddie Terrill, Division DirectorC,.J.
Air Quality Division

SUBJECT:

Modifications to Subchapter 8

Enclosed is a copy of the proposed draft modifications to Subchapter 8, Permits for Part 70
Sources. This proposed revision was first presented to the Air Quality Council on June 14,
2000 at which time the hearing was continued. After several years of implementing this
Subchapter, various errors, inconsistencies, and ambiguities have surfaced which need to be
corrected. Since we are still issuing the first round of Part 70 permits and have already begun
modifying those that have been issued, we believe it is better to tackle these issues now rather
than later.
The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52. In addition to correcting errors and clarifying' language, the proposed
changes add fee categories for construction permit authorizations and modifications. The
proposed fee categories have been changed since the June Air Quality Council meeting.
Substantive changes include amending the definition of "trivial activities" in section 2 by
deleting the exception for activities that are subject to an applicable requirement. The
amendments to section 4(a)(l) clarify when construction permits are required. Additional
changes to Section 4(a)(l) have been made in response to comments received at the June Air
Quality Council meeting. The changes in section 5(d)(l)(A) clarify that BACT is not
required for modifications that result in emissions increases of less than 100 tons per year,
unless the Prevention of Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would require it. The
reporting time in section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess emissions caused by emergencies or upsets
would be changed from 24 hours to the end of the next working day to make it consistent
with Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A substantive change is proposed for the
definition of "major stationary source" in section 31, where paragraph (xiv) would be changed
to read "municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons of refuse per day." This
change is required by the 1990 amendment to section 169(1) of the federal Clean Air Act. The
changes to Section 51 consist of deleting definitions that are not used in Part 9 and moving
definitions that are used in Sections in addition to Part 9. The changes to section 52 were
adopted in 1989 but were accidentally excluded during codification of the rules.
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Comments have been received via E-mail. Copies of these comments are enclosed.
Staff will ask the Council to recommend the proposed changes to the Environmental Quality
Board for adoption as emergency and permanent niles.

-

Enclosures: 3
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SUBCHAPTER 8. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
252:100-8-1.1. Defmitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning accorded them under the
applicable requirements of the Act.
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 that the owner or
operator had:
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of
the stack; or
(B) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which could not be
canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of construction of the stack-to be completed in a reasonable time.
"Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.
"Actual emissions" except for Parts 7 and 9 ofthis Subchapter, means the total amount
of regulated air pollutants emitted from a given facilitv during a patiicular calendar year,
determined using methods contained in 252:100-5-2.1 (d).
"Administrator" means the Administrator of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) or the Administrator's designee.
"Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the
emission rate of a stationary source calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the
source (unless the source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict the operating rate, or
hours of operation, or both) and the most stringent of the following:
(A) the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60 and 61;
(B) the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
(C) the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit condition.
"Begin actual construction"
®for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter means, in general, initiation of
physical on-site construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a permanent
nature. ·Such activities include, but are not limited to, installation of building supports
and foundations, . laying of underground pipework, and construction of permanent
storage structures. With respect to a change in method of operation this term refers to
those on-site activities, other than preparatory activities, which mark the initiation of 1h;e
~~-

-

!

(B) for pumoses of Prui 5 of this Subchapter. means that the owner or operator has
begun the construction or installation of the emitting equipment on a pad or in the final
location at the facility.
"Best available control technology" or "BACT" means the control technology to be
applied tor a major s•).<Jrce or modification is the best that is available as determined by the
Director on a case-by· case basis taking into account energy. environmentaL and economic
impacts and other costs of alternate control systems.
"Building, structure, facility, or installation" for purposes or Pru1s 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
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industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties. and are
under the control of the same person or persons under common control. Pollutant-emitting
activities shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the
same "Major Group'' (i.e., which have the. same two-digit code), as described in the
Standard Industrial Classification manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter means, as applied to
construction of a major stationary source or major modification, that the owner or operator
has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
(A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual on-site construction of the
source, to be completed within a reasonable time; or,
(B) entered into :binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be
cancelled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
program of actual construction of the source to be completed within a reasonable time.
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 ofthis Subchapter, any physical
change or change in the method of operation (including fabrication, erection, installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) which would result in a change in actual
ermss10ns.
"Dispersion technique" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any technique
which attempts to affect the concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air by using that
portion of a stack which exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the rate of
emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or ambient concentrations of
that pollutant; or increasing final exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process
parameters, exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or combining exhaust gases from
several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams so
as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise. The preceding sentence does not include:
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution control system, for the
purpose of returning the gas to the temperature at which it was originally discharged
from the facility generating the gas stream.
(B) The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i) the source owner or operator documents that the facility was originally designed
and constructed with such merged streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change in operation at the facility
that includes the installation of pollution controls and is accompanied by a net
reduction in the allowable emissions of a pollutant. This exclusion from "dispersion
technique" applicability shall apply only to the emission limitation for the pollutant
affected by such change in operation; or
(iii)before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change in operation at the
facility that included the installation of emissions control equipment or was carried
out for sound economic or engineering reasons. Where there was an increase in the
emission limitation or, in the event that no emission limitation existed prior to the
merging, there was an increase in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to
the merging, it shall be presumed that merging was primarily intended as a means of
gaining emissions credit for greater dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed,
the owner or operator must satisfactorily demonstrate that merging was not carried
out for the primary purpose of gaining credit for greater dispersion.
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(C) Manipulation 'of exhaust gas parameters, merging of exhaust gas streams from
several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective handling of exhaust gas streams
so as to increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where the resulting allowable
emissions of sulfur dioxide from the facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means for purposes ofOAC 252:1008-1.5 requirements that limit the quantity, rate or concentration of emissions of air pollutants
on a continuous basis, including any requirements that limit the level of opacity, prescribe
equipment, sc;:t fuel specifications or prescribe operation or maintenance procedures for a
source to assure continuous reduction. (Ameaded 7 9 87. efft~etive g 10 87)
"Emissions unit" means, for purposes ofParts 7 and 9 ofthis Subchapter, any part of a
source which emits or would have the potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
"Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, those
emissions which could not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent or other
functionally equivalent opening.

"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants" or "NESHAP"
means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.

"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means, for purposes of Parts 7
and 9 of this Subchapter, those permits or approvals required under all applicable air quality
control laws and rules:
"New Source Performance Standards" or "NSPS" means those standards found in
40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means any permit or group of
permits covering a Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to
this Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR
Part 70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting requirements of Part 5 of
this Subchapter, as provided in OAC 252:100-8-3(a) and OAC 252:100-8-3(b).
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, the
maximum capacity of a source to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational design.
Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant,
including air pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the
type or amount of material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as part of its
design if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is enforceable. Secondary
emissionS do not count in determining the pQtential to emit of a source.
:
"Secondary emissions" mea.nS, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter,
emissions which occur as a result of the construction or operation of a major stationary
source or modification, but do not come from the source or modification itself. Fer tl:ie
puf13ese ef 252: 100 8, Part 9, seooadarySecondary emissions must be specific, well defined,
quantifiable, and impact the same general areas as the source or modification which causes
the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include, but are not limited to:
(A) emissions from trains coming to or from the new or modified stationary source; and,
(B) emissions from any offsite support facility which would not otherwise be
constructed or increase its emissions as a result of the construction or operation of the
major source or modification.
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"Stack" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any point in a source designed to
emit solids, liquids or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, any
building, structure, facility or installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant subject
to OAC 252:100.
252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit or authorization
under a general construction permit
,
(a) Cancellation of permit or authorization to construct or modify. A duly issued
permit or authorization to construct or modify will terminate and become null and void
(unless extended as provided in Subsection (b) of this Section) if the construction is not
commenced within 18 months after the date the permit or authorization was issued, or if
work is suspended for more than 18 months after it has commenced.
(b) Extension of permit or authorization to construct or modify.
(1) Prior to the expiration date of the permit or authorization, a permittee may apply for
extension of the permit or authorization by written request of the DEQ stating the
reasons for the delay or suspension and providing justification for the extension. The
DEQ may grant:
(A) One extension of 18 months or less, or
(B) One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is proposing to expand an
already existing facility to accommodate the proposed new construction or the
applicant has expended a significant amount of money (1% of total project cost as
identified in the original application, not including land cost) in preparation for
meeting the definition of "commence construction" at the proposed site, or
(C) One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to major industrial facilities
(project cost greater than $100,000,000.00), where the applicant proposes to
construct at an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site was originally
designed anq. constructed to accommodate the proposed new facilities. The
applicant shall' show a commitment to the site by having purchased land necessary to
construct facilities covered by this extension and expended $1,000,000.00 or more
on engineering and/or site development.
(2) If construction has not commenced within three (3) years ofthe effective date ofthe
original permit or authorization, the permittee must undertake and complete an
appropriate available control technology review and an air quality analysis. This review
must be approved by the DEQ before construction may commence.
'
(3) Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has been denied for lack of
increment, the DEQ may require any permittee under OAC 252:100:8-1.4(b)(1)(B)_or
OAC 252:100-8-1.44)(1)(C), to furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or an
appropriate available control technology review if such review is required in order to
provide new or c~ent information.
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
(a) Stack height exclusion. Air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation shall
exclude the effect of that portion of the height of any stack which exceeds good engineering
practice or the effect of any other dispersion techniques.
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(b) Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) stack height. GEP stack height
shall be the greater of:
( 1) 65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at the base of the stack; or
(2) The height under either OAC 252:1 00-8-1.5(b)(2)(A) or (B):
.
(A) for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for which the owner or operator
had obtained all applicable permits or approvals required under OAC 252:100-8 or
40 CFR Part 52, Hg = 2.5H, provided the owner or operator can demonstrate that
this equation was relied upon in establishing an emission limitation;
(B) for all other stacks, Hg = H + 1.5L, where:
(i) Hg = good engineering practice stack height, measured from the
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack,
(ii)
H = height of nearby structure(s) measured from the ground-level
elevation at the base of the stack,
(iii)_L = lesser dimension (height or projected width) of nearby
structure(s), provided that the owner or operator may be
required to verify such GEP stack height by the use of a field
study or fluid model as the Executive Director shall
determine; or
(3) The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study approved by the reviewing
agency, which ensures that the emissions from a stack do not result in excessive
concentrations of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric downwash, wakes, or eddy
effects created by the source itself, nearby structures, or nearby terrain features.

(c) Nearby.
(1) For the formulae in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2). A structure or terrain feature shall
be considered nearby if it is located within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the
height or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8 km).

(2) For demonstration in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(3).

-

(A) A structure or terrain feature shall be considered nearby if located at a distance
not greater than 0.5 mile (0.8 km), except that
(B) A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby if:
(i) It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles) of up to 10 times the
· maximum height (Ht) of the feature, and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such feature is at least 40 percent of
the GEP stack height determined by the formulae provided in OAC 252:100-81.5(b)(2)(B) or 85.3 feet (26 meters), whichever is greater, as measured from the
base of the stack.
1
(3) Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height of the structure or
terrain featu,re is·measured from the ground-level elevation at the base of the stack.
(d) Excessive concentrations.
When utilized for the purpose of determining GEP stack
height under OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(3), excessive concentrations shall be as follows:
(1) For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding that calculated under 292:100
g 1.5(b)(2)0AC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2), a maximum ground-level pollutant concentration
from a stack due in whole or part to downwash, wakes, and eddy effects produced by
nearby structures or nearby terrain features which is at least 40 percent in excess of the
maximum concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes, or eddy
effects and which, when combined with the impacts due to all sources, produces a
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concentration in excess of an ambient air quality standard. For sources subject to the
prevention of significant deterioration program (Part 7 of this Subchapter or Federal 40
CFR 52.21), the same criteria apply except that a concurrent exceedance of a prevention
of significant deterioration increment is experienced. In making demonstrations under
this part, the allowable emission rate shall conform to the new source performance
standard that is applicable to the source category unless the owner or operator can
demonstrate thatJthis emission rate is infeasible. Where such demonstrations are
approved by the .Execl:ltive Director, an alternative emission rate shall be established in
consultation with the owner or operator;
(2) For sources seeking credit after October 1, 1983, for increases in existing stack
heights up to the heights established under OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2) either:
(A) a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part to down wash,
wakes or eddy effects as specified in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2), except that the
emission rate specified by any applicable state implementation plan (or, in the
absence of such a limit, the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
(B) the actual presence of a ·local nuisance caused by the existing stack, as
determined by the e}{9Gtltive Director; and
(3) For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a stack height determined
under OAC 252:1 00-8-1.5(b)(2) where the ExeetitiYe Director requires the use of a field
study or fluid model to verify GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack height credit
after November 9, 1984 based on the aerodynamic influence of cooling towers, and for
sources seeking stack height credit after December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic
influence of structures not adequately represented by the formulae in OAC 252:100-81.5(b)(2), a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part to downwash,
wakes or eddy effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum concentration
experienced in the., absence of such downwash, wakes or eddy effects.
'

PART 3. PERMIT APPLICATION FEES
252:100-8-1.7. Permit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability determination received after the
effective date of this subsection will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accompany the
application or request. Applications received without appropriate fees are administratively
incomplete. Fees must be paid by check or inoney order made payable to the Oklahoma Air
Quality Division in accordance with the following fee schedule:
1
(1) Applicability determination. $250, to be credited against the construction or
operating permit application fee, if a permit is required. If no permit is required, the fee
will be retained to· cover the cost of making the determination.
ill_Construction permit application. TB.e fee is $2,000.
(A) New Part 70 source - $2,000.
{B) Modification of a Part 70 source- $1.500.
(C) Authorization under a general permit - $900.
(3) Operating permit application.
(A) Initial Part 70 permit - $2,000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit- $900
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(C) Renewal Part 70 pennit- $1,000.
(D) Significant modification of Part 70 pennit- $1,000.
(E) Minor modification of Part 70 pennit- $500.
(F) Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - $500.

PARTS. PERNUTSFORPART70SOURCES
252:100-8-2. Definitions
The following words and tenns, when used in this Part, shall have the following
meaning, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. Except as specifically provided in
this seetionSection, tenns used in this Part retain the meaning accorded them under the
applicable requirements of the Act.
"Administratively complete" means an application that provides:
(A) All infonnation required under OAC 252:100-8-5(c), (d), or (e);
(B) A landowner affidavit as required by OAC 252:2-15-20(b)(3);
(C) The appropriate application fees·as required by OAC 252:100-8-1.7; and
(D) Certification by the responsible official as required by OAC 252: 100-8-5(f).
"Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in the regulations
promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
"Affected states" means:
(A) all states:
(i) That are one of the following contiguous states: Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, New Mexico and Texas, and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEQ may be directly affected by emissions from the
facility seeking the permit, pennit modification, or pennit renewal being proposed;
or
(B) all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted source.
"Affected unit'' 'means the same as the meaning given to it in the regulations
promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they apply to emissions units
in a Part 70 ·source subject to this Chapter (including requirements that have been
promulgated or approved by EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but have
future effective compliance dates):
(A) Any standard or other requirements provided for in the applicable implementation
plan approved or .l'romulgated by EPA through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that
implements the relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions to that plap.
promulgated in 40 CFR Part 52;
·
'
(B) Any tenn or condition of any preconstruction pennits issued pursuant to regulations
approved or promulgated through rulemaking under Title I, including parts CorD, of
the Act;
(C) Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of the Act, including section
111(d);
.
(D) Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of the Act, including any
requirement concerning accident prevention under section 112(r)(7) of the Act, but not
including the contents of any risk management plan required under 112(r) of the Act;
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(E) Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain program under Title IV of the Act
or the regulations promulgated thereunder;
(F) Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b) or section 114(a)(3) of the
Act;
(G) Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste incineration, under section
129 of the Act; ;
(H) Any standard or other requirement for consumer and commercial products, under
section 183(e) of the Act;
(I) Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under section 183(f) of the Act;
(J) Any standard or other requirement of the regulations promulgated to protect
stratospheric ozone under Title VI of the Act, unless the Administrator has determined
that such requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K.) Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or visibility requirement
under part C of Title I of the Act, but only as it would apply to temporary sources
permitted pursuant to section 504(e). of the Act.
"Designated representative" means with respect to affected units, a responsible person
or official authorized by the owner or operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in
matters pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances allocated to a unit,
and the submission of and compliance with permits, permit applications, and compliance
plans for the unit.
"Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the DEQ offers public
participation under 27A O.S.gupp. 1995, §_L2-14-101 et Beq.through -401 and OAC
252:100-2-15 or affected State review under OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Emergency" means. when used in OAC 252:100-8-6(a)(3)(C)(iii)Q) and OAC
252:100-8-6(e), any. situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable events
beyond the control of the source, including acts of God. which situation requires immediate
cmTcctive action to restore normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed a
technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due to unavoidable increases in
emissions attributable to tl1e emergency. An emergency shall not include noncmr1pliance to
the extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventive maintenance,
careless or improper operatim1 or operator error.!Moved from 252:100-8-6(e)(l) and
amended./
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a federally enforceable permit term or
condition determined at issuance to be required by an applicable requirement that establishes
an emissions limit (including a work practice standard) or a federally enforceable emissions
cap that the source has assumed to avoid an applicable requirement to which the sourc.e
would otherwise be subject.
"Emissions unit" means any part or activity of a stationary source that emits or has the
potential to emit any regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of
the Act. Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated with a specific unit process
shall be identified with that specific emission unit. This term is not meant to alter or affect
the definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV of the Act.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by the DEQ that has
completed all review procedures required by OAC 252:100-8-7 through 252:100 g 7.5 and
OAC 252:100-8-8.
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"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated air pollutants which could not
reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the requirements of OAC
252:100-8-6.1.
"Insignificant activities" means individual emissions units that are either on the list
approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year
emissions do not exceed any of the limits in (A) through (C) of this definition. Any activity
to which a State or federal applicable requirement applies is not insignificant even if it meets
the criteria below or is included on the insignificant activities list.
(A) 5 t9ns per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B) 2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP) or 5 tons per year for an
aggregate of two or more HAP's, or 20 percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per
year for single HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
(C) 0.6 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1.2 tons per year for any one
category B substance or 6 tons per year for any one category C substance a,s defined in
OAC 252:100-41-40.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of stationary sources that
are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties and are Wlder common control
of the same person (or persons under common control)) belonging to a single major
industrial grouping and that is described in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) of this definition.
For the purposes of defining "major source," a stationary source or group of stationary
sources shall be considered part of a single industrial grouping if all of the pollutant emitting
activities at such source or group of sources on contiguous or adjacent properties belong to
the same Major Group (i.e., all have the same two-digit primary SIC code) as described in
the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A) A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is defined as:
(i) For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary source or group of
stationary sources located within a contiguous area and under common control that
emits or has the potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year ("tpy") or more
of any hazardous air pollutant which has been listed pursuant to section 112(b) of the
Act, 25 ·tpy or more of any combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such
lesser quantity as the Administrator may establish by rule. Notwithstanding the
preceding sentence, emissions from any oil or gas exploration or production well
(with its assoCiated equipment) and emissions from any pipeline compressor or
pump station shall not be aggregated with emissions from other similar units,
whether or not such units are in a contiguous area or under common control, to
determine whether such units or stations are major sources; or.
(ii) For radionuclide&, "major source" shall have the meaning specified by the
Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined in section 302 of the Act, that
directly emits or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air pollutant
(except~ that fraction of particulate matter that exhibits an average aerodynamic
pruticle diameter of more than 10 micrometers) (including any major source of fugitive
emissions of any such pollutant, as determined by rule by the Administrator). The
fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be considered in determining whether
8(7-17-00).doc
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it is a major stationary source for the purposes of section 302G) of the Act, unless the
source belongs to one of the following categories of stationary sources:
(i) Coal clecuyng plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii) Kraft pulp mills;
(iii) Portland cement plants;
(iv)Primary zinc smelters;
(v) Iron and steel mills;
(vi) Primary ahnninum ore reduction plants;
(vii) Primary copper smelters;
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per
day;
(ix)Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x) Petroleum refineries;
(xi)Lime plants;
(xii) Phosphate rock processing plants;
·
(xiii) Coke oven batteries;
(xiv) Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv) Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi) Primary lead smelters;
(xvii) Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) Sintering plants;
(xix) Secondary metal production plants;
(xx) Chemical process plants;
(xxi) Fossil~fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling more than 250 million
British thermal units per hour heat input;
(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding
300,000 barrels;
(xxiii) Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv) Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv) Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British
thermal units per hour heat input; or
(xxvii) All other stationary source categories which, a'i of August 7, 1980, are being
regulated by a standard promulgated under section Ill or 112 of the Act, but only
·
with respect to those air pollutants that have been regulated for that category.
(C) A major stationary source as defineq in part D of Title I of the Act, including:
~
(i) For ozone non-attainment areas, sources with the potential to emit 100 tpy or
· more of volatile organic compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
"marginal" or "moderate," 50 tpy or more in areas classified as "serious," 25 tpy or
more in areas classified as "severe," and 10 tpy or more in areas classified as
"extreme"; except that the references in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25, and 10 tpy of
nitrogen oxides shall not apply with respect to any source for which the
Administratol has made a fmding, under section 182(f)(l) or (2) of the Act, that
requirements under section 182(f) of the Act do not apply;
(ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to section 184 of the Act,
sources with the potential to emit 50 tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
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(iii) For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I) that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly to carbon monoxide
levels as determined under rules issued by the Administrator, sources with the
potential to emit 50 tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv)For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas classified as "serious,"
sources with the potential to emit 70 tpy or more ofPM-10.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that theoretically could
be emitted by a stationary source without control devices based on the design capacity or
maximum production capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation per year. In
determining the maximum theoretical emissions of VOCs for a source, the design capacity
or maximum production capacity shall include the use of raw materials, coatings and inks
with the highest VOC content used in practice by the source.
"Permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means any permit or group of permits
covering a Part 70 source that is issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this
Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a Part 70 construction or operating permit
that meets the requirements of OAC 252:100-8-7 .2(b).
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and indirect) costs required to
develop and administer a permit program, as set forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such
costs are incurred by the DEQ or other State or local agencies that do not issue permits
directly, but that support permit issuance or administration).
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or administrative permit amendment.
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit any air
pollutant under its physical and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation
on the capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air pollution control equipment
and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted,
stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation is enforceable by
the Administrator. This term does not alter or affect the use of this term for any other
purposes Ullder the Act, or the term "capacity factor" as used in Title IV of the Act or the
regulations promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the DEQ proposes to issue and
forwards to the Administrator for review in compliance with OAC 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air poJlutant" means the following:
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any volatile · organic compound (VOC), including those
substances defined in OAC 252:100-1-3, 252:100-37-2, and 252:100-39-2, er any
Volatile Orgaa..ie ~ah·ent (VO~), as 1:hat term is eefinee in 252:100 37 2 anEI 252:100
39 ~' or Bfl:)' orgBflie material defined iB 252:100 37 2 except those specifically excluded
in the EPA definition ofVOC in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated;
(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under section Ill of the
Act;
(D) Any Class I or. II ozone-depleting substance subject to a standard promulgated under
or established by Title VI of the Act;
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(E) Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under section 112 or other
requirements established under section 112 of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants),
including sections 112(g) (Modifications), G) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by
Permit, and (r) (Prevention of Accidental Releases), including the following:
(i) any pollutant subject to the requirements under section 1120) ofthe Act. If the
Administrator fails to promulgate a standard by the date established pursuant to
section 112(e) of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review), any pollutant for
which a subject source would be major shall be considered to be regulated as to that
source on the date 18 months after the applicable date established pursuant to section
112(e) of the Act; and,
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section 112(g)(2) of the Act have
been met, but only with respect to the individual source subject to the section
112(g)(2) requirement; or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or equipment standard is
set by an existing permit or regulati<?n.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at the end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one ofthe following:
(A) For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or vice-president of the
corporation in charge of a principal business function, or any other person who performs
similar policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a duly authorized
representative of such person if the representative is responsible for the overall operation
of one or more mkufacturing, production, or operating facilities applying for or subject
to a permit and either:
(i) The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross annual sales or
expenditures exceeding $25 million (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is approved in advance by the
DEQ;
(B) For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general partner or the proprietor,
respectively;
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public agency: Either a principal
executive officer or ranking elected official. For purposes of this Subchapter, a principal
executive officer or installation commander of a Federal agency includes the chief
executive officer, having responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator ofEPA); or
(D) For affected sources:
(i) The· designated representative in so far as actions, standards, requirements, or
prohibitions under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are
concerned; and
(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes under this Subchapter.
"Section 502(b)(10) changes" means changes that contravene an express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes that would violate applicable requirements or
contravene federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring (including
test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which serves a generator with
a name plate capacity of25 MWe or less.
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"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement pursuant to Oklahoma
Clean Air Act (27A O.S. 1993 Stipp. See.§_§ 2-5-101 ~through -118, as amended) that
is not contained in the State Implementation Plan (SIP).
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator under 40 CFR Part
70.
"Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility, or installation that emits or
may emit any regulated air pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of air emissions units that are
considered inconsequential and are on a list approved by the Administrator and contained in
Appendix J. AHy aetivity ~e wffieh a gtate er federal ap)3lieaele req~:~iree:1eRt applies is Bet
triviaJ e·.•eH. ifiHehu:le¢ en tB.e trivial aetivities list.
"Unit" means, fi~-- purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired combustion device.
252:100-8-3. Applicability
(a) Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to obtain a permit under
subsection (b) of this Section or elsewhere in this Subchapter, the sources listed below are
subject to the permitting requirements under this Subchapter. A eoveredmajor source_QI
major stationary source shall remain a Part 70 source until a federally enforceable permit is
obtained which contains emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the operation of the
facility to below that which would define it as a covered source pursuant to this section.
(1) Any major source (as defined in OAC 252:100-8-2);
(2) Any source subject to a NSPS;
(3) Any source, including an area source, subject to a NESHAP;
(4) Any affected source (as defined in OAC 252:100-8-2);
(5) Any source in a source category designated by the Administrator pursuant to 40
CFR §70.3; and
(6) Any major stationary source required to have a permit under Parts 7 or 9 of this
· Subchapter.
(b) Source category exemptions.
(1) All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section that are not major sources, major
stationary source;r._affected sources, or solid waste incineration units required to obtain a
permit pursuant to section 129(e) of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to obtain a
Part 70 permit unless required to do so by appropriate implementation of EPA
administrative rulemaking for non-major sources. Any such exempt source may opt to
apply for a permit under these rules and shall be issued a permit if the applicant
:
otherwise satisfies all of the requirements of this Chapter.
(2) If the Administrator determines after appropriate rulernaking that an exemption is
applicable to non-major sources when adopting standards or other requirements under
section Ill or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992, then at that time the exemption
will apply.
(3) Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the following source categories
are exempted from the obligation to obtain a Part 70 permit:
(A) All sources in source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely
because they are subject to part 60, subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for
New Residential Wood Heaters; and
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(B) All sources in source categories that would be required to obtain a permit solely
because they. are subject to part 61, subpart M -- National Emission Standard for
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Asbestos, Section 61.145, Standard for Demolition and
Renovation.

252:100-8-4. Requirements for construction and operating permits
(a) Construction permits.
(1) Construction permit required. No person shall effilse or allmv thebegin actual
construction or installation of any new faeilitysource that will require a Part 70 operating
permit without first obtaining a DEQ-issued air quality construction permit. A
construction permit is also required prior to reconstruction of a major affected source
under 40 CFR Part 63, reconstruction of a major source if it would then become a major
affected source tinder 40 CFR Part 63, or for any physical change that would be a
significant modification under OAC 252: 100-8-=7 .2(b).(22.
In addition to the
requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also
meet the applicable requirements contained therein.

(2) Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
(A) Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations apply
to any owner or operator who constructs or reconstructs a major source of hazardous
air pollutants _after June 29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically regulated
or exempted -from regulation under a subpart of 40 CFR Part 63, or the owner or
operator has received all necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29, 1998.
(B) Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to this subsection.
(i) Electric utility steam generating units unless and until these units are added
to the source category list.
(ii) Stationary sources that are within a source category that has been deleted
from the source category list.
(iii)Research and development activities as defined in 40 CFR § 63.41.
(C) MACT determinations. If subject to this subsection, an owner or operator may
not begin actual construction or reconstruction of a major source of HAP until
obtaining from· the DEQ _an approved MACT determination in accordance with the
following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and 40 CFR 63.44, which are
hereby incorporated by reference as they exist on July 1, -l-99&2000.
(b) Operating permits.
(1) Operating permits required. Except as provided in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of
this section, no Part 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate after the time that it is
·required to file a timely application with the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQissued permit.
(A) If the owner or operator of a source subject to the requirement to obtain a Part 70
permit submits a timely application for Part 70 permit issuance or renewal, that
source's failure to have a Part 70 permit shall not be a violation of the requirement to
have such a permit until the DEQ takes final action on the application. This
protection shall cease to apply if the applicant fails to submit, by the deadline
specified in writing by the DEQ or OAC 252:100-8-4, any additional information
identified as being reasonably required to process the application.
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(B) If the owner or operator of a source subject to this Subchapter files a timely
application that the DEQ determines to be administratively incomplete due to the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information requested by the DEQ,
the applicant loses the protection granted under paragraph (A) of this seetio:FJ:Section.
The source's failure to have a Part 70 permit shall be deemed a violation of this
Subchapter.
(C) Filing an operating permit application shall not affect the requirement, if any,
that a source have a construction permit.
(2) Duty to apply. For each Part 70 source, the owner or operator shall submit a timely
and complete permit application on forms supplied by the DEQ in accordance with this
section.
{3) Timely application. Sources that are subject to the operating permit program
established by this Chapter as of March 6, 1996, shall file applications on the following
schedules outlined in OAC 252:1 00-8-4(b)(4). A timely application is one that is
postmarked on or before the relevant date listed below. In the event a major source
consists of operations under multiple SIC codes, the primary activity shall form the basis
for the initial permit application.
(4) Application submittal schedule. The following sources are subject to the operating
permit program and shall submit initial permit applications according to the following
schedule.
(A) No later than September 5, 1996:
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of the Act shall submit a
permit application for at least the affected units at the site. Regardless of the
effective date of the program and the requirement to file an application defined
in this section, applications for initial Phase II acid rain permits shall be
submitted to the DEQ no later than January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by
January 1, 1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to the Act, §407.
(ii) Any oWner or operator shall submit no less than one-third of their total
applications for Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following
Source Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which. belong to a single
major industrial grouping other than 28 (Chemicals and allied products) or 29
(Petroleum refining and related industries):
(I) Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II) Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
(IV) Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
(V) Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923; and
(VI) Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B) All remaining Part 70 sources identified in (b)(4)(A)(ii) of this Subsection shall
be subject to the operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than March 5, 1997.
·
(C)No later than March 5, 1997, any owner or operator shall submit their
applications for Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following
Standard Industrial Classification Codes:
(i) Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3341, 3351, 3411,3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
8(7-17-00).doc
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(iii)Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D)No later than July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall submit their applications
for Part 70 sources located at sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
(i) Refineries, 2911;
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891, 2895, 2899, 2999,
3053, 3086, 3089;
(iv)Petrolewn Transportationfferminals/Storage, 4612, 4613;
(v) Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
(E) All remairung Part 70 sources shall be subject to the operating permit program
and shall submit initial permit applications no later than March 6, 1999.
(5) Newly regulated sources. ·A source that becomes subject to the operating permit
program established by this Chapter at any time following the effective date shall file an
administratively complete opera!ffig permit application within 180 days of
commencement of operation.
(6) Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines established in paragraph
(4) of this subsection, an application filed prior to the above deadlines following
submission of the state program to EPA for approval shall be accepted for processing.
(7) 112(g) applications. A source that is required to meet the requirements under
section 112(g) ofthe Act, or to have a permit under a preconstruction review program
under Title I of such Act, shall file an application to obtain an operating permit or permit
amendment or modification within twelve months of commencing operation. Where an
existing Part 70 operating permit would prohibit such construction or change in
operation, the source must obtain a construction permit before commencing
construction.
(8) Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter shall file an application
for renewal of an operating permit at least six months before the date of permit
expiration, unless a longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified in the permit.
Renewal periods greater than six months are subject to negotiation on a case-by-case
basis.
(9) Phase IT acid rain permits. Sources required to submit applications under the Acid
Rain Program shall submit these applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30(b)(2)(i)
through (viii).
,
(10)
Application completeness. See Uniform Pennitting Rules, OAC 252:2-15-70
and the definition of:administratively c<;>mplete: in OAC 252:100-8-2.
'

252:100-8-5. Permit applications
(a) Confidential information.
If a source submits information to the DEQ under a claim
of confidentiality, the source shall also submit a copy of such information directly to the
Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so.
_(b) Duty to supplement or correct application. gee 252:100 e 50(0).Anv applicant who
fails to submit any relevant facts or who has submitted incorrect information in a permit
application shall, upon becoming aware of such failure or incmTect submittal, submit such
supplementary facts or coiTected infmmation within 30 days w1less the applicant's reg uest
for more time has been approved by the DEQ. In addition, an applicant shall provide
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additional information as necessarv to address any requirements that become applicable to
the source after the date it filed a complete application but piior to release of a draft penn it.
[This language was taken from 252:100-6-SO(e)./
(c) Standard application form and required information. Sources that are subject to the
Part 70 permit program established by this Chapter shall file applications on the standard
application form that 'the DEQ makes available for that purpose in accordance with OAC
252:2-15. The application must include information needed to determine the applicability of
any applicable requirement, or state-only requirement, or to evaluate the fee amount
required under the schedule approved pursuant to OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b)(2). The applicant
shall submit the information called for by the application form for each emissions unit at the
source to be permitted. The source must provide a list of any insignificant activities that are
exempted because of size or production rate. Trivial activities need not be listed. The
standard application form and any attachments shall require that the information required by
OAC 252:100-8-5(d) and/or 252:100-8-5(e) be provided.
(d) Construction permit applications.
(1) An application for a construction permit shall provide data and information required
by this Chapter and/or requested on the application form available from the DEQ
pursuant to the requirements of this Chapter. Such data and information shall include
but not be limited to site information, process description, emission data and when
required, BACT, modeling and sampling point data as follows:
(A) BACT determination. To be approved for a construction permit, a major
source must demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best that is
available for each pollutant that would cause the source to be defined as a major
source. This determination will be made on a case by case basis. taking into account
energy, environmental, ~ and economic impacts and other costs of alternative
control systems. Unless required under Prut 7 of this Subchapter, a BACT
determination~ is not required for a modification that will result in an increase of
emissions of kss than 100 tons per year of any regulated air pollutru1t.
(B) Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation that is
required shall be prepared in accordance with procedures acceptable to the DEQ and
accomplished by the applicant.
(C) Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application shall show how the
new source will be equipped with sampling ports, instruinentation to monitor and
record emission data and other sampling and/or testing equipment. [~lOTE:
252:100 g 1.4(l3)(1)wastakeefrmn252:100 7 15('9)]
·
(2) Construction permit applications for. new sources must also include the requirements
for operating permits contained in OAC 252:100-8-5(e) to the extent they are applicable.
(e) Operating permit applications.
(1) Identifying information, including company name and address (or plant name and
address if different from the company name), owner's name and agent, and telephone
number and names of plant site manager/contact.
(2) A description of the source's processes and products (by two-digit Standard
Industrial Classification Code) including any associated with each alternate scenario
identified by the source.
(3) The following emissions-related information:
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(A) All emissions of pollutants for which the source is major, and all emissions
(including fugitive emissions) of regulated air pollutants. The permit application
shall describe all emissions of regulated air pollutants emitted from any emissions
unit, except where such units are exempted under -tiHs subsection 252:100 g 5(c)_Qf
this Section or OAC 252:100-8-3(b).
(B) Identification and description of all points of emissions described in
subparagraph (e)(3)(A) of this seetionSection in sufficient detail to establish the
basis for fees and applicability of the Act's requirements.
(C) Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as are necessary to establish
compliance consistent with the applicable standard.
(D) The following information to the extent it is needed to determine or regulate
emissions:
(i) fuels,
(ii) fuel use,
(iii)raw m_aterials,
(iv)produ,;tion rates, and
(v) operating schedules.
(E) Identification and description of air pollution control equipment and compliance
monitoring devices or activities.
(F) Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or any work practice
standards, where applicable, for all regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G) Other information required by any applicable requirement, or state-only
requirement (including information related to stack height limitations developed
pursuant to section 123 of the Act).
(H) Calculations on which the information in items (A) through (G) of this paragraph
is based.
(4) The following air pollution control requirements:
(A) Citation and description of all applicable requirements and all state-only
requirements.
(B) Description of or reference to any applicable test method for determining
compliance with each applicable requirement and state-only requirement.
(5) Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules and statutes to implement
and enforce other applicable requirements of the Act or of this Chapter or to determine
the applicability of such requirements.
(6) An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise applicable requirements
.
and state-only requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be necessary by the DEQ to define
alternative operating scenarios identified by the source pursuant to OAC 252:100-86(a)(9) or to define permit terms and conditions implementing OAC 252:1 00-8-6(f) or
252:1 00-8-6(a)(1 0).
(8) A compliance plan for all covered sources that contains all the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status of the source with respect to all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements as follows:
(i) For applicable requirements and state-only requirements with which the
source is in compliance, a statement that the source will continue to comply with
such requirements.
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(ii) For applicable requirements and state-only requirements that will become

effective during the pennit term, a statement that the source will meet such
requirements on a timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless a more detailed
schedule is expressly required by the applicable requirement.
(iii)For requirements for which the source is not in compliance at the time of
pennit issuance, a narrative description of how the source will achieve
compliance with such requirements.
(B) For sources not in complete compliance, a compliance schedule as follows:
(i) A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in compliance with all
applicable requirements and state-only requirements at the time of permit
issuance. Such a schedule shall include a schedule of remedial measures,
including an enforceable sequence of actions with milestones, leading to
compliance with any applicable requirements and state-only requirements for
which the source will be in noncompliance at the time of pennit issuance. This
compliance schedule shall resemble and be equivalent in stringency to that
contained in any judicial consent decree or administrative order to which the
source is subject. Any such schedule of compliance shall be supplemental to,
and shall not sanction non-compliance with, the applicable requirements on
which it is based.
(ii) A schedule for submission of certified progress reports no less frequently
than every 6 months.
(C) The compliance plan content requirements specified in this paragraph shall apply
and be included in the acid rain portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as spepifically superseded by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
Act with regard to the schedule and method(s) the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9) Requirements for compliance certification, including the following:
(A) A certification of compliance with all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements by a responsible official consistent with subsection (f) of this section
and section 114(a)(3) ofthe Act;
(B) A statement of methods used for detennining compliance, including a
description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements and test
methods;
·
(C) A schedule for submission of compliance certifications during the permit term,
which shall be submitted annually, or more frequently if required by an underlying
applicable requirement state-only requirements or by the pennitting authority; and ,
(D) A statement indicating the source's compliance status with any applicable
enhanced monitoring and compliance certification requirements of the Act.
(1 0) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain portions · of pennit
applications and compliance plans, as required by regulations promulgated under Title
N oftheAct.
(f) Certification. Any application form, report, or compliance certification submitted
pursuant to this Chapter shall contain certification by a responsible official of truth,
accuracy, and completeness. This certification and any other certification required under
this Chapter shall be signed by a responsible official and shall contain the following
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language: "I certify, based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the
statements and information in the document are true, accurate, and complete."
(g) Namt:.er ef&f)f.llieatiaR eef.1ies. See PLH·t 3 of252:2 15.

252:100-8-6. Permit content
(a) Standard permit requirements. Part 70 permits issued under this Chapter shall
include all applicable requirements and state-only requirements (as defmed in OAC
252:1 00-8-2) that apply to the permitted source at the time of issuance. Each permit shall
include the following elements:
(1) Emission limitations and standards. The permit shall specify emissions limitations
and standards that constitute applicable requirements and state-only requirements and
shall include those operational conditions and limitations necessary to assure compliance
with all such reqUirements.
(A) The permit shall specify and reference the origin of and authority for each term
or condition, and identify any difference in form as compared to the applicable
requirement or state-only requirement upon which the term or condition is based.
(B) The permit shall state that, where an applicable requirement of the Act is more
stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated under Title IV
of the Act, both provisions shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be
enforceable by EPA.
(C) If the State implementation plan or an applicable requirement allows a source to
comply through an alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source may
request that such an alternative limit or means of compliance be specified in its
permit. Such an alternative emission limit or means of compliance shall be included
in a source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable, accountable, enforceable,
and based on replicable procedures. The source shall propose pennit terms and
conditions to satisfy these requirements in its application.

(2) Permit duration.
(A) Operating permits.

The permit shall specify a fixed term. The DEQ shall
issue permits for any fixed period requested in the permit application, not to exceed
five years, except as provided in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of this paragraph:
(i) Permits issued to affected sources shall in all cases have a fixed term of five
years.
(ii) Permits issued to solid waste incineration units combusting municipal waste
subject to standards under section 129(e) of the Act shall have a term not to
exceed 12 years. Such pennits shall be reviewed every five years.
(B) Construction permits.
See OAC 252:100-8-1.4.

(3) Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
(A) Monitoring requirements.
(i) All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or test methods required
under applicable requirements and state-only requirements, including any
procedures and methods promulgated pursuant to sections 114(a)(3) or 504(b) of
the Act;
(ii) Where an applicable requirement or state-only requirement does not require
periodic testing or instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring), periodic monitoring
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during the relevant time period sufficient to yield reliable data that are
representative of the source's compliance with the permit, as reported pursuant to
(a)(3)(C) of this section. Such monitoring requirements shall assure use of
terms, test methods, units, averaging periods, and other statistical conventions
consistent with the applicable requirement or state-only requirement.'
Recordkeeping provisions may be sufficient to meet the requirements of this
subparagraph.
(iii)As necessary, requirements concerning the use, maintenance, and, where
appropriate, installation of monitoring equipment or methods.
(iv)Provisions for the permittee to request the use of alternative test methods or
analysis procedures, and provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the
request within 60 days.
(B) Recordk~eping requirements. The permit shall incorporate all applicable
recordkeeping requirements and require, where applicable, the following:
(i) Records of required monitoring information that include the following:
(I) The date, place as "defined in the permit, and time of sampling or
measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III) The company or entity that performed the analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniques or methods used;
M The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions existing at the time of sampling or
measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data and support information
for a period of at least five years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibration
and maintenance records and all original strip-chart recordings for continuous
monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by the permit
Where appropriate, the permit may specify that records may be maintained in
. computerized form.
(C) Reporting requirements. The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
(i) A perfuit issued under this Part shall require the permittee to submit a report
of any required monitoring at least every six months. To the extent possible, the
schedule for submission of such reports shall be timed to coincide with other
periodic reports required by the permit, including the permittee's annual
compliance certification. However, the reports may be submitted at any time
within the reporting period, as stipulated in the permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C)(i) of this paragraph shall identify any
exceedanc:es from permit requirements since the previous report that have been
monitorea by the monitoring systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances from the monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements
under the permit.
(iii)In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each permittee shall be
required to submit supplemental reports as follows:
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(I) Any exceedance resulting from an emergency or upset eoHditions as
defined in 25?:1GG g e(e)OAC 252:100-8-2 or upset conditions as defined in
the permit shall be reported \1,,it:l:!.in 24 hoclfS of the date on ~41iehpromptly
but no later than 4:30 p.m. on the next working day after the permittee first
becomes aware of the exceedance;!. if the pennit:tee wishes to assert the
afrim1:ative 8efense ffi:ltl1orir;e8 under sai8 seetion,and tl1e permittee shall
sabn-Ht a l'ollo',v tlp 'Nrit:tes report '>4'ithin 1Q working says of first beeoming
E¥Nare of the eJweedanee. The initial report must contain a description of the
emergency or upset conditions, any steps taken to mitigate emissions~ and
corrective actions taken. Quantification of exceedances attributable to
emergencies or upset conditions shall be made by the best available method.
If the permittee wishes to assert the affinnative defense authorized under
subsection (e) of this Section for emergencies, the permittee shall submit a
followup written report within 10 working days of first becoming aware of
the exceedance.
(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public
health, safety, or the environment shall be reported as soon as is practicable;
but under no circumstance shall notification be more than 24 hours after
exceedance.
(III)
Any other exceedances that are identified in the permit as requiring
more frequent reporting than the permittee's semiannual report shall be
reported on the schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the probable cause of the
exceedances and any corrective actions or pre\'efltativepreventive measures
taken.
(iv)Every report submitted under this subsection shall be certified by a
responsible official, except that if a report of an exceedance required under
(C)(iii) of this paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the exceedance,
the report may be submitted in the first instance without a certification if an
appropria:~e certification is provided within ten days thereafter, together with any
corrected or supplemental information required concerning the exceedance.
Reports submitted shall be consistent with the requirements ofOAC 252:100-9.
(4) Risk management plans. If the source is required to develop and register a risk
management plan pursuant to section 112(r) of the Act, the permit need only specify that
the permittee will comply with the requirement to register such a plan. Although the
requirement to have a risk management plan may be a term of the permit, the ri*
management plan contents are not part of the permit.
·

(5) Title IV allowances.
(A) No permit revision shall be required for increases in emiSSions that are
authorized by allowances acquired pursuant to the acid rain program, provided that
such increases do not require a permit revision under any other applicable requirement.
(B) No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances held by the source. The
source may not, however, use allowances as a defense to noncompliance with any
other applicable requirement.
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(C) The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any allowance that the source
lawfully holds under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Compliance with this paragraph will be determined on January 31st of any given
year and be based on actual emissions and the number of allowances held for the
previous calendar year.
(6) Severability clause. The permit shall include a severability clause to ensure the
continued validity of the various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include provisions stating the following:
(A) The permittee must comply with all conditions of the permit. Any permit
noncompliance constitutes a violation of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is
grounds for:
(i) enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or modification; or
(iii)denial of a permit renewal application.
·
(B) It shall not be a defense for· a permittee in an enforcement action that it would
have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance w,ith the conditions of this permit. However, nothing in this subsection
.~ shall be construed as precluding consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as
a mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance if the health, safety, or
environmental impacts of halting or reducing operations would be more serious than
the impacts of continuing operations.
(C) The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and reissued, or terminated for
cause. Except as provided under OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b)(l) for minor permit
modifications, the filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification,
revocation and reissuance, or termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition.
(D) The permit does not convey any property rights of any sort or any exclusive
privilege.
(E) The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of a written request and
within a reasonable time, any information that the DEQ may request to determine
whether cause exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and reissuing or
terminating the permit or to determine compliance with the permit. Upon request,
the permittee shall also furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to be kept by
the permit. The permittee may make a claim of confidentiality pursuant to 27A O.S.
1993 gupp. geetion.§. 2-5-105.18 for any information or records submitted under this
paragraph.
'
(8) Fees. The permit shall provide that the permittee will pay fees to the DEQ
consistent with the fee schedule established under OAC 252:100-5-2.2.
(9) Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no permit revision shall be
required under any approved economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading and other similar programs or processes for changes that are provided for in the
permit.
(1 0)
Operating scenarios. The permit shall include terms and conditions applicable
to all operating scenarios described in the permit application and eligible for approval
under applicable requirements and state-only requirements. The permit shall authorize
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the permittee to make changes among operating scenarios authorized in the permit
without notice, but shall require the permittee contemporaneously with making a change
from one operating scenario to another to record in a log at the permitted facility the
scenario under which it is operating.
(11) Emissions averaging. The permit shall include terms and conditions, if the
permit applicant requests them, for the trading or averaging of emissions increases and
decreases in the permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable requirements provide
for trading or averaging such increases and decreases. Such terms and conditions shall
include terms under subsections (a) and (c) of this seei:ieRSection to determine
compliance and shall satisfy all requirements of the applicable requirements authorizing
such trading or averaging.
(b) Federally enforceable requirements.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this seetionSection, all terms and
conditions in a permit issued under this seetionSection, including any provisions
designed to limit a source's potential to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and
by citizens under section 304 of the Act.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(l) ofthis sedonSection, the DEQ shall designate as
not being federally enforceable under the Act any terms and conditions included in the
permit that are not required under the Act or any of its applicable requirements, and such
terms and conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under section 304 of
the Act.
(c) Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this Part shall contain the
following elements with respect to compliance:
(1) Consistent with paragraph (a)(3) of this seetionSection, compliance certification,
testing, monitoring, reporting, and recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure
compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit. Any document (including
reports) required by a permit under this Part shall contain a certification by a responsible
official as to the results of the required monitoring.
(2) Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon presentation of credentials
and other documents as may be required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized
officials of the DEQ to perform the following:
(A) Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours
where a source is located or emissions-related activity is conducted, or where
records must be kept under the conditions of the permit;
(B) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that must be kept
under the conditions of the permit; .
.·
(C) Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety practices any facilities,
equipment (including monitoring and air pollution control equipment), practices, or
operations regulated or required under the permit; and
(D) As authorized by the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, sample or monitor at reasonable
times substances or parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit.
(3) A schedule of compliance ifrequired under OAC 252:100-8-5(e)(8)(B).
(4) To the extent required under an applicable schedule of compliance and OAC
252: 100-8-5(e)(8); progress reports, to be submitted semiannually or more frequently if
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specified in the applicable requirement or by the DEQ. Such progress reports shall
contain the following:
(A) Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or compliance required in
the schedule of compliance, and dates when such activities, milestones or
compliance were achieved; and
(B) An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of compliance were not
or will not be met, and any preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5) Requirements for compliance certification with terms and conditions contained
. in the permit that are federally enforceable, including emission limitations,
standards, or work practices. Each permit shall specify:
· (A) The· frequency (which shall be annually unless the applicable
requirement or state-only requirement specifies submission more frequently)
of submissions of compliance certifications;
(B) In accordance with paragraph (a)(3) of this seetienSection, a means for
monitoring the compliance of the source with emissions limitations,
standards, and work practices;
(C) A requirement that the compliance certification include the following:
(i) The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is
the basis of the certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as shown by
monitoring data and other information available to the permittee;
(iii) Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
(iv)The method(s) used for determining the compliance status of the
source, currently and over the reporting period as required by
paragraph (a)(3) of this seetieBSection; and
(v) Such other facts as the DEQ may require to determine the
compliance status of the source;
(D) A requirement that all compliance certifications be submitted to EPA as
well as to the DEQ;
(E) Such additional requirements as may be specified pursuant to sections
114(a)(3) and 504(b) of the Act; and
(6) Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d) Permit shield.
(1) Each operating permit issued unqer this Part shall include a "permit shield"
provision, which shall state that compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
(including terms ·:md conditions established for alternate operating scenarios, emissio:qs
trading, and emissions averaging, but excluding terms and conditions for which the
permit shield is expressly prohibited under this Subchapter) shall be deemed compliance
with the applicable requirements identified and included in the permit.
(2) Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a separate written finding
issued with the permit a determination identifying specific requirements that do not
apply to the source. The source shall specify in its application for such a determination
the requirements for which the determination is requested. If the determination is issued
in a separate finding, that finding shall be summarized in the permit. The permit shall
state that the permit shield applies to any requirements so identified. A request for a
determination to extend the shield to requirements deemed inapplicable to the source
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may be made either in the original permit application or in a subsequent application for a
permit modification.
(3) A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a permit shield exists shall be
presumed not to provide such a shield.
(4) Nothing in this seetionSection or in the permit shall alter or affect the following:
(A)the provi~ions of section 303 of the Act, including the authority of the
Administrator under that section;
(B) the liability of an owner or operator of a source for any violation of applicable
requirements or state-only requirements prior to or at the time of permit issuance;
(C) the applicable requirements of the acid rain program, consistent with section
408(a) of the Act; or
(D) the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source pursuant to section 114 of
the Act.
(e) Emergencies.
(1) \In,ea Hsea ia tlYis SHbseetion, "efnergeae~·" R':leans B:R)' sitl:lation a:nSIAg from
sHaaea ana reasoaably l:Woreseeaate eveBffi beyoBa tHe eoBtrol of the soHree, ineluaiBg
aets of Goa, v.4Heh situatioB fequires immedi~e eorreetive aetion to restore noFHlal
OfJeration, and teat eauses tHe souree to eueeea a teelmology basea e~:aissioa limitatioB
1:u1der tHe permi1, a1:1e to Hilavoiaable iaereases ia eiHissioas attributable to tl1e
emergeney. .'\a emergeBey shall aot inelHde noBoomfJliaBse to the e1tleat eauseEl by
iiHpFOfJerly designed eEfblifJffient, laek of fJreveRtiYe R'l:aifl:tenafl:ee, eai·eless or imfJroper
OfJeratien, or OfJerator e1Tor. QHaHtifieation of aeeiaefl:tal releases shall be FRae:ie by tl1e
be&"t available meilioa.{Titis paragraph, except for the last sentence, has been moved
to 252:100-8-2 (Definitions). Tlte lrtst sentence has been anzentled anti moved to
252:.1 00-8-6(a)(3)(C)(iii) {/)./
P-jill An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an action brought for
noncompliance with SH€H technology-based emission limitations if the conditions of
paragraph ~~ of this seotiofl:Section and the reporting requirements of 252: 1008-6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(I) are met.
.
~ The affirmative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated through properly
signed, contemporaneous operating logs or other relevant evidence that:
(A) An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the
emergency;
(B) The permitted facility was at the ,time being properly operated;
(C) During the period of the emergency the permittee took all reasonable steps to
minimize levels of emissions that exceeded the emission standards or oth(ir
requirements in the permit.
(4-t.Q) In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence
of an emergency has the burden of proof.
~ill The provision in this subsection is in addition to any emergency or upset
provision contained in any applicable requirement or OAC 252:100-9.
(f) Operational flexibility.
(1) Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios._ AR:1' oper~ing seenario
HllO'"''ed for in an applieable Paii 70 fJBrmit mny be iJHplen'ieBtea by lhe A facility mav
implement any_~~rating scenario allowed for in its Part 70 permit without the need for
any permit revision or any notification to the permitting authority. It is incumbent upon
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the Part 70 permit applicant to apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility
operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal permit application.
(2) Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted Part 70 source may
make changes within the facility that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act;
(B) Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission rate of any existing
emissions unit to be exceeded; and
(C) Result in a net change in emissions of zero, provided that the facility notifies the
DEQ and EPA in writing at least 7 days in advance of the proposed changes. The
source, DEQ, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of the relevant
permit For each such change, the written notification required above shall include a
brief description of the change within the permitted facility, the date on which the
change will occur, any change in emissions, and any permit term or condition that is
no longer applicable as a result of the cha.D.ge. The permit shield described in OAC
252:100-8-6(<1) does not apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection.
252:100-8-7. Permit issuance
(a) Criteria for issuance. A permit, permit modification, or renewal may be issued only if

the applicable requirements of27A O.SJ;;upf3. 1995,:§S 2-14-101 ~through -401; OAC
252:2-15; and this Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that the conditions
of the permit provide for compliance with all applicable requirements and~ for applications
subject to OAC 252:100-8-8, that the requirements of that section have been satisfied.
(b) Draft permits and notice thereof. See OAC 252:2-15. The afaft 13e~it shall ae
aeeoll=tfla:Uiea ay a statealeat that sets fortB. ~e legal ana faetl:lal 'Basis for tae eraft perFRit
eeaBitions (mel1::1aing refereaees to tlie aJlfJlieaale statl::ltory er regHlatory pro:visioas)A
statement that sets forth the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions (including
references to the applicable statutmy or regulatory provisions) shall accompany the draft
permit.
(c) EPA review. See OAC 252:100-8-8.
(d) DEQ final action. See OAC 252:2-15; and OAC 252:100-8-8~ when applicable.
(e) Timeline for technical review and issuance. The DEQ shall take final action on each
application for a permit within 18 months after beginning its technical review in accordance
with OAC 252:2-15-1;0 through+a-72 and OAC 252:100-8-4(b)(7).
(f) Action priorities. ~ee OAC 252:100-8-4(b)(2) through (10) and OAC 252:100-8'7.1(a).
:
(g) No issuance by default. See 27A O.S. § 2-5-112(D).
252:100-8-7.2. Administrative permit amendments and permit modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.

(1) An administrative permit amendment:
(A) Corrects typographical errors;
(B) Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number of any person
identified in the permit, or provides a similar minor administrative change at the
source;
(C) Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the permittee;
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(D) Allows for a change in ownership or operational control of a source where no
other change in the permit is necessary, provided that a written agreement containing
a specific date for transfer of permit responsibility, coverage, and liability between
the current _and new permittee has been submitted to the DEQ;
(E) Incorporates into the permit the requirements from preconstruction review
permits issued by the DEQ under this Part.
(2) Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid rain portion of the
permit shall be governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
(3) An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the DEQ in accordance with
the following:
(A) The DEQ shall take final action on a request for an administrative permit
amendment within 60 days from the date of receipt of such a request, and may
incorporate the proposed changes without providing notice to the public or affected
States provided that it designates any such permit revisions as having been made
pursuant to this paragraph.
(B) The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised permit to the Administrator upon
the Administrator's request
(C) The source may implement the changes addressed in the request for an
administrative amendment immediately upon submittal of the request.
(4) The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting a request for an administrative
permit amendment, allow coverage by the permit shield in OAC 252:100-8-6(d) for
administrative permit amendments made pursuant to subparagraph :252:100 g
7.2(a)(l)(E) of~s seetioaSection.
(b) Permit modifica~ion. A permit modification is any revision to a permit that cannot be
accomplished under subsection (a) of this ssetim~Section. A permit modification for
purposes of the acid rain portion of the permit shall be governed by 40 CFR Part 72. ·

(1) Minor permit modification procedures.
(A) Criteria.
(i) Minor permit modification procedures may be used only for those permit
modifications that:
(I) Do not violate any applicable requirement, or state-only requirements;
(II) Do not involve significant changes to existing monitoring, reporting or
recordkeeping requirements in the permit;
(III)
Do not require or , change a case-by-case determination of an
emissipn limitation or other standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysis; ;
(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for
which there is no corresponding underlying applicable requirement or state..
only requirement which the source has assumed to avoid some other
applicable requirement or state-only requirement to which the source would
otherwise be subject. Such terms and conditions include federallyenforceable emissions caps assumed to avoid classification as a modification
under~ any provision of Title I and alternative emissions limits approved
pursuant to regulations promulgated under -t§ 112(i)(5) of the Act; and
(V) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act.
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(ii) Notwithstanding OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b)(1)(A)(i) and OAC 252:100-87.2(b)(2)(A) , minor permit modification procedures may be used for permit
modifications involving the use of economic incentives, marketable permits,
emissions trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent that such minor
permit modification procedures are explicitly provided for in the State's
implementation plan or in applicable requirements promulgated by EPA.
(B) Application. To use the minor permit modification procedures, a source shall
submit an application requesting such use which shall meet the permit application
requirements of Tier I under OAC 252:2-15 and shall include the following:
(i) A description of the change, the emissions resulting from the change, and
any new applicable requirements or state-only requirements that will apply if the
.
change occurs;
(ii) The s~urce's suggested modification language;
(iii)Certification by a responsible offiCial, that the application and the proposed
modification meet the criteria for use of minor permit modification procedures;
and
(iv)Completed forms for any notices required by OAC 252:2-15 and
subparagraph (C) of this paragraph.
(C) EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed minor modification is of a
permit that underwent EPA review in accordance with OAC 252:100-8-8, the
provisions of that section shall apply to the minor modification application unless
waived by the Administrator.
(D) Timetable for issuance. Within 90 days of the DEQ's receipt of a complete
application under OAC 252:2-15 the DEQ shall:
(i) Issue the minor permit modification as approved;
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application; or
(iii)Determine that the requested modification does not meet the minor permit
modification criteria and should be reviewed under the significant modification
procedures or administrative amendment procedures.
(E) Source's ability to make change. Immediately after filing an application
meeting the requirements of these minor permit modification procedures, the source
is authorized to make the change or changes proposed in the application. After the
source make~ 'the change and until the DEQ takes any of the actions specified in
(l)(D)(i) through (iii) of this subsect;ion, the source must comply with the applicable
requirements and state-only requirements governing the change and the proposed
permit terms and conditions. During this period, the source need not comply wi¢.
the existing termS and conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the source fails tO
comply with its proposed permit terms and conditions during this time period, the
existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to modify may be enforced against it.
(F) Permit shield. The permit shield under OAC 252:100-8-6(d) will not extend to
minor permit modifications.
(G) Permittee's risk in commencing construction. The permittee assumes the
risk of losing any investment it makes toward implementing a modification prior to
receiving a permit amendment authorizing the modification. The DEQ will not
consider the possibility of the permittee suffering financial loss due to such
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investment when deciding whether to approve, deny, or approve in modified form a
minor permit~endment.
(2) Significant modification procedures.
(A) Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be used for applications
requesting permit modifications that:
(i) Involve any significant changes in existing monitoring requirements in the
permit;.
(ii) Relax any reporting or recordkeeping requirements.
(iii)Change any permit condition that is required to be based on a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other standard, on a source-specific
determination of ambient impacts, or on a visibility or increment analysis;
(iv)Seek to establish or change a permit term or condition for which there is no
corresponding underlying applicable requirement or state-only requirement
which the source has assumed to avoid some other applicable requirement or
state-only requirement to which the source would otherwise be subject. Such
terms and conditions include:
·
(I) A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to avoid classification as
a modification under any provision of Title I;
(II) An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to regulations
promulgated under section 112(i)(5) of the Act; and
(v) Are modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act; and,
(vi) Do no~ qualify as minor permit modifications or administrative amendments.
(B) Procedures for processing. Significant permit modifications shall meet all
requirements of these rules that are applicable to Tier II applications. The
application for the modification shall describe the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable requirements or state-only requirements
that will apply if the change occurs.
(C) Issuance. The DEQ shall complete review of significant permit modifications
within nine months after receipt of a complete application, but shall be authorized to
extend that date by up to three months for cause.
252:100-8-8. Permit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This section Section applies only to specific Tier II and III applications
for Part 70 construction and/or operating permits and permit actions that have not been
waived from compliance with this section by the Administrator.
·
(b) Format. To the extent practicable, information provided to the EPA by applican~
shall be in computer-readable format compatible with EPA's national database managemerh
system.
(c) Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records required by this
seetionSection and will submit to the Administrator such information as the Administrator
may reasonably reql;lire to ascertain whether the State program complies with the
requirements of the Act or of this Chapter.
(d) Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA. For Part 70 Tier II and III applications
subject to this section, the DEQ shall require an applicant upon filing to also provide a copy
to the Administrator or the DEQ may submit a permit application summary form and any
relevant portion of the permit application and compliance plan, in place thereof.
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(e) Transmittal of notice of draft permitto affected states. See 27 A O.S.£upp. 1995,
§ 2-5-112(E); 27A O.SJ;Hpp. 1995, §.§. 2-14-101 ~through -401; and OAC 252:2-15.
(f) Preparation and submittal ofEPA review copy.
(1) Tier II applications. For Tier II applications, the DEQ shall review public
comments, revise the draft permit as appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for
review no later than 60 days before the issuance deadline established in OAC 252:2-1572 or, if none, by this Chapter.
· (2) Tier ill applications. For Tier III applications, the DEQ shall prepare a proposed
permit according to 27A O.S.£1:1pp. 1995, § 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review
upon the publication of notice of an administrative permit hearing opportunity.
(g) Notice ofnon-ac~eptance. As part of the DEQ's submittal of a revised draft permit
(Tier II) or a proposed permit (Tier ill) to the Administrator, the DEQ shall notify the
Administrator and any affected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to accept all
recommendations for the revised draft permit or proposed permit that the affected State
submitted during the review period. The notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not
accepting any such recommendation. The DEQ is not required to accept recommendations
that are not based on applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act or these rules.
(h) EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from the EPA that it will not
object to:
(1) A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application, the DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier ill application, the DEQ shall issue the proposed
permit as final unless an administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
(i) EPA review and objection.
(1) Timing. Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this subsection, no permit for
which an application mUst be transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of
this seetiesSection shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its issuance in writing
within 45 days of receipt of the revised draft permit (Tier fill or proposed permit (Tier ·
III) and all necessary supporting information.
(2) Form of objection. An EPA objection shall include a statement of the
Administrator's re:asons for objection and a description of the terms and conditions that
the permit must include to respond to the objections.
(3) Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the following also shall
constitute grounds for an objection:
.
(A) Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this seetiosSection;
(B) Submit any information necessary to review adequately the revised draft pel'IIlit
(Tier II) or the proposed permit (Tier III); or
·
:
(C) Process the permit application according to the uniform permitting requirements
ofOAC 252:2-15.
(4) Copy. The Administrator will provide the permit applicant a copy of the objection.
(5) DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the applicant and shall
either:
(A) Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for approval an amended draft
(Tier II) or proposed (Tier III) permit to EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's
objection, or

I
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(B) Give notice and issue. Determine that one or more revisions sought by EPA are
inconsistent with applicable state or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA
accordingly within 90 days following the date of the Administrator's objection,
decline to make those particular revisions and:
(i) issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II) as fi.TJ.al, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless an administrative permit
hearing has been timely and properly requested.
(6) Failure ofDEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90 days after the date of the
EPA objection, to amend and resubmit the draft permit or proposed permit in response
to the objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit in accordance with the
requirements ofEPA's Part 70 regulations.
G)· Public petitions to the Administrator. If the Administrator does not object in writing
under subsection (h) of this section, any person that meets the requirements of this
. subsection may petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of the
Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection. Any such petition shall be
based only on objections to the permit that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity
during the public comment period provided for in OAC 252:002-15, unless the petitioner
demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such objections within such period, or unless
the grounds for such objection arose after such period. If the Administrator objects to the
permit as a result of a, petition filed under this subsection, the DEQ shall not issue the permit
until EPA's objectio~ has been resolved, except that a petition for review does not stay the
effectiveness of a permit or its requirements if the permit was issued after the end of the 45day review period and prior to an EPA objection. If the DEQ has issued a permit prior to
receipt of an EPA objection under this subsection, the Administrator will modify, terminate,
or revoke such permit, and shall do so consistent with the procedures in OAC 252:100-8-7
through 252:100 g 7.5 except in unusual circumstances. If the DEQ revokes the permit, it
may thereafter issue only a revised permit that satisfies EPA's objection. In any case, the
source will not be in violation of the requirement to have submitted a timely and complete
application.
(k) Effect on Tier ill administrative permit hearing. When a public petition or an EPA
objection is registered on a proposed permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit
hearing has been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section§.§. 2-14-101 e/'
:%!6fr1hrough -40 1, the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the hearing involving crossexamination until EPA objections are resolved or determined to be inconsistent with
applicable laws.
·
·
PART 7. PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
252:100-8-31. Defmitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emission" means the actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions
unit, as determined in accordance with the following:
(A) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date shall equal the average rate in tons
per year at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period which
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precedes the particular date and which is representative of nonnal source operation. The
reviewing authority may allow the use of a different time period upon a detennination
that it is more representative of nonnal source operation. Actual emissions shall be
calculated using the unit's actual operating hours, production rates, and types of
materials processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time period. Actual
emissions may also be determined by source tests, or by best engineering judgment in
the absence of acceptable test data.
(B) The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific allowable emissions for
the unit are equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emis~ons unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular date,
actual emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impainnent which interferes with the
management, protection, preservation or enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the
Federal Class I area. This determination must be made by the DEQ on a case-by-case basis
taking into account the geographic extent, intensity, duration, frequency and time of
visibility impainnents, and how these factors correlate with:
(A) times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
(B) the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce visibility.
''Baseline area'' means any areas designated as attainment or unclassifiable in which
the major source or major modification establishing the minor source baseline date would
construct or would have an air quality impact equal-to or greater than 1 ~~blg/m3 (annual
average) of the pollutBnt for which the minor source baseline date is established.
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration level which exists in the
baseline area at the time of the applicable minor source baseline date.
(A) A baseline concentration is detennined for each pollutant for which a minor source
baseline date is established and shall include:
(i) the actual emissions representative of sources in existence on the applicable
minor source baseline date, except as provided in (B) of this definition.
(ii) the allowable emissions of major sources which commenced construction before
the major sot.i·ce baseline date but were not in operation by the applicable minor
source baseline date. ~ffeeti\·e May 11, 1991)
(B) The following will not be included in the baseline concentration and will affect the
applicable maximum allowable increase(s):
(i) actual emissions from any majo:.; source on which construction commenced after
'
the major source baseline date; and,:
(ii) actual emissions increases and decreases at any source occurring after the minqr
source baseline date. (effeetive May 11, 1991)
·
"Baseline date" means:
(A) for major sources,
(i) in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, January 6, 1975, and,
(ii) in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988; and,
(B) for minor sources, the earliest date after the trigger date on which a major source or
major modification (subject to 40 CFR 52.21 or 252:100-8, Part 7) submits a complete
application. The trigger date is:
(i) in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, August 7, 1977, and
(ii) in the case of nitrogen oxides, February 8, 1988. (Effeeti-lt'e MaJ' 11, 1991)
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"Best availal31e eaBtFel teehn.alagy" ffieans the eentrol ~eelmology to be applied fer a

ma:jor soHree or modification is the best that is available as determined by the EKecHtive
Director OI'l a ease ey ease basis talcing into aeeoHH·<: eHergy, errvironmcn!al, costs anel
ecoaomie in"lf)aets of alternate eentrol &ystei'RS.
·
"Raih:liHg, stFY:etyre, faeility aF iastallatieH" IE:eaas all of tJ:l:e pollHtant effiittiBg
aeti;rities whiefl: beloBg to the same iBdustrial grol:l:ping, are loeateel oa one or more
eontigl:l0'..1S or aeljaeent J?Wperties, aad are 1:1neler the eoRkol of the same person or persoss
Hnder eoniD1on coakoL PoU1:1:tant effii1;f:iag aetivities shall ee eoasidered as part of tl1e saffie
industrial gro1:1piA:g if they eelong to tl:ie san~e "Majer Gro1:1p" (i.e., ·nrJ.lieh R.a;re tl:te same
t'n'o eligit eode) as descrieed ia the ~taadard IndH-Bkial Classifieation Maa1:1al, 1972, as
aaneneled ey file 197'7J}l::ljJpleffieH:t.
1

"Complete" in reference to an application for a permit, means that the application
contains all the information necessary for processing the application. Designating an
application complete for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority from requesting or accepting any additional info~ation.
"Federal land manager" means the Secretary of the department with authority over the
Federal Class I area or his representative.
"Innovative control technology" means any system of air pollution control that has not
been adequately de6onstrated in practice, but would have a substantial likelihood of
achieving greater continuous emissions reduction than any control system in current practice
or of achieving at least comparable reductions at lower cost in terms of energy, economics,
or non-air quality environmental impacts.
"Major modification" means any physical change in or change in the method of
operation of a major source that would result in a significant net emissions increase of any
pollutant subject to regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile organic compounds shall
be considered significant for ozone.
(B) A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
(ii) use of an.alternate fuel or raw material by reason of any order under Sections
2(a) and (b) ofthe Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or
any superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Act.
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule under Section 125 of the
Federal Clean Air Act.
·
'
(iv) use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel is
generated from municipal solid waste.
·
(v) Use of an,alternate fuel or raw material by a source which:
(I) the soilrce was capable of accommodating before January 6, 1975, unless
such change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which
was established after January 6, 1975; or,
(II) the source is approved to use under any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or
OAC 252:100-8.
(vi)An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless such
change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after January 6, 1975.
8(7-17-00).doc
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(vii)

Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any source which meets any of the following
conditions:
(A) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits, or has the potential to
emit, 100 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation:
(i) carbon black plants (furnace process),
(ii) charcoal production plants,
(iii) chemical process plants,
(iv)coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(v) coke oven batteries,
(vi) fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling more than 250 million BTU
per hour heat input,
(vii) fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than 250 'million BTIJ per hour
heat input,
(viii) fuel conversion plants,
(ix)glass fiber processing plants,
(x) hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(xi) iron and steel mill plants,
(xii) kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime p~ants,
(xiv) municipal incinerators capable of charging more than ~50 tons of refuse
per day,
(xv) petroleum refmeries,
(xvi) petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding
300,000 barrels,
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii) portland cement plants,
(xix) primai'y aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx) primary copper smelters,
(xxi) primary lead smelters,
(xxii) primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii) secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv) sintering plants,
(xxv) sulfur recovery plants, or
.
(xxvi) taconite ore processing plantS.
(B) Any other source not on the list in (A) of this definition which emits, or has the
potential to emit, 250 tons per year or more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
~
(C) Any physical change that would occur at a source not otherwise qualifying as a
major source under (A) and (B) of this definition if the change would constitute a major
source by itself. · ·
(D) A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds shall be considered
major for ozone.
.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena against which any changes
in visibility are measured in terms of visual range, contrast or coloration.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
8(7 -17 -OO).doc
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(i) any increase in actual emissions from a particular physical change or change in
the method of operation at a source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase
from the particular change only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
· (C) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if the Executive
Director has not relied on it in issuing a pennit under OAC 252:100-8, Part 7, which
permit is in effect when the increase in actual emissions from the particular change
occurs.
! (D) An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or
. nitrogen oxides which occurs before the applicable minor source baseline date is
· creditable only if it is required to be considered in calculating the amount of maximum
allowable increases remaining available. (E:ffeeti;'e May 11, 1991)
(E) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of
actual emissions exceeds the old level.
(F) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable emissiOns,
whichever is lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions;
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual construction on the particular
change begins;
(iii)it has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and
welfare as that attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(G) An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the emission
unit on which construction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational only after
a reasonable shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
"Significant" means:
(A) In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to emit any of the
following pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
(i) carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(ii) nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii)sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(iv)particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate matter emissions or 15 tpy of PM-1p

emissions,

···

(v) ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
(vi) lead: 0.6 tpy,
(vii) asbestos: 0.007 tpy,
(viii) beryllium: 0.0004 tpy,
(ix)mercury: 0.1 tpy,
(x) vinyl chloride: 1 tpy,
(xi)fluorides: 3 tpy,
(xii) sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2S): 10 tpy,
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(xiv) total reduced sulfur (including H2S): 10 tpy, and
(xv) reduced sulfur compounds (including H2S): 10 tpy.
(B) Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "significant" means any emissions rate or any
net emissions increase associated with a major source or modification which would
construct within 6 miles of a Class I area, and have an impact on such area equal to or
·
greater than 1 ~~~ (24-hour average).
"Visibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible reduction in visibility (visual
range, contrast and l·Oluration) from that which would have existed under natural conditions.

-

-

252:100-8-33. Exemptions
(a) Exemptions from PSD requirements. PSD requh~ements do not apply to a particular
source or modification if:
(1) It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
· (2) The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to the extent quantifiable,
included in calculating the potential to emit and is a source other than:
(A) One of the categories listed in (A)(i) through (xxvi) under the definition of
"Major stationary source" in OAC 252: 100-8-31, or
(B) A stationary source category which, as of August 7, 1980, is being regulated by
NSPS or NESHAP.
(3) The source or modification is a portable stationary source which has previously
received a permit under the PSD requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary
new location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I area or an area where
an applicable increment is known to be violated.
(b) Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable if the emissions, with
respect to a particJ.l].ar pollutant, would be temporary and impact no Class I area and no
area where an aptlicable increment is known to be violated.
(2) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable to the emissions, with
respect to a particular pollutant, to a modification of a major source that was in existence
on March 1, 1978 if the net increase in allowable emissions of each regulated pollutant,
after the application of best availaBle eeHtrel teelmalegyBACT, would be less than 50
tons per year.
(c) Exemption from monitoring requirements.
(1) The monitoring requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable for a
particular pollutant if the emission increase of the pollutant from a new source or the net
emissions increase of the pollutant from a modification would cause, in any area, a.lr
quality impacts less than the following' listed amounts, or are pollutant concentration's
that are not on the list.
(A) Carbon monoxide- 575 ~;;.~. 8-hour average,
(B) Nitrogen dioxide- 14 ~~~.annual average,
(C) Particulate matter- 10 ~ ~. TSP, 24-hour average, or 10 ~\tglm 3
PM-10, 24-hour average,
(D) Sulfur dioxide -13 ~'\tglm3 , 24-hour average,
(E) Ozone- see (N) below,
.
3
(F) Lead - 0.1 ~ !Jg/m , 24-hour 3-month average,
(G) Mercury- 0.25 ~gffil~. 24-hour average,
~
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(H) Beryllium- 0.0005 0.001 ~~gg;Lni, 24-hour average,
(I) Fluorides - 0.25 ~\tg!m\ 24-hour average,
(J) Vinyl chloride- 15 ~~ug/m3 , 24-hour average,
(K) Total reduced sulfur- 10 ~~~. 1-hour average,
(L) Hydrogen sulfide-~ 0.2 ~'\tg/m3 , 1-hour average, or
(M)
Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ~'\.tg/m 3 , 1-hour average.
(N) No de minimis air quality level is provided for ozone. However, any net increase
of 100 tons per year or more of volatile organic compounds subject to PSD would be
required to perfonn an ambient impact analysis, including the gathering of ambient
air quality data.
(2) The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:100-8-35(b),(c) and (d)(2)
! shall not apply to a source or modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
. on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and the
· EJ£ee~ti:ve DirectQr subsequently detennined that the application was complete except
for OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and (d)(2). Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR
52.21(m)(2) a.S ~·effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to such source or modification.
(3) The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c), and (d)(2)
shall not apply to a source or modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in
effect on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and
the Exee~ti'le Director subsequently determined that the application as submitted was
complete, except for the requirements in OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and (d)(2).
(4) The EJeeeHtive Director shall detennine if the requirements for air quality monitoring
of PM-10 in OAC 252:100-8-35(a) through 252:100 8 35(c) and OAC 252:100-835(d)(2) may be waived for a source or modification when an application for a permit
was submitted on or before June 1, 1988 and the '&'eeel:ltiYe Director subsequently
determined that the application, except for the requirements for monitoring particulate
matter under OAC 252:100-8-35(a) through 252:100 8 35(c) and OAC 252:100-835(d)(2), was complete before that date.
(5) The requirements for air quality monitoring ofPM-10 in OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c),
(d)(2) and (d)(6) shall apply to a source or modification if an application for a permit
was submitted after June 1, 1988 and no later than December 1, 1988. The data shall
have been gathered over at least the period from February 1, 1988 to the date the
application becomes otherwise complete in accordance with the provisions of OAC
252:100-8-33(b)(l), except that if the E?tee"tltive Director determines that a complete and
adequate analysis can be accomplished 'with monitoring data over a shorter period (not
to be less than '1' months), the data required by OAC 252:100-8-35(b)(1) and OAC
252:1 00-8-35(c) shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
(d) Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring requirements. If a complete
pennit application for a source or mo~ification was submitted before August 7, 1980 the
requirements for best a;•ailaele eontrol teelmologyBACT in OAC 252:100-8-34 and for
monitoring in OAC 252:100-8-35(a) through 252:100 g 35(c) and OAC 252:100-8-35(d)(2)
through 252:100 g 35(8)(4) are not applicable. Instead, the federal requirements at 40 CFR
52.21 G) and (n) as in effect on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or
modification.
(e) Exemption of modifications. As specified in the applicable definitions of OAC
252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1, the requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Part 7
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for PSD and OAC 252:100-8, Part 9 for nonattainment areas are not applicable to a
modification if the existing source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed
addition to that existing minor source is major in its own right.
(f) Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 and
OAC 252:100-8-36 do not apply to a source or modification with respect to any maximum
allowable increase fo1; nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator of the source or modification
submitted a completed application for a permit before February 8, 1988.
(g) Exemption from increment consumption. Excluded from increment consumption
are the following cases:
(1) Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any source converting from the
use of petroleum products, natural gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections
12(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any
superseding legislation), or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the
' Federal Power Act Such exclusion is limited to five years after the effective date of the
order or plan.
(2) Emissions of particulate matter from construction or other temporary
emission-related activities of new or modified sources.
(3) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides by
order or authorized variance from any source.
PART 9. MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

·-

252:100-8-51. DefmUions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have the following
meaning, unless the c'Ontext clearly indicates otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions
unit, as determined in accordance with the following:
(A) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date shall equal the average rate in tons
per year at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period which
precedes the operation. The reviewing authority may allow the use of a different time
period upon a determination that it is more representative of normal source operation.
Actual emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating hours, production
rates, and types of materials processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period. Actual emissions may also be determined by source tests, or by best engineering
judgment in the absence of acceptable test data.
·
(B) The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific allowable emissions fqr
the unit are equivalent to the actual emissions of the unit.
(C) For any emissions unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular date,
actual emissions shall equal the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
''lhrilEliHg, straetu:re, faeiUty" FH:eans all of 'H:ie )30lh:1tam eR'iit;tiHg aetivities 'n·hieh
beloag to the san:J.e inelustria:l gretlj)iHg, are loeated on one or Rlore eontiguae~s er adjaeen-t
f31"0FJSrties, aRe are 1:1nder th:e eoHtrol of the same persoH (or fJSFSOFlS l:lflaer eOR=I:FFlon eeHtrol).
Pelll:ltant eHlittiFlg aetivities s*all ee eonsidereel as 13art of the same iHdustrial grOI:l}3iR:g if
they eelong to the s,~me "Major Grol:lj3 (i.e., 'r'lhieh REP/8 'H:ie Sa!Tie two digit eode) as
eeseril:led in the ~tar.Jurd IndHstirial ClassifieatioH MaRl:lal, 1972, as arnended B)' the 1977
gUj3fJl8R18llt.
11
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"IBstaUatiaB" B'!eans aB ieen.tifiaele pieee ofproeess eEtuipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate" means the control technology to be applied to a
major source or modification which the E?teeutive Director, on a case by case basis,
determines is achievable for a source based on the lowest achievable emission rate achieved
in practice by such category of source (i.e., lowest achievable emission rate as defined in the
Federal Clean Air Act).
"Major modification" means any physical change in, or change in the method of
operation of, a major source that would result in a significant net emissions increase of any
pollutant subject to regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile organic compounds shall
be considered significant for ozone.
i (B) A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
(ii) use of an. alternate fuel or raw material by reason of any order under Sections
2(a) and (b) cfthe Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or
any superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant
to the Federal Power Act;
(iii)use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule under Section 125 of the
Federal Clean Air Act;
(iv)use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to the extent that the fuel is
generated from municipal solid waste;
(v) Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source which:
(I) the source was capable of accommodating before December 21, 1976, unless
such change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which
was established after December 21, 1976; or,
(IT) the so!ll'ce is approved to use under any permit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or
OAC 252:100-7 or 8.
(vi) An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate unless such
change would be prohibited under any enforceable permit limitation which was
established after December 21, 1976, or
(vii) any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means:
(A) any stationary source of air pollutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100
tons per year or more of any pollutant s~bject to regulation; or;
(B) any physical '~hange that would occur at a source not qualifying under (A) of this
definition as a major source, if the change would constitute a major source by itself.
;
(C) for ozone, a source that is major for volatile organic compounds shall be considered
maJor.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
(i) any increase in actual emissions from a particular physical change or change in
the method of operation at a source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in actual emission at the source that are
contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
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(B) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase

-
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from the particul~ change only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
(C) An increase 'br decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if the E>teel:lti'>'e
Director has not relied on it in issUing a permit under 252:100 8, Part 9 of this
Subchapter, which permit is in effect when the increase in actual emissions from the
particular change occurs.
(D) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of
actual emissions exceeds the old level.
(E) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:
(i) the old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable emissions,
whichever is lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions;
(ii) it is enforceable at and after the time that actual construction on the particular
change begins;
·
(iii}the reviewing authority has not relied on it in issUing any permit under State air
quality rules; and,
(iv)it has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and
welfare as that attributed to the increase from the particular change.
(F) An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the emission
unit on which construction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational after a
reasonable shake4<>wn period, not to exceed 180 days.
"Ree9R&tFaeH9B:' Hleafts the replaeeB:1eat of eompoaeB:ts of au e?dsting soHree (whish
will M:les l3e treatea £i6 a aew so'l:u·se for p1:1rposes of 'Part 9 of tfl.is g'l:ll3el1apter) to the eJC:teat
that will be aeteFFA:iBea by tfJ.e -guee~tive Direstor basea 011:
(A) The fiJtea eapital east (tfl.e eapital aeeaea to pro'liae all tfle aepreeiaele eompoaests)
ef the BS'N SOFBp8Bel1ts IC1JtSeeas §Qq~ ef tfle fiJ::ea eapital SOSt of a S01Rfla1'aele ORtirely
BS'N SOI:lree; aHa,
(Y) The estilTlatealife of the sem=ee after tA:e FeplaeelTleats is so111pat=able to tA:e life of an
eatirely new se~ree; ana,
(G) t;]:}e euteet te whish tfl.e eot11p011eats beiag replaeea eae1se or eonttibt*e te tl:le
elTl:issions frelTl M:le soHFee.
.
~ ,
"Resea•·ee •·eeeve~· faeility" B188:1:1B Bfty faeiJit)' at wl:lieh solia ·.vaste is pmeessed for
tae pHrpose ef en-trastiag, eow,zertiag to eaen:,l)', or etfl.en\'ise separatiag asd prepariag solid
waste fel" re~se. eaergy eoaversion faeilities lffi!St Htiliee solid waste to :13rovide s1ere tl=tah
50 pereeat eHhe seat ifii3~.t te be eoasiaerea a rese~ree resevery fasility 1:1nE:ier 'Part 9 oHa~s
1
g1:1eeaapter.
·
"Significant" means, in reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a
source to emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of emissionS that would equal or
exceed any of the following rates:
(A) Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
(B) Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(C) Sulfur dio~de·: 40 tpy,
(D) Particulate matter: 15 tpy ofPM-10 emissions,
(E) Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
(F) Lead: 0.6tpy.
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252:100-8-52. Source applicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part 9 of this Subchapter aFeis
applicable are detennined by size, geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
(1) Size.
.
(A) Permit review will apply to sources and modifications that emit any regulated
pollutant in major amounts. These quantities are specified in the definitions for
major stationary source, major modification, potential to emit, net emissions
increase, significant, and other associated definitions in OAC 252:100-8-51,
252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1-3.
(B) At such time that a particular source or modification becomes major solely by
virtue of a re.laxation in any enforceable pennit limitation which was established
after August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification otherwise to emit
a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of Parts
1, 3, 5, and 9 of this Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification as though
construction had not yet commenced on it.

(2) Location.
(A) Sources and modifications that are major in size and proposed for construction in
an area which has been designated as nonattainment for any applicable ambient air
quality standard are subject to the requirements for the nonattainment area, if the
source or modification is major for the nonattainment pollutant(s) of that area.
(B) In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 7 of this Subchapter) would
be applicable if any other regulated pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant
is emitted in significant amounts by that source or modification.

(3) Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing or contributing to
NAAQS violation.
(A) A proposed major source or major modification that would locate in an area
designated attainment or unclassifiable is considered to cause or contribute to a
violation of the national ambient air quality standards when such source or
modification would, as a minimum, exceed the following significance levels at any
locality that does not or would not meet the applicable national standard:
~

3

Concentration, ~""ug/nY
Averaging Time (hours)
Pollutant

_Annual_24 _8

3

so2

1.0
_1.0
1.0

25

PM-10
N02

co

_5:
_5
_500

1

_2000

(B) A proposed major source or major modification subject to OAC 252:100-852(3)(A) may reduce the impact of its emissions upon air quality by obtaining
sufficient emissions reductions to, at a minimw11, compensate for its adverse
ambient impad where the proposed source or modification would otherwise cause
or connibute to a violation of any national ambient air quality standard. 1n the
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absence of such emission reductions. a permit for the proposed source or
modification shall be denied.
(C) The n:qnirements of OAC 252:100-8-52(3)(A) and (B) shall not apply to a
major source or major modification with respect to a pruticular pollutant if the owner
or operator demonstrates that. as to that pollutant. the source or modification is
located in an ru·ea designated nonattainrnent.
@Sources of volatile organic compounds located outside a designated ozone
nonattainment area will be presumed to have no significant impact on the
designated nonattainment area. If ambient monitoring indicates that the area of
source location is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be granted its
permit since the area has not yet been designated nonattainment.
~Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on a nonattainment area
above the significant levels listed in OAC 252:100-8-52(3) are exempted from the
condition ofOAC 252:100-8-54(4)(A).
~ The determination whether a source or modification will cause or contribute
to a violation of an applicable ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide,
particulate matter or carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis as of the
proposed new source's start-up date by an atmospheric simulation model. For
sources of nitrogen oxides the model can be used for an initial determination
assuming all the nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the time the
plume reaches ground level, and the initial concentration estimates will be adjusted
i:6 adequate dftta are available to account for the expected oxidation rate.
~ The determination as to whether a source would cause or contribute to a
violation of applicable ambient air quality standards will be made on a case by case
basis as of the new source's start-up date. Therefore, if a designated nonattainment
area is projected to be attainment as part of the state implementation plan control
strategy by the new source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the new
source would not cause a new violation.
(F) go-yrees eaHsieg a sew violation of applieaale ambiest air standards as
detenained ay tHe guest*h'e Direstor at* net soetrie"Htiag to ae enisting violation,
will Be appFO't'Sd if SOtR of 1:J.e follewieg eOBditieBS are l'Bet:
(i) TI!.e sew se"HFse is reEfi:Hred to n1eet a FRere striegent en=iissioe limitations
anGler t;he eentrol of e1asting se"t:wees eelew allev.!Qele le'>'els so that the new
violatioe ofaraeieat standaras dQes 11et essl:H·.
(ii) The Be's eRlissios limitatioBS for the HS'N searee, as welJ as for an;' e1dsting
S0l:H'68S affeeted, are enforeeaele URaer tHe OklaR.erna ana Federal CleaR t'\:~r
~
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TITLE 252. OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER8. PERNUTSFORPART70SOURCES
Before the Air Quality Council, June 14,2000 and August 16,2000
Before the Environmental Quality Board, November 14, 2000
RULEUMPACTSTATEMENT
1.

DESCRIPTION: The proposed changes to Subchapter 8 would amend sections 1.1, 1.4,
1.5, 1.7., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52. The changes correct errors, clarify language,
•add definitions, delete definitions, and add fee categories for construction permit
authorizations and modifications. Substantive changes include amending the definition of
"trivial activities" in section 2 by deleting the exception for activities that are subject to an
applicable requirement.
The amendments to section 4(a)(1) make clear which
modifications to Part 70 sources require construction permits. The changes in section
5(d)(l)(A) clarify that best available control technology (BAC1) is not required for
modifications that result in emissions increases of less than 100 tons per year, unless the
Prevention of Significant Deterioration rules in Part 7 would require it. The reporting time
in Section 6(a)(3)(C) for excess emissions caused by emergencies or upsets would be
changed from 24 hours to the end of the next working day to make it consistent with
Subchapter 9 reporting requirements. A substantive change is proposed for the definition of
"major stationary source" in section 31, where paragraph (xiv) would be changed to read
"municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 50 tons of refuse per day." This
change is required by the 1990 amendment to section 169(1) of the federal Clean Air Act.
The changes to section 52 were adopted in 1989 but were accidentally excluded during
codification of the rules.

2.

CLASSES OF PERSONS AFFECTED: The owners and operators of Part 70 sources.

3.

CLASSES OF PERSONS WHO WILL BEAR COSTS: No additional costs are
anticipated, except for persons planning to construct municipal waste incinerators capable
of charging more than 50 but less than 250 tons of refuse per day.

4.

INFORMATION ON COST IMPACTS FROM PRIVATE/PUBLIC ENTITIES:. The
Department has received no information from private or public entities.

5.

CLASSES OF PERSONS BENEFITTED: The citizens of the State of Oklahoma and
·. the oWners or operators of Part 70 sources.

6.

PROBABLE ECONOMIC UMP ACT ON AFFECTED CLASSES OF PERSONS:
Those seeking modifications to existing Part 70 sources and those seeking authorizations to
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construct pursuan~ to a general permit will pay a lower application fee if these changes are
adopted. Persons planning to construct municipal waste incinerators capable of charging
more than 50 but less than 250 tons of refuse per day will be required to provide more
information in their permit applications than in the past. 1bis should increase their cost of
preparing the applications.
7.

PROBABLE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS: None,
except to the extent that any are planning to construct municipal waste incinerators capable
of charging more than 50 but less than 250 tons of refuse per day.

8.

LISTING OF ALL FEE CHANGES, INCLUDING A SEPARATE JUSTIFICATION
i FOR EACH FEE CHANGE: The DEQ is proposing to lower construction permit
application costs for those seeking modifications to existing Part 70 sources and those
seeking authorizations to construct pursuant to a general permit. Currently, there is only
one construction permit fee, which is $2,000. The new categories will lower that fee for
these other applications because they require less review than an individual construction
permit for a new Part 70 source. The proposed fees are $900 for an authorization to
construct pursuant to a general permit, $1,000 for a minor modification requiring a
construction permit, $1 ,500 for a significant modification requiring a construction permit,
and $2,000 for an individual construction permit for a new Part 70 source.
"f

9.

PROBABLE COSTS AND BENEFITS TO DEO TO IMPLEMENT AND
ENFORCE: No additional costs to DEQ to enforce or implement the rule are anticipated.

10.

PROBABLE COSTS AND BENEFITS TO OTHER AGENCIES TO IMPLEMENT
AND ENFORCE: None.

11.

SOURCE OF REVENUE TO BE USED TO IMPLEMENT AND ENFORCE RULE:
State appropriations, federal grants, and fees.

12.

PROJECTED NET LOSS OR GAIN IN REVENUES FOR DEO AND/OR OTHER
AGENCIES, IF IT CAN BE PROJECTED: It can not be projected at this time.

13.

COOPERATION OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISION REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT
OR ENFORCE RULE: None.

14.

EXPLANATION OF THE MEASURES THE DEQ TOOK TO MINIMIZE
COMPLIANCE COSTS: The revision impacting those who intend to construct

I

municipal waste incinerators is required by federal law. The other revisions being made to
· the Subchapter do not affect the overall compliance costs to the owner or operator or to
DEQ, but DEQ believes that certain clarifications and the change to the term "trivial
activities" will help to minimize compliance costs.
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15.

DETERMINATION OF WHETHER THERE ARE LESS COSTLY OR
NONREGULATORY OR LESS INTRUSIVE METHODS OF ACIDEVING THE
PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED RULE: There are none.

16.

DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECT ON PUBLIC HEALTH. SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT: The proposed revision regarding the size of municipal waste
incinerators should provide greater protection for public health, safety and the environment
by insuring that new medium-size incinerators will meet stricter permit review
,.,
requirements.

17.

:IF THE PROPOSED RULE IS DESIGNED TO REDUCE SIGNIFICANT RISKS
·TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH. SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT. EXPLANATION
OF THE NATURE OF THE RISK AND TO WHAT EXTENT THE PROPOSED
RULE WILL REDUCE THE RISK: Municipal waste incinerators have the potential to
emit toxic air contaminants, and the proposal will increase the review that medium-size
municipal waste incinerators receive prior to obtaining permits to construct.

18.

DETERMINATION OF ANY DETRIMENTAL EFFECT ON THE PUBLIC
HEALTH. SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT IF THE PROPOSED RULE IS NOT
IMPLEMENTED: None. Federal law will still be applicable to new municipal
incinerators capable of charging more than 50 but less than 250 tons of refuse per day.

19.

PROBABLE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE IMPACT ON BUSINESS
ENTITIES ONCLUDE QUANTIFIABLE DATA WHERE POSSffiLEl: Probable
quantitative impact is difficult to project, but the proposed rule will lower permit
application fees for some entities and increase the cost of preparing permit applications for
municipal waste incinerators capable of charging more than 50 but less than 250 tons of
refuse per day. Probable qualitative impacts would be that regulated entities should find the
rule easier to unddrstand.

THIS RULE IMPACT STATEMENT WAS PREPARED ON: May 15,2000
MODIFIED ON: July 17,2000
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Subject: Subchapter 8 Rule Changes
Author: "Don_Whitney@trinityconsultants.com"
<SMTP:Don_ Whitney@trinityconsultants.com>
Date:
6/27/00 4:06PM
Attached document contains suggested wordings oftwo areas ofOAC 252:100-8. The very
worthwhile and needed clarification of this area was proposed at the last AQC mtg and will
likely be proposed again in August. Please also forward to other members of the AQD staff who
may be considering changes to Subchapter 8. If you like, I would be glad to meet with you to
discuss these areas and/or alternative wordings.
The potential impact of not incorporating flexibility for changes of this type is significant for both
industry and DEQ. If the wording proposed at the June mtg were strictly followed, numerous
facilities such as refineries and gas plants would be f~;tced with submitting perhaps dozens of
permit modifications or construction permit applications every year. Besides the burden on
industry, such paperwork would do nothing to enhance or protect air quality and would be a
tremendous burden on DEQ to process. Another danger of the status quo is that it leaves many
facilities in jeopardy of compliance/enforcement action over trivial changes. Again, this area of
minor changes is very important to large (Ch 8) and small (Ch 7) facilities and needs to be crystal
clear to avoid misunderstanding. Unfortunately, there are many possible scenarios of changes
which need to be addressed to prevent the need for "interpretation" of what the rule really means.

--

(See attached file: OK-Rules8.doc)
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Whom it May Concern

cc:
FROM:
DATE:

RE:

Don Whitney
June 27,2000
OAC 252:100-8 Changes

'

Revisions to Subchapter 8 are scheduled to be presented for a second time at the Air Quality
Council meeting on August 16, 2000. The following areas should be addressed since they have
been a cause of considerable confusion for both the AQD Staff and industry. Suggested wording
and rationale are provided below.
OAC 252:100-8-4 (a)· Construction Permits

(1) Construction permit required. No person shall begin actual construction or installation of
any new source that will require a Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining a DEQ-issues
construction permit. A construction permit is also required in the following circumstances unless
such construction or modification is specifically authorized in a Part 70 permit:
(A) A piece of equipment or a process is added that is subject to NSPS or NESHAP
except that the Director may waive this requirement for Subparts which are currently
effective for similar equipment or processes at the facilitv such as leak checking.
(B) Any physical change that would increase actual emissions from that unit or process
more than 5 tons per year of any criteria pollutant, more than 2 tons per year of any .
one HAP or more than 5 tons per year of two or more HAPs.
In addition to the requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter
must also meet the applicable requirements contained therein.

RATIONALE:
Major facilities with Part 70 sources have a great many processes which require routine
replacement, repair, and minor modifications. Under the old definitions, such activities could
require a permit for trivial items such as a valve addition or change which might increase fugitive
emissions by a very slight amount or make the:valve subject to a requirement such as leak-check!
monitoring under NSPS Subpart GOG. There is little logic in requiring a construction permit for
such a change with only a few pounds per year of emissions or the addition of a few valves to an
existing LDAR program. If possible, such situations will be anticipated by the Title V permit
conditions and _specifically excluded from notification or permit modification requirements.
There is no danger of this being a significant "loop-hole" for several reasons:
1. Parts 7 and 9 exclude such changes from exceeding PSD significance levels
2. Upstream and downstream processes will frequesntly have their own emission limits
3. The Title V permit will be updated every 5 years.

OAC 252:100-8-6 (fl Operational Flexibility
,-.

Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted Part 70 source may make changes
within the facility that are specifically authorized in the permit or that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act.
(B) Do not cau.se any hourly or annual permitted emission rate of any existing emissions
unit to be exceeded; and
(C) Result in a net change in emissions of zero, provided that the facility notifies the
DEQ and EPA in writing at least 7 days in advance of the proposed changes. The
source, DEQ, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of the relevant
permit. .....
RATIONALE:
Minor changes of operation I maintenance /construction I replacement can be anticipated for
many activities at major facilities. Such changes will often result in a trivial increase of actual
emissions but do not warrant a permit modification.

-
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MINUTES
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 16, 2000
Pioneer Technology Center
Ponca City, Oklahoma
Council Members Present
David Branecky, Chairman
Sharon Myers, Vice-Chair
William B. Breisch
Fred Grosz
Kilpatrick
Joel Wilson
Council Members Absent
Larry Canter
Leo Fallon

0ary

1

Staff Present
Eddie Terrill
David Dyke
Scott Thomas
Dawson Lasseter
PamDizikes
Dennis D~ughty
Guests Present
**see attached list

Staff Present
Cheryl Bradley
Jeanette Buttram
Myrna Bruce
Beverly Botchlet-Smith

Notice of Public Meeting for August 17,2000 was forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of State giving the time, date, and place of the meeting. Agendas were posted on the
entrance doors at Pioneer Technology Center and on the entrance doors of the DEQ Central
Office in Oklahoma City.
Call to Order- Mr. Branecky, Chairman, called the meeting to order and roll call was taken
as follows: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky -aye.
Approval of Minutes - Mr. Branecky entertained a motion to approve the Minutes of the
June 14, 2000 Public Meeting/Hearings. Motion was made by Dr. Grosz to approve the
Minutes as presented and second was made by Mr. Wilson. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr.
Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers -aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.
Protocol Statement- As protocol officer, Mr. Dyke convened the hearings by the Air
Quality Council in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act and Title
40 CFR Part 51, and Title 27A, Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2-5-201 through 2-5-101 -2-5118. Mr. Dyke entered the Agenda and the Oklahoma Register Notice into the record.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-6
PERMITTING
Ms. Jeanette Buttram advised Council that staff's request for revocation of Subchapter (SC)
6 contributed to the Department's goal of eliminating redundant or unnecessary language
through there-right/de-wrong process. She stated that SC 6 mostly summarizes the permit
program in SC 7 and SC 8 and restates Oklahoma statutes on permitting. She pointed out
the substantive language that would be placed into SCs 7 and 8. These portions that would
be moved are: Section 252:100-6-50(b), 252:100-6-50(b)(2), and 252:100-6-50(e) to SC 7

under Section 252:100-7-2, requirement for permits for minor facilities. Also, in SC 6, the
language in Section 252:100-6-50(e), was moved to 252:100-8-5(b). Currently 252:100-85(b) references the language in 252:100-6-50(e). Ms. Buttram related that the revocation of
SC 6 would have no effect on permit actions and asked that Council recommend it for
revocation to the Environmental Quality Board.
In response to a question from Council, Ms. Buttram advised that staff felt that for future
clarity it would be better to revoke the rule in its entirety and move the substantive sections.
She added that both SC 6 and SC 7 would be presented to the Board at the same time for
approval. Ms. Myers asked for clarification that the revocation of this rule would not leave
any exposure until the changes had been made to SC 7 or SC 8 to which Ms. Buttram
advised that the rule would not become effective until next year. Mr. Branecky then called
f9r a motion to recommend the proposal for revocation to the Environmental Quality Board
(EQB). Mr. Breisch made the motion and Mr. Wilson made the second. Roll call: Mr.
Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr.
Branecky - aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-7
Permits for Minor Facilities
Dr. Joyce Sheedy was called upon to provide staffs recommendation of proposed rule. Dr.
Sheedy stated that this rule had been before the Council on April 19 and June 14 and that a
workgroup had met on May 24. Dr. Sheedy stated that the main purpose for the revision is
to add Section 60-5 to SC 7 to provide a permit by rule covering natural gas compression
facilities with actual emissions of less than 40 tons per year. She stated that it was decided
to take the opportunity, while the rule was open, to reference the permit by rule (PBR) for
volatile organic liquid storage and loading facilities in Section 40 and 42 of SC 37 and the
PBR for particulate matter facilities in Section 13 ofSC 29.
Dr. Sheedy entered into the record a letter from EPA Region 6 dated August 14; and a letter
and comments dated August 4, 2000 from Michael H. Bernard, Mid-Continent Oil and Gas
Association representing the industry members of the work group. Dr. Sheedy added that
there would be further meetings with staff and industry; therefore, staff's recommendation
was that the Council continue the hearing to the October meeting. Mr. Branecky called for
that motion which was made by Ms. Myers and the second was made by Mr. Kilpatrick.
Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms.
Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.
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PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100- 8
Permits for Part 70 Sources
Ms. Pam Dizikes was called upon to provide staffs recommendations for this proposed rule.
·Ms. Dizikes pointed out that SC 8 covering permits for Part 70 sources had already been
through the re-right/de-wrong process; but that since that time errors and inconsistencies
needed to be resolved. Those were mainly in respect as to when construction permits are
required for Part 70 sources. Ms. Dizikes pointed out the substantive changes that would be
discussed. She advised that no comments had been received and suggested that the rule be
r~commended to the EQB for emergency and permanent adoption.

·-

Mr. Tom Blachley requested that the rule be reVisited because he stated that there had never
been a resolution to the issue as to how/when a well becomes a major source stating that
there are times when they would not know until after the well was perforated. Mr. Terrill
stated that these issues would be discussed with a group of the effected people at which time
this rule could be re-opened for hearing. Mr. Branecky then called for a motion. Mr.
Kilpatrick moved that Council recommend this rule as amended to the EQB for emergency
and permanent approval. Dr. Grosz made the second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz
-aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch- aye; Ms. Myers- aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.
A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-29
Control of Fugitive Dust
Ms. Cheryl Bradley was called upon for staff recommendations. She stated that proposed
changes were to simplify and clarify language according to the agency-wide re-right/dewrong initiative noting that the rule had been before the Council on June 14. She entered
into the record written comments received from EPA Region 6 Air Planning Section dated
August 11, 2000. Ms. Bradley stated that since comments had been received which would
result in recommended changes to the rule, it was staffs recommendation to continue the
rule to the October meeting.

-

Mr. Terrill asked for feedback regarding removing the word "visible" from the term ·"visible
fugitive dust emissions". After hearing the comments from Council and audience, Mr.
Branecky asked that any further comments be sent to DEQ prior to Council's next meeting.
Ms. Myers made a motion to continue the hearing until October. Mr. Wilson made the
second. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breischaye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

PUBLIC HEARING
OAC 252:100-31
Control Of Emissions of Sulfur Compounds
Dr. Joyce Sheedy advised Council that revisions to this subchapter were proposed to
simplify and clarify language according to the agency-wide re-right/de-wrong initiative. She
hoped that that staff's intention to rearrange the material might make the rule to be in a more
logical order. She pointed out the substantive changes proposed. Dr. Sheedy entered into
the record comments received from Michael Graves of Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable, Golden
& Nelson dated March 24, 2000; comments from Stephen E. Landers of Fort James dated
August 11, 2POO; and comments from Tom Diggs of EPA Region VI dated August 11,2000.
:Or. Sheedy then advised that the staff recoinmended that the hearing be continued to
October and advised that a workgroup session would
be set up to discuss the revisions.
:;

Mr. Wilson stated that there would be a workgroup meeting on September 8 at the
McKinney-Stringer Office. Mr. Terrill pointed out that the rule would not be revised just to
meet the re-right/de-wrong legislative mandate, but that meaningful changes would be made
to make the rule easier to interpret and apply.
Ms. Myers moved to continue the hearing to the October meeting and Dr. Grosz seconded
that motion. Roll call: Mr. Wilson- aye; Dr. Grosz- aye; Mr. Kilpatrick- aye; Mr. Breisch
- aye; Ms. Myers - aye; Mr. Branecky- aye.

A copy of the hearing transcript is attached and made an official part of these minutes.

DIVISION DIRECTOR'S REPORT Mr. Terrill gave an update on activities and called
upon Ms. Beverly Botchlet-Smith who gave a report of Central States Air Resource
Agencies (CenSARA) activities. Mr. Dawson Lasseter, Program Manager Permits Section,
also provided an update. Mr. Scott Thomas, Program Manager Rules and Planning Section,
provided an update on recent ozone values experienced in Oklahoma.
NEW BUSINESS

None

ADJOURNMENT With no further business, meeting was adjourned with announcement
that the next regularly scheduled meeting would be on October 18 at the DEQ offices in
Oklahoma City.
NOTE: The sign-in sheet is attached as an official part of these Minutes.

J. Eddie Terrill, Director
Air Quality Division ·
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THE AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMM:ENDATION
TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
Identification of Proposed Rulemaking:

Chapter Number and Title:

OAC:_ _252:100-8_ _ _ _ _ __
Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]

On August 16. 2000 the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by the Oklahoma
Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S. Sec. 2-2-201 ), by roll call vote, recommended to the Environmental
QualitY Board that the ruleihaking described above be adopted as:
----'X

permanent [take effect after legislative review]

___.X

emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of
time]

This Council has. considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and ·determined," to the best .
of its knowledge, that all·~pplicable requirements of the _Oklahoma Admirtistrative.Procedures Act have
been followed.
·
This council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, gx:ammatical and reference errors, and
· formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor .
invalidate this recommendation.
·
·.
· · · ·· . .
·.
Respectfully, .
Date Signed:.__t:_,_1_/_6..L,/_o_o
__
Chair or Designee:

.

VOTING TO APPROVE:
William Breis'ch
Joel Wilson
Fred Grosz
Sharon Myers
Gary Kilpatrick.
David Branecky

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:
Larry Canter
Leo Fallon

OAC 252:100-8
Environmental Quality Board
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TITLE 252 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

,-

RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption.
RULES: 252:100-8, Operating Permits (Part 70) [AMENDED-].
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1993 §§ 22-101, 2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
September 15, 19 97 through October 15, 19 97;
November 17, 1997 through December 16, 1997; and January 27,
1998.
Public hearing:
October 21, 1997, December 16, 1997 and January
9, 1998.
Adoption: January 27, 1998 (proposed).
Submitted to Governor:
Submitted to House:
Submitted to Senate:
Gubernatorial approval:
Legislative approval:
Final adoption:
Effective:
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
Superseded rules:
Gubernatorial approval:
Register publication:
Docket number:
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
Incorporated standards: 40 CFR §§ 63.41, 63.43, 63.44; 40 CFR
Part 72.
Incorporating rule: 252:100-8-4 (a) (2) (C); 252:100-8-6.3 (h) .
Availability: The standards are available to the public for
examination at the Department of Environmental Quality office at
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
ANALYSIS: The changes in Subchapter 8 incorporate a new permit
classification system, move the requirement to pay annual operating
fees from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, move the requirements for
construction permits for Title V sources from Subchapter 7 to
Subchapter 8, make corrections to meet the federal requirements for
final approval of the Oklahoma Operating Permit Program under Title
V of the ·Federal Clean Air Act and 4 0 CFR Part 7 0, adopt by
reference
the
federal
rules
governing
case-by-case
MACT
determinations found in 40 CFR §§63.41, 63.43 and 63.44 as they
exist on July 1, 1997, and update the adoption of 40 CFR 72 by
adopting the provisions published in the Federal Register on
October 24, 1997.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these amendments for
adoption at their meeting on January 9, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None.
CONTACT PERSON:
Joyce
D.
Sheedy,
Ph.D.,
Department
of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Suite 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105.
(405) 290-8247.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 0. S. , SECTION
308.1(A), WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1998.

-
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TITLE 252 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RULEMAKING ACTION: EMERGENCY adoption.
RULES: 252:100-8, Operating Permits (Part 70) [AMENDED].
AUTHORITY:
Environmental Quality Board; 27A O.S. Supp. 1993 §§ 22-101, 2-5-101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
September 15, 1997 through October 15, 1997;
November 17, 1997 through December 16, 1997; and January 27,
1998.
Public hearing:
October 21, 1997, December 16, 1997 and January
9, 1998.
Adoption: January 27, 1998 (proposed).
Effective:
Effective immediately upon Governor's approval.
Expiration: Effective through July 14, 1998, unless superseded
by another rule or disapproved by the Legislature.
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS: None.
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE: .
Incorporated standards:· 40 CFR §§ 63.41, 63.43, 63.44; 40 CFR
Part 72.
Incorporating rules:
252:100-8-4 (a) (2) (C) ; 252:100-8-6. 3(h) .
Availability: The standards are available·· to the public for examination at the Department of Environmental Quality office at
4545 N. Lincoln Blvd., Suite 250, Oklahoma City, .Oklahoma.
FINDING OF EMERGENCY: The Environmental Quality Board finds that
a compelling extraordinary circumstance necessitates the seeking of
emergency ce·rtification of the rules and regulations adopted today.
These actions provide modern tools for the protection of environmental health in the· field of air quality regulation.
Under the
terms of the Administrative Procedures Act, unless an emergency is
declared and certified, these amendments could not go into effect
until the spring of 1998 and Oklahoma citizens should not have to
wait on that procedure.
ANALYSIS: The changes in Subchapter 8 incorporate a new permit
classification system, move the requirement to pay annual operating
fees from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, move the requirements for
construction permits for Title V sources from Subchapter 7 to
Subchapter 8, make corrections to meet the federal requirements for
final approval of the Oklahoma Operating Permit Program under Title
V of the Federal Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 70, adopt by
reference
the
federal
rules
governing
case-by-case
MACT
determinations found in 40 CFR §§63.41, 63.43 and 63.44 as they
exist on July 1, 1997, and update the adoption of 40 CFR 72 by
adopting the provisions published in the Federal Register on
October 24, 1997.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these amendments for
adoption at their meeting on January 9, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None .
CONTACT PERSON:
Joyce
D.
Sheedy,
Ph.D.,
Department
of
Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, 4545 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Suite 250, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105.
(405) 290-8247.
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCY
RULES ARE CONSIDERED PROMULGATED AND EFFECTIVE UPON APPROVAL BY THE
GOVERNOR AS SET FORTH IN 75 O.S., SECTION 253(0}.
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SUBCHAPTER 8.

OPER:.".:TINC PERMITS (PAR'P 70)FOR PART 70 SOURCES
PART 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Purpose
The purpose of this Subchapter is to provide for the proffiulgation
and enforcement of the requirements necessary to meet Title y of
th~ federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq.) and 40 CFR Part
70 by establishing a comprehensive state air quality permitting
program for major sources of air contaffiinant effiissions.
Perffiits
issued under this program ;:ill address all applicable air
contaffiinant emissions and regulatory requireffients in a single
docu!ftent. This Subchapter sets forth permit application fees and the
substantive requirements for permits for Part 70 sources.
252:100-8-1.

252:100-8-1.1. Definitions

The following words and terms, when used in.this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning accorded
them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
nA stack in existencew means for purposes of 2"52:100-8-1.5 that
the owner or operator had:
·
i8l begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical
on-site construction of the stack;·or
Jlil_ entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations.
which could not be canceled or modified without substantial loss
to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of construction
of the stack to be completed in a reasonable time.
"Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401
et seq.
RAdministrator•• means the Administrator of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the Administrator's
designee.
11
Allowable emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter,
the emission rate of a stationary source
calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless
the source is subject to enforceable limits which restrict the
operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most
stringent of the following:
i8l the applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61;
Jlil_ the applicable State rule allowable emissions; or,
~
the emissions rate specified as an enforceable permit
condition.
"Begin actual construction" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter means, in general, initiation of physical on-site
construction activities on an emissions unit which are of a
permanent nature. Such activities include, but are not limited to,
installation of building supports and foundations. laying of
underground pipework, and construction of permanent storage
structures. With respect to a change in method of operation this
term refers to those on-site activities, other than preparatory
activities, which mark the initiation of the change.
"Commence" for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter
2
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means, as applied to construction of a maio~ stationary source or
major-modification, that the owner or operator has all necessary
preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
l8l begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual
on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a
reasonable time; or,
l!U_ entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations,
which cannot be cancelled or modified without substantial loss
to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of actual
construction of the source to be completed within a reasonable
time.
"Construction" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any physical change or change in the method of
operation
. (includina
fabrication,
erection.
installation,
demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) which would
result in a change in actual emissions.
"Dispersion technique• means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 any
technique which attempts to affect the concentration of a pollutant
in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack which exceeds
good engineering practice stack height; varying the rate of
emission of a pollutant according to atmospheric conditions or
ambient concentrations of that pollutant; or· increasing final
exhaust gas plume rise by manipulating source process parameters,
exhaust gas parameters, stack parameters or combining exhaust gases
from several existing stacks into one stack, or other selective
handling of exhaust gas streams so as to increase the exhaust gas
plume rise. The preceding sentence does not include:
l8l The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution
control system, for the purpose of returning the gas to the
temperature at which it was originally discharged from the
facility generating the gas stream.
l!U. The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
lil the source owner or operator documents that the facility
was originally designed and constructed with such merged
streams;
liil after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change in
operation at the facility that includes the installation of
pollution controls and is accompanied by a net reduction in
the allowable emissions of a pollutant. This exclusion from
"dispersion technique" applicability -shall apply only to the
emission limitation for the pollutant affected by such change
in operation; or
(iii)
before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change
in operation at the facility that included the installation of
emissions control equipment or was carried out for sound
economic or engineering reasons. Where there was an increase
in the emission limitation or. in the event that no emission
limitation existed prior to the merging, there was an increase
in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the
merging, it shall be presumed that merging was primarily
intended as a means of gaining emissions credit for greater
dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed, the owner or
operator must satisfactorily demonstrate that merging was not
carried out for the primary purpose of gaining credit for
greater dispersion.
3

Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of exhaust -.,
qas streams from several existing stacks into one stack. or
other selective handling of exhaust qas streams so as to
increase the exhaust gas plume rise in those cases where the
resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
"Emission limitations and emission standards" means for purposes
of 252:100-8-1.5 requirements that limit the quantity, rate or
concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any requirements that limit the level of opacity,
prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications or prescribe operation
or maintenance procedures for a source to assure continuous
reduction.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
"Emissions unit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any part of a source which emits or would have the
potential to emit any pollutant subject to regulation .
. "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
"Fugitive emissions" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, those emissions which could not reasonably pass through
a stack, chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening.
l.Sd_

"National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants" or
"NESHAP" means those standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means, for

purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter, those permits or
approvals required under all applicable air quality control laws
and rules.
"New Source Performance Standards" or "NSPS" means those .-..,
standards found in 40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a Part 70 source that is
issued. renewed. amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program
approved by the Administrator
I
under 40 CFR Part 70.
"Part 70 source" means any source subject to the permitting
requirements of Part 5 of this Subchapter, as provided in 252:1008-3(a) and 252:100-8-3(b).
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, the maximum capacity of a source to emit a pollutant
under its physical and operational design.
Any physical or
operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a
pollutant,
including
air
pollution
control
equipment
and
restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of
material combusted, stored or processed. shall be treated as part
of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on
emissions is enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source.
"Secondary emissions" means. for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the source or modification
itself. For the purpose of 252:100-8, Part 9, secondary emissions
must be specific, well defined, quantifiable, and impact the same .-..
general areas as the source or modification which causes the
secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include, but are not
·limited to:
4
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J.AL emissions from trains coming to or from the new or modified
stationary source; and,
emissions from any offsite support facilitv which would not
otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a result
of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification.
"Stack 11 means for purposes of 252:100-8-1.5 any point in a source
designed to emit solids. liquids or oases into the air, including
a pipe or duct but not including flares.
"Stationary source" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any building, structure, facility or installation which
emits or may emit any air pollutant subject to 252:100.
~

252:100-8-1.2. General information
Permit categories. Two types of construction and operating
permits are available: general permit and individual permit.
l1.l General permit.
.
lAl A general permit may be issued for an industry if there
are a sufficient number of facilities that have the same or
substantially· similar operations, emissions and activities
which are subject to the same standards, . limitations and
operating and monitoring requirements.
~
Facilities may be eligible for authorization under a
general permit if the following criteria are met:
l i l The facility has actual emissions of 100 tpy or more
of any one regulated air pollutant emitted and/or is a Part
70 source.
liil The DEO has issued a general permit for the industry.
l2l_ Individual permit.
Facilities requiring permits under this
Subchapter that do not qualify for a general permit shall obtain
individual permits.
An owner or operator may apply for an
individual permit even if the facility qualifies for a general
permit.
lQl Applicability determination. Any person may submit a request
in writing that the DEO make a determination as to whether a
particular source or installation, which that person operates or
proposes to operate, is subject to the permit requirements of this
Subchapter.
The request must contain sufficient information for
the DEO to make the requested determination and the required fee.
The DEO may request any additional information that it needs for
purposes of making the determination.

l9l

252:100-8-1.3. Duty to comply
An owner or ooerator who applies
for
a
permit
or
authorization. upon notification of coverage, shall be bound by the
terms and conditions therein.
lQl An owner or operator who violates any condition of a permit or
authorization is subject to enforcement under the Oklahoma Clean
Air Act.

l9l
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252:100-8-1.4. Cancellation or extension of a construction permit
or authorization under a general construction
permit
l9l Cancellation of 'Oermi t or authorization to construct or
modify.
A duly issued permit or authorization to construct or
5
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modify will terminate and become null and void (unless extended as
provided in Subsection (b) of this Section) if the construction is .-,.,
not commenced within 18 months after the date the permit or
authorization was issued, or if work is suspended for more than 18
months after it has commenced.
·
lQl Extension of per.mit or authorization to construct or modifv.
_ill Prior
to
the · expiration
date
of
the
permit
or
authorization, a permittee may apply for extension of the permit
or authorization by writ ten request of the DEQ stating the
reasons for the delay or suspension and providing justification
for the extension. The DEQ may grant:
l8l Orie extension of 18 months or less. or
~
One extension of up to 36 months where the aoolicant is
proposing to expand an already existing facility to
accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant has
expended a significant amount of money (1% of total project
cost as identified in the original application, not including
land cost) in preparation for meeting the definition of
"commence ·construction" at the proposed site, or
lQl One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to major
industrial
facilities
(project
co~t
areater
than
$100, ooo, 000. 00), where the applicant propos·es to construct at
an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site was
originally designed and constructed to accommodate the
proposed new facilities.
The applicant shall show a
commitment to the site by having purchased land necessary to
construct facilities covered by this extension and expended ~
$1,000,000.00 or more on engineering and/or site development.
l2l If construction has not commenced within three (3) years of
the effective date of the original permit or authorization, the
permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate available
control technology review and an air quality analysis.
This
review must be approved by the DEO before construction may
commence.
JJl Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has been
denied for lack of increment, the DEO may require arty permittee
under 252:100:8-1.4(b)(1)(B)or 252:100-8-1.4
(b)(1)(C),
to
furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or an appropriate
available control technology review if such review is required
in order to provide new or current information.
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
Stack height exclusion. Air quality modeling or ambient
impact evaluation shall exclude the effect of that oortion of the
height of any stack which exceeds good engineering practice or the
effect of any other dispersion techniques.
lQl Determination of good engineering practice
(GEP) stack
height.
GEP shall be the greater of:
~
65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at the
base of the stack; or
l2l The height under either 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2) (A) or (B):
l8l for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for which .-..
the owner or operator had obtained all applicable permits or
approvals required under 252:100-8 or 40 CFR Part 52,
~
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Hg = 2.5H
provided the owner or operator can demonstrate that this
equation was relied upon in establishing an emission
limitation;
1IU. for all other stacks,
Hg = H + 1.5L,
where:

Hg

=

good engineering oractice stack height, measured
from the ground-level elevation at the base of
the stack,
H =height of nearby structure(s) measured from the
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack,
L = lesser dimension (height or projected width) of
nearby structure(s), provided that the owner or
operator may be required to verify such GEP stack
height by the use of a field study or fluid model
as the Executive Director shall determine; or
lJL The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study
approved by the reviewing aaencv. which:· ensures that the
emissions from a stack do not result in excessive concentrations
of any air pollutant as a result of atmospheric downwash, wakes,
or eddy effects created by the source itself. nearby structures,
or nearby terrain features .

..i.£1. Nearbv .
..ill. For the formulae in 252:100-8-1.5(b)(2).

-

A structure or
terrain feature shall be considered nearby if it is located
within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height
or the width of a structure. but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8
km) .
121 For demonstration in 252:100-8-l.S(b) (3).
JAl. A structure or terrain feature shall be considered nearby
if located at a distance not greater than 0.5 mile (0.8 km),
except that
1IU. A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby
if:
lil It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles) of
up to 10 times the maximum height (Ht) of the feature. and
Jiil At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such feature
is at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height determined
by the formulae provided in 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2) (B) or 85.3
feet .(26 meters}, whichever is greater. as measured from
the base of the stack.
lJL Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The heioht
of the structure or terrain feature is measured from the groundlevel elevation at the base of the stack.
lQl Excessive concentrations.
When utilized for the purpose of
determining GEP stack height under 252:100-8-1.5(b) (3), excessive
concentrations shall be as follows:
..ill. For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding that
calculated under 262:100-8-1.5 (b) (2), a maximum ground-level
pollutant concentration from a stack due in whole or part to
downwash, wakes, and eddy effects produced by nearby structures
7
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or nearby terrain features which is at least 40 percent in
excess of the maximum concentration experienced in the absence ~.
of such downwash, wakes, or eddy effects and which, when
)
combined with the impacts due to all sources, produces a
concentration in excess of an ambient air quality standard. For
sources subject to the prevention of significant deterioration
program (Part 7 of this Subchapter or Federal 40 CFR 52~21), the
same criteria apply except that a concurrent exceedance of a
prevention
of
significant
deterioration
increment
is
experienced.
In making demonstrations under this part, the
allowable emission rate shall conform to the new source
performance standard that is applicable to the source category
unless the owner or operator can demonstrate that this emission
rate is infeasibl~.
Where such demonstrations are approved by
the Executive Director, an alternative emission rate shall be
established in consultation with the owner or operator;
lJl For sources seeking credit after October 1, 1983, for
increases
in existing stack heights uo to the heights
established under 252:100-8~1.5(b) (2) either:
l& a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part
to downwash, wakes or eddy effects as spedified in 252:100-8- 1.5 (b) (2), except that the emission rate· 'specified by any
applicable state implementation plan (or, in the absence of
such a limit, the actual emission rate) shall be used, or
~
the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by the
existing stack, as determined by the Executive Director; and
lJl For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a ~
stack height determined under 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2) where the
Executive Director requires the use of a field study or fluid
model to verify GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack
height credit after November 9. 1984 based on the aerodynamic
influence of cooling towers, and for sources seeking stack
height credit after December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic
influence of structures not adequately represented by the
formulae
in
252:100-8-1.5 (b) (2),
a
maximum
ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy
effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes
or eddy effects.
PART 3.

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

252:100-8-1.7. Permit application fees
A permit application or a reauest for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this subsection
will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accompany the
application or request. Applications received without appropriate
fees are administratively incomplete. Fees must be paid by check
or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division in
accordance with the following fee schedule:
l1l Applicability determination. $100, to be credited against
the construction or operating permit application fee, if a
permit is required.
If no permit is required, the fee will be
retained to cover the cost of making the determination.
lJl_ Construction permit application.
The fee is $2,000.
8
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lll

Operating per.mit application .
Initial Part 70 permit - $2,000.
lal Authorization under a general permit - $900
1£1 Renewal Part 70 permit - $1,000.
lQl Significant modification of Part 70 permit - $1,000.
JEl Minor modification of Part 70 permit - $500.
lEl Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - $500.
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PART 5.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 Sources

252:100-8-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this SubehapterPart,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise;
Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this SubehapterPart retain the meaning
accorded them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
0 Ae~"
meaHs the CleaH Air Aet, as ameHded, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et.
~

Administratively complete" means the same as defined at GAG
252:002 ll.an application that provides:
·· .
lAl All information required under 252:100-8-S(c}, (d), or (e);
~
A landowner affidavit as required by 252:2-15-20(b) (3);
1£1 The appropriate application fees as required by 252:100-81.7; and
·
lQl Certification by the responsible official as required by
252:100-8-5 (f) .
"Admi&is~ra~er" means the admiHistrator of the Ufiited States
BHviroHmeHtal ·ProteetioH AgeHey (EPA) or the admiHistrater's
desigHee.
11
Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV {acid rain) of the Act.
11
Affected states" means:
{A) all states:
(i) -t-hat-That are one of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas,
and
(ii) That in the judgment of the AgeHey,DEQ may be directly
affected by emissions from the facility seeking the permit,
permit modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted
source.
"Affected unit" means the same as the meaning given to it in the
regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
"6".. geney" meaHs Air Quality Division of the OJdahoffia Departffient
of BHviroHmeHtal Quality.
"Applicable requirement" means all of the following as they apply
to emissions units in a ~Part 70 source subject to this Chapter
(including requirements that have been promulgated or approved by
EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but have future
effective compliance dates) :
(A) Any standard or other requirements provided for in the
applicable implementation plan approved or promulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements the
relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions to
11
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that plan promulgated in 40 C.F.R.CFR Part 52;
(B)
Any term or condition of any preconstruction permits issued ~
pursuant
to
regulations
approved or promulgated through
·\
rulemaking under Title I, including parts C or D, of the Act;
(C)
Any standard or other requirement under section 111 of the
Act, including section 111(d);
(D)
Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of the
Act, including any requirement concerning accident prevention
under section 112 (r) (7) of the Act, but not including the
contents of any risk management plan required under 112(r) of
the Act;
(E)
Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain program
under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated
thereunder;
(F)
Any requirements established pursuant to section 504(b) or
section 114(a) (3) of the Act;
(G)
Any standard or other requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under section 129 of the Act;
(H)
Any standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I)
Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J)
Any standard or other requirement of the ·regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of the
Act,
unless
the Administrator has
determined that
such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K)
Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
"Department:" means the Department of Environmental Quality.
"Designated-representative 11 means the same as the meaning given
to it in section 402(26) of the Act and the regulations promulgated
thereunderwith respect to affected units, a responsible person or
official authorized by the owner or operator of a unit to represent
the owner or operator in matters pertaining to the holding,
transfer, or disposition of allowances allocated to a unit, and the
submission of and compliance with permits, permit applications, and
compliance plans for the unit.
11
Draft permit" means the version of a permit for which the
AgencyDEQ offers public participation under GAG 252.100 8 7(i)27A
O.S.Supp. 1995, §2-14-101 et seq. and 252:100-2-15 or affected
State review under OA€-252:100-8-8.
"Emissions allowable under the permit" means a federally
enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be
required by an applicable requirement that establishes an emissions
limit
(including a work practice standard)
or a federally
enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed to avoid an
applicable requirement to which the source would otherwise be
subject.
"Emissions unit 11 means any part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit any regulated air
pollutant or any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.
Fugitive emissions from valves, flanges, etc. associated with a
specific unit process shall be identified with that specific
10
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emission unit.
This term is not meant to alter or affect the
definition of the term "unit" for purposes of Title IV of the Act.
"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
"Final permit" means the version of a part 70 permit issued by
the AgencyDEQ that has completed all review procedures required by
eAe-252:100-8-7 through 252:100-8-7.5 and 252:100-8-8.
"Fugitive emissions" means those emissions of regulated air
pollutants which could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent, or other functionally-equivalent opening.
"General permit" means a part 70 permit that meets the
requirements of OAC 252.100 8 6(d)252:100 8 6.1.
"Insignificant activities'' mearis individual emissions units that
are either on the list approved by the Administrator and contained
in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions do not
exceed any of the limits in (A) through (C) of this definition. Any
activity to which a State or federal applicable requirement applies
is not insignificant even if it meets the criteria below or is
included on the insignificant activities list.
lAl 5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
~
2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP's. or 20
percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for single
HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
,
lQl 0.6 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1.2
tons per year for any one category B substance or 6 tons ner
year for any one category C substance as defined in 252:100-4140.
"MACT" means maximum achievable control technology.
"Major source" means any stationary source (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
adjacent propertiesT and are under common control of the same
person (or p~rsons under common control)) belonging to a single
major industrial grouping and that areis described in subparagraph
(A), (B),~ (C), or (D), of this definition. For the purposes of
defining "major source," a stationary source or group of stationary
sources shall be considered part of a single industrial grouping if
all of the pollutant emitting activities at such source or group of
sources on contiguous or adjacent properties belong to the same
Major Group (i.e., all have the same two-digit primary SIC code) as
described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A)
A major source under ,section 112 of the Act, which is
defined as: ,
(i)
For pollutants other than radionuclides, any stationary
source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or has the
potential to emit, in the aggregate, 10 tons per year ("tpy")
or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has been listed
pursuant to section 112(b) of the Act, 25 tpy or more of any
combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such lesser
quantity as
the Administrator may establish by rule.
Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions from any oil
or gas exploration or production well (with its associated
equipment) and emissions from any pipeline compressor or pump
station shall not be aggregated with emissions from other
similar units, whether or not such units are in a contiguous
11
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area or under common control, to determine whether such units
·or stations are major sources; or.
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the meaning
specified by the Administrator by rule.
(B) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as defined in
section 302 of the Act, that directly emits or has the potential
to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated air pollutant(except
Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) TSP) (including ·any major
source of fugitive emissions of any such pollutant,
as
determined by rule by the Administrator).
The fugitive
emissions of a stationary source shall not be considered in
determining whether it is a major stationary source for the
purposes of section 302(j) of the Act, unless the source belongs
to one of the following categories of stationary sources:
(i}
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii} Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv} Primary zinc smelters;
(v}
Iron and steel mills;
(vi) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii}
Primary copper· smelters;
(viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix} Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x) Petroleum refineries;
(xi) Lime plants;
(xii}
Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii) Coke oven batteries;
(xiv}
Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv} Carbon black plants (furnace process);
(xvi)
Primary lead smelters;
(xvii} Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii)
Sintering plants;
(xix)
Secondary metal production plants;
(xx) Chemical process plants;
(xxi}
Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat
input;
(xxii) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;
(xxiii)
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv) Glass fiber processing plants;
(xxv)
Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi) Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million British thermal units per hour heat input; or
(xxvii}
All other stationary source categories regulated by
a standard promulgated under section 111 or 112 of the Act,
but only with respect to those air pollutants that have been
regulated for· that category.
·
(C)
A major stationary source as defined in part D of Title I
of the Act, including:
(i)
For ozone non-attainment areas,
sources with the
potential to emit 100 tpy or more of volatile organic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas classified as
11
marginal" or "moderate," 50 tpy or more in areas classified
12

as "serious," 25 tpy or more in areas classified as "severe,"
~nd 10 tpy or more in areas classified as "extreme"; except
that the references in this paragraph to 100, 50, 25, and 10
tpy of nitrogen oxides shall not apply with respect to any
source for which the Administrator has made a finding, under
section 182(f) (1) or (2) of the Act, that requirements under
section 182(f) of the Act do not apply;
( ii) For ozone transport regions established pursuant to
section 184 of the Act, sources with the potential to emit 50
tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as "serious"; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly
to carbon monoxide levels as determined under rules issued
by the Administrator, sources with the potential to emit 50
tpy or more of carbon monoxide; and
(iv) For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas
classified as "seriou·s," sources with the potential to emit 70
tpy or more of PM-10.
(D)
Not~dthstaBdiBg the source categories iB. (A) through (C) of
this defiBitioB, emissioBs from aay oil or · gt;~:s mcploratioB or produetioB ~.-ell h~ith its associated equipme:Ht) aBd emissioBs
from aBy pipeliBe compressor statioB or pump statioB shall· aot
be aggregated with emissioBs from other similar uBits, whether
or Bot such uBits are iB a eoatiguous area or uBder eo'ffi'ffioB
eoBtrol, to determiBe ~~hether such uBits or statioBs are major
sources aBd iB the ease of aBy oil or gas meploratioB or
produetioB ~~ell (with its associated equipffieBt) , such effiissioBs
shall Bot be aggregated for aBy purpose uBder this defiBitioa.
"Maximum capacity'' means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum production
capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation per year.
In
determining the maximum theoretical emissions of VOCs for a source,
the design capacity or maximum production capacity shall include
the use of raw materials, coatings and inks with the highest VOC
content used in practice by the source.
"Part: 70 permit:" (uBless the eoBtmet suggests othenl'ise) ffteaas
aBy perffiit or group of perffiits eoveriBg a part 70 source that is
issued, reBe~md, ameBded, or revised pursuaBt to this Chapter.
"Part: 70 pregram:" ffteaBs a program approved by the AdmiBistrator
uBder 40 C.F.R Part 70.
"Part: 70 seuree" ffieaBs aay source subject to the perffiittiBg
requireffieBts of this Chapter, as provided ia Q~C 252.100 8 3(a) and
252 .100 8 3 (b) .
"Permit" (unless _the context suggests otherwise) means any permit
or group of permits covering a ~Part 70 source that is issued,
renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to th{s Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a ~Part 70
construction or operating permit that meets the requirements of eAe
252.100 8 7(e)252:100 8 7.2(b).
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and indirect)
costs required to develop and administer a permit program, as set
forth in Ol',C 252.100 8 9252:100-5 2. 2 (whether such costs are
incurred by the AgeneyDEQ or other State or local agencies that do
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not issue permits directly, but that support permit issuance or
administration) .
"Permit revision" means any permit modification or administrative
permit amendment.
"Permitting authority" means the Department of Environmental
Quality.
0
Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and operational
design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of
a source to emit an air pollutant, including air pollution control
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or
amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be
treated as part of its design if the limitation is enforceable by
the Administrator. This term does not alter or affect the use of
this .term for any other purposes under the Act, or the term
"capacity factor" as used in Title IV of the Act or the regulations
promulgated thereunder.
"Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the
AgeneyDEO proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for
review in compliance with eAe 252:100-8-8.
"Regulated air pollutant" means the following: .
(A) Nitrogen oxides or any volatile organic compoundscompound
(VOC), including those substances defined at OACin 252:100-1-3,
252:100-37-2, 252:100-39-2, or any Volatile Organic Solvent
(VOS), as that term is defined at OACin 252:100-37-2 and
252:100-39-2, or any organic material defined ~in 252:100-37-2
except those specifically excluded in the EPA definition of VOC
~in 40 CFR 51.100(s);
(B)
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated;
(C) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of the Act;
(D) Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the
Act;
(E) Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
section 112 or other requirements established under section 112
of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections 112(g)
(Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by Permit,
and (r)
(Prevention of Accidental Releases), including the
following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act.
If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date established pursuant to section 112(e)
of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review) , any pollutant
for which a subject source would be major shall be considered
to be regulated as to that source on the date 18 months after
the applicable date established pursuant to section 112(e} of
the Act; and,
(ii) any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112(g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subject to the section 112(g) (2)
requirement; or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or
equipment standard is set by an existing permit or regulation.
14
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"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at the
end of its term.
"Responsible official" means one of the following:
(A)
For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly
authorized
representative
of
such
person
if
the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to a permit and either:
(i)
The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross
annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (in second
quarter 1980 dollars); or
(ii) The delegation of authority to such representatives is
approved in advance by the permitti:ag authorityDEO;
(B)
For the partnership or sole proprietorship: a general
partner or the propriet·or, respectively;
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public agency:
Either a principal executive officer or. ranking elected
official.
For purposes of this Subchapter, a principal
executive officer or installation commander of a Federal agency
includes the chief executive officer having responsibility for
the overall operations of a principal geographic unit of the
agency (e.g., a Regional Administrator of EPA); or
(D)
For affected sources:
·
(i)
The designated representative in so far as actions,
standards, requirements, or prohibitions under Title IV of the
Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder are concerned;
and
(ii) The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
"Section 502 (b) (10) changes" means changes that contravene an
express permit term.
Such changes do not include changes that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity of 25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement" means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2-5101 et seq. as amended) that is not contained in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) .
i•State program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 C.F.RCFR Part 70.
''Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility, or
installation that emits or may emit any regulated air pollutant or
any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.
"Trivial activities" means any individual or combination of air
emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are on a
list approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix J. Any
activity to which a State or federal applicable requirement applies
is not trivial even if included on the trivial activities list.
"Unit" means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
15
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combustion device.
252:100-8-3.
Applicability
(a)
Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to
obtain a permit under subsection · (b) of this Section ttft6or
elsewhere in this ChapterSubchaoter, the follo~ving sources listed
below are subject to the permitting requirements under this
Chapter. Subchapter. A covered source shall remain a Part 70 source
until a federally enforceable permit is obtained which contains
emission limitations and/or conditions to limit the operation of
the facility to below that which would define it as a covered
source pursuant to this section.
(1)
Any major source (as defined in GAG-252:100-8-2);
(2)
Any source,
including an area source,
subject to a
NSPSstandard, limitation, or other requirement under section 111
of the Act;
(3)
Any source,
including an area source, subject to a
NESHAPstandard or other requirement under section 112 of the
~'\ct,
mecept that a source is not. required to obtain a permit
solely because it is suhj eat to regulations or requirements
under section 112(r) of the Act;
·
(4)
Any affected source (as defined in eAG-252:100-8-2) ;-and
(5}
Any source in a
source category design·ated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 C.F.R.CFR §70.3.-; and
l§l Any major source required to have a permit under Parts 7 or
9 of this Subchapter.
(b)
Source category exemptions.
(1)
All sources listed in subsection (a} of this section that
are not major sources,
affected sources,
or solid waste
incineration units required to obtain a permit pursuant to
section 129(e} of the Act, are exempt from the obligation to
obtain a Part 70 permit unless required to do so by appropriate
implementation of EPA administrative rulemaking for non-major
sources.
Any such exempt source may opt to apply for a permit
under these rules and shall be issued a permit if the applicant
otherwise satisfies all of the requirements of this Chapter.
(2}
If
the
Administrator
determines
after
appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable to non-major sources
when adopting standards or other requirements under section 111
or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992, then at that time
the exemption will apply.
(3)
Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the
following source categories are exempted from the obligation to
obtain a Part 70 permit:
.
(A)
All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part 60,
subpart AAA -- Standards of Performance for New Residential
Wood Heaters; and
(B} All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part 61,
subpart M -- National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
Pollutants
for Asbestos,
Section 61.145,
Standard for
Demolition and Renovation.
(c)
Emissions unite and covered sources (Part 70 sources) .
(1)
For major sources, Part 70 permits shall . include all
16
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operation of the facility to belo'n' that ·..·hich 'n'ould define it as a
covered source pursuant to 252.100 8 3 (a) .
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252:100-8-4.

Title
V
per.mits
required
Requirements
for
construction and operating per.mits
~
Construction per.mits.
l1l Construction per.mit required. No person shall cause or
allow the construction or installation of any new facility that
will require a Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining
a DEO-issued air quality construction permit.
A construction
permit is also required for any physical change that would be a
modification under 252:100-8-7.2(b).
In addition to the
requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9
of this Subchapter must also meet the applicable requirements
contained therein.
i l l Requirement for case-by-case MACT deter.minations.
181 Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a major source of hazardous air pollutants
after June 29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically
regulated or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40
CFR Part 63, or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29, 1998 .
..ilU_ Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to
this subsection.
l i l Electric utilitv steam generating units unless and
until these units are added to the source category list.
liil Stationary sources that are within a source category
that has been deleted from the source category list.
(iii)
Research and development activities as defined in 40
CFR § 63.41.
1£1 MACT deter.minations.
If subject to this subsection, an
owner or operator may not begin actual construction or
reconstruction of a major source of HAP until obtaining from
the DEO an approved MACT determination in accordance with the
following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and 40 CFR
63. 44, which are hereby incorporated by reference as they
exist on July 1, 1997.
lQl Operating per.mits.
l1l Operating per.mits required.
Except
as
provided
in
paragraphssubparagraphs ~181 and ~llil of this section, no
Title VPart 70 source subject to this Chapter may operate after
the time that it is required to file a timely application with
the DEQ, except in compliance with a DEQ-issued permit.
~181 If the owner or operator of a source subject to the
requirement to obtain a permit submits a timely application
for permit issuance or renewal, that source's failure to have
a permit shall not be a violation of the requirement to have
such a permit until the DEQ takes final action on the
application.
This protection shall cease to apply if the
applicant fails to submit, by the deadline specified in
writing by the DEQ or OAC 252.100 8 5252:100 8 4,
any
additional information identified as being reasonably required
to process the application.
18
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If the owner or operator of a source subject to this
Subchapter files a timely application that the DEQ determines
to be administratively incomplete at the end of the DBQ' s
administrative
completeness
revim,,
perioddue
to
the
applicant's failure to timely provide additional information
requested by the DEO, the applicant loses the protection
granted under paragraph ~lAl of this section~ as a result of
its failure to timely provide informa·tion requested by the
DBQ, the The source's failure to have a permit shall be deemed
a violation of this Subchapter.
~JQL Filing
an operating permit application shall not
affect the requirement, if anv, that a-ny~ source have a
preconstructionconstruction permit under Title I of the
federal Clean Air Act.
121 Duty to apply. For each Part 70 source. the owner or
operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application
on forms supplied by the DEO in accordance with this section.
lJl Timely application. Sources that are subject to the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of March
6, 1996, shall file applications on the following schedules
outlined in 252:100-8-4(b) (4). A timely application is one that
is postmarked on or before the relevant date·listed below.
In
the event a major source consists of operations under multiple
SIC codes, the primary activity shall form the basis for the
initial permit application.
l i l Application submittal schedule. The following sources are
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit initial
permit applications according to the following schedule.
lAl No later than September 5, 1996:
lil Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of the
Act shall submit a permit application for at least the
affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective
date of the program and the requirement to file an
application defined in this section, applications for
initial Phase II acid rain permits shall be submitted to
the DEO no later than January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide,
and by January 1, 1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to
the Act, §407.
liil Any owner or operator shall submit no less than onethird of their total applications for Part 70 sources
located at sources classified by the following Source
Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which belong
to a single major industrial grouping other than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum refining
and related industries) :
l i l Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
l i l l Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
llYl Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
J.Yl. Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923; and
lYil Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
~
All remaining Part 70 sources identified in (b) (4) (A) ( ii)
of this Subsection shall be subject to the operating permit
program and shall submit initial permit applications no later
than March 5, 1997.
19
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No later than March 5, 1997, any owner 6r ooerator shall
. submit their applications for Part 70 sources located at --..
sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
·J"
l i l Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321. 3341. 3351. 3411. 3412,
3432, 3466,
l i i l Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii)
Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
lQl No later than July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall
submit their applications for Part 70 sources located at
sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
l i l Refineries, 2911;
liil Cement Plants, 3241;
{iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891.
2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089;
liYl Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
4613;
'
lYl Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
liD_ All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall subm1t initial permit _
applications no later than March 6, 1999.
lll_ Newly regulated sources. A source that becomes subject to
the operating permit program established by this Chapter at any
time following the effective date shall file an administratively
complete operating oermit application within 180 days of
commencement of operation.
l.§J_ Application acceptability. Notwithstanding the deadlines
established in paragraph (4) of this subsection, an application
filed prior to the above deadlines following submission of the
state program to EPA for approval shall be accepted for
processing.
l.Il 112 {q) applications. A source that is reauired to meet the
reguirements under section 112 (g) of the Act, or to have a
permit under a preconstruction review program under Title I of
such Act, shall file an application to obtain an operating
permit or permit amendment or modification within twelve months
of commencing operation.
Where an existing Part 70 operating
permit would prohibit such construction or change in operation,
the source must obtain a construction permit before commencing
construction.
~
Application for renewal. Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit at
least six months before the date of permit expiration, unless a
longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified in the
permit. Renewal periods greater than six months are subject to
negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
l2.l_ Phase II acid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under- the Acid Rain Proaram shall submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30{b) (2) (i) through
(viii) .
l1Ql Application comoleteness.
See Uniform Permitting Rules,
252:2-15-70 and the definition of administratively complete in ~
252:100-8-2.

-...
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252:100-8-5.
Per.mit applications
(a)
CoaotruetioB permit.
Any nm; source or modified source ·,.·hich
becomes subject to this Subchapter shall be required to obtain a
construction permit in accordance ·.dth 01\:C 252.100 7 prior to
coHIH!encement of construction.
(b)
Duty t:e apply. For each Part 70 source, the or.;ner or operator
shall submit a timely and complete· permit application on forms
supplied by the Division in accordance with this
section.
·
(1)
Timely applieatie&. Sources
that
are
subject
to
the
operating permit program established by this Chapter as of the
date the program is approved by EPA and becomes effective (the
"effective date") shall file applications on the follmdng
schedules outlined in OAC 252.100 8 5 (b) (2) 252.100 8 4 (b) (2).
In the event a major source consists of operations under
multiple SIC codes, the main activity shall form the basis for
the initial permit application.
(2) Applieat:ie& suhmi~t:al schedule. The following sources are
subject to the operatin~ permit pro~ram and shall submit initial
permit applications according to the follo ..;ing schedule.
(:A)
No later than silt months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operatin~ permit pro~ram:
(i)
Affected sources under the acid rain pro"v"isions of the
federal Clean Air Act shall submit a permit application for
at least the affected units at the site. Regardless of the
effective date of the program and the requirement to file
an application defined in this section, applications for
initial Phase II acid rain permits shall be submitted to
the DEQ no later than January 1, 1996, for sulfur dimdde,
and by January ~; 1998, for nitro~en mddes, pursuant to
the Act, S407.
( ii) Any mmer or operator shall submit no less than one
third of their total ~pplications for major sources located
at sources classified by the follm;in~ Source Standard
Industrial Classification. Codes and ··thich belong to a
sin~le major industrial groupin~ other than 28 (Chemicals
and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum refining and related
industries) .
(I)
Petroleum and Natural Gao, 1311,
(II) Natural Cas Liquids, 1321,
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961,
(IV) Natural Cas Transmission, 4922,
(V) ·Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923, and
(VI) Petroleum BullE Stations an.d Terminals, 5171.
(B)
4"dl remainin~ Part 70 sources identified in (b) (2) (A) (ii)
of this Subsection shall be subject to the operatin~ permit
program and shall submit initial permit applications no later
than 12 months after the effective date of the federally
approved interim state operatin~ permit program.
·(c)
No later than 12 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operatin.g permit program, any
mmer or operator shall submit their applications for major
sources located ~t sources classified by the following
Standard Industrial Classification Codes. •
(i )
~4e t a 1 S
3 312
3 315
3 3 21
3379
3 3 41
3 3 51
3 411
1

1
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3412, 3432, 3466,
(ii) Briclc Plants, 3251, 3297,
.-..
(iii) Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
~
(D)
No later than 28 months after the effective date of the
federally approved interim state operating permit program, any
mvner or operator shall submit their applications for major
sources located at sources classified by the follm;ring
Standard Industrial Classification Codes.
(i)
Refineries, 2911;
(ii) Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii)
Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891,
2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089,
(iv) Petroleum
Transportation/Terminals/Storage,
4612,
4613;
(v)
Food Products, 2013, 207i, 2095.
(B)
All remaining Part 70 sources. shall be subject to the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than 36 months after the effective date
of the federally approved interim state operating permit
program.
( 3) Applieatiea felle,.,ti&g effeet.i...e ciat.e, · A
source
that becomes subject to the operating permit program established by
this Chapter at any time follo;;ring the effective date shall file
an administratively complete operating permit application r,;rithin
180 days of commencement of operation.
(4) Applieat.iea aeeept:ability. Not;dthstanding the deadlines
established in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this subsection, ~
an application filed prior to the above deadlines follmdng
submission of the state program to BP~ for approval shall be
accepted for
processing.
For purposes
of
the
GO day
administrative revim>' period established in OAC 252.2 15, the
official login date for any Part 70 operating permit submitted
according to the interim schedule in this subsection shall be
the date on '•ihich the DBQ begins its administrative completeness
revie·.i.
(5)
i12 (g) applieatieas.
A source that is required to meet the
requirements under sec~ion 112(g) of the federal Clean Air Act,
or to have a permit under a preconotruction review program under
Title I of ouch }\ct, shall file an application to obtain an
operating permit or permit amendHmnt or modification ·..·ithin
tr,ielve months of commencing operation.
Where an CJeisting Part
70 operating permit r,;rould prohibit such construction or change
in operation, the source must obtain a permit revision before
commencing construction.
( 6) Application for reaewal. Sources subj oct to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit at
least six months before the date of permit eJ~iratioa, unless a
longer period (not to CJeceed 18 months) is specified in the
permit. Renewal periods greater than six months are subject to
negotiation on a case by case basis.
( 7)
Phase I I aeid raia permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program should submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30 (b) (2) (i) through - .
(viii) .
(8)
Applieat.ien completeness.
Sec Uniform Permitting Rules,
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OAC 252.010 3 50 and 3 51 .
( 9 )' Applieatieft eeftteftt fer reftewal of expl:rl:ft§' permit. I
n
submitting an application for renmml of a DBQ issued Part 70
operating permit, a source may identify terms and conditions in
its previous permit that should remain unchanged and incorporate
by reference those portions of its eJeisting permit and the
permit application and any permit amendment or modification
applications that describe products, processes, operations, and
emissions to ··~hich these terms and conditions apply. The source
must identify specifically and list ·,.·hich portions of ito
previous
permit and/or applications are
incorporated by
reference.
In addition, a renevval application must contain:
(i)
information specified in OAC 252.100 8 5(d) for those
products, processes, operations, and emissions that.
(I)
are not addressed in the existing permit,
(II) are subject to applicable requirements or state only
requirements that are not addressed in the meisting permit,
~

(III)
as to ,...hich the source seeles permit terms and
conditions that differ from those in the meioting permit,
iffi9:

-

.

-

(ii) a compliance plan and certification as requ.ired in
252.100 8 S(d)(8).
· +1-G-)-Jll
Confidential information.
If
a
source
submits
information to the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality, the source
shall also submit a copy of such information directly to the
Administrator, if the DEQ requests that the source do so .
~J.Ql. Duty to supplement or correct application.
Renumbered as
OAC 252.100 6 SO(f)See 252:100-6-50(e).
~l£1 Standard application form and required information.
Sources that are subject to the Part 70 permit program established
by this Chapter shall file applications on the standard application
form that the DEQ makes available for that purpose in accordance
with ~252 :2-15. The application must include information needed
to determine the applicability of any applicable requirement, or
state-only requirement, or to evaluate the fee amount required
under the schedule approved pursuant to OAC 252.100 8 9252:100 52.2(b) (2).
The applicant shall submit the information called for
by the application form for each emissions unit at the source to be
permitted.
The source must provide a list of any ouch insignificant activities that are exempted because of size or production
rate.
Trivial activities need not be listed.
The standard
application form and any attachments shall require that the
follm .. ing information reguired by 252:100-8-5 (d) and/or 252:100-8~ be provided7~
lQl Construction permit applications.
l1l An application for a construction permit shall provide data
and information reguired by this Chapter and/or requested on the
application form available from the DEO pursuant to the
requirements of this Chapter.
Such data and information shall
include but not be limited to site information, process
description, emission data and when reguired, BACT, modeling and
sampling point data as follows:
J.AL BACT determination. To be approved for a construction
permit, a major source must demonstrate that the control
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technology to be applied is the best that is available for
each pollutant that would cause the source to be defined as a~
major source.
This determination will be made on a case by
·
case basis taking into account energy, environmental, cost and
economic impacts of alternative control systems.
_ilU_ Modeling. Any air quality modeling or ambient impact
evaluation that is required shall be prepared in accordance
with procedures acceptable to the DEO and accomplished by the
applicant.
·
l Q Sampling points. If. required by the DEQ an application
shall show how the new source will be equipped with sampling
:gorts, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data and
other sampling and/or testing equipment.
[NOTE: 252:100-81.4 (b) (1) was taken from 252:100-7-15 (b) J
.
J2j_ Construction permit applications for new sources must also
include the requirements for operating permits contained in
252:100-8-5(e) to the extent they are applicable.
1§1 Operating per.mit applications.
(1)
Identifying information, including company name and address
(or plant name and address if di.fferent from the company name) ,
owner's name and agent, and telephone number:and names of plant site manager/contact.
(2) A description of the source's processes and products (by
two~digit Standard Industrial Classification Code) including any
associated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
(3)
The following emissions-related information:
(A)
All emissions of pollutants for which the source is
major, and all emissions (including fugitive emissions) of
regulated air pollutants.
The permit application shall
describe all emissions of regulated air pollutants emitted
from any emissions unit, except where such units are exempted
under this subsection ~252: 100-8-5 (c) or ~252: 100-8-3 (b).
The source shall submit additional information related to the
emissions of air pollutants sufficient to verify ~Jhich
requirements are applicable to the source,
and other
information necessary to determine the amount of any permit
fees o·.Jed under the fee schedule approved pursuant to OAC

-

252.100 8 9 .
(B)
Identification and description of all points of emissions
described in subparagraph ~1§1 ( 3) (A) of this section in
sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees and
applicability of the federal Clean Air Act's requirements.
(C)
Emissions rates in tons per year and in such terms as are
necessary to establish compliance consistent with the applicable standard.
(D)
The following information to the extent it is needed to
determine or regulate emissions:
(i)
fuels,
(ii) fuel use,
(iii)
raw materials,
(iv) production rates, and
(v)
operating schedules.
(E)
Identification and description of air pollution control
equipment and compliance monitoring devices or activities.
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(F)
Limitations on source operation affecting emissions or
any work practice standards, where applicable,
for all
regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G)
Other information required by any applicable requirement,
or state-only requirement (including information related to
stack height limitations developed pursuant to section 123 of
the federal CleaR Air Act) .
(H)
Calculations on which the information in i terns (A)
through (G) of this paragraph is based.
(4)
The following air pollution control requirements:
(A)
Citation and description of all applicable requirements 7
and all state-only requirements, and~
(B)
Description of or reference to any applicable test method
for determining compliance with each applicable requirement
and state-only requirement.
(5)
Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules
and statutes
to implement
and enforce other applicable
requirements of the federal CleaR Air Act or of this Chapter or
to determine the applicability of such requirements.
( 6) .An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise
app~icable requirements and state-only requirements.
(7) Additional information as determined to be necessary by the
DEQ to define alternative operating scenarios identified by the
source pursuant to OAC 252:100-8-6 (a) (9) or to define permit
terms and conditions implementing OAC 252.100 8 G(h)252:100-8.2.J....tl. or eA€-252 :100-8-6 (a) (10).
(8)
A compliance plan for all covered sources that contains all
the following:
(A)
A description of the compliance status of the source with
respect to all applicable requirements and state-only requirements~ as follows:
(B)
A descriptioa as follmm:
(i)
For applicable requirements 7 and state-only requirements, with which the source is in compliance, a statement
that the source will continue to comply with such requirements.
(ii) For applicable requirements 7 and state-only requirements7 that will become effective during the permit term,
a statement that the source will meet such requirements on
a timely basis shall satisfy this provision, unless a more
detailed schedule is expressly required by the applicable
requirement.
(iii)
For requirements for which the source is not in
compliance at the time of permit issuance, a narrative
description of how the source will achieve compliance with
such requirements.
~lal For sources not in complete compliance, Ag compliance
schedule as follows:
(i)
For applicable requirements, aad state oRly require
'ffteRts, -.dth .,..,hich the source is iR compliaRce, a statefficRt
that the source .,..,ill coRtiRue to coffiply ..dth such require
ffioCRtS.

(ii) For
applicable
requirements,
and
state only
requirefficRts, that ·,dll become effective duriRg the permit
terffi, a stateffient that the source vdll meet such require
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mento on a timely basis. }\, statement that the source •,l'ill
meet in a timely manner applicable requirements that becoffie~
effective during the permit term shall satisfy this
\
..
..·
provision, unless a ffiore detailed schedule is mcpreooly
required by the applicable requirement.
(iii)Jil A schedule of 90mpliance for sources that are not
in compliance with all applicable requirements, and stateonly requirements, at the time of permit issuance. Such a
schedule shall include a schedule of remedial measures,
including
an enforceable
sequence
of
actions
with
milestones, leading to compliance with any applicable
requirements, and state-only requirements, for which the
source will be in noncompliance at the time of permit
issuance. This compliance schedule shall resemble and be
equivalent in stringency to that contained in any judicial
consent decree or administrative order to which the source
is subject.
Any such schedule of compliance shall be
supplemental to, and shall not sanction non-compliance
with, the applicable requirements on which it is based.
~liil
A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports no less frequently than every 6 months for sources
required to have a schedule of compliance under GAG
252:100 8 5 (d) (8) (C) (iii) .
~iQl The compliance plan content requirements specified in
this paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid rain
portion of a compliance plan for an affected source, except as
specifically superseded by regulations promulgated under Title ,-.,
IV of the federal Clean Air Act with regard to the schedule
and method(s) the source will use to achieve compliance with
the acid rain emissions limitations.
(9)
Requirements for compliance certification, including the
following:
(A) A certification of compliance with all applicable
requirements, and state-only requirements, by a responsible
official consistent with subsection -f.e+l.fl of this section and
section 114(a) (3) of the federal Clean Air Act;
(B)
A statement of methods used for determining compliance,
including a description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements and test methods;
(C)
A schedule for submission of compliance certifications
during the permit term, which shall be submitted annually, or
more frequently if required by an underlying applicable
requirement, state-only requirements, or by the permitting
authority; and
(D)
A statement indicating the source's compliance status
with any applicable enhanced monitoring and compliance
certification requirements of the federal Clean Air Act.
(10) The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain
portions of permit applications and compliance plans, as
required by regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air Act.
(11) A list of any ouch units which satisfy the definition of
either insignificant activities or de minimis emissions.
~
-f.e+l.fl Certification. Any application form, report, or compliance
certification submitted pursuant to this Chapter shall contain
'~

:
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certification by a responsible official of truth, accuracy, and
completeness.
This certification and any other certification
required under this Chapter shall be signed by a responsible
official and shall contain the following language:
"I certify,
based on information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry,
the statements and information in the document are true, accurate,
and complete."
+£+lgl Number of application copies. See Part 3 of eA€-252:2-15.
252:100-8-6.
Permit content
(a)
Standard permit requirements. To the eJctent practicable, every
Part 70 permitpermits issued under this Chapter shall include all
applicable requirements, and state-only requirements, (as defined
in eA€-252:100-8-2) that apply to the permitted source at the time
of issuance. Each permit shall include the following elements:
(1)
Emission limitations and standards.
The
permit
shall
specify emissions limitations and standards that constitute
applicable requirementsT and state-only requirements, and shall
include those operational re(!Uirementsconditions and limitations
necessary
to
assure
compliance
with
all
applicablesuch
requirements.
.
(A)
The permit shall specify and reference the origin of and
authority for each term or condition, and·· identify any
difference in form as compared to the applicable requirement,
ana or state-only requirement, upon which the term or
condition is based.
(B)
The permit shall state that,
where an applicable
requirement of the federal Clean Air Act is more stringent
than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, both provisions
shall be incorporated into the permit and shall be enforceable
by EPA.
If aa applicablethe State implementation plan or an
(C)
applicable requirement allows a source to comply through an
alternative emission limit or means of compliance, a source
may request that such an alternative limit or means of
compliance be specified in its permit.
Such an alternative
emission limit or means of compliance shall be included in a
source's permit upon a showing that it is quantifiable,
accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable procedures.
The source shall propose permit terms and conditions to
satisfy these requirements in its application.
(2)
Permit duration.
Jbl. Operating Permits. The permit shall specify a fixed
term. The DEQ shall issue permits for any fixed period
requested in the permit application, not to exceed five years,
except as provided in subparagraphs -fA+-.lil and -+B+-liil of this
paragraph:
·
-fA+-lil Permits issued to affected sources shall in all
cases have a fixed term of five years.
+B+l.iil
Permits issued to solid waste incineration units
combusting municipal waste subject to standards under
section 129(e) of the federal Clean Air Act shall have a
term not to exceed 12 years.
Such permits shall be
reviewed eyery five years.
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Construction permits. See 252:100-8-1.4.
Monitoring
and
related
recordkeeping
and
reporting .-.,
requirements.
(A)
Monitoring requirements. Bach permit shall contain the
(3)

follmdng requirements \•'ith respect to monitoring:
(i)
All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or
test methods required under the applicable requirements,
and state-only requirements, including any procedures and
methods promulgated pursuant to sections 114 (a) (3) or
504(b) of the federal Clean Air Act;
(ii) Where tfiean applicable requirement, and or state-only
requirement,
does
not
require
periodic
testing
or
instrumental or non-instrumental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring) ,
periodic monitoring during the relevant time period
sufficient to yield reliable data from the relevant time
period that are representative of the source's .compliance
with the permit, as reported pursuant to (a) (3) (C) of this
section. Such monitoring requirements shall assure use of
terms, test methods, units, averaging periods, and other
statistical conventions consistent with the applicable
requirement, or state-only requirement.
Recordkeeping
provisions may be sufficient to meet the r.equirements of
this subparagraph7~
(iii)
As necessary, requirements concerning the use,
maintenance, and, where appropriate, and installation of
monitoring equipment or methods.
(iv) Provisions for the permittee to request the use of
alternative test methods or analysis procedures, and
provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the request
within 60 days.
(B)
Recordkeeping requirements.
With
respect
to
reeordleeeping, theThe permit shall incorporate all applicable
recordkeeping requirements and require, where applicable, the
following:
(i)
Records of required monitoring information that
include the following:
(I)
The date, place as defined in the permit, and time
of sampling or measurements;
(II) The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III)
The
company or entity that
performed the
analyses;
(IV) The analytical techniques or methods used;
(V)
The results of such analyses; and
(VI) The operating conditions as-existing at the time of
sampling or measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data
and support information for a period of at least five years
from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement,
report, or application.
Support information includes all
calibration and maintenance records and all original stripchart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation,
and copies of all reports required by the permit.
Where
appropriate, the permit may specify that records may be
maintained in computerized form.
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(C)
Reporting requirements.
With respect to reporting,
-t-he-The permit shall incorporate all applicable reporting
requirements and require the following requirements:
(i) A permit issued under this ChapterPart shall require
the permittee to submit a report of any required monitoring
at least every six months.
To the extent possible, the
schedule for submission of such reports shall be timed to
coincide with other periodic· reports required by the
permit,
including the
permittee's
annual compliance
certification.
However, the reports may be submitted at
any time within the reporting period, as stipulated in the
permit.
(ii) Each report submitted under (C) (i) of this paragraph
shall identify any exceedances from permit requirements
since the previous report that have been monitored by the
monitoring systems required under the permit, and any
exceedances
from
the
monitoring,
recordkeeping
and
reporting requirements under the permit.
(iii)
In addition to semiannual monitoring reports, each
permittee shall be required to submit supplemental reports
as follows:
(I) Any exceedance resulting from emergency or upset
conditions as defined in GAG i!Si! .100 8 6 (g) 252:100-8-6 (e)
shall be reported within 24 hours of the date on which
the permittee first becomes aware of the exceedance, if
the permittee wishes to assert the affirmative defense
authorized under said section, and the permittee shall
submit a follow up written report within 10 working days
of first becoming aware of the exceedance. The initial
report must contain a description of the emergency. any
steps taken to mitigate emissions and corrective actions
taken.
(II) Any exceedance that poses an imminent and substantial danger to public health, safety, or the environment
shall be reported as soon as is practicable; but under no
circumstance shall notification be more than 24 hours
after exceedance.
(III)
Any other exceedances that are identified in the
permit as requiring more frequent reporting than the
permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on the
schedule specified in the permit.
(IV) All reports of exceedances shall identify the
probable cause of the exceedances and any corrective
actions or preventative measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall be
certified by a responsible official, except that if a
report of an exceedance required under (C) (iii) of this
paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the exceedance, the report may be submitted in the first instance
without a certification if an appropriate certification is
provided within ten days thereafter, together with any
corrected or supplemental information required concerning
the exceedance. Reports submitted shall be consistent with
the requirements of GAG-252:100-9.
(4)
Risk management plans.
If . the source is required to
29
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develop and register a risk management plan pursuant to section
112(r) of the federal Clean Air Act, the permit need only
specify that ~the permittee will comply with the requirement to
register such a plan. Although the requirement to have a risk
management plan may be a term of the permit, the risk management
plan contents are not part of the permit.
(5}
Title IV allowances.
(A) No permit revision shall be required for increases in
emissions that are authorized by allowances acquired pursuant
to the acid rain program, provided that such increases do not
require a permit revision under any other applicable requirement.
(B)
No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances held
by the source. The source may not, however, use allowances as
a defense to noncompliance with any other applicable requirement.
{C)
The permit shall prohibit emissions exceeding any
allowance that the source lawfully holds under Title IV of the
federal Clean Air ACt or the regulations promulgated thereunder. Compliance with this paragraph will be determined on
January 31st of any given year and be based on actual _
emissions and the number of allowances held for the previous
calendar year.
(6)
Severability clause.
The
permit
shall
include
a
severability clause to ensure the continued validity of the
various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7) General requirements. The permit shall include provisions
stating the following:
(A}
The permittee must comply with all conditions of the
permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of
the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
(i)
enforcement action;
(ii) permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or
(iii)
denial of a permit renewal application.
(B)
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in . an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt
or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance with the conditions of this permit.
However,
nothing in this subsection shall be construed as precluding
consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a
mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance if
the health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting or
reducing operations would be more serious than the impacts of
continuing operations.
(C)
The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for cause. Except as provided under
OAC 252.100 8 ?(e) (l)252:100-8-7.2(b} (1}
for minor permit
modifications, the filing of a request by the permittee for a
permit
modification,
revocation
and
reissuance,
or
termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition. ..-....
(D)
The permit does not convey any property rights of any
sort, or any exclusive privilege.
30
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(E)

The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of
written request and within a reasonable time,
any
infor-mation that the DEQ may request to determine whether
cause exists for modifying, reopening, or revoking and
reissuing or terminating the permit or to determine compliance
with the permit.
Upon request, the permittee shall also
furnish to the DEQ copies of records required to be kept by
the permit. The permittee may make a claim of confidentiality
pursuant to GAG 252.100 8 5(b) (10)27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Section
2-5-105.18 for any information or records submitted under this
paragraph.
(8)
Fees.
The permit shall provide that the permittee will pay
fees to the DEQ consistent with the fee schedule established
under GAG 252.100 8 9252:100-5-2.2.
(9) Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that no permit
revision shall be required under any approved economic
incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided for
in the permit.
(10) Operating scenarios.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions applicable to all operating scenarios described in
the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirementsT and state-only requirements.
The
permit shall authorize the permittee to make changes among
operating scenarios authorized in the permit without notice, but
shall require the permittee contemporaneously with making a
change from one operating scenario to another to record in a log
at the permitted facility the scenario under which it is
operating.
(11) Emissions averaging.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading or averaging of emissions increases and decreases in the
permitted facility, to the extent that the applicable requirements provide for trading or averaging such increases and
decreases. Such terms· and conditions shall include terms under
subsections (a) and (c) of this section to determine compliance
and shall satisfy all requirements of the applicable requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
(b)
Federally enforceable requirements.
(1)
Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2) of this .section, all
terms and conditions in a permit issued under this section,
including any provisions designed 'to limit a source's potential
to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA, and by citizens
under section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(2)
Notwithstanding paragraph (b) (1) of this section, the DEQ
shall designate as not being. federally enforceable under the
federal Clean Air Act any terms and conditions included in the
permit that are not required under the federal Clean Air Act or
any of its applicable requirements,
and such terms and
conditions shall not be enforceable by EPA and citizens under
section 304 of the federal Clean Air Act.
(c)
Compliance requirements. All
permits
issued
under
this
ChapterPart shall contain the following elements with respect to
compliance:
(1)
Consistent with paragraph (a) (3) of this section, compli-

a
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ance certification, testing, monitoring, reporting, and recordrequirements sufficient to assure compliance with the ~
terms and conditions of the permit.
Any document (including
reports) required by a permit under this ChapterPart shall
contain a certification by a responsible official as to the
results of the required monitoring.
(2)
Inspection and entry requirements that require that, upon
presentation of credentials and other documents as may be
required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized officials
.of the DEQ to perform the following (subject to the pcrffiittcc's
right to sccle confidential treatment pursuant to OAC 252.100 8
5(b) (10) for confidential inforffiation submitted to or obtained
by the DEQ under this subsection) :
(A)
Enter upon the permittee's premises during reasonable/normal working hours where a source is located or
emissions-related activity is conducted, or where records must
be kept under the conditions of the permit;
(B)
Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records
that must be kept urider the conditions of the permit;
(C)
Inspect at reasonable times and using reasonable safety
practices any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and air pollution control equipment), practices, or operations
regulated or required under the permit; and
(D)
As authorized by the federal Clean AirOklahoma Clean Air
Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for the purpose of assuring compliance with the
permit .
(3) A schedule of compliance to the cJetentif required under GAG
252.100 8 5(d) (8) (C)252:100 8 5(e} (8) (B).
(4)
To the extent required under an applicable schedule of
compliance and GAG 252.100 8 5 (d) (8) 252:100-8-5 (e) (8), progress
reports, to be submitted scmiannually7 or more frequently if
specified in the applicable requirement or by the DEQ.
Such
progress reports shall contain the following:
(A)
Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and
dates when such activities, milestones or compliance were
achieved; and
(B)
An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and any
preventive or corrective measures adopted.
(5)
Requirements for. compliance certification with terms and
conditions contained in the permit that arc federally enforce. able, including emission limitations, standards, or work
practices. Each permit shall specify:
(A)
The frequency (which shall be annually unless the
applicable requirement, and or state-only requirementT
specifies submission more frequently) of submissions of
compliance certifications;
(B)
In accordance with paragraph (a) (3) of this section,
a means for monitoring the compliance of the source with
emissions limitations, standards, and work practices;
(C)
A requirement that the compliance certification
include the following:
(i)
The identification of each term or condition
k~eping
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of
the
permit
that
is
the
basis
of
the
certification;
(ii) The permittee's current compliance status, as
shown by monitoring data and other information
available to the permittee;
(iii)
Whether
compliance
was
continuous
or
intermittent;
( i v) The
method ( s)
used
for
determining
the
compliance status of the source, currently and over
the reporting period as required by paragraph
(a) (3) of this section; and
(v)
Such other facts as the DEQ may require to
determine the compliance status of the source;
(D)
A requirement that all compliance certifications be
submitted to EPA as well as to the DEQ;
Such additional requirements as may be specified
(E)
pursuant to sections 114(a) (3) and 504(b) of the federal
Clean Air Act; and
(6)
Such other provisions as the DEQ may require.
(d)
Geaeral :permit.s.
(1)
The DEQ may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit to any source category
if it concludes that the category is appropriate for
permitting on a generic basis.
Any general permit shall
comply 'lldth all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected sources
under the acid rain program unless othendse provided in
regulations promulgated under Title IV of the federal Clean
Air Act.
·
(2)
A general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source 'idthin the source
category or upon the DEQ's mffi initiative.
The DEQ shall,
follouing receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit fer a
category of sources may be appropriate, follor.,. the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
( 3)
}'L general permit may be issued for the follmdag purposes
(A)
to establish terms aad coaditions to implement
applicable requirements, and state only requiremeats, for
a souree eategory,
·
(B)
to establish terms and eoaditions to implemeat
applicable requirements, and state only requirements, for
specified categories of changes to permitted sources;·
(C)
to
establish
terms
and
conditions
for
ne'ii
requirements that apply to sources ·.dth mdsting permits r /

a-na .

·-

..

(D)
to establish federally enforceable caps on emissions from
.
.
sourees ~n
a epee~. f'~e d category.
(4)
The DBQ may issue a general permit if it fiads that.
(A)
there are several permittees, permit applicants, or
potential permit applicants 'iwrho have the same or substantially
similar operations, emissions, activities, or facilities,
(B)
the permittees, permit applicants, or potential permit
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applicants emit the same types of regulated air pollutants,
(C)
the operations, emissions, activities, or facilities are~
subject to the same or similar standards, limitations, and
operating requirements, and
(D)
the operations, emissions, activities, or facilities are
subject to the same or similar monitoring requirements.
(S)
A general permit issued under this section shall identify
criteria by which sources may qualify for the general permit.
l''Lfter a general permit has been issued, any source may submit a
request to be covered under the permit in the form of an
application for authorization to operate under the general
permit.
(A)
Such application shall identify the source and provide
information sufficient to demonstrate that it falls 'vdthin the
source category covered by the general permit, together with
any additional information that may be specified in the
general permit.
(B)
Sec OAC 252:2 15 for Tier I permitting procedures and
timclinco for individual authorizations under general permits.
The Agency shall act to approve or deny the application ·.;ithin
90 days of filing.
(C)
A final action approving an authorization to operate
und~r ~ ~cneral.permit shall not be subject to public comment
or ]Ud1c1al rev1ew.
(6) ~7\L copy of the general permit, together 'vlith a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be Jcept on file
for public reviC\v at the offices of the DBQ.
(7)
A general permit issued under this section shall provide ~
that any source approved for coverage under a general permit
shall be entitled to the protection of the permit shield for all
operations, activities, and emissions addressed by the general
permit, unless and to the e1etcnt that it is subsequently
determined that the source docs not qualify for the conditions
and terms of the general permit.
(8)
If some, but not all, of a source's operations, activities,
and emissions are eligible for coverage under one or more
general permits, the source may apply for and receive coverage
under the general permits for the operations, activities, and
emissions that are so eligible. If the source is required under
OAC 252.100 8 3 of this part to obtain a permit addressing the
remainder of ito operations, activities, and emissions, it may
apply for and receive a permit that addresses specifically only
·those items not covered by general permits. In ouch a case, the
source's permit shall identify all operations, activities, and
emissions that are subject to general permits and incorporate
those general permits by reference. Unless the permit opecifi
cally states othen,rioe, the permit shield shall apply to the
terms and conditions of any general permits so incorporated by
reference as ·.,rell as to the terms and conditions specifically
stated in the permit.
(e)
Temporary eaureeo. The DBQ may issue a
single permit
authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same source
mmer or operator at multiple temporary locations. The operation ~.
must be temporary and involve . at least one change of location
during the term of the permit.
~lo affected source shall be
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permitted as a temporary source.
Permits for temporary sources·
shall.include the following.
(1)
Conditions that ~;ill assure compliance 'n'ith all applicable
requirements at all authori~ed locations,
( 2)
Requirements that the or.mer or operator notify the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each change
in location, and
(3)
Conditions that assure compliance \vith all other pro';risions
of this section.
-ff+lQl Parmi t shield.
(1)
Each operating permit issued under this sectionPart shall
include a "permit shield" provision, which shall state that
compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit
(including terms and conditions established for alternate
operating scenarios, emissions trading, and emissions averaging,
but excluding terms and conditions for which the permit shield
is expressly prohibited under this Subchapter) shall be deemed
compliance with the applicable requirements identified and
included in the permit.
(2) Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a
separate written finding issued with the permit a determination
identifying specific requirements that do not apply to the
source. The source shall specify in its applicat·ion for such a
determination the requirements as tofor which the determination
is requested.
If the determination is issued in a separate
finding, that finding shall be summarized in the permit.
The
permit · shall state that the permit shield applies to any
requirements so identified.
A request for a determination to
extend the shield to requirements deemed inapplicable to the
source may be made either in the original permit application or
in a subsequent application for a permit modification,.
( 3) A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a
permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide such a
shield. ·
(4)
Nothing in this section or in the permi.t shall alter or
affect the following:
(A)
the provisions of section 303 of the federal Clean Air
Act, including. the authority of the EPA-Administrator under
that section;
(B)
the liability of an owner or operator of a source for any
violation of applicable requirements, and or state-only
requirements, prior to or at the time of permit issuance;
(C)
the applicable requirements of the acid rain program,
consistent with section 408(a) of the federal Clean Air Act;
or
(D)
the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source
pursuant to section 114 of the federal Clean Air Act.
~1.§1_ Emergencies.
(1)
When used in this Subsection,
"Emergency" means any
situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of God,
which situation requires immediate corrective action to restore
normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed a
technology-based emission limitation under the permit, due to
unavoidable
increases
in
emissions
attributable
to
the
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emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to the
extent caused by improperly designed equipment,
lack of
preventativepreventi ve
maintenance,
careless
or
improper.
operation, or operator error.
Quantification of accidental
releases shall be made by the best available method.
{2)
An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an
action brought for noncompliance with such technology-based
emission limitations if the conditions of paragraph ~~(3) of
this section and the reporting requirements of 252:100-86 ( a ) {3 ) ( C} ( i i i ) ( I ) are met .
{3)
The affirmative defense of emergency shall be demonstrated
through properly signed, contemporaneous operating logs, or.
other relevant evidence that:
{A)
An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify
.the cause {s) of the emergency;
,(B)
The permitted facility was at the time being properly
operated;
'
.(C)
During the period of the emergency the p~rmittee took all
reasonable steps to minimize levels of emissions that exceeded
the emission standards, or other requirements in the permit,

~

a:n€1:..:..

(D)
The permittee submittecl notice of the emergency to the
DEQ ~,rithin 2 4 hours of the time t,,·hen emission limitations ·..·ere
mweeclecl . clue to the emergency.
Such notice ffiUSt contain a·
cle':'cr~ption of the em;rgency~ any steps taken to mitigate
em1:ss1:ons, ancl correct1:ve act1:ons taken.
{4)
In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to - .
establish the occurrence of an emergency has the burden of
proof.
{5)
The provision in this subsection is in addition to any
emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable
requirement or eAe-252:100-9.
-fftt-lll Operational flexibility. Any operating scenario allm,recl for
in an applicable Part 70 permit may be implementecl by the facility
'tfdthout the neecl for any perffiit revision or any notification to the
permitting authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit
applicant to apply for any reasonably anticipatecl alternative
facility operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal
permit application.
{1)
Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios.
ko/
operating scenario allowed for in an applicable Part 70 permit
may be implemented by the facility without the need for any
permit revision or any notification to the permitting authority.
It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant to apply for
any reasonably anticipated alternative
facility operating
scenarios at the time of initial or renewal permit application.
{2). Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A permitted
Part 70 source may make changes within the facility that:
(A)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of
the fecleral Clean Air Act;
{B)
Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission rate
of any existing emissions unit to be exceeded; erand
{C)
Result in a Net-net change in emissions -i-s-of zero-:Provicleclprovided that the facility proviclesnotifies the
Aclministrator ancl the permitting authority ·,Jith written
L.
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notification as required belm>'DEO and EPA in writing at least
7 days in advance of the proposed changes, ;>'hich shall be a
minimum of 7 days, or such shorter time frame that permitting
authority allmm for emergencies [as defined in OAC 252.100 8
6 (g)] . The source, permitting authorityDEO, and EPA shall
attach each such notice to their copy of the relevant permit.
For each such change, the written notification required above
shall include a brief description of the change within the
permitted facility, the date on which the change will occur,
any change in emissions, and any permit term or condition that
is no longer applicable as a result of the change. The permit
shield described in OAC 252:100 8 6(f)252:100-8 6(d) does not
apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection.
(3) Emieeiefte traEliBg ift permit. A permitted source may rely
on the authority of this section to trade increases and
decreases in emissions 'ttithin the facility, ;>'here the implemen
tation plan provides for such emissions trades 'ttithout a permit
modification.
In such a ease, the a&;=ance 't>'ritten notice
provided by the penaittee shall identify the underlying author
ity authorising the trading and shall state ;11len the change ;till
occur, the types and quantities of emissions to be traded, the
permit terms or other applicable requirements, and state only
requirements, .•.,ith 'tthich the source ;dll comply· "through emis
sions trading, and such other information as may be required by
the applicable requirement authorising the emissions trade.
(i)
Special previeiefte fer affeetea (aeiEl raift) eeureee
(1) Applieatieft biftaiftg uBtil permit ieeuaftee er aeftial.
A
complete acid rain permit application is binding on the
applicant and enforceable as an aeid rain permit until an aeid
rain permit is issued or denied.
For applicable permitting
procedures, see OAC 252:2 15.
(Z!)
Exemptieft petitie&e.
Applicants ·.rdth small units that burn
lm.- sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit ean petition to
have such units exempted from certain permitting and monitoring
requirements under the aeid rain regulations.
(3) Permit ehielEl. The acid rain portion of every operating
permit is covered by a permit shield. This shield assures that
an applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in
aeeordanee with Title IV of the federal Clean Air Act, will be
deemed to be operating in compliance ·.orith the Acid Rain Program.
(4) !leaifieatieBe. See 40 CFR 72.82.
(5) Buratiefta Acid rain permits will have a term of five years
commencing on the permits effective date. The DBQ may issue a
permit with a future effective date.
(6) Right ef ifttervefttiefta
The Administrator may intervene as
a matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an Acid
Rain permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
(7) Aemiaietrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days follmdng the issuance of the .'',cid
Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than
90 days follmting a final agency action .
( 8) Aaeptiea ef 40 CFR Part 72 by refereftee.
0 "" n e r s
or
operators of sources subject to the acid rain provisions of the
federal Clean Air Act shall comply ·,vith applicable provisions of
40 CFR Part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January
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1993,

and on Harch 23, 1993, •..·hich is hereby adopted by
as rules of the Environmental Quality Board. In ouch.-..
rcQTulationo, the term "permitting authority" shall mean the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the ~"Ldminiotrator of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CFR Part 72 conflict with this Chapter, the
Part 72 provisions and requirements shall apply and take
precedence.
( 8)
The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality hereby
adopts and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CFR
part 72, as published in the Federal Register on January 11,
1993, and on Harch 23, 1993 for purposes of implementing an acid
rain program that meets the requirements of Title IV of the
Clean Air Act.
The term "permitting authority" shall mean the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality and the term
"Administrator" shall mean the Administrator of the United
Sta_tes Environmental Protection Agency.
If the provisions or
requirements of 40 CFR ·part 72 conflict fJdth or arc n.ot in.cluded
in Oklahoma Admin.istrative Code
252.100 8,
the part
72
provision.s an.d rcquiremen.ts shall apply and·talee precedence.
r~ferencc

252:100-8-6.1

General permits

1£1 Applicability.

jJJ_ The DEO may, after notice and opportunity for public
participation, issue a general permit for any source category
if it concludes that the category is appropriate for
permitting on a generic basis.
Any general permit shall
comply with all requirements applicable to other Part 70
permits. No general permit may be issued for affected sources
under the acid rain program unless otherwise provided in
regulations promulgated under Title IV of the Act.
m_ A general permit may be issued for a source category
based upon an application from a source within the source
category or upon the DEQ's own initiative.
The DEO shall,
following receipt of an application for a general permit, or
upon a determination that issuance of a general permit for a
category of sources may be appropriate, follow the same
procedures for issuance of a general permit as for any other
permit issued under this part.
ill_ A general permit may be issued to establish:
l8l -Terms and conditions to implement applicable
requirements and state-only requirements for a source
category.
l g l Terms
and conditions to implement applicable
requirements and state-only requirements for specified
categories of changes to permitted sources.
~
Terms and conditions for new requirements that apply
to sources with existing permits.
lQl Federally-enforceable caps on emissions from sources in
a specified category.
~
The DEQ may issue a general permit if it finds that:
1& There are several permittees, permit applicants, or
potential permit applicants who:
l i l Have
the
same
or
substantially
similar
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operations,emissions, activities, or facilities.

.

Ji.il Emit the same types of requlated.air pollutants:·
The operations, emissions, activities, or facilities are
subject to the same or similar:
_ill Standards, limitations, and operating requirements.
l i i l Monitoring requirements.·
·
J..2.l If some, but not all. of a source's operations, activities,
and emissions are eligible for coverage under one or more
general permits, the source must·apply for an individual Part 70
permit for all of its covered sources.
·
·
l..2..l Facilities located in areas that are federally designated
as non-attainment are not eligible for coverage under a general
permit.
.
l1l Sites that are not in compliance with all applicable State
and Federal air regulations are eligible for a general operating
permit only if:
l8l They submit to DEO an approvable compliance plan, and
l1ll_ The facility submits to Tier II public review.
~
Facilities with existing state operating permits are
eligible for coverage under a general operating·· permit.
J..2l Facilities existing prior to the effect-ive date of any
applicable
standard
that
would
have
created
specific
quantifiable and enforceable emission rates are· eligible for
coverage under a general operating permit .
. lQl Authorization.
ldl A general permit issued under this section shall identify
criteria by which sources· may qualify for the general permit.
After a general permit has been issued, any source may submit a
request to be covered under the permit in the form of an
aPPlication for authorization to operate under the general
permit. Such application shall identify the source and provide
information sufficient to demonstrate that it falls within the
source category covered by the general permit. together with any
additional information that may be specified in the general
permit.
i l l See 252:2-15 for Tier I permitting procedures and timelines
for indivl.dual authorizations under general permits. The DEQ
shall act to approve or deny the application within 90 days of
filing.
ilL A final action approving an authorization to operate under
a general permit shall not be subject to public comment or
judicial review.
~
The DEO will publish, at least monthly, an updated list of
sources approved for inclusion under the general permit and any
aggrieved person may petition the DEO to review the approval of
any stationary source for inclusion under a general permit
within 30 days after publication of the list.
l2.l A copy of the general permit, together with a list of
sources approved for coverage under it, shall be kept on file
for public review at the offices of the DEO.
l..Ql Permit Shield. A general permit issued under this section
shall provide that any source approved for coverage under a aeneral
permit shall be entitled to the protection of the permit shield for
all operations, activities, and emissions addressed by the general
permit, unless and to the extent that it is subseguently determined
l1ll_
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that the source does not qualify for the conditions and terms of
the general permit.
JQl_ · Revisions.
l1l If an owner or operator of a source(s) makes a change to a
source
covered by a
oeneral
permit
that
affects
any
applicability information supplied in the general permit
application, but the source is still eligible for coverage under
a general permit, the owner or operator must revise the general
permit application and submit it to the DEO within 60 days.
l£L After coverage is granted to a source under the general
permit, physical changes to the facility which result in the
addition of equipment new to the facility, either as a
replacement (except like-kind replacements) or net addition,
will require a construction permit or a new authorization. Any
significant modification to a stationary source included under
a general permit shall subject the source to a Tier II review.
111 If equipment new to the facility is newly purchased or is
·.relocated from another facility where a permit was issued with
enforceable
emissions
limits
on
that
equipment,
then
authorization under the general permit shall be modified or
amended to include an emissions limit for the· newly purchased or
11
relocated equipment.
Grandfathered 11 emissions sources at the
facility will retain only the equipment descriptions as permit
conditions. 11 Grandfathered 11 means a unit that was in existence
prior to the effective date of any applicable regulation that
would have created specific quantifiable and enforceable
emissions rate limits.
l1l For a general operating permit, if emissions change for any
reason · that
subjects
the
facility
to
PSD
permitting
requirements, then the facility no longer qualifies for a
.general operating permit.
However, the existing general
-operating permit will remain valid durina the time period
covered by the PSD construction permit until the facility
receives a Part 70 site specific operating permit for the entire
facility.
Jtl Permit Content. Specific terms and conditions that will make
the applicable rules and reauirements enforceable shall· be
stipulated in the general permit.
l i l Renewal of general operating permits.
l1l The DEO will initiate the renewal process for a general
operating permit at least 180 days orior to the permit's
expiration date and will follow the requirements in 252:100-87 (a) .

l£L

Owners or operators shall apply to renew an authorization
at least 60 davs orior to exPiration of the existing
authorization. Upon submittal of a timely and administratively
complete application, the applicant may continue to operate
.until such time as the DEQ grants or denies coverage· under the
general operating permit.
252:100-8-6.2 Temporary sources
The DEO may issue a single permit authorizing emissions from
similar operations by the same source owner or operator at multiple
temporary locations. The operation must be temporary and involve
at least one change of location during the term of the permit. No
40

affected source shall be permitted as a temporary source. Permits
for temporary sources shall include the following:
~
Conditions that will assure compliance with all applicable
requirements at all aut-horized locations;
ill Requirements that the owner or operator notifv the
permitting authority at least ten days in advance of each change
in location; and
" .ill Conditions that assure compliance with all other provisions
of this section.

-

-

252:100-8-6.3. Special provisions for affected (acid rain) sources
~
Application binding until permit issuance or denial.
A
cqmplete acid rain permit application is binding on the applicant
and enforceable as a permit until an acid rain permit is issued or
denied. For applicable permitting procedures. see 252:2-15.
lQl Exemption petitions.
Applicants with small units that burn
low sulfur fuel or sources that retire a unit can petition to have
· such units exempted from certain permitting and monitoring
requirements under the acid rain regulations.
l.gl Permit shield. The acid rain portion of every operating permit
is covered by a permit shield.
This shield -assures that an
applicant operating in accordance with a permit issued in
accordance with Title IV of the Act. will be deemed to be operating
in compliance with the Acid Rain Program.
JQl Modifications. See 40 CFR 72.82.
~
Duration. Acid rain permits will have a term of five vears
commencing on the permits effective date.
The DEO may issue a
permit with a future effective date.
l f l Right of intervention.
The Administrator may intervene as a
matter of right in any administrative appeal involving an Acid Rain
permit or denial of an Acid Rain permit.
Jgl Administrative appeal.
The administrative appeal period
shall be no more than 90 days following the issuance of the Acid
Rain permit and the judicial appeal period shall be no more than 90
days following a final agency action.
lhl Adoption of 40 CFR Part 72 by reference. DEO hereby adopts
and incorporates by reference the provisions of 40 CFR Part 72, as
published in the Federal Register on January 11. 1993. on March 23,
1993, and on October 24. 1997, for purposes of implementing an acid
rain program that meets the requirements of Title IV of the Act.
The term "permitting authority" shall mean the Oklahoma Department
of Environmental Quality and the term "Administrator" shall mean
the Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
If the provisions or requirements of 40 CFR Part 72
conflict with or are not included in 252:100-8. the Part 72
provisions and requirements shall apply and take precedence.
252:100-8-7.
Permit issuance, re&ewal, reepe&i&gs, a&a revisie&s
(a)
Ae~ie& e& appliea~ie&J issaa&ee/ae&ial eri~eria.
~~ Criteria for issuance.
A permit, permit modification, or
renewal may be issued only if the applicable requirements of 27A
O.S.Supp. 1995, Seetion 2-14-101 et seq.; GAG--252:2-15; and this
Chapter have been met and the DEQ has determined that the
conditions of the permit provide for compliance with all applicable
requirements and for applications subject to eA€-252:100-8-8, that
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the requirements of that section have been satisfied.
~.
Draft permits and notice thereof.
See eAG-252:2-15.
Th~
draft permit shall be accompanied by a statement that sets forth
the legal and factual basis for the draft permit conditions
(including references to the applicable statutory or regulatory
provisions} .
-f3+J..Ql EPA review. See eAe-252:100-8-8.
~l£1 DEQ final action.
See GAB-252:2-15, and eAe-252:100-8-8
when applicable.
+s+l.gl Timeline for technical· review and issuance. See GAG :252.2
15 70 through 15 72. E:tccept as provided in paragraphs (.\) and (B)
of this paragraph, theThe DEQ shall take final action on each
application for a permit within 18 months after beginning its
technical review in accordance with 252:2-15-70 through 15-72 and
QAC 252.100 8 5 (b) (5) 252:100-8-4 (b) (7) .
+6+1ft Action priorities. See OAC 252:100 8 5 {b) :252:100-8 4 (b) (2)
through (10) and 252:100-8-7.1(a).
-f-:7.t.J.gi No issuance by default.
See 27A:2-5-112 (D).
(b) Re~iremeftt fer a per.mit.
See OAC 252:100 8 4(b) .
(e)
Permit reftewal afta expiratie.a.
(1)
Applications for perffiit renmwral aftrir the transition
period, and for permit for aew Part 70 sources or ameadmeats,
shall be considered timely if the applicant meets the
requirements of this subsection.
(2)
Applications for perffiit renmwral shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements,
ineludifl:g those for public
participation, affected State comment, and EPA revim>', that
apply to initial permit issuance under OAC 252.100 8 7(a).
( 3)
A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
expiration of its perffiit unless a timely and complete rene·..•al
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the date
of e:>cpiration.
( 4)
If a timely and emnplete application for a perffiit rener.ml
is subffiittcd, but the DBQ fails to take final action to issue or
deny the renewal permit before the end of the term of the
previous permit, then the permit shall not expire until ·the
rener.ml permit has been issued or denied, and any perMit shield
granted for the permit shall continue in effect during that
tiMe.
(5)
Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
. DBQ under this subchapter shall apply fer perffiit reissuance at
least 180 days before the expiration of the mdsting perffiit,
unless the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner.
The DBQ shall require in a perffi:it that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines that
an earlier application is needed to minimi~e the possibility of
mcpiration prior to rcissuanee.
The DBQ !flay mah:e t~e
deterffiination if it anticipates· a . relatively lengthy perffi:~t
revim•' process due to the eomplelEity of the stationary source or
anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event shall the
permit require application for reissuance sooner than eighteen
months prior to the expiratiofl: of the permit.
(d)
Administrative per.mi~ amendmeftta.
(1)
When used in this subsection "Administrative permit
affi:endffi:ent 11 means a permit revision that:
~lQl

-
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source specific determination for teFRporary sources ct....,
ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysic
(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for ·..·hich there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement, or state only requirement, and
that the source has assumed to avoid an applicable
requirement, or state only requirement, to Hhich the
source \muld othent'ise be subj cct.
Such terms and
condit::ions include fedprally enforceable emissions caps
assumed to avoie classification as a modification under
any provision of Title I and alternative emissions limits
approved pursuant to regulations promulgated under
SS112 (i) (5) of the federal Clean Air Act, and
(V)
Arc not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the federal Clean Air Act.
.. (ii) !lot·,.·ithstanding GAG 252:100 8 7 (c)_ (1)_ (A) (i) and GAG
252.100 8 7 (c) (;a) (A) I minor permit modification procedures
may be used for permit modifications imrol=ving the usc of
ccoB:omic incentives, marltet::ablc penRit::s, emissions trading,
aB:d ot::her similar approaches, to the eJetcnt that such minor
permit modification procedures are Cl[j?;l;icit::ly prmddcd for
in an applicab±c imp±emcntation plaB: or iB: applicable
requirements promulgated by EPA.
·
(B)
Application.
'l'o use the minor _permit modification
procedures, a source shall submit an application requesting
such usc \ffiich shall meet the permit application requirements
of Tier I under OAC 2 52: :a 15 aB:d shall iB:clude the follo'n'ing: -..,
(i)
A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any nmJ' applicable .requirements, and
state only requireffients, that \vill apply if the change
occurs,
(ii) The source's suggested modification laB:guage,
(iii)
CcrtificatioB: by a responsible officia±, that the
, •
•
'.;s
.;s
.;s • .t: •
•
'1..
• ...
•
appxzcat~on anu the proposcu mouzrzcatzofi meet tne cr~eer~a
for use of miB:or permit modification procedures,aB:d
(iv) Completed forms for any notices required by OAC 252.2
15 and, regarding notice to EPA and affected states, as
required under subparagraph (C) of this paragraph.
(C)
EPA and affected state notification. If
the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that uB:den>'ent EPA rcvimv in
accordance '<>'ith OAC 252 .100 8 8, the provisions of that
sectioB: shall apply to the ffiinor modification application
unless ~mived by the Administrator.
(D)
Timetable for issuance. Within 90 days of the DBQ' s
receipt of a complete application under OAC 252.2 15 the DBQ
shall.
(i)
Issue the minor permit modification as approved,
(ii) Deny the minor permit modification application, or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
~
(E)
Source's ability to malte ehange.
Iffiff\ediatcly
after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these minor
permit modification procedures, the source is authori2ed to
.·.,:~·;~
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(C)
Iesuaeee. The DEQ shall complete revier.w' of significant
,permit moeifications within nine months after receipt of a -,...
....
complete application, but shall be authorizes to e>etend that
Elate by up to three months for cause.
{f) Reopeeiftg for cause.
( 1) Maftdatory reopeBieg.
Each issuee permit shall incluee
•
•
• ./:
•
1..
..:I •
•
..:I
1.. •
1..
1..
•
•
prOVl:Sl:OnS
speCl::cyl:ng
t11e
COnul:tl:OnS
unuer
~>'11l:C11 t11e perml:t ~Hll
be reopenee prior to the mcpiration Elate o:E the permit.
A
permit shall be reopenee and revisee uneer any of the follmdng
circumstances:
U'd
Aeeitional
feeeral
applicable
requirements
become
applicable to a stationary source ···w'ith a remaining permit term
of three or more years. Such a reopening ana amendment shall
be completee not later than 18 months after promulgation of
the :Eeeeral applicable requirement. Reopenifig is allmied if
.an applicable requirement pecomeo effective _and the original
permit or any of ito terms ana coneitions 'l:~:ao been eJeteneee
pursuant to the application shiele provieee at OAC 252.100 8
7(c) (4) beyond the 18 month timeframe for re-:ioion. no ouch
reopening is requiree if the effective Elate of the requirement
is later than the Elate on ~>'hich the permit is Elue to mepire.
(B)
Aeeitional requirements
(including e:tecess emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affectee source uneer
the acid rain program.
Upon approval by the administrator,
excess emissions o:Efset plans shall be Eleemed to be
incorporated into the permit.
{C)
The agency or the administrator determines that the
permit contains a material mistake or that iaaccurate
statements ·.mre maee in establishing the emissions standards,
limitations, or other terms or conditions of the permit.
(D)
The administrator or the agency determiaes that the
permit must be revised or revokee to assure compliance uith
the applicable requirements.
(2)
Diseretiofta;t:y · reop_eftiftg, The agency may reopen ana amene a
permit 'il>'hen:
(A)
aeditional state only requirements become applicable to
a permittee stationary source, ana the effective date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the Elate on which
the permit is due to expire,
{B)
alterations or modifications to the permitted facility
will result in or have the potential to result in significant
alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air
pollutants to be emittee by the permittee,
(C)
the agency receives information previously unavailable to
the agency that shows that the terms and conditions of the
permit do not accurately represent the actual circumstances
relating to the permittee facility;
{D)
a court of competent jurioeiction in7;:aliea.teo or moeifies
an Oklahoma or :Eeeeral statute or rule or feeeral guideline
upon .•.,hich a coneition of the permit is based, and
{E)
an event occurs that is beyone the control of the
permittee that necessitates moeificatien of a compliance
scheeule in the permit.
{3)
Reopeftiftg procedures. To reopen ana amene a permit, the
agency shall follm.· the procedures that apply to significant
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under GAG 252.100 9 to pay fees, or
(D)
the permittee has failed to pay a penalty mred pursuant ~
to court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or
'::)
schedule of compliance.
(:a)
Re...·ecaeien procedures.
The agency shall give notice to
the permittee of its intention to revoke a permit ·.rithout
reissuance.
This notice must state that ·.dthin 30 days of the
receipt of the notice the permittee may request a contested case
hearing be held on the proposed action, except that the agency
may provide less notice in case of an emergency.
If the
permittee requests a contested case hearing, the agency shall
hold the hearing in accordance with the Glclahoma Administrative
Procedures Act.
(i)
Paelic participation. Bee 27A G.B.Supp. 1995, S 2 14 101 ct
seq. and GAG 252.il 15.
(j)
Jtidieial review. Any final action in gran~ing or denying an
application for a permit, permit amendment or modification, or
permit rene"Jml shall be subject to judicial revim.· in the court of
appropriate jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant
or permittee, or by any affected state or other person "Jo'ho
participated in the public comment process. EJEeept for authori2a
tiona under General Permits, judicial revimr is available to all
affected parties for all final permit actions including minor
modifications and administrative actions.
If no public comment
procedure ~ms employed for the action under challenge, an applica
tion for revier.r may be filed by the permittee or an affected state.
The opportunity for judicial revim>' provided for in this subsection .......,.,
shall be the eJcclusive means for obtaining judicial reviev1 of any
permit action.
.
(1)
No application for judicial revim>' may be filed more than
90 days follmdng the final action on '•>'hich revim.· is sought,
unless· the grounds for revimr arose at a later time, in which
case the application for revimr shall be filed >tdthin 90 days of
the date on >tih:ich the grounds for rmriml7 first arose and revimr
shall be limited to such later arising grounds.
(2)
Any application· for judicial revim.· shall be limited to
issues that:
(A)
~>'ere raised in '•>'ritten comFRents filed ~dth the Agency or
during a public hearing on the proposed permit action (if the
.. grounds on '•rhich revie ..; is sought "•'ere knmm at that time) ,
except that this restriction shall not apply if the person
seeking revimr ·.ms not afforded an advance opportunity to
coff\fflent on the challenged action; and
(B)
are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
(3)
For purposes of this section, "final action" shall include
a· failure by the Agency to talce final action to grant or deny an
application vw'ithin the time specified in this Chapter.
252:100-8-7.1. Permit renewal and expiration
Timely application for permit renewal.
i l l Applications for permit renewal and for permits for new
Part 70 sources or amendments, shall be considered timely if the
applicant
meets
the
requirements
of
this
subsection. - ,
J2l Stationary sources operating under permits issued by the
DEO under this Subchapter shall apply for permit reissuance at

lgl
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least 180 days before the exoiration of the existing permit,
unl"ess the permit specifies that the application must be
submitted sooner.
The DEQ shall require in a permit that a
reissuance application be submitted sooner if it determines that
an earlier application is needed to minimize the possibility of
expiration orior to reissuance.
The DEO may make the
determination if it anticipates a relatively lengthy permit
. review process due to the complexity of the stationary source or
anticipated involvement of the public.
In no event shall the
permit require application for reissuance sooner than eighteen
months prior to the expiration of the permit.
lQl Application content for renewal of expiring permit. In submitting an application for renewal of a Part 70 operating permit.
a· source may identify and incorporate by reference terms and
conditions in its previous permit and permit application(s) that
should remain unchanged.
In addition, a renewal-application must
contain:
l1l information specified in 252:100-8-5 (e) for those products,
processes, operations, and emissions:
JAl That are not addressed in the existing permit;
l!U. That are subject to applicable· requirements or state-only
requirements that are not addressed in the existing permit; or
lQl For which the source seeks permit terms and conditions
that differ from those in the existing permit; and
ill a compliance plan and certification as required in 252:1008 - 5 ( e ) ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) .
l£.1. Issuance of renewal permit.
Applications for permit renewal
shall be subject to the same procedural requirements, including
those for public participation, affected State comment, and EPA
review, that apply to initial permit issuance under 252:100-8-7 (a) .
lQl Expiration of permit.
l1l A source's right to operate shall terminate upon the
expiration of its permit unless a timely and complete renewal
application has been submitted at least 180 days before the date
of expiration.
ill If a timely and complete application for a permit renewal
is submitted, but the DEO fails to take final action to issue or
deny the renewal permit before the end of the term of the
previous permit, then the permit shall not expire until the
renewal permit has been issued or denied, and any permit shield
granted for the permit shall continue in effect during that
time. ·
252:100-8-7.2. Administrative
permit
amendments
and
permit
modifications
121 Administrative permit amendments.
l1l An administrative permit amendment:
lAl Corrects typographical errors;
l!U. Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number
of any person identified in the permit, or provides a similar
minor administrative chanqe at the source;
lQl Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the
permittee;
lQl Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
of a source where no other change in the permit is necessary,
49
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provided that a written agreement containing a specific date
for transfer of permit responsibility, coverage, and liability.-....
between the current and new permittee has been submitted to
.·•.·~
the DEO;
lEl Incorporates into the oermit the requirements from
preconstruction review permits issued by the DEO under this
Part.
i l l Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed by 40 CFR'Part 72.
i l l An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the DEO
in accordance with the following:
J& The DEO shall take final action on a request for an
administrative permit amendment within 60 days from the date
of receipt of such a request, and may incorporate the proposed
changes without providing notice to the public or affected
··.states provided that it de.signates any such permit revisions
as having been made pursuant to this paragraph.
~
The DEO shall submit a copy of the revised permit to the
Administrator upon the Administrator's request.
lQL The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrat'i ve amendment· immediately upon
submittal of the request.
l ! l The DEO shall, upon taking final action granting a request
for an administrative permit amendment, allow coverage by the
permit shield in 252:100-8-6(d) for administrative permit
amendments made pursuant to subparagraph 252:100-8-7.2(a) (1) (E)
of this section.
~
lQl Per.mit modification.
A permit modification is any revision
to a permit that cannot be accomplished under subsection (a) of
this section. A permit modification for purposes of the acid rain
portion of the permit shall be governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
l1l Minor per.mit modification procedures.
J.Al. Criteria.
J.ll Minor permit modification procedures may be used only
for those permit modifications that:
li.l Do not violate any applicable requirement, or stateonly requirements;
Jl1..l._ Do not involve significant changes to existing
monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a case-by-case determination of an emission limitation or other standard, or a
source-specific determination for temporary sources of
ambient impacts, or a visibility or increment analysis;
liYl Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement or state-only requirement which
the source has assumed to avoid some other applicable
requirement or state-only requirement to which the source
would otherwise be subject.
Such terms and conditions
include federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I and alternative emissions limits-.
approved pursuant to regulations promulgated under
§§112(i) (5) of the Act; and

so

lYl

.-

Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the Act .
.i.iil Notwithstanding 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (1) (A) (i) and 252:1008-7.2(b) (2) (A) , minor permit modification procedures may
be used for permit modifications involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading,
and other similar approaches. to the extent that such minor
permit modification procedures are explicitly provided for
in the State's implementation plan or in applicable
requirements promulgated by EPA.
JRl Application.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures. a source shall submit an application requesting
such use which shall meet the permit application requirements
of Tier I under 252:2-15 and shall include the following:
l i l A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any new applicable· requirements or
state-only requirements that will apply if the change
occurs;
liil The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)
Certification by a responsible official. that the
application and the proposed modification meet the criteria
for use of minor permit modification procedures; and
l.iYl. Completed forms for any notices require"d by 252:2-15
and subparagraph (C) of this paragraph.
~
EPA and affected state notification. If the proposed
minor modification is of a permit that underwent EPA review in
accordance with 252:100-8-8, the provisions of that section
shall apply to the minor modification application unless
waived by the Administrator.
l!ll.. Timetable for issuance. Within 90 days of the DEO' s
receipt of a complete application under 252:2-15 the DEO
shall:
lil Issue the minor permit modification as approved;
liil Deny the·minor permit modification application; or
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
lEl Source's ability to make change.
Immediately
after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these minor
permit modification procedures. the source is authorized to
make the change or changes proposed in the application. After
the source makes the change and until the DEO takes any of the
actions specified in
(1) (D) (i)
through
(iii)
of this
subsection. the source must comply with the . applicable
requirements and state-only requirements governing the change
and the proposed permit terms and conditions.
During this
period, the source need not comply with the existing terms and
conditions it seeks to modify. However. if the source fails
to comply with its proposed permit terms and conditions during
this time period. the existing permit terms and conditions it
seeks to modify may be enforced against it.
l.El.. Permit shield. The permit shield under 252:100-8-6 (d)
will not extend to minor permit modifications.
lQl Permittee's risk in commencing construction. T
h
e
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permittee assumes the risk of losing any investment it makes
· toward implementing a modification prior to receiving a permit .-....
amendment authorizing the modification.
The DEO will not
~·
consider the possibility of the permittee suffering financial
/
loss due to such investment when deciding whether to approve,
deny, or approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
121 Significant modification procedures.
l8l Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
l i l Involve any significant changes in existing monitoring
requirements in the permit;.
liil Relax any reporting or recordkeeping requirements.
·(iii)
Change any permit condition that is required to be
based on a case-by-case determination of an emission
limitation or other standard,
on a
source-specific
determination of ambient impacts, or on ·a visibility or
increment analysis;
liYl Seek to establish or change a permit term or condition
for which there is no corresponding underlying applicable
requirement or state-only requirement which the source has
assumed to avoid some other applicable requirement or
state-only requirement to which the source would otherwise
be Subject. Such terms and conditions include:
ll.l A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoid classification as a modification under any
provision of Title I;
liil An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to ~
regulations promulgated under section 112(i) {5) of the
Act; and
lYl Are modifications under any provision of Title I of
the Act; and.
~ Do
not qualify as minor permit modifications or
administrative amendments.
lal Procedures for processing. Significant permit modifications shall meet al·l requirements of these rules that are
applicable to Tier II applications. The application ~or.the
modification shall describe the change,
the em1ss1ons
resulting from the change, and any new applicable requirements
or state-only requirements that will apply if the change
occurs.
~
Issuance. The DEO shall complete review of significant
permit modifications within nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date. by up to three months for cause.
252:100-8-7.3. Reopening of operating per.mits for cause
(al-B± Mandatory reopening.
Each issued permit shall include
provisions specifying the conditions under which the permit will l?e
reopened prior to the expiration date of the permit.
A perm1t
shall be reopened and revised under any of the following
circumstances:
~
Additional
federal
applicable
requirements
become
applicable to a stationary source with a remaining permit term~
of three or more years. Such a reopening and amendment shall be
completed not later than 18 months after promulgation of the
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federal applicable requirement.
Reopening is allowed if an
applicable requirement becomes effective and the original permit
or any of its terms and conditions has been extended pursuant to
the application shield provided·at 252:100-8-7.1(d) (2) beyond
the 18-month timeframe for revision.
No such reopening is
required if the effective date of the requirement is later than
the date·on which the permit is due to e*pire.
121 Additional requirements
(including
excess
emissions
requirements) become applicable to an affected source under the
acid rain program.
Upon approval by the Administrator. excess
emissions offset plans shall be deemed to be incorporated into
the permit.
lJl The DEO or the EPA determines that the permit contains a
material mistake or that inaccurate statements were made in
establishing the emissions standards, limitations, or other
terms or conditions of the permit.
J.!l The Administrator or the DEO determines that the permit
must be revised or revoked to assure compliance with the
applicable requirements.
Jhl Discretionary reopening. The DEO may reopen and amend a permit
when:
ill additional state-only requirements become applicable to a
permitted stationary source and the effective· date of the
requirement is at least 18 months prior to the date on which the
permit is due to expire;
121 alterations or modifications to the permitted facility will
result in or have the potential to result in significant
alteration of the nature or quantity of regulated air pollutants
to be emitted by the permittee;
lJl the DEO receives information previously unavailable to the
DEO that shows that the terms and conditions of the permit do
not accurately represent the actual circumstances relating to
the permitted facility;.
l!l a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or modifies
an Oklahoma or federal statute or rule or federal guideline upon
which a condition of the permit is based; or
l2l an event occurs that is beyond the control of the permittee
that necessitates modification of a compliance schedule in the
permit.
l£l Reopening procedures. To reopen and amend a permit. the DEO
shall follow the procedures that apply to significant permit
modifications under this Subchapter. unless the amendment can be
made as an administrative amendment under 252:100-8-7.2(a).
Mandatory reopenings under 252:00-8-7.3(a) shall be made as
expeditiously as practicable.
In lieu of an application. the
significant permit modification process will commence when the DEO
gives the permittee written notice of its intent to amend the
permit.
The DEO shall not issue the amendment. or make public
notice of the amendment where public notice is required. until at
least thirty days after the DEO has given the permittee written
notice of its intent to amend the permit. unless the permittee
consents to less notice, or in the case of an emergency. In cases
where public participation is required, only those portions of the
permit that the DEO proposes to amend shall be open for public
comment or consideration at a meeting or hearing.
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lQl Reopenings for cause by EPA.
l.1l If the Administrator finds that cause exists to terminate,..-...,_
modify, or revoke and reissue a permit, the Administrator shall
notify the DEQ and the permittee of such findings in writing.
nl_ The DEO shall, within 90 days after receipt of such
notification,
forward to EPA a proposed determination of
termination, modification, or revocation and reissuance, as
appropriate.
The Administrator may extend this 90-day period
for an additional 90 days if he finds that a new or revised
permit application is necessary or that the DEO must require the
permittee to submit additional information.
i l l The Administrator will review the proposed determination
from the DEO within 90 days of receipt.
l1l The DEO shall have 90 days from receipt of an EPA objection
to resolve any objection that EPA makes and to terminate,
modify. or revoke and reissue the permit in accordance with the
Administrator's objection.
·
.1.2l'· If the DEO fails to submit a proposed determination
pur·suant to this subsection. or fails to resolve any objection
pursuant to this subsection, the Administrator will terminate.
modify, or revoke and reissue the permit.· after taking the
following actions:
l8l Providing at least 30 days' notice to the permittee in
writing of the reasons for any such action.
J.al_ Providing the permittee an opportunity for comment on the
Administrator's proposed action and an opportunity for a
hearing.
252:100-8-7.4. Revocations of operating per.mits
J.gl Revocation of a permit or authorization under a general permit
without reissuance. The DEO may revoke permits or authorizations
under a general permit and not reissue them when:
.ill there exists at the permitted facility unresolved
noncompliance with applicable requirements or a condition of the
permit or authorization, and the permittee refuses to undertake
an enforceable schedule of compliance to resolve the noncompliance;
JZl the permittee fails to disclose fully the facts relevant to
issuance of the permit or authorization or submits false or
misleading information to the DEQ or the Administrator;
i l l the permittee has failed to comply with any requirement
under 252:100-5 to pay fees; or
l1l the permittee has failed to pay a penalty owed pursuant to
court order, consent decree, stipulation agreement, or schedule
of compliance.
JQl_ Revocation procedures.
The DEO shall give notice to the
permittee of its intention to revoke a permit without reissuance.
This notice must state that within 30 days of the receipt of the
notice the permittee may request a contested case hearing be held
on the proposed action. except that the DEO may provide less notice
in case of an emergency.
If the permittee requests a contested
case hearing, the DEO shall hold the hearing in accordance with the
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act.
~
252:100-8-7.5. Judicial review
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Any final action in granting or denying an application for a
permit, permit amendment or modification, or permit renewal shall
be subject to judicial review in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction upon an application filed by the applicant or
permittee,
or bv any affected state or other person who
participated in the public comment process. Except for authorizations under General Permits, judicial review is available to all
affected parties for all final permit actions including minor
modifications and administrative actions.
If no public comment
procedure was employed for the action under challenge, an application for review may be filed by the permittee or an affected state.
·rhe opportunity for judicial review provided for in .this subsection
shall be the exclusive means for obtaining judicial review of any
permit action·.
,lll. No application for judicial review may be filed more than
90 days following the final action on which review is sought,
·unless the grounds for review arose at a later time, in which
case the application for review shall be filed within 90 days of
the date on which the grounds for review first arose and review
shall be limited to such later-arising grounds.
_m Any application for judicial review shall be limited to
issues that:
·
l8l were raised in comments filed with the DEb or during a
public hearing on the proposed permit action (if the grounds
on which review is sought were known at that time), except
that this restriction shall. not· apply if the person seeking
review was not afforded an advance opportunity to comment on
the challenged action; and
~
are germane and material to the permit action at issue.
Jll For purposes of this section, "final action" shall include
a failure by the DEO to take final action to grant or deny an
application within the time specified in this Chapter.
252:100-8-8..
Per.mit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This section applies only to specific Tier II
and III applications for Part 70 construction and/or operating
permits and permit actions that have not been waived from
compliance with this section by the Administrator.
(b)
Format.
To the extent practicable, information provided to
the EPA by applicants shall be in computer-readable format
compatible with EPA's national database management system.
(c)
Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records required
by this section and will submit to the Administrator such
information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the requirements
of the federal Cleaa Air Act or of this Chapter.
(d)
Transmission of Part 70 applications to EPA. For Part 70 Tier
II and III applications subject to this section, the DEQ shall
require an applicant upon filing to also provide a copy to the
Administrator or the DEQ may submit a permit application summary
form and any relevant portion of the permit application and
compliance plan, in place thereof.
(e)
Transmittal of notice of draft per.mit to affected states.
See 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-5-112(E); 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2-14101 et seq.; and eA€-252:2-15.
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(f)

Preparation and submittal of EPA review copy.
( 1)
Tier II applications. For Tier I I applications, the DEQ .-..,··.
shall review public comments, revise the draft permit as
J
appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later
than 60 days before the issuance deadline established in eAe
252:2-15-72 or, if none, by this Chapter.
(2)
Tier III applications.
For Tier III applications, the DEQ
shall prepare a proposed permit according to 27A O.S.Supp. 1995,
§ 2-14-304, and submit it to EPA for review upon the publication
of notice of an administrative permit hearing opportunity.
(g) Notice of non-acceptance.
As part of the DEQ~s submittal of
a revised draft permit (Tier II) or a proposed permit (Tier III) to
the Administrator, the DEQ s~all notify the Administrator and any
~ffected State in writing of any refusal by the DEQ to accept all
recommendations for the revised draft permit or proposed permit
that ·the affected State submitted during the reyiew period.
The
notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not accepting any such
recommendation. The DEQ is not required to accept recommendations
that are not based on applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Clean
Air Act or these rules.
(h)
EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from the
EPA that it will not object to:
(1)
A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application, the
DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the DEQ
shall
issue
the
proposed
permit
as
final
unless
an
administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
~
(i) EPA review and objection.
(1)
Timing.
Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
subsection, no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a} of this
section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to its
issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt o~ the revised
draft permit (Tier I) or proposed permit (Tier III) and all
necessary supporting information.
(2}
For.m of objection. An EPA objection shall include a
statement of the Administrator's reasons for objection and a
description of the terms and conditions that the permit must
inclu~e to respond to the objections.
(3}
Additional grounds. Failure of the DEQ to do any of the
following also shall constitute grounds for an objection:
(A)
Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section;
(B)
Submit any information necessary to review adequately the
revised draft permit (Tier II) or the proposed permit (Tier
III); or
(C)
Process the permit application according to the uniform
permitting requirements of eAe-252:2-15.
(4)
Copy.
The Administrator will provide the permit applicant
a copy of the objection.
(5) DEQ response. The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the
applicant and shall either:
(A}
Amend permit. Amend the permit and submit for approval~
an amended draft (Tier II) or proposed (Tier III} permit to
EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's objection, or
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.(B) Give notice and issue.
Determine that one or more
revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent with applicable state
or federal statutes or regulations, inform EPA accordingly
within 90 days following the date of the Administrator's
objection, decline to make those particular revisions and:
(i)
issue the amended or revised draft permit (Tier II) as
final, or
(ii) issue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requested.
(6)
Failure of DEQ to respond. If the DEQ fails, within 90 days
after the date of the EPA objection, to amend and resubmit the
1
draft permit or proposed permit in response to the objection,
the Administrator will issue or deny the permit in accordance
with the requirements of EPA's Part 70 regulations.
(j) Public petitions to the Administrator. If the Administrator
does not object in writing under subsection (h) of this section,
any person that meets the requirements of this subsection may
petition the Administrator within 60 days after the expiration of
the Administrator's 45-day review period to ma.ke such objection.
Any such petition shall be based .only on objec·tions to the permit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period provided for in GAe----252: 002 -1·5, unless the
petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise such
objections within such period, or unless the grounds for such
objection arose after such period. If the Administrator objects to
the permit as a result of a petition filed under this subsection,
the DEQ shall not issue the permit until EPA's objection has been
resolved, except that a petition for review does not stay the
effectiveness of a permit or its requirements if the permit was
issued after the end of the 45-day review period and prior to an
EPA objection. If the DEQ has issued a permit prior to receipt of
. an EPA obj~ction under this subsection, the Administrator will
modify, terminate, or revoke such permit, and shall do so
consistent with the procedures in eA£-252:100-8-7 through 252:1008-7.5 except in unusual circumstances.
If the DEQ revokes the
permit, it may thereafter issue only a revised permit that
satisfies EPA's objection. In any case, the source will not be in
violation of the requirement to have submitted a timely and
complete application.
(k)
Effect on Tier I I I administrative permit hearing. When
a
public petition or an EPA objection is registered on a proposed
permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit hearing has
been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, Section 2-14101 et seq., the DEQ may stay the evidentiary part of the hearing
involving cross-examination until EPA• objections are resolved or
determined to be inconsistent with applicable laws.
252:100-8-9.
Permit fees
(a) Defisieiess.
'!'fie follmoTing- !Jmrds and terms, \;hen used in
this Section, shall nave tfie following- meaning-, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise.
(1)
"Aewal emissieft" means tfie total amount of regulated
pollutant(for fee calculation) ·emitted from a given facility during
a particular calendar year, as determined by methods contained in
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(2). Permit preeessi:ag fees.
Permit processing fees shall be as
fo llmm :
Initial Part 70 permit
$2,000.
(A)
(B)
Rene-.ml Part 70 perffiit
$1,000.
(C)
Significant Part 70 Perffiit ~4od.
$1,000.
(D)
~4inor Part 70 Permit P4odifieation
$ 500.
(B)
The Part 70 Temporary Perffiit
$1,000.
(F)
Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation
$ 500.
( 3)
Payme:at.
Fees ~iill be paid by cheek or money order made
payable to the Olelahoma Air Quality fund or upon delegation, to
the appropriate revie-.l'ing agency. Fees are due and payable upon
receipt of invoice. Fees shall be considered delinquent 30 days
i from the date of billing, at .,,hieh tiffie simple interest shall
· accrue at the rate of one and one half percent (1 1/2°6) per
. ffiOnth on any affiount unpaid.
l'he Departffient shall allm>' a grace
period of one hundred and t·.mnty days froffi the· date of billing
before issuing any administrative order and assessing a
reasonable adRI:inistrativ=e fi~e in accordance "•iith the pro•r,risions
of the O}Elahoffia Clean Air Act, 27A 0. S. 1993 Supp. See. 2 5 101
et seq., as affiended.
(4)
Emissie:as i:a-.;refltery.
The o,.,iner or operator of any Part 70
source shall by April 1, 1994, and every succeeding year
thereafter, submi~ a complete effiission inventory on forffis
obtained froffi the Agency.
These irrventories, covering the
preYious calendar year, ~.,ill be used for the purpose of
calculating the
annual operating
fee.
The methods
of
calculation to be utilized in the development of an effiission
inventory shall be in accordance ,.,.,ith the ffiethods described in
OAC 252:100 7 4(e). [252:100-8-9(a}, (b), (c), (d) (1}, (d) (3} and
(d) (4} amended and renumbered to 252:100-5.
252:100-8-9(d} (2}
amended and renumpered to 252:100-8-1.7]

PART 7.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
.

252:100-8-30. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Part. in addition to the
requirements of Parts 1. 3, and 5 of this Subchapter. shall apply
to the construction of all major stationary sources and major
modifications as .specified in 252:100-8-31 through 252:100-8-33.
Sources subject to this Part a:i::-e also subject to the operating
permit provisions contained in Part 5 of 252:100-8.

,-..

252:100-8-31. Definitions
The following words and terms when used in this Part shall have
the following meaning. unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
11
Actual emission 11 means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit. as determined in accordance with
the following:
lhl In general. actual emissions as of a particular date shall
equal the average rate in tons per year at which the unit
actually emitted the pollutant during a two-vear oeriod which
precedes the particular date and which is representative of
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normal source operation. The reviewing authority may allow the
use of a different time period upon a determination that it is ~more representative of normal source operation.
Actual
']
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating
·
hours, production rates, and types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted during the selected time period.
Actual
emissions may also be determined by source tests, or by best
engineering iudgment in the absence of acceptable test data.
lftL The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
lQl For anv emissions unit- which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall equal
i the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment which
interferes with the management, protection, _preservation or
enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This determination must be made by the DEO on a
case-by-case basis taking into account the geographic extent,
intensity, duration, frequency and time of visibility impairments,
and how these factors correlate with:
.. JAl times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
lal the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce
visibility.
"Baseline area" means any areas designated as attainment or
unclassifiable in which the major source or major modification
establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or ..-...
would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 ug/m 3
(annual average) of · the pollutant for which the minor source
baseline date is established.
"Baseline concentration" means that ambient concentration level
which exists in the baseline area at the time of the applicable
minor source baseline date.
JAl A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and shall
include:
Jil the actual emissions representative of sources in
existence on the aPPlicable minor source baseline date, except
-as provided in (B) of this definition.
·Jiil the allowable emissions of major sources which commenced
construction before the major source baseline date but were
not in operation by the applicable minor source baseline date.
(Effective May 11, 1991)
lal The following will not be included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase(s):
l i l actual emissions from any major source on which
construction commenced after the major source baseline date;
and,
liil actual emissions increases and decreases at any source
occurring after the minor source baseline date.
(Effective
May 11. 1991)
"Baseline date" means:
JAl for major sources,
l i l in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
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January 6, 1975, and,

l i i l in the.case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988j and,
laL for minor sources. the earliest date after the trigger date

,-

on which a major source or major modification (subject to 40 CFR
52.21 or 252:100-8, Part 7) submits a complete application. The
trigger date is:
l i l in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7, 1977, and
l i i l in the case of nitroaen oxides, February 8, 1988.
(Effective May 11, 1991)
"Best available control technology·" means the control technology
to be applied for a major source or modification is the best that
is available as determined by the Executive Director on a case-bycase basis taking into account energy, environmental, costs and
economic impacts of alternate control systems.
"Building, structure, facility or installation• means all of the
pollutant-emitting activities which belong to .the same industrial
grouping, are located on one or more contiauous · or adjacent
properties, and are under the control of the same person or persons
under common control.
Pollutant-emitting activities shall .be
considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they belong
to the same "Major Group" (i.e .. which have the same two-digit
code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification
Manual, 1972. as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
•complete• in reference to an application for a permit, means
that the application contains all the information necessary for
processing the application.· Designating an application complete
for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
authority from requesting or accepting any additional information.
•Federal land manager• means the Secretary of the department with
authority over the Federal Class I area or his representative.
":Innovative control technoloav• means any system of air pollution
control that has not been adequately demonstrated in practice, but
would have a substantial likelihood of achieving greater continuous
emissions reduction than any control system in current practice or
of achieving at least comparable reductions at lower cost in terms
of energy, economics. or non-air quality environmental impacts.
11
Major modification 11 means any physical change in or change in
the method of operation of a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
lAl Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile
organic compounds shall be considered significant for ozone.
laL A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
l i l routine maintenance. repair and replacement.
l i i l use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of anv
order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan
pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
.
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule
under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act.
liYl use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
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waste.
Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source~
which:
ill· the source was capable of accommodating before January
6, 1975, unless such change would be prohibited under any
enforceable permit limitation which was established after
January 6, 1975; or,
J.1.ll 'the source is approved to use under any permit issued
under 40 CFR 52.21 or 252:100-8.
lYil An increase in the hours of ooeration or in the
production rate, unless such change would be prohibited under
any enforceable permit· limitation which was established after
January 6, 1975.
(vii)
Any change in source ownership.
"Mai or stationary source" means any source which meets any of the
following conditions:
;
ill. Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits,
or-:has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation:
l i l carbon black plants (furnace process) ,
liil. charcoal production plants,
··
(iii)
chemical process plants,
J..iyl coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers)·,
lYl coke oven batteries,
lY.ll fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(vii)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than.-,.,
250 million BTU per hour heat input,
(viii) fuel conversion plants,
~ glass fiber processing plants,
~
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
~ iron and steel mill plants,
(xii)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii) lime plants,
(xiv)
municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day,
~ petroleum refineries,
(xvi)
petroleum storage· and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xvii) phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
(xix)
primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
~ primary copper smelters,
(xxi)
primary lead smelters,
{xxii) primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii)
secondary metal production plants,
(xxiv) sintering·plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi) taconite ore processing plants.
~
Any other source not on the list in (A) of this definition
which emits, or has the potential to emit, 250 tons per year or
more of any pollutant subject to regulation.
~
__{£1_ Any physical change that would occur at a source not
otherwise qualifying as a major source under (A) and (B) of this
definition if the change would constitute a major source by
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itself.
A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds
shall be considered major for ozone.
"Natural conditions" mean naturally occurring phenomena against
which any changes in visibility are measured in terms of visual
range, contrast or coloration.
"Net emissions increase" means:
l8l The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
ill. any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
Jiil any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at
the source that are contemporaneous with the particular change
and are otherwise creditable.
lru.. An
increase
or
decrease
in
actual
emissions
is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
~
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in issuing
a permit under 252:100-8. Part 7, which permit is in effect when
the increase in actual emissions from the particular change
occurs .
..!..Ill. An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter. or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the
amount of maximum allowable increases .remaining available.
(Effective May 11. 1991)
Jgl An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
lEl A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
l i l the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions. whichever is lower, exceeds the new level
of actual emissions;
lill. it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii)
it has approximately the same qualitative sianificance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the particular change.
lQl An increase that results from a physical change at a source
occurs when the emission unit on which construction occurred
becomes operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant.
~y replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational
only after a reasonable shakedown period. not to exceed 180
days.
"Significant" means:
l8l In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential
of a source to emit any of the following pollutants, a rate of
emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following rates:
ill. carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
liil nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,
(iii)
sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
~
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liYl particulate matter:
25 tpy of particulate matter
.emissions or 15 tov of PM-10 emissions.
lYl ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds,
lYil lead: 0.6 tpy,
(vii)
asbestos:
0.007 tpy,
(viii) beryllium:
0.0004 tpy,
~ mercurv:
0.1 tpy,
~
vinyl chloride:
1 tpy,
~ fluorides:
3 tpy,
(xii)
sulfuric acid mist:
7 tpy,
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2 S) : 10 tpy,
(xiv)
total reduced sulfur (including H2 S) : 10 tpy, and
~ reduced sulfur compounds {including H2 S) :
10 tpy.
i l!U_ Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "significant 11 means
any emissions rate or any net emissions increase associated with
a major source or modification which would construct within 6
miles of a Class I ·area, and" have an impact on such area equal
to ·or greater than 1 ug/m 3 (24-hour average) .
•visibility impair.ment• means any humanly perceptible reduction
in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration) from that
which would have existed under natural conditions.
252:100-8-32. Source applicability deter.mination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which this Part
is applicable are determined by size, geographical location and
type of emitted pollutants.
lll Size.
l8l Permit review will apply to sources and modifications ~
that emit any regulated oollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit, net
emissions
increase,
significant
and
other
associated
definitions in 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1. and 252:100-1.
l!U_ When a source or modification becomes major solely by
virtue of a relaxation in any enforceable permit limitation
established after August 7, 1980, on the capacity of the
source or modification to emit a pollutant, such as a
restriction on hours of operation, then the requirements of
252:100-8, Parts 1, 3, 5, and 7 shall apply to that source or
modification as though construction had not yet commenced on
it.
.
nl_ Location.
l8l Sources and modifications which are major in size and
proposed for construction in an area which has been designated
as attainment or unclassified for any applicable ambient air
standard are subject to the PSD requirements.
1!U_ Those sources and modifications locating in an attainment
or unclassified area but impacting on a nonattainrnent area may
also be subject to the requirements for major sources
affecting nonattainment areas in 252:100-8, Part 9.
252:100-8-33. Exemptions
Exemptions from PSD reauirements. PSD reauirernents do
apply to a particular source or modification if:
l1l It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
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not-.....

ill

The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to the
extent quantifiable. included in calculating the potential to
emit and is a source other than:
181 One of the categories listed in (A) (i) through (xxvi)
under the definition of "Major stationary source" in 252:1008-31. or
Jlll. A stationary source ca.tegory which, as of August 7, 1980,
is being regulated by NSPS or NESHAP.
i l l The source or modification is a portable stationary source
which has
previously received a
permit under the
PSD
requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary new
location from which its emissions would not imoact a Class I
; area or an area where an applicable increment is known to be
• violated.
Jhl Exemption from air auality impact evaluation.
l l l The requirements of 252:100-8-35 are not applicable if the
emissions, with respect to a particular pollutant, would be
temporary and impact no Class I area and no area where · an
applicable increment is known to be violated.
111 The requirements of 252:100-8-35 are not applicable to the
emissions, with respect to a particular pollutant, to a
modification of a major source that was in existence on March 1,
1978 if the net increase in allowable emissions of each
regulated pollutant, after the application of best available
control technology, would be less than SO tons per year.
lQl Exemption from monitoring requirements.
l l l The monitoring requirements of 252:100-8-35 are not
applicable for a particular pollutant if the emission increase
of the pollutant from a new source or the net emissions increase
of the pollutant from a modification would cause, in any area,
air quality impacts less than the following listed amounts, or
are pollutant concentrations that are not on the list.
181 Carbon monoxide - 575 ug/m3 , 8-hour average,
~
Nitrogen dioxide - 14 ug/m 3 , annual average,
.1£1.. Particulate matter - 10 ug/m3 , TSP, 24-hour average, or
10 ug/m 3 PM-10, 24-hour average,
lQl Sulfur dioxide -13 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
lEl Ozone - see (N) 3 below,
lEl Lead - 0.1 ug/m , 24-hour 3-month averaoe,
lQl Mercury - 0.25 ug/m 3 , 24-hour average,
.iH.l. Beryllium - 0.0005 0.001 ug/m3 , 24-hour average,
l l l Fluorides - 0.25 ug/m3 ,. 24-hour average,
.1ll. Vinyl chl·oride - 15 ug/m 3 , 24 -hour average,
lKl Total reduced sulfur - 10 ug/m3 , 1-hour average,
iLl Hydrogen sulfide - 0.04 0.2 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average. or
lMl Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ug/m 3 , 1-hour average.
lNl No de minimis air quality level is provided for ozone.
However, any net increase of 100 tons per year or more of
volatile organic compounds subject to PSD would be required to
perform an ambient impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data.
111 The requirements for air quality monitoring in 252:100-835(b), (c) and (d) (2) shall not apply to a source or modification
that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19. 1978,
if a permit application was submitted before June 8, 1981 and
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the Executive Director subsequently determined that
the
application was complete except for 252:100-8-35 (b), (c) ancJ.-....,.
(d) (2).
Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR 52.21 (m) (2) as ir. . l
effect on June 19, 1978, shall apply to such source or
modification.
lJl The requirements for air quality monitoring in 252:100-835{b),
{c), and {d) (2)
shall not apply to a source or
modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submi"tted before
June 8, 1981 and the Executive Director subsequently determined
that the application as submitted was complete, except for the
requirements in 252:100-8-35 (b), (c) and (d) (2) .
l i l The Executive Director shall determine if the requirements
for air quality monitoring of PM-l<l in 252:100-8-35 {a) through
252:100-8-35{c) and 252:100-8-35(d) {2) may be waived for a
source or modification. when· an application for a permit was
submitted on or before June 1, 1988 and the Executive Director
··subsequently ·determined that the application. except for the
·requirements for monitoring particulate matter under 252:100-835 (a)
through ·252: 100-8-35 (c)
and 252:100-8-35 {d) {2}, ·was
complete before that date.
l.2l The requirements for air quality monitoring of PM-10 in
252:10U-8-35{b), (c), (d) (2} and (d} (6} shall apply to a source
or modification if an application for a permit was submitted
after June 1. 1988 and no later than December 1, 1988. The data
shall have been gathered over at least the period from February
1, 1988 to the date the application becomes otherwise complete~
in accordance with the provisions of 252:100-8-33{b) (1), except
that if the Executive Director determines that a complete and
adequate analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over
a shorter period (not to be less than 4 months} , the data
required by 252:100-8-35{b} (1) and 252:100-8-35(c} shall have
been gathered over that shorter period.
J.gl Exemption · from
BACT
requirements
and
moni torinq
requirements.
If a complete permit application for a source or
modification was.submitted before August 7, 1980 the reauirements
for best available control technology in 252:100-8-34 and for
monitoring in 252:100-8-35{a} through 252:100-8-35(c) and 252:1008-35{d) (2) through 252:100-8-35(d) {4) are not applicable. Instead,
the federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and {n) as in effect
on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or modification.
~
Exemption of modifications.
As specified in the applicable
definitions of 252:100-8-31. 252:100-8-1.1. and 252:100-1, the
requirements of 252:100-8, Part 7 for PSD and 252:100-8. Part 9 for
nonattainment areas are not applicable to a modification if the
existing source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed
addition to that existing minor source is major in its own right.
l l l Exemption from impact analyses. The requirements of 252:100-835 and 252:100-8-36 do not apply to a source or modification with
respect to any maximum allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if
the owner or operator of the source or modification submitted a
completed application for a permit before February 8, 1988.
lgl Exemption from increment consumption.
Ex c 1 u de d
f rom~
increment consumption are the following cases:
i l l Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any
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source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2{a) and (b)
of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
{or any superseding legislation) , or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
Such
exclusion is limited to five years after the effective date of
the order or plan.
121 Emissions of particulate matter from construction or other
temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources.
l1l A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter,
or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance from any
•, source.
252:100-8-34. Best available control technology
A new source must demonstrate that the control technoloav to
be applied is the best that is available {i.e., BACT as defined
herein for each regulated pollutant that . it would have the
potential to emit in significant amounts) .
lQl A major modification must demonstrate that the control
technology to be applied is the best that is·: available for each
regulated pollutant for which it would be a.. significant net
emissions increase at the source. This requirement applies to each
proposed emissions unit at .which a net emissions increase in the
pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or change in
the method of operation in the unit .
kl.. The determination of best available control technology shall
be made on a case by case basis taking into account costs and
energy, environmental and economic impacts.
jgl For phased construction projects the determination of best
available control technology shall be reviewed and modified at the
discretion of the Executive Director at a reasonable time but no
later than 18 months prior to commencement of construction of each
independent phase of the project.
At such time the owner or
operator may be reqyired to demonstrate the adeqyacy of any
previous determination of best available control technology.
~

.~

252:100-8-35. Air quality impact evaluation
Application contents. Any application for a permit shall
contain, as the Executive Director determines appropriate, an
evaluation of ambient air qyality in the area that the source or
modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
JJJ.. for a new source, each regulated pollutant. that it would
have the potential to emit in a significant amount;
121 for a major modification, each regulated pollutant for
which it would result in a significant net emissions increase.
lQl Continuous monitoring data.
For
visibility
and
any
pollutant, other than volatile organic compounds, for which an
ambient air quality standard exists, the evaluation shall contain
continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to determine
whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or contribute to a
violation of the applicable ambient air quality standard. For any
such pollutant for which a standard does not exist, the monitoring
data required shall be that which the Executive Director determines
is necessary to assess the ambient air quality for that pollutant

JAl.
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in that area.

(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)
The evaluation shall demonstrate-.
that, as of the source's start-up date, the increase in emissions
,
from that source,
in conjunction with all other applicable
emissions increases or reductions of that source, will not cause or
contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations exceeding the
remaining
available
PSD
increment
for
the
specified
air
contaminants as determined by the Executive Director.
JQl_ Monitoring.
l1l Monitoring method. With respect to any requirements for
air quality monitoring of PM-10 under 252:100-8-33 (c) (4) and
252:100-8-33 (c) (5), the owner or operator of the source or
modification shall use a monitoring method approved by .the
Executive Director and shall estimate the ambient concentrations
of PM-10 using the data collected by such approved monitoring
metl:lod in accordance with estimating procedures approved by the
Executive Director.
·
· (2) ~, Monitoring period. .The required monitoring data shall have
been gathered for a time period of up to one year and shall
represent the year preceding submission of the application.
Ambient monitoring data collected for a time period shorter than one year {but no less than four months) or for a time period
other than immediately preceding the application may be
acceptable if such data are determined by the Executive Director
to
be
within
the
time
period
that
maximum
pollutant
concentrations would occur, and to be complete and adequate for
determining whether the source or modification will cause or
contribute to a violation of any applicable ambient air quality ~
standard or consume more than the ·remaining available PSD
increment.
lJl Monitoring period exceptions.
l8l For any application which becomes complete except as to
the monitoring requirements of 252:100-8-35{b)
throuoh
252:100-8-35{c) and 252:100-8-35(d) (2), between June 8. 1981
and February 9
1982
the data that 252:100-8-35 (b) and
252:100-8-35 (c) require shall have been gathered over the
period from February 9, 1981 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that:
l i l If the source or modification would have been major
for that pollutant under 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June
19. 1978. any monitoring data shall have been gathered over
the period required by those regulations.
l i i l If the Executive Director determines that a complete
and adequate analysis can be accomplished with monitoring
data over a shorter period, not to be less than four
months. the data that 252:100-8-35(b) and 252:100-8-35(c)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
(iii)
If the monitoring data would relate exclusively to
ozone and would not have been required under 40 CFR 52.21
as in effect on June 19. 1978, the Executive Director may
waive the otherwise applicable requirements of 252:100-835(d) (3) (A) to the extent that the applicant shows that the
monitoring data would be unrepresentative of air quality~.
over a full year.
~
For any application that becomes complete, except as to

Jrl . Increment consumption.
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the requirements of 252:100-8-35(b), (c) and (d) (2) pertaining
to monitoring of PM-10, after December l, 1988 and no later
than August l, 1989, the data that 252:100-8-35(b) and (c)
require shall have been gathered over at least the period from
August l, 1988 to the date the application becomes otherwise
complete, except that if the Executive Director determines
that a complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with
monitoring data over a shorter period(not to be less than 4
months}, the data that 252:100-8-35 (b) and 252:100-8-35 (c)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
~
Ozone post-approval monitoring. The application
for
a
source . or modification of volatile oraanic compounds which
satisfies
all
conditions
of
252:100-8-54
may
provide
:post-approval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of providing
preconstruction data as required under 252:100-8-35.
· ~ Post-construction monitoring. The applicant for a permit
.for a new source or modification shall conduct,
after
construction, such ambient monitoring and visibility monitoring
as the Executive Director determines necessary to determine the
effect its emissions may have, or are having, on air quality in
any area.
(Amended 7-9-87, effective 8-10-87}.
l£1 Monitoring system operation. The operation of monitoring
stations for any air quality monitoring required under Part 7 of
this Subchapter shall meet the requirements of 40 CFR 58
Appendix B.
lgl Air quality models.
l l l Any air quality dispersion modelina that is required under
Part
7
of
this
Subchapter
for
estimates
of
ambient
concentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality
models, data bases and other requirements specified in the
Guidelines . on Air Quality Models,
OAOPS 1.2-080,
U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1978 and subsequent
revisions.
~
Where an air quality impact model specified in the
Guidelines on Air Quality Models is inappropriate, the model may
be modified or another model substituted, as approved by the
Executive Director. Methods like those outlined in the Workbook
for the Comparison of Air Quality Models, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, April, 1977 and subsequent revisions, can be
used to determine the comparability of air quality models.
l f l Growth analysis. Upon reguest of the Executive Director the
permit application shall provide information on the nature and
extent of any or all general commercial, residential, industrial
and other growth which has occurred since August 7, 1977 in the
area the source or modification would affect.
The permit
application shall also contain an analysis of the air guality
impact projected for the area as a result of general commercial,
residential and other growth associated with the source or
modification.
lgl. Visibility and other impacts analysis. The permit application
shall provide an analysis of the impairment to visibility, soils
and vegetation as a result of the source or modification.
The
Executive Director may require monitoring of visibility in any
Federal Class I area near the proposed new stationary source or
major modification for such purposes and by such means as the
1
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Executive Director deems necessary
7-9-87, effective 8-10-87)

and

appropriate.

(Amended

Source impacting Class I areas
Per.mits issuance.
Permits may be issued at variance to the
limitations imposed on a Class I area in compliance with the
procedures and limitations established in State and Federal Clean
Air Acts.
·
lQl Impact analysis required.
The permit application for a
proposed new source or modification will contain an analysis on the
impairment of visibility and an· assessment of any anticipated
adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source.
The Executive
Director shall notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the
receipt of any such analysis and include a complete copy of the
permit application.
Any analysis performed by the Land .. Manager
shall be considered by the Executive Director provided that the
analysis is filed with the DEO within 30 days of receipt of the
application by the Land Manager.
Where the Executive Director
finds that such an analysis does not demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Executive Director that ari adverse impact on
- visibility will result in the Federal Class I area, the Executive
Director will, in any notice of public hearing on the permit
application, either explain his decision or give notice as to where
the explanation can be obtained.
Further, upon presentation of
good and sufficient information by a Federal Land Manager, the
Executive Director may deny the issuance of a permit for a source,
emissions from which will adversely impact areas heretofore or
hereafter categorized as Class I areas even though the emissions
would not cause the increment for such Class I areas to be
exceeded.
252:100-8-36.

~
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252:100-8-37.
Innovative control technology
J..gJ_ An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or

modification may reguest the Executive Director in writing to
approve a system of innovative control technology.
lQl The Executive Director may determine that the innovative
control technology is permissible if:
l l l The proposed control system would not cause or contribute
to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in
its operation or function.
j & The applicant agrees to achieve a level. of continuous
emissions reductions equivalent to that which would have been
required for best available control technology under 252:100-834 by a date specified by the Executive Director.
Such date
shall not be later than 4 years from the time of start-up or 7
years from permit issuance.
J]J_ The source or modification would meet the requirements
equivalent to those in Parts 1 and 5 of this Subchapter and
252:100-8-36 based on the emissions rate that the source·
employing the system of innovative control technology would be
required to meet on the date specified by the Executive
Director.
~
J.il The source or modification would not,· before the date
specified,
cause or contribute to any violation of the
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applicable ambient air standards, or impact any Class I area or
area where an applicable increment is known to be violated.
121 All other applicable requirements including those for
public review have been met.
l t l The Executive Director shall withdraw approval to employ a
system of innovative control technology made under 252:100-8-37,
if:
---ill The proposed system fails by the specified date to achieve
the required continuous reduction rate; or,
.
J2l The proposed system fails before the specified date so as
to contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare
or safety; or,
lJl The Executive Director decides at any time that the
1
proposed system is unlikely to achieve the required level of
control or to protect the public health, welfare or safety.
jgl · If a source or modification fails to meet the required level
of continuous emissions reduction within the specified time period,
or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with 252:100-8-37(c),
the source or modification may be allowed up to an additional 3
years to meet the requirement for application.of best available
coritrol technology through the use of a demonstrated system of control.
PART 9 •

...-.

MAJOR SOURCES AFFECTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-8-50. Applicability
The new source requirements of this Part·, in addition to the
applicable requirements of Parts 1, 3. and 5 of this Subchapter.
shall apply to the construction of all maier sources and major
modifications affecting designated nonattainment areas as specified
in 252:100-8-51 through 252:100-8-53.
252:100-8-51. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have
the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Actual emissions" means the actual rate of emissions of a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined in accordance with
the following:
J& In general, actual emissions 'aS of a particular dat.e shall
equal the average rate in tons per year at which the unit
actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period which
precedes the operation. The reviewing authority may allow the
use of a different time period upon a determination that it is
more representative of normal source operation.
Actual
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating
hours. production rates, and types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted during the selected time period.
Actual
emissions may also be determined by source tests, or by best
engineering judgment in the absence of acceptable test data.
~
The reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
l£l For anv emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall equal
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the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
"Building,
structure,
facility"
means
all
of
the
pollutant -emitting activities which belong to the same industrial~~\
grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
:'
properties, and are under the control of the same person (or
persons under common control) . Pollutant-emitting activities shall
be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they
belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the same two
digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification
Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
''Installation" means an identifiable piece of process equipment.
"Lowest achievable emissions rate'' means the control technology
to be applied to a major source or modification which the Executive
Director, on a case by case basis, determines is achievable for a
source based on the lowest achievable emission rate achieved in
practice by such category of source (i.e. , lowest achievable
emission rate as defined in the' Federal Clean Air Act) .
. "Maior modification•• means any physical change in, or change in
the method of operation of, a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
.
lAl Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile
organic compounds shall be considered significant for ozone.
lJ2l A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
l i l routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
Jiil use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of anv
order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and~
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment plan
pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
(iii)
use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule
under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act;
liYl use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste;
lY:l. Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
l1l the source was capable of accommodating before
December 21, 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under any enforceable
permit
limitation which was
established after December 21, 1976; or,
lXlt the source is approved to use under any permit issued
under 40 CFR 52.21 or 252:100-7 or 8.
lYil An increase in the hours of operation or in the
production rate unless such change would be prohibited under
any enforceable permit limitation which was established after
December 21, 1976, or
. (vii)
any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means:
JAl any stationary source of air pollutants which emits. or has
the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation; or,
-Jlll. any physical change that would occur at a source not
qualifying under (A) of this definition as a major source, if
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the change would constitute a major source bv itself.
for ozone, a source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major.
"Net emissions increase•• means:
lAl The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
l i l any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
liil any other increases and decreases in actual emission at
the source that are contemporaneous with the particular change
and are otherwise creditable.
i l l An increase or decrease
in
actual
emissions
is
contemporaneous with the increase from the oarticular chanoe
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
lQL An increase or decrease in actual emissions·is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in issuing
a permit under 252:100-8. Part 9, which permit is in effect when
the increase in actual emissions from. the particular change
occurs .
..iiU. An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
lEl A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
lil the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions. whichever is lower. exceeds the new level
of actual emissions;
Jiil. it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii the reviewing authority has not relied on it in issuing
any permit under State air quality rules; and,
li.Yl. it has approximately the same qualitative significance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the particular change.
lEl An increase that results from a physical change at a source
occurs when the emission unit on which construction occurred
becomes operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant.
Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational
after a reasonable shakedown period, not to exceed 180 days.
•Reconstruction" means ·the replacement of components of an
existing source (which will then be treated as a new source for
purposes of Part 9 of this Subchapter) to the extent that will be
determined by the Executive Director based on:
l8l The fixed capital cost (the capital needed to provide all
the depreciable components) of the new components exceeds 50% of
the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source; and,
lRl The estimated life of the source after the replacements is
comparable to the life of an entirely new source; and,
J£L the extent to which the components being replaced cause or
contribute to the emissions from the source.
"Resource recovery facilityn means any facility at which solid
waste is processed for the purpose of extracting, converting to
enerav. or otherwise separating and preparing solid waste for
reuse.
Energy conversion facilities must utilize solid waste to

J£L
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provide more than 50 percent of the heat input to be considered a
resource recovery facility under Part 9 of this Subchapter.
.. Significant•• means, in reference to a net emissions increase or
the potential of a source to emit any of the following pollutants,
a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
l& Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy),
lru_ Nitrogen oxides:
40 tpy,
Sulfur
dioxide:
40
tpy,
JQ
l.ill_ Particulate matter:
15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
.oo_ Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
lEl Lead: 0.6 tpy.
~52:100-8-52.

Source aDDlicability determination
Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part 9 of
this Subchapter are applicable are determined by size geographical
location and type of emitted pollutants:
ill:;. Size.
l& Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit, net
emissions
increase,
significant,
and other associated
definitions in 252:100-8-51. 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1.
lru_ At such time that a particular source or modification
becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in anv
enforceable permit limitation which was established after
August 7, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification
otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction on hours
of operation, then the requirements of Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of
this Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification as
though construction had not yet commenced on it.
J.2.l. Location.
l& · Sources and modifications that are major in size and
proposed for construction in an area which has been designated
as nonattainment for any applicable ambient·air standard are
subject to the requirements for the nonattainment area, if the
source or modification is major for the nonattainment
pollutant(s) of that area.
~
In addition, the requirements of a PSD review (Part 7 of
this Subchapter) would be applicable if any other regulated
pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutant is emitted in
significant amounts by that source or modification.
ill Location in attainment or unclassifiable area but causing
or contributing to NAAQS violation.
.
l& A proposed major source or major modification that would
locate in an area designated attainment or unclassifiable is
considered to cause or contribute to a violation of the
national ambient air quality standards when such source or
modification would, as a minimum, exceed the following
significance levels at any locality that does not or would not
meet the applicable national standard:
I

Concentration, ug/m 3
Averaging Time (hours)
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Pollutant
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so 2
PM-10
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Annual 24
1.0
.2.
1.0
.2.
1.0

~

500

d
25
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2000
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Sources of volatile organic comoounds located outside a
designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed to have
no significant impact on the designated nonattainment area. If
ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source location
is in fact nonattainment, then the source may be granted its
permit
since
the
area
has
not
yet
been
designated
nonattainment.
~
Sources locating in an attainment area but impacting on
a nonattainment area above the significant levels listed in
252:100-8-52(3) are exempted from the condition of 252:100-854(4)(A).
~
The determination whether a source or modification will
cause or contribute to a violation of an applicable ambient
air standard forsulfur dioxide. particulate matter or carbon
monoxide will be made on a case by ca·se .basis as of the proposed new source's start-up date by an atmospheric
simulation model. For·sources of nitrogen oxides· the model can
be used for an initial determination assuming all the nitric
oxide emitted is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the time the
plume reaches ground level. and the initial concentration
estimates will be adjusted if adequate data are available to
account for the expected oxidation rate.
JEl The determination as to whether a source would cause or
contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air standards
will be made on a case by case basis as of the new source's
start-up date. Therefore. if a designated nonattainment area
is projected to be attainment as part of the state
implementation plan control strategy by the new source
start-up date. offsets would not be required if the new source
would not cause a new violation.
l f i Sources causing a new violation of applicable ambient air
standards as determined by the Executive Director but not
contributing to an existing violation, will be approved if
both of the following conditions are met:
lil The new source is required to meet a more stringent
emission limitations and/or the control of existing sources
below allowable levels so that the new violation of ambient
standards does not occur.
liil The new emission limitations for the new source, as
well as for any existing sources affected. are enforceable
under the Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.

-

252:100-8-53. Exemptions
Nonattainment area requirements do not apply to a particular
source or modification locating in or impacting on a nonattainment
area if:
l.ll The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to the
extent quantifiable. included in calculating the potential to
emit and is a source other than one of the following categories:

~
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carbon black plants (furnace process),
charcoal production plants,
.-.....
~
chemical process plants,
lRl coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers) ,
~
coke oven batteries,
l.El_ fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,
lQl fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant of more than 250
million BTU per hour heat input,
lHl fuel conversion plants,
lil glass fiber processing plants,
lJl hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
lKl iron and steel mills,
l1l kraft pulp mills,
lMl lime plants,
_·_llil_ municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250
tons of refuse per day,
.J.Ql. petroleum refineries,
· ·lR.l_ petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage
exceeding 300,000 barrels,
·
lQl phosphate rock processing plants,
lRl portland cement plants,
lQl primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
lTl primary copper smelters,
lQl primary lead smelters,
lYl primary zinc smelters.
iNL secondary metal production plants,
lKl sintering plants,
lYl sulfur recovery plants,
~
taconite ore processing plants, or
(AA) any other stationary source category which, as of August
7, .1980, is being regulated by NSPS or NESHAP.
lJl A source or modification was not subject to 40 CFR Part 51,
Appendix S (emission offset interpretative ruling) as in effect
on January 16, 1979 and the source:
JAl_ Obtained all final federal and state construction permits
before August 7, 1980;
lal Commenced construction within 18 months from August 7,
1980 or any earlier time required by the State Implementation
··Plan; and,
J..Cl Did not discontinue construction for a oeriod of 18
months or more and completed construction within a reasonable
time.
lQl Secondary emissions are excluded in determining the potential
to emit (see definition of "potential to emit" in 252:100-8-1.1).
However, upon determination of the Executive Director, if a source
is subiect to the requirements on the basis of its direct
emissions, the applicable requirements must also be met for
secondary emissions· but the source would be exemot from the
conditions of 252:100-8-52(3) (F)
and 252:100-8-54(1)
through
252:100-8-54(3). Also, the indirect impacts of mobile sources are
excluded.
i£l As specified in the applicable definitions, the requirements
of Part 7 for PSD and Part 9 for nonattainment areas of this
Subchapter are not applicable to a modification if the existing

.lal
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source was not major on August 7, 1980 unless the proposed addition
to the existing minor source is major in its own right.

252:100-8-54.

Requirements for sources located in nonattainment
areas
In the event a major source or modification would be constructed
in an area designated as nonattainment for a pollutant for which
the source or modification is major, approval shall be granted only
if the following conditions are met:
l1l The new source-must demonstrate that it has applied control
technology which the Executive Director, on a case by case
basis, determines is achievable for a source based on the lowest
. achievable emission rate (LAER) achieved in practice by such
· category of source (i.e. , lowest achievable emission· rate as
defined in the Act) .
i l l If the Executive Director determines that imposition of an
enforceable numerical emission standard is infeasible due to
technological
or
economic
limitations
on
measurement
methodology, a design, equipment, work practice or operational
standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed as the
emission limitation rate.
·
i l l The owner or operator of the new source·· must demonstrate
that all other major sources owned or operated by.such person in
Oklahoma are in compliance, or are meeting all steps on a
schedule for compliance, with all applicable limitations and
standards under Oklahoma and Federal Clean Air Acts.
l i l The owner or operator of the new source must demonstrate
that upon commencing operations:
J& The emissions from the proposed source and all other
sources permit ted in the area do not exceed the planned growth
allowable for the area designated in the State Implementation
Plan; or,
~
The total allowable emissions from existing sources in
the region and the emissions from the proposed source will be
sufficiently less than the total emissions from existing
sources allowed under the State Implementation Plan at the
date of construction permit application so as to represent
further progress toward attainment or maintenance of the
ambient air quality standards in the problem area.
-~
121 The owner or operator may present with the application an
analysis of alternate sites, sizes and production processes for
such proposed source.
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APPENDIX I.

INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES (REGISTRATION) LIST

.-,
Any Activity to which a State of federal applicable requirement
applies is not insignificant even if it is included on this list.
COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

* Stationary reciprocating engines burning natural gas, gasoline,
aircraft fuels, or diesel fuel which are either used exclusively
for emergency power generation or for peaking power service not
exceeding 500 hours/year
Space heaters, boilers, process heaters, and emergency flares
less than or equal to 5 MMBTU/hr heat input (commercial natural
gas)

Emissions from stationary internal combustion engines rated less
than ·50 hp output
.
Emissions from gas turbines with less than 215 kilowatt rating
of electric oUtput
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION

* Emissions from fuel storage/dispensing equipment operated
solely for facility owned vehicles if fuel throughput is not more
than 2,175 gallons/day, averaged over a 30-day period
* Storage tanks with less than or ·equal to 10,000 gallons
capacity that store volatile organic liquids with a true vapor
pressure less than or equal to 1. 0 psia at maximum storage
temperature
* Bulk gasoline or other fuel distribution with a daily average
throughput less than 2,175 gallons per day, including dispensing,
averaged over a 30-day period
Gasoline and aircraft fuel handling facilities, equipment, and
storage tanks except those subject to New Source Performance
Standards and standards in 252:100-37-15, 252:100-39-30, 252:10039-41, and 252:100-39-48
Emissions from condensate tanks with a design capacity of 400
gallons or less in ozone attainment areas
Emissions from crude oil and condensate marine and truck loading
equipment operations at crude oil and natural gas production sites
where the loading rate does not exceed 10, 000 gallons per day
averaged over a 30-day period
* Emissions from crude oil and condensate storage tanks with a
capacity of less than or equal to 420,000 gallons that store crude
oil and condensate prior to custody transfer
* Emissions from storage tanks constructed with a capacity less
than 39,894 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure less than
1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature
ANALYSIS/LABORATORY ACTIVITIES
Additions or upgrades of instrumentation or control systems that
result in emissions increases less than the pollutant quantities
specified in 252:100-8-3 (e) (1)
..-...
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EQUIPMENT
Alkaline/phosphate washers and associated burners
Cold degreasing operations utilizing solvents that are denser
than air
* Welding and soldering operations utilizing less than 100 pounds
of solder and 53 tons per year of electrodes
Wood chipping operations not associated with the primary process
operation
* Torch cutting and welding of under 200,000 tons of steel
fabricated per year
REMEDIATION
Site restoration and/or bioremediation activities of < 5 years
expected duration
Hydrocarbon contaminated soil aeration pads utilized for soils
excavated at the facility only
Emissions from the operation of groundwater remediation wells
including but not limited to emissions from venting, pumping, and collecting activities subject to de minimis limits for air toxics
(252:100-41-43} and HAPs (§112(b} of CAAA90}

-

SOLID WASTE

* Non-commercial water washing operations (less than 2, 250
barrels/year} and drum crushing operations of empty barrels less
than or equal to 55 gallons with less than three percent by volume
of residual material
Hazardous waste and hazardous materials drum staging areas
Sanitary sewage collection and treatment facilities other than
incinerators and Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW}
Stacks or vents for sanitary sewer plumbing traps are also included
(i.e., lift station}
Emissions from landfills and land farms unless otherwise
regulated by an applicable state or federal regulation
COATINGS

* Automobile body shops located in an ozone attainment area
emitting less than 5 tons/year of volatile organic solvents
Electrophoretic-process coating application operations (i.e.,
paint bath positively charged, painted object negatively charged}
* Surface coating operations which do not exceed a combined total
usage of more than 60 gallons/month of coatings, thinners, and
clean-up solvents at any one emissions unit
MISCELLANEOUS
-

Exhaust systems for chemical, paint, and/or solvent storage rooms
or cabinets, including hazardous waste satellite (accumulation}
areas
Hand wiping and spraying of solvents from containers with less
than 1 liter capacity used for spot cleaning and/or degreasing in
79

ozone attainment areas
* .Activities having the potential to emit no more than 5 TPY-.,
(actual) of any criteria pollutant (see instructions in Title V
application)

* Appropriate records of hours, quantity, or capacity must be kept
on the activity to verify its insignificance.
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APPENDIX J.

TRIVIAL ACTIVITIES (DE MINIMIS) LIST

Any activity to which a State or federal applicable requirement
applies is not trivial even if it is included on this list.
AGRICULTURAL
Lawn care (noncommercial)
Weed control (noncommercial)
Pest control (noncommercial)
Herbicide and pesticide activities except for manufacturing and
formulation for commercial sale
ANALYSIS/TESTING
Hydraulic or hydrostatic testing
Analysis/laboratory activities emissions from the following: air
contaminant detectors, air contaminant recorders, combustion
controllers, combustion shut-off devices, product analyzers,
laboratory analyzers,
continuous
emissions monitors,
other
analyzers (e.g., water quality), and emissions associated with sampling activities. Also, emissions from bench scale laboratory
equipment and laboratory equipment used exclusively' for chemical
and physical analysis, including assorted vacuum produc~ng devices
and vents but NOT lab fume hoods or vents
Site assessment work, including but not limited to,
the
evaluation of waste disposal or remediation sites
Emissions from instrument systems utilizing air or natural gas
Environmental field sampling operations
Sampling connections used exclusively to withdraw materials for
testing and analysis, including air contaminant detectors and vent
lines
Compressed gas cylinders and gases utilized for equipment
calibration and testing
ANIMALS
Equipment used to mix and package soaps, vegetable oil, grease,
animal fat, and nonvolatile aqueous salt · solutions, provided
appropriate lids and covers are utilized
Equipment used exclusively to slaughter animals, but not
including other equipment at slaughterhouses, such as rendering
cookers, boilers, heating plants, incinerators, and electrical
power generating
BATTERY CHARGING
Industrial battery recharging and maintenance operations for
batteries utilized within the facility only
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BLOWDOWNS
·.

Emissions from the depressurization during startup, shut down,
maintenance or emergencies of compressors or other vessels
containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the purpose of
maintenance due to emergency circumstances
CLEANING

Acid washing (maintenance cleaning)
Caustic washing (maintenance cleaning)
Abrasive blasting
Steam cleaning
Carbon dioxide blasting equipment in degreasing or depainting
High pressure water depainting operations and aqueous industrial
spray washers
Vacuum cleaning systems used exclusively for industrial,
commercial, or residential housekeeping purposes, except those
. systems used to collect particulate matter subject to 252:100 and
hazardous and/or toxic air contaminants
Ultrasonic cleaning operations which do not utilize volatile
organic compounds
Molten salt bath descaling operations
Natural gas water heating systems for fixed vehicle wash racks
COOLING TOWERS/BOILER WATER

~..

Emissions from non-contact cooling towers (cooling water that has
not been in contact with other materials or fluids containing
regulated air pollutants) .
Boiler water treatment operations
Deaerator units associated with boilers or hot water heating
systems
Process water filtration systems and demineralizers
Demineralized water·tanks and demineralizer vents
ELECTRIC POWER

Equipment associated with electrical power transmission which do
not involve fuel-burning activities using transformers and
substations
Electric ·or steam-heated drying ovens and autoclaves, but not the
emissions from the articles or substances being processed in the
ovens or autoclaves or the boilers delivering the steam
FIREFIGHTING

Emissions from fire or emergency response equipment and training
to include use of fire control· equipment including equipment for
testing and training, engines used exclusively for firefighting,
and open burning of materials or fuels associated with firefighting
training.
Buildings burned for firefighting training must still
adhere to NESHAP for Asbestos.
Fire extinguishers and fire extinguishing systems
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FUGITIVE EMISSIONS
Seal replacement (i.e., manhole gaskets)
Roof coating, service, and repair
Paving of roads, parking lots, and other areas
Vent emissions from gas streams used as buffer or seal gas in
rotating pump and compressor seals
Emissions from natural gas odorizing activities
Emissions from pneumatic starters on reciprocating engines,
turbines, compressors, or other equipment
Gas flares or flares used solely to indicate danger to the public
(e.g. road hazard)
, Warehouse activities including the storage of packaged raw
materials and finished goods
'
Non-routine clean out of tanks, lift stations, and equipment for
the purposes of worker entry or in preparation for maintenance or
decommissions
'
Unpaved roadways and parking areas
. Gravel, sand and dirt storage for use in on-site construction
projects
VOC fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves,
flanges, connectors, pump seals, compressor seals, etc.) regulated
by a fugitive monitoring program where the total increase is less
than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant or the de minimis
set forth in 252:100-41-43.
The component additions must be
identified in the next scheduled monitoring report required by the
applicable requirements.
VOC fugitive emissions from component
additions (e.g. valves, flanges, connectors, pump seals, compressor
seals, etc.) not regulated by a fugitive monitoring program
provided that no applicable requirement is triggered when
components are added.
Fugitive emissions of jet fuels associated with aircraft fuel
cell and fuel bladder repair ·
Fugitive emissions related to movement of passenger vehicles
provided the emissions are not counted for applicability purposes
or any required fugitive dust control plan or its equivalent is
submitted
INSULATION
Insulation installing or removal (non-asbestos)
Application of refractory & insulation (calcium silicate, etc.)
LUBRICATING
Lubricating pumps, sumps, and systems
Emissions from engine crankcase vents and equipment lubricating
sumps

--

MAINTENANCE
Welding, brazing, soldering for maintenance purposes
Use of adhesives for maintenance purposes
Grinding, cutting, sanding for maintenance purposes
Emissions from pipeline maintenance pigging activities
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Maintenance, upkeep, and replacement types of activities,
incl:uding t~ose not altering the capacity of process, combustion or~ ..
control equ~pment, and which do not increase regulated pollutant
)
··:···
emissions unless subject to NESHAP or NSPS
METALS

Equipment used for inspection of metal products
Die casting machines
Foundry sand mold forming equipment. to which no heat is applied,
and from which no organics are emitted
Equipment used exclusively to mill or grind coatings and holding
compounds where all materials charged are in paste form (unless HAP
~mission)

~ Equipment used exclusively ·for rolling,
forging, pressing,
spinning, drawing, or extruding either hot or cold metals unless
their emissions exceed any applicable regulated ·amount
Carbon monoxide lasers, used only on metals and other materials
which do not emit HAP in the process

MISCELLANEOUS

Operations previously determined to be de minimis pursuant to
252:100-7-2 (b) (3) or 252:100-41-43 (a) (5)
Laser trimmers using dust collection to prevent fugi.tive
emissions
Shock chambers
Humidity chambers
Solar simulators
MOBILE SOURCES

Mobile source emissions from car~, t+ucks, forklifts, courier
vehicles, front loaders, graders, cranes, carts, hydrostatic and
hydraulic testing equipment, maintenance trucks, helicopters,
locomotives, marine vessels, portable generators moveable by hand,
portable pumps,
portable air compressors,
portable welding
machines, and portable fuel tanks
Other on and off road mobile sources (i.e. coal stacker &
reclaimer)
Well servicing/workover rigs and associated equipment
Well drilling rigs and associated equipment
Aircraft ground support (AGE) equipment, including but not
limited to portable power generators, lights, and HVAC support
Vehicle exhaust from maintenance or repair shops
Road sanding and salting operations
OFFICE AND JANITORIAL

Janitorial services
Sweeping (Floor Sweep)
Office emissions (photocopying,
processes)
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blueprint copying,

photograph
~

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Outdoor recreational emissions (campfires, barbecue pits)'
Open burning for the purpose of land management (must get
permission from Air Quality Enforcement even though exempt from
permitting)
Outdoor kerosene heaters
PLASTICS/FIBERGLASS
Plastic or fiberglass welding or repair
,Sealing or cutting pl~stic film or foam with heat or wires
1
Processes used for the curing of fiberglass or paint products
REFRIGERANTS
Cold storage refrigerator equipment
De minimis refrigerant releases
RESIDENTIAL
Air conditioning or comfort ventilation systems . ·not regulated
under Title VI of the Clean Air Act
Emissions from residential housing units, dormitories, and
multifamily dwellings to include fuel burning for the purposes of
heating except prohibited open burning
·
SOLID WASTE
Solid waste landfill operations
RCRA Solid Waste Management Units subject to 40 CFR Part 265,
Subparts AA, BB, and CC
SOLVENT
Emissions from laundry care equipment processing bedding,
clothing or other fabric items. These include dryers, extractors,
& tumblers. NOT CLEANING OPERATIONS USING PERCHLOROETHYLENE OR
PETROLEUM SOLVENTS (i.e.,dry cleaning)
Covered cold solvent degreasers not subject to federal emission
standards (e.g. NESHAP or NSPS)
STORAGE TANKS/DISTRIBUTION

,_

Emissions from lube oil, seal oil, or hydraulic fluid storage
tanks and equipment as long as not emitting VOCs or HAPs
Storage and use of chemicals unless otherwise regulated by an
applicable state or federal regulation. These chemicals include,
but not limited to: alum, ammonia, biocides, corrosion inhibitors,
dechlorination chemicals, inorganic salts, acids or bases to
include caustic and sulfuric acid, coagulants, flocculants,
precipitants, surfactants, anti-foam chemicals, sealing inhibitors,
oxygen scavengers, phosphates, polyelectrolytes, limestone slurry,
lime and lime slurry, flue gas desulfurization system slurry, and
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sulfur slurry; propane and acetylene under pressure
S~orage and use of products or equipment for maintaining motor
~·
vehicles operated at the site (including but not limited to~\
antifreeze and fuel additives) not regulated under Title VI, CFC
~
rules)
Emissions from tanks containing separated water produced from oil
and gas operations
.
Commercial gasoline dispensing stations, including those located
within the physical boundaries of a Title V source
Lubricants and waxes used for machinery and other equipment
lubrication and emission from lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid
storage tanks and equipment
·
Runway and aircraft de-icing activities, including de-icer
~torage tanks unless otherwise regulated
Storage tanks, reservoirs, and pumping and handling equipment of
any size containing soap~, vegetable oil, grease, animal fat, and
nonvolatile aqueous salt solutions, provided appropriate lids and
covers are utilized
SURFACE COATING

Surface coating for maintenance ·purposes such as roll/brush/pad
coating,
painting
with
aerosol
cans,
spray airless,
and
conventional spray painting
Touch-up painting operations where paints/coatings are applied
at less than one quart per hour
WASTEWATER

--...'

Removal of basic sediment & water from collection/storage systems
(i.e., clarifiers}
Water and wastewater treatment and transportation system
Pit, ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Emissions
from
skimmer
pits,
oil/water
separators,
and
maintenance of filter separators
Emissions from the removal of sludge or sediment f:r:om pits,
ponds, sumps, or wastewater conveyance facilities
Industrial and/or municipal wastewater treatment processes
(excluding combustion or incineration equipment), storage silos for
dry material(sludges}, composting, or grease trap waste handling or
treatment
Ozonization process or process equipment including ozone
generation for water treatment processes
Sanitary sewerage and storm water runoff collection systems
Emissions from dredging pits, ponds, sumps, or other wastewater
cpnveyance facilities
WOODWORKING

Wood working (saw-cutting, staining & varnishing) (noncommercial)
Woodworking utilized for hobby purposes or maintenance of grounds
or buildings
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 8. OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
·:·.·:.··.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 inclt.:je
the
incorporation of
a
new permit
classification
syste~;
streamlining and simplifying the permit rules by moving t:te
requirements for construction permits for Part 70 sources from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8, moving the requirement to pay ann~al
operating fees from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, and reorganizi~g
the material in Subchapter- 8 for clarity and ease of use; t~e
revisions necessary to meet the federal requirements for fi::-.al
approval of the Oklahoma Operating Permits Program under Title V ~f
the federal Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 70.
The new perr..:.t
classification system introduces general permits for construction
of Part 70 sources.
The amendments to meet the requirements for
final approval of the Title V program include the incorporation by
reference
of
federal
rules
governing
case-by-case
MACT
determinations (40 CFR §§ 63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.44).
STATUTORY AUTHORITY:
1993, §§ 2-2-101 and

Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp.
et seq., Oklaho~a Clean Air Act.

2-5-~01

DIFFERENCE_S FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES: Part of. the proposed
revisions will be accomplished by incorporating the federal rules
by reference.
In general the other proposed revisions were r.ot
substantive, but changes in format and reorganization of material.
There are no analogous federal rules for the inclusion of general
construction permits for Part 70 sources.
The use of general
permits is expected to stream line the permitting-prqgram for bo~h
the regulated community and the DEQ. The purpose of the revisions
required by EPA in their Notice of February 5, 1996, was to correct
differences between the State rule and the analogous federal rule.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMAR¥ OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Letter of Comments from Charles R.
Corporation.
1.

Evans of Delhi Gas

Pipel:.~e

Comment: DEQ
should
distinguish
between
insignifica~t
activities and trivial activities in areas where there is
overlap e.g., storage tanks constructed with a capacity less
than 3 9, 8 94 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure less
than 1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature are included on
the insignificant activities list and Fuel/VOC storage ta~~s
with less than or equal to 1000 gallons capacity having a t:::-ue
vapor pressure at storage conditions less than 1.5 psia are on
the trivial list. Mr. Evans suggested that items that over~ap
should be considered as trivial activities.
Response: Fuel/VOC storage tanks with capacities of l:JO
gallons or less and vapor pressure less than 1.5 psia have
been removed from the trivial activities list since AQD d:.es

t/CJ/5

not regulate these tanks.
in this case.·
2.

Thus overlap is no

long~r

a problem
~·.

Comment:
"Emissions
from
residential
housing
uniL . ·i
dormitories, and multifamily dwellings to include fuel burning·.··
for the purposes of heating except prohibited open burning" is
included on page 5 of the trivial activities list under
Residential. The commenter recommends that offices or similar
places of work be added to this item.
Response: Space heating for offices and similar places of work
is already addressed on page 1 of the insignificant activities
list under Combustion Equipment. The staff believes that this
is a more appropriate place for space heating for commercial
premises.

3.

Comment: Mr. Evans suggested that the trivial activities list
be modified to make clear that both electric motors and the
units they operate (specifically natural gas compressors)are
considered trivial.
Response: Since
electric
motors
and
electric
powered
generators,
chillers,
air compressors
and pumps have
essentially no air emissions, they ~re not ·subject to air
quality rules and, therefore, it is not necessary to include
them on the trivial activities list. The staff did not agree
that other types of equipment powered by electric motors would
have only trivial emissions.

4.

Comment:
It was suggested that the item in Appendix J tha~
included emissions from the blowdown of compressors or other
vessels containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the
purpose of maintenance due to emergency circumstances be
modified to include emissions from depressurization during
startup, shut down, maintenance or other emergencies of such
compressors or other vessels, since historically EPA has not
regulated these emissions.
Response: Staff concurs.
list.

5.

These changes were included in the

Comment:
It was' recommended that the language regarding
fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves,
etc.) i Appendix J be clarified and that fugitive emissions
from components not subject to a fugitive monitoring plan be
added.
Response: The language was modified to make it clear that VOC
fugitive emissions from component additions regulated by a
fugitive monitoring program where the total increase is less
than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant or the de
minimis levels set forth in 252:100-41-43 are considered
trivial.
Staff concurred with the request to include VOC
emissions from component additions not regulated by a fugitiv~

monitoring program providing no applicable
triggered when the components are added.
6.

requirement

is

Comment:
It was suggested that methanol storage tanks less
than or equal to 10, 000 gallons in volume with an annual
throughput of no more than 50,000 gallons be added to the
trivial activities list.
Response: Methanol storage tanks of 400 gallons or greater are
subject to 252:100-37-15 since the as-stored vapor pressure
should be greater than 1.5 psia. Since there is an applicable
requirement for these tanks, they cannot be considered trivial
activities.

7.

Comment:
It was suggested that cathodic protection systems be
added to the trivial list.
Response: Staff felt that these systems are not regulated and,
therefore, there is no need to include ehem on the trivial
activities list.

Letter of Comments dated January 8, 1998, from Jole C. Luehrs,Chief, Air Permits Section, U. S. EPA, Region 6, D~llas, Texas.
1.
Comment:
It
was
stated
that
the
language
in
item
(B) (viii) (municipal incinerators) under the definition of
"Major source" as found in 252:100-8, Part 5, and item
(A) (xiv) · (municipal incinerators) under the definition of
"Major stationary source" as found in 252:100-8, Part 7 should
be changed to reflect Part C, Prevention of Significant
Deterioration of Air Quality, Subpart 1, Section 169, of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
The language should read
"municipal incinerators capable of charging.more than 50 tons
of refuse per day, " instead of "municipal incinerators capable
of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day."
This
comment was reiterated y Mr. Rick Barrett of EPA Region 6 at
the Hearing on January 9, 1998.
·
Response: Staff agreed to review Chapter 100 to determine all
of the places where this change needs to be made, and then to
propose appropriate rule revisions later this year. At this
time, ·the only municipal waste combustor in Oklahoma that
might be affected by such a rule change would only be impacted
if it were modified so as to significantly increase its
emissions. There are no indications that there are any plans
to do so at this time.
Therefore, EPA agreed that revising
the rule later this year would be acceptable.
Comments made at the 1/9/98 Air Quality Council Meeting
1.
Comment: Dr.
Larry Canter asked,
if incorporation by
reference of a previous permit is allowed in the permit
renewal, how the Department will insure that the previous
permit(s) are not thrown away and the information thus
becoming unavailable.

Response: Active permit files are never purged. They contain
everything relating to the permit. When a permit ceases to be
active, it is archived according to Department procedures a~,
should not be thrown out.
)J
.
2.

Comment: Dole McWhirter was concerned that, if incorporation
by reference of previous permit is allowed for permit
renewals, it would then require both permits in order to know
what the permit conditions are.
Response: The particular Subsection under discussion concerns
the application content and simplifies permit applications by
allowing the applicant to reference the previous permit when
information is unchanged. All the standards, limitations, and
conditions that remain pertinent to the facility will be
repeated in the "new" permit.
They will not be referenced.
The "new" permit will stand alone.

3. - Comment: Rick Barrett, EPA, Region 6, repeated the comment
made in the 1/8/98 letter from Jole C. Luehrs.
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:

Attached.
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TITLE 252. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
. CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
RULEMAKING ACTION:
PERMANENT final adoption
RULES:
Subchapter 8. Permits for Part 70 Sources
252:100-8-1.7 ·Permit Application Fee [AMENDED]
252:100-8-4(a) (2) (C)
Requirements
for
Construction
and
Operating Permits [AMENDED]
AUTHORITY:
Env-ironmental Quality Board; 27A O.S.Supp. 1998, §§ 2-2-101, 2-5101, et seq.
DATES:
Comment period:
For 252:100-8-1.7, September 15, 1998 through December 8, 1998;
and December 15, 1998
For 252:100-8-4(a) (2), November 16, 1998 through December 15,
1998
Public hearing:
For 252:100-8-1.7, October 20 and December 15, 1998; and March
51 1999
For 252:100-8-4(a) (2) (C), December 15, 1998; and March. 5, 1999
Adoption:
March 5, 1999 (proposed)
Submitted to Governor:
Submitted to House:
Submitted to Senate:
Gubernatorial approval:
Legislative approval:
Final adoption:
Effective:
June 1, 1999 (proposed) .
SUPERSEDED EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
None
INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE:
None
ANALYSIS:
The change to 252:100-8-1.7 will increase the fee
for
applicability determinations from $100 to $250. This fee change is
consistent with the proposed applicability determination fee
increase proposed in Subchapter 7.
The change to 252:100-8-4 (a) (2) (C) updates the adoption by
reference of the requirements for case-by-case MACT determinations
contained in 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43, and 40 CFR 63.44 to July
1, 1998.
The Air Quality Advisory Council recommended these amendments for
adoption at their meeting on December 15, 1998.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:
None
CONTACT PERSON:
Jeanette But tram or Joyce D. Sheedy, Ph.D. , Department of
I

i

qz;

Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division, 707 N. Robinson, Suite
4100, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-1677, (405) 702-4100
PURSUANT TO THE ACTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN, THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE
CONSIDERED FINALLY ADOPTED AS SET FORTH IN 75 0. S., SECTION
308.1(A), WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF JUNE 1, 1999.
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SUBCHAPTER 8.
PART 3.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

252:100'-8-1.7. Permit application fees
A permit application or a request for an applicability
determination received after the effective date of this subsection
will be assessed a one-time fee, which must accompany the
application or request. Applications received without appropriate
fees are administratively incomplete. Fees must be paid by check
or money order made payable to the Oklahoma Air Quality Division in
accordance with the following fee schedule:
(1)
ApP,licability deter.mination. ~$250,
to be credited
against the construction or operating permit application fee, if
a permit is required. If no permit is required, the fee will be
retained to cover the cost of making the determination.
(2)
Construction per.mit application.
The fee is $2,000.
(3)
Operating permit application.
(A)
Initial Part 70 permit - $2,000.
(B) Authorization under a general permit - $900
(C)
Renewal Part 70 permit - $1,000.
(D)
Significant modification of Part 70 permit - $1,000.
(E)
Minor modification of Part 70 permit - $500.
(F)
Part 70 Temporary Source Relocation - $500.
PART 5.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES

252:100-8-4.
Requirements for construction and operating permits
(a)
Construction permits.
(1)
Construction permit required. No person shall cause or
allow the construction or installation of any new facility that
will require a Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining
a DEQ-issued air quality construction permit.
A construction
permit is also required for any physical change that would be a
modification under 252:100-8-7.2(b).
In addition to the
requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9
of this Subchapter must also meet the applicable requirements
contained therein.
(2)
Requirement for case-by-case MACT determinations.
(A)
Applicability. The requirement for case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a major source of hazardous air pollutants
after June 29, 1998, unless the source has been specifically
regulated or exempted from regulation under a subpart of 40
CFR Part 63, or the owner or operator has received all
necessary air quality permits for such construction or
reconstruction before June 29, 1998.
(B) ·Exclusions. The following sources are not subject to
this subsection.
(i)
Electric utility steam generating units unless and
until these units are added to the source category list.
(ii) Stationary sources that are within a source category
1
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that has been deleted from the source category list.
(iii)
Research and development activities as defined in 40
CFR § 63 .. 41.
(C) MACT determinations.
If subject to this subsection, an
owner or operator may not begin actual construction or
reconstruction of a major source of HAP until obtaining from
the DEQ an approved MACT determination in accordance with the
following regulations: 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43 and 40 CFR
63.44, which are hereby incorporated by reference as they
exist on July 1, ~1998.

I
(
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TITLE 2 52 .

OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 8, Part 3 - Per.mit Application Fees
SUBCHAPTER 8, Part 5 - Per.mits for Part 70 Sources

Before the Air Quality Council, October 20 and December 15, 1998
Before the Environmental Quality Board, March 5, 1999
RULE IMPACT STATEMENT
1.

DESCRIPTION:
The proposed revision to 252:100-8-1.7, Permit
Application Fees, will increase the fee for applicability
dete~minations
from $100 to $250.
This fee change is
consistent with the proposed applicability determination fee
increase in Subchapter 7. The proposed revision to 252:100-84(a) (2) (C), Permits for Part 70 Sources, consists of updating
the adoption by reference of the requirements for case-by-case
MACT determinations contained in 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43,
and 40 CFR 63.44 to July 1, 1998.

2.

CLASSES OF PERSONS AFFECTED: Owners or operators of any
facility that is a major source of air emissions that applies
for an applicability determination along with those who
construct qr reconstruct a major source of hazardous air
pollutants after June 29, 1998, may be affected.

3.

CLASSES OF PERSONS WHO WILL BEAR COSTS: Owners or operators of
any facility that is a major source of air emissions that
applies for an applicability determination along with those
who construct or reconstruct a major source of hazardous air
pollutants after June 29, 1998, who are required to determine
case-by-case MACT.

4.

CLASSES OF PERSONS BENEFITTED:
The citizens of the State who
will be protected from exposure to hazardous air pollutants.

5.

PROBABLE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON AFFECTED CLASSES OF PERSONS: Fbr
owners or operators of major source facilities who choose to
apply for an applicability determination, the fee will be $250
rather
than
$100.
The
federal
rules proposed for
incorporation by reference are currently applicable to the
affected classes of persons.
Thus the state's adoption of
these rules will not cause a new economic impact on such
classes.

6.

PROBABLE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS:

7.

COOPERATION OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISION REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT OR
ENFORCE RULE: No.

8.

COST TO DEO TO IMPLEMENT AND ENFORCE:

9.

COST TO OTHER AGENCIES TO IMPLEMENT AND ENFORCE:
other agencies will be implementing these rules.

None.

None.
None.

No

10.

PROJECTED NET LOSS OR GAIN IN REVENUES FOR DEQ AND/OR OTHER
AGENCIES, IF IT CAN BE PROJECTED: Facility
owners
and~,
operators will be required to pay an additional upfront fee .. i
cost of $150 for applicability determinations.
If the
requested applicability determination concludes that a permit
is necessary, the $250 fee will be credited toward the cost of
the permit application fee.
However, the total cost of the
permitting process remains the same.
If it is determined a
permit is not necessary, the agency will realize a gain in
revenues of $150 per applicant.
There is no projected net
loss or.gain in revenues for those required to determine casepy-case MACT.

11.

LESS' COSTLY OR NONREGULATORY OR LESS INTRUSIVE METHODS OF
ACHIEVING THE PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED RULE: None.

12.

PROBABLE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE IMPACT ON BUSINESS
ENTITIES (INCLUDE QUANTIFIABLE DATA WHERE POSSIBLE) :
Quantitative impact:
Facility owners and operators that
request applicability determinations will pay $150 more than
they do now.
The state's adoption of these federal rules,
proposed for incorp~ration by reference, will not cause a new
impact on such classes since they are currently applicable to
the affected classes of persons.
Qualitative impact: The fee increase is needed to continue to
perform this service at the present level of effectiveness.
Therefore, facility owners and operators should not observe
any qualitative impact if the applicability determination fee
is increased.

THIS RULE IMPACT STATEMENT WAS PREPARED ON:
MODIFIED: December 31, 1998.

November 15, 1998.

~

CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 8. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 8,
252:100-8-1.7, Permit application fee, will increase the fee for
applicability determinations from $100 to $250. This fee change is
consistent with the proposed applicability determination fee
increase in Subchapter 7.
The proposed amendments to 252:100-84(a) (2) (C), Requirements for construction and operating permits,
will update the adoption by reference of the requirements for caseby-case MACT determinations contained in 40 CFR 63.41, 40 CFR 63.43,
and 40 CFR 63.44 to July 1, 1998.
I

DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES:

None.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:.. Not required because the rule is
not more stringent than corresponding federal requirements.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
NONE
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AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY BOARD

Identification of Proposed Ru lemaking:
OAC 252:100
Chapter Number and TitleSubchapters or Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

OAC 252:100-5-2.2 Registration, Emission Inventory and Annual Operating Fees AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-7-3 Permits for Minor Facilities [AMENDED)
OAC 252:100-8-1.7 Permits for Part 70 Sources [AMENDED]

On DECEMBER 15,1998
the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by
the Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-20 l ), by roll call vote, recommended
to the Environmental Quality Board that the ru lemaking described above be adopted as:

X

permanent [take effect after legislative review]
emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
;, ~ .
, ·; ;
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfu II y,

~L

Date signed: -=12=--..o. :lS=--..: . 9.: . 8_ _ __

Chair or Designee

VOTING TO APPROVE:

VQTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
RULEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONTO THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
-·.·. . .·

ldentificationofProposed Rulemaking:
oi)
Chapter Number and TitleOAC 252:100-8-4Ciii!U2l
PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES [AMENDED]
Subchaptersor Sections Involved- [new, amended or revoked]

On
DECEMBER 15, 1998
the members of this Council, by authority vested in them by the
Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code (27 O.S.Supp. 1993, § 2-2-20 I), by roll call vote, recommended to
the Environmental Quality Board that the rulemakingdescribedab9ve be adopted as:
!

.·

·. i . ·

i

J

r

~ · ·

1

' ,

~

j ... ; • ·..

_K_ permanent [take effect after legislative review]

_ _ emergency [temporary, to take effect upon approval by the Governor because of time; and/or
special reason:
]
(mark as appropriate)

This Council has considered the proposed rulemaking and comments about it and determined, to the best of
its knowledge, that all applicable requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act have been
followed.
This Council authorizes the Department to prepare this recommended rulemaking for the Board, making
any changes approved by the Council, correcting typographical, grammatical and reference errors, and
formatting them as required by the Office of Administrative Rules. This is to be done with the
understanding that such changes shall neither alter the sense of what this Council recommends nor
invalidate this recommendation.
Respectfully,

~~J

Date signed: --"1.=.2-_,l=S....:::-9;...:=8'------

Chair or Designee

VOTING TO APPROVE:

VOTING AGAINST:

ABSTAINING:

ABSENT:
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REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALQUALITY
OKLAHOMA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
A Public Meeting:

1.
2.
3.

4.

9:30a.m., Tuesday, November 14,2000
American ·Legion Hall
113 North Swem
Hooker, Oklahoma ·

Cali' to Order- Lee Paden, Chair
i · Roll.Call- Lynda Finch

Approval of Minutes of the August 29, 2000 Regular Meeting

Rulemaking- OAC 252:205

Hazat~ous Waste Management

Two sets of changes are proposed:
• The proposed amendments to 252:205-3-2 are clarifying a:nd corrective. First, they delineate
those non-delegable hazardous waste regulatory duties that remain with.the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, rather than being administered by the DEQ hazardous waste management
program. Second, they correct errors and clarify requirements found in. the adopted-byreference portions of the July 1, 1999, version of Title 40 of the Code ofF ederal Regulations.
• The purpose of the proposed amendments to 252:205-7-1,7-3 and 21-3 is to revoke superseded
. hazardous waste transporter rules. The rules were superseded by legislation passed during the
2000 legislative session that transferred transporter registration responsibility from the DEQ to
the Oklahoma Corporation Commission.
A. Presentation- Jody Reinhart, Hazardous Waste Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on emergency* adoption of amendments to 252:205-3-2, and on
permanent and emergency* adoption of amendments to 252:205-7-1, 7-3 and 21-3

·-·

5.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:001,002,003 and 004 Rules of Practice and Procedure
The proposed new Chapter 4 (Rules of Practice and Procedure) is a product of DEQ's re-rightldewrong process. It represents a comprehensive and integrated rewrite of existing Chapter 1
(Procedures of the Environmental Quality Board), Chapter 2 (Procedures of the DEQ) and Chapter
3 (Procedures of the Environmental Quality Councils), in an effort to make the procedures easier to
follow. Among the changes are: reorganization into more logical arrangements; language
simplification; elimination of duplicative rules; updating of statutory citations; and deletion of
statutory language. Chapter 4 also includes rules recommended by the Air Quality Council, which
address hearings before that council. Chapters 1, 2 and 3 are proposed for revocation, subject to the
adoption of proposed Chapter 4.
A. Presentation- Jimmy Givens, DEQ General Counsel
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoptionof Chapter 4 and permanent revocation of Chapters
1, 2 and 3

1

6.

Rulemaking- OAC 252:100 Air Pollution Control
Six sets of changes are proposed:
• The amendments to Subchapter 4, New Source Performance Standards, update the
incorporations by reference of the federal NSPS from July 1, 1999, to July 1, 2000.
• The proposed revocation of Subchapter 6, Permitting, is part of DEQ's effort to eliminate
redundant or unnecessary language through its re-right/de-wrong process. Subchapter 6 is
largely a summary of the permit programs contained in Subchapters 7 and 8, and a restatement
of Oklahoma statutes on permitting. Only a few portions of the rule contain substantive
language, and those portions will be placed into Subchapters 7 and 8.
• The proposed changes to Subchapter 7, Permits for Minor Facilities, also derive from thereright/de-wrong initiative. In connection with the proposed revocation of Subchapter 6 (see
above), three substantive provisions of Subchapter 6, relating to the requirement for and the
implications of the signing of a permit application, are moved into Section 2 52: 100-7-2.
• The proposed revisions to Subchapter 8, Permits for Part 70 Sources, generally correct errors or
omissions, clarify language, and specify fee categories for construction permit authorizations
and modifications. Other amendments include clarification of construction permit and best
available control technology (BACT) requirements, slight modification of the reporting time
for excess emissions caused by emergencies or upsets, and modification of the definition of
"major stationary source" as it relates to charge rates of municipal incinerators. The
incorporation by reference of 40 CFR 63.41, 63.43, and 63.44 is updated to July l, 2000.
• Proposed amendments to Subchapter 29, Control of Fugitive Dust, clarify and· simplify
language as part of the re-right/de-wronginitiative. Substantive changes are proposed to clarify
the precautions required to minimize or prevent pollution and the corrective measures required
if fugitive dust is discharged beyond the property line.
• The proposed revisions to Subchapter41, Control of Emission of Hazardous Air Pollutants and
Toxic Air Contaminants, update the adoption by reference of specific National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) in 40 CFR Part 61, and the Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards for hazardous air pollutants in 40 CFR Part
63. The new adoption-by reference date would be July 1, 2000.
A. Presentation- David Branecky, Air Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. · Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption of amendments to Subchapters 6, 7, and 8, on
permanent and emergency* adoption of amendments to Subchapters 4 and 41, and on
emergency* adoption ofamendmentsto Sections 252: I 00-8-1.7 and 252:100-8-4

7.

Rulemaking-- OAC 252:622 and 623 Pretreatmentfor Central Treatment Trusts
This rulemaking is part of the re-right/de-wrong process to eliminate outdated and unenforceable
rules and simplify existing language. The changes are extensive enough that it is proposed that
Chapter 622 be revoked and rep laced by new Chapter 623.
A. Presentation-Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption and revocation
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8.

Rulemaking -- OAC 252:625 and 626 Public Water Supply Construction Standards
This rule making is part of the re-right/de-wrong process to eliminate outdated and unenforceable
rules and simplify existing language. The changes are extensive enough that it is proposed that
Chapter 625 be revoked and replaced by new Chapter 626. The new chapter includes construction
standards for technology that has been developed since the last revision of the rules.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote(s) on permanent adoption and revocation

9.

Rulemaking -- OAC 252:645 Septage Tank Cleaners
The majority of the changes in this rulemaking were done to reorganize, simplify and clarify the
rules as part of DEQ's. re-right/de-wrong process. However, there are a few substantive changes.
These include specifying the amount of lime that must be added per volume of septage before
application, designating phosphorus as a limiting factor in the amount of septage that may be
applied, and increasing the minimum distance of a hind application site from a public water
supply well. The rulemaking also requires that applicants for a permit to land apply septage be
licensed to pump and haul septage.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
,
E. Roll call vote on permanent adoption of amendments

10.

.... Ru1emaking- OAC 252:652 Underground Injection Control
·:--:·The purpose of the proposed amendments is to make the underground injection control rules
..l·correspond with recent statutory changes which clarify jurisdictional responsibilities between the
· DEQ and other state agencies, and to update the incorporation by reference of new federal
underground injection well regulations to allow the state program to retain its "primacy" status with
the U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency.
A. Presentation- Robert Johnston, Water Quality Council Chair
B. Questions and discussion by the Board
C. Questions, comments and discussion by the public
D. Discussion by the Board
E. Roll call vote on emergency* adoption of amendments

11.

Consideration of the Environmental Quality Report
The Oklahoma Environmental Quality Code requires the DEQ to prepare .an "Oklahoma
Environll?-ental Quality Report" and to submit it to the Governor, Speaker of the House and Senate
President Pro Tern by January 1' 1of each year. The statutorily prescribed purposes of this report are
to outline the DEQ's two-year needs for providing environmental services within its jurisdiction,
reflect any new federal mandates, and recommended statutory changes. The Environmental
Quality Board is to review, amend (as necessary) and approve the report.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Presentation- Steve Thompson, DEQ Deputy Executive Director
Questions and discussion by the Board
Questions, comments and discussion by the public
Discussion by the Board
Roll call vote on approval
3

12.

New Business (any matter not known about, or which could not have been reasonably foreseen
prior to the time of posting of agenda)

13.

Executive Director's Report

14.

Adjournment

Public Forum: The Board meets four times a year at different locations across the State to hear the views
and concerns of all Oklahomans about environmental issues. This opportunity is informal, and we invite
you t:o sign the register to speak.
Should you have a disability and need

an accommodation,pleasimotify the DEQ three days in advance at 702-71 00~
I

• Specification of proposed adoption by emergency rulemaking, .by permanent rulemaking, or by both, is based on
the recommendations of the respective advisory councils. Adoption or amendment of rules as emergency
rulemaking requires a fmding by the Board that a compelling extraordinary circumstance warrants the seeking of
emergency certification, so that the rules will take effect immediately upon the Governor's signature. Absent a
finding and certification of emergency, rules adopted today will not become effective until June of 2001. ·
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SUBCHAPTER 8.
PART 1.

PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
GENERAL PROVISIONS

252:100-8-1.1. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Subchapter,
shall have the following meaning, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in this
section, terms used in this Subchapter retain the meaning accorded
them under the applicable requirements of the Act.
"A stack in existence" means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5
that the owner or operator had:
{A) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical
on-site construction of the stack; or
{B) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations,
which could not.be canceled or modified without substantial loss
to the owner or operator, .to undertake a program of construction
of the stack to be completed in a reasonable time.
"Act" means the federal Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401
et seq.
·
"Actual emissions" except for Parts 7 and 9 of .this Subchapter,
· means the total amount of regulated air pollutants. ~mitted from a
·given· facility· during a particular calendar year, determined using
methods contained iri OAC 252:100-5-2.1(d).
••Administrator•• means the Administrator of the United States
Environmental . ·Protection · Agency {EPA) or the Administrator's
designee.
·
11
Allowable emissions 11 means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
thi"s Subchapter,
the . emission rate of a stationary source
calculated using the n:taximum rated capacity of the source {unless
the source . i's ··subject ·to enforceable limits which. restrict the
operating rate·, or hours of operation, or both) and the most.·
.stringent of the following:
{A)
the applicable standards· as .set forth in 40 CFR Parts 60. ·
and 61;
·
·
{B)
the applicable· State ..rule·a1lowable emissions; or,
{C)
the· emissions rate :specified as ·an enforceable permit·
condition.
••Begin actual construction"
lAl for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter means, in
general, initiation of physical on-site construction activities
on an emissions unit which are of a permanent nature. Such
activities include, but are not limited to, installation of
building supports and foundations,
laying of underground
pipework, and construction of permanent storage structures.
With respect to a change in method of operation this term refers
to those on-site activities, other than preparatory activities,
which mark the initiation of the change.
{B)
for purposes of Part 5 of this Subchapter, means that the
owner or operator has begun the construction or installation of
the emitting equipment on a pad or in the final location at the ·
facility.
••Best available· control technology•• or 11 BACT 11 means the control
technology to be applied for a major source or modification is the
best that is available as determined by the Director on a case-by1

case basis taking into account energy, environmental. and economic
impacts and other costs of alternate control systems.
"Building, structure, facility, or installation 11 for purposes of
Parts 7 and 9 of this Sub6hapter, means all of the pollutantemitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping,
are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and
are under the control of the same person or persons under common
control. Pollutant-emitting activities shall be considered as part
of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the same "Major
Group" (i.e., which have the same two-digit code), as described in
the Standard Industrial Classification manual, 1972. as amended by
the 1977 Suppl·ement.
11
Commence 11 for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this Subchapter
means, as·applied to construction of a major stationary source or
major modification,· that the owner or operator has all necessary
preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:
(A)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of aGtual
on-site construction of the source, to ·be· completed within a
reasonabl~ time; or,
(B) entered into binding agreements or contractu~l obligations,
.which cannot be cancelled or modified without substantial loss
to ·the ·owner or operator 1 to undertake . a program of actual
construction of the source to be completed within a reasonable
time.
·
·
· 11 Construc.tion 11
means 1 for purposes ·of Parts · 7 and 9 of . this
Subchapter, any physical change or change in the method of
operation
(including
fabrication,
erection, · installation,
demolition, or· modification of an emissions unit) which would
result in a· change in actual emissions. .
.
"Dispersion technique•• ineans for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5
·any technique ·which attempts to affect the concentration of a
pollutant in the ambient air by using that portion of a stack. which
exceeds good engineering practice stack height; varying the rate of
emission of a pollutant according. to atmospheric conditions or
ambient concentrations of that pollutant;· or increasing final
exhaust gas plUme ::t:"iSe.. by manipulating . SOUrCe 'proceSS parameter.S 1
_.exhaust ·gas. parameters, stack parameters or combining exhaust gases
from several existing. stacks into one stack, or other selective
handling of exhaust gas streams so.as to increase the exhaust gas
plume rise. The preceding sentence does not include:
(A) The reheating of a gas stream, following use of a pollution
control system, for the purpose of returning the gas to the
temperature at which it was originally discharged from the
facility generating the gas stream.
(B)
The merging of exhaust gas streams where:
(i) the source owner or operator documents that the facility
was originally designed and ~onstructed with such merged
streams;
(ii) after July 8, 1985, such merging is part of a change in
operation at the facility that includes the installation of
pollution controls and is accompanied by a net reduction in ·
the allowable emissions of a pollutant. This exclusion from
"dispersion technique" applicability shall apply only to the
emission limitation for the pollutant affected by such change
in operation; or
2
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(iii) before July 8, 1985, such merging was part of a change
in operation at the facility that included the installation of
emissions control equipment or was carried out for sound
economic or engineering reasons. Where there was an increase
in the emission limitation or, in the event that no emission
limitation existed prior to the merging, there was an increase
in the quantity of pollutants actually emitted prior to the
merging, it shall be presumed that mergi_ng was primarily
intended as a means of gaining emissions credit for greater
dispersion. Before such credit can be allowed, the owner or
operator.must satisfactorily demonstrate that merging was not
carried out for the primary purpose of gaining credit for
greater dispersion.
··
(C) Manipulation of exhaust gas parameters, merging of exhaust
gas streams from several existing stacks into one ·stack, or
other selective· handling of exhaust gas strea.m~ so as to
increase the exhaust gas. plume rise in those cases where the
resulting allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide from the
facility do not exceed 5,000 tons per year.
11 Emission limitations and· emission standards•• means for purposes
of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 requirements that limit the quantity, rate or
concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis,
including any .. ~equirememts 'that ·limit t:p.e ·level. :of ·opacity~
prescribe equipment, set Ju~l speci~icat~ons or prescribe operation
or maintenance. procedures · for · a source to assure continuous
reduction.
(Amended 7 9 87, effective8 3:0 87)
11
Emissions unit 11 means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any part of a source which .emits or. would .have the
potential· to emit. any pollutant.subject to regulation.
11
·
EPA 11 means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
"Fugitive emissions" mean:s~ for purposes of" Parts 7 and .9 of this
Sub.chapter, those· emissions which could not reasonably pass through
a stack, chimney,· ·vent or 'other functionally equivalent opening.
"National Emission· Standards for Hazardous Air ··Pollutants" or
· "NESHAP" means those· standards found in 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63.
"Necessary preconstruction approvals · or ·permits" · means, · for
purposes. of· Parts 7 and 9 · of· this Subchapter., those .p.e:r:mi ts or
approvals required ·under all applicable air quality control laws
and rules.
11
New Source Performance 'standards" or "NSPS"· means those
standards found in.40 CFR Part 60.
"Part 70 permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means
any permit or group of permits covering a Part 70 source that is
issued, renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Part 70 program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR Part 70.
•• Part 7 0 source n means any source subject to the perrni t t ing
requirements of Part . 5 of this Subchapter, as provided in OAC
252:100-8-3(a) and 252:3:00 8 3(b) lQl.
"Potential to emit" means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, the maximum capacity of a source to emit a pollutant ·
under its physical and operational design.
Any physical or
operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a
pollutant,
including
air
pollution
control
equipment · and
restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of
3

material combusted, stored or processed, shall be treated as part
of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on
emissions is enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in
determining the potential to emit of a source.
"Secondary emissions 11 means, for purposes of Parts 7 and 9 of
this Subchapter, emissions which occur as a result of the
construction or operation of a major stationary source or
modification, but do not come from the- source or modification
itself. For the purpose of 252.100 8, Part 9, seeondary Secondary
emissions must be specific, well defined, quantifiable, and impact
the same general areas as the source or modification which causes
the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions may include, but are
not limited to:
·
(A) emissions from trains coming to or from the new or modified
stationary source; and,
(B) emissions from any offsite support facility which would not
otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions as a result
of the construction or operation of the major source or
modification.
11
Stack 11 means for purposes of OAC 252:100-8-1.5 any point in a
source designed to emit solids, liquids or gases into the air,
· including a ·pipe or duct but not including flares.
. .
11
·
Stationary source" means, for purposes ·of Parts. 7 and 9 of this
Subchapter, any building,·· structure, facility: or installation which
emits or may emit any ciir pollutant subject to OAC 252:100. ·
·
25~:100-8-1.4.

Cancellation or extension of a construction permit
or authorization under
general construction
permit
(a)
Cancellation of permit or authorization·· to construct . or
modify.
A duly issued permit or' authorization to construct or
modify will terminate and :Oecome null an.d void (unless extended as
provided in Subsection. _(b) . of. this. Section) if the construction is.
not commenced within. 18 mont~s after . the . date the· permit or
authorization was· issued,· or if work· is suspended for more than 18
months after it has commenced.
..
. . (b)
Extension of permit or authorization to construct or modify.·
(1)
"Prior · to ··the expiration date of the ·permit or
authorization, a permittee may apply for extension of the permit
or authorization by written request of the DEQ stating the
reasons for the delay or suspension and providing justification
for the extension. The DEQ may grant:
(A) One extension of 18 months or less, or
(B)
One extension of up to 36 months where the applicant is
proposing
to expand an already existing facility
to
accommodate the proposed new construction or the applicant has
expended a significant amount of money (1% of total project
cost as identified in the original application, not including
land cost) in preparation for meeting the definition of
"commence construction 11 at the proposed site, or
(C) One extension of up to 72 months will be granted to major ·
industrial
facilities
(project
cost
greater
than
$100, 0 0 0, 0 0 0. 0 0) , where the applicant proposes to construct at
an existing site and demonstrates that the existing site was
originally designed and constructed to accommodate the

a
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proposed new facilities.
The applicant shall show a
commitment to the site by having purchased land necessary to
construct facilities covered.by this extension and expended
$1,000,000.00 or more on engineering and/or site development.
(2)
If construction has not commenced within three (3) years of
the effectiv~ date of the original permit or authorization, the
permittee must undertake and complete an appropriate available
control technology review and an air -quality analysis.
This
review must be approved by the DEQ before construction may
commence.
.
.
(3) Upon formal request of any applicant whose permit has been
denied for lack of increment, the DEQ may require any permittee
under OAC 252:100:8-1.4(b) (1) (B) or :252:100 8 1.4(b) (1) (C)~'
to furnish a complete air quality analysis and/or an appropriate
available control technology review if such review is·required
in order to provide new or current information.
252:100-8-1.5. Stack height limitations
(a)
Stack height exclusion.
Air quality modeling or ambient
impact evaluation shall exclude the·effect of that ·portion of the
height of any stackwhich·exceeds good engineering practice or the
effec-t of a:ny· .other dispersion techniques.·· .
... ·....·
(b)
Determination of good engineering practice (GEP) 'stack height~·
GEP stack h.eight shall be the greater of:
(l) 65 meters, measured from the ground-level elevation at the
base of the stack; or ·
·
.
(2) The height. under either OAC. 252:1oo.:..a-l.S(b) (2)(A) or (B):
(A) for stacks in existence on January 12, 1979 and for which
the owner-or-operator hadobtained all appl,;icable.pe#nits o::r;
approvals required under ·oAC :252:100-8 or 40 CFR_P?J.rt 52, Hg
= 2.5H, provided the owner o:r operator can demb"nstrate that
. this equation . was" relied upori in establishing.
emi'ssion
limitati6n;·
·
·
(B)
for all bther·~tacks, Hg = H + 1.5L, ·where~
(i) · Hg = good engineering practice stack height, measured
from the· ground-level elevation·at the base of·the stack,
(ii) · H--·= height ~o-f···n·earby·structure (s) measu:red .. ·from the···
ground-level elevation at the base of the stack,
(iii) L =lesser dimension (height or projected·width) of
nearby structure(s), provided that the owner or operator
may be required to verify such GEP stack height by the use
of a field study or fluid model as the Executive Director
shall determine; or
(3)
The height demonstrated by a fluid model or a field study
approved by the reviewing agency, which ensures that the
emissions from a stack do not result in excessive concentrations
of any ai.r pollutant as a result of atmospheric downwash, wakes,
or eddy effects created by the source itself, nearby structures,
or nearby terrain features.
(c)
Nearby.
(1)
For the formulae in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2).
A structure
or terrain feature shall be considered nearby if it is located
within a distance of up to five times the lesser of the height
or the width of a structure, but not more than 0.5 miles (0.8
km) .

an.
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(2)

For demonstration in OAC 252:1.00-8-1.5 (b) (3).
(A) A structure or terrain feature shall be considered nearby
if located at a distance not greater than 0.5 mile (0.8 km),
except that
(B)
A portion of a terrain feature may be considered nearby
if:
(i)
It falls within a distance (not to exceed 2 miles) of
up to 10 times the maximum height-(Ht) of the feature, and
(ii) At a distance of 0.5 mile, the height of such feature
is at least 40 percent of the GEP stack height determined
by the formulae provided in OAC 252:100-8-1.5(b) (2) (B) or
85.3 . feet (26 meters), whichever is greater, as measured
from the base of the stack.
(3)
Measurement of height of structure or terrain. The height
of the structure or terrain feature is measured from the groundlevel elevation at the base of the stack.
(d)
Excessive. concentrations~
When utilized for the purpose of
determining GEP stack height under OAC 252~100-8-1.5(b) (3),
excessive concentrations shall be as follows:
·
( 1)
For sources seeking credit for stack height exceeding ..that.
calculated under 262.100 8 l.S(b) (2) OAC 252:100-8-LS(b) (2L a
maximum ground-level pollutant concentration from a stack due in
whole or part to downwash, .. wakes'· and. eddy effects produced. by"
nearby structures or nearby. terrain features. which is at .least .
40 percent in ex"cess of the "maximum concentration. experienced in
the absence of such downwash, wakes, or eddy effects and which,
when combined with the impacts: du·e to all sources, produces a
concentration in excess of an ambient air quality standard. For
sources subject to the prevention of significant-deterioration
program (Part 7 of this Subchapter or Federal 40 CFR.52.21), the
same criteria apply except that a. concurr"ent exceedance of a
prevention
of
significant
deterioration . inc;rement. . is·
experienced.
In making... demonstrations under this. part, the
·allowable emission rate shalL conform to the ... new . source·
performance standard that is applicable to the source -category
unless the owner or operator can demonstrate that this emission
·:-rate is infeasible.; . Where. such. demonstrations are approved by
the Executive Director, an alternative emission rate shall be
established in consultation with the owner or operator;
( 2)
For sources seeking· credit after October 1, 1983, for
increases in existing stack heights up to the heights
established under OAC 252:100-8-1.5{b) {2) either:
(A) a maximum ground-level concentration due in whole or part
to downwash, wakes or eddy effects as specified· in OAC
252:100-8-1.5{b) (2), except that the emission rate specified
by any applicable state implementation plan {or, in the
absence of such a limit, the actual emission rate) shall be
used, or
(B)
the actual presence of a local nuisance caused by the
existing stack, as determined by the Executive Director; and
(3)
For sources seeking credit after January 12, 1979 for a
stack height determined under OAC 252:100-8-1.5{b) (2) where the
EJeecutive Director requires the use of a field study or fluid
model to verify GEP stack height, for sources seeking stack
height credit after November 9, 1984 based on the aerodynamic
6
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influence of cooling towers, and for sources seeking stack
height credit after December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic
influence of structures not adequately represented by the
formulae in OAC 252:100-8-1.5 (b) (2), a maximum ground-level
concentration due in whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy
effects that is at least 40 percent in excess of the maximum
concentration experienced in the absence of such downwash, wakes
or eddy effects.
PART 3.

PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

.PART 5. ··PERMITS FOR PART 7 0 SOURCES
252:100-8-2.
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have
the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise.
Except as specifically provided in this section
Section, terms used in this Part retain the meaning accorded them
under the applicable requirements of· the Act.
· ••Administratively complete•• means an application that provides:
(A) All information required under OAC 252:100-8-5(c), (d), or
(e) ;

·

(B) A landowner affidavit as required by OAC.252:2-15-20(b) (3);
(C)
The appropriate application fees as required by OAC
252:100-8-1.7; and
(D)
Certification by the responsible official as required by
OAC 252:100-8-5(f).
11
Affected source" means the same as the meaning given to it in
the regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
"Affected states" means:
(A)
all states:
7
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(i)
That are one ·of the following contiguous states:
Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Texas-,
and
(ii) That in the judgment of the DEQ may be directly affected
by emissions. from the facility seeking the permit, _permit
modification, or permit renewal being proposed; or
(B)
all states that are within 50 miles of the permitted
source.
11
Affected unit 11 means the same as the meaning given to it in the
regulations promulgated under Title IV (acid rain) of the Act.
11
Applicable requirement•• means all of the following as they apply
to emissions units in a Part 70 source subject to this Chapter
(including requirements that have been promulgated or approved by
EPA through rulemaking at the time of issuance but have future
effective compliance dates) :
(A)
Any standard or other requirements provided for in · the
applicable implementation plan approved or p~omulgated by EPA
through rulemaking under Title I of the Act that implements the
relevant requirements of the Act, including any revisions to
that plan promulgated in 40 CFR Part 52;
·
(B) · Any term or condition of any_ preconstruction permits .issued
. pursuant
to regulations
approved or promulgated through
rulemakingunder Title I, including parts corD, oft:P,e .A.ct;
(C) Any standard or other requirement under section ill of the
Act~ including ~ection lll(d);.
(D) ·Any standard or other requirement under section 112 of the
Act, including any requirement concerning. accident prevention
. under section 112 (r) (7) of the Act_, but not ipcluding the
c;ontents. of any risk management. plan required under 112 (r) of
the Act;
·
·
·
·
(E) Any standard or other requirement of the acid rain program
under Title IV of the Act or the regulations promulgated
thereunder;
·(F) Any requirements established pursuant.to· section 504(b)or
section 114(a) (3) of the Act;
· · (G)
Any standard or other .. requirement governing solid waste
incineration, under .sectio~-~29 9f ~he Ac~; .
(H)
Any standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products, under section 183(e) of the Act;
(I)
Any standard or other requirement for tank vessels, under
section 183(f) of the Act;
(J)
Any standard or other requirement of the regulations
promulgated to protect stratospheric ozone under Title VI of the
Act,
unless
the Administrator has determined that such
requirements need not be contained in a Title V permit; and
(K)
Any national ambient air quality standard or increment or
visibility requirement under part C of Title I of the Act, but
only as it would apply to temporary sources permitted pursuant
to section 504(e) of the Act.
11 Designated representative 11 means with respect to affected units,
a responsible person or official authorized by the owner or
operator of a unit to represent the owner or operator in matters
pertaining to the holding, transfer, or disposition of allowances
allocated to a unit, and the submission of and compliance with
permits, permit applications, and compliance plans for the unit.
8
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11
Draft permit 11 means the version of a permit for which the DEQ
offers public participation under 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, §2 14 101 et
seq. 27A o:s. §§ 2-14~101 through 2-14-401 and OAC 252:100-2-15 or
affected State review under OAC 252:100-8-8.
11
Emergency 11 means, when used in OAC 252:100-8-6 (a) (3) (C) (iii) (I)
and OAC 252:100-8-6 (e), any situation arising from sudden and
.reasonably unforeseeable events beyond the control of the source,
including acts of God,
which situation requires immediate
corrective action to restore normal.operation, and that causes the
source to exceed a technology-based emission limitation under the
permit, due to unavoidable increases in e~issions attributable to
the emergency. An emergency shall not include noncompliance to the
extent caused by improperly designed equipment, lack of preventive
maintenance, careless or improper operation, or operator error.
11 Emissions
allowable under the permit 11 means a federally
enforceable permit term or condition determined at issuance to be
required by an· applicable requirement that establishes an emissions
limit
(including a work practice standard)
or a federally
enforceable emissions cap that the source has assumed to avoid an
applicable requirement to which the source would.- otherwise be
subject.
·
..
. · .
.
.
.
. ·
·
.
"Emissions uni t 11 t:neans any part or acti vit.y . of·. a stationary
source that emits or has the._ potential to emit· aby reg.ulat·ed ·air.
pollutant or any pollutant listed under ·section 112 (b) -of the Act ..
Fugitive emissions from valves, ·flariges, etc; asso~iated with a
specific unit process· shall be· identified with ·that specific
emission unit.
This term is ·hot· meant to alter ·or affect -the
definition of the term 11 unit" for purposes of Title IV of the Ac;:t.
11
Final permit-" means the version of a part. 70 perm:i,.t issued by
the DEQ that has completed all review procedures required by OAC
252:100-8...:.7 thrcnigh· 252.10'0 8 7.5 7.5 and OAC 252:100.:..8~8~ ·
·
11
Fugitive emissions 11 means· those emissions .of' ..r.egutatecf.air
pollutants which . could. not·· . reasonably pass·. through'' a'' 'f:ftack,
chimney, vent; or otper furictiortally-'.equival·ent opening~' · -- ·
·
11
General permit 11 means a· part 70 permit · that ·meets.· 'the
requirements of OAC 252:100-8-6.1 ~·- .-..
.
11
Insi.gni-ficant.-ac·tivities•• means individual emissions uriits that·
are either on the list approved by the Administrator and contained
in Appendix I, or whose actual calendar year emissions do not
exceed any of the limits in (A) through (C) of this definition. Any
activity to which a State or federal applicable requirement applies
is not insignificant even if it meets the criteria below or is
included on the insignificant activities list.
(A)
5 tons per year of any one criteria pollutant.
(B)
2 tons per year for any one hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
or 5 tons per year for an aggregate of two or more HAP's, or 20
percent of any threshold less than 10 tons per year for single
HAP that the EPA may establish by rule.
(C)
0. 6 tons per year for any one category A substance, 1. 2
tons per year for any one category B substance or 6 tons per
year for any one category C substance as defined in OAC 252:10041-40.
11
MACT 11 means maximum achievable control technology.
11
Major source 11 means any stationary source (or any group of
stationary sources that are located on one or more contiguous or
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adjacent properties and are under common control of the same person
(or persons under common control)) belonging to a single major
industrial grouping and that is described in subparagraph (A) , (B) ,
or (C) of thi~ definition.
For the purposes of defining "major
source," a stationary source or group of stationary sources shall
be considered part of a single industrial grouping if all of the
pollutant emitting activities at such source or group of sources on
contiguous or adjacent properties belong-to the same Major Group
(i.e., all have the same two-digit primary SIC code) as described
in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987.
(A)
A major source under section 112 of the Act, which is
defined as:
(i)
For pollutants other than radionuclides, any .stationary
source or group of stationary sources located within a
contiguous area and under common control that emits or has the
potential to emit, in the aggregate, 1·0 tons per year ("tpy.")
or more of any hazardous air pollutant which has been listed
pursuant to section 112(o) of the Act, 25 tpy or more of any
combination of such hazardous air pollutants, or such lesser
quantity· as the Administrator may establish by .rule.
Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, emissions from any oil
or gas exploration or. production well. (with its associated.
equipment) and emissions from any pipel"ine compressor or pump
station shall not be aggregated with emissions from. other
similar· units, whether or no~ such vnits are ip a contiguous·
area or urider common control, to determi,ne whether such units
or stations are major sources; or.
.
(ii) For radionuclides, "major source" shall have the meaning
specified by the Administrator by rule. · .
. ; ..
(B)
A major stationary source of air pollutants,· as defined in
section 302 of the Act, that directly emits orhas the potential
to emit, 100 tpy or more of any regulated .. air. pollutant (except
!F&P-that fraction of· particulate matter that exhibits an average
aerodynamic particle diameter of more. than 10 . micrometers)
(including any m(;l.jor source of fugitive emissions of any such
pollutant, as deterT[lined ;by. rule by .the Administrator) . .The
fugitive emissions. of ·a .. stat;:j,.onary source shall. not be
considered in determining whether it is a major stationary
source fpr the purposes of section 302(j) of the Act, unless the
source belongs to one of the following categories of stationary
sources:
(i)
Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(ii)
Kraft pulp mills;
(iii)
Portland cement plants;
(iv)
Primary zinc smelters;
(v)
Iron and steel mills;
(vi)
Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(vii)
Primary copper smelters;
(viii)
Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
250 tons of refuse per day;
(ix)
Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(x)
Petroleum refineries;
(xi)
Lime plants;
(xii)
Phosphate rock processing plants;
(xiii)
Coke oven batteries;
10
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(xiv)
Sulfur recovery plants;
(xv)
Carbon black plants (furnace process)·;
(xvi)
Primary lead smelters;
(xvii)
Fuel conversion plants;
(xviii) Sintering plants;
(xix)
Secondary·metal production plants;
(xx)
Chemical process plants;
(xxi)
Fossil-fuel boilers (or comb~nation thereof) totaling
more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat
input;
(xxii)
Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels;·
(xxiii)
Taconite ore processing plants;
(xxiv)
Glass fiber processing pl~nts;
(xxv)
Charcoal production plants;
(xxvi)
Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million British thermal units per hour heat input; or
(xxvii)
All other stationary source categories which, as of
August 7, 1980, are being regulated by.a standard promulgated
under section 111 or 112 of the Act, but orily with respect to
those air pollutants · that have· been regulated·· for · that
category.
..
.
.. .
...
(C)
A major stationary source as defined in part· I)'. of. Title :I
of .the Act, including:
.
· . ·
·
· ·
··
(i)
For . ozone non,.-atta:inment areas, sources· with t):1e
potential to emit •'.100 tpy or more of 'v'olatile': orgc:tnic
compounds or oxides of nitrogen in areas' . classified as
"marginal" or 11 moderate, 11 50 tpy or more in areas .classified
a:s 11 serious, " 25 tpy: or more .in areas classified .a~ .. " severe ,. 1 '
and 10 tpy or more in ·areas classified as •iextreme "-; . except
that the references in this pa:r::agraph to 100 ~ 50, 2·.s, anq 10
tpy of nitrogen oxides· shall not apply witn·: res,pect ·to ·any
source for which the Administrator haff: made ..a 'finding·, under
Section· 182(f) (i) or (2).:of the·Act;.that re'quiremf:rit.s under
section 182 (f) of the Act do· hot apply;
'· ·
·
(ii) · For ozone transport· regions· established pursuant to
section 184 of t·he Act, sources with the· ·pote'ntial to emit 50
tpy or more of volatile organic compounds;
·
(iii)
For carbon monoxide non-attainment areas:
(I)
that are classified as 11 serious 11 ; and
(II) in which stationary sources contribute significantly
to carbon monoxide levels as determined under rules issued
by the Administrator, sources with the potential to emit 50
tpy or more of carbon monoxi_de; and
(iv)
For particulate matter (PM-10) non-attainment areas
classified as 11 serious, 11 sources with the potential to emit 70
tpy or more of PM-10.
"Maximum capacity" means the quantity of air contaminants that
theoretically could be emitted by a stationary source without
control devices based on the design capacity or maximum production
capacity of the source and 8,760 hours of operation per year.
In·
determining the maximum theoretical emissions of VOCs for a source,
the design capacity or maximum production capacity shall include
the use of raw materials, coatings and inks with the highest VOC
content used in practice by the source.
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"Permit" (unless the context suggests otherwise) means any permit
or "group of permits covering a Part 70 source that is issued,
renewed, amended, or revised pursuant to this Chapter.
"Permit modification" means a revision to a Part 70 construction
or operating permit that meets the requirements of OAC 252:100-87.2(b).
"Permit program costs" means all reasonable (direct and indirect)
costs required to develop and administer -a permit program, as set
forth in OAC 252:100-5-2.2 (whether such costs are incurred by the
DEQ or other State or local agencies that do not issue permits
directly, but that support permit issuance or administration).
"Permit revision•• means any permit modification or administrative
permit amendment.
·
"Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a stationary
source to emit any air pollutant under its physical and operational
design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of
a source to emit an air pollut?nt, including air pollution control
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or
amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall . be
treated as part of its design if the limitation is enforceable by
the Administrator. This term does not alter or affect the use of
this term. for any other purposes under the Act
·or the . term
·"capacity factor" as used in Title IV of the Act. or the regulations
promulgated thereunder. ·
·
· .
·
. ·
"Proposed permit•• means the version of· a permit that the DEQ
proposes to issue and forwards to the Administrator for review in
compliance with OAC 252:100-8-8.
·
·
"Regulated air pollutant•• means the following:
·(A)
Nitrogen oxides or ariy. volatile organic compound (VOC),
including those substances defined in OAC 252:100-1-3, 252:10037--2, ang 252:100-39-2, or any Volatile OJ;"gariic Solvent '(VOS),
. as that term is defined in 252.100 37 2 and 252 .. 100 39 2, or a-ny·
organic
material
defined
in
252 .. 100 37 2
except
those
· specifically excluded· in. the EPA. definition. of VOC. in. 40. CFR
51.100(s);
.
.
(B)
Any pollutant for which a national ambient air quality
standard· has been promulgated;
_ -.
(C)
Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated
under section 111 of the Act;
(D)
Any Class I or II ozone-depleting substance subject to a
standard promulgated under or established by Title VI of the·
Act;
.
Any pollutant subject to a standard promulgated under
(E)
section 112 or other requirements established under section 112
of the Act (Hazardous Air Pollutants), including sections 112(g)
(Modifications), (j) (Equivalent Emission Limitation by Permit,
and (r)
(Prevention of Accidental Releases), including the
following:
(i)
any pollutant subject to the requirements under section
112(j) of the Act. If the Administrator fails to promulgate
a standard by the date established pursuant to section 112(e) ·
of the Act (Schedule for Standards and Review) , any pollutant
for which a subject· source would be major shall be considered
to be regulated as to that source on the date 18 months after
the applicable date established pursuant to section 112(e) of
>

I
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the Act; and,
(ii)
any pollutant for which the requirements of section
112(g) (2) of the Act have been met, but only with respect to
the individual source subject to the section 112(g) (2)
requirement; or
(F) Any other substance for which an air emission limitation or
equipment· standard is set by an existing permit or regulation.
"Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued at the
end of its term.
"Responsible official•• means one of the following:
(A)
For a ·corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer, or
vice-president of the corporation in charge of a -principal
business function, or any other person who performs similar
policy or decision-making functions for the corporation, or a
duly
authorized
representative
of
such person
if
the
representative is responsible for the overall operation of one
or more manufacturing, _ _ .production, or operating facilities
applying for or subject to·a permit and either:
(i) The facilities employ more than 250 persons or have gross
annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million _(in second
quarter l980 dollars) ; .or ·
·
· .
· ·
(ii)
The delegation of a:uthority_ to such represent_atives is
approved· in advance by the DEQ; · .
. . ·· : _
·· .
.
(B)
·For the partnership or sole proprietorship:· ·a general
partner Or the proprietor 1 respectiVely; .
. ..
. .· ,
(C) For a municipality, State, Federal,· or other public· 9-gency:
Either a principal executive ·. officer · or ranking· elected
official. . .For ·purposes of this Subchapter, a,. principal
executive officer or- installation commander of a Federal agency_
includes the chief executive officer having responsibility- for
the overall operations· pf · a ·principal . geographic unit· ;'of. the·
agency (e.g., a· Regional· Administrator: of EPA) ; ·or···: ·
(D)
For affected sources:·~
.
· (i) ··The .designated representative· in· so· far 'as' actions,
standards, requirements·, or prohibitions-under Title IV of the·
Act or the regulations-promulgated thereunder are concerned;
and
.. --- --·· . "' ...
(ii)
The designated representative for any other purposes
under this Subchapter.
0
Section 502 {b) {10) changes 11 means changes that contravene an
express permit term.
_Such changes do not include changes that
would violate applicable requirements or contravene federally
enforceable permit terms and conditions that are monitoring
(including test methods), rec.ordkeeping, reporting, or compliance
certification requirements.
"Small unit" means a fossil fuel fired combustion device which
serves a generator with a name plate capacity ~f 25 MWe or less.
"State-only requirement 0 means any standard or requirement
pursuant to Oklahoma Clean Air Act (27A O.S. 1993 Supp. Sec. 2 5
101 et aeq. 27A O.S. §§ 2-5 101 through 2-5-118, as amended) that
is not contained in the State Implementation Plan (SIP) .
"State program" means a program approved by the Administrator
under 40 CFR Part 70.
0
Stationary source" means any building, structure, facility, or
installation that emits or may emit any regulated air pollutant or
13

any pollutant listed under section 112(b) of the Act.
11
Trivial activities 11 means any individual or combination of air
emissions units that are considered inconsequential and are on a
list approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix J.~
activity to which a State or federal applicable reql;lirement applies
is not trivial even if included on the trivial activities list.
''Unit 11 means, for purposes of Title IV, a fossil fuel-fired
combustion device.
252:100-8-3.
App1icabi1ity
(a)
Covered sources. Except as exempted from the requirement to
obtain a permit under subsection (b) of this Section or elsewhere
in this Subchapter, the sources listed below are subject to the
permitting requirements under this Subchapter.
A covered major
source or major stationary source shall remain a Part 70 source
until a federally enforceable permit·is obtained which contains
emission limitations and/o~ conditions to limit the operatiop of
the facility to below that which would define it as a covered
source pursuant to this section.
(1)
Any major source (as defined in OAC 252:100-8-2);
(2)
Any source subject to a NSPS;
. (3) Any source, including an area source, subject ~o a NESHAP;
(4)
Any affected source (as defined in OAC 252:100-8-2);
(5)
Any source in a source category designated by the
Administrator pursuant to 40 CFR §70. 3; and
·
·
(6) Any major stationary source required to have a permit unde.r
Parts 7 or 9 of this Subchapter.
(b)
Source category exemptions.
.
(1)
All sources listed in subsection (a) of this section that
are not major sources, major stationary sources, affected
sources, or solid waste incineration units.required to.obtain .a
permit pursuant to section 129(e) of· the Act~ are exer:npt .frqm
·the obligation to obtain a Part 70 permit.unless required to do
so
by
appropriate
impl~mentation
of ,.EPA. administra,tive
rulemaking for non-major sources.
Any such exempt source may
opt to apply for a permit under thes~ rul~.s. anq shall be. iS$J,.J,ed
.a permit if the .. applicant ..otherwise. satisfies all of the
requirements of this Chapter.
(2)
If
the Administ~tor determines after appropriate
rulemaking that an exemption is applicable to non-major sources
when adopting standards or other requirements under section 111
or section 112 of the Act after July 21, 1992, then at that time
the exemption will apply.
(3)
Unless otherwise required to obtain a Part 70 permit, the
following source categories are exempted from the obligation to
obtain a Part 70 permit:
.
(A)
All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part 60,
subpart .AAA -- Standards of Performance for New Residential
Wood Heaters; and
(B)
All sources in source categories that would be required
to obtain a permit solely because they are subject to part 61,
subpart M -- National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
Pollutants for Asbestos,
Section 61.145,
Standard for
Demolition and Renovation.
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252:100-8-4.
Requirements for construction and operating permits
(a)
Construction per.mits.
(1)
Construction per.mit required.
No person shall cause or
allo~; the begin actual construction or installation of any new
facility source that will require a Part 70 operating permit
without first obtaining a DEQ-issued air quality-construction
permit.
A construction permit is also required prior to
reconstruction of a major affected source under 40 CFR Part 63,
reconstruction of a major source if it would then become a major
affected source under 40 CFR 63, or for any physical change that
would be a significant modification under 252.100 8 7.2(b) OAC
252:100-8-7.2(b) (2).
In addition to the requirements of this
Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchap'ter
must also meet the applicable requirements contained therein.
(2)
Requirement for case~by-case MACT determinations.
(A)
Applicability.
The requiremeht· for case-by-case MACT
determinations apply to any owner or operator who constructs
or reconstructs a major source of hazardous air pollutants'
after June 29, 1998, unless the.source has been specifically
regulated or exempted· from regulation under ·a subpart· of 40
CFR. Part. ·63, or the owner or operator has re.c.eived all
necessary air quality. p~rmits·. for ~=JUCh · con.str.uction ·or
reconstruction· ~efore June 29; .1998 .·..
. .
. .. . .
·· .
(B)
Exclusions~
The· following sop.rces are not' E;JUbject to
this subsection.
(i)
Electric utility steam generating units· unless and
until these units are added to the source category list.·
(ii)
Stationary sources that are within a source category
that has been. deleted ·_fro~ . the source. category. list .. ,
(iii) Research and development activitie$ ·as defined i·n 40
CFR § 6 3 . 41 .
. .'
. .
..
.
.
(C)
MACT deter.minations ~- If_· subj eC:t 'tb. this subsect~Lqn, an
owner or operator may .• not· pegin" actual . construction·. or
reconstruction of a major' source of''HAP unti-l obtain.ing''from
the DEQ an·approved MACT determination in accordance with the
following regulations: 4-o CFR 63 :411 · 40 CFR ·63; 43 and 40 :CFR
63 . 44, which --are -her~by •-i-ncorporated by reference ·as they
exist on July 1, 1998 2000.
(b)
Operating per.mits.
( 1) .Operating permits required.
Except as provided in
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this section, no Part 70 source
subject to this Chapter may operate after the time that it is
required to file a timely application with the DEQ, except in
compliance with a DEQ-issued permit.
(A)
If the owner or operator of a source subject to the
requirement to obtain a Part 70 permit submits a timely
application for Part 70 permit issuance or renewal, that
source's failure to have a Part 70 permit shall not be a
violation of the requirement to have such a permit until the
DEQ takes final action on the application.
This protection
shall cease to apply if the applicant fails to submit, by the ·
deadline specified in writing by the DEQ or OAC 252:100-8-4,
any additional information identified as being reasonably
required to process the application.
(B)
If the owner or operator of a source subject to this
15

Subchapter files a timely application that the DEQ determines
to be administratively incomplete due to the applicant's
failure to timely provide additional information requested by
the DEQ, the applicant loses the protection granted under
paragraph (A) of this section Section. The source's failure
to have a Part 70 permit shall be deemed a violation of this
Subchapter.
(C)
Filing an operating permit application shall not affect
the requirement, if any, that a source have a construction
permit.
(2} Duty to apply.
For each Part 70 source, the owner or
operator shall submit a timely and complete permit application
on forms supplied by the DEQ in accordance with this section.
( 3)
Timely application.
Sources that are subject to the
operating pe~it program established by this Chapter as of March
6, 1996, shall file applicatio·ns ·on the following schedules
outlined in OAC 252_: 100-8-4 (b) (4) . A timely application is one
that is postmarked on or before the relevant date listed below.
In the event a major source consists of operations under
multiple SIC code.s, the primary activity shall form the·basis
for the initial permit application.
(4)
Application submittal schedule. The following· sources a.re·
subject to the operating permit program and shall submit initial
permit applications according to the following schedule.
(A)
No later than September 5, 1999:
(i) Affected sources under the acid rain provisions of the
Act shall submit a permit application ·for at least the
affected units at the site.
Regardless of the effective
date · of the program and the. requirement to file an
applicatio:n ·defined in this ·section, applications for'
initial Phase II acid rain permits shall be submitted to
the DEQ no later than January 1, 1996, for sulfur dioxide,
and by January 1, 1998, for nitrogen oxides, pursuant to
the Act, §407.
·
. . .
.
(ii) Any owner or operator shall submit no less than onethird of their . total applications. for Part 70 sources
located at sources classified by the following Source
Standard Industrial Classification Codes and which belong
to a single major industrial grouping other than 28
(Chemicals and allied products) or 29 (Petroleum refining
and related industries) :
(I)
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 1311;
(II)
Natural Gas Liquids, 1321;
(III)
Electric Services, 4911, 4961;
(IV)
Natural Gas Transmission, 4922;
(V) Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution, 4923; and
(VI)
Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals, 5171.
(B)
All remaining Part 70 sources identified in (b) (4) (A} (ii)
of this Subsection shall be subject to the operating permit
program and shall submit initial permit applications no later
than March 5, 1997.
(C) No later than March 5, 1997, any owner or operator shall
submit their applications for Part 70 sources located at
sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
16
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(i)
Metals, 3312, 3315, 3321, 3341, 3351, 3411, 3412,
34321 34661 ,
(ii)
Brick Plants, 3251, 3297,
(iii)
Commercial Printing, 2752, 2761.
(D) No later than July 5, 1998, any owner or operator shall
submit their applications for Part 70 sources located at
sources classified by the following Standard Industrial
Classification Codes:
(i) Refineries, 291i;
(ii)
Cement Plants, 3241;
(iii) Chemical/Carbon, 2819, 2821, 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891,
2895, 2899, 2999, 3053, 3086, 3089;
(iv)
Petroleum Transportation/Terminals/Storage, 4612,
' 4613 i
(v)
Food Products, 2013, 2074, 2095.
(E)
All remaining Part 70 sources shall be subject to .the
operating permit program and shall submit initial permit
applications no later than March 6, 1999.
· (5) ·Newly regulated sources. A source that becomes subject to
the operating permit program established by this Chapter at any
time following the effective date shall file an administratively .
complete operating permit . application within 180 · cl'ays ··of
commenc·ement of operation .. ·
·
· · ·
·
\.
( 6) Application acceptability. .:Notwithstanding the deadlines·
established in paragraph· (4) 'o'f this subsection, an.applJtation
filed prior to the above deadlines following submission of the
state program to EPA for approval shall be accept·ed for
processing.
(7)
112 (g)· applic:ations. A source. that· ·is requir~d to meet the
requirements under section 112 (g) · of the Act, or to . have a
permit under a preconstruct ion review program under· Title' ·I of
such Act, shall file · an C!,pplication · to ·obtain ·an operating
permit or·permit amendment or·modification withintwelve' months
of commencing operation. ·Where an ·existing· Part 70 operating·.
·permit would prohibit such construction or change i_n operation,
the source must obtain a·construction permit before commencing·
construction.
(8) Application for renewal.
Sources subject to this Chapter
shall file an application for renewal of an operating permit at
least six months before the date of permit expiration, unless a
longer period (not to exceed 18 months) is specified in the
permit. Renewal periods greater than six months are subject to
negotiation on a case-by-case basis.
( 9)
Phase J:J: acid rain permits.
Sources required to submit
applications under the Acid Rain Program shall submit these
applications as required by 40 CFR 72.30 (b) (2) (i) through
(viii) .
(10) Application completeness.
See Uniform Permitting Rules,
OAC 252:2-15-70 and the definition of administratively complete
"administratively complete" in OAC 252:100-8-2.
252:100-8-5.
Permit applications
(a)
Confidential information. If a source submits information to
the DEQ under a claim of confidentiality, the source shall also
submit a copy of such information directly to the Administrator, if
17
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the DEQ requests that the source do so.
(b)
Duty to supplement or correct application.
See 252.100 G
50(e). Any applicant who fails to submit any relevant facts or who
has submitted incorrect information in a permit application shall,
upon becoming aware of such failure or incorrect submittal, submit
such supplementary facts or corrected information within 30 days
unless the applicant's request for more time has been approved by
the DEQ.
In addition, an applicant shall provide additional
information as necessary to address any requirements that become
applicable to the source after the date it filed a complete
application but prior to release of a draft permit.
(c)
Standard application for.m and required information. Sources
that are subject to the Part 70 permit program established by this
Chapter shall file applications on the standard application form
that the DEQ makes available for that purpose in accordance with
OAC 252: 2-·15. The application must include information needed to
determine the applicability of any applicable requirement, or
State-only require"ment 1 Or tO evaluate the fee amount required
under the schedule approved pursuant to OAC 252:100-5-2.2(b) (2).
The applicant shall submit the information called for by the
. application form for each emissions unit at the source to be
permitted.
The sciurce must provide a lis~ of a~y insigni~ibant
activities that are. exempted because of size· or production :rate;
Trivial activities need not be.listed.
The standard application
form and any attachments shall require that· the information·
required by OAC 252:100-8-5 (d) and/or 252.100 8 5 (e) kl. be
provided.
(d)
Construction permit applications.
· (1)
An application for a construction permit. shall provide data
and information required by this Chapter and/or requested on the.
app1ication form available from the DEQ pursuant to the
requirements of this Chapter.: Such data and information.shall·
include but not. be limited to site information, precess
description, emission data and when required, BACT, modeling anci
sampling point:. d~ta as follows:·
.
(A)
BACT determination.
To be approved for a construction
permit, a major soUJ;c~ must-,·-dempnstrate· that ·the cont.rol
technology to be applied is the best that is available for
each pollutant that would cause the source to be defined as a
major source.
This determination will be made on a case by
case basis taking into account energy, environmental, cost and
economic impacts and other costs of alternative control
systems. Unless required under Part 7 of this Subchapter, a
BACT determination is not required for a modification that
will result in an increase of emissions of less than 100 tons
per year of any regulated air pollutant~
(B) Modeling.
Any air quality modeling or ambient impact
evaluation that is required shall be prepared in accordance
with procedures acceptable to the DEQ and accomplished by the
applicant.
(C)
Sampling points. If required by the DEQ an application·
shall show how the new source will be equipped with sampling
ports, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data and
other sampling and/or testing equipment.
[NOTE. 252.100 8
1. 4 (b) (1) ·.vas taken from 252:100 7 15 (b)]
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(2) Construction permit applications for new sources must also
include the requirements for operating permits contained in OAC
252:100-8-5(e) to the extent they are applicable.
(e)
Operating per.mit applications.
(1) Identifying information, including company name and address
(or plant name and address if different from the. company name),
owner's name and agent, and telephone number and names of plant
site manager/contact.
(2)
A description of the source's processes and products (by
two-digit Standard Industrial Classification Code) including any
associated with each alternate scenario identified by the
source.
(3)
The following emissions-related information:
(A)
All emissions of pollutants for which the source is
major, and all emissions (including fugitive emissions) of
regulated air pollutants.
·The permit ·application shall
describe all emissions. of regulated air pollutants emitted
from any emissions unit, except where.such units are exempted
under this.subsection 252:100 8 S(c). (c) of this Section or
OAC 252:100-.8-3 (b)·.
""("i3') Identification and description of all points of emissions
described in subparagraph (e) (3)(A) .of this sqction Section in·
sufficient detail· to .establish· the basis. for fees and
applicability of the Act's requirements....
·
..
.
(C) Emissions rates in tons per year and in such. terms as are
necessary to· establish compliance · consistent .. with the
applicable·standard.
·
(D)
The following information to the extent it is needed to
determine or regulate emissions: ..
(i)
fuels,·
·
(ii)
fuel use,
...
(iii)
~aw materials,
.
(iv)
production rates, and
(v)
operating schedules.
(E)
Identification and description -of· air pollution· contr.ol
equipment·· and compliance monitoring devices· or activitfe·s .'
(F)
Limitations on source·operation affecting emissions or
any work practice standards, where applicable, for all
regulated pollutants at the covered source.
(G) Other information required by any applicable requirement,
or state-only requirement (including information related to
stack height limitations developed pursuant to section 123 of
the Act).
(H) · Calculations on which the information in items (A)
through (G) of this paragraph is based.
(4)
The following air pollution control 'requirements:
(A)
Citation and description of all applicable requirements
and all state-only requirements.
(B) Description of or reference to any applicable test method
for determining compliance with each applicable requirement
and state-only requirement.
(5)
Other specific information required under the DEQ's rules
and statutes to implement and enforce other applicable
requirements of the Act or of this Chapter or to determine the
applicability of such requirements.
·'
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(6)
An explanation of any proposed exemptions from otherwise
applicable requirements and state-only requirements.
.
(7) Additional information as de'termined to be necessary by the
DEQ to define alternative operating scenarios identified by the
source pursuant to OAC 252:100-8-6 (a) (9) or to ·define permit
terms and conditions implementing OAC 252:100-8-6(f) or 252:1008-6{a) (10).
(8) ·A compliance plan for all covered sources that contains all
the following:
(A) A description of the compliance status of the source with
respect to all. applicable requirements and . state-only
requirements as follows:
( i)
For
applicable
requirements
and
state-only
requirements with which the source is in· compliance, · a
statement that the source will continue to comply with such
requirements.
{ii)
For
applicable
requirements
and
state-only
requirements that will become effective during the permit
term,
a
statement ·that
the source will ·meet such
requirements on a
timely basis shall
satisfy this
provision, unless a more detailed schedule is expressly
required by the applicable. requirement . .
.. .
(iii)
For ·requirements for which: the source is' nOt ·in
compliance at the. time of permit issuance,·. a· narrative
description of how the source will.achieve·compliance.with
such requirements.
·
·
· ·
(B)
For sources not in complete compliance, a compliance
schedule as follows: ·
(i)
A schedule of compliance for sources that are not in
compliancewith all applicable requirements and state-only
requirements at the time of ·permit issuance.· ·$uch . a
schedule shall include a schedule of remedial measures,··
including· an
enforceable
sequence
of
actions
with
milestones, leading to . compliance. with any . 'appiic~b;t~
requirements and state-only. requl.'rements for which the
source will be in noncompliance at the time of permit
issuance.
This compli~.~-ce .. schedule shall· resemble and . be:..
equivalent in stringency to that contained in any judicial
consent decree or administrative order to which the source
is subject.
Any such schedule of compliance shall be
supplemental to, and shall not sanction non-compliance·
with, the applicable requirements on which it is based.
(ii)
A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports no less frequently than every 6 months.
(C)
The compliance plan content requirements specified in
this paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid rain
portion of a compliance plan for an affected source, except as
specifically superseded by regulations promulgated under Title
IV of the Act with regard to the schedule and method(s) the
source will use to achieve compliance with the acid rain
emissions limitations.
(9)
Requirements for compliance certification, including the
following:
(A)
A certification of compliance with all applicable
requirements and state-only requirements by a responsible
20
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official consistent with subsection (f) of this section and
section 114(a) (3) of the Act;
(B) A statement of methods used for determining compliance,
including a ·description of monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements and test methods;
(C)
A schedule for submission of compliance certifications
during the permit term, which shall be submitted annually, or
more frequently -if ~equired by an underlying applicable
requirement state-only requirements or by the permitting
authority; and
(D)
A. statement indicating the source's compliance status
with any applicable ~nhanced monitoring and compliance
certification requirements of the Act.
(10)
The use of nationally-standardized forms for acid rain
portions of permit applications and compliance plans, as
required by regulations promulgated· under Title IV of the Act.
(f)
Certification.
Any application -form, report, or compliance
certification submitted pursuant· to this Chapter shall contain
certification by a responsible official of truth, accuracy, and
completeness.This certification and any other certification
required under this Chapter shall be . signed by . a responsible
. officiq.l and . shall contain •the. following language:
iri · certify;·
based on information and belief formed after reasonabTe ·inquiry,
the stateme.nts and .information in the d_oci.iment are true, accurate,
and complete."
··
·
(g)
N'Wrlber of application eopies._ See Part 3 of 252:2 1~.
252:100-8-6.
Permit content
(a)
Standard permit requirements·.
Part ·70 permits issued under
this Chapter_shall include all applicable, requirements .and state-:
only requirements (as defined in OAC 252: 100.::.8-2) that apply to the
permitted source at the time- of· issuance. · :Each permit shall
include the following elements:
·
· ·
··
·· (1)
Emission limitations ·and standards.
·The permit shall
spec:i,fy ernissions limitations and standards·· that Constitute
applicable requirements and state·-only requirements and shall
include those operational conditions and limitations necessary
to assure compliance with all such requirements.
(A) The permit ·shall specify and reference the origin of and
authority for each term or condition, and identify any
difference in form as compared to the applicable requirement
or state-only requirement upon which the term or condition is
based.
(B)
The permit shall state that, where an applicable
requirement of the A_ct is more stringent than an applicable
requirement of regulations promulgated under Title IV of the
Act, both provisions shall be incorporated into the permit and
shall be enforceable by EPA.
(C)
· If the State implementation plan or an applicable
requirement allows a source to comply through an alternative
emission limit or means of compliance, a source may request
that such an alternative limit or means of compliance be
specified in its permit. Such an alternative emission limit
or means of compliance shall be included in a source's permit
upon a
showing that it is quantifiable,
accountable,
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enforceable, and based on replicable procedures. The source
shall propose permit terms and conditions to satisfy these
requirements in its application.
(2)
Permit duration.
(A)
Operating permits.
The permit shall specify a fixed
term. The DEQ shall issue permits for any fixed period
requested in the permit application, not to exceed five years,
except as provided in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of this
paragraph:
·
(i)
Permits issued to affected sources shall in all cases
have a fixed term of five years.
( ii)
Fermi ts issued to solid waste incineration units
combusting municipal waste subject to standards under
section 129(e) of the Act shall have a term not to exceed
12 years. Such permits shall be reviewed every five years.
(B)
Construction permits.
See OAC 252:100-8-1.4.
(3)
Monitoring
and
related
recordkeeping
and
reporting
requirements.
(A)
Monitoring requirements.
(i)
All emissions monitoring and analysis procedures or
test methods required under applicable requirements and
state~only
requirements,
including any procedures and
methods·· promulgated· pursuant to··· seceions 114 (a) (3) or
504(b) of the Act;
(ii)
Where an applicable requirement or state-only
requirement
does ·not
require
periodic
testing· or
instrumental or non-instru~ental monitoring (which may
consist of recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring) ,
periodic monitoring during the relevant time period
sufficient to yield rel·iable data' that are representative
of the' source's compliance with the permit,. as reported
pursuant to (a) (3) (C) of this section.
Such monitoring
requirements shall assure use of terms, test methods~
uni t.s, averaging periods, anq otJ:ler ·statistical convention!?.
consistent with the applic?J.ble requirement or state-only _
requirement. Recordkeeping provisions may be suff.icient :t:() ..
meet _the r.~quire~ents of tl}:!-s subparagraph ...... _ .---·~·
(iii)
As necessary, requirements concerning the use,
maintenance,
and,
where appropriate·,
installat'ion of
monitoring equipment· or methods.
(iv)
Provisions for the permittee to request the use of
alternative test methods or analysis procedures, and
provisions for the DEQ to approve or disapprove the request
within 60 days.
(B)
Recordkeeping requirements. The permit shall incorporate
all applicable recordkeeping requirements and require, where
applicable, the following:
(i)
Records of required monitoring information that
include the following:
(I)
The date, place as defined in the permit, and time
of sampling or measurements;
(II)
The date(s) analyses were performed;
(III) The company or entity that performed the analyses;
(IV)
The analytical techniques or methods used;
(V)
The results of such analyses; and
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(VI)
The operating conditio"ns existing at the time of
sampling or measurement.
(ii) Retention of records of all required monitoring data
and support information for a period of at least five years
from the date of the monitoring sample, measurement,
report, or application.
Support information includes all
calibration and maintenance records and all original·
stripchart
recordings
for
_continuous
monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by the
permit.
Where appropriate, the permit may specify that
. records may be maintained in computerized form.
·
(C)
Reporti:J;lg requirements. The permit shall incorporate all
applicable reporting requirements and require the following
requirements:
.
.
(i)
A permit issued under this Part shall require the
permittee to submit a report of any required monitoring at
least every six months.
To the extent possible, · the
schedule for submission of such reports shall be timed to
coincide with other periodic· reports reqliired by the
permit,. including the· permittee's
annual
compliance
cer.tific;:ition ... However, the reports ·may· be ·.submi.tt:ed .at
any. time within ..th~ reporting period, as st.ipu:late(j in ·the
permit.
.
.
·
.
· . · . . .
· ·· ·.: .· ·. ·
. (ii) Each report. submi·tted under. (C).(i) .of thi.s·paragraph.
shall identify any'. exce.edances from permit .requLr~ments
since the·previous report that.have been moni.toredby.the
monitoring systems required under the permit 1 and ·any
exce.edances
from
the
monitoring, . recordkeeping .. and
reporting :t;equirements under -the permit.·
..
.,
(iii) ·In addition to semiannual monitoring. reports,... each
permittee shall be required to Sl.:lbmit Supplementa). rE!p():tts
as follows:
.
·
·
.
.·.
.. ·
...... :
··
(I) · Any exceedance resulting from an emergency ·arUI)set
conditions as defined in 252.100 8 G(e) ·oAC.-:25:2:100.:..8-2:
or upset conditions as defined in the· permit shall· be·
. reported ~dthin 2 q hours· of the date qn· ·which promptly · · ·
but no later-than 4·:-30·p.m. oh the next working day after
the permittee first becomes aware of the exceedance~
the permittee ·.dshes to assert the affirmative defense
authori2ed under said section, and the permittee shall
submit a follmv up ~iritten report ··.dthin 10 \•·orldng days
of first becoming aware of the exceedance. The initial
report must contain a description of the emergency or
upset conditions, any steps taken to mitigate emissi.ons..L..
and corrective actions taken.
Quantification of
exceedances
attributable
to
emergencies
or upset
conditions shall be made by the best available method.
If the permittee wishes to assert the affirmative defense
authorized under subsection (e) of this Section for
emergencies, the permittee shall submit a followup
written report within 10 working days of first becoming ·
aware of the exceedance .
(II)
Any exceedance that poses an imminent and
substantial danger to public health, safety, or the
environment shall be reported as soon as is practicable;
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but under no circumstance shall notification be more than
24 hours after exceedance.
(III) Any other exceedances that are identified in the
permit as requiring more frequent reporting than the
permittee's semiannual report shall be reported on the_
schedule specified in the permit.
(IV)
All reports of exceedances shall identify the
probable cause of the exceedances and any corrective
actions or preventative preventive measures taken.
(iv) Every report submitted under this subsection shall be
certified by a responsible official, except that if a
report of an exceedance required under (C) (iii) of this
paragraph must be submitted within ten days of the
exceedance, the report may be submitted in the first
instance without
a
certification if an appropriate
certification is provided- within· ten days thereafter,
together with any corrected or supplemental information
required concerning the exceedance.
Reports submitted
shall be consistent _with the requirements of OAC 252:100-9.
(4)
Risk management plans.
If the .source is required to
develop and register a risk-management plan pursuant to section
112 (r) of the Act, the permit ne~d ·only . specify that the
permittee will comply with· the requirement·· to ·_register such a
plan. Although the ·requirement to have a· ·risk management plan
may be a term of the permit:; the risk management plan contents
are not part of t~e permit.·
(5)

Title IV allowance_s.

(A)
No permit revision shall be required for increases in
emissions that are author.ized by allowances acquired-pursuant
to the.acid·rain program, provided that such increases do not
--require a permit revision under -any -other applicable requirement.
.
(B)
No limit shall be placed on the number of allowances· held.
by the source .._. The source- may not,. however, use allowances as
a defense to_ . noncompliance ·.with .any. - other applicable.
requirement.
·
{C) .
The permit ... shall. _prohibit .. e_missions-- exceeding----any
allowance that the-source lawfully holds under Title IV of the
Act or the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Compliance
with this paragraph will be determined on January 31st of any
. ·given year and be based on actual emissions and the number of
allowances held for the previous calendar year.
(6)
Severability
clause.
The permit
shall
include
a
severability clause to erisure the continued validity of the
various permit requirements in the event of a challenge to any
portions of the permit.
(7)
General requirements. The permit shall include provisions
stating the following:
(A)
The permittee must comply with all conditions of the
permit. Any permit noncompliance constitutes a violation of
the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and is grounds for:
(i)
enforcement action;
(ii)
permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or
(iii)
denial of a permit renewal application.
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(B)
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt
or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance with the conditions of this permit.
However,
nothing in this subsection shall be construed as precluding
consideration of a need to halt or reduce activity as a
mitigating factor in assessing penalties for noncompliance if
the health, safety, or environmental impacts of halting or
reducing operations would be more serious than the impacts of
continuing operations.
(C)
The permit may be modified, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for cause. Except as provided under
OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b) (1) for minor permit modifications, the
filing of a
reqtiest by the permittee for a permit
modification, revocation and reissuance, or termination; or of
a notification of planried changes or anticipated noncompliance
does not stay any permit condition.
(D)
The permit does not convey any property rights of any
sort or any exclusive privilege. ·
.
(E)
The permittee shall furnish to the DEQ, upon receipt of
a . written request and within a
reasonable t.ime,
any
information . that: the. DEQ · may. request to. determine ; whe:ther ·
cause . exis.ts' . :for .. modifying, reopening 1 · or revoking .. and.:
reissuing or terminating the permit. or ..to determine compliance .. ·
with the permit·.
Upon: request, the permittee shall also
furnish to . the DEQ copies of records required to be kept by·
the permit. The permittee may make a claim of confiderit.iality
pursuant to.27A 0.8. 1993 8upp. Section 2 5 105.18 27A O.S. § .
.;2-5-105 .18 for .any.information or records ~ubmitted under this.
paragraph.
·
· · ·
·
. · ··
(8)
Fees. The permit. shall provide that the permitt_ee. will pay
fees to the DEQ. consistent with the . fee. schedule estabiished
under oAc 252 :ioo-5-2~2-.
(9). Emissions trading. The permit shall provide that rid permit_
revision shall be required under any approved· economic
incentives, marketable· permits, ·emissions trading -and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are·provided for
in the permit.
(10) Operating scenarios.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions applicable to all operating scenarios described in
the permit application and eligible for approval under
applicable requirements and state-only requirements. The permit
shall authorize the permittee to make changes among operating
scenarios authorized in the permit without notice, but shall
require the permittee contemporaneously with making a change
from one operating scenario to another to record in a log at the
permitted fa-cility the scenario under which it is operating.
(11) Emissions averaging.
The permit shall include terms and
conditions, if the permit applicant requests them, for the
trading or averaging of emissions increases and decreases in the
permitted
facility,
to
the
extent
that
the
applicable
requirements provide for trading or averaging such increases and
decreases. Such terms and conditions shall include terms under
subsections (a) and (c) of this section Section to determine
compliance and shall satisfy all requirements of the applicable
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requirements authorizing such trading or averaging.
Federally enforceable requirements.
(1)
Except as provided in paragraph (b) (2) of this section
Section, all terms and conditions in a permit issued under this
section Section, including any provisions designed to limit a
source's potential to emit, are enforceable by the DEQ, by EPA,
and by citizens under section 304 of the Act.
(2}
Notwithstanding paragraph (b) (1) of this section Section,
the DEQ shall designate as not being federally enforceable under
the Act any terms and conditions included in the permit that are
not
required
under
the
Act
or any of
its
applicable
requirements, and. such terms and conditions shall not be
enforceable by EPA and citizens under section ·304 of the Act.
(c)
Compliance requirements. All permits issued under this Part
shall contain the following elements with respect to compliance:
(1}
Consistent with paragraph (a) (3) of this section Section,
compliance' certification, testing, monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure compliance with
the terms and 9onditions of the permit. Any document (including
reports) required by a permit under this Part shall contain a
certification by a responsible official as to the results of the
required monitoring.
·
(2}
Inspection and entry reqliirements that require that;. \.1pon
presentation of .credentia~s and other . documents as may be
required by law, the permittee shall allow authorized officials
of the DEQ to perform the following:
(A)
Enter
upon
the
permittee's
premises
during
reasonable/normal working ~ours where a.source is located or
emiss.ions-related activity is conducted, or where records must .
be kept under the conditions of the permit;
·
·
(B) Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records
that must be kept under the conditions of the permit; ·
·
(C)
Inspect at reasonable·times and using reasonable safety
practices any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and
air pollution control . eql.iipment),. practices, or operations
regulated.or required under the permit; and
(D)
As authorized. by. th~ Oklahoma Clean Ai-r-- Act,. sample or··
monitor at reasonable_times substances or parameters for the
purpose of assuring compliance with the permit .
(3)
A schedule of compliance if required.under OAC 252:100-8(b)

5 (e) (8) (B) •

(4)
To the extent required under an applicable schedule of
compliance and OAC 252:100-8-5(e) (8), progress reports, to be
submitted semiannually or more frequently if specified in the
applicable requirement or by the DEQ.
Such progress reports
shall contain the following:
(A)
Dates for achieving the activities, milestones, or
compliance required in the schedule of compliance, and dates
when such activities, milestones or compliance were achieved;
and
·
(B)
An explanation of why any dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and any preventive or
corrective measures adopted.
(5)
Requirements for compliance certification with terms and
conditions
contained
in
the
permit
that
are
federally
26
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enforceable, including emission limitations, standards, or work
practices. Each permit shall specify:
(A)
The frequency (which shall be annually unless the
applicable requirement or state-only requirement specifies
submission more frequently)· of submissions of compliance ·
certifications;
(B)
In accordance with paragraph (a) (3) · of this· section
Section, a means for monitoring the ~ompliance of the source
with emissions limitations, standards, and work practices;
(C)
A requirement that the compliance certification include
the following:
(i)
The identification of each term or condition of the
permit that is the basis of the certification;
(ii)
The permittee's current compliance status, as shown
by monitoring data and other information available to the
permittee;
·
·
(iii)
Wheth~r comp~iance was continuous or intermittent;
(iv)
The method (s) used for determining the compliance
status of the source, currently and over the reporting
period·· as required by p·aragraph (a) (3) of this section
Sect ion; and
.. ·. . . · ·
·
· ·
.
..
. .. · · · .
·
(v)
Such other .facts as the:.DEQ may require. to det.ermine . ·
the complic:mce status of the source; . · · · . ··
·
..
(D)
A requirement·· that all compliance c~rtifications be
submitted to EPA as.well.as to the DEQ;
.
(E) . Such additional requirements as may be specified pursuant
to· sections 114 ('a) (3) ·and· 504 '(b) of the Act; and ·
·· · ·
( 6)
Such other provisions as the DEQ may require ..
(d) ·Permit shield.· . . ,
.
. .
. · .
.
.
(1)
Eac'h operat.ing permit· issued· under this Part . shall· indlude
a "permit shield''. provision,. which .shall state that.·: compl:i,ance.
with the terms and conditions of the permit· (including te:r'rris· and
conditions . established for . alternate o'perat'ing scenarios
emissions trading; and·emissions averaging,. but eX:cluding'terms
and conditions for which the· permit shield. is expressly
prohibited under this· Subchapter) ·shall be deemed corripliarice ·
wit.h the applicable requirements identified ·and inclu_ded in the
permit.
(2)
Upon request, the DEQ shall include in the permit or in a
separate written finding issued with the permit a determination
identifying specific requirements that do not apply to the
source. The source shall specify in its application for such a
determination the requirements for which the determination is
requested.
If the determination is issued in a separate
finding, that finding shall be summarized in the permit.
The
permit shall state that the permit shield applies to any
requirements so identified.
A request for a determination to
extend the shield to requirements deemed ·inapplicable to the
source may be made either in the original permit application or
in a subsequent application for a permit modification.
(3)
A Part 70 permit that does not expressly state that a·
permit shield exists shall be presumed not to provide such a
shield.
(4)
Nothing in this section Section or in the permit shall
alter or affect the following:
1
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(A)
the provisions of section 303 of the Act, including the
authority of the Administrator under that section;
(B) the liability of an owner or operator of a source for any
violation
of
applicable
requirements
or
state-only
requirements prior to or at the time of permit issuance;
(C)
the applicable requirements of the acid rain program,
consistent with section 408 (a). of the Act; or
(D)
the ability of EPA to obtain information from a source
pursuant to section 114 of the Act.
(e)
Emergencies.
(1)
l¥hen used in this Subsection, "Bmergency 11 means any
situation arising from sudden and reasonably unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the source, including acts of God,
;;hich situation requires immediate corrective action to restore
normal operation, and that causes the source to exceed a
technology based emission limitation under the permit, due to
unavoidable
increases
in
emissions
attributable
to
the
emergency. An emergency sfiall not include noncompliance to the
metent. caused by improperly designed equipment,
laclc of
preventive maintenance, careless or improper. operation, or
operator error. Quantification of accidenta~ releases shall be
made by the best available method.
. .
..
. .
~l.ll_
An emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to an
action brought· for noncompliance with such technology.:.based
emission limitations if the condition~ of paragraph (e) (3) of.
this section Section and the reportihg requirements of OAC
252·:100-8-6 (a) (3) (C) (iii) {I) are. met.
(3) ~
The affirmative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous operating
logs or other· relevant evidence. that: .
.
(A) An emergency occurred and that the permittee can identify
the cause(s) of the emergency;
(B) · The permitt.ed facility was at the· time being properly
operated;
.
.
..
.
. .. . .
..
.
{C) During the period of the emergency the permitt~e took all
reasonable steps tq minimiz~. levels of emissions that excee<;ied
the emission st;.,andards o;r- .9:\:)le~ .:):"equiremepJ..~ in.. the ·permit. ..
~lll In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to
establish the occurrence of an emergency has the burden of
proof.
{5}-lil The provision in this subsection is in addition to any
emergency or upset provision contained in any applicable
requirement or OAC 252:100-9.
(f)
Operational flexibility.
(1) Applicant's duty to apply for alternative scenarios. Any
operating scenario allmw-ed for in an applicable Part 70 permit
may be implemented by the A facility may implement any operating
scenario allowed for in its Part 70 permit without the need for
any permit revision or any notification to the permitting
authority. It is incumbent upon the Part 70 permit applicant to
apply for any reasonably anticipated alternative facility·
operating scenarios at the time of initial or renewal.permit
application.
{2)
Changes resulting in no emissions increases.
A permit~ed
Part 70 source may make changes within the facility that:
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(A)
Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of
the Act;
(B) Do not cause any hourly or annual permitted emission rate
of any existing emissions unit to be exceeded; and
· (C)
Result in a net change in emissions of zero, provided
that the facility notifies the DEQ and EPA_in writing at least
7 days in advance of the proposed changes. The source, DEQ,
and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of the
relevant
permit.
For
each
such
change,
the
written
notification required above shall include a brief description
of the change within the permitted facility, the date on which
the change will occur, any change in emissions, and any permit
term or condition that is no longer applicable as a-result of
the change. The permit shield described in OAC 252:100-8-6 (d)
does not apply to any change made pursuant to this subsection.
252:100-8-7.
Per.mit issuance
(a)
Criteria for issuance.
A permit, permit modification, or
renewal ma'y be issued only if the.· applicable requirements of ~
O.S.Supp. 1:995, 2_1:4 1:01: et seq. 27A O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through 2-14
401; OAC 252:2.-15; and this Chapter have been met and the DEQ has
determined that the conditions of the permit provide for compliance
with all applicable requirements. and.L. for· applidat.ions · subje.ct to
OAC 252:100-8-8, that the _requirements of that section Section have
. been satisfied.
·
·
·
(b)
Draft permits and ·notice thereof. See OAC 252:2-15.
~
draft permit shall be accompanied ·by a statement that set;s forth
the legal and factual . basis for the draft pqrmit conditions .
(including ·references to the applicable statutory. or . r·egulatory.
provisions) A statement that sets forth the legal and· factual basis
for the draft permit· conditions (including references· to the·
applicable statutory or regulatory provisions) shall. accompany the·
draft permit.
·
·
·
· ·
·· ·
·
(c)
EPA review.
See· OAC' 252:100-8-8.
(d)
DEQ final action. ··See OAC 252:2-157 and· 252:1.00-8-8 when
applicable.
.
(e)
Timeline- for technical. review and issuance..
The DEQ shall
take final action on each application for a permit within 18 months
after beginning its technical review in accordance with OAC 252:215-70 through 15 72 72 and OAC 252:i00-8-4(b) (7).
(f)
Action ·priorities. See OAC 252:100-8-4 (b) (2) through (10) and
OAC 252:100-8-7.1(a).
(g)
No issuance by default. See 27A O.S. § 2-5-112(D).
252:100-8-7.2. Administrative
permit
amendments
and
permit
modifications
(a) Administrative permit amendments.
(1)
An administrative permit amendment:
(A)
Corrects typographical errors;
(B) Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone number
of any person identified in the permit, or provides a similar·
minor administrative change at the source;
(C)
Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the
permittee;
(D)" Allows for a change in ownership or operational control
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of a source where no other change in the permit is necessary,
provided that a written agreement containing a specific date
for transfer of permit responsibility, coverage, and liability
between the current and new permittee has been submitted to
the DEQ;
(E)
Incorporates into the permit the requirements from
preconstruction review permits issued by the DEQ under this
Part.
(2)
Administrative permit amendments for purposes of the acid
·rain portion of the permit shall be governed by 40 CFR Part 72.
(3) An administrative permit amendment shall be made by the DEQ
in accordance with the following:
(A)
The DEQ shall take final action on a request for an
administrative permit amendment within 60 days from the date
of receipt of such a reque~t, and may incorporate the proposed
changes without providing notice to the public or affected
States provided that it designates.any such permit.revisions
as having been made purs1iant to this paragraph.
(B) The DEQ shall submit a copy of the revised.permit to the
Administrator upon the-Administrator's request.·
(C)
The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request...
·
(4)
The DEQ shall, upon taking final action granting a request
for an administrative permit amendment, allow coverage by.the
permit shield· in OAC 252:100-8-6 (d) for administrative permit
amendments made pursuant to subparagraph 252.100 8 7.2(a) (1) (E)
7.2(a) (1) (E) of th1s section Section.
(b)
Permit modification. A permit modification is any revision to
a permit that cannot be·accomplished under subsection .(a) of this
section Section.
A permit modification for purposes of ·the acid
rain portion of the permit shall be governed.by 40 CFR Part 72.
(1)
Minor permit modificatiop procedures.
(A)
Criteria.
. ..
(i) Minor permit modification procedures may be used only
for thosE! permit .modifica_tio:hs that:
(I)· Do not violat_e any .appli..cable requirement, or:··stateonly requirements;
(II)
Do not involve significant changes to existing
monitoring, reporting or recordkeeping requirements in
the permit;
(III)
Do not require or change a
case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard,
or
a
source-specific
determination
for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a visibility or
increment analysis;
·
(IV) Do not seek to establish or change a permit term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement or state-only requirement which
the sou·rce has assumed to avoid some other applicable
requirement or state-only requirement to which the source ·
would otherwise be subject.
Such terms and conditions
include federally-enforceable emissions caps assumed to
avoid classification as
a
modification under any
provision of Title I and alternative emissions limits
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approved pu!suant to regulations promulgated under
§§11:2 (i) (5) § 112 (i} (5} of the Act; and
(V} Are not modifications under any provision of Title
I of the Act.
(ii}
Notwithstanding OAC 252:100-8-7.2 (b) (1} (A} (i} and
:iS2:100 8 7.2(b)(2)(A)
7.2(b)(2)(A)
,
minor
permit
modification
procedures
may . be
used
for
permit
modifications involving the use .of economic incentives,
marketable permits, emissions trading, and other similar
approaches,
to
the
extent
that
such minor permit
modification procedures are explicitly provided for'in the
State's implementation plan or in applicable requirements
promulgated by EPA.
·
(B) Application.
To use the minor permit modification
procedures,, a source shall submit an application requesting
such ~se which shall meet the permit application requirements
of Tier I under OAC 254:2-15 ·and shall include the following:
i) A description of the change, the emissions resulting
from the change, and any. new ·applicable requirements . or
state-only requirements · that · will . apply. ·if the change
occurs;
(ii) ·The source's suggested modification language;
(iii)
Certification .by a respons·ible official, .. that the
application and the proposed· modification meet the criteria
for use of minor permit modification procedures;· and
(iv)
Completed forms for any notices required by OAC ·
252:2-15 and-subparagraph (C) of this· paragraph.
(C)
EPA and aff-ected state notificati.on.
If the proposed
minor modification 'is of a-.permit that underwent EPA review in ·
accordance··. with OAC' 252:100-8-8 I the provisions of' that
section shall . apply to the minor. modification app'licatio!l
. unless waived. by. the • Administrator.
.
..
. . .
.
(D)
Timetable .for issuance.
Within 90 days of the DEQ~ s
receipt of a complete application under OAC. 252:2-15 the DEQ
shall!
( i)
Issue the minor permit modification ·as. approved;
·
( ii). : De.ny . the minor permit modifi.cation application; or.
(iii)
Determine that the requested modification:does not
meet the minor permit modification criteria and should be
reviewed under the significant modification procedures or
administrative amendment procedures.
(E)
Source's ability to make change.
Immediately after
filing an application meeting the requirements of these minor
permit modification procedures, the source is authorized to
make the change or changes proposed in the application. After
the source makes the change and until the DEQ takes any of the
actions specified in
(1) (D) (i}
through
(iii)
of this
subsection, the · source must comply with the applicable
requirements and state-only requirements governing the change
and the proposed permit terms and conditions.
During this
period, the source need not comply with the existing terms and ·
conditions it seeks to modify. However, if the source fails
to comply with its proposed permit terms and conditions during
this time period, the existing permit terms and conditions it
seeks to modify may be enforced against it.
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(F)
Per.mit shield.
The permit shield under OAC 252:100-86(d) will not extend to minor permit modifications.
(G)
Per.mittee's risk in commencing construction.
The
permittee assumes the risk of losing any investment it makes
toward implementing a modification prior to receiving a permit
amendment authorizing the· modification.
The DEQ will not
consider the possibility of the permittee suffering financial
loss due to such investment when deciding whether to approve,
deny, or approve in modified form a minor permit amendment.
( 2) Signi-ficant modification procedures.
(A)
Criteria. Significant modification procedures shall be
used for applications requesting permit modifications that:
(i) Involve any significant changes in existing monitoring
requirements in the permit;.
(ii) Relax any reporting or recordkeeping requirements.
(iii)
Change any permit condition·that is required to be
based on a case-by-case determination of an emission
limitation or other· standard, · on a
source-specific
determination of ambient impacts, or on a visibility or
increment analysis;
(iv)
Seek to establish or change a permit ·term or
condition for which there is no corresponding underlying
applicable requirement or state-only requirement which the
source has
assumed to avoid some .other applicable
requirement or state-only requirement to which the source
would otherwise be subject.
Such terms and conditions
.include:
(I)
A federally enforceable emissions cap assumed to
avoi.d classification as a· modification under any
provision of Title. I; ·
(II) An alternative emissions limit approved pursuant to
. regulations promulgated under section 112 (i) (5) of. the
Act; and
·
..
.
..
(v)
Are modifications-under any provision of Title I of
the Act; and,
.
·
·
(vi)
Do not qualify as· minor :eermit modifications or
administrative. amendmen.ts. .
..
Procedures
for
processing.
· Significant
permit
(B)
modifications shall meet all requirements of these rules that
are applicable to Tier II applications. The application for
the modification shall describe the change, the emissions
resulting from the change, and any new applicable requirements
or state-only requirements · that will apply if the change
occurs.
(C)
Issuance. The DEQ shall complete review of significant
permit modifications within nine months after receipt of a
complete application, but shall be authorized to extend that
date by up to three months for cause.
252:100-8-8.
Per.rnit review by EPA and affected states
(a) Applicability. This section Section applies only to specific ·
Tier II and III applications for Part 70 construction and/or
operating permits and permit actions that have not been waived from
compliance with this section by the Administrator. ·
(b)
Format.
To the extent practicable, information provided to
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the EPA by applicants shall be in computer-readable format
compatible with EPA's national database management system.
{c)
Recordkeeping. The DEQ will keep for 5 years records requir~d
by this section Section and will submit to the Administrator such
information as the Administrator may reasonably require to
ascertain whether the State program complies with the requirements
of the Act or of this Chapter.
(d)
Transmission of Part 70 applications _to EPA. For Part 70 Tier
II and III applications subject to this section, -the DEQ shall
require an applicant upon filing to also provide a copy to.the
Administrator or the DEQ may submit a peirnit·application summary
form and any relevant portion of the permit application and
compliance plan, in place thereof.
(e)
Transmittal of notice of draft permit to affected states. See
27A O.S.Supp. 1995, §·2 5 112(E), 27A O.S.Supp. 1995, § 2 14 101 ct
aeq. 27A O.S; § 2-5-112(E): 27A~.s. §§ 2-14-101 through 2-14-401;
and OAC 252:2-15.·
.
(f)
Prepa.ratiqn and submittal of EPA review copy.
(1)
Tier II applications.
For Tier II applications, the DEQ
shall review ·public comments, revise the draft permit as
appropriate and submit the revision to EPA for review no later
. than 60 days. before the issuance. deadline established .in OAC
· 252:2-15-72 or, if· none, by this Chapter. · •
'
.
'
(2)
Tier III applications. For Tier III applications, the DEQ
shall prepare a proposed permit accordirtg to ·27A o.s.supp. 1995,
§ 2 14 304 27A o.s. § 2-14-304, and submit it.to EPA for review
upon the publication of· notice of an administrative _permit
hearing opportunity.
(g)
Notice ofnon-acceptance. As part of the DEQ's submittal of
a revised draft permit (Tier II) or a proposed permit (T_ier III) to
the Administrator, theDEQ shall ·notify the Administrator·and any
affectedState 1rt writing of any refusal by the DEQ ~o accept all
recommendations for t·he revised' draft permit or proposed ·permit
that the affected State submitted during the review p~riod. ·The
notice will include the DEQ's reasons for not accepting any such
recommendation. -The DEQ is not required to accept recommendat-ions
that are not based on .applicable requirements. of· the Oklahoma Clean
Air Act or these rules.
(h)
EPA review and non-objection. Upon receipt of notice from the
EPA that it will not object to:
(1) A revised draft permit based on a Tier II application, the
DEQ shall issue the permit.
(2) A proposed permit based on a Tier III application, the DEQ
shall
issue
the
proposed
permit
as
final
unless
an
administrative permit hearing has been timely and properly
requested.
(i)
EPA review and objection.
(1)
Timing.
Except as specified in paragraph 5 of this
subsection,
no permit for which an application must be
transmitted to the Administrator under subsection (a) of this
section Section shall be issued if the Administrator objects to
its issuance in writing within 45 days of receipt of the revised
draft permit (Tier I) (Tier II) or proposed permit (Tier III)
and all necessary supporting information.
(2)
Form of objection.
An EPA objection shall include a
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statement of the Administrator's reasons for obj action and a
description of the terms and conditions that the permit must
include to respond to the objections.
(3) Additional grounds.
Failure of the DEQ to do any of the
following also shall constitute grounds for an objection:
(A)
Comply with subsections (d) or (e) of this section
Section;
(B) Submit any information necessary_ to review adequately the
revised draft permit (Tier II) or the proposed permit (Tier
III); or
(C)
Process the permit application according to the uniform
permitting requirements of OAC 252:2-15.
(4)
Copy. The Administrator will provide the permit applicant
a copy of the objection.
(5)
DEQ response.
The DEQ shall consult with EPA and the
applicant and shall either:
(A} Amend per.mit. Amend the permit and submit for approval
an amended draft (Tier Il) or proposed (Tier III) permit to
EPA within 90 days after the date of EPA's objection, or
(B)
Give notice and ·issue.
Determine that one or more
revisions sought by EPA are inconsistent with applicable state
or federal statutes or regulations I . inform EPA acccirdingly
within 90 days following the date of ·the Administrator's
objection, decline to make·those paiticular reviiions and:
(i) issue the· amended or revised draft pe·rmit (Tier II) as
final, or
(ii)
i~sue the proposed permit (Tier III) as final unless
an administrative permit hearing has been timely and
properly requeste~.
(6) · Failure of DEQ to ~espond.
If the DEQ fails, within 90
days after the date of the EPA objection,· to amend and resubmit
. the ·draft permit or proposed ·permit in response to the
objection, the Administrator will issue or deny the permit in
accordance with the requirements.of EPA's Part 70 regulations.
(j)
Public petitions to the Administrator.
If the Administrat.or
does not·· object in writing unde:r:- subsection (h) of this section,
any person ·that meets·· the· requirements. of .this subsection may
petition the Administrator within 60 day~ after the expiration of
the Administrator's 45-day review period to make such objection.
Any such petition shall be based only on obj actions to the pe.rmit
that the petitioner raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period provided for in 252:002 ±-5--0AC 252:2-15,
unless the petitioner demonstrates that it was impracticable to
raise such objections within such per.iod, or unless the grounds for
such obj action arose after such period.
If ~he Administrator
objects to the permit as a result of a petition filed under this
subsection, the DEQ shall not issue the permit until EPA's
objection has been resolved, except that a petition for review does
not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements if the
permit was issued after the end of the 45-day review period and
prior to an EPA objection. If the DEQ has issued a permit prior to ·
receipt
of
an
EPA objection under
this
subsection,
the
Administrator will modify, terminate, or revoke such permit, and
shall do so consistent with the procedures in OAC 252:100-8-7
through 252:100 8 7.5 7.5 except in unusual circumstances. If the
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DEQ revokes the permit, it may thereafter issue only a revised
permit that satisfies EPA's objection.
In any case, the source
will not be in violation of the requirement to have submitted a
timely and complete application.
(k)
Effect on Tier III administrative permit hearing.
When a
public petition or an EPA objection is registered on a proposed
permit (Tier III) on which an administrative permit hearing has
been requested in accordance with 27A O.S.~upp. 1995, Seetion 2 14
101 ct acq. 27A O.S. §§ 2-14-101 through 2 14-401, the DEQ may stay
the evidentiary part of the hearing involving ·cross-examination
until EPA objections arc resolved or determined to be inconsistent
with applicable laws.
PART 7.

PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION (PSD)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ATTAINMENT AREAS
.

252:100-8-31.

Definitions .
The following words and-terms when used in this Part shall have
the following meaning, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
"Actual emission'' means the actual . rate of emissions of . a
pollutant from an emissions unit, as determined. in a:ccordance with
the following: ·
.·
(A)
In general I . actual emissions as. of
particular . date s"hall
· equal the average rate in tons per year at· ·which. the unit
actually emitted the pollutant during a two~year period which
precedes the particular date and which is . representative of
normal source operation. The rcv~ewing autho~ity may allow the
use of a different time period upon a determination that .it .is
more representative of normal . source operation~
. Actual
emissions shall be calculated using·. the unit's actual· operating
hours, production'~ rates, ·and · types of materials . processed,
stored, or combtisted during the selected time period.
Actual
emissions may also be determined by· source tests,, _ or· by best
engineering judgment in the absence of acceptable test data.
(B)
The review.ing authority may presume that source~specific
·allowable emissions. for ·the· unit· are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
(C)
For any emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall equal
the potential to emit of the unit on that date.
11
Adverse impact on visibility" means visibility impairment which
interferes with the management, protection, preservation or
enjoyment of the visitor's visual experience of the Federal Class
I area.
This determinat::ion must be made by the DEQ on a
case-by-case basis taking into account the geographic extent,
intensity, duration, frequency and time of visibility impairments,
and how these factors correlate with:
(A)
times of visitor use of the Federal Class I area; and
(B) the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce
visibility.
"Baseline area" means any areas designated as attainment or
unclassifiable in which the major source .or major modification
establishing the minor source baseline date would construct or
would have an air quality impact equal to or greater than 1 ~~

a
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ug/m 3 (annual average} of the pollutant for which the minor source
baseline date is established.
11
Baseline .concentration 11 means that ambient concentration level
which exists in the baseline area at the time of the applicable
minor source baseline date.
(A)
A baseline concentration is determined for each pollutant
for which a minor source baseline date is established and shall
include:
(i)
the actual emissions representative of sources in
existence on the applicable minor source baseline date, except
as provided in (B) of this definition.
(ii) the allo\V'able emissions of major sources which commenced
construction before the major source baseline date but were
not in operation by the applicable minor source baseline date .
.(Effective Hay 11, 1991)
(B)
The following will not · be · included in the baseline
concentration and will affect the applicable maximum allowable
increase(s):
·
(i}
actual emissions from any major source on which
construction commenced after the major source baseline date;
and,
(ii)
actual emissions increases and decreases at any source
occurring after the minor source· baseline date.
(Ef.f.ective
Hay 11, 1991)
11
Baseline date 11 means:
(A)
for major sources,
(i}
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
January 6, 1975, and,
(ii) in the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, 1988i and,
(B) for minor sources, t·he earliest date after the trigger date
on which a major source or major modification (subject to 40 CFR
52.. 21 or OAC 252:100-8, Part 7} submits· a complete application.
The trigger date is: .
·
(i}
in the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide,
August 7, 1977, and
.
(ii)
in the case of. nitrogen oxides, February 8, 19"88.
(Effective Hay 11, 1991) .·.
.
.
"Best available central teehnele~r.,-" means the control technology
to be applied for a major source or modification is the best that
is available as determined by the BJtecutive Director on a case by
case basis taking into account energy, environmental, costs and
economic impacts of alternate control systems.
"Building, structure 1 facility er installation" means all of the
pollutant emitting activities \vhich belong to the same industrial
grouping, are located on one or ffiore contiguous or adjacent
properties, and are under the control of the same person or persons
under comffion control.
Pollutant emitting activities shall be
considered as part of the saffie industrial grouping if they belong
to the same "Haj or Group" (i.e., "•ihich have the same two digit
code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification
Hanual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Complete 11 in reference to an application for a permit, means
that the application contains all the information necessary for
processing the application.
Designating an application complete
for purposes of permit processing does not preclude the reviewing
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authority from requesting or accepting any additional information.
11
Federal land manager 11 means the Secretary of the department with
authority over ·the Federal Cl~s~ I area or his representative.
11 Innovative control technology 11 means any system of air pollution
control that has not been adequately demonstrated in practice,. but .
would have a substantial likelihood of achieving greater continuous
emissions reduction than any control system in current practice or
of achieving at least comparable reductions at lower cost in terms
of energy, economics, or non-air quality environmental impacts.
"Major modification 11 means any physl.cal change in or change in
the method of operation of a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase that is significant for volatile
organic compounds shall be considered significant for ozone.
(B)
A physical change or charige 'in the method of operation
shall not include:
·
(i)
routine maintenance, repair and replacement.
.
(ii)
use of an· alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2(a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding
legislation)· or py ·reason· of ~· natural .. gas curtailment plan.
'pursuant. to· the Federal Power Act .
. ·. .
(iii) use of an alternate fuel· by reason of an order .or rule.··
under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air: Act, .
. .
;
(iv)
use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to.
the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste.
(v)
Use of an alternate fuel or raw material by a source
which:
.(I) the source was capable of accommodating before January
61 1975 r UnleSS SUCh. change WOUld be prohibited 'under 'any.
enforceable permit.limitatiori which was established.after
January 6,. ·1975; or,· · ·
· · ··
· ·
· ·.. · ·
(II)
the source .~s approved to use under any permit issued
under 40 CFR 52.21 or OAC 252:100-8.
(vi)
An increase · ·in· the hours of operation or in the
production rate, unless such change would be prohibited under
any enforceable permit limitation which was established after
January 6, 1975.
(vii)
Any change in source ownership.
"Major stationary source" means any source which meets any of the
following conditions:
(A) Any of the following sources of air pollutants which emits,
or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation:
(i)
carbon black plants (furnace process),
(ii)
charcoal production plants,
(iii)
chemical process plants,
(iv)
coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers),
(v)
coke oven batteries,
(vi)
fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input,·
(vii)
fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million BTU per hour heat input,
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(viii)
fuel conversion plants,
(ix)
glass fiber processing plants,
(x)
hydrofluoric, sulfuric or nitric acid plants,
(xi)
iron and steel mill plants,
(xii)
kraft pulp mills,
(xiii)
lime plants,
(xiv) . municipal incinerators capable of charging more than
~50 tons of refuse per day,
(xv) petroleum refineries,
(xvi)
petroleum storage and transfer units with a total
storage capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
(xvii)· phosphate rock processing plant,
(xviii)
portland cement plants,
(xix) primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
(xx) primary copper smelters,
(xxi) primary lead smelters,·
(xxii)
primary zinc smelters,
(xxiii)
secondary metal.pr.oduction plants,
(xxiv)
sintering plants,
(xxv)
sulfur recovery plants, or
(xxvi)
taconite ore· processing plants.
(B) Anyother source not on the list in (A) of this definition
which emits, or has the potential to eciit~ 250 tons per year or
more of any pollutant subject to regulation;
.
(C)
Any physical change that would . occur at a source not.
otherwise qualifying as a·major source under (A) and (B) 'of this
· definition if the change would constitute a major source by
itself.
(D) A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds
shall be considered major·for ozone.
11
Natural conditions 11 mean naturally occurring phenbmena against
which any changes in visibility are measured in terms of yisual
range, contrast or coloration;
11 Net emissions increase 11
·
means:
(.A)
The·amount by which the sum of the ·following exceeds zero:
( i)
any increase in actual emissions. from a . particular
physical change or change ...±n the· ·method of. operation at. a
source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at
the source that are contemporaneous with the particular change
and are otherwise creditable.
(B)
An increase or decrease in actual. emissions is
contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the
increase from the particular change occurs.
(C)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the Executive Director has not relied on it in issuing
a permit under OAC 252:100-8, Part 7, which permit is in effect
when the increase in actual emissions from the particular change
occurs.
(D)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the
amount of maximum allowable increases remaining available.
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(Effective Hay 11, 1991)
(E)
An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(F)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
(i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower,.exceeds thenew level
of actual emissions;
(ii)
it is enforceable at and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change begins;
(iii) it has approximately the same .qualitative significance
for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the partic~lar change.
(G) An increase that resu~ts from a physical change at a source
occurs when the emission unit on which construction occurred
becomes operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant.
Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational
only after a reasonable shakedown period, not to. exceed 180
days.
·
11
Significant 11 means:
(A)
In re~erence to a net emissions .increase or the potential·
of a source to emit any. of the following polltitants,- a rate of
. emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following rates:
(i)
Carbon monoxide: 1QQ tons per year . (tpy) I . . .
(ii)
nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy,·
·
·(iii) sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy,
(iv) ·
particulate. matter:
25 tpy of particulate matter
emissions or 15 tpy.of PM-10 emissions,,
(v)
ozone: · 40 tpy. of volatile organic compounds,
(vi). lead: ·a .6 tpy,
. ·
(vii)
asbestos: . 0.007 t~y,
(viii) beryllium:. 0.0004 tpy,
( ix)
mercury: · 0. 1 · t:py, ·
·
(x)
vinyl chloride: . · 1 tpy ,·
(xi)
fluorides:
3 tpy,
(xii) sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy;
(xiii) hydrogen sulfide (H2 S): 10. tpy,
(xiv}
total reduced sulfur (including H2 S) : 10 tpy, and
(xv)
reduced sulfur compounds (including H2 S): 10 tpy.
(B) "Notwithstanding (A) of this definition, "·significant" means
any emissions rate or any net emissions increase associated with
a major source or modification which would construct within 6
miles of a Class I area, and have an impact on such ~rea equal
to or greater than 1 ~-gg/m3 (24-hour average) .
''Visibility impairment" means any humanly perceptible reduction
in visibility (visual range, contrast and coloration) from that
which would have existed under natural conditions.
I

252:100-8-33. Exemptions
(a)
Exemptions from PSD requirements.
PSD requirements do not
apply to a particular source or modification if:
(1}
It is a nonprofit health or educational institution.
(2) The source is major by virtue of fugitive emissions, to the
extent quantifiable, included in calculating the potential to
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emit and is a source other than:
(A)
One of the categories listed in (A) (i) through (xxvi)
under the definition of "Major sta.tionary source" in OAC
252:100-8-31, or
(B) A stationary source category which, as of August 7, 1980,
is being regulated by NSPS or NESHAP.
(3) The source or modification is a portable stationary source
which has previously received a ~ermit under the
PSD
requirements and proposes to relocate to a temporary new
location from which its emissions would not impact a Class I
.area or an area where an applicable increment is known to be
violated.
(b)
Exemption from air quality impact evaluation.
(1) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable if
the emissions, with respect to a par~icular pollutant, would be
temporary and impact no Class · I area · and no area where an
applicable increment is known to be ·violated.
(2) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not applicable to
the emissions, with respect to a particular pollutant, to a
modification of a major source that was in existence on March 1,
1978 if the net increase in allowable emissions of each
regulated pollutant, after the application of bbst available·
control technology BACT, would be less than so tons per year.
(c)
Exemption· from monitoring requirements.
.
(1)
The monitoring requirements of OAC 252:100-8-35 are not
applicable for a particular pollutant if the emission incre~se
of the pollutant from a new source or the net emissions increase
of the pollutant from a modification would cause, in any area,
air quality impacts less than the following listed amounts, or
are·pollutant ·concentrations·that are not·on the list.
.
(A)
Carbon monoxide - 575 ~gg/m 3 , 8-hour average,
(B)
Nitrogen dioxide - 14 · ~-gg/m ·, annual. average,
:(c)
Particulate matter- 10 ~-gg/m , TSP,. 24-hour average,
or 10 ~.!-ug/m PM-10, 24-hgur average,
(D)
Sulfur dioxide -13 ~-gg/m , 24-hour average,
(S)
Ozone - see (N) below,
(F)
Lead - o .1· ~-gg/m , 24·'-hour 3"'month average,
(G)
Mercury - 0.25 ~-M91m, 24-hour average,
(H)
Beryllium - 0.0005 0.001 ~-gg/m , 24-hour average;
(I)
Fluorides - 0.25 ~-gg/m , 24-hour average,
(J) Vinyl chloride - 15 ~-gg/m , 24-hour average,
(K)
Total reduced sulfur - 10 ~-gg/m 3 , 1-hour average,
(L) Hydrogen sulfide - 0.04 0.2 ~-gg/m , 1-hour average,
or
(M) Reduced sulfur compounds - 10 ~-gg/m , 1-hour average.
(N)
No de minimis air quality level is provided for ozone.
However, any net increase of 100 tons per year or more of
volatile organic compounds subject to PSD would be required to
perform an ambient impact analysis, including the gathering of
ambient air quality data.
(2) The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:1008-35(b), (c)
and
(d) (2)
shall not apply to a source or
modification that was subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on
June 19, 1978, if a permit application was submitted before June
8, 1981 and the E){ecutive Director subsequently det.ermined that
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the application was complete except for OAC 252:100-8-35(b), (c)
and (d) (2).
Instead, the requirements in 40 CFR 52.21(m) (2) as
in effect on June 19, 1978 1 shall apply to such source or
modification.
(3) The requirements for air quality monitoring in OAC 252:1008-35 (b),
(c), and (d) (2) shall not apply to a source or
modification that was not subject to 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978, if a permit applicat~on was submitted before
June 8, 1981 and the Executive Director subsequently determined
that the application as submitted was complete, except for the
requirements in OAC 252:100-8-3_5(b),· (c) and (d) (2).
(4) The EJeecutive Director shall determine if the requirements
for air quality monitoring of PM-10 ·in OAC 252:100-8-35 (a)
through 252.100 8 35 (c) JgJ_ and OAC 252:100-8-35 (d) (2). may be
waived for a source or modification when an application for ·a
permit was submitted on or before June 1,· 1988 and the EJeecutive
Director subsequently determined that the application, except
for the requirements for monitoring particulate matter under OAC
252:100-8-35(a) through 252.100 8 35(c) JgJ_ and OAC 252:100-8~
35 (d) (2) I WaS COmplete before that date.
.. .
:
(5) The requirements for ai~ quality monitoring of PM-10 in OAC
· 252:100-8-35 (b), (c), (d) (2)_ and (d) (6) shall appJ..y to .a.,. ·source
.. .or. modification if- an· application· for a permit •. was subinittep.
-after June 1,. 1988-and no later than·December 1, 1988. The data
shall have been gathered over at least the period from February·
1, 1988 to the date the·application becomes otherwise complete
in accordance with the provisions of OAC 252: 100-a·-33 (b) (l) , ·
except that if the EJeecutive Director determines that a ~omplete ·
and adequate analysis. can be accomplished with monitC:iring data·
over a short.er period (not to be less than 4; monthsL ·thE; date;~,
required by OAC 252.:100--8-35(b) (1) and. OAC 252:100-8-35 (c) ·shall
have been gathered over that shorter period~.. · · · · ·· '· · · ·._··· . ·
(d)
Exemption from BACT requirements and monitoring requ:i,rements ..
·If a.complete permit application for· a source o:r modifi"catiohwas·
submitted before August 7 1 1980 the requirements· for best availabfe
control technology BACT irt OAC 252:100-8-34 arid ·for monitoring in
oAc · 2 52 : 1 oo- 8 - 3 5 caT Through 2 52 . ·1 oo a 3 5 (c) JgJ_ and OAC 2 52 : 1 oo.:. --€r..: · · ···· ·
35(d) (2)
through 252.100 8 35(d) (4) ~ are not applicable.
Instead, the federal requirements at 40 CFR 52.21 (j) and (n) as in
effect on June 19, 1978 are applicable to any such source or
modification.
·
(e)
Exemption of modifications.
As specified in the applicable
definitions of OAC 252:100-8-31, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100-1, the
requirements of OAC 252:100-8, Part 7 for PSD and OAC 252:100-8,
Part 9 for nonattainment areas are not applicable to a modification
if the existing source was not major on August 7 1 1980 unless the·
proposed addition to that existing minor source is major in its·own
right.
(f)
Exemption from impact analyses.
The requirements of OAC
252:100-8-35 and OAC 252:100-8-36 do not apply to a source or .
modification with respect to any maximum allowable increase for ·
nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator of the source or
modification submitted a completed application for a permit before
February 8, 1988.
(g)
Exemption from increment consumption. Excluded from increment
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consumption are the following cases:
(1)
Concentrations from an increase in emissions from any
source converting from the use of petroleum products, natural
gas, or both by reason of any order under Sections 2(a) and (b)
of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
(or any superseding legisl~tion), or by reason of a natural gas
curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
Such
exclusion is limited to five years aft-er the effective date of
the order or plan.
(2) Emissions of particulate matter from construction or other
temporary emission-related activities of new or modified
sources.
(3) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter,
or nitrogen oxides by order or authorized variance from any ·
source.
PART 9.

MAJOR SOURCES -AFFE.CTING NONATTAINMENT AREAS

252:100-8-51. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Part, shall have
the following meaning, unless the context. clearly indicates
otherwise:.
11
Actual emissions" means . th~. actual rate of . ~mission~ of
pollutant· from an emissions unit,· as determined· in accordance wi.th
the following: .·
· .
(A) · In general, actual emissions as of a particular date· shall.
equal the average rate ·in· tons per year at which the unit
actually emitted the pollutant during a two-year period which
· pre<::edes the-operation.
The reviewing authority.may allow. the
use of a different time period upOri a determl.riatibn that it is ·
more repr~seritative. of normal source . operation. ... . Actual
emissions shall be calc11lated USih~f the unit' Ei aCtual operating
. hours, production rates, and types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted during ·the· .selected time period.
Actual
emissions may also be determined by· source tests, or by best
engineering judgment in the absence. ·Of acceptable test data.
{B)
The-reviewing authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the unit.
(C)
For any emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall equal
the potential .to emit of the unit on that date.
"Building,
structure,
facility"
means
all
of
the
pollutant emitting activities ~vhich belong to the same industrial
grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties, and are under the control of the same person (or
persons under coffiffion control) . Pollutant emitting activities shall
be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they
belong to the same "P4ajor Group" (i.e., ,.·hich have the same tVJo
digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification .
Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
"Installation" means an identifiable piece of process equipment.
11
Lowest achievable emissions rate 11 means the control technology
to be applied to a major source or modification which the Executive
Director, on a case by case basis, determines is achievable for a

a
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source based on the lowest achievable emission rate achieved in
practice by such category · of source (i.e., lowest achievable
emission rate as defined in the Federal Clean Air Act) .
"Major modification" means any physical change in, or change in
the method of operation of, a major source that would result in a
significant net emissions increase of any pollutant subject to
regulation.
(A) Any net emissions increase·that is-significant for volatile
organic compounds shall be considered significant for ozone .
.(B)
A physical change or change in the method of operation
shall not include:
(i) routine maintenance, repair and replacement; ·
(ii)
use of an alternate fuel or raw material by reason of
any order under Sections 2 (a) and (b) of the Energy Supply and
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding·
legislation) or by reason of ·a natural gas curtailment plan
pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
(iii) use of an alternate fuel by reason of an order or rule
under Section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act;
(iv)
use of an alternate fuel at a steam generating unit to ·
the extent that· the fuel · ±s gene~ate~ from muni<?ip~l solid
waste; ·
·
·(v)
Use of . an alternate fuel or raw rrtaterlai by ·a'· so:urce
which:
(I)
the source was· capable. of. acc:om~oda.'ting before
December 21, 1976, unless such change would be proh;i.bited
under
any enforceable
permit
limitation · which was ·
established after December 21, 1976; or,
.
.
.. ·
·
(II) the source. is approved to us;e under· any permit f.ssued
under 40 CPR 52 .'21 or OAC 252: 100·-7 or 8.
. .. .·..
.
(vi)
An . increase ·in . the hours.·
OpE;!ratl~:m . or tn .. tl1~
production. rate· unless such change would be prohibite.Q. under. ·
. any enforceable pe.rmit limitation which was established after
December 21, 1976, or · ·
.
·
· · ··
· · ·
·
(vii)
any change in source 'ownership.
"Major stationary sourcie 11 means: . . . . . .
. . - ..
(A) any stationary smifce ·of air pollutants wliich emits, or has
the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation; 'Or,
{B)
any physical change that would ·occur at a source not
qualifying under {A) of this definition as a major source, if
the change would constitute a major source by itself.
{C)
for ozone, a source that is major for volatile organic
compounds shall be considered major.
"Net emissions increase" means:
(A) The amount by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:
{i)
any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source; and,
(ii) any other increases and decreases in actual emission at
the source that are contemporaneous with the particular change
and are otherwise creditable.
(B)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is
contemporaneo~s with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs within 3 years before the date that the

of .
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increase from the particular change occurs.
(C)
An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable
only if the EJeecutive Director has not relied on it in issuing
a permit under 23523:100 8, Part 9 of this Subchapter, which
permit is in effect when the increase in actual emissions from
the particular change occurs.
(D)
An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the old
level.
(E)
A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the
extent that:
(i)
the old level of actual emissions or the old level of
allowable emissions, whichever is lower, exceeds the new level
of actual emissions;
( ii)
it is enforceable at ·and after the time that actual
construction on the particular change.begins;
(iii (iii)
the reviewing authority has .not re.lied on it in
issuing any permit under State air quality rules; and,
(iv)
it has approximately the.same qualitative.significance
for public health and welfare as that ·attributed to the
increase from the particular change.
(F) An increase that results from a physical change at a source
occurs· when the emission unit. on which construction occurred
becomes operational. and begins to emit .a particular pollutant.
·Any replacement unit that requires shakedown becomes operational
after a reasonable shakedown period, not to exceed· lao· days.
"Reconstruction" means the ·replacement of. components of an
meisting source ('.vhich \vill then be treated as a ner.r source for
parposes of Part 9 of .this Subchapter) to the extent. that \rill be
determined by the Executi.,.,,re Director ba·sed on:
·
·
(A)
The fi:!eed capital cost (the .capit·al needed to provide all
the depreciable components) of the ·nmr coff1Ponents meceeds 50%' of
-t-fie-fiJced capital cost of a coff1Parable eritirely ne·.,,. source,· and,(B)
The estimated life of the source after the replacements ·is
comparable to the l:i;fe of an entirely nmv source; and,
·
(C)
the extent to ~rhich the components being replaced cause or
contribute to the emissions from ·the·source.
"Resource reco"',·ery facility" means any facility at ·.,rhich solid
waste is processed for the purpose of metracting, converting to
energy, or othenvise separating and preparing solid \vaste for
reuse.
Energy cornrersion facilities must utilize solid . .vaste to
provide more than 50 percent of the heat input to be considered a
resource recovery facility under Part 9 of this Subchapter.
11
Significant" means, in reference to a net emissions increase or
the potential of a source to emit any of the following pollutants,
a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following
rates:
(A)
Carbon monoxide:
100 tons per year (tpy),
(B)
Nitrogen oxides:
40 tpy,
(C)
Sulfur dioxide:
40 tpy,
(D)
Particulate matter:
15 tpy of PM-10 emissions,
(E)
Ozone:
40 tpy of volatile organic compounds, or
(F)
Lead:
0.6 tpy.
252:100-8-52.

Source applicability deter.mination
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Proposed new sources and source modifications to which Part 9 of
this Subchapter are is applicable are determined by size,
geographical location and type of emitted pollutants:
(1)
Size.
·
,
(A)
Permit review will apply to sources and modifications
that emit any regulated pollutant in major amounts.
These
quantities are specified in the definitions for major
stationary source, major modification, potential to emit, net
emissions
increase,
significant,
and other associated
definitions in OAC 252:100-8-51, 252:100-8-1.1, and 252:100 1
252:100-1-3.
.
(B)
At such time that a particular source or modification
becomes major solely by virtue of a relaxation in any
enforceable ·permit limitation which was established after
August ?, 1980 on the capacity of the source or modification
otherwise to emit a pollutant; such as a restriction on hours
of operation, then the requirements of Parts 1, 3, 5, and 9 of
this Subchapter shall apply to that source or modification as
though construction had not yet commenced on it.
(2)
Location.
.
.
·
..
.
(A)
Sou~ces and modifications that arc ~ajoi in s~ze and ·
proposed for ~onstruction in an area which h.as been designated
as nonattainmerit for any applicable . ambient air'.· quality
standard. are. subject. to the requirements for _the nonattainment
area, if the source or modification.·- is · maj.or.. for: _the'.
nonattainment pollutant(s) of_ that. area~ _ ·
" -- .
_.
(B)
In addition,· the requirements of a PSD review (Part 7 of
this Subchapter) would be applicable if ariy other regulated · ·
pollutant other than the nonattainment pollutcimt is emitted in ·.
significcimt .amounts by that. source or modification . . ' . '
. (3)
Location. in atta.irpnent. or tinclassifiable .area_ but. causing
or_ contributing to. NAAQS violation. _ . ··
___ · · ·_ · · .... _·. · .· .. ·
(A) _A proposed major source or major modification that_ would_
locate in an area designated attainment or unclassifiable- is
considered to cause or · contribute · to ... a· violation of . the
national ·ambient air quality standards when such· source or
modification would, as ' a .minimum, '- exceed the following
significance levels at any locality that does not or would not
meet the applicable national standard:
~C:eo.rnH:c~e~n;rtE-'rraa-ct~i:-€oH.=nr.,;---'IU!:!:-ge+/-m~~

Pollutant

Averaging Time (hours)
Annual
2 4:
8
3

1

se2~----------~1~.~o----~--~5r---------~2~5

PH 10

1.0

..._5

Ne2.--------------~1~.~o

co

500

so2: .
(I)
1.0 gg/m3 annual average;
(II)
5 ug/m3 24-hour average;
(III)
25 ug/m3 3-hour average;
(ii)
PM-10:
(I)
1.0 ug/m3 annual average;
(II)
5 gg/m3 24-hour average;
(iii)
N0 2_;_
1. 0 · ug/m3 annual average;
( i)
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2000

CO:
(I)
500 ug/m 3 8-hour average;
(II)
2000 ug/m 3 one-hour average.
(B) A proposed major source or major modification subject to
OAC 252:100-8-52(3) (A) may reduce the impact of its emissions
upon air quality by obtaining sufficient emissions reductions
to, at a minimum, compensate for its adverse ambient impact
where the proposed source or modit:ication would otherwise
cause or contribute to a violation of any national ambient air
quality standard. In the absence of such emission reductions,
a permit for the proposed source or modification shall be
denied.
(C) The requirements of OAC 252:100-8-52(3) (A) and (B) shall
not apply to a major source or major modification with respect
to a
particular pollutant
if the owner or operator
demonstrates that, as to that · pollutant, the source or
modification is located in an area designated nonattainment .
.fB-1--...{Q2_ Sources of volatile organic compounds located outside
a designated ozone nonattainment area will be presumed to have
no significant impact on the designated nonat tainment area. If
ambient monitoring indicates that the area of source. location
is in fact nonattainment, then the .source may be granted its
permit
since
the
area
has · not yet
been designc:tted.
nonattainment.
+e+-i l l Sources locating. in. an attainment area but impacting ·:
on a nonattainment area above ·the significant levels listed .in
OAC 252:100-8-52 (3) are exempted from the condition of OAC
252:100-8-54 (4) (A) .
-tBt-lE.l.. The determination.whether a source or.modific.ation
will cause or. contribute to a violation of. an 'applicable
ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter or carbon monoxide will be made on a case by case basis·.
as. of the .proposed. new ·source's.· start-up. date. by an
atmospheric simulation model ... For sources. of nitrogen oxides.
the model can be used.for an initial· determination assuming
all the nitric oxide emitted is oxidized to ·nitrogen dioxide
by the time the plume reaches ground level, and. the initial··
concentration estimates will be adjusted if adequate data are
available to account for the expected oxidation rate.
+B+-lQl The determination as to whether a source would cause
or contribute to a violation of applicable ambient air guality
standards will be made on a case by case basis as .of the new
source's
start-up date.
Therefore,
if
a
designa·ted
nonattainment area is projected to be attainment as part of
the state implementation plan control strategy by the new
source start-up date, offsets would not be required if the new
source would not cause a new violation.
(F) Sources causing a ne·.v violation of applicable ambient air
standards as determined by the EJEecutive Director hut not
contributing to an meisting violation, will be approved if
both of the following conditions are met.
(i)
The nm.· source is required to meet a more stringent
emission limitations and/or the control of eJEisting sources
belmil allmmble levels so that the nm.· violation of ambient
standards does not occur.
(i v)
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(ii) The.new emission limitations for the new source, as
vwll as for any mdsting sources affect.ed, are enforceable
under the Oklahoma and Federal Glean A1r Acts.

'
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 8. OPERATING PERMITS (PART 70)
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: The proposed amendments to Subchapter 8 inch.:::ie
the
incorporation
of
a
new permit
classification
syste~;
streamlining and simplifying the permit rules by moving t~e
requirements for construction permits for Part 70 sources from
Subchapter 7 to Subchapter 8, moving the requirement to pay ann~al
operating fees from Subchapter 8 to Subchapter 5, and reorganizi~g
the material in Subchapter 8 for clarity and ease of use; t::.e
revisions necessary to meet the federal requirements for f i::-_::;.1
approval of the Oklahoma Operating Permits Program under Title v ~f
the federal Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 70.
The new perr...:..t
classification system introduces general permits for construction
of Part 70 sources.
The amendments to meet the requirements for
final approval of the Title V program include the incorporation ny
reference
of
federal
rules
governing
case-by-case
MACT
determinations (40 CFR §§ 63.40, 63.41, 63.43 and 63.44).
STATUTORY AUTHORITY:
1993, §§ 2-2-101 and

·-

Environmental Quality Board, 27A O.S. Supp.
et seq., O~lahoma Clean Air Act.

2-5-~01

DIFFERENCES FROM ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES: Part of the proposed
revisions will be accomplished by incorporating the federal rules
by reference.
In general the other proposed revisions were r.ot
substantive, but changes in format and reorganization of material.
There are no analogous federal rules for the inclusion of general
construction permits for Part 70 sources.
The use of general
permits is expected to stream line the permitting-program for bo~h
the regulated community and. the DEQ. The purpose of the revisions
required by EPA in their Notice of February 5, 1996, was to correct
differences between the State rule and the analogous federal rule.
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
Not required because these rules
are not more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
Letter of Comments from Charles R.
Corporation.
1.

Evans of Delhi Gas

Pipel.:..~e

Comment: DEQ
should
distinguish
between
insignifica~t
activities and trivial activities in areas where there is
overlap e.g., storage tanks constructed with a capacity l~ss
than 39,894 gallons which store VOC with a vapor pressure l~ss
than 1.5 psia at maximum storage temperature are included on
the insignificant activities list and Fuel/VOC storage ta~~s
with less than or equal to 1000 gallons capacity having a true
vapor pressure at storage conditions less than 1.5 psia are on
the trivial list. Mr. Evans suggested that items that over~ap
should be considered as trivial activities.
Response: Fuel/VOC storage tanks with capacities of 1: JO
gallons or less and vapor pressure less than 1.5 psia have
been removed from the trivial activities list since AQD d=2s

not regulate these tanks.
in this case.·
2.

Thus overlap is no

long~r

a problem

Comment:
"Emissions
from
residential
housing
unit~
dormitories, and multifamily dwellings to include fuel burni~
for the purposes of heating except prohibited open burning" i~
included on page 5 of the trivial activities list under
Residential. The commenter recommends that offices or similar
places of work be added to this item.
Response: Space heating for offices and similar places of work
is already addressed on page 1 of the insignificant activities
list under Combustion Equipment. The staff believes that this
is a more appropriate place for space heating for commercial
premises.

3.

Comme·nt: Mr. Evans suggested that the trivial activities list
be modified to make clear that both electric motors and the
units they operate (specifically natural gas compressors)are
considered trivial.
Response: Since
electric
motors
and
electric
powered
generators,
chillers,
air
compressors
and pumps
have
essentially no air emissions, they C?-re not ·subject to air
quality rules and, therefore, it is not necessary to include
them on the trivial activities list. The staff did not agree
that other types of equipment powered by electric motors would
have only trivial emissions.

4.

--.

Comment: It was suggested that the item in Appendix J tha
,
included emissions from the blowdown of compressors or other
vessels containing natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons for the
purpose of maintenance due to emergency circumstances be
modified to include emissions from depressurization during
startup, shut down, maintenance or other emergencies of such
compressors or other vessels, since historically EPA has not
regulated these emissions.
Response: Staff concurs.
list.

5.

These changes were included in the

Comment:
It was' recommended that the language regarding
fugitive emissions from component additions (e.g. valves,
etc.) i Appendix J be clarified and that fugitive emissions
from components not subject to a fugitive monitoring plan be
added.
Response: The language was modified to make it clear that VOC
fugitive emissions from component additions regulated by a
fugitive monitoring program where the total increase is less
than one ton per year of any criteria pollutant or the de
minimis levels set forth in 252:100-41-43 are considered
trivial.
Staff concurred with the request to include VOC
emissions from component additions not regulated by a fugitiv~

monitoring program providing no applicable
triggered when the components are added.
6.

requirement

is

Comment:
It was suggested that methanol storage tanks less
than or equal to 10, 000 gallons in volume with an annual
throughput of no more than 50,000 gallons be added to the
trivial activities list.
Response: Methanol storage tanks of 400 gallons or greater are
subject to 252:100-37-15 since the as-stored vapor pressure
should be greater than 1.5 psia. Since there is an applicable
requirement for these tanks, they cannot be considered trivial
activities.

7.

Comment: It was suggested that cathodic protection systems be
added to the trivial list.
Response: Staff felt that these systems are not regulated and,
therefore, there is no need to in~lude them on the trivial
activities list.

Letter of Comments dated January 8, 1998, from Jole C. Luehrs,
Chief, Air Permits Section, U. S. EPA, Region 6, D~llas, Texas.
1.
Comment: It
was
stated
that
the
language
in
item
(B) (viii) (municipal incinerators) under the definition of
"Major source" as found in 252:100-8, Part 5, and item
(A) (xiv) · (municipal incinerators) under the definition of
"Major stationary source" as found in 252:100-8, Part 7 should
be changed to reflect Part C, Prevention of Significant
Deterioration of Air o'uali ty Subpart 1, Section 16 9 of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
The language should read
"municipal incinerators capable of charging.more than 50 tons
of refuse per day," instead of "municipal incinerators capable
of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day."
This
comment was reiterated y Mr. Rick Barrett of EPA Region 6 at
the Hearing on January 9, 1998.
I

I

Response: Staff agreed to review Chapter 100 to determine all
of the places where this change needs to be made, and then to
propose appropriate rule revisions later this year. At this
time, ·the only municipal waste combustor in Oklahoma that
might be affected by such a rule change would only be impacted
if it were modified so as to significantly increase its
emissions. There are no indications that there are any plans
to do so at this time.
Therefore, EPA agreed that revising
the rule later this year would be acceptable.
Comments made at the 1/9/98 Air Quality Council Meeting
1.
Comment: Dr.
Larry Canter asked,
if incorporation by
reference of a previous permit is allowed in the permit
renewal, how the Department will insure that the previous
permit(s) are not thrown away and the information thus
becoming unavailable.

Response! Active permit files are never purged. They contain
everything relating to the permit. When a permit ceases to be
active, it is archived according to Department procedures and
should not be thrown out.
-.,
2.

Comment: Dole McWhirter was concerned that, if incorporation
by reference of previous permit is allowed for permit
renewals, it would then require both permits in order to know
what the permit conditions are.
Response: The particular Subsection under discussion concerns
the application content and simplifies permit applications by
allowing the applicant to reference the previous permit when
information is unchanged. All the standards, limitations, and
conditions that remain pertinent to the facility will be
repeated in the "new" permit.
They will not be referenced.
The "new" permit will stand alone.

3.

Comment:
Rick Barrett, EPA, Region 6, repeated the comment
made in the 1/8/98 letter from Jole C. Luehrs.

RULE IMPACT STATEMENT:

Attached.
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CHAPTER 100. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBCHAPTER 8. PERMITS FOR PART 70 SOURCES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The proposed revisions to Sections 1.1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 7.2, 8, 31, 33, 51, and 52 of Oklahoma Administrative Code
252:100-8, Permits for Part 70 Sources, correct errors, clarify
language,
add definitions, delete definitions, and add fee
categories
for
construction
permit
authorizations.
and
modifications. Substantive changes include amending the definition
of "trivial activities" in Section 2 by deleting the exception for
activities that are subject to an applicable requirement.
The
amendments to Section 4(a) (1) clarify which modifications to Part
70 sources require construction permits.
The changes in Section
5 (d) (1) (A) clarify that best available control technology (BACT) is
not required for modifications that result in·emissions increases
of less ·than 100 tons ·per . year, unless the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration rules in Part·? would require it.
The
r·eporting time in Section 6 (a) (3) (C) for excess emissions caused by
emergencies or upsets would be changed from 24 hours to the end of
the next working day ·to make it ·consistent with Subchapter 9
· reporting requirements. · A substai1t:i. ve change is ·proposec:i .. for the
definition of "major~ stationary·· source"· in Section 3l, where
paragraph (xiv) . would be. changed. to read "municipal incinerators
capable of charging 'more than 50. toJ;lS· of- refuse per· day." . This ·
change is required by the·1990 amendment to section 169(1). of the
federal Clean Air Act. The changes to Section 52 were adopted in
1989 but were accidentally excluded during codification of the
rules. Section 4·(a) (2) (C} updates the.. incorporation by reference of
4 0 CFR ·6 3 . 41, 4 0 · CFR 6 3 . 4 3, and 4 0 CFR 6 3 . 4 4 to .. July· 1, · 20 0 0 .
DIFFERENCES FROM· ANALOGOUS FEDERAL RULES: ·. ='
· None of the · changes that . were made to this
difference from.analogous federal rules.

:· ·

rule

• .

·

creates

a

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT STATEMENT:
.. . . . .
Not required because the revisions to this rule does not make the
rule more stringent than corresponding federal rules.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RESPONSES:
At-tached.

-

WRITTEN COMMENTS WITH STAFF RESPONSES
Trinity Consultants - memo received from Don Whitney via e-mail on
June 27, 2000 (Comments on June 14, 2000 draft rule)
1.

COMMENT: Trinity Consultants believes there is little logic
in requiring a construction permit for routine replacement,
repair and minor modification which involve only a few pounds
per year increa~e in emissions or the addition of a few valves
to an existing LDAR program. Trinity Consultants recommends
that OAC 252:100-8-4(a)
be rewritten as follows:
"(1)
Construction permit required.
No person shall begin actual
construction or installation of any new source that will
require a Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining a
DEQ-issued construction permit. A construction permit is also
required
in . the
following
circumstances
unless
such
construction or modification is specifically authorized in a
Part 70 permit: (A) A piece of equipment or a process is added
that is subject to NSPS or NESHAP except that the Director may
waive this· requirement for Subparts which are currently
effective for similar equipment or processes at the facility
such as leak checking.
(B) ,Any physica~ change that would
increase actual emissions .from that unit or process more than
·s t'ons per year of any criteria pollutant, more than 2 tons
per year of any one HAP .or more than 5 tons per year of two or
more HAPs.
In additic;m to the requirements of this Part,
sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must
also meet the applicable requirements contained therein."
RESPONSE:
Staff agrees.
It was not our intent to require
construction permits for such routine replacement, repair, and
minor modifications. The Section has been rew:r::itten to more
clearly reflect this, by deleting the construction permit
requirement for physical changes based on increas.ed emissions ..
Construction permits will be required only to the extent
provided by federal regulation, as follows: "No person shall
begin actual construction or installation of any new source
that will required a Part 70 operating permit without first
obtaining a DEQ-issued air quality construction permit.
A
construction permit is also required prior to reconstruction
of a major affected source under 4 0 CFR 63, reconst.ruction of
a major source if it would then become a major affected source
under 40 CFR Part 63, or for any physical change that would be
a significant modification under OAC 252:100-8-7.2(b) (2). In
addition to the requirements of this Part, sources subject to
Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter must also meet the
applicable requirements contained therein."

. 2.

COMMENT:
Trinity Consultants believes that minor, change of
operation, maintenance, construction and replacement can be
anticipated for many activitie.s at major facilities.
Such
changes will often result in a trivial increase of actual
emissions but do not warrant a permit modification. The first
sentence of Section OAC 252:100-8-6(f) should be amended as
follows: "A.permitted Part 70 source may make changes within
the facility that are specifically authorized in the permit or
that . . . . ".

.--...

RES~ONSE:
Staff understands this proposed change to be
related to the construction permit requirement discussed in
Comment 1.
The rule has been rewritten to eliminate
requirements for construction permits, except as required by
federal regulation. See Response 1. Additional discretion to
waive· permit requirements is not consistent with the rule.

Conoco, Inc. - Letter of comments received on August 7, 2000 from
Joel Wilson
3.

COMMENT:
The proposed language in OAC 252:100-8-4 (a) ( 1)
requires a construction permit 11 • • • to add a piece of equipment
!: or a process that is subjecj:· to NSPS or NESHAP ... 11
'This
language could require a construction permit for small
physical changes, such as the;. addition of a valve. We do not
believe that
the AQD
intended to
require individual
construction permits for these sources. Of greatest concern
to us is that the term "actual emissions" could include those
emissions attributable to a physical change, but not directly
emitted by the equipment bei;ng changed.
In addition, it is
also unclear what opportunities are available to the source to
. avoid the burden of obtaining a ·permit. by put.t;i..ng in place
voluntary controls .t stay below'. the 5 to·n per year threshold
or how and. if ·offsets .can. be. utilized. without .a . permit. · ·
Conoco does not. feel .that· a new construction.perm:it nor any
permit modification is needed,. unless. the change triggers an·
NSPS or .causes the source to exceed existing permit limits.
RES~ONSE:

Sta.ff agrees. with this comment, . After further ·
reflection
the . Division
concluded .· that
the
Part
70
construction permit requirement should be no.broader than is
required by federal regul.atio~·· : Following '..this .logic, OAC ·
25;2.: 100-8:-4 {a) (1) .was redraft:ed · to ..delete. the propqsed ·
requir.ement. that a construqtion permit.· be. secured both for·
adding a piec;:e of. e.quipment or· proc,:es.s·. that is .subject to
NSPS, and for physical changes that :r:;~sult in an increase in
emissions of over·s tons per year for criteria pollutante, 2
tons per year for one HAP, a~d 5 tons per year for more than
on HAP.

E~A

:Region 6
letter from Jole Luehrs dated August 14,
received August 17, 2000.·

4.

-

2000,

COMMENT:
EPA expressed concern that the elimination o'f the
sentence "Any a'ctivity to which a State of federal applicable
requirement applies is not trivial even if included on the
trivial activities list." from the definition of "trivial
activities" in OAC 252:100-8-2 might be a relaxation of the
rule.
However, EPA expressed approval of the proposed
revisions to Subchapter 8 when assured that t'rivial activities
remain limited to those emission units contained on a list
approved by the Administrator and contained in Appendix J.
VERBAL COMM:ENTS RECEIVED AT THE JUNE 14, 2000 HEARING

5.

COMMENT: Several attendees were concerned that the revisions
to OAC 252:100-8-4(a) (1) could be interpreted· to mean that a

construction permit would be required for extremely small
modifications to a facility. For example, they felt that, as
written this paragraph required that a construction permit be
obtained prior to the addition of a valve at a refinery.

~. .

RESPONSE: This is not what was intended. This paragraph has
been revised to require no more than is required by federal
regulations.
6.

u

COMMENT:
Mr. Preston Petula of Hannover asked if the
revisions to OAC 252:100-8-4(a) (i) meant that the AQD wanted
to know every time there is a 5 ton increase in the emissions
from regulated equipment.
RESPONSE: OAC 252:100-8-4(a) (1) has been redrafted to delete
the 5 ton increase as a threshold.

7.

COMMENT:
Ms .. Nadine Barton with Citizens Action for a Safe
Environment (CASE), questioned whether the addition of the
definition of "emergency" in OAC 252:100-8-2 would affect
enforcement ability. when lack of preventive maintenance,
improperly designed equipment, careless or improper operation, ..
or· operator errQr. results. in- noncompli<~mce ,~ith ~ technology
based'emission limit .
.RESPONSE:
It will not . . OAC 252:100-8-6(e) states.that.an
emergency constitutes an affirmative defense to . an action
brought for noncompliance with technology-based emission
limitations if certain criteria are met.
The definition of
emergency states that an emergency shall not· ·include.
nonco"mpliance caused by improperly designed equipment,· lack of
preventive maintenance, careless or improper operation, or
opera,tor error.

8..

COMMENT: Mr. Don Whitney, Trinity Consultants questioned the
necessity of replacing covered.source with both major source
~and major stationary source in OAC 252:100-8-3(a).
He felt
that the use of major stationary source was superfluous.
RESPONSE: Staff disagrees. OAC 2S2:100-8-3(a) lists.covered
sources. It includes major sources as defined in OAC 252:1008-2 for Part 70 sources and major stationary sources as
defined in Parts 7 or 9 of Subchapter 8 for PSD sources and
nonattainment sources.
These definitions are not identical
and should not be used interchangeably.

9.

COMMENT: Howard Ground with Central and South West questioned
the need to codify the revisions to OAC 252:100-8-52(3) that
were originally adopted in 1988, readopted in 1989 and never
codified.
RESPONSE:
These are changes that EPA requested be made so
that we will to continue to have approved PSD and
nonattainment area programs.
The new language is almost
identical to the language in 40 CFR 51, Section 165.

-...
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.~

10.

COMMENT:
Mr. Tom Blatchley, environmental consultant,
questioned whether the revisions to Subchapter 8 should be
held up so that the problem of how to handle construction
permits for exploration wells or production wells could be
resolved. Until such a well is brought into production it is
not possible to know what the hydrogen sulfide or sulfur
dioxide emissions will be and it is very difficult to size
equipment prior to this t·ime. This makes the application for
a construction permit difficult to prepare and might result in
a PSD source being constructed without a PSD permit.
I;

RESPONSE: Staff recognizes that this is a problem and in the
past has been handled by a variance or consent order.
However, with the advent of the Title V operating permit
program, these two avenues may no longer be appropriate. Up
to now this has not been a frequent problem. Workgroups have
been established to ·work with staff in the revisions of
Subchapter 7 and Subchapter 31. One of these workgroups could
also address this issue, and the change offered for revision
at a future date. Staff believes that the proposed revisions
to Subchapter 8 should not be held 'Up until this problem is·
solved.
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3
PUBLIC HEARING:

1

2

MR.

BYRUM:

For the record, ladies and

3

qentlemen, my name is Larry Byrum.

am the Director of

4

the Air Quality Division.

will act as the

5

Protocol Officer for this hearinq.

6

As such,

This hearinq is convened by the Air Quality Council

1

deficiencies that were listed in the approval of our

2

interim Title 5 Proqram to incorporate case-by-case MACT

3

requirements of 113 G contained in 40 CFR 63.40 throuqh
63.44, to incorporate

pe~t

continuum to

S

Sub Chapter 8 to include major source
pe~t

reorqani~e

pe~ttinq

as well

6

as Part 70 operatinq

7

in compliance with the Oklahoma Administrative

7

simplify, and streamline the rule as we worked with it.

proqrA111 and clarity,

8

Procedures Act, Title 40 of the code of Federal

8

9

regulations, Part 51, as well as the authority of

9

The first qoal is to correct deficiencies that were
identif,ied by EPA in their notice published on

10

Title 27 A of the Oklahoma Statutes, Sections 2:1-101

10

February the 5th, 1996.

11

and the followinq.

11

Proqram was accomplished by revisinQ the definition of

12

This hearinq was advertised in the Oklahoma

Approvinq our interim Title 5

12' major source, on Paqes 15 throuqh 17, make it consistent

13

Register for the purposes of receivinq comment

13

with Part 70 by removinq the provisions for

14

pertaininq the proposed revision of the operatinq

14

non-aqqreqation of criteria pollutants; revisinq the

15

permits portion of OAC 252:100-8.

15

insiqnificsnt activities definition on Paqe 15 to make

16

it consistent with Part 70; deletinq the words •to the

16

If you wish to make a statement, please complete

17

the form at the reqistration table, and I will call upon

17

extent practicable" from 8-6 A, Standard Pe~t

18

you at the appropriate time.

18

Requirements, on paqe 33; deletinq the words •or less•

19
20
,,-., 1
2

At this time, I'd like to call upon
Dr. Joyce Sheedy to qive a Staff position on these
proposed chanqes.
Dr. Sheedy.
DR. SHEEDY:

23

Hr. Chairman, Members of the

24

Council, ladies and qentlemen, the qoals for the

25

proposed

revision~

to Sub

Chap~er

8 were to correct

c,

Administrative Permanent ~ndments,

19

from 8-7.2 a 1

20

on Paqe 51; deletinq the requirement for enhanced NSR in
pe~t

21

8-7.2 A 1 E on Paqe 51; and construction

22

requirements !or Part 70 sources were moved to

23

Sub Cha~ter 8, Paqes 24 throuqh 25, and we endeavor to

24

make them more consistent with Part 70 requirements.

25

Our second qoal was to incorporate the case-by-case

~

incorporation of appropriate sectior
2

3

changes r

Sub Chapter 10,

-6.1 A 6 through

2

8-6.1 A 10, 8-6.1 B 4, 8-6.1 D, and 8-6.1 £; additional

3

for qeneral permits, that would be i

1. . . .

""d we don • t think we dld.

Pal.
Areas.

is, Major sources Affecting Non Attainment
Aqain, we deleted definitions that were

duplicated in Sub Chapter 1.

requirements for renewal of permit for in 9-6.1 F;
~

Aqain,

substantive chanqes to this rule.

we made no

We received one

S

deletion of emission tradinq, which was 9-6 H 3, and

6

letter of comment too late to be considered in the draft

7

Appendix "J"I addition of insiqnificant activities list,

7

ot this rule.

8

Appendix "I"I and revisions previously outlined that are

8

activities list and the trivial activities list.

required by EPA to correct the deficiencies in our

9

would like to make those part of the record at this

8-6 A 9.

9
10
11

Addition o! trivial activities list in

10

Title 5 Proqram.

The Stat! recommends that the hearinq on the

12

Requirements !or Attainment Areas.

Basically, we did

12

revisions to Sub Chapter 8 be continued to the December

13

some oroanization to 9, which was moved in total from

13

Council meetinq.

14

Sub Chapter 7.

15

1S

duplicates o! those in Sub Chapter 1.
error in

17

word, "combustion• under fossil-fuel boilers with the

11

18

word, "combination," I bel·ieve.

18

20
21
22

~he

ma1or source definition,

HR. BYRUM:

14

We deleted some definitions that were

16

19

We corrected an

16

replacinq the

(No Response. 1
HR. BYRUM:

Nadine Barton is wantinq to apeak

to this issue.

MS. BARTON:

19

And we reorqanized 8-33, qroupinq the exemptions

Questions !or Dr. Sheedy from the

Council?

My name is Nadine Barton with

into sub sections o! like types o! exemptions and addinq

20

CAsE, Citizen's Action for a Safe Environment.

teQ lines to make them easier to find.

21

just want to make one comment, and that is to compliment

22

Stat! on the monumental task that they have accomplished

And we moved 8-33 K and L !rom the exemption

23

section to the monitorinQ Section 8-35, since they

23

here.

24

really are not exemptions, but apeak to PH 10 monitorinq

24

don't say that very often, and I

requirements.

25

record.

25

We intended to make no substantive

think that they've done a qood job, and we

You did a qood job.

I

just want to qo on
may not be happy with

11
1

ell o! it after I look at it, but

2

(Lauqhter .1

3

HR. BYRUM:

5

HR. BYRUM:

12
MS. BRUCE:
HR. MYERS:

Yes.

3

MS. BRUCE:

Hr. aranecky?

Others who wish to apeak to the

5

MS. BRUCE:

6

MR. BREISCH:

(No response. 1

7

Mr. Chairman.

8

Questions !or Ms. Barton?

HR. BRANECKY:

issue?

7
8

HR. BYRUM:

9

HR. BREISCH:

The stat! baa recoaaended that
~ext

9

10

we bold this or continue this item to our

11

on December 16th, and that means the comment period is

11

12

open.

12

13

meetinq

10

HR. KILPATRICK: - I move that we continue it to

13

15

HR. BREISCH:

15

16

HR. BRANECKY:

17

HR. BREISCH:

14

18
19

Ha. Hyers?

2

(No Response. I

6

the 16th.

14

I have a motion.
Second.
I have a motion and second to

continue this item until the December 16th meetinq.
Myrna.

16
11
18
19

20

MS. BRUCE:

21

HR. FISHBACK:

22

MS. BRUCE:

23

MS. SLAGELL:

24

MS. BRUCE:

25

MR. KILPATRICK:

And I

DlcJ(s Transcription SeM::e (405} 525-4111

Olcl(s Transafptlon SeM::e (405} 525-4111

,,-

We

time.

11

Part 9 is Prevention o! SiQni!icant Deterioration

These comments concern the insiqnificant

Mr. Fishback?
Aye.

Ms. Slaqell?
Aye.
Hr. Kilpatrick?
Aye.

DICk's Transr.riot10n ServiCe (4051 5?5-4ttt

20
21
22
23

24
25

Yes.

Hr. Breisch?
Yea.

(Hearinq concluded.)
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I9
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Page 4

the version that was in your packet first,
2 your packet version. Not the one I handed
3. out. I handed it out.
4
If you'lllook in your packet
5 version on page 6, we have proposed to add
6 several subdivisions of construction fees 7 - construction permit fees to Section
8 1.7(2.). As it currently exists, this
9 seeS-on requires an owner or operator to
10 pay $2,000.00 for every construction
11 permit, regardless of whether it's a minor
12 modification to an existing facility or
13 whether it's a construction permit for a
H brand new major facility.
' 15 ·
Since we also offer general permits
16 with the construction of certain
17 facilities, it doesn't seem in keeping with
18 the ~1111:it continuum to charge the same for·
19 an authorization under a genC?fal permit as
20 we do for an individual facility
21 construction permit. Therefore, we are
22 proposing to expand the construction permit
23 fee category and to add lower fees for
24 modifications and for general pennif
25 authorizations· of construction permits
1

25
...-.,
~------------------------------------~--------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------~----------------------

Page 3

PageS

I

1 issued by the Division.

2
3

2

4

PROCEED~GS

5
MR. DYKE: The next item on the
6 hearing ag~da this morn1ng is Item 4C, OAC
7 252:100-8, Permits for Part 70 Sources.

8 I'll call on Barbara Hoffman.
9
MS. HOFFMAN: Subchapter 8 .has
10 already been through there-right/de-wrong
11 process, but it wasn't until after the
12
I3

14
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9

20
21

22
23
24
25

On page 9, another change is in the

3 definition of "major source" and this is in

industry and the Division really began
using this rule that we discovered that
there were certain errors and
inconsistencies and issues that really need
to be resolved. This is the first time we
have brought these revisions before the
Council. I am going to go through almost
all of them, so here we go -- at least the
ones that aren't just typographical errors.
On page 6, one of the more
substantive changes is the propo~al -MR. BRANECKY: Barbara, which
version are you using?
MS. HOFFMAN: We're looking at

Myers Reporting Service
405-721-2882

4

Section 2 of the rule, on page 9. If

5 you'lllook at the definition of major

6 source, we propose to substitute the phrase
7.. "that fraction of particulate matter that

8
9
10
II
12

13
14
I5
I6
17
18
19
20
2I
22
23
24

25

exhibits an average aerodynamic particle
diameter of more than 10 micrometers" for
the term "TSP". While this change is
wordy, it is necessary because excepting
TSP, which stands for total suspended
particulates, from this definition also
excepts PM-10, which we don't want to do
and we never intended to do. In other
words, total suspended particulates
actually includes all the particulates,
whether they are PM-10, 2.5, or whatever,
and that was really not the intent. We
just want to exclude those particulates ·
that have greater than 10 micrometers
particle size.
Further on down in this definition
of "major source" on page 10, you'll see
that we added the phrase "which, as of

Page 2 - Page 5
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-

August 7, 1980, are being". The re35on for
this proposed addition is that EPA's
3 definition of "major source" in Part 70
4 does not include the underlying language
5 but EPA stated in their preamble to Part
6 71, which are the Title V rules under the
7 federal program, they stated in this
8 preamble that the Part 70 definition should
9 have contained that language and will be
IO revised. EPA acknowledged that it did not
I1 follow the procedural steps necessary under
12 sectio.n 302(j) of the federal Clean Air Act
I3 to expand the scope of sources in this
I4 category for which fugitive emissions must
I5 be counted in Part 70 major source.
I6 determinations. So this is one of those
I7 fairly confusing -- well, it's not
18 confusing, it's just very- it's~ very
I9 detmied point in this definition of major
20 source. And basically the only way EPA can
2I regulate fugitive emissions of major
22 sources is if they do a rule and make a ·
23 determination, and then redo this rule, and
24 they really didn't do it for all o( these·
25 sources. They've only, in the past, done
I
2

I

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
IO
1I
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

I7
18
I9
20
21
22
23
24
25

June 14, 2000
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Page 8

including the de minimis sources. So
consequently, you could m~e the argument
that even if you .are on the trivial
activities list, nevertheless it's subject
to an applicable requirement of St1bchapter
29, fugitive dust, so it can't be trivial
activity. So that didn't make much sense
to us~ We thought if you're on the list,
wbWI is Appendix J, then we looked at-it
pretty carefully, we feel that it's truly a
trivial activity and therefore we don't
need to have this exception for those that
would be subject to applicable
requirements.
·
In ~ction 3, pages 12 and 13, it is
proposed that we change the word "covered"
to "major" and "major stationary", since
the r.y!e ~~tes that any covered source
remains a Part 70 source until a permit is
issued to cause the facility to limit its
operation to below that which would define
it as a covered source. Well, covered
sources include those that, regardless of
the amount of pollutants emitted, operate a
particular piece of equipment. So· if a
Page 9

Page7
it for sources that were subjecfto NSPS or
NESHAP as of August 7th, 1981.
The change to the definition of
"regulated air pollutant" in Section 2,
page 11 , will delete the references to
6 "VOS" and "orgariic materjal". ThOse tenns
7 were previously deleted from Subchapters 37 ·
8 and 39 when we did there-right/de-wrong on
9 those subchapters, so this change will
I o insUre consistency with those subchapters.
I1
Also, in Section 2, on page 12, we
I2 are proposing to amend the definition of
I3 "trivial activities" by deleting the
I4 exception for activities that are subject
I5 to an applicable requirement. This ·
I6 restriction is not required by EPA's Part
I7 70 program and as it is, it practically
I8 eliminates any activity from actually
I9 qualifying for this exception. Because
20 when you look at our rules, we have what we
2I calf nuisance rules, like Subchapter 29,
22 for example, that's up today on f:ugitive
23 dust control, we look at that as sort of a
24 rule that handles nuisance-type conditions.
25 Well, it's applicable to everybody,
I
2
3
4
5
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source eliminates that piece of equipment
and doesn't want to contin\ie to be
regulated as a Part 70 covered source, it
really can't obtain a permit to limit its
operation below that which would define it
as a covered source. It's sort of like one
of thoSe little technical problems that
permit writers came to us with and said we
can't write a permit like that. So,
anyway, we felt that therefore this rule
would make more sense if we changed the
word "covered" to "major", because if
you're a major source, ·then·that's because
you emit a certain amount of pollutants.
And if you decided to emit less than that
amount, you can come in for a permit that
will lower your emissions to that amount.
Anyway, so we felt that this Change might
make a little more sense in the actual
application of this rule.
Section 4(a)(1), on page 13, would
be changed to clarify that sources can't
begin construction until they obtain a
construction permit. That's always been
the way our program has been run, it's just
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1 that when we created Subchapter 8, yve sort

Page 12
1 so we· changed this to the end of the next
2 working day.

2 of forgot to make that as clear as it ought
3 to be.

So we want to add that back in here
4 to show that you actually have to have a
5 construction permit before you can begin
6 actual construction of a source.
7
In addition, we found that using
8 Section 7.2(b) to determine if a change
9 would be a modification requiring a
10 construction permi~ proved difficult and
11 created some odd results. It was decided
12 that we should go back to the rather time-.
13 honored tradition of seeing whether or not
14 a physical change would cause an increase
15 in emissions above de minimis amounts or
16 whether it involved the addition of
17 equipment or a process _subject to NSPS or
18 NESHAP .
.... "
19
On page 16, in Section 5(d)(I)(A), a
20 clarification was added that BACT, Best
21 Available Control Technology, is not
22 required for modifications that will result
23 in an increase in emissions of less than
24 I 00 tons per year, unless of course BACT is
25 required under the PSD rules or under

3

On page 27, it is proposed to add

4 the phrase "processed under Tier II or Tier

5 III requirements and" so that only
6 requirements from construction permits that

7 had ·undergone Tier II ·or Tier ill public
8 parti£ipation procedures could be
9 inc.9JPorated into Part 70 operating permits
10 as administrative amendments.· We now think
11 that this proposal is not warranted, since
12 it would have the odd effect of requiring

13 Tier I modifications to obtain both a
14 construction permit and a Part 70 pennit

15 modification, when a Tier II modification
16 would only require a construction pennit.
17 So we think now that perhaps this proposed
18 rule ..was not such a good idea.
19
Let-'s see, on page 34, a substantive
20 change is proposed for the definition of
21 "major stationary source" i~ Section 31,
22 where paragraph XIV would be changed to
23 read "municipal incinerators capable of

charging more than 50 tons of refuse per
25 day." The existing rule sets the trigger

24

Page 11
1 Subchapter 41, toxic air contaminants.
2
. Again, this has always been our ·

3 practice and it wasn't clear when we redid
4 Subchapter 8 that that would continue to be

5 the practice, so we felt that we needed to
6 add this to the rule.
·
7
· On page 21, in Section
8 6(a)(3)(C)(ili)(I), the reporting time for
9 excess emissions caused by emergencies or
10 upsets woUld be changed from 24 hours to
11 the end of the next working day to make it
12 consistent with the Subchapter 9 reporting

13 requirements.
14

You'll recall how we went through

15 this exercise when we did there-right/de-

wrong on Subchapter 9 and how there was
noted there was this discrepancy between
the two. So this was our effort to now
change that inconsistency to be consistent
with Subchapter 9 so that a Title V source
doesn't have two separate reporting
22 requirements. Some things it w<;>uld be
23 within 24 hours and for other things it
24 would be by the end of the next working
25 day, but we thought that was too confusing
16
17
18
19
20
21
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Page 13
at 250 tons of refuse per day. This change
is required by the 1990 amendment to
Section 169( 1) of the federal Clean Air
Act. And I'll just note that we've been
asked by EPA about whether we had written
6 this change and so we asked them, have you
7 made it in your rules? . And they said, no.
8 So we're a little ahead of the EPA in this
9 respect, because I don't think they have
10 yet changed their rules, nevertheless, this
11 is the federal law and we can -- and PSD
12 program is the program that we have
13 approval to run, and so we have to meet the
14 federal law when we issue a PSD permit. So
15 we felt we might as well go ahead and
16 change the rule so that people understood
17 when they looked at our rules what would be
18 required.
19
The additions and deletions proposed
20 on pages 39 and 40 which is in Section
21 52(3), are changes that were adopted in
22 1988 and, then, believe it or not, they
23 were readopted in 1989, and somehow or
24 another they were never codified. We don't
25 know how that happened and when we asked
1
2
3
4
5
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the Secretary of State's office if they
2 could just go ahead and make that change
3 and go ahead and codify it, they said no,
4 we're going to have to readopt them. So
5 for the third time, the Council gets to
6 look at these particular proposals for
7 additions and deletions. And I believe the
8 reason th~t these were required was because
9 they are part of the nonattainment new
1o source review rules and changes that were
11 required at the time by EPA.
12
And all the rest of the changes that
13 you might have noticed in there are changes
14 that were either typographical errors or
15 simply rewording for clarification, there
16 is absolutely no change to the meaning.
11
Now, we can switch to the version 1
18 handed out this morning.· It says on the
19 fr~nt of it, at the bottom, June 13,2000
20 Draft.
21 All these proposed changes were issued for
22 public comment last month and after we did
23 that, we learned from the Office of
24 Administrative Rules that they want tis to
25 put back the term "OAC'\ which stands for

June 14, 2000
Tulsa, Oklahoma
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supposed to use in re-right rules. So
2 we'll try to make those changes.
3
There are a couple of other
4 substantive changes that I wanted to
5 propose to you today. We discovered that
6 the phrase "begin actual construction",
7 which we proposed to add to Section
8 4(a)(1), is defined in Section 1.1 for
9 pU!JlOses of PSD and new source review. In
10 other words, it specifically says "for
11 purposes of PSD and new source review,
12 here's what begin actual construction
13 means. Well, we're also using it in our-14 we're proposing to put it in our sections
15 on Part ·70 construction permits and so
16 what I proposed here is for that
17 defmition, we add tlris sentence, "for
18 purp~e~ of Part 5 of this Subchapter, the .
.19 term means that the owner or operator has
20 begun the construction or installatiop of
21 'the emitting equipment on a pad or in the
22 final location at the facility."
23
MR. DYKE: Barbara, what page is
24 that on?
25
MS. HOFFMAN: That's on page 1.

1

1

Page 15
"Oklahoma Administrative Code", in front of
all the rules. We thought that they had
3 told us -- we swear that they told us to
4 take that out a few years ago and so we've
5 been trying to take it out of every rule
6 that we have done through re~right/de7 wrong, and now we fmd that they "want it
8 in, so we're putting it back in.
9
MR. KILPATRICK: Did you get it
10 in writing this time?
1i
MS. HOFFMAN: I wish. Also, in
12 this re-right, in this version right now,
13 we've capitalized the word "section" when
14 it came in front of our Subchapter 8
15 section numbers and we're trying to
16 eliminate the use of the phrase "et seq."
17 when used in describing rules or statutes
18 and we're trying to also delete any time we
19 put parenthesis, "effective dates", because
20 those aren't supposed to be in rules. In
21 other words, these are all just rule22 writing types of things that -- wQ.at do you
23 call them? Administrative rules, I
24 believe. These are the kind of changes
25 that they have in their rules that we're
1

2
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MR. DYKE: Thank you.
MR. BREISCH: In other words,
3 what we're saying here, incidental
4 construction that would receive the
5 equipment is not considered construction?
6
MS. HOFFMAN: Right. The PSD
7 definition of begin actual construction is·
8 very restrictive. Basicaliy you can do
9 some groundwork but you can't really do any
10 actual construction of the facility that
11 you're building. We have, as a state,
12 always had a slightly less restrictive
13 definition for things that weren't PSD or
14 nonattainment. What we've allowed is that
15 we've allowed construction of, say, the
16 foundations and that type of thing, we've
17 allowed anything except actually bringing a
18 piece of equipment on the pad or actually
19 drilling it on the location where it's
20 going to be, so that we would allow you to
21 pour foundations and that type of thing.
22 So since we're going to use this phrase or
23 if you agree that we're going to use this
24 phrase, "begin actual construction" in the
25 construction section for Part 70 permits,
1
2
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13

then we thought we needed to expand the
definition of actual construction to
accommodate the way we've always treated
non-PSD construction.
MR. WILSON: Barbara, could you
read that again, what you're recommending·
we insert here?
MR. BRANECKY: You should have a ·
copy.
MR. WILSON: Okay. Is it Part 5
you are talking about? I'm questioning why
that doesn't say Part 4.
i
MR. KILPATRICK: There is no Part

14

4.

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
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10

11
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MS. HOFFMAN: Part 5 starts on
page 6, it's· the Permit for Part 70 sources
17 and as I was saying -18
~ ~MR. WILSON: I'm clear on that,
19 thanks.
20 ·
MS. HOFFMAN: All right. Also,
21 several minor changes are suggested to the
22 definition of "emergency" and the
23 paragraphs that use that plrrase. If you'll
24 look first at the definition which is ori.
25 page 8 in Section 2, we·added the cite "OAC
15
16

Page 20 l

complete sentence of its own and was moved
down in the paragraph. Finally, the
3 reference to "accidental releases" was
4 changed to "exceedances attributable to
5 emergencies or upset conditions", since th~
6 phrase "accidental releases" had not been
7 used previously in· this rule nor is it ·
8 defined.
9 . ·~ So really there weren't really any
10 su]?stantive changes to this rule, it's just
11 that everything has gotten moved around a
12 little bit, hopefully ~o make it clearer.
13 We'll see.
14
And then on page 16, in Section
' 15 5(b), we added back the language that had
16 been there originally, but a few years ago
17 was moved to Subchapter 6. At the time
18 wh~1Lthey created Subchapter 6, it was seen
19 as the subchapter where all the procedural
20 permit requirements would be. And we're
·21 starting to look at Subchapter 6 now for
22 the re-right/de-wrong process and we feel
23 that really it's not necessary. It just
24 repeats thfugs that are found elsewhere and
25 we're not supposed to do that with our
1

2

252:1 00-8-6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(l)", since the
term "emergency" is used in that section,
3 too. So that was an oversight. We need to ·
4 add that reference. And then also, we
5 deleted the last section -- the iast
6 sentence, I mean, about quantifying
7 releases and moved it to page 21, Section
8 6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(l), since definitions are
9 not supposed to contain substantive
1o requirements, and we thought that was
11 actually a substantive req~ent. So we
12 moved that to the section that actually
13 talks about emergency releases.
14
Now, if you'll go to page 21,
15 Section 6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(l), you'll see that
16 . a few minor changes have been proposed.
17 First, "upset conditions" is not defined in
18 the defmition of emergency so that phrase
19 was moved to after the defmition cite, and
20 the permittee is now referred to his permit
21 to see how the term is defined there. This
22 is how EPA's Part 70 rule refers.to "upset
23 conditions". Then, since that sentence was
24 so long, it seemed confusing to me, so the
25 part about affirmative defense became a
1

2
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Page 19
rules. We're not supposed to keep
repeating things. So what we thought -3 ·what we're thinking of doing, anyway, at
4 this· point is revoking Subchapter 6 and
$ then moving the one or two subst~tive
6 requirements that are actually in it back
7 to where they came from, and this was one
~ that had been in Subchapter 8 previously
9 and it's required by the Part 70 program.
10 So we're moving it back to Subchapter 8.
11
We haven't received any comments on
12 this rule to date and I don't lrnow if-- if
13 we receive some today and believe it needs
14 to be continued, that would be fine. If
15 there are no comments and everyone is in
16 agreement, then I would recommend that the
17 Council go ahead and recommend its approval
18 today. But we have noticed it both as an
19 emergency rule and permanent nile, and the
20 reason for that is because of the various
21 errors and inconsistencies, so we would
22 like this change made as quickly as
23 possible. Otherwise, if we just adopt it
24 as a permanent rule, it won't take effect
25 until a year from now. So whether we do it
1

2

--.
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1 today or the next meeting, whichever, we
2 would like to have it passed as an

emergency rule simply because these are
things that both our industry and
5 permitting engineers are having to. deal
6 with right now and these clarifications and
7 corrections would certainly help them.
8
MR. DYKE: . We'll begin with
9 .questions from the Council.
10
MR. WILSON: I have a question.
11 On the Rule Impact Statement, Item Number
12 18, determination on ariy detrimental effect
13 on the public health, safety and
14 environment, if the proposed rule is not
15 implemented, it says none. It says federal
16 law will still be applicable to new.
17 municipal incinerators capable of charging
18 more than 50
. but less than 250 tons of .
19 refuse per day. What is the significance
20 of 250 and why would the federal law not
21 apply to those chaiging more than 250?
22
MS.· HOFFMAN: It would. It
23 would I was tryitig to indicate there that
24 those that were between 50 and 250, that it
25 would appear to not be considered major
3

MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.
MR. WILSON: And I don't recall,
6 but I believe that language is part of
7 EPA's guidance to the Part 70 program?

4

~.
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1
MR. WILSON: On sources that have
2 no applicable requirements or state-only
3 requirements to do the periodic testing?
4

5
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MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.

·~
MR. WILSON: And that that
guidance was recently stricken out?
MS. HOFFMAN: But not for sources
that didn't have any requirements. I think
that what they did was they said if there
was already a monitoring requirement for a
source, then that was the monitoring
requirement. And Part 70 didn't allow or
didn't require that the states imposed a
more.restrictive monitoring requirement.
But I believe they did to on tO state that
if there were no monitoring requirements,
then the state or the permitting agency
could go ahead and impo~e monitoring
requirements in its permit. That was my
understanding of the Court's decision.
MR. WILSON: I'll defer to your

Page 25

Page 23
1 sources even if we didn't inake this change,
2

it would still be considered major sources

3 under federal law.
4

5
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MR. WILSON: Those are the
sources impacted by this rule?
MS. HOFFMAN: Exactly.
MR. Wll.SON: 1 have another
question. Tiris is not proposed for change
by you, but my question is under 252: 100-85 --excuse me, I'm sorry. 252:100-8-6,
permit content.
MS. HOFFMAN: Okay.
MR. Wll.SON: Item Number 3.
MR. KILPATRICK: What page are
you on?
MR. WILSON: Page 20. Monitoring
and related recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Barbara, do you know if the.
language in paragraph -- the (ii) is part
of~PA's Part 70 program?
MS. HOFFMAN: Word for word, I
don't know. I don't recall.
MR. WILSON: I believe that
paragraph imposes monitoring requirements?
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.
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1 understanding because I'm not a lawyer and
2

!"can't read through a lot of those

3 renderings. But my thought was that the
4

5.
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Court said that EPA guidance was
unconstitutional and that it didn't apply
and that the states we're not required as
part of their SIP to have that guidance
language in the regulations.
·
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes, that was the
general idea, yes.
MR. WILSON: Barbara, I have
another question. Under 252:100-8-4,
Requirements for Construction and Operating
Permits -MR. DYKE: Page number?
MR. WILSON: Page 13, I'm sorry.
The first paragraph there, paragraph one,
under Rule A, Construction Pennits, has
some language that I think could create a
lot of confusion for major sources that
need to install small pieces of equipment
that are subject to either an NSPS or a
NESHAP. The language, specifically, would
be the second sentence, a construction
permit is also required to any piece of
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1 equipment for a process that is subject to
1 it, either, but I know what you are talking
2 NSPS or NESHAP~ And then the sentence goes
2 about and I agree with you. We don't
3 on to talk about physical change, which I
3 intend to write a construction permit for
4 have another question on. But an example
4 every new valve you have at a refinery. I
5 would be in a petroleum refinery where we
5 think the concern, though, is whether there
6 have process units that are subject to a
6 is a piece of equipment added that might
7 NESHAP --well, the whole refmery is
7 trigger another NSPS rule that isn't
8 subject to NESHAP, or a process unit that's
8 already triggered. But I don't know.
9 subject to NSPS, if we wanted to add a
9
-4
MR. WILSON: Well, we wouldn't
10 valve, which is a fugitive emission piece
10 want to pay $1,000.00 for a pennit to put
11 of equipment, this language would indicate
11 in a $50.00 valve.
12 that we would be required to go and get a
12
MS. HOFFMAN: I can unde~tand
13 permit for that. I don't think that's what
13 that. I know that's not our intent.
14 you all want, but it is there. Any
14 Whether there is a way to write this to
15 comments on that? . .
15 make that perfectly clear, I don't know.
16
MS. HOFFMAN: Well, I agree. I
16 We would have to go back and work with the
17 don't think that's what we want. I think
17 permit engineers on-that.
18 what we have in mind is that if you're
18
~- MR. WILSON: Set that one aside
19. adding a piece of equipment that's subject
19 for a second. Let's move on to the rest of
20 to a NSPS or t6 a NESHAP that you wouldn't
20 the sentence there. It says, or for any
21 want to get a construction permit for
21 physical change that would increase actual
22 replacing a piece of equipment that's
22 emissions more than 5 tons per year of any
23 already subject to NSPS and replacing it
23 criteria of pollutant, and then it goes on
24 with another, exactly the same piece. ·
24 and talks about the hazardous air
25 That, of course, ~oesn't require a permit.
· 25 pollutants. My question there is, when we

r------------------~--------------~-----------------+------------~----------------------------------
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But I see what you're saying, when you
start getting down to little valves, that
3 it would not be very-- it wouldn't make
4 much sense and it wouldn't be very ·
5 convenient to require a construction pemut
6 for every valve that gets added to a
7 facility. It would seem to me that if
8 you're talking about a refinery that's
9 already subject to NSPS or to a NESHAP, and
10 you have to add some valves, that you
11 follow the rules under NSPS or NESHAP as
12 far as notification, or whatever you need
13 to do for those. But I don't believe that
14 our permit engineers, at this point,
15 require a construction permit to add a
16 little component like that. I mean, when
17 we say piece of equipment, I think we were
18 thinking of something -19
MR. WILSON: Substantial?
20
MS. HOFFMAN: -- yes, something
21 that's --you know, I'm not exactly sure
22 how to phrase it. I wonder if maybe Dawson
23 can help me.
24
MR. LASSETTER: This is Dawson
25 Lassetter. No, I don't know how to phrase
1

2
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talk about a physical change that would
increase the actual emissions, let's say
3 for example we put -- we took out an old
4 pump and replaced it with a larger pump and
5 this pump was used to pump material tin:ough
6 a grandfather heater, w:here that material
7 was being heated up by that heater and our
8 reasons for doing this was so that we could
9 get more material through that heater and
10 in order to heat up more material, we have
11 to crank up the heater. And cranking up
12 ·the heater would create emissions and let's
13 say that it did, first of all, did not
14 require any modification to the heater but
15 caused the heater to experience an increase
16 in emissions greater than 5 tons per year.
17 Is it the intent of the Department to
18 require a permit for a physical change that
19 in and of itself does not create an
20 increase in emissions but causes an
21 attributable emission increase of more than
22 5 tons per year?
23
MS. HOFFMAN: Well -- and Dawson,
24 I want you to jump in here if you disagree.
25 Here is what I thought about. The section
1

2
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1 starts off talking about source and the
2 definition of stationary source means any

building, structure, facility, or
installation that emits or may emit any
5 regulated air pollutant. And it seems to
6 me that if the pump and the heater are part
7 of a single source then, yes, I think you
8 would have to get a construction pemrlt.
9 That's my position on that.
10
MR. LASSETTER: Yes.
11
:MR. Wll..SON: If we did get a
12 construCtion permit, what would we be
13 permitting? As long as'we don't make
14 changes to a heater that trip an NSPS, we
15 are entitled to operate that heater however
16 we needed to operate that beater, we do not
17 physically have to change that heater?
18
... •
MR. LASSETTER: I guess the
19 question becomes whether or not you changed
20 the potential to emit.
21
MS. Wll..SON: If we didn't change
22 the heater, we didn't change the potential
23 to emit.'
24
MR. LASSETTER: Well, if it's
. 25 emitting more now and can emit more now
3

4

-
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1 material then goes to a tank and because
2 we've got more going to that tank, that
3 tank experiences an increase in emissions
4 of more than 5 tons per year. Would that
5 require a permit?
6
MS. HOFFMAN: Say that again.
7
MR. Wll..SON: Since we are
8 changing this pump and therefore changing
9 thrQJ.lghput, then we would expect that
10 product tank downstream of that to see more
11 throughput. Let's assume that that
12 throughput increases the emissions from
13 this tank more than 5 tons per year. Would
14 that require a permit?
15
. MR. LASSETTER: Is there a limit
16 on the tank to begin ~th?
17
MR. WILSON: Let's say there is a
18 limit.on the tank and we won't exceed the
19 permitted limit, Dawson, but we will
20 increase the actual emissions?
21
MR. LASSETTER: As long as you
22 have permitted limit, my opinion would be
23 if you stay below the permitted limit, then
24 it's fme.
25
MR. WILSON: So then the actual

Page 31
because you changed something else, then
2 you may have actually changed the potential
3 to emit. I don't know. That's a tough
4 question.
5
MS. BRADLEY: It isn't that you
6 changed the process.
7
MR. WILSON: I made a physical
8 change to a pump.
9
MS. BRADLEY: you made a physical
1o change to the process but -- I mean, to the
11 pump. But essentially you changed the ·
12 production rate of the process itself, by
13 making the physical change to that pump.
14
MR. WILSON: That's right So
15 what would be the point-16
MS. BRADLEY: · So the process
17 change would change the -- or would result
18 in the increase of emissions. Because
19 permits are sometimes written to control
20 pro~uction. The difference is, I do not
21 work in the permitting process or in the
22 permitting area, but it appears to.me that
23 it would be a process change which results
24 in an increase in production.
25
. MR. WILSON: Let's say this
1
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increase would apply only to nonpermitted
units?
MR. LASSETTER: If you don't go
4 over the permitted limit.
5
MR. Wll..SON: We couldn't do that,
6 anyway. We would have to get a
7 modification of that permit.
8
MR. LASSETTER: It's a tougher
9 question than just what we're talking
10 about, either way we look at it.
11
MR. WILSON: I accept that to
12 mean it's not clear.
13
MR. LASSETTER: I'm not sure we
14 could ever make it perfectly clear for all
15 cases. We're just going to have to
16 probably look at every case.
17
MR. DYKE: Can I ask a. question?
18 Your changes here that you are
19 recommending, is that changing our process
20 -- is that changing what we do today?
21
MS. HOFFMAN: No. It's basically
22 intended to reflect what we do today, what
23 we have done for years.
24
MS. WARRAM: May l say
25 something? I'm Kim Warram with OG&E. The
1
2
3
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1
2
3
4

5
6
7
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way your regs used to be written was
anytime a change was made that triggered
requirements for a permit, it subjected the
entire facility.
MS. HOFFMAN: This is Part 70 and
the entire facility will be subject to a
Part 70 permit
MS. WARRAM: I mean, Joel is
coming from a perspective that is to what
part$ or what pieces of equipment would be
included in that permit if it required a
permit That's the way the regs used to be

written.

15
16

MR. BRANECKY: Joel, do you have
5 some suggestion on how we can fix that? I
6 guess we would really like to get this
7 passed today if we could, so if there is
8 some-ideas on how we· could fix that
9 parwaph and get it done today, it would
1o be helpful. But if not, then we can
11 continue it
12
MR. PETULA : I'm Preston Petula
13 with Hannover. I have a question.
14
MR. DYKE: Yes. Do you have a
15 business card?
16
MS. PETULA: I'm relatively new
17 at this, but what you said about being
18 regulated, it comes to my mind to -- does
19 the OAC want to know every time there is a
20 5 ton increase in regulated equipment?
21
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes. Unless it's
22 already part of the permit. In other
23 words, a lot of the Part 70 permits are now .
24 being drafted with a cap, so that you can
25 emit up to that cap. ~o long as you stay
4

.

MR. WILSON: Ri~t.
MS. WARRAM: Any part o~that

14
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1 are regulated. I guess with that, I would
2 like to hear from some other sources that
3 want to comment on this.

process.

17
MR. WILSON: The regulations of
18 th£ wording has changed over the last few
19 ye.ars and this represents another change in
20 the wording that quite frankly changes, in

my opinion, the.meaning of what would
require a permit. ·we can interpret it the
23 old way, I believe, but it's more difficUlt
24 to do that because the language is a little
25 more specific. In our attempt to make it
21

22

Page 35
clear, it appears to me that we've made it
clear that I would have to go and get a
3 pennit for a valve. Whereas before, I
4 could argue I didn't have to, and I don't
5 think I would have to argue very hard,
6 because I believe the Department would
7 agree that I didn't have to. You might say
8 that it is possible fqr us and other
9 sources -- and we can hear from other folks
10 ·here, that we could apply for permits where
11 we could make-- wher~ we've made physical
12 changes and these changes would create, you
13 know, whether it was from the actual piece
14 of equipment that was· changed or whether it
15 was ari attributable emission increase, we
16 could apply for permits. "But in my opinion
17 and at least from my facility, the number
18 of permits that we would submit would go up
19 drastically because we've not done this in
20 the _past. And mos~y because there is a
21 regulation under new source review that we
22 must apply to attributable emission
23 increases and that's new source review. So
24 those are regulated, granted the emission
25 thresholds are more than 5 tons but they
1"
2
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But if you
are going to do a physical change and you
3 are going to go over that, then you yes, we
4 want to know about it.
5
MR. DYKE: Don.
6
MR. WHITNEY: I'm Don Whitney
7 from Trinity Consultants and I have a
8. suggestion on wording that might help get
9 over this point and that is adding that the
10 physical change increase actual emissions
11 from that unit or from that specific
12 process of the 5 tons a year to clarify
13 that we're just talking about the valve and
14 not related processes upstream and
15 downstream that might be affected. Because
16 those upstream and downstream and
17 associated changes are already covered by
18 PSD regulations and new source review
19 things that are going to provide a cap on
20 this. So it's not like you can change a
21 little valve and increase 100 tons
22 somewhere else, those things-- safeguards
23 are already in place. So I think this -24 we need to put in some kind of words that
25 talk about the change of that equipment,
1 under the cap, you are fine.

2
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that valve or unit, so that we're just.
talking about 5 tons from that unit, might
give us what we want.
4
MR. DYKE: So repeating, for any
5 physical change from that equipment or
6 process that would· increase actual
7 emissions?
·
8
MR. WHITNEY: That would increase
9 actual emissions from that unit or process
10 and then back to the existing wording, more
11 than actual emissions. So we just add,
12 "from that unit or process more than 5 tons
13 per year".
14
MS. HOFFMAN: I'm not sure that
15 we don't.need to look at this some more
16 back at the ranch.
17
MR. BRANECKY: That's because
18 yql!'!C leaving. This is Barbara's last
19 Council meeting, by the way.
20
MS. HOFFMAN: . I think the permit
21 engineers need ~ chance to look .back over
22 this just a little bit, because I can't
23 tell you for sure, how they've been
24 interpreting it. And Dawson and I were
25 just discussing it and we think that1
2
3
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perhaps we don't make it that specific. So
we would kind of like to go back and check
on that and talk about it a little bit.
4
MR. DYKE: Go ahead, Joel.
5
MR. WIT..SON: I appreciate that
6 Tile scenar:ios that I've given here are
7 really not at
uncommon:
8
MR. DYKE: Could we go on with
9 other questions on other parts of the rule
10 before we go on?
11·
MR. BRANECKY: Do you have
12 anything else, Joel?
13
MR. Wll..SON: :No.
14
MS. WARRAM: I'm Kim Warram with
15 OG&E. And over this specific paragraph 816 4, where you were-talking about the NSPS
11 and NESHAP requirements. While NSPS
18 doesn't specifically require a construction
19 permit, NESHAP does specifically in Part 61
1
2
3

an

,-..

20 (in~udible).
21
MR.

Wll..SON: So you are
suggesting if I bad a valve and it~s
23 subject to a NESHAP, I would need to get a
24 permit?
25
MS. WARRAM: That's what NESHAP
22
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says; But now NESHAP regulates the
pollutants rather than pollutants that are
emitted from certain processes.
4
MR. WILSON: And apply to
5 specific equipment?
6
MS. WARRAM: Right.
7
1viR. WILSON: · Does NESHAP
8 reference the state permitting program?
9
·4
MS. HOFFMAN: NESHAP basically
10 requires a preconstruction pennit and then
11 the state is supposed to affirm to EPA
12 whether or not certified (inaudible)
13 whether or not we have preconstruction
14 permit program that would cover those .
15 sources~ so we did that, we said we'll
16 handle that. So I guess we need to go back
17 and see how that's worded to be sure how to
18 write.Jlris section.
19
MR. DYKE: Additional questions
20 from the Council on this rule? Is there
21 anyone Wishing to speak on this rule or any
22 other questions?
23
MS. BARTON: I have a question.
24 Nadine Barton, with CASE. And this has to
25 do with your draft here on emergencies on
1
2
3
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page 6. And I just would like for my own
clarification that what they are going to
be voting on today, is that going to be the
4 6-13-2000 draft? The second pass out -5
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.
6
MS. BARTON: So we're just kind
7. of ignoring what's going on in this other
8 one here, basically?
9
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
10
MS. BARTON: Okay.
11
MR. DYKE: Nadine, we have some
12 other questions if you would like for me to
13 go on and come back.
14
MS. BARTON: Can you hear me?
15 There is an exemption here about an
16 emergency shall not include noncompliance
17 to the extent caused by improperly designed
18 equipment, lack of preventative
19 maintenance, careless or improper operator
20 or operation error. And then you reference
21 it and you move that to a continuing
22 section. I guess my question is, is that
23 you know there are emergencies, if there is
24 an upset, say, at a refmery and whether
2.5 it's, you know, because of lack of
1
2
3
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maintenance or it's just an accident,. is
2 there something that addresses this for
3 noncompliance issues involved in an
4 emergency status and does it give you any
5 type of enforcement ability for that lack
6 of maintenance or control or whatever it
7 happens to be under an emergency situation
8 in another part of this section, since this
9 exempts that.
10
MS. HOFFMAN: I'm not sure I'm
ll following you, but we do have Subchapter 9,
12 which requires reporting of excess
13 emissions and if it doesn't qualify as an
14 emergency here in Subchapter 8, ~re are
15 certain defenses that can be used in
.
. 16 Subchapter 9. But if it doesn't qualify
17 for those defenses, then it's treated like
18 any 9ther excess emission, as a violation
19 or" the rule_s or the permit.
20
MS. BARTON: Well, my question
21 is, I guess wha~ I'm getting at, since
.
22 you've exempted any kind of emergency
23 because of lack of control or design or ·
24 preventive maintenance, does that exempt an
25 industry from a compliance action because
1

Page 44 i
exclusively referenced to Chapter 7, Minor
2 Sources. So when we're talking here in
3 Chapter 8, it seems that major source is
4 all you need to say. Major stationary
5 source is superfluous.
·
6
MS. HOFFMAN: I disagree. If you
7 look on page 13, where it lists the covered
8 sources, the first one says a major source
9 as ~fined in OAC 252:100-8-2, and I
10 believe that is the Part 70 major source .
11 definition. And then if you go on down
12 that liSt, under 6, it says any major
13 stationary source as defined in Parts 7 and
14 9, major stationary sources specifically
15 defined in those parts which are for PSD
16 and for nonattainment, new source review.
17 And they are slightly different definitions
18 for a.Part 70 major source and definition
19 for PSD major stationary source. ·
20
MR. DYKJ;:: Barbara, I have a
21 question. Do you think it's possible to
22 propose passage of this rule, except for
23 that one section in question, the one
24 paragraph in question, could we leave those
25 recommended changes out at this time and
1

Page 43
1 you've exempted them here?

MS. HOFFMAN: No, they're not
exempted here. In other words, they're
exempted if it's an emergency, but it says
5 an emergency shall not include those that
6 are caused by improperly designed .
7 equipment, et cetera. So an emergency iliat
8 would be caused by an improper operation, ·
9 for example, wouldn't be-- (two people
10 talking at the same time)~ They would
11 still have to report it, but they wouldn't
12 be eligible for the permit.
13
MR. DYKE: Don Whitney.
14
MR. WHITNEY: Yes, Don Whitney
15 again. Just a minor clarification on the
16 bottom of page 12, they've inserted the
17 definition of major source or major
18 stationary source and I'm questioning
19 whether that second major stationary source
20 is TC?ally needed there, since if you go
21 back further in the definitions of Chapter
22 8, it says that a major source is a.
23 stationary source. And going back further
24 into Chapter 1 definitions, I could find
25 major stationary source but that's
2
3
4
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1 pass the rest of it? Would that make any

difference?
MS. HOFFMAN: I don't think we
can do that, because of the way that we've
5 noticed this proposal.
6
MR. DYKE: So strike all
7 recommendations for that paragraph -8
MR. BRANECKY: All or nothipg.
9
MS. HOFFMAN: We have to do it as
1o a whole proposal.
11
MR. DYKE: My concern is we're
12. going to have to reassign this rule to
13 somebody else to work on for the next-14 someone who has not been working on these
15 changes, these. comments will have to take
16 it over. I was just trying to get through
17 what we could.
18
MR. BREISCH: How many changes
19 are we talking about? Are we just talking ·
20 about the one that Joel elaborated on a
21 while ago, or are there others that we have
22 decided need to be changed?
23
MR. DYKE: It appears just the
24 one additional definition, elaboration of
25 the definition.
2
3
4

..

·
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MR. BREISCH: Barbara,.!
2 understood that you all were under the
3 impression that this particular wording was
4 a little loose?
5
MS. HOFFMAN: As proposed to the
6 existing wording.
7
MR. BREISCH: . As proposed here.
8 You a while ago said that yes, really it's
9 somewhat vague, the way I understood what
10 you said.
11
MS. HOFFMAN: See, we're always
12 having to weigh the pros and cons of making
13 a rule a lot longer so that it covers
14 everything and everyone is clear on what it
15 means and making it a little shorter so
16 it's a little more understandable right off
17 the bat. So ·when we drafted it, it was
18. j~ :-we were trying to cover it pretty
19 quickly and hopefully in a way that our
20 industry and our permit writers understood
21 that they could work out the details later.
22 But apparently I think Joel has raised some
23 good questions about exactly how it needs
24 to be fixed and frankly, this is real
25 important to everyone here with industry

Page 48
make a change then so we can go ahead and
2 pass this, either with a simple language
3 change of who really intercedes in the
4 argument and makes the final decision, or
5 let it be like it is and see if it works.
6
MS. HOFFMAN: Sounds like a good
7 idea to me:
8
•
MR. BREISCH: I'm just suggesting
9. a WJ.Y to get over this. We want to pass
10 it. If Joel can't see that working that
11 way, I'm going to agree with him. We just
12 -- we go ahead and continue this to another
13 time. But if he qelieves that he can work
14 this out with the staff and all other
15 indust:rjr can, I think we ought to go that
16 way.
17
MR. WILSON: Do we have others
18 hereothatowant to comment on this? Can we
19 open this up?
20
MR. BRANECKY: Sure.
21
MR. KILPATRICK: I wouldjust
22 comment that I think Bill has got a good
23 proposal, but it seems to me the only
24 reason that we're not taking -- that from
~$ not taking action or postponing this for

1

1

0

0
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1 and the agency, as far as the exact wording

of it, so I would hate to try to conie up
3 with a fix today without talking to our
4 permit engineers.
5
MR. BREISCH: I guess what I'm
6 suggesting maybe it doesn't need a fix.
7 That if what Joel said. is something that
8 happens frequently and he came to the staff
9 and said I'd like to make a determination
1o of whether I need apermit, that you all
11 could probably work it out. And from the
12 scenario that he said, it probably wouldn't
13 require a permit.
14
MS. HOFFMAN: Right. I think his
15 interpretation and ours is the same, as far
16 as how it would actually be applied, yes.
17
MR. BREISCH: Then maybe a simple
18 change in this, given the authority of our
19 Director-- am I using the right term-- to.
20 de~rmine whether it needs a permit or not.
21 It might solve this.
22
MS. HOFFMAN: I agree.
23
MR. BREISCH: I would suggest
24 that if this happens to be a real problem
25 with industry, it's brought back and we
2

0
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one meeting is simply that we have to
reassign it to someone else on the staff to
look at this one issue. I don't see much4 - since there is no hUrry to pass it, why
5 don't we let it be reassigned and discuss
6 this issue and come back next meeting with
7 what we think would be a better proposal?
8 I don't know anything about the particular
9 permitting issues, but it seemed like the
10 issues that Joel brought up would probably
11 be ones that would be common to many
12 facilities and it doesn't make much sense
13 to me to go ahead and pass something we
14 know is going to create confusion and try
15 not to work it out.
16
MR. WILSON: Gary, I would agree
17 with that. Specifically, regarding the
18 issue of a physical change that increases
19 actual emissions. The state's response and
20 Dawson's response to that indicates that
21 the state does intend to require a permit
22 for that. Given that, and given that
23 that's part of this record, I would like to
24 have an opportunity to comment on that
25 because that is to submit comments formally
1
2
3
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1 regarding that intent.

•
2
MR. KILPATRICK: Another point
3 along that line and, once again, I never
4 have submitted pennits, I'm certainly not
5· an expert in this area, but I think in the
6 past we've had guidelines or
7 interpretations, I don't know what you call
8 them, which have now been basically decided
9 we're not going to use those.. And this
10 almost sounds like an issue where we're
11 going beyond this just to settle
12 interpretation of what the rule says to
13 almost establishing a guideline, maybe an
14 unwritten guideline but establishing a
15 guideline which the DEQ has decided we
16 should not be doing, that should eome
17 through the rule itself. . So I think it
18 just ~es to go ahead and fix the rule
19 rather than tiy to have an understanding in
20 the background about what the rule means.
21
MR. BRANECKY: I would agree. I
22 would rather have it in the rule because
23 personnel changes, as we know people leave,
24 different people come in and have different
25 interpretations, so I'd rather have it

Page 52
1

MR. WILSON: I would like to see

2 us continue this.

MR. SRoWNl~ Mr. Dyke, my name is
Howard Brown with Central and Southwest. I
was wondering if I could get a
clarification on another aiea, something I
don't think I quite understand. That is on
Part 9, page 39, the areas that Barbara
9 refgenced were actually passed in '8 8 and
10 '89 and were never codified. I don't
11 understand why they were never --I don't
12 understand the reason from them so why
13 would you want to do it now.
14
MS. HOFFMAN: I don't think they
· 15 are really major changes from what was
16 there previously, just they are a little
17 more defmed, I think, than what was there
18 originally. But I believe that it was
19 language changes-- they were language
20 changes that EPA requested to be made in
21 our program to continue to have approved
22 PSD nonattaintment resource review
23 programs.
.
24
MR.l3Ro~ I guess the way I
· 25 read this, nonattainment areas, and this is
3
4
5
6
7
8
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9
10
11
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14
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16
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18
19
20
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22
23
24
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written in the rule. And let me point out
one other thing, we only have five voting
members here today, so whatever we do·
requires five votes. So .we need to all be
in agreement on what we do in order for it
to pass.
MR. DYKE: Let me clarify the
reassignment of staff. Obviously, Dawson
and his staff can look at this particular
section, but Barbara has answc:m:d questions.
today regarding this rule that cover
everything from quoting federal law and
guidance and other things, that's my
concern. Once we've announced the rule,
and we are going to post it again, it's
Wide open one more time in addition tO this
section. We c~ bring a lot of staff or
several people, I guess to replace Barbara.
So it would be our recommendation to
con#nue it until the August meeting.
MR. BREISCH: Yes, I can agree .
with that. I just wanted Joel to say
whether he w~s strong enough in his
feelings to want to go ahead and continue
it, too.
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i about building a source in an attaimnent
2 area that would have an effect on a
3 nonattainmerit areas?
4
MS. HOFFMAN: Right.
5·
MR~BRO~ And if you meet

these

6 significant levels you have to either get
7 offset or your pennit denied or I have to
8 argue that I'm actually in a nonattainment ·
9 area and this doesn't apply at all.
10
MS. HOFFMAN: Right. · Then you go
11 back to .the nonattainment part of the
12 rules.
b
13
MR~OWN: How can I argue that
14 I'm actually in a nonattainment area when
15 I'm in an attainment area and effecting a
16 nonattainment area?
17
MS. HOFFMAN: Actually, this is
18 almost word for word of what's in the Part
19 51, Section 16).
20
MR.!ifRoWN'? So I do 1.mderstand ·
21 that correctly?
22
MS. HOFFMAN: Yes.
23
MR. DYKE: Is there anyone else
24 wishing to speak on this rule today? Any
25 additional questions from the Council?
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I
MR. BRANECKY: At this point in
2 time, I'm ready for a motion. What are the
3 Council's wishes?
4
MR. WILSON: David, I would like

5 to make a motion that we continue this to
6 the next

meeting.

7
MR. BRANECKY: I have amotion
8 that we continue Subchapter 8 to the August
9 meeting.
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

MR. K.ll..PATRICK: Second.
MR. BRANECKY: Second. Myrna.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
MR. WILSON: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Treeman.
MR. TREEMAN: . I abstain.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Aye.
..... •
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Branecky.
MR. BRANECKY: Yes.
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)
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forth in Barbara's testimony included in
the transcript of proceedings from the June
14th meeting, which is included in your
packets. I will walk through all changes
proposed in response to questions raised at
the June meeting and all new changes, which
are primarily non-substantive. I will also
briefly highlight the substantive changes
which were included in Barbara's
presentation.
Beginning at page 1, the definition
section, Section 1.1 , are several relocated
defined terms. These are "actual
emissions", "best available control
technology", "begin actual construction",
and the term "building, structure,
facility, or installation". Of these, the
terms "best available control technology"
and "building, structure, facility, or
installation" have been deleted from Parts
7 and 9 and moved to the beginning of this
Subchapter 8, since the terms apply to more
than just PSD sources.
A new definition is included for the
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PROCEEDINGS
MR. DYKE: The next item on the
agenda is OAC 252:100-8, Permits for Part
70 Sources, Agenda Item 4C. I'll call on
staff attorney, Pam Dizikes.
MS. DIZIK.ES: Mr. Chairman,
Council Members, ladies and gentlemen,
Subchapter 8, covering permits for Part 70
sources, has already been through the reright/de-wrong process. Since that initial
go-around, industry and the Division have
identified certain errors and
inconsistencies that need to be resolved.
}3arbara Hoffman presented these
propoSed revisions to you at the June 14th
meeting in Tulsa. Following Barbara's
presentation, several questions were raised
with respect to the need to more clearly
spell out when construction permits are
required for Part 70 sources. Since that
June meeting, staff has recommended that
Subchapter 6 be revoked, but that portions
be moved into Subchapter 8.
I will not go through each of the
proposed changes, since they are amply set

Pu5 .:: 5
connection with Part 70 sources that are
The definition
3 is identical to that in Subchapters 7 and
1

2 not PSD or nonattainment.

4

5

5.
A

new definition for the term "begin

6 actual construction" is proposed for
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

clarification, for use only in connection
with Part 70 sources that are not PSD or
nonattainment. The definition, which is
found in Section 4(a)(l), at page 14,
requires a construction permit at the time
that a person begins actual construction or
installation of the emitting equipment on a
pad or at the final location at the
facility. The definition is nearly
identical to the definition of the term
"commence" for state permits found in
Subchapter 7.
As Barbara explained to you in June,
staff is proposing to add several
subdivisions of construction permit fees to
Section 1.7(2), which is at page 6 in your
packet. As it currently exists, this
section requires an owner or operator to
pay $2,000.00 for every construction
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pennit, regardless of whether it's a
modification to an existing facility or
whether it's a construction permit for a
brand-new facility. At the June meeting,
staff proposed separate fees for
construction of new Part 70 sources, minor
modifications to Part 70 sources,
significant modifications to Part 70
sources, and authorizations under a general
permit. After further reflection, staff
asks that fees for minor modifications and
significant modifications to Part 70
sources be treated in a like fashion for
purpo~e of charging fees. As now proposed,
Part 70 construction permit applications
will carry the following fees: $2,000.00
for construction of a new source, $1,500.00
for modification of a source, and $900.00
for authorization under a general permit.
Section 4(a){l), on page 14, is
changed to clarify that sources cannot
begin construction until they obtain a
construction permit. This change, together
with the new definition for "begin actual
construction", which I already mentioned,
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We have revised this sentence to
require no more than is required by federal
regulation. That is, a construction permit
will be required for reconstruction of a
major affected source under 40 CFR Part 63,
reconstruction of a major source if it
would then become a major affected source
under 40 CFR Part 63, and for any physical
change that would be a significant
modification under Section 7.2(b)(2).
Sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this
subchapter must also meet the applicable
requirements for a permit, as is already
spelled out in Part 7 and Part 9. Staff
believes that these changes are responsive
to all questions and comments received
about Section 4(a)(l).
Section 5(b), at page 16, titled
"Duty to Supplement or Correct
Application", has been relocated from
Chapter 6. As Jeannette Buttram explained
earlier this morning, staff proposes to
revoke Chapter 6, but to relocate several
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1 requirements of that Chapter into the

2 the need to secure a permit before
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3 beginning construction.
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The second sentence of this same
Section 4(a)(l), has been changed further
since our June meeting. As you may recall,
questions were raised during our meeting
and written comments have been received
since, as well, expressing disagreement
with the need to secure a construction
permit for small physical changes, such as
the addition of a valve. I believe copies
of these comments are on the table in the
rear and I would also like to have the
comments incorporated into the record.
After further reflection, the
Division has concluded that the Part 70
construction permit requirement should be
no broader than is required by federal
regulation. Following this logic, we have
deleted the proposed requirement that a
construction pennit be secured both for
adding a piece of equipment or process that
is subject to NSPS, and for physical
changes that result in an increase in

3 relate.

I think Jeannette also explained

4 earlier that this particular subsection was
5 already referenced in Subchapter 8.

6

Staff has done some fine-tuning of
Our
revisions makes clear that an initial
report must be made for all emissions in
excess of permit requirements. In order to
qualify for the affirmative defense, the
permit holder must submit a follow-up
written report.
Further fine-tuning to the emergency
language is reflected in the insertion at
line 10 of the sentence "quantification of
exceedances attributable to emergencies or
upset conditions shall be made by the best
available method." This sentence was
merely moved forward from the now deleted
Subsection 6(e)(l) at page 26.
Barbara explained to you that we are
making a substantive change at page 35, in
the definition of "major stationary
source". The existing rule sets the
50

7 Section 6(a)(3)(C)(iii)(l) at page 22.
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trigger for municipal incinerators at 250
2 tons of refuse per day. The 1990
3 amendments to the Clean Air Act, Section
4 169(1), require this lower threshold of 50
5 tons of refuse per day.
6
At page 39, you will note that we
7 are adding several definitions to Section
8 8-51. This is part of our re-write of
9 Subchapter I. Each one of these
10 definitions has been moved, verbatim, from
11 Subchapter I, since the definitions apply
12 specifically to Subchapter 8, Part 9, for
13 major ,sources in nonattainment areas.
14
the very last change to this rule,
15 at pages 42 through 43, were explained by
16 Barbara at the June meeting. These changes
17 were actually adopted in 1988 and readopted
18 in 1989, but for some reason were never
19 codified. Our records show that the
20 changes were made for clarification at the
21 request of EPA.
22
Before I close, I would mention that
23 Ms. Myers has identified a couple of very
24 minor problems in the text that you have
25 before you. At page 13, Section

Page 12

during a particular calendar year,
2 detennined using methods contained in
3 252:100-5-2.l(d)". And my question is, why
4 the words "given facility" are used instead
5 of "emissions unit", as it's used back in
6 the definition under Part 9.
7
MS. DIZIKES: I'm going to have
8 to look, but I believe that this was a
9 definition that was relocated verbatim.
10 But let me check.
11
DR. SHEEDY: This is Joyce
12 Sheedy. I believe we copied that
13 definition out of Subchapter 5, 5-1.1, and
14 because we had in Subchapter 8 a definition
, 15 for "actual emissions" when we were talking
16 about PSD and when we were talking about
17 nonattainment area sources, but we had no
18 definition for "actual emissions" for other
19 major sources that were in Part 70 that
20 weren't PSD or nonattainment, and there was
21 no definition in the general definitions in
22 Subchapter 1, and we used -- we just used
23 the exact words that we had used in
24 Subchapter 5 and, I believe, perhaps in
25 Subchapter 7, as well.

1
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3(b)(9)(2), it looks as though there was a
problem with the photocopier, and after the
word "sources", which is plural, there
should be a comma. Also, Section 52, in
the graphic presentation, and that's on
page 42 of your text, the graphic
presentation looks a little bit funny, when
it is typeset, it should be very clear and
actually as you read down following the
lines, it is accurate. So if you trace
down under the lines from top to bottom, it
reads correctly. With that, I wouldjust
like to conclude that the staff recommends
these proposed changes to Subchapter 8 for
emergency and permanent adoption.
MR. DYKE: Questions from the
Council?
MR. WILSON: Pam, I have a
question regarding the definition of
"actual emissions", this is Part I in the
"General Provisions". On my copy it is
page 1. And it reads, "actual emissions,
except for Part 7 and 9 of this subchapter,
means the total amount of regulated air
pollutants emitted from a given facility

~
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MS. DIZIKES: Is that a
sufficient explanation, or would you like
us to read the definition as it appears in
Subchapter 5?
DR. SHEEDY: It's identical to 7.
MR. WILSON: Well, a given
facility to me introduces a lack of clarity
and I'm not sure why I understand the words
"given facility" are in there instead of
"emissions unit", other than they were
carried forward from other subchapters.
MS. DIZIKES: I'll give you that.
DR. SHEEDY: Yes, I think this-the whole thing about facilities and
sources and emitting units is something, I
think, we're going to have to come to grips
with in the future throughout the whole
subchapter-- I mean, throughout the whole
chapter.
MR. WILSON: The terminology,
"facility, source, emissions unit" has
always been confusing to me in these
regulations.
DR. SHEEDY: I think emissions
unit is the clearest of the three.
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MR. WILSON: I think so, too.
That's why I'm suggesting, if there is no
other reasons that "given facility" is in
there, my suggestion would be to replace
those words with "emission units", or you
can say emission unit or emission units.
DR. SHEEDY: I'm not absolutely
certain there is no reason for it to be
there at this point.
MS. DIZIKES: Joel, I would
hesitate to make that change on the fly,
specifically because of that confusion over
each of those terms. For the most part,
the wdrding was deliberately chosen at some
point in time. But you are absolutely
right. In the future, we need to pay
attention to each of those terms.
MR. WILSON: And I appreciate
that. I'm not expecting us to make that on
the fly, because I think there may be -- I
think it's worth looking into why it's like
that.
Another comment I just want to make
is, I'm the one that submitted the comments
on the language in 8-4, the instructions
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Page 16
the burden on our pennit writers. We've
all been told how heavy it is and we know
how heavy it is and that should, as well,
be one of our objectives whenever we write
these regulations.
MR. DYKE: Is there anyone
wishing to speak on this rule or any
comments from the public? Questions?
Please identify yourself.
MR. BLATCHLEY: My name is Tom
Blatchley, I'm an environmental consultant
out of Tulsa. I've had a client that's
raised an issue recently. Dawson is aware
of the situation. There has been some
preliminary discussions with him. This
goes back to 1995, when the OCC and the DEQ
signed some agreements about how the two
agencies interacted. There never was a
resolution of how a well, an exploration
well, a production well, when it's brought
on-site-- when it's brought into
production and it turns out to be a major
source. You find that fact after you
perforated the well and now you're in a
situation where you don't have your permits
Page 17
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for getting a construction permit. I just
wanted to note that the changes that have
been made satisfies the comments that I
submitted.
MS. DIZIKES: Thank you. No
other comments?
MR. WILSON: One last comment.
The way that I see the changes that have
been made in Subchapter 8 regarding when
you get a construction permit, it seems to
me like there is going to be less burden or
this should end up being less burdensome to
the permit writers. Has there been any
determination or discussion of that?
MS. DIZIKES: I think I'll have
to turn to the permit writers. Dawson.
MR. LASSETTER: I'm Dawson
Lassetter. It appears that way to us right
now. It's looking like it would be a lot
easier for us to make a determination
quicker.
MR. WILSON: Good. Well, !just
wanted to note that for the record because
it seems to me like one of the other
interests that we should have in this is

1

in place that are required under Chapter 8.

2 You're required to have a construction
3 permit, and an operating permit. So the
4
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site is sort of a special case. The
industry wants to come back and propose
some language to be added to Chapter 8.
It's not clear to me whether we should
delay the revisions of Chapter 8 today or
merely recognize that that is an area of
concern that the industry needs to be
addressed at a later time.
There was a series of correspondence
that did take place between Mid-Continent
Oil and Gas Association and the DEQ that
appeared to resolve this problem. However,
there is nothing in place regulatory-wise
that really gives any protection in this
situation.
So, I guess it's partly a comment
and partly a question on my part, you know,
should we in fact put off the approval of
Chapter 8 today or could we go ahead and
approve it and somehow reserve the right
for additional language to be proposed in
the future? I don't really have any
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language. This is such a new issue, we
2 rea11y haven't come up with any language at
3 this point in time. However, we can te11
4 the Council that we will be working
5 diligently to come up with something in a
6 short-term basis that wi11 resolve the
7 issue.
8
MR. BRANECKY: Does this affect a
9 lot of industry in Oklahoma?
10
MR. BLATCHLEY: I couldn't rea11y
11 say, David. This really just comes up when
12 we go out and perforate a we11 and it turns
13 out YO).l have a relatively high sulfur well
14 of H2S and then you get into sulfur
15 recovery or incineration of the H2S. And
16 if those emissions, in fact, are greater
17 than 100 tons, again, yo~'re finding that
18 out after the fact. Texas has a way of
19 dealing with this. They've got some
20 specific language that I had a chance to
21 look at yesterday very briefly.
22
MS. MYERS: How frequently does
23 something like this come up, Dawson? Do
24 you have any idea of that?
25
MR. BLATCHLEY: I really don't
1

Page 20
Commission, isn't that a good place to -2
MR. LASSETTER: That would be a
3 great place.
-.
4
MR. DYKE: -- to throw this thing
5 in and try to work out something? This
6 issue has been around for as long as I've
7 worked for the State of Oklahoma.
8
MR. LASSETTER: It is important
9 enough that we need to address it.
10
MR. DYKE: And we're making
11 permitting changes in that area and the
12 guidance document has to be written. I
.·· 13 think that's a perfect place for this.
· 14 That's why I would suggest that -- we've
.; 15 got Joel Howard here who is working on that
16 committee and chairing that thing up. I ·
17 would just recommend we take that issue up
18 in that committee.
19
MR. DOUGHTY: David. I'm Dennis
20 Doughty. I'm not sure that that will be
21 the complete cure for that problem, because
22 it raises some PSD issues that you're going
23 to have to address. Part of the problem,
24 as I understand it, is that some of these
25 wells, you really don't know what the
"""'.
1
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know. Dawson, maybe you've heard some
information.
MR. LASSETTER: This is the
second time in six years. It's relatively
rare, but it is an emergency kind of a
situation, naturally, for the company.
MS. MYERS: Is that something
that we can handle by some kind of an
appeal to the Council or is there some
other process that we could have other than
delaying this rule? Two times in six years
isn't a whole lot of frequency to think
about trying to delay passage of the rule
if it needs to be passed.
MR. LASSETTER: Right. I'm not
sure that we will hurry the process by
delaying this action today. I'm like Tom,
I'm not sure what the proper approach maybe
should be, but I think it wi11 take a
little while for us to work out the answer.
MR. DYKE: Dawson, since we have
this work group on Subchapter 7, the MidContinent Oil and Gas Group, isn't this-and we're working with the jurisdictional
guidance document with the Corporation
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them to produce at full capacity for a
certain amount of time, and they measure
the amount of H2S that's coming out of
them. So they don't know how to size their
equipment, they don't know what their
permit is going to look like. So, indeed,
there is a problem there. We handled ones
quite a few years ago, I believe, with a
variance, before the Council or a consent
order. It's been quite a while. It's one
of the few instances that I know of, where
that came along. I don't think the
variance would be practical anymore,
because it would probably kick in Title V.
But I just wanted to make you aware that
there is some other issues that we' 11 have
to deal with.
MR. LASSETTER: To go along with
that, because of the H2S and water
problems, I'm not real interested in
anything that results in shutting the we11
in for an extended amount of time, unless
they want to put stainless steel tubing
down the hole. So I think there is some

-..
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Page 24
1 would be we would request that we be able

DR. SHEEDY: I guess, I have kind
of a question for -- because my memory is
so bad. I know that Part 70 requires that
we look at exploration and production for
the operating permit program. Is that true
of PSD? Does it cover exploration and
production, can anyone recall, for a
construction permit requirement?
MR. TERRILL: I don't know.
That's something we would have to address.
I think Dennis is right. I think that
we're going to have to-- this kind of cuts
across: several different rules. But I do
think that getting a group of people that
are most effected by it, that are doing
this PBR and the re-right of 7, was a good
place to get some of the technical issues
to start formulating, and then we can move
and make the changes to the other sections
as we need to, to address this. I would
propose we go ahead and pass this rule,
that with, in the record we would come back
and address this as quickly as we can.
MR. DOUGHTY: Let me address your
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to address it in the future, whether that
requires approving Chapter 8 language today
or not, as long as we reserve that right to
come back at a later time.
MS. DIZIKES: I just wanted to
remind Council that we are moving this rule
for both emergency and permanent adoption.
I believe a lot of the rationale is for a
different reason here, but to allow a
timely relief on permit fees and we
hesitate to lose that benefit for our
community.
MR. DYKE: Any additional
questions from the Council?
MR. WILSON: If we're going to
pass this now, we need to address the issue
of the actual emission definition.
MR. TERRILL: We're going to come
back and fix -- as we probably will, just
fix that then.
MR. WILSON: Fix it then?
. MR. TERRILL: Just because we
pass this, doesn't mean it's concrete
forever.
Pag~

Page 23
1 question.

Joyce, if it's going to be a
2 major source for PSD, somebody is going to
3 have to permit it, whether it's us or
4 whether it's EPA. It falls into a Title V
5 situation. I know of absolutely no
6 exemptions under the Federal Clean Air Act
7 except for aggregating toxic sources.
8
DR. SHEEDY: I understand about
9 Title V for an operating permit. I just
1o wonder is there a requirement for a
11 construction permit under any of the
12 federal laws?
13
MR. DOUGHTY: Well, the federal
14 system doesn't split them between a
15 construction and an operating permit. They
16 basically get -- their first permit is
17 rolled all into one. You do all of your
18 public input into the operating permit like
19 we do in construction permits. So for us,
20 hopefully, the operating permit is rather
21 (inaudible) until the tests and everything
22 are done. For EPA, my understanding is
23 they rolled it up all into one, and it's
24 all done in one fell swoop.
25
MR. BLATCHLEY: Our position
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MR. WILSON: Well -MR. TERRILL: Either that or not
pass it all, because I'm not willing to
change this without making absolutely sure
it's not going to effect something else.
We can come back and fix that when we come
back and address this issue that Mr.
Lassetter brought up. I've got a note to
do that.
MR. WILSON: I agree.
MR. DYKE: Anyone else wishing to
speak on this matter? Any additional
questions from the Council?
MR. BRANECKY: We've heard the
recommendation of staff that this be passed
as an emergency and a permanent. I would
like to hear the wishes of the Council at
this time through the form of a motion.
MR. KILPATRICK: I move that we
adopt the modifications to Chapter 8 for
emergency and permanent, as they have been
proposed and in addition to the -- I think
there were two corrections made in the
presentation.
DR. GROSZ: Second.
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1
MR. BRANECKY: I have a motion
2 and a second. Any further discussion by
3 the Council? Myrna.
4
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Wilson.
5
MR. WILSON: Aye.
6
MS. BRUCE: Dr. Grosz.
7
DR. GROSZ: Aye.
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Kilpatrick.
8
9
.. MR. KILPATRICK: Aye.
10
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Breisch.
MR. BREISCH: Yes.
11
12
MS. BRUCE: Ms. Myers.
MS. MYERS: Yes.
13
;i
MS. BRUCE: Mr. Braneck:y.
14
MR. BRANECKY: Aye.
15
'
16
(PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED)
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MEMORANDUM

TO:
CC:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Whom it May Concern
Don Whitney
June 27, 2000.
OAC 252:100-8 Changes

Revisions to Subchapter 8 are scheduled to be presented for a second time at the Air Quality
Council meeting on August 16,2000. The following areas should be addressed since they have
been a cause of considerable confusion for both the AQD Staff and industry. Sugges.ted wording
and rationale are provided below.
OAC 252:100-8-4 (a) ..Construction Permits
(1) Construction permit required. No person shall begin actual construction or installation of
any new source that will require a Part 70 operating permit without first obtaining a DEQ-issues
construction permit. A construction permit is also required in the following circumstances unless
such construction or modification "is specifically authorized in a Part 70 permit:
(A) A piece of equipment or a process is added that is subject to NSPS or NESHAP
except that the Director may waive this requirement for Subparts which are currently
effective for similar equipment or processes at the facilicy such as leak checking.
(B) Any physical change that would increase actual emissions from that unit or process
more than 5 tons per year of any criteria pollutant, more than 2 tons per year of any .
one HAP or more than 5 tons per year of two or more HAPs.
In addition to the requirements of this Part, sources subject to Part 7 or Part 9 of this Subchapter
must also meet the applicable requirements contained therein.
RATIONALE:
Major facilities with Part 70 sources have a _great many processes which require routine
replacement, repair, and minor modifications. Under the old definitions, such activities could
require a permit for trivial items such as a valve addition or change which might increase fugitive
emissions by a very slight amount or make the valve subject to a requirement such as leak-check
monitoring under NSPS Subpart GGG. There is little logic in requiring a construction permit for
such a change with only a few pounds per year of emissions or the addition of a few valves to an
existing LDAR program. If possible, such situations will be anticipated by the Title V permit
conditions and .specifically excluded from notification or permit modification requirements.
There is no danger of this being a significant "loop-hole" for several reasons:
1. Parts 7 and 9 exclude such changes from _exceeding PSD significance levels
2. Upstream and downstream processes will frequesntly have their own emission limits
3. The Title V permit will be updated every 5 years.

5o3'7

Subject: Subchapter 8 Rule Changes
Author: "Don_Whitney@trinityconsultants.com"
<SMTP:Don_ Whitney@trinityconsultants.com>
Date:
6/27/00 4:06PM
Attached document contains suggested wordings oftwo areas ofOAC 252:100-8. The very
worthwhile and needed clarification of this area was proposed at the last AQC mtg and will
likely be proposed again in August. Please also forward to other members of the AQD staff who
may be considering changes to Subchapter 8. If you like, I would be glad to meet with you to
discuss these areas and/or alternative wordings.
the potential impact of not incorporating flexibilitY for changes of this type is significant for both
industry and DEQ. If the wording proposed at the June mtg were strictly followed, numerous
facilities such as refineries and gas plants would be faced with submitting perhaps dozens of
permit modifications or construction permit applications every year. Besides the burden on
industry, such paperwork would do nothing to enhance or protect air quality and would be a
tremendous burden on DEQ to process. Another danger of the status quo is that it leaves many
facilities in jeopardy of compliance/enforcement action over trivial changes. Again, this area of
minor changes is very important to large (Ch 8) and small (Ch 7) facilities and needs to be crystal
clear to avoid misunderstanding. Unfortunately, there are many possible scenarios of changes
which need to be addressed to prevent the need for "interpretation" of what the rule really means.
(See attached file: OK-Rules8.doc)

-.
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OAC 252:100-8-6 ffi Operational Flexibility
Changes resulting in no emissions increases. A pennitted Part 70 source may make changes
within the facility that are specifically authorized in the penn it or that:
(A) Are not modifications under any provision of Title I of the Act
(B) Do not cause any hourly or annual pennitted emission rate of any existing emissions
.
unit to be exceeded; and
(C) Result in a net change in emissions of zero, provided that the facility notifies the
DEQ and EPA in writing at least 7 days in advance ofthe proposed changes. The
source, DEQ, and EPA shall attach each such notice to their copy of the relevant
pennit ...... ·

RATIONALE:
Minor changes of operation I maintenance /construction I replacement can be anticipated for ·
many activities at major facilities. Such changes will often result in a trivial increase of actual
emissions but do not warrant a pennit modification.

-
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REGULATION 1.4
[PRESENTLY REFERRED TOAS 252:100-7}
COUNCIL MEETING DATES
MARCH 17, 1987
MAY 19,1987
JULY 21,1987
SEPTEMBER 22, 1987
BOARD MEETING DATE
JANUARY 28, 1988

-

SUMMARY OF RULE CHANGE:
Regulation 1.4- revise permit regulations for both new and existing
sources of air pollution by (1) substantially increasing construction and
operating permit fees for new sources; and (2) requiring all permits to be
renewable on an annual basis. Renewal fees, or renewal equivalents,
ranging from $50 to $500 per facility, are also assessed annually on all
regulated sources.

-

REGULATION 1.4
Air Resourees M:aaagemeat
Permits Required
Permits
1.4.1 General Permit Requirements
1.4.1 (a) Seope aad Purpose
( 1) Pmswmt te the Oklahoma Clean Air Act as amended, this regalatien is adapted to
define Air Resomce Management Re<Iairements te protect and enhance Oklahoma Clean Air
Resoarces and assare attainment/ maintenance of the ambient air <lllality throagh the atilization
ef a constructien,leperation permit system.
1.4.1

-

~(b)

Geaeral RequiremeatsPermitting System
(1) The Air Quality Service shall operate for the State of Oklahoma a dual permitting
system for all new stationary/portable facilities/sources to be established in Oklahoma.
The first permit is authorization to construct and is issued upon a determination by the
Commissioner that the new source is so designed as to assure that the emission
limitations of the several control regulations will be met. The second permit is a permit
to operate and is issued by the Commissioner upon demonstration that the source was
constructed as designed and the facility does meet the requirements of those several
control regulations. Issaance of a permit is evidence that the searce has met all
rett:airements; hevl@ver, apon preper showing this can be refuted by the State er a third
party and in sach a case the permit dees net relieve the somce ef the responsibility te
comply with all local, state er federallav;s. All operating permits, for sources having
emissions above de minimis levels under Section 1.4.1. (c)(4)(C)(i) including those issued
prior to the effective date of this subsection, shall be for the term of one year, renewable
annually as provided herein.

1.4.1 (e) Neeessity to Obtain Permit
(b)
Applicability
(1) Except as provided herein, no person may commence construction of, or operate any
new source, or relocate any source without obtaining a permit from the Air Quality
Service.
8-)ffi Permits are required when the addition of a new source, or modification of an
existing source, results in a net increase in air contaminant emissions as the
Commissioner determines appropriate.
~ Transfer of a source to a new owner or operator is not considered an increase in
emissions and does not require new permits. However, any transfer shall be subject to
existing permit conditions and/or compliance schedules. Notification of such transfers
shall be made promptly in writing to the State Air Quality Service.
(3) The Commissiener may determine that a somce is ef miner significance and that
permits are net re'lllired.
(3) Upon the effective date of this subsection, no permit shall be required for any new or
modified source when it can be shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that:

VERSION
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(A) Emissions will not exceed one pound (llb.) per hour for any one criteria
pollutant, and
(B) Emissions oftoxics will not exceed the de minimis requirements set forth
under Regulation 3.8.4(i)(l)(E).
1.4.1

-

~(d)

Permit fees
( 1) The applicant fer a permit to construct, operate or relocate vlill attach a check or
money order in the amount of thirty fu•e dollars ($35.00) as an initial processing res.
(2) .After evaluation and prior to issuance of the construction permit, an additional tee
vlill bs charged and collecwd in accordance with the fallowing schedule
(A) Each major soarcs operation $300.00
(B) Each minor Soares opsration no res
(C) Relocation fee no tee
(1) Definitions. For the purposes of section 1.4.1(c):
(A) Major Source- means any new or modified stationary source which directly
emits or has the capability at maximum design capacity, and if appropriately
permitted, authority to emit 100 tons per year or more of a given pollutant.
(B) Facility- means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same
industrial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties,
and are under the control of the same person or persons under common control.
Pollutant-emitting activities shall be considered as part of the same industrial
grouping if they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the same twodigit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as
amended by the 1977 Supplement.
(C) Minor Source - means any source for which a permit is required, but is not a
ma]or source.
(D) Permit Renewal- means the process whereby operating permits are extended
for another one year term. In no case shall the term "permit renewal" be construed to
allow the imposition of additional permit requirements not otherwise required or
authorized by law or regulation.
(E) Relocate - means to move a source from on geographical location to another.
The term shall not include de minimis moves within the proximity of the original
site, or convenience moves to contiguous areas when such moves are readily
observable by inspectors.
(F) Annual Permit Renewal Fee Equivalent- means the annual fee assessed on
facilities which, because of the date of start-up or construction, are exempt from the
requirements to have a permit.
(2) Construction and Operating Permit Fees- New Sources
(A) All new permits, the construction permit application for which is received after
the effective date of this subsection, will be assessed a fee, which must accompany
the application, in accordance with the following schedule:
(i) Major Source
Construction Permit
$2,000
Operating Permit
$1,500
(ii) Minor sources actually emitting 25 tons but less than 10 tons per year of any
one pollutant; and minor NSPS sources.

VERSION
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Construction Permit
$1 ,000
Operating Permit
$250
(iii)
Minor sources emitting more than one pound per hour but less than 25
tons per year of any one pollutant.
Construction Permit $200
$1 00
Operating Permit
(iv)
Relocation Permits $50
(3) Review to Determine Applicability- New Sources
(A) Upon submittal of a written request, a $100 determination fee and any relevant
information needed to make a permit determination, the Air Quality Service will
make a determination whether or not a permit is required. If a determination is made
that a permit is required the $100.00 fee will be credited against the construction and
operation permit fees. If it is determined that a permit is not required the $100.00
fee will be retained by the AQS to cover the cost of making the determination.
(4)Permit Renewal and Renewal Equivalents
(A) Applicability
(i) The Air Quality Service shall annually assess and collect a permit renewal fee
or permit renewal fee equivalent from all facilities in the State according to their
classification as set forth in Table I. Assessments for existing facilities
grandfathered from permit requirements (i.e., permit renewal fee equivalents)
shall be made in the same manner and on the same basis as a new facility of the
same type (permit renewal fees).
(ii) New facilities shall not be subject to a permit renewal fee until a minimum of
one year shall have elapsed from the operating permit application due date.
(B) Facility Classification
(i) Any new facility for which an appropriate classification does not exist shall be
assigned a classification and class number in Table I as a permit condition.
(ii) Any existing facility for which an appropriate classification does not exist
shall be assigned a facility classification and class number in the same manner as
(B)(i) above except that:
(a) Such assignment shall be made in writing, setting forth the reasons
why the facility has been assigned to any particular category, and
(b) Any person aggrieved by such assignment shall be entitled to a hearing
on the reasonableness ofthe assignment.
(C) De Minimis
(i) A permit renewal fee or renewal fee equivalent shall not be required,
regardless of the requirement to have a permit, provided that total emissions from
the facility do not exceed ten (1 0) tons per year for any one criteria pollutant.
(D) Assessements
(i) Fees established under this section shall be assessed and paid on the basis of
facility classification as identified in Table I. The annual fee collected for a
facility in any class shall be determined by multiplying the class number for the
facility, as determined by Table I, by fifth ($50) dollars. In no case shall more
than one fee per source be assessed unless such source shall constitute two or
more facilities as defined herein.

VERSION
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(ii) On or before the first working day of each year, the Air Quality Service will
mail fee assessments to all facilities subject to this regulation. Such assessments
shall be made pursuant to the date contained in the emissions inventory and shall
set forth:
(a) The facility classification
(b) The class number assigned to the facility, and
(c) The amount of the fee that is to be remitted to the Service.
(iii) For the calendar year 1988, fee assessments will be mailed on or about the
effective date of this regulation and shall be due in the offices of the Air Quality
Service 30 days from the date of receipt of the assessment.
fJ1ill Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be accepted) made
payable to the reviewing agency, e.g., Oklahoma State Department of Health, Air Quality
Service. Fees shall be due in the offices of the Air Quality Service 30 days from the date
of postmark. A ten (1 0) calendar-day grace period will be given before any enforcement
action will be taken. Upon the expiration of the ten-day grace period, notices of violation
(NOV) may be issued and civil penalties, in addition to other remedies, may be sought as
authorized under 63 O.S. 1986 Supp. Section 1-1701.1A.
(6)
The fee provisions set forth in this regulation shall apply to those permits, ·
renewals and renewal fee equivalents processed by the State Air Quality Service and are
not intended to preempt any local fee program.
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PUBLIC HEALTH ANV SAFETY
Department of Health
Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department of Health
January 30, 1987
The Oklahoma Air Quality Council, acting under the authority of 63 O.S. 1981,
Sections 1-1802, et.seq., hereby gives notice ·of its regular meeting and public
hearing as follows:
Date: March 17, 1987
Time: Briefing: 9:30 a.m.
Meeting: 1:00 p.m.

•

Place: Oklahoma State Department of Health
1000 N.E. lOth
Room 314
Oklahoma City, OJdahoma
The Council is scheduled to hear:
I.

Proposed revision to Regulation .I.4.2(g), "Source Impacting Class. I
Areas", to include authority of the Commissioner to require preconstruction monitoring of visibility;

2.

Proposed revision to Regulation 1.4.2 (a) "Standards Required", to
provide a definition of excessive emission;

3.

Proposed revision to Regulation 1.4.1 (d), "Permit Fees", to raise the
permit fees; and require renewal and inspection fees;

4.

Proposed revision to Regulation I.4.I(b}, "General Requirements", to
require annual permit;

5.

Staff recommendation Cor the Council to recommend the Regulation
3.4, "Control of Emission of Sulfur Compounds", to the Board of Health
for adoption.

Any inquiry regarding these matters may be made to the Air Quality Service,
Oklahoma State Department of Health, 1000 Northeast 10 Street, Oklahoma City,
OK 73152, within 30 days prior to the meeting.
[Okla. Reg. 87-37; filed January 30, 1987, 11:35 a.m.J
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Board of Public Accountancy
Aeronautics Commission
Board of Agriculture
Board of Tests for Alcohol and Drug
Influence
Alcoholic Beverage Laws Enforcement
Commission
·
Board of Governoc:-s of Licensed Architects
and Landscape Architects
Banking Department
Department of Corrections
Board of Education
Governor
..-qepartment of Health
~ealth Planning Commission
tiorse Radng Commission

l

Department of Human Services
Insurance Commissioner
Department of Labor
Department of Libraries
Board of Medical Examiners
Board of Medicolegal Investigations
Department of Mines
Department of Pollution Control
Private Prison Industries Board
Board of Private Vocational Schools
Office of Public Affairs
Public Employees Relations Board
Scenic Rivers Commission
Tax Commission
Department of Tourism and Recreation
Department of Veterans Affairs
Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners
Wildlife Co_!)Servation Commission

Inc011pat1ble 0c' 'Jations. The need for this rul
expanded indepe .. ence rule.

1as been negated by the

[Okla. Reg. 87-145; filed March 30, 1987, 8:35 a.m.]

PUBLIC HEALTH ANV SAFETY
Department qf Health

Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department o! Health
March 27, 1987
The Oklahoma Air Quality Council, acting under the authority of 63 O.S. 1981,
Sections 1-1802, et. seq., hereby gives notice of its regular meeting and public
hearing as follows:
Date:

May 19, 1987

Time:

Briefing: 9:30 a.m.
Meeting: 1:00 p.m.

Place:

Tulsa City-county Health Department

Auditorium
4616 East 15th
Tulsa, Oklahoma
(1) There wUl be a public hearing to receive oral and/or written comments
concerning amendments to the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Regulations as
follows:
(a) ·Regulation 1.4 Air Resources Management Permits Required. Proposed
changes would require permits for both new and existing sources; increase
fees for construction and operating permits, and establish annual renewal and
inspection fees.
(b)
Regulation 1.5 Reports Required: Excess Emissions During Startupu
Shutdown and Malfunction of ui ment. Proposed changes would require
reporting o all excess emissions; de me releases and toxic chemicals and
require that releases or toxic chemicals be reported Immediately.

:t -

(2) 1be CouncU is also scheduled to hear the staff recommendation for adoption
of revisions to Regulation 1.4, which would give the Commission~r authority to
require preconstruction monitoring of visibility prior to permitting of sources
impacting Class I areas. Other changes are calculated to assure the opportunity
for parUcipation by the federal land manag,r. Public hearing on these changes was
held March 1'1, 198'1.
Any inquiry concerning these matters may be made to the Air Quality Service,
Oklahoma State Department o! Health, 1000 Northeast lOth Street, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma '13152, within thirty (30) days prior to the meeUng. Proposed
changes to the above-referenced regulations wnt be made available to the public at
that time.
-
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PUBLIC HEALTH ANV SAFETY
Department of Health
Air ~ality Service ·
Oklahoma State Department of Health
May 27, 1987
The Oklahoma Air Quality Catmcil, acting under the authority of 63 O.S. 1981,
Sections 1-1802, et. seq., hereby gives notice of its regular meeting and
public hearing as follows:
Date:

July 21, 1987

Time:

Briefing: 9:30 a.m.
Meeting: 1:00 p.m.

Place:

Oklahana State Department of Health
1000 Northeast lOth Street 1
Oklahana City, Oklahoma
Room 314
·

Proposed changes to Regulation 1.4 ~d increase fees for construction
and operating permits and establish annual fees for both new and existing
sources.
Proposed changes to Regulation 1.5 would require at a minimum, that releases
of toxic chemicals be reported to the Air ~ality Service or the Oklahoma
Civil Defense in certain circumstances.
Piny inquiry concerning these matters may be made to the Air Quality Service,
Oklahoma State Department of Health, 1000 Northeast lOth Street, Oklahoma
City. Oklahoma 73152, within thirty (30) days prior to the meeting. Proposed changes to the above-referenced regulations will be made available
to the public at that time.

[Okla. Reg. 87-281; filed May 29, 1987, 11:25 a.m.]
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The Oklahoma Air Quality Council, acting under the authority of 63 O.S. 1981,
Sections 1-1802, et. seq., hereby gives notice of its regular meeting and public
hearing as follows:
Date:

September 22, 1987

Time:

Briefing: 9:30 a.m.
Meeting: 1:00 p.m.

Place:

'1\Jlsa City-County Health Department
Auditorium
4616 East 15th
Tulsa, Oklahoma

There will be a public hearing to receive oral and/or written comments
concerning amendments to the Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Regulations as
follows:

(1)

Regulation 1.4 Air Resources Man8.gement Permits Required. Proposed
(a)
changes would require permits for new sources and establish annual renewal
fees (Note this regulation was continued from the May, July 1987 Council
meeting).
(b)
Regulation 1.1 Defining Terms Used in Oklahoma Air Pollution Control
Regulations. Proposed changes would incorporate the necessary revisions to
adopt the Federal PM-10 Standard as a state standard.
{c)
Regulation 1.2 Air Quality Standards and Increments. Proposed changes
would adopt the Federal PM-10 standard as a state standard.
(2) The Council is scheduled to hear the staff recommendation for adoption of
revisions to Regulation 1.4. This revision would require fees for new and existing
sources.
(3)
The Council is also scheduled to hear a variance request for the WEYCO Co.,
Valliant Plant. This variance was continued from the July meeting and would
result in a one-year study of precipitator problems. This action would result in an
increase in emissions from this plant during the term of the variance.
(4)
The Council will hear 8 variance request from the Sheffield Steel Company,
Sand Springs Plant. This request will be for 8 period of one year. The plant is
requesting a continuation of their variance to Regulation 1.6 Alternative Emissions
Reduction Permits. This request was expected and would continue the program the
company committed to in their original variance request.
Any inquiry concerning these matters may be made to the Air Quality Service,
Oklahoma State Department o( Health, 1000 Northeast lOth Street, Oklahoma
lit{~ e:f~1 City, Oklahoma. 73152, within thirty {30) days prior to the meeting. Proposed
9/j_/Pf
chang~s to the above-referenced regulations will be made available to the public at
that t1me.
11
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NOTICE OF R ULEMAKING INTENT
NAME OP RULEMAKING AGENCY/ENTITY:
Oklahoma State Board of Health
INTENDED RULEMAKING ACTION:

Adoption by the Board of Health, of revisions to the permitting system and
increases in the permit/renewal fees under Regulation 1.4, Air Resources
Management - Permits Required.
Summary
This proposal would revise permit regulations for both new and
existing sources of air pollution by (a) substantially increasing
construction and operating permit fees for new sources; and (b)
requiring all permits to be renewable on an annual basis. Renewal fees,
or renewal equivalents, ranging from $500 to $50 per facility, are also
assessed annually on all regulated sources.
Background
Amendments to the permit fee structure were first publically
A
proposed at the March 17, 1987 Air Quality Council meeting.
proposed revision was presented for public hearing at the May 19, 1987
Council meeting. The proposal was vigorously debated and questioned
by industry with the result that the hearing was continued until July 21,
1987.
In accordance with special instructions from the Council, the
staff prepared and mailed out over 200 special notices calculated to
give actual notice to certain affected sources. As a result, industry
was well represented at the July public hearing and Council meeting.
The staff proposal was again vigorously debated and the hearing was
again continued until the September 22, 1987 Council meeting.
The staff was requested to try to resolve conflicts by holding two
workshops prior to the next public hearing. These workshops were held
on August 5th and 12th wherein different approaches were discussed.
As a result of these workshops, the staff prepared and distributed, on
August 21, 1987, an amended proposal.
The new proposal was presented again at public hearing on
September 22, 1987. With major conflicts resolved, the Air Quality
Council voted to recommend the proposal to the State Board of Health.
Certain changes suggested by industry were incorporated, resulting in
the proposal presented herein.
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Need and Effect of the Rule:
Operating funds for the State Air Quality Service have been
reduced annually for the past several years. The existing fee system
cannot begin to cover the cost of permit service and other efforts
-··-expended ·by- the- oe·partment anrnrauy-in··-conjlfnclion ·w1UCUfe permit:
system. This new system should recoup those funds lost in previous
years and provide a source of funds in the future. The new system, as
devised, should place a more equitable portion of the regulatory costs
on those facilities emitting air pollutants.
Contents of the Rules:
09/24/87

REGULATION 1.4
Air Re!ettrc:e! Me:fte:!e mer1t
Permit! Regttirecl

Permits
(Note: the Department of Libraries declined to publish the proposed amendments)
AUTHORITY FOR RULEMAKING:
63 O.S. 1981 Section 1-1801 et seq.
63 O.S. Supp. 1986, Section 1-106.1
COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS:

A cost/benefit analysis will be prepared and will be available for inspection in
Room 905 of the State Health Department Building, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
DATE, TIME c5c PLACE FOR COMMENT:
Thursday, January 28, 1988, commencing on or about 1:00 p.m. at the
regularly scheduled meeting of the Oklahoma State Board of Health, in Room 307
of the State Health Department Building, 1000 N.E. lOth Street, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.
MANNER IN WffiCH INTERESTED PARTIES MAY PRESENT VIEWS:

. Interested parties may present their views in writing in advance of the
meeting by mailing same to the Air Quality Service, State Health Department,
P.O. Box 53551, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152; or in writing at the meeting or
may request an opportunity at the meeting to make an oral presentation.
[0~.

Reg. 87-555;

6~ted Ve~emb~

29, 1987, 4:58 p.m. l
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BOARV GF HEALTH
STATEMENT OF SUBMISSION OF RULES
TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RULE REVIEW

CO~~ITTEE

NAME OF RULEMAKING AGENCY/ENTITY:
Oklahoma State Board of Health
TITLE(S) OF FINALLY ADOPTED RULE(S):
Regulation 1.4, Air Resources Management - Permits Reauired.
AUTHORITY FOR RULEMAKING:
63 o.s. 1981 Sections 1-1801 et seg,
63 o.s. Supp. 1986, Section 1-106.1

DATE ADOPTED BY THE RULEMAKING AGENCY/ENTITY:
January 28, 1988.
DATE SUBMITTED TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RULE REVIEW COMMITTEE:
~ February 5, 1988.
[0~.

Reg. 88-48;

6~ed Feb~~y

5, 1988, 4:45p.m.]
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BOARV OF HEALTH
FINAL ADOPTION OF RULES

.-

NAME OF RULEMAKING AGENCY/ENTITY:
0 klaho ma State Board of Health
TITLE{S) Of FINALLY ADOPTED RULE{S):
Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Regulations; Regulation 1.4, Air Resources
Management- Permits Required. A true and can-ect copy of the adopted rules
are hereto annexed as Exhibit B, following the Attestation of the Cam missioner
of Health which is annexed as Exhibit A.
AUTHORITY FOR RULEMAKING:
63 0 .s. 1981, Sections 1-1801 et seq.
63 O.S.Supp. 1986, Section 1-1"0b.1
DATE OF PUBLIC COMMENT: {if applicable}
January 28, 1988
November 17, 1987
September 22, 1987
July 21, 1987
May 19, 1987
DATE OF SUBMISSION TO ADMINISTRATIVE RULE REVIEW COMMITTEE:
(if applicable)
February 5, 1988
DATE OF FINAL ADOPTION:
May 6, 1988
ANALYSIS 0 F RULE{S):
These rules revise permit requirements far bath new and existing sources of air
pollution by {a) substantiany increasing construction and operating permit fees
for new sources; and {b) requiring all perm its to be renewable an an annual basis.
Renewal fees or renewal equivalents, ranging from $50 to $500 per facility are
also assessed annually. De minim is levels are also set for both permitting
requirements and applicability of fees. 0 peratfng funds for the State Air Quality
Service have been reduced annually for the past several years. The existing fee
system cannot begin to cover the cast of permit service and other efforts
expended by the Department annually fn conjunction with the permit" system.
This new system should recoup those funds last fn previous years and provide a
source of funds in the future. The new system, as devised, should place a more
equitable portion of the regulatory costs on those facilities emitting air
pollutants.
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09/24/87
REGULATION 1.4
Ait-. ResettP"ees Manarement
Permits Reg~ed
Permits
1.4.1

General Permit Requirements

l-:4rt

W

See~e and Pttr~se
~

Pttrsttant te the 91dahema €ieart Ail" Aetas .amended; tlHs Pe~rt,

ade~ted te deftfte AH- ResettP"ee Mart8!el'!leM Re4.1ttirements te preteet a~

enhanee 91dahema €lean Aif' Resettrees and assttre attamment mMl!tenaJle
ef the ambtellt air t1ttaltty threttrh the ttft!Htatien eE a eenM!'ttetien1epe!'atte
permtt system':'
1.4.1

!!1 ~

General- Re1.1t:tH-ements Permitting System

The Air Quality Service shall operate for the State of Oklahoma a dUI
permitting system for all new stationary/portable facilities/sources to t
established in Oklahoma. The first permit is authorization to construct and
issued upon a determination by the Commissioner that the new. source is ~
designed as to assure that the emission limitations of the several contr•
regulations will be met. The second permit is a permit to operate and
issued by the Commissioner upon demonstration that the source Wf
constructed as designed and the facility does meet the requirements of tt
several control regulations. hsttanee ef a permit is e'lidenee that the settPe
has met aH- re1.1ttH-ementst hewevef'; tt~ell ~reper shewiftr tftis ean be refttte
ey t-he Stat-e er a thtrd pafty and in stteh a ease the permtt dees net reite'
the settree eE the re~en!teHtty te eemply with aH- loeal; state er Eedert
law!r. All o eratin ermits for sources havin emissions above de mimin
levels under Section 1.4.1 c 4 C i including those issued prior to tt
effective date of this subsection, shall be for the term of one vear, renewab:
annually as provided herein.
(1)

tt4tt

~

Neee!Mty t-e 9btai:ft Permit

(b)

Applicabili tv
(1)
Exceot as provided herein, no person mav commence construction of,<
operate anv new source, or relocate any source without obtainin2' a perm
from the Air Qualitv Service.
~

(2)Permits are required when the addition of a new source, or modificatic
of an existing source, results in a net increase in ~ir contaminant'emissions E
the Commissioner determines appropriate. Transfer of a source to a ne
owner or operator is not considered an increase in emissions and does nc
require new permits. However, any transfer shall be subject to e_:<istir
permit conditions and/or comoliance schedules.
Notification or sue
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EXHIBIT B

/K7~

transfers shall be made promptly in writing to the State Air Qualitv Service.
The €ef'IHI'Itsstener- may ee~er-mifte that a !ettr-ee is et miner- .!fg!'tiffeanee
and ~hat ~e!"mtt5 ar-e net r-eqt:ti-!"e&.-

fat

-

(3)
Upon the effective date of this subsection, no permit shall be required
for any new or modified source when it can be shown to the satisfaction of
the Commissioner that:
(A)
Emissions will not exceed one pound (1 lb.) per hour for anv one
crfteria pollutant, and
(B)
Emissions of taxies will not exceed the de minimis re uirements
set forth under Regulation 3.8.4 i

1.4.1

(c)~

Permit Fees

The a~~ant Eer- a ~er-m-tt ~ eenM-!"ttet;- e~er-a~e er- f'eteea~e wffi a-Haeh
a eheek er meney eroee!'
the amettnt e~ tMf'ty-ffle dei:hl!'S f$36-:aet as an
initial ~!'OeesMI'tg Ee~

a-1

m

~

After- eve:lttatien and ~r'ier- ~ tssttanee e~ the eenM!"ttetien ~er-m-tt; an
addtftenlti- Eee wffi ee eharge~ al'l~ ee*eeted
aeee!'danee wi-th ~he teHowfftg

m

sehed~

f€}

(1)

i

Reloeatien ~ee - ne fee

Definitions. For the purposes of section 1.4.l(c):

' ·(A) Major Source - means any new or modified stationary source
which directly emits or has the capability at maximum design capacity,
and if appropriately permitted, authority to emit 100 tons per year or
more of a given pollutant.
(B) Facility - means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which
belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more
contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the
same person or persons under common control. Pollutant-emitting
activities shall be considered as oart of the same industrial rouoin if
thev !Jelong to the same "Major Grouo" i.e., which have the same twodigit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification
\1anual, 1972, as amended bv the 1977 Suoplement.
{C) Minor Source - means anv source for which a permit is reouired,
but is not a major source.
(D) Permit Renewal - means the process wherebv operating permits
are extended for another one year term. In no case shall the term
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"permit renewal" be construed to allow the imposition of additio
permit. requirements not otherwise required or authorized by law..E;
regulat1on.
(E) Relocate - means to move a source from one geographic
location to another. The term .shall not include de minimis mo=y;
within the proximity of the original site, or convenience moves 1
contiguous areas when such moves are readilv observable bv insoecto!!
(F) Annual Permit Renewal Fee Equivalent - means the annual fE
assessed on facilities which, because of the date of start-up (
construction, are exempt from the requirements to have a permit. (2)

Construction and Operating Permit Fees- New Sources
(A) All new permits, the construction permit application for which
received after the effective date of this subsection, will be assessed
fee, which must accompany the application, in accordance with th
following schedule:
(i)

-

Major Source
Construction Permit

$2,000

Operating Permit

$1,500

Minor sources actuallv emitting 25 tons but less than H
tons per year of any one pollutant; and minor NSPS sources.

(ii)

Construction Permit
Operating Permit

$1,000
$250

Minor sources emitting more than one pound per hour bi
less than 25 tons per year of any one pollutant.

(iii)

(iv)
(3)

Construction Permit

$200

Opemting Permit

$100

Relocation Permits

S50

Revie·N to Determine Applicabilitv - New Sources
(A) Upon submittal of a written request, a SlOO determination fee ar
!!..!JY_relevant information needed to make a oermit determination, tt
Air Quality Service will make a determination whether or not a perm
is required. If a determination is made that a permit is ·'required ~t
hoo.oo. fee will be credited against the construction and o~erat1c
lermit fees. If it is determined that a permit is not regUlr~d tt
100.00 fee will be retained bv the AQS to cover the cost of makmg tt
detel.'m ina tion.
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(4)

Permit Renewal and Renewal Equivalents
(A)

Applicability
The Air ualit Service ·shall annuall assess and collect a
permit renewal ee or permit renewal fee equivalent from all
facilities in the State according to their classification as set forth
in Table L Assessments for existin facilities randfathered from
permit requirements i.e., permit renewal ee equivalents shall be
made in the same manner and on the same basis as a new facility
of the same type (permit renewal fees).
(i)

·

1

~

1

I

liQ

New facilities shall not be subject to a permit renewal fee
until a minimum of one year shall have elapsed from the operating
permit application due date.
(B)

Facilitv Classification
Any new facility for which an appropriate classification
does not exist shall be assigned a classification and class number
in Table I as a permit condition.

(i)

(ii) Any existing facility for which an appropriate classification
does not exist shall be assi ned a facilit classification and class
number in the same manner as 8 i above except that:
(a) Such assignment shall be made in writing, setting forth
the reasons why the facility has been assigned to anv
particular category, and
Any person aggrieved by such assignment shall be
entitled to a hearing on the reasonableness of the
assignment.
(b)

De Minimis

A permit renewal fee or renewal fee equivalent shall not be
required. regardless of the requirement to have a permit, nrovided
that total emissions from the facilitv do not exceed ten 10) tons
per year for any one criteria pollutant.
·~
Assessments

(i)

(i)
Fees established under this section shall be assessed and
eaid on the basis of facilitv classification as identified in Table I.
The annual fee collected for a facilitv in anv class shall be
determined bv multi 1 i
the class number for the facilit as
determined bv Table I, by fiftv $50 dollars. In no case shall
more than one fee per source be assessed unless su~h source shall
constitute two or more facilities as defined herein.
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On or before the first working dav of each year, the .
Quality Service will mail fee assessments to all facilities~
to this r ulation. Such assessments shall be made ursuant~
data contained in the emissions inventory and shall set orth:
t

W,

The facility classification

(b)

The class number assignP.d to the facility, and

-

(c) . The amount of the fee that is to be remitted to th,
Serv1ce.
(iii) For the calendar year 1988, fee assessments will be maile<
on or about the effective date of this r~ulation and shall be di:i;
in the offices of the Air Quality Service 30 days from the date 0
receipt of the assessment.
-

fat (5)Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be accepted
made payable to the reviewing agency, e.g., Oklaho.ma State Department o:
Health, Air Quality Service. Fees shall be due in the offices of the Ait
Quality Service 30 days from the date of postmark. A ten (10) calendar-di\
oorace eriod will be iven before an enforcement action will be taken. u
the expiration of the ten-(jay grace oeriod, notices of violation NOV may bE
issued and civil penalties, in addition to other remedies, may be sought a;
authorized under 63 O.S. 1986 Sup!?. Section 1-1701.1A.

r

(6) The fee provisions set forth in this regulation shall aoplv to thosE
permits, renewals and renewal fee equivalents processed by the State Ail
gualitv Service and are not intended to preempt any local fee program.
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BRIEFING

Air Quality Council
State Health Department
1000 N.E. lOth Street
Room 314
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
9:30a.m., March 17, 1987
Hearing Brieimg
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4

Ning

Aluminum Services Variance

Drake

Meeting Briefing

·-

·-

Election of Officers

Doughty

Approval of CY '87 Schedule

Parry

Recommendation on Proposed
Revision to Regulation 3.4

Marburger

Title III of CERCLA

Doughty

Revision of Regulation 1.5

Dr. Coleman

Air Toxic Emission Inventory
Status Report

Dr. Coleman

Alternative Funding Approaches

Drake

Status Report on Enforcement

Drake

Service Chief's Report

Drake

MEETING

Air Quality Council
State Health Department
1000 N.E. lOth Street
Room 314
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
1:00 p.m., March 17,1987
Hearing

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4

Ning

Aluminum Services Variance

Drake

Meeting

Call to Order

Chairman

Approval of Minutes

Chairman

Election of Officers

Doughty

Approval of CY '87 Meeting Schedule

Parry

Recommendation on Proposed Revision
to Regulation 3.4

Marburger

Other Business

Chairman

Next Meeting- May 19, 1987 in Tulsa
Adjournment

Chairman

OKlAHOMA STATE

J~n

K. Leavitt, M.D.
Commissioner

Board of Health
James A Cox, Jr.• M.D.
President
Unda M. Johnson. M.D.
Vice President
Robert D. McCullough, II D.O.
Secretary/Treasurer

DEPARTMENTOFH~TH

RO. BOX 53551
1000 N.E. TENTH
OKlAHOMA CITY. OK 73152

Wallace Byrd, M.D.

John 8. Carmichael. D.D.S.
Ernest D. Martin
Walter Scott Mason. Ill
Edwin L Pointer. M.D.
W. A "Tate" Taylor

'"'N EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

February 27, 1987

MEMORANDUM
To:

Air Quality Council

Fran:

John W. Drake, Chie(\_
Air Quality Service \ (J'W

Subject:

Alternative Funding Mechanisms

,

ft) ~y

'!he funding for the Oklaharra air program
years, however, the w:::>rkload and cost of
lished a goal to revise pennit fees this
State appropriations. Towards this end,
revision to Regulation 1.4.

has dinrinished over the past several
operations has not. The AQS estabfiscal year to offset the eroding
the AQS advertised for a hearing on

However, when the staff attempted to draft proposed revisions several questions
'Ihe first being what "target ..
should the fee system go for. That is, what am:mnt of :rconies should the fee
system be designed to take in. If the fees were increased under the current
system to the maximum anount, the revenue intake ~d not cover the erosion
that has occurred. Further, based on nedia reports, this erosion in appropriations will continue. '!he Departlren.t, therefore, felt it w:::>uld be :rcore appropriate
to have a discussion of this subject before fonnal proposals were sul:Initted for

were presented that could not be readily answered.

hearing.

JWD/pjl

-
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Draft 2/18/87
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Air Resources Management Permits Required
1.4.1 General Permit Requirements
1.4.1 (a)

Scope and PurJ.?OSe
(1) Pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act as amended, this regulation is
adopted to define Air Resource Management Requirements to protect and
enhance Oklahoma Clean Air Resources and assure attainment/maintenance
of the ambient air quality through the utilization of a construction/operation
permit system.

L4.1

(b) General Requirements is amended as follows:

1.4.1 (b)

General Requirements
new or
rom the
New Sources

ffi A.

The Air Quality Service shall operate for the State of
Oklahoma a
dual permitting system
for
all
new
stationary/portable facilities/sources to be established in
Oklahoma. The first permit is authorization to construct and is
issued upon a determination by the Commissioner that the new
source is so designed as to assure that the emission limitations of
the several control regulations will be met. The second permit is
a permit to operate and is issued by the Commissioner upon
demonstration that the source was constructed as desi_gned and
the facility does meet the requirements of the several ·control
regulations. Issuance of a permit is evidence that the source has
met all requirements; however, upon proper showing this can be
refuted by the State or a third party and in such a case the permit
does not relieve the source of the responsibility to comply with all
local, state or federal laws.
~

(3) Existing Sources

A.

B.
The Air Quality Service will present each permitee with a permit
renewal application on or about the first of each calendar year. That
a lication must be com leted and returned to the A S with
appropriate fees no later than the last calendar day o the month of
March. Failure of a facilit to com 1 with this sub art is to be
considered a surrender o the existing permit.

/1&7
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1.4.1

(c)

Necessity to Obtain Permit
(1)
Permits are required when the addition of a new source, or modification
of an existing source, results in a net increase in air contaminant emissions as
the Commissioner determines appropriate.

(2)
Transfer of a source to a new owner or operator is not considered an
increase in emissions and does not require new permits. However, any
transfer shall be subject to existing permit conditions and/or compliance
schedules. Notification of such transfers shall be made promptly in writing
to the State Air Quality Service.
(3)
The Commissioner may determine that a source is of minor significance
and that permits are not required.
Section L4.1 (d) is revised to read as follows:

1.4.1 (d)

Permit Fees
The 8~~8ft~ fep 8 ~erm.fi te eeftsfl'ttdr e~eP8~ eP relee8~e wffi 8H8eh
8 eheelt eP meftey ef"6ep .ffl ~he 8ft16tift~ el ~ftifiy-Hve 6eHe.rs f$36.-99} 89 8ft
iftitial['t"eeessiftg leer

f*

00

After ev8ftt.8tteft 8ft6 ~rieP te tssttMee ef ~he eensfl'ttetieft ~erm.H; 8ft
86dttienal fee wffi ee eh8pge6 8H6 eellee~ee .ffl 8eeei"68Hee wi-th ~e feHew.fflg

sehe6~

fA~

Eaeh ma;jeP settree e~er8ttefl - $39~9

f!ij.

Eaeh m.ifter settree e~er8ttefl - He fee

{€~

Rel6e8tte.ft ~erm.i-t - He fee

A.

Major Source
(i)

Construction Permit

(ii)

Operating Permit

(iii)

Late Processing

'•
•.

failure to com 1
B.

with the

Major source subject to PSD NSPS or NESHAPS Requirements
(i)

Construction Permit

$ 500

(ii)

Operating Permit

$ 500

(iii)

Combined Permit

$1250

Regulation 1.4
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c.

D.

Minor Sources
(i)

Construction Permit

$250

(ii)

OQerating: Permit

$125

(iii)

Late Processing

$125

Minor Sources subject to NSPS or NESHAPS
(i)

Construction Permit

$250

(ii)

OQerating Permit

$250

(iii)

Late Processing:

$125

2.
Existin sources - All existi source o erations shall be assessed an
annual fee of 50 Qer source in accordance with the Qrovisions of subsection
1.4.l(b)(3).

-

3.

Permit to relocate existing sources within the state shall be assessed a

$50.00 fee.

4.
Asbestos renovation/demolition Qrojects as required in Air Pollution
Control R
ation 3.8 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air
Contaminants will be assessed a Qrocessing: fee of 100 for each source.
5. Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be accepted)
made payable to the reviewing agency, e.g., Oklahoma State Department of
Health, Air Quality Service.

f3}-
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Minutes
Air Quality Council
Hearing and Meeting
March 17, 1987

.. .-..

Council Members
William B. Breisch, Chairman
William H. Skeith, Vice Chairman
Transportation Representative Position
Larry Canter, Ph.D.
John Pettis
Charles Y. Pyle
James F. Quinlan

Present
Present
Vacant
Absent
Absent
Present
Present

Staff
John W. Drake, Chief
Larry Byrum
Nancy Pees Coleman, Ph.D.
D. G. Doughty
Grant Marburger
John R. Parry
Glenn Diehl

Guests Present
(see attached list)
The public hearing for considering the proposed revisions to Regulation
1.4 was announced in the February 2, 1987 issue of The Oklahoma Register as
required by EPA regulations and also published in newspapers and media throughout
the State.
·
Public Hearing

-

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
The testimony offered regarding these proposed revisions was transcribed
by a Court Reporter. The official transcripts are available for review at Air Quality
Service's office during normal working hours.
Aluminum Services Variance
Grant Marburger, Director, Permits and Enforcement Division, presented
staff position regarding this variance (copy of his statement is attachment 1). Mr.
Bill Bean, representing Aluminum Services, was present to answer Council queries.
Mr. Breisch requested comments from all present.
Mr. Skeith moved that a variance from Regulation 3.1 and 3.3 be granted
to Aluminum Services for 12 months. Mr. Pyle seconded. Council voted as follows:
Mr. Quinlan -aye; Mr. Skeith -aye; Mr. Pyle -aye; and Mr. Breisch -aye.
Mr. Breisch closed the hearing.
Public Meeting
Notice of the public meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's
Office and prior to the meeting news releases were sent to newspapers giving time,
date, place and content of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the basement
entrance, first floor entrance and door of the meeting room.

-

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Breisch.
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Approval of Minutes
Mr. Quinlan moved to approve the September 16, 1986 minutes as written.
Mr. Pyle seconded. All Council members voted aye.
Election of Officers
Mr. Skeith moved that the incumbent slate of officers be reelected- that
is, Mr. Breisch continue as Chairman and Mr. Skeith as Vice Chairman. Mr. Quinlan
seconded. All Council members voted aye.
Approval of CY '87 Schedule
John Parry, staff, stated that the attached Schedule of Council Meetings
(Attachment II) was forwarded to the Secretary of State's Office in December, 1986,
as required by the Oklahoma Open Meeting Law. Council made no revisions to the
schedule and Mr. Quinlan moved to approve the 1987 Council Meeting Schedule. Mr.
Skeith seconded and all Council members present voted aye.
Recommendation on Proposed Revisions to Regulation 3.4
Grant Marburger, staff, presented the changes resulting from the public
hearing held on September 16, 1986. A copy of his comments delineating these
changes is attached to these minutes (attachment III). After considerable discussion
by Council, Mr. Skeith moved to approve the proposed revisions to Regulation 3.4 and
forward it to the Board of Health for their consideration. Mr. Quinlan seconded.
Council voted as follows: Mr. Quinlan -aye; Mr. Skeith -aye; Mr. Pyle -aye; and
Mr. Breisch- aye. A copy of revised Regulation 3.4 as will be presented to the
Board of Health is attached to these minutes (attachment IV).

-.

Other Business
Mr. Pyle expressed Council's desire to recognize Mr. Jess Crook's many
years of faithful service to the citizens of Oklahoma as a member of the Council,
representing the Transportation Industry. Mr. Drake stated that staff will have the
proper recognition prepared for Council to present to Mr. Crook at its May meeting
in Tulsa.
Mr. Breisch requested that staff make every effort to secure Federal
approval of the Tulsa ozone SIP.
Next Meeting - May 19, 1987 - Tulsa
Approved. Briefing at 9:30 a.m. and
City-County Health Department.

~eeting

at 1:00 p.m. at the Tulsa

Adjourn
Meeting adjourned by acclamation.

-
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Meeting
Air Quall ty Council
Auditorium
Tulsa City-County Health Department
4616 East 15th
Tulsa, Oklahoma
1:00 p.m., May 19, 1987
Hearing

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.5

Doughty

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4

Doughty

Call to Order

Chairman

Approval of Minutes

Chairman

Recognition for Mr. Jess Crook

Chairman

Recommended Action on Proposed Revision
to Regulation 1.4

Ning

Other Business

Chairman

Meeting

Next Meeting- July 21, 1987
· State Department of Health, Oklahoma City
Adjournment

-

Chairman

OKlAHOMA STATE
DEPARTMENTOFHEAcrH

Joan K. Leavitt, M.D.
Commissioner
Board of Health
James A Cox. Jr.. M.D.
President
Linda M. Johnson. M.D.
Vice President
Robert D. McCullough, II D.O.
Secretary/Treasurer

P.O. BOX 53551
1000 N.E. TENTH
OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 73152

Wallace Byrd. M.D.
John B. Carmichael. D.D.S.
Ernest D. Martin
Walter Scott Mason. Ill
Edwin L Pointer. M.D.
w. A "Tate" Taylor

AN EQUAL OPPOiffiJNilY EMPLOYER

April 30, 1987

MEMORANDUM
To:

Air Quality Council

From:

Alwin Ning, Head
Analysis Section

Subject:

Visibility SIP

;fl/~-

....clk-Jll~

Jfo

In view of EPA's disapproval of Okahoma's SIP on the protection of visibility in the
Wichita Mountains Wilderness Area the staff is attempting to remedy the
deficiency by adding some language in our existing permit regulation. This revision
relates to the following items:
1. Adding visibility as a distinctive monitoring parameter distinguished
from other pollutants;
2. Specific language empowering the Commissioner to require visibility
monitoring;
3. Notification to the Federal Land Manager (FLM} prior to the public
notice of pre-construction hearing and including FLM's comment for
public review.
The staff has discussed this amendment with EPA and believes that in conjunction
with some modifications in the SIP narrative, these changes should suffice to meet
EPA's requirement for approval.

-
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after November 9, 1984 based oh the aerodynamic influence of
cooling towers, and for sources seeking stack height credit after
December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic influence of
structures not adequately represented by the formulae in
1.4.2(b)(l)(D)(ii), a maximum ground-level concentration due in
whQle or part to downwash, wakes or eddy effects that is at least
40 percent in excess of the maximum concentration experienced
in the absence of such downwash, wakes or eddy effects.
Section L4.2 (bXl) is amended to.add a new Paragraph Gas follows:
(G) Emission limitations and emission standards means a re uirement
Which limits the quantity, rate or concentration o emissions of air
llutants on a continuous basis includin an re uirements which limit
the level of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel speci ications or
prescribe operation or maintenace procedures for a source to assure
continuous reduction.

1.4.2 (c)

Permit Applications
(1) Required applications shall be made on a form to be supplied by the
Commissioner and signed by the applicant. The signature of the applicant
shall constitute an agreement that the application and all supplemental data
is true and correct and that the applicant is responsible for assuring
construction in accordance with the application and operation in accordance
with all rules and regulatio~. ·

-

(2)
Attached to the application form and considered a part thereof will be .
supplemental data as prescribed in application instructions provided. by the
Commissioner. This supplemental data shall include, but is not limited to,.
site information, process description, emission data, ambient air modeling
data, etc., as specified in this regulation and the aforementioned ins~ructions.

(3) The application and supplemental data will be provided three copies to
the Air Quality Service or its delegatee for evaluation.
1.4.2 (d)

-

Action on Applications
(1) The applicant will be notified of any deficiency in the application or
information submitted. In the event of such a deficiency, the date of receipt
of the application shall be the date all required information for a complete
application has been received. The Commissioner wnl evaluate the permit
application based on information provided by the applicant and other
available information, and make a determination whether the application will
be approved, approved with condition or disapproved. No permit to construct
or modify will be issued unless the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Commissioner that the new source has complied with all pertinent
requirements and the proposed source conforms to the general intent of
applicable laws and regulations.
(2) For permit applications that are subject to the requirements of Section
1.4.4, the Commissioner will make a determination whether the application
will be approved, approved with condition or disapproved within 180 days
after the .date that all required information for a complete application has/8 A
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(C) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide or particulate matter by
order or authorized variance from any source.
1.4.4 (e)

Control Technology
(1) A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to be
applied is the best that is available (i.e., BACT as defined herein for each
regulated pollutant that it would have the potential to emit in significant
amounts).
(2) A major modification must demonstrate that the control technology to
be applied is the best that is available for each regulated pollutant for which
it would be a significant net emissions increase at the source. This
requirement applies to each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions
increase in the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
(3) The determination of best available control technology shall be made on
a case by ease basis taking into account costs and energy, environmental and
economic impacts.
(4) For phased construction projects the determination of best available
control technology shall be reviewed and modified at the discretion of the
Commissioner at a reasonable time but no later than 18 months prior to
commencement of construction of each independent phase of the project. At
such time the owner or operator may be required to demonstrate the
adequacy of any previous determination of best available control technology~

Section L4.4(f) is amended to read as follows:
1.4.4 (f)

Air Quality Impact Evaluation
-'

(1) Any application for a permit shall contain, as the commissioner
determines appropriate, an evaluation of ambient air quality in the area that·
the source or modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
(A) For a new source, each regulated pollutant that it would have the
potential to emit in a significant amount;
{B) For a major modification, each regulated pollutant for which it
would result in a significant net emissions increase.
{2) · For visibility and any stteh pollutant, other than volatile organic
compounds, for which an ambient air standard does exist, the evaluation shall
contain continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to determine whether
emissions of that pollutant would cause or contribute to a violation of the
applicable ambient air quality standard. For any such pollutant for which a
standard does not exist, the monitoring data required shall be that which the
Commissioner determines is necessary to assess the ambient air quality for
that pollutant in that area.
(3) The evaluation shall demonstrate that, as of the source's start-up date,
the increase in emissions from that source, in conjunction with all other
applicable emissions increases or reductions of that source, will not cause or

-

-
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contribute to any increase in ambient concentrations exceeding the remaining
available PSD increment for the specified air contaminants as determined by
the Commissioner.
·
(4) The required monitoring data shall have been gathered for a time period
of up to one year and shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data collected for a time period shorter
than one year (but no less than four months) or for a time period other than
immediately preceding the application may be acceptable if such data are
determined by the Commissioner to be within the time period that maximum
pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be 'complete and adequate for
determining whether the source or modification will cause or contribute to a
violation of any applicable ambient air quality standard or consume more
than the remaining available PSD increment.
(5) For any application which becomes complete except as to the
monitoring requirements of 1.4.4(f) (2)-(4), between June 8, 1981 and
February 9, 1982, the data that 1.4.4(f) (2) and (3) require shall have been
gathered over the period from February 9, 1981 to the date the application
becomes otherwise complete, except that:
(A) If the source or modification would have been major for that
pollutant under Federal 40 CFR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, any
monitoring data shall have been gathered over the period required by
those regulations.
'

(B) If the Commissioner determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter
· period, not to be less than four months, the data that 1.4.4(f) (2) and (3)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
(C) If the monitoring data would relate exclusively to ozone and
would not have been required under Federal 40 CPR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978, the Commissioner may waive the· otherwise applicable
requirements of this subsection 1.4.4(f) (5) to the extent that the
applicant shows that the monitoring data would be unrepresentative of
air quality over a full year.
(6) The application for a source or modification of volatile organic
compounds which satisfies all conditions of 1.4.5(e) may provide postapproval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of providing preconstruction data
as required under 1.4.4(f).
(7) Post-construction monitoring. The applicant for a permit for a new
source ~r modification shall conduct, after Construction, such ambient
monitoring and visibility monitoring as the Commissioner determines
necessary to determine the effect its emissions may have, or are having, on
air quality in any area.
(8) The operation of monitoring stations for any air quality monitoring
required under Section 1.4.4 shall meet the requirements of 40 CFR 58
Appendix B.
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(9)

Air Quality Models
(A) Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required under Section
1.4.4 for estimates of ambient concentrations shall be based on the
applicable air quality models, data basis and other requirements
specified in the Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAQPS 1.2-080, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1978 and ~ubsequent revisionS.
(B) Where an air quality impact model specified in the Guidelines on
Air Quality Models is inappropriate, the model may be modified or
another model subtituted, as approved by the Commissioner. Methods
like those outlined in the Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality
Models,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1977 and
subsequent revisions, can be used to determine the comparability of air
quality models.

(10) Upon request of the Commissioner the permit application shall provide
information on the nature and extent of any or all general commercial,
residential, industrial and other growth which has occurred since August 7,
1977 in the area the source or modification would affect.. The permit
application shall also contain an analysis of the air quality impact projected
for the area as a result of general commercial, residential and other growth
associated with the source or modification.
(11) The permit application shall provide an analysis of the impairment to
visibility, soils and vegetation as a result of the source or modification•.. ~
Commissioner rna re ·ire monitori of visibilit in an· Federal Class I area
near the proposed· new stationary · source ·or major modification .· or such
purposes and by such means as the Commissioner deems necessary and
appropriate.
Seetion L4.4 (f) is amended to read as follows:
1.4.4 (g)

Source Impacting Class I Areas
. .

.

.

(1) Permits may be issued at variance to the limitations imposed on a Class
I area in compliance with the procedures and limitations established in State
and Federal Clean Air Acts.
(2) The permit application for a proposed new source or modification will
contain an analysis on the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any
anticipated adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source. The Commissioner shall
notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the receipt of any such
analysis and include a complete copY of the permit application. Any analysis
performed by the Land Manager shall be considered by the Commissioner
rovided that the anal sis is filed with the Air ualit Service within 30 da s
o receipt o the application by the Land Manager. Where the Commissioner
finds that such an analysis does not demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner that an adverse impact on visibility will result in the Federal
Class I area, the Commissioner will, in any notice of public hearing on the
permit application, either explain his decision or give notice as to where the
explanation can be obtained. Further, upon presentation of good and

-...,

-
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sufficient information, by a federal land manager, the Commissioner may
deny the issuance of a permit for a source, emissions . from · which will
adversely impact areas heretofore or hereafter categorized as Class I areas
even though the emissions would not cause the increment for such Class I
areas to be exceeded.
1.4.4 (h)

Innovative Control Technology
(1) An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or modification
may request the Commissioner in writing to approve a system of innovative
control technology.
(2) The Commissioner may determine that the innovative control
technology is permissible if:
The proposed control system would not cause or contribute to an
unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in its operation or
function.
(A)

-

The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous emissions
reductions equivalent to that which would have been required for best
available control technology under 1.4.4(e) by a date specified by the
Commissioner. Such date shall not be later than 4 years from the time
of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance.
(B)

(C) The . source or modification would meet .the requirements
. equivalent to those in 1.4.2 and 1.4.4(e) based on the emissions rate that
· the source employing the system of innovative control technology would
be required to meet on the date specified by the Commissioner.·

-

(D) · Th·e source or modification would not, before the date:·specified,

cause or contribute to any violation of the applicable ambient air
standards, or impact any Class I area or area where ari ·applicable
increment is known to be violated.
(E)
All other applicable requirements including those for public
·
review have been met.

(3) The Commissioner shall withdraw approval to employ a system of
innovative control technology made under this section 1.4.4(h), if:
The proposed system fails by the specified date to achieve the
required continuous reduction rate; or,

(A)

(B) The proposed system fails before the sp~cified date so as to
contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety;
or,

(C) The Commissioner decides at any time that the proposed system
is unlikely to achieve the required level of control or to protect the
public health, welfare or safety.

-
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'Ib:

Air Quality Council

Fran:

D. G. Doughty

Subject:

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4 Pennit Fees

7)G)J)

Attached is a proposed anendrren.t to Regulation 1. 4 which would change the
existing pennit fee structure. Major changes are as follows:
1. All sources (new and existing} would be required to obtain
a pennit;
2. Pennit renewal and fee :payments would be required on a
yearly basis;
3. Asbestos reno/derro projects would require pennits and
:payment of a $100.00 fee;
4. Fees are assessed in proportion to effort required for
review and inspection and subject to statutory limitations
set forth under current law.

DGD/pjl
Attachrrent

-
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after November 9, 1984 based on the aerodynamic influence of
cooling towers, and for sources seeking stack height credit after
December 31, 1970 based on the aerodynamic influence of
structures not adequately represented by the formulae in
1.4.2(b)(l)(D)(ii), a maximum ground-level concentration due in
whole or part to downwash, wakes or eddy efCects that is at least
40 percent in excess of the maximum concentration experienced
in the absence of such downwash, wakes or eddy efCects.
Section L4.2 (b)(I} is amended to add a new Paragraph G as follows:

1.4.2 (c)

(

Permit Applications
(1)
Required applications shall be made on a form to be supplied by the
Commissioner and signed by the applicant. The signature of the applicant
shall constitute an agreement that the application and all supplemental data
is true and correct and that the applicant is responsible for assuring
construction in accordance with the application and operation in accordance
with all rules and regulations.

--

(2) Attached to the application form and considered a part thereof will be
supplemental data as prescribed in application instructions provided by the
Commissioner. This supplemental data shall include, but is not limited to,
site information, process description, emission data, ambient air modeling
data, etc., as specified in this regulation and the aforementioned instructions.
(3)
The application and supplemental data will be provided three copies to
the Air Quality Service or its delegatee for evaluation.
1.4.2 (d)

-

Action on Applications
(1) The applicant will be notified of any deficiency in the application or
information submitted. In the event of such a deficiency, the date of receipt
of the application shall be the date all required information for a complete
application has been received. The Commissioner will evaluate the permit
application based on information provided by the applicant and other
available information, and make a determination whether the application will
be approved, approved with condition or disapproved. No permit to construct
or modify will be issued unless the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Commissioner that the new source has complied with all pertinent
requirements and the proposed source conforms to the general intent of
applicable laws and regulations.
{2)
For permit applications that are subject to the requirements of Section
1.4.4, the Commissioner will make a determination whether the application
will be approved, approved with condition or disapproved within 180 days
after the date that all required information for a complete application has
been received.
/

CJd 9
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(C) A temporary increase of sulfur dioxide or particulate matter by
order or authorized variance from any source.
1.4.4

(e)

Control Technology
(1)
A new source must demonstrate that the control technology to be
applied is the best that is available (i.e., BACT as defined herein for each
regulated pollutant that it would have the potential to emit in significant
amounts).

A major modification must demonstrate that the control technology to
be applied is the best that is available for each regulated pollutant for which
it would be a significant net emissions increase at the source.
This
requirement applies to each proposed emissions unit at which a net emissions
increase in the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or
change in the method of operation in the unit.
(2)

(3)
The determination of best available control technology shall be made on
a case by case basis taking into account costs and energy, environmental and
economic impacts.

For phased construction projects the determination of best available
control technology shall be reviewed and modified at the discretion of the
Commissioner at a reasonable time but no later than 18 months prior to
commencement of construction of each independent phase of the project. At
such time the owner or operator may be required to demonstrate the
adequacy of any previous determination of best available control technology.
(4)

Section 1.4.4(f) is amended to read as follows:
1.4.4

(f)

Air Quality Impact Evaluation
(1)
Any application for a permit shall contain, as the Commissioner
determines appropriate, an evaluation of ambient air quality in the area that
the source or modification would affect for each of the following pollutants:
(A) For a new source, each regulated pollutant that it would have the
potential to emit in a significant amount;
(8)
For a major modification, each regulated pollutant for which it
would result in a significant net emissions increase.
(2)
For visibility and any st:teh pollutant, other than volatile organic
compounds, for which an ambient air standard does exist, the evaluation shall
contain continuous air quality monitoring data gathered to determine whether
emissions of that pollutant would cause or contribute to a violation of the
applicable ambient air quality standard. For any such pollutant for which a
standard does not exist, the monitoring data required shall be that which the
Commissioner determines is necessary to assess the ambient air quality for
that pollutant in that area.
(3)
The evaluation shall demonstrate that, as of the source's start-up date,
the increase in emissions from that source, in conjunction with all other
applicable emissions increases or reductions of that source, will not cause or

-
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contribute to any increase in ambient concen.trations exceeding the remaining
available PSD increment for the specified air contaminants as determined by
the Commissioner.
(4) The required monitoring data shall have been gathered for a time period
of up to one year and shall represent the year preceding submission of the
application. Ambient monitoring data collected for a time period shorter
than one year (but no less than four months) or for a time period other than
immediately preceding the application may be acceptable if such data are
determined by the Commissioner to be within the time period that maximum
pollutant concentrations would occur, and to be complete and adequate for
determining whether the source or modification will cause or contribute to a
violation of any applicable ambient air quality standard or consume more
than the remaining available PSD increment.
(5) For any application which becomes complete except as to the
monitoring requirements of 1.4.4(f) (2)-{4), between June 8, 1981 and
February 9, 1982, the data that 1.• 4.4(f) (2) and (3) require shall have been
gathered over the period from February 9, 1981 to the date the application
·
becomes otherwise complete, except that:

-

(A) If the source or modification would have been major for that
pollutant under Federal40 CPR 52.21 as in effect on June 19, 1978, any
monitoring data shall have been gathered over the period required by
those regulations.
(B) If the Commissioner determines that a complete and adequate
analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data over a shorter
period, not to be less than four months, the data that 1.4.4(f) (2) and (3)
require shall have been gathered over that shorter period.
(C) If the monitoring data would relate exclusively to ozone and
would not have been required under Federal 40 CPR 52.21 as in effect
on June 19, 1978, the Commissioner may waive the otherwise applicable
requirements of this subsection 1.4.4(f) (5) to the extent that the
applicant shows that the monitoring data would be unrepresentative of
air quality over a full year.
(6) The application for a source or modification of volatile organic
compounds which satisfies all conditions of 1.4.5(e) may provide postapproval monitoring data for ozone in lieu of providing preconstruction data
as required under 1.4.4(f).

-

{7} Post-construction monitoring. .The applicant for a permit for a new
source or modification shall conduct, after construction, such ambient
monitoring and visibility monitoring as the Commissioner determines
necessary to determine the effect its emissions may have, or are having, on
air quality in any area.
{8} The operation of monitoring stations for any air quality monitoring
required under Section 1.4.4 shall meet the requirements of 40 CFR 58
Appendix B.

I'll/
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(9)

Air Quality Models
(A) Any air quality dispersion modeling that is required under Section
1.4.4 for estimates of ambient concentrations shall be based on the
applicable air quality models, data basis and other requirements
specified in the Guidelines on Air Quality Models, OAQPS 1.2-080, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, April, 197 8 and subsequent revisions.
Where an air quality impact model specified in the Guidelines on
Air Quality Models is inappropriate, the model may be modified or
another model subtituted, as approved by the Commissioner. Methods
like those outlined in the Workbook for the Comparison of Air Quality
Models,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, April, 1977 and
subsequent revisions, can be used to determine the comparability of air
quality models.
(B)

(10) Upon request of the Commissioner the permit application shall provide
information on the nature and extent of any or all general commercial,
residential, industrial and other growth which has occurred since August 7,
1977 in the area the source or modification would aCCect. The permit
application shall also contain an analysis of the air quality impact projected
for the area as a result of general commercial, residential and other growth
associated with the source or modification.

The permit application shall provide an analysis of the impairment to
visibility, soils and vegetation as a result of the source or modification. The
Commissioner may require monitoring of visibility in any Federal Class I area
near the proposed new stationary source or major modification for such
purposes and by such means as the Commissioner deems necessary and
appropriate.
(11)

Section 1.4.4 (f) is amended to read as follows:
1.4.4 (g)

Source Impacting Class I Areas
(1)
Permits may be issued at variance to the limitations imposed on a Class
I area in compliance with the procedures and limitations established in State
and Federal Clean Air Acts.
(2)
The permit application for a proposed new source or modification will
contain an analysis on the impairment of visibility and an assessment of any
anticipated adverse impacts on soils and vegetation in the vicinity of the
source resulting from construction of the source. The Commissioner shall
notify the appropriate Federal Land Manager of the receipt of any such
analysis and include a complete copy of the permit application. Any analysis
performed by the Land Manager shall be considered by the Commissioner
rovided that the anal sis is filed with the Air ualit Service within 30 da s
of receipt o the application by the Land Manager. Where the Commissioner
finds that such an analysis does not demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner that an adverse impact on visibility will result in the Federal
Class I area, the Commissioner will, in any notice of public hearing on the
permit application, either explain his decision or give notice as to where the
explanation can be obtained.
Further, upon presentation of good and
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sufficient information, by a federal land manager, the Commissioner
may deny the issuance of a permit for' a source, emissions from which
will adversely impact areas heretofore or hereafter categorized as
Class I areas even though the emissions would not cause the increment
for such Class I areas to be exceeded.
(3)

Definitions

(B) Natural conditions mean naturally occurring phenomena against
which any changes in visibility are measured in terms of visual range,
contrast or coloration.

[
(D) Federal land manager means the Secretary of the department
with authority over the Federal Glass I area or his representative.
(E)
1.4.4 (h)

Installation means an identifiable piece of process equipment.

Innovative Control Technology
(1)
An applicant for a permit for a proposed major source or modification
may request the Commissioner in writing to approve a system of innovative
control technology.
(2) The Commissioner may
technology is permissible if:

determine

that

the

innovative control

(A) The proposed control system would not cause or contribute to an
unreasonable risk to public health, welfare or safety in its operation or
function.

-

(B) The applicant agrees to achieve a level of continuous emissions
reductions equivalent to that which would have ~een required for best
available control technology under 1.4.4(e) by a date specified by the
Commissioner. Such date shall not be later than 4 years from the time
of start-up or 7 years from permit issuance.

-

Draft

Minutes
Air Quality Council
Hearing and Meeting
May 19, 1987

".

Staff

Council Members
William B. Breisch, Chairman
William H. Skeith, Vice Chairman
Transportation Representative Position
Larry Canter,· Ph.D.
John Pettis
Charles Y. Pyle
James F. Quinlan

- present
- absent
-vacant
-present
- absent
-present
-present

Larry Byrum, Act. Chief
Nancy P. Coleman, Ph.D.
D. G. Doughty
Alwin Ning
John Parry

Guests Present
(see attached list)
The public hearing for considering the proposed revisions to Regulations 1.4 and 1.5
was announced in the April 1, 1987 issue of The Oklahoma Register as required by

(

.-.

.

EPA regulations and also published in newspapers and media throughout the State •
Public Hearing
Proposed Revisions to Regulations 1.5 and 1.4
The testimony offered regarding these proposed revisions was recorded and
transcribed by Air Quality Service staff.

These recordings and transcripts are

available for review at Air Quality Service's office during normal working hours.
Mr. Breisch closed the hearing.
Public Meeting
Notice of the public meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's Office and
prior to the meeting news releases were sent to newspapers giving time, date,
place and content of the meeting. Agendas were posted on the entrances and the
auditorium doors at the Tulsa City-County Health Department.

They were also

posted at the Air Quality Service office and the doors to the State Health
-

Department parking garage.

Call to Order
· The meeting was called to order by Mr. Breisch.
Approval of Minutes
Dr. Canter moved to approve the March 17, 1987 minutes as written.

Mr. Pyle

seconded. All Council members voted aye.
Recognition for Mr. Jess Crook
Mr. Breisch requested that Mr. Crook come to the Council platform for
presentation of awards honoring his 13 years of service to the citizens of Oklahoma
as a Council member. Dr. Jerry Cleveland, assistant director, TCCHD presented a
certificate of appreciation from the State Health Department.

Mr. Breisch

presented three a wards - a resolution from the Air Quality Council; a plaque from
the Council and staff for services rendered; and a framed letter of appreciation
from the Governor.
After a brief appreciation speech from Mr. Crook, he received a standing ovation
as he left the auditorium.
Recommended Action on Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Alwin Ning, staff, presented to Council the changes deemed necessary to the
permit regulation to obtain EPA's approval of the visibility SIP.

This revision

relates to the following items: 1. adding "visibility" as a distinctive monitoring
parameter distinguished from other pollutants; 2. specific language empowering the
Commissioner to require visibility monitoring; and 3. notification to the Federal
Land Manager (FLM) prior to the public notice of pre-construction hearing and
including FLM's comment for public review.
Mr. Pyle moved to approve the proposed visiblllty revisions to Regulation 1.4 and
forward It to the Board of Health for their consideration. Dr. canter seconded.
Council members present voted aye.

All~~/'31

A copy of revised Regulation 1.4 as will be

presented to the Board of Health is attached to these minutes.

fl>.l!/ ,~J)
-..

...... ·...·

Other Business
· There was none.
Next Meeting- July 21, 1987
Approved. Briefing at 9:30 a.m. and meeting at 1:00 p.m.
Adjourn
Meeting adjourned by acclamation.

APPROVED:

-----------------------------------------(Chairman)

(Date)

(Chief)

(Date)

(
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MEETING

Air Quality Council
State Health Department
1000 N.E. lOth Street
Room 314
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
1:00 p.m., July 21,1987
Hearing

·~

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Permit Fees

Doughty

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.5
Excessive Emissions

Dr. Coleman

Proposed Variance 87-2
Weyerhaeuser Valliant

Drake

Call to Order

Chairman

Approval of Minutes

Chairman

Other Business

Chairman

Next Meeting - 9/15/87 in Tulsa

Chairman

Adjournment

Chairman

Meeting

':/•''

BRIEFING
Air Quality Council
State Department of Health
1000 N.E. lOth Street
Room 314
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
9:30a.m., July 21, 1987
Hearing Briefing
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
(Permit Fees) Continuation
.

Doughty

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.5
(Excess Emission Reports)

Dr. Coleman

Proposed Variance 87-2
Weyerhaeuser Valliant

Drake

Meeting Briefing
PM 10 Ambient Standard

Byrum

Mid-Year Report

Drake

Clean Air Act Revision Activities

Byrum /Randolph

Service Chief's Report

•'.':

·---
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OKLAHOMA STATE
DEPARTMENTOFHEAcrH

Joan K. Leavitt, M.D .
Commissioner
Board of Health

J,lrnes A Cox. Jr.. M.D.
Pro!Sidenr
L•ndJ M. Johnson. M.D.
V•ce Pres1denr
RoDert D. McCullough. II D.O.
Secrerary/Treasurer

P.O. BOX 53551
1000 N.E. TENTH
OKLAHOMA~ITY, OK 73152

WaliJCe Byrd. M.D.
John B. Carm•chael. D.D.S.
E•rfesr D. Martin
wJirer Scorr Mason. 111
Edwin L Parmer. M.D.
W A '"Tare·· Taylor

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

July 1, 1987

MEMORANDUM
To:

Air Quality Council

From:

D. G. Doughty .·._,

Subject:

Revisions to Regulation 1.4

f? f)

Attached is the staff's proposed revision to Regulation 1.4 resulting from the May
19, 1987 public hearing.
The first major change (section 1.4.l(b)(5)) makes it clear that only permitted
sources would be subject to the permit renewal requirement. Grandfathered
facilities must pay comparable fees, but no permit will be required (1.4.l(d)(l)).
The second major change was to add a definition section (1.4.l(e)(l)) to further
clarify the proposal. For example, the definition of "permit renewal" has been
added. This definition makes it clear that renewal entails the additional burden of
fee payment only, not to include any added permit restrictions.
Thirdly, for applications received after the effective date, permit fees were
restructured to require $2,000 for new major source construction and $750 for new
minor source construction. No fees will be assessed facilities for operating permits
initially, but they will be required to pay an annual renewal. Renewals and annual
renewal equivalents would be assessed at the rate of $65 per source operation.
Lastly, asbestos demolition/renovation projects would be assessed $100 per year for
each project. Separate notifications would constitute separate projects.
As the Council may recau,Ltb_~-~!_~ff was also requested to pr~are and senct__ay_t_
s
·
·
to some of the smal!eroperaflons which may not be aware of this
proposal.
e sta f re are and mailed some 204 of these\jpecial not~ on June
12. All regula ted sources, as reflected by the Service's records, have thus. been
notified directly; many have requested copies of the proposal as of this writing and
may be expected to submit comments. _A___cgp_y of this notice is attached
(attachment #2).
Attachment no. 3 includes~ar...y.__o ublic comments and the staff r..espan[.~l_~
4 and 5 incl~~p~ctlvely err11i.! fee information obtained
r
dmg statefand §_al ex~m.~es of a ec~~~--~-~:~1.-~
DGD/pjl ~~ (: QY1
--- ------

\;ttachme~ r:_os.
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Draft 6/29/87
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Air Resources Management Permits Required
1.4.1 (a)

Scope and Purpose
(1) Pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act as amended, this regulation is
adopted to define Air Resource Management Requirements to protect and
enhance Oklahoma Clean Air Resources and assure attainment/maintenance
of the ambient air quality through the utilization of a construction/operati~J'l
permit system.
·

1.4.1 (b)

General Requirements
(1)
Except as provided herein, no person may commence construction of,
or operate any new source, or relocate any source without obtaining a permit
from the Air Quality Service.
{B(2) Permits are required when the addition of a new source, or modification
of an existing source, results in a net increase in air contaminant emissions as
the Commissioner determines appropriate.
f9X3) Transfer of a source to a new owner or operator is not considered an
increase in emissions and does not require new permits. However, any
ermit conditions and/or com liance
transfer shall be sub""ect to existin
schedules. Notification o such trans ers shall be made promptly in writing
to the State Air Quality Service.
{-31(4)The Commissioner. may determine that a source is of minor significance
and that permits are not required.
(5) Upon the effective date of this subsection, all operating permits,
including those issued prior to the effective date, shall be for the term of one
year, renewable on the first working day of February of each calendar year.
Fee assessments shall include the year 1988.
(6) An source for which the ermit renewal fee or the annual ermit
renewal fee equivalent has not been received in the offices o the Air Quality
Services by close of business on the first working day of March, shall be
deemed to be operating without a permit.

1.4.1

(c~

New Sources
(1) The Air Quality Service shall operate for the State of Oklahoma a dual
permitting system for all new stationary/portable facilities/sources to be
established in Oklahoma. The first permit is authorization to construct and is
issued upon a determination by the Commissioner that the new source is so
designed as to assure that the emission limitations of the several control
regulations will be met.
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The second permit is a permit to operate and is issued by the Commissioner
upon demonstration the source was constructed as designed and the facility
does meet the requirements of the several control regulations. Issuance of a
permit is evidence that the source has met all requirements; however, upon
proper showing this can be refuted by the State or a third party and in such a
case the permit does not relieve the source of the responsibility to comply
with all local, state or federal laws.
(2) Operating permits, issued subsequent to construction permit
applications received on or after January 1, 1988, shall be subject to permit
renewal fee payment on the first day of January following the first
anniversary of the operating permit application due date.
1.4.1

(d)

Existing Sources
(1)
Any facility exempt from the requirement to obtain a permit based on
date of construction or start-up shall be subject to an annual permit renewal
fee equivalent. Permit renewal fee equivalents shall be equal to comparable
permit renewal fees and shall be processed in the same manner and on the
same basis as provided herein.
·

ffi

Permit-s ere reqttirea when the eadiflen of e new settree; or meeltfteetion
of en exisflftg settl'ee; f.esl:Hts ift e net iftereese ift Mf' eentemiftent emtssiens es
the €emmfss!ener aetermiftes epprepmte..

AA 'l'rensfer of e settree to e new owner or epereter ~ net eensiderea en
iflereese ift emissiens ena does ne-t! reqtrire new permi+.r.
'The €emmisstene:r- mey determme thet e settree ~of mifter ~enee
end t:het permits ere net reqtrire_d;o

fat
1.4.1 {dt (e)

Permit Fees
(1)

Definitions. For the purposes of section 1.4.l(c):

Minor Source - means any source for which a permit is required, but is
not a major source.
Permit Renewal- means the yearly process of assessing and collecting
permit renewal fees. In no case shall such term be construed to require
any formal permit review.
Relocate - means to move a source from one geographical location to
another. The term shall not include de minimis moves within the
proximity of the original site, or convenience moves to contiguous areas
when such moves are readily observable by inspectors.

~.
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Source 0 eration- means the last o eration recedin the emission of
an air contaminant, which operation a results in the separation of the
air contaminant from the process materials or in the conversion of the
process materials into air contaminants, as in the case of combustion of
fuel; and (b) is not a pollution abatement operation. The term shall not
be construed to include a source operation which is of minor
significance and would not be permit table if it were a new source.
Annual Permit Renewal Fee Equivalent - means the annual fee assessed
on source operations at facilities which, because of the date of start-up
or construction, are exempt from the requirements to have a permit.
(2) All construction permits, the application for which is received after the
eRective date .of this subsection, will be assessed a fee, which must
accompany the application, in accordance with the following schedule:
(A)

,-.
..

(B)

-·

Major Source
(i)

Construction permit

$2;000

(ii)

Operating permit

No fee

Minor Source
(i)

Construction permit

(ii)

OQerating permit

$750

No fee

(3)

tile rate of sixt -five dollars 65 er source o eration and a able in
accordance with the provisions of subsection 1.4.1 b • Annual permit renewal
fee equivalents shall be assessed at the same rate and be payable in the same
manner.
(4) Except for the calendar year 19S8, the Air Quality Service will, on or
before the first working day of January of each year, present persons subject
to annual permit renewal fees and annual permit renewal fee equivalents with
a fee assessment. Fee assessments for 1988 renewals shall be presented on or
about the effective date of this part.
(5) Permits to locate existing sources within the state shall be assessed a
fifty dollar ($50) fee payable upon application.
(6) Asbestos renovation/demolition projects as required under Air Pollution
Control Regulation 3.8, Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic Air
Contaminants, shall be assessed a one hundred dollar ($100) permit fee per
project. For the purposes of this subsection, the term "project" shall be
defined to mean any renovation/demolition operation at any one facility
submitted under separate notification. Any project not completed within one
year from the date of notification shall pay a permit renewal fee of $100 per
year or part of a year until such time as the project is completed.
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(7)
Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be accepted)
made payable to the reviewing agency, e.g~, Oklahoma State Department of
Health, Air Quality Service.
(8) The fee provisions set forth in this regulation shall apply to those
permits, renewals and renewal fee equivalents processed by the State Air
Quality Service and are not intended to preempt any local fee program.
1.4.2

Construction Permit

1.4.2 (a)

Standards Required
(1) No person shall cause or allow the construction or modification of any
source without first obtaining an authority to construct or modify from the
Commissioner as to comply with all. applicable air pollution rules and
regulations, and not to exceed ambient air quality standards or applicable
federal new source performance standards (NSPS) and national emission
standards for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPS), Sections 111 and 112 of
the Federal Clean Air Act.
(2) Major Sources. For purposes of this Section 1.4.2 (a), a major source is
defined as any new or modified stationary source which directly emits or has
the capability at maximum design capacity and, if appropriately permitted,
authority to emit 100 tons per year or more of a given pollutant. A major
source must demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best
that is available for each pollutant .controlled under air pollution control
regulations if such pollutant would cause the source to be defined as a major
source. This determination will be made by the Commissioner on a case by
case basis taking into account energy, environmental, costs and economic
impacts of alterna~ive control systems.
(3) Any air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation that is required
shall be prepared in accordance with procedures ·acceptable to the
Commissioner and accomplished by the applicant.
(4) If required by the Commissioner; the new source will be equipped with
sampling ports, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data and
other sampling and/or testing facilities.

1.4.2 (b)

Stack Height Limitation
(1) Air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation shall exclude the
effect of that portion of the height of any stack which exceeds good
engineering practice or the effect of any other dispersion techniques as
defined in the following:
(A) Stack means any point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids
or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
(B) A stack in existence means that the owner or operator had (1)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site
construction of the stack or (2) entered into binding agreement.s. or
contractual obligations, which could not be cancelled or modified
without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a
pr-ogram of construction of the stack to be completed in a reasonable

......_.

Minutes
Air Quality Council
Hearing and Meeting
July 21, 1987
Council Members
-Present
William B. Breisch, Chairman
William H. Skeith, Vice Chairman
- Present
Transportation Representative Position -Vacant
Larry Canter, Ph.D.
-Absent
John Pettis
-Present
Charles Y. Pyle
-Present
James F. Quinlan
-Present

Staff
John W. Drake, Chief
Larry Byrum
Nancy P. Coleman, Ph.D.
D. G. Doughty
Grant Marburger
John R. Parry

Guests Present
(see attached list)
The public hearing for considering the proposed revisions to Regulations 1.4 and 1.5
was announced in the June 1, 1987 issue of The Oklahoma Register as required by
EPA regulations and also published in newspapers and media throughout the State.
Public Hearing
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4- Permit Fees
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.5 - Excessive Emissions
The testimony offered regarding these proposed revisions was transcribed by a
Court Reporter. The official transcript is available for review at Air Quality
Service's office during normal working hours.
Proposed Weyerhaeuser Valliant Variance 87-2
John Drake acted as protocol officer for this proposed variance from Regulations
3.1, 2.4 and, also, presented staff position.
Air Quality staff received the petition for variance on June 29, 1987 and, after a
cursory review, decided further study and understanding was necessary, suggesting
a September presentation to Council by Weyerhaeuser Company representatives.
Staff met with WeyCo, a fair explanation of the problem was presented and they

·-

expressed eagerness to be placed on the July Council agenda.

.. •··
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Currently, the company is allowed to emit .185# of particulates per million BTUs
of heat input. They request this limit be revised to a limit of 1.0# of particulates
per million BTUs heat input. They request this allowance for a one year time period
until July 1988. During this time, the company will conduct a study to determine
cause of excess mechanical failures and develop a corrective action plan to be
implemented during 1988-89 time frame.
The electrostatic precipitator has two sides and 1/2 flue gas passes through each
side. Each side has four units. Each unit removes 90 percent of the particulate in
the gas stream. When an electrical wire inside a unit breaks, then the unit must be
deactivated. When a unit is deactivated, the efficiency is cut. When this occurs,
the source operation is not in compliance with the control regulation. To repair a
malfunctioning unit, the entire side must be deactivated. To do this the company
cuts the source operation to half of normal, diverts all f1lle gas- through the
remaining up side, thus staying in compliance. This procedure requires about eight
hours.
Jim Odendahl and Bill Dawson, Weyerhaeuser Co., presented the operational and
economic problems that are occurring at the plant. As the bottom line, WeyCo is
requesting help to allow scheduling of repairs, try to keep a cost-effective
operation and time to engineer an effective one-year solution to the breakdown
problem.
Mrs. Anna Clapper, Chairperson of the Oklahoma Coalition for Clean Air, was
concerned about the increase in particulates in the air if WeyCo was allowed to
operate at variance for one year. It was her recommendation that Council keep in
mind the health effects of increased air pollution and structure their action to keep
careful control of WeyCo emissions during the period of study and correction. (A
copy of Mrs. Clapper's statement is attached to these minutes).

....·... ··
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Mr. Drake stated that staff is very concerned about the prudence of recommending
a variance without knowing more about the impact of these emissions on the
atmosphere. Staff has computed a five fold increase and the information from
WeyCo indicates a ten fold increase. The staff recommends that Council take no
action'on this variance petition at this time giving the company an opportunity to
provide additional justification and information before the next Council meeting.
With this recommendation and after considerable questioning by Council of staff
and WeyCo representatives, Mr. Pyle moved to delay action on this variance
request until the next Council meeting (9/22/87). Mr. Quinlan seconded. Council
members voted as follows: Mr.Quinlan -aye; Mr. Pyle -aye; Mr. Skeith -aye; Mr.
Pettis- aye; and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Mr. Breisch closed the public hearing.
Public Meeting
Notice of the public meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's office and
prior to the meeting news releases were sent to newspapers giving time, date,
place and content of the meeting. Agendas were posted on the building entrance
doors, the hall window of the Air Quality Service and the door to the meeting
room.
Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Breisch.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Pettis moved to approve the May 19, 1987 minutes as written. Mr. Quinlan
seconded. All Council members present voted aye.
Other Business
There was none.
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Next Meeting- 9/15/87 in Tulsa
Confirmed. NOTE: On July 22, 1987, because of a conflict in scheduling, the
meeting date was changed to September 22, 1987. Notice of scheduling change was
mailed to the office of the Secretary of State.
Adjourn
Meeting adjourned by acclamation.

APPROVED:
(Chairman)

?f-z,__/P7
(Date)

{Date)

-

AIR QUALITY COUNCIL
PUBLIC HEARING AND MEETING
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Please Note: Council Briefing has been rescheduled from 9/15/87 to 9/22/87.

Briefing
Air Quality Council
Auditorium
Tulsa City-County .Health Department
4616 East 15th Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma
9:30 a.m., September 22, 1987
Hearing Briefing

-

Proposed Revision to Regulations 1.1 and 1.2
Defining PM-10

Byrum

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Concerning Fees

Doughty

Proposed Variance 87-2
Weyerhaeuser- Valliant

Marburger

Proposed Variance 85-1
Sheffield Steel Co. -Renewal

Marburger

Meeting Briefing
PM-10

Byrum

Service Chief's Report

Drake

Please Note: Council Meeting has been rescheduled from 9/15/87 to 9/22/87.

Meeting
Air Quality Council
Auditorium
Tulsa City-County Health Department
4616 East 15th Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma
1:00 p.m., September 22, 1987
Hearing
Proposed Revision to Regulations 1.1 and 1.2
Defining PM-10

Byrum

Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Concerning Fees

Doughty

Proposed Variance 87-2
Weyerhaeuser- Valliant

Marburger

Proposed Variance 85-1
Sheffield Steel - Sand Springs

Marburger

Call to Order

Chairman

Approval of Minutes

Chairman

Other Business

Chairman

Meeting

Next Meeting- November 17, 1987
State Health Department
Adjournment

Chairman

OKlAHOMA STATE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

oj K. Leavitt, M.D.
missioner
d of He•lth
sA Cox. Jr.. M.D.
lem
M. Johmon. M.D.

>res•dent
't D. McCullough. II D.O.

tary/Treasurer

P.O. BOX 53551
1000 N.E. TENTH
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73152

Wallace Byrd. M.D.
JOhn B. carm!Cnael. D.D.S.
Emest D. Martin
Walter Scott Mason. Ill
Edwin L Pointer. M.D.

w. A

J\N EQUAL OPPOrm.JNllY EMPLOYER

''Tare" Taylor

September 1, 1987

MEMORANDUM
To:

Air Quality Council

From:

D. G. Doughty

Subject:

Regulation 1.4 - Permit Fees .

~

Attached for the Council's information is the stafrs latest draft of an acceptable
permit fee regulation•.As the Council is well aware, this proposal will be the
subject of a public hearing at the Council meeting September 22nd. You may also
recall that hearings were previously held last May and again in July. The July
meeting resulted in the scheduling of two workshops which were held August 5th
and August 12th.
The first workshop addressed the legal issues, alternative approaches and various
industry concerns such as de minimis and renewal fee cap (see attachment #2,
minutes of the August 5th workshop).
The second workshop was a work session, broken into three groups. The groups
addressed, respectively, de minimis; alternative A (the approach seemingly favored
by Oklahoma public utilities) and alternative B (the Kansas approach). The minutes
of this workshop are also attached for your review, as is a memorandum
summarizing the consensus of each work group.
Summary of Staff Proposal

(1) The current draft regulation incorporates the so-called Kansas approach. It
places all sources into one of 10 categories, ranked in order of the amount of fee
payable. The actual fee is calculated by multiplying the class number for the
source by $50; e.g., a category 10 factility would pay $500 yearly ($50 X 10). See
section 1.4.l(c)(4)(C).
(2) A de minimis for purposes of permit renewal fees is set at 10 tons per year for
any onecriteria pollutant. See section 1.4.l(c)(4)(B).
(3) Construction and operating permits would be assessed as set out below. See
section 1.4.l(c)(2).
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Construction
Major source
Minor source
) 25 T/yr; (100
and minor NSPS
Minor source
) 11b/hr; (25T/yr

Operation

$2,000

$1,500

$1,000

$250

$200

$100

(4) Grandfathered sources would be required to pay the same fee as a "permit
renewal equivalent". Section 1.4.1(c)(4)(A).
(5) It will be the duty of the AQS to mail out assessments at the first of every
year, based on the emissions inventory. Section 1.4.1(c)(4)(C)(ii).
Based on the two previous public hearings and input at the workshops, the staff
believes that this approach will be acceptable by industry. The present draft
addresses, we believe, all of the major concerns of industry. The approach is
simple, easily understood and equitable. It should not create unacceptable
administrative burdens for either industry or staff, and more importantly, it s~l
provide revenue approaching the amount needed to provide a viable state air
program.
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DRAFT
REGULATION 1.4
AH- Resettrees MaBgemertt
Permits Reqtti!'ee
Permits
I•

1.4.1 General PermH Requirements
·mit
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1.4.1

(a)~

:t should
ir -

(1)
The Air Quality Service shall operate for the State of Oklahoma a dual
permitting system for all new stationary/portable facilities/sources to be
established in Oklahoma. The first permit is authorization to construct and is
issued upon a determination by the Commissioner that the new source is so
designed as to assure that the emission limitations of the several control
regulations will be met. The second permit is a permit to operate and is
issued by the Commissioner upon demonstration that the source was
constructed as designed and the facility does meet the requirements of the
several control regulations. -lssttMee e~ a permH -is eridertee that the settree
has met aa reqtri!'emertts; heweve!'; tt~ert pre~er shew~ this eart be re~tttee
by the State er a thH-6 ~arty artd m stteh a ease the permH dees rtet relieve
the setlree e~ the respertsibilH:y te eem~ wHh aa leeM; state er federallaw~ All o eratin
ermits for sources havin emission above de miminis
levels under Section 1.4.1 c 4 B i includin those issued rior to the
effective date o this subsection, shall be for the term of one year, renewable
annually as provided herein.

Mtt

~

Seneral Reqtri!'emertts Permitting System

{e).

Neeessity te 9btaift PermH

(b)

Applicability

~

(2)Permits are required when the addition of a new source, or modification
of aexisting source, results in a net increase in air contaminant emissions as
the Commissioner determines appropriate. Transfer of a source to a new
owner or operator is not considered an increase in emissions and does not
require new permits. However, any transfer shall be subject to existing
permit conditions and/or compliance· schedules.
Notification of such

/'139

transfers shall be made promptly in writing to the State Air Quality Service.
~

The Somm:tssiener may c:letermifte that a settree is ot miftor sign#teanee
anc:l that ~ermHs are not !'e~l::ltf'ed;-

(3)

U on the effective date of this subsection no ermit shall be re uired

fur any new or modified source when it can be shown to the satisfaction o
the Com missioner that:
Total emissions will not exceed one pound (1 lb.} per hour for any
one criteria pollutant, and

(A)

(B) Total emissions of taxies will not exceed the de minimis
reQuirements set forth under Regulation 3.8.4(i)(1)(E).
1.4.1

(c)~

Permit Fees

The appHeant ler a permit te eon!fftte~ operate or !'eieeate wtH attaeh
a eheelt or money o!'c:ler ift the a.l'ftottnt of thiriy-ffle c:loHars f$3So9E» as an
initial ~!"'eessiftg fee.

fB.
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Alter eva-lttaH6n anc:l pf'ier te is!tttanee ot the eon!ffttetien perm#; an
ad.Mfl.onal tee wffi be eharged anc:l eoHeeted ift aeeordanee wi-th the ~wiftg

sehec:l~

(1)
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ReieeaH6n tee - no tee

Definitions. For the purposes of section 1.4.1(c):
(A) Major Source - means any new or modified stationary source
which directly emits or has the capability at maximum design capacity,
and if appropriately permitted, authority to emit 100 tons per year of a
given pollutant.
(B) Facility - means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which
belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more·
contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the
same person or persons under common control. Pollutant-emitting
activities shall be considered as art of the same industrial rou in if
the belon to the same "Ma ·or Grou " i.e. which have the same twodigit code as described in the Standard Industrial Classification
Manual, 1972, as amended by the 1977 Supplement.
(C) Minor Source - means any source for which a permit is required,
but is not a major source.
(D)

Permit Renewal - means the process whereby operating permits

-..

-

.

are extended for another one year term. In no case shall the term
"permit renewal" be construed to allow the imposition of additional
permit requirements not otherwise required or authorized by law or
regulation.
(E) Relocate - means to move a source from one geographical
iOcation to another. The term shall not include de minimis moves
within the proximity of the original site, or convenience moves to
contiguous areas when such moves are readily observable by inspectors.
(F) Annual Permit Renewal Fee Equivalent - means the annual fee
assessed on facilities which, because of the date of start-up or
construction, are exempt from the requirements to have a permit.
(2)

Construction and Operating Permit Fees- New Sources
(A) All new permits, the construction permit application for which is
received after the effective date of this subsection, will be assessed a
fee, which must accompany the application, in accordance with the
following schedule:
(i)

Major Source
Construction Permit

$2,000

Operating Permit

$1,500

Minor sources actually emitting 25 tons but less than 100
tons per year of any one polluant; and minor NSPS sources.

(ii)

Construction Permit
Operating Permit

$1,000
$250

Minor sources emitting more than one pound per hour but
less than 25 tons per year of any one pollutant.

(iii)

(iv)
(3)

Construction Permit

$200

Operating Permit

$100

Relocation Permits

Review to Determine Applicability- New Sources

19'11

(4)

Permit Renewal and Renewal Equivalents
(A)

Applicability
The Air Quality Service shall annually assess and collect a
ermit renewal fee or ermit renewal fee e uivalent from all
sources in the State accordmg to their classi ication as set orth
in Table I. Assessments for existin sources randfathered from
permit requirements i.e., permit renewal fee equivalents shall be
made in the same manner and on the same basis as a new source
of the same type (permit renewal fees).
(i)

New sources shall not be subject to a permit renewal fee
until a minimum of one year shall have elapsed from the operating
permit application due date.
·
(ii)

(B)

De Minimis

(C)

Assessments
Fees established ·under this section shall be assessed and
paid on the basis of source classification as identified in Table I.
The annual fee collected for a source in any class shall be
determined by multiplying the class number for the source, as
determined by Table I, by fifty ($50) dollars. In no case shall
more than one fee per source be assessed unless such source shall
constitute two or more facilities as defined herein.

(i)

-...

On or before the first working day of each year, the Air
Quality Service will mail fee assessments to all sources subject to
this regulation. Such assessments shall be made pursuant to data
contained in the emissions inventory and shall set forth:
(ii)

(a)

The source classification

(b)

The class number assigned to the source, and

(c) The amount of the fee that is to be remitted to the
service.
For the calendar year 1988, fee assessments will be mailed
on or about the effective date of this regulation and shall be due
in the offices of the Air Quality Service 30 days from the date of
receipt of the assessment.

(iii)

ffi (5)Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be accepted) -....
made payable to the reviewing agency, e.g., Oklahoma State Department of
Health, Air Quality. Service. Fees shall be due in the offices of the Air
Quality Service on the first working day of February. A ten (10) calendar,:)ay

-

race eriod will be iven before an enforcement action will be taken. U on
the expiration of the ten day grace period, notices of violation NOV will be
issued and civil penalties, in addition to other remedies, may be sought as
authorized under 63 O.S. 1986 Supp. Section l-1701.1A.
(6) The fee provisions set forth in this regulation shall apply to those
permits, renewals and renewal fee equivalents processed by the State Air
Quality Service and are not intended to preempt any local fee program.
(D)

Source Classification
Any new source for which an appropriate source
classification does not exist shall be assigned a classification and
class number in Table I as a permit condition.

(i)

(ii) Any existing source for which a permit is not reguired, and
for which an appropriate source classification does not exist shall
be assi ned a source classification and class number in the same
D i above except that:

(

-

(a) Such assignment shall be made in writing, setting forth
the reasons why the source has been assigned to any
particular category, and
(b) Any person aggrieved by such assignment shall be
entitled to a hearing on the reasonableness of the
assignment.

Minutes
Air Quality Council
Hearing and Meeting
September 22, 1987
Staff

Council Members
William B. Breisch, Chairman
William H. Skeith, Vice Chairman
Transportation Representative Position
Larry Canter, Ph.D.
John Pettis
Charles Y. Pyle
James F. Quinlan

-Present
-Present
-Vacant
-Present
- Absent
- Present
-Present

John W. Drake, Chief
Larry Byrum
Nancy Pees Coleman, Ph.D.
D. G. Doughty
Grant Marburger
John R. Parry

Guests Present
(See attached list)
The public hearing for considering the proposed revisions to Regulations 1.1, 1.2 and
1.4 and variances for Weyerhaeuser and Sheffield Steel was announced in the
August 3, 1987 issue of The Oklahoma Register as required by EPA regulations and
also published in newspapers and media throughout the State.
Public Hearing
Proposed Revision to Regulations 1.1 and 1.2
Defining PM-10
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Concerning Fees
The testimony offered regarding these proposed revisions was transcribed by a
Court Reporter. The official transcript is available for review at Air Quality
Service's office during normal working hours.
Proposed Variance 87-2
Weyerhaeuser- Valliant
John Drake acted as protocol officer for this proposed variance from Regulations
3.1 and 2.4. This proposed variance is a carry over from the July 21, 1987 Council
meeting where Council requested additional justification and information. Grant
Marburger, staff, presented staff position (a copy of his presentation is attached as
Addendum I). WeyCo provided additional written information in support of its
variance request to AQS and this information was provided to Council members
(Addendum 10. Mssrs. Mark Coldiron and Jim Odendahl, representing WeyCo. were
present to answer Council's inquiries. Mr. Bill Hickman, representing the
Oklahoma Wildlife Federation, read a letter (copy attached, Addendum 110 that
stated the Executive Committee of OWF opposed the proposed variance to WeyCo.
After considerable questioning by Council members, Dr. Canter moved that
WeyCo. be granted a one-year variance and this recommendation be forwarded to
the Board of Health. Mr. Quinlan seconded. Council voted as follows: Mr. Quinlan
-aye; Mr. Skeith -aye; Dr. Canter -aye; Mr. Pyle -aye and Mr. Breisch -aye.

,::.·:·

Proposed Variance 85-1
Sheffield Steel, Sand Springs
John Drake acted as protocol officer for this proposed variance from Alternative
Emission Regulation 1.6. Grant Marburger, staff, presented staff position
(Addendum IV). Mr. Charles Rearden, representing Sheffield Steel Co., was present
to answer Council queries. He stated that this would be the last time to ask for a
variance and all phases of the operation are on the time schedule. On May I, 1988
Sheffield will shut down for 16 days to install the hoods over the furnaces. This
should eliminate all visible emissions out the top of the furnace building. Roger
Randolph, TCCHD, read a statement concerning the Sheffield variance·
recommending approval as this will be the last variance (Addendum V). Mr. Skeith
moved to grant the variance to Sheffield Steel and forward it to the Board of
Health. Mr. Quinlan seconded. Council voted as follows: Mr. Quinlan -aye; Mr.
Skeith -aye; Dr. Canter -aye; Mr. Pyle -aye and Mr. Breisch- aye.
Mr. Breisch closed the public hearing.
Public Meeting
Notice of the public meeting was forwarded to the Secretary of State's Office and
prior to the meeting news releases were sent to newspapers giving time, date,
place and content of the meeting. Agendas were posted at the building entrance
and the auditorium door.
Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Breisch.
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Skeith moved for approval of the July 21, 1987 minutes as written. Mr.
Quinlan seconded. All Council members present voted aye.
Other Business
There was none.
Next Meeting- November 17, 1987
State Health Department
Confirmed.
Adjournment
Meeting adjourned by acclamation.
APPROVED:
(Chairman)
(Chief)

(Date)
(Date)
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Environmental Quality Board

Page 1949
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Additional Comments

Page 1951
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BEFORE THE

~~

AIR QUALITY CONTROL COUNCIL

3
4

In the Matter of:

)
)

5
6

PROPOSED REVISION TO )
REGULATION 1.4
)

_________________ )

7

8
9

10

State Health Department
Air Quality Control
Room 314
1000 N. E. lOth Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

11

-

12
13

14

IS
16

The above-entitled matter carne on for
hearing, pursuant to Notice, at 1:00 p.m.

17
18

BEFORE:

MR. JOHN DRAKE, PRESIDING OFFICIAL
Air Quality Control Council
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

REPORTED BY:

MR. RUSSELL E. BURNS, C.E.R.
Notary Public within & for
The State of Oklahoma
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21
22
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24

25

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
Oklahoma Citv. Oklahoma
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1

APPEARANCES:

2
3

MR. JOHN DRAKE. Presiding Official

4

MR. WILLIAM BREISCH

5

MR. CHARLES PLYE

6

MR. WILLIAM SKEITH

7

MR. JAMES QUINLAN

8

MR. PETTIS

9

MR. ALWIN NING

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
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24
25

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
fllt-l .. hnm~

r.;rv_ OklAhoma
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3

1

P R 0 C E E D I N G S

2

·1:00 p.m.

3

THE REPORTER:

4

MR. BREISCH:

On record.
We will call the Air

5

Quality Council Meeting to order, and first, we will

6

proceed with our hearing.

7

as Hearing Officer.
MR. DRAKE:

8
9
10
,11

Officer for this hearing.

And, John Drake will act

Yes, I will act as Protocal
This is proposed division

regulation 1.4 was appropriately advertised in the
Oklahoma Register.
As will be our custom, we will leave

12
13

the hearing record open for ten days to receive any

14

writ~en

15

concerning this regulation,

16

are not slips available at the back of the room.

comments.

If anyone cares to make a statement
there are slips, there

If you care to make a statement, fill

17
18

out a slip,

they will be handed me and we will call

19

on you after the staff has made it's presentation.
I would ask Mr. Alwin Ning to present

20
21

the position of the staff concerning these proposed

22

revisions.
MR. NING:

23

Members of the Air Quality

24

Council, and ladies and gentlemen, my name is Alwin

25

Ning.

BURNS COURT R~PORTING SERVICES Oklahoma Citv. Oklahoma

405-737-9333

4
....... ·._,

. ,·.-:.:

1

2

THE REPORTER:
first name.

3
4

Please spell that

MR. NING:
as in Nancy,

A-1-w-i-n, last name, N,

i-n-g.

5

THE REPORTER:

6

MR. NING:

Thank you.

I am the head of the

7

analysis section of the Air Quality Service.

EPA in

8

1986 has approved Oklahoma's state incrementation

9

plans under the protection of visibility in the

10

Wichita Mountains wilderness area.

11
12

..
The staff is attempting to remedy
r_) (··, . .. , ... , '. ··:-,
;.'I
some ~ffeciencies by adding some language into our

13

existing permit regulation,

9

1.4.4.

In .this 1.4.4, E-2, on page 23 of 32,

14
15

Section 7, we added visibility and ~nd visibility

16

monitoring as a distinctive monitoring perimeter

17

distinguished

from other groups.
Second,

18

in Section 1.4.4 G-2 on page

19

25 of 32; we've inserted specific language for the

20

Commissioner to notify the Federal Land Manager of

21

a permit application.

22

will be available for public review,

23

hearing.

prior to any

The inserted language to read, as

24
25

Any comment by the Federal Land

follows:

The Commissioner shall notify the appropriate

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES Olcll'lhnml'l c;_tv. Oklahoma

405-737-9333

5
1

Federal Land Manager of the receipt of any such

2

analysis, and include a complete'copy of the permit

3

application.

4

Manager, shall be considered by the Commissioner,

5

provided that the analysis is filed with the Air

6

Quality Service, within 90 days of the receipt of the

7

application, by the Land Manager.

8
9

Where the Commissioner finds that
such an analysis does not demonstrate to the satisfaction

10

of the Commissioner, that an adverse impact of

11

visibility will result in the Federal Class 1 area,

12

·the Commissioner will, in any notice of a· public hearing

13.

on the permit application, either explain his decision,

14

or give notice as to where the explanation can be

15

obtained.

16

.-

Any analysis performed by the Land

Third, at the request of EPA we also

17

ad de d t·he d e fin i t i on o f " em i s s i on 1 i mi tat i on s " , and

18

"emission standards of fact", which was previously

19

thought unnecessary.

20

A new paragraph 1.4.2 B-lG, reads,

21

"Emission Limitations and Emission Standards means

22

requirement which limits the quantity, rate or concentra-

23

tion of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous

24

basis,

25

of opacity, prescribe equipment, set fuel specifications,

including any requirements which. limit the level

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
Oklahoma Ci tv. Oklahoma

6
.......... ,

1

or prescribe operations, or maintenance procedures ••. "

2

We have a misspelling on the word "maintenance",

3

insert the letter "n",

4

to assure continuous reduction."

5

to correct it -- " .. for a source

The Staff of the Air Quality Service

6

respectfully urges the Council to recommend these

7

changes to the Board of Health, for a~proval,

8
9

MR. DRAKE: Alwin, would you -- oh,
go ahead,

10

MR. PYLE:

On my page 25 of 32, you

11

are reading the insertion about the Federal Land Manager,

12

and my copy says,

13

within 90 days.

"within 30 days" and you mentioned,

14

MR.

15

MR. PYLE:

Yes.

16

MR.

I'm sorry,

17

NING:

I

did?

correction,

30 days.

18
19

NING:

MR. DRAKE:

Are there any questions

from the Council?

20

(No oral response)

21

MR. DRAKE:

22

Is there anyone in the audience who

Thank you,

Alwin.

23

would like to make a statement concerning this proposed

24

revision?

25

(No oral response)

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
n~1~hnm~ r.i~v-

Oklahoma
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1

2

MR.

DRAKE:

Is there anyone who would

like to make a statement on this proposed revision?

3

(No oral response)

4

MR.

DRAKE:

The third time;

is there

5

anyone who would like to make a comment concerning this

6

proposed revision?

7

(No oral response)

8

MR.

9

to comment on this.

DRAKE:
As I

Apparently, no one cares
stated in my opening statement,

10

we will hold the record opened for ten days,

11

further comments. and we will bring this back to you

12

at your next council meeting, with the proposed

13

recommendations for action.

14

That's, apparently, it.

15

(Whereupon,

16

to receive

the hearing in the above-

entitled matter was concluded.)

17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
Okl~homa

Citv. Oklahoma
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1

C E R T I F I C A T ·E

2

STATE OF OKLAHOMA

)

3

COUNTY ·OF O[LAHOHA

)

)

SS:

4

5

I,

6

RUSSELL E. BURNS, C.E.R.

7

a Certified Electronics Reporter/Notary Public within

8

and for the State of Oklahoma, do hereby certify

9

that the foregoing transcript is a true, correct

10

and complete verbatim transcription of the proceedings

11

held at said time and place.

12

I further certify that I am

13

not an attorney or counsel for, nor

14

employed by any of the parties to which this action

15

is taken, and further that I am not a relative or

16

employee of any attorney or counsel employed ·by the

11.

parties hereto, or financially interested in the

18

action.

19

related to or

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have

20

hereunto set my hand and official seal this,

21

day Qf

APRIL, 198 7.

~
uadtf ~=------1
~?SELL

22
23

E.

BURNS,. C. E. R.

No t a r y P u b 1 i c wi t h i n & f o.r
The STATE OF OKLAHOMA

24

25

21st

My Commission Expires:

3/24/89

BURNS COURT REPORTING SB~VICES - 405-737-9333
Oklahuwa City, Oklahoma
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May 15, 1987

Oklahoma Air Quality Council
Oklahoma State Department of Health
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
PROPOSED CHANGES TO REGULATION 1.4
Sinclair Oil Corporation-Tulsa Refinery appreciates the opportunity to
present its point of view on the proposed changes to Regulation 1.4 of
the "Oklahoma Clean Air Act Air Pollution Control Regulations and
Guidelines".
Sinclair Oil Corporation-Tulsa Refinery is opposed to the permitting
of "existing sources". However, if a permit requirement for existing
sources is passed, we would have the following comments:
1.

Instead of a fee of $50 per source, we would propose a lump
sum fee for each facility.

2.

The regulations should clearly state that the permitting of
existing sources will not subject us to performance testing,
monitoring, or any other standards other than those currently in effect.

In addition to our comments above, we believe that proposed Regulation
1.4.1(d)4 should be better defined. For example, what would constitute an "asbestos renovation/demolition project"? We wish to
strongly recommend that removal of asbestos for routine maintenance,
such as valve or pipe repair or replacement not be included.
Again, we thank you for your time and consideration.

H. M. Connell
Refinery Manager
CRR:jfh
cc:

Members, Oklahoma Air Quality Council

!iiinclair Oil Corporation
P.O. BOX 970, TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74101

918/554-5025

,-~

Sun Refining and
!Marketing Company

May 18, 1987

PO Box2039
Tulsa OK74102

Mr. John Drake
Chief, Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Health Department
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152
Dear Mr. Drake:
Sun Refining and Marketing Company appreciates the opportunity
to comment on the proposed changes to regulations 1.4 and 1.5.
Regulation 1.4 (Permits), Section 1.4.1.(d)(2), concerns fees
for existing sources. We feel that the fee of $50 per source is
overkill in facilities such as ours. We presently have
approximately 70 sources under the definition of sources. We feel
that the paperwork alone for each source is not worth the $50 per
source fee. A fee such as $500 per facility, for any facility with
more that ten sources would be much more reasonable, require less
paperwork, and therefore require less administrative burden on
industry and the AQS. These fees do nothing to improve or maintain
environmental quality, which is our primary purpose.
We also feel that some wording should be inserted to prevent
the existing sources issued a permit under 1.4.1(b)(3) from being
placed under the same testing and data gathering requirements as
for a new permit application.
Section 1.4.1.(d)(4) on asbestos fees can turn into a
paperwork and administrative nightmare greater than the asbestos
problem already is. We again feel that everyday asbestos removal
in a facility should be permitted on an annual basis, with a fee
such as $500 per facility. Any major renovation/demolition
projects could then be handled on a case-by-case basis.
We recognize the necessity for the AQS to issue permits and
collect fees, but do not believe that is Industry's duty alone to
fund the AQS.
Sincerely,

William R. Clarke, P.E.
Chief Environmental Engineer
WRC:dl

May 19, 1987
...
....
~

j~

'10:

SUBJECT:

Revision to Regulation 1.4, Permit Fees
Oklahorra Clean Air Act

In general, we support the proposed revision, ~ever, the Tulsa City-County
Health Department does feel that the permit fee system for new construction now
in use in Tulsa County, is more equitable than the proposed revision to Section
1.4.1.

··.,·.

Our fee for a najor source would cost the company 0.2% of actual construction
costs to a maximum of $10,000. We anticipate few, if any, new plants of this
size in the foreseeable future. On the other hand, the majority of our permits
are in the $100 price range. It does not seem as fair to charge service
stations, dry cleaners and small paint oooths the $250 suggested.
We are currently charging a double fee for late filing of construction
permits. We prefer this to the 50% additional late filing fee.
We do like the proposed annual fee as shown in 1.4.1(d) 2. The $50 charge per
pJint seems reasonable, but we would like to see a $2,500 maximt.nn annual
charge. As an example, a major source would have to pay approximately $5,000
per year on an estina ted 100 point sources as the proposed regulation is now
written.

JHVS:RDR:kcc

BEFORE TIIE
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEAL1H
AIR QUALITY COUNCIL

In the Matter of:

)

PROPOSED REVISION 1. 5 )
PROPOSED REVISION 1. 4 )

_________________)

Tulsa City-County Health Dept.
4616 East 15th Street
Auditorium
May 19, 1987
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing, pursuant
to Notice.
BEFORE:

Mr. Larry Byrum, PRESIDING OFFICIAL

Director, Air MOnitoring
Air Quality Service
State Health Department

&Analysis

Division

·:,'.-....

2

APPEARANCES:

AIR QUALITI COUNCIL :MEMBERS: Mr. William B. Breisch, Mr. James F. Quinlan,
Dr. Larry Canter, and Mr. Charles Pyle.

WITNESSES:

··...

,

1.

Dennis Doughty

2.

Royce Bentley

3.

Jim Pollard

4.

Ray Bishop

5.

Jerry Cleveland

6.

David Bradshaw

3

PROCEEDINGS

PRESIDING OFFICIAL BYRUM:

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Larry

Byrum and I am acting as the Chief of Air Quality Service today for the State
Health Department and as such will act as protocol officer for the hearing.
For the record, I would state this hearing is convened by the Air Quality
Council in compliance with Title 75 O.S. Section 301-325 and the requirements
entitled 40 Part 51 Code of Federal Regulations and under the authoJity of
Title 63 O.S. Section 1-1802 and following.

I would advise you that the

Oklahoma Register advertised this meeting for a hearing in its May 1987
issue.

Copies of the proposed regulation were mailed to all known inter-

ested parties.

The advertised purpose of the hearing was to receive public

.~

comments on regulations 1.4 and 1.5.
made.

A transcript of this hearing will be

We do not normally provide copies, but if you for some specific

reason would need one, you can contact our office and anyone who makes an
oral statement and does not have a written statement today, we would appreciate it if you would provide us with a written statement during the proposed
hearing comment period.

It is the practice of the Council to keep the record

open for 10 days to receive further comments.

As protocol officer I will

call the names of the people who have signed sheets of paper at the rear of
the room indicating they wish to make a statement.

If anyone wishes to fill

out one of these slips, they are available and will be passed up to us here.
I would call on Mr. Dennis Doughty at this time.

He is the staff attorney

for Air Quality Service and will present the staff position on Regulation
1.5.

.........·
·

4

MR. DOUGIITY:
..

Thank you, Mr. Byrum.

As you may recall, there was

a proposal to amend Regulation 1.5 brought before the last Council meeting
and we were anticipating a public hearing at this time.

The basic impact

of these changes is that it would require that all excess emissions be
reported, and number two, that releases of toxics with a potential for
public exposure would be required to be reported immediately.

There were

certain lists of chemicals Which comprised the definition of toxic chemicals.
The original regulation was changed to incorporate by reference those
particular lists which would come under this regulation rather than attach
them as an appendix.

The term release has been defined in the context of

air releases, and there has also been a provision added which would add the
local emergency response organization to the list of persons to be notified.
On the first page of the proposed change under the definition of

toxic chemical, under sub-paragraph (i) you will find that one of the lists
~mich

has been incorporated by reference is the so-called EPA 402 list.

Under subsection (ii) the list Which would be incorporated is the OSHA
hazardous communications standard.

Under subsection (iii) the definition

incorporates the so-called Maryland and New Jersey list of Chemicals.

Also,

under subsection (iv) the definition incorporates the superfund list of
hazardous substances.

The term release has been defined here and it would

include a release from any source.

Here is [holds up] a compilation of the

lists Which come under the definition of hazardous chemicals Which would
come under that definition.

If anyone of you don't have these references,

if they will contact the Air Quality Service, we will make copies of these
available for a fee.

\:".·,._,,,_.·.

-

5

SCMEONE:

What is the fee?

MR. DOUGHIY:
MR. BYRUM:

Whatever the copying fee is. ·
Fifteen cents a page I believe.

MR. DOUGHIY:

There is also a reference book here which is copy-

righted so I am not going to copy these materials out of there, but they
take the definition of the OSDH hazardous substances and compile a list of
those materials which they believe fit this definition, but if you will
call me or someone at the Air Quality Service, we'll give you a citation
on this.
SOMEONE:

What is the date of that [unintelligible] you just had?

MR. DOUGHIY:

Well, this is only one.

and it's November 17, 1986.
"~

..... ·.·

This is the EPA 402 list

I'll go through these if you would like.

It's

volume one, number 221, page 14582 of the Federal Register, November 17,

·

1986.

This [second document] is the Maryland and New Jersey lists and I

don't lmow what to cite you on that.

This is the list of hazardous substances

and reportable quanti ties and that is found in 40 CFR Part 302.4.

This

[third document] is the OSHA hazardous, is it substances or materials Nancy,
what's the ... [unintelligible] 29 CFR 1910.1200. And judging from the
comments and response this morning it would be our recommendation that this
regulation, this proposal be held over for comments and brought back to the
Council at the next meeting.

So, if there are any oral or written comments,

we can throw the meeting open for those at this time.
BYRUM:

Thank you, Dennis.

MR. BENTLEY:

Larry.

Royce Bentley, Public Service.

We would like to endorse the staff's recommendation

that the record be held open and we could work with them and continue our
discussions of this morning and formalize the written comments.

1'111
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MR. BREISGI:

We generally leave this open for 10 days.

Do we want

to extend this a little more than that?
MR. BYRUM:

That's a true ... question.

MR. BREISGI:

All right, I would reconnnend we extend it ...

MR. DOUGHTY:

If we decide to go back to public hearing, we'll need

enough lead time to get it in the Oklahoma Register.
MR. BYRUM:

About the most we can extend it

MR. BREISGI:
MR. BYRUM:

When is the next Board of Health meeting?
They were going to have one the 27th of May but it was

postponed •.. we don't receive ... Board of Health meetings.

We don't perceive

they will have another Board of Health meeting until after the legislature
adjourns.
SCMEONE:

We need to . . • by April.

MR. BYRUM:

Fifteen days I think is

MR. DOUGHTY:

Yes, it would have to go in the Register by the first

of June if we decide to ...
SCNEONE:

What, the first of June?

MR. DOUGHTY:

Well, we have to have it ready in the June first issue

of the Oklahoma Register in order for us to meet our legal notification requirements if it comes back to public hearing.
SCNEONE:

That's the assumption that there was a substantial change.

MR. DOUGHTY:

That's if there is a substantial change.

If we can

take the comments and incorporate them into the regulation with no substantive
change, then all we will have to do is bring it back and ask the Council for
their recommendation on it.

-
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MR. BREISCH:
to get it in by then.

Well, we wouldn't have much over 10 days if we need
About all I can say as just one member of the Council,

if there is something that is brought to our attention at the next public
hearing, well we'll have to play that by ear at that point.

So, we'll just

leave it open then for the normal 10 days.
MR. BYRUM:

That's kind of what our options are if you have 10 days.

If you go longer, then we can't hear it until the next meeting.

So, ... we

can do it in 10 days and get it through and it's acceptable next time .. .
MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Royce?

MR. POLLARD:
and Electric Company.

Jim Pollard.

My name is Jim Pollard and I represent Oklahoma Gas

Based on my review of these regulations and of the

discussions at this morning's briefing, I would respectfully request that
no action be taken today and that the ..• I would reconnnend that the hearing
stay open for 30 days.

I think 10 days is too close to the time and I under-

stand the constraints that you

~11

are operating under.

We will prepare and

submit written connnents in whatever time you indicate, however long that
hearing will be open concerning what we discussed today.
MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Jim?

Thank you.

Jerry Cleveland.

[something about Cleveland] [Jerry's connnents were for 1.4 later]
MR. BYRUM:

No problem.

MR. BISHOP:
Health Department.

Ray Bishop.

My name is Ray Bishop.

I'm with the Tulsa City-County

I just wanted to say that the Health Department supports

the intent of the regulation.

We understand there are some changes and

modifications that need to be made, but we still support the intent and we
feel it will be a good regulation when it is passed.
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MR. BYRUM:

Any questions of Ray? Anyone else wishing to speak?

Again, anyone else wishing to speak? Okay, I have no' one else who wishes
to speak at this time.
MR. BREISCH:

Our options are to leave it open for 10 days of

comments or take some other action.
MR. BYRUM:

If you leave it open longer than 10 days, it will

probably necessitate skipping the next meeting and ... [something about
the reasons for leaving it open for longer than 10 days and anticipating
substantive changes]
MR. BYRUM:

We're talking about 1.4 now, right? No, 1.5.

MR. BREISCH:

Well, if there are substantive changes, then the

hearing takes care of that and then if there are enough that we're not satisfied, we shouldn't take action ..•
MR. BYRUM:

Yes, you can continue it next time.

MR. BREISCH:

I think we gain the same thing by having a hearing

as we would by lengthening out the open period of more than 10 days.
MR. PYLE:

I move that we proceed normally.

period for statements.

Have a 10 days open

See if there are substantive changes and review the

thing at our next meeting.
MR. BREISCH:

You ..•

Is that too complicated?

His motion is that we move to leave it open for

comments for 10 days and set it for a second public hearing on our next
regular meeting.

Is there a second?

MR. BYRUM:
DR. CANTER:
MR. BREISCH:
roll, John?

Second?
Second.
It

has been moved and seconded.

Would you call the

. :'· ·'

'-,~,.,

-
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MR. PARRY:
and Mr. Breisch - aye.

Mr. Quinlan - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Pyle - aye;

10
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MR. BYRUM:

I will call on Mr. Dennis Doughty, staff attorney for

Air Quality Service to present the staff's position on regulation 1.4.
1\-fR. OOUGH1Y:

On

the proposed revisions to regulation 1.4, the

primary thrust is the increase of permit fees; the proposal which we have
come here with today.

The amendments would change the existing fee structure

as I said and it would require that all sources Whether new or existing
sources would be required to have a permit.
a yearly basis.

Permits would be renewable on

Fee payments would be required on a yearly basis.

There

would be a $100 permit fee for the asbestos renovation/demolition projects:
these would also require permits.

The fee system that we have set forth

here would not, is not meant to preempt the fee system that is set up in
Tulsa City-County or Oklahoma City-County and we do not ... , the intent of
this regulation is to not impose any additional permit requirements on the
regulated community with the exception of the fees.
On

the first page of the proposed amendment under the definition

of "existing sources," you will see on the second line there, "source operations;" the permit system would apply to source operations and that the Air
Quality Service would present each permittee with a permit renewal application on or about the first of each calendar year.

On

the next page you'll

see the fee systems as they are set forth for the major sources subject to
PSD or NSPS or NESHAPs requirements.
mention of minor sources.

On

the last page you '11 see some

Under "existing sources" the annual renewal fee

for an existing source would be $50.

The permit to relocate would be $50.

and those asbestos renovation/demolition projects would be assessed a fee
of $100.

If there are any questions on this, I would be glad to try and

answer them for you right now.

-

·.··,'.....

.
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MR. BREISQf:

Dennis.

MR. DOUGHTY:

Yes?

MR. BREISQf:

Do I understand that if you issue a construction

permit that you issue an operating permit on an interim basis and then
finally it takes a $50 renewal takes effect?
MR. OOUGHIY:

That's my understanding of the intent.

The way the

permit system has worked in the past is that they would be issued a construction permit and then after the construction was done and the source was
operating and checked out, then an operating permit would be issued. My
interpretation of this section is that there would be, I believe a three
year repreive after paying your construction and operating permit fees,
before they would be deemed an existing source and therefore subject to
the $50 yearly renewal.
MR. BREISQf:

It really doesn't say that the operating permit at

is discontinued does it? In those words? You know it could be explained
that that does happen.
MR. DOUGHTY:

OK. Well, we're talking about a definition problem

then as to the difference between an operating permit that's issued for a
new source and a continual operating permit for existing sources.
MR. BREISCH:

Maybe it just wasn't clear to me ...

MR. OOUGHIY:

That was not the intent to stack these, no.

SCMEONE:

OK, then on the second page was that supposed to be

rather than . . . permit?
MR. DOUGHTY:

That's correct, that was just an error that was

carried through.
Sa1EONE:

Why so high on that?
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MR. BREISCH:

All the other ... permits, it just doesn't seem to

be that multiple ...
MR. BYRUM:

I think it has to do with PSD, NSPS and NESHAPs.

Those

are all federal ... you're going to be dealing with big, big sources.
MR. BREISCH:

I agree to that, but the concept of this thing among

other things is based on a time/cost to the Service and is this in line with
the others and if it is, fine and if not, I'd like you to look at that and
see if it bears that quite a bit higher of a fee.
MR. DOUGHTY:

OK.

Mr. John Drake has made some, done some calcula-

tions on this and I don't have his figures here or his rationale for it,
but this is backed up with John's figures as to the effort that is· put into
processing these.
MR. BREISCH:

I know we are hurt a little bit without this explana-

tion, but it does seem a little out of line.
MR. BYRUM:

There is a lot of work involved doing all the modeling

analysis and when they come in late, we quite frequently have to drop everything else to get ... in time.

You're probably looking at having to put

several people on that to get it out on time.
MR. BREISCH:

Yes, an explanation would probably clear that up.

MR. DOUGHTY:

What happens sometimes is that people may not realize

they have to have a permit and they are partially through their construction
before we ever know anything about it, so then it causes us some problems
in that regard.

Here again on this proposal, we would reconunend it to be

held over for action on a later date and if there's any comments or questions,
we will address those at this time.

'•,1
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MR. BYRUM:

Any questions of Dennis?

[a question from someone.]
MR. DOUGHIY:

I'm saying that staff would reconnnend that this

regulation be held over for action not today, but at a later date.
MR. BYRUM:
SCMEONE:

Any questions for Dennis?

Where in the regulation are sources defined?

MR. DOUGHIY:

Well, who could answer that? We've got sources in

our air quality regs, we've got a regulation that speaks to definitions, ok?
As came out of the briefing, there is an EPA definition of a minor source.
A major source emits greater than 100 tons per year or greater Larry?
MR. BYRUM:

Without control.

MR. DOUGHIY:

Without control.

And there is a EPA definition of

minor source which as near as I could gather this morning is a source which
is less than 100 tons per year.

So the.real question arises as to what a

de minimis source that drops out underneath the minor source.

So that's a

definition which will have to be addressed also.
MR. BYRUM:

Any other questions of Dennis?

Thank you Dennis.

Jerry Cleveland.
MR. CLEVELAND:
Health Department.

I am Assistant Director of the Tulsa City-County

TCCHD air pollution staff generally supports the revisions

to the state regulation pertaining to permits.

As you are well aware, we

went through this about two or three years ago in developing a new permit
system that included a change of fee structures.

We worked quite some time

on it before we came up with the regulation that we have which is essentially a permit to construct followed by a permit to operate one time charge.
We have no annual operating permit fee at the present time.

We realize
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that the time has come and the state IIR.lst modify their permit regulation and
I hoped I would have an opportunity to present this information and permit
regulations to our environmental advisory council and let them have some
input to the development of this if possible.

I think it would be very

important from my point of view since they work long and hard on what they
come up with locally, even though at the present time the state has indicated their permit system would have no impact on what we might want to
do locally or have done locally.

I think it would be very important that

I coordinate this with our environmental advisory council.

Overall, I

think we do support the development of the revised permit system.
MR. BREISGI:
MR. CLEVELAND:

Jerry, about what are your fees compared with these?
I haven't set down and done calculations as far as

the comparison goes, of course, our concept of how we charge fees is a little
bit different from the state because we take a percentage of the construction
cost as our fee up to a maximum and it seems to be working pretty good and
we've had two years of experience with it and we know the ins and outs of it
where you run into some problems with it, so I can't compare the amounts.
SOMEONE:

Did we do any of that type of comparison rate?

SCMEONE:

Jim did a little of it in some cases we'd be sliding and

some cases ... it was just individual.
SOMEONE:

It's not necessarily based on the construction of the

pollution control equipment, but covers the whole plant?
MR. CLEVELAND:

What, this percentage of construction cost?

was modeled after a permit regulation in Texas a number of years ago.

It
Of

course, since we have two years experience with it, we have been generating
some funds to offset the costs ... system and we want to be for sure that
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whatever the state develops, it wouldn't impact us or we figured in such a
way that it's a benefit to everyone.
MR. BYRUM:

Any further questions of Jerry? Jim Pollard.

MR. POLLARD:

My name is Jim Pollard and I represent OG&E.

I concur

with the staff's recommendations that we do need 10 days to submit additional
comments based on our discussions at this morning's briefing.
or two questions that came up.
may at this time.

I do have one

I would like to address to the staff if I

The $100 fee for asbestos

is that paid to the state

or is it to go back to the city-county? We have facilities in Oklahoma County
and we submit our applications to the city-county now.

How is that fee in

this regulation, does that go to you, does that go to the state or?

-

MR. BYRUM:

We envision it as going to the area of jurisdiction

that you are under.

In other words, if you are in Oklahoma County, then

.:... ·:.

you are under the OCQ-ID.

They do the enforcement, they do the permit and

all that, so fees generated would be the fees that they charge.

If they

choose to use our regulation, then it would be based on our regulation.
If they choose to use a local regulation, which Oklahoma City and Tulsa have
the priority to do, it would be based on whatever they charge.
MR. POLLARD:

But this would not be an addition to a fee that they

might charge?
MR. BYRUM:
MR. POLLARD:

We would be administering this in the 75 other counties.
One other question.

I was noticing we don't have a

lot of people represented here of industry who might be subject to this
permit fee for existing sources.

Do you have some figure in mind of how

many new sources will be covered by this annual permit?
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MR. BYRUM:
·:.-

Are you talking about additional to what we have,

sources we have now?
MR. POLLARD:

Sources who do not have permits now.

How many addi-

tional ones we will
MR. BYRUM:

I really don't have that, but I can tell you we are

talking in the neighborhood of 4,000 point sources.

How many facilities,

roughly 300 maybe, something in that neighborhood that would be on the state
level and then you've got, how many sources do you have Ray? About 200?
MR. BISHOP:
SCMEONE:

I think there's a little bit more than 200.

Unless the question of definition of sources is resolved,

do you use the same definition in Tulsa County?
MR. POLLARD:

My recormnendation to the Council would be that it

might have a big impact on some people who have never had any permits before,
have never had to pay any money out on this kind of thing before, that will
come as a big shock to them.

And it could be a very substantial amount of

money for some smaller operators.

It wouldn't be for my company, but it

might be for some smaller ones, it would be.

If you had some way of noti-

fying them if you know who they are, I think they and yourselves would be
well served.
MR. BYRUM:

I would state that we do make a mail out of our agenda

items to a very significant number of the industries who have representatives
who usual! y come to our meetings .

I can't speak as to why there aren't any

more of them here.
MR. BREISGI:
heard about it.

Jim's right.

They might not have known about it,
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MR. BYRUM:
SOMEONE:

That's true.
Do you lmow, for example, that everyone who is on this

list of 3,000 ...
MR. BYRUM:

I don't lmow who all her list encompasses.

I lmow there

are many, many mail outs made, but I don't lmow who all it encompasses, but
it does cover anyone who has ever requested to be on that list is mailed to.
SOMEONE:
would be

tho~who

But the most immediate target group it would seem to me,
currently have some kind of permit.

MR. BYRUM:

We, what we are using as a basis for this, is the

emissions inventory system that we have and a lot of those people are either
represented by groups that we do make a mailout to or who have representatives
come to the meetings and that type of thing.

I would think there is a fairly

sizable number of people who .•. and of course we mentioned at the last
meeting and some of the meetings before that.
MR. POLLARD:

One additional thought.

To me this is a very signifi-

cant step the Council is taking to require permits from existing facilities.
I understand the need for fees to cover the administration of air programs
and I support that, but when you require a permit, an operating permit on
existing sources, what will happen is that now people who do not have a permit
are no longer legally allowed to operate.
ment on them.

Whereas before there was no require-

I think that is a significant point of regulation on them that

you need to consider very carefully as to how that is implemented.

How they

are notified to lmow if they are, because now you are requiring them to have
a permit to operate or they are ...
MR. BYRUM:

It may be that we address a different class of permit or

something, I'm not sure.

Any cormnents for Jim?

Questions?

Royce Bentley.
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MR. BENTLEY:

Royce Bentley of Public Service Company of Oklahoma.

I think it's pretty evident from the questions-generated both this morning
and this afternoon that there are very few of us who either entirely understand the regulation as it's proposed now or after some of the explanations
we have received, we have really changed an opinion of the regulation itself
and I would just simply ask that we do in fact have a connnent period that in
this case we might want to consider a 30 day connnent period.

The impact of

this regulation is tremendous beyond the fee generation stage and I don't
think any of us here have much hesitation in supporting the program financially,
it's the impact it may have in other areas that concerns us.
MR. BYRUM:

Any questions for Royce? David Bradshaw.

MR. BRADSHAW:

:My name is David Bradshaw and I represent the Agrico

Chemical Verdigris Plant.
renewal process.

Thank you.

We do not support the idea of an annual permit

We suggest the substitution of an annual inspection fee

as used by many other states.

As with the proposed regulation, this inspection

fee could be geared to the number of point sources at a facility and would
result in the same revenue.

Al terna tivel y, if an inspection fee is unaccept-

able, then we suggest that the permit renewal process be clearly defined
within the regulation itself.
not be required.

That is, we would like to know what may or may

As the regulation is proposed, we feel the process is open

to arbitrary requirements and could be used unfairly and selectively at some
future time.

Again, we are not opposed at all to the raising of revenue for

the purpose, but we would like a different approach.
MR. BYRUM:

Any questions of David? Thank you.

wishes to speak? Again, anyone else who wishes to speak?
who wishes to speak.

Anyone else who
I find no one else
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MR. BREISCH:
SOMEONE:

[unintelligible]

Could I ask about the urgency of acting upon this item?

MR. BYRUM:

There's no urgency since there's no Board of Health

meeting before the legislature goes out of session, so you have the rest
of the year.
SOMEONE:

This is what I started to say earlier, it seems to me

this would bring some major contributions . . . and maybe it would make sense
to have a longer comment period ...
MR. BREISCH:

I don't know what other effort could be made to

notify unsuspecting industry permittees, but we sure ought to make an additional effort since Jim and Royce seem to think there might be.
MR. OOUGHIY:

Mr. Chainnan, we could leave this open.

Set it for

public hearing again at the next Council meeting and leave the comment
period open until that time.

We can make some effort to identify those

people who we think would be impacted by this regulation and send out
special notices.

That's not unheard of, we've done that before.

MR. BREISCH:

You wouldn't be publishing any new regulation

MR.. OOUGHIY and MR. BYRu.1:

MR. OOUGHIY:

Oh no.

We could bring it back to public hearing again at the

next Council meeting.
MR. BREISCH:

Could you at that time have a suggested regulation?

MR. DOUGHTY:

That's a real possibility and the Council could also

act on it at that time.
MR. BREISCH:
I~

could we?

I'm saying there's no real
We couldn't act on it unless it had been published

Unless you said we were going to act on it.

·..
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MR. DOUGHTY:
with that.

Well, we could publish it.

I don't see any problem

We could publish a public hearing and continuation of public

hearing and possible action.

Or we could set it for Council and the Council

could either accept it or reject it based on the proposal and what comes
out at the public hearing.
MR. BREISCH:

Well, then what you're saying we don't need to close

this for comment.
MR. DOUGHTY:

Since the Board of Health meeting has been canceled,

then there's no use to require any urgency.
MR. BREISCH:

I think we can just leave it open then until our next

meeting.
[someone seconded.]
MR. BREISCH:

It has been moved and seconded to continue the hearing

on 1.4 through our next regular meeting and then take appropriate action at
that time.
Mr. Quinlan - aye; Dr. Canter - aye; Mr. Pyle - aye; and Mr. Breisch aye.
MR. BREISCH:

That will conclude our hearing portion of the meeting.

·-

ONE OF THE WILLIA.\15 COMPANIES

28 Apri11987

Mr. Dennis Doughty
Oklahoma Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department of Health
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 37152
Dear Mr. Doughty:
Thank you very much for the advanced copies of Regulations 1.4 and 1.5.
Both Jim Schellhorn and I have reviewed them and we offer the following
comments:
Regulation 1.4 -- Instead of an annual permit renewal we suggest
implementation of an annual recertification contingent upon a facility
meeting three requirements: ( 1) Payment of an annual inspection fee (this
could be based on number of point sources), (2) Completion of the Annual
Emissions Inventory and, (3) Completion of a Toxic Emission Inventory as
requested by the AQS. We feel that by limiting the intent of the regulation
to these (or other) statements that the purpose of the modification becomes
clear to the regulated community. As proposed, the renewal requirement
appears to be a club which could be used at some future date in an
arbitrary fashion. The approach which we have suggested makes clear the
intent of the AQS and makes it much less likely that the above listed tasks
will have to be spelled out to some members of the regulated community.
Regulation 1.5 -- We feel that this proposed revision presents a
considerable improvement! We do suggest that language be added to

Agrico Chemical Company • Verdigris Plant • P. 0, Box 456 • Catoosa, Oklahoma 74015
Q1 R/?fln-1
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l.S(e)(2) to clarify the source of the toxic chemical. For example, if all
sources are considered (as we suspect) then we feel that the regulation
should read, "If the release of a toxic chemical from any source: point or
non-point. regulated or non-regulated. has the ... ". If the scope of the
regulation is not this broad then the source type or applicable regulation(s)
should be specified.

Very truly yours,

THE VERDIGRIS PLANT

David Bradshaw
Environmental Chemist

/ .....·

-
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OKlAHOMA
-.sTATE

CH4\1BER
OF COMMERCE

&INDUSTRY

Air Quality Council
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, OK

-~.
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73152

Gentlemen:
Your proposed amendments to the Air Quality Standards of 1.4 and
1.5 raise several questions and you are entitled to several compliments.
1.4 (1) - What is a source? - Should be clarified to include the facility particularly as "source" applies to
the asbestos situation. As written, a permit could be required for each valve in a facility. One permit should
cover the facility.
1.4.1 (b)(1)- What does "relocate mean?" It could mean
moving a machine a few feet inside a facility. One should
not need a new permit as long as one is just rearranging
within a facility.

> .. ~.:·'

1.4.1 (c) (2) - after word "operator" insert "at the time
of transfer."
1.5 (b)(1)&(2)- The use of "Release" is confusing. However,
would suggest that the section be left as is and a group
be formed to study the most effective and efficient way to
interpret and implement.
We would like to compliment the Council on the requirement of
public notification. We believe it is in the right direction and
would suggest the group also study the most efficient definition
and enlargement of such for the public protection.
Sincerely,

JEK:kb
The United Voice of Business
4020 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

•

(405) 424-4003
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ONE OF THE WILLIAMS COMPANIES

Mr. john Drake
Oklahoma Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department of Health
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 37152 ·
Dear Mr. Drake:
At the May 19th meeting of the AQS in Tulsa I delivered oral comments at
the Hearing Briefing concerning the proposed revisions to Regulation 1.4.
Following is the text of those comments with only minor changes.

-

We do not support the idea of an annual permit renewal process as
proposed by the revision. We suggest the substitution of an annual
inspection fee as used by many other states. As with the proposed
regulation, this inspection fee could be based on the number of point
sources at a facility thus producing the same amount of revenue and much
less paperwork for the AQS and the regulated facility.
Alternatively, if the inspection fee approach is unacceptable, we request
that the permit renewal process be clearly defined. That is. we would like
to have what may and may not be required stated in the regulation. As
the proposal now stands the purpose and the method of the renewal is
undefined. We feel that this leaves the process open to misunderstanding
and abuse at some future date when the present staff is no longer with the
AQS.

Very truly yours,
THE VERDIGRIS PLANT

David Bradshaw
Environmental Chemist

Agrico Chemical Company • Verdigris Plant • P. 0. Box 456 • Catoosa, Oklahoma 74015

Weyerhaeuser Company
P.O. Box 1060
Hot Springs, Arkansas 71902

May 27, 1987

Mr. John Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service
Oklahoma Dept. of Health
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, OK 73152

..

Dear Mr. Drake:
On behalf of Weyerhaeuser Company, I am submitting the following comments on the proposed changes to regulations 1.4 and 1.5.
1.4.1(b)(1) - The term "relocate" as used could lead to a lot of
confusion. I suggest that the definition of relocate
should be as follows:
Relocate means moving the source from one described
geographical site to another. An example would be the
relocation of an asphalt or cement mixing plant.
1.4.1(b)(3) - The intent of this section appears to be that of
providing a means for assessing and collecting the annual
fees as described in section 1.4.1(d). It should not be
necessary to reissue permits each year for this purpose.
The required annual Air Emissions Inventory lists all·
emissions at each fac·ility. Bill·ings could be sent with
the inventory sheets and the fees collected at the time
the completed inventories are submitted. This would eliminate a lot of unnecessary paper work both for permittee
and the Air Quality Service Staff.

-

1.4(1)

- Source - How is this defined? Is a contigous geographic
area a "source" or is each emission point at a facility?
If each stack or vent is considered a "source", then a
maximum fee per "facility" must be set. The fees for
asbestos permits/approvals projects should be an "annual
fee per facility".

1.4.1 (d)

- The fee schedule would not be considered a major issue if
"source" is defined as a "single entire industrial
complex" or "facility". If each vent or stack is a
"source" then a maximum cap for the permit fees must be
set. As noted above, a single "facility .. could have 25
or more vents or "sources" and permit fees could run from
$4,000 to $10,000 per year.

May 27, 1987
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1.5(b)(E) & (F) and 1.5(e)(2) -

I urge that these proposed changes not
be added to the regulations at this
time for these reasons:

• New EPA regulations under Title III of the 1986 CERCLA
amendments are just now taking effect. The first
reporting date under the Community Right-to-Know provisions was May 17, 1987 •
. Each state must set up local emergency planning commissions by October, 1987. Reports of "emissions"
must then be made to there local commissions along
with lists of "toxic" or "hazardous" chemicals stored
or used •
• Proposed additions are duplicative of the mandated
federal regulations and unnecessary. The reporting of
"spills" to the local and/or state agencies will have
to be made absence the proposed changes •
. Federal regulations are still evolving and being
refined. Until such time as the current program has
been fully implemented there is no way to be sure that
the proposed additions would not be either duplicative
or in conflict with the final federal regulations •
• The proposed additions apply to "air emissions" while
the existing Federal regulations apply to all spills
of "toxic 11 and/or "hazardous" materials. Adding this
to the Air regulations only adds to the present
confusion.
I urge that these proposed additions be dropped from regulations 1.5(b)
on the basis that these requirements are already in place and these changes
are an unnecessary duplication.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments and respectively
request that they be made a part of the official record of the hearings
held on 5/19/87.

May 27, 1987
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If I can clarify any of the above comments or answer any questions,
please give me a call at 501-624-8569.
Very truly yours,

~

p ([)fivnri_cJ-fJ(j

es P. Odendahl, Manager
vironmental &Regulatory Affairs
/j lf

cc:

Wayne Plummer - Wright City
Julius Kubier - Okla. City
Scott Jenkins - Valliant
Dick Reagan - Craig
Jerry Seitz - Wright City
Larry Byrum - OAQS
William Breisch - Chairman OAQ Council
Mike Rast- Valliant
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23, 1987

Air Quality Service
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152

-

Gentlemen:
·~

RE:

....

Proposed Amendments to
Regulation 1.4

We oppose the above referenced amendments as burdensome and excessive to an already

diffic~lt

Sincerely yours,

• Dun ap

General Manager
SFD/cmo

business climate.
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To:

Air Quality Council Public Hearing
State Health Department, 1000 N.E. lOth St.
Room Jl4
Oklahoma City, OK

Date:

July 21, 1987

From:

Anna Clapper, 12104 Camelot Place, OkC, OK 73120

Re:

Proposed Variance 87-2, Weyerhaeuser, Valliant

1: 00 PM

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Air Quality Council, Ladies
and Gentlemen:

(

My name is Anna Clapper. I live at 12104 Camelot Place,
Oklahoma City, OK 7Jl20. I am representing the Oklahoma Coalition
for Clean Air and I serve on the Board of the American Lung Assn.
of Oklahoma as environmental chairman. Over the years, since
1969 I have monitored meetings of the Oklahoma Air Quality Council
and have followed the development of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act
through all its regulations. As a citizen interested in the
quality of Life, it was a shock to me to find a location in this
state listed on the cover of the brochure " Warninga Breathing
in these cities may be hazardous to your health". Tulsa, OK
has this dubious distinction.
Just in case you may wonder why the request for variance
made by Weyerhaeuser causes me concern, let me refresh your
recollection of the magnitude of the people sensitive to air
pollution in the state of Oklahoma. From the 1980 census we
learned that Oklahoma has three and three-quarters million
people. Of these, one-quarter million are under the age of
five; one-half million are over age fifty, and one-hal! million
suffer from chronic respiratory ailments. Then add to this
1~ million the large numbers·of persons suffering from coronary
heart disease, and lung cancer, and you realize that there are
indeed many who live in our state who could have serious health
effects from an increased air pollution.
Furthermore, ;eyerhaeuser is requesting a possible five-fold
increase in the emission of particulates for one year. Particulates
are the solid matter on which other pollutants adhere and travel,
so this is indeed a serious consideration.
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Another cause for concern is the occurrence of acid rain.
in the eastern part of the state. There are already readings
at Clayton Lake at 4.76 to 4.2) acidity, and readings in other
locations ranging from 5.6) to 4.49 (ph), so the addition of
greater amounts of particulates to the existing condition is
something to consider.
I realize that electronic precipitators can and do break
down. However, to take one year to study the breakdown process
seems a bit too long. My question is, once Weyerhaeuser gets
the variance, how long will it be before they get into compliance?
It is my recommendation that Council keep in mind the
health effects of added air pollution and structure their action
on a way to keep careful control on Weyerhaeuser emissions during
the period of study and correction while being aware of the ambient
impact on the area.

~.

Thank you for this opportunity to share my observations
with you.
Respectifully,
c. i.. 1 ~,. J.-c.t"i. (I (ci.jJ;Ji
Anna C1apper

•.···
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Comments Pursuant to Public Hearing
on Revisions to Regulation 1.4
Concerning Permit Fees
Comment 11
We are opposed to permitting "existing sources".
Staff Response
Under the proposal set forth for hearing, grandfathered sources will not
be required to obtain permits.
Comment 12
We do not support the idea of an annual permit renewal process as
proposed by the revision. We suggest the substitution of an annual
inspection fee as used by many other states. As with the proposed
regulation, this inspection fee could be based on the number of point
sources at a facility thus producing the same amount of revenue and
much less paperwork for the AQS and the regulated facility.
(. .r-

Staff Response
The regulation must be written to be in concert with the enabling
legislation. This legislation is couched in terms of permit fee, annual
permit fees and permit fee equivalents; thus, these are the terms used
in the regulation.
Comment 13
Instead of an annual permit renewal we suggest implementation of an
annual recertification contingent upon a facility meeting three
requirements: (1) Payment of an annual inspection fee (this could be
based on number of point sources), (2) Completion of the Annual
Emissions Inventory and, (3) Completion of a Toxic Emission Inventory
as requested by the AQS. We feel that by limiting the intent of the
regulation to these (or other) statements that the purpose of the
modification becomes clear to the regulated community. As proposed,
the renewal requirement appears to be a club which could be used at
some future date in an arbitrary fashion. The approach which we have
suggested makes clear the intent of the AQS and makes it much less
likely that the above listed tasks will have to be spelled out to some
members of the regulated community.
Staff Response
As stated above, the wording of the regulation must conform to the
legislation, but the com mentor's suggested intent is the intent of the

::.<oa I

material that we presented. Several commentors expressed concern
ab9ut the term "permit 11 and the implication or connotation of "permit
app!ication, 11 11 testing," etc., associated with new or modified source
per?tits. Thus, new wording has been included to make this intent more
obvious.
Comnment 14

Section 1.4.l(d)(4) on asbestos fees can turn into a paperwork and
administrative nightmare greater than the asbestos prob~em already is.
We again feel that everyday asbestos removal in a facility should be
permitted on an annual basis, with a fee such as $500 per facility. Any
major renovation/demolition projects could then be handled on a caseby-case basis.
abov~, we believe that proposed Regulation
1.4.l(d)4 should be better defined. For example, what would constitute
an "asbestos renovation/demolition project"? _We wish to strongly
recommend that removal of asbestos for routine maintenance, such as
valve or pipe repair or replacement not be included.

In addition to our comments

Staff Response
The intent of this requirement was not to require additional reporting.
The current NESHAPs reporting requirements are not expanded by this
regulation. Those projects that can be encompassed on an annual report
may still be done with a $100 fee for each facility and those projects,
that meet the requirements, must be reported individually with a $100
fee. Clarifying language has been inserted.
Comment 15

1.4.l(b)(1) - What does "relocate mean?" It could mean moving a
machine a few feet inside a facility. One should not need a new permit
as long as one is just rearranging within a facility.
Staff Response
See below.
Comment 16

1.4.l(b)(l) -The term "relocate" as used could lead to a lot of confusion.
I suggest that the definition of relocate should be as follows:
Relocate means moving the source from one described geographical site
to another. An example would be the relocation of an asphalt or
cement mixing plant.
Staff Response
Language similar to the above has been inserted for clarification.

-

Comment 17
Th~ regulations should clearly state that the permitting of existing
sources will not subject us to performance testing, monitoring, or any
other standards other than those currently in effect.

Staff Response
See comment 3. (The requirement for permitting grandfathered sources
has been dropped from the current proposal).
Comment 18
Some wording should be inserted to prevent the existing sources issued
a permit under 1.4.l(b)(3) from being placed under the same testing and
data gathering requirements as for a new permit application.
Staff Response
See comments 2 and 7.
Comment 19

1.4.l(b)(3) -The intent of this section appears to be that of providing a
means for assessing and collecting the annual fees as described in
section 1.4.l(d). It should not'be necessary to reissue permits each year
for this purpose. The required annual Air Emissions Inventory lists all
emissions at each facility. Billing could be sent with the inventory
sheets and the fees collected at the time the completed inventories are·
submitted. This would eliminate a lot of unnecessary paper work both
for permittee and the Air Quality Service staff.
Staff Response
This is the intent, see comment 2.
Comment 110

Regulation 1.4 (Permits), Section 1.4.l(d)(2), concerns fees for existing
sources. We feel that the fee of $50 per source is overkill in facilities
such as ours. We presently have approximately 70 sources under the
definitionof sources. We feel that the paperwork alone for each source
is not worth the $50 per source fee. A fee such as $500 per facility, for
any facility with more than ten sources would be more reasonable,
require less paperwork, and therefore require less administrative burden
on industry and the AQS. These fees do nothing to improve or maintain
environmental quality, which is our primary purpose.
Staff Response
The enabling legislation limits annual permits to $250. Thus, if the
permit is for a facility, as suggested, sufficient revenues would not
generate. Further, to charge all sources the same fee, i.e., $250, is not
considered equitable.

.... ,
........,.....'

.

Comment Ill

Ins~ad of a fee of $50 per source, we would pr:opose a lump sum fee for
each facility.

Staff Response
See comment 10.
Comment 112
We do like the proposed annual fee as shown in 1.4.l(d)(2). The $50
charge per point seems reasonable, but we would like to see a $2,500
maximum annual charge. As an example, a major source would have to
pay approximately $5,000 per year on an estimated 100 point sources as
the proposed regulation is now written.
Staff Response
This is true and a 100 point source will consume more staff time than a
10 point source.
Comment 113
We are currently charging a double fee for late filing of construction
permits. We prefer this to the 5096 additional late filing fee.
Staff Response
While we see an advantage to late filing fee and/or penalties for late
filing, review of the enabling legislation does not seem to authorize
such.
Comment 114
The permit fee system for new construction now in use in Tulsa County,
is more equitable than the proposed revision to section 1.4.1."
Staff Response
See comment 13.
Comment 115
1.4.1 - Source - How is this defined? Is a contiguous geographic area a
"source" or is each emission point at a facility? If each stack or vent is
considered a "source", then a maximum fee per "facility" must be set.
The fees for asbestos permits/approvals projects should be an "annual
fee per facility".
Staff Response
"Source operation" has been defined in this regulation. See section
1.4.l(e)(l).

-

Comment 116
l.·t~(d)

- The fee schedule would not be considered a major issue if
"source" is defined as a "single entire industrial complex" or "facility".
If each vent or stack is a "source" then a maximum cap for the permit
fees must be set. As noted above, a single "facility" could have 25 or
more vents or "sourc~s" and permit fees could run from $4,000 to
$10,000 per year.
Staff Response
Yes. See also comment #12.
Comment #17
1.4.1- What is a source? -Should be clarified to include the facility
particularly as "source" applies to the asbestos situation. As written, a
permit could be required for each valve in a facility. One permit should
cover the facility.
Staff Response
See comment #4.
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PROCEEDINGS

1

2:00 HI

2
MR. BREISCH:

3
now,

4

hearing,

and·eo on with the rule making.

5

John Drake will act as our Hearing Officer.
MR. DRAKE:

6

-

We'll continue our

Okay,

Again,
John.

this is a continuation

7

of the public hearing that was commenced at the May

8

Council Meeting, in Tulsa.

9

Council directed the staff to leave,

At that time the Air Quality
to continue the

10

hearing to this meeting, and to continue to receive

11

public comments.
Therefore, this hearing was appropriately

12

13

advertised, before May.

14

to this meeting.

15

A~d,

It was readvertised, again,
we won't go ~hrough the normal

set the record information.

However, the -- if you

16

want to make a comment concerning Regulat~on 1.4, that

17

is the hearing pertaining to Permit Fees,

18

slip of paper at the back, and pass it up here, and we

19

will give you an opportunity to speak.

20

fill out a

At this time I want to ask Mr. Dennis

21

Doughty to give the staff's presentation, and indicate

22

what revisions and regulations were made, as a result

23

of the May hearing.

24
25

Dennis.

MR. DOUGHTY:

Ladies and gentlemen,

members of the Council, and Mr. Chairman, my name is

BU!NS COURT REPORTING SRRVICR~ - &05-737-9333

' ~·

4

1

Dennis Doughty, and I

2

Quality Service.

3

on the revision to th.ls regulation was continued frau

4

the last Council meeting,

And,

5

as Mr. Drake said, the hearing

to this time.

At the end of th! last Council Meeting,

6

the Council requested the staff make a

7

on notices to those persons who might not have recieved

8

notice.

9

special mail-out

The staff did this. Dr. Coleman,

and some

10

others from the staff,

11

gether these sources, and making special mail-outs,

12

or special notices.

13
.::

am the Staff Attorney for the Air

spent a lot of time putting to-

I've attached a copy of the text of

.

14

this special notice, next to the regulation.

15

the staff has compiled a document,

16

comments and the staff response, and put them altogether,

17

and this document is appended to the regulation,

18

the proposal.

19
20
21

Also,

whereby we took the

to

Also, Larry Byrum and some of his staff
has put together some fee infocmation from the
surro~~ding

states.

This ts included,

as are a1so

22

several examples of how facilities were being -- how

23

facilities would be affected.

24
25

I would like to go through the regulation
much as I did in the briefing. and sort of paraphrase

TlTJT),T("
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1

the new language, so we'll kn0u what's been added, and

2

how this would affect.

3

Under -- one page 1 of the Proposal,

4

under 1.4.1b, Sub-Section 1, basically says that you

5

can't "commence construction or operate any new source,

6

or relocate any source without obtaining a permit."
Sub~Section

7

transfer

8

a source the new owners are going to be subject to the

9

existing conditions, and also any

10

th~t

complia~ce

schedules

they are subject to, at the time of transfer.

11

-

3, says, when you

The new

langu~ge

in Sub-Section 5,

12

on the same page, indicates that the term of all permits

13

is going to be for one year.

:-··

14
15
. 16
17

Under Sub-Sectlon 6, it says if the
fees are not in by March 1st,

to be in violation of the "b-1 11

,

the facility is

gai~g

which 1·equires a per1nit

to operate.

18

0 n t he next page , on 1 . 4 . 1 c , · S u b,- Sect i on

19

2, this says that for construction permit applications,

20

which are received after January 1st, 1988, you have

21

at least one year's grace befoce you hav~ to pay a

22

renewal fee.

23

.-...

th~t

Under 1.4.ld, "Existing Sources",

24

Sub-Section 1, there,

basically says, if you have a

25

grandfather facility,

and you don't hava a permit, you
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6
1

are going to have to poy the sarna rdnewal that you

2

pay, if yau had a permit.

3

section, under 1.4.le, "Permit Fees", and it's been

4

pointed out to me that u~1der Sub-Se:::tion 1, "Definition:-,"

5

that 1.4.lc is not appropriate. And, I believe that

6

the staff intended that this waG 1.4.le.

7

these definitions, were to apply to a permit fee sub-

8

sect:ion, here.

9

~auld

We've i.ldded the "Definition"

In other words,

We've addad a definition of major source,

10

And, basically, all this does is to

11

major source shall have the

12

elsewhere, in this same regulation.

~3:t:.le

p~in:

out that a

defin~.tio:1

as set forth

13

A minor source, for the purposes of

14

permit fees, means any source for wihch a permit is

15

required, is not a major source.

16

We've added the definitionl "permit

17

renewal'', and this was adied to

18

clear that the only consequen=e of renewi~g the permit,

19

is that the fees

ilau~

to

20

special reviews,

that

~

21

during a permit renewal.

22

b~

ma~e

sure, to

ma~e

it

pai.d. That there are no

permit will have to undergo,

The definition, "relocate", has been

23

addeded, a:1d thls has been added

24

relocate is not meant to include some de minimis moves

25

within the facility area.

:o

t:~ak.:

it clear that

That is't really meant to

-

-

7

1

include a genuinn relocation.

2

On the next page, we've added

3

definition,

4

show that only permitab1e

5

be subject to the fee renewal requirement.

6

poin~

w~s

added to

sources are going to

We've added another definition,

"annual

7

p e r m.i. t renew a 1 f e e e .q u i v a 1 e n t " , an d t h i s ex p 1 a ins , o r

8

defines the fact that the fees whi:h are going to be

9

assessed on

grandfa~her

10

-

This

"source operation".

the

facilities.

If you gn

do~n

to Sub-Section 2, here,

11

this sub-section

12

assessed

13

Construction

14

will be $2,000.00.

15

permit fee for a new major source.

0~

about the fees which will be

sources, at the time of permitting.
pe~mit

16

17

~alks

for a major source, a new source,
And,

there will be no

operati~B

A minor source construction permit,
will be $750.00.00, and no fee for the operating permit.

·18

I

might add that the no fee for an

19

operating permit, is only at the time that the permit

20

is applied for,

21

that after the grace period they would be required to

22

pay a renewal fee.

23

during the initial permitting process,

We go to Sub-Section 3, and the renewal

24

fees will be assessed at the rate of $65.00 per source

25

operation.

That's for a renewal,

,., • .... ...

" ' - , ....,l...... "'""'""'

permit renewal fee

;<ol3

8
1

or the equivalent.

2

Sub-Section 4 says,

basically,

that

3

the service will present assessments the first of every

4

year,

5

during this year,

6

as close as we can make it,

7

would be

except for the year 1988. And,

to the facility,

8

these assessements will be presented,
to the effective date, which

we anticipate, might be in January.
So,

the practical matter, we don't

anticip~te

9

that there's going to be a lot of difference between

10

the 1988 assessement, and any subsequent assessment.

11

Under Sub-Section 5, and this should

12

say,

"permits to relocate", instead of "permits to locate'

13

That's a typographical,

14

$50.00 fee.

15

there --will be assessed a

Under.Sub-Section 6,

this speaks to

16

the asbestos renovation demolition projects.

17

permit is defined in terms of notification.

18

words, a project will comprise those activities submitted

19

under one notification.

20·

thana year,

21

fee,

22

other activities, like another renovation, another

23

part of the facility,

24

a new fee.

25

The fee
In other

If the project lasts any longer

then you would be assessed a $100.00 renewal

for that project. Any new project encompassing

would become a new permit, and

On the next page, Sub-Section 8, under

..., • ,_

~
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9
1

1.4.1e, was added to make it clear that these permit

2

fee provisions would be applicable to the State Air

3

Program, and would not pre-empt any City/County program.
The staff comes prepared to recommend

4
5

that the Council take action on this today, for

6

recommendation to the Board of Health.

7

the staff will consider -- well, let me just say that,

8

~ertainly,

9

to, on this.

10

-·

the Council is free ·to do whatever they want
And, that's all I have to say, unless

there are some questions.
MR. DRAKE:

11
12

But, I'm sure

Any questions for Mr.

Doughty?

13

(No oral response)

14

MR. DRAKE: We have several people who

15

have indicated they w9uld like to make a response to

16

this.

..

Have I got them all?

17

Do you want to say something?

18

MR. SKEITH:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, and

19

gentleman of the Council, at the appropriate time, and

20

I hope this will have some bearing on the records, the

21

comments by those who take the time to come and talk.

22

At the appropriate time, Mr. Chairman, I will make the

23

following motion, that this particular item be ...

24
...-..

Are there any more slips?

25

THE REPORTER:

Excuse me.

eould we

go off the record for a moment?
(A short break was taken.)
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1

THE REPORTER: Back on the record.

2

MR. SKEITH:

3

Do you want me to start

over?

4

THE REPORTER:

5

MR.

SKEITH:

I got the first part.
The first part is,

that

6

we take this item up for consideration at the September

7

meeting, in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

8

THE REPORTER:

9

MR. SKEITH:

10
11

12
1:,

14
15

Can you still hear?
Yes, sir.
The second thing is that

we direct it be the will of the counsel to direct Mr.
Drake and his staff to allot as many days as they deem
appropriate to hear the recommendations, and suggested
changes, for those people who have voiced their feelings,
at the earlier period of the day,

in the briefing, that

those be taken into full consideration in making your

16

final recommendation. That you send out another letter,

17

I guess, Dr. Coleman,

18

mailing list, and anyone else who wants to add their

19

name, in hopes that this time, which will extend this

20

21

consideration of this item, into, I believe, close to
six months.

22

23
24

25

to the folks that are on the

In hopes that everyone will have their
say, with the idea in mind that the Council will then
attempt to, at the Tulsa meeting,
on it.

take final action

That's my observation, Mr. Chairman.

zu~ns
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MR . BREISCI:I: We h a v e s om e s e v en r e que s t s

1

2

here, with the knowledge that Mr. Skeith intends to

3

make such a motion, this might warrant these various

4

comments to be shortened, and not done away with. But,

5

that's up to the people who have the slips.

6

-

If you do want to make comments, and

7

if you hear somebody preceding you, to say something,

8

don't repeat.

9

and again, if for any reason, with knowledge that Mr.

Let's make this as short as possible,

10

Skeith intends to make the motion, it might change

11

your mind in having to comment, at this time.

12

John, go ahead.

13

MR. DRAKE:

14

Okay, Mr. Brightmyre,

Joe. E.

15

MR. BRIGHTMYRE:

16

MR. DRAKE:

17

MR. BRIGHTMYRE:

18

No comment .

.I beg·

.

your pardon?

No, we won't comment,

at this time.

19

MR. DRAKE:

20

MR. CINQ-MARS:

21

MR. DRAKE:

22

AUDIENCE SPEAK:

23

MR. DRAKE: Very quickly, is what I heard.

24

MR. CINQ-MARS:

25

Robert J. Cinq-mars.
Cinq-mars.

How did you pronounce that?
Very carefully.

My name is R. J.

Cinq-mars, that's C-i-n-q hyphen m-a-r-s.

For those
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1

of you who are French scholars, that means the 5th of

2

March,

3

of Smith.

in French.

4
5

However, it's not the French equivalen

I'm an employee of City Service Gas

& Oil Corporation, but I'm basically appearing here

6

on behalf of the Gas Processors Association.

7

however, to

8

hats in the middle of this,

9

comments that I've observed.

10
11

12
13
14

17

18

19

20
21

24

25

opportunity, perhaps, to change
since I have some extemporane us

incorporated non-profit trade association, representing
approximately 195 members, each of which is engaged
in one of several activities, in the production, gatherin ,
t r e a t i n g, p r o c e s s i n g and t r an s p o r t a t ion o f n at u r a 1 g a s .
Collectively, member companies process
over 90% of all the gas liquids produced in the United
States.

From my review of companies and facilities

in Oklahoma, and also the GPA staff, we know this is
more than true for Oklahoma, probably 95% or greater,
of our companies are -- we have 95% or greater of the
capacity for such processing in Oklahoma, as well.

22

23

take·~he

I do wish,

The Gas Processors Association is an

15
16

.......

The GPA believes these regulations,
as proposed, can have a fairly major impact on it's
member companies, and so we appreciate the opportunity
to talk to you today .

....... .,., .. ,..
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As a procedural matter, we believe today'

1
2

hearing to be somewhat premature.

3

has been beaten to death earlier today, but we don't

4

feel that we had the 30 days notice of the meeting,

5

or, especially, of the availability of the materials

6

for the meeting.

7

Mr. Drake's letter that, I

8

of my staff, dated June 17th. And, the drafts that we

9

received were dated 6/29/87, which is considerably less

10

Our first understanding of it was
believe, came to a member

than 30 days.

11

"-

Now, I know this

We also consider this draft to be, if

12

not a first pass, at least a second pass of what is

13

an ongoing process.

14

think the sentiment is obvious here_today, that it should

15

probably be rewritten or substantially remodified, before

16

possible adoption.

17

And, we've already stated, and I

We would submit that this hearing should

18

only be the first of a couple of hearings on the topic,

19

or at least a couple of workshops.

20

already recommended, and we, certainly, support that.

21

Because of the experience that members of the GPA have

22

had in dealing with other states, with regards to similar

23

kinds of permitting, and permit fee processings over

24

the last couple of years; and, it's been that long.

25

We would greatly like the opportunity to meet with you,

Bry~~S
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1

here, or in Tulsa, if you have set up a workshop there

2

of some kind,

3

forum

4

specifically, as a group.

either in a workshop forum,

that you deem acceptable,

or any other

to give you our views,

turning to the main comments on

5

6

regulations,

I would like to go through them somewhat

7

systematically, 1.4.1b,

8

understand from listening to the staff that this requires

9

every source in the State to have a permit.

10

the General Requirements,

I

I will probably be a little heretical,

11

and say,

I'm not sure you really intend to do so .. We

12

don't think you have the resources to do it, and certain!

13

you odn't have the dollars, which is probably the reason

14

you are trying to raise these -- or set up these

15

proposed regulations, at any rate.
But, secondly,

16

the particular provision,

17

very definitely conflicts with the next provision,

18

which it says,

19

increase, as the commissioner determines to be

20

appropriate.

21

in

permits are required when emissions

There is an inherent contradiction .

22

between these two items here.

23

allows exemptions from permit for those facilities that

24

are minor significance.

25

policy statement that exempts stationary internal

1.4.1(b)(4), this prdvisio

There is, I

believe, one

L
T')TTTl'"'t""
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1

combustion,

2

we strongly support continuing of this type of policy.

3

In fact,

4

to set up whole categories of exemptions, as I will

5

discuss shortly.

or turbine engine, compressor engines. And,

we recommend a great expansion of this policy,

6

1.4.1(b)(5), as such, we don't have

7

a comment on this particular segment,

8

through the rest of the text that it's very confusing,

9

concerning the effective date of the regulation.

but we find reading

If

10

you propose the effective date to be January 1st, then,

11

we would suggest that you say so.

12

make things a lot clearer, and easier to handle .

•-r-

13

I

think it would

1.4.l(b)(6), the way it's written, we

<·.:.

14

believe you probably mean this to say,

15

which the invoiced permit renewal fee has not been

16

received in the offices of the Air Quality Service,

17

on the first working day in March."

18

going to send out the fees,

19

out the

20
21
22

assessment~

25

Since you are

or you are going to send

if the people haven't been invoiced,

we assume there isn't a question of not being in compliance if you haven't gotten such a fee.
something, really,

23
24

"any source for

That's

you have to make that call, obviously.

1.4.l(c)(2), in our meeting the other
day the Gas Processors had, we were really puzzled over
this paragraph, for a long time.

:c~~T

We got all said and
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1

done,

2

we had a hard time getting to it.

3

to mean we would not end up paying a construction permit

4

fee,

5

6

we think we understand it,

and an operating permit fee,

period.

and we liked it,

We understand it

in the first 12 month

That's our understanding, and I

think that's

been substantiated here today.

7

I

think it can be reworded to say that.

8

Mr.

9

just paraphrased what he said, in the regulation,

10

Doughty's presentation,

13
14

15

this morning,

maybe if you
it

would .make it so much easier to understand.

11

12

but

1.4.l(e)(l), "Permit Fees and Definitions",
the definition I

think we have the most trouble with,

and probably the majority of people in the room,
"minor source".

We have a real problem with this

definition,

said.

as I

is

It seems that "minor source"

16

is virtually any emission to the atmosphere, no matter

17

how small, that can possibly occur in the State.

18

For example, at our gas processing

19

plants, we might need to install a hot water heater,

20

or a small space heater. We shouldn't even have to ask

21

22
23
24

25

you for any determination,

on a situation like this.

We feel this is such a small item that the idea of having
to get a permit for something like this,

really borders

on the ridiculous.
As I mentioned, earlier, we believe

~URN3 COURT RE?O~TIJC SE~VICES - 405-737-9333
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1

the policy of exemption for internal combustion engine

2

is to be expanded to include a variety of exempted

3

sources.

4

quite numerous.

5

fact that regulations of other states have been obtained

6

by some members of your staff.

7

extemption list of the Texas Air Control Board, which,

8

I

This list of sources,

11

-

12

just have a question.
move means.

I

16

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

We are not sure what de minimis

think that maybe you've tried to help,

On "source operation", we understand,
and we are aware the source operation is otherwised
defined in your regulation,

except for the last sentence,

as used here.

17
18

refer you to the

and maybe added more problems.

13

15

I

On the definition of "relocate", we

:· .... :. ·:_.

14

heard previous mention today of the

believe, has some 90 different exemptions.

9
10

I

in some states, is

We definitely believe there should be
some de minimis exemptions from the definition of source
operation.

We also feel a need to clarify,

for our

industry, and the purpose of these fees, what source
opeation is.

We consider emission points,

that's

engine exhaust stacks, heater stacks, flare stacks,
and so on,

to be source operations.

We do not believe

it should include such things as emergency relief vent
valves,

or valve vents,

I should say,

that may never

I_ - - - -- -'" '-

~

.
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1

emit to the atmosphere, except in the situation where

2

such a relief valve might blow,w hich may be never.

3

It shouldn't include small sampling points,

4
5

be as small as a quarter inch align,
And,

emission points in the facility,

7

intermittent,

13

14

ideas,

specifically,

17
18

On construction permit fees,

21
22
23
24

25

unless

you greatly reduce the number of minor sources, we
strongly suggest you eliminate this concept of construction
fees for minor sources.
I

can foresee a situation that may seem

ridiculous in the extreme, where we pay more for a permit
fee than we would for the equipment,

itself.

A big

hot water heater is an example.

19
20

in writing, as to what some of

these sources should or should not be.

15

16

said before.

Again, we would be happy to give our

11

12

that are either very

or very small, as I

8

10

for sampling.

there are probably other small individual possible

6

9

that may

Annual permit renewal fee equivalence,
again,

I

sources.

refer to my previous comments under minor
Not all individual source operations should

have to pay a fee equivalent. And,

again,

I

point out

what we envision as the source operations in our
facilities,

the engine stacks,

the heater stacks, and

flare stacks.

"""'""---
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As has been mentioned here, earlier,

1
2

and as the Chairman indicated, we strongly suggest that

3

these regulations need additiorial workshop type

4

activities. And, we support that concept, and we would

5

like to participate with it -- in this with you.
I would like to finally close by pointing

6
7

out some of the problems, and trying to come up with

8

a system based on emission points, or emission quantities.
I heard something mentioned earlier,

9
10

that they've been working-- you've been working on

11

these permit fees,

12

or you will be, for six months.

Texas has gone through a two year

~

.

~·.

13

process. And, we!ve participated in it. And, the first

14

two years, the system was based on emissions. And,

15

system has been a source of great deal of controversy.

::.

16

the

It's been a system that's probably

17

unfairly penalized.certain segments of industry, or

18

at least those segments of industry that most consciously

19

try to comply with it.

20

Even though the system was based on

21

relatively simplistic emissions information,

22

of such data,

23

difficult.

24

capability, than you people have.

25

the collection

proved to be very time consuming, and

And,

I

believe they had a much larger staff

Texas also found out that,

~U~~~ S~~~! ~~~QRT!NG S~PVICES -
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1

it's emission information was very incomplete.

2

interestingly, Texas is now in the process of finalizing

3

a set of regulations,

4

SIC code concept.

5

And,

that will,

Most

basically, go to an

an SIC code concept set up in such

6

a way that some concept of through put or size of

7

facility is brought into it, as well.

8
9

These regulations are going to effectivel
broaden the basis for fee collection in the State of

10

Texas, and at the same time make it more equitable,

11

and easier to administer.

12

And,

the word,

"equitability" is one

13

that I haven't heard too much of here today.

14

to me that I

IS

of mony raised, in the State, and that's all good an

16

well.

17

equitably raised across all segments of industry, and

18

that is probably the advantage of going to something

19

like an SIC code concept.

It seems

have heard that we need a certain amount

.

However, it seems to me that it needs to be

20

Finally, we believe that a system based

21

on the number of source operations in the facility,

22

is an unwieldy situation.

23

to this SIC code system,

24

an example of relatively simplistic one used in the

25

State of Kansas.

"~~~:

We suggest that some approach
or an alternative system, as

I'm not sure of the number,

:~~RT REPORTI~C S~PVIC~S
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1

has some 20 or 30 categories for which standard fees

2

are collected.

3

system.

4

may be different than those raised in other states,

5

but the use of systems that are proven to be administrati ely

6

useful, such as an SIC code, or standardized list of

7

facilities is something that Oklahoma should,

8

seriously, consider doing.

I

realize the dollar amounts you need to raise

And, again,

9

-

I

very

thank you for the

10

opportunity to comment, and loo~ forward to working

11

with you at workshops,

12

on it.

13

that I might be able to answer.

And, I

or hearings,

or whatever, further

will be happy to answer any questions

14

MR. DRAKE: Any questions?

15

(No oral response)

16

MR. DRAKE: Thank you.

17

MR. CINQ-MARS:

18

MR.

19

MR. HEDRICK:

DRAKE:

Thank you.

Ray Hedrick.
My name is Ray Hedrick.

20

I'm with Public Service Company of Oklahoma, and we

21

made many of our feelings known in the meeting this

22

morning, so I will just briefly touch on those, and

23

if you have any questions,

24

-

It's somewhat analogous to an SIC code

25

I ' l l be glad to speak further.

Our company,
argued against fees.

:~URT

in the past, has not

We realize the economic climate

REPORTING SERVICES
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1

we ~ork in, and so any comments we made this morning

2

were not intended to be an objection to a fee system,

3

in principle.

4

However, we do have some concerns with

5

the fee system, as presented by the staff, at this time.

6

We believe that by law, as passed by the State Legis-

7

lature, that these fees are to be based on services

8

rendered by the department, for licensing and inspection

9

fees.

10

And, we believe that the current concept does

not fully adhere to that.
We also have concerns as to the clarity

11
12

in the system, in that we have some questions in our

13

minds,

14

facilities, that would be subject to fee, particularly

15

in reference to our source operations at facilities

16

that are grandfathered under the existing regulations.

just what source operations that we have at our

17

And, we believe that changes could be

18

made to improve that situation. We also have some more

19

·
1 concerns, proce d ura 1 concerns, and I ' 11 forego
t ec h n1ca

20

those, at this time. But, again, PSO and its staff is

21

willing to work for the Air Quality Service, in any

22

way,

23

type of meeting, and we have some ideas on some other

24

systems, we would be happy to work with the staff.

25

And, we believe, again, a more equitable system, and

through the workshop system, and through any other

.... I"TT..,..,.
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1
2

different system is possible, and would balance the
functional operation of the system, with the amount

3

of money t~at needs to be raised by the Air Quality

4

Service.
MR~

5

DRAKE:

Any questions?

6

(No oral response)

7

MR. DRAKE:

8

Wayne Workman.

Jim Pollard?
MR. POLLARD:

9

represent Oklahoma Gas

My name is Jim Pollard,

& Electric

10

and I

11

concur with what Mr. Hedrick said, so I won't address

12

anything that he's already said.

13

Company.

I

There is one other section that has

14

not been addressed,

that I would like to draw your

15

attention to.

16

states, "Upon the effective date of this section all

17

operating permits, including those issued prior to the

18

effective date, shall be for the term of one year,

19

renewable on the first working day of February of

20

each calendar year.

21

year, 1988."

That's Section 1.4.l(d)(S).

22

And,

it

The assessment shall include the

The issuance of an operating permit

23

falls under 75 Section 309 of the Administrative

24

Procedures Act. This section addresses individual

25

proceedings.

,

...... ...

~

..........

.AJUJ.\.li.J

The issuance of a permit is an individual
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1

proceeding.

2

can be changed, prior notice and opportunity for

3

hearing must be given to the permit holder.

4

proposed rule change, in 1.4.l(d)(5) does not fulfill

5

the requirement for individual proceedings, found in

6

Title 75.

Section 309 requires that before a permit

7

The

This section could be rewritten, to

8

allow for the duration of operating permits to be

9

for one year, but cannot unilaterally change all

10

existing .Permits, which have no expiration terms

11

presently, to a one-year duration permit.

12

And, that's the only additional

13

comment that I have to make on 1.4.

14

collection of fees, and I think we can work a system

15

out, and would be happy to have my company participate

16

in that, and support it.

I do support the

17

Thank you all, very much.

18.

MR. DRAKE: Any questions?

19

(No oral response)

20

MR. DRAKE:

21

MS. PAPPWORTH:

S~S.

Rachael Pappworth.
Mr. Chairman, Members

22

of the Council, ladies and gentlemen.

23

Rachael Pappworth, and I'm Regional Environmental

24

Engineer for Witco Corporation.

25

THE REPORTER:

My name is

Would you spell your
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1

name?
MS. PAPPWORTH: Which one?

2

3

one?

P-a-p-p-w-o-r-t-h.

Oh, the last

And, it's not French.

Having attended the briefing this

4
5

morning, I was actually impressed by the Council's

6

desire to im~ose an equitable fee system.

7

was an impression, which, at least, I obtained, that

8

several of you said that that was one of the things

9

you were looking for.

10

I think it

Like many other potentially affected

11

companies, we were actually unaware of the proposed

12

amendments to Regulation 1.4, until late June,

13

year.

14

this

This morning it became apparent, and

15

we heard again, this afternoon,

16

attendees had ideas for a potentially more equitable

17

system.

18

Council to agree with Hr. Skeith,

19

least to attempt to come up with a different system.

20

And, we would,

that several of the

therefore, like to urge the
to go for,• or at

I, in particular, would like to suggest

21

that we go for a workshop environment.

22

of a workshop, over a hearing, is that the workshop

23

is a cooperative effort, towards and accepted goal.

24

As opposed to a hea!ing, which can become adversal,

25

as we saw this morning.

And,

I

The advantage

think fromt he sentiment

26

1

out here, while people understand that a fee is

2

inevitable, we're not fighting that.

3

to do is come up with the best fee we can.

4

what I

5

to do. And,

6

place to do that.

What we are trying
·That's

understand your staff and the Council wants
I

think a workshop is the most appropriate

7

And, as to other points of the workshop,

8

we would be very happy to discuss definitions of minor

9

sources, which,

10

I

think,

really is an essential part.

I understand what you are saying about

11

if you tie it down too much,

12

us.

13

reasonable,

14

in the future,

IS

able to go through,:re~iew our operations, and have

16

a good understanding of what the liability is. That's

17

our responsibility to our management, as well.

18

that can work

a~ainst

But, on the other hand we understand you're
but we don't know what"'s going to happen
and we would like to -- we need to be

So,

those are the issues we would be

19

very happy to work with you, at the work shop.

20

forward to seeing you then;

Looking

thank you.

21

MR. DRAKE:

22

(No oral response)

23

MR. DRAKE:

Thank you.

24

MR. JONES:

My name is Clyde Jones,

25

I

Any questions?

Clyde Jones?

represent National Zinc Company, Bartlesville, Oklahom< · ~
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1

And, I'll just touch on a couple of comments, I think

2

were not made.
And, those are in reference to 1.4.1(b)(')

3

and (c)(2), the renewal dates.

5

reference to it, but I don't think it was pinpointed.

6

I think there's a conflict as to what is the renewal

7

dates. And, what's·the purpose of renewal dates if for

8

the new permits that are issued after 1988, and the

9

ones already existing.
We have a date for February, the existin

10
11

ones, and a date set in January for the new permits.

12

I would like to see that clarified, myself.

.~

Also, putting a little bit more perspect ve,

13
14

I think there is a misunderstanding as to whether this

15

is a permit renewal fee, a point source removal fee,

16

or source operation renewal fee.
We have a misunderstanding of that

17

-

I think there was

4

I don't think there is a definition for

18

definition.

19

source, point source, in your rules and regulations.

20

An example is, we have a source operation, which has

21

five point sources, its cooling towers.

22

a source operation, five of them, or is that one source

23

operaation, therefore are reliable for one fee or five

24

times that amount.

And, is that

So, I think there is definition problems

25
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1

My company also believes there should

2

be some type of cap, fee cap for' each facility, you

3

know, whether it be $2,000.00, or whatever, but we would

4

like to see some type of cap, in order that this thing

5

wouldn't get out of hand.

6

And, finally, the purpose of the renewal

7

fee equivalent, again, the lack of definition for minor

8

sources, are insignificant sources, we are not sure

9

if we are going to be liable for a lot more point

source~

10

that is available in our facility, for a fee assessment,

11

under your definitions of 1.4.l(d)(l), the renewal

12

fee equivalent.

13

So, there is a large concern.

With

14

that, I had other comments, but they have been covered.

15

That's all I have to say.

16

MR. DRAKE:

17

MR. PETTIS:

18

Questions?
Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Skeith

is in a position to make his motion, I'll second it.
MR. DRAKE: Well, is there anyone else

19
20

that -- that's all the slips that I had.

Is there

21

anyone else who would like to make a comment?

22

(No oral response)

23

MR. DRAKE: Apparently, that's all of

24

the comments.

25

MR. BREISCH:

3URN~

Is there any other
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1

questions from the Council?

Are we ready for a motion?

2

MR. SKEITH:

Mr. Chairman, I think what

3

I said awhile ago is pretty much what I meant.

4

like to say if I didn't include the idea that it ought

5

to be a workshop fashion, I would strongly urge that,

6

John.

7
8
9
10
11

12
~

13

I don't want to straight jacket you, and your

staff, but what this member of the Council feels is
there is something to be gained by hearing from these
people who are going to be paying these fees, and
getting their input.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

-

And, if they can build a better

mouse .trap than: we come up with on staff, and in this
Council, then it behooves us to consider every bit of
their recommendation.

14
15

I would

I'd hope that you could have one or
two workshops.

Maybe one here, and one at Tulsa, and

get the comments by the people who are interested, and
see what could be done to write a revision that we
would, hopefully, the next time be able to pass.

I

know we are not going to get, and I hope the people
in the audience understand that I'm satisfied we are
never going

to~pull

this together to a place you will

be tickled to death to pay the additional fees, knowing
that you are not really getting a whole lot more for
it.

25

But, as we discussed, briefly, at lunch,

lJ lJ ..,\, .1.1

w
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1

the four of us that were together,

2

fit to check the deal to us.

And,

we can sit here as

3

a public minded bunch,

as I

indicated this morning,

4

that,

don't get any money for this,

the Legislature saw

some of us would just

5

as soon be off.

6

we are on here, we think that it is best for Oklahoma

7

to have an Air Quality Service.

But,

8
9

by the same token,

as long as

And, without the appropriate amount
of personnel, and enough income to have the equipment

10

and the manpower to do the job, I'm satisfied that the

11

Environmental

12

on us to vacate certain areas of concerns.

13

think it would

14

of our State, nor you who represent different corporatiors

15

and entities.

16

remarks,

17

said earlier, and was pointed out by the young lady

18

19
20

21

Protection Agency will make their demands

b~

So, I

24

25

make those, Mr. Chairman, those

hoping to justify some of the things that we

The morning meeting did get

in a rather adversarial position.

I

regret that,

if

said anything that offended ,anyone, it was not my

intention.

22

23

I don't

in the best interest of the people

who testified awhile ago.

I

And,

But, we can't get into a posture, on
the Council,

as I

see it,

trying to defend what the

Legislature did, or did not do.

We've got to try to

do our job, the best way we can.

And,

EU~NS

COURT

-... ...
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1

are going to keep :trying to do.

2

got any persuasion with Governor Bellman, well, I'm

3

sure most of us come up for reappointment, and we

4

can hardly wait for the day he either tells us we can

5

serve some more here, or get a chance to get paroled.

6

And,

7

after about 12 or 15 years.

8

his parole is already due.

11

12
,,-..

13
14
15

And, so,
to do the best we can.
I

expect, hopefully,

18
19
20

staff,

I

23
24
25

I know for Mr. Pettis,

in all candor, we are going
I want the staff to know that

that you will let these people
in defense of the

think you've done everything we've asked you

to, up to this point, you've come out with the best
setup you thought you could get.
But, in difference to that, I

think

even you recognize that there are people in the audience,
who will be bearing a rather substantial load of this.
burden, who feel like it is not in the best equity to
enact the one we've got before us.

21
22

And,

be heard, and I know you will. And,

16
17

if you all have

that will come soon for this member of the Council,

9
10

And,

Therefore, that's my position, Mr.
Chairman, and I apologize for the time it's taken,
I

think,

but

I'd like to see these kinds of meetings end

on a note that people feel like any Board or Commission
they are appearing in front of,

T'toTTT"' '\T n

SCUR~
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is going to listen to
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1

their concerns.

2

requests,

3

of attempting to just run over somebody,

4

have the votes here to enact this if we wanted to, and

5

say,

but I

"Well,

We may not be able to satisfy your
don't like to serve in the capacity
because we

your better idea is not well accepted."

6

So,

7

MR. DRAKE: Bill, do I

that's the place we are coming from.
understand your

8

motion is to continue this hearing,

until our next

9

meeting, and during that we've instructed the staff

10

to hold meetings with interested parties,

11

possibly,

of workshops?

12
13

to the extent,

MR. SKEITH:

Well,

it ought to have that format,

14

MR. DRAKE:

15

MR.

I'd rather say that

hopefully.

Okay.

SKEITH:

You can call it whatever

16

name you want to,

17

and his staff setting up shop here, Mr. Chairman,

18

over at Tulsa, in this kind ·Of deal we've got koing

19

here, where we have to not allow these people to bring

20

in -- for instance, John,

21

people to give suggested changes, in advance of the

22

first one of these meetings, by mail,

23

staff and you can get into those,

rather than losing

24

that two or three weeks in there,

before you set the

25

first meeting.

~~~~T

but I don't want to envision John

~~PORTING

to me,
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1

That's not part of my motion, I'm not

2

trying to run this office over here. But, I

3

obligated to the point that these people ought to get

4

their pick in the ground in this final decision we make.

5

MR. DRAKE:

6

MR. BREISCH:

just feel

All right.
I was attempting to word

7

this properly, John,

8

has the leeway of having workshop type meetings, or

9

other meetings, whereby the input will be ...

and Bill, do you say that the staff

10

MR. SKETIH:

Yes,

11

MR. BREISCH:

.. had by the interested

12

that's right.

parties.

/,.-.

13
,,.

·MR. SKEITH:

Hopefully, with the

.

-

14

recommendation for a decision on this,

15

September meeting in Tulsa.

16

not going to box myself in by saying to these people,

17

here, that day it's in cement, and we have to,

18

day,

19

think we have to.

I said,

at the 15th of

"hop~fully".

I'm

that

vote up or down on any proposal. Because I don't

20

MR. BREISCH:

21

MR. PETTIS:

22

MR. BREISCH:

Okay.
Second it.
Okay,

the motion is to

23

continue this hearing, instructing the staff to hold

24

meetings, such as workshop meetings,

25

the next meeting.

CO~~!

Hopefully,

~~rCRT!HC

between now and

to have a recommendation
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1

to us, that is concurred with by the majority of the

2

parties.

3

Okay, call the roll.

4

MR. PARRY:

5

MR. QUINLAN: ·Aye.

6

MR. PARRY:

7

MR. PYLE:

8

MR. PARRY:

9

MR. SKEITH:

Mr. Quinlan?

Mr. Pyle?
Aye.
Mr. Skeith?
Aye.

10

MR. PARRY:

11

MR. PETTIS:

12

MR. PARRY:

13

MR. BREISCH:

14

John, you are still up ...

15

MR. DOUGHTY:

Mr. Pettis?
Aye.
Mr. Breisch?
Aye.

John, could I make one

16

point. Those people who made comments today, I would

17

request that they please reduce them to writing, and

18

submit us a copy of those for our records, please.

19

MR. DRAKE:

20

(Whereupon, the hearing in the above-

21

Yes.

entitled matter was concluded.)

22
23
24

25
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)

STATE OF OKLAHOMA

SS:

)
3

)

COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA

4

I, Patricia R. Burns, a Certified

6

6

Electronics Reporter/Notary Public within and for

1

the State of Oklahoma, do hereby certify that the

8

foregoing transcript is a true, correct and complete

9

verbatim transcription of the proceedings held at said

10

11

time and place.
I further certify that I am not an

12

attorney or counsel for, nor related to or employed

13

by any of the parties to which this action is taken,

14

and further that I am not a relative or employee of

15

any attorney or counsel employed by the parties hereto,

16

or financially interested in the action.

17

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I h.ave hereunto

18

set my hand and official seal this, the

lS

_A_u_g~u_s_t______ ,

19 8 7
__

20

(

... ··

4th Jay of

-·····-··-;

21

22
23
24

My Commission Expires:

November

7~

1988

25
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July 23, 1987

Dennis Doughty
Oklahoma State Health Dept.
Air Quality Service
1000 N.E. lOth Street
P.O. Box 53551
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
Dear Sir:
Below are the comments prepared for the Air Quality Council
Hearing of July 21, 1987 on proposed Regulation 1.4.
1.

Re: Paragraphs 1.4.1(b)(5) and 1.4.1(c)(2)
Comments: Clarification is needed on the term of
duration for all permits.
There are two different renewal dates proposed in the
regulation. One for permits issued prior to the
effective date of proposed 1.4 amendments with the
term ending on first working day in February and fees
due on the first working day of March. The other for
permits issued subsequent to construction permit
applications received after January 1, 1988 with term
ending on first day of January following the first
anniversary of the operating permit application due
date.

2.

Re: Paragraphs 1.4.1(d)(l) existing sources, 1.4.1(e)(l)
minor source, 1.4.1(e)(l) source operation and source
operation of minor significance.
Comments:

There is a general lack of definition concerning source assessment.
(1) Does the word source in major, minor,
and existing sources have the same meaning
as the word source in source operation or
are they point sources (stack sources)?
(1.1) For an operation of cooling process
solution with 5 cooling towers (only four
used at a time), is there one source
operation as recorded in the existing
annual inventory or is it redefined to 4
or 5 point sources?

'

'

I

'

.... '

:

'

•
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(1.2) There are no definitions for either
source or point sources. Are we therefor,
to assume that all use of the term source
means source operation?
(2) To which sources does existing
sources, minor sources and source
operations of minor significances refer?
No minimum emissions or process rates are
defined. Are there as yet undefined minor
sources, such as process radiant heater/
dryers, to be included in the definition?
(3) The major concern is that there will
be no limitations to the definition of
minor sources, which are now-existing,
that will be added for renewal fee
equivalent assessments. Also it is unclear
which minor sources will, in the future,
require permitting.
3. Re:

Paragraph 1.4.1(e)(3)
Comments:

There are no limitations
inventory, and therefore
method for unlimited fee
assessment cap should be
allay these concerns.

to the source
a potential
collections. An
considered to

We recommend a facility (total operating
plant) maximum renewal fee of $2000 per
year be included in the regulation.

Best regards,

c.w.

Jones
Environmental & Safety Engineer

cc: JRK
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PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA
A CENTRAL AND SOUTH WEST COMPANY
P.O. BOX 201 I TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74102.{)201 I (9181 599-2000

JUly 29,

John W. Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department of Health
Post Office Box 53551
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
RE:

Proposed Rev:fs.ion to Regulation 1.4
Permit Required

Dear Mr. Drake:
Enclosed are the comments of Public Service Company of Oklahoma on the Air
Quality Service's June 29, 1987, proposed revisions to Oklahoma Air Pollution
Control Regulation 1.4, "Air Resources Management, Permits Required". PSO
understands the need of the OAQS to seek alternative methods of funding and is
generally supportive of the permit fee concept. However, we do not believe the
revisions, as proposed, are consistent with the intent of the legislature or
the authority granted by the enabling legislation. Our concerns are expressed
in the enclosed comments.

_,...

We are supportive of the concept of public briefings or workshops, as discussed
at the July 21, 1987, Air Quality Council meeting, and would be willing to work
with you, your staff, and other interested parties to develop an alternative
fee program.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed revisions to
Regulation 1.4 and respectfully submit them for your consideration.
Sincerely,

~Y/~~

Louis 0. Hosek, Manager
Environmental &Occupational Health
LOH:RDH:dt
Enclosure

~-- -...

''·

'i CENTRAL AND SOUTH WEST SYSTEM

!l Central
Power and Light
COrpus Christ1. Texas

Public Service Company of Oklahoma
Tulsa. Oklahoma

Southwestern Electric Power
.f::.hi'Puotvut

1 ,...,;~;:an:a

West Texas Utilities
Ahi/Qn~ T,:r.x.o:~~
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COMMENTS OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA ON THE JUNE 29, 1987
PROPOSED REVISION OF OKLAHOMA AIR POLLUTION CONTROL REGULATION NO. 1.4
AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, PERMITS REQUIRED

The following comments are submitted on behalf of Public Service Company of
Oklahoma {PSO) on the Oklahoma Air Quality Service•s (OAQS) June 29, 1987
proposed revision of Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Regulation No. 1.4.

PSO

understands the desire of the OAQS to seek alternative methods of funding and
is generally supportive of the permit fee concept.

However, we believe the

revised regulation, as proposed, is inconsistent with the intent of the legislature and the authority granted by the enabling legislation.
.

: -~

.

We also believe

,

.~J

that the OAQS and the Air Quality Council have failed to fully adhere to the
provisions of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act.
ABSENCE OF STATUATORY AUTHORITY
The enabling legislation only provides authorization to assess fees to
recover the costs of administering a permit program, not to generate monies
for support of the general programs of the OAQS.

The enabling legislation

allowing the OAQS to establish a fee system is found in 63 O.S. Sec. 1-106.1,
as recently amended by House Bill No. 1135.
11

Section 1-106.1(C) provides that

(t)he board shall base its schedule of licensing or permitting fees

J!I2.Q.!!.

the

reasonable costs of review and inspection services rendered in connection with
~license

and permit program ......

(emphasis added).

The legislature

very clearly intended that the revenue produced by permit fees be tied to the
cost incurred for review and inspection services actually rendered.

Under the

present proposal, there is no service being rendered in conjunction with a permit or license renewal.

Section 1.4.1{e) {1) of the proposed regulation de-

~.

':·=.:'

-

fines permit renewal as simply a collection of the fee.

Thus, the OAQS has

overstepped its authority in proposing to assess permit fres in excess of the
reasonable costs of review and inspection services.
Quite simply, the OAQS is unauthorized in assessing permit fees in excess of the reasonable costs of review and inspection services rendered in connection with each license and permit program.
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
It is also our position that the enactment of the proposed revisions requires an individual hearing.
301 et seq., defines

11

The Administrative Procedures Act, 75 O.S. Sec.

rUle 11 as 11 any agency statement of general applicability

and future effect that implements, interprets or prescribes substantive law or
policy, or prescribes the procedure or practice requirements of the agency.

,,.....

The term includes the amendment or repeal of a prior
(A) the issuance, renewal or denial of licenses;
(emphasis added).

11

rule~

does not include

* * * ... 75 O.S. Sec.

301 (2)

License 11 is defined to include 11 the whole or part of any

agency permit, certificate, approval, registration; charter., or similar form of
permission required by law; .. while 11 licensing•• is defined to include 11 the
agency process respecting the grant, denial, renewal, revocation, suspension,
annulment, withdrawal, or amendment of a license ... 75 O.S. Sec. 301 (3) and
(4)

(emphasis added).

Because the proposed change in Regulation 1.4 would in-

clude the amendment of licenses and permits by the State Health Department, the
action proposed by the OAQS would fall under execption (A) of the definition of
.. rule 11 , and therefore would be an order requiring an individual proceeding.
Moreover, individual pen1its will be affected by the OAQS proposal.

The

authority to collect the fees as proposed in Regulation 1.4 is found at 63 O.S.
~

Sec. 1-106.1.

Paragraph C of Sec. 1-106.1 provides that licensing and permit-

ting fees are to be based upon the reasonable cost of review and inspection
services rendered by the agency.

Because the fee is to reflect the reasonable

'·

...... .

cost of revieH and inspection services, an evidentiary hearing is necessary to
determine what the costs of these review and inspection services will be.

An

evidentiary hearing requires an individual proceeding on the record.
In addition, the issuance of a permit is an individual proceeding.
dividual proceedings are addressed in 75 O.S. Sec. 309.

-!

In-

Pursuant to this sec-

tion, proper notice and opportunity for hearing must be given.

The Council did

not follow the requirements of 75 O.S. Sec. 309 with respect to the proposed
rule change in Regulation 1.4.

In particular, it should be noted that the

proposed regulation was not drafted until June 29, 1987, less than 30 days be. fore the hearing.

All substantive changes to be considered and ruled upon by

a meeting of the Council should be available at least 30 days before the meeting.

We believe that it is possible to develop an alternative fee system that
wi 11 comply with the law and also fulfill the needs of the OAQS and industry.
The public briefings/workshop currently being arranged by the OAQS should provide a suitable forum for development of an improved fee system.

We have ad-

ditional comments and ideas that we would be glad to share during those sessions.

'

COMMENTS ON

Proposed Adoptions of Revisions to

Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Regulation 1.4
Air Resources Management - Permits Required

Submitted by

Public Service Company of Oklahoma
Environmental & Occupational Health Department
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Public Service Company D7 jklahoma (PSO) is a public utility engaged in
productien, purchase, transmission, distribution, and sale of electricity in eastern and southwestern Oklahoma.

PSO is a wholly-owned operating

subsidiary of Central and South West Corporation.

Central and South

West Corporation, a public Lltility holding company, owns all of the common stock of four operating subsidiaries:

Central Power and Light Com-

pany, West Texas Uti 1i ty C01:1pany, Southwestern Electric Power Company,.
and Public Service Company of Oklahoma.

These--companies provide elect-

ric.service to a population of approximatel{

3.Smi"ll~~eop~-~\in
/"

"'---

a

--__.)

widely-diversified area covering 152,000 square-mTles in Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas.

PSO currently operates Five principle generating stations designated as
Northeastern Station (Oologah, OK), Riverside Station (Jenks, OK),
Weleetka Station (Weleetka, OK), Southwestern Station (Washita, OK) and
Comanche Station (Lawton,

0~)

with a currently inactive powerplant

(Tulsa Power Station) located in Tulsa.

Of these facilities, portions

of Weleetka Station and Northeastern Station were constructed subsequent
to tile initial adoption of permitting regulations and currently oper·ate
under life-of-the-facility permits granted by the Oklahoma State Department of Health's Air Quality Service.

We, at PSO, recognize our responsibility as an Oklahoma Corporation, and

,-

more importantly as a group of individual Oklahoma citizens, to maintain
and preserve the atmospheric purity for tlJe protection and enjoyment of

1

'. ~·.~ ...

not only this, but future generations.

We are prepared to support the

Board•s efforts whether they are funded by Legislative appropriations derived from the taxes \ve pay or they are supported; in part, by reasonable
direct assessment of operating permit fees.

Our comments are, however,

the result of our concern over the method to be imposed by the proposal
under revie\v; we believe that the permit scheme before the Board fails to
meet either the letter· ur the intent of the law and
authority granted by t:,e legislature.

excet~ds

t!1e statutory

Adoption of a void, unenforceable

regulation in reality helps no one and, in fact, impedes our sl1ared objective of meeting the intent and purpose of the Legislature reflected
in the

1~1ahoma

Clean Air Act.

He would urge that the

presi~nt

proposal be returned to the Air Quality

Councn with dire'=tions to ;nake

~iwse

ntJdifi'=ations necessary ttJ assure

that the Board is not put in the position of exceeding its statutory
authority in adopting any such proposal.

?

·· ...

. ··--

l I.

ADOPTION WOULD EXCEED THE SCOPE OF THE

BQ~RD_'~. ST~TYTORY

AUTHORITY

Administrative agencies may only exercise powers granted by the legislative in the stdtutes.(l)
po1"•~rs

and duties of the Board revealed that the Legislature did not

authorize the agency to

11

institute a system of pennit fees simply to

recoup those f•Jnds lost in
to

A.

11

Our review of the statutes addressing the

p!":~·JiO•IS

years 11 on an annual basis in order

provide a source of funds in the future ...

The Proposed Fee System Fails to Satisfy Statutory Requirements
Section l-104.(b)(2) of Title 63 empm'lers the Board to adopt rules
and regulations to carry out the provisions of the Public Health
Code.

With respect to tile provisions of the Oklahoma Clean Air

Act, the Board may adopt or amend its rules only upon public hear·.,.-.....

ings and the written recommendation of the Air Quality Council.
Okla. Stat. Tit. 63 sections 1-802.(D)and (F).

While this auth-

orization includes the ability to adopt, amend or repeal rules and
reg•Jlat·ions which address pennit fees, the Leoislature has imposed
a number of limitations on these powers.

A111ong the statutory 1 imitations imposed upon the Board's del ega ted
powers is one that restricts permits issued subsequent to

~~ay

1,

1984, the effective date of Okla. Stat. Tit. 63 section 1-106.1.F.,
to an effective

ter~

of one year.

Thus, for pennits issued after

May 1984 an annual rene\'lal may, in fact, be required to authorize

-

continued operation.

With respect to the authority to establish

Fees for renewal of these annua1 permits, the Leg·i sl atu re chose to

'

3

restrict the amount charged to that of reasonable cost of services
actually rendered in connection with the (i) review, (ii) inspection_and (iii) training of those personnel actually involved in
either the review or inspection necessary to revie\'1 applications
for renewal of annual permits.
l.C.

Okla. Stat. Tit. 63 section 1-106.

Moreover, the Leg-islature found it necessary to further re-

strict the amount of fees assessed for annual review and inspection
associated with permit renewal, notwithstanding the reasonable cost
associated with the annual renewal process.

Both a maximum and

minimum limit is imposed on annual permit renewal fees.

Okla. Stat.

Tit. 63 section 1-106.1.A.2.

\ The Air Quality Service (AQS) has chosen to ignore tl1ose statutory
I
f

restrictions tying the schedule of fees for the annual permit re-

I newal program to the •easanable cost for services actually rendered
~uring

the process of permit renewal.

The AQS has s·imply dismissed

public comr.1ents highlighting the need to base its schedule of permit renewal fees only upon the reasonable cJsts of services actually
rendered during the year in connection with the annual permit renewal
i·H'Jgram.

From its inception the basis of the AQS fee schedule has

instead relied solely on recovery of 11 eroding State appropriations ..
p h e r than the reasonable cost of services actually rendered an\ nually in the (i) review, (ii) inspection and (iii) training of that
j

~rt~on

of its staff ded·i cated to renewing annual permits.

hibit 11 A".

See Ex-

In the first of two "workshops" held to develop a fee

system, the AQS continued to maintain that the proper basis was one

4

........

which would recapture all pr·:viously lost legislative appropria·..

tion.

See Exhibit "B".

In its open letter of August 21, 1987, the

fees_were publicly acknowledged by AQS as being designed solely to
make up for $100,000 in "erosion" plus the total reduction in legislative appropriations to the AQS.
been

10

See Exhibit "C".

There has

retreat from this approach even after the proposal was pre-

sen ted to tile Air Quality Counci 1

·F,)r

rev few.

l:ven before tilf s

Board, the AQS does not contend that the fee system is designed to
recover that portion of the reasonable cost of review, inspection
and training of permit renewal staff which is equal to or less than
the statutory ceiling of Section 1-106.1.

The only acknowledged

basis is to "recoup those funds 1ost in previous years and (thus)
provide a source of funds in the future."

See Exhibit "D".

At no time during public meetings was the actual cost of services
rendered presented on other than a total departmental budget; no
breakdown delineated the actual expend i tur~s fat permit renewal apr,~·--·

pl io:ati on revi ew~o

___ .,_··--·-···----~

br~~kd~~/:Was

presented for expenditures of per-

mitted facilities, no breakdown 'lias presented for" either the permitting or the enforcement sections of the staff.

This may be due

in part to the fact that the regulation itself defines "permit re-

r

newal" as "the process whereby operating permits are exter1ded for

another one year term" and stating that "(i)n

i'lil cas.~ sha~l

tl1~

term "permit renewal" be construed to allow the imposition of ad-

ditional permit requi rem~n ts not otl1er\'li se required ot authorized
by law or regulation."

Under the proposal, the review and inspec-

5

ti on services for rene\>lal amount to no more than preparing and rna i ling fee assaments and the deposit of the fee received.
Section 1.4.1 (C)(5) of the proposed revision.

See also

At one point the AQS

contended informally that all its activity was directly related to
the permit system b:Jt tilis argument is overshadov1ed by the department's mandate under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act., Okla. Stat. Tit.
63 section 1-1802 (1985).

The concerns expressed thus far have been directed to that part of
the proposal addressing the permit system for renewal of annual perThe independent permitting system for issuing construction

mits.

and ·initial operating permits for new facilities appears to repreS(!n::

·'1

;11uch more blatant attempt to circwnvent the stat•.1tory re-

strictions placed on that permit program.
rently being funded by federal grants,
propriations.

iiS

These programs are cur''le11 as legisl<ttive ap-

As a result, we simply cannot envision the purpose of

the AQS's statement in the "Cost/Benefit Analysis" which states:
"Failure to secure these funds in this manner
will require either a supplemental appropriation
or the (Air Quality) Service will close out."
E:npilasis supplied.

In the current economic climate, we all are

forced to become more efficient in our use of limited financial
resources •
.a/) •

("'fT.

',,,

.... ':

.-.-.

I I I.

INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDUJGS ARE REQUIRED fO AMEND EXISTING PERMITS
Our review of the proposed amendment to Regulation 1.4 has revealed certain fat_al fla\'IS in its basic design.

The following sections detail our

concerns which were submitted to the Air Quality Service early in the
------··----~-·-- -~-----·-----------·------------------------·-- -------·-~"'

.

development
_____

~irl s date remain unaddre~$-~d .
---------------------- --~---------------

of the proposal but to

. -···· ·-

A.

EXPRESS LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY FOR RETROACTIVE APPLICATION OF ANNUAL
APPLICATION OF ANNUAL PERMITS IS LACKING
The Board :Jt1doub t•~dly :1as

th~

power under the Public Heal til Code to

adopt rules and regulations to carry out the provisions of the Code.
Okla. Stat. Tit. 63 section 1-104(b)(2).
has adopted numerous

re!:r.tlu~ions

activities under its oversight.
··,r-

which

Under this pO\'Ier the Board

requi~·e

permits for certain

However, in 1984 the Legislature

restricted the Board's authority with respect to the issuance •)f
p~~i"'mits and 1 icences when it mandated that permits issued by the

Commissioner be limited to no longer than one year terms.
Stat. Tit. 63 section 1-106.1.F.

Okla.

Prior to the May 1, 1984 effect-

ive date of this t?nactment, the Commissioner of Health had, under
authority granted by the Board, issued permits to operate under the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act for the-life-of-the-facility; no expiration
,.

_y

7-11I ( /:,) £F
y_ ')
.

IOv •

I ....-

·~

./? date or provision for renewal \'las in·:luded.

Adoption of this

proposed amendment to OAPC Regulation 1.4 attempts to make this a
retroactive application of the
rights

by

r~ay

1984 enactment to prior vested

declaring "(a)ll operating permits ••• shall be for the term

of one year, renewable annually as provided herein."

·-

1.4.1(a)(1) of the proposed revision.

1

7

See Section

Generally, statutes are presumed to operate prospectively.
expression of legislative purpose is required to justify

·l

A clear
retro-

active application, and in the case of doubt, the doubt must be resolved against a retroactive effect.(2), (3), (4), (5).

Without

express legislation, a statute may not be applied retroactively if
it alters the

rig~ts

and duties under an existing contract, es-

pecially if the enactment \'IOUld affect
character of past transactions would

~e

vestt~d

rights or the legal

prejudiced.(6)

A "vested

right 11 is the pm'ler to do certain actions or possess certain things
lawfully and is substantially a property right.

"Vested Rights" can

be created either by common la\'1 or by statute and once created become absolute; vested rights are constitutionally protected from
legislative invasion.(7)

The principle has ohvfous 3pplication to the

a~endment

urider con-

sideration and its effect upon operating permits issued prior to
i·1ay 191'14.

Any retroactive application of the amendment would cer-

tainly change the value of the owner/operator's interest.

The life-

of-the-facility permit hal der has 1egi timately relied on the provisions of his permit, making, as the case with Public Service Company of Oklahoma, major investments in the construction, operation
and maintenance of air pollution control equipment.

s·imply stated, life-of-the-facility operating permits issued prior
to the enactment of Okla. Stat. Tit. 63 section 1-106.l.F. repre-

R

sent vested rights which 1:1ay not be overturned by subsequent action
of the Board through

amend~ent

of OAPC Regulation 1.4.

-t=----

B. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT REQUIRES INDIVIDUAL PROCEEDINGS TO
AMEND EXISTING PERMITS
The Oklahoma Legislature extensively revised and strengthened the
Administrative Procedures Act (APA) in House Bill 1493.

This Act

was signed by the Governor June 30, 1987, and became effective
September 1, 1987.

Among the amendments r!lade were those related to

certain administrative procedures for promulgation of
regulations.

rul,~s

anri

The present proposal to amend OAPC Regulation 1.4

fails to comply with the mandates of the APA.

The Admi ni strati ve Procedures ;\ct must be fa 11 owed by the Board of
Health and the Air Quality Council in adopting any rule or regulation pursuant to 63 O.S. Section 1-106-1.

Section 1-106.1 specif-

ically states that H(t)he Board must follow the procedures required
by Section 385 through 325 of title 75 of the Oklahoma Statutes for
adoption of rules and regulations in establishing or amending any
s1Jch schedule of Fees •••• H 63 O.S. Section 1-106-1 (A) (1).
over, 63

o.s.

More-

section 1-106. (b) (3) states that H(a)ll rules and

regulations adopted by the State Board of Health are subject to the
terms and conditions of the Administrative Procedures Act.H

The APA

itself provides, with limited exception, that Hall agencies shall
comply with the pr0vision of Article I and Article II of the Administrative Procedures Act ...

9

75 O.S. section 250.1.3.

Tile ::1oard is

not among those agencies excused from compliance with the APA.
O.S. section 250.4.
Boarc! must comply

75

Thus, in adopting the proposed changes, the

1~ith

the APA.

The Administrative Procedures Act itself defines "rule" as
any agency statement of general applicability
and future effect that implements, 1nterprets
or prescribes law or policy or describes t!1e
procedure or practice requirements of the
agency.

The term includes the amendment

or repeal of a prior rule but does not include:

a. the issuance, rene\'lal or denial

of an individual, specific license.
75

o.s.

section 250.3.1. (emphasis s:Jpplied).

to, is .Jlso

dt~fined

The license referred

by the APA to ·inclllde "the whole or part of any

agency permit, certificate, approval, registration, charter, or
similar fonn of pennission required by law;" while "licensing" is
defined to include "the agency process respecting the grar1t, denial,
renewal, revocation, suspension, annulment, withdrawal, or amendment of license."

75

o.s.

Section 250.3.3 and 250.3.4.

Because the proposed change to Regulation 1.4 would amend the term
of each of our individual and specific pennits from life-of-thefacility to that of one year, action by the Board would fall under
exception of 75 O.S. 250.3.2. and would constitute an order requiring an individual proceeding in order to amend each of our

exis"tii1g

St!para~:~

individual permits.

~Jo

opportunity for indi-

vidual proceedings have been undertaken by the AQS •
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IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

While not opposed to establishment of a system of direct fee assessment as a supplement to legislative appropriations, we are concerned
over the method to be Imposed by the current proposal.

We believe

that the permit scheme before the Board, fails to meet either tl1e letter or tile intent of the law and unnecessarily places t:1e Board in a
position of exceeding its statutory authority.

Adoption of a void,

unenforceable regulation 111 :·r:ality helps no one and, in fact, only
impedes our shared objective of meeting the intent and purpose of the
Legislature reflected in the Oklahoma Clean Air Act.

We would urge that the present proposal be returned to the Air Quality
Council with directions to make those modi fic,lt1ons necessary to assure
that the Board is not put in the position of exceeding its statutory
authority in

ado~ti

ng any such proposal.

····'··

· .~

.•J
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We would ask that the Board consider our comments and after doing so, return
the proposal to the Air Quality Council for those modif·ic.Itions necessary to
assure that the Board is not placed in the position of exceeding its statutory
authority when adopting systems of permit fees. We trust this submittal to be
Sdtisl"actory fer your immediate needs; however, should you, ot any member of
the 3oard have questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
4

Public S~~l ~p
By: (7?!-?U::;U,
Louis 0. Hosek, Manager
Environmental &Occupational Health

Attachment

xc:

,Joan K. Leavitt, Commissiorh~r of Health
Robert D. Kellogg, OSDH Staff Attorn
John Drake, Chief-OAQS
TH~
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Bill Breisch, ChairmanJohn Brightmire, Attorney-DSSD&A
Lee Paden
R.H. Bentley
Ray Hedrick
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Witco Corporation, P. 0. Box 42817, Houston, TX 77242 Telephone 713-975-5800

September 18, 1987

Mr. John W. Drake
Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department of Health
100 N. E. Tenth
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152
Re:

Revision of Regulation 1.4 Concerning Permit Fees.

Dear John:
Witco understands the need for the Oklahoma Air Quality Service (AQS) to raise funds
by charging annual fees, and supports the AQS in its attempt to develop an equitable
fee schedule.
-

Witco representatives participated in the July 21, 1987 hearing and both workshops on
the fee schedules. The company supports the AQS choice of a "Kansas" style approach
to annual fees. However, Witco wishes to express its opposition to including carbon
black plants in Class Number 10.
The Industrial Classification Classes are supposed to represent groups of industries
whose size and emissions are similar~ AQS is proposing including carbon black in the
same category as coal fired electric power plants and petroleum refineries. This is
inappropriate due to the benign nature and smaller volume of emissions from carbon
black plants. Texas, which employs a similar classification system, charges carbon
black plants less than 5.0% of the animal fee for petroleum refineries.
A concern was expressed by AQS staff, at .the second workshop, that the carbon monoxide
emissions from carbon black plants are a precursor to benzene. Witco wishes to go on
record as categorically denying that carbon monoxide emissions lead to the formation
of benzene.
Witco supports the AQS in its endeavors to develop an equitable fee system and
respectfully requests that carbon black plants be placed in a lower Industrial
Classification Class.

·-

.I

Mr. John W. Drake
Page 2
. : September 18, 1987

If you require any additional information, please contact the undersigned at (713)
975-5850.
Yours sincerely,
WITCO CORPORATION

S.~.R?~w~
S. S. R. Pappworth
Regional Environmental Engineer

SSRP/dm
L918A
cc:

T. N. Miller
J. C. Pettry

Do

f\{''
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September 18, 1987

Mr. John Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department of Health
1000 N.E. lOth Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73152

~~@!UWffiil
~
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AIR QUALIT'l
SERVJC
.
E .. i
!J

Dear Mr. Drake:

-

We have reviewed the proposed changes to Regulations 1.1, 1.2 and
1.4 and have several comments that we feel will both clarify and improve
these regulations.
Regulation 1.1:
1) The proposed location of the definition of Particulate Matter 10 micrometers (PM-10) is inappropriate.
It would be more
appropriate to list the definition of Particulate Matter - 10
micrometers (PM-10) in alphabetical order as #99 following the
definition of Particle Board than to place it at the end of the
1i st as #151.
2)

Adopt the current EPA definition for PM-10 instead of creating a
new definition. It is:
PM-10 -

Particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than or
equal to a nominal 10 micrometers.

One definition would be much simpler in all respects.
Regulation 1.2:
1) The footnote for the annual standard states that it is an
"Annual Arithmetic Mean••, but in fact it is much more than
that. We suggest that the footnote be changed to the-following:
The standard is attained when the expected annual
arithmetic mean concentration, as determined in accordance with Appendix K for Part 50 of Chapter I, Title
40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, is less than or
equal to 50 ~g/m3.

Page 2 of 6
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Regulation 1.4:

(3

I

1

Section 1.4.1(b)(3)(A) states:

ill Upon the effective date of this subsection, no permit shall
be required for any new or modified source when it can be
shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that:

(A) Total emissions will not exceed one pound (1 lb.) per
hOUr for any one criteria pollutant, and

-;::::.--- ,,\

We are not sure of the definition of 11 Total emissions 11 •
suggest the following wording:

,

~J-;---------(A)

\:)

/'

We

Emissions for any one criteria pollutant will not
exceed one pound ( 1 1b) per hour.

'·--..,.........-"

Section 1.4.1(c)(1)(A) states:
(A)

Major Source - means any new or modified stationary
source which directly emits or has the capability at
maximum design capacityt and if appropriately permitted, authority to em1t 100 tons per year of a given
pollutant.

This would indicate that one must emit 100 tons exactly in order
to be classified a major source. We propose the following
wording:

·.. 1

Major Source - means any new or modified stationary
source which directly emits or has the capability at
maximum design capacity, and if appropriately permitted, authority to emit 100 tons per year or more of
a given pollutant.
3)

Section 1.4.1(c)(3)(A) states:
(A)

Upon request, the Commissioner will make a determination of whether or not a eermit is required. Upon
the determination that a perm1t is not required, the
ori inal ermit a plication fee will be returned u on
submission of a 100 determination fee.

This section assesses a $100 fee for the determination if a permit is needed or not. As written now the applicant must submit
an application plus the appropriate construction permit fee. If
no permit is required the application must then submit a $100
determination fee in order to get his application fee returned.
When this idea was originally suggested it was the intent to get
away from having to submit a full blown application along with
the appropriate fee just to see if a permit was needed. It

Page 3 of 6
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would be much easier and simpler if a minimum amount of information was submitted along with the $100 determination fee in
the first place. We suggest the following wording:

-

···:.. ::.

Upon submittal of a written request, a $100 determination fee and any relevant information needed to
make a kermit determination, the Air Quality Service
will rna e a determination whether or not a permit is
re uired.
If a determination is made that·a ermit
lS requ1re the 00.00 fee Wlll be credited afa1nst
the construction and operation permit fees. I it is
determined that a permit is not required the $100.00
fee will be retained by the AQS to cover the cost of
making the dete~mination.
4)

Section 1.4.1(c)(5) states:
(5)

-

Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be
accepted) made payable to the reviewing agency, e.g.,
Oklahoma State Department of Health, Air Quality Service.
Fees shall be due in the offices of the Air Quality
Service on the first working dat of February. A ten (10)
calendar-day grace period wille given before any enforcement action will be taken. U~on the expiration of the
ten day grace eeriod, notices o violation (NOV) will be
issued and civ1l penalties, in addition to other remedies,
may be soulht as authorized under 63 O.S. 1986 Supp.
·section 1- 70l.lA.

Page 4 of 6
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-·. ·,

~
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There should be some appeals process allowed for in the fee
.rl
assessment is case of any mistakes or discrepancies. We suggest ftl/ir
-..
the following wording:
/ ' , !l 1t'7
1. 4.1 (c) ( n
(,-1 f!..~1ttt>f<}-e/w -r)
!..

. v(
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I

Any person aggrieved by such fee assessment shall be
entitled to a hearing on the reasonableness of the
fee assessment.

'be·r
.
·fl.Jf~~vv"t;. ·

6)

The term "source" is used in 1.4.1(c)(4) Permit Renewal and
Renewal Equivalents. We believe, as concluded in the workshops,
that the fees are intended to be assessed per facility as is the
Kansas system. We suggest replacing the term "source" with the
term "facility" where it is used in this section.

7)

Section 1.4.1(c)(6)(D)

/

We believe this section is incorrectly placed in the regulations. Currently it is at the very end of the regulation. We
believe it would be more properly placed after Section
1.4.1(c)(4)(A). Section 1.4.1(c)(4) would then read as follows:
(A)

Applicability

ill

The Air Quality Service shall annually assess and
collect a permit renewal fee or permit renewal fee eguivalent from all sources in the State according to their
classification as set forth in Table I. Assessments for
existing sources grandfathered from permit requirements
(i.e., permit renewal fee equivalents) shall be made in the
same manner and on the same basis as a new so~rce of the
same type (permit renewal fees).

-,

(B)

Source Classification

1!l Any new source for which an appropriate source classification does not exist shall be assigned a classification
and class number in Table I as a permit condition.

(a) Such assignment shall be made in writing, setting
forth the reasons why the sourcce has been assigned to
any particular cateegory, and

1El

Any person aggrieved by such assignment shall be
entitled to a hearing on the reasonableness of the
assignment.

r<.

t

JA •,JJ
~
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(C)

De Minimis
(i)

A permit renewal fee or renewal fee equivalent shall
required, regardless of the requirement to have a
permit, provided that total emissions from the source do
not exceed ten (lO) tons per year for any one criteria
pollutant.

nor be

(D)

Assessments
(i)

Fees established under this section shall be assessed
paid on the basis of source classification as identified in Table I. The annual fee collecteed for a source
in any class shall be determined by multiplying the class
number for the source, as determined by Table I, by fifty
($50} dollars. In no case shall more than one fee per
source be assessed unless such source shall constitute two
or more facilities as defined herein.

ana

1!1l On or before the first working day of each year, the

Air Quality Service will mail fee assessments to all sources subject to this regulation. Such assessments shall be
made pursuant to data contained in the emissions inventory
and shall set forth:
(a}

The source classification

(b)

The class number assigned to the source, and

(c) The amount of the fee that is to be remitted to
lli Service.
(iii} For the calendar year 1988, fee assessments will be
mailed on or about the effective date of this regulation
and shall be due in the offices of the Air Quality Service
30 days from the date of receipt of the assessment.
As stated in John Drake's letter of August 21, 1987, these fees
are being implemented as a result of 11 erosion 11 and reduced
appropriations. The magnitude of the fees in the proposed regulation are based on, in part, the budgetary deficit faced by the
AQS for FY-88 as compared to FY-87. Since these fees are tied
to appropriations then the magnitude of the fees should decrease
with increased appropriations. It was stated by Mr. Drake in
the first workshop of August 5, 1987 that public hearings would
be held to reduce the fees in the event that the appropriations
increase to previous levels. Therefore we recommend that the
multiplication factor in Section 1.4.1(c}(4}(C)(i} (currently

,,~7/
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proposed at $50) come under review each year and adjusted based
on the appropriated amount by the legislature as compared to
FY-87. We suggest the following wording in that regard:

We would be happy to discuss the above comments with you at your
convenience.

Si~c~ \
/l
.,va.mt\J~
'rAw

DAB:llt

Jim Pollard
Supervisor Environmental Control
Air &Water

~-· ~-----------·

...... _ .. ····-·-·-'""---..-·--

..

Oklahuina [oa.lition for Clean "Jlir
Affiliated willa

OKLAHOMA TUBlo:R.CULOSrs' AND R.t:SI'IRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATION
1'.0. BOX. 5!50!

OX.LAifOMA CITY, Oli.I.AHOMA 7!105

AC ~05 52~·&t71

To a

Air Quality Council, Tulsa City-Count,y Health Dept

Date a

September 22, 1987

Frome

Anna Clapper, 12104 Camelot Place, Oklahoma City, OK

Rea

Public Hearing, Regulation 1.4 Permits (Draft 8-20-87)

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Air Quality Council, Ladies
and Gentlemena
My name is Anna Clapper. I live at 12104 Camelol Place,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. I am a member of the board o~directors
o~ the American Lung Assn. of Oklahoma and have been a member of
the Oklahoma Coalition for Clean Air for 18 years, having attended
meetings of the Council during this period as a concerned citizen.
On page 2, paragraph (J) •hich states that"··· no permit
shall be required ••• " there is concern that there needs to be
a record regardless of emission amount, just in case an exceed'ence
might occur.
I need clarification is this regard• since a source having
one pound per hour of one criteria pollutant comes under this
ruling, this means a total of 8,760 lbs. per year, or 4.38 tons
emission does not need a permit, as I understand the regulation.
Is this oorrec t? ·
Also on page 4, (B) De Mini~is (1) it is my understandine;
that if' •total emissions frtwm1·; 1the'\-·e'ource do not exceed ten (10)
tons per year for any one critical pollutant", a permit renewal
fee is not required. Since no permit is required for 4.38 tons
per year, then it folloYt:s that a "minor source" falls be been
4.38 T/Yr and 100 T/ yr. Is then the 10 ton per year a "shady"
area, or is there a specific reason for selecting this unit?
Do sources between 4.38 tons per year and 10 tons per year therefore
require no permit fee? Kindly clarify.
Thank you for this opportunity to present my concern on
this regulation.

a~.t--t-u:t. {!-f~/{__
Anna Clapper

-
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1

P R 0 C E E D I NG S

2

1:25 p.m.

3
HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

4

Okay, we

5

have another hearing. This is the continuation of

6

the hearing initiated at the May Council Meeting,

7

continued the July Council Meeting, and again,

8

continued to this council Meeting.
I would reiterate that this hearing

9
10

is convened by the Air Quality Council, in compliance

11

with 75 OS 301 through 325, and under the Federal

12

requirements of Title 40, Code Federal Regulations,

13

Section 51.

,.-..
14

I would add that this rule making

15

was advertised in the August 1st, Oklahoma Register,

16

the purpose of the hearing is to receive comments

17

concerning proposed changes to the Air Pollution

18

Control Regulation 1.4, Air Resource Management,

19

permits required.

20

a new fee structure, or new source permits in

21

establishing annual permit/equivalent fee program.

The proposed change is to establish

22

Any person making an oral statement

23

today, we would appreciate it if you would supply us

24

with the original and one copy of the record -- for

25

the record.
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1

While it is the past practice of the

2

Council to leave the record opened for ten days, after

3

a hearing,

4

if it does not feel in excess, discomfort,

5

the decision on this item, at this hearing.

the Staff would request that the Council;

6

should make

I would advise you that this regulation

7

cannot be presented to the Board of Health, until the

8

Legislature returns to session.

9

Department desires to nail down the changes, wherein,

However, the

10

and proceed with accomplishing the administrative

11

action to put the program into place, as soon as the

12

requirements of the Oklahoma Administrative Procedures

13

Act is complied with.

14

As the Protocol Officer,

I will call

15

upon persons who have indicated a desire to speak for

16

this requlation,

17

of the room.

18

Doughty to give the Staff's position on each

19

proposed change.

by filling out a form in the rear

At this time I will call on Mr. Dennis

20

MR. DOUGHTY:

21

Mr.

Okay,

thank you.

Chairman, members of the Council,

22

ladies and gentlemen, my name is Dennis Doughty.

23

I will present the Staff's position, on this proposed

24

change.

25

As you're aware,

this is a proposal

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
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1

to change Regulation 1.4, to raise permit fees,

2

yearly renewal fees.

3

before the Council,

4

had been certain budget cuts, and specture of raising

5

more money, came before the Council ..

6

and

This particular issue was brought
back in March.

At that time there

A public hearing was set for May,

7

a proposal was presented by the Staff, at that time.

8

And,

9

vigorously.

10

I might say that industry participated very
And,

so the hearing was continued until

July.

11

The Council also directed the staff,

12

at that time,

13

to make sure that some of the smaller operations had

14

notice of this hearing.

15

outsome 200 supplemental mailings.

to send out a supplemental mailing

16

The Staff did this, and sent

The continued hearing in July was

17

also vigorously attended, and opposed by industry.

18

At that time it was proposed that a series of workshops

19

be held in order to reach some sort of agreeable

20

approach for this particular regulation.

21

were two work shops held, one on August 5th, and one

22

on August 12th.

23
24
25

And, there

The Staff has incorporated as many
of the suggestions and proposals that came from these
workshops,

into the draft,

that we have presented here
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1

today.

2

The approach we have taken is the

3

approach that was presented by the Gas Processing

4

Industry.

5

for implementing a fee,

And,

6

it is basically, the Kansas approach

Now,

and permit renewal fee system.

there are copies of this proposal

7

available, and they were also presented to the Council

8

packet,.-- in the Council packet.

9

I would also like to say that we have

10

received some written comments from OG&E, and the staff

11

is going to recommend adoption of these changes,

12

of these changes, as proposed by OG&E.

13

And,

14

some

with the Council's indulgence,

I will go through some of these proposals, and for

15

the record,

the letter is from OG&E,

dated September

16

18th, 1987,

to Mr. John Drake.

our Reporter has

17

a copy of that.

18

So,

And,

if you will turn to the second

19

page.

20

(b)(3)(A), ·they would like to have the word "total"

21

removed.

22

it.

23

24

25

The first comment basically says Section 1.4.1

And,

the Staff finds no problem with removing

This change will not substantially affect the

implementation of this regulation.
Their comment No.
definition of "Major Source",

2,

in the

they wanted to add the
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1

words,

2

year", which would somewhat make the definition a

3

little bit mroe clear.

4

Council adopt thi.s, also.

"or more" after "authority to emit 100 tons per

5

The third proposal, is a complete

6

rewriting of the portion which would enable the

7

Staff to collect a $100.00 fee,

8

applicability of a permit, or whether or not a permit

9

was required.

10

_,_

And, we would suggest that the

And,

for determining the

the Staff would recommend that

11

the language, as proposed here by OG&E be adopted.

12

It's a minor change, and we find that this language

13

is probably better.

14

Their fourth suggestion changes the

15

language under 1.4.l(c)(5), which would make,

16

Staff proposal would make the fees due on the first

17

working day of February.

18

stricken, and they have inserted "30 days from the

19

date of postmark, and that postmark being the assessmen

20

And, we found this to be a minor change, and a little

21

bit easier to calculation, so we would also recommend

22

that this particular change be accepted by the Council.

23

the

This language has been

On page 4 of 6,

their comment No. 5,

24

Section 1.4.l(c)(7), they are asking that we insert

25

a sentence here, which we believe would allow a hearing
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1

on the reasonableness of the fee assessments.

2

we would have to oppose this particular addition,

3

this particular language,

4

guaranteed by the.Administrative Procedures Act, and

5

we feel that the categories as set by the public hearing,

6

would be enough to implement this.

7

And,
of

because the hearings are

Under their 6th proposal,

they are

8

asking, where the term "source" is used in 1.4.l(c)(4)

9

that the word "source" be replaced with the term,
"fa c i 1 it y u·.

And, we find that this is certainly in

11

keeping with the intent of what the regulation is meant

12

to do,

13

if it makes it clearer for industry,

14

this change, also.

And,

and it would have no substantial change.

15

then we support

Their 7th suggestion concerns Section

16

1.4.l(c)(6)(D), and what they're saying here is that

17

a little rearrangement of the regulation, might make

18

it a little easier to read, and a little neater.

19

we certainly would agree with that, and have no

20

objection, and would recommend that the Council

21

accept it,

in that manner.

22

Subsection

"B" "Source Classification", Subsection "II"

23

we would recommend the words,

24

25

not required",

And,

Except that under

"for which a permit is

be stricken from this sentence,

in order

to make it clear that the source classification will
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be applied whether or not it is a permitted source,

2

or unpermitted source.

3

And,

the very last recommendation

4

talks about connecting, administratively adjusting

5

fees as the appropriations change for the service.

6

And, we find that this would be a real administrative

7

burden, and we cannot recommend that the Council

8

adopt this particular addition to the regulation, as

9

proposed.

10
11

So, if there are any questions that

1 can answer.

12

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

Yes,

sir,

..·r"

13
14

MR. JONES:

15

Concerning the LV statement in May,

My name is Clyde Jones.
t\/f t:/

16

was that to be included, also,

17

morning?

18

that we discussed this

That's true.

MR. DENNIS DOUGHTY:

19

I had overlooked that, and we would suggest that,

20

on the last page of the Staff's proposal, where it

21

talks about the Notice of Violation,

22
23
24

,-

can you identify yourself?

.25

,vc ~">Jl

the word

, "will"

which follows the abbreviation NOB, we would suggest
and recommend that this word, "will" be stricken and
replaced by the word,

"may" .

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

Are there
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any other questions?

2

We

3

indicating a desire to speak to this.

4

Mr. David Branecky, of OG&E first.

5

ha~e

several people that's

MR. BRANECKY:

6

Branecky.

7

with Oklahoma Gas & Electric.

My name is David

I'm Senior Environmental Control Specialist

8

9

Let's go to

I can't say that OG&E supports the
proposed revisions in 1.4, but being resigned to the

10

fact that it looks like it is inevitable, we did submit

11

comments, hoping to improve the clarity of the

12

regulation.

13

the receptiveness of the Air Quality Service.

14

And,

there are two --we do appreciate

But,

there are a couple of things that

15

I would like to emphasize, at this time.

16

I felt that we left out was a change to 1.4.l(b)(3)(B).

17

We did make reference to 1.4.l(b)(3)(A), where it

18

talked about "total emissions".

19

is also referenced in Part "B" of that same section.

20

We would suggest that that also be changed to the

21

wording we suggested for the Part "A".

22

One thing

The total emissions

One thing that I would like to ask

23

again for the Council to consider, is our suggestion

24

No. 8, in our written comments.

25

fees come under review each year. We feel that the fees

That is,
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were initiated or came about because of reduced

2

appropriations.

3

is becuase of reduced appropriations.

4

if in the future, the appropriations are increased,

5

since these fees are tied.to the appropriations, then,

6

the fees ought to be decresed, with increased appropri-

7

ations.

8

9

The only reason we have these fees

An~,

We feel that,

it was our understanding, from

the first workshop that was held August 5th, and Mr.

10

Drake stated if the appropriations were increased, that

11

these fees would be decreased, appropriately.

12

So, we would ask, at this time, that

13

the Council would reconsider that No. 8 on our comments,

14

and incorporate that into the revision.

15

And, I do have, for those in the

16

audience, I did make some copies, since a lot of our

17

comments were incorporated into the proposed revision.

18

I do have ten copies of our comments if anybody would

19

like to have those, to see what, actually, we said.

20

21
22
23

24

25

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

Does anyone

have a question of Mr.Branecky?
THE REPORTER:

Would you spell your

last name, please?
MR. BRANECKY:

B-r-a-n-e-c-k-y.

THE REPORTER:

Thank you.
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HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

2

MR.

3

I'm with Zinc Corporation of America,

4

speaking for Julius Kubbe,

5

Chamber of Commerce and

6

JONES:

Clyde Jones.

My name is Clyde Jones.
and I will be

whose with the State

Indust~ies.

Basically, what we would like to say

7

is that we have two objections,

8

that.

9

and then comments after

The first objection,

philosophically,

10

we feel that most members are opposed to this method

11

of selective taxation.

12
13

Section objection,

members feel that

these fees are in excess of the services rendered.

14

Finally,

15

the battle has been lost,

16

to work with the Agency,

17

this regulation.

18

the comment,

we feel that

but the Chamber is willing
in seeking ways to implement

Finally, we realize the Agency is not

19

in i t for

profit,

20

balances,

and we are concerned with that check.

21
22

25

This

is the reason that we would need to know what the costs
are,

for the Agency,

23

24

but there are systems of checks and

along these lines.

We have complete confidence in the
Agency.

Mr.

Drake, we feel

like we have complete

confidence in him and the administration,

and the
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1

application of these fees.

2

these lines.

3

I'm concerned.

We have no problem along

But, this is for the future,

as far as

Thank you.

4

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

5

Laura Baker?

6

MS. BAKER:

Any questions?

Again, my name is Laura

7

Baker,

8

will be reading a statement from Anna Clapper.

9
10

I'm with the American Lung Association, and I

"Mr. Chairman, Members of the Air
Quality Council, and ladies and gentlemen:

11

My name is Anna Clapper, I

live at

12

12104 Camelot Place, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

13

a member of the Board of Directors of the American

·14

I

am

Lung Association of Oklahoma, and have been a member

15

of the Oklahoma Coalition For Clean Air,

16

having attended meetings of the Council during this

17

period, as a concerned citizen.

18

for 18 years,

On page 2, paragraph 3, which states

19

that "No permit shall be required .. ", there is concern

20

that there ·needs to be a record, regardless of emission

21

amount,

22

just in case an exceedence might occur.
I need clarification in this regard,

23

since a source having one pound per year of one criteric

24

pollutant comes under this ruling, this means a total

25

of 8,760 pounds per year, or 4.38 tons emission does
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not need a permit, as I understand the regulation.

2

Is this correct?
Also, on page 4,

3

(Part "B", "De

4

Minim i s " ( 1 ) , i t

5

emissions from the source do not exceed ten tons per

6

year for any one critical pollutant, one permit

7

renewal fee is not required.

8

for 4.38 tons per year, then it follows that a minor

9

source falls between 4.38 tons per year, and 100 tons

i s my u n d e r s tan d in g· t h a t i f t o t a 1

Since no permit is

requir~d

10

per year.

11

area, or is there a specific reason for selecting this

12

unit?

Is, then, hte ten ton per year a shady

Do sources between 4.38 tons per year

13

14

and 10 tons per year, therefore, require no permit

15

fee?

Kindly clarify.
Thank you for thie opportunity to

16

17

present my concern on this regulation.

18

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

19

(No oral response)

20

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

21

-.

Anna Clapper."
Any questions?

Mr. R. J.

Cinq-Mars?
MR. CINQ-MARS:

22

My name is R. J.

23

Cinq-Mars.

That's C-i-n-q, hyphen, M-a-r-s.

I work

24

for City Service Oil & Gas Corporation, Natural Gas

25

Liquid Group, but I'm also here today on behalf of
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the Gas Processors Association.

2

already mentioned, EPA has already worked with you,

3

I believe, at the State, on this matter.

4

the system as proposed in the 820-87 draft, with the

5

minor changes proposed, as we understand them.

6

Obviously, we haven't seen all of them in print.

7

8

9
10

11

12

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25

We support

We bleieve it will be an equitable
and efficient way to raise the needed funds with the
minimum administrative burden to both industry and the
state.

And, as you will iecall, that was one of

~ur

concerns, when we first appeared before you , back in
I guess it was July, now, I lose track.

13
14

As Mr .. Doughty has

Again, we wish to thank both the
Council and the Staff for their openness to suggestions,
the suggestions of the regulated industry and the
general public.

And, especially, we feel that the work

shops held in Oklahoma City were an excellent means
of bringing about communication, and putting lots of
things on the table, in a relatively non-confrontative
way, and

i~

a way that fostered communications.
Again, thank you.
HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

Any questions?

(No oral response)
HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:
MR. HEDRICK;

Ray Hedrick.

My name is Ray Hedrick,
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and I supervise environmental programs for Public

2

Service Company of Oklahoma.

3

in workshop programs, and we feel like this has resulted

4

in a much better structured program, than what we

5

intitially started with.

6

We, too, participated

We also concur with the changes that are

7

proposed to be adopted or submitted by OG&E.

8

have some additional technical comments that we are

9

also presenting in writing.

We

We also have some addtiona

10

questions, some additional concerns.

11

if the Oklahoma Legislature extensively revised and

12

strengthened the Administrative Procedures Act, in

13

House Bill 1493.

14

on June 30th, of this year, and became effective

15

September 1, 1987.

16

Specifically,

The Act was signed by the Governor
-

Among the amendments to the Administra

17

tive Procedures Act, was a requirement for a cost

18

benefit analysis of all new proposed regulations. And,

19

we feel that this aspect of the Administrative

20

Proceure act should be complied with, at this level,

21

prior to the approval of the new rule by the Board.

22

And, so, therefore, we believe that

23

the Council should put off action on this proposal,

24

until such time as compliance of the -- full complaince

25

of the Administrative Procedures Act has been obtained.
And, therefore we recommend that the action

ought to
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1

be put off until the next meeting,

2

pending this,

3

technical comments.

in November, and

we would ask the consideration of our

4

Thank you,

5

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

6

Mr. Roger Randolph.

7

MR. RANDOLPH:

very much.
No questions?

I would like to say

8

that given the constraints and the mandates from the

9

State Legislature, and the requirements and budget

10

problems, that the State

11

a fine job in developing a fee regulation that is

12

simple, straight forward,

13

and we recommend approval for that reason.

14

Heal~h

Department has done

and reasonably equitable,

I want to say, again,

that there are

15

a lot of "what ifs", that might rear their head, and

16

we've gone through this without the regulation, here

17

in the County, and they've just not proven to be a

18

big problem.

19

industry's comments, and recommend that the Staff

20

bring before this Council, an annual report about the

21

fees collected, and what projections are,

22

of thing,

I would, however,

echo some of the

that sort

so that they can be reviewed.

23

That's it's.

24

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

25

(No oral response)

Any questions?
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HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

2

that's all the slips that I have.

3

else that wanted to make a comment,

4

proposed revision?

believe

Was there someone
in regard to this

5

(No oral response)

6

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

7

I

My last call.

Is there anyone else that would care to make a comment?

8

MR. BREISCH:

John,

I would like to

9

ask, when the Staff could bring to the Council their

10

newest estimate each year, of the funds needed above

11

the appropriations,

12

to review these.

13

this?

14

so at least we have an opportunity

Is there a time period you can do

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

There is a

15

rule,

16

before it makes its appropriations.

17

was this year,

18

the appropriations for the State Health Department.

the Legislature is rather late in the session
Therefore, as

it was July before they actually made

19

The Staff would be in a position,

20

generally,

21

excuse for not giving such a report, at the July

22

Council Meeting.

I will either be prepared to, or have a good

23
24

25

-

One thing to keep in mind in this,
tough,

is if there is an adjustment in the fee

schedule,

then,

it has to come back through the hearing
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process, and therefore, it would be March of the

2

following year before the change could be made.

3

I have no objections to making a report to the Council,

4

on appropriations, and fees, and I have enough respect

5

for this Council to know that it will do what is

6

appropriate, as to changing them, if they're necessary.

7

Does that answer your questions?

8

MR. BREISCH:

9

Yes.

So,

I don't know that

that needs to be part of the regulation, though.

10

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

I would

11

recommend that it not be a part of the record --

12

regulation.

13

But, you can beat upon my head

14

severely, if I -- I would hope you would remind me

15

in May, and then beat on me in September, if I don't

16

do it.

17

MR. BREISHCH:

Well, we'll make it

18

a matter of record, in this hearing, that we did

19

request that you do that.

20

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

21
22
23
24

25

All right.

Any other questions or comments from
the Council?
I understand then, at this time it's
in order to either postpone approval of this, or
make a recommendation to the Board of Health for
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1

acceptance.
MR. BREISCH: Council, if they care

2

3

to, could leave the record opened for a few more days?

4

Have a Staff present a report at the next Council

5

Meeting, or are they to take action today; it's their

6

pleasure.
MR. SKEITH:

7

Mr. Chairman, I move

8

that the proposed revision of Regulation 1.4 be

9

recommended to the Board of Health, for approval.
HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

10
11

Does that

include the amendments ...

12

MR. SKEITH:

Oh, it includes everythin

13

that was talked about here today, and all the

14

and the conversation, and everything you want to put

15

in it,

just send it over to the Board of Health.

16

MR. PYLE:

17

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

18

amendment~

comments.

Second.
Any more

We have moved and seconded, call roll now.

19

MR. BREISCH:.

20

MR. QUINLAN:

21

MR. BREISCH:

22

MR. SKEITH:

23

MR. BREISCH:

24

DR. CANTER:

25

MR. BREISCH:

Mr. Quinlan?
Aye.
Mr. Skeith?
Aye.
Dr. Canter.
Aye.
Mr. Pyle?

BURNS COURT REPORTING SERVICES - 405-737-9333
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MR. PYLE:

Aye.

2

MR. BREISCH:

Mr. Breisch?

3

MR. BREISCH:

Aye.

4

HEARING OFFICER DRAKE:

Okay, that

5

closes the hearing portion concerning the regulations,

6

and we will take a few mintues.

7

8

(Whereupon, the hearing in the aboveentitled matter was concluded.)

9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16

17
18

19
20

21
22
23

24

25
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C E RT I F I C AT E

1
2

STATE OF OKLAHOMA

3

COUNTY OF OKLAHOMA

)
)
)

SS:

4

5
6

I, Russell E. Burns, a Certified

7

Electronics Reporter/Notary Public within and for the

8

State of Oklahoma, do hereby certify that the foregoing

9

transcript is a true, correct and complete verbatim

10

transcription of the proceedings held at said time

11

and place.

12

I further certify that I am not an

13

attorney for or counsel for,_ nor related -to or· employed

14

by any of the parties to which this action is taken,

15

and further that I am not a relative or employee of

16

any attorney or counsel employed by the parties hereto,

17

or financially interested in the action.

18

..-....

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto

19

set my hand and official seal this, 15th

20

__
O_c_t_o_b_e_r_______ ,

day of

198~.

21
22
23
24

25

My Commission Expires:

3/24/89
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r.H:v.
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OKLAHOMA STATE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Joan K. Leavitt, M.D.
Commissioner

Board of Health
James A Cox. Jr.. M.D.
President
Linda M. Johnson, M.D.
Vice President
Robert D. MCCullough, II D.O.
secretary/Treasurer

Wallace Byrd. M.D.
John B. Carmichael. D.D.S.
Ernest D. Martin
Walter Scott Mason, Ill
Edwin L POinter. M.D.
W. A 'late" Taylor

P.O. BOX 53551
1000 N.E. TENTH
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73152
AN EQUAL OPPOiffiJNI1Y EMPLOYER

July 27, 1987

Dear Sir:
Subject:

Workshop on Permit Fee Schedules

Upon recommendation by the Air Quality Council a workshop to discuss methods of
scheduling permit fees has been set for August 5, 1987 from 10:00 A.M. until 3:30
P.M. to be held at the Southwestern Bell Auditorium, Room 426, 800 N. Harvey,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The scope of this workshop will be restricted to the
goal of deriving an appropriate approach to allow the collection of permit and
renewal fees of approximately $228,000.00 per year. Please bear in mind that any
fee regulation must conform to the authority set out in the permit fee statute
which is attached for your review. This is a copy of the 1987 amendments to the
fee authorizations of the Public Health Code effective July 20, 1987.
There will be a $10 registration fee which can be made payable to the Oklahoma
State Chamber of Commerce and Industry. You may mail your check along with
the registration form below to the Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce and
73105.
Industry, 4020 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Registration will be open through the close of business Friday, July 31, 1987.
Sincerely,

Jp~-:j)_/l4~~
John W. Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service

Name

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Company /Organization._____________________________
Address

--------------------------------------------------

r::r:;.

Oklahoma State

'1 a-nmont at

l~

Heahh

. . . , Joan K. Leavitt, M.D.

: ·

FOR RELEASE:

CONTACT:

N

1000 Northeast Tenth
Oklahoma City, OK 73152

Commissioner of Health

July 28, 1987
Dick Gunn
405/271-5601
NOTICE OF WORKSHOP

The State Chamber of Commerce, in conjunction with the Air
Quality Service of the Oklahoma State Department of Health, has
scheduled a workshop on the collection of permit and renewal fees
industries must pay for air quality permits in Oklahoma.
The workshop will be held Wednesday, August 5, from 10 a.m.
until 3:30 p.m. at the Southwestern Bell Auditorium, Room 426,
800 N. Harvey, in Oklahoma City.
Registration is $10 and checks should be made payable to the
. ::::· ...

·

State Chamber of Commerce, 4020 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City,
OK 73105.

Registration is open to the public, but reservations

must be made by Friday, July 31.

For more information, contact

Julius Kubier, Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce, 405/424-4003;
or Marsha Sweazy, Air Quality Service, 405/271-5220.

... ·,.

Permit and Renewal Fees Workshop
Sponsored by:

Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce
and Industry
In Conjunction with
Air Quality Service
State Department of Health

Time and Place:

10:00 A.M.

August 5
The Auditorium, Room 426
Southwestern Bell
800 N. Harvey
Oklahoma City
10:00 A.M.

Welcome

Bill Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

10:10 A.M.

In troduc tion/Modera tor

S.S.R. Pappworth, Witco Corporation
Houston, Texas

10:15 A.M.

Parameters

Dennis Doughty, Staff Attorney
Air Quality Service
Oklahoma State Department
Health

10:40 A.M.

Alternative A

Dave Branecky, Oklahoma Gas an
Electric

11:10 A.M.

Alternative B

The Kansas Approach
Robert Cinq-Mars, Association
of Gas Processors

11:30 A.M.

State's Proposed Approach

John Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service

12:00

Lunch

1:00 P.M.

Discussion of Alternatives

2:30P.M.

Consensus Determination

3:30 P.M.

Adjourn

-

of

-

.. .,.,·:.·

PERMIT & RENEWAL FEES WORKSHOP
August 5, 1987
ATTENDEES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

.·~

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Charles Pyle, Kiowa Bend Ranch, Pauls Valley
B. W. Proft, Sheffield Corp., Sand Springs
F. W. Mulloy, Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville
Ray Hedrick, Public Service Company, Tulsa
Royce Bentley, Public Service Company, Tulsa
Nicholas Worontsoff, Jr., Texas Oil & Gas Corp., Garland, TX
Chuck Adamson, Standard Industries, Tulsa
Robert J. Cinq-Mars, Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp., Tulsa
Charles M. Goodwin, Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp., Tulsa
Harlan R. Chance, Agrico Chemical Co., Catoosa
Dewayne Workman, Western Farmers Electric Co-op, Anadarko
Patrick E. Binkley, Total Petroleum, Ardmore
Bud McMullen, General Motors Corporation, OKC
Mike Seney, Zapata Industries, Broken Arrow
Don Mears, Sun Pipeline Co., Tulsa
Dr. Nora Tripathy, General Motors Corporation, OKC
Jim Burkett, Sun Pipeline Co., Tulsa
Paul Sheffert, Dolese Company, OKC
Bill Manett, Dolese Company, OKC
John Knapp, St. Joe Resources, Bartlesville
Bill Jones, St. Joe Resources, Bartlesville
Sidney Cabbiness, Sun Refining, Tulsa
Ken Downey, Kerr Mc-Gee Corp., OKC
Chuck Reardon, Sheffield Steel, Sand Springs
Dave Branecky, 0 G & E, OKC
Rachel Pappworth, Witco Corp., Houston, TX
Bill Breisch, Air Quality Service, OKC
John W. Drake, Air Quality Service, OKC
Dennis Doughty, Air Quality Service, OKC
Marsha Sweazy, Air Quality Service, OKC
Chuck Evans, Oklahoma Natural Gas Company, Tulsa
Grant Marburger, Air Quality Service, OKC
Larry Byrum, Air Quality Service, OKC

).101
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PERMIT & RENEWAL FEES WORKSHOP
August 5, 1987
ATTENDEES (CONT.)
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

-·

Todd Miller, Witco Corp., Ponca City
Suzanne Moore, ACOG, OKC
Frank McGilbra, PSO, Tulsa
Ronn W. Cupp, OCCI, OKC
Jules Kubier, OCCI, OKC

.-..;
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'

·
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Welcome by Julius Kubier - As requested by Air Qualitv Council we are
h<aving th1s workshop.
Introduced Bill Bre:lsc!1.
'
Bill Breisch- ~eed f~es bec~use.in -1987 we h~d t~60~QOO.OO from the
general fund.
I~ 1988 we are go1ng to get $2~2 uuo.uo, leav1ng a
def~cit of. $128,000.00~
Erosi9n fees, as J9hn ~rake c~lls it, ~e are
add1hg $100,000~00 to -1t and w1ll come.up w1th $2?8,00u.OO to be the
total needed to be collected.
A proposed regulat1on to collect these
fees was presented at the last public hearing.
At this public hearing
we became aware that al9t of indystrie~ were not awa~e of this propose
change, so the A1r Quallty Counc1l reguested that th1s workshop be.
held.
Introduced Rachel F'aP.pworth.
She has a degree in En vi ronment.::\1
and CiviJ Engineering fr9m the University pf Newca~tle, England.
.
Worked \c'llth Conot:.Q for n1ne y~9rs, stf\te-s1de and 1n Enoland.
She 1·:;
now employed at W1 teo CorP.orc\ltl (Jn in Houston, Te}:as as t.he Regional
Environmental Engineer and has ~ Ph.D.
·
Rachel Pappworth - At the public hearing it became well apparent that
some were opposed to regulations requir1ng them to pay fees.
We are
going to have to start with this premise - that we are going to have t
pay. these fees~. and we at-e go~ ng to have to come up wi tfi. a mehtod o·f
pay1ng them. ·!ntroduced Denn1s Doughty, AQS Staff Attorney.
Dennis Doughty ~·Title 63~ Section 1-1802 of the Oklahom~ Clean Ai~
Act, Subsection D talks about the Boafd of Health and ·th~ AQC pass1ng
rules and regulations.
The Clean Air Act itself speaks of permit fees
and the authority to promulgate rules and regulations.
A copy of the
latest statutory authority for permit fees was inclUded in the
invitaional packet sent to and, hopefully, received by everyone here.
This is in Title 63 Sect.
1-106.1 originally passed 1n 1984.
It was
recently ammended as house bill 1473 and signed by the Governor July
17, 1987.
106.1a- allows the Board of Health to establish a system o
fees to be charged for environmental and other health services.
There
are some limitations.
The first one says that these rules will be
passed according to the administrative procedures act.
Thus, these
rules and regulations will be passed via these procedures, not through
individual procedings as was sugqested.
Secondly, ranges were
established for ~ermit issuance.- The range for permit issuance would
be from $50 to $L000 and for renewal of a permit the range would be
... fr,oq1. :fl 0 to. $50o.•·:i~;·~Ar~o.ther ....clause -added' .?tates·>that~. a :gr:-andfather:
.
.: fac1l1ty still•·'-ihas:to pay··r"enewal fees·~·-·· Subset:tion··c··-- addres·ses the
reasonable cost of rev1ew and inspection which John Drake will address
Subsection D - addresses exemption due to unreasonable hardship.
Subsection F - liscenses and permits issued by the Board of Health
shall be for a one year period.
That is basically the statutory
authority with which we have to work.
The law gives us the authority
to establi~ih this per-mit and fee. schedule.
..
Dave Branecky of OG&E - Presented information using overheads and
passed.out a C9PY of thi~ information.
I will di~cuss our alternat~ve
where 1t gets.lts author1ty 1n the law and where 1t:gets 1ts author1ty
in the regula~~o~~· .The ~QS ha~ a dual permit~ing sys~em - where you
have a construct1on perm1t and then an operat1ng perm1t.
In

-

I

foJ~mulating ou1~ altr~~~·nativt.=: ~"-~'::? i.:rieij tc::l b1'.?a.r- in mind "rf:ason<:\ble cos;t:
for· ser:-vi c t:es t-enderted".
Ft:?c~s f 01~ can.strLlC~: ion and opet-at i ng pfH-mi t.s
there 1s work dane by the serv1ce.
lhere 1s much mare work done for a
major source~ and even more work done for a major source that is
subject to PbD reviews.
For a minor source there may not be as much
work done.
Where there is more work done the AQS deserved mare money.
Where a bubble permit is concerned - there is more work done, thereforE
they <the AQS) should receive more money.
We question the legality of
changing the.permit to a one year r~newable for th9se facilit1es
a~ready perm1t. ted.
!.<Je gr:·op<:;~se a fla1; fee for a maJor s9ur:-ce and a
m1na1~ sc::~urce, and establ1sh1ng a ma:umum charge per fac1l1ty.
We do
not feel that it is equitable to, for e~ample, charge $2000 fbr an
initial permit and then have the facility pay $4000 to renew.
We feel
that the cost for renewal of permits should not exceed the cost of the
initial permit. ·Licensing and permitting of existing sources that are
not currently permitt~d - the fee for these facilities sould be no
greater than the construction and operating permits could possibly be.
Finally, there should be some difference in the permit and per~it
renewal fees for those facilities already permitted and opposed to
these facilities not permitted previous to the im~lementat1on of this
regulation.
We progose that a base fee fer each facility be set.
Ther
a fee sould be set for each source at that facility.
There should be a
de minimu• level.
Also, we feel that there should be a ~aximum fee set
for each facility. ·All invoices issued by AQS should be derived from
their emission inventory~
Limit the increase in these fees to a
gercent in~rease per year.
People who live in the state also benefit
from the air program - therefore we would like to see i t ~et that the
fees cannot exceed the fees set by the Oklahoma legislature.
Remove
the asbestos program from the fee schedule.
Charles Rupert - ??? -Kansas approach -January 1, 1984 fee schedule
·was in place.
Handout was given and discussed.
Monies to be raised b~
Oklahoma are close what Kan~as has collected.
If you do not meet the '
mi. n i mum 1 evel for a penni t, then Vt::lu wi 11 not need a permit <:ind vo~l - .
~ill not_be 'nter:-ed 1~to 1;he syst~m.
As a busin~sS.Y9U provide the
Kansas a1r dlVlSlon w1th 1nformat1on about your +ac1l1ty, and they
evaluate.it.
However, if they have any question about a part the
state may come back to you and require you to provide more in~ormation.
Major facilities to be constructed in a nonattainment area would
require a PSD permit.
You do have the gotential of payint $5500 in
Kansas if you.are COJ)str:-uct~ng a maj9r facqi.ty,, in" a P.SD ar,ea, and
costs $8 m1.ll1on.·· B1ll1.ng dates-- ·B1lls mall.ed out January 1 of each
year.
You have until Apr1l 1 to pay, and thereafter you pay a S5 per
day fee that you pay on top elf the renewal fee ·for 60 days.
fHter·· ,June
1 you will receive another letter declaring your facility inactive and
cancelling your permit rights.
You now have to have your facility
r~per~itted .. Th• chart p~ovided in the handout is the system used to
class1fy fac1l1t1es.
John Drake, Chief AQS - The law, which we have already heard about, w~s
written for the Health Department, not the AQS specif1cally.
It does
require a reasonable relationship between the cost of the service and
the fee to be charged.
We are 1 ooki ng f Ot- thn:!e things:
to call ect a
specified amount; "doing it within the authority ~f tRe law;
and

.··.·.·•··

. ·.·... ·

collecting these fees with as much equit'' as possible.
We have
reviewed ~everal approaches and none of fhem would have allowed us to
collect fees. within the confines of our three requirements.
Under the
old law the max ·we could charge for renewable permits was $500.
We
anticipated 60 pe~mits per ye~r.
If we charge $500 fdr every
construction ~ermit an~ the charge $5QO.for every operating permjt and
then ass1gn $100 one-t1me fee per fac1l1ty, then we_could collect the
needed amourit oF money.
We are looking for a rational multiplier· bv
which w~ can ~ultiply a set dollar a~ount that would provide ~s ~it~
th~ mon;es we:needi aQd woyld be.equ1table.
The number.of emlSSlon
po1nts 1s the·mult1pl1er w1th wh1ch we ought to be work1ng • .It should
be multiplied with a number calculated by figuring manhours and costs.
$65 per poi~t source was derived.
Consi~ering that an astu~l cost of
$188 per po1nt source was f1gured, the AQS feels that th1s,1s well
within the confines of the law ana is fair and equitable.
Questions/Answers Rachel Pappworth moderating - We are nat here to fight for our own
ideas, but to co~e to a meeting of the minds.
Are we talkingdollars or'methodology? John Drake responded by
pointing 9ut that in the course of falking methodolpgy we cannot
.
sep~rate 1 t. frpm . dollars.· . Rachel r:=·appworth. also pq1nte. d ·aut that wh1l!
com1ng ~p w~th~~h~ met~od most des1rable_t9 the maJOrlty, ~e cannot
loose s1ght of tha ult1mate goal - $22B,ouu.uo.
· . ·•
Ro~ce Bently ~Had an argument with regard to the need to collect
·
$2..,_8,000.00.
~e feels tnat. the AQS is "double dipping" by c9llecting
that amount th1s year and 1n future years.
John Drake explained about
·the $100,000.00 and the S12B,OOO.OO.
<I don't think he was convinced.)
Royce was concerned that if our appropriation increases, would we go
through this process ag.:\i n and re~uce the fees? The answer was "Yes. ".
The definition of a source was guestioned.
Some confused the
definition with that of a facility.
The point was made that there
a definite need for some better, more technical definitions.
Source operation is equivalent to emission point.
~ .. ~.
.
.· ... ·
.. .• ·..
.
.
.
..
. .
. : .. .
.
.
::. .. ~·......
It was e:<plairied ·-to the audiance ·that. the AnnLlal Repor·t was ~-ih. tten for
the public and not for technical reference.
Further technical
definitions could be found in the 0550.
The definitions for major and minor sources were questioned.
There was some concern that we were bringing in monies through the bac~
doorJ and some still felt that the $22B,ooo:oo was unJustified.
The
legality of us collecting fees was again questioned.
It was stated
th~t if it was not legal we did not want to adopt it.
The emission inventory was questioned - we feel it is 90% correct.
He~
would we collect information for the purpose of collecting fees?
It
was pointed out that we dirt not intend to change Our method of
.

'

.

operation.
We would still send out our inventory and rely on the
information provided, which we feel is accurate fer the mast part.
The iQventory would be updated to cover sources that are periodically
1nact1ve.
Charges per:saurce operation - 80 storage tanks i~ some operations har·d to bell eve th~'lt 6 hours are spent of each po1 nt source.
That is
an estimate based on the total hours spent divided by the total number
of sources we have.
There is some c6ncern that that is not equitable.
The numbers were again explained.
·
··
~uestion on.~tatute- costs on review and permit- not th~ entire AQS.
One party was concerned that any modification to a major source would
cost him an additional $2 1 000~00.
It was explained t~at it would not.
It was suggested that we put a cap on the renewal fees.
A cap limit
would decrease our income by about $10,000.00 and we could stand that.
The actual cost of doing a new source permit is more than S2,000, but
that is all the law allows.
Therefore we have to make up the cast
1 ater·.
Is it equitable without a cap set on these fees?

·:,

.
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-

CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE

&INDUSTRY

ME M0
TO:

Natural Resources Committee

FROM:

Julius E. Kubier

We have arranged two workshops with the staff of the Air
Quality Service to exchange views and consider alternatives
to the proposed amendments of 1.4- etseq. (proposal attached).
Questions have been raised as to definitions, the approach and
a possible cap.
The first workshop will be:
10:00 a.m.
August 5
The Auditorium, Room 426
Southwestern Bell
BOO N. Harvey
Oklahoma City
The second workshop will be August 12, same time and place as
the first. There will be a $10 charge to cover.lunch, ·coffee
breaks and materials.
Please let us know if you are attending so we can make proper
arrangements.
If enough of you are interested, we will try and arrange a
tour for you of the refurbished Central High School which is
now the headquarters here for Southwestern Bell.
The first session will be devoted to exploring the possible
avenues and approaches. The second session will be reviewing
and commenting on the revised proposal.

-·
The United Voice of Business
4020 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

•

(405) 424-4003

. '.. .·, .~ .
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Regulation 1.4
Page 1 of 32

Draft 6/29/87
Proposed Revision to Regulation 1.4
Air Resources Management Permits Required
1.4.1 (a)

Scope and Purpose
(1) Pursuant to the Oklahoma Clean Air Act as amended, this regulation is
adopted to define Air Resource Management Requirements to protect and
enhance Oklahoma Clean Air Resources and assure attainment/maintenance
of the ambient air quality through the utilization of a construction/operation
permit system.

1.4.1 (b)

General Requirements
(1)
Except as provided herein, no person may commence construction of,
or operate any new source, or relocate any source without obtaining a permit
from the Air Quality Service.

fB(2) Permits are required when the addition of a new source, or modification·
of an existing source, results in a net increase in air contaminant emissions as
the Commissioner determines appropriate.
~3)

Transfer of a source to a new owner or operator is not considered an
increase in emissions and does not require new permits. However, any
transfer shall be subject to existing: permit conditions and/or compliance
schedules. Notification of such transfers shall be made promptly in writing
to the State Air Quality Service.
·

~4)The

Commissioner may determine that a source is of minor significance
and'1hat permits are not required.

(5) U n the effective date of this subsection all o eratin
ermits
Including those issued prior to the effective date, shall be or the term of one ·
year, renewable on the first working day of February of each calendar year.
Fee assessments shall include the year 1988.

1.4.1

(c~

New Sources
(1)· The: Air Quality .Service shall ,operate for the State of. Oklah~ma a dual
permitting system for all new stationary/portable facilfties/~urces to be
established in Oklahoma. The first permit is authorization to construct and is
Issued upon a determination by the Commissioner that the new source is so
designed as to assure that the emission limitations of the several control
regulations will be met.

-..,
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Page 2 of 32

The second permit is a permit to operate and is issued by the Commissioner
upon demonstration the source was constructed as designed and the facility
does meet the requirements of the several control regulations. Issuance of a
permit is evidence that the source has met all requirements; however, upon
proper showing this can be refuted by the State or a third party and in such a
case the permit does not relieve the source of the responsibility to comply
with all local, state or federal laws.
(2)
Operating permits, issued subsequent to construction permit
applications received on or after January 1, 1988, shall be subject to permit
renewal fee payment on the first day of January following the first
anniversary of the operating permit application due date.

1.4.1

(d)

Existing Sources
(1) Any facility exempt from the requirement to obtain a permit based on
date of construction or start-u shall be sub"ect to an annual ermit renewal
fee equivalent. Permit renewal ee equivalents shall be egual to comparable
permit renewal fees and shall be processed in the same manner and on the
same basis as provided herein.

fit

Pet-mft.s at-e t-e~tlffed when the additien ef a new settt-ee; et- medtfteatien
el an exisflng settree; t-es~ ift a net iftet-ease ift
eentamiftant em miens as
the €emm~net- detet-miftes a~~t-e~l"iate;-

m

f2t
'hansfet- ef a settroee te a new ewftet- et- e~et-atet- is net eeftMdered an
ifterease ift emissions aftd dees net re~t:ttre new ~et-mfts;-

fat

The €emmissiener may determifte that a settt-ee is ef mifter sigrtifleaftee
aftd that ~ermffit are net r~t:tif'ed:-

1.4.1 W (e)

Permit Fees
(1)

Definitions. For the purposes of section 1.4.1(c):
Major Source -shall have the same meaning as set forth in subsection
1.4.2(a)(2).
Minor Source - means any source for which a permit is required, but is
not a major source.
Permit Renewal - means the yearly process of assessing and collecting
permit renewal fees. In no case shall such term be co·nstrued to reguire
any formal permit review.

,-

Relocate - means to move a source from one geographical location to
another. The term shall not include de minimis moves within the
proximity of the original site, or convenience moves to contiguous areas
when such moves are readily observable by inspectors.

... .......-,.
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Source 0 eration- means the last o e'ration recedin the emission of
an air contaminant, which operation a results in the separation of the
air contaminant from the process materials or in the conversion of the
rocess rna terials into air contaminants as in the case of combustion of
fuel; and b is not a pollution abatement operation. The term shall not
be construed to include a source operation which is of minor
significance and would not be permittable if it were a new source.
Annual Permit Renewal Fee Equivalent - means the annual fee assessed
on source operations at facilities which, because of the date of start-up
or construction, are exempt from the requirements to have a permit.
(2)
All construction permits, the application for which is received after the
eRective date of this subsection, will be assessed a fee, which must
accompany the application, in accordance with the following schedule:
(A)

Major Source

(ii)
(B)

Construction permit

$2,000

Operating permit

No fee

Minor Source
(i)

Construction permit

(ii)

Operating permit

$750

No fee

(3)

the rate of sixt -five dollars
er source o eration and a able in
accordance with the provisions of subsection 1.4.1 b • Annual permit renewal
fee equivalents shall be assessed at the same rate and be payable in the same
manner.
Except for the calendar year 1988, the Air Quality Service will, on or
( 4)
before the first working day of January of each year, present persons subject
to annual permit renewal fees and annual permit renewal fee equivalents with
a fee assessment. Fee assessments for 1988 renewals shall be presented on or
about the effective date of this part.
(5)
Permits to locate existin sources within the state shall be assessed a
fifty dollar 50 fee payable upon application.
(6)
Asbestos renovation/demolition projects as required under Air Polluti~n
Control Re ulation 3.8 Control of Emission of Hazardous and Toxic A1r
Contaminants, shall be assessed a one hundred dollar 100 permit fee per
project. For the purposes of this subsection, the term "project" shal~ .be
defined to mean any renovation/demolition operation at any one facility
submitted under separate notification. Any project not completed within one
year from the date of notification shall pay a permit renewal fee of $100 per
year or part of a year until such time as the project is completed.

..-,,
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(7) Fees will be paid by check or money order (no cash will be accepted)
made payable to the reviewing agency, e.g., Oklahoma State Department of
Health, Air Quality Service.
(8) The fee provisions set forth in this regulation shall apply to those
permits, renewals and renewal fee equivalents processed by the State Air
Quality Service and are not intended to preempt any local fee program.
1.4.2 Construction Permit
1.4.2 (a)

Standards Required
(1) No person shall caus~ or allow the construction or modification of any
source without first obtaining an authority to construct or modify from the
Commissioner as to comply with all applicable air pollution rules and
regulations, and not to exceed ambient air quality standards or applicable
federal new source performance standards (NSPS) and national emission
standards for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPS), Sections 111 and 112 of
the Federal Clean Air Act.
(2) Major Sources. For purposes of this Section 1.4.2 (a), a major source is
defined as any new or modified stationary source which directly emits or has
the capability at maximum design capacity and, if appropriately permitted,
authority to emit 100 tons per year or more of a given pollutant. A major
source must demonstrate that the control technology to be applied is the best
that is available for each pollutant controlled under air pollution control
regulations if such pollutant would cause the source to be defined as a major
source. This determination will be made by the Commissioner on a case by
case basis taking into account energy, environmental, costs and economic
impacts of alternative control systems.
Any air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation that is required
shall be prepared in accordance with procedures acceptable to the
Commissioner and accomplished by the applicant.

(3)

(4) If required by the Commissioner, the new source will be equipped with
sampling ports, instrumentation to monitor and record emission data and
other sampling and/or testing facilities.
1.4.2 (b)

Stack Height Limitation
(1) Air quality modeling or ambient impact evaluation shall exclude the
effect of that portion of the height of any stack which exceeds good
engineering practice or the effect of any other dispersion techniques as
defined in the following:
r

-

(A) Stack means any point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids
or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct but not including flares.
(B) A stack in existence means that the owner or operator had (1)
begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site
construction of the stack or (2) entered into binding agreements or
contractual obligations, which could not be cancelled or modified
without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a ~II t
program of construction of the stack to be completed in a reasonable

''·.·,''
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July 28, 1987

S. S. R. Pappworth
Witco Corporation
P.O. Box 74187
Houston, TX 77242
Dear Ms. Pappworth:
As per our recent telephone conversation this is to confirm that you will serve as
our moderator at the workshop on collecting permit and renewal fees scheduled for
August 5, 1987.
In order for us to introduce you as a speaker, we are requesting that you forward us
a biographical outline.

We appreciate your interest in this area and are looking forward to seeing you at
the workshop.
Sincerely,
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July 28, 1987

Dave Branecky
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company
P~O. Box 321
Oklahoma City, OK 73101
Dear Mr. Branecky:
As per our recent telephone conversation this is to confirm that you will present an
alternative method of collecting permit and renewal fees at our up-coming
workshop to be held August 5, 1987.
(

In order for us to introduce you as a speaker, we are requesting that you forward us
a biographical outline.

We appreciate your interest in this area and are looking forward to seeing you at
the workshop.
Sincerely,

John Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service
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July 28, 1987

R. Cinq-Mars
Cities Service Oil and Gas Company
P.O. Box 300

Tulsa, OK 74102
Dear Mr. Cinq-Mars:
As per our recent telephone conversation this is to confirm that you will present an
alternative method of collecting permit and renewal fees at our up-coming
workshop to be held August 5, 1987.
In order for us to introduce you as a speaker, we are requesting that you forward us
a biographical outline.

We appreciate your interest in this area and are looking forward to seeing you at
the workshop.
Sincerely,

John Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service

~l1
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MINUTES OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES
AUGUST 5, 1987

Attached is the list of attendees and the agenda.

AIR QUALITY
SERVICE

After a welcome by Bill Breisch, chairman of the Air Quality
Council, and an explanation of the reasons for the fee schedule,
Rachel Pappworth of Witco was introduced and became the moderator
of the meeting. Rachel explained the purpose and procedure the
meeting would follow. Presentations would be made suggesting
possible alternative methods of levying the fees which individuals
felt would be more equitable. Then John Drake would explain how
and why the fee schedule was arrived at.
Mr. Doughty, legal counsel for the service, would explain the
legal basis for the proposal.
The participants were asked not to interrupt until the presentations were completed in order to give the presenters ample time
to make a full explanation.
Several alternatives were discussed. After the presentations,
questions were asked, discussion ensued. Several participants
objected to the fee increases, particularly those facilities
which are grandfathered and do not now require a permit.
It was pointed out that the legislature had authorized such increases and the Governor's office had advised that the fees be
levied to maintain a least current level operations($228,000}
needed). The only th~ng left was what method would produce the
most equitable method of raising the $228,000. Discussion continued to lunch.
After lunch, there was considerable discussion without a lot of
agreement.
Three points seemed to be on everyone's mind: (1) Deminimis
sources; (2) Definition of a source; and (3) A cap on yearly
renewal fees.
It was agreed to meet on the 12th of August and attempt to work
out language and other particulars to see if common ground could
be found for recommended action.

,,-.
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PERMIT & RENEWAL FEES WORKSHOP
August 5, 1987

AT T E NDE E S
1. Charles Pyle, Kiowa Bend Ranch, Pauls Valley
2. B. W. Proft, Sheffield Corp., Sand Springs
3. F. W. Mulloy, Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville
4. Ray Hedrick, Public Service Company, Tulsa
5. Royce Bentley, Public Service Company, Tulsa
6. Nicholas Worontsoff, Jr., Texas Oil & Gas Corp., Garland, TX
7. Chuck Adamson, Standard Industries, Tulsa
8. Robert J. Cinq-Mars, Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp., Tulsa
9. Charles M. Goodwin, Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp., Tulsa
10. Harlan R. Chance, Agrico Chemical Co., Catoosa
11. Dewayne Workman, Western Farmers Electric Co-op, Anadarko
12. Patrick E. Binkley, Total Petroleum, Ardmore
:13. Bud McMullen, General Motors Corporation, OKC
14. Mike Seney, Zapata Industries, Broken Arrow
15. Don Mears, Sun Pipeline Co., Tulsa
16. Dr. Nora Tripathy, General Motors Corporation, OKC
17. Jim Burkett, Sun Pipeline Co., Tulsa
18. Paul Sheffert, Dolese Company, OKC
19. Bill Manett, Dolese Company, OKC
20. John Knapp, St. Joe Resources,·Bartlesville
21. Bill Jones, St. Joe Resources, Bartlesville
22. Sidney Cabbiness, Sun Refining, Tulsa
23. Ken Downey, Kerr Mc-Gee Corp., OKC
24. Chuck Reardon, Sheffield Steel, Sand Springs
25. Dave Branecky, 0 G & E, OKC
26. Rachel Pappworth, Witco Corp., Houston, TX
27. Bill Breisch, Air Quality Service, OKC
28. John W. Drake, Air Quality Service, OKC
29. Dennis Doughty, Air Quality Service, OKC
30. Marsha Sweazy, Air Quality Service, OKC
31. Chuck Evans, Oklahoma Natural Gas Company, Tulsa
32. Grant Marburger, Air Quality Service, OKC
33. Larry Byrum, Air Quality Service, OKC
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PERMIT & RENEWAL FEES WORKSHOP
August 5, 1987
ATTENDEES (CONT.)
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Todd Miller, Witco Corp., Ponca City
Suzanne Moore, ACOG, OKC
Frank McGilbra, PSO, Tulsa
Ronn W. Cupp, OCCI, OKC
Jules Kubier, OCCI, OKC
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AGENDA
Permit & Renewal Fees Workshop
August 5, 1987

10:00 a.m.

Welcome

Bill Breisch, Chairman
Air Quality Council

10:10 a.m.

Introduction/
Moderator

S.S.R. Pappworth
Witco Corporation
Houston~ Texas

10:15 a.m.

Parameters

Dennis Doughty, Attorney
Air Quality Service
Okla. State Dept. of Health

10:40 a.m.

Alternative A

Dave Branecky
0 G

:11:10 a.m.

&E

Alternative B

The Kansas Approach
Robert Cinq-Mars
Assn. of Gas Processing

11:30 a.m.

State's Proposed
Approach

John Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service
Okla. State Dept. of Health

12:00

LUNCH

1:00 p.m.

Discussion of Alternatives

2:30 p.m.

Consensus Determination

3:30 p.m.

Adjourn

I
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A Summary of the Permit/Fee Workshop
August 5, 1987
The group was welcomed by Julius Kubier. It was at the request of the Air Quality
Council that we are holding this workshop. He then introduced Mr. Bill Breisch,
Chairman of the Air Quality Council.
On taking the floor, Bill Breisch explained the need for fees, and consequently, the
need for this workshop. In 1987 we had $360,000 from the general fund. In 1988 we
are going to get $232,000, leaving a deficit of $128,000. To make up this erosion of
funds, we are adding $100,000, "Erosion Fees", as John Drake calls it, and will come
up with $228,000 as the total needed. A proposed regulation to collect these fees
was presented at the last public hearing. At this public hearing it became apparent
that some industries were not aware of this proposed change. As a result, the air
Quality Council requested that this workshop be held. Rachel Pappworth wUl be
our moderator. She has a degree in Environmental and Civil Engineering from the
University of Newcastle, England and has worked with Conoco for nine years,
state-side and in England. She now has a Ph.D. and is employed at Witco
Corporation in Houston, Texas as the. Regional Environmental Engineer.
Our moderator, Rachel Pappworth, stated that at the previous public hearing it was
apparent that some were opposed to regulations requiring them to pay fees. "We
are going to have to start with this premise-that we are going to have to pay these
fees, and we are going to have to come up with a method of paying them." She
then introduced Oenn~ Doughty, the AQS Staff Attorney.
Dennis Doughty discussed the regulation as it applies to fees. In Title 63, Section
1-1802 of the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, Subsection D addresses authority of the
Board of Health and the Air Quality Council to pass rules and regulations. The
Clean Air Act itself addresses permit fees and the authority to promulgate rules
and regulations. A copy of the latest statutory authority for permit fees was
included in the invitational packet sent to and, hopefully, received by everyone
here. This is in Title 63 Section 1-106.1 originally passed in 1984. It was recently
amended as House Bill 1473 and signed by the Govedrnor on July 17, 1987. Section
106.la - allows the Board of Health to establish a system of fees to be charged for
environmental and other health services. There are some limitations. The first
one says that these rules will be passed according to the administrative procedures
act. Thus, these rules and regulations will be passed via these procedures, not
through individual procedings as was suggested. Secondly, ranges were established
for permit issuance. The range for permit issuance would be from $50 to $2000 and
for renewal of a permit the range would be from $10 to $500. Another clause added
states that a grandfather facility still has to pay renewal fees. Subsection C addresses the reasonable cost of review and inspection which John Drake wUl
discuss.
Subsection D addresses exemptions due to unreasonable hardship.
Subsection F explains licenses and permits issued by the Board of Health shall be
for a one year period. That is basically the statutory authority with which we have
to work. The law gives us the authority to establish this permit and fee schedule.

, - . Dave Branecky, 0 G & E, presented information using overheads and passed out a
.
copy of 0 G &: E's position. He discussed an alternative fee structure, its authority
under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, and our regulation. He stated that the Air
Quality Service has a dual permitting system - where you have a construction
permit and then an operating permit. In formulating our alternative we tried to
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bear in mind "reasonable cost for services rendered". There is work done by the
service for construction and operating permits. There is much more work done for
a major source that is subject to PSD reviews. Where there 'is more work done_., the
AQS deserves more money. Where a bubble permit is concerned, there is 'more
work done, therefore, they ,the AQS. should receive more money. We question the
legality of changing the permit to a one year renewable for those facilities already
permitted. We propose a flat fee for a major source and a minor source, and
establishing a maximum charge per facility. We do not feel that it is equitable to,
Cor example, charge $2000 for an initial permit and then have the facility pay
$4000 to renew. We feel that the cost for renewal of permits should not exceed
the cost of the initial permit. He said that 0 G & E felt that the fees for extant
facilities which are not currently permitted should be no greater than the present
construction or operating permit fees. Finally, there should be some difference in
the permit and permit renewal fees for those facilities already permitted as
opposed to those facilities not permitted previous to the implementation of this
regulation. We propose that a base fee for each facility be set. Then a fee should
be set for each source at that facility. There should be a de minimis level. Also,
we feel that there should be a maximum fee set for each facility. All invoices
issued by AQS should be derived from their emission inventory. We would like to
see a limit on any increase in these fees to a percent increase per year. People
who live in the state also benefit from the air program, therefore, we would like to
see it set that the fees cannot exceed the fees set by the Oklahoma legislature.
We also recommend that the asbestos program be removed from the fee schedule.
Charles Goodwin, Cities Service Company representing the Oklahoma Gas
Processors - app,ealed for a permit fee program similar to the permit system used
by the State of Kansas since January 1, 1984. He stated that the monies needed by
the Oklahoma AQS were comparable to that amount collected by the Kansas
permit fees. He pointed out that in Kansas, if you do not meet the minimum level
for a permit, you will not need a permit and you will not be entered into a system.
As a business you must provide the Kansas Air Division with information about your
facility, and they evaluate it. However, if they have any question about your
facility the State may come back to you and require you to provide more
information. Major facilities to be constructed in a nonattainment area are
required to have a PSD permit. Under these circumstances and if the facility costs
eight million dollars or more, then the PSD permit may cost as much as $5500. Mr.
Goodwin stated that bills are mailed out on January 1 of each year. You have until
April 1 to pay, and thereafter you pay a $5 per day fee on top of the renewal fee
for 60 days. After June 1 you will receive another letter declaring your facility
inactive and cancelling your permit rights. You now have to have your facility
repermitted. The chart provided in the handout ,presented at the beginning of this
presentation. details the facility classification system used by Kansas to classify
facilities by process.
John Drake, Chief AQS, replied that the law, which we have already heard about,
was written for the Health Department, not the AQS specifically. It does require a
reasonable relationship between the cost of the service and the fee to be charged.
We are looking for three things: to collect a specified amount; doing it within the
authority of the law; and collecting these fees with as much equity as possible. We
have reviewed several approaches and none of them would have allowed us to
collect fees within the confines of our three requirements. Under the old law the
maximum fee we could charge for new permits was $500. We anticipated 60
permits per year. If we charge $500 for every construction permit and charge $500
for every operating permit and then assign $100 one-time fee per facility,
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then we could collect the needed amount of money. We are looking for a rational
multiplier by which we can multiply a set dollar amount that would provide us with
the monies we need, and would be equitable. The number of emission points is the
multiplier with which we ought to be working. It should be multiplied with a
number calculated by figuring manhours and costs. $65 per point source was
derived. Considering that an actual cost of $188 per point source was figured, the
AQS feelS that this is well within the confines of the law and is fair and equitable.
Questions/ Answers Rachel Pappworth began by stating we are not here to fight for our own ideas, but
to come to a meeting of the minds.
An unidentified participant asked, "Are we talking dollars or methodology?"

John Drake responded by pointing out that in the course of talking methodology we
cannot separate it from dollars. Rachel Pappworth also pointed out that while
coming up with the method most desirable to the majority, we cannot lose sight of
the ultimate goal- $228,000.

: ·.. ~·.·

The Public Service Co. of Oklahoma representative argued the need to collect
$228,000. He felt that the AQS is "double dipping" by collecting that amount this
year and in future years. John Drake explained about the $100,000. and the
$128,000. ,discussion continued in this vein.. The representative was concerned
that if the AQS appropriations increase, would these public hearings be repeated to
reduce the fees?, The answer was "Yes".
Some participants were confused with regard to the definitions of a "source" and a
"facility". The point was made that there was a need for some better, more
technical definition of these terms. It was explained to the audience that the
Annual Report was written for the public and not as a technical reference.
Technical definitions can be found in the 0550.
A participant felt that the AQS was bringing to monies "through the back door".
Some still felt that the $228,000 was unjustified. The legality of us collecting fees
was again questioned. It was stated that if it was not legal we did not want to
adopt it.
The emission inventory was questioned. John Drake replied that, "we feel it is 9096
correct". He was then asked how the AQS intended to collect information for the
purpose of collecting fees? He replied that the AQS did not intend to change its
method of operation. "We would still send out our inventory and rely on the
informaton provided, which we feel is accurate for the most part", he said. The
inventory would be updated to cover sources that are periodically inactive.
A participant expressed some concern with regard to the equity of the states
approach since he had as many as 80 sources at some facilities. He found it hard to
believe that 6 hours were spent on each point source. It was pointed out that this
was an estimate based on the total hours spent divided by the total number of
sources that we have. There is some concern that that is not equitable. The
numbers were again explained.
One party was concerned that any modification to a major source would cost him
an additional $2,000. It was explained that it would not.

One parti(!ipant suggested that we put n (!Rp on the renewal fees. John Drake
pointed out that "A cap limit would decrease our income by about $10,000,
however, we could stand that." He also stated that the actual cost of doing a new
source permit is more than $2,000, but that could be made up later.
The cap, once set, would not be changed unless it came back to the AQC and the
council changed the rule. A suggestion was made to put it into the rule that it
would not be any more than the legislature would allow. That, according to the
person making the suggestion, would cover it. John Drake pointed out that this
would be a futile action, since the AQC puts things into these rules and therefore
can take them out. Thus, if, in the future, there was a need to increase the fees,
the AQC would do so.
What takes more time for the AQS to process - a new permit, a construction
permit, or a permit renewal? It was explained that more time is actually spent on
a new permit than on a permit renewal. A participant pointed out that there was
no review involved in a permit renewal, making the inspection the only basis for
fees. Dennis Doughty pointed out that we do not want renewable operating
permits.
It was suggested by Rachel Pappworth that we look at the Kansas approach,
because it does have some merit. A comment from the floor indicated that we
could be years developing an approach such as the one Kansas uses because of
categorizing various industries with regard to simpler methods of categorizing
operations such as using SIC codes.

The question was raised as to who would receive the fee payments, the State or the
City-County. It was explained that the system, as proposed, would be applicable
only to the state. The City-County, however, would be free to adopt either their
own fee schedule or this one, but not both.
Rachel Pappworth suggested that between today and August 12, 1987 (the next
workshop) the AQS run some numbers with reference to the different approaches
suggested here today. These numbers would be presented at the next workshop.
The comment was made that the setting up of the categories for the Kansas
approach was at times somewhat a judgment call because of having to take into
consideration the type of operation, the number of inspections, etc. It basically
comes down to trying to figure out how much agency resources are involved and
categorizing them from there~
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It was pointed out that the Texas Air Control Board was recently told by their

legislature that it would raise 50% of their revenues by fees. They have an annual
budget of $13 million, $3 million of which is for research, so they have to raise $10
million. Texas is holding its breath thinking that the legislature may come back
and say "ok you can raise 80% of your budget through fees". The comment was
made that, that same thing just happened in Louisiana. However, their monies can
be raised through fines and fees, not fees only.
SIC codes were looked upon favorably with respect to the development of this fee
system and creating the classification groups.
The question was raised about what class would be chosen should a facility fall
betweeen two classes. The gas processor representative pointed out that the
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higher numbered class would prevail.
Several expressed concern with regard to where the de minimis level would be set.
It was suggested that the categories would not have to be numbered in the order I,
2, 3, 4, 5, etc., but they could be numbered 1, 3, 7, etc. This would allow the
collection of more money and still remain within the cap limit.
One participant suggested that we may have to go out looking for more sources,
because there are those out there that the AQS knows nothing about. There are
plenty out there who don't pay their fees. This in turn puts the burden on those
companies that do pay their fees.
There will be a follow-up workshop on August 12, 1987 here at One Bell Central, 800
N. Harvey, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma at 10:00 A.M. At this workshop we will break
up into groups and work on specific aspects of this issue.
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MINUTES OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES
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WORKSHOP~~

Attached is the list of attendees and the agenda.

~

AUG l9 1987

AIR QUALITY.
SERVICE

After a welcome by Bill Breisch, chairman of the Air Quality
Council, and an explanation of the reasons for the fee schedule,
Rachel Pappworth of Witco was introduced and became the moderator
of the meeting. Rachel explained the purpose and procedure the
meeting would follow. Presentations would be made suggesting
possible alternative methods of levying the fees which individuals
felt would be more equitable. Then John Drake would explain how
and why the fee schedule was arrived at.
Mr. Doughty, legal counsel for the serVice, would explain the
legal basis for the proposal.
The participants were asked not to interrupt until the presentations were completed in order to give the presenters ample time
to make a full explanation.
_Several alternatives were discussed. After the presentations,
questions were asked, discussion ensued. Several participants
objected to the fee increases, particularly those facilities
which are grandfathered and do not now require a permit.
It was pointed out that the legislature had authorized such increases and the ·Governor's office had advised that the fees be
levied to maintain a least cu.rrent level operations ( $228,000;
needed). The only thing left was what method would produce the
most equitable method of raising the $228,000.
Discussion continued to lunch.
After lunch, there was considerable discussion without a lot of
agreement.
Three points seemed to be on everyone's mind: (1) Deminimis
sources; (2) Definition of a source; and (J) A cap on yearly
renewal fees.
It was agreed to meet on the 12th of August and attempt to work
out Language and other particulars to see if common ground could
be found for recommended action.

C.An!Oll
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A Summary of the Permit/Fee Workshop
August 5, 1987
The group was welcomed by Julius Kubier. It was at the request of the Air Quality
Council that we are holding this workshop. He then introduced Mr. Bill Breisch
Chairman of the Air Quality Council.
'
On taking the floor, Bill Breisch explained the need Cor fees, and consequently, t h e .
need Cor this workshop. In 1987 we had $360,000 from the general fund. In 1988 we
are goir11 to get $232,000, leaving a deficit ot $128,000. To make up this erosion ot
!wads, we are adding $100,000, "Erosion Fees", as John Drake calls it, and will come
up with $228,000 as the total needed. A proposed regulation to collect these fees
was presented at the last public hearing.
,. ,. ,.

* * *
Dennis Doughty discussed the regulation as it applies to tees. .In Title 63, Section
1-1802 or the Oklahoma Clean Air Act, Subsection D addresses authority ot the
Board of Health and the Air Quality Council to pass rules and regulations. The
Clean Air Act itself addresses permit tees and the authority to promulgate rules
and regulations. A copy of the latest statutory authority Cor permit fees was
included in the invitational packet sent to and, hopefully, received by everyone
here. This is in Title 63 Section 1-106.1 originally passed in 1984. It was recently
amended as House Bill 1473 and signed by the Govedrnor on July 17, 1987. Section
106.1& -allows the Board of Health to establish a system of tees to be charged for
environmental and other health services. There are some limitations. The tirst
one says that these rules will be passed according to the administrative procedures
act. Thus, these rules and regulations will be passed via these procedures, not
through individual procedings as was suggested. Secondly, ranges were established
tor permit issuance. The range tor permit issuance would be from $50 to $2000 and
Cor renewal ot a permit the range would be from $10 to $500. Another clause added
states that a grandfather facility still has to pay renewal fees. Subsection c.addresses the reasonable cost ot review and inspection which John Drake will
discuss.
Subsection D addresses exemptions due to unreasonable hardship.
Subsection F explains licenses and permits issued by the Board ot Health shall be
for a one year P.eriod. That is basically the statutory authority with which we have
to work. The law gives us the authority to establish this permit and fee schedule.

* * *
John Drake, Chief AQS, replied that the law, which we have already heard about,
was written tor the Health Department, not the AQS specifically. It does require a
reasonable relationship between the cost ot the service and the fee to be charged. .M.
We are looking tor three things: to collect a specitied amount; doing it within the ~
authority ot the law; and collecting these fees with as much equity as possible. We
have reviewed several approaches and none of them would have allowed us to
collect fees within the confines of our three requirements. Under the old law the
maximum ree we could charge for new perrnits was $500. We anticipated 60
permits per year. If we charge $500 Cor every construction permit and charge $500
for every operating permit and then assign $100 one-time fee per facility,
then we could collect the, needed amount of money. We are looking for a rational.
multiplier by which WF can multiply a set dollar amount that would provide us with
the monies we need, ~nd would be equitable. The number of emission points is the
multiplier with itch we ought to be working. It should be multiplied with a
number calculat
by figuring manhours and costs. $65 per point sour:ee was
derived. Consid ring that an actual cost ot $188 per point source was figured, the
AQS feels that this is well within the confines ot the law and is fair and equitable.

* **

Exhibit "D"

BOARD OF HEALTH
NOTICE OF RULEMAKING INTENT

.···~

NAM:! OP 'IULEMAKIHG AG!NCY/ENTI't!':

Oklahoma State Board of Health
INTENDED aULl!MAKING ACTION:

Adoption by the Board of Health, of revisions to th.e ~ermittin~ system and
increues in the permit/renewal fees und~r Regulatton 1.4, Atr Resourees
Management - Permits Re<luired.
SUIDIDU'J

* * *

Need and Effect of the Rule:

·Operating funds Cor the State Air Quality Service have been
reduced annually Cor the past several years. The existing Cee system
caMot berin to cover the east of permit service and other efforts
expended by the Department annually in eonjunction with the permit
system. This new system. should recoup those flind$ lost in previous
years and provide a source of funds in the future. The new system, u
devised, should place a more equitable portion of the regulatory costs
on those facilities emitting air pollutants.
Contents of the Rules:
09/24/87

REGULATION 1.4
A-it' ResettPees Maftge!'ftel'tt
P8Prftfls ReertriPM

Permits
(Notes the Department of Libraries declined to publish the proposed amendments)
AOTHOIUTY POll ROLl!MAKING:
83
83

o.s. 1981 Section 1-1801 et seq.
o.s. Supp. 1988, Section 1-108.1

COSTIBBNEPIT ANAL YSISa

A cost/benefit analysis will be prepared and will be available tor inspection in
Room 905 of the State Health Department Buildtnr, 1000 N.E. lOth Street,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

* * *
[0~.

Reg. 87-SSS;

6~ed Oecemb~t

Z9, 7987, 4:58 p.m.J
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OKlAHOMA

-.sTATE
CHAt\tfBER
OF COMMERCE
&INDUSTRY

ME M 0

TO:

Nacural Resources Con,mittee

FROM:

Julius E. Kubier

DATE:

August 6, 1987

We.

will meet:
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, August 12, 1987
Cardinal Room
Lower Lobby
One Bell Center
800 North Harvey
Ok1 ahoraia City

This meeting will hreak into work groups to come
up with actual languag~ to implement suggestions made
and try to arri~e at a consensus opinion.
A charge of $10 per person will be made for lunch,
coffee and soft drinks. You can pay at the door.but we
need to know how many will be attending.
PLEASE CALL THE OCCI OFFICE IF YOU PLAN TO ATIEND
SO WE CAN KNOW HOW MANY TO PLAN FOR. (405/424-4003)

-·
The United Voice of Business
4020 N. Lincoln Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

•

(405) 424-4003

.·
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Shell Pipe Line Corporation
8500 North Michigan Road
P.O. Box 68099
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268

<Xilt_~,

August 11. 1987

Oklahoma State Department of Health
Air Quality Service
P. 0. Box 53551
Oklahoma City. OK 73152
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Gentlemen:

'•4-.:·

.... ··
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PROPOSED REVISION TO REGULATION 1.4 OKLAHOMA CLEAN AIR ACT AIR RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT PERMITS REQUIRED
Shell Pipe Line Corporation operates and maintains crude oil storage
tanks in the State of Oklahoma. This letter is to express our opposition
to that portion of the proposed revision of Regulation 1.4 of the
Oklahoma Clean Air Act. which would require an annual permit renewal fee
for each existing operating source.
Shell Pipe operates approximately 43 crude oil storage tanks which are
properly permitted under the Oklahoma Clean Air Act and are the source of
minor air contaminant emissions, if any. The annual fee for these minor
emission sources is a tax which we believe should not be levied as long
as we are in compliance with the regulations and.file the required annual
reports.
Shell Pipe Line Corporation shares the State of Oklahoma's goal to
protect and enhance Oklahoma clean air resources and assure attainment of
the ambient air quality. However, we believe that this should not be
accomplished through an annual tax on facilities which have emissions
well below the limitations of the Clean Air Act.

Since~e11J-f)

.

_,1/f.~-·--G. H. Sherwin, Manager
Mid-Continent Division
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OKLAHOMA STATE
DEPARTMENTOFHEAUH

Joan K. Leavitt. M.D.
Commissioner
Board of Health

James A Cox. Jr.. M.D.
President
Lincta M. Johnson. M.D.
VICe President
Robert D. McCullough. II D.O.
Secretary/Treasurer

P.O. BOX 53551
1000 N.E. TENTH
OKLAHOMACITY. OK 73152

Wallace Byrel. M.D.
John B. Carmichael. D.D.S.
Ernest D. Martin
Walter Scott Mason. Ill
Edwin L Pointer. M.D.
W. A late" Taylor
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August 19, 1987

MFM)RANDUM

To:

John W. Drake, Chief
Air Quality Service

From:

D. G. Doughty

Subject:

Permit Fee Workshop, August 12, 1987
Summary of Work Groups

(1)

;;;;til)

y"''

De Minimis

The de minimis work group consisted of representatives from the following
companies :
Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Agrico
Dolese Brothers
Pub! ic Service Co. of Oklahoma
Western Farmers Co-op
The consensus was as follows:
Separate de minimis levels should be established both for permitting and for
permit fee-purposes. The levels should be established on individual pollutants
(including fugitive emissions for the purpose of permit fees) and should be
below 25 tons/year/pollutant.
(2)

A1 ternative A

Representatives:
Sun Pipeline
Texas Oil & Gas
Oklahoma Gas &Electric
Total Petroleum
r--.:onsensus :
Annual fees should be invoiced based on emission inventory. Agree that a de
minimis for fees is necessary and some method is needed to exempt small sources

•.

'•'•
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Memo randwn
John W. Drake

- 2 -

August 19, 1987

from permit requirements. Need definition of Minor Source. Also wanted
provision which would not allow fees to generate more money than legislature
appropriates.
Major aspect of this approach: all facilities renewals be charged a base
rate of $100 plus $50 added per each source up to $500 maximum.
Construction permit = Major $2,000
Minor $1 , 000
Operating permit
(3)

=Major $1,500
Minor $750

Alternative B (Kansas Approach)

Representatives:
St. Joe Resources
Sheffield Steel
, Witco
Public Service Co. of Oklahoma
Okla. City-County Health Dept.
Cities Service
General Motors
Consensus:
Reaffirmed the Kansas approach of several categories, ranked in order of fee
rate, and a multiplier assigned. Fee to equal $50 per class number (classes
1 through 10). Renewal annually; assessment on a facility basis using the
definition of facility found in Regulation 1.4 (#6).
New sources which have no predetermined category would be assigned a category
based on the same criteria used to establish original categories. This assignment written into permit; such assignment appealable to Council. Existing
sources not otherwise classified negotiated in same manner subject to appeal.
Renewals billed on January 1 with the payment due in 30 days. No enforcement
action taken if received in offices within 10 days of due date.
Staff Analysis:
Without addressing the merits of either A or B, it would seem that nearly all
of the suggestions of all three work groups can be incorporated into a final
rule. The one suggestion not acceptable to the staff is the one which would
link the amount of money obtained from fees to the amount of appropriations
from the legislature. This is unworkable from several aspects.

Memorandum
John W. Drake

- 3 -

August 19, 1987

It is the intent of the AQS to raise only that amount of money necessary to
make up for losses incurred by recent budget cuts. We believe this is what
the legislature intended. The Service, however, has no control over what the
legislature mandates. We believe that equating the income from fees to appropriations would not succeed in coercing the legislature, and could put us in
the unenviable position of having to refund or refuse fees in a time of legislative cuts. We can think of no equitable way of refunding fees after the
fact. We believe that the most manageable way of increasing or decreasing
fees is at public hearing before the Council. In short, this recommendation
is self-serving and would place an intolerable burden on the AQS.
The Kansas approach, in my opinion will be the easiest to administer and the
easiest understood by both us and industry. I predict the greatest problem
associated with this approach is objections based on particular classifications;
it is however, my recommended approach.
pGD/pjl
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MINUTES OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
AUGUST 12, 1987
The following attended:

wCJltlfsHO\> 11¥

AIR

QUAL~TY

SERVICt

C.R. Rearden, Sheffield Steel Corp.
B.W. Proft, Sheffield Steel Corp.
Nicholas Worontsoff, Jr., Texas Oil & Gas Corp.
Todd Miller, Witco Corp.
Royce Bentley, Public Service Co.
Ray Hedrick, Public Service Co .
. Jim Burkett, Sun Pipe Line Co.
David Bradshaw, Agrico Chemical Co.
Anton Bosch, Okla. City County Health Dept.
Charles M. Goodwin, Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp.
W.S. Manatt, Dolese Bros. Co.
David Branecky, 0 G & E
Jim Pollard, 0 G & E
Dr. Nora Tripathy, General Motors Corp.
D.G. Doughty, OSDH Air Quality Service
John Drake, OSDH Air Quality Service
Marsha Sweazy, OSDH Air Quality Service
Larry Trent, OSDH Air Quality Service
Grant Marburger, OSDH, Air Quality Service
'Angelo DeGiacomo, OSDH Air Quality Service
Clyde Jones, St. Joe Resources
Patrick Bentley, Total Petroleum
Dewayne Workman, Western Farmers Electric Co-op
Bill Skeith, Associated General Contractors
Absent were:

-

Mike Seney, Zapata Industries
Ron Bechtel, Halliburton Service
R.L. Thorstenberg, Conoco, Inc.
Ed Sexton, Midwest Carbide Corp.
Dave Blankenship, Rockwell International
Tom Carlile, Fansteel Metals
Jack Gallion, E.I.E. Associates, Inc.
S.S. Gambino, Ford Motor Co.
Paige Graening, Occidental Oil & Gas Corp.
Mike Rowten, Kerr-McGee Corp.
Jim Odendahl, Weyerhaeuser Company
Eldridge Luber, ONG
Joe Klimoski, Waste Management
John Hughes, USPCI, Inc.
Joe Hodges, Occidental Oil & Gas Corp.
Guy Berry, American Nt'l Bank & Trust Co.
John Drake recapped Workshop I and provided statistical
background on the two alternate proposals A and B.

-2The group then broke into 3 workgroups:
·... ·;.·

1.
2.
3.

Deminimus definition
Outline and refine Alternate A
Outline and refine Alternate B

The workgroups, particularly the deminimus group, worked
til report time.
The deminimus group did not reach a final conclusion,
but made Che following recommendations:
1. There should be a deminimus category.
2. The amount should be less than 25 tons. (What
the precise number should be was not determined)
3. Each of the pollutants should have its own limits.
Alternative A was refined and a cap suggested.
Alternative B (copied from Kansas) using 10 classes instead of 20 was studied; recommended that a provision for new
or industrial classes that had not been provided for in the
10 classes.
Several urge that the billing take place on the emission
inventory which the department now has.
There seemed to be
a feeling that there were a number of sources and facilities
which have ·not gotten into the system.
The Department will take the reports and come up with
a proposed regulation by August 22, so a hearing can be held
at the Tulsa meeting of the Air Quality Council on September
22, 1987.

I!
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Summary of the Permit/Fee Workshop Part II
August 12, 1987
Julius Kubier opened the workshop with comments and a brief summary of the
previous workshop held on August 5, 1987. He stated that there were three points
that needed to be addressed. The first one was the need for a de minimis to be set;
the second was a need for a renewal amount to be set. It seemed that most at the
previous workshop leaned toward the Kansas plan. As a result Mr. Drake and his
staff were asked to apply numbers to each of the plans presented on August 5, 1987,
and present them today.
The program was then turned over to John Drake. He pointed out that the staff did
not have a great deal of time to work on this, but they were able to come up with
some workable numbers.
The attached handout was passed out and discussed.
A. participant raised the question with regard to those sources that are out there
and are not reporting to us. John Drake responded that we would be naive to say
that there were none out there. However, efforts would be made to locate such
sources. There, are also those out there that have not been contacted in several
years, as the comment from the floor was made, and John Drake, responded that
those facilities would in fact also receive an emission inventory update request as
well as an invoice.
There was substantial concern that there were sources which would not accurately
report their sources in order to avoid paying their fair share of fees. John Drake
stated that we cannot send the facility on anything that we have not discussed with
that facility. He invited the groups to come up with wording to be considered that
would insure that such facilities did pay their part. We (the AQS) do not have an
answer for this at the present time, and we need money by March. If we go out and
look for these other sources, we won't have money by March. Dennis Doughty
pointed out that once we become aware of a facility that is not in the system, we
would send them a request for an emission inventory, which is standard procedure.
The alternatives A and B were reviewed briefly. Afterwards the participants broke
up into three groups - one to work on the de minimis, one to work on the
alternative A, and one to work on the alternative B. Grant Marburger of the
Permit and Enforcement Division of the AQS worked with the de minimis group,
while Angelo DeGiacomo of the Emission Inventory Section worked with the group
on alternative A, and Larry Trent of the Emission Inventory Section worked with
the group involved with alternative B.
~

Jim Pollard as the. Chairman of the de minimis group stated that this is a very
complicated issue. It was concluded that there should be a de minimis set, and that
it should be set by type of pollutant. This group also felt that a category of class
"0" should be added to the classification list and would include those industries
with pollutant emissions which fell below the de minimis level. These facilities
would in turn be charged no fee. The de minimis should be set below 25 tons per

year, but the group could not determine what that number should be. This de
minimis would only apply to the fees. A comment from a participant suggested
that this de minimis be tied to the Permit Division, because confusion could arise if
we ended up trying to use two separate de minimis levels for separate issues. The
question was asked if the zero category would still be needed, and the answer was
"Yes". Dennis Doughty pointed out that it appeared that the criteria for assessing
a fee might not be the same criteria for requiring a permit. Therefore, the two
might be separate at first, but the common goal would be to use the same criteria
in both instances. John Drake stated that he would not make a commitment then,
but would go back to the office and think on it. He also pointed out that we were
there to get as much input as possible from industry represenatives in order to
establish these fees in an equitable manner. It was pointed out that, although
things were a little more set at the time of the next hearing, they could still come
back and speak further.
Group A's presentation was not picked up by the recorder well enough to be
deciphered.
The Kansas Approach was discussed. The first thing that was done was to set a
billing date of January 1. The due date was set as thirty days after the billing date
and late fees were deleted in favor of making the fees due to the AQS 10 days after
the due date or enforcement action would be taken. This was proposed because
there is wording in the law to cover that. They proposed that $50 be set per class
number. Regulation 1.4 definition 6 is the best definition the group could come up
with for facility. The group decided that an annual renewal system would be
acceptable. The concern was expressed that there be a way left to add to these
classes in the event that a facility is found out there that does not fit into a class
in our permitting system. Enforcement action would be taken in the form of notice
of violation, if that was ignored we could come out with an adminsitrative order
and assess some fines for nonpayment. It was pointed out that we would need to
drop the wording from the Kansas approach that would deem a facility to be
"operating without a permit" for not paying fees.
Someone pointed out that it would simplify things if those facilities that were
grand fathered were given a permit. Another party stated that it would be easier
that way, but that seemed to be a gift that no one wanted to accept.
Dennis Doughty stated that the draft regulation presented would make a facility in
violation of that regulation if they were operating without a permit.
It was explained that the due date was set to be 10 days after the billing date to
avoid getting involved with the "we put it in the mail" excuses.
John Drake again explained that the regulation had to be made available to the
public 20 days before the hearing, and as a policy the AQS has tried to make them
available to the public 30 days before the hearing date for review. Then the
Council holds the hearing and leaves the comment period open for 10 days after
that. Then action would be taken in November. However, if the Council feels
comfortable with it, they may take action in September.
Upon conclusion of the workshop, a form was provided for individuals to make their
own comments and to express their preference of fee collection methodologyy.
Seven preferred· Alternative A, six preferred Alternative B, and one recommended
the Alternative C. There were concerns expressed about the de minimis and the
cap to be set on fees.
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BACKGROUND
(A)

AT THE MARCH 17,1987, COUNCIL MEETING THE STAFF GAVE A

PRESENTATION ON THE ERODING FUNDS OF THE AIR QUALITY
SERVICE. AT THAT TIME, OUR BUDGET HAD BEEN CUT
APPROXIMATELY $100,000. THE STAFF PROPOSED TO RAISE THE
CURRENT FEE SCHEDULE TO MAKE UP THESE LOSSES.
(B)

THE FY-88 FUNDS WERE AGAIN REDUCED ANOTHER $128,500

FROM THE FY-87 APPROPRIATIONS. AT THE MAY COUNCIL MEETING A
PROPOSED REVISION TO REGULATION 1.4 WAS PRESENTED AT PUBLIC
HEARING. THIS PROPOSAL, WHICH WAS CALCULATED TO RAISE
APPROXIMATELY $228,000 IN FEES, WAS VIGOROUSLY CHALLENGED
AND CRITICIZED BY INDUSTRY. THIS HEARING WAS CONTINUED UNTIL
THE JULY COUNCIL MEETING. THE COUNCIL ALSO INSTRUCTED THE
STAFF TO MAIL OUT SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICES TO SMALLER
OPERATIONS WHICH MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AWARE OF THESE
PROPOSALS.
THE STAFF PREPARED AND MAILED OUT OVER 200 OF THESE SPECIAL
NOTICES ON JUNE 12.
(C)

A REVISED PROPOSAL WAS PRESENTED AT PUBLIC HEARING IN

JULY. INDUSTRY WAS WELL REPRESENTED AND AGAIN VIGOROUSLY
CHALLENGED THE STAFF PROPOSAL.
AFTER THE HEARING WAS CONCLUDED, THE COUNCIL AGAIN
CONTINUED THE HEARING UNTIL SEPTEMBER. THE COUNCIL ALSO
DIRECTED THE STAFF TO CONDUCT SUFFICIENT WORKSHOP MEETINGS
TO INVESTIGATE ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES WHICH MIGHT RESOLVE
THE INDUSTRY CONCERNS.

., ...

TWO WORKSHOPS WERE CONDUCTED ON AUGUST 5th AND AUGUST
12th. THESE WORKSHOPS WERE HOSTED BY THE STATE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE.
(D)

WORKSHOP RESULTS
(1)

AT THE FIRST WORKSHOP, THE STAFF PRESENTED THEIR

APPROACH.
OG&E PRESENTED ALTERNATIVE "A", WHICH WOULD HAVE SET A
BASE FEE FOR EACH FACILITY AND AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR
EACH POINT SOURCE UP TO A SET MAXIMUM.
ALTERNATIVE "B" WAS PRESENTED BY THE GAS PROCESSORS;
THIS METHOD IS THE ONE CURRENTLY IN USE IN THE STATE OF
KANSAS.
THE KANSAS METHOD CLASSIFIES ALL FACILITIES INTO ONE OF
20 CLASSES AND A DOLLAR AMOUNT IS MULTIPLIED BY THE
CLASS NUMBER TO DETERMINE THE ANNUAL FEE.
(2)

AT THE SECOND WORKSHOP, THREE WORK GROUPS WERE

FORMED, EACH GROUP ADDRESSING RESPECTIVELY, THE ISSUES
OF DE MINIMIS, ALTERNATIVE "A" AND ALTERNATIVE"B".
ALTHOUGH NO SPECIFIC LANGUAGE WAS FORTHCOMING FROM
THESE WORK GROUPS, EACH GROUP TACKLED THE PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR GROUP AND PRESENTED A CONSENSUS
AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE SESSION. THE STAFF HAS
ATTEMPTED TO INCORPORATE ALL OF THE SUGGESTIONS INTO
THE PROPOSAL PRESENTED HERE TODAY. THE ONE SUGGESTION
NOT ACCEPTABLE TO THE STAFF IS THE ONE WHICH WOULD NOT
ALLOW FEES TO GENERATE MORE MONEY THAN THE
LEGISLATURE APPROPRIATES. WE BELIEVE THIS WOULD BE

::.-.-'
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ADMINISTRATIVELY VERY DIFFICULT AND MORE APPROPRIATELY
HANDLED BY A RULE CHANGE SETTING THE FEES BY
REGULATION.
(3)

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP RESULTS

THE CONSENSUS OF THE WORK GROUPS IS AS FOLLOWS:
(a)

SEPARATE DE MINIMIS LEVELS SHOULD BE

ESTABLISHED BOTH FOR PERMITTING AND FOR PERMIT FEE
PURPOSES. THE LEVELS SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED ON
INDIVIDUAL POLLUTANTS AND SHOULD BE BELOW 25 T/YR.
THIS SUGGESTION WAS INCORPORATED INTO THE STAFF
PROPOSAL AT 1.4.1(b)(3)(A) WHICH SETS AN EMISSION RATE
OF 1 LB/HR BEFORE THE REQUIREMENT FOR A PERMIT IS
TRIGGERED, AND SECTION 1.4.1(c)(4)(B) WHICH SETS A DE
MINIMIS RATE OF 10 TONS/YEAR FOR THE PURPOSES OF
PERMIT RENEWAL FEES.
Consensus #2

(b)

ANNUAL FEES SHOULD BE INVOICED BASED ON

EMISSIONS INVENTORY. THIS IS SET FORTH IN THE STAFF
PROPOSAL UNDER SECTION 1.4.l(c)(4)(C)(ii).
Consensus

(c)

#3

NEED DEFINITION OF MINOR SOURCE

THE STAFF PROPOSAL SETS FORTH A DEFINITION AT
SECTION 1.4.l(c)(l)(C). THE DEFINITION IS THE SAME AS WAS
PROPOSED IN JULY, BUT IS MORE MEANINGFUL BECAUSE OF
THE DE MINIMIS QUANTITIES SET OUT IN THE CURRENT
VERSION.

Consensus #4
THE STAFF PROPOSAL, AT SECTION 1.4.1(c)(4)(C) WOULD SET
A MAXIMUM RENEWAL FEE OF $500 PER YEAR. THIS WOULD
BE A MAXIMUM PER FACILITY; A DEFINITION OF FACILITY
HAS BEEN PROVIDED, AS WAS ALSO SUGGESTED.
II.

STAFF PROPOSAL
(A)

THE STAFF PROPOSAL WAS DISTRIBUTED AUGUST 21st, 1987. IT

BASICALLY FOLLOWS THE KANSAS, OR ALTERNATIVE "B".
MAJOR SOURCE CONSTRUCTION PERMITS ARE SET AT $2,000 AND
OPERATING PERMITS AT $1,500.
MINOR SOURCES GREATER THAN .25 TON/YEAR BUT LESS THAN 100
TON/YEAR WOULD BE ASSESSED A CONSTRUCTION PERMIT FEE OF
$1,000 AND AN OPERATING PERMIT FEE OF $250.
~.f'51-lrR2..

MINOR SOURCES EMITTING

~S@

/.J!SS
THAN 1 LB/HOUR BUT -M:&R-E THAN 25

TON/YEAR WOULD BE ASSESSED A CONSTRUCTION PERMIT FEE OF $200
AND AN OPERATING FEE OF $100.
SHOULD THE STAFF REVIEW A PERMIT APPLICATION AND DETERMINE
THAT A PERMIT IS NOT REQUIRED, THE ORIGINAL FEE WILL BE
RETURNED UPON SUBMISSION OF A $100 DETERMINATION FEE.
(B)

PERMIT RENEWAL FEES AND RENEWAL EQUIVALENTS ARE BASED

ON THE 10 CATEGORIES OF FACILITIES SET FORTH IN THE TABLE.
EACH CLASS IS ASSIGNED A NUMBER FROM 1 TO 10. THE RENEWAL
FEE IS DETERMINED BY MULTIPLYING $50 TIMES THE CLASS NUMBER.
EXAMPLE: IF THE SOURCE TYPE WERE A PETROLEUM REFINERY OR A
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING FACILITY, THE CLASS
NUMBER ASSIGNED IS 10. $50 X 10 = $500 RENEWAL PER YEAR. THIS IS
THE MAXIMUM PER FACILITY.

..·.:·'

(C)

SELECTION OF APPROACH

THE STAFF BELIEVES THAT ALL OF THE APPROACHES HAVE MERIT.
BASED ON THE WORKSHOP RESULTS, THERE WAS NO CLEAR CUT
CONSENSUS AS TO WHICH APPROACH WAS FAVORED. IT SEEMED
CLEAR THAT THE ORIGINAL STAFF APPROACH WAS FAVORED THE
LEAST, AND THE KANSAS APPROACH, IF NOT A UNANIMOUS FAVORITE,
WAS AT LEAST ACCEPTABLE TO INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE. THE
APPROACH IS PERFECTLY ACCEPTABLE TO THE STAFF AND WE
BELIEVE WILL SIMPLIFY THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE REGULATION
FOR BOTH THE SERVICE AND INDUSTRY. THE STAFF, THEREFORE,
CHOSE TO BASE TODAY'S PROPOSAL ON THE KANSAS APPROACH, OR
THE ALTERNATIVE "B".
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To

Oklahoma Patrons

From:

John W. Drake, Chief()
Air Quality Service

Subject:

Revision of Regulation 1.4 Air Resource Management,
Permits Required Concerning Permits Fees

0J; ~

At the March 1987 Air Quality Council meeting, the Air Quality Service made a
presentation showing that the funds to operate the Service had been "eroding" each year
and the work was increasing. The conclusion of the presentation indicated the staff
would present a proposed revision to the fee schedule to make up the approximately
$100,000 in erosion plus any FY-88 reductions in appropriations. When the legislature
made the OSDH appropriation for this fiscal year, the AQS was reduced $128,500 from
the FY-87 appropriations. Thus, the staff presented at the May and July meetings a
revision to the Council at public hearing designed to secure $228,000 per year in fees.
At the July hearing, the regulated industry challenged all aspects of the staff's proposal
concerning annual fees including equity, legality and the substance of the proposal.
There was also concern expressed about the New Source fees and their reasonableness.
The Council, after this hearing, decided to continue the hearing until the September
Council meeting. Further, they directed the staff to conduct workshop-type meetings
with the regulated community to investigate alternative approaches that might achieve
the goal. The State Chamber of Commerce was also requested to host such meeting with
the staff. These workshops were conducted on August 5th and 12th.
At the first workshop, presentations were made on the staff's approach and two
alternatives. Alternative "A" presented by OG&:E suggested that there should be one fee
for every facility being directly regulated by the Service and an additional charge for
each point (source operation) within the facility up to a maximum. Alternative "B" was
presented by the Gas Processors Association and is the Kansas method of charging annual
fees. This approach classifies all facilities into one of 20 classes and then a dollar
amount is multiplied by the class number to determine the annual fee. In Kansas, this
system is applied against about 1400 facilities and raises· approximately $200,000 per
year.
The staff was requested to expand on these approaches and have the second workshop to
further discuss the detail. The format of the second workshop was a brief presentation
by the staff recapping each alternative; three work groups to discuss alternative A,
alternative Band de minimis; reports from the work groups; and an individual report of
preferences and concerns.
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The individual reports did not give a clear consensus as to the preferred approach.
Alternative "A" was preferred by six, alternative "B" was preferred by five, the State's
approach was preferred by one and two indicated either A or B would be appropriate.
Without a clear consensus, the staff elected to develop and present the B alternative in
the proposed regulation revision to the Council for hearing in September. The use of
facilities from the AQS emission inventory data base unrelated to emission points (source
operations) will be the most convenient from the AQS administrative standpoint.
We are also including proposed revisions to Regulation 1.1 Defining Terms Used in
Oklahoma Air Pollution Control Regulations wherein a definition of PM-10 is added, and
1.2 Air Quality Standard and Increments to adopt the recently promulgated National
Ambient Air Standard for PM-10 and deleting the current standard for total suspended
particulate (TSP). These are necessary as part of the State's requirement to develop a
State Implementation Plan (SIP) for PM-10.
I would also advise you that the September Air Quality Council meeting originally
scheduled for September 15 has been rescheduled for September 22, but still to be held in
Tulsa at the City-County Health Department.

JWD/pjl

